
The Correspondence

Letter 1
Faraday to T. Huxtable
C18111

From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 13-14
Dear Sir, - Tit for tat, says the proverb; and it is my earnest wish to make
that proverb good in two instances. First, you favoured me with a note a
short time since, and I hereby return the compliment; and, secondly, I shall
call tttit" upon you next Sunday, and hope you will come and tea "tat" with
me the Sunday after. In short, the object of this note is to obtain your
company, if agreeable to your convenience and health (which I hope is
perfectly recovered long before this), the Sunday after next.

This early application is made to prevent prior claims; and I propose
to call upon you this day week to arrange what little circumstances may
require it.

In hope that your health is as well as ever, and that all other
circumstances are agreeable, I subjoin myself, Sir, yours, I M. Faraday

1. Bence Jones (1870a), 1:13 says that this is the "earliest note of Faraday's that is known to
exist".

Letter 2
Faraday to Joseph Banks
1812
From Gladstone (1875), 35

I wanted some apparatus; this last want I tried to remedy by making
apparatus for myself according to the description I had read; and as
electricity was the science which then engrossed my attention, my sole aim
was at an electrical machine. I made many fruitless attempts with large
phials, &c, for the purpose of producing one, but they all ended in
disappointment. I was then obliged to read the old theory over and over
again for some time longer, till I found the defects in my former trials, and I
then proceeded to make new ones; suffice it to say that at last I constructed
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a machine, and have since made some other additions to it in apparatus,
but it is small and still so incomplete that I can do nothing but repeat some
of the old and obvious experiments, and am not able to satisfy myself with
regard to any particular theory by making new ones1.

1. This is extracted from a copy of the letter Faraday wrote to Banks, asking for scientific
occupation (see introduction, p.xxx). This was in the papers of James South, but these have
not been traced.

Letter 3
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
12 and 13 July 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Sunday Afternoon July 12th I 1812.
Dear A.

Ceremony is useless in many cases, and sometimes impertinent; now
tho' between you and me it may not be the last; yet, 1 conceive it is the first,
therefore I have banished it at this time. But first let me wish you well, and
then I will proceed on to the subject of this letter: Make my respects too if
you please to Mr. & Mrs. Abbott, and also to your brother & sister.

I was lately engaged in conversation with a gentleman, who appeared
to have a very extensive correspondence: for within the space of half an
hour, he drew observations from two letters that he had received not a
fortnight before; one was from Sicily; and the other from France. After a
while, I adverted to his correspondence; & observed that it must be very
interesting, and a source of great pleasure to himself: He immediately
affirmed with great enthusiasm that it was one of the purest enjoyments of
his life: (observe he like you and your humble servant is a Bachelor.)-
much more passed on the subject, but I will not waste your time in
recapitulating it; however let me notice, before I cease from praising and
recommending epistolary correspondence, that the great Dr. Isaac Watts1,
(great in all the methods respecting the attainment of Learning;)
recommends it, as a very effectual method of improving the mind of the
person who writes, & the person who receives2; Not to forget too another
strong instance in favour of the practice, I will merely call to your mind the
correspondence that passed between Lord Chesterfield3 & his Son: In
general, I do not approve for the usual tendency of Lord Chesterfields
Letters, but I heartily agree with him respecting the utility of a written
correspondence4. It, like many other good things can be made to suffer an
abuse, but that is no effectual argument against its good effects.

I dear A , naturally love a letter, and take as much pleasure in
reading one, (when addressed to myself:) and in answering one as in
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almost any thing else; & this good opinion which I entertain, has not
suffered any injury from the circumstances I have noticed above: I also like
it for what 1 fancy to be good reasons, drawn up in my own mind upon the
subject: and from those reasons, I have concluded, that letter writing
improves; first, the hand writing, secondly, the ... At this moment
occurs an instance of my great deficiency in letter writing: I have the Idea I
wish to express full in my mind, but have forgot the word that expresses it;
a word common enough too: I mean the expression, the delivery, the
composition a manner of connecting words, thirdly, it improves the mind,
by the reciprocal exchange of knowledge, fourthly, the ideas; it tends I
conceive to make the ideas clear and distinct, (Ideas are generated or
formed in the head, and I will give you an odd instance as proof), fifthly, it
improves the morals: I speak not of the abuse, but the use of Epistolations,
(if you will allow me to coin a new word to express myself) and that use I
have no doubt, produces other good effects. Now, I do not profess myself
perfect in those points, and my deficiency in others connected with the
subject you well know; as Grammar &c therefore it follows that I want
improving on these points, and what so natural in a disease, as to revert to
the remedy that will perform a cure; and more so when the Physic is so
pleasant: or to express it in a more logical manner, and consequently more
philosophically, MF is deficient in certain points, that he wants to make up.
Epistolary writing is one cure for these deficiencies, therefore, MF should
practice Epistolary writing.

Seeing that I have thus proved, from both Reason and Logic, and the
last is almost equal to Mathematics in certainty; that I should Write Letters;
it merely remained to obtain correspondents: Now do not be affronted Mr.
Abbott at my looking towards you before you have heard my reasons; I am
happy to say that my disposition is somewhat like your own,
Philosophically inclined; and of course I wish to improve in that part more
than in others: you too have I presume time to spare now & then for half an
hour or so: your Ideas too I have ascertained whilst conversing with you,
are plentifull, & pretty perfect; I will not say quite, for I have never yet met
with a person who had arrived at perfection so great as to conceive new
ideas, with exactness & clearness. & your - vide above, where I failed; your
composition, or expression, pleases me highly, for these reasons I have
presumed to conceive, that the interchange of ideas & Information would
not be unpleasant to you, & would be highly gratifying to me. You may if
you choose take this [blank in MS] (insert some word here) as a specimen
of what mine would be, & return me an answer similar to what you have
promised me, before Yes or No.

On looking back I find dear A , that I have filled two pages with
very uninteresting matter; and was intending to go on with more, had I not
suddenly been stopped by the lower edge of the paper, this circumstance,
(happily for you, for I should have put you to sleep else,) has "called back
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my wand'ring thoughts,11 & 1 will now give you what I at first intended this
letter should be wholly composed of, Philosophical Information & Ideas.

I have lately made a few simple galvanic experiments merely to
illustrate to my self the first principles of the science. I was going to
Knights5, to obtain some Nickle [sic], & bethought me, that they had
Malleable Zinc: I enquired & bo[u]ght some. - have you seen any yet? The
first portion I obtained was in the thinnest pieces possible; observe it in a
flattened state, it was as they informed me, thin enough for the Electric
Snake [sic], or as 1 before called it, de Luc's6 Electric column7.1 obtained it
for the purpose of forming discs, with which & copper to make a little
battery, the first I completed contained the immense number of seven
pair[s] of Plates !!! and of the immense size of half-pence each!!!81, Sir, my
own self, cut out seven discs of the size of half-pennies each! I, Sir, covered
them with seven half-pence and I interposed between seven or rather six
pieces of paper, soaked in a solution of Muriate of Soda!!! - but laugh no
longer Dear A rather wonder at the effects this trivial power produced,
it was sufficient to produce the decomposition of the Sulphate of Magnesia;
an effect which extremely surprised me, for I did not - could not have any
Idea, that the agent was component to the purpose. a thought has
struck me - I will tell you, I made the communication between the top &
bottom of the pile & the solution with copper wire: do you conceive that it
was the copper that decomposed the earthy sulphat?. that part I mean
immersed in the solution; that a galvanic effect took place I am sure,
for both wires became covered in a short time with bubbles of some gas, &
a continued stream of very minute bubbles, app[ear]ing like small particles,
rose through the solution from the negative wire. My proof that the
Sulphate was decomposed, was, that in about 2 hours the clear solution
became turbid, Magnesia was suspended in it.

Seeing the great effect of this small power, I pr[ocur]ed from Knights
some plate Zinc, or sheet Zinc; I think they call it; about the thickness of
pastboard. from this I cut out discs; & also obt[aine]d some sheet copper, &
procured discs of that Metal; the discs ab[ou]t 144 inch in diameter: these I
piled up as a battery, interposing a solution of the Muriate of Soda by means
of Flannel discs of the same size; as yet, I have only made one trial, and at
the time I believe about 18 or 20 Pair of Plates. With this power I have
decomposed the Sulphate of Magnesia, the Sulphatfe] of copper, the
Acetate of Lead, & I at first th[ou]ght also Water, but my conclusions in that
< respect> were perhaps too hastily made.

I inserted the wires in a portion of the water that I took out of the
cistern, and of course not pure a strong action commenced: a dense, I may
really say dense white stream of matter descended from the Positive wire;
& bubbles rose rapidly & in quick succession from the Negative wire. On
per[cei]ving this effect take place, I concluded I had decomposed the water;
but after a time, I perceived that the action slackened, the white cloud was
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scarcely perceptible at the wire, tho' by the former action the lower part of
the solution was perfectly opaque: & the bubbles nearly ceased. I thought
that the action of the battery was exhausted, but in philosophy we do not
admit supposition, & therefore to prove whether the battery was inert, or
weather any principle in the water was exhausted, I substituted a fresh
portion of water for that which had been galvanised. Then the action
commenced again, & went on as at first; the white precipitate again
appeared, & bubbles rose as before, but after a while it ceased as in the first
instanceu

I make no affirmative conclusion from these phenomena, but this I
presume that the water was not decomposed; our water comes through
Iron pipes, & is retained in a leaden cistern: I have also ascertained that it
holds a small portion of Muriatic Acid, & have no doubt but that it contains
Carbonic Acid. Now do you think that any part of the lead, or Iron, the lead I
should rather fancy, is held in solution by the Muriatic or Carbonic Acid?
and that the bubbles are formed by the precipitation of the metal, whilst the
Acid - what a blunder I mean that the bubbles are formed by the escape of
the Acid, & the precipitate is the Metallic oxide? - explain the circumstance
to me, will you; either by your pen, or your tongue.

Another Phenomena I observed was this, on separating the discs from
each other, I found that some of the zinc discs had got a coating, a very
superficial one, in some parts, of Metallic copper, & that some of the copper
discs had a covering of the Oxide of Zinc; in this case the Metals must both
have passed through the flannel disc, holding in the solution of Muriate of
Soda: & they must have passed by each other. I think that this circumstance
well worth notice, for remember no effect takes place without a cause, the
disposition too of the oxide of Zinc in the flannel was curious, & will tend to
illustrate the passage of the metals from one side to the other. I cannot
describe it with any effect, you must see it. - but think of these things, & let
me know - if you please Sir, if you please let me know your opinion.

This far have I scribbled & have still got to apologise; but Philosophy
must bear sway for a little longer. I had a contest with some Gents,
respecting a perpetual motion, which induced me to go & see what they
affirmed to be one. it was an application of the ball pendulum to a time
piece, a very neat piece of workmanship; you may likely have seen it but if
not it is in the window of a Watchmakers situated in a passage at the East
side of the Royal exch[an]ge. by enquiring I ascertained that - it was called
the incline plane clock, - was not invented by a watchmaker, (negative). -
required winding up once in fourteen days & was estimated at the
value of fifty Guineas or more definitely at 52 10 0.- Guineas change in value
so much now a days.

To conclude - look over -
And now dear Sir; to conclude in a manner requisite for this occasion,

I humbly beg pardon for thus intruding on your time, your patience, &your
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good sense. I beseech you if you will condescend so far, to return me an
answer on this occasion: & pray let the refusal of your correspondence be
as gentle as possible hoping dear A that the liberty I have taken
will not injure me in your good opinion, I cannot conclude <bet>ter than
by wishing you all the happiness you can enjoy: the completion of all your
good & honest wishes; and full he<alth> [MS torn] until I communicate
with you again, & for ever after.

I am dear A I Yours Sincerely I M. Faraday
Monday Morning

Dear A
I am just now involved in a fit of vexation. I have an excellent prospect

before me and cannot take it up for want of ability had I perhaps known as
much of Mechanics, Mathematics Mensuration & Drawing as I do perhaps
of some other sciences that is to say had I happened to employ my mind
there instead of other sciences I could have obt[aine]d a place an easy
place too and that in London at 5.6.7.&800 per Annum. Alas Alas Inability

1 must ask your advice on the subject and intend if I can to see you next
Sunday.

1 understand from my brother that you was [sic] in good health &
spirits yesterdays [sic] you will be sure I was happy to hear it - I heartily
hope too that your brothers health improves make if you please my best
wishes to himu Fail not to give my respects to your Father & Mother & also
your Sister.

I am dear A 1 Yours Sincerely I M. Faraday
One necessary branch of Knowledge would be that of Steam engine and
Indeed any thing where Iron is concerned. Paper out. Pen worn down so I
Good day to you MF

1. Isaac Watts (1674-1748, DNB). Hymm and educational writer.
2. Watts (1809).
3. Philip Dormer Stanhope, 4th Earl of Chesterfield (1694-1773, DNB). Politician and writer.
4. Chesterfield (1800).
5. Richard (1768-1844) and George Knight, chemical suppliers and instrument makers of 41
Foster Lane. See Hunt and Buchanan (1984)
6. Jean Andre De Luc (1727-1817, DSB). Geologist and meteorologist.
7. See De Luc (1810).
8. That is 2.5 cms.
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Letter 4
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
20, 21 and 22 July 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

July 20, 1812 I Monday Evening. 10 o clock
Dear Abbott,

Were you to see me instead of hearing from me I conceive that one
question would be how did you get home on Sunday evenings I suppose
this question because I wish to let you know how much I congratulate
myself upon the very pleasant walk or rather succession of walks runs and
hops 1 had home that evening and the truly Philosophical reflections they
gave rise to.

I set off from you at a run and did not stop untill I found myself in the
midst of a puddle and quandary of thoughts respecting the heat generated
in animal bodies by exerciser The puddle however gave a turn to the affair
and I proceeded from thence deeply immersed in thoughts respecting the
resistance of fluids to bodies precipitated into themu I did not at that time
forget the instances you and your Brother had noticed in the afternoon to
that purposes

My mind was deeply engaged on this subject and was proceeding to
place itself as fast as possible in the midst of confusion when it was
suddenly called to take care of the body by a very cordial affectionate &
also effectual salute from a spout, this of course gave a new turn to my ideas
and from thence to Black-Friars Bridge it was busily bothered amongst
Projectiles and Parabolas^ At the Bridge the wind came in my face and
directed my attention as well and as earnestly as it could to the inclination
of the Pavementu Inclined Planes were then all the go and a further
illustration of this point took place on the other side of the Bridge where I
happened to proceed in a very smooth soft and equable manner for the
space of three or four feet. This movement which is vulgarly called slipping
introduced the subject of friction and the best method of lessening it and in
this frame of mind I went on with little or no interruption for some time
except occasional and actual experiments connected with the subject in
hand or rather in head.

The Velocity and Momentum of falling bodies next struck not only my
mind but my head my ears my hands my back and various other parts of my
body and tho I had at hand no apparatus by which 1 could ascertain those
points exactly I knew it must be considerable by the quickness with which it
penetrated my coat and other parts of my dressi.j This happened in
Holborn and from thence I went home Sky-gazing and earnestly looking out
for every Cirrus, Cumulus, Stratus, Cirro-Cumuli, Cirro-Strata and Nimbus
that came above the Horizon^.]

I almost fear dear Abbott that you will envy me my walk and for that I
should be sorryw I do not wish to give rise by any means to so bad so
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disagreeable a passion in the breast of any person. I myself was well
pleased with it (the walk) and had it not been that through it I was deprived
of the pleasure of your company I should have blessed my stars for such
amusing weather.

Hear [sic] am I dqar Sir on the third page of my paper and have not yet
began to answer your very kind free friendly instructive amusing and very
wellcome letter but now I will turn to it and "say my say."

For the first part I thank you and here note that I shall keep you to the
following words "But will not fail to give them a thorough investigation". I
like your Logic well. - Philosophical Accounts, Scientific inquiries, Humble
trials, ha, ha, ha, hah! - Don't you charge me with Ceremony yet, or whilst
your style runs thus "but this 1 overlook &c &c &c" - you know the rest -
apply it.

I am exceedingly obliged to you for the observation & quotation you
have given me respecting Cupid & Galvanism and return my most gratefull
thanks <to> you for the remedy you have pointed out to m < e > against
the attacks of the little God-Demon, < I > beg Le Sage's2 pardon. You no
doubt are aware that this is not the first time that he has been conquered by
Philosophy and Science^ The last named person informs us very minutely
in what manner he was shut up in a glass bottle and rendered incapable of
doing mischief - 0 that I were as wise as that Sage - that I could shut little
Cupids in glass bottles what exquisite presents they would be to the Ladies
and how irresistible would the fair sex be to ail who knew not how to
oppose them thus armed tho' I must confess they are not quite so absolute
since the discovery of this anti-amorous remedy Galvanism. You will not
have forgot too when we set the Nitrous Oxide in opposition to him and
since Galvanism now aids the Gas it is not possible for the little Urchin to
keep his ground. Farewell to him[.]

I am now going to set my piles in action in which state I shall leave
them all night and in the Morning will note down what Phenomena I shall
perceive Alas. Alas the salt-box is empty and as it is now too late to
procure a fresh quantity I shall wish you all Health and Happiness, and
wish you a Good-Night[.j

Tuesday Morning, half-past 6 o'Clock and a fine Morning
Good day to you Sin.] I now intend to proceed on with my letter from the
point where I left off - not exactly tho' for as yet I have no salt and I do not
like to substitute any other solution or any Acid because I suspect both the
Acid and the Alkali bear a part in the transmission of the Metals. I am
exceedingly obliged to you for your Ideas on this subject and I think I need
not say I received it with good-will[.] I never yet dear Abbott received any
thing from you but what I met with that feeling and for the rest of the
sentence had I thought that your mind was so narrow as to be chagrin'd at
seeing a better solution of this Phenomena from another person I certainly
should never have commenced a correspondence with You.
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I beg your pardon for an error I committed on Sunday Afternoon.
Malleable Zinc is 2/6 per lb. as for the Copper I am not exactly aware of its
value[.j I have calculated as correctly as I could that 1 lb of Sheet Zinc
contains 130 Square inches superficial measure on each side.

I was this Morning called by a trifling circumstance to notice the
peculiar motions of Camphor on wateru You no doubt know that when a
very small piece of Camphor is placed on the surface of some clean water it
commences mostly a rotatory motionu 1 have both heard and read of it
before but I was greatly impressed when I beheld itu The piece of Camphor
was cracked and when on the surface of the water it immediately split and a
sharp rapid motion commenced between the two halves the end[s] were
alternatively attracted and repelled in a very curious manner. I should not
have mentioned this simple circumstance but that I thought the effect was
owing to Electricity and I supposed that if you were acquainted with the
phenomena you would notice it. I conceive too, that a Science may be
illustrated by those minute actions and effects almost as much as by more
evident and obvious phenomena^ Facts are plentifull enough but we know
not how to class them many are overlooked because they seem
uninteresting but remember what led Newton to pursue and discover the
Laws of Gravity and ultimately the laws by which Worlds revolve was - the
fall of an apple3. -

Whilst conversing some time since with a young Lady I learned that
there was a kind of glass of such a nature or so prepared as to have a
singular effect when employed to glaze windows and placed in them with
one particular side outwards. Any person in the room could observe
another on the outside who could not in return look into the room[;] he
could not see what was passing tho* done before the windows].] It struck me
a few days since whilst passing by a fine house that appeared to have in the
Window frames very bad glass that this peculiar glass was of the kind called
plate and ground smooth only on one side the rough side being outwards
perhaps the diversity of reflection would hinder a person from seeing what
passed in the interior - If you are acquainted with this circumstance explain
it to me.-

(My knife is so bad that I cannot mend my pen with it - it is now
covered with Copper having been employed to precipitate that Metal from
the Muriatic Acid - this is an excuse - accept it).

Tuesday Evening, 11 o'Clock
Thus far had I got kind A , when I received your very friendly Epistle
and inclosure. I heartily thank you for both but more particularly the first
tho I cannot refrain from being discontented at your hunger as it shortened
your communication and with it my pleasure!.] I would complain much
more but that I cannot spare paper at present.

I have just finished putting the battery as you term it in action and
shall now let it remain for the night acting upon a solution of the Muriate of
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Ammonia thus is the disposition madeu Fifteen plates of Zinc and as many
of Copper are piled up with discs of Flannel interposed. Fifteen other plates
of each Metal are formed into a pile with pasteboard both it and the Flannel
being soaked in a solution of Common Salt. These two piles are connected
together and their combined action employed as I before stated. The flash
from it when applied to the Gums or Eyes is very vivid and the action on the
tongue when in contact with the edges will not allow it to remain there.

With respect to your second solution of the Passage of the Metals I
have not time at present to think of it nor have I room to say more than that
I thank you for <a>ll on that subject wait till I have heard of your
experiments. (Good-night.)

Wednesday Morning 6 o'Clock
I have doubled in as much paper as I could in order to gain room never
mind the shape -

I can now only state factsu Opinions you shall have next time[.] On
looking at the pile this morning I found that the M of A. had been
decomposed the Alkali separated at the negative wire and escaped this was
evident last night by the cloud it formed with the MA. - The Acid acted on
the Copper wire and a M of C was formed this was again decomposed and
now I find the negative wire covered with a vegetation of Copper and the P
wire eaten away very considerably the solution is of a fine blue colour
owing to the Ammoniate of Copper - On turning to the piles I found the
action of one considerable the other was exhausted the first contained the
flannel discs and they were yet very moist the other had the paper discs
and they were quite dry of course you know why the action ceasedu On
looking to the states of the plates particularly I found but one in the pile
containing flannel that was in the state I before noticed that is it being Zinc
and possessing a coat of Copper, in the paper pile not a single Zinc plate
was affected that way the Copper plates in both piles was covered very
considerably with the Oxide of Zinc[.]

I am aware with you that Zinc precipitates Copper and that the Metals
are oxided before solution in Acids but how does that effect their motion
from one disc to another in contrary directions - I must trust to your
experiments more than my own -1 have no time and the subject requires
several.

Remember me to all Friends Yours Unceremoniously, I M. Faraday
Endorsed by Faraday: To An honest man close buttoned to the chin I Broad
cloth without, and warm heart within

Endorsed by Abbott: Received 7 Mo 22 1812
Address: Mr B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey.
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1. Howard (1811)
2. George-Louis Le Sage (1724-1803, DSB). Swiss physicist.
3. See McKie and De Beer (1951-2) for details of the development of the story of Newton's
apple.

Letter 5
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
2 and 3 August 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

August 2nd 1812.
Dear Abbott,

What is the longest, and the shortest thing in the world: the swiftest,
and the most slow: the most divisible and the most extended: the least
valued and the most regretted: without which nothing can be done: which
devours all that is small: and gives life and spirits to every thing that is
great?

It is that, Good Sir, the want of which has till now delayed my answer
to your wellcome letter. It is what the Creator has thought of such value as
never to bestow on us mortals two of the minutest portions of it at once. It is
that which with me is at the instant very pleasingly employed. It is Time.

To be brief dear A amidst this circumlocution it is solely the want
of the above valuable article that you are at this time to attribute the
apparent mark of Carelessness that so delayed an answer would induce you
to suppose I had evinced. At the moment I read your letter my ideas
marshalled themselves into the form of an answer and were extremely
willing to issue out to paper immediately but that could not be and I will
now call them up by a reperusal in the best manner I can.

In compliance with your request I return you with thanks my first -
(not Scrawl (for that is a very un-philosophical word and fit only to be used
by feminine males, man-miliners - ladies footmen &c.[)] and sounds or
rather reads very badly I will assure you amongst Voltaic Experiments) but
first introduction to your correspondence, and in that view (and that alone)
I respect it - it is not "inclosed in a long account of curious usefull and
entertaining experiments" but want of time and ability will - must, excuse
me.

When I first took in hand the pen I was not aware that I would any way
manufacture a decent letter for really I have nothing to say but somehow I
suspect I shall as usual fill the paper & I wish you were inclined to copy my
example somewhat more than you do I mean in length not in qualityi.] I am
obliged to you for the philosophical experiment you have described to me
so clearly; yet, as you know that the eyes are by far more clear and minute
in the information they convey to the sensorium than the tongue or rather
Ears you must allow me to defer any observation untill I have repeated and
varied it myselfu It was my intention to do so on the same day that I
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received your letter and for that purpose arranged the pile and connected it
by Copper wires to a solution of the Muriate of Soda my real intentions were
to connect it by a copper & Zinc wire to the solution and then consider it as
a circular or end less battery but by an oversight both connecting wires
were Copper I will not describe to you the Voltaic effects for I did not pay to
it sufficient attention but I will inform you that from it I obtained a result not
at all connected with my intentions but to me gratifying you well know there
is two oxides of Copper the Black & the Orangeu The Prot-oxide & the Per-
oxide. The Black or Per-oxide is obt[ain]ed by heating Copper for a few
minutes in a bright fire and then plunging it into water that I could do but I
could not easily indeed not at all obtain the Orange oxide untill on looking
in the Morning to my battery I found a considerable deposit of it at the
bottom of the solution the Salt was first decomposed & the Acid had acted
on the Copper & then again the M of Copper in time gave way to the Voltaic
influence at least I suppose that was the process.

With respect to the Camphor and Glass I will tell you my reason for
noticing them. I wish to make our Correspondence a deposit of
Philosophical facts & circumstances that will perhaps tend to elucidate to
us some of the laws of nature for this reason I shall insert in the form of
Queries or otherwise all the facts I can meet with that I think are as yet
unexplained they will be as subjects for investigation and if you think fit to
chime in with my fancy and will propose such things as you are acquainted
with that are yet unresolved or any thing else that your better judgement
may choose it will give a peculiar feature to our communications and
cannot fail of laying under obligations your most Obedient.

I was in hopes dear Sir that I should before now have received the
promised long epistle containing your Electrical Experiments since I have
been aware that you intended making some I have felt much interested in
the result do not delay to inform me at all times as early as convenient and
let me caution you not to wait for my answers consider the disparity
between your time and mine and then if you do feel inclined to
communicate alternately I hope you will give tha<t> notion up[.j

I am not sure I acted properly when I address<ed> correspondence
to you alone and not jointly to you and your Brother. My reason for
entertaining this doubt is the oneness of spirit that appears to actuate you
both and the truly Brotherly parts you supports I do not know exactly
whether your Brother has that enthusiasm for writing that I have but as at
one time he proposed to translate a French Book on Philosophy into
English I fancy he is not quite averse to it[.j

Once and once only I had the pleasure of being ingaged in a friendly
controversy with your Brother respecting the Universality of the Delugeu
He opposed iti.j I cannot say I maintained it but thought it was sou If your
Brother has no objection to lay down his arguments on paper and will
transmit them to me by Post I shall not forget the obliging condescension
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on his side and the gratifying honor on my own but observe I do not ask to
infringe on convenience inclination or other employments Remember me
Sincerely to him and wish him good health. Health \.)

In the Epistle I return you of mine I find I promised you
proof that ideas were formed in the headu It is scarcely wort
it costs nothing take itu Six or seven years ago whilst standin
a gentlemans house and waiting untill my knock should be
thrust my head through some iron railing that separated the doo
another and then I began to consider on which side of the rail
mind I affirmed that the side possessing my head was my statio
was my perception my sensesu I had just sufficient time to ascertain this
when the door opened & my nose began bleeding by the contact of the rails
& such matter as that quickly put flight to my rude metaphysics. Simple as
is this instance it did more in illustrating this case to me than all the
arguments I have heard since on the subject or all the affirmations that
have been made.

I wish to add something more if I can and therefore will not at present
concludes Mr. Huxtable left town I believe on last Mondays On the
Saturday before we made two of a party that went down the river to the
Botanical Gardens at Chelsea belonging to the Company of Apothecariesj.] I
was very well pleased with the excursion and wished for you two or three
times.

I have at this time a small Galvanic trough in my hands it is on the
construction of Cruickshanks2 that is it has glass partitions!.] The plates of
metal are 2 xh inch[e]s long & 2 wide the trough contains 36 cells but I have
in my hands only 18 pair of platesu The owner is a young man who has
attended several of Tatum's Lectures^ I knew him slightly[;] before he has
his trough again I shall make free to use it and see whether I cannot
decompose water the M of Ammonia &c. and I will try at animal & vegetable
matter.

Pyrotechny will be exhibited in considerable perfection on Tuesday
evening at Ranelagh Gardens alias Minor Vauxhall alias Kings Arms &c3.
Will you go to see itt.j If I receive no denial from you I shall transmit under
cover a couple of double tickets^ Your Brother will come & if your Sister
conceives the place will afford an hours amusement to her I hope she will
make one of your Party. I am not quite certain I can be there myself but if
convenient I will make my appearance about 9 or 10 say Vi past 9 o'clock^
The pleasure I expect will be the walk & your company. Till then, I I
Remain, Dear Abbott I Yours Sincerely I M. Faraday

I have left the enclosure at Weymouth St & I am now here you shall
have it next time,

Blandford St Monday Morn.
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Address: To I Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. Written in large letters.
2. William Cruickshank (d. cl810). See Courts (1959).
3. The New Ranelagh, Milbank, is noted in Picture of London for 1815, p.341 as a summer
resort much frequented by the middling classes. It was clearly a pale imitation of the Ranelagh
Gardens in Chelsea which closed in 1803 (see Besant (1911), 87) and of the still flourishing
Vauxhall Gardens.

Letter 6
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
8 August 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

August 8th 1812.
Dear Abbott

Sorry am I to say that your arrangement will not coincide with my
engagements for tomorrow but so it isf.j I cannot refrain from expressing my
regret since I will assure what I must attend to is not so very pleasing as to
engage earnestly my inclination but I hope shortly so to plan it as to have
no let to your company here. I cannot notice more of your letter at present
than the conclusion which I hope you believe is fully met by Yours
Sincerely I M. Faraday
8 o'clock I Morning

Letter 7
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
11 August 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Abbott.

1 make all imaginable haste to assure you that Idleness is a fault which
never in my mind was associated with any ideas respecting you nay so
opposite that is my opinion that I conceive were it not for your good sense
you would sooner be doing mischief than doing nothing but understand
here dear Sir once for all, that 1 never wish to invade your conveniency in
any manner on the contrary 1 would rather add to it by any means in my
power.

"Pyrotechny is a beautifull art" but I never made any practical
progress in in except in the forming of a few bad squibs so that you will gain
little from me on that pointi.j I have a book at home which amongst other
things contains a considerable number of Receipts in the Art and several
illustrative plates'M It if you choose is at your service and I have no doubt
would be of considerable use.
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I thank you for your electrical experiment but conceive the subject
requires a very numerous series and of very various kinds[.] I intend to
repeat it for I am not exactly satisfied of the division of the charge so as to
produce more than one perforation!.] I should be glad if you would add to
your descriptions any conclusions which you by them are induced to make
they would tend to give me a fairer idea of the circumstances!.]

1 have to notice here a very singular circumstance namely a slight
dissent in my ideas from you it is thisi.j You propose not to start one Query
untill the other is resolved or at least "discussed and experimented upon"
but this I shall hardly allow for the following reasons - Ideas and Thoughts
often spring up in my mind and are again irrevocably lost for want of noting
at the time[.] I fancy it is the same with you and would therefore wish to have
any such objections or unresolved points exactly as they appear to you in
their full force that is immediately after you have first thought of them for to
delay untill the subject in hand is exhausted would be to loose all the
intervening ideas[.] Understand too that I preserve your communications as
a repository into which I can dip for a subject requiring explanation and
therefore the more you insert the more will it deserve that name
nevertheless I do not mean to desert one subject for another directly it is
started but reserve them for after subjects of considerations

Thank your Brother for me if you please for his assent to my desires I
am exceedingly sorry you should have to urge ill health and need not tell
you that I wish it were otherwise most heartily.

I will attend to your advice respecting the Aether and shall carefully
catch and preserve as much of it as extends thus far I have no doubt but
that you diffuse a very fragrant atmosphere about Bermondsey1.

Sr H. Davys book I understand is already published but I have not yet
seen it nor do I know the price or size it is entitled "Elements of Chemical
Philosophy"2.

That Oxy-Muriatic Acid gas is obtained by heating a mixture of the
Per-oxide of Manganese[,] Muriate of Soda and Sulphuric Acid is I conceive
no objection to Sr H D theoryi.] I have not heard the particular fact
explained but conceive it to be thus. Sulphuric Acid we will consider as a
simple substancet.] The Per-oxide of Manganese as a lesser oxide and
Oxygen and the Muriate of Soda is a compound of Chlorine and the metal
Sodium this perhaps you are not fully convinced of but the experiments of
Davy prove \\\.\ In the process of disengaging Chlorine the Sulphuric Acid
decomposes both the oxide and the Muriate it combines with the
Manganese when united to a lesser portion of Oxygen and of course
Oxygen is liberated!.] The Muriate being composed of but two parts
Chlorine and Sodium can only be resolved into those principles!.] The
Chlorine is given out as a gas and is received in jars the Sodium combines
with the Oxygen liberated from the Oxide and Soda is formed which is
dissolved by the Sulphuric Acid.
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This I conceive to be the theory of the process and if you refer to the
discoverers Scheele's Theory3 you will find it is exactly the same indeed I
would wish you not to be surprised if the old theory of Phlogiston should
be again adopted as the true one tho I do not think it will entirely set aside
Lavoisiers but the "Elements" will inform you - If you find in your mind the
least objection to the above explanation let me know it as I do not wish to
adopt an error.

I beg your pardon for puzzling you without cause with respect to the
galvanic experiment in which the Muriate of Soda was decomposed you
enquire "where is the Acid"u I did not pretend to give a minute description
of the experiment or otherwise I should have noticed an apparently
continued corrosion of the Copper at the Positive wire and a continual
deposit of the oxide at the negative wire so that as the Salt was decomposed
at one pole the Acid was employed in forming a fresh portion at the other
so that when the action of the battery was exhausted still a portion of the
Muriate of Copper remained in solution tho' perhaps three or four times as
much had been decomposed[.] Its presence was evident by the blue colour
of what remained.

Having thus dear A noticed all the topics of your letter I will add a
little matter of my own and first a few queries for future discussion.

You must know well the appearance of a window when covered with
the frost as it is termed the figures often possess very great regularity what
is the cause of it? I am aware that the crystallization of the water or rather
ice is one affecting circumstance but I suspect from some appearances I
have noticed that the Electric state of the glass has also its influence.

In the northern parts of Europe and America a very singular
Phenomena is noticed in Metals - Iron I believe The Laplanders will offer a
stranger a piece of Iron that has been in the air and obtained the common
temperature and it will on touching the flesh bring away the skin somewhat
like a burnt.] The same Phenomena is evident or rather takes place in the
Northern parts of Russia Siberia &c and at Hudsons Bay in America how is
this effect to be accounted for. The Gents Mag contains some very foolish
explanations of it4!.]

Definitions dear A are valuable things I like them very much and
will be glad when you meet with clever ones if you will transcribe them[.] I
am exceedingly well pleased with Dr. Thomsons definition of Chemistry he
calls it the Science of insensible motions "Chemistry is that Science which
treats of those events or changes in natural bodies which consist of
insensible motions"5 in contradistinction to Mechanics which treats of
sensible motions[.j

How do you define Idleness?
I forgot to insert a Query when at the proper place tho' I think an
investigation of it would be of importance to the Science of Chemistry and
perhaps Electricity!.] Several of the Metals when rubbed emit a peculiar
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smell and more particularly Tint.] Now smells are generally supposed to be
caused by particles of the body that are given off if so then it introduces to
our notice a very volatile property of those metalsu But I suspect their
Electric states are concerned and then we have an operation of that fluid
that has seldom been noticed and yet requires accounting for before the
Science can be completed.

Thus dear Abbott I have given you all the Philosophy I can spare at
present and now I will ask you how your time is engaged for next Sunday
afternoon. My Brother as well as myself wishes to see where the Surrey
canal passes by locks over the hill and as you proposed it to me last time I
saw you I consider it as not unallowable!.] If you feel inclined to a like treat
[words illegible] accept the company of your humble Servants it would be I
hope gratifying to all We would be with you at whatever time you should be
ready to start and will appoint after 1 o'clock but observe this is if perfectly
convenient and agreeableu Let me know if you please your pleasure on the
subject.

I will see you before the 20th at all events.
Let me hear from you shortly. Remember me to all Friends. Health

Happiness and Prosperity be with you and believe me continually
Yours Very Sincerely, I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Abbott: Reed 8 Mo 12th 1812
Address: Mr B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey
Postmark: 11 August 1812

1. A reference to the large number of tanneries located there.
2. Davy, H. (1812) published in octavo. His presentation copy to the Royal Institution is
dated 8 August; its price was 18s.
3. Carl Wilhelm Scheele (1742-1786, DSB) discovered chlorine.
4. GentMag., 1811, 81(2): 124, 234, 412.
5. Thomson (1807), 1: 3. "CHEMISTRY, then, is that science which treats of those events or
changes in natural bodies which are not accompanied by sensible motions".

Letter 8
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
19 August 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Aug. 19th. 1812.
Dear Abbott,

Never do I feel so well able and so well inclined to answer a letter as at
the time of receiving it or rather at the first readings I have just reperused
yours but having seen you since I received it I find that by far the greater
part of it is answered[.] It is probable therefore that this letter will be a dull
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one for I have but few subjects and the heat of the weather has so enervated
me that I am not able to treat those I have in a proper manner - But rouse up
Michael and do not disgrace thyself in the opinion of thy Friend1 -

1 have again gone over your letter but am so blinded that 1 cannot see
any subject except Chlorine to write on but before entering upon what I
intend shall fill up the letter I will ask your pardon for having maintained an
opinion against one who was so ready to give his own up - I suspect from
that circumstance 1 am wrong - 1 am happy to find from the conclusion of
your Epistle that your views are so comprehensive and indulge largely the
pleasures of anticipation in expectation of a rich harvest (in the winter) of
new and important informationu

With respect to Chlorine if we intend to debate the question of its
simple or compound nature we have begun at a wrong point or rather at no
point at all[.] Conscious of this I will at this time answer your present
objections but briefly & then give the best statement 1 can of the subject -
The Muriate of Soda is a compound of Chlorine and Sodium and as Chlorine
in this theory is esteemed a simple substance I conceive that the name
Chlorate of Sodium is improper ate and ite are the terminations of the
generic names of Salts, and convey to our minds an idea of the Acid that the
base is combined with but Chlorine is not an acid it is a simple substance
belonging to the same class as oxygen and therefore its binary compounds
should 1 conceive be termed in imitation of Oxydes, Chlorides. The Muriate
of Soda is therefore a Chloride of Sodium and the Oxymuriate of Soda is a
compound of that Chloride with Oxygen.

I will not say more at present on your objections since you will now be
able to answer them yourself in the same way that I should do but I will
proceed to the more simple and elementary parts of the subject - In the
present case I conceive that Experiments may be divided into three classes
1st Those which are for the old theory of Oxy-muriatic Acid and
consequently oppose the new one 2ndly Those which are for the new one
and oppose the old Theory and 3rdly Those which can be explained by
both theories - apparently so only for in reality a false theory can never
explain a fact - I am not aware of any belonging to the first class what
appeared to be such at first have on consideration resolved themselves
into the third classj.j Of the second class I will propose a few to you and of
the third class is that we have already been engaged uponu

Be not surprised my dear Abbott at the ardour with which I have
embraced this new theory - I have seen Davy himself support it[.] I have
seen him exhibit experiments conclusive experiments explanatory of it and
I have heard him apply those experiments to the theory & explain and
enforce them in (to me) an irresistible manneru Conviction Sir struck me
and I was forced to believe him and with that belief came admiration^

As you are already acquainted with the properties of Chlorine it will
be improper to say anything about its particular characters^] I shall
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therefore enter immediately upon such experiments as I am acquainted
with that tend to prove it a simple body that is an undecomposed one - You
well know that when a taper is immersed burning in Chlorine gas the
combustion becomes very dim the flame appears of a dull red & a great
quantity of smoke is emitted2!.] This smoke is the carbonaceous part of the
tapen.j Now on the supposition that Chlorine or Oxy-muriatic Acid is a
compound of the Muriatic Acid and Oxygen how happens it that < t h e >
Hydrogen of the combustible burns and not the Ca<rbon.> Carbon is
considered as having the strongest affinity <for> Oxygen of any
combustible yet here Hydrogen will burn and Carbon will not[.] Carbon
which has the strongest affinity cannot do what Hydrogen doesu Several of
the Metals will burn spontaneously in this gas a proof that the supporter of
combustion is not held by so strong an affinity from them and tho Carbon
will decompose the Oxides of those Metals it cannot combine with the
Oxygen of the gas[.] The fact is no oxygen is present nothing but Chlorine a
simple substance and with Chlorine Charcoal has no apparent affinityi.]
Hydrogen possesses a strong attraction for it and therefore we see why that
part of the combustible burns & not the Carbon. As a still more simple and
decisive experiment I will relate the following of Davyst.j He had a glass
globe filled with dry Chlorine gas and by means of a Voltaic Battery he
ignited in this gas two points of charcoal but no change took place both the
combustible and the gas remained unaltered3!.] Carbon at a white heat
could abstract no oxygen from Chlorine gas whereas at the same time he
made Gold a metal which has the least affinity for Oxygen burn in the same
portion of gas & by the same power It combined with the Chlorine4.

When Chlorine gas is mixed with Hydrogen gas equal parts of each
being put together and are submitted to the action of the Sun's rays or
electric sparks are passed through them it is affirmed that the Hydrogen
combines with the Oxygen and both Muriatic Acid gas & Water are formed
but this affirmation is false it is not so if the gases are both perfectly dry no
condensation takes place no water is formed nothing but Muriatic Acid
remains - This is a very decisive experiment and therefore particular
attention has been paid to it it has been performed with every possible care
both by French Chemists and by Davy5and the result has been as I have
stated it no water was obtained nothing but pure Muriatic Acid gas and as
Chlorine & Hydrogen were present it follows that Muriatic Acid is
composed of these two bodiest.]

The experiment I last stated is a synthetical proof of the compound
nature of Muriatic Acid[.j I shall now in order to complete the circumstances
relate an analytical one - If a piece of Potassium is enclosed in a portion of
dry Muriatic Acid gas and its temperature is somewhat raised it will inflame
the Acid gas will disappear and Hydrogen will be found remaining6!.] The
metal has united to the Chlorine forming a Muriate of Potash & the
Hydrogen remains behindu The same effect may be produced by other
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metals but more slowly Tin Antimony Arsenic Copper &c. are all capable of
decomposing the Muriatic Acid gasu

By Lavoisier's Theory you would explain it thusu The metal say you
decomposes a portion of water combined with the Oxygen and the
Hydrogen remains - But no water is present - it is impossible that water
sufficient to supply so much Hydrogen can be present & escape detection it
cannot be the Hydrogen proceeds solely from the decomposition of the
Muriatic Acid gas.

I will before I conclude this long letter just notice another synthetical
experiment using Muriatic Acid - When steam & Chlorine gas in proper
proportions are passed through a red hot porcelain tube a decomposition
of the water takes place7u Its Hydrogen combines with the Chlorine and
forms Muriatic Acid and its oxygen comes over accordingly Muriatic Acid
Gas & Oxygen gas comes over and nothing elset.] By Lavoisier's Theory the
fact would be explained thusu The steam caused a decomposition of the
Oxy-Muriatic Acid and Muriatic Ad & Oxygen came over - but what
becomes of the steam? no water in Davy's experiment came over - none at
all - but by Lavoisier's theory the disappearance of that is unaccounted for -
and the decomposition of the Oxy-Muriatic Ad & it is very unaccountable
when it does not combine with either of its parts - in fact it is not so the
water is decomposed and thus it disappears and thus is the Muriatic Acid
composed -

Thus far dear Friend for the present in my next I will continue the
subject and in the mean time transmit to me any objections you have to
what I have already drawnf.j

I have not time, dear Ben at present to close my letter in a proper
manner I shall be at Ranelagh8 tomorrow evening (if fate permits) & if we
do not meet before will take my station exactly at nine under the orchestral.]

Yours Truly i M. Faraday
PS. Give my respects to all at homej.]

Endorsed by Abbott: Received 8 Mo 20 1812 AM
Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane 1 Bermondsey

1. A linguistic reference to Abbott's connection with the Society of Friends.
2. Faraday, "Notes of Davy's 1812 Lectures", RI MS F4A, p.158.
3. Ibid, p.165-6.
4. Ibid, p. 168-9.
5. Ibid, p.159-61.
6. Ibid, p.161-3.
7. Ibid, p.107.
8. See note 3, letter 5.
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Letter 9
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
1, 2 and 4 September 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Sept. 1st. 1812.
Dear Obliging Abbott,

I acknowledge the receipt of you last letter dated Aug 28th and intend
to preserve it sacredly not only as a part of our correspondence but as a
proof of your kindness & industry. I am sorry & beg pardon of you for
reproaching you not knowing your situation and promise not to offend so
again -1 condole with you most sincerely on account of your indisposition -
I am surprised and that not agreeably at its remaining on you so long - Your
situation (for the view of which I thank you) is certainly not the most
agreeable it is almost pitiable but I conceive it will not last long and then all
will be right again nevertheless in order to support you by giving you a little
relaxation and bringing to your mind other objects I will again take up the
subject of Chlorine & back the opinion I conceive to be correct and have
affirmed by experiments & reasonings in the best manner I can.

In my last if 1 remember rightly I gave as proofs that Chlorine gas
contained no Oxygen experiments in the following import - That the
Carbonaceous part of a taper would not burn in it - That ignited Carbon or
Charcoal would not burn in it - That when Chlorine and Hydrogen were
united no results containing Oxygen appeared - That when Steam &
Chlorine were made to act on each other all the Oxygen obtained came
from the water and as a proof that Muriatic Acid is a compound I noticed an
experiment in which it is decomposed by Potassium the chlorine being
taken from it by the metal & I slightly adverted to the peculiar combinations
of other metals & Chlorine.

It was necessary dear Abbott that I should thus recapitulate what I
had before said on this subject for so many things have since engaged my
attention and draw it off from that point that it was essential to re-collect
my thoughts again to avoid saying largely now what I had said before. Sept.
2. - (Last night dear A 1 saw you and heard some of your objections but
shall not answer them untill I have them in writing thus then I proceed).

At this time my arguments in favour of the simplicity of Chlorine will
be drawn from the nature of the results when it pure is made the supporter
of combustion and when it is combined with other bodies -1 have already
observed one of these combinations i.e. when Hydrogen was united to it -
Hydrogen when united to Chlorine forms a pure unmixed uniform binary
compound Muriatic Acid and no water is produced in weight too the weight
of the Acid is exactly equal to the weight of its ingredients or rather
components used[.] With Oxygen the other supporter of combustion it
forms water a body very different to Muriatic Acid and different also are the
combinations of the other inflammables with the two supporters.
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Look into your Lavoisier into your Nicholson1 into your Fourcroy2 and
what other Chemical books you have at the article Oxy-Muriatic Acid they
will tell you that its Oxygen is held by an affinity so weak that the
combustibles burn in it very easily and compounds of the Oxygen and
inflamables are obtained as well as Muriatic Acid3 - You will think me bold
dear A if I deny all these authorities but Davy has done so & I will do it too
on the strength of his experiments^] One has copied the errors of another &
all are wrong.

As a proof of their want of experiments on this point and their
abundance of assertions I will again tell you that Carbon has not yet been
made to combine with Chlorine or if you please Oxygen of Oxy-Muriatic
Acid it has not even apparently been made to do so that I know of and yet
they affirm that all the combustibles burn in it and produce the same
results as in oxygen gasu They were not acquainted with the peculiar fact of
its non-combination but took it for granted that as it combined with Oxygen
it would also burn in Chlorine - but these are a kind of negative facts tho
very important ones let us now turn to the other combustibles!.]

Phosphorus I believe generally burns spontaneously in this gas with a
pale flame and a solid compound is formed but not Phosphoric Acid tho
that is solid too but a body very different from it[.] One essential character
of PA is its great degree of fixedness it will not sublime or rise in vapour at
an heat less than white ignition but this compound my good Sir is
volatizable at an heat below 212° (I myself saw it rapidly rise from the heat
of a small spirit lamp) and this is a very distinguishing difference let me tell
you4[.]

The substance the Chloride of Phosphorus as we will call it combines
with Ammonia5 - here I fancy I hear you crying out "an Acid an Acid it
combines with an Alkali"!!! but softly my good Sir we have no Acid as yet -
tho it does combine with Ammonia no Phosphat is formed but a dry
powderu This powder is very different to the combination of PA &
Ammonia and possesses different properties & characters!.] It is
exceedingly fixed in the fire it will not rise at a white heat whereas the
Phosphat of Ammonia is decomposed at an heat far below that point
consequently it must be a different substance & Chlorine must be a simple
bodyt.j

There is another compound of Phosphorous and Chlorine besides the
foregoing which will afford some very strong proofs that Chlorine is a
simple substance or rather that it is not & does not contain Oxygens This
compound is not in a solid form like the former but is a dense liquid it is
obtained by distilling the Corrosive Sublimates of Mercury & Phosphorus
together now what according to Lavoisier's Theory would you suppose this
liquid to be? Phosphoric Acid? or perhaps a mixture of Phosphoric &
Muriatic Acids but no my good Sir either supposition would be wrong or
any other that supposes an acid or Oxygen present!.] The liquid is no acid
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but a compound of Phosphorus & Chlorine it does not possess Acid
properties^ If a portion of it is dropped on to litmus paper or any other test
paper for Acids it will cause no changes of colour except round the edges of
the drops and that circumstance I will otherwise explain6!.]

Another proof that the Phosphorous exists in this compound
uncombined with Oxygen is the following pour some of it on a surface as
paper a film of Phosphorous will quickly form and if it is brought towards
the fire it will inflame and burn it then combining with Oxygen a sufficient
proof that it was not combined with it before7!.] What then was it combined
with? Chlorine a substance containing no Oxygen but a simple supporter of
Combustion.

This liquid compound is decomposed by & decomposes water^ then
Sir Abbott we have Acids in plenty If a portion of it is poured into a small
quantity of water de- and re-combinations take place and a mixture of
Phosphoric and Muriatic Acids are formed[.] During this or those actions no
gas is evolved except it may be Muriatic Acid gas but no Oxygen or
Hydrogen from the water is given outt.j They are both taken up in the re-
compositions They are both necessary to form the Acidsu The Oxygen of
the Water unites to the Phosphorous and produces Phosphoric Acidu The
Hydrogen unites to the Chlorine & forms Muriatic Acid and thus all the
constituent parts are employed!.] The Hydrogen & Oxygen evolved from a
certain portion of water is exactly sufficient to saturate both parts of a
proper quantity of the compound of Phosphorus & Chlorine.

If now you apply it to the Litmus paper the effect of an acid
immediately takes place because acids are present and yet it is diluted with
thrice its quantity of water before when strong and concentrated it
produced no effect on the test now by the addition of water it does a proof
that there was no acid in it in the first case tho there was in the latter and a
proof also that it was by the decomposition of the water the Acids were
formed

I will now explain the reason of the change of colour observed when
the compound was dropped on to Litmus paper it took place round the
edgesi.] The compound having so strong an affinity for water attracts it in a
very effectual manner from the Atmosphere and forming such strong acids
by its decomposition it immediately decomposed it and then the results
acted on the paper now it is evident that this action of the compound would
take place at the surface of the drop and as the only part where the surface
touched the paper was round the edges it was there only that a change of
colour could take placet.]

If you (as I suppose you do [)] still oppose this theory of Davy's
consider this experiment with care and account for it otherwise if you cant.]
Remember that this compound of Chlorine & Phosphorus possesses not
Acid properties!.] That the phosphorus in it will unite to Oxygen and
therefore is not previously so that when poured into water it is not a
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dilution but an action a strong action that takes place and great heat is
evolved[.] That both the Oxygen & the Hydrogen of the water is employed
and - That then Acids are present!.] The Phosphoric Acid is readily
accounted for it is produced by the union of the Phosphorus & the Oxygen
but the Muriatic Acid how is that produced nothing but Chlorine &
Hydrogen at present remaining nothing but these form that Acid, and
nothing else is necessary.

There is a compound of Sulphur & Chlorine similar to the above
described one of Phosphorus & Chlorine it is a red liquid & is obtained by
heating sublimed Sulphur in Chlorine gasu This liquid like the former
possess no Acid properties tho with water it forms two strong Acids
Sulphuric & Muriatiq.j This decomposition of water by the compound is
exactly similar in its action with the before mentioned one tho not in all its
circumstances9[.] The Hydrogen liberated unites to the Chlorine & the result
is muriatic Acidu The Oxygen unites to the Sulphur & forms sulphuric Acid
but it so happens that the quantity of Sulphur in the compound is greater
than can be saturated by the liberated Oxygenu If we conceive a certain
portion of the compound to be decomposed and also as much water as will
afford Hydrogen sufficient to combine with all the Chlorine of the
compound then the Sulphur separated from that quantity is far too much
for the Oxygen liberated from the decomposed water consequently Sulphur
is separated & remains puret.]

I have thus dear Abbott detailed the principle facts that I am
acquainted with respecting the reciprocal action of the inflamables and
Chlorines They all of them afford convincing proof that Chlorine is as yet
an undecomposed body & Sulphur & Phosphorus combine with it in the
first in one proportion & the second in twou These three compounds are
new & singular ones and exhibit very curious Phenomena^ They are not
neither do they contain any acid - Carbon will will not or at least has not yet
been made to combine with Chlorine a striking proof that it contains no
oxygen - Hydrogen unites to it and is the only one of the combustibles that
forms with it an Acid namely the Muriatic Acid - In my next I will continue
the subject but positively will first hear from you so that I may know my
opponent & his objections.

Adieu, dear Ab<bott> 1 M. Faraday
Sept 4. Friday evening received of Mr. B. Abbott the sum of 24 lines
contained in a letter dated Sept 3,1812[.j Is any [word illegible] by me MF. I
MF congratulates Mr. A on his acquisition of Accum10 and thinks he has
made a good bargain he will enquire about the Phosphorus shortly &
thanks Mr. A for his promise of a letter & experiments and expects
them impatiently and to conclude he will be exceedingly obliged to him for
Admission to Mr. J. Tatum's lecture on the Alkalies he of course even hopes
of seeing Mr. Abbott that evening and till then remains Mr. A

Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday I Ha. Ha. Ha. HaM\\u
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Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. William Nicholson (1753-1815, DNB). Man of science.
2. Antoine Francois de Fourcroy (1755-1809, DSB). French chemist.
3. Lavoisier (1790), 233-5; Nicholson (1808) under "Acid (Muriatic, Hyperoxigenised)";
Fourcroy (1800), 1: 400.
4. Faraday, "Notes of Davy's 1812 Lectures", RI MS F4A, p.170-1.
5. Ibid, p. 117.
6. Ibid, p.170-1.
7. Ibid
8. Ibidr p. 171.
9. /hid, p.l 11-2.
10. Friedrich Christian Accum (1769-1838, DSB). Chemist. The work referred to is probably
Accum (1807).
11. No doubt because the last paragraph was written at an angle to an already crossed letter.

Letter 10
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
9 and 11 September 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Sept 9th. 1812.
"Read it through"

You wrong me, dear Abbott if you suppose I think you obstinate for
not coinciding in my opinion immediately. On the contrary I conceive it to
be but proper retentions I should be sorry indeed were you to give up your
opinion without being convinced of error in it and should consider it as a
mark of fickleness in you that I did not expect - It is not for me to affirm that
I am right & you wrong - speaking impartially I can as well say that I am
wrong and you right or that we both are wrong and a third right I am not so
self opinionated as to suppose that my judgement & perceptions in this or
other matters is better or clearer than that of other persons nor do I mean
to affirm that this is the true theory in reality but only - that my judgement
conceives it to be sou Judgements sometimes oppose each other as in this
case and as there cannot be two opposing facts in nature so there cannot be
two opposing truths in the intellectual world consequently when
judgements oppose one must be wrong - one must be false - and mine may
be so for aught I can tell -1 am not of a superior nature to estimate exactly
the strength & correctness of my own and other mens understanding and
will assure you dear A— that I am far from being convinced that my own is
always right.

I have given you this theory not as the true one but as the one which
appears true to me - and when I perceive errors in it I will immediately
renounce it in part or wholly as my judgement may direct - From this dear
Friend you will see that I am very open to conviction but from the manner
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in which I shall answer your Letter you will also perceive that I must be
convinced before I renounce^

You have made a blunder in your letter Abbott. You say that you will
first answer my experiments and then relate others but you have only
noticed one of mine and therefore I suppose the answers to the others are
to come - "With respect to the taper" do you mean to say that none of its
Carbon is burnt in Atmospheric air or Oxygen gasu I understood Davy that
none of it was burned in Chlorine gas and as for your Query of water being
formed I do not believe there was any not the slightest condensation took
place -1 did not insist much on this experiment by itself but had connected
it to another where charcoal would not burn you should have answered
them both together.

Wednesday Night 10.30.pm
I thank you dear A— most heartily for the amusement and pleasure I have
just experienced^ I was instructed at the Lecture but expected to see (hear)
more of the particular nature of the Alkalies the subject was copious
enoughu Order was not sufficiently attended to yours I have no doubt will
abound in that respect.

You wish to alter the tenor of our arguments you conceive that if you
prove oxygen to exist in Muriatic Acid you have done enough - not so - if
you do that you will do wonders and I shall certainly pay that respect to it it
deserves but the experiments I have related must also be answered before I
change opinions!.] I understand it is possible to support a new theory of
Chlorine namely that it is a compound of an unknown base and Oxygen but
which have never yet been detected separate - but this will not alter our
arguments since still MA is considered as the Chlorine and Hydrogen
united and whilst this Chlorine is undecomposed we must consider it as
simple -

I was considerably surprised to hear you charge me last night with
having denied facts[.j I am not aware that I have denied any nor do I wish to
do so - I have denied some which have been accounted facts but those
cannot be what you alluded to - pray point them out to met.]

I shall now answer all your conclusive experiments and must confess I
do not see that difficulty I expected - Do you remember the first experiment
you quoted the solution of a metal in Muriatic Acid in which experiment
you consider the Metal as being oxidised at the expence of the Acid - By
this means you have arrived at a discovery which has drawn the attention
of all great chemists the decomposition of the Muriatic Acid - for by
informing us what remains by the de-oxidation of the Acid by the Metal we
shall have its other constituent part and thus our dispute - no not dispute -
friendly controversy will end - I fear dear A— you will find it hard to
decompose MA by the solution of a metal in it[.j It has never knowingly been
done by any of Lavoisier's disciples yet or at least they have never allowed
it[.] It has been done and I have before related the experiment to you - but to
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return to your experiment. When a metal is dissolved in MA I believe it is
generally the case that Hydrogen is evolved - from whence is this Hydrogen
but from decomposed water and in what manner is the Oxygen employed
but by combining with the metal - the oxide is then dissolved - as very
prominent instances of this kind I will notice the action of MA on Iron &
Zinc - other metals are dissolved by this Acid but I have never noticed the
phenomena attendant - If you say the metal obtains Oxygen from the Acid
inform me what part of the Acid is left and in what state.

2nd. Oxygen I know may be obtained from the Oxy-muriates because
they contain it they are formed by double combination first a Muriate is
formed being a compound of Chlorine & the metallic base of the Alkalies
and with this compound Oxygen combines - by applying heat the only
operation that takes place is the driving off of Oxygen - but more of this
when I have detailed farther to you Davy's theory tho' you must perceive
the experiments are as easily explained thus as by Lavoisier's opinionu

3rd. You can refer I presume to J Davy's experiment1 and therefore I
shall give here only my opinion on it whether mechanical or chemical if the
oxide is held mechanically in the Ferrane as he supposes it makes no part
of the compound of Chlorine & Iron and of course does not affect the
subject at all in my idea and if chemically which is not at all probable it
does not make its appearance untill water is added and then it is easily
accounted for but in order to estimate the experiment exactly it would be
necessary to consider the manner in which the Ferrane is formed.

I come next to your remarks of which I own the propriety and tho I do
not suppose that at any time I can make experiments with more exactness &
precision than those I have quoted yet certainly the performance would
give us a clearer idea(.j I accept of your offer to fight it out with joy and shall
in the battle experience & cause not pain but I hope pleasure nevertheless I
will if you will allow me give whilst I have time & opportunity & whilst my
ideas are fresh & collected what little more I know of this theory not
requiring your immediate answer but leaving it to your leisure
consideration!.]

One circumstance amongst many others which makes the difference
between Chlorine & the Acids is the change it causes in vegetable colours it
does not turn them red as the Acids do but it destroys them entirely and
makes the body white and the colour can be restored by neither Acids or
Alkalies2[.j Pure Chlorine has no effect on vegetable colours at all as has
been proved but when water is present it decomposes it and the oxygen
causes the change of colour^] Acids act by combining with the colour
without decomposition but Chlorine by presenting oxygen to them having
first liberated it from water by taking to itself the Hydrogen - Muriatic Ad is
formedu

Sr. H. Davy I believe was first induced to make an experimental
inquiry into the nature of MA by observing that it could never be obtained
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from Oxy-muriatic acid or the dry Muriates unless water or its constituent
parts were present3 - having noticed that this phenomena never took place
in his general experiments he made some directly to ascertain the point
and found that he was incapable of obtaining that Ad from the dry Muriates
or from what has been considered as a combination of it with oxygenu
Neither Oxygen or MA can be obtained or at least has been obtained from
the Oxy-muriatic Acid - This circumstance it was that first induced Davy to
prosecute the inquiry and is a high stumbling block to the Lavoisierian
theory of this Acid.

There is an experiment of the reciprocal decomposition of Ammonia
& the Oxy-muriatic gas that appears directly opposite to this theory of
Chlorines So it appeared to Davy and of course he examined it in order to
see what conclusions it would lead to[.] He found that it had generally been
too loosely made and the opinion that water is formed too hastily adopted
he found that when those gases pure & dry were mixed in the proportions
of one of Chlorine to 3 of Alkali no water was formed but the product was
dry & solid M of Ammonia with about ^o of nitrogen gas4[.j The Chlorine had
decomposed a part of the Ammonia the nitrogen of which was liberated!.]
The Hydrogen it united to forming MA & then a M of Ammonia was formed.

Chlorine forms binary compounds not only with Hydrogen
Phosphorus & Sulphur but also with several of the metals amongst which
are the bases of the Alkalies and Alkaline earths5 - When Tin is heated in
Chlorine gas both the metal & gas disappear and a liquid being the liquor of
Libavius or a Muriate of Tin is obtained[.j This substance is a binary
compound only - if ammoniacal gas is added to it[,] no decomposition takes
place but the gas & the Stannane (as Davy terms it6) combine & a solid
volatile body is obtained - What is this Volatile body by the Lavoisierian
theory?

Some of the combustibles (including metals) have a stronger affinity
for Chlorine than for Oxygenj.] Others have a stronger affinity for Oxygen
than for Chlorine - When the affinity of the Chlorine exceeds that of the
Oxygen it can be employed to decompose the Oxides in which case it
separates the Oxygen - When a piece of Potassium is inflamed in Chlorine
gas it unites to the Chlorine and a dry M of P is formed[.] If an oxide of
Potassium (not Potash that is an Hydrat) is used the Chlorine combines
with the metal and the oxygen is liberated a Muriate is formed - If the Red
Oxide of Mercury is heated in Chlorine gas the Metal & gas unite and the
Oxygen is given out[;] Corrosive Sublimate is formed7!.] If Lime is heated in
Chlorine gas the base or Metal Calcium unites to the Chlorine & the Oxygen
is given out & in this way can the Alkalies & Alkaline earths be
decomposed8!.) I know well your answer to this "O the Acid parts with
Oxygen & then the simple MA & the base combine" but not too fast[;] if so
then the same quantity of Oxygen should always be liberated from the
same quantity of OMA gas but that is Not the case!.] The quantity of oxygen
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varies with an equal portion of Chlorine gas but is always in exact
proportion to the quantity contained in the oxides a clear proof that it is
given out by them and not by the Chlorine^ Indeed it appears singular to
say that the Oxygen is given out by a body (Chlorine) from which it has
never yet been directly (or any other way) obtained when other bodies are
present containing it in exactly similar proportions.

Amongst other experiments S H. Davy heated some dry Muriatic Acid
gas in contact with the per-oxide of Manganese also very dry - water was
rapidly formed & Chlorine gas was liberated - how do you explain this - 1
know well your theory but you cannot account for the production of the
water - in reality the MA was decomposed[,] its Hydrogen united to the
Oxygen of the Oxide & formed water & the Chlorine remained free - I
should have observed that the black oxide was reduced to the brown oxide
of Manganese.

I have before adverted to the peculiar action of Chlorine on vegetable
colours but I shall now intimate that in reality it does not act on them at
all9[.] S H. Davy made some experiments where the dry & pure gas produced
no effect on litmus paper tho the contact was continued some timej.] His gas
was freed from water by the Muriate of Lime and then it did not at all affect
dry Litmus paper or other vegetable colours at the same time Litmus paper
that had been dried & heated when exposed to gas not standing over the M
of Lime was instantly rendered white & also paper not previously dried
when immersed in the dry gas slowly underwent the change but when no
water was present no bleaching powers were exhibited!.] This certainly
proves Chlorine to be of a very different nature to the Acids since it in
reality has no action on vegetable colours^ It only destroys them by
decomposing water & by liberating & giving to them Oxygens

Davy in his Bakerian Lecture says that "most of the salts which have
been called Muriates are not known to contain MA or any Oxygenu Thus
Libavius Liquor tho converted "into a Muriate by water contains only Tin &
Oxy-muriatic gas and horn silver seems incapable of being converted into a
true muriate."10

With respect to the affinity of the Metals & Inflammable bodies with
Chlorine and Oxygen he says that Potassium Sodium, Calcium, Strontium,
Barium, Zinc, Mercury Tin Lead and probably Silver Antimony & Gold seem
to have a stronger affinity for Oxy-muriatic Gas than for Oxygen but Boron,
Phosphorous Iron & Arsenic have apparently a stronger affinity for Oxygen
than Chlorine.

It is now time to conclude dear A - which I do with best wishes to
yourself & friendsi.] In my next I will conclude the subject with Euchlorine11

when I will again subscribe myself,
Your Sincere Friend, 1 M. Faraday
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Dear Abbott
I have received yours of to day the perusal of which has raised in my

mind a tumult of petty passions amongst which are predominant vexation
Sorrow & regrets I write under the influence of them and shall inform you
candidly of my feelings at this moment^ You will see by the foregoing part
of this letter that I have not acted in unison with your request by dropping
the subject of chlorine and for not having done so I feel very considerable
sorrow[.] I had at various short intervals as time would permit drawn it up &
felt I will own gratified on reading it over but the reception of yours has
made me most heartily regret it[.] Pity me dear Abbott in that I have not
sufficiently the mastery of my feelings & passions - In the first part of this
long Epistle you will see reasons I have given for continuing the subject but
I fancy that I can now see the pride & self complacency that led me on & I
am fearfull that I was influenced by thinking that I had a superior
knowledge in this particular subject - being now aware of this passion I
have made a candid confession of it to you in hopes to lessen it by
mortifying it & humiliating it - You will of course understand that I shall not
now enter on Euchlorine untill it is convenient for both of us when I hope to
take up the subject uninfluenced by any of those humiliating & to a
Philosopher disgraceful feelings.

I am heartily obliged to you for your Queries but have not time to
consider them at present - the Philosophical adventures of your Friend
were laughable & I hope the sentiment you express namely caution will
also strike him least he should err in more important cases -1 am glad you
are pleased with Accumi2[;] you must at some opportunity let me look into it
-1 wish to see you shortly (perhaps tomorrow at noon) when I will bring the
MS Lecture & the P.M. - and thus having made my confession I subscribe
myself with humilityi.]

Yours Sincerely, I M. Faraday

1. Davy, J. (1811a, b, 1812a, b).
2. Faraday,"Notes of Davy's 1812 Lectures", RI MS F4A, p.176-7.
3. Davy, H. (1810), 231-2.
4. Ibid., 235.
5. Davy, H. (1811), 19-27.
6. Davy, H. (1812), 283.
7. Faraday, op.cit (2), p.122.
8. Ibid, p. 124.
9. Ibid, p. 141.
10. Davy, H. (1811), 32.
11. Covered in Faraday, op.cit. (2), p. 126-37.
12. Friedrich Christian Accum (1769-1838, DSB). Chemist. The work referred to is probably
Aeeum (1807).
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Letter 11
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
20 September 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Sept. 20th. 1812
What? affirm you have little to say and yet a philosopher! -what a

contradiction! - what a paradox! - 'tis a circumstance I till now had no idea
of nor shall I at any time time [sic] allow you to advance it as plea for not
writing - A Philosopher cannot fail to abound in subjects and a Philosopher
can scarcely fail to have a plentifull flow of words ideas opinions &c. &c. &c.
when engaged on them - at least I never had reason to suppose you
deficient there - Query by Abbott - "Then pray Mike why have you not
answered my last before now since subjects are so plentifully.] Tis neither
more nor less Dear A than a want of timeu Time Sir is all I require and
for time will I cry out most heartily - O that I could purchase at a cheap rate
some of our Modern Gents spare hours nay days I think it would be a good
bargain both for them & me - As for subjects there is no want of themu I
could converse with you I will not say for ever but for any finite length of
timei.] Philosophy would furnish us with matter & even now 'tho I have said
nothing yet the best part of a page is covered.

How prone is man to evil and how strong a proof have I of that
propensity when even the liberal breast of my friend Abbott could harbour
the vice of covetousness nevertheless on a due consideration of the cause
and a slight glance at my own feelings on the same subject (they will not
bear a strict scrutiny) I pass over it thus.

I fear that by this time you are partly disappointed in the effect you
expected to gain from your water-coated battery^ When I first made my
machine I adopted the same plan tho in a minor degree but the effect was in
proportion to that of a properly coated apparatus but little this I attributed
at the time to the lesser conducting power of water it being much below the
metals in that quality - Inform me in you next if you please how it
answeredi.]

Your commendations of the M.S. Lectures1 compell me to apologise
must humbly for the numerous - very - very numerous errors they contains
If I take you right the negative words "no flattery" may be substituted by the
affirmative "Irony" be it so I bow to the superior scholastic erudition of Sr.
Ben. There is in them errors that will not bear to be jested with since they
concern not my own performance so much as the performance of Sr.
H. and those are errors in theoryt.] There are I am conscious errors in
theory and those errors I would wish you to point out to me before you
attribute them to Davy.

With respect to Nicholson2 I like him exceedingly and more
particularly his method of explaining the nature of a lever3!.] I have read the
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1st. Vol through and am now going to study those parts I more particularly
wish to be acquainted with[.]

I thank you for the observations you make on the smell of Brassy I
attribute it more to the Copper than the Zinq.] Hydrogen will dissolve
several of the Metals - Hydrogen gas I should suppose was formed by the
action of the MA on the Zinc and by dissolving the Copper conveyed it with
such effect to your olfactory nerves - want of time deters me from
prosecuting the subjects at present.

Thus have I answered your last letter and now I will take in hand the
one previous to it tho this retrograde mode of proceeding does not confer
on me the character of an orderly being but it suited me best at this time
and - so it is.

Cracked & smoked-plastered-ceilings - (what a jaw spoiling word) is
the first subject requiring attention at present - Presuming that the smoke
ascends in nearly a perpendicular direction upwards it will then take an
horizontal path beneath and close to the ceiling according as it is
influenced by those currents that enter into & pass out of the room[.] If as I
suspect to be the case tho 1 have never ascertained it the clear side of the
crack is on the side farthest from the approaching current then I should
from theory account for it thus - Each crack or rather the edges project in
some degree - consequently that side which is nearest to and is first
reached by the dingy stream will present a surface more directly opposed
to it than what the other side does it will be more opposed to it than even
the ceiling itself and the farthest side will be less opposed to it than the
ceiling - from this it follows that the particles of smoke must strike with a
force much greater perhaps by five or six times on the near side than on the
far one & consequently the momentum being greater they will there attach
themselves -1 could enlarge on this point and notice other circumstances
accordant with this solution but there is no need to be explicit to one of
quick discernment "A word to &c"[.j

Your Query respecting the variety of colour in paper or rather the
difference of shade I am not prepared to answer - very possibly it is
produced in the press of the paper-maker.

I shall now draw off & resign the occupation (not the task) of writing
untill I have again heard from youw Make my respects to all Friends at Long
Lane & accept for yourself Dear A. the warmest wishes of Yours Sincerely!
M. Faraday
Is Mr. Bowyer happily admitted to the dignity of M.C.P.S.

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey
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1. Faraday, "Notes of Davy's 1812 Lectures", RI MS F4A.
2. William Nicholson (1753-1815, DNB). Man of Science.
3. Nicholson (1796), 1: 55-60.

Letter 12
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
28 September 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Septr. 28th. 1812.
Dear Abbott:

I plead guilty to your criticism on the word task and earnestly beg
pardon for any offence my expression may have been calculated to givei.j I
trust so much in your goodness I have no doubt you will grant it and set at
ease and liberty your Humble Servant - least 1 should err again I will hurry
on to Philosophy where I am a little more sure of my ground - Your card was
to me a very interesting a pleasing object^ I was highly gratifyed in
observing so plainly delineated the course of the Electric fluid or fluids (I
do not know which)[.] It appears to me that by making use of a card thus
prepared you have hit upon a happy illustrating medium between a
conductor and a non-conductor had the interposed medium been a
conductor the Electricity would have passed in connection through it it
would not have been divided - had the medium been a non-conductor it
would have passed in connection and undivided as a spark over it but by
this varying and disjoined conductor it has been divided most effectually^
Should you pursue this point at any time still farther it will be necessary to
ascertain by what particular power or effort the spark is divided whether by
its affinity to the conductor or by its own repulsion or if as I have no doubt
is the case by the joint action of these two forces it would be well to observe
and ascertain the proportion of each in the effects These are problems the
solution of which will be difficult to obtain but the Science of Electricity will
not be complete without them and a Philosopher will aim at perfection 'tho
he may not hit it difficulties will not retard him but only cause a
proportionate exertion of his mental faculties.

I did not before know the date of your Lecture 'tis a long time I hope to
hear you before then - It is somewhat singular that your volunteers are so
forward it will make up for the deficiency of your regulars[.] Had they come
after yours it would have been better^ I thank you for a view of the outline
of Electrical Lectures when do they commence - As they will last so long I
hope to hear the greater number of them as an M.C.P.S. - Mr. Shepherd1 is
apparently a very frequent Lecturer^ I hope he satisfies you [.]

I had a very pleasing view of the Planet Saturn last week through a
refractor with a power of ninetyt.j I saw his ring very distinctly 'tis a singular
appendage to a planet to a revolving globe and I should think caused some
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peculiar phenomena to the planet within it[.j I allude to their mutual action
with respect to Meteorology and perhaps Electricity^

Some time since I had soaked some flannel discs in a strong solution
of the Muriate of Soda but not having immediate use for them I threw them
wet into a cupping glass there they have till now remained and on looking
at them lately I was highly pleased to see the effect that had taken place by
the evaporation the salt did not crystallize in the flannel or at least not all of
it but had issued out as it were from the edges of the discs up the sides of
the glass in irregular but concentric lines forming shapes very similar to
current leaves[;] these crystallizations increase in size even now and at
present one part of them has turned over the top of the cupping glass and
descended above half an inch on the outside - does the increase of size in
these crystallizations take place at the edges of the flannel discs which is a
kind of center to the crystals or at their circumference?

Tatum in his last Lecture on the Alkalies observed that Litharge may
be employed to decompose the Muriats in soap Ley -1 thought of this whilst
looking at the above mentioned discs of flannel[;] a pen had fell into the
glass and where the head and point rested on the flannels an oxidation of
the Metals had taken piace[;] it was apparent by the stain of the copperu I
have little doubt that some portion of the Muriate of Soda was decomposed
as it appeared not to be the oxide but the M of C that coloured the disc[.]

Whilst on this subject I will notice the state of a small galvanic battery
that was piled up six weeks or two months ago tho its apparent galvanic
action has ceased yet all action is not dead[;] in it an oxidation of the Zinc
goes on even now the oxide as it is formed exudes (if I may so say) from the
edges of the discs and falls down so as to cover all round the base of the
battery with a white coat or carpet - this formation of the oxide takes place
more rapidly at the bottom of the pile than at the top.

1 cannot spare more time at present than to desire my respects to all
friends and to ask where & how is your brotheru You know well that to
yourself belongs the earnest & hearty wishes of

Your Friend I M. Faraday
I humbly apologise to you Dear A- for the careless manner in which I have
noted down the phenomena of the stale battery^ I first wrote down what
appeared to be the fact and then proceeded to prove it thus doing last what
required the first attentions On separating two of the discs & applying my
tongue to the powder between them I found a strong alkaline taster On
collecting some of the powder and pouring on to it a little hot water I
obtained an Alkaline solution of considerable strength as proved by its
effects on test papen.j On adding an Acid Carbonic acid gas was liberated
which of course was before combined with the Alkali. From these
circumstances I draw the following conclusions!.] During the galvanic
action the Muriate had been decomposed the Alkali for the most part
proceeding towards the copper discs a Muriate of Zinc would then be
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formedi.] On the cessation of the Galvanic action the Alkali began a
decomposition of the Metallic Muriate by its own superior affinity for the
Acid and it is by its thus regaining its former station that the oxide of zinc is
set free. The slowness of action is to be attributed to the want of moistures

I am ashamed to dwell so long on so trivial a subject but the former
error made a clear explanation necessary as such I have given the above
and shall now cease - waiting with impatience for a letter to

M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott i Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. J. Shepherd is listed as the Secretary of the City Philosophical Society in the Imperial
Calendar from 1811 to 1813.

Letter 13
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
1 October 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Octr 1. 1812.
__— n o n o no no none right no Philosophy
is not dead yet no O no he knows it thank you 'tis
impossible Bravo.

In the above lines dear Abbott you have full and explicit answers to
the first page of yours dated Septr 28. I was paper hanging at the time I
received it but what a change of thoughts it occasioned what a concussion
confusion conglomeration what a revolution of ideas it produced - Oh 'twas
too much - away went cloths shears paper paste and brush all - all was too
little all was too light to keep my thoughts from soaring high connected
close with thinei.j

With what rapture would a votary of the muses grasp that inimitable
page how would he dwell on every line and pore on every letter and with
what horror dread disgust and every repulsive passion would he start back
from the word BARILLA1 to which I now come[.] I cannot refrain here from
regretting my inability (principally for want of time) to perform the
experiment you relate to mei.i I mean not to reflect on any want of clearness
in your details on the contrary I congratulate you on the quickness with
which you note and observe any new appearances but the sight possesses
such a superiority over the other senses in its power of conveying to the
mind fair ideas that I wish in every case to use it -1 am much gratified with
your account of the Barilla but do I read right that part of your letter which
says that the salt you obtained from the first treatment of it was
efflorescent.] As I went on to that passage I did not expect that you would
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obtain any crystals at all but only an uniform mass but that crystals
containing so great a quantity of Alkali in I suppose nearly a free state
should give out water to the Atmosphere surprised me exceedingly -
explain if you please.

With respect to the combination of Carbon with the fixed Alkalies I
can say nothing to the point - With the volatile Alkali Ammonia you well
know that it forms Prussic Acid - But Ammonia differs from Potash & Soda -
true the two last are Oxides or rather Hydrats of Potassium and Sodium &
Ammonia is a compound of Nitrogen Hydrogen and Oxygen now if as we
have some reason to suppose is the case Nitrogen & Hydrogen are volatile
Metals the difference between Ammonia & the fixed alkalies will be
perhaps none and then the plea of similarity will induce us to suppose that
Carbon is capable of uniting to all the Alkaliesi.) With respect to the last
observation you make on the subject - when Potash is ignited on charcoal it
undergoes I believe no other change than when ignited by itself in both
cases it assumes a greenish colour.

"Ether." - How are the fragrant atmospheres of Bermonds[e]y situated
at present2 - do they kindly accom[m]odate themselves to each other or are
they at perpetual variance neither is the case one is completely dissipated
"lost lost for ever lost" whilst the other remains and will remain to clear the
fatigued spirits of all who like M.F. will gladly go miles to see B.A. - Thus
ends the response to Abbotts Letter dated as above.

Hear [sic] beginneth an answer to Benjamins last letter.
Dear Ben.

I rejoice in your determination to pursue the subject of Electricity &
have no doubt but that I shall have some very interesting letters on the
subject!.] 1 shall certainly wish to (and will if possible) be present at the
performance of the experiments but you know I shortly enter on the life of a
Journey-man and then I suppose time will be more scarce than it is even
now3!.]

I partly repine at learning that I cannot be admitted before Christmas[.]
I understood from the old laws that it could take place any private night4[;]
nevertheless to make a virtue of necessity I will persuade myself that
second thoughts are best and therefore employ the time in considering it
over again;.] I am greatly obliged to you for your offer of admissions
a n < d > [MS torn] afraid I am so covetous as often to accept them.

I am obliged to you for your information respecting that species of
crystallization which may be called vegetative!.] I have seldom observed
particularly any instance of it 'till the one I last described came under
noticej.] A series of confused thoughts came across my mind at that instant
which induced me to describe it so minutely -1 supposed that it might be
only certain salts as the Alkaline ones that would thus crystallize or
perhaps thought 1 those whose crystals are primary or plates then again I
conceived that their [sic] might be a difference in the appearance of the
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vegetation peculiar to each salt & lastly I fancied that a knowledge of those
things would add to the science of crystallography - These are ideas of the
moment and are therefore loose & erroneous of course but an investigation
of the subject might lead to other things of importances

Venus I find is amongst your visible planets tis a
beautifull object certainly.

I am suddenly stopped yours Hastily M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. An impure alkali produced by burning the plant of the same name. OED.
2. See note 1, letter 7.
3. Faraday's apprenticeship terminated on 7 October.
4. Under the new rules Anon (1812), 14-16, new members of the City Philosophical Society
could only be elected every quarter (normally the first Wednesday of January, April, July and
October) and that the candidates names had to be read twice prior to election.

Letter 14
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
11 October 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Sunday Afternoon I Octr. 11. 1812.
Dear Abbott,

I thank you heartily for your letter of yesterday the which gave me
greater pleasure than any one I had before received from you -1 know not
whether you will be pleased by such commendation or not it is the best I
can bestow -1 intend at this time to answer it but would wish you before you
read the ensuing matter to banish from your mind all frivolous passionsi.j It
is possible that what I may say would only tend to give rise (under their
influence) to disdain contempt &c. for at present I am in as serious a mood
as you can be and would not scruple to speak a truth to any human being,
whatever repugnance it might give rise to[.] Being in this state of mind I
should have refrained from writing to you did I not conceive from the
general tenor of your letter that your mind is at proper times occupied on
serious subjects to the exclusion of those which comparatively are
frivolous[.j

I cannot fail to feel gratified, my dear Friend at the post I appear to
occupy in your mind and 1 will very openly affirm that 1 attach much greater
importance to that interest since the perusal of your last[.] I would much
rather engage the good opinion of one moral philosopher who acts upon
his precepts than the attentions and common place friendship of fifty
natural philosophers^) This being my mind I cannot fail to think more
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honorably of my Friend since the confirmation of my good opinion & I now
feel somewhat satisfied that they are correct.

As for the change you suppose to have taken place with respect to my
situation and affairs I have to thank my late Master that it is but little1!.] Of
Liberty & time I have if possible less than before tho I hope my
circumspection has not at the same time decreased!.] I am well aware of the
irreparable evils that an abuse of those blessings will give rise to these
were pointed out to me by common sense nor do I see how anyone who
considers his own station and his own free occupations pleasures actions
&c. can unwittingly engage himself in themf.j I thank that cause to whom
thanks is due that I am not in general a profuse master of those blessings
which are bestowed on me as a human beings I mean health sensation time
& temporal resources - Understand me clearly here for I wish much not to
be mis-takenu I am well aware of my own nature it is evil and 1 feel its
influence strongly -1 know too that - but I find I am passing insensibly to a
point of divinity and as those matters are not to be treated lightly 1 will
refrain from pursuing it - all I meant to say on that point was that I keep
regular hours enter not intentionally into pleasures productive of evil
reverence those who require reverence from me and act up to what the
world calls good[.] I appear moral and hope that I am so tho' at the same
time I consider morality only as a lamentably deficient states

I know not whether you are aware of it by any means but my mind
delights to occupy itself on serious subjects and am never better pleased
than when I am in conversation with a companion of my own turn of mind[.j
I have to regret that the expiration of my apprenticeship hath deprived me
of the frequent company and conversation of a very serious and improving
young companion2 but I am now in hopes of a compensation by the
acquisition of at times a letter from you -1 am very considerably indebted to
him for the sober turn or bent of my reason and heartily thank him for it[.j In
our various conversations we have frequently touched on the different
parts of your letter and I have every reason to suppose that by so doing we
have been reciprocally benefittedu

I cannot help but be pleased with the earnest manner in which you
enforce the necessity of precaution in respect of new acquaintances!.] I have
long been conscious of it and it is that consciousness which limits my
friends to the very small number that comprises them[.] I feel no hesitation
in saying that I scrutinized you long and closely before I satisfyed the
doubts in my breast but I now trust they are all allayed!.]

It appears that in the article of experience you are my superiors You
have been triedt.] If the result of the trial satisfies your own good sense and
inward admonitions I rest satisfied that you acted rightlyi.] I am well aware
that to act rightly is at times difficult!.] Our judgement & good sense is
oftentimes opposed and that strongly too by our passions and wishes!.]
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That we may never give up the first for the sake of the last is the earnest
wish of your Friendu

I have made use of the term friend several times and in one place I
find the expression of common place friendship!.] It will perhaps not be
improper at this time to give you my ideas on true friendship and eligible
companions - In every action of our lives I conceive that reference ought to
be had to a superior being and in nothing ought we to oppose or act
contrary to his precepts[.] These ideas make me extremely displeased with
the general and also the ancient idea of Friendships A few lines strike upon
my mind at this moment they begin thus

("A generous Friendship no cold medium knows
But with one love with one resentment glows &c)3

and convey sentiments that in my mind gives rise to extreme disgusts
According to what I have said a few lines above I would define a friend a
true friend to be "One who will serve his companion next to his God" nor
will I admit that an immoral person can fill completely the character of a
true friend - Having this idea of Friendship it was natural for me to make a
self inquiry whether I could fill the character but 1 am not satisfyed with my
own conclusions on that points I fear I cannot[.] True friendship I consider
as one of the sublimest feelings that the human mind is capable of and
requires a mind of almost infinite strength and at the same time of complete
self-knowledge such being the case and knowing my own deficiency in
those points I must admire it but fear I cannot attain its

The above is my opinion of true friendship a passion or feeling I have
never personally met with and a subject that has been understood by very
few that I have discussed it withs Amongst my companions I am conscious
of only one who thinks the same of it that I do but who confesses his
inability to fill the characters

When meditating and examining the character of a person with
respect to his fitness for a companion I go much farther than is generally
the case[.j A good companion in the common acceptation of the word is one
who is respectable both in connection & manners is not in a lower rank of
life than oneself and does not openly or in general act improperly^] This I
say is the common meaning of the word but I am by no means satisfied with
it[.] I have met a good companion in the lowest paths of life and I have found
such as I despised in a rank far superior to mines A companion cannot be a
good one unless he is morally so and however engaging may be his general
habits and whatever peculiar circumstances may be connected with him so
as to make him desirable Reason & Common Sense point him out as an
improper companion or acquaintance unless his nobler faculties his
intellectual powers are in proportion as correct as his outward behaviours
What am I to think of that person who despising the improvement &
rectitude of his mind spends all his efforts on arranging into a nice form his
body speach [sic] habits &c is he an estimable character is he a
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commendable companion no surely not nor will such ever gain my
commendation^

On recollecting myself I fancy I have said enough on this subject^ I
will therefore draw towards a conclusions Your wellcome letter arrived in
Weymouth Street precisely at my dinner hour consequently I got it
immediately^] If at any other time you wish to communicate in haste and
will so express it on the exterior of the letter it will be brought to me
immediately^] 1 am in hopes of again hearing from you at some of your
serious moments at which time you of course will express yourself as I have
done without ceremony but 1 must conclude in confidence that you are an
eligible companion and wishing that you may attain even to the character
of a true friend I remain

Yours dear Abbott Very Sincerely I M. Faraday
I will give you my opinion of the Lecture in my next.

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermonds[e]y

1. That is Faraday was now out of his apprenticeship.
2. Unidentified. According to an 1835 submission to the Prime Minister, Robert Peel (1788-
1850, DNB) (BL Add MS 40919, f.18) two of Faraday's fellow apprentices were Edward
Fitzwilliam (1788-1852, DNB) the singer and William Oxberry (1784-1824, DNB) the comedian.
There is no corroborating evidence for the former. DNB for the latter says that he was
apprenticed to Riebau for a short period but this was clearly before Faraday's time.
3. Alexander Pope "Homer's Iliad" book 9, line 725.

Letter 15
Faraday to T. Huxtable
18 October 1812
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 51-3

London, October 18, 1812
Dear Huxtable, - You will be at a lost to know what to think of me, inasmuch
as near two months have expired, and you have not, in that time, received
any answer to your agreeable communication. I have to beg your pardon for
such delay, and scarce know how satisfactorily to account for it. 1 have
indeed acted unadvisedly on that point, for, conceiving that it would be
better to delay my answer until my time was expired, 1 did so. That took
place on October 7, and since then I have had by far less time and liberty
than before. With respect to a certain place I was disappointed1, and am
now working at my old trade, the which I wish to leave at the first
convenient opportunity. I hope (though fear not) that you will be satisfied
with this cause for my silence; and if it appears insufficient to you, I must
trust to your goodness. With respect to the progress of the sciences 1 know
but little, and am now likely to know still less; indeed, as long as I stop in my
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present situation (and I see no chance of getting out of it just yet), I must
resign philosophy entirely to those who are more fortunate in the
possession of time and means.

Sir H. Davy is at present, I believe, in Scotland2.1 do not know that he
has made any further advances in Chemical science. He is engaged in
publishing a new work, called "The Elements of Chemical Philosophy,"
which will contain, I believe, all his discoveries, and will likewise be a detail
of his philosophical opinions. One part of the first volume is published3. It
is in price 11s. or 12s. 6d. I have not yet seen it. Abbott, whom you know
some little about, has become a member of the City Philosophical Society,
which is held at Tatum's house every Wednesday evening. He (Abbott) has
sent me a ticket for admission next Wednesday to a lecture; but as you know
their rules, I have no need to enter further into them.

With Abbott I continue a very intimate and pleasing acquaintance. I
find him to be a very well-informed young man. His ideas are correct, and
his knowledge, general as well as philosophical, is extensive. He acts too
with a propriety of behaviour equal to your own, and 1 congratulate myself
much on the acquisition of two such friends as yourself and him.

How are you situated now? Do you intend to stop in the country, or are
you again coming up to London? I was in hopes that I should see you
shortly again. Not that I wish to interfere in your arrangements, but for the
pleasure it would give me. But I must not be selfish. It is possible that you
may be settled where you are at present, or other strong and urgent
reasons may exist that will keep you there. If it is so, I wish they may be
such as will afford you pleasure, and tend to increase the happiness and
comfort of your life.

I am at present in very low spirits, and scarce know how to continue
on in a strain that will be anyway agreeable to you; I will therefore draw to a
close this dull epistle, and conclude with wishing you all health and
happiness, assuring you that I am sincerely yours, »M. Faraday.

Address: Mr. T. Huxtable, at Mr Anthony's4,1 South Moulton, Devonshire.

1. See letter 3.
2. It was certainly Davy's intention to visit Scotland. See Davy to Grace Davy, 9 June 1812, RI
MS HD 26A/8.
3. Davy, H. (1812). Davy intended to produce further volumes as this was published as "Part
I, Vol. I.", but he did not.
4. Unidentified.
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Letter 16
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
7 December 1812
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Abbott,

I thank you most heartily and sincerely for the pleasure I received on
hearing your Lecture of last Wednesday and I have to transmit to you also
the acknowledgements of both my Friends for the high gratification it
afforded themt.] Of the Lecture, its Character, and Delivery, to you I shall
say nothing but that all was excellent, you are so far able to judge as to be
well satisfied in your own mind with your own efforts.

I expect that by this time you are considerably advanced in the
arrangement of a second Lecture for I presume that you will not delay
longer than is convenient and necessary [for] the continuation of your
subjects The Society too will expect it and look forward to it with pleasure
as you made a partial promise to them to continue itu It will I conceive
shew your whole course to more advantage as the more connected a
subject is the better it appears^ By the by I was highly gratified with the
order observed throughout the last Lecture when I perused it it was not so
evident but it appeared in an eminent degree in the delivery and conferred
on it a degree of clearness & simplicity even beyond what I expectedu

My Port-folio in which is contained our correspondence makes a
singular appearance the last six letters in it are from you not one of them
having drawn back an answeru You know me well enough to be satisfied
that it is not owing to want of inclination or even intention but solely to
inability & the same cause even extends to this Letter and obliges me to
shorten it long before I should wish it nevertheless you I hope will not relax
or shorten your correspondence making my slackness a plea but will
continue to gratify your friend by an epistle whenever agreeable to yourself
or whenever subjects which are always plentiful occuru

I must now resign my occupation 'till a future time but would first
desire my respects to Mr. & Mrs. Abbott & your Sisteru I have no doubt but
that your Father & Sister were gratified on Wednesday evening at least as
much as at any of Tatum's Lectures but adieu dear A for the present &
believe me ever yours. I M. Faraday
Deer. 7th. I 1812.
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Letter 17
Humphry Davy to Faraday
24 December 1812
From the original in RI MS F8, f.264
Sir

I am far from being displeased with the proof you have given me of
your confidence & which displays great zeal power of memory & attention.

1 am obliged to go out of Town & shall not be settled in Town till the
end of Jany1.

I will then see you at any time you wish.
It would gratify me to be of any service to you. I wish it may be in my

power.
I am Sir I your obedient humble servant I H. Davy

Deer 24 I 1812.

Address: Mr M Faraday I Weymouth Street I Portland Place

1. Davy wrote to John Davy from Wimpole, Cambridgeshire (the seat of Philip Yorke, 3rd
Earl of Hardwicke (1757-1834, DNB), politician) on 17 January 1813, RI MS HD 26B/5.

Letter 18
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
8 March 1813
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Again I commence the pleasing occupation of writing to a friend and
again are the hopes of anticipated pleasures reserved in the expectation of
a recommenced & reinvigorated correspondence nor do I feel much allay
from doubts of the certainty of my hopes as I now consider my self as being
able i.e. being at leisure to support my part and am certain that you will if
able maintain yours and knowing your industry I conclude that as you will it
so you do it[.]

Since 1 have had a little leisure I have looked over our
correspondence & I find that I have at this time five letters from you by me
unanswered!.] I shall not notice any other than the last at this time except to
thank you for them and even that from me to you is unnecessary. As for the
verses contained in the fifth I think them indeed beautifull & impressive
and not only that but the subject itself or rather the reasoning that the
verses contain is excellent & good - too often we find beauty & deformity
linked together sublime language & an insignificant subject full &
affirmative words & no matter but here each part will support that credit it
appears to have in the whole and one part will bear as strict an examination
as anothen.]
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It is now about 9 o clock & the thought strikes me that the tongues are
going both at Tatums and at the Lecture in Bedford Street but 1 fancy myself
much better employed than I should have been at the Lecture at either of
these places^ Indeed I have heard one lecture already today, and had a
finger in it (I can't say an hand for I did very little) it was by Mr. Powell1 on
Mechanics or rather rotatory motion and was a pretty good lecture but not
fully attended[.]

As you know you will feel a pleasure in hearing in what I have been or
shall be occupied I will inform you that I have been employed to day in part
in extracting sugar from a portion of Beet root and also in making a
compound of Sulphur & Carbon a combination which has lately occupied in
a considerable degree the attention of chemists2.

With respect to next Wednesday, I shall be occupied untill late in the
afternoon by Sr H Davy & must therefore decline seeing you at that time
this I am the more ready to do as I shall enjoy your company next Sunday
and hope to possess it often in a short timeu

You must not expect a long letter from me at this time for I assure you
my hand feels somewhat strange in the occupation and my thoughts come
but lazily this must plead in excuse for so uninteresting a compound & I
entertain but little doubt that it will gain it[.j

If you feel incline to favour me with a letter let it be directed at present
to Weymouth St[.] I call there generally every evening tho should you have
to communicate any thing urgent your usual notification on the exterior will
cause it to be conveyed to me immediately^ Make my respects to all
Friends & accept dear Abbott the best wishes of

Yours I M. Faraday
R. Institution I March. 8th. I 1813.

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. John Powell (1780-1843, AC).
2. See Berzelius and Marcet (1813).

Letter 19
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
5 April 1813
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Monday night April 5. 1813
Thanks to my dear Ben for his letter 'twas so long since I had before
obtained one from him that my pleasure was if possible heightened at the
reception of it perhaps as much by the long and silent interval preceeding it
as by the letter itself. There is no occasion for me to inform you that I feel
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influenced by the same hopes and fears as yourself 'tho they are
considerably abated by knowing that you will and that I intend if I can to
support each our part. But before I proceed farther let me congratulate you
on the safe and happy return of a beloved brother from a long and
dangerous voyage after a tedious & extended absence and I feel much
pleasure mental pleasure in knowing the increase of happiness that it will
occasion in the breasts of his relatives!.] I cannot refrain from again desiring
of you to remind him that there is such an one as myself who feels the most
earnest interest in his welfare - just jog his memory so that he may not
entirely forget met.]

You desire me to inform you at times of any thing new in philosophy
that may fall in my way and I shall accordingly obey your desires by
detailing to you at present some circumstances relating to the newly
discovered detonating compound1 this I do with more eagerness as I have
been engaged this afternoon in assisting Sr. H. in his experiments on it
during which we had two or three unexpected explosionst.]

This compound is formed by inverting over a solution of the Nitrat or
Muriate of Ammonia an air jar full of fresh made pure clean chlorine gas all
contact of oil grease or inflammable matter being carefully guarded against
it was at first supposed necessary to surround the solution with ice but it is
of no importance to do so it in fact forms better without it.

Immediately that the gas is inverted over the solution an action
commences this is evident by the gradual tho slow rise of the solution in
the jar as the absorption of the gas takes place quickly spots are evident on
the surface of the solution in the jar which increase in size and appear as
drops of an high colored oilu As the action goes on these drops become so
large as at last to fall from the surface and sink to the bottom of the
solution[.]

1 am not exactly aware what change it is that takes place in the
solutions!.] In that of the Nitrate of Ammonia the action is not apparently so
strong as in the other, the solution of the Muriate becomes as it absorbs the
gas of a fine amber colour and a continual ascending shower of bubbles
pass through its whole length, in the Nitrate of Ammonia the colour is
scarcely at all affected and the action is not so energetiq.]

The substance in question possesses very many singular properties
amongst which its immediate decomposition is not the least remarkable as
soon as a globule is formed & has fallen to the bottom of the solution it
begins to decompose this it does by giving off azote a minute bubble of gas
appears at the top of the globule which when it has attained to some size
separates & rises to the surface another is immediately formed which rises
in turn & thus the whole may be decomposed this gas is ascertained to be
azotei.]

The Specific gravity of this body appears to be very considerable that
is to say three or four times as heavy as water during its spontaneous
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decomposition the bubble of gas will sometimes carry up with it to the
surface the globule of the compound but becoming separated at the surface
the globule falls with considerable rapidity through a strong solution of the
Muriate of Ammonia a salt not deficient in solubility & of course the
solution is somewhat denser

At the bottom of the solution or of water the globules appear to exert a
considerable power in the attraction of aggregation and they there appear
compact close & dense but if a small portion happens to rise by the gas
attached to it and gains the surface and contact of the atmosphere it
immediately expands as would oil and quickly evaporates and is lost in this
state that is whilst evaporating it affects the eyes in a very disagreeable
manner bringing forth tears in abundance it excites also a very
disagreeable sensation in the nostrils and lungs.

It appears therefore that this body quickly assumes an elastic form
and this afternoon I witnessed its solidification a portion of it in the
solution was placed in a freezing mixture of ice and the Muriate of Lime the
compound quickly became solid and appeared like butter in cold weather
and the solution itself appeared to freeze sooner in consequence of its
having dissolved a small portion of it. Alcohol or spirits of wine dissolve
this compound very readily but I have not seen the solution.

With respect to its detonating power it exhibits them with many
bodies when a small portion of it is placed in a bason and covered with
water and oil or Phosphorus is then brought in contact with it it explodes
violently the bason is shattered to pieces and the water is thrown in all
directions but I can inform you of a very easy and safe method of inflaming
it by oil which is thus drop a small portion of it on an oily surface and an
instantaneous inflamation will ensue but without noiseu Heat also
explodes this body and was by this means that Sr. H. met with his very
unpleasant accident^.]

Another mode of exploding it was discovered this afternoon in the
Laboratory here but I must first inform you of the other experiments^]
Having made a considerable quantity of the compound and gathered it
together (that being my business) Sr. H. proceeded to make his
experiments on it and first with the acidsu A small glass was filled with
Muriatic Acid and a tube closed at one end and answering the purpose of a
receiver was filled and inverted in the same a globule of the compound was
then introduced into the glass and the end of the tube placed over it the
rapidity with which the globule was decomposed increased very much
bubbles of gas rose in quick succession which expanded as they ascended
in a beautifull manner to fourteen or fifteen times their original bulk and the
tube quickly became full of gas this gas was transferred to a water trough
examined and found to be pure chlorine excepting about one fortieth part
of pure oxygen gas. on examining the Muriatic Acid in which the
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decomposition had taken place Muriate of Ammonia was found to have
been formedu

When the compound was tried in the same way in Nitric Acid Azote
gas only was formedu

The same gas was given out when it underwent spontaneous
decomposition in a solution of pure potash but when decomposed in
Ammonia it was decomposed indeedu Sr. H bade me repeat the experiment
with Ammonia as I had done with the Acids accordingly a glass was filled &
a tube inverted and then a portion of the compound was introduced but lo!
instead of sinking to the bottom it rose to the top a strong action took place
and a considerable quantity of smoke was producedt.] As it was evident the
body was decomposed it shewed that something could be done in this way
and therefore we modified the arrangement of circumstances a little glass
was filled with water

a tube full of liquid ammonia inverted in it a globule was then put in the
glass which sank to the bottom and the tube was placed over it a bubble of
gas formed which ascended in the tube and at the top appeared like smoke
a second rose and inflamed in the middle of the tube the compound being
all decomposed I put in a much larger portion a bubble formed in it which
in rising took up the globule of the compound with it it ascended till within
about one third from the top when an explosion took place and the vessel
was shattered to pieces^

So far has Sr. H proceeded with his experiments on this body and so
far have I got on in my letter he has ceased his experiments untill tomorrow
and I must cease scribbling until another timet.i This letter I know is too
long but I will not increase its length by apologising. I am

dear Abbott I Yours truly I M. Faraday
I had almost forgot an important part of my letter. Robert wishes to know
how you are engaged for next friday week but it is scarcely possible to
arrange anything without verbal communication if you will give me leave I
will call on you some evening this weeku I would ask you here but that Sr.
H. goes out of town next monday3 which renders his presence here more
continual at this time besides I hope to see both you & your Brother here in
his absence when I shall be more at libertyu I wait your answer. Farewell.

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. This was chloride of nitrogen which Davy had already worked on, but was continuing. See
Davy, H. (1813a, b).
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2. Of October or November 1812. See introduction p.xxxi.
3. That is 12 April. Davy visited Cornwall. See Davy to Jane Davy, 20 April 1813, Rl MS HD
25/33.

Letter 20
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
8 April 1813 (Thursday)
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Thursday Evng April 9th.
Dear Abbott

A stranger would certainly think you and I were a couple of very
simple beings since we find it necessary to write to each other tho we so
often personally meet but the stranger would in so judging only fall into
that error which envelopes all those who decide from the outward
appearances of things he would perceive that we meet and that we write
and he would perceive no more unless he possessed more than common
sagacity - but 1 trust that not only mine but your intentions also in writing
are for the improvement if not of yourself yet of me & as I know or at least
believe that you are very willing I should burnish myself up a bit you must
suffer me to write to you another (perhaps) long letter - when writing to you
I seize that opportunity of striving to describe a circumstance or an
experiment clearly so that you will see I am urged on by selfish motives
partly to our mutual correspondence - but tho selfish yet not censurable.

Agreeable to what I have said above I shall at this time proceed to
acquaint you with the results of some more experiments on the detonating
compound of Chlorine and Azote and I am happy to say I do it at my ease for
I have escaped (not quite unhurt) from four different and strong explosions
of the substance of these the most terrible was when I was holding between
my thumb and finger a small tube containing about 7 Vi grains of it my face
was within twelve inches of the tube but I fortunately had on a glass mask. It
exploded by the slight heat of a small piece of cement that touched the
glass above half an inch from the substance and on the outside - The
expansion was so rapid as to blow my hand open, tear off a part of one nail
and has made my fingers so sore that I cannot yet use them easily - the
pieces of tube were projected with such force as to cut the glass face of the
mask I had on - but to proceed with an account of the experiments!.]

A tube was filled with dry boiled mercury and inverted in a glass
containing also mercury a portion of the compound was thrown up into it &
it was then left to act all last night on examining it this morning the
compound was gone a substance was formed in the tube and a gas obtained
this gas was azote the substance corrosive Mercury evidently proving it to
be a compound of Chlorine or OM.A.G. and azote - on repeating the
experiment this morning as soon as it was thrown up it exploded and the
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tube and a receiver were blown to pieces. I got a cut on my eyelid and Sr. H.
bruised his handu

A portion of it was then introduced into a tube of this form and a stop
cock connected to it it was then taken to the air-pump and exhausted untill
we supposed the substance to have rose and filled the tube with vapour, it
was then heated by a spirit lamp and in a few moments an inflammation
took place in the tube but all stood firm on taking it off from the pump in
order to ascertain the products it was found that so much common air had
passed in from the barrels of the pump as to render the experiment
indecisive and therefore it was repeated this morning with a larger portion
of the substance - when put in the pump it was exhausted and there stood
for a moment or two and then exploded with a fearfull noise both Sr. H. &
me had masks on but I escaped this time the best Sr. H. had his face cut in
two places about the chin and a violent blow on the forehead struck
through a considerable thickness of silk & leather & with this experiment
he has for the present concluded.

The specific gravity of this substance as ascertained yesterday by
comparing its weight with the weight of an equal bulk of water is 1.95. so
that my former estimate is incorrect1 but you will excuse it as being the
estimate of a tyro in chemical science^

Such are some of the properties of this terrible compound and such
are the experiments in which those properties are evinced from these it
appears to be a compound of Chlorine and Azote for the presence of any
other body has not been satisfactorily proved[.] It is a body which confers
considerable importance on azote which has till now been celebrated
chiefly for negative properties it shews its energy when united in this
combination and in this compound too azote is rendered capable of
decomposing the Muriatic Acid as shewn by the experiment related in my
last it combines with the Hydrogen to form Ammonia and the Chlorine of
the compound & of the Acid are liberated!.]
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This compound is of such explosive power as to render it imprudent
to consider it at any time and in any state as secure often times it will
explode in an experiment that has been before made five or six times with
perfect safety and in which you have been lulled into a dangerous security.
I was yesterday putting some into a clean dry tube when it exploded on
touching the glass & rushed in my face so that it is as I before said improper
to consider it at any time as securer

I shall now leave this subject for the present and look forward to the
end of this letter as well as to the beginning of one from you but before
concluding I shall make a few remarks which yet I do not deem necessary. -
I have dear Ben in all of my letters where Chemical Philosophy has been
touched upon accounted for things by that theory which appeared to me
most correct, this I do without any apology or hesitation as knowing you to
possess a mind too enlarged to be offended at it[.j On the contrary I
conceive you will be pleased with it as you will more readily perceive where
I err and can more properly seize the fit opportunity to set me rightu In the
experiments themselves you can very easily subtract theory from fact and
may account for them as is most agreeable to yourselft.] Thus we shall each
be a check on the other which will be equivalent to each one of us seeing
the same object on different sides - but away with Philosophy for the
present - remember me to all friends within the aethereal atmosphere of
Bermondsey2 and believe me to be what I hope shortly to assure you
personally I am

Yours Truly I M. Faraday

Address: Mr B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey
Postmark: 1813

1. See letter 19 where he says it is three or four.
2. See note 1, letter 7.

Letter 21
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
12 and 14 May 1813
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

May 12. 1813.
The monk for the chastisement of his body and mortification of sensual
lusts and worldly appetites abstains from pleasures and even the simple
supplies that nature calls for. - The miser for reasons as strong tho'
diametrically opposite the gratification of a darling passion does exactly
the same and leaves unenjoyed every comfort of life - but I for no reason at
all have neglected that which constitutes one of my greatest pleasures and
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one that may be enjoyed with the greatest propriety - 'till on a sudden as
the dense light of the electric flash pervades f horizon so struck the thought
of Abbott through my soul.

And yet Ben tho I mean to write to you at this time I have no subject in
particular out of which 1 can cut a letter^ I shall therefore (if you will allow
me a second simile) follow the pattern of the expert sempstress who when
she has cut out all her large and important collects and combines as fancy
may direct pieces of alll sorts sizes shapes and colours and calls it patch
work such a thing will this epistle most probably turn out begun one day yet
most likely finished on another formed of things no otherwise connected
than as they stand upon the paper things to of different kinds it may well be
called patch work or work which pleases none more than the maken.]

What is the matter with the thumb and fore-finger of your right hand
and yet tho they be ever so much out of order it can scarcely excuse your
long silencew 1 have expected something from you before now even tho it
might be wrote thusl[.j

"He that hath not music in his heart &c"2 confound the music say I. - it
turns my thoughts quite round or rather half way round from the letters
You must know Sir that there is a grand party dinner at Jaques hotell which
immediately faces the back of the institution and the music is so excellent
that I cannot for the life of me help running at every new piece they play to
the window to hear them -1 shall do no good at this letter tonight and so
will get to bed and "listen listen to the voice o f bassoons violins clarinets
trumpets serpents and all the other accessories to good music -1 cant stop
good-nightu

May. 14th.
What a singular compound is man - what strange contradictory

ingredients enter into his composition - and how completely each one
predominates for a time according as it is favoured by the tone of the mind
and senses and other existing circumstances - at one time grave
circumspect & cautious - at another silly headstrong and careless - now
conscious of his dignity he considers himself as Lord of the creation - yet in
a few hours will conduct himself in a way that places him beneath the level
of the beasts - at times free frivolous and open his tongue is an
unobstructed conveyor of his thoughts - thoughts which on after
consideration makes him ashamed of his former behaviour - indeed the
numerous paradoxes anomalies and contradictions in man exceed in
number all that can be found in nature elsewhere and separate and
distinguish him if nothing else did from every other created object
organised or not - The study of these circumstances is not uninteresting in
as much as knowledge of them enable us to conduct ourselves with much
more propriety in every situation in lifeu Without knowing how far we
ourselves are affected by them we should be unable to trust to our
discretion amongst other persons and without some knowledge of the part
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they bear or make in the composition we should be unable to behave to
him unreserved & with freedoms

It was my intention when I again sat down to this letter to obliterate all
the former part of it but the thoughts I have just set down were sufficient to
alter my determination^) I have left them as being the free utterance of an
unemployed mind and delineating a true part of my constitutions I believe
too that I know sufficiently of the component parts of my friend as to justify
my confidence in letting them remain unalteredf.j

For much more I have neither room nor time to spare nor had I -
would I lengthen what is already too long yet as a clock after giving warning
passes on for a few moments before it strikes so do I linger on the paper. It
is my intention to accept your kind invitation for Sunday morning (further
your deponent knoweth not) and I shall therefore take the liberty of seeing
you after breakfast at about 9h. 45m, till when I remain with respects to all
friends

Yours Truly, I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. Written in a deliberately shaky hand.
2. Misquotation of MThe man that hath no music in himself", from William Shakespeare
Merchant of Venice V: 1.

Letter 22
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
28 May 1813
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Ben

You and your brother of course take tea with us on Sunday evenings I
have not time at present to arrange but intend to see you this evening if
possible!.] I was to have communicated this to you on Sunday but it escaped
my memory, consequently you must consider yourself engaged for that
time - I apologise for the delay in the experiments on Wednesday but I
cannot now explain

Yours ever I M. Faraday
Friday mor[nin]g I 28 May
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Letter 23
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
1 June 1813
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

June 1st 1813
Dear Abbott

Again I resort for pleasure and to dispell the dullness of a violent
head-ach to my correspondence with you tho perfectly unfit for it except as
it may answer the purpose of amusing myself^ The subject upon which I
shall dwell more particularly at present has been in my head for some
considerable time and it now bursts forth in all its confusions

The opportunities that I have latterly had of attending and obtaining
instruction from various Lecturers in their performance of the duty
attached to that office has enabled me to observe the various habits
peculiarities excellences and defects of each of them as far as they were
evident to me during the delivery!.] 1 did not wholly let this part of the
things occurrant escape my notice but when I found myself pleased
endeavoured to ascertain the particular circumstance that had affected me:
also whilst attending Mr. Brande and Mr. Powell1 in their lectures I
observed how the audience were affected and by what their pleasure &
their censure was drawn forth.

It may perhaps appear singular and improper that one who is entirely
unfit for such an office himself & who does not even pretend to any of the
requisites for it should take upon him to censure and to commend others to
express satisfaction at this to be displeased with that according as he is
lead by his judgement when he allows that his judgement is unfit for it but I
do not see on consideration that the impropriety is so greats If I am unfit
for it 'tis evident that I have yet to learn and how learn better than by the
observation of othersw If we never judge at all we shall never judge right
and it is far better to learn to use our mental powers ('tho it may take a
whole life for the purpose) than to leave them buried in idleness a meer
void[.]

I too have inducements in the C.P.S. to draw me forward in the
acquisition of a small portion of knowledge on this point and these alone
would be sufficient to urge me forward in my judgement of

fmen ) fthings
and

[lectures J [apparatus
In a word Ben I intend to give you my ideas on the subject of lectures

and lecturers in general. The observations and ideas I shall set down are
such as entered my mind at the moment the circumstances that gave rise to
them took place. I shall point out but few beauties or few fa[u]lts that I have
not witnessed in the presence of a numerous assembly and it is exceedingly
probable or rather certain that I should have noticed more of these
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particulars if I had seen more lecturers or in other words I do not pretend to
give you an account of all the fa[u]lts possible in a lecture or directions for
the composing & delivering of a perfect onei.j

On going to a lecture I generally get there before it begins indeed I
consider it as an impropriety of no small magnitude to disturb the attention
of an audience by entering amongst them in the midst of a lecture and
indeed bordering upon an insult to the lecturer, by arriving there before
the commencement I have avoided this error and have had time to observe
the lecture room.

The best form for a lecture room in general is without dispute a
circular one tho in particular circumstances deviations may with propriety
be adoptedi.] The seats should be so arranged that no obstruction intervene
between the spectator & the lecture table if there is a gallery each person in
it should be situated in a manner the most convenient for observation and
hearing!.] Those in which I have seen company and which please me most
are the Theatre Royal Haymarket the Automatical Theatre and the Lecture
room here to the last of which I must give the preference!.] In a lecture room
I would have the lecturer on a levell with the lowest person in it
consequently the pit should ascend very considerably an object which
cannot be attained in a theatre also in the two I have mentioned the lecturer
is too far backward and a part of his audience is placed in a direction by far
too oblique with respect to him -1 allude to the side seats of this theatret.j

In considering the form of a Lecture room we should take into account
the time at which it is intended to be occupied inasmuch as the modes of
lighting by means natural and artificial are very different!.] In this particular
the theatres in a large way have one advantage i.e. in the site of their stage
lamps which illuminate in a grand manner all before them tho at the same
time they fatigue the eyes of those who are situated low in the house but tho
Walker2 has shewn in the most splendid and sublime manner that
Astronomy may be illustrated in a way the most striking by artificial light3

yet from what little I know of these things I conceive that for by far the
greater part of Philosophy day light is the most eligible and convenient!.]

When a Lecture room is illuminated by the light of the Sun it should
constantly be admitted if convenient at the top not only as rendering the
whole of the interior more uniform and distinct but also for the
convenience of darkening the room, in the instance of the Lecture room
here you will readily recognize the mode of attaining that end to which I
allude.

There is another circumstance to be considered with respect to a
Lecture room of as much importance almost as light itself and that is
ventilation how often have I felt oppression in the highest degree when
surrounded by a number of other persons and confined in one portion of
air how have I wished the Lecture finished the lights extinguished and
myself away merely to obtain a fresh supply of that element. The want of it
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caused the want of attention of pleasure and even of comfort and not to be
regained without its previous admissionu Attention to this is more
particularly necessary in a lecture room intended for night delivery as the
lights burning add considerably to the oppression produced on the bodly.

Entrance and Exit are things too, worthy of consideration amongst the
particulars of a Lecture room but I shall say no more on them than to refer
you to the mode in which this is arranged here a mode excellently well
adapted for the convenience of a great number of persons.

Having thus thrown off in a cursory manner such thoughts as
spontaneously entered my mind on this part of the subject it appears
proper next to consider the subject fit for the purposes of a Lectureu
Science is undeniably the most eminent in its fitness for this purpose there
is no part of it that may not be treated of illustrated and explained with
profit and pleasure to the hearers in this manner the facility too with which
it allows of manual and experimental illustrations place it foremost in this
class of subject after it comes (as I conceive) Arts and Manufactures the
Polite Arts Belles Lettres &c a list which may be extended untill it includes
almost every thought and idea in the mind of man Politics excepted -1 was
going to add religion to the exception but remembered that it is explained
and laid forth in the most popular and eminent manner in this wayi.]

The fitness of subjects - however is connected in an inseparable
manner with the kind of audience that is to be present since excellent
Lectures in themselves would appear absurd if delivered before an
audience that did not understand themi.] Anatomy would not do for the
generality of audiences at the R.I. neither would Metaphysics engage the
attention of a company of school boys. Let the subject fit the audience or
otherwise success may be despaired of.

A Lecturer may consider his audience as being Polite or Vulgar (terms
I wish you to understand according to Shuffletons new Dictionary4)
Learned or unlearned (with respect to the subject) Listeners or Gazers -
Polite Company expect to be entertained not only by the subject of the
Lecture but by the manner of the Lecturer, they look for respect, for
language consonant to their dignity and ideas on a levell with their ownu
The vulgar that is to say in general those who will take the trouble of
thinking and the bees of business wish for something that they can
comprehend, this may be deep and elaborate for the Learned but for those
who are as yet Tyros and unacquainted with the subject must be simple and
plaint.] Lastly Listeners expect reason and sense whilst Gazers only require
a succession of words[.j

These considerations should all of them engage the attention of the
Lecturer whilst preparing for his occupation each particular having an
influence on his arrangements proportionate to the nature of the company
he expects he should consider them connectedly so as to keep engaged
completely during the whole of the Lecture the attention of his audiences
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If agreeable this subject shall be resumed at a future time till when I
am as always

Yours sincerely I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. John Powell (1780-1843, AC).
2. William Walker (1766-1816, DNB). Lecturer on astronomy.
3. See Walker (1811).
4. Unidentified.

Letter 24
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
4 and 5 June 1813
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

June 4th. 1813.
Dear Abbott

Not having room in my last letter I must apologise in this for the
extraordinary length to which it was spun out a length which would have
made it unpardonable to any one but yourself. However I am so confident
that I can judge aright of you at least that I take it for granted you will allow
me the liberty of resuming the subject dwelt upon before and so without
farther ceremony I shall proceed^

The hour at which a Lecture should be delivered should be
considered at the same time with the nature of the audience we expect or
wish for. If we would suit a particular class of persons we must fix it at the
hour most convenient for themu If we would wish to exclude any let the
time be such that they cannot attend at itf.j In general we may distinguish
them according to their times into morning and evening Lectures each
being adapted for different classes of personsi.]

I need not point out to the active mind of my friend the astonishing
disproportion or rather difference in the perceptive powers of the eye and
the ear and the facility and clearness with which the first of these organs
conveys ideas to the mind ideas which being thus gained are held far more
retentively and firmly in the memory than when introduced by the ear 'tis
true the ear here labours under a disadvantage which is that the Lecturer
may not always be qualified to state a fact with the utmost precision and
clearness that language allows him and that the ear can understand and
thus the complete action of the organ or rather of its assigned portion of the
sensorium is not called forth. But this evidently points out to us the
necessity of aiding it by using the eye also as a medium for the attainment
of knowledge and strikingly shews the necessity of apparatus.
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Apparatus therefore is an essential part of every lecture in which it
can be introduced but to apparatus should be added at every convenient
opportunity illustrations that may not perhaps deserve the name of
apparatus and of experiments and yet may be introduced with
considerable force and effect in proper places. Diagrams & Tables too are
necessary or at least add in an eminent degree to the illustration and
perfection of a Lecture.

When an experimental Lecture is to be delivered and apparatus is to
be exhibited some kind of order should be observed in the arrangement of
them on the Lecture tables Every particular part illustrative of the Lecture
should be in view no one thing should hide another from the audience nor
should anything stand in the way of or obstruct the Lecturer - they should
be so placed too as to produce a kind of uniformity in appearance no one
part should appear naked and other crowded unless some particular
reason exists and makes it necessary to be so at the same time the whole
should be so arranged as to keep one operation from interfering with
another^] If the Lecture table appears crowded - if the Lecturer (hid by the
apparatus) is invisible if things appear crooked or aside or unequal or if
some are out of sight and this without any particular reason the Lecturer is
considered (and with reason too) as an awkward <con>triver and a
bunglen.j

Diagrams tho ever so rough are often times of important use in a
lecture the facility with which they illustrate ideas and the diversity they
produce in the circumstances occurrant render them highly agreeable to
an audienceu By diagrams 1 do not mean drawings (nor do I exclude
drawings) but a plain and simple statement in a few lines of what requires
many words a sheet of cartridge paper and a pen or a black board and chalk
are often times of great importance^ I in general allude to temporary
diagrams and would resort to temporary means to obtain themu

A diagram or a table (by which I mean constituent parts or
proportions wrote out in a rough enlarged way) should be left in the view of
the audience for a short time after the lecturer himself has explained them
that they may arrange the ideas contained in them in their minds and also
refer to them in any other parts of the theory connected with the same
subject and (if they choose as is often the case) also to copy themu

With respect to illustrations simply so called no regular rules can be
given on them they must be in part extempore and suggested to the mind of
the Lecturer by particular circumstances they may be at one time proper at
another time improper but they should always be striking & to the points

June 5th. I 6 o clock, P.M.
I have but just got your letter or should have answered it beforeu For your
request - it is fulfilled - For your invitation -1 thank you but cannot accept it
- For your orders - they shall be attended to - For to see you -1 will come on
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tuesday evening and - For want of time -1 must conclude with respects to all
friends,

Yours Sincerely I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

Letter 25
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
11 June 1813
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

June 11th 1813.
Dear Abbott.

Having fulfilled your part so well and so completely with respect to a
Lecture it is now my turn to beginu At this time I shall speak of the
qualifications requisite to form a Lecturer and do it with the less hesitation
because having so lately a display of many of them they are impressed on
my mind with the more force and clearness.

The most prominent requisite to a Lecturer 'tho perhaps not really the
most important is a good delivery for tho to all true Philosophers Science
and Nature will have charms innumerable in every dress yet I am sorry to
say that the generality of mankind cannot accompany us one short hour
unless the path is strewed with flowersu In order therefore to gain the
attention of an audience (and what can be more disagreeable to a Lecturer
than the want of it) it is necessary to pay some attention to the manner of
expression!.] The utterance should not be rapid and hurried and
consequently unintelligible but slow and deliberate conveying ideas with
ease from the Lecturer and infusing them with clearness and readiness into
the minds of the audience^ A Lecturer should endeavour by all means to
obtain a facility of utterance and the power of cloathing his thoughts and
ideas in language smooth and harmonious and at the same time simple and
easy his periods should be round not too long or unequal they should be
complete & expressive conveying clearly the whole of the ideas intended to
be conveyed if they are long or obscure or incomplete they give rise to a
degree of labour in the minds of the hearers which quickly causes lassitude
indifference and even disgust^

With respect to the action of a Lecturer it is requisite that he should
have some tho it does not here bear the importance that it does in other
branches of Oratoryi.] For 'tho I know of no species of delivery (divinity
excepted) that requires less motion yet I would by no means have a
Lecturer glued to the table or screwed on the floor he must by all means
appear as a body distinct and separate from the things around him and
must have some motion apart from that which they possessi.]
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A Lecturer should appear easy & collected undaunted & unconcerned
his thoughts about him and his mind clear and free for the contemplation
and description of his subjects His action should not be hasty and violent
but slow easy and natural consisting principally in changes of the posture
of the body in order to avoid the air of stiffness or sameness that would
otherwise be unavoidable!.] His whole behaviour should evince respect for
his audience and he should in no case forget that he is in their presence no
accident that does not interfere with their convenience should disturb his
serenity or cause variation in his behaviour he should never if possible turn
his back on them but should give them full reason to believe that all his
powers have been exerted for their pleasure and instruction^

Some Lecturers choose to express their thoughts extemporaneously
immediately as they occur to the mind whilst others previously arrange
them and draw them forth on paper those who are of the first description
are certainly more unengaged and more at liberty to attend to other points
of delivery than their pages but as every person on whom the duty falls is
not equally competent for the prompt cloathing and utterance of his matter
it becomes necessary that the second method should be resorted ton This
mode too has its advantages inasmuch as more time is allowed for the
arrangement of the subject and more attent<ion> can be paid to the
neatness of expression.

But 'tho I allow a Lecturer to write out his matter I do not approve of
his reading it at least not as he would a quotation or extract he should
deliver it in a ready and free manner referring to his book merely as he
would to copious notes and not confining his tongue to the exact path there
delineated but digress as circumstances may demand or localities allow.

A Lecturer should exert his utmost efforts to gain completely the mind
and attention of his audience and irresistibly to make them join in his ideas
to the end of the subject he should endeavour to raise their interest at the
commencement of the Lecture and by a series of imperceptible gradations
unnoticed by the company keep it alive as long as the subject demands it -
No breaks or digressions foreign to the purpose should have a place in the
circumstances of the evening no opportunity should be allowed to the
audience in which their minds could wander from the subject or return to
inattention and carelessness a flame should be lighted at the
commencement and kept alive with unremitting splendour to the endu For
this reason I very much disapprove of breaks in a Lecture and where they
can by any means be avoid[ed] they should on no account find placet.] If it is
unavoidably necessary to complete the arrangement of some experiment
or for other reasons leave some experiments in a state of progression or
state some peculiar circumstance to employ as much as possible the minds
of the audience during the unoccupied space - but if possible avoid it.

Digressions and wanderings produce more or less the bad effects of a
complete break or delay in a Lecture and should therefore never be
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allowed except in very peculiar circumstances - they take the audience
from the main subject & you then have the labour of bringing them back
again (if possible)[.]

For the same reason (namely that the audience should not grow tired)
1 disapprove of long Lectures one hour is long enough for any one nor
should they be allowed far to exceed that timeu The only instance in which
I have seen a Lecturer succeed in occupying the attention of his audience
for a time eminently longer than an hour was at Walker's1 orrery2 in which
the subject has occupied time to the amount of two or three hoursu But
here we have peculiar attendant circumstances from the nature of the place
itself (a theatre) we expect to remain there a considerable time & tho the
subject differs from such as usually draw us there yet we in part associate
the ideas together - Again Mr. Walker very judiciously leaves the audience
at intervals to themselves during which time they are entertained by
harmony well suited to accompany such a subject by these interruptions he
allows the minds of his company to return to their wonted level and they
are in a short time again ready to accompany him into the celestial
regionsf.]

Nor fancy dear Abbott that I here utter sentiments contrary to those I
have just expressed and that I now approve of what I so strongly
condemned[.] 1 have not spoken without thought nor uttered undigested
opinions 'tis true I may be wrong I am but an inexperienced and unfit
director but still those ideas I have expressed still appear to me corrects

The science which Mr. Walker undertakes to explain and describe has
for its object the most stupendous and magnificent work of the great the
universal creator the subject is so immense that the mind is lost in the
contemplation of it and the mode in which it is illustrated in the case in
question is not at all deficient in grandeur and beauty but is well calculated
to explain such a subject^ A mind engaged for too great a length of time
amongst such illustrations and on such matter would become lost &
confused and unable to follow rightly the path of reasoning that the subject
requirest.] Mr. Walker does well therefore to allow opportunities for the re-
arrangement of our thoughts and we become by the vacation instead of
less, more capable of again following the subjects

These interruptions too are made at those parts of the subject where
the science naturally separates into divisions so that our thoughts are not
drawn from & then to one point but are merely taken from one when
finished to be placed renovated on another we may indeed consider Mr.
Walkers Lecture as a continual series of three or four distinct ones on the
same subject & thus we easily become reconciled to the interruptions and
admit their utility & good effects^

But I have said enough for once on this subject and must leave it in
order to have room for other thingsu I had arranged matters so as to accept
your kind invitation for Sunday and anticipated much pleasure from the
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meeting but am disagreeably disappointed circumstances being such as to
hinder my seeing you at that time this I much regret but hope however to
enjoy the full measure of pleasures expected at some not far distant time[.]

I had a conversation with Mr. Hume3 of Long acre this afternoon at
which time he partially stated to me his opinion of Silex being the base of
oxygen gas he promised me some papers4 on the subject and if I obtain
them you shall of course see the foundation of so singular an opinion but
farewell dear Abbott for a few days when you shall again hear from yours,
most Sincerely I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott M.CP.S. I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. William Walker (1766-1816, DNB). Lecturer on astronomy.
2. Walker (1811).
3. Joseph Hume (1756-1846, PI).
4. Hume (1808).

Letter 26
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
18 June 1813
From the original in 1EE MS SC 123
Dear Abbott

As when on some secluded branch in forest far & wide sits perched an
owl who full of self conceit and self created wisdom, explains, comments
condemns and orders things not understood: yet, full of his importance still
holds forth to stocks and stones around: - so sits, and scribbles Mike; so he
declaims, to walls, stones, tables chairs, hats books pens, shoes, and all the
things inert, that be around him - and so he will to the end of the chapter.

In compliance with that precept which desires us to finish one thing
before we begin another I shall at once fall to work on the Lecturer &
continue those observations which I have from time to time both made &
gained about him[.] Happy am I to say that the fault I shall now notice has
seldom met my observation yet as I have witnessed it & as it does exist it is
necessary to notice itu

A Lecturer falls deeply beneath the dignity of his character when he
descends so low as to angle for claps & asks for commendation yet I have
seen a lecturer even at this points I have heard him causelessly condemn
his own powersi.j I have heard him dwell for a length of time on the extreme
care and niceness that the experiment he will make requires. I have heard
him hope for indulgence when no indulgence was wanted & I have even
heard him declare that the experiment now made cannot fail from its
beauty its correctness & its application to gain the approbation of all - yet
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surely such an error in the character of a Lecturer cannot require pointing
out even to those who resort to it its impropriety must be evident & I should
perhaps have done well to pass iti.r

Before however I quite leave this part of my subject I would wish to
notice a point in some manner connected with itu In Lectures & more
particularly experimental ones it will at times happen that accidents or
other incommoding circumstances take place on these occasions an
apology is sometimes necessary but not always^ I would wish apologies to
be made as seldom as possible and generally only when the inconvenience
extends to the companysM I have several times seen the attention of by far
the greater part of the audience called to an error by the apology that
followed it[.j

An experimental Lecturer should attend very carefully to the choice
he may make of experiments for the illustration of his subject they should
be important as they respect the science they are applied to yet clear &
such as may easily & generally be understood^] They should rather
approach to simplicity & explain the established principles of the subject
than be elaborate & apply to minute Phenomena onlyu I speak here (be it
understood) of those lectures which are delivered before a mixed audience
and the nature of which will not admit of their being applied to the
explanation of any but the principal parts of a sciences If to a particular
audience you dwell on a particular subject still adhere to the same precept
tho perhaps not exactly to the same rule let your experiments apply to the
subject you elucidate do not introduce those that are not to the point[.j

Tho this last part of my letter may appear superfluous seeing that the
principle is so evident to every capacity yet I assure you dear Abbott I have
seen it broken through in the most violent manners A meer ale-house trick
has more than once been introduced in a Lecture delivered not far from
Pail-Mall as an elucidation of the laws of motion.

Neither should too much stress be laid upon what I would call small
experiments or rather illustrations^ It pleases me well to observe a neat
idea enter the head of a Lecturer the which he will immediately & aptly
illustrate or explain by a few motions of his hand a card a lamp a glass of
water or any other thing that may be by him when he calls your attention in
a particular way to a decisive experiment that has entered his mind clear
and important in its application to the subject and then - lets fall a card I
turn with disgust from the Lecturer and his experiments^]

Tis well too when a Lecturer has the ready wit and the presence of
mind to turn any casual circumstance to an illustration of his subjects Any
particular circumstance that has become table talk for the town any local
advantages or disadvantages any trivial circumstance that may arise in
company give great force to illustrations aptly drawn from them and please
the audience highly as they conceive they perfectly understand themj.j
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Apt experiments (to which I have before referred) ought to be
explained by satisfactory theory or otherwise we merely patch an old coat
with new cloth and the whole (hole) becomes worsen If a satisfactory
theory can be given it ought to be givenu If we doubt a received opinion let
us not leave it unnoticed & affirm our own ideas but state it clearly & lay
down also our objections^] If the scientific world is divided in opinion state
both sides of the question - & Let each one judge for himself assisting him
by noticing the most striking & forcible circumstances on each side[.] Then
& then only shall we do justice to the subject please the audience & satisfy
our honour (the honor of a philosopher)!.]

I shall here cause a slight separation in the subject by closing this
epistle as it is now getting late so I shake hands 'till tomorrow at which time
I hope to find all as well as is at present

Yours Sincerely I M. Faraday
June 18th I 1813

Address: Mr. B Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

Letter 27
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
c25 June 1813
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Abbott

With this Letter you will receive an hasty and imperfect abridgement
of a paper of Sr. H's on the new detonating Compound Azotoneu I could
have wished that it had been fuller & more perfect but the time allowed me
was too short for anything farther as it is I hope you will be contented with
it and if it contains any facts with which you are as yet unacquainted my
time has not been mispent in the writing of it. It will appear I should
suppose in the next volume of the Philosophical Transactions and then
perhaps you will see it in a more perfect stated]

I have neither time nor room at present to recommence the subject of
Lectures & shall therefore leave it to a future opportunity before which I
hope to have three or four sheets at least of manuscript from you.

I remain in full expectation dear Abbott I Yours Sincerely IM. Faraday

1. Davy, H. (1813b). This summary of Faraday's, on the same sheet as the letter, is not
transcribed here. The original of Davy's paper, in Faraday's hand, is in RS MS PT 7.28 and is
dated 20 June 1813; it was read 1 July 1813.
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Letter 28
Faraday to an unidentified Aunt and Uncle
13 September 1813
From Tyndall (1868), 201 and Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 79-80

London, Sept. 13th, 1813.
As for myself I am absent (from home) nearly day and night except

occasional calls, and it is likely shall shortly be absent entirely, but this
(having nothing more to say and at the request of my mother) I will explain
to you. I was formerly a bookseller and binder, but am now turned
philosopher, which happened thus:- Whilst an apprentice, I, for
amusement, learnt a little of chemistry and other parts of philosophy, and
felt an eager desire to proceed in that way further. After being a journeyman
for six months, under a disagreeable master, I gave up my business, and, by
the interest of Sir H. Davy, filled the situation of chemical assistant to the
Royal Institution of Great Britain, in which office I now remain, and where I
am constantly engaged in observing the works of Nature and tracing the
manner in which she directs the arrangement and order of the world. I have
lately had proposals made to me by Sir Humphry Davy to accompany him,
in his travels through Europe and into Asia, as philosophical assistant. If I
go at all I expect it will be in October next, about the end, and my absence
from home will perhaps be as long as three years. But as yet all is uncertain.
I have to repeat that, even though I may go, my path will not pass near any
of my relations, or permit me to see those whom I so much long to see.

Letter 29
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
2 or 9 October 1813
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Ben

I'll see you tomorrow about 1 o'clock
Yours Ever I M. Faraday

Saturday I Octr I 18131

1. The 2 and 9 of October were the only Saturdays before Faraday on 13 October left London
for Plymouth on the first leg of his Continental Tour with Davy. Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 84.
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Letter 30
George Riebau to an unidentified journal
October or November 1813
From the original in RI MS Fl BA
Sir,

I trust the following may be of some service to your numerous readers
particular the Younger Class to inspire them with emulation as it point out
the reward of industry Unexpected by the Object itself.

It is, an account of the Progress of Genius in an Apprentice, whose
name I am fully persuaded will be well known in a few years hence, should
Providence please to grant his safe return to His Parent, relatives, &
Friends in Londoni.j

Michael Farraday the second son of an Industrious working
Blacksmith of Weymouth Street Marylebone (And where his Mother now
lives in a respectable Situation, his Father died a little before he was out of
his time) Was bound Apprentice Oct. 7.1805 to learn the art of Bookbinding
with Stationary & Bookselling, in the Early part of his time, after the regular
hours of Buisiness, he was chiefly employed in Drawing & Copying from the
Artists Repository a work published in Numbers which he took in weekly1 -
also Electrical Machines from the Dicty of Arts & Sciences2and other works
which came in to bind this led him to make one himself and Succeeding in
that he attended Mr. Tathams Lectures in Salisbury Court Fleet Street and
on my Advising him to take down in Short Notes (for he was not acquainted
with Short hand) the heads of the Lecture and when he came home to
commit his recollections to paper, the Consequence of which he was soon
Able to write the whole Lecture and drew the various Apparatus used by
the Lecturer, at other times he would make the Philosophers tree in a large
Vial, with Zink & Sugar of Lead - then turn to the Blow pipe & would meal or
Melt Glass to any form he wanted for his purpose, converting in a very
ingenious manner some broken things to use - he also bought some
Volumes of Enfields Encyclopedia3 occationaly making drawings of
Engines, & figures of Machines to illustrate the Subjects treated of. Dr.
Watts's4 improvement of the mind5, was then read and frequent took in his
Pocket, when he went an Early walk in the Morning Visiting always some
Works of Art or searching for some Mineral or Vegitable curiosity -
Holloway water works Highgate Archway, W Middlesex Water Works -
Strand Bridge - Junction Water Works, &c &c Sketching the Machinery,
Calculating the force of Steam Engines &c his mind Ever engaged, besides
attending to Bookbinding which he executed in a proper manner.

Galvanism, Optics, Perspective, with Algebra & Mathematics
occationally taking a portion of his time; he now added the Vials lining
them with tin foil & cutting curious devices making an Electric Battery and
other pleasing & usefull amusements, the Ornaments of Head & Tail piece
in french and Other books which were of Novel Kind he would Copy in a
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very neat manner with pen & Ink as neat as the Original on Copper plate -
his mode of Living temperate Seldom drinking any other than pure Clean
Water, & when done his days work, would set himself down in the
Workshop regardless of his Fellow Prentices or the Servants in adjoining
Kitchen. If I had any curious book from my Customers to bind, with Plates,
he would copy such as he thought Singular or Clever, which I advised him
to Keep by him, Irelands6 Hogarth7, and other Graphic Works, he much
Admired L[avoisier's] Chemistry in 4 Vols8 he bought and interleaved great
part of it, Occationaly adding Notes with Drawings and Observations - At
Mr Tatums he fell in Company with some Other Young Men and
Occationaly Corresponded with them on Subjects of Chemistry several
Letters too & fro he shewed me, he had now written. Four Quarto vols of
Lectures with Drawings, &c on different Subjects these I occationaly shewd
to my Friends & Customers9!.] I hapned One Evening to shew them to Mr.
Dance Junr10. of Manchester St., who thought them very clever - and who in
a Short time returned & requested to let him shew them to his Father, I did
so, and the next day Mr. Dance very kindly gave him an Admission ticket to
the Royal Institution Albermarle Stu He Attended and took down Sir
Humphry Davys Lectures which he Afterwards Wrote out and drew making
drawings, of the Different Apparatus Used11 this he took also to the Above
Gent: who was well pleased - His Apprenticeship being now Nearly Expired
he bound up his books with a Portfolio of Extra Drawings - in October 1812.

He then commenced Journeyman and received a Guinea & half per
week which I think very fair wages for a Young man just out of his time - he
would Occationaly call on me & Expressing a wish to be introduced to Sr H.
Davy, I advised him to write a Letter and take his Manuscript books &
Drawings, and leave them for Sr. H.D. to Examine, he did so, & next Morng
the Footman brought a Note requesting to see him he attended. Sir H. -
enquired into his Circumstances & told him to Attend to the Bookbinding,
& if any Opportunity occured he would think of him, soon after this Sr H-
met with an Accident from the Bursting some Glass part of which flew into
his Eye12, he sent for M. Farraday who Transacted some buisiness to his
satisfaction, after Sr H- return from Woburn13, a vacancy hapning in the R:
Institution14 it was Offered to Young Farraday he accepted it in March
during his stay he received a Valuable present in booksu Sir H- resigning
the Lectureship15, Mr. Brand began16 and F- attending on him, till Sept.
about the end of which Sr H. returned from a tour to Scotland17 - and
engaged him as his Secretary at a suitable salary to attend him in his
travels, thus was this Young man at the End of One year from his
Apprenticeship placed in a Situation of Correspondence with the Learned
Societys of Europe, & gaining that Experimental Knowledg which joined to
his natural Industry will I think bid fair to place him in a very exalted
situation on his return^
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I should Observe the Gentn. of the Institution made him a very Liberal
present independent of his Salary on his taking Leave of them18.

On the 12th of October 1813 - Sr H. Davy, his Lady -Michael Farraday -
her Maid & a footman Left Berkley Square for Portsmouth19 from whence
they Embarkd in the Collingwood Cartel with their Travelling Carriage &
Four - for Morlaix - he is expected to go to Paris - Italy - Greece - Egypt -
Constantinople and perhaps return in Five or Six Years.

I am Sir I Yours &c I G. Riebau
2 Blandford St.

1. Unidentified. Possibly The Repository of Arts issued monthly by Rudolph Ackermann
(1764-1834, DNB), publisher.
2. Possibly Middleton, E. (1778) or Anon (1754-5).
3. Enfield (1809).
4. Isaac Watts (1674-1748, DNB). Hymm and educational writer.
5. Watts (1809).
6. Either John Ireland (cl720-1808, DNB) or Samuel Ireland (cl750-1800, DNB), both writers
on William Hogarth (1697-1764, DNB), painter and engraver.
7. Either Ireland, J. (1791-8) or Ireland, S. (1794-9).
8. Riebau is probably referring to Lavoisier (1790) (or a later edition) in a single volume.
9. RIMSF4B.
10. Son of William Dance, otherwise unidentified.
11. Faraday "Notes of Davy's 1812 Lectures", Rl MS F4A.
12. Davy to Jane Davy, 1 November 1812, RI MS HD 25/31. Davy, J. (1836), 1: 457-8.
13. Probably incorrect. Davy wrote to John Davy from Wimpole, Cambridgeshire (the seat of
Philip Yorke, 3rd Earl of Hardwicke (1757-1834, DNB), politician) on 17 January 1813, RI MS
HD 26B/5.
14. See Introduction p.xxx.
15. Davy had already done this. See RI MM, 11 May 1812, 5: 299.
16. Brande had already been invited to replace Davy in 1812. See RI MM, 25 May 1812,5: 304.
17. It was certainly Davy's intention to go to Scotland. See Davy to John Davy [May 1813],
Davy, J. (1836), 1: 435-6.
18. Faraday's resignation as chemical assistant is noted in RI MM, 4 October 1813,5:394-5. He
was presented with a month's salary (Ibid, 395).
19. This is incorrect. They left London on 13 October and sailed from Plymouth. See Bence
Jones (1870a), 1: 84.

Letter 31
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
9 December 1813
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 99-100

Thursday, December 9, 1813.
Dear Mother, - I write at this time in hopes of an opportunity of shortly
sending a letter to you by a person who is now here, but who expects soon
to part for England. It has been impossible for me to write before since we
have been in France, but you will have heard of me from Mr. Brande, and I
expect also from Mrs. Farquhar1. I feel very anxious to know how you are
situated in your house, and the state of your health, but see no mode at
present by which you can convey the desired information except by Mr.
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Brande. Sir Humphry told me that when Mr. B. wrote to him he would send
in the same letter an account of your health, and I expect it impatiently. It
would be of no use to write a long letter, as it is most probable it would not
reach you. We are at present at Paris, but leave it shortly for the south of
France, and Lyons will be our next resting place. ...

I could say much more, but nothing of importance; and as a short
letter is more likely to reach you than a long one, I will only desire to be
remembered to those before mentioned, not forgetting Mr. Riebau, and tell
them they must conceive all I wish to say.

Dear Mother, I am, with all affection, your dutiful son, lM. Faraday

Endorsed: Received June 4, 1814.
Address: Mrs. M. Faraday, 18 Weymouth Street, Portland Place.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 32
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
14 April 1814
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 123-6

Rome: April 14, 1814.
My dear Mother, - It is with singular pleasure I commence writing after so
long a silence, and the pleasure is greatly increased by the almost certainty
that you will get my letter. We are at present in a land of friends, and where
every means is used to render the communication with England open and
unobstructed. Nevertheless, this letter will not come by the ordinary route,
but by a high favour Sir H. Davy will put it with his own, and it will be
conveyed by a particular person.

I trust that you are well in health and spirits, and that all things have
gone right since I left you. ... Mr. Riebau and fifty other friends would be
inquired after could I but have an answer. You must consider this letter as a
kind of general one, addressed to that knot of friends who are twined round
my heart; and I trust that you will let them all know that, though distant, I do
not forget them, and that it is not from want of regard that I do not write to
each singly, but from want of convenience and propriety; indeed, it appears
to me that there is more danger of my being forgot than of my forgetting.
The first and last thing in my mind is England, home, and friends. It is the
point to which my thoughts still ultimately tend, and the goal to which,
looking over intermediate things, my eyes are still directed. But, on the
contrary, in London you are all together, your circle being little or nothing
diminished by my absence; the small void which was formed on my
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departure would soon be worn out, and, pleased and happy with one
another, you will seldom think of me. Such are sometimes my thoughts, but
such do not rest with me; an innate feeling tells me that I shall not be forgot,
and that 1 still possess the hearts and love of my mother, my brother, my
sisters, and my friends. When Sir H. Davy first had the goodness to ask me
whether I would go with him, I mentally said, "No; I have a mother, I have
relations here." And I almost wish that I had been insulated and alone in
London; but now I am glad that I left some behind me on whom I can think,
and whose actions and occupations I can picture in my mind. Whenever a
vacant hour occurs, I employ it by thinking on those at home. Whenever
present circumstances are disagreeable, I amuse myself by thinking on
those at home. In short, when sick, when cold, when tired, the thoughts of
those at home are a warm and refreshing balm to my heart. Let those who
think such thoughts useless, vain, and paltry, think so still; I envy them not
their refined and more estranged feelings: let them look about the world
unincumbered by such ties and heart-strings, and let them laugh at those
who, guided more by nature, cherish such feelings. For me, I still will
cherish them, in opposition to the dictates of modern refinement, as the
first and greatest sweetness in the life of man.

I have said nothing as yet to you, dear mother, about our past journey,
which has been as pleasant and agreeable (a few things excepted, in reality
nothing) as it was possible to be. Sir H. Davy's high name at Paris gave us
free admission into all parts of the French dominions, and our passports
were granted with the utmost readiness. We first went to Paris, and stopped
there two months; afterwards we passed, in a southerly direction, through
France to Montpellier, on the borders of the Mediterranean. From thence
we went to Nice, stopping a day or two at Aix in our way; and from Nice we
crossed the Alps to Turin, in Piedmont. From Turin we proceeded to Genoa,
which place we left afterwards in an open boat, and proceeded by sea
towards Lerici. This place was reached after a very disagreeable passage,
and not without apprehensions of being overset by the way. As there was
nothing there very enticing, we continued our route to Florence; and, after
a stay of three weeks or a month, left that fine city, and in four days arrived
here at Rome. Being now in the midst of things curious and interesting,
something arises every day which calls for attention and observations. The
relics of ancient Roman magnificence, the grandeur of the churches, and
their richness also - the difference of habits and customs, each in turn
engages the mind and keeps it continually employed. Florence, too, was
not destitute of its attractions for me, and in the Academy del Cimento and
the museum attached to it is contained an inexhaustible fund of
entertainment and improvement; indeed, during the whole journey, new
and instructive things have been continually presented to me. Tell B. I have
crossed the Alps and the Apennines; I have been at the Jardin des Plantes;
at the museum arranged by Buffon1; at the Louvre, among the chefs-d'oeuvre
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of sculpture and the masterpieces of painting; at the Luxembourg palace,
amongst Rubens'2 works; that I have seen a GLOWWORM!!! water-spouts,
torpedo, the Museum at the Academy del Cimento, as well as St. Peter's,
and some of the antiquities here, and a vast variety of things far too
numerous to enumerate.

At present I am in very good health, and so far is travelling from
disagreeing with me that I am become somewhat heavier and thicker than
when I left England. I should have written to you long ago, but I had no
hopes of getting a letter conveyed; but at present I conclude that you will
surely have this. I have a thousand things more to say, but do not know how
to select one from the other, so shall defer them all to a more convenient
opportunity. When you write into the country, remember me, if you please,
to all friends there, and more particularly to those to whom I have written.
At present, I bid farewell for a time to all friends, wishing them much
happiness.

I am, dear Mother, with earnest wishes for your health and welfare,
your dutiful son, I M. Faraday
P.S. There is no certain road open at present by which you can write to me,
so that, much as I wish it, it must be deferred a little longer. We have heard
this morning that Paris was taken by the Allied troops on March 313, and, as
things are, we may soon hope for peace, but at present all things are
uncertain. Englishmen are here respected almost to adoration, and I
proudly own myself as belonging to that nation which holds so high a place
in the scale of European Powers.

Adieu, dear Mother, at present. Your dutiful son, I M. Faraday

1. George-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (1707-1788, DSB). Natural Historian.
2. Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640, NBU). Painter.
3. See Ann.Reg., 1814: [21-2].

Letter 33
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
1 May and 24 July 1814
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Rome May 1. 1814
Dear Ben

It was with much pleasure that I began a correspondence with you nor
was the feeling diminished at any time during its continuance and though at
present the interval between us is much greater than it was before which
necessarily will render the progress of our epistolary communication much
slower yet it is not at all my intention to drop it & I am in hopes that as it
becomes more tardy in its advancement it will also become more important
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more instructive & more interesting!.] Certainly I cannot now advance an
excuse for the uninteresting strain of my letters a want of matter for every
day presents sufficient to fill a booku As I hope & expect that the good
understanding still continues between our family & yours I expect that
when they get a letter in Weymouth Street you will hear that I have thought
of your.] I shall therefore fill this paper principally with philosophical
matter & as far as my feeble powers will permit me will endeavour to make
it interesting!.] I have commenced at this 1 day of May 1814 in the ancient
city of Rome & hope to send it off on Wednesday by favour to England but if
it cannot go then I shall keep it by me & add to it as to a journal and send it
when an opportunity occurs and opportunities I hope will soon be
frequenti.]

Here the thing which is uppermost in the mind of every person is the
strange chain of events which have brought about the downfall of
Napoleon the Great (the title he had taken) & of the system of government
that he had established these events are so singular & have occurred with
such rapidity that it appears as a waking dream passing rapidly over the
mind & of which it is difficult to form an idea of realityu To see the
Bourbons on the throne of France was never expected & though a universal
European peace was earnestly desired no hopes of it were entertained at
present those events appear close at handi.j God grant they may come to
passu Amongst these occurrences England has shone out most
conspicuously & her firm & steady virtue & constancy are held up to the
whole world as a model of imitation & England meets with her due in the
praises of every oney In France I found every one laud the English at Paris
they all praised the English & since we have left the French dominions we
have been received with testimonies of pleasure & gratitude as strong as it
was possible for the tongue to express!.] At Lucca we found the whole
population without the gates waiting for the Englishy It was said that the
Army which had debarked at Leghorn would enter Lucca that day & the
inhabitants had come out to receive them as brothers!.] The town was
decorated in the most brilliant manner by colours drapery and embroidery
flying from every window & in the evening general illuminations took place
done as expressive of their joy at the deliverance from the french
government & the English were hailed every where as their Saviours!.]

Geneva, July 24. 1814
This morsel of paper dear Ben has made a longer voyage than that I

intended for it and instead of being in London it is now at Geneva but I hope
that it will not be long before it is at its original destination and procuring
me the pleasure of a letter from yout.j On perusing the last (and the first)
page I found the matter so different from that at present in my head that I
was suddenly urged to destroy it but second thoughts induced me to leave
it unaltered since it conveyed the ideas of that moment which to you will
not be more uninteresting than those of the present!.] As it is my intention
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to well fill this paper I shall write it as much in the style of description as in
that of a letter or rather I shall write it as my thoughts run too much indeed
out of order. You will find in this letter not a regular description of my
journey but a few observations on those things which I have found most
remarkable and which have been most under my notice for as all parts of
my travels have pleased me it will be useless to say I liked Aix or I liked
Nice &c. It is now 9 months ago since 1 left London but I have not forgot and
never shall forget the ideas that were forced on my mind in the first days to
me who had lived all my days of remembrance in London in a city
surrounded by a flat green country a hill was a mountain and a stone a rock
for though I had abstract ideas of the things and could say rock & mountain
and would talk of them yet I had no perfect ideas conceive then the
astonishment the pleasure and the information that entered my mind in the
varied county of Devonshire w[h]ere the foundations of the earth were first
exposed to my view and where I first saw granite limestone &c in those
places and those forms where the ever working and all wonderful hand of
nature had placed them[.j No Ben it is impossible you can conceive my
feelings and it is as impossible for me to describe themu The sea then
presented a new scene of information and interest and on approaching the
shore of France with what eagerness and how often were my eyes directed
to the south[.i When arrived there I thought myself in an uncivilized country
for never before or since have I seen such wretched beings as at Morlaix.
But I must break this train of thoughts Dear Ben and carry you in haste to
Paris where art exerts her power to inform and astonish man[.j There are
many things at Paris calculated in an eminent degree to arrest the progress
of the traveller but these things consist in the works of men & I would
rather talk to you of the works of nature however I must not forget to tell
you of what I suppose you have heard at least I earnestly hope so namely
Iodine on which Sir H. Davy has made many experiments and he has written
to the Royal Society papers on the subject1^] This substance adds a fourth
body to the class of supporters of combustion or to the class of
undecomposed bodies attracted by the positive pole of the Voltaic
apparatus and which by their strong and opposed attraction to other
bodies produce light & heat and it is the only one of them which has been
obtained in a separate piece & solid formu It is very heavy of a dark colour
similar to plumbago and has much the appearance of that body when
heated it melts and gives off or rises in the form of a beautifully coloured
violet gas of great intensity and when cooled it appears in minute crystals
but otherwise unchanged!.] It combines readily with many other bodies
with all the metals except two that I have seen it tried on the two are
Platinum & Gold and I have seen the compounds it forms with Iron Tin Lead
Silver Copper Mercury &c. It forms acids by combining with very different
bodies thus Chlorine Hydrogen Phosphorous & Tin all form acid[s] with it
& possessing new and singular properties. It unites to Azote & like chlorine
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forms a detonating compound with it & with potassium sodium Baryum &c
it forms substances very similar to the compounds of these bodies wi<th>
Chlorine indeed it resembles this body more than any other in its
combination < s . > When added to Potash in solution two new compounds
are formed one being < a > binary compound of iodine & potassium
similar to muriate of po<tas>h as it < i s > called and the other parallels
with oxymuriate of potash for it contains all the oxygen of the alkali and
detonates very readily with nitres I am however but wasting time in writing
that of which you have a complete account as far as it goes in England and
shortly I suppose that Sr H will send you further accounts for he works
upon it every dayw Before I leave iodine however I must ask you & also
desire you to inform me of the state of your sentiments respecting chlorine
whether you class that substance & fluorine with oxygene or whether you
insulate the last body as in former times[.j On leaving Paris we visited Lyons
rested at Montpellier for a few weeks and afterwards saw Aix, Nice &c
between Nice and Turin we crossed the Maritime alps by the Col de Tende
in the Month of Feby. not the most favourable season in the year for
crossing these many mountains^ The col de Tende cost us a day to cross it
and at the summit we were elevated above 6000 [feet] higher than the level
of the sea. From Turin we went to Genoa where I first saw a torpedo and a
water spout the torpedos here were too small for the experiments which Sr.
H. wished to make with them these experiments were to ascertain
whether the electric power of the torpedo could be made to decompose
waten.j The apparatus used was that of Wollaston and the fluid solution of
potassa it being a very good conductor but though the animal gave several
shocks which there is reason to suppose passed through the water yet no
satisfactory result was obtained & no effect appeared to be produced^ Sr.
H. has repeated these experiments since at Rimini with the torpedo of
the adriatic Sea but they were also too small to give certain results2 -
Leaving Genoa we proceeded by water to Lereche [sic] and from thence to
Florence a beautiful city where we remained some days here is a fine
Museum of Natural History containing an immense quantity of things
curious & instructive and some wax works in anatomy & botany of the most
delicate kindu The collection of apparatus is numerous and rendered
invaluable by the instruments of Galileo3 & the Duke of Tuscany4. The first
telescope of Galileo & that with which he discovered the satellites of
Jupiter is carefully preserved as an invaluable philosophical relic and also
the first lens which he made which is set in a fine worked frame with an
inscription it is cracked in twou There is also a vast quantity of electrical
machines and apparatus there is a machine of Red Velvet passing under a
rubber of black silk & there is a collection of jars broken singularly by
extraordinary explosions!.] Magnets here are numerous and very strong &
there is a compound one which supports some Cwt. Sr. H took the
opportunity whilst here of making many experiments on the diamond with
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the great lens of the Grand Duke a noble instrument belonging to the
academy and in these pursuits as in every other his attentive mind
observed & demonstrated new facts5[.] In the first experiment on the
combustion of the diamond it was placed in the middle of a glass globe of
18 or 20 cubical inches capacity supported in a cradle of platinum fixed on a
prop of the same metal the cradle was pierced full of holes to admit a free
circulation of air ie oxygen for the globe was filled with the gas procured
from the hyperoxymuriate of potassaj.] On placing the apparatus thus
arranged in the focus of the lens it the diamond shortly entered into
combustion & on removing it from the instrument the combustion was
observed to continue for above 4 minutes during this time the diamond
gave off intense heat & a beautifull vivid scarlet light it diminished rapidly
in size and became at last a mere atom when it ceased to burn but on
placing it again in the focus the whole rapidly disappeared the globe was
found to contain nothing but a mixture of Carbonic and Oxygene gases[.]
This experiment was repeated several times and in all the cases the same
striking phenomenon was observed a phenomenon which lessens
considerably the difference existing between diamond and charcoals Sir H
burned also by the same instrument a piece of plumbago in oxygen and he
heated also diamonds in Chlorine & Carbonic acid gases but no change was
produced no compound no muriatic acid was formed in the first place and
no carbonic oxide in the seconds These experiments on carbonaceous
substances were continued at Rome at which time charcoal obtained from
Alcohol from Turpentine & from wood were weighed & burned and from all
these experiments it appeared that the diamond was pure crystallized
carbon and that the black compounds of carbon contained hydrogen
though none of them in great quantities plumbago also contained hydrogen
and when heated in chlorine the hydrogen was separated and fumes of
muriatic acid clouded the globe of the charcoals that obtained from
turpentine by sulphuric acid appeared the purest then that from alcohol
and lastly the charcoal of wood by purity I mean a want of hydrogen and the
purest contained the least hydrogen the charcoal of wood the mostu Sr.
H wrote an account of these experiments which has been sent to the
Royal Society & I hope received - From Florence we went to Rome that City
of Wonders but they are wonders created by a former nation & in a former
agei.] You know Ben my turn is not architectural nor though I can admire a
beautiful picture do I pretend to judge of it but certainly the things here
would affect any one and that mind must be dull indeed that is not urged to
think & think again on these astonishing remains of the Romans when they
appear in sight at every corneru I shall not pretend to describe them dear
Ben since descriptions far more perfect than those I can give you are in
England^ The two things here most striking are the Coliseum & St. Peters
and one is not more worthy of the ancients than the other is of the
moderns[.j The Coliseum is a mighty ruin & indeed so is Rome & so are the
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Romans & it is almost impossible to conceive how the hardy warlike race
which conquered the globe has degenerated into modern effeminate idle
italiansi.j St Peters appears to have been erected on the plan of some fairy
tale for every luxury every ornament & every embellishment & species of
embellishment have been employed in its erection^ Its size is mighty it is
mountainous its architecture elegant its materials costlyu They consist of
Marbles of every hue & every kind mosaics statues casts bronzes Jewels
Gold & silver not spread sparingly but shining & glittering in every party
The mosaics are numerous and large and amongst the many designs that
ornament this edifice there is but one painted picture - But I must for the
present leave description and employ the rest of my paper on other matter
matter [sic] which I have deferred to the last because I wish it to remain
clearest & strongest in your mindu And in another letter I will give you such
accounts of Naples Vesuvius &c as I am able to do (the burning mountain I
have been up twice once in the day time and once at night)[.] As
communications are so free between this place & England you will I hope
not delay many days in answering this letter the time of communication is I
believe only 7 days and the letters must be franked reciprocally out of each
country. You will be so good as to let my Mother & friends know this and 1
hope I shall hear from more than one person and by more than one letter^
There are two persons nearly strangers to my mother to which if you would
go I should be much obliged^ Mrs. Greenwell [sic] of the R. Institution to
whom give my warmest thanks and remembrances for her kind treatment
of me when there and my warmest wishes for here [sic] prosperity &
happiness & Mr Newman of Lisle St. to whom I feel grateful for his
readiness in communicating such things was were useful & instructive and
whose success in life is I hope proportioned to his merits[.] To my Mother &
My brother you will of course go and you will say all you can to them
without any fear of outrunning the warmth of my wishes. I have wrote many
times to them & by such hands as I suppose could not fail & I hope to hear
now how they do & how affairs movey Give them all for me every warm
feeling that can flow round the hearty To Mr. & Mrs. Abbott & to your
Brother & Sister I present my respects & would if I durst my affections & to
you Dear Ben I give the dearest feeling that can enliven the days of man
friendships May you ever be happy & honorably so and may you never
have cause to censure the feelings of

Your Friend I M. Faraday
Direct to Me at Geneva Post restrant

Endorsed: Reed 8 Mo 4th 1814.
Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey I London
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1. Davy, H. (1814a, b). The manuscripts of these are in Faraday's hand respectively RS MS PT
8.6 and 8.25, bis and MM 15.1.
2. These experiments are described in Davy, H. (1829).
3. Galileo Galilei (1564-1642, DSB). Italian astronomer and experimentalist.
4. Ferdinand HI (1769-1824, NBU).
5. Davy, H. (1814c). The manuscripts of this are in Faraday's hand in RS MS PT 8.28 and bis.

Letter 34
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
1 July 1814
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 143-4

Geneva: July 1.
I hope, dear Mother, that you are in good health, and that nothing occurs to
disturb you or render you uncomfortable, and that no changes of a
disagreeable nature have happened since I left you. I hope, too, for the
health and welfare of all my friends ... and that at some time I shall be
happy with you all again. I think often and often of you, and in thoughts
often enjoy your company. I contrast the company of my friends with the
presence of strangers, and I compare the convenience and cleanliness of
home to the want and filth of foreign accommodations. Things run
irregularly in the great world; and London is now I suppose full of feasting
and joy, and honoured by the presence of the greatest personages in
Europe1. I find reason everywhere to feel proud of my country, and find
everyone ready to praise her and to honour her virtues. My thoughts run
hastily, dear Mother, from one thing to another; but you must excuse it at
this moment, and attribute it to the urgency of circumstances. I long for the
moment when I shall salute all my friends personally; but till the moment
arrives, I must be indebted to the good and kind offices of others, and now
of you, dear mother. Remember me to ... tenderly and affectionately; and
remind Mr. Riebau, &c, that I still exist; and if Robert will call at the
Institution and tell Mrs Greenwell [sic] I wish to be remembered to her, I
should feel the favour.

Adieu, dear Mother. At present my moments are expired; but I still
remain, and ever shall do on this earth, your affectionate and dutiful son, I
M. Faraday

Endorsed: Received July 18.

1. That is Alexander I (1775-1825, NBU) Tsar of Russia, 1801-1825 and Frederick William III
(1770-1840, NBU), King of Prussia, 1797-1840. See Ann.Reg., 1814: 42-54.
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Letter 35
Faraday to Robert G. Abbott
6 August 1814
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Geneva - Saturday August 6th, 1814
Dear Robert

I thank you and most sincerely for the first letter I have received since
I left England, and which allayed in a great measure all the anxious desires I
felt for my friends at home; I received it this day and from the Post Masters
account suppose that you must have erred in dating it June; indeed my
letter by Sir R. Wilson1 was not wrote till July had commenced2.1 am left in
uncertainty whether that was the first letter received from me in England. I
had sent several off before: two departed from Paris3, one from Genoa, one
from Florence, two from Rome4, one from Milan, all by private hands, and
with Sir Humphry's Letters; and I have lately sent one by post from here to
your brother Ben5. Of the fate of these I am still uncertain though I entertain
hopes that some of them have arrived and that all will ultimately gain their
destination: by the rapidity and security with which your kind letter has
reached me, I am in hope of a plentiful supply of information from my
friends in England; and must beg of Ben not to delay longer the departure
of the three sheets that are ready: I have heard nothing from my mother or
brother, and wish you would be at the trouble to desire them to write again,
and to direct me at Geneva Post restaunt I feel grateful from my heart for
your information respecting my mother and friends, and hope that at all
times when you write you will feel so far interested in my pleasures &
satisfaction, as to inform yourself and me of their health & state. I have
heard from many quarters of the late rejoicings and feastings in London6;
The French & Italian papers have been very eager and forward in
proclaiming the deeds and doings of England, and Countrymen come into
this quarter from London daily, and are glad to give me information. We
have heard also of the Prince's unpopularity, and are sorry that at this time
England should have any thing in her to disturb her pleasures, or cause her
shame7: things are now in such a state that if she but knew how to use her
good fortune, as well as she has supported herself in harder times; she will
arrive at the possible climax of happiness and prosperity and still shine as
she ever has done in the front of the nations of the world. It must be
gratifying to you Dear Robert to know how high a character she bears in the
eyes of Europe and to what degree of estimation and reverence her
firmness & her virtues have raised her. I valued my country highly before I
left it, but I have been taught by strangers how to value it properly, and its
worth has been pointed out to me in a foreign land. In foreign nations alone
it is that by contrast the virtues of England, her strength, and her wisdom
can be perceived, and for those virtues Englishmen are considered every
where as a band of brothers, activated by one heart and one mind and
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treading steadily & undeviatingly in the path of honor, courage, & glory all
nations reverence them; every individual speaks highly of them; the
english are respected, received, & caressed every where for the character
of their country: may she ever deserve that character; may her virtues still
continue to shine & illuminate the world: may her path never deviate from
the least point; but still proceeding in a straight line carry her still farther
out into the view of the world, where her character meets with its just and
honorable rewardu

I am happy to find that you are situated as you wish to be and hope
that the good prospect will continue: but I am uninformed how Ben stands
in the world, though I hope soon to know from himself. I should be glad to
hear of the state of the C.P.S., and of the members whom I best know, I wish
that it may prosper and be a means of promoting philosophical knowledge,
and I feel partly disappointed that you have not joined your force to theirs;
for by your professions of unphilosphycality, I suppose that you have not
done so. I have also commissioned Ben in my last to remember me kindly
to Mrs Greenwall [sic] of the Royal Institution, & Mr. Newman of Lisle
Street, Lincolns Inn fields, and if you or him would also give my respects
and remembrances to my old master Mr. Riebau, I should be indebted
much for the favour; I feel too grateful for the goodness of Mr. de la Roche8,
of whom my mother will give you some account; if he should still be in King
Street, or in London, I should like to have my name mentioned to him with
thanks on my side; but he is <per> haps in France, and if I see Paris again I
shal<l> search for <hi>m[.j

During the time I have passed from home, many sources of
information have been opened to me, and many new views have arisen of
men, manners, & things, both moral and philosophical. The constant
presence of Sir Humphry Davy is a mine inexhaustible of knowledge &
improvement; & the various & free conversation of the inhabitants of those
countries through which I have passed, have continually afforded
entertainment & instruction. On entering France the dissimilarity between
the inhabitants and the people of my own country was strong, and
impressive, and entered firmly in my mind. I have found the french people
in general a communicative, brisk, intelligent, and attentive set of people;
but their attentions were to gain money, and for their intelligence they
expect to be paid. Politeness is the general character of the people, a
character which they well deserve; but the upper classes have carried it
beyond the bounds of reason, and in politeness they lose truth and
sincerity: their manners are very insinuating and kind, their address at
once easy & free, and their conversation vivid & uninterrupted: but though
it dwells on the same subject, you can scarcely make out what the subject
is: for it is certainly the most confined, most uninteresting, and
unapplicable conversation I have met with. The French language in the
Mouth of the people has a softness of such delicacy, as is not to be found in
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other languages: and in which it is I think very superior to the Italian: this
last indeed appears to me to have an effeminate character of which you
may in part judge from the morsel you have sent me; but the french
language has a great degree of strength, and expression, and yet is delicate
and tender. The Italian language is by far the easiest to learn, from the
circumstance of every letter being pronounced in the words the same as
when single; and also because there is a greater similarity between the
words of the Italian & English languages, than between those of the French
& English languages: but however I must not pretend to judge as yet of the
character of these languages with precision, since I am but little acquainted
with them; though at the same time I have endeavoured to avoid the
imputation of idleness.

Civilization seems to have taken different paths in the nations of
Europe, towards the end of or rather latter part of her progress. At Paris
civilization has been employed mostly in the improvement & perfection of
luxuries, and oftentimes, in the pursuit has neglected the means of adding
to domestic and private comfort; and has even at times run counter to it. In
ornaments indeed the Parisians excell, and also in their art of applying
them; but in the elegance of appearance utility is often lost; and English
articles which have been formed under the direction of a less refined, but
more useful judgement are often eagerly preferred. At Paris every thing
yields to appearance, the result of what is called fine taste: the tradesman
neglects his business to gain time to make appearance; The poor gent
starves his inside, to make his outside look well; the jeweller fashions his
gold into trinkets for show & ornament; and so far does this love of
appearance extend, that many starve in a garret all the week to go well
dressed to the Opera on Sunday evening: I who am an Englishman, & have
been bred up with english habits, of course prefer english civilization to the
civilization of France: and think that my commonsense has made the best
choice; but every day experience teaches me that others do not think so,
yet though I have no right to suppose I excell all those who differ from me, I
still am allowed the liberty of forming my own opinion. The civilization of
Italy seems to have hastened with backward steps in latter years, and at
present is found there only a degenerate idle people, making no efforts to
support the glory that their ancestors left them; but allowing it, & their
works to fall into obscurity. Cramped by ignorance, and buried in dirt, they
seem to have been placed in a happy soil, only to shew forth their
degeneracy & fallen state, and Rome is at this day not only a memento of
decayed majesty, in the ruins of its ancient monuments & architecture: but
also in the degeneracy of the people.

I find dear Sir that my paper is fast filling, and yet I have but little said,
and I fear that I shall incur the imputation I have given to french
conversation, but though even in danger of that, I would still write to you as
my thoughts run; choosing rather to give you my ideas in an unrestrained
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though careless way, than to force them into a path assigned & chalked out,
& which would but serve to cramp & distort these already crooked ilformed
things. I have purposely omitted giving in this letter any detailed account of
my past travels, since I supposed that you would see those of my Mothers &
your brother's; and I intend shortly to send another full sheet to Ben, with a
little of Vesuvius &c in it. I had before taken the advice you so kindly
<gave> me of forwarding a letter, as you will see by the one I have
forwarded by Post and < I > am in hopes of escaping the stigma attached to
a short letter by the present sheet. With respect to our future rout[e] 1 have
but a very general knowledge of it, but I expect it will lay in Germany for a
short time, for from hence we shall pass (in 5 or 6 weeks) on the North of
the Alps to Venice, and from Venice we shall go to Rome & there spend the
winter, so that any letters that are not sent within a month from the date of
this, had better be directed to the Post Office at Rome; where I shall hope to
find a parcel: but on this subject 1 shall give you at a future time more
correct information -1 apply daily at the Office for news from England, but
Yours is the first I have received, and 1 hail it as the forerunner of many
more. Remember me sincerely if you please to Mr. & Mrs. Abbott, to your
sister & to Ben, & favour me by letting my Mother my brother & friends
know I am well & wish to be named to them. I shall shortly write to Robert,
but wait for his letter. Adieu dear Robert for the present & believe me truly
& sincerely Yours with all wishes I M. Faraday

Endorsed: Reed Augt 18th 1814
Address: To Mr. R.G. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey I London I England

1. Robert Thomas Wilson (1777-1849, DNB). General.
2. Wilson noted his meeting with the Davys during their visit to Milan from 16-22 June and
again in Geneva on 30 June. He was still in Geneva on 3 July before embarking on his journey
to Paris and thence to London. See Randolph (1861), 2: 390-7.
3. One was letter 31.
4. One was letter 32.
5. Letter 33.
6. See Ann.Reg., 1814: 42-54.
7. The Prince Regent excluded his wife from the celebrations. See DNB, "George IV", p.200.
8. Henri De la Roche. Noted in Ramsden (1987), 59 as working as a book binder in King
Street in 1811. Faraday worked for him immediately following the end of his apprenticeship.
See Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 46.
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Letter 36
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
19 August 1814
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 149-52

Geneva: Friday, August 19.
Dear Mother, - It is with great pleasure that I embrace every opportunity
that offers the best chance of communicating with you. At this time a
gentleman, a friend of Sir Humphry Davy's, leaves this place, I believe,
early tomorrow, and expects to be in England in about twelve days; and
shortly after the expiration of that time, I hope you will be reading over this
sheet of paper. I have written many letters to you from various places, as
Paris, Sestri, Genoa, Florence, Rome, &c, and also from here; but I have
only received one from England, and it only notices the arrival of one of
these. Most of these letters, it is true, were sent by private hands, and may
yet gain you; but some have left Geneva by post, and I am much
disappointed in not having yet received answers, although I attend daily at
the office. The letter I received, and which came a welcome messenger
from a distant beloved country, was written by Robert Abbott; nor am I
deficient in gratitude for his kindness, not only as it was a proof of his own
friendship and remembrance, but as it also quieted my anxieties with
respect to you, though in a manner so short that it only excited stronger
desires for the letter it mentioned as being written by R[obert Faraday]. I
should have written to Rfobert] long ago, but I wait for his communication.
B[en] has also a long communication, and if it is not on the road, beg of him
to despatch it immediately, if you receive this before September 1 or 2, but
otherwise he must direct it to the Post Restante, Rome.

Here, dear Mother, all goes on well. I am in perfect health, and almost
contented, except with my ignorance, which becomes more visible to me
every day, though I endeavour as much as possible to remedy it. The
knowledge that you have let your house, and that it has been doing its office
to you almost since the day that I left you, was very pleasing; and I hope
sincerely that you enjoy health and strength of mind to govern it with your
accustomed industry and good order. The general assurance of A[bbott]
that all friends were in perfect health was much to know; but I want a more
particular detail, for, amongst, so many, it is almost impossible that some
varieties and changes must occur. I must beg of you to return my thanks to

; Mr. Riebau also might not be displeased to hear the name of his
former apprentice.

It is needless, dear Mother, to tell you that I wish you well, and happy
and prospering - you must know that my wishes cannot be otherwise; and it
is the same thing with ; and yet, though it is needless, I cannot help but
say so. I expect that we shall leave this place, where there is very little
indeed, except fine weather and a beautiful view of Mont Blanc, to detain
us, about the middle of September, when we shall ascend a little northward
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and see a little of Germany, passing round the Alps to Venice; and having
seen that place for a day or two, we shall then take the most convenient
road down Italy to Rome. It is Sir Humphry's intention to be at Florence
about the middle of October, and at Rome about the middle of November;
but till we arrive there we shall be constantly moving about, and I shall
therefore be able to receive no letters, after I leave this place, until I get
there: but there I shall expect to find a whole packet. As letters are about a
fortnight on the road between here and London, any letters sent after the
first or second of September are likely to reach Geneva after I have left it,
and will then probably be lost, or very much delayed, and, consequently,
you will be so good as to act accordingly. When you write into the country,
remember me to all friends there, and also to all who may ask after me at
home. There are some persons to whom I should be glad to be
remembered, but as it is possible that such remembrances might raise
unjust ideas and observations, I will delay them until I return home again.
At present, dear Mother, good-bye (for when writing I seem to talk to you,
and on leaving my paper it appears to me as a farewell). Farewell then, dear
Mother, for a short time, when I hope again to find myself amongst you.

Yours with the firmest affection, I M. Faraday

Endorsed: Received September 12.

Letter 37
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
6 September 1814
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Geneve I Sept 6th 1814
Dear Ben

It is with extreme pleasure that I pursue a correspondence which I
find is not to be impaired either by time absence or distance a
correspondence which has been dear to me from the first moment of its
existence which I have found full of pleasure and which I have never
regretted and its continuance continually gives me fresh proofs that it will
ever remain as it has been a strong & irreproachable source of instruction
and amusement. I thank you Dear Ben as earnestly as I can do for your long
and kind letter which I shall endeavour to answer as well as I can though
not in such a manner as it ought to bet.] I have not I can truly assure you
enough time to write you a letter as long as your own[.) I have a great deal of
occupation which leaves me but little time to myself and my Journal is
much behind hand and as we leave this place in eight or nine days I shall
have difficulty in arranging my things and clearing up my papersf.j My head
at this moment is full of thoughts respecting you and me respecting your
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uneasy situation and mine which is not at all times pleasant and what I
expected your last letter has partly collected those thoughts and I shall
probably state some of them on this sheet of paper -1 must beg of you to
acknowledge on my part the receipt of your brother's second letter and the
receipt of a second one from my brother. I had them both on Augt. 31. eight
days after the post date they gave me great pleasure and I shall not delay
longer than is convenient thanks under my own hand but I will here desire
of you Dear Ben to inform my friends that I wish whatever letters they will
send me may be directed to me alone or to me at Sir Humphry Davy or chez
Monsieur le Chevalier Davyi.j I have already given this notice in a letter to
my brother but for security (for I should wish it to be attended to) I give it
again to you well knowing that you will do every thing I can wish -1 feel a
pleasure which I cannot describe on perceiving the interest you take in my
i.e. our friends in Weymouth Street and I hope to return and be grateful for
your attentions they are such as I expected from a friend and they deserve
better acknowledgements than I can give but 1 trust words are as little
wanting from me to Ben as from Ben to met.] In my last letter to my brother I
wrote a few lines to Peggy but I unaccountably forgot to thank her for her
present which I had received with yours and I know of no way of
compensating for my slip than by engaging you to thank her for men I feel
great very great interest in Peggy she has talents in a high degree
accompanied by a strong and rapid memory and a willing mind and were
knowledge to be communicated to her by those who know how to lead a
child by attention to their numerous and simple questions and a soft and
pleasing demeanour I should hope to see her at some time what I should
like to be myself[.) With the thanks you will give my love and answer fully if
you please any questions she may put to you respecting me or the country
where I am or may bej.j I was very happy to hear of Mrs. Greenwalls [sic]
health and hope you will repeat your commission and my remembrancest.j
Sir Humphry was glad to hear that she was well. I hope you will see Mr.
Newman again and name me to him and if he would remember me to Mr.
Fincher I should feel much obliged[.] I remember Mr. Fincher on more
account than one and he will understand me if Mr. Newman tells him that I
often think on our conversations together and wish I were at home. Some
doubts have been expressed to me lately with respect to the continuance of
the Royal Institution^.] Mr. Newman can probably give a guess at the issue
of it[.] I have three boxes of books etc. there and I should be sorry if they
were lost by the turning up of unforeseen circumstances but I hope all will
end well (you will not read this out loud) - Remember me to all there if you
please - and "now for you and I to ourselves".

I was much hurt in mind to hear of your ill health and still more so to
understand your uncomfortable situation for from what I have felt at times I
can judge of your feelings under such a painful bondage^ I am as yet but
very young Ben very unacquainted with the world with men and manners
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and too conscious of my ignorance to set up for a moralizer but yet dear
friend I have not passed on to this day without a little experience and
though not endued with the acutest powers of mind I have been forced to
notice many things which are of service to me and may be useful to you if
they are I shall not repent the trouble I give you and if they are not you must
attribute them to the warmth of my feelings for you - You are you inform me
in a situation where gain only is the object where every sentiment is
opposed to yours where avarice has shut out every manly feelings where
liberal thought and opinions are unknown where knowledge except as it is
subservient to the basest and lowest of feelings is shut out and where your
thoughts if not looking to the acquisition of money are censured and where
liberality and generosity never enters These are things which I know to be
so opposite to your mind and inclinations that I can well conceive your
feelings and as if it were to increase those feelings this disagreeable
situation follows one that was perfectly pleasant and agreeable^ In passing
through life my Dear Friend every one must expect to receive lessons both
in the School of Prosperity and in that of adversity and taken in a general
sense those schools do not only include riches & poverty but every thing
that may cause the happiness and pleasure of man and every feeling that
may give him paint.] I have been in at the door of both those schools nor am
I so far on the right hand at present that I do not get hurt by the thorns on
my left. With respect to myself I have always perceived (when after a time I
saw things more clearly) that those things which at first appeared as
misfortunes or evils ultimately were actual benefits and productive of much
good in the future progress of things sometimes I compared them to storms
and tempests which cause a temporary dyrangement [sic] to produce a
permanent good sometimes they appeared to me like roads stony uneven
hilly and uncomfortable it is true but the only roads to a good beyond them
and sometimes I said they were clouds which intervened between me and
the sun of prosperity but which I found were refreshing reserving to me that
tone and vigour of mind which prosperity alone would enervate &
ultimately destroys I have observed that in the progress of things
circumstances have so worked together without my knowing how or in
what way that an end has appeared which I could never have fancied and
which circumstances ultimately shew could never have been obtained by
any plans of minei.j I have found also that those circumstances which I have
earnestly wished for and which ultimately I have obtained were productive
of effects very different to those I had assigned to them and were often
times more unsatisfactory than even a disappointment would have beeni.j I
have experienced too that pleasures are not the same when attained as
when sought after and from these things I have concluded that we generally
err in our opinions of happiness and miseryi.]

I condole with you Dear Ben most sincerely on the uneasiness of your
situation but at the same time I advise you to remember that is an
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opportunity of improvement that must not be lost in regret & repiningu It is
necessary for man to learn how to conduct himself properly in every
situation for the more knowledge he has of this kind the more able is he to
cope with those he is at times sure to meet withu You have under your eye a
copy of thousands and you have the best opportunities of studying him in
noticing his errors you will learn to avoid them what he has good will be
contrast appear more strongly you will see the influence of the passions
one on another and may observe how a good feeling may be utterly
destroyed by the predominance of an opposite one you will perceive the
gradual increase of the predominant sentiment and the mode in which it
surrounds the heart utterly debarring the access of opposite feelings - At
the same time dear friend you will learn to bear uneasy situations with
more patience you will look to the end which may reward you for your
patience and you will naturally gain a tone of mind which will enable you to
meet with more propriety both the prosperity & adversity of your future
fortune^ Remember that, in leaving your present situation you may find a
worse one and that though a prospect is fair you know not what it may
produce^

You talk of travelling and I own the word is seducing but travelling
does not secure you from uneasy circumstances^] I by no means intend to
deter you from it though I should like to find you at home when I come
home and though I know how much the loss would be felt by our friends yet
I am aware that the fund of knowledge and of entertainment opened would
be almost infinite but I shall set down a few of my own thoughts & feelings
&c in the same circumstancest.] In the first place then my dear Ben I fancy
that when I set my foot in England I shall never take it out again for I find the
prospect so different from what it at first appeared to be that I am certain if I
could have foreseen the things that have passed I should never have left
London^ In the second place enticing as travelling is and I appreciate fully
its advantages and pleasures I have several times been more than half
decided to return hastily home but second thoughts have still induced me
to try what the future may produce and now I am only retained by the wish
of improvements I have learned just enough to perceive my ignorance and
ashamed of my defects in every thing I wish to seize the opportunity of
remedying themi.j The little knowledge I have gained in languages makes
me wish to know more of them and the little I have seen of men & manners
is just enough to make me desirous of seeing more added to which the
glorious opportunity I enjoy of improving in the knowledge of Chemistry
and the Sciences continually determines me to finish this voyage with Sir
Humphry Davy, but if I wish to enjoy those advantages I have to sacrifice
much and though those sacrifices are such as an humble man would not
feel yet I cannot quietly make themu Travelling too I find is almost
inconsistent with religion (I mean modern travelling) and I am yet so old
fashioned as to remember strongly (I hope perfectly) my youthful
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education and upon the whole malgre the advantages of travelling it is not
impossible but that you may see me at your door when you expect a letters

You will perceive Dear Ben that 1 do not wish you hastily to leave your
present situation because I think that a hasty change will only make things
worse you will naturally compare your situation with others you see around
you and by this comparison your own will appear more sad whilst the
others seem brighter than in truth they are for like the two poles of a
battery the ideas of each will become exalted by approaching them - But I
leave you dear friend to act in this case as your judgement may direct
hoping always for the best I fear that my train of thoughts have been too
dull in this letter but I have not yet attained to the power of equalizing them
and making them flow in a regular stream if you find them sad remember
that it was thinking on you that they fell and then excuse themu

I felt much interested in reading the philosophical part of your letter
and congratulate you upon the advances which you must now make and it
was doubly pleasing to me as it showed me that no circumstances could
overpower the industry of your active and vigilant mindu I felt highly
flattered in understanding the good opinion that was entertained of my
friend at the Surrey Institution2 but I was still more pleased at learning his
determination since it shews me that he can so easily and successfully
combat & overcome pride by humilityu

With respect to Boyle's Statical Baroscope I am not sure that I know
the instrument!.] I suppose it is an exhausted flask that is balanced3!.] The
experiments are I supposed made with several at a time of different sizes
and of different glasses for as glasses vary in their particular ratio of
expansion by heat it will cause variations in the results but I can give no
opinion on it - Sir Humphry works often on iodine and has lately been
making experiments on the prismatic spectrum at M. Pictets4 these are not
yet perfected but from the use of very delicate air thermometers it appears
that the rays producing most heat are certainly out of the spectrum and
beyond the red rays5. Our time has been employed lately in fishing and
shooting and many a Quail has been killed in the plains of Geneve and
many a trout and grayling have been pulled out of the Rhone - Go as usual
to Weymouth Street and give my kindest love to them all and if you have not
time ask them to do so in the City remember me to Boyer Magrath Castle &c
and kindly to Mr. & Mrs. Abbott & Your Brother and Sister -1 need not say
Ben how perfectly I am yours,

Adieu I M. Faraday

Endorsed: Reed 9/17 1814
Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Barlows Row I Long Lane I Bermondsey I London
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1. Berman (1978), 129.
2. The Surrey Institution was founded in 1807 in imitation of the Royal Institution. It was
located near Blackfriars Bridge on the south side of the Thames. It closed in 1823. See Carnall
(1953-4).
3. A device to demonstrate the weight of air. See Middleton, W.H.K. (1964), 373-4.
4. Marc-Auguste Pictet (1752-1825, DSB). Swiss natural philosopher.
5. Davy does not seem to have published this work.

Letter 38
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
10 November 1814
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 165-9

Rome: November 10, 1814
Dear Mother, - Time goes very strangely with me - sometimes it goes quick,
and at other times the same period seems to have passed slowly;
sometimes it appears but a few days since I wrote to you, and the next hour
it seems like months and years. This is owing to the nature of the mind of
man, which, looking to what is at a distance when occupied by present
circumstances, sees it not in its true form and state, but tinged by its own
cast and situation. But though thus volatile and apparently unstable, yet I
am at all times, dear Mother, glad when I can by any means make an
opportunity of writing to you; for though however short the distance of time
since the last letter may be, yet I have always something 1 should like to say;
and, indeed, the moment a letter is out of my hands I remember something
forgotten. It is now a long time, if I may trust to my feelings and the mode of
measuring time, since I last had any communication with you except by
thought, and indeed longer than I expected, for I was in hopes of finding at
the post-office here at least three or four letters for me; but they are not
come, I content myself with anticipating the pleasure yet to be enjoyed of
perusing them. Since I wrote to you or to England, we have moved over a
large and very interesting space of ground. On leaving Geneva, we entered
Switzerland, and traversed that mountainous and extraordinary country
with health and fine weather, and were much diverted with the curious
dresses and customs of the country. When I come home (unless
M[argaret]'s knowledge in geography, &c. anticipate me), I shall be able to
amuse you with a description, but, at present, time (excuse the excuse) will
not allow me.

From Switzerland we passed through the States of Baden, on the lake
of Constance (they are very small), across an arm of the kingdom of
Wurtemburg, and into Baveria. In this route we had seen, though slightly,
Lausanne, Vevay, Berne, Zurich, Schaffhausen and the falls of the Rhine in
Switzerland and Munich, and many other towns in Germany. On leaving
Munich, we proceeded to and across the Tyrol, and got to Padua, and from
Padua to Venice. You will remember very well, I have no doubt, the picture
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which hung in the parlour over the fireplace, and which represented the
Rialto and the Grand Canal of this town. The first I have had the pleasure of
crossing several times, and the second I have partly traversed in a Venetian
gondola. I cannot refrain from describing very shortly this city, which is
certainly unequalled for situation and peculiarity in the world. On
approaching it by water - the only mode, for it is three or four miles from
land - the houses appear to actually rise out of the waves, for not a bit of
ground is to be seen. The walls of the houses pass into the waters, and
there seems no landing-place. We entered the city up a canal, and went to
the hotel, even to the very door, in our boat. We saw very few places where
it was possible to walk, but the number of bridges which passed over the
canals showed that there were some means of moving about on foot. On
walking out next morning, I found an immense quantity of alleys and
narrow passages, by which communication was made from one part of the
town to another; and at the Place of St. Mark Venice is beautiful. But I find I
am going to extend my description too far, and therefore, to be brief, this
place, before it was built upon, was a collection of small flat islands over
which the sea would wash in a high storm. When the Venetians built upon
them, they laid the foundations of the houses upon piles. The number of
inhabitants increased, the city was enlarged, until they had on all sides
built into the water. Instead of streets they formed canals - one, called the
Grand Canal, runs windingly through the town, and others, smaller,
intersect it in all parts. All the houses on the edges of these canals have
water doors with steps, where, people can pass into and out of gondolas:
and it is by these gondolas that all heavy things are conveyed. The internal
part of the town is, as I have said before, intersected by alleys and passages
paved with flagstones. One large place is to be found (of St. Mark), but no
street, and a horse is not to be found in Venice. The people talk Italian
generally, though they have a pure Venetian tongue. Their government is
very peculiar, and complicated, and curious. After seeing Venice for three
days we left it, and came towards Italy, passing Bologna and Florence.

I am always in health, generally contented, and often happy; but, as is
usual in every state of life, wish for that I have not, but most for my return
home. I envy you the pleasure you must enjoy in each other's conversation,
and from which I am excluded; but I hope you will ameliorate this
deprivation as far as you can by thinking at home of me. I mean quickly to
write to , but, in the meantime, I should be happy to express
through you my feelings to them: they cannot for a moment doubt me, but
at all times the testimony of remembrance is grateful and pleasing. When
you see , give them my love in the most earnest manner you can;
though, indeed, it is scarcely necessary, for they, and , and yourself,
dear Mother, must be conscious that you constantly have it when anything,
as a letter, &c, reminds you and them of me; but paper is now scarce, and
time advanced, and I must quickly leave this letter that it may come to you.
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But again, dear Mother, I beg of you to let me know quickly how you are,
and how situated, as soon as possible. If right, present my humble respects
to Mr. Dyer1, and my remembrances to Mr. Riebau and other friends, not
forgetting .

Adieu, dear Mother, for a short time. As ever, your dutiful affectionate
son, M. Faraday

Endorsed: Received January 17.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 39
Benjamin Abbott to Faraday
20 and 22 November 1814
From the original press copy in IEE MS SC 123

London, Sunday 20th Nov 1814.
My Dear Michael!

The knowledge that the receipt of my letters affords you any pleasure
would I can assure you be sufficient to induce me to write them even was
the doing it a task instead of what it is - a pleasure - Impressed with this
Sentiment it is with a great degree of readiness & alacrity that I seize the
present Opportunity of continuing a correspondence which affords us
mutually so much Entertainment & which I trust distance will have no effect
in impairing however much it may in impeding.

I have some fear at this time that the present text will find you already
at Rome, which was not my intention it should but so many circumstances
have lately intervened to prevent my perusing it sooner that I found it
impossible & can therefore only say that should it arrive later than you
have expected, its length must compensate for its delay. I say its length for I
intend to fill this Sheet at all costs & with the utterance of this intention I
shall without further preamble proceed.

First then I must acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 6th Sept.
from Geneva1 which reached me the 17th same & afforded me proof (if such
had been wanted) of your friendship for me, and for the Interest you feel in
my welfare & happiness: I thank you my Dear Michael sincerely do I thank
thee for your [2 words illegible] & advice which latter I shall [2 words
illegible] but I am at the same time [word illegible] I should even for a
moment have led you to regard the [word illegible] Note of your [word
illegible] by [word illegible] now that of my own I have [word illegible] in
your mind any unpleasant [word illegible] but describing those I have
myself felt & to have done this was neither my wish nor intention but if by
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doing it I have occasioned you the smallest inconvenience I trust your good
judgement will have attributed it to the true cause, [word illegible] I [word
illegible] farther in which wrote were particularly to [word illegible] 1 will
see [word illegible] what I have to state concerning those who I trust I may
truly call our friends. Between the inhabitants of this house and those of
Weymouth St I am happy to say the same cordiality & perfect [word
illegible] notwithstanding that [3 words illegible] yourself one of the circle.
Your Mother Brother & Sisters I believe are well; they were so a fortnight
since when 1 was there. Peggy you will be surprised to hear has with the
assistance of my beloved Sister succeeded in prevailing on her mother to
permit her to spend the day with us & if I can judge by her talk she would
have no objection to repeat the visit. When this will be allowed I know not. I
particularly notice what you say respecting her & can assure you I conceive
her worthy of all the affection you can feel for her, that she feels the same
for you I doubt not. She talks of you incessantly, you are her perpetual
theme of admiration. "Michael" she says "taught me to read & to write, he
encouraged me to learn, & yet I was afraid of him, but nobody takes any
pains with me now, I wish Michl was home again."- This is her constant
idea. I much wish I could take upon myself the occupation you have left &
could attend to her improvement, so far as I am able but circumstances
forbid it, do you therefore accept the will for the deed & do me the justice to
believe that was it in my power I should not fail to [do] all I could towards it.
- Robert does not often visit us for which I can assign no reason except so
far as report goes - Peggy tells me that he is seldom at home; that when he
comes in he cleans himself & goes out again immediately. The report is that
he is over head & ears in love!21 say the report for he has not told me so; I
heard it from Mrs Gray3 & Betsey, therefore when you write to him do not
mention it lest he feel vexed with me (you know his temper) for saying any
such thing to you. - Mrs. G. &your Sister I have also called on as desired & I
am truly happy to say found both well & their family the same. They desired
that when I wrote to you 1 would say for them all that they could say if you
were present or that I could say were I in their situation. More than either of
these I need not say. I called on Mr Newman 2 Sundays ago (1 had no
opportunity before) but unfortunately was unable to see him. I however
saw Mrs. N. who having seen me before politely asked me in & gave me all
the information in her power, promising to desire Mr N. to tell Mr Fincher
what you wished. Respecting the R.I. you need be under no apprehensions.
The members this Summer submitted to a great sacrifice & all the debts are
paid off4 so that altho' eventually the Expences will eat up the Principal of
their Funds yet a dissolution in consequence cannot take place within a
period of time much longer than it is even probable you will be absent. You
may therefore be at ease on this Head - but should any thing par possibility
occur, Ben will not lose sight of anything that concerns his Friend Michael.
Mrs Greenwell I have still been unable to see. My enquiries however have
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ascertained she is well. A short time since 1 left her my address & a message
stating if she had any thing to communicate to you or Sir H would she trust
me with it. - [2 words illegible] it. Since then I have heard nothing of her.
Women like she is never to be found but when either [2 words illegible] she
will I suppose or more at some & I have [word illegible] I will [6 or 7 words
illegible] Institution however [2 words illegible] her [2 words illegible]
remembrances to you & wishes Sir H was there again -so much for my
Execution of your commands I had nearly forgotten to say (what is
almost needless) that all friends in Weym Street desire [word illegible]
remembered too. Mr & Mrs Newman [send] their kindest remembrances.

To return to that part of your letter which relates more particularly to
our individual selves. I must again repeat my heartfelt [word illegible] for
your good wishes & advice. I have so far followed the latter that I am still in
the same situation as when I wrote last nor do I [word illegible] (I never
did) intend a hasty change but should opportunity offer of bettering myself
I shall of course embrace it. In your letter [word illegible] me if to lose
things in [word illegible] &c this I can avise you I have not done for tho' my
situation is uncomfortable I am well aware as you justly remark that there
are worse - & altho' [word illegible] as I am I cannot help feeling uneasy
when [word illegible] fixed, yet I heal. I know enough of the world not to
throw myself [word illegible] upon it because I cannot have every thing to
my wishes. The school of Adversity [word illegible] they are [word illegible]
even [word illegible] than those of prosperity [3 words illegible] young as I
am I have indeed my dear Friend received some [2 words illegible] altho'
apparently [word illegible] I can assure you I have ever since you knew me
drank of the cup of Affliction. Thanks to the [word illegible] I trust those
days will not soon return & I further trust I have profited by them in my [3
words illegible]. I ought to [2 words illegible] I wrote [4 words illegible]
altho [word illegible] to the [3 words illegible] that [4 words illegible] him
stated in ill health & one part of it [7 words illegible] by myself the
remainder in the [word illegible] of [3 words illegible] from these causes
you will do the picture justice if you will strike out its darkest Shades or at
least [2 words illegible] that letter [2 words illegible] -1 had not time to take
a copy of. Since the date of that letter I have become a good deal less
uncomfortable than before from more than one Circumstance, firstly I have
learned to look with contempt on all the pure proud Speeches & behaviour
which were at first so much annoyance to me & 2ndly he has taken into the
Counting House a Gent who knew him Years ago & who is not only an
intelligent Companion but also by his Presence prevents some of the
hauteur so oppressive to me when alone - add to this Mr H finds that an
undeserved sharp Speech to me always produces a twinging Reply whose
justice sometimes (I believe) bites at the moment - all these things added
to there not being quite such close work as formerly has rendered me much
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more at ease in the City - & I am happy to say others have done the same
here at home (for which you know there was room).-

Notwithstanding all this I am still resolved to keep a watchful Eye to
any thing likely to prove more advantageous to me & with this View I have
all along made constant Enquiries among my Friends after any thing that
might suit me but hitherto without Success. I mentioned in my last it was
possible I might visit the Continent the fact was, I was in treaty with a
Merchant here to go & reside at Bordeaux to take [the] place of Chief Clerk
in a House he was endeavouring to establish there & I should have gone
had the Posture of affairs rendered the design practicable - my father
thought it would be of essential Service to me both for Health and
information - this not succeeding the same person who I believe has taken a
fancy to me - offered me a Situation on the River Plate in So. America of
1000 Dollars a Year & Board & Lodging but I declined it on account of the
immense distance & the unwillingness of Father & Mother I should go so far
- I am still in Hopes he will serve me if in his power. -

With respect to what you say concerning your own Situation 1 could
say as much or more than I have said of my own were we confabulating
together, but I do not think it prudent for obvious reasons (which you will
well comprehend) to commit to Paper what I think on the Subject you must
therefore my Dear Friend consider that I think of you as you think of me,
with a warm Heart - & that I feel from your descriptions as much as you feel
from mine - when we meet (which I trust we may do happily) we shall no
doubt have many mutual communications to make not to be made nowi.j

Nov. 22 1814
Unfortunately this Sheet was last night left in the City by mistake

where I had taken it for the purpose of submitting the part already written
to the pressure of the Copying Machine, & I therefore fear instead of its
being forwarded to day as I intended I shall be forced to postpone it till
tomorrow. I shall now proceed somewhat more philosophically than in the
foregoing part.- In your last you congratulate me on the Progress I must
have made & term my mind active & vigilant - now I do not think I am lazy
but yet I am afraid my Dear Michl you are a flatterer & you well know that is
not a character I am fond of & I should be particularly sorry to find your
travels had caused any tendency in you towards it - with respect to my
progress in Science I am sorry to say it has been much less than I could
have wished since your departure, for though I have in the [Surrey]
Institution5 an excellent Library & still more a decent Laboratory yet I have
no scientific companion - it is true some indeed most of my acquaintances
are philosophically inclined - that is - they like to hear a Lecture & to see a
few dashing Experiments - but they are not so fond of Science as to stand at
a furnace till their Eyes are scorched or risk a convulsion of their Muscles
from the unexpected touch of a Voltaic Battery - such a one as this would be
a treasure to me such a one as could catch my ideas & pursue them in
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conjunction with me & to whom half a word might suffice to convey more
than a whole lecture does to some - but for such a one I must wait till you
return & then 1 shall have all 1 wish in this way till that time 1 must content
myself with making what progress I can alone, & I look forward to the time
when you, with all the knowledge you will have gained shall once more be
my companion my Friend I believe you still are & I trust will still continue
however inferior I may be in attainments to you when you will have
completed your Tour - Notwithstanding the drawback on the rapidity of my
progress (to which I may also add another - viz, - Expence) I would not
have you suppose I am idle - by no means, such opportunities as I have I
endeavour to profit by as much as I can & the Laboratory in the Institution
is principally valuable you know on account of the Furnaces for which the
Institution supply fuel & as I am the only one who uses them I have no fear
of interruption. They are certainly very good ones - a short time since I
procured a specimen of Silver Ore from Potosi in So. America6 100 grains of
which I [word illegible] &c & submitting it to cupellation obtained two
buttons weighing together 62 grains besides a small portion (about 3
grains) which were lost in consequence of the vat cracking when one
changed with lead - the hour being late I am inclined to believe I did not
push the firing so far as I ought to have done & therefore suspect it is still
somewhat impure tho' in a very small degree - a second cupellation will put
it beyond doubt - The richness of the ore arises I should inform you from it
being part of a specimen sent over as a rarity - some of their mines are far
from cont[ainin]g such a proportion of the precious Metal. - I sometime
since saw a specimen from Peru (I believe) of white Marble spangled with
grains of Gold nearly pure. - It was really beautiful. -

The Lectures at the Surrey Institution have commenced. There are 4
courses 1st on Chemistry by Mr Wheeler7, 2nd on Extemporary Eloquence
by Mr Rippingham8 3d On the Passions & affections of the Mind & their
Influence on Language & the Polite Arts by I.M. Good9 - 4th On Music by Dr
Crotch10 - the two first are commenced but I have not yet heard Mr
Rippingham he has delivered only one & from that I was unluckily detained
by Business - my Sister however (who subscribes also) was there & she
says he is an Orator I therefore expect some pleasure from hearing him. -
Mr Wheeler has delivered 2 Lectures - he is a young man who has never
before appeared in Public & therefore labours under a great disadvantage
from diffidencet.] This however will be soon overcome & I think he then
bids fair to be a decent Lecturer a first-rate one he cannot be from a slight
defect in utterance - From Mr Good I anticipate a course deeply fraught with
Enquiry & delivered in a very excellent Stile - When I have heard them I
shall send you my ideas on themi.j Dr Crotch will as usual please the Ladies
- Mr Spencer11 still notices me & constantly stiles me - "my Scientific
Friend-" The Librarian12 calls me "a Philosophical Gossip. - I here
commence a new Sheet; for from the appearance I fear the 2 last pages will
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be scarcely legible on this thin paper & I am unwilling to give you more
trouble in deciphering them than is necessary. -

In a former Letter you promised me a full Sheet with a little of
Vesuvius in it but I have not received it my last Epistle I supposed chased
the Volcano out of your head. I hope by your next it will have returned -1
have an extraordinary wish my Dear Mike to see one of these flaming
Furnaces & I think tho' you know I am not famous for Courage that my
nerves would allow me to take a tolerable quiet look at it. - Pray have you
seen many Cataracts? Mr K. my Companion in the Countg Ho has travelled
in America & has seen the Falls of Niagara - he lent me his Manuscript
Account & also gave me some verbal particulars - from his relation it
appears to me the Scene can scarcely be less awful than a Volcano tho' of
course differing much in its nature. The noise he compared to all the
Cannon in the World keeping up an incessant roar all around you: as to
what some persons have said of its being possible to go between the stream
& the rock over which it falls he denies it altogether & says the place looks
more like the Mouth of the Infernal Regions than any thing else, & that any
person attempting to go there would meet instant suffocation from the
Spray & from the violent agitation of the air which he describes as so great
30 feet from the Stream as to oblige you every moment to turn round to
recover the use of the Lungs.-

A native of the Country you are now in lately opened a Shop here for
the Sale of Fulminating Objects particularly small Balls as large as large
Peas13 - These being crushed under the Foot or thrown with violence
against any Substance exploded with a very considerable Report. - The
Streets, Theatres, & even Chapels were annoyed by them & many persons
were taken into Custody & fined in the mean time others made them & they
were sold at almost every Chemists Shop at last the Magistrates found out
they were Fireworks & Fined many for selling them among others a young
man who brought forward our Friend Ban[c]k^4 Strand to prove they were
not Fireworks to do which he was about to explode one in a [word illegible]
of Gunpowder. This was not permitted but he stated Sir H. had performed
the Expt & the Gunpr never was nor could be inflamed & insisted on trying
with a smaller portion - he did so, tho' the Gunpowder blew up but even he
then declared he would have fixed one in a barrel of powder without fear -
had he not become then convinced - his friend was fined £5 - it is almost
needless to say - they were fulminating Silver in a Glass Bubble.-

When you write next to me indeed whenever you do I shall feel a
particular pleasure if you will give me all the intelligence you can
concerning your Route & the probable time of your Return - agreeable to
what I told you before your departure you will bear in mind that your
Letters are shewn to no one if they contain any thing private - if they do not
your Mother & Brother have the perusal of them.- I merely mention this
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now to freshen your memory & to let you know if you are ignorant of it that
you may place confidence in me & my promises.-

I must here my Dear Michael think of drawing towards a conclusion of
this tolerable long Letter - remember I shall be glad to see your writing if
only three Lines - Therefore do not delay to answer it in any way as most
convenient - should I not previously hear from you I intend to write again in
about 3 or 4 Weeks - Boyer Castle Magrath &c desire their kind
remembrances - my brother requests you will bear in mind his Commission
& unites with my Father, Mother & Sister in every heartfelt wish for your
Welfare it is almost needless for me to add how cordially I do the same.
That you my Dear Michael may be ever Happy as you deserve & that our
Friendship may only gain strength from its age is the constant Prayer of

Yours most truly & sincerely I Benj. Abbott.
Que croyez vous des Femmes Italiennes? sont-ils aussi belles que les
Anglaises15

Endorsed: Origl sent via Paris 24th Novr. 1814 Reed by MF at Rome

1. Letter 37.
2. With Margaret Leighton (d.1868, age 78, GRO) whom he married in 1815. See letter 53.
3. Probably mother of Adam Gray.
4. See Berman (1978), 129.
5. See note 2, letter 37.
6. In Bolivia.
7. Unidentified.
8. John Rippingham. Author of several books in the British Library. Otherwise unidentified.
9. John Mason Good (1764-1827, DNB). Physician and author.
10. William Crotch (1775-1847, DNB). Musician.
11. Knight Spencer. Secretary of the Surrey Institution. See Anon (1808-9), 3: 159.
12. Unidentified, but see Carnall (1953-4), 202.
13. C. Pianca. See report of Queen Square Magistrates' Court, Times, 11 October 1814, p.3,
col.e.
14. Robert Bancks, optical instrument maker of 440 Strand. See Taylor (1966), 330.
15. "What do you think of Italian women? Are they as pretty as English women".

Letter 40
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
26 and 30 November 1814
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Rome I Saturday. Novr. 26th, 1814
What have I done or what have I said that I am to hear no more from

England day passes after day week after week but passes without bringing
me the long-wished for letters. Did you but know the pleasure they give me
did you but know the importance they are of to me certain I am that
compassion would induce you to writer Alone in a foreign country amongst
strangers without friends without acquaintances surrounded by those who
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have no congenial feelings with me whose distortions are opposite to mine
& whose employment offend me where can I look for pleasure but to the
remembrances of my friends? At home I have left those who are dear to me
from a long acquaintance a congeniality of mind a reciprocal feeling of
friendship affection & respect as well for their honor & their virtues here I
find myself in the midst of a crowd of people who delight in deceiving are
ignorant faithless frivolous and at second sight would be my friends their
want of honor irritates me their servility disgusts me & their impertinence
offends me and it is with a painful sensation / think of my friends when I
remember I cannot do moreu Why then do you delay so long that which is
the greatest service you can do me and since I have lost your company let
me at least have your thoughts since I can not see you let me see the work of
your handu Through my own imprudence I have lost for a time that source I
did possess for I have left at Geneva with books - those letters I have
received from my brother & yours and which I ought never to have
separated so far from meu It is possible I may never see them again and my
fears tell me I may never receive any more and even that the possibility
exists of my being for ever separated from England Alas! How foolish
perhaps was I to leave home to leave those whom I loved & who loved me
for a time uncertain in its length but certainly long and which perhaps may
stretch out into eternity and what are the boasted advantages to be gained
knowledge yes knowledge but what knowledge knowledge of the world of
men of manners of books & of languages things in themselves valuable
above all praise but which every day shews me prostituted to the basest
purposes alas how degrading it is to be learned when it places us on a level
with rogues and scoundrels how disgusting when it serves but to shew us
the artifices & deceit of all aroundu How can it be compared with the virtue
and integrity of those who taught by nature alone pass through life
contented happy their honour unsullied their minds uncontaminated their
thoughts virtuous ever striving to do good shunning evil and doing to
others as they would be done byu Where I by this long probation to acquire
some of this vaunted knowledge In what should I be wiseru Knowledge of
the world opens the eyes to the deceit & corruption of mankind of men
serves but to shew the human mind debased by the vilest passions of
manners points out the exterior corruptions which naturally result from the
interior of books the most innocent occasions disgust when it is considered
that even that has been debased by the corruptions of many & of languages
serves but to shew in a still wider view what the knowledge of men & of
manners teaches us. What a result is obtained from knowledge and how
much must the virtuous human mind be humiliated in considering its own
powers when at the same time they give him such a despicable view of his
fellow creaturesu Ah Ben I am not sure that I have acted wisely in leaving a
pure and certain enjoyment for such a pursuit but enough of it[.] I will turn to
more pleasant recollections I am so confident in you and the few friends I
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have in England that I am quite sure it is not from any change of feeling but
from unfavourable circumstances that I have not yet received any letters
from you at Romei.] The Post is from here to England much more difficult &
uncertain than at Geneva and is at least 40 days in going & returning!.] One
may frank from here to Calais or to Florence only and I am advised to do the
last because if the Postage is paid before hand the letters seldom go[.] I am
sorry for this expence which will thus fall upon you but I am willing to
believe that you do not repine at the postage of a chance letter from me and
I hope for an opportunity when the debt may be clearedu I would not do it
but that if they are paid the chance of their going is reckoned as 4 to 1. Your
health dear Ben is I hope fixed in a state of vigour but I feel some doubts
least the season which is now winter with you may not incommode youj.]
Mr. & Mrs. Abbott are 1 hope well & Miss Abbott & my friend Robert and all
in the enjoyment of health my love to all and if you would be so good as to
give the same to my mother brother sister &c you would add still more to
the obligations I owe youi.] I wrote to my mother by favour a few (about 10)
days ago1 and hope the letter will reach homei.j I shall write immediately to
the two B's2 but I hope also I shall soon read as well as writer I am in
excellent health & have been continually!.] We have passed over much
ground since we left Geneva & have seen many things & many places very
curious & interesting in themselves and in the information they afforded!.]
On leaving Geneva we immediately entered Switzerland a country very
interesting not only from its history its boasted freedom & its situation but
also from the peculiarity of its customs manners dresses & the character of
the people and all these things we had many opportunities of observing in
the towns of Lausanne Vevay Berne Zurich Schaffhause Uberlangen &
many smaller ones as well as on the roadsi.j Switzerland claims and with a
good deal of justice the preeminence in beauty of country consisting of
mountains it abounds in all those forms of grandeur & majesty which strike
the mind with awe and even fear and is washed by many torrents which
rushing from the mountains change for a while their azure blue into the
whitest foamf.j The dress of the various Cantons were very interesting &
amusing they differed from each other considerably and form an excellent
object for the designer series of costumes which include from thirty to forty
varieties each peculiar to its town or canton & very well executed are sold
in the Print shops of Berne Zurich &c. the observation of the dress of
various countries shews in a very perfect mann<er the> variety &
invention of the female mind[.j The dress of the men differ also in
<different> countries but when compared with the changes in the
habiliment <of> women it appears stationary!.] The general form is the
same in England France Italy & Germany changed slightly by lesser
alterations but the women appear in every form that one can conceive
sometimes the head undergoes a thousand changes & sometimes the body
and to the passing traveller the change of place is shewn first by the change
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of the womens dress. The people are generally free goodnatured &
somewhat more hospitable than the French or Italians but they are great
cheats and experience lessened extremely the opinion I had formed of
them[.j They speak German generally but it is not the pure language but a
corrupted Patoisu We saw in Switzerland amongst other things the famous
fall of the Rhin at Schaffhause it is the largest waterfall in Europe but it is
not very high nevertheless the immense body of water which falls over
makes it tremendous & magnificentu On leaving Switzerland we entered
Germany by the dominions of Wurtemburg but remained in them only two
dayst.) What we saw of the country was flat & monotonous!.] The weather
was here very cold & on the 2nd of Oct. we had a sharp frostu On leaving
Wurtemburg we entered Baveria and stopped 3 days at Munich a very
pretty busy looking place with streets well formed & well peopled!.] But
intending to make no stay untill we got to Rome we soon left it and found
ourselves amongst the mountains of the Tyrolt.] This beautiful country
which rivals & perhaps even surpasses in many parts Switzerland
furnished us with the sublimest scenery for many days we found the
weather here much more moderate than at Munich!.] At an elevation of
above 6000 feet I found wild strawberries growing!.] We were at Trente on
the 10th of Oct. the day on which the Vintage commences a long walk gave
me all the pleasures of this jovial day & I found the vineyards full of happy
labourers!.] The year was not considered abundant but to me the quantities
of fruit appeared enormous the roads were soon filled with men & women
laden with grapes who carried them to the wine press the first process
(which was going on every[where]) was to tread the fruit a vat raised upon
a waggon served for this purpose the fruit was thrown in & two or three men
trod it down the juice ran out by a small hole into vessels placed to receive
it & was then taken away to be fermented!.] We passed from Trente by
Bassano Vicenza &c to Padua & then turned off to the left hand to Venice a
place I had long wished to seei.j My curiosity was perfectly satisfyed we
stayed there but 2 days but that was sufficient to see the place in a general
mannert.] You will know the peculiarities of Venice & its situation too well to
render it necessary that I should endeavour to describe it[.j

From Venice we proceeded by Ferrara Bologna Florence Levane
Arezzo Foligno Narni &c. to Rome & arrived here on 2nd of November &
intend to stop here some timei.] Between Bologna & Florence at a little
distance from the last city we stopped at Pietro Malo to see a phenomenon
in natural history called il fuoco di Pietro Malo [sic]3[.] At a little distance
from the small village of the same name there is a place in the side of a
mountain where much gas continually issues out of the earth from between
some loose stones and in another place in an opposite direction where a
small puddle exists the same phenomena appears when a light is applied to
this gas it inflames at the first place a large flame of 4 or 5 feet high & 3 or 4
in diameter arises & in the second it spurts to a little distance over the
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wateri.i The carriage was stopped at Pietro Malo [sic] in the midst of a heavy
shower Sir Humphry went to the first place & I went to the second
accompanied by a peasant carrying some straw & fire on arriving at the
spot I found the above mentioned puddle apparently formed by the present
rains and the gas bubbling up in considerable quantities through itu I could
find but a very slight smell somewhat resembling spirits of wine the
peasant applied fire to the ground & disturbed the earth a flame
immediately spread over the surface to the distance of 4 or 5 inches & burnt
for several minutes untill the wind extinguished it on applying] a light to
the surface of the water the gas arising also inflamed & burnt some
moments!.] The flame was very pale & in the day time scarcely perceptible
but readily set fire to paper matches &c it was like the flame of spirits of
winei.) I filled a bottle with the gas it had a very faint smell & on pouring
water into a bottle full of it & holding a light at the mouth a jet of flame was
obtainedt.] It did not explode with its volume of atmospheric airc.] I brought
a bottle of the gas away & some of the water & at Florence Sir Humphry
made experiments on it. (The ground was perfectly cold & also the water)[.j
Thursday 27 Octr. was occupied at the Academy at Florence with the above
gas[.j 23A of the gas were detonated with 5 lA of oxygen and the remainder
equalled 3. but on agitating it with a solution of pure potassa it diminished
to xk volumes From this experiment considered the gas as being light
hydro carburet pure[.] When detonated with 2 Vi times its volume of
chlorine which was done to separate & demonstrate the presence of the
charcoal it diminished to 1 & charcoal lined the tubej.j The water was
nothing more than rain wateru The phenomena is extremely singular & I
believe unique in its nature^ The quantity of gas that issues out from the
principal place is enormous and there is no proof that fire has anything to
do with the formation of it the country is not at all volcanic & it is doubtfull
whether the source of the gas is near at hand or at a great distance!.] Sir
Humphry Davy observes that it may originate from a mine of fossil charcoal
but everything is conjecture & it still remains a source of investigation.

In my last letters4 I gave you a rough account of various things that
had occurred up to Rome & meant to continue it on but as we are now on
the same ground & shall go over the same roads again I shall continue the
subject on from this letters My time is extremely occupied so that I can
scarcely look in my Italian books & I have been three days in manufacturing
this letten.] I beg pardon for the inattention you will find in it & hope that
you will <not be guided> by it in writing to me but will give me some of
your usual interesting letters[.] I hope that long before you receive this I
shall hear from youu I again desire you as a favour & a service to see my
friends f<or m>e[.] Tell me in your answer how Margaret goes on in her
learning!.] I feel much interested <in the> Institution & should like to
know its probable issuer.] Remember me to Mr. <Newma>n and Mrs.
Greenwell[sic][.] I hope that if any change should occur in Albemarle Street
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Mr. Newman would not forget my booksu I prize them now more than ever.
Give my Love again to your family & minei.] Adieu dear Friend IM. Faraday
Wednesday, 30. Nov I 1814.

P.S. Thermometer 60° Fahrenheit!!! not much above the ordinary
temperature - Barometer 29.7.

Endorsed: Reed 12 Mo 24 1814
Address: Mr. B Abbott I opposite 44 Long Lane I Bermondsey I London I
Ingleterre

1. Probably letter 38.
2. That is Robert Faraday and Robert Abbott.
3. Described in Volta (1784). Possibly this detour was suggested during their visit to Volta on
17 June 1814 (See Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 143). For Davy's comments on these phenomena
see Davy, H. (1816), 4.
4. Letters 33 and 37.

Letter 41
Faraday to Elizabeth Gray
21 and 24 December 1814
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 172-4

Rome: December 21, 1814.
Dear Sister,-

When I think of you, the first image that forms in my mind is that of
what I left you. Things appear unchanged, and the same now they were a
twelve-month ago - Mr. G[ray] is working before the screen, you behind it,
and Sarah1 is taking her first steps. Tis true I can fancy changes, and do
fancy them; but it is a thousand to one that I fancy them true, and these
fancies chase one another about until the whole becomes confused and
rubbed out, and the first and last strong and clear impression remains
undisturbed and uninjured, not to be removed by the imagination, but by
facts.

Saturday, December 24th. - Hail to the season! May it bring every
blessing down upon you; may it fill your hearts with gladness and your
minds with contentment; may it come smiling as the morn which ushers in
the glorious light of a summer's day, and may it never return to see you in
sorrow and trouble! My heart expands to the idea that Christmas is come,
for I know that my friends, in the midst of their pleasures, will think of me.
Amongst you, Friendship will celebrate it - here 'tis Religion. You will have
sincerity amongst you, and we hypocrisy. This is a season in which modern
Rome shows forth her spirit; her churches (in number innumerable) are
filled with the crowd, who in the same hour fill the streets with
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licentiousness and riot. For the last week no balls have been allowed, and
no theatres or places of amusement were or are yet opened. To-night the
religious rites begin at Sante Maria Maggiore (a beautiful church) in honour
of the Virgin; and the child Jesus will be represented in a beautiful cradle
richly decked with jewels and gold. Masses will be performed at this
church all night; and to-morrow all the other churches will be open - St.
Peter's amongst the rest. After tomorrow, the Pope2 loses his power for a
week or more, and the Carnival begins; and this Carnival raises all my
expectations, for the accounts I have heard of it make it a scene of
confusion and folly. Professed fools (deserving of the title) parade the
streets, and hold fearful combats armed with sugar-plums. Religious
clowns and every other kind of character fill the streets, and the whole
world goes in masks. The theatres are opened. Puppet-shows shine in
every corner, and the Italian character blazes in its full vigour. Such are the
scenes with which I am surrounded; but I draw from them to contemplate
those I fancy passing at home, in which I hope to join again, and which to
me will recur with tenfold pleasure.

But, dear Sister, though this frivolous spirit occupies the whole mind
of a modern Roman, and debases that empire which once stood like a
Colossus over the whole world, yet still this city, the seat of that empire,
draws forth involuntary awe and respect.

How often I have wished that Mr. D. could see what I saw, that he
could wander with me over the mighty wilderness of ruins the Colosseum,
presents - sometimes mounting, sometimes descending; walking in the
steps of the ancient Romans, and leaning against the walls which
resounded with their voices. Again, the ancient baths, each rich as palaces
and large as towns: here their paintings are to be seen in their original
station, the marble which they had worked, and the walls which they had
formed. Again, the columns of Titus and Antoninus, or rather of Marcus
Aurelius, enormous in size, covered with beautiful sculptures, and formed
of marble.

Again, a thousand other objects, as tombs, temples, statues,
pyramids, pillars, roads, &c, which continually fill the eye of a stranger. D.
would be delighted with them, and his art and skill would enable him to
bring faithful ideas of them home.

God bless the little one, and you all together. I shall never feel quite
happy till I get amongst you again. I have a thousand things to say, but I do
not know which to say first; and if I followed my mind I should never get to
an end.

Adieu, dear Sister, for a time; and believe me to be, ever and unalterably,
your loving and I hope beloved, brother, I M. Faraday
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1. This is a mistake. Their daughter Sarah (1816-1882, GRO under Macomie) was not born
until 1816. This must refer to Mary (25 October 1812-1847, GRO under Spence).
2. Pius VII (1740-1823, NBU).

Letter 42
Benjamin Abbott to Faraday
25 and 26 December 1814
From the original press copy in IEE MS SC 123

London, Sunday 25th Deer. 1814
My Dear Michael

Last evening between 5 & 6 O'Clock I was while at dinner most
agreeably interrupted by the Postman's Rap announcing the arrival of your
still friendly letter from Rome, 26th & 30th ult.1 you may judge it was not
long unopened nor long unread, nor shall it remain long unanswered. The
first page aroused in my mind feelings of every kind but pleasant, ideas of
every species but brilliant, and those ideas & feelings would have
increased in [word illegible] had not the second informed me you still felt
confidence in my friendship may you ever feel so [word illegible] as I feel so
in yours; that I may never give cause for you to do otherwise shall be my
constant endeavour.

I wrote to you on the 20th ult. & forwarded the Lr etc on the 24th via
France2. I confidently hope that long ere this it will have reached you &
have calmed in some degree the tumult which it grieves me to see my
neglect should have tended to raise in your Heart - a tumult which I cannot
condemn tho' I am very sincerely sorry to witness it & feelings which
endear you to me though I regret sincerely having so painfully aroused
them if by so doing I have occasioned you any uneasiness (which I well
know I have) I can only say in extenuation it was unintentionally - This &
our friendship are my only pleas - tho' the latter ought rather to appear
against me than in my favor - You will have perceived by my last (if it has
arrived) that I refrained from saying much or indeed anything on your
uneasiness as expressed in yours of 6th Septr3 because I was fearful lest it
might fall into hands where its operation might only tend to increase that
uneasiness... but at this time I shall not suffer that fear to operate & I trust if
such a circumstance should occur, you will acquit me of blame & lay the
cause where it is truly to be laid; to the warmth of my feeling for your
Happiness, a warmth which will not suffer me to be silent on such an
occasion.

To say that I know by your letter you are not as you could wish & to
say that I am sorry for it, would be alike futile & a waste of words, since the
first is a sure action of commonsense, & of the latter I trust you are long ago
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convinced so fully as to need no arguments to establish your belief. But
altho' I know you are uncomfortable I know not the precise cause of your
being so & it will seem I reperuse your sentences & form conjectures almost
innumerable as to what it may be. Excuse me my friend for asking
information on this subject. I know my power in moralizing & speaking
comfort to affliction is very small yet would I fain have ample scope for its
action in such case as may come in my way. I therefore request you to
inform me the whole & to open your mind to me to confide to my Bosom the
causes of those agitations so much disquiet yours & I need not say your
confidence will not be abused. I need not say that I ask not for the purpose
of idle curiosity but believe me I ask it only that I may participate in the
burthen & bear my share of the galling oppressive weight. & I trust you will
not deny my request. If any part of it has for its cause me or any word or
action of mine let me know it & if written & I hope at a future day expressed
concessions can atone 1 will acquit myself & fully. I am well aware my dear
Michael of your strength of mind & of your fortitude but I can still perceive
the truth of your observation that you have not yet attained the power of
equalizing your feelings - your letter now before me affords me proof of this
where you give way to your thoughts concerning your return, & begin to
reflect on the past with such painful sensations. I am as I said before very
inadequate to say much that will afford you any solace but I may venture to
suggest that all things are for the best, & the blows you are now receiving
tho' painful may & I doubt not IM'//ultimately turn to your great advantage.
Remember [9 or 10 words illegible] & disappointment are every one's
portion & you & I must not forget that we are not exempt from the common
lot of mankind. Your ideas of knowledge as expressed in your letter are in
my view true but I would ask you, are they your constant ideas or only
dictated by the feelings of the moment? Whatever they may be the view you
have taken of the subject is partial & consequently one from which no just
conclusion can be drawn. You say "how degrading it is to be learned when
it places us on a level with rogues & scoundrels, how disgusting when it
serves to shew us the artifices & deceit of all around." I need not copy more
as you doubtless have a transcript; - what? then does learning do this? it
does in some degree you will say - but does it nothing more - does it shew
you nothing but the degradation of the human mind & further, in what
respect does it place you on a level with rogues? because perhaps you have
some brilliant talents prostituted to infamous purposes are you hence to
judge that all learning has such an effect? & because you have seen a self-
taught or rather nature-taught person glide so happily along like a rill
among the gnats are you to suppose that ignorance is synonymous with
happiness & comfort? If you say yes, then I must say I think your views are
altered since I saw you & not only altered but reversed. Am I to refuse to
ascend a lofty eminence in order to enjoy the glorious sight of the rising
sun
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"Ocean & Heaven rejoicing in his Beams"
merely because near its base some offensive manufactory cants its stinking
vapors which annoy me in my ascent & at the summit or because some
town involved in smoke deprives me of a part of the prospect? You will
doubtless despise in such cases the petty inconveniences & will be content
to overlook them & what other imperfections may appear so that you can
obtain the object of your toils & in like manner my dear friend would I have
you regard the vice & deception which knowledge leads you to see in the
world not as the effect of learning but as spots & imperfections which only
obscure & sully a part of the glorious Horizon which you must be content to
[word illegible] if you would wish to embrace all things in your view. I may
be wrong but as yet I am not inclined to believe that knowledge ends only in
disgust vexation & disappointment, & I am much mistaken if you will not
one day think with me. I am certainly at this time inferior to you in
acquirements but yet suppose you & I chatting together & then introduce a
person ignorant & un-taught. I am not learned nor perhaps are you so much
so as one day may see us both, and yet what a figure would such a one cut!
What a triumvirate! we should converse, if he has any sense he would listen
but could not afford an argument by taking part. If he had none, he would
talk, but what would he excite but contempt, or at best Pity! -1 have done -1
will not say more on this subject. You have my view; let me have yours when
you are calm. -

Robert called on us on Wednesday Evening last & informed us that all
Friends in Weym. St are well; you will be surprised to hear I have not been
there since my L[e]t[ter] of 20th Novr. but I can assure you it has only arisen
from Occupation & the very wet weather we have lately had. 1 called a short
time since (about 3 weeks) on Mr. Gray who with his wife & family is in full
health & desires their kindest affection may be expressed to you. -1 have
been placed rather in a dilemma lately, out of which I have been scarcely
able to extricate myself fully. You must know that all your L[ette]rs to
Weym. St have been shewn to me by your Mother & she has accordingly
wished & expectedto see mine. The first I shewed her, but the second I did
not well knowing it wd only render her uneasy & uncomfortable, I called
however immediately on receiving it & acquainted her with it stating you
were well & also what you said respecting them. Now it has since appeared
she has supposed because I did not shew the Letter that there were some
secrets in it. "& what could they be which concerned A & not me." nothing
replied her Fears but that Michl. is not quite comfortable. - When I found
this was the case you may judge my Dear Michl. my feelings - what could I
do - to shew the Letter would make it worse - I therefore read to your
Brother the greater part of it particularly what related to my situation & he
engaged to satisfy his Mother that I only kept it to myself because it
contained affairs of MINE improper to be divulged - & to tell her he had
seen & read the whole. -1 therefore hope this incident will not lessen me in
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her esteem but I thought it proper you should know of it as I wish all my
actions towards our Friends should be fully open to you at all times. I trust
you will approve of the [word illegible].

26th Deer.
As to your present communication 1 shall transcribe such part as

relates to your Route &c. &c. & send to Weym. St so abridged as to seem the
entire contents & this plan if it meets with your approbation I shall pursue
in future, but if you can point out one more reliable I will immediately
accede to it with pleasures My only wish is to merit & obtain the Esteem &
Friendship of both them & you & to that effect to act with perfect propriety
to both with which view I have thus fully stated to you the occurrence & my
conduct in it which as I before said and I trust will meet your approbation -
should it not, I hope you will not hesitate to say so that 1 may act otherwise
in future.- Concerning Margaret I can only say what I said in my last -1 will
take the first opportunity of seeing her and informing you of her progress in
learning - since the rec[eip]t of yours you are of course aware it has not been
possible & I am unwilling to miss the opportunity of Tuesdays mail
(tomorrow) by which I shall forward this Sheet for all imperfections in
which I ask excuse on the ground of being very busy in the City & somewhat
agitated in my feelings on your account-

I am sorry you should have made the Postage of your letters an object
of consideration for a moment. Send them only the surest way. Trust me I
shall not grumble at an extra shilling. You perhaps are not aware that it is
merely charged here by Countries, thus a French letter is l/4d an Italian
1/1 Id etc.-1 paid no more for those of yours from Rome than for your last
from Geneva - therefore you see it is of little importance the difference is so
trifling & so pray never think of the matter more -1 expect shortly to have a
little bit of News to tell you but it is not yet ripe & I dare not forestall the
market it is something which I expect you will be glad to hear.-

Concerning the Royal Institution I wrote you fully in my last to which I
have nothing to add but confirmation & an assurance that you may depend
on my care.- I shall endeavour ere long to call on Mrs Greenwell & Mr
Newman.

I was highly gratified at your account of your Route & still more at the
promise of it being continued - & I must tender you my sincere thanks for
sacrificing your time for my amusement & can only say in return I will do
my Endeavours to return the Obligation by rendering my correspondence
as interesting as my circumscribed Horizon will allow - a propos - the word
Obligation beings to my recollection the way in which you use it - a way in
which I hope I shall not see it again employed in your letters Pray - what
obligations are you under to me I am your friend - & the execution of your
friendly commissions are only so many pleasures to me. -1 thank you for
your kind wishes for my Health which is tolerable at present the Winter set
in yesterday with a fall of Snow but I have as yet felt no ill effects from it[.j
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My Father, Mother Brother & Sister are also well & desire their love -
Robert I expect will write you shortly. -

I have little Philosophical News to send you - the Lectures at the
Surrey Inst4: are suspended this Week but resume on 5th Jany. when they
are finished I intend giving you my Ideas soi-disant Criticisms on them -
You doubtless have heard of the Earthquakes at Lyons & at Palermo - but
perhaps not of one which has taken place in Luzon the largest of the
Phillipine Islands in the East Indies it was accompanied by an explosion
from a Volcano long since apparently extinct so violent as to render it
nearly dark for two days! which together with the Earthquake destroyed
Five Towns!! Such Scenes as these may you & I never witness! much as I
wish to see a Volcano I have no desire to see a town buried in Ashes and
Lava!

It seems as if your letter & my last were written by Sympathy. I ask you
for your Route you have given it me. I enquire concerning cataracts you
mention the best in Europe pray are you a Conjurer! I however did not ask
because I had never heard of the Fuoco de Pietro Malo which is certainly a
singular Phenomenon & I am entirely at a loss how to account for it tho I
should suppose it may originate from decomposing vegetable matter.- I
imagine I see you in the rain with a bottle under each arm & the peasant
with a bundle of lighted straw - (of course wet straw) catching Gas &
stirring up the muck with a stick I think what with Gas - Rain & Smoke those
must have been a laughable combination - Were I a caricaturist you should
have an elegant design of my ideas at the moment. - talking of Gas - the Gas
lights get on here like a house on fire - Westminster Hall & all the streets
thereabouts are lighted - Westminster Bridge is contracted for -
Bishopsgate Street is also lighted i.e. the Shops - & a new company has built
an apparatus at the bottom of Dorset Street & is about to light that Street &
the Strandf.j Tatum's Room is to be splendidly illuminated^ Tatum by the
by has had a serious Accident about 10 days ago when preparing some
Fulminating Silver for a Society's Lecture - it by some accident exploded &
shattered the containing bottle to pieces which with some pulverised
Marble entered his Eye & nearly blinded him he was incapable of lecturing
but is now recovering by degrees. - The Society there goes on as usual the
London Society has been patronised by a Royal Duke & is like I hear to
become permanently established5.

I have not opportunity at this time to write much more you must
therefore excuse the briefness of this letter & attribute it to my wish not to
delay forwarding it - ere long I shall write again (if I be alive & well) & I also
expect shortly to hear from you as I suppose my last would reach you about
the 14th inst.-1 shall go as usual to Weym St. The Inst. Mr Gray, Mr Newman
&c & endeavour to fulfil your wishes to the utmost of my power. May every
blessing attend you & may you always have cause to feel pleasure in the
Friendship of him who subscribes himself
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Yours most truly & sincerely I Benj. Abbott.
Fire Side - 9 PM.

1. Letter 40.
2. Letter 39.
3. Letter 37.
4. See note 2, letter 37.
5. The Imperial Calendar for 1816, p.298 notes that Edward Augustus Duke of Kent (1767-
1829, DNB) and the Duke of Sussex were patrons of the Philosophical Society of London. This
society, founded in 1810, was similar to the City Philosophical Society, though clearly it drew
its membership from a slightly higher social class. It seems to have ceased activity about 1822.

Letter 43
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
29 December 1814
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 175-7

Rome: December 29, 1814.
Dear Margaret, -1 am very happy to hear that you got my letter, and I am as
happy to say that I have received yours. I had the last yesterday, and to-day
I write you an answer. I am greatly obliged to you for the information you
give me, and for the kind interest you take in my health and welfare. Give
my love with a kiss to mother the first thing you do on reading the letter,
and tell her how much I think on her and you. I received a letter from Mr.
A[bbott] late1, who told me you had spent a day in his house, and he
thought that you were very well pleased with it; and when you go to Mr.
B[en]*s again, you must return humble thanks for me, and say how much I
am honoured by his remembrance. I hope that all your friends are well, and
I suppose that your correspondence is now very important. I am glad to
hear that my niece Elizabeth]2 is in favour with you, but you quite forget to
give me any news of S[arah]3.1 suppose thoughts of the first had put the last
out of your head, which head, I fancy, has gained with these little relations a
great deal of importance.

I am also pleased to hear that you go to school, and I hope that you
have enough to do there. Your writing is not improved quite so much in one
year as I expected it would be when I left home; but, however, it is pretty
well. Your Fs are most in fault. You must make them thus, I. I. I. I.4 with
smaller heads. My questions about Rome and Naples I did not expect you
could answer, but I wished you to look into some book at school, or at Mr.
Riebau's or elsewhere, and give me the answers from them, at the same
time fixing them in your memory. I gave them to you as lessons, and I still
hope you will learn them. I hope that you do not neglect your ciphering and
figures; they are almost as necessary as writing, and ought to be learned
even in preference to French. Of this last you say nothing, but I suppose
you still work at it. I will tell you my way of learning the words. When in my
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grammar or in other books I meet with a word (and that happens often
enough) that I do not know, I first write it down on a fair sheet of paper, and
then look in my dictionary for its meaning; and having found it, I put it
down also, but on another part of the same sheet. This I do with every word
I do not know very well, and my sheet of paper becomes a list of them,
mixed and mingled together in the greatest confusion - English with
French, and one word with another. This is generally a morning's work. In
the evening I take my list of words and my dictionary, and beginning at the
top, I go regularly down to the bottom. On reading the words I endeavour to
learn their pronunciation, and if I cannot remember the meaning in the
other language, I look in the dictionary, and having found it, endeavour to
fix it in my memory, and then go to the next word. I thus go over the list
repeatedly, and on coming to a word which I have by previous readings
learned, I draw a line over it; and thus my list grows little every evening,
and increases in the morning, and I continually learn new and the most
useful words from it. If you learn French and pursue this plan at home, you
will improve in it very quickly. I must now, dear M[argaret], put an end to
my letter. I have written to R[obert], lately, and shall write to him again
soon, tell him. I wish him every happiness. Give my warmest love, with
your own, to mother (and say I wrote about a month ago, by favour, to
her5), and to R[obert] and B[etsy] and Mr. G[ray], and the little ones, and all
your friends. Write again, at an opportunity, to your affectionate brother, I
M. Faraday.

1. Letter 39.
2. Elizabeth Gray (18 March 1814-1886, GRO under Metcalf)
3. See note 1, letter 41.
4. Given in curly script in Bence Jones.
5. Probably letter 38.

Letter 44
Faraday to George Riebau
5 January 1815
From Thompson (1898), 30-2

Rome, Jan. 5th, 1815.
Honoured Sir,

It is with very peculiar but very pleasing and indeed flattering
sentiments that I commence a letter intended for you, for I esteem it as a
high honour that you should not only allow but even wish me to write to
you. During the whole of the short eight years that I was with you, Sir, and
during the year or two that passed afterwards before I left England, I
continually enjoyed your goodness and the effects of it; and it is gratifying
to me in the highest degree to find that even absence has not impaired it,
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and that you are willing to give me the highest proof of (allow me to say)
friendship that distance will admit. I have received both the letters that you
have wrote to me, Sir, and consider them as far from being the least proofs
of your goodwill and remembrance of me. Allow me to thank you humbly
but sincerely for these and all other kindness, and I hope that at some
future day an opportunity will occur when I can express more strongly my
gratitude.

I beg leave to return a thousand thanks to my kind Mistress, to Mr.
and Mrs. Paine1 and George2 for their remembrances, and venture mine
with respect in return. I am very glad to hear that all are well. I am very
much afraid you say too much of me to Mr. Dance, Mr Cosway3, Mrs.
Udney4, etc., for I feel unworthy of what you have said of me formerly, and
what you may say now. Since I have left England, the experience I have
gained in more diversified and extended life, and the knowledge I have
gained of what is to be learned and what others know, have sufficiently
shown me my own ignorance, the degree in which I am surpassed by all the
world, and my want of powers; but I hope that at least I shall return home
with an addition to my self-knowledge. When speaking of those who are so
much my superiors, as Mr. Dance, Mr. Cosway, and Mrs. Udney, etc., I feel a
continual fear that I should appear to want respect, but the manner in
which you mention their names in your letter emboldens me to beg that
you will give my humblest respects to those honored persons, if, and only if
(I am afraid of intruding) they should again speak of me to you. Mr. Dance's
kindness claims my gratitude, and 1 trust that my thanks, the only mark that
I can give, will be accepted.

Since I have been abroad, my old profession of books has oftentimes
occurred to my mind and been productive of much pleasure. It was my wish
at first to purchase some useful book at every large town we came to, but I
found my stock increase so fast that I was obliged to alter my plan and
purchase only at Capital Cities. The first books that I wanted were
grammars and dictionaries, but I found few places like London where I
could get whatever I wanted. In France (at the time we were there) English
books were very scarce, and also English and French books; and a French
grammar for an Englishman was a thing difficult to find. Nevertheless the
shops appeared well stocked with books in their own language, and the
encouragement Napoleon gave to Arts and Sciences extended its influence
even to the printing and binding of books. I saw some beautiful specimens
in both these branches at the Bibliotheque Imperiale at Paris, but I still
think they did not exceed or even equal those I had seen in London before.
We have as yet seen very little of Germany, having passed rapidly through
Switzerland and stopping but a few days at Munich, but that little gave me a
very favorable idea of the Booksellers' shops. I got an excellent English and
German dictionary immediately I asked for it, and other books I asked for I
found were to be had, but E. and G. Grammars were scarce, owing to the
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little communication between the two Empires, and the former power of
the French in Germany. Italy I have found the country furnished with the
fewest means - if books are the means of disseminating knowledge, and
even Venice which is renowned for Printing appeared to me bare and little
worthy of its character. It is natural to suppose that the great and most
estimable use of printing is to produce those books which are in most
general use and which are required by the world at large; it is those books
which form this branch of trade, and consequently every shop in it gives an
account of the more valuable state of the art (i.e) the use made of it. In Italy
there are many books, and the shelves of the shops there appear full, but
the books are old, or what is new have come from France; they seem
latterly to have resigned printing and to have become satisfied with the
libraries their forefathers left them. I found at Florence an E. and I.
Grammar (VeneronFs), which does a little credit to Leghorn5; but I have
searched unsuccessfully at Rome, Naples, Milan, Bologna, Venice,
Florence, and in every part of Italy for an E. and I. Dictionary, and the only
one I could get was Rollasetti6 in 8vo. E. F. and I. A circumstance still more
singular is the want of bibles; even at Rome, the seat of the Roman Catholic
faith, a bible of moderate size is not to be found, either Protestant or
Catholic. Those which exist are large folios or 4tos and in several volumes,
interspersed with the various readings and commentaries of the fathers,
and they are in the possession of the Priests and religious professors. In all
shops at Rome where I ask for a small pocket bible the man seemed afraid
to answer me, and some Priest in the shop looked at me in a very inquisitive
way.

I must now, Kind Sir, put an end to this letter, which I fear you will
think already too long. I beg you will have the goodness to send to my
mother and say I am well, and give my duty to her and my love to my
brother and sisters. I have wrote four or five times lately from Rome to
various friends. Remember me, if you please, to Mr. Kitchen7, and others
who may enquire after me. I thank you for your concluding wishes and am,
Sir,

Your most dutifully, I Faraday.

1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified.
3. Richard Cosway (1740-1821, DNB). Painter.
4. Friend of Richard Cosway. See under his DNB entry.
5. Veneroni (1805). Published at Leghorn.
6. Unidentified.
7. Unidentified.
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Letter 45
Faraday to Robert G. Abbott
12 January 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Rome. Jany. 12th. 1815
Dear Friend

1 hasten to make use of another opportunity, which the kindness of Sir
Humphry Davy offers to me, to pay you a letter which 1 have long but
unwillingly owed you but the number I have written to England lately by
favour & by post made me fearful of being called an intruder and 1 at once
was afraid to add and afraid to delay adding to those I had written, but the
pleasure I find in writing letters has determined me to run the risk of
gaining the title which I am almost confident I shall never receive from
you[.] In writing to a friend I actually talk to him and I see no reason why 1
should not talk as often as possible and if neither you nor I complain of the
sterling value of our questions & answers I do not see why others should
and therefore I shall make no scruple of writing letters to you and also to
Ben whenever the fit takes me and though they may perhaps not always
come as cheap as this yet I trust you will never burn the paper before
reading it though the fate may be good enough for them afterwardsu

I acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your last kind letter at
Geneva but as I left it there in a large parcel of books & papers I cannot write
you a formal answers Soon after arriving at Rome I wrote four or five letters
to my Mother1 my brother & Ben2 and after receiving one from my Brother
Robert & one from Benjamin3 I wrote to my Sister4 & to your brother in
acknowledgement and three days ago I sent one of[f] by Post to my old
Master Mr. Riebau5u In these several of which I suppose you have received
I have given short sketches of our last journey from Geneva through
Switzerland a part of Germany across the Tyrol and along Italy to this Place
this City of Rome and as I suppose you have heard those accounts it would
be tiresome to you to repeat them here. I shall therefore give mere
observations upon present circumstances. Rome is far more amusing
pleasant & interesting now than it was the last time we were hereu We have
now swarms of English about us who keep this part of the world constantly
in motion the season is more interesting the weather is very mild & fine &
the Carnival approaches added to which time has added a little more to my
stock of Italian & I find myself more capable of searching out & enquiring
for things & informations Christmas would have passed very dull here had
it not been for the foreigners that is the English and a few French &
Germans that are here as it was cheerful and we kept Christmas day
Christmas week & twelfth day with a Ball, feastings & other games suited to
the season & the placeu The inhabitants kept it in an hypocritical religious
way and you would have smiled to see the midnight ceremonies at Santa
Maria Maggioreu
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It happened about 3 weeks ago that a Senator was elected & upon the
addition of a member to that august body the Senate of Rome it was said
that fine doings would take place a procession was promised to please the
mob & give them a high opinion of their new director but as the weather
happened to be bad on the day fixed it was very unceremoniously put off as
a thing of little importance now this opinion of it may be correct for I should
think twas of no importance at all but for such an arrangement to be altered
which had been made by the government tended to give very light ideas of
the government itself. The procession however took place on the first day
of the year when the weather was beautiful & the town shone forth in great
splendouru In the morning preparations were made by spreading mould
along the streets through which the procession was to pass in its way from
Monte Cavallo the Popes6 palace to the Campidoglio or Capitol where the
Senate house stands about 12 o elk the fronts of the houses in those streets
were highly decorated by tapestry & hangings suspended from the
windows many pieces of which had moved from the floors & many from the
beds about 3 o elk the procession moved & made a pretty sight enough but
certainly not what I expected for a Roman Senator^ It was clean & in good
order but short & neither the Pope or the cardinals were thereu

I went a few days ago to see the Gallery & part of the Museum at the
Capitol and was very well entertained by them they showed me there an
ancient bronze figure of a wolf suckling Romulus & Remusu It is said that
when Caesar was assassinated this was struck by lightning and two places
in the hind legs are shown where the bronze has by some means been
melted or destroyed^ There were many other things in the Museum
extremely interesting as antique bronze statues casts & some stupendous
fragments of Collossi but these things must be described by amateurs and
judges more accurate than met.]

It is now Vi past 12 o'clk at night and both the hour & the paper tell me
to make an end and I do not as yet know who will bring this letter to you but
I hope it will go safeu If I have time I shall put it with one to my Brother but I
am not certain of thatu I have not forgot your Commission & the first
opportunity that occurs I shall send it home to youu In return I must beg
you to give my warmest love to My Mother Brother Sistersu To Mr. & Mrs.
Abbott to your Sister & to Benjamin & my remembrances to Boyer Magrath
Castle &c. I shall soon write Ben an answer to his letter & tell him what I
have seen of water fallsu Adieu Dear Friend till I read you next letter

Yours Ever & sincerely I M. Faraday

Endorsed: With R.F. compliments I This came yesterday I Barlow Buildings I
Reed 7th Feby
Address: Mr. R. Abbott I Opposite 44 Long Lane I Bermondsey I London I
Ingleterra
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Pius VII (1740-1823, NBU).

Letter 46
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
25 January 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Rome Jany 25th. 1815.
Dear Benjamin

I begin this letter in a very cheerful state of mind which enables me to
see things with as correct an eye as it is possible for my weak judgement to
do unless indeed I see them too favourably but at all events I hope that you
will not have occasion in your answer to this letter to repeat what you have
said in your last. I have received both the letters you have directed to me at
Rome1.1 have too much to say at present to waste words in thanking you for
them you know how great their value is to me and the return I can give that
will be most wellcome to you is to answer them[.] It happens fortunately
indeed that the first is in part answered and I am not sure I can say much
more in return for it was on this sheet of paper or even on another if I
happen to extend my blottingt.i It was my intention when I read it to give
you some account of the various waterfalls I had seen but now I have more
important & fresher subjects to treat of & shall reserve them for another
time by important I do not mean important in itself but only with respect to
the waterfalls and you must understand the word in that senses I cannot
however refrain from saying how much I feel obliged to you for your
information respecting the health &c of my mother & our family and hope
that you will always have the charity to continue such information as far as
lies in your power.

Though it may appear somewhat consequential that I begin the letter
with my own affairs yet such is my intention at present^ You found me in
the last squabbling almost with all the world and crying out against things
which truly in themselves are excellent and which indeed form the only
distinction between men and beastst.] I scarce know what I said in that letter
(for I have not time to take copies of them as you supposed) but I know I
wrote it in a ruffled state of mind which bye the bye resulted from a mere
trifle[.j Your thoughts on knowledge you gave me in return are certainly
much more correct than mine that is to say more correct than those I sent
you which indeed are not such as I before and since have adopted but I did
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not mean to give them to you as any settled opinion they ran from my pen
as they were formed at that moment when the little passions of anger and
resentment had hooded my eyes.

You tell me I am not happy and you wish to share in my difficulties -1
have nothing important to tell you or you should have known it long ago
but since your friendship make you feel for me I will trouble you with my
trifling affairs. - The various passions and prejudices of mankind influence
in a greater or less degree every judgement that men make and cause them
to swerve more or less from the fine love of rectitude and truth into the
wide plains of errors Errors thus generated exert their influence in
producing still greater deviations untill at last in many points truth is
overthrown by falsehood and delusive opinions hold the places of just
maxims and the dictates of natures Nothing shews this truth more plainly
than the erroneous estimation men make of the things the circumstances
and the situations of this worlds Happiness is supposed to exist in that
which cannot possibly give it[.j Pleasures are sought for where they are not
to be foundy Perfection is looked for in the place from which it is most
distant and things truly valuable are thrown aside because their owner
cannot estimate themt.] Many repine at a situation others at a name and a
vast multitude because they have neither the one nor the otheru

I fancy 1 have cause to grumble and yet I can scarcely tell whyr.j If I
approve of the system of etiquette and valuation formed by the world I can
make a thousand complaints but perhaps if I acted influenced by the pure &
unsullied dictates of common sense I should have nothing to complain of
and therefore all I can do is to give you the circumstancesj.j

When Sir Humphry Davy first made proposals to me to accompany
him in this voyage he told me that I should be occupied in assisting him in
his experiments in taking care of the apparatus and of his papers & books
and in writing and other things of this kind and I conceiving that such
employment with the opportunities that travelling would present would
tend greatly to instruct me in what I desired to know & in things useful in
life consented to goi.j Had this arrangement held our party would have
consisted of Sir Humphry & Lady Davy the Lady's maid la Fontain2 Sir H.'s
valet & myself - but a few days before we came off la Fontaine diverted from
his intention by the tears of his wife refused to go & thus a new arrangement
was necessaryi.] When Sir H informed me of this circumstance he
expressed his sorrow at it and said he had not time to find another to suit
him (for la Fontaine was from Flanders and spoke a little Italian as well as
French) but that if I would put up with a few things on the road untill he got
to Paris doing those things which could not be trusted to strangers or
waiters and which la Fontaine would have done he would there get a
servant which should leave me at liberty to fill my proper station & that
alone3[.] I felt unwilling to proceed on this plan but considering the
advantages I should lose & the short time I should be thus embarrassed I
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agreed[.] At Paris he could find no servant to suit him for he wishes for one
that spoke English French & a little German (I speaking no French at that
time) and as all the English there (ourselves excepted) were prisoners and
none of the French servants talked English our want remained unsupplied
but to ease me he took a Lacquasse de Place and living in a Hotel I had few
things to do out of my agreements It will be useless to relate our progress
in the Voyage as it relates to this affair more particularly a thousand
reasons which I have now forgot caused the permanent addition of a
servant to our family to be deferred from time to time and we are at present
the same number as at firstt.j Sir Humphry has at all times endeavoured to
keep me from the performance of those things which did not form a part of
my duty and which might be disagreeable and whenever we have been
fixed I have had one or more servants placed under me we have at present
although in an hotel two menservants but as it is always necessary to hold a
degree of subordination in a house or family and as a confidential servant is
also necessary to the master and again as I am the person in whom Sir
Humphry trusts it obliges me to take a more active share in this part of my
present occupation than I wish to do & in having to see after the expenses
of the family I have to see also after the servants the table and the
accom[m]odations[.j

I should have but little to complain of were I travelling with Sir
Humphry alone or were Lady Davy like him but her temper makes it often
times go wrong with me with herself & with Sir H. She is haughty & proud to
an excessive degree and delights in making her inferiors feel her power she
wishes to roll in the full tide of pleasures such as she is capable of enjoying
but when she can with impunity that is when her equals do not notice it &
Sir H. is ignorant of it she will exert herself very considerably to deprive her
family of enjoyments - When I first left England unused as I was to high life
& to politeness unversed as I was in the art of expressing sentiments I did
not feel I was little suited to come within the observation and under the
power in some degree of one whose whole life consists of forms etiquette &
manners^ I believed at that time that she hated me and her evil disposition
made her endeavour to thwart me in all my views & to debase me in my
occupations^ This at first was a source of great uneasiness to me and often
times made me very dull & discontented and if I could have come home
again at that time you would have seen me before I had left England six
months as I became more acquainted with the manners of the world and
those things necessary in my station and understood better her true
characters I learned to despise her taunts & resist her power and this kind
of determined conduct added to a little polishing which the friction of the
world had naturally produced in your friend made her restrain her spleen
from its full course to a more moderate degrees At present I laugh at her
whims which now seldom extend to me but at times a greater degree of ill
humour than ordinary involves me in a fray which on occasions creates a
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coolness between us all for two or three days for on these occasions Sir
H can scarcely keep neuter and from different reasons he can scarcely
choose his sideu

Finally Sir H has no valet except myself but having been in an
humbler station and not being corrupted by high life he has very little
occasion for a servant of that kind & tis the name more than the thing which
hurts - 1 enjoy my original employment in its full extent and find few
pleasures greater than doing so.- Thus Dear Ben I have answered your kind
enquiries by a relation of my circumstances things which were not of
consequence enough to put in a letter before you asked for them - As things
stand now I may perhaps finish the voyage in my present company though
with my present information I should not hesitate to leave them in any part
of the world for I now know I could get home as well without them as with
themt.] At all event[s] when I return home I shall return to my old profession
of Bookseller for Books still continue to please me more than any thing
elseu

I shall now my dear friend turn the subject or rather change it for
Philosophy and hope in so doing to give you pleasure in this letters I say
this more confidently because I intend to give you an account of a paper
just finished by Sir Humphry, of which one copy has already been sent by
Post as a letter to the Royal Society and all the experiments &
demonstrations of which I have witnessed4.

When we were at Naples the Queen5 gave Sir H a pot of colour
which was dug up in their presence it contained a blue paint in powder. At
Milan a gentleman had some conversation with Sir H & gave him some
pieces of blue glass from Adrians Villa at Rome and since we have been
here this time the opportunity afforded & the former hints have induced Sir
H. to undertake an examination of the ancient Grecian & Roman
colours with an intent to identify them & to imitate such as were known[.] I
shall give you a very brief account of this paper putting down results
discoveries & such parts as I think will be most interesting to youf.j

The introduction speaks of the art of painting as it existed in Greece
and as it flourished truly greek in the midst of Rome many arguments and
authorities are brought forward to shew that even in Italy during the (early
part at least of the) Roman ages the art was grecian and was cultivated by &
flourished under the care of natives of its own country he concludes the
introduction by announcing his chemical labours on this subject.

The second part speaks of the red colours of the Ancients these and
indeed almost all the colours came from the ruins of the Baths & Palace of
Titus which stand at a little distance from the Coliseum and are wonderfully
interesting from their extent their perfection and their richness of three
red[s] found in a pot in these baths two were ochres and the third proved to
be red lead these colours Sir H recognised again on the walls in
various parts of the ornaments - In the chamber & the niche where the
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Laocoon is said to have been found another red prevails which proved to
be Vermilion - A classical account is then given of those colours but the
history of Vermilion is the most interesting amongst the redsi.j It was
prepared by roasting the ores of quicksilver & from its beauty and scarcity
held a very high prices It used to be placed amongst the precious
ointments at feasts & the body of the victor at the Olympic games was
coloured with it[.j

The third part treats of yellows a large pot in the ruins of the baths of
Titus contained a yellow colour which was an ochres The author notices
two other yellows which were spoken of by Vitruvius & Pliny
auripigmentum & Sandarch the first he considers as massicot or the yellow
oxide of lead and the second as an oxide of lead obtained by a different
degree of heat or calcinations Orpiment has not been found amongst the
ancient colours^

Fourthly blue colours[.] Sir H. found several shades of blue in the
baths of Titus on the walls and on pieces of stucco but he found them to be
the same colour mixed with different quantities of chalk or whiting when
separated from the carbonate of lime a fine blue powder rough to the touch
unalterable in its colour by heat but when urged agglutinating together^] By
analysis it gave Silica Alumina lime potash and oxide of copper and some
pieces of blue frit found in the chambers gave the same colour when
powdered & the same products by analysis it appears therefore that this
colour is a deeply tinged frit powdered & is probably the same as that the
ancients called ceruleumi.]

Some blues mentioned by Pliny appear to be preparations of lapis
lazuli & of the arseniates & carbonates of copper.

The Greeks appeared to be acquainted with a species of indigoj.]
Blues on some fragments of fresco from ruins near the monument of

Caius Castius others in a celebrated antique picture now at Rome and that
alluded to as found at Pompeia appear all to be produced from this blue
fritj.i

Pieces of blue transparent glass which have apparently been used for
mosaic work and which are very frequent in the ruins are coloured with
cobalt & it appears that all the transparent blue glasses are tinged with the
same metal and it must be supposed that the knowledge of this metal or at
least of its ores has been unjustly denied them by the modernsy

The greens come next in order and these appear to be produced
principally by copper & to be the carbonates of that metal. In the vase
however a portion of the green earth of Verona was found - Sir H
considers the substance called chrysocolla as a green colour a
combination of coppery He points out the error of those who suppose
borax to be chrysocolla and shews that there is no reason for supposing
that the Borate of Soda was known to the ancientsy
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The ancients had beautiful green glasses which were tinged with
copper but they did not use them in the state of powder as colours.

The fine Tyrian purple of the ancients comes next under
consideration but here more uncertainty prevails the circumstances of its
being prepared from animal matter prohibits any hope to find it in its
original state after a period of 1700 years but not discouraged by the
difficulties the author has given some very interesting observations &
conjectures on this pointf.] From the description given of this colour by the
ancient authors Sir H was induced to try many experiments on a pale
rose coloured powder found in a vase at the baths of Titusu This colour was
destroyed by heat by acids & alkalies^ It appeared to be composed of
siliceous aluminous & calcareous earth with a little oxide if iron[.j When
mixed with the hyper oxymuriate of potassa & heated a slight scintillation
was perceptible and the gas given of[f] precipitated lime water & from these
& various other experiments it was evident that the colouring matter was of
animal or vegetable origin but which Sir H was not able to determine
though the probability is in favour of the first and of its being the Tyrian
purple of the ancientsi.]

Other purples were mixtures of red ochre & the blues of copper.
The blacks & browns of the ancients were easily made out such

specimens of black as were found in the baths on pieces of stucco were
carbonaceous rnatteru Pliny speaks of the ink of the cuttle fish of ivory
black & of some fossil blacks the first Sir H observes is a compound or
rather mixture of carbonaceous matter with gelatine - the second was
discovered by Apelles - the third were probably ores of iron & manganese -
and the author considers the ancients as being acquainted with ores of this
last metal[.)

The browns are all mixtures of red & yellow ochres with black.
The whites which have been found in the ruins at Rome are either

carbonate of lime (chalk) or of fine aluminous clay - The ancients were
acquainted with ceruse but Sir H has not met with itf.j

The paper then gives some observations on the mode in which the
ancients applied these coloursi.] Their stucco is described which was
formed of powdered marble cemented by lime three coats of the stucco
were laid on & the powder of each diminished in size from the first to the
third when dry & polished it was ready to receive the colours^

The encaustic process is referred to and Sir H. endeavoured to
discover if any such a process had been performed upon the walls of the
chambers in the baths or on the Aldobrandini picture but could gain no
evidences in the affirmative!.]

In some general observations with which Sir H concludes the
paper he gives a process for making the Azure or Alexandrian frit 15 parts
of carbonate of soda 20 parts of powdered flints & 3 parts of copper filings
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strongly heated for 2 hours will produce the frit which when powdered
gives the same fine deep sky bluet.]

Those colours which are the most permanent are pointed out[.] Frits
are placed first and after frits saturated combinations of metalst.] Animal
and vegetable colours are the least permanent!.]

The colours which the refinements in Chemistry have given to
modern artists & which excell the ancients colours in tint & durability are
noticed and the cause of their superiority is pointed out & in the last lines
some ideas are given on the materials which are best calculated to receive
the picture and on the modes of pressing. Canvas impregnated with
Asphaltum or bitumen is considered as being superior to wood copper or
any other substance that is used for this purpose^

I am ashamed Dear Ben to send you this imperfect account of so
valuable a paper but I trust that my willingness to give you news will plead
my excuse^ I hope you will soon read a copy of the paper at large and have
no doubt you will perceive in every page the enquiring spirit of the author. -
I have long inquired after a sure opportunity of sending a little parcel home
and if it were in my power I should pack up a few of these colours for you
with your brothers snuff box some books of mine & other little things but as
yet my search has been useless however at Naples I may meet with better
luck.

I have within the last few weeks altered the plan of my journal and for
that purpose have made free with your name but I hope you will allow me to
continue the liberty I have already takeni.] I found myself so much more at
ease in writing to you than in writing in my book that latterly I have written
in it as if I were talking to you and from this it arises that your name now &
then occurs and though not in bad yet perhaps in foolish company and for
this I attend your pardon6!.]

I have heard nothing at all of the earthquakes and eruptions you
spoke of but expect to be more in the country of them soon - and then for a
little of Vesuvius if I have time[.]

I must not forget the proof you have given me of your feelings truly of
friendship in the dilemma and I am extremely sorry that I should in any way
have occasioned you embarrassments I am indebted much to you for your
care in concealing such things as you supposed I intended for you alone[.]
They were written for you alone but at the same time I did not wish that my
mother should remain ignorant of them[.] I have no secrets from her and it
was the insignificance alone that made me quiet on the subject!.} I would
rathe<r m>y mother should see or hear the first sheet of this paper [MS
torn] <o>therwise for where the causes are open the conduct can be
better judged of with this part you may do as you please but there is as yet
little in it can interest her and I do not know that I shall add much morec.]

I must however tell you that we are in the midst of the Carnival a scene
of great mirth & jollity amongst the Romans last Tuesday 24th it began by
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the horse race which takes place in the Corso in the middle of the cityu
Having in London heard of these races I felt much inclined to see them and
paid my five baiocci -/3d for a seatu Before the race commences the people
that fill the corso open to the right & left & leave an open space about 18
feet wide the horses were brought out and placed before a rope at the top of
the Corso & on sounding a trumpet the roap [sic] falls & the animals start
they go without riders they have a slight harness on just sufficiently strong
to hold some leaden balls at the end of a chain these balls are set with short
sharp spikes one is hung on each shoulder & one on each flank and as they
run the play of the balls pricks them on to their utmost speed. On Thursday
& Saturday these races were repeated & today also and on Thursday the
masquerade began this takes place also in the Corso & continues from
about 3 till 6 o'clkf.j Today it was very good & all Rome glittered with
Princes Princesses Dukes Lords Spaniards Italians Turks Fools &c. all of
which were in processions I went this morning to a masquerade ball
between 2 & 5 o'clk and found it excellent!.]

Now for news!!! We shall part in a few weeks (pray write quickly) for
Naples and from thence proceed immediately to Sicilyu Afterwards our
road is doubtful but this much I know that application is made for passports
to travel in the Turkish Empire & to reside at Constantinople that it is Sir
H intention to be amongst the Greek Islands in March and at Athens
early in the spring - Thus you see Ben a great extension is made to our
voyage7 an extension which though it promises much novelty & pleasure
yet I fear will sadly interrupt our correspondence - Have the goodness
therefore to write quickly & tell all my friends that you can to do the same
or I shall not get the letters -1 shall make a point of writing to you as long &
as late as I can.

I will not pretend to know whether it is time to leave off or not but I
think it is impossible for you to get through this letter of 12 pages in less
than three or four readings how it has got to such a length I know not for I
have as yet read no part of it over and even now I find I could write you a
long letter were this and the subjects of it anihilated [sic] but I must cut it
short[.j Pray remember me with the strongest affection to my mother &
friends & to your family (excuse the repetition) and at your opportunity
repeat your commission of remembrance to Mrs. Greenwell [sic] Mr.
Newman and others - Castle Boyer Magrath &c. I am in a great passion with
your brother for not writing to me and must beg of Miss Abbott to scold him
well having more time than youj.j

Adieu dear Friend with you I have no ceremony the warmest wishes
that friendship can dictate are formed for you by I M. Faraday

P.S. Do you know any thing of a young lad of the name George
Bramwell8[.] Mrs. Meek9 my Companion has a cousin in London of that
name who is in a counting house on the river side with a Mr. Abbott10[.j She
heard me mention the name & supposed that her cousin might be with your
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Father. Should that be the case she wishes to be remembered to him and to
know how he is in a letter from himself if convenientf.)

Le Donne Italiani sono sfacciato pigrichissimo e sporchissimo come
dunque volete fare una comparazione fra loro e Tlnglese11. I Adio Caro
Amico

Address: Mr B. Abbott I Opposite 44 Long Lane I Bermondsey I London I
Ingieterra
Endorsed: Received 2/25 18151 Ansd in part 2/27 forwarded 2/28 per post

1. Letters 39 and 42.
2. Otherwise unidentified.
3. According to Granville (1874), 1:433, the passport that Napoleon gave Davy specified that
he could only have one attendant in addition to Jane Davy and her maid. Hence it would have
been impossible for Davy to have taken both his valet and Faraday, or indeed to have hired a
valet once on the continent.
4. Davy, H. (1815a). The manuscripts for this are in Faraday's hand in RS MS PT 9.8 and bis.
5. Caroline Bonaparte (1782-1839, NBU) wife of Joachim Murat (1767-1815, NBU), King of
Naples from 1808 until his execution in 1815.
6. For an example of this style see Faraday's travel diary for 24 January 1815, Bence Jones
(1870a), 1:177-80 which contains a description of the horse racing similar to that given later in
this letter.
7. Faraday had clearly forgotten that this was Davy's initial intention. See letters 28 and 30.
8. Unidentified.
9. Presumably Jane Davy's maid.
10. Unidentified.
11. "Italian women are impudent, very ugly and very dirty and how therefore do you want to
make a comparison between them and the English".

Letter 47
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
13 February 1815
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 192-3

Rome: February 13, 1815
My dear Mother,-... I wrote lately to Bten]1, and put the letter in the post: I
do not know when he will get it, or whether he will get it at all; but if he
does, he will tell you that we are going to Greece and Turkey immediately. I
thought we were going there, but at present things seem a little more
unsettled. We go shortly to Naples, and, if we can, from Naples to Sicily;
afterwards I know not what road we shall take: perhaps we shall go
immediately by water to the Archipelago or Grecian Islands, or perhaps we
may return, up Italy again, across the Alps, see Germany, and then pass, by
Carynthia, Hlyria, and Dalmatia, into Turkey. Things being in this state, I
can say nothing more particular about the road at present, though I can tell
you to a moral certainty that we are to see Constantinople.
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The mention of these places calls England to my mind, now farther
from me than any of them; and much as I wish to see these places, yet the
idea of England fills my mind, and leaves no room for thoughts of other
nations: 'tis still the name which closes the list, and 'twill ever be the place I
am desirous of seeing last and longest. Our travels are amusing and
instructive, and give great pleasure; but they would be dull and melancholy
indeed if the hope of returning to England did not accompany us in them.
But, however, dear Mother, circumstances may divide us for a time, and
however immense the distance may be between us, whatever our
respective states may be, yet never shall I refrain from using my utmost
exertions to remind you of me. At that distance to which we may go, I shall
despair of hearing from you; but, if it is possible, my letters shall find you
out, and I trust you will never be tired of them.

Give my kindest love to and , and my remembrances to all
who ask you of me. And believe me, dear Mother, ever your most sincere
and affectionate son, I M. Faraday

1. Letter 46.

Letter 48
Faraday to T. Huxtable
13 February 1815
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 193-5

Rome: February 13, 1815
Dear Huxtable,-... As for me, like a poor unmanned, unguided skiff, I pass
over the world as the various and ever-changing winds may blow for me;
for a few weeks I am here, for a few months there, and sometimes I am I
know not where, and at other times I know as little where I shall be. The
change of place has, however, thrown me into many curious places and on
many interesting things; and I have not failed to notice, as far as laid in my
power, such things as struck me for their importance or singularity. You
will suppose that Sir H. Davy has made his route as scientific as possible,
and you must know that he has not been idle in experimental chemistry;
and, still further, his example did great things in urging the Parisian
chemists to exertion. Since Sir H. has left England, he has made a great
addition to chemistry in his researches on the nature of iodine. He first
showed that it was a simple body. He combined it with chlorine and
hydrogen, and latterly with oxygen, and thus has added three acids of a
new species to the science. He combined it with the metals, and found a
class of salts analogous to the hyperoxymuriates. He still further combined
these substances, and investigated their curious and singular properties.
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The combination of iodine with oxygen is a late discovery, and the
paper has not yet perhaps reached the Royal Society1. This substance has
many singular properties. It combines both with acids and alkalies, forming
with acids crystalline acid bodies; and with the alkaline metals oxyiodes,
analogous to the hyperoxymuriates. It is decomposed, by a heat about that
of boiling oil, into oxygen and iodine, and leaves no residuum. It confirms
all Sir H.'s former opinions and statements, and shows the inaccuracy of
the labours of the French chemists on the same subjects.

Sir Humphry also sent a long paper lately to the Royal Society on the
ancient Greek and Roman colours2, which will be worth reading when it is
printed; but if you please, for present satisfaction, Mr. B. Abbott can and
will, I have no doubt, with pleasure read you a short account of it3.

Sir H. is now working on the old subject of chlorine, and, as is the
practice with him, goes on discovering. Here, however, I am not at liberty to
say much, but you may know that he has combined chlorine and oxygen in
proportions differing from those of euchlorine. The new substance is a very
beautiful yellow-green-coloured gas, much deeper than euchlorine. It
explodes when heated with a sharp report, and 1 volume gives 1 of oxygen
and xh chlorine nearly; whereas 1 of euchlorine gives 1 of chlorine and Vi of
oxygen: so the new gas contains four times as much oxygen to the same
volume of chlorine that euchlorine does4.

I beg to be excused for thus intruding subjects which, perhaps, now
have no charm for you, for your time, I suppose, is filled with medicine; but
I hope you will attribute it to my wish to give a little value at least to my
letter; and in whatever way you may receive it, I will still maintain that Sir
H.'s discoveries are valuable. But I find my time runs short, though my
subjects are not yet exhausted.

I present, with the certainty of their being accepted, the best wishes of
yours, ever sincerely, I M. Faraday

1. Davy, H. (1815b). The manuscripts of this are in Faraday's hand in RS MS PT 9.12.
2. Davy, H. (1815a).
3. Letter 46.
4. Davy, H. (1815c). The manuscript of this is in Faraday's hand in RS MS PT 9.13.
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Letter 49
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
23 February 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Rome. Feby 23 1815
Dear Ben

Another opportunity draws another letter from me and I believe if one
were to occur every day I should be unwilling to let it passt.j It is but a week
ago that I sent three letters to England by favour and now I am writing
again; tis true these were not for you but a month has scarcely lapsed since
I put a letter of above 12 pages into the post directed to my friend B.A} this
however 1 am afraid you have not got but I hope it will soon reach you and
though its length & its tediousness may perhaps deter you from reading all
of it yet I shall be at ease as having fulfilled your request. In it I gave
answers to your question respecting my situation. It was a subject not worth
talking about but I consider your inquiries as so many proofs of your
kindness & the interest you take in my welfare and I thought the most
agreeable thanks I could make you would be to answer themu The same
letter also contained a short account of a paper written by Sir Humphry
Davy on ancient colours (but by this time I hope you have read a copy of
the original and I shall therefore say no more about it) and some other
miscellaneous matters.

I am quite ashamed of dwelling so often on my own affairs but as I
know you wish it I shall briefly inform you of my situations I do not mean to
employ much of this sheet of paper on the subject but refer you to the
before mentioned long letter for clear information!.] It happened a few days
before we left England that Sir H—s Valet declined going with him & in the
short space of time allowed by circumstances another could not be got[.] Sir
H— told me he was very sorry but that if I would do such things as were
absolutely necessary for him untill he got to Paris he should there get
another^] I murmured but agreed!.] At Paris he could not get one no
Englishmen were there & no Frenchman fit for the place could talk english
to me. At Lyons he could not get one at Montpellier he could not get one
nor at Genoa nor at Florence nor at Rome nor in all Italy & I believe at last
he did not wish to get one and we are just the same now as we were when
we left England2!.] This of course throws things into my duty which it was
not my agreement & is not my wish to perform but which are if I remain
with Sir H— unavoidable these it is true are very few for having been
accustomed in early years to do for himself he continues to do so at present
& he leaves very little for a Valet to perform and as he knows that it is not
pleasing to me & that I do not consider myself as obliged to do it he is
always as careful as possible to keep those things from me which he knows
would be disagreeable!.] But Lady Davy is of another humour she likes to
show her authority and at first I found her extremely earnest in mortifying
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me this occasioned quarrels between us at each of which I gained ground &
she lost it for the frequency made me care nothing about them & weakened
her authority & after each she behaved in a milder manner. Sir H— has also
taken care to get servants of the country yclepd3 Laquaise de place to do
everything she can want & now I am somewhat comfortable indeed at this
moment I am perfectly at liberty for Sir H— has gone to Naples to search for
a house or lodging to which we may follow him & I have nothing to do but
see Rome write my journal & learn Italians

But I will leave such an unfruitful subject and tell you what I know of
our intended rout[e] for the last few weeks it has been very undecided and
at this moment there is no knowing which way we shall turn[.] Sir H—
intended to see Greece & Turkey this summer and arrangements were half
made for the voyage but he has just learned that a quarantine must be
performed on the road there & to this he has an utter aversion and that
alone will perhaps break up the journeyi.] At Naples he will enquire more
particularly about it[.] Lady Davy wishes very earnestly to go and if Sir H.—
finds accom[m]odations at Naples and we follow him there I think that we
shall still go [on] the voyage if not then we shall turn up Italy & see what
Germany contains & perhaps pass over land to the Great Turk, as soon as I
hear any thing certain I shall let you know and when it is possible for you to
write to me 1 shall not be slack in telling you of it - There was a captain here
& I believe he is somewhere here yet that had a ship off the shores of Rome
intended for the use of Mr. Hope4 who is here he goes very soon to England
& and has a letter from me for your brother one for my mother & one for
Huxtable & I hope they will be received^ I suppose I have lost many letters
from my friends by this unlucky Post affair no letter from England has
arrived here during the last 6 weeks. I expected one from my brother but
have been disappointed but I hope the road will soon be opened againi.j

Since the long letter I wrote you, Sir H— has written two short papers
for the Royal Society & two or three copies of each have been sent homew
The first on a new solid compound of Iodine and oxygene and proves the
truth of his former reasonings5!.] It is made by passing euchlorine into a
mixture containing iodinei.j The second is on a new gaseous compound of
chlorine and oxygen which contains four times as much oxygene as
euchlorine6[.) It is made by barely moistening hyperoxymuriate of potassa
with hydrosulphuric acid and distilling the almost dry mixture by the heat
of boiling water a gas comes over which is of a very bright greenest yellow
colour much brighter than chlorine and may be received over mercury on
which it does not act water dessicates it rapidly & forms a deeply coloured
solution which acts on solution of the alkali & forms hyperoxymuriatesu
The gas detonates by a heat a little above that of boiling water and one
volume expands into 1 Vi volumes of which a volume is oxygen & half a
volume chl<orine.>
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<The discov>ery of these bodies contradicts many parts of Gay-
Lussac's paper on iod<ine>7 which has <been> much vaunted in these
partsu The French Chemists were not aware <of> the importance of the
subject until it was shewn to them and now they are in haste to reap all the
honours attached to it but their haste opposes their aim they reason
theoretically without demonstrating experimentally, and errors are the
results[.i

I intended at first to give you some account of water falls in this sheet
but I fancy only the name will be seen for (not I but) Mr. Wells8 the kind
bearer of this letter has no more time to allow mej.] I trust you will employ a
few hours of your time when you can to let my mother know I have written
to you & If you will consent to shew her the letter at least what is not
philosophical I shall esteem it a favour^ Give my kindest love to all my
friends both in the East & the West and if you can in the City.

I am my Dear Friend I Yours Ever & Faithfully I M. Faraday

Endorsed: Reed 4/1. 1815
Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Opposite 44 Long Lane I Bermondsey I London

1. Letter 46.
2. See note 3, letter 46.
3. To call by name. OED.
4. Unidentified.
5. Davy, H. (1815b).
6. Davy, H. (1815c).
7. Gay-Lussac (1814).
8. Unidentified.

Letter 50
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
16 April 1815
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 206-8

Bruxelles: April 16, 1815
My very dear Mother, - It is with no small pleasure 1 write you my last letter
from a foreign country, and I hope it will be with as much pleasure you will
hear I am within three days of England. Nay more, before you read this
letter 1 hope to tread on British ground, but I will not make too sure, lest I
should be disappointed; and the sudden change and apparently
termination of our travels is sufficient to remind me that it may change
again. But, however, that is not at all probable, and 1 trust will not happen.

I am not acquainted with the reason of our sudden return; it is,
however, sufficient for me that it has taken place. We left Naples very
hastily, perhaps because of the motion of the Neapolitan troops1, and
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perhaps for private reasons. We came rapidly to Rome, we as rapidly left it.
We ran up Italy, we crossed the Tyrol, we stepped over Germany, we
entered Holland, and we are now at Brussels, and talk of leaving it
tomorrow for Ostend; at Ostend we embark, and at Deal we land on a spot
of earth which I will never leave again. You may be sure we shall not creep
from Deal to London, and I am sure I shall not creep to 18 Weymouth Street;
and then but it is of no use. I have a thousand times endeavoured to
fancy a meeting with you and my relations and friends, and I am sure I have
as often failed: the reality must be a pleasure not to be imagined nor to be
described. It is uncertain what day we shall get to London, and it is also
uncertain where we shall put up at. I shall be thankful if you will make no
inquiries after me anywhere, and especially in Portland Place, or of Mr.
Brande. I do not wish to give occasion for any kind of comments whatever
on me and mine. You can be sure that my first moments will be in your
company. If you have opportunities, tell some of my dearest friends, but do
not tell everybody - that is, do not trouble yourself to do it. I am of no
consequence except to a few, and there are but a few that are of
consequence to me, and there are some whom I should like to be the first to
tell myself - Mr. Riebau for one. However, let A[bbott] know if you can.

I come home almost like the prodigal, for I shall want everything.

I cannot find it in my heart to say much here to B[etsy] and R[obert],
because I want to say it myself, and I feel that I am too glad to write it. My
thoughts wander from one to another, my pen runs on by fits and starts,
and I should put all in confusion. I do not know what to say, and yet cannot
put an end to my letter. I would fain be talking to you, but I must cease.

Adieu till I see you, dearest Mother; and believe me ever your
affectionate and dutiful son, I M. Faraday

Tis the shortest and (to me) the sweetest letter I ever wrote you.

1. See Ann.Reg., 1815, 73-80 for further details.

Letter 51
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
29 April 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Ben

I received your note yesterday but too late to answer it then this
however will reach you in time to obviate your Sisters scruples and prevent
the bad consequences which they would have given rise to -1 hope we shall
see you all three in good health tomorrow evening at my Brother's -1 have
not been able to get so far as your house yet but shortly expect to know my
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time & hours & then can make promises & arrangements with more
confidence!.] I have but little time to spare at present though I have nothing
important to fill iti.j. I intend to hear Mr Brande's Lecture to day at the
Institution & will tell you tomorrow evening what it is & how made out till
theni.j

I remain as Ever I Yours 1 M. Faraday
Saturday I 10'oclk I 29 April

Endorsed: 1815 almost certainly the datei.] Content strongly suggests
shortly after his return to England^

Letter 52
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
c27 June 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

June ?l 1815
Dear Ben,

I shall now endeavour to recommence on my side our two-penny Post
correspondence though without much hopes of success for I have nothing
to write about and that being the case it is evident that no end can be
obtained though a form of something may be visible however as most
important things commence by an exhibition of mere forms and as it is only
between you and me and still more as I shall get out of debt I am not
deterred from proceeding!.]

It strikes me Ben that I have made a bold affirmation in saying that I
shall get out of debt i.e. that my letter containing nothing and of course
worth nothing is still equivalent to and a sufficient counterpoise for your six
but you know we wind up our accounts in a manner somewhat out of the
common mode and therefore without any disparagement to your epistles I
shall still hold to my wordsu

The Enemy having been completely beaten in the contests that took
place notwithstanding the reinforcements which he endeavoured to bring
into action his party was obliged to quit the spot contested for & retire and I
last night found all hindrances removed and the place ready for my
reception as the short time would allow of2w Since then I have been
arranging my affairs & forming a plan of occupation suited to the best of my
powers for the employment of the advantages now presented to met.] These
advantages are as you well know many and not the least of them is that I
shall have frequent opportunities of seeing you here and if you would allow
me to employ that advantage tomorrow evening I shall be very glad -
Tomorrow bye the bye is Lecture night in the city if it is a good lecture come
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and take me there - I should like to know more exactly how that Society
stands at present & I intend to join it as soon as can bei.j

You perceive Ben that I have held to my words & that my letter is
worth nothing nor are my thoughts at present & it is not worth the trouble
of putting in more of themi.j Remember me to all at home & believe &c &c
&c &c I M. Faraday

1. Endorsed: Suppose 27th
2. This is Faraday's summary of the problems he had in regaining his accommodation after
his reappointment to the Royal Institution. Miss Harris, niece of William Harris, the librarian,
who had moved into room 26 subject to it causing no inconvenience in the summer of 1812 (RI
MM, 6 July 1812, 5: 315), was reluctant to leave. It required a resolution by the Managers to
order her to occupy room 21 so that Faraday could move into rooms 25 and 26 (RI MM, 5 June
1815,6: 62-3). However, her uncle proposed, presumably as a blocking measure, that room 21
be partitioned; this the Managers rejected (RI MM, 12 June 1815, 6: 65). Finally Harris asked
the Managers for permission to live outside the Royal Institution which they gave (RI MM, 3
July 1815, 6: 67).

Letter 53
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
12 July 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

R.L July 12th. 1815
Dear Ben

Tis only for the purpose of answering yours therefore repine not that I
have begun so far from the topu It is my intention to decline letter writing
with you untill I have received the important paper of which you have
spoken and then I shall do all I can in return for iti.j

Looking over my portfolio the other evening I found that I had left a
few letters on lectures lecturers lecture rooms & lecturing unfinished^ I
shall take an opportunity of closing that account by a full sheet but at the
same time beg you will not wait for it but proceed immediately to work
according to our late plant.]

I am sorry that it will not be possible for me or my brother to join in
your proposed jaunt but for Sunday I am engaged and Robert also begs to
be excused since he must pay his respects to his new father1 & mother2!.] He
says still further that from his present connection he has no opportunities
on any Sundays and you must suppose that a man just married & just
entering business ought to have none on week daysu

Tho there are no articles to adjust yet I suppose that does not
preclude the possibility of seeing you[.] Other things however do for Friday
& Saturday since I am engaged on these days after 4 o'clk and even
tomorrow if I see you I have no rooms of my own to take you into but I need
not have mentioned that since there is no ceremony between you &
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Your Friend I M. Faraday
1. George Leighton (1762-1839,GRO). Bookbinder of Vineyard Gardens, Clerkenwell.
Ramsden (1987), 95.
2. Abigail Leighton (nee Egelton, d. 1832, private communication from Geoffrey Cantor).

Letter 54
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
18 July 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

RI. July 18th. 1815
Dear Ben

I would fain leave this letter unwritten if I could and I do not see much
occasion for it as it will be but a mere repetition of the last except that you
desire it. I am again obliged to decline your invitation to be of your party for
it so happens that I am at present included in a chain of engagements which
will occupy for many sabbaths to come my evenings and I may say my
afternoons alsou

In answer to your question I will inform you that I have now taken
possession of my nest againV) When I see you here which I hope will be
shortly (but not tomorrow evening) you shall know why I left itu

I wait for your Fugitive essay with great impatience but pray do not let
it be too sublime or too poetical or I shall make my remarks on it in my
mother tongueu A good master would give me as a first lesson a subject
which would bear treating in language of an easy construction and I hope
you will not give me the 10th Chap of Nehemiah the first time you find me at
Schools

I am as always Yours I M. Faraday

1. See note 2, letter 52.

Letter 55
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
1 August 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

TI.R. Aout ler 1815
Cher ami

Je serai a la porte a Theure que vous avez fixee et Je ne doubt pas que
nous ferons us jour bien interessant pour tous Cependant Je serai fache si
on ne peut pas faire un moyen d'eviter Fengagement avec le Due, parceque
Tesprit prend souvent tous les foiblesses et la debilite du corps mais
comme il est possible que nous serons obliges de diner a la Humphrie Je
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prendrai guarde d'avoir assez du pain extraordinaire chez moi de rassasier
nos appetits terrestrew

Adio Caro Amico I M. Faraday
Ou est votre Frangais?

TRANSLATION
The RI August 1st 1815

Dear Friend
I shall be at the door at the time you have arranged and I have no

doubt we shall all have a very interesting day. However, I shall be cross if
we can't find a way of avoiding a meeting with the Duke, because the soul
often copes with all the weaknesses and deficiencies of the body, but since
it is possible that we might be obliged to dine at Humphrie's I shall make
sure I have enough extraordinary bread at my house to satisfy our earthly
appetites

Goodbye Dear Friend I M. Faraday
What has happened to your French?

Letter 56
Humphry Davy to Faraday
3 August 1815
From the original in RI MS Fl 122

At Lord Somervilles11 Melrose Aug 3 I 1815
I shall be much obliged to you if you will put the little light single barrelled
gun which I begged you to keep in your room into some common canvass &
send it addressed to the right Honble Lord Somerville near Melrose to be
left at Selkirk, N. Britain. It may be sent by the Selkirk coach or mail which
ever you may think best; it should be entered as sent on the books in the
coach office & 2d paid for entry. If the lock of the case is not good the case
may be nailed down. I am sorry to give you this trouble; but my friend Lord
Somerville has had an accident which renders his arm so weak that he
cannot use a common gun & I think this little gun will enable him to shoot.

I received all the things you were so good as to send me.
You will find in the Phil. Magazine I think for July in the account of the

Trans: of the Royal Society an account of a new acid said to be discovered
by Mr Donovan2 & which he calls the sorbic acid made from the ripe berries
of the mountain ash3.1 wish you would repeat his processf.j From some few
experiments I made at Northampton on the unripe berries of the mountain
ash, I suspect that his new acid is only pure malic acid. You will find ripe
berries of the mountain ash in Kensington Garden I believe. Pray make an
investigation of this subject. I think you are a better chemist than Mr
Donovan & if no new result should result from the investigation it will at
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least enable you to procure pure malic acid a substance the properties of
which are little known, for future expts.

I beg you will be so good as to inform me by what coach you send the
gun: address it not to me but to Lord Somerville.

The address should be very legible & in duplicate
I am always I Your very sincere wellwisher I H. Davy

Mr Faraday i At the Royal Institution I 21 Albemarle Street I London

1. John Southey Somerville, 15th Baron Somerville (1765-1819, DNB). Politician and
agriculturalist.
2. Michael Donovan (b.1790, PI under Donavan). Irish chemist.
3. PhiLMag., 1815, 45: 469-70 (June issue). Donovan (1815).

Letter 57
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
13 September 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

RI Wednesday. 13th. Sept 1815.
Dear Abbott

French with me is out of the question at present so you must be
content for a while to double your own portions I can hardly find time to
write englishj.] Had you come last night you must have been content with
the laboratory for I did not leave it (& could not) 'till 9h.30m. I fancy
therefore you were better where you were and what with the "jeune
Demoiselle" & the music must have been better pleased there than you
could be with me[.j However tomorrow evening if you have nothing else to
do & will condescend to visit Aibemarle St (which by the bye you have not
done lately) no one will be more glad to see you (excepting your
sweetheart) than

Your Friend I M. Faraday
"Jeune" 1 am half afraid of the word for if you like it it is possible the essay
may never advance any farther.

Letter 58
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
15 September 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

R.I. Friday Eveg. Sept: 18151

Dear Abbott
I am completely out on all sides. I waited in expectation on Thursday

evening from 4 to 6 o elk but you never came at Vi past 6 I endeavoured to
imagine a reason for your not coming at 7 I gave up all hopesi.j Having some
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slight business at Lambeth and the company of a Lady fortunately
occurring I set off for that part of the world at 7h. 15m. and in the course of a
mile or two amusing conversation gradually reconciled me to my
disappointment^ On my return I enquired of the Porter (then) in hopes
that you had not been and he gave me the no I expected^ This morning I
was planning a letter to tell you of the thousand reasons I had imagined for
your absence as un jeune demoiselle et des autres choses. When Oh.
Horid!!! My Brother called on me and said he had seen you last night & that
you had been here expecting me & did not find me. I enquired of the Porter
& found that Stephen2 had seen you but James3 had not & thus all the
advantages I presumed on over you were lost & I found myself under the
necessity of apologising in the best manner I could for my absences

I was indeed very unfortunate that after your long absence from the
Institution I should not be there and more so on an appointments I can
however offer no better excuse than the statement above & for the rest trust
to your kindnesst.] I promise faithfully on another appointment to expect
more doubly even though for many hours. I venture to mention today &
pray come at an early hour & take tea with me[.] You should sometimes
stoop to any lowly accom[m)odations merely for the sake of gratifying me -
but I find my straw runs too high for a penitent & a suppliant & I will
therefore alter it to beg of you the favour of a communication letting me
know the day & how if convenient that you will deign to honour by your
presence

Yours 1 Penitentially I M. Faraday

1. Probably 15 September. See letter 57 for Faraday's invitation for 14 September.
2. Stephen Slatter. Royal Institution porter. See introduction, p.xxxi
3. Unidentified.

Letter 59
Humphry Davy to Faraday
20 September 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Any [MS torn] may be sent to this address & under cover to
J B S Morritt1 Esq MPI at J.B.S Morritt Esq I Rokeby Park near I Greta Bridge
1 shall be much obliged to you to forward this letter according to the proper
forms. I shall return to town in about 3 weeks & will repay you what you
have expended for me. If any thing should come for me at the Instn be so
good as to keep it & should any bottles of air come do not open them till I
arrive2

I am always your sincere I well wisher I H. Davy
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Endorsed: Greta bridge September 20 1815 By J.B.S. Morritt
Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. John Bacon Sawrey Morritt (cl772-1843, DNB). Scholar and politician.
2. During his tour of Scotland and the North of England, Davy had arranged for samples of air
from mines in the Newcastle coal field to be sent to the Royal Institution for analysis. See
Davy, J. (1839-40), 1: 200.

Letter 60
Humphry Davy to Faraday
1 October 1815
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Octr 1st 1815.
I shall feel obliged to you if you will post pay this letter and send it by the
foreign post.

I shall be in town in about ten days
Will you be so good as to desire Mr Newman to get down for me some

strong glass cylinders like the glasses for Argands lamps but 10 inches long
& much thicker so as to stand an explosion; they must be open at both
ends; but one end may be smaller than the other thus

; the diameter about 2 inches. 4 will be enoughs
Always your sincere I Well wisher I H. Davy

Endorsed: Wetherby first Oct 1815 Lascelles1

Address: Mr Faraday I Royl Inst I 21 Albermarle Street

1. Henry Lascelles (1767-1841, DNB). Politician. Davy was using Lascelles right, as member
of the House of Commons, to free postage.
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Letter 61
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
10 January 1816
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

R.I. Jany 10th. 1816.
Dear Abbott

Many persons spend years in seeking honour but still being
unsuccessful call themselves miserable and unfortunate but what are their
cases to mine who when honor waits for admission am obliged to refuse
her entertainment. But so the fates or the unlucky stars or the gods or
something else have decreed and I am obliged to dissent from your
arrangements for thursday.- It happens that my time for this week is
completely cut up and so that I cannot cut it over againi.] On Thursday
evening I expect my old Master Mr. Riebau at the Institution and I shall be
out both Friday and Saturday Eveningsi.j

It is impossible to look forward so clearly into the next week as I mean
to mention one. I can scarcely see any thing in it but Wednesday1. But I will
write you again at the end of the week in answer to your first and hope I
shall not write in vain. Accept my Sorrow & excuses on this occasion and
believe me as ever

Yours Sincerely I M. Faraday

1. That is at the City Philosophical Society.

Letter 62
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
14 January 1816
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

R.I. Sunday Evening
Dear Abbott

I promised to write to you at the end of the last week and yet have
suffered this to commence without doing so however I haste to follow my
past word and endeavour (vainly) to overtake it if I had chosen a roguish
part I might have put Saturday evening at the top have deceived you and in
losing my credit have saved it. I was aware however that in the latter part of
this paper it would be sure to go and then so small a thing as the above
became of no consequence^

I am much vexed at the circumstance of my present situation
rendering me incapable of making the arrangement you desireu I had fixed
tomorrow or Tuesday as days convenient to me but on speaking to Mrs.
Greenwood for tea equipage and the &c &c she gave me to understand that I
should run the risk of being censured for breaking the rules of the house
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and as the Managers meet very often of being called to answer to a breach
of appearances.-1 endeavoured to modify things in some way so as to suit
all parties but found I could not gain my point at this time of the year - Had
Mrs Greenwood health permitted her she could have received you for me
but at present it is so low and so much impaired that I cannot ask such a
thing - and so for the present Dear Ben I am obliged very reluctantly to
decline the honor intended me.

1 had when 1 read your first letter a great deal to say in answer to it but
I do not feel inclined to take up the subject at present indeed there is not
much in it but may be settled with a few yes's & no's and as my tone of mind
is not just now what it was at the reading I shall adopt & have adopted the
latter more concise method of answering you - You hint at a sheet full of
observations on Lectures & Lecturers - and you shall have it some time or
another but as I intend making some experiments on that subject soon I will
defer it till after such experiments are made1. In the meantime as
preparatory & introductory to such a course of experiments 1 will ask your
opinions of & observations on English composition - style - delivery -
reading - oratory - grammar - pronunciation - perspicacity & in general, all
the branches into which the Belles Lettres divide themselves and if by
asking I procure I shall congratulate myself on the acquisition of much
useful knowledge & experience^

I must bid you good night Ben for I am quite tired & very dull.
Yours ever I M. Faraday

11. o'clk

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey
Postmark: < 1 > 5 JA

1. Faraday gave his first lecture to the City Philosophical Society on 17 January 1816 "On the
general properties of matter". Text in "Chemistry Lectures", IEE MS SC 2.

Letter 63
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
9 February 1816
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

R.I Friday Eveg 1816
Dear Abbott

Be not offended that I turn to write you a letter because I feel a
disinclination to do anything else, but rather accept it as a proof that
conversation with you has more power with me than any other relaxation
from business. - business I say, and I believe it is the first time for many
years that I have applied it to my own occupations, but at present they
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actually deserve the name; and you must not think me in a laughing mood,
but in earnest. It is now 9 o elk P.M., and I have just left the Laboratory and
the preparations for tomorrow's two Lectures. Our double course makes
me work enough, and to them add the attendance required by Sir H. in
his researches, and then if you compare my time with what is to be done in
it you will excuse the slow progress of our correspondence on my side -
Understand me I am not complaining the more I have to do the more I learn
but 1 wish to avoid all suspicions on your side that I am lazy. - Suspicions by
the bye which a moments reflection convinces me can never existf.j Mr.
Wheeler1 attends both our courses of chemical lectures very closely and I
perceive with surprise that that singularly acetous physiognomy which I
first saw at the Surrey Institution2 belongs to him naturally and that instead
of being caused by the dread of an attending company he wears it at all
times - But it is time I should reperuse your letter & answer it by something
more allied to it than this unconnected irregular coarse material.]

1 thank you for the promise you give me of taking up the subject I
proposed and expect much information on it. If with your original
observations you sometimes give me the ideas of others as concuring with
or opposing your own and if you can point out to me such a course or
reading or study as might bring me a little acquainted with the subject and
can direct me to such books as you know to be good it will enhance the
value of your communications!.]

Having thus noticed what comes before your "First" then I will answer
to that and say that I have seen the combustion of the taper in the flame of
Alcohol. - but before I go farther I will enter a little more minutely into the
subject which I fear I badly explained to you[.j Newton I believe defines
flame to be red hot vapours3 but perhaps ignited vapours because all flame
is not red would have been better this definition is I think a good one and
by flame I understand nothing more than what is expressed in it and of
course I do not consider vapour not ignited or not emitting light as flamej.j
It must however be evident to you that in every case of combustion where
flame is produced from a pure combustible, vapour in both those states is
present i.e. ignited vapour & vapour not ignitedu In the flame of a candle
for instance there is a small dull halo round the wick within the flame & this
I do not consider as a part of the flame but merely the vaporized tallow
which not being luminous must of course diminish the effect of that part of
the whole flame and make it appear inferior in power to the superior parts
where the whole body is luminoust.] Now in this central and nonignited
space I do not think any thing will burn because no oxygene is there
present for if it were the vapour would burn & be luminous but above this
part and where the flame appears uniform & luminous throughout, there I
say that oxygene exists even in the centre of the flame and if any body is
intruded into that part having a stronger affinity for oxygene than the
hydrogen & charcoal of the tallow it will burn and its flame will be seen
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within the flame of the candle.- It is the same with Alcohol but in the large
flames we can make with it the circumstances are more distinct[.j I made a
little experiment this evening thust.] Into a small wedgewoods basin
(diameter 2 inches) I poured Alcohol having previously fixed a taper of an
inch in length in the middle of it the alcohol was level with the edges & the
bottom of the flame of the taper when it was lighted was about Vi inch above
the alcohol. I lighted the taper and the alcohol and then placed a long [MS
torn] the dish to preserve the flames from the interference of chance [MS
torn] in the air the flame of the alcohol was well formed and very steady the
unignited part was very considerable & perfectly distinct it extended above
the top of the taper the flame of the taper did not go out on lighting the
alcohol but appeared to separate from it and hang over it and shone very
bright in the upper part of the alcohol flame commencing immediately from
the unignited vapour. You will instantly conceive the explanation I give of
this phenomenon namely that the space in the center of the flame &
immediately over the alcohol is pure vapour that as the air mixes with the
vapour at the sides entering itself farther & farther as it rises higher so in
proportion flame is formed that where the flame was permanent
throughout then oxygen was present even in the center that the volatile
parts of the taper will not burn in the pure vapours of Alcohol but did in the
flame & then formed its flame within that of the alcohol &c and I am not
aware of any objections that may arise in your mind respecting them - If a
chance breath distorted the flame then as the lower & superficial part
approached in its waverings the wick of the taper it lighted up & its flame
appeared though still within that of the alcohol and in such cases I
supposed that the wick of the taper had come within the oxygenated part of
the alcoholic vapour.

Returning for a moment to my first instance of a candle the only part
of it where I can suppose any thing like combustion at surfaces to take place
is at the lowest part of the flame there you will perceive a very faint blue
light more marked at the edges than at the entering parts because there we
see more of it at once but the light is at best very littlei.] Even This however
evidently results from an intermixture of the vapour with the air (but the
two have not penetrated each other far) and upon close examination you
will find that even this faint combustible does not commence at the wick
but at a small distance from it and that when the vapour of the tallow and
the common air are merely in contact & have not had time to mix there is
no flamet.] I shall leave this subject with Sir H.D.'s theory of blowing out a
candle which operation has never yet been satisfactorily explained - He
says that as inflammable gases will only burn in certain proportion with air
to extinguish a combustion we must make the mixture pass from these
proportions this may be done either by adding more of the inflammable or
more of the air by adding more of the inflammable the oxygene is diluted
by adding more of the air the inflammable is diluted this last is the case in
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blowing out a candle the vapour of the tallow is diluted with so much
common air as to be uninflammable & if so the fKame the>n exists no
longer.

Having unconsciously run on so fast & so far 1 shall cut off the rest of
your letter with brief notices -1 have no hand in the Catalogue -1 am writing
a second Lecture so that the book is engaged at this moment but is at your
service4 - Is not time a succession of events - by an ignorant person you do
not mean a blockhead. If I were to ask you what Thoan was and should
afterwards tell you by that term I understand a succession of events would
you not say that my Thoan and the common word time had the same
meaning.- Can you take tea with me on Monday.- our two Lectures on
Saturday allow me no spare time at the end of the week and I have forgot
your free days.

I heard from Robert the other day that Miss Abbott had a nasty cold I
hope it is much better and more I hope it has no connection with
"waddling" "night & morning" Your own words Ben.

Remember me to our friends & believe me I Ever Yours
I M. Faraday
Feby. 9th. I believe

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. Lecturer on chemistry. See Letter 39. Otherwise unidentified.
2. See note 2, letter 37.
3. Newton (1730), queries 9 and 10.
4. Faraday's second lecture to the City Philosophical Society given on 10 April 1816 was "On
the attraction of cohesion". Text in "Chemistry Lectures", IEE MS SC 2 - the "book" Faraday
refers to here.

Letter 64
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
4 March 1816
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Ben

Within these last few days I have been hammering my brains to
remember whether 'twas me or you who wrote last but I dare not as yet
affirm it of either one or the other 'till lately I entertained no doubts but
considered myself as out of debt - your long silence has however made me
put the query & lest it should be me that is deficient I have ventured to
scratch a line or two. I want to see youu I want to talk to yout.j I want to hear
from you indeed I want to know whether you are among sub-lunary things or
whether you have gone to the moon in search of wits -1 have been looking
over our lanterns several times but I want you to look at them too but I dont
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know when you will - indeed I dont know when to ask youi.] Friday is my
only spare evening this week but it may not be so with you if it is not
suppose you come down on Monday but at all events drop me a line soon -
When you come 1 promise to chatter so much as to make up the deficiencies
of this letter

Adio Caro Mio I Vostro Amico I M. Faraday
R.I. March 4th. 1816

Lost or mislaid within the last two or three weeks a casket of peculiar
workmanship materials and value. This casket is not very large being
intended rather to contain valuable things than a heap of heterogeneous
useless matters and though a casual observer would pass it by unheeded
yet an attentive person would easily perceive it is worthy of and contains
more than common thingsi.] The materials of which it is formed are well
suited to the art which has been employed upon it and are fitted to receive
& retain the most delicate & nice impressions and accordingly it will be
found on inspection that the endeavours of the workmen have been laid out
more on the fine embellishments of the piece to render it truly valuable
than on the general form to render it gaudy & bold in its appearances The
exact nature of the material is understood by few, perhaps by none but its
general properties are sufficiently striking!.] It is principally solid opaque
matter parts however are transparent & parts is fluids Its specific gravity is
rather less than that of water uncrystallizable decomposed by heat and
resolvable into combustible gases oxymuriates oil water charcoal & some
earths & alkaline salts. In its natural state it is very odorous & it contains
seasons exhaling an agreeable atmosphere to a considerable distance
enclosing & cheering all who come near it. The contents may be best
compared to a well filled & well regulated common place book being a
collection of the most curious & valuable things knownu

Whoever will give any information respecting the above casket to MF
shall be thankfully rewarded.

Address: Mr. B Abbott I 4 Long Lane I Bermondsey

Letter 65
Humphry Davy to Faraday
1 July 1816
From the original in IEE MS SC 2, CPB following p. 100

Monday July 1
Mr Colburn1 the father of the American boy2 who has such

extraordinary powers of calculation will explain to you the method his son
uses in confidence3.1 wish to ascertain if it can be practically used IH. Davy
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1. Abia Colburn (1768-1824). See Smith (1983), 181-210.
2. Zerah Colburn (1804-1840). See ibid
3. See IEE MS SC 2, CPB, 87-100 (entry for 1 July 1816) for details of Faraday's examination.

Letter 66
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
20 August 1816
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Royal Institution 20th. Augt 1816
Dear Abbott

I scarcely know at this mo That delays are dangerous this letter is
a proofu I put off from time to time this answer to yours because I intended
it to be a long one and last night when I sat down in earnest about it 1 was
stopped before 1 had written half a line - Having at present half an hour to
spare I shall employ it in the present way and get on if not to the end at least
as far as I can[.]

I regret with you the singular and enormous chasm in our
correspondence but I shall avoid the unpleasant task of ascertaining to
what it owes its existence because I fear I should be found delinquent at
least as much as yourselfu In mechanics tis allowed that many small forces
united produces great effects and I fancy something similar has taken place
here a short letter supplied the place of a long one the hopes of personal
intercourse damped epistolary communication the occurrence of a
multitude of little delays and the gradual increase on my part of the habit of
delaying still lengthened the interval occuring between our lettersj.] Added
to these the general but unnoticed principle of intermission on which I
really believe man's actions universally to proceed and we shall have a
sufficient though certainly not satisfactory account of the circumstance
complained ofi.j

Among the many good reasons you give for not having written much
in one way is mentioned the fatigue occasioned by the having previously
been engaged in that way all dayu Now this excuse I also have in part and in
one sense with more force than yourself since I am less used to the
occupations As Mr. Brande when he left London gave the Journal in charge
to me it has had very much of my time & care and writing, through it, has
been more abundant with me[.] It has however also been the means of
giving me earlier information on some new subjects of science and I do not
know that I can do better than give you some of this knowledge as news.

You perhaps have heard of the blow pipe of Mr. Newman^.jlt is a
copper box into which air is compressed and afterwards liberated by a
small stop cock the jet been thrown on a flame &q.] Sir H. Davy depending
on the principle of security so effectually employed in the miners lamps
ventured to condense mixtures of oxygene and hydrogene in this
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instrument and inflame them whilst issuing from the end of a barometer
tube the experiment succeeded and the inflammation was confined to the
end of the tube being unable to pass up into the reservoir This
experiment has been extended by Dr. Clarke2 Professor of Mineralogy at
Cambridge and he has obtained extraordinary results^ I have just received
his paper3 (i.e. yesterday) and sent it to pressu

The heat which he obtains far surpasses according to him that of the
voltaic apparatus and the light also he describes as being very brilliant - All
the pure earths have been fused per se and from barytes & strontites
something obtained metallic in its appearance being apparently an alloy of
the metals of these earthsw Compound minerals all give way before itu
Opal flint Cyanite Sapphire Zircons &c are easily fused so that nothing solid
now remains unfusable but charcoalu The diamond is rapidly dissipated
and burnt. Gold is volatilised and Platinum that most refractory of
refractory substance not only fuses but burns like iron wire in oxygeneu

Such are some of the effects which take place at the very high
temperature attained by a mean[s] so simple as the blow pipe the full
account will shortly be published at which time I have no doubt you will
read it with pleasure.

I do not know that I have any other chemical news with which it is
likely you are unacquainted!.] The crystallization of pure lime and the
discovery of pure nitrous acid by M. Gay Lussac are I suppose known to
you4[.j In our next Journal I am in hopes we shall have a paper on the nature
of flame by Sir H. Davy5 -it will be entirely new -1 mean in principle as well
as in experiment.

Before concluding I must beg your pardon for not w<riting> before
Sundayu I will endeavour to make up for my fault in any reasonable way
you may proposes I intend to call on you next Sunday if not before but beg
you will not if engaged in the slightest manner attend to this attention!.]

At present I must hastily conclude by assuring you I am Dear Abbott
that I am as ever I Your sincere friend I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. Newman (1816).
2. Edward Daniel Clarke (1769-1822, DSB).
3. Clarke (1817).
4. Gay-Lussac (1816a, b).
5. Davy (1817a).
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Letter 67
Edward Daniel Clarke1 to Faraday
26 August 1816
From the original in WIHM MS Clarke autonranh letter fil*

Cambridge; August 26. 1816.
Dear Sir

While there is time I continue to add one discovery after another.
Perhaps, if you have not sent my Ms to the Printer it will be better to return
it that I may make the additions2.

I have at this moment the Metal of Strontia before my Eyes; shining
with all the lustre and whiteness of highly burnished silver, although it was
obtained so long ago as last Friday Morning from the Earth. It becomes
covered with an earthy powder sometimes, but not always, when a stroke of
the File discloses a fresh face of the Metal. The Metal of Strontia, is, if
anything, whiter and more like silver than that of Barytes.

You will please to observe that in reducing these Earths to the metallic
state, they were not brought into contact with any metallic support, such as
Platinum. I used Charcoal; and our Professor of Chemistry3 expressing a
doubt whether the Charcoal might not contain Iron enough to cause such
appearances, the Experiments were repeated without Charcoal; but the
Metals were obtained as before. In short everything has been done which
was necessary to demonstrate that these Metals of Barytes and Strontia as
severally derived from the Earths in their purest state; wit<hout> the
admission of any other metallic body whatsoever.

I have not yet succeeded with Silex, Alumina, Magnesia, and lime
further than by converting each of them into a Glass.

Yours truly E.D. Clarke.

Address: - Farraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I London

1. Edward Daniel Clarke (1769-1822, DSB). Professor of Mineralogy at Cambridge.
2. HewasgiventheopportunitytoalterClarke(1817)whichisdated 1 September and has an
appendix dated 14 September. In this he refers to experiments conducted on 20 August and to
some of the material discussed in the following paragraphs of this letter.
3. James Cumming (1777-1861, DSB).
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Letter 68
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
23 September 1816
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

R.I. Sept. 23d. 1816
Dear Abbott

I am obliged to excuse myself for tomorrow evenings I confess myself
guilty of the highest breach of manners in doing so since it arises entirely
from my negligence^ But I will state to you the circumstances^ I had
promised my assistance to Mr. Cocking1 in every thing that I could do to
help him in the two Lectures he had to give us this quarter and I kept my
word with respect to his first delivered last Wednesday week, he has lately
called on me for similar aid in the next to be given on Wednesday and I am
in consequence necessitated to be with him at Dorset St tomorrow evening
to arrange^ This circumstance I had entirely forgotten when I arranged
with you and have thus rendered myself culpable but I hope you will
forgive me by consenting to come some other evening as soon as
convenient.] It happens that this week I have no other evening but on
Friday at liberty on which if you will come I shall be happyu If not choose
your own next week (excepting Wednesday & Sat) and let me know as soon
as you can.

Whilst in the City I heard a curious charge from Mr. Gray made by you
against me I suppose in joke but given by him with so serious a face that I
was tempted to explain a thing I rarely do to those who have no connection
(necessarily) with my affairs - The charge was that I deserted old friends
for new ones - Supposing that you intended this seriously which I do not
think you did I shall take the opportunity to explain to you how my time is
generally occupied^ The duties of my situation (which is no sinecure)
necessarily confine the time which I can dispose to the evenings of these
Wednesday belongs to the Society Saturday to Weymouth St generally;
Monday & Thursday come into a system of instruction & may be
considered as school evenings which however I at times do though
unwillingly break into and Tuesday & Friday I find little more than
sufficient to do my own business in so that you will perceive I have not
much to spareu Business is the first thing to which I am not only tied by
necessity but by honoru Pleasure is the last and then again there is an
intermediate part verging on both to which I consider it a duty to attend I
mean the Societyu After my work I attend to that then to my own affairs &
then to my friendsu This long explanation however looks so serious that I
would cut it shorter if I had time for I am confident it must be unnecessary
but being here as it helps fill up I will leave it -1 shall hope to see you on
Friday if not You will let me know and when you come

I am as always I Yours sincerely I M. Faraday
Excuse the haste
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Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. Robert Cocking (d.1837, age 61, GRO). Noted as Secretary of the City Philosophical
Society in Imperial Calendar from 1817 to 1824.

Letter 69
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
28 October 1816
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Royal Institution Octr. 28 1816.
Dear Abbot[t]

I scarcely know how it is and yet there is no one kind of employment
whether of pleasure or business that falls to my share which more
frequently and strongly impresses on my mind the truth of the old saying
"delays are dangerous" than that of letter writing!.] On the eve of scribbling
I am frequently diverted from my purpose and it is very seldom that I
perform this duty at the exact time I intended^ Now though this is the fact
yet I know no direct way of accounting for it for I do not perceive clearly the
causes I am very much amused by writing when once engaged and am
never in a hurry from inclination to leave off - The defect appears to have
some connection with habit perhaps that which induces some and it may
be amongst them myself to imagine that to write a letter previous study &
thought is requisite!.] My reason for supposing this to be the case is that on
receiving a letter yours for instance I form answers in my mind to the
various parts as I read them & incontinently determine to send those
answers to you in the evening - the evening comes but the time appears to
be barely sufficient to recollect the matter & not enough to write it also &
the affair is therefore deferred to a more convenient time and thus a
number of little delays occur each one in itself insignificant but together
making us [sic] a tremendous sumy It is for one such a sum that I have now
to apologise for by referring to the dates I find it is as much as 17 days since
I received your last and the delay is aggravated by the circumstance that
the nature of that letter in some manner required an immediate answer -1
have but little to urge in palliation of my offence but one circumstance that
may lessen it in your eyes is or rather was my repeated determination to
substitute verbal for written communication!.] I intended to have seen you
Sunday week[.] I intended it also last Sunday and I positively determined to
come this evening but preparations for the morning's lecture have turned
my occupation from walking & talking into writing i.e. * unless you will
come and see me and my uncertainty respecting the health of Mrs. Abbott
makes me uncertain whether I should ask you (I am too lazy to scratch out
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and correct you must therefore put in the * "and I do not know when I shall
see you") -1 have made up my mind to be in Long Lane next Sabbath day.

I trust that the bad news contained in your last will be compensated
for by an excellent account in your next of the health of Mrs. Abbott & the
rest of you and that there will be no alloy of that kind in any future
communication for a long time to come - With respect to the blow pipe I
asked Mr. Newman at the time that you wrote but he happened not to have
one made and at present I am not aware whether he has or whether you
continue to want it. He gave me to understand that he did not let out
apparatus in general -1 suppose you are aware that the flame is very small
and quite insufficient to heat a large mass of matter with oxygen &
hydrogene you cannot ignite a piece bigger than a pea or small horse bean
but with common air & the flame of the spirit lamp the flame is somewhat
largeru

I do not know that there is any thing new in the Chemical world and
having been very dry throughout the whole of this letter I shall end by my
remembrance to all friends &

sign myself Yours truly I M. Faraday

Address: Mr B. Abbott I 4 Long Lane I Bermondsey

Letter 70
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
31 December 1816
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

R.I. Deer. 31st 1816.
Dear Abbott

I have delayed writing for some days that I might when I did do it
produce something of importance in size at least and I am in hopes from
your last that you will not object to my intentions and reasons the latter are
that our mutilated correspondence may be resumed to the advantage of us
bothu The observation contained in yours of the 25th respecting the
various causes and influences which have retarded our mutual
communication together with my own experience which on this point you
are aware has been great make it desirable that our plans should be such as
to facilitate the object we have in view in the writing of lettersu That object
is I believe the communication of information between us and the habit of
arranging in a proper and orderly manner our ideas on any given or casual
subject so that they may be placed with credit and service to ourselves on
paperu This object strikes me would in part be attained by giving in
addition to the general tone of a liberal & friendly letter something of the
essayical to our communications. I do not mean that every letter should be
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an essay but that when a thought or a series of thoughts on any subject
particular for the moment enters the mind that the liberty be allowed of
throwing them into form on paper though perhaps unconnected with what
has gone before or may succeed it. This indeed I believe is the plan we have
actually followed but I am not sure that I had so conceived the thing before
at least I had not marked out in my own mind that in pursuance of our
object 1 might set down and scribble to you without preface whatever was
uppermost in my mind. However at present you perceive what I aim at and
what are my intentions and though as I before observed we have both
virtually followed this plan yet I have at this time given it something like
form or ground or expression or whatever else you please that I might be
more con[s]cious of it and make use to a greater extent of the liberty it
allows me[.]

I must confess that I have always found myself unable to arrange a
subject as I go on as I perceive many others apparently do thus I could not
begin a letter to you on the best methods of renovating our correspondence
and proceeding regularly with my subject consider each part in order and
finish by a proper conclusion my paper and matter together^ I always find
myself obliged if my argument is of the least importance to draw up a plan
of it on paper and fill in the parts by recalling them to mind either by
association or otherwise and this done I have a series of major & minor
heads in order & from which I work out my matter - Now this method
unfortunately though it will do very well for the mere purpose of
arrangement & so forth yet it introduces a dryness and stiffness into the
style of the piece composed by it for the parts come together like bricks one
flat on the other and though they may fit yet have the appearance of too
much regularity and it is my wish if possible to become acquainted with a
method by which I may write my exercise in a more natural and easy
progression!.] I would if possible imitate a tree in its progression from roots
to a trunk to branches twigs & leaves where every alteration is made with so
much ease & yet effect that though the manner is constantly varied the
effect is precise and determined!.] Now in this situation I apply to you for
assistance!.] I want to know what method or what particular practice or
exercise in composition you would recommend to prevent the orderly
arrangement of Al A2 A3. Bl. B2 Cl. C2 C3. C4 &c or rather to prevent this
orderly arrangement from appearing too artificial -1 am in want of all those
conjunctions of style those corollaries &c by which parts of a subject are
put together with so much ease and which produce so advantageous an
effect and as you have frequently in your contributions to our portfolios
given me cause to admire your success & my own deficiency on this point 1
beg that you will communicate to me your method of composing or if it is
done spontaneously & without effort on your part that you will analyse your
mental proceedings whilst writing a letter and give me an account of that
part which you conceive conducive to so good an end - With this request I
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shall refer the subject to you & proceed to notice the contents of your
letters

With respect to my remarks on Lectures I perceive that I am but a
mere Tyro in the art & therefore you must be satisfyed with what you have
or expect at some future time a recapitulation or rather revision of them -
but your observations will be very acceptable - All the experiments on the
blow pipe I have made - In the No. of the Journal RI published this evening
you will see among miscellaneous intelligence a report on the subject
signed M.F.1 - your plan of 2 boxes has been proposed by many persons but
in the most perfect state by Children, he adds gages to the boxes by which
to regulate the emission of air - You must feel convinced that 1 regret much
the health of Mrs. Abbott mends so slowly but for the fear of being
troublesome in a sick house I should have called long since - Remember me
to all Friends & Believe me Dear Abbott

Yours as Ever I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I 4 Long Lane I Bermondsey

1. Faraday (1817).

Letter 71
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
20 January 1817
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Royal Institution Jany. 20th. 1816 [sic]
Dear Abbott

The irresistible propensity in the human breast to draw conclusions
before every circumstance has been examined or even before every
possession is obtained of the necessary data is so general that it passes
unnoticed altho constantly active in ourselves until some very flagrant
instance in others draws the attention to the results of such irregular and
improper proceedings and points out the folly of immature judgements^]
Now though it happens that these flagrant instances occur frequently and
are continually reminding us of our own delinquency yet some how or
other the fault still retains its ground and even appears at times to increase
in strength.

Twould be a source of much useful consideration to endeavour to
point out those causes which support & strengthen this ill habit of the mind
and the comparative strength of them in persons differing in intellectual
powers & tempers - It is not however my intention at this time to take up
this subject though I am con[s]cious it would * be of much service to me by
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giving me a more direct and positive knowledge of the peculiar manner in
which I am affected to the production of this effect but I have been led thus
far into the subject by hearing from Farley1 that Mr. Murray2 had informed
him Sir H. Davy had stolen some experiments from the french chemists and
adopted them as his ownu

(I received yours of the 27 at the above scratch [*] but being
determined to finish my sentence proceeded - to continue).

Murray has told Farley that Sir H. keeps a platinum wire red hot by
holding it over ether & he says the effect is produced by the sulphur of the
ether combining with the platinum & that the experiment is the same with
that of the french chemists where they combine sulphur & copper leaf
directlyu Now least you should be troubled by these queer explanations of
an impossible effect 1 shall (being now permitted) lay this (a) new
discovery before you(.j

Sir H. Davy has lately been engaged in an investigation of the nature of
flame and combination3!.] During the progress of his experiments he
observed many appearances which led him to conclude that combustible
bodies (the term includes supporters) combined at a temperature less than
that necessary for their inflammation but a grand difficulty occurred in
making this combination if it took place he has however succeeded &
produced one of the most beautiful & magical experiments in the science of
chemistry - Heat a fine wire of platinum coiled at the end in the flame of a
spirit lamp to very dull redness or even beneath & then introduce it into a
phial of mixed oxygene & hydrogene gases the wire immediately becomes
hotter rises to a bright red & fires the mixtures - This effect is produced by
the gases combining at that temperature and producing heat which though
not sufficient itself to enflame the mixture can elevate the temperature of
the wire untill by accumulation the gases are fired - A more beautiful
experiment is made with coal gas for not being so combustible as
hydrogene it permits the wire to rise to a higher temperature in it before it
enflames - Hold a wide mouthed phial

over a burner until it is filled with gas & then place the heated platinum wire
just in the neck where the common air can mix with the gas & the
phenomena will occur with great splendour the wire becoming white hot[.]
As it forms a current in the middle air passes by the sides into the phial &
renders the whole explosive & then by lowering the wire you will get effects
that will astonish you by their brilliancy[.j

The success of the experiment when made with ether depends on the
circumstance that it is always rising in a vapour & forming on its surface an
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explosive atmosphere^ Into a wine glass put a little ether & then hold the
heated platina wire about % of an inch from its surface & rather to one side
that a descending current of air may be established the wire will remain red
hot as long as any ether is in the glass - This experiment is peculiar from the
circumstance of a new substance being formed it rises in vapour from the
hot wire has much of the smell of chlorine & I would advise you not to get in
the way of the fumes - they produce white vapours when ammonia is near &
possess some acid properties!.]

When the experiment with ether is made in a very dark room a pale
flame is seen rising from the hot wire & generally most abundant when the
wire is not visibly redu

These experiments succeed with all the combustible gases & vapours
even with that of warm alcohol but the only metals that are efficaceious are
platinum & palladium the others possess too much radiating & conducting
power - I need not now point out to you the inapplicability of Murrays
explanations they will strike you at once and perhaps tomorrow evening
should he accost you you will be able to inform him on this point as well as
on many others4u

Now in answer to your letter. - I shall be very happy to see your
acquaintance on Thursdays Chambers5 has invited a few of the society to
sup with him & as he did it formally and I with others formally accepted his
invitation I am fixed[.] Friday & Sat are out of the question - you have a
lecture one day & I have two the next but suppose we say Monday - or if you
like tuesday & let me know if he will take tea or not and at what time you will
come (Sunday I had forgotten) - I allow you to scold me as hard as you
please for non-appearance at Bermondsey for I deserve it but I must get
scolded somewhere & I dont know how to choose so I let chance decide it -
What with Sir H.— Mr. Brande, our twofold series of Lectures - original
investigations - the Society & its committee - my time is just now so closely
cut up that Sunday will hardly suffice for my Mother Brother & Sister & as
your hospitality constantly presses me to dinner which when accepted as
constantly makes me too late I hardly know what to do -1 have determined
as far as I can to see you next Sunday but write me for fear of a failure^

I am very glad to hear Mrs. Abbott is better remember me to her
kindly & express warm wishes from me for her recovery -1 hope Mr. Abbott
Miss Abt & Robert are well remember me to then & I'll thank you for your
trouble on Sunday

I am I Dear Ben I Yours ever M. Faraday
I never can get through a letter with any regularity you must excuse every
thing.

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I 4 Long Lane I Bermondsey
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1. John Farley. Author of Farley (1817). Otherwise unidentified.
2. John Murray (c. 1786-1851, DNB). Writer and lecturer on science. Opposed Davy's theory
of flame.
3. Davy, H. (1817b, c).
4. Murray put his experiments, but not his accusations, into print in Murray (1817).
5. Unidentified.

Letter 72
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
15 April 1817
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Royal Institution I March.1 15th. 1817.
Dear Abbott

I cannot exactly say how long it is since I wrote to you or since your
last arrived here but I fear your mind will not be long in giving an idea of a
space by far too considerable at least with myself I must confess that a
fearful lapse of time has intervened between then and the present moment
and what tends to exaggerate the idea is that the very circumstances which
have caused the omission tend to make it appear more considerable!.] For
as time is measured merely by the events that succeed each other the more
of these that are put together the greater will appear the space over which
they are expanded and the more distant will be two objects that bound
them - Excepting regret however at these long intervals the only
determination which has been raised in my mind by this last one is never to
promise positively again and therefore for the future you must get your
letters from this part of the world as you can catch them i.e either in
bundles or single either in a continued series or insulated like land marks
just to shew that certain relations are still existing and remain to be
revivedt.]

Notwithstanding this cavalier statement on my part I have still some
out of sight hopes that you will not be guided by a similar determination or
rather that from the effect of a little milk of human kindness - from
communicativeness - from listlessness and above all from friendship & an
excellent capacity your letters will come tumbling in upon me with more
speed & in greater abundance than they have done and that though your
pocket may not suffer for the shoes of the postman yet that mine may - not
that I would encourage the least hopes in you that I shall relax from my
determination or that you entice any more promises from me made only to
be broken - but that setting me a good example I may par hazard be cheated
at some unguarded moment into the writing you a letter even though to the
neglect of other things^

I am quite ignorant of what your last contained for having left it lying
on my desk day after day & week after week waiting for an answer it has at
last been lost and this mishap has awakened me to a sense of my neglect -
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Now however that I am going to write (going do [sic] I say) I want a subject
and hardly know what to do for one - to make up the loss in the best way I
could i.e as far as concerned the filling up of the paper I resolved never
once to retrograde in thought untill this sheet was full and in consequence
you are likely to get a kind of olio, sallad, coat of many colours - tailors flag,
or other compound thing having no one thing with either beginning or end
to it in it - you must however find the best excuse for it you can - for I can
offer you none and may therefore consider it as the scum that rises after
long boiling from a pot of good contents or as the first dirty water that
descends from newly running spouts or as - as - as any other bad precursor
of a good thing - ah I think I have said too much[.j I am almost promising
again but that would not be wonderful in a letter professing like this to have
no two parts alike so that what has been said shall all go without alteration!.]
Indeed 1 can neither afford time paper or pen for another letter at this
instanti.j

I promised your brother that I would come down (or up) to you on or
by next Sunday at farthest and I mean to keep my word and even to dine
with you if you choose c'est-a-dire if you have no objection - in explanation
of which last word I w<ish> to say (troublesome politeness being
banished that cordiality ma<ke> her place) if all is convenientu

It is hardly proper that I should pretend to write sense in this letter
but I cannot help expressing hopes that I shall see Mrs. Abbott & all well
when I come &

that I am as ever I Yours i M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I 4 Long Lane 1 Bermondsey

1. March crossed out and April inserted in Abbott's hand. This date is confirmed by the
postmark.

Letter 73
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
9 June 1817
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

R.I. I June 9th 1817
My Dear Ben

When are you going or rather coming to ramble my way can it be on
next Friday Evening for on that evening I shall have the privilege of doing
my work in my own room and can of course talk to a friend -1 now begin to
get sight of a period to this busy time and hope by the beginning of next
Month to have cleared away the mass of cleanings & preparings &
arrangings &c that now impede my way our lectures are nearly over & our
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Evening Meetings will soon cease for the season and then I really mean to
relax -Come if you can on Friday till when Good byei.]

Yours M. Faraday

Letter 74
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
27 June 1817
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 249-50

Barnstaple: June 27, 1817.
Dear Mother, -1 seize a spare moment to write you from this place, where
we arrived a few hours since, having had a pleasant walk and ride from
South Moulton1.

I am sure that the interest you feel in me will make you desirous of
knowing how my health stands, and I have much pleasure in telling you
that in that respect I am improved in every way. My strength is greatly
increased, all my scars have disappeared; 1 am growing quite merry, and
am in every way far superior to what I was.

I trust that you also are well, with Mjargaret], and all the rest of our
friends; and further, I hope I shall find the affairs of the house well and
comfortably arranged.

I have seen a great deal of country life since I left town, and am highly
pleased with it, though I should by no means be contented to live away
from town. I have been at sheep-shearing, merry-making, junketings, &c,
and was never more merry; and I must say of the country people (of
Devonshire, at least) that they are the most hospitable I could imagine. I
have seen all your processes of thrashing, winnowing, cheese and butter
making, and think I could even now give you some instructions; but all I
have to say to you on these subjects shall be said verbally.

We are just now moving a little about the country, and I find myself
much interested by what I meet with. It would not, however, afford you the
same pleasure, for to talk of wavellite, hydrargellite, and such hard things,
would be out of the question when the question was to you2.

Respecting our return, we mean to be home somewhere about the
beginning of July, but it is more likely to happen after the beginning than
before, perhaps about Sunday week, but I cannot say to a day.

I wrote to Magrath a few days since, and suppose you have heard
through Mr. G. from him. Remember me to R[obert], B., M[argaret] (to
whom I promised to write), and all friends.

I am, dear Mother, your affectionate son, I M. Faraday

1. Faraday spent a month visiting Huxtable who lived near South Molton. See Bence Jones
(1870a), 1: 237-8.
2. For Faraday's geological notes of his visit see IEE MS SC 2, CPB, 164-6.
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Letter 75
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
25 July 1817
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Abbott

I did not get your kind note until last night and have since then been
endeavouring to extricate myself from a meeting of some of our people
respecting a singing school attached to our meeting house in hopes that I
could have said to you "I will come" - It happens however unfortunately
that I have been one of the most earnest in bringing the consultants
together and that I shall be obliged to be with them plodding over the
means of improving our own singing in place of attending to & enjoying that
of others on this evenings

It avails me nothing to express my regrets therefore I shall restrain my
pen except in saying

I am as always 1 Yours sincerely I M. Faraday
R.I. I Friday Morning IV4 ps 7

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I 4 Long Lane I Bermondsey
Postmark: 25 July 1817

Letter 76
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
31 July 1817
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Royal Institution I Thursday August [sic] 31st ?
Dear Abbott

It is useless waiting longer for time to write a letter however its length
might be increased by so doing for I do not think that would be
commensurate with the time delayed^ Policy therefore & self gratification
induce me to snatch a moment from the midst of other duties to perform
something towards the one I owe youi.] The policy you will understand
easily enough as it is merely that of saving timew The gratification will
consist in your coming up tomorrow evening if you can & helping to divert
me by conversation. I have at present five or six pressing things in hand &
what is more pressing than all the Doctor not that I fear him much but
because there is such a nonsensical air of importance attaching itself to
both the word & the thing which is quite absurd when I am in the caseu I
hope you will come up it is the only evening I have had & mayhap shall
have for some timeu

My remembrances to all I Yours Ever I M. Faraday
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Address: Mr. B. Abbott I 4 Long Lane I Bermondsey
Postmark: 1 August 1817

Letter 77
Humphry Davy to Faraday
6 August 1817
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Thurso Augt 6 I 1817
If M. Ampere's letter that 1 put into your hands is not printed, I wish

the printing of it to be deferred till I can connect it with some general
observations on certain claims of the French1. If it be printed I wish to see
the proof sheet.

A letter or the proof under cover to Viscount Gage2 Golspie N. Britain
will find me. I write to you on this subject because I suppose Mr Brande
must be in France. I will thank you if you will give my Butler the address -
letters will reach me by Golspie till the 24 or 25.

We are going to sail for the Orkneys this morning. Though the sun
gives us so much of his presence this climate is not warm, the thermometer
during the week we have been in the N. of Scotland has not surpassed 60°.

I have been thinking that when the chlorionic sublimate with the
maximum of iodine is decomposed by an alkali; that the iodine salts formed
must contain a different proportion of oxygene from the oxyiodes:- If you
will pursue this subject I think you will find a new acid combination of
oxygene & iodine.

Endorsed by Faraday: When a compound of iodine & chlorine is added to
alkali there is an immediate decomposition, the chlorine immediately acts
on the alkali forming chloride and hyperoxymuriate leaving the iodine in
an insulated states If there be an abundance of alkali this iodine gradually
combines with it in a way similar to that of originally free iodineg

1. Not found and not printed in QuartJ.Sci.
2. Henry Hall, 4th Viscount Gage (1791-1877, CP).
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Letter 78
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
September 1817
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Benjamin

I have it in mind to write you a long letter both here & whilst in the
country but have delayed it until now having a very fatiguing job in hand[.] I
feel myself quite unfit for it. I am pouring over all the books in the Library
for data which are required in haste and I have scarcely as yet had time to
throw a thought towards my next Lecture - so that I am forced to trespass
on your indulgence - when that (the Lecture) is over however I am
determined to see you somehow - You must spare me now & I will explain
to you all my fagging &c.

Yours Ever IM. Faraday

Endorsed: Sept 1817
Address: Mr. B Abbott I 4 Long Lane I Bermondsey

Letter 79
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
25 September 1817
From the original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Abbott

I hasten at present to send that answer to your last which it appeared
to require immediately but which for two or three reasons I have delayed
'till now[.] These were first the intimation in yours that no arrangement
could be made for this week with your friends[.] Secondly that my next week
was so filled I wanted a few days grace to make room in it for youu Thirdly
that I wished to send Robert an account of his water but was puzzled by
some curious appearances in it[.j

Now that I am always glad to see you & your friends you cannot doubt
though the tone of your letter implies so much hesitation therefore I pass
over all your scruples to to [sic] the appointment of a day - Now as Tuesday
& Friday are rejected on your side it follows that we must look to Monday
Wednesday Thursday or Saturday - With me Monday is school night -
Wednesday Lecture night Thursday Smarts1 Lecture to which I am engaged
& Saturday Business night -1 have been endeavouring to get back thursday
but have not succeeded therefore 1 am obliged to point out Monday night as
the one on which I can be at home & be glad to see you the school being the
only engagement I can breaku I am sorry for this as it gives but so short a
notice to you but J cannot now help it & would have written before but I
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hoped yesterday for a later day - on monday evening therefore I shall see
you[.j

Now with respect to the water Robert left me it is a very pure one
containing only 8.9 grs per pint of solid products the salts I at first
considered as Sulphate & Muriate of soda with the least possible quantity of
Muriate of Lime but at the end of the processes I found a quantity of carb of
Soda which I cannot satisfactorily account for2. It appears to belong to the
water but it may have got in by accident if it is part of the mineral contents
of the water it is very curious & I should like to ascertain the fact on a fresh
portion of the water mine being all gonei.j

The Specific Gravity of Mr. W's sea water is 1027.6[.j The SG of
common sea water is said to vary from 1026.9 to 1028.5f.j

I am Dear Ben i Yours As Ever I M. Faraday
Royal Institution I Sept. 25th. 1817.

If you could come early on Monday & take also an early tea with me
twould be well for I this moment remember that it is Quarterly night with
our School & that we have some quarrels to settler.] If possible I should like
to be in the city by 9 o'clk but supposing that will trespass < o n > you I will
give up the idea - however let me know tomorrow if you can & do just what
you like with me & the night toot.] I MF

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I 4 Long Lane i Bermondsey

1. Benjamin Humphrey Smart (1786-1872, DNB). Writer on elocution.
2. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1813-1821", RI MS HD 7a, 8 November 1817,
p.40 for further analysis, by Faraday, of Robert Abbott's water.

Letter 80
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
25 November 1817
From tbe original in IEE MS SC 123
Dear Abbott

I can scarcely imagine the opinion you will form of me in seeing me
thus changeable but this however I think I may safely presume that you will
not charge me with ceremony. I dont know what the fates intend by
interfering with our arrangements but I know to my cost how they do and I
have now to let you know - This is to inform you that in consequence of an
arrangement I have made with a gentleman recommended to me by Sir H.
Davy I am engaged to give him lessons in Mineralogy & Chemistry thrice a
week in the evening for a few Months. In order to meet the engagement I am
obliged to neglect my Monday Evening school entirely and to give up with
that my Tuesday & Thursday evenings to teaching. Our lessons do not
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commence till 8 o'clk and as my Gentleman is in the immediate
neighbourhood I am at liberty till that houru I hope therefore that 1 shall
see you early on Thursday but I regret that I must also part with you early -
We will look over the Letters &c as you desire^

Yours Sincerely I M. Faraday
Royal Institution I Nov 25th 1817

Letter 81
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
27 February 1818
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Royal Institution I Friday Feby. 27th, 1817 [sic]
Dear Ben

I was extremely shocked at the Note I received from you the other day
for the circumstance came on me entirely unexpected^] I thought you had
all been perfectly well & was regretting that though I had been negligent in
our intercourse I neither saw nor heard from you - It is not necessary Ben
that I should offer you consolation at this time you have all the resources
necessary within yourself but I scruple not though the risk of reagitating
your fatigued feelings to express my sorrow at the event and condolence
with you - It has been my lot of late to see death not near me it is true but
around me on all sides and I have thought and reasoned on it until it has
become in appearance harmless and a very commonplace eventu I fear at
times that I am becoming too torpid and insensible to the awe that
generally and perhaps properly accompanies it but I cannot help it and
when I consider my own weak constitution the time I have passed & the
probable near approach of that end to all earthy things I still do not feel
that inquietude & alarm which might be expected[.] It seems but being in
another country[.]

But I must shorten these reflections^ I have not time nor you I
imagine serenity to bear them - but philosophise or if you please moralise -
the world may laugh as long as its pleases at the cant of those terms - so
long as they alter not the things they are welcome to their enjoyment you
will find your best resources in reason & I am sure that conscious of that
truth you have gone to it in distress.

You say you left many messages at Mr. Graysu I have not heard them
but I have been little there or any where except on business so that they
missed me - I have been more than enough employed^ We have been
obliged even to put aside lectures at the Institution - and now I am so tired
with a long attendance at Guildhall Yesterday & today being subpoenaed
with Sir H Davy Mr. Brande Phillips Aikin1 & others to give chemical
information on a trial which however did not come on that I scarcely know
what I sayu
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I fear Dear Benjamin that the desultory character of my letter will hurt
rather than console your feelings but I could not refrain longer from
acknowledging yours & the pain it gave men

Make my kindest remembrances to all & believe me Dear Ben
Yours as Ever I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Abbott: The date below appears to be erroneous this letter
referring to the death of my mother which occurred in Feb 1818. See the
postmark.
Address: Mr. B Abbott I 4 Long Lane I Bermondsey
Postmark: 28 February 1818

1. Arthur Aikin (1773-1854, DNB). Chemist

Letter 82
Faraday to William Flexman1

3 May 1818
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 284-6

London: May 3, 1818
My dear Sir, -1 owe you not only a letter, but a great many apologies and
explanations for not having paid the debt sooner; and these are the more
necessary in consequence of the good wishes, the kindness, attention, and
actual favours which your letter brought me. But I cannot tell how it is, I am
continually saying to myself that I have not yet time to do this or that thing,
and yet, when the performance has been delayed until an hour rendered
inconvenient from its lateness, when it must be done, I have suspected that
an undue admission of small but dangerous delays has been the cause of
the whole evil. I have not written to you before, because at each time when I
thought of it I had something else in hand; and yet I must confess that many
convenient opportunities for the purpose have passed away since I
received yours. I hope you will not deny me pardon. My honest confession
ought to mediate for me in some degree; and though a promise not to do so
again will not remove the error already committed, it may perhaps tend to
diminish the punishment not yet inflicted.

I have this evening been busy with an atmospherical electrical
apparatus. It was a very temporary thing, but answered the purpose
completely. A wire with some small brush-wire rolled round the top of it
was elevated into the atmosphere by a thin wood rod having a glass tube at
the end, and tied to a chimney-pot on the house-top, and this wire was
continued down (taking care that it touched nothing on the way) into the
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lecture-room; and we succeeded at intervals in getting sparks from it nearly
a quarter of an inch in length, and in charging a Leyden jar so as to give a
strong shock. The electricity was positive. Now, I think you could easily
make an apparatus of this kind, and it would be a constant source of
interesting matter; only take care you do not kill yourself, or knock down
the house.

I must now close my letter; not, however, without first thanking you
for the very kind invitation you sent me for next summer. This, however, I
have forfeited by not acknowledging it sooner; but even were your kindness
to make it in full force, I must confess 1 feel so much indebted to my friends
at South Moulton and Narracote, and have so little wherewithal to express
my thanks and obligations, that I shall be careful how I again venture into
such an unredeemable debt; but I was enticed into it by the kindness of
those who laid me under these obligations, and now I have nothing but
bare thanks to give in return. South Moulton was as pleasant to me as
pleasure could be, and the remembrance has been as gratifying as the
reality. I owe to you a part of the debt 1 incurred there, but have no other
coin than that above tendered with which to pay you.

Accept, therefore, my dear Sir, the thanks and respects of your very
obliged and humble servant, I M. Faraday

1. Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 284 says "Flaxman (Surgeon South Moulton, Devon)". Pigot
(1823-4), 251 gives William Flexman as surgeon at South Molton.

Letter 83
Humphry Davy to Faraday
5 June 1818
From the original in RI MS F8, 326

Frankfurt on the I Mayne I June 5. 1818
So far we have had a very prosperous journey -1 write these few lines

to beg you not to take the trouble to send me the newspapers, as I shall be
able to see them at Vienna. My visit to Flanders was I hope of use to the
colliers1. They had some very bad lamps but there had been no accident.
They have promised me to follow the model strictly.

Most sincerely wishing you health & happiness 11 am very sincerely
yours I H. Davy

Address: Mr. Faraday I 21 Albemarle Street I London I Angleterre

1. See Davy, J. (1836), 2: 97.
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Letter 84
Humphry Davy to Faraday
26 June 1818
From the original in RI MS F8, 358

Vienna 26 June
I write these few lines to say that our journey here & stay here have

been agreeable.
I have seen Count Stadions1 expts from which it is certain that there is

a Chloric acid containing less oxygene than the acid in Hyperoxymuriate of
Potassa; the white fumes produced in acting upon the hy oxy Potassa by
sulphuric acid are this body2.

Will you be so good as to put these items in the 2ps & general posts
according to their directions.

I have already been in Hungary but I am going again.
Direct to me till the beginning of Sept at Trieste.
I am very sincerely I Yours I H. Davy

Pray remember me to all at the R.I.

Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I 21.

1. Friedrich Carl Joseph Dismas Stadion (1774-1821, P3). Austrian priest
2. See Stadion (1816).

Letter 85
Faraday to Simon Cock1

12 August 1818
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I August 1818
Dear Sir

I called on Mr. Hume2 this Morning on returning from the Office but
am not sure any thing he said would influence you. He talked much of what
was irrelevant to my object and I could not get him to say distinctly that the
Malt (i.e like yours) was made by Mr. of before your patent for
the purpose of colouring beer: he could not fill up the vacuities in name and
place or would not - But he said this much that he had been in
Herefordshire to a kiln where he believes he was not expected - that they
were not at work but by desire of the master or others set to work - that he
ascertained the temperature of the kiln and found it to be in all places
above 400° - that this was not in the air alone but in the grain - that he used
among other means alloys of metal fusible at different points and that
pieces of these alloys not fusible below 400° fused among the malt in the
kiln - that the malt produced was called high dried brown malt. - He further
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says that the malt I enclose (being some 1 took out of a parcel he shewed
me) was made at the kiln in Herefordshire before the date of your patent -
this however he could not state on his own authority but said that the Men
are ready and were in court with samples like that to swear it was made
before that date - He further observed that he was with Mr. Ronalds3? of
Apothecaries Hall when the experiments were made by which malt like
yours was prepared under 400° and could swear to it but observed it took a
very long time - and he did not explain to me the anomaly of it being
prepared under & not above 400° as is implied in their affidavits - He talked
a good deal of sugar starch &c which I could not distinctly understand but
concluded by observing that out of the many points that would destroy the
patent it would fall by that of previous preparation of the Malt as to be
sworn by the Malsters men to the samples they would bringu

I must confess I do not know what to make of all this. There will be
many oaths against you and these oaths they say are tack'd to factsu Mr.
Hume's confidence in his experiments on the temperature of the malt
makes me doubt his confidence on the other points certainly, and almost
the honesty of the defendants!.] I do not see any thing in his experiments,
though well looking, that make me alter my opinion of the Malt; but You
and Your counsel must be careful to point out or to draw out fully the
chemical reactions of metals to heat as regards their capacity and
conducting power [MS torn] his experiments, with the alloys, will appear to
have great weight, though I believe they have none. But < t h i s > can be
explained better to you verbally by some of usu

Mr. Hume tells me he has been making an affidavit this morning & that
More business is to be done tomorrows I regret that success is not certain
where it ought to attend. Mr. Wheeler4 said it was possible I should be
wanted tomorrow and that I was to leave word where I should be5u I shall
be somewhere at Hampstead and if required you will be able to ascertain
the exact spot by inquiring of Mr. Barnard or of his family 34 Paternoster
ROWLJ

Yours Obediently I M. Faraday

Address: S. Cocks [sic], 12 Frederics Place I Old Jewry
Postmark: 12 August 1818

1. Simon Cock. Secretary of the African Trading Company. Johnstone (1817), part 4, p. 139.
2. Possibly Joseph Hume (1756-1846, PI). Chemist.
3. Henry Ronalds. Member of the Worshipful Society of Apothecaries since 1815. Anon
(1833), 15.
4. Daniel Wheeler.
5. See Wheeler v Maling in Court of Chancery 17 August 1818, reported in Times, 19 August
1818, p.3, col.c. Daniel Wheeler (otherwise unidentified) had taken out a patent in 1816 for a
new process for preparing malt which involved heating it to 400°F. (Patent 4112, actually
dated 28 March 1817). Maling (otherwise unidentified) had according to the report started
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using the method after the patent had been granted. Wheeler sued, but it emerged that he had
not filed the specification within six months of the date of the patent. A temporary injunction
was made against Wheeler preventing him from enforcing his patent. A request was made by
Wheeler for the injunction to be dissolved. By this time it is clear from this letter that Maling
had engaged Hume and Ronalds as expert witnesses to testify that the process had been in use
before the date of the patent and that Wheeler had engaged Faraday. The Lord Chancellor, as
Faraday feared, continued the injunction thus rendering the patent ineffective. This decision
was upheld in Rex v Wheeler in early 1819. See Barnewell and Alderson (1818-22), 2: 345-54.

Letter 86
Faraday to the Proprietors of the Literary Gazette
24 August 1818
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution i Aug 24. 1818
Gentlemen

1 beg leave to return my thanks to you for your very flattering and
polite attention^.]

M. Faraday
To I The Proprietors of the I Literary Gazette

1. The Sound of Flame in Tubes", LitGaz., 22 August 1818, p.537, reports Faraday (1818).

Letter 87
Humphry Davy to Faraday
23 September 1818
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Venice. Sept 23 11818
I wrote a few lines & enclosed some notes to you a few days ago. Sir George
Staunton1 took charge of the letter. I write again to beg that if there are any
Letters for me you will be so good as to forward them to Rome, where I
hope to be in about a fortnight. I inclose a letter for my brother. Will you be
so good as to to [sic] forward it in the proper manner.

I will thank you if you will order for me <from> Mr. Newman 3 small
thermometers: the smallest size, but very delicate the scale need not be
lower than 5 nor higher than 180F - if they are made into a very small parcel
I have no doubt Mr Hamilton would send them to Florence2. They must be
made up as a letter. I want them for some new researches.

You will have laid out some money for me in the postage of letters &c
if you please I will give you an order for my Banker to pay this.

I am anxious to see the journals & to hear the scientific news & above
all I shall be very glad to hear of any thing you have done.

I am dear Mr Faraday I Very sincerely your friend I & wellwisher I H.
Davy
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Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London I
Angieterre

1. George Thomas Staunton (1781-1859, DNB). Diplomat and politician.
2. By virtue of their office Under Secretaries of State were entitled to free postage on letters
in Great Britain provided they weighed less than two ounces. See Imperial Calendar, 1821, p.
204. Presumably those who worked at the Foreign Office had a similar entitlement for
overseas letters.

Letter 88
Faraday to Charles-Gaspard De la Rive
6 October 1818
From the original in BPUG MS 2311, f.53-4

Royal Institution I Octr. 6th 1818
Dear Sir

Your kindness when here1 in requesting me to accept the honor of a
communication with you on the topics which occur in the general progress
of science was such as almost to induce me to overstep the modesty due to
my humble situation in the Philosophical world and to accept of the offer
you made me: But I do not think I should have been emboldened thus to
address you had not Mr. Newman since then informed me that you had
again expressed a wish to him that I should do so and fearful that you
should misconceive my silence I put pen to paper willing rather to run the
risk of being thought too bold than of incurring the charge of neglect
towards one who had been so kind to me in his expressions!.)

My slight attempts to add to the general stock of chemical knowledge
have been received with favourable expressions by those around me but I
have on reflection perceived that this arose from kindness on their parts
and the wish to incite me on to better things .̂} I have always therefore been
fearful of advancing on what had been said lest I should assume more than
was intended and I hope that a feeling of this kind will explain to you the
length of time which has elapsed between the time when you required me
to write and the present moment when I obey youi.j

I am not entitled by any peculiar means of obtaining a knowledge of
what is doing at the moment in Science to your attention and I have no
claims in myself to its I judge it probable that the news of the philosophical
world will reach you much sooner through other more authentic and more
dignified sources and my only excuse even for this letter is obedience to
your wishes and not an account of any thing interesting for its noveltyi.j

That my letter may not however be entirely devoid of interest I will
take the liberty of mentioning and commending to you a new process for
the preparation of gas for illuminations Its valuable points are that the
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furnace and fire is much smaller than usual that the purification is simply
washing in water that the gasometer is reduced much in size that the gas is
a purer and more highly carbonated substance and that the whole
operation is performed in a clean and neat manner and with very little
trouble. This method is that of distilling oil in a heated cast Iron tube and it
was first done I believe and the apparatus formed by J & P Taylor2 of this
city3[.] Their furnace is a neat square piece of Iron work having a sand bath
or other application at the top and not more than 3 feet 6 inches long 3 feet
high and 24 inches wideu The oil used is the worst possible that called
pilchard dregs which appears almost like a black mud is excellent it does
not cost here more than 2/6 per gallonu The gas obtained contains no
sulphuretted hydrogen but only a little Sebacic acid or sebate of ammonia
and that is washed out by wateru Compared with Common coal g<as> its
rate of consumption is as 2.25 to 6 i.e. 2 lA c<ubic> feet of this gas will
supply an argand burner for 1 ho<ur> which would require 6 of common
coal gas; and the diminution of the gasometer which I before referred to
may as you will perceive be in this proportion^

A great advantage of this apparatus is that being so small it is not
expensive and this with the little care required in managing it will
effectually do away with all monopoly; when eighteen or twenty lights are
wanted it is applicable with great advantage and two or three shopkeepers
may join together and have one amongst them with very little costf.j

I am afraid that with all my reasons I have not been able to justify this
letters If my fears are true I regret it but it was your kindness that drew it
from me and to your kindness I must look for an excuse^

I am Dear Sir I With Great Respect I Your Obedient Humble Servant i M.
Faraday
Dr. De la Rive

I regret that I have not a copy of my experiments on flame in tubes of
which to beg your acceptance4!.] They are only in the Journal of Science
edited here but I presume ere this they will have caught your attention IMF

1. De La Rive had visited England in 1818. See Anon (1834), 311.
2. John Taylor (1779-1863, DNB). Philip Taylor (1786-1870, DNB). Both engineers.
3. See Taylor and Taylor (1819).
4. Faraday (1818).
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Letter 89
Faraday to William Savage1

8 October 1818
From Savage (1822), 80-4

Royal Institution I Oct. 8, 1818.
Dear Sir,

I have, in obedience to your desire, analysed the Specimens of Paper
which you sent me; and herewith send you an account of their chemical
nature2.1 will describe the result of the analyses, without any reference to
their applicability, and afterwards make such observations as may suggest
themselves.

One thousand grains of French Plate Paper, dried at 212°, were boiled
for some hours in repeated portions of distilled water, until every thing
soluble was separated from it; the solutions were filtered and evaporated;
and, when reduced to a pint, formed a clear transparent fluid, of a pale
yellow colour, which precipitated with galls, and very slightly with alcohol:
when evaporated considerably, it gelatinized on cooling; and, on being
dried, at 230° weighed 15.2 grains. Afterwards, treated with alcohol, 2.5
grains of extract were dissolved out; and the rest, with the exception of .7 of
a grain of sulphate of lime, appeared to be gelatine.

Five hundred grains of the same Paper was burnt, piece by piece, in a
pair of forceps, and the ashes received in a basin. They were not alkaline,
nor did they effervesce on the addition of muriatic acid. Heated, until the
excess of acid was driven off, the soluble salts were washed out with
distilled water and filtered, and gave, alumina 2.4 grains; lime 0.6 of a grain;
oxid[e] of iron 0.7 of a grain.

The insoluble ashes were heated in a crucible of platinum with a little
nitrate of ammoniac, to burn off the adhering charcoal, and left 2 grains:
this analysed gave 1.3 grain of silex, and the remainder sulphate of lime.

One thousand grains of dried Yellow India Paper, treated in the same
manner, gave, first, a clear solution of a light brown colour, which
precipitated with galls, and lightly with alcohol. It contained a very little
muriate of lime and muriate of soda. Dried, it became a dark brown solid
substance, weighing 19.5 grains. Alcohol dissolved but a very small portion
of it; and it was not very soluble in water: hot water dissolved it more
readily than cold water; and when a hot saturated solution of it was cooled
the substance precipitated, and the solution became opaque. Galls
precipitated it readily, and there was apparently, from the nature of the
precipitate, some gelatine in the solution; but by far the greater part of the
substance appeared to me to be a peculiar extractive matter.

Five hundred grains burnt, gave ashes very strongly alkaline, and
effervesced abundantly when acted upon by muriatic acid. The soluble
salts, separated and dried, weighed 5 grains; and (the lime being converted
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into a carbonate, the state in which it existed in the paper) 3 grains of
carbonate of lime, 1 grain of alumina, and 0.5 oxide of iron.

The substance unacted upon by acid, gave 4.7 grains of silex, and 0.6
of iron, with a little alumine.

One thousand grains of White India Paper gave a light yellow coloured
solution; precipitated lightly by galls, alcohol, nitrate of silver, and oxulate
of lime. Evaporated to dryness, it split in various directions across the
capsule; and weighed 21 grains. Like the substance obtained from the
yellow paper, it was scarcely touched in some hours by alcohol: it was not
very soluble in water; but more so in hot than in cold water: and, with the
exception of a little muriate of lime and muriate of soda, I concluded it to be
a peculiar extract.

The ashes (of 500 grains) were strongly alkaline, and effervesced with
muriatic acid briskly. The bases of the soluble salts formed, separated from
each other, were as follows; 9 grains carbonate of lime; 4 grains alumine; 0.8
of a grain oxide of iron; and a small quantity of soda. The insoluble
residuum examined, gave 1.3 grains silex, and 0.4 of a grain of sulphate of
lime.

I was somewhat surprized to find so great a difference in the quantity
of earthy matter afforded by the two kinds of India paper; and still more so
by the excess being on the side of the white paper. I had expected the
contrary effect in a slight degree, from the supposition, that the material of
the white paper had been submitted to cleansing processes; and I was
justified by the results in a similar judgement respecting the French plate
paper. That, however, I am nearly correct in the quantities I have given,
though they oppose the preconceived opinion, is shewn by their near
accordance with the weights of a more general analysis that I gave you
some time since.

During boiling, the yellow India paper broke down into a magma, and
formed a sort of paste. The white paper did not suffer so much in this way;
and the French plate paper scarcely any thing.

I have been thus precise in describing the analyses, and the results
afforded by them, rather to satisfy your earnestness, than from an opinion
that they present any thing capable of improving the art of paper making:
and I should expect that matter much more interesting would arise from an
examination of the mechanical properties of the paper, and more
applicable to the improvement of our own manufactory.

I have no doubt myself, that the superiority of the India paper is owing
to the peculiar nature of the fibre used in its formation, and not to any
particular process in the manufacture of it, or to the addition of any other
substance. Indeed, as far as regards the making of it, I think it inferior to our
own; but it has a singular degree of ductility, even in the dry state, which far
surpasses any thing I have observed in European paper: the slightest
impression of the nail, or other hard body; the mark of a twist, or any form
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given to it by pressure, remain very perfectly after the force which
produced them is removed; and by simple extension of the paper, or other
means, these may be removed much more readily and completely than
they can from a piece of English paper. Now, I presume that it is to this
property, and which belongs to the peculiar fibre of which the paper is
composed, that it owes its superiority: it permits the paper to mould itself
according to all the inequalities of the surface against which it is pressed;
and, consequently, entering and filling up more accurately the lines upon
the copperplate, it receives the ink from every place where it has been
deposited, in a more perfect manner than any paper deficient in this quality
can do. I endeavoured to convince myself of this, by scratching and cutting
up a copper plate with a steel point, and then covering one half with folded
India paper, and the other with French plate paper, submitting the surface
thus covered to pressure: I found, on removing it, that though both papers
had been in precisely the same circumstance, there was an essential
difference in the impressed form received by them; on the French plate
paper I could only trace the elevations formed by the deeper lines on the
copper plate; but on the India paper every mark could be observed which
the copper that it covered had received.

I will not extend these observations further than to express my
opinion that the two sorts of India paper are made from the same
substance; and that previous to its having passed through any other
manufactory. It is probable that the large quantity of carbonate of lime in
the white paper results from the use of lime in some state in the process of
whitening; and the deficiency of silex in it would be a necessary
consequence of its having undergone a more extensive series of processes.

I do not think that any thing has been added to the pulp of the India
paper to make the fibres adhere, except perhaps to the yellow paper, where
a little gelatine appears present; and where, from greater tenuity in the
paper, it might be necessary. It is possible, however, that the whole of the
extractive matter has been added; but I am inclined to believe it comes
from the fibre. Your researches, however, may probably have enabled you
to make a much better judgement on this and other points than I can do;
and I will therefore cease troubling you with further conjectures.

I am, Dear Sir I Very sincerely yours, i M. Farraday
Mr. W. Savage

1. William Savage (1770-1843, DNB). Printer and bookseller.
2. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1813-1821", Rl MS HD 7a, 30 September and 1
October 1818, p.59-60 for these analyses.
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Letter 90
Humphry Davy to Faraday
9 October 1818
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Rome. Oct 9 I 1818
I shall enclose in this a larger piece of the ore in which the protected

Sirium is said to be found1.
Dr. Morichini2 has found abundance of Iodine in the ashes of the sea

weeds of the mediterranean working on a large scale.
I will thank you to send the enclosed letter to my brother paying (if

necessary) the english postage.
Whenever any money that you may have laid out for me shall amount

to 2 or 3 & I will beg you to give the account to Messrs. Morland3 and I will
request them to pay it.

1 shall always be very glad to hear from you - Except some expts. of
Thenard's of which I have not a very clear account4, nothing in science
since Cadmium5 is come to my ears.

I am always your I sincere well wisher & friend I H. Davy
If you happen to have an opportunity I shall feel much obliged to you

to send me from Mr. Hunter6 two copies of my last work on flame & the
safety lamp & ask him how it sells7. I fear the sale will be heavy for the
subject though of general interest is only of local application.

1. See letter 91.
2. Domenico Lino Morichini (1773-1836, DSB). Italian chemist.
3. Bankers of 56 Pall Mall. See Picture of London for 1818.
4. See letter 95.
5. Discovered by Friedrich Stromeyer (1776-1835, P2) the year before. See Weeks and
Leicester (1968), 502-9.
6. Rowland Hunter. Bookseller of 72 St Paul's Church-yard. POD.
7. Davy (1818b) published by Hunter.

Letter 91
Humphry Davy to Faraday
October 1818
From the original in RI MS F8, 358
To Mr Faraday

I received the note you were so good as to address to me at Venice &
by a letter from Mr Hatchett I find that you have found the parallax of Mr
Wests1 Sirius [sic] & that as I expected He is mistaken2. If when you write to
me you will give the 3 pr cents & long annuities it will be enoughs.

I will thank you to put the inclosed letters into the post, except those
for Messrs Morland3 & Messrs Drummond which perhaps you will be good
enough to deliver.
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Mr. Hatchetts letter contained praises of <y>ou which were very
gratifying to me & pr[ay] believe me there is no one more interested in your
success & welfare than your sincere well wisher & friend I H. Davy
I have nothing scientific to communicate but I hope from Rome & Naples to
give you the results of some expts of a very different kind.
Address to me I Posta Restante I Roma

Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London
Postmark: 29 October 18184

1. Lorenz Chysanth von Vest (1776-1840, P2). Austrian chemist and botanist.
2. Vest (1818) had claimed that he had discovered an hitherto unknown metallic element.
Faraday, Hatchett and Wollaston using samples sent by Davy established it to be a mixture of
various metals. See Faraday (1819a, c).
3. Bankers of 56 Pall Mall. See Picture of London for 1818.
4. As this is an English postmark, the letter must have been brought to England and then
posted to Faraday.

Letter 92
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
8 December 1818
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Royal Institution
Dear Abbott

Can you make it convenient to come up on Friday Evening. I shall be
able to liberate myself from engagements until 8 o elk on that evening. I
hope you can for I have so few opportunities now in consequence of having
engaged some pupils who pay me well that I do not like to lose any
opportunity!.]

Yours Very Sincerely I M. Faraday
Deer. 8th. 1818

Address: Mr. B Abbott I Grange Road I Bermondsey

Letter 93
Faraday to Josiah John Guest
6 January 1819
From the original in GAS MS to/D G Letterbook 1819(1) 368(ii)

Royal Institution I Jany 6th 1819
Sir

I think the sooner I am favoured with your specimens the better as it is
always an object to secure as much time as possible for the consideration of
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any incidental or unexpected circumstances and though you will be aware
from my last I cannot at present devote an undivided attention to them yet I
should be sorry to lose the opportunities which periodical duties affordu

As it is evident you wish the subject to be considered in a very
comprehensive way perhaps you will allow me the liberty of suggesting the
propriety of enclosing in the packet you may send me such examples either
of the products or the ores as may convey or illustrate any particular
information to me though not intended to be analysed. In that case you will
have the goodness to distinguish those to be analysed from those which
are not that unnecessary expense & trouble my be spared. With respect to
the intimation at the end of Your last it of course becomes my duty and
shall be attended to conscientiously.

I am Sir I Very obediently Yours I M. Faraday
I shall be at liberty in June and if at that time you wish it should be

glad to come to the worksi.]
J.J. Guest Esq

Letter 94
Faraday to Josiah Wedgwood
12 February 1819
From the original in WM MS E31-23955
Clays
No. 1. Cornwall Clay - dried

Silex 53.6
Alumine 45.6
Iron oxide A

99.6
No. 2. Flintshire Clay - dried

Silex 59.3
Alumine 40.
Iron oxide ,3

99.6
Mr. Faraday has to apologise for the delay of these analyses1 but

Workmen in the Laboratory have retarded the usual operations thereu
Royal Institution I Feby 12th 1819

1. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1813-1821", RI MS HD 7a, 19 January 1819,
p.69 for these analyses.
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Letter 95
Humphry Davy to Faraday
18 February 1819
From the original in RI MS F8, 364

Rome Feb 18 1819
I have received all the letters & packets you mention in your last letter

thermometers included. I returned about a fortnight ago from Naples
where I made as many expts as I thought necessary on the MSS & with
perfect success & I have since tried others on fragments that I brought with
me here. 1 find that by raising to heat very slowly ie taking 5 or 6 hours to
raise it to 600°ft the separation of the leaves is effected without any fracture
or injury to the MSS. In the brown MSS a low atmosphere of Chlorine seems
to assist the effect of heat. Of course I mention this in confidence to you & 1
wish for the present to have every thing relating to the nature of the process
kept a secret. I have sent a report on the state of the MSS to our government
with a plan for the undertaking of unrolling. One part of the plan is to
employ a chemist for the purpose at Naples. Should they consent 1 hope I
shall have to make a proposition to you on the subject but say nothing of
this for the present for it must depend upon the disposition of His R H the
Prince Regent to order the funds to be advanced1.

Be so good as to make my best remembrances to Mr Brande & my best
compts to Sir E Home2.1 have received only one short note from Mr Brande
since I have been abroad & I have written to him three times. If the
proteosaurus have not yet arrived, I think it would be worth while for Sir
Everard to write a line to Mr Stanley3 British Consul at Trieste to whose care
I consigned them who gave me the name of the Capt & the Vessel & whom I
paid for the transport4.

I will thank you to ask Mr Brande if Sir Jos: Banks has received a paper
on Mist which I sent for the Royal Society & whether it has been read or
not5.1 will trouble you likewise to ask Mr D Moore when you see him at the
Institution if he received a letter from me & if he can answer it? & read him
these lines "Suppose the Annuitant disposed to continue if not of course be
contented with a lower rate 7 instead of 9.1 always wished the money to be
[word illegible] rather than the annuity redeemable".

I will trouble you likewise to order from Mr Bowness6 for me "four
dozen of [word illegible] pale [2 words illegible] & [word illegible] flies with
pale bodies & two dozen of [word illegible] brown flies [word illegible] & a
Trout line (fine) of 20 yards or 25 yards & send them to me in the next
packet you get franked by Mr Hamilton7.1 shall return to Naples in April; & 1
hope to be at Florence late in May & I should wish the flies sent to Florence;
as I shall not want them here. I shall however be obliged to you if you will
give me a few lines here, as I shall not leave Rome till the 10 of April.

Has Mr Fincher given you for me a policy of insurance? Pray
remember me to him.
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I have very little to say on matters of Science. M. Sementini8 has
applied silver instead of platinum to the lamp without flame but it
chrystalizes & soon becomes brittle9. I am making some expts on the
radiation of heat which seem to promise interesting results but they can not
yet mature.

As soon as I saw Thenards first paper I said to Dr Morichini10 All this
[word illegible] of hyperoxygenised acids will turn out to be the simple but
curious fact of the oxygenation of water11.1 am glad to have been right. I will
thank you to put this letter into the post & pay for it if necessary for my
Brother. Any money in letters that you may lay out for me my Bankers will
repay.

I am Dear Mr Faraday I your sincere friend & well wisher lH. Davy

Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London i
Angleterre

1. See Davy, H. (1821b).
2. Everard Home (1756-1832, DSB). Surgeon.
3. Edward Stanley. Listed in Imperial Calendar as Consul at Trieste until 1821.
4. See Home (1819), 213 where he says that Davy had sent him three Proteus vertebrae from
Germany.
5. Davy, H. (1819a) read 25 February 1819.
6. Bowness, 16 Bell Yard, Temple Bar. Supplier of fishing tackle. POD.
7. See note 2, letter 87.
8. Luigi Sementini (1777-1847, P2). Professor of Chemistry at Naples.
9. See Davy, H. (1825), 148.
10. Domenico Lino Morichini (1773-1836, DSB). Italian chemist.
11. This was Thenard's discovery of Hydrogen Peroxide. See Thenard (1818a, b, c, d).

Letter 96
Faraday to Josiah Wedgwood
23 February 1819
From the original in WM MS £31-23956

In answer to Mr. Wedgewoods enquiries Mr Faraday begs leave to say
that he does not know of any Analysis of the Devonshire Potters clay but he
would be glad of an opportunity of making out the proportions of its
constituent partst.]

He is unfortunately also unable to answer precisely the enquiry
respecting the Pyrometer. The experiments of Sir James Hall1 are probably
in the Edinburgh Philosophical Transactions but Mr. F has not been able to
see that book2. His search after some reference to the experiments has as
yet been useless but if he can find them in a day or two as he hopes he shall
he will inform Mr. Wedgewood.
Royal Institution I Feby. 23rd 1819
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Address: J. Wedgewood Esq I York Street

1. James Hall (1761-1832, DSB). Geologist and chemist
2. Hall, J. (1806).

Letter 97
Faraday to Josiah John Guest
March 1819
From the original in GAS MS D/D G Letterbook 1819(1) 369

Mr Faraday sends to Mr Guest with his respects an admission for the
Lecture of tomorrow at 2 o clku If Mr Guest wishes to come to the Morning
Lecture at 9 o elk in the Laboratory he has nothing more to do than take his
seat at pleasure no formal admission being required[.j

If Mr. Guest could step into the Laboratory after the 2 o elk Lecture Mr
F. would then ascertain and suit Mr. Guests convenience in appointing a
future half hours consideration of the specimens!.}
Royal Institution I Friday Evening

Endorsed: Farraday Wm. I March 1819

Letter 98
Faraday to Josiah Wedgwood
14 March 1819
From the original in WM MS E31-23958 and 23957

Mr Faraday sends Mr Wedgewood the analyses of the Clays and would
be obliged if Mr Wedgewood could at a convenient opportunity give him
short notices of their localities times of discovery and relative utility1!.]

Mr Faraday takes the liberty of asking also whether Mr. Wedgewood
has any means which are not secret of ascertaining the heat of excellent
furnacesi.j Mr Faraday is engaged in some experiments carried on at very
high temperatures and feels curious on this point.
Royal Institution I March 14th 1819

Devonshire Clay
100 gr dried gave
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Silex
Alumin
Lime
Oxide of
Iron

Purbeck Clay - dried
100 gr dried gave

Silex
Alumine
Lime
Ox Iron

The excess is
sufficiently!.] It was
weighing and before
March 13. 1819

177

59.2
38.1

.98

1.3
99.58

59.
39.

1.2
1.5

100.7
in consequence of the Alumine not having heated
thrown down by accident after the first heating &
all the matter had been driven off.

Address; J. Wedgewood Esq

1. For these analyses see "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1813-1821", RI MS HD 7a,
1 March 1819, p.73.

Letter 99
Humphry Davy to Faraday
3 April 1819
From the original in RI MS F8, 364

Rome April 3d I 1819
I have an opportunity of sending this letter by a private hand & I shall

therefore inclose a note which I beg you will have the goodness to leave at
Sir Jos: Banks & to call for a sealed paper which I left in Sir Jos:s hands & of
which I have no other copy & which I wish to remodel for the Royal Society.
I will trouble you to put this paper in the next packet you may send to me &
address it Florence.

There is another commission which I shall be obliged to you to
execute for me. Mr Francis Humble editor of a Durham paper1 has a claim
upon me for 2& 10; which I did not pay because Mr Buddie2 told me it was to
be paid by the coal committee. Will you have the goodness to write to this
Mr Humble Durham & ask him if the two Pounds 10s was paid & if not pay
them to anybody He may appoint in London. I inclose an order on my
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Bankers for &5 which may be necessary for this & for the postage of letters
&c.

The Cavalier Monticelli3 has given me a list of substances wanting for
his collection most of them are common substances, it is not necessary that
the specimens should be large & I wish to make him a present of such of
them as Mr Newman has or can be easily obtained & the expence of which
will not exceed four or five Pounds. I shall enclose the list & if Mr Newman
will be so good as to send them to Naples, I shall be obliged to him & will
pay him. He had (i.e. Monticelli) made a magnificent collection for me
which I have desired him to send to the Royal Institution for our museum,
so that if there are any of the duplicates that He has named in our collection
they may be in [word illegible] conscience if the Managers should approve
of it sent in exchange for what He is about to give to us.

I know not yet what government will do with respect to my
propositions regarding the MSS. I know that they have been received & that
the private report which I sent on the subject has been favourably
considered.

Pray when you write me give me any scientific news, for neither
journals nor transactions reach this place.

Will you take the trouble to ask for me at the Medical Board Berkeley
Street whether my Brothers appointment which it was promised me should
take place last summer has yet been made. My eye may have missed the
Gazette but I have looked anxiously for it4.

Believe me Dear Mr Faraday I Your sincere friend & I Well wisher H.
Davy

Endorsed: Reed May 13th. 19
Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London I
Angleterre

1. Francis Humble. Editor of the Durham County Advertiser. See Parson and White (1827-8),
1: 208.
2. John Buddie (1773-1843, DNB). Mining engineer.
3. Unidentified.
4. This was the appointment of John Davy from Assistant Surgeon (which he had been since
9 November 1815) to Surgeon of the Army Medical Board. This promotion did not occur until
29 March 1821. See Army List.
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Letter 100
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
27 April 1819
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Royal Institution I April 27th. 1819.
Dear Abbott,

I hasten to write to you in return for yours of Yesterday though what I
can say to you will be little better than silence or absence as you will see
before we arrive at the end of this letter^ I am sorry to hear of the
continued illness and dullness of your house and sympathise deeply with
you in the care with which you must consequently be burdend'd - You make
me a singularly systematic statement of the reasons which prevent my
seeing you here and I am sorry they are of such a nature and so cogenti.] I
cannot help fancying that you require a similar one from me to account for
my absence from Bermondsey and to satisfy you I will detail to you my
employments. You will be aware that Business of the Institution must press
hard upon me at this time and during the whole of the Lecturest.] To this is
added much private employment which will not admit of neglect[.] With
reference to my evenings they are thus arranged. On Monday evening there
is a scientific meeting of Members here and every other monday a dinner to
both of which my company is requested on Tuesday Evening I have a Pupil
who comes at 6 o elk and stops till 9 engaged in private lessons. On
Wednesday the Society requires my aid[.] Thursday is my only evening for
accidental engagements!.] Friday my pupil returns and stops his three
hours and on Saturday I have to arrange my little private businessf.j Now
you will see that except on Tuesday and Friday after 9 o elk that 1 have no
Evening but Thursday for any thing that may turn upt.] Now for Thursday
next I have engaged with a party to see Mathews whom as yet I have not
seen1 but on the Thursday following I shall expect you if you can find it
convenient^]

I must now hasten to my crucibles so for the present adieu
Yours Very Sincerely I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott 1 Grange Road 1 Bermondsey

1. Charles Mathews (1776-1835, DNB). Actor. His "At Home" was being performed at the
Theatre Royal, English Opera House, Strand. See Times, 22 April 1819, p.2, col.c.
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Letter 101
Humphry Davy to Faraday
7 May 1819
From the original in RI MS F8, 364

Florence May 7
Dear Mr Faraday

Any thing you may send here I shall receive. I have got the flies &
lines. If Mr Newman could find some means of sending me to Civita Vecchia
two bags of snipe shot No 10 (I believe) I should be much obliged to him, it
is not dust shot, but the next largest size • thus.

If my Brothers promotion has not taken place I beg be so good as to
bear this letter to Sir James McGrigor1 or send it2.

Any parcel going by sea may be directed to our Consul Civita Vecchia -
his name may be learnt at the foreign office Downing Street3.

Pray send this letter to my Brother p[os]t paid.
I write in a great hurry to secure the post.
Always your sincere well wisher I & friend I H. Davy
I should like 12 copies of my paper on mist but in reading your letter

again I see it is struck off4. In a letter from Dr Marcet He informs me that Sir
Jos: Banks has sent my Report to government to the Journal of the Royal
Institution to be published5. It was never intended for publication & I beg
you will make a formal request in my name to the Editor that it may not be
published unless the Prince Regent has expressly so commanded which, I
think cannot be the case. H.D.

Endorsed: Reed May 26th 1819
Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution i Albemarle Street 1 London I
Angleterre

1. James McGrigor (1771-1858, DNB). Director General of the Army Medical Department,
1815-1851.
2. See note 4, letter 99.
3. Charles Denis is listed in Imperial Calendar as Consul in Civita Vecchia until 1822.
4. Davy, H. (1819a).
5. Davy, H. (1819b).
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Letter 102
Humphry Davy to Faraday
15 May 1819
From the original in RI MS F8, 364

Florence I May 15. 1819.
I have written twice to you within the last month but having the advantage
of sending this note by a speedy & safe conveyance I take the opportunity
of writing a few letters which I will beg of you to be so good as to put into the
proper post offices.

My plans for the summer are not yet quite fixed & depend upon Lady
Davy's health which has lately been very indifferent but before July & after
Sepm you may still address me here & in July Lientz [sic] Tyrol & in Augt
Gorizia Friuli.

I find by an advertisement of the Journal of the RI for April that my
remonstrance against the publication of my report came too late1. I have
been vexed by this transaction more than I can well express & it will I fear
throw obstacles in the way of all my views & plans respecting the MSS at
Naples. Pray let me know how this business took place. I cannot think Mr
Brande would publish a paper of mine without my consent unless there had
been some high authority concerned & I have not in any way given a hint
that could induce any person to suppose it was intended for publication. I
will take care that no person shall have the power of treating me again with
so little ceremony.

Of course 1 mention all this in confidence & do not wish what I have
written to go any further it is possible that the PR may have ordered my
report to be published in which case I must say nothing.

Pray when you see Mr Moore at the Royal Institution ask him or desire
Mr Fincher to ask him if he received my letter of April last & say that I
anxiously expect to hear from him.

Chemical Science is quite at a stand in Italy & I hear of nothing from
France or England.

It gives me great pleasure to hear that you are comfortable at the
Royal Institution & I trust you will not only do something good & honorable
for yourself; but likewise for Science.

I am Dear Mr Faraday I always your sincere friend I & wellwisher I H.
Davy

Endorsed by Faraday: Received June 13th

1. Davy, H. (1819b). See letter 101.
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Letter 103
Faraday to Josiah John Guest
20 July 1819
From the original in GAS MS D/D G Letterbook 1819(1), 370

Cwm Neath I Tuesday July 20th 1819
Sir

The rain has detained us in Neath Vale until now but it at the same
time has afforded us an opportunity of seeing the beauties of the place1.
The waterfalls here are beautiful[.j The Master of the Inn where we now are
has some oil paintings which though rough convey an excellent Idea of the
places they represent i.e. the falls of the valeu They were painted by a
person of Merthyr a Mr. Williams2 who I understand will do me a set if I can
get them conveyed to London^ In consequence of the kindness you have
already shown me I am bold enough to believe you will pardon me for
asking you to enclose them carefully in the box you propose sending up to
town for me. I will write to Mr Williams to place them in your hands
immediately. I have also to ask the favour you to pay for them for me. I
would enclose the money but do not know by what conveyance this letter
will go and venture to rest on your goodness. They will be eight or ten in
number and four shillings each. I hope I shall have the power at some time
of acknowledging these favours more effectually.

I am Sir! Your oblige and Humble Servant I M. Faraday
J.J. Guest, Esq.

1. Faraday went on a tour of Wales with Edward Magrath from 10 July to 3 August 1819. See
Tomos [1972], 17-143.
2. Penry Williams (1798-1885, DNB). Painter.

Letter 104
Faraday to Josiah John Guest
26 August 1819
From the original in GAS MS D/D G Letterbook 1819(1), 371

Royal Institution 1 August 26th 1819.
Sir

In consequence of you kind permission that any friend of mine should
be allowed to see your works I have taken the liberty of desiring Mr. Ely1 to
stop at Dowlais in his way through Wales trusting that you would favour me
so far as to allow him to see the extensive processes you carry on in the
furnaces &c and hoping I shall not cause any inconvenience by incurring
this obligation!.]

I made free also whilst in the Vale of Neath to ask a favour respecting
some pictures. I may be allowed again to apologise for my intrusion at that
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time on your goodness and hope I shall not encroach too far in this and
other things that I beg of you to grant met.]

1 am also somewhat anxious to know the fate of the new charge in the
blast furnace and of the coffers or boxes for the reheating furnaces and also
of any other trials that may have been made. There can be no doubt but that
unremitted exertions like those you are continually making must produce
some important & valuable results in the Manufacture of Iron.

I have been too much engaged to resume as yet the experiments on
steel otherwise I would have mentioned any good results that might have
occurred for I venture to suppose you are too much alive to every thing
relating to the combinations of Iron not to feel an interest in them.

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged & Humble Servant I M. Faraday
JJ. Guest, Esqr.

1. Possibly a member of the American Sandemanian family of that name. See Whitelaw
(1937), 12-13.

Letter 105
Faraday to Sarah Barnard
11 October 1819
From Thompson (1898), 47

RJ.IOct. 11th, 1819.
You ask'd me last night for the lines which I penn'd,

When, exulting in ignorance, tempted by pride,
I dared torpid hearts and cold breasts to commend,

And affection's kind pow'r and soft joys to deride.

If you urge it 1 cannot refuse your request:
Though to grant it will punish severely my crime:

But my fault I repent, and my errors detest;
And I hoped to have shown my conversion in time.

Remember, our laws in their mercy decide
That no culprit be forced to give proof of his deed:

They protect him though faiFn, his failings they hide,
And enable the wretch from his crimes to receed.

The principle's noble! 1 need not urge long
Its adoption; then turn from a judge to a friend.

Do not ask for the proof that I once acted wrong,
But direct me and guide me the way to amend.

M.F.
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Letter 106
Humphry Davy to Faraday
1 November 1819
From the original in RI MS Fl H20

Rome Novr 1,
Dear Mr Faraday

I shld be much obliged to you if you will send this letter to my Brother.
I will thank you likewise to ask Mr Moore whether he has received the

Deed I executed from the Bath of Lucca & whether the money is paid into
Drummonds.

I have read Berzelius' paper which is a wretched composition1. There
is as much difference between his estimates & those of Dulong as between
his & mine - If he does not make his experiments with more care than he
reads the papers he criticises they must owe their coincidence to
calculation.-

Pray write to me at Naples.
I am Dear Mr. Faraday! Your sincere friend & wellwisher lH. Davy

Address: Mr Faraday I 21 Albemarle Street I Picadilly I London I Angleterre
Postmark: 18 November 1819.

1. Berzelius (1819) which in turn criticised Davy, H. (1818a) for which much of the
experimental work had been done by Faraday as Berzelius noted.

Letter 107
Humphry Davy to Faraday
16 November 1819
From the original in RI MS F8, 368
Dear Mr Faraday,

I have neither received the letter addressed to me at Gorizia nor the
packet sent to Florence. 1 hope to find both at Naples where we are going in
a few days. Could you have left the Royal Institution for a few months or a
year & have been secure of returning to your situation I should have
strongly recommended to you the employment at Naples. This indeed is
still open for the person I have engaged as an operator is merely hired by
the month. When I have seen my way a little as to the time the MSS
operations will demand I will write to you; but I hope to return early in the
spring; for what can be done by chemical means will soon be
accomplished.
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I will beg you to be so good as to send the letters inclosed with this by
the twopenny or general post according to their directions.

Lord Spencer1 is here & is just going on to Naples. I believe we have
Managers of the RI here sufficient to form a committee.

Be so good as to say to Mr Brande that I have received his letter & that
1 do not consider myself as adopting the opinion of Berzeiius in regarding
silica as acting the part of an acid. I think Mr Smithson2 is the first person
who made this statement & long before Berzeiius I pointed out the
analogies between the silica & Boracic bases. Whatever perfectly
neutralizes an alkali may be regarded as possessing the opposite chemical
powers; but the term add applies to physical properties such as sour &c & 1
certainly never meant to attribute any acid qualities to silica but merely to
express that it acted the part of an acid in producing solution of an oxide
&c. As I have nothing scientific to write I will not trouble Mr Brande with a
letter; but I beg you will present my best regards.

Pray be so good as to enquire if my copies of the Phil: Trans, have
been sent to Mr Gay Lussac - if they have not & the cause is that my annual
contributions have not been paid, I will in my next letter give an order for
this.

Pray address to me Post restante Naples.
Be so good as not to take any letters or papers touching any unknown

worlds or any idle speculations. You did perfectly right with respect to the
American.

I am Dear Mr Faraday I your sincere wellwisher I & friend H. Davy
Rome Novr 16 I 1819

Address: For I Mr. Faraday
Endorsed: Received Jany 13th / 20

1. John George, 2nd Earl Spencer (1758-1834, DNB). President of the Royal Institution, 1813-
1827.
2. James Louis Made Smithson (1765-1829, DSB). Chemist.

Letter 108
Humphry Davy to Faraday
10 December 1819
From the original in RI MS F8, 368

Naples Deer 10 1 1819
Dear Mr Faraday

I find by a letter from Mr Farquhar1 that Mr Moore wants some title
deeds that are in a box of mine at Messrs Morland Auriol & Co2. Will you be
so good as to take these papers under his superintendence (He is giving a
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receipt for them on account of Mr M Bell3.) & afterwards to nail down & seal
up the box there is no lock on the box all the title deeds are together & the
little brass box: must not be opened, I shall give an order for this business at
the end of this letter to Messrs Morland & Co.

1 am preparing for my operations on the MSS but ever since I have
been here I have been occupied with another subject. The event which I
have so much longed to witness has occurred & Vesuvius has been for
some days in a state of eruption. I have already made many expts on the
lava at the moment that it issues from the volcanoe [sic] & I should have
completed them but for a severe indisposition owing to my having
remained too long in that magnificent but dangerous situation the crater
within 5 or six feet of a stream of red hot matter fluid as water of nearly
three feet in diameter & falling as a cataract of fire.

The stream of Lava is now nearly two miles long & still flowing. The
eruption is the most perfect that can be imagined for philosophical
research not so small as to be contemptible not so great as to be
unapproachable; but rather too large than too small.

I can say nothing of my results till they are finished. I believe I shall
have something new to say on this matter4.

1 am Dear Mr Faraday I Your sincere wellwisher & friend I
H. Davy

1. Unidentified.
2. Bankers of 56 Pall Mall. Kent (1819), 390.
3. Unidentified.
4. He discussed this work in Davy, H. (1828).

Letter 109
Faraday to John Murray
1 February 1820
From the original in JMA

Royal Institution I Feby 1. 1820
Sir

I should be very much obliged to you for the amount for the two last
Quarters of the Journal.

Allow me to observe that the work in the Miscellanea of them merits
much more I think than what I have usually sent a receipt fon.j The 15th No.
contains above two sheets and a half and the 16th three & a quarter; of
which a great deal is translations On consideration I am sure you will
consider them worthy of a better remuneration than usual.

I am Sir I Yours respectfully I M. Faraday
J Murray Esq
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Letter 110
Faraday to Richard Phillips
15 February 1820
From the original in APS MS 509 L56.18

Feb 15th 1820
Fresh train oil 3oz in a wedgewoods basin over a charcoal fire at 380°

abundant fumes would not burn condensible 430 combustible if confined
by a glass plate laid over the basin 470° oil slightly browned - 480° very
combustible if confined not when open from dilution by the air - 490°
combustible when open: at the surface of the flame flickering about the
taper - 530° only a little brown - vapour principally condensible - 560° flame
at the surface continues a few moments - 600° Mercury boiled out barely
boiled immediately after oil boiled - flame of course continuous^]

On cooling it would scarcely burn when open at 530° and scarcely
when closed at 480°

Other experiments gave similar resultsi.j
Placed train oil in a retort and the retort in an oil bath -heated up to

580° but no permanently elastic inflammable gas liberated - all the vapour
condensible - removed the bath & heated by naked fire - on boiling the oil
distilled and permanently elastic gas was liberated it was received over
water. It burnt with a pale blue flame and remained some time in inverted
vessels distilled to dryness gas continued coming over pretty equally the
whole timet.]

Weight of the vapour of oil easily observed by boiling in a florence
flask.

4oz of train oil in a glass retort distilled with moderate rapidity
obtained 3.75oz having condensed the vapour only in a flask placed in
water. When the fluid was cold its combustibility much greater than that of
common oilu When heated in a basin it burnt readily at the surface at 300°
and at 490° it boiled. The quantity made up to 4oz by adding oil that had
been once distilled and this redistilled as before[.] A volatile naptha like
fluid came over at first with a little water but this was not separated!.] The
products being received all together^ The fluid was not distilled quite to
dryness a black tarry matter remained in the retort and the condensed part
was not much coloredi.j The quantity collected amounted to 3.6oz. When
cold it was so combustible that a light applied to its surface inflamed it and
it went on burning vigourouslyi.] When heated it rapidly formed vapour and
boiled at 210° burning violently if a light was applied to itu As the Naptha
passed off the boiling point heightened till it reached 400° when about half
the fluid had evaporated.

2oz of oil twice distilled were again distilled and the products
received in 5 different portions^ At first Naptha came over with a little
water (the water being formed from the oil apparently) and its quantity was
about one tenth of the whole (this you saw the other day in Lombard
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Street)[.j Then the other portions more & more fixed till a substance like tar
remained in the retortj] On cooling Nos 1 & 2 remained clear and perfectly
fluidu Nos 3 & 4 had a crystalline or flakey diposition in them which in the
small quantities I have examined appears to be the new substance lately
spoken of as the base of charcoals No 5 the tar was a little thicker than
beforet.j Nos 1, 2 & 3 were of a bright yellow tint No 4 a little discoloured &
No 5 black. The quantities of each were nearly as follows

1 2 3 4 5
1.3-3.9-4.5-2.6-1

the whole quantity collected being 13.3.
Some recent train oil put into a florence flask was heated at

temperatures and at intervals for 24 hours from 350 to the boiling point
about half of the oil had disappeared in that time from loss by evaporation.
When cold it was very thick and brown like tar but became fluid
immediately on being heated - Heated in a wedgewoods basin vapour soon
ascendedt.] It began to burn by applying a light at its surface at 320° - at 380°
it burnt continuously for a few moments - at 410° it burnt freely at the
surface - at 450 very difficult to blow out though but a small surface exposed
at 470 began to boil at 520° boiled freely and when a light came near burnt
with a strong flame.

Dear Phillips -1 have read yours & send you the above notes[.] I have
set an experiment going in which recent train oil is heated in a flask with a
long tube attached to it Mattress fashion to temperatures not above 400°
but between that & 370°[.] The heat has now been applied about 8 hours &
there is already appearances in the tube like moistening by Napthau.I
intend to have it at this heat for a long time & then ascertain the changes of
the oil1.

Cooper called on me this morning2. He came to me before I had been
engaged by the fire office and asked me about oil and I had told him that an
inflammable vapour rose from oil at 340°. This morning he cited his
experiments to me in which he had not been able to get an inflammable
vapour under 580°!!! and I expect he will advance some such thing in court[.]
His oil was recent & his apparatus a close one with the orifice I suspect
much colder than the body. Pray see that I am correct and the moment you
can let me know your results

Yours Very Sincerely I M. Faraday
Feby 15th 1820

I shall send a copy of these notes to Messrs Millington3 & Taylor4 &
hope they will find them accord with their experiments.

Address: R. Phillips Esq I Royal Military College 1 Sandhurst
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1. Faraday was engaged by the Imperial Insurance Company as an expert witness in a case
brought against them by the sugar baking firm Severn and King. They were suing the Imperial
Insurance Company (and later other insurance companies) for refusing to settle their claim
(ultimately for £70,000) following a fire on 10 November 1819 in which their premises had
been destroyed. The central question was whether or not a new process, which involved the
heating of whale oil, introduced by Severn and King without the knowledge of their insurers
increased or decreased the risk of fire. Hence Faraday's concern with temperature. Severn and
King won all their cases. For an account of this case, the evidence and ramifications see
Fullmer (1980).
2. John Thomas Cooper (1790-1854, B4). Chemist who was an expert witness for Severn and
King. See Fullmer (1980), 11.
3. It is not clear why Faraday sent a copy of this to Millington.
4. John Taylor (1779-1863, DNB). Engineer who was an expert witness for the Imperial
Insurance Company. See Fullmer (1980), 8, 14.

Letter 111
Faraday to Charles-Gaspare! De La Rive
20 April 1820
From the original in BPUG MS 2311, f.55-6

Royal Institution I April 20th 1820
Dear Sir

I never in my life felt such difficulty in answering a letter as I do at this
moment your very kind one of last year. I was delighted on receiving it to
find that you had honored me with any of your thoughts and that you would
permit me to correspond with you by letter^ But I fear that my intention of
meriting that honor has already made me unworthy of it for whilst waiting
continually for any scientific news that might arise to send you I have
delayed my answer so long as almost to forfeit the right of permission to
send one at ailu 1 hope you will attribute my tardiness to its right motive,
diffidence of my worthiness to write to you; and that it will not injure me in
your estimation. I will promise if you still grant me the liberty of
correspondence never to err so againu

1 am the more ashamed of my neglect because it is a neglect of
gratitude as well as o( respect. I am deeply indebted to you for your kind
expressions respecting my paper on sonorous tubes1 and its value is very
much increased with me by your praiseu I regret however on the same
subject that you should imagine I thought but little of your experiment with
mercury2. I made it immediately and was very much surprised by it and I
only refrained from noticing it because I was afraid of myself and thought I
should apply it wrongly and thus intrude on your subject without any right
or reason. Indeed I had hopes that you would take up the subject again and
after reviewing the various sonorous phenomena of different kinds as
produced in different ways would undertake what I had not ventured to do
namely to draw general conclusions and develope the laws to which they
(the phenomena) were obedient.
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You have honored me by many questions and no regret can be greater
than mine that I have suffered time to answer them rather than myself - In
every line of your kind letter I find cause to reproach myself for delay - The
next 1 will answer more readily and the fear will be that I shall trouble you
too often rather than too seldomi.]

You honor me by asking for scientific news and for any information of
my own. I am sorry that both sources are very barren at present but I do
hope that both will improveu Mr Stodart & myself have lately been engaged
in a long series of experiments and trials on steel with the hope of
improving it and I think we shall in some degree succeed we are still very
much engaged in the subject but if you will give me leave I will when they
are more complete which I expect will be shortly give you a few notes on
them3. I succeeded by accident a few weeks ago in making artificial
plumbago but not in useful masses. I had heated iron with charcoal dust
two or three times over and in that way got a dark gray very crystalline
carburet of Iron of I believe a definite composition but the outside of the
button which had been long in close contact with the charcoal was
converted into excellent plumbago. Since then I have observed amongst
the casters of iron that when they cast on a facing of charcoal dust as is the
case in fine work that the surface of [the] casting is frequently covered with
a thin film of plumbago evidently formed in the same way as in the above
experiment!.]

We have lately had some important trials for oil in this metropolis in
which I with others have been engaged. They have given occasion for many
experiments on oil and the discovery of some new and curious results. One
of the trials only is finished and there are 4 or 5 more to come4!.] As soon as I
can get time it is my intention to trace more closely what takes place in oil
by heat and I hope to bribe you to continue to me the honor & pleasure of
your correspondence by saying that if anything important turns up I will
make it the matter of a letter.

I am My Dear Sir with the Highest respect Your Obliged & Humble IM.
Faraday

1. Faraday (1818).
2. De La Rive, C.-G. (1818).
3. This work was described in Stodart and Faraday (1820a, 1822a).
4. See note 1, letter 110. Severn and King v Imperial Insurance Company lasted from 11 to 13
April 1820.
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Letter 112
Humphry Davy to Faraday
1 May 1820
From Hartley (1966), 122-3

Lyons, May 1st 1820.
Dear Mr Faraday,

I have arrived so far safely on my road to England; but we are going to
make an excursion of a fortnight to Auvergne and so on through the
volcanic country of the South of France to Bordeaux, and to Paris where we
shall probably not arrive much before the 20th. I shall be much obliged to
you if you will be so good as to send me a little more of the new substance
found in the gas works if you can procure it and send it addressed to me to
the care of the Revd. Anthony Hamilton1 at the Library in St Martin's Lane.
He is coming to pay us a visit at Paris and will take any small packet or
letter.

Pray tell me if I am elected one of the Managers of the Royal
Institution2.

My volcanic matter is so much accumulated that my paper is almost
swelled to a book; but I hope to curtail it before I present it to the Royal
Society.

Pray present my regards to Mr Brande and believe me to be I
Dear Mr Faraday I very sincerely your I friend and wellwisher I
H. Davy

1. Anthony Hamilton (1778-1851, AC). Incumbent of St Martin's in the Fields and brother of
William Richard Hamilton. See also Granville (1874), 2: 49.
2. He was not. See RI MM, 24 April 1820, 6: 204.

Letter 113
Faraday to Richard Phillips
30 May 1820
From the original in SI D MS 554A

May 30th Tuesday. In White cross Street.
Operated with Boiler No. 1. The same used as beforeu Took out a

bottle full of the oil and removed the short thermometer which was found
safe and unbroken.- The man-hole and all other parts were close except the
vent pipe of 2 feet in length.

Began to raise the heat in the boiler at.
lh 50' the temperature was 367° by long thermometer
— 55' 375°
— 57' 381° no inflammable vapour
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382° apparently inflammable vapour in
very small quantity

— 59\5 390° very slightly inflammable
2h. 2' 400° Phillips & Bostock saw the

inflammation
— 3' 407°
— 5' 417° Burst of vapour & bumping
— 7\5 435° Plenty of vapour combustible
— 10' 445°
— 12' — 455° flame continued for a few moments -

Saw pale flame
— 15' 463°
— 15'.5 485° flame continuous some moments like

a gas burner
tube now heightened to 3 feet 10 inches

— 17' 495° long bright flame
— 19' 500° flame 2 feet long
— 20' 507° used a pan (about 2 quarts) as a hood

- fired the vapour within. - The vapour
fired by a light held 6 inches above the
pipe.

— 21' 520°
— 23'.5 527° More water in the vapour now than

before. A small tub used as a steam-bin
filled readily with vapour and easily fired
at a light

— 25' 543° A large barrel now used as a steam
bin easily inflamed the vapour inside

— 26' 545° Do.
2h.27' 560° Do.

565° Tub filled with flame very bright
Oil now boiling Tub filled with vapour in less that 15" and the flame

when fired immensei.] After some trials in the tube the wood itself took fire
and burnt - At the time when the small barrel was placed over the pipe and
the vapour in it fired it inflamed a piece of paper just in the inside and even
the wood itselfi.]

The jet of flame from the end of the tube at last reached up to & played
against the beam above1.
M. Faraday

Address: R. Phillips Esq I 9 Fenchurch Buildings I Fenchurch Street
Postmark: 26 June 1820
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1. After losing in Severn and King v Imperial Insurance Company (see note 1, letter 110),
Faraday and Phillips were gathering evidence for the defence in the case of Severn and King v
Phoenix Insurance Company which lasted from 13 to 19 December 1820. Again the defendants
lost. See Fullmer (1980).

Letter 114
Faraday to Charles-Gaspard De La Rive
26 June 1820
From the original in BPUG MS 2311, f.57-8

Royal Institution London I June 26th 1820.
My Dear Sir

Not long since I troubled you with a letter in which I said I would
shortly send you an account of some experiments on steel made by Mr.
Stodart & myself. A paper will appear in the next No. of our Journal1 which
will contain all we have as yet ascertained on the subject and as the results
seem to me to be interesting I hope you will not be sorry that I keep my
promise by mentioning the principal of them to you. In the small way in
which only we have as yet worked they are good and I hope that no failure
will occur when the processes are transferred to the Manufactory.

It is possible you may have observed an analysis of Wootz or the
Indian steel published in one of our Journals some time since2[.] I could at
that time find nothing in the steel besides the Iron & carbon but a small
portion of the earths or as I presume their metallic bases. On the strength
of this analysis we endeavoured to demonstrate the particular nature of
Wootz synthetically by combining steel with these metallic bases and we
succeeded in getting alloys which when worked were declared by Mr.
Stodart to be equal in all qualities to the best Bombay Wootz. This
corroboration of the nature of Wootz received still stronger confirmation
from the property possessed by the Alloys in common with Wootz namely
their power of yielding damasked surfaces by the action of acids. When
Wootz is fused & forged it still retains so much of the crystalline structure
as to exhibit when acted on by very weak sulphuric acid for some time a
beautiful damasked surface. This we have never yet seen produced by pure
steel but it is produced in our imitation of wootz or alloys of steel with the
metal of Aluminei.]

I must not forget to tell you how we formed our alloys. Many attempts
failed the following method succeeds. Fuse iron in small pieces with
charcoal powder. If the button produced is malleable break it up & re-fuse it
with more charcoal. In this way a carburet of Iron will be formed which has
its place between steel & plumbago. It is fusible when broken has a dark
grey colour and is very highly crystailineu It is so brittle that small pieces
of it may be rubbed to powder in a mortar. Some of this powdered carburet
was then mixed with pure alumine & the whole strongly heated. A portion
of the alumine was reduced by the carbon of the carburet and a compound
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of Iron Aluminium & carbon was obtainedu Then English cast steel being
mixed with about 10 per cent of this alloy the whole was fused and our
artificial wootz obtained.

I presume that the properties of Wootz are so well known to you that I
need not stop to say what are the supposed improvements in steel when it
is converted into Wootz.

Whilst making the carburet above mentioned we also succeeded in
forming plumbago but I am afraid this artificial production of it will not be
very useful in its applicationt.] If Iron be heated highly and long enough in
contact with charcoal plumbago is always formed. I have some buttons of
metal here weighing 2 or 3 ozs that appear to be solid plumbagou The
appearance however is deceitful for it is only on the surface & to the depth
perhaps of ^o of an inch that the plumbago has been formed[.] The internal
part is composed of the crystalline carburet before mentioned!.] What is
plumbago is very good and marks excellently well and though we have
never yet been able to fuse powdered plumbago into a mass yet I think that
if it were required to form it in a compact state to work up into pencils it
might be done by embedding plates of Iron about the ^o of an inch thick in
charcoal & heating intensely for a long timeu This we have not yet had time
to try but intend to do so.

You will readily suppose that during nearly 2 years that we have been
at work on this subject a great deal of useless matter except as furnishing
experience has accumulated. All this you will rather wish away so that I
shall pass over unimportant alloys to write of those which promise good
results[.]

Perhaps the very best alloy we have yet made is that with Rhodiumu
Dr. Wollaston furnished us with the metal so that you will have no doubts of
its purity and identity. One & a half per cent of it was added to steel & the
button worked. It was very malleable but much harder than common steel
& made excellent instruments^ In tempering the instruments they required
to be heated full 70°F. higher than is necessary for the best cast steel and
from this we hope it will possess greater degrees of hardness & toughness.
Razors made from the alloy cut admirably.

Next to the alloy of Rhodium comes that of silver about which there
are many curious circumstances. Silver refuses to combine with steel
except in very small proportions and this want of affinity is much greater
when the metals are cold than when hot. If for instance 100 steel & 1 silver
be fused together cooled hammered &c. &c. and then laid in a weak
sulphuric acid for 10 or 12 hours its structure will be developed & it will be
found to be a congeries of fibres of steel & silver the one distinct from the
other but intimately mixed in every part{.] Now the perfect dispersion of the
silver throughout all parts proves that it has been taken up by the steel
whilst in fusion but its separate state of existence shews that it has been
rejected from the alloy as it solidifiedf.] Indeed this refusal of the silver by
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the steel as it cools is so remarkable that if the hot alloy be observed
globules of silver may be seen extruded from the surface as the
temperature falls.

But however; we went on diminishing the quantity of silver as long as
its separate existence could be observed in the alloys and when we arrived
to a ôo part we found that the whole remained in combination with the
steel. This Alloy was excellent all the cutting instruments made of it were of
the best quality & the metal worked without crack or flaw and with
remarkable toughness & malleability under the hammer.

The Alloy of steel and platinum is not so marked by an acquir[ed]
superiority as the two 1 have already mentioned and yet platinum in
quantities from 1 to 3 per cent does seem to be of advantage to steel but we
are now continuing this subject. The powerful affinity with which the
platinum combines with the metals generally, meets with no exception
when tried with Iron or steel; they unite in all the proportions we have tried
from 1 platinum to 100 steel up to 90 platinum to 20 steelu We expect a good
deal from some of these higher compounds!.]

I think the affinities of platinum & silver for steel are worth comparing
togetheru Though they stand almost together in an electrical arrangement
of the metals and both of them very far from Iron or steel still they do not
exhibit attractions for steel at all comparablei.] Platinum will combine in
any proportion apparently with steel or Iron and at temperatures so low
that the two metals may be welded together at heats barely sufficient to
weld Iron whereas it is with difficulty that a ôo part of silver is made in any
way to combine with steely

I hope my Dear Sir I have not tired you yet for I am now going to begin
writing across but I will promise not to detain you very much longer either
by excuses or details - We have been induced by the popular idea that
meteoric Iron would not rust to try the effect of Nickel on Steel & Ironu We
made alloys of Iron & nickel varying the latter metal from 3 to 10 per cent
and we thought we found that they were not quite so oxidable as Iron alone
when exposed with it in greenhouses & in our laboratory^ But Nickel
alloyd with steel gave us no hopesu It appeared more oxidable than simple
steel and this fault was not compensated for by any other good quality. So
for the present we have dismissed that metal from our experiments though
I expect as we go on we shall find many occasions to resume thoughts and
intentions which we may have laid downu

Mr Children has obliged us with an accurate analysis of the Siberian
Meteoric Iron and he finds it to contain a very large proportion of nickelu In
the mean of three experiments it amounts to 8.96 per cent.

You cannot imagine how much we have been plagued to get
cruciblefs] that will bear the heat we require and use in our experiments
Hessian, Cornish, Pipe-clay crucible all fuse in a few minutes if put into the
furnace singly and our only resource is to lute two or three one within
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another together so that the whole may not fuse before our alloy has had
time to form in the centre. 1 have seen Hessian crucibles becomes [sic] so
soft that the weight of 500 grains of metal has made them swell out like a
purse and the upper part has fallen together in folds like a piece of soft
linen and where three have been put together the two outer ones have in
less than half an hour melted off & flown down onto the grate belowu

From these circumstances you will judge of the heat we get and now I
will mention to you an effect which we obtain & one we can't obtain both of
which a little surprised us. The positive effect is the volatilization of silver -
We often have it in our experiments sublimed into the upper part of the
crucible and forming a fine dew on the sides & coven.] So that I have no
doubts at present on the volatility of silver though I had before.- The non
effect is the non reduction of titanium - We have tortured Menachanite pure
oxide of titanium the carbonate &c in many ways in our furnace but have
never yet been able to reduce it not even in combination with Iron and I
must confess that now I am very sceptical whether it has ever been reduced
at all in the pure state.

Now I think 1 have noticed the most interesting points at which we
have arrived[.] Pray pity us that after 2 years experiments we have got no
farther but I am sure if you knew the labour of the experiments you would
applaud us for our perseverance at leastu We are still encouraged to go on
and think that the experience we have gained will shorten our future
labours. And if you find the contents of this well covered sheet of paper
interesting I shall at some future time do myself the honor & pleasure of
sending a continuation of iti.j

If you think any of our results worth notice in the Bibliotheque this
letter is free to be used in any way you please3[.] Pardon my vanity for
supposing any thing I can assist in doing can be worth attention but you
know we live in the good opinion of ourselves & of others and therefore
naturally think better of own productions than they deserves

I am My Dear Sir I Very Truly & Sincerely I Your Obliged I
M. Faraday

1. Stodart and Faraday (1820a).
2. Faraday (1819b).
3. Translated into French and published by De La Rive as Faraday (1820a)
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Letter 115
Faraday to Sarah Barnard
5 July 18201

From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 317
Royal Institution

You know me as well or better than I do myself. You know my former
prejudices, and my present thoughts - you know my weaknesses, my vanity,
my whole mind; you have converted me from one erroneous way, let me
hope you will attempt to correct what others are wrong.

Again and again I attempt to say what I feel, but 1 cannot. Let me,
however, claim not to be the selfish being that wishes to bend your
affections for his own sake only. In whatever way I can best minister to your
happiness either by assiduity or by absence, it shall be done. Do not injure
me by withdrawing your friendship, or punish me for aiming to be more
than a friend by making me less; and if you cannot grant me more, leave me
what I possess, but hear me2.

1. Date given in Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 317.
2. According to Bence Jones (1870a), 1:317, Sarah's father, Edward Barnard, commented on
this letter "that love made philosophers into fools".

Letter 116
Faraday to Sarah Barnard
8 August 18201

From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 321
Since the week I have passed with you2, every moment offers me fresh

proof of the power you have over me. I could not at one time have thought it
possible that I, that any man, could have been under the dominion of
feelings so undivided and so intense; now I think that no other man can
have felt or feel as I do.

If your fears return, tell me, that I may search out antidotes, and doubt
not that I shall find them. Read or alter my letters; do anything you please
to drive them away. Fly to Mrs. Reid for help, and then thank her from me
for it. I shall never indeed, as it is, be able to repay her kindness, but I will
try to acknowledge it in attentions and affection to you her sister.

1. Date given in Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 321.
2. Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 317-21 prints an extract from Faraday's journal from 29 July to 7
August 1820 where Faraday describes his impetuous and subsequently prolonged visit to
Sarah who was, with her sister Mary Reid, staying at Ramsgate. She made this trip in order to
postpone making a response to letter 115 (Ibid, 317).
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Letter 117
Humphry Davy to Faraday
9 August 1820
From the original in RI MS Fl 118

Rokeby Aug 9
Merely free the foreign letter as much as is necessary to make it pass.
Dear Mr Faraday,

I shall be much obliged to you if you will free the inclose letter & send
that address to Mr Moore. Should any letters arrive for me either at the
Royal Institution or at my house be so good as to put them under cover to
Wm Rose Esq, Melrose NBl.

Any thing will go free under two ounces.
I am Dear Mr Faraday I very truly yours I H. Davy

1. For an account of Davy's 1820 excursion to Melrose see Johnson (1970), 1: 712.

Letter 118
Humphry Davy to Faraday
11 August 1820
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Mr Faraday,

I forgot in my letter1 to you to beg you to take care of my book of
papyri left in the Managers room till my return & likewise to beg you to
send some salmon flies & [word illegible] which Mr Bowness2 either has or
has sent to my House.

Be so good as to send them under cover to Wm Rose Esq Melrose NB
I am Dear Mr Faraday I <very> sincerely your friend I & well wisher I

H. Davy
Newcastle I Aug 11.

Address: Mr. Faraday I Royal Institution I London
Postmark: 11 August 1820

1. Letter 117.
2. Bowness of 14 Bell Yard, Temple Bar. Supplier of fishing tackle. POD.
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Letter 119
Humphry Davy to Faraday
23 September 1820
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Howick Sepr 23 i 1820
Dear Mr Faraday,

It occurs to me that the only method to relieve poor Mrs Greenwood
from her embarrassment with respect to her son would be an official
application from the Board of Managers. A corporate body has a right to
apply to a public office & there would be no obligation incurred no favour
asked which must be the case if the demand comes from a single
individual1. In the present state of the country there can be no difficulty in
this2.

I hope to be in town about the 10 of Octr.
Put the p[os]t of letter ratei.j
I shall be at Rokeby near Greta Bridge where any letters addressed

under cover to Mr Rose will find me.
I am Dear Mr Faraday I very truly your friend & I well wisher H. Davy

Address: To I Mr. Faraday I Royal Institution I London

1. Hannah Greenwood's son had been appointed in 1818 as a laboratory assistant for the
lecture season (RI MM, 7 December 1818, 6: 225). However by 1821 he had clearly been
relieved of this position and Hannah Greenwood asked for permission for him to live with her
in the Royal Institution (RI MM, 5 February 1821, 6: 309). This was granted but the Managers
added that she must not expect him to be employed at the Royal Institution again. This letter
of Davy's clearly refers to some aspect of this problem, but there is no evidence that the
Managers ever made such an application as Davy suggests.
2. A reference to the political problems (for example the Cato Street Conspiracy and the
attempted divorce of Queen Caroline) that occurred during 1820.

Letter 120
Humphry Davy to Faraday
4 October 1820
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Harwood House I Octr. 4 I 1820
Dear Mr Faraday,

I shall be obliged to you if you will be so good as to tell the woman
who takes care of my house in Grosvenor St to prepare my bed for Monday.
I shall be in town either on Monday or Tuesday.

I am Dear Mr Faraday I very truly your friend I & well wisher IH. Davy
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Letter 121
Faraday to Sarah Barnard
29 November 18201

From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 321-2
Is it a proof that the heart is more true because the mouth more

frequently declares it? Is it always found that the most exaggerated and
hyperbolical are the truest accounts? or is not, on the contrary, the truth
always simple and always plain? I should feel myself debased were I to
endeavour to gain your heart by many and glowing descriptions; I should
debase your idea in my mind were I for a moment to think you could be
affected by them....

What can I call myself to convey most perfectly my affection and love
to you? Can I, or can truth, say more than that for this world I am yours?
M. Faraday

1. Date given in Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 321.

Letter 122
Faraday to Sarah Barnard
December 18201

From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 322
Royal Institution: Tuesday evening

My dear Sarah, - It is astonishing how much the state of the body influences
the powers of the mind. I have been thinking all the morning of the very
delightful and interesting letter I would send you this evening, and now I
am so tired, and yet have so much to do, that my thoughts are quite giddy,
and run round your image without any power of themselves to stop and
admire it. I want to say a thousand kind and, believe me, heartfelt things to
you, but am not master of words fit for the purpose; and still, as I ponder
and think on you, chlorides, trials2, oil, Davy, steel, miscellanea3, mercury4,
and fifty other professional fancies swim before and drive me further,and
further into the quandary of stupidness.

From your affectionate I Michael

1. Date given in Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 322.
2. The case of Severn and King v the Phoenix Insurance Company was heard from 13 to 19
December 1820. See note 1, letter 110 and Fullmer (1980).
3. Of the QuarU.Sci.
4. On which Faraday was working. See Faraday Diary, 21 October 1820, 1: 28 and Faraday
(1821b).
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Letter 123
Faraday to Alexander John Gaspard Marcet
3 January 1821
From the original in RI MS Fl Bl

Royal Institution I Janry 3rd 1821.
Sir

I received your Volume of Memoirs you were so kind as to permit me
to look at, in safety; but too late unfortunately for any notice to be taken of it
in the Journal as I had the same day sent the last sheet of the miscellanea
back to pressu The volume appears to me to be highly interesting and
augurs well I trust to the series of which it is to be the commencement: at
the same time I am not a competent judge of by far the greater part of it and
I think I mentioned to you that I had not much influence in the journal
except in the Miscellanea which partly falls under my management. I am
afraid therefore I should not be able to take that notice of the book which it
deserves but if you could spare it again in the course of a month or six
weeks, I could give it into the hands of Mr. Brande or you could do so with
much better effect and I have no doubt he would be glad of the opportunity
of making it knownu I have been and am still so very busy that I have only
looked slightly over the volume and I am sorry that in addition to these
reasons I have to add the paucity of my knowledge also has prevented me
from enjoying many of the good things contained in it.

I am Sir I with great Respect I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
Dr. Marcet

Address: Dr. Marcet I &c &c

Letter 124
Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac to Faraday
12 January 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 12 Janvier 1821
J'ai regu, Monsieur, des mains de Mr Carr1 la lettre que vous m'avez fait
Fhonneur de m'ecrire, ainsi que les deux echantiilons des chlorures de
carbone que vous avez decouverts. Je vous fais mes remercimens pour
Tobigeance que vous avez mise dans votre lettre, et je vous prie d'agreer
mes felicitations pour la belle decouverte que vous avez faite. J'ai montre
les deux chlorures a mes amis; mais nous avons tous eprouve le regret de
ne point savoir comment vous les aviez obtenu. Je m'empresserai de
traduire votre memoire aussitot que je l'aurai regu2.
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J'ai Thonneur d'etre Monsieur, avec les sentimens les plus distingues,
votre tres devoue serviteur, I Gay-Lussac

Address: Monsieur I Faraday, a restitution I royale, I Londres

TRANSLATION
Paris 12 January 1821

I received, Sir, via Mr Carr1 the letter that you honoured me by writing, as
well as the two carbon chloride samples that you discovered. I thank you
for the kindness you have shown me in your letter and ask you to accept my
congratulations on the beautiful discovery you have made. I showed the
two chlorides to my friends, but we all felt the same regret of not knowing at
all how you had obtained them. I shall hurry to translate your paper as soon
as I receive it2.

I have the honour of being, Sir, yours faithfully, your most devoted
servant, I Gay-Lussac

1. Probably Thomas William Carr (d.1829, RS MS BR). Lawyer
2. Faraday (1821a). Extracts from this paper, translated into French, appeared in Ann.Chim.,
1821, 16: 85-9 and 18: 48-57.

Letter 125
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
1 February 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

R Institution I Feby. 1. 1821.
Dear Abbott

I read your letter informing us of Roberts safe arrival out & was very
glad to find all was wellu I hope all will continue so & that when he comes
home he will be every way pleased with his voyage1.

I should have written you before but have not yet been able to get a
spare evening to appoint for our meeting. However I hope that Monday
week will be free for me & will try to keep it so but I will write you again
before thenu

I am Dear Abbott I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Grange Road I Bermondsey

1. On the outside flap of this letter is pencil sketch of a sailing ship at sea.
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Letter 126
Faraday to Sarah Barnard
12 February 1821
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 323

February 12, 1821.
Do you know I felt a little angry with Edward on first reading your

letter, not because he had in some measure prevented me from seeing you
this evening, but because, from what you say, he seems to have been a little
vexed with you for something arising out of your affection for me; and, as
that is a thing which above all others that I possess I value most, so it is one
which, though touched in the slightest manner, would soonest put me in a
blaze. What! a feeling so kind, so merciful, so good, so disinterested, can it
give rise to anything wrong? I shall expect that Edward and all others will
take it for granted, even against their own reasoning, that whatever that
feeling suggests to you you will be right and proper. I must have respect
paid to it greater than is paid to myself. All who play with or neglect it,
venture that play or disrespect to me on a point upon which, least of all
others, I am at all tractable....

May every blessing attend you, and, above all, that of a happy mind.
From your devoted I M. Faraday .

Letter 127
Faraday to Sarah Barnard
c late February 18211

From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 323-4
I tied up the enclose key with my books last night, and make haste to

return it lest its absence should occasion confusion. If it has, it will perhaps
remind you of the disorder I must be in here also for the want of a key -1
mean the one to my heart. However, I know where my key is, and hope soon
to have it here, and then the Institution will be all right again. Let no one
oppose my gaining possession it when unavoidable obstacles are removed.

Ever, my dear girl, one who is perfectly yours, I M. Faraday

1. Date deduced from place accorded by Bence Jones to this letter.
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Letter 128
Humphry Davy to Faraday
March 1821?
From the original in RI MS BJ
Dear Mr Faraday,

Will you have the goodness to permit the Italian gentlemen who will
bring this to look at the battery & the laboratory of the Royal Institution.

I am dear Mr Faraday I your sincere friend I H. Davy
getting rid of them as quick as you can

Endorsed: March 1821?
Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I 21 Albemarle Street

Letter 129
Humphry Davy to Faraday
11 March 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Mr Faraday,

I have spoken to Lord Spencer1 & I am in hopes that your wishes may
be gratified: but do not mention this subject till I see you2.

Will you be so good as take my Herculaneum MSS book to the RS &
bring it back with you
H. Davy

Endorsed: Market Harborough March eleven 1821
Address: To I Mr Farraday I Royal Institution I London

1. George John, 2nd Earl Spencer (1758-1834, DNB). President of the Royal Institution, 1813-
1827.
2. Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 324 says that this "probably" referred to Faraday wishing Sarah to
live with him in the Royal Institution after their marriage. RI MM, 21 May 1821, 6: 328 granted
Faraday permission to occupy two extra rooms presumably to allow Sarah to live there but
this was not made clear explicitly; he was also appointed Superintendent of the House when
Brande was absent. Davy by this time was again a Manager having been nominated at RI MM,
16 April 1821,6:322.
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Letter 130
Faraday to T. Harrison1

25 March 1821
From the original in Sutro Library MS Crocker 12

Royal Institution I March 25. 1821
Sir

I have examined the Vinegar very carefully and cannot find any
adulteration from mineral acids in itu It contains a very small quantity of
muriatic and sulphuric salts but not more than the purest vinegar nor more
than is contained in common wateru

I am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
T. Harrison Esq.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 131
Faraday to Jane Barnard
5 May 1821
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 325

Royal Institution: May 5, 1821.
My dear Jane,-1 know of no circumstance in my life that has contributed, or
promises to contribute, so much to my happiness as my acquaintance at
your house. In addition to the pleasures that you know of which have
become mine, there are others which it has produced that none but myself
can feel or understand. Among those which are evident is the possession of
your kind good-will and sisterly affection, for though I may flatter myself
that it is greater than it really is, yet I hope and believe you will not refuse it
me entirely in return for mine. Your sister has managed to open my heart,
and set the springs of my affection flowing, when I supposed there had
been no source for them; and I shall not be happy unless they embrace and
receive a welcome from all that love her. I want to be truly one of your
family, and not the separator of Sarah from it. Receive, therefore, this little
gift from me as from a brother, and in receiving it let it be as a sister. The
pleasure which I shall feel on its acceptance will be greater than any it can
cause you, and will be still increased the more readily it is received. So that
you observe, I shall every way be still your obliged, and let me add by
anticipation

Your affectionate brother I M. Faraday
Miss Jane Barnard, with a gift of a work-box.
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Letter 132
Faraday to Charles Hatchett
15 May 1821
From the original in the Archives of University College Swansea, Royal
Institution of South Wales Papers, Hatchett MS A/25

Royal Institution I May. 15th. 1821
Sir

Mr Willich1 has tried the stone paper2 I have endeavoured to make
and 1 send herewith his impressions taken from itu He says he has no doubt
that if it were allowed a month or two for the oil to dry that it would be as
good as the French paper. I also send a piece of the paperu He wished me
to ask when you would honor him with a visit to try the two papers that he
might be sure to be at homeu

I am Sir I Your Obliged Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
C. Hatchett Esq

Address: C. Hatchett Esq

1. Charles Madinger Willich. Lithographic printer of 6 Dartmouth Street. Twyman (1976), 53.
2. A method of making lithographs using paper instead of stone.

Letter 133
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
15 May 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 123

Royal Institution I May. 15th. 1821
My dear Abbott

The receipt of your letter has distressed and grieved me sadly, and I
feel how much you must be overwhelmed by this sudden wave of affliction1.
I was looking forward to a cheerful joyous return, with health & strength
invigorated by the voyage. I would fain hope there is some mistake in the
account you have received but the tone of your letter prevents me when I
refer to it. These things come over us so suddenly and with such
overpowering force that no reasoning or philosophy can bear up against
them and the only duty left that it is possible to exert is resignation!.] You
must bear up My dear Abbott and comfort & encourage your father & sister
though you do your own feelings violence in the effort. Tell them but not so
as to re-awaken sorrows that may be luird for a moment how much I feel on
this occasion & believe me dear Abbott your distressed friend
M. Faraday
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Address: Mr B Abbott I Grange Road I Bermondsey

1. The death of Robert G. Abbott. See Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 359.

Letter 134
Faraday to Charles-Gaspard De La Rive
19 May 1821
From the original in BPUG MS 2311, f.59

Royal Institution I May. 19th. 1821.
My dear Sir

It is now so long since I have written to you or heard from you that I
am almost afraid to venture^ However I wish to do myself the honor of
placing a copy of a paper of mine in your possession. This paper Dr. Ure
has kindly undertaken charge of and I hope you will favour me by accepting
it1.1 am sadly hurried in business and have no time at my own disposal. Dr.
Ure whom I beg to introduce to you though I doubt not he will come better
provided than with my simple introduction is a gentleman so well
acquainted with what is doing in the scientific world that I shall not attempt
to send you any written news by himi.j Mr Stodart & myself are continuing
our experiments on steel which are very laborious and I hope we shall soon
have a little more news to give you on that pointy I trust you have enjoyed
your health well and that all at Geneva are very happy and active. If you
have a little news to send to England we (I am afraid to say I) shall be very
glad to have it[.]

I am Dear Sir I Very respectfully yours I M. Faraday
M. De la Rive I &c &c

1. Faraday (1821a). See letter 148.

Letter 135
Faraday to Mary Reid
June 1821
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 324

There will be no bustle, no noise, no hurry occasioned even in one
day's proceeding. In externals, that day will pass like all others, for it is in
the heart that we expect and look for pleasure1.

1. This refers to Faraday's marriage to Sarah Barnard at St Faith-in-the-Virgin (near St Paul's
Cathedral) on 12 June 1821.
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Letter 136
Richard Phillips to Faraday
3 June 1821
From Phillips, R. (1821), 333
Dear Faraday,

Mr. Parkes, in his "Additional Observations on the Oil Question," has
extolled your "good sense and virtue for having resisted all solicitations to
become one of the party"1 who replied to him. I will therefore thank you to
inform me, whether, if such solicitations were resisted by you, it arose from
any alteration in your opinion as to the danger of heating by the means of
oil, the nature of the changes which it undergoes by heat, or as to the
accuracy of the experiments made by yourself, or conjointly with others?

Yours, very sincerely I R. Phillips
June 3d, 1821.

1. Parkes (1821), 106. This and letter 137 form part of a controversy that raged between men
of science over the conflicting scientific evidence given in the various Severn and King cases.
See note 1, letter 110. Parkes appeared as an expert witness for Severn and King. See Fullmer
(1980), 11.

Letter 137
Faraday to Richard Phillips
5 June 1821
From Phillips, R. (1821), 333

Royal Institution, June 5th, 1821.
Dear Phillips,

In answer to your questions I have to state, that I have not been
solicited to become one of the party1; and that I remember only one
occasion on which it was proposed to me to write in answer to Mr. Parkes's
observations. I have also to state, that my sole reason for not writing, was
disapprobation of controversy, and an opinion that it rarely convinces of
error or answers any good purpose; and finally, that my opinion with
regard to the nature of the process, and the changes that take place in the
oil, during the heating of it, as well as of the accuracy of the experiments
that have been made, and on which that opinion was founded, not only
remains unchanged, but is strengthened by my subsequent experience.

I am, dear Sir, I Yours, very truly I M. Faraday

1. See note 1, letter 136.
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Letter 138
Ludwig Wilhelm Gilbert1 to Faraday
5 June 1821
From the original in RI MS
Monsieur,

Je profite du voyage d'un de mes auditeurs en physique et en chimie a
Londres, pour Vous presenter la traduction libre que j'ai faite de Vos
recherches extremement interessantes sur 1'acier et son amelioration2. Elle
se trouve dans mes Annales de Phys. et de Chimie, qui paraissent
regulierement chaque mois depuis 22 Ans, et dont je sais qu'ils se trouvent
dans la Bibl. de l'lnstitut royal, dans la Bibliotheque du Roy etc., et dont
pourtant les journaux anglais et ecossais font semblant de ne pas connaitre
{'existence. Le Quarterly Journ. of Sciences and Arts de l'lnst. Roy. que Mr
Brande et Vous rediges, rend comte de tout ce qui se fait en Physique,
Chimie etc., hors lui chez nous. Par quelle fatalite sommes-nous exclus de
la republique des lettres? Comment des amis sinceres des sciences et de la
verite peuvent-ils ignorer expressement tout-ce qui se fait chez une grande
nation et ses voisins, qui se servent de sa langue, et condamner a etre
ignores les decouvertes quelques fois d'un tres grand merite, qui se
trouvent detailies dans un Journal Scientifique, qui depuis 22 Ans jouit de la
renomme, d'etre bien redige. Ce serait bien a Vous, Monsieur, de chercher
a reparer les reproches que nous avons a faire en cet egard a l'Angieterre.

Les recherches excellentes sur le Magnetisme de l'Electricite qui se
trouvent dans mes Annales depuis Nov. 1819 plein de decouvertes qu'on
ignore chez Vous; les memoires de Th. de Grotthuss* sur une pierre
Meteorique tombee en Courland (Cah 4 1821)4, du renomme Reichenbactf a
Munich, dans lequel il devoile enfin le mystere de sa methode a diviser les
instrumens astronomiques, qui en perfection surpassent tout ce que
l'Angleterre et la France ont produits (Cahier 5 1821)6 etc, etc - ne devraient
pas etre ignores des savans Anglais.

Veuillez Monsieur deigner Mr Ktihn7, qui Vous presente ce-ci, et qui
vient de travailler un an dans le laboratoire de Mr Robiquet8 a Paris pour
acquerir des connaissances pratiques de la Chimie, - de Vos conseils, pour
qu'un sejour en Angleterre lui devienne utile.

Avec un parfait estime j'ai l'honneur d'etre I Monsieur IVotre tres h. et
ob. s. I Gilbert, D., Professeur de Phys. et I de Chimie a l'Univrs. de Leipsic, et
I Editeur des Annalen der Physik.
Leipsic ce 5 Juin 1821.

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday, I Inspecteur du Laboratoire de la
Royale I Institution I Londres
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TRANSLATION
Sir,

I am taking advantage of the visit to London of one of my physics and
chemistry students to present to you my free translation of your extremely
interesting research on steel and its improvement2. It is found in my
Annales de Phys et de Chimie, which have appeared regularly each month
for 22 years, and which I know are to be found in the library of the Royal
Institution and in the Royal Library etc and of which, nevertheless, English
& Scottish journals pretend to ignore the existence. The Quarterly Journal
of Sciences and Arts of the Royal Institution edited by Mr Brande and
yourself, gives an account of all that is being done in Physics, Chemistry
etc, except what is being done here. By what fatality are we excluded from
the republic of letters? How can sincere friends of science and of the truth
expressly ignore all that is being done by a great nation and its neighbours,
who use their own language, and condemn to ignorance discoveries
sometimes of very great merit, which are found detailed in a scientific
journal that has enjoyed the reputation of being well edited for the past 22
years. It would be up to you, Sir, to seek to rectify the reproaches that we
can make in this respect to England.

The excellent research on the magnetism of electricity which can be
found in my Annales from Nov. 1819, which is full of discoveries which are
unknown in England; the papers of Th. de Grotthus£ on a meteorite which
fell in Courland (part 4, 1821)4, those of the celebrated Reichenbach in
Munich in which he at last unfolds the mystery of his method of dividing
astronomical instruments, which in their perfection surpass all that
England and France have produced (part 5, 1821)6 etc etc - English
philosophers should not be unaware of these.

I would be most grateful, Sir, if you could kindly advise Mr. Kiihn7, who
presents this to you, and who has just spent a year in Mr Robiquet's8

laboratory in Paris to acquire practical knowledge of chemistry, so that his
stay in England will be profitable to him.

With perfect regards, I have the honour of being I Sir I Your most
h[umble] and ob[edient] s[ervant] I Gilbert, D, Professor of physics and I
chemistry at the University of Leipzig and I Editor of the Annalen der
Physik.
Leipzig 5 June 1821.

1. Ludwig Wilhelm Gilbert (1769-1824, NBU). German physicist.
2. Faraday (1820b) translation of Faraday (1819b). Faraday (1820c) translation of Faraday
(1820a). Stodart and Faraday (1820b) translation of Stodart and Faraday (1820a).
3. Theodore Grotthuss (1785-1822, DSB). German physicist and chemist.
4. Grotthuss (1820).
5. Georg von Reichenbach (1772-1826, P2). German engineer.
6. Reichenbach (1820).
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7. Unidentified.
8. Pierre Jean Robiquet (1780-1840, NBU). Pharmacist in Paris.

Letter 139
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
6 June 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 6 Juin 1821
Monsieur

M. Morson m'a Remise aujourd'huy votre letter du 26 Mai. Je
m'empresse de repondre a vos questions sur F acier clouet1. le memoire
dans lequel on avance que cet acier ne contient pas de charbon2, est de M.
Boussingault3; les experiences de cet eleve Mineur ont ete faites a Saint
etienne, dept de la loire. il n'y a point a paris d'Echantillon de cet acier;
J'etais trop peu avance dans les Sciences a l'Epoque ou clouet s'occupait de
fabrication d'acier, pour avoir pris connaissance du Resultat de ses
travaux. depuis que clouet a quitte Paris pour aller a cayenne4 ou il a
termine sa carriere, je n'ai pas eu occasion de suivre de nouvelles
experimens sur le fer et ses combinaisons. Je vais prier Fun de mes amis,
inspecteur general des Mines de faire venir du laboratoire de St Etienne, un
echantillon de F acier obtenu par M. Boussingault, et aussitot que je Faurai
Regu, j'aurai Fhonneur de vous Fenvoyer.

Je vous dois Mille Remercimens, Monsieur, pour l'exemplaire de
votre beau travail sur les chlorures5. J'ai communique votre Memoire a
Mon collegue M. Dulong.

Agreez, Monsieur, Fassurance de tous les Meilleurs Sentimens
d'estirne et d'attachement I hachette

Address: A Monsieur I Morson; pour Remettre a M. faraday I de Londres I
hotel de Suede I Rue du Boulois I a Paris.

TRANSLATION
Paris 6 June 1821

Sir
Mr Morson today delivered your letter of the 26 May. I hasten to reply

to your questions on Clouet1 steel. The paper which advanced the theory
that this steel does not contain carbon2 is that of Mr Boussingault3; the
experiments of this young student were done at Saint Etienne, in the
department of the Loire. There are no samples of this steel in Paris; I was
too little advanced in the sciences at the time when Clouet was working on
the manufacture of steel, to be familiar with the results of his work. Since
Clouet left Paris to go to Cayenne4 where he ended his career, I have not
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had the opportunity to follow new experiments on iron and its
combinations. I am going to ask one of my friends, an Inspector General at
the Mines, to order from the St Etienne laboratory a sample of the steel
obtained by Mr Boussingault, and as soon as I receive it, I shall have the
honour of sending it to you.

I owe you a thousand thanks, Sir, for the copy of your beautiful work
on chlorides5. I have passed your paper on to my colleague, M Dulong.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my best sentiments of esteem and
attachment I Hachette

1. Jean-Francois Clouet (1751-1801, DSB). Chemist
2. Boussingault (1821), 12.
3. Jean Baptiste Joseph Dieudonne Boussingault (1802-1887, DSB). Chemist.
4. In French Guiana.
5. Faraday (1821a).

Letter 140
Richard Phillips to Faraday
8 June 1821
From the original in RI MS F3 B87
Dear Faraday

My view of the business is as follows. Three grs of the substance gave
5.7 c. inches of carbonic acid, therefore two grs will give 3.8 cubic inches -
100 cubic inches of carbonic acid weigh 46.47 grains & contain 12.72 of
carbon, therefore 3.8 grains will give 0.483 of Carbon. Now deduct 0.483
from from 2 grs the quantity used we have 1.517 grs to be accounted. We
have then 5.9 grs of chloride of silver which according to Wollaston = 1.45
of chlorine. These added 0.483 the carbon give

1.45 chlorine
0.483 carbon

1.933
67 loss

2.000
Beautiful!

Now Carbon is 7.5 — Chlorine 44.1 grs Wollaston1. There is 44.1 gave 7.5,
Carbon 1.45 will give 0.246, but double the carbon & we have 0.492 - nothing
can be or ought to be nearer. It is evidently a subbichloride or

44.1 chlorine = 1 at[om]
15 carbon 2 at[om]

You may write the paper2 - I am satisfied.
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Yours ever I R. Phillips

Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle St
Postmark: 8 June 1821

1. Figures drawn from Wollaston (1814).
2. Phillips and Faraday (1821).

Letter 141
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
13 June 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Le hays pres Paris, 13 Juin 1821
Monsieur

M. Morson m'a Remise de votre part, une lettre par laquelle vous me
demandiez des reseignemens sur 1'acier Clouet1 sans charbon. Je vous ai
repondu le meme jour2, et j'ai envoye ma reponse M. Morson, hotel suede,
Rue du Boulois a Paris. Fun de mes amis du Conseil general des Mines a fait
demander a l'Ecole de St etienne (dept de la loire) un echantillon de Tacier
dont il est question dans le cahier des annales de phisique et chimie
(Janvier 1821)3, et il m'a promis de le partager, afin que Je puisse repondre
au desir que vous m'avez Manifeste, d'examiner cet acier avec M. Stodart.

votre travail sur les Damas a eveille l'attention d'un grand nombre de
personnes, meme de la classe ouvriere4. Je connais un coutelier d'origine
anglaise, Sir henrf, qui demeure vis a vis l'Ecole de chirurgie, qui etait
repute pour faire de bons instrumens de chirurgie. il a trouve le moyen de
damasser tous les a riens, fondus, cementes, et ces damas jouissent de la
propriete caracteristique de conserver leur figure apres la fusion. J'ignore
son procede; on m'a assure qu'il etait tres simple, peu couteux, et qu'il etait
fonde sur une propriete remarquable des Damas. les damas de Sir henri
surpassent en durete tout ce qui est connu a Paris comme productions de
Finde ou d'Europe. il a fait un outil de tonnelier qu'on appelle en fran^ais
Plan#t qui coupe fort bien la fonte et 1'acier par petits [cu]opeaux -

un chimiste de l'Ecole de Medicine a Paris m'a assure qu'un allinge de
bon fer et d'une petite quantite d'arsenic presentait tous les caracteres d'un
bon acier.

Je vous Reitere mes sinceres Remercimens pour l'envoi de votre
interessant memoire sur les chiorures7, qui est en ce moment entre les
Mains de Mon Collegue M. Dulong.

agreez, Monsieur, les complimens affectueux I de votre tres Devoue
Serviteur I hachette
no 6. impasse St dominique d'Enfer I Paris.
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Address: Mr. faraday I Royal Institution I Albermarle Street I London.

TRANSLATION
L'hays near Paris, 13 June 1821

Sir
Mr Morson passed me your letter in which you asked me for some

information on the carbonless Clouet1 steel. I replied on the same day2 and
sent my reply to Mr Morson, Hotel Suede, Rue du Boulois, Paris. One of my
friends in the General Council of Mines, has asked the Ecole de St. Etienne
(Dept. of the Loire) for a sample of the steel discussed in the volume of the
Annales de Physique et Chimie (January 1821)3, and he has promised to
divide it, so that I can fulfill the desire you have shown to examine this steel
with Mr. Stodart.

Your work on the Damascus steel has aroused the interest of a great
number of people, even of the working class4. I know a cutler of English
origin, Sir Henrf, who lives opposite the school of surgery, who had a
reputation of making good surgical instruments. He has found a way of
damasking all the useless melted and cemented ores and these damasks
enjoy the characteristic property of keeping their appearance after fusion. I
do not know what his method is; I have been assured that it is very simple
and cheap, and that it was based on a remarkable property of damasks. The
hardness of Sir Henry's damasks surpasses all Indian and European
production known in Paris. He has made a cooper's tool which is called a
'Plane'6 in French, which carves cast iron and steel really well by small
cuts-

A chemist from the Paris Medical School has assured me that an alloy
of good iron and of a small quantity of arsenic presented all the
characteristics of a good steel.

I reiterate my sincere thanks for sending me your interesting paper on
chlorides7 which at the moment is in the hands of my colleague, Mr.
Dulong.

Please accept, Sir, the sincere compliments I of your devoted servant, I
Hachette
No 6 impasse St Dominique d'Enfer I Paris.

1. Jean-Francois Clouet (1751-1801, DSB). Chemist.
2. Letter 139.
3. Boussingault (1821),
4. Stodart and Faraday (1820a).
5. Unidentified.
6. A chisel in English.
7. Faraday (1821a).
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Letter 142
Humphry Davy to Faraday
18 July 1821
From the original in RI MS F8, 376

Northampton I Wednesday
My dear Faraday

You will find by my troubling you immediately that I do not consider
you kind offer of doing any thing for me in my absence, merely
complimentary.

My servant has left my game certificate somewhere in my House. He
has written about it ask for it for me, & be so good as to keep it till Mr
Hamilton returns to the foreign office when you can inclose it in a letter
with a label upon it for a frank merely sent up to his room to be franked &
sent off with his letters1. My address till Augt 7 Post Office Portpatrick
Portpatrick Ireland.

Will you be so good as to order Jones2 if He has not taken my dress
clothes to Mr Jackson3 Newman Street as I ordered him on Thursday to take
them immediately & to bring them back in four or five days.

I hope you continue quite well & do much during the summer & I wish
you in your new state all that happiness which I am sure you deserve.

I am My dear Mr I Faraday I Your sincere friend I H. Davy

Postmark: 18 July 1821

1. See note 2, letter 87.
2. Unidentified.
3. Unidentified.

Letter 143
Humphry Davy to Faraday
23 July 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Port Patrick I July 23
My dear Mr Faraday

Will you have the goodness to pay the postage of this letter & put it
into the post & to enquire at my house if there be a letter for me with Capt
Colbys name on the outside & if so open it & let me know the contents
addressing me Post Office Port Patrick1.

I write in great haste to secure the post
Your sincere friend I H. Davy

1. This tour is described in Davy, J. (1836), 2: 149-50.
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Letter 144
Humphry Davy to Faraday
28 July 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Coleraine July 28
Dear Mr Faraday

Will you have the goodness to put the inclosed letter in the french
post & likewise to order the Housemaid in Grovr Street to get a bed ready
for my Brother.

When you can get a frank from Mr Hamilton1 be so good as to send my
letters except such as are obviously for the Royal Society[.j

My address will be till Augt 12 at J.P. Stewart's2 Esq, Kirkmichael
House near Maybole Ayr N. Britain.

I hope Mrs Faraday is very well.
I am my dear Mr Faraday! your sincere friend I H. Davy

Address: To Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. See note 2, letter 87.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 145
Richard Phillips to Faraday
11 August 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Primrose near Clithero[e] I Saturday
Dear Faraday

I did not hear before I left town whether our paper was or not to be
printed1. By this time you have undoubtedly learnt, & I only wish to state
respecting it that I should like (if it be printed) to have about 1 doz printed
for myself. M. Julin2 is not to be described as a manufacturerbut possibly as
M. Julin of Abo in Finlandi.)

How get you on with the Electro Magnetism? I hear from the printer
that he wants about a sheet. If your paper will make a sheet & a half let him
keep other things back, if two sheets let it be divided into two. I forgot to ask
whether any plate will be advisable; if it should there will be no objection
but we must I am afraid give it with the next number3. But of this I leave you
to judge. Pray let me hear from you by return of post, if only a few lines I
shall be glad of them. I hope Mrs Faraday is well & beg you to present my
best respects to her.

Hoping to hear from you by return of post
I remain I Yours very truly I R. Phillips
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At James Thomson's4 Esq

Address: Mr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London
Postmark: 13 August 1821

1. Phillips and Faraday (1821).
2. Johan Jacob Julin (1787-1853, FBH). Chemical manufacturer. He had given a sample of
what turned out to be a third cnloro-carbon to Faraday and Phillips for analysis. Their
preliminary work was a note following Julin (1821) where he announced its existence. See also
letter 140 and Faraday Diary, 1 June 1821, 1: 46-7.
3. [Faraday](1821c, d) published in September and October respectively with the plate
appearing in the latter issue.
4. James Thomson. Calico printer. See Baines (1824-5), 1: 614.

Letter 146
Humphry Davy to Faraday
22 August 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Will you be so good as to put the inclosed letter into the post & say to
Mr Batsford1 that my paper shall be sent in a few days. I had enquired Mr
Combe2 said it would not be wanted till Sepr. At all events the printing of
the Transactions need not be delayed, as it may be placed amongst the last
or the last in the volume3. It is of no importance where it stands. - H.D.

Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London
Postmark: Greenock, 22 August 1821

1. Unidentified.
2. Taylor Combe (1774-1826, DNB). Numismatist and a Secretary of the Royal Society, 1812-
1824.
3. Davy (1821c) is the final paper in the volume.

Letter 147
Richard Phillips to Faraday
4 September 1821
From the original in RI MS Fl 142

Primrose I 4 Sept
My dear Faraday -

I have this day read the Electromagnetic paper1, & I need hardly say
that it has my entire approval, being exactly the thing I wanted. I confess
however that I do feel no little regret that I should have been the cause of so
much trouble & annoyance to you - I did not suppose that this wd have
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been the case, or 1 wd not have proposed the undertaking to you, much as I
am pleased with the execution of it -1 am not in the least "frightened" with
what you call the 'mass of matter', especially after the specimen which you
have given - that specimen 1 wish had been longer, but that is of secondary
consequence -1 shall take all pains to keep the name private, but should not
have the slightest objection to make it known when you wish - tout au
contraire - the sooner the better. Send to the engraver to wait upon you for
the plate - he is a civil but rather a stupid dog - his name is Shury2

Charterhouse House [sic] Street, Charterhouse Square - Has not [John]
Herapath's3 brother [William]4 sent an acct of a balance5 - ? What like is it - ?
If not good let him remain till I return which will be in about 3 weeks - With
best respects to Mrs Faraday

I remain, dear F I Yours ever truly I R. Phillips

Address: Mr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I London

1. [Faraday] (1821c, d).
2. John Shury (or Sherry). Engraver and printer of 16 Charterhouse Street, Charterhouse
Square. Johnstone (1817), part 1, p.115 and Pigot (1822-3), 78.
3. John Herapath (1790-1868, DSB). Mathematician.
4. William Herapath (1796-1868, DNB). Chemist.
5. Herapath (1821).

Letter 148
Faraday to Charles-Gaspard De La Rive
12 September 1821
From the original in BPUG MS 2311, f.61-2

Royal Institution I Sept. 12th, 1821.
My dear Sir

I was extremely gratified the other day on receiving your very kind
letter and also your beautifull little apparatus. I owe you many thanks for
them and have been using the latter I hope you will say with some effect1!.] I
have not seen Mr. Prevost2 so have not heard any news of your delightful
place except what your letter contains but I trust all is wellu

I am much flattered and encouraged to go on by your good opinion of
what little things I have been able to do in science and especially as regards
the chlorides of carbon3[.] I put a copy of my paper on them into the hands
of Dr. Ure for you some time since4[.j He intended to visit Geneva & I trust
long ere this you will have seen him and the paper. You will probably have
seen since that was printed that Mr. Phillips and myself have described a
new chloride of carbon so that now there are three of these interesting
bodies and I anxiously look for a fourth5[.] A short account is in the Annals
of Philosophy Aug 1821 which I presume you have seen6[.] I expect in a few
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days to have a copy of the paper to send you. In saying this I may express
how much I should be gratified if you could and would point out a way
whereby I may send you such or any other papers in the quickest & safest
manner. Can I do it by Treuttel & Wurtz7 the Booksellers or how? For I am so
much flattered by your kindness that I shall always intrude my papers on to
it if I may be allowed. I have not seen M Prevost or M Macaire8.

Sir H Davys paper is not yet printed and I hardly know what it is for Sir
H. left town for the country almost before his ideas were put into order on
the subject on which he was working .̂]

You partly reproach us here with not sufficiently esteeming Amperes
expts on Electro-magnetisml0[.] Allow me to extenuate our opinion a little
on this point. With regard to the experiments I hope and trust that due
weight is allowed to them but these you know are few and theory makes up
the great part of what M Ampere has published and theory in a great many
points unsupported by experiments when they ought to have been
adducedf.] At the same time M Amperes experiments are excellent & his
theory ingenious and for myself I had thought very little about it before
your letter came simply because being naturally sceptical on philosophical
theories I thought there was a great want of experimental evidence11.

Since then however I have engaged on the subject and have a paper in
our Institution Journal which will appear in a week or two and that will as it
contains experiment be immediately applied by M Ampere in support of his
theory much more decidedly than it is by myself. I intend to enclose a copy
of it to you with the other & only want the means of sending it12.

I find that all the usual attractions and repulsions of the Magnetic
needle by the conjunctive wire are deceptions the motions being not
attractions &c or repulsions nor the result of any attractive or repulsive
forces but the results of a force in the wire which instead of bringing the
pole of the needle nearer to or farther from the wire endeavours to make it
move round it in a never ending circle and motion whilst the battery
remains in action^ I have succeeded not only in shewing the existence of
this motion theoretically but experimentally and have been able to make
the wire revolve round a magnetic pole or a magnetic pole round the wire at
pleasurei.j The law of revolution and to which all the other motions of the
needle and wire are reducible is simple and beautifult.j Conceive a portion
of connecting wire north and south the north end being attached to the
positive pole of a battery the south to the negative!.] A north Magnetic pole
would then pass round it continually in the apparent direction of the sun,
from east to west above & from west to east belowt.j Reverse the
connections with the battery & the motion of the pole is reversed^ Or if the
south pole be made to revolve the motions will be in the opposite
directions as with the North polec.] If the wire be made to revolve round the
pole the motions a [MS torn] according to those mentioned. In the
apparatus I used there were but two plates and the direction of the motions
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were of course the reverse of those with a battery of several pair of plates
and which are given aboveu Now I have been able experimentally to trace
this motion into its various forms as exhibited by Amperes helix13 &c & in
all cases to shew that the attractions & repulsions are only appearances
due to this circulation of the pole, to shew that dissimilar poles repel as
well as attract and that similar poles attract as well as repel and to make I
think the analogy between the helix & common bar magnet far stronger
than beforeu But yet I am by no means decided that there are currents of
electricity in the common magnet. 1 have no doubt that electricity puts the
circles of the helices into the same states as those circles are in that may be
conceived in the bar magnet but I am not certain that this state is directly
dependent on the electricity, or that it cannot be produced by other
agencies and therefore until the presence of Electrical currents be proved
in the magnet by other than magnetical effects I shall remain in doubt about
Amperes theory.

I have no room here to describe my results more particularly to you
but you shall have them as soon as I can possibly send them and I hope
they will meet your approbations Allow me to say how much I am indebted
to your little ring apparatus for information as I went on and also to say that
I have as well by that as by other means been enabled to repeat and
confirm an experiment of Amperes that had been doubted by great men
here namely the direction of a curve by the magnetism of the earth14[.]

Wishing you all health & happiness & waiting for news from youw
I am My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged & grateful I M. Faraday

1. De la Rive, C.-G. (1821). These devices showed the attraction of an electric current by a
magnet and a wound helix that behaved like a magnet. Faraday noted using these in Faraday,
Diary, 5 and 6 September 1821, 1: 52-5. He described them in Faraday (1821e), 83.
2. Jean-Louis Prevost (1790-1850, DSB). Swiss physiologist.
3. Faraday (1821a).
4. See letter 134.
5. Phillips and Faraday (1821).
6. Ann.Phii, 1821, 18: 150.
7. Of 30 Soho Square. POD.
8. Isaac Francois Macaire (1796-1869, P2, 3). Naturalist.
9. Davy, H. (1821c).
10. See Davy, H. (1821a), 18-19 for his ambivalent views on Ampere's work.
11. See [Faraday](1822d), 111-7 for his thoughts on Ampere's theory.
12. Faraday (182 le). In this Faraday announced his discovery of electro-magnetic rotations
which he had made on 3 and 4 September 1821. See Faraday, Diary, 3 and 4 September 1821,1:
48-52. For detailed discussion of this work see Gooding (1985), 110-23 and (1989), 71-9.
13. Ampere (1820b) described his invention of a wire helix which behaved as a magnet when
electric current was passed through it.
14. See Ampere (1820b), 188-96 and Faraday (1821e), 95-6.
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Letter 149
Humphry Davy to Faraday
14 September 1821
From a transcript in the RI MS

Lowther Castle11 near Penrith I Sept 14
My dear Mr Faraday

I sent a few days ago my paper on Electricity2 to Mr Bulmer3. If it is
printed, I wish to have the proof sheets addressed to me at Downton Castle
Ludlouf. Mr Hamilton will give me a frank for this purpose at the foreign
office5. If there is no hurry I shall be in town the first week in Octr. Pray have
the kindness to again check this matter & to tell my servants in
Gro[sve]n[or] Street that I shall be in town before the end of the first week in
Octr. &. desire them to have the carpet put down in my bed room & sitting
room & the bed well aired.

Will you be so good as to get for me some pure tin & some tubes of
glass bent in this form

with wires some of platinum & some of iron cemented ie hermetically sealed
into the top. I have some experiments to make of a perfectly new kiruf.Pray
desire Mr Newman to get these tubes ready. Six will be sufficient six inches
high & the lower leg by which they are to be fitted about ZVi. The wire 2
inches within - & about ^o or ^o of an inch in diameter.

I hope to find some new substance in the Laboratory on my return.
I ami My dear Mr Faraday I Very sincerely your friend & well wisher IH.

Davy

1. Westmorland (Cumbria), the seat of William Lowther, 1st Earl of Lonsdale (1757-1844,
DNB), patron of William Wordsworth (1770-1850, DNB), poet.
2. Davy, H. (1821c).
3. William Bulmer (1757-1830, DNB). Printer of the PhiiTrans.
4. Seat of Thomas Andrew Knight (1759-1838, DSB). Horticulturist.
5. See note 2, letter 87.
6. See Davy (1822).
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Letter 150
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
late September 1821
From the original in UP VPL MS M B737
Dear Mr Faraday

Be so good to send the enclosed proof to Parker, and the note to Mr
Wilson1. Should a packet directed to me arrive at the Institution by the
Colchester Mail, pray open it and send the revise of Mr Hays2 paper which
it will contain3, to Parker: I told him you had a paper4, and would consult
with him as to the woodcuts. Will you desire Mr Fincher to advertise the
Lectures for Tuesday the 9th of October. The sooner this is done, the
better.

Yours always I W.T. Brande
Pray send Mr Ewbanks5 note immediately
Chiswick I Wednesday

1. Unidentified.
2. Edward William Auriol Hay (cl785-1845, AO). Antiquarian.
3. Hay (1821).
4. Faraday (1821e).
5. Unidentified.

Letter 151
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
6 October 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 6 octobre 1821
Monsieur

J'ai Recu par M Gilbert la derniere lettre que vous m'avez fait
Thonneur de m'ecrire. J'apprends avec plaisir que vous vous occupez de
Telectricite. M. ampere et moi avons ecrit un article qui va paraitre dans le
cahier des annales de phisique et de chimie, Septembre 1821, et qui a pour
sujet d'expliquer les appareils dont M. Ampere a fait usage pour ses
experiences1, ayant ete charge de corriger les Epreuves en l'absence des
auteurs des annales Gay Lussac et Arago (ce dernier fait a present des
observations en angleterre), et en l'absence de M. ampere lui meme qui est
a lyon dans sa famille, je vous envois une Epreuve de Tarticle que nous
avons cru necessaire pour Intelligence des Memoires precedens. lorsque
vous aurez fait la premiere experience de M. ampere avec un Conducteur
Mobile et un Conducteur fixe, vous verrez de suite, comment avec des
godets ou des Capsules Remplis de Mercure, on peut etablir un Courant
continu d'electricite galvanique dans un nombre quelconque de ces
conducteurs fixes ou Mobiles.
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la Societe cTencouragement [pour Industrie] n'a encore rien publie
sur les experiences que ses commissionaires ont du repeter; je ne doute
pas qu'elles confirmeront Vos Resultats. Je crois qu'il n'y a qu'une seule
personne qui ait travaile sur cette Matiere d'apres vous; c'est M. Breanf
attache a la Monnaie. cependant M. Berthier3 de FEcole des Mines a aussi
fait quelques essais. Sir henry4 et M. Barruel5 ont aussi fait un travail sur
Facier; ils font fabriquer de la coutellerie avec leurs aciers Damas, mais ils
n'ont rien publie -.

M. Gilbert ne doit rester que quelques jours a Paris; Je lui ai offert mes
Services, et vous ne devez pas douter que je Recevray toujours avec plaisir
les personnes qui feront Thonneur de venir me voir de votre Part -

agreez, Monsieur, mes tres humbles I civilites, et l'assurance d'une
parfaite estime I hachette
Rappellez Moi au Souvenir de M. humphry Davy, et de Mr Brande.
Paris, impasse St dominique d'enfer no 6.

TRANSLATION
Paris 6 October 1821

Sir
I received via Mr Gilbert the last letter that you honoured me by

writing. I learn with pleasure that you are working on electricity. M. Ampere
and I have written an article which is going to appear in the September 1821
volume of the Annales de physique et chimie, in which we aim to explain
the instruments that Mr. Ampere used for his experiments1. Having been
put in charge of correcting the proofs in the absence of the editors of the
Annales, Gay-Lussac and Arago (the latter is making some observations in
England) and in the absence of Mr Ampere himself, who is in Lyon with his
family, I am sending you a proof of the article that we thought was
necessary for the understanding of the earlier papers. As soon as you do
Mr. Ampere's first experiment with a mobile conductor and a fixed
conductor you will see right away how with some jars or capsules filled
with mercury one can establish a continuous current of galvanic electricity
in any number of these fixed or mobile conductors.

The Societe d'encouragement [pour Flndustrie] has not yet published
anything on the experiments that its commissioners will have repeated. I
have no doubt that they will confirm your results. I believe there is but one
person who has worked on this subject along your lines; it is Mr Breant2,
attached to the Mint; however, Mr. Berthier3 of the Ecole des Mines has
done a few tests. Sir Henry4 and Mr. Barruel5 have also worked on steel;
they are having cutlery made with their Damascus steel, but they have not
published anything.
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Mr. Gilbert is to stay in Paris for a few days only; I have offered him my
services; and you must not doubt that I shall always receive with pleasure
the persons that will do me the honour of coming to see me on your behalf.

Please accept, Sir, my most humble compliments and the assurance of
perfect respect I Hachette.
Please remember me to Sir Humphry Davy and Mr Brande.
Paris, impasse St Dominique d'enfer No 6.

1. Ampere (1821c).
2. Jean Robert Breant (b.1776, PI). Chemist. For his work on steel see Breant (1823).
3. Pierre Berthier (1782-1861, DSB). Mineralogist.
4. Unidentified.
5. Jean Pierre Barruel (1780-1838, PI). Director of the chemical laboratory at the Paris
Medical School.

Letter 152
Faraday to James Stodart
8 October 1821
From the original draft in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 1

Royal Institution I Monday Oct 8th 1821
My dear Sir

I hear every day more and more of those sounds which though only
whispers to me are I suspect spoken aloud amongst scientific men and
which as they in part affect my honor and honesty I am anxious to do away
with or at least to prove erroneous in those parts which are dishonorable to
met.] You know perfectly well what distress the very unexpected reception
of my paper on Magnetism1 in public has caused me and you will not
therefore be surprised at my anxiety to get out of it though I give trouble to
you and other of my friends in doing sou

If I understand aright I am charged 1 with not acknowledging the
information I received in assisting Sir H. Davy in his experiments on this
subject 2 with concealing the theory and views of Dr Wollaston 3 with
taking the subject whilst Dr. Wollaston was at work on it and 4 with
dishonorably taking Dr. Wollastons thoughts and pursuing them without
acknowledgement to the results I have brought out[.j

There is something degrading about the whole of these charges and
were the last of them true I feel that I could not remain on the terms I now
stand at with you or any scientific person^ Nor can I indeed bear to remain
even suspected of such a thing[.] My love for scientific reputation is not yet
so high as to induce me to obtain it at the expence of honor and my anxiety
to clear away this stigma is such that I do not hesitate to trouble you even
beyond what you may be willing to do for met.] I want you my Dear Sir to
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procure me an interview with Dr Wollaston on his return to town and I wish
for this not only to apologise to him if I have unintentionally done him
wrong but to justify myself from the suspicions that are wrongly raised
against me. I feel that Dr. Wollaston is so very far above me that even if he
does feel himself wronged he may not permit himself to think it is of any
importance and may therefore think it unnecessary to allow any thing to
pass on the subject but in that case I appeal to Dr. Wollaston on my own
accounti.] His character and talents have raised him to be a patron and
protector of sciences All men look to his opinion and judgement with
respect!.] If therefore an impression has gone abroad that I have done him
an injustice surely he will listen to my vindication if not for his own or even
my sake yet for the sake of that situation in which he stands in the scientific
worldi.] I am but a young man & without name and it probably does not
matter much to science what becomes of me but if by any circumstances I
am subjected to unjust suspicions it becomes no one more than him who
may be said to preside over the equity of science to assist in liberating me
from them[.j

With regard to the first charge I have spoken to Sir H. Davy and I hope
and believe he is satisfied!.] I wished to apply to him but knew not where he
was till the paper was printed and immediately I did know I sent him a
rough copy of it2. How much I regret the haste which made me print the
paper in the last No of the Journal is known to Sir H. Davy & to yout.j

With regard to the second charge I have to say that I should have been
proud to have put into my paper in a more distinct manner what I knew of
Dr. Wollastons theory & experiments but that I was afraid to attach his
name to any thing which Dr. Wollaston had not published or authorised!.]
At the same time I must state that all I knew was what is published in the
Journal of Science x p 3633 and that Dr. Wollaston expected to make a wire
revolve on its own axis; but I did not see the apparatus of Dr. Wollaston or
the experiment he made at the Royal Institution or any made elsewhere4!.]

As to the third charge I had not the slightest notion that Dr. Wollaston
was at work or intended to work on the subject!.] It is now near 7 months I
believe that he was at the Royal Institution making an experiment and I did
not know that he intended to pursue it sincei.j If I had thought so I should
never have attempted any thing on the subject.

The fourth charge is not true. I had assisted Sir H Davy in nearly all of
his experiments and thus had my mind prepared for the subject but the
immediate cause of my making the experiments detailed in my paper was
the writing of the Historical Sketch of Electro magnetism that has appeared
in the last two Numbers of the Annals of Philosophy5!.] It was in verifying
the positions that I continually had to make mention of in that Sketch that I
was led as described in the commencement of my paper to ascertain the
revolution of the pole round the wire and then & then only Dr. Wollastons
theory came to my mind!.] I should have been proud & happy here to have
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mentioned Dr. Wollastons experiment of the rotation of the wire on its own
axis (the only experiment I had heard of) but it did not succeed with me: or
Dr. Wollastons theory as stated in our Journal. But Dr. Woliaston had not
published or avowed either and I judged (perhaps wrongly) that I had no
right in that case to mention itu

All I ask is to be liberated from the dishonor unjustly attached to me in
these chargesu I am anxious to apologise to Dr. Woliaston in any way that I
can for not having mentioned his theory & experiments if I may be
permitted. I need not again urge reasons why Dr. Woliaston should hear me
or receive into his consideration those circumstances which witness for me
in this affair that 1 have erred innocently but I hope every thing through
your kindness. Anxiously waiting to hear from you[.]

I am Dear Sir I Your Very Obliged and faithful I M. Faraday
J. Stodart Esq

1. Faraday (1821e).
2. Davy, J. (1836), 2: 275 says Davy did not return to London until the "latter part of the
autumn".
3. [Brande](1821), 363. Faraday (1836), 522 identifies Brande's authorship.
4. Faraday (1823d), 289 published this account of the relationship between his and
Wollaston's work. He added here that he had endeavoured to see Woliaston to ask permission
to include details of his unpublished work, but Woliaston was out of town.
5. [Faraday] (1821c, d).

Letter 153
Faraday to Ludwig Wilhelm Gilbert1

18 October 1821
From the original in Deutsches Postmuseum

Royal Institution I Octr. 18th. 1821
Sir

1 beg to acknowledge the honor of your letter2 which 1 received by the
hands of Mr. Kohn3 and which I consider as a flattering mark of your good
opinion. Mr. Kohn having just returned from Scotland to this town I am
anxious to take the opportunity which he offers me of conveying a letter
and my acknowledgements to you[.j

That you should think our experiments on steel worth translation is a
proof that they are not valueless which 1 prize as much as any one I have yet
received for the merit and value of your Annals is well known here. I am
sorry you should have cause to complain of any neglect towards them but I
assure you I am not in fault for I have equal cause with yourself. They
contain the valuable science of a large portion of the scientific world which
I continually regret is shut out from me for I do not understand German and
I can get no one here to give me an account of what is in them and with
regard to the Quarterly Journal of Science &c I have so little to do with it
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that you must not put any neglect which may seem to appear in it to my
charge for except the Miscellanea and those articles which have my name
to them I do nothing in it and know not how it is arranged.

Mr Phillips and myself do ourselves the honor of sending for your
acceptance a joint paper on the third chloride of carbon4.1 regret I have not
a copy of my paper on the two first to send with it5[.j I however beg leave to
enclose a copy of a paper on electro-magnetism containing an
experimental demonstration of some new magnetical motions6. The
rotations form very beautiful experiments and I find that instead of the
rather complicated mode of suspension I have described in the paper that
simple hanging by a hook is sufficient if the wires be bright. In this way I
have made the apparatus so small as to be hermetically enclosed in a small
piece of glass tube about an inch and a half long and one third of an inch in
diameter, and so sensible as to act by a single pair of small plates. In place
too of the magnet I use a piece of soft-iron-wire and make the inner end
either north or south at pleasure by the application of a north or south
magnetic pole to the external end.

Trusting that science will still continue to advance with its
accustomed speed in Germany and that I may become able to follow its
progress and trusting also that the Annals will become more and more
renowned under the guidance of their director I have the honor to sign
myself - Sir

Your obliged and very humble servant I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Gilbert I Professor I &c &c 1 Leipzig

1. Ludwig Wilhelm Gilbert (1769-1824, NBU). German physicist.
2. Letter 138.
3. Unidentified.
4. Phillips and Faraday (1821).
5. Faraday (1821a).
6. Faraday (1821e).

Letter 154
Faraday to William Hyde Wollaston
30 October 1821
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 2

Royal Institution I Oct 30th 1821
Sir

I am urged by strong motives to request your attention for a few
moments. The latter end of last month 1 wrote a paper on
electromagnetism1, which I left in the hands of the printer of the Quarterly
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Journal and went into the country. On returning home the beginning of this
month I heard from two or three quarters that it was considered I had not
behaved honorably in that paper and that the wrong 1 had done was done
to you[.] I immediately wished and endeavoured to see you but was
prevented by the advice of my friends and am only now at liberty to pursue
the plan I intended to have taken at firsti.j

If I have done any one wrong it was quite unintentional and the charge
of behaving dishonorably is not truei.] I am bold enough sir to beg the
favour of a few minutes conversation with you on this subject simply for
these reasons that 1 can clear myself satisfactorially - that I owe obligations
to you - that I respect you - that I am anxious to escape from unfounded
impressions against me - and if I have done any wrong that I may apologise
for it.

I do not think Sir that you would regret allowing me this privilege; for
satisfied in my own mind of the simplicity and purity of my motives in
writing that paper I feel that I should satisfy you and you would have the
pleasure of freeing me from an embarrassment I do not deserve to lay
under. Nevertheless if for any reasons you do not consider it necessary to
permit it I hope I shall not further have increased any unpleasant feeling
towards me in your mindi.]

1 have very much simplified & diminished in size the rotating
apparatus so as to enclose it in a tube. I should be proud if I may be allowed
as a mark of strong and sincere respect to present one for your acceptance.
I am almost afraid to make this request not because I know of the slightest
reason which renders it improper but because of the uncertain and
indefinite form of the rumors which have come about mei.j But I trust Sir
that I shall not injure myself with you by adopting the simplest and most
direct means of clearing up a misunderstanding that has arisen against me
but that what 1 do with sincerity you will receive favourably ]̂

1 am Sir with great Respect I Your Obedient Humble Servant lM.
Faraday
Dr. Wollaston

1. Faraday (1821e).
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Letter 155
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
30 October 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 30 octobre 1821
Monsieur

J'ai Recu les deux exemplaires de votre memoire sur l'electricite
Magnetique1, ainsi que le petit appareil, joint a votre lettre du 18 octobre,
qui m'est parvenue bien.

M. Ampere arrive dans quelques jours de lyon,et j'attends ce moment
avec impatience, pour lire ensemble votre memoire et repeter vos
experiences.

la presente n'a pour objet que de vous accuser reception de vos
interssantes communications; j'aurai 1'honneur dans le courant de
novembre de vous ecrire plus en detail sur Vos Recherches.

agreez, Monsieur, les assurances des I sentimens de la Consideration
la plus distinguee I hachette
P.S. cy joint la preface d'un gros livre que je viens de pubiier.
a. M. faraday

TRANSLATION
Paris 30 October 1821

Sir
I received the two copies of your paper on electro-magnetism1 as well

as the little instrument enclosed with your letter of 18 October, which
arrived safely.

Mr. Ampere arrives in a few days' time from Lyons and I am awaiting
that moment impatiently in order to read your paper together and to repeat
your experiments.

This letter is simply to confirm receipt of your most interesting
communications; I shall have the honour of writing to you in more detail
during the course of November on your research.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of sentiments of my most
distinguished consideration I Hachette
P.S. I attach the preface of a large book that I have just published.
To Mr. Faraday

1. Faraday (1821e).
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Letter 156
William Hyde Wollaston to Faraday
cl November 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 3
Sir

You seem to me to labour under some misapprehension of the
strength of my feelings upon the subject to which you allude1.

As to the opinions which others may have of your conduct, that is
your concern, not mine; and if you fully acquit yourself of making any
incorrect use of the suggestions of others, it seems to me that you have no
occasion to concern yourself much about the matter. But, if you are
desirous of any conversation with me & could with convenience call
tomorrow morning between 10 o'clock and xji past 10 you will be sure to find
mei.)

ever Your most obedient I W.H. Wollaston
I name that hour because I shall have occasion to leave home before 11.

Endorsed: Must have been about Oct 31 or Nov 1 1821 MF
Address: Mr Faraday I R. Institution I Albemarle Street

1. In letter 154.

Letter 157
Richard Phillips to Faraday
2 November 1821
From the original in RI MS Fl K

Birmingham I 2d November I 16 Colmore Row
Dear Faraday,

Here I am spouting to the Brummagen lads, & to do them justice I must
say I am well received. 1 write you this just to jog your memory that we
expect from you this month & as early as suits you the remainder of the
history of Electro-magnetism1- & now mind what I say - if you do not do
yourself justice, I will, & that by giving a murderous account of your
discoveries. If you think fit to claim the history do so & welcome. If you do
not claim it, then you may write the history of your doings anonymously.
But at all events you can give me an abstract which may appear among
other notices as if from me2.1 believe I shall trouble you to correct the last
sheet of the next number.

I almost forgot to mention that as the Royal Society meets in a few
days the names of the papers received must be mentioned & I am afraid I
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must beg of you to procure them3. If you can add any account of their
contents, you will greatly & increasingly obligeu

Yours very truly, I R. Phillips
P.S. Have you seen my answer to Green?4 Send for some if you like.
Present my best respects to Mrs Faraday & write to me as soon as you can.

Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London.
Postmark: 2 November 1821

1. [Faraday](1822d). Not published until February 1822.
2. Phillips added an account of Faraday's electro-magnetic rotation experiments to
[Faraday](1822d) in Ann.PhiL, 1822, 19: 117-21.
3. This was not reported until January 1822. Ann.PhiL, 1822, 19: 72.
4. Unidentified.

Letter 158
Faraday to Charles-Gaspard De La Rive
16 November 1821
From the original in BPUG MS 2311, f.63

R Institution I Novr. 16, 1821.
Dear Sir

Herewith you will receive copies of my papers which I mentioned in a
letter I sent you per post a month or two ago and which I hope you will do
me the favour to accept1.1 also send in this packet a little apparatus I have
made to illustrate the rotary motion on a small scaleu The rod below is soft
iron and consequently can have its inner end made north or south at
pleasure by contact of the external end with one of the poles of a magnet[.]
To make the apparatus act it is to be held upright with the iron pin
downwards the north or south pole of a magnet to be placed in contact with
the external end of the iron pin and then the wires of a voltaic combination
connected with the upper platinum wire the other with the lower pin or
magnet the wire will then rotate if the apparatus is in order in which state I
hope it will reach you. Good contacts are required in these experiments^]

Now let me know what is doing with you, for I long for news from your
southern partsu An Italian gentleman who is on his return home will give
this packet to you - at least I hope so for I want it to reach you safe -1 am
excessively busy too much so at present to try my hand at any thing more
or even to continue this letter many lines further but I hope soon to have a
little news on steel to send you[.]

I am my Dear Sir As Ever I Your Very Obliged and faithful I
M. Faraday
M de La Rive I &c &c
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A single pair of plates 2 or 3 inches square or 4 inches square is quite
large enough for the apparatus -

Yours Ever I MF
1. Phillips and Faraday (1821). Faraday (1821e). See letter 148.

Letter 159
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
19 November 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 19 novembre 1821
Monsieur

M. ampere et moi avons repete votre tres jolie experience du
Mouvement conique du fii electromagnetique autour d'un aimant; elle a
parfaitement reussi. M. ampere en rendra Compte aujourd'huy a l'academie
des Sciences1. M. gay Lussac a fait traduire votre memoire imprime en 8°
"on electro-magnetical motions"2 il sera insere dans un prochain cahier des
annales chimie et phisique3. J'ajouterai dans le meme cahier, le dessin et la
description du petit instrument que vous m'avez eu la bonte de m'envoyer,
et pour lequel je vous adresse de nouveaux Remercimens bien sinceres4.

agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance des Sentimens I les plus distingues I
Votre tres affectionne Servituer. I hachette

TRANSLATION
Paris 19 November 1821

Sir
Mr. Ampere and I have repeated you very lovely experiment of

conical movement of an electromagnetic wire around a magnet; it was
perfectly successful. Mr. Ampere will give an account of it today at the
Academie des Sciences1. Mr. Gay-Lussac has had translated your paper
printed in octavo "On electro-magnetical motions"2. It will be inserted in a
forthcoming volume of the Annales de Chimie et physique3. In the same
volume I shall add a diagram and a description of the little instrument that
you so kindly sent me and for which I address renewed and most sincere
thanks to you4.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my most distinguished Isentiments
I Your very affectionate servant, I Hachette.

1. Ann.Chim., 1821, 18: 397.
2. Faraday (1821e).
3. Faraday (1821f).
4. Ampere (1821d), 330 and plate 3, figure 19.
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Letter 160
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
12 December 1821
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 12 decembre 1821
Monsieur

j'ai eu Thonneur de vous informer que M. ampere avait rendu Compte
de votre experience sur le fil qui tourne autour d'un aimant, dans la seance
de l'academie royale des Sciences du 19 novembre dernier1; cette
experience fut repetee le samedi 24 novembre a la Societe philomatique;
les proces verbaux de ces Societes en ont fait mention; et j'ai fait ajouter sur
le proces verbal de la Societe philomatique que Tenvoi de Tappareil qui
m'avait ete envoye par votre obligeance, etait accompagne d'une lettre
explicative du 18 octobre 1821. le cahier des annales de chimie et phisique
du mois de decembre contiendra la traduction de votre Memoire imprime
dans le journal de restitution royale avec la date du 11 Septembre 18212.
on termine en ce moment le cahier (novembre) des annales de chimie et
phisique, dans lequel vous trouverez la suite du memoire de M. ampere sur
les exeriences electro-magnetiques3; 2° la description de votre appareil
(que vous m'avez envoye)4, a laquelle j'ai joint F explication d'un apppareil
semblable, imagine par M. ampere, que, je crois, vous fera plaisir5. Je pense
qu'il vous sera agreable de le connaitre avant la publicaion du cahier
(novembre) qui est sous presse. -

3

fig 1
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ABCD vase cylindrique en Zinc, abed autre vase cylindrique, sans
fonds, et soude sur le fond AD du premier vase ABCD - ce vase est aussi en
zinc. Fespace abed est a jour, et Fespace compris entre les deux cylindres
ABCD, abed contient la liqueur acide qui developpe Faction volfaique dans
les piles d'un ou plusieurs couples, efest le niveau de la liqueur acide.

sur le bord be du petit cylindre interieur abed, s'eleve un arc

n
gib (fig 2) en zinc; surmonte d'une tige verticale ik en cuivre; laquelle tige
porte une capsule Im qui contient du mercure. ce mercure est destine a
mettre en communication la tige de cuivre ik avec un conducteur mobile
aussi en cuivre nop. voici a part la forme de ce conducteur:

e'est tout simplement une lame de cuivre nop (fig 3), attachee sur les
bords d'une couronne en cuivre non'o', laquelle couronne plonge tout
entiere dans la liqueur acide du vase ABCD, abed (fig 1), et tourne autour
du cylindre abed (fig 1), qu'elle embrasse.

(fig 1) PP' est un aimant qu'on fixe dans le cylindre creux abed (fig 1);
et qui est en contact avec le fond AD du vase ABCD.

tout a tout dispose ainsi qu'il vient d'etre dit, on verse la liqueur acide
dans le vase ABCD, abed (fig 1); et aussitot on voit tourner la couronne et la
lame nop autour de Faimant PP. le meme appareil fait voir que Faimant PP'
n'est pas necessaire, que Faction de cet aimant peut etre remplacee par
Faction magnetique de la terre. en faisant le vase ABCD un peu grand, en
daimant, par exemple, au diamtre AD trois decimetres, et a la couronne
mobile no a peu pres le meme diametre, le conducteur npo prend
sensiblement un Mouvement de Rotation, par Faction seule du globe
terrestre -

le conducteur (fig 3) pourrait avoir la forme suivante (fig 4).
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NOR serait un disque plan circulaire, sur lequel il y a une ouverture
circulaire au centre, marquee nor (fig 4). ce disque est suspendu a quatre
fils 1,2,3,4 qui se reunissent au sommet pdu Conducteur. la pointe qporte
sur la capsule Im (fig 1). M ampere emploit ce dernier conducteur pour
montrer Faction Magnetique de la terre -.

Je vous ai informe que deux personnes, M. Breant6essayeur a l'hotel
des Monnaies, et Mr Sir henri7 coutelier continuaient leurs experiences sur
Tacier damas; ils ne publient pas encore le resultat de leurs essais; il parait
neanmoins qu'ils ont ajoute au travail que vous avez fait avec M. Stodard
[sic], et qu'on a publie en franee dans le cahier des annales de chimie et de
phisique, octobre 18208. La Societe d'Encouragement a mis a la disposition
de M. Breant une somme de 240 livres Sterling pour continuer son travail;
M. Sir henri travaille pour son compte; il vend les ouvrages de Coutellerie
qu'il fabrique pour son compte avec son acier damas.

Veuillez bien, Monsieur, continuer a nous informer du resultat de vos
belles experiences, et agreez les tres humbles et affectueux complimens I
de votre tres obeissant Serviteur I hachette
impasse St dominique d'enfer no 6 -
M. faraday, institution Royale - a Londres.

Address: M. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London
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TRANSLATION
Paris 12 December 1821

Sir,
I have had the honour of informing you that Mr. Ampere gave an

account of your experiment on the wire that turns round a magnet at the
meeting of the Academie Royale des Sciences on 19 November last1; this
experiment was repeated on Saturday 24 November at the Societe
Philomatique; the minutes of these societies recorded them; and I had
added to the minutes of the Societe Philomatique that the instrument that
you so kindly sent me, was accompanied by an explanatory letter of 18
October 1821. The month of December's volume of the Annales de chimie
et phisique will contain a translation of your paper printed in the Journal of
the Royal Institution dated 11 September 18212. At the moment the
November issue of the Annales de chimie et de phisique is being
completed, in which you will find the continuation of Mr. Ampere's paper
on electro-magnetic experiments3; 2nd the description of your instrument
(the one you sent me)4 to which I have added the analysis of a similar
instrument, designed by Mr. Ampere, that I believe will give you pleasure5.1
think that you might like to see it before the publication of the November
issue which is in press.

figl
ABCD cylindrical zinc bowl, abed another cylindrical bowl, without a

base, soldered to the bottom AD of the first bowl ABCD - this bowl is also of
zinc. The area abed is exposed, and the area contained between the two
cylinders ABCD, abed contains the acidic solution that develops the voltaic
action in the piles of one or several couples, ef is the level of the acidic
solution.

On the side be of the little internal cylinder abed, rises a zinc arc gib
(fig 2); topped by a vertical copper rod ik, this rod carries a capsule Im
which contains some mercury. This mercury is meant to put into contact
the copper rod ik with a mobile conductor which is also of copper nop.
Here is a separate diagram of this conductor:

It is quite simply a strip of copper nop (fig 3) attached on the sides of a
copper ring non'o'. This ring plunges completely into the acidic solution of
the bowl ABCD, abed (fig 1), and turns around the cylinder abed (fig 1),
which it embraces.

(fig 1) PP' is a magnet that is fixed in the hollow cylinder abed (fig 1);
and which is in contact with the base AD of the bowl ABCD.

Having arranged it as has just been said, the acidic solution is poured
into the bowl ABCD, abed (fig 1); and immediately one sees the ring and the
blade nop turn around the magnet PP'. The same instrument shows that the
magnet PP' is not necessary; that the action of this magnet can be replaced
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by the magnetic action of the earth. Making the bowl ABCD a little larger,
diamond shaped, for example, with the diameter AD three decimetres, and
the mobile ring no about the same diameter the conductor npo makes a
noticeable rotation movement, by the action simply of the terrestrial globe.

A conductor (fig 3) could have the following form (fig 4). NOR would
be a circular flat disc on which there is a circular opening in the centre,
marked nor (fig 4). This disc is suspended by four wires 1, 2, 3, 4 which join
up at the top p of the conductor. The point q turns towards the capsule Im
(fig 1). Mr. Ampere used this latter conductor to show the magnetic action
of the earth.

I have informed you that two people, Mr. Breant6 an assayer at the
Mint and Sir Henri7, a cutler, were continuing their experiments on Damask
steel; they are not yet publishing the results of their tests; it seems
nevertheless that they have added to the work that you have done with Mr.
Stodart, and which has been published in France in the October 1820
edition of the Annales de Chimie et de Phisique8. The Societe
d'Encouragement has placed at Mr. Breant's disposition a sum of 240
pounds sterling to continue his work; Sir Henri is self-employed; he sells
the cutlery work which he makes himself with his damask steel.

I beg you, Sir, to continue to inform us of the results of your beautiful
experiments, and to accept the humble and affectionate compliments I of
you most obedient servant I Hachette
impasse St dominique d'enfer no 6 -
M. Faraday, Royal Institution in London.

1. Ann.Chim., 1821, 18: 397.
2. Faraday (1821e) translated as Faraday (1821f).
3. Ampere (1821d).
4. Ibid., 330.
5. Ibid, 331-3.
6. Jean Robert Breant (b.1776, PI). Chemist. For his work on steel see Breant (1823).
7. Unidentified.
8. Stodart and Faraday (1820a) translated as Stodart and Faraday (1820c).

Letter 161
Faraday to Alexander John Gaspard Marcet
15 January 1822
From the original in RI MS Fl B2

Royal Institution I Tuesday Jany 15th 1822.
Sir

I am very much obliged indeed by your kindness in permitting me a
perusal of M Berzelius' letter and hasten to return it to you with many
thanks1. It does not contain many of M Berzelius' own ideas of
electromagnetism but consists rather of observations on M. Ampere's
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theory. I cannot gather from it whether M Berzelius retains the same
opinion that he gave in his letter to M Berthoilet2 and which was published
in the Annales de Chimie3[.) He still speaks of an alternation of poles and
refers to the number he formerly gave of two pair but does not say that they
are sufficient to explain the phenomena. It appears to me that no
succession of poles round the wire however numerous will account for the
phenomena indeed the fact of rotation is decidely [sic] against such a
supposition: but even the phenomena mentioned by Oersted cannot be
explained by it for take any particular point on the surface of the wire
however small and it may be made apparently either to attract or repell
either one pole or the other of a magnetic needle merely by changing the
position of the needle to the wiret.j

With regard to the theory of M Ampere it is but justice to that
philosopher to say that M Berzelius does not seem to have an exact
conception of it or at least of the position of the currents which it supposes.
In the diagram of the earth M Berzelius has assumed one small current in
the plane of the magnetic equator^ M Ampere assumes a current or
currents parallel to the equator but not I believe confined to itu If I
understand him right he assumes many currents in various directions but
the general tendency is to a direction round the earth & parallel to the
equator a supposition which admits of having terrestrial currents even up
to the pole & yet parallel to the equator - In the Magnet M Ampere has not
yet decided whether he shall put the currents concentric to each other and
having the axis of the magnet for their axis or whether they shall be placed
round each atom of matter the axis of all the currents being then however
parallel to each other & to the axis of the magnetu

All the objections urged by M Berzelius to M Ampere's theory
founded on the difficulty of supposing an electromotive force in steel &
nickel or currents in the magnet &c &c &c remain with their full force and
though M Ampere seems very well satisfied with his theory in its present
state yet certainly much more must be done with it and much more proved
by experiment for it before a cautious philosopher will receive it into his
stock of knowledge or think it at all approaching to invulnerable.

I am Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. Marcet

Address: Dr. A Marcet I 14 Harley Street

1. Berzelius to Marcet, 20 November 1821, Soderbaum (1912-61), I, 3: 220-6.
2. Claude Louis Berthoilet (1748-1822, DSB). French chemist.
3. Berzelius (1821).
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Letter 162
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
23 January 1822
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 23 janvr. 1822
Monsieur,

Depuis que j'ai re^u le memoire1 dont vous avez eu la bonte de me
faire passer un exemplaire par l'entremise de mon ami, mr hachette, je me
suis propose de vous ecrire pour vous remercier d'une communication qui
m'a ete si precieuse par les faits nouveux contenus dans ce memoire, et la
maniere dont vous les dediusez tous d'un d'entre eux. Si j'ai tarde si
longtemps a executer ce projet c'est qu'il m'a d'abord fallu avoir ce
memoire traduit en frangais, puisque je n'entends pas malheureusement
votre langue, ensuite j'ai voulu repeter ces experiences, et y ajouter
quelque chose s'il m'etait possible, mes tentatives m'ont amene a un moyen
tres simple de produire le mouvement continu du conducteur voltaique
avec un aimant, sans mercure et sans autre action voltaique que celle d'une
lame de cuivre circulaire attachee a ce conducteur et plongeant dans l'eau
aciduiee que renfermait un vase en zinc, communiquant avec la pointe
d'acier sur laquele tournait le conducteur. j'ai obtenu le meme effet en
rempla^ant l'aimant par une lame de cuivre plie en spirale autour du vase,
mais il faut alors empoyer l'electricite d'une forte pile, quelque tems apres
je reussis a faire tourner un conducteur pareil mais plus grand par Faction
de la terre. enfin j'ai vu qu'un aimant tourne rapidement sur son axe quand
flottant sur du mercure dans une situation verticale, au moyen d'un
contrepoids de platine attache a son extremite inferieure, on pratique a son
extremite superieure une petite cavite ou Ton met un peu de mercure, et
que Ton plonge dans ce mercure le fil communiquant a i'une des extremites
de la pile, tandisque l'autre est en communication avec la masse de
mercure sur laquelle flotte l'aimant. mais ce qui a le plus retarde ma lettre
c'est que je voulais y joindre un expose des faits connus sur le sujet dont
nous occupons a l'epoque ou il a ete redige par un jeune professeur de
physique2 a qui cette Science devra probablement quelques progres et ou
j'ai ajoute plusieurs articles, pour montrer comment ces faits entraient dans
ma maniere de les expliqueA quoique cet expose a ete fait il y a six mois, il
ne parait point encore parcequ'il fait partie dun ouvrage plus considerable
qui n'est pas entierement acheve, enforte que je n'ai pu m'en procurer un
exemplaire que depuis quelques jours, mr hachette m'a depuis deux jours
communique votre second memoire que je fais traduire4. il me semble
toujours que la supposition des courans electriques dans les aimans,
autour de chacune de leurs molecules, offre Fexplication la plus simple et
la plus conforme au reste des theories physiques, de tous les phenomenes
qu'ils presentent, soit dans leur action mutuelle, soit dans celle qui a lieu
entre un aimant et un fil conducteur. depuis un an que j'annon^ai a
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Facademie des Sciences qu'on pouvait les considerer de cette maniere5,
c'est celle que j'ai regardee comme la plus probable, differentes
experiences que j'ai faites depuis m'ont confirme dans cette opinion, mais
comme Fauteur du petit ouvrage que je joins a cette lettre ne le partageait
pas, il a ete ecrit en supposant les courans des aimans concentriques
autour de leurs axes, j'y ai seulement ajoute une observation a ce sujet, ou je
crois avoir precise cette question, la rotation d'un aimant autour de son
axe, par Faction d'un fil conducteur, me parait propre a la decider, cette
rotation ne pouvant avoir lieu que quand on admet que les courans
electriques de Faimant existent autour de chacune de leurs molecules, mais
pour en tirer cette consequence il faudrait que je me fusse assure que la
rotation de Faimant sur lui-meme que j'ai observee dans ce cas ne venait
pas de la reaction du fil qui plongeait dans la cavite pratiquee au sommet de
Faimant contre les bords de cette cavite. c'est ce que je me propose de
verifier en plagant dans une coupe d'un diametre suffisant, le mercure que
j'y mettait [sic] pour etablir la communication avec une des extremites de la
pile.

je vous prie, Monsieur, d'agreer mes excuses sur le retard des
remercimens que je vous devais. je serais trop heureux que vous voulussiez
bien accueillir Fhommage de ma reconnaissance et de ma sincere
admiration pour vos belles decouvertes dans les deux sciences dont
j'aimerais le plus a m'occuper si mes travaux ordinaires me permettaient de
m'y livrer exclusivement, la physique et la chimie.

j'ai Fhonneur d'etre, I Monsieur, I Votre tres humble et I tres obeissant
Serviteur I A. Ampere
A Monsieur faraday I a iondres.

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur faraday I Royal institution I albernarle Street
I London

TRANSLATION
Paris 23 January 1822

Sir,
Since I received the paper1 of which you so kindly sent me a copy

through the services of my friend, Mr. Hachette, I have been meaning to
write to thank you for a communication which has been so precious to me
due to the new facts contained in this paper and for the way in which you
derive them all from one of them. If I have delayed for so long in carrying
out this plan, it is first of all because I had to have the paper translated into
French, since unfortunately, I do not understand your language. Second, I
wanted to repeat these experiments and to add something to them if I
could. My endeavours have led me to a very simple way of producing the
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continuous movement of a voltaic conductor with a magnet, without
mercury and without other voltaic action than that of a circular strip of
copper attached to the conductor which is plunged into a slightly acidic
water contained in a zinc bowl touching the steel point on which the
conductor turned. I obtained the same effect by replacing the magnet by a
strip of copper bent in a spiral around the bowl, but in that case it is
necessary to use electricity from a strong battery. Some time later I
managed to make a similar but larger conductor turn by the action of the
earth. Finally, I saw that a magnet turns rapidly on its axis when floating on
some mercury in a vertical position by means of a platinum counterbalance
attached to its bottom end, one bores a small hole in its top end where one
puts a little mercury, and one plunges in this mercury, the wire
communicating with one of the ends of the pile, whilst the other
communicates with the mass of the mercury on which the magnet is
floating. But what most delayed my letter was that I wanted to enclose a
paper on the known facts in the subject in which we work prepared at the
time by a young physics teacher2 to whom this [branch of] science will
probably owe some of its progress and to which I have added several
articles to show how these facts are part of my manner of explaining them3.
Even though this paper was done six months ago, it has not yet appeared
since it forms part of a larger work which has not been completely finished,
so that I was not able to obtain a copy of it until a few days ago. Mr. Hachette
two days ago gave me your second paper, which I am having translated4. It
seems to me still that the assumption that [there are] electric currents in
magnets, around each of their molecules, offers the simplest explanation
and the one most in keeping with the rest of the physics theories, of all the
phenomena that they present, be it in their mutual action, or in that which
takes place between a magnet and a conducting wire. Since I announced a
year ago to the Academie des Sciences that one could consider them in the
latter manner5, this is the one that I have regarded as the most likely.
Different experiments that I have done since have reinforced this
conviction of mine, but as the author of the little work that I am enclosing
with this letter did not share it, it has been written on the assumption that
the currents in magnets are concentrical around their axes. I have added
only one observation on this subject, where I believe I have clarified this
point. The rotation of a magnet around its axis by the action of a conducting
wire seems to me to be the deciding factor. This rotation can take place
only when one accepts that the electric currents of magnets exist around
each of their molecules. But to draw this conclusion I had to make sure that
the rotation of the magnet on itself that I observed in this case did not come
from the reaction of the wire which was being plunged into the hole bored
at the top of the magnet against the sides of this cavity. This is what I intend
to check by placing in a dish of sufficient diameter the mercury that I used
to establish the contact with one of the ends of the pile.
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I beg you, Sir, to accept my excuses on the delay in [sending] the
thanks that I owed you. I would be only too happy if you would please
accept the homage of my gratitude and of my sincere admiration for your
beautiful discoveries in the two sciences to which I would like most to
devote myself, if my daily work permitted me to indulge exclusively in
them, physics and chemistry.

I have the honour of being I Sir, I Your most humble and Imost obedient
servant I A. Ampere
To M. Faraday, in London

1. Faraday (1821e).
2. Jacques Babinet (1794-1872, DSB). Professor of physics at College Louis-le-Grand.
3. Ampere and Babinet (1822).
4. Faraday (1822b).
5. Ampere (1821a).

Letter 163
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
24 January 1822
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 24 Janvier 1822
Monsieur

Je joins mes Remercimens a ceux de mon ami M. ampere, pour les
deux exemplaires que vous m'avez envoyes avec votre lettre du 26
decembre 1821, et 8 Janvier 1822. Veuillez bien me Continuer votre
intressante correspondance: j'apprendray avec plaisir les Resultats que
vous m'annoncez de la part de M. Barlow de Woolwich que j'ai Thonneur de
connaitre, Tayant vu avec son Collegue M. le doctuer Gregory

M. Cauchy1, Geometre, a lu a Tacademie, un memoire fort curieux sur
Fanalyse Mathematique (le 22 Janvier)2 - nous allons repeter vos
experiences sur les Combinaisons des actions electro magnetiques et
capillaires3; cette observation est tres curieuse; elle merite une attention
paticuliere; je l'ai communiquee a M. de La Place4; il y a deux jours, lorsqu'il
me Remit les brochures cy jointes.

Je suis, mon cher Monsieur, avec une I parfaite estime - IVotre tres
affectionne I Serviteur I hachette
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TRANSLATION
Paris 24 January 1822

Sir,
I join my thanks to those of my friend, Mr. Ampere, for the two off

prints that you sent with your letters of 26 December 1821 and 8 January
1822. Please continue your interesting correspondence with me; I learned
with pleasure the results you announced on behalf of Mr. Barlow of
Woolwich, whom I have the honour of knowing, having seen him with his
colleague, Dr. Gregory.

Mr. Cauchy1, the mathematician, read to the Academie a very curious
paper on mathematical analysis (22 January)2 - we are going to repeat your
experiments on the combinations of electromagnetic and capillary
actions3; this observation is very curious; it deserves particular attention; I
have communicated it to Mr de La Place4; two days ago he gave me the
enclosed brochures.

I am, my dear Sir, with perfect esteem, I Your very affectionate I Servant
I Hachette

1. Augustin Louis Cauchy (1789-1857, DSB).
2. Ann.Chim., 1822, 19: 59 gives "Sur le Developpement en serie et sur Fintegration des
equations differentielles" as the title of Cauchy's paper.
3. Noted in Faraday (1822c), 420-1.
4. Pierre-Simon, Marquis de Laplace (1749-1827, DSB). Physicist

Letter 164
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
27 January 1822
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 27 Janvier 1822
Monsieur

Vous me ferez bien plaisir de me donner queques details avec figures
sur la Maniere de faire vos experiences sur la Combinaison des actions
electro-magnetiques et Capillaires1. nous pensons que vos Resultats sont
dus a des Repulsions de Courans electriques; il y a aussi la chaleur qui
traverse les fils, dont Faction peut modifier la Capillarite.

Vous pouvez etre sur qu'un aimant vertical tourne tres bien sur son
axe autour d'un fil traverse par le courant electro-magnetique.
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ABCD vase de verre contenant du Mercure - LM niveau du Mercure. IK
barreau aimante, vertical et termine par un creux rempli de mercure. JQ fil
de cuivre vertical, fixe sur le Couvercle en liege du vase ABCD. ab fil de
Communication au pole P' d'une batterie voltaique; P l'autre pole
communiquant avec le fil fixe PQ.
Effet Taimant IK tourne avec rapidite autour du fil vertical PQ, dont
l'extremite plonge dans le creux I de Taimant -. Cette experience de M.
ampere est du 7 Janvier.

Address: M. M Faraday I Albemarle Street I Royal institution I London.

TRANSLATION
Paris 27 January 1822

Sir,
I should be very pleased if you could give me some details with figures

on how to do your experiments on the combination of electro-magnetic and
capillary actions1. We think that your results are due to the repulsion of
electric currents; there is also the heat which goes through the wires, the
action of which can modify the capillarity.

You can be sure that a vertical magnet turns very well on its axis
around a wire through which an electro-magnetic current is passing.

ABCD glass bowl containing mercury - LM level of mercury. IK vertical
magnetised bar, with a hollow in the top filled with mercury. JQ vertical
copper wire, fixed on the cork lid of the bowl ABCD. ab wire communicating
to the pole F of a voltaic battery; P the other pole which communicates
with the fixed wire PQ.
Effect The magnet IK turns rapidly around the vertical wire PQ of which the
end plunges in the hollow I of the magnet.
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This experiment of M. Ampere's is of 7 January.

1. See Faraday (1822c), 420-1 and letter 163.

Letter 165
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
2 February 1822
From the original in SPK DD, Bl 1-3

Royal Institution I Feby 2nd. 1821
Sir

I am very much flattered by the letter you did me the honor to send
me and by the present of the Expose1 for which 1 beg leave to return you my
best thanksi.] Having occasion to write to M Hachette I have promised to
accompany my letter to him by this to you and venture a few observations
on you[r] beautiful experiment of the rotation of the magnet &c &c2. I
repeated the experiment the day after I received your letter and using
Hare's3 calorimoter [sic] an instrument equivalent to a very large pair of
plates4 instantly obtained the revolution!.] I found it convenient to cement a
small piece of glass tube on the upper pole of the magnet which forming a
cup to receive the mercury made contact very easy without the chance of
touching the solid parts of the arrangement!.]

You mention your opinion that this experiment will be competent to
decide the question whether the currents of electricity assumed by your
theory exist round the axis of the magnet or round each particle from which
I gather that the view you take of it differs from the one I at present have,
since to me it seems a modification of the revolution of a wire round a pole.
I presume much in differing from yourself on this subject and more in
stating the differences to you but 1 do not hesitate a moment in concluding
that in the true spirit of philosophy you are anxious to hear (or at least
willing) even the doubts of one young in the subject if there be the smallest
possibility that they will either correct or confirm previous viewsu

The rotation of the magnet seems to me to take place in consequence
of the different particles of which it is composed being put into the same
state by the passing current of electricity as the wire of communication
between the voltaic poles, and the relative position of the magnetic pole to
them.

Thus the little arrows may represent the progress of the electricity;
then any line of particles parallel to them except that line which passes as
an axis through the pole (represented by a dot) will be in the situation of
the revolving wire and will endeavour to revolve round the pole and as all
the lines act in the same direction or tend to go one way round the pole the
whole magnet revolves. That this is the way in which the magnet revolves is
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I think evident from the consideration above; from the revolution being in
the same direction as with the wire and from the following analysis of the
experiments I took a piece of copper wire similar in form to the magnet and
having floated it upright in mercury placed a little cap on the top to contain
a globule of mercury and then connected the voltaic poles just as they were
with the magnet then placing the pole of a strong magnet beneath the cup
containing the mercury, it when exactly in a line with the axis of the wire
made it rotate slowly on its own axisi.j In this experiment it appears to me
that every thing was in the same state as in the former experiment except
that the pole was removed out of the revolving mass but preserved in the
line of its axis and the rotation of the wire on its own axis seems to me an
effect produced exactly in the same manner as the rotation of the magnet
on its axist.]

I have been thus diffuse in giving my view of the rotation because if it
be the true one I do not see how the experiment determines the position of
the currents more than the one in which a wire rotates round a pole:
perhaps however you have the same view of it but see explanations I do
not. I regret that my deficiency in mathematical knowledge makes me dull
in comprehending these subjects. I am naturally sceptical in the matter of
theories and therefore you must not be angry with me for not admitting the
one you have advanced immediately!.] Its ingenuity and applications are
astonishing and exact, but I cannot comprehend how the currents are
produced and particularly if they be supposed to exist round each atom or
particle and I wait for further proofs of their existence before I finally admit
them. Permit me to express my respect for your high philosophical
character and to apologise for thus intruding on your time

I am Sir I Your Obliged & Humble Servant I M. Faraday
M. Ampere

1. Ampere and Babinet (1822). Sent with letter 162.
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2. Ampere (1822a).
3. Robert Hare (1781-1858, DSB). American chemist.
4. Hare (1818).

Letter 166
Peter Barlow to Faraday
4 February 1822
From the original in the possession of Agnes Wilkinson

Royl Mily Acady I Feby 4th 1822
Dear Sir

I have been attempting to repeat your experiments, in which I should
have succeeded perfectly well if my battery would but maintain its first
power long enough, but for some reason which I cannot discover all its
energy is gone in a few minutes. 1 have determined therefore to convert the
plates of it into a Calorimoter[sic]. I have 20 pairs - 10 inches square and I
only want to know how they are fixed in the frame. The description which I
find in Brewsters Journal is not sufficiently explicit1. I understand the
arrangement, to be as follows -

first, 10 zinc plates are soldered to one strip of tin and the other 10 zinc to
another strip and the same with the copper, and that they are inserted into
each other as in the figures

Permit me to ask you
1st Whether that arrangement be correct?
2d Whether there is a bottom to your frame to rest the plates on? It appears
to me that they would not be sufficiently strong without some such
support^
3 Which are the poles of the machine? viz the parts from which the
connecting wires proceeds
4thly Will you give me any other little hints which you think is

requisite to suit a novice in the Galvanic art?
I hope you may be able to answer me these questions in a few words as I am
well convinced that your time is too much occupied to trifle it away in such
a manner. Unfortunately I have only the Saturday now that I can come to
town or I would have called on you and learned all the above particulars
from inspection and Saturday I remember you said was a day on which you
were more particularly engaged than any others.

I remain Dear Sir Yours very truly I Peter Barlow
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Are the two series of copper plates and the two of zinc connected with each
other - or entirely detached as in the figur<e.>

Address: Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. "Hare's Galvanic Instrument called a colorimotor", Edinb. PhilJ., 1819, 1: 414 summarised
Hare (1818).

Letter 167
Peter Barlow to Faraday
14 March 1822
From the original in RI MS Fl H14a

Royl Mily Acady March 14th I 1822
Dear Sir

You will be pleased to hear how well I have succeeded in the
construction of my new galvanic apparatus, which in its present form does
everything I can wish. I have repeated all your very interesting rotating
experiments, and have added one very curious one, which although it
throws no new light on the subject is very interesting in the exhibition. I
enclose you a drawing of the machines

4 -

AB is a piece of wood, CD a stout brass or copper wire; abed a
rectangle of smaller wire soldered at E; W is a light pointed copper wheel,
the lower teeth of which are slightly immersed in the reservoir of mercury
fg: hi is a channel of mercury merely for making the contact and HM a
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pretty strong horse shoe magnet, which of course may be supplied by two
bar magnets. The mercury being now poured into the reservoir and the
contact made at D and at i; the wheel begins to rotate, with an astonishing
velocity, and thus exhibits a very pretty appearance-

I have some other experiments in progress which if they succeed to
my mind I will inform you of; and when I have got through these I shall
proceed to examine the effects with reference to their mathematical laws in
which I have some hopes of success1. I have repeated the copper cylinder
experiment which you showed me when I had the pleasure of seeing you
and found it to answer admirably.

I hope you and Mrs Faraday will bear in mind your promised visit to
Woolwich during the Easter recess - pray make my compliments to Mrs F,
and believe me

Dear Sir yours I very Truly 1 P. Barlow
P.S. I enclose you a little of the powder I mentioned when I saw you; if you
can find an opportunity of examining it I should be glad to know the result
for the satisfaction of my assistant who is a very ingenious fellowy

Endorsed by Faraday: Is sulphate of copper with a little charcoal - is soluble
in water (nearly all of it.)

1. See Barlow (1823).

Letter 168
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
29 March 1822
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris, 29 mars 1822.
Monsieur,

je me reproche bien vivement dupuis longtemps de n'avoir pas
encore repondu a la lettre que m'avez ecrite et qui m'a fait un grand plaisir,
j'en suis tres reconnaissant, et je sais qu'elle demande une reponse tres
detaillee que je n'ai point encore eu le terns de faire, parceque le peu de
terns que je puis donner a la physique a ete absorbe jusqu'a present par les
nouvelles experiences que la lecture de votre lettre m'a donne occasion de
faire pour resoudre les questions dont nous nous occupons tous deux, j'en
ai quelques unes que je crois propres a eclaircir ces questions, je vais les
repeter et je ne manquerai pas de vous en communiquer les resultats et les
consequences auxquelles elle [sic] me semblent conduire necessairement.
Mr. D'arblay1, qui vous remettra cette lettre, ne m'a dit que ce matin qu'il
partait demain pour Tangleterre je n'ai que quelques minutes pour vous
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ecrire, et pour vous remercier de la communication que vous avez bien
vouiu me faire des resultats nouveaux que vous avez obtenus dans vos
savantes recherches sur Telectro-magnetisme, ainsi que de l'envoi que
vous avez bien vouiu me faire de vos deux memoire. Mr. hachette en se
chargeant de vous faire passer le derniere lettre que j'eus l'honneur de
vous ecrire, eut la bonte de se charger de faire passer en meme terns a Mr.
brewster, Secretaire de la Societe royale d'edimbourg, une lettre que
j'ecrivais a ce grand physicien et a laquelle je mettais beaucoup d'interet.
Mr. hachette m'a dit depuis qu'il avait mis la lettre de Mr. brewster avec
celle que je vous ecrivais, que vous l'auriez recue en meme terns et que
vous l'auriez sans aucun doute envoyee a Mr. brewster. comme vous ne
m'en parlez point dans la reponse dont vous m'avez honore, j'ai con^u
quelque inquietude sur le sort de ma lettre a Mr. brewster, et je vous prie, si
vous avez cette complaisance, de dire a mr. d'arblay Si vous Favez en effet
re^ue, et Si vous avez eu la bonte de la faire passer a son adresse. mr.
d'arblay m'a promis de m'ecrire ce qui en est des qu'il le saura2.

j'ai Thonneur d'etre, avec la haute consideration qu'inspirent a tous
ceux qui s'interessent aux progres des sciences physiques, les belles
decouvertes dont vous les avez enrichies, I Monsieur, I votre tres humble et I
tres obeissant serviteur I A. Ampere
a Monsieur I Monsieur faraday, I a londres.

Address: a Monsieur I Monsieur faraday I a Londres I angleterre

TRANSLATION
Paris, 29 March 1822

Sir,
1 have reproached myself severely for a long time for not having yet

replied to the letter that you wrote to me and which gave me great pleasure.
I am very grateful for it and know that it deserves a very detailed reply
which I have not as yet had the time to write, since the little time that 1 can
give to physics has until now been taken up by new experiments, that the
reading of your letter has occasioned me to do, to resolve the matters on
which both of us are engaged. I have a few which I think can clarify these
matters. I shall repeat them and shall certainly communicate the results to
you as well as the conclusions to which they seem necessarily to lead me.
Mr. d'Arblay1, who will deliver this letter to you, told me only this morning
that he was leaving for England tomorrow. 1 have but a few minutes to write
to you and to thank you for the communication you kindly wished to make
of the new results that you obtained in your learned research on electro-
magnetism, as well as for the two papers that you kindly sent me. Mr.
Hachette, who undertook to deliver the last letter that I had the honour of
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writing to you, kindly offered to deliver at the same time, to Mr. Brewster,
Secretary of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, a letter 1 was writing to that
great physicist and to which I attached a lot of interest. Mr. Hachette has
told me since that he had put Mr. Brewster's letter with the one that I was
writing to you, that you would have received it at the same time and that
you would doubtlessly have sent it to Mr. Brewster. Since you do not
mention it in the reply with which you have honoured me, 1 am a little
worried as to the fate of my letter to Mr. Brewster, and I would beg you, if
you would be so kind, to tell Mr d'Arblay if you did indeed receive it and if
you were so good as to forward it to his address. Mr. d'Arblay has promised
to write to tell me what happened as soon as he knows2.

I have the honour of being, Sir, with the high regard shared by all
those engaged in the progress of the physical sciences, for your splendid
discoveries that have enriched these so much, your most humble and
obedient servant I A. Ampere
To Mr Faraday in London.

1. Unidentified.
2. See letter 172 and Ampere to Brewster, 18 April 1822, Launay (1936-43), 3: 922-4.

Letter 169
Peter Barlow to Faraday
6 April 1822
From the original in the possession of Agnes Wilkinson

Royal Military Academy I Ap 6th 1822
Dear Sir

I am much disappointed to find I shall not have the pleasure of your
company to day, 1 wished much to show you my experiments and results on
the laws of Electro magnetismi.] However if S H D will have the goodness to
show you my paper1 you will I think easily comprehend what I have been
about, and if while you have it, you would ask SHD permission to transmit
it to me by post for an hour or two, there are one or two things which I wish
to speak of rather more particularly than I have done. This is in reference to
the 12 cases I have mentioned as resulting from the formula

, cos Qtan d = ~
cot A + sin Q2

one or two of which (by the bye) are at variance with what you state in the
fourth paragraph of your first article in No 233 - where you say "but if the
wire be continually made to approach1'4 &c the effect diminishes & it
becomes small & the needle is indifferent to the wireu

According to my results both theoretical and experimental, this can
only happen on both sides of the wire when the deviations at the north or
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south is less that 45° - if it be equal to 45 or greater; then what you state
happens only on one side of the wire; but on the other, the effect
continually increases and the needle will ultimately be reversed. It is one or
two of these beautiful coincidences between the theory and experiment
that I wished particularly to show you and which I wish to put in rather a
strange point of view than I have done in my paper, if I could be favoured
with it again for a few hours. I hope you or Sir H Davy may think it worth
while to have such an apparatus constructed as I have employed and
compare results. I would recommend however when you are [word
illegible] to have the wires 6 feet long instead of 4 feet. I have no doubt that
you would find more accurate results. The set screws I have mentioned may
be very well dispensed with and then the apparatus is as simple and as
little expensive as can be desired.

You will perceive that I have entered int<o> no mechanical
illustration of the method made, by which the tangential force I have
assumed is produced, and I have no reference therefore to the currents. I
do not myself see why we should not as readily admit of a tangential force
between two particles of fluid, as an attractive force; we have
unquestionably as little knowledge of the modus operandi in one case as in
the other and however the effect is produced, your experiments prove most
decidedly that it actually exists and that is all I have assumed -

I remain Dear Sir Yours very truly I Peter Barlow
We shall expect to see you in the summer but you will probably see me first
at the RS

Address: Mr M Faraday I Royal Institution I Albermarle Street

1. Peter Barlow, "On the Mathematical Laws of Electro-Magnetism", RS MS AP 11.3. Read to
the Royal Society on 23 May 1822. Printing postponed 4 July 1822f RS MS CMB 90B, p.371,12
December 1822, Ibid, 374 and withdrawn 16 January 1823, Ibid, 376.
2. Barlow, op.cit, p.ll .
3. Of the QuartJ.Sci.
4. Faraday (1821e), 75.

Letter 170
Faraday to S. Deacon1

3 May 1822
From the original in the possession of R.E.W. Maddison

Royal Institution I May. 3rd. 1822
Admit Mr. Deacon and friend to Dr. Crotch's2 Lecture of this day. I M.
Faraday
Dr Sir
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I am sorry I was not at home when your man called I hope it will do
now[.]

Yours Truly I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. S. Deacon I 1 Skinner Street I Snow Hill

1. S. Deacon. Proprietor of the Colonial Coffee House, 1 Skinner Street. POD.
2. William Crotch (1775-1847, DNB). Musician.

Letter 171
Faraday to the the Holyhead Road Committee1

7 May 1822
From Parliamentary Papers, 1822 (417) vi, p. 191-5

Royal Institution, May 7th 1822
The following remarks are intended to accompany the evidence I

have been called upon to give before the Committee on Holyhead Roads2.
The nature of an examination will not always admit of the information
required being put into the best form; and as some rather refined sources of
probable injury have been stated, and other sources insisted on, which
have not been generally noticed, it will be of advantage to have the whole
placed in one connected view.

With regard to the composition of sea water, the following numbers
are very nearly correct, and accord with the best analysis. Its specific
gravity varies a little in different parts of the ocean, from the vicinity of
mouths of rivers, ice, evaporation, and other causes, but may be estimated
as a mean at 1027, pure water being 1000. When of a specific gravity of
1027.2, being such as I used in my experiments, one cubic foot of it weighs
1026.265 ounces avoirdupois; and contains,

Ounces
Common salt 25.762
Muriate of magnesia 3.282
Sulphate of magnesia 2.212
Sulphate of lime 1.013

32.27
besides small quantities of some other salts, which however are in
proportions too minute to be of any consequence.

When any of these salts in their pure and separate state are dissolved
in water, and left in contact with iron, or are boiled with wrought iron in a
close vessel analogous to a steam-engine boiler, corrosion of the iron takes
place, and an oxide of that metal is formed. The effect even takes place at
common temperatures, and is much increased by the free access of air. In
consequence of this power of corrosion, which belongs also to the
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solutions when mixed, as they are in sea water, all iron boilers in which sea
water is used will be subjected to a much more destructive process than
when fresh water is used in them, notwithstanding any degree of care that
may be given to them; and if care is not given, then other serious causes of
injury arise, which greatly add to the bad effects necessarily attendant on
the use of sea water.

With regard to the prevention of the corrosive and injurious effects of
sea water in such circumstances, I am not aware of any means that can be
offered for the purpose which will embrace the whole; but from
experiments made in the laboratory, a part of the evil appears to be more
manageable, and capable of a remedy: and though perhaps the engineer
may not find the means so available, or the advantages so important, as to
make it worth while applying this remedy in the large way, yet it is
important that his attention should be directed to it, that a true estimate
may be formed of the circumstances connected with it.

Of the salts contained in sea water, the muriate of magnesia is that
which acts most powerfully on the iron of the boiler. I boiled clean metallic
iron in solutions of muriate of soda or common salt, muriate of lime,
muriate of magnesia, and sulphate of magnesia, for about an hour; the
corrosion of the metal in all the solutions had taken place, and oxide of iron
had been deposited; but the portion deposited in the muriate of magnesia
was by far the greatest; and further, when the solution was filtered, it was
found to hold a portion of iron even in solution, an effect which was not
produced by any of the other salts.

Hence it is evident that the muriate of magnesia is a much more
injurious salt than any of the others existing in sea water. At the same time I
am not able to say what portion of the whole injury arising to a boiler by the
use of sea water in it is due to this salt. It will be seen from the table of salts
given, that its quantity is only about one eighth part of that of the common
salt; so that though its powers are great, they will in part be restrained by
the smallness of its proportion. One thing, however, is worthy of attention;
namely, that the corrosive effect due to this salt may be prevented, whereas
the others, as far as I know, are intractable in this respect. The muriate of
magnesia is a salt composed of muriatic acid and magnesia; and it owes
much of its corrosive power over the iron to the weakness of the affinity
existing between its elements. This, however, enables other bodies to
decompose it, producing substances that, comparatively, are inert on the
iron. If for instance, lime, or potash, or soda, be added to muriate of
magnesia, a muriate of lime, or of potash, or of soda, is formed, all of which
are found by experiment to have less action on the metal than the
magnesian salt, and magnesia is deposited. Hence, as regards the muriate
of magnesia, the excess of corrosive power due to it above the other salts
may be destroyed; but it is for the practical engineer to state from
experience, either already in his possession, or to be had by observation,
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whether it may be done advantageously. The points for consideration, I
presume, are, What quantity of corrosive power compared with the whole
quantity due to the sea water would be destroyed? Would any injury arise
from the deposition of the magnesia that would more than counterbalance
the advantage? Can the corrective agent be introduced with facility into the
water? Would any inconvenience or injury, at present unknown or
unforeseen, arise from the use of it?

I have ventured to put more stress on the effect of the muriate of
magnesia when in solution, and on the means of correcting it, than it may
perhaps seem to deserve; but I thought it my duty, when called upon for
information, to give all I could; and I think the attention will not be
misapplied that may be given to determine the quantity of effect due to this
salt, and the possibility of correcting it.

The quantity of muriate of magnesia in a cubic foot of sea water being
3.28 oz.; the following are the equivalent quantities of the other substances
concerned. It would require 1.64 oz. of dry quick lime, or 2.78 oz. of pure
potash, or 4.1 oz. of dry jfearlash to decompose it; with the two first
substances 1.14 oz. of magnesia would be deposited, and with the third 2.43
oz. of carbonate of magnesia.

When copper is substituted for iron in the above experiments the
injurious effects are very much diminished; and it would probably be
found, ultimately, that copper boilers were the most economical, and
certainly the least troublesome. It must however be constantly
remembered, that all mixture of copper and iron, by which I mean the use
^fcopper and iron in contact with each other, or indeed of any two different
metals, as of iron and brass, or even copper and brass, should be avoided
as much as possible in those parts to which the salt water has access. When
two dissimilar metals are in contact with each other, and also with sea
water, a voltaic effect is produced, which occasions rapid corrosion of the
most oxidable metal at the points of contact, as well as a lesser effect over
its whole mass; and the action will be stronger from the circumstance of the
temperature being high. Hence in the pumps or tubes connected with them
and with the boiler, and in every part where the salt water passes, such
combinations of dissimilar metals should as much as possible be avoided.

When a boiler charged with sea water is heated, and steam sent off
from it, the following effects take place within:- the water becomes more
and more concentrated, acting at the same time more powerfully on the
iron. When the concentration arrives at a certain point, the sulphate of lime
begins to deposit, and form crusts on the bottom and sides of the vessel.
Continuing the evaporation, the water becomes so much diminished in
quantity as to be unable to hold even the common salt in solution, and it
begins to deposit. During the whole of this evaporation the temperature of
the fluid has been rising, and it requires more heat to make it boil than it
did before. Ultimately, if the operation be continued, the salts become dry
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in the boiler, the temperature rises, and when it attains from 270° to 300°,
the muriate of magnesia is decomposed, its earth or magnesia left free, and
its muriatic acid sent off in the state of gas.

Hence, it is evident, that boilers using sea water are liable to certain
kinds of injury, through ignorance or carelessness, which by a knowledge
of the circumstances, and attention, may be prevented. If the evaporation is
carried on so far as to cause the deposition of sulphate of lime, it will tend
to form crusts on the sides and bottom of the boiler; and though the
addition of a fresh portion of sea water will at first dissolve this, yet when
the evaporation is continued it will add to the quantity of sulphate which is
thrown down by the concentration. The same is the case with common salt;
upon the evaporation of a certain portion of steam from the water the salt
would be deposited, and would tend, with the sulphate of lime, to form
crusts at the bottom of the boiler.

One bad effect produced by this state of things is the burning of the
bottom of the boiler and the flues. The heat in traversing the bottom of the
boiler to reach the water, has also to pass through the crust of deposited
matter, and this being of bad conducting powers obstructs its passage, and
causes its accumulation in the metal itself, which of course suffers from
combustion more rapidly in proportion to the elevation of temperature: at
the same time, the flame and smoke, not being able to give off their heat to
the already heated metal, pass on into the flues at a temperature far above
what they ought to do, and burn them.

Another evil is, that less steam is raised; for the crust acting as a
barrier between the fire and the water, prevents the latter from receiving
that accession of heat which it ought to do; and the quantity of steam
produced is proportionably less. Hence there is a waste of fuel in getting
steam, or else there is a want of steam, and at the same time there is a
burning of the boilers.

A third source of injury suggests itself, which, though I am not aware it
has been observed in practice, well deserves pointing out, that if any effect
should arise from it, it may be distinguished and guarded against. I refer to
the decomposition of the muriate of magnesia by a heat approaching 300°F.
This effect can never take place whilst the salts remain in solution, and it is
the most soluble of any of the salts in sea water. But whenever any portion
of the common salt is rendered dry, and caked, it is then possible that
muriate of magnesia should be decomposed, and its muriatic acid liberated
in a free state. Thus, if from the concentration of the sea water a crust of
common salt and sulphate of lime had formed on the bottom of the boiler, it
would act as before mentioned, by preventing the transmission of the heat
through it, which would consequently accumulate on the lower side, and
any portion of muriate of magnesia contained in the crust would then be
decomposed; its free acid partly acting on and combining with the iron at
the bottom, and partly passing into the water, and from thence wherever
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the water or steam passed. Again; I believe there are instances known
where the water has been suffered to sink below the level of the upper
surface of the flue, or furnace, which sometimes passes through the boiler;
in such case, any portion of muriate of magnesia left on the top of this flue
would be heated, and if sufficiently so, would be decomposed as before.

From the possibility, therefore, that this highly injurious effect may
take place, I think it very desirable, where engineers have cause to suspect
carelessness in the attendance of boilers using sea water, that they should
look for the effects that are to be expected. These, beside great internal
corrosion of the bottom, may even extend to the steam passages, inasmuch
as the acid liberated is volatile; and if the water in the boiler is found to
hold iron, not in a state of suspension only, but in actual solution, it would
be well to compare its quantity with that which sea water by mere boiling
may be made to take up.

The evident remedy for the injuries that may arise from the
concentration of the sea water below the point at which it deposits salt, and
the only one that suggests itself to me, is the removal of the water in the
boiler before it acquires this undue degree of concentration. In doing this,
there can be no difficulty; and I should conceive it may be done in such a
way as to occasion very little loss of heat by the water thrown out. The
practicability, however, of such a plan, may be better judged of after a
consideration of the various points of deposition and temperature, and the
quantities of water that may be abstracted as steam before their
occurrence. Sea water in a close vessel, but at common atmospheric
pressure, boils at 214°F. very nearly. Suppose 1,000 parts of such sea water,
and the evaporation continued until the sulphate of lime began to deposit:
this took place in my experiments, when 701 parts of steam had been
driven off, and when consequently 299 parts of salt and water remained.
The temperature of the water in ebullition was then 217°F. As the
evaporation went on, more and more sulphate of lime was deposited, and
the thermometer rose until the temperature was 228°F. when common salt
began to deposit, and when 898.3 parts of steam had been abstracted. Still
continuing the ebullition, salt and sulphate of lime were deposited in
considerable quantities, and the temperature still rose, because of the
concentration of the muriate of magnesia in the solution. The muriate of
magnesia was not however deposited until the whole was dry, being
retained in solution till the last.

Hence it follows, that taking 1000 parts by weight of sea water, 701
parts may be converted into steam before any deposit at all takes place in it;
and that 898.3 parts of steam may be obtained before any common salt will
be deposited. It also follows, that sea water, boiling at common pressure at
less than 217°F. is not depositing any thing; and that boiling at
temperatures below 228°F. it is not depositing common salt.
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It is now easy to ascertain the propriety of changing the water in a
boiler. If the water left in at the end of the voyage is less than three tenths of
the whole quantity introduced, it will deposit sulphate of lime; and if it is
less than one tenth, it will deposit common salt; and the more the
diminution below these quantities, the greater the depositions. It is also
evident, that with a small boiler intended to supply the same quantity of
steam as a larger one, the necessity of changing the water will be greater
and more frequent.

I am not aware of all the circumstances that influence the quantity of
water necessary to be added to that with which the engine is first set to
work; but I should presume both they and the quantity are variable. At sea,
where every portion of water introduced into the boiler from the sea is a
means of introducing a fresh portion of salt, I should think it would always
be an object to supply the boiler as much as possible from the condensed
water of the steam that has passed through the engine; and the more
perfectly this is done the less the necessity for any precautions respecting
the deposition of salt in the boiler. As, however, the evidence proves, that
even in short voyages, lasting but a few hours, the water in the boiler has
been so concentrated as to deposit abundance of salt, it is evident that
there is a necessity for changing it, by allowing the escape of the
concentrated water, and introducing fresh portions.

The means of doing this are in the hands of every engineer, and I
should think might be so applied as to occasion very little loss of heat. The
indications, when it may be necessary, may be founded on the temperature
at which the water is boiling, and on its specific gravity. With regard to the
latter, I think the best instrument the man could have would be the
hydrometer, with one, or at most two marks upon it, the one to indicate the
density of the water when it begins to deposit common salt, and the other,
the density perhaps when it begins to deposit sulphate of lime. Regard
must of course be had to the temperature, but that is a point easily
arranged.

The indications by temperature would be obtained by inserting a
thermometer into the boiler; certain precautions, however, would be
required in its application. In the first place, it is essential that the
thermometer dip into the water, for the atmosphere of steam which is
above the surface of boiling sea water, or of, I believe, all saline solutions, is
not, at any pressure, at the same temperature as the water itself, but always
lower, and the more so as the water is more concentrated. In the second
place, the temperature both of the water and steam will vary with variations
of the pressure in the boiler; but this, when ascertained by the steam gauge,
easily gives the correction, which, added to the temperatures I have given,
will give the temperatures for the various points, in the circumstances of
the altered pressure.
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When the consumption of water by a steam engine, or rather, I would
say, its waste, for I mean the portion that is lost by the steam-vent, and in
other ways, is known, it is easy to ascertain whether it would be
advantageous to go to sea at first with fresh water in the boiler. If this
precaution sufficiently balances the concentration caused by the loss of
steam, it is effectual; if not, it only lessens or retards it. The propriety of
selecting such waters as contain no earthy matter, as carbonate or sulphate
of lime, or any substance which may deposit in and clog the boiler, is
evident from the effects produced in many of the steam-engine boilers in
Cornwall.

Proust has lately demonstrated the existence of mercury in sea water3.
The quantity of this substance contained in it is probably far too small to
cause any injury to steam engines at sea. At the same time, it is matter of
interesting, and perhaps useful inquiry, to ascertain whether it may not
have an effect. The high temperature of parts of the engine would favour its
action, and perhaps make the existence of that substance sensible in those
situations where till now it has escaped observation.

Coals.- The proper selection and state of the coals used on board
steam vessels, especially when one very great object is to secure a regular
and short passage, whatever the state of the weather may be, is very
important. I am not, however, sufficiently acquainted with the varieties of
coal raised in this country to state the particular qualities which distinguish
them, or to point out the best for this particular purpose. As however it is
not practicable to have access to any coal at pleasure, all that can be done
is to ascertain the qualities of those within reach, and choose the best.

All coal containing pyrites should be rejected, or at least the purest
kind selected. Mention has been made before the Committee of the
spontaneous inflammation of coal on board a steam vessel4. This is an
effect which, I believe, not unfrequently takes place at the pit mouth, and
when produced, it is due to the pyrites or sulphuret of iron the coal
contains. When large masses of coal containing this substance are exposed
to air and moisture, those agents sometimes act on the pyrites, causing the
oxydation of the iron in them, and liberating sulphur and combustible
aerial products; and the heat produced by this action in the mass,
sometimes rises so high as to fire the sulphur and sulphuretted gases, and
these inflame the coal, so that the combustion of the mass is produced
without the approximation of any ignited body.

The coals in steam vessels are generally, I believe, put into boxes at
the sides of the place where the engine stands, and I do not think that with
moderate caution they can fire there; i.e. provided the communication
between them and the furnaces be prevented; for their masses are
comparatively so small, and they remain for so very short a time together
undisturbed, that it is not probable the mere action of air and moisture on
the pyrites should inflame them. It is true, the elevation of temperature in
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the place in which they are stowed, caused by the vicinity of the furnaces,
will be favourable to such an effect; but 1 do not think its influence would be
dangerous, except with very bad coals indeed. It would however be easy at
all times to know the state of the coals, by having one, two or three iron
pipes going across the boxes in which they are put; any tendency in the
coals to heat would heat pipes also, and might be detected by a
thermometer being placed in them.

The pyrites contained in coal have probably a more injurious effect in
steam vessels, by the action they give rise to on the bottom of the boiler,
and on the iron of the furnace and flues. Whatever part the sulphur or
sulphureous vapours come in contact with, it attacks, and causes its
destruction; hence a rapid and premature decay. They tend also to increase
the quantity of slag in the furnace, and thus embarrass the grate; and this
latter effect is increased by the mixture of dirt with the coals. I am not
sufficiently acquainted with large furnace fires to know the most
advantageous mode of managing them, but there are evidently some
curious and apparently conflicting circumstances, which require attention.
Were coal a pure combustible matter, there would be no difficulty in saying,
that, generally, the whole should be burnt, and made to produce the
highest heat possible; but being a mixture of pure combustible matter with
earthy substances, oxide of iron, and generally pyrites, in greater or
smaller quantity, it becomes a point for consideration whether it shall be
made to produce the highest possible heat in the furnace, or a moderated
one. With the highest heat the residue forms a glassy slag, which rests on
the grate, and chokes the apertures; with a moderated heat the slag is not
formed, but the ashes that fall through the grate contain much combustible
matter. In practice, I believe, it is found advantageous to preserve a stratum
of clinkers, or broken slag, on the bars of the grate, which preserves them
cool, and diminishes, to a certain extent, their combustion and decay; and I
have seen furnaces in which, by this means, large and powerful fires had
been going on for years over very thin bars, without injuring them. Where
however the coals are liable to vary in quality, the practice must vary also.
But this much is certain, that the clinkers or slag will be in proportion to the
earthy and ferruginous matter in the coal, and to the heat to which it is
exposed; and also that the presence of pyrites considerably facilitates and
hastens the formation of slag; so that it will be produced at a lower
temperature than if no pyrites were in the coal: and consequently, it results,
that whenever the best and most certain effect is required in a steam vessel,
coals should not be used indiscriminately, but a selection made from
among such as can be obtained, those being preferred which contain the
least pyrites and earthy matter.
M. Faraday.
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1. This committee was established to improve communications between London and Dublin
via Holy head.
2. Faraday gave verbal evidence to this Committee on 13 May and 1 June. Parliamentary
Papers, 1822 (417) vi, p. 180-3, 189-91.
3. Louis Joseph Proust (1754-1826, NBU). French chemist. For this work see Proust (1821).
4. Parliamentary Papers, 1822 (417) vi, p. 172.

Letter 172
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
26 May 1822
From the original in SM MS 1176

Royal Institution London I May. 26th. 1822.
Sir

I yesterday had the honor of receiving your letter of March 29th1 at the
hands of Mr. D'Arblay2 and hasten to answer it fearing that you will have
already thought badly of me since it is so long since you wrote iti.j M
D'Arblay apologised by saying he had been out of townu

With respect to the letter to Dr. Brewster I have not received it nor can
I find that M Hachette mentioned it to met.) I received some papers of M
Laplace's3 which I sent immediately as addressed but I did not at the same
time receive any thing for Dr. Brewster. I hope you will be able to find the
letter and make out its history -1 was a little alarmed on first reading your
letter for having a very bad memory I thought it possible I might have
received the letter from M Hachette & forwarded it to Dr. Brewster and
since then have forgotten it but 1 have endeavoured since yesterday to call
such a letter to mind but without effectu I have not the slightest idea of it -1
shall be anxious to know whether you find it or not -

We receive the french journals so irregularly that I am kept in an
anxious state of suspense to know what you are doing feeling satisfied you
are doing something and that something important.] From what you have
done we are justified in expecting the most fervent devotion in you to
electromagnetism and it is impossible you can exert yourself on this
subject without continually adding to the honors you have gained - I owe
you very much for your kind expressions^ Nothing encourages me so
much to persevere in my feeble efforts as such commendations as yours.

Begging to be remembered in the warmest manner to Mr. Hachette
from whom I hope to hear again when he has leisure I have the honour to
be

Sir I Your Very Humble & Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

Address: M. Ampere I &c &c I Paris

1. Letter 168.
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2. Unidentified.
3. Pierre-Simon, Marquis de Laplace (1749-1827, DSB). French physicist.

Letter 173
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
10 and 25 July 1822
From the original in IEE MS SC 2 and Launay (1936-43), 2: 587-9, 591-2

Paris, le 10 juillet 1822
Monsieur,

Je suis vraiment si confus de n'avoir pas repondu de suite aux
differentes lettres que vous m'avez fait l'honneur de m'ecrire, que je ne sais
comment vous en fair agreer mes excuses. La correspondance que vous
avez la bonte d'entretenir avec moi est cependant bien precieuse pour moi,
vos decouvertes en enrichissant la physique de faits nouveaux sont la
principale cause de ce que j'ai pu ajouter a ce que j'avais fait il y a deux ans
sur les phenomenes electro-dynamiques. Mon silence force est venu
surtout de ce que les occupations journalieres que j'ai a Fecole
polytechnique et dans Funiversite, non seulement ne me laissent presque
pas un moment a consacrer a d'autres occupations, mais encore me
laissent dans un etat de fatigue oii je deviens incapable d'ecrire. Je m'etais
malheureusement propose de vous faire une longue lettre ou j'aurais
expose toutes les preuves qui me paraissent augmenter tous les jours en
faveur de la maniere dont j'ai ramene les phenomenes de Faimant a ceux
que j'ai decouverts et annonces a Finstitut dans ses seances du 18 et du 25
septembre 1820, relativement a Faction mutuelle de deux conducteurs
voltaiques1 et dans la seance du 30 octobre 1820, relativement a celle que la
terre exerce sur un conducteur mobile2. Je n'ai jamais eu le terns necessaire
pour rediger cette lettre, et je me sens d'autant plus coupable envers vous a
cet egard que vous m'avez constamment repondu aussitot mes lettres
regues, ce dont je vous ai une obligation infinie et ce qui me fait regretter
encore plus vivement de ne vous avoir pas pu montrer de mon cote la
meme exactitude. Je n'ai point pu tirer au clair ce qu'etait devenue ma lettre
a la societe royale d'Edimbourg, M. hachette m'assure qu'elle a du parvenir
a Mr. Brewster, n'ayant pas eu le terns de lui recrire je n'ai pu en acquerir la
certitude.

J'ai remis a M. Underwood, un ami de Sir H. Davy qui retournait en
angleterre, deux exemplaires de mon memoire avec plusieurs additions et
supplements qui ne se trouvaient pas dans Fexemplaire que vous aviez de
ce memoire3. L'un des deux exemplaires que j'ai confies a M. Underwood
etait pour vous, Monsieur, Fautre pour Sir Humphry. J'y ai ajoute depuis de
nouveaux supplemens que je vous ai addresse ainsi qu'a Sir Humphry par
Mr. Dorkray4 de manchester, qui se trouvait dernierement a Paris avec Mr.
Dalton5. Je dis a paris, car quoique j'aie commence cette lettre a paris, c'est
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de la ville de Clermont en Auvergne que je vous ecris aujourd'hui 25 Juillet,
ayant ete oblige de quitter paris pour une inspection des colleges royaux
lorsque je ne vous avais encore ecrit qu'une page. J'espere que ces
differens articles vous auront ete remis chacun dans son terns. Je desirerais
beaucoup en etre sur, et savoir si Sir H. Davy a re^u aussi ce qui lui etait
destine.

J'ai encore fait un memoire sur les lois de l'action6electro-dynamique
que je regarde comme fort important, et que j'ai lu a FInstitut dans les
seances du 10 et du 24 juin dernier7; mais il n'est pas encore imprime.

La question au sujet des phenomenes dont nous nous occupons me
semble consister uniquement a savoir si j'ai eu raison de supposer les
courants en long dans les fils conducteurs et en travers dans les amiants,
ou s'il faut admettre, comme M. Wollaston, qu'ils sont au contraire en long
dans les aimants et en travers dans les fils conducteurs8. Quand meme les
phenomenes s'expliqueraient egalement bien dans les deux cas, la mienne
serait preferable comme s'accordant avec la theorie de Volta9 sur
1'instrument qui porte son nom: theorie qui montre comment les deux
electricites doivent se porter en sens opposes le long du conducteur d'une
extremite de la pile a Fautre, tandis que, dans tout ce que nous savons de la
nature de la pile, rien n'indique comment les fluides electriques pourraient
tourner autour du conducteur, ni pourquoi ils tourneraient autour de ce
conducteur plutot dans le sens ou Ton suppose qu'ils tournent en effet que
dans le sens oppose.

Cette objection n'a pas lieu dans ma maniere d'expliquer les
phenomenes, parce que j'admets d'abord que les courants preexistants
autour de chaque particule de fer ou de Facier y sont diriges dans toutes
sortes de sens avant Faimantation: d'oii il suit que leur action totale sur un
point situe a Fexterieur est necessairement nulle. J'attribue, comme une
chose probable, de semblables courants aux particules de tous les corps;
mais j'admets qu'ils y restent invinciblement dans cette situation ou ils ne
peuvent agir au dehors lorsque ces corps ne sont pas susceptibles
d'aimantation. Au contraire, dans le fer, le nickel et le cobalt, cette situation
peut etre changee, et ce changement a lieu par Faction, soit d'un fil
conducteur, soit de la terre, soit d'un aimant, qui dirige ces courants
particuliers precisement comme elle dirige dans mes experiences un
conducteur plie de maniere a faire un circuit presque ferme. Elle tend done
a les diriger tous dans le meme sens, et alors ils agissent au dehors, et je
montre, tant par le raisonnement que par les experiences faites avec des
helices, qu'ils doivent alors, d'apres les lois de Faction mutuelle de deux
courants electriques, agir precisement comme le font en effet les aimants.
Des deux differences que vous avez remarquees entre la maniere d'agir des
aimants et des helices, Fune qui est relative a Faction d'une helice sur un
aimant place dans son interieur, ne peut etre objectee a ce que je viens de
dire, puisque les courants d'un aimant existant autour de chacune de ses
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particules ne peuvent jamais se trouver dans le cas d'agir que sur des
points situes hors des circuits voltaiques qu'ils forment. L'autre difference
relative a la situation des points connus sous le nom de poles, que j'avais
d'abord expliquee par une plus grande intensite de l'electrisation
dynamique au milieu de l'aimant, Test plus naturellement et plus
completement d'apres un travail que je n'ai pas encore publie, mais qui est
indique dans l'Analyse des travaux de l'Academie royale des Sciences
pendent l'annee 1821, partie mathematique, page 2210. Cette analyse a ete
publiee au mois d'avril dernier.

Quant aux resultats de ce travail, il me faudrait plus de temps que je
n'en ai pour les expbser en detail. Us sont fondes sur ce que Faction
mutuelle des courants d'un meme aimant, d'apres les lois de cette action,
ne peut manquer d'incliner sur son axe ceux qui existent dans des
particules situees hors de son axe, et cela d'autant plus qu'elles sont plus
loin de cet axe et du milieu de l'aimant, en leur donnant la situation
representee dans la figure 25 de la planche VI du recueil de mes memoires
que vous a porte M. Underwood11.

Cette inclinaison des courants des particules des aimants ne me sert
pas seulement a rendre raison de la difference que vous avez remarquee
entre la situation des poles d'un aimant et ceux d'une helice, mais encore a
expliquer plusieurs phenomenes qu'offrent les aimants et, entre autres, la
disposition que prend de la limaille de fer, soit autour, soit sur la surface
d'un aimant et, en particulier, sur les aretes des ses bases: disposition qui
n'a jamais ete expliquee dans la theorie ordinaire de l'aimant, fondee sur la
supposition de deux fluides magnetiques, et que je crois avoir le premier
fait rentrer dans les lois des autres phenomenes magnetiques, en en
rendant raison par l'inclinaison des courants des particules des aimants
relativement aux axes de ces aimants. II est vrai que, depuis, un professeur
de physique plein de merite et qui prepare dans ce moment un ouvrage sur
les phenomenes electro-dynamiques, a remarque que cette diposition
pouvait aussi etre expliquee dans la theorie des deux fluides magnetiques,
en concevant que, chaque particule contentant un exces de fluide austral a
une de ses extremites et un exces de fluide boreal a l'autre, l'axe
magnetique de cette particule n'etait pas, comme on le suppose
ordinairement, parallele a l'axe de l'aimant, mais qu'il lui etait incline de
maniere a se trouver perpendiculaire au plan dans lequel je montre que le
courant electrique de la meme particule doit se trouver dirige par la
combinaison de la cause exterieure qui a aimante le barreau avec Faction
qu'exercent, sur le courant, ceux de toutes les autres particules de meme
barreau des qu'il a re^u l'aimantation. D'apres la remarque de cet habile
physicien, je ne peux plus donner cette disposition de la limaille de fer
autour d'un aimant et sur sa surface, comme une preuve absolument sans
replique de la preference que je crois due a ma theorie; mais n'est-ce point
cependant un motif puissant en sa faveur, qu'apres qu'elle m'a fourni la
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premiere explication satisfaisante des circonstances si remarquables que
presente cette disposition de la limaille, on soit en quelque sorte oblige de
traduire mon explication dans le langage de Fancienne theorie pour
pouvoir y rendre raison des memes circonstances.

Voila quelques-unes des raisons que je pourrais faire valoir dans la
supposition ou les hypotheses qu'on a opposees a ma maniere de
concevoir les phenomenes electro-dynamiques, pourraient y satisfaire
aussi bien que la theorie que j'en ai donnee. II ne me serait pas difficile d'en
trouver beaucoup d'autres de ce genre; mais j'aime mieux me borner a ce
qui me parait presenter des preuves directes et precises de ma theorie.

1° Comme je Fai dit dans le Notice lue a la seance publique de
FAcademie des Sciences le 8 avril dernier12, une de ces preuves resulte de
la difference totale qui se trouve a regard du mouvement continu, toujours
dans le meme sens, entre les conducteurs mobiles qui forment des circuits
presque fermes et ceux qui n'en forment pas. Le memoire que j'ai lu a la
seance du 10 juin et qui paraitra incessamment dans les Annales de Chimie
et de Physique13 a surtout pour objet ce point important de la physique
electro-dynamique. J'y ai d'abord etabli, d'apres des experiences tres
precises, ce fait nouveau qu'un conducteur mobile qui ne peut tourner
autour d'un axe vertical passant par le centre d'un conducteur fixe
circulaire et horizontal, n'eprouve, par Faction de ce dernier conducteur,
aucune tendance a tourner toujours dans le meme sens autour de Faxe
vertical, quand il a ses deux extremites dans cet axe; en sorte que, pour
avoir, par Faction mutuelle de deux conducteurs, Fun fixe et l'autre mobile,
le mouvement toujours dans le meme sens, il faut que le premier forme un
circuit presque ferme et que le second au contraire ne fasse pas meme la
moitie du cercle dupuis un point de Faxe jusqu'a un autre, et a plus forte
raison qu'il ne forme pas un circuit ferme.

Comme, d'apres ma theorie, un aimant n'agit que comme un
assemblage de circuits voltaiques fermes, on peut remplacer le conducteur
fixe par un aimant, et Ton a le mouvement toujours dans le meme sens,
comme vous l'avez obtenu de cette maniere; mais le conducteur mobile ne
peut jamais l'etre par un aimant, en sorte que le mouvement continu,
toujours dans le meme sens, ne peut jamais etre produit par Faction d'un
aimant sur un autre aimant. D'apres ces faits, j'ai determine un principe
fondamental et evident en physique, c'est que, Faction etant toujours egale
a la reaction, il est impossible qu'un corps solide soit mu en aucune
maniere par une action mutuelle entre deux14 de ses particules, parce que
cette action produit sur les deux particules deux forces egales qui tendent a
mouvoir le corps en sens opposes. D'ou il suit que, quand les particules
d'un aimant, traversees par un courant electrique qui les mets dans le
meme etat que le f il conducteur agissent sur le pole ou sur toute autre partie
de Faimant, il ne peut en resulter aucun mouvement dans ce corps, pas plus
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que l'assemblage d'un aimant et d'un fil conducteur ne peut se mouvoir
quand ils sont invariablement lies ensemble.

D'apres cette observation la rotation autour de son axe d'un aimant
flottant ne peut plus guere etre expliquee que comme je l'ai fait dans le
memoire insere dans le cahier de mai des annales de chimie et de
physique15 et que je vous ai envoye dernierement par Mr. Dorckray de
Manchester. Ce memoire contient les experiences nouvelles que j'ai faites a
la fin de l'annee derniere avec l'explication des phenomenes que j'ai
observes a cette epoque, ou qui l'ont ete par d'autres physiciens, et dont
une partie vous appartient. Je crois que les autres theories ne peuvent en
fournir des explications si simples et si directes, ces divers phenomenes
pouvant tous etre annonces d'apres ma theorie dont ils sont une
consequence necessaire. II y a quelque temps que M. delarive m'ecrivit les
details d'une nouvelle experience qu'il crut d'abord opposee a ma theorie;
mais c'etait faute de deduire convenablement les consequences qui
decoulent de cette theorie16. Cette belle experience relative a Faction du
globe terrestre sur les conducteurs voltaiques, suit au contraire
necessairement de la maniere dont j'explique cette action, comme vous le
verrez aisement par les considerations suivantes. La valeur numerique du
coefficient du second terme de la formule que j'ai donnee en 1820 pour
exprimer Faction mutuelle de deux portions infiniment petites de courans
electriques, cette formule se trouve ainsi completement determinee, j'en ai
fait deja plusieurs applications et je travaille tous les jours a en faire de
nouvelles. j'espere arriver a en deduire les valeurs des forces, non
seulement quand il s'agit de calculer les phenomenes qu'elles produisent
lorsqu'un conducteur volta'ique agit sur un autre, dans toutes les
circonstances que presentent les diverses formes et les diverses situations
qu'on peut donner a ces conducteurs, mais encore celles des forces qui
s'exercent, soit entre un fil conducteur et un aimant, soit entre deux
aimans. C'est alors que toutes les difficultes qui peuvent rester encore dans
l'explication des phenomenes d'apres ma theorie, disparaitront
entierement; mais ce que j'ai deja deduit de cette formule ainsi determinee
suffit pour appuyer cette theorie sur une preuve directe. Dans les autres
theories on devrait pouvoir imiter avec des assemblages d'aimans disposes
convenablement, tous les phenomenes que presentent les f ils conducteurs;
on pourrait done, en faisant agir un de ces assemblages sur un autre,
produire dans celui-ci le mouvement contine toujours dans le meme sens;
ce que dement l'experience. Dans ma theorie au contraire le mouvement
continu toujours dans le meme sens ne peut avoir lieu que quand un des
circuits n'est pas ferme, et comme j'ai toujours admis que les courans
electriques des particules des aimans etaient completement fermes, cette
theorie explique parfaitement la difference si remarquable que l'experience
etablit, entre les aimans et les conducteurs voltaiques, a l'egard du
mouvement continu, toujours dans le meme sens, que j'ai obtenu en faisant
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agir un conducteur voltaique sur un autre conducteur voltaique et qu'on ne
peut absolument produire en faisant agir des aimants les uns sur les autres.
Je ne crois pas qu'aucune des theories qu'on m'a oppose puisse rendre
aussi simplement raison de cette difference, qui est, comme vous voyez,
une suite necessaire de la mienne.

1° Conformement a mes experiences de 1820, page 35 de mon
recueil17, un courant mobile rectiligne horizontal allant de Test a l'ouest, est
attire en masse vers le midi, par la partie superieure de Tequateur
magnetique, la partie interieure [sic] de cet equateur est pour nous du cote
du nord: elle repousse en masse le meme courant, mais avec une force
moindre a cause qu'elle est beaucoup plus loin. Ces deux forces s'ajoutent
pour porter le courant mobile au midi, ou il se porte en effet.

2° La resultante passant par le milieu de ce courant, si ce milieu
repose sur un pivot, il ne peut y avoir aucune action directrice de la terre
sur le courant horizontal mobile autour de son milieu, la grande distance
faisant que les actions contraires sur ses deux moities sont egales.

3° Tout courant dans une branche descendante (j'indique sous ce
nom, pour abreger, la branche du conducteur ou le courant electrique va en
s'approchant du globe terrestre. J'appellerai de meme branche ascendante
celle ou le meme courant va en s'en eloignant) tend a se mouvoir en
retrogradant de l'ouest a Test, comme on le voit dans le memoire insere
dans le cahier de mai des annales18 et, dans une branche ascendante, il
tend a se mouvoir de l'Est a l'Ouest dans le sens du courant terrestre.

4° Cette action, a cause de la proximite plus grande de la partie
superieure de l'equateur magnetique, est a son maximum quand la branche
est au Midi de Taxe de rotation, a son minimum quand elle est au Nord.

5° Les deux branches verticales de 1'appareil de M. de La Rive tendent
evidemment a le faire tourner en sens contraire. II tourne avec la difference
de deux moments, et c'est en effet le sens ou il tourne dans son experience.
II ne peut s'arreter que quand les deux moments sont egaux; ce qui exige
qu'une des branches etant a TEst de l'axe de rotation, l'autre soit a l'Ouest.

6° De la, deux situations d'equilibre qui ont lieu toutes deux, quand le
plan rectangle est perpendiculaire au meridien magnetique. Dans Tune,
Tequilibre est stable, et le rectangle y reste immobile; dans l'autre,
l'equilibre est instable, et le rectangle tourne.

7° Pour les distinguer, depla^ons un peu I'appareil de la situation
d'equilibre! Si le courant est ascendant a 1'Est et descendant a TOuest, on
voit sur-le-champ que, quelle que soit celle des deux branches qui se sera
avancee au Midi, son action deviendra preponderate, et, comme cette
action [est] evidemment dans le sens du emplacement, dans les deux cas il
croitra indefiniment par cette preponderance; Tequilibre sera instable, en
sorte que ce sera pour nous comme s'il n'y avait pas d'equilibre par
Timpossibilite de le realiser.
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Au contraire, si la branche est descendante a l'Est et ascendante a
TOuest, celle des deux qui, dans le deplacement, se sera rapprochee du
Midi tendra evidemment a retourner sur ses pas; comme c'est son action
qui est preponderate, l'appareil se remettra dans sa premiere situation et
il y restera en equilibre stable. Or, pour que le courant monte a l'Ouest et
descende a l'Est, il faut bien qu'il aille de l'Ouest a l'Est dans la partie
superieure; c'est alors seulement que l'appareil de M. de La Rive reste en
repos.... Son experience est done, dans toutes ses circonstances, une suite
necessaire de ma theorie et pouvait etre prevue d'apres cette theorie.

Je suppose que vous connaissez l'experience due a M. de La Rive. Si
cela n'etait pas, j'aurais l'honneur de vous envoyer la description qu'il m'en
a donnee.

Je vous prie d'agreer l'hommage de mon admiration pour vos travaux,
et de ma reconaissance pour les precieuses communications que vous
m'avez faites de leurs principaux resultats.

J'ai Thonneur d'etre, Monsieur, votre tres humble et tres obeissant
serviteur. I A. Ampere.

TRANSLATION
Paris, 10 July 1822

Sir,
I am really very ashamed at not having replied immediately to the

various letters which you honoured me by writing, that I do not know how
to make my excuses acceptable to you. The correspondence that you have
had the kindness to keep up with me is, however, very precious to me. Your
discoveries, which have enriched physics with new facts, are the principal
cause for my additions to my work of two years ago on electro-dynamic
phenomena. My enforced silence has come above all from the fact that the
daily duties that I have at the Ecole Polytechnique and at the University,
not only leave me almost no time to devote to other business, but also leave
me in such a state of tiredness in which 1 become incapable of writing. I had
unhappily proposed to write you a long letter where I would have
expounded all the proofs that seem to me to be increasing every day in
favour of the way in which I have reduced magnetic phenomena to those
that I discovered and announced to the Institute at the meetings of 18 and
25 September 1820, concerning the mutual action of two voltaic
conductors1 and the meeting of 30 October 1820, concerning the action that
the earth exercises on a mobile conductor2.1 have never had the necessary
time to write this letter, and I feel even more guilty in this respect towards
you because you have always replied as soon as you have received my
letters, for which I am infinitely obliged to you and which makes me regret
even more keenly that I have not shown the same exactitude on my part. I
have not been able to bring to light what happened to my letter to the Royal
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Society of Edinburgh. Mr. Hachette assures me that it should have reached
Mr. Brewster. Not having the time to write to him again, 1 have not been
able to confirm this.

I have entrusted to Mr. Underwood, a friend of Sir H. Davy, who was
returning to England, two copies of my paper with several additions and
supplements which were not included in the copy that you have of this
paper3. One of the two copies that I have entrusted to Mr. Underwood is for
you, Sir; the other is for Sir Humphry. I have since added new supplements
that I have sent to you as well as to Sir Humphry through Mr. Dorkray4 of
Manchester who was latterly in Paris with Mr. Dalton5.1 say Paris, because
even though I began this letter in Paris, it is from the town of Clermont in
the Auvergne that 1 am writing to you today, 25 July, having been obliged to
leave Paris for an inspection of Royal Colleges when I had not even written
you a page. I hope that these different articles will have been given to you
each in its own time. I would very much like to be sure of this and to know if
Sir H. Davy also received the one destined for him.

I have also written a paper on the laws of6 electro-dynamic action
which I regard as very important and which I read to the Institute at the
meetings on 10 and 24 June last7; but it has not yet been printed.

The issue concerning the phenomena that we are working on seems
to me to consist solely in knowing whether I was right to suppose that
currents go lengthwise in conducting wires and crosswise in magnets, or if
one must accept, as Mr. Wollaston, that they go, on the contrary, lengthwise
in magnets and crosswise in conducting wires8. Even though the
phenomena could be explained equally well in both cases, mine would be
preferable as it accords with Volta's9 theory on the instrument that is
named after him: a theory that shows how the two electricities must go in
opposite directions along the conductor from one end of the pile to the
other, whilst from all that we know of the nature of the pile, nothing shows
how the electric fluids could turn around a conductor nor why they would
turn around this conductor more in the direction that one assumes that
they do in fact turn than in the opposite direction.

This objection has no grounds in my way of explaining the
phenomena because I accept first of all that the currents that exist around
every particle of iron or steel are pointed in all sorts of directions before
magnetisation: from which it follows that their total action on a point
situated on the outside is necessarily nil. I attribute as something probable,
similar currents to the particles of all bodies; but I admit that they rest
invincibly in a state where they cannot act on the outside because these
bodies are not susceptible to magnetisation. On the contrary, in iron, nickel
and cobalt, this situation can be changed, and this change takes place by
the action either of a conducting wire, or of the earth, or of a magnet which
directs these individual currents precisely as it directs, in my experiments,
a bent conductor in such a way as to make an almost closed circuit. It [the
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action] tends then to point them all in the same direction and then they act
on the outside, and I show as much by reasoning as by experiments
conducted with helices that they must then, according to the laws of mutual
action of two electric currents, act precisely as magnets do in fact. Of the
two differences that you have noted between the way magnets and helices
act, the one that concerns the action of a helix on a magnet placed inside it,
cannot be put forward against what I have just said, since the currents of a
magnet that exist around each of its particles can only ever be found acting
on points situated outside the voltaic circuits which they form. The other
difference concerning the situation of points known under the name of
1poles', which I had first explained as a greater intensity of electricitisation
in the middle of the magnet, is more naturally and more completely
explained by work that 1 have not yet published, but which is indicated in
the Analysis of the works of the Academie royale des Sciences for 1821, in
the mathematics section, page 2210. This analysis was published in the
month of April last.

As for the results of this work, I would need more time than I have to
expound it in detail. They are based on the fact that the mutual action of the
currents of the same magnet, according to the laws of this action, cannot
fail to incline towards its axis those which exist in particles situated out of
its axis, and the more so the further they are from this axis and from the
middle of the magnet, giving them the position shown in figure 25 of plate
VI in the collection of my papers that Mr. Underwood brought you11.

This declination of the currents of the particles of magnets serves not
only to give an explanation for the difference you have noticed between the
position of the poles of a magnet and those of a helix but also to explain
several phenomena concerning magnets and, among others, the
arrangement taken on by iron filings, be it around, be it on the surface of a
magnet and, in particular, on the corners of its bases: an arrangement that
has never been explained by the normal theory of the magnet which is
founded on the assumption of two magnetic fluids, and which I believe I
first brought into line with the laws of other magnetic phenomena when I
explained it by the declination of the currents of the particles of magnets in
relation to the axes of these magnets. It is true that since then a physics
teacher of great merit, who is at this moment preparing a work on electro-
dynamic phenomena, has noted that this arrangement could also be
explained by the theory of two magnetic fluids suggesting that if each
particle contained an excess of southern fluid at one of its ends and an
excess of northern fluid at the other, the magnetic axis of this particle
would not be, as is usually supposed, parallel to the axis of the magnet, but
it would be inclined in a way as to be perpendicular to the plane in which I
show that the electric current of the same particle must be directed by a
combination of the exterior cause which magnetised the bar, and the action
that all the other particles of the same bar exert on the current as soon as
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the bar has been magnetised. Following the comments of this able
physicist I can no longer use the arrangement of the iron filings around a
magnet and on its surface as an absolute and irrefutable proof of the
preference that I believe is due to my theory; but does it not show however
powerful grounds in its favour, that since it provided me with the first
satisfactory explanation of such remarkable circumstances as presented by
the arrangement of iron filings, one is in some way obliged to translate my
explanation into the language of the former theory to be able to explain the
same circumstances.

Herewith are some of the reasons that I could exploit, assuming that
the hypotheses which have been opposed to my way of conceiving electro-
dynamic phenomena could be equally satisfactory as the theory I have
given them. It would not be difficult to find many others of this kind; but I
prefer to limit myself to what seems to me to present direct and precise
proofs of my theory.

1st As I said in the Note read to the public meeting of the Academie
des Sciences on 8 April last12, one of these proofs results from the total
difference which is found regarding continuous movement, always in the
same direction, between mobile conductors which form almost closed
circuits and those which do not form them. The paper I read to the meeting
of 10 June and which will shortly appear in the Annales de Chimie et de
Physique13 is concerned particularly with this important point of electro-
dynamic physics. I first of all established, by following very precise
experiments, the new fact that a mobile conductor which cannot turn
around a vertical axis passing through the centre of a fixed circular and
horizontal conductor, does not show, by the action of the latter conductor,
any tendency to turn constantly in the same direction around the vertical
axis, when it has its two ends in this axis; so that in order to have by the
mutual action of two conductors, one of which is fixed and the other
mobile, movement constantly in the same direction, the first must form an
almost closed circuit and the second, on the contrary, must not even do
half a circle from one point of the axis to the other, and all the more reason
for it not to form a closed circuit.

Since, according to my theory, a magnet acts merely like a collection
of closed voltaic circuits, one can replace the fixed conductor with a
magnet and one will have movement constantly in the same direction, as
you obtained in this way; but the mobile conductor can never be replaced
by a magnet, so that the continuous movement constantly in the same
direction can never be produced by the action of one magnet on another
magnet. From these facts I established the fundamental and evident
principle of physics, that, action being always equal to reaction, it is
impossible for a solid body to be moved in any way by the mutual action
between two14 of its particles, because this action produces on the two
particles two equal forces which tend to move the body in opposite
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directions. From which it follows that, when the particles of a magnet which
are crossed by an electric current which puts them in the same state as the
conducting wire act on the pole or on all other parts of the magnet, there
cannot result any movement in this body, any more than the structure of a
magnet and a conducting wire can move when they are invariably linked
together.

Following this observation the rotation around its axis of a floating
magnet can only be explained as I have done in the paper inserted into the
May edition of the Annales de Chimie et de Physique15 and which 1 have
recently sent you via Mr. Dorckray of Manchester. This paper contains new
experiments that I did at the end of last year with an explanation of the
phenomena I observed at that time, or which were observed by other
physicists, and of which a part belongs to you. I believe that other theories
cannot provide explanations that are so simple and direct: these diverse
phenomena can all be predicted by my theory, of which they are a
necessary consequence. Some time ago M. de La Rive wrote to me with
details of a new experiment which he believed at first to be opposed to my
theory; but this was from a lack of inferring correctly the consequences
which are derived from this theory16. This beautiful experiment,
concerning the action of the terrestrial globe on voltaic conductors, follows
on the contrary necessarily from the way in which 1 explain this action, as
you will easily see from the following reflections. The numerical value of
the coefficient of the second term of the formula that I gave in 1820 to
express the mutual action of two infinitely small portions of electric
currents, this formula is defined completely here. I have already made
several applications of it and I am working every day to make new ones. I
hope to arrive at deducing the values of forces, not only when it is a
question of calculating the phenomena that they produce when one voltaic
conductor acts on another, in all the circumstances presented by the
diverse forms and diverse situations that one can give to these conductors,
but also those forces exerted be it between a conducting wire and a magnet,
be it between two magnets. It is thus that all the difficulties that may still
remain in the explanation of phenomena according to my theory, will
disappear entirely; but what I have already deduced of this formula defined
in this way suffices to support this theory on a direct proof. In other
theories one should be able to imitate, with collections of appropriately
placed magnets all the phenomena presented by conducting wires; one
could therefore, by making one of these collections act on another produce
in the former continuous movement constantly in the same direction; a fact
which is contradicted by experimentation. In my theory, on the contrary,
continuous movement always in the same direction can only take place
when one of the circuits is not closed, as I have always accepted that the
electric currents of the particles of magnets were completely shut, this
theory explains perfectly so remarkable a difference that is established by
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experimentation, between magnets and voltaic conductors, with regard to
continuous movement, constantly in the same direction, that I obtained by
making one voltaic conductor act on another voltaic conductor and which
one can in no way produce by making magnets act one on another. I do not
think that any of the theories that have been put forward against me can
give such a simple explanation of this difference, which is, as you see, a
necessary corollary of mine.

1st In accordance with my experiments of 1820, page 35 of my Book17,
a mobile rectilinear horizontal current, going from East to West, is attracted
en masse towards the South, by the superior part of the magnetic equator.
The inferior part of this equator is for us on the side of the North: it repels
the same current en masse but with a lesser force because it is much further
away. These two forces join to carry the mobile current to the South, where
it in fact does go.

2nd The resultant passing through the middle of this current, if this
middle rests on a pivot, there cannot be any directing action of the earth on
the horizontal mobile current around its middle, the great distance making
the contradictory actions on the two halves equal.

3rd All currents in the descendant branch (I indicate by this name, to
abbreviate, the branch of the conductor where the electric current
approaches the terrestrial globe; similarly I shall call the ascendant branch
the one where the same current goes away) tends to move in a retrograde
manner from West to East, as can be seen in a paper inserted in the May
editjoiu>f the Annales18 and, in an ascendant branch, it tends to move from
East to West in the direction of the terrestrial current.

4th This action, because of the greater proximity of the superior part
of the magnetic equator, is at its maximum when the branch is at the South
of the axis of rotation, at its minimum when it is at the North.

5th The two vertical branches of the instrument of M. de La Rive
evidently tend to make it turn in the opposite direction. It turns with the
difference of two momentums, and that is in fact the direction in which it
turns in his experiment. It cannot stop but when the two momentums are
equal; which requires that one of the branches be at the East of the axis of
rotation, the other at the West.

6th Hence two positions of equilibrium which both take place when
the plane of the rectangle is perpendicular to the magnetic meridian. In
one, the equilibrium is stable, and the rectangle stays immobile; in the
other, the equilibrium is unstable, and the rectangle turns.

7th To distinguish them, let us displace the instrument slightly from
the position of equilibrium! If the current ascends in the East and descends
in the West, one can see straight away that, irrespective of which of the two
branches will have advanced to the South, its action will become dominant
and, as this action [is] evidently in the direction of the displacement, in the
two cases it will grow infinitely by this dominance; the balance will be
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unstable, so that it will be for us as if there was no equilibrium because of
the impossibility of achieving it.

On the contrary, if the branch is descendant in the East and
Ascendant in the West the one of the two which, in the displacement,
approaches the South will evidently tend to turn on itself; as it is its action
which is dominant, the instrument will return to its original position and
will stay there in stable equilibrium. Now, for the current to go up in the
West and descend in the East, it is necessary for it to go from West to East in
the superior part; it is only then that M. de La Rive's instrument rests....
This experiment is, therefore, in all circumstances, a necessary
consequence of my theory and could have been foreseen by this theory.

I assume that you know M. de La Rive's experiment. If that is not so, I
would have the honour of sending you the description that he has given me
of it.

1 beg you to accept my admiration for your work, and my gratitude for
the precious communications that you have made me of its principal
results.

I have the honour of being, Sir, your very humble and very obedient
servant I A. Ampere

1. Ampere (1822a).
2. Ann.Chim., 1820, 15: 322.
3. Ampere combined several of his and others' papers into one continuously paginated
paper of which Faraday's incomplete copy is in RI MS F6, volume 4. This comprises, in order,
Ampere (1820a, b) (with additional material), Berzelius (1821), Ampere (1821b, h, g), Davy to
Ampere, 20 February 1821 (Launay (1936-43), 2: 563-5), Ampere to De La Rive, 15 May 1821
(not found), Faraday (182If) (followed by Ampere's and Savary's notes on this, 370-9),
Ampere (1821e) and Anon (1822).
4. Benjamin Dockray (1786-1861, DQB). Writer.
5. John Dalton (1766-1844, DSB). Chemical Philosopher. See Henry, W.C (1854), 164-8 for an
account of this visit.
6. End of manuscript.
7. Ann.Chim., 1822, 20: 184-6.
8. [Brande](1821), 363-4.
9. Alessandro Giuseppe Antonio Anastasio Volta (1745-1827, DSB). Italian natural
philosopher.
10. Ampere (1821f).
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12. Ann.Chim., 1822, 19: 424.
13. Ampere (1822b).
14. Manuscript resumes.
15. Ampere (1822a).
16. See De La Rive, C.-G. (1822) and letter 181.
17. That is Ampere (1820b), 183.
18. Ampere (1822a). Manuscript ends here to end of letter.

Letter 174
Faraday to Sarah Faraday
21 July 1822
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 362-5

Paternoster Row: Sunday evening, July 21, 1822
Anxious as I have been to use the only means of communication with

you that is left me for the present, yet I have delayed writing till this
evening, though I felt certain you would have been rendered happy by a
letter from me to-day; but I had left it doubtful whether I should write
yesterday, and, when I got home, found many reasons for deferring it,
though altogether they were hardly strong enough to counter-balance the
single one of giving you pleasure a day earlier. But I must not, my dear girl,
suffer my love to you to run away at all times with the prudential reasons
which, though small, at various times offer themselves; so I resolved,
notwithstanding my fingers tingled to write to you, and you, I knew, would
be anxious for my letter, to delay it a day, as well for practice in forbearance
as for the convenience.

I perceive that if I give way to my thoughts, I shall write you a mere
love-letter, just as usual, with not a particle of news in it; to prevent which I
will constrain myself to a narrative of what has happened since I left you up
to the present time, and then indulge my affection. ... In the evening I
walked up to the Institution; had a letter from Mr. Brande, which was as
well as I expected, and gave me leave to go whenever it was necessary for
my health's sake; and then returned home.

Yesterday was a day of events - little, but pleasant. I went in the
morning to the Institution, and in the course of the day analysed the water,
and sent an account of it to Mr. Hatchett1. Mr. Fisher2 I did not see. Mr.
Lawrence3 called in, and behaved with his usual generosity. He had called
in the early part of the week, and, finding that I should be at the Institution
on Saturday only, came up, as I have already said, and insisted on my
accepting two ten-pound bank-notes for the information he professed to
have obtained from me at various times. Is not this handsome? The money,
as you know, could not have been at any time more acceptable; and I
cannot see any reason, my dear love, why you and I should not regard it as
another proof, among many, that our trust should without a moment's
reserve be freely reposed on Him who provideth all things for his people.
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Have we not many times been reproached, by such mercies as these, for
our caring after food and raiment and the things of this world?

On coming home in the evening, i.e. coming to Paternoster Row
home, I learned that Mr. Phillips had seen C, and had told her we should
not leave London until Monday evening. So I shall have to-morrow to get
things ready in, and 1 shall have enough to do. I fancy we are going to a
large mansion and into high company, so I must take more clothes. Having
the 201., I am become bold. ...

And now, how does my dear wife and mother do? Are you
comfortable? Are you happy? are the lodgings convenient, and Mrs. O.
obliging? Has the place done you good? Is the weather fine? Tell me all
things as soon as you can. I think if you write directly you get this letter it
will be best, but let it be a long letter. I do not know when I wished so much
for a long letter as I do from you now. You will get this on Tuesday, and any
letter from you to me cannot reach Swansea before Thursday or Friday - a
sad long time to wait. Direct to me, Post Office, Swansea; or perhaps better,
to me at Vivian, Esq., Marino, near Swansea, South Wales. ...

And now, my dear girl, I must set business aside. I am tired of the dull
detail of things, and want to talk of love to you; and surely there can be no
circumstances under which I can have more right. The theme was a
cheerful and delightful one before we were married, but it is doubly so now.
I now can speak, not of my own heart only, but of both our hearts. I now
speak, not only with any doubt of the state of your thoughts, but with the
fullest conviction that they answer to my own. All that I can now say warm
and animated to you, I know that you would say to me again. The excess of
pleasure which I feel in knowing you mine is doubled by the consciousness
that you feel equal joy in knowing me yours. Oh, my dear Sarah, poets may
strive to describe and artists to delineate the happiness which is felt by two
hearts truly and mutually loving each other; but it is beyond their efforts,
and beyond the thoughts and conceptions of anyone who has not felt it. I
have felt it and do feel it, but neither I nor any other man can describe it;
nor is it necessary. We are happy, and our God has blessed us with a
thousand causes why we should be so. Adieu for to-night. ...

All here send their love and affections to you both. Mine you can
estimate perfectly. I constantly feel as if my love had been increasing
continually up to the present moment, and yet could not possibly get
stronger: such willing believers are we in the tales told by our passion.

You shall shortly hear again from your most affectionate and devoted
husband, I M. Faraday

1. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1821-1829", 20 July 1822, RI MS HD 8at p.19.
2. Almost certainly a mis-transcription for Fincher.
3. Unidentified.
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Letter 175
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
23 July 1822
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris, impasse St dominique d'enfer no 6 I 23 juillet 1822
M hachette a l'honneur de Saluer Monsieur faraday et de iui envoyer

quelques exemplaires de deux ecrits relatifs a des questions de Mecanique
appliquee - il le prie de presenter ses civilites a M. ie president de la Societe
Royale, Sir h Davy et a Son collegue M. Millington -

TRANSLATION
Paris, Impasse St Dominique d'enfer no 6.1 23 July 1822

Mr. Hachette has the honour of giving his regards to Mr. Faraday and to
send him some copies of two papers relating to the questions of applied
Mechanics - he asks him to present his compliments to the president of the
Royal Society, Sir H Davy and to his colleague Mr. Millington.

Letter 176
Faraday to Sarah Faraday
25 July 1822
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 366

Marino, near Swansea: July 25, 1822
I have just stolen upstairs into my room to write to you. I intended to

have written this morning, so that the letter should go by to-night's mail,
but business at the furnaces detained me till half-past five o'clock; then, as
dinner was to take place at 6 o'clock, and there were great persons to be at
it, I was obliged to haste in my dressing, so as not to detain them. After
dinner the tedious fashion of remaining at table could not be broken by me
alone; so at half-past nine, and not before, we went into the drawing-room
to tea: here I was detained half-an-hour, and then stole away to converse a
little with you. ...

I forget myself; I was thinking you were in London. When my thoughts
are on you, other things are out of my mind; but I know you will be rather
pleased than otherwise with a fault which is the result of the earnest,
anxious affection of your husband.
M. Faraday
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Letter 177
Faraday to Sarah Faraday
28 July 1822
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 366-9

Marino: Sunday, July 28, 1822.
My dearly beloved Wife, -1 have just read your letter again, preparatory to
my writing to you, that my thoughts might be still more elevated and
quickened than before. I could almost rejoice at my absence from you, if it
were only that it has produced such an earnest and warm mark of affection
from you as that letter. Tears of joy and delight fell from my eyes on its
perusal. I think it was last Sunday evening, about this time, that I wrote to
you from London; and 1 again resort to this affectionate conversation with
you, to tell you what has happened since the letter which 1 got franked from
this place to you on Thursday I believe.

You can hardly imagine how rejoiced I was to get your letter. You will
have found by this time how much I expected it, and it came almost to a
moment. As soon as I entered the breakfast-room Mr. Vivian gave it to me.
Blessings on you, my girl; and thanks, a thousand thanks to you for it.

We have been working very hard here at the copper works, and with
some success1. Our days have gone on just as before. A walk before
breakfast; then breakfast; then to the works till four or five o'clock, and then
home to dress, and dinner. After dinner, tea and conversation. I have felt
doubly at a loss to-day, being absent from both the meeting2 and you. When
away from London before, I have had you with me, and we could read and
talk and walk; to-day I have had no one to fill your place, so I will tell you
how I have done. There are so many here, and their dinner so late and long,
that I made up my mind to avoid it, though, if possible, without appearing
singular. So, having remained in my room till breakfast time, we all
breakfasted together, and soon after Mr. Phillips and myself took a walk out
to the Mumbles Point, at the extremity of this side of the bay. There we sat
down to admire the beautiful scenery around us, and, after we had viewed it
long enough, returned slowly home. We stopped at a little village in our
way, called Oystermouth, and dined at a small, neat, homely house about
one o'clock. We then came back to Marino, and after a little while again
went out - Mr. Phillips to a relation in the town, and myself for a walk on the
sands and the edge of the bay. I took tea in a little cottage, and, returning
home about seven o'clock, found them engaged at dinner, so came up to my
own room, and shall not see them again to-night. I went down for a light just
now, and heard them playing some sacred music in the drawing-room: they
have all been to church to-day, and are what are called regular people.

The trial3 at Hereford is put off for the present, but yet we shall not be
able to be in town before the end of this week. Though I long to see you, I do
not know when it will be; but this I know, that I am getting daily more
anxious about you. Mr. Phillips wrote home to Mrs. Phillips from here even
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before I did - i.e. last Wednesday. This morning he received a letter from
Mrs. Phillips (who is very well) desiring him to ask me for a copy of one of
my letters to you, that he may learn to write love-letters of sufficient length.
He laughs at the scolding, and says it does not hurt at a distance.

Mr. Vivian has just been up to me. They had missed me and did not
understand it. He wished me to go down to tea, or, at least, to send some up,
both of which I declined. It is now ten o'clock, and he has just left me. He
has put the train of my thoughts all in confusion. I want to know when Jane
comes home, and who has the kindness to visit you. It seems to me so long
since I left you that there must have been time for a great many things to
have happened. I expect to see you with such joy when I come home that I
shall hardly know what to do with myself. I hope you will be well and
blooming, and animated and happy, when you see me. I do not know how
we shall contrive to get away from here. We certainly shall not have
concluded before Thursday evening, but I think we shall endeavour
earnestly to leave this place on Friday night, in which case we shall get
home late on Saturday night. If we cannot do that, as I should not like to be
travelling all day on Sunday, we shall probably not leave until Sunday
night; but I think the first plan will be adopted, and that you will not have
time to answer this letter. I expect, nevertheless, an answer to my last letter
- i.e. I expect that my dear wife will think of me again. Expect here means
nothing more than I trust and have a full confidence that it will be so. My
kind girl is so affectionate that she would not think a dozen letters too much
for me if there were time to send them, which I am glad there is not.

Give my love to our mothers as earnestly as you would your own, and
also to Charlotte or John, or any such one that you may have with you. I
have not written to Paternoster Row yet, but I am going to write now, so that
I may be permitted to finish this letter here. I do not feel quite sure, indeed,
that the permission to leave off is not as necessary from my own heart as
from yours.

With the utmost affection - with perhaps too much - I am, my dear
wife, my Sarah, your devoted husband, I M. Faraday

1. See Phillips and Faraday (1823).
2. Of the Sandemanian Church.
3. During the 1820s Vivian was sued several times for damages as a result of noxious gases
produced by his copper works. See Toomey (1979), 285-6.
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Letter 178
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
27 August 1822
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

27 aout 1822
Monsieur

J'avois Regu de M. Walsh1, de Cork en irlande, une demonstration fort
elegante d'un theoreme de geometrie elementaire. la Societe philomatique
de Paris (seant Rue d'anjou-Dauphine) l'a fait imprimer dans son Bulletin2,
et pour etre agreable a M. Walsh, J!en ai fait tirer des exemplaires a Part,
que je vous adresse au nombre de vingt, dont dix sont destines a M. Walsh.
J'ecris a ce dernier, pour Finformer que vous aurez la complaisance de
Remettre les dix exemplaires a la personne qui sera chargee de les prendre
chez vous, a l'institution Royale -

ayez la bonte de distribuer les autres exemplaires aux jeunes etudians
en geometrie, sans oublier votre illustre president pour l'exemplaire cy
joint que Je vous prie de lui offrir de ma part -

agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance de la haute estime et de la plus grande
consideration! Votre tres obeissant Serviteud hachette.

TRANSLATION
27 August 1822

Sir,
I received from Mr. Walsh1 from Cork in Ireland, a most elegant

demonstration of a theorem of elementary geometry. The Societe
Philomatique of Paris (behind Rue d'Anjou Dauphine) printed it in its
Bulletin2, and to please Mr. Walsh I have had some copies torn apart; I am
sending you twenty of these, of which ten are destined for Mr. Walsh. I have
written to the latter to inform him that you will be good enough to give the
ten copies to the person who will be instructed to collect them from you, at
the Royal Institution.

I beg you kindly to distribute the other copies to young students of
geometry, without forgetting your illustrious President for whom a copy is
enclosed, which I ask you to offer him on my behalf.

Please accept Sir, the assurance of my high esteem and greatest
consideration I Your very obedient servant I Hachette.

1. Unidentified.
2. BuU.ScLSoc.PhiL, 1822: 114.
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Letter 179
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
3 September 1822
From the original in AS MS Ampere papers, Carton 9, Chap. X, Chem,
182 A(l)

Royal Institution I Septr. 3. 1822.
Sir

I have been much flattered and gratified by the honor you have done
me in your repeated communications and particularly by your last
important letter1 for which I have nothing I can offer as a return but my best
acknowledgements!.] I have been tempted by favourable opportunities to
trespass on your kindness by a correspondence which though it must
occupy time to you of great value brings you nothing in return. Anxious as I
am to hear from time to time of the progress you make in a branch of
science that owes so much to you yet 1 cannot help but feel that I am the
unworthy gainer and you the loser by a correspondence between us and
that though I receive so much I contribute nothing to it. Nevertheless 1 am
still encouraged to write and acknowledge your kindnesst.j

I have but just returned from the country or I should before have
returned my earnest thanks for the memoirs I have received through the
hands of Mr Underwood and Mr Dockray2[.j I have as yet only read them
hastily and have to reperuse them as well as your last excellent letter more
carefully and steadilyt.] I am unfortunate in a want of mathematical
knowledge and the power of entering with facility into abstract reasoning!.]
I am obliged to feel my way by facts closely placed together so that it often
happens I am left behind in the progress of a branch of science not merely
from the want of attention but from the incapability I lay under of following
it notwithstanding all my exertions. It is just now so I am ashamed to say
with your refined researches on electro-magnetism or electrodynamics!.]
On reading your papers and letters I have no difficulty in following the
reasoning but still at last I seem to want something more on which to steady
the conclusions!.] I fancy the habit I got into of attending too closely to
experiment has somewhat fettered my powers of reasoning and chains me
down and I cannot help now and then comparing myself to a timid ignorant
navigator who though he might boldly and safely steer across a bay or an
ocean by the aid of a compass which in its action and principles is infallible
is afraid to leave sight of the shore because he understands not the power
of the instrument that is to guide him - With regard to electro-magnetism
also feeling my insufficiency to reason as you do I am afraid to receive at
once the conclusions you come to (though I am strongly tempted by their
simplicity & beauty to adopt them) and the more so because I have seen the
judgements of such men as Berzelius Prechtel3 &c &c stumble over this
subject4. Both these philosophers I believe and others also have given
theories of electro-magnetism which they stated would account not only
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for known facts but even serve to predict such as were not then known and
yet when new facts came (rotation for instance) the theories fell to pieces
before them[.] These instances are sufficient to warn such feeble spirits as
myself and will serve as my apology to you for not at once adopting your
conclusions!.] I delay not because I think them hasty or erroneous but
because I want some facts to help me on.

I cannot help thinking there is an immense mine of experimental
matter ready to be opened and such matter as would at once carry
conviction of the truth with it. I do not think I shall have to wait long for it
though I have no idea where it should come from except from you -1 am not
aware of the experiment of M de La Rive's to which you refer but shall see it
soon I dare say in the Bibliotheque Universelle[.]

Allow me to beg your acceptance of the inclosed paper as a very small
mark of respect and esteem from one who is proud to sign himself your
obliged and humble Correspondent and Servant I M. Faraday
M. Ampere I &c &c

Address: M. Ampere I &c &c

1. Letter 173.
2. Benjamin Dockray (1786-1861, DQB). Writer.
3. Johann Joseph Prechtl (1778-1852, P2). Director of the Polytechnic Institute in Vienna.
4. Berzelius (1821). For Prechtl's theory see Quart.J.ScL, 13: 160-2. See [Faraday](1822d),
108-10 for his view of Berzelius's theory.

Letter 180
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
16 September 1822
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 16 Septembre 1822
Monsieur

J'ai Re^u avec votre lettre du ler de ce mois, les trois exemplaires de
votre memoire sur les allinges d'acier1, adresses a M.M. Gay Lussac,
ampere, clement2, le premier est en Campagne; le second [sic] y est aussi, je
crois; a leur Retour ils le Recevront. quand a Texemplaire de M. ampere, il
lui sera remis aujourd'huy -.

agreez mes Sinceres Remercimens pour I'exemplaire qui m'est
adresse, et veuillez me croire, 1 Monsieur, avec une parfaite I estime et la
consideration I la plus distinguee I Votre tres affectionne I Serviteur I
hachette

Address: M. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London.
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TRANSLATION
Paris 16 September 1822

Sir
I received with your letter of the 1st of this month, the three copies of

your paper on steel alloys1, addressed to Messrs Gay-Lussac, Ampere,
Clement2. The first is in the country; as is the second [sic], I believe; on their
return, they will receive them. As to the copy for Mr. Ampere, it will be
given to him today.

Please accept my sincere thanks for the copy addressed to me, and
please believe me, I Sir, with a perfect esteem and I the most distinguished
consideration I your very devoted I servant Hachette

1. Stodart and Faraday (1822a).
2. Nicholas Clement (1778-1841, DSB). Chemist.

Letter 181
Charles-Gaspard De La Rive to Faraday
24 September 1822
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Geneva 24th 7bre 1822
Dear Sir

1 am quite ashamed for having been such a long time without
answering to your kind letters of the last autumn1, and without thanking
you for the charming apparatus which you sent to me by an Italian
Gentleman. I was always waiting till I could send to you some piece of
scientific news worth your attention, and at last I take the pen without
having obtained what I wished for. - You have perhaps seen in the Annales
de Chimie in a letter to Mr. Arago that I had made some experiments to
ascertain whether it was possible or not to prove by experiment the
existence of Galvanic currents at the Surface of the Earth going from East to
West according to Mr Ampere's theory2: For that purpose I tried to analyse
the Rectangle contrived by Mr A. which turning around a vertical axis, and
placed in the Galvanic Current, always took a diversion perpendicular to
the Magnetic Needle. -1 did Show that the diversion did not depend from
the Inferior horizontal branch as Mr A. believed, but that it was highly
probable that the Rectangle took its direction from the Influence of the two
vertical branches. - My Eldest Son3 who is [a] very active labourer [in] that
part of the Science, undertook to make a Complete analysis of that
Rectangle, and contrived for that purpose an apparatus by means of which
it was possible to take away the one after the other any of its branches, and
even three at a time, and that without troubling the diversion of the Current
- (That apparatus is described in a paper which shall be published in the
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Biblioth. universelte and of which I shall send you a Copy by the first
opportunity4) - By means of that apparatus he proved that the horizontal
branches were of no use in the production of the Phenomenon of diversion,
and that the vertical ones were only necessary for that production. - He
found afterwards that a single vertical wire, which may turn around a
Vertical axis, when placed in the Galvanic Current always forces itself to the
East if the Current is descendent, and always to the West if the Current is
ascendent This experiment as you may see is quite concordant with your
views - By means of the same apparatus he has Shown that in the turning
circle of Mr Ampere the vertical Branches are of no use whatever, the force
produced in the one being destroyed by the equal adversary force
produced in the other, but that the whole Phenomenon is depending on the
horizontal part of the apparatus, and is the consequence of what you had
observed with regard to the horizontal motion of a wire when it receives a
Galvanic Current. If such a wire is fixed by one of its extremities it is acted
on by parallel forces and it turns round the point to which it is fixed,
because, as you have Shown, these parallel forces act in every position
while the wire remains horizontal and carries the Galvanic Current. Now in
Mr Ampere's Apparatus you have two (or more) horizontal wires, and as
the Galvanic Current arrives in the middle, goes on the right and left side in
an opposite direction, of course the parallel forces act on each side of the
point of suspension in a direction proper to make the wire turn around the
point and thus is produced the rotary motion - These forces are by means
of the apparatus put beyond any doubt whatever. - Mr Ampere who came to
Geneva this summer has been convinced of their truth and accordingly he
has made some alterations to his former supposition. He thinks always that
our Globe is surrounded by Galvanic Currents going from East to west, but
that their principal energy is at the Magnetic Equator, with that
supposition, he may explain pretty well the above mentioned facts. - While
Mr Ampere was at Geneve he made in my Laboratory two new Experiments.
Having a strong disposition to believe that a Repulsion was taking place in
all the parts of a Galvanic Current he contrived to demonstrate that
repulsion by Experiment. He took a dish of Earthenware separated in two
parts by a piece of glass, the two semicircular portions were filled with
Mercury; then he took a piece of wire surrounded with Silk, a part of that
wire was parallel to the Glass, and floating on Mercury, the wire passed
afterwards on the other side of the glass and had another leg parallel to the
first, also on the Mercury, the extremities of each leg were in a Metallic
contact with the quick Silver
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as soon as the Poles + and - were put in each Semicircular portion of the
dish the wire was sent back to the opposite side - This experiment has
some analogy with yours in which there was a loss of weight5, with the
difference, that in this the Current is both in Mercury and in the wire, in an
horizontal direction, while in yours it is horizontal in the Quick Silver and
vertical in the wire

Be kind enough Dear sir as to write to me if you have some Scientific
news, you will see Dr. Marcet who is coming to Geneva if you had some
papers of yours to send me I should be very much obliged to you - At any
time if you have such papers be good enough to send them to Messrs.
Morris & PrevosP in the Cityt.] They will forward them to Geneva -

Believe me Dear Sir I Yours for Ever I G. De la Rive
The other experiment Mr Ampere made, is this - He placed a piece of

Copper very near a strong galvanic current without being in contact with it,
and he found that when the current was very intense, the piece of copper
was through influence, made Magnetic, so that it was attracted or repulsed
by a Magnet; as soon as the Galvanic Current ceased, the Magnetic property
disappeared7.

1 have always forgot to thank you for the honorable mention you have
made of my little floating apparatus8.
You may do what you please of the facts contained in this letter.

Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I Londres

1. Letters 148 and 158.
2. De La Rive, C.-G. (1822).
3. Arthur-Auguste De La Rive.
4. De La Rive, A.-A. (1822).
5. Faraday (1822c), 419-20 had observed an apparent loss of weight of a wire when
electricity was passed through it.
6. Morris, Prevost and Co, merchants of 8 King's Arm Yard, Coleman Square. POD.
7. See De La Rive, A.-A. (1822) and Williams (1985), 99, 103-4 for an account of this
experiment.
8. In Faraday (1821e).
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Letter 182
Faraday to Charles-Gaspard De La Rive
9 October 1822
From the original in BPUG MS 2311, f.65-6

Royal Institution I Octr. 9th 1822
My dear Sir

I received your kind letter1 on Saturday and finding that Dr. Marcet is
even now preparing to leave London I am anxious to write to you by him
although I have time only for a short letter for Dr. M. requests to have it
immediately. I was half afraid you had forgotten me and then again I was
half in hopes that you were so busy in the pursuit of science that you had
not time to think of me. I am glad indeed on both accounts to find the latter
true and am very anxious to see the full account of your experiments!.] I am
delighted with them not only because they correct opinions which were
before generally received and make them more in accordance with natural
phenomena but also because they serve as a vindication to myself for the
doubts or rather for the reserve I have entertained respecting M Ampere's
theory in its fullest extents Its beauty I admire but I have been unwilling to
admit it into my own mind to a rank with those theories in other branches
of physical science which are accompanied continually by experimental
proofs because though it accords pretty well with most if not all the
phenomena yet there are many parts in it that seem to be mere assumption.
I expressed not many days since to M Ampere my persuasion that there
were an immense number of facts still to be made out between the place to
which actual experiment has brought us and the extent of his theory and
your experiments come very opportunely to strengthen that persuasion2!.]

I have really been ashamed sometimes of my difficulty in receiving
evidence urged forward in support of opinions on electro magnetism but
when I confess my want of mathematical knowledge and see
mathematicians themselves differing about the validity of arguments used
it will serve as my apology for waiting for experiment!.]

M Amperes experiments which you mention are I think very
important especially that of the production of magnetism in a piece of
copper by mere vicinity to a voltaic circuit without actual connection with
it[.j I am glad to find M. Ampere has modified the view he took of my little
expt of apparent loss of weight and that his present opinion coincides so
nearly with mine3!.] I remember in my note of E Mag motions I stated the
effect to be "equivalent to a diminution of the cohesive attraction of the
mercury."41 hope he will make out & support the idea of a repulsion in the
whole length of the current.

I intend to send one of our papers on Steel by Dr. Marcet and we beg
your acceptance of it - I find on looking for it the paper on Electro
Magnetical apparatus & and Note on new E. Mag. motions which I thought I
had sent you but the name & dust on the outside makes me afraid I have
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never done sou This makes me conclude I have not sent you the paper on
the third Chloride of Carbon by Mr. Phillips & myself and I therefore put it
into the packet begging that you will receive them as marks of my anxiety to
shew you respect5.

You kindly mention that I may make what use of the facts you mention
in your letter that I pleaseu Had 1 any thing to do with the Journal of Science
&c 1 should gladly have availed myself of the libertyj.] But I have nothing to
do with it not even with the Miscellanea now and I am anxious you should
know this. There have been many things in the form of reviews
observations &c that have appeared it in wh<ich> were very adverse to
my feelings and I am desirous that ther<e> should not be the least chance
of your attributing any <of> the kind to me[.] For the future do not
consider me as having a<ny> thing to do with any articles but such as
have either my name or my initials to them.

I have not a particle of news to send you but I hope for someu I am at
present making a few expts on vapour with reference to the short paper of
mine which you have probably seen in the Annales de Chimie and the
observations by M Gay Lussac upon it6[.j I have been surprised by his
remark on the temperature of vapour from saline solutions & so have most
of the chemists I have mentioned it to. However I find the point a nice one
to determine experimentally but think I now have unexceptionable means7.
Now that 1 know how to send to you 1 dare say I shall often trouble you[.]

I am dear Sir With great respect I Your Obedient & faithful IM. Faraday

1. Letter 181.
2. Letter 179.
3. See note 5, letter 181.
4. Faraday (1822c), 421.
5. Stodart and Faraday (1822a), Faraday (1822b, c), Phillips and Faraday (1821).
6. Faraday (1822a) which was followed by Gay-Lussac's comments Ann.Chim., 1822, 20:
325-8.
7. See Faraday, Diary, 2, 3, 8,11, 29 October 1822,1: 76-82, p.82 "I think Gay Lussac must be
right". Although Faraday did not publish this work his conclusion was reported in Ann.PhiL,
1823, 5: 75 and QuarUScL, 1823, 14: 440-1.

Letter 183
William Henry to Faraday
9 October 1822
From the original in UP VPL MS M H398
Dear Sir

I inclose a little sketch of your apparatus which I intend to insert in my
next edition1. Not having access to the vol. of the Quarterly Journal
containing your paper, you will greatly oblige me by favoring me with a
description of its use & objects, as brief as is consistent with perspicacity;
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and if you would favor me with it by this time tomorrow, I shall be still
further obliged, as the engraver will want the drawing for a wood cut.

1 hope to see you (and Mr Brande also) in a day or two; but business
has taken me lately very much to the city.

Yours very faithfully I Will Henry
Tavistock Hotel I Wednesday Morning

The drawing is by Mr. Farey2, and, as you will perceive not
perspective but orthographic

If you see any thing incorrect in the Drawing, be kind enough to point
it out.

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
Postmark: 9 October 1822

1. See Henry, W. (1823), 1:198 for the illustration and description of Faraday's double device
to show electro-magnetic rotation.
2. Joseph Farey. See Henry, W. (1823), 1: iv. Otherwise unidentified.

Letter 184
Faraday to Grant David Yeats1

10 October 1822
From Yeats (1823), 347

Royal Institution, I October 10, 1822
Sir,

I have examined the water attentively, and find no iron in it. It is by no
means abundant in saline matter, containing only a little muriate and
sulphat of soda and lime. There is no carbonic acid or magnesia in it2.
I am, &c. &c.

1. Grant David Yeats (1773-1836, DNB). Physician.
2. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1821-1829", RI MS HD 8a, no date, p.25.

Letter 185
William Henry to Faraday
14 November 1822
From the original in Mil MS 173
My dear Sir

Mr Farey1 is apprehensive that the little apparatus now in his hands
may be broken. Will you be kind enough to allow your servant to call for it. I
would send it, but have nothing in which I cbuld pack it, and fear trusting it
to a person not used to carrying glass2.
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You were kind enough to say that you would shew me a few of the
principal facts in Electro-Magnetism. Would Saty about eleven be
convenient to you?

Believe me, Dear Sir I Yours most truly I W. Henry
35 Norfolk St I Strand I Thursday Mg

Endorsed: Nov 1822
Address: M. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
Postmark: 14 November 1822

1. See note 2, letter 183.
2. See note 1, letter 183.

Letter 186
Faraday to John Henry Vivian
25 January 1823
From the original in NLW VP A. 179

Royal Institution I Sat. Jany. 25 1823.
Dear Sir

I received yours this morning and having just finished the correction
of the sheet1 I write before I proceed to the written papers that if time
presses I may as you request send off the proof & reserve the rest till
Monday.

I thought it best to go at once to Sir Humphry Davy about the F.R.S. He
said you not only had the right but ought to put them2 that you were really
and truly a fellow and that your name would appear in the next list of
members which list he shewed me a proof of. He remarked that you could
not vote before you had been admitted but that of course you must be
present for the one and therefore ready for the otheru He wished me to say
he would have written himself to you but that he was very much engaged. I
left with Sir H. a copy of the last results on the waters.

I have scratched something at the end of your paper, the last head
particularly wants your correction -1 hope if you leave any thing at all of it I
shall see the proof.

I am very late againu
Your Obliged and Faithful Servant I ML Faraday

J.H. Vivian Esq

Address: J.H. Vivian Esq I Marino I near Swansea I S Wales

1. Vivian (1823a).
2. That is put FRS after his name in Ibid, which he did.
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Letter 187
Faraday to John Henry Vivian
18 February 1823
From the original in NLW VP A.180

R Institution I Feby 18th
Dear Sir

I sent off the proof you speak of in the letter I have just received, two
or three days since and hope you received it yesterday at latest^.]

The fact of the difference in the times of setting up dry and toughened
copper is very curious but I am not quite sure I understand it. The one you
say was much longer setting than the other but you have not said whether
they were both at first of the same temperature^ If they were as I suppose I
presume the effect will depend upon the difference in the fusing points of
the copper in these two states and which may readily be ascertained by
experiments It is curious and well worth insertion in your account.

I do not see any thing so curious in the other fact[.j It probably
depends upon the scrap in the water forming a kind of envelope about the
copper and which by the double effect of being a bad conductor of heat and
also interfering & retarding the escape of the shower formed by the hot
spray prevents the rapid abstraction of heat from it & preserves it hot for a
longer time. I do not know whether the fact is practically useful or not if not
I think it is hardly worth notice in the R.S. but those who see the effect are
better judges than I am.

Your obedient Faithfull I M. Faraday
J.H. Vivian Esq I &c &c

Address: J.H. Vivian Esq I Truro I Cornwall
Postmark: 18 February 1823.

1. Vivian (1823a).

Letter 188
Faraday to John Ayrton Paris
6 March 1823
From Paris (1831), 391
Dear Sir,

The oil you noticed yesterday turns out to be liquid chlorine1.
Yours faithfully, I M. Faraday

1. See Faraday (1823a). Read 13 March. The date of this letter is given in Paris (1831), 392.
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Letter 189
Faraday to Charles-Gaspard De La Rive
24 March 1823
From the original in BPUG MS 2311 f.67-8

Royal Institution I March 24 1823.
My dear Sir

Though it is now some time since I wrote to you yet the event
connected with it is so fresh on my mind that it seems but a week or two ago
- Dr. Marcet called on me not much more than a week before his death1 to
say how glad he would be to take any parcel or letter in charge for you and I
accordingly wrote a letter2 and put together such copies of my papers as I
had by me and which you had not received that you might have them at his
hands. Alas The Event.

I do not know whether you have received or are likely to receive these
things from the persons into whose care Dr. Marcets papers fell -1 hope you
will for I have no other copies of them and I am anxious they should be
honored by being placed in your hands. But I thought I would write you by
the post rather than not write at all. I wish & beg to express my best
acknowledgements to M de la Rive your son who has honored me with a
copy of his excellent memoire3 -1 hope for the sake of this new branch of
science that he is pursuing it. That which he has done proves what he may
do. I hope you will do me the kindness to speak of me to him in the best way
you can for I am always anxious to obtain the good will and commendation
of those who are themselves worthy of praise.

1 have been at work lately and obtained results which I hope you will
approve of -1 have been interrupted twice in the course of experiments by
explosions both in the course of 8 daysi.] One burnt my eyes and the other
cut them but I fortunately escaped with slight injury only in both cases and
am now nearly well - During the winter I took the opportunity of examining
the hydrate of chlorine and analysing it - the results which are not very
important will appear in the next Number of the Quarterly Journal4*!.] Sir H.
Davy on seeing my paper suggested to me to work with it under pressure
and see what would happen by heat &c. Accordingly I enclosed it in a glass
tube hermetically sealed heated it obtained a change in the substance and
a separation into two different fluids and upon further examination I found
that the chlorine and water had separated from each other and the chlorine
gas not being able to escape had condensed into the liquid form. To prove
that it contained no water I dried some chlorine gas introduced it into a
long tube condensed it & then cooled the tube and again obtained fluid
chlorine^ Hence what is called chlorine gas is the vapour of a fluidu

I have written a paper which has been read to the Royal Society5 and
to which the President did me the honor to attach a note pointing out the
gene<ral> applicat<ion> and importance of this mode of pro<ducing>
pressure <with> regard to the liquefaction of gases6. He immediately
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<for>med liquid Muriatic acid by a similar means an<d pu>rsuing the
experiments at his request I have since <ot»tained sulphurous acid -
carbonic acid - sulp<hure>tted hydrogen - euchlorine - and nitrous oxide
in the fluid state quite free from water - Some of these require great
pressure for this purpose and I have had many explosions7!.)

I send you word of these results because I know of your anxiety to
hear of all that is new but do not mention them publicly (or at least the
latter ones) until you hear of them either through journals or by another
letter from me or from other persons because Sir Humphry Davy has
promised the results in a paper to the Royal Society for me and 1 know he
wishe<s firs>t to have them read there[.\ After that they are at <your
service. >

I expect <to be able to red>uce many other gases to the liquid form
& promise myself the pleasure of writing you about them. I hope you will
honor me with a letter soon

I am dear Sir I Very faithfully I Your Obliged Servant I
M. Faraday
* over which I have no influence

1. On 19 October 1822.
2. Letter 182.
3. De La Rive, A.-A. (1822).
4. Faraday (1823b).
5. Faraday (1823a).
6. Davy (1823b).
7. Faraday (1823c). See Faraday, Diary, 18, 19 and 21 March 1823, 1: 96-100 for this work.

Letter 190
Faraday to T. Huxtable
25 March 1823
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 373-4

Royal Institution: March 25, 1823.
Dear Huxtable, -1 met with another explosion on Saturday evening, which
has again laid up my eyes. It was from one of my tubes, and was so powerful
as to drive the pieces of glass like pistol-shot through a window. However, I
am getting better, and expect to see as well as ever in a few days. My eyes
were filled with glass at first.

When you see Magrath, who I hope is improving fast, tell him I
intended calling upon him, but my second accident has prevented me.

Yours ever, I M. Faraday
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Letter 191
William Daniel Conybeare to Faraday
4 April 1823
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Brislington nr. Bristol I April. 4.
My dear Sir

I take up my pen rather with the design of expressing my thanks for
your obliging attention to my enquiries than in the hope of being able to
throw any new light on the difficulties you suggest - & yet even at the risk
which 1 feel I shall incur of only expressing my own ignorance I shall
venture a few words on these also - but first permit me to say how flattering
I feel the attentions to wh[ich] I have alluded, coming as they do from a
person whose merits as a discoverer I esteem of a very high order & whose
reputation I am certain will encrease [sic] almost with every experiment he
makes -

When I consider how many lurking & unsuspected causes may
interfere to prevent the success of an experiment I confess I am inclined to
hesitate before I admit the absence of reaction in one of the cases you
mention (namely when the wire was in the middle and the pole outside) as
yet fully established - in the other case (when the pole is central) my own
views w[oul]d have led me to expect the result you found - yet from one
circumstance you mention 1 doubt whether those views are not erroneous. I
will first state what those views are -

I have always referred the phenomena to a circular electro Magnetic
current revolving round the wire only& tending to drive a particle of north
polarity in one direction (say that of the apex of the black triangles in the
accompanying diagram)
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& that part[ic]le of S. pol[arit]y in the opposite direction (towards their
base)[.]

The revolution of the magnetic pole round the wire is a necessary
corollary - because it is placed exactly in the same circumstances as the
single particle above supposed - The revolution of the wire round the
magnet I explain thus if a north polar particle +. fig. 2, be brought within the
sphere of this current it is as we have seen repelled from the apex of the
triangle - and of course it equally repels that apex - hence if + be fixed & the
wire movable, the wire will move in the direction from a to b - & as it is
always confined at one end must necessarily move in a circle -

On this view there would be no tendency in the nature of the reaction
to make the particle + rotate on its own axis - therefore the result is thus far
exactly what I should have expected (for I consider the pole of a magnet as
obeying the same law as a single polar particle.)

You mention however having produced the rotation of a magnet on its
own axis. I have overlooked in some way this experiments Where is it
recorded?1 Where [sic] the circumstances such as would be inconsistent
with the above views?

With regard however to the case in which the wire was central it ought
certainly according to this view to have rotated on its axis & a priori it
appears to me certain that (unless for some obstacle of an extraneous &
accidental nature it would do so) - for I will reason thusu

T
c
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Suppose an apparatus were constructed with a great number of wires
arranged so as to form a hollow cylinder moving on two spindles Z & C -
connected with the Zinc & Copper ends of the battery & the north pole N of
a magnet presented; there can I imagine be no doubt that from the action of
the pole on each of these wires the cylinder would be made to rotate on its
axis -

Now this being the case - suppose the diameter of the cylinder were
reduced till all the wires were brought into contact & formed a close
fasciculus I cannot conceive why the rotation should not be destroyed by
this changei.]

Nor do I see how a single wire differs from such a fasciculusi.j
At any rate I think the phenomena might be greatly cleared up by

trying first the effect of a cylinder thus composed the wires not in contact -
& afterwards a cylinder formed of a continuous sheet of metal -

With regard to my own apparatus I am provoked not by its failure -
(for one must be prepared in all new subjects to grope ones way & to learn
as much from the failure as the success of experiments) but because I find it
impossible to understand the cause of that failure -

I was much interested in the important information you communicate
with regard to the liquefaction of Chlorine2 &c - you have rendered correct
the blunder of a friend of mine who in beginning a course of Chemical
experiments sent for a bottle of Carbonic acid -

Our institution at Bristol is now placed on a perman<ent> basis - the
regulations proposed by the provisional Com<mittee> having been
unanimously adopted on Monday last. On <the> 21. we meet to elect
officers - & shall then soon get into active operation - one of our objects is
the formation of a philosophical Society - w[hic]h will include honorary
members as well as proprietors - if you will permit me it is my intention to
have the honor of proposing you as one of these - but I suppose nothing will
be done in the business for a month3 -

So much has been accomplished in your Institution that I look w[i]th
very sanguine views to the acquisition of a similar instrument of science in
our neighbourhood - had it existed twenty years earlier Sr. H. Davy might
perhaps have remained amongst us - & the experiments w[hic]h have
illustrated your laboratory have immortalised ours -

We have expended our whole capital in our building but desire an
annual income from subscription & we are also raising funds from
donations to furnish our Museum with cabinets & to provide apparatus - on
the latter head I shall be very desirous to consult with you as to the best &
most economical forms of galvanic batteries &c - the younger institutions
must always look up to the older for assistance & information - believe me
My dear Sir I very truly yours I W.D. Conybeare
P.S. Should any thing bring you this way I shall have much pleasure in
shewing you every thing interesting in the way of science in this
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neighbourhood & in affording you introductions to the Iron works of
S[ou]th Wales - & shall have a bed at your service -

Address: M. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London
Postmark: 5 April 1823

1. Ampere (1822a).
2. Faraday (1823b).
3. See letters 213 and 214.

Letter 192
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
18 April 1823
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris, 18 avril 1823
Monsieur,

Depuis qu'au retour du voyage que j'ai fait Fannee derniere, j'ai regu la
derniere lettre que vous m'avez fait Fhonneur de m'ecrire1, je me suis
toujours propose de repondre avec detail aux differentes parties de cette
lettre mais diverses occupations qui ne me laissaient pas un moment a moi,
m'ont toujours empeche d'achever ce que j'avais commence de vous ecrire,
et les resultats demonstratifs en faveur de ma maniere de concevoir la
cause a la quelle les aimans doivent toutes leurs proprietes, qu'ont obtenus
MM. Savary2 et de Monferrand en calculant Faction mutuelle d'un aimant et
d'un conducteur ou de deux aimans3, d'apres la formule par la quelle j'ai
represents dans le terns Faction de deux conducteurs, ont rendu inutile une
grande partie des details ou j'avais cru devoir entrer pour justifier ma
theorie: en sorte que toujours prive du terns necessaire pour la developper
completement, je me bornerai dans cette lettre a en deduire trois
consequences que Fexperience verifie, mais qui peuvent paraitre, au
premier coup d'oeil, des objections contre cette theorie, quoiqu'elles en
soient reellement de nouvelles preuves. La premiere est le resultat tres
curieux que vous avez obtenu et que m'a communique Mr. Hachette,
relativement a la rotation d'un aimant flottant dans du mercure4.

Si j'ai bien congu cette interessante experience, un fil conducteur
MON fig. 1, plie en fer-a-cheval et mobile autour de la verticale KO,
communique par son milieu avec une des extremites de la pile, que je
supposerai Fextremite positive pour fixer les idees, il plonge en M, N, dans
le mercure que contient le vase CDEF, dans la meme verticale KO se trouve
Faxe d'un aimant flottant AB.

Voyons d'abord ce qui doit arriver d'apres ma theorie. Le courant
electrique des branches OM, ON, allant en s'approchant de Faimant, doit,
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d'apres ce que vous pouvez voir dans les differens endriots de mon recueil
oii il est question des mouvemens de rotation continue, tourner en sens
contraire des courans que j'admets dans l'aimant, par un mouvement
retrograde, et la reaction egale a Faction tend a faire tourner Taimant dans
le sens oppose, c'est-a-dire dans le sens meme des courans de Taimant.
l'electricite positive arrivee au point M, N, produit, dans le mercure que je
suppose en communication avec Textremite negative de la pile, des
courants electriques qui vont en s'eloignant de l'aimant, en sorte que le
mercure tend a tourner autour de Paimant, comme dans 1'experience de Sir
H. Davy5, suivant le sens des courans que j'admets dans Taimant et que ce
dernier tend a tourner en sens contraire par la reaction correspondante a
Faction qu'il exerce sur le mercure. Celles qui ont lieu entre les courans
electriques du fer-a-cheval et ceux du mercure ne peuvent d'ailleurs
produire aucun effet, parce que leur restante est dans le plan vertical qui
passe par l'axe de rotation KO, quand on suppose comme je le fais ici, tout
symetrique des deux cotes de cet axe.

Ainsi il y a, dans cette experience quatre tendances des differens
corps qu'on y considere, a tourner autour de KO, celle du fer-a-cheval sera
dans un sens, celle du mercure dans Fautre, et Taimant en a deux en sens
opposes, pour les quelles le calcul donne des valeurs egales lorsque le vase
ou est le mercure est assez grand pour qu'on en puisse considerer les
courans comme indefinis.
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L'aimant ne tournera done pas, le fer-a-eheval tournera tres
sensiblement dans le sens oppose au courant de Faimant, parce qu'il a peu
de masse, et le mercure tendra a tourner dans le sens des memes courans,
mais beaucoup plus lentement a cause de sa masse bien plus grande, il se
pourra meme que les frottemens suffisent pour empecher ce mouvement.

Si maintenant on vient a Her ensemble Faimant et le fer-a-cheval, leur
action mutuelle ne pourra plus rien produire, puisque la reaction etant
toujours egale et opposee a Faction, Faction mutuelle des diverses parties
d'un systeme solide ne peut tendre a le mouvoir en aucune maniere; mais la
tendance a tourner en sens contraire imprimee a Faimant par les courans
du mercure, n'etant plus equilibree par celle que lui imprimait ie fer a
cheval, devra alors avoir son effet, et le systeme compose du fer-a-cheval et
de Faimant tournera dans le sens oppose a celui des courans que j'admets
dans cet aimant, avec un moment de rotation egal a celui du mercure pour
tourner dans le sens des memes courans, mais plus rapidement parce que
la masse de ce systeme est sans doute dans votre appareil bien moindre
que celle du mercure si cette derniere est fort grande et qu'il y ait quelques
difficultes qui s'oppose au mouvement du mercure, on n'observera que
celui de Faimant uni au fer-a-cheval. mouvement absolument identique a
celui de Faimant flottant que f ai fait tourner autour de son axe au mois de
decembre 1821, et que je vous ai ecrit dans le terns6. Ces phenomenes
qu'annonce d'avance ma theorie ne sont ils pas precisement ceux que vous
avez observes, la seconde consequence de cette theorie, sur laquelle je
n'aurai que peu de choses a vous dire, parce que e'est un des resultats des
calculs de Mr. Savary qui seront bientot publies7, consiste dans ce qu'un
aimant dont un des poles est dans Faxe du fer-a-cheval mobile tend a le
faire tourner dans le meme sens, soit que cet aimant soit dans une situation
verticale, inclinee ou horizontale, non seulement Mr. Savary a trouve que le
mouvement de rotation devait, d'apres ma formule, avoir, dans ces trois
cas, lieu dans le meme sens, en considerant Faimant comme un assemblage
de courans electriques, mais encore que Faction de Faimant restait la
meme quand on supposait Faimant tres long. Je ne vous rappele ce resultat
que parce que j'ai lu dans un ouvrage de Mr. Barlow, que ce savant
distingue a eu la bonte de m'envoyer, que ce fait paraissait oppose a ma
theorie, et qu'il le regardait comme la seule objection qui Fempechait
d'adopter ma maniere de ramener Faction des aimans a celle des courans
electriques8. Je suis on ne peut plus chagrin de n'avoir pas encore pu
trouver le terns d'ecrire a Mr. Barlow pour le remercier de Fenvoi qu'il m'a
fait de son livre, et lui expliquer comment le fait en question est une
consequence necessaire de ma theorie, loin d'etre une objection contre
elle.

La troisieme consequence est relative a la maniere dont un fil de fer
ou plustot d'acier AB fig. 2,
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roule en helice, doit s'aimanter par Faction d'un courant CD qui parcourt un
conducteur rectiligne indefini CD, d'apres ma maniere d'expliquer les
phenomenes que presentent les aimans, si Ton considere, sur chacune des
spires du fil d'acier les deux points P, Q, ou la surface cylindrique qu'elles
forment est touchee par deux plans passant par CD et tangens a cette
surface, la moitie PMQ d'un spire comprise entre ces deux points du cote
du conducteur s'aimantera, comme on le voit dans la figure, de maniere que
son pole austral sera en P et son pole boreal en Q. tandisque la moitie QNP'
de la meme spire est comprise entre les points Q et P du cote oppose au
conducteur CD s'aimantera de maniere que son pole boreal sera en Q et
son pole austral en P\ ensorte qu'il y aura, sur les deux cotes du cylindre ou
la surface est touchee par les deux plans tangens dont j'ai parle tout a
Theure, il y aura en P, P, P", etc. une suite de points consequens ayant les
proprietes du pole austral d'un aimant et, en Q, Q', Q", etc. une suite de
points consequens ayant les proprietes d'un pole boreal, tandis que, si le
conducteur passait dans l'interieur de 1'heHce de fil d'acier, tous les points
de ce fil devraient etre aimantes dans le meme sens, sans points
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consequens, et avec un pole austral en A et un pole boreal en B. dans ce
dernier cas il n'y a de poles qu'aux extremites de l'helice en fil der fer, et
cependant elle presente des proprietes differentes de celle des aimans, ce
qui vient de ce que les petis courans electriques d'une pareille helice sont,
d'apres ma theorie, dans des plans qui passent par son axe et que ceux d'un
aimant sont, comme les spires de l'helice, formees avec un fil conducteur,
dans des plans sensiblement perpendiculaires a son axe, c'est pourquoi
cette derniere helice agit precisement comme un aimant, et que celle d'un
fil d'acier aimante comme je viens de le dire agit d'une maniere differente
qui ressemble a certains egards a celle qui j'ai decouvert entre les courans
eletriques recilignes des conducteurs voltaiques, aux quels les auteurs de
theories opposees a la mienne ont voulu les assimiler, mais il n'en est pas
de meme a l'egard du mouvement de rotation continue que la physique doit
a vos belles experiences, puisqu'on l'obtient par Faction mutueiie de deux
conducteurs voltaiques convenablement disposes, et qu'on ne peut jamais
l'obtenir avec des helices de fil d'acier aimante, comme le prouve
l'experience conformement a ma theorie. II me semble qu'il suffirait
d'examiner avec l'attention convenable la maniere dont cette theorie rend
raison des differens phenomenes qu'on observe en faisant agir les uns sur
ies autres les conducteurs voltaiques rectilignes ou circulaires, les aimans
ou les helices formees avec ces conducteurs et enfin les helices de fil
d'acier aimante par un conducteur voltai'que placee: 1° au dedans de ces
helices 2° dehors des memes helices, pour qu'il ne restat plus de doute sur
sa conformite avec l'etat reel des choses.

Vous me disiez avec raison, Monsieur, dans votre derniere lettre, que
d'autres physiciens avaient propose des theories differentes de la mienne,
qu'ils avaient annonce comme devant rendre raison non seulement des
phenomenes deja decouverts mais de ceux qu'on devait decouvrir par la
suite, et que cette prediction de leur part ayant ete completement dementie
principalement par votre decouverte du mouvement de rotation continue,
qui est en contradiction avec ces theories, vous hesitiez a adopter la
mienne dans l'apprehension qu'il ne lui arrivat a son tour la meme chose,
en approuvant entierement cette sage reserve de votre part, je vous prierai
cependant de me permettre une observation qui me parait de quelque
importance. II y a pres de trois ans que j'ai con^u ma theorie; j'en ai publie
tous les principes dans les conclusions du memoire que j'ai lu a Facademie
royale des sciences le 25 septembre 18209. Depuis, de nouveaux
phenomenes que je ne pouvais prevoir ont ete decouverts par divers
physiciens, le plus remarquable de tous vous est du, celui du mouvement
de rotation continue, tous ont ete de nouvelles preuves de ma theorie,
qu'elle aurait pu faire prevoir d'avance, n'est-ce pas le cas de dire avec le
philosophe de Rome:

Opinionum commenta delet dies, naturae judicia confirmat10:
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Mr. Seebeck11 vient de produire le courant electrique par l'influence
de la difference de temperature des points de contact entre deux sortes de
metaux dont on forme un circuit ferme. Mr. Oersted qui est actuellement a
Paris vient de communiquer a notre academie des experiences ou il a
agrandi considerablement le domaine de ces experiences, en multipliant le
nombre des contacts entre l'antimoine et ie bismuth, et les alternatives de
chaud et de froid dans ces contacts12, il a trouve que dans cette pile, qu'il a
nommee thermo-electrique, la tension etait extremement faible, en sorte
que le courant ne s'etablissait qu'a cause de cette faiblesse de la tension
electrique produite par ce moyen on n'observait aucune elevation de
temperature dans les fils conducteurs meme les plus fins, que l'intensite du
courant dans des circuits de meme etendue croissait a la verite avec Ie
nombre des contacts des deux metaux, lorsque ces contacts etaient
alternativement a deux temperatures differentes, mais qu'elle diminuait
pour un meme nombre des memes contacts, a mesure que le circuit
devenait plus long, precisement en raison inverse de sa longueur, ces
decouvertes relatives a un nouveau moyen de developper Felectricite
semblaient devoir rester independans de ma theorie, et cependant
combien n'y sont-ils pas favorables. 1° en montrant, dans des circuits
entierement metalliques, comme je suppose ceux des particules des
aimans, l'existence de courans electriques produits par une force electro-
motrice tres faible, par ce que la resistance opposee par un circuit tout
metallique est aussi tres faible;

2° en montrant dans les alternatives de chaud et de froid des contacts
une cause du developpement de l'electricite dynamique qui ne peut
manquer d'avoir lieu entre les differens materiaux de notre globe a mesure
que le soleil en echauffe successivement les diverses regions,
principalement dans celles sur les quelles il agit avec plus de force.

3° En detruisant directement l'objection qu'on m'avait faite sur ce que
la temperature des aimans ou j'admets des courans electriques n'est pas
plus elevee que celle des autres corps.

4° En montrant que la force electro-motrice des courans electriques
des aimants peut etre tres faible, et ces courans avoir une tres grande
intensite, puisque cette intensite croit, pour une meme action electro-
motrice, dans le meme rapport ou la longueur du circuit diminue, et que la
longueur des circuits que j'admets autour de chaque particule d'un aimant,
ne peut etre qu'extremement petite.

Voila, Monsieur, les observations que je vous soumets a la hate,
partage que je suis entre une foule d'occupations obligees, qui ne me
laissent pas le terns de m'occuper comme je le voudrais, de cette nouvelle
branche de physique a la quelle je voudrais pouvoir donner tout mon terns,
elle vous doit le decouverte du plus singulier de tous les phenomenes dont
elle se compose, elle en attend bien d'autres de votre part, qui finiront sans
doute par faire adopter generalement une theorie en faveur d'une Theorie
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qui reunit en sa faveur les demonstrations de l'experience et celle du
calcul. Theorie que je ne peux m'attribuer que parce que fen ai le premier
eu Fidee, car elle est une consequence si naturelle des faits qu'elle n'aurait
sans doute pas tarde a etre imaginee par d'autres si je ne m'etais pas
occupe de ce sujet.

J'ai l'honneur d'etre I Monsieur I Votre tres humble et tres obeissant
serviteur. I A. Ampere.

TRANSLATION
Paris, 18 April 1823

Sir,
Ever since I returned from my travels last year [and] received the last

letter that you honoured me by writing1,1 have always intended to reply in
detail to the various parts of this letter; but diverse matters that leave me no
time to myself have constantly prevented me from completing what I had
started to write to you, and the results demonstrating in favour of my idea
of the cause to which magnets owe their properties, obtained by Mr.
Savary2 and Mr. Monferrand who have calculated the mutual action of a
magnet and a conductor and of two magnets3, using the formula by which I
showed some time ago the action of two conductors, have rendered
superfluous much of the detail I had believed I would have to go into in
order to justify my theory; thus still lacking the necessary time to develop it
to the full, I shall limit myself in this letter to deducing three corollaries
verified by experiments but which may appear at first sight to be objections
to the theory, even though they are in reality new proofs of it. The first is
the most interesting result you obtained and which was communicated to
me by Mr. Hachette, concerning the rotation of a magnet floating in
mercury4.

If I have understood this interesting experiment correctly, a
conducting wire MON (fig 1), bent in a horse-shoe and mobile around the
vertical KO, communicates by its middle with one of the extremities of the
pile, that I shall assume to be the positive end to set my ideas down; it
plunges M, N, in the mercury which is contained in the bowl CDEF. In the
same vertical KO is the axis of a floating magnet AB.

Let us first see what should happen according to my theory. The
electric current of the branches OM, ON, going towards the magnet,
should, according to what you can see in the different parts of my work
concerned with the movements of continuous rotation, turn in the opposite
direction to the currents I assume to be in the magnet, by a retrograde
movement, and reaction being equal to action tends to make the magnet
turn in the opposite direction, that is to say in the same direction as the
currents of the magnet. The positive electricity, arriving at the point M, N,
produces, in the mercury which I assume to be in contact with the negative
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end of the pile, electric currents that go away from the magnet: so that the
mercury tends to turn around the magnet, as in the experiment of Sir H.
Davy5, following the direction of the currents that I have assumed to be in
the magnet and which the latter tends to turn in the opposite direction by
the reaction corresponding to the action which it exerts on the mercury.
Those [currents] that take place between the electric currents of the horse-
shoe and those of the mercury cannot, moreover, produce any effect,
because the remainder of them is in the vertical plane which passes
through the axis of rotation KO, when one assumes, as 1 do here, that
everything is symmetrical on both sides of the axis.

Thus there are, in this experiment, four tendencies of the different
bodies which are being considered, to turn around KO. That of the horse-
shoe will be in one direction, that of the mercury in another, and the
magnet in two opposite directions, for which calculations give equal values
since the bowl containing the mercury is large enough for the currents to
be considered as indeterminate.

The magnet will therefore not move, the horse-shoe will turn very
noticeably in the opposite direction to the current of the magnet because it
has little mass, and the mercury will tend to turn in the direction of the
same currents, but much more slowly due to its much larger mass. It is
possible even that friction is sufficient to impede this movement.

If now the magnet and the horse-shoe were to be bound together,
their mutual action would no longer be able to produce anything, since
reaction being always equal and opposite to action, the mutual action of
different parts of a solid system cannot tend to move it in any way; but the
tendency to turn in a contrary direction transmitted to the magnet by the
mercury currents, being no longer balanced by that which was transmitted
by the horse-shoe, must then have its effect, and the system composed of
the horse-shoe and the magnet will turn in the opposite direction to that of
the currents that I assume to be in the magnet, with a momentum of
rotation equal to that of the mercury to turn in the direction of the same
currents but more rapidly because the mass of the system is undoubtedly
much smaller in your instrument than that of the mercury. If this latter is
very large and there is some difficulty which opposes itself to the
movement of the mercury, one will observe only that of the magnet joined
to the horse-shoe, a movement absolutely identical to that of the floating
magnet that I turned around its axis in the month of December 1821, and
about which I wrote to you some time ago6. Are these phenomena predicted
by my theory, not precisely those that you have observed? The second
corollary of this theory, on which I will have but a few things to tell you,
because it is one of the results of the calculations of Mr. Savary which are
soon to be published7, lies in [the fact] that a magnet of which one of the
poles in the axis of the mobile horse-shoe tends to make it turn in the same
direction, irrespective of if the magnet is in a vertical, inclined or horizontal
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position. Not only has Mr. Savary found that the rotation movement
should, following my formula, take place in these three cases, in the same
direction, considering the magnet as a collection of electric currents, but
also that the action of the magnet should stay the same when one assumes
the magnet [to be] very long. I recall this result only because 1 have read in
the work of Mr. Barlow, which this distinguished philosopher had the
kindness to send me, that this fact seemed opposed to my theory and that
he regarded it as the only objection which prevented him from adopting my
manner of bringing the action of magnets into line with that of electric
currents8. I could not be more sorry at not yet having found the time to
write to Mr. Barlow to thank him for sending me his book, and to explain to
him how the fact in question is a necessary consequence of my theory, far
from being an objection to it.

The third corollary concerns the manner in which a conducting iron
or rather steel wire AB (fig 2), coiled into a helix, must be magnetised by
the action of a current CD which runs along an indefinite rectilinear
conductor CD. Following my way of explaining the phenomena presented
by magnets, if one considers, on each of the turns of the steel wire, the two
points P, Q, where the cylindrical surface that they form is touched by two
planes passing through CD and tangential to this surface, the half PMQ of a
turn contained between these two points on the side of the conductor will
be magnetised, as can be seen in the figure, so that its southern pole will be
at P and its northern pole at Q, whilst the half QNP' of the same turn which
is contained between the points Q and F on the opposite side of the
conductor CD will be magnetised in such a way that its northern pole will
be at Q and its southern pole at F so that there will be, on the two sides of
the cylinder where the surface is touched by the two tangential planes, of
which I have just spoken, there will be at P, F, P" etc a series of consecutive
points having the properties of a southern pole of a magnet and at Q, Q\ Q",
etc a series of consecutive points having the properties of a northern pole,
whilst, if the conductor passed inside the helix of steel wire, all the points
of this wire would be magnetised in the same direction, without
consecutive points, and with a southern pole at A and a northern pole at B.
In the latter case there are poles only at the ends of a helix of iron wire, and
yet it presents properties different from those of magnets, which is due to
the fact that little electric currents of such a helix are, according to my
theory, in planes that pass through its axis and those of a magnet are, as the
turns in a helix formed with a conducting wire, in planes noticeably
perpendicular to its axis. That is why the latter helix acts exactly like a
magnet, and why one made of a steel wire magnetised as has just been said,
acts in a different manner, which resembles in certain ways that which I
discovered between rectilinear electric currents of voltaic conductors, to
which the authors of theories opposed to mine wished to make them
similar. But that is not the case with regard to the movement of continuous
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rotation that physics owes to your beautiful experiments, since it is
obtained by the mutual action of two suitably placed voltaic conductors,
and which can never be obtained with helices of magnetised steel wire, as
is proved by experimentation and conforms to my theory. It seems to me
that it would be enough to examine with suitable attention the manner in
which this theory explains the different phenomena that one observes by
making [the following] act on each other: rectilinear or circular voltaic
conductors, magnets or helices formed with these conductors and finally
helices of steel wire magnetised by a voltaic conductor placed: 1st inside
these helices; 2nd outside these same helices, so that there can remain no
more doubt as to its conformity with the reality of things.

You said rightly, Sir, in your last letter, that other physicists had
proposed theories that differed from mine, which they announced as if
these could explain not only phenomena already discovered but also those
yet to be discovered and that, this prediction on their part having been
completely refuted principally by your discovery of the movement of
continuous rotation, which is contradictory to these theories, you were
hesitant to accept mine in the apprehension that the same thing would
happen to it in due course. In approving entirely of the wise reserve on your
part, I would ask you to permit me one observation which seems to me to be
of some importance. It is nearly three years ago that I conceived my theory;
I published all its principles in the conclusion of the paper that I read to the
Academie royale des Sciences on 25 September 18209. Since then, new
phenomena that I could not have predicted have been discovered by
various physicists. The most remarkable of all is due to you, that of the
movement of continuous rotation. All have been new proofs of my theory,
which it could have predicted in advance. Could one not say with the
Roman philosopher:

Opinionum commenta delet dies, naturae judicia confirmat10.
Mr. Seebeck11 has just produced an electric current by the influence of

the difference in temperature of the points of contact between two sorts of
metals which are formed into a closed circuit. Mr. Oersted, who is in Paris
at the moment, has just communicated to our Academie some experiments
whereby he enlarged considerably the domain of these experiments by
multiplying the number of contacts between antimony and bismuth and the
alternatives of hot and cold in these contacts12. He found that in a pile
which he has called a thermo-electric pile, the tension was so extremely
weak, that the current was established simply because of the weakness in
the electric tension produced by this method, one observed no rise in the
temperature in even the most fine conducting wires, that the intensity of
the current in circuits of the same length grew in fact with the number of
contacts of the two metals, when these contacts were alternatively at two
different temperatures, but that it diminished for the same number of
contacts, as the circuit became longer precisely as an inverse cause of its
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length. These discoveries relating to a new way of developing electricity
seemed destined to stay independent of my theory, and yet how favourable
they are to it: 1st In showing, in entirely metal circuits as I assume the
particles of magnets to be, the existence of electric currents produced by a
very weak electromotive force, because the resistance opposed by an
entirely metal circuit is also very weak.

2nd In showing, in the alternatives of the hot and cold of the contacts,
a cause of the development of dynamic electricity which cannot fail to take
place between the different materials of our globe, as the sun successively
heats the different regions, principally in those on which it acts with
greater force.

3rd In directly destroying the objection that had been raised that the
temperature of magnets in which I assume there to be electric currents, is
no higher than that of other bodies.

4th. In showing that the electromotive force of the electric currents of
magnets can be very weak, and these currents can have a very great
intensity, since this intensity grows for an equal electromotive action, in
the same ratio as the length of the circuit diminishes, and that the length of
the circuits that I assume to be around each particle of a magnet, can only
be extremely small.

These, Sir, are the observations, that I submit to you in haste, torn as I
am between a mass of obligations which do not leave me the time to spend
as I would like, concerning this new branch of physics to which I would like
to be able to give all my time. It owes you the most remarkable discovery of
all the phenomena of which it is composed. It expects new discoveries from
you which will end no doubt in making generally accepted one theory in
favour of another Theory which reunites in its favour the demonstrations of
experiment and calculation. A theory which I cannot attribute to myself but
because I first thought of it, for it is such a natural consequence of the facts,
that before long it would doubtless have been conceived by others, if I had
not been concerned with this subject.

I have the honour of being, I Sir, I your very humble and very obedient
servant I A. Ampere.

1. Letter 179.
2. Felix Savary (1797-1841, P2). French physicist.
3. Demonferrand and Savary (1823).
4. See Faraday, Diary, 21-28 January 1823, 1: 91-5 for these experiments which he did not
publish.
5. Davy, H. (1823a).
6. Letter 162.
7. Savary (1823).
8. Barlow (1823b), 296-9.
9. Ampere (1820a).
10. Cicero [1872], 2, 2. For time blots out the falsehoods of opinions, confirms the decrees of
nature.
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11. Thomas Seebeck (1770-1831, DSB). German natural philosopher.
12. Noted in PVSA, 24 March 1823, 7: 485.

Letter 193
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
19 April 1823
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 19 avril 1823
Monsieur

J'ai Recu la lettre du 26 Mars que vous m'avez fait l'honneur de
m'ecrire. J'ai communique a M. ampere, la partie de votre lettre qui le
Concernait, et qui est relative au Mouvement d'un aimant et de fils
Conducteurs lies entr-eux. M. ampere doit vous ecrire pour expliquer
comment Ce fait est une consequence de sa theorie -

J'ai appris avec plaisir Vos nouvelles experiences Sur la Reduction de
plusieurs Gaz a l'etat liquide1. un precis de ces experiences, qui se trouve
dans un journal anglais2, a ete Fobjet d'une Communication faite lundi
dernier 14 avril par M. arago, a l'academie Royale des Sciences3. Je
Recevray avec piaisir le Compte que vous en rendrez vous meme.

Vous connaissez sans doute Telement thermo-electrique de M.
Seebeck4; c'est un arc

. A.t
de bismuth, dont la corde est d'antimoine. en chauffant la jonction A ou B
avec une flamme d'une bougie, par exemple, ou avec un liquide chaud, ou
en refroidissant Tune des jonctions seulement, le circuit metallique agit a
distance sur l'aiguille aimantee - M Oersted a propose un autre cicuit
polygonal,

alternativement de Bismuth et antimoine, dont on chauffe tous les
Sommets pairs 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 ou tous les Sommets impairs 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. J'ai
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propose une autre Combinaison de Couples metalliques dont tous les
Sommets pairs plongent dans un liquide chaud, et tous les Sommets
impairs dans un liquide froid. de cette Maniere, l'etat thermometrique de
l'appareil serait plus constant que dans les appareils a elemens voltaiques-.

Je mets a votre disposition deux Supplemens sur mon traite de
geometrie descriptive, pour les amateurs de cette Science.

J'ai Thonneur d'etre avec une parfaite estime I Monsieur, Votre tres
obeissant Serviteur I hachette
Rue St dominique d'enfer, I impasse no 6 I Paris.
Votre lettre du 26 Mars m'etait parvenue le 31 du Meme mois. h.

TRANSLATION
Paris, 19 April 1823

Sir,
I received the letter of 26 March that you honoured me by writing. I

have communicated to Mr. Ampere the part of your letter that concerned
him and which relates to the movement of a magnet and conducting wires
joined together. Mr. Ampere should write to you to explain how this fact is a
corollary of the theory.

I learned with pleasure of your new experiments on the reduction of
several gases to a liquid state1. A summary of these experiments, which is
found in an English journal2, was the subject of a communication made last
Monday 14 April by Mr. Arago, to the Academie Royale des Sciences3. I
shall receive with pleasure your own account of this.

You doubtlessly know the thermo-electric element of Mr. Seebeck4; it
is a bismuth arc, with an antimony chord. By heating the junction A or B
with a candle flame, for example, or with a hot liquid, or by cooling one of
the junctions of the element, the metallic circuit acts at a distance on a
magnetised needle. Mr. Oersted has proposed another polygonal circuit,
alternatively of bismuth and antimony, of which all the even vertices are
heated 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 or all the odd vertices 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. I have proposed
another combination of metallic couples of which one plunges all the even
vertices in a hot liquid and all the odd vertices in a cold liquid. In this way,
the thermo-electric state of the instrument becomes more constant than in
instruments with voltaic elements.

I put at your disposal two supplements of my treatise on descriptive
geometry for enthusiasts of this science.

I have the honour of being with perfect esteem, I Sir, Your very
obedient servant I Hachette
Rue St Dominique d'Enfer, I impasse no 6. Paris.
Your letter of 26 March arrived on 31 of the same month. H
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1. Faraday (1823c).
2. Possibly the April edition of Ann.PhiL, 1823, 21: 304-5 which reported the Royal Society
meeting at which Faraday's paper was read.
3. Ann.Chim., 1823, 22: 403.
4. Thomas Seebeck (1770-1831, DSB). German natural philosopher.

Letter 194
Faraday to John Murray
26 April 1823
From the original in JMA

Royal Institution I April. 26. 1823.
Sir

Have you yet had time to form any judgement of the poem I placed in
your hands? I would call on you but I am so constantly engaged in the
laboratory that I cannot spare time on the mere chance of finding you at
home[.] Perhaps you will take the trouble of writing a short note at your
convenience!.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
J. Murray Esq

Address: J. Murray. Esq.

Letter 195
Richard Phillips to Faraday
3 May 1823
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Saturday
Dear Michael

I spose you noze as I did your birrness at the R.S. Did it well I thinks -
Wollaston Children, Babington, Herschelt- I pray you send me by return of
post - the diff[ern]t degrees of heat given out by oil & coal gas -1 want it for
lecture on Monday - Say also definite quantity of water formed - or anything
else good -1 farewell I - yours RP -

Address: Mr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
Postmark: 3 May 1823

1. These are some of those who nominated Faraday to be elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society. See RS MS Cert 7.110. The proposers were as follows: William Hyde Wollaston, John
George Children, William Babington (1756-1833, DSB, physician and mineralogist), John
Frederick William Herschel, John Lewis Guillemard (1764-1844, Lyons (1940), Secretary of the
Royal Institution, 1811-1813 and 1824-1826), Richard Phillips, Charles Babbage, Grant David
Yeats (1773-1836, DNB, physician), Thomas Colby, William Prout (1785-1850, DSB, physician
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and chemist), William Daniel Conybeare, Henry Thomas De La Beche (1796-1855, DSB,
geologist), Daniel Moore, John Bostock, Peter Mark Roget, Augustus Bozzi Granville (1783-
1872, DNB, physician), Jonathan Frederick Pollock, Richard Horsman Solly (1778-1858,
Proc.Roy.Soc, 9:549-50, amateur man of science), George Pearson (1751-1828, DNB, physician
and chemist), Henry Earle (1789-1838, DNB, surgeon), Gilbert Blane (1749-1834, DNB
physician), James South, Davies Gilbert, Robert Bingley (d.1847, age 81, GRO, King's Assay
Master at Royal Mint, Craig (1953), 159), Alexander Crichton (1763-1856, DNB, physician),
John Ayrton Paris, John Frederick Daniell, Charles Hatchett, James Stodart. The Certificate
was read on 1,8,15,29 May, 5,12,19 June, 20,27 November, 11,18 December and Faraday was
elected on 8 January 1824. See letter 215.

Letter 196
Faraday to Richard Phillips
5 May 1823
From the original in SI D MS 554A
40 cubic inches hydrogen heated 3 oz water from 53°.5 to 80°
40 coal gas do 53.5 to 109°
mean of three experiments each

40 c.i: coal gas heated 3 oz water from 64° to 114°.5
40 ci olefiant gas 3 oz [number illegible] to 150
mean of three experiments. These are equal bulks not equal lights

Olefiant gas - 970 cubic inches raised a quart of water in 21 minutes from 50°
to 212°
Coal gas - 2240 cubic inches raised a quart of water in 21 minutes from 52 to
212°

Dear Phillips - These are all the results I can find at present, but you
will meet with some thing that may perhaps interest you at page 66 of Sir H.
Davy's 8vo on flame &C1. See also Mr. Brandes Bakerian Lecture2.

A thousand thanks to you for your kindness -1 am delighted with the
Names - Mr. Brande had told me of it before I got your note and thought it
impossible to be better. I suppose you will not be in Grosvenor Street this
Evening3, so 1 will put this in the post.

Our Best remembrances to Mrs. Phillips.
Yours Ever I M. Faraday

R Phillips Esq

Address: R. Phillips Esq I 9 Fenchurch Bdgs I Fenchurch Street
Postmark: 5 May 1823

1. Davy, H. (1818b), 66 that is Davy, H. (1817b), 52.
2. Brande (1820).
3. That is Davy's house.
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Letter 197
John Stevens Hen slow1 to Faraday
14 May 1823
From the original in RS MS 241, f.7

Cambridge Philosophical Society I 14 May 1823
Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that you were elected an Honorary
Member of the Cambridge Philosophical Society at a meeting held on 13
May 1823[.]

I have the honour to be I Sir I Your most faithful servant U.S. Henslow -
Secretary
M. Faraday Esq

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I London

1. John Stevens Henslow (1796-1861, DSB). Botanist.

Letter 198
Faraday to John Stevens Henslow1

21 May 1823
From the original in the Cambridge Philosophical Society

Royallnstitution London I May 21 1823
Sir

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th May in
which you inform me of the honour done me by the Cambridge
Philosophical Society in electing me one of the honorary members. I assure
you there is nothing which could have given me greater pleasure and
encouragement at this time than such a mark of approbation of the Society
and though I feel myself quite unworthy of it yet I accept it promising to
make it a constant stimulus to new exertions. The little that I have been able
to do in the cause of science has been due rather to accident or industry
than to any thing else but it has sufficed to shew me that those who labour
will certainly have their reward and therefore it is with less hesitation that I
entertain hopes through perseverance of becoming at some future time a
worthy member of the Society.

1 have the honor to be I Sir I Your obliged and faithful Servant I M.
Faraday
J.S. Henslow Esq

Address: J. S. Henslow Esq I Secretary to the I Cambridge Philosophical
Society I Cambridge

1. John Stevens Henslow (1796-1861, DSB). Botanist.
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Letter 199
Faraday to Henry Warburton
30 May 1823
From a draft in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 4

Royal Institution I May. 30th 1823.
Sir

I have been anxiously waiting the opportunity you promised me of a
conversation with you and from late circumstances am now still more
desirous of it than at the time when I saw you in the Committee. I am sure
you will not regret the opportunity you will afford me for an explanation for
I do not believe there is any thing you would ask after you have
communicated with me that I should not be glad to dou 1 am satisfied that
many of the feelings you entertain on the subject in question would be
materially altered by granting my request at the same time as I hear more of
your opinions by report than otherwise I am perhaps not well aware of
them. It was only lately that I knew you had any feeling at all on the subject.
You would probably find yourself engaged in doing justice to one who
cannot help but feel that he has been injured though he trusts
unintentionally. I feel satisfied you are not in possession of all the
circumstances of the case but I am also sure you will not wish willingly to
remain ignorant of themu Excuse my earnestness & freedom on this
subject and consider for a moment how much I am interested in it[.]

I would have called upon you but I was not aware of the hour at which
it would be convenient & agreeable to you to see me and I have very little
time to spare in the day from my duties here but if you will appoint a time, I
will call on you or do any thing you direct to obtain a meeting!.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
H. Warburton Esq I &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday:
In relation to Davy's opposition to my election at the R.S.
Sir H. Davy angry May 30th
Phillips report through Mr Children June 5
Mr Warburton called first time 5 morning
I called on Dr Wollaston - but not in town 9
I called on Dr Wollas[ton] & saw him 14
I called at Sir H. Davy & he called on me 17
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Letter 200
Faraday to Richard Phillips
c June 1823
From Ann.Phil. 1823, 6: 67
Dear Sir,

You did me the favour to insert in the second and third volume of the
Annals of Philosophy, a paper which I had written, entitled, "A Historical
Sketch of Electromagnetism."1 To that paper, the initial of my Christian
name only was affixed. Wishing now, for reasons which will shortly be
made public2, to acknowledge myself as the author of it, I will thank you to
insert this letter in the Annals as an assent on your part to the correctness
of the statement which it contains.

I remain, dear Sir, Yours, very truly, I M. Faraday

1. [Faraday] (1821c, d, 1822d).
2. That is the publication in July of Faraday (1823d) where he acknowledged authorship on
p.290-1.

Letter 201
Faraday to John Henry Vivian
27 June 1823
From the original in NLW VP A. 182

Royal Institution I June. 27. 1823.
Dear Sir

I have long since disposed of all the packets except two and these still
remain on hand. One of them is directed to Lord Cawdor1 who has no house
in town & the other is directed to the Society of arts Newcastle. The latter I
have sent to a friend at Newcastle who writes me word there is no such
society there but there is a philosophical Society at Newcastle and also a
Society of Antiquaries. I shall direct my friend to keep the packet till you tell
me what to do with it but supposing you might perhaps be surprised to
receive no acknowledgement of them I thought I had better write to you to
inform you where they were & to ask what should be done with them. I
remember you said you should be in town early in July but as I shall leave
town (for a few weeks) the second week in July I thought I might not see
you. I am getting tired of the Laboratory and mean to get a little fresh air by
the sea side[.]

I am dear Sir Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
J.H. Vivian Esq.

Address: J.H. Vivian I Marino I near Swansea I Glamorganshire

1. John Frederick Campbell, 2nd Baron Cawdor (1790-1860, Bl). Politician.
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Letter 202
Humphry Davy to Faraday
29 June 1823
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Sunday
Dear Mr Faraday

I inclose the [word illegible] list. I wish you health & success during
the summer.

If any letters come by the two penny post I do not wish them sent to
my house - they may accumulate till my return or till 1 write to you.

I am Dear Mr I Faraday I very sincerely I your wellwisher & friend I H.
Davy

Endorsed by Faraday: June 29th. 1823

Letter 203
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
1 July 1823
From the original in CUL Gen MS Coll Faraday

Royal Institution I July. 1. 1823
Dear Sir

Every letter of mine to you either is or ought to be a letter of thanks for
I constantly find myself indebted to you for actual kindness and
expressions of your good opinions It is very delightful to enjoy the
approbation of those who are themselves worthy of all praise and whether
worthy or unworthy myself I certainly have that enjoyment on reading your
letters. I am afraid that those around me will become jealous if you continue
still to express yourself as you have done; at the same time it shall not be
for want of exertion on my part in doing all that I can that you shall have
cause to cease to do so.

I have before complained to you of my want of understanding in the
high branches of science with which you can delight & instruct yourself
and you will I am sure therefore forgive me for not being able at once to
follow you in the beautiful train of reasoning & demonstration which you
have pursued and given rise to. I am really almost ashamed of the
objections I made to the free admission of your theory for it accords so well
with all the facts / can see that I ought perhaps to have allowed that what I
could not see was invisible to me merely through the imperfection of my
own perceptive powers.

I have lately received many presents from you and one not many days
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ago from Mr. Underwood^ I prise them very much and again offer my
thanks for themu I wish I had other papers of equal consequence to return
for them but from their scarcity you will be content perhaps to wait a long
time for one. Mr. Underwood spoke in warm terms of your kind feelings
towards me inasmuch that I could hardly have thought it possible to be as
he said for I fell no merit on my part that can claim such good will. I may
however well comprehend the cause in your own liberal feelings and I may
easily admit that to be the source of your good opinion from the constant
liberality of sentiment I have experienced in all the French Philosophersu
Though comparatively young in science I have still had occasion to
experience something of the influence of those around me and I am
compelled to say I have not found that kindness candour and liberality at
hoipe which I have now on several occasions uniformly experienced from
the Parisian men of Sciences

I have written you rather a long letter considering there is no
scientific news in it but I was anxious to acknowledge justly the favours I
owe you and to say how highly I do esteem and shall esteem every mark of
your kindness and friendship. Considering the very subordinate situation I
hold here and the little encouragement which circumstances hold out to
me 1 have more than once been tempted to resign scientific pursuits
altogether but then the remembrance of such letters & expressions as
yours cheers me again and I struggle on in hopes of getting results at one
time or another that shall by their novelty or interest raise me into a more
liberal and active sphere.

I am Dear Sir I your very obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Address: M. Ampere I &c &c

Letter 204
Faraday to Jons Jacob Berzelius
1 July 1823
From the original in Stockholms Universitetsbibliotek

Royal Institution I July. 1. 1823.
Sir

It is now several weeks since I was surprised and very highly gratified
by a Messenger from Mr. Allen1 who brought a bottle containing a quantity
of Selenium mixture and a note stating it had been sent me by your
directions!.] 1 should have hastened immediately to express my sense of the
very high honor you had done me but that I was fearful of troubling you
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merely with my unworthy thanks and I hoped that by the delay of a few
weeks I might have an opportunity of stating some new fact or other which
would have given a degree of interest to my letter. But I am now ashamed of
having waited so long and beg to return my sincerest thanks for the honor
& kindness you have done me and to assure you that the notice you have
taken will be no small stimulus and encouragement to me to pursue the
paths of Science.

I have been very anxious to work on the mixture you sent me and
repeat your important experiments but with the number of lectures and
other business which is pursued in our laboratory nearly all my time is
occupied in drudgery. During the summer however I look for a few spare
weeks and shall endeavour to employ them on the Seleniumu

I have lately been engaged in condensing several of the gases into
liquids[.j You have probably seen notice of the results in the Journals2!.] It is
my intention if you allow me the liberty to send a copy of my papers to you
through the hands of Messrs. Tottie & Co.3 and I hope you will honor me by
accepting them. They are at present in the hands of the printen.]

If I am not mistaken a young Gentleman of the name of Normer4 has
the advantage of being in your Laboratory!.] If so will you oblige me by
mentioning my name [to] him with best remembrances to him and his
father?

I have the honor to be Sir I Your Very Obliged & faithful Servant I M.
Faraday

1. William Allen (1770-1843, DNB). Chemist.
2. Faraday (1823a, c).
3. Tottie, Tabor and Co, merchants of 15 Great St Helen's. POD.
4. Unidentified. Reading doubtful.

Letter 205
Henry Warburton to Faraday
8 July 1823
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 5
Sir,

I have read the article in the Royal Institution Journal on Electro-
magnetic rotation +1 and without meaning to convey to you that I approve
of it unreservedly, I beg to say that upon the whole it satisfies me, as I think
it will Dr. Wollaston's other friends.

Having everywhere admitted & maintained that on the score of
scientific merit you were entitled to a place in the Royal Society, I never
cared to prevent your election, nor should I have taken any pains to form a
party in private to oppose you. What I should have done would have been
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to take the opportunity, which the proposing to ballot for you would have
afforded me, to make remarks in public on that part of your conduct to
which I objected; of this I made no secret, having intimated my intention to
some of those from whom I knew you would hear of it, & to the President
himself.

When I meet with any of those in whose presence such conversation
may have passed, 1 shall state that my objections to you as a Fellow are &
ought to be withdrawn, & that I now wish to forward your Election.

1 am, Sir, I your faithful servant I Henry Warburton
18 Lower Cadogan Place. July 8. 1823

Endorsed by Faraday: + See Vol xv p 2882

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Faraday (1823d).
2. Ibid

Letter 206
Cosimo Ridolfi1 to Faraday
16 July 1823
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.4

Imperiale e Reale Accademia Economico-Agraria I dei Georgofili di
Firenze

Segretariato delle Corrispondenze I Firenze il 16 Luglio 1823
Ornatissimo Signore

Ho Tonore di parteciparla come l'l. e R. Accademia Economico-
Agraria di questa Citta nella sua ordinaria Adunanza de' 13 Luglio 1823 si
fece un pregio di eleggerla nel numero dei suoi Accademici Corrispondenti.

Mentre adempio al dovere di farle parte di una tal determinazione
accompagnandole un Esemplare delle Costituzioni della medesima, voglio
lusingarmi che si compiacera di aprir meco una corrispondenza che mi
ponga in stato di far conoscere all'Accademia i di Lei sommi meriti in tutto
cio che ha rapporto agli oggetti principali della sua instituzione che trovera
indicati nel Titolo primo delle Costituzioni.

Assicurandola della mia particolar soddisfazione nel corrispondere
da qui avanti con Lei, nella lusinga di essere pienamente contraccambiato,
passo al vantaggio di dichiararmi

Di Lei Ornatissimo Signore I P. Faraday I Devot.mo Obblig.mo
Servitore I Cosimo Ridolfi Seg dl Corris
A Mons Faraday envoye Dr Taddei2 de Florence et fait ses complimens.
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TRANSLATION
Florence, 16 July 1823

Most noble Sir,
I have the honour of informing you that the I. and R. Accademia

Economico-Agraria of this City at its ordinary meeting on 13 July 1823 did
itself the honour of electing you to the number of its Academic
Correspondents.

Whilst I fulfil the duty of appraising you of such a resolution enclosing
a Copy of the Constitution of the same I would like to flatter myself that you
will wish to enter into correspondence with me which will put me in a
position to reveal to the Academy your supreme merits in all that is
connected to the principal objects of your election which you will find set
out in the first title of the Constitution.

Assuring you of my particular satisfaction at corresponding with you
first from here, flattering myself that I shall be fully reciprocated, I pass to
the advantage of declaring myself

Of your Most Noble Sir I P. Faraday I The most devoted and most
obliged servant I Cosimo Ridolfi Correspondence Secretary
To M. Faraday sent Dr Taddei2 from Florence and gives his compliments.

1. Unidentified.
2. Giovacchino Taddei (d.1860, P2). Florentine chemist.

Letter 207
Faraday to Henry Warburton
29 August 1823
From a draft in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 6

Royal Institution I Aug 29th 1823
Sir

I beg to apologise for not having sooner acknowledged the receipt of
your letter1 my absence from town will I hope plead my excuse^

I thank you sincerely for your kindness in letting me know your
opinion of the statement2 though your approbation of it is not unreserved
yet it very far surpasses what I expected and I rejoice that you do not now
think me destitute of those moral feelings which you remarked to me were
necessary in a Fellow of the Royal Society.

Conscious of my own feelings and the rectitude of my intentions I
never hesitated in asserting my claims or in pursuing that line of conduct
which appeared to me to be right. I wrote the statement under this
influence without any regard to the probable result and I am glad that a step
which I supposed would rather tend to aggravate feelings against me has on
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the contrary been the means of satisfying the minds of many and of making
them my friendsi.]

Two months ago I had made up my mind to be rejected by the Royal
Society as a Fellow notwithstanding the knowledge I had that many would
do me justice and in the then state of my mind rejection or reception would
have been equally indifferent to meu Now that I have experienced so fully
the kindness and liberality of Dr. Wollaston which has been constant
throughout the whole of this affair and that 1 find an expression of good will
strong and general towards me I am delighted by the hope I have of being
honoured by Fellowship with the Society and I thank you sincerely for your
promise of support in my election because I know you would not give it
unless you sincerely thought me a fit person to be admitted[.]

I am Sir I Your Obliged & Obedient servant I M. Faraday
H. Warburton Esq

1. Letter 205.
2. Faraday (1823d).

Letter 208
Marc Isambard Brunei to Faraday
15 September 1823
From the original in RI MS F3B, 193
Dear Sir

We have been in readiness to connect the Forcing Pumps to our
apparatus and I expected that today we should have tried every thing once
before calling you to Chelsea; but my son having been taken very ill, I am
quite stopped for want of his assistance and must wait for a few days and
shall give you notice in time1.

I am dear Sir I Yours very truly I M.I. Brunei
Monday evening 15th Sept I 23

Address: Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. This refers to the attempt by Brunei, aided by Isambard Kingdom Brunei to gain useful
and practical mechanical effect from the liquefaction of gases. See "Experiments with
Carbonic Acid Gas", in Brunei (1870), 42-5. See also Clements (1970), 77-8 and Rolt (1957), 41-
2.
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Letter 209
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
16 September 1823
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 16 Septembre 1823
Monsieur

les copies de vos memoires1 m'ont ete remises par M. hulmandel2, et
je me m'empresse de les donner aux personnes que vous m'aviez
designees, Savoir, a M. ampere, hericart de thury3; quand a M. Gay lussac, il
est a la Campagne pour le moment, et j'ai remis on exemplaire avec votre
lettre ouverte a M. arago. J'ai encore l'exemplaire de M. Clement4, qui je
sais est aussi absent, mais Vous pouvez Compter qu'il le recevra a son
retour.

on a nomine hier M. hatchett associe etranger de Tacademie Royale
des Sciences; Je regarde comme certain que vous obtiendrez les memes
suffrages lundi prochain 22 Septembre5 -

J'ai vu faire hier la belle experience de Dobereinet6, Savant allemand,
(de Stuggard, je crois)7. Vous la connnaissez sans doute. eile consiste a
faire un courant de gaz hydrogene sur le platine en poudre provenant de la
dissolution de ce Metal par l'acide nitro muriatique, et precipite- par le Sel
ammoniaque. le gaz hydrogene s'enflamme, par ce simple Contact -

Ce fait entre vos Mains ne sera pas le dernier de son Espece -.
agreez Tassurance de la parfaite estime I de votre tres obeissant I

Serviteur I hachette

TRANSLATION
Paris, 16 September 1823

Sir
The copies of your papers1 have been given to me by Mr. Hullmandel2,

and I have hastened to give them to the persons that you had indicated,
that is to Messrs. Ampere, Hericart de Thury3; as to Mr Gay-Lussac, he is in
the country at the moment, and I have given his copy with your open letter
to Mr. Arago. I still have Mr. Clement's4 copy whom I also know is away* but
you can be sure that he will receive it on his return.

Yesterday Mr. Hatchett was nominated a foreign associate of the
Academie Royale des Sciences; I regard as certain that you will receive the
same vote next Monday 22 September5.

Yesterday I witnessed the beautiful experiment of Dobereiner6, a
German philosopher (from Stuttgart, I believe)7. You know it, doubtlessly.
It consists of making a current of hydrogen gas on powdered platinum, the
result of dissolving this metal by nitro-muriatic acid and precipitating it by
sal ammoniac. The hydrogen gas bursts into flame by the simple contact.

This fact in your hands will not be the last of its kind.
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Please accept the assurance of the perfect esteem I of your very
obedient I Servant I Hachette.

1. These included Faraday (1823c). See letter 211.
2. Charles Joseph Hullmandel (1789-1850, DNB). Lithographer.
3. Louis Etienne Francois Hericart de Thury (1776-1854, NBU). French engineer.
4. Nicholas Clement (1778-1841, DSB). French chemist.
5. Ann.Chim., 1823, 24: 318.
6. Johann Wolfgang Dobereiner (1780-1849, DSB). German chemist.
7. This would have been at a private meeting as this is not noted in PVSA, 15 September 1823,
7: 538-40.

Letter 210
Georges Cuvier to Faraday
22 September 1823
From the original in RS MS 241, f.9

Paris, le 22 Septembre 1823
Le Secretaire perpetuel de l'Academie I A Monsieur Faraday,
Correspondant

Je m'empresse, Monsieur, de vous adresser l'extrait du proces-verbal
de la seance dans laquelle TAcademie royale des Sciences vous a nomme
Tun de ses correspondans dans la section de Chimie.

En vous offrant ce titre, commme un temoignage de son estime et de
sa consideration, l'Academie vous invite a lui faire partie du fruit de vos
recherches dans les Sciences dont elle s'occupe, et qui vous ont acquis une
juste celebrite.

J'ai Thonneur de vous prier, Monsieur, d'agreer I Tassurance de ma
consideration tres distinguee. I Baron Cuvier

Paris, le 22 Septembre 1823
Le Secretaire perpetuel de l'Academie I pour les sciences naturelles certifie
que ce qui suit est extrait du I proces-verbal de la seance du Lundi 22
Septembre 1823.

Le Lundi 22 Septembre 1823, TAcademie a accede, conformement a
Particle X de son reglement, a la nomination d'un Correspondant dans la
section de Chimie

Mr Faraday, ayant reuni les suffrages requis a ete proclame
Correspondant de l'Academie Royale des Sciences.

Certifie conforme: I Le Secretaire Perpetuel, Conseiller d'Etat, I
Commandeur de l'Ordre Royal de la I Legion d'honneur. I Baron Cuvier.
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TRANSLATION
Paris, 22 September 1823

The Permanent Secretary of the Academie I to Mr. Faraday, Correspondent.
I hasten, Sir, to address to you an extract of the minutes of the meeting

in which the Academie royale des Sciences nominated you one of its
correspondents in the Chemical section.

In offering you this title, as a testimony of its esteem and of its respect,
the Academie invites you to share with it the fruits of your research in the
sciences in which it takes an interest and which have acquired for you
legitimate celebrity.

I have the honour of begging you, Sir, to accept the assurance of my
very distinguished consideration I Baron Cuvier

Paris, 22 September 1823
The Permanent Secretary of the Academie I for the Natural Sciences
certifies that the following is extracted from the I minutes of the meeting on
Monday 22 September 1823

On Monday 22 September 1823, the Academie acceded, in conformity
with Article X of its regulations, to the nomination of a Correspondent in
the Chemical section.

Mr Faraday, having received the necessary votes, was proclaimed a
Correspondent of the Academie Royale des Sciences.

Certified as true: The Permanent Secretary I Senior Member of the
Council of State, I Commander of the Royal Order of the Legion of Honour I
Baron Cuvier.

Letter 211
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
23 September 1823
From the original in DM HS 3322

paris, 23 7b 1823
Monsieur,

J'ai mille remerciemens a vous faire de votre memoire sur la
liquefaction des gaz dont vous avez eu la bonte de m'envoyer un
exemplaire1. je crois que j'ai un autre remerciement a vous faire au sujet des
feuilles destinees a completer mon recueil d'observations electro-
dynamiques2, dont mr. pouillet s'etait charge de vous remettre plusieurs
exemplaires, lorsqu'il fit dernierement un voyage a londres, il m'avait
promis de vous prier den joindre un a votre exemplaire et de donner les
autres a quelques uns de savants anglais qui devient aussi en avoir
d'incomplets. il m'a dit, a son retour que votre absence Favait prive de
Tavantage de vous voir, mais qu'il les avait laisse chez vous, et d'apres
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Famitie que vous m'avez toujours temoignee, je pense que vous aurez bien
voulu les remettre, en effet, aux personnes a qui ils etaient adresses, et je
vous en exprime ici toute ma reconnaissance, comme j'avais donnes a
beaucoup de personnes des exemplaires de mon recueil avant que
Fimpression en fut achevee, je me trouve aujourd'hui ayant beaucoup de
feuilles de la fin de ce recueil et presque plus de commencemens. c'est
pourquoi, s'il y en a d'incomplets a londres dans les mains de personnes de
votre connaissance vous me feriez bien plaisir de leur dire qu'en m'ecrivant
ce qui leur manque, je le leur enverrai de suite.

J'ai eu enfin hier le plaisir que j'esperais gouter plus tot de vous voir
nommer par Facademie des sciences de paris au nombre de ses
correspondans. je sais qu'il y a peu de savans qui y eussent plus de droits,
et cette justice rendue a vos nombreuses et importantes decouvertes, est
une chose en meme terns bien heureuse pour moi, puisque je deviens ainsi
le Collegue d'un des hommes qui m'ont montre les sentimens d'un ami, et a
qui je m'enorgueillis de pouvoir donner ce nom.

Je Vous prie de recevoir les assurances de cette amitie que je vous ai
vouee et de la haute consideration avec laquelle j'ai Fhonneur d'etre, I
Monsieur, I votre tres humble et I tres obeissant Serviteur 1 A. ampere
Monsieur Faraday, I A londres.

TRANSLATION
Paris, 23 September 1823

Sir,
I owe you a thousand thanks for your paper on the liquefaction of

gases of which you so kindly sent me a copy1.1 believe that I must thank you
also for the pages destined to complete my collection of electro-dynamic
observations2, of which Mr. Pouillet undertook to give you several copies,
when he recently travelled to London, he promised that he would ask you
to attach one to your copy and to give the others to some of the English
philosophers who must also have incomplete ones. He told me on his
return that your absence had deprived him of the privilege of seeing you;
but that he had left them for you and judging by the friendship you have
always shown me, I expect you will have wished to give them in fact to the
persons to whom they were addressed and I express here all my gratitude.
Since I had given to many people copies of my collection before the
printing was complete, I find myself today having a lot of sheets from the
end of the collection and almost none of the beginning. That is why, if there
are any incomplete copies in London in the hands of people that you know,
you would greatly please me if you asked them to write to me as to what
they are missing and I shall send it to them by return.

1 at last had the pleasure yesterday that I had hoped to experience
earlier, of seeing you nominated by the Academie des Sciences in Paris to
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the number of its Correspondents. I know few philosophers who have more
right to this and this justice done to your numerous and important
discoveries is at the same time a very happy event for me since I thus
become the Colleague of one of the men who has shown me the feelings of a
friend and to whom I prided myself on being able to give this name.

I beg you to accept the assurances of this friendship which I have
vowed to you and of the high regard with which I have the honour of being, I
Sir I Your very humble and I very obedient Servant I A. Ampere
Mr Faraday, I in London.

1. Faraday (1823c).
2. See note 3, letter 173.

Letter 212
Faraday to John Henry Vivian
2 December 1823
From the original in NLW VP A. 186

Royal Institution I Dec. 2, 1823.
Dear Sir

I have been trying some experiments on the two sheets of copper I
have received from Messrs Terrill & Nell1 with the object of getting a rapid
test of their application as sheathing2. Inasmuch as vessels at sea are
exposed to a strong solution of Muriate of soda I put these coppers into
such a solution but added a little sulphuric acid to hasten action. The
results were not good from the formation of a quantity of proto muriate of
copper which being insoluble coated the plate in all places and defended it
from the constant and undiminished action of the solution but the copper
which I had marked I was more irregularly acted on than the one marked
III.] In both pieces one side had been acted on more than the other and
striae appeared on them in the direction of the length of the plates[.i

I then tried the effect of diluted sulphuric acid alone and after 8 or 10
days have obtained an effect very similar to that on the bad sheathing from
a ship sent me by your agents. No. I is very considerably honey-comb'd the
edges of the holes being sharp and this occurred on both sides of the
platen No. II is affected in a similar way but comparatively to a very slight
extent. It is certainly by this trial far superior.

I have just now prepared pieces of No. I & II and a piece of Mushets
copper3. They were cleaned by first oil of turpentine then alkali & water so
as to have uniform surfaces as they are left by the mills. They were put into
dilute sulphuric acid (1 vol acid + 5 vols water) and immediately took the
following appearances. I was speckled all over on both sides. II Not
speckled but striped on one side & perfectly uniform on the other. Mushett
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[sic] Black patches appeared on it but no tendency to speckle on either
side. Here No. II is again superior -but these shall be watched from day to
day & the appearances noticed^ I am in hopes you will by a dilute sulphuric
acid be enabled to test your copper as to its tendency to eat into holes in
the course of a few days or even in one dayu

Whilst making the experiments I did not look to see what the coppers
were that no bias should be on the mind but I find that I is what is called
best Regular copper and II Common sheathing. The effects are the reverse
of what I expected but are far too decided to be a mistake^

I have not yet analysed your coppers for the same reason that I had
not looked to the kindsu I want to see how they behave before I know what
is in them. I thought you would like to hear of these results and have
therefore not waited for any others.

Perhaps you will let me know what you think of this and if you have
copper any otherways prepared will either try them or send them to me. I
cannot help thinking that some harm happens to the copper at the rolling

I am dear Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
J.H. Vivian, Esq.

1. Merchants and agents for the Cornish Copper Company, 35 Broad Street. POD.
2. This was part of Davy's plan to electro-chemically protect the copper sheathing of ships
by soldering strips of zinc onto them. See Davy, H. (1824), 151.
3. See Robert Mushet Patent Number 4802, 14 June 1823.

Letter 213
Aaron Hartnell1 to Faraday
19 December 1823
From the original in RS MS 241, f.7

Bristol Institution I 19th December 1823
Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that at a Meeting of the Philosophical &
Literary Society annexed to the Bristol Institution held the 18th Inst
Richard Bright2 Esq in the Chair, you were unanimously elected an
Honorary Member of that Society.

I have the honor to remain Sir I Your obedient servant lAaron Hartnell I
Secretary

Address: M. Farraday, Esq I &c &c I Royal Institution I Albermarle St 1 London

1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 214
Faraday to Aaron Hartnell1

29 December 1823
From the original in the City of Bristol Record Office, 32079 (148), f.8

Royal Institution London I Dec 29th 1823
Sir

I have been honored by the Receipt of your letter and beg through you
to return my sincerest thanks to the Bristol Philosophical Society for the
honor it has done me by choosing me one of its members. I will strive not to
prove unworthy of the distinction thus conferred on me and hope the
Society will never have cause to regret the mark of approbation they have
now bestowedf.]

I have the honor to be Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
A. Hartnell Esq I Secretary &c &c

Endorsed: No 16 in the list &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 215
Taylor Combe1 to Faraday
9 January 1824
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.10
Sir

I have the honor of acquainting you that you were on Thursday last
elected a fellow of the Royal Society, in consequence of which the Statute
requires your attendance for admission on or before the fourth meeting
from the day of your election.

You will therefore be pleased to attend at eight of the clock in the
evening on one of the following days, viz

Thursday 15th January 1824
Thursday 22nd January
Thursday 29th January
Thursday 5th February 2

I am I Sir I Your humble Servant I Taylor Combe, Secretary.
From the Apartments I of the Royal Society I Somerset Place Strand I 9th
January - 1824 -

Address: To, I Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
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1. Taylor Combe (1774-1826, DNB). Numismatist and a Secretary of the Royal Society, 1812-
1824.
2. Faraday was admitted a Fellow, by Davy, on 15 January 1824. RS MS JB, 43: 317.

Letter 216
Faraday to John Henry Vivian
24 January 1824
From the original in NLW VP A.187

Royal Institution I Jany 24. 1824
Dear Sir

I received your Copper and have again examined it very carefully but
found nothing new in itu It contains a little Tin - some Bismuth - Arsenic - a
little Iron - are these sufficient to account for its bad qualities or not?

When you have occasion to write I should be glad to hear a little more
about it. Whether it is common to all the Fowey ore or only to one particular
parcel? and whether it still continues to plague you?

In haste I am Dear Sir, I Your obliged & faithful Servant lM. Faraday
John Henry Vivian Esq I &c &c

Address: John Henry Vivian Esq I Marino I Near Swansea I Glamorganshire

Letter 217
Robert Byers1 to Faraday
29 January 1824
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 11
Cambrian Society I for the I Encouragement of Pursuits in Geology,
Mineralogy, and Natural History. I Patron, His Grace the Duke of Beaufort2.1
Vice-Patrons I The Most Noble the Marquis of Bute31 The Rt Honble Lord
Cawdor4 &c

Society's Rooms, Swansea, I 29th Jany 1824
Sir

I am directed to State that at a General meeting of the above Society,
you have been unanimously elected an Honorary Member, and that I only
await your permission to insert it accordingly.

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your most obedient I Humble Servant I Robt
Byers I Secy
- Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Address: - Faraday Esq I &c &c &c I Care of Mr Phillips Esq I George Yard
Lombard St I London
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1. Unidentified.
2. Henry Charles Somerset, 6th Duke of Beaufort (1766-1835, CP).
3. John Crichton-iStuart, 2nd Marquis of Bute (1793-1848, CP).
4. John Frederick Campbell, 2nd Baron Cawdor (1790-1860, Bl). Politician.

Letter 218
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
4 February 1824
From the original in Bod MS Montague d.11, f.273-4
Dear Sir

Having been confined to my room since I had the pleasure of seeing
you, I have not been able to prove the connecting tubes or the glass tube;
and as some might leak, I can not possibly charge it this morning1.1 shall be
glad to wait any day that may be convenient to you.

I remain Dear Sir I Your's respectfully 11 Brunei
Chelsea 4th Feb 1824

Address: - Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street.

1. See note 1, letter 208.

Letter 219
Faraday to John Henry Vivian
7 February 1824
From the original in NLW VP A. 189

R Institution I Sat Evg.
My dear Sir

I have barely a moment to write (for we are full of lectures here on a
Saturday) and only wish to say at present that I do not think you need
concern yourself much about Mushetts [sic] puffs or puffs about Mushett
[sic]. Sir H. Davys plan promises well and I am empowered to describe it to
you fully1!.] He thanks you for your offer of assistance and hopes you will
not be sorry for any improvements which will make copper last 3 or 4 times
its usual length of timei.j I will write again more fully this Evening or
Monday2.

Ever Dear Sir I Yours Truly I M. Faraday
J.H.Vivian

Address: J.H. Vivian Esq 1 Marino I near Swansea I S. Wales
Postmark: 7 February 1824
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1. See note 2, letter 212.
2. Letter 220

Letter 220
Faraday to John Henry Vivian
7 February 1824
From the incomplete original in NLW VP A. 188

Royal Institution 7th Febry 1824.
My Dear Sir,

I have seen so few of the newspapers as scarcely to know what they
say, though 1 know they have had various statements respecting Mushett's
[sic] plan, and the experiments of Sir H. Davy1. Sir Humphrey's [sic]
experiments are of the most simple & beautiful kind, & apparently perfect
as to the results2: They must of course be subject to trial in the large way
and such trials are now in progress3. The simple experiment may be thus
described: take a slip of copper about 2 inches broad & 12 inches long,
solder a piece of zinc or tin of about the size of a sixpence4 on to it at one
end, clean the whole of the copper & the other metal with sandpaper, then
cut the slip into two portions of 6 inches each, and entirely immerse into
two distinct portions of the same sea water; leave them in for 2 or 3 days or
a week, and you will find that the unprotected copper will be considerably
acted on by the sea water, will have its surface tarnished, & will deposit a
green powder; whilst the protected copper will remain bright & clean, will
indeed not be at all acted on, and that a white powder only will (in some
cases) deposit in the water, but containing no copper. Such is the
experiment, but Sir H. Davy has varied it in many ways. Tin Zinc & Iron &
also other metals will act as protectors but Zinc & Iron promise best. In still
water tin becomes coated with an insoluble substance, which at last
interferes with its action: this would probably not take place in the open
sea, but zinc & iron seem to be free from objection even in glasses of sea
water. The defending metal need not be applied at any particular part of the
plate, but has the same effect, so that it be in contact with it, wherever it be
placed. Copper has been completely protected by a piece of tin connected
with it only by a long copper wire, but in all cases it is requisite that both
the copper and the defending metal should be in contact with the sea
water. Several plates of copper have been riveted together, and one of them
connected with a piece of tin the other plates have been protected as much
as the one directly in contact with the tin. All these effects are the same in
acids of considerable strength as well as in sea water. At present Sir
Humphrey [sic] is engaged in ascertaining the best means of applying this
principle. One plan would be to rivet all the plates of copper on a ship's
bottom together, and connect a horizontal band of tin or zinc with the mass
at about the water line. Another plan is to stud each plate of copper with
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discs of zinc, so that each one may be protected independently of its
neighbour. A third plan which is to apply to ships already coppered, is to
form a sort of zinc nail &c &c. Of these you shall hear more when they are
perfected. For your private information I may say that a piece of Mushet's
copper put into sea water throws down a blue or green sediment just as
soon as your copper (not the regular but the other) does, and seems just as
much acted on. This certainly appears to me not to go into pits or cavities
as your regular copper does, but these little differences will all merge into
Sir H's plan & the one be just as good as the other. There is I think good
reason to suppose that the consumption of copper will be considerably
diminished by this plan, and as Sir H. Davy has remarked a manufacture of
zinc will probably now become a good affair inasmuch as the consumption
of the metal will be increased i.e. supposing it be found in practice to be the
best that can be used. The Admiralty are highly interested in the
experiments and give every facility to experiments on a large scale. You see
I have almost filled my paper. If any questions arise in your mind on
reading this pray let me have them and I will answer them as I can. Sir H.
Davy thinks it will not be worth while your making any preparation of
copper till he has by experiment decided which arrangement will be best.
In your next to me I wish you would do me the favour to tell me if you are
acquainted with a Society at Swansea called the Cambrian Society, for the
Promotion of Geology, Mineralogy & Natural History. The Society has done
me the favour of making me an honorary member^ & I should be glad to
know whether it be an active

1. See for example Times, 3 February 1824, p.3, col. c.
2. Davy (1824).
3. They were not yet commenced. See Times, 16 February 1824, p.2, col. c for details of the
proposed trials about to be carried out.
4. That is 1.9cms.
5. See letter 217.

Letter 221
Faraday to George Fisher1

13 February 1824
From Parry (1825), 240

Royal Institution, 13th February, 1824.
Dear Sir, - I send you an account of the air which you gave me for
examination. There is a decided and constant difference between it and the
air of this place2, which difference cannot depend on errors in the
experiments. Perhaps you will be able to recollect the circumstances under
which you collected it. If the mode by which it was obtained and preserved
until it reached this place be unexceptionable, then the difference between
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the Polar Air and that of this climate will be established, at least to my
satisfaction. - I am, Dear Sir, Your's very truly, I (Signed) M. Faraday.
To Rev. George Fisher.

1. George Fisher (1794-1873, DNB). Astronomer.
2. Faraday found that there was more oxygen in London air than there was in these samples
of Arctic air. See Parry (1825), 240.

Letter 222
George Fisher1 to Faraday
cl4 February 18242

From the original in APS Misc MS Collection
Conduit St.

My dear Sir,
I feel much obliged to you for the Account of your Examination of the

Air. With respect to the manner in which ye bottles were filled with the Air I
should conceive it to be perfectly unobjectionable; it was briefly thus - The
gas sent out in the bottles had been let out above a year before they were
filled with the Air & the Stopcocks kept open during that time, & at the time
they were filled with the Air they were taken on Deck & placed upon a stand
several feet above the Deck, & when they had been there some Hours the
Stopcocks were turned, the bottles were then immediately packed & stow'd
in oakum by myself, nor was the box ever opened again except in Jones'3

shop at Charing Cross in my own presence
I am dear Sir I Yours sincerely obliged I George Fisher

M. Faraday Esq.

Address: Ml. Faraday Esq. I Royal Institution

1. George Fisher (1794-1873, DNB). Astronomer.
2. This is the answer to letter 221.
3. Thomas Jones (1775-1852, DNB). Optical instrument maker.

Letter 223
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
14 February 1824
From the original in HSP SGC, Case 12, Box 8, under Michael Faraday

Royal Institution I Feby. 14. 1824.
Dear Sir

Whenever I open my writing book I am ashamed to see your last kind
letter of Septr last1 remaining there unanswered but at the same time I have
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always the excuse at hand of having nothing important to write to you about
and having no right to disturb you except about things of importance^]

I have however at last passed over this argument and am determined
to thank you without farther delay for your continual kindness and for the
good offices which I am sure I am indebted to you for at the Royal Academy
of Sciences!.] The honor conferred on me by that body is so far beyond what
I had any right to expect that I cannot return my thanks to it and my friends
in it as I ought to do and have little more to do than accept it with gratitude
& in silencei.]

I am now to beg for information from you which perhaps you will do
me the kindness to send at any convenient opportunity!.] I am sorry to say
there is no hurry for it on my part because of my incapacity!.] I wish to ask
you whether in the event of my writing any more papers of a respectable
kind it would not be a matter of propriety and duty in me to send one to the
Royal Academy of Sciences as a token of gratitude for the mark of
distinction they have bestowed upon me - whether it would be acceptable -
and what would become of it -1 beg you to understand I do not promise to
do this because I am not sure 1 shall ever do any thing more worth
describing and because also the next paper I may produce is claimed by the
Royal Society but if I should be fortunate enough to have two papers more
then I should like to do as I have hinted above provided it be proper^

I was a little startled the other day by one of the numbers of the
Annales de Chimie!.] In the account it gives of the proceedings of the
Academy of Sciences for Septr 15th 1823. it mentioned that MM. Braconnot2

& Hatchett were elected Corresponding Members in the Section of
Chemistry3 and I was afraid I had been assuming those honors which
belonged really to another and though M Braconnot deserved them more
than I did I should have been sorry to have resigned such a prise. However
the Official Letters sent to me by Baron Cuvier4 and also an announcement
in the following Number of the Annales de Chimie of my letter of thanks to
the Academy for the honor it had done me5 satisfied me that it had been a
mistake of the press & that I had not done wrong in assuming the titles

I beg with this letter to introduce Dr. Symes6 to you[.] He is a friend's
friend and is very anxious to know what you have done in France with the
new vegetable alkaliesi.] I have encouraged my friend to hope that you will
introduce Dr. Symes to M Baruel7 who I suppose has an immense store of
practical information on the subject!.]

Whenever you honor me with another letter pray let me know how I
may direct send or otherwise convey to you!.] I know not whether I shall
ever have the pleasure of seeing you at Paris biit I please myself with the
expectation!.]

I have the Honor to be I Dear Sir I Your Very Obliged & faithful Servant i
M. Faraday
M. Ampere I &c &c &c
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Address: M. Ampere I &c &c &c

1. Letter 211.
2. Henri Braconnot (1781-1855, NBU). Physiological chemist.
3. Ann.Chim., 1823, 24: 318.
4. Letter 210.
5. Ann.Chim., 1823, 24: 416.
6. Unidentified.
7. Jean Pierre Barruel (1780-1838, PI). Director of the chemical laboratory in the Paris
Medical School.

Letter 224
William Robert Spencer1 to Faraday
26 February 1824
From the original in Bod MS Montague d.5, f.242-4

4 Mount Street I Feb 26 1824
Sir,

I shall be extremely happy and proud to become a Member of the New
Club instituted on the 16 of this month - according to the printed letter with
which I have just been honored. I address my answer to you2 - and am

Sir I Your most obedient humble servant I W.R. Spencer

Address: Mr Faraday I 21 I Albemarle Street

1. William Robert Spencer (1769-1834, DNB). Poet.
2. After an exchange of correspondence between Croker and Davy it was proposed that a
new club should be founded. At a meeting of interested parties on 16 February 1824 it was
called The Society and Faraday was invited to become Secretary. He sent out printed letters,
dated the day of the meeting, to various eminent men of science, artists, writers and
churchmen inviting them to join. A copy of this letter has not been found. This and letter 225
were written in response to this. On 17 May 1824 the name of the club was changed to The
Athenaeum (AC MS "Minute Book 1, 1823-6", p.20r). Also on that day Faraday was offered
&100 per annum to be Secretary {ibid., 21r). On 1 June 1824 Faraday resigned his
Secretaryship and suggested Edward Magrath should be appointed; this was agreed {ibid,
26r). Faraday was then elected a member, without having to pay his membership fee for the
first year (ibid, 27v).
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Letter 225
George Evelyn1 to Faraday
3 March 1824
From the original in BL add MS 15949, f.115

March 3rd 1824 I Gloucester Place 28
Sir,

In answer to a letter dated February 16th with which I have been
favoured, I take leave to state to you that I shall be most happy to lend my
humble aid towards the establishment of a Society founded on the
principles of encouraging Science and Literature, and shall feel much
honoured by being constituted one of it's Members2.

I am, Sir, I Your most obedient I George Evelyn
Mr Faraday I 21 Aibemarle Street

1. George Evelyn (1791-1829, RS MS BR). Army captain.
2. See note 2, letter 224.

Letter 226
Faraday to Dawson Turner
4 March 1824
From the printed original in TCC MS 0.13.27, f.48

21, Albemarle-street, I March 4 1824.
Sir

I have the honor to acquaint you that the Committee of the Club, have
admitted you a Member thereof, and am directed to request that you will
pay the subscription into the hands of Messrs. DRUMMONDS, Bankers of
the Club, before the 31st of this month.

I have the honor to be, I Sir I Your I very obedient humble Servant, IM.
Faraday
Dawson Turner Esq1

1. An identical letter of the same date addressed to William Hilton (1786-1839, DNB, painter)
is located in the University of North Carolina MS William A. Whitaker Collection, 3433.
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Letter 227
Faraday to James Ward1

13 March 1824
From the printed original in UU EW

21, ALBEMARLE-STREET, I March 13, 1824.
SIR,

By the direction of the Committee, I inclosed to you some time since a
prospectus of the New Club for cultivators of science, letters, and art, which
has now received the name of the Society. I am directed to inquire whether
it is your wish to belong to this Club, and to inform you that, provided your
assent is signified before the 31st of this month, your name will be placed
on the list of original members.

I am also directed to enclose the names of the present members of the
Society2.

I have the honour to be, I Sir, I Your very obedient humble Servant, IM.
Faraday
James Ward Esq

LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE CLUB
Abercrombie, Hon James
Aberdeen, [George Hamilton Gordon] Earl of, K.T. [1784-1860, DNB]
Alexander, James Esq.
Althorp, [John Charles Spencer] Viscount [1782-1845, DNB]
Amyot, Thomas, Esq. [1775-1850, DNB]
Arbuthnot, Right Hon. Charles [1767-1850, DNB]
Ashburnham, [George, 3rd] Earl of [1760-1830, CP]
Ashburnham, Hon. Percy
Ashley, Rev. Thomas
Ayrton, William Esq. [1777-1858, DNB]
Baiilie, David Esq. [d.1861 age 74, RS MS BR, GentMag. 1861, 11: 98]
Baily, Francis, Esq. [1774-1844, DSB]
Baring, Alexander, Esq. [1774-1848, DNB]
Bayley, John, Esq. [1763-1841, DNB]
Beaumont, Sir George, Bart. [1753-1827, DNB]
Bedford, [John Russell, 6th] Duke of [1766-1839. DNB]
Bell, John, Esq. [1764-1836, DNB]
Best, Sir William Draper [1767-1845, DNB]
Bexley, [Nicholas Vansittart] Lord [1766-1851, DNB]
Blake, William, Esq. [d.1852, age 78, RS MS BR]
Bland, Michael, Esq. [d.1851, age 74, Ann.Reg., 1851: 281]
Boddington, Samuel, Esq.
Bostock, John, M.D. [1773-1846, DNB]
Brande, William Thomas, Esq. [1788-1866, DSB]
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Brodie, Benjamin Collins, Esq. [1783-1862, DNB]
Brooke, Captain [Arthur] De Capell [1791-1858, DNB]
Browne, Henry, Esq.
Buckland, Rev. William [1784-1856, DSB]
Butler, Rev. Dr. [1774-1853. DNB]
Caldcleugh, Alexander, Esq. [d.1858, Bl]
Caley, John, Esq. [d.1834, DNB]
Callcott, Aug. Wall, Esq. [1779-1844, DNB]
Campbell, Thomas, Esq. [17774844, DNB]
Carlisle, [Samuel Goodenough] Lord Bishop of [1743-1827, DNB]
Carlisle, Nicholas, Esq. [1771-1847, DNB]
Carr, Rev. William Holwell [1758-1830, DNB]
Carr, Thomas William, Esq. [d.1829, RS MS BR]
Carrington, [Robert Smith] Lord [1752-1838, DNB]
Chalon, Alfred Edward, Esq. [1780-1860. DNB]
Chantrey, Francis [Legatt], Esq. [1781-1841, DNB]
Cockerell, Charles R[obert], Esq. [1788-1863, DNB]
Colby, Major Thomas [1784-1853, DNB]
Colebrooke, Sir James Edward, Bart. [1761-1838, DNB]
Colebrooke, Henry Thomas, Esq. [1765-1837, DNB]
Collins, William, Esq. [1788-1847, DNB]
Combe, Taylor, Esq. [1774-1826, DNB]
Cooke, John, M.D. [1756-1838, DNB]
Cooper, Sir Astley, Bart. [1768-1841, DNB]
Crichton, Sir Alexander [1763-1856, DNB]
Croker, John Wilson, Esq. [1780-1857, DNB]
Darnley, Earl
Davy, Sir Humphry, Bart. [1778-1829, DSB]
Dibdin, Rev. Thomas Frognall [1776-1847, DNB]
Dodd, Charles Edward, Esq.
Drury, Rev. Henry [Joseph Thomas] [1778-1841, DNB]
Dudley and Ward, [John William Ward, 4th] Viscount of [1781-1833, DNB]
Ducket[t], Sir George, Bart. [1777-1856, Bl]
Elliot, John Lettsom, Esq. [1804-1898, B5]
Ellis, Hon. George Agar [1797-1833, DNB]
Evelyn, Captain George [1791-1829, RS MS BR]
Fitton, William Henry, M.D. [1780-1861, DNB]
Fortescue, Hon. George
Foster, Frederick, Esq.
Franklin, Captain John, R.N. [1786-1847, DNB]
Gage, [Henry Hall, 4th] Viscount [1791-1877, CP]
Gage, John, Esq. [1786-1842, DNB]
Gifford, [Robert] Lord [1779-1826, DNB]
Gilbert, Davies, Esq. [1767-1839, DNB]
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Gillies, John, L.L.D. [1747-1836, DNB]
Goodall, Rev. Joseph, D.D. [1760-1840, DNB]
Gower, [George Granville Leveson-Gower] Earl [1758-1833, DNB]
Gower, Lord Francis Leveson
Granville, Augustus] B[ozzi], M.D. [1783-1872, DNB]
Greennough, George Bellas, Esq. [1778-1855, DSB]
Griffin, John, Esq.
Guillemard, John, Esq. [1764-1844, Lyons (1940)]
Gurney, Hudson, Esq. [1775-1864, DNB]
Halford, Sir Henry, Bart. [1766-1844, DNB]
Hallam, Henry, Esq. [1777-1858, DNB]
Hamilton, William Robert[sic], Esq. [1777-1859, DNB]
Hatchett, Charles, Esq. [1765-1847, DSB]
Heber, Richard, Esq. [1773-1833, DNB]
Herschell, John Frederick, Esq. [1792-1871, DSB]
Hibbert, George, Esq. [1757-1837, DNB]
Hilton, William, Esq. [1786-1839, DNB]
Hobhouse, Sir Benjamin, Bart. [1757-1831, DNB]
Holland, Henry, M.D. [1788-1873, DNB]
Hope, Thomas, Esq. [1769-1831, DNB]
Howard, Hon. Rev. Henry [1795-1868, DNB]
Howard, Hon. Colonel Grenville
Hume, Sir Abraham, Bart. [1749-1838, DNB]
Inglis, Sir Robert Henry, Bart. [1786-1855, DNB]
Jekyll, Joseph, Esq. [1754-1837, DNB]
Johnstone, Sir Alexander [1775-1849, DNB]
Kater, Captain Henry [1777-1835, DSB]
King, [Peter] Lord [1776-1833, DNB]
King, Captain Philip, R.N. [1793-1856, DNB]
Knight, Richard Payne, Esq. [1750-1824, DNB]
Lambert, Aylmer Bourke, Esq. [1761-1842, DNB]
Lansdowne, [Henry Petty-Fitzmaurice, 3rd] Marquess of [1780-1863, DNB]
Lawrence, Sir Thomas [1769-1830, DNB]
Leach, Right Hon. Sir John [1760-1834, DNB]
Leake, Lieut.-Colonel Wm. Martin [1777-1860, DNB]
Lister, Hon. Thomas
Liverpool, [Robert Banks Jenkinson] Earl of [1770-1828, DNB]
Locker, Edward Hawke, Esq. [1777-1849, DNB]
Long, Right Hon. Sir Charles, K.B. [1761-1838, DNB]
Long, Rev. William
Lonsdale, [William Lowther, 1st] Earl, K.G. [1757-1844, DNB]
Lovaine, Lord
Lowther, [William] Viscount [1787-1872, DNB]
Lyell, Charles, Esq. [1767-1849, DSB]
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Lyon, Captain [George Francis] [1795-1832, DNB]
Mackintosh, Sir James [1765-1832, DNB]
Majendie, Ashurst, Esq. [1784-1867, B2]
Malcolm, Sir John, G.C.B. [1769-1833, DNB]
Malthus, Rev. T[homas] R[obert] [1766-1834, DNB]
Mansfield, [David William Murray, 3rd] Earl [1777-1840, RS MS BR]
Mansfield, John, Esq.
Markland, James Heyward, Esq. [1788-1864, DNB]
Miller, John, Esq.
Millington, John, Esq. [1779-1868, DNB]
Milman, Rev. H. Hart [1791-1868, DNB]
Moore, Daniel, Esq. [d.1828, age 69, RS MS BR]
Moore, Thomas, Esq. [1779-1852, DNB]
Morier, James, Esq. [cl780-1849, DNB]
Morely, [John Parker, 1st] Earl [1772-1840, DNB]
Murdoch, Thomas, Esq. [1758-cl846, RS MS BR]
Mulready, William, Esq. [1786-1863, DNB]
Nash, John, Esq. [1752-1835, DNB]
Nayler, Sir George [cl764-1831, DNB]
Nicholl, Right Hon. Sir John [1759-1838, DNB]
Ord, William, Esq.
Ormerod, George, Esq. [1785-1873, DNB]
Ottley, William Young, Esq. [1771-1836, DNB]
Palgrave, Francis, Esq. [1788-1861, DNB]
Palmerston, [Henry John Temple, 3rd] Viscount [1784-1865, DNB]
Paris, William[sic] Ayrton, M.D. [1785-1856, DNB]
Parker, Thomas Lister, Esq. [1779-1858, DNB]
Peel, Right Hon. Robert [1788-1850, DNB]
Pepys, William Hasledine, Esq. [1775-1856, DNB]
Petit, Louis Hayes, Esq. [d.1849, age 75, Ann.Reg., 1849: 285]
Phillips, Thomas, Esq. [1770-1845, DNB]
Prudhoe, [Algernon Percy] Lord [1792-1865, DNB]
Reinagle, R[amsay] R[ichard], Esq. [1775-1862, DNB]
Rennie, George, Esq. [1791-1866, DNB]
Rennie, John, Esq. [1794-1874, DNB]
Rogers, Samuel, Esq. [1763-1855, DNB]
Roget, Peter Mark, M.D. [1779-1869, DNB]
Rose, William Stewart, Esq. [1775-1843, DNB]
Russei[l], Lord John [1792-1878, DNB]
Russel[l], Jesse Watts, Esq. [1786-1875, B3]
Sabine, Captain Edward [1788-1883, DSB]
Sabine, Joseph, Esq. [1770-1837, DNB]
Scott, Sir Walter, Bart. [1771-1832, DNB]
Smirke, Robert Jun, Esq. [1781-1867, DNB]
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Smith, James, Esq.
Sotheby, William, Esq. [1757-1833, DNB]
Sotheby, Captain
South, James, Esq. [1785-1867, DSB]

Spencer, [George John, 2nd] Earl, K.G. [1758-1834, DNB]
Spencer, Hon. William Robert [1769-1834, DNB]
Spencer, William, Esq.
Stanhope, Hon. Colonel James H.
Stanley, Sir John Thomas, Bart. [1766-1850, RS MS BR]
Stanley, Rev. Edward [1779-1849, DNB]
Staunton, Sir George, Bart. [1781-1859, DNB]
Stokes, Charles, Esq. [1784-1853, B6]
Stuart, Lord James
Talbot, A. Strageways Fox, Esq.
Traherne, Rev. John Montgomery [1788-1860, DNB]
Tucker, Henry, Esq.
Turner, Dawson, Esq. [1775-1858, DNB]
Utterson, Edward Vernon, Esq. [cl776-1856, DNB]
Walker, John, Esq.
Wall, [Charles] Baring, Esq. [1795-1853, B3]
Wardrop, James, Esq. [1782-1869, DNB]
Webb, Philip Barker, Esq. [1793-1854, DNB]
Wellington, [Arthur Wellesley, 1st] Duke of [1769-1852, DNB]
Westall, Richard, Esq. [1765-1836, DNB]
Westmacott, Richard, Esq. [1775-1856, DNB]
Wetherell, C[harles], Esq. [1770-1846, DNB]
Weyland, John Jun, Esq. [1774-1854, DNB]
Wilkie, David, Esq. [1785-1841, DNB]
Wilkins, William, Esq. [1778-1839, DNB]
Wortley, John Stuart, Esq. [1801-1855, RS MS BR]
Young, Thomas, M.D. [1773-1829, DSB]

1. James Ward (1769-1859, DNB). Painter.
2 Ward did become an original member of the Athenaeum. See Waugh [1894], 151.
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Letter 228
Faraday to Jonathan Frederick Pollock
19 March 1824
From the original in SM MS 1004

Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I Friday March 19th
My dear Sir

I am afraid I shall give you but a bad account of the gases for I have but
a few moments to spare. I think I sent you a copy of the paper at least I hope
so for I have none leftc.] However you will have it in the Transactions1 [.]

Nine gases gave way before the attempts 1 made to condense them
these are - Sulphurous acid - Sulphuretted hydrogen - Carbonic acid -
Euchlorine - Nitrous oxide - Cyanogen - Ammonia - Muriatic acid - Chlorine

S.G.
Sulphurous acid 1.42 2 atmospheres at 45° F
Sulphurd hydrogen 0.9 27 at 50°
Carbonic acid 36 at 32°
Euchlorine
Nitrous oxide 50 at 45°
Cyanogen 0.9 3.6 at 45°
Ammonia 0.76 6.5 at 50°
Muriatic acid 40 at 50°
Chlorine 1.33 4 at 60°2

Your question with regard to carbonic acid is answered above[.] Of
course the pressure of all these bodies increases with any increase of
temperature and in consequence of the expansive power of some of them I
have had several explosions & some woundsu

I perceive you wish to know the greatest pressure I have used. The
nitrous oxide as you will perceive requires a pressure of 50 atmospheres at
45° and during the process by which it is liberated which consists in
heating a closed tube containing nitrate of ammonia up to 300° or 350°F.
The pressure within cannot have been less I think at times than 100
atmospheres probably much morei.]

I fancy I perceive a hint in your note at a vapour or gas engine - but of
this we will say nothings If such a thing is made (and there is no want of
power) you shall know of it immediately: be assured that ail proper
attention is given to this point but as it is wiser not to talk of expected
results3, than to talk & fail we will in this not imitate our friend of Fleet
Street4.

I was amused the other day at the House of Commons (in a
Committee) by your Brother - Not long since I was called upon for an
opinion in a Committee on the comparative advantages of oil & coal gasy
Mr David Pollock5 strongly examined me against oil gas. A day or two ago a
bill of a similar kind for another place was before a committee and he had
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to be just as anxious for oil gas as he had before been for coal gas6.1 know
that this is nothing to you but it is most amusing to me.

Ever Dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Fredk Pollock Esq I & & &

Address: Frederick Pollock Esq

1. Faraday (1823c).
2. Figures drawn from Ibid.
3. A reference to the work of the Brunels. See note 1, letter 208.
4. A reference to the way Mushet was using the press to support his method of protecting
copper sheathing. See letters 219 and 220.
5. David Pollock (1780-1847, DNB). Lawyer.
6. Since the records of the House of Commons were destroyed (the proceedings of standing
committees for private bills not being printed) in the fire of 1834 it is not possible to ascertain
which bills Faraday was called on as an expert witness. There were a fair number of private
bills setting up gas companies in various towns at that time.

Letter 229
Jonathan Frederick Pollock to Faraday
26 March 1824
From the original in Cornell University

Northern Circuit I Friday Evg I March 26th, 1824
My dear Sir

I beg to return you my grateful acknowledgements for your very
satisfactory communication1 of the subject of the rendering liquid certain
gaseous fluids - Mr. Brougham2 had not heard before of the success with
which you had conducted your experiments and the reduction of carbonic
acid gas to the liquid state appeared to him so extraordinary & important
that he was incredulous till I showed him your letter - had I possessed the
means on the circuit of referring to the transactions of the Royal Society I
shd. have had no difficulty in convincing him - but a reference to the author
of the papers was better still - I hope you will be cautious in your
experiments as far as the safety of your own person is concerned & record
your triumphs without being obliged to mention your wounds.-

Believe me Ever I Your faithful & obliged I Servant! Fred Pollock
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 228.
2. Henry Peter Brougham (1778-1868). Lawyer and politician was a member of the Northern
Circuit. See Law List.
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Letter 230
Martin Archer Shee1 to Faraday
29 March 1824
From the original in Bod MS Montague d.5, f.199

Cavendish Square. Monday March 29. 1824
Sir

I had not the honor to receive the Prospectus of the new Club for the
Cultivators and Patrons of Science, Letters, and Art, which you mention to
have sent to me, some time ago, by order of the Committee.

In answer to the application with which I am now honored, I beg you
will express my best acknowledgements to the gentlemen of the
Committee, for the opportunity which they have been so good as to allow
me of becoming a Member of so distinguished a Society, and at the same
time have the goodness to state the regret with which I decline the
flattering distinction which such an association would confer2.

I have the honor to be I Sir, I Your most obedient humble Servant I
Martin Archer Shee

Faraday Esq

1. Martin Archer Shee (1769-1850, DNB). Portrait painter.
2. Shee was elected to the Athenaeum in 1830. See Waugh [1894], 131.

Letter 231
Charles Pickslay to James Stodart and Faraday
14 April 1824
From the original in RI MS F3 B143
Messrs Stodart & Faraday

Gentn
I sometime since read with considerable interest your essay on the alloys
of steel1 & being convinced that some of them might be introduced with
great advantage into our own manufactory for the various descriptions of
cutlery as well as for the fronts of stoves & fenders I determined to make an
experiment in the large way with steel & silver and if the price of the alloys
do not prohibit them with platina and Rhodium, but as the success of the
experiment depends upon "a faithful and diligent attention on the part of
the operator" which I could not insure unless I superintended it in all its
processes I defered it untill we had erected some new workshops we were
building. They are now nearly complete & we shall soon be able to have the
steel made & the articles finished on our own premises. The whole process
of Casting, Forging, Hardening & Grinding will be carried on under my own
instruction or of one of my partners.
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Will you have the goodness to inform me if any further instructions
are necessary than those published in the Repy of Arts for Jany 18222 and
where the alloys are to be obtained on the best terms & the price. In return
we shall have great pleasure in presenting you with fenders made of the
improved steel if it succeeds to our expectation.

I am I Gentlemen I Your Obedient Humble Servant I C. Pickslay
Sheffield April 14 1824

1. Stodart and Faraday (1822a).
2. Stodart and Faraday (1822b) in the issue for November 1822.

Letter 232
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
27 April 1824
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

paris, 27 Avril 1824.
Monsieur,

j'ai beaucoup d'excuses a vous demander de n'avoir pas repondu tout
de suite a la lettre qui vous m'avez fait l'honneur de m'ecrire et que m'a ete
remise par monsieur Symes1, je n'ai qu'un moment parce que je n'ai jamais
ete si surcharge d'occupations indispensables. j'ai donne de vive voix a mr.
underwood, qui vous remettra cette lettre, tous les renseignemens que
vous desirez sur l'envoi de memoires a l'institut. les memoires imprimes
seront conserves dans la bibliotheque avec le plus grand soin et
reconnaissance de I'envoi qu'en aurait fait un savant aussi distingue, quant
a ceux qui seraient encore manuscrits, il n'y a pas de doute que l'academie
n'en ordonnat, apres le rapport d'une commission, Timpression dans le
recueil des memoires presentes par des savants etrangers, mais ce recueil
est tellement arriere que ce moyen de publication est tres lent.

je profiterai de cette occasion pour vous prier de me donner des
renseignemens sur deux points, le premier est relatif a mon recueil
d'observations electro-dynamiques2, dont j'avais eu l'honneur de vous
addresser, ainsi qu'a Sir H. Davy et a quelques autres de vos Savans
compatriotes des exemplaires encore incomplets, parceque l'impression
n'en etait pas achevee a Tepoque ou je les envoyais. depuis, quand mr.
pouillet fit un voyage a londres, il se chargea de remettre les feuilles
d'impression et 2 planches completant l'ouvrage, aux personnes qui
avaient deja recu le reste, a son retour, il me dit que n'ayant pu les voir, il
avait laisse ces complemens chez vous, avec une lettres ou il vous priait de
vous en servir pour completer votre exemplaire celui de Sir H. davy, et un
ou 2 autres. pourriez-vous me rendre le service de me faire savoir s'il vous a
en effet remis cela, et si les exemplaires en question se trouvent ainsi
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complets et semblables en tout a celui que je viens de remettre a mr.
underwood pour qu'il en fasse hommage de ma part a la Societe royale de
londres, et qu'il pourra vous montrer pour le comparer au votre. Si ce
dernier n'est pas aussi complet, faites moi le plaisir de m'ecrire les
numeros des pages ou des planches qui vous manqueraient, et je vous les
enverrai de suite.

Fautre chose que je voudrais que vous m'ecrivissiez c'est s'il existe a
londres des appareils pour les experiences ou Ton fait agir des portions de
conducteurs voltalques les unes sur les autres, sans employer aucun
aimant, et aussi pour observer Faction exercee par le globe terrestre sur les
portions mobiles, tel est Fappareil decrit dans le manuel d'electricite
dynamique publie Fannee derniere par mr. de monferrand3, et qui est sans
doute bien connu a londres. je vous prie de m'ecrire ce qui en est a cet
egard parce que je suis convaincu que si Ton faisait habituellement ces
sortes d'experiences qui constatent les proprietes dynamiques de la pile de
Volta, on verrait bientot que s'il y a quelque chose de demontre en
physique, c'est que Faction de deux elemens de courans eletriques, c'est-a-
dire de fils conducteurs, est le fait primitif dont dependent tous les autres
phenomenes de ce genre. Faction entre un element de courant et le pole
d'un aimant, ayant lieu entre deux choses heterogenes, ne peut etre
considere comme le fait simple qui doit etre necessairement pris dans
Faction mutuelle de deux etres de meme nature, deux elemens de courant
ou deux poles d'aimant. cette derniere ne peut etre le fait primitif, puisque
bien connue comme elle Fest, en raison inverse du carre de la distance, on
ne peut en tirer les deux autres. au contraire de la valeur que j'ai assignee,
par ma formule, a Faction de deux elemens de courans electriques, on
deduit, en considerant cette action comme le fait primitif, la loi de Faction
du courant sur un aimant, et celle de deux aimans, comme les donne
Fexperience. cette deduction est un resultat rigoureux du calcul, tire de ma
formule par mr. Savary4, si Fon n'etait pas accoutume a prendre Faction de
deux aimans pour le fait primitif, seulement parcequ'elle a ete la premiere
observee, tous les physiciens ne seraient-ils pas d'accord, comme ils le
seront certainement dans quelques annees, que Fon doit chercher ce fait
dans Faction mutuelle de deux fils conducteurs.

Votre tres humble et tres obeissant serviteur a. ampere
rue des fosses St Victor no. 19. a paris.
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TRANSLATION
Paris, 27 April 1824

Sir,
I must ask you to excuse me for not having replied immediately to the

letter that you honoured me by writing and which was passed to me by Mr.
Symes1.1 have but a moment, as I have never been so overwhelmed by jobs
I cannot put aside. I have given oral instructions to Mr. Underwood, who
will pass this letter to you, as to all the information you require on the
dispatch of papers to the Institute. Printed papers will be kept in the library
with the greatest care and with gratitude for their dispatch by such a
distinguished philosopher. As to those that would still be in manuscript
form, there is no doubt that the Academie would order, after the report of a
Commission, their printing in a volume of papers presented by foreign
philosophers, but this volume is so overdue that this method of publication
is very slow.

I shall take advantage of this occasion to ask you to give me some
information on two points. The first concerns my collection of
electrodynamical observations2, which I had the honour of sending to you
as well as to Sir H. Davy and several more of your learned countrymen, in
incomplete form, since their printing had not yet been finished at the time I
was sending them. Since then, when M. Pouillet travelled to London, he
promised to pass on the print leaves and two plates which complete the
work, to the persons that had already received the rest. On his return, he
told me that, unable to see them, he had left these supplements at your
house, with a letter asking you to use them to complete your copy, that of
Sir H. Davy and one or two others. I should be most grateful if you could let
me know if he did indeed leave them with you and if the copies in question
have thus been completed and resemble the one that I have just given to
Mr. Underwood so that he can give a presentation copy on my behalf to the
Royal Society in London and which he will be able to show you to compare
with yours. If yours is also incomplete, please write to me with the missing
page or plate numbers and I shall send them to you straight away.

The other matter on which I would like you to write to me is if there
are in existence in London some instruments for experiments where one
makes portions of voltaic conductors act on one another without using
magnets, and also to observe the action exerted by the earth on the moving
parts. This is the sort of instrument described in the Manuel d'electricite
dynamique published by M. de Monferrand3 last year and which is no doubt
well known in London. I ask you to write to me about this because I am
convinced that if, as a matter of course, one did the sort of experiments that
record the dynamic properties of Volta's pile one would soon see that if
physics has shown anything at all, it is that the action of two elements of
electric currents, that is to say the conducting wires, is the fundamental fact
on which all other phenomena of this kind depend. The action between an
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element of current and the pole of a magnet, taking place between two
heterogeneous things, cannot be considered as the simple fact which must
necessarily be assumed in the mutual action of two things of the same
nature, two elements of current or two poles of a magnet. The latter cannot
be the fundamental fact, since, well as it is known, by the inverse ratio of
the square of the distance, one cannot deduce the other two from it. On the
other hand from the value I have assigned, by my formula, to the action of
two elements of electrical currents, one can deduce, by considering this as
the fundamental fact, the law of the action of the current on a magnet, and
that of two magnets, as experiments show. This deduction is the exact
result of calculations, taken from my formula by Mr. Savary4. If one was not
accustomed to taking the action of two magnets as the fundamental fact,
simply because it was the first to be observed, would not all physicists
agree, as they certainly will in a few years' time, that one must seek this fact
in the mutual action of two conducting wires?

Your very humble and very obedient servant I A. Ampere
rue des Fosses St Victor, no 19, in Paris.

1. Unidentified. Letter 223.
2. See note 3, letter 173.
3. Demonferrand (1823).
4. Felix Savary (1797-1841, P2). French physicist. For this work see Savary (1823).

Letter 233
Faraday to Pascoe Grenfell1

24 May 1824
From an original copy, in Faraday's hand, in AC MS "Minute Book 1:
1823-6", 24v-r

12 Waterloo Place I May 24th 1824.
Sir

The Athenaeum Club having taken the house No. 12 Waterloo Place
the committee understand that you permitted the indulgence of a light into
one of the rooms of that house during the time the Union Club remained in
it and they have directed me to beg the favour of a similar indulgence from
you during the period the Athenaeum Club may remain thereu

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M.
Faraday Secy
Pascoe Grenfell

1. Pascoe Grenfell (1761-1838, DNB). Politician.
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Letter 234
Pascoe Grenfell1 to Faraday
25 May 1824
From an original copy, in Faraday's hand, in AC MS "Minute Book 1:
1823-6", 24r-25v

Charles Street 25 May 1824.
Sir

I shall very readily accom[m]odate the Athenaeum Club permitting
the window referred to in your letter2 of yesterday to be re-opened with the
understanding as a matter of course that I may shut it up again whenever I
think proper].]

I request that a copy of your application to me for this purpose and of
my answer may be inserted in your book of minutes as a record of what has
passed between the Club and myself upon this subject and upon your
signifying to me that this has been done I shall order the window to be
opened.

I am Sir I Your most obedient I (Signed) Pascoe Grenfell
M. Faraday Esq

1. Pascoe Grenfell (1761-1838, DNB). Politician.
2. Letter 233.

Letter 235
Thomas Webster1 to Faraday
5 June 1824
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.ll

House of the Geological Society I 20, Bedford Street, Covent Garden, I
June the 5th. 1824

Sir
1 have the honour to inform you that you are elected a Member of the

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, and I beg to transmit to you a copy of its
Regulations, a list of its Members, a Card announcing the days of its
meetings during the present season, and a copy of the last annual report.

According to the Regulations of the Society you are required to pay
your admission fee of Six Guineas on or before the 4th of August 1824
otherwise your election will be void.

I have the honour to be Sir, I Your very obedient Servant hfhos
Webster Sec.

Members may at any time compound for the annual contribution of
Three Guineas, at Thirty-four Guineas.

Mr. Webster attends at the House of the Society every Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday.
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To Michael Faraday Esq.

1. Thomas Webster (1773-1844, DNB). Geologist.

Letter 236
Faraday to Samuel Parkes
7 June 1824
From the original in RI MS Fl B3
Bleaching powder for Mr. Parkes

Contains no Magnesia - nor Strontia - nor Baryta - no metallic oxide
except a little Iron - and no silica or alumina in combination - only a little
sabulous matter unacted upon by acids - It is as to base very nearly pure
lime.
June 7th 1824 M. Faraday F.R.S. I &c &c

Letter 237
Faraday to Samuel Parkes
22 June 1824
From a photocopy in the RI MS

Royal Institution I June. 22. 1824
Dear Sir

The process I should propose for analysis would be the following but I
have no doubt that during the progress of such an analysis incidental
circumstances would make me introduce variations which might perhaps
be essentially requisite for corroboration or corrections

Suppose the alloy to contain Copper, Zinc Tin Lead & IronuDissolve
in Nitric acid and evaporate to dryness - then dissolve in water which will
take up Copper Zinc Lead and a part of the Iron and leave Tin & a part of the
Iron boil this residue in solution of potash the tin will be dissolved and
leave the Iron of course as oxide precipitate the oxide of tin from the alkali
by Nitric acid wash dry & weigh it: dissolve the oxide of iron in Muriatic
acid throw down by ammonia wash dry & weigh.

To the solution containing copper zinc lead and iron add sulphate of
soda to throw down sulphate of lead collect it &c &c. Then add potash in
excess which will throw down the iron & Copper & dissolve the zinc
saturate the separated solution carefully with acid & collect the oxide of
zinc which after being washed dried weighed &c &c must be dissolved in
acid and tested to prove that it retains none of the leadu The mixed
precipitate of Copper & Iron must be dissolved in Muriatic acid &
precipitated by ammonia which will give the iron as per oxide which when
estimated is to be added to the former portioni.] The solution now only
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contains copper; add caustic potash in excess & boil; The ammonia will be
dissipated & the oxide of copper be thrown down.

The oxide of Zinc when obtained should be also tested for Tin as that
metal is rendered soluble in nitric acid to a certain extent (when per
oxidized) by other metalsu

All the results obtained require examination to be sure that they are
pure and the analyses should be repeated that the results may be verified!.]

I am dear Sir I Yours in great haste I M. Faraday
S. Parkes Esq I &c &c

Letter 238
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
14 July 1824
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et tres honorable confrere,

il y a bien longtems que je me reproche de n'avoir pas encore repondu
a la derniere lettre que vous m'avez fait le plaisir. rien ne m'est plus
agreable que la communication de vos idees de vos travaux et des resultats
que vous obtenez dans les belles experiences dont vous etes l'auteur.

vous me demandez, Monsieur, des renseignmens au sujet des
memoires qui seraient envoyes a l'academie des Sciences de paris par ses
membres correspondans1, quand ces memoires sont imprimes, l'Academie
charge un de ses membres ordinaires ou associes libres de lui faire
connaitre, dans un extrait appele rapport verbal, les decouvertes qu'ils
contiennent ils sont ensuite conserves a la bibiiotheque de racademie,
pour etre lus par ses membres et par les personnes qui y sont admises sur
la presentation d'un membre. quant aux memoires manuscrits qui
n'auraient pas ete imprimes ailleurs, l'academie nomme une commission
de trois membres pour lui en faire un rapport, d'apres lequel elle decide
s'ils seront publies dans son recueil des memoires presentes par des
savans etrangers, l'insertion dans ce recueil ne peut etre douteuse quand il
s'agit d'un memoire d'un savant aussi distingue que Vous Monsieur, mais
malheureusement ce moyen de publication est tres lent, parceque
Timpression du recueil est fort arrieree.

je ne sais, Monsieur et tres honorable confrere, si je vous ai deja
envoye le petit ouvrage ci-joint qui contient en abrege un tableau que je
crois complet de ce qui etait connu en electricite dynamique, a l'epoque ou
je l'ai publie2. quant au recueil ou le meme sujet est developpe, je vous en ai
envoye a diverses epoques, ainsi qu'a Tillustre H. Davy, les morceaux a
mesure qu'ils paraissaient, vous me rendriez un vrai service de m'ecrire si
tous ces morceaux vous ont ete remis de maniere qu'il en resulte un
ouvrage, tant pour vous que pour Sir H. Davy, dont toutes les pages se
suivent jusqu'a la page 378, avec dix planches gravees3.
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j'ai Thonneur d'etre avec la plus haute consideration, I Monsieur et
cher confrere, I votre tres humble et I tres obeissant Serviteur. I a. ampere,
monsieur Faraday I a Londres.
paris le 14 juillet 1824.

Address: A londres I Monsieur Faraday I correspondant de r academie I
royale des sciences de paris I A l'institution royale I A Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir and very honourable colleague,

I have been reproaching myself for a long time for not having replied
to the last letter with which you gratified me. Nothing pleases me more
than the communication of your ideas, your work and the results you
obtain in the beautiful experiments of which you are the author.

You asked me, Sir, for some information regarding papers that are
sent to the Paris Academie des Sciences by its corresponding members1. If
these papers are printed, the Academie charges one of its ordinary or
associated members that are free to make known to it, in what we call a
verbal report, the discoveries that they contain. They are then kept in the
Academie's library to be read by members and members' guests. As to
manuscript papers that would not have been printed elsewhere, the
Academie nominates a committee of three members to report to it, after
which it decides if these will be published in its collection of papers
presented by foreign philosophers. The inclusion in this collection of a
paper by a philosopher as distinguished as yourself, Sir, cannot be in
doubt, but sadly, this means of publication is very slow since the printing of
the collection is very overdue.

I do not know, Sir and very honourable colleague, if I have already
sent you the enclosed small work which contains in abridged form a table
that I believe to be complete of what was known of dynamic electricity at
the time I published it2. As to the volume where the same subject is
developed, I sent at different times to you and to the illustrious H. Davy, the
sections as they appeared. You would do me a great service if you were to
write and tell me if these sections were passed to you so that you as well as
Sir H. Davy now have a work of 378 consecutive pages with 10 plates3.

I have the honour of being with the highest consideration, ISir and
dear colleague, your very humble and very obedient Servant I A. Ampere.
Mr Faraday, I in London.
Paris 14 July 1824.

1. See letter 223.
2. Ampere (1824).
3. See note 3, letter 173.
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Letter 239
Faraday to Sarah Faraday
31 July 1824
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 387-8

Saturday, July 31, 1824.
My dear Sarah, - The preparations I make seem to promise your what

you desired - namely, a very long descriptive letter; and if I can keep my
eyes open (and whilst writing to you there can be no reason to doubt that),
you shall have your desire. So much occurred in the various little incidents
after I left you that I wished to tell you, that 1 think I had better go on in
regular order from that time till the present moment.

I feel rather tired and stiff myself, and perhaps that makes my letter so
too; but my dear girl is, I know, a girl of consideration, and will not insist
upon having two or three pages of affection after so much narrative.
Indeed, I see no use in measuring it out at all. I am yours, my heart and
thoughts are yours, and it would be a mere formality to write it down so;
and capable of adding nothing to the truth, but that I have as much pleasure
in saying it as you have in hearing it said, and that it is not with us at least a
measure or token of affection, but the spontaneous result of it. I have not
yet been to see my mother, but I am going immediately.

I found certain French and German journals here, and on inquiry at
Murray's, found that Dr. Ure had given up his department of the Journal
(i.e. I fancy it has been taken from him1), and the journals^vere sent to me
to assist the Miscellanea. The Miscellanea swim as long as most
departments of that journal.

I have not much in the way of miscellaneous matter for you. Queen
Anne (of St. Paul's) is restored, and they are macadamising Bridge Street,
Blackfriars.

Adieu, my dear girl for the present: write to me soon; give my love to
father and mother, and remember me to Mr. L. I shall write again about the
end of next week.

From your sincerely affectionate husband, I M. Faraday

1. Ure was the principal reviewer for the QuartJ.Sci. See Berman (1978), 142-3.
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Letter 240
Faraday to Margaret Faraday
25 August 1824
From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 388-91

Niton: August 25, 1824
My dear Margaret, - 1 have a race to run in writing this letter, which

race is to be run with those who are preparing breakfast; for after breakfast
a long walk of perhaps twenty-eight or thirty miles awaits me. I did not write
on getting here, in consequence of the fatigue we had incurred in our
passage from Portsmouth, &c; and the next day I thought I had better delay
it awhile, that I might tell you when we were coming home.

We had a very pleasant day's journey all together to Brighton, as
Robert will have told you. Young Mr. M., J[ohn] B[arnard], R., and myself
filled up the front seat, and were quite a compact little party. We had fine
weather and a pretty country. There were several pretty little things I
should have liked to have shown you - such, for instance, as a country
school, a bankside, &c. &c. At Brighton we dined with sister S., and found
all well; we then rambled out geologising, &c.

I do not at all admire Brighton, i.e. its character as a fashionable or
interesting place. It is a very convenient place for distance, lodging,
accommodation, food, &c. - but these are not what I refer to; I mean as to its
beauties, natural or artificial, or as to its importance in advancing great
interests, as civilisation or improvement.

Considered in this way, Brighton is to me very commonplace and
poor: there are no natural beauties there to distinguish it from a thousand
other places; there are no high interests concerned to raise it above the
poor distinction of being a place resorted to by company because other
company was there before them. As to the Pavilion, there is scarcely a
single cottage in or about the poor village of Crab Niton that does not both
in beauty and use surpass it. The Pavilion has no beauty for the painter; and
what is intended for beauty, of which there is a great deal, has no use.

The Steine is a good street, and many of the squares and places are
good, also many of the old houses; and could one but see a sufficient cause
why they had come together - i.e. the presence of any beautiful or useful
feature - the town, with the exception of one or two things, would be a very
good one. It has, however, one thing perfectly beautiful every way in the
chain-pier - an admirable specimen of ingenuity and art, and which,
destined to useful purposes, not only pleases the eye but satisfied the
mind.

Well, on Tuesday we left Brighton (i.e. John and myself) for
Portsmouth. We passed Worthing - a very pretty, regular place, handsomer
in its plan than Brighton, but smaller; we then passed in succession
Arundel, Chichester, &c, and reached Portsmouth in the evening. We had
much rain, but managed very well. Arundel Castle - fine object. Wood
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beyond Arundel beautiful, and very much improved by the rain. At
Portsmouth, just as we were going to rest, W[illiam] Bfarnard] joined us. He
had come from the Island to meet us, and had by accident succeeded. After
a sound sleep we rose on the Wednesday, went across the harbour, visited
the dockyard, saw the experiments made on the coppering of ships1, and
after a while set out across the Channel to Ryde. Pray, have you read the
"Entail," a story in three volumes? If you have, you will remember the
description in the last volume of a dry storm at sea - i.e. much wind, no rain,
and bright sunshine2: such a storm had we in going across - every wave was
white, and every vessel that was out appeared to be either in the waves or
in foam. The vessel in which we were, though of a good size, was so much
on one side from the force of the wind that a foot or more of the deck was
frequently under water for some time, and all the spars and oars swimming;
then the wind was against us, so that we had to tack three or four times; and
every time we tacked, such confusion, for then the vessel inclined on the
other side, so that all on deck had to ship across, or they would be
swimming in the water; then the spray and waves washing over us -
umbrellas were of very little use, and we were soon wet through; then the
sickness, not only miserable to those who were indisposed, but also to us
who were not, for in shipping across the vessel to a fresh seat, on tacking,
the fresh seat frequently proved a foul one. In about forty minutes we
reached Ryde pier, a very beautiful erection when the tide is up. By the by,
you should understand that, in the gale I have described, our packet was
racing another which started before it, and beat it. Well, then we walked to
Newport, &c. &c, and found all well here at Niton. We have been travelling
about the Island since we came here. We shall leave this place on Saturday
morning, and shall be at home on Saturday evening by the Rocket coach.
Have the goodness to let them know this at Paternoster Row, either by a
line per post or otherwise. Sarah sends her love to you and mother, and
mine most truly to you both.

Your ever affectionate brother, I M. Faraday

1. See note 3, letter 220.
2. [Galt](1823)t 3: 167-94.
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Letter 241
Faraday to Thomas Young
3 September 1824
From the original in RGO14 / 10, f.162

Royal Institution I Sept 3rd 1824
Sir

Mr. Dollond placed in my hands some specimens of glass for analysis
and directed me when completed to send the results to youu I have
therefore the honor to enclose the accompanying tabular account of them
and am I Sir I Your very Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. Young I &c &c &c

Letter 242
John Frederic Danieli to Faraday
30 September 1824
From the original in HSP SGC Case 12, Box 7, under John Frederic
Danieli

West Humble I Dorking I 30th Sept 1824
My dear Sir,

I shall be very much obliged to you, at your leisure, to send me a few
lines to this place to inform me of the progress of my experiment with the
gases. If you should find upon opening one of the unguarded portions of
hydrogen that no mixture of common air has taken place it may be as well
to leave the others some time longer but on the contrary supposition I shall
be obliged to you to examine them all.

Excuse the trouble I am giving you & believe me to remain lYours
faithfully I J.F. Danieli

Address: To I Mr. Faraday I Royal Institution

Letter 243
Faraday to Colquhoun1

22 October 1824
From the original in the possession of William J.F. Cocks

R Institution I Friday I Oct 22
Dear Sir

I hope Mr. Bollaert2 whom I know [word illegible] to introduce to you
will find you still in town. I have been anxious that you should meet & 1 trust
that the present will prove a favourable opportunity^]

Ever dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Address: Capt Colquhoun I &c &c I Salopian Coffee house

1. Unidentified.
2. William Bollaert (1807-1876, Bl). Laboratory Assistant at the Royal Institution, 1820-5. See
Brock (1968), 77-8.

Letter 244
Faraday to William Clift1

11 November 1824
From the original in RI MS Fl Al

Royal Institution I Nov 11 1824
Dear Sir

A friend of Mr. Greenough's2 is very anxious to see your collection at
the college3 but has not time to return to Mr Greenough for an introduction
to you[.j I have thought that perhaps you would allow him to bring you this
note from me and would forward his views by letting him see your
specimens!.]

I am dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Edw [sic] Clift Esq

Address: William Clift Esq I &c &c I College of Surgeons I Lincolns Inn Fields

1. William Clift (1775-1849, DSB). Naturalist.
2. George Bellas Greenough (1778-1855, DSB). Geologist
3. Royal College of Surgeons. Clift was conservator of their museum.

Letter 245
Faraday to Thomas Newborn Robert Morson
23 November 1824
From the original in New York Public Library, Lee Cohns Memorial
Collection

RI I Nov 23
Dear Morson

I have but few words to spare but I want to persuade you to give your
vote for a very worthy man Mr Chater1 a friend of mine who is desirous of
obtaining the place of Collector to the Society2.1 am particularly interested
for him & know him to be a very proper person.

Do all you can for him & me by influencing others alsot.]
Yours Ever I M. Faraday
I believe you can do a good turn with Mr. Windsor3 [sic] & through him

with Mr Pollock4.
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1. Joseph Chater (d.1838, age 71, GRO).
2. This position, which involved collecting the membership dues of the Society of Arts, had
become vacant when the previous incumbent Henry Harrison had resigned on 10 November
1824 (RSA MS "Minutes of the Society 1824-25", p.22-3). The contested election was held on 20
December 1824. Chater won this with an overall majority. (Joseph Chater 251, Thomas A.
Corlett 57, James Dupin 142, Charles B. Harmer 6, James Schoefied 1, Joseph Westcott 31.
Ibid, 55-8). Chater held this position until his death.
3. Frederick Albert Winsor (1763-1830, DNB) Gas engineer.
4. David Pollock (1780-1847, DNB). Lawyer.

Letter 246
Faraday to Thomas Winkworth1

November - December 1824
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I Thursday Mor
Dear Sir

In consequence of a former introduction & slight acquaintance with
you which I regret our excessive occupations will not permit us to cultivate
more than I at least do I am tempted to apply to you in favour of a friend of
mine Mr. Chater2 who intends proposing as Collector to the Soc Arts3[.) He is
a very worthy & proper man and I am very anxious for his success if you are
indifferent to any one & can favour me with your vote & good will for him it
will confer a great obligation^

I trust you will excuse the liberty I taket.j
I am dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful I M. Faraday

Mr Winkworth I &c &c

1. Thomas Winkworth (1790-1865, J.Soc.Arts, 1865, 13: 708). Silk merchant.
2. Joseph Chater (d. 1838, age 71, GRO).
3. See note 2, letter 245.

Letter 247
Faraday to Benjamin Abbott
16 December 1824
From the original in HLHU FALF

R Institution I Deer. 16, 1824
Dear Abbott

I have received yours and was very glad to see any thing to remind me
of old & pleasant timesi.j Though things have altered with us both & we are
thrust much more forward into life than perhaps we expected yet I should
be sorry if our younger pleasures & feelings were forgotten amid the cares
which I at least am now immersed in (as Cocking1 would say [)].
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I am now lecturing here in the Laboratory2 and that does not diminish
my labours or increase my spare time - However none of my evenings are
fixedly engaged except Wednesdays and Saturdays though the others are
frequently picked up as they float about a week before hand - I trust
however I shall see you on some of themf.j

I am glad to hear the school prospers. I am a good deal amused at
observing how much your hand writing is altered^ I can guess at the causes
but shall get you to explain to me philosophically when I see youu

I am Dear Ben I Yours Ever I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. B. Abbott I Grange Road I Bermondsey

1. Robert Cocking (d.1837, age 61, GRO). Noted as the Secretary of the City Philosophical
Society in Imperial Calendar from 1817 to 1824.
2. See Quart.J.ScL, 1825, 18: 199-200 for the "Plan of an extended and practical course of
lectures and demonstrations on chemistry, delivered in the laboratory of the Royal Institution
by William Thomas Brande and M. Faraday". These were given on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays from October to June with breaks for Christmas and Easter.

Letter 248
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
24 December 1824
From the original in MU MS 173

Friday 24th Deer 1824
Dear Sir

Untill this afternoon I was in hopes every thing would be ready for
tomorrow for you to see, but I am obliged to put it off till next week;
Everything is finished and I hope to be at work by Monday week1.

I am Dear Sir I Yours truly 11. Brunei

Address: Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I Piccadilly.

1. See note 1, letter 208.
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Letter 249
Faraday to Cochrane1

31 December 1824
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution 1 Dec 31 1824
Sir

Sir H. Davy in moving from one house to another2 has in the confusion
mislaid the box containing your specimens but told me this afternoon I
should have them in a day or two[.)

I return you the two papers with many thanks for the loan of them &
for the copy of that on Urao3.

1 am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
Capt Cochrane I & & &

1. Possibly Charles Stuart Cochrane who had just returned from Colombia. (See Cochrane
(1825)). He was a Captain in the Royal Navy whose name disappears from the Navy List in
1835.
2. From 28 Lower Grosvenor Street to 26 Park Street Grosvenor Square. See Davy, J. (1836),
2: 133-4.
3. Sesqui carbonate of sodium, a mineral found in the bottom of lakes in Mexico. OED.

Letter 250
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
17 January 1825
From the original in MU MS 173
Dear Sir

Mr W Hawes1 and myself wish to attend your lectures on Chemistry^] I
should be much obliged to you to inform me when they begin or if begun
what days and hours we must attend2.

I am happy to say, this morning I have succeeded in making my
vessels light and sound, after making continued and almost daily
alterations and trials for the last four weeks - and unless some unforeseen
and unlucky circumstance occurs 1 hope to be at work next week3.-

I remain Sir I Yours truly 11 Brunei
No 30 Bridge Str I Jan 17th 1825

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albermarle St

1. Probably a relation of Benjamin Hawes.
2. The lectures recommenced 8 February 1825. See Quart.J.ScL, 1825,18:199-200 and note 2,
letter 247.
3. See note 1, letter 208.
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Letter 251
Faraday to William Savage1

28 January 1825
From the original in RI MS Fl B4

R Institution I Jany 28 1825
Dear Sir

I am very sorry 1 had made an engagement for this evening previous to
receiving your note or knowing from the summons of the Society what
would be before them this evening. I should have been delighted to have
heard your fine processes explained & to have given the support which the
invention must merit2.1 hope however I shall be able to be present during
the progress of the subject in future stages at the societyi.]

I am dear Sir I yours Truly I M. Faraday
Mr Savage I & &

Address: Mr. Savage I &c &c

1. William Savage (1770-1843, DNB). Printer and bookseller.
2. Savage had made "Improvements in Block Printing in imitation of Coloured Drawings".
See Trans.Soc.Arts., 1825, 43: 67-79.

Letter 252
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
c May 18251

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur, et tres honorable ami,

c'est avec un veritable chagrin que j'ai differe aussi longtemps de
repondre a Taimable lettre que mr. underwood m'a remise de votre part, je
desirais avoir quelque nouvelle recherche de physique qui put vous
interesser a vous communiquer; mais j'ai ete tellement accable
d'occupations indispensable que je n'ai point pu faire les experiences que
j'avais projetees, et qu'a peine trouvai-je enfin un moment de liberte pour
Vous ecrire dans la seule vue de m'excuser d'avoir ete si longtemps sans le
faire. je n'ai done aunune observation nouvelle, mais, comme je viens, dans
le cours de physique dont je suis charge, d'avoir l'occasion de repeter
toutes les experiences relatives a l'eletricite dynamique, j'ai eu le plaisir de
voir les differens mouvemens produits dans des conducteurs voltaiques,
soit par d'autres conducteurs, soit par Faction de fa terre, s'executer avec
beaucoup d'energie et une grande rapidite; entre autre celle par laquelle
j'avais verifie en 1822, cette consequence de ma formule que les diverses
parties d'un meme courant rectiligne se repoussent mutuellement. je ne
sais si cette experience, qui me parait une des plus importante et en
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quelque sorte le fait fondamental de 1'electricite dynamique a ete repetee
en angleterre vous vous ressouvenez sans doute, Monsieur, que je la fis la
premiere fois a Geneve et que mr. Auguste de la rive dont je recus a cette
epoque ainsi que du celebre professeur de la Rive, son pere, tant de
marques d'une veritable amitie, m'aida dans cette experience capitale2.
c'est ce jeune, mais deja grand physicien, et auteur de plusieurs
decouvertes tres remarquables dont on s'est surement beaucoup occupe
en angleterre, qui vous remettra cette lettre. le peu de jours qu'il a passe a
paris ne m'a pas permis de m'occuper avec lui de quelques nouvelles
recherches, mais je connais peu de jeunes savans dont il y ait autant a
attendre pour les progres futurs de la physique, ses derniers travaux sur les
courans electriques m'ont singulierement frappe par l'analogie qu'ils
semblent etablir entre ies proprietes de Telectricite en mouvement et
celles de la lumiere3. je pense que tout ce qui s'est fait en physique depius le
travail du docteur young sur la lumiere et la decouverte de mr. oersted,
prepare une ere nouvelle a cette science et que les explications deduites
des effets produits par le mouvement des fluides imponderables
remplaceront successivement celles qui sont adoptees aujourd'hui et qui
ont pour objet moins de faire connaitre la veritable cause des phenomenes
que de donner les moyens les plus cours pour les calculer. je crois que Ton
doit chercher dans les mouvement des fluides repandus dans Fespace
Texplication des faits generaux, et que c'est aux formules deduites de
Texperience a en faire connaitre les details, et a donner le moyen de les
Calcuier.

Je vous prie Monsieur d'agreer Fhommage de ma haute
consideration, et de la sincere amitie que j'ai vouee a l'auteur de vos
importantes decouvertes. I votre tres humble et tres obeissant serviteur I a.
ampere
Mr. Faraday, a Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir and very honourable friend,

It is with deep regret that I have delayed so long in replying to the
kind letter delivered on your behalf by Mr Underwood. I wanted to have
some new research in physics which might interest you to communicate,
but I have been so overwhelmed with urgent matters that I have not been
able to do the experiments I had planned and I have barely found a free
moment to write to you, with the sole reason of excusing myself for not
having done so for so long. I therefore have no new observations; but since
during the physics course I am obliged to take I have just had the
opportunity to repeat all the experiments concerning dynamic electricity, I
have had the pleasure of seeing the different movements produced by
voltaic and other conductors and by the action of the earth, accomplished
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with much energy and great rapidity: amongst others the one by which, in
1822, I verified the corollary of my formula that diverse parts of the same
rectilinear current mutually repel each other. I do not know if this
experiment, which seems to me to be one of the most important and in
some ways the fundamental fact of dynamic electricity, has even been
repeated in England. You will doubtlessly recall, Sir, that 1 did this
experiment for the first time in Geneva and I was helped in this major
experiment by Mr. August de La Rive, from whom I received at that time as
well as from the celebrated Professor de La Rive, his father, so many signs
of true friendship2. It is this young but already great physicist and author of
several very remarkable discoveries with which one was surely much
occupied in England, who will deliver this letter to you. The few days that
he has spent in Paris have not allowed me to do any new research with him;
but I know few young philosophers from whom we can expect so much for
the future progress of physics. His last work on electric currents has struck
me singularly by the analogy that it seems to establish between the
properties of moving electricity and those of light3. I think that everything
that has been done in physics since the work of Dr Young on light and the
discovery of Mr. Oersted's prepares a new era for this branch of science
and that the explanations that have been deduced of the effects produced
by the movement of imponderable fluids will successively replace those
that are adopted today and which have as their aim less the discovery of
the true causes of phenomena than the shortest means of calculating them.
I believe that we must look in the fluids in space for the explanations of
general facts and that it is up to formulae deduced from experiments to
make the details of them known and to provide the means of calculating
them.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my high regard and sincere
friendship that I have vowed to the author of your important discoveries. I
Your very humble and obedient servant, I A. Ampere
Mr. Faraday, in London.

1. This letter is dated on the basis of Arthur-Auguste De La Rive's visit to England in May
1825. See letter 256.
2. De La Rive, A.-A. (1822). See Williams (1985), 99, 103-4 for an account of this.
3. De La Rive, A.-A. (1825).
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Letter 253
Peter Barlow to Faraday
4 May 1825
From the original in RI MS F3 B681

Royl Mily Acady I May 4 1825
Dear Sir

1 am much obliged to you for your hint about Arago's experiments1. I
had heard indistinctly of them before2 but after the receipt of your letter
Marsh and I set to work and we made them succeed very satisfactorilyi.] I
have since had Herschel down and I have been spinning with him and
Babbage in town3 - but at present the explanation is in the dark. The
following will reach most if not all the facts at present known - viz. That a
certain attraction takes place between either pole of a magnet and copper,
and all other metals, but too small to be distinguished in a general manner,
besides being equal on both poles it has no tendency to disturb the needle
unless one pole is much nearer than the other; but by revolving the plate
and consequently the point to which the pole is attracted the needle has a
tendency to move with it. We obtain a similar result with a vertical plate
provided one pole of the needle is brought very near. On a trial of different
metals their powers appear to be in the following order Iron Copper Zinc tin
lead bismuth and antimony. The former besides its property common with
the other metal has the other property which I found by revolving my ball,
and which as I am inclined to explain, both results differ from the latter
only in this, that the effect I observed depended upon the induction of
magnetism in the iron ball from the Earth, whereas the result which Arago
has noticed is due to the magnetism induced in the metal by the magnet
itself. We must therefore suppose copper and all metals perhaps all
substances to be slightly magnetic (Partially) except when intensely
excited and then existing only in a very slight degree.

It is said that when Arago's copper plate is cut in radii the effect is
diminished and by some experiments I have made it does appear to be so4;
this perhaps is a little at variance with my explanation - but I should be glad
to do without vortices if I cani.j

Compliments to Mrs Faraday
Dear Sir yours truly I P. Barlow

My paper is to be read on Thursday5

Address: M. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Arago (1825).
2. Gay-Lussac had mentioned this during his visit to England. See Babbage and Herschel
(1825), 467.
3. Ibid.
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4. This is discussed in Ibid, 480-4.
5. Barlow (1825).

Letter 254
George Dollond to Faraday
5 May 1825
From the original in RI MS F3 B507

S. Pauls Ch Yard I May 5-1825
Dear Sir

The Committee for improving optical glass, have desired me to
furnish a set of small prisms from the same specimens of Flint glass as
those which you analysed1. If you should have any parts of those pieces left
I shall esteem it a very great favor if you will send them by the Bearer, or he
shall call at any time that may be convenient to you.

My reason for requesting you to let me have them is to prevent any
fear that I may not have selected the prisms from the same kinds of glass,
particularly as Mr. Herschel has undertaken to give their dispersive
powers.

I am dear Sir I Yours very truly I G. Dollond

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albermarle Street

1. Not noted in the minutes of the Committee for the Improvement of Optical Glass, RS MS
CMB 1, 5 May 1825,101-2. But it was at this meeting that Faraday, Herschel and Dollond were
requested to form a sub-committee to supervise the glass making.

Letter 255
Faraday to Edward Magrath
28 May 1825
From the original in BPUG MS Papiers Aug De La Rive

Royal Institution I May 1825
Dear Magrath

This note will be my substitute in introducing M De la Rive to your
personal acquaintance. Knowing his pursuits & objects you will be able to
give him much useful information about the Society of Arts &c &c

Yours Sincerely I M. Faraday
E. Magrath Esq

Address: E. Magrath Esq I 12 Waterloo Place
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Letter 256
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
28 May 1825
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.95

R Institution I Sat Mor
Dear Sir

Mr Magrath the Gentleman whom I mentioned to you has undertaken
to apply for tickets for yourself and Mr Marcet for admission to the
Distribution of the Society of Arts on Monday at the Opera House1 and I
trust you will receive them in the course of the day[.]

I have told Mr Magrath of my wish to introduce you to him and he will
be very happy in your acquaintance. I have written a letter2 which however
was scarcely necessary and you will find him at the Athenaeum No. 12
Waterloo Place any day between 10 & 4 or 5 o elk. If you could call today he
would give you information about the distributions

I am Dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
M De La Rive I &c &c &c

1. The Distribution of the prizes of the Society of Arts took place in Monday 30 May 1825 at
the King's Theatre. See RSA MS "Minutes of the Society 1824-25", p.280-1
2. Letter 255.

Letter 257
Charles-Gaspard De La Rive to Faraday
28 May 1825
From the original in RI MS F3 B139

Geneva 28 of May
Dear Sir!

I take the liberty to introduce to your acquaintance the bearer of this
letter Col Fischer1 of Schaff[h]ouse[n], Member of the Helvetic Society and
one of our most skilfull Steel and Iron manufacturers, he is the inventor of
many processes and many methods new and ingenious for the fabrication
and working of steel, which have been, many of them at least, published in
the Bib. Univ.2 He is going to London on the purpose to improve and
make known his processes. He was of course desirous to be introduced to
you and it is with the utmost pleasure that I do it3. Being at the same time
very satisfied to take this opportunity to recall me to your remembrance
and to thank you for all your kindnesses for my son.

I am dear sir I Yours for ever I G. De la Rive

1. Johann Conrad Fischer (1773-1854, PI).
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2. See for example Fischer (1821).
3. See Fischer (1951), 209,211,213,215,225,375,395 for accounts of Fischer's meetings with
Faraday.

Letter 258
Faraday to John Wilson Croker
9 June 1825
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4604, f.80

Royal Institution I June 9th. 1825
Sir

I have the honor of replying to your note and sending herewith the
results of my examination of the samples of water &C1. It is difficult to
understand the case without having seen the state of the vessels and things
about them but it seems to me that the observations and suggestions of Mr.
Robertson2 are of great importance and apply directly to at least one of the
causes of the impurity of the waten.]

It is not probable, hardly possible, that the water as it comes from the
Well can contain any thing contributing in the slightest degree to the effect
observed and indeed the presence of so much sulphuretted hydrogen gas
and hydro sulphuretted oxide of Iron sufficiently proves that the impurity
must be from some other sourceu The facility with which it could gain
admission through the loose lids bathed as they are in water is very great
and I cannot but think that some animal matter has found entrance in that
way and caused much of the mischieft.]

The quantity of the sulphur present is very striking it may either have
been introduced through the lids in connection with animal matter or it
may have been derived from the joints of the tanksu Workmen are
sometimes in the habit of using a cement for iron composed of Iron filings &
sulphur which though it will when well made resist after a while the action
of pure water might be affected by the results of putresence and in that way
furnish sulphury

With regard to the water in the casks I cannot understand why it
should contain the hydrosulphuretted oxide of Iron unless it has been
transferred into them from the tanks after putresence and the consequent
action has been continued for some time and in that case the badness of the
water in them should not be referred to circumstances connected with
them aloneu It is remarkable that the waters in the casks should contain
free sulphuretted hydrogen whilst that in the tanks does notu Such water as
is in the casks if transferred to tanks would gradually lose the free
sulphuretted hydrogen and portions of the black deposit would be
formed[.j Either therefore the casks and tanks have been filled with water in
the first case putrescent & containing sulphuretted hydrogen or (as is
suggested by the iron in the casks) the water in the tanks has become
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putred [sic] from the introduction of animal matter probably or vegetable
matter sulphuretted hydrogen has been formed a portion of the water has
in that state been put into the casks and remained comparatively
unchanged whilst that remaining in the iron tanks has had its sulphuretted
hydrogen combined with oxide of Iron as before stated^ It is however
impossible to give any thing like a strong opinion on the point without
having examined the tanks casks water &q.]

It is mentioned that oil was found floating on the surface of the water
in some of the tanks a further proof that animal matter had in some way
gained admittancei.]

I have the honor to be I Sir, I Your very obedient Humble Servant IM.
Faraday
John Wilson Croker Esq I &c &c &c

Royal Institution 1 June. 9th. 1825.
Report on certain samples of water from tanks and casks on board His
Majesty's Ship Gloucester
No. 1 (Leager)

This water was dark in colour fetid and contained a black sediment.
The water separated from the sediment was found to hold in solution small
portions of muriate of soda very little of any sulphate and no earthy salts
and therefore with regard to these substances which it would obtain from
the earth was originally a very pure water. But it contained also a substance
which when separated was similar to putrescent animal matter in its
natures It likewise held sulphuretted hydrogen in solutions

The black insoluble substance was a mixture of vegetable matter
apparently and a hydrosulphuret of oxide of iron i.e a compound of
sulphuretted hydrogen and oxide of Iron. It was not in large quantity^
No. 3. (Leager)

This water resembled No. 1 but was more fetid & contained more
sulphuretted hydrogens The salts were nearly in the same proportion and
the putrescent substance also existed in it[.j

The sediment was similar in its nature to the last but contained much
more destructible matter putrescent and resembling an animal substances
No. 4 (Tank)

Water clearer than the former having no visible colour when freed
from the sediment mixed with it but this sediment was very large in
quantityj.] The odour of the water was slightly putrid but not of sulphuretted
hydrogen nor did it contain any of that substance in a free states Besides
the salts before mentioned which the water contained in solution as good
well water it also held iron in solution either by carbonic acid which was
present or by carbonate of soda which had dissolved a portion of the
hydrosulphuretted oxide of Iron (the black deposit). It contained a minute
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portion only of destructible or putrescent matter. It also contained
carbonate of soda a constant accompaniment to the good water of the deep
wells in and about London^

The sediment was almost entirely hydrosulphuret of oxide of Iron but
contained a little decomposable matteru
No. 5 (Tank)

Water clear but containing very much black deposit in its nature
precisely like the last. The odour of the water was bad and fetid but not like
that of animal matter nor was any free sulphuretted hydrogen present. It
was slightly chalybeate containing Iron in solution and probably as before
the hydrosulphuret dissolved in Carbonate of Soda for the latter salt was
present. But little matter capable of putrescence was present in the water
and that appeared to be decidedly of a vegetable natureu
No. 8. (Tank)

This water generally resembled the former tank waters except that it
contained far more iron in solution and less as a deposit. The odour was
bad but not animal in its nature nor was there any free sulphuretted
hydrogen present. The water contained the usual salts in solution but with
them so much iron as to make it excessively chalybeate all of which was
held in solution as a hydrosulphuret by the carbonate of soda present.

The deposit was of a similar kind to the former containing with
hydrosulphuret of oxide of Iron a little decayed vegetable matter.

The tough fetid membranaceous substance contained in the last
bottle contains but little destructive matter though what there is is of a very
putrescent kind[.] It is principally composed in mass of water and per oxide
of Iron held together by a tissue composed of the matter already
mentioned!.] When the iron was removed from a portion of it by an acid
which was done without destroying the texture or form of the substance it
became quite white and when dried resembled horn in its general
appearance and in its products when burntu It is a result of putrefactive
processes but it is impossible when so far advanced to distinguish whether
of animal or vegetable substances.
M. Faraday

1. For the background to these analyses see the Admiralty Digest for 1825, PRO ADM 12 / 232,
class 98.38.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 259
Stephane Robinet1 to Faraday
17 June 1825
From the original in RS MS 241, f.14

Paris le 17 Juin 1825
Le Secretaire de la Societe de Chimie Medicale I a M. Faraday, Londres.
Monsieur,

La Societe de Chimie medicate desirant s'allier aux hommes qui ont
illustre leur nom par les travaux analogues a ceux dont elle s'occupe, ne
pouvait manquer d'envier Thonneur de vous compter au nombre de ses
membres. Elle m'a charge de vous offrir son diplome de membre
correspondant, esperant que vous verrez dans cette offre une preuve de sa
profonde estime.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, Tassurance I de ma haute consideration, I
Votre tres humble et obeissant Serviteur, I S. Robinet
PS. Veuillez etre utile et agreable a M le Dr Dupau2, Redacteur en chef d'un
de nos meilieurs journaux de Medicine3, qui est charge au nom de la Societe
de vous remettre cette lettre4.

TRANSLATION
Paris, 17 June 1825

The Secretary of the Medical Chemistry Society I to Mr. Faraday, London.
Sir,

The Medical Chemistry Society, desiring to associate itself with men
who have rendered illustrious their name by works similar to those with
which it deals, could not avoid wishing for the honour of counting you
among the number of its members. It has instructed me to offer you its
Diploma of a corresponding member, hoping that you will find in this offer
proof of its profound esteem.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance I of my high regard, lYour very
humble and obedient servant I S. Robinet

Please be helpful and kind to Dr Dupau2, editor in chief of one of our
best medical journals3 who has also been entrusted on behalf of the Society
to give you this letter4.

1. Stephane Robinet (b.1796, P2). Pharmacist.
2. Jean Amedee Dupau. Author of some books in the British Library. Otherwise unidentified.
3. Revue Medical Frangaise et Etrangere.
4. See Letter 264.
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Letter 260
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
3 July 1825
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur,

j'ignore si la lettre1 que j'ai eu l'honneur de vous ecrire a l'epoque du
voyage a londres de Mr. auguste de la Rive, et que ce jeune mais deja si
habile et si savant physicien devait vous remettre, vous est parvenue. je
profite aujourd'hui du depart de mon savant et respectable ami mr.
underwood pour vous rappeler la sincere amitie et la haute estime que
m'ont inspirees vos grandes decouvertes dans les sciences et la
bienveillance dont vous m'avez honore.

Occupe sans relaches des travaux qu'exigent de moi les deux cours
dont je suis charge, je n'ai pu terminer quelques experiences que j'avais
entreprises, et dont j'aurais un grand plaisir, si elles l'etaient, a vous
communiquer les resultats. Monsieur underwood vous expliquera toutes
les tracasseries et les desagremens que j'ai eprouves de la part de quelques
personnes qui, a Paris, ne me pardonnent pas d'avoir trouver tant de faits
nouveaux en physique et d'avoir obtenu la formule mathematique qui les
represente tous et demontre, par l'accord des resultats du calcul et de ceux
de l'experience, que l'electricite en mouvement est en effet la cause des
phenomenes magnetiques. il me semble que les memes personnes ont
travaille a me nuire a londres, car sans cela, je ne concevrais pas trop
pourquoi il y est si peu question de ce que j'ai fait, par ex. comment
comprendre qu'ayant communique le 30 octobre a l'academie des
sciences2 les experiences, que je repetai si souvent a cette epoque devant
les physiciens les plus distingues de paris, par lesquelles j'avais constate
que Faction de la terre amenait, par une action prompte et energique, un
conducteur circulaire mobile autour d'un axe vertical dans un plan
perpendiculaire au meridien magnetique, et inclinait un autre conducteur
mobile autour d'un axe horizontal, comment, dis-je, comprendre, que pres
d'un an apres, en angleterre, cette experience etait mise en doute, si ce
n'etait un effet produit dans 1'origine par des personnes de paris qui
agissaient contre moi a Londres?

Du moins je ne pense pas qu'on ait jamais attribue a d'autres la
decouverte fondamentale de Faction de deux fils conducteurs, et celle des
proprietes des helices ou solenoides electro-dynamiques.

Vous savez assez, Monsieur, quels sonts les autres faits que j'ai vus le
premier, pour pouvoir defendre ma cause aupres des illustres physiciens
dont s'enorgueillit l'angleterre, et dont, graces a vos decouvertes, vous
devriez vous trouver aujourd'hui l'egal en renommee. je ne sais pas si Ton
connait en angleterre un ouvrage sur l'electricite dynamique de mr.
demonferrand professeur de physique dans un college royal, j'ai pense que
vous seriez peut-etre bien aise de le connaitre il forme un traite assez
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complet de cette nouvelle branche de physique3, seulement il faut y ajouter
les calculs compris dans le precis de la theorie des phenomenes electro-
dynamiques que j'ai publies depuis4, et remplacer la description de
l'appareil dont il se servait alors par celle d'un appareil bien preferable,
auquel je me suis definitivement arrete.

est-ce qu'il n'existe pas d'appareils de ce genre en angleterre? il est
difficile sans son secours de repeter toutes les experiences relatives aux
lois de Faction mutuelle de deux courans electriques qu'il est si important
d'etudier a part et independamment de Fautre espece d'action qui a lieu
entre un aimant et un fil conducteur.

j'avoue que j'eprouve un bien vif desir qu'un instrument pareil a celui
dont j'ai publie la description se trouve a londres. qu'on y fasse mes
experiences, ne pourriez-vous pas en procurer un a l'institution royale. Je
vous envoie, par mon excellent ami mr. underwood, Fouvrage de mr.
demonferrand et les deux miens, si vous avez deja ces derniers, mr.
underwood pourra les remettre a un autre savant.

Je vous prierais d'une chose, si ce n'etait peut-etre abuser de Famitie
que vous m'avez temoignee, ce serait de jeter les yeux sur la table de
Fouvrage de mr. de montferrand5, de voir par vous-meme si elle n'est pas
conforme a la plus exacte justice dans les noms des savants qui ont
contribue a la nouvelle branche de la physique que j'ai nommee electricite
dynamique, et s'il n'en resulte pas que je ne suis pas un des derniers parmi
ceux qui Font creee.

Je suis avec la plus sincere amitie et la plus haute I consideration,
Monsieur, votre tres humble I et tres obeissant serviteur I a. ampere
paris 3 juillet 1825

TRANSLATION
Sir,

I do not know if the letter1 I had the honour of writing to you at the
time of the journey to London of Mr. Auguste de La Rive, and which this
young but already so able and wise physicist should have given to you, ever
reached you. I am taking advantage today of the departure of my learned
and honourable friend, Mr. Underwood to recall the sincere friendship and
high esteem inspired by your great discoveries in the science and the
kindness with which you have honoured me.

Occupied without respite on work required of me by the two courses
in which I am involved, I have been unable to complete the few
experiments that I had undertaken, and of which I would have liked greatly
to communicate the results to you had they been so. Mr. Underwood will
explain to you all the torments and trouble that I have been subjected to by
a few people in Paris who cannot forgive me for having found so many new
facts in physics and for having devised the mathematical formula that
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represents them all, and shows by the harmony of the results of calculation
and experiment, that moving electricity is in effect the cause of magnetic
phenomena. It seems to me that the same people have worked to do me
damage in London; for, without that, I would not be able to conceive why
there is so little discussion of what I have done. For example, how is one to
understand that having communicated on 30 October to the Academie des
Sciences2 the experiments that I repeated so often at that time before the
most distinguished physicists in Paris, by which I determined that the
movement of the earth brought, by quick and energetic action, a circular
moving conductor around a vertical axis in a plane perpendicular to the
magnetic meridian and inclined another moving conductor around a
horizontal axis, how, I repeat, can one understand that, nearly a year later,
this experiment was put into doubt in England, if this was not one of the
effects caused originally by people from Paris working against me in
London?

Nevertheless, I do not think that the fundamental discovery of the
action of two conducting wires, and of the properties of helices, or that of
electro-dynamical solenoids has ever been ascribed to anyone else.

You know enough, Sir, of the other facts that I was first to see in order
to defend my cause with the illustrious physicists that are the pride of
England, and of which, in view of your discoveries, you ought to be today
the equal in reputation. I am not sure if the work on dynamic electricity of
M. de Monferrand, professor of physics at a royal college, is known in
England: I thought you might perhaps be glad to know it. It forms a fairly
complete treatise on this new branch of physics3. One only needs to add
the calculations contained in the Precis de la theorie des phenomenes electro-
dynamiques that I have published since4 and to replace the description of
the instrument that he used then by that of a much preferable instrument,
at which I definitely stopped.

Do instruments of this kind not exist in England? It is difficult without
its help to repeat all the experiments relating to the laws of the mutual
action of two electrical currents which it is so important to study separately
and independently from the other kind of action that takes place between a
magnet and a conducting wire.

I admit that I have a strong desire that an instrument similar to the
one of which I published the description should be found in London, so
that my experiments can be done there. Could you not procure one for the
Royal Institution? I am sending you, through my excellent friend, Mr.
Underwood, Mr. de Monferrand's paper and two of mine. If you already
have the latter, Mr. Underwood will be able to pass them onto another
philosopher.

I would ask you one thing, hoping that this does not abuse the
friendship that you have shown me, and that is to cast your eye over the
table in M. de Monferrand's work5, to see for yourself if it does not do
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justice to the names of the philosophers who have contributed to the new
branch of physics that I have called dynamic electricity, and if the result
does not show that I am not amongst the least of those who have created it.

I am, with sincerest friendship and highest I regard, Sir, your very
humble and very obedient servant, I A. Ampere
Paris 3 July 1825

1. Letter 252.
2. Ampere (1820b). See letter 148.
3. Demonferrand (1823).
4. Ampere (1824).
5. Demonferrand (1823), 211-6.

Letter 261
Thomas Romney Robinson1 to Faraday
13 July 1825
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Dublin July 13th / 25
Dear Sir

On arriving here I heard of the death of Mr Higgins2, Professor of
Chemistry at the Dublin Royal Societyu You instantly occurred to me as
one who might be certain of success if he offered himself[.] I do not know
the emoluments of your present situation, but the other stands thus. The
professor has a salary of &500 per annum, his lectures are gratuitous, but he
may have assistant pupils who pay (or did in Higgins's time) 10 Guineas for
the course. All expenses of his lectures defrayd [sic] by the society and a
very complete establishment of apparatus &c. 1 am not myself a member of
this society, tho I believe my opinion would have some weight with many of
them; its most influential persons are Hon. George Knox3, John Leslie
Foster4 MP, and Joy5 the Irish Solicitor General; if you have access to any of
these there would be no doubt of your success - You will perhaps wonder at
my taking the liberty of counselling one whom I never saw but twice, but
there is a free masonry of science, and they who wish to be thought to
belong to the Craft are always anxious to force themselves on the notice
and acquaintance of its true brethren. If you make any application to the D.
Society, the attestations of capacity wh[ich] are usually produced on such
occasions might be from Wollaston and Davy who are most admired here of
all yo<ur> luminaries - If on the other ha<nd> you think the thing not
worth seeking there is no harm done but the writing of an idle letter.
Believe me I yours very sincerely I T.R. Robinson
My direction is I Observatory I Armagh

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I London
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1. Thomas Romney Robinson (1792-1882, DNB). Director of the Armagh Observatory.
2. William Higgins (cl762-1825, DSB).
3. George Knox (1765-1827, PI). Politician.
4. John Leslie Foster (1780-1842, DNB). Lawyer and politician.
5. Henry Joy (d.1838, age 74, Times, 12 June 1838, p.6, col. b).

Letter 262
Faraday to R.B. Walker1

15 July 1825
From the original in PU John Wild Autographs, volume 39, leaf 50

R Institution I July 15. 1825
Dear Sir

Allow me to thank you for your kindness in sending me the stonet.j It
will serve to illustrate the caution requisite in giving an opinion upon the
nature of supposed calculiu

I am dear Sir I Your obliged I M. Faraday
R.B. Walker Esq

Address: R.B. Walker Esq I Albany

1. R.B. Walker, surgeon of Albany Court Yard. Court Guide.

Letter 263
Joseph Fincher to Faraday
2 August 1825
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.16

Royal Institution 2d August 1825
Sir,

I have the honour to acquaint you that you were this Day elected a
Member of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.

The Contributions required by the Bye-laws from a Member, are as
follows:

An Admission Fee of Five Guineas, and a Bond for Annual Payment in
January of Five Guineas.

Or, in lieu of Admission Fee and Annual Payments, Fifty-five Guineas.
Besides a Contribution of not less than Five Guineas in addition to the

Admission Fee, or Composition, to be applied to the maintenance either of
the Library, or of the Mineralogical Collection, or Model Room, at the
option of the Member.
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And for every additional Subscription of Twenty Guineas at one time,
or Three Guineas per Annum, each Member is entitled to introduce,
personally, or by a written Order, one Visitor to each of the Public Lectures.

I am, I Your very obedient Servant I Josh Fincher

Subscriptions received by Mr. FINCHER, Assistant Secretary, at the
Institution; and Messrs MORLANDS1 and Co. Pall Mall, Bankers to the
Institution.
Michael Faraday, Esq. F.R.S.

1. Bankers of 56 Pall Mall. POD.

Letter 264
Jean Amedee Dupau1 to Faraday
13 August 1825
From the original in RS MS 241, f.14
M faraday

le 13 aout 1825
Monsieur

j'ai l'honneur de vous adresser le Diplome que la Societe de Chimie
medicale m'a charge de vous remettre2. Je serais hereux que cette occasion
me permit d'avoir l'honneur de voir et d'entretenir un Savant aussi
distingue, avant mon depart pour paris qui aura lieu tres prochainement.

Je pouvais me charger de toutes vos commissions pour la france.
agreez, monsieur Thommage de mon profond respect lamedee Dupau

22 bell yard, Carey Street

TRANSLATION
M. Faraday

13 August 1825
Sir,

I have the honour of sending you the Diploma that the Society of
Medical Chemistry has asked me to forward to you2.1 should be happy that
this duty has allowed me the honour of seeing and conversing with so
distinguished a philosopher, before my departure for Paris which will take
place very shortly.

I could see to all your messages for France.
Please accept, Sir, the homage of I my profound respect. lAmedee

Dupau
22 Bell Yard, Carey Street
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1. Jean Amedee Dupau. Author of some books in the British Library. Otherwise unidentified.
2. See letter 259.

Letter 265
Faraday to Edward Magrath
26 August 1825
From the original in RI MS Fl B5

York I Friday Aug 26.
Dear Magrath

I have been such a man of business whilst in Scotland1 that I have no
time or spirits to write except upon absolutely essential matters. I was
never fagged harder at home than I have been during this trip - However it
is now over and we shall soon see you again. We are at this present
speaking or writing at York - we are going to see the Cathedral &c and in the
Evening (for we are obliged to arrange so) shall be on the road again. I
expect we shall be in town on Monday next and I should be much obliged if
you would send a note to Mr. Batsford2 at the Shakespeare Printing Office,
Cleveland row, St James7 simply informing him that that will be the time of
our returnu Perhaps if you had an opportunity also Gillies3 could let Mr
Griffiths4 at the Institution also know but that is of little consequenceu

On Tuesday or Wednesday next at latest we shall meet till when as
always - I am dear Edward I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Remember me to Nicol5 Hennel6 &c. &c.
Mrs. Faraday's remembrances to you.

Endorsed: Michael Faraday I 26 August 1825
Address: E Magrath Esq I 12 Waterloo Place I St James11 London

1. See Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 386 for an account of Faraday's visit to Scotland.
2. Unidentified.
3. Unidentified.
4. Thomas Griffiths. Laboratory Assistant in the Royal Institution.
5. Unidentified.
6. Henry Hennell (d.1842, age 44, GRO, PI). Chemist.
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Letter 266
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
8 September 1825
From the original in RS MS HS 7.174

56 Devonshire Street I Thursday Mor
Dear Sir

I find on looking at my paper that there are some errors of the press1.
One (or two perhaps) of importance!.] You will find them at pp. 8. 12. 20.
and 26[.j You will perceive from my corrections in the accompanying copy
what they are. That at pp 26 and 27. I am afraid cannot be made but by a
person merely reading the paper and that at p. 12. is rather important. What
will you do with them as regards the vol of the Transactions.

I am very sorry to hear that you have shared in the general
indisposition which has occurred this summer but your servant tells me
you are recovering.

I am Dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
J.F. Herschell Esq I &c &c.

1. Faraday (1825b). The page numbers refer to the offprint pagination. There is a copy in RI
MS F3 B211-67. Add 337 to the page numbers Faraday cites to obtain the PhiiTrans.
pagination.

Letter 267
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
13 September 1825
From an original copy in RS MS HS 7.166

Slough Sep. 13. 1825.1 abstract
M. Faraday Esq. RI.
Dear Sir,

I am most obliged to you for your copy of your Paper with the Errata1.1
will take care that they shall be inserted in the end of the volume2.

I received some time ago a packet of specimens of Glass of Exp. 1. with
a paper of determinations of the Specific gravities of different portions &
from different situations in the pots. This I presume was from you though
with np name. The difference of S.G between the top & bottom in one case
exceeds anything I could have supposed possible. It is evident that no
accidental defect in mixing it could have produced it. A separation, by
subsidence, of one fluid within the other, has evidently taken place. This is
very remarkable, and indicates that we ought to aim at making atomic
compounds, or at least compounds capable of permanent mixtures I
therefore3 formed an atomic silicate of Lead (S L). Its refractive index came
out so high as 2.123 for Extreme Red rays & therefore probably as high as
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2.2 for mean, which approaches to the refraction of Phosphorus and
exceeds glass of Antimony. Its dispersion is Enormous - so much so that I
could not measure it with my usual apparatus. A prism of 21° 12' required to
be opposed by three prisms of flint glass of 30° to neutralize the colours
This glass however is too soft, and cannot be cooled in large masses quick
enough to prevent crystallizing & losing its transparency - but, what is very
singular is that I could not obtain it otherwise than full of steaks & veins
though its fusion is as liquid as water & it was well agitated beforeu

1. Faraday (1825b). See letter 266.
2. See page before Phil.Trans., 1825, 115: 203 for the corrections.
3. The following passage is crossed through here: "On comparing the dispersive powers of
the glass in these three pots and those analyzed at the R. Institution before the
commencement of the experiments, with a series of dispersive powers of 5 kinds of Flint-glass
of which I have given an account in the Edinb. Trans. Vol. X[I] [Herschel (1822), 459]. I am
surprised to find that while the refractive indices differ very little, the dispersions of the former
glasses are much greater[.] The mean of the Refractive indices of 9 specimens now examined is
1.60[.] The mean of their dispersive indices 0.081 [.] The mean of the Refractive indices of 5
specimens formerly examined is 1.59 that of their dispersive indices 0.064.

The quantity of Lead therefore exerts a much greater influence on the dispersive than
on the refractive power.

Yet this is true only within certain limits. I have".

Letter 268
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
4 October 1825
From the original in RS MS HS 7.167

Royal Institution I Octr 4. 1825
My dear Sir

I was very much surprized yesterday at perceiving that Mr Taylor1 had
printed my paper in the Philosophical Magazine2 even before the
Publication of the part of the Philosophical Transactions containing it3.
From a note which Mr. Taylor has sent to me today4 I understand it was
entirely a mistake and not from any want of respect to the request of the
President & Council^ I enclose Mr. Taylor's note and should be obliged if
you would express my regret & explain to the President & Council how it so
happened.

I am now engaged in examining & analysing some of the glasses. The
difference is as Mr Hudson5 has stated it and depends upon lead having
sunk whilst alkali has risen in the pots 1 suppose before the action was
completed. I will send you the results as soon as I have them correctly6.

Perhaps you will have the goodness to preserve Mr Taylors note or
return it to me after having explained to the council - lest any future
explanation should be required.

I am Dear Sir I Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday
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John F.W. Herschel Esq I &c &c &c

1. Richard Taylor (1781-1858, DNB). Editor of PhiiMag.
2. Faraday (1825a).
3. Faraday (1825b).
4. Not found.
5. Unidentified.
6. See letter 273.

Letter 269
Faraday to Charles Babbage
21 October 1825
From the original in BL add MS 37183, f.185

Royal Institution I Oct 21 1825
My dear Sir

I have received your letter and am much obliged to you for thinking of
me in the case in question but the lectures having commenced here and
having some objects of chemical pursuit I have no time at present for such
occupation without at least laying aside business which is more useful &
consequently important to mq.j I am glad to find the Encyclopaedia so well
supported for I have been applied to not less than four times by different
persons of high scientific character to write for it and their interest in and
friendly feeling to it shews that it must be a good work. 1 am sorry that no
one occurs to me whom I could recommend to you for the article. Dr
Bostock perhaps? he has written on it before^

I am dear Sir I Yours very faithfully I M. Faraday
Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c

Address: Charles Babbage Esq I Devonshire Street I Portland Place

Letter 270
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
25 October 1825
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et cher confrere,

il y a longtems que je me proposais de vous ecrire pour vous faire tous
mes remercimens de ceux de vos ouvrages que vous avez eu la bonte de
m'envoyer, Tun sur la liquefaction des gaz, l'autre sur de nouveaux
composes d'hydrogene et de carbone1. des occupations multiplies, et
Fenvie que j'avais d'achever le travail que je publie actuellement dans les
annales de chimie et de physique assez a terns pour qu'il put paraitre dans
les numeros d'aout et de septembre2 m'en ont empeche jusqu'a present, je
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profite de l'occasion du retour en angleterre de mr. South, qui a fait avec
mr. herschell de si belles observations sur les etoiles doubles3, pour vous
remercier de toutes les attentions que vous avez pour moi. je regrette
beaucoup de n'avoir pas encore des exemplaires a part du travail dont je
viens de vous parler, oil se trouvera, outre ce qui est dans les annales de
chimie et de physique, une demonstration que je regarde comme fort
importante de ce resultat de ma formule que ce ne sont pas seulement les
assemblages de tres petits courans circulaires de meme diametre situes
dans des plans equidistans et perpendiculaires a une ligne quelconque
droite ou courbe, qui doivent agir comme les aimants, soit dans leur action
mutuelle, soit dans celie qu'ils exercent sur un conducteur voltaique, mais
que cela est vrai, d'apres ma formule de tout assemblages de courans
electriques formant dans les memes plans de tres petites courbes fermees
renfermant toutes la meme aire. il y avait en effet quelque difficulty a
supposer que les courans que j'admets autour des particules des aimans
etaient exactment circulaires, maintenant il n'y a plus besoin de faire cette
supposition puisque les effets produits doivent etre exactement les memes
quelque soit la forme des petites courbes fermees qu'ils decrivent autour
des particules de l'aimant. j'ai queique regret que ce resultat n'ait pas ete
redige a terns pour paraitre dans les annales avec le reste, mais des que
j'aurai les exemplaires tires a part, ou je le fais inserer, je profiterai de la
premiere occasion pour vous en offrir un.

je vous prie en attendant de recevoir denouveau l'assurance de ma
haute estime et de ma sincere amitie, et de me croire, I Monsieur et cher
confrere, I votre tres humble et I tres obeissant serviteur I A. Ampere
paris 25 8bre 1825.
Mr Faraday correspondant I de l'academie royale des I sciences de paris. I a
londres.

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday, I correspondant de l'academie I
royale de paris &c. I a restitution royale I A Londres.

TRANSLATION
Sir and dear colleague,

I have been meaning to write to you for a long time, to thank you for
those of your works that you have kindly sent me, one on the liquefaction of
gases, the other on new compounds of hydrogen and carbon1. No end of
affairs and the desire to complete the work that I am currently publishing in
the Annales de Chimie et de Physique in good time for it to appear in the
August and September issues2, have prevented me from doing so until now.
I am taking advantage of the return to England of M. South, who, with M.
Herschell, has made such beautiful observations of the double stars3, to
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thank you for all the kindness you have shown me. I regret very much that I
do not yet have off prints of the work that I have just mentioned, where
besides what is in the Annales de Chimie et de Physique, there is a
demonstration I regard as most important of that result of my formula that
it is not just the assemblages of very small circular currents of the same
diameter situated in equidistant planes and perpendicular to any line -
straight or curved - that must act like magnets, be it in their mutual action,
or in the action that they exert on a voltaic conductor, but that this is true,
according to my formula, of all assemblages of electrical currents forming
in the same planes very small closed curves all enclosing the same area.
There was in fact some difficulty in assuming that the currents that I
acknowledge around magnetic particles were exactly circular. Now it is no
longer necessary to make this assumption, since the effects that are
produced must be the same whatever the form of the little closed curves
which they draw around the particles of the magnet. I do regret that this
result was not written up in time to appear in the Annales with the rest; but,
as soon as I have the copies where I am having it inserted torn apart, I shall
seize the first opportunity to offer you one.

In the meantime please accept once again the assurance of my high
esteem and of my sincere friendship, and believe me to be, I Sir and dear
colleague, I your very humble and very obedient servant I A. Ampere
Paris, 25 October 1825
Mr Faraday, Correspondent I of the Paris Academie royale des Sciences I in
London.

1. Faraday (1823c, 1825b).
2. Ampere (1825b, c).
3. Herschel and South (1824).

Letter 271
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
28 October 1825
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 28 octobre 1825
Monsieur

J'ai Regu de votre part et par i'entremise de mon ami M. ampere, votre
excellent Memoire sur un nouveau compose de Carbone et d'hydrogene1.
Fanalyse de ce memoire a ete nouvellement publiee dans un Bulletin des
Sciences2, qui je redige sous la direction de M. Ferussac3.

Nous avons cette annee possede quelques jours Votre Compatriote,
M. Leslie4, je desire, Monsieur, que vos loisirs vous permettent de venir
nous visiter. il me sera tres agreable de vous Recevoir et de vous faire
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connaitre a ma famille, et notamment a mon fils qui a 14 ans et dont
l'education est ma principale affaire -

Je vous serai oblige de distribuer a votre volonte, Timprime cy joint,
en y Comprenant M.M. Gregory et Barlow de Woolwich.

agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance de la haute estime I de votre tres
affectionne Serviteur. I hachette
impasse St dominique d'enfer no 6.

TRANSLATION
Paris 28 October 1825

Sir,
I received from you and through my friend Mr. Ampere, your

excellent paper on a new compound of carbon and hydrogen1. The analysis
of this paper has been newly published in the Bulletin des Sciences2, which
is edited under the direction of Mr. Ferussac3.

We have had staying with us for a few days this year your compatriot
Mr. Leslie4.1 hope, Sir, that your spare time will allow you to come and visit
us. It will give me great pleasure to welcome you and to introduce you to my
family, and notably to my son who is 14 and whose education is my
principal concern.

I would be obliged to you for distributing at your pleasure the printed
matter enclosed; including Messrs. Gregory and Mr. Barlow of Woolwich.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of the high esteem I of your very
devoted Servant I Hachette.
impasse St Dominique d'enfer no. 6.

1. Faraday (1825b).
2. See BulLScL, 1825, 4: 190-2.
3. Andre Etienne d'Audebard, Baron de Ferussac (1786-1839, NBU).
4. Probably John Leslie (1766-1832, DSB). Natural philosopher.

Letter 272
Faraday to Richard Phillips
4 November 1825
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I Nov 4th. 1825
Dear Phillips

I have made your zinc experiment and obtain from 81.5 gr of metallic
zinc 122 c:i: of gas. This is a great deal too much but I fancy it accords with
your result in being in excess. Of course you will search out the explanation
the fact is too important to be passed by1!.]

Yours Ever I M. Faraday
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1. See Faraday, Diary, 29 October 1825, 1: 272.

Letter 273
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
7 November 1825
From the original in RS MS DM 3.17

Royal Institution I Novr. 7, 1825
My dear Sir

I send you the results of the analyses of some specimens of glass from
the pots No. 1 and 3 of our experiments

I Glass from top of Pot No. 1 - slightly green in colour -Specific Gravity
3.33

Silica 49.2
Protoxide of lead 33.04
Potash 17.3
Trace of oxide of iron

99.54
II. Glass from bottom of Pot No. 1. Strong green colour and very much

mottled - Specific Gravity 3.73
Silica 49.8
Protoxide of lead 38.4
Potash 11.6
Trace of oxide of iron small

99.8
III. Glass from top of Pot No. 3. Colourless mainly - but streaky

Silica 52.0
Protoxide of lead 34.25
Potash 13.75 deduced

IV. Glass from bottom of Pot No. 3 -• Yellowish green - mottled
Silica 33.9
Protoxide of lead 51.7
Potash 14.4 deduced1

The difference in the potash of the specimens from the top & bottom
of the Pot No. 1. is very remarkable and is the reverse of that in the
specimens from No. 3. Indeed taken altogether the results indicate very
great irregularities in the pots[.j

I am dear Sir I Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday
J.F.W. Herschell Esq I &c &c
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Address: John F.W. Herschell Esq I &c &c I 53 Devonshire Street I Portland
Place

1. All figures as given in RS MS CMB 69, p. 15-16.

Letter 274
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
14 November 1825
From the original in RS MS HS 7.168

Royal Institution I Nov. 14th. Monday
Dear Sir

I am quite of your opinion with regard to the fritting & think that an
operation similar to that which commences the crown glass maker's
proceedings is what is wanted though I dare say we shall have to feel our
way a good deal by experiment before we attain the best or even a good
mode of doing it. I am afraid we shall not do much by the present desultory
mode of discussing the matter (i.e. by notes & at a distance from each
other) and think that the sooner we can meet at the works to examine the
annealing furnace and turn it or other parts of the place to account as
fritting furnaces the better. One thing I think is pretty certain, that we shall
want many pots probably both open & covered and I should think the man
might as well get a stock ready madet.j It is hardly worth while making three
only & then waiting two or three months for three more. And though it may
be objected that we do not at present know the best material with which to
line them yet I think that is of but minor importance until we have learnt
how to treat the materials we put in as to get them combined into one
homogeneous substance - that done we may proceed to the discovery of the
best method of preventing it from being spoiled again by the matter of the
pot[.]

I must confess I should like to have some of the old glass after being
heated & thrown into water pulverised sifted well mixed and two pots filled
with it, one well stirred up according to an early suggestion of yours - the
other taken out thrown into water pulverised mixed - re-fused &c &c - I
should like too to have a small pot in the hot corner containing good glass
to see whether by fusion & time any separation of parts would take placet.]

I suppose you will soon be enabled to authorize our meeting and
working at the glass houses

I am dear Sir I Very faithfully yours I ML Faraday
J.F.W. Herschell Esq I &c &c

Address: J.F.W. Herschel Esq I 54 Devonshire Street I Portland Place
Postmark: 15 November 1825
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Letter 275
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
17 November 1825
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I Novr. 17. 1825.
My dear Sir

I have had great pleasure at different times lately by the receipt of
your kind letters sent by our mutual friends M. De la Rive, Mr. South and
Mr. Underwood1 though it has so happened that by my absence from town
&c. none but that by Mr. South reached me in due time. I beg at this
opportunity to return you my sincere thanks for your kindness in sending
me copies of your papers these I value highly not only for their intrinsic
merit but also because they are so many marks of your kind estimation of
myself, and I hope you will never fail to mark them as from yourself by
writing on the title page. 1 only wish that I were competent more frequently
to make proper acknowledgements for them by similar returns.

Every letter you write me states how busily you are engaged and I
cannot wish it otherwise knowing how well your time is spentf.j Much of
mine is unfortunately occupied in very common place employment and
this I may offer as an excuse (for want of a better) for the little I do in
original research^

1 am sorry to find by one of your letters that you experience an
unworthy opposition to the fair & high claim you have to the approbation
and thanks of your fellow Philosophers. This however you can hardly
wonder at[.j I do not know what it is or by whom exerted in your case but 1
never yet even in my short time knew a man to do anything eminent or
become worthy of distinction without becoming at the same time
obnoxious to the cavils and rude encounters of envious men. Little as I
have done, I have experienced it and that too where I least expected it.

I think however and hope that you are somewhat mistaken in your
opinion of the feeling hereu It is true that some of your views were at first
received here with great reserve but I think now that all your facts are
admitted and are all properly attributed to you(.] With regard to your theory
it so soon becomes mathematical that it quickly gets beyond my reach at
the same time I know that it has received the consideration of eminent men
here -1 am not however competent to tell you exactly how it is accepted, for
in fact being a very busy man and somewhat retired in habits I am all day
long in my Laboratory do not go much among scientific men and am in
some sort an anchorite in the Scientific world[.j Hence I have neither time
nor opportunity for scientific conversation and am frequently surprized at
information which is new to me when old to every one elsei.j

Be assured however that whenever the opportunity occurs / do full
justice to your important investigations for as far I can go with them I am
convinced of their accuracy & great value.
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Many thanks to you for M. De monferrand's booku 1 had it only a day
or two ago - and though 1 have not yet read it have looked over the table2 &
agree with you in its accuracy!.]

I am My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged & faithful friend I M. Faraday
M Ampere I &c &c

1. That is letters 252, 260 and 270.
2. Demonferrand (1823), 211-6.

Letter 276
Faraday to David Reid1

17 November 1825
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I Nov 17. 1825
My Dear David

I do not know whether you have received any razors yet or no but a
pair are on the road for you[.] You will be surprized at my specimen of
expedition and I am afraid you may have suffered for want of your razor but
unfortunately your note to me directed me to obtain a pair of the same kind
of razors for a friend of yours and I (being anxious to keep up the credit
they had obtained) on ordering them of Mr. Stodart2 expressed a particular
wish that they should be goodf.j He promised them in a week but I have
found since delayed making them in consequence of the illness and
absence of his best workman whom he expected back daily and who has at
last returned. I at first delayed your razor thinking they might all travel
together but getting tired and fearing your wrath might induce you to send
me a remonstrating letter in your largest hand I a few days ago obtained it
from Mr. Stodart and gave it to our Brother William Barnard to send it to
you[.j I have also with the hopes of pacifying you and in some degree
atoning for the torment you have no doubt been put to during the absence
of your razor ventured to accompany it with another confessing at the same
time that my conscience has been sadly annoyed with the thought that
whilst your rugged chin has had only one good knife at its command my
every other day beard has possession of three or four.

As soon as the other razors are ready they shall be sent and they will
come accompanied with a bill & receipt for one Guinea which will be their
priceu Now I have put into Mr. Barnards hands twelve guineas which he
will transmit to you immediately and these with the Razor Guinea make
thirteen - the sum I owe at Newcastle for glass tubei] Will you therefore do
me the kindness of paying these thirteen guineas to your Brother Robert3

explaining to him how you came by it (as an apology for not writing to him
for which I have not time at present) and say I would be glad if he would
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send me a receipt for it through you & Mr. Barnard or otherwise that I may
obtain the money from the Institution^

Sarah sends her love to you, to Eliza & all particular friends mine of
course goes with it. They are inseparable. We have not yet ceased talking
about our visit to Newcastle. Remember us particularly to you Father
Mother Brothers & Sisters

I am Dear David I Very Affectionately Yours I M. Faraday
Mr David Reid

Address: Mr. D. Reid I 17 Dean Street I Newcastle

1. David Reid (1792-1868, Reid (1914)). Silversmith. Husband of Elizabeth Reid (sister of
Sarah Faraday).
2. W. Stodart. Surgical instrument maker of 401 Strand. POD.
3. Robert Reid (1800-1836, Reid (1914)). Druggist.

Letter 277
Faraday to William Henry
12 December 1825
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I Deer. 12. 1825
My dear Sir

I received yours, and write, meaning my letter to wait for a frank. I sent
you a copy of my paper which I hope you have received. The Transactions
have been published two or three weeks, so that I can have the honor you
intend me, of having the paper noticed in your Elements1.1 assure you with
very sincere feelings that 1 have no greater pleasure of the kind than to see
my efforts noticed in your Admirable Elements: for the favourable opinion
of one like yourself, able to appreciate and always free from critical & party
feelings, is far more grateful to me, than the praises of those, who, writers
by profession, adopt a powerful style or assume a high tone of jud[ge]ment
merely that they may attract attention.

I am My dear Sir I Most faithfully yours I M. Faraday
William Henry MD. I & &

1. Henry, W. (1826), 2: 689-92 gave an extensive notice of Faraday (1825b).
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Letter 278
Green1, Pickslay and Co to Faraday
C18262

From the original in RI MS F3 8145
Green Pickslay and Co. have great pleasure in informing Mr. Ferrady

that they have made a number of experiments with the alloys,
recommended by him, and find the Steel greatly improved by them; they
send a specimen alloyed with Silver, Iridium, and Rhodium, which they
consider the best they have produced, these alloys with some valuable
practical hints, have been furnished by Mr Johnson3 No 79, Hatton
Gardens; the report of the Forgers is that the steel works better under the
Hammer, than any they have before used, and likewise hardens in a much
superior manner. Green Pickslay & Co. beg Mr. Ferrady's acceptation of a
pair of Razors made from this Steel. They will have great pleasure in
sending other Specimens of Cutlery &c as they continue their experiments.

1. Green. Steelmaker. See Hadfield (1931), 135.
2. This letter is placed here as it seems to fall between letters 231 and 310.
3. Percival Norton Johnson (1793-1866, B2). Assayer and metallurgist.

Letter 279
John Lewis Guillemard1 to Faraday
10 January 1826
From the original in RS MS 241, f.17

Royal Institution 10th Jany 1826
Sir,

I enclose a Copy of a Minute of the proceedings of the Committee of
Managers on the 9th Instant.

I have the honour to be I Sir, ! Your most obedient Servant I J.
Guillemard, Sec RI.
Michael Faraday, Esq I &c &c &c

Royal Institution
Mr. Professor Brande having suggested that in consequence of the

rank which Mr. Faraday holds in Science, and his many important
avocations it would be proper to relieve him from his attendance as
Assistant upon the Professor of Chemistry at his lectures.

Resolved, That the suggestion of Mr Brande be adopted: -And that Mr.
Faraday's attendance upon him be no longer required.

Extracted from the Minutes of the Managers of the 9th of January
1826[.3

Josh. Fincher I Assist Secretary
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1. John Lewis Guillemard (1764-1844, Lyons (1940)). Secretary of the Royal Institution,
1811-1813 and 1824-1826.

Letter 280
Faraday to William Upcott
2 February 1826
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I Feby 2. 1826
My dear Sir

Allow me to introduce my friend Mr. Deacon1 to youu He wishes to
have the opportunity of shewing you some specimens of illuminated
writing and asking your opinion & advice on certain points which he can
better explain to you verbally that I can do in a letter and I have said I was
sure of your good natured opinion^

We are thinking about next Wednesday Evening as a visit to you but I
must first learn that you are at leisure and must also apologise which I do
sincerely for the trouble we give you in our to you uninteresting visits
though to us the reverse. The hour if it suited you would be about 8 o elk.
Mrs. Faraday says she is empowered by you to bring a good large train
three ladies I think & a couple of gentleman and you remember we were
talking about Mr. & Mrs. Wyon2.1 hope we dont frighten youu I should be
sorry to shake your nerves seeing you have so much use for themu

I am dear Sir I Your Obliged I M. Faraday
- Upcott Esq

Address: William Upcott Esq I &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Catherine Sophia Wyon, nee Keele (d.1851, age 57, GRO).

Letter 281
Faraday to William Upcott
6 February 1826
From the original in Hunt MS UP 170

Royal Institution I Monday Feby 6. 1826.
My dear Sir

I have received your book and am afraid you brought it yourself in
which case I have to regret we were not at home to receive you. I will do all I
can for it but want to see you soon and must ascertain your essentials for a
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worthy autograph^.] Now I wrote to you by a private hand several days ago
threatening you with an overwhelming visit but I find you have not yet
received the letter^ It was to ask you whether you should be at home next
Wednesday Evening for an hour after 8 o elk to receive us and our party and
(in consequence of the conversation which passed at Mr. Wyon's when you
were present) I told him I would let him know immediately 1 heard from you
whether it would be agreeablei.] Will you therefore take the trouble to drop
me a line permitting or not according to your convenience and if you can
spare the time and would write a line to Mr Wyon too it would save time[.] I
am sorry to say that I am at liberty on no other evening than Wednesday but
that must not limit or confine youu

Mrs. Faraday thinks herself authorised by you to bring three other
ladies; and to assist me in keeping charge of them and also to enjoy the
pleasures of your room I must bring another gentleman besides yourselfj.]
So consider what you say in your letter. We remember your late hospitality
with great pleasure but are anxious that we should not occupy above an
hour or an hour & half of your time on this occasions We would much
rather limit our pleasure than intrude on you and think decidedly that your
visitors should be considerate and not transform your good nature and
interesting collection into a tax upon your convenience!.]

I am Dear Sir I Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
William Upcott Esq I &c &c

Endorsed: Ansd Feb: 6. 1826 I WU

Letter 282
Marc Isambard Brunei to Faraday
8 February 1826
From the original in National Library of Scotland MS 2909, f.67

Feb. 8th 1826.
My dear Sir

The Drawings and specification of the Gas Engine will be at your
disposition and 1 should be glad to be of your party on Friday next1:1 wont
engage however to be there.

Isambard is gone to Chester on a Mission of much importance of
which I am proud to say he is perfectly competent2. Though young he has
indeed the stability and perseverance of a mature aget.]

I should like very much to hear of Mr Dl. Moore being at the meeting
on Friday, because I have had some communication with him in which he
expressed great interest for you. If you tell him of the proposed lecture or
illustration, in time, he may make a point of being there.

The Drawing will be ready tomorrow.
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I am My Dear Sir very truly yours I Me. I. Brunei
Could you come here this evening, 1 shall put you au fait of our invention &c
please to answer per Bearer whether you can be here.

Address: W. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I Piccadilly

1. Faraday gave a Friday Evening Discourse on Brunei's condensing gas engine on 10
February 1826. See Quart.J.ScL, 1826, 21: 131-2. See note 1 letter 208.
2. This was probably connected with the Dee Bridge project. The Brunels did not win this
contract. Clements (1970), 78-9.

Letter 283
Faraday to William Upcott
7 March 1826
From the original in Hunt MS UP 171

R Institution I March 7. 1826
My dear Sir

A friend of mine wishes to introduce a friend of his to you and I have
no hesitation in assisting him in this object seeing that the object is to talk
to you about an exchange of autographs than which nothing can be more
delightful to you. I have been able to do very little for you as yet - hope to do
morei.]

Dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Wm. Upcott Esq I &c &c

Letter 284
Faraday to William Upcott
13 March 1826
From the original in Hunt MS UP 172

Royal Institution I March 13. 1826
My dear Sir

Again you have called and we not at home we reached home a few
minutes after you had left. Mrs. Faraday asks you would come & take tea
with us next Friday Evening and then I wish that afterwards you would join
our Friday Evening Conversatzione in the Library & Lecture rooml[.] I think
you would find amusement there and if you were to bring your book
perhaps we might pick up a few autographs. Miss Deacon2 has the one I had
and to which I am sorry to say I have made very few additions X[.j Just drop
us a line & say you will be here on Friday tea lfe past 5 o elk - Conversatzione
&c 9 till 11 or just as you please as to timeu

1 am dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
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X Mrs. Faraday says none &&&&&&&

W. Upcott Esq I &c &c

1. This was by Turrell (unidentified) on printing. See Quart.J.ScL, 1826, 13: 135.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 285
Charlotte Barnard to Elizabeth Reid
18 March 1826
From the original in RI MS

Saturday Morning I March 18th 1826
My dear Sister

I am now going to give you a circumstantial account of the wedding1

and as laconically as possible. I daresay you thought of us on Tuesday
which was the day it took place. We had had some delightful weather
previous so / never anticipated a wet day; however when we got up it had
every appearance of being a soaking day. Michael and Sally slept here
Monday night, in the morning, the former went accompanied by the
principal bridesmaid (Jane) to Mr Gray's to take the bride to church. I
escorted (with George's2 assistance) the bridegroom; it had just left off
raining and I spied a little bit of blue to my great joy and the day was
extremely fine. The company at Church (which by the by was in Watling
Street) consisted of Bride & Bgroom Michael Sally father William George
Mr. & Mrs. Robt Faraday3, Mr. Mrs. Livermore4 Mr Gray Mary5 & Eliza6 Jane
& self all in regular winter dresses excepting Margaret and Mrs L[ivermore]
in silk bonnets. We all except father breakfasted at Smithfield and very
merry we were. Numerous droll sayings and witticisms were given out after
breakfast Jane and 1 went home to dress in our new frocks. About ten 11 of
us set off in two coaches to Dulwich to the gallery of pictures we were very
much gratified and returned about xfi pt 3 to dinner at the Institution.
Besides the party at church there was Mrs. Faraday Mrs. Edwd Barnard
Mrs. Reid7 and Mary .̂] We had a very good plain dinner three boiled fowls,
top, roast beef, bottom, ham, middle, pigeon pie greens and potatoes
apples pie ground rice pudding Lemon cheese cakes blanc mangei.] I
believe that was allt.j Mrs. Livermore helped Sally the day before which was
a great comfort. John had a very sad cold all the rest were very wellu About
^ pt 7 we had tea Jane presided at tea and I coffees lfi pt 8 the bride
bridegr[o]om Sally and Michael went off to Hampstead. Martha9 had gone
in the stage; all the gentlemen went to hear a lecture on astronomy and
afterwards came up to supper, they all left about elevenu Jane I and Mrs
Faraday slept there. Michael came home to breakfast next morning; after
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we had seen all the china put away & every thing settled we returned to PN
Row just in time to see Mr. Buchanan10 who had come to take leave of us.
Jane went up to Hampstead on Wednesday and I am expecting her home
every minute 1 hope she will trim her own bonnet I have just been doing
Mary's & Mothers with pearl white Lutestring ours are to be trimmed with
pure white May cuts bonnet is white chip trimmed with white Lutestring
white flowers & Green leaves with rather a dark wadded silk pelisse and
white gloves[.] There was no wedding cake sent any where our twelfth cake
was cut up on the occasion a small piece of it you will receive with this also
a piece of one I made on Thursday.

I will now endeavour to launch in to a different strain Mr. James
Huddleston11 joined the church last Sunday week and last Sunday he and
his wife drank tea and supped with us[.j Tomorrow his children are to be
baptised[.] Mrs. Tingle12 died on Thursday morning after a most painful
illness of nearly 4 months. Mother & I was frequently with her and the pain
she suffered was most distressing!.] I do not know whether you have heard
of the death of Phoebe Huddleston13 the eldest of the two who lived with
Mrs. Kite14. It is a very sad blow to them all indeed particularly to poor
[word illegible]. Jane has just come in and she says Hampstead looks most
delightful. Uncle Boosey15 has let his house and is going to move to one
near Pentonville chapel, he has disposed of his house, chaise, dog,
chickens and every thing else. Dr. Birkbeck16 strongly spoke against his
riding so far in an open carriage, these last two winters he has not been at
all what he used to be I think Aunt and Mary will feel it very much. Mother
desires her kind love to you both she is pretty well father is very well
indeed he enjoyed himself at [word illegible] very much and is in very good
spirits.

Jane unites with me in best love to yourself and David17.
From your truly affectionate sister I Charlotte

My love to all the dear children

Endorsed: John wedding
Address: Mrs David Reid I Hanover Square I Newcastle on Tyne

1. Of Margaret Faraday and John Barnard on 14 March 1826.
2. George Barnard (1807-1890, B4). Painter. Son of Edward and Mary Barnard.
3. Margaret Faraday nee Leighton (d.1868, age 78, GRO).
4. Both unidentified.
5. Mary Reid.
6. Possibly Elizabeth Barnard (b. cl825, information from the family). Daughter of Edward
and Caroline Barnard.
7. Possibly Margery Reid, nee Fordyce (1762-1832, Reid (1914)). Elizabeth Reid's mother-in-
law.
8. Mary Reid (1813-1853, GRO under Boyd). Daughter of William and Mary Reid.
9. Unidentified.
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10. George Buchanan (cl790-1852, DNB). Engineer. Charlotte would later marry him.
11. James Huddlestone (d. 1850, private communication from Geoffrey Cantor). Chair and
cabinet maker.
12. Unidentified.
13. Unidentified.
14. Possibly Sarah Kite (d. 1833, private communication from Geoffrey Cantor).
15. Thomas Boosey (1767-1840, GRO). Publisher. Brother of Charlotte's mother.
16. George Birkbeck (1776-1841, DNB). Physician and educationalist.
17. David Reid (1792-1868, Reid (1914)). Silversmith. Husband of Elizabeth Reid.

Letter 286
Thomas Francis Baker1 to Faraday
20 March 1826
From the original in RS MS 241, f.17

14 Marshall Street I Golden Square I March 20th. 1826
Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that at the last meeting of the
Westminster Medical Society you were unanimously elected an Honorary
Memben.] Allow me at the same time to express my individual satisfaction
that we have the pleasure of adding your name to the many distinguished
for talent and scientific acquirement which the Society previously
contained^]

I have the Honor to be I Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I Thomas
Francis Baker I Secretary
To M. Faraday Esq F.R.S.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 287
Arthur Aikin1 to Faraday
24 April 1826
From the original in RS MS 241, f.18

Society of Arts, etc. Adelphi, London. 24 April 1826
Sir

1 am directed to inform you that you were elected one of the Chairmen
of the Committee of Chemistry at the annual Election of officers on
Saturday the 22d ult.

I am Sir I with respect yours &c I Ar. Aikin Secy
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

i. Arthur Aikin (1773-1854, DNB). Chemist. Secretary of the Society of Arts, 1817-1840.
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Letter 288
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
25 April 1826
From the original in RS MS DM 3.26

Royal Institution I April 25 1826
Dear Sir

In consequence of the extreme pressure of business which I have
been subjected to for some time past and am still subject to I doubt very
much whether I can be at the Glass Committee on Thursday1!.] I send you
therefore the results of some analytical experiments made on the glass of
the Pot No. 1 with specimens taken from the top and the bottoms I did not
think it worth while nor have I had time to examine the other potsu
Glass from the top

Specific Gravity - mean of two experiments 3.5467.
100 parts contained Silica 43.1

Protoxide of lead 39.57
Potash &c 17.33

Glass from the bottom
Specific Gravity - mean of two experiments 3.5472.

Silica 43.5
Protoxide of lead 39.76
Potash &c 16.74

You will see immediately how accordant these results are with the
apparent homogeneity of the glassu The slight difference which does exist
is probably in part due to errors of experiment and perhaps in part to the
circumstance of the lower specimen having been taken from the vicinity of
the pot from which it may perhaps have gained a little siliceous mattery

You will observe that this glass is not as yet equal to Guignand's2 [sic]
in density3 or in the proportions of oxide of lead & that it surpasses all the
flint glasses that were analysed in the quantity of alkali present^ There is
no reason to suppose that this great quantity of alkali which is half as much
more than that contained in some flint glasses is requisite and it may
perhaps be usefully replaced by lead[.]

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.F.W. Herschell Esq I &c &c &c

Address: John F.W. Herschel Esq I &c &c I 56 Devonshire Street I Portland
Place

1. Faraday was not present at the meeting on 27 April 1826. RS MS CMB 1, 125-8.
2. Pierre Louis Guinand (1745-1825, NBU). Glassmaker.
3. See Fraunhofer (1823-4), 294 for the specific gravities of his glass (made by Guinand).
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Letter 289
Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny to Faraday
25 April 1826
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Magdalen College Oxford I April 25th 1826
My dear Sir,

I have somewhere met with a statement as to the effects of
compression on water which appeared to me of so anomalous a kind that 1
should be glad to learn whether there be any truth in it, and I know no one
so well able (in such a subject more particularly) to give me information, as
yourself.

The fact stated was, that when water expos'd to an high temperature
underwent a certain quantum of pressure, as in one of Perkins'1 Engines, it
was resolv'd into its elements, or at least that Hydrogen was evolv'd. Now if
such be the case, are we to imagine, that a still greater degree of pressure
would compensate for a lower degree of temperature, and if that is the case,
the bottom of the ocean must be composed of a mixture of the two elements
of water, supporting a mass of that fluid. The whimsical notion thrown
out by Professor Leslie2 in the supplement to the Encyclop. Britann.3

immediately suggests itself, but your researches would lead us to imagine
that in all probability neither of the Elements of the water under such
pressure would be in a gaseous state. This circumstance however
would not probably prevent the Oxygen from acting as a supporter of
combustion, so that volcanoes might thus continue to burn under the sea
without access to air - It is true that if the metals of the Earths & Alkalies are
the cause of the volcanic action, water itself would act as a supporter, but
even then we should have to account for the sulphurous Acid so commonly
given off, the existence of which seems to imply the presence of Oxygen in
an uncombin'd state. Allow me, whilst on this subject, to ask your
opinion on the mode in which I have attempted to explain the fact that
Lavas of submarine origin appear to have evol'd more slowly than those
which have flow'd in the open air

I account for this by the slow conducting power of liquids, and I
contend, that the two causes which contribute to cool with such rapidity
heated bodies thrown into shallow water, ought not to operate (to the same
extent at least) at so great a depth. The first of these, the change of the
water into steam, could not probably take place at all; the second the
expansion of the aqueous particles nearest the source of heat would be <in
some> measure counteracted by the compress<ion of > the water itself at
so great a depth. I think it appears from Perkins' experiments on the
compressibility of water4, that if the ocean be 10 Miles deep, it would at the
bottom be near 18 pr.ct. denser than at the top. Consequently if the
expansion of water by heat follows the same ratio above 212° as it is found
to do below, the lower stratum of the ocean would require to be rais'd
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nearly to 1000 of Fahrenheit, before it would acquire the same density as
that at the surface estimated at 50° or 60°.- Ought not this circumstance to
retard the calculation which would otherwise take place in the strata of
water at the bottom of the ocean, when heat were applied.

I cannot ask you to devote much of your valuable time to the
consideration of these, probably crude, speculations, but I shall be obliged
by a line informing me whether the fact relating to the decomposition of
water be correct or not, as 1 am preparing a work on Volcanoes in which I
ought to allude to it5. - May I also ask you, whether you have ever examined
a Quack Medicine sold by a Dr. Salame6 an Italian Empiric, as I have been
ask'd its composition, and should not wish to throw away my time in
analysing it, unnecessarily. It is a brownish powder, soluble in water, & not
affected by heat. This is all I know about it at present.

I take the opportunity of a friends hand to send you this letter which I
hope you will not think too troublesome. 1 feel much obliged by your kind
present of your interesting paper on Napthaline7 [sic] and remain

dear sir with much esteem I Yours truly I Charles Daubeny

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Jacob Perkins (1766-1849, DAB). American inventor.
2. John Leslie (1766-1832, DSB). Natural philosopher.
3. Leslie (1824), 326-7.
4. Perkins (1820).
5. Daubeny (1826).
6. Unidentified.
7. Faraday (1826a).

Letter 290
Faraday to Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny
2 May 1826
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I May. 2. 1826
Dear Sir

I do not recollect any such statement as that you mention respecting
the decomposition of water at high temperatures and pressures
independent of the chemical action of other substances present^ Is it any
thing about the experiments of Cagniard de la Tour1 or Perkins2 with his
engine3 that has originated the idea in your mind? I should be very
sceptical indeed of such an assertion and should require to see the
experiments two or three times before I should believe it. I think all the
probabilities are against it and that pressure would rather produce
combination than destroy it. Indeed I have two or three facts or rather Mr
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Brande has confirmatory of the latter opinion. At the same time they are
imperfect & do not bear directly on the points

Going as in the second page of your letter to the notion that the
oxygen & hydrogen are actually separated I do not see how it would
facilitate explanations of combustions supposed to depend upon the
presence of the free oxygenu I can imagine the oxygen leaving the
hydrogen only because it from some cause or other is no longer in the
relation of a supporter of combustion and if it be imagined to lose its power
of combination with hydrogen I see no reason why it should retain its
power of combination with sulphur: or in more general terms I think the
relative situation of oxygen to the different combustibles under great
pressure must be the same as at the earths surfaces

With regard to your explanation of the appearances depending upon
the different rates at which lava may have cooled in shallow & very deep
water I go with you at once as to the effect produced in shallow water by
evaporation and not produced in deep water but I do not see that the
circulation should be diminished by the increase of density beneath -
whatever the increase of density may be there can be little doubt that of two
contiguous particles of water the one which is warmed more than the other
will ascend and if it continues warmer than those it comes into contact with
it must ultimately reach the surface for as it ascends it in consequence of
being relieved from the pressure of the particles above which it had passed
would expand and from its superior temperature would still retain a less
specific gravity than the particle next above itu It seems to me that in an
ocean of water even though the lower stratum should be several times
more dense than the upper, that an appreciable increase of temperature at
the bottom would immediately cause circulation ultimately extending
throughout. I am of course speaking of those ranges of temperature not
including the anomalous expansion of water below 4O.°F

I have not seen the Quack medicine.
I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Dr. Daubeny I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Daubeny I Magdalen College I Oxford

1. Charles Cagniard de la Tour (1777-1859, DSB). French physicist.
2. Jacob Perkins (1766-1849, DAB). American inventor.
3. Cagniard de la Tour (1822, 1823), Perkins (1820). Perkins had invented a high pressure
steam engine. For an account of this see Edinb.J.Sci., 1823, 9: 172-9.
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Letter 291
Faraday to William Hasledine Pepys1

3 May 1826
From the original in RS MS 785

R Institution I May. 3 1826
Dear Sir

Finding I have neglected to send you a copy of my paper on hydro
carbons I beg at this time to offer for your acceptance a copy of that paper
and also a copy of my last on sulpho-napthalic acid2[.j There are but few of
my friends who give me more pleasure on the acceptance of a paper than
yourselfu

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W.H. Pepys Esq I &c &c &c

Address: William H. Pepys Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. William Hasledine Pepys (1775-1856, DNB). Man of science.
2. Faraday (1825b, 1826a).

Letter 292
Faraday to John Franklin1

17 May 1826
From the original in Scott Polar Research Institute MS 248/377

Royal Institution I May. 17. 1826
My dear Sir

Through the kindness of Mr. Moore I have a short notice of the sailing
of the Hudson's bay ships and thinking with him that a letter will give you
but little trouble and may perhaps afford a moment's amusement I am to
write not merely at his request but through my own strong inclinations
When absent from England only 12 or 15 months I have enjoyed the
pleasure of a letter from any one in it persons at other times of but little
importance then becoming quite interesting and considering how entirely
you have sacrificed personal ease and comfort for deprivation and pain
cold must be the feelings of those who having any hope of cheering you for
a minute would let it die away unheeded & unused.

I had occasion the other Evening to refer to you at a meeting of the
members of this house and to the little experiments I placed in your hands2

and I have also had occasion to quote them in a paper to the Royal
Society3[.] It is probable you may not have time or fitting opportunity to
make them but I have pursued the subject here both by experiment and
argument as far as I can and I am happy to say to the satisfaction of Dr.
Wollaston - My Object has been to prove that a limit exists to vaporization
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beneath which bodies give off no vapour but are absolutely fixed. It is
generally received opinion that such limit does not exist - that all bodies
give off vapour but diminishing with the temperature and fixedness of the
body (using that term in its common sense) and being in some cases of
extreme tenuityu Now I try to shew that at certain possible temperatures
for certain bodies the tension of the vapour is so small as to be inferior to
either the force of gravity or to the force of aggregation and that
consequently it must give way to them or either of them and entirely
disappeared and if this be true it is evident that below such temperatures
the bodies cannot give off vapour.

I think too that I have shewn with respect to mercury and sulphuric
acid that the points of fixidity are above 0° of Fahrenheit and I am in hopes
the experiments you may make for me will prove the existence of the limit
as respects sulphur iodine camphor &c &c or at least will indicate
something!.]

We have been very active in our Institution this season and have
established converzatziones on Friday Evenings which have been
numerously and well attended^ We light up the house bring forward a
subject in the Lecture room illustrated by experiments diagrams models &c
and this serves as matter for the Evening. We then adjourn to the library
where we take tea and seldom part till 11 o clock or past[.] Last Friday we
had a very interesting subject being an improvement by Lieut Drummond
on the means of effecting geodesical operations^.] In consequence of the
obscurity of objects when seen through a haze or even what appears to be a
clear atmosphere it was desirable that some object should be contrived
that would have as it were power of penetration in such case lamps &
mirrors were found very ineffective but Lieut Drummond has succeeded
admirably by placing a ball of lime in the focus of a parabolic reflector &
raising it to an intense heat by alcohol lamp urged by oxygen g < a s . > The
light thus obtained is so dazzling that a person on to whom it is thrown at
the distance of 50 or 100 feet cannot see the form of the mirroru Its
intensity had risen as high as 90 that of an Argand lamp being 1 only. It has
been very successfully applied in the survey of Ireland5.

I have written nothing to you about what is passing elsewhere, I have
no doubt all that will be told you by others. We are making a hard struggle
to restore the Institution and I have no doubt you will find it when you
return in a very different state to that you left it in. Mr. Moore is as usual
astonishingly liberal^

I am Very Dear Sir I Your faithful Admiring Servant I M. Faraday

Address: Capn Franklin R.N. I &c &c
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1. John Franklin (1786-1847, DNB). Arctic explorer.
2. See QuartJ.ScL, 1826,21:324 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse on the
limits of vaporization. The reference to Franklin is not mentioned.
3. Faraday (1826b), 493.
4. M. Faraday, "On Drummond's Geodesical Light", Friday Evening Discourse, 12 May 1826,
Quart.J.ScL, 1826, 21: 332-3.
5. See Drummond (1826a, b).

Letter 293
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
20 May 1826
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 20 Mai 1826
Monsieur
Je vous dois Mille Remerciemens pour votre attention a m'envoyer votre
dernier memoire on the Mutual action of Sulphuric acid and naphthaline and
on a new acid produced1. J'ai Thonneur de vous adresser un Memoire
contenant les tableaux de toutes les experiences connues sur la course des
eaux dans les caniveux et dans les lits des Rivieres par Mr Eytelwein2 de
Berlin.

Recevez, Monsieur, r assurance de mon bien sincere attachement I
hachette
cul de Sac St dominique d'enfer I no 6 - a Paris.
M. faraday. Esq. F. R. S.

TRANSLATION
Paris 20 May 1826

Sir
I owe you a thousand thanks for your kindness in sending me your last

paper On the mutual action of sulphuric acid and napthaline and on a new acid
produced. I have the honour of sending you a paper containing a list of all
the known experiments on the flow of water in conduits and river beds by
Mr Eytelwein2 of Berlin.

Please receive, Sir, the assurance of my very sincere friendship I
Hachette
Cul de sac St Dominique d'enfer I No 6 - in Paris
Mr. Faraday. Esq. FRS.

1. Faraday (1826a).
2. Johann Albert Eytelwein (1764-1848, DSB). German water engineer.
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Letter 294
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
26 May 1826
From the original in RS MS HS 7.169

(Private) I Royal Institution I May 26 1826
My dear Sir

I believe yours are the hands into which I should put a paper intended
for the Royal Society1. I have shewn it to Sir Humphry Davy who thinks
pretty well of it but does not seem quite satisfied with the arguments I
cannot however alter my view and for my comfort and more my fullest
confidence Dr. Wollaston is quite satisfied with it[.j

I hope you will take the trouble of glancing over it and that you will be
of Dr. Wollaston's opinion and that afterwards you will tell the President
you have the paper.

I am dear Sir I Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday
J.F.W. Herschell

Address: J.F.W. Herschell I Sec Royal Society &c

1. Faraday (1826b).

Letter 295
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
27 May 1826
From the original in RI MS F3 B359

Devonshire Street I May 27, 1826.
Dear Sir,

I have read with much interest your paper on the limit of vaporisation1

and certainly can see no objection to the general argument which appears
to me as nearly demonstrative as the nature of physical sciences admits &
altogether a material step made toward settling our notions of the
constitution of the Atmosphere. Allow me however to pursue the matter a
step or two into particulars. Gravity acts perpendicularly to the horizon -
Therefore supposing Atoms to be detached by a vaporific nisus from the
under surface of Silver at common temperatures - they will be vapour to all
intents & purposes till they reach the ground, and to this they will fall not
merely as dust of infinite or rather of atomic tenuity - but, exerting all the
while their full repulsion on each other in a horizontal direction, in virtue of
which they will recede from each other & spread themselves ultimately
over the whole surface of the earth - as discrete atoms. The same kind of
dusty vapour will emanate from the sides of the silver. But from the upper
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surface, no vapour can rise, because gravity ex hypothesis is too strong to
overcomes

Were the Earths Gravity then only considered -all solid bodies would
still be in a continual state of diminution by vaporisation & your argument
would be untenable. Let us see what other forces we can call ini.j

The silver itself exerts a gravitating force towards itself in all
directions which in that almost infinite state of tenuity competent to its
vapour at 100 Fahrenheit may be sufficient to restrain the lateral
vaporisation - But not that from the under surface^

The attraction of Crystallisation does not exist in fluids or is
counterbalanced. That of Cohesion however does & it appears to me that it
is amply sufficient to establish your point.

We may regard the vaporising nisus as a force urging the particles of a
body from its surface and decreasing as the temperature decreases.

The elasticity of a particle of Silver (ie its gaseous repulsion) is
directly as some power or function of the temperature & inversely as its
distance from the neighbouring particles (& may therefore be represented
by T/x)[.j

The cohesive attraction is inversely as some very high function of the
same distance x & is probably independent of the temperature - or if it do
depend on it is inversely as a power or function of it - It may therefore be
represented by 1/TXu

Therefore the total force retaining the atom on the surface at the
distance x in opposition to the vaporific Nisus is l/(T'X)-T/x[.] Consequently
when this vanishes, there is nothing to oppose it - This condition
establishes a surface of indifference about the silver and within which all is
attraction & without - all repulsion.

The distance of this surface from the Silver is that value of x which
satisfies the equation & without entering at all into its form, it is clear from
its general constitution, (X/x = 1/TT) that x must necessarily be greater &s
the temperature t is less.

Moreover within this surface of indifference the total retentive force is
greater as the temperature is lessi.j

Now from both these considerations - 1st that the sphere of attraction
is increased in extent by a decrease of temperature and 2ndly that by the
same cause the retentive force within its limits is /ncreased, it clearly
follows, that the vaporific nisus, which decreases as the temperature Sinks -
must ultimately be incapable of urging an atom to the distance of the
Surface of indifference - and that vaporisation will cease altogether. In this
case there will be no dust falling from the under surface, after a certain
decrease of temperature!.]

This view of the subject I mentioned to Sir H.D. when first I heard of
your idea of a limit to vapour & it seems to me to amount to full
demonstration!.)
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I remain dear Sir Yours very truly I J.F.W. Herschel

1. Faraday (1826b).

Letter 296
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
30 May 1826
From the original in RS MS HS 7.172

Royal Institution I May 30th 1826
Dear Sir

I am exceedingly obliged to you for your attention to my paper1 and
beg to thank you heartily for your excellent and instructive note. I should
have written to you sooner but from press of business could not find time to
copy your letteru This however I have had done2 by another and now
return it begging you will have the kindness to let it accompany the paper
since it will add so much value to it[.] Knowing your liberality in scientific
communication I am pretty confident you will not refuse my request, and in
that case when the paper goes in to the RS. the copy I have sent can be
attached to it[.]

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Your Obliged I M. Faraday
I forgot when I last saw you to make a remark or rather ask a question

relative to an observation of yours respecting the difference between the
light of Lieut Drummond ball of lime3 & the light produced by salts of lime
in flame. When experimenting with the salts of lime it is the flame that is
coloured reddish &c with the light of the ball of lime although that
emanating from the ball itself be of the nature you describe yet the flame oi
alcohol around the ball is of another colour and as far as my rough
observation without a prism of the same kind as that produced by salts of
lime. Is it so or not? The colour of the flame around the ball is very distinct
& decided. I MF

1. Faraday (1826b).
2. This copy is in RS MS HS 7.171.
3. Drummond (1826a, b).
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Letter 297
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
31 May 1826
From the original in RI MS F3 B363

May 31. 1826.
Dear Sir,

My note was merely conversational nor had I at the time of writing it
the slightest idea of in any way appending my own crude notions to a
finished production like your paper1.1 wrote merely to clarify my ideas, and
I ought rather to apologise to you for making you accessory to such a
process, than to wish to see it in print. There is the less need of this as the
comment is one which most of your readers will easily make for
themselvesu

With regard to the light of Mr Drummond's lamp2. It is very true that
lime colours flame red (Brick-red) - It is true that the general tint of Mr.
Drummond's lamp seen after an oil lamp or after Candle light - verges to
greenish or bluish[.] But if we examine the ruddy flame of alcohol
containing Prussiate of lime in solution, we shall find it in the green line
which distinguishes the light of the ball - only the red line in its Spectrum is
far more prominent^

The relation of the two lights may be represented thus

the Black line represents the lines whose ordinate is proportional to the
intensity of the light in different points of the Spectrum in the light of the
ball - the dotted line is the flame-lightu

I remain dear Sir I Yours very truly I J.F.W. Herschel
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Address: M. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Faraday (1826b).
2. Drummond (1826a, b).

Letter 298
Dominique Francois Jean Arago to Faraday
6 June 1826
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et Cher confrere.

Veuillez recevoir avec Votre complaisance accoutumee, Mr Pelletier1

qui Vous remettra cette lettre, le rendre temoin de quelques unes de Vos
interessantes experiences et lui procurer les moyens de Visiter les
principaux etablissemens; Veuillez, aussi, recevoir a Tavance tous mes
remercimens et i'expression des sentimens d'attachement et de
reconnaissance avec lesquelles, I J1ai l'honneur d'etre, I Votre tres humble
et tres obeissant Serviteur I F. Arago
Paris ce 6 Juin 1826

Address: A Monsieur I A Monsieur Faraday I London

TRANSLATION
Sir and dear colleague

Please accept with your customary kindness, Mr Pelletier1, who will
pass this letter to you, show him some of your interesting experiments and
procure for him the means of visiting your principal establishments. Please
also accept in advance all my thanks and the expression of my feelings of
friendship and gratitude with which 11 have the honour of being, I Your very
humble and very obedient Servant I F. Arago
Paris, this 6 June 1826

1. Pierre-Joseph Pelletier (1788-1842, DSB). French chemist.
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Letter 299
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
8 June 1826
From the original in RI MS F3 B367
Dear Sir,

I deferred answering your note under an impression I might possibly
meet you at the RS tonight - that not being the case though late, I will make
no further apologies, but merely state that my opinion as to the propriety of
appending the remarks in my note to your paper1 remains unaltered, even
by your expression of a wish that they should be so - which 1 hope you will
understand in the sense 1 mean it as originating in a sense of something like
indelicacy towards the Society in its Secretaries publicly commenting on
the contents of papers, which necessarily come into their hands before
those of the Members & (however perfectly understood in particular cases)
might tend to establish a precedent that might prove very inconvenient in
future. I hope therefore you will not take it amiss if I still request you to look
on the remarks as purely conversational, and remain I dear Sir I Yours very
truly I J.F.W. Herschel
Thursday June 8. 1826

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Faraday (1826b). See Letter 297.

Letter 300
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
12 June 1826
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et cher ami,

j'ai bien des excuses a vous faire de ne vous avoir ecrit plus tot, tant
pour me rappeler a votre souvenir que pour Vous remercier de ceux de vos
ouvrages que vous avez eu la bonte de m'envoyer. ils m'ont fait un double
plaisir en me faisant connaitre les resultats si interessants de vos derniers
travaux, et en me montrant que vous me conservez une amitie qui est a la
fois si precieuse et si honorable pour moi.

je voulais vous ecrire lorsque mr. Underwood vous a porte ce que j'ai
publie dernierement mais des occupations que je ne pouvais remettre ne
me le permirent pas avant son depart, en m'en dedommageant aujourd'hui,
je voudrais inserer dans cette lettre Tindication de divers resultats
auxquels je suis parvenu depuis. mais cela exigerait des details dans
lesquels je ne puis entrer a present: ils ont en partie pour objet des
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difficulties qui m'ont ete proposees par un savant italien1, non sur ma
theorie, mais sur des consequences que j'en avais deduites et qu'il ne
croyait pas fondees.

Cela venait d'abord de ce qu'il ne mettait pas a ces consequences les
restrictions que j'y avais mises moi-meme, et ensuite de qu'il se figurait sur
des raisonnemens specieux mais denues de fondement qu'on pouvait
obtenir par Faction du fil conducteur et d'un amiant, un mouvement
continu indefiniment, malgre les resistances produites par le frottement;
dans des cas ou l'experience et le calcul s'accordent pour demontrer que
ce mouvement est absolument impossible.

au reste, les calculs par lesquels j'ai demontre cette impossibility
peuvent etre deduits, non seulement de ma formule, mais encore en
partant seulement de cette loi de mr. biot2 qui en est une consequence3, et
que M. Pouillet a verifiee de la maniere la plus complete par des
experiences qui ne peuvent laisser aucun doute sur son exactitude4, quant a
l'experience, il suffit d'essayer celle que propose le savant dont je parle
pour s'assurer que l'effet qu'il annonce n'a pas lieu.

les difficultes qu'il a bien voulu me communiquer m'ont ete
neanmoins fort utiies en me faisant faire un travail qui a eclairci tout ce qui
pouvait rester d'obscur sur ce sujet, et m'a fourni de nouvelles preuves
experimentales de l'exactitude de mes formules et de la verite des
principes sur lesquels elles sont fondees.

je vous prie d'agreer l'hommage de ma profonde estime pour vous-
meme et de la haute consideration que vos decouvertes dans les sciences
inspirent a tous ceux qui peuvent les apprecier.

j'ai l'honneur d'etre, I Monsieur et tres cher ami, I votre tres humble et
tres obeissant serviteur I a. ampere
paris 12 juin 1826.
a mr faraday a londres.

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday I membre de la societe royale I a
l'institution royale I A Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir and dear friend,

1 am extremely sorry for not having written to you earlier, as much to
remember myself to you as to thank you for those of your papers that you
have so kindly sent me. They gave me two fold pleasure in letting me know
the most interesting results of your latest work and in showing me that you
maintain a friendship for me that is at the same time as precious to me as it
is honourable.
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I wanted to write to you when Mr. Underwood took you my latest
publications; but affairs that I could not set aside did not permit it before
his departure. In making up for it today, I wanted to include in this letter an
indication of the various results which 1 have achieved since then; but that
would require details into which 1 cannot enter at present. They concern in
part the difficulties that were drawn to my attention by an Italian
philosopher1, not in connection with my theory, but with the corollaries
that I had deduced, and which he did not believe to be justified.

This was first of all because he did not put the restrictions on these
corollaries that I had put myself, and then because he imagined on the
basis of special but groundless reasoning, that one could obtain, by the
action of a conducting wire and a magnet, indefinitely continuing motion,
despite the resistance produced by friction, in cases where experiment and
calculation concur to show that this movement is absolutely impossible.

Moreover, the calculations by which I have shown that this is
impossible can be deduced not just from my formula, but also starting from
that law of M. Biot2 which is a corollary of it3, and which M. Pouillet has
proved in the most complete manner by experiments that can leave no
doubt as to its accuracy4. As to experiments, it is enough to try that which is
proposed by the philosopher in question, to reassure oneself that the effect
that he proclaims does not take place.

The difficulties that he wished to communicate to me have
nevertheless been most useful in making me do work that has enlightened
all that could remain obscure on this subject and this has furnished me
with new experimental proof of the accuracy of my formulae and of the
truth of the principles on which they are founded.

Please accept the mark of my deepest esteem for you and for the high
regard that your scientific discoveries inspire in all those who can
appreciate them.

I have the honour of being, I Sir and very dear friend, lyour very
humble and very obedient servant. I A. Ampere.
Paris 12 June 1826.
To Mr Faraday in London.

1. Silvestro Gherardi (1802-1879, Ferreri (1922)). Physicist and mathematician. See Ampere

2. Jean-Baptiste Biot (1774-1862, DSB). French physicist.
3. Biot and Savart (1820).
4. Pouillet (1825).
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Letter 301
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
4 July 1826
From the original copy in SM MS 478/3, p.335-6

Dear Sir - As I doubt not you have analysed the Meteoric Iron of the
great mass recently arrived will you obliged me by informing me whether
we agree in making LEAD a notable component part in conjunction with
Nickel and perhaps Cobalt & Manganese? The former metal has I believe
never been suspected in Meteoric Masses but 1 find it - not only in ye
Sowings (for there it might be accidental) but in a little lump of 10 gr.
detached from ye outsider

I should like however ye evidence of a portion from the interior
untouched metal to put the fact of the whole having an alloy of Lead beyond
suspicions If you have a Shaving or two would you oblige me with it -
Enough to make a regular analysis - 50-to 100 grst.]

I believe the possibility of uniting Lead & Iron has been denied or ye
alloy has been formed with difficulty & retaining only a very minute portion
of Lead. If so this habitat of Lead is a very odd oneu

Yours truly I J F W Herschel
Slough July 4. 1826.

Endorsed: July 4, 1826. Copy of a letter to M. Faraday Esq, RI

Letter 302
Faraday to Edward Magrath
23 July 1826
From the original in RI MS Fl B6

Niton I July. 23, 1826
My dear Edward

Many thanks to you for your instructive letteri.] I cannot for shame
longer delay answering it though I have no inclination for letter writing
generally and contrive that Sarah shall do all that is possible. You know my
occupation and will understand why I avoid writing as often as I can. Poor
Sturt! - I thought he could not last long. The Medical men said the hot
weather must soon bring his life to a close1. I am amused and a little
offended at Upcots hypocrisyt.] He knows well enough that to the world an
hours existence of our Institution is worth a years of the London and that
though it were destroyed still the remembrance of it would live for years to
come in places where the one he lives at has never been heard off [sic][.]
Unless he come with perfect good will & feeling in every part of the way I do
not think I at least shall meet him for that nonsense of his though it may
amuse once twice or thrice becomes ridiculous if it is to be thrown into
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every affair of life both common & serious and would probably be in our
way. I think it would not be a bad joke to touch him up behind and one cant
imagine how it is that he is only assistant librarian at such an Unknown
Institution as the London and that one cant help but imagine there must be
some cause or other or he would be aiming at a higher character in the
house or would endeavour to get into a more public place &c &c &q.] I
think 1 could make the man wince if I were inclined and yet all in mere chat
chat over a cup of tea. But this is all nonsense which however he brings to
mind by the corresponding nonsense of his own affectation!.}

Now Hennel2 is a plain common sense man without any particular
varnish over his conduct & manners and when he speaks one knows what
he means. I feel much therefore for his disappointment and think it
altogether an unwise thing in some to be so neglectful of his desires &
feelings in this case as they have been. Why should not we Philosophers
tempt recruits by every honorable means? and when Hennell had so
worthily earned the reward of pleasurable feelings why should they not be
gratified when it might have been done with so little trouble? It annoys me
as much I think as it will Hennel himself for I felt a great anxiety to see a
copy of his first paper to the Royal Society3[.]

Will you have the goodness to call or send to Mr Nicol4 the printer
applying either to Mr. Nicol or Mr Batsford5 -1 left word that proofs of my
paper on vapour should be sent to me here by post6, - and also that a
hundred copies should be printed off for myself as usual. All I want is to
know that this has not been forgottenf.] I do not care much about the proofs
but should be sorry if the copies were forgotten. I saw M<r.> Batsford
<and> told him & therefore think things are safe [MS torn] as he [MS torn]
& cannot always be there - just look after [MS torn] thing for me.

I am glad to hear all is so well arranged for the Oxford trip - I am
writing away here & get on pretty well but it will be a more laborious job
than I expected7 - I tire of writing day after day but have stuck too [sic]
pretty well thus far.

Mrs Faraday desires to be remembered to you -1 am dear Magrath I
Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Edward Magrath! &c &c I Athenaeum 112 Waterloo Place I London

1. John Sturt (d. 22 July 1826, RI MM, 4 December 1826, 7: 99). Librarian of the Royal
Institution.
2. Henry Hennell (d.1842, age 44, GRO, PI). Chemist.
3. Hennell (1826).
4. William Nicol of Cleveland Row. Printer of the PhiLTrans. Todd (1972), 140.
5. Unidentified.
6. Faraday (1826b).
7. This refers possibly to Faraday writing Faraday (1827).
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Letter 303
Faraday to Edward Barnard
23 July 1826
From Bence Jones (1870a) 1: 411-3

Niton: July 23, 1826.
My dear Edward, -1 intended to have written you a letter immediately upon
the receipt of yours, but delayed it, and perhaps shall not now say what
occurred to me then. Why do you write so dully? Your cogitations, your
poetry, and everything about your letter, except the thirty pounds, has a
melancholy feel. Perhaps things you had scarcely anticipated are gathering
about you, and may a little influence your spirits; and I shall think it is so for
the present, and trust it is of but little importance, for I can hardly imagine it
possible that you are taken unawares in the general picture of life which
you have represented to yourself: your natural reflection and good sense
would teach you that life must be chequered, long before you would have
occasion to experience it. However, I shall hope this will find you in good
spirits, and laughing at such thoughts as those in which you were immersed
when you wrote me. I have been watching the clouds on these hills for
many evenings back: they gather when I do not expect them; they dissolve
when, to the best of my judgment, they ought to remain; they throw down
rain to my mere inconvenience, but doing good to all around; and they
break up and present me with delightful and refreshing views when I expect
only a dull walk. However strong and certain the appearances are to me, if I
venture an internal judgment, I am always wrong in something; and the
only conclusion that I can come to is, that the end is a beneficial as the
means of its attainment are beautiful. So it is in life; and though I pretend
not to have been much involved in the fogs, mists, and clouds of
misfortune, yet I have seen enough to know that many things usually
designated as troubles are merely so from our own particular view of them,
or else ultimately resolve themselves into blessings. Do not imagine that I
cannot feel for the distresses of others, or that I am entirely ignorant of
those which seem to threaten friends for whom both you and I are much
concerned. I do feel for those who are oppressed either by real or
imaginary evils, and I know the one to be as heavy as the other. But I think I
derive a certain degree of steadiness and placidity amongst such feelings
by a point of mental conviction, for which I take no credit as a piece of
knowledge or philosophy, and which has often been blamed as mere
apathy. Whether apathy or not, it leaves the mind ready and willing to do
all that can be useful, whilst it relieves it a little from the distress dependent
upon viewing things in their worst state. The point is this: in all kinds of
knowledge I perceive that my views are insufficient, and my judgement
imperfect. In experiments I come to conclusions which, if partly right, are
sure to be in part wrong; if I correct by other experiments, I advance a step,
my old error is in part diminished, but is always left with a tinge of
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humanity, evidenced by its imperfection. The same happens in judging of
the motives of others; though in favourable cases I may see a good deal, I
never see the whole. In affairs of life 'tis the same thing; my views of a thing
at a distance and close at hand never correspond, and the way out of a
trouble which I desire is never that which really opens before me. Now,
when in all these, and in all kinds of knowledge and experience, the course
is still the same, ever imperfect to us, but terminating in good, and when all
events are evidently at the disposal of a Power which is conferring benefits
continually upon us, which, though given by means and in ways we do not
comprehend, may always well claim our acknowledgment at last, may we
not be induced to suspend our dull spirits and thoughts when things look
cloudy, and, providing as well as we can against the shower, actually cheer
our spirits by the thoughts of the good things it will bring with it? and will
not the experience of our past lives convince us that in doing this we are far
more likely to be right than wrong?

Your third page I can hardly understand. You quote Shakespeare1: the
quotation may be answered a thousand times over from a book just as full
of poetry, which you may find on your shelf2. The uses of the world can
never be unprofitable to a reflecting mind, even without the book I refer to;
and I am sure can only appear so to you for a few hours together. But
enough of this; only, when I get home again, 1 must have a talk with you.
The money and our friends came safe. Give our love to Caroline and the
rest of our family.

Sarah's love to you, of course; she feels a good deal for the dull spirits
in which you must have written. Pray pay Mr. Leighton3, if he applies, and
charge me with interest, &c.

Believe me, my dear Edward, your affectionate brother, I M. Faraday

1. William Shakespeare (1564-1616, DNB). Playwright.
2. That is the Bible.
3. John Leighton, bookbinder of Brewer Street, POD.

Letter 304
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
16 August 1826
From the original in RS MS HS 7.173

Niton Isle of Wight I Aug 16 1826
Dear Sir

I have but lately received your letter1 at this place and in answer to
your enquiries am sorry to say that I have had no opportunity of examining
the smallest portion of the iron you speak of none of it having come into my
possession!.] The occurrence of lead in it is a very odd thing especially if as
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you mention it exists in notable quantity^] I several years ago made
experiments on the alloys of lead with cast iron they were of a very rough
nature and I have forgotten every thing of the results except the possibility
of alloying lead in small quantities with iron which was effected in several
instances!.]

1 have always been struck by the circumstance that notwithstanding
the apparently independent sources of meteoric matter both stones and
alloys with iron and also the minute chemical examination which has
frequently been made of them that no new metal or element of any kind has
been found in them nothing but what has previously been recognised in the
materials of our globeu I think that if meteoric masses had been
unexamined and 1 had been looking out for something in which to discover
new bodies I should at once have gone to themu

I am Dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.F.W. Herschell Esq I &c &c

1. Letter 301.

Letter 305
Faraday to John Henry Vivian
11 September 1826
From the original in NLW VP A.232

Royal Institution I Sept. 11 1826
Dear Sir

1 beg to introduce to your acquaintance Mr. Borrmann1 of the Royal
Saxon Artilleryt.] He has letters to you from older & more worthy
acquaintances of yours than I am but I willingly consent to his request of
writing to you feeling convinced that you will find pleasure in allowing him
to visit your extensive works. He is particularly anxious to see your
magnificent flue. I promised him a copy of your account of it but have not
been able to find one2 all have been dispersed.

Have you any new metals new substances or new circumstances in
your furnaces & operations!.] Things sometimes happen in the large way
which cannot occur in the small and your operations are so great that they
must occur now & then with youu But I suppose the men often obliterate &
destroy peculiar appearances not knowing the interest they possess[.] With
best respects to Mrs. Vivian3[.]

I am Dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
J.H. Vivian Esq I &c &c I Marino Near Swansea

Address: John Henry Vivian Esq I &c &c I Swansea
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1. Unidentified.
2. Vivian (1823b).
3. Sarah Vivian, nee Jones (Tomos [1972], 117).

Letter 306
Faraday to Charles Hatchett
12 September 1826
From the original in SELJ MS 7/1-2

Royal Institution I Sept 12 1826
Sir

I take the liberty of sending you the note or description of your
process in hopes you will look at & approve or disapprove of it[.] The bearer
will wait your corrections!.] I am very much obliged to you for the specimen
you have sent me and shall get several artists to adopt it who I know are in
want of such a things Size diluted is at present the best thing they haveu

I regret that I have not copies of my other papers that I might have the
honor of offering them for your acceptance but I will not be remiss in such
willing mark of respect for the future^

I am Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Charles Hatchett Esq I &c &c

Address: Charles Hatchett Esq I &c &c

Letter 307
Faraday to Edward Magrath
15 September 1826
From the original in RI MS Fl B7

Royal Institution I Friday Sept. 15. 1826
Dear Magrath

I write in extreme haste principally to express my surprize that you
had not received my letter when you last wrote to mew I had both yours &
disposed of them properly. I wrote you on the Tuesday after you left Town
&you should have found my letter at Parist.] It contained nothing particular
for nothing has happened nor has any thing to excite interest occurred up
to this time. I was at the Athenaeum nearly two whole days looking over the
Journals ail seemed right therei.] I have not been latelyu There is nobody in
town nothing has happened or else my eyes & ears are shutu I hardly know
which for I often find myself very unobservant of things passing close
before my eyes. I trust you have had my last by this timeu We shall be glad
to see you at home again and I cannot help but think your long absence will
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appear strange somewherei.] I do not think I should have run away so but
"De gustibus &C1 as I have been learning to say latelyt.]

Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday
Sarah is not at home but I am sure would wish to be remembered to you MF

Address: Edward Magrath I Poste Restante I a Paris

1. "There is no disputing about tastes".

Letter 308
Jons Jacob Berzelius to Faraday
23 October 1826
From the original in RI MS Fl 1138
Mr Faraday a Londres

Stockholm ce 23 Oct 1826
Monsieur

J'ai eu Thonneur de recevoir deux de vos memoirs Savoir le Mem Sur
Tacide sulphgonaphtalique qui arriva il y a deja 5 mois et ceiui Sur la limite
de la Vaporisation, qui m'a ete remise aujourd'hui1. Je vous remercie
beaucoup pour ces interessantes communications. Je vous envoie en
echange les deux Suites de mon Memoire "Sur les Sulfosels"2 dont vous
avez peutetre vu le commencement dans les Annales de Chimie3. La langue
Suedoise ne vous est probablement pas assez familiere pour que vous
puissiez lire ce memoire; je dois done vous prier de l'accepter Seulement
comme un gage de la haute consideration que j'ai pour vos talents
distingues.

Je vous prie d'agreer l'assurance de ma profonde I estime Uac.
Berzelius

TRANSLATION
Mr. Faraday in London

Stockholm 23 Oct. 1826
Sir,

I had the honour of receiving two of your papers, notably the paper on
sulphonapthalic acid which arrived already 5 months ago and that on the
limit of vaporisation, which was passed to me today1.1 thank you very much
for these interesting communications. I am sending you in exchange the
two sequels to my paper "on sulfosels"2, of which you perhaps saw the
beginning in the Annales de Chimie3. The Swedish language is not probably
familiar enough for you to read this paper; I must therefore ask you to
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accept it simply as a mark of the high consideration I have for your
distinguished talents.

Please accept the assurance of my profound I esteem I Jac. Berzelius.

1. Faraday (1826a, b).
2. Berzelius (1825, 1826b).
3. Berzelius (1826a).

Letter 309
Faraday to Charles Stuart1

7 November 1826
From the original in HLHU b MS Ital 110(51)

Royal Institution I Nov. 7. 1826.
Sir

I have the honor to enclose a report on the bottles of water left with
me for examination and beg leave to return herewith the remaining
portions of the different specimens of wateru I am fearful that they will
have undergone a change to a greater or smaller extent but that is
consequent upon them being opened & unavoidable!.] I trust it will not have
proceeded so far by the time you may open the bottles as to have caused
the disposition of all the Iron in the chalybeates[.]

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
Right Honorable I Sir Charles Stuart I &c &c &c

Royal Institution I Novr. 7. 1826.
Waters from the [word illegible] St Michaels

No.l. Contains a minute trace of sulphate of lime a rather larger
quantity of Muriate of Soda and Carbonate of Soda and a trace of Carbonate
of Ironu It abounds in Carbonic acid held in solution and because of the
small quantities of other matters which it contains may be considered as a
natural strong solution of carbonic acid gas in water.

No. 2. Is very peculiar in containing considerable proportions of
Carbonic acid and Sulphuretted hydrogen and its freedom from earthy
salts. A minute trace of sulphate of lime may be detected in it. It contains
much muriate of Soda a considerable proportion of carbonate of Soda and
Iron held in solution either by the sulphuretted hydrogen or the carbonic
acid or bothf.]

No. 3. Is remarkable for the quantity of alkali it contains surpassing in
this respect all the other waters. When boiled it becomes considerably
alkaline to test papersf.j It contains a slight excess of Sulphuretted
hydrogen & Carbonic acid also some sulphate of soda much muriate of
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soda and comparatively very much carbonate of Soda. The hydrosulphuret
of soda existing in it probably gives rise to the sulphate which is found to
occur. There is no iron in this water but a little colouring matter probably
vegetable which with the alkali in excess occasions a dingy hueu

No. 4. This water is of a yellow colour is equally free from Earths as
the former waters containing a mere trace of sulphate of lime a little
muriate of soda a little carbonate of soda and much carbonate of Iront.] To
these ingredients is added a considerable excess of Carbonic acidu

No. 5.1 This water is colourless and of a sensibly chalybeate taste in
this respect being quite unlike No. 4 which has a carbonated tasteu There
is here a trace only of Sulphate of Lime Some Muriate of Soda, a little
carbonate of Soda, Carbonate of Iron and uncombined Carbonic acid
though not in great excess.

All these waters in addition to their peculiar characters are
remarkable for the almost entire absence of earthy matter and the presence
of carbonated alkali.

M. Faraday

1. Charles Stuart (1779-1845, DNB). British ambassador to Paris, 1815-1830.

Letter 310
Charles Pickslay to Faraday
16 November 1826
From the original in RI MS F3 B147
Sir,

We continue our experiments with the Alloys, much to our own
satisfaction but greatly to the annoyance of some of our Neighbours, who
wish to avail themselves of your important discoveries, but have not the
spirit to incur the Necessary expence. I enclose you a Newspaper, in which
you will observe, an Attack upon our Peruvian Steel. We must however
admit the writer has cause from the conduct of some other Manufacturers
to draw the inference he has done.

I send you a Razor, marked "Silver Steel," it is made of the commonest
steel that can be produced. The person who forged it, informs us, he makes
a great quantity of the same quality, all marked "Silver Steel". We therefore
deem it prudent, to keep the Alloys we use secret for should we publish
them, the same person who mark "Silver Steel" on such spurious articles as
the Blade sent, would not hesitate to assert they used the same Alloys as we
did, and thus bring it into disrepute.

At the same time we shall be happy to give you confidentially any
information you may wish but for the Reason stated, you will agree with us
it is not desirable to make it public, we beg your acceptance of a pair of
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Peruvian Steel Scissors that you may judge of the polish it will receive. The
Grinders were very much prejudiced against it, but now admit it bears a
finer colour, than any other that comes into their hands.

I remain I Sir, I most respectfully I your obedient humble servant I Chas
Pickslay
Sheffield Nov 16. 1826

Letter 311
Faraday to John William Parker
27 November 1826
From the original in RI MS Fl A2

Royal Institution I Nov. 27. 1826
Dear Sir

Can you make it convenient to see Mr. Brande either tomorrow or
Thursday Morning at about 10 o'clk herei.] He wants to talk to you about the
Journal & some important points relating to <i t .>

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Mr Parker

Address: Mr Parker I Northumberland Street

Letter 312
William Henry to Faraday
6 December 1826
From the original in MU MS 173

Dr. Henry requests that Mr. Faraday will do him the favour to accept
the copy of his Elements1 which will accompany this note, as a very
inadequate mark of the sense he entertains of Mr. F's obliging
communication, which enabled him to give a more perfect view of one part
of the subject2!.]

Manchester 6 Dec 1826

1. Henry, W. (1826).
2. See letter 277.
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Letter 313
Faraday to John Wilson Croker
2 January 1827
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I Jany 2. 1827.
Sir,

I take the liberty of enclosing according to your permission a couple
of the cards relative to Our Institution proceedings which have already
been issued as preparatory to the Seasons

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obliged Obedient Servant I M.
Faraday
John Wilson Croker Esq MP I &c &c &c

Letter 314
Faraday to Edmund Robert Daniell
15 January 1827
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I Jany 15. 1826[sic]
Dear Sir

I am much flattered by your enquiry after my book but it will not be
out till Marchl[.j

I shall have no copies of it in my own hand but if you wish it [I] will
send word to the Publisher to send you a copy but I thought that before
doing so I would ascertain whether you might not rather like to order it of
your own bookseller2!.]

I am Sir I Your Very obliged servant I M. Faraday
Daniell Esq

1. Faraday (1827). Not published until April.
2. See letter 322.

Letter 315
William Wyon to Faraday
17 January 1827
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Wednesday
My dear Sir,

I believe when I had last the pleasure of seeing you it was agreed that
you would be so kind as to come tomorrow Thursday it entirely escaped my
recollection that it was the visiting day for the Mint & that 1 had promised to
accompany some friends round the works which would be the time I
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should have the pleasure of seeing you. Would it be equally convenient for
you to come by 10 o'clock or on Friday or Saturday at your own time, but if
neither of these times will suit yr convenience come at the time appointed
& I will manage.

Present my kind regards to Mrs Faraday & believe me I My Dear
Faraday I Your obliged I W. Wyon

Address: Mr. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albermarle St
Postmark: 17 January 1827

Letter 316
Faraday to Walter Calverley Trevelyan1

7 February 1827
From the original in University of Newcastle upon Tyne Library,
Trevelyan Papers, GOT 186

Royal Institution I Feby 7. 1827
Sir

I find that the substance upon the surface of the fungus is nearly pure
resin having all the general properties of that bodyio

I should like to lay the specimen that I have on our Library Table at
the Converzation next Friday Evening if you have no objection to my doing
so2: it may excite a remark or interest some of the lovers of Natural History
that may be present.

I have thought that perhaps you would like to see how we spend our
Friday Evenings here and under that impression beg to inclose a ticket
which, if you do not use, perhaps you will do me the favour to burn.

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
W. Trevelyan Esq I &c &c

1. Walter Calverley Trevelyan (1797-1879, DNB). Naturalist.
2. Trevelyan permitted this. See Quart.J.ScL, 1827, 23: 213-4.

Letter 317
Faraday to Dominique Jean Francois Arago
16 February 1827
From the original in CUL MS Smith, D.E. Historical

Royal Institution I Feby 16 1827
Sir

I have again the pleasure of transmitting to you some observations
made upon the temperature of the water of the deep well at Sherness and
which my friend Mr. Underwood informed me would have considerable
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interest to youw Trusting that they may perform an humble part in affording
assistance to you in some of your researches 11 remain Sir I Your Obedient
Servant 1 M. Faraday
M Arago I &c &c &c

Letter 318
Faraday to John William Parker
c March 1827
From a photocopy in the RI MS
Dear Sir

I return you a corrected sheetu
I enclose a note of sheets I should be glad to have from the old journal

some of those on the former list which you had not then found but said you
should findt.] The sheets in Vols x and xix are not very important the others
are. I suppose there will be no difficulty about the sheets in the new
series1!.]

Favour me also by & bye with a copy of the sheets of this Miscellanea
and also of that part containing the contents of it[.j

I have not yet received the certificates to be worked off.
I hope I do not trouble you too much in these things.
Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday

Mr Parker

1. A new series of the Quart. J.ScL commenced April 1827. This was announced in ibid., 1826,
22: [xl].

Letter 319
Faraday to John Martin
9 March 1827
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I Friday
My dear Sir

If you could let us have the drawings &c by 7 o elk we should have
more time to arrange them1. If not later will do.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Martin Esq I &c &c

1. Martin exhibited his illustrations of Milton at Holdsworth's (unidentified) Friday Evening
Discourse on shipbuilding on 9 March 1827. See RI MS F4 F, p.10.
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Letter 320
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
16 March 1827
From the original in RI MS F3 B395
Dear Sir,

Pellatt1 has given notice of the pots being ready to fill on Monday. The
mixture put into the pot No. 1 of the Last Expt was
Sand 133
Lithage 130
Pearlash 60
Nitre JLfL

330
and according to your analysis the glass turned out to have too much
potash & you suggested it might be advantageously replaced with Lead.
What do you therefore think of the following
Sand 130
Lithage 150
Pearlash 40
Nitre _JL£L

330
as a change for the pot destined to ladled & reladled.

If approved, be so kind as to forward the order to make ready such a
mixture, to Messrs Pellatt & Green2 for Monday without loss of time (per
2dy Post) or if you judge any alteration requisite, make it & there is no
occasion to trouble yourself to write again to me about it as you are much
the best judge.

Yours very truly I J.F.W. Herschel

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution
Postmark: 16 March 1827

1. Apsley Pellatt (1791-1863, DNB). Glass manufacturer.
2. See note 1, letter 338.

Letter 321
Faraday to Charles Joseph Hullmandel1

12 April 1827
From Hullmandel [1827], 2

Royal Institution, I April 12, 1827.
Dear Sir,

In reply to your request, I have no hesitation in stating, for the
information of all whom it may concern, that having been made acquainted
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with, and having witnessed your method, and other methods of preparing
Lithographic Drawings, I know yours to be strikingly peculiar and different
from the others, and from a consideration of the chemical principles of the
art, should expect your process to possess that superiority which the
testimony of Artists, competent to judge, assure me that it has.

1 am, dear Sir, truly yours, I M. FARADAY
To Mr. Hullmandel.

1. Charles Joseph Huilmandel (1789-1850, DNB). Lithographer.

Letter 322
Edmund Robert Daniell to Faraday
16 April 1827
From the original in RI MS Fl H58
My dear Faraday

1 have received your "Manipulations"1 & at the same time that I return
you my sincere thanks I cannot avoid expressing the pleasure I feel, in
finding that my exertions on behalf of the Royal Institution have been
considered worthy of such a mark of attention. I have no doubt that I shall
derive both pleasure & instruction from the perusal of the work, but
whatever may be the effect it will have upon my unscientific brain, it will
always be a source of gratification by recalling to my mind the part I have
taken in the renovation of an establishment which whatever may be its
other titles to esteem will always stand pre-eminent for the share it has had
in the development of talent & for the encouragement it has afforded to the
exertions of genius. With many thanks believe me to be I dear Faraday I Your
Obliged & faithful Edmund R. Daniell
Torrington Square I Ap. 16. 1827

1. Faraday (1827).

Letter 323
John Ayrton Paris to Faraday
c May 1827
From the original in RI MS Fl H72
Dear Sir,

I should have called upon you long ago to have thanked you for your
work1; which I consider as an invaluable treasure to every practical
Chemist. I have read it with much pleasure, and have only been prevented
by a severe illness from expressing my opinion to you personally. I was
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attacked more than a fortnight since with inflammation in the trachea,
which extended to the lungs, and has obliged me to submit to the ordeal of
bleeding, blistering and all the privations usually associated with it. I have
enclosed you a small quantity of a urine sediment, I wish you would test it
for me, & see whether it consists of lithic acid or the phosphates.

I hope in course of the present week to be able to return the
compliment of your book by the presentation of another, of which you may
have heard something2.

Yours faithfully U.A. Paris
Dover Street 1 Monday Morning

1. Faraday (1827).
2. Paris (1827).

Letter 324
William Henry to Faraday
2 May 1827
From the original in RI MS Fl 170

Manchester May 2. 1827
My dear Sir

I beg you to accept my best thanks for the obliging present of your
work on Chemical Manipulation1, which I shall value, not only for its
intrinsic merits, but as a mark of your friendly regard. I have already
perused the greater part of it, and find that it abounds with matter of the
greatest use to all who embark in operative chemistry, conveyed too in a
manner which is distinct and intelligible without being tediously minute. At
this day, when every thing that is valuable in Chemistry depends on the
most rigid accuracy, he who points out how that accuracy may be obtained,
and warns against the many fallacies that may creep unsuspected into
experiments intended to be correct, renders an essential service to
Science, a service little short of that which is conferred by the discovery of
new facts. In looking back upon my own experiments, I can remember the
time when a work, accented as your's is, would have been quite invaluable
to me, and would have saved me many disappointments and much labour,
spent amiss from imperfect instruments; and even now, I note many things
which, if I ever again undertake a regular train of experiments, will greatly
facilitate my operations. One or two trifles have occurred, in which I prefer
my own mode of working, but they are not worth writing about, and can be
mentioned when we meet. The method of graduating tubes (p.77) I have
long used, and have thus at little trouble got a stock which could not have
been made by weighing, without a great waste of time. The inclosed little
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paper2 describes the method, but I have for many years used, with you,
fractional parts of a cubic inch.

In various manipulations with Gases I find great advantage in the use
of caoutchouc bottles, especially when the absorption of any portion of a
gas renders them preferable for the reasons assigned at page 3 of my little
paper. For instance in washing out carbonic acid from any gas on which
liquid potash does not act, I use an apparatus similar to fig. 3 with the
pencilled addition. The pencilled globe being filled with the gas, its neck is
inserted into the short bit of tube, ground within to fit it, to which the elastic
bottle is fixed. Removing this last from beneath the water of the trough, and
inverting it, the gas and liquid may be agitated together, the sides of the
bottle collapsing as the absorption goes on. The disunion is made under
water which rushes into the bottle, while by good management the liquid
which remains in the globe may be kept there, without contaminating the
water of the trough. If one operation be insufficient, it may be repeated; and
it will be found useful to vary the relative proportions between the elastic
bottle and the globe, to suit cases in which a large or a small proportion of
the gas is absorbable.

With sincere esteem and regard, I am, I Dear Sir I Yours very faithfully I
W. Henry.
P.S. I had very lately, from a friend, a statement in conversation of some
facts which were before unknown to me. They will induce me to alter the
last par on page 137 of my book (vol 1,10th ed) if an opportunity should be
given me leaving out "undertaken" and the seven following words3.

I must not omit to thank you for copies of several interesting papers
from the Phil. Trans. They will always reach me safely if sent to Longman's
PNR4 who correspond with my bookseller here.
M. Faraday Esq

Address: M. Faraday Esq

1. Faraday (1827).
2. Henry, W. (1813).
3. Henry, W. (1826), 1: 137 where he says that the liquefaction of gas was "in a series of
experiments undertaken at the suggestion of Sir H. Davy by Mr. Faraday". This section he
rewrote completely in Henry, W. (1829), 1:144, removing Davy's role from the discovery of the
liquefaction of gases.
4. That is Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, booksellers in Paternoster Row. See
Wallis (1974), 40.
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Letter 325
Faraday to Edward William Brayley1

9 May 1827
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution
Dear Sir

I have no tickets here they are distributed amongst my friends but if
you can send to Mr. Barnard's 34 Paternoster Row mentioning the case I
have no doubt they can spare you one[.j Mrs. Faraday who has set out for
PN Row will remember the circumstances^]

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday

Address: Mr Brayley I 70 Hatton Garden
Postmark: 9 May 1827

1. Edward William Brayley (1802-1870, DNB). Writer on science.

Letter 326
Faraday to William Brockedon
10 May 1827
From the original in RI MS

R Institution I Thursday Evg
Dear Brockedon

I dare say 1 could have the finest ôo but if you could draw it finer still I
should be glad1. It does not look to me so fine as that 1 saw at your houses

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. See Brockedon's Friday Evening Discourse on wire drawing, 11 May 1827, Quart.J.Sci.,
1827, 23: 462-4.

Letter 327
Eleventh Duke of Somerset to Faraday
12 May 1827
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Park Lane 12th May I 1827
Dear Sir

I am very much obliged by your papers from the Philosophical
Transactions, and only wish I was more worthy of them. But I hope you will
believe that I feel for Chemistry an interest quite disproportionate to my
knowledge of the science.
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I remain Dear Sir i your obedient Servant I Somerset
To Mr. Faraday

Letter 328
Faraday to Edward Magrath
21 June 1827
From the original in RI MS Fl B8

Royal Institution I June 21. 1827
Dear Magrath

I delivered your message last night to Sarah but as 1 expected she is
unable to accept your invitation for Mondays She wishes you not to trouble
yourself but to leave her & hers out this season and hopes you will make up
your party pleasantly.

I am Dear Magrath I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
What do you give your waiting man per night for attendance -he

charges us 5/- which we think rather highu

Address: Edward Magrath Esq I Athenaeum

Letter 329
Georges Cuvier to Faraday
2 July 1827
From the original in RI MS Fl 140
Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences
Paris le 2 Juillet 1827
Le Secretaire perpetuel de l'Academie IA Monsieur faraday, Correspondant

L'Academie, Monsieur, a re^u Touvrage que vous avez bien vouiu lui
adresser et qui est intitule: Manipulations chimiques1; contenant des
instructions sur la maniere de faire des experiences soit de recherche, soit
de demonstration.

j'ai Thonneur de vous offrir les remercimens de l'Academie et de vous
temoigner, en son nom, tout le prix qu'elle attache a cette publication.
L'ouvrage a ete depose dans la Bibliotheque de I'lnstitut.

Agreez, Monsieur, Fassurance d'une I consideration distinguee I Baron
Cuvier.
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TRANSLATION
Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences

Paris, the 2 July 1827
The Permanent Secretary of the Academie I to Mr. Faraday, Correspondent

The Academie, Sir, has received the work that you kindly sent it, and
which is entitled: Chemical Manipulation1; containing instructions on the
way to do experiments both for research and demonstrations.

I have the honour of offering you the thanks of the Academie and to
testify in its name to the great value which it attaches to this publication.
The work has been placed in the Institute Library.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my I distinguished regards I Baron
Cuvier.

1. Faraday (1827).

Letter 330
Faraday to William Phillips1

18 July 1827
From Phillips, W. (1827), 287-8

Royal Institution, July 18th, 1827.
When heated in a close tube, water first rises from it2, then arsenious

acid, which condenses in a pure and crystalline form; and a metallic mass
remains, having nearly the colour and lustre of copper, but containing,
besides copper, a little arsenic in the metallic state, a little sulphur, and a
trace of iron. Very feeble indications of the presence of a little animal or
vegetable matter are observable on the first impression of heat. If this
substance be heated in the open air on platina foil, nearly the same effects
and appearances are produced, but the residue is black from the superficial
oxidation of the copper. If the substance be heated upon carbonaceous
matter, or by the reducing part of a blowpipe flame, then a reduction of part
of the arsenious acid takes place, and a metallic residuum containing more
arsenic than in the former case is produced, and which is consequently
more fusible.

This substance dissolves entirely in nitric acid, the portions of metal,
&c, which are not naturally in the state of oxide, being oxidized at the
expense of the acid. When pulverized and acted upon by cold muriatic acid,
arsenite and muriate of copper are found in solution, apparently without
the evolution of hydrogen, and metallic arsenic remains undissolved.

I have little doubt that the substance is a mechanical deposit, and I
find it to vary somewhat in composition. 34.5 grains being heated carefully
in a tube, the loss of water and of arsenious acid was ascertained, and then
the metallic residuum, weighing 22.45 grains, was dissolved in
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nitromuriatic acid; the sulphuric acid formed was separated by muriate of
baryta, and the sulphur in it was ascertained; the excess of baryta was then
removed, and afterwards the oxide of copper thrown down by caustic
potash, and ultimately the arsenic acid formed thrown down by nitrate of
lead. The proportions were as beneath:

34.5 parts consist of 100 parts consist of
Water 3.1 8.987
Arsenious acid 8.95 25.944

(Copper 20.87 60.498
Sulphur 1.057 3.064
Arsenic 0.52 1.507
Trace of iron

34.497 100.000
The manner in which these substances are arranged in the mineral is

uncertain, and may be put several ways. It is probably a mixture of metallic
arsenic, arsenite of copper, oxide of copper, a little copper pyrites; one or
more of these substances being in combination with water3.

1. William Phillips (1775-1828, DSB). Geologist/
2. An ore that Phillips had sent Faraday from Cornwall for analysis.
3. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1821-1829", 26 July 1827, RI MS HD 8a, p.128.

Letter 331
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
21 August 1827
From the original in RS MS HS 7.175

Royal Institution I Aug 21 1827
My dear Sir

I have just returned to town and have your letter of last months Pray
excuse me for being (necessarily) unable to attend to your desires. - I
called on you twice before I left town and not finding you had some
conversation with Dr Young about the furnace which you probably heard
of[.] We agreed that there were some points which must be well considered
& provided against as for instance the emission of much smoke and the
chance of our neighbours disturbing us by calling the furnace a nuisance
and also that it would be proper to defer the creation of it till I could watch
it in every part[.] I shall now remain in town except for a day or two at a time
& have written to the builder to come & discuss certain points in his
specification and after having seen him I should be glad to see you. If I knew
what your days & hours were at Slough I would come down by the coach -1
could make nobody hear at your house this morning but heard from Mr
Babbages servant that you were at Slough to which place I now write.
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Favour me with a line & let me know how we can meet for half an hour. I was
unlucky yesterday in trying to see Mr Dollond but hope to meet with him in
day or two[.j

I am sorry to hear that you have resigned the Secretaryship1^] I hope it
does not imply that you must withdraw your attention from the glass
committee^ It would alter my views of the Committee & its usefulness very
much if you wereu

I am dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.F.W. Herschel Esq I &c &c &c

1. Of the Royal Society. See Hall, M.B. (1984), 37,57 for the circumstances of the resignation.

Letter 332
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
27 August 1827
From the original in RI MS F3 B397

Slough Aug 27. 1827
My dear Sir

I shall be in town I expect in the course of the next week and as you
mention the probability of your remaining there with only occasional short
absences I will take care and find an opportunity of meeting. It would be
desirable if possible to get the building done before the Society meets and
both myself and Dollond will unhesitatingly defer to your judgement as to
the plan & construction of it so that no delay need take place on our
account in proceeding to work.

I shall of course give to the subject as much attention as possible, my
resignation of the Secretaryship in no [MS torn] way interfering with my
duties as one of the Committee. Residing as I shall now chiefly do however
at a distance from Town it will not be in my power to give so much of my
personal attendance to the experiments as under other circumstances I
might. But to the utmost extent of my abilities I am only desirous to make
myself useful.

I have just got some new prisms from Utzschnieder's1 manufactory
among which is a large one of flint glass of the utmost perfection being like
a piece of solidified water without a trace of a vein or imperfection of any
kind. This shews that their glass may be depended on & that the problem is
capable of being resolved.

One of my notions which it will be well to put to the test was to form
glass of Lithage and Silex alone, in such proportions to very nearly to
saturate the former. In this state I conceive that the action of the crucibles
would be effectively prevented, provided the right proportions were
exactly hit. About 3 atoms of Silex to one of lead is I believe as much as the
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lead will take up to retain its fusibility. When fully saturated it produces a
frothy fritting mass - not glass.

Yours truly I J.F.W. Herschel
P.S. The following rather neat process for <separat>ing uranium

from iron fell in my way in the analysis of some uran glimmers & perhaps
may be interesting to you. Dissolve the Prussiates in Carbonate of Potash,
which takes them up readilyu Pour in Caustic Potash. The Uranium
precipitates in a yellow Hydrate. The whole of the Iron is retained. It cannot
be used for quantitative analysis as a little uranium also is retained in
solution, but what falls seems to be of perfect purity2.

1. Joseph von Utzschneider (1763-1840, P2). Munich glass manufacturer.
2. See Herschel's chemical notebook SM MS 478/3, p.344.

Letter 333
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
5 September 1827
From the original in AS MS Ampere papers, Carton 9, Chap X, Chem
182, A(2)

Royal Institution I Sept. 5. 1827.
My dear Sir

I cannot resist the opportunity, which by introducing Mr Wyon to you
I shall gain of reminding you of one who often thinks of youu The progress
of Electro-magnetism is such as to occasion continual reference to your
name and on these occasions I am proud of remembering our acquaintance
and the cause of it although at the same time my pleasure is a little damped
by feeling that my ignorance of mathematical knowledge is a barrier to
much communication which would otherwise be of utmost interest to met.]
Whenever I think of Electro-magnetism I have fifty questions to ask you but
they will not bear writing downu

Mr. Wyon whom I beg to introduce to your acquaintance is the
gentleman who being engaged at our mint has cut the dies for our last new
coinage and executed many other admirable works[.] Where you can with
little trouble to yourself assist him in seeing any of your institutions relative
to the arts it would be conferring an obligation on met.] Though indeed the
liberality of your nation is such that such assistance is by no means as
necessary as in Englandi.]

Believe me to be I My dear Sir as ever I Your faithful & obliged Servant I
M. Faraday
M. Ampere I &c &c &c
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Letter 334
Faraday to William Phillips1

10 September 1827
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I Sep 10. 1827
My dear Sir

The specimen you sent me although consisting for the greater part
still is intermingled with portions of a substance like that before analysed2:
it also contains portions of copper nearly pure. Some of the purest and
most uniform parts which I could select, when heated in a small green glass
tube still gave out a little arsenious acid which sublimed & crystallized as in
the former case; the quantity was however small, and the rest of the mineral
fuzed at a red heat into a substance which, when cold, was brittle, gray, and
by examination proved to consist of copper & arsenic in combination with a
small quantity of sulphur & a trace of iron. I have no doubt that the gray
metallic hard substance is an arseniuret of copper, but the difficulty of
separating it perfectly or the specimens from the accompanying bodies will
interfere with an accurate determination of its compositions

I am dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mr. W. Phillips

Address: Mr. W. Phillips I George Yard I Lombard Street

1. William Phillips (1775-1828, DSB). Geologist
2. See letter 330.

Letter 335
Dionysius Lardner to Faraday
2 October 1827
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

3 Jermyn Street St James11 October 2nd
My Dear Sir,

In anxiety for the success of the new University1 and indeed for the
cause of public Education and the general advancement of science induces
me to take a liberty which I feel is unwarranted by our short acquaintance
and for which I must entreat you to pardon me.

You mentioned to me in our late conversation (and I understand the
same from Mr. Millington) that certain engagements which would subject
for two years or thereabouts precluded the possibility of your attending to
the duties of the Chemical Chair in our institution but that if the election had
occurred two years later, you would willingly accept of the professorship. Now
a plan has occurred to me by which I conceive that your present important
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engagements will not be interfered with and at the same time the University
will not be deprived of the solid benefit of your services and the eclat of
your name.

I would suggest that you should be appointed to the professorship
under this condition that the Council should not require you to do the
duties for two years or such time as you think you shall be able to
undertake them. That in the mean time other persons be engaged to deliver
a course of Lectures each year for which the Council will be enable to offer
liberal remuneration. If you should be ready to undertake the duties in two
years from this time there will be only occasion to provide for the lectures
of one year in this way.

I have every assurance that if you would accept the chair of Chemistry
on these terms, the Council would most gladly accede to the arrangement
and of course would consent that you should retain your situation at
Albemarle St.

If your various avocations should render it inconvenient to write an
answer to this I should be happy to see you at any time you may happen to
pass this way. I am almost always at home until two o'clock.

Believe me, Dear Sir, I Yours very truly I Dion: Lardner
To M. Faraday Esq

Endorsed by Faraday: Lardner to me offering London University Coll
Professorship of Chemistry Oct 2 1827
Address: M. Faraday Esq 1 Royal Institution

1. Of London later University College London where Lardner was Professor of Natural
Philosophy and Astronomy.

Letter 336
Faraday to Dionysius Lardner
6 October 1827
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I Octr 6th 1827
My dear Sir

My absence from town for a few days has prevented your letter1 from
receiving an answer so soon as it ought to have done and to compensate for
the delay I should have called upon you yesterday evening but that I prefer
writing in the present case that my reasons for the conclusion at which I
have arrived may be clearly stated and understood^

You will remember from the conversation which we have had
together that 1 think it a matter of duty and gratitude on my part to do what I
can for the good of the Royal Institution in the present attempt to establish
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it firmlyu The Institution has been a source of knowledge and pleasure to
me for the last fourteen years and though it does not pay me in Salary for
what / now strive to do for it yet I possess the kind feelings & good will of its
Authorities & members all the privileges it can grant or I require and
moreover I remember the protection it has afforded me during the past
years of my scientific lifeu These circumstances with the thorough
conviction that it is a useful & valuable establishment and the strong hopes
that exertions will be followed with success have decided me in giving at
least two years more to it in the belief that after that time it will proceed
well into whatever hands it may passu It was in reference to this latter
opinion and fully conscious of the great opportunity afforded by the
London University of establishing a valuable school of chemistry and a
good name that I have said to you & Mr. Millington that if things altogether
had been two years advanced or that the University had to be founded two
years hence I should probably have eagerly accepted the opportunity^] As
it is however I cannot look forward two years & settle what shall happen
thenu Upon general principles only I should decline making an
engagement so long in advance not knowing what might in the meantime
occur: and as it is, the necessity of remaining free is still more strongly
urged upon me. Two years may bring the Royal Institution into such a state
as to make me still more anxious to give a third to it; it may just want the last
& most vigorous exertions of all its friends to confirm its prosperity & 1
should be sorry not to lend my assistance with that of others to the worku I
have already (and to a great extent for the sake of the Institution) pledged
myself to a very laborious & expensive series of experiments on glass
which will probably require that time if not more for their completion and
other views are faintly opening before us[.j Thus you will see that I cannot
with propriety accede to your kind suggestions

I cannot close this letter without adverting to the honour which has
been done me by my friends and I may add by the Council of the University
in their offering me the Chemical chair in so handsome and unlimited a
manner and if it can be done with propriety I wish you to express my strong
sentiments on this point to those who have thought of me in this matter. It
is not the compliment or public distinction (for the matter is a private one
altogether) but the high praise and approbation which such an unlimited
mark of their confidence conveys and which coming to me from such a
body of men is more valuable than an infinity of ordinary public noticeu If
you can express for me my thankfulness for such kind approbation and the
regret which I feel for being obliged by circumstances to make so poor a
return for their notice I shall be much obliged to youj.j

You will remember that I have never considered this affair except
upon general views for I felt that unless these sanctioned my acceptance of
the Professorship it would be useless to inquire after such particulars as
salary privileges &c &cu I make this remark now that you may not suppose
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these have been considered & approved of supposing other things had
been favourable. I have never inquired into them but from general
conversation have no doubt they would have proved highly satisfactoryu

I am my dear Sir I yours very truly I M. Faraday

1. Letter 335.

Letter 337
Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
1 November 1827
From the original in RI MS Fl A3

Royal Institution I Nov. 1. 1827.
Dear Sir

The minute fragment which I took off from the sonorous plate proves
to be a very pure alloy of Copper & Tin there is no lead & only a very minute
trace of Iron presentu

The fragment from the irregularly formed & coarser mass of metal is
different in composition in different parts there having been a partial
separation of the metal during fusion or else only imperfect mixture in the
first instances It is essentially an alloy of copper & tin but it contains a
small proportion of lead & a little iron besides^

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 338
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
3 November 1827
From the original in RS MS HS 26.33

Royal Institution I Nov. 3. 1827.
Dear Sir

Not having seen you this week I write because I shall leave town on
Monday for 8 or 10 days. Our furnace proceeds very well but being very
massive requires careful drying.] A fire is made in it every day & all day
long & I judge that from the progress that has been made we may make a
good fire in it by the time that I shall returns

I have been to Whitefriars & find Mr. Green1 anxious to do all he can
for us. I have ordered some lead sand alkali &c &c to the Institution furnace
and also some glass pots or crucible with jackets & covers to be made
immediately for use hereto I hope all this will meet with your approbation.

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.F.W. Herschel Esq I &c &c &c
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1. James Green (whose name disappears from the membership list of the Society of Arts
after 1829) was co-partner in the Falcon Glass Works where the original glass furnace was
located. See Faraday (1830a), 3.

Letter 339
Marc Isambard Brunei to Faraday
21 November 1827
From the original in RI MS
My dear Sir

The Bearer, Mons Ragan1, is the agent for a certain process for
preserving meat, from whom I understand you have had some sample. I
have advised M. R. not to present the samples to the Royal Society nor to
any society before he has taken out his Patent; I now introduce M R. to you
that he may explain his views and receive your obliging adviceu

Believe me very sincerely yours I M.I. Brunei
21st Nov 1827

1. Unidentified.

Letter 340
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
26 November 1827
From the original in SPK DD Bl 4

Royal Institution I Nov. 26 1827
My dear Sir

I did not intend to have written you another short letter but I have not
yet been able to put my thoughts in such order as to ask you at this time all
the questions that have occurred to me on your subject and must therefore
neglect all but my present object of introducing Dr. Charles Henry1 to youu
Allow me to present him as the son of Dr Henry of Manchester and one who
is anxious to avail himself of the introduction & advantages presented by
Paris & the men it contains^ I wish I could have accompanied him and at
the same time that I made him known to you could have had the
opportunity of seeing you myselft.j Wishing you all health & success in your
researches I am I My dear Sir I Very faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
M Ampere &c &c &c

1. William Charles Henry (1804-1892, Farrar etal. (1977)).
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Letter 341
Thomas Young to Faraday
20 December 1827
From the original in RI MS F3 B403

Admiralty 20 Dec. 1827
Sir

I hereby request on behalf of the Board of Longitude, that you will
continue, in the furnace built at the Royal Institution, the experiments on
glass, directed by the joint Committee of the Royal Society and the Board of
Longitude, and already sanctioned by the Treasury and the Board of
Excisei.]

I am, Sir I Your obedient servant I Thomas Young MDI Sec. Bd. Long.
Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

Letter 342
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
23 December 1827
From the original in RS MS 241, f.18

Paris 23 decembre 1827
Monsieur

Vous trouverez cy joint votre diplome de membre correspondant de la
Societe Philomatique. vous avez ete Nomine dans la Seance d'hier 22
decembre; a Funanimite des suffrages. Mr Dulong et moi avions ete invites
par la Societe a lui rendre Compte de vos travaux; charge de la redaction de
ce rapport, je n'ai pas omis de rappeller Fun des plus beaux faits de
FElectricite Dynamique, savoir, le mouvement de rotation continu d'un fil
situe dans un courant electrique; autour d'un fil d'acier aimante. J'ai
consomme avec reconnaissance et votre lettre du 18 octobre 1821, par
laquelle vous m'avez informe du resultat de cette belle experience et
Fappareil tres simple joint a la lettre, dont je me suis servi pour repeter
Fexperience -

Je Vous renouvelle mes remerciemens pour Fenvoi que vous m'avez
fait de vos excellens memoires lus a la Societe Royale; je vois avec plaisir
que votre nouveau titre nous procurera plus souvent Foccasion de
correspondre avec Vous.

j'ai Fhonneur d'etre bien affectueusement I Monsieur et tres cher
confrere I Votre tres humble et obeissant I Serviteur I hachette
M. faraday, a Londres -
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TRANSLATION
Paris, 23 December 1827

Sir,
You will find enclosed your diploma of corresponding member of the

Societe Philomatique. You were nominated at the meeting yesterday, 22
December, by a unanimity of votes. Mr. Dulong and I had been invited by
the Society to give it an account of your work; entrusted with the editing of
this report, I did not forget to recall one of the most beautiful facts of
Dynamic Electricity, that is, the movement of continuous rotation of a wire
placed in an electric current around a magnetised steel wire. I ended
gratefully with your letter of 18 October 1821, in which you informed me of
the results of this beautiful experiment and the very simple apparatus that
was attached to the letter, which I used to repeat the experiment.

I renew my thanks for sending me your excellent papers, read to the
Royal Society; I see with pleasure that your new title will procure for us an
occasion to correspond with you more often.

I have the honour of being most devotedly I Sir and very dear
colleague I Your very humble and obedient I servant I Hachette.
Mr. Faraday, in London.

Letter 343
Faraday to Prandi1

23 January 1828
From the original in University of Texas at Austin, Faraday Autograph
Letter File

Royal Institution I Jany 23. 1828
Dear Sir

I enclose you two tickets for our Friday Evening Meetings from the
belief that you found pleasure last season at some of these meetings and
from the pleasure I should have in seeing you hereu

I am Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
- Prandi Esq

Have the goodness to date the tickets and if you bring a friend to put
his name in otherwise the tickets will not pass.

1. Possibly Pietro Prandi (1799-1830, P2). Italian physicist. No other evidence has been
found which indicates that he was in England at this time.
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Letter 344
Faraday to John Leigh ton1

28 January 1828
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I Jany 28. 1828
Dear Sir

Can you put these Journals into boards for me according to the
Pattern sent. The sooner you can let me have them back the better because
they are books of continual reference!.]

I am dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. Leighton I Brewer Street

1. Bookbinder of Brewer Street. POD.

Letter 345
Faraday to Pierre Berthier1

4 February 1828
From the original in SELJ MS 4/1-2

Royal Institution I Feb. 4. 1828
Dear Sir

I take the liberty of introducing to your acquaintance a friend of mine
Mr. Brant2 from the Brazils and through him to send my remembrances and
my hopes that you are as well as when I had the pleasure of seeing you in
England^

Mr. Brant is desirous of supplying himself with the apparatus and
materials of a laboratory and for that purpose proceeds to Paris[.j If you
would have the kindness in conversation to furnish him with a few
suggestions relative to the places where he can best obtain them it would
much oblige him and me. Mr. Brant has a great desire to pursue Chemistry
effectually and in Brazil he has a new field of research which I have no
doubt he will well examine^ I am I My dear Sir Your Very Obliged & faithful
Servant I M. Faraday
M. Berthier &c &c &c

Address: M. Berthier I &c &c I Professeur I a TEcole des Mines I Paris

1. Pierre Berthier (1782-1861, DSB). French mineralogist
2. Probably Felisberto Caldeira Brant (b.1802, IBNH). Military engineer. His father
Felisberto Caldeira Brant, Marquis de Barbacena (1772-1842, IBNH) escorted Dona Maria da
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Gloria (1819-1853, NBU), daughter of Emperor Dom Pedro of Brazil (1798-1834, NBU) to
Europe in June 1828. See Calogeras (1939), 113-4.

Letter 346
Charles Wilkins1 to Faraday
6 February 1828
From the original in RI MS

Library El House I 6th. Feby. 1828.-
Sir,

In acknowledging your application to me for the loan of a China Gong
supposed to be in the El Company's Museum under my care, I am sorry to
inform you that we have never possessed a specimen of that curious
instrument. The late Sir Stamford Raffles2 had several, which, at the time of
his death, were at the Duke of Somerset's in Park Lane. I think if the
Managers of the R Institution were to apply to Lady Raffles3 at her residence
No. 23 Lower Grosvenor St. you would succeed in obtaining the loan of one
of them 4.

I am, with great esteem, I Sir, I Your very obedient Servant I Chas
Wilkins
M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Charles Wilkins (1749-1836, DNB). Librarian of East India Company.
2. Thomas Stamford Bingley Raffles (1781-1826, DSB). Colonial governor in service of East
India Company.
3. Sophia Raffles, nee Hall (1786-1858, GRO).
4. Sophia Raffles did lend various musical instruments from Java for Faraday's Friday
Evening Discourse "General account of vibrations producing sound" on 15 February. See
Quart. J.Sci., 1828, 25: 173.

Letter 347
Eleventh Duke of Somerset to Faraday
7 February 1828
From the original in RI MS

Park Lane 7th Feby. 1828
Dear Sir

There were two very fine gongs at my house for many years. I kept
them for Sir Stamford Raffles during his last voyage to India. But last year I
returned them to Lady Raffles. I will see what I can do as to obtaining the
loan of them for the Royal Institution1.

I remain Dear Sir I Your obedient Servant I Somerset
To Mr. Faraday

1. See notes to letter 346.
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Letter 348
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
15 February 1828
and William Hyde Wollaston to John Frederick William Herschel
12 February 1828
From the original in RI MS F3 B401
Dear Sir[,] This is a note I reed this morning from Dr Wollaston. I hope, the
first opportunity - you will see the possibility of making the experiments
suggested - Yours truly J.F.W. Herschel.
Pray preserve this.

Dorset Street I Manchester] Square I Tuesday 12 Feby
My dear Sir
I must own that I am not sufficiently acquainted with the proceedings of the
Sub-committee for the Improvement of Glass, to warrant my attempting to
reply so definitely to your note as you seem to wish, as I cannot in direct
terms specify the exact proportions or even the exact ingredients that would
be proper for any one experiment.

But I may nevertheless answer very explicitly as to the special object
of the experiment, which I have suggested.

If as the result of your inquiries the best proportion of any ingredients
for making glass with Potash (p) be a, + b + c &c + (p) I would in one pot
place exactly that mixture & in another pot at the same time & in the same
furnace for the same time I would put beside it a + b + c &c + (s) an
equivalent quantity of soda in order to learn as exactly as possible the
relative merits of the two alkalis for making Flint Glass.

As it is not my wish to intrude unnecessarily upon the proceedings of
the Sub-Committee & as I conceive that the above explanation cannot fail to
make my object intellig<ible> I see no reason for further interference on
the part of I Yours ever I Dear Sir I very truly I W.H. Wollaston

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London
Postmark: 15 February 1828

Letter 349
Faraday to John Millington
25 February 1828
From the original in CWM JMP 65 M59, I: 16

Royal Institution I Feb. 25. 1828
Dear Sir

I am very sorry I missed you on Friday Evening. Could you oblige me
by letting me know what subject you propose for next Friday week1!.]
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I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Millington Esq I &c &c

1. That is 7 March. Millington was engaged in legal work (see letter 352) and instead Faraday
lectured on "Supplementary remarks on the reciprocation of sound", Quart.J.ScL, 1828, 25:
417.

Letter 350
Philip Lorenz Geiger1 to Faraday
4 March 1828
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.21
Gesellschaft I fur I Naturwissenschaft und Heilkunde.
Der Secretar der Gesellschaft I an Herrn M. Faraday in London
Euer Wohlgeboren
habe ich die Ehre anzuzeigen, dass die hiesige GESELLSCHAFT FUR
NATURWISSENSCHAFT UND HEILKUNDE Sie zu ihrem wirklichen
Mitgliede ernannt hat. Ihrer geneigten Theilnahme an dem Zweck unseres
Vereines entgegensehend, beharre ich mit ausgezeichneter
Hochschatzung
Heidelberg, den 4 Maerz I 1828

Euer Wohlgeboren I gehorsamster I Geiger

Address: Herrn M. Faraday, I Director des Laboratoriums I der Royal
Institution I in I London

TRANSLATION (from the original in RS MS 241, f.21)
Society I for I Natural Science and Medicine
The Secretary of the Society I to I Mr M Faraday in London
Sir

I have the honor to announce that the Society for Natural Science and
Medicine of this place have nominated you an actual fellow. Desiring your
willing co-operation in the object of our association I continue with
distinguished esteem

Sir I Your most obedient Servant I Geiger
Heidelberg the 4th March 11828

1. Philip Lorenz Geiger (1785-1836, PI). Pharmaceutical chemist.
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Letter 351
Davies Gilbert to Faraday
5 March 1828
From the original in RI MS

March the 5th 1828
My Dear Sir

I have bought some of the crucibles from Lea1 & [word illegible].
Will you do me the favour of dining with me at the Thatched House on

Saturday the 15th.
Yours most faithfully I Davies Gilbert

1. Unidentified.

Letter 352
John Millington to Faraday
10 March 1828
From the original in CWM JMP 65 M59, I: 14a

Black Horse Inn Salisbury I Tuesday 10th March 1828
My Dear Sir

I find by a letter just received from home that you have given out my
paper for next Friday for which I am very sorry. 1 certainly did in the first
instance say that next Friday or the Friday after would be the same thing to
me, but this was in consequence of my believing that the assizes here only
lasted a day or two, and you will no doubt recollect that when we afterwards
went down into the lower rooms to look at the models we then finally
settled that the postponement should take place for a fortnight, and that I
would attend next Friday to exhibit and explain one of the models on the
Table. I now find even this will be impossible as on account of the press of
business here the judge takes an additional day here and will sit till
Saturday. Our attorney says I have no chance of getting back to Town
before Saturday evening or Sunday so that I hope you will be able to
arrange accordingly. Our first cause is expected to be a two days matter and
there are two to try1. It is therefore a great pity that the precautionary
postponement we last agreed upon was not adhered to, and I hope Mr.
Turrell2 will be able to take next Friday3 which I understand was fixed, or if
not that you will be able to make a satisfactory arrangement without
difficulty to yourself or inconvenience to the Managers I remain

My Dear Sir I Yours very faithfully I John Millington

Address: Mich Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I 21 Albemarle St I London
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1. See Rex v John Richmond Seymour and Charles Macklin, Ann.Reg., 1828: 323-37. The
defendants were charged with attempting to commit an unnatural offence. Millington
(evidence on p.333-5) was called as an expert witness for the defence to establish that the
chief witness could not have seen the attempt. Nevertheless they were both convicted.
2. Unidentified.
3. As indeed he did giving a Discourse on engraving. See QuartJ.Sci., 1828, 25: 417.
Millington gave his lecture, on paper manufacture, the following week. Ibid.

Letter 353
Faraday to William Jerdan
12 March 1828
From the original in the Physics Department, Birmingham University
Dear Sir

But for indisposition you would have had this much earlier1. But I
thought I might take till Wednesday & then was not able to do it until
Morning. I have not read it a second time[.] Pray correct cut &

I am dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Wednesday night
Pray shall you take any notice of Mr Fullers2 Medal?3

Address: W. Jerdan Esq I 7 Wellington Street I Waterloo Bridge
Postmark: 13 March 1828

1. Faraday's report of his Friday Evening Discourse on 7 March 1828 on the reciprocation of
sound. See Lit.Gaz., 15 March 1828, p.169.
2. John Fuller (1757-1834, Lawrie (1971)). Patron of science, particularly of the Royal
Institution.
3. See "Arts and Sciences I Royal Institution", Lit.Gaz., 22 March 1828, p.185 where the
announcement of the institution of medal on 14 March 1828 was noted.

Letter 354
Faraday to Alfred Ainger
14 April 1828
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I April. 14. 1828
Dear Ainger

Are your illustrations for an evening on escapements & pendulums
ready? On returning from the country I find that Brockedon fails me for next
Friday night and so apply to you at very short notice^ We want a man who
speaks sense and has an opinion of his own to open the second part of our
season1.

I hope you will send me an answer back by post saying you will take
the evening and letting me have the title of the subject.
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We are very glad to hear Mrs. Ainger2 is recovering our best respects
to her.

I am Dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
A Ainger Esq I &c &c
Write me an answer immediately whichever way you decide.

Address: A Ainger Esq I 10 Doughty Street I Gray's Inn Road

1. Ainger gave his Friday Evening Discourse on clocks on 18 April. See Quart.J.ScL, 1828, 25:
418-23.
2. Marianne Ainger (d.1839, age 39, GRO).

Letter 355
John Knowles to Faraday
19 May 1828
From the original in RI MS
Dear Sir

Agreeably to promise I send you the enclosed.
I have not gone deeply into the subject because I promised our friend

Brande to give him a syllabus of the two lectures for the Journal of the
Institution1.

I am, dear Sir I Yours sincerely I John Knowles
Navy Office I 19 May 1828

1. Knowles gave two Friday Evening Discourses both entitled "The Rise, Progress, and
Present State of Naval Architecture in Great Britain", on 2 and 16 May 1828. See Quart.J.Sci.,
1828, 25: 426-31.

Letter 356
Faraday to William Jerdan
30 May 1828
From the original in RI MS Fl G19

Royal Institution I May 30
Dear Sir

I send you last fridays account1 - tell me if they are at all too long or
too numerous.

I also beg to send you a pamphlet written by a friend of mine - name at
present unknown2!.] I think it gives a good view of the affairs of the tunnel
and though I have no money interest in the thing yet I hope for its scientific
character it will go on[.]
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Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
- Jerdan Esq

1. Report on Brockedon's Friday Evening Discourse of 23 May on Sievier's gunpowder work.
Lit.Gaz., 7 June 1828, p.361.
2. See review of Anon (1828) in Lit.Gaz., 14 June 1828, pp.375-6. The Thames Tunnel at
Rotherhithe (on which Marc Isambard Brunei was the engineer) had collapsed, for a second
time, on 12 January 1828. This prompted considerable public discussion and controversy as to
its future and indeed work did not recommence until 1835.

Letter 357
Faraday to Benjamin Hawes
early June 1828
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I Tuesday Evening
Dear Sir

Herewith you have proofs but let me have them back as soon as
possiblei.]

All you refer to in your last shall be attended tou
The only thing requiring a direct answer relates to a [word illegible]

paragraph relative to the subject of the 13th. This paragraph may not go in
at present but as the subjects are always announced a week before hand the
subject & its announcement then becomes public knowledge & you or the
papers or any body else may use it we cannot help it -1 suppose that week
will be notice enough.

I am not as yet sure whether it1 will be the 13 or 20th of Juneu Mr
Brande has not settled about the Water subject and we suspend decision for
him2[.j

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
B Hawes Esq I &c &c

Endorsed: Tunnel I Faraday I Lecture

1. Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse on the Thames Tunnel was given on 13 June. See
QuartJ.ScL, 1828, 25: 436. See also note 2, letter 356.
2. Brande did not give his Friday Evening Discourse on the water supply of the metropolis
until 23 January 1829. QuartJ.Sci., 1829, 27: 350-6.
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Letter 358
Faraday to William Jerdan
5 June 1828
From the original in MU MS 173

R Institution I Thursday
Dear Sir

I send you Mr Curtis'1 account unaltered2!.] According to my notions I
should have put the matter down to the pencil mark into half a dozen lines.
But you will be a better judge than I am of what is properu

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Jerdan Esq

1. John Harrison Curtis (d.cl860, Bl). Aural surgeon.
2. Curtis gave a Friday Evening Discourse on the ear on 30 May 1828: See Lit.Gaz., 14 June
1828, p.378. This was the report to which Faraday here refers.

Letter 359
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
6 June 1828
From the original in RI MS F3 B487
Dear Sir

Enclosed is a little prism cut from a specimen of glass I brought to the
R Institution yesterday of 2 borax - 2 Fluor - and 1 sandj.j The polish on its
faces is so irregular that it gives but a very bad image - but I should judge it
by a rough comparative trial I made of it with a little water prism having
nearly the same deviation to possess a dispersive power considerably
below water & therefore below crown glass, which is what I expected and
hoped.

In the table of Dispersive powers we have as follows
Flint glass 1000 X p = 48
Crown glass 35
Water 35
Borax 30
Quartz 26
Fluor spar 22

The borax probably means crystallised borax. That of the fused will
therefore probably be lower than 30 but taking 30 we might expect to have

2 x 30 + 2 x 22 + 1 x 26 o/, t _ ,. . . .
- =26 for the dispersive index

(lOOOp) of the glassu
Now 48 : 35 :: 35 : 25.5 so that, on this estimate which is probably

above the truth the glass ought to be as far below crown glass as that does
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below flint, and therefore the composition will be equally easy with the
fluorine glass as with flint, and (from the much less quantity of colour to be
corrected) probably much more perfect.

Yours truly I J.F.W. Herschel
Kensington June 6. 1828.

Address: M. Faraday 1 Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

Letter 360
Richard Phillips to Faraday
12 June 1828
From the original in RI MS
To all whom it may concern.

Be it known that we Richard Phillips, being credibly informed that one
Michael Faraday & his wife are proposing to themselves to make a tour into
Wales during the Summer of this blessed Anno domini 1828, & being well
known to all parties concerned that the ancient and loyal Town of
Brummagem is conveniently situate & placed between Lunnun & the said
ancient & loyal Town of Brummagem, for the purpose of effecting certain
nightly snorings and daily eatings, drinkings, chattings laughings & other
kinds of fun - and whereas we the said Richard Phillips have great desire to
see the said Michael Faraday & Sarah his wife, do of our own undoubted,
undoubtable, redoubtable, uncontroulable will & order command that the
said M & S.F. do without any let, hindrance, molestation or any plea
whatever, repair to a House called Lady Wood House, situate near the said
Town of Brummagem then & there to enjoy the aforesaid nightly snorings,
daily eatings and drinkings chattings and laughings.

Given at our Laboratory in Dartmouth Street Brummagem as aforesaid
this 12th of June 1828 I Richard Phillips
Quod attestor Thomas Morton Jones1 June 12th 1828

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 361
Louis Nicolas Vauquelin1 to Faraday
22 June 1828
From the original in RI MS Fl H48

Paris le 22 juin 1828
Monsieur,

quoique je n'aye encore eu aucun rapport direct avec vous, je pense
qu'a raison de la haute reputation que vous avez si justement acquise parmi
les chimistes, vous me pardonnerez de m'adresser a vous pour vous
recommander un jeune homme dont le voyage en Angleterre a pour but de
visiter les etablissements ou Ton s'occupe du blanchissance des toiles.

Si vous connaissez, comme il n'y a pas lieu [word illegible]quelques
personnes qui, a Manchester ou ailleurs, possedent de ces etablissements,
je vous prie de lui donner pour elles quelques lettres de recommendation,
j'en serai tres reconnoissant, et si jamais vous aviez besoin de mes services
dans ce pays vous me trouveriez toujours dispose a vous les rendre.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'hommage de ma Parfaite Consideration i
Vauquelin

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday Professeur I de chimie &c I A
Londres

TRANSLATION
Paris, 22 June 1828

Sir,
Even though I have not yet been in direct contact with you, I think that

because of the great reputation that you have so justly acquired amongst
chemists, you will forgive my writing to you to recommend to you a young
man whose journey to England has as its aim visiting cloth bleaching
establishments.

If you know, [word illegible] any people who, at Manchester or
elsewhere, own such establishments, I would ask you to give him some
letters of recommendation for them; I shall be very grateful, and if ever you
have any need of my services in this country, you will find me always eager
to help you.

Please accept, Sir, the homage of my perfect consideration I Vauquelin

1. Louis Nicolas Vauquelin (1763-1829, DSB). French chemist.
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Letter 362
Joshua Ramsey to Faraday
24 June 1828
From the original in RS MS HS 26.40

36 Walbrook I June 24 - 1828
Sir

The Expence of taking down the present Glass furnace as low as the
hearth - of laying new hearth & rebuilding the same - the Inside of the
furnace & fire place - worked with all Stourbridge bricks & loam - with new
Iron frame to inner door of furnace - with no door or frame to fire place &
without the additional flue over the top of fires and furnace As also the
alteration as proposed to damper of chimney, done in a good & proper
manner including the needful Iron ties & clearing away all rubbish after the
same will be Fifteen Pounds for which I will if approved undertake the
same.

& remain Sir I Your humble obedient servant I Joshua Ramsey
To Michl Farriday Esq

Address: Michl Farriday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
Letter 363
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
24 June 1828
From the original in RS MS HS 7.177

Royal Institution i July [sic] 24, 1828
Dear Sir

Our furnace is breaking away at the top so fast that I am afraid we
cannot make more than 2 or 3 more experiments in it. I have therefore had
Ramsey to look at it & he has sent me the accompanying estimate for what
repairs & alterations we thought fit1. Now it would be an excellent job done
whilst I am out of town (& I leave London next Tuesday) for it would partly
employ Anderson in watching the men & seeing they do work rightly and
also would be drying for us again on returning to London. Can this be done?
Can we do it or can you report to a council of the Royal Society so as to get it
done? Although perhaps this Council may not decide before I go out of
Town Yet if you thought it likely I could have Anderson so far instructed
that he could when you gave him authority inform Ramsey & let the work
proceedu

I have not spoken to Mr Dollond for I have but just got the paper and
am anxious to save the posti.]

I am dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.F.W. Herschel I &c &c

1. Letter 362.
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Letter 364
William Hyde Wollaston to Faraday
27 June 1828
From the original in RI MS Fl 1124

1 Dorset Street I Manchr Square I Friday 27 June 28.
Dear Sir

I called, some days since, at the Royal Institution &, not finding you at
home left for you with the porter the bottom of the crucible containing the
lead in hopes that you would examine how little had been lost.

1 now send the glass which has been slit & polished for examination
but have retained a thin slice from the bottom for the purpose of shewing to
Mr Pellatt1 how very little even of this glass is contaminated thereby^

Your much obliged I W.H. Wollaston.

Address: M Faraday Esq I R. Institution

1. Apsley Pellatt (1791-1863, DNB). Glass manufacturer.

Letter 365
Faraday to George Dollond
28 June 1828
From the original in RI MS

R Institution I Sat Eveg
Dear Sir

I go out of town on Tuesday for six or seven weeks. We have examined
our furnace & find it to want repairing. The top bricks fall down & we are
afraid of them falling into experiments. I have got Ramsey to look at itu His
estimate for taking down the body of the furnace to the hearth rebuilding
&c & putting other things to rights is I think & 15 but I have sent the estimate
to Mr Herschell & I am not quite sure1!.]

Now would it not be better to get this done while I am away. It will
employ Anderson, he will have time gradually to warm & dry it & it will be
ready when I returns If deferred it will occupy several weeks when I might
be able to work.

I have written to Mr Herschell who thinks it ought to be done by all
meansf.] If you are of the same opinion let Anderson know when he calls
upon you and then he will give directions accordingly!.]

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
- Dollond Esq I &c &c

1. See letter 363.
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Letter 366
Faraday to Benjamin Hawes
30 June 1828
From the original in RI MS Fl A37

R Institution I June 30
My dear Sir

We shall be moving about for some weeks to come but I shall be very
anxious to hear of the Tunnel1 and if when you have any news to tell me you
will inquire about me of Mr Barnard 34 Paternoster Row you will there
either find that some one is going to join me from thence or they will give
you my last addressu

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
B. Hawes Jur. Esq

1. See note 2, letter 356.

Letter 367
Nicholas Aylward Vigors1 to Faraday
7 July 1828
From the original in RI MS

Bruton St I July 7. 1828.
My dear Sir,

I am not acquainted with any naturalist of the name of Fyshe. We have
a member of that name, or rather of that of Fisrf, belonging to our Society,
but natural history is not his element.

We have received the great Tortoise from Capt Brant3, and returned
thanks for it in due form. It is a noble animal. Vide the Literary Gazette of
last Saturday4.

I leave town this evening for about six weeks, having waited till this
day for the purpose of being introduced formally to the Institution.

Yours very faithfully I N:A: Vigors
Mich Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Nicholas Aylward Vigors (1785-1840, DNB). Secretary of the Zoological Society.
2. William Croft Fish a member of the Zoological Society from 1826 to 1842. Information from
R. Fish, Librarian of the Zoological Society.
3. See note 2, letter 345.
4. "Sights of London", Lit.Gaz., 5 July 1828, p.428.
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Letter 368
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
21 July 1828
From an original copy in RS MS HS 7.176
M. Faraday Esq Royal Institution. To be forwarded I (copy)

Slough I July 21. 1828
Dear Sir,

The reason of my writing to you is the dissolution of the Board of
Longitude which I understand to have taken place or to be in the act of
taking place by the repeal of the acts under which it exists1.1 have written to
Mr Gilbert2 to ascertain what immediate step it may be necessary to take in
respect of the glass experiments in consequence of the sudden cessation
our pecuniary resources, and I have suggested the propriety of his
communicating immediately with you on the subject, as I am on the point of
leaving Slough for a Summer excursion and cannot well name an address at
presenti.j

It strikes me that your opinion as to the probability of success and
your wishes as to the continuance or discontinuance of the experiments are
what will most likely guide the Council of the R.S. in the question whether
to let the subject drop - or to apply to another quarter for funds to prosecute
the enquiry. If success is met with at all it will be your doing I am quite sure
that /am a nonentity as to all bona fida useful purposes, and my opinion on
the point will be almost entirely dependent on yours feeling at the same
time that the Council of the R.S. and Science have already incurred a great
obligation to you for what you have already donei.j

The results Anderson shewed me of the fusion of Fluor with Clay are
in the highest degree curious and interesting. The opake opalescent part
before the blowpipe fuses with a very moderate heat and if suddenly cooled
becomes transparent glass. The air exercises a strong action and it soon
becomes infusible. I should fear that the violent action of fluor on the pots
will prevent its being of much use, as, if saturated, it then bears too low a
proportion to the other ingredients to give a low dispersive power. I should
like to try the Fluor borax - and sand in a platina crucible and pour it out hot
on a cold iron plate.

I remain dear Sir I Yours very Sincerely I J.F.W. Herschel

1. The act, 9 Geo IV, c.66 received the Royal Assent on 15 July 1828.
2. Herschel to Gilbert, 21 July 1828 (draft in RS MS HS 8.113). Gilbert replied 25 July 1828 (RS
MS HS 8.114) saying he would write to Faraday and would and try and obtain money from the
Admiralty. On 2§ July 1828 (RS MS HS 8.115) he wrote again to Herschel enclosing a note from
Croker (not found). On 2 September 1828 (draft in RS MS HS 8.116) Herschel replied saying
that he and Faraday thought that the future prospects of the work should be made by a
statement from the next meeting of the full Glass Committee to carry weight with the
Admiralty. However, by the time of the meeting on 13 November 1828, the problem had been
resolved and the sub-committee was requested to continue its work (RS MS CMB 1, p.211), the
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money coming from the Admiralty through their scientific committee which was formed at the
end of the year. See letter 384.

Letter 369
Margaret Barnard to John Barnard
30 July 1828
From the original in RI MS

Wednesday July, 1828
My dearest love

Having just finished the perusal of your long expected letter I will lose
no time in answering it as I have little doubt but that you wish to hear of us
tho nothing very particular has happened since you left. The Children are
both quite well I told Anna1 to kiss your letter which she is still doing very
warmly. I frequently say to her where is Papa when she looks rather
puzzled and begins her old chorus come me Papa yesterday she was very
full of he[r] gibberish and your Aunt was quite amused with her. A[u]nt
Pussy2. Frank3 appears to me to grow fatter and more saucy every day. I
have had a sad fit of the Rheumatism the Monday you left the is only day I
have been free from it. It came on again the Tuesday more violently than
ever and continued thro the weeku Eliza Gray was with me till Saturday
noon I do not know what I should have done without her on Saturday
afternoon I took to my bed. On Monday morning Charlotte [Barnard] came
up before Breakfast to see after me she had previously intended staying the
first part of this week and Jane [Barnard] the latter. Charlotte has been
quite a nurse to me and [word illegible] Rubbing and Blistering has gone on
famouslyu Your Mother kind as she allways is came to advise and
prescribe for me and advised me to lay in Bed so here I am still but you
must understand I am a great deal better the pain has allmost subsided^
But it has left my head in such a tender shattered state as to be more fit for
the Pillow than moving about. I have been sadly plagued with Servants
several of them pretending they would take the place and never calling
againu I have no doubt my cold was very much encreased by going rather
late last Thursday Evening all the way to Lower Thames Street after the
character of a girl which when I got there I could not find and the next day
she told me she was sorry to say she had made a mistake and that it was
little Tower instead of Lower Thames Street when I got there her Mistress
said she had given her one character and did not think sufficiently well of
her to give another so there was an end of that[.] I am going this Evening if
my head will take to Queen Square after one[.]

I was rather in hopes you would have been able to give me a better
account of yourself tho I do not wonder that you feel still weak[.] I think that
the great change of air alone frequently produces that feeling and then I
think too so much sea sickness must shake the Head and Stomach very
much for some time after tho it may ultimately tend to clear away the
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complaintf.] I have felt very angry with myself ever since you left that I did
not pack up a kettle a little neat Brandy. I think you would have been glad of
it. I think you should make use of this opportunity and do all you can to
strengthen your stomach by taking some Camomile or Gentian with a little
Rhubarb - do you not think it might do you good try it it can do no harmu

Jane is just come in she has brought me a letter from Eliza [Reid] who
says ("does John not think a voyage would do him good the steam boats are
very tempting and I should be very glad to see him here") Jane says your
Father tired of waiting wrote to you yesterday so perhaps I shall hear of you
again thro him he has been to see me once(.j Charlotte with Margery4 is
gone to Queen Square for me 1 hope to some purpose. I often think of you
Anna frequently calls you to mind and since you have left I have thought
her more like you than I did before. I have thought of you rather angrily
since Saturday for not writing before pain made me impatient but I felt at
the same time how dear you were to me I miss you particularly at night
when we used to say good by but whilst you are receiving any benefit where
you are I do not want you. The same morning that you left Mr. Sandon5 put a
chimney pot on with nine arms and a hovel it has not smoked since. Mrs J.
Chater6 has been confined a week to day and has got a little girl so they are
now as well off as we are. Mother has been very poorly for two or three days
with the Bowell complaint she was very much pleased with Michaels letter
and desires her love to him Sally and yourself. Mary7 is still here tho not
good for much Mr Coulson8 seems at a loss what to do with her he
recommended the sea side and I spoke to your Father about the Margate
infirmary he applied to Mr Clutterbuck9 but found there was no chance for
her to get int.] I hope you will be able to read this letter without much
trouble you must not forget that it is written in Bed if the paper had been as
long again I should have filled it up with something for I find it does not
want much consideration what I shall say to you. Betsy and Family are all
well[;] Robert's as I was not out on Sunday I have not heard of[.] Charlotte is
just returned with a pretty fair character of the young woman so I hope that
business will be settled tomorrow morning. Caroline Barnard has just left
me she desires her love to you she has brought me some [word illegible]
from West End. Vernor10 has cut two teeth they are all well. Your sister
Reid's11 family came home to day they are all pretty well except Mary
whose eyes are but little better, Margery desires her love to her aunt and all
her uncles. Give mine to Sally & Michael and believe me your affectionate
wife I Margaret Barnard

Address: Mr. J Barnard I at Mrs Blackmore's I Lynmouth I North Devon
Postmark: 31 July 1828

1. Anna Barnard (1827-1898, GRO). Daughter of Margaret and John Barnard.
2. Unidentified.
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3. Frank Barnard (1828-1895, GRO). Son of Margaret and John Barnard.
4. Margery Reid (1815-1888, Reid (1914)).
5. Unidentified.
6. Unidentified.
7. Mary Reid (1813-1853, GRO under Boyd). Daughter of William and Mary Reid.
8. William Coulson (1802-1877, DNB). Surgeon to Aldersgate Street Dispensary.
9. Henry Clutterbuck (1767-1856, DNB). Physician to Aldersgate Street Dispensary.
10. Vernor Barnard (1827-1916, GRO). Son of Edward and Caroline Barnard.
11. Mary Reid.

Letter 370
William Buckland1 to Faraday
22 August 1828
From the original in RI MS

Oxford 22 Aug
My dear Sir

Will you have the kindness to look at the Box I gave you to carry the
Chara Hispida2 yesterday to see if there is any name or locality written on
any part of it. On looking at the fossil shells it contained I find no locality, &
without this they are useless if nothing is written on the Box do not trouble
yourself to write to me but if any thing be thereon, pray copy the Inscription
if legible & send me it by Post. I hope your next visit will be less rapid & find
me more at leisure

I Remain I Ever Truly Yours I W. Buckland

Address: To Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albermarle St I London
Postmark: 22 August 1828

1. William Buckland (1784-1856). Geologist.
2. A species of caraway. Private communication from Nicolaas Rupke.

Letter 371
Faraday to George Richardson Porter1

28 August 1828
From the original in PU John Wild Autograph volume 2, leaf 106

Royal Institution I Aug 28
Dear Sir

I thank you for the account of your patent2.
I have nothing to do with the Journal of Science except the part

devoted to Miscellaneous information & such papers as I write in my own
name and these are subject to Mr Brande but I shall direct his attention to
your patent3. Pray have you had any experience yet of its application in the
large way & for any length of time?
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1 am dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.R. Porter Esq

1. George Richardson Porter (1792-1852, DNB). Sugar broker.
2. G.R. Porter, patent 5609, 19 January 1828, "Communicated Heat for Various Purposes".
3. Brande did not notice this patent in Quart.J.Sci.

Letter 372
Faraday to Richard Phillips
29 August 1828
From the original in SPK DD Bl 13-14

Royal Institution I Aug. 29th. 1828
Dear Phillips

I do not know whether my country rambles are concluded for this
year or notu I am afraid they are and indeed ought not to grumble except
that they have not as yet enabled me or us to see youu I have refrained from
writing in the obscure hope that perhaps I might have a laugh with you this
summer1 but I have been obliged to laugh without you so far and must still
endeavour to be chearful notwithstanding your absence^ I can't help
wishing you had stopped in London for though acquaintances offer
themselves in abundance I do not find that my list of friends increases!.]

Sarah & I have been rambling about for nearly two months -1 have not
been at home many days. - I am very much better for the country &c and
think I begin to feel as usual; all I am annoyed about are the nervous
headaches and weakness they unsettle me & make me indisposed to do any
thing but they are much better than they were.

I hardly know any thing that is doing here[.] I have not seen the
journals these two months - nor have 1 seen any one to inform me of general
proceedings. The London University opens its schools early in October^ I
have not heard a guess about the probable success of the establishment -
Nor have I heard any thing about the King's College except that it is
liberally supported by subscriptions in all parts of the countryu Pray how
does Cooper^ get on in the Borough? perhaps I ought to ask Dr. Boott3 that
question rather than you seeing you are so far from the spot - I am so
indifferent to most things except the success of this particular house (the R
Institution) that I cannot help laughing at myself at the surprise which
strangers feel when they begin to talk to me about scientific concerns in
London expecting that I shall be fully informed upon all points & mightily
concerned about them and find me less instructed & more indifferent than
the merest town-talker[.] And then my bad memory does not mend the
matter - I am sorry to say it gets worseu
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Now about Mrs. Phillips and my wife for they ought to share with us in
these communications seeing they are so scarce (wives or
communications?). You did not say a word about your wife in you last and
we want to hear a little on that point as well also as about the numerous
hopes of your family from Miss Phillips to Master Richard - (Sarah tells me
there is a smaller hope than him -1 had forgotten it)4u So in your next let us
have a fuller account - I think if Mrs. Phillips wrote it it would be more
circumstantialu

I began this letter directly after breakfast and it is now three o elk. All
the rest of the time has been wasted in nearly useless conversation with
callers there is no end to them in this houseu They leave me no time to
write my letters^ Farewell dear Phillips for the present. Sarah begs to be
remembered to you & Mrs. Phillips and to Miss Phillips and the rest of her
acquaintance and I wish to be remembered <also.> I never can close one
of these letters in reasonable comp<ass> without leaving out some
important point but the whole comes to this that we do not forget any of
you[.]

Very Faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
R Phillips Esql&c &c

1. See letter 360.
2. John Thomas Cooper (1790-1854, B4). Professor of chemistry at Grainger's School of
Medicine, Webb Street.
3. Francis Boott (1792-1863, DNB). Physician who also taught at Webb Street.
4. Richard Phillips (b.1822, DQB) and William Phillips (b.1826, DQB).

Letter 373
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
26 October 18281

From the original in RI MS F3 B499
Dear Sir

The annexed Borate of Lead was made in the year 1821 and as you see
is no way tarnished. It was made by prescription & fused in a Wedgewood
basin - yet it is still yellow.

The other specimen is a trisilicate and is nearly saturated - I should
like much to have a pounding up of it and refusion in a clay crucible, as it
seems only to want a longer heat and more perfect union of the undissolved
skeletons of Silex at the top with the rather excessive proportion of Lithage
below to make a good glass. It does not seem at all to have attacked the
Crucible.

This has a tarnish on its fracture though made only about 2 years.
I remain dear Sir I Yours very truly I J.F.W. Herschel
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P.S. On considering the matter of parallel strata in glass, I perceive for the
first time that they may be dreadfully injurious.

1 ~ s

For let PQRS be a concave flint lens worked from a disc disposed in parallel
strata 12 3 4 5 6n Then all the rays Aa Bb and Ee Ff which fall on that ring of
the polished surface whose sections are ab, ef, where the Stratum 1 cross
out will have a focus determined solely by the refractive power of the
material 1. Those which fall on the [word illegible] of 2 will have their focus
determined by the refractive power of 2 and those of cd by 3. Thus these
several cones will not have a common vertex,

v
& an aberration of a kind analogous to, but worse (because more
uncommandable) than the spherical will arise.

To obviate this the disc should be softened and pressed in a mould
which will divide it into a series of concave lenses thus,
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and all the rays will enter at a median of one refractive power and all will
emerge at one of one other.
PPS. I Query then are not many bad object glasses faulty from the crown -
not the flint lens.
Query also whether advantage might not be taken of this in the making of
large burning lenses.

Address: M. Faraday Esq I R. Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Dated from copy in RS MS HS 26.41.

Letter 374
Faraday to Isaac Lyon Goldsmid1

15 November 1828
From the original in the Francis A. Countway Library of Medicine, H MS
cl

Royal Institution I Nov. 15. 1828
Dear Sir

I am very much obliged to you for your invitation but partly from
indisposition & partly occupation I have been obliged to decline all
invitations for nearly a twelvemonth past. Fortunately I am better in health
now than I have been but my business (which cannot be performed by
others for me) is so much in heaps that I am not able to avail myself of your
kindness.

I am dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful servant I M. Faraday
I.L. Goldsmid Esq I &c &c

1. Isaac Lyon Goldsmid (1778-1859, DNB). Financier and philanthropist.
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Letter 375
Faraday to William Ogle Carr1

24 November 1828
From the original in Liverpool Record Office

Royal Institution I Nov. 24. 1828
Dear Sir

Do not think I have forgotten you[;] I have been very busyw
I send a paper which if filled up by your Father will make you at once a

Life Subscriber and as such you will have all the privileges of a subscriber2^]
If after that you wish to become a member then the second paper

should be filled up (as I have represented in pencil) and you go to ballot3[.]
On being elected you have to pay only fifteen guineas instead of the fifty
five or sixty I forget which that is to be paid by a member not having been
previously a life subscriber^]

I am in hopes you will return me both the papers filled up this week
that I may put them in at the Monthly meeting of Members on Monday next
by which a month in time will be savedu

I am Dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
W. Ogle Carr Esq

1. William Ogle Carr (d.1856, age 53, Bl). Lawyer.
2. This Carr did. He was nominated by his father Thomas William Carr (d.1829, RS MS BR,
lawyer). See RI MM, 1 December 1828, 7: 225.
3. This Carr also did. See RI MS GM, 1 December 1828, 4: 16.

Letter 376
Charles Hatchett to Faraday
24 November 1828
From the original in RI MS Fl H40

Belle Vue House, Chelsea I Novm 24. 1828
My Dear Faraday

The unglazed Porcelain crucibles were made for me nearly 30 years
ago1; I believe the name of the maker was Woolfe2 but I will in the course of
this day look into my Books of accounts for 1798,-1799, and 1800, when very
probably 1 shall find some mention made of them*.

Believe me I Always most truly Yours I Chas Hatchett
*If so, you shall hear again from me.

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. These crucibles were used in the glass work. See Faraday (1830a), 52.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 377
Charles Hatchett to Faraday
24 November 1828
From the original in RI MS Fl H40

Belle Vue House, Chelsea I Novm 24. 1828
My Dear Faraday

In my Book for 1804 I have found as follows.
18041 June 12. "Paid at Messrs Hankey1 to the account of Messrs Wolfe

& Hamilton2 for 2 Gross of Porcelain crucibles" &4-3-6[.]
I do not remember the residence of W & H but it was undoubtedly

amongst the Staffordshire Potteries. However perhaps you may hear every
thing about them by making inquiry at Messrs Hankey's.

Yours Most truly I Chas Hatchett

1. Hankey. Bankers of 7 Fenchurch Street. See Picture of London for 1820.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 378
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
25 November 1828
From the original in RS MS HS 7.178

Royal Institution I Nov 25. 1828
Dear Sir

On Saturday I made a piece of glass 5 inches square. On Monday took
it to Mr Dollondw Today he reports it good with the exception of one run
which will grind out[.)

I was excessively cramped in making this piece of glass because of the
smallness of our furnace. I have asked Mr Dollond whether he sees
objection to laying out £10 or & 15 in constructing a small furnace in the
Glass furnace room here which will work properly - he sees none - do you? I
shall make sketches & tell Ramsey to give me an estimate hoping that what
will be required will not be objectionable^ I expect the estimates by
Fridayu

Let me know whether you object to this course^ I cannot make large
specimens without some other means than those we have here & 1 think the
large specimen just made is sufficient to prove the applicability of the
principles when properly attended ton

The piece just made is full of bubblesu That was inevitable in the
present furnace.

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.F.W. Herschell Esq I &c &c
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Letter 379
Joshua Ramsey to Faraday
29 November 1828
From the original in RS MS MM 14.6

36 Walbrook I Novr. 29. 1828
Sir

The expense of the furnaces including all the Brick & Iron Work & the
wood models for casting the same complete as & of the dimensions in
drawings, the whole of the internal parts worked with the best fire goods &
loom[sic] done in a good & proper workmanlike manner will be

for the large furnace SI6-0-0
for the portable do Sc 8-0-0
I remain Sir I Your Most Obedient Servant I Joshua Ramsey

Address: Michl. Faraday Esq

Letter 380
Dominique Francois Jean Arago to Faraday
2 December 1828
From the original in RI MS Fl H56
Mon cher confrere

Comme je sais a quel point la question de la fabrication du flint-glass
Vous interesse, j'ai engage Mr Bontem[p]s1 qui est parvenu, de concert avec
ses associes, m m Libaudeau2 et Lerebours3, a resoudre ce probleme de la
maniere la plus satisfaisante, a Vous Voir et a Vous montrer quelques uns
de ses echantillons. Veuillez raccueillir avec Votre bonte ordinaire et
agreer d'avance avec mes remercimens la nouvelie expression de mon
entier devouement

Votre tres humble et tres obeissant Serviteur I F Arago
2 Decembre 1828

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday I membre de la societe Royale et
Professeur I a I'lnstitution Royale &c I Albemarle Street I London
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TRANSLATION
My dear colleague

As 1 know how much the question of the manufacture of flint-glass
interests you, I have engaged Mr. Bontemfpjs1 who has come, together with
his associates Messrs Libaudeau2 and Lerebours3, to resolve this problem
in the most satisfactory way, to see you and to show you some of his
samples. Please welcome him with your customary kindness and accept in
advance with my thanks a new expression of my complete devotion.

Your very humble and very obedient servant I F Arago
2 December 1828

1. Georges Bontemps (b.1801, IBNH). Glassmaker.
2. Unidentified. Reading doubtful.
3. Noel Jean Lerebours (1762-1840, NBU). Optician.

Letter 381
Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
22 December 1828
From the original in CUL MS Coll Typographic

Royal Institution I Dec. 22 1828
Dear Sir

I beg to say that the Managers of the RI were so much obliged to you
for your kindness that they would have resolved a vote of thanks to you
from their board but that I objected and said that I knew it was your wish
not to be recognised as giving any advice in this affair .̂] I wish to say this to
you that you may know they are really grateful for your kindness though
the formal expression of it is omitted.

I am Dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

1. Hence there is no indication in RI MM as to what this affair might have been.

Letter 382
Faraday to John Martin
23 December 1828
From a transcript in RI MS

Royal Institution I Dec. 23. 1828
My dear Sir

Many many thanks to you for your kind invitation which on the part of
my wife she begs me to decline as she very rarely goes out of the circle of a
numerous family^ For myself I shall endeavour to be with you i.e. if Mrs.
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Martin1 will consent to take me alone but I am rather uncertain from
numerous business engagements & meetings about this time of the yean.]

I sent your engravings to France through the Ambassador2 some time
ago; 1 do not know whether you can yet have received an acknowledgement
of them or not, Great bodies move but slowly.

With best respects to Mrs. Martin I am My dear Sir
Very faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

J. Martin Esq I &c &c

1. Susan Martin, nee Garret (b. cl781, see Feaver (1975), 13).
2. Either Charles Stuart (1779-1845, DNB), British ambassador to Paris, 1815-1830 or
Auguste-Jules-Armand-Marie, Prince de Polignac (1780-1847, NBU), French ambassador to
London, 1820-1829.

Letter 383
Faraday to George Dollond
27 December 1828
From the original in John Rylands University Library of Manchester,
Ryl. Eng. MS. 376/646b

Royal Institution I Dec. 27. 1828
My dear Sir

Mr Herscheil will be in Town & can be here at a Sub Committee on
Wednesday next at 11 o elk. I hope you can make it convenient to come1.

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J. [sic] Dollond Esq

1. The committee met on 31 December 1828. RS MS CMB 71, p.155.

Letter 384
The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to Thomas Young, Edward
Sabine and Michael Faraday
31 December 1828
From the original in RGO14 / l,f. 240-1
By the commissioners for executing the Office of Lord High Admiral of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland &c.
To I Doctor Thomas Young F.R.S. I Captain Edward Sabine F.R.S. I Michael
Faraday Esq F.R.S.

Whereas His Majesty has been pleased by His Order in Council dated
the 27th October last to direct that a Resident Committee be appointed to
advise with us on all questions of Discoveries, Inventions, Calculations, and
other scientific subjects; such Committee to be composed of three persons
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to be chosen by us from among the Council of the Royal Society: And
whereas we think fit that you the aforesaid Doctor Thomas Young; Captain
Edward Sabine; and Michael Faraday Esq shall compose the said
Committee for one year from the present date: We do therefore humbly
constitute and appoint you the said Doctor Thomas Young; Captain Edward
Sabine; and Michael Faraday Esq to be such Committee as aforesaid for the
ensuing year, for which duty you will severally be allowed a salary of one
hundred pounds.
Given under our hands the 31 December 1828.
Melville I G. Cockburn1

1. See note 2, letter 386

Letter 385
Faraday to John Murray
3 January 1829
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I Sat. Jan 3.
Dear Sir

I am very sorry that I must break engagement today but I am called
hastily into the city & fear I cannot possibly get back in time to meet you.
Will you have the kindness to mention some day & hour convenient to
yourself on which I can attend you[.]

Your obedient Servant I M. Faraday
John Murray I &c &c

Endorsed: Jany 3 1829 I Faraday M.

Letter 386
John Wilson Croker to Faraday
5 January 1829
From the original in RS MS 241, f.25

Admiralty Office I 5 January 1829
Sir

I am commanded by My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to
acquaint you that their Lordships have been pleased to appoint you to be a
Member of the resident Committee for advising with their Lordships on
scientific subjects in conjunction with Dr. Thomas Young, and Captain
Edward Sabine1.

I am Sir I Your Most Obedient I Humble Servant I J.W. Croker
Michael Faraday I F.R.S. I Royal Institution
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Endorsed by Faraday: Lord Melville I Sir George Cockburn I Sir Henry
Hotham I Sir George Clerk I Earl Brecknock2

1. See letter 384.
2. This is a list of The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, respectively Robert Saunders
Dundas, 2nd Viscount Melville (1771-1851, DNB), George Cockburn (1772-1853, DNB), Henry
Hotham (1777-1833, DNB), George Clerk (1787-1867, DNB) and George Charles Pratt, 3rd Earl
Brecknock (1799-1866, CP).

Letter 387
Faraday to John Wilson Croker
6 January 1829
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4608, f.4

Royal Institution I Jany 6. 1829.
Sir

I have received your communication1 and beg you will do me the
favour to express to My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty the high
sense I entertain of the honor done me by being considered as one
competent to be upon the Committee they have appointed and to say for
me that I shall always be anxious to give my best judgement and assistance
in any way their Lordships may require.

I am Sir I Your Most Obedient! Humble Servant I M. Faraday
Right Honorable I John Wilson Croker MP I &c &c &c

1. Letter 386. See also letter 384.

Letter 388
Thomas Young to Faraday
7 January 1829
From the original in RI MS Fl H30
Dear Sir

Pray tell me in a day or two, how much you think is at present owing
for the expenses of the Glass Committee: and how much more is likely to be
wanted in order to complete the experiments already begun: as to any
further proceedings hereafter you can probably form no opinion of what
might be eligible until they are completed: I only wish to know about the
extreme of the responsibilities which are actually to be met either by the
effects of the Board of Longitude or by the Royal Society.

Believe me Dear Sir I Very truly Yours I Thomas Young
9 Park Square I Wednesday 7 Jan
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Address: Michael Faraday Esq, F.R.S. I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
Postmark: 7 January 1829.

Letter 389
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
3 February 1829
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I Feb. 3. 1829.
Dear Sir

I am much obliged to you for your card. Wednesday is an engaged
evening with me until a late hour but I shall certainly take advantage of one
of those on the card[.]

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
- Pettigrew Esq I &c &c

Letter 390
Thomas Young to Faraday
4 February 1829
From the original in RI MS

Dr Young hopes it will be convenient to Mr. Faraday to attend the
Scientific Committee1 in Park Square next Saturday at 11. And the first
Saturday in every succeeding month at the same hour.
4 Feb 1829 I 9 Park Square

Address: Michael Faraday I Royal [MS torn]

1. Of the Admiralty. See letter 384.
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Letter 391
Faraday to the Principal Officers and Commissioners of His Majesty's
Navy
19 February 1829
From the original in PRO ADM106 / 1519, f.30

Royal Institution I Feb. 19th. 1829.
To the Principal Officers & Commissioners of His Majesty's Navy

Honorable Gentleman
I am directed by the Committee of Management for the Friday

Evenings at the Royal Institution respectfully to apply to you for the favour
of the loan of certain models of the Block Machinery at Portsmouth at
present in the model room of the Navy Board1!.]

The object is to illustrate the various beautiful mechanical
contrivances introduced into that apparatus by Mr. Brunei at one of the
Friday Evening Meetings and if the privilege of using them may be granted
it will be conferring a high favour on the Members of the Institution which
will not fail of being fully appreciated!.]

I have the honor to be I Honorable Gentlemen I Your most Obedient
Humble Servant I M. Faraday Secretary

Endorsed: 20th Feby 18291 The Board have no objection to comply with the
application of Mr. Faraday RS HL JT2

If there is no risk of injury I conclude the Board will feel pleasure in paying
attention to the wishes of the Institution. 11 conclude Mr Brunei would have
no objection to the Exhibition of the model TBM3

Done with as it is the intention of Mr Faraday to have the models on
Monday next JK4 29 Apr

1. Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse "On Brunei's Block Machine", 8 May 1829. See "Arts
& Sciences I Royal Institution", Lit.Gaz., 16 May 1829, p.320.
2. Respectively Robert Seppings, Henry Legge (Deputy Comptroller of the Navy Board, 1829-
1830, Collinge (1978), 118), Joseph Tucker (a Surveyor of the Navy, 1813-1831, Collinge
(1978), 145).
3. Thomas Byam Martin (1773-1854, DNB). Comptroller of the Navy Board.
4. John Knowles.
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Letter 392
Faraday to Robert Balmanno1

25 February 1829
From the original in PML R-V Autogrs. Misc. - English

Royal Institution I Feb 25. 1829
Sir

The Committee of Management for the Friday Evenings beg to thank
you for your kindness in obliging them with the loan of some very
interesting specimens of arrows &c for the Library tables on Friday Evening
Last2[.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday Sec
- Balmanno Esq I &c &c

1. Robert Balmanno (1780-1861, Morgan (1973), 78). Bibliophile and art collector.
2. This Friday Evening Discourse was by Alfred Ainger on the pendulum. See QuartJ.ScL,
1829, 27: 365.

Letter 393
Faraday to William Hosking1

5 March 1829
From the original in RI MS Fl B9

Royal Institution I Mar. 5. 1829
Sir

I have placed Dr. Roget's letter before our Friday Evening Committee
6 also explained to them the nature of your offer as I learnt it from you in
conversation. Our Committee return you their best thanks for your kind
offer but think the subject one which in its nature does not consort with the
character of the Friday Evening meetings as they wish to preserve them[.]

New points in philosophy - or new modes of experimental illustration
- or new applications to useful purposes are what is wished for after these
follow new matters in taste or literature^ But mere matter of opinion which
can be settled only by reference to taste and not by reference to natural
facts is they think inadmissible at our Lecture table on the Friday
Evening^.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
W. Hosking Esq.

1. William Hosking (1800-1861, DNB). Architect.
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Letter 394
Faraday to Lewis Vulliamy1

14 March 1829
From the original in APS MS 509 L56.2

R Institution I Mar. 14. 1829.
My dear Sir

I beg to thank you most sincerely for your kindness in sending me
specimens of the Stone used at the Post Office2[.]

I am inclined to think that the subject will probably be continued
during the season3 & then I shall have an opportunity of making use of your
kindness[.]

I am dear Sir I Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
W. [sic] Vulliamy Esq I &c &c

1. Lewis Vulliamy (1791-1871, DNB). Architect
2. The new General Post Office in St Martin's Le Grand was nearing completion at this time.
See Athenaeum, 30 September 1829, p.616-7.
3. Faraday had, on 27 February 1829, given a Friday Evening Discourse on testing the action
of weather on building materials (see QuartJ.ScL, 1829, 27: 371-2). The subject was not
continued later in the season.

Letter 395
Faraday to Benjamin Smith1

26 March 1829
From the original in APS Misc MS Collection

Royal Institution I March 26. 1829.
Dear Sir

At your Brothers2 request I write to you in haste hearing that you will
soon leave England for your trip to America. I have asked Mr. Brande
whether he could suggest any thing which your kindness & willingness
could do for the Institution and he agrees with me that it is only in the way
of Minerals that we can recommend things to your attention!.] The
American Philosophical reports are so uncertain that we do not know how
to trust them but it is said that very fine minerals large & beautiful are
abundant!.] Now with us these are desirable. Strontian specimens from
Lake Erie are amongst the numberi.]

Your Brother told me of your plan of flying kites and wished me to
write you my opinion as to danger from the Electric fluidu I should think
you had very little reason to fear from that agent but I certainly should
advise you that you have a metallic communication as a chain or rod
descending from the string at the distance of a few yards from the ship (if
convenient) and touching the water even entering it for a few feet if that can
be allowed and also that a wire run up the string from this chain perhaps 30
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or 40 feet. If the conductor cannot be dropped from the string into the water
then it ought to be continued by good metallic communication from the
string over the ship & down the side until it touch & enter the water but 1
should prefer the first methods Much must be left to your own observation
& judgement but attend to this one point never have a broken or interrupted
conductor let the different metallic parts touch each otheru

If you plan succeeds I hope you will send us an account of it home as a
subject for one of our Friday Evenings describing the arrangements both
successful & unsuccessful which you had occasion to make in the passage.

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Benj Smith Esq I &c &c

Address: Benj Smith Esq I Mountfield I near Robertsbridge I Sussex

1. Benjamin Smith (1783-1860, DNB under William Smith). Politician.
2. Probably William Adams Smith (1789-1870, Goldie and Bishop (1983), 34). He was active
in many philanthropic causes. Private communication from Ann Moore. See letter 511.

Letter 396
Faraday to John Murray
27 March 1829
From the original in JMA

Royal Institution I March 27
Dear Sir

I am much obliged to you for your kind invitation and am sorry I
cannot accept it. But at this period of the year I am so engaged in
professional duties that I can very rarely call an evening my own and every
Saturday evening is of necessity devoted to Institution business.

I am Dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
John Murray Esq

Endorsed: March 27. 1829 1 Faraday M Esq
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Letter 397
Faraday to Edward Magrath
13 April 1829
From the original in RI MS Fl BIO

RII Monday April 13. I 1829
Dear Magrath

I think it as well to send a formal letter to the Building Committee1 that
supposing delay or mistake arises it may not by accident be laid to my
charge or in fact that any opinion may arise that I have neglected either in
time or experiment the wishes of the Committee.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Of the Athenaeum Club.

Letter 398
Joseph Fincher to Faraday
29 April 1829
From the original in RS MS 241, f.27

Royal Institution I 29th. April 1829
Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that in pursuance of the nomination
of Benjamin Bond Cabbell1, Esq. you were this day admitted to the
privileges of a Life Patron of the Library and Mineralogical Collections

I have the honour to be I Sir, I Your most obedient Servant I Josh
Fincher I Assist Secy
Michael Faraday, Esq.

1. Benjamin Bond Cabbell (1781-1874, DNB). Patron of the arts.

Letter 399
Charles William Pasley1 to Percy Drummond
25 May 1829
From the original in RMA WO150 / 4, f.33

Chatham the 25th I May 1829
Dear Sir,

1 will be much obliged to you to let me know, how many lectures on
Chemistry and Geology, were usually delivered as one Course of Lectures at
the Academy, and whether there were one or two courses in the year, and
how many times a week the lecturer attended, whilst the Lectures were in
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progress. Also what was the pay granted to the Lecturer, what kind of
assistant he had, and what pay was given to the assistant.

The last time I was at the Royal Institution, I asked Mr Faraday, who is
certainly the very best Lecturer on Chemistry, whether he could undertake
to deliver a course at Woolwich to the Cadets. He informed me, that his
present salary at the Institution was so small, that he did not mean to
continue there permanently: but as the Laboratory of that Institution had
been the origin of his Chemical Knowledge, and Reputation, he felt bound
in Gratitude to promote its prosperity by continuing to lecture there for
some time to come. If he embraces employment under Government, he
would of course expect either a permanent salary, or if he undertook to give
an annual Course of Lectures, at Woolwich, it must be on such terms as
could remunerate him handsomely for the time and trouble expended in
the course, if paid by the Course. You must be aware, that there may be
several hours of preparation for a Lecture that is only to last one hour.

Now as I could neither state the number of Lectures given, nor the
remuneration enjoyed by the former Lecturers, it was of course impossible
for me to give Mr Faraday any data, on which he could make a proposition. I
know that second or third rate Lecturers could be had, who would deliver a
course of Lectures, probably good enough for the Cadets, on very moderate
terms; but I think it an object to have the most eminent man if possible, in
that line; and one accustomed to teaching, like Mr Faraday; who is not only
one of the best chemists of the day, but certainly the best Lecturer, qualities
not always combined; and who if employed would not be satisfied with
merely lecturing, but with communicating real knowledge to his Pupils.

Yours very faithfully I C.W. Pasley
Col. Drummond, &c. &c.
Nb. I did not speak to Mr Faraday as a person actually authorized to treat
with him, but as a member of a Committee in which the idea has been
thrown out, and was under consideration, and would therefore probably be
acted uponj.]

Address: Colonel Drummond I Lieut. Governor &c I Royal M. Academy I
Woolwich

1. Charles William Pasley (1780-1861, DNB). Head of the Royal Engineers' Field Instruction
Establishment at Chatham. He had attended Faraday's morning lectures at the Royal
Institution since January 1829. See C.W. Pasley, "An Account of experiments tried at Chatham
for the purpose of obtaining an Artificial Water Cement", RS MS AP 14.14, p.44-5.
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Letter 400
Faraday to Eilhard Mitscherlich1

5 June 1829
From the original in DM HS 775

Royal Institution i June 5th 1829.
My dear Sir

I have not forgotten the pleasure I received from the few short visits
you formerly made me in London2 and am quite unwilling to allow your
remembrance of me to be altogether lostt.] A friend of mine Mr Halswell3

intends passing through Berlin and I am desirous upon the occasion of
writing to you for a double or triple purposes One as I have before said &
the leading one to keep your remembrance of me alive. Another the
introduction of Mr Halswell to you as a gentleman & a scholar whom you
will be pleased to know and the third a favour which I am going to ask of
you only on condition that you will refuse it if it incurs too much troubles

There is manufactured at the Royal Porcellain works at Berlin such
basins for chemical operations as infinitely surpass any thing we have in
Londonu I would write to the works directly for them but do not know the
sizes & prices & could not therefore well describe what I want. Now You as
a chemist know perfectly. If I understand rightly it is only evaporating
basins which are particularly useful to chemists and such as are from 3 to 5
inches in diameter I imagine to be those that will suit me best[.j A few down
to 2 inches and a few up to 6. 7 or 8 inches in diameter but I may not go to an
expence of more than eight or ten pounds sterling altogether and therefore
I must be economical!.] Now if you would take the trouble of ordering these
for me according to your discretion it would be a great favour done me[.j If
they manufacture any thing else you think useful & not expensive then put a
specimen or two inn

If you could look them out & order them: the people at the works I
hope would take the trouble of packing them up & shipping them
addressed to me to the Care of Messrs. Bingham Richards4 & Co. Kings
Warehouse Custom House London - At the same time sending a letter per
post to Messrs. Bingham Richards & Co. Kings Arm Yard. Coleman Street
London advising them of the shipment!.]

As to the payment at Berlin I intend to ask Mr Halswell the bearer of
this letter to pay to you or at the Porcellain works the expence incurred!.] I
am in hopes you can arrange to do this though the goods may not be
shipped until afterwards!.]

I hear of your progress and continually regret that my ignorance of the
German Language entirely prevents me from arriving at the correct
knowledge of what is doing in a very active part of the scientific world. But
time gets shorter & shorter with me business accumulates more & more.

Believe me to be I My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged & faithful i M.
Faraday
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Address: M. Mitscherlich I &c &c I Berlin

1. Eilhard Mitscherlich (1794-1863, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Berlin.
2. Mitscherlich had visited London in 1824 where he had met Faraday and other men of
science. Partington (1964), 206.
3. Edmund Storr Halswell (1790-1874, AC). Lawyer.
4. Richards, Bingham and Co, merchants of 8 Kings Arm Yard, Coleman Street. POD.

Letter 401
Faraday to John James Masquierer1

25 June 1829
From the original in Dr Williams's Library, MS Henry Crabb Robinson
Collection, VIII, 38

Royal Institution I June 25. 1829
My dear Sir

Will you allow me to introduce to your acquaintance my friend Dr
Harwood2 who is also Professor of Natural History3 and is at present about
to fix his residence at Brighton^

The last time I saw you in London I was so thoroughly occupied as I
presume was evident to you that I had not the opportunity of receiving you
with the attention I should like to have given to an old friend but the Friday
Evenings are now over and I feel as if worn out by them[.]

Pray make my best respects to Mrs Masquierer4[.] Say that late events
have often called her conversation relative to Sir Humphry and Lady Davy
to my mind5.

I am dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful I M. Faraday
J.J. Masquierer Esq I &c &c &c

1. John James Masquierer (1778-1855, DNB). Painter. According to Thompson (1898), 7-8
Masquierer lodged with Riebau and while there taught Faraday drawing. See also Prescott
(1985), 29.
2. John Harwood (d.1854, age 60, GRO). Physician.
3. At the Royal Institution.
4. Rachel Masquierer, nee Scott (d.1850, age 72, GRO).
5. Davy had died in Geneva on 29 May, although this was not reported in the Times until 9
June 1829, p.2, col. d, with an extended report the following day, p.2, col. d.
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Letter 402
Faraday to Charles William Pasley1

26 June 1829
From the original in BL add MS 41964, f.26

Royal Institution I June 26 1829
Dear Sir

I am very much obliged to you for your letter and beg to thank you for
the good opinion which induces you to think me worthy of being trusted
with what always must be if properly filled a responsible office. But I am not
clear that I gather your meaning correctly: from the beginning of your letter
I am led to believe that I am thought worthy by others as well as yourself,
but towards the close I think you say that probably economy will guide the
selection, & some second or third rate person be appointed; so that I hardly
know whether to consider your letter as an offer or not[.]

If those who have the power to appoint the lecturer were to think it
would be expedient to have my services, and were to offer me the option of
accepting the situation, I should be very much inclined to do so because of
its taking me more frequently into the air than my present arrangements
do, and so I trust benefiting my health. As to fulfilling the duty I shall say
nothing to you, who know my manner of lecturing and my general
character; & can therefore judge for yourself. But I should want to know,
what pay would be allowed; what extent of Course and if duties would be
required; what kind of laboratory & establishment there is upon the spot;
what assistance would be allowed in preparing the lectures; (you know
they are not mere talk but involve if properly illustrated a great deal of
experiment & labour,) and what other circumstances there are bearing
upon the question.

However if there is any possibility of my being called upon to
undertake these lectures, I would, after hearing the extent of course & the
pay allowed, and finding them consistent with my views, I would, I say,
come to Woolwich and we would look at the Laboratory & establishment
together. But it is not worth while anticipating so far in advance at present.

I am going out of town in about ten days & shall be absent for a month
or five weeks.

I am dear Sir I Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday
Coll C.W. Pasley I &c &c

1. See note 1, letter 399.
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Letter 403
Percy Drummond to Faraday
26 June 1829
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Woolwich 26th June I 1829
Sir

It has been proposed to the Master General of the Ordnance1 that a
course of Lectures on Chemistry and Geology should be delivered annually
to the Gentlemen Cadets of the Royal Military Academy at this place and I
request that you will have the goodness to inform me whether you are
willing to undertake this duty, and if so, what remuneration you would
expect.

The Lectures would be delivered at the rate of one in a week and at a
season of the year when the Lecturer would probably be least occupied in
Londonu

A Lecture room belongs to the Institution and is provided with
furnaces &c. There is a portion of the necessary apparatus, consisting of
glass retorts, bottles &cu

I shall be in London tomorrow, and will endeavour to call at the Royal
Institution before twelve o'clock; should I not do so, an early answer would
oblige me, as I shall be absent from Woolwich for about a fortnight after the
31 of this month.

I am Sir I Your Most Obedient Servant I Percy Drummond IColl. Lieut
Govr R: M: Academy
Mr Farraday I &c &c &c

1. William Carr, Viscount Beresford (1769-1854, DNB). Master General, 1828-1830.

Letter 404
Faraday to Percy Drummond
29 June 1829
From the original in RMA WO150 / 4, f.45A

Royal Institution I June 29th 1829
Sir

In reply to your letter of the 26th and as a result of our conversation
on Saturday I beg to state that I should be happy to undertake the duty of
Lecturing on Chemistry to the Gentlemen Cadets of Woolwich provided
that the time I should have to take for that purpose from Professional
business at home were remunerated by the Salary.

But on this point I hardly know what to say in answer to your enquiry
because of my ignorance of the conveniences & assistance I should find at
Woolwich. For the lectures which I deliver in this Institution where I have
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the advantage of being upon the spot; of possessing a perfect laboratory
with an assistant in constant occupation1; and of having the command of an
Instrument maker2 & his men; 1 receive, independent of my salary as an
officer of the establishment, £8.15.0 per lecture. The only Lectures I have
given out of this house were a course at the London Institution3 for which,
with the same conveniences as to laboratory and assistance I was paid at
the same rate. Since then I have constantly declined lecturing out of the
Royal Institution because of my engagements.

I explained to you on Saturday the difficulty of compressing the
subject of Chemistry into a course of 20 lectures only and yet to make it
clear, complete, and practically useful; and without 1 thought I could do this
I should not be inclined to undertake the charge you propose to me. Now
twenty lectures at the terms 1 have in this house amount to it 175 per annum
and therefore 1 should not be inclined to accept any offer under that; the
more especially as, if I found that the times and hours of the students
allowed it I should probably extend the course by a lecture or two or more
that I might do the subject greater justice.

Notwithstanding what I have said I still feel the difficulty of estimating
labour the extent of which I am ignorant of. Were the lectures of that class
which do not require to be accompanied by experiment or were the
necessary experiments and illustrations of such a nature that (as in
mechanics) the preparations once made are complete and ready when
wanted for future courses I should not feel the difficulty. But in many parts
of chemistry and especially in the chemistry of the gases, the substances
under consideration cannot be preserved from one course to another but
have to be formed at the time and hence if the illustrations are to be clear
and numerous a degree of preparatory labour which has to be repeated on
every occasions

For these reasons I wish you would originate the terms rather than I. If
you could make the offer of £200 a year I would undertake them and then
supposing I found more work than I expected I should not have to blame
myself for stating an undervalue for my own exertions. I have no thought
that the sum would overpay because from my experience for some years in
a chemical school founded in the Laboratory of the Royal Institution I have
no doubt that the proportion of instruction to the students would expand
rather than contract.

Allow me before I close this letter to thank you and the other
gentlemen who may be concerned in this appointment for the good opinion
which has induced you to propose it to me. I consider the offer as a high
honor and beg you to feel assured of my sense of it. I should have been glad
to have accepted or declined it independent of pecuniary motives but my
time is my only estate and that which would be occupied in the duty of the
situation must be taken from what otherwise would be given to professional
business.
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I am Sir I Your Most Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Coll. Drummond I &c &c &c

1. Charles Anderson.
2. John Newman.
3. See Jeffreys (1960), entry 140.

Letter 405
Faraday to Percy Drummond
1 July 1829
From the original in RMA WO 150 / 4, £48

Royal Institution I July 1. 1829
Sir

I beg to thank you for your letter and again to acknowledge my
obligation to you for the good opinion which has induced you to repose
such trust in my capabilities & intentions!.]

I am going out of town early next week probably to Folkestone
Sandgate or that part of the coast but any letter you may direct to the R
Institution will be forwardedu

I am Sir I Your very obedient servant I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

Letter 406
Edward Sabine to John Wilson Croker
2 July 1829
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4282

Somerset House. July 2d. 1829
Sir;

I beg leave, on behalf of the scientific committee, to enclose you the
accompanying certified bills for expences incurred in the manufacture of
glass for optical purposes and to request you to lay them before the Lords
Commissioners that their payment may be ordered. Their total amount is
&80..4..6. They include every expenditure up to the present time, and the
experiments are still in progress.

I have the Honor to be, I Sir, I Your obedient servant I Edward Sabine.
The Right Honorable I John Wilson Croker I &c &c &c

List of bills for expences on the Glass Experiments up to June 30 18291

Mr Newman 30. 10. 0
— Maudslay2 9. 4. 0
— Oakes3 4. 17. 6
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— Feetham4 3. 5. 6
— Ramsey 2. 13. 5
— Barr5 4. 16. 0
Wages & Sundries 15. 18. 1

&80. 4. 6

Endorsed: July 4 Order to the Navy Board to pay it.

1. This list is in Faraday's hand. All these invoices are in RS MS MM 14.7.
2. Henry Maudslay (1771-1831, DNB). Engineer in Lambeth.
3. David Oakes, coal merchant, 25 Oxenden Street, Haymarket.
4. William and Mark Feetham, stove manufacturers, 9 Ludgate Hill.
5. Flight, Barr and Barr, makers of Worcester Porcelain, 1 Coventry Street.

Letter 407
Edward Sabine to Faraday
12 August 1829
From the original in MU MS 173

14 [word illegible] Greenwich
Dear Faraday,

Can you meet me at Somerset House after one o'clock tomorrow, and
before five? I shall have the book with me; there are some few letters that
have passed in some chance that I wish to shew you. It is of no great
importance.

Pray write to Mr. Daniell to send you the letter which I addressed to
him stating the qualifications & recommendations of Mr. Ritchie1 as a
lecturer at the R.I. I took some trouble to write a proper letter on the

sion2.
Truly Yours I Edward Sabine.

12h. August.

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St

1. William Ritchie (1790-1837, DNB). Natural philosopher.
2. See RI MM, 2 October 1829, 7: 275, for the role Sabine played, as a Manager of the Royal
Institution, in the appointment of Ritchie as Professor of Natural Philosophy at the Royal
Institution.
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Letter 408
Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac to Faraday
13 August 1829
From the original in RI MS Fl 1150

Paris 13 aout 1829
Mon cher Monsieur,

Mr Pfaff1, qui vous remettra la presente, a voulu que je lui donnasse
quelques lignes de recommendation pour vous; comme Si Son nom et ses
ouvrages vous etaient inconnus. En me rendant a Ses desirs, ce Serait
meconnaitre Votre amour pour les Sciences et votre bienveillance pour
ceux qui les cultivent et les aggrandissent. Aussi n'ai-je vu dans la demande
de Mr Pfaff qu'un motif que j'ai Saisi avec empressement de me rappeller a
votre bon souvenir, et de vous offrir la nouvelle assurance de mes
Sentimens tres distingues et tres devoues I Gay-Lussac

TRANSLATION
Paris 13 August 1829

My dear Sir,
Mr. Pfaff1, who will give you this letter, has asked me to give him a few

lines of recommendation for you; as if his name and his works were
unknown to you. Giving in to his wishes, would be to under-estimate your
love of the Sciences and your kindness to those who cultivate and enlarge
them. Also did I not see in Mr. Pfaff s request but a motive I seized upon
quickly to recall myself to your good memory and to offer you a new
assurance of my very distinguished and very devoted sentiments. I Gay-
Lussac

1. Christian Heinrich Pfaff (1773-1852, P2). German natural philosopher.

Letter 409
Faraday to John Murray
22 September 1829
From the original in JMA

Royal Institution I Sept 22.
Dear Sir

I take the liberty of introducing to you Mr. de Molior1 who is anxious
to have the opportunity of conversing with you on literary subjects.

I am dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Murray Esq I &c &c
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Endorsed: 1829 Sept 22d I Faraday, W. Esq I of the Royal Institution
Address: John Murray Esq I &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 410
Faraday to John Millington
3 October 1829
From the original in CWM JMP 65 M59 I: 27

Royal Institution I Oct. 3. 1829.
My dear Sir

Will you excuse me for inquiring for a part of the Philosophical
Transactions Part 1. 1827 which I lent you some time sinceu I have had
occasion for it lately & suppose that perhaps you had done with it.

Remember us kindly to Mrs MillingtonVl Pray is it true that you are
going to leave us? or is it all a newspaper mistake. The newspapers make a
great many.

I am my dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Millington Esq I &c &c

Endorsed: 3rd Oct 1829 - Mr. Faraday for part of Phil Trans lent me & asking
if going to Mexico.
Address: John Millington Esq I &c &c I 5 Doughty Street Grays Inn Road

1. Emily Millington, nee Hamilton (d. cl831, see DAB under John Millington).

Letter 411
John Millington to Faraday
3 October 1829
From the original in CWM JMP 65 M59 I: 27a

5 Doughty Street Foundling I Saty eveng 3rd Octr. 1829.-
My Dear Sir

I am ashamed that you should have had to remind me by your letter
just received, of the 1st part of the Phil Trans for 1827 which you so kindly
lent me, and which I ought to have returned long ago. - You may however
rely on having it in a day or two, as I am now busily engaged in looking over
all my books and other property for disposing of it, as I am sorry to say I
shall very shortly have to leave you having accepted the office of Chief
Commissioner of the Anglo Mexican Mining Association concerns which
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will oblige me to reside at Guauaxauto near Mexico, for which place I depart
with all my family in about a fortnight-

This is a very sudden piece of business, for altho it has been talked
about for a long time, the papers were only finally signed and completed
within the last fortnight, and I had consequently entered into no
preparations. - You will therefore easily suppose the state of harrass and
confusion I am now thrown into by having thus suddenly to close all my
affairs of business, and make the necessary preparations for my voyage and
journey on which I must embark in H M Brig Goldfinch on the 21st Inst. at
Falmouth.-

It is this alone that has prevented my calling upon you which I have
made several attempts to do, but have been prevented getting so far. I shall
however make a point of seeing you before my departure, not only on
account of the high esteem and regard I feel towards yourself but likewise
to have a little conversation respecting the Royal Institution to which I have
now been so long attached that 1 feel more repugnance at leaving it than
any other concern with which I am connected.- The new employment in
which I have embarked however leaves me no alternative but that of
tendering the resignation of the Professorship with which I have been so
long honored to the Managers which I must do in an official letter to the
Secretary1, unless you consider that I may still hold it upon leave of
absence, as my present Engagement in Mexico is but for 3 years unless I
find it answers my purpose much better to remain there than to return to
England. On this subject, I wish to consult you, and < i f > you think it best
that I should offer my resignation I assure I shall feel no honor more than
by being attached in some way or other to the list of officers of the Royal
Institution either as honorary professor or in any other way that may be
suggested, and should I return in health I shall look forward with pleasure
to resuming my functions with fresh zeal and activity, as I expect to have
much more time to apply to my favourite pursuits in my new life than I have
had for some years in this country2. - My wife3 and family desire to write
with me in kind regards to yourself and Mrs. Faraday and I remain I ever
yours very sincerely I John Millington

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Edmund Robert Daniell.
2. Millington's resignation is not noted in either RI MM or RI MS GM.
3. Emily Millington, nee Hamilton (d. cl831, see DAB under John Millington).
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Letter 412
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
3 November 1829
From the original in RGO6 / 805, f.69

Royal Institution I Nov. 3. 1829
My dear Sir

I should have been very happy to have met your wishes as to the glass
either by sending you a piece directly or applying to the Committee for
leave to do so but that the investigation is not as yet in such a perfect
practical state as to allow it[.j Whilst every fresh experiment enables me to
improve the glass either as to its composition colour hardness &c or as to
the process by which it is made we do not think it perfect and 1 am unwilling
to give any specimens of an incomplete manufacture out of my handj.]
When having obtained the best composition 1 am also assured by continual
experience that I can make the glass I desire again & again then I shall feel
proud to place specimens in the hands of Amici but at present and up to the
present I have found reason to vary every experiment from the preceding
one[.j

Capt Kater one of the glass committee is himself waiting for a piece of
glass for experimental purposes and it is my earnest wish to supply him &
Professor Amici & all others who can & will investigate the properties of the
glass with specimens. But the experiments are very laborious & prolonged
and were it not for the continually increasing views of success which have
presented themselves I should long ere this have thrown them up
altogether!.]

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Airy I &c &c

Letter 413
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
14 November 1829
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur

C'est pour me Rappeller a votre Souvenir que j'ai l'honneur de vous
adresser une notice sur les Machines a Vapeur1. C'est dans les ouvrages de
votre pays que j'ai puise les renseignemens qui me paraissent les plus
authentiques; vous y verrez, j'espere, la ferme intention de ne dire que la
verite - ayez la bonte d'offrir les exemplaires joints au votre 1° a restitution
Royale; 2° a la Societe Royale; 3° a Mr Millington, 4° a Mr Barlow de
Woolwich; au Docteurs Gregory et Christie2 de Woolwich.

J'ai l'honneur d'etre tres affectuesement I Monsieur IVotre tres devoue
Serviteur I hachette
Rue St hyacinthe no 8, place St Michel I a Paris I 14 novembre 1829
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M faraday, institution Royale, 8 [sic] albe Marie Street.

TRANSLATION
Sir

It is to recall myself to your memory that I have the honour of sending
you a note on Steam Engines1. It is in the works of your country that I sought
the information that seems to me to be the most authentic; you will see, I
hope, the firm intention to tell only the truth - please have the kindness to
offer the copies attached to yours 1st to the Royal Institution; 2nd to the
Royal Society; 3rd to Mr. Millington; 4th to Mr. Barlow at Woolwich; to
Doctors Gregory and Christie2 of Woolwich.

I have the honour of being very affectionately I Sir I Your very devoted
servant I Hachette
Rue St Hyacinthe no 8, place St Michel I in Paris I 14 November 1829
Mr. Faraday, Royal Institution, 8 [sic] Albemarle Street.

1. Hachette (1829).
2. Samuel Hunter Christie (1784-1865, DSB). Second Mathematics master at the Royal
Military Academy, Woolwich.

Letter 414
James Toll1 to Faraday
26 November 1829
From the original in RS MS 241, f.27

Edinburgh 26th. November 1829
Sir,

I have the honor of communicating to you, that the Society of Arts for
Scotland, at their meeting held yesterday, unanimously elected you an
Honorary Member of that Society. I have the honour to be I Sir I Your Most
Obedient Servant I James Toll Secretary
- Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I London

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 415
Francis Legatt Chantrey1 to Faraday
11 December 1829
From the original in HSP SGC (Alphabetical) under Francis Chantrey

Belgrave Place I 11th Dec 1829
Dear Sir

A few friends will meet at my house on Wednesday next at xfi past 3
o'clock to inspect my foundry and dine with me at 5.1 shall be happy if you
will favor me with your company.

Truly yours I F. Chantrey
Michl Faraday Esq.

1. Francis Legatt Chantrey (1781-1841, DNB). Sculptor.

Letter 416
Percy Drummond to Faraday
16 December 1829
From the original in RS MS 241, f.29

Royl Military Academy I Woolwich 16 Dec 1829
Sir

I beg leave to inform you that 1 received a letter last night from Lord
Downes1 Secretary to the Master General of the Ordnance2 acquainting me
that His Lordship approves of your being appointed to deliver a Course of
Chemical Lectures at this Institution for which you are to receive a Salary of
£2001

His Lordship has further decided that the Course shall consist of not
less than 25 Lectures in the yeart.]

The vacation commences on the 19 Inst. and the Cadets will not return
until the 1st February. I shall take an early opportunity of calling upon you
with a view to making the necessary arrangements^

I am Sir I Your obedient Servant I Percy Drummond I Col: Lt: Gov:, R:M:
Academy
M. Farraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Ulysses Bagenal Burgh, 2nd Baron Downes (1788-1863, DNB).
2. William Carr, Viscount Beresford (1769-1854, DNB). Master General, 1828-1830.
3. Downes to Drummond, 15 December 1829, RMA WO150 / 3, f.69.
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Letter 417
Faraday to Percy Drummond
17 December 1829
From the original in RMA WO150 / 3, f.72

Royal Institution I December 17th 1829
Sir

I received your letter of yesterday1 and beg to thank you for so early
informing me that I shall be called upon for the performance of certain
dutiesu It will be my sincere wish to make them effectual in conveying
instruction at the Academy.

After I have seen you (according to your note) I shall be able to
arrange the preliminaries and put all things in order for the lectures.

I am Sir I Your very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

1. Letter 416.

Letter 418
Joseph Blanco White1 to Faraday
18 December 1829
From the original in PU Blanco White family papers, Box 1, folder 11

Oriel Coll. Oxford Deer. 18th. 1829
My dear Sir,

Having engaged to write a paper on Music for the Ashmolean Society I
take the liberty to trouble you that you may have the goodness to inform me
whether you have published any thing on the vibrations of Musical sounds.
I believe you once lectured on that subject, though I had not the pleasure of
being present2. I shall be very much obliged to you for your assistance,
either by directing me to books, or lending me any notes of yours in M.S.. In
the latter case I beg you will send me a parcel by the coach addressed as
above.

Trusting you will excuse this trouble I remain I My dear Sir I Yours ever
Truly I J. Blanco White
To Michael Faraday Esq.

Endorsed by Faraday: Monday at 1 o'clk
Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St

1. Joseph Blanco White (1775-1841, DNB). Spanish-Irish Anglican Priest.
2. White could have had a number of Faraday's lectures in mind. See Jeffreys (I960), entries,
156, (156), 160, 164 and 167. White's lecture was entitled "On Musical Sounds". Murphy
(1989), 151.
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Letter 419
Faraday to John Ayrton Paris
23 December 1829
From Paris (1831), 263

Royal Institution, I Dec. 23, 1829.
My dear Sir,

You asked me to give you an account of my first introduction to Sir H.
Davy, which I am very happy to do, as I think the circumstances will bear
testimony to his goodness of heart.

When I was a bookseller's apprentice, I was very fond of experiment,
and very adverse to trade. It happened that a gentleman, a member of the
Royal Institution, took me to hear some of Sir H. Davy's last lectures in
Albemarle Street1. I took notes, and afterwards wrote them out more fairly
in a quarto volume2.

My desire to escape from trade, which I thought vicious and selfish,
and to enter into the service of Science, which I imagined made its pursuers
amiable and liberal, induced me at last to take the bold and simple step of
writing to Sir H. Davy, expressing my wishes, and a hope that, if an
opportunity came in his way, he would favour my views; at the same time, I
sent the notes I had taken of his lectures.

The answer, which makes all the point of my communication, I send
you in the original3, requesting you to take great care of it, and to let me
have it back, for you may imagine how much I value it.

You will observe that this took place at the end of the year 1812, and
early in 1813 he requested to see me, and told me of the situation of
assistant in the laboratory of the Royal Institution, then just vacant.

At the same time that he thus gratified my desires as to scientific
employment, he still advised me not to give up the prospects I had before
me, telling me that Science was a harsh mistress; and, in a pecuniary point
of view, but poorly rewarding those who devoted themselves to her
service. He smiled at my notion of the superior moral feelings of
philosophic men, and said he would leave me to the experience of a few
years to set me right on that matter.

Finally, through his good efforts I went to the Royal Institution early in
March of 1813, as assistant in the Laboratory; and in October of the same
year, went with him abroad as his assistant in experiment and in writing. I
returned with him in April 1815, resumed my station in the Royal
Institution, and have, as you know, ever since remained there.

I am, dear Sir, ever truly yours, I M. Faraday

1. William Dance. See introduction p.xxx
2. Faraday, "Notes of Davy's 1812 Lectures", RI MS F4A.
3. Letter 17.
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Letter 420
Faraday to Percy Drummond
28 December 1829
From the original in RMA WO150 / 4, f.164

Royal Institution I Dec. 28th 1829
Dear Sir

I hasten to send you the paper which I thought I was to keep. I see no
objection to any part of the regulations though I am not sure that the
keeping notes &c as proposed is the best proof of progress in the studyu It
would be easy to make up a book of notes whilst very little of what they
were about might remain in the mindu If I can only imbue some with a love
of the study and so set emulation at work amongst the Cadets I shall hope
for more good from that than anything else. I have been confined to my
room by indisposition & obliged to intermit my Laboratory Lectures hereu
This prevented me from giving you trouble on Saturday last and now I fear
it will be a week or two before I can see Woolwich.

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I Lieut Governor I R M Academy

Letter 421
John Ayrton Paris to Faraday
C18301

From the original in RI MS F8, 390
Dover Street I Thursday Evening

My dear Sir,
Can you give me the date of your experiment when, in my presence

you first condensed Chlorine?2 I know it was on a Friday-
I must beg you to afford me half an hour on any evening in the course

of a week, as I feel it right on your account, as well as on my own, that you
should hear what I have said upon this subject.

Can you also oblige me by obtaining the address of Sir H. Davy's last
servt.

Yours very truly I J.A. Paris

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Dated on the basis that Paris was writing Paris (1831) at this time. See also letter 419.
2. See letter 188.
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Letter 422
Faraday to Richard Phillips
10 January 1830
From the original in IC MS SPT 439

Royal Institution I Jany 10. 1830
Dear Phillips

I received your packet of Alkali and regret that I have been obliged by
business to delay answering your letter respecting it[.j But I have examined
& think it a very fine article. It is as nearly caustic as may be only a trace of
carbonic acid being present there is only a trace of sulphates and besides
caustic soda I find little else than water & common salt[.] There is a small
portion of insoluble matter consisting of sulphuret of iron & carbonate of
lime but it can be of no consequence in the applications of the substanceu

The quantity of alkali present i-e of soda is above 56 per cent,
probably equal to 56.5 - In dry carbonate of Soda equivalent to 94.5 per
cent.

Compared with American Potash the substance may be considered as
pure and I know of no reason why it should not surpass that alkali in most
applications^] In many cases I think it must be preferable. Thus for the
bleachers it is quite caustic & ready for use for the soap makers it is the
alkali they want - & they have no occasion to refer to double
decompositions whether they require some carbonic acid present or not I
cannot certainly say - In glass making if soda give results equal to the
promises given by the experiments already made your article must be of
great importance^]

What experience I have of the alkalis induce me to conclude that the
powers of Soda & potash upon organic bodies as in bleaching &c is
according to their equivalent powersu You will understand that I mean 32
of Soda produce as much effect as 48 of potassa. At least that is the
impression on my mind and I expect to hear it confirmed by all those who
use the alkalisu

I do not know of any other important point referred to in your letters
If I have forgotten any thing remind me of itu

I am Dear Phillips I Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
You may make what use you please of this letter provided you do not

publish itu I MF

Address: Richard Phillips Esq I &c &c
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Letter 423
Faraday to Percy Drummond
11 January 1830
From the original in RMA WO150 / 4, f.170

R Institution I Jany 11. 1830
Dear Sir

It is my intention to be at Woolwich tomorrow to examine the state of
thingsi.] I shall leave this house directly after my Morning Lecture ie at 10 o
elk & expect to be at the Academy at 12 or there abouts. Will you have the
goodness to leave the key for met.]

I am Dear Sir I Faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

Letter 424
John Barrow1 to Faraday
19 January 1830
From the original in RI MS Fl 1106

Admy 19 Jany I 1830
Dear Sir,

An experiment has been made in Paris in presence of Mr Chenevix2,
Mr Hamilton3, Captain Basil Hall4 and some others, the object of which was
make sea water perfectly fresh. I just received two phials from there but
unfortunately tho' packed with all care the frost had broken both; however
in one of them was a crystal of ice and I send you herewith the contents of it
in water, with a request that you will submit it to such tests as will ascertain
whether it is perfectly free from all salt & equally good as pure spring water.
The process is stated to be by distillation with a particular kind of earth &
this is the secret. In order to be seen that it was sea water they have sent
down to Dieppe for some.

I send you a list of the tests to which it has been submitted in Paris5[.]
I am yours very faithfully I John Barrow

M. Faraday

1. John Barrow (1764-1848, DNB). Second Secretary to the Admiralty.
2. Richard Chenevix (1774-1830, DSB). Chemist.
3. Unidentified.
4. Basil Hall (1788-1844, DNB). Naval captain and explorer.
5. See letter 434 for further details.
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Letter 425
Faraday to Schlich1

21 January 1830
From the original in BUL Newell Collection

Royal Institution I Jany 21. 1830
Sir

The Committee for the Management of the Friday Evening Meetings
beg me to say they should be very happy to see you at any or all of their
Evenings & request your acceptance of a card for the Season^

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday Sec
M. Schlich I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 426
Faraday to Percy Drummond
21 January 1830
From the original copy in RMA WO 150 / 3, f.89

Royal Institution I January 21st 1830
DrSir

1 have drawn up and now send you a list of apparatus which I think it is
advisable to have for the Woolwich Lectures^ I have put nothing in which I
have thought not really necessary except two or three things which I have
marked by a note of interrogation and amongst these the air pump. I do not
recollect whether there is one in the Academy and I could do without it.
Indeed I have one of my own which I could use at Woolwich for my
purposes.

I have put prices in pencil that I might know what the whole expence
was likely to be the prices being those which we pay at this Institution to
Newman our instmt maker.

I have kept down the expence as much as possible and think it so
moderate that if I were about to establish a clear and useful course of
Chemical lectures, I should go to this first expence convinced that it would
be far more economical than allowing the larger current expences which
would occur if all things had to be purchased when they were wanted.

You will observe that this list does not contain any estimate for
Chemical substances; I must make them a separate consideration. In fact
there are a good number already at Woolwich which we are still engaged in
examining and arranging. Many of them however are in bottles so small
that it seems a mockery almost to pretend to shew them at the distance at
which the pupils are placed from the table and the great expence as to
chemical preparations will be in the purchase of stopperd bottles fit to
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contain them. 1 believe that &50 or £60 would put the [blank in MS] of
preparations in a very respectable state1.

I do not know who is your tradesman for Chemical preparations and
instruments and it is of no consequence to me except that if the apparatus
&c is ordered, I should be glad to have a supervision of them before they
are sent home that they may be in their nature as well as their name what
are required, i.e effectual and durable apparatus at a moderate price. The
general tendency to manufacture things cheap instead of good has as much
influence in chemical apparatus as in cloathing [sic] and is ultimately found
to be uneconomical.

I wished to have been at the Academy on Friday next i.e tomorrow but
cannot anymore leave the Royal Institution at the end of the week. I enclose
a note therefore to Mr. Marsh appointing Tuesday next at 1 o'clock for
another examination of the bottles.

I am Dr Sir I Very Faithfully Yours I Signed M. Faraday
Col Drummond I &c &c &c

1. The purchase of these items was agreed. See Byham to Drummond, 5 February 1830, RMA
WO150 / 3, f.96.

Letter 427
Faraday to Percy Drummond
23 January 1830
From the original in RMA WO150 / 4, f.172

Royal Institution I Jany 23. 1830
Dear Sir

1 know so little of paying by time that I must leave you to decide what
would be a proper remuneration!.] Mr Marsh spoke to me on the subject and
said he would rather be paid by the yean.] I promised to mention the matter
to you but declined saying any more not knowing the relation of him & the
Academical service to each otheru

I can tell you about what time I expect to employ him. I think
experimental lectures owe all their value to the experiments & visual
illustrations which are given in conjunction with the theoretical details & it
will be my object to make these demonstrations as distinct and impressive
as possible. Judging from the time it occupies my assistant1 here who
however has other duties in the Laboratory mingling with those of the
lecture table I think I should use Mr Marshs time in first preparing & then
cleaning up & keeping in order for about 1 lJk or 2 ordinary days for each
lecture. I anticipate there would always be a little running work from the
intention which I have of rendering the chemical establishment more &
more complete as to its apparatus & preparation!.]
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Hence you will be able to judge what a man so occupied ought to
haveu

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

1. Charles Anderson.

Letter 428
Richard Penn1 to Faraday
23 January 1830
From the original in RI MS Fl H38

Great George Street I 23 Jany 1830
My dear Sir,

If you think that a sight of my cipher2 would repay you the trouble of
coming here, I should be most happy to shew it & explain it to you
whenever you may do me the favour to call on me between 12 & 2 o'clk[.]

Yours very faithfully I Richd Penn
M. Faraday

1. Richard Penn (1784-1863, DNB). Member of colonial civil service.
2. See P[enn](1829).

Letter 429
Faraday to Percy Drummond
1 February 1830
From the original in RMA WO1S0 / 3, f.94

Royal Institution I Feb 1. 1830
Dear Sir

I send you two or three lists. I have made out one for myself for I think
I can give many things which it would be difficult to purchase.

One list of things to buy I have ready but retain it that I may put in
pencil the probable prices against the articles. You shall have it tomorrow
or next day.

I am dear I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I &c &c &c
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Letter 430
Faraday to William Brockedon
1 February 1830
From the original in BUL Newell Collection

Royal Institution I Feby 1. 1830
My dear Sir

I failed in seeing you the other day when I called at your house but I
hope notwithstanding that you have been thinking of us here. Your
illustrations of colours &c is continually in my minds eye and I am
beginning to be anxious about seeing you upon it[.]

Our Committee were talking of the subject as one which had been
before them last seasonu They asked me whether your promise of
assistance extended to this seasonu I could not say it did but as I could not
say it did not & had no reason to suppose it did not they assumed it for
granted & have requested your acceptance of a ticket in
acknowledgement1!.]

We limit admissions this year but any friend for whom you ask me
shall always be admitted!.]

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W. Brockedon Esq I &c &c

1. Brockedon gave an Friday Evening Discourse on colour perception on 4 June 1830. See
QuartlScL, 1830, 29: 399-405.

Letter 431
Faraday to Percy Drummond
2 February 1830
From the original copy in RMA WO 150 / 3, f.95

Royal Institution I February 2nd. 1830
Dr Sir

I now send you the list of chemicals but the attached prices are no
guide to me. They are in many cases far too high. I have been making a
guess estimate of what the things can well be got for by going to try Salters1

for some, and to Akens2 & Knights3 for others and I think that the following
must be near the truth
Chemicals - 20. 17-6
Stopperd Bottles - 7-11-6
Extra Stopperd Bottles 7- 4-0

for Laby use 8 dozen
Green & other bottles 5- 0-0

for packing
£40 13 04
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Sd M. Faraday
Colonel Drummond I Lt Govr R M Academy

Endorsed: Copy. Original sent to Mr. Byham5 the 6 Feby 30

1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified. Possibly a mistranscription in the copy.
3. Richard (1768-1844) and George Knight, chemical instrument makers of 41 Foster Lane.
See Hunt and Buchanan (1984).
4. The purchase of these items was agreed. See Byham to Drummond, 12 February 1830,
RMA WO150 / 3, f.98.
5. Richard Byham. Secretary to the Board of Ordnance. Imperial Calendar.

Letter 432
Faraday to Davies Gilbert
4 February 1830
From the original in Royal Institution of Cornwall, Eyns Autograph
Collection, 469

Royal Institution I Feb 4. 1830
Dear Sir

1 have been anxious to attend the Council today for some time past but
have been confined to my room since Saturday afternoon and though I am
now recovering am as yet fearful of venturing out. I hope that what I meant
to have done at Council you or the Secretaries will be able to bring forward
for met.}

On applying at the Admiralty some time since to ascertain how bills
on the Glass account would now be paid (Dr. Young having formerly
obtained their liquidations) Mr Croker told me that the only proper plan is
for the Sub Committee to send them to the President & Council & the latter
body send them to the Admiralty when they would be paidy I therefore
enclose the accompanying three bills for £33.18.11 - £27.1.6 and & 11.7.0
being all the expences up to Deer. 31.1829. They have been examined & are
signed by Mr. Dollond[.]

I enquired also at the same time as to the further assistance which the
Admiralty would give the Experiments for though I am far too much
occupied at this time of the year to have a moment to spare I should like to
carry them further presently. Your conversation however on Saturday last
makes me think it will be unnecessary for me to say any thing on this point -
except perhaps that Mr. Croker thought it would be desirable to send a
copy of my paper on what has been done at the time we applied for funds to
do moreu

Today the Committee will decide whether they think my paper worth
printing^.] If that is agreed to I think it would add to its value if parts of some
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of the reports of the Subcommittee were appended to it[.j I mean such parts
of Mr. Herschells reports and others as refer to the probable uses &
advantages of the heavy glass in telescopes, for some theoretical
suggestions are there given of great valuer I am not aware whether any
formal difficulty exists to such an arrangement if so it cannot be done if not
I think the plan would be useful2.

I am My dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Davies Gilbert Esq MP I &c &c &c

Address: Davies Gilbert Esq MP 1 President Royal Society I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1830a) as indeed it was. See RS MS CMB 90C, p.18.
2. This suggestion was not adopted.

Letter 433
Faraday to Percy Drummond
9 February 1830
From the original in RMA WO150 / 4, f.190

R Institution I Feb. 9th 1830
My dear Sir

I send you what I think would be a useful syllabus. My plan would be
to present it in octavo not too close but so as to leave each indicating line
distinct from its neighbour and to number them from the top to the bottom
of the page for ease of reference^] A pupil could then readily refer to No. 7
page 12 &c so as to identify the head relative to which he required
information!.]

I suppose you will let me see the proofs before the Printer works the
sheets off and I hope you will let me know as things are allowed that I may
know the means I shall have to work with.

I am I Dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

Letter 434
Faraday to John Barrow1

17 February 1830
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4608, f.14

Royal Institution I Feb. 17. 1830
Dear Sir

I have carefully examined the three samples of water which you sent
to me for the purpose2 and certainly find that the sample distilled by
ordinary boiling from sea water is purer than that prepared by the process
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of M de Santune3 &c. They are nearly the same with respect to Muriate of
Soda for though both contain traces yet the latter contains the most[.] But
the great difference consists in the presence of Sulphate of lime in the latter
from which the former is freeu

The quantity of saline matter in the distilled water obtained by M de
Santune's process is very small and not more than occurs in some very
pure & fine spring waters; and the water may in that respect be considered
as very fit for domestic purposest.] I know of no difficulty however in the
way of obtaining such water at pleasure by the distillation of Sea water and
have frequently had occasion to examine specimens obtained by the
distillation of sea water in the ordinary way by myself and others which
were purer than either of those you sent to me. The difficulty if there be one
is not in obtaining the water pure but in performing the operation by the
smallest possible quantity of fuel.

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
John Barrow Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Barrow (1764-1848, DNB). Second Secretary to the Admiralty.
2. The water referred to in letter 424 was clearly not sufficient for Faraday to do his analysis
for on 8 February the Consul General in Paris sent a further three bottles for Faraday to
experiment on. See Morier to Barrow, 8 February 1830, PRO ADM1 / 3847, f.295-301. The
intermediate correspondence has not survived and was not digested.
3. Unidentified.

Letter 435
Faraday to Percy Drummond
20 February 1830
From the original in RMA WO150 / 4, f.200

Royal Institution I Feb. 20. 1830
My dear Sir

I return the copyu The printers need not send the MS with the proof
sheets but keep it for use. I supposed he had set up what he sent mef.j

When the packages are ready here & at Newmans I will write word to
you[.]

Relative to a book on Chemistry there are three I may name. Murrays1

Elements of Chemistry last edition 2 vols2. Turners3 (Dr) Elements of
Chemistry last edition 1 vol4 and Brandes Manual of Chemistry 2 vols5. The
new edition of the last work will be published in about a fortnight!.]

All three are perhaps of equal character but Brandes Manual intended
for the Chemical class which Mr Brande & myself give in conjunction at this
Institution is drawn up nearer to the order which I shall adopt at Woolwich
than the otherst.j

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

1. John Murray (d.1820, DNB). Chemist.
2. Murray (1828).
3. Edward Turner (1796-1837, DNB). Professor of Chemistry at University College London,
1828-1830.
4. Turner (1828).
5. Brande (1830).

Letter 436
Faraday to Percy Drummond
26 February 1830
From the original in RMA WO150 / 4, f.203

Royal Institution I Feb. 26. 1830
My dear Sir

There are now six baskets of packages ready to go to Woolwichu
Some here & some at Mr. Newmansu They will require being conveyed with
great care glass being a fragile substance. Had they not better be sent for?

Still there are many more things but with all my exertion I have not
been able to get them forward faster and there must be a second
conveyance!.]

I do not know that the day of commencement is arranged whether it
shall be Wednesday the 2nd or 9th of March1.1 would rather it were the 9th
partly because of the incompletion of the apparatus & partly from a degree
of present indisposition which may perchance not be removed before
thenu But if any pledge is given or the arrangements too far advance I will
begin at 11 o elk next Wednesday. Will you have the kindness to let me
know and then I shall be able immediately to act in accordances

Even the printer is behind handu I have some proofs only of the two
first half sheetsu

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Reed 27. Answered - it would be very inconvenient to postpone
the lectures, they should begin 3 March. Griffin2 the carrier will call at the
Institution. The apparatus at Woolwich is very forward.

1. Faraday wrote the incorrect dates here.
2. William Griffin. See Pigot (1834), part 2, p.886.
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Letter 437
Faraday to Edward Magrath
c March 1830
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I Tuesday Morg
Dear Magrath

It is seldom that I write to you under circumstances like the present
when neither of us can stir from the house to look after the othen.) I am
afraid your attack has been very violent but I hope it will soon leave you. I
expect to learn how you are presently from Dr. Nichollu

Mr Colnaghi1 has sent us the portrait2!.] I did not know it was on so
large a scale. It looks like a very fine engraving!.]

I always thought it much flattered but when I look in the glass just now
and then think of the Engraving I cannot help but laugh out to imagine it
meant to represent me especially as the real Common Cause usually now
appears with his head in a handkerchief. Only imagine the difference!.]

If you could get an opportunity in 3 or 4 days of franking the enclosed
for me I should be obliged.

Ever Dear Magrath I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Sarah's remembrances

1. Dominic Paul Colnaghi (1790-1879, DNB). Print dealer.
2. Colnaghi published in 1 February 1830 Samuel Cousins's engraving of Henry William
Pickersgill's (1782-1875, DNB, painter) portrait of Faraday. This is reproduced in the
frontispiece.

Letter 438
John Wilson Croker to Faraday
1 March 1830
From the original in RI MS Fl 116

Admty 1st: Mar: 1830.
My dear Sir,

My friend Captain Pennell is to be ballotted for to-night, (Monday)
between 9 and 11 at the Athenaeum. As I am very much interested in his
success, I shall consider it as a great personal favor if you can make it
convenient to attend and give him your support1. I regret giving you this
trouble, but I understand that it is a Custom, which, tho', I owe, more
honored in the breach than observance I comply with from my anxiety to
ensure, as far as I can my friend's success.

Believe me to be I My dear Sir, I Most faithfully Yours Ij.W. Croker
I am the more desirous of your kind assistance as I am afraid that the

Navy Estimates will detain me and my Admiralty friends in the House of
Commons during the hours of ballot.
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1. Waugh [1894], 115 gives Henry Pennell as elected in 1830. However, the Navy List gives
Follett Walrond Pennell as the only captain with this surname. Since one of his sisters was
married to Croker (O'Bryne (1849), 894) this seems a more probable identification. His name
disappeared from the Navy List in 1871.

Letter 439
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
21 March 1830
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur

Vous m'avez fait bien plaisir en m'adressant M. Cornelius1; J'ai
beaucoup regrette que son depart fut aussi prompt -

Je Recevray avec Reconnoissance votre travail sur le verre, que vous
m'annoncez2. j'ai Thonneur de vous offrir un exemplaire de ma notice
historique sur les Machines a vapeur. vous verrez par ma derniere page
1453, que je n'avais pas Connoissance de l'experience de J.B. Porta4, qui est
rapportee dans le quarterly journal Mai 18295. Si le redacteur de ce journal
veut bien a votre Recommendation donner une analyse de mon petit
ouvrage6, je vous en serai tres reconnoaissant - je compte sur votre
obligeance pour faire Parvenir les exemplaires destines Tun a la Societe
Royale7, 1'autre au Docteur Gregory de Woolwich -.

un jeune anglais qui etudie ici la Medicine Mr Jones8 dont vous
connaissez le pere, veut bien se charger des trois exemplaires qui vous
sont destines. Je comptais y joindre une note des derniers travaux de Mon
ami M. Serullas9; il me Favait promise pour aujourd'huy; aussitot que je
l'auray, je vous Tenverrai.

agreez, Monsieur, Fassurance de mon I bien sincere attachement -1
hachette

Rue St hyacinthe no 8, Place St Michel. I Paris 21 Mars 1830.

Address: M. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

TRANSLATION
Sir

You gave me much pleasure in sending Mr. Cornelius1 to me; I much
regretted that his departure was so prompt.

I shall receive with gratitude your work on glass, that you tell me
about2. I have the honour of offering you a copy of my historical note on
steam engines. You will see from my last page 1453 that I had no knowledge
of the experiment of J.B. Porta4, reported in the Quarterly Journal - May
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18295. If the editor of this journal would, at your recommendation, like to
give an analysis of my little work6,1 shall be very grateful to you -1 count on
your kindness to pass on the copies destined one for the Royal Society7 and
the other for Doctor Gregory of Woolwich.

A young Englishman who is studying Medicine here, Mr. Jones8,
whose father you know, has kindly offered to give to you the three copies
that are destined for you. I was counting on joining a note on the latest work
of my friend, Mr. Serullas9; he had promised he would give it to me today; as
soon as I have it, I shall send it to you.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my I very sincere friendship I
Hachette
Rue St Hyacinthe no 8, Place St Michel I Paris 21 March 1830.

1. Unidentified.
2. Faraday (1830a).
3. Hachette (1829), 145.
4. Giovani Battista Porta (1535-1615, DSB). Italian natural philosopher.
5. Ainger (1829), 326-9.
6. Not done.
7. RS Tract 127/5.
8. Unidentified.
9. Georges-Simon Serullas (1772-1832, DSB). French pharmacist.

Letter 440
Faraday to Edward Magrath
26 March 1830
From the original in RI MS Fl Bll

R Institution I Mar 26. 1830
Dear Magrath

It is pleasant to have some note of you again but I was sorry to hear
from Dr Nicholl this morning that you gained strength only slowlyi.j I was in
hopes Greenwich would have done you good. I unluckily missed you at
Greenwich & have missed you at the Athenaeum too but in fact I am missing
every where and find myself any thing but what I ought to ben My strength
fails my nerves grow feeble and I am become a patient that does no credit to
any one. Dr. Nichol[l] was here this morning & is very kind but I want rest &
he cannot give me that[.j

I was to have dined at the Athenaeum to day with him but feel unable
to do so. I ought to give an evening next fridayc.j I have no one ready & feel
almost indifferent to it1. Even Woolwich lectuKes have done me no good in
health yet2 for this last month I have [been] in all sorts of indispositions^]

However I shall write you no more folly of this kindu I would be glad
to retire to the sea side if I could for a week or two & hope to do so at Easter.
I feel no spirits for anything!.]
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Hoping we shall both meet to laugh at our present miserable state I
recommend to you what 1 am forced to have myself Patience.

Ever Dear Magrath I Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Alfred Ainger gave a Friday Evening Discourse on heat instead. Quart J.ScL, 1830, 29: 377-
83.
2. See letter 402.

Letter 441
Robert Peel1 to Faraday
8 April 1830
From the original in RI MS Fl 12

Whitehall Gardens I April 8 1830
Sir,

I had the honour of finding your letter of 5 April on my return to
London last night.

I assure you that I am much flattered by your recollection of the
circumstance - which has led you to send me your memoir on the
Manufacture of Glass for optical Purposes2 and I rejoice that I have received
it at a time, when I shall have that leisure from political occupations, which
will enable me to recur to studies quite as congenial to my mind.

I have not so totally neglected them as to have lost sight of your
exertions in the advancement of science, and of the success which
attended them.

I have the honour to be I Sir with sincere Respect I Your Obedient &
faithful servant I Robert Peel
Michael Faraday Esq, I Royal Institution.

1. Robert Peel (1788-1850, DNB). Home Secretary.
2. Faraday (1830a)

Letter 442
Faraday to George William Manby
19 April 1830
From the original in the Northumberland Record Office MS ZAN
M12/D4

Royal Institution I April 19. 1830
Sir

The Managers of this Institution have confided a letter of yours to my
care1 but in consequence of my absence from town until Saturday night I
have not been able to address you beforeu
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Your Objects are so important that we shall be very happy to avail
ourselves of your kind offer in part if our views meet with your
approbations There is in the first place only one of our Friday Evenings
that we can consider vacant for the subject you propose and in the next
place we allow no subject to come forward on a friday except connected
with some portion of what may be considered new matten.] But either a new
discovery or an addition to a discovery already made known or a new mode
of demonstration or indeed any thing which takes from a subject the
character of its being a mere repetition of what has already been made
known makes it eligible for our table on these Friday Eveningsw

We have no doubt that you must have extensions & new views
continually arising in your mind. If therefore you think that when you are in
town you can give us an experimental illustration on one of our Friday
Evenings of your valuable applications the Committee would feel indebted
to you. I would mention either the 21st or the 28th of May to you or even
June 4th but as other subjects] are retained in an undecided state until we
know your convenience I should esteem myself obliged by an early
answer2[.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Capt Manby I &c &c &c

1. See RI MM, 5 April 1830, 7: 338.
2. Manby gave his Friday Evening Discourse on 28 May on shipwrecks. See letter 443 and
QuarU.ScL, 1830, 29: 298-9.

Letter 443
George William Manby to Faraday
24 April 1830
From the original in RI MS Fl H20

Rl Barracks Yarmouth I 24 April 1830
Sir

In reply to the letter, which I have had the honor of receiving from
you1,1 beg to say that my object in the lecture which I proposed delivering
before the Royal Institution was principally, by compressing into a small
space the subjects which have occupied the greater part of my life, to give
them greater publicity & popularity thro the medium of your noble
establishment, & thus to invite the attention of others to the same points,
that what has been left imperfect by me may be completed by those who
are happily gifted with a greater share of ability or ingenuity.

The topics on which I should principally have to dilate are three, the
preservation of the lives of shipwrecked mariners; the saving of those who
might fall thro' the ice; & the means of immediately extinguishing incipient
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fires, & preservation of life from houses enveloped in flames. On each of
these points my ideas are already before the public; but I had proposed so
to illustrate them with experiments that they would not be destitute of
novelty; & 1 had intended to subjoin to them the plan lately carried into
effect at this port by my suggestion whereby life boats or other boats can at
any time be hauled through the surf without risk, however violent the wind;
which has recently been practically confirmed, & allowed to be the most
efficacious means for the prevention of shipwreck, by enabling assistance
to go to vessels in distress at a distance from the land, that has been
produced.

With these explanations I leave them entirely in your hands; as you
will best judge how far what I have to offer will be likely to interest the
Institution; if it will, I shall be happy to attend them on the 28 May2.

My friend Mr Dawson Turner, desires me to give his best respects to
you, & to express his hope that you will pay him a visit in the course of the
approaching summer.

The deep interest that is taken at the present moment to mitigate the
penalty of death, in offences connected with forgery, will I trust make
pardonable, my requesting the favor of you to present the accompanying
paper to the Royal Institution, I solicit their attention to the appendix, as
the more connected with the object3; feeling the strongest anxiety to avert
the severity of the law, by transportation to a country notorious for the
rigor of its climate, when I feel persuaded, the most hardened culprit would
unceasingly reflect upon his own misdeeds, but would serve as a strong
warning of terror to other evil doers, & operate to prevent the commission
of crime.

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your most obedient servant iGeo W. Manby
I beg further to say, that I have submitted the suggestion to Mr Peel4, &

offered should he consider my services useful to form a settlement I will
cheerfully go out for so important an object, although at the advanced age
of 65.

Endorsed by Faraday: Answer May 4. Confirmed. 28 May is the day

1. Letter 442.
2. See note 2, letter 442.
3. Manby [1829], 12-13 suggested the setting up of a penal colony in East Greenland.
4. Robert Peel (1788-1850, DNB). Home Secretary.
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Letter 444
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
4 May 1830
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur,

J'ai assiste a Tune des dernieres Seances de la Societe
d'encouragement de Paris, dans laquelle M. Aldini1 venant de londres a
annonce que votre memoire sur ie verre2 etait imprime, et qu'il en
possedait un exemplaire; ce qui nous fait esperer que nous en aurons
bientot connaissance -

Je me suis appergu en m'occupant de Fhistoire des Machines a
Vapeur que les ecrivains anglais n'etaient pas d'accord sur l'identite de
Samuel Morland3 diplomate sous Cromwell4 et Mecanicien sous Charles 25;
Mr le Redacteur de votre Journal (Quarterley) pourrait eclaircir ce point
d'histoire, en mettant au jour une Copie de la lettre ecrite par Samuel
Morland en 1689 a Tenison, Eveque de Londres6; laquelle lettre se trouve,
dit-on, dans ies papiers publies par Edmund Gibson7 (lequel est ne en 1669,
et decede en 1748). les ouvrages de ce Gibson ne se trouvent pas dans nos
bibliotheques publiques de Paris, a la Copie de la lettre de Samuel Morland,
on pourrait joindre ce qu'il a ecrit sur la vapeur ce travail inedit est dans un
manuscrit depose au Musee Britannique8; il serait fort interessant pour
Thistoire de la Science de repandre la Copie de la partie du Manuscrit
relative a la vapeur d'eau.

Veuillez bien Prier Monsieur le Redacteur du quaterley Journal de
restitution Royale, de nous faire connoitre et la lettre a tenison et l'article
vapeur d'eau de Samuel morland9.

J'ai Thonneur d'etre bien affectuesement, Monsieur I Votre bien
devoue Serviteur I hachette
Rue St hyacinthe 8, place St Michel
4 Mai 1830.
Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday I de la Societe Royaie, de Finstitute
de france I &c I Royal institution I 8. Albe Marie Street I London

TRANSLATION
Sir,

I was present at one of the last meetings of the Societe
d'encouragement of Paris, at which Mr. Aldini1, on his way from London,
announced that your paper on glass2 was printed and that he had a copy of
it; which makes us hope that we will soon be acquainted with it.

I noticed, while working on the history of Steam Engines that English
writers did not agree on the identity of Samuel Morland3, a diplomat under
Cromwell4 and mechanic under Charles II5; the editor of your Journal
(Quarterly) could clarify this point of history by bringing to light a copy of
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the letter written in 1689 by Samuel Morland to Tenison, Bishop of
London6; which letter is to be found, it is said, in the papers published by
Edmund Gibson1 (who was born in 1669 and died in 1748). These works of
Gibson's are not to be found in our public libraries in Paris. To this copy of
Samuel Morland's letter one could add what he wrote on steam. This
unpublished work is in a manuscript deposited in the British Museum8; it
would be very interesting for the history of science to make more widely
known the copy of the part of the manuscript concerning steam.

Please ask the Editor of the Quarterly Journal of the Royal Institution
to make known to us both the letter to Tenison and the article [on] steam by
Samuel Morland9.

I have the honour of being very affectionately, Sir, I Your most devoted
servant I Hachette
Rue St Hyacinthe 8, Place st Michel I 4 May 1830

1. Giovanni Aldini (1762-1834, NBU). Italian experimentalist.
2. Faraday (1830a).
3. Samuel Morland (1625-1695, DSB).
4. Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658, DNB). Protector of England, 1653-1658.
5. Charles II (1630-1685, DNB). King of England, 1660-1685.
6. Thomas Tenison (1636-1715, DNB). Successively Bishop of Lincoln and Archbishop of
Canterbury.
7. Edmund Gibson (1669-1748, DNB). Successively Bishop of Lincoln and of London. This is
a slightly confused account of Morland to Tenison, 3 May 1689 (now in Lambeth Palace MS
931). G[ibson](1692) published a catalogue of Tenison's manuscript collection, but not the
letter as such.
8. S. Morland, "Treatise on Hydraulics", BL Harl MS 5771.
9. Brande, the editor, did not do this.

Letter 445
Faraday to Edward Sabine
10 May 1830
From the original in RS MS RR 1.165

R Institution I May. 10. 1830
Dear Sir

I have hastily looked in the papers (remember hastilyX)
It appears to me that they are not so important as the propositions &c

would seem to imply because if I mistake not most of the practical matter
mentioned is already known & in possession of the public and the theory
into which the facts are built is not altogether so new or so sure as to have in
itself any new influence over the arts to which it refers in addition to what
the known facts themselves haveu

The author speaks of Phlogiston & in those parts of the Essay which are
Sensibly different to public knowledge appears to me to assume a good
dealt.]
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In the last page the author speaks of two new practical discoveries he
tells what they are but does not tell how to practice them[.] These 1 should
say would be the parts worth making known to the public if any are & they
would be the best reasons why confidence should be reposed in the
reasoning of the paper sent to youu

The theory of making oxygen the colouring agent is in my mind
parallel to the old French theory of making oxygen the acidifying agentu It
agrees with a great many fact[s] but still would beset knowledge injuriously
were the statement to be made general.

As to the paper on light Dr Roget can judge better of that than I can but
it seems to me to imply a want of knowledge of Newton's theory & of what
also is known of light now - a great deal of mere hypotheses - and a clumsy
idea of the facts by which the phenomena can be illustrated - I am rather
confident that this paper i.e the one on light is worth nothing and the
other is not I think fit for the Transactions especially without the two
discoveries.

Every Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Capt Sabine RN [sic] I &c &c

Letter 446
Faraday to Davies Gilbert
13 May 1830
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 3471 (in file dated 5 June)

Royal Institution I May 13th. 1830
Dear Sir

At your request I have been making enquiries that I might be enabled
to judge what would be the probable expence of continuing & perfecting the
glass experiments at this places

I am induced to suppose that from £75 to £80 would pay the wages
and buy the materials necessary to enable me to ascertain the full value of
the process already described in the paper you have made the Bakerian
Lecture1 - and that if afterwards it were required to extend the process to
plates of glass 18 or 20 inches in diameter SI00 more would build the
furnace - pay wages &c for that purpose^

I purposely avoid reading the articles my friends tell me appear in the
public prints2!.] But the mere mention of them by others induces me to
remind you that the expence incurred by the Sub Committee at the Royal
Institution by leave of the Authorities is not above a fourth or a fifth I
believe of that incurred by Sir H. Davy and the Committee which he
appointed at the outset of the investigation!.]

I further wish you most distinctly to understand that I regret I ever
allowed myself to be named as one of the Committee. I have had in
consequence several years of hard work; all the time that I could spare from
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necessary duties (and which 1 wished to devote to original research) [has]
been consumed in the experiments and consequently given gratuitously to
the publicu I should be very glad now to follow Mr Herschells example &
return to the prosecution of my own views and it is only because I do not
like to desert my post at the critical time if you and others think it worth
while to keep it filled that I am willing to pursue the experiments furtheru

I am Dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Davies Gilbert Esq PRS I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Mr. Faraday's Estimate

1. Faraday (1830a).
2. For example James South to Times, 8 May 1830, p.2, col. e where he said that in the course
of writing South (1830) he had been surprised to find that the minutes of the glass sub-
committee were not in the possession of the Royal Society. This he considered to be
scandalous due to the considerable public expenditure incurred during the investigation.

Letter 447
William Henry to Faraday
15 May 1830
From the original in MU MS 173
My dear Sir

I have barely a minute to thank you for your excellent paper on glass
for optical purposes1. It reached me 10 or 14 days ago, and since its arrival,
my time has been absorbed by various engagements of enquiry; but at my
first leisure, I shall give it another and more attentive perusalu

It would indeed delight me to see you here. If you can bring Mrs.
Faraday with you, we have ample room for you both, and it will add to our
pleasures[.] You could proceed from hence, and see Mr. Thomson's2

magnificent printing establishment near Clithero[e]. Pray think of this
project. I should like to be informed before you come, that I may not be out
of the way.

Believe me, ever, I Yours very sincerely I W. Henry
Manchester] I 15 May. '30

Address: M. Faraday Esq I London

1. Faraday (1830a).
2. James Thomson. Calico printer. See Baines (1824-5), 1: 614.
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Letter 448
Faraday to John Henry Vivian
5 June 1830
From the original in NLW VP A.337

Royal Institution I June 5, 1830.
My dear Sir

My young friend & pupil Mr Cookson1, expects to be at Swansea for a
day or two and I beg to introduce him to your acquaintance hoping you will
have the goodness to let him see your copper worksu

Mr. Dillwyn2 told me that you had been indicted3 again but from what
he said I supposed it was nothing important and will pass away. Pray have
you heard any thing more of sheathing ships in iron protected &c. I do not
myself believe it will be practicable!.]

Mrs. Faraday begs her best remembrances to Mrs. Vivian4 and Miss
Bessy and I hope you will not forget me at the time.

I am my Dear Sir I Very faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
J.H. Vivian Esq I &c &c &c

1. Possibly William Isaac Cookson (1812-1888, Morris et.al. (1988), 11). Glass manufacturer.
Faraday certainly corresponded with him later. See Faraday to Cookson, 13 June 1848, UU EW.
2. Lewis Weston Dillwyn (1778-1855, DNB). Naturalist.
3. For producing noxious fumes from his copper works. See Toomey (1979), 286.
4. Sarah Vivian, nee Jones. See Tomos [1972], 117.

Letter 449
Faraday to Charles Stokes1

5 June 1830
From the original in RI MS

R Institution I June 5. 1830
Dear Sir

I had expected much more from the subject as you first explained it to
me than you now seem to think it has and I thought Mr Brown2 was the only
obstacle.

As it is 1 have arranged another subject for next Friday evening3 and
shall rest over the vacation with the hope that you can help me next yean.]

I am dear Sir I faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
C. Stokes Esq I &c &c

1. Charles Stokes (1784-1853, B6). Stockbroker.
2. Unidentified.
3. Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse on 11 June 1830 "On the laws of co-existing vibrations
in strings and rods", QuartJ.Sci., 1830, 29: 405-6.
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Letter 450
Faraday to William Brockedon
19 June 1830
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I Sat June 19
Dear Brockedon

Can you let me have the account of the Evening for Mr Brande?1 I am
sorry to hasten you but I must make up the report for him tonight or early
on Monday Morning.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. See Quart.J.Sci., 1830, 29: 399-405 for Brockedon's Friday Evening Discourse of 4 June
1830, "Perception and Application of Colour".

Letter 451
George William Manby to Faraday
19 June 1830
From the original in Bod MS Montague d.14, f.181

Royal Barracks Yarmouth I 19 June 1830
Dear Sir

Before I left town, you had the kindness to inform me, the Royal
Institution, intended taking into their consideration on the Monday
following, the subject contained in the papers which I had the honor of
reading to them on the 28 of May1. As you must naturally suppose I feel
anxious, as well as my friend Mr D. Turner, to know the opinion of that
distinguished society; you will confer a particular favor by an early
intimation of the same. I beg leave to apologise for soliciting an early reply,
& for observing, that the plan brought into use by me, & was exhibited on
the above named date, for enabling persons from the beach to force boats
thro a heavy surf, is supported by the evidence of the most practical &
experienced persons, as not only removing a difficulty that has hitherto
defied their greatest exertions in violent gales, but efficacious to the
prevention of shipwreck, & the preservation of the lives of shipwrecked
mariners.

I am I Dear sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I Geo W. Manby
M. Faraday Esq I Secretary to the Royal Institution I London

1. See note 2, letter 442 and also letter 443.
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Letter 452
Faraday to William Brockedon
22 June 1830
From the original in National Portrait Gallery

R Institution I Tuesday Evening
Dear Brockedon

Do not trouble yourself about the reportV] I will write a few words or
Mr Brande will.

I hope however that the subject in an expanded form will constitute a
paper for the first No of the New Journal2 & that you can let me have it in
about a month from this timeu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Paris' son a young boy3 has been amusing himself by making some

models in red & black sealing wax of men & soldiers on horse back[.] They
appear to me to be very ingenious & goodu I think you would like to see
them and the Doctor would be glad to shew them to you if you pass his
house perhaps you will call I MF

1. See letter 450.
2. The Managers of the Royal Institution had decided to take over the QuartJ.Sci. from
Brande and replace it with their own J.Roy.Inst starting in October 1830. For further details
see letter 457 and Berman (1978), 143-4.
3. Thomas Clifton Paris (1818-1909, AC) or John Rose Paris (1824-1907, AC).

Letter 453
Faraday to Dawson Turner
2 July 1830
From the original in TCC MS 0.14.6, f.3

R Institution I July. 2. 1830
My dear Sir

It was with great pleasure that I received your letter and hope that I
shall some time or other be able to profit by your kindness & see you at
Yarmouthj.] It will not however be this summer for next week I set off for the
North & shall have too little time to spend thereu

With reference to Lectures I hardly know who to name for I am
acquainted with very few persons of the kind you desire. Mr Ritchie1 the
person who has been lecturing upon Natural Philosophy at this Institution
is a clever man & perhaps it might suit him this spare time of the yean.]
There is also a gentleman of the name of Addams2 who has also lectured in
the way you mention upon different branches of sciences especially
Mechanical & Natural Philosophy^ Their manner of lecturing is very
different and I do not know which is bestf.] Mr Ritchie is I think the more
philosophical man he has written papers in the Transactions^] You may
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address to Mr Ritchie at this House and to Mr Addams either here or at Mr.
Newman's Regent Street.

Pray remember me kindly to Capt Manby he will have given you an
account of his interesting evening here.

I am My dear Sir I Very faithfully yours I M. Faraday

1. William Ritchie (1790-1837, DNB). Natural philosopher.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 454
Thomas Thomson to Faraday
2 July 1830
From the original in MU MS 173
Dear Sir

I take the liberty to introduce to your acquaintance Mr Graham1, a
friend & old pupil of mine, author of several very ingenious chemical
papers some of which you may have seen. He is destined I trust to make a
figure hereafter as a chemist. He goes to London tomorrow for the first
time.

I told my bookseller to send you a copy of a little book of mine on heat
& electricity which I have printed as a text book to my lectures2. I do not
know whether he has yet sent it.

1 am 1 Dear Sir I Yours faithfully I Thomas Thomson
Glasgow I 2d July 1830

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Thomas Graham (1805-1869, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at the Andersonian Institution,
Glasgow.
2. Thomson (1830).

Letter 455
Faraday to John Franklin
10 July 1830
From the original in RI MS Fl G21

R Institution I July 10 Sat
My dear Sir

I tried to the utmost to attain your house last night but could not - Nor
indeed to day either. I leave town early Monday morning but shall pay my
respects immediately that I return.

I am dear Sir I faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Sir John Franklin I & & &
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Letter 456
Faraday to George Smith
26 July 1830
From the original in PRO ADM 106 / 1519, f. 137

Royal Institution I July 26. 1830
Sir

On my return to town 1 received the parcel of coppers to which your
letter refers. I leave town immediately for about three weeks and on my
return will immediately make the examinations

There are only nine entries of copper on the list but there are eighteen
samples of copper two of each manufacturer1^] Am I to analyse the eighteen
separately or consider every two as on&[.\ It will of course make double the
difference in the labour expence &c.

I am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
G. Smith Esq I &c &c

1. For details of the origin of the samples see Navy Board Digest for 1830, PRO ADM106 /
2 1 7 0 / 1 , class 29.2.
2. See Ibid, where it was noted that Faraday was informed that "He is to consider every two as
one".

Letter 457
Faraday to Eilhard Mitscherlich1

4 August 1830
From the original in DM HS 776

Royal Institution I 4th. August 1830
My dear Sir

Your letter which I received some time since gave me great pleasure
and I have many times been on the point of taking up my pen to answer it
but have been prevented by some sudden occupations My situation is such
that I am liable to be constantly disturbed and for 8 or 9 months in the year
am thoroughly tired with continued businessu Although I date from the R
Institution I am at this moment a little way from town resting from recent
fatigue & recovering from ill health2!.]

Your kind attention to my letter3 was no more than what I expected
from your kindness although I knew very well I had no claim upon it for my
opportunities of making your acquaintance in a worthy manner have been
very few - far fewer than I desired. Your kindness in the porcellain the
filtering paper & other things is fully appreciated by me and I hope soon to
have the pleasure of examining the box you promised to send met.] You
refer to other to other [sic] things which with you are far cheaper than with
us and if you obtain this letter before the box leaves or if any other
opportunity occurs I should be very glad to have an ounce or two of
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potassium also some sodium - some bromine and also cadmium if not very
dear - We have selenium which came from Germany but it is mingled with a
great deal of sulphur - If it is not hoping too much I should be delighted to
find that you would think for me and put up any thing you may suppose we
have not or which is dear with us[.] Many things are so expensive with us
that they limit our experiments.

I am quite anxious to see the cahier of your treatise4 which you
mention in your letter and your doing so encourages me to speak to you
relative to a work which is in contemplation here. You are aware that a
Quarterly Journal of Science has been published in London Edited by Mr.
Brande & continued for many years past. This Journal is to cease and the
Managers of the Royal Institution are desirous of establishing a Quarterly
Journal according to their Charter & which shall be truly scientific and
excluding illnatured reviews shall include as much foreign science as
possible5. The latter has been sadly neglected here & it is their wish that
every means should be taken to supply the deficiency in the new Journal.
The Bookseller6 will of course have his profits but the work is to be no
source of profit to the R Institution or to the Managers!.] On the other hand
everybody who contributes scientific matter is to be paid. The rate of
payment will vary from five to ten guineas a sheet according to the
character of the person who writes & the originality & quality of the
contribution^ If the work succeeds every thing it produces is to be
expended upon its own improvement. Now I have thought that perhaps you
could help us to science of an original kind from your part of the globe by
telling us of [a] person who would contribute or sending us papers & I
promised the Managers to ask you whether you could not let us have a
popular but scientific account of your own discoveries not too profound &
mathematical but yet clear & good & fit to be an authority something
indeed like Fresnels7 account of the undulatory th<eory of > light which in
fact Dr. Young translated for Mr. B<rande'>s Journal8.

The first Number of the new Journal will appear on the first day of
October & it is hoped that every number will be an improvement. If we can
get men like yourself to help it, it will be sure to succeed and will quickly
become a pleasure to those who support itw Any thing which you may like
to say upon the subject communicate to me & I will lay it before the
Committeei.]

With the strongest recollection of your kindness and the highest
respect to your talents

I am My dear Sir I Your Most Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
I hope the address of this letter will enable it to reach youu

Address: Professor Mitscherlich I &c &c I Berlin
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1. Eilhard Mitscherlich (1794-1863, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Berlin.
2. Postmark: Dover.
3. Letter 400.
4. Mitscherlich (1831).
5. For the Managers' deliberations on this see RI MM 18 January 1830, 7:289-306,25 January
1830, 7:308-9,1 March 1830, 7: 322-8,15 March 1830, 7:332-3. See RI MS Gen 4 for the minutes
of the committee which managed the new J.Roy.Inst It lasted for five issues and seems to have
folded because Faraday could not continue to devote sufficient time to it (Minutes of 16
February 1832). See also Berman (1978), 143-4.
6. That is John Murray.
7. Augustin Jean Fresnel (1788-1827, DSB). French physicist.
8. Fresnel (1827-9). Mitscherlich did not let the Journal have anything.

Letter 458
Faraday to George Smith
16 August 1830
From the original in PRO ADM106 / 1519, f.167

Royal Institution I August 16 1830
Sir

I have just now on my return to town received your last letter1.
The expence of the analyses as far as I should probably think it

expedient to carry them would probably amount for the nine to 15 or 18
guineas that is provided you also thought that extreme accuracy in minute
proportions of extraneous matters was not essentials

But I should be happy to have a few words of conversation with you
relative to the object in view to be attended by the analyses and which I
presume is the power of resisting corrosion by sea water for I am not
convinced that it depends upon composition aloneu If you conceive this
would be desirable I would call at the Ordnance Office tomorrow morning
or at any hour you would appoint for that purpose2!.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Geo Smith Esq I &c &c &c

1. See note 2, letter 456.
2. This meeting did not occur until 3 September. The request to Faraday is noted in Navy
Board Digest for 1830, PRO ADM 106 / 2170 / 1, class 29.2. See letter 460.

Letter 459
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
22 August 1830
From the original in RI MS Fl H84
Monsieur

Vous avez probablement Re^u un petit memoire sur des Experiences
hydrauliques, que Je vous ai envoye le 17 Juillet passe, en meme temps que
Je Re§us Votre Memoire sur le verre1, un autre memoire de M. Davies
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Gilbert s'y trouvait joint2. J'ai traduit ce dernier memoire, et la traduction
sera publiee dans le bulletin de la Societe d'encouragement, cahier de
juillet3. J'ai ajoute quelques notes a cette traduction, qui j'espere, seront
accueillies par M. Davies Gilbert, j'esperois pouvoir vous envoyer avec
cette iettre, quelques exemplaires de mes notes precedees du memoire;
mais Fimprimeur du bulletin ne me les a pas encore renvoyees - je
profiteray de la premiere occasion, pour me Rappeller a votre Souvenir, a
celui de M. Davies Gilbert qui a bien voulu me gratifier d'un exemplaire de
son Memoire sur les Machines a Vapeur du Cornwall -

Parmi les evenemens qui ont Signale les journees des 27, 28 et 29
juillet4, vous aurez remarque l'influence des Sciences sur la population
parisienne. des jeunes gens, de Fage moyen 19 ans, formant FEcole
polytechnique, habitent un ancien college, place aux extremites de Paris; la
ils etudient tranquillement les ouvrages des Lacroix1, des Poisson^, de
Monge7, &c. F analyse mathematique, la physique et la chimie enrichie de
vos decouvertes sont leur unique occupation, un detachement arme se
presente a eux, les invite a Marcher avec lui pour le defense de la charte
violee8, cette Jeunesse humble, modeste, sans armes, revetue de Funiforme
qui rappelle la defense de Paris en 1814, sort du College, et a l'instant
chaque groupe armee proclame un eleve Polytechnique son commandant;
elle se croit invincible; puis que la Science et Fhonneur la precedent; elle
Marche avec confiance, parcequ'elle a Fassentiment de tout ce qui porte un
coeur genereux. les principes Mathematiques (Principia Mathematica) et
les principes de gouvernment se donnent done la main; les deux premieres
nations du Monde se Rapprochent; puisse la raison triompher de tous les
prejuges qui s'opposent au perfectionnement des Societes!9

en france, le Savant, F artiste, Fouvrier sentent toute la dignite de sa
position Sociale; chacun ajoute un peu de bien, au bien qui existe; la plus
petite decouverte dans les Sciences est un bienfait pour Fhumanite; les
grandes decouvertes sont pour notre Siecle les actions heroiques. en vous
exprimant mon opinion sur Finfluence des Sciences, j'eprouve un
sentiment bien vif d'estime et de Reconnoissance pour Vous et vos
Compatriotes, qui consacrez votre vie entiere aux Recherches
Scientifiques.

JHai Fhonneur d'etre bien affectueusement I Monsieur I Votre devoue
Serviteur I Hachette
Paris 22 aout 1830
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TRANSLATION
Sir,

You have probably received a short paper on hydraulic experiments,
that I sent you on 17 July last. At the same time as I received your paper on
glass1, another paper by Mr. Davies Gilbert was enclosed2.1 have translated
the latter paper and the translation will be published in the July edition of
the bulletin of the Societe d'encouragement3. I have added a few notes to
this translation, which, 1 hope, will be welcomed by Mr. Davies Gilbert. I
had hoped to be able to send with this letter a few copies of my notes in
advance of the paper, but the bulletin's printer has not yet returned them to
me. I shall take advantage of the first opportunity to remember myself to
you and to Mr. Davies Gilbert who has kindly gratified me with a copy of his
paper on Cornish steam engines.

Amongst the events that marked the 27, 28 and 29 July4, you would
have noticed the influence of the sciences on the Parisian population. Some
young people - of an average age of 19 - studying at the Ecole
Polytechnique, live in an old college on the outskirts of Paris. There they
quietly study the works of Lacroix*, the Poissontf, Monge7 etc; mathematics,
physics and chemistry, enriched by your discoveries are their sole pursuit.
An armed detachment confronts them and invites them to march with it in
defence of the violated charter8. These humble, modest and unarmed
young people, dressed in a uniform recalling the defence of Paris in 1814,
step out of the College and immediately each armed group proclaims one of
the Polytechnic students its commander; each believes it is invincible, as
Science and Honour go before it. Each marches with confidence, since it
has the approval of all that is carried in a generous heart. Mathematical
principles (Principa Mathematica) and principles of government walk
hand in hand; the world's two foremost nations came together; if only
reason could triumph over all the prejudices that stand in the way of
perfecting society!9

In France, philosophers, artists and workers feel the complete dignity
of their own social position; each adds a little good to the existing good; the
smallest scientific discovery is of benefit to humanity; great discoveries are
heroic actions in our century. In conveying my views on the influence of the
sciences, I experience a great sense of esteem for and gratitude to you and
your fellow countrymen who dedicate your entire lives to scientific
research.

I have the honour of being, affectionately, i Sir, I Your devoted Servant 1
Hachette
Paris 22 August 1830.

1. Faraday (1830a).
2. Gilbert (1830a).
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3. Gilbert (1830b).
4. That is the July revolution which deposed Charles X (1757-1836, NBU, King of France,
1824-1830) and placed Louis-Philippe (1773-1850, NBU) on the throne as King of the French.
5. Sylvestre Francois Lacroix (1765-1843, DSB). Mathematician.
6. Simeon-Denis Poisson (1781-1840, DSB). Mathematical physicist.
7. Gaspard Monge (1746-1818, DSB). Mathematician.
8. This Charter, granted by Louis XVI11 (1755-1824, NBU, King of France, 1814-1824) at the
time of his restoration, made France a constitutional monarchy. It was Charles X's disregard
for this and particularly his restrictions on the press (one of the measures introduced on 26
July and which explains Hachette's support of the revolution) that led to the July revolution.
9. This episode is described in Pinkney (1972), 131, 135.

Letter 460
Faraday to George Smith
3 September 1830
From the original in PRO ADM106 / 1519, f.169

Royal Institution I 3 Sept 1830
Sir

I must beg you to state to the Honorable the Commissioners of the
Navy that I have this morning had a consultation with the Surveyors of the
Navy1 relative to the object to be attained by an analysis of the specimens
of copper you sent men

It is not my opinion that the mere analysis will give any certain
information as to the fitness of the different coppers for ships bottomst.]
From close investigation of this subject I do not believe that that fitness
depends alone upon composition nor are the causes which decide the
permanency or the decay of copper in sea water as yet made out[.j

Under these circumstances I will if the Board wish it analyse the
copper but I could found no opinion as to the value of one above another
upon the resultsi.j

I am engaged and have been for some time on long & laborious
experiments for the purpose of ascertaining the real cause why some
coppers decay so much faster than otherst.j I should be very glad of some
undoubted specimens of permanent copper for comparative experiments^]
I take the liberty of asking therefore whether I may have a sheet of the
copper which has been taken off the late Plymouth Yacht and also another
or part of one if there be any left of that from off the Batavia Dutch ship2[.]
Both these I understand have been proved by many years experience to be
excellent in qualityi.] But if I have them as they would be to me standards
they ought to be strictly verified as coming from the sources mentioned^

I regret that I did not receive your last letter and that any delay should
occur in consequences What I had said above may perhaps render the
analyses unnecessary and I shall therefore not proceed with them until I
receive further orders.

I am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
G Smith Esq I &c &c &c
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1. Robert Seppings and Joseph Tucker (a Surveyor of the Navy, 1813-1831, Collinge (1978),
145).
2. Faraday was supplied with samples from these ships. See Letter 463. The orders were
noted in Navy Board Digest for 1830, PRO ADM106 / 2170 / 1, class 29.2.

Letter 461
Faraday to West1

10 September 1830
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Mr Faraday's Compts to Mr. West and begs to inform him that both the
specimens are of Iron pyrites. They contain no coppery
Royal Institution 110th Sept 1830

1. Unidentified.

Letter 462
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
9 October 1830
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I Oct 9. 1830
My dear Sir

The matter1 about which you & I were talking frequently arises in
conversation with others and I do not like to hear mistakes without the
desire to correct them. I have no wish or intention to forestall the choice of
the fellows of the R.S. for of course they have the right of choice but a Duke
is as much entitled to fair representation as another man & ought to have it.
I frequently hear the matter spoken of as though the Duke were thrusting
himself forward of his own accord and to the displacement of the present
President2. Now have you any objection to me having copies of the letters
you showed me that I might in such cases put the affair right. It will not be
anticipatory because I have heard from Mr Gilbert himself what his
intentions are[.j

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
- W. [sic] Pettigrew Esq I &c &c

1. The election of the Duke of Sussex as President of the Royal Society (with John Herschel
as his opponent).
2. For the controversy over this election see Hall, M.B. (1984), 52-62. Pettigrew was the
Duke's political agent in this election (ibid, 52). For Faraday's continued involvement see
letter 467.
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Letter 463
Faraday to George Smith
9 October 1830
From the original in PRO ADM 106 / 1519, f.187

Royal Institution I Oct 9th. 1830
Sir

I beg you to return my thanks to the Honorable the Commissioners of
the Navy for the favour they have done me by allowing me sheets of the
Copper from the Batavia & Plymouth Yacht1!.]

1 am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
G. Smith Esq I &c &c &c
1. Faraday's report on this work was withdrawn on 23 January 1841 from PRO ADM 106 /
1519, f.246 for use by the Admiralty Board and never replaced. The Navy Board Digest for
1830, PRO ADM106 / 2170 / 1, class 29.2 digests Faraday's report of 25 October as follows: "Mr
Farraday sends his report he thinks that analysis will give no useful indications & that the
fitness of the Copper does not depend upon the comparative purity or impurity but upon some
point at present unknown or not understood". On the basis of this and referring specifically to
this report Ibid, class 29 notes that on 25 October orders for 45 tons of copper were placed to
be equally divided among the nine suppliers who had submitted their copper for the Navy
Board's tests.

Letter 464
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
13 October 1830
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et cher confrere,

il y a bien longtems que je desirais de vous ecire, j'attendais d'avoir
quelque chose de nouveau a vous offrir. mais quoique je n'ai rien d'acheve
dans ce moment je profite du voyage que va faire a Londres notre Excellent
ami Monsieur unterwood [sic], pour vous rappeler les sentiments de la plus
sincere amitie et de la reconnaissance que comme devoue aux Sciences,
j'eprouve pour l'auteur de tant de travaux qui ont agrandi et illustre sa
carriere.

La chimie et la physique vous doivent des resultats qui en font la
gloire, et je vous dois personnellement au sujet des belles experience sur
les phenomenes de revolution et de rotation des aimants qui sont venus
justifier les recherches sur la cause que j'avais assignee aux phenomenes
de ce genre, j'ai ecrit un memoire ou j'ai developpe avec beaucop de detail
tout ce qui est relatif. je vous prie d'en accepter un exemplaire que
Monsieur unterwood [sic] veut bien se charger de vous porter.

Cest chez lui que je vous ecrit tout a la hate, car il part demain pour
Londres.

je vous prie d'agreer mes hommages et mes voeux pour que vous
continuiez, dans Tinteret des Sciences d'ajouter toujours a vos belles
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decouvertes de nouvelles recherches dont les resultats leur fassent faire
encore de nouveaux progres.

j'ai Thonneur d'etre, I Monsieur et cher confrere, Ivotre tres-humble et
tres-obeissant serviteur. I a. ampere
Paris le 13. 8bre. 1830

TRANSLATION
Sir and dear colleague,

I have wanted to write to you for a long time. I was waiting to have
something new to offer you. But even though I have not completed
anything at this moment, I am taking advantage of the journey that our
excellent friend, Mr. Underwood, is making to London to remind you of the
feelings of sincerest friendship and gratitude that, as one dedicated to the
Sciences, I feel for the originator of the many works that have enlarged and
illustrated your career.

Chemistry and physics are indebted to you for the results that are
their glory and I am personally indebted to you for the beautiful
experiments on the phenomena of revolutions and the rotation of magnets
which have come to justify the research on the cause that I had assigned to
the phenomena of this kind. I have written a paper where I have developed
in great detail everything that related to this. Please accept the copy that
Mr. Underwood has kindly offered to take you.

It is from his house that I write to you in haste as he leaves for London
tomorrow.

Please accept my respects & my wish that you may, in the interests of
Science, continue always to add to your beautiful discoveries, new research
of which the results will bring still new progress to science.

I have the honour of being, I Sir and dear colleague, I your very humble
and very obedient servant I A. Ampere
Paris, 13 October 1830

Letter 465
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
21 October 1830
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Geneve, le 21 8bre 1830
Permettez moi, Monsieur, de venir me rappeler a votre souvenir &

vous faire en meme temps une demande que j'espere ne vous derangera
pas. Je viens d'apprendre par le dernier numero du Quarterly Journal of
Sciences, que ce journal alloit etre remplace par un autre publie
directement par Tlnstitution Royale; ne croyez-vous qu'il seroit possible
d'organiser une echange entre ce nouveau Journal & la Bibliotheque
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Universelle qui se publie a Geneve; ainsi que nous l'avons deja fait avec la
plupart des autres Jouraux Anglois? Auriez vous la bonte de vous charger
de cette negociation & de me faire ensuite Savoir Si elle a reussi; vous nous
rendriez un grand Service, car un des principaux agremens que nous
eprouvons de notre cooperation a la redaction de la Bibl. Universelle, c'est
de nous procurer facilement par les echanges, une collection complete des
journaux Scientifiques etrangers. Si l'echange est acceptee nous enverrons
a l'adresse que vous nous indiquerez la collection de 1830 de la Bibl. Univ.
& vous aurez la bonte de faire parvenir les numeros du nouveau Journal a
mesure qu'ils paroitront a l'adresse de la Direction de la Bibliotheque
Universelle chez Bossange, Barthes & Lowell, booksellers 14, Great
Marlborough Strt London1. - Si je m'adresse a vous pour cette affaire, c'est
d'abord que je connais votre complaisance & que de plus je presume &
j'espere que vous devez prendre une grande part a la redaction du nouveau
Journal2.

J'ai encore un service a vous demander; il s'agirait de nous mettre
quelquefois au courant de vos travaux & de nous adresser de temps a
autres quelques details sur les recherches que vous avez faites & sur les
memoires que vous allez publier. Si vous pouviez y ajouter quelques
nouvelles Scientifiques principalement en ce qui concerne les arts
industriels, ce seroit un merite de plus a une correspondance qui en auroit
deja beaucoup pour nous sans cela. Nous venons d'organiser un
arrangement semblable avec quelques savans de Tltalie & de TAllemagne &
nous serions bien heureux que vous voulussiez consentir a nous favoriser
aussi quelquefois de vos lettres. Pour eviter le frais de port vous pourriez
les adresser sous forme de papiers ou de notes a mon adresse comme
Redacteurde la Bibl Universelle, chez les memes libraires que j'ai indique ci
dessus. Je serais aussi & meme plus reconnaissant quand vous voudriez
m'ecrire directement par la poste.

Nous avons bien besoin de nouvelles Scientifiques; car ici, comme en
France, on ne fait pas grande chose, tandisque vous venez de publier votre
beau travail sur la fabrication de verre3 dont nous avons re^u des
exemplaires & que nous avons traduit en entier dans la Bibl. Univ4. Nous
vous remercions beaucoup de ces exemplaires & nous attendons avec
impatience quelque nouvelle production de vous qui sans doute ne tardera
pas. - Je m'occupe toujours de recherches sur l'electricite & d'un travail
complet sur le sujet que j'espere sera acheve au printemps prochain,
quoique j'aie encore bien a faire5. Les evenements politiques ont absorbe
dernierement bien du temps & de Tattention; il n'en restait pas beaucoup
pour la Science. Marcet & Macaire6 ont re§u aussi les exemplaires de votre
memoire & vous en remercient.

Encore une negociation pour laquelle je comptais ecrire au Dr Roget,
mais que vous voudrez peut-etre bien suivre. II s'agiroit de Techange des
Transactions philosophiques avec les memoires que publie notre Societe de
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Physique & d'Histoire Naturelle. Depuis cette annee cette publication sera
reguliere & il paroitra deux cahiers in 4° par an. Nous avons deja obtenu la
faveur d'une echange avec presque toutes les Societes Savantes de
FEurope & entr'autres Hnstitut de France; nous serions heureux d'avoir le
meme succes aupres de la Societe Royale. Seriez vous assez bon pour
arranger cette affaire ou croyez-vous que je doive en ecrire au Dr Roget.
Vous voudrez bien peut-etre me repondre un mot a cet egard, comme sur
les autres demandes que je vous adresse. Permettez moi de vous adresser
ici, mes excuses pour mon indiscretion Texpression de la haute
consideration & de l'attachement que vous a voue votre tout devoue I Augt
de la Rive

J'aurais aimer avoir quelques nouveiles Scientifiques a vous donner;
mais nous sommes bien pauvres dans ce moment. Un travail sur la
decomposition des huiles par Felectricite & sur les chaleurs specifiques
des composes par comparaison a leurs elemens, voila ce que je ferais
paraitre de plus prochain. - J'aurais soin, si cela peut vous interesser de
vous en communiquer les resultats.

Mon pere me charge de mille amities pour vous; nous parlons tres
souvent de vous ensemble. Je vous prie de me rappeler au souvenir de Mr
Margrath. dont je n'ai pas oublie toutes les bontes a mon egard7.

Address: Monsieur Faraday I Royal Institution I Albernarle St I Londres.

TRANSLATION
Geneva, 21 October 1830

Allow me, Sir, to recall myself to your memory and at the same time to
ask you for something that I hope will not cause you any trouble. I have just
learnt from the last number of the Quarterly Journal of Sciences that this
journal is to be replaced by one published directly by the Royal Institution;
do you think it would be possible to organise an exchange between the new
Journal & the Bibliotheque Universelle, published in Geneva; just as we
have already done with most of the other English journals? Would you be
so kind as to make enquiries and let me know subsequently if they were
successful; you would do us a great favour, for one of the greatest pleasures
we experience from our part in the editing of the Bibl. Universelle is to
procure easily by exchanges, a complete collection of foreign scientific
journals. If the exchange is accepted, we shall send to the address
indicated by you the 1830 collection of the Bibl. Univ. & you will kindly
send the numbers of the new Journal as they appear to the address of the
Editors of the Bibliotheque Universelle c/o Bossange, Barthes & Lowell,
booksellers 14, Great Marlborough Strt London1.- If I approach you with
regard to this affair, it is first of all because I know of your kindness and
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moreover I presume and I hope that you must play a large part in the
editing of the new journal2.

I have one more thing to ask you; it would be a matter of informing us
sometimes of your work and of sending us from time to time some details of
the research that you have done and the papers you are going to publish. If
you could add some scientific news, principally concerning the industrial
arts, it would give added merit to a correspondence which would already
offer a lot to us without that. We have just organised a similar arrangement
with some philosophers from Italy and Germany and we would be very
happy if you would also agree to favour us sometimes with your letters. To
avoid port charges you could address them as papers or notes to me as the
Editor of the Bibl Universelle, at the same booksellers as I indicated above. I
would be as and even more grateful if you wished to write to me directly by
post.

We have great need of scientific news; for here, just as in France, not
much is happening, whilst you have just published your beautiful work on
the production of glass3 of which we have received copies and which we
have translated completely in the Bibl. Univ4. We thank you very much for
these copies & we wait impatiently for some new work of yours, which
doubtlessly will not be long in coming.- I am still engaged in research on
electricity and on a complete book about the subject, which I hope will be
finished next spring, although I still have a lot to do5. Political events have
lately taken up a lot of time and attention; not much has remained for
science. Marcet & Macaire6 have also received copies of your paper and
thank you for it.

Another arrangement regarding which I hoped to write to Dr Roget,
but which you may kindly be able to make. It would concern an exchange of
the Philosophical Transactions with the papers published by our Societe de
Physique & d'Histoire Naturelle. As from this year, this publication will be
regular and two issues in quarto will appear annually. We have already
received the favour of an exchange with almost all the learned societies of
Europe & amongst others the Institut de France; we would be pleased to
have the same success with the Royal Society. Would you be able kindly to
arrange this or do you think I should write to Dr. Roget? Would you be kind
enough to reply briefly concerning this and the other questions I have
raised. Permit me to put here my excuses for my indiscretion, the
expression of the high consideration and the friendship I have vowed for
you, your totally devoted I Augt de la Rive
I would have liked to have some scientific news to give you; but we are truly
poor at the moment. A work on the decomosition of oils by electricity on
the specific heats of compounds by comparison with their elements, is
what I shall publish in the nearest future.- I shall take care, if that is of
interest to you, to send you the results.
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My father asks me to send you his warm regards; we speak very often
of you together. I would ask you to remember me to Mr. Margrath, whose
numerous acts of kindness towards me have not been forgotten7.

1. Bossange, Barthes and Lowell, booksellers of 14 Great Marlborough Street. POD.
2. The exchange was agreed. See letter 468.
3. Faraday (1830a).
4. Faraday (1830c).
5. De La Rive, A.-A. (1833).
6. Isaac Francois Macaire (1796-1869, P2, 3). Naturalist.
7. In May 1825. See letters 255 and 256.

Letter 466
Faraday to Hans Christian Oersted
November 1830
From the original in Handskriftafdelingen, Det Kongelige Bibliothek,
Copenhagen, MS 0rsted 1-2
Dear Sir

I put a few words into this letter1 to renew your recollection of me and
to express my hopes of your being able to pursue science as energetically
as even.] Our Managers are anxious to have communications from such
men as yourself and think it would often be very important if papers were
published simultaneously in distant countries!.] Thus if you were about to
publish a paper in Germany or elsewhere & would send us a copy of it a
month or two before hand we could have it translated & published here at
the same time as with you. In such case our Managers would consider the
paper as original and compensate it as such.

I am Dear Sir I Most faithfully your obedient Servant I M. Faraday

Address: H.C. Oersted I Secretary I Royal Society I Copenhagen

1. This was enclosed with a printed letter, dated November 1830, from Edmund Robert
Daniell to Oersted asking officially for his help with the new Journal.

Letter 467
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
20 November 1830
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I Nov. 20th
My dear Sir

The difficulty of choice under which I lay when we conversed together
still remains & is even strengthened so that I have come to a determination
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of taking no part in the recommendation of a President to the Fellows of the
Society. It is not an hour since I refused in consequence to sign a requisition
to Herschell1 & you will perceive the same feeling will keep me from the
meeting you refer tow

I have been pressed much against my wishes to serve if chosen by the
fellows on the Council of next yearu I consented to go to ballot; but my view
throughout the whole of this affair has been to return the Society as it were
from the council into the hands of the fellows and abide by their advice in
all things2!.] I do not want to be on council at all but consenting to be on it if
elected; I do so without reference to any particular choice which the society
at large may make being resolved in this case to take directions from the
body of members rather than give them (as one of council) to it.

I am Dear Sir I faithfully yours I M. Faraday
J. Pettigrew Esq I &c &c

1. This was a petition signed initially by 63 Fellows of the Royal Society supporting
Herschel's candidature for President against the Duke of Sussex. A copy is tipped into RS Tract
5/5, p.26. See also notes to letter 462.
2. This took the form of Faraday seconding Herschel's motion at the Royal Society Council of
11 November 1830 which proposed that the President and Council compile a list of fifty
Fellows (additional to the normal house list) from which the new Council could be chosen by
the Fellowship. See RS MS CM, 11 November 1830, 11: 119. See also Thompson (1898), 262.

Letter 468
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
23 November 1830
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.51

Royal Institution Novr. 22 [sic] 1830.
My dear Sir,

It is long since I received your letter1 but absence in the country and
other causes have prevented me from answering it before this time. I am
glad of any circumstance that keeps your recollection of me alive. Our
Managers immediately ordered the exchange you requested to be made2 &
the first No of the New Journal was sent three weeks ago to Your Bookseller
here as you requested. If Bossange3 will take the trouble of sending your
Bibliotheque to the Royal Institution it will save us the necessity of making
frequent enquiries after its arrivals

At present I write by post as a quick way of reaching you but shall I in
future send all communications through the bookseller to you? Copies of
papers notes &c? and may I send copies of papers &c to Marcet &c in the
same way under cover to you? or will that embarrasfs] your packets?

I take great interest in the New Journal & wish it earnestly to succeed
but my time is so exceedingly occupied that I cannot pledge myself to [do]
much for it. The same want of time prevents me from pursuing glass as I
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wish[,] the same want will prevent me from assisting you by
communications of news &c for it prevents me from going out into the
world & hearing much news. I hope soon however to be able to arrange for
more leisure that I may be able to work at philosophy & send you a paper or
two i.e copies as heretofore!.]

With respect to the New Royal Institution Journal the Managers wish
to make it good and with that view are anxious to obtain communications
from Men of Science from all parts of the world. The work is to be no source
of profit to the Institution or the Managers but all it produces which the
Bookseller4 does not claim is to expended in supporting & improving it. All
papers are to be paid for at so much per printed sheet 4.5.6.7 8 or even 10
guineas according to its merits experimental character & character of its
Author. Such payment helps to defray the expences of the experiments!.]
Now we are in hopes that such men as yourself will be willing to
communicate your papers to us. Not that you should not put them in the
Bibliotheque but because of the distance between Geneva & London we
consider that if you sent us a manuscript so that it might be published at the
same time here as at Geneva it would be here and original paper and so so
[sic] your discoveries & investigations would be more rapidly & widely
diffused than at present. If you think well of this when you send a paper
send it so that it may be published in the next No of the Journal in due time.
You will be aware of the periods of publication of the time required for the
transit and that for arrangement & printing. Such payment as may be
necessary we will make according to your direction. If you come in contact
with other good men and think the arrangement expedient perhaps you will
mention it to themt.]

I am going to the Royal Society council this afternoon & will try to
make the arrangement of transfer as you request - I have just left the
Council I am told the RS does not exchange with any Society - they present
Transactions to Royal & National Societies and I find that the Secretary of
Your Society must apply formally to the Secy of the RS if the Transactions
be desired5!.]

With earnest remembrances to your father & any friends I am Dear Sir
faithfully yours I M. Faraday

Address: Monsieur A de la Rive I a Geneve

1. Letter 465.
2. Not noted in RI MM.
3. Bossange, Barthes and Lowell, booksellers of 14 Great Marlborough Street. POD.
4. John Murray.
5. The Royal Society Council met on 23 November 1830. This request and its rejection is not
noted in RS MS CM 11: 134-5.
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Letter 469
William Buckland1 to Faraday
7 December 1830
From the original in Fitzwilliam Museum MS Perceval L35

Oxford Dec 7 1830
My dear Sir

I have been called on this morning to assist at the unpacking of a Ball
of Hemp impregnated with Turpentine which was found in a backyard near
a bake house in the suburbs of Oxford this morning. The total quantity of
Hemp was about a hat full tied round with a string having a loose end by
which to sling it. In the middle of this Ball of Hemp was a smaller Ball of the
same substance securely tied round with a Copper wire. I opened this inner
Ball myself & found nothing but Hemp - the outer Ball was opened by this
poor woman into whose yard it was thrown. Had any small inflammable
pellets been inclosed in it they wd probably have been overlooked. The
only extraneous matter I found in any part of either of the Balls are the 3
bits I send you in a small Box together with a Bit of the string that was tied
round the outer Ball & which also seems saturated with Turpentines There
is a small fragment of some kind of gum which fell from the Hemp as I was
examining it & which is clearly innocent of any inflammatory intentions. If
so in truth I believe the whole concern to be, but I am at a loss to imagine
how or why any child who may have rolled up this Ball to play with should
have obtained Hemp impregnated with Turpentine throughout^] This
coarse kind of Indian Hemp as it is improperly called is common enough &
used for mats & caulking barges & all kinds of cleaning & scouring, but I
know not any purpose for which it is usual to mix it with turpentine & if you
can throw any light on this matter you will much oblige me.

Mrs Buckland2 unites her kind regards with I Yours very Sincerely I
Wm Buckland
M. Faraday Esq

Endorsed by Faraday: The piece of resin is shell lac. The tar smells of
turpentine but is now nearly dry the three portions of the soft adhesive
matter have the character of a gum resin mixed with a little [word illegible]
(without [word illegible]) & softened by the turpentine, but are confused in
character from the presence of the turpentines The liquid has been oily
turpentine not ordinary turpentines The rolling up of the inner ball copper
wire &c &c &c make me think it has been prepared for bad purposes3, if it
had occurred about Guy Fawks day perhaps that might have led to its
history. It would not fire of itself but would carry fire if thrown in an
inflamed state. Was the outside burnt? did it appear even to have been
inflamed?
Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution
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1. William Buckland (1784-1856, DSB). Geologist.
2. Mary Buckland, nee Morland (1797-1857, Burgess (1967), 5-6, 69).
3. A reference to the outbreak of rick burning in Southern England in the autumn of 1830
during the lead up to the passing of the Reform Bill. See Woodward (1962), 79.

Letter 470
John George Children to Faraday
9 December 1830
From the original in RI MS

B.M. I Dec. 9. 1830.
My dear Faraday,

If you can return the paper by Monday Evening it will be quite soon
enough.

Ever yours I J.G. Children
Don't talk of trouble.

Address: M. Faraday Esq

Letter 471
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
24 December 1830
From the original in HLHU FALF

Royal Institution I Deer. 24th 1830
My dear Sir

Having a few moments to spare from the continual business which
oppresses me I secure them to write a few words to you not that I have any
particular scientific news to tell you but to acknowledge your constant
kindness in sending me copies of your papers to answer a letter of yours1

which I have had on my desk before my eyes many weeks for that purpose
and to exchange feelings of kindness & friendship with you at the same
time that I express my respect for you.

I can never forget that the commencement of the kindness I have
always experienced from French philosophers was by M Hachette sending
me a copy of your first papers on Electo-magnetism - I knew neither him
nor you directly at that time and the favour was so much the more
valuablej.] Whenever Mr. Underwood is in London he tells me all about
your health and your unwearied pursuit of Scienceu I wish there were more
labourers like you and I wish I were more worthy of your companionship;
but I live in hopes I shall have more leisure and may be able to do
something which shall deserve a little more praiset.j
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I trust you received the copy of my paper on glass?21 am anxious to
complete that investigation and then proceed to some other branch of
enquiry.

I do not know when I shall be able to see France but I do look for that
pleasure some time: till when and always I am

My dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
M Ampere I &c &c &c

Address: a Monsieur I Monsieur Ampere I &c &c &c I Rue des fosses St Victor
No 19 I a Paris

1. Letter 464.
2. Faraday (1830a).

Letter 472
Gerard Moll to Faraday
24 December 1830
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Utrecht 24 December 1830
I am much obliged to you my dear Sir! for the kind notice which you

have been pleased to take of my paper on the invention of the telescope1. In
future I shall be most happy in submitting to the approbation of the
proprietors of the Journal of the Royal Institution any paper of mine which
might appear to me not to be unworthy of appearing in such a respectable
publication. I cannot indeed refrain from stating that I have a great mind to
say a few words to Mr Babbage about his recent publication on the State of
Science in England2.1 believe indeed that he took an erroneous view of the
question and that many things which he admires in foreign countries are
far inferior to what he might have found at home. You justly observe that
you ought not remain ignorant of what is done elsewhere; but there is a
great difference between a just estimate of foreign exertions and extolling
them beyond measure above what is done in your own country. We
certainly must endeavour not to suffer ourselves to be swayed by national
prejudice but we must take equal care not to carry our admiration of
foreigners so far, as to be unjustly severe against our own countrymen.
This, I apprehend, is the case with Mr Babbage and with many other
Englishmen, who cherish his opinions. You have long been, in a great
measure ignorant of what was done on the continent; this want of
information naturally occasioned self complacency, and very often it was
with great reluctancy that English writers did justice to the conspicuous
merits of french, Italian, and German philosophers. From this unjust
contempt some amongst you have run in the other extreme of unbounded
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admiration. I believe you have been mistaken in both ways, and the truth
lays between. The national, Imperial or royal Institute of France, is alike
undeserving the sneers which have been thrown out against it, and of the
high encomiums which have bestown upon its members. There, and every
where there is much which is bad, mixed with a greater and smaller
proportion of good. But be that ratio what it may, I do not see that Mr
Babbage is at all justified in thus undervaluing what is done in his own
country. My friend now Sir James South, follows on the same side, he is
determined to see every thing in black in England and to speak highly on
the Scientific institutions of foreign countries3. But he himself, the identical
Sir James South is a direct proof of the fallaciousness of his own words.
Show me such another man, show me a Surgeon in France, who rose to
such a Scientific eminence in anything except surgery. Mr Bailey4 [sic] is
another proof of the contrary of what I understand him & his friends to
assert. Let it be shewn that there exists amongst the 30 millions of
frenchman, one broker, nay even one merchant, who is an astronomer.
Where am I to find on the exchange of Paris a merchant like Mr Roscoe5.
They accuse the present Royal Astronomer6 of Selling the copies of the
Greenwich observations to a grocer; at the Royal Observatory of Paris there
can be little danger of such an irregular proceeding, since I heard it publicly
stated by an eminent German Astronomer, at the late meeting of
Philosophers at Hamburg that in the space of eight months, not even an
Observation was made at Paris for ascertaining the rate of their clock!7 But
all this would le[a]d me too far, and I will not enter deeper in to such an
abundant source of recrimination^

The last article of your kind letter requires a distinct answer. The
object of the proprietors of the Quarterly Journal is not profit, no more is
mine! I have been publishing pretty much, perhaps too much; but I can
safely swear that I never got the least pecuniary reward for my labours; nay,
my country me<n> will very often take it into their heads that it is my
bounden duty, to giv<e> my opinion upon any scheme which they may
think proper to lay befor<e me> and that my time and exertions must be
entirely at their disposal. Un<der> such circumstances I cannot accept
the proposals of your Committee, but I would feel obliged to them if they
would favour me with a few copies of my paper to be given to my particular
friends; half a dozen will satisfy my utmost wishes. If when in London, they
will confer upon me the favour of being admitted to the library &
collections of the Royal Institution I will feel exceedingly obliged to them.

At the close of this year, I cannot, I presume, make you a better wish,
than that you may succeed entirely in the course of the next, in furnishing
opticians, with such flint glass, as may give full scope to the skill and
dexterity of your own Dollonds and Tullys8.

I am Dear Sir! I Yours very truly I G. Moll
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Any parcel directed to H. Braaksma Esq 71 Great Queensstreet Lincoln's
Inn fields9 will come to hand, as will any letter, which latter may be also
simply directed to Prof. Moll Utrechtu

1. Moll (1831a) translated into English for the J.RoyJnst. as Moll (1831b).
2. Babbage (1830).
3. South (1830).
4. Francis Baily (1774-1844, DSB). Astronomer.
5. William Roscoe (1753-1831, DNB). Banker and historian.
6. John Pond (cl767-1836, DNB). Astronomer Royal, 1811-1835.
7. Friedrich Georg Wilhelm Struve (1793-1864, DSB, Director of the Pulkowa Observatory).
See Johnston (1831a), 219-20. Although he does not report this precise allegation against the
Paris Observatory, he does report that Struve, on his address to the Hamburg meeting of the
Deutscher Naturforscher, did place France as the worst patron of astronomy in Europe.
8. A family of astronomical instrument makers. See King (1950).
9. Henry Braaksma, merchant of 71 Great Queen Street. POD.

Letter 473
Eleventh Duke of Somerset to Faraday
26 December 1830
From the original in SI D MS 1389A

Park Lane. 26th Deer. 1830.
My Dear Sir

The Copy of your new edition1 requires my best thanks, which I beg
you to accept. I am very glad to find that the work has been so much
approved by the chemists. I am much pleased with the Introduction, and
also with the mode of reference which pervades the whole. The latter is
very similar to that which I have been accustomed in mathematical works.

I am My Dear Sir I your obliged and faithful servant ISomerset
To Mr. Faraday

1. Faraday (1830b).

Letter 474
Faraday to Dominic Paul Colnaghi1

1 January 1831
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I Jany 1. 1831
Dear Sir

Will you have the goodness to put the accompanying impression into
a framef.j I do not want a gaudy frame but a good neat one. The quantity of
margin and the size & kind of frame I will leave to you to determine!.]

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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D. Colnaghi Esq I &c &c &c

1. Dominic Paul Colnaghi (1790-1879, DNB). Print dealer.

Letter 475
Faraday to John William Parker
3 January 1831
From the original in RI MS Fl A4

R Institution I Jany 3. 1830 [sic]
Dear Sir

Tomorrow (Tuesday) Committee meet on printing the Journal. If you
were this way & could assist us with your advice at lyl or xji past 1 o elk it
would be very valuable1!.]

It is principally about what you would recommend for wood engraving
& what for copper that we shall want you. I am afraid we shall have too
much matter2{.]

Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mr Parker

Address: Mr. Parker I Clowes Printing Office I Duke St I Stamford Street I
Blackfriars

1. Parker did attend. See RI MS Gen 4, Minutes for 4 December [sic] 1831.
2. Plates 3 and 4 of J.Roy.InsL, 1830-1,1. Plate 4 was a coloured representation of a rainbow.

Letter 476
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
10 January 1831
From the original in RGO6 / 806, letter 1

Royal Institution I Jany 10 1831
My dear Sir

Your kindness is beyond what I could have expected and I have only
delayed acknowledging it in the hopes that I could accompany my letter
with a piece of glass. It is my intention to avail myself of your willingness to
lend us your apparatus this season though not at the present moment and I
shall take the liberty of writing to you again on the subject towards the
period when we could take advantage of it to ascertain then whether you
can spare it[.j I hope in a month or two to find the facilities of
communication even for apparatus much increased!.]
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And now as to the glass you must not imagine that I had forgotten your
request. I felt too much honored by the request coming from such persons
as yourself & Professor Amici to do that but I have been anxious to make
the glass more & more perfect and yet from the extreme pressure of
ordinary business have not been able to proceed with this subject as I
desired. I am not a man at liberty to pursue any subject which may take my
attention. Gratitude to the R Institution constrains me to use great exertions
on its behalf and I cannot find any one who if I try to withdraw in part from
my duties is willing to take my place. Then again time is my only estate &
under these circumstances you will easily believe that with every desire I
still may not have been able to find leisure & attention enough to pursue &
perfect what is really a manufacture.

I have thought however that probably a piece of glass not quite
perfect might perhaps still be sufficiently good for Professor Amici's
purposes as to make him rather desire to have it than none or than to wait
much longer and if you think so & can tell me what size will suffice I will
immediately look over my specimens and try to find one hoping still that
you will not judge of what may be produced from the specimen I <may
h>appen to send you^.j

I am Dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful servant I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. Faraday did send a piece of glass to Amici. See Airy (1896), 93 and letter 478.

Letter 477
Faraday to John Martin
19 January 1831
From the original in Yale University Library, Eng. Misc. MSS 753, Box 6

Royal Institution I Jany 19th. 1831
Dear Sir

Our Evenings commence next Friday and as you expressed your
pleasure on being occasionally present I have enclosed a ticket^

With best remembrances to Mrs Martin1 1 am dear Sir I Most Truly
Yours I M. Faraday
J. Martin Esq I &c &c

1. Susan Martin, nee Garrett (b. cl781f Feaver (1975), 13).
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Letter 478
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
31 January 1831
From the original in RGO6 / 806, letter 4

Royal Institution I Jany 31. 1831
Dear Sir

I send herewith a piece of glass (heavy)1. It is deeper coloured that I
like but I have no great choice. It was made in March 1829 and indeed in the
last year I had no time or health for the continuance of the investigation. I
hope it will suit M AmicFs purposes for the presents If it is too large
perhaps you will divide it & keep part but do not consider it as a specimen.

I am Dear Sir I faithfully Yours 1 M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. See letter 476.

Letter 479
Faraday to Edward Magrath
February 1831
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I Thursday
Dear Magrath

With your packet I received some queries signed H but whether from
Mr Hawkins1 or Mr Hamilton2 or who I do not know. I enclose something
like an answer.

Can you let me have a copy of the data of the last Expt and of much of
the former as Mr Daly3 has?

Can you also let me have the books & other things here?
Can you tell me how I can get Cruikshanks4 books of humour5 at

something like trade pricey I think you said something about Ackermanfn]6

&c &q.j
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

E Magrath Esq I &c &c

Endorsed: Feby 18311 EM

1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified.
3. Unidentified.
4. George Cruikshank (1792-1878, DNB). Caricaturist
5. Possibly Cruikshank's coloured etchings of 1819-21 for the Humourist
6. Rudolph Ackermann (1764-1834, DNB). Bookseller of 191 Regent Street POD.
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Letter 480
Faraday to John Knowles
1 February 1831
From the original in Hunt MS HM 18915

Royal Institution I Feb 1. 1831
Dear Sir

Have you any models of anchors in your Model room? If you have I
know you will let me bring a friend to see them but could you also allow
them to be brought to the Institution on some evening for the illustration of
a subject?

I am Dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
J. Knowles Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 481
Edward Magrath to Faraday
12 February 1831
From the printed original in DRO MS 1392M / L19 / 31 / 3

Athenaeum, 12th Feb. 1831.
Dear Sir,

Can you, from the few experiments you have made in this house, and
from your knowledge on the subject of Lighting, answer the following
Questions:

1. What is the ratio of light of an oil and gas burner?
2. What is the ratio of heat?
3. Is either sulphurous or sulphuric acid formed by the combustion of

coal gas in the ordinary way?
4. From a gas light, properly regulated, is gas respired?
5. Will an oil or gas light soonest soil the ceiling of a room?
6. What effect will the heat evolved have on the temperature of a room?
7. What are the comparative effects of oil and gas lights on the quality of

the air, light for light?
8. What are the comparative qualities of the light from oil and gas?
9. Taking all the circumstances into consideration, what, in your opinion,

is the cause of the oppressive feeling complained of in certain rooms in the
Athenaeum?
10. Why has oil been displaced by gas in the public rooms of the Royal
Institution?

I remain, I Dear Sir, I Yours very sincerely, I E. Magrath, Secretary.
Michael Faraday, Esq.
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Letter 482
Faraday to Edward Magrath
14 February 1831
From the printed original in DRO MS 1392M / L19 / 31 / 3

Royal Institution, Feb. 14. 1831.
Dear Sir,

The following are the best answers 1 am able to give to your Queries1:
1. In an experiment made at the Athenaeum, with an excellent argand

oil lamp, regulated by Mr. Hancock, and compared with a 15-hole gas
burner, the light of the gas was to that of the oil as 21 to 13.

2. In experiments made to determine the heat evolved for equal
quantities of light from oil and gas burning brightly from argand burners,
the heat evolved from the oil being 2, that from the gas was nearly 3.

3. A little sulphurous or sulphuric acid is generally formed from the
combustion of coal gas. If well-purified gas be used, this product is rarely
sensible; it is less sensible as sulphuric than as sulphurous acid. Upon
closely questioning persons who have declared they smelt the sulphur
from gas, I have usually found they meant something else; generally the
oppressive heat, or the dry sensation, or the smell of a little gas unburnt,
none of which have anything to do with the sulphur product from gas,

4.1 do not believe that any gas escapes unburnt from a gas light well
regulated. It is far more likely that oil vapour should escape unconsumed
from an oil burner than gas from a gas burner.

5. Neither oil nor gas ought to soil, or will soil, the ceiling of a room, if
well regulated. Either will do so when badly regulated. I think, of the two,
oil is the most liable to do so; because of the changes which take place in
the wick, in the temperature of the oil, &c, during burning, and which do
not occur with a gas lamp properly regulated by a governor.

6. This effect depends upon so many circumstances, as the size and
tightness of the room, the proportion of light, &c. &c, that it can only be
deduced from a series of observations.

7. It is exceedingly difficult to ascertain, and if ascertained, to describe
correctly the effects of lights on air, so as to convey a just opinion of their
influence; thus, with regard to their greatest effect, which is the power of
heating, it is of advantage and desirable up to a certain point, and above
that point is unpleasant and disagreeable: but that point depends upon
many other things as well as the lights, and, what is still more important,
differs for different persons, so that it becomes in that respect impossible
to please all. Gas light will heat air faster than oil light; it therefore at first
does good quicker, and afterwards does harm quicker than oil. As to the
proportionate deterioration of air by the oxygen abstracted, I think it
probable that gas would, light for light, have the greatest effect: but I do not
believe that effect would be sensible in either case. As to the deterioration
of air by the sulphurous acid and unburnt gas thrown into the room, I think
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little of it in the present case. I think that to be rather a popular error,
caused by persons ascribing effects which they feel, but cannot
discriminate, to the first cause which occurs to them, thinking of quality
only, and forgetting quantity.

8. When the oil was burning in its best manner, still it gave a much
yellower flame that the gas; the whiteness of the gas flame is a necessary
consequence of its higher temperature.

9. In my opinion the principal cause of complaint is of the following
nature: A house has been built, and every endeavour made to render floors,
ceilings, windows, walls, and doors, tight and close; the rooms in it are well
warmed during the day, and, having been brought to such a temperature
and state that the first person who enters is fully satisfied, from fifty to two
hundred persons are introduced, evolving both heat and effluvia; a number
of powerful burners are put into and continue in action, and when the
injurious agency of these causes has continued for one, two, or three hours,
complaints are made that the heat is oppressive, or the odour unpleasant.
Things are arranged so as to produce a perfect effect under one set of
circumstances, and then, changing the circumstances, the effect is
expected to remain the same, though it must of necessity be different. The
large room and the library are made quite warm enough by daylight, when
there are only a few persons there: then they are lighted, many persons
enter, and they must of course very soon expect an oppressive sensation. I
have no hesitation in believing that the cause of these complaints might be
removed by extending and adjusting the system of ventilation in those
rooms.

10. Oil has been displaced by oil gas, in the first place because of the
economy of the latter; then because of its superior cleanliness, and its facile
management. Much harm was done to our seats in the lecture-room during
the use of oil lamps. We still burn oil in table lamps in our library, on other
evenings than the Fridays, because we require less light on those
occasions.

I am, dear Sir, I Very truly yours, I M. FARADAY.
E. Magrath, Esq.

1. Contained in letter 481.
2. Of Hancock and Rixon, lustre, lamp and glass manufacturers of 1 Cockspur Street and Pall
Mall East. POD.
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Letter 483
Faraday to William Whewell1

21 February 1831
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.2

R Institution I Feb. 21, 1831
Sir

Mr Daniell has put your letter into my hands because the note you
refer to passed through me into the Journal2. When a friend from
Cambridge (who had received it from a friend of yours) gave it to me to put
into the journal if thought fit for that purpose you may suppose I did not
hesitate a moment in my opinion. Nor have I any hesitation with regard to
your offer of further explanation on the subject but shall (as far as I have
influence) be very glad to have it for the next number3.

Your remarks upon chemical notation with the variety of systems
which have arisen with regard to notation nomenclature scales of
proportional or atomic number &c &c had almost stirred me up to regret
publicly that such hindrances to the progress of science should exist - I
cannot help thinking it a most unfortunate thing that men who as
experimentalists & philosophers are the most fitted to advance the general
cause of science & knowledge should by the promulgation of their own
theoretical views under the form of nomenclature notation or scale actually
retard its progress - It would not be of so much consequence if it was only
theory & hypotheses which they thus treated but they put facts or the
current coin of science into the same limited circulation when they
describe them in such a way that the initiated only can read themt.j

You will easily supposed that I am not referring tp the value which
would belong to the application of any acknowledged received mode of
expressing facts of one kind; to another kind but \Am objecting in general
to what you object to in particular when you remove the introduction of a
new mode of notation whilst the one already received & known is amply
sufficients

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
W Whewell Esq I &c &c &c

Mr. Daniell wished me to ask you where we could pay to your account
the sum (I think Seven Guineas) for*he paper on Arches &c &c4 MF

Let us have the paper as soon as convenient - Not later than the end of
Aprilu Sooner if possible.

Address: Revd. W Whewell I &c &c I Trinity College I Cambridge

1. William Whewell (1794-1866, DSB). Professor of Mineralogy at Cambridge, 1828-1832.
2. Faraday had extracted Whewell (1828), x for J.Roy.lnsL, 1831, 1: 394-5.
3. Whewell (1831).
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4. Lassaux (1831) communicated by Whewell.

Letter 484
Faraday to Percy Drummond
27 February 1831
From the original in RMA WO150 / 6, f.134

Royal Institution I Feb. 27th 1831
My dear Sir

Considering the Lectures as intended not merely for amusement or
even superficial popular instruction but for the purpose of conveying real
and applicable knowledge I feel that I could better fulfil that intention by a
longer course and therefore agree with those who would wish the course
extended[.] You must consider whether the time during which any one
person remains at the Academy will thus allow him to hear the whole
courseu

If extended over two years I think that we should probably find reason
not merely to divide the course into two parts but in the second year to
resume very briefly those broad & general principles which belong to the
Science & so render the second part of the course more complete than it
otherwise would beu

I have been so thoroughly occupied that time has slipped away quite
unperceived. Let me know if you please when I should begin. As to the
prospectus it will not want altering because the course is extended but I
intended to have added to it before the reprinting. If you can send me a
copy (for you took all mine back last year) I will make the additions!.]

I am dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

Letter 485
Faraday to John Yelloly1

7 March 1831
From the original in HSP SGC, Case 12, Box 8, under Michael Faraday

Royal Institution I March 7. 1831
My dear Sir

Many thanks to you for your kind letters & all the trouble you take for
me. I will leave the stones in your hands until they are cut and with regard
to placing them in the Institution collection, your wishes shall be attended
ton

Pray do not trouble yourself too much for men
Ever Dear Sir I Yours Truly & Gratefully I M. Faraday

Dr Yellowly [sic] I &c &c
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Address: Dr. Yellowly [sic] I &c &c I Carron Abbey I near Norwich

1. John Yelloly (1774-1842, DNB). Physician.

Letter 486
John Griscom1 to Faraday
10 March 1831
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

New York 3mo lOh 1831
Esteemed Friend

Will you do me the favour to accept of the accompanying volumes as a
mark of personal friendship, and as a slight acknowledgment of the
benefits, which, as a teacher of chemistry 1 have derived from the
productions of thy pen. The "Manipulation" (a copy of which 1 obtained
soon after its publication) is an invaluable book to experimenters and I am
glad to learn by the English Journals that it has reached a second edition2.
Thy other papers, as published in the "Annals of Philosophy" are read with
great interest and, if it will at all contribute to animate thy zeal, I may assure
thee that there are few if any of the recent improvers of our science who are
looked to with more respect than thyself on this extended continent. Could
I revisit the Royal Institution3 & rectify my notes on that head how
numerous would be the needful corrections.

My friend Richd Wood4 of this city to whom I have entrusted this
package, would probably enjoy the privilege of an occasional visit to the
Royal Institution. Any facilities or attention it may be convenient to thee to
afford him, will be bestowed upon a young man of excellent character &
much merit in general society.

I am anxious to receive the RI Journal by the regular conveyance to
this city, & will be much indebted to thee if in thy power to expedite the
numbers by some regular train. Will it be practical for me to exchange a
copy of the American Journal of Science for that of the R.I. Journal. Prof
Silliman5 (the Editor) will doubtless wish to make the exchange for himself.
This I would by no means interfere with but would not the Institution or
some other Library exchange with me? Having charge of the Foreign
Department of the American Journal I wish to receive yours very regularly
& if the exchange is impracticable my friend Wm Allen6 will pay for the
numbers sent me.

I am with great regard very Sinlcerely thy friend I Jno Griscom
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Address: Michael Faraday FR.S. I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I
London

1. John Griscom (1774-1852, DAB). American educationalist
2. Faraday (1827, 1830b).
3. See Griscom (1823), 2:246-8 where he described his visits to the Royal Institution in 1818
and 1819.
4. Unidentified.
5. Benjamin Silliman (1779-1864, DSB). Chemist and geologist
6. William Allen (1770-1843, DNB). English chemist

Letter 487
Gerard Moll to Faraday
11 March 1831
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Utrecht 11 March 1831
My dear Sir!

With your very kind and obliging letter of the 1 instant, I received a
copy of the No 2 of the Journal of the Royal Institution, although I had
already received this number from the bookseller, this copy was not less
acceptable as it will afford me an opportunity of making a present of it to a
friend. The kind letter of the Managers of the Institution lays me under
great obligations to them, and if this Mr Singer1 who subscribed the letter,
is that Mr Singer2 who wrote a book on electricity and galvanism3,1 ought to
be grateful to him also for the very useful information which I derived from
his writings.

I find in the same number some electro-magnetic experiments of
mine, which I would very much like to have repeated by skilful hands4!.]
Perhaps they might do well enough for an evening lecture in the Royal
Institution, and I should be very happy to hear that they succeeded well. I
mention the circumstance because I found many philosophers rather
sceptical on the subject, and my old and excellent friend Van Marum5 was
with great difficulty worked into persuasion when he had the evidence of
his own senses. Many indeed did not succeed because the surface of their
apparatus was either to[o] small, or the iron which they employed not
sufficiently soft.

Allow me to point out some errors of the press in my paper on the
invention of telescopes printed in the Journal of the R.I.6 They may be
easily corrected in an erratum added to the following number. First, then
Pierre Borel is not a native of ChartesdiS I, and not the printer, erroneously
stated but of Castres in Languedoc. Thus p 230 line 4 from the underpart,
stands Chartes read Castres.
p. 325 line 5 from beneath vitro-crystal lines read vitro-crystallines
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p. 329 line 16 from above stands Bussi read RussL
„ ibid „ 22 „ „ „ Teannin read Jeannin
„ ibid „ 23 „ „ „ Bussi read RussL
„ 330 „ 25 „ „ „ Tansz read Jansz
„ ibid „ 2 from „ Tansz read Jansz

beneath
„ 331 „ 6 from above „ what Borel says, read what Boreel says
„ 332 „ 5 „ „ „ translate BoreVs name

read BoreeVs name
„ 332 „ 7 from „ That he left the Hague read Thus he left

beneath the Hague
„ „ „ „ „ „ produced a telescope read procured a

telescope1.
It is certainly not [to] be wondered that outlandish handwriting and hard
names led the printer to some mistakes.

I [have] just finished a paper, which goes with the present, which, if it
suits the purpose of the managers of the Institution is very much at their
service. It goes on the comparison of the french Kilogramme and the
British Troy, and some other weights8. It is very strange and vexing that
after all what is done [sic] and has been written on the subject of weights
and measures, we are still in the dark as to the real value of so important a
weight as the french unit of the kilogramme. I, for one, do not know what it
is.

I really do not recollect what I wrote you about the present state of
Science in England, but certainly I do not think it all worth printing. Still I
am not ashamed to own my opinions. The English have quite enough of
their natural and foreign political and scientific enemies, without waging a
civil-scientific war amongst themselves. I have not the slightest doubts but
that the Counts, Marquesses and Barons of the french Institute will be
highly amused in seeing some of the English Philosophers so overanxious
to level to the ground the venerable fabric of the Royal Society in order to
have it reconstructed in the more modern form of the french Institute. Still I
am one of those who are of opinion that the experiment of such a radical
reform as appears to be contemplated for the Royal Society will prove an
utter failure. No foreigner and no person not belonging to the Society can
judge, and perhaps ought to abstain from judging, of its internal
management, but a neutral foreigner (if however such there be) who
inquires impartially into the state of science in England and in other
countries cannot help seeing with regret, Englishmen scoff and rail at
things which ought to have been looked upon as the pride of their country.
Mr Babbage, for example, is lost in admiration of the meeting of German
Philosophers and Physicians, which he attended in Berlin, now two years
ago9. No doubt many excellent persons are assembled on these occasions,
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and the pleasure of enjoying the company of so many eminent men must be
exceedingly gratifying to any rational being. But if we come to consider the
really scientific business which is transacted in those assemblies, if we are
to separate the genuine corn from the chaff, we will find very little of the
first and great abundance of the latter. I was present at the last meeting in
Hamburg, and 1 must say that very often I was astonished at what I saw and
heard. But 1 must not take up any more of your valuable time.

1. Samuel Weller Singer (1784-1858, B3). Librarian of the Royal Institution, 1827-1835.
2. George John Singer (1786-1817, DNB). Writer on electricity.
3. Singer (1814).
4. J.Roy.Inst, 1831, 1: 279-80 had reported on Moll's powerful electro-magnet which had
been described in Moll (1830a).
5. Martinus van Marum (1750-1837, DSB). Dutch natural philosopher.
6. Moll (1831b).
7. An errata page noting these and other errors was included in J.Roy.Inst, 1831, 1: following
p.655.
8. Moll (1831c).
9. Babbage (1830), 213-23. On the Berlin meeting of the Deutschur Naturforschur.

Letter 488
Faraday to Henry William Pickers gill1

19 March 1831
From the original in RI MS Fl G20

R Institution I Mar 19th
My dear Sir

The RS Council will not allow the picture to move but give you leave to
copy at the Rooms2 - I write not waiting for the official forms to say that
operations may begin whenever you pleaseu The Assistant Secretary3 has
orders to that purportf.j

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W H [sic] Pickersgill I &c &c &c

1. Henry William Pickersgill (1782-1875, DNB). Portrait painter.
2. See RI MM, 14 March 1831, 7: 389 where it was agreed to ask the Royal Society for
permission to make a copy of Thomas Lawrence's (1769-1830, DNB, portrait painter) portrait
of Davy (reproduced opposite). The Royal Society consented to this. See RS MS CM, 17 March
1831, 11: 193-4 and also RI MM 4 July 1831, 7: 417.
3. James Hudson (d.1859, age 55, Bl). Assistant Secretary of the Royal Society, 1826-1835.
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Letter 489
Charles Wheatstone1 to Faraday
23 March 1831
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir,

I have perused your paper and am quite satisfied that the inferences
you draw from your experiments are correct2. But 1 must differ from you in
one thing; you state it as your opinion that it is of much less importance to
establish the real cause of the phenomena than to show that Savart's3

explanation is erroneous4. Now this is paying too much deference even to a
highly merited reputation, and were this the sole utility of your
experiments the end might have been obtained with much less time and
ingenuity than you have bestowed upon the task. The fact that we do not
hear these presumed co-existent sounds, is alone a sufficient evidence of
their non-existence, nor can it be alleged in justification of the supposition
that they are too feeble to be heard, for if they exist they are sufficiently
intense to form acoustic figures; neither will the explanation avail by which
the late Dr. Young attempted to account for the phenomena exhibited by
liquids on vibrating elastic surfaces when I repeated my experiments to
him, viz: that they might indicate the coexistence of vibrating motions so
rapid as to exceed the limits of audibility; for the sounds assumed in
Savart's explanation are in general not more than two octaves above the
fundamental sound. Another way by which Savart's hypothesis can be
satisfactorily disproved, is by an application of my optical means for
decomposing vibratory motions with which you are acquainted5; this was
the form of the experiments I took a square plate of glass and at the middle
of one of the edges I cemented a bead such as used in the Kaleidophone,
and by applying a violin bow at the middle of another edge I caused the
plate to vibrate in the mode of division with two diagonal quiescent lines;
the light of a candle reflected from the bead formed a luminous line equal in
length to the amplitude of the vibration which, on moving the plate rapidly
in its own plane, was decomposed into a zig-zag line

or

but with out any trace of another zigzag line with more numerous bends
and of lesser amplitude, which always occurs when in the vibrations of a
string a higher sound coexists with the fundamental.

The real value of your experiments is that of assigning the true cause
of phenomena, which was so little obvious as to have escaped the
observation of such experienced philosophers and successful
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experimentalists as Chladni6, Oersted and Savart; and this discovery has a
twofold importance, it will render the investigation of the residual
phenomena of elastic surfaces less complicated, and it promises some
further valuable information from the application of similar considerations
to other phenomena with which they are intimately connected.

I remain I Dear Sir I Yours Truly I C. Wheatstone
March 23d I 31

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Charles Wheatstone (1802-1875, DSB). Musical instrument maker and acoustical
researcher.
2. Faraday (1831a).
3. Felix Savart (1791-1841, DSB). French physicist.
4. Savart (1827). Faraday stated this in the manuscript RS MS PT 19.3, p.4 but this was
crossed through and not published.
5. See Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse on 11 June 1830 "The laws of co-existing
vibrations in strings and rods" in which he described Wheatstone's work. Quart.J.ScL, 1830,
29: 405-6.
6. Ernst Florenz Friedrich Chladni (1756-1827, DSB). German physicist who worked on
acoustics.

Letter 490
Paul Heinrich Fuss1 to Faraday
1 April 1831
From the original in RS MS 241, f.30

Imperial Academy of Sciences at St Petersburgh I the 1/13 of April 1831
Sir,

The Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburgh has
unanimously elected you as her foreign Honorary Member in her public
annual meeting the 29 of Decb 1830 / 10 of Jan 1831 and has given me the
agreeable commission to inform you of it and to send you the adjoined
diploma.

I have the honour to be with the greatest respect I Sir lYour most
obedient Servant I P. Fuss Secretary
M. Faraday F.R.S. I London

1. Paul Heinrich Fuss (1798-1855, Stackel and Ahrens (1907-8)).
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Letter 491
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
10 April 1831
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et tres-cher confrere,

j'ai re^u avec un grand la lettre que vous m'avez fait dernierement
Thonneur de m'ecrire1. rien ne peut etre plus agreable pour moi que la
correspondance d'un savant aussi distingue par des travaux et des
decouvertes que Feurope entiere a su apprecier, je voulais moi-meme vous
prevenir en vous ecrivant le premier, mais j'aurais voulu avoir a vous
communiquer quelques nouveaux resultats de recherches que j'ai
entreprises depuis que je suis retabli d'une affection de poitrine qui m'a
tenu plus d'un an entre la vie et la mort, et les occupations qui me sont
survenues ne m'ont permis de rien achever. le travail qui m'est impose ne
peut que me detourner des recherches Scientifiques auxelles je voudrais
pouvoir donner tout mon terns, tandisque les travaux dont vous etes charge
tournent par la maniere dont vous les executez, au profit des sciences,
telles sont Vos recherches sur la fabrication des verres pour les
instruments d'astronomie dont les resultats interessent si vivement tous
ceux qui les cultivent, tandis que d'autres experience qu'elles vous doivent
egalement, ont jete un nouveau jour sur differentes branches des sciences
physiques, je profite pour vous ecrire du depart pour l'angleterre de notre
ami commun, monsieur underwood dont vous connaissez tout le merite. il
vous dira combien j'ai ete sensible a votre Souvenir en recevant votre
derniere lettre. ici, il ne se fait guere, dans ce moment de travaux
importants sur les sciences, ceux de mr. elie de beaumont sur les epoques
de l'elevation des diverses chaines, ainsi que sur la position relative de
celles qui ont ete formees en meme2, et des decouvertes importantes en
medicine, surtout celles qui sont relatives aux proprietes medicales de
l'iode contre les maladies scrofuleuses3 me semblent les principales
exceptions a ce vide de nouveaux resultats scientifiques qu'on eprouve en
france depuis quelque terns, les passions politiques semblant faire oublier
qu'il y a toujours a decouvrir dans les sciences.

je vous prie, Monsieur, d'agreer l'assurance des sentiments que m'ont
inspire dupuis longtems l'amitie que vous avez bien voulu me temoigner et
les progres que vous doivent les sciences dont je me suis occupe plus
particulierement. je suis, avec la plus haute consideration, Monsieur, votre
tres-humble et tres obeissant serviteur I a. ampere
paris 10 avril 1831
mr faraday, membre de la societe I royale, a londres.
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TRANSLATION
Sir and very dear colleague,

I received with great [pleasure] the letter that you recently honoured
me by writing1. Nothing can be more pleasant for me that the
correspondence of a philosopher so distinguished by his works and his
discoveries that the whole of Europe has been able to appreciate. I myself
wanted to be the first to write; but I should have liked to have some new
results to communicate of research that I undertook since I recovered from
a chest infection that kept me between life and death for more than a year
and the affairs that have arisen have not allowed me to achieve anything.
The work that I have to do can only distract one from the scientific research
to which I would like to be able to give all my time, whilst the work that you
have to do turns, by the way way you do it, to profit science. Such is your
research on the manufacture of glass for astronomical instruments, the
results which are of such keen interest to all those who practice them,
whilst other experiments that you have also done, have shed new light on
different branches of the physical sciences. I am writing to you to take
advantage of the departure for England of our mutual friend, Mr.
Underwood, all of whose merits you know. He will tell you how touched I
was by your memory when I received your last letter. Here there is no
important scientific work going on at the moment. The work of Mr. Elie de
Beaumont on the time of the periods of raising of various ranges and also
the relative positions of those formed at the same [time]2, and important
medical discoveries, above all on the medicinal properties of iodine
against scrofulous diseases3 seem to me to be the principal exceptions to
this vacuum of new scientific results, which we have been experiencing in
France for some time. Political passions seem to make people forget that
there is always something to discover in the sciences.

I beg you Sir, to accept my assurances of the feelings inspired for a
long time by the friendship you have wished to show me and the progress
that the sciences which I am more particularly interested in, owe to you. I
am with the highest regard, Sir, your very humble and obedient servant I A.
Ampere
Paris 10 April 1831
Mr Faraday, Member of the Royal I Society, in London

1. Letter 471.
2. Jean-Baptiste-Armand-Louis-Leonce Elie de Beaumont (1768-1874, DSB) had proposed
that mountain chains were of different ages.
3. See Buchanan (1928).
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Letter 492
Faraday to John Wrottesley1

14 April 1831
From the original in RAS MS Corres 1831

Royal Institution 1 April 14. 1831
Sir

On my return to town I received your letter & the Charter2and they
reminded me of the impossibility which has continually existed with me of
attending the Meetings of the Society and the profiting by its activity^

Under these circumstances will you have the goodness to lay my
resignation as a Member before the proper authorities & erase my name
from the books.

I am Sir I Your obedient Servant I M. Faraday
J. Wrottesley Esq I Sec. Astron Soc.

1. John Wrottesley (1798-1867). Astronomer.
2. Faraday had been elected a member of the Astronomical Society on 9 June 1820 (RAS MS
Cert. 94). The charter signed by George IV on 7 March 1830 and approved by the Society on 6
April instituted the Royal Astronomical Society. See Dreyer and Turner (1923), 50-2.

Letter 493
Faraday to Peter Mark Roget
15 April 1831
From the original in RS MS RR 1.49

R Institution I April 15. 1831
Dear Sir

I have spoken to Mr. Daniell & as far as we can answer question[s]
without Committee1 that if Mr Swainson's2 to you is answered in the
affirmative i.e. that Mr Swainson should cut the Engravings^ But it is
irregular to order engravings &c &c before the Committee know any things
about the paper & Mr. Daniel[l] tells me that from the arrangements made
there might perhaps not be roomf.j There is a Journal Committee on
Monday. Can Mr Swainson or You send us the paper for that meeting &c &c
so as to put things in right order3.

I return you E Davy's4 paper. I am not sure he is not right in the main
point of a compound between Chlorine & Nitrous gas but the reasons are
put so vaguely & embarrassed by so much little particular detail that
weakens instead of strengthens the argument that the paper would not
convince me & I should be obliged to make experiments before I should
feel satisfied5!.j This I have not time to do nor should it be expected. The
paper ought to tell the story clearly. If the compound exists & if the account
of it had been of one half the length of the paper I should say it would be fit
for the Transactions!.]
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You will be aware that for the Next three Thursdays I shall not be able
to be at the RS. Council (should they happen to fall on those days)[.]

Ever Dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Roget I &c &c &c

1. That is the Journal Committee of the Royal Institution of which Roget was a member. See
RI MS Gen 4, Minutes of 18 April 1831.
2. William Swainson (1789-1855, DSB). Naturalist.
3. See Swainson (1831) which had a fair number of illustrations.
4. Edmund Davy (1785-1857, DNB). Chemist. Cousin of Humphry Davy.
5. E. Davy, "On a new combination of Chlorine and Nitrous Gas", RS MS AP 15.3. A shorter
version was printed in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1831, 3: 27-9.

Letter 494
Gerard Moll to Faraday
25 April 1831
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Utrecht 25 April 1831.
My Dear Sir!

It is a good while ago since I sent you a paper on the comparison of
french english and other weights. I hope it came safely to hand. I am in no
hurry whatever to see it published all I want to know is whether you
received it, and whether you are inclined to publish it at all1.

In a former letter21 stated to you my opinion on Mr. Babbage's book3.
This has given occasion to the inclosed tract4, in which I endeavour not to
refute Mr Babbage for he offers no proofs nor arguments, but to point out
some glaring errors in which he suffered himself to be induced. It is indeed
a sorry sight how many of your Journals reecho Mr Babbage's sentiments,
and in general how prone Englishmen are nowadays to give exclusive
admiration to whatever is French. You may depend upon their not
returning the obligation, and John Bull may hold himself assured that his
neighbours on the other side of the Channel bear him as violent a hate as
ever. But there is nothing like experience and John must be left to find that
out for himself, which I have no doubt will be done soon enough. You will
see in my paper that I do not belong to the blind admirers of Napoleon and
for this simple reason, that I hate a tyrant whatever may be his talents. It is
an error that Napoleon did much for Science. What has he done? Given a
Galvanic battery to the Polytechnic School; erected a Galvanic Society?
What experiments of any importance were made with that battery? What
was done by the society. Nothing!

I wonder that no mention whatever was made in Dr Paris's book5 of
the discussion between Sir Humphry Davy and Messrs Thenard and Gay
Lussac which happened I believe in 1810 or 1811. Messrs Thenard & Co
refused to insert Mr. Davy's paper in the Annales de Chimie upon which it
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was sent by Sir Humphry to de Lametherie6 editor of the Journal de
Physique. Sir Humphry wrote to Lametherie that the paper was trusted to his
love of truth and justice. I have heard Lametherie, in his public lectures in
the College de France, state, that Gay Lussac and Thenard threatened him
to cause the Journal de Physique to be suppressed by the police if Sir
Humphry's paper was inserted. I believe it was a paper about the
decomposition of the [al]kalis. I have not the volumes of the Journal de
Physique at hand, but, for curiosities [sic] sake, I will enquire into the
matter, and you must of needs recollect some of the circumstances7.

The paper which I send you with this, is at your disposal to print
where and how you think best. I do not wish however to have my name
prefixed to it, but it does not appear necessary to conceal it from any one
who may happen to know me. At all events some body must read it over
before it is printed, and correct at least part of the bad Grammar and bad
English. If printed I shall receive with pleasure a few copies.

Believe me dear Sir! Very sincerely Yours I G. Moll

1. Moll (1831c).
2. Letter 487.
3. Babbage (1830).
4. That is the manuscript of [Moll](1831d).
5. Paris (1831).
6. Jean-Claude De Lametherie (1743-1817, DSB). Naturalist.
7. This seems to be a somewhat garbled account of the rivalry of Davy with Gay-Lussac and
Thenard. This particular incident is not mentioned in Davy, J. (1836), Hartley (1966) or
Crosland (1978). De Lametherie may have put this story about because the Ann.Chim. partly
owned by Gay-Lussac, had eclipsed his own J.Phys. in prestige. See Crosland (1978), 166-7.

Letter 495
Faraday to John Griscom1

13 May 1831
From the original in PML R-V Autogrs. Misc.- English

Royal Institution I May 13th 1831
Dear Sir

I am forced to write a hasty reply to your kind letter2 but I would rather
do that than by delay run the risk of thanking you unhandsomely for Your
communication & present. I am very much indebted to you for both & beg
to offer you a copy of my second Edition in return3[.]

To Mr Wood4 I shall shew any attention I can find time for but I am
sorry to say I am very limited in that necessary element of life & society - or
I would not write to you so briefly. But my duties are so many & health not
very goodu

I am Dear Sir I Yours very faithfully I M. Faraday
Proff Griscom I &c &c &c
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1. John Griscom (1774-1852, DAB). American educationalist.
2. Letter 486.
3. Faraday (1830b).
4. Unidentified.

Letter 496
Faraday to Paul Heinrich Fuss1

2 June 1831
From the original in Tartu State University, Autograph Collection of F.L.
Schardius

Royal Institution London I June 2nd 1831
Sir

I have received your letter2 and the honor which accompanied it and
hasten to express the very high gratification they afforded me and my
sincere and hearty gratitude for themi.] These feelings I beg you to
communicate to the Imperial Academy of Sciences ofPetersburgh with every
respect on my part and I assure you I could not have a stronger inducement
to continue exertions however ineffectual which have already obtained for
me such high distinctions

Accept my sincere thanks also yourself Sir for the very kind and
agreeable manner in which you have conveyed the Diplomat.] I have been
searching for some other means of transmitting my acknowledgements but
failing to find them and anxious not to cause delay I avail myself of the
Post[.]

Believe me I Sir I Your Most Obliged & Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
M. P.H. Fuss I &c &c &c

Address: M. P.H. Fuss I Secretary I &c &c &c I Imperial Academy of Sciences I
Petersburgh

1. Paul Heinrich Fuss (1798-1855, Stackel and Ahrens (1907-8)).
2. Letter 490.
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Letter 497
Gerard Moll to Faraday
7, 9 and 10 June 1831
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Utrecht 7 June 1831.
My dear Sir!

All 1 can say in answer to your kind letter of 30th last, is that you have
my full authority to print my paper where and in such a form as you may
think proper1. I am however with you of opinion, that if it is to have any
good effect, this must arise principally from the circumstance of its being
written by a foreigner. I have however not the slightest objection if it is at all
thought expedient to let the editor of the Quarterly [Review] publish it as he
pleases2; only I do not wish to see any alteration made in my statements. I
was indeed exceedingly astonished to see the Quarterly adopt Babbage's
notions, and even going beyond them3. I would have been much less
surprized if it had been the Edinburgh [Review] but something strange
must have crossed the minds of the editors of the Quarterly, to allow such
things to find their way, in a Journal which has a right to call itself so
eminently english.

I have been toiling very much these days, in endeavouring to repeat
the American electro-magnetic experiments, but without success4. I could
not convince myself that by increasing the number of coils the power of the
temporary magnet was increased in the least degree. First, the horse shoe
of weak iron of 26 inches long, and one inch in diameter, was coiled round
with 79 feet, of brass bell wire of ^6 inch diameter, in 5 different and
successive coils, making in all 251 turns, and weighing about 51b in all. The
galvanic apparatus consisted of a copper trough in which a zink [sic] plate
of [blank in MS] feet square was inserted. It supported about 561b.

The same horse shoe, which I had used in former experiments, was
coated with silk, over this was coiled an iron spiral of [blank in MS] inch
thick making [blank in MS] turns. Over this coil a second silk coating was
put and over this second silk bag, a second coil, similar to the first. Using
the same galvanic apparatus of my former experiments, the horse shoe was
unable to carry an anvil of 202 lb, but it very freely took 180 lb. Therefore no
increase of power whatever was obtained. Finding myself thus foiled in this
attempt, I endeavoured to try what effect a very small galvanic apparatus
would have, on a large horse shoe.

A horse shoe of 24 inch in length (when stretched out) and weighing
about 29 lb and 2 inches thick, was coated in silk and surrounded with one
coil of iron wire of [blank in MS] inches thick. The galvanic apparatus was a
small brass trough with a zinc plate of 9 inch square, the weight supported
by the temporary magnet was about 83y4 lb.

A larger horse shoe of 3 inches thick, and 22 inches arch
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was now taken, coated, as usual, with silk, and a spiral of iron coiled round
it 3yi6 of an inch thick, and making 165 turns. The weight of this horse shoe
and coil was about 102 lb. It was first ascertained that the horse shoe, did
not possess magnetism sufficient to support a sewing needle, and a
miniature galvanic trough was put in action, its zinc plate had no larger
surface than 7Jk square inch.

and this sketch represents its real size. The horseshoe, by the means of
such a feeble power, became capable of supporting 7 lb. The conducting
fluid Q/ko nitric acid ô sulphuric acid diluted) did not exceed one drachm, it
was little more indeed than a thimble could contain.

This experiment appears rather curious, especially, as it would seem
that, when large galvanic apparatusses [sic] are used, the force which the
sam<e> magnet acquires, does not increase very materially when a
stronger galv<anic> power is used. In all these experiments I always used
one zink [sic] plate in a copp<er> trough.

I shall be very happy to learn whether you have been more successful
in repeating the American experiments. My anvil of 202 lb is still a limit to
which I have been gradually approaching, but which I have not yet been
able to reach.

9th June My temporary magnet supported today 240 lb; I could not go
beyond. The zink [sic] plate had 7 square feet surface.

lOh June 1831. It supported 254 lb, but I could not obtain morei.]

1. [Moll](1831d).
2. John Gibson Lockhart (1794-1854, DNB).
3. [Brewster](1830).
4. Henry, J. (1831).
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Letter 498
Faraday to Colburn and Bent ley1

9 June 1831
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Mr. Faraday begs to thank Messrs Colburn & Bentley for their
courtesy in sending him the Volume of Thomson's History of Chemistry2[.]

Royal Institution I June 9th 1831

1. Publishers of 8 New Burlington Street. POD.
2. Thomson (1830-1).

Letter 499
Faraday to Richard Phillips
21 June 1831
From the original in IC MS SPT 440

Royal Institution I June 21, 1831
My dear Phillips

I have been trying hard to get time enough to write to you by post
tonight but without success; the bell has rung and I am too late. However I
am resolved to be ready tomorrow. We have been very anxious & rather
embarrassed in our minds about you anxious to know how things were
proceeding and uncertain whether reference to them would be pleasant
and that has been the cause why 1 have not written to you for I did not know
what character your connexion with Badfhjams1 had. I was a little the more
embarrassed because of my acquaintance with Mr. Rickards2 & his family &
of course with his Brother in law Dr. Nicholl of whom I have made
numerous enquiries to know what Mr. Rickards intended doing at
Birmingham. He (Dr Nichol[l]) hoped it would be nothing unpleasant to
you but was not sure. Our only bit of comfort in the matter was on hearing
from Daniel! about you a little; he was here to day & glad to hear of you
through me. But now that I may write let me say that Mrs. Faraday has been
very anxious with myself and begs me earnestly to remember her to Mrs.
PhillipsM We have often wished we could have had you here for an hour or
two to break off what we supposed might be the train of thoughts at homei,}

With regard to the five guineas, do not think of it for a momenta Whilst
1 supposed a Mercantile concern wanted my opinion for its own interested
uses I saw no reason why it should not pay me but it is altogether another
matter when it becomes your affain) I do not think you would have wished
me to pay you five guineas for any thing you might have done personally for
me. MDog dont eat dog" as Sir E. Home3 said to me in a similar case. The
affair is settledi.j
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I have no doubt I shall be amused and as you speak of new facts
instructed by your letter to Dr Reid4 as I am by all your letters5!.] Daniell
says he thinks you are breaking a fly upon the wheel. You know I consider
you as the Prince of Chemical criticsu

Pearsall6 has been working as you know on red Manganese solutions!.]
He has not proved but he makes out a strong case for the opinion that they
owe their colour & other properties to Manganesic acid[.j His paper will be
in the next No of the Journal7.

With regard to the gramme wine pint &c &c in the Manipulation I had
great trouble about them for I could find no agreement and at last resolved
to take certain conclusions from Capt. Katers paper8 and the Act of
Parliament9 and calculated the restu I think I took the data at page 67
paragraph 119 as the data but am not sure and cannot go over them
againio[.j

My Memory gets worse & worse daily. I will not therefore say I have
not received your Pharmacopoeia11 that of 1824 is what 1 have at hand &
uset.j I am not aware of any other12. I have sent a paper to the RS but not
chemical it is on sound &c &c13. If they print it, of course you will have a
copy in due timet.)

I am, my dear Phillips I Most faithfully & sincerely Yours lM. Faraday
Is it right to ask what has become of Bad[h]ams. I suppose he is of

course a defaulter at the R.S.14

Address: Richard Phillips Esq I &c &c I Dartmouth Street I Birmingham

1. Charles Badham (1780-1845, DNB). Physician.
2. Robert Rickards (1769-1836, B3 under Robert Francis Bute Rickards). Factory inspector
for Lancashire and Yorkshire. GentMag., 1836, 6: 664.
3. Everard Home (1756-1832, DSB). Surgeon.
4. David Boswell Reid (1805-1863, B3). Chemist.
5. Phillips, R. (1831b). See letter 515.
6. Thomas J. Pearsall (1805-1883, B3). Laboratory Assistant in the Royal Institution, 1827-
1832.
7. Pearsall (1831).
8. Kater (1826).
9. An act for ascertaining and establishing uniformity of weights and measures, 5 Geo 4, c
LXXIV.
10. Faraday (1830b), 67.
11. Phillips, R. (1831a).
12. Phillips, R. (1824).
13. Faraday (1831a).
14. RS MS CM, 9 June 1831, 11: 218 reported that Badham was two years in arrears with his
membership payments. Badham to Roget, 3 July 1831, RS MS MC 1.315 apologised for failing to
pay his subscription which he had entrusted to a friend and "a great family distress having
occurred to that gentleman" he had not paid. RS MS CM, 7 July 1831, 11: 229 noted that
Badham had apologised and would be proposed to the Royal Society for re-election.
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Letter 500
Faraday to John Murray
27 June 1831
From the original in JMA

R Institution I June 27th
Dear Sir

I called the other day (as I trust you were informed) but you and Mr
Murray Jnr1 were engagedi.] As Mr. Lockhart2 has arrived pray let me know
what you propose doing with my friend Moll's paper3!.] Perhaps you will
send me a note letting me know when you are disengagedu

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Murray Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: 1831 June 27 I Faraday W. Esq

1. John Murray (1808-1892, DNB). Publisher.
2. John Gibson Lockhart (1794-1854, DNB).
3. Faraday had offered [Moll](1831d) to the Quarterly Review edited by Lockhart and
published by Murray. No doubt he wished to redress the imbalance caused by
[Brewster](1830), a favourable review of Babbage (1830). When Lockhart and Murray
declined Faraday had it printed by Parker and published by a fellow Sandemanian Thomas
Boosey (1795-1871, Bl). See letter 509.

Letter 501
Faraday to Peter Mark Roget
4 July 1831
From the original in RS MS MC 1.316

Royal Institution I July. 4th 1831
Sir

I send you herewith four large and two small volumes of Manuscript,
relating to optical glass, and comprising the Journal book and the Sub-
Committee-book since the period that experimental investigations
commenced at the Royal Institution1.

With reference to the request which the Council of the Royal Society
have done me the honor of making, namely, that I should continue the
investigation, I should under circumstances of perfect freedom assent to it
at once2. But, obliged as I have been to devote the whole of my spare time to
the experiments already described and consequently, to resign the pursuit
of such philosophical enquiries as suggested themselves to my own mind, I
would wish, under present circumstances, to lay the glass aside for a while,
that I may enjoy the pleasure of working out my own thoughts on other
subjects.
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If at a future time the investigation should be renewed, I must beg it to
be clearly understood I cannot promise full success. Should I resume it, all
that industry and my abilities can effect shall be done: but to perfect a
manufacture not being a manufacturer is what I am not bold enough to
promise^

I am I Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday

Dr. Roget I Secretary to the Royal Society I &c &c &c

1. That is RS MS 364-5, CMB 69-71 and MM 14.1.
2. Following Faraday's completion of the work the Council of the Royal Society appointed a
committee to investigate the telescopic uses of Faraday's glass. RS MS CM, 9 December 1830,
11:139. This committee (whose papers are in RS MS DM 3.154-61) reported (RS MS CM, 5 May
1831, 11: 207-10 at which Faraday was not present) and one recommendation was that
Faraday be requested to make the largest possible piece of optically perfect glass and to train
someone in the method. Although Council is not minuted as having explicitly endorsed this
proposal, clearly Faraday was responding to this. The minutes of the following Council (RS MS
CM, 9 June 1831, 11: 221) record the thanks of the President and Council for Faraday's glass
work.

Letter 502
William Vernon Harcourt and John Phillips1 to Faraday2

12 July 1831
From Rep.Brit.Ass., 1831, 18
Sir,

The Council of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society having received
information from men of scientific eminence in various parts of the
kingdom, of a general wish that a Meeting of the Friends of Science should
be held at York during the last week in September next, we are directed to
announce that the Society has offered the use of its apartments for the
accommodation of the Meeting, and that arrangements will be made for the
personal convenience of those who may attend it. It will greatly facilitate
these arrangements, if all who intend to come to the Meeting, would signify
their intention as early as possible to the Secretaries.

The apartments, which the Yorkshire Philosophical Society has to
offer for the use of the Meeting, consist of a Theatre, which affords seats for
about three hundred persons, five rooms containing the Museum of
Natural History, a Library, Laboratory, and Council Room.

All persons interested in scientific pursuits are admissible to the
Meeting.

William Vernon Harcourt, Vice-President.
John Phillips, Secretary.

Yorkshire Museum, York, I July 12, 1831.
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1. John Phillips (1800-1877, DSB). Keeper of the York Museum, 1825-1840.
2. See Morrell and Thackray (1981), 545 for confirmation that Faraday was sent this circular.
He declined this invitation to attend what became the first meeting of the British Association.
See letter 507.

Letter 503
Faraday to William Daniel Conybeare
18 July 1831
From the original in RI MS Fl B12

Hastings I 18 July 1831.
My dear Sir

I sent you a letter by Mr Bollaert1 a few weeks since relative to the
Bristol Institution and now beg to supply Mr Brayley2 with a similar one[.]
His object is to obtain the position of Curator &c &c and as yours must be to
obtain the best Curator I am sure you will not be sorry to have the
opportunity of considering Mr Brayley as a candidates You must not
suppose that I am recommending two persons at once I am only desirous of
giving those I know an opportunity of putting their claims before you and
you an opportunity of selecting from several all perhaps qualified for the
services you require3!.}

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Rev W.D. Conybeare I &c &c &c

1. William Bollaert (1807-1876, Bl). Laboratory Assistant in the Royal Institution, 1820-1825,
Brock (1968), 77-8.
2. Edward William Brayley (1802-1870, DNB). Writer on science.
3. The position of Curator of the Bristol Institution had become vacant with the death, on 25
May 1830, of the previous incumbent. He was replaced by Samuel Stutchbury (1798-1859). See
Neve (1984), 189-91.

Letter 504
Faraday to Percy Drummond
27 July 1831
From the original RMA WO150 / 7, f.59

Hastings I July 27 1831.
My dear Sir

If it suits your arrangements I will resume the Lectures next
Wednesday (ie this day Week) and then we shall just be able to get them in
without doubling duty. But if that will not suit you have the goodness to
write to me at the Institution to which place I shall return next Fridays

Perhaps you will oblige me by writing either way
I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Answered 28 July. It will perfectly suit our arrangements that the
Chemical Lectures should recommence on Wednesday the 3 Aug and
notice shall be sent to Mr Marsh to have everything ready P.D
Notice sent to the acting Brigade Major 30 July WG.

Letter 505
Faraday to William Tierney Clark1

2 August 1831
From the original transcription in Minutes of West Middlesex Water
Company Board Meeting, 2 August 1832 in GLRO Ace 2558 / WM / 1 / 8 /
1, p.180-1

Royal Institution I August 2nd 1831
My dear Sir

I have now examined the substance produced by the decay of your
Copper Boiler and have no difficulty arriving at a conclusion respecting the
nature of the injury the boiler has sustained2.

The substance is almost entirely sulphate of copper or blue vitriol. It
has been produced from the action of the sulphur of the coals forming
sulphurous acid under the influence of which the Copper has been oxidized
far beyond what it would have been by heat and air alone - the Oxide has
combined with the acid and which at the same time has become sulphuric
acid and a sulphate of Copper has been the consequence. This salt by
swelling has risen up from the Metal (or rather in the position of the Boiler
has swelled downwards) and has left new surfaces for the action of
successive portions of the sulphurous acid vapours3.

You have in fact been making blue vitriol from the boiler by a process
nearly the same as one expressly adopted for that purpose. Plates of
copper are made hot in a Fire and then sprinkled with sulphur.

Galvanic action has had nothing to do with the decay. Had any
galvanic action taken place it would have been to the preservation of the
Copper. But the injury is referable to the cause I have described.

I am My Dear Sir I Very truly Yours I (signed) W. Farraday
W.T. Clark Esq

1. William Tierney Clark (1783-1852, DNB). Engineer to the West Middlesex Water Company.
2. At the Board meeting on 19 July the state of the copper boiler was reported, p. 177. At the
following meeting on 26 July it was resolved to ask Faraday's view of the matter, p. 178 to which
this is the answer.
3. In response to this the Board resolved to ask Faraday how this damage might be avoided
in future, p.181.
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Letter 506
Faraday to William Tierney Clark1

3 August 1831
From the original transcription in Minutes of West Middlesex Water
Company Board Meeting, 9 August 1832 in GLRO Ace 2558 / WM / 1 / 8 /
1, p.182-3

Royal Institution I August 3d 1831
Dear Sir,

In answer to your last enquiries21 have only to state that I know of no
method under the circumstances of diminishing the action on the Boiler
except by diminishing the proportion of sulphurous acid or of the sulphur
in the Coal.

I am not prepared to state that all small coal is greatly more
sulphurated than larger Coal, nor can I give an opinion on the best kind of
Coal to be used for Engine purpose. It must depend entirely upon the price
and practical result, and I profess to have no knowledge of either.

With regard to the application of Gas tar to Iron: that must also be
decided by experiment. The tar itself would I have no doubt be a very
useful substance, but as it is accompanied by an acid, it may happen that a
commencement of corrosion of the iron may occur, and the oxide so
produced may be useful by forming with the tar a more permanent and
adhering coating, or it may, if it break up and admit the weather prove
injurious. I cannot tell experience must decide but I should expect the tar
would be useful.

I am Dear Sir I Very faithfully Yours I (signed) W Farraday
W. Tierney Clark Esq &c

1. William Tierney Clark (1783-1852, DNB). Engineer to the West Middlesex Water Company.
2. See note 3, letter 505.

Letter 507
Faraday to William Vernon Harcourt
3 August 1831
From the original in private possession

Royal Institution I August 3. 1831.
Dear Sir

I have heard much about the Meeting at York1 and hope it will be fully
and well attended and that its great object of forwarding Science will be
attained: but I fear I shall not be able to be there myself. I have been very
little out of town this year from pressure of business and again I am not a
Social Man never in London accepting invitations to dine out[.j
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The Meeting at York is however one at which I should like to be but
my duties at the Royal Military Academy are on and will be on until October
and as they require me every week they will 1 fear prevent me going to a
greater distance from London than 50 or 60 milesi.j

I am Dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Address: The Reverend I William Vernon Harcourt I &c &c &c I Bishop
Thorpe

1. This is probably Faraday's reply to letter 502.

Letter 508
Jons Jacob Berzelius to Faraday
10 August 1831
From the original in RI MS Fl 146
a Mr Faraday F.R.S.

Stockholm ce I 10 Aout 1831
Monsieur
Je prens la liberte de recommander a votre bienveiliante reception le

porteur de cette lettre Mr Ekman1, Ingenieur de Mines, de beaucoup de
merite, qui par un tour a Tangleterre cherche a emplifier ses connaissances
et profiter des lumieres, dont votre patrie abonde dans la fabrication du fer.
Je vous prie de vouloir bien lui etre utile par vos conseils et par votre
intercession, dont il aura probablement fort souvent besoin.

J'ai a vous remercier pour votre admirable travail sur le verre optique,
par lequel Tastronomie et la physique deviendront tributaires a la chimie2.
M. Ekman vous remettra de la part de M. Sefstrom3 a Fahlun un petit paquet
contenant du Vanadiate d'Ammoniaque4, afin que puissiez prendre
connaissance de ce corps interessant par autopsie.

Agreez l'expression de la haute consideration et de la parfaite estime
avec lesquelles j'ai Thonneur d'etre I Monsieur I Votre tres humble et
obeissant I Serviteur I Jac. Berzelius.

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur M. Faraday I Membre de la Societe royale I a
I Londres
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TRANSLATION
to Mr Faraday F.R.S.

Stockholm this I 10 August 1831
Sir

I am taking the liberty to recommend to your kind reception the
carrier of this letter, Mr Ekman1, a Mining Engineer of great merit, who by a
tour of England, is seeking to enlarge his knowledge and profit from the
wisdom with which your country abounds in the production of iron. I beg
you to be useful to him by your advice and by your assistance, which he will
probably need quite often.

I have to thank you for your admirable work on optical glass by which
astronomy and physics will become reliant on chemistry2. Mr. Ekman will
give you on behalf of Mr. Sefstrom3 of Fahlun a little parcel containing some
vanadiate of ammonia4, so that you can become acquainted with this
interesting substance by analysis.

Please accept the expression of the high regard and perfect esteem
with which I have the honour of being I Sir, I Your very humble and obedient
I servant I Jac. Berzelius

1. Gustav Ekman (1804-1876, SMOK).
2. Faraday (1830a).
3. Nils Gabriel Sefstrom (1787-1845, P2). Physicist and chemist.
4. Sefstrom had discovered what he thought to be a previously unknown element which he
named vanadium, but which it was quickly realised was already known. However, vanadium
came to be the accepted name. See Weeks and Leicester (1968), 364-71.

Letter 509
Faraday to John William Parker
19 August 1831
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I Aug 19. 1831
Dear Sir

I am sorry I missed you yesterday, indeed I have been very
unfortunate in my endeavours to see you all together!.]

1 have been so tired of delays about Molls paper1 that I had arranged
with an old friend Mr Boosey2 to publish it. I therefore send you the title &
should be glad to see a revise^

I shall want 500 copiesu Mr. Boosey will send 500 of his bills to be
stitched up with the pamphlet. When stitched send all to me and I will send
to Boosey'su

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Do you observe what a muddle the plates of the last No are in; the only one
belonging to that No is left out3u
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Address: Mr. Parker

1. [Moll](1831d).
2. Thomas Boosey (1795-1871, Bl). Publisher and Sandemanian.
3. The plate for Scrope (1831) (May issue) was left out and included in volume 2.

Letter 510
Charles Bell1 to Faraday
30 August 1831
From the original in New York Academy of Medicine MS 435

30th Aug I Soho Square
Dear Sir

Let me introduce to you Mr. Shaw2 my brother in law.
He has got a paper wh I think very good & suited for the Journal if you

could put it with the next No. you will oblige him3[.]
Yours truly I Charles Bell

Endorsed: Alexr Shaw Esq I 34 Soho Square
Address: To I M. Faraday Esq

1. Charles Bell (1774-1842, DSB). Anatomist.
2. Alexander Shaw (1804-1890, DNB). Surgeon.
3. Shaw (1831).

Letter 511
Faraday to Edward Magrath
2 September 1831
From the original in RI MS Fl B13

3 Priors Cottages I Hastings 2 Sept 1831
Dear Magrath

Here we are at our old Quarters and I find we do not know your
Sister's address[.] I write therefore by post & just in post time to ask you for
it for I think we might as well know where each other resides[.j

We had a very wet day on our journey here but caoutchouc did good
duty and we were both warm & dry. I do not think any body ever fares so
well on a coach as we do. Others on the outside were wet & cold those
within dry but so stewed up that I envied not their lot[.j

Mr Smith (Adams Smith1) was on the coach with us[.j He is an M.R.I,
and was going to his Brothers house at Robertsbridge (Benjamin Smith2)[.j
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Mrs. Faraday sends her remembrances!.]
I am Dear Magrath in haste I Truly Yours I M. Faraday

E Magrath

Address: Edw Magrath I Athenaeum I London.

1. William Adams Smith (1789-1870, Goldie and Bishop (1983), 34). Active in many
philanthropic causes. Private communication from Ann Moore.
2. Benjamin Smith (1783-1860, DNB under William Smith). Politician.

Letter 512
William Vernon Harcourt to Faraday
5 September 1831
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir

I was extremely sorry to hear that your engagements would prevent
your being able to attend the scientific Meeting at York1 at which your
presence both in your philosophical & social character, however you may
disdain the latter, would have been especially acceptable.

Though you do not come yourself it may perhaps be in your power to
send us some scientific novelties, some account for instance of Vanadium,
the history of which its discoverers seem to be very slow in
communicating2. You may also have an opportunity of inducing the authors
of any new inventions or discoveries which may be afloat to exhibit them
on this occasion, and as the R. Institution is not sitting you are under no
temptation to monopolise them; At this time of the year the Lions may be
allowed to perambulate the country.

I hope however that at this meeting we shall do something more than
shew or see the Lions. There are hopes I think of setting an Association on
foot which may give a fresh & active impulse to scientific research in this
country. The plan respecting which I am in correspondence with Mr.
Herschel Dr. Brewster Mr. Whewell3 & others, is to form an association of
all members of all the scientific societies in Great Britain to meet annually
to receive & discuss Reports made to it by Committees or Individuals
selected from among its number on the state of the several sciences & the
points in each most immediately inviting investigation, & therefrom to
charge such of its members with the proposed researches as may be most
competent for the task, either severally or jointly. In particular cases the
expense of experiments may be defrayed, or prizes may be offered; &
supposing the Association to possess not only numbers but character &
also some courage & freedom of discussion it might obtain more influence
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with the Government of the country than science has hitherto enjoyed &
command for it some degree of national encouragement.

To give efficiency to such a plan as this it must have the active support
of all or the greater part of the most eminent cultivators of science &
without some promise of that support it would be in vain to propose itn Will
you assist in carrying it into execution? Would you for instance make one of
a Committee to report on the state of Chemistry the points of theory most
requiring investigation & the experimental data to be first established or
supposing such a report made, would you take part in conducting the
researches so designated & resolved upon?

If it strikes you that this plan or any modification of it may help to
raise a spirit of enterprise & exertion in science & give a systematic
direction to its present loose & disjointed efforts, pray give your mind to it
and write me any suggestions which may occur to you as soon as you can,
either as to the constitution of the proposed Society, or as to the points in
science coming under your own observation which it should undertake to
have investigated.

I am dear Sir I Yours truly I Wm, Vernon Harcourt
Sept. 5. 1831 I Wheldrake I near York

1. See letter 507.
2. Faraday's response, if any, has not been found. The report on Vanadium was given by
Johnston (1831b).
3. William Whewell (1794-1866, DSB). Professor of Mineralogy at Cambridge, 1828-1832.

Letter 513
Stephen Peter Rigaud1 to Faraday
9 September 1831
From the original in HSP Ferdinand Dreer Collection, Astronomers and
Mathematicians, Vol II, p.67, under S.P. Rigaud

Observatory Oxford I Sept. 9. 1831
Dear Sir

I can understand ail the plague & interruption which the journal must
be to you. 1 have myself in the present instance to make all this explanation,
for the University, about Harriots2 papers, which ought to have been done
by others thirty years ago. I hope, therefore, from a fellow feeling you will
forgive my troubling you with the request to make one short alteration in
what I took the liberty of sending you.

I have looked through all the papers which Lord Egremont3 lent me4

but there is probably not more than a third part of them which I have
thoroughly examined. I am persuaded that, when I go completely through
the rest, I shall find nothing to alter my practical opinion, but I wish to say
nothing which in any way exceed the strict facts: I think, therefore, that I
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ought to put in a short parenthesis to qualify what I have said towards the
end. The other parts of the sentence may remain as they are. I have no copy
by me and only quote from recollection; there is, therefore, no occasion to
attend to any thing but what I have underlined - the rest is only put down to
direct your eye to the place.

I have recently been entrusted &c .... There is much in them

/ t h i s to be left out 7
that is very curious but / they contain comparatively / very

This to be inserted in its place
little &c ... very curious but (as far as I have had time to examine their
contents) I have found very little &c5.

Yours truly I S.P. Rigaud

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Stephen Peter Rigaud (1774-1839, DNB). Savilian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford.
2. Thomas Harriot (cl560-1621, DSB). Mathematician and astronomer.
3. George O'Brien Wyndham, 3rd Earl of Egremont (1751-1837, DNB). Patron of the arts.
4. Kept in Petworth House, West Sussex, the seat of Lord Egremont.
5. These corrections were made in Rigaud (1831), 271.

Letter 514
Faraday to Charles Babbage
22 September 1831
From the original in BL add MS 37186, f.95

Royal Institution I Septr 22 1831
My dear Sir

I returned to town only yesterday and hasten to answer your letters
The number for Bromine in uncertain. Balard1 made it 9.3262. - Liebig3

9.4114. Berzelius nearly 9.945. Oxygen being 1.1 have no experiment of my
own to quote but knowing the general accuracy of Berzelius in experiment I
should trust him most[.]

Chlorine. I believe to be 36. Hydrogen being 1. i.e. 4 lJk oxygen being 1.
Such is the result of my experiments on former occasions] as well as of
other persons and I know of no reason at present to doubt it[.j

Iodine judging of its number from Expt (analytical) only doubt would
hang about itu Berzelius makes it nearly 16.06. Gay Lussac 16.2 & Prout6

16.473. I have no quantitative experiment to quote. I made many formerly
with Sir H. Davy but have not the notes. He had themu The number 15.8 is
perhaps a mean of results deduced from the S.G of its vapour & of hydriodic
acidi.]
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I am not aware of any thing specific which Serullas7 has done relating
to solid liquid & gasiform bi-carbonated hydrogen. Having done a little
myself that way I should be glad to be referred to any views of that clever &
active chemists

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Charles Babbage I &c &c I Dorset Street Manchester Square

1. Antione Jerome Balard (1802-1876, DSB). French chemist.
2. Balard (1826), 370.
3. Justus Liebig (1803-1873, DSB). German chemist.
4. Liebig (1826), 333.
5. Berzelius (1829b).
6. William Prout (1785-1850, DSB). Physician and chemist.
7. Georges-Simon Serullas (1772-1832, DSB). French pharmacist.

Letter 515
Faraday to Richard Phillips
23 September 1831
From the original in IC MS SPT 441

Royal Institution I Sept. 23, 1831.
My dear Phillips

I write now though it may be some time before I send my letter but
that is of no great consequence. I received your letter to Dr Reid1 and read it
on the coach going to Hastings where I have been passing a few weeks and I
fancy my fellow passengers thought I had got something very droll in
hand2; they sometimes started at my sudden bursts especially when I had
the moment before been very grave & serious amongst the proportions!.] As
you say in the letter there are some new fact[s] and they are always of value;
otherwise I should have thought you had taken more trouble than the
matter deserved. Your quotation from Boyle3 has nevertheless great force
in it4.

I shall send with this a little thing in your own way On the Alleged
decline of science in Englamfi.] It is written by Dr. Moll of Utrecht whose
name may be mentioned in conversation though it is not printed in the
pamphletf.) I understand the view taken by Moll is not at all agreeable to
some. "I do not know what business Moll had to interfere with our scientific
disputes" is however the strongest observation I have heard of in reply.

I do not think I thanked you for your last Pharmacopoeia. I do so now
very heartily6.1 shall detain this letter a few days that I may send a couple of
my papers (i.e. a paper and appendix7) with it, for though not chemical I
think you will like to have them. I am busy just now again on Electro-
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Magnetism and think I have got hold of a good thing but can't say; it may be
a weed instead of a fish that after all my labour I may at last pull up8.1 think I
know why metals are magnetic when in motion though not (generally)
when at rest.

We think about you all very much at times and talk over affairs of
Nelson Square but I think we dwell more upon the illnesses & nursings and
upon the sudden calls & chats rather than the regular parties. Pray
remember us both to Mrs. Phillips and the damsils[.) I hope the word is not
too familiar^

I am Dear Phillips I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
R Phillips, Esq I &c &c &c

1. David Boswell Reid (1805-1863, B3). Chemist.
2. Phillips, R. (1831b).
3. Robert Boyle (1627-1691, DSB). Chemical philosopher.
4. Phillips, R. (1831) preface quotes from Boyle (1680), 210.
5. [Moll](1831d).
6. Phillips (1831a).
7. Faraday (1831a ,b)
8. This was Faraday's discovery of electro-magnetic induction. See Faraday, Diary, 29 August
1831, 1: 367-8 and letter 522.

Letter 516
James William Morrison1 to Faraday
8 October 1831
From the original copy in PRO MINT1 / 29, p.215-6

Mint Office I 8th. Oct: 1831.
Sir

The Refining by the new sulphuric process, which has been lately
established at the Mint, has given rise to complaints among the Inhabitants
of the neighbourhood, in consequence of the effluvia which are emitted
from the Works.

In considering the circumstances which led to the undertaking by Mr.
Mathison2, Lord Auckland3 thinks it will be desirable to obtain the opinion
& advice of some scientific person upon the subject, and his Lordship has
accordingly directed me to apply to you, and to request you will have the
goodness to call at the Mint, at your earliest convenience, for the purpose
of inspecting the Refinery, and to investigate the causes of the complaint4.
His Lordship wishes to ascertain whether the fumes which proceed from
the operation are injurious to health, & also that you would report your
opinion as to the construction of the Refinery, & whether some alteration, &
contrivance, by giving height to the Chimney & improving the condensing
apparatus, may be introduced, so as to destroy the noxious effects of the
effluvia, & render the works perfect & free from complaint. Should it be
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practicable to adapt any efficient plan of the present Buildings, his
Lordship will be obliged by your stating the probable expense that will be
incurred, and you will also report any other observations that may occur to
you in the enquiry, and what, in your judgement, would be the best & safest
mode for effecting this public service.

Mr. Brande5 & Mr. Bingley6 have directions from Lord Auckland to
meet you at the Mint.

1 am &c: Jas. W. Morrison
I. Farraday Esq I &e &c &c

Endorsed: Note. Mr Farraday's report delivered to Lord Auckland who has
not transmitted to it the Mint I WHM

1. James William Morrison (1774-1856, B2). Deputy Master of the Mint.
2. Gilbert Farquhar Graeme Mathison, melter and refiner of the Mint. There is some variation
in the spelling of his name.
3. George Eden, 2nd Baron Auckland (1784-1849, DNB). Master of the Mint, 1830-1834.
4. Mathison as a private venture was extracting silver from gold at the Mint. This involved
the release of noxious fumes into the air, causing complaints from local residents. See Craig
(1953), 304-5.
5. In his capacity of Superintendent of Machinery at the Mint to which he had been
appointed in 1825. See Craig (1953), 393.
6. Robert Bingley (d.1847, age 81, GRO). King's Assay Master at the Mint. Craig (1953), 159.

Letter 517
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
12 October 1831
From the original in Duke University Library, H.A.J. Wilder Scrapbook,
L-5868, p. 165

R Institution I Oct 12 1831
Dear Sir

Hoping you can help me I send you the cards according to our
arrangements

Ever Yours Truly I M. Faraday
Isambard K Brunell Esq I &c &c

Letter 518
Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny to Faraday
12 November 1831
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Oxford Nov. 12th. 1831
Dear Sir,

I have to thank you for a copy of your late Memoir1, which arrived the
other day with one for Professor Rigaud2.
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1 am send [ing] you a Prospectus of the British Association for the
promotion of Science3 which I hope you will approve, though I am sorry to
find it is uncertain whether we shall have the advantage of your personal
cooperation Actively engaged as you always are in the advancement
of knowledge you have doubtless the best possible right to consult your
own feelings in this matter, and I only hope that if you should not feel
yourself equal to visiting us on this public occasion, I shall have the
pleasure of seeing you here at a time of less bustle, whenever you may find
a little change of scene agreeable -

As you are engaged in experiments on Magnetism, I will state to you a
fact which seemed to me curious, though I am not well enough read in the
recent discoveries on that branch of Physics to feel confident as to its
novelty - Having constructed a temporary Magnet of soft Iron in a horse-
shoe form after Professor Moll's method which supported from 100 to 140
lbs4 -1 was surprised to find, that after the communication with the battery
was interrupted, it still supported the Armature weighing 3 lb, and weights
attached amounting to about 171b. - Now this was not owing to any induced
Magnetism, for the Iron exerted no influence upon the needle or on the
lightest Iron filings brought near it and when the Armature had been
removed for a single second, the Iron did not attract it in the least - I
conceive that the effect could only arise from the adhesion between the two
smooth surfaces of the Iron, and Armature, and yet the surfaces presented,
by each extremity, of the horse-shoe magnet, were not more than 1 lfr Inch
in diameter, each. If so, the experiment appears a good illustration of the
extreme nearness of contact brought about by magnetic attraction between
two metallic surfaces and proves to us that in estimating the force of a
magnet, we ought to make a deduction for the weight which the Armature
takes up in consequence of its adhesion to the attracting surface. -

Are you aware of the extreme incombustibility of coke completely
deprived of its bitumen? I have a specimen from a coal pit of Ld
Fitzwilliam's5 which had caught fire, extremely light owing to its reticulated
or honeycombed structure wh. I have been unable to burn even by
exposure to the Oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, by which I have often readily
inflamed the Diamond - Its non-inflammability is I suppose in part owing to
the thinness of its texture, which causes it to have a large surface radiating
heat in proportion to the substance in which heat can be accumulated -1
have also tried without success to burn it away by heating it red hot with
nitrate of ammonia -

I shall send you a copy of a paper of mine, which will appear in the
next number of Jameson's6 Journal in wh. I hope to prove two points 1st.
that warm springs are for the most part of volcanic origin & 2dly. that their
products can only be explained by the chemical theory of volcanoes wh. I
have adopted7.

Believe me Yours most truly I Chas. Daubeny
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Address: M. Faraday Esq. I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Probably Faraday (1831a, b).
2. Stephen Peter Rigaud (1774-1839, DNB). Savilian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford.
3. Given in Johnston (1832), 28-32.
4. See Moll (1830b).
5. William Wentworth, 2nd Earl Fitzwilliam (1748-1833, DNB). Politician.
6. Robert Jameson (1774-1854, DNB). Editor of Edinb.New PhiU.
7. Daubeny (1832).

Letter 519
Gerard Moll to Faraday
13 November 1831
From the original in RI MS Fl H32

Utrecht 13 November 1831
My dear Sir!

Many avocations and frequent absences have prevented me thus
long, to give you most sincere thanks for your trouble in causing my
pamphlet to be forwarded to the press. Alas! you have been but poorly
rewarded for your pains, and someone, perhaps Dr Brewster himself,
whilst he gave me, or endeavoured to give me a good thrashing, has
levelled some smart hits at yourself1. If you take this matter in the same
light as I do, it must not have caused you much anxiety; for my part, I cannot
help laughing when 1 see people becoming restive because they are told
that they are not so bad, as they wish to be considered. When people are in
the wrong they generally become angry, and nothing of what the writer of
the article in the Edinburgh Journal has said, brings me to alter my first
opinion. I still maintain that no proof is adduced of the decline of Science in
England, and that many may be adduced to the very contrary. In my
opinion, the writer of this article has perverted my arguments and very
often my own words; of this however others, not I, must be the best judges.

As for your negotiating a loan of foreign talent, and of subsidizing
foreigner^, you know best how this matter stands, but I unhesitatingly
declare those expressions scurrilous and ungentlemanlike, nor do I have
the least apprehension that anyone who knows me, either in this country,
or in England, will think them well applied either to you or me. I am
accused of flattering the English, but the accuser may be firmly persuaded,
that on this side of the water, there is very little disposition, or cause to
flatter the English. Any Englishman travelling here, at present, must be
conscious of that fact. Indeed recent political events scratched the scars
from old wounds, and I am sorry to say that national antipathy, is as strong
as ever3. I am really in a ludicrous predicament in this respect, both at
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home and in England, I am blamed for defending English character.
However I will assert my right to my own opinion, and speak it out, reckless
of the consequences.

The Scotch Journalist represents me to have asserted, that Sir
Humphry Davy, Sir James South, Mr Babbage and others, were not actuated
by noble and patriotic motives. This I utterly deny; no one except a knave
or a fool, would have dared to question the honour & the integrity of the
highly distinguished individuals just mentioned, though one might happen
to differ in sentiment with them on some particular topics.

I cannot follow my scotch foe, through all his arguments. I will not
now attempt to show, that when he contrives to bring my arguments in the
form of a syllogism, he makes use of the most egregious sophistry.

But of one thing, of which he accuses me, I want to clear myself, it is
the attack, which he contends I made on the Duke of Wellington4. With the
noble Duke's politics I have nothing to do. I merely stated the fact of his
Grace's being at present unpopular. Now, Sir! when a Minister, from
prudential motives, declines attending on his Sovereign on a public
procession, (I mean the intended dinner at Guild[hall),] when his windows
are smashed by the mob, when the firmness of a brave soldier only
prevented the rabble to attack his official mansion in Downing street5,
when verses, like the following are applauded at public dinners,

His* name shall descend on the bright page of Story T h e King's
While the laurels of Waterloo fade on the brows
Of him who has fought for his country with glory,
But to sink in the ranks of her worst civil foes.

If the Duke had remained Commander in chief, none of this would have
happened; and I said no more. My words could never be construed into the
sense that none but Earl's sons could be officers in England, but I said that
if the Duke had been a common soldier, & like Murat6, Soult7 &tc he could
never have risen in the English Army. Dupin, long before me, in a work
much admired in England8, said pretty much the same of Lord Nelson9. If
he had entered the army as a Soldier, he certainly would have been made a
Sergeant, but it is highly improbable that he would have been an officer.
But if both M Dupin and myself are mistaken in this respect, if in England
private soldiers, by force of merit are promoted to the rank of officers, let
Dr Brewster's correspondent in the long list of British generals, point out
those who have been promoted from the ranks; let him indicate in what
number of the gazette we are to look for the promotion of a Sergeant from
the halbert to a commission. With the archiepiscopal mitre on the
Woolsack we have at present nothing to do. I said, and believe to this very
moment, that had the Duke of Wellington been the son of a mechanic or
farmer, and entered in the army as a private soldier, he might have carried
the halbert to this very moment.
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Dr Brewster's friend is probably no inhabitant of London. Should he
come there, he is anxious for an invitation at dinner. He says10 that he sat
down with Cavendish11, Sir Wm Herschel12, James Watt13, Maskeline14 [sic],
Playfair15, Hutton16, Davy, Wollaston, Young, and Chenevix17, and he wants
to know with what mighty living, he is to be invited next. Well, if you should
happen to know him, invite him with Sir Frederic Herschell [sic], Sir James
South, Capt Kater, Mr Babbage, Mr Barlow, Mr Bailie18 [sic], Capt Parry19,
Lieut. Collonel [sic] Colby, Mr Robt Brown20, Mr Troughton21, Prof Leake22,
Dr Brewster (if this last can be made to agree) Sir Robert Seppings, Mr
Wallace23, Mr Airy &c &c, and he must be very fastidious indeed if he does
not like the company.

Do not give yourself the trouble, as our northern friend wants you to
do, to tell me whether you were more gratified by being a member of the
Royal Society or a correspondent of the Institute24. That a man of your
standing should be a member of the first Scientific body of your own
country must be a matter of course. But in order to state the question fairly,
we ought to ask a german, a Swede, a Russian, an Italian, whether they
should prefer belonging to the Royal Society or to the institute.

What is said about calumniating the french is mere humbug. Was
there or was there not, in the french Senate a Commission for preserving
the liberty of the press, and another for the preservation of individual
liberty? Was it, or was it not the duty of the Senate to preserve the liberty of
the french people? Did that Senate even so much as remonstrate against
Napoleon's tyranny? Did they not disgracefully abandon their former
master when fortune forsook him? Let the discourses of Lacepede25 to
Napoleon be read26, and it will appear that a more disgusting specimen of
abject flattery cannot be found in history. Did Monge27 sign or not the death
warrant of the unfortunate Louis XVI?28 Was or was Carnot29 not a regicide?
Human nature certainly shudders at those things, but they are not
imputations, they are historical facts, and if our Reviewer wants proof, let
him recur to the inflexible Moniteur30. Let him read the history of the french
revolution by Montgaillard31, and let him then talk of calumny and
shuddering32. And you Sir! are called upon to approve by your silence of
such acts; you are not to suffer, on pain of the indignation of our Scotch
friend, that any one testifies his abhorrence of the part which the french
savans took in the horrors of the french Revolution, in the murder of Louis
XVI; you are not to allow any one to state how much he despises the vile
abettors of Napoleon's tyranny. If it should come to this, if Regicide,
murder, slavish subservience to a foreign despc$, could find many
defenders amongst the learned of England, then indeed, it could be said,
not that Science, but that virtue and morality were declining in that
country.

Believe me, my dear Sir I Very sincerely yours I G. Moll.
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Did you succeed in repeating Dr ten Eycks33 experiments?34 I do not well
understand how he manages his apparatus.

Address: M. Faraday Esq I F.R.S. I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I
London

1. [Brewster](1831).
2. Ibid, 335.
3. A reference to British support for the independence of Belgium from the Netherlands in
1830.
4. [Brewster](1831), 345. Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of Wellington (1769-1852, DNB). Field
Marshal and politician. Prime Minister, 1828-1830.
5. Moll is mistaken about the location, for Wellington had left office in November 1830, but
correct about the incident which happened at Apsely House on 27 April 1831. See Longford
(1972), 268.
6. Joachim Murat (1767-1815, NBU). Marshal of France.
7. Nicholas Jean de Dieu Soult (1769-1851, NBU). Marshal of France.
8. Dupin (1822).
9. Horatio, Viscount Nelson (1758-1805, DNB). British Admiral.
10. [Brewster](1831), 347.
11. Henry Cavendish (1731-1810, DSB). Natural philosopher.
12. Frederick William Herschel (1738-1822, DSB). Astronomer.
13. James Watt (1736-1819, DSB). Engineer.
14. Nevil Maskelyne (1732-1811, DSB). Astronomer.
15. John Playfair (1748-1819, DSB). Geologist.
16. Probably James Hutton (1726-1797, DSB). Geologist.
17. Richard Chenevix (1774-1830, DSB). Chemist.
18. Francis Baily (1774-1844, DSB). Astronomer.
19. William Edward Parry (1790-1855, DNB). Arctic explorer.
20. Robert Brown (1773-1858, DSB). Botanist.
21. Edward Troughton (1753-1835, DNB). Scientific instrument maker.
22. William Martin Leake (1777-1860, DNB). Antiquary.
23. William Wallace (1768-1843, DNB). Mathematician.
24. [Brewster](1831)f 354.
25. Bernard-Germain-Etienne de la Ville-sur-Illon, Comte de Lacepede (1756-1825, DSB).
French naturalist.
26. Lacepede (nd).
27. Gaspard Monge (1746-1818, DSB). French mathematician.
28. Louis XVI (1754-1793, NBU). King of France, 1774-1793.
29. Lazare-Nicolas-Marguerite Carnot (1753-1823, DSB). General and politician.
30. The official paper of the French revolutionary and imperial governments.
31. Guillaume Honare Rocques, Comte de Montgaillard (1761-1841, NBU). Historian.
32. Montgaillard (1827).
33. Philip Ten Eyck (1802-1892, Reingold etal. (1972), 214). American natural philosopher.
34. Henry, J. (1831), 402. Henry and Ten Eyck (1831).
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Letter 520
Faraday to Dawson Turner
15 November 1831
From the original in TCC MS O.14.7, f.182

Royal Institution I Nov 15. 1831
My dear Sir

I send on the other side a list. I am afraid 1 have been too freeu Those
which I have marked with a cross are such as Mrs. Faraday has set downt.j
She would not have thought of doing so but for what Magrath said to her
and I told her 1 could not think of letting them remain as part of my list; in
itself 1 fear too longu

1 am Dear Sir! Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
Dawson Turner Esq I &c &c &c

• Sir Joseph Banks. [17434820, DSB]
>/ Ditto.
• [Antonio] Canova. [1757-1822, NBU]
>f Edward Daniel Clarke L.L.D. [1769-1822, DSB]
• X Bishop [Reginald] Heber . [1783-1826, DNB]
v [Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich] Alexander v o n Humbold t [1769-1859,

DSB]
v Captain [George William] Manby. [1765-1854, DNB]
• X Mrs [Amelia] Opie. [1769-1853, DNB]
v J a c o b Perkins . [1766-1849, DAB]
• T h o m a s Phil l ips R.A. [1770-1845, DNB]
vx Mrs [Sarah] Siddons. [1755-1831, DNB]
•X Rober t Southey. [1774-1843, DNB]
• X M a d a m e [Anne Louise Germaine Necker] d e Stael. [1766-1817, NBU]
• Char les Stokes. [1784-1853, B6]
• [Francois J o s e p h ] Ta lma [1763-1826, NBU]
• [David] Wilkie. [1785-1841, DNB]
v Dr [Thomas] Young [1773-1829, DSB]

Sweet Anne Page.
Lapticien Ambulant .

X Holy Family.
Sketch of a Page. - Will o ' t h e Wisp. - Dog Star. -1

Addre s s : Dawson Turne r Esq I &c &c &c I A t h e n a e u m

1. This list, not in Faraday's hand, probably refers to images of those mentioned which both
Faraday and Turner collected.
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Letter 521
Faraday to John George Children
21 November 1831
From the original in RS MS MC 1.341

Royal Institution I Nov. 21. 1831.
Sir

I find myself constrained to leave town for 8 or 10 days for health's
sake and as 1 shall therefore be unable to attend the next Council I feel
bound to submit to the President and Council through you such reasons as
are in favour of the proposition I had the honor to make of a Medal to
Berzeliusu

An Edition of Berzelius' Treatise on Chemistry in French is now in
course of publication!.) It will consist of 8 vols and four of these have
appeared in the successive years of 1829, 1830, 18311. It is under the
arrangement of M Berzelius himself whose preface from Stockholm is dated
November 1828, and he says it will contain all new matter up to the date of
its publication!.] It has done so as far as it has proceeded and will no doubt
continue to do so to the endu

Since 1827, and therefore within the limit fixed for the medal,
Berzelius has published many important papers in the Annales de Chimie
some of which have already been embodied in the Edition referred to. I
therefore think that work a full & sufficient reason for adjudging the medal
to the author because its date as a compilation and the date of original
matter in it are both within our limits of five years.

There are fifteen papers in the Annales de Chimie since 1827, amongst
which are the Analysis ofPlatina minerals with new observations on Iridium &
Osmium2, an account of the new earth Thorina (the true Thorinaf
Demonstration of the peculiar nature of Lactic acid Analysis & comparison of
the Tartaric & racemic acids, two bodies which with the same composition
have different qualities5!.]

I have not thought it necessary to insist upon Berzelius' desertsj.] No
one who knows any thing of chemistry can doubt but that he merits it most
highly. I have only endeavoured to shew that according to our own rules he
is eligible to receive it6!.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
J.G. Children Esq I Sec R Society I &c &c &c

1. Berzelius (1829-33).
2. Berzelius (1829a).
3. Berzelius (1830).
4. Berzelius (1831a).
5. Berzelius (1831b).
6. Airy was awarded the Copley medal, the only one awarded in 1831. See RS MS CM, 24
November 1831, 11: 278.
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Letter 522
Faraday to Richard Phillips
29 November 1831
From the original in SI D MS 853B

Brighton I Nov 29th. 1831
Dear Phillips

For once in my life I am able to sit down and write to you without
feeling that my time is so little that my letter must of necessity be a short
one and accordingly I have taken an extra large sheet of paper intending to
fill it with news and yet as to news I have none for I withdraw more and
more from Society and all I have to say is about myselff.] But how are you
getting on? are you comfortable? and how does Mrs. Phillips do; and the
girls[.] Bad correspondent as I am I think you owe me a letter and as in the
course of half an hour you will be doubly in my debt pray write us and let us
know all about you[.) Mrs. Faraday wishes me not to forget to put her kind
remembrances to you and Mrs. Phillips in my letters

Tomorrow is St Andrews day1 but we shall be here until Thursday. I
have made arrangements to be out of the Council and care little for the rest
although 1 should as a matter of curiosity have liked to see the Duke in the
Chair on such an occasion2.

We are here to refresh. I have been working and writing a paper & that
always knocks me up in health but now I feel well again and able to pursue
my subject and now I will tell you what it is about. The title will be I think
Experimental Researches in Electricity - §1 On the induction of electric currents
§11. On the evolution of Electricity from magnetism - §111 On a New electrical
condition of matter - §IV On Arago 's magnetic phenomenal.) There is a bill of
fare for you and what is more I hope it will not disappoint you. Now the pith
of all this I must give you very briefly the demonstrations you shall have in
the paper when printed.

§1. When an electric current is passed through one of two parallel
wires it causes at first a current in the same direction through the other but
this induced current does not last a moment notwithstanding the inducing
current (from the Voltaic battery) is continued all seems unchanged except
that the principal current continues its course but when this current is
stopped then a return current occurs in the wire under induction of about
the same intensity and momentary duration but in the opposite direction to
that first formedi.] Electricity in currents therefore exerts an inductive
action like ordinary electricity but subject to peculiar laws: the effects are a
current in the same direction when the induction is established a reverse
current when the induction ceases and a peculiar state in the interims
Common electricity probably does the same thing but as it is at present
impossible to separate the beginning & the end of a spark or discharge
from each other all the effects are simultaneous & neutralise each other -
§11. Then 1 found that magnets would induce just like voltaic currents and
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by bringing helices & wires & jackets up to the poles of magnets electrical
currents were produced in them these currents being able to deflect the
galvanometer or to make by means of the helix magnetic needles or in one
case even to give a sparkt.j Hence the evolution of electricity from
magnetism. The currents were not permanent they ceased the moment the
wires ceased to approach the magnet because the new & apparently
quiescent state was assumed just as in the case of the induction of currents
But when the magnet was removed & its induction therefore ceased the
return currents happened as beforei.j These two kinds of induction I have
distinguished by the terms Volta-electric and Magneto-electric induction.
Their identity of action & results is I think a very powerful proof of the truth
of M. Ampere's theory of magnetism^

§111. The new electrical condition which intervenes by induction
between the beginning & end of the inducing current gives rise to some
very curious results. It explains why chemical action or other results of
electricity have never been as yet obtained in trials with the magnet in fact
the currents have no sensible duration. I believe it will explain perfectly the
transference of elements between the poles of the pile in decomposition but
this part of the subject I have reserved until the present expts are
completed and it is so analogous in some of its effect to those of Ritters4

secondary piles5, De la Rive and Van Beeks6 peculiar properties of the poles
of a voltaic pile7 that I should not wonder if they all proved ultimately to
depend on this state. This condition of the matter I have dignified by the
term Electro-tonic{.) The Electro-tonic state\.) What do you think of that; am I
not a bold man, ignorant as I am, to coin words, but 1 have consulted the
scholars8 - and now for §IV. The new state has enabled me to make out and
explain all Arago's phenomena of the rotating magnet or copper plate9 I
believe perfectly: but as great names are concerned, Arago, Babbage,
Herschell &c.10, and as I have to differ from them, I have spoken with that
modesty which you so well know you and I and John Frost11 have in
common and for which the world so justly commends us. 1 am even half
afraid to tell you what it is. You will think I am hoaxing you or else in your
compassion you may conclude I am deceiving myself. However you need
do neither but had better laugh as I did most heartily when I found that it
was neither attraction nor repulsion but just one of my old rotations in a new
formu I cannot explain to you all the actions which are very curious but in
consequence of the electro-tonic state being assumed and lost as the parts
of the plate whirl under the pole and in consequence of magneto electric
induction currents of electricity are formed in the direction of the radii
continuing for very simple reasons as long as the motion continues but
ceasing when that ceases. Hence the wonder is explained that the metal
has powers on the magnet when moving but not when at rest. Hence is also
explained the effect which Arago observed & which made him contradict
Babbage & Herschell & say the power was repulsive but as a whole it is
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really tangential^] It is quite comfortable to me to find that experiment need
not quail before mathematics but is quite competent to rival it in discovery
and I am amused to find that what high mathematicians have announced as
the essential condition to the rotation namely that time is required has so
little foundation that if the time could by possibility be anticipated instead
of being required i.e. if the currents could be formed before the magnet
came over the place instead of afterthe effect would equally ensueu Adieu,
dear Phillipsu

Excuse this egotistical letter from Yours Very Faithfully IM. Faraday

Address: Richard Phillips Esq I Dartmouth Street I Birmingham

1. The day of the Anniversary Meeting of the Royal Society.
2. See letter 521.
3. Faraday (1832).
4. Johann Wilhelm Ritter (1776-1810, DSB). German natural philosopher.
5. Ritter (1803).
6. Albert van Beek (1787-1856, PI, 3). Dutch physicist
7. De La Rive, A.-A. (1828), Beek (1828).
8. See Ross (1961).
9. Arago (1825).
10. Babbage and Herschel (1825).
11. Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 9 says "A pushing acquaintance, who, without claim of any kind,
got himself presented at Court". This identifies him as probably John Frost (1803-1840, DNB)
founder of the Medico-Botanical Society.

Letter 523
Dionysius Lardner to Faraday
7 December 1831
From the original in RI MS

122 Regent Sq I 7th Dec. 1831
My dear Sir

May I beg that you will do me the favour to cast your eye over such
parts of the enclosed proof as have reference to yourself. It is part of a
treatise on the Manufacture of Glass, which is to form part of my
Cyclopaedia1. I shall be happy to introduce any corrections or alterations
which you may desireu

Yours very truly I Dion: Lardner
M. Faraday Esq I &c

1. [Porter](1832), 164-5.
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Letter 524
Faraday to Dawson Turner
10 December 1831
From the original in RI MS Fl A5

R Institution I Dec 10. 1831
My dear Sir

Will you excuse the freedom but upon the strength of the bundle of
waste paper I sent to Magrath for you will you allow me to hope you will
give an impression of the said Magrath.

I am I Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dawson Turner Esq I &c &c &c



Letter 525 
Elias Durand' to Faraday 
5 January 1832 
From the original In RS MS 241, f.33 

Dear Sir, 
Philadelphia, January 5th 1832. 

I have the honour of informing you that, at a stated meeting of the 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy held on the twenty seventh of December 
last, you were unanimously elected a Foreign Member of that institution. 

I transmit to you the accompanying certificate which the Members of 
the College beg you to accept as a testimony of their respect for your 
scientific researches and acquirements. 

I have the honour to be most respectfully I your obedient servant I E. 
Durand I Corr. Seer. of the Pha. Coll. of Pharm. 
Michael Faraday Esq I London 

1. Elias Durand (l 794-1873, DAB). Franco-American pharmacist. 

Letter 526 
Faraday to John S. Acton 1 

6 January 1832 
From a typescript In RI MS 

Sir, 
Royal Institution, Jan. 6, 1832 

I beg to thank you for your kind note & offer of assistance but I hope I 
shall give you little or no trouble'. I merely want to lay wires along the edge 
of the water immersing a metallic plate at each end in the water and do not 
think I shall want any help beyond my own man nor any apparatus but what 
he will carry from hence3• At the same time if there is a punt or boat already 
on the water it might be useful but if not no trouble need be taken in 
carrying one there. 
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I purpose making the experiments next Tuesday Morning4 but as my
time is limited (I shall be lecturing to a chemical class until 10 o elk) I
propose being at the water at Vi past 11 o elk. But I will previously send my
man to your house on that morning to ascertain that it will not be
inconvenient to you or any other person, and beg you will take no further
trouble on my account than to tell him "all is right."

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday.

1. An official in Kensington Gardens. Mentioned in Faraday, Diary, 10 January 1832, 1: 302.
2. Faraday had obtained the permission of the King, through the Duke of Sussex, to
undertake experiments in the pond in Kensington Gardens. Faraday (1832b), ERE2, 184.
3. On 28 December 1831, Faraday had sought to find an electrical effect by laying two lengths
(each of 120 feet) of copper and iron wire parallel along the Earth's magnetic meridian.
Faraday, Diary, 1: 288-90. This failed and he tried a different version of this experiment at
Kensington Pond on 10 January 1832. Faraday, Diary, 1:293-302. Here he used water and about
600 feet of copper wire, but again produced no effect. Finally, on 12 and 13 January 1832,
Faraday, Diary, 1: 311-7, he conducted the same experiment with 960 feet of copper wire, hung
from Waterloo Bridge, but could obtain no satisfactory results. Both these public experiments
were reported briefly in Lit.Gaz., 14 January 1832. p.26. Faraday reported these experiments in
Faraday (1832b), ERE2, 183-90.
4. 10 January 1832.

Letter 527
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
7 January 1832
From the original in RI MS F3 B775
Monsieur et cher Confrere

le 26 decembre 1831, j'ai communique a l'academie Royale des
Sciences la lettre que vous m'avez fait l'honneur de m'ecrire le 17 du meme
mois1. cette communication a ete fort bien accueillie. le plaisir que j'ai
eprouve en apprenant vos nouvelles decouvertes, a ete partage par tous
mes collegues, notamment par MM. Arago, Ampere, et Savart2. M. Arago
notre secretaire perpetuel a lu l'extrait de votre lettre, que je lui avois
Remis avant la Seance -.

Je desire apprendre comment vous avez opere pour produire les
Courans electriques par les aimants, et comment un plateau metallique
tournant se change en Machine electrique. Je vous Remercie mille fois de la
lettre Savante et philosophique que vous aviez voulu m'adresser.

Veuillez bien agreer mes Salutations tres affectueuses -I Hachette
Rue st hyacinthe, St Michel 8.
Paris I 7 Janvier 1832 -. I t.s.v.p.
P.S. Vous trouverez cy joint deux feuilles du lycee, qui Rendent compte de
la Communication que j'ai faite d'apres votre lettre du 17 decembre 18313 -1
H.
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TRANSLATION
Dear Sir and Colleague,

On 26 December 1831 I read to the Academie Royale des Sciences the
letter that you honoured me by writing on the 17th of the same month1.
This letter was very well received. The pleasure I felt on learning of your
new discoveries, was shared by my colleagues, notably by Messrs Arago,
Ampere and Savart2. M. Arago, our permanent secretary, read the extract of
your letter that I had given him before the Session.

I would like to learn how you managed to produce electric currents by
means of magnets and how a metal turntable changes into an electric
machine. I thank you a thousand times for the learned and philosophical
letter that you kindly sent to me.

Please accept my most kind regards, I Hachette.
Rue St Hyacinthe St Michel 8.
Paris 7 January 1832 -1 P.T.O.
P.S. You will find enclosed two articles from Le Lycee, which describe the
paper I gave after your letter of 17 December 18313. I H.

1. Judging by "Academie des Sciences de Paris Seance du 26 decembre 1831", Le Lycee (no
35), 29 December 1831, p. 137, which contained a paraphrase of Faraday's letter to Hachette,
this letter seems to have had the same structure and content as Faraday to Phillips, 29
November 1832, letter 522, volume 1.
2. Felix Savart (1791-1841, DSB). French physicist.
3. "Academie des Sciences de Paris Seance du 26 decembre 1831", Le Lycee (no 35), 29
December 1831, p.137 and "Courans electriques", ibid, (no 36), 1 January 1832, pp. 141-2. Both
of these are in RI MS F3 B759-72. Faraday endorsed them that he had received them on 12
January 1832.

Letter 528
Faraday to John Barrow
8 January 1832
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4610, f.4

R Institution I Jany 8, 1832
Dear Sir
There are certain bills as follows

Newman 33. 9. 6
Ramsey1 1. 6. 2
Wedgwood2 3. 14. 6
Miscellaneous 47. 5. 3

85. 15. 5
which Dr. Roget tells me he has sent to you and you say are ordered for
payment months ago but of which we can get no account at Somerset house
(Pay office)3[.j
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I find so little progress made in clearing up the matter by writing to Dr
Roget that I intrude on you to ask whether they are or are not passed and if
so where my man should go for the money4. The tradesmen ought to have
had their money a twelvemonth ago.

If you could tell my Messenger who waits what to do next it would
very much obligeu

Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday
John Barrow Esq I &c &c

Endorsement: What appearsu Nothing more than the inclosed ltr - You will
however perceive that the amounts vary as well as the number of the
claimants^

1. Joshua Ramsey. Builder of 36 Walbrook, POD.
2. Josiah Wedgwood (1769-1843, Burkhardt et.al. (1985), 656). Master potter of Etruria.
3. The Royal Society Council requested payment of these bills, which related to Faraday's
work on optical glass (see James (1991)), on 9 June 1831. RS MS CM 9: 221.
4. See Roget to Barrow, 22 October 1831, PRO ADM1 / 4282 (Royal Society file) where he
requested payment. Barrow replied that the order for payment had been made in July 1829.
This order must have referred to those bills listed in Sabine to Croker, 2 July 1826, letter 406,
volume 1, and explains the comment in the endorsement to this letter. See letter 535 for the
outcome.

Letter 529
Faraday to Edward Hawkins1

12 January 1832
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I Jany 12. 1831 [sic]
My dear Sir

I cannot be at the RS*. tonight. Do you ever come this way. I shall be at
home both tomorrow & Saturday until 12 o elk. AM.

1 should like very much to see the ancient fluids
I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Edwd Hawkins Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Edwd Hawkins Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Society

1. Edward Hawkins (1780-1867, DNB). Keeper of Antiquaries at the British Museum, 1826-
1860.
2. That is the evening when his Bakerian Lecture, Faraday (1832b), ERE2, was read.
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Letter 530
Jean Sebastian Eugene Julia de Fontenelle1 to Faraday
12 January 1832
From the original in RS MS 241, f.36

Paris, ce 12 Janvier 1832
Les Lettres et Memoires doivent etre envoyes, francs de poste, a M. Julia de
Fontenelle, rue des Grands-Augustins, n°. 26.
Le Secretaire perpetuel de la Societe des Sciences Physiques, Chimiques et
Arts industriels de Paris,
a Mr. Faraday, physicien chimiste.

La Societe des sciences physiques, chimiques et arts industriels,
voulant rendre un eclatant hommage aux travaux des hommes qui, comme
Vous, illustrent leur siecle, et leur patrie, vient de vous admettre dans son
sein en qualite de Membre honoraire. la societe serait flatte de recevoir vos
productions; elle prend la liberte de le demander, ou le prof. Desprets [sic].

Recevez, Monsieur et honorable collegue, r assurance des sentiments
de la plus haute estime, avec la quelle j'ai l'honneur d'etre

Le Secretaire Perpetuel de la societe Uulia de Fontenelle

TRANSLATION
Paris 12 January 1832

Letters and papers should be sent franked to Mr Julia de Fontenelle, rue
des Grands Augustins, n°. 26.
The Permanent Secretary of the Societe des Sciences Physiques, Chimiques
et Arts industriels in Paris.
To Mr. Faraday, physicist and chemist.

The Societe des Sciences physiques, chimiques et Arts industriels,
wishing to render a resounding tribute to the work of men who, like you,
win fame for their century and their country, has just admitted you into its
midst as an honorary member. The Society would be flattered to receive
your productions, it takes the liberty of asking you on behalf of Prof.
Despretz.

Please accept, Sir, and honourable colleague, the assurance of
sentiments of the highest esteem with which I have the honour of being

the Permanent Secretary of the Society I Julia de Fontenelle.

1. Jean Sebastian Eugene Julia de Fontenelle (1790-1842, NBU). French chemist.
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Letter 531
Faraday to Peter Mark Roget
14 January 1832
From the original in MU MS 173

Royal Institution I Jany 14, 1832
My dear Sir

I do not understand your message by Mr Pearsall. All the drawings are
with the papers in Dr. Childrens hand's1. If it is the drawings to § 5 & 62 that
you refer they are in those papers but were between pinned leaves i.e
between those that were cut out of the readings

Let my messenger know if there is any other difficultyu
I wrote a brief letter to my old friend Hachette at Paris a few weeks

ago. It has been read at the Academy - published in the Lycee* and from that
actually translated & published in the Advertiser Newspaper a few days
ago4. But in the succeeding No of the Lycee (No. 35) [sic] Four columns are
occupied in shewing how the French had done it before". Fortunately they had
mistaken the point in my letter and the claims of priority depends upon
effects with respect to which Fresnel6 & Ampere had recanted7 (though
now the recantation is recanted) and which my experiments shew were
erroneous.

If however the Council decide upon printing my paper the sooner it
appears I think the better8 - or else these philosophers may get some of my
facts in conversation repeat them & publish in their own name before I am
OUt[.]

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Roget I &c &c &c

I send you the two papers9 for your amusement but pray let me have
them again safely. I fear I may want themu I M.F.

1. That is Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.
2. That is Faraday (1832b), ERE2.
3. "Academie des Sciences de Paris Seance du 26 decembre 1831", Le Lycee (no 35), 29
December 1831, p.137
4. "Paris Academy of Sciences", Morning Advertiser, 6 January 1832, p.l.
5. "Courans electriques", Le Lycee (no 36), 1 January 1832, pp. 141-2
6. Augustin Jean Fresnel (1788-1827, DSB). French physicist.
7. Fresnel (1820). See also letter 654.
8. See Faraday (1832a), ERE1, note to paragraph 79 and letter 556. Faraday (1832a), ERE1
was ordered for printing on 9 February 1832, RS MS CMB 90C, p.46 and Faraday (1832b), ERE2
on 8 March 1832, ibid., p.49.
9. That is the Le Lycee papers.
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Letter 532
Faraday to Gilbert Farquhar Graeme Mathison1

20 January 1832
From the original copy in PRO MINT1 / 30, p.68

Royal Institution I Jany 20. 1832.
Dear Sir,

I am satisfied of the practicability & efficacy of the plan you have
shewed me. I believe that it only requires to be carried properly into effect
to abate the whole of the nuisance2.

I am I M. Faraday.
To I G.F. Mathison Esq I &c

1. Gilbert Farquhar Graeme Mathison, melter and refiner of the Mint. Craig (1953), 304-5.
There is some variation in the spelling of his name.
2. Mathison, as a private venture, was extracting silver from gold at the Mint. This involved
the release of noxious fumes into the air, causing complaints from local residents. See Craig
(1953), 304-5. See also Morrison to Faraday, 8 October 1831, letter 516, volume 1.

Letter 533
Faraday to Charles Julius Roberts1

24 January 1832
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution I Jan 24, 1832
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your proxy & kindness. Yesterday came on the
election2!.] We succeeded wonderfully by the kindness of friends & yourself
among themu

Ever I Dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Roberts I &c &c &c

Address: Dr Roberts I &c &c I Bridge Street I Blackfriars

1. Charles Julius Roberts (d.1851, age 56, GRO). Physician.
2. This was to provide a place for an orphan in the London Orphan Asylum in Clapton,
founded in 1813, of which Faraday became a subscriber in 1831. See the 1832 Report of the
London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/2/6, p.88 (Roberts is listed as a subscriber since 1827 on
p. 167). Each subscriber had one or more votes (depending on the size of their subscription)
for suitable candidates for a place in the orphanage. Votes could be transferred by proxy
between subscribers. For accounts of the London Orphan Asylum see Alvey (1990) and Bache
(1839), 58-65.
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Letter 534
Eleventh Duke of Somerset to Faraday
26 January 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir

Having been frequently asked a question, which I can not answer,
from not understanding chemistry, I have determined upon writing to you,
in the hope that you will solve it.

A neighbour of mine wants to know how water is combustible. That it
is so, and that the diamond is so, were conjectures of Sir Isaac Newton1, and
the Encyclopaedia explains how the latter conjecture was confirmed2

particularly by Lavoisier3. We do not find a similar explanation with regard
to the former; and, at first view, nothing appears more incomprehensible. If
you could help us out of this difficulty, I should feel very much obliged.

I remain I Dear Sir I your obedient faithful Servant I Somerset.
Stover, 26th Jany 1832
To Mr. Faraday

1. Isaac Newton (1642-1727, DSB). Natural philosopher.
2. "Chemistry", Encyclopaedia Britannica, 4th edition, 1810,5: 496 ascribes this view of water
to Newton. This seems to be a rather free interpretation of Newton (1730), Book 2, Part 3,
Proposition 10.
3. Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier (1743-1794, DSB). French chemist.

Letter 535
Faraday to Peter Mark Roget
27 January 1832
From the original in RS MS MC 2.14

R Institution I Jany 27th 1832
Dear Sir

Herewith you will receive copies of the bills that have been ordered
for payment by the Council & sent as I understand to the Admiralty but of
which they deny all knowledge^.]

You will perceive they are of long standing & I hope you will be able to
expedite them for Newman, the only one besides myself to whom Money is
due wants his share of it[.]

Ever Dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Roget I &c &c &c

Endorsement: Faraday about bills
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1. See letter 528 and Roget to Barrow, 2 February 1832, PRO ADM1 / 4282 (Royal Society file).
In this letter Roget enclosed copies of the bills and requested payment be made. Barrow's
endorsement of this letter seems to have settled the matter: "Order payment of the bill. Their
Lordships do not consider this expense in any way connected with the naval service and
cannot take upon themselves to authorise as far as they are concerned the continuance of it
JB".

Letter 536
Faraday to Eleventh Duke of Somerset
28 January 1832
From the original in Buckinghamshire Record Office MS D / RA 11th
Duke

Royal Institution I Jany 28 1832
My Lord Duke

I hasten to reply to Your Grace's enquiry1 relative to the prediction of
Newton2 and the combustibility of water3. Reasoning on the refractive
power of water, Newton was led to believe that that fluid contained a
combustible substance because this power was higher than it otherwise
should be: and when water was found by Cavendish to be a compound of
oxygen and hydrogen4, Newton's conjecture was confirmed; for the
hydrogen is a combustible body and indeed one of the most marked
substances of that class. But water is not a combustible because it contains
a combustible body; its burning part has already undergone combustion,
and cannot re-exhibit the phenomena of combustion until the water has
been decomposed, and its combustible element set free. If a flint & steel be
struck together, particles of the steel (a combustible) are separated, which,
being highly heated by the friction, burn into little black particles of oxide.
If filings of the steel be dropped into a candle flame they burn; because the
steel is combustible; but if these little black particles be dropped into the
flame, they will not burn, being incombustible, though they contain in
combination an inflammable body.

Water is to the combustible it contains, just what these incombustible
particles are to the original particles of steel; and water cannot
philosophically be considered a combustible substance^

There are however cases in which water seems to burn; thus if a little
be thrown on a good fire, well red hot, a pale flame will arise, as if the water
burnt. But this is because the vapour of the water is decomposed by the very
hot coals with which it comes in contact, the oxygen of the water is
abstracted by the carbon of the coals, the fluid is as it were unburnt, its
hydrogen or combustible part is set free, and when it rises above the coals
and gets air, it burns; producing water again which passes off as vapour.

In an analogous manner is produced all those effects in which water
really presents the phenomena of combustion. Some preceding action has
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occurred which unmakes the water, & then the hydrogen presents the
phenomena of combustions

Effects of this kind are sometimes very striking; for when the action of
the fire is very vigorous, even the compound formed by the oxygen of the
water with the carbon of the coals contains so much of the latter principle,
that, when it rises above the fire into free air, it takes more oxygen and itself
exhibits the phenomena of combustion^

Hoping that in my endeavour to be clear in answer to Your Grace's
question I have not been tiresomeu

1 remain I My Lord Duke I Your Grace's Very Obedient iHumble Servant
I M. Faraday
His Grace I The Duke of Somerset I &c &c &c

1. Letter 534.
2. Isaac Newton (1642-1727, DSB). Natural philosopher.
3. See note 2, letter 534 for the source of this statement.
4. Cavendish (1784).

Letter 537
Faraday to Charles Babbage
30 January 1832
From the original in BL add MS 37186, f.228

Royal Institution I Jany 30 1832
My dear Sir

The person I thought of for chemistry has left his occupation & can be
of no use to your friend[.]

Do you think my assistant Mr Pearsall would do (not my own servant
Anderson whom you saw today). He is engaged all day but could have his
evenings as a favour but he cannot have pupils in the laboratory^ I have
not spoken to him but if you think he would do, and he knows plenty for the
purpose being really a good chemist but very prosy & prolix in his
language, he should call on your friend - only let terms be made before
business is entered upon for then there can be no mistake^]

Your shilling is an alloy of Silver and Zinc i.e of standard silver & zinc.
The copper in it is no more I believe than the usual alloy of silvers There is
no nickle - I have not ascertained proportions!.]

Will you allow me to offer you a copy of my last paper*[.]If you look at it
I wish you would begin at the end. I am really anxious to obtain an opinion
however vague from such a man as yourself or Sir John Herschell on the
paragraphs 128. 129. at page 340 - But do not go from more serious matter
to it[.] Only take it up as recreation when you wish to forget the Engine2[.]

I am I Dear Sir I Yours Very Sincerely I M. Faraday
Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c
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1. Faraday (1831b, c).
2. That is Babbage's difference engine.

Letter 538
Faraday to John Gage
30 January 1832
From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 2

Institution I Jany 30 1832
My dear Sir

I have been working at the antiquities1. Could you let me have another
peep at them especially the narrow mouthed bottle containing the fatty
matten.]

As I shall be your way this very morning I shall take my chance & call
about Vi p 10 o elk.

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
- Gage Esq I &c &c &c

1, See Gage (1832) and letter 547.

Letter 539
Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
2 February 1832
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I Feb 2 1832
Dear Sir

I will assuredly be at home tomorrow. I am very sorry indeed you
should have occasion to call on such an account.

I am Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Letter 540
Faraday to Percy Drummond
2 February 1832
From the original in RMA WO 150 / 8, f.28

Royal Institution I Feb 2 1832
My dear Sir

I have received your note - have looked up a prospectus -have gone
through it - and though I find it would be easy to alter it & enlarge it I do not
find that I should render it more fitted for our purpose, which is to assist
the memory but not by replacing it to diminish the attention!.]
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I suppose about the 7th of March will be the time. Will you oblige me
by letting me know whether that is rightu

Let the printer send me proofs after he has well read them over.
I am I Dear Sir I Most faithfully yours I M. Faraday

Coll. Drummond I &c &c &c

Letter 541
Eleventh Duke of Somerset to Faraday
2 February 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Stover 2d Feby 1832
Dear Sir

Your answer1 to my enquiry2 is very explanatory, and I immediately
sent a copy of it to my very intelligent and inquisitive neighbour, who
seems much delighted and satisfied. I am much obliged to you for giving
me so complete an account of this very difficult subject.

I remain I Dear Sir I your very faithful Servant I Somerset
To Mr. Faraday

1. Letter 536.
2. Letter 534.

Letter 542
Faraday to John Gage
4 February 1832
From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 2

Institution I Feb 4, 1832
Dear Sir

I shall be with you on Monday at 10 o elk. I am anxious to get my part
done whilst I can find time1!.]

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Gage Esq I &c &c

1. See Gage (1832) and letter 547.
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Letter 543
Faraday to Second Earl Spencer
6 February 1832
From the original in BL MS Alt G163

Royal Institution I Feby 6 1832
My Lord

The kindness which the Royal Institution has always received from
Your Lordship emboldens me to write on a point which has been
committed to me by a few friends; and the interest which your Lordship
still feels for this establishment will I trust be an excuse for the present
communication!.]

Mr. Pickersgill, the eminent R. Academician who has already given
one portrait1 to the Institution and painted another2 which has been given
by a few of the Members, is desirous of adding to his former gift the portrait
of some eminent and valuable member of the house. The selection is not
with the Managers but confided to a few friends. Two or three persons have
been named but far above all others stands Your Lordship's name as that of
one to whom the Royal Institution is deeply indebted and whose portrait it
would be delightful to see here3u

As soon as the Exhibition at the Royal Academy opens Mr. Pickersgill
says he should be prepared to undertake the worku

Although we entertain fears that Your Lordship, because of the fatigue
or other circumstances, may not accede to our wishes; yet we hope much
from your kindly feelings at all times to this useful establishment and we
should feel as if we neglected a duty to Your Lordship and to the Royal
Institution if we gave up the hope of having the portrait whilst the last
chance of obtaining it remained^

I ought to state to Your Lordship that a fine copy in oil of Sir Thomas
Lawrence['s] portrait of Sir Humphry Davy is in the Institution4 besides the
two pictures by Mr. Pickersgill, and that many engravings of the late and
present scientific members as Dr. Wollaston, Dr. Young, Dr. Wilkins5 Mr.
Gilbert &c are upon the walls.

I am I My Lord I Your Lordships I Most obedient Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
To I Earl Spencer I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Mr Faraday RI 8 Feb 1832. Ans Do Declining to comply on
account of ill Health &c

1. Of Faraday in 1831. The engraving of this is reproduced as the frontispiece to volume 1.
2. Of Brande in 1830. Reproduced on p.225, volume 1.
3. See letters 544, 608, 609, 615, 646 and 647 for the negotiations concerning Spencer's
portrait which was eventually painted and is reproduced in plate 2.
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4. The original, in the Royal Society, is reproduced on p.554, volume 1. Henry Hall Pickersgill
copied this for the Royal Institution. See Faraday to Pickersgill, 19 March 1831, letter 488,
volume 1 and letter 705.
5. Charles Wilkins (cl749-1836, DNB). Orientalist.

Letter 544
Second Earl Spencer to Faraday
8 February 1832
From the original in RI MS Fl 12

Althrop 8, Feb. 1832
Dear Sir

I lose no time in acknowledging the Receipt of your very flattering
letter1 respecting Mr Pickersgiirs wish to paint a portrait of me for the
Royal Institution, & if the only consideration on the subject to guide my
acceding to the wish were my disposition to testify my good wishes for the
welfare of the Institution, which have never ceased since its original
establishment, I should feel no difficulty in consenting; but in the present
very infirm state of my Health, & the small probability there is of my being
sufficiently recovered by the time mentioned to remove to London, as well
as from the consequences of long illness having very much unfitted me for
the object in view, I am reluctantly obliged to decline complying, but not
without begging you & the other friends who have done me this honour to
accept my very cordial thanks.

I am, dear Sir, I Your very faithful I humble servant ISpencer
M. Faraday Esq.

1. Letter 543.

Letter 545
Faraday to Edward Solly
9 February 1832
From the original in RI MS Fl B14

Feby 9th 1832
Sir

I am very much obliged to you for your last favour. If I had known the
circumstances as you describe them, I should (although having the same
general impression) have probably not spoken at all, or at least not
publickly; though I might perhaps have presumed to lay my view before
you in private conversation!.]

I beg to point out to you that I am not an honorary member, nor can be.
If I had been, I should have thought much less of the dignity of the class: I
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could not have said what I did about it; and I could not for a moment have
appeared as opposing the certificate in question1!.]

I have only again to regret, most sincerely, that I should in any way
have uttered things unpleasant to any member, and especially to one who
has so long been a friend to that Institution, which it is my great pleasure
and desire to assist and support by every possible means in my power.

I am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
Edwd Solly Esqr I &c &c &c

1. See RI MS GM, 6 February 1832, 165-6, where it was proposed by Solly and others that
Julian Ursin Niemgewitz (1758-1841, NBU, Polish historian and statesman) should be elected
an Honorary Member of the Royal Institution. The ballot for this was postponed. RI MS GM, 5
March 1832, 171-2, Solly withdrew his nomination. In the meantime the Managers had
admitted him to the Royal Institution. RI MM, 20 February 1832, 7: 440-1.

Letter 546
Faraday to Robert Dundas1 and John Deas Thomson2

10 February 1832
From the original in PRO ADM106 / 1520, f.21

Royal Institution I Feby 10th. 1832.
Gentlemen

Since I received the sheet of bronze I have been engaged in
experiments on it, with the endeavour if possible to find some test of its
comparative durability, relative to copper, when on ships bottoms3.

The bronze is an alloy of copper and tin; and yields me nearly 6.2 per
cent of the latter metal. I can discover only very minute traces of other
metals, not more than occur in ordinary copper, and I believe they are
accidental!.]

But I have been more anxious to find, if possible, indications of the
properties of the bronze as a whole, than to search after its minute
composition; inasmuch as the former could by no means be deduced from
the latter. - On comparing the bronze voltaically with copper, I do not find
that its energies are less; they appear to be as nearly as possible the same;
from which I should be led to expect, that their chemical action, relative to
sea water, (upon which the corrosion depends) would also prove nearly
the same.

Then again, I have compared the action of an artificial sea water upon
similar pieces of this bronze and of sheet copper. I find them both
corroded; and the action is so nearly equal that I cannot say whether it is
greatest upon the copper or the bronze. Out of many specimens, some of
bronze may be selected surpassing others of copper; but it is just as easy to
select some of copper surpassing others of bronzes
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I am of opinion, therefore, that it is only by actual trial and
comparison with copper of equal weight, upon ships bottoms, that a true
and useful result can be obtained; and though from the facts I have stated, I
should not expect any superiority in the bronze; yet it is possible that when
tried under the circumstances of time, motion, &c. &c. attending upon the
sheathing of a ship, it may, from corroding more equally, (for corrode it
certainly will) or in some other way not to be anticipated, exhibit some
point of superiority.

Its broken and cavernous surface might be expected rather to assist
chemical action. The coat of oxide upon it may perhaps be favourable as an
envellope, or it may be voltaically injurious; But I think it useless to
speculate in this report upon points which can only be correctly and
usefully ascertained by a practical experiment.

I am I Gentlemen I Your Very Obedient Humble I Servant I M. Faraday
Honble Robert Dundas &c &c &c
John Deas Thomson Esq &c &c &c

Endorsed: Readt.j Thank Mr Faraday for his obliging communication - then
put these with the other Papersu

1. Robert Dundas (1803-1886, later (1876) 4th Viscount Melville, CP). Deputy Controller of
the Navy Board. Collinge (1978), 98.
2. John Deas Thomson (d.1838, age 75, Gent.Mag., 1838, 9: 444). Accountant General of the
Navy Board, 1829-1832. Collinge (1978), 143.
3. This sheet came from HMS Frolic at Plymouth. Faraday was sent it on 31 January 1832.
Navy Board Digest, PRO ADM106 / 2176 /I, class 29.2.

Letter 547
Faraday to John Gage
11 February 1832
From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 2

Royal Institution I Feb. 11, 1832
Dear Sir

I am anxious whilst I have time,1 to give you an account of the antique
matters committed to my charge for chemical examination. I shall make my
letter as brief as possible, fearing that you will still find it too longu

The large glass vase or bottle, being cylindrical in the body, about 10
inches in diameter, and 8 inches high, would contain nearly 2 Vi gallons. It
was about two fifths full of liquor and burnt bones; the latter being well
covered with the fluid. Some pieces of the bones had drops of fused light
coloured glass adhering to them. The bones were burnt so much as to be
most of them white on the exterior; but some were still black and
carbonaceous on the outside and many were so withinu
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The pieces of glass adhering & fused to the bones, were light coloured
& nearly white externally. They were not the consequence of fusion of the
bones with the ashes of the wood, but were like the material of the bottles,
and have resulted from glass, which either in the form of vessels or
otherwise, has been added, or rather subjected to the fire.

With respect to the cupreous coin found in the vase upon the top of
the bones and adhering to one of the pieces, and also in reply to your
question whether I think it has the appearance of having been heated, 1
must state, though with great deference, that 1 do not think it has. All the
carbonate & oxide of copper which encrusts it, may have been easily
formed by the joint action of time, water, and air; and if it had been
subjected to the same heat as that which the bones accompanying it have
borne, I think it would have been melted, or at least oxydized so violently,
and suddenly upon the surface, as to have taken away from the distinctness
of the impression, more than it seems to have lost. From its position also, it
seemed to have been the last thing put into the bottle, and its adhesion to
the bone was just that which the gradual formation of oxide would
occasion.

The liquor in this vessel was of a clear pale brown colour. It was a very
weak aqueous solution, containing a little carbonated soda and traces of
sulphate and muriate of soda; it contained no earthy salts. One fluid ounce
left 4.2 grains of a pale brownish substance, which when heated, blackened
and yielded a little ammonia, but did not flame or burn visibly.

1 cannot tell when the water which has formed this weak solution
entered the open vase; whether it was put in at the time of the interment, or
whether it has gradually entered either by dropping in; or by differences of
temperature, causing a species of distillation into the vessel, after it was
inclosed in the vault & surrounded with earth. I can easily conceive that
any of these cases may have happened^

The deposit upon the side of the large vase and also of its neighbour,
was a dry flea brown powder, containing a few white specks. It was
combustible with a very feeble flame, burning like ill made tinder or
charred matter. It left a little pale light ash, containing carbonated alkali,
carbonate of lime & a little insoluble earth. This substance gave no trace of
ammonia by heat. It is probably the result left upon the decay of organic
matter but of what nature or in what situation that may have been I cannot
sayu

The liquor from the smallest vase did not amount to more than one
sixth of an ounce, & was very dirty, i.e. it contained black insoluble matter,
which when separated by a filter, was partly combustible & partly earthy,
but I could make nothing of it. The filtered liquor was aqueous, clear,
almost colourless, not alkaline; it contained in solution, sulphate of lime &
sulphate & muriate of a fixed alkali.
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Let me now proceed to the square narrow mouthed bottle. It had
evidently been blown in a mould. It might hold about 1 Vi pints. Its mouth
was so narrow as but just to admit the little finger; and yet it was three
fourths filled with a solid substance, which, though generally moulded to
the form of the bottle, was not compact, but lying loosely in portions with
intervening spaces or clefts. Some parts were light in colour, others
discoloured, & others black.

Being removed from the bottle it weighed about 5 Vi ounces. When a
compact piece which had lain uppermost was broken, it presented a sharp
fracture, yellowish & semi transparent in the middle, whiter and more
opaque nearer to the external part, and dark brown or black at the exterior.
It was of a fatty nature & could be cut with the nail.

Other portions towards the bottom of the bottle were soft, pale,
yellow, and discoloured by brown matter; these also were fatty.

The darkest portions were in comparatively small quantity, but they
also were fatty to the touch.

When the pale substance was heated, it fuzed at temperature lower
than 212° F. and on cooling solidified becoming at the same time
imperfectly crystallized. When heated with water it melted and floated on
the water, but did not dissolve in it. It dissolved instantly upon the addition
of a little alkali, forming a soap. It dissolved also freely in hot alcohol, a
bulky crystalline mass being produced as the solution cooled. It dissolved
less freely in cold alcohol. It burnt with a bright white smoky flame like fat,
and had indeed all the characters of saponified fat or the margaric or
stearic acid.

The brown parts also burnt with bright flame like fat, leaving a very
little ash. When digested in alcohol, that fluid dissolved out a very great
proportion of a nearly colourless fatty matter, like that described above, &
left a few dark brown flocculi heavier than water. These being collected,
burnt on platina foil somewhat in the manner of tinder & not with flame. On
examining a portion by heat in a tube upon the supposition of its being the
residue of aluminous or gelatinous matter, no trace ammonia could be
obtained from it.

Hence, the whole of the contents of this bottle may be resolved into
nearly colourless fatty matter ie margaric or stearic acid and black films or
flocculi. The substance cannot be the residue left by the decomposition of
any ordinary fluid, such as blood, or milk, &c. &c. but has probably when
introduced been fat poured in in the melted state. It may have been
converted into fatty acid by heat before its introduction; or time may have
effected that change in it since. From the form of the portions & their state
in the bottle I think it not improbable, that there may have been a little
aqueous fluid such as milk, blood, or some other decomposible substance
in the bottle, before the fat was introduced & which by its intervention has
caused the separation into portions, & by its decay has left the black
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patches of matter; or else that some decomposible substance has been
introduced with the fat. Is it at all likely that any of the viscera or other parts
of the body, have been introduced & the fat poured in with it, or upon it?
The decay of such parts would account for the cavernous form of the fat &
the black carbonaceous matter.

You gave me a piece of glass which was peculiar from its not having
the greenish colour of the larger vases (which resemble in that respect
some of our crown glass) but being rather pale yellow; & also earthy &
white on the outside. The glass handle which you shewed me as
accompanying the present specimen was coloured blue, & judging from
appearance only, 1 think with cobalt. The piece of glass which 1 took (pale
yellow) I found not to differ essentially from that of the large vases except
in original purity of material. It was much freer from iron but it contained
only alkali lime silica &c. &c. & no lead. The outside has been much altered
by air & probably water & hence its white & earthy appearances

The fragments of metal which I took from the handle of the tub, from
the dish, and the vase, were all of them bronze, i.e. a combination of copper
with tin.

Nothing now remains for me to refer to but the fragments of a neatly
platted basket, or other such article. On the interior part of this fragment is
an incrustation, about Vn of an inch thick, loose & crumbling, generally
brown on the exterior, but white within when broken up. This substance is
an odoriferous gum-resin. When heated, it evolves a fine aroma, somewhat
resembling that of myrrh or frankincense; and at a higher temperature it
burns with a white smoky flame. Boiled in alcohol part dissolves and the
solution is precipitated by water; or boiled in water part dissolves & the
solution is precipitated by alcohol.

The incrustation appears, upon close examination, as if it consisted of
numerous small white masses separated from each other by brownish
matter. It may have been applied to the interior of the basket in the state of
a paste, but there is little to indicate what has really been the process^ The
vegetable platted fibres of the basket, when separated from this
incrustation, yield no aroma by heat; they burn with a pale flame & have the
marks of old vegetable matter of ordinary character which has been well
preserved2.

I3 am I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Gage Esq I &c &c &c

1. From this point the letter is not, apart from a few minor corrections, in Faraday's hand.
2. See Gage (1832) for the context of these analyses.
3. Faraday's hand resumes here.
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Letter 548
Faraday to Richard Taylor
late February 1832
From the original in SI D MS 554A
Dear Sir

Dr Ritchie has given me the enclosed account of his evening1, if you do
not report it in Proceedings of the Royal Society2!.]

If that should be the case & you want any report of mine for the 17th, I
will send it at once3[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Richd Taylor Esq I &c &c &c

1. See Phil.Mag., 1832, 11: 300 for Ritchie's Friday Evening Discourse of 14 February 1832
"On the Laws of Action in an elementary Galvanic battery and their application to the laws of a
compound battery".
2. Ritchie (1832), dealing with the same topic as his Friday Evening Discourse, was read to
the Royal Society on 26 January and 1 February 1832. Reported in Phil.Mag., 1832, 11: 448-50.
3. See Phil.Mag., 1832,11: 300-1 for Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 17 February 1832,
"An account of the first two parts of his recent researches in electricity; namely, volta-electric
induction, and magneto-electric induction".

Letter 549
Faraday to Charles Babbage
21 February 1832
From the original in BL add MS 37186, f.269

Royal Institution I Feb 21 1832
Dear Sir

The average quantity of Sulphate of Quinia from good yellow bark is
about 40oz per 1001b1.

Barks sometimes yield only about 30oz but the best yellow bark ought
I understand to yield 40oz as aboveu

Ever truly yours I M. Faraday
I think 1 recollect something about Sulphate of quinine, that would be

half English half French21 MF

Address: Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

1. This figure is quoted in Babbage (1832a), section 341.
2. See letter 578.
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Letter 550
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
24 February 1832
From the original in RI MS Fl B15

R Institution I Feb 24th 1832
My dear Sir

I owe you many thanks for your note - I have adopted your second
form with a little alterations

The mistake which you have made about the Progress of Foreign
Science is an illustration of what I wish to guard against - No part of it is mine
- Nor are abstracts of foreign Memoirs &c. &c. except they are found in the
Miscellanea & even there several papers are from other hands1!.]

I send you a very hasty & badly written report of my evening2 - but I
want time sadly. If you would like to be considered as Editor or Sub Editor
of the Phil Mag I may send you a ticket to the Evenings for the Seasons To
night we have a subject which is expected to be very interesting. The
Philosophy of Improvisation by an Italian Improvisatore3.

If you like to come come & then let me know whether you would wish
to be free for the seasons

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq I &c &c &c

Alter the report as to wording any way you like - M.F.

Address: E.W. Brayley Esq I 16 St James' Street I Clerkenwell

1. A note stating that Faraday was not editor of the Quart J.ScL, was included in the March
issue of the Phil.Mag., 1832, 11: 236.
2. See PhilMag., 1832,11: 300-1 for Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 17 February 1832,
"An account of the first two parts of his recent researches in electricity; namely, volta-electric
induction, and magneto-electric induction".
3. See Lit.Gaz., 10 March 1832, pp.152-3 for Moscati's (unidentified) Friday Evening
Discourse of 24 February 1832 "On the Genius of the Extemporaneous Poets, and on the Art of
Improvisation".

Letter 551
John Britton to Faraday
27 February 1832
From the original in RI MS
My dear Sir

Expecting three or four Literary & Scientific friends to dine with me on
Saty the 10th of March at 6, it will gratify me to be indulged with your
company at the same time.

Yours very truly I J Britton

Feby 27 1832 17 Burton St
M. Faraday Esq
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Letter 552
Faraday to John Britton
29 February 1832
From the original in MU MS 173

Royal Institution I Feb 29, 1832
My dear Sir

I am greatly obliged to you for your invitation1 but am unable to accept
it. I am reluctantly forced to forgo my friends company at table from
January to June2 and very rarely at other times dine out. In fact I am not a
social man[.]

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J. Britton Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 551.
2. That is the period when the Friday Evening Discourses were held.

Letter 553
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
March 1832
From the original in the possession of George W. Platzman

Fulham I Wednesday
My dear Faraday

Many thanks for your kind note. I shall hope to see you on Saturday. In
the mean time it will be great comfort to me to think that my lectures can
without much inconvenience be postponed till after Easter1, as I then hope
to come forth a giant refreshed. Pray tell this to my friend Edmund Daniell
who I am sure will exert himself to make such arrangement as may find a
substitute for me on the 20th. I am now, thank God, gaining strength every
day and I am happy to say that the very severe attack I have just gone
through has routed some rheumatic pains of years standing, and will I hope
have cleansed my constitution of some old enemies: I hope, amidst all your
exertions and fatigues that you continue well and happy - and am

Dear Faraday I always yours I W T Brande

Endorsed by Faraday: Mar 1832

1. Faraday reported Brande's illness to the Managers on 5 March 1832 (RI MM 7: 443) and it
was agreed to postpone Brande's lectures until after Easter (22 April).
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Letter 554
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
10 March 1832
From the original in RGO6 / 808, letter 68

R Institution I March 10th 1832
Dear Sir

I fear if I remain silent until 1 send you a copy of my paper you will in
the mean time think I am forgetting you; than which nothing can be farther
from my thoughts^ In consequence of new arrangements about reports1 &c
great delay has occurred in printing papers for the Phil Transactions and
mine2 have but just gone to press3.1 am quite proud to think that you expect
they will be worth looking at[.j

Many thanks to you for your kindness in sending me your excellent
papers4!.] I only wish I could understand them so as to do your ability
justice^ But I have been convinced by long experience that if I wish to be
respectable as a scientific man it must be by devoting myself to the
unremitting pursuit of one or two branches only; making up by industry
what is wanting in forceu

I will not pretend to tell you what I think I have done in Magneto-
electricity it would be too long a story but I do hope it will please
philosophers & will be found to be entirely Newu

I am I My dear Sir I Most faithfully yours I M. Faraday
Professor Airy I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1832a), ERE1 was refereed by Bostock and Christie (RS MS RR 1.62) as was
Faraday (1832b), ERE2, but the report has not survived. RS MS CMB 90C, 8 March 1832, p.49.
2. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.
3. See note 8, letter 531.
4. It is not clear what these were, but might have included Airy, G.B. (1831).

Letter 555
Faraday to John Gage
10 March 1832
From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 2

R Institution I Mar 10 1832
My dear Sir

The matter is most likely of vegetable origin but whether from flowers
or not I cannot say. Not I should think from light succulent flowers like our
modern nosegays but it might be from those more woody & containing
more solid matter.

Ever Dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Gage Esq I &c &c &c
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Letter 556
Samuel Hunter Christie to Faraday
10 March 1832
From the original in W1HM MS Christie autograph letter file

Woolwich Common I 10th March 1832
My dear Sir,

I send you back the first portion of your paper1 as there appears
scarcely any alteration; the second I wish to look at rather more leisurely
than I can at present, but you shall have [it] by Monday's first post2. I had
made the query, which you refer to, previously to my conversation with
you, and I did not mean it to remain.

It was decided that my report3 should go in nearly as it [is] referring to
the experiments which you have since made, at the same time that I
mention those which I made, to show that the intensity is not the same in
all metals. To this you can have no objection, as you retain your first
experiments & the conclusions from them. It was likewise settled that an
account of my experiments should be read to the Society. I wished to have
had this ready by Thursday next4, but fear I shall not be able. I was so much
interrupted yesterday, and at the same time troubled with violent headache
that all I did was to compare the Zinc with the Copper wire. The results
from the breaking contact are all very consistent; those from making it not
so much so. This I attribute to the contact being almost necessarily always
broken in the same moment, but that it is difficult always to make precisely
in the same way. I think the series of experiments will be satisfactory. What
lengths do you propose of the wires you intend sending. I have used 50
inches of unconnected wire and 2 inches at each end for contact, so that
each wire is 54 inches long two wires of each metal. With those I now have, I
shall note the results at every 5 inches of the worse conductor, until no
effect at the galvanometer.

I tried to obtain the spark, in the manner you mentioned, but either
the experiment or my optics failed5.

The sheet of paper containing the figures is quite safe & it is to be sent
to the engraver.

Believe me I very truly yours I S.H. Christie
Michael Faraday Esq

1. Faraday (1832b), ERE2 which was in two sections.
2. That is 12 March 1832
3. That is Christie's and Bostock's report of Faraday (1832b), ERE2, which has not survived.
However, Christie (1833), 100-1 says that his and Bostock's report (RS MS RR 1.62) on Faraday
(1832a), ERE1 was read by accident instead on 5 April 1832. This was subsequently published
in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1832, 3: 113-9.
4. That is 15 March 1832. This work was not published until Christie (1833). See p.101 for the
reasons for the delay.
5. Christie did succeed by 5 April 1832. See Proc.Roy.Soc, 1832, 3: 115.
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Letter 557
Faraday to John George Children and Sealed Note
12 March 1832
From the original in RS MS MC 2.29 and MM 10.178

Royal Institution I March 12, 1832
My dear Sir

Will you do me the favour to ask permission for me that the
accompanying sealed paper be deposited in the Strong box of the Royal
Society1!.] It contains certain views of magnetism & Electricity arising from
my late investigations which are I believe peculiarly my ownu I wish to
work them out experimentally but as that will require time I am anxious to
place a record of my views in a sure place so that if they prove important, a
date may be referred to at which they may be proved to be my ownu

I am Dear Sir I Yours Most faithfully I M. Faraday
J.G. Children Esq I &c &c &c I Secretary Royal Society

Sealed Note

Royal Institution I March 12th 1832
Certain of the results of the investigations which are embodied in the two
papers entitled Experimental researches in Electricity?, lately read to the
Royal Society, and the views arising therefrom, in connexion with other
views and experiments, lead me to believe that magnetic action is
progressive, and requires time; i.e. that when a magnet acts upon a distant
magnet or piece of iron, the influencing cause, (which I may for the moment
call magnetism,) proceeds gradually from the magnetic bodies, and
requires time for its transmission, which will probably be found to be very
sensible.

I think also, that I see reason for supposing that electric induction (of
tension) is also performed in a similar progressive way.

I am inclined to compare the diffusion of magnetic forces from a
magnetic pole, to the vibrations upon the surface of disturbed water, or
those of air in the phenomena of sound, i.e., I am inclined to think the
vibratory theory will apply to these phenomena, as it does to sound, and
most probably to light.

By analogy I think it may possibly apply to the phenomena of
induction of electricity of tension also.

These views I wish to work out experimentally: but as much of my
time is engaged in the duties of my office, and as the experiments will
therefore be prolonged, and may in their course be subject to the
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observation of others; I wish, by depositing this paper in the care of the
Royal Society, to take possession as it were of a certain date, and so have
right, if they are confirmed by experiments, to claim credit for the views at
that date: at which time as far as I know no one is conscious of or can claim
them but myselfu

M. Faraday
Royal Institution I March 12, 1832

Endorsed on outside: Original views - to be deposited (by permission)
unopened for the present in the strong box of the Royal Society! M. Faraday
March 12, 1832
Received from Mr. Faraday, - March 12th 1832.
John George Children. Sec.R.S.
Deposited in the Strong Box April 12th 1832 P.M.Rfoget]

1. See Anon (1940), 73 for an account of the custom of depositing sealed notes in the Royal
Society. The custom existed between 1825 and 1890 (although in practice between 1829 and
1841). All such notes were opened on 24 June 1937. See Roy.Soc. Occasional Notices, 1937, no 2:
9, which also contains a transcription of this sealed note.
2. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.

Letter 558
William Henry Fox Talbot to Faraday
Late March 1832
From the original in MU MS 173

31 Sackville St I Wednesday
Dear Sir

I have been experimenting today with Mr Pearsall. After one or two
little detonations of our oxygen, which we corrected by using alcohol mixed
with water, we obtained a combustion apparently without light. But on
removing the lamp into a dark room, we proved the existence of an internal
flame, pointing downwards and touching the surface of the alcohol. Why
this flame does not ignite the cotton wool I cannot tell. You had better
therefore return me the paper I sent you, & I will send something else
instead of it, for the Journal of the R. Inst.

I observed today rather a curious phenomenon which enables one to
distinguish at once the Ammoniuret of Copper, from the Ammonio Nitrate
of Nickel, both of which you have in the Laboratory. Both are blue by
daylight & almost of the same tint, but look at a red hot coal thro the Nickel
& you will see it Red, but thro' the Copper and you will see it blue1.

Yours truly I H. F. Talbot
Endorsed by Faraday: Mar 1832.
Address: M. Faraday Esq. I Royal Institution I Albemarle St.
1. See LA MS notebook I, f.96 (entry for 29 March 1832) for Talbot's record of this
experiment.
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Letter 559
William Henry Fox Talbot to Faraday
Late March 1832
From the original in MU MS 173

31 Sackville St. I Thursday
Dear Sir,

I think the contrast between the Nickel & Copper solutions would be
still more remarkably shown, by viewing them through what is called "Red
Fire"1. Some day I shall have the opportunity I hope of trying the
experiment. These researches deserve to be multiplied, as there is
evidently a connexion between Optics and Chemistry which cannot fail to
throw light on the latter. Dr Brewster imagines that all simple substances
have a different action on light2. I think that something of the sort will be
found to be true, tho not perhaps exactly that.

Dr. B. informs me of a late very curious discovery of his, of a liquid
(which he does not name, but says it is a compound of only 2 elements)
which has the property of absorbing partially the light of a candle so as to
make the spectrum formed by candlelight to resemble the Solar Spectrum,
viz. to make it appear covered with small lines or bands3. I hope he means
to publish this, as being very likely to explain the nature of the Sun's light &
atmosphere4.

Yours truly I H.F. Talbot

Endorsed by Faraday: 1832

1. See note 1, letter 558.
2. Brewster (1834), 519. Read in April 1833.
3. See Brewster to Talbot, nd, National Museum of Photography, Film and Television, MS.
4. This was nitrous acid gas. Brewster did not announce the name of this gas until April 1833,
Brewster (1834), 519. However, by then its name was already fairly well known. See James
(1983), 343.
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Letter 560
Faraday to William Jerdan
27 March 1832
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I March 27th 1832
My dear Sir

Will you let me call your attention for a moment to the Article
Electricity & Magnetism at p 185 of your last Gazette1. You there give an
account of Nobili's2 experiments and speak of them as if independent of or
any thing but a repetition of mine. But if you had seen Nobilis paper you
would have found that my name is on every page; that the experiments in it
were a consequence of his having seen a copy of my letter to Paris3, which
letter he translates into Italian & inserts4; & that he tried and obtained the
spark with the magnet, because in my letter, I said that I had obtained the
spark in a particular case. Nobili, so far from wishing to imply that the
experiments & discovery are his; honors me by speaking of the "nuove
correnti di Faraday"5u

I should not have noticed the matter but that in the Gazette it is said
"researches of Mr Faraday which were rapidly tending to the same
discovery" whereas they are my own experiments which having gone first
to Paris & then to Italy have been repeated & studied by Signori Nobili and
Antinorif.]

Perhaps the mistake may have arisen from the circumstance of the
Number of the Antologia bearing date November 1831u But that date is no
guide for the work was not published or printed even, till long after that; &
Nobili's paper in it is dated January 1832.

Excuse my troubling you with this letter, but I never took more pains
to be quite independant of other persons than in the present investigation;
and I have never been more annoyed about any paper than the present by
the variety of circumstances which have arisen seeming to imply that I had
been anticipated6!.]

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. "Electricity and Magnetism", Lit.Gaz., 24 March 1832, p. 185.
2. Nobili and Antinori (1831a). Faraday's copy is bound in RI MS F3 B727-55. He received it
from them on 5 March 1832.
3. See notes to letter 527.
4. Nobili and Antinori (1831a), 4.
5. Ibid.,\\.
6. Under "Electricity and Magnetism", the Lit.Gaz., 31 March 1832, p.202, carried the
substance of this letter together with an apology for its mistake.
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Letter 561
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
30 March 1832
From the original in University of Leeds Library, Brotherton Collection,
Egerton-Leigh Autographs, f.55

R. Institution I March 30th 1832
<M>y dear Sir

I am proud to supply your <de>mands. I hope I may not injure
myself in the opinion of those <w>ho by any circumstance are induced
< to> observe me more closely than usual.

I am Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
<T.> J. Pettigrew Esq. I &c &c &c

Letter 562
Lorenzo Fazzini1 to Faraday
3 April 1832
From the original in RI MS F3 C53
Monsieur, et tres estimable Professeur,

J'ai l'honneur de Vous adresser cette lettre, pour Vous entretenir d'un
phenomene que je dois a vos tres-belles theories relatives aux inductions.
J'ai fait constuire un cylindre en fer doux dont le diametre etait de 40
millimetres, et le poids de 7 chilogrammes a peu pres. Autour du cylindre
j'ai enroule 200 metres de fil de cuivre vetu de soie; et j'ai lie les extremites
aux fils conjonctifs d'un multiplicateur a deux aiguilles. La jonction faite, j'ai
tourne le cylindre du nord au sud, et vice versa: l'aiguille du multiplicateur a
commence a osciller; et apres cinq a six tours du cylindre a parcouru 180°.
Quand elle etait la parvenue j'ai continue a tourner le cylindre, avec la
precaution d'alterner le mouvement chaque fois que l'aiguille decrivait la
demicirconference; alors la rotation est devenue continuelle, et n'a cesse
qu'en cessant de tourner le cylindre en demicercle, ou le tournant en sens
contraire. La vitesse de rotation de l'aiguille croissait avec l'acceleration du
mouvement du cylindre.

Avec le meme cylindre j'ai essaye de mettre en rotation l'aiguille d'un
multiplicateur qui en avait une seule; mais l'aiguille aimantee, apres avoir
parcourue 95°; revenait vigoureusement tiree par le magnetisme terrestre.
Je me suis aper^u que pour y reussir, il faut augmenter la masse du fer ou le
fil de cuivre ou tous les deux ensemble.

Vous voyez bien, Monsieur, que par les successives separations et
compositions que le magnetisme naturel du fer subit, dans le mouvement
du cylindre, j'obtiens deux courans lesquels appliques parallelememt et en
sens contraire aux deux poles de l'aiguille la mettent en rotation. Vous
voyez aussi, si je ne me trompe pas, que mon appareil merite quelque
attention pour sa simplicity et qu'il repand plus de jour sur le magnetisme
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en rotation, decouvert par M. Arago2. Mais j'attends la-dessus votre tres-
appreciable jugement. M. Auldjo3 s'est charge de vous consigner ma lettre,
et de vous temoigner les sentimens d'estime et de consideration avec
lesquels je suis

Votre tres-humble et respectueux I Serviteur I Lorenzo Fazzini
Naples, 3 Avril 1832.

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday I Londres.

TRANSLATION
Sir and highly respected Professor,

1 have the honour of sending you this letter, to tell you of a
phenomenon that 1 owe to your very beautiful theories concerning
inductions. I had a cylinder made in soft iron, of which the diameter was
approximately 40 millimetres and the weight approximately 7
kilogrammes. Around the cylinder I wound 200 metres of silk covered
copper wire and I tied the ends to the connecting wires of a two-needled
multiplier. Having made the connection, I turned the cylinder from North
to South and vice-versa: the needle of the multiplier began to oscillate and
after five or six turns of the cylinder it had swung 180°. Once it had reached
that point, I continued to turn the cylinder, taking care to alternate the
movement each time the needle marked the semi-circumference; then the
rotations became continuous and did not stop unless I stopped turning the
cylinder in a semi-circle, or turned it the opposite way. The speed of the
rotation of the needle increased with the acceleration of the movement of
the cylinder.

With the same cylinder I tried to rotate the needle of a single-needled
multiplier, but the magnetised needle, having swung 95°, returned rapidly,
drawn by the earth's magnetism. I realised that to succeed, one would have
to increase the mass of the iron or of the copper wire or of both.

You can see, Sir, that by successive separations and compositions to
which the natural magnetism of the iron submits, in the movement of the
cylinder, I obtain two currents which, applied in parallel and in the
opposite direction to the two poles of the needle, make it rotate. You can
also see, if I am not mistaken, that my apparatus merits some interest for its
simplicity, and that it sheds light on magnetism in rotation, discovered by
Mr Arago2. But I await your most valuable judgement on that. Mr Auldjo3

has promised to pass my letter on to you and to testify to the feelings of
esteem and consideration with which I am I Your most humble and
respectful I Servant I Lorenzo Fazzini.
Naples, 3 April 1832.
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1. Lorenzo Fazzini (1787-1837, PI). Professor of mathematics and physics at Naples.
2. Arago (1825).
3. John Auldjo (d.1857, Sarjeant (1987), 260). Traveller.

Letter 563
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
5 April 1832
From the original in Bibliotheque Nationale N.A. Fr. 1304, f.8

Royal Institution I April 5, 1832
My dear Sir

On writing to you at present it is merely to announce that I shall be
able to send you a copy of my recent papers on Electricity1 &c &c in the
course of a week provided I find means of conveyance. I thought of writing
to you immediately after I had written to M Hachette some time ago, but the
experiments delayed me at first and then I found I could tell you so little in
a letter, and that little as in the case of my letter to M Hachette2 was so liable
from my bad writing3 perhaps to be misunderstood that I thought it better
to wait 'till the paper was printed^

The time between the reading & the printing has been however sadly
prolonged in consequence of new regulations at our Royal Society and has
far exceeded what I thought would be required4!.]

I hope that when you receive the papers you will think them worth
having: I have felt great pleasure in carrying on the investigation and think
it is an important step; but no man is well fitted to judge his own worksu

I have heard in some way that you have not received a copy of my
paper on the arrangements of particles on vibrating surfaces5 &c &c which I
sent to you with several others to MM. Gay Lussac, Arago, D'Arcet6,
Berthier7, Hachette, Despretz Serullas8, Becquerel and the Academy of
Sciences & Philomatic Society. I sent them by the means of our Assistant
Secretary9 to the Academy of Sciences with the Royal Society Box being
assured they would be given to those friends to whom they were
addressedu

If you really have not received it I must send you another copy but I
hope you will when you write me again tell me how I shall sendu I am afraid
my other friends have not received their copies[.j

I am still hard at work on Magnetism &c &c & hope yet to get new
resultsi.]

I am My dear Sir I Your very Obliged & I faithful Servant lM. Faraday
M. Ampere I &c &c &c I a Paris

1. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.
2. See notes to letter 527.
3. See letter 580.
4. See letter 554.
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5. Faraday (1831b, c).
6. Jean Pierre Joseph D'Arcet (1777-1844, DBF). French chemist.
7. Pierre Berthier (1782-1861, DSB). French mineralogist.
8. Georges-Simon Serullas (1774-1832, DSB). French pharmacist.
9. James Hudson.

Letter 564
Nicholas Carlisle1 to Faraday
6 April 1832
From the printed original in RI MS
Sir,

As Secretary of The Society of Antiquaries, I am desired by The
President2, to return you their Thanks, for your Communication of an
analysis of the liquid contained in a glass vase discovered in an ancient
Barrow, on Thursday3 Evening last4: The Society think themselves
much obliged to all who will assist in promoting the useful purpose of
advancing Science, for which they are incorporated;

and I am I Sir I With much Respect I Your most Obedient humble
Servant I Nich Carlisle
Somerset Place. I 6th April 1832.
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Michael Faraday, Esq I Royal Institution I Albermarle St

1. Nicholas Carlisle (1771-1847, DNB). Antiquary and Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries
from 1806.
2. George Hamilton Gordon, 4th Earl of Aberdeen (1784-1860, DNB). Tory politician and
President of the Society of Antiquaries, 1812-1846.
3. That is 5 April 1832.
4. Letter 547 was included in Gage (1832), 13-17 which was read then.
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Letter 565
Francis Calley Gray1 to Faraday
7 April 1832
From the original in RS MS 241, f.38

American Academy of Arts and Sciences. I Boston, April 7, 1832
Sir,

I am instructed by the American Academy to inform you, that you
have been chosen a Fellow of that Institution, & to transmit to you a
certificate of your election.

With great respect, i Your most obedient Servant I Fras. C. Gray I
Correspg. Secy.
Michael Faraday Esq

1. Francis Calley Gray (1790-1859, DAB). Fellow and benefactor of Harvard.

Letter 566
Faraday to James Hudson
9 April 1832
From the original in University of Cape Town Libraries MS BC 192

R Institution I April 9th / 32
Dear Sir

I send you a copy of my paper1 thinking perhaps you will, take some
interest in the subjects

Your kindness in offering to send papers to certain places induces me
to ask whether you will be sending soon to Sir J. Herschell?

Also with regard to Paris whether I should call on the Bookseller & if
so whether you would oblige me with his name that I may learn when he
will and ?

Again, whether you can send to M. S[c]humacher2 and when?
I hope I am not giving you more trouble than you are willing to take for

me. It is your kindness in offering which excites me to it[.j
I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

J. Hudson Esq

1. Probably Faraday (1832a), ERE1.
2. Heinrich Christian Schumacher (1780-1850, DSB). German astronomer.
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Letter 567
Henry Parkins Hoppner1 to Faraday
12 April 1832
From the original in RI MS F3 B8072

Dear Sir
The latitudes in which the Aurora Borealis was remarked by us on the

late voyages of discovery, to be most prevalent was between the parallels of
57° & 61°, beyond which latter it gradually diminished in splendour as we
advanced Northward.

I think we never witnessed it in greater perfection than in Lerwick
Harbour Shetland, and once or twice at sea, whence about a degree to the
Southd of Cape Farewell, where the colours were prismatic & extremely
brilliant, covering the whole sky with the most splendid corruscations. On
these occasions it was blowing hard from the NW with flying clouds.

If 1 can communicate any further information respecting this very
interesting phenomenon that will be useful to you in your researches, it will
give me great pleasure.

I am dear Sir I Your obliged Servant I H.P. Hoppner
8 [word illegible] Place I New Street I April 12th 1832

1. Henry Parkins Hoppner (1795-1833, NBU). Officer in Royal Navy who took part in many of
the expeditions to the Arctic.
2. This letter is bound in Faraday (1832b), ERE2, opposite paragraph 192 in which Faraday
speculates on the electrical origin of the Aurora Borealis.

Letter 568
Philip Bury Duncan1 to Edward Magrath and Faraday
12 April 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 131

April 12 I 1832
Dear Sir,

You will receive a Newspaper from Bath (addressed to you at the
Athenaeum) which contains the notice respecting the erroneous
statements about Mr Farrady's important discovery2. You will perceive
from this that 1 have not inserted any part of your letter that can in the least
compromise you with any one. Pray give the following to Mr Farradyu

Yours truly PBD
Dear Mr Farrady,

Many thanks for your very interesting paper on your important
demonstration of the identity of the Electric & Magnetic fluids3. I trust your
spark will soon grow into a flame & throw still more light on this very
attractive subject. I have taken the best step I could to teach the Bath World
that Science is indebted to you for this discovery & not to Sigr Nobili. Your
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friend Mr Magrath will give you the paper containing the notice to this
effect. I rejoice to find that Ablato Davio-nobis non deficit alter aureus4.-

Yours truly I P.B. Duncan
Pray desire our Porter to frank all my letters to you.

Address: E. Magrath Esq I Athenaeum I London

1. Philip Bury Duncan (1772-1863, DNB). Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, 1826-
1855.
2. See Bath Chronicle, 19 April 1832, [p.4, col. c], for this notice.
3. Faraday (1832a), ERE1.
4. An adaptation of Virgil, Aeneid, 6: 143-4. Virgil's point that one golden bough is replaced
by another has been transformed into Davy being replaced by Faraday.

Letter 569
James David Forbes to Faraday
13 April 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Greenhill Edinburgh I 13th April 1832
My dear Sir

I felt so extremely interested in your fine experiment in Electro-
Magnetism that on my return to Scotland1 I could not resist immediately
repeating them which I did with entire success.

1 have now the satisfaction of informing you that 1 have obtained
repeatedly & before witnesses sparks from a natural magnet. I first got a
spark so far back as the 30th of March but as it was only once & from a want
of coinciding circumstances which I did not then understand I could not
repeat it, & I therefore declined giving any account of it. Believing then that
it would be impracticable to obtain it with any degree of certainty at
pleasure from a momentary current of magnetism I constructed an
apparatus for producing a continuous current, which failed from a
peculiarity in the construction which I have since met with a parallel of &
which puzzles me a good deal; perhaps in another letter I may trouble you
with some questions about it.

Driven back to the original simplicity of my apparatus, I availed
myself of a set of experiments I had in the meantime made to determine the
conditions under which a spark could easiest be obtained from weak
galvanic currents of low intensity. Today I am happy to say I have obtained
numerous sparks. The mode in which I proceeded was the following. I had
prepared a helix of copper wire about 7 inches long & containing about 150
feet of copper wire (I had one with double that length). A soft iron canister
which I had properly adapted to the poles of a very large natural magnet
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belonging to Dr. Hope professor of chemistry here was made to traverse its
axis & the magnetic current was created by making the contact with the
poles of the magnet. The excellence of the contact proved to be of essential
importance. One end of the helix wire was terminated in a cup of mercury
whilst the other was connected with an Iron wire one end of which was
brought to a fine point & was capable of being brought at pleasure in
contact with the surface of the mercury in this cup. I devised the means of
bringing the canister with speed & accuracy up to the magnet in the dark
which an assistant did at my direction at the instant in which I broke the
connection of the circuit formed at the junction of iron point with the
mercury I found the instant of breaking better than that of making the
circuit, & that it was more efficacious at the sides of the mercurial curved
surface than in the centre2. Perhaps you will favour me by informing me
how the information of Nobili's Experiment published in the Literary
Gazette3 came to this country & also if you know how he performed it. I
have not heard of it except as a rumour, 1 think from yourself. I cannot help
again expressing the strong sense I feel of the liberality with which you
have put your fine experiments into the hands of the Scientific world at so
early a period. Will you have the kindness to communicate my result to
Christie & any one else who may be interested in it: & believe me my dear
Sir yours very sincerely James D. Forbes

Address: Michael Faraday Esqi Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Forbes was in London during late February and March 1832. Shairp et.al. (1873), 80. While
there he visited Faraday. See letter 576.
2. Forbes, J.D. (1832a) announced the result while the experiments were published in
Forbes, J.D. (1832b, c).
3. "Electricity and Magnetism", litGaz., 24 March 1832, p.185. See also letter 560.

Letter 570
Faraday to James David Forbes
16 April 1832
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1832/52

Royal Institution I April 16 1832
My dear Sir

I received your letter1 this morning and as I leave town very shortly
reply to it at once. I had this morning sent a paper off for you2; but not
knowing well how to address it I have made it into a parcel with another for
Mr. Johnstone [sic] and sent it through Mr Hudson of the Royal Society to a
friend of mine Mr. Buchanan 14 Dundas Street Edinburgh3. I hope you will
very shortly get it & that it will please youf.]

I am much pleased to hear of your experiments on the sparlq.) I would
send you Nobilis account of his method of getting it but that I have sent the
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only copy of his paper which I have to be bound4!.] It is from the Antologia
for November last. You will find the date referred to on page 162 of my
paper5u

You ask me how the account of Nobilis expt inserted in the Literary
gazette came to this countryu I believe it was as follows. I wrote a letter to
my friend Hachette at Paris6; the letter was translated, read at the Academy
of Sciences & published in two French papers the Lycee7 & the Temp£[.) A
copy of the latter reached M Nobili; he and Antinori set to work to confirm
the results & extend the very brief account my letter gave & they published
their results in the Antologia9. Sig Nobili sent me a copy of his paper per
post in it he says that as Mr Faraday had obtained the spark in a particular
case they set to work to get the result & succeeded. I told Mr Christie (who
had possession at Woolwich of the only large magnet I could get at) that
Nobili had obtained the spark from the simple magnet & wished him to
repeat the experiment10.1 believe he told Mr. Gilbert. Mr Gilbert told others
in a way implying that Nobili had obtained his spark independent of& before
mine and amongst the rest Mr Hudson & Mr Hudson put the account into
the Literary Gazette11!.]

Thus Nobili repeated my experiment gives me all honor -sends me his
account & as far as I can learn from that account only passing through my
own hands did arise some how or other the notice in the Literary Gazettes

I have not looked for the Antologia for I have very little time to leave
this house. Whether it is in this country or not I do not known

Ever Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jas. D Forbes Esq I &c &c &c

Address: James D. Forbes Esq I &c &c &c I Greenhill I Edinburgh

1. Letter 569.
2. Faraday (1832a), ERE1.
3. See letter 566.
4. Nobili and Antinori (1831a) bound in RI MS F3B
5. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, page 162.
6. See letter 527.
7. "Academie des Sciences de Paris Seance du 26 decembre 1831", Le Lycee (no 35), 29
December 1831, p.137.
8. Le Temps, 28 December 1831. It was from this source that Nobili and Antinori read of
Faraday's letter to Hachette. Nobili and Antinori (1831a), 4.
9. Nobili and Antinori (1831a).
10. See letter 556.
11. "Electricity and Magnetism", Lit.Gaz., 24 March 1832, p.185.
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Letter 571
James David Forbes to Faraday
18 April 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

Your welcome & prompt reply to my letter1 has just reached me: & I
seize an opportunity of acknowledging it. I am most anxious to see your
paper2 & hope Hudson lost no time in forwarding it.

If I understand you rightly, no one but Nobili had got a spark from a
Natural Magnet before meu 1 have often repeated my experiment & got it
quite under my command. I have shown the spark to Sir John Leslie, Dr.
Hope & many others.

The history you give me of the transfusion of Information is a lesson
to discoverers.

You would oblige me much by sending me Nobili's paper3 as I am
going to print immediately in the R.S. Ed. Transactions a notice of my
experiment which will be out in a few days4. If it is too large for an Admiralty
Frank which Mr. Hudson could probably procure for me, you would very
much oblige me by addressing it to me, care of Sir William Forbes & Co5

Edinburgh.
Believe me dear Sir Yours I most sincerely I James D. Forbes

Greenhill I Edinburgh I 18th Apr. 1832

Endorsed by Faraday: Answered April 26, 1832
Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Letter 570.
2. Faraday (1832a), EREL
3. Nobili and Antinori (1831a).
4. Forbes, J.D. (1832b).
5. The bank founded by Forbes's grandfather William Forbes (1739-1806, DNB).

Letter 572
Faraday to James David Forbes
26 April 1832
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1832/57

31 Kings Road I Brighton I April 26th 1832
My dear Sir

Although I receive your letter1 here, I answer it immediately for if I
waited until I returned to London I could do nothing more than what is in
my power hereu
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You are quite right in understanding that (as far as I know) Nobili &
Antinori only have obtained the spark from a natural magnet before you.
These two wrote the paper in the Antologia in common2!.]

Letters from Baron Jacquin3 at Vienna say that the results which my
letter announced & those of MM Nobili & Antinori had been successfully
obtained therew The letter was to Mr Gray of the British Museum. I do not
know its date or whether at Vienna they had obtained the spark[.]

Before I left town I put into my Binders hands to be bound a volume of
my papers from the Philosophical Transactions4^] With the papers I have
had bound up certain letters of Scientific friends as Young Herschell
Barlow Wollaston5 &c &c relating to the subjects in the papers and also the
numbers of the Lycee6 sent to me by Hachette containing the translation of
my letter to him & likewise the paper sent me by Nobili. This latter therefore
will when I return home form part of a Quarto Volume - or I should have had
great pleasure in sending it to you in accordance with your request^]

But I hope that by this time the No of the Antologia {for November
1831} is in London & Edinburgh & that you can easily gain access to it. I
judge from Baron Jacquin's letter that it has been published some little
time[.j

I hope that by this time you have received my paper7[.j If I thought you
had not I would pack one up & send it to the address you gave me in your
lastu

You speak of the transmission of information & the lesson it affords to
discoverers - but is it not very annoying that one may not talk of a matter to
ones most intimate friend least it should be misinterpreted or perhaps
given to another or as has happened to myself (in other cases, not the
present) be actually stolenu But I must not allow my recollection to dwell
on these things although they sometimes almost induce me to give up the
pursuit of science for exalted & noble as it is in itself & as it its [sic] outward
appearance it frequently presents to the private knowledge of him who
pursues it quite as much that is degraded & baseu

I am My dear Sir Very Truly Yours M. Faraday

Address: James D. Forbes Esq I &c &c &c I Greenhill I Edinburgh

1. Letter 571.
2. Nobili and Antinori (1831a).
3. Joseph Franz Jacquin (1766-1839, PI). Professor of chemistry at Vienna.
4. Rl MS F3B.
5. For Young see letter 341, volume 1; for Herschel see letters 295,297,299,320,332,348,359
and 373, volume 1; for Barlow see letter 253, volume 1. There is no letter, as such, from
Wollaston to Faraday, but letter 348, volume 1 contains a letter from Wollaston to Herschel.
6. See notes to letter 527.
7. Faraday (1832a), ERE1.
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Letter 573
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
29 April 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 29 avril 1832. I Rue St hyacinthe St Michel 8.
Monsieur et tres honore confere -

vous aurez appris par les journaux que j'avois communique a
l'Academie des Sciences de l'institut la lettre du 17 decembre 1831, par
laquelle vous avez annonce au Monde Savant l'heureuse et Brillante
decouverte de l'influence reciproque des Courans electriques; ou electro-
Magnetiques1. nous attendons avec impatience le memoire imprime que
vous avez presente a la Societe Royale2, et qui nous fera connoitre Votre
maniere d'operer.-

Je vous envois une copie d'un vieux memoire imprime en 1804,
presente a l'academie le 31 octobre 18033. Vous me ferez bien plaisir de me
donner votre avis sur les faits contenus dans ce memoire. ces faits nous ont
paru tres singuliers pour l'epoque ou nous les avons observes, mais alors, il
nous fut bien impossible d'en trouver une explication plausible, nous avons
obtenu par la rotation d'un plateau de cuivre, une electricite Spontanee
etincelante; d'apres la nouvelle construction du doubleur, cette electricite
ne provenoit ny du frottement de l'axe du plateau mobile sur les tourillons;
ny du Reservoir commun, ny du Contact de deux substances heterogenes;
ainsi la Cause de l'electricite produite par la Rotation d'un plateau, nous
etoit tout a fait inconnue: cette electricite etincellante n'etoit pas une
electricite d'abord tres foible mise a priori dans les plateaux fixes, ces
plateaux etant bien isoles et a I'etat naturel electrique, on faisoit tourner le
plateau mobile, et apres un petit nombre de Revolutions, l'etincelle partoit
entre les fils de l'electrometre de Bennet4, mis en Communication avec les
disques fixes. Je pense; Monsieur, que vous avez souleve le voile qui nous
cachoit la verite, et je suis porte a croire que l'aimant terrestre joue un
grand Role dans les phenomenes que nous avons observes sur le doubleur
de notre Construction.-

Cette lettre Vous sera Remise par Melle Sara5 anglaise; qui demeure
avec nous pour 1'instruction de ma petite fille agee de 12 ans; plus tard avec
ma fille, j'auray l'honneur de vous presenter mon second enfant qui est age
de 21 ans, et qui est eleve de l'Ecole polytechnique.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance de la plus haute Estime et du plus
Sincere attachement de I Hachette

Address: Monsieur Faraday I Royal institition I Albe Marie Street I London
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TRANSLATION
Paris, 29 April 1832 I Rue St Hyacinthe St Michel 8

Sir and very honoured colleague,
You will have learned from journals that I communicated to the

Institute's Academie des Sciences your letter of 17 December 1831 by
which you announced to the learned world your felicitous and brilliant
discovery of the mutual influence of electric or electro-magnetic currents1.
We eagerly await the printed copy of the paper that you presented to the
Royal Society2 and which will enlighten us as to your procedure.

I am sending you a copy of an old paper printed in 1804, presented to
the Academie on 31 October 18033. It would please me greatly if you could
give me your opinion on the events described in this paper. These
occurrences seemed very unusual even as we observed them, but at that
time it was impossible to find a plausible explanation for them. We
obtained, by the rotation of a copper turntable, spontaneous electric
sparks. After reconstructing the doubler, this electricity did not come from
the friction of the axis of the turntable on the bearings, nor from the
common reservoir, nor from the contact between two heterogeneous
substances; thus the cause of the electricity produced by the rotation of a
turntable was completely unknown to us, a sparking electricity which was
not initially a very weak electricity a priori contained in the fixed discs. The
discs being well isolated and in their natural electrical state, we turned the
turntable and after a few revolutions, the needle appeared between the
wires of Bennet's electrometer4, which was in contact with the fixed discs. I
think, Sir, that you have lifted the veil which hid the truth from us and I am
led to believe that the earth's magnetism plays a big role in the phenomena
that we observed on the kind of doubler we constructed.

This letter will be passed to you by Miss Sara5, who is English. She is
staying with us to teach my little daughter, aged 12; in due course, with my
daughter, I shall have the honour of presenting to you my second child,
who is 21 years of age, and who is a student at the Ecole polytechnique.

Please accept, Sir, assurances of the highest esteem and most sincere
attachment I Hachette

1. See letter 527.
2. Faraday (1832a), ERE1.
3. Desormes and Hachette (1804).
4. Abraham Bennet (1750-1799, PI). Vicar of Wirksworth and inventor of electrometers. The
electrometer mentioned here is a form of gold leaf electroscope. See Bennet (1787).
5. Unidentified.
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Letter 574
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
30 April 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 30 avril 1832.
Monsieur et honore confrere,

Vos Memoires sur l'electricite, lus a la Societe Royale en novembre
1831 et Janvier 18321 ont ete annonces aujourd'huy a Tacademie des
Sciences: Fexemplaire que vous m'avez destine, m'est aussi parvenu, ainsi
que celui qui etoit a l'adresse de M. Ampere; que j'ai Remis a lui meme -

J'ai lu une suite historique sur l'electricite2 pour Rappeller
l'experience de l'etincelle, faite avec le doubleur3, et pour manifester le
desir qu'elle soit repetee, en profitant de votre decouverte et celle de M.
Arago sur les influences reciproques des courans electro-Dynamiques4 -

Je vous Remercie Mille fois de l'exemplaire imprime de vos
Memoires; je vais m'occuper de leur lecture. Je vous prie d'agreer
l'assurance des Sentimens cTestime et d'attachement que je vous ai voues
depuis longtemps -1 Hachette
Paris Rue St hyacinthe St Michel 8.

Address: M. Faraday, F.R.S. I of Royal Institution I Albe Marie Street, I
London.

TRANSLATION
Paris 30 April 1832.

Sir and honoured colleague,
Your papers on electricity, read to the Royal Society in November

1831 and January 18321 have today been announced to the Academie des
Sciences. The copy that you intended for me has also arrived, as has the
one you addressed to Mr Ampere, which I have given to him.

I read a historical note on electricity2 to recall the spark experiment
carried out with the doubler3, and to express a desire that it be repeated, in
the light of your discovery and that of Mr Arago on the mutual influences of
electro-dynamic currents4.

I thank you a thousand times for the printed copy of these papers; I
shall set about reading them. I beg you to accept the assurance of the
sentiments of esteem and attachment that I have vowed to you for a long
time -1 Hachette
Paris, Rue St Hyacinthe St Michel 8.

1. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE 1 and 2.
2. See Ann.Chim., 1832, 50: 221. For the text of this see Bull.Soc.PhiL, 1832, 95-8.
3. Desormes and Hachette (1804).
4. Arago (1825).
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Letter 575
Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny to Faraday
c May 1832
From the original in RI MS Fl 1118
My Dear Sir,

There has been some talk amongst the friends of science in this
University about soliciting the Heads of Colleges to propose Honorary
Degrees for a few of the more distinguished persons who are expected here
at the approaching Meeting1, but before a list is made out, we are desirous
of ascertaining whether we are to expect the pleasure of your attendance
during any part of the time, and whether such a mark of distinction would
be acceptable to you, as well as gratifying to the body who would confer
this mark of their consideration2!.] I cannot help flattering myself that as
when I last saw you, you told me you had not entirely given up the intention
of coming, the circumstance I have stated may decide you in favor of being
here, and that you would value this tribute to your services to Science the
more, as coming from a Body of men, by whom such honors to Men of
Science have hitherto been but rarely paid[.] Pray inform me in the course
of the week, whether on the count of your Honorary Degree of D.C.L. being
determined on, we may reckon on your attendance for a day or two during
the week of meetings^]

and believe me I Yours very truly I Charles Daubeny

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. The second meeting of the British Association held at Oxford from 18 to 23 June 1832.
2. The degree of Doctor of Civil Law was conferred on Faraday by the University of Oxford at
Convocation on 21 June 1832. Rep.Brit.Ass., 1832, 100. The decision to award the degree was
made by the Hebdomadal Council on 11 June 1832 (Minutes, 1823-33, p. 177 in Bod MS). There
was some opposition to the award of Oxford degrees to dissenters; David Brewster, John
Dalton and Robert Brown were also awarded degrees at the same time. Opposition came from
members of the recently founded High Church Anglican Tractarian movement. See Newman,
J.H. (1976), 576 and Liddon (1893-7), 1: 219.
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Letter 576
James David Forbes to Faraday
2 May 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Freeland, Perthshire I 2d May 1832
My dear Sir

I had the pleasure of receiving yours1 from Brighton two days ago. The
same day I saw in the Annales de Chimie for December all that our
continental friends have made of the Discovery2: with a translation of
Nobili & Antinori's paper3 which bears date 31st Jan. (from your
mentioning that it was in the Antologia for November I had fancied it was
much earlier4). I must say they have made but poor pickings of your
Discovery, & it is quite a specimen of French fact to see how they have
patched together all their little experiments & additions (sometimes
perfect trifles) with all the formality of the 1° 2d° &c. But what is most
provoking is to see Ampere bringing together in formal array his old
Geneva Experiments which we may be sure he would have had out long ago
if he had made anything of them5; but it is wonderfully easy to connect
crude & unintelligible fragments when another has furnished the key.

It was very interesting to me to see how exactly Nobili had followed
the subject as I did & that he met with the very same difficulties &
succeeded in the very same way which I did. This you will see in my paper
which 1 shall soon send you. It is to be published in the Edinburgh R.S.
Transactions6 & I put it into the hands of the printer before I saw anything
of Nobili's paper.

I was a good deal vexed at not getting your Paper when you were good
enough to say that if you were not convinced I had already got it you would
have sent me another copy. I was at Mr. Buchanan's house the day before
yesterday & he had heard nothing of it. If Mr. Hudson cannot explain why it
has not come to hand you would extremely oblige me by sending a copy by
coach addressed to me care of Sir William Forbes7 & Co Edinburgh^] My
reason for being in a hurry is that I must add a postscript to my paper, about
Nobili's experiment & I should think it necessary to see yours first.

Do not doubt my dear Sir that you will get all the credit due to you for
your fine experiments on this subject^ All the nibbling of the Fran^ais will
not do you much harm. I am yet very imperfectly informed as to the extent
of your experiments on induction of electric currents, as till I read
yesterday in the Annales your letter to Hachette the only tangible
information I had on the subject & the only guide which led me to my
experiments & discovery of the spark, was contained in the few hints you
were kind enough to give me one evening after the Royal Institution
Lecture.

I return to Edinburgh in two days in order to observe the Transit of
Mercury8[.]
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I am Dear Sir I Yours very sincerely I James D. Forbes

Endorsement: To be forwarded if not at home
Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution Albemarle St I London

1. Letter 572.
2. This comprised the paraphrase of Faraday's letter to Hachette, Ann.Chim., 1831,48: 402-3,
Becquerel (1831) and Ampere (1831a, b).
3. Nobili and Antinori (1831b).
4. Faraday had not made it clear in either letters 570 or 572 that Nobili and Antinori (1831a)
was dated January 1832. In Forbes, J.D. (1832b), 197-8, in the opening three paragraphs, he
gives the priority to Nobili and Antinori. However, no doubt prompted by his finding the date
of their paper, in Forbes, J.D. (1832c) he deleted the first three paragraphs. To both papers he
added almost identical postscripts, dated 7 May 1832, giving priority to Faraday.
5. Ampere (1831b). See De La Rive, A.-A. (1822a) and Williams (1985), 99, 103-4 for an
account of this experiment. See also C.-G. De La Rive to Faraday, 24 September 1822, letter 181,
volume 1.
6. Forbes, J.D. (1832b).
7. The bank founded by Forbes's grandfather William Forbes (1739-1806, DNB).
8. On 5 May 1832. See Imperial Calendar, p.18.

Letter 577
Faraday to Jons Jacob Berzelius
5 May 1832
From the original in SU

R Institution London I May 5th, 1832
Dear Sir

We have been alarmed here by reports of your death but rejoiced
again by finding it was false. This circumstance must account to you for the
delay in sending you a copy of my paper on Experimental researches in
Electricity but of which I now beg your acceptance!.]

I have to thank you for being the means some time since of sending
me some Vanadiate of Ammonia from M Sefstrom2. I have written to him
since & sent him a paper by another channel & hope my communication
has reached him for I thought that it had as through you been closed for
ever.

That you may long live to advance Chemical Science and interest and
delight Your contemporaries is the Earnest Wish

of Dear Sir I Your very Obliged & faithful I M. Faraday
M. Berzelius I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.
2. See Berzelius to Faraday, 10 August 1831, letter 508, volume 1. Nils Gabriel Sefstrom
(1787-1845, P2). Physicist and chemist.
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Letter 578
Faraday to Charles Babbage
7 May 1832
From the original in BL add MS 37186, f.382

Royal Institution I May 7th 1832
My dear Sir

I send you all the authorities I have looked at there is not even an
exception in favour of Quinine1

Henrf. Elements 11th Edition
Quinia. Cinchon/a Atrop/a Veratr/a
Delphia Picrotox/o3 &c &c
Phillips Translation of Pharmacopoeia
Quina. Cinchon/a Morph/a4

Paris'. Dr. Medical Chemistry & Pharmacologia
Quina Cinchon/a Strychn/a Morphia
Delphia Atrop/a6 &c &c
Turner Dr. Elements of Chemistry
Quina Cinchon/a Morphia Delphia
Strychn/a7 &c &c
Turner says once on its history "or Quinine"8 but in
title & elsewhere Quina
Brande. Manual
Quinia Cinchon/a. Morphia Delphia9

&c &c
Christison10 on Poisons
Says Atrop/a Strychn/a11 &c &c but as he
speaks of Poisons only has not the analogous bodies,
Quinia &c
Hare Dr. of Philadelphia United States Chem Compendium
Quin/a Cinchon/a. Veratr/a,
Delph/a12 &c &c
He says however once for each "or Quinine'' Cinchonine
Veratrine" Delphine"13 &c &c
The French say. Quinine Cinchonine Veratrine Delphine
Morphine^4 &c &c throughout^]
If you write Quinine only, you will be as far as I have looked for

authorities the only English Scientific writer who has done so.
I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c
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1. Babbage needed this information for Babbage (1832a), section 341 where he used quinia.
See also letter 549.
2. William Henry (1774-1836, DSB). Manchester chemist
3. Henry, W. (1829), 2: 334, 334, 332, 333, 330, 331 respectively.
4. Phillips (1831), 160, 159, 178 respectively.
5. John Ayrton Paris (1785-1856, DNB). Physician.
6. Paris (1825b), 545, 543, 548, 536, 551, 553 respectively and Paris (1825a), 2: 161, 159, 347,
346, 347, 347 respectively.
7. Turner (1831), 708, 708, 704, 715, 711 respectively.
8. Ibid., 709.
9. Brande (1830), 2: 545, 542, 532, 539 respectively.
10. Robert Christison (1797-1882, DNB). Physician and toxicologist.
11. Christison (1829), 609, 636 respectively.
12. Hare, R. (1828), 270, 270, 271, 271 respectively.
13. Ibid., 270, 270, 271, 271 respectively.
14. See, for example, Thenard (1827), 3: 727, 725, 736, 745, 721 respectively.

Letter 579
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
14 May 1832
From the original in RI MS Fl B16

R Institution I May 14th 1832
Dear Sir

I have sent you the translation & the notes1. I have written the notes
on a separate paper but I think should prefer them at the bottom of the pp
as footnotes unless there is some inconvenience or reason against it. In one
of them there is a wood cut2[.i

I should like to see the proofs both of the paper & notes with the copy
if possible that I may correct language errors. If you meet any do so to[oj.

Could I also at last have two or three copies of the sheet that may
contain it[.j

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E. Brayley Esq I &c &c &c

Will the notes of the Institute Proceedings go in the next3. They would
have been first English publication last month.

1. Nobili and Antinori (1832). This is a translation of Nobili and Antinori (1831a) with notes
by Faraday.
2. Nobili and Antinori (1832), 405.
3. PhilMag., 1832,11: 462 reported Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 2 March 1832 on
the "Explanation of Arago's Phaenomena".
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Letter 580
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
18 May 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur

lorsque vous eutes la bonte de m'informer de vos decouvertes sur les
influences momentanees des Courans electro-Magnetiques, de la
publication que vous en aviez faite a londres par la lecture de votre
Memoire presente a la Societe Royale, j'ai cru que deja autorise par vous a
montrer votre lettre1 a mon confrere M. Ampere, je pouvois dans votre
propre intfcret, et avec le desir d'assurer la priorite de votre invention a son
auteur, communiquer votre lettre a l'academie en Seance, si je n'ai pas
rempli vos intentions, je vous prie de croire que c'est par erreur, et j'espere
que mon caractere vous est assez connu, pour ne pas mettre en doute le
sentiment qui m'a dirige en publiant votre lettre. vous rendre justice
entiere, vous assurer toute priorite, voila mon unique but - votre lettre a ete
traduite de Tanglais en fran^ais, par un jeune Medecin, qui habite la france
depuis long temps, et dont le pere est un Ministre attache a la Maison de
votre Roi. dans une note du Memoire imprime que vous avez eu la bonte de
m'adresser, vous dites qu'il y a quelques erreurs dans cette traduction2. il
est vrai qu'on a lu tomes, mot de votre lettre imagine par vous, tome, au lieu
de tonic, mais comme vous ne mettez pas les points sur les 1, on a pu se
tromper, et d'ailleurs je ne vois pas d'autre erreur. les Resultats de vos
Recherches ont ete bien compris et a florence et a Paris; mais on attendoit
avec impatience votre tres beau Memoire, pour Repeter vos experiences. M
Savary3 m'a dit qu'on traduisoit en ce moment votre Memoire, pour le
publier dans les annales de chimie et phisique4 -.

Je conserve votre derniere lettre avec celle que vous eutes la bonte de
m'ecrire en octobre 1821, en y joignant ie joli petit appareil du fil de cuivre
tournant autour d'un aimant5 -.

Cette lettre vous sera Remise par M. Rousselle6, de Paris, qui voyage
pour son instruction; ayez la bonte de lui faire voir votre etablissement
Royal institution.

Agreez, Monsieur, r assurance de mon bien Sincere attachement I
Votre bien devoue Confrere I Hachette I de l'institut -
Paris 18 Mai 1832 I Rue St hyacinthe St Michel 8

Address: Monsieur Faraday I Royal institution I Albe Marie Street
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TRANSLATION
Sir,

Since you had the kindness to inform me of your discoveries on the
brief influences of electro-magnetic currents, and of their announcement
that you had made in London by the reading of your paper presented to the
Royal Society, I believed that, already authorised by you to show your
letter1 to my colleague Mr Ampere, I could, in your own interest, and with
the desire to assure the priority of your invention to its author, read your
letter to the Academie in session. If I have not fulfilled your intentions, I beg
you to believe me that this is due to my error, and I hope that my character
is sufficiently well-known to you to put you in no doubt as to the sentiment
that led me to publish your letter. To render you complete justice, to assure
you of all priority, was my only aim. Your letter was translated into French
by a young Doctor who has been living in France for a long time, and whose
father is a Minister attached to your King's household. In a note to the
printed paper that you kindly sent me, you say that there are some errors in
this translation2. It is true that 'tonic' was transcribed as 'tome' (and not
'tomes' as you say in your letter), but since you do not dot your 'i's, the
mistake was easily made and apart from that I can see no other errors. The
results of your research have been understood well both in Florence and in
Paris; but we awaited eagerly your very beautiful paper in order to repeat
your experiments. Mr Savary3 has told me that your paper is at the moment
being translated for publication in the Annales de chimie et physiqu^.

I am keeping your last letter with the one you very kindly sent me in
October 1821, attaching the lovely little instrument of the copper wire
which turns around a magnet5.

This letter will be passed to you by Mr. Rousselle6 from Paris, who is
on an educational tour; please have the kindness to show him your Royal
Institution.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my most sincere attachment, I
Your most devoted Colleague, I Hachette I of the Institute.
Paris 18 May 1832 I Rue St Hyacinthe St Michel 8.

1. Of 17 December 1831. See letter 527.
2. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, p.162.
3. Felix Savary (1797-1841, P2). French physicist.
4. Faraday (1832c), ERE1.
5. See Hachette to Faraday, 30 October 1821, letter 155, volume 1.
6. Unidentified.
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Letter 581
Faraday to James David Forbes
19 May 1832
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1832/70

R Institution I May 19th 1832
My dear Sir

I beg to thank you sincerely for your papers which I have read with
great pleasure1 & I beg to thank you also for endeavouring to secure to me
in the midst of the confusion that has arisen what you consider my due2u

I was not aware you had used a natural magnet for you had not told me
your method of proceeding and in some notes which I sent to the Phil Mag
to accompany a translation of Nobili's & Antinori's paper I had supposed I
was the first that used a natural Magnetu That I can correct in the proofs3[.]
But I want to tell you that immediately after writing to you last time41 made
the expt at Woolwich & also at home and with a very simple form of
apparatus5 which enabled me to shew the spark to at least 400 persons at
once as often as I pleased. I shewed it to our members in the Lecture room
last Friday week6 & upon trial I found the spark was so bright it could be
seen in broad day light in any part of the room. The loadstone I used did
not lift more than 25 or 30 poundsi.]

Mr Ritchie on the same evening shewed his arrangement to fire
oxygen & hydrogen by a comparatively small horse shoe magnetV]

My arrangement is much simpler than any I have yet found or seen
of[.] You will see it in the next Phil Mag8[.]

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.D. Forbes Esq I &c &c &c

Address: James D. Forbes Esq I &c &c &c I Greenhill I Edinburgh

1. Probably Forbes, J.D. (1832a, b).
2. See especially Forbes, J.D. (1832b), 203-5.
3. Nobili and Antinori (1832), 405-6. Faraday's note on these pages suggests that the proof
change was made. He acknowledged the priority of Nobili, Antinori and Forbes in obtaining a
spark from a permanent magnet.
4. That is letter 572 written from Brighton on 26 April 1832.
5. This appears to refer to experiments which Faraday dated 8 and 9 February 1832, Faraday,
Diary, 1: 423-7, but which from the evidence of this letter and from their sequence in the Diary
immediately following an entry for 17 April 1832, suggest that they should have been dated 8
and 9 May 1832.
6. See "Royal Institution", Lit.Gaz., 19 May 1832, p.313 for a report of the experiment.
7. See ibid, for a report of this experiment.
8. This refers to Faraday's note to Nobili and Antinori (1832), 405-6 where he describes the
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Letter 582
Faraday to Smith1

26 May 1832
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I May 25 [sic], 1832
Sir

The Committee of Friday Evenings beg to thank you for your kindness
in placing various Indian articles through Mr. Hellyer2 upon the Library
table yesterday Evening3!.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday I H. Sec
- Smith Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. William Varlo Hellyer (d.1868, age 82, GRO). Lawyer and Manager of the Royal Institution.
3. See RI MS F4F, p.76 for details of the exhibition at the Friday Evening Discourse on 25 May
1832.

Letter 583
James Hudson to Faraday
26 May 1832
From the original copy in RS MS 425.110
Mr. Faraday

R.S. May 26, 1832.
My dear Sir,

Mr. Roberton has just informed me that you were anxious to know
whether the copies of your papers1 entrusted to my care had been all sent
off, and I therefore beg to inform you that the whole of them, as they
reached me in their several enclosures, were forwarded within 3 days from
the time of their coming into my hands; with the sole exception of the
Edinburgh packet which had to remain a little longer until the monthly
parcel of our Bookseller was made up2. This however, you would perceive
from Mr. Forbes's paper duly reached its destination in good time3[.]

Believe me &c J.H.

1. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.
2. See letter 576.
3. Forbes, J.D. (1832b), 203.
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Letter 584
Faraday to Charles Babbage
31 May 1832
From the original in BL add MS 37186, f.445

R Institution I May. 31st / 32
My dear Sir

You are quite right in your recollection of sulphate of baryta
precipitate^ I have had that substance in suspension under particular
circumstances for 18 or 24 hours together in glasses not containing more
than four inches of water & the liquid turbid even at the end of that time^.]

But I cannot express even generally how long a particular substance
or a fine precipitate takes to settle for the same substance varies very much
according to the circumstances under which its particles have aggregated
& become solid in smaller or larger massesu

As you are considering the suspension of solid particles for a longer
or shorter time according to their magnitude, are you aware that Girard2

has something particular about the influence of solid particles in liquidsu I
have referred to it at p 60 of my Manipulation 2nd Edition3 but you will find
his paper in the Mem de l'Academie Royale. IV. 1819. 18204u

Oxide of tin made by pouring nitric acid on tin foil is when rubbed so
fine a powder it can hardly be washed in any reasonable time in pure
watery Add salt to the water which increases the S.G. & the oxide separates
far more readily.

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Babbage Esq I &c &c &c
I send you two pennyworth of Manufacture. The things are made at
Nuremburg, sent here and sold retail with a profit for the above small sums
I think there are 30 pieces including box & lids

1. See Faraday, Diary, 15 December 1825 to 6 January 1826, 1: pp.281-91 for Faraday's work
on baryta salts.
2. Pierre-Simon Girard (1765-1836, DSB). French engineer.
3. Faraday (1830b), 60.
4. Girard (1819).
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Letter 585
Faraday to Dawson Turner1

31 May 1832
From the original in TCC MS O.14.8, f.113

Royal Institution I May. 31. 1832
My Dear Sir

I have received your kind letter & its enclosed2!.] In this as in all cases
relating to myself my judgment is entirely at faultu I cannot tell whether
they are like or notu

With reference to the printing I have nothing to sayu I do not want to
authorise it for that would look very like vanity. I cannot refuse you so do as
you like. I am obliged to you for your offer of copies but shall not want any. I
never gave but one of the engravings (and that was to my mother) for I
cannot distribute my own face. I find it forward quite often enough as it ist.j

Many thanks for your kind invitation^ I will convey part of it to
Magrath but I have very little hopes of being able to accept your kindness
myselff.]

I am I My dear Sir I Most Truly yours I M. Faraday
Dawson Turner Esq I &c &c &c

1. Dawson Turner (1775-1858, DNB). Botanist and antiquary.
2. A print of Eden Upton Eddis's (1812-1901, DNB2, portrait painter) portrait of Faraday is
mounted opposite this letter and reproduced in plate 3.

Letter 586
Faraday to Gerard Moll
4 June 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 133

R Institution I June 4th 1832
My dear Sir

It is a long while since I wrote to you and it is very possible I should
have made my fault greater but that Mr Winckebach1 tells me you are
expecting to hear from me. I am indeed a very bad correspondent &
forgetful of the proper reciprocities but I hope you will excuse me for it is
only very heavy duties & ill health that prevent me from attending as I
ought to do to my friendsi.j

With regard to your last letter2, I never troubled myself about Dr.
Brewster's attack on us both3 & believe that he is by this time thoroughly
ashamed of it. Some friends wondered why I did not reply to it but
(speaking with real humility) I felt I should be conferring dignity upon the
paper in his Journal. My answer in the eyes of Philosophic men is I hope
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given in the Experimental Researches in Electricity a copy of which I hope
has long since reached you4[.]

Herewith I send you a translation of Nobili & Antinori's paper with
notes by myself5. You will perceive by them that I think I have not been
quite fairly used but without entering into minutiae^ I should be glad to
know when you favour me with a letter (though I have no right to expect
one) whether you agree with me or not in the rule of conduct referred to at
the end of the last note p]3. &c &c6[.]

I hope to see you in London this summer at last if Mr. Winckebach
tells me aright.

Till then & always 11 am I My dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I
M. Faraday
Professor Moll I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Moll to Faraday, 13 November 1831, letter 519, volume 1.
3. [Brewster] (1831).
4. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.
5. Nobili and Antinori (1832)
6. Ibid, 413. Faraday says "had I thought that that letter to M. Hachette would be considered
as giving the subject to the philosophical world for general pursuit, I should not have written
it; or at least not until after the publication of my first paper."

Letter 587
Faraday to John Murray
4 June 1832
From the original in JMA

Royal Institution I June 4th
Dear Sir

I very much want two sheets & a plate of the Journal^.] I take the
liberty of enclosing the note to you hoping you will give it to the proper man
with directions to look it out of the work and that I may by that means
expect to obtain them at once for which I shall be very much

Your obliged I M. Faraday.
J Murray Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: June 4, 1832 I Faraday Michael

1. Of the Royal Institution, published by Murray.
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Letter 588
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
5 June 1832
From the original in the possession of V.A. and J.R. Johnstone

R Institution I June 5
Dear Sir

On Friday it is Mr Edwards1 on Baron Heurteloups2 apparatus for
breaking calculi & may perhaps be a little too surgical for ladies3.

Every Truly Yours 1 M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq

1. Henri Milne-Edwards (1800-1885, DSB). French zoologist.
2. Charles-Louis Stanislas Heurteloup (1793-1864, DBF). French surgeon.
3. See Phil.Mag., 1832,1: 75 for an account of Milne-Edwards's Friday Evening Discourse on 8
June 1832 on "Recent important improvements in lithotrity by Baron Heurteloup". The
Lit.Gaz., 16 June 1832, p.378, noted the Discourse, but declined to give details on this
"painfully interesting" subject on the grounds it was only fit to appear in the medical journals.

Letter 589
Faraday to Eilhard Mitscherlich
15 June 1832
From the original in DM HS 777

Royal Institution I June 15th 1832
My dear Sir

It was with great pleasure I heard of you the other day by M.
Schweitzer1 who did me the favour to bring the work2 you were so kind as to
send me and for which I thank you most sincerelyu

I cannot tell how it is is [sic] but I have tried much to communicate
with you yet have failed for I am deeply in your debtu I received long ago
the Porcellain you were so kind as to order for me3 but I never received any
letter or any account and have never paid for itu Nor do I know what or who
I am to pay or through what channel. I wish I could clear the affair from my
mindu

I have written to you two or three times one way or another and I think
sent you a paper through the Royal Societyu I have now the pleasure of
offering you a copy of my last paper on Magnetism and Electricity4 and also
one on acoustical philosophy5!.]

With regard to the glass. I send also a piece but you must not consider
it ^s what I consider good. I have given up that laborious investigation for
some time past to pursue other philosophical subjects6 and I send you the
present piece only because you ask me for itu I do not know that it is fit for
any exact optical experimentu
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The papers & the glass with the letter I shall confide to M Schweitzer
and I hope you will receive them in due timeu

1 am I My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Mitscherlich I &c &c &c

On second thoughts I think I will send this letter by post so that I may
be sure it will reach you[.] I MF

Address: M. Mitscherlich I Professor der Chemie I &c &c &c I Akademien der
Wissenschaften I Berlin

1. Unidentified.
2. Mitscherlich (1831-5), 1. See Faraday to Mitscherlich, 4 August 1830, letter 457, volume 1.
3. See Faraday to Mitscherlich, 4 August 1830, letter 457, volume 1.
4. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.
5. Faraday (1831b, c).
6. See James (1991).

Letter 590
Faraday to Charles Babbage
19 June 1832
From the original in BL add MS 37186, f.490

Royal Institution I June 19th 1832
My dear Sir

I beg to thank you most sincerely for your work which I shall read with
great attention1 [.] The glimpses I have had into it make me feel that I shall
understand & enjoy it[.j

I am I Dear Sir I Your very obliged I M. Faraday
Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

1. Babbage (1832a).

Letter 591
Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
27 June 1832
From the original in SI D MS 554A
My dear Sir

The sheet I want is M in the No for Jan-March 18281 - it is in the third
of the volumes published by Colburn2 that you sent me is in the fourth. If
you have now no means I will try directly at Colburnu

Truly Yours I M. Faraday
June 27, 1832

1. Of the QuartJ.ScL See also letter 587.
2. Publishers of 8 New Burlington Street. POD.
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Letter 592
Faraday to John Murray1

27 June 1832
From the original in RI MS Fl A6

Royal Institution I June 27th 1832
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged by your kind invitation but I am so tied up by
arrangements that I am obliged to decline itu

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Murray Junr Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Murray (1808-1892, DNB). Publisher of 50 Albemarle Street.

Letter 593
Faraday to Gerard Moll1

28 June 1832
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1832/111

Royal Institution I June 28th 1832
My dear Sir

I have great pleasure in writing a few words to you (though in great
haste) for the purpose of introducing to your acquaintance Mr Forbes of
Edinburgh!.] You know so well what goes on here that when I have named
my friend you will know all about him. I hope you received my post letter a
few weeks ago2.1 wish also you had been at the Oxford meeting last week3.
You would have been amused by hearing Airy of Cambridge join your side
of the Decline question4 & by seeing Babbage within a few feet of him at the
time. I was not present at the time but heard of it on all sides.

There has been a lecture published by Professor Powell5 of Oxford on
the subject of the backwardness of the University in cultivating &
supporting useful knowledge in which he speaks of "a pamphlet of
considerable interest entitled "On the alleged decline of Science &c &c
&c."["]61 understand you are coming to England or I would send you a copy
of it[.j

I am I My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Moll I &c &c &c I Utrecht

Address: Professor Moll I &c &c &c I Utrecht
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1. It seems likely, since this letter is in the Forbes papers, that it was not delivered, unlike
Faraday's letter of introduction to Plateau which was delivered and has not been found. See
letter 600. Forbes cut short his tour because the Professorship of Natural Philosophy at
Edinburgh became vacant. See Shairp et. al. (1873), 83.
2. Letter 586.
3. Of the British Association.
4. See Airy, G.B. (1832), especially 185-6.
5. Baden Powell (1796-1860, DSB). Savilian Professor of Geometry at Oxford, 1827-1860.
6. Powell (1832a), 29 on [Moll] (1831).

Letter 594
Faraday to Domenico Lino Morichini1

28 June 1832
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1832/112

Royal Institution I June 28th 1832
My dear Sir

I beg to introduce to your acquaintance Mr Forbes of Edinburgh a very
active philosopher who is anxious to add to the knowledge which he has
acquired at home a portion of the immense mass which is to be obtained
abroad[.j It is now many years since I had the pleasure of seeing you at
Rome2 but I still count upon your kindness and am sure you will find
pleasure in Mr Forbes acquaintance!.]

I am I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Morrichini I &c &c &c I Roma

Address: Dr. Morrichini I &c &c &c I Roma

1. Domenico Lino Morichini (1773-1836, DSB). Italian chemist. It seems unlikely that this
letter was delivered. See note 1, letter 593.
2. In May 1814. See Bowers and Symons (1991), 106.

Letter 595
PM1 to Faraday
July 1832
From Phil.Mag. 1832, 1: 161-2
Sir,

From having read in the Proceedings of the [Royal]2Institution your
interesting papers on magnetism,* I was tempted to try an experiment,
which succeeded beyond my expectations, and which, if tried on a larger
scale, I am in hopes would prove very interesting.
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1 thought that, in place of making use of one powerful magnet, there
would be considerably more effect (like in the Voltaic pile) by having a
number of smaller magnets, connected with one wire or helix; and also,
instead of getting the spark at making or breaking contact, it would be still
better to make the instantaneous reversal of the poles the cause. I have
contrived to do this in a very simple way; and with a small battery of
magnets I have actually decomposed water. You will therefore excuse me
for making this communication to you in this manner.

A wheel and axle is connected to a frame, and turned by the handle; a
number of magnets (there must not be an odd number) is inserted round
this wheel, and firmly secured in their berths, the wheel having spaces cut
out to receive them, as shown in fig. 2.; two of the magnets are shown in
their place at fig. 1, b tr, in the same figure are the lifters, which are secured
firmly to a board fast to the frame, as will be shown immediately. In placing
the magnets in the wheel, which you perceive are the horseshoe ones,
every second magnet is placed differently. If the magnet at No. 1 has the
north pole next the edge of the wheel, and the south next the axis, No. 2 has
the south at the circumference, and the north at the axis, and so alternately;
the ends of the magnets project a little beyond the surface of the wheel.
There are as many lifters as magnets, placed firm in a board, exactly to
correspond with the wheel, but made firm to the frame, and in such a
manner as to permit the wheel to turn readily, so that the magnets will pass
close to them. When any one magnet is in contact with a lifter, all the others
are the same. In passing the wire round these lifters, care must be taken to
make the turns of the helix be reversed in every second lifter, so that the
currents of electricity will be all in one direction, although the poles of the
magnets are reversed; by connecting the two ends of the wire to guarded
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points, and inserting them in a small tube containing water, on turning the
wheel decomposition will take place rapidly.

I put a small projector on the wheel at every magnet, which, on
touching a spring, separated the two wires every time; and at the moment
the pole was reversed, the spark became visible3. Wishing you success in
this very interesting field for discovery,

I am, Sir, I Your very humble Servant, I P.M.
* See Phil.Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. xi. p. 300, 4654. - Edit.

1. Unidentified.
2. Square brackets in text.
3. See James (1989), 37, 41 for discussion of this letter.
4. That is Phil.Mag., 1832,11: 300-1, an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 17
February 1832 "An account of the first two parts of his recent researches in electricity; namely,
volta-electric induction, and magneto-electric induction" and ibid., 465-6, an account of
Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 30 March 1832 "On the Evolution of Electricity,
naturally and artificially, by the inductive action of the Earth's Magnetism".

Letter 596
Pierre-Joseph Pelletier1 to Faraday
c July 18322

From the original in RI MS Fl 1140
Pelletier prof de Phmie de Paris est passe pour avoir l'honneur de saluer
monsieur Faraday, ne pouvant rester que deux ou trois jours a Londres ou il
n'est venu que pour une affaire pressee il craint beaucoup ne pas pouvoir
revenir voir mr Faraday avant son depart, mais il s'en dedommagera a son
premier voyage a Londres qui aura lieu avant deux mois. Si monsieur
Faraday voulait le charger de quelques commissions il se ferait un plaisir
de les remplir.
Pelletier demeure finsbury circus n° 11.
JP
Pelletier pense etre agreable a mr Faraday en lui laissant trois echantillons
bien purs des 3 nouveaux produits trouve dans Topium. Tun par mr
Robiquet, l'autre par mr Couerbe et Tautre par lui. chaque echantilllon a ete
prepare par chaque auteur.
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TRANSLATION
Pelletier Professor of Pharmacy in Paris called to have the honour of
greeting Mr Faraday. Being unable to stay but two or three days in London,
where he came only for urgent business, he greatly fears he is unable to
return to see Mr Faraday before his departure, but he shall do so on his
next trip to London which will take place in the next two months. If Mr
Faraday would like to give him any errands, it would be a pleasure for him
to see to them.
Pelletier is staying at Finsbury Circus no. 11.
JP
Pelletier thinks he might please Mr Faraday by leaving him three very pure
samples of 3 new products found in opium, one by Mr Robiquet3, the other
by Mr Couerbe4 and the third by himself5. Each sample was prepared by its
discoverer.

1. Pierre-Joseph Pelletier (1788-1842, DSB). French pharmaceutical chemist.
2. Dated on the basis that Pelletier (1832), referred to below, was written in August 1832.
This dating also ties in with Faraday's absence from London during part of July referred to in
letter 601.
3. Pierre Jean Robiquet (1780-1840, NBU). French pharmaceutical chemist. This refers to his
discovery of codeine. See Robiquet (1832).
4. J.P. Couerbe (1807-1867, DBF). French pharmaceutical chemist. This refers to his
discovery of mecoine. See Couerbe (1832).
5. This refers to Pelletier's discovery of narceine. See Pelletier (1832).

Letter 597
Faraday to John Deas Thomson1

3 July 1832
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4610, f.161

Royal Institution I July. 3 1832
Sir

Some time since the Navy Board applied to me professionally through
you to analyse & experiment on certain specimens of Bronze & Copper2u
The charge for my labour is ten guineas but I am ignorant how to carry on
that part of the affair and beg to ask your instructions!.]

I would willingly give help to the Government Gratis were I at all in
circumstances to justify me in doing so but my time is my only estateu

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
J.D. Thompson Esq I &c &c

Endorsed: Former Papers. Mr Vinall3. The Minute for the employment of Mr
Faraday is enclosed - his report was sent to Adm Dundas4 on 1st ult RVI 5
Mr Anderson5

5 July - Submd if payment may be made? [unidentified initials] 6 July 1832
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WGA To the Lords of the Admiralty
To be paid Aug 6 J[ohn] B[arrow]

1. John Deas Thomson (d.1838, age 75, Gent.Mag., 9: 444). Accountant General of the Navy
Board, 1829-32. Collinge (1978), 143.
2. See letter 546.
3. Robert Vinall. Reading clerk in Navy Board, 1830-1832. Collinge (1978), 146.
4. George Henege Lawrence Dundas (d.1834, Sainty (1975), 121). Second Naval Lord, 1830-
1834.
5. William George Anderson. Private Secretary to Thomson, 1829-1832. Collinge (1978), 82.

Letter 598
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
9 July 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon cher Monsieur et confrere

J'ai Re^u la lettre que vous m'avez fait l'honneur de m'ecrire le 24 mai.
Je suis tout a fait de votre Sentiment sur l'Empressement de certaines
personnes a cultiver le champ du voisin a leur profit particulier. les
publications que vous avez faites a la Societe Royale1, Confirmees par la
Communication a l'academie Royale des Sciences de Paris2, ne laissent
aucun doute sur la priorite de vos decouvertes, dont l'honneur vous
appartient sans partage.

vos principales experiences ont ete repetees le mois passe au Cours
de phisique de la faculte des Sciences de paris, admirablement bien fait par
M. Pouillet3; elles ont parfaitement reussi en presence de plus de 800
personnes. Je joins ici la figure geometrale des fers a cheval qui ont Servi a
montrer l'etincelle electrique. le premier fer ANS etoit enveloppe par le fil
de cuivre couvert de soie, dont les extremites plongeoient a volonte dans
les capsules a Mercure communiquant aux poles de la batterie galvanique.
le second fer A'NS en contact avec le premier par les cercles N et S portoit
un autre fil dont l'observateur tenoit les extremites, a une petite distance
Tune de l'autre, et pres de son oeil. chaque fois que le Servant de
l'observateur plongeoit les extremites du fil enroule sur le premier fer a
cheval dans les Capsules a Mercure, ou les retiroit de ces capsules, on
voyoit parfaitement l'etincelle.

Substituant au premier fer a cheval ANS et au fil qui l'enveloppe un
aimant artificiel d'acier capable de Supporter un poids de (lisez 35) 35
kilogrammes, la Separation ou le Contact de cet aimant avec le fer a cheval
A'NS donne egalement l'etincelle aux extremites du fil enroule sur ce fer -
ces deux experiences reussissent toujours; l'etincelle est visible pour le
plus nombreux auditoire, en placant un chapeau noir derriere les fils entre
lesquels l'etincelle part -
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J'ai rendu Compte a la Societe philomatique du memoire imprime que
vous avez bien voulu m'envoyer4. le bulletin qui en fera mention, s'imprime
actuellement, et j'auray 1'honneur de vous l'adresser5.

Je crois qu'on s'occupe de la traduction du Memoire entier pour
l'insertion aux Annales de chimie et de phisique redigees par MM. Gay
Lussac et Arago - on imprime cette traduction6.

aujourd'huy 9 juillet, l'academie des Sciences a nomme M. Dulong en
Remplacement de M. G. Cuvier7 Secretaire perpetuel - et M. de Blainville8;
Professeur d'anatomie Comparee et de Zoologie, en remplacement du
meme M. Cuvier -

Je vous envois deux opuscules de M. Dumas, qui est sur les Rangs
pour Remplacer a l'academie, M. Serrullas9 [sic], enleve par le cholera -

agreez, Monsieur et cher confrere, les complimens les plus affectueux
- Hachette
Rue St hyacinthe St Michel 8 -1 Paris 9 juillet 1832

Cette lettre vous sera Remise par M. Nobile10, de naples, qui s'occupe
d'astronomie, et qui voyage pour son instruction. -1 H.

<chaque> fer a cheval pese 18 kilogrammes. <le fil d > e cuivre
enroule sur chaque fer etoit de Mille Metres en longueur, et pesoit 6 Kilog3/4
sans soie, et avec quatre couches de soie sur chaque fil 7 Kilogrammes Vi:

en aimantant l'un des deux fers a cheval par une Batterie galvanique
de 24 plaques (cuivre et zinc), de 10 sur 16 centimetres, on pouvoit
suspendre au second fer un poids de 4 a 500 Kilogrammes.

Paris 9 juillet 1832 I H
a M. Faraday I Royal institution I Albe Marie Street I London

TRANSLATION
My Dear Sir and Colleague,

I received the letter that you honoured me by writing on 24 May. I
completely agree with you on the eagerness with which certain people
have cultivated their neighbour's field for their own personal profit. The
publications which you made to the Royal Society1, confirmed by the
communication to the Academie Royale des Sciences in Paris2, leave no
doubt as to the priority of your discoveries, for which the honour belongs
only to you.
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Your principal experiments were repeated this past month during the
physics course at the Faculty of Sciences in Paris, admirably well carried
out by M. Pouillet3. They succeeded perfectly in the presence of more than
800 people. 1 enclose the geometric figure of the horse shoes which served
to show the electric spark. The first horse shoe ANS was wrapped by the
silk-covered copper wire, of which the ends were immersed freely in
capsules of mercury, themselves in contact with the poles of the galvanic
battery. The second horse shoe A'NS, in contact with the first by the circles
N and S, carried another wire of which the observer held the ends, a little
distance one from the other and close to his eye. Each time the observer's
assistant plunged the ends of the wire wrapped round the first horse shoe
into the mercury capsules, or removed them from the capsules, the spark
could clearly be seen.

Substituting an artificial steel magnet capable of supporting a weight
of say 35 kilogrammes for the first horse shoe ANS and for the wire which
covers it, the separation or contact of this magnet with the horse shoe A'NS
equally gives a spark at the ends of the wire wrapped around the horse
shoe - these experiments always succeed; the spark is visible to the most
numerous audience by placing a black cap behind the wires between which
the spark jumps.

I have given an account to the Societe Philomatique of the printed
paper which you kindly sent me4; the Bulletin which will mention it is
currently being printed and I shall have the honour of sending it to you5.

I believe that the whole paper is being translated for inclusion in the
Annales de chimie et de physique by Messrs Gay Lussac and Arago - it is this
translation that will be printed6.

Today 9 July, the Academie des Sciences has nominated M. Dulong to
replace M. G Cuvier7 as Permanent Secretary and M. de Blainville8,
Professor of Comparative Anatomy and Zoology to replace M. Cuvier
himself. I am sending you two works by M. Dumas, who is in line at the
Academie to replace M. Serullas9, taken from us by cholera -

Please accept Sir and dearest colleague, the most affectionate
compliments, I Hachette
Rue St Hyacinthe St Michel 8 I Paris 9 July 1832
This letter will be given to you by M. Nobile10 of Naples, who works on
astronomy and who is on an educational tour. H.

Each horse shoe weighs 18 kilogrammes. The copper wire wrapped
around each horse shoe was one thousand metres long and weighed 63A
kilogrammes without silk, and with four layers of silk on each wire, 7 xh
kilogrammes.

In magnetising one of the horse shoes by a galvanic battery of 24
plates (copper and zinc), of 10 by 16 centimetres, one could suspend on the
second horse shoe a weight of 4 to 500 kilogrammes.

Paris 9 July 1832. I H.
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1. Faraday (1832a), ERE1.
2. See letter 527.
3. Claude-Servais-Mathias Pouillet (1790-1868, DSB). Professor of Physics in Paris.
4. Faraday (1832a), ERE1. Hachette gave this account of 5 May 1832.
5. BuU.Soc.Phii, 1832, 98-101.
6. Faraday (1832c), ERE1.
7. Georges Cuvier (1769-13 May 1832). French naturalist.
8. Henri Marie Ducrotay de Blainville (1777-1850, DSB). French zoologist.
9. Georges-Simon Serullas (1774-25 May 1832, DSB). French pharmacist.
10. Antonio Nobile (1794-1863, P4, 5). Astronomer in Naples.

Letter 599
Dominque Francois Jean Arago to Faraday
12 July 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences. I
Paris le 12 juillet 1832.
Le Secretaire perpetuel de l'Academie.
Monsieur et cher confrere.

La personne qui Vous remettra ce billet est Mr le Vicomte hericart de
Thury1, notre collegue a l'academie des Sciences. Vous l'avez deja apprecie
comme Savant. Je suis certain de faire une chose qui Vous Sera etremement
agreable en vous fournissant l'occasion de le connaitre personnellement.
Cela ne m'empechera pas, toutefois, de Vous exprimer a l'avance toute ma
gratitude pour ce que Votre inepuisable bonte Vous suggerera en faveur de
mon ami.

Agreez, mon cher confrere, la nouvelle expression de mes sentimens
les plus devoues I F. Arago

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday I membre de la Societe Royale, &c I a
1'Institution Royale, albemarle Street I London.

TRANSLATION
Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences I

Paris 12 July 1832.
The Permanent Secretary of the Academy
Sir and Dear Colleague,

The person who will give you this note is Viscount Hericart de Thury1,
our colleague at the Academie des Sciences. You have already been able to
appreciate him as a Savant. I am certain of doing something which will be
extremely agreeable in providing you with an occasion to meet him
personally.
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That will not stop me, in the meantime, from expressing in advance all
my gratitude for what your inexhaustible kindness will suggest in favour of
my friend.

Please accept, my dear Colleague, the renewed expression of my most
devoted sentiments I F. Arago.

1. Louis Etienne FranQois Hericart de Thury (1776-1854, DBF). French engineer.

Letter 600
Joseph Antoine Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
24 July 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bruxelles le 24 Juillet 1832
Monsieur

J'ai re^u, par Mr Forbes, Votre memoire et la lettre1 dont vous avez
bien voulu m'honorer, et je prends la liberte de vous adresser mes
remerciments. Bien loin qu'il y ait eu quelque chose de desagreable pour
moi dans la petite affaire de priorite qui a motive l'envoi de ma lettre aux
Annales de physique et de chimie2, ma premiere pensee, en apprenant que
vous aviez publie des observations analogues aux miennes, a ete de
m'applaudir de ce que de semblables phenomenes, que j'osais a peine
croire dignes d'interet, vous avaient cependant paru meriter une attention
particuliere; et maintenant Je me felicite doublement d'une circonstance
qui m'a procure, a moi debutant dans la carriere des sciences, l'honneur de
correspondre avec vous. Permettez-moi de profiter de cet avantage et
veuillez ne pas vous offenser si je prends la liberte de vous demander un
exempiaire de votre memoire sur ces illusions d'optique3. J'ai cherche
inutilement ici a me procurer soit le memoire lui-meme, soit une analyse
detaillee de ce qu'il contient: je vous serais done bien reconnaissant,
Monsieur, si vous pouviez disposer d'un exempiaire en ma faveur. Comme
je continue a m'occuper des sujets analogues et que j'espere publier bientot
un travail sur la formation et l'evanouissement des impressions de la
retine4, j'attache un prix infini a me procurer toutes les observations qui
peuvent avoir quelque rapport avec ce genre de recherches et j'espere,
Monsieur, que vous apprecierez le motif d'une demande qui, sans cela,
pourrait vous paraitre indiscrete.

En profitant de l'observation qui vous est due qu'on produit une
image fixe en faisant tourner une roue devant un miroir, j'ai construit des
anamorphoses du genre de celle que j'ai l'honneur de vous envoyer ci-
joint: j'ai pense que cette application de l'une de vos idees pourrait vous
etre agreable. Pour que l'effet soit bien visible, il doit etre observe le soir en
plagant une bougie entre le cercle et le miroir; le cercle doit etre tenu le
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plus pres possible de la glace et le plus loin possible de l'oeil qui ne doit
pas se placer dans le prolongement de l'axe autour duquel la figure tourne,
mais a une certaine distance vers la droite et un peu au dessus: enfin il faut
ne regarder que d'un oeil. J'ai indique a peu pres ci-dessous les positions
relatives de la glace, de la bougie, du cercle et de l'oeil, le tout en projection
horizontale.

ab est le miroir, c la bougie, df le cercle tournant autour de l'axe gh, et K la
position de l'oeil. De cette maniere on voit l'image completement immobile
d'un petit cheval parfaitement regulier, mais qui devient difforme des que
l'oeil n'a pas exactement la position convenable. Si Ton regarde des deux
yeux, on voit deux images l'une reguliere et l'autre difforme qui se nuisent
mutuellement; enfin si l'oeil est trop pres du cercle, on ne peut plus obtenir
d'image bien reguliere: il doit en etre le plus loin possible. II est inutile de
dire que a figure difforme doit etre tournee vers la glace et que c'est a
travers l'espece de gaze que produit dans son mouvement la fente percee
dans le cercle, qu'on aper^oit l'image reguliere. Au reste vous trouverez
aisement par vous meme les conditions les plus favorables pour produire
l'effet desire.

J'ai pris la liberte, Monsieur, de joindre encore a ma lettre un
exemplaire de ma dissertation sur les impressions de l'organe de la vue5;
c'est bien imparfait, et Ton peut y reconnaitre l'ouvrage d'un etudiant
sortant a peine de l'universite: il y a d'ailleurs assez long-temps que cela a
ete publie; mais j'espere pouvoir dans quelque temps terminer un travail
plus complet sur ce sujet6, et alors je me ferai un devoir et un plaisir de vous
l'offrir aussitot.

Veuillez, Monsieur, agreer l'assurance des sentiments les plus
profonds d'estime et de respect avec lesquels j'ai l'honneur d'etre

Votre tres-humble et tres I obeissant serviteur I Jh Plateau
P.S. Si vous daignez m'envoyer un exemplaire de votre memoire sur les
illusions d'optique, veuillez avoir la bonte de l'adresser a Monsieur
Quetelet, directeur de notre observatoire.

Address: A Monsieur I M. Faraday membre de I la Societe Royale de
Londres, &c &c &c I A Londres
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TRANSLATION
Brussels 24 July 1832

Sir,
I received from Mr. Forbes your paper and the letter1 with which you

kindly wished to honour me and I take the liberty of addressing my thanks
to you. Far from there being anything unpleasant for me in the little affair of
priority which motivated me to send my letter to the Annales de physique et
de chimie*, my first thought on learning that you had published
observations analogous to mine, was to congratulate myself that similar
phenomena, which I hardly dared believe worthy of interest, had in the
meantime Seemed to merit particular attention; and now I congratulate
myself doubly on circumstances which have procured for me, at the
beginning of my scientific career, the honour of corresponding with you.
Allow me to profit from this advantage and please do not be offended if I
take the liberty of asking you for a copy of your paper on these optical
illusions3. I have tried in vain here to obtain either the paper itself or a
detailed analysis of its contents: I should be most grateful to you, Sir, if you
could dispose of a copy in my favour. As I continue to work on analogous
subjects and I hope soon to publish a work on the formation and the fading
of images on the retina4, I attach an infinite price to obtaining all
observations which can have some connection with this type of research
and I hope, Sir, that you will appreciate the reason for a request which,
without that, could seem indiscreet to you.

Taking advantage of the observation that is owed to you, that a fixed
image is produced by turning a wheel in front of a mirror, 1 have
constructed some anamorphoses of the type that I have the honour of
enclosing: I thought that this application of one of your ideas might please
you. For the effect to be visible, it must be observed in the evening, by
placing a candle between the circle and the mirror: the circle must be kept
as close as possible to the mirror and as far as possible from the eye which
must not be placed in the continuation of the axis around which the figure
turns, but a certain distance to the right and a little lower: lastly you must
look with one eye only. I have indicated more or less the relative positions
of the mirror, the candle, the circle and the eye, all in a horizontal
projection.

ab is the mirror, c the candle, df the circle turning around the axis gh
and K is the position of the eye. In this way one can see a completely
immobile image of a little perfectly regular horse, but which becomes
deformed as soon as the eye is not in the exactly appropriate position. If
one looks with both eyes one sees two images - one regular, the other
deformed - which mutually destroy each other; and finally if the eye is too
near to the circle, one can no longer obtain a perfectly regular image. In any
case, you will easily find for yourself the most favourable conditions for
producing the desired effect.
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I have taken the liberty, Sir, of further attaching to my letter a copy of
my dissertation on the impressions of the sight organ5. It is imperfect and
you can recognise in it the work of a student barely out of university: it is,
after all, quite a long time since it was published; but I hope shortly to be
able to finish a more complete work on the subject6 and then I shall make it
a duty and an honour to offer it to you as soon as possible.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my most profound feelings of
esteem and respect with which I have the honour of being I Your most
humble and most I obedient servant I Jh Plateau.
P.S. If you deign to send me a copy of your paper on optical illusions,
please kindly address it to Mr. Quetelet, Director of our Observatory.

1. See letters 593 and 594.
2. Plateau (1831).
3. Faraday (1831a). Faraday acknowledged Plateau's priority when he republished the paper
in Faraday (1859), 291-311, p.291.
4. Plateau (1832a).
5. Plateau (1829).
6. Plateau (1834).

Letter 601
Faraday to Phil.Mag.
27 July 1832
From Phil.Mag. 1832, 1: 161
Gentlemen,

On returning to town yesterday, I found the inclosed letter1: it is
anonymous, and I have no means of referring to its author. But as it
describes an experiment, in which chemical decomposition is for the first
time obtained by the induced magneto-electric current, I send it to you for
publication, if you think it worthy.

I cannot, from the description, decide whether the effect is really
chemical: it may or it may not be so. A careful distinction must at present be
drawn between real chemical decomposition and the mere effects of a
succession of electric sparks2.1 hope the author will describe the results in
a more precise manner, and corroborate them by other chemical actions.

I presume the writer can have no objection to the publication of his
letter; and for my own part, I would rather avoid being in exclusive
possession of anonymous philosophical information, lest any mistakes
should hereafter arise as to dates. But if you publish the letter, favour me by
thanking the author for it.

I am, Gentlemen, yours, &c. I M. Faraday.
Royal Institution, July 27th, 1832.
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1. Letter 595 from "PM", unidentified.
2. Later, in Faraday (1833a), ERE3, 346, he said he was unable to obtain the effects using
PM's method. See James (1989), 37.

Letter 602
Faraday to Francis Calley Gray1

28 July 1832
From the original in the papers of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences held at the Boston Athenaeum, Letters, volume IV

Royal Institution I July 28th, 1832
Sir

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter2 and the accompanying
certificate by which I learn the honor which the American Academy of Arts
& Sciences have been pleased to do me by ranking me as one of its
membersu Will you favour me by conveying to the Academy my most
sincere thanks for the favour and my hope that it will never have reason to
regret the present mark of its approbation^ The honor itself will stimulate
me to deserve it[.]

I am Sir I Your Obliged & I Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
Fras C Gray I Corresponding Secretary &c &c &c

1. Francis Calley Gray (1790-1859, DAB). Fellow and benefactor of Harvard.
2. Letter 565.

Letter 603
Faraday to John Gage
28 July 18321

From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 2
Royal Institution I July, 28th

My dear Sir
1 am very much obliged to you for a copy of your very interesting

paper2 & for the haste with which you have been so good as to gratify my
curiosity[.]

I am I Dear Sir I faithfully yours I M. Faraday
John Gage Esq I &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis of the position of letter in the manuscript.
2. Gage (1832).
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Letter 604
Faraday to Percy Drummond
6 August 1832
From the original in RMA WO 150 / 8, f.126

Royal Institution I Aug 6th, 1832.
My dear Sir

I purpose being with you on Wednesday1 next to resume the Lectures
according to your arrangement when the vacation began.

I hardly know why I write except to make assurance doubly sure.
I am I Dear Sir I Very faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

Coll Drummond I &c &c &c I Deputy Governor I Royal Military Academy

1. 8 August 1832.

Letter 605
David Brewster to Faraday
8 August 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My Dear Mr Faraday,

I have just been reading, and with very great pleasure, your admirable
paper on the Manufacture of Glass1. I presume you have met with some
little difficulties of a practical kind in the formation of large lenses; but I am
very anxious to learn if Mr. Pellat[t]2, or any manufacturer of Flint Glass,
could make your most dispersive Glass for small lenses an inch in
diameter, and the 10th of an inch thick, without following any of the nice
processes which are requisite for large plates. 1 have some thoughts of
taking out a Patent for certain new lenses which require a highly refractive
and dispersive glass, and it would greatly promote my views if your heavy
glasses could be made by ordinary workmen as good, and with as much
facility as common Flint Glass3. At a thickness of Vio of an inch their
colour will I presume be scarcely perceptible. My wife4 begs to be kindly
remembered to you,

and I am I Ever Most faithfully yours I D. Brewster
Allerly by Melrose I August 8th 1832
P.S. You would oblige me much if you could send the enclosed to Mr C
Wheatstone whose address I do not know.

Would it be practicable for me to procure a Copy of the R. Institution
Journal after no. 43, in exchange for the same quantity of mine?5

Address: To I M. Faraday Esq LL.D. I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I
London
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1. Faraday (1830a).
2. Apsley Pellatt (1791-1863, DNB). Glass manufacturer.
3. Brewster did not take out such a patent.
4. Juliet Brewster, nee Macpherson (1786-1850, Gordon (1869), 70, 195). Married Brewster
in 1810.
5. That is Edinb.J.Sci.

Letter 606
Faraday to John James Chapman1

11 August 1832
From a transcript in RI MS

Royal Institution I Aug 11. 1832
My dear Sir

I received your letter and would willingly answer the one
accompanying it if I could, but it is no easy task. When a set of Capitalists
embark immense sums into such a trade as that of Iron for the purpose of
manufacturing it, they soon for their own sakes get all the knowledge that is
well ascertained, & add to it much more, experimentally, of their own. This
early possession is a consequence of the close connection existing between
such knowledge & the increase or even safety of their property. It is hardly
to be expected, therefore that such as I or Daniell or others, should have
any information on the point that has not been demanded; for large offers
are continually being made for such knowledge; and if a man has any that is
useful he quickly obtains an equivalent for it.

These causes have brought large manufacturers like that of iron into
what might be called a discovery state: those concerned know all that has
been ascertained, & apply it; & further improvements (of which there are
no doubt plenty in the womb of time) can only be made by further
(liscoveriesi.]

Now I really have no time or inclination to take up a manufacture like
that of iron. A very important fact to a manufacturer, & requiring much
labour for its development, is very often of such a nature as to give no
scientific reputation; and then, on the other hand, the remaining stimulus
of interest is not with me; for if I improved, others would profit, & at the
same time try to evade acknowledging the source of the improvement that
they might not be expected to share their profits^

I had enough of endeavouring to improve a manufacture when I gave
all my spare time for nearly three years in working on glass2: one such
experiment in a mans life is enough. I think I might have made three or four
philosophical discoveries in that time if I had pursued my own thoughts &
views instead of working for a committee on a trading mattery
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With regard to Mr. Gibbons3 queries, many of them in conversation
would bear of a qualified answer; or rather would deserve discussion: but
none of them can be answered by a mere yes or no. I am therefore shy of
putting on paper any thing which may be supposed to express my opinion,
because, there it would stand, I do no know how long, or in what company,
and might be quoted as proof of ignorance, when of course it could hardly
be proof of any thing else because as I have said 1 think all well ascertained
knowledge is already in the hands of the Iron Masters[.]

Mr. Gibbons I think was at Oxford4 and talked perhaps with Mr.
Johnstone [sic] who has some recent expts on steel5. No man can have
better opportunities than Mr Gibbon of working & thereby getting the true
answers to his queries. Wishing you a cheerful journey

I am I Dear Sir I faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Capt. Chapman FRS6

1. John James Chapman (1788-1867, Anon (1891), entry 1279). An officer in the Royal
Artillery.
2. James (1991).
3. Unidentified.
4. At the meeting of the British Association.
5. Reported briefly in Johnston (1833).
6. This is an error. Chapman was not elected to the Royal Society until 1836.

Letter 607
Faraday to William Somerville
11 August 1832
From the incomplete original in Bod MS Somerville dep c.370 MSF-1

Royal Institution I Aug 11, 1832
My dear Sir

The coloured matter on the leaves contains no copper. It is organic in
its origins i.e it is destructible by fire. I enclose to

would be innocuous but I should have no fear of
With best regards to Mrs Somerville.
I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Dr Somerville I &c &c &c
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Letter 608
Faraday to Second Earl Spencer
20 August 1832
From the original in BL MS Alt G163

Royal Institution I Aug 20th 1832
My Lord

Your Lordships kind letter to myself and still more kind & liberal gift
to the Royal Institution1 induce those whom I formerly spoke of still
strongly to desire that a portrait of Your Lordship should grace the walls of
this place2. Mr. Pickersgill has liberally prof[f]ered to give us a copy of any
good portrait of Your Lordship. If there is one by Sir Thomas Lawrence he
would prefer that. If not he would like the one by Mr. Phillips and he says
he should be able to begin in six weeks from the present time. The object of
this letter is respectfully to ask Your Lordships consent to Mr. Pickersgill's
kind offer and our wishes and to assist us by the loan to Mr. Pickersgill of
Sir Thomas Lawrence's portrait or else that by Mr. Phillips.

I hope my anxiety to have that done which I think on the part of the
Royal Institution ought to be done and my confidence in Your Lordships'
kindness have not hurried me into any impropriety in thus addressing you
once more on the subjects

I am I My Lord I Your Lordships' Most I Obedient Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
Earl Spencer I &c &c &c

Endorsement: Mr Faraday Rd 22 Aug 1832

1. Spencer had waived repayment of a loan of &500 to the Royal Institution on 1 August 1832.
See RI MM, 6 August 1832, 8: 22-3.
2. See letters 543 and 544.

Letter 609
Second Earl Spencer to Faraday
22 August 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Ryde 22 Aug 1832
Dear Sir

The Renewal of your flattering Request1 to me cannot but be very
gratifying to my feelings, but in my present state of health & retirement I
still think it would be more becoming for me to decline complying with it. I
will however state for your information that there is no picture of me by Sir
Thomas Lawrence, & that which exists by Mr Phillips, is hardly suited to
the purpose though very good in its kind. I shall be in London about the
middle of next Month for a few days, & if it would be convenient to you to
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call on me there shall be glad to have a little more conversation with you on
this subject, or if you are absent if Mr Pickersgill would be so good as to
call, I would talk with him upon it.

I am Dear Sir I Your very obedient I humble servant ISpencer
M. Faraday Esq.

1. See letter 608.

Letter 610
Hans Christian Oersted to Faraday
23 August 1832
From the original in RS MS 241, f.40

Copenhagen the 23 August I 1832
Dear Sir

I have herewith the honour of sending you the diploma as a member
of the Royal Society of Sciences at Copenhagen. I had made the proposition
before your magneto-electrical discovery was known here; but on the day
of the election the news of it had reached us. The Society was highly
pleased to have this opportunity to testify her acknowledgement of this
new merit of yours. As to myself I feel a great pleasure in congratulating
You to a discovery of a so eminent importance. I had the intention to write
You a long letter upon the subject, and I have for this same defer[r]ed the
sending of this diploma, but as my other occupations let me fear a still
longer delay, I do avail myself of an opportunity given me by the kindness
of the chevalier, Professor Wallich\ superintendent of the botanical garden
at Calcutta, who sets out tomorrow for Londonu

I beg you to receive my sincerest thanks for the copies of your papers
upon acoustical figures2 and upon magneto-electricity3. I have read them
both with the highest interest.

I am, dear Sir, with the most distinguished I esteem I Your most faithful
I Oersted
To I Professor Faraday

1. Nathaniel Wallich (1786-1854, DNB). Superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Gardens,
1815-1850.
2. Faraday (1831b, c).
3. Faraday (1832a), ERE1.
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Letter 611
Faraday to Hans Christian Oersted
6 September 1832
From the original in TB MS

Royal Institution I September 6th 1832
My dear Sir

I hasten to write to you in return for your letter1 which I received
yesterday and to thank you most sincerely for your kindness and through
you also to offer my respectful thanks to the Royal Society of Copenhagen
for the high honor which it has done me of enrolling me among its
members. Such testimonies of approbation are amongst those which I most
highly prize and I hope by further exertion to convince the Society that its
approbation has strong influence over met.]

I am at present engaged in further Experimental researches in
electricity2!.] I do not know where they may conduct me but I hope and
believe they will ultimately prove of some interest - At least I feel that the
results I already have have cleared up many of my old & confused notions
& given me some new onesu

I am I My dear Sir I Most faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Oersted I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Oersted I Secretary I &c &c &c I Royal Society of Sciences
I Copenhagen

1. Letter 610.
2. At this time Faraday was working on electro-chemical decomposition. See Faraday, Diary,
6 September 1832, 2: 93-104.

Letter 612
Faraday to Charles Babbage
13 September 18321

From the original in BL add MS 37187, f.131
Royal Institution I Sept 13th.

My dear Sir
As the smell of the Napthalene is very much modified by the

impurities accompanying it I have sent you two specimens. I could have
sent you one still fouler & more odoriferous than the red one but that I
thought bad enoughu

I will examine the deposits as soon as possible^
Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday

Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday sent Babbage the analysis of deposits in letter 614.
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Letter 613
Faraday to Karl Friedrich Philipp von Martius1

14 September 1832
From the original in Bayerische Staatsbibliothek MS Martiusiana II.A.2.
Faraday, M.

London I Royal Institution I Sept 14th 1832.
Sir

I received a letter from my friend Mr Magrath in which he asks me
certain questions about certain characters in Sir H. Davys Consolations in
Travel2 and wishes me to answer them in a letter to you[.]

That I might answer more correctly I have applied to some very old &
dear friends of the late Sir H. Davys and amongst them one who has always
been supposed to be one of the personified and now send you the resultu

Sir H. Davys work is by no means understood here as describing real
events or depicting real personages. Those who best knew Sir H. Davys
friends although they here & there perceive resemblances of certain
persons in the characters he has drawn immediately lose these
resemblances & find other points in the characters quite inconsistent with
the former if supposed to apply to real personages.

Again also as regards the precipitation down the falls of the Traun
such an event is not known ever to have happened to Sir H. Davy3u His
friends do not know of it & persons who have since visited the spot have
not heard of it from the fishermen or others thereu

The whole book as I gather from those I have spoken to is rather to be
considered as a conception or composition than as a detail of real
circumstances although occasionally the latter may here & there be
introduced!.]

I am I Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Professor Martius I &c &c &c

Address: The Professor I Martius I Munich

1. Karl Friedrich Philipp von Martius (1794-1868, DSB). Professor of Botany in Munich.
2. Davy, H. (1830).
3. Ibid., 176-80 in which Davy describes going through the cataract accidentally in a boat.
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Letter 614
Faraday to Charles Babbage
15 September 1832
From the original in BL add MS 37187, f.137

Royal Institution I Sept 15th 1832.
My dear Sir

I send you herewith an account of the three deposits not however
including any notice of their peculiar striated or crystalline appearance
hardness &c &c all of which you no doubt already know by inspections

Temple of Serapis1. This deposit consists principally of Carbonate of
limeu A little sulphate of lime is present and also a little oxide of iron &
Silica with alumina but all together these do not probably make more than 4
or 5 per cent. I can find no magnesia here nor any but the minutest trace of
muriates!.]

Piscina Mirabile This is in chemical composition as like the last as
possiblet.] I do not find a word to alteru The state of aggregation is different
& the successive deposits are not so evident; it is also more crystalline2!.]

Temple of Minerva. This substance does not contain any carbonate of
lime it is essentially sulphate of lime or gypsium with a little oxide of Iron
&c &c[.] This composition accounts for its crystalline appearance & other
characters!.]

Your first question of "whether the first & second deposits are the
same substances nearly in the same proportions" is already answered in
the affirmative3!.]

Your second of "whether the combinations they contain are
compatible with sea water; could they have been deposited in it?" requires
a little more reservation. I cannot say that the carbonate of lime is
incompatible with sea water or that it could not have been deposited from
it. But I have never heard of such a deposit from the sea water we can
procure now a days either naturally or during the evaporation which goes
on in salt works &c &c. On the other hand they represent perfectly such
deposits as are taking place continually from waters holding carbonate of
lime in solution by carbonic acid and I cannot help thinking that such has
been their source.

In giving this opinion I am guided merely by the appearance of the
deposits & their chemical characters for I know nothing of the
circumstances under which they occur although 20 years ago I happened
for a few hours to be at the Temple of Serapis4.

I am I Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Charles Babbage I &c &c &c

I have used a little as possible & return you the rest supposing you
may require them. I MF
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Address: Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c I 1 Dorset Street I Manchester
Square.

1. Near Naples. See Babbage (1834, 1847) for his interest in this subject.
2. See Babbage (1834), 73 where he refers to this analysis. This paragraph is quoted in
Babbage (1847), 15.
3. This and the next two paragraphs are quoted in ibid.
4. In May 1814 when he was in Naples. See Bowers and Symons (1991), 107-10. This
particular visit is not mentioned here, since the manuscript of Faraday's diary for this period
has been lost.

Letter 615
Second Earl Spencer to Faraday
18 September 1832
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Spencer House 18 Sep I 1832
Dear Sir

I called at the Royal Institution yesterday in hopes of finding you to
have some conversation on the subject of Mr Pickersgill's Offer respecting
my Portrait1.

I am in Town for only a short Time, but it might perhaps be possible to
make some arrangement, if Mr Pickersgill is in London at present, by which
the kind and flattering Wishes of yourself and the other Members who have
expressed them might be carried into effect with the least trouble to all
concerned!.]

I will take an opportunity of calling again in Albemarle Street today
between 12 & 1 for the chance of finding you, and am your very obliged I
humble servant I Spencer
M. Faraday Esq

Address: M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. See letters 608 and 609.
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Letter 616
Faraday to Charles Babbage
19 September 1832
From the original in BL add MS 37187, f.142

R Institution I Sept 19th 1832
Dear Sir

I dare say you know of the two following errors if errors they are but as
you said you were about a second edition11 thought I would mention themt.]

Page 68 (90)2. The hole passing to the bowl is formed I believe in a
very curious manner after the clay is taken out of the mold & whilst held
between the fingers^

Page 133 (161)3 with regard to the waste. If an art include ten
processes and is to be practised by ten men and if each man learns all the
processes there will be a hundred wastings but if each man learns a
particular process only, there will be but ten wastings - the quantity of
waste therefore cannot remain the sameu

Perhaps however I have misunderstood your meaning but I am sure
you will excuse me[.]

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Babbage I &c &c &c

1. Babbage (1832b).
2. Babbage (1832a), 68.
3. Ibid, 133.

Letter 617
Faraday to John Barrow
10 October 1832
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4610, f.249

Royal Institution I 10th Octr 1832.
Sir

I hasten, on my return to town, to acknowledge your letter and the
honor done me by My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty in requesting
my opinion in conjunction with others upon Mr. Brunels application of the
condensed gases as mechanical agents1. As the discoverer of the
condensation of the gases2 I think it would be inexpedient for me to be
joined with the gentlemen you name3; for on the one hand I think such a
committee should give a report uninfluenced by my views and on the other
as I mean with Mr. Brunels kind permission to examine the apparatus very
closely I may probably remark some philosophical point which I should
feel inclined to pursue alone.
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I would beg you however to state to my Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty that if their Lordships consider my opinion as at all worth having
I shall feel honored in giving it after the Committee have reported and after
I have carefully examined the apparatus: but in that case I would beg the
favour of you to state rather more explicitly than in your last the points to
which their Lordships would desire my answerst.]

I am I Sir I Your Humble Servant I M. Faraday
John Barrow Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c I Admiralty

Endorsements: Has he not been told that the meeting was put off.

Yes, Sir, by letter of 2nd Oct.
1. The refers to the continuing efforts of Brunei, aided by his son Isambard Kingdom Brunei,
to gain useful and practical mechanical effect from the liquefaction of gases. See "Experiments
with Carbonic Acid Gas", in Brunei (1870), 42-5. See also Clements (1970), 77-8 and Rolt
(1957), 41-2. For Faraday's earlier involvement with the project see letters 208, 218, 248, 250,
282, volume 1.
2. Faraday (1823a, b).
3. On 26 September 1832 the Admiralty asked, amongst others, Charles Hatchett (1765-1847,
DSB, chemist), Faraday, John Rennie (1794-1874, DNB, civil engineer) and William Allen
(1770-1843, DNB, chemist) to examine Brunei's gaz engine. Admiralty Digest PRO ADM12 /
284, class 59.9.

Letter 618
Faraday to Charles Stokes
16 October 1832
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution I 16th Octr. 1832
My dear Sir

The substance you sent me is of animal origin and I think may have
been originally animal fat but I cannot assert that for it is just possible that
it may be analogous in its source to adipocere though it differs from that
body at present and from all other varieties of fat with which I am
acquainted!.] This difference & the present state of the matter is probably
due to the prolonged action of Sea water upon it1!.]

Its most marked characters after those which decide it as a fatty body
are the comparatively high temperature which it requires for fusion (above
212°) its being somewhat heavier than water - and its being but slowly
acted upon by alkalis. It is not in the state of fatty acid analogous to the
margarine acid &c &c &c of Chevreul2[.]

I imagine some accident sufficiently rare in its occurrence yet
common place in its character must have put the mass where it was founds

I am I My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Charles Stokes Esq I &c &c &c
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Endorsed: M. Faraday 16 October 1832[.] Lump of animal fatty matter from
the Donegal Man of War[.]
Address: Charles Stokes Esq I &c &c &c I Verulam Bdgs I Grays Inn

1. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", RI MS HD 8b, 12 October 1832,
p.38 for Faraday's analysis. He noted that this substance was Drought up from HMS Donegal at
Spithead on 29 September 1832. See Hampshire Telegraph, 8 October 1832, [p.4, col. d], which
reported that a substance weighing 1731bs had been scrubbed off the bottom of HMS Donegal.
Ibid, 15 October 1832, [p.4, col. e], reported that the substance had been found to be tallow.
2. Michel Eugene Chevreul (1786-1889, DSB). French chemist. For this work see Chevreul
(1823), 59-63.

Letter 619
Lord Auckland1 to Faraday
18 October 1832
From the original copy in PRO MINT1 / 30, p.224

Royal Mint I 18th Oct: 1832
Sir

The Buildings of the Refinery at the Mint having been completed,
according to a Plan of which you approved last year, I have to request that
you will be good enough to attend at the Mint to inspect the Works in actual
operation, and to inform me whether, in your opinion, the process of
Refining, as now completed by Mr. Mathison2, can be carried on for the
public service without nuisance to the neighbourhood3.

I am &c: I Auckland
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Institution

Endorsed: N.B. A similar letter to the above written to Mr. Brande.

1. George Eden, 2nd Baron Auckland (1784-1849, DNB). Master of the Mint, 1830-1834.
2. Gilbert Farquhar Graeme Mathison, melter and refiner of the Mint. There is some variation
in the spelling of his name. Craig (1953), 304-5.
3. See note 2, letter 532.
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Letter 620
Faraday to Lord Auckland1

20 October 1832
From the original copy in PRO MINT1 / 30, p.229

Royal Institution I 20 October 1832
My Lord

I beg to acknowledge your Lordships' letter of the 18th inst2.
I have during the present week been at the Mint and have examined

minutely the arrangements made at the Refinery for the purpose of
condensing the fumes evolved and preventing them becoming a nuisance
in the neighbourhood. In my opinion the means employed are very good
both in their principle & application, and what is of equal importance are so
arranged as to require no particular care during their daily use. I am of
opinion that if the working be carried on with but ordinary attention it will
not produce any annoyance in the neighbourhood3.

I have &c: I M. Faraday
The Right Honble I Lord Auckland I &c &c &c4

1. George Eden, 2nd Baron Auckland (1784-1849, DNB). Master of the Mint, 1830-1834.
2. Letter 619.
3. See note 2, letter 532.
4. This letter is followed by Brande to Auckland, 22 October 1832, saying much the same.

Letter 621
Faraday to John George Children
23 October 1832
From the original in RS MS MC 2.60

Royal Institution I 23rd October 1832
Sir

I have been honored by the receipt of your letter requesting to know
on the part of His Royal Highness the President1 and Council of the Royal
Society whether I could accept the office of a Member of Council if
recommended & elected for the coming yean.]

In reply I beg respectfully to decline the probability of election: not
that I undervalue the character of that high and responsible office or
esteem lightly the favourable opinion which would recommend me to it[.j
But the time I can spare from imperative duties is already so small that I am
anxious to devote the whole of it to original investigation and I entertain a
hope that his Royal Highness the President and the Council will think that
in so doing I am performing to the best of my abilities my duties to Science
& the Royal Societyj.]

I am I Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
John G. Children Esq I Sec Royal Society I &c &c &c
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Endorsed: Entered Council Book vol. XI p.325
Faraday (No 2)

1. The Duke of Sussex.

Letter 622
Faraday to Percy Drummond
26 October 1832
From the original in RMA WO 150 / 10, f.41 bis

Royal Institution I 26th Oct 1832
Dear Sir

1 enclose the bills & receipts & also a copy of Dr Molls paper1!.]
I am I Your obliged servant I M. Faraday

Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

1. Probably [Moll] (1831).

Letter 623
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
10 November 1832
From the original in RS MS HS 7.179

Royal Institution I 10 Nov 1832
My Dear Sir

I received your letter introducing Dr. Robinson1 but fear he was
hardly worth such an honor from youu At his request I wrote to Cambridge
introducing him as the Dr. Robinson you had introduced to me and I find
that he has been borrowing Money of the persons there Professor
Cumming2 & others as he has also done of me. I cannot say he will not repay
but under all circumstances I think 1 ought to let you know the result, that
he may not use your name more than you would like elsewhereu

I am glad you like my last experiments3 and I have the more pleasure
in receiving your commendation than that of another person - not merely
because there are few whose approbation I should compare with yours but
for another circumstance. When your work on the study of Nat Phil.4 came
out, I read it as all others did with delight. I took it as a school book for
philosophers and I feel that it has made me a better reasoner & even
experimenter and has altogether heightened my character and made me if I
may be permitted to say so a better philosopher^.]
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In my last investigations I continually endeavored to think of that
book and to reason & investigate according to the principles there laid
downt.]

I am therefore I My dear Sir I Your much indebted & obliged I M.
Faraday
Sir J.F.W. Herschell I &c &c &c

Address: Sir J.F.W. Herschell I &c &c &c I Slough

1. Unidentified.
2. James dimming (1777-1861, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Cambridge, 1815-1860.
3. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.
4. Herschel (1831).
5. See also Faraday's comments at the commemoration of the centenary of the birth of
Joseph Priestley (1733-1804, DSB, natural philosopher) on 23 March 1833. PhilMag., 1833, 2:
384-5.

Letter 624
Faraday to Thomas Hodgkin1

10 November 1832
From a transcript in RI MS
Mr. Faraday presents his respects to Dr. Hodgkin and is very much obliged
for his kindness. If Dr. Hodgkin could send so large a thing as the
accompanying paper2 Mr. Faraday would be very glad but if not he begs Dr.
Hodgkin to return it as it is one of two which are all he has left and he would
be sorry the present should not gain its destination either one way or
another.

1. Thomas Hodgkin (1800-1875, DNB). Physician.
2. Probably Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.

Letter 625
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
11 November 1832
From a copy in RS MS HS 21.121

Slough I November 11, 1832.
My dear Sir,

I am most excessively mortified to find that I have been the means of
saddling you with such a person as Dr! Robinson1 proves to have been2. I
have nothing to say in excuse but that he came to me recommended by Dr
Ferguson3 of Windsor, a skilful and highly respected Physician, and a
personal friend of my own, in a letter which I have unluckily mislaid, but in
which he spoke of the recommendations of Dr R to him as highly
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respectable, and requested me to show him attentions. In giving him the
introduction to you, I had no other idea than that of putting him in
communication with one eminently competent to judge of his chemical
discoveries (if such) relative to the detection of poisons taken internally
but that he should have so far abused such an opportunity as to act as you
describe is indeed most abominable I only hope you did not lend him
much. Though 1 have often under similar circumstances felt myself obliged
in justice to the recommendation of friends to act nearly as in the present
instance, I have generally endeavoured in any letter I may have written, to
indicate the extent of my personal knowledge of the individual and his
character. If my memory serves me, in that I addressed to you, I adhered to
this principle. It will however be a lesson to me as long as I live to be
extremely cautious in such cases, and as nothing of the kind ever occurred
to me before, I will take good care it never shall hereafter. Again I must
repeat my hope that you have not been a great sufferer by him. Indeed I feel
that I ought to insist on your considering me your debtor to the extent of his
borrowings. I shall take care and let Ferguson know what sort of person he
has had palmed upon him, and thus let a knowledge of his exploits run back
along the conductor as far as it may reach. He had got a whole pocket book
full of letters - described himself as well acquainted with Dr. Turner Dr
Daubeney [sic] &c and in short, but for the awkwardness of his manner
which is anything but insinuating - might prove a very dangerous &
troublesome adventurer.

Believe me &c I (Sd) J.F.W.H.

1. Unidentified.
2. See letter 623.
3. William Fergusson (1773-1846, DNB). Inspector General of military hospitals.

Letter 626
Faraday to John Stuart Forbes1

12 November 1832
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1832/147

Royal Institution I 12 November 1832
Sir

I hasten to acknowledge the receipt of your letter although under such
circumstances as prevents me from acceding to your request.

I have already been applied to by a gentleman from Scotland a
Professor & Lecturer whom I know very well; to give him a
recommendation; but in consequence of my general aversion to assume the
appearance of judging other[s] & also some private circumstances2 have
declined doing so but in declining could not but promise that I should do it
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for no one. You will perceive therefore that I am unable to assist Mr Forbes
in the present case3[.j

I ought however to say to you what I have said to my other friend that
if the deciding body ask my opinion of this or that person I should feel it a
point of respect to answeru But as I now know of two friends in the field & I
suspect shall quickly hear of a third41 could in any case only speak what I
know of any candidate named and not offer a judgement between two or
threeu

I am I Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
John S. Forbes Esq I &c &c

Address: John S. Forbes Esq I &c &c &c I Edinburgh

1. John Stuart Forbes (1804-1866, B5). Lawyer and brother of James David Forbes.
2. That is Faraday's membership of the Sandemanian church in which he had been
appointed Deacon on 1 July 1832. Cantor (1991), 60.
3. For the Professorship of Natural Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh to which
Forbes was elected.
4. The other candidates were (according to Shairp et al (1873), 83) David Brewster, William
Ritchie, Thomas Galloway (1796-1851, DNB, mathematician) and John Stevelly (Professor of
Natural Philosophy in Belfast, Shairp et al (1873), 83). For a short account of the contest
between Forbes and Brewster see Shapin (1984), 18-9.

Letter 627
Thomas Colby to Faraday
c27 November 18321

From the original in HL HU MS Eng 1178
Ordnance Map Office I Tower.

My dear Sir,
I send you, your knife, a large piece of black to be reduced to pure

carbon, a phial of oil ready burned for printing, a saucer of ink ready mixed
for printing, old brown impressions, three qualities of printing paper. I
have sent these articles under the idea, that it will give you less trouble to
put them all under experiment at once, than to have only limited means to
make a doubtful experiment. I shall be glad to see the result of your
experiment with the c[h]lorine, and feel much obliged by the trouble you
have taken in making it[.] As you tell me the ink contains much lime, I send a
large piece, and if you give us the pure carbon from it, we may try the effect
of it in printing.

Very truly yours I Thos. Colby
Endorsed by Faraday: 1832
Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
1. Dated on the basis that Faraday's work on this is recorded in "Royal Institution Laboratory
Notebook, 1830-1861", RI MS HD 8b, 27 November 1832, p.39.
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Letter 628
William Babington1 to Faraday
28 November 1832
From the original in MU MS 173
My dear Sir,

I beg to remind you of your kind promise to give me the pleasure of
your company at dinner on Monday2 next, when I shall hope to see you at
six oclocku In the mean time believe me yours

very truly I Wm. Babington
15 Devonshire St I Portland Place I Wednesday Nov 28th

Endorsed by Faraday: 1832
Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. William Babington (1756-1833, DSB). Physician and mineralogist.
2. That is 3 December 1832.

Letter 629
James Hudson to Faraday
28 November 1832
From the original copy in RS MS 425.280
M. Faraday

Nov. 28, 1832
Mr. Children having called on me since you were here, I have mentioned to
him the circumstance of no letter, announcing to you the award of the
Copley Medal f [or] this year, having been sent. He has requested me to give
you an official notification of this award, & therefore I beg to enclose you an
official copy of the Minute of Council1 and to inform you that the Medal will
be delivered to you by His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex as President
of the Royal Socy on the Day of the Anniversary Meeting, the 30th Instant21
JH.

1. RS MS CM, 11 November 1832, 11: 336.
2. See Proc.Roy.Soc, 1832, 3: 156-7 for the speech of the Duke of Sussex on presenting the
Copley Medal to Faraday.
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Letter 630
Anthony Carlisle1 to Faraday
30 November 18322

From the original in WIHM Carlisle autograph letter file
Friday

Dear Sir
My public duty as an Examiner for Diplomas at the College of

Surgeons is generally on Fridays, and we sit from six until after 12 -
occasionally we miss a day but that always depends on the number of
Candidates registered on the Books for each meeting.

If you still think my Discourse3 more suited for the Evening I will
endeavour to find out a probable vacant Friday, but I doubt whether I could
assure your Committee more than a fortnight before the time, & that notice
might not accord with your arrangements. I will write to you or see you on
Monday next when I hope to be able to speak definitely.

Very truly yours I An. Carlisle
Mr Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday: 1832.

1. Anthony Carlisle (1768-1840, DSB). Surgeon.
2. Dated on the basis that letter 632 is the reply to Carlisle's second note mentioned here, but
not found.
3. See RI MM 18 June 1832, 8: 18, where the Managers declined an offer of a lecture from
Carlisle since the season was over.

Letter 631
Faraday to John Barrow
4 December 1832
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4610, f.320

Royal Institution I 4th Deer 1832
Sir

I beg to enclose to you for the information of my Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty a report embodying the substance of the
analyses and experiments I have made on certain samples of meal from the
Surrey Convict ship which you did me the honor to send to me for that
purpose on the 30th Ultimo1!.]

I am Sir I Your Most Obedient I Humble Servant I M. Faraday
John Barrow Esq I &c &c &c

Report on five samples of oatmeal received from the Admiralty on the 30th
November said to be from the Surr[e]y Convict shipu
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Sample QNo. 1. Oatmeal - Contractor Inglis2 sent by Mr. Wyse to the
Admiralty} This meal is evidently different to good samples of meal and
more gritty. 1 could not discover that barley meal had been mixed with it
but at the same time 1 should state that in certain proportions it would be
difficult to gain positive evidence of its presenceu

On proceeding to analysis abundant reason was discovered why this
meal should be of bad quality: for it has been mingled and adulterated with
more than 10 per cent of some calcareous matter, I believe, ground chalk.
That no doubt might arise as to its improper presence I ascertained by
analysis the proportions of earthy and saline matters in this and the other
samples so that a fit judgment can be drawn of the quantities which being
derived from the soil or during grinding &c &c. are inevitably present. The
present sample contained per cent 0.5 of silica - 0.7 of phosphate of lime -
1.3 alumina and soluble salts and 10.7 carbonate of lime the remaining 86.8
parts being meal - water &c.

The silica alumina & salts were to be expected and are not in
quantities larger than may be allowed as accidental. The phosphate of lime
is in too small a quantity to be considered as having been purposely added
yet being one of the substances in burnt bones it excites suspicion: I would
rather however consider it accidental!.] The calcareous matter is no doubt
an adulteration and it will appear that in good meal I could find none of itu

Sample (No. 2 Oatmeal. Contractor Waugh3 sent by Mr Wyse to the
Admiralty) This was very good in all its evident qualities. Upon being
analysed only 1.5 per cent of earthy and saline matter was found in it[.j Of
this nearly 0.4 was silica &c. and 1.1 alumina & salts. There was a trace of
lime present but so small as to render its proportion inappreciable. The
proportion of earthy and saline matter here is very small and must be
allowed as that which could easily enter during the growth of the grain - or
afterwards during the necessary operations even in the most careful hands.

Sample marked (Hubbert4 sent by Mr Wyse to Deptford and thence to
the Admiralty) This had all the characters of good meal. Being analysed it
gave 2.3 per cent earthy and saline substances of which 0.7 was silica &c
and 1.6 alumina salts &c. There was no lime here or at most the merest
trace. There is no reason from the analysis to have any suspicions of this
meal[.]

Sample marked (Oat 10.4 Inglis EX 21 Sept' 3'3 sent by Mr Wyse to
Deptford & thence to the Admiralty) This sample had all the characters of the
first sampleu It contained a large proportion of Carbonate of lime but as I
had no doubt it was a sample of the same meal I did not pursue the analysis
so as to obtain proportions which would have occupied time and caused
delayu

Sample marked (Oat 1.6 Waugh EX 12 Oct. 33 sent by Mr. Wyse to
Deptford & thence to the Admiralty) This sample had all the characters of
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good meal. Believing it to be a duplicate of the second sample, I examined it
only generally & found it to agree in all pointsu

I then obtained a sample of oatmeal from a dealer in whom I have all
confidence and analysed it. It contained 2.3 of earthy and saline matters of
which 0.8 was silica and 1.5 alumina & salts: a minute trace of lime was
present. This sample therefore agrees with those from Waugh and Hubbert
and like them is in strong contrast to that from Inglisi.]

As barley meal was supposed to be present in the sample from Inglis, I
procured some Barley meal to ascertain its proportion of earthy & saline
matters and whether calcareous matter is present in it. It yielded 3.1 per
cent of inorganic matters of which 1.3 was silica and sandy particles; 1.8
alumina & salts. But here there was only the merest trace of lime present so
that it stands strongly contrasted to the sample from Inglisi.]

M. Faraday
Royal Institution I 4th Dec 1832

Letter endorsed: 5 Dec Mr Jones to state whether his opinion that Inglis
ought to be prosecuted.
Report 6th Dec. Send these papers to Sir John Hill5 and direct him to cause
samples to be taken accordingly and forwarded to me properly marked. I
6th Dec [unidentified initials]

1. David Wyse (d.1843, Navy List), Surgeon Superintendent aboard the Surrey convict ship
(see Wyse to William Burnett, 23 November 1832, PRO ADM1 / 5093, f.606) believed that the
reason why illness had broken out on board the ship was because of the poor quality of the
oatmeal. He had informed the Admiralty of this and they decided to ask Faraday to analyse the
oatmeal. Admiralty Digest PRO ADM 12 / 284, class 26.1.
2. William Inglis Merchant of 16 Rawstone Street, Goswell Road. He denied contaminating
the oatmeal and blamed the miller. See Inglis to Admiralty, 26 December 1832, PRO ADM1 /
4793, f.279.
3. Unidentified.
4. Unidentified.
5. John Hill (1774-1855, Bl). Captain Superintendent of Deptford Victualling Yard, 1820-
1838.
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Letter 632
Faraday to Anthony Carlisle1

5 December 1832
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 5th Dec 1832
Dear Sir

Your note2 says Friday the 7th February. Friday will be the 8th of
February and presuming you mean that Friday, I beg in the name of the
Committee to accept your kind offer with many thanks3u

I am I Dear Sir I Your Very obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Sir Anthony Carlisle I &c &c &c

1. Anthony Carlisle (1768-1840, DSB). Surgeon.
2. See letter 630.
3. See Phil Mag., 1833, 2: 312 for a short account of Carlisle's Friday Evening Discourse of 8
February 1833 on "Hereditary Diseases".

Letter 633
Faraday to John Barrow
12 December 1832
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4610, f.323

Royal Institution I 12 Deer 1832
Sir

In reply to your note of yesterday I beg to say I will report to you
immediately I have analysed the meals and therefore after that report the
man who brought the samples can have them back againV]

Your last letter says I am to ascertain "if any of them contain the like
proportion of calcareous matter which the former ones did"u The extract
from the report of the Solicitor2 recommends that the samples "be
submitted to a similar test of analysis and if similar results be produced &c
&c."

Now I am able to say at present that all the samples are (all of them)
similar to the former samples from Inglis3 and all contain calcareous
matter. But if you require me to speak to proportions in each case it involves
the accurate analysis of each one for the quantity of calcareous matter
present and requires far more care and time. It will require at least a week
more to make such analysis satisfactory to myself[.]

Will you have the goodness to tell me whether you think that a report
on the general similarity in which I can give a strong opinion as to similarity
of proportion also will be sufficient or whether you wish me to proceed with
the quantitative analysis of each for the carbonate of limeu

I am I Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
John Barrow Esq I &c &c &c
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Endorsed: 12 Dec. Aq him their Lordships deem these to be sufficient.

1. See letter 631.
2. Charles Jones. See endorsement to letter 631.
3. See note 2, letter 631.

Letter 634
Faraday to John Barrow
12 December 1832
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4610, f.324

Royal Institution I 12th Deer 1832
Sir

I have the honor to inclose for the information of My Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty a report upon thirty one samples of
oatmeal received on the 8th instant for analytical examination1

and have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
John Barrow Esq I &c &c &c

Report on thirty one samples of oatmeal received from the hands of
Thomas Griffiths2 on the 8th. Dec 1832.

These samples of oatmeal were numbered from 1 to 31 inclusive and
were sealed up separately!.] On submitting them to analytical examination I
found that they were generally of the same class and character with two
which 1 had the honor to refer to in a former report (of the 4th instant)
labled Inglis3 &c &c. All of them contained calcareous matter: evidently
added for fraudulent purposes the proportion appeared to be nearly that of
the former samples i.e between 10 & 11 per cent but I am not able to speak
accurately to the quantities without being allowed more time & pursuing
the analyses in a more refined manners

M. Faraday
Royal Institution I 12th Dec 1832

Letter endorsed: 12 Dec. Send for Mr Jones' reportu A letter of Mr Faraday
of yesterday or this morning is wanting. Papers enclosed. Send the papers
to Mr. Jones & direct him to prosecute for the penaltyu JB 13 Dec

1. See letters 631 and 633.
2. Unidentified.
3. See note 2, letter 631.
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Letter 635
Faraday to John Barrow
13 December 1832
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4610, f.325
Dear Sir

As the person is not the same who brought the bag & as he brings no
note from you - I do not like to let him have the bag1.

1 have reserved samples of each that / may have a certainty should
any second reference be required.

I am I Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday

Endorsed: 13 Dec. Direct Sir John Hill2 to send the same person who
brought the bag to the Admiralty^ By coach as a parcel JB
Address: John Barrow Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 633.
2. John Hill (1774-1855, Bl). Captain Superintendent of Deptford Victualling Yard, 1820-
1838.

Letter 636
Charles James Berridge Aldis1 and S.J. Berkeley2 to Faraday
19 December 1832
From the original in RS MS 241, f.44
Sir,

We have the Honor to inform you that you have been elected an
Honorary Member of the St. George's Medical and Surgical Society.

Signed I C.J.B. Aldis BM I S.J. Berkeley Secretaries
St. George's Medical and I Surgical Society. I Wednesday Dec 19th 1832.

Address: M. Faraday Esq F.R.S. I &c &c &c

1. Charles James Berridge Aldis (1808-1872, DNB). Physician.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 637
William Henry1 to Faraday
20 December 1832
From the original in SI D MS 687A
My dear Sir

I have been requested by the bearer, Mr. Ronchetti2 of this town, to
give him a few lines of introduction to you, and though well aware how
much you are occupied, yet I cannot well refuse, the more especially as he
is really a very deserving person, and one to whose ingenuity and skill I was
much beholden so long as I could work. The object, I believe, which he has
in view, is to establish a son3 in London, to be in some way connected with
him here, for the manufacture and sale of philosphl. instruments; and it is
in connexion with this object, that he is desirous to put a few questions to
you. If you can, without inconvenience, listen to him for quarter of an hour,
you will be serving a very worthy and industrious man.

I have not yet thanked you for the copy of your "Experiments in
Electricity"4. 1 was delighted with them, and hope you will ere long unveil
fresh wonders in that most interesting field of inquiry. Any papers you may
have the goodness to send me, will reach me thro' Longman's house5 under
cover to Messrs. Clarke6, Booksellers, Manchester.

My son7 who has lately taken to wife8 the daughter of Mr. Allan9 of
Edin[burgh] (whom I think you know, or at least by repute as a
mineralogist) unites in kindest regards to you.

Believe me, my dear Sir, I Very sincerely Yours I W Henry
Manchester I Dec. 20 1832

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I London

1. William Henry (1774-1836, DSB). Manchester chemist.
2. Charles Joshua Ronchetti. Manchester scientific instrument maker. See Rea (1988), 5.
3. Joshua Ronchetti. Manchester and London scientific instrument maker. See letter 774.
4. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2.
5. That is Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green and Longman, booksellers in Paternoster
Row. See Wallis (1974), 40.
6. Unidentified.
7. William Charles Henry (1804-1892, Farrar etal. (1977)). Physician and chemist
8. Margaret Henry, nee Allan (d.1890, age 80, GRO).
9. Thomas Allan (1777-1833, DNB). Mineralogist.
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Letter 638
Faraday to S.J. Berkeley1

21 December 1832
From the original in BUL General Historical Collection

Royal Institution I 21, Dec. 1832
Sir

I beg you to offer my sincere thanks to the St Georges Medical and
Surgical Society for the honor which it has been pleased to confer upon me
in electing me one of its honorary members2[.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
S.J. Berkeley Esq I &c &c &c I Secretary

1. Unidentified.
2. See letter 636.

Letter 639
Marc Isambard Brunei to Faraday
15 January 1833
From the original in NLS MS 2909, f.28
My Dear Sir

I have been engaged the last week in ascertaining carefully &
accurately the temperature corresponding to a given pressure1!.] 90
atmospheres - when different portions of the liquid were evaporated and
also after the liquid had been evaporated dried and rinsed several times.
The last experiment I continued for 24 hours. In the first 3 hours the
temperature required for this pressure, encreased from 84° to 90 but after
this it did not vary more than 92° either when the whole quantity was
reduced to liquid or nearly all evaporated.

I think I have got the liquid purer than before by allowing it to stand
and distilling over once or twice before usingf.] I am going today to try some
which has been standing about 1.0 days. I shall then repeat the experiment
upon the latent heat and let you know the result on Thursday or
Friday.

Believe me Dear Sir I Yours very truly I Me Brunei
Tuesday Jany 15th 1833

Address: Ml Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albermarle St.

1. See note 1, letter 617.
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Letter 640
Faraday to Charles Babbage
12 February 1833
From the original in BL add MS 37187, f.419

Royal Institution I 12th Feby 1833
My dear Sir

I have made time to examine the deposits. The white substance is
almost entirely sulphate of lime. There is no carbonate of lime present and
only a trace of insoluble silica & alumina. The sulphate of lime is not
anhydrous but that you would probably expectu It[s] granular crystalline
appearance &c &c you are no doubt aware oft.]

The other deposit that is thin brown scabs consists principally of
carbonate if lime but there is also present a little combustible matter. It may
have been wax or oil or any thing elseu It is pretty uniformly diffused
through the mass as if it had been mixed up with it originally but I cannot
assert that has been the case[.] There is also a fraction (small) of per oxide
of iron presents

Ever 1 Dear Sir I Very truly Yours I M. Faraday
Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 641
John Fuller to Faraday
12 February 1833
From the original in RS MS 241, f.45
Dr Sir,

Your business was this day settled at the Bank of England & stands in
the names of the Lord Chancellor1 Lord Grey2 & the Duke of Somerset it is
done exactly in the manner pointed out by the Committee of Managers &
you may at any time receive the dividend yourself without any further
notice3.

Yours Very Sincerely I John Fuller
Devonshire Place I Feb 12 I 1833.
M Faraday Esq

Address: To I M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St

1. Henry Peter, Lord Brougham (1778-1868, DNB). Whig politician and Lord Chancellor,
1830-1834.
2. Charles, 2nd Earl Grey (1764-1845, DNB). Whig politician and Prime Minister, 1830-1834.
3. This refers to the creation and endowment by Fuller of the Fullerian Professor of
Chemistry at the Royal Institution. This was first proposed to the Managers on 14 January 1833
(RI MM, 8: 64) with the stipulation that Faraday was to be the first holder. The deed enacting
this was approved at the following meeting on 4 February 1833 (RI MM, 8: 67). That the deed
had been enacted was noted at the next meeting on 18 February 1833 (RI MM, 8: 73-4) and that
£3333 6s 8d had been invested in consols for the endowment, the income from which would
be paid to Faraday.
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Letter 642
Faraday to Percy Drummond
15 February 1833
From the original in RMA WO150 / 10, f.96

Royal Institution I 15th Feby 1833
My dear Sir

I shall be ready and with you on the sixth of Marchu
Shall you want prospectuses as before? or have you them printed? or

do you not care for them? If any printing is to be done be so good as to let
the printer send me proofsu

I trust you are and have been quite well[.] With remembrances to all
friends and respectfully to Mrs. Paris1!.]

I am I Dear Sir I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll. Drummond I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 643
Faraday to Percy Drummond
1 March 1833
From the original in RMA WO150 / 10, f.106

Royal Institution I March. 1. 1833
My dear Sir

I have this moment been subpoenaed off in an imperative case - for
next week to Wales1 and hasten to ask you to defer the opening of the
Lectures to the 13th when I will be with you. I have tried all means of getting
off this matter but cannot. It is a most serious evil to me for the week
happens to be full of important engagements!.]

I hope I shall not inconvenience you much & that you will help me
over that part of the difficulty which consists in engagement at the
Academyi.]

I am Dear Sir I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond

I wrote only an hour ago to Marsh21 should be at the Lecture room &c
&c as be needful. Could you do me the kindness to send him a note saying
how things are. I MF

Endorsement: Answered 2 Marchu The lectures will be postponed & Mr
Marsh shall have due notice^ P.D
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1. See "David v Vivian and Vivian, 1832 Brief for the Defence", University College Swansea,
Yorkshire Imperial Metals MS, f.64 for Faraday's evidence that the defendants had done all
they could to prevent the emission of noxious fumes at the Hafod Copper Works and were thus
not creating a nuisance of which they had been accused. The defendants won the case. See
Toomey (1979), 286-7. See also Faraday to Vivian, 5 June 1830, letter 448, volume 1.
2. James Marsh (1794-1846, DNB). Chemical assistant at the Royal Military Academy.

Letter 644
Faraday to William Henry Fox Talbot
2 March 1833
From the original in LA MS

R Institution I Mar 2 1833
Dear Sir

I never am disengaged on a Sunday - and on Monday1 I leave town
(very suddenly) for South Wales2 & shall not be back until the end of the
weeku

I think you would like to talk with Mr Wheatstone on the subject; he
says he shall be too occupied until next Friday, when he will pursue the
matter in our lecture room3. But after that he will be happy to see you if you
call upon him in Conduit Streets

Ever truly Yours I M. Faraday
H.F. Talbot Esq I &c &c

1. That is 4 March 1833.
2. See note 1, letter 643.
3. See Athenaeum, 16 March 1833, p. 170-1 for an account of Wheatstone's Friday Evening
Discourse "On the duration of luminous impressions on the organs of vision".

Letter 645
Faraday to Henry William Pickersgill
4 March 1833
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I Mar 4 1833
My dear Sir

I have just informed the managers of your note & its contentsj.j They
have resolved to thank Lord Spencer1^]

As to your own kindness we suppose that it will be more correct
notwithstanding our warm feelings & private expressions to each other
no[t] to thank you until the matter is so advanced that it can go before the
Members at large2!.]
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Ever Dear Sir I Most Sincerely Yours I M. Faraday
H.W. Pickersgill Jn I &c &c &c

1. See Rl MM, 4 March 1833,8:80, where Faraday reported that Lord Spencer had sat for his
portrait. See letters 543, 544, 608, 609 and 615.
2. RI MS GM, 4 November 1833, 4: 250-1.

Letter 646
Faraday to Second Earl Spencer
4 March 1833
From the original in BL Alt G166

Royal Institution I March 4 1833
My Lord

Having heard from Mr. Pickersgill that your Lordship has completed
the sittings to which such kind consent was given for the sake of the Royal
Institution I cannot though but an humble party concerned, resist my
desire of again thanking your Lordship most sincerely for your great
kindness. I today had the pleasure of communicating the circumstances
officially to a board of Managers which I believe will also express its sense
of your Lordships goodness1!.]

I am my Lord I Your Lordships Very Obliged I & faithful Servant I M.
Faraday
Earl Spencer I &c &c &c

Endorsed: M. Faraday Rd 5 Mar 1833

1. See letter 645.

Letter 647
Second Earl Spencer to Faraday
5 March 1833
From the original in RI MS

Spencer House I 5 March 1833
Dear Sir

I thank you for your Note1, & beg to repeat how much I have been
flattered by the compliment paid to me by your kindness on the subject of
Mr Pickersgill's Picture. I am afraid that the Artist, in painting it, has in
regard to its correct representation of the original, insured the criticism of
being reproved for anachronism, as it resembles what I may have been
some score or two years ago, rather than what I am now; but as a Memorial
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of my best wishes for the welfare of the Institution, 1 am well pleased at its
being placed there.

I am, dear Sir, I your very faithful i humble servant ISpencer
M. Faraday Esq

1. Letter 646.

Letter 648
Joseph Antoine Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
8 March 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bruxelles le 8 Mars 1833
Monsieur

Permettez-moi d'abord de vous offrir mes bien Vifs remerciments
pour la bonte que vous avez eue de m'envoyer votre memoire sur les
illusions d'optique1, je l'ai lu avec un plaisir extreme et je me suis empresse
de produire les effets que je ne connaissais pas encore. Nous nous sommes
rencontres en plusieurs points; mais votre notice renferme des experiences
extremement interessantes qui vous sont entierement propres, telles que
les effets des roues tournant devant un miroir et dont certaines parties
semblent se mouvoir, tandis que d'autres paraissent immobiles; telles
encore que 1'illusion produite par une brosse circulaire et par laquelle vous
donnez une explication plausible du phenomene que presentent les
rotiferes. Vos experiences sur les roues tournant devant une glace m'ont
inspire l'idee d'un nouveau genre d'illusions qui m'ont paru tres-curieuses
et qui, en modifiant convenablement la maniere de les produire, pourraient
peut-etre recevoir d'autres applications, par exemple, dans la
Fantasmagorie. Je prends la liberte de vous envoyer, ci-joint, un exemple
de ces illusions que vous concevrez probablement a la seule inspection du
cercle et des figures, et sur lesquelles vous trouverez d'ailleurs des details
dans le N° de la correspondance de Vobservatoire2 que Mr Quetelet vous
envoie; je vous recommande seulement de ne pas vous placer trop pres du
miroir, car les petites figures deviennent alors confuses, et aussi de faire
plutot 1'experience le soir; Enfin vous aurez sans doute bientot trouve
toutes les conditions les plus favorables. Je vous prie d'accepter en meme
temps un petit instrument destine a recevoir le cercle de carton: vous
concevrez aisement, en voyant ce petit appareil, la maniere de vous en
servir; je crois seulement necessaire de vous prevenir qu'il se termine par
une vis munie de son ecrou, comme vous le voyez ci-dessous ou j'ai separe
les deux pieces:
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de sorte que, pour l'employer, on introduit d'abord la vis dans le trou perce
aii centre du cercle de carton, puis on y place Fecrou que Ton serre
suffisamment. De cette maniere le cercle se trouve solidement attache a la
piece de cuivre ab, et on peut le faire tourner avec la plus grande facilite
autour du fil de fer qui sert d'axe, sans qu'il puisse s'incliner de cote ou
d'autre; enfin cet axe est legerement aminci dans la plus grande partie de sa
longueur, de sorte que la piece cylindrique ab n'eprouve de frottement que
dans un tres-petit nombre de points.

Vous verrez, Monsieur, dans Particle de la correspondance relatif a ce
genre d'illusions, que je me suis hate de saisir l'occasion de repondre au
desir que vous m'aviez manifeste, et de faire connaitre rempressement et
l'obligeance que vous aviez bien voulu mettre a reconnaitre la priorite de
mes observations.

Je prends la liberte de vous envoyer en meme temps un autre N° de la
correspondance dans lequel j'ai insere un aper^u du travail dont je
m'occupe maintenant sur une grande classe de phenomenes de la vision,
qui comprend, entr'autres, la duree de la sensation de la vue3. Depuis
I'insertion de cet article, cependant, mes idees se sont legerement
modifiees, mais seulement de maniere a rendre la chose encore plus
simple: j'espere pouvoir dans peu de temps vous offrir le memoire dans
lequel ce sujet, que je n'ai fait qu'indiquer dans la correspondance, sera
traite avec developpement4.

Le vif interet que doit porter un physicien a tout ce qui regarde le
sujet dont il s'occupe specialement, et le desir qu'il doit avoir de connaitre
tout ce qui a ete fait sur cette matiere seront, j'espere, mon excuse aupres
de vous, Monsieur, et j'ai la confiance que vous voudrez bien ne pas
regarder comme indiscrete la demande que je prends la liberte de vous
faire de quelques renseignements relatifs au genre de recherches sur
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lesquelles j'ai eu l'honneur de me rencontrer avec vous: Dans votre
memoire, vous dites que Mr Wheatstone s'occupe de recherches5 plus
generates et qui renferment les effets produits par les roues; comme je me
suis aussi occupe d'effets plus generaux et dont ceux des roues sont des cas
particuliers, ainsi que vous l'avez vu dans ma lettre aux redacteurs des
annales de physique et de chimie6, vous concevez combien je dois desirer
de savoir si Mr Wheatstone a publie son travail, ou de connaitre au moins,
d'une maniere un peu plus precise, de quoi il traite. Je le desire d'autant
plus vivement que peut-etre ces renseignements necessiteraient des
modifications ou des additions au memoire auquel je travaille. vous parlez
aussi, dans votre memoire, a propos de la duree de la sensation de la vue,
des effets du Kalei'dophone, instrument dont je n'ai aucune connaissance:
J'aurais done une obligation a ajouter a celles que je vous ai deja, Monsieur,
si je pouvais obtenir de vous quelques eclaircissements a l'egard du travail
de Mr Wheatstone et a celui du Kaleidophone7, eclaircissements que je me
reproche a moi-meme de vous demander, quand je songe combien votre
temps est precieux et de quelle maniere vous savez Temployer.

Si vous me faites Thonneur de me repondre, veuillez, Monsieur, avoir
la bonte de m'adresser directement votre lettre, par le service des postes,
chez Monsieur Quetelet, a Fobservatoire, autrement les lettres et paquets
restent ordinairement plusieurs mois en route.

Veuillez me croire, Monsieur, avec tous les sentiments d'estime et de
consideration

Votre tres-humble et tres-devoue I Serviteur I Jh Plateau

TRANSLATION
Brussels 8 March 1833

Sir,
Allow me first to offer you my most profound thanks for the kindness

that you had in sending me your paper on optical illusions1. I read it with
great pleasure and I hurried to produce the effects with which I was not
already familiar. We had several things in common but your note encloses
some very interesting experiments which are entirely your own, such as the
effects of wheels turning in front of a mirror and of which certain parts
seem to move, whilst others seem to remain stationary and also those
where the illusion is produced by a circular brush and by which you give a
plausible explanation of the phenomena presented by rotors. Your
experiments on wheels turning in front of a mirror have inspired me with
the idea of new kinds of illusions which seemed very interesting to me and
which, by modifying appropriately the manner in which they might be
produced, could perhaps be put to other uses, for example, in
phantasmagoria. I take the liberty of enclosing an example of these
illusions which you will understand probably simply by looking at the
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circle and the figures and on which you will moreover find details in the
copy of the Correspondance de l'Observatoir& that Mr. Quetelet is sending
to you; all I suggest is that you do not place yourself too close to the mirror,
since the little figures become confused then and to conduct the
experiment towards evening. In short you will soon have found all the most
favourable conditions. Please accept at the same time a little instrument to
hold the card circle: you will easily understand, on seeing this little
instrument, the way to use it; I think I should tell you that it ends in a bolt
and nut, as you can see below where I have separated the two pieces, so
that to use it, one must first put the bolt in the hole pierced in the centre of
the card circle, then put the nut on and screw it up sufficiently. In this way,
the circle is solidly attached to the piece of copper ab and one can make it
turn with the greatest ease around the iron wire which serves as an axis,
without it being able to incline to one side or the other; lastly this axis is
slightly thinned down for the greatest part of its length, so that the
cylindrical piece ab does not experience any friction except at a very few
points.

You will see, Sir, in the article of the Correspondance relating to these
types of illusions, that I have hastened to seize the opportunity of replying
to the desire you have shown me and to make known the eagerness and
kindness you have extended to me in recognising the priority of my
observations.

I take the liberty of sending you at the same time another copy of the
Correspondance in which I inserted a general survey of the work which I am
currently undertaking on a large range of phenomena of vision, which
includes, amongst others, the length of the sense of sight3. Since inserting
this article, however, my ideas have slightly changed, but only in a way as
to make the whole thing even more simple. I hope, in a short space of time,
to be able to offer you the paper in which this subject, which I have but
outlined in the Correspondance will be developed4.

The keen interest that a physicist must have for all that concerns his
specialist subject and the desire which he must have of knowing all that has
been done on this subject will, I hope, excuse me, Sir, and I have the
confidence that you would not regard as indiscreet the request that I take
the liberty of making to you for some information concerning the nature of
the research through which I had the honour of encountering you. In your
paper you say that Mr. Wheatstone is working on more general research5,
which includes the effects produced by wheels; since I too have worked on
more general effects, of which those of wheels are specific cases, as you
have seen from my letter to the editors of the Annales de phisique et de
chimi&, you will understand how much I must wish to know if Mr.
Wheatstone has published his work or to know at least in a little more detail
what it is about. I wish it all the more keenly since this information might
perhaps necessitate modifications or additions to the paper on which I am
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working. You speak also in your paper concerning the length of the sense of
vision of the effects of the Kaleidophone, an instrument of which I have no
knowledge. I should, therefore, have one request to add to those I have
already made, Sir, if I could obtain from you some clarifications as regards
to the work of Mr. Wheatstone and to the Kaleidophone1', clarifications
which 1 reproach myself for requesting, when I think how precious your
time is and how well you know how to use it.

If you honour me by responding, please, Sir, have the kindness to
address your letter directly to me, by the service of the post office, c/o Mr.
Quetelet at the Observatory, otherwise letters and packets generally take
several months to arrive.

Please believe me, Sir, with all the sentiments of esteem and
consideration I Your most humble and most devoted I servant I Jh Plateau.

1. Faraday (1831a). See letter 600.
2. Plateau (1832b).
3. Plateau (1832a).
4. Plateau (1834).
5. Faraday (1831a), 217.
6. Plateau (1831).
7. Wheatstone (1827).

Letter 649
John Taylor1 to Faraday
28 March 1833
From the original in MU MS 173

Chatham Place I March 28, 1833
My dear Sir

Mr Firsh2 shall have the Tickets he wishes for, it will be more
convenient to me to send them a few days hence when I have collected
what it due & arranged the numbers.

I hope this will make no particular difference!.]
Yours faithfully I John Taylor

Michl Faraday Esq

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. John Taylor (1779-1863, DNB). Engineer.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 650
William Henry Fox Talbot to Faraday
29 March 18331

From the original in MU MS 173
Wednesday

Dear Sir
Will you allow your assistant while I am absent in the country, to fuse

a small quantity of glass for me in a crucible mixed with oxide of Chromium
to colour it green. We tried it yesterday, and succeeded in making a
yellowish green glass but we had not heat enough2.

Have you ever remarked how a capillary glass tube conducts away
electricity, it blows through it like wind, I think this is the reason the little
arrangement I made yesterday would not act well, nor do I think the
arrangement you proposed would act well, if enclosed in a glass tube.

Yours truly I H.F. Talbot

Endorsement: To M Faraday I 1833

1. Dated on the basis that both the experiments discussed in this letter are noted in Talbot's
J notebook (LA MS), entry for 28 March 1833.
2. See Talbot (1834a), 112-3 for the outcome of these experiments on chromium. Eventually
he used sulphate of chromium in a hollow prism, rather than glass mixed with chromium.

Letter 651
William Whewell to Faraday
2 April 1833
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.46
My dear Sir,

I have directed my bookseller to send you a copy of a work which I
have just published1, and which I should be gratified by your accepting.

Believe me, I Yours faithfully I W. Whewell
Univ. Club I Ap. 2, 1833

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Whewell (1833). The first Bridgewater Treatise.
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Letter 652
Faraday to William Whewell
5 April 1833
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.3

Royal Institution I April 5th 1833
Dear Sir

I hasten to thank you for your kind remembrance of meJ[.]I have begun
to read but have so little reading time that I may not wait until I have
finished your book2 least you think me neglectful^]

I am I Dear Sir I Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
Rev W. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. See letter 651.
2. Whewell (1833). The first Bridgewater Treatise.

Letter 653
Charles Lyell1 to Faraday
10 April 1833
From the original in the possession of James Innes
My dear Sir

I saw the man of whom we were talking & sounded him. He is quite at
your command & would 1 am persuaded if he saw others in earnest put his
shoulder to the wheel in a manner he has never yet done in London. Having
heard his views of what such lectures might be made if it was worth a mans
while to devote time to them, I should much rejoice if his services were
secured.

I committed no one in the least.
Yours very truly I Cha Lyell

16 Harley St I Ap 10 I 1833

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Charles Lyell (1797-1875, DSB). Geologist.
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Letter 654
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
13 April 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon tres cher confrere,

11 y a bien longtems que je desire de vous ecrire et que tantot une
occupation urgente, tantot un travail presse m'en ont empeche, d'ailleurs,
depuis Faffection de poitrine dont j'ai manque mourir il y a trois ans, je me
suis exclusivement occupe, pendant tout le terns dont je pouvais disposer,
d'un travail dont je ne soup^onnais pas Fetendue quand je l'entrepris a
hyeres dans le midi de la france, ou les medecins m'enoyerent comme seul
moyen de guerison qui put laisser quelque espoir. Ce travail est une
classification naturelle de toutes les connaissances humaines, sciences et
arts, qui mette en evidence les rapports et la dependance mutuelle.

J'ai commence l'impression, en deux volumes, d'un ouvrage ou cette
classification, que j'ai mis trois ans a amener au point de perfection ou elle
est, sera developpee1; l'ouvrage se terminera par un tableau qui en
presente les resultats. M Underwood2, qui va incessamment se rendre a
Londres a bien voulu se charger de vous en remettre un exemplaire avec
cette lettre. Si vous croyez que cela puisse etre de quelque interet pour la
Societe royale de Londres, M. Underwood vous en remettrait un Second
exemplaire, que je vous prierais, dans ce cas, de lui offrir de ma part.

Je sais, mon tres cher confrere, par cet excellent ami, que vous avez
aussi pour moi une veritable amitie, et je me flatte de la meriter par les
sentimens que je vous ai voues depuis longtems et par le vif desir que le
conserverai toujours de trouver l'occasion de faire quelque chose qui put
vous etre agreable. C'est ce qui m'autorise a vous parler a coeur ouvert
d'une chose qui m'a fait quelque peine lorsque j'ai lu le memoire3 que vous
avez publie sur les experiences qui ont tant ajoute a ce qu'on savait sur les
phenomenes produits par Felectricite en mouvement et qui constituent une
des plus belles decouvertes de ce siecle, en donnant les lois de Faction par
laquelle un courant electrique, ou un aimant, determine, dans un fil
conducteur dont on Fapproche ou Feloigne, un courant qui ne dure que
pendant qu'il y a mouvement relatif entre le premier courant ou aimant et
ce fil conducteur, et qui va en sens contraire dans le premier cas, et en
meme sens dans le second. Dans une experience que je fis a Geneve, en
1822, avec M. Auguste de la Rive, nous obtinmes ce courant par induction4;
Fappareil dont nous nous servimes est figure tant dans la planche 6 figure
17, que dans la planche 7 [sic] figure 19 de mon recueil d'observations
electrodynamiques, publie de 1820 a 18245 et dont j 'ai eu Fhonneur de Vous
envoyer dans le terns un exemplaire ainsi qu'a la Societe royale6. La
seconde de ces deux figures est aussi dans le tome XVIII des annales de
chimie et de physique, planche V [sic], figure 19. L'experience meme est
decrite en detail page 170 de ce recueil8, et d'une maniere plus abregee
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dans ce meme tome des annales, page 3779. Dans l'endroit ou je la decris on
trouve que je n'ai point obtenu de courant electrique par induction au mois
de juillet 1821, mais dans trois autres endroits du meme recueil, je reviens,
comme a fait M. Berzelius a regard de la thorine10, sur l'erreur que j'avais
commise, vous trouverez:

1° de la page 285, ligne 25, a la page 286, ligne 10".
2° A la page 321 de la ligne 15 a la ligne 2012.
3° A la page 333 de la ligne 7 a la ligne 1213,

trois passages relatifs a ces experiences, le premier ecrit par Mr. auguste de
la Rive et qui se trouve a la fin d'un de ses memoires, publie en 1822 dans la
bibliotheque universelle, tome XXI, page no. 29-4814, et dans les annales de
chimie et de physique, tome XXI, pages 24-4815. Les deux autres ecrits par
moi et publies Fun dans le bulletin de la Societe philomatique, extrait d'un
memoire que j'avais lu a l'academie des Sciences, livraison d'Octobre 1822,
pages 145-14716, Fautre dans le meme bulletin expose des phenomenes
electro-dynamiques, livraison de Novembre 1822, pages 177-18317, et ce
dernier avec plusieurs additions dans le Journal de physique, tome XCV,
pages 248-25718, avec plusieurs additions, etrangeres a la verite, a ce dont il
est ici question.

Vous remarquerez que dans ces divers passages: 1° Je parle de la
production du courant electrique par influence, comme d'une experience
qui, faite d'abord sous les yeux de M. auguste de la Rive, est assez facile a
repeter, et qu'en effet je Fai faite nombre de fois de 1822 a 1828, toujours
avec le meme succes, en presence de diverses personnes. Je Fai encore
repetee avant-hier avec MM. Underwood, hachette &c.

2° que dans ces divers passages, j'ai evite avec soin de parler du sens
dans lequel le courant par induction a lieu, et de dire quelle est sa duree,
parceque je Fignorais et n'avais pas cherche ce qu'il en etait a cet egard.

3° que j'ai bien explique que la partie mobile de mon appareil, dans
laquelle se produisait le courant par induction etait une lame de cuivre pliee
en cercle, expression de M. Auguste de la Rive, temoin de la premiere
experience; un conducteur mobile, expression dont je me servis dans le
memoire lu a l'academie des sciences19; un circuit metallique continu et isole,
ainsi que je Fai dit dans mon expose methodique des phenomenes electro-
dynamiques20, ce qui eloigne egalement Fidee d'un disque mobile et
s'accorde avec la figure 17 de la planche 6 de mon recueil, et avec celle des
annales de chimie et de physique tome XVIII, planche 721, [sic] figure 19, ou
Fon a, en effet dessine, non pas un disque mais un cercle fait avec une lame
mince ou un fil de cuivre.

Je me suis aisement explique, d'apres Femploi que vous avez fait d'un
disque, pourquoi, dans le memoire oil sont consignees vos nombreuses
decouvertes, sur toutes les circonstances de la productions [sic] des
courans electriques, par induction, vous disiez, mon cher Confrere, que
cette experience ne vous avait pas reussi, et que, dans Farticle 78 de ce
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memoire22 vous avez attribue le succes que j'ai obtenue a la delicatesse
superieure et a la puissance de mes appareils, quoique, dans le vrai, la
seule chose qui vous ait empeche de reussir dans cette experience, c'est
qu'il parait que vous l'avez essayee avec un disque metallique suspendu,
dont je n'ai jamais songe a me servir dans ce cas, et non d'un conducteur
mobile, forme d'une lame de cuivrepliee en cercle, que j'avais employe et que
j'ai decrit clairement dans les passages cites plus haut. Mais je n'ai pas
compris de meme pourquoi vous aviez lie, a l'experience dont nous
parlons, l'idee, supposee emise par moi, que le courant produit par
induction serait dans le meme sens que le courant qui le determime, puisque
dans ce que j'ai ecrit en 1822 sur ce sujet, j'ai evite, ainsi que Vous venez de
le voir, de rien dire sur le sens ni sur la duree du courant par induction, et
que j'ai encore use de la meme reserve dans une note que j'ai lue a
l'Academie des Sciences peu de terns apres la publication de vos belles
decouvertes sur la direction du courant forme par induction, et sur son peu
de duree23. Quelque petite que soit cette duree, vous avez constate par
l'experience qu'il subsistait assez de temps pour mettre en mouvement
l'aiguille d'un galvanometre, des lors il est tout simple quil dure assez pour
mettre en mouvement un conducteur mobile circulaire fait d'une lame tres
legere comme il arrive dans l'experience que j'ai faite avec M. Auguste de la
Rive au mois d'Aout 1822, et que j'ai tant de fois repetee depuis. Ce n'est
qu'en la refaisant depuis les votres que j'ai reconnu que le courant par
induction avait lieu en sens contraire du courant qui le produit, a l'instant
ou Ton etablit ce dernier, et dans le meme sens que celui auquel il est du,
lorsque celui ci est interrompu, conformement a ce que vous avez
decouvert relativement a ce genre d'action.

J'avoue que je n'ai point cherche dans le terns a determiner dans quel
sens se produisait le courant par induction, je n'avais qu'un but en faisant
alors ces experiences, je cherchais seulement, comme vous le reconnaitrez
en jetant les yeux sur ce que j'ai publie a cette epoque, lorsque j'ai decrit
l'appareil dont je me suis servi pour les faire, c'etait de resoudre cette
question: les courans electriques, aux quels sont dus les attractions et
repulsions magnetiques preexistent-ils avant 1'aimantation autour des
molecules du fer, de l'acier et des deux autres metaux ou on les observe
dans une position qui ne leur permet d'exercer aucune action audehors, ou
bien sont-ils produits a l'instant de 1'aimantation par 1'influence des
courans voisins?

Lorsque dans mes premieres experiences de Juillet 1821, je n'obtins
point de courans de cette maniere, j'en conclus (annales de chimie et de
physique, tome XVIII, page 37724, et recueil d'observations electro-
dynamiques, page 165), que puisque un courant ne pouvait en produire un
autre par influence, il fallait bien que 1'aimantation eut lieu parceque le
courant ou le barreau qui aimantait ne faisait que diriger des courants
preexistants a 1'aimantation dans le fer et l'acier. Mais lorsque l'experience
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que je fis a Geneve en 1822 avec M. Auguste de la Rive, m'eut oblige a me
retracter et a admettre la production des courans par influence, je pensai
que la grande question de la preexistence ou de la non preexistence des
courans moleculaires des metaux susceptibles d'aimantation, ne pouvait
plus etre determinee de cette maniere, qu'elle devait rester indecise
jusqu'a ce qu'elle put etre resolue par d'autres moyens, et je ne mis plus
autant d'importance a ces experiences que j'eus le tort de ne pas etudier
plus a fond. En effet, vos decouvertes a ce sujet m'ont donne la solution de
cette question en montrant que le courant produit par un autre est d'abord
en sens contraire de celui-ci, tandis qu'un courant preexistant est toujours,
d'apres mes anciennes recherches, dirige par un autre courant dans le sens
de ce dernier, ce qui suffit en effet pour la resoudre, car au premier instant
de l'aimantation d'un fil d'acier ou d'un barreau de fer doux dans une
helice, sauf les cas d'exception qu'a fait connaitre M. Savary25, les courans
produits dans ce fil ou ce barreau sont dans le meme sens que ceux de
l'helice et, en considerant les aimants comme des assemblages de courans
electriques, la meme chose a lieu dans l'aimantation par les anciens
procedes; d'ou il suit que ce sont alors des courans preexistants diriges par
ceux qui agissent sur eux dans le meme sens que ces derniers. Mais tout
cela ne fait rien au fait de la production des courans par induction obtenus
en 1822 a Geneve par M. Auguste de La Rive et par moi. Quant a leur
direction, je vous serais infiniment oblige de me dire, dans la reponse a
cette lettre, que j'espere de votre amitie, ce qui vous a fait m'attribuer une
opinion a cet egard; je n'ai pu, apres beaucoup de recherches, trouver ce
que j'avais pu dire qui enon^at une opinion arretee sur ce point que j'avais
neglige d'eclaircir avant la publication de vos grandes decouvertes sur ce
sujet. Est-ce quand j'ai parle du sens suivant lequel s'aimante un corps
susceptible de magnetisme dans une helice, aimantation qui, en effet, a lieu
dans le sens de courant de cette helice? Serait-ce parce que vous auriez
regarde comme exprimant ma pensee ce qu'on trouve dans l'article du
Lycee insere dans le n°. 36 du ler Janvier 183226. Cependant, vous avez pu
remarquer, et cela se voyait sur le champ, que cet article etait dirige contre
moi, et bien eloigne de tout l'ensemble de mes idees; qu'il etait fait dans la
vue de me nuire dans Festime des gens de bien en attaquant mon caractere
d'une maniere inexcusable, si elle n'avait pas ete si meprisable, qu'a
l'occasion d'une note que je venais de lire a l'institut relativement a vos
decouvertes et ou j'annon^ais qu'en repetant vos experiences avec des
helices j'avais trouve, comme vous l'aviez dit, que le courant produit par
induction etait d'abord en sens contraire de celui qui le produit. L'Auteur
de cet article, comme sil n'avait aucune idee du sujet, pretendait prouver
que ce courant devait etre dans le meme sens, par des raisonnemens
absurdes sur le principe de la moindre action qui ne peut avoir aucune
sorte de liaison avec la production par induction d'un courant par un autre
courant; mauvais raisonnemens d'autant plus opposes a tout ce que j'avais
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fait sur les phenomenes electro-dynamiques, que j'ai beaucoup ecrit pour
demontrer que, d'apres l'ensemble des experiences, il est incontestable
que les forces qui produisent ces phenomenes ne sont pas fonctions de la
simple distance, et que c'est seulement, comme le savent tous les
mathematiciens, pour ce dernier genre de forces etrangeres, suivant moi,
aux phenomenes electro-dynamiques, que peut avoir lieu le principe de la
moindre action. C'est dans une note sur l'article 79 de votre memoire relatif
a celui du Lycee, dont je viens de parler, que se trouve une phrase ou vous
dites, mon cher confrere, que l'auteur de cet article du Lycee prend pour
vrais les faux resultats de MM. Fresnel27 et Ampere?8, phrase qui semble
s'appliquer a l'experience sur les courants par induction que j'avais
observes a Geneve avec M. Auguste de la Rive, et depuis plusieurs fois a
Paris, car un des professeurs de physique de cette derniere ville Va entendu
dans ce sens, c'est ce qu'il me dit a ce sujet qui appela mon attention sur
cette note qui semblerait jeter des doutes sur l'exactitude de l'experience
dont il est ici question; quoique je lui aie donne, dans le terns, toute la
publicite possible pour que chacun put la repeter en se servant du
conducteur mobile plie en cercle dont j'avais fait usage, et que tout ce que
j'avais publie sur ce fait soit exact et conforme a vos experiences, ne pas
dire dans quel sens est le courant produit parcequ'on ne s'en est pas
occupe, ce n'est pas plus dire qu'il est dans le meme sens que le courant
inducteur, que dire qu'il est en sens contraire.

Voila ce qui m'a fait quelque peine, car la note de cet article 79 de
votre memoire serait bien injuste si elle devait etre entendue dans ce sens.
Je serais bien aise que dans quelques nouvelles publications, vous
trouvassiez I'occasion de prevenir les personnes que l'amour des sciences
porte a lire avec tant d'empressement tout ce que publie un des premiers
physiciens de l'Europe, que ce que vous dites dans cette note ne se
rapporte en aucune maniere a l'experience faite en 1822 avec M. Auguste de
la Rive; mais seulement a celles que j 'avais essayees deux ans auparavant,
en 1820, par des moyens tout differens, analogues a ceux que Fresnel
employait, excepte que je faisais agir le conducteur de l'helice roulee
comme la sienne autour d'un aimant, sur une petite aiguille aimantee, et
non pour operer la decomposition de Teau, experience dont il parle dans le
tome XV des annales de chimie et de physique page 219, en note et page
22229; c'est a cette derniere page qu'il declare en mon nom que les effets que
j'avais obtenus etaient si faibles et si irreguliers que je n'en pouvais rien
conclure.

M'etant ainsi retracte au sujet de ces experiences, faites en 1820 et
dont celles de Fresnel m'avait suggere l'idee, je ne puis plus avoir aucune
sorte d'interet a les regarder aujourd'hui comme exactes, cependant je
vous avouerai, mon cher confrere que, depuis les decouvertes par
lesquelles vous avez repandu tant de lumiere sur cette branche de la
physique, je ne puis guere douter que l'action que j'avais observee ne fut
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veritable car elle devait resulter des faits que la science vous doit; en effet,
j'avais place un barreau aimante dans une helice dont les deux extremites
reunies formaient comme une anse que j'approchais parailelement a la
ligne des poles d'une petite aiguille, placee assez loin du barreau pour que
les petits deplacements de ce barreau n'eussent pas d'action sensible sur
l'aiguille; mais il etait bien difficile qu'en approchant et en eloignant
alternativement l'anse du fil conducteur de l'aiguille, je ne secouasse pas
plus ou moins 1'helice de maniere a deranger parfois la situation relative de
cette helice et de l'aimant, a les faire, sans m'en appercevoir, glisser un peu
Fun sur l'autre; ce qui, d'apres les resultats de Vos belles recherches, devait
aussitot produire un courant dans le fil faisant devier l'aiguille aimantee
pendant le peu de temps qu'il durait. Je la voyais ainsi un peu agitee,
d'autrefois 1'helice et l'aimant, ne changeant pas de position respective, je
n'obtenais absolument aucun effet, et j'abandonnai tout-a-fait ces essais
quand je sus que ce que Fresnel avait d'abord observe ne se soutenait pas.

II est certain que les experiences qu'il faisait sur 1'oxidation d'une des
extremites d'un fil de fer, roule en helice autour d'un aimant, tandis que
l'autre extremite se couvrait d'un depot de calcaire, avaient d'abord
completement reussi; Vous pouvez voir la description de ces experiences
dans le tome XV des annales de chimie et de physique page 22030; mais,
comme Fresnel ne savait pas alors que Feau distillee n'etait nullement
conductrice du courant electrique et qu'elle le devenait des qu'elle tenait
en dissolution un peu de sel, comme il ne faisait pas attention que le depot
calcaire, a une des extremites du fil, etait une preuve tout aussi evidente de
l'existence d'un courant electrique, que 1'oxidation de l'autre extremite, il
ne chercha plus a obtenir les memes effets avec l'eau distillee qui, faute de
permettre le passage du courant electrique, ne pouvait, dans aucun cas,
donner de resultat, et il abandonna bientot toute recherche sur ce sujet.

Le fait du succes constant de ses premieres experiences, ou 1'un des
deux bouts du fil de l'helice se trouvait oxide, l'autre couvert d'un depot
calcaire, tant qu'il se servait d'eau ordinaire qui pouvait conduire
Felectricite, a cause d'une petite quantite de sel qu'elle contenait, fait dont
j'ai ete temoin en 1820, m'a laisse dans l'opinion qu'il avait obtenu une
action reelle due a une cause que personne ne pouvait soup^onner alors, au
changement de temperature de l'aimant place dans l'helice.

II y a trois mois que j'ai commence des experiences sur ce sujet,
relativement aux quelles j'ai deja fait deux communications a l'academie
des sciences31. En pla^ant deux barreaux aimantes d'egale force dans une
double helice, de maniere que leur action comme aimant se neutralisat
presque completement en reunissant leurs poles par des etriersde fer doux,
et que les actions electro-motrices s'ajoutassent au Contraire; en mettant
cet apareil [sic] dans un long vase de cuivre plein, tantot d'eau, tantot
d'huile, suivant la temperature ou je voulais l'elever avec des lampes a
alcool, ou l'abaisser avec de la glace, j'ai obtenu des deviations tres fortes
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dans l'aiguille du galvanometre et qui ont dure tres longtemps pour des
changemens graduels de temperature assez peu etendus, par exemple,
pendant le refroidissement de l'appareil, precedemment chauffe a l'eau
bouillante de 60° a 50°, refroidissement qui a dure par deux fois, vingt
minutes chaque fois; la deviation s'est soutenue pendant tout ce tems-la
entre 55° et 35° et elle etait encore a 35° lorsque j'ai ete oblige de cesser
cette experience. A la temperature de l'eau bouillante, j 'avais eu des
deviations bien plus grandes jusqu'a 70°, mais qui ne s'etaient soutenues
que 10 minutes. Les changemens brusques de temperature m'ont donne
des deviations qui jetaient l'aiguille, en vertu de la vitesse acquise, au dela
de 90°; mais qui n'etaient qu'instantanees comme dans vos experiences et
n'avaient par consequent aucun rapport avec les experiences de Fresnel. II
n'en est pas de meme des deviations qui ont lieu par un refroidissement ou
un echauffement graduel; vous voyez que j'ai obtenu alors des courans
permanens et bien plus forts qu 7/ n 'est necessaire pour determiner Voxidation
du fer au bout positif du fil, car cette oxidation ayant lieu seulement avec
plus de lenteur, quand il n'y a point de courant, il suffit qu'il y en ait un tres
faible pour augmenter l'oxidation a un des bouts, en preserver l'autre
extremite et determiner sur celle-ci le depot de la base des sels dissous
dans l'eau.

Comme j'ai trouve que, surtout pendant le refroidissement du
barreau, la deviation indiquait un courant dans le sens de ceux de l'aimant,
ainsi que l'avait observe Fresnel; comme il disposait ses appareils le jour et
allait voir le lendemain matin si l'oxidation au pole positif et le depot
calcaire a l'autre pole, avaient eu lieu pendant la nuit, n'est-il pas bien
probable que c'etait l'abaissement de temperature de la nuit qui
determinait le courant electrique en agissant sur l'aimant comme dans les
experiences qui j'ai faites a ce Sujet et dont je viens de Vous donner un
simple appergu; car plusieurs m'ont presente, relativement a la direction
du courant, des anomalies, dont je n'ai pas encore debrouille toutes les
causes; il est arrive, par exemple, que par certaines temperatures,
l'echauffement a determine d'abord des courans de meme sens que ceux
qui avaient lieu avec beaucoup plus d'intensite pendant le refroidissement.

Au moyen des experiences que j'ai deja faites et que j'acheve dans ce
moment pour ne laisser aucune obscurite sur ce genre d'action, je compte
eclaircir tout cela dans un memoire redige en partie, et que je lirai
incessamment a l'institut. Des qu'il sera imprime, Vous savez bien, mon
cher confrere, que je me haterai de vous en adresser un exemplaire.

Les resultats que j 'ai obtenus se trouveraient lies avec vos
decouvertes sur les Courans par induction, si Ton admettait que, par un
refroidissement graduel, les aimans diminuassent d'intensite, ensorte que
ce refroidissement ferait comme si on les eloignait peu a peu de l'helice,
mais, quoique cela dut donner un courant dans le meme sens, je ne sais si
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cette diminution graduelle d'intensite peut produire des courans
electriques comparables a ceux que j'ai observes.

J'avais aussi pense que l'oxidation de l'aimant en en diminuant
graduellement l'energie, pourrait avoir part aux effets dont je viens de
parler, mais dans quelques experiences que j'ai tentees a ce sujet, je n'ai
rien appergu qui confirmat cette idee d'une maniere a la rendre bien
probable; il y avait, en meme terns, des changemens de temperature qui
m'ont paru, sinon la seule, du moins la principale cause des effets que j'ai
alors appenjus.

Quoiqu'il en soit, voila un nouveau moyen de produire des courans
electriques qui se lie sans doute avec la production des courans par
induction, mais qui en differe en ce qu'il donne des courans permanens
dont la duree peut aller beaucoup plus loin que dans l'experience citee plus
haut, puisque il etait encore assez intense lorsque, j'ai ete oblige
d'interrompre cette experience.

Je vous prie, Mon cher confrere, d'agreer l'expression d'une bien
sincere amitie, et des sentimens que m'inspirent, comme a tous ceux qui
s'interessent aux progres des sciences, les grandes decouvertes qu'elles
vous doivent.

A. Ampere
Paris le 13 Avril 1833.
M. Faradai, membre de la Societe Royale de Londres, correspondant de
l'institut de France, &c.

TRANSLATION
My Very Dear Colleague,

I have intended to write to you for a long time, but I have been
prevented from so doing both by affairs that needed immediate attention
and by urgent work. Moreover, since I suffered a near-fatal chest infection
three years ago, I have spent all my spare time exclusively on a work, the
extent of which I could not have imagined when I undertook it at Hyeres in
the south of France, where the doctors had sent me as the only method of
treatment which offered any hope. This work consists of a natural
classification of all human knowledge, in the sciences and arts, which
shows its links and mutual dependence.

I have begun to print, in two volumes, a work in which this
classification, which 1 have taken three years to bring to its current state of
perfection, will be developed1. The work will conclude with a table which
will expound the results. Mr. Underwood2, who is shortly to visit London,
has kindly offered to present a copy of it with this letter. If you think that
this could be of some interest to the Royal Society in London, Mr.
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Underwood will give you a second copy, which I would ask you, in that case,
to present to the Royal Society on my behalf.

I know, my dear colleague, through this excellent friend, that you too
are a true friend of mine and I flatter myself that I merit this for the
sentiments that I have for a long time felt for you and for the keen desire
that I shall always retain of finding an opportunity to do something to
please you. It is this which allows me to speak with an open heart of
something which caused me some sorrow, when I read the paper3 that you
published on the experiments which have added so much to what was
known of the phenomena produced by electricity in motion and which
constitute one of the most beautiful discoveries of this century, giving the
laws of action by which an electric current, or a magnet, determines, in a
conducting wire which is moved forth or back, a current which lasts only as
long as the relative movement between the first current or the magnet and
this conducting wire and which goes in the opposite direction in the first
case and in the same direction in the second. In an experiment that I
performed in Geneva in 1822 with Mr. Auguste De la Rive, we obtained this
current by induction4. The apparatus that we used is shown in plate 6
(figure 17) and in plate 7 (figure 19) of my collection of electro-dynamic
observations, published from 1820 to 18245, a copy of which I had the
honour of sending to you and to the Royal Society at the time6. The second
of these two figures is also in volume XVIII of the Annales de chimie et de
physique, plate 77, [sic] figure 19. The experiment itself is described in detail
on page 170 of this collection8 and in an abridged form in the same volume
of the Annales, page 3779. In the place where I describe it, it is found that I
did not obtain an electric current by induction in the month of July 1821;
but in three other places in this same collection, I return, as did Mr.
Berzelius regarding thorium10, to the error that I had made. You will find:

1st from page 285, line 25, to page 286, line 1011;
2nd from page 321, line 15 to line 2012;
3rd from page 333, line 7 to line 1213,

three passages relating to these experiments: the first written by Mr.
Auguste De la Rive and which is found at the end of one of his papers,
published in 1822 in the Bibliotheque universelle, volume 21, pages 29-4814

and in the Annales de chimie et de physique, volume 21, pages 24-4815; the
other two are written by me and published - one in the Bulletin de la Societe
philomatique, an extract of a paper that I had read to the Academie des
Sciences, the October 1822 issue, pages 145-14716, the other in the same
Bulletin, an exposition of electro-dynamic phenomena, the November 1822
issue, pages 177-18317, and this latter with several additions in the Journal
de Physique, volume 95, pages 248-25718, with several additions, irrelevant
to the truth we are dealing with here.

You will see that, in these diverse passages: 1st I talk of the
production of an electric current by influence, as in an experiment which,
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done originally under the eyes of Mr. Auguste De la Rive, is quite easy to
repeat, and which in fact I performed a number of times between 1822 and
1828, always with equal success, in the presence of different people. I
repeated it the day before yesterday with Messrs. Underwood, Hachette
&c;

2nd, that in these diverse passages, I carefully avoided speaking of the
direction in which the induced current goes and how long it lasts, because I
did not know this and did not look into this aspect.

3rd, that I had carefully explained that the mobile part of my
apparatus, in which current was produced by induction, consisted of: a strip
of copper, bent into a circle, an expression of Mr. Auguste De la Rive's, a
witness of the first experiment, a mobile conductor, an expression I used in
the paper I read to the Academie des Sciences19; a continuous and isolated
metal circuit, as I said in my methodical expose of electro-dynamical
phenomena20; which equally removes the idea of a mobile disc and is in
accordance with figure 17 of plate 6 of my collection and with that of the
Annales de chimie et de physique, volume 18, plate 7, [sic] figure 19, where, in
fact we have drawn not a disc but a circle made with a thin copper strip or
wire21.1 have clearly explained why having used a disc, in the paper which
records your numerous discoveries on all the circumstances surrounding
the production of electric currents by induction, you say, my dear
colleague, that this experiment did not succeed, and that, in paragraph 78
of this paper22 you attributed the success I obtained to the superior
precision and power of my instruments, whereas, in fact, the only thing that
had impeded you from succeeding in this experiment is that it appears that
you attempted it with a suspended metal disc, which I had never dreamt of
using in this case, and not a mobile conductor, made of a strip of copper bent
into a circle, which I had used and which I have described clearly in the
passages cited above. But I truly cannot understand why you linked to the
experiment in question the idea, supposedly put forward by me, that the
current produced by induction would be in the same direction as the current
which determines it, since, in what I wrote on this subject in 1822, I
avoided, as you have just seen, to say anything about the direction or the
length of an induced current and that I even used this same reserve in a
note I read to the Academie des Sciences a short while after the publication
of your beautiful discoveries on the direction of a current formed by
induction, and of its brief duration23. However brief its duration, you noted
by experiment that there is enough time for it to deflect the needle of a
galvanometer. From that it is quite plain that it lasts long enough to put into
motion a mobile circular conductor made of a very light strip, as indeed in
the experiment I performed with Mr. Auguste De la Rive in August 1822 and
which 1 have repeated so many times since. It was only when I repeated it
after your experiments that I realised that the induced current took place in
the opposite direction to the current which produced it, at the instant in
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which this current was established and in the same direction as the one
that induced it when that one was interrupted, exactly as you discovered
with regard to this type of action.

I admit that I did not at that time try to determine in what direction an
induced current went. I had but one goal in doing those experiments in that
period. As you will see from glancing at the papers 1 published at that time,
where I described the apparatus I used to do these experiments, I was
trying only to resolve this question: do electric currents, which cause
magnetic attractions and repulsions, exist before magnetisation around
molecules of iron, steel or the other two metals in which one observes them
to be in a position that does not allow them to exert any action outside, or
are they produced at the moment of magnetisation by neighbouring
currents?

Since in my first experiments in July 1821, I did not obtain any
currents of this kind, I concluded (Annales de chimie et de physique, volume
18, page 37724), and Receuil d'observations electro-dynamiques, page 165)
that, since a current could not produce another by influence, it must be that
magnetisation took place because the current or the bar which magnetised
it, did nothing but direct the pre-existing currents to magnetise in the iron
and steel. But since the experiment I performed with Mr. Auguste De la Rive
obliged me to retract this and admit the production of currents by
influence, I thought that the big question of the pre-existence or otherwise
of molecular currents of metals susceptible to magnetisation, could no
longer be determined in this way, that it should remain undecided until it
could be resolved by other means, and I put no more importance on these
experiments than that I had been wrong not to study more thoroughly. In
fact, your discoveries on this subject gave me the solution to this problem
in showing that a current produced by another goes at first in the opposite
direction to the one that produces it, whilst a pre-existing current is always,
according to my old research, driven by another current in the same
direction as the latter; which, in fact, resolves this point. For, at the first
moment of the magnetisation of a steel wire or a bar of soft iron in a helix,
save in the exceptional cases that Mr. Savary discovered25, the currents
produced in this wire or bar are in the same direction as the helix and,
considering magnets as collections of electric currents, the same thing
takes place during magnetisation according to old-established procedures.
From which it follows that these are then pre-existing currents directed by
those that act on them in exactly the same direction. But all that does not
affect the fact that the production of currents by induction obtained in
Geneva by Mr. Auguste De la Rive and myself. As to their direction, I should
be greatly obliged to you if you could tell me, in the reply to this letter
which I hope to receive because of your friendship, what made you attribute
an opinion to me on this subject. I have not been able, after much searching,
to find what I could have said which announced a firm opinion on this
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point, which I had neglected to explain before the publication of your great
discoveries on this subject. Was it when I spoke of the direction following
which a susceptible body is magnetised in a helix: magnetisation which in
fact takes place in the direction of the current of the helix? Would it be
because you regarded as an explanation of my thinking what is found in the
article in the Lycee, number 36 of 1 January 1832?26 However, you will have
realised, since this was immediately obvious, that this article was directed
against me, and was far removed from my ideas as a whole, was written
with a view to discredit me in the esteem of people of goodwill by attacking
my character in an inexcusable manner if it had not been so contemptible,
as when describing a note that I had just read to the Institut concerning
your discoveries where I announced that by repeating your experiments
with helices I had found, as you had said, that the current caused by
induction was at first in the opposite direction from that which produced it,
the author of this article, as if he had no idea of the subject, claimed to
prove that this current had to be in the same direction, by absurd
arguments on the principle of minimum action, which cannot have any sort
of link with the production of an induced current by another current. Bad
arguments, all the more opposed to what I had done on electro-dynamic
phenomena, that I have written much to show that, according to the whole
series of experiments, it is indisputable that the forces which produce
these phenomena are not functions of simple distance and that it is only, as
all mathematicians know, for these latter kinds of unknown forces, as 1 have
said, due to electro-dynamic phenomena, that the principle of minimum
action can take place. It is in your note on paragraph 79 of your paper
referring to the Lycee article that I have just mentioned, that there is a
sentence where you say, my dear colleague, that the author of this article in
the Lycee takes as true the erroneous results of Messrs. FresneP7 and Ampere28:
a sentence that seems to apply to the experiment on induced currents that I
observed in Geneva with Mr. Auguste De la Rive, and since then several
times in Paris, since one of the professors of physics of this latter town
understood it this way. It is what he said on this subject that drew my
attention to this note which seemed to cast doubts on the accuracy of the
experiment in question here; even though I gave him, at the time, all
possible information so that everyone could repeat it using a mobile
conductor bent into a circle which I had used and so that all I had
published on this fact should be accurate and in accordance with your
experiments. To say nothing of the direction of the current produced
because one has not investigated it is no more to say it goes in one
direction or another. This is what grieves me, because the note to
paragraph 79 of your paper would be most unjust if it were meant to be
understood in this way. I would be very grateful if in some new publication,
you were to find an opportunity of warning the people whom the love of
science prompts to read attentively all that is published by one of the
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leading physicists in Europe, that what you say in your note in no way
refers to the experiment done in 1822 with Mr. Auguste De la Rive, but only
to those that I had tried two years earlier in 1820, by completely different
means, analogous to those used by Fresnel, except that I made the
conductor of the helix wrapped as his was around a magnet, deflect a little
magnetised needle and not decompose water, an experiment he discusses
in volume 15 of the Annales de chimie et de physique, page 219, in note and
page 22229; it is on that page that he declares in my name that the effects I
had obtained were so weak and so irregular that I could conclude nothing
from them.

Having backed down on the subject of these experiments done in 1820
and for which Fresnel's own had given me the idea, I cannot have any kind
of interest at all in regarding them today as exact. However, I will admit to
you, my dear colleague, since the discoveries by which you have thrown so
much light on this branch of physics, I can no longer doubt that the action I
observed was indeed true; for it had to be a result of the facts that science
owes to you. In fact I had placed a magnetised bar in a helix of which the
two reunited ends formed a sort of loop that I drew parallel to the line of the
pole of a little needle placed sufficiently far from the bar so as the little
displacements of this bar could not have any noticeable effect on the
needle, but it was very difficult, in alternately bringing closer and moving
back the loop from the conducting wire of the needle, not to shake the helix
more or less in a way as to disrupt occasionally the relative positions of the
helix and the magnet, in order to make them, without my realising it, slide a
little one onto the other; which following the results of your beautiful
research, should also produce a current in the wire, making the magnetised
needle deviate during the little time that it lasted. I did see it move a little in
this way. At other times, when the helix and the magnet did not change
their respective positions, I did not obtain any effect, so I abandoned
altogether these experiments when I found out that what Fresnel had
originally observed was untenable.

It is certain that the experiments he did on the oxydisation of one of
the ends of an iron wire shaped into a helix around a magnet whilst the
other end covered itself in a calcareous deposit, were at first completely
successful. You can see a description of these experiments in volume 15 of
the Annales de chimie et de physique, page 22030; but as Fresnel did not then
know that distilled water could not conduct electric currents but that it
could as soon as it contained a weak saline solution, since he paid no
attention to the fact that the chalky deposit at one end of the wire was as
clear a proof of the existence of an electric current as the oxydisation at the
other end, he no longer tried to obtain the same effects with distilled water,
which not allowing the electric current to pass through, could not, in any
case, give a result, and he soon abandoned all research on this subject.
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The fact of the constant success of these first experiments, where one
of the ends of the helix wire became oxydised, the other became covered in
a calcareous deposit, as long as he used ordinary water which could
conduct electricity because of the small quantity of salt that it contained, a
fact of which I was a witness in 1820, left me of the opinion that he had
obtained a real action due to a cause that nobody could then suspect,
namely the change in temperature of the magnet placed inside the helix.

Three months ago I began some experiments on this subject,
concerning which I have already made two announcements to the
Academie des Sciences31. Placing two magnetised bars of equal force in a
double helix, in such a way that their action as magnets would be
neutralised almost completely by joining their poles with stirrups of soft
iron, and that their electro-motive actions added up to the contrary; by
putting this apparatus in a long copper vase filled sometimes with water,
sometimes with oil, depending on whether I wished to raise the
temperature with alcohol lamps or lower it with ice, I obtained very strong
deflections in the needle of the galvanometer, which lasted a very long time
for the gradual and not very large changes of temperature, for example
during the cooling of the apparatus, previously heated by boiling water,
from 60° to 50°: a cooling that lasted twice twenty minutes each time; the
deflection was maintained during this entire time at between 55° and 35°
and it was still at 35° when I was obliged to cease the experiment. At the
temperature of boiling water, I had even greater deflections up to 70°, but
these were maintained for only 10 minutes. Abrupt changes in temperature
gave me deflections which moved the needle, by virtue of the speed
acquired, below 90°, but which were but instantaneous as in your
experiments and did not, by consequence, have any connection with
Fresnel's experiments. Neither are these deflections that take place due to
a gradual cooling or heating. You can see that I obtained permanent
currents and much stronger ones than are necessary to determine the
oxydisation of iron at the positive end of a wire; for this oxydisation takes
place more slowly only when there is no current, a very weak current
suffices to increase the oxydisation at one of the ends, to preserve the other
end and to determine on the latter the deposit of salts dissolved in the
water.

Since I found that above all during the cooling of the bar, the
deflection indicated currents which went in the direction of those of the
magnet, just as Fresnel observed, since he set up his apparatus during the
day and went the following morning to see if oxydisation at the positive end
of the pole and a calcareous deposit at the other end had appeared over
night, is it not very probable that it was the lowering of the night
temperature which determined the electric current by acting on the magnet
as in the experiments that I performed on this subject and of which I have
just given you a brief synopsis? For several have presented me, relating to
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the direction of the current, anomalies of which I have not yet unravelled
all the causes. For example, at certain temperatures, heating at first caused
currents which were in the same direction as those which took place with
much more intensity during cooling.

By means of experiments that I have already done and which I am
completing at this present moment so as not to leave any obscurity on this
type of action, I hope to throw light on all that in a paper already edited in
part and which I shall read to the Institut soon. As soon as it is printed, you
know well, my dear colleague, that I shall hasten to send you a copy.

The results I obtained were linked to your discoveries on currents by
induction, if one accepted that, by a gradual cooling, magnets diminished
in intensity, so that this cooling was like gently moving the helix away; but
since that should give a current in the same direction, I do not know if this
gradual decrease in intensity can produce electric currents comparable to
those I observed.

I had also thought that the oxydisation of the magnet, in decreasing its
energy gently, could have a part in the effects I have just described; but in
some experiments that I tried on this subject, I did not notice anything
which could confirm this idea in a way that might render it probable; there
were at the same time some changes in temperature which seemed to me, if
not the only, then the principal cause of the effects that I noticed then.

Whatever else, this is a new method of producing electric currents
which is linked without doubt to the production of currents by induction,
but which differs from it in as much as it gives permanent currents of which
the duration can be much longer than in the experiment cited above, since
it was still quite intense when I was obliged to interrupt this experiment.

Please accept, my dear colleague, my expressions of a most sincere
friendship and the feelings which the great discoveries that science owes to
you inspire in me as in all those who are interested in its advances. I A.
Ampere.
Paris 13 April 1833.
M. Faradai [sic], Fellow of the Royal Society of London, Correspondent of
the Institute of France &c.

1. Ampere (1834). The second volume was published posthumously.
2. Thomas Richard Underwood (1772-1835, Gent.Mag., 1835, 4: 446). Geologist who resided
mainly in Paris.
3. Faraday (1832a), ERE1.
4. See Charles-Gaspard De la Rive to Faraday, 24 September 1822, letter 181, volume 1. See
De La Rive, A.-A. (1822a) and Williams (1985), 99, 103-4 for an account of the context and
content of this experiment.
5. Ampere combined several of his and others' papers into one continuously paginated
volume. This comprised in order Ampere (1820a, b) (with additional material), Berzelius
(1821), Ampere (1821a, d, c), Davy to Ampere, 20 February 1821 (Launay (1936-43), 2: 563-5),
Ampere to De La Rive, 15 May 1821 (not found), Faraday (1821) (followed by Ampere's and
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Savary's notes on this, 370-9), Ampere (1821b), Anon (1822), De La Rive, A.-A. (1822a),
Ampere (1822a), and [Ampere] (1822b),
6. See Ampere to Faraday, 23 September 1823, letter 211, volume 1.
7. This should be plate 4.
8. That is Ampere (1821b), 448.
9. That is the comments Ampere wrote following Faraday (1821).
10. In 1815 Berzelius had discovered what he thought to be an hitherto unknown chemical
element which he named thorium. However, he later found this was yttrium phosphate. When
he did discover a previously unknown element in 1829, he used the same name. Weeks and
Leicester (1968), 532. See also Faraday (1832a), ERE1, note to paragraph 79, where he refers
to this episode.
11. De La Rive, A.-A. (1822b), 47-8.
12. Ampere (1822a), 146.
13. That is [Ampere] (1822b), 180.
14. De La Rive, A.-A. (1822a).
15. De La Rive, A.-A. (1822b).
16. Ampere (1822a).
17. [Ampere] (1822b).
18. [Ampere] (1822c).
19. Ampere (1822a), 146.
20. [Ampere] (1822b).
21. See note 9 above.
22. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, 78.
23. Ampere (1831b). Presented to the Academie on 6 February 1832. Ann.Chim., 1832, 49: 322.
24. See note 9 above.
25. Felix Savary (1797-1841, P2). French physicist. For this work see Savary (1823).
26. "Courans electriques", Le Lycee (no 36), 1 January 1832, pp.141-2.
27. Augustin Jean Fresnel (1788-1827, DSB). French physicist.
28. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, note to paragraph 79.
29. Fresnel (1820).
30. Ibid.
31. PVSA, 21 January 1833, 10: 188 and 8 April 1833, p.242.

Letter 655
Samuel Hunter Christie to Faraday
14 April 1833
From the original in WIHM MS Christie autograph letter file

Woolwich Common I 14th April 1833
My dear Sir,

I thank you for your early communication of the announcement of
Keil's discoveries1, and in return send you a letter to the editor of the True
Sun. I will thank you to read it over, and if you think any part will be better
omitted, to strike it out after which I must trouble you to get it conveyed to
the office of the True Sun. I have taken the whole upon my own shoulders
for I considered that having introduced the learned & modest Professor at
the meeting2, a simple denial of my sanction of his discoveries was not
sufficient. I agree with you that the True Sun is not the paper best calculated
for the contradiction of Keil's statement to produce effect, but still it ought
to be contradicted in the paper in which it appears3. I have however no
objection to my statement or any part of it being published in any other
paper. I think it would be proper that a joint contradiction of the last
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paragraph should be drawn up, and sent to the Times and another morning
paper. If you will have this done I shall be quite ready to sign it. Mr Barlow,
to whom I have shewn the modest puff, would I think likewise do so. I say
that we shall have the odium of attempting to stifle discovery Keil & Co the
credit of making it; and, what is more, I suspect after all, they will have the
profit, not that their "acknowledged scientific attainments and veracity"
merit, but which "interested empires" generally reap. Perhaps you will be
able to call on Tuesday evening. I trust you have before this quite got rid of
cold &c. With best compts to Mrs Faraday, I am

Ever yours truly I S.H. Christie
Michael Faraday Esq

1. "Professor Keil's Discoveries in Magnetism", True Sun, 11 April 1833, [p.2, col. d], reported
a meeting of the Royal Society in which Keil described his work on magnetism and its uses for
curing diseases. The final paragraph of the report stated that Keil's work had received the
sanction of Faraday, Christie and Barlow amongst others. This matter was also reported in a
letter to the Lit.Gaz., 13 April 1833, p. 234.
2. Professor Keel was introduced by Christie to a meeting of the Royal Society on 14 March
1833, RS MS JB 46: 745. There is no indication here that Keil spoke.
3. Christie's letter appeared in the True Sun, 17 April 1833, [p.4, col. e].

Letter 656
Faraday to William Vernon Harcourt
16 April 1833
From the original in private possession

Royal Institution I April. 16. 1833
My dear Sir

I received your letter some time since and in my desire to answer it as
well as I could put it into Mr. Perkins1 hands he promising to write me about
generators2 &c for I know nothing of them myself. He has not as yet
however told me any thing and though I expect his answer and shall
immediately on receiving it send it to you yet I could not longer resist
writing to you about itu

I am glad to hear you continue at the glass experiments and hope you
will bring some good and applicable results to light3.1 trust that at the next
Meeting of the British Association you will communicate some results^

I have been working much lately but want time sadly. I hope shortly to
be able to send you a copy of my paper on the identity of electricities4. I
finished writing a paper last night which will immediately go in to the Royal
Society5!.] It is principally on a new law of Electric conduction which law
possesses very general influence. Under it bodies in the solid state which
perfectly insulate electricity of a certain tension so soon as they are
liquefied become excellent conductors. It is a remarkable thing in these
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bodies to contrast the conducting powers for heat and electricity as the
states are changed the one is suddenly lost the other as suddenly gained[.]

I mention these things to you knowing your love for science but do not
speak of them elsewhere until you hear that my paper has been read. I have
been sufficiently annoyed in former cases to desire in all future ones that
no accidental chance of mistake as to right &c &c should arise that
reasonable precaution will prevent. I would rather not have my mouth thus
shut but I find it safestu

I am I My Dear Sir I Most truly yours I M. Faraday
Revd W.V. Harcourt I &c &c &c

Address: Revd Wm. Vernon Harcourt 1 &c &c &c I Bishopsthorpe I York.

1. Jacob Perkins (1766-1849, DAB). American inventor.
2. J. Perkins, patents 6128, 2 July 1831 and 6154, 27 August 1831 on generating steam.
3. See Cable and Smedley (1992) for details of Harcourt's work on glass.
4. Faraday (1833a), ERE3.
5. Faraday (1833b), ERE4. Dated 15 April 1833.

Letter 657
William Richard Hamilton to Faraday1

16 April 1833
From the original in RI MS
Dear Sir,

I have received the enclosed from Mr. Bruce2 which is all the
information I can obtain respecting Dr. Keil's impertinent Advertisements.

Yours I W.R. Hamilton
I hope you are no longer suffering under the influence of the Influenza.
22, Graf ton Str I April 16 /33

1. Addressee established from the concern with Keil and the reference to Faraday's illness,
both of which are mentioned in letter 655.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 658
Charles Lyell1 to Faraday
April 1833
From the original in the possession of James Innes
My dear Sir

I have sent this morning by the bearer a panorama of part of Etna 15
feet long by 8 in height to be put up in the theatre2. Ladders will be required
& nails &c. Would you have the kindness to tell the porter to look at the size
of it & to be ready when my man comes at xh past 1 ok to put it up against the
wall over the projecting stoveu

Excuse the trouble & I believe me I most truly yours I Cha Lyell
Thursday morning

Endorsed by Faraday: 1833
Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Inst I Albemarle St.

1. Charles Lyell (1797-1875, DSB). Geologist.
2. Lyell gave a course of seven lectures to the Royal Institution after Easter (that is 7 April
1833). See RI MM, 14 January 1833, 8: 66 and Lyell (1881), 1: 397.

Letter 659
Richard Northen1 to Faraday
30 April 1833
From the original in RS MS 241, f.46

Hull April 30th 1833
Sir,

I have the honor to announce to you, that at a General Meeting of the
Hull Literary & Philosophical Society, held on Friday the 26th instant, you
were unanimously elected an Honorary Member of that Institution.

I have the honor to be I Sir, I Your Most Obedient Servant iRichd.
Northen I Secretary
To M. Faraday Esq, F.R.S., L.L.D. I Corrsp. Memb. Institute France &c I &c &c
&c

1. Richard Northen, one of the secretaries of the Hull Literary and Philosophical Society
from 1822. On 12 April 1833 Northen read a paper to the Society entitled "Some of the recent
discoveries in Electricity and Magnetism". Some of the apparatus he used to illustrate this
paper had, he said, been lent by Faraday. See Hull Literary and Philosophical Society MS
Minute Book.
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Letter 660
Faraday to Andre-Marie Ampere
4 May 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I May 4th 1833
My dear Sir

It gives me very great pleasure at all times to have the honor of a letter
or even a verbal message from you but that pleasure was on the occasion of
your last letter1 mixed with pain that I should inadvertently have grieved
you. I am extremely indebted to you for your kindness in putting me right
and as I had a paper in the press I instantly stopped the printer's progress
and applied to the President His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex and
obtained leave to attach a note to the paper amending my error2.1 have also
urged the printer forward that I might procure a copy of the note which I
now send to you and I hope you will find it every thing that you wished for. I
am exceedingly sorry for my mistake but when you have read the note I am
sure you will not be surprised at it[.]

Occupation presses on me to such a degree that I have barely time
now to write these few words and I think I may therefore assume that the
note will answer the greater part of your letters

I am delighted to find that you are experimenting on the subject and
shall be quite anxious to read your paper on the action of heat[.] From what
you state I should suppose the effects are altogether new but shall
scrupulously refrain from making the experiments or even thinking on the
matter until I see your resultsu

I am still at work and shall send you papers as they come out. I have
just sent in one - (my fourth series of experimental researches) on a new
law of Electric conduction3 to the Royal Society but it has not yet been
read[.] I have another in hand but the experiments are incomplete4!.]

Wishing you full recovery of health & spirits that you may still
vigorously & successfully pursue what I know gives you such delight and is
to you a source of so much honor

I am I My Very dear Sir I Yours Most faithfully I M. Faraday
M. Ampere I &c &c &c

1. Letter 654.
2. Faraday (1833a), ERE3, pp.53-4. In this Faraday concentrated on correcting and
explaining his error in Faraday (1832a), ERE1, 78 and, to a lesser extent, that in the note to
paragraph 79.
3. Faraday (1833b), ERE4.
4. Faraday (1833c), ERE5. This would be Faraday's paper on electro-chemical
decomposition on which he had hardly begun experimentation. See Faraday, Diary, 2-8
September 1832, 2: 69-76, 79-113 and 22 April 1833, 2: 469.
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Letter 661
Faraday to Richard Northen1

4 May 1833
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I May 4th. 1833
Sir

I yesterday received your kind & very flattering letter2 and beg you
will return my respectful thanks to the Members of the Hull Literary and
Philosophical Society for the honor which it has thought fit to confer upon
me. The pursuit of science constitutes my principal pleasure and it is
doubly pleasant when as on the present occasion it obtains for me the
approbation of men joined together for the like pursuit in other parts of the
Kingdom[.]

I am Sir I Your Obliged & faithful servant I M. Faraday
Richd Northen Esq I &c &c &c I Sec. Hull Lit & Phil Society

Address: Richd Northen Esq I Secretary I Hull Literary & Philosophical
Society I &c &c &c I Hull.

1. See note 1, letter 659.
2. Letter 659.

Letter 662
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
8 May 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et tres cher confrere.

un jeune avocat tres distingue de Paris, charge des interets de
plusieurs grandes families fran^aises doit partir dans peu de temps pour
l'angleterre. Je profite de cette occasion pour vous envoyer divers
imprimes, en vous priant de les faire parvenir a leur adresse, aussitot que
vous en aurez l'occasion.

il y avoit hier une reunion de Members de l'academie des Sciences
chez M. ampere, qui avoit invite deux Genevois actuellement a Paris, MM
Decandolle1 et Saussure2. M. ampere va partir pour une inspection
d'universite; il sera absent 3 a 4 mois; M. Becquerel le remplace au College
de France pour les legons de phisique de cette annee. les essais sur les
nouveaux Courans qu'on obtient ou qu'on a cru obtenir, au moyen des
helices en cuivre Roules sur les arcs d'aimants qu'on chauffe dans un
liquide, sont ajournes jusqu'au retour de M. Ampere3.

Je vais aussi profiter de la belle saison pour aller avec ma famille dans
mon Pays (dept des ardennes); je compte y passer un mois. Je desirerois
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bien, Monsieur, a mon retour a Paris, vous y voir et vous exprimer de vive
voix tous les sentimens d'estime et d'amitie que j'eprouve pour un Savant,
aussi distingue que M. faraday -.

Veuillez bien agreer l'assurance du plus I sincere attachement de votre
tres affectione I confrere I hachette4

Paris 8 Mai 1833 - Rue St hyacinthe St Michel. 8.

TRANSLATION
Sir and very dear colleague,

A young and very distinguished lawyer from Paris, responsible for the
interests of several notable French families will leave for England in a short
while. I am taking advantage of this occasion to send you several off-prints
and I ask you kindly to make sure they arrive at their addresses, as soon as
you have an opportunity.

Yesterday a meeting of members of the Academie des Sciences was
held at Mr. Ampere's house, as he had invited two people from Geneva,
currently staying in Paris, Messrs. De Candolle1 and Saussure2.

Mr. Ampere is going to leave for an inspection of the University; he
will be away for 3 to 4 months; Mr. Becquerel is replacing him at the College
de France in this year's physics courses. The experiments on new currents
which we obtained or which we believed we had obtained by means of
copper helices rolled around axes of magnets which were heated in a
liquid, have been postponed until Mr. Ampere's return3.

I am also going to take advantage of the beautiful weather to go to my
village (Department of the Ardennes) with my family. I hope to spend a
month there. I should very much like, Sir, on my return to Paris, to see you
there and to explain in person all the sentiments of esteem and friendship
that I feel for a savant as distinguished as Mr. Faraday4.

Please kindly accept the assurance of the most I sincere attachment of
your most affectionate I colleague I Hachette.
Paris 8 May 1833 - Rue St Hyacinthe, St Michel 8.

1. Probably Augustin-Pyramus de Candolle (1778-1841, DSB). Swiss botanist.
2. Nicolas-Theodore de Saussure (1767-1845, DSB). Swiss chemist.
3. See letter 654.
4. Hachette enclosed with this letter a note on a new property of dry and thermo-electric
piles, which had been read to the Academie des Sciences on 8 April 1833. This has not been
transcribed.
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Letter 663
Faraday to John Fuller
13 May 1833
From the original in SoRO MS DD/AH 63/22

Royal Institution I May 13. 1833
Dear Sir

Having completed the analysis I beg leave to enclose you the report. I
have drawn it up somewhat in the form of those I have occasion to send in
to the Excise office believing it would be more satisfactory to you to have
something like a comparison with samples taken by the Officers of the
Excise and admitted by them to be genuinet.j

I am I Dear Sir i Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
John Fuller Esq I &c &c &c

Report on a specimen of beer received from John Fuller Esq &c &c brewed
by Buxton & Co1.

This beer was in very good condition as to age and taste. Its Specific
Gravity was 1009, which is such as has been found by the authorities of the
Excise to correspond well with samples of pure genuine porter. The
proportion of extractive matter is 88 grains per four fluid ounces of the beer
and in this respect it accords with acknowledged samples of Porter. There
is no iron or green vitriol or vitriol present in this sample of been,]

The substance common salt is a body often used to adulterate and
favour the dilution of beer but as common salt occurs in Malt, Hops and
even ordinary water in small quantities the Excise have had very many
samples of porter obtained from the Vats analysed and have from them
deduced certain proportions of salt as natural; higher proportions being
suspicious!.] Now the common salt in the sample at present under
consideration is only 4 ounces 9 drams per 100 gallons (imperial measure)
a proportion considerably within what the excise allow to be corrects

Hence in all those points which analysis can reach the beer seems to
be fair been.] But as I have reported to the Excise so also it is right I should
state here that numerous organic substances may be added to the materials
of which beer is made which after fermentation cannot be detected. I do not
see any reason to suspect in the present case that such has been added but
merely wish to point out how far analysis can proceed and where it stops[.]

M. Faraday
Royal Institution I May 13th 1833.

1. Unidentified. This analysis is noted in "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-
1861", May 1833, RI MS HD 8b, p. 41.
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Letter 664
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
13 May 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I May 13th 1833
Dear Sir

I will do what 1 can for you in the Mummy matter but I have five or six
extra matters waiting for me which must come first. You must therefore
have a little patience^.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.T. [sic] Pettigrew Esq I &c &c &c

1. Pettigrew had opened two mummies on 6 April 1833 at Charing Cross Hospital, "Egyptian
Mummies11, Lit.Gaz., 13 April 1833, p. 234. He said he would subject what was found to a "series
of experiments and examinations1'. For the result of Faraday's investigation see letter 665.
Presumably as a result of this examination, Pettigrew and John Davidson on 13 July 1833
unrolled a mummy at the Royal Institution. See Pettigrew (1834), xvii.

Letter 665
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
23 May 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I May 23rd 1833
Dear Sir

I have stolen time this morning from other occupations which I ought
to have been pursuing that I might examine the substances you sent me1

feeling well assured that if my Lectures were once began (& they
commence on Saturday next2)) there would be no chance of my touching
them before the end of July or middle of August^

The small needle like crystals are very curious but too minute in
quantity and too vague as to their origin to allow of much being made out
relative to them[.) The crystallisation is very perfect and acicular and from
the appearance one might suppose them the result of sublimation, but
when the substance is heated it does not prove to be volatile. It fuzes and
upon cooling concretes again crystallising the whole like spermaceti^] It
burns with a bright flame & evidently abounds in carbon & hydrogenu It is
not soluble in water & has the odour when heated of a fatty matter but then
alkali acts very feebly upon it & dissolves only a very small portions On the
contrary it is very soluble in alcohol, the solution being precipitated by
waten.]

The substance may probably be a result of slow action upon organic
(per chance animal) matter and has perhaps been assisted in its formation
by heat3u
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With regard to the bundle I can make nothing of it|.} It is evidently a
roll or bundle of something but it looks like some of the viscera or other
parts as much as a Manuscript!.] I tried upon a small piece to loosen the
binding matter by alcohol Essential oil &c &c aided by heat but obtained
too little success for me to venture upon the roily The misfortune is that
any process adopted is as likely to spoil it as open it and as in that case the
injury would be irreparable; any attempts that are made had better be made
by yourself & carefully watched at every step so that if only transient
development were obtained you might be ready to see what could be
seen4[.j

I am I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
TJ. Pettigrew Esq I &c &c &c

1. See note 1, letter 664.
2. That is 25 May 1833.
3. This and the previous paragraph are quoted in Pettigrew (1834), 53.
4. These analyses are noted in "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", May
1833, Rl MS HD8b, p. 41.

Letter 666
Robert Edmond Grant to Faraday
24 May 1833
From the original in RI MS
To Dr. Faraday
My Dear Sir

I regret that I was from home when your card arrived yesterday.
The 31st instant was the day we agreed upon for my first appearance

before your critical assembly and the subject which was suggested to me by
Mr. Solly is I think a very suitable one for that occasion, as one of which a
connected a n < d > intelligible view may be given within the hour allowed
for these evening demonstrations1.

No other avocation shall interfere with that engagement, so that if you
please you may announce my subject for next Friday.

1 remain I My Dear Sir I Yours most truly I Robert E. Grant
10 Seymour Place North i Euston Square I < 2 > 4 May 1833.

Address: [MS torn] Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. See Lit.Gaz., 8 June 1833, p.361 for an account of Grant's Friday Evening Discourse of 31
May 1833 "On the development of the circulating system of man and animals".
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Letter 667
John Britton to Faraday
25 May 1833
From the original in RI MS
Sir

I beg leave to inform you that the last meeting of the Graphic Society1

for this season will take place at the Dilettante Society's rooms, Thatched
House St James' on Wednesday June the 12th instead of the place & date
given on the card previously sent to you2.

Your Obedient Servant I John Britton I Honorary Sec I Burton Street
May 25, 1833
M. Faraday Esq

Address: Michael Faraday I &c &c I Royal Institution

1. The Graphic Society was founded on 20 March 1833 to hold conversaziones for artists.
Faraday was an Honorary Visitor from 1833 to 1864. Graphic Society Membership Lists, 1833-
1864, Royal Academy MS Graphic Society 8.
2. Faraday was not present on this occasion. See List of Visitors, Royal Academy MS Graphic
Society 4.

Letter 668
Faraday to Richard Phillips
4 June 1833
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I June 4. 1833
Dear Phillips

Next Friday is to be filled by Mr Palmer1 the Engineer on the laws
which govern the movement of shingles on our sea shores & the formation &
prevention of bars at Harbour mouths &c &<?[.]

I enclose you also a lecture ticket undated^
With best remembrances to Mrs Phillips3 & fam[ily.]
I am as always I Ever truly Yours I M. Faraday

Richd Phillips Esq

1. Henry Robinson Palmer (1795-1844, DNBmp). Engineer.
2. See Lit.Gaz., 15 June 1833, p. 377 for an account of this Friday Evening Discourse by
Palmer on 7 June 1833.
3. Ann Phillips, nee Rickman (DQB). Married Richard Phillips in 1807.
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Letter 669
Faraday to Francis Boott
17 June 1833
From the original in KCG MS

Royal Institution I 17 June 1833
Dear Sir

I enclose an admission as you desire & feel much flattered that Miss
Marham1 should wish to hear the Lectures.

I hope Mrs Boott2 is quite well & that you are not in that fagged & tired
condition in which you were when last I saw youu

I had trusted we should have seen you during our Evenings and failing
that have been quite sorry I could not find time to call upon you; but I feel
that the best answer I can make to your compliments is to stay at home &
work hardf.j

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Boott I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Mrs Boott, nee Hardcastle (see DNB under Francis Boott).

Letter 670
John Fuller to Faraday
12 July 1833
From the original in RI MS Fl H78
Dear Sir,

We want something in the thatchwood way to fasten upon an upright
buoy which is thrown out from a life boat at night in order that a sailor who
has been ship wrecked may see it & fasten Himself to it till assistance can
be given Him - if you think of anything that will do & that will shew a light
not to be put out by the washing of the waves of the sea let me know.
Phosphorus is so difficult to make use of & to keep perfect that it will not
do[;] any thing that will shew a good light & is not Easily Extinguished will
do better.

Sincerely yours I John Fuller
M. Faraday Esq.
Rosehill I Robertsbridge I Sussex July 12th I 1833

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I London Albemarle St
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Letter 671
Faraday to John Millington
15 July and 14 August 1833
From the original in CWM JMP 65 M59, I: 51

15 July 1833 I 14 Dundas Street I Edinburgh
My dear Sir

It is with great pleasure I write in reply to yours of the 29th May 18331,
which I received by Dr Harland [sic] at the Meeting of the British
Association for the advancement of Science at Cambridge the week
preceding that in which I set off for this part of Great Britain2. It gave me &
many at the association amongst them Mr. Guillemard3 great pleasure to
hear from you & to know that you were well & prosperous. As to Dr Harland
[sic] I saw him only at the moment when he gave me this letter and in
consequence of the crowd & hustle in Cambridge did not meet him again.
Indeed every place was full & it was with some little difficulty I could keep
along with those friends who with myself had made a point of continuing
together4. The meeting itself went off exceedingly well & the different
Colleges behaved with the utmost liberality & hospitality to usu

You must remember us kindly to Mrs Millington5 & to those of your
family who are with you. I would mention them by name but am sorry to say
my memory of names & many other things is failing me fastu

I hear a little of you from Mr. Christie occasionally and when I have
occasion to send will according to your letter apply to himu But with
regard to the Rhodium of which you want a thin slip 4 or 5 inches long & lh
of an inch in width it is not to be hadu In the first place Rhodium is a scarce
metal and in the next it is not malleable & cannot be brought into the form
you mention. I at one time suspected you might have mistaken palladium
for Rhodium for the former is malleable but then it is soft whilst Rhodium is
very hard it is easily attacked by acids whilst Rhodium is almost unaffected
by it. Palladium I think can be obtained now from Johnson6 of Hatton
Garden if that be the metal you require for he separates much of it from the
South American Gold & is anxious to find a good market for it but I do not
see any very important use for which it will serve that will obtain for it a
market price of 20/- per ounce as he imaginesu

I expect to be in London in 5 or 6 weeks and will then get the
Palladium if that be the substance you wish for.

I am Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Millington Esq
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Aug 14th 1833, London
My dear Sir

This letter has been returned to me because my messenger forgot to
pay postage. I therefore seal it up again & with every good wish to you
dispatch it once moreu

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Endorsement: reed 24th Oct 1833
Address: John Millington Esq I 187 South Third Street I Philadelphia I U.S.

1. Not found.
2. The British Association met from Monday 24 June to Friday 28 June 1833. Rep.Brit.Ass.,
1833, ix, xxvii.
3. John Lewis Guillemard (1764-1844, Lyons (1940)). Secretary of the Royal Institution,
1811-1813 and 1824-1826.
4. "The British Association", Lit.Gaz., 6 July 1833, p.417 which implied that these friends
were John Martin (1789-1854, DNB, historical and landscape painter), William Wyon, Charles
Wheatstone and William Hallowes Miller (1801-1880, DSB, Professor of Mineralogy at
Cambridge, 1832-1870) who acted as host at St John's College. They were referred to as "The
Miller and his Men".
5. Emily Millington, nee Hamilton (d. cl833, see DAB under John Millington and letter 708).
6. Percival Norton Johnson (1793-1866, B2). Assayer and metallurgist.

Letter 672
Eilhard Mitscherlich to Faraday
27 July 1833
From the original in RI MS F3 B233a
Monsieur et tres cher collegue,

Ce n'est qu'avec regret, que je vous envoie le diplome du au membre
correspondant de notre Academie, parce qu'il arrive 10 ans trop tard;
j'espere, que vous ne m'en voulez pas, vous pouvez etre persuade que ce
retardement ne s'est pas fait par ma faute; je vous prie de l'accepter avec
bienveillance.

J'ai mis dans un bout du cilindre, pour profiter de la place, un flacon
avec de l'espece de terebenthine, que j'ai analysee et qui ne contient point
d'oxygene; elle vous interessera fort peu; la solitaire, que j'ai mis dans
l'autre bout meritera d'avantage votre attention; elle bout a 85° est solide a
4°, n'est pas attaquee par la potasse, par le potassium, l'acide solpharique
etc; elle est est [sic] composee d'apres le resultat de plusieures analyses de
92.46 carbone et de 7.54 hydrogene, enfin elle me paroit etre votre carbone
d'hydrogene, que vous avez decouvert dans le gaz de l'huile1. Cette
substance que Ton obtient par la decomposition des benzoites parait jouer
une telle role tout aussi interessant que le gaz olefiant, elle est le radical de
l'acide benzoique, que Mr Wohler et Liebig ont trouve compose de 14
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Carbone 12 Hydrogene: et 4 Oxygene2 (les atomes sont ceux de Berzelius)
l'acide benzoique est compose par consequent d'un volume de ce carbone
d'hydrogene et d'un volume acide carbonique3.

Pardonnez, Monsieur, que je vous remercie si rarement pour toutes
les bontes, que vous avez eues pour moi; les memoires que vous avez bien
voulu m'envoyer sont d'une haute valeur pour moi: et je vous en suis
infiniment redevable4; j'espere de vrai pouvoir bientot essayer un second
tome de mon traite de Chimie5, vous y verrez que je n'ai pas seulement
etudie vos memoires mais que j'ai repete toutes vos experiences en faisant
construire desappareils pour les combiner avec mes appareils inferieurs,
quant aux observations particulieres que j'avais pu faire, je vous assure
franchement qui vrai avez tellement epuise les objets que je n'etais plus
heureux que Mr. Nobili, Ampere etc. J'ai prete les memoires, que vous
m'avez envoye immediatement apres les avoir regu a Mr. Poggendorff pour
inserer la traduction dans ses Annales6.

Je vous enverrai, comme vous l'avez demande, la note sans la
porcellaine etc. a la premiere occasion, qui se presente7, j'ai du jusqu'a
present attendre, pour vous demander quelques appareils a peu pres de la
meme valeur. Pardonnez que je vous ai fait attendre si long terns, j'espere
cependant que cela ne vous empechera pas de me donner des
commissions pour l'avenir; j'avais choisi les ampoules de porcellaine qui
etaient bien mixes et avaient ete expos<e>s au plus grand feu du
fourneau, meme si la forme en avait un peu souffert.

J'avais espere deja depuis quelque terns de pouvoir vous envoyer
mon traite de cristallographie, je n'ai pas pu terminer jusqu'a present; j'ai
ete entraine par la redaction dans des nouvelles recherches sur quelques
details, qui m'ont conduit a d'autres; pendant l'hiver j'ai tache de terminer
les articles sur la dilatation des cristaux par la chaleur et le changement des
valeurs de la double refraction par la chaleur8; j'espere de les terminer dans
l'hiver prochain et de commencer alors l'impression. Le retard de la
publication n'aura pas a ce que je peux presumer, fait du tort a la chose
meme en Angleterre. J'ai la quelques memoires de Mr Brooke9 contre
l'isomorphie10, mais les objections ont ete faites avec une telle avec une
telle legerete, que je n'ai pas cru necessaire d'y repondre; il a p. e. cite la
forme d'acetate de plomb et celle de l'acetate de borite comme une
objection11; mais l'acetate de borite, cristallise a la temperature ordinaire,
contient un atome d'eau; tandis que l'acetate de borite cristallise a 0°
contient trois atomes d'eau et est isomporphe avec l'acetate de plomb.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'expression de la plus haute consideration, avec la
quelle j'ai l'honneur d'etre I Votrel tres humble et tres obeissant I serviteur I
Mitscherlich.
Berlin ce 27 Jul. 1833
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TRANSLATION
Sir and very dear colleague,

It is with regret that I send you the diploma due to a corresponding
member of our Academy, because it arrives 10 years too late; I hope that
you will bear me no ill will, you may be persuaded that the delay was not my
fault; I beg you to accept it out of kindness.

I have put at one end of the cylinder, to take advantage of the space, a
flask with a kind of turpentine, which I have analysed and which contains
no oxygen; it will be of little interest to you; the solitaire that I placed at the
other end will merit more of your attention; it boils at 85°, solidifies at 4°, is
not attacked by potash, potassium, sulphuric acid etc; it is composed
following the result of several analyses of 92.46 carbons and 7.54
hydrogens, in short it seems to me to be your carbon of hydrogen, which
you discovered in oil gas1. This substance, that is obtained by the
decomposition of benzoites, seems to play just as interesting a role as the
olifiant gas, it is the radical of benzoic acid, that Messrs. Wohler and Liebig
found composed of 14 carbons, 12 hydrogens and 4 oxygens2 - (the atoms
are those of Berzelius) benzoic acid is therefore composed of a volume of
this carbon of hydrogen and of a volume of carbonic acid3.

Please excuse, Sir, that I thank you so rarely for all the kindness that
you have shown me; the papers that you have sent have a high value for me
and I am infinitely in your debt4; I hope truly to be able soon to attempt a
second volume of my treatise on chemistry5; you will see that I have not
only studied what is necessary, but also repeated all my experiments,
constructing instruments in order to combine them with my inferior
instruments, as for the particular observations I am able to do, I assure you
frankly, who truly have exhausted the subject that I was not more happy
than Messrs. Nobili, Ampere etc. I lent the papers that you sent
immediately after receiving them to Mr. Poggendorff to insert the
translations in the Annalen6.

I shall send you, as you have asked, the notes on the porcelain etc. at
the first opportunity which presents itself7; I have had to wait until now to
ask you for some instruments of approximately the same value. Please
excuse me for making you wait a long time, I hope, however, that this will
not stop you from giving me errands in the future, I chose ampoules of
porcelain which were well mixed and had been exposed to the greatest
heat of the furnace, even if their form had suffered a little.

I have hoped for some time to be able to send you my treatise on
crystallography, I was not able to finish it until now; I was drawn by the
editors into new research on some details, which led me to others; during
the winter I tried to finish the articles on dilation of crystals by heat and the
change of values of double refraction by heat8. I hope to finish next winter
and then to begin its printing. The delay in publication will be as nothing
compared to the damage that I presume is already being done, even in
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England. I have included a few papers of Mr Brooke9 against
isomorphism10, but the objections have been made with such light-
heartedness, that 1 did not think it necessary to respond; he perhaps cited
the acetate form of lead and the acetate of borate as an objection11; but
acetate of borate, crystallised at ordinary temperature, remains an atom of
water; whilst acetate of borate crystallises at 0° contains 3 atoms of water
and is isomorphic with acetate of lead.

Please accept, Sir, the expression of the highest consideration, with
which I have the honour of being I your I most humble and most obedient
servant I Mitscherlich.
Berlin, this 27 July 1833.

1. Faraday (1825). This letter is bound in Faraday's copy of this paper.
2. Wohler and Liebig (1832).
3. See Partington (1964), 331 for a discussion of this point.
4. See letter 589.
5. Mitscherlich (1831-5), 2.
6. Faraday (1831b, c) translated as Faraday (1832f, g) respectively and Faraday (1832a, b),
ERE1 and 2 translated as Faraday (1832d, e) respectively.
7. Letter 589.
8. See Mitscherlich (1827, 1837).
9. Henry James Brooke (1771-1857, DNB). Crystallographer.
10. Brooke (1831a, b, 1832).
11. Brooke (1831a).

Letter 673
John Phillips to Faraday
8 August 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

8. Aug. 1833
My Dear Sir

Can you favor me with some account of your exposition of your views
on Electrical decomposition delivered to the Chemical Section at
Cambridge, but so briefly mentioned in their minutes as to give me no
notion of the matter1.1 shall therefore be very much your debtor for such an
abstract of your remarks as you may wish to see in print in the next report2.

I am My dear Sir I Yours most faithfully I John Phillips
M. Faraday Esq

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St. I London

1. Mentioned in passing in "British Association", Lit.Gaz., 3 August 1833, p.490.
2. Faraday (1833d). See letter 676.
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Letter 674
Faraday to William Jerdan
13 August 1833
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 13 Aug. 1833
My dear Sir

I returned from Scotland last nightu I am sorry I was not in town to
help you. As the paper (mine) was read in at the R.S.1 and will come before
the Members of the R Institution &c &c there will be opportunities one of
which I shall seize to give you a correct condensed account of it2u

I am very much obliged to you for your vindication of my claims to the
spark &c &c3. How difficult it would be without such as you for a man to
keep that degree of character in Science & learning which is fairly his own.

I am I Dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
W. Jerdan Esq I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1833c), ERE5. Read 20 June 1833. Reported as being read in Lit.Gaz., 22 June
1833, p.394.
2. See "Royal Society", Lit Gaz., 15 February 1834, p.l 18 for an account of Faraday's work on
electro-chemistry. Lit.Gaz., 15 March 1834, p. 194 gave a short account of Faraday's Friday
Evening Discourse of 7 March 1834 on "Electro-chemical decomposition", but referred back to
this Royal Society account for a fuller discussion.
3. See "British Association", Lit.Gaz., 3 August 1833, p.490 where Faraday's priority as the
first to obtain a spark from a magnet was stated forcefully.

Letter 675
Faraday to Thomas Phillipps
13 August 1833
From the original in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson b.127, f. 14

R Institution I 13 August 1833
Dear Sir

On returning to town I find a letter signed T. Phillipps but it has no
date of day or placet.] If it is your letter then in answer to the enquiry
contained in it I shall be very happy of putting you up as a member of the
Society of Arts1!.]

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Sir T. Phillipps Bart I &c &c &c

1. No Phillipps was proposed as a member of the Society of Arts in late 1833. See "Minutes of
the Society, 1833-4", Royal Society of Arts MS.
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Letter 676
Faraday to John Phillips
15 August 1833
From the original in UMO MS JPP 1833/21.1

Royal Institution I 15 Aug 1833
My dear Sir

Having returned home again I find your letter1 and shall be happy to
furnish you with an abstract or account of what I gave in the Chemical
committee2; but when do you want it? Tell me your latest time & you shall
have it by or before that timeu Tell me also how long it should be 4 or 5
pages or more and tell me how I shall send it to you. My reason for asking
you for time is that on my return home I find a dreadful heap of matter to
clear offu

I am My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Phillips Esq I &c &c &c

Address: John Phillips Esq I &c &c &c I York Philosophical Society I York

1. Letter 673.
2. Of the British Association. See Faraday (1833d).

Letter 677
Faraday to Eilhard Mitscherlich
17 August 1833
From the original in DM HS 778

Royal Institution I 17 August 1833
My dear Sir

On returning from the country I find your very kind letter1, your
present of fluids & the accompanying diploma and I write in haste that I
may not be found wanting in respect to the Academy which has done me
the honor of electing me a Corresponding memberu May I ask you to
express my warmest thanks for this mark of approbation saying also that 1
feel it a strong stimulus to the earnest pursuit of that which has already
been the cause of my receiving the approval of the Academy. 1 would
answer by letter to the Secretaries but thought it perhaps more proper to
acknowledge the favour through the same channel by which I received itu

Your hydro-carbons are to me exceedingly interesting for I have long
resolved to pursue certain views which I entertain of the nature of these bodies,
but the experimental researches in Electricity have drawn me off & will still
keep me from that subjects You know how laborious experiments are and will
not I think believe me lazyu
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I hope in a month or two to have two other papers on Electricity to
send you2[.] Is the channel by the Royal Society's box a good one by which
to convey such things to you or can you tell me of a betteru

I must close this letter and meet an engagement. I have only time to
thank you for all your kindness and say what pleasure I feel in your
remembrance of me. I shall be delighted to see your results in the work you
speak of & also to pay the bill I have so long owed you or the worksu

I am I My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Mitscherlich I &c &c &c

1. Letter 672.
2. Faraday (1833b, c), ERE4 and 5.

Letter 678
Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette to Faraday
30 August 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 30 aout 1833
Monsieur et tres confrere

Ayant fait un petit voyage vers ma ville natale (Mezieres, Ardennes),
j'ai trouve a mon retour votre lettre du 17 juin et la 3eme Serie de vos
recherches electriques1; qui sera bientot suivie d'une 4eme serie2.

en lisant la derniere page (54) de votre memoire sur la 3eme Serie, j'ai
remarque ces mots; my first unfortunate Letter to M. hachette3; Je vous avoue
que je ne puis pas concevoir rien de malheureux dans l'annonce d'une
decouverte, qui vous place au rang des plus heureux et grands phisiciens4.

Supposez pour un moment qu'un membre de la Societe Royale ait fait
part de votre lecture, dans une lettre particuliere, que cette lettre ait tombe
par hasard entre les Mains d'un phisicien qui auroit repete vos
experiences, et qui auroit la pretention de les avoir inventees. Vous
pourriez alors dire, O, unfortunate Letter, tout le Contraire arrive; vous
annoncez une grande decouverte a la Societe Royale; elle est transmise de
suite a Paris en votre nom; toute la gloire de l'inventeur vous est assuree;
que pouviez-vous desirer de plus? que personne ne travaille dans la mine
que vous aviez ouverte; cela est impossible, l'excellence de votre
decouverte est en raison des efforts que chaque physicien fera, pour
l'etendre. ne lisez vous pas avec plaisir la feuille du journal fran^ais, le
temps, qui chaque Mercredi, donne la Seance de l'academie des Sciences,
du lundi precedent, y at-il [sic] un academicien fran^ais qui se plaigne de
cette prompte communication? non; c'est le Contraire. les Routes en fer ne
donnent pas encore aux nouvelles Scientifiques, la vitesse de la pensee, et
sous ce Rapport, elles sont encore tres imparfaites.
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Je ne me pardonnerois pas, si j'avois a me reprocher une
communication qui auroit ete pour vous la Cause d'un vrai Malheur; mais
permettez-moi de vous dire qu'en cette circonstance, le Malheur n'est que
dans votre imagination; je crois avoir contribue a etendre votre gloire,
votre renommee, a vous rendre la justice qui vous est due, et je m'en
felicite. J'espere que vous partagerez mes sentimens. agreez l'assurance de
mon bien-Sincere I attachement -1 hachette

Address: Sir Faraday I Royal institution, albe marie Street I London

TRANSLATION
Paris, 30 August 1833

Sir and Very Dear Colleague,
Having made a short trip to my native town (Mezieres, Ardennes), I

found on my return your letter of 17 June and the 3rd Series of your
electrical research1, soon to be followed by a 4th Series2.

Reading the last page (54) of your paper on the 3rd Series, I noticed
these words my first unfortunate Letter to M. Hachette*; I must admit I cannot
conceive anything unfortunate in the announcement of a discovery which
places you in the ranks of the most fortunate and greatest physicists4.

Suppose for a moment that a member of the Royal Society described
your lecture in a particular letter, that this letter fell by chance into the
hands of a physicist who would have repeated your experiments and who
would pretend to have invented them. Then you could say O, unfortunate
Letter. The contrary is true; you announce a great discovery at the Royal
Society; it is immediately transmitted to Paris in your name; you are
assured of the entire glory of being the inventor; what more could you
desire? That nobody works in the mine that you have opened; that is
impossible. The excellence of your discovery is in proportion to the effort
each philosopher expends to understand it. Do you not read with pleasure
the page from the French newspaper Le Temps, which every Wednesday
reports on the previous Monday's meeting of the Academie des Sciences?
Is there one French academic who complains of this prompt
communication? No, quite the opposite. Railroads do not yet give to
scientific news the speed of thought and in this respect they are still very
imperfect.

I could not forgive myself if I should be reproached for a
communication that would have been for you the cause of real misfortune,
but permit me to say to you that in this circumstance, the misfortune is but
in your imagination; I believe I have contributed to increasing your glory,
your renown, to rendering to you the justice that is owed to you, and I
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congratulate myself on this. I hope you will share my feelings. Please
accept the assurance of my most sincere attachment - iHachette.

1. Faraday (1833a), ERE3.
2. Faraday (1833b), ERE4.
3. Faraday (1833a), ERE3, p.54. See letters 654 and 660 for the origin of this note of which
this statement was one part.
4. See letter 527.

Letter 679
Faraday to John Phillips
9 September 1833
From the original in UMO MS JPP 1833 / 26

R Institution I 9 Sept. 1833
My dear Sir

I find that unless I write a report1 for you at once it will hardly be done
at all[.] I have written off the accompanying in haste2u I hope you will not
find it illegible but I have no time to re-write it. I should be very thankful to
see the proofs that I may correct the errors the necessary consequence of
my haste. I have left you to put such beginning to it as will suit its place
character &c in the General report. I really had no time to make it longer^

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Phillips Esq I &c &c &c

1. Of his paper to the Cambridge meeting of the British Association. See letters 673 and 676.
2. Faraday (1833d).

Letter 680
William Vernon Harcourt to Faraday
13 September 1833
From the original in RI MS

York Sept 13
Dear Sir

In sending the enclosed a doubt came over me whether Mr Henland1

[sic] might be in London or in England. I have therefore enclosed it to you &
in case he is not in London will thank you to open it & order for me the
minerals mentioned in it of Sowerby2 or any other dealer for I am in
immediate want of themu Many thanks for your account of your experiment
which is highly interesting3u

Yours very truly I W.V. Harcourt
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Address: Dr. Faraday I R. Institution I Albemarle St I London
Postmark: 15 September 1833

1. Almost certainly Harlan was intended.
2. George Brettingham Sowerby (1788-1854, DNB). Dealer in shells and molluscs.
3. Faraday (1833d). See letter 679.

Letter 681
Faraday to William Richard Hamilton
1 October 1833
From the original in Royal Geographical Society MS Journal MS
(Schomburgk, R.H.)

R Institution I 1 Oct 1833
Dear Sir

I have gone over the 1st & 2nd sections of the Paper1. You will see by
my pencil marks that I do not think much of those parts. It is quite true that
such opinions have been put forth in former times with authority but they
are not only antiquated but what is far worse erroneous at least many of
them are so & the rest very doubtful or very vagueu

Much of the Philosophy of these two sections is not at all fit for the
present time & the rest requires far more rigorous proof than is given in the
paperu

I have also examined the little piece of alloy. It is true bronze being
compounded of Copper & Tinu

I found that if I did not contrive to give you an account of these matters to
day I should probably be unable to do so for two or three weeksu

I am I Dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Wm. Hamilton Esq I &c &c &c

1. This was a paper submitted to the J.Roy.Geogr.Soc. by Robert Hermann Schomburgk (1804-
1865, DNB, German-English explorer) entitled "On the originating cause and further
development of hurricanes in the West Indies". The paper had originally been send to
Hamilton for comment. The paper was not published.
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Letter 682
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
1 October 1833
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 55-6

Royal Institution: October 1, 1833.
Sir, - I am very much your debtor for your kindness in sending me your
papers1 and for your good opinion. All such marks of goodwill are stimuli to
me, urging me still forward in the course which has obtained such
commendation.

Being convinced you cannot refrain from pursuing science by
experiment, I need not express a hope that you will do so manfully. No man
of judgment can work without succeeding, and you are not likely to leave a
course which has already made your name known throughout the
European Continent.

Ever your obedient servant, I M. Faraday.

1. This may have included Matteucci (1833).

Letter 683
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
10 October 1833
From The Literary Repository, 1957, No 4, p.l

R. Institution, I 10th Oct.,, 1833.
Dear Sir,

I prefer Mr. to Dr. but as letters, papers, etc, etc, are continually
reaching me addressed Dr. I am obliged to acknowledge the title or they
would miss their object. This it is which constrains me in part to assume the
designation but wherever I am at liberty I like Mr. best-. Somehow it
happened that the running title to the first and second series of researches
was headed Dr.1 and I believe more for uniformity than any thing else it was
continued in the third2.1 do not know how it is in the fourth3; but in the fifth
and future I think it shall return to Mr.4

Very truly yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley, Esq., I London Institution I Finsbury

1. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1 and 2. This was not so. The running heads of both series had Mr.
In any case Faraday did not receive his DCL until 21 June 1832, by which time both series had
been printed.
2. Faraday (1833a), ERE3. The running head was Dr.
3. Faraday (1833b), ERE4. Also Dr.
4. Faraday (1833c), ERE5. Dr. was retained, as it was in subsequent series.
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Letter 684
Faraday to William Somerville
November 1833
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep c.370 MSF-1

p 279 [286] lines 8 & 9. Not at all depending upon the manner in which
it is excited except as that governs the quantity evolved. See remarks on
identity1. May I suggest for "apparently" read "incidentally"2!.]

p 279 [286] line 15. "Rotation" merges in "Magnetic influence" being
only a particular phenomenon of the latter.

Query Contact as an independent exciting cause. I am doubtfult.]
p 279 line 24 for "an" query "one"[.]
p 281 [287] line 1, 2 & 3 doubtful. Metals when insulated become very

electric by friction agains[t] flannel &c &q.] The want of effect generally is
most likely due to the addition of conducting power not to a deficiency of
exciting powers

p 282. [288] line 4, 5. Not sou Metals can be excited but being
conductors they cannot retain their state if in communication with the
earth. There are probably no non-electrics.

p 282 [289] at bottomu I think it very doubtful whether the attractions
& repulsions can thus be referred directly & mechanically to the pressure
of the air which is of course implied by pressure upon the ain.j I think
Electricians have pursued the science here & given a clumsy mechanical
view because they could not perceive a betters

p 285 [291-2] line 1. Harris of Plymouth / think denies this law. He has
made many valuable expts recorded in the Plymouth Transactions3 but I
have not had time to repeat & consider his results so as to give an opinionu

Page 285 [292] line 15. "Predicted". I do not remember that
Mathematics have predicted muchu Perhaps in Amperes theory one or at
most two independent facts. I am doubtful of two. Facts have preceded the
mathematics or where they have not the facts have remained unsuspected
through the calculations were ready as in Electro-magnetic rotation &
Magneto electricity generally and sometimes when the fact was present as
in Aragos phenomenon4 the calculations were insufficient to illustrate its
true nature until other facts came in to helpt.j

Page 291 [298] line 20. Cavendish says Iron transmits 400,000,000
[times] better than water5 and I believe he is not far wrongu

Page 292 [300] line 6 for "for" ? "but"[.]
—— line 20 for "attraction" ? "action" [.]
Page 293 line 6, 7. If insulated they become electric by friction^
294 [302] line 20. The action is not more intense upon one than upon

another^] Again line 27. The chemical action is not more intense it is
uniform in alli.j
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Page 296. [303] If the series be equally numerous large plates are more
powerful than small platesu It does not require smallness in the plates to
make numbers effective.

Page 298 [304-5] line 5, 6. Very doubtful^ The heat is generally
greatest in a decomposing solution at the Positive pole & least at the
Negative for very simple reason namely the relative proportion removed
by the oxygen & hydrogen &c &c &Q.J

Page 307. [316] The circumstances which determines whether it shall
gain or lose being its position with respect to the magnetic equator & the
higher or lower intensity of its previous magnetic states

Page 315. [326] About % of a small magnet was immersed in mercury
the lower end being fastened by a thread to the bottom &c &c.

Page 316 [326] line 4. "a wire touching the mercury". The action is
between the magnet & wire not between the magnet & mercury.

line 7. for "centrifugal" read "tangential"!.]
Page 317. for London University. He was first & is still of the R.I. and

the Expt was first made at the R. Institution!.]
Page 326 [337] line 24. It is not from that experiment that I "infer" the

action of a current in inducing another currents That result is proved by
experiments without iron described in the 1st section of the "experimental
researches"6!.] It merely requires that two copper wires should be placed by
each other & a current sent from the battery through one for a reverse
current instantly passes through the others

Page 329 [341] line 8. Arago did not discover this source of electricity!.]
He never suspected that it had anything to do with Electricity. For
"Electricity" read "Magnetism" & then it will be rights

Page 330 [341] line 4. Dele[te] "confirm and" - it had been most
abundantly confirmed!.]

Page 330 [342] line 8. A "at certain points"
line 27. for "flows" read "tends to flow"[.j It does not flow

unless there be a communication between the two ends[.j
Page 331 [342] line 3. will "tend to" have a current &c &cu

[342-3] 7. of the radii "if a channel is open for their
return and in a continuous plate that channel is afforded by the lateral
portions" i.e of the portions on each side of the particular radius close to
the Magnetic pole[.j

Dear Sir
I just wrote down at the moment whatever occurred to me. Do not

therefore think me too free but treat these remarks just as freely
and oblige I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday

Nov 1833
My best respects to Mrs Somerville
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1. Faraday (1833a), ERE3.
2. This, and later paragraphs, are Faraday's comments on the proof sheets of Somerville
(1834), 279-343 which she sent him for comment. See Patterson (1983), 133-5 for a detailed
discussion of this letter. Patterson notes on p. 133 that "the printed text in every case conforms
to Faraday's advice". Numbers in square brackets correspond to the pagination of Somerville
(1834) from the pagination of the proofs which Faraday cites.
3. Harris (1830).
4. Arago (1825).
5. Cavendish (1776), 198.
6. Faraday (1832a), ERE1.

Letter 685
Faraday to Granville Penn1

2 November 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I Nov 2. 1833
My dear Sir

On arriving in town last night I found your packetu
The spirit looks to me to be very goodu Its specific gravity is 915.1 at

63° of Fahrenheit.] It has the flavour of the fruit which is peculiar & many
would probably think it pleasantu It is no doubt a very good spirit for
numerous perhaps all purposes. The great point is what will be its price.

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Granville Penn Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Granville Penn Esq I &c &c &c I Stoke Park I Colnbrook

1. Granville Penn (1761-1844, DNB). Clerk in War Department and scientific writer.

Letter 686
Faraday to John William Lubbock
2 November 1833
From the original in RS MS Lub Fl

Royal Institution I Nov. 2. 1833
My dear Sir

I have but just returned to town or I would not have kept your note
waiting and now it gives me great regret that I cannot give you a good
answer for I am with you very anxious that what ever the R.S. does should
be done welk]

I have however been so deeply engaged in experimental
investigations of Electricity that I have not read a Journal English or
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Foreign for many monthsu My matter in fact overflows the doors that open
before me are immeasurable. I cannot tell to what great things they may
lead and I have worked neglecting every thing else for the purpose. I do not
know whether Mathematical are like Experimental labours if they are you
will have an idea of my toil but at the same time of my pleasures

All this has however prevented me from knowing what has been doing
in other places. I am therefore quite unable to give you an answer and I dare
not promise one for I have not the time to read & consider the papers in the
different Journals[.]

I trust that I shall not by another paper or two on Electricity fatigue the
R.S. with that subject1. In my own part I never before understood its real
importance!.]

I am I My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.W. Lubbock Esq I &c &c &c

1. During the autumn (see Faraday, Diary, 2: 708-972), Faraday had been working on the
experiments which would form the basis of Faraday (1834a, b), ERE6 and 7.

Letter 687
Faraday to John Gage
5 November 1833
From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 21/5

Royal Institution I 5 Nov. 1833
My dear Sir

The substance is not of Animal or vegetable origins Nor does it
contain any organic mattery

It is a ferruginous sandy clay and may either have been natural or clay
6 sand purposely mixed together there is nothing to decide which. It
contains no calcareous matter. The iron is present in great abundances

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Gage Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 688
Faraday to Henry Ellis1

5 November 1833
From the original in California Institute of Technology Archives

R Institution I 5 Nov 1833
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged by your great kindness. I have written to Mr
Jopling2 & have no doubt he will apply to you.

I am Your Very Obliged I & faithful servant I M. Faraday
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Sir Henry Ellis I &c &c &c

1. Henry Ellis (1777-1869, DNB). Librarian of the British Museum from 1827.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 689
Nathaniel Lister1 to Faraday
9 November 1833
From the original in RI MS F3 C1162

Dr Lister observing in the new No. of the Philosophical Magazine that
Mr Faraday not been able to find certain references to the experiments
respecting the spark from the Gymnotus Electricus3, is happy to be able to
communicate them to him, having formerly met with them in medical
works.

The experiments of Fahlberg are referred to by Professor Tiedemann4

in his Physiologie des Menschen5, as having been published in the Swedish
Transactions for 18016 and translated into German, in Gehlens Journal Vol
14. p. 456. [also in Gilberts Annalen Vol 14. p.416]7.

Professor Tiedemann likewise refers to Guisan8 as having made
similar observations to those of Fahlberg, in a work [De Gymnoto Electrico
published at Tubingen in 18199; and he further states that Gardini10 [De
Electrici ignis Natura §71, published at Mantua 1792]11 observed an Electric
spark from the Torpedo.

The experiment with the Gymnotus is also mentioned in Cavallo's12

Natural Philosophy vol iii, p. 45913.
Lincolns Inn Fields I Nov 9th 1833

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albermarle Street

1. Nathaniel Lister. Physician of 8 Lincoln's Inn Fields. POD.
2. This letter is bound opposite Faraday (1833a), ERE3, 358 where Faraday notes that he has
not been able to find the references to sparks from the Gymnotus.
3. Faraday (1833e), ERE3, 358.
4. Friedrich Tiedemann (1781-1861, DSB). German physiologist.
5. Tiedemann (1831), 567-74.
6. Fahlberg (1801).
7. Fahlberg (1803). Square brackets in text.
8. Friedrich Ludwig Guisan. A student at Tubingen, otherwise unidentified.
9. Guisan (1819).
10. Giuseppe Francesco Gardini (1740-1816, PI). Professor of Physics in Piedmont.
11. Gardini (1792). Square brackets in text.
12. Tiberius Cavallo (1749-1809, DSB). Natural philosopher.
13. Cavallo (1803), 3: 459.
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Letter 690
Gerard Moll to Faraday
15 November 1833
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Utrecht 15 November 1833
My dear Sir!

Your kind letter of 9th September last gave me infinite pleasure. I am
very happy indeed, that one standing so high as yourself in scientific
reputation, has still the goodness to remember me. I certainly had some
idea of visiting England at the time of the Cambridge meeting1, but other
affairs prevented my executing so pleasing a scheme. Since however I
wanted to turn to some advantage the time I had to dispose of, I made an
excursion to Germany and visited the celebrated University of Gottingen. If
I had not been thoroughly persuaded of the truth of what I stated in my
pamphlet against the declinarians2, I could have acquired here the fullest
conviction of the correctness of my opinions. No one doubts but that Gauss
is a man of Genius, perhaps the first mathematician living, still he is not a
good lecturer, and so far useless, and his observatory as well as that of
Harding3 looks much as if little use was made of it. Stromeyer4 has certainly
a neat laboratory, but nothing like what may be seen in twenty places in
England, besides that in my opinion there is a great want of apparatus. In
the department of natural philosophy, mechanics, natural history &c the
apparatus belonging to the university is next to nothing, and if I am not
mistaken the lectures of old Blumenbach would scarcely draw an audience
to the lecture room of a mechanics Institution. Their library however, it
must be said, is excellent, and challenges, as far as usefulness is concerned,
any other in existence. Gauss has got up a very pretty apparatus, a sort of
magnetic telegraph. Two bar magnets of a pound weight, are suspended in
different places in a distance of abt 1 Vi miles (english), each has wires
coiled round but not touching them, these wires communicate, through the
open air over roofs and steeples and the action of a couple of galvanic
plates in one place gives motion to the magnet placed at the distance of 1 Vi
miles. The thing at any rate is very curious5.

I have read with the greatest pleasure your new series of
experiments6. They are sure to carry your name down to posterity as long
as there will be anything existing like science. I do not know how the
declinarians are to dispose of you, unless they want to hold you up as an
exception confirming the general rule.

There is at present here a person of the name of Dr Keil, who boasts
much in general, but in particular of your acquaintance, and that of Dr
Barlow. He talks of magnets carrying 400 and 200 lbs and certainly he has
some horse shoe magnets of great but not of such enormous force. Many
people here imagine him to be a phoenix, for my part I take him to be a
arrant knave, and an impudent quack. However, as I know not much of him,
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I may be mistaken. I am indeed induced to believe that he intends to cheat
our government, out of some of their, or rather of the public money, and as
we cannot well afford, at present, to incur any useless expenses, I should
like to prevent his design. You will confer therefore a great Obligation on
me, if you will favour me, as soon as possible, with an account of this
persons proceedings in England, and what is your opinion on his scientific
merits. He must have had some dispute with Mr Christie, concerning some
experiments which he exhibited at the Royal Society7. He also professes
himself to be a great friend of Mr Barlow; in one word he tells so much, that
the capacity of my belief is even too small for one half of it. If your
occupations should not allow you to write me on this subject next post, I
will direct Mr Braaksma8 to call upon you to receive such verbal
information, as you may think proper.

A good while ago, 1 sent to Sir David Brewster, an account of some
electro and thermoelectric experiments, which appeared not altogether
uninteresting. I never since heard of the knight, nor did he publish the
exp<eriments.> I think he owes me a grudge, for abusing me in his
Journal, on account <of> the declinarian question9. Perhaps this is the
first time that a man has been abused for telling people that they are not so
bad, as they fancy themselves to be.

I request my best compliments to your Lady, and believe me ever I
Yours I Moll
Pray do favour me with copies of your publications!.]

Address: Dr Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I
London

1. Of the British Association.
2. [Moll] (1831).
3. Carl Ludwig Harding (1765-1834, DSB). German astronomer.
4. Friedrich Stromeyer (1776-1835, P2). Professor of Chemistry at Gottingen.
5. See Prescott, G.B. (1882), 417-8 for a description of this apparatus.
6. Probably Faraday (1833a), ERE3.
7. See letter 655.
8. Henry Braaksma, merchant of 71 Great Queen Street. POD.
9. [Brewster] (1831).
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Letter 691
Dionysius Lardner to Faraday
21 November 1833
From the original in RI MS

8 St James Square I 21 Nov: 1833
My Dear Dr: Faraday

If you think my services for one of your weekly evenings at the R.I. can
in any way promote your objects, it will give me great pleasure to devote an
evening to you at any time in the ensuing season after Easter when you may
happen to have nothing more useful or attractive to offer, if indeed that
ever happens.

I have been thinking of getting up an illustrative contrivance to give
some idea of Babbage's calculating machinery^. If I should succeed in doing
so perhaps that would be as novel and striking a topic for an hours
discourse as could be selected.

Let me entreat however that you may not think it necessary because I
have made this offer to put aside any of your existing arrangements. My
sole object is to render what benefit I can to the institution and to tender my
humble aid to yourself and I should feel disappointment instead of pleasure
if I thought that my offer produced the least derangement or
embarrassment.

Believe me, with esteem I ever your faithfully I Dion: Lardner
Dr. Faraday

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution

1. See Lit.Gaz., 7 June 1834, pp.397-8 for an account of Lardner's Friday Evening Discourse of
2 May 1834 on "Babbage's calculating machinery". Lardner also gave a Friday Evening
Discourse on 30 May 1834 on "Babbage's mechanical notation". See Phil.Mag., 1834, 5: 74. See
also letter 694.

Letter 692
Faraday to Francis Watkins
25 November 1833
From a photograph in Anon (1948), 23

R Institution I Nov 25 1833
Dear Sir

I first obtained the spark with a common magnet (i.e. Dr Knights1) at
Woolwich 8 Feby 1832 and next day i.e. on the 9th from Mr Daniells
loadstone2!.] The original spark is referred to in my first paper of date Nov
18313[.]
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I do not recollect seeing any paper of Pixiis4 of the kind you mention5!.]
I purpose borrowing of you the revolving apparatus & a Saxtons magnet for
next Saturdays lecture if you can lend me one6u

1 am Dear Sir I Very Sincerely Yours I M. Faraday
Mr Watkins

Endorsement: Pixii first made instruments for
Academie de Bordeauxe [sic] Science of Paris
for a private gentlemanu
Small soft iron magnet wt. 8oz took 341bs - 3 coils. 30 jars[.]

1. Gowin Knight (1713-1772, DNB). Librarian at the British Museum. Worked on compasses.
2. See Faraday, Diary, 8 and 9 February 1832,1: 423-7. But see note 5, letter 581 for problems
with these dates.
3. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, 32.
4. Hippolyte Pixii. Parisian scientific instrument maker. See Gee (1993), 103-8.
5. But see Anon (1832) and Ampere (1832) which contain descriptions of Pixii's apparatus.
6. See "National Gallery of Practical Science, Adelaide Street", Lit.Gaz., 16 November 1833,
p. 730 for Faraday's presence, on 14 November 1833, at a demonstration of Pixii's and Saxton's
machines.

Letter 693
Faraday to John William Lubbock
6 December 1833
From the original in RS MS Lub F2

Royal Institution I 6 Dec 1833
My dear Sir

As I left the Royal Society Council last Thursday, I was full of regret -
for I felt that I had been embarras[s]ing instead of assisting you1. Not that I
wish to negative in spirit any thing that I said but I ought to have
remembered what I well know that labouring for the R.S. you are but feebly
supported by others and that such an one as myself should not
inadvertently throw obstacles in the way of business.

But it is such things as these which make me unfit for a Council or
committee man. I have not time to go steadily through with the various
points and yet I cannot remain a passive party - however I will try without
compromising my opinion or becoming ineffective to behave better for the
futures

I quite agree with you that the Men who would do the R.S. honor are
generally poor men and that the opportunity of associating with men of
their own feeling at the R.S. ought not to cost them four guineas a yean.] But
you can judge far better on this point than I can. I thought there seemed a
notion of making those who have compounded pay annually, that I think
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would be hard upon other poor men such as myself for instance - but I think
the matter is in good handsu

With respect to Committees as you would perceive I am very jealous of
their formation. I mean working committees. I think business is always
better done by few than by many. I think also the working few ought not to
be embarras[s]ed by the idle many and further I think the idle many ought
not to be honored by association with the working few -1 do not think that
my patience has ever come nearer to an end than when compelled to hear
in the examination of witnesses &c &c in committee the long rambling mal-
apropros enquiries of members who still have nothing in consequence to
propose that shall advance the business^ But in all this too I will promise to
behave as well as I can[.]

I only wish I were more at leisure that I might without neglecting
experimental investigation be able to help you more effectually that I can
do in your great object of supporting the Royal Society. I would then
perhaps tell you what dreams of thorough change I have about it, but they
pass away for as no plans to be useful should be put forward without being
deeply & cautiously considered so neither should they be prosecuted in
feebleness & indifference if once resolved upon. Now I have no time for
either & therefore no right to talk of these things^

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.W. Lubbock Esq I &c &c &c

1. See RS CM, 5 December 1833, 1: 33-4. The meeting was chaired by Lubbock and the
minutes deal, among other things, with the finances of the Society.

Letter 694
Dionysius Lardner to Faraday
8 January 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Manchester, 8 Jany 1834
My Dear Sir

As I think it would be a pity that a subject so suitable to your friday
evening meetings as Babbages Machinery1 should not find a place at them,
it has occurred to me that a general view of it might be given as an
introduction to the more detailed account which will form the subject of the
proposed course of three lectures2. I could shew the general arrangement
of the parts and give some account of one or two of the most material points
in it, referring for details to the subsequent lectures.

If you approve of this you may "book me" - for one friday Evening. I
cannot however undertake any thing before the end of April or beginning of
May.
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There is another invention which I think even more important than
the machine and which arose incidentally out of it -1 mean the "Mechanical
notation" - Babbage and myself have lately put our heads together and
have made some improvements in this and have applied it to the Steam-
engine. If you call at Dorset street B will shew you a map of the working of a
steam-engine which we have constructed. If you think this a desirable
subject for one of your fridays you may command my services.

I shall not impose upon you the trouble of answering this. You will
probably see Babbage and as he will be writing to me from time to time I
shall hear of you.

Believe me, Dear Sir I Yours faithfully I Dion: Lardner
Dr Faraday

1. See Lit.Gaz., 7 June 1834, pp.397-8 for an account of Lardner's Friday Evening Discourse of
2 May 1834 on "Babbage's calculating machinery". Lardner also gave a Friday Evening
Discourse on 30 May 1834 on "Babbage's mechanical notation". See Phil.Mag., 1834, 5: 74. See
also letter 691.
2. See RI MM, 6 January 1834, 8: 124, where it was noted that Lardner would present, after
Easter (30 March 1834), a course of three lectures on Babbage's machine..

Letter 695
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
11 January 1834
From the original in RI MS Fl B17

R Institution I 11 Jany 1834
Dear Sir

In reply to yours I send you an answer on the other side. The names I
think excellent & hope they will at all events find entrance into public useu

Mr Conybeare1 is not aware probably of the admirable Magneto
electric machines now constructed by Newman & others^ An account of
their construction has never yet been published. Mr. Saxton first fitted
them up in that form & ought to send you a paper & drawing2!.] I have had a
continuous shock from one equal to what I have felt from a very powerful
voltaic battery3[.]

Every Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Daniel Conybeare (1787-1857, DSB). Geologist. For his interest in electro-
magnetism see Conybeare to Faraday, 4 April 1823, letter 191, volume 1.
2. This was not done until Saxton (1836). For the context of this publication see Morus
(1991), 24-5.
3. See "National Gallery of Practical Science, Adelaide Street", Lit.Gaz., 16 November 1833,
p.730 for Faraday's presence on 14 November 1833 at a demonstration of Saxton's machine.
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Letter 696
Faraday to Charles Babbage
18 January 1834
From the original in BL add MS 37188, f.166

R Institution I 18 Jany 1834
My dear Sir

I send the papers1 for Cambridge hoping they will not be too much
trouble to you. If left at the Rooms of the Society2 I hope that Whewell,
Cumming3, Willis4 or some good natured friend will take his one & help the
rest onu

I also send one for Sir J. Herschellu
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

1. Probably Faraday (1833b, c), ERE4 and 5.
2. That is the Cambridge Philosophical Society.
3. James Cumming (1777-1861, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Cambridge, 1815-1860.
4. Robert Willis (1800-1875, DSB). Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. Worked
on engineering and the history of architecture.

Letter 697
Faraday to Robert Were Fox
23 January 1834
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 23 Jany 1834
My dear Sir

I had great pleasure in receiving your letter as you will perceive by its
drawing upon you an answer per post but I have such opinion of your good
will to us that I do not think I shall annoy you although I have time to say
but littleu

I had two papers1 waiting for you when your letter came to me, they
are both in Coll. Mclnnes2 hands & I hope you will like them. Two others are
in the hands of the R. Society3 and I have one upon the stocks4 and there are
four more in prospect5. So I continue to work whether to purpose or not the
scientific world will soon be able to judges

I think more myself of the Seventh Series than of any other6. In it I have
determined & proved the definite action of Electricity. But as I have often
seen other men mistake themselves so I have some fears until others shall
have examined & admitted or refused my data & principles!.]

If I ever come your way I shall not for a moment doubt your kindness
but make my appearance at once[.] But I see no prospect at present. In the
mean time when your instrument7 now at Mr. Watkins' is complete will you
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let it stand upon our table some Friday Evening for the observation of our
Members at the Meeting?

I am My dear Sir I Very truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mr Fox

1. Faraday (1833b, c), ERE4 and 5.
2. John Mclnnes. Colonel in the Army. Later (1838) a Major-General. Army List A member of
the Royal Institution.
3. Faraday (1834a, b), ERE6 and 7.
4. Faraday (1834c), ERE8.
5. The next four "Experimental Researches in Electricity" were Faraday (1835a, b, 1838a, b),
ERE9, 10, 11 and 12.
6. Faraday (1834b), ERE7.
7. Fox (1834).

Letter 698
Faraday to Henry William Pickersgill
8 February 1834
From the original in Liverpool University Library MS Hope 132

R Institution 18 Feby 1834
My dear Sir

The accompanying letter is for the Library: the yellow ticket for the
Evenings and my card for the many lectures. Your son1 will have to shew
them the first time he attends any of these departments but need not
trouble himself to do so every timei.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.[sic] W. Pickersgill Esq I &c &c &c

1. Either Henry Hall Pickersgill or J.C. Pickersgill (otherwise unidentified). The latter was
admitted to lectures at the Royal Institution (see R! MM, 19 May 1834, 8: 183).

Letter 699
Faraday report
10 and 11 February 1834
From the original in RS MS 788

10 Feby. 1834
Account of pieces of Platina & Palladium received from Dr. Wollaston

at [blank in MS]1

Oz. grs
Platinai.] Two ingots No.l weighing 18 457

2 weighing 9 4502

There is a deficiency of 16oz 60grs from the original account and no
note with the remaining metal of the use that 16oz has been applied to
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Palladium No. 1 Weighing
2
3

Ingots (flat)
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
Rolled pieces

11
12
13
14
15
16

Rolled pieces
from fuzed buttons3

17
18
19

oz
7.
6.
7.

7.
6.
7.
2.
5.
4.
2.

2.
1.
2.
2.
2.
1.

1.
0.
0.

grs
128
412
260

250
440
220
396
162
350
390

340
420
10
190
55
130

48

32
136
372

oz
7
6
7

7.
6.
7.
2.
5.
4.
2.

2.
1.
2.
2.
2.
1.

082

1.
0.
0.

grs
129
414
260

250
446
222
396
170
353
394

342
423
9

187
54
130

33
136
371

73. 373. 73. 399
Corrected weights ascertained 22 Aug 1834. the quantities are given in troy
ounces (of 480 gr each) and grains MF
The weight does not profess to be very accurate but within a few grains in
each. I M. Faraday
1 find only 28oz 420grs of Platina and 73oz 373gr of Palladium at this date 11
Feb 1834 I MF

Endorsed: Wt of Palladium 74oz
Wt of Platine 45oz 4dwt 12gr.
Two pieces of Palladium No 6 & 9 = 12oz 93grs delivered to Dr. Kane by
order of Council 22d June 1840 J.F. Daniell4

1. See RS CM, 6 February 1834, 1: 38, at which Faraday was present, for his application, and
its granting, to use the platina that had been bequeathed to the Royal Society by Wollaston for
use in scientific work. Faraday said it would assist him in his work on electricity.
2. Endorsed here: delivered to Mr Faraday Feb. 6: 1834 PMR[oget].
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3. Endorsed here by an unidentified hand: 48 grains taken off No. 16 as per memorandum.
215 "[that is grains] off do. Mar 22 / 61.
4. RS CM, 4 June 1840, 1: 284-5. See Kane (1842) for the outcome of this work.

Letter 700
Joseph Jekyll1 to Faraday
20 February 18342

From the original in RI MS
Thursday

Mr. Jekyll will consider it a personal favor to himself, if Mr. Faraday will be
kind enough to vote for his friend Mr. F. Mansel Reynolds3 on Monday next
at the Athenaeumu

1. Joseph Jekyll (1754-1837, DNB). Politician and one of the founders of the Athenaeum.
2. Dated on the basis that Reynolds was elected to the Athenaeum on 24 February 1834. AC
MS Book of Candidates 1830-33, number 30. Not as given in Waugh [1894], 123.
3. Frederic Mansell Reynolds (d.1850, DNB). Writer.

Letter 701
Faraday to Mary Somerville
1 March 1834
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep c.370, MSF-1

Royal Institution I Mar. 1, 1834
Dear Madam

I cannot refuse myself the pleasure any longer of thanking you for
your kindness in sending me a copy of your work1. I did intend to read it
through first; but I cannot proceed so fast as I wish because of constant
occupations

I cannot resist saying too what pleasure I feel in your approbation of
my late Experimental Researches2!.] The approval of one judge is to me
more stimulating than the applause of thousands that cannot understand
the subject^

I am I Dear Madam I With Every Respect I Your faithful Servant I M.
Faraday
Mrs. Somerville

1. Somerville (1834).
2. Ibid., 336-40.
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Letter 702
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
11 March 1834
From the original in RI MS Fl B18

Royal Institution I 11 March 1834
Dear Sir

I am very much obliged to you for the copy of your edition of Parkesh.)
I have no doubt it will be much improved -1 have but very little time to look
into it at present for I have Mrs Somervilles2 book & Prouts3 also on hand &
can rarely take them up.

With regard to reports of my papers41 am so engaged in writing new
ones5 that I really have not time for it. I am very sorry you do not get them
from the R.S. quicker for I wanted to refer to them in the Proceedings of the
Friday Evenings. Even these I have not been able to bring up as yet[.j

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esqr I &c &c

1. Samuel Parkes (1761-1825, DNB). Chemist and writer on chemistry. Parkes (1834) was
revised by Brayley.
2. Somerville (1834).
3. William Prout (1785-1850, DSB). Physician and chemist. Prout (1834) was the eighth
Bridgewater Treatise.
4. For the Phil.Mag..
5. Faraday (1834c), ERE8 on which he was working at this time. See Faraday, Diary, 12
February to 21 March 1834, 2: 1504-1737.

Letter 703
Thomas Colby to Faraday
16 March 1834
From the original in HL HU MS Eng 1178

Ordnance Survey Office I Dublin 16th March I 1834
My dear Sir,

Mr. Kane, a young man who is Professor of Chemistry at the
Apothecaries Hall in Dublin, called on me this morning to ask me
respecting a report that you had obtained Fluorine in a separate state1. He
said he looked into the Athenaeum and the Journals and had found no
account of the discovery. He wished for this information previously to
publishing an account of his recent experiments, by which he thinks he has
succeeded in obtaining it. He says he has produced a brown substance,
which according to his statements of the tests he applied to it, should be
pure Fluorine. I told him, I understood before I left London that you had
obtained Fluorine in a separate state2, by the decomposition of Fluoric acid;
but that your account had not been read before I left London and that I had
not heard the particulars of the discovery: and I further promised to write
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to ask you where it was given for publication? He said he had obtained it
first, from the Fluoride of Potassium by repeating an experiment proposed
by Davy3; but with the additional precaution of examining the interior of the
mass of Fluoride subjected to the decomposition.- And that he had
afterwards obtained it from other Fluorides.- He is making experiments on
the means of confining and preserving it in a separate state.

Since writing the foregoing I have had an opportunity of making some
enquiries respecting Mr. Kane, and I find he is a young man struggling in
the pursuit of knowledge against want of money, and want of patronage.

He is therefore deserving of encouragement, and to be noticed by a
few lines from you, informing him where he may read the account of your
discovery will be gratefully received: and open a communication which he
is too humbly situated to commence, but which may hereafter contribute to
the advancement of chemical science in Ire<land.>

I remain I My dear Sir i Very truly I Thos. Colby

1. Faraday had done some work on fluorine during early 1834. See Faraday, Diary, 20, 22, 29,
30,31 January, 3 & 10 February 1834, 2:1400-17,1423-73,1477-87. He did not publish this work
because of his electrical work, Faraday, Diary, 10 February 1834, 2: 1487. For a discussion of
Faraday's work on fluorine see Goldwhite (1991).
2. See Faraday, Diary, 29 January 1834, 2: 1427.
3. Davy, H. (1813), 275-7.

Letter 704
Faraday to Charles Babbage
25 March 1834
From the original in BL add MS 37188, f.284

R Institution I 25 March 1834
Dear Sir

The incrustation is essentially & almost entirely Carbonate of lime[.]
There is a trace of sulphate of lime present & a little oxide of Iron but there
are no alkaline muriates or such matters[.]

There is also a very little organic matter - very little and I think it more
likely to be the result of accident or due to the minute cryptogamous plants
vegetating there than to any matter of the kind originally present1!]

Ever truly Yours I M. Faraday
Chas Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

1. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 26 [sic] March 1834, RI MS HD
8b, p. 50 for Faraday's analysis of this substance from the "fallen column of Jupiter Serapis".
See also Babbage (1834).
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Letter 705
Faraday to Henry William Pickersgill
26 March 1834
From the original in KCG MS

Royal Institution I 26, Mar 1834
My dear Sir

This afternoon the beautiful painting of Sir H. Davy1 by your son2

broke the suspension cord & fell down by which accident the frame is sadly
fractured and far worse a large rent made in the picture. The rent is by the
side of the head but not in //[.]

You only could advise me what to do and I am going out of town early
tomorrow morning. But I thought I might ask you to direct your picture
frame maker to send for it that he might repair the frame and that the
picture might also be repaired in any manner you might think fit. It may
either remain till I return to town or if you would condescend to give
directions about it, it would very much oblige

Yours Most faithfully I M. Faraday
H.W. Pickersgill Esq I R.A. I &c &c &c

1. See Faraday to Pickersgill, 19 March 1831, letter 488, volume 1. The original portrait in the
Royal Society is reproduced in volume 1, p.554.
2. Henry Hall Pickersgill.

Letter 706
Robert John Kane to Faraday
26 March 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

26th March 1834 I 28 Lower Gloucester St Dublin
Sir,

Colonel Colby having had the goodness to announce to you that I had
obtained a Brown Matter possessing properties attributable only to
fluorine1 I take the liberty of submitting to you a short statement of the
manner in which I had been lead to that conclusion and of the results
afforded by subsequent and more accurate examination^]

I had prepared tubes of chloride of lead and of common salt in order
that the fluorine when disengaged from the fluoride of Potassium by
chlorine, should be in contact with a substance on which it could not exert
any action. These chlorides however melting at comparatively low
temperatures I was anxious to ascertain by trial in a glass vessell, at what
heat the decomposition is effected. In performing the experiment I found
that the mass of chloride of potassium left in solution a Brown powder,
while in the Experiment the glass tube was not much cor[r]oded and but
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little fumes of fluosilica acid made their appearance. This brown powder
heated in a glass tube corroded it, white fumes, and a trace of oxygen were
given off, and a little fluosilicate of Potash remained behind. The latter I
attributed to the difficulty of separating by washing from its different
solubility. The Brown powder moreover gave out chlorine with Muriatic
acid and common salts, and Iodine with Hydroiodic acid and ioduret of
potassium, while a fluoride remained in solution. From these
circumstances I consider that its properties were such as should
characterize fluorine and mentioned the above facts and my inference at a
Meeting of the Royal Irish Academy. I have subsequently repeated the
Experiments on a larger scale and in vessells of Earthen Ware and of
Common Salt; in none of these was the brown matter develloped; it only
appeared in glass vessells and on preparing a quantity proper for accurate
examination, I found it to be a mixture of fluosilicate of potassium with
peroxide of Lead, derived from the corroded glass.

To you alone therefore belongs the honor of having isolated that
treacherous element, but though I have failed in the principal object of my
researches, I have been successful in some others though of inferior
interest.

When the current from 200 pair of 1 Vi inch plates is passed through
solution of Fluoride of Silver, metallic silver separates at the negative, and a
Black, crystalline matter at the positive pole. This black matter contains
fluorine and silver, and evidently more than 1 atom of fluorine for with
muriatic acid, it gives chloride of silver & free chlorine while fluoric acid is
formed.

When Bromine is digested in solution of fluoride of silver, no Bromide
of silver is formed but a white matter in fine crystals separates, which
contains silver and boiled with sulphuric acid in a glass gives off copious
white fumes.

By the action of heat, on fluoride of silver and by passing chlorine
through a solution of fluoride of silver, some very interesting effects are
produced, which I hope to have the honor of describing to you in detail on
some future occasion.

I am very anxious to know the nature of the train of experiments in
which you are engaged on fluorine, for, judging from a passage in your
letter to Colonel Colby, I believe that one matter I was about (passing a
galvanic current through melted fluoride of Potassium) forms a portion of
your present investigations2. I shall therefore feel much favoured by any
information on the subject that you shall think proper to send me and

I Remain with great Respect I Your obedient Servant I Robert J. Kane
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Endorsed by Faraday: I wrote to him (11 April 1834) describing the plate
tube I had used with fluoride lead3 & also telling him of the soluble & sub
fluoride of silver & their changes4. MF

1. See letter 703.
2. This particular experiment is not recorded in the entries in Faraday's Diary cited in note 1,
letter 703.
3. Faraday, Diary, 29 January 1834, 2: 1423-38.
4. Ibid, 3 February 1834, 2: 1458-64.

Letter 707
Nathaniel Wallich1 to Faraday
27 March 1834
From the original in MU MS 173

120 Jermyn St I 27th March
Dear Sir

May I beg you will do me the honour to present the accompanying list
of Indian woods2 to the library of your excellent institution.

May I likewise beg that you will kindly pardon me for asking a very
great favour on behalf of a countryman of mine sent over by the Danish
Govt to make himself acquainted with the state of Cholera in this country.
His name is Dr Klingberg3 and both he & I would feel extremely obliged if
you would indulge him with an admission card to the evening lectures at
the R. Institution.

Flatly deny my request if you cannot easily comply with it, only
forgive me for the liberty I have taken & believe me with very high respect,

Dear Sir I Yours very Truly I N. Wallich
M. Faraday Esq

Endorsed by Faraday: 1834
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1. Nathaniel Wallich (1786-1854, DNB). Superintendent of Calcutta Botanic Garden, 1815-
1850.
2. Wallich (1831).
3. Heinrich Matthias Wilhelm Klingberg (1774-1835, DBL). Danish physician.

Letter 708
John Millington to Faraday
4 April 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

187 South Third Street I Philadpa 4th April 1834
To Michl Faraday Esq I &c &c
My Dear Sir

Accept my best thanks for your letter1 as well as for your kind
attentions to my friend Dr. Richard Harland [sic] of this City, who was much
gratified at seeing you, notwithstanding it was in so very cursory and
hurried a manner owing to the Bustle of Cambridge at the time of the great
and highly interesting meeting in which you was [sic] then engaged2.- Dr.
Harland [sic] has come back safely and is highly pleased with what he saw,
and the attentions and kindness he met with while in England.- As to the
Palladium you so kindly wrote me about, it would not answer my purpose.-
The Rhodium was for the purpose of constructing a new Instrument for my
friend Professor Bonnycastle3 (son of the late Prof, of same name at
Woolwich4) in which he was desirous of introducing the most and least
expansion of all metals by heat, but as it could not be procured the thing
was given up. But I feel equally obliged to you for your kind offer of
procuring that or any other choice article I might want from London and
should have no objection to a small quantity of either or both as a
specimen, because my depot is now beginning to be very generally known
throughout this country, and is the only place that the curious in science
resort to for all that is uncommon or out of the way.- The present will be
handed to you by my friend Mr John Farr5 of the House of Farr & Kunzi6

wholesale manufacturing chemists in this City, and he will tell you what we
are doing in that way as far as the chemistry of commerce is concerned.-
Mr. Farr was formerly of London, and indeed a neighbour of yours in Bond
Street, but he has resided here many years, and like myself has become
located & fixed, but is now revisiting england to see old friends, and the
present state of improvements in all things, but especially in the
manufacturing and in his own line, and as I know he will be gratified with
your acquaintance, and you can give him the best information upon every
topic, as well as the best Introductions to what he may wish to see and
become acquainted with, I have great pleasure in giving him this
introduction, and know that you will show him every attention that your
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topic, as well as the best Introductions to what he may wish to see and
become acquainted with, I have great pleasure in giving him this
introduction, and know that you will show him every attention that your
leisure will permit, by which you will much oblige me, and you know you
may always freely reciprocate if I can be of any service to yourself, or any of
your friends on this side of the Atlantic-1 wish you could take a short trip
and look at us, for I know you would be gratified and surprized.- My Friend
Dr. Hare's Laboratory in the University of Pennsyva is truly magnificent in
the size and expense of all its equipment.- We often talk of you, and he is
very desirous of making you a present of some instruments of his own
contrivance, such as his Sliding rod Eudiometer7 &c. &c. but fears you
might not think them worth acceptance - He is a fine liberal minded man, -
Have you his compendium of Chemistry8 in the Library - if not I will send
you one, for altho I do not quite like the arrangement of the work, yet the
wood cuts of apparatus (chiefly h i < s > own) are the best executed things I
have ever seen. With Dr. Jacob Green9 Prof of Chemistry in Jefferson
College I am very intimate, as well as with his Pupil Dr. Henry late of Albany
with whose name you must be familiar from his researches in Electro
Magm10. Green was in London & Paris in 1828 - do you recollect him? He
was with Gray & our friend Mr. Jno Geo Children at the Brit Musm. and
never speaks of the latter but with enthusiastic delight on account of his
kind and friendly attentions to him.- But who can speak otherwise of this
gentm.- My domestic happiness has been sadly cut up by the loss of poor
Mrs. Millington11 in her way from Mexico, to join me here, but my constant
occupations in business prevent my thinking much of myself. I hope
yourself and Mrs. Faraday continue well, and assure you it will always
afford me sincere pleasure to hear from you. To my Friends, Mr
Guillemard12, Mr Brandfe], Solly Richd Phillips and all others not forgetting
Mr Fincher13 I beg my best regards and am my Dear

Sir yours most faithfully I John Millington

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c I Royal Institution of Great Brit I
Albemarle Street I London

Endorsed by Faraday: J. Farr I 7 Falcon St I Falcon Sq

1. Letter 671.
2. Of the British Association.
3. Charles Bonnycastle (1797-1840, PI). Professor of Mathematics at the University of
Virginia,
4. John Bonnycastle (c 1750-1821, DNB). Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military
Academy.
5. John Farr. Philadelphia manufacturing chemist. See Haynes (1954), 1: 213-4.
6. Abraham Kunzi. Philadelphia manufacturing chemist. See Haynes (1954), 1: 213-4.
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7. Hare, R. (1829).
8. Hare, R. (1828).
9. Jacob Green (1790-1841, DAB). American chemist.
10. Henry, J. (1831, 1832), Henry and Ten Eyck (1831).
11. Emily Millington, nee Hamilton (d. cl833, see DAB under John Millington).
12. John Lewis Guillemard (1764-1844, Lyons (1940)). Secretary of the Royal Institution 1811-
1813 and 1824-1826.
13. Joseph Fincher. Assistant Secretary of the Royal Institution, 1810-1846.

Letter 709
Faraday to E. Moran1

12 April 1834
From the original in BUL Newell Collection

Royal Institution I 12 April 1834
Sir

I am sorry to have to confirm in reply to your enquiry that Mr Fuller is
dead. He died yesterday afternoon but 1 was purposely kept in ignorance of
it until the close of a Lecture which I had to deliver when I received the note
upon the authority of which I informed our members of the Event2u We
have great reason to remember him at the Royal Institution for his extreme
kindness & liberality towards us and our causeu

I am I Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
E. Moran Esq I &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. See Lit.Gaz., 19 April 1834, p. 282 for a short account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 11 April 1834 on "The definite action of electricity". This also notes the
circumstances of Faraday's announcement of Fuller's death.

Letter 710
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
18 April 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I 18th April 1834
My dear Sir

I owe you many thanks for your kindness in sending me a copy of your
work1. It appears to be a very elaborate and accurate account and I shall
read it at my earliest opportunity with the certainty of deriving great
pleasure & instruction from itu

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T.W.[sic] Pettigrew Esq I &c &c &c

1. Pettigrew (1834).
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Letter 711
Faraday to William Whewell
24 April 1834
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.4

Royal Institution I 24th April 1834
My dear Sir

I am in a trouble which when it occurs at Cambridge is I understand
referred by every body in the University to you for removal and I am
encouraged by the remembrance of your kindness and on Mr. Willis'1

suggestion to apply to you also[.j But I should tell you how I stand in the
matter.

I wanted some new names to express my facts in Electrical science
without involving more theory than I could help & applied to a friend Dr
Nicholl who has given me some that I intend to adopt for instance a body
decomposable by the passage of the Electric current, I call an "electrolyte"2

and instead of saying that water is electro chemically decomposed I say it is
"electrolyzed\.) The intensity above which a body is decomposed beneath
which it conducts without decomposition I call the "Electrolytic intensity"
&c &c3[.j What have been called the poles of the battery I call the electrodes4

they are not merely surfaces of metal but even of water & air5, to which the
term poles could hardly apply without receiving a new sense. Electrolytes
must consist of two parts which during the electrolization are determined
the one in one direction the other in the other towards the electrodes or
poles where they are evolved[;] these evolved substances I call zetodes6,
which are therefore the direct constituents of electrolites[.j

All these terms I am satisfied with but not with two others which I
have used thus far. It is essential to me to have the power of referring to the
two surfaces of a decomposable body by which the current enters into &
passes out of it, without at the same time referring to the electrodes^ Thus
let a be a decomposable body &

//

/

J ??•

P & N the pos & neg poles which may or may not be in contact with a at the
points b. c and shall yet transmit the electricity which passes through a[.]
Admitting the usual mode of expression & talking of a current of Electricity
proceeding from the positive pole P through a to the negative pole N my
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friend suggested & I have used the term eisode for c and exode7 for b, the
points where the zetodesare rendered and a zetode going to c I have called
a zeteisode & another going to b, a zetexod^u

But the idea of a current especially of one current is a very clumsy &
hypothetical view of the state of Electrical forces under the circumstances!.]
The idea of two currents seems to me still more suspicious and I have little
doubt that the present view of electric currents and the notions by which
we try to conceive of them will soon pass away and 1 want therefore names
by which I can refer to c & b without involving any theory of the nature of
electricityi.] In searching for a reference on which to found these I can think
of nothing but the globe as a magnetic body[.] If we admit the magnetism of
the Globe as due to Electric currents running in lines of latitude their
course must be according to our present modes of expression from East to
West and if a portion of water under decomposition by an electric current
be placed so that the current through it shall be parallel to that considered
as circulating round the earth then the oxygen will be rendered towards the
east or at c in the figure & the hydrogen towards the west or at b in the
figurei.j I think therefore that if I were to call c the east-ode & b the west-ode I
should express these parts by reference to a natural standard which
whatever changes take place in our theories or knowledge of Electricity will
still have the same relationi.j But Eastode & Westode or Oriode & Occiode
are name[s] which a scholar could not suffer I understand for a moment and
Anatolode and dysiode have been offered me instead[.]

Now can you help me out to two good names not depending upon the
idea of a current in one direction only or upon Positive or negative and to
which I may add the prefixes Zet or Zeto, so as to express the class to which
any particular Zetode may belong.

I am making very free with you but if you feel inclined to help me I
shall be very much obliged & if not may [sic] no ceremony in saying that
you cannot assist me.

I am Dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Rev. W. Whewell I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Whewell: Ansd. Ap. 25. 1834
Address: Revd. W. Wheweli I &c &c &c I Trinity College I Cambridge

1. Robert Willis (1800-1875, DSB). Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. He
worked on engineering and the history of architecture.
2. Faraday introduced this and related terms in his reading of Faraday (1834b), ERE7 to the
Royal Society on 23 January, 6 and 13 February 1834. See Faraday (1834d), 261-3. This was
also published in the Athenaeum, 3 May 1834, pp. 336-7.
3. Faraday (1834c), ERE8, 966-88. See Ross (1991), 150 for a discussion of this point.
4. Faraday first used this term in Faraday, Diary, 17 December 1833, 2: 1173.
5. Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 662.
6. Faraday (1834d), 261. For the etymology of this term see Ross (1991), 141.
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7. Faraday (1834d), 261. Faraday first used these terms in Faraday, Diary, 17 December 1833,
2: 1175. (In the printed Diary eisode is systematically misconstrued as cisode). See Ross
(1991), 140-1 for their etymologies.
8. Faraday (1834d), 261. See Ross (1991), 141.

Letter 712
Faraday to Charles Lemon1

25 April 1834
From the original in the possession of Henry Willard Lende, Jr

R Institution I 25 April 1834
Dear Sir

I am much obliged to you for a sight of Mr. Fox's letters At present my
mind is very unsettled with regard to the nature of the Electric agentu The
usual notions attached to Positive & negative & to the term current I
suspect are altogether wrong but I have not a clear view of what ought to be
put in their places^ It is easy to imagine forces with certain directions as a
kind of abstract notion of electricity but that is saying little or nothing
although all the phenomena may be accounted for in such a way. It is the
cause of the forces which we want to lay hold of. I have no idea that in what
we call the current in the decomposition of bodies any thing but a
resolution & recombination of forces occurs between contiguous particles
but I want to see clearly how these changes come about & as yet cannotu

That being the case I have no opinion to offer on our friends views but
to hope that he will go on either stren<gthen>ing or correcting them by
experiment!.]

I am dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Sir C. Lemon Bart MP I &c &c &c

1. Charles Lemon (1784-1868, B2). MP for West Cornwall, 1832-1841.

Letter 713
William Whewell to Faraday
25 April 1834
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.47

Trinity College, Cambridge April 25, 1834
My dear Sir,

I was glad on several accounts to receive your letter1. I had the
pleasure of being present at the R.S. at the reading of your paper, in which
you introduced some of the terms which you mention2, and I was rejoiced
to hear them, for I saw or thought I saw that these novelties had been
forced upon you by the novelty of extent and the new relations of your
views. In cases where such causes operate new terms inevitably arise, and
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it is very fortunate when those upon whom the introduction of these
devolves look forwards as carefully as you do to the general bearing and
future prospects of the subject; and it is an additional advantage when they
humour philologists so far as to avoid gross incongruities of language. I was
well satisfied with most of the terms that you mention; and shall be glad
and gratified to assist in freeing them from false assumptions and
implications, as well as from philological monstrosities.

I have considered the two terms you want to substitute for eisode and
exode*, and upon the whole I am disposed to recommend instead of them
anode and cathode*; these words may signify eastern and western way, just
as well as the longer compounds which you mention, which derive their
meaning from words implying rising and setting, notions which anode and
cathode imply more simply. But I will add that as your object appears to me
to be to indicate opposition of direction without assuming any hypothesis
which may hereafter turn out to be false, up and down, which must be
arbitrary consequences of position on any hypothesis, seem to be free from
inconvenience, even in their simplest sense. I may mention too that anodos
and cathodos are good genuine Greek words, and not compounds coined
for the purpose. If however you are not satisfied with these, I will propose
to you one or two other pairs. For instance dexiode[*] and sceode (skaiode[*]
if you prefer it) may be used to indicate east and west, agreeably to Greek
notions and usage, though their original meaning would be right and left,
but I should say in this case also, that right and left, as it cannot be
interpreted to imply a false theory, any more than east and west, would be
blameless for your object. Another pair orthode and anthode, which mean
direct and opposite way, might be employed; but I allow that in these you
come nearer to an implied theory. Upon the whole I think anode and
cathode much the best.

I have already said that I liked most of your new words very well, but
there is one which I should be disposed to except from this praise; I mean
zetode. My objections are these. This word being grouped with others of
the same termination might be expected to indicate a modification of
electrode, as eisode, and exode, or anode and cathode do. Instead of this it
means a notion altogether heterogeneous to these, and the ode is here the
object of a verb zete, contrary to the analogy of all the other words. It
appears to me that as what you mean is an element, all that you want is
some word which implies an element of a composition, taking a new word
however, in order that it may be recollected that the decomposition of
which you speak is of a peculiar kind, namely electrolytical decomposition.
Perhaps the Greek word stecheon (or stoicheion*} would answer the
purpose. It has already a place in our scientific language in the term
stoecheiometry, and has also this analogy in its favour that whereas your
other words in ode mean ways, this word stecheonf*] is derived from a word
which signifies to go in a row. The elements or zetodes are two things which
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go or seek to go, opposite ways. I might add that if you want a word which
has a reference to your other terms, the reference must be to the process of
decomposition by which these elements are obtained. You might call your
zetode, an electrostecheon, especially if you had occasion to distinguish
these elements obtained by electrolytical processes from others obtained
by chemolytical processes, that is, the common analysis effected by the play
of affinities. Elements obtained in the latter way might be called
chemostecheons in opposition to electrostecheons. But I am afraid I am here
venturing beyond my commission and out of my depth; and you must judge
whether your stecheons or zetodes, or whatever they are to be, are likely to
require the indication of such relations. If you were to take anode and
cathode and adopt stecheon, I think anastecheon and catastecheon might
indicate the two stecheons. If you stick to zetode anazetode and catazetode
would be the proper terms but perhaps zetanode and zetocathode would be
more analogous to zetode, which is a word that, as I have said, I do not
much like.

My letter is become so long that I will recapitulate: anode, cathode,
zetanode, zetocathode fulfil your requisitions; anode, cathode, anastecheon,
catastecheon are what 1 prefer. With great interest in your speculations and
best wishes

Believe me, yours very truly W. Whewell

[*] These words are boxed in pencil, presumably by Faraday who adopted
these particular terms in his reply, letter 714.
Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Letter 711.
2. Probably on 23 January 1834. See note 2, letter 711.
3. See note 7, letter 711.
4. Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 663. See Ross (1991), 141-2 for their etymology.
5. The word for element used in Aristotle's Metaphysics and Plato's Timaeus.

Letter 714
Faraday to William Whewell
3 May 1834
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.5

R Institution I 3 May 1834
My dear Sir,

I have waited very impatiently for a proof of my paper1 that I might
send it to you with my letter of thanks for your kindness2!.] But I am afraid I
have involved by that a charge of unthankfulness towards you, which
however I assure you I do not deserveu
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All your names I and my friend approve of or nearly all as to sense &
expression, but I am frightened by their length & sound when
compounded^ As you will see I have taken dexiode and skaiode because
they agree best with my natural standard East and West[.j I like Anode &
Cathode better as to sound but all to whom I have shewn them have
supposed at first that by Anode I meant No way[.\

Then Stecheon I have taken although I would rather not have had the
hard sound of ch, here especially as we have similar sounds in both the
former words. But when we come to combine it with the two former as
dexio-stecheon & skaio-stecheon especially the latter I am afraid it becomes
inadmissible simply from its length & sound forbidding its familiar use. For
I think you will agree with me that I had better not give a new word than
give one which is not likely to enter into common useu

It is possible perhaps that by this time some other shorter word may
have occurred for Stecheon if so will you favour me with it. If not I think I
must strike out the two compounds above and express my meaning without
the use of names for the two classes of stecheons though they are very very
much wantjed.]

It was the shortness & euphony of Zeteisode & Zetexode which were
their strong recommendations to met.}

I am My Dear Sir I Your Obliged & I faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Rev W. Wheweli 1 &c &c &c
Can you give me at the bottom of the pages3 the greek derivatives &c &c
that when you return me the leaves I may have them right for the printers
They are of course uncorrected at presentu I MF

1. Faraday (1834b), ERE7.
2. Letter 713.
3. Of the proofs of Faraday (1834b), ERE7.

Letter 715
Faraday to William Wheweli
5 May 1834
From the original in TCC MS O.I5.49, f.l

R Institution I Monday
My dear Sir

Hoping that this sheet of paper will reach you before you write to me I
hasten to mention two names instead of eisode & exode which are free I
think from objection as to involving a point of theory Namely Voltode and
Galvanodei)
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My friend Dr Nicholl proposes Alphode and Betodei]
Then the compounds are good in sound Volta stecheon Galva

stecheon or Alphastecheon & Beta stecheon.
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Rev W. Whewell I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Whewell: And. May 61.

1. Letter 717.

Letter 716
William Whewell to Faraday
5 May 1834
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.48

Trinity Coll. Cambridge, May 5, 1834
My dear Sir,

I quite agree with you that stechion or stecheon1 is an awkward word
both from its length and from the letters of which it is composed, and I am
very desirous that you should have a better for your purpose. I think I can
suggest one, but previous to doing this I would beg you to reconsider the
suggestion of anode and cathode which I offered before. It is very obvious
that these words are much simpler than those in your proof sheet2, and the
advantage of simplicity will be felt very strongly when the words are once
firmly established as by your paper I do not in the least degree doubt that
they will be. As to the objection to anode I do not think it is worth hesitating
about. Anodos and cathodos do really mean in Greek a way up and a way
down; and anodos does not mean, and cannot mean, according to the
analogy of the Greek language no way It is true that the prefix an put before
adjectives beginning with a vowel, gives a negative signification, but not to
substantives, except through the medium of adjectives. Anarchos means
without government, and hence anarchia, anarchy, means the absence of
government: but anodos does not and cannot mean the absence of way.
And if it did mean this as well as a way up, it would not cease to mean the
latter also; and when introduced in company with cathodos no body who
has any tinge of Greek could fail to perceive the meaning at once. The
notion of anodos meaning no way could only suggest itself to persons
unfamiliar with Greek, and accidentally acquainted with some English
words in which the negative particle is so employed; and those persons
who have taken up this notion must have overlooked the very different
meaning of negatives applied to substantives and adjectives. Prepositions
are so very much the simplest and most decisive way of expressing
opposition or other relations that it would require some very strong
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arguments to induce one to adopt any other way of conveying such
relations as you want to indicate!.]

If you take anode and cathode I would propose for the two elements
resulting from electrolysis the terms anion and cation* which are neuter
participles signifying that which goes up and that which goes down; and for
the two together you might use the term /ons4 instead of zetodes or
stechions. The word is not a substantive in Greek, but it may easily be so
taken +, and I am persuaded that the brevity and simplicity of the terms you
will thus have will in a fortnight procure their universal acceptation. The
anion is that which goes to the anode, the cation is that which goes to the
cathode. The th in the latter word arises from the aspirate in hodos, way, and
therefore is not to be introduced in cases where the second term has not an
aspirate, as ion has not.

Your passages would then stand thus p.78
"We purpose calling that towards the east the anodef, and that

towards the west the cathode^...p.795.1 purpose to distinguish these bodies
by calling those anions § which go to the anode of the decomposing body,
and those passing to the cathode, cations^. And when I have occasion to
speak of these together I shall call them ion£. iava upwards, 666s, a way;
the way which the sun rises. %Kara downwards odds a way; the way which
the sun sets. $avibv, that which goes up, (neuter participle), ^KOLTIOV, that
which goes down7.["]

I am so fully persuaded that these terms are from their simplicity
preferable to those you have printed that I shall think it a misfortune to
science if you retain the latter. If however you still adhere to tferioand scaio
I am puzzled to combine these with ion without so much coalition of vowels
as will startle your readers. I put at the bottom of the page the explanation if
you should persist in this.[*j I would only beg you to recollect that even
violent philological anomalies are soon got over, if they are used to express
important laws, as we see in the terms endosmose and exosmose8: and
therefore there is little reason for shrinking from objections founded in
ignorance against words which are really agreeable to the best analogies.
The existing notation of Chemistry owes its wide adoption and long
duration to its simplicity.

I am afraid you will think I am fond of playing the critic if I make any
further objections, otherwise I would observe on your Article 6669, that if
you are not sure that you will want such words as astechion, it is throwing
away your authority to propose them. If what I have written does not
answer your purpose pray let me hear from you again, and believe me

Yours very truly I W. Whewell
P.S. If, adopting the term ion for stechionyou do want the negative astechion
I do not think there will be any difficulty in devising a suitable word.
[+] You may easily take an adverb if you so please - but ought you to do so!
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[*] Sextos, on the right hand and hence, the east, numbs, on the left hand and
hence, the west.

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Whewell gives both due to a misreading of Faraday's hand in letter 714. Faraday's final "e"
in stecheon looked clearly like an "i" to Whewell. For another example of this confusion see
letter 580.
2. Of Faraday (1834b), ERE7.
3. Ibid., 665.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid., 663.
6. Ibid., 665.
7. Notes to Ibid., 663 and 665.
8. First used in English in Dutrochet (1828), 104.
9. Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 666: "These terms being once well defined, will, I hope, in their
use enable me to avoid much periphrasis and ambiguity of expression. I do not mean to press
them into service more frequently than will be required, for I am fully aware that names are
one thing and science another". To this paragraph Faraday added the following note: "Since
this paper was read, I have changed some of the terms which were first proposed, that I might
employ only such as were at the same time simple in their nature, clear in their reference, and
free from hypothesis". It is probably only a coincidence that the number of this paragraph is
the same as that given in Revelation 13: 18.

Letter 717
William Whewell to Faraday
6 May 1834
From the original in RI MS Fl H70

Trin. Coll. Cambridge. May 6. 1834
My dear Sir,

You will have received my letter of yesterday1 and perhaps will have
formed your opinion of it. I still think anode and cathode the best terms
beyond comparison for the two electrodes. The terms which you mention
in your last2 show that you are come to the conviction that the essential
thing is to express a difference and nothing more. This conviction is nearly
correct, but I think one may say that it is very desirable in this case to
express an opposition*, a contrariety, as well as a difference. The terms you
suggest are objectionable in not doing this. They are also objectionable it
appears to me, in putting forwards too ostentatiously the arbitrary nature of
the difference. To talk of Alphode and Betode could give some persons the
idea that you thought it absurd to pursue the philosophy of the difference
of the two results, and at any rate would be thought affected by some.
Voltode and Galvanode labour no less under the disadvantage of being not
only entirely, but ostentatiously arbitrary, with two additional
disadvantages; first that it will be very difficult for any body to recollect
which is which; and next that I think you are not quite secure that further
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investigations may not point out some historical incongruity in this
reference to Volta and Galvani. I am more and more convinced that anode
and cathode are the right words; and not least, from finding that both you
and Dr Nicholl are ready to take any arbitrary opposition or difference. Ana
and Kata which are prepositions of the most familiar use in composition,
which indicate opposite relations in space, and which yet cannot be
interpreted as involving a theory appear to me to unite all desirable
properties.

I am afraid of urging the claims of anion and cation though I should
certainly take them if it were my business - that which goes to the anode and
that which goes to the cathode appears to me to be exactly what you want
to say. To talk of the two as ions would sound a little harsh at first: it would
soon be got over. But if you are afraid of this I think that stechion, as the
accepted Greek name for element, is a very good word to adopt, and then,
anastechion and catastechion are the two contrary elements, which I am
sure are much better words than you can get at by using dexio and scaio or
any other terms not prepositions.

I expect to be in London on Friday and Saturday4, and if I am shall try
to see you on one of those days and to learn what you finally select. Believe
me

Yours most truly i W. Whewell

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London
1. Letter 716.
2. Letter 715.
3. See Schaffer (1991), 227 for the reasons behind Whewell's insistence on this.
4. That is 9 and 10 May 1834. Faraday did not meet Whewell on either of these days. See
letter 720.

Letter 718
John George Children to Faraday
9 May 1834
From the original in RI MS
My dear Faraday

Mr. Watkins fears that his charcoal is not so good for the voltaic light,
tomorrow night as he could wish. Pray have the goodness to have some
prepared and send it to Mr. Watkins as soon as you can, who will have it
filed up into a convenient form. I have always found box-wood the best for
the purposes

Ever yours I most truly I J.G. Children
Charing X I May 9th 1834.

Endorsed by Children: In his absence to be opened by Serjt Anderson
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Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

Letter 719
George Birkbeck1 to Faraday
14 May 1834
From the original in RI MS

50 Broad Street I May 14th 1834.
My dear Sir

1 have a particular engagement for Friday evening, which will not
permit me to hear the lecture of my friend Mr. Cowper2, at the Royal
Institution3. This I very much regret.

The ticket which you gave me I here return, that another may enjoy
the Instruction which I cannot receive.

With great respect, I remain, I my dear Sir, I very faithfully yours I
George Birkbeck

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. George Birkbeck (1776-1841, DNB). Physician and educationalist.
2. Edward Cowper (1790-1852, DNB). Inventor.
3. See Lit.Gaz., 31 May 1834, p.376 for an account of Cowper's Friday Evening Discourse of 16
May 1834 on "Calico and silk printing".

Letter 720
Faraday to William Whewell
15 May 1834
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.6

Royal Institution 15 May 1834
My dear Sir

I ought before this to have thanked you for your great kindness in the
matter of the names respecting which I applied to you1; but I hoped to have
met you last Saturday at Kensington2 and therefore delayed expressing my
obligations^]

I have taken your advice and the names used are anode cathode anions
cations and ions the last I shall have but little occasion for. I had some hot
objections made to them here and found myself very much in the condition
of the man with his son and Ass who tried to please every body3; but when I
held up the shield of your authority it was wonderful to observe how the
tone of objection melted awayu
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I am quite delighted with the facility of expression which the new
terms give me and shall ever be your debtor for the kind assistance you
have given me[.]

I am My dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Revd. W. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. See letters 711, 713, 714, 715, 716 and 717.
2. That is 10 May 1834. See letter 717. This would presumably have been at a soiree of the
Duke of Sussex.
3. La Fontaine, Fables, 3: 1.

Letter 721
Charles Turner to Faraday
25 May 1834
From the original in MU MS 173

Warren St I Fitzroy Sq I May 25 I 1834
Dear Sir

Pray pardon the liberty I take, in asking, if you know of any portrait of
Professor Dalton, as I should much wish to make an e[n]graving of that
gentlem, if he would allow me, & he has a good likeness.

Believe me Dear Sir I Yours very truly I C. Turner
To Mr Farady Esq

Address: To I Mich Farrady Esq I Albemarle Street

Letter 722
Faraday to William Henry Fox Talbot
26 May 1834
From the original in LA MS 34-17

Royal Institution i 26 May 1834
Dear Sir

I am not prepared either to agree or deny your reasoning. I am in
doubt whether the action is of the direct chemical kind which you consider
it but the doubt arises more from general notions than any particular
reason and I have not time to think the subject over so as to say into what
opinion of the causes which operate in the experiment I should finally
settle^]

I am Yours Truly I M. Faraday
H.F. Talbot Esq MP I &c &c &c

1. See Schaaf (1992), 37.
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Letter 723
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
28 May 1834
From the original in RI MS Fl H7
Monsieur

Une predilection qui date de bien loin me ramene sans cesse aux
admirables decouvertes dont Vous avez enrichi les Sciences physiques.
Votre memoire sur 1'identite des pretendus differens genres d'electricite
(Phil. Trans, for 1833, P I, 471), memoire remarquable par Fesprit
philosophique qui Fa dicte, ma encore occupe ces derniers jours et j'y
trouve quelques doutes sur les apparences lumineuses que Walsch2 et
Ingen hauss3 [sic] assurent avoir observees. Vous avez fait d'inutiles
recherches pour trouver ou ces observations et celles de Fahlberg, qui a vu
des etincelles semblables a la decharge d'une bouteille de Leyde (une vive
lumiere) se trouvent consignees? Je suis heureux de pouvoir Vous les
indiquer, Monsieur Walsch n'a pas publie son observation de l'etincelle,
mais il a fait ses experiences conjointement avec Ingenhauss et celui-ci les
a decrites dans les Vermischte Schriften gesammtet von Molitor Wien 1782 p
272. Les experiences de Fahlenberg [sic] se trouvent dans Vetensz Acad,
Nya Handlingar 1801 p 1224 et de les traduites en allemand dans le Journal
de Phys. de Gilbert, T.I4 p 4565 [sic]. Je les ai citees dans mon long memoire
sur les Gymnotes: Voyage aux reg. equinox. Chap 17eme en 4to p 18&. Vous
trouverez reuni beaucoup de faits peu connus sur les poissons electriques
dans un excellent article de la Nouv. edition du Dictionnaire de Physique
de Gehler7, publiee par Brandes8 et Gmelin9 T.IV P i. (1827) p 275-32210. Je
repete que dans les experiences que j'ai faites sur les Gymnotes en
Amerique et a Paris, ou I'animal n'a vecu que quelques jours, je n'ai pu voir
ces etincelles dont Ingenhauss a ete le temoin, je n'ai pas non plus vu le
poisson lancer le coup de loin a travers des couches d'eau pour tuer des
poissons qu'il voulait avaler, ce qui indiquerait une tension electrique
d'une force extreme. Ce dernier fait a ete vu souvent en Suede par Fahlberg.
Malgre le beau travail de M le Docteur Davy sur les torpilles11, il serait bien
a desirer que Votre Societe Royale fit venir a Londres des Gymnotes vivans
(6-8 au moins), assez faciles a transporter dans la courte navigation de la
Guyane en Angleterre. Je suis persuade qu'avec les connoissances electro-
magnetiques et physiologiques que nous possedons aujourd'hui, r etude
des phenomenes du Gymnote devrait repandre une vive lumiere sur les
fonctions des nerfs et le mouvement musculaire dans l'homme.

J'ai deja observe qu'en coupant un Gymnote en deux portions, il n'y a
que celles ou je trouve le cerveau et le coeur qui continue a donner des
coups electrique. (Voyage, T II p 182). L'organe electrique n'agit que sous
Finfluence immediate du cerveau (et du coeur?) Un des plus grands
mysteres physiologique [sic] me paroit la ligature d'un nerf. Je suis de
nouveau occupe d'experiences galvaniques sur les effets de la ligature
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lorsque le nerf (c'est a dire le faisceau de fibres medullaires que nous
appelons nerf) est lacere. La ligature n'a jamais ete essayee dans un
Gymnote, je veux dire la ligature de l'organe electrique. Je vous supplie,
Monsieur, de pardonner l'ennui de ces lignes et d'agreer l'hommage de la
haute et respectueuse consideration qui est due a Vos travaux et a votre
noble devouement pour les sciences.

Votre tres-humble I et tres-obeissant I serviteur I Le Bn de Humboldt
a Berlin I ce 28 Mai I 1834.

TRANSLATION
Sir,

A predilection which dates back a long while brings me ceaselessly to
the admirable discoveries with which you have enriched the physical
sciences. Your paper on the supposedly different types of electricity QPML
Trans, for 1833, Part I, page 471) a paper remarkable for the philosophical
spirit that dictated it, has still occupied me this past few days and I find
there some doubts on the luminescent appearances that Walsh2 and Ingen-
Housz3 claim to have observed. Have you made fruitless searches to find
where these observations and those of Fahlberg, who saw sparks similar to
the discharge of a Leyden jar (a bright light) have been recorded? I am
delighted to be able to indicate them to you, Sir. Walsh did not publish his
observation with Ingen-Housz; the latter described them in the Vermischte
Schriften gestammet von Molitor Wien 1782 page 272. Fahlberg's
experiments are to be found in Vetens. Acad Handlingar, 1801 page 1224 and
a translation into German in Gilbert's Journal de Phys, Volume 14, page 4565

[sic]. I cited them in my long paper on Gymnoti Voyage aux regions equinox,
Chapter 17 in 4to page 18(f. You will find many little known facts on electric
fish brought together in an excellent article in the new edition of Gehler's7

Dictionnaire de Physique, edited by Brandes8 & Gmelin9, Volume IV, part i
(1827) page 275-32210.1 repeat that in the experiments I did on gymnoti in
America and in Paris, where the animal lived but for a few days, I could not
see the sparks which Ingen-Housz witnessed. I neither saw the fish lash out
from a distance through layers of water in order to kill the fish it wished to
swallow, which would indicate an electric tension of extreme force. This
latter fact was often seen in Sweden by Fahlberg. Despite the beautiful work
of Dr. Davy on torpedoes11, it would be desirable that your Royal Society
should bring to London living gymnoti (of six to eight months), reasonably
easy to transport during the short sea voyage from Guiana to England. I am
convinced that with the knowledge of electro-magnetism and physiology
that we possess today, the study of the phenomena of gymnoti should shed
strong light on the functions of nerves and the muscular movements of
man.
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I have already observed that in cutting a gymnotus in two portions, it
is only the one that contains the brain and the heart that continues to give
electric pulses {Voyage, volume ii, page 18212). The electric organ acts only
on the immediate influence of the brain (and the heart?). One of the
greatest physiological mysteries seems to me to be the ligature of a nerve. I
am again conducting galvanic experiments on the effects of the ligature
when the nerve (that is to say the fascicle of medullary fibres that we call
the nerve) has been lacerated. The ligature in a gymnotus has never been
tested, by which I mean the ligature of the electric organ. Please excuse, Sir,
the tedium of these lines and accept the homage of the high and respectful
consideration which is owed to your works and your noble dedication to
the sciences

Your very humble I and obedient I servant I Le baron de Humboldt.
Berlin I this 28 May I 1834.

1. Faraday (1833a), ERE3, 358.
2. John Walsh (c. 1725-1795, DNB). Civil servant in India. Worked on torpedo fish. For this
work see Walsh (1773, 1774).
3. Jan Ingen-Housz (1730-1799, DSB). Dutch physiologist.
4. Fahlberg (1801).
5. Fahlberg (1803).
6. Humboldt (1814-25), 2: 180.
7. Johann Samuel Traugott Gehler (1732-1793, NDB). German chemist.
8. Rudolph Brandes (1795-1842, NDB). German chemist.
9. Leopold Gmelin (1788-1853, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Heidelberg, 1817-1851.
10. Gehler (1825-45), 4: 275-322.
11. Davy, J. (1832).
12. Humboldt (1814-25), 2: 182.

Letter 724
Eilhard Mitscherlich to Faraday
29 May 1834
From the original in RI MS F3 B233c
Monsieur et tres cher colleague

Permettez, que je profite de l'occasion que Mr. Lettsom1 me presente
de vous renouveller mon souvenir et vous remercier de la bonte extreme,
avec la quelle vous m'avez envoye vos memoires2; le jour de leur arrivee est
transforme en jour de fete pour moi et mes amis, et Mr. Lettsom peut en
donner le temoignage, que je n'ai laisse pas ecouler une semaine sans avoir
repete les principales experiences, que j'ai appris par vos memoires. Mr.
Lettsom veut bien se charger de quelques echantillons de mes dernieres
recherches, qui ne sont pas peu[t]etre sans interet pour vous, parcequ'ils
sont les suites de la decouverte de votre hydrogene carbore3: j'ai eu
peutetre tort de donner le nom de Benzin a cette substance sans vous
consulter4, j'espere que vous m'excuserez a cause de la grande distance
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entre Londres & Paris [sic]; les composes interessants, que ce corps
forment demandraient un nom particulier & court. Je serai bien heureux, si
vous saviez lire la langue allemande l'ambassade anglaise me donnerait en
ce cas un moyen facile de vous faire parvenir mes memoires des qu'ils sont
imprimes5.

Je joins ici le memoire pour la porcellaine [sic], que vous m'avez
demande dans votre derniere lettre6, je vous demande mil pardon, j'ai
neglige si long terns de vous l'envoyer, vous me rendrez tres heureux, si
vous voulez bien me charger a Tavenir de vos courses.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'expression de la plus profonde consideration,
avec la quelle j'ai l'honneur d'etre I Votre I tres humble et tres [obe] I issant
serviteur I E Mitscherlich.
Berlin ce 29 Mai 1834

TRANSLATION
Sir and very dear colleague,

Allow me to take advantage of the occasion presented to me by Mr.
Lettsom1 to renew myself to your memory and to thank you for all the
extreme kindness with which you have sent me your papers2. The day of
their arrival was transformed into a feast day for me and my friends and Mr.
Lettsom can give testimony to the fact that I did not let a week go by without
having repeated the principal experiments, that I learned from your
papers. Mr Lettsom has kindly agreed to take some samples of my latest
research, which are not perhaps without interest to you, since they are the
consequence of the discovery of your carburated hydrogen3:1 was perhaps
wrong to give the name Benzin to this substance without consulting you4,1
hope you will excuse me on the grounds of the great distance between
London and Paris [sic]; the interesting compounds that this body forms
would demand a particular and exact name. I would be very happy if you
could read German [because] in that case the English embassy would give
me an easy way to send you papers as soon as they are printed5.

I enclose herewith the invoices for the porcelain for which you asked
me in your last letter6,1 beg you a thousand pardons for neglecting to send
this to you for such a long time, you will make me very happy if you wish to
place any orders with me in future.

Please accept, Sir, the expression of the deepest consideration with
which 1 have the honour of being I Your I most humble and most I obedient
servant I E Mitscherlich.
Berlin, this 29 May 1834.

1. Possibly William Nanson Lettsom (1796-1865, DNB). Translator of the Nibelungenliedinto
English.
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2. Faraday (1833b, c), ERE4 and 5. See letter 677.
3. Faraday (1825).
4. Mitscherlich (1833). See also letter 672.
5. See letter 677.
6. Ibid, and letter 589.

Letter 725
Gerard Moll to Faraday
1 June 1834
From the original in RI MS Fl H80

Utrecht 1 June 1834.
My dear Sir!

Although I have not had since an age the pleasure of any direct
communication with you, still I have to thank you for your very valuable
papers on electricity which you had the goodness to transmit to me. Mr
Braaksma1 wrote me what you said about the pseudo Dr Keil2, and 1 was
happy to find that my humble opinion about this individual coincided with
that of more able judges. Nevertheless the impudent Scoundrel, by the
assistance of some fools, succeeded in squeezing from the public purze
[sic], about three hundred pounds, for pretended improvements on marine
compasses, none of which, I am persuaded is worth a farthing. He is now in
Amsterdam, where he is practising on the credulity of the public. If you
would take the trouble to sit down for five minutes, and put in my hands
some efficacious means of exposing the ignorance and cunning of this
quack, you would render a service to humanity.

The Gentleman who is to deliver this letter to you, is a young man
belonging to one of the first families of this country, he is a man of fortune,
and if you should give him an opportunity of enjoying your conversation, I
dare say, you will find an excellent and Gentlemanlike companion.
However he does not belong to our class, he is not scientific, and therefore
is not likely to become a bore, but there is one service, which you rendered
me on my last visit, and which I hope, you will bestow on him, which is to
get him introduced to the Athenaeum club. I was so much pleased, with an
Institution of that sort, that I would always make it a particular point on any
visit to England, to endeavour to get admission to this place. I almost forgot
to mention my friends name, it is Mr de Jonge van Ellemeet3. I apprehend
you will find it rather hard to pronounce and still more difficult to
remember.

I believe I shall have the pleasure of seeing you this summer. If
nothing comes in the way to prevent me, it is my intention to start from
hence in the beginning of July, and if once safely landed on British ground,
you may depend that I shall not be slow in making my appearance in
Albemarle Street4.

Believe me very sincerely I Sir! I Yours truly, I Moll.
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1. Henry Braaksma, merchant of 71 Great Queen Street. POD.
2. See letter 690.
3. William Cornelius Mary de Jonge van Ellemeet (1811-1888, NNBW). Later a Dutch
provincial administrator and writer.
4. Moll did visit Britain in 1834 and indeed received the Freedom of the City of Edinburgh.
Rep.Brit.Ass., 1834, xxvi. See also Quetelet (1839a), 297.

Letter 726
Faraday to William Varlo Hellyer1

12 June 1834
From Williams et al (1971), 1: 274

R. Institution I June 12, 1834
My dear Sir,

I can only give general answers to your questions. I have no doubt that
either asphaltene or wood and asphaltene could be used instead of coal but
they would require alterations in the furnaces to consort with their mode of
combustion and make the heat available and then the effect would
probably come near coal. The relation of heating power obtained from coal
and asphaltene must be obtained by experiment on a good large scale. The
quantity of steam will be obtained at the same time. The stowage will
depend upon the quantity of each fuel required to give an equal quantity of
steam and will therefore be told by the same expts. I should expect that
good coal would be the best, at least until repeated trial and improvement
have given the most perfect mode of applying the combustion of
asphaltene to the raising of steam.

I am Dear Sir I Most truly yours, I M. Faraday

1. William Varlo Hellyer (d.1868, age 82, GRO). Lawyer and a Manager of the Royal
Institution.

Letter 727
Faraday to Frederick Oldfield Ward1

16 June 1834
From Hofmann (1875), 1139

Royal Institution I 16th June, 1834.
Sir,

I have no hesitation in advising you to experiment in support of your
views, because, whether you confirm or confute them, good must come
from your exertions.

With regard to the views themselves, I can say nothing about them,
except that they are useful in exciting the mind to inquiry. A very brief
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consideration of the progress of experimental philosophy will show you
that it is a great disturber of pre-formed theories.

I have thought long and closely about the theories of attraction and of
particles and atoms of matter, and the more I think (in association with
experiment) the less distinct does my idea of an atom or particle of matter
become2.

1 am, Sir, I Your very obedient servant, I M. Faraday.

1. Frederick Oidfield Ward. Scientific student at King's College London. Hofmann (1875),
1138.
2. See Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 869: "though it is very easy to talk of atoms, it is very difficult
to form a clear idea of their nature".

Letter 728
Faraday to William Whewell
17 June 1834
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.7

Royal Institution I 17, June 1834
Dear Sir

I beg to offer you a copy of the 6th & 7th Series1 &c. and am anxious
again to thank you for your kindness in the matter of the names2. I felt
during the printing very well pleased with the way in which they read.

I take the liberty of putting 3 or 4 other copies into the parcel but have
some suspicion that I am using too much liberty with you3.1 hope however
you will excuse me & I will endeavour to find out some other means of
transfer hereafteru

1 am I Dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Revd. W. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1834a, b), ERE6 and 7.
2. See letters 711, 713, 714, 715, 716, 717 and 720.
3. See letter 696, for possible intended recipients of the off-prints.

Letter 729
Robert Were Fox to Faraday
18 June 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Eastwick Park I near Leatherhead I 18 6mo 1834.
Dear Friend,

I had the gratification of attending thy last lecture at the R. Institution
when it was stated that Berzelius had referred the phenomena of flame &
combustion to the evolution of electricity1. This view of the subject I have
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entertained for many years, & mentioned it on various occasions, indeed I
find on referring to a copy of a letter which I took the liberty of addressing
to thee dated 24 / llmo (Novr) 1827, that 1 alluded to my opinions on this
subject in the following words. - "Heat, Light, & electricity appear to have
strong analogies & possibly a greater degree of identity than has been
supposed" xxxxxxx "May not heat & light or else electricity, be combined
with different kinds of matter in definite proportions, & be set free &
neutralized (referring to the opposite polarities) in case of inflammation
when matter also combines in definite quantities? When we consider the
vast store of heat & light which may exist in chemical union, & also in a
more mechanical state between the particles & interstices of matter, as in
mica, &c, for instance, perhaps the objections to the opinion of their
materiality founded on friction, percussion &c are not valid." Thou wert so
obliging as to acknowledge this letter on the 30 Nov. I have hesitated to
send thee the extract not being willing to intrude on thy valuable time, but I
thought thou wouldst allow me to allude to my opinions on the subject
which I have long entertained, but possibly Berzelius may have expressed
these ideas before 1 did, was that the case?

Very sincerely thine I R.W. Fox
By the enclosed paper it appears that Professor Botto2 has produced
decomposition by the agency of thermo electricity3. The paper belongs to
Dr Hodgkin4 & I will thank thee to return it to me at Barclay Brothers & Co
12 Austin Friars5

1. Berzelius (1813), 159. Faraday's lecture given on 14 June 1834, "On combustion as an
electrical phenomenon" was the fifth in a six lecture series "On the mutual relation of
electrical and chemical phenomena". For Faraday's notes on this lecture see RI MS F4 13,
pp. 15-7. There is no mention of Berzelius in these notes.
2. Giuseppe Domenico Botto (1791-1865, PI, 3). Professor of Physics at Turin.
3. See Botto (1832).
4. Thomas Hodgkin (1800-1875, DNB). Physician.
5. Barclay Brothers, merchants of 12 Austin Friars. POD.

Letter 730
Faraday to Robert Were Fox
20 June 1834
From a photocopy in BL RP 617

Royal Institution I 20 June 1834
My dear Sir

I have but a faint recollection of your letter of Novr. 18271 most
probably because I have been in the habit of supposing that the general
views you refer to have long been as it were common property^ Every one
who has thought on the subject must have had some such notions on his
mind but they all stand in the same level until by some fortunate
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occurrence or series of facts the one truth which is mixed up with the
ninety & nine suppositions equally plausible to the general observer is
taken from its fallacious companions and proved to be the only one
deserving of attention!.]

Playfair2 I think somewhere speaks of cohesion affinity heat light
magnetism electricity galvanism3 &c and considers the probability of their
all being referred to one common principle - Berzelius' Views are now
twenty one years oldu You will find some of them in the annals de Chimie
for 1813 tome LXXXVI, page 146 & especially p 1594[.] If my memory would
serve me I could refer you I think to other authors: but I dare say you can
feel with me how in the multiplicity of things we either forget or remain
ignorant of matters put forth to the world and which when we do come to
their knowledge tend to prove there is nothing new under the sun[.]

Professor Botto's5 letter I have had some time ago6 and in relation to
that matter it proves just what I have been saying above for Becquerel in his
new work Traite de 1'electricite tome 1 page 551 says that he obtained
chemical & heating effects from Thermo electricity many years ago7.

I am I My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mr R.W. Fox

1. See letter 729.
2. John Playfair (1748-1819, DSB). Natural philosopher and geologist.
3. Playfair (1812-14), 1: 14 says that heat, magnetism, electricity and galvanism share
various properties.
4. Berzelius (1813), 86: 159.
5. Giuseppe Domenico Botto (1791-1865, PI, 3). Professor of Physics at Turin.
6. See letter 729 and Botto (1832).
7. Becquerel (1834-40), 1: 551.

Letter 731
Faraday to Eilhard Mitscherlich
8 July 1834
From the original in DM HS 779

Royal Institution I 8 July 1834
My dear Sir

1 received your kind letter1 and accompanying specimens for which I
most sincerely thank you; and receiving the account also I was exceedingly
anxious to remit you the money but have in that respect been most
unfortunate2.1 was anxious to profit by the opportunity afforded me by Mr.
Lettsom3 but when I wrote to him at his Hotel he was gone away into the
country and when he returned to London I was away in Ireland4. I sent
therefore two papers the sixth and seventh series of my Exp. Researches5

to you through the Royal Society and I only wish I knew what house in
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London I could pay the money to that it might reach you in Berlini.] I shall
consult Mr. Lubbock on the matteru

I am glad my assistant gave Mr Lettsom, in my absence a bottle of
liquid for you but now I must tell you what it is[.j When caoutchouc is
distilled it yields nearly eight tenths of its weight of a condensible
substance which appears as a brown liquid resembling generally a volatile
oil at the same time there escapes certain hydro carbons containing a large
proportion of the more volatile ones which I described in my paper on the
oil gas products6!.] When the condensed portion is carefully redistilled it is
resolved into portions more or less volatile & that which you will receive is
a specimen of the most volatile. The Spec Gravity of the liquid is sometimes
as low as 680. It is as you will soon find very volatile the vapour being heavy
and if it be exposed in a capsule & evaporated quickly by being blown upon
the temperature falls very low and a portion of solid crystalline matter is
left which although I have not examined it closely is I believe the same as
my bi-carburet of hydrogen and if I understand you rightly your benzines

There is scarcely any one thing which I regret so much as my
ignorance of the German language but I am too old, too much occupied, and
have by far too bad a memory to allow me now to learn it but I trust soon to
see your papers in a form that I can understand!.]

I shall make free by the advice of Mr. Lettsom to send this letter with
another to Baron Humboldt7 under cover to the Earl of Minto8!.] I am not
personally known to his Lordship but trust his love for knowledge is so
great that he will do me this service!.]

With every kind remembrance 1 am My Dear Sir Your faithful &
Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Professor Mitscherlich I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Mitscherlich I &c &c &c I Berlin

1. Letter 724.
2. See letters 589 and 677.
3. Possibly William Nanson Lettsom (1796-1865, DNB). Translator of the Nibelungenlied into
English.
4. During this visit to Ireland in late June and early July 1834, Faraday met Robert John Kane
(see letter 746) and William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865, DSB, Irish mathematician). See
Hamilton to Sydney Hamilton, 30 June 1834, in Graves (1882-9), 2: 95-6. Here Hamilton
reported that he found Faraday held "almost as anti-material a view as myself".
5. Faraday (1834a, b), ERE6 and 7.
6. Faraday (1825). See Lit.Gaz., 21 June 1834, p. 435 for an account of his Friday Evening
Discourse of 13 June 1834 "On some new applications of the products of caoutchouc, or
Indian-rubber".
7. Not found.
8. Gilbert Elliot, 2nd Earl of Minto (1782-1859, DNB). British ambassador to Berlin, 1832-
1834.
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Letter 732
Faraday to Mary Somerville
August 1834
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep c.370 MSF-1
Page 129. X "it will produce one or both of these compounds mingled with
the portion of oxygen or hydrogen in excess". Is not this kind of statement
necessary if at least the uniting force be supposed equally active in all these
cases? if it is not should it not be so stated?1

Page 130. I have no right to object to the idea of the relative weights of
pressures but I think the inference must be that the vapours of pressures
differ altogether from the vapours & gases which we can recognise &
examine for it is quite certain that the quantity by weight of any pressure
mingled with air could not make it sensibly heavier or lighter; and that if
the vapour pressure had the qualities of other vapours it could not separate
from the air and sink through it &c.
p 131. "Or making it the positive pole of a pile in dilute acid (sulphuric)"
p 132 "or pass away as aqueous vapour"
p 142. "of the whole bulk when at 32°".

for Mrs Somerville I with M. Faradays respects I Aug 1834

1. These are Faraday's comments on the proofs of Somerville (1835). The pagination is as in
the published volume. For a discussion of this see Patterson (1983), 144.

Letter 733
Faraday to Percy Drummond
4 August 1834
From the original in RMA WO150 / 12, f.124

13 Castle Street I Walmer1 I 4 Aug. 1834
My dear Sir

I believe the understanding we came to with respect to the date at
which we would resume the Lectures2 was very distinct namely (August
13th i.e. the second Wednesday in the Month). I think however that you
would rather have the trouble of this letter than that the least chance of
mistake should exist and therefore write to say I will with your leave be with
you next Wednesday week to resume^

I am I My dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Coll. Drummond I &c &c &c

1. For Margery Reid's account of a one month holiday at Walmer see Bence Jones (1870a), 1:
421-3.
2. At the Royal Military Academy.
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Letter 734
James Hudson to Faraday?
7 August 1834
From a transcript in RI MS

Royal Society I Aug 7 1834
My dear Sir,

1 have just returned from the City, having wished to submit to you the
plan of the new title page and advertisement for the report on the medals,
before putting it into the hands of the Printer1. I now beg to enclose it you;
and to mention an idea that has occurred to me, to have the Copley,
Rumford, and Royal Medals, engraved on one plate by Bate's ruling
process, and prefix it to the account of the medals. Mr. Bate, on whom I
called as 1 returned home, informed me that he could have it done by the 30
November and that the whole of the expenses would amount to 10 or 12
guineas. As so few of the members are acquainted with the designs of the
medals, it would I think be an interesting] record; but I merely throw out
my sentiments on the subject as a hint to some better judgment2.1 hope to
have my part done, & in proof, before I leave town; having all the
documents before me in my private room, & devoting my leisure hours to
the subject. (Both sides of each medal to be given).

Mr. Children's address is, I The Rev. R.W. Poley's3 iBrixted Hall I Bury
St. Edmunds

Your most faithful humble I servant I James Hudson

1. Hudson, J. (1834). This was a report to a committee appointed by the Council of the Royal
Society, to examine the award of medals and the appointment of lecturers. Faraday was a
member of this committee, ibid., 1.
2. The medals were not printed in ibid.
3. Unidentified.

Letter 735
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
7 August 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur!

Je prends la liberte de vous adresser deux exemplaires de mes
Memoires sur la transmission immediate de la chaleur rayonnante par les
corps solides et Hquides1: me pardonnerez-vous Monsieur si j'y ajoute la
demande encore plus hardie d'un rapport verbal de votre part a la Societe
Royale de Londres?2

Mon ouvrage est une marchandise d'une qualite tellement inferieure
que pour le faire accepter a vos savants Collegues il faut en hausser la
valeur en l'associant en quelque sorte a Teclat d'une illustration
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scientifique: or dans ce cas, comme dans beaucoup d'autres; il vaut mieux
pecher par exces que par defaut; voila pourquoi je vous ai choisi, quoique
prive de l'honneur de vous connaitre personnellement.

Mais puisque la necessite m'oblige a vous demander Tappui de votre
nom, et que d'autre part si vous avez la bonte de me Faccorder il me restera
un exces de credit pres de ces Messieurs, je pense qu'il serait fort
convenable de l'employer, dans mon interet, a me procurer une petite
place de Correspondant de la Societe. II est vrai que je n'ai encore rien fait
pour Elle, mais je tacherai d'y suppleer par la suite si je suis assez heureux
pour obtenir votre puissante intercession.

Ainsi tout depend de vous Monsieur. Acceptez de grace ma comission
et mes excuses: ce sera une veritable bonne oeuvre dont vous recevrez la
recompense dans Tautre monde car ici-bas, vous n'y gagnerez rien,
absolument rien ... 3a moins que vous ne contiez pour quelque chose la
reconnaissance bien vive et bien sincere de celui qui a Thonneur d'etre

de vous Monsieur I le tres humble et tres obeissant servit I Macedoine
Melloni
ancient prof de physique a FUni I versite de Parme, resident I
provisoirement a Paris Rue Bou I cherat no 2 (au marais)
Paris le 7. Aout 1834

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur M. Faraday I de Societe Rl de Londres,
d'Edinbourg I de l'Academie des Sciences de Paris I Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir,

I take the liberty of sending you two copies of my Papers on the
immediate transmission of heat by solid and liquid bodies1. Will you forgive
me, Sir, if 1 add an even more daring request, that you give a verbal report of
this to the Royal Society of London?2

My work is a commodity of such inferior quality that in order for it to
be accepted by your learned Colleagues, it is necessary to raise its value by
some kind of association with the brilliance of a scientific illustration - or in
this case, as in many others, it is better to sin by excess that by default; that
is why I have chosen you, even though I sadly do not know you personally.

But since necessity obliges me to ask you for the support of your name
and on the other hand if you have the kindness to allow me this, I shall have
an excess of credit in the opinion of these gentlemen, I think it would be
most convenient to use it, in my interest, to obtain for me a small place as
Correspondent of the Society. It is true that I have not yet done anything for
the Society, but I shall endeavour to compensate for this subsequently if I
am successful in obtaining your powerful intercession.
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Thus all depends on you, Sir. Please accept gracefully my errand and
my excuses: this will truly be a good deed for which you will be rewarded in
the next world as here below you will gain nothing, absolutely nothing ...3

unless you count for something the profound and sincere gratitude of him
who is, I Sir, your I most humble and obedient servant, 1 Macedoine Melloni I
formerly professor of physics at the Uni I versity of Parma, residing I
temporarily in Paris, Rue Bou I cherat n° 2 (c/o Marais)
Paris, 7 August 1834

1. Melloni (1833).
2. Faraday did not give this to the Royal Society. Instead he gave a Friday Evening Discourse
to the Royal Institution on 23 January 1835 on "The latest discoveries made by Signor Melloni
in radiant heat", Lit.Gaz., 31 January 1835, p.73.
3. Melloni's ellipsis.

Letter 736
Amedeo Avogadro1 to Faraday
27 August 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Turin ce 27. Aout 1834
Monsieur,

Je profite de la complaisance de M. Baruffi2, Professeur a notre
universite, pour Vous remercier de l'envoi que vous avez voulu me faire de
vos importans memoires sur l'electricite3, et pour vous faire passer en
meme temps un exemplaire, d'un memoire que j'ai publie dernierement
parmi ceux de la Societe Italienne des Sciences, sur les chaleurs specifiques
des corps solides et liquides4, et dont Vous aurez vu un extrait dans les
annales de Chimie et de Physique*.

J'attache un trop grand prix, Monsieur, a la correspondance que vous
avez bien voulu ouvrir avec moi, pour ne pas saisir toutes les occasions de
la continuer, autant que la distance des lieux, et le defaut de
communications directes peut le permettre. L'avantage en sera
entierement de mon cote; mais si la faiblesse de mes travaux, aura besoin
de toute votre indulgence, vous pouvez du moins etre assure, de la haute
estime dont je suis penetre pour les votres, par les quels vouscontinuez si
efficacement au progres des sciences naturelles.

Je suis avec la plus parfaite consideration I Monsieur IVotre tres-
humble et obeiss'. Serv. I Amede Avogadro

Address: A Mons: Faraday I Membre de la Societe Royale a I Londres.
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TRANSLATION
Turin, this 27 August 1834

Sir,
I am taking advantage of the kindness of Mr. Baruffi2, professor at our

university, to thank you for the parcel that you so kindly sent me containing
your important papers on electricity3 and at the same time to give you a
copy of a paper I published recently amongst those of the Italian society of
Sciences on the specific heat of solid and liquid bodies* and of which you will
have seen an extract in the Annales de Chimie et de Physique*.

I attach a very great price, Sir, to the correspondence that you have
kindly wished to enter into with me, not to seize every opportunity to
continue it, as much as the distances of the places and the impossibility of
communicating directly can permit. The advantage shall be entirely mine:
but if the weakness of my work will need all your indulgence, you can at
least be assured of the high esteem with which I am inspired for your work,
by which you continue so effectively the progress of the natural sciences.

I am with the most perfect consideration, I Sir, I Your very humble and
obedient servant I Amede Avogadro.

1. Amedeo Avogadro (1776-1856, DSB). Professor of Mathematical Physics at Turin, 1834-
1850.
2. Giuseppe Francesco Baruffi (1801-1872, DBI). Italian botanist.
3. Faraday (1834a, b), ERE6 and 7.
4. Avogadro (1832).
5. Avogadro (1833).

Letter 737
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
c September 1834
From the original in RI MS

Observatory Cambridge [MS torn] 34 [MS torn]
My dear Sir

When I troubled you abou<t> dry rot, I had not the least notion that
the process was patent - if I had I should not have trespassed so much upon
your time. I shall (when I have an opportunity) take measures for obtaining
from the patentees such wood as I shall want.

I trouble you with a few papers - and I send copies of my published
Volumes of Observations for the Library of the Royal Institution1.

I am my dear Sir I Very truly yours I G.B. Airy

Address: Michael Faraday Esqre
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1. See Rl MM, 3 November 1834, 8: 211 which notes Airy's presentation of six volumes of
observations made at the Cambridge Observatory.

Letter 738
Faraday to William Somerville
1 October 1834
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep c.370, MSF-1

Royal Institution I 1 Octr 1834
My dear Sir

I am very much your debtor for your great kindness but I cannot take
advantage of your invitation for tomorrow notwithstanding the great
attraction there is in the company of Mrs. Somerville Yourself & M Aragoi.]

With my best respects to Mrs Somerville I am
Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Dr Somerville I &c &c &c

Letter 739
Dionysius Lardner to Faraday
5 October 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Manchester 5 Oct 1834
My Dear Sir

If in making your Friday evening arrangements for the ensuing season
you should find nothing more attractive it would give me great pleasure to
give you two subjects - 1. Comets - 2. The progress & prospects of
locomotion. The latter I can illustrate by very beautiful models - the former
by drawings - but I entreat that you may not postpone any other subject of
greater interest than these for them1.1 have so much of public exertion that
I assure you my appetite for it is more than satisfied and my object in
offering this is merely to contribute even in a minor degree to the objects of
the institution.

I have arranged the heads of a course of popular lectures which I think
will prove highly interesting in as much as they would bring within the
comprehension of unmathematical people a class of problems which
elementary teachers have rarely ventured to grapple with. The subject is
the modern discoveries in astronomy among these would be comprised such
questions as the true figure of the earth, the tides, the trade winds, the
weights and densities of the planets, the periodic and secular inequalities
of the system - and in a word most of the remarkable consequences of the
principle of gravitation as manifested in our system - also the stellar &
nebular discoveries effected by the modern improvements in space-
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penetrating power. I can conceive nothing more interesting or attractive
nor (in a popular form) more novel.

If your committee should at any time want to fill a gap, I should be
happy to endeavour to supply it by such a course2.

Do not put me down for the fridays till after the 1st March as I shall be
absent from London - but meanwhile letters addressed to 8 St James Square
will reach me.

Ever yours truly I Dion: Lardner
Dr. Faraday

1. See Lit.Gaz., 18 April 1835, p.249 for an account of Lardner's Friday Evening Discourse of
10 April 1835 on "Halley's comet". He gave a second Friday Evening Discourse on "Halley's
comet" on 1 May 1835; noted in Phil.Mag., 1835, 7: 70.
2. This offer was noted in RI MM, 3 November 1834,8: 213. There is no evidence that Lardner
gave the course; Ritchie gave a course on "Astronomy and Physical Geography" instead. See
RI MM, 3 January 1835, 8: 230.

Letter 740
Niccolo Cacciatore1 to Faraday
12 October 1834
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.50

ACCADEMIA I delle I SCIENZE E BELLE LETTERE I di PALERMO 1
Num. 403 -1 Palermo li 12 Ottobre 1834

Al Chiarissimo Sig. Professore I Sig. M. Faraday
Signore

Rigenerata recentemente quest'Accademia delle Scienze, e Belle
Lettere con nuovi e piu idonei Statuti, da S. A. R. il CONTE DI SIRACUSA2

Luogotenente Generale di S. M. ed AUGUSTO MECENATE3 della medesima
sanzionati, fu in essa stabilito di darsi li nuovi Diplomi a quei soli, che per le
loro scientifiche e letterarie produzioni, e per la celebrita del loro nome,
onore e decoro arrecano ad ogni letterario consesso. E pertali ragioni Ella
quasi di pieno dritto essendo del bel numero uno, questa Accademia a voti
unanimi nella seduta de'30 7bre si e fatto particolar pregio di dichierarla
suo Socio Corrispondente -

Accetti quindi, o Signore, nel Diploma che ho Fonore di rimetterle una
viva testimonianza dell'alta stima, o della giusta considerazione, di cui qui
come altrove pienamente e in possesso: e ne grandisca insieme le mie
particolari felicitazioni.

II Segretario Generale I Niccolo Cacciatore
Al Chiarissimo Signore I Signor
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TRANSLATION
ACCADEMIA I delle I SCIENZE E BELLE LETTERE I di PALERMO I
No. 403 I Palermo this 12 October 1834

To Dear Professor M. Faraday
Sir,

The Accademia delle Scienze e Belle Lettere having recently been
reformed, with new and revised Statutes, by His Majesty's Lieutenant
General HRH the COUNT OF SYRACUSE2, and AUGUSTO MECENATE3, and
approved by the same, it was decided to accord new Diplomas solely to
those who by their scientific and literary works or by their fame, bring
honour and decorum to every literary assembly. And for the reasons
described, you being almost by full right one of this select number, our
Accademia by unanimous votes at its session of 30 September made itself a
particular honour in declaring you a Corresponding Member.

Please accept, therefore, in the Diploma that I have the honour of
sending you a true testimony of the high esteem and of the due
consideration of those here and elsewhere that you fully possess: and my
own personal felicitations increase with it.

The Secretary General I Niccolo Cacciatore.
To Dear Sir I Sir

1. Niccolo Cacciatore (1780-1841, PI). Director of the Palermo observatory.
2. Unidentified.
3. Unidentified.

Letter 741
Edward Sabine to Faraday
14 October 1834
From the original in MU MS 173
Dear Faraday,

I have just received a letter from Mr Ritchie which I enclose to you,
and beg you to take care of it till I call and learn from you the best answer I
can give him in regard to the kind of audience he is likely to have, and the
kind of lectures he had better therefore prepare1.

I send you also a letter I have received from Count Rurdir2. In stating
to him the terms which you were so good as to tell me were those which
you have been accustomed to receive for similar instruction to that which
the Count is anxious to obtain, I expressly stated that your opinion was
given without any view whatsoever of giving him the instruction yourself,
which I further added was not likely owing to your considerable
engagements. You will perceive that the Count is very unwilling to part with
the hope that he may be a pupil of yours. Possibly, as you are not this year
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to undertake the Woolwich Lectures3 you might undertake the office. And I
doubt whether you would ever have taught a person more zealous to learn.
If you cannot, do think of someone who next to yourself could do it best. He
is a person whom it [is] worth taking pains to obtain him the best
instruction.

Most truly yours I Edward Sabine
Oct. 14

Endorsed by Faraday: 1834

1. Ritchie gave a course of lectures on "Astronomy and Physical Geography" during the
1835 season. See RI MM, 3 January 1835, 8: 230.
2. Unidentified. Reading doubtful.
3. Sabine was mistaken about this as Faraday did lecture at the Royal Military Academy in
both 1834 and 1835 see letters 733 and 762. See also Drummond to Byham, 20 October 1834
and 20 October 1835, PRO WO44 / 520.

Letter 742
Faraday to Richard Phillips
15 October 1834
From the original in Imperial College MS S.P.Thompson 442

R Institution I 15 Oct 1834
Dear Phillips

I leave town tomorrow for Brighton & mean to write you a paper for
the Phil Mag directly I get there1. I intend to send it off by Friday Evenings
post & if you approve I should be glad to have it in the next No.

Now as I shall have to write to Gyde about the paper in the Phil Trans2

I have thought I had better send the letter3 to him although on the copy I
shall address it to you[.]

Can you therefore look in or send a note to Gyde authorising or doing
any thing else that you think properw

Ever Dear Phillips I Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Faraday (1834e). Dated Brighton Friday 17 October 1834, and published in the November
issue of Phil.Mag..
2. Faraday (1834c), ERE8.
3. Letter 743.
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Letter 743
Faraday to Charles Gyde
15 October 1834
From the original in NUL Pybus Collection

Royal Institution I 15 Octr 1834
Sir

I leave town tomorrow for Brighton but intend writing to you from
thence by Fridays post sending you a paper for the Phil Mag next No if
possible1 and also my address. I shall stop at least a fortnight^

Send me proofs & copy of my paper2 to the address I may send you
and let me also have a proof of the paper I shall send for the Phil Mag (i.e. if
it is approved of). You know I will not detain it[.j

Yours Very Truly I M. Farad <ay>
<Gy>de

1. Faraday (1834e). See note 1, letter 742.
2. Faraday (1834c), ERE8.

Letter 744
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
16 October 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 16 Octobre 1834. I Rue Boucherat n° 2.
Monsieur

Je commencerai par vous demander mille excuses si je ne vous ai pas
repondu immediatement: je vous remercierai ensuite de votre charmante
lettre et de toutes les choses obligeantes qu'elle contient a mon egard.

Les demandes que je faisais relativement a la Societe Royale de
Londres, etant necessairement conditionnelles, j'espere Monsieur que
vous voudrez bien me les passer attendu mon ignorance complete des
reglements de cetre Societe1. C'est deja beaucoup pour moi d'avoir obtenu
votre bienveillance, et si le projet que vous m'annoncez a la fin de votre
lettre se realise, je serai au comble de mes voeux -

Les experiences que j'ai faites sur la transmission immediate de la
chaleur rayonnante sont extremement faciles a repeter2: elles ne manquent
jamais lorsqu'on possede un bon thermo-multiplicateur: mais cet appareil
presente plusieurs difficultes de construction qui ne peuvent etre vaincues
que par des essais multiplies. Ce serait un veritable sacrilege de pretendre
que M Faraday employat son terns a de semblables travaux - Dans un autre
epoque Monsieur, je vous aurai supplie d'accepter un de ces instruments et
vous n'auriez pas ete assez cruel pour me refuser; mais les suites de
Immigration m'ont prive de la possibility de me donner une telle jouissance
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- - et bien d'autres encore!.- - Je me trouve done dans la triste necessite de
ne pouvoir vous offrir que mes faibles services: e'est-a-dire que si vous le
desirez, je surveillerai soigneusement a 1'execution d'un appareil complet
avec lequel vous pourrez repeter non seulement les experiences de
transmission, mais toutes celles qu'il vous plaira de verifier, ou
d'entreprendre sur remission directe de la chaleur rayonnante, et le
pouvoir reflecteur des corps. Mr Gourjon3, qui a confectionne plusieurs
thermo multiplicateurs avec une rare perfection, se chargerait aussi du
votre et des additions que je me propose d'y faire: la depense totale ne
depasserait pas les 400 francs, et je suis presque certain, qu'en examinant
les differents usages auxquels on peut l'employer, vous vous trouveriez
content de votre acquisition.... Mais peut etre les rentes des
etablissements, que vous dirigez si heureusement pour la diffusion et le
progres des sciences, ont-elles deja re^u une autre destination. Alors
Monsieur ne pourriez-vous pas engager dans cet achat quelque amateur
zele et habitant de votre magnifique cite? Pardonnez-moi de grace une
insistance qui pourrait meme passer fort raisonnablement pour une belle et
bonne indiscretion. Mais mettez-vous a ma place Monsieur. Eloigne de ma
famille et de mon pays, n'ayant d'autre consolation que 1'etude, le moindre
pas que j'ai pu faire dans la carriere entreprise est devenu pour moi un
evenement d'une certaine importance. II y a bientot deux ans que mes
experiences ont ete repetees ici en presence de plusieurs physiciens. M
Arago, qui s'etait charge volontairement d'en faire un rapport a Flnstitut4

semblait plein d'enthousiasme - les belles promesses de sa part ne
manquerent pas - elles continuent encore - mais, 1'espoir est aneanti. Or si
je desirais faire ressortir ma petite oeuvre en I'exposant a la lueur d'une
etoile scientifique, dont la lumiere palit incontestablement depuis quelques
annees, il est bien naturei que je tache de rassembler avec ardeur les
moyens necessaires pour obtenir la clarte d'un astre qui brille dans tout
son eclat! Je demande que la verite, la seule verite, paraisse sous un jour
favorable; qui pourra me blamer d'une telle intention?

Agreez Monsieur les respectueux hommages de votre I tres devoue et
tres obeissant serviteur I Macedoine Melloni

Address: Monsieur 1 Monsieur M Faraday I de la Societe R de Londres, des
1'Acaldemies R des Sciences de Paris de Berlin i de Petersbourg &c I a
restitution Royale I Londres
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TRANSLATION
Paris, 16 October 1834. I Rue Boucherat n° 2.

Sir,
I shall begin by asking you for a thousand pardons for not having

replied to you immediately; next I shall thank you for your charming letter
and for all the kind things it contains about me.

The demands I made regarding the Royal Society of London, being
necessarily conditional, I hope, Sir, that you will kindly forgive me, given
my complete ignorance of the rules of the Society1. It is already a great deal
for me to have obtained your kindness, and if the plan that you outlined at
the end of your letter is realised, I shall be overjoyed.

The experiments I did on the immediate transmission of radiant heat
are extremely easy to repeat2: they will always be successful if you have a
good thermo-multiplier: but this apparatus presents several constructional
difficulties that can only be overcome by multiple tries. It would be a
veritable sacrilege to pretend that Mr. Faraday would employ his time on
similar works - at another time I would have asked you to accept one of
these instruments and you would not have been cruel enough to refuse; but
the consequences of emigration have deprived me of the possibility of
giving myself this pleasure ... and many others besides! I find myself,
therefore, in the sad necessity of not being able to offer you but weak
services: that is to say if you wish, I shall carefully oversee the construction
of a complete instrument with which you can repeat not just the
transmission experiments but all those it might please you to verify, or to
undertake on the direct emission of radiant heat and the reflecting power of
bodies. Mr. Gourjon3, who has made up several thermo-multipliers with a
rare perfection, would also make one for you with the additions that I
propose to make to it: the total expense would not be more that 400 francs,
and I am almost certain that in examining all the different uses that one can
put it to, you would be pleased with your acquisition.... But perhaps the
income of the establishments that you run so happily for the diffusion and
the progress of the sciences, may already have been budgeted for
something else. Then, Sir, perhaps you could interest some keen amateur
from your magnificent city in this purchase? Please kindly excuse this
insistence which could very easily pass as a great indiscretion. But please
put yourself in my position, Sir. Far from my family and from my country,
having no other consolation than my studies, the smallest step that I have
been able to make in this undertaken career has become an event of great
importance to me. It will soon be two years that my experiments were
repeated here in the presence of several philosophers. Mr. Arago, who
voluntarily agreed to give a report to the Institut4, seemed full of
enthusiasm - and his promises were fulfilled - but my hopes have been
dashed. Now if I wished to bring my little work out again in exposing it to
the reading of a scientific star of which the light has incontestably been
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fading this past few years, it is quite natural that I should try to gather
enthusiastically the means to obtain the clarity of a star that shines with all
its strength! I ask that the truth and only the truth appears under favourable
light; who can blame me for such an intention?

Please accept, Sir, the respectful homage of your I most devoted and
most obedient servant I Macedoine Melloni.

1. See letter 735.
2. Melloni (1833).
3. F. Gourjon. Parisian scientific instrument maker of 2 rue des Nonandieres. See Melloni
(1833), 392.
4. See PVSA, 4 February 1833, 10: 197.

Letter 745
Faraday to Charles Gyde
27 October 1834
From a photocopy in BL RP 1229(ii)

37 King's Road I Brighton I 27 Oct 1834
Sir

I have had no packet from you except the first, but that I suppose you
are as well aware of, as I am. I merely say so, in case any error should have
happened at the Coach Offices .̂)

I shall leave this place on Thursday Morning (i.e. 30th instant) and be
at the Royal Institution in the Evening. Any other packet therefore after a
certain time you will oblige me by sending theref.j

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mr. Gyde

1. See letters 742 and 743.

Letter 746
Robert John Kane to Faraday
28 October 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Dublin Society House I Kildare St 1 October 28th 1834.
Sir,

When 1 had the honor of seeing you in Dublin1, you kindly gave me
permission to refer to you, of which I now avail myself in consequence of
the following circumstance.

In the Dublin Journal of Medical and Chemical Science January 1833,1
published a little paper showing that Ether might be considered as the
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oxide of a radicle composed of (4C + 5H), Alcohol as its Hydrates, the
Oxacid Ethers as Oxy-Salts, as Benzoic Ether etc and the Hydracid Ethers
as Binary compounds of the Radicle viz Hydriodic Ether the iodide, etc2. In
the Annales de Chimie September 1833 there appeared a paper by
Berzelius3 translated from Poggendor[f]f's Annalen No 8 for 18334

(consequently later than January) wherein he proposes exactly the same
view except that he made Alcohol an oxide of a distinct radicle in place of
an hydrate of Ether as I had proposed. In february 1834 a paper appeared in
the Annales de Chimie from Liebig5 in which he adopted the idea of Ether
being an oxide but differed from Berzelius as to the nature of Alcohol. He
showed that Alcohol should be considered as an hydrate of Ether, thus
bringing Berzelius hypothesis to a perfect coincidence with mine6.

A few nights since, I read at the Royal Irish Academy, a notice of the
above mentioned facts, I showed the three memoirs, and proved from a
comparison of dates, the indubitable priority of mine. Although Berzelius
brings forward the hypothesis as new and Liebig attributes to him
originality in the idea of it, yet a member of the Academy has stated that the
matter has been long familiar to Chemists "that the idea of Ether being an
oxide of a radicle (4C + 5H) was proposed long since & by many persons."

Now it is curious, that if such were the case Berzelius and Liebig,
should not have made any remark upon it, and that it should not have been
remarked by the Editors of the Annales de Chimie, who must be supposed
to be moderately well versed in Chemical Literature, and that in a careful
examination of the French English and Some German Periodicals for the
last few years, I should not have found any trace of the idea prior to the
appearance of my own paper. The statement although totally unsupported
by reference to any work in which the idea is contained, has had such
influence as to demand a refutation.

Now as Berzelius and Liebig evidently consider the hypothesis as
proposed by them to be original, and as I cannot find any trace of it in
books, I am at a loss to know to what the Gentleman alluded. I shall
therefore feel much obliged by your letting me know as soon as you have
leisure whether you have heard of any person, prior to 1833, having
proposed to consider Sulphuric Ether as an oxide of a radicle (4C + 5H),
Alcohol, as its hydrate, Muriatic Ether as the Chloride of the same radicle,
Oxalic ether as the oxalate etc. I am now trying to devise experiments by
which the truth of the theory may be tested, but in the mean time, I am
anxious to determine finally the priority of announcement.

I have latterly tried in every way I could think of to unite
Arsenieuretted Hydrogen with Hydriodic Acid, to generate the body
corresponding to the Hydriodate of Phosphoretted Hydrogen. I have not
yet given up hopes of succeeding, although the frequent operations on that
gas made me sick and I had to leave off for a time. At present I am employed
galvanising the Hydriodate of Phosphoretted Hydrogen, a substance on
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which in consequence of its rapid decomposition by water even in the state
of vapour in the air, it is very difficult to obtain accurate results.

You will have the goodness to let me know about the Ethers soon, and
in the mean time I beg leave to subscribe myself

Your Obedient and I Humble Servant I Robert J. Kane
M. Faraday Esq LLD I Royal Institution

Address: M. Faraday Esq LLD I Royal Institution I Albemarle St London

1. In late June and early July 1834. See letter 731.
2. Kane (1833).
3. Berzelius (1833b).
4. Berzelius (1833a).
5. Liebig (1833).
6. For a detailed discussion of this issue see Partington (1964), 347-8. He agrees with Kane's
view of the priority expressed here.

Letter 747
William Whewell to Faraday
3 December 1834
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.49

Trin. Coll. Cambridge Dec 3, 1834
My dear Sir,

I contrived to get off for Cambridge by Sunday1 evening's mail, and so
did not come to see your devices on Monday which I wanted very much to
do; but engagements must be kept and lectures given at the appointed time;
- a scientific work of which you have, 1 dare say, seen the value before this
time. If I had seen you I wanted to say a word in connexion with what you
intimated, that you did not like the word ion as a general term for the two
elements the anion and the cation - or that your readers did not like it. You
may recollect that at first I mentioned this as a term which I was not
satisfied with2. If you think it worth while to make the alteration, I would
propose stechion "element" as a general term which shall mean the anion
and cation together. The Greek term (oroix*io*0 is the proper word for
"element"3, and occurs in our derivative stoicheometry, a word sometimes
used in chemical literature; but the word stechion, the proper English form
of it, is not used, and therefore you may introduce it in what sense you like -
moreover the termination of stechion will sufficiently harmonize with
anion and cation which it is to put people in mind of, and so will keep them
in their places.

Perhaps you will not think this suggestion of any importance. I do not
say it is of much; but as it occurred to me I have sent it you. Many thanks for
your eighth series4.
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Believe me I Yours truly I W. Whewell
Trin. Coll I Dec. 3, 1834

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Stree[t] I London

1. That is 30 November 1834, the day after the Anniversary meeting of the Royal Society.
2. Letter 716. Faraday had published this in Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 665.
3. See note 5, letter 713.
4. Faraday (1834c), ERE8.

Letter 748
Faraday to John Murray1

10 December 1834
From the original in JMA

Royal Institution I 10 Dec. 1834
My dear Sir

It is very hard to resist your repeated kindness but I dare not allow
myself to be overcome^ If I once gave way I should lose the only answer I
have to the friendly but dangerous requests that continually attack me[.]
Excuse me on this ground & for my sake[.]

Some of my philosophical friends think I ought not to reprint merely my
papers from the Phil Trans and yet I have not time to do more than that
with them. In a day or two we shall determine what is right and then I will
have the pleasure of seeing you again2u

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Murray Jr Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Murray (1808-1892, DNB). Publisher of 50 Albemarle Street.
2. Faraday collected the first fourteen series of his "Experimental Researches in Electricity"
as Faraday (1839b). See letter 1117. The volume was published by Richard Taylor and John
Edward Taylor (1809-1866, Brock and Meadows (1984), 11). Publisher and printer.

Letter 749
Faraday to Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt
27 December 1834
From the original in TB MS

Royal Institution I London I 27th Dec. 1834.
To Baron Humboldt I &c &c &c
Sir

I felt so much honored by the receipt of a letter1 from you relative to
some points in Electrical science that I have resolved to write to you again
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notwithstanding that I am in some doubt whether I ought to do so and
whether I am not by so doing trespassing on your most valuable timet.] Still
fearing on the other hand that you may not have received my letter21 am so
unwilling that any chance should arise of your thinking me insensible to
the honor and kindness of your correspondence that I have determined at
all events to write againt.j

In consequence of what you said about Gymnoti I made application to
our President His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex who with the Council
the Admiralty & all others will assist in the object of procuring the
Electrical Eel from Guiana but I took the liberty of writing to you to ask for
such instructions as to the procuring keeping feeding &c &c both at Guiana,
on the voyage & at home as I knew you so well could give. My letter I
enclosed under cover to Lord Minto3 some months ago4: probably you have
received it but are too importantly engaged to have time to think of such
trifles as I wrote about - but if you have not received it how careless you will
have thought me in the cause of science and how indifferent to your good
will.

Perhaps you will have seen in the Philosophical Transactions Dr
Davys further experiments upon the Torpedo5. All his results confirm my
expectations. He has been able to heat a wire by the Torpedenal shock but
has failed entirely in observing any spark.

I have taken the liberty of sending you by means of the box from the
Royal Society a copy of my last paper on Electricity*6!.]

I have the honor to be I Monsieur le Baron I with all respect I Your
obliged Servant I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Humboldt: * ich weiss auch nicht welches lezte Memoir
gemeint sein kann?7

Address: Baron Humboldt I &c &c &c &c I Berlin

1. Letter 723.
2. Referred to in letter 731.
3. Gilbert Elliot, 2nd Earl of Minto (1782-1859, DNB). British Ambassador to Berlin, 1832-
1834.
4. See letter 731.
5. Davy, J. (1834).
6. Faraday (1834c), ERE8.
7. "I don't know which paper he has in mind".
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Letter 750
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
27 December 1834
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur!

Ma joie a ete bien vive lorsque Mr Fioruzzi1 m'a remis votre aimable
lettre et le Memoire qui l'accompagnait2: j'ai vu par la que loin de m'oublier
vous aviez la bonte de vous interesser a moi bien au dela de tout ce que je
pouvais esperer. La belle recompense dont vous me parlez aurait ete pour
moi d'un tres-grand prix dans tous les terns, mais elle deviendrait d'une
valeur immense apres la conduite tant soit pen charitable que Ton a tenue
ici a mon egard.

Je ne sais point quelles sont les conditions scientifiques qu'une
decouverte doit remplir pour meriter la medaille de Rumford3. Si vous
croyez qu'il soit convenable de presenter dans un cadre tres-reserre les
principaux resultats de mes recherches, je dirai qu'il me semble avoir
montre d'une maniere bien nette4. 1° Le passage immediat et instantane de
la chaleur rayonnante a travers les corps solides et liquides, phenomene
qui n'etait pas encore generalement admis par les physiciens. 2° La
difference qui existe entre les deux transparences, lumineuse et calorifique.
3° La transmission immediate du calorique rayonnant par des substances
solides completement opaques. 4° L'existence d'une veritable coloration
calorifique invisible dans les milieux diaphanes incolores. 5° L 'absorption
egale que les matieres colorantes continues dans les verres colores (le vert
excepte) exercent sur les rayons de chaleur qui parviennent a traverser la
matiere vitreuse. 6° La refraction de la chaleur emanee des corps chauffes
parVeau bouillante. 7° La transmission constante a travers un corps solide de
toutes sortes de chaleurs rayonnantes, depuis celle de la flamme la plus
brillante jusqu'a l'emanation calorifique de la main. 8° La non polarisation
des rayons calorifiques par leur transmission, a travers les plaques de
tourmaline. Je me trompe fort, ou ces derniers resultats changent
totalement les idees; que Ton s'etait formees sur la nature de l'agent qui
produit les phenomenes du calorique rayonnant, d'apres les observations
de Berard5, Brewster6 et Delaroche7.

Mes experiences sur le changement de position du maximum de
temperature dans le spectre (surtout les dernieres dont un extrait est
insere dans I'lnstitutdu 17 Decbre court8) me paraissent etablir deux faits
d'une grande importance pour l'analyse des rayons calorifiques solaires,
savoir la transmission egale de ces differents rayons par le sel gemme, et
leur absorption variable dans toute autre substance diaphane incolore.

Enfin je viens de terminer une serie de recherches sur les pouvoirs
emissif et absorbant des surfaces. Elles m'ont conduit a des resultats fort
curieux que je communiquerai bientot a l'Academie des Sciences9. Je crois
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qu'il est inutile de les definir car vous les releverez aisement a la simple
inspection du tableau qui suit -

(Je ne vous confie pas ces resultats sous le secret, de maniere que
vous pouvez en faire tel usage qu'il vous plaira-)

Pouvoir

Surfaces
couvertes de
Noir de fumee
Carbonate de

plomb
Colle de

emissif
sous

Faction
de l'eau

bouillante
100
100 :

91 :

Pouvoir absorbant

d'une
flamme
d'huile
100 :
53 :

52 :

du platine
incandescent

100 :
56 :

54 :

sous Faction

du cuivre du
a 400°C. a
100
89 :

64 :

cuivre
100°C.
100
100

91

poisson
Encre de 85 : 96 : 95 : 87 : 85

chine
Gomme laque 72 : 43 : 47 : 70 : 72

Presque toutes mes experiences ont ete repetees un tres grand nombre
de fois et en presence des physiciens les plus distingues de Paris et de
plusieurs savants etrangers. M Forbes vient de les repeter aussi avec un
plein succes a Edimbourgh10 et Mr Nobili a Florence (Voir Fopuscule
intitule Descrizione di due nuove pile themoelettriche e loro uso nelle ricerche
colorifighe11^). Si Fon exigeait une espece de certificat de la part de Mr
Ampere, Arago, Biot ou Dulong, je me chargerai de vous Fenvoyer sans
delai.

Quelle que soit Fissue du debat qui se tiendra a mon egard entre vous
et vos collegues de la Societe Royale, soyez bien certain Monsieur, que je
vous serai toujours infiniment oblige de tant de bienveillance. Daignez
done accepter F expression des sentiments de la plus vive reconnaissance
que vous offre avec une veritable effusion de coeur

votre tres humble et tres devoue serviteur I Macedoine Melloni
Paris ce 27 Decembre 1834

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur M. Faraday I de la Societe Royale de Londres
des Acadelmies des Sciences de Paris Petersburgh I &c &c I A institution
Royale I Londres
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TRANSLATION
Sir,

My joy was truly great when Mr. Fioruzzi1 gave me your kind letter and
the paper that accompanied it2:1 saw from this that far from forgetting me,
you had the kindness to interest yourself in me more than I could ever
hope. The beautiful reward that you speak of would have been a very great
prize for me at any time, but it took on an immense value after the very
uncharitable behaviour that has been directed against me here.

1 do not know at all what are the scientific conditions that a discovery
has to fulfil in order to merit the Rumford medal3. If you think it would be
best to present in a very concise form the principal results of my research, I
would say that it seems to me that I have shown in a very clear way4:1st The
immediate and instantaneous passage of radiant heat through solids and
liquids, a phenomenon which had not been generally accepted by
philosophers at that time; 2nd The difference that exists between the two
transparencies, luminescent and calorific; 3rd The immediate transmission
of radiant heat by completely opaque solid substances; 4th The existence of
a true calorific coloration invisible in diaphanous colourless mediums; 5th
The equal absorption that continuous colouring substances in coloured
glasses (except green) exert on rays of heat which manage to cross the
glass substance; 6th The refraction of the heat emanated by bodies heated
by boiling water, 7th The constant transmission through a solid body of all
kinds of radiant heats, from that of the brightest flame to the heat emitted
by a hand; 8th The non-polarisation of heat rays by their transmission
through sheets of tourmaline. If I am not completely mistaken, the latter
results change completely our ideas on the nature of the agent that
produced the phenomena of radiant heat, following the observations of
Berard5, Brewster6 and De la Roche7.

My experiments on the change of the position of the maximum of
temperature in the spectrum (above all the last one, of which an extract is
inserted in the Institut of 17 December8) seem to me to establish two facts of
great importance for the analysis of solar heat rays by rock salt and their
variable absorption in all other diaphanous colourless substances.

Finally, I have just completed a series of investigations on the emitting
and absorbing powers of surfaces. These have led me to some most curious
results which I shall communicate soon to the Academie des Sciences9. I
believe it is useless to define them, as you will understand them easily by a
simple inspection of the table which follows.
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Emitting
power

under the
action

of boiling
water

100
100 :

91
85 :
72

of an
oil

flame
100 :
53 :

52 :
96 :
43 :

Absorbing power

of
incandescent

platinum
100 :
56 :

54 :
95 :
47 :

under action

of copper of
at 400°C. at
100
89 :

64
87 :
70 :

copper
100°C.
100
100

91
85
72

Surfaces
covered with
Lampblack
Lead

Carbonate
Fish glue
Indian Ink
Lac

(I do not give you these results in confidence, so that you can make
what use you like of them.)

Almost all my experiments have been repeated a very great number of
times in the presence of the most distinguished Parisian philosophers and
of several foreign savants. Mr. Forbes has just repeated them completely
successfully in Edinburgh10 and Mr. Nobili in Florence (See the short paper
entitled Descrizione di due nuove pile thermo-elettriche e low uso nelle
ricerche calorifighe11). If a kind of certificate were required from Mr. Ampere,
Arago, Biot or Dulong, I would undertake to send it to you without delay.

Whatever the outcome of the debate about me which will take place
between you and your colleagues of the Royal Society, please rest assured,
Sir, that I shall always be infinitely obliged for so much kindness. Please,
therefore, accept the expression of the feelings of deep gratitude that I offer
you effusively from the bottom of my heart, I your most humble and most
devoted servant I Macedoine Melloni.
Paris, this 27 December 1834.

1. Unidentified.
2. Faraday (1834c), ERE8.
3. Faraday had recommended to the Council of the Royal Society that the Rumford Medal
should be awarded to Melloni. RS CM, 6 November 1834,1: 55. This was awarded on 8 January
1835, RS CM, 1: 66.
4. Melloni (1833).
5. Jacques Etienne Berard (1789-1869, DSB). French chemist. For this work see Berard
(1817).
6. See Powell (1832b), 293-5 for a report on Brewster's unpublished work on this. It is
possible that Melloni might have had this report in mind when he cited Berard and De la
Roche, rather than their original texts. He cited Powell (1832b) in Melloni (1833), 356.
7. Francois De la Roche (1743-1812, P2 under Roche). French physician. For this work see
De la Roche (1812).
8. "Chaleur du spectre", L'Institut, 1834, 2: 410-1.
9. Melloni (1835a). Read 12 January 1835.
10. Forbes (1835a, b). See also Shairp et al. (1873), 113-7.
11. According to the German translation, Nobili (1835), 525 this paper originally appeared in
the Antologia.
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Letter 751
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
11 January 1835
From the original in RI MS Fl H56
Monsieur,

Je suis bien, bien coupable, Monsieur, d'avoir tarde si longtems a
Vous remercier de l'aimable accueil que Vous avez fait a ma priere relative
aux Gymnotes. Ce n'est pas autant la confusion jetfee dans mes travaux par
un voyage que j'ai du faire avec le Roi1 a Konigsberg par mer, ni cette
conjonction planetaire de tous les Princes du Nord dont Berlin ete le
theatre, ni un bras toujours bien malade depuis le sejour dans les forets
humides de l'Orenoque qui m'ont fait tarder: c'est l'espoir que j'avais de
vous faire hommage, Monsieur, de la Premiere partie de mon Cosmos
(Physique du monde, essai de presenter a la fois les phenomenes des Cieux
et de la Geographie physique2) qui de mois en mois, a prolonge mon
silence. Je crains bien que Vous ne soyez pas initie dans le dedale de notre
langue germanzco-indico-pelagique: cependant je tiens trop a l'espoir de
placer dans Votre bibliotheque le livre auquel je mets le plus d'importance
parce que en peu de pages il devroit offrir le plus de faits, pour que je
resiste a la tentation. Des que la premiere partie sera imprimee, j'aurai
1'honneur de Vous en adresser un exemplaire par la voye du Bn de Bulow3,
Ministre de Prusse a Londres, gendre de mon frere ainee[.j C'est par la
meme Legation que je Vous offre aujourd'hui un beau groupe de ce cristaux
de feldspath qui ont pris naissance pour ainsi dire, sous nos yeux.

M Heine4 les a decouvert a Sangerhausen (Mansfeld) dans un tour
(Munster-Dohlen) servant a la [five words illegible], le phenomene est d'un
grand interet de geologie. il Test d'autant plus que Mr Mitscherlich n'avoit
point encore reussi a former les trisilicates de toutes pierres comme en
forme du mica, des isocrases, des Granats et sur le feldspath Poggendorf
Ann T33 p3375 oxide de chrome T33 p 341. 3446. Comme on se sert du gris
ancien ([two words illegible]) refermant du feldspath, pour la conformation
des torrs, le Docteur soupgonne que ces feldspath sont regeneres par
sublimation avec le zinc (Ofenbruch) qui les accompagne. Je serois bien
heureux si ces objets pourraient, Vous etre agreables, j'y ajoute l'oxide de
Chrome obtenu par Mr Wohler d'un pas; Spec. 32, 5, 21. Les cristaux sont
d'une durete si remarquable qu'ils entament le cristal de [word illegible] ,
les topazes, le zircum. C'est le corps le plus dur produit artificiellement et
precipite de l'etat [word illegible]! Je pense que Vous le possederez deja.
Agreez, je vous supplie, 1'hommage de ma vive reconnaissance pour les
demarches que vous avez faites pour obtenir les Gymnotes7. Apres les
grandes et admirables decouvertes que nous devons a Votre sagacite,
Monsieur, la Societe Royale saura profiter des phenomenes etonnans
qu'offre l'organisation animale dans sa plus puissante action au dehors, Les
gymnotes, communs dans les Llanos de Caracas (pres de Calebozo), dans
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toutes les petites rivieres qui vont a 1'Orenoque, dans les Guyanes anglaise,
francaise, et hollandaise, ne sont pas d'un transport difficile. Nous les
avons perdu si tot a Paris, par ce qu'on les a trop fatigue des leur arrivee. A
Stockholm chez M. Norderling8 et Fahlberg, ils ont vecu quatre mois. Je
conseillerais de les transporter de Surinam, (d'Essequebo, Demerary,
Cayenne), en ete, car les Gymnotes vivent dans leur pays natal, dans des
eaux de 25° cent; il y en a qui ont 5 pies de long, je conseillerais d'en choisir
de 24 a 28 pouces. Leur force varie avec la nourriture et le repos. Ils
mangent ayant l'estomac tres petit, peu et souvent, de la viande cuite non
salee, de petits poissons, meme du pain. II faut essayer leur force et le genre
de nouriture avant de les embarquer, et ne prendre que des poissons deja
accoutumes a la prison. Je les ai tenu dans un baquet long de 4 pies et de 16
pouces de large. II faut changer l'eau (douce) tous les 3-4 jours et ne pas
empecher le poisson de venir a la surface, car il aime a humer Fair. Un filet
doit entourer le baquet. Le Gymnote s'elance volontier hors de l'eau. Voila
tous les conseils que je saurais donner, il est important surtout de ne pas
trop tourmenter 1'animal: il s'epuise par les frequentes explosions
electriques. Plusieurs Gymnotes peuvent etre dans un meme baquet9. Je ne
connois de Mr Davy que l'interessant memoire sur la Torpille et sa faculte
de decomposer l'eau (Phil Tr 1832 PII p 25910)[.] Nous ne possedons encore
ici que la premiere Partie des Trans, de 1834, qui renferme Vos importans
memoires du 11 Janv. et du 13 Fevr. 183411. Quoique mes propres travaux
de chimie pratique tombent dans le monde antediluvien, je n'en suis pas
moins attentif aux progres d'une science a laquelle je dois les plus douces
jouissances intellectuelles. Si encore l'hiver passe, j'ai assiste, tous les
matins, aux cours de Mr Mitscherlich qui professe de la maniere la plus
distinguee, c'etait surtout pour voir une partie de ces belles experiences
que nous devons a Votre sagacite, Monsieur. De nouvelles manieres de voir
necessitent sans doute une nouvelle nomenclature!.] Ces grands mots de
positif et de negatif ont fait bien du mal, presque autant que les abus des
mots froid et chaud en medecine, therapie et matiere medicale. Votre
nomenclature s'adapte au genie des langues de l'Europe latine. Les
francois ne se revolterent que contre les "anions" et les "ions." Une
nomenclature est toujours bonne, lorsque comme la Votre, elle etend la
sphere de nos idees. Agreez, je vous supplie, Monsieur, l'expression de la
haute et affectueuse admiration qui Vous est due a tant de litres. Votre tres
h. et tres-ob. S I Alexandre Humboldt
Potsdam, I ce 11 Janv. I 1835.

Je desire bien que M. Davy aye traite les question de l'action de la
torpille dans les cas ou Ton ne forme pas de chaine. Je fais allusion a des
experiences que j'ai faites, avec M. Gay-Lussac et qui ne sont bien
developpees que dans la Relat. hist, de mon Voyage Chap 7 (T. II p 18612)
Dans l'etat actuel de la science il sera facile a cet excellent Physicien de
trancher la question vitale sur la mode d'action. Je n'ai malheureusement
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eu que pour quelques heures Votre memoire imprime dans le Journal of
Science Nov. p.33413[.] Ce que Vous exposer [sic] sur the definite nature des
decompositions electro-chimique est d'une haute portee. C'est une grande
loi de la nature!

TRANSLATION
Sir,

I am very, very guilty, Sir, to have delayed for so long in thanking you
for the kind reception you gave in response to my plea about gymnoti. It is
not so much the confusion thrown amongst my works by a voyage that I
had to undertake with the King1 to Konigsberg, nor the planetary
conjunction of all the princes of the north for which Berlin was the stage,
nor my arm still extremely ill after a trip to the humid Orinoco forests that
have made me delay; it is the hope that I had of paying homage to you, Sir,
with the first part of my Cosmos ("Physique du Monde", an attempt to
explain at the same time the phenomena of the skies and of physical
geography2), that has prolonged my silence from month to month. I fear
that you are not initiated in the maze of our germano-indico-pelagic
language; however, I have placed too much hope in donating to your library
a book which in my opinion is most important, because in the fewest pages
it ought to offer the most facts, for me to resist this temptation. As soon as
the first part is printed, I shall have the honour of addressing a copy to you
by means of Baron de Bulow3, Prussian minister in London, son in law of
my elder brother. It is by the same legation that I offer you today a beautiful
group of feldspar crystals, which were born, one might say, under our eyes.

Mr Heine4 discovered them at Sangerhausen (Mansfeld) during a tour
(Munster to Dohlen) [five words illegible]. The phenomenon is of great
geological interest. All the more because Mr. Mitscherlich had not yet
managed to form trisilicates of all rocks such as in the form of mica,
isocrases, flints and on feldspar. (Poggendorff Annalen volume 33 p.3375

oxide of chrome volume 33 p 341-3446). Since grauwacke ([two words
illegible]) enclosing feldspar is used to make tors, the Doctor suspects that
these feldspars are regenerated by sublimation with zinc (Ofenbriich)
which accompanies them. I should be very happy if these objects were
pleasing to you, I add the oxide of chrome obtained in one step by Mr.
Wohler; Spec. 32, 5, 21. These crystals are of such amazing hardness that
they can cut into crystals of [word illegible], topaz, zircon. It is the hardest
substance produced artificially and precipitated from a state of [word
illegible]. I think that you have it already.

Please accept, I beg you, the homage of my deep gratitude for the
steps you took to obtain the gymnoti7. After the great and admirable
discoveries that we owe to your sagacity, Sir, the Royal Society will know
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how to profit from the surprising phenomena that the animal kingdom
offers in its most powerful action to the outside world.

Common gymnoti in the Llanos de Caracas (near Calebaze), in all the
little rivers that flow to the Orinoco, in British, French and Dutch Guiana,
are not difficult to transport. We have more often lost them in Paris because
we have tired them out too much after their arrival. In Stockholm, at
Messrs. Norderling's8 and Fahlberg's, they have lived for four months. I
would advise you to transport them from Surinam, Essequibo, Demerary,
Cayenne, in summer, since gymnoti live in their native country in waters of
25°. There are some that are five feet long. I would advise you to choose
twenty-seven to twenty-eight inch ones. Their strength varies with food
and rest. They eat, having a small stomach, little and often, cooked,
unsalted meat, small fish, even bread. You must test their strength and the
type of food before loading them on board, and take only those fish which
are used to captivity. I kept them in a tub four feet long and sixteen inches
wide. You must change the water (fresh) every three or four days and not
impede the fish from coming to the surface, as it loves to smell the air. A net
should surround the tub. The gymnotus jumps voluntarily out of the water.
That is all the advice I can give. It is very important above all not to torment
the animal too much: it exhausts itself by frequent electrical emissions.
Several gymnoti can be put in the same tub9. I know only of Mr. Davy's
interesting paper on torpedoes and their ability to decompose water. QPhit.
Trans. 1832, Part II, p.259.10) We possess at present only the first part of the
Trans, of 1834, which encloses your very important papers of 11 January
and 13 February 183411. Although my own works on practical chemistry are
themselves antediluvian, I am no less attentive to the progress of a science
to which I owe the sweetest intellectual pleasures. If, moreover, last winter,
I attended all the morning lectures of Mr. Mitscherlich, who teaches in the
most distinguished manner, it was above all to see a part of these beautiful
experiments that we owe to your sagacity, Sir. New ways of seeing things
necessitate without doubt a new nomenclature. The grand words positive
and negative have done enough harm, almost as much as the abuse of the
words cold and hot in medicine, surgery and medical matters. Your
nomenclature adapts itself to the genius of the languages of Latin Europe.
The French will only object to the anions and the ions. A nomenclature is
always good when, as yours does, it extends the sphere of our ideas.

Please accept, I beg you, Sir, the expression of the high and
affectionate admiration which is owed to you under all counts. Your most
humble and most obedient servant I Alexandre Humboldt.
Potsdam I this 11 January 1835.

I should very much like Mr Davy to investigate the action of the
torpedo in the case where one does not form a chain. I allude to
experiments that I performed with Mr. Gay-Lussac and which are not very
well developed except in the Relation Historique of my journey (volume ii,
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chapter vii, p 18612). Given the contemporary state of science it will be easy
for this excellent philosopher to settle the difficult question on the type of
action. I sadly only saw your paper printed in the Journal of Science
(November, p. 33413) a few hours ago. What you expound on the definite
nature of electro-chemical decompositions has far-reaching significance. It
is a great law of nature!

1. Frederick William III (1770-1840, NDB). King of Prussia, 1797-1840.
2. Not published until Humboldt (1845).
3. Heinrich von Bulow (1791-1846, NDB). Prussian ambassador to England, 1827-1841.
4. Carl Julius Heine (b.1808, PI). German mineralogist.
5. Wohler (1834).
6. Kersten (1834) with a note by Mitscherlich on p.340.
7. See letter 749.
8. Unidentified.
9. A translation of this passage from the beginning of the paragraph is given in Faraday
(1839a), ERE15, 1753. The advice given here was used to revive the gymnotus when it arrived
in London in August 1838. See Bradley (1838).
10. Davy, J. (1832).
11. Faraday (1834a, b), ERE6 and 7. The dates are when these papers were read to the Royal
Society.
12. Humboldt (1814-25), 2: 186-90.
13. Faraday (1834Q, ERE7, 783-821. Humboldt was using the subsidiary title of the Phil.Mag.

Letter 752
Faraday to John Barrow
13 January 1835
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4613 f.13

Royal Institution I 13 Jany 1834 [sic]
Dear Sir

By your direction I analysed twenty samples of oatmeal for the
Admiralty in November 1832, for which I have a note against the Admiralty
in my books of twenty guineas^.]

Perhaps I ought not to mention this to you; but rather make enquiry in
the offices somewhereu But I have thought once or twice that you sent
them to me as one engaged by the Admiralty; being unaware that that
engagement ceased long ago Should such a mistake have occurred with
you and the affair is therefore out of the usual order do not trouble yourself
any further about it[.j

I am Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
John Barrow Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsements: 14 Jany. Acct. Gen to pay this. Aq him by note [unidentified
initials] 14 Jan 1835[.] Bill paid
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1. See letters 631, 633, 634 and 635.

Letter 753
Dionysius Lardner to Faraday
16 January 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris, I 16 Jany 1835
My Dear Faraday. In case you continue to desire that I should endeavour to
give some sketch of the circumstances attending Halleys comet I should
wish to do so if it be convenient to you on either the first or second friday in
february1. I have however some fears that the subject will want novelty
since there is a very able article on it in the companion to the British
almanack for the present year from the pen I suspect of Lubbock2. If
however notwithstanding this you think the matter will not have the
flatness of a twice told tale I will do the best I can with it.

If you should decide to have it, there are one or two little matters
which being previously prepared would greatly facilitate the explanation
and as I shall most probably not arrive in London till a day or two before
the time fixed for the lecture you will perhaps have the goodness to cause
the things to be prepared by some one connected with the institution.

I enclose a paper describing what I think would be desirable. The little
contrivance of circular & elliptic rings of wire will save a world of
explanation and will indeed do what no explanation could equally well
effect. I fear you will think the figures to be written on paper too long, yet I
do not very well see how we can either dispense with or abridge them.
Indeed in addition to them I shall want the use of rather a large black board.

If you thought that two evenings on comets would not be wearisome,
we might with very interesting matter respecting Encke's comet, and the
comet of 1770, the comet of 1680 (supposed to have been the proximate
cause of the deluge &c) in addition to Halleys, occupy the two first fridays
in feby. I could not at present undertake any friday evening except one or
both of these because I am not certain when I shall be in town. I shall be
obliged to leave town the third week of feby.

ever yours faithfully I Dion: Lardner
Any letter addressed to St James Square will be forwarded to me thro the
embassy[.j

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle St.

1. See LitGaz., 18 April 1835, p.249 for an account of Lardner's Friday Evening Discourse of
10 April 1835 on "Halley's Comet". He also gave a second Friday Evening Discourse on 1 May
1835 on "Halley's Comet". Noted in Phil.Mag., 1835, 7: 70.
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2. "Halley's Comet", British Almanack, 1835, 5-15. There is also a note signed by Lubbock on
p.263 entitled "Note on Halley's Comet". See also Lubbock (1835).

Letter 754
Dionysius Lardner to Faraday
23 January 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris. 23 Jany 1835
My Dear Faraday. I received yours of the 10th but had previously written to
you1. If you confine the comets to one evening let it be the 6th and say
"Notice of Halley's Comef\ If you extend it to two evenings say - "Notice of
the most remarkable comets especially those whose return will take place in
1835"2.

The people here have made many and kind enquiries after you. Biot
especially says he would give much to have you for a few hours with him.
He thinks he has made an important discovery respecting the application
of circular polarisation to chemical investigations3. He has also shewn me
some very extraordinary experiments on radiant heat which throw Leslie's
altogether into the shade4.1 hope to exhibit them at the next meeting of the
association5.

Immense improvements have been lately made in the observatory
which Arago has shewn me and which, when the second circle is finished,
will make it a more efficient thing than Greenwich.

I shall (D.V.) be in London on Monday 2nd Feby.
ever yours faithfully I Dion: Lardner

1. Letter 753.
2. See note 1, letter 753.
3. Biot (1832, 1834).
4. Biot (1835).
5. Lardner does not seem to have done this.

Letter 755
William Hosking1 to Faraday
26 January 1835
From Anon (1835a), 70

44, Berners-street, Jan. 26, 1835.
Dear Sir, - As you have witnessed the experiment upon the improved or
pneumatic system of railway, and expressed a highly gratifying opinion of
its merits, I am anxious to be permitted to cite you as an authority on those
important points on which you can speak most confidently, and on which
alone its practical application depends.
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The efficacy of the power is, of course, indisputable; and it is but to
witness the experiment, as you have done, to admit that the mode of its
application which this improvement embodies is equally simple and
certain.

To put the power which nature supplies in action, and apply it to the
object, local steam-engines are employed, as these yield the services of the
gigantic force of steam in the cheapest possible manner. Local steam-
engines possess, moreover, this further important and valuable quality,
that the intensity of the force may be greatly varied upon them, so that they
may be worked at a low pressure for levels and descents, and be increased
in their effect to almost any extent to work acclivities.

The possession of the means of increasing the active force as the
occasion may require, obviates the necessity of obtaining a level, or even a
near approach to a level; and as it is this necessity which involves the
enormous expense of cutting down or tunnelling through hills, and of
embanking across valleys for the locomotive system, the advantage of
obviating it needs only to be pointed out to be admitted.

In the mechanical construction of the railway, whilst the cylindrical
form which is given to the body, and its inflexible continuity, make it
independent of artificial foundations, the attachment of the rails to the
cylinder upon its horizontal diameter gives them the important advantage
of being at once inseparably connected, and totally independent of
extraneous or artificial support.

Besides the general stability which the peculiar form and mechanical
construction of the improved railway give it, the system upon which it is
worked renders it free from any tendency to derangement, since the
carriages run along upon the rails with the even and unexciting pressure of
the load alone; and this system employs no ponderous locomotive-engine,
whose violent concussions might promote any such tendency, nor is the
railway burdened with an incumbrance which wastes upon its own
unprofitable weight a large proportion of the power it brings.

The attachment of the governor, or external carriage of the travelling
apparatus, to the dynamic traveller within the body of the railway, and its
connexions with the railway itself, are such as to preclude the possibility of
its being thrown off; and as the train of carriages must follow the governor,
and every carriage has its peculiar attachment, their security is absolute.
Indeed, it appears to me difficult to suppose an accident arising form the
railway itself, or from the mode of transit, or that could happen to either,
that could have the effect of rendering the carriages insecure, or even affect
in the slightest degree their safety.

I do not trouble you with questions as to the cost of formation and
construction, as that is a mere matter of estimate; - the fact that the power
employed is capable of being increased at pleasure, to overcome
acclivities, shows an important saving in the most expensive item; and in
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working a railway, the difference between the expense of local and
locomotive steam-power alone, is so beyond all comparison in favour of
the former, that no one at all conversant with the subject will require
evidence of the great advantage in point of economy to be derived from its
use.

Your confirmation of the correctness of the views herein stated will
much oblige,

Dear Sir, I Your faithful servant, I William Hocking [sic].
Michael Faraday, Esq., F.R.S., I &c. &c. &c.

1. William Hosking (1800-1861, DNB). Engineer to West London railway.

Letter 756
Faraday to John Murray
2 February 18351

From the original in JMA
R Institution I 2 Feby 1834 [sic]

My dear Sir
My brother in law Mr George Buchanan of Edinburgh has written to

me about a proposed work and wishes me to ask you about it. I think he
would make a good work of it but I send you part of his letter and will call on
Thursday Morning to hear what you say to it[.]

most faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
John Murray Esq

1. Dated on the basis that letter 760 is on the same topic.

Letter 757
John MacCulloch1 to Faraday
2 February 1835
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.32
Sir

Some years ago I collected a quantity of the fucus pygmaeus (that
was), on account of its suffocating smell of Iodine, meaning to examine it
for that end. For the same reason I collected some of the lichen caesius,
expecting to find that substance, first, in this plant, & possibly, afterwards,
in others. I have had no opportunity since, & never may. It is a pity to
destroy two plants which are difficult to procure in any quantity. If you take
any interest in the matter they are at your service; & should you choose to
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send one of your messengers, they shall be left for you, addressed in the
shop of Mr Still2, Surgeons instrument maker 4, Leicester placet)

You will of course excuse this address from one who is a stranger to
you, personally, though not otherwise^

Your very obedient I J. MacCulloch

Address: Michael Faraday I Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle
Street
Postmark: 2 February 1835

1. John MacCulloch (1773-1835, DNB). Geologist.
2. Alexander Still. Surgical instrument maker of 4 Leicester Place. POD.

Letter 758
Faraday to William Hosking1

3 February 1835
From Anon (1835a), 71

Royal Institution, Feb. 3, 1835.
My dear Sir, - The points in your letter on the 26th of last month2, which you
put to me for an opinion, are such that 1 have no hesitation in agreeing with
you upon them.

To enumerate briefly these points:- the principle of communication of
power is correct - the use of local steam-engines is highly advantageous,
both for cheapness of force, and capability of varying it when required - the
necessity for levels will, I presume, therefore be greatly obviated - the
association of cylinder and rail is such, that the whole road must (with
sufficient thickness in the cylinder) have great strength and firmness - the
absence of locomotive-engines removes much of the cause of derangement
which the road would have to sustain - and I do not see how the governor
and carriages can leave the railway.

You know my objection to giving a general opinion in reference to the
profitable application of the plan in question; but I may here add, that the
reserve I feel originates simply in my possessing no practical knowledge of
the construction, expense, and profit of ordinary railroads.

I am, my dear Sir, I Very truly yours, I M. Faraday.
William Hocking [sic], Esq., F.S.A., I &c. &c. &c.

1. William Hosking (1800-1861, DNB). Engineer to West London railway.
2. Letter 755.
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Letter 759
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
4 February 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Monsieur
11 y a dans la vie certains evenements qui causent une sensation trop

vive pour pouvoir Fexprimer d'une maniere convenable: tel est l'effet qu'a
produit sur moi votre noble conduite dans l'affaire de la Societe Royale1.
Ici, je frequentais des Academiciens puissants qui ne cessaient de me
prodiguer des paroles dorees; parmi eux il s'en trouvait quelques uns
auxquels j'avais rendu des services, et plusieurs qui se disaient mes amis.
Ces messieurs voyaient les obstacles que la malignite opposait a ma
carriere scientifique; ils pouvaient les ecarter - je dirai plus - ils le devaient,
car c'etait au jugement du Corps Savant dont ils font partie que je
soumettais le fruit de mes veilles et cependant, la justice que j'avais le droit
d'attendre d'eux etait indefiniment prorogee dans la seule crainte d'user
leur influence aupres des mechants. On ne pouvait nier en public des faits
evidents et connus par la grande masse des philosophes independants; il
fallait done tacher de les faire oublier par un Silence officiel; on risquait
ainsi d'etouffer des germes qui pouvaient devenir feconds pour la Science,
mais qu'importe - Perisse la science et la justice plutot que nos interets! voila
leur devise. Et vous Monsieur qui appartenez a une Societe a laquelle je
n'avais rien offert, vous qui me connaissiez a peine de nom, vous n'avez pas
demande si j'avais des ennemis faibles ou puissants, ni calcule quel en etait
le nombre; mais vous avez parie pour l'opprime etranger, pour celui qui
n'avait pas le moindre droit a tant de bienveillance, et vos paroles ont ete
accueillies favorablement par des Collegues conscienscieux! Je reconnais
bien la des hommes dignes de leur noble mission, les veritables
representants de la Science d'un pays libre et genereux. Ailleurs tout est
egoisme ou deception.

Que mille et mille graces soient rendues en mon nom a Mr Faraday et
au Conseil de la Societe Royale - je n'y saurais ajouter autre chose pour le
moment, mais j'attends avec impatience l'occasion de montrer par des faits
les sentiments ineffacables de reconnaissance qui sont profondement
graves dans le coeur de

votre tout devoue Serv. et ami I Macedoine Melloni
Paris ce 4 Fevrier 1835
P.S. Nous aurions besoin M. Biot et moi de l'appareil de Mr Nicol2

consistant en deux doubles prismes de spath d'Islande dont les pieces sont
collees ensemble au baume de Canada3: e'est le meme appareil que vient
d'employer Mr Talbot dans ses experiences sur I'application de la lumiere
polarisee a divers objets vus au microscope4. Je vous serai bien oblige si
vous vouliez avoir la complaisance d'en acheter un pour notre compte et de
l'envoyer a Mr Cardot5 Conservateur des archives de Flnstitut R. de France
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a Paris (palais de l'lnstitut): je remettrai de suite la somme que vous aurez
deboursee a Mr Pentland6 ou a telle autre personne qu'il vous plaira de me
designer.

Je vous prierai en meme terns de retirer la medaille que vous venez de
me faire decerner, et de Fenvoyer a la meme adresse.

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur M. Faraday I de la Societe Royale, des
Academies I des Sciences de Paris Berlin Petersburg I &c &c IA FInstitution
Royale Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir,

There are in life certain events which cause such strong emotions that
these cannot be conveniently expressed in words: such is the effect which
your noble conduct in the affair at the Royal Society has produced in me1.
Here, 1 visited powerful members of the Academie, who lavished gilded
words on me unceasingly; amongst them were some to whom I had
rendered services and several who called themselves my friends. These
gentlemen saw the obstacles that malice opposed to my scientific career;
they could have pushed it aside -1 would say more - they should have, for it
was to the judgement of the scientific community of which they are part
that I submitted the fruit of my waking hours and in the meantime the
justice that I had the right to expect from them was infinitely deferred
solely for fear of using their influence with the wicked. One could not deny
in public the evident facts, known by the great mass of independent
philosophers; they therefore had to try to forget them by an official silence:
one risked in this way extinguishing germs that could become fruitful for
Science, but what does that matter - Let science and justice perish rather than
our own interests! - that was their motto. And you, Sir, who belong to a
Society to which I have offered nothing, you who know me barely by name,
you did not ask if I had weak or powerful enemies, nor calculated what was
their number; but you spoke up for the oppressed foreigner, for him who
did not have the least right to so much kindness and your words were
accepted favourably by conscientious colleagues. I recognise in that men
worthy of their noble mission, true representatives of Science in a free and
generous country. Elsewhere all is egoism or deception.

May thousands and thousands of thanks be given in my name to Mr.
Faraday and to the Council of the Royal Society -1 would not know what to
add at the moment, but I wait impatiently for the opportunity to show by
deed the indelible feelings of gratitude that are deeply engraved in the
heart of I your completely devoted servant and friend I Macedoine Melloni.
Paris this 4 February 1835
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P.S. We need, Mr. Biot and I, Mr Nicol's2 instrument consisting of two
double prisms of Icelandic spar, of which the pieces are stuck together with
Canadian balsam3: it is the same apparatus as Mr. Talbot has used for his
experiments on the application of polarised light through diverse objects
seen through a microscope4. I should be very grateful if you would be so
kind as to purchase one on our account and to send it to Mr. Cardot5,
Archivist of the Institut R. de France in Paris (Institute buildings): I shall
send the remittance by return to Mr. Pentland6 or to whomever you please.

I would ask you at the same time to withdraw the medal you have just
awarded me and to send it to the same address.

1. See note 3, letter 750.
2. William Nicol (1768-1851, DSB). Inventor of a polarising prism.
3. Nicol (1828-9), Talbot (1834b).
4. Talbot (1834c), 321-7.
5. Chief of the Secretariat of the Academie des Sciences. Almanach Nationale.
6. Joseph Barclay Pentland (1797-1873, DNB). Traveller.

Letter 760
Faraday to John Murray
9 February 1835
From the original in JMA

R Institution I 9 Feby 1835
My dear Sir

Can you oblige me with your opinion and inclination respecting the
subject of railroad1 which I mentioned to you the other day, that I may write
to Edinburgh to Mr Buchanan2u

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Murray Esq I &c &c &c

1. Buchanan does not seem to have written such a work.
2. See letter 756.

Letter 761
Faraday to John William Lubbock
11 February 1835
From the original in RS MS Lub F3

Royal Institution I 11 Feby 1835
My dear Sir

I owe you many thanks for the trouble you have taken. I will set the
matter right at your Bank within a few daysu
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You remember Mr. Bate said he knew of some errors in Gilpins1

tables2. Again in taking the differences of the series of numbers they come
out very irregularly. These circumstances make me anxious that we should
verify the tables in a very sufficient manner before we use them. For though
I hope we may be able to find them sufficient for our purpose yet as
intrusted with so important a matter as their application by Government to
such general purposes we cannot relieve ourselves from a strict
examination3^]

There are also some investigations which must be made on the effect
of time which will require the use of the same apparatus as that Mr Bate
must employ in the examination. Finally I expect that the expence of
verification can not be very great. It can only be a small part of that required
to make a new set of experiments altogether!.]

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. George Gilpin (d.1810, Hall (1984), 224). Clerk to the Royal Society, 1785-1810. Anon
(1940), 344.
2. Gilpin (1794).
3. This was related to the work of the Royal Society Excise Committee which existed from
1832 to 1836. The Committee was charged with helping to develop a method to ascertain the
strength of spirits. In particular the Board of Excise desired that a hydrometer and appropriate
tables for this purpose be made. Since the successful manufacturer of a suitable hydrometer
would receive a lucrative contract from the Excise to make them, there were a number of
instruments from different makers on offer. The Committee had to judge which was the most
reliable and accurate. Faraday was a member of this Committee. He had already written one
report for the Committee in February 1833 (RS MS MM 13.96). For the minutes of the
Committee see RS MS CMB 67. See also McConnell (1993).

Letter 762
Faraday to Percy Drummond
17 February 1835
From the original in RMA WO 150 / 13, f.70

R Institution I 17 Feb 1835
Dear Sir

March will soon be here. Are the Chemical Lectures1 this Season to
begin on the 4th of that Monthu

Waiting your instructions.
I am I Dear Sir I Your faithful servant I M. Faraday

Coll. Drummond I &c &c &c

Endorsement: Answered 19th. We shall expect him on the 4 of Marchu P.D

1. At the Royal Military Academy.
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Letter 763
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
17 February 18351

From the original in BrUL MS
R Institution I 17 Feby

Dear Sir
I trace the Mercury nearly to the centre of the wood but not quite. But

there may be a little even thereto
Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday

I.K. Brunell Esq I &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday noted this analysis in "Royal Institution Laboratory
Notebook, 1830-1861", RI MS HD 8b, 17 February 1835, p.60.

Letter 764
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
17 February 18351

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mint, Tuesday

Dear Faraday,
1 am not very well today or would have come to you upon the subject

of your note. I always consider it a part of my duty to aid & assist you as far
as his [sic] in my power, in your arduous task of providing for the Friday
Evenings. I have not the least objection to Friday the 27h provided Mr
Baber2 will be prepared with his apparatus, and as he has but little to
furnish which is not already in his Manufactory I have no apprehension of
delay on his account. I would myself write to him, but I think a line from you
will be more effective, to tell him that we have settled for next Friday week,
and that I will wait upon him, or meet him at the Institution whenever he
pleases, to make final arrangements - perhaps he would appoint Saturday
next after my lecture for the purpose.

It has occurred to me that all these new things out of wood - I mean
kreosote pittacal3 &c if they do not end, as they originated, in smoke, might
furnish us, through the aid of Morson, who is working hard at some of them,
with matter for an evening. I also thought of Manufacture of Lead - Shot
pipes - &c helped out by Messrs Maltbys4.1 am quite sure how much better
you do all these things than I, but I anxiously wish to relieve you as far as I
can of your laborious duties - and therefore any thing you can suggest in
which I can assist you I will willingly & cheerfully undertake.

Yours very faithfully I Wm. Thos. Brande
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1. Dated on the basis that this letter refers to Brande's Friday Evening Discourse of 27
February 1835 "On the manufacture of floor-cloth". For an account of this lecture see
Rec.Gen.ScL, 1835, 1: 396-7. In this lecture Brande was assisted by workmen from the
manufactory in Knightsbridge (p.396).
2. Of Smith and Baber, floor cloth manufacturers in Knightsbridge. Robson (1835), 687.
3. Reichenbach (1832, 1833) respectively.
4. Maltby. Lead merchant of Laurence Pountney. POD. Although Faraday did not give a
Friday Evening Discourse on lead, he discussed Maltby's work extensively in his lecture on
lead on 16 May 1835 as part of his course "On the chemical and physical properties of the
common metals". See Faraday's notes RI MS F4I M1835, p.ll.

Letter 765
Andre-Marie Ampere to Faraday
17 February 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et tres cher confrere,

dans la lettre que j 'eus l'honneur de vous ecrire dans le temps1 pour
vous remercier de la note relative a l'experience que je fis en 1822, a
geneve, avec mr. aug. de la Rive2 note que vous avez eu l'attention pour moi
d'inserer dans les transactions philosophiques de 18333, je vous parlais de
l'ouvrage que j'imprimais alors sur la philosophie des sciences, et des
changements que je meditais sur le premier essai de classification des
connaissances humaines que je vous avais precedent communique4, vu ces
changements et ceux que j 'ai faits depuis pour arriver a l'ordre le plus
naturel et le plus complet, l'impression de mon ouvrage n'a ete terminee
que l'automne dernier, des qu'il eut paru, je chargeai mr. bachelier5 qui
avait achete l'edition, de vous en envoyer deux exemplaires, l'un pour vous
mon tres cher confrere, l'autre pour la Societe royale, a qui je vous priais de
l'offrir de ma part. mr. bachelier m'a assure qu'il Vous les avait
effectivement envoye, et je ne doutais pas d'apres ce qu'il m'avait dit que
vous ne les eussiez re^u il y a au moins trois. Votre lettre m'ayant fait
craindre que ~es exemplaires ne vous soient pas parvenus mr. Andrew
Smith6 a bien vc ulu se charger d'un exemplaire qui me restait, les autres
ayant ete achetes par mr. bachelier, pour vous l'offrir dans le cas ou vous
n'auriez pas regu celui que je l'avais (mr. bachelier) charge de vous
l'envoyer. Si au contraire il vous etait, ce qui vous rendrait inutile
l'exemplaire que j'ai remis a Mr. Andrew Smith vous me rendriez un grand
service, Mon tres-cher confrere, en remettant cet exemplaire au redacteur
de celui que vous choisiriez des ouvrages periodiques anglais qui rendent
compte des livres nouveaux publies sur le continent et relatifs aux
sciences, d'obtenir de ce redacteur un article detaille sur mon essai sur la
philosophie des sciences. Je serais infiniment reconnaissant de ce service
et doublement flatte de le devoir a l'un des premiers savants de l'europe,
dont l'amitie m'est chere autant qu'elle m'honore.
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vous avez assez vu dans ma derniere lettre combien vous aviez eu tort
de supposer que je pouvais avoir eprouve un autre sentiment que celui de
la reconnaissance pour la note que vous avez fait inserer dans les
transactions philosophiques et l'admiration que je conserverai toujours
pour les grandes decouvertes dont vous avez enrichi le domaine de la
physique et celui de la chimie.

c'est avec ces sentiments, qui dureront autant que ma vie, que j'ai
Fhonneur d'etre, I Mon tres-cher confrere, I votre tres-humble et I tres-
obeissant serviteur. i A. Ampere
Paris 177 fevr. 1835.

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday, I Secretaire perpetuel de la Societe I
royale de Londres, I Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir and very dear colleague,

In the letter that I had the honour of writing to you some time ago1 to
thank you for your note about the experiment that I performed in 1822 in
Geneva, with Mr. Auguste De la Rive2, the note that you so kindly inserted in
the Philosophical Transactions of 18333, I told you of the book that I was
printing then on the philosophy of science and the changes that I was
contemplating on the first attempt at classifying human knowledge that I
had previously sent to you4. In view of these changes and those that I have
made since to achieve a more natural and complete order, the printing of
my book was finished only last autumn. As soon as it had appeared I asked
Mr. Bachelier5, who had published the edition, to send you two copies, one
for yourself, my dear colleague, the other which I asked you to donate on
my behalf to the Royal Society. Mr. Bachelier assured me that he had in fact
sent them to you and I was in no doubt, after what he had told me, that you
would have received them at least three [months] ago. Your letter has made
me fear that these copies never reached you and Mr. Andrew Smith6 has
kindly offered to take my one spare copy, the others having been bought by
Mr. Bachelier, and offer it to you in case you did not receive the one that I
had asked [Mr. Bachelier] to send to you. If, on the other hand, you did
receive it, making the copy that I have given to Mr. Andrew Smith
redundant, you would do me a great kindness, my dear colleague, in giving
this copy to the editor of whichever English periodical you should chose,
that reviews scientifically related books recently published on the
continent and to obtain from this editor a detailed article on my attempt at
the philosophy of science. I should be infinitely grateful for this favour and
doubly flattered to owe it to one of the foremost philosophers in Europe,
whose friendship is as dear to me as it honours me.
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You saw in my last letter how wrong you were to suppose that I could
feel anything but gratitude for the note that you inserted in the
Philosophical Transactions and admiration that I shall always have for the
great discoveries with which you have enriched the fields of physics and of
chemistry.

It is with these sentiments that will last as long as I live, that I have the
honour of being, I my very dear colleague, I your most humble and I most
obedient servant, I A. Ampere.
Paris, 177 February 1835.

1. Not found.
2. See letter 654.
3. Faraday (1833a), ERE3, pp.53-4. See letter 660.
4. Ampere (1834).
5. Parisian publisher.
6. Unidentified.
7. This might possibly be 7 February as the 1 bears signs of emendation.

Letter 766
Faraday to John Rennie1

26 February 1835
From the original in RI MS Fl A7

Royal Institution I 26 Feby 1835
Dear Sir

I am very much obliged to you for your kind invitation but am under
the necessity of declining it because of a general rule which I may not
depart from without offending many kind friends - I never dine out except
with our Presidents the Duke of Sussex or the Duke of Somerset whose
invitations I consider as commands. Under these circumstances I hope you
will accept my obligations to you though I cannot accept your favour^

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Sir John Rennie I &c &c &c

1. John Rennie (1794-1874, DNB). Civil engineer.
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Letter 767
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
6 March 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 6 Mars 1835
Monsieur

J'apprends par votre derniere que Ton vous a consigne les medailles
de Rumford, et que vous voudriez savoir quelle serait la voie la plus
convenable de me les faire parvenir1. Toutes les voies sont bonnes mon
cher Monsieur, pourvu que les personnes auxquelles vous aurez la bonte
de les adresser soient bien connues de vous ou de moi. Je vous avais
indique M Cardot2 ou M Pentland3 comme appartenant a cette derniere
categorie4; mais il est entendu que vous pouvez employer tel autre individu
qui vous semblera apte a remplir cette commission. Quant au terns vous
devinerez sans doute que je serai bien aise de les avoir le plutot possible: il
en est de meme de la piece d'optique: mais il importe peu que les deux
objets arrivent ensemble, ou separement.

J'ai fait votre commission a Mr Biot qui vous remercie oeaucoup ae
votre souvenir, et me charge de vous dire qu'il va bientot etudier a fond vos
beaux phenomenes d'induction electrique en compagnie de M Poisson qui
parait avoir l'intention d'en faire l'objet d'un travail mathematique. II ne l'a
pas fait plutot parceque, attendu la haute importance du sujet, il sentait la
necessite de s'y livrer avec beaucoup de suite, et que le terns lui a manque
jusqu'ici. II vous prie en meme terns de Finformer lui et M. Biot s'il est a
votre connaissance que quelques uns de vos compatriotes se soient encore
occupes de ses applications de la polarisation circulaire aux phenomenes
chimiques, travail dont il vous envoya le premier Memoire5 dans le terns
par Madme de Sommerville, et qui a ete complete depuis par plusieurs
autres Memoires inseres dans differents journaux et notamment dans les
Annales du Museum d'Histoire Naturelle6. Dans le cas de Faffirmative il
croirait de son devoir (je me sers de ses propres expressions) d'entrer en
communication avec ces Observateurs, et de les aider a vaincre les
obstacles qu'ils pourraient avoir rencontres dans cette nouvelle branche
de la Science.

Quant a moi Monsieur, je ne puis que vous remercier de la peine que
vous vous etes donnee de repeter mes dernieres experiences a VInstitution
Royale1; et puisque vous prenez tant d'interet dans ce qui me regarde, je me
fais un veritable plaisir de vous annoncer que MM. Biot, Poisson, et Arago
ont examine mes resultats dans le plus grand detail; qu'ils en sont
enthousiasmes et que le premier va bientot en faire en leur nom un rapport
extremement favorable a l'lnstitut8. Pour cette fois la chose est certaine:
deja comme arrhes le Ministre de Flnstruction Publique9 m'a accorde une
somme de 1200 francs a leur solicitation Je dois de la reconnaissance a
ces Messieurs, et j'en aurais Mais Fopposition scientifique francaise et
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mes compatriotes observent que tout cela arrive apres le prix de la Societe
Royale; et moi, je ne puis m'empecher de reflechir que la Societe Royale
n'aurait pas pense a me decerner cette recompense sans vos soins et votre
amitie Vous voyez done que je vous dois tout.... Aussi mon coeur est-il
profondement emu toutes les fois que je me declare

votre tres-devoue et tres reconnaissant I Macedoine Melloni
Rue Boucherat n° 2 (au marais)

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Michel Faraday I des Societes R. de Londres
et I d'Edinbourgh des Academies R. de Paris, Berlin, Petersbourg &c &c IA
restitution Royale Londres

TRANSLATION
Paris 6 March 1835

Sir,
I learn from your last letter that the Rumford medals have been

entrusted to you and that you would like to know which is the most
convenient way of getting them to me1. All ways are good, my dear Sir,
provided that the person to whom you will have the kindness to address
them will be well known to you or to me. I have indicated Mr. Cardot2 or Mr.
Pentland3 as belonging to this latter category4; but it is understood that you
can employ any other individual who seems capable of fulfilling this task.
As to the time, you will doubtless guess that I am keen to have them as soon
as possible: likewise the optical instrument: but it matters little if these two
objects arrive together or separately.

I fulfilled your errand to Mr. Biot, who thanks you very much for
remembering him and asks me to tell you that he will soon study in depth
your beautiful phenomena of electric induction in company with Mr.
Poisson, who appears to intend to make it the object of a mathematical
work. He did not do it sooner, since given the huge importance of the
subject, he felt the need to devote himself to it with singleness of purpose,
for which he has not had the time until now. He asks you at the same time to
inform him and Mr. Biot if you know whether any of your compatriots have
as yet worked on his applications of circular polarisation to chemical
phenomena, work of which he sent you the first paper5 some time ago
through Mrs Somerville and which has been completed since by several
other papers inserted in different journals and notably in the Annales du
Museum d'Histoire Naturelle6. In the affirmative case he believes it to be his
duty (I use his own expression) to enter into communication with these
observers, and to help them to overcome the obstacles that they may have
encountered in this new branch of Science.
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As for me, Sir, I can only thank you for the trouble you have taken in
repeating my last experiments at the Royal Institution7; and since you take
so much interest in my regard, I am very pleased to tell you that Messrs.
Biot, Poisson and Arago have examined my results in the greatest detail,
that they are very enthusiastic and that Mr Biot is soon, in their name, to
give an extremely favourable report to the Institut8. Just for once, one thing
is certain: already as a deposit the Minister of Public Education9 has
awarded me the sum of 1200 francs at their request. I should be grateful to
these gentlemen and I shall be ... But the French scientific opposition and
my compatriots observe that all this comes after the Royal Society prize;
and as for me, I cannot stop thinking that the Royal Society would not have
thought of according me this award without your attention and your
friendship... You see, therefore, that I owe you everything... Also my heart
is profoundly moved each time 1 declare myself I Your most devoted and
most grateful I Macedoine Melloni
Rue Boucherat n° 2 I (c/o Marais)

1. See note 3, letter 750.
2. Chief of the Secretariat of the Academie des Sciences. Almanach Nationale.
3. Joseph Barclay Pentland (1797-1873, DNB). Traveller.
4. See letter 759.
5. Biot (1832).
6. Biot (1834).
7. See LitGaz., 31 January 1835, p.73 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of
23 January 1835 on "The latest discoveries made by Signor Melloni in radiant heat".
8. Biot (1835).
9. Franc,ois-Pierre-Guillaume Guizot (1787-1874, DBF). French politician.

Letter 768
Faraday to Charles Tomlinson1

7 March 1835
From the original in UTA Charles Darwin letters

Royal Institution I 7 March 1835
Sir

I have read your paper2 with a good deal of interest but I am not so
fully acquainted with the subject as to justify me in giving a strong opinion
on the matter i.e. I am not sufficiently aware of what has been done to be
able to say whether such results have been obtained before. I think it is a
pity that you have not appended the new conclusions to the paper which I
understand you to say it justifies for as you well observe the great point in
Philosophy is to establish new laws and not merely new facts or new
variations of old ones.

I return you the paper as you desire and am I Your Very Obliged
Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
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Charles Tomlinson Esq

1. Charles Tomlinson (1808-1897, DNB). Scientific writer.
2. Possibly Tomlinson (1835). This was published in May and June.

Letter 769
Etienne Pariset1 and Jacques Litafrane2 to Faraday
10 March 1835
From the original in RS MS 241, f.53

Academie Royale de Medecine I Paris le 10 mars 1835.
Monsieur,

Nous avons 1'honneur de vous informer que dans sa Seance du 24
fevrier dernier: F Academie royale de medecine de france, vous a choisi
pour etre un de ses Correspondants. le choix est un hommage qu'elle rend
a vos lumieres, a vos talents, a votre zele pour le progres des sciences
medicales. Elle ose se flatter qu'elle recevra de vous les communications
les plus frequentes; comme elle a la certitude que ces communications
contribueront a l'eclaircir sur les diverses branches de ces sciences, si
nobles et si necessaires, c'est par le concours de vos efforts a des siens
qu'elle pourra remplir la glorieuse mission qui lui est confiee de servir les
hommes et de laisser a la posterite quelques verites utiles.

Nous sommes avec une haute Consideration, i Monsieur, I Vos tres
humbles et I Obeissants serviteurs I Le Secretaire perpetuel. I E. Pariset I Le
President. I J. Lisfranc
A Monsieur le Docteur Faraday I A Londres.

TRANSLATION
Academie royale de medecine I Paris 10 March 1835

Sir,
We have tha honour of informing you that at its session of 24 February

last, the Academie Royale de Medecine de France chose you to be one of its
Correspondents. The choice is a homage which it renders to your light, to
your talents and to your zeal for the progress of medical science. It dares to
flatter itself that it will receive from you the most frequent communications,
as it is certain that these communications will contribute to enlighten it on
the diverse branches of these sciences, so noble and so necessary, it is by
the combining of your efforts with its own that it will be able to fulfil the
glorious mission that is entrusted to it to serve men and to leave to
posterity some useful facts.

We are with high regard, I Sir, I your very humble and obedient
servants I The Permanent Secretary. IE, Pariset I The President. I J. Lisfranc
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To Mr. Doctor Faraday I in London.

1. Etienne Pariset (1770-1847, NBU). French physician.
2. Jacques Lisfranc (1790-1847, NBU). French surgeon.

Letter 770
Faraday to John William Lubbock
13 March 1835
From the original in RS MS Lub F4

Royal Institution I 13 Mar 1835
My dear Sir

I called at Mr Bate's house the other day & directed Bate Junr1 what
mixtures to make2[.j

The letters are interesting but I think satisfactory: but I cannot incur
any more labour than that which is already before me the barometer must
advance in other hands. Still I suppose it is not of any very great
consequence to our practical results. I presume we have barometers quite
accurate enough as to any influence the one person may have over them[.)

The difference between Mr Bate & Mr Dollond3 in the manner of
getting the point of 32° is a mere difference of words. In theory the result
must be the same & in practice the difference between two operations
made both with snow or better with ice will be as great as between one with
snow & another with icet.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.W. Lubbock Esq I &c &c &c

1. Bartholomew Bate (1806-1895, GRO). Son of and Assistant to Robert Brettel Bate.
2. See note 3, letter 761.
3. George Dollond (1774-1852, DNB). Optician and scientific instrument maker.

Letter 771
Faraday to Charles Fellows1

14 March 1835
From the printed original in WIHM MS 5634

Royal Institution Albemarle Street I 14th March 1835
Sir,

The Committee of Managers of the Royal Institution of Great Britain
appointed to conduct the Weekly Evening Meetings of the Institution, beg
leave to return you their best thanks for your valuable & interesting
Contribution to the Library Table on Friday last2.

I am, Sir, I Your very obedient servant, 1 M. Faraday Sec:
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Charles Fellows Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Charles Fellows Esq I &c &c &c I 30 Russel Square

1. Charles Fellows (1799-1860, DNB). Traveller and archaeologist.
2. Fellows had lent a model of the Temple of Neptune and copies of bronzes for the Friday
Evening Discourse of 13 March 1835 which was given by John Davidson on Jerusalem. RI MS
F4F, p.102.

Letter 772
John William Lubbock to Faraday
17 March 1835
From a photocopy in RI MS
My dear Sir,

I am afraid that Mr Bate wants to persuade you that 1 suggest his
weighing gallon measures &c &c instead of sticking to the point of taking
the specific gravity of certain mixtures immediately. It is not so. There is
nothing to prevent his ascertaining by his present gravimeter, first the
specific gravity of his sample of alcohol and next his preparing certain
mixtures by weight of this with distilled water and I would suggest that he
might be told that unless this be done in the course of the present week the
matter must be put into other hands. We must not let him trifle with us any
longer, at least so I think1.

Yours faithfully I J.W. Lubbock
Eaton Place I 17 March

Endorsed: To M. Faraday Esq I 1835.

1. See note 3, letter 761.

Letter 773
Faraday to Macedonio Melloni
31 March 1835
From the original in SI D MS 554A

London 31 March I 1835
Sir

I have at last an opportunity by Mr [George] Barnard, my Brother in
law of completing my commission and sending you by him the gold & Silver
medals awarded to you by the Royal Society of London upon the
foundation of Count Rumford1 and it gives me great pleasure to think that I
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have assisted in the performance of this act of justice towards your
scientific discoveries which important as they are will I trust be only the
precursors of others still more important^]

I send also by him the polarizing eye piece of Mr Nicol2u It has been
examined by Mr. Talbot and declared goodf.j I hope you will receive it in
good condition: it cost me fifteen shillings3.

I was also in the hopes of sending you by Mr Barnard a copy of my last
series of researches in Electricity (the ninth series4) which was read some
time ago at the Royal Society5; but the printer is not quite ready. It relates to
some extraordinary cases of the Induction of Electric currents^]

When Dr. Lardner came home from Paris he told me briefly of some of
M Biots results respecting circular polarization6 but I have been so
laboriously occupied that as yet I have not had time to consider them.
Indeed I have read scarcely any thing lately or communicated with any
body & this must be my excuse to M. Biot for not knowing more of his
important subject. I intend to remain but a short time longer in this
ignorant states

I am even now so pressed by daily duties as to have little time for
writing and must conclude as always

Your obliged & faithful servant I M. Faraday
M Macedione Melloni I &c &c &c

Address: M. Macedione Melloni I &c &c &c I Rue Boucherat i (au marais) I a
Paris

1. See note 3, letter 750.
2. William Nicol (1768-1851, DSB). Inventor of a polarising prism. See Nicol (1828-9), Talbot
(1834b).
3. See letter 759.
4. Faraday (1835a), ERE9.
5. On 23 January 1835.
6. Biot (1832, 1834). See also letters 754, 759 and 767.

Letter 774
Joshua Ronchetti1 to Faraday
31 March 1835
From the original in RS MS MM 13.115

2 Hatton Gardens I London March 31st 1835
Dr Faraday
Sir

I take the liberty of submitting to your inspection a new Instrument
(an Hydrometer) to determine the real Specific Gravity of fluids lighter
than Water2. I trust its accuracy and simplicity of construction will meet
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your approbation. My motive for presenting this Instrument to you is I have
been informed that you have been applied to by Government for an
Instrument more correct and simple than the one which is at present in use
- after you have given it a fair trial and feel satisfied of its accuracy and
utility I beg the favour of your generosity to submit the same to the
Gentlemen appointed on the Committee for the above purpose, by so doing
you will confer a favour on

Your Obedient Servant I J. Ronchetti
PS I Enclosed you have a description of the construction and use of the
Instrument3!.]

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Joshua Ronchetti. Manchester and London scientific instrument maker. See Rea (1988), 5
and letter 637.
2. See note 3, letter 761.
3. In RS MS MM 13.116.

Letter 775
Memorandum1 to Robert Peel
31 March 1835
From the original in BL add MS 40419, f.81-4
(Copy)

Michael Faraday, Director of the Laboratory of the Royal Institution of
Great Britain, is the son of a Journeyman Blacksmith from Newcastle2 who
died in London many years ago, leaving a widow, and four children, totally
unprovided for.

After the Fathers decease, the Mother by the profits of a Lodging
house in Welbeck Street, could with difficulty, keep them from absolute
want.

Michael was taken as an Errand Boy by Mr Riebaud3 a Bookbinder,
and Newspaper Vender in Portland Street, and after 12 months service, was
apprenticed to his Master for 7 years; his fellow apprentices being,
Oxberry4 the comedian, and Fitzwilliam5, the singer.

Faraday passed his leisure hours in copying out of books which he
had to bind, "anything curious".

Whilst binding a volume of the Encyclopaedia, he was much struck by
reading in it, the article "Electricity"6.

Prevented by poverty from procuring in the ordinary manner, an
electrical apparatus of the meanest kind, he saw in an old rag shop in Little
Chesterfield Street, two bottles, which he thought would answer the
purpose; the price however was beyond his means - he watched these
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daily; till at length able to raise six pence for the one and a penny, for the
other, he converted the one into an Electrical Cylinder, and the other into a
Leyden Jar - a bullet and a bit of Wire, was the Conductor7.

His Master allowed him to attend Tatum's8 Chemical Lectures
delivered in Dorset Street, Salisbury Square; of these he took copious notes,
which he transcribed fairly before he went to Bed. The admission Fee to
each lecture, was a shilling, and he hoarded up all the Money he got given
him, to pay it.

His language being that of the most illiterate, induced Mr. Magrath
(the Secretary of the City Philosophical Society, and now of the Athenaeum
Club,) who attended the same lectures, to devote two hours every week to
his instruction; and for 7 years, did Faraday uninterruptedly receive them.

When early out of his apprenticeship he addressed a letter to Sir
Joseph Banks9, soliciting him, as president of the Royal Society, to place
him in any scientific situation, however menial, he left the letter himself -
promised to call for his answer in two or three days - he did so - repeated
his call three or four times, and was at last told, that Sir Joseph had said
"the letter required no answer"10. He was almost disconsolate.

Whilst his 5 quarto volumes of Manuscripts of Tatum's Lectures which
he had just bound11, were on his Master's Counter, Mr. Dance12 a member of
the Royal Institution coming accidentally to the Shop, looked into them -
represented what he had seen to the Managers, and [gained] for him
gratuitous admission to Sir Humphry Davy's lectures; and that he might
take sketches of the apparatus used by Sir Humphry he, Faraday, obtained
from Marquesiere [sic], instructions in perspective.

Of these Lectures he took Notes, which were forwarded to Davy, this
led to an interview, at which Sir Humphry promised to do anything he
could for him, whenever an opportunity should offer.

His apprenticeship ended, carrying with him for his exemplary
conduct, not only the respect but even the love of his Master, for support,
he worked as a journeyman to La Roche13, the Bookbinder, his wages being
30 shillings a week. Some months after this engagement, Davy having
injured his eye sight, took him as his Amanuensis14. This so broke in upon
La Roche's plans, that hoping to retain Faraday's services, he promised on
certain conditions, to give up his business to him, and "thus to make him a
Man of Property". The proposal however Faraday declined accepting.

The Office of Fire-lighter, Sweeper, Apparatus-cleaner and washer - or
of "Fag and Scrub" in the Institution Laboratory becoming vacant - on
Davy's recommendation Faraday was appointed to it - his wages being a
guinea a week15.

On Sir Humphry's going to the Continent, the Managers of the
Institution, authorised him to accompany him; themselves finding a locum
tenens, during his absence16.
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On his return to England he was made "Assistant in the Laboratory",
with a salary of 70 pounds a year - the use of two rooms - with as many coals
and candles as he wanted17.

Now that his pecuniary circumstances were improved, he sent his
younger Sister18 to a boarding school; but to enable him to defray the
expense, to deprive himself of dinner every other day was absolutely
indispensable.

About eight years ago he was appointed Director of the Laboratory of
the Royal Institution19, and member of the Institution without purchase20.
His Salary was increased to & 100 a year21, and he was absolved from waiting
on the Lecturers in the Theatre of the Institution22.

About the year 1829, he was appointed "Scientific Adviser to the
Admiralty"23 - about the same time, was chosen Professor of Chemistry in
the Military Academy at Woolwich24, - whilst two years ago, he was
nominated, by Mr. Fuller, Fullerian Professor of chemistry in the Royal
Institution25.

Long enrolled as a Member of almost all the Scientific Societies of the
world, in 1831, the University of Oxford, did itself the honour, of conferring
on him, an honorary degree of Doctor of Civil Law26.

He has been in the Service of the Royal Institution 23 years; and for
very many of them, he has toiled in the Laboratory from six in the morning
till eleven or twelve, at night.

He lectures weekly, for about 3 or 4 months of the year in the Theatre
of the Royal Institution - and 3 times a week during 8 months of the year, in
the Laboratory. He attends all the Friday evening meetings held at the
Institution, during the sitting of Parliament, and not infrequently lectures to
the company there assembled.

When he first lectured - indeed till very lately - (if not till the present
moment) he gave half a guinea to a professor of Elocution27, to attend every
one of his lectures, in order that he might inform him of any errors he might
commit during the delivery of his lectures.

His Chemical, Electro-Chemical, and Magneto-Electrical Discoveries,
place him by the side of Davy and Wollaston - they have conferred Glory on
his Country, and have secured for him an imperishable Name.

Humblest in early life, with any, much less a liberal education, he now
reads and speaks French and Italian - has a tolerable knowledge of Latin
and of Elementary Mathematics. His language is good - often eloquent -
always clear, to misunderstand him, is almost impossible.

His Mother yet lives, and he supports her.
Applying his Chemical or other Scientific acquirements to the wants

of art - or to the comforts of social life - and guided by the most inflexible
integrity, there are few, very few departments of the Government of his
Country, which have not reaped important benefits from his profound
knowledge.
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He has never sought or followed Science, guided by sordid motives.
The Secretaryship of the Royal Society with its hundred guineas a

year was refused by him28, because the performance of its duties, would
interfere with his original researches - whilst his salary of SI00 a year
granted him by the Admiralty as their Scientific Adviser, he has never
claimed, because he has never been, as such, called upon to do his duty.
March 31 1835

1. The signature and place of this Memorandum have been deliberately and effectively
erased. See letter 777 for the reasons why this Memorandum was written.
2. James Faraday (1761-1810, information from the family). He had come from near Kirkby
Stephen to London before Faraday's birth. See Introduction to volume 1, p.xxvii.
3. George Riebau. Bookseller of 2 Blandford Street Appears in London directories from the
1780s to 1836. Ramsden (1987), 122. Faraday was apprenticed to him as a book binder, 1805-
1812.
4. William Oxberry (1784-1824, DNB). DNB says that he was apprenticed to Riebau for a
short period, but this was clearly before Faraday's time.
5. Edward Fitzwilliam (1788-1852, DNB). There is no corroborating evidence to suggest that
he was apprenticed to Riebau.
6. [Tytler] (1797).
7. For a description of this machine see Gladstone (1875).
8. John Tatum (d.1858, age 86, GRO). Silversmith of 53 Dorset Street. Appears in London
directories until 1827. Probably same as John junior noted in Grimwade (1982), 677. Lectured
on chemistry at his house where meetings of the City Philosophical Society were held.
9. Joseph Banks (1743-1820, DSB). Naturalist. President of the Royal Society, 1778-1820.
10. See Faraday to Banks, 1812, letter 2, volume 1 and Introduction, p.xxx.
11. RI MS F4B. (4 volumes only).
12. William Dance (1755-1840, DNB). One of the founders of the Royal Philharmonic Society.
13. Henri De la Roche. Noted in Ramsden (1987), 59 as working as a book binder in King
Street in 1811. Faraday worked for him immediately following the end of his apprenticeship.
See Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 46.
14. See Introduction, volume 1, p.xxxi.
15. RI MM, 1 March 1813, 5: 355.
16. RI MM, 8 November 1813, 5: 399. See Introduction, volume 1, p.xxxi.
17. RI MM, 15 May 1815, 6: 58. His salary was to be 30 shillings per week.
18. Margaret Barnard, nee Faraday (1802-1862, GRO). Younger sister of Faraday.
19. RI MM, 7 February 1825, 7: 6.
20. This is incorrect. See Fincher to Faraday, 2 August 1825, letter 263, volume 1.
21. Noted in RI MM, 4 July 1853, 11: 27.
22. See Guillemard to Faraday, 10 January 1826, letter 279, volume 1.
23. See The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to Thomas Young, Edward Sabine and
Michael Faraday, 31 December 1828, letter 384, volume 1.
24. See Drummond to Faraday, 16 December 1829, letter 416, volume 1.
25. See letter 641.
26. See letter 575.
27. Benjamin Humphrey Smart (1786-1872, DNB). Writer on elocution. See Bence Jones
(1870a)s 1: 420, 2: 113. See also Faraday to Abbott, 25 September 1817, letter 76, volume 1.
28. See Hall (1984), 38.
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Letter 776
William Reid1 to Faraday
April 18352

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Having been told by an officer of the Engineers in charge of the

Government saw mill at Berbice3 that the timber sometime struck fire
before the circular saws, I procured some head woods from the carriage
department at Woolwich in 1830 and after burning part in a silver vessel
with great care I proceeded to separate Iron, Magnesia, Silica, &c-

In each trial however I had a considerable number of white metallic
like shining particles, which in every process remaining smeltered, even
when subjected to a white heat along with carbonate of potash as well as
soda; nor did acids or chlorine affect them at all. I observe in my notes,
made at the time, that they adhered to a Magnet when the wood was first
reduced to ashes.

What could these particles be?
Wm. Reid

Address: Dr. Faraday I &c &c

1. William Reid (1791-1858, DNB). Officer in the Royal Engineers who served in the West
Indies, 1831-1834.
2. Dated on the basis that this precedes letter 778.
3. Now part of Guyana.

Letter 777
Lord Ashley to Robert Peel
4 April 1835
From the original in BL add MS 40419, f.79

Private I Admiralty I April 4
My dear Sir Robert

You will perhaps, in consideration of the intercourse I have had with
Scientific Men, excuse the liberty I am taking with you when I venture to
suggest a fit object of your countenance & Patronage.

Mr Faraday the great chemist is, like most persons of high Scientific
attainments, very wise but not very wealthy - indeed his whole income
obtained by wearying & ceaseless labour does not exceed four hundred
pounds a year - he has but little time for reflection, & none, I believe, to
direct any undertakings to improve his circumstances.

Since there is not in Europe a more renowned name for practical
excellence in this grand & useful science - he is, in point of Genius, at least
equal to Airy1; & if you will be so kind as just to cast your eye over the
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Memoir of his life2 (prepared at my request by a friend of mine) you will see
what toils, what privations, what sorrows this philosopher has seduced in
prosecution of high & beautiful learning.

May I not ask you for the next pension of £300 a year? I ask it most
disinterestedly; for I never saw Mr. Faraday in my life, nor has he made any
communication to me - he indeed is entirely ignorant that I am writing to
you on his behalf; nor is this fact known to any but two besides myself.

Believe me I very truly yours I Ashley
Rt Honble I Sir R. Peel

Endorsed: April 4th 1835. Lord Ashley recommends a Pension to Mr
Faraday

1. Airy had received a pension from Peel in February 1835. See Airy, W. (1896), 105-8. For the
background to the award of Civil List pensions see MacLeod (1970).
2. Letter 775.

Letter 778
William Reid1 to Faraday
11 April 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Upper Terrace Hampstead 11 April 1835.
Dear Sir

I went to Woolwich and got specimens of the West India woods from
the Carriage Department to see if I could find the brilliant particles which I
mentioned in a paper which I handed to you in the lecture room2, but I have
failed to find them.

I have no hesitation about my accuracy excepting the single fact of
their being collected by a magnet, which I only find stated once in the notes
made in 1830.

If you look attentively at any piece of very stinking foreign woods
which fall in your way you may meet with them: and I shall continue to look
in the hope of some day meeting with them and being able to send them to
you. I have sometimes owing to their very brilliant appearance picked them
out of the wood with the point of a fine needle yet they were so small I could
not easily see them but by their reflecting power. Looking at them with a
magnifying power they seemed to be like infinitely thin little plates and
from their resisting all my attempts at reduction I could not but draw
comparison between them and Carbon in the state of Diamond; a
suggestion made by Mr. Pouett3 to whom I mentioned the subject at the
time.
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I have been at several morning lectures and shall have been glad to
have heard many more; but I am ordered on duty to Weedon in
Northamptonshire where I shall be stationed and I go there on Monday. I
may occasionally visit London for a day or two at distance and if you are
lecturing at the time I shall beg the indulgence of coming<.>

Believe me Dear Sir I yours very truly I Wm: Reid
The officer who gave the wood in which I found the particles said that he
could not tell whether they were pieces from Berbice4 (as I had asked him
to procure), or whether they were from Africa.

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. William Reid (1791-1858, DNB). Officer in the Royal Engineers who served in the West
Indies, 1831-1834.
2. Letter 776.
3. Unidentified.
4. Now part of Guyana.

Letter 779
John Robison1 to Faraday
20 April 1835
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.55

Royal Society I Edinburgh 20 April 1835
Sir

I have the honour to inform you, that at a General Meeting of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh held this day, you were elected an Honorary Member
of that Body.

I have the honour to be, I Sir, I Your Most Obedient iHumble Servant i
John Robison I Secretary.
M. Faraday Esq D.C.L, F.R.S, Corr: M. of the Institute of France &c &c.

1. John Robison (1778-1843, DNB). Inventor.
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Letter 780
James South to Faraday
20 April 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 1

Mr. Barlaid's1 Counting House I Monday April 20th
My dear Faraday,

You have received or will receive a Letter from Sir Robt Peel
acquainting you with the fact that had he remained in Office2 he would have
given you a pension.

In the possibility that the Letter might have been at the Institution
showing Sir Robts hand writing I have taken the liberty this morning of
seeing if such an one was amongst the letters there waiting for you, but
there is no one written by his hand.

On Thursday3 last I called on [you] at the Institution hoping to have
seen you as I then was at liberty to Communicate to you the fact. Now
however I am officially directed to tell you of it.

Should you not have received it, pray do not answer it without
allowing me to see your answer, but come up to town directly or at least as
far as you can conveniently.

As soon as possible after your arrival let me see [you] as I wish to
introduce you to Lord Ashley to whom in this business you are next to Sir
Robt Peel mainly obliged4!.]

Yours very truly I J. South
To I Michael Faraday Esq

Endorsed by Faraday: Sir J. South to me I 20 April 1835
Address: To I Michael Faraday Esq I 38 Kings Road I Brighton
If not to be found then to be returned directed to him - Royal Institution
Albemarle Street.

1. Unidentified.
2. The Tory Peel ceased to be Prime Minister on 8 April 1835 and was replaced by the Whig
Melbourne on 18 April 1835.
3. That is 16 April 1835.
4. See letters 777 and 775.
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Letter 781
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
22 April 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris ce 22 Avril 1835.
Monsieur

Votre beau frere1 vous aura sans doute ecrit qu'il avait ponctuellement
execute, il y a environ 15 jours, la commission dont vous l'aviez charge: j'ai
re^u par son entremise la lettre2 les medailles, et la piece optique dont je lui
ai remis le prix.

En attendant quelques jours a vous repondre, j'esperais pouvoir vous
communiquer les resultats des recherches physico-mathematiques sur la
transmission calorifique que nous avons entreprises M. Biot et moi: mais
ces recherches sont devenues beaucoup plus etendues que nous ne
1'imaginions, et exigent encore quelques mois de travail3. Aussitot qu'elles
seront finies j'aurai l'honneur de vous en transmettre par ecrit les
principales consequences qui nous semblent deja a cet heure conduire a
des donnees assez importantes pour la theorie de la chaleur.

J'ai lu dans le Phil. Magazine un Memoire de M. Forbes4sur lequel il y
a bien des choses a dire. Vous savez Monsieur combien d'objections on
avait elevees contre les anciennes experiences de la transmission
immediate de la chaleur rayonnante a travers les corps diaphanes: comme
elles etaient toutes fondees sur l'echauffement propre de ces corps, j'avais
mis, des mes premieres recherches, le plus grand soin a les detruire; et je
crois y etre parvenu d'une maniere tout a fait exacte en employant des
thermoscopes electriques tres delicats en eloignant sufisamment les lames
soumises a l'experience. Voila que M. F. ramene la question a son point de
depart en appliquant des paquets de mica aux appendices meme du
thermoscope. Ne pourrait on pas lui dire que les petites differences qu'il
observe dans le croisement des axes du mica sont dues a la chaleur
ordinaire provenant de l'echauffement du ler paquet, laquelle chaleur
passe un peu plus facilement dans certaines directions; ce qui ne serait pas
du tout etonnant apres les experiences de M. Mittsherlich sur 1'inegale
dilatation des differentes dimentions d'un meme cristal5. Et puis quelles
sont les bases de ses conclusions? Des differences dM/3 dM/4 dM/2 degre6 et je
vous laisse penser ce que sont de telles differences sur un cercle de 2 a 3
pouces de diametre et dans des circonstances ou les alterations de la
source calorifique, le contact inegal de 1'air sur les deux faces de la pile et
autres causes accidentelles peuvent faire varier la position de l'index de la
meme quantite. Enfin en admettant meme les resultats de M. Forbes qui lui
ont donne entre autre chose i/io de polarisation calorifique a travers deux
tourmalines polarisant plus de 9/10 de lumiere, il est fort amusant de voir
ce jeune physicien saisir les analogies et laisser de cote les differences: la
chaleur rayonnante est selon lui entierement analogue a la lumiere et
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consistant comme elle en ondes etherees parceque un seul dixieme de
chaleur suit les lois de la lumiere et neuf dixiemes des lois differentes7.
C'est absolument comme si on disait qu'un mur est plutot blanc que noir
parcequ'il contient 9 fois plus de noir que de blanc! Plusiers savants d'ici
ont ete choquees de ces inconsequences. M. Biot y fera quelques allusion
[sic] dans son rapport sur mes experiences8: j'en dirai aussi deux mots dans
une note de mon Memoire qui sera publie contemporanement. Mais tout
cela sera fait avec les egards que merite un jeune homme plein d'activite et
d'amour pour la science; et pour plus de delicatesse, nous contons meme
ne pas le nommer9. Si je vous ai parle un peu lestement de ce Memoire et de
son auteur c'est avec l'abandon d'une personne qui n'a rien de cache pour
vous - Mais si des faits positifs m'ont prouve le bon coeur de M Faraday,
j'en connais aussi la prudence par reputation -- et je n'ajoute rien de plus.
ADieu Monsieur. Je n'ai vu M. Barnard que deux seules fois car une petite
indisposition m'a force d'aller passer quatre a cinq jours a la campagne: me
voila maintenant de retour et parfaitement retabli: je le verrai plus souvent
et je ferai tout mon possible pour lui etre de quelque utilite pendant son
sejour a Paris I votre tres-devoue serv. et ami I Macedoine Melloni.

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Michel Faraday I Membre des S. R. de
Londres et d'E I dimbourg des Academies de Paris, Berlin I Petersbourg &c
&c I A l'lnstitution Royale Londres

TRANSLATION
Paris 22 April 1835

Sir,
Your brother in law1 will no doubt have written to you that he had

punctiliously executed, about a fortnight ago, the errand with which you
charged him: I received through his mediation the letter2, the medals and
the optical instrument for which I paid him.

In holding my response to you for a few days I hoped to be able to
communicate to you the results of the physico-mathematical research on
heat transmission that we have undertaken, Mr. Biot and I, but this
research has become much more extensive than we imagined and requires
a few months more work3. As soon as it is finished, I shall have the honour
of transmitting to you in writing its principal consequences, which already
at this time seem to us to lead to quite important facts for the theory of heat.

I read in the Philosophical Magazine one of Mr. Forbes' papers4 on
which I have quite a few things to say. You know, Sir, how many objections
were raised against the old experiments of immediate transmission of
radiant heat through diaphanous bodies; as they were all founded on the
heating of these bodies themselves, I have put, since my first research, the
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greatest effort in destroying them and I believe I succeeded in a completely
exact manner, by using very delicate electric thermoscopes and moving
strips submitted to the experiment sufficiently apart. Whereas Mr. Forbes
brings the question to its point of departure by applying his mica plates
even to the appendices of the thermoscope. Could one not say to him that
the small differences that he observes in the increase of the axes of mica
are due to the ordinary heat coming from the first plate, heat which passes
a little more easily in certain directions; which would not be at all
surprising following the experiments of Mr. Mitscherlich on the unequal
dilation of different dimensions of the same crystal5. And then, what is the
basis for his conclusions? Differences of xh, XA, Vi degree6 and I shall leave
you to think what these kinds of differences are on a circle 2 to 3 inches in
diameter and in the circumstances where the alteration of this heat source,
the unequal contact of the air on the two faces of the pile and other
accidental causes can make the position of the index of the same quantity
vary. Finally, even accepting Mr. Forbes' results, which have given him
amongst other things V\o of calorific polarisation through two tourmalines
polarising more than 9/io of light, it is very funny to see this young
physicist seize the analogies and leave on one side the differences: radiant
heat is, according to him, entirely analogous to light and consisting, like
light, of aether waves because one single tenth of heat follows the laws of
light and nine tenths different laws7. It is exactly as if one said that a wall
was more white than black because it contained 9 times more black than
white! Several savants from here have been shocked by this /^consistency.
M Biot will allude to it in his report on my experiments8; I shall also say two
words about this in a note to my paper which will be published shortly. But
all that will be done with the consideration befitting a young man full of
activity and of love of science; and to show even more tact, we count on him
not even being named9. If I have spoken to you a little offhandedly of this
paper and of its author, it is with the abandon of someone who has hidden
nothing from you. But if positive facts have proved to me the kindness of
Mr. Faraday, I also know his prudence by reputation and I add nothing
more. Farewell, Sir. I saw Mr. Barnard but two single times because a small
indisposition forced me to spend four or five days in the country: I am back
now completely recovered; I shall see him more often and I shall do my
utmost to be of some help to him during his stay in Paris. I Your most
devoted servant and friend I Macedoine Melloni.

1. George Barnard.
2. Letter 773.
3. Biot and Melloni (1836).
4. Forbes, J.D. (1835b).
5. Mitscherlich (1827).
6. Forbes, J.D. (1835b), 291.
7. Ibid., 208, 371.
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8. Biot (1835).
9. See Melloni (1835c).

Letter 782
Faraday to James South
22 April 1835
From the original draft in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 2

34 Paternoster Row I Wednesday 3 o elk I 23rd1 [sic] April 1835
My dear Sir

I received your letter2 but a short time before I quitted Brighton for
Woolwich where I had to lecture this morning. On coming to the Elephant &
Castle I wrote to Anderson to bring all letters here to day and have just
looked them over. There is not the one to which you refer & as I am very
anxious to return to Brighton because of the unarranged state of matters
there I shall leave by the 4 o elk coach - concluding indeed that as Sir R
Peel's letter has not arrived I may do so without impropriety. I am at 38
King's Road, but shall return to London for good on Saturday next3u

I now understand the full force & value of your kindness & in all that
you have been striving to do for me and most sincerely thank you for it and
still more for your good opinion without which I know I should not have
had your exertions in my favours

I hope you will not think that I am unconscious of the good you intend
me or undervalue your great exertions for me when I say that I cannot
accept a pension whilst I am able to work for my livingu Do not from this
draw any sudden conclusion that my opinions are such & such. I think
Government is right in rewarding & sustaining science. I am willing to
think, since such approbation has been intended me that my humble
exertions have been worthy, & I think that Scientific men are not wrong in
accepting the pensions, but still I may not take a pay which is not for
services performed whilst I am able to live by my labours.

I am anxious to see you that you may really understand my feelings on
this point, for I know that a letter can not truly represent them. I will seek
for you as soon as I possibly can on coming to town.

My most grateful thanks are due to and are with Lord Ashley for his
extreme kindness in this affair. The moment I come to town you will I trust
help me to pay my respects personally4!.]

I am I My dear Sir James I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Sir Jas South I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: The letter I had written in reply to Sir J. South (Mr
Barnard5 prevented me from sending it & I sent another of which I have no
copy) I 23 April 1835
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1. Judging by the manuscript Faraday may have inserted the date at some point after writing
this draft.
2. Letter 780.
3. That is 25 April 1835.
4. See letter 786.
5. Edward Barnard (1767-1855, GRO). Silversmith. See Grimwade (1982), 430-1. Faraday's
father in law.

Letter 783
Faraday to Thomas Newborn Robert Morson
27 April 1835
From the original in NYPL, Lee Cohns Memorial Collection

R Institution I 27 April
Dear Morson

I think you told of some fine specimens of Native GolduCan you lend
them to me for the Lecture of the 9th May, at three oclk1!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. This was Faraday's second lecture on 9 May 1835 "On gold and platina" in his eight lecture
course "On the chemical and physical properties of the common metals". There is no
indication in Faraday's notes that Morson lent these items. See RI MS F41 Ml835, p.7.

Letter 784
Faraday to James Richard Clark
27 April 1835
From Parliamentary Papers, 1835 (367) xlviii, p.23
Mr. Faraday presents his compliments to Mr. Clarke, and regrets that he
cannot be at the Committee1 on Tuesday (to-morrow); it is the day on
which he is obliged by his duties to be at Woolwich, and though he does not
leave town until after the hour mentioned, yet the preparation required
demands his previous time and attention.

1. This was an Admiralty committee to investigate Kyan's process to prevent dry rot.
Faraday gave evidence to the Committee on 4 May 1835, Parliamentary Papers, 1835 (367)
xlviii, pp. 13-4.
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Letter 785
Thomas Leverton Donaldson to Faraday
May1 1835
From the original in RS MS 241, f.55

Institute of British Architects I 43 King Street Covent
Garden I May 1835.

My dear Sir,
I have the pleasure of informing you, that the Members of this

Institute, aware of the important discoveries, which have resulted from
your profound researches in Chemistry, many of which are immediately
connected with the science of construction, have done themselves the
honor of electing you an Honorary Member without contribution. The
Council and Fellows, in offering you this mark of their respect for your
eminent talents, and in adding their testimony to the zeal, with which you
have devoted yourself to the development of those laws, which still lie hid
in nature, hope that that branch of science, more immediately connected
with their pursuits, may continue to derive the advantage of your
investigations.

I shall have the pleasure of forwarding you, as soon as printed, a copy
of the Rules & Regulations as lately revised, and which will in the eyes of
the members derive additional interest, as containing, among its list of
Honorary Fellows, the name of one, who has rendered such effectual
services to Science in general^

I beg to offer the renewed assurances of I respect and esteem, with
which I am, I My dear Sir, I most faithfull and truly yours I Thos. L. Donaldson
Hony Seer.
To Dr. Michael Faraday I M.I.B.A I &c &c &c

1. The certificate (RS MS 241, f.57) is dated 4 May 1835.

Letter 786
Lord Ashley to Robert Peel
2 May 1835
From the original in BL add MS 40420, f.122

Private I Admiralty11 May 2
My dear Sir Robert

Will you excuse my breaking in upon your leisure by recalling to your
memory your promised letter to Mr, Faraday?2

He has heard of your kind disposition towards him, & in consequence
of it, called on me yesterday to request that I would convey to you his
gratitude, & the deep sense he entertains of the honorable mark of esteem
you wished to bestow upon him.
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If you could send either to me or to him one line to express your
appreciation of his eminent sciences, he would, I am sure, be highly
gratified.

Very truly yours I Ashley
His address is to I M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
Rt Honble I Sir R. Peel

1. Ashley had left office on 25 April 1835.
2. See letter 782.

Letter 787
Robert Peel to Lord Ashley
3 May 1835
From Thompson (1898), 70

Drayton Manor, I May 3, 1835.
My Dear Ashley, - You do me but justice in entertaining the belief that had I
remained in office one of my earliest recommendations to his Majesty
would have been to grant a pension to Mr. Faraday1, on the same principles
precisely upon which one was granted to Mr. Airy2. If there had been the
means, I would have made the offer before I left office.

I was quite aware of Mr. Faraday's high eminence as a man of science,
and the valuable practical service he has rendered to the public in that
capacity; but I was to blame in not having ascertained whether his
pecuniary circumstances made an addition to his income an object to him.

I am sure no man living has a better claim to such a consideration
from the State than he has, and I trust the principle I acted on with regard to
the award of civil pensions will not only remove away impediments of
delicacy and independent feeling from the acceptance of them, but will add
a higher value to the grant of a pension as an honourable distinction than
any that it could derive from its pecuniary amount.

Ever, my dear Ashley, I Most faithfully yours, I Robert Peel.

1. See letter 786.
2. Airy had received a pension from Peel in February 1835. See Airy, W. (1896), 105-8.
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Letter 788
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
4 May 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 4 May 1835
My dear Sir

I think I remember that you possess some gilt articles from a Mummy
and if so can you lend them to me for next Saturday's Lecture^.] I want to
illustrate the durability of gold by refering to the samples of very ancient
date worked by man. I will take care of it & put it under a glass caseu I was in
hopes of obtaining a Torque but have not succeeded!.]

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T.W. [sic] Pettigrew Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is 9 May 1835. This was Faraday's second lecture on "On gold and platina" in his
eight lecture course "On the chemical and physical properties of the common metals".
Pettigrew did lend him the objects. See Faraday's notes RI MS F4I Ml835, p.7.

Letter 789
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
4 May 1835
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 4 May 1835
My dear Sir

I return you the wire suspenders, the Report1, &c &c with many thanks
for your kindness[.]

I do not know of such a master as you require. Probably Barlow can
tell you of such a oneu

I have not read his report through nor should I probably be able to
understand all the argument. I happened to open it at random at page 90 &
have just scored a consequence there which I dont understand!.] Whilst the
one wheel is falling surely the weight it before carried is not supported by
the other, if so supported, the first wheel would not fall: how then can the
whole weight be considered as supported by one rail only for that time2[.]

After all I sometimes feel glad that I am not a mathematician for
though Mathematical science is sure, I do not find that the conclusions of
its professors can be trusted much more than those of other Professors &c
&C &C[.]

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
I. Kingdom Brunell Esq I &c &c

Why dont you date your letters from your office or at least from some
place - it would very much relieve such bad memories as mine - M. F.

1. Barlow (1835).
2. Ibid, 90. This deals with the effect of two rails not being joined at precisely the same level.
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Letter 790
William Richard Hamilton to Faraday
6 May 1835
From the original in RI MS

23 Lr Grosvr Street I May 6 / 3 5
Dear Sir,

Mr Rogers1 will be happy to lend you any of the Greek worked gold
ornaments2, which he has - and begs me to add that he hopes you will join
me in breakfasting with him tomorrow at 10, when you can choose for
yourself. He has many works of art, which you would like to see. If this does
not suit your Engagements, I will do my best to select for you. You need not
return any answer. I shall call at the Royal Institution, on my way down, a
few minutes before 10 - &you can leave word with the Servant, whether you
accept the Invitation or not.

Yours very truly I W.R. Hamilton
M. Faraday Esq

1. Unidentified.
2. This was Faraday's second lecture on 9 May 1835 "On gold and platina" in his eight lecture
course "On the chemical and physical properties of the common metals". Both Hamilton and
Rogers did lend Faraday objects for this lecture. See Faraday's notes RI MS F4I M1835, p.7.

Letter 791
Faraday to Charles Stokes
10 May 1835
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution I 10 May 1835
My dear Sir

I write now simply to ascertain whether I may depend upon the
subject of Silicification for the 12th of June1. As I have to lecture every
Saturday I am afraid to let the time approach without some degree of
security for the Friday. If you say yes then we will meet for the serious
consideration of the matter in the beginning of June according to your
convenience2.

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Stokes Esq I &c &c

1. Stokes did not give the Friday Evening Discourse on 12 June 1835. Instead Henry
Wilkinson (1794-1861, Wilkinson (1973), ii-iii, gun maker) gave it on the "History and
manufacture of gun powder". See Lit.Gaz., 20 June 1835, p. 393.
2. See Lit.Gaz., 30 January 1836, p.72, for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 22 January 1836 on "Silicified plants and fossils" in which he used specimens from Stokes's
collection.
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Letter 792
Faraday to Edward Magrath
11 May 1835
From the original in NYPL, Ruth and Herman Vollmer Autograph
Collection

R Institution I 11 May 1835
Dear Magrath

I send you the orders
I was a good deal annoyed at finding I had been delayed at Mr Gages

house1 beyond the time of being at the Athenaeumu I did not reach home
till past 1 oclk[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 11 May 1835, RI MS HD 8b, pp.
63-6 for Faraday's description of objects from the tumulus in the Bartlow Hills. See also letter
802 and Gage (1835).

Letter 793
Jasper Atkinson1 to Faraday
11 May 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir,

As you stated last Saturday the smallest amount that we had coined in
Gold in any given year2,1 have the pleasure of giving you some idea of what
has been done in Silver, which, I think, will a little astonish the young ladies
and gentlemen & I also think it will show how very superior our Mint is to
that in Paris, which has been reckoned the most effective in the World.

Believe me to remain I Yours very truly Jas Atkinson
36 Nottingham Place
11 May 1835

1. Jasper Atkinson (1790-1856, Ann.Reg., 1856, 275). Official of the Royal Mint
2. That is 9 May 1835. This was Faraday's second lecture on "On gold and platina" in his
eight lecture course "On the chemical and physical properties of the common metals". There
is no mention of these figures in Faraday's notes RI MS F4I Ml835, p.7.
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Letter 794
Berkeley Westropp1 to Faraday
23 May 1835
From the original in RS MS 241, f.59

Society's House I 2 Chatham Place I May 23, 1835.
Sir,

I am directed by the Committee of the Royal Humane Society to return
you their grateful thanks for your letter of the 7th Inst. respecting the
impurity of the water used at present for the purposes of the Society at the
new Receiving House in Hyde Park, and recommending that another
source be resorted to for a supply of pure water, a recommendation which
the Committee have felt it their duty to adopt2.

The Committee, sensible of the advantages which the Institution has
derived, on former occasions, as well as upon this, from your talented
enquiries on subjects connected with the preservation of human life, and
grateful for the lively interest you have evinced for the welfare of the
Society and the fulfilment of its objects - have unanimously Elected you a
Governor for life of the Institution.

I have the honor I to remain I Sir I Yours very Sincerely IB. Westropp I
Secretary
Michael Faraday Esq FRS. I &c &c &c I Royal Institution.

1. Berkeley Westropp. Secretary of the Royal Humane Society, 1830-1844. Royal Humane
Society Annual Report, 1844, 24.
2. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 5 May 1835, RI MS HD 8b, p. 62
for Faraday's analysis.

Letter 795
Faraday to Charles Stokes
25 May 1835
From the original in RI MS

R Institution I 25 May 1835
My dear Sir

I had occasion to examine certain syrups which had been shown to
me as having undergone a certain treatment - but I have given no opinion
(that I recollect) of the process of preparation -1 did not see enough of it -

Let me ask of you in this & many other things to take no opinion for
mine which you do not see in writing with my name to it - and then to take it
only as far as it may go.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Stokes Esq I &c &c &c
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Letter 796
Faraday to John Gage
27 May 18351

From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 21/7
R Institution I Wednesday

My dear Sir
I want to see you and the camp stool2 and for that purpose will be with

you tomorrow at 11 o elk bringing the proof with met.]
Ever Truly Yours 1 M. Faraday

John Gage Esq &c &e &c

1. Date based on position of letter in manuscript.
2. See letter 802 and Gage (1835).

Letter 797
John Bowring1 to Faraday
27 May 1835
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.33

1 Queen Sq Westminster] I 27 May 1835
My dear Sir

Prof Poroni2 who has been introduced to me by a friend of mine, is
haunted by a very natural desire to make your acquaintance. You will
therefore I hope excuse the freedom I take in introducing him to youi.j

Ever truly yours I John Bowring
M Farraday Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Michael Farraday Esq I &c &c &c I British [sic] Institution I
Albemarle Street

1. John Bowring (1792-1872, DNB). Writer and MP for Clydeburghs, 1835-1837.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 798
Faraday to James Richard Clark
29 May 1835
From Parliamentary Papers, 1835 (367) xlviii, p.24

Royal Institution, 29 May 1835.
Sir,

I have hastened to answer your letter as soon as I possibly could make
the experiments, but am much pressed for time at this period of the year1.

In the cube of elm, the corrosive sublimate may be traced inwards to a
depth from one-fifth to one-fourth of an inch, by the ordinary tests: by the
test of voltaic action, I could trace it at the depth of three-fourths of an inch,
and I think there were appearances at the depth of an inch, but they were
doubtful; beyond that there were no indications.

In the cube of oak, the corrosive sublimate was easily found at the
depth of one-fifth or one-fourth of an inch by the usual tests, but it was
irregular, and apparently followed the fissures in the wood. By voltaic
action I could not trace it quite so far into this wood as in the elm.

Cube of fir. The penetration here was in the smallest degree; the
corrosive sublimate could be traced inwards about one-eighth or one-sixth
of an inch, by hydr. sulphuret of ammonia, and about half an inch by the
voltaic battery. The turpentine in the wood had probably been the
obstruction to penetration.

From these results, I am inclined to think that what I found at the
depth of four inches in Mr. [M.I.] Brunell's wood may have been carried in
by the saw, as that piece was a sawn plank and not a cube. But I do not know
the history of that piece, except as reported to me2.

The bottles No. 1, and No. 2, contained the same proportion of
corrosive sublimate in solution, and that was 176 grains to the imperial
pint, as nearly as I could carry the experiment in the time I had to give to it3.

I am, &c. I (signed) M. Faraday
- Clarke, Esq.

1. This refers to an Admiralty committee to investigate Kyan's process to prevent dry rot.
Faraday gave evidence to the Committee on 4 May 1835, Parliamentary Papers, 1835 (367)
xlviii, pp. 13-4. On 25 May 1835 the Committee sent Faraday these samples of wood for analysis
(ibid, p. 17).
2. Mentioned by Faraday in his evidence on 4 May 1835 (ibid, p. 12).
3. "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 29 May 1835, RI MS HD 8b, p.67 for
Faraday's analysis.
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Letter 799
Faraday to James Richard Clark
1 June 1835
From Parliamentary Papers 1835 (367) xlviii, p.24

Royal Institution, Monday Morning, 1 June.
Mr. Faraday thinks it may be agreeable to Mr. Clarke to know, that his
impressions with regard to the general process, remain as they were, and
are expressed in the evidence of the former meeting of the Committee1. Mr.
Faraday does not see anything in the results he sent to Mr. Clarke, which
either adds to, or takes from the degree of confidence (guarded as it is in
the evidence) which he at present puts in the process.

1. See letters 784 and 798.

Letter 800
Faraday to C.P. Chapman1

1 June 1835
From the original in Johns Hopkins University, Henry A. Rowland
papers, MS 6

R Institution I 1 June 1835
Dear Sir

I send back the specimens of zinc &c &q.] There were one or two of
them as the wire & the thin plate which I was very much inclined to keep
heref.]

I owe you many thanks for your kindness in the matter and shall see
you very shortlyu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Chapman Esq I &c &c &c

1. C.P. Chapman worked in Mosselmans sheet zinc office, 27 Cornhill. POD.

Letter 801
Faraday to Winckebach1

2 June 1835
From the original in SELJ MS 5/1-2

Royal Institution I June 2nd
Admit Professor Winckebach to the privileges of the Library for a month
from this dateu

M. Faraday

Endorsement: 1835

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 802
Faraday to John Gage
2 June 1835
From Gage (1835), 306-10

Royal Institution, June 2, 1365.
My Dear Sir,

In the midst of the pressure of much occupation which will admit of
no delay, I commence account of the matters you gave me in charge for
examination, and hope I shall be able to finish it in time to suit your
convenience.

It is nearly three weeks since I took the portions I possess from the
various articles in your custody, and, if my impression is correct, you
wished me to notice any thing which at that time caught the attention. I
shall do so therefore in some degree, though at the risk of noticing some
points which you will have touched far more minutely and accurately than I
can do.

The article which we called a camp-stool has been constructed
principally of iron, and much of that metal still remains in its original state
under the coat of oxide.

The upper horizontal bars were tipped with knobs of bronze; which
have resisted decay in a manner very far surpassing the iron. The white
incrustation upon them, which I at first considered as being probably oxide
of tin, is only carbonate of lime, and has been derived from the calcareous
matter with which the stool has been in contact.

You will recollect that at the corners of the upper horizontal bars were
appearances as of the remains of the straps or bands which had formed the
seat of the stool when opened. These appearances did not consist of any
difference in the colour or even nature of the substance there from that on
other parts of the bars, the whole was rust or oxide of iron: but at those
corners might be distinctly observed the form as of the ends of bands.
These bands appeared to have been either leather or hide; for there was
still the character of the surface of the skin, the sharp cut edge, the little
curl up at the edge, the small wrinkles where the tension of a tight pull
round the corner had not been uniform; there was also the long notch or
slit through which the descending bar of the stool has passed: and the
junction or union of the substance beyond that part: all these were
indications of the former existence of a strap there, and seemed to imply
that it was either of skin or leather. I have already said that the substance
here resembled in appearance that of other parts; but when it was heated it
gave much more ammonia than they did; and when projected on to fuzed
chlorate of potassa, there was scintillation, as if a little organic matter still
remained.

The next article I will notice, is the beautiful enamelled bronze vessel
with the loose handle. This, since it has been cleaned, will reveal its own
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nature to you. It appears to me that the cavities in which the enamels are
placed have certainly been finished with the chisel, before the enamel was
introduced, otherwise the angles could not have been so sharp as they are.
Whether they have been altogether formed by that tool, or partly produced
in the casting, I cannot say. The enamels are true glasses; not encaustic, as
commonly understood; and the solid portions selected, were found but
very little changed in their nature. The colours are three, blue, red, green,
and without any shades of difference. The blue is a deep translucent colour,
and is due to cobalt. The red is an opaque colour produced by copper. The
green is, I think, copper; but that is more difficult to determine from the
smallness of the portions taken, and the constant presence of that metal
derived from the bronze. The part of the bronze left uncovered by the
enamel appeared to have been gilt all over; but upon close examination I
could find no gold; the appearance was that of the bronze only.

The Lamp. - After removing the loose dirt and other matters which
had fallen into this vessel, there was found in the body of it a cracked cake
of a substance, dry, brittle, earthy in appearance, about half an inch in
thickness, and rather light. It was of a greyish colour, but the upper surface
black, and the lower green from the contact of the bronze. This substance
was altogether combustible; but it could be separated into two portions,
one a fusible fatty body, the other not fusible, and dark in colour. The whole
consisted of a fatty fuel much changed by time, or perhaps, in part, by the
heat which had resulted from the combustion of the lamp in former ages. I
am inclined at least to think the blackness and infusibility of part of the
substance, is due to such an action; for in lamps of this construction, where
the wick is in such near vicinity to the general mass of oil, much of the oil
that has been highly heated in the wick returns into the body of the fuel. It
is remarkable that this fuel has not assumed that condition in which it
would have constituted a fatty acid: it is not like the fat in soap, capable of
free combination with an alkali, nor abundantly soluble in alcohol.

The wick of the lamp was in the state of half burnt fibrous matter, and
about an inch in diameter. It is in its nature vegetable, but I cannot say what
particular substance it is.

The bronze leaf which rises from the handle must have struck you as
being not merely very ornamental but also as a shade to the eyes, a
protection to the hand when the lamp was carried, and a counterpoise by
its weight to the projection of the lamp at the place of the wick: the lamp
would in fact be very unsteady without it.

And now with regard to the narrow long-necked glass bottle. This bottle
would hold probably about half a pint. It was full to the top; the contents
being partly aqueous, and partly solid and liquid fatty matter. The bulk of
the contents had not sensibly diminished; for a portion of asphaltum, or
some substance resembling it, had been used to close the filled vessel; this
had taken an impression from an irregularity in the form of the inside of the
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neck close to the top, and this irregularity, and the corresponding
indentation in the asphaltum, were still nearly in contact; the part below
being quite full of solid and liquid matter. This solid substance, which I
have called asphaltum, was black, hard, heavier than water, and burnt with
flame having the same appearance and smell as asphaltum. There was but a
small quantity of it, perhaps a quarter of an inch in depth.

Below this black cement was a dry solid substance, and then a mixture
of solid and liquid, all being fatty and of the same general nature. A very
little heat dissolved the solid matter in the liquid, and an oil resulted. This
oil was lighter than water, of a yellow colour, burning with a bright flame,
producing a red colour on litmus paper; dissolving abundantly in alcohol,
and combining with alkalies so readily as to produce much heat. It was in
fact fatty acid, and in that respect unlike the fat in the lamp, but like that
which was found in the square narrow-mouthed bottle of the tumulus
formerly opened in the same place1; except that that was solid fat, and this
partly solid, partly liquid. Whether this fatty acid is the result of the
spontaneous change of oily matter at first in its natural state, which has
remained so long nearly or entirely excluded from the air; or whether it had
been made hot or otherwise treated before being introduced, and so a
change induced upon it at that period, I cannot say; but my impression is,
that the change has been the work of time.

At the bottom of the bottle, beneath and amongst the fat, was an
aqueous liquid sufficient in quantity to occupy about one third of the
contents of the whole bottle. It had a pale brown colour; was very sweet to
the taste (with a degree of roughness on the tongue); and had a faint vinous
or apple-like smell. By exposure to air it, in a few days, became darker in
colour, and lost its smell. It was slightly acid; was darkened in colour a little
by per-sulphate of iron, as if a trace of astringent matter were present. It
was heavy, descending rapidly through water, and forming strong striae
during its solution in it. It mingled freely with alcohol, no turbidness being
produced. Being evaporated it left a large proportion of a sweet thick syrup,
which by more heat burnt like sugar or honey, leaving an alkaline trace
behind. I could not discover any indications of an animal origin for this
substance. I do not think it had been mere wine, it was too dense a solution
for that; my impression is that it has been honey mingled either with water,
wine, or some aqueous fluid at the time of its introduction; for the
superposition of the oil in the vessel, and the general appearances, forbid
the supposition of the water having been obtained by gradual abstraction
from the atmosphere.

The next vessel that I will refer to is the bottle with two handles. Its
capacity is about a pint and a half; and, though open, it was nearly four-
fifths full of an aqueous fluid, at the bottom of which was a thick mass of
mucous matter resembling in its appearance the similar substance
frequently produced during the decay of vinegar and other vegetable
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solutions. The contents of this vessel had a faint smell resembling rhubarb;
the liquor was of a pale yellow colour, clear, not sensibly acid or alkaline,
and nearly tasteless, having only a slight mouldy flavour. The colour
scarcely changed by the addition of acid or alkali. Traces of a sulphate and
muriate could be found in the fluid by the proper tests, but scarcely any
lime or earthy base.

When the liquor was evaporated considerably, it left a small quantity
of coloured residue which was slightly alkaline before burning; when
heated it blackened, yielding only slight traces of ammonia, and the ash
that was left was very alkaline, the alkali being potash. I then examined the
coagulum that was at the bottom of the liquid. When pressed between
litmus paper it was very much diminished in size, indeed scarcely any thing
solid was left. The remaining substance burnt precisely like vegetable
matter. My impression is, that the liquid in this bottle is the result of the
decay of some vegetable solution, but whether wine, vinegar, or any other
particular liquid, I cannot guess by any indications derivable from its
present state.

There was also amongst the articles I saw and examined, a long-
necked small glass vessel which was dry inside, and contained only a few
loose fibres of dry solid matter. Parts were brown and parts black in colour,
and these differed from each other in their qualities, being distinct
substances. The black portion burnt with a feeble flame and perhaps
contained a little asphaltum. The other burnt, but scarcely with flame. I can,
however, say very little about them2.

The presence of the aqueous fluid in the double-handled open bottle,
leads me to hope that you will particularly consider the state of the cavity
from whence these vessels were taken, as to its degree of dryness or
dampness. Do you recollect whether the level of the cavity is above or
below the level of the surrounding land? and was any notice taken of the
state of the air in the cavity when first opened?

I am, my dear Sir, I very truly yours, I (signed) M. Faraday.
John Gage, Esq. F.R.S.

1. See letter 547.
2. For these analyses see "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 11 May 1835,
RI MS HD 8b, pp. 63-7.
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Letter 803
Faraday to John Gage
4 June 1835
From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 21/7

R Institution I 4 June, 1835
My dear Sir

I have finished my letter1 & looked over the whole & think it will do i.e.
if you can read it but I can hardly do so myself. There are one or two points I
must find an opportunity of speaking to you about but I can not say when.

If you print any part of my letter let me see the proof2y
Ever I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

John Gage Esq I &c &c &c
You will see I have added your words.

1. Letter 802.
2. Printed in Gage (1835), 306-10.

Letter 804
Faraday to John Gage
12 June 1835
From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 21/7

R Institution I Friday, 12 June
Dear Sir

Is it possible to have the loan of your beautiful bronze vessel & lamp1

for my lecture tomorrow2!.]
Ever Yours I M. Faraday

John Gage Esq I &c &c

Address: John Gage Esq I 10 Old Square I Lincolns Inn

1. Mentioned in letter 802.
2. That is for Faraday's lecture on "On tin" in his eight lecture course "On the chemical and
physical properties of the common metals". There is no indication in Faraday's notes RI MS
F4I M1835, pp.26-9 that Gage lent these items.
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Letter 805
Faraday to Richard Phillips
12 June 1835
From the original in SI D MS 853B
Are the enclosed all rightu

Ever yours I M. Faraday

Address: R. Phillips Esq I &c &c &c I St Thomas Hospital I Borough
Postmark: 12 June 1835

Letter 806
D.A. de Scherer1 to Faraday
2 July 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

the Haag the 2d July 1835.
Sir,

When I visited, on your aimable [sic] invitation, the Museum of the
Royal Institution, I didn't remark in the Mineralogical Collection any of
these pepits of platina, which are found together w<ith> gold in the
auriferous sand of the Ural. By a hazard I just received from a friend of mine
three of such pepits, and I shall be very happy if you will incorporate them
to your remarkable collection, I beg you to receive it as proof of the
particular esteem and consideration I feel for you as well as all those who
occupy themselves with sciences2.

I remain, I Sir, I Your most obedient and humble servant ID.A. de
Scherer I of Russia
Address: St Petersburg I un Department des Manufactures et de Commerce
interieur

Address: Dr. Faraday, Esq I Secretary of the Royal I Institution I London I
Albemarle Street. I Ci joint une boite: meme adresse. [Attached one box:
same address].

1. Unidentified.
2. This presentation is noted in RI MM, 2 November 1835, 8: 379.
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Letter 807
Faraday to Edward Magrath
19 July 1835
From the original in RI MS

Freyberg I 19 July 1835
Dear Magrath

What with occupation fatigue and rheumatism I have not yet been able
to write to you but must redeem my promise at this place if I can or else I
shall be at Albemarle Street and then have no power to do anything but
listen to your reproaches. On the whole we have done very well what we
have seen we have enjoyed very much. We had a rough passage to Dieppe
from Brighton1, so rough that we found the French people wondering that
we had ventured, but we were so unhappy in our wetness as to be quite
unconscious of anything else. We passed through Rouen to Paris and spent
8 days at the latter place, took up Mr. Barnard there and travelled through
to Geneva. There we stopped 3 or 4 days, and found De La Rive our friend
very kind and then left for Chamouni where stopping 2 days we had time to
go to the Montanvert the Sea of Ice the Flegere, the Glacier des Bossons &c
&c & see all we wanted to see. We got to Martigni by the Tete Noire and
were quite satisfied with the choice of passage. From Martigni to Vevey and
from Vevey to this place where we are at this present date the 19th.
Tomorrow we start for Berne & then as things may turn up.

Now you will see that we have not done & cannot do all we intended
but I do not know that that much matters. We are almost surfeited with
Magnificent scenery and for myself I would rather not see it, than see it with
an exhausted appetite. The weather has been most delightful & every thing
in our favour so that the scenery has been in the most beautiful condition^
Mont Blanc above all is wonderful and I could not but feel at it, what I have
often felt before that painting is very far beneath poetry in cases of high
expression; of which this is one. No artist should try to paint Mont Blanc, it
is utterly out of his reach. He cannot convey an idea of it and a formal mass
or a common place model conveys more intelligence even with respect to
the sublimity of the mountain than his highest efforts can dot.] In fact he
must be able to dip his brush in light & darkness before he can paint Mont
Blanq.j Yet the moment one sees it Lord Byrons2 expressions come to mind
and they seem to apply3. The poetry and the subject dignify each other.

There is a very fine iron wire bridge here above 900 feet in span &
suspended at a great height over the river & valley beneathf.j It is rough in
finish but a fine work. We were on it last night a fine scene of lightning being
all around us & the effect was very beautifulf.]

We feel that we are now on our road home & I think we shall continue
right on in our course & be at home about the first of August but I cannot tell
to a day or two because of the uncertainty about steam boats to England &
because of the difficulty of choosing either Holland or Belgium at pleasure
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as our rout[e.] But I dare say that thanks to your kindness I shall find help at
Frankfurt in Mr Koch4 as I did in Paris in Mr Feuillet5 who desires his
remembrances to you. For the present farewell[.j

Yours Most Truly, I M. Faraday

Address: Edw. Magrath Esq I Athenaeum I London I England

1. On 24 June 1835. See Curwen (1940), 127.
2. George Noel Gordon, Lord Byron (1788-1824, DNB). Poet.
3. Byron, Manfred, Act 1, Scene 1.
4. Unidentified.
5. Laurent-Francois Feuillet (1768-1843, DBF). Librarian of the Academie des Sciences.

Letter 808
Faraday to William Buckland
3 August 1835
From the incomplete original in RS MS Bu 65

Royal Institution I 3 Aug. 1835
My dear Sir

I have received and examined the bar of Iron, it is by no means hard
but just as <ordinary> soft iron of not particularly good quality

in illustrating the effects of position in future Lectures.
I am I my dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Rev. Dr Buckland I &c &c &c

Letter 809
Faraday to Friedrich Wohler
15 August 1835
From the original in NSUBG Cod. Ms. Wohler 41

Royal Institution I 15, Aug. 1835
Dear Sir

Both the persons I wished to have with us at the Gas works are out of
town, but one or the other will return in a few days & then we will go to the
worksu

In the mean time I send you a letter to a Proprietor of a Glass works
near Westminster Bridge on the further side of the river1!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Proffr Wohler I &c &c &c
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1. Probably J. Wheeden, glass cutter of Bridge Street, Southwark. Robson (1835), 1202.

Letter 810
Faraday to John Henry Vivian1

17 August 1835
From the original in NSUBG 2° Cod. MS. Philos. 182: Faraday

Royal Institution I 17, Aug 1835
My dear Sir

I do myself the pleasure of introducing Professor Wohler to you as a
chemical philosopher of great eminence from the continent and hope you
will both for his sake and mine allow him to go through your magnificent
worksu

Ever My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.H. Vivian Esq MP. I &c &c &c

Address: John Henry Vivian Esq MP I &c &c &c I Singleton or I Hafod Copper
works I Swansea I S. Wales

1. John Henry Vivian (1785-1855, B3). Head of Vivian and Sons, copper smelters in South
Wales.

Letter 811
Faraday to John Newman
31 August 1835
From the original in SI D MS 554A
Mr Newman
For the Military Academy at Woolwich
Two 10 fl [oz] \ , .
Two 6 fl [oz] / b l u e P ° t S

Let me have them today that I may send them in time for the operations!.]
M. Faraday

Monday I 31 August I 1835
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Letter 812
Faraday to John William Lubbock
7 September 1835
From the original in RS MS Lub F5

Royal Institution I 7 Septr 1835
My dear Sir

I have seen Mr. Sturdy to day and now I think you & I must meet and
talk over his results as regards Gilpin1 & also the instrument to be usecfi] Can
you see me on Thursday between 10 and 2 o elk if so drop me a note saying
at what hour & I will be with youi.j

Mr Sturdy has promised to have the results relating to Gilpin ready &
if You send over a note to him he will attend the appointment.

At the same time I think I should like to be with you half an hour
before he comesu

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.W. Lubbock Esq I &c &c &c

1. George Gilpin (d.1810, Hall (1984), 224). Clerk to the Royal Society, 1785-1810, Anon
(1940), 344. The work referred to is Gilpin (1794).
2. See note 3, letter 761.

Letter 813
William Whewell to Faraday
9 September 1835
From the original in TCC MS O.I5.49, f.50

Trin. Coll. Cambridge, Sept. 9, 1835
My dear Sir

I have been reading your ninth series of "Researches"1 with the
strongest interest, as I read all of them, and especially those which relate to
your "Induction." I have a wish to ask a question or two which I dare say
you will be good natured enough to accept as an excuse for my troubling
you. In Art. 10772, you say that the supposition of momentum or inertia is at
once set aside by your expts. (1069) and (1089)3[.J Now will you allow that
there is any force in the following remarks on this? I do not think that it
follows that the effects on breaking contact are not produced by inertia,
because they are modified by the effect of the wire on itself. Such an effect
may alter the distribution of the fluid, so as to affect even its mechanical
properties. The mechanical effect of the impulse of the same quantity of
water in a water-course will be different when it flows smoothly and when it
runs in waves. Then as to (1089) it appears to me to comprise the notion of
momentum. When the contact is broken the momentum of the long wire
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current overpowers that of the shorter one and turns it back. Does not this
represent the fact?

I have been strongly impressed with the notion of the inertia of the
electrodynamic current, ever since I read your first series of researches4. I
state it thus. "A substance when put in motion by another substance,
produces, at the first instant, an impulse opposite to that of the motion; if the
velocity be uniform, no further effect is perceived till the motion is stopped;
and at that instant, an impulse is produced in the direction of the motion."
Now this description is a full and exact account of the laws, alike, of
electrical currents and mechanical collision. How then can I help
identifying the two cases?

I will also take the liberty of making a remark on phraseology, which
you know I am used to do. In your first researches you spoke of volta-
induction", a term which you have since not used. You then employed the
term magneto-electric induction6, which you still, I think, retain. It appears to
me that as Ampere did well to introduce the word electrodynamic action, to
include electro-magnetic, voltaic, and magnetic, after he had shown that
the three are identical, so you ought to use a term of like extent for the like
reason and call your induction electrodynamic induction.

But I have something more to say of the same kind. The facts which
occur at making or breaking contact are not induction, if induction means,
as by analogy it should mean, the condition produced by the
neighbourhood of an electric circuit. These facts mark the beginning and
end of induction. Whether there is a permanent condition produced by a
neighbouring circuit or not, this class of facts has no right to the name. But
allowing the analogy of mechanical action to obtain in the action of
electrodynamic wires (I have shown above how strong the analogy is) we
see clearly what these facts of instantaneous action are. They are the
reaction of the current in which motion is produced by induction. You have
yourself so called them (1114)[.j You say "a current sustains a state which
when allowed to react, at the cessation of the original current, produces a
second current."71 think therefore that in consistence with your own views,
all the facts produced by the beginning and end of electrodynamical
proximity should be ascribed to electrodynamical reaction.

I have always admired how you contrived to get (114)8 so soon at the
very difficult law which governs the direction of an electrodynamical
current produced by motion. But I have also wondered, that accepting
Ampere's theory, as I think you do, you have never expressed that law and
some other of your results, in terms of his theory: but have, on the contrary,
determined everything by reference to magnetical directions and curves
which according to him are derivative elements. I mention this because I
have found that it gave me some trouble to refer your results to his theory.

According to his theory the convertibility of electricity and magnetism,
of which you speak (1114)9 as a problematical point, is a fundamental fact.
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And it seems to me that taking his theory, and supposing the electric fluid
to have inertia, the only point in this part of the subject, which remains
obscure, is the law of electrodynamic induction properly so called, that is
the force by which a current produces a current in a neighbouring
substance, whether a current be a vibration, a strain, or any thing else10.

I shall be glad if you have time to give me any light as to your views on
these points. I consider the train of discovery in which you are engaged as
so great a thing for us and for posterity that I cannot help wishing to
understand the progress of it as clearly as possible. Believe me, my dear
Sir,

Yours very truly I W. Whewell

Address: Dr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Faraday (1835a), ERE9.
2. Ibid, 1077.
3. Ibid, 1069 and 1089.
4. Faraday (1832a), EREL
5. Ibid., 26. In fact Faraday called it "volta-electric induction".
6. Ibid, 58.
7. Faraday (1835a), ERE9, 1114. Whewell slightly altered this passage and added the
emphasis.
8. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, 114.
9. Faraday (1835a), ERE9, 1114.
10. See Whewell (1837), 3: 91-7 for his discussion of these issues. He may well have been
writing this at this time. See Ibid, 163.

Letter 814
Faraday to William Whewell
19 September 1835
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.8

Royal Institution 19 Septr 1835
My dear Sir

Your letter1 was quite refreshing for I had begun to imagine that I
thought more about Electricity and Magnetism than it was worth: and so a
notion was creeping over me that after all I was perhaps only a bore to my
friends by the succession of papers I was bold to send forth, and not that
successful labourer for science which I was striving to be. Perhaps you will
think so too when I tell you I have the tenth series2 in print and waiting to
reach you; but whatever you may think I am resolved to take your last letter
as encouragement to go on.

Your remarks on my phraseology I am quite willing to admit; but let
me remind you that I and Ampere use words, i.e. names, in very different
ways. My words Volta-induction - magneto-electric-induction - magneto-
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electricity - electro-magnetism &c are merely intended to indicate how the
effects included under them are obtained whereas Ampere by the word
"Electro-dynamic" essentially implies a theory which theory may be wrong.
The origin of all these effects may be something in such a state that when
we come to know what it is the word electrodynamic may not apply. Perhaps
I may be equally wrong, nay more so by far, in the word induction but at all
events the prefixes, Volta, magneto, magneto electric, electro magnetic,
pledge me to no theory, and yet have a certain distinctness of sense which
makes them useful. Besides Amperes term, however good it may be, is so
general that we must have words as heads of the several divisions into
which the great branch of Electrodynamic science practically divides itself,
and it is in that way rather than any other I would wish to use mine though I
am probably not always consistent with myselff.]

I ought to say that I accept Amperes theory as the best present
representation of facts, but that still I hold it with a little reserve. This
reserve is more a general feeling than any thing founded on distinct
objections to it. Remember I am no Mathematician. If I were one and could
go into a closer examination of the theory than is at present possible for me
I might have no doubts left; but all my mathematics consist in that rough
natural portion of geometry which every body has more or less. Hence the
reason why I have never put my facts into terms of Amperes theory; and
why I cling to the relations of Magnetic & Electric forces as the simplest I
can perceive; these again are readily distinguished in practise and hence
the most convenient if not the best for an experimentalist to refer to. I wish
most sincerely some mathematician would think it worth his while to do
that for the facts which I can not do for themu

With regard to your remarks on momentum I can see great force in
them. In thinking of momentum I had considered the analogy of a fluid,
elastic or not, moving in a tube and acting in proportion to its mass,
velocity &c. on obstacles in the tube or at least in the current. Perhaps if I
could see the true relation of the currents in the phenomena which I have
called phenomena of Volta-induction, and which relation I think you say is
obscure I might admit that the idea of momentum is not opposed to the facts
or even that it accurately explains them: of course the conclusion at (1077)3

would, being unfounded, fall to the ground. At present however I feel the
difficulty as I did before. Why for instance in the experiment (1090)4 should
the action be transferred from the wire carrying the original current to the
neighbouring wire if it be an effect of momentum? The second wire is
carrying no current during the time that the electricity is moving through
the first, why then on stopping the current in that first wire does not its
effect of momentum appear in it also? I am aware however we might talk
this matter on a great distance in conversation though hardly by letters

With respect to induction remember that when I first used the term I
believed that the neighbouring wire assumed & retained a peculiar state
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(called the electrotonic state) as long as the original current was continued
(60. 67)5; and considered the two currents produced only as the particular
conditions belonging to the commencement & conclusion of this state.
Considered as parts of that induced state I think they might then fairly be
called phenomena of induction. I have given up this electrotonic state for
the time (242)6 as an experimental result (remember my researches are
experimental) because I could find no fact to prove it but I cling to it in fancy
or hypothesis (242, 1114)7 from general impressions produced by the
whole series of resultsu You on the contrary seem to me not merely to
admit it but contend for it. You say "a substance when put in motion by
another substance produces at the first instant an impulse opposite to that of
the motion; if the velocity be uniform no further effect is perceived till the
motion is stopped and at that instant an impulse is produced in the direction
of the motion" and you say "this is a full & exact account of the laws alike of
electrical currents & mechanical collision"; then afterwards you add "we
see clearly what these facts of instantaneous action are. They are the
reaction of the current in which motion is produced by induction &c"[.) Now
if this second current had had an existence during the time that the first
current was continued I could have better conceived the notion of
momentum[.] As the second instantaneous current does not exist I take it
for granted you assume the electrotonic (60)8 or peculiar (1114)9 state; but
still that will justify the application of the word induction to it either at its
beginning its continuance or its termination. Now is it not possible that this
state may be a condition accounting for the phenomena on some other
principle than that of momentum merely? It is just my ignorance of these
things and my inability to view the effects as a mathematician that makes
me speak with doubt & hesitation & it may be in great error, but it is the
only reason, or rather excuse, I have to offer. I feel that my safety consists in
facts; and even these I am but too anxious to pervert through the influence
of preconceived notions. To you therefore & such as you I must look for
help & assistance and nothing would delight me more than the idea of
having, however accidentally or humbly, been the means of setting you
of[f] in pursuit of the important object before us[.]

Ever My dear Sir Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Whewell: An. Sept. 25
Address: Revd W. Whewell I &c &c &c I Trinity College I Cambridge

1. Letter 813.
2. Faraday (1835b), ERE10.
3. Faraday (1835a), ERE9, 1077.
4. Ibid., 1090.
5. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, 60, 67.
6. Faraday (1832b), ERE2, 242.
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Ibid, and Faraday (1835a), ERE9, 1114.
Faraday (1832a), ERE1, 60.
Faraday (1835a), ERE9, 1114.

Letter 815
Faraday to John William Lubbock
21 September 1835
From the original in RS MS Lub F6

21 Septr 1835 I Royal Institution
Dear Sir

I thought I could have called on you before this and so have
acknowledged your note in personu

I think it is much better that Mr Russell]1 should examine the results^
Why should you take that trouble on you which another can take when
there is so much that can not be so transferred2^]

The table you speak of must I think be one of those we have but in a
different form: for the argument is Specific Gravity in that I refer to & the
second column expresses the proportion of proof spirit by weight in a
hundred parts by weight of any stronger or weaker spirit at any given
temperature. If we can replace the true Specific Gravity by the observed
Specific Gravity (which I presume is not difficult) this will be the identifying
table i.e it will shew the same strength for the same spirit at different
temperatures.

But whilst the Excise adopt the system of measuring instead of
weighing spirit this table will not do for levying the duty by because it does
not give the proportion in any given bulk of spirit and because the bulk
changes by temperature whilst the weight remains the same: and as the
officer when he gauges or measures does not correct the whole volume to
what it would be at 62° or standard temperature so the numbers which at
different temperatures would come out the same for the same spirit by this
table must come out differently by the table which he really does use or is
to use. The correction in fact for increase or diminution of bulk being
introduced into the second column of this table thus the observed S.G in
this table at the temperature of 80° would indicate the number of gallons of
proof spirit at 62° in 100 gallons of the examined spirit at 80° whereas the
next day the observed S.G at the temperature of 40° for the same spirit
would indicate the number of gallons of proof spirit at 62° in 100 gallons of
the examined spirit at 40\ As 100 gallons at 80° & at 40° are different
quantities by weight the indications at these two temperatures would of
course not be the samei.]

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.W. Lubbock Esq I &c &c &c
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1. A computer, otherwise unidentified.
2. See note 3, letter 761.

Letter 816
William Whewell to Faraday
25 September 1835
From the original in RI MS Fl 134

Trinity College, Cambridge. Sept. 25. 1835
My dear Sir

I am much obliged by your answer of my enquiries1. I should like
much to talk over some of them with you and may perhaps have an
opportunity of doing so as I expect to be in London for a day or two in the
beginning of October; and I will defer to some such opportunity anything
more which I have to say on the subject. I feel however we shall probably
differ very little for the remarks you make upon my suggestions agree very
nearly with my own. The difficulties which you point out as belonging to the
opinions which I stated had occurred to me, and it is a matter of great
satisfaction to me to find that we look at the matter so nearly in the same
point of view. I still think that some of them may be got over; but I am
puzzled how to conceive the condition of a magnetic body so that the
hypothetical electrodynamic currents which circulate round its particles
according to Ampere's theory, shall be absolutely identical with voltaic
currents; till this is done, the attempt to identify the circumstances under
which the two kinds of currents begin and stop can hardly be successful.

I can hardly conceive how you can even for a moment doubt about the
immense scientific importance of your electromagnetic researches. I have
all along considered them as the greatest event which ever happened in the
history of chemistry. It has for some time been clear that the capital point
of chemical theory is the connexion between electrical relation and
chemical composition; and you have now got so far as to obtain a numerical
measure of the former relation, and some facts belonging to its connexion
with the numerical laws of composition. It cannot be doubted therefore that
you have made great steps towards the solution of the grand problem; and
my own persuasion is that you have before you still greater discoveries
than you have yet made. In this point of view I consider Ampere's theory,
beautiful as it is, and I think well established, as only a small part of your
magnificent subject. Believe me my dear sir

Yours very sincerely I W. Whewell

Address: Dr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Letter 814.
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Letter 817
Faraday to Heinrich Gustav Magnus
c September 18351

From the original in SI D MS 554A
R Institution I Thursday Morning

Dear Sir
My assistant at Woolwich Mr Marsh2 will be happy to show you & our

friends the Arsenal but as he has engagements I must explain a few matters.
He says the best hour is from & after 1 o elk either tomorrow Friday or
Monday. On Saturday there are no men at worku If you appoint to be at the
Arsenal gate on either of those days at any hour you may chose he will
either be there or have a man ready to send for him on your arrival. But to
save his time 1 think it would be proper for you to fix your hour and then
send him a note by the 2ny Post saying what that hour will be[.] His address
is Gas works, Woolwich[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
M Magnus I &c &c &c

Address: M. Magnus

1. Dated on the basis that Magnus was in England at this time. See letters 818 and 819.
2. James Marsh (1794-1846, DNB). Chemical assistant at the Royal Military Academy.

Letter 818
Faraday to Charles Babbage
28 September 1835
From the original in BL add MS 37189, f.168

R Institution I 28 Septr 1835
My dear Sir

Professor Magnus is not in Town at present. He is I believe in the
country and he promised to call on me on his return before he left England
but I have not yet seen him this second time. When I hear of him you shall
knowl[.] His residence was (I think) at 70 Regents Quadrant.

Ever Truly Yours 1 M. Faraday
C. Babbage Esq

1. See letter 819.
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Letter 819
Faraday to Charles Babbage
29 September 1835
From the original in BL add MS 37189, f.169

R Institution I 29 Septr 1837
My dear Sir

Let me introduce M Scharling1 of Copenhagen to you[.j He has just left
Magnus & will tell you all about his movements2!.] If you can also favour me
by showing him your calculating machines

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Babbage Esq.

Address: Charles Babbage Esq I 1 Dorset Street I Manchester Square

1. Edvard August Scharling (1807-1866, P2, 3). Docent in chemistry and physics in
Copenhagen.
2. See letter 818.

Letter 820
Faraday to William Henry Fox Talbot
6 October 1835
From the original in LA MS 35-31

Royal Institution I 6, Oct. 1835
My dear Sir

I do not know that much has been published (anterior to my own
papers) respecting the length of time in which a battery can remain in
actions Some of the French & Italian philosophers by very weak solutions
have retained them in force for a long while1. Various causes influence the
durability of the action but in the first place and before referring the
phenomenon to any cause it is essential to observe whether the battery has
been open or closed for the whole time[.] A closed battery or one in which
the circuit is complete soon becomes inactive if opened & left for a time it
recovers somewhat but if closed soon falls again. A battery retained open
constantly will almost always shew energetic powers for a short time when
closed[.j

You will see in my papers (1000, 1001, 1002, 1120)2 &c a battery
described which if the poles are not retained in communication will be
ready for action after any length of time; but your battery is not likely to be
of such a nature, it is I suppose an ordinary battery which has been left
unclosed, and in order to know its present force you should not merely
ascertain that it can decompose water &c but how long it will continue to
decompose it & how much water it can decompose.
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Ever Dear Sir I Most truly yours I M. Faraday
H.F. Talbot Esq 1 &c &c &c

Address: H.F. Talbot Esq I &c &c &c I Laycock Abbey I Chippenham

1. See Becquerel (1829).
2. Faraday (1834c), ERE8, 1000-2, 1120.

Letter 821
Faraday to Mary Somerville
12 October 1835
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep c.370, MSF-1

Royal Institution I 12 Oct 1835
Dear Mrs. Somerville

I have been making some experiments with the papers but do not
succeed in obtaining so good & regular a result as I wished & believed I
might obtain^.]

In the first place the precipitates made upon the paper are not so
sensible or regular as that first found & washed & applied in the normal way
the excess of the muriate or nitrate used & the resulting salt formed
interfering with action of light by retarding more or less the change and
that in an irregular manners Chloride produced on the paper is therefore
nothing like so regular in its change as chloride previously precipitated &
well washed*.]

In the next place I do not find that I can lay a more regular coat of the
substance on the method I mentioned than by using the moist precipitated
chloride & a camel hair pencils

I suspect your chloride is a good deal discovered^ I will therefore
precipitate & wash some and send it to you in the moist states Allow me to
suggest that when you refer to and apply it to paper for your experiments
you do so in a dark place or by candle light only & then you may keep it for
a long time in good conditions

I send also Biots report for your inspection2^]
Every Your faithful Servant IM. Faraday

Mrs. Somerville

1. See Somerville (1836) and Patterson (1983), 173-4 for details of these experiments of
Somerville's.
2. Biot (1835).
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Letter 822
Faraday to Thomas Davidson1

15 October 1835
From the original in Uppsala University Handskriftsavdelningen Erik
Waller's Collection of Autographs

Royal Institution I Thursday 15 Oct
My dear Sir

The Members of the Royal Institution would be much obliged to you if
when you receive letters from your brother you would do us the favour to
communicate such matter as may be permissible to the reading room2[.]

I am I Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
- Davidson Esq I &c &c &c

1. Brother of John Davidson and editor of Davidson (1839).
2. For example, part of letter 919 was read by Faraday to the Royal Institution. See Davidson
(1839), 178 and note 4, letter 919.

Letter 823
Faraday to Percy Drummond
15 October 1835
From the original in RMA WO150 / 15, f.56

R. Institution I 15 Oct. 1835
Dear Sir

I have usually sent you such bills & receipts as are included in my
current account. I send you now two of Chaffins1 but there is one I cannot
find at presents The bills are in fact rather my vouchers than yours as I
have to answer to Chaffin and are perhaps therefore of no consequence to
you but only an embarrassment^ If however you would rather have it I will
get Chaffin to make out another copy of it[.j

Ever Dear Sir i Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll. Drummond I &c &c &c

1. James Chaffin ran a glass and lamp warehouse at 60 Fleet Street POD.
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Letter 824
Mary Somerville to Faraday
25 October 1835
From the original in RI MS Fl H9
How truly I am obliged to you my dear Sir for your kindness1. The chloride
of silver answers perfectly, and I took advantage of the last sunshine to
make experiments upon a variety of substances with success. There were
some curious results, but time will be required & brighter weather to
confirm them. I beg my best regards to Mrs Faraday

and remain yours I very Sincerely I Mary Somerville
R.H. Chelsea I 25th Oct

1. See letter 821 and note 1.

Letter 825
Faraday to Lord Melbourne
26 October 1835
From the original in the Royal Archives, Windsor, Melbourne Papers
Box 112/96
Faraday number 31

Royal Institution I 26 Octr. 1835
My Lord

The conversation with which your Lordship honored me this
afternoon, including as it did your Lordship's opinion of the general
character of the pensions given of late to Scientific persons2, induces me
respectfully to decline the favour which I believe your Lordship intends
me3; for I feel that I could not, with satisfaction to myself, accept at your
Lordship's hands that, which though it has the form of approbation, is of
the character which Your Lordship so pithily applied to it4.

I have the honor to be I My Lord 1 Your Lordships Most Obedient I
Humble Servant I M. Faraday
To the I Right Honourable I Lord Viscount Melbourne I First Lord of the
Treasury I &c &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday on his copy: My letter to Lord Melbourne - declining
his kindness. Left by myself with my card at Lord Melbournes office on the
same evening i.e on the day of our conversation I MF

1. As numbered on Faraday's copy in IEE MS SC 3.
2. The following passage is crossed through here in Faraday's copy: "agreeing also as it did
with my own opinion three years ago when I heard the first announcement at Cambridge of
that to Mr. Dalton". That is at the 1833 meeting of the British Association at Cambridge. See
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Lit.Gaz., 13 July 1833, p.433. For those who had received pensions see Parliamentary Papers,
1838 (621), xxiii. For the background to such pensions see MacLeod (1970).
3. That is a pension from the Civil List. See letters 777, 780, 782, 786, 787 and also 775.
According to Thompson (1898), 70 James South had written to Caroline Fox asking her to give
a copy of letter 775 to Lord Holland to place before Lord Melbourne. This led to Faraday's
interview with Lord Melbourne. In his diary entry for 26 April 1835, Lord Holland regrets the
way men of genius like Faraday had been neglected (Kriegel (1977), 294).
4. Thompson (1898), 71 gives the following account of Faraday's interview with Lord
Melbourne based on Faraday's notes of the meeting which have been lost: "Faraday first had a
long talk with Melbourne's secretary, Mr. Young, about his first demurring on religious
grounds to accept the pension about his objection to savings' banks, and the laying-up of
wealth [on this issue see Cantor (1991), 104-10]. Later in the day he had a short interview with
the First Lord of the Treasury, when Lord Melbourne, utterly mistaking the nature of the man
before him, inveighed roundly upon the whole system of giving pensions to scientific and
literary persons, which he described as a piece of humbug. He prefixed the word "humbug"
with a participle which Faraday's notes describe as "theological." Faraday, with an instant
flash of indignation, bowed and withdrew".

Letter 826
Faraday to John Gage
3 November 1835
From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 21/7

R Institution I 3 Nov. 1835
My dear Sir

I owe you many thanks for the copy of the paper1. The engravings are
both beautiful & true. I am proud of being in any degree connected with
your research2u

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Gage Esq I &c &c &c

1. Gage (1835).
2. That is the publication of letter 802 in ibid., 306-10.

Letter 827
Faraday to James South
6 November 1835
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 4

Royal Institution I 6 Nov 1835
My dear Sir James

Need I say how thankful I am to you for your letter and Miss Fox's
approval. Now I have no anxiety:- those whose kindness I am grateful for
and whose approbation I am anxious to have are with me and I hope that in
doing what was right I have not given others occasion to have one evil
thought of me. Since I first knew of the affair nothing has been nearer to my
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mind than the desire whilst I preserved my self respect, to give no one
occasion of offenceu

As you have been the bearer of Miss Fox's kind expressions to me will
you do me a last favour by placing in her hands a few words of thanks1. I
think I ought to send them only hoping that in this and other things I have
not been too much obtruded on her attention!.]

And now My dear Sir pray let me drop u I know you have serious
troubles of your own2 do not let me be one any longer either to you or to
others. You have my most grateful feelings for all the kindness you have
shown to him who is ever truly yours.

M. Faraday

Endorsement: See endorsement to letter 828.

1. Letter 828.
2. A reference to South's battle with Richard Sheepshanks (1794-1855, DNB, astronomer).
See Hoskin (1989) for an account of this extended controversy.

Letter 828
Faraday to Caroline Fox
6 November 1835
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 4

Royal Institution I 6 Nov 1835
Madam

My feelings prompt me and the sight of your hand writing encourages
me to offer you in few words my most grateful and sincere thanks for the
extraordinary kindness which you have shown me in a late affair1 the
conclusion of which is to me a source of pleasure since it allows me to
express my feelings without any fear of a mistaken interpretation being put
upon themu

Your kind expressions and invitation I do not merit & it is very
probable that upon a nearer view of me you might think that your present
estimate of my character is much too favourable!.] But I shall never forget,
that what you know of me thus far has gained your approbation and it will
be doubly my desire and pleasure hence forward to deserve & retain it[.j

I have the honor to be I Madam I with the most Sincere respect I Your
grateful & humble servant I M. Faraday
The Honorable I Miss Fox I &c &c
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Endorsed by Faraday: Copies of mine to Sir J. South2 & Miss Fox of the 6th
Nov. 1835

1. Of the Civil List pension. See letter 825.
2. Letter 827.

Letter 829
Marc Isambard Brunei to Faraday
9 November 1835
From the original in RI MS
My dear Sir

A German Doctor who has been Librarian at the University of
Gottingen, and who can produce good recommendations, I understand,
intends to offer himself for the same office in your Institution, where we
understand that the appointment is vacant1: Could you, my dear Sir, drop
me a line here and let me know whether the appointment is still open and
whether there is any way by which this Gentleman could be brought to the
notice of the Institution.

Your early reply will oblige, my Dear Sir,
Yours very truly I M.I. Brunei

Thames Tunnel I 9th Nov. 1835

Address: Dr. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle St
1. Samuel Weller Singer (1784-1853, B3), librarian of the Royal Institution from 1827 had
resigned (because of the illness of his son, see letter 943) on 28 October 1835. RI MM, 2
November 1835, 8: 376. William Mason (d.1849, age 66, GRO) was appointed in his place. See
RI MM, 15 February 1836, 8: 401.

Letter 830
William Pole1 to Faraday
12 November 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

3 Stone Buildings I 12 Nov. 1835.
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your 10th series2 which I presume goes far to exhaust
the subject if any subject in nature can be so.

Enclosed is the 6 rouble piece I mentioned to you on Tuesday which I
have great pleasure in presenting to you. This completes your series of
Platinum coins as issued in Russia3. You have the 12 rouble piece the 6
rouble piece & the 3 rouble piece (so called respectively). No others have
been coined. The rouble here meant is the silver rouble in
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contradistinction to the common rouble in which latter all money,
transactions are carried on. Originally the Paper (or common) rouble was
equivalent (or intended to be) to the silver (or then common) rouble. Paper
however fell to 375 per cent discount (this year it is about 373 discount) &
so the silver rouble is worth 3 rouble 75 Kopeck's in common parlance. The
silver rouble exists in circulation but in common language has lost its
name. A rouble is 100 Kopecks - a copper coin. 10 Kopecks = an English
penny hence a rouble = lOd English. A silver rouble = 3/1 d English & a 12
rouble piece = 37s/ English. 6 rouble piece = 18/6 English & so on.

I was informed by mercantile persons in Russia that as soon as the
present lease of the Platinum mines (now of some few years standing) is
expired either Platinum will be withdrawn from circulation or a great
change must take place in the coin arising from the great increase in the
production of the mines there & from America which has taken place
during the existence of the lease as compared with its consumption. In
Petersburg & Moscow I never saw Platinum in circulation. I was 800 miles &
upwards in the interior & came 450 miles through Finland and never saw
the coin in use altho' I looked for it & this altho' notes from 5 roubles (4/2
English) & upwards are in abundant use. I was told however that they are in
current use in Siberia & the more out of the way places. Govt feels itself
obliged to keep issuing Platinum coins in the present (original) size & value
to give a factitious value to the metal the rest of the mines being paid
principally if not entirely in kind. The importation of Platinum for the same
reason is strictly forbidden. Excuse this long story but I thought this history
of the metal as applied to monetary purposes might interest you.

Yours very truly 1 Wm Pole

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. William Pole (1798-1884, B2). Engineer.
2. Faraday (1835b), ERE10.
3. For the history of platinum coinage in Russia see McDonald and Hunt (1982), 241-7.

Letter 831
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
15 November 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 15 Novembre 1835
Mon cher Monsieur

Je viens de lire dans le dernier numero du journal VInstitut l'extrait
d'une des Seances de la Societe Britannique pour le progres des Sciences1

ou il a ete question de diverses communications sur le calorique rayonnant
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faites a la Societe par M Hudson2 et Mr Powell3. Apres avoir cite quelques
unes de mes experiences sur la transmission calorifique ces Messieurs en
ont tire des conclusions qui, a mon avis, ne sont pas exactes4. Voici une
note que j'ai redigee sur cet objet. Si vous n'y voyez aucun inconvenient, je
vous prierai de la communiquer a la Societe Royale. Votre bonte et votre
sollicitude pour moi vous auront sans doute fait remarquer une note que j'ai
lue dernierement a l'Academie des Sciences sur la reflexion de la chaleur5.
Par ces memes motifs vous desirerez connaitre probablement l'objet de
mes recherches actuelles. Je vous dirai done que je m'occupe d'une serie
tres-variee d'experiences sur le pouvoir rayonnant des surfaces. Ce sujet
est plus intimement lie que je ne le pensais avec la transmission calorifique
immediate, et, si je ne me fais pas illusion, le travail que j'ai maintenant
entre les mains jettera quelque jour sur les causes de la difference qu'on
observe entre la loi du refroidissement donnee par la theorie, et celle que
Ton trouve par l'experience ... mais e'est une oeuvre de longue haleine, et il
me faudra encore quelques mois pour la terminer. ADieu mon cher
Monsieur. Nous avons recu dernierement a l'Academie et a la Societe
philomatique votre lOme memoire sur l'electricite6. Vous donnez au monde
savant l'exemple bien rare aujourdhui, d'un grand talent accompagne
d'une prodigieuse activite I votre tres-devoue et tres reconnaissant I
Macedoine Melloni
P.S. J'espere que vous aurez recu a cet heure le Rapport de M. Biot7 que je
vous ai envoye par le moyen de Mr Forbes8

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur M. Faraday I des Societes Royales de Londres
et d'Edimbourgh I des Academies R. des Sciences de Paris, Berlin, I
Petersbourg &c &c I A l'lnstitution Royale I Londres

TRANSLATION
Paris 15 November 1835

My dear Sir,
I have just read in the last issue of L 'Institut journal an extract of one of

the sessions of the British Association for the Advancement of Science1

where various papers on radiant heat by Mr. Hudson2 and Mr. Powell3 were
discussed. After citing some of my experiments on heat transmission, these
gentlemen drew some conclusions which, to my mind, are not correct4. I
enclose a note I edited on this subject. If you can see no difficulty, 1 would
ask you to read it to the Royal Society. Your kindness and solicitude for me
will have no doubt brought to your attention a note which I read recently to
the Academie des Sciences on the reflection of heat5. Because of these
same motives you will probably wish to know the object of my current
research. I shall therefore tell you that I am engaged in a very varied series
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of experiments on the radiating power of surfaces. This subject is more
intimately linked than I had thought with immediate calorific transmission:
and if I am not deluding myself, the work I have now in my hands will throw
some light on the causes of the difference one obtains between the law of
cooling given by theory and that which has been found by experiment - but
it is a long and exacting task and I will need several more months to finish
it. Farewell my dear Sir. We received recently at the Academie and at the
Societe Philomatique your 10th paper on electricity6. You give to the
learned world a rosy example today of great talent accompanied by
prodigious activity. I Your most devoted and most grateful I Macedoine
Melloni.
P.S. 1 Hope you have received by now Mr. Biot's Report7 that I sent you
through Mr. Forbes8.

1. Held in Dublin in 1835.
2. Henry Hudson. Otherwise unidentified. See Hudson (1835) for his work on radiant heat.
3. Baden Powell (1796-1860, DSB). Savilian Professor of Geometry at Oxford, 1827-1860. See
Powell (1835) for his work on radiant heat.
4. L'lnstitut, 1835, 3: 365-6.
5. Melloni (1835b).
6. Faraday (1835b), ERE10.
7. Biot (1835). Faraday had indeed received this report. See letter 821.
8. Forbes had spent two days in Paris in late September 1835. See Shairp et.al. (1873), 229.

Letter 832
John Stevens Henslow to Faraday
16 November 1835
From the printed original in RI MS

Cambridge Philosophical Society I 16 Nov 1835
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the thanks of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society for a copy of your experimental researches in
Electricity - 10th Series1, and to assure you how much the Society feels itself
honoured by this mark of your attention.

I have the honour to be, I Your most faithful Servant, Lj.S. Henslow I
Secretary
Dr Faraday

1. Faraday (1835b), ERE10.
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Letter 833
Faraday to John George Children
19 November 1835
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 19 Nov. 1835
My dear Sir

His Royal Highness the President has honored me with an invitation
to dinner next Saturday Week1. Circumstances of great consequences to
me, private in their nature and over which I have no control make me
unable to say at present whether I can be at Kensington Palace on that day.
But shall probably be able to say next Monday or Tuesdays

Will you do me the favour to explain as much of this as you think
needful to His Royal Highness and apologize for my delays

I am I My dear Sir! Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.G. Children Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is 28 November 1835.

Letter 834
Caroline Fox to Faraday
22 November 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 6

Little Holland House I Sunday night
Dear Sir,

I learnt with great satisfaction this morning that Dr Holland had called
upon Sir James South by appointment, as I conclude the business could be
no other than that of settling a second interview between you & Ld
Melbourne1 in which I feel a security that all the misunderstandings of the
first will be cleared up, & the result an increase of esteem & respect on both
sides2.

And now I have to tell you that I have opened a little negotiation with
Sir Jamesi.] I have requested him to use his influence to persuade you to
give me the pleasure of your company at dinner here with him next
Thursday3 at Vi past six. You need not fear a large party, for I am not yet
equal to the fatigue of receiving many guests - but one or two persons
desirous of making Mr Faraday's acquaintance & whom 1 think worthy of
being known, it would please me much to have such an opportunity of
introducing to him. I beg my compliments to Mrs Faraday & hope in better
health & a brighter season to ask the pleasure of her company too when my
little garden looks in flowering beautyu

I am dear Sir I with sincere esteem I yours I Caroline Fox
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Endorsed by Faraday: To MF I 23 Nov 1835 I From Miss Fox I 23 Nov
Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St

1. See letter 825 for details of the first interview.
2. According to Tyndall (1868), 269 "An excellent lady, who was a friend both to Faraday and
the Minister, tried to arrange matters between them; but she found Faraday very difficult to
move from the position he had assumed. After many fruitless efforts, she at length begged of
him to state what he would require of Lord Melbourne to induce him to change his mind. He
replied, "I should require from his lordship what I have no right or reason to expect that he
would grant:- a written apology for the words he permitted himself to use to me."". See letter
837.
3. That is 26 November 1835.

Letter 835
Faraday to Mary Fox
23 November 1835
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday's number 5

R Institution I 23 Nov 1835
My Lady

Permit a very humble person to intrude for a moment on Your
Ladyships attention that he may return his heartfelt thanks for all the
kindness you have shewn him[.] I scarcely know what terms to use by which
I may express the sincerity of these thanks but I will trust to the same kind
heart which was ready to think well of one who was not known to you in
person or in act for a favourable interpretation of my feelings at the present
moment.

Deep and anxious thoughts have delayed my acknowledgement of
Your Ladyships kindness which however in no state of mind can I ever
forget and which I trust I shall ever strive to deserve.

I have the honor to be I My Lady I Your Ladyships I grateful & Humble
servant I M. Faraday
The I Lady Mary Fox

Endorsed by Faraday: Mine to Lady Mary Fox I 23 Nov. 1835
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Letter 836
William Whewell to Faraday
23 November 1835
From the original in WIHM MS Whewell autograph letter file
Translation W.W
"On Faraday's most recent Discovery1.
"At the public meeting of the R. Acad. of Sciences (at Munich) on the 28
Mar 1832
"by F.W.J. von Schelling2 &c &c &c"
[Accident has a certain part in scientific discoveries. Succeeding time
eliminates this accidental portion. Thus in Galvanfs expt the animal organs
were an accidental condition. Volta got rid of this condition. Davy used the
new instrument in analysing alkalies &c. Here were three sets of
phenomena in physics, magnetic, electric, chemical. The Voltaic pile has
proved the identity of electrical and chemical polarities. After a long dreary
time Oersted proved the connection of Voltaic electricity & magnetism, but
the connection was only imperfectly shown. Science required a transition
from magnetism to electricity. But this could hardly be hoped.]3

"And yet this is recently fulfilled through a Discovery of which the first
general announcement sufficiently vouches for the essential fact of the
matter, that has reached us without any further statement of the means
employed in the experiment*. This experiment was reserved for the
English philosopher Faraday; the same who had pursued the Oerstedian
experiment with as much perseverance and zeal as his great predecessor
Davy had at an earlier time followed out the electro-chemical side of the
Voltaic discovery4[.j

"It appears that the festival of the foundation day of our Academy
could not be more worthily opened than with the announcement of such a
discovery, which is a triumph of science, an event in the annals, and
moreover, at least as appears to me, the most happy which has for a long
time occurred in the domain of science"5. He then goes on to general
reflexions on the prospects and principles of science.

*"The first and so far as I know, the only announcement hitherto published
of this discovery is contained in an article in the Austrian Observer"6 which
he quotes to the effect that Faraday has discovered that a magnet can
produced all the effects of electricity7.

My dear Sir,
I have written out above a few sentences from the speech of Schelling

which I mentioned to you which as he is a great philosopher in his own
land and in a department which at first appears to have little to do with
your greatest researches may perhaps interest you. My main reason
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however for sending it you now is to put to you some of the puzzles I have
met with in reading your papers 7th and 8th series8 which I have been
doing with indescribable delight though I fear I am not chemist enough to
understand all the facts of them, as you will easily find by my questions.
(1) You have pointed out (art. 327)9 that Wollaston's expt of chemical
action by machine electricity is not closely analogous to the effect of voltaic
electricity. What is the theory of Wollaston's experiment.
(2) If chemical affinity be identical with electrical action as you have so
beautifully shewn in the case of voltaic action, how are we to expound10 to
ourselves the cases (so many) when we have chemical action and no
voltaic effect. You seem to speak of this difficulty in (959)HM But what
strikes me is that it is no difficulty in these cases where the elements
liberated make new compounds immediately, ie a very great one when they
do not do soi.j If you had light or heat evolved in all such cases I should be
more satisfied.

I have also one or two puzzles in particular expts which I will not bore
you with now. If you are to dine with the President of the R.S. on Saturday121
shall see you and will not trouble you to write an answer to my queries. I
hope you are going on with your researches. With a generalisation in your
laws of which the atomic theory is only one branch you cannot want
inducement to do so. I have a strong persuasion that crystallisation is the
next capital subject of enquiry.

Believe me I yours very truly I W. Whewell

Address: Dr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London
Postmark: 23 November 1835

1. Schelling (1832).
2. Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von Schelling (1775-1854, DSB). German philosopher.
3. Square brackets in text.
4. Schelling (1832), 17.
5. Ibid., 18.
6. Oesterreichischen Beobachters (no. 71), 11 March 1832.
7. Schelling (1832), 28. This is a note to the part of the text indicated.
8. Faraday (1834b, c), ERE7 and 8.
9. Faraday (1833a), ERE3, 327.
10. Reading doubtful.
11. Faraday (1834c), ERE8, 959.
12. That is 28 November 1835. See letter 833.
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Letter 837
Lord Melbourne to Faraday
24 November 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 7

South Street I November 24, 1835
Sir

It was with much concern that I received your letter declining the
offer1, which I considered myself to have made in the interview, which I had
with you in Downing St, & it was with still greater pain that I collected from
that letter that your determination was founded upon the certainly
imperfect, & perhaps too blunt & inconsiderate manner, in which I had
expressed myself in our conversation2.1 am not unwilling to admit that any
thing in the nature of censure upon any party ought to have been abstained
from upon such an occasion; but I can assure you that my observations
were intended only to guard myself against the imputation of having any
political advantage in view & not in any respect to apply to the conduct of
those, who had or who hereafter might avail themselves of a similar offer. I
intended to convey, that altho' I did not myself entirely approve of the
motives which appeared to me to have dictated some recent grants, yet that
your scientific character was so eminent & unquestionable as entirely to do
away any objection, which I might otherwise have felt & to render it
impossible that a distinction so bestowed could be ascribed to any other
motive, than a desire to reward acknowledged desert & to advance the
interests of Philosophy3.

I cannot help entertaining a hope that this explanation may be
sufficient to remove any unpleasant or unfavourable impression, which
may have been left upon your mind, & that I shall have the satisfaction of
receiving your consent to my advising His Majesty to grant you a pension
equal in amount to that which has been conferred upon Professor Airy4, &
other persons of distinction in science & literature.

1 remain, Sir I with full respect I Your faithful & obedient servant I
Melbourne
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Lord Melbourne to MF I 24 Nov 1835
Address: Immediate! Private I Michael Faraday I 21 Albemarle St

1. Letter 825.
2. See note 4, letter 825.
3. See note 2, letter 834. According to Anon (1835b), 709 Mary Fox went to Brighton and
informed her father, the King, of Faraday's interview with Melbourne and presumably of
Faraday's requirement of a letter of apology, together with an account of Faraday's life. The
King said "That man deserves all the pension that Peel promised". If this did happen, then it
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would have been part of the King's general harassment of Melbourne's government at this
time. See Ziegler (1971), 272-5. Some credence to this story is given by Holland's comment in
letter 844.
4. That is &300 per year. For Airy's pension, see Airy, W. (1896), 105-8.

Letter 838
Faraday to Lord Melbourne
24 November 1835
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 8

Royal Institution I 24th Nov 1835
My Lord

Your Lordships letter1 which I have just had the honor to receive has
occasioned me both pain & pleasure - pain because I should have been the
cause of Your Lordships writing such an one and pleasure because it
assures me that I am not unworthy of Your Lordships regard^

As then Your Lordship feels that by conferring on me the mark of
approbation hinted at in Your letter you will be at once discharging your
duty as the first Minister of the Crown & performing an act consonant with
your own kind feelings I hesitate not to say I shall receive Your Lordships
offer both with pleasure and with pride.

I have the honor to be I My Lord I Your Lordships Most Grateful I and
Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
To the I Right Honourable I Lord Viscount Melbourne I First Lord of the
Treasury I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: reply to Lord Melbourne accepting &c I 24 Nov 1835

1. Letter 837.

Letter 839
Mary Fox to Faraday
25 November 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 9

Ordnance Nov 25h
My dear Sir

Permit me to thank you for the very obliging expressions conveyed in
your note1, which I received this afternoon.

Sir James South was so kind as to call here but unfortunately I was too
unwell to see him, I regretted missing this opportunity of rejoicing with him
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over the satisfactory termination of our interesting negotiation2. Let me
assure you that I most sincerely do so & believe me

Very Truly Yours I Mary Fox

Endorsed by Faraday: To MF 1835 I Lady Mary Fox to me I Nov. 25 1835
Address: M. Faraday I Royal Institution

1. Letter 835.
2. That is Faraday's acceptance of a Civil List pension in letter 838.

Letter 840
Faraday to Thomas Thomson1

27 November 1835
From the original in the possession of K.W. Vincentz

R Institution I 27 Nov. 1835
My dear Sir

I am exceedingly indebted to you for the last two volumes of your
most valuable work2[.] It is astonishing to me that you can find time memory
thought & judgment to the great extent of which it is the proof. I am sorry
that my offerings in return are so few & far between but hope you will
always accept them & my thanks as the best return I can make for your
kindnessu

I am I Dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful I Servant I M. Faraday
Dr Thomas Thomson I &c &c &c

1. Thomas Thomson (1773-1852, DSB). Regius Professor of Chemistry at Glasgow.
2. An advance copy of Thomson, T. (1836) published in November 1835. See English
Catalogue of Books.

Letter 841
Faraday to Thomas William Aston Haviland Burke
27 November 1835
From the original in HLHU FALF

R Institution I 27, Nov. 1835
My dear Sir

I do really fear that I have never thanked you for your kindness in
giving me a Portrait which I highly valued] If I thanked you before excuse
me for doing it again. I cannot trust my memory but I cannot consent to
leave any chance of your thinking I undervalue your favouru

Ever My dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
- Burke Esq I &c &c &c
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1. This portrait is mounted in RI MS Fl H55.

Letter 842
Faraday to Admiralty
27 November 1835
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4613, f.267
Note of Experiments which should be tried relative to Kyan's Process1

Wood of large dimensions dipped & left whole

Do cut into planks
Wood of moderate dimensions dipped & left whole
Planks dipped the usual time
Planks dipped & immediately taken out
Planks (dry) washed over with a brush
Larger wood (dry) Do

Of these some put into test situations with corresponding unprepared
wood (off the same pieces) put with them - Others placed in ordinary
situations with corresponding unprepared wood[.]

The experiments to be made on Oak Elm & Fir - and also upon fresh or
green woodi.j

An account of the sizes; - the strength & quantity of liquor; - the time of
immersion; - the time of experiment; - the situation where placed &c to be
taken in a careful manner and every thing provided so as to give true and
impartial results of the goodness or inutility of the process; - and if good the
comparative degree of durability which it may conferu

M. Faraday
27 Nov 1835

Endorsed: See "Admiralty", 1 Decem 1835.

1. See letters 784, 798 and 799.
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Letter 843
Richard Partridge1 to Faraday
27 November 1835
From the original in RS MS 241, f.60
Apartments of the Medical and Chirurgical Society I 53 Berners Street,
Oxford Street. I Nov: 27, 1835
Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that, at a meeting of the Royal Medical
and Chirurgical Society held on the 24th Inst you were unanimously elected
an Honorary Fellow of the Society, and I am directed by the President2 to
request the favor of your attendance at the Society's next meeting (to be
held on Tuesday, December the 8th at Vi past 8 p.m) for the purpose of
enrolling your name on the list of Fellows and of being formally admitted
into the Society3.

I take this opportunity of sending you a list of the Fellows and a copy
of the Society's charter and Bye-laws.

I have the honor to remain I Sir, I Your obedient Servant iRichard
Partridge I Chirurgical Secretary.
To I Professor Faraday.

1. Richard Partridge (1805-1873, DNB). Surgeon.
2. Henry Earle (1789-1838, DNB). President of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society,
1835-1837.
3. This Faraday did. Private communication from Elizabeth A. Rogers, Archivist of The Royal
Society of Medicine.

Letter 844
Henry Holland to Faraday
29 November 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 10
Private

L Brook Street Nov 29
My dear Sir,

I saw Lord Melbourne this morning. He begged me particularly to
mention to you, that the King had expressed great satisfaction in the
arrangement made as to the pension1. This he was sure it would be
gratifying to you to learn.

We spoke of the paper which has appeared in the Times2. With the
same generous frankness which I have found in him throughout, he begs
you not to be disgusted by this in reference to him: Though regretting the
circumstance, he was prepared for the likelihood of these things being
converted to party purposes. He concurs in the impression I had myself
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ventured to form; that it is better, (at present at least) to trust for refutation,
to the simple & conscientious declarations which you, I, & others, are able
to make on the subject, whensoever inquiries or comments give
opportunity for this. 1 would fain hope, that even yet, truth & justice may be
satisfied by the affirmation we can explicitly make, that honour & generous
feeling have been preserved throughout.

Believe me, my dear Faraday I Yours very faithfully lH. Holland

Endorsed by Faraday: 1835

1. See note 3, letter 837.
2. "Tory and Whig Patronage to Science and Literature", Times,, 28 November 1835, p.3, col.
c. This was in fact an extract from Anon (1835b), 706-8 and purported to contain a verbatim
account of Faraday's interview with Melbourne (see note 4, letter 825). It does, however,
contain a reasonable rendering of letter 825, which while not precisely accurate, does convey
the sentiments.

Letter 845
Caroline Fox to Faraday
29 November 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 11

Holland House I Nov ye 29h
Dear Sir,

I find my brother1 has not seen that letter of his friend & colleague's
Lord Melbourne which led to a result so satisfactory to all parties
concerned & so gratifying to the Government & the Public2. May I thus ask
you to entrust it with me (or a copy) for half a day, that I may have an
opportunity of shewing it to him, together with your answer3, & the
preceding letter which you wrote declining the pension4 - these three
documents if you will be kind enough to send, I will faithfully return, & with
out taking copies, unless I have your permission to do so.

My brother wishes much to be put in possession of the facts, from the
commencement to the termination of the transactions, & as such erroneous
statements have crept into the newspapers5 with regard to it, I really think
it is desirable he should know accurately what passed.

With sincere respect I & esteem I Believe me to I remain lYours I
Caroline Fox
I am now removed from my own house to my brother's^] I know your time is
much too valuable to be spent in idle morning visits - but should the
temptation of a walk beyond the reach of London smoke bring you to
Kensington any morning in the course of this week between the hours of 11
& two o'clock I shall be found at Holland House if you will ask for me.
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Monday the 14th I set out on my progress to Wiltshire where I spend the
Xmas[.j

Endorsed by Faraday: To MF I 1835 I From Miss Fox Nov 30 I 1835
Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I 21 Albemarle St

1. Lord Holland.
2. Letter 837.
3. Letter 838.
4. Letter 825.
5. See note 2, letter 844.

Letter 846
Henry Holland to Lord Holland
1 December 1835
From the original in BL add MS 51814, f.165-6

L. Brook Street, Dec 1.
My dear Lord Holland

Mr Faraday has just been with me, in a state of anxiety & distress
regarding these circumstances, which inclines me to write to your Lordship
myself, though aware that he also is doing so1.

I believe he told you that I saw Lord Melbourne the day after I had
been made aware of, & read, this malicious paper2. But as he could not give
you all the details, I will mention that I was led to see Lord Melbourne,
partly by the desire to tell him of Mr Faraday's distress in the occurrence;
still further, from feeling that Lord Melbourne's nobleness and generosity
in the transaction (which I had such ample reason to know) required that
his wishes should be ascertained on the subject. After consideration, he
gave it to me as his opinion that it was better to trust to the refutation of
these mis-statements, & the explanation of the truth, to the personal
statements of those who were fully cognizant of all the circumstances; and
could give testimony distinct & complete on the subject. Concurring if I may
venture so to express myself, in this view, 1 immediately wrote to Mr.
Faraday3, & his answer testified most strongly to the same earnest
intention, which I myself felt, to seize any possible mode & opportunity of
declaring the truth, & especially of bearing testimony to Lord Melbourne's
honour & generosity throughout. I know that he has already found
occasions of doing this through channels which are likely to spread it
speedily further; & on my own part I have sought & found many
opportunities of attaining the same object. I doubt not that Mr. Faraday's
other friends will make like efforts to attest the truth.

I should very gladly, my dear Lord Holland, have seen you on this
subject, but as it is uncertain from my present engagements (some of which
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carry me every day at present to patients in the City) whether I could be at
Holland House for the next day or two, I think it well to write this letter, in
more full explanation than perhaps Mr Faraday may give. I advised him to
write to you, after what he told me of your conversation with him today;
mentioning what Lord M. had said, & asking whether you would be good
enough to speak with Lord Melbourne on the subject.

I have now said all that occurs to me, I fear rather lengthily; but I must
find excuse in the deep interest I have acquired in the subject.

I beg my best compliments to Lady Holland4. Believe me, my dear
Lord Holland, with great respect I Your faithful & obliged I H. Holland.

1. Letter 847.
2. See letter 844 and note 2.
3. Letter 844.
4. Elizabeth Fox, Lady Holland, olim Webster, nee Vassall (1770-1845, DNB). Married Lord
Holland in 1797. Whig society hostess.

Letter 847
Faraday to Lord Holland
1 December 1835
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 12

Royal Institution I 1 Dec 1835
My Lord

I have seen Dr Holland who suggests to me to write to Your Lordship
and say that he thinks no steps of a public nature ought to be entered upon
without Lord Melbourne's consent since it might lead to discussions of
which we cannot see the end. If Lord Melbourne should be of a different
opinion then on communicating with Dr. Holland, he with Sir James South
will be able to take such steps as may under existing circumstances appear
to be most expedients

I have the honor to be I My Lord I Your Lordships I Most Obedient
Humble servant I M. Faraday
The Right Honourable I Lord Holland I &c &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Copy of mine to Lord Holland 1 1 Dec 1835
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Letter 848
Henry Holland to Faraday
1 December 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 13

L Brook St. Tuesday
My dear Sir,

A single line, merely to mention to you, that I also have written a note
to Lord Holland1; in further explanation of what passed when I last saw
Lord M. & Stanley2 coming in aid of what you have written - One word more
to repeat my conscientious belief that all these difficulties & anxieties will
pass away, without leaving a trace behind;- or at least none such, as can be
continually distressing to your feelings^

Ever, my dear Sir I yours very truly I H. Holland

Endorsed by Faraday: Dr Holland 1 Dec 1835
Address: Private I M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Letter 846.
2. Edward John Stanley (1802-1869, DNB). Whig MP for North Cheshire, 1832-1841 and
Patronage Secretary to the Treasury, 1835-1841.

Letter 849
Henry Holland to Faraday
2 December 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 14

L Brook Street Dec 2
My dear Faraday

I very reluctantly write anything further on a subject which I know to
be harassing to you; but I cannot do otherwise than forward this letter of
Lord Holland's, which I have just received. It is manifest that he considers
(as Miss Fox, & some others have done) that Lord Melbourne's
indifference to his own public vindication from this injurious paper1, is not
to be taken as a justification for omitting this - and possibly they are right;
though I still incline to think that such explanation of the truth might have
been attained by private statement, made fully & explicitly whenever
occasion occurred[.]

But as there is doubt on the subject, might not a very brief letter be
written, under some such form as Lord H. suggests?- or beginning thus
"That a published statement had been put into your hands, very inaccurate
in many respects, & likely to convey impressions very different from the
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truth. That though not entitled to state the details of what had passed
between Lord M & yourself in the progress of this transaction, yet you felt it
right, &c"- and then to state briefly your sense of Lord M's honourable &
generous conduct, & of the satisfaction it gave to your own feelings in the
transaction.

1 do but simply suggest however, what if you judge it right to do this,
you will much better express in your own words. There would be this
advantage in doing it, that 1 think it would assuredly & completely close the
whole business. Everything privately said by us, would be in full
concurrence with it, & at the same time with still more explicit declaration
of the high sense of honour shown by yourself in every part of the
transactions Nor do I think another word could be said elsewhere on the
subjects

I state everything as it occurs to me; & would rather have sought
opportunity] of doing it by calling upon you, had I not been engaged with
patients in other directions this evening. You must excuse therefore a
hastily written note, & believe me ever

Yours my dear Faraday I H. Holland
I presume Lord H will see Lord Melbourne today or tomorrow; but he
speaks as if he perceived with certainty that Lord M. would not object to
what he himself suggests!.]

I trust you will not hesitate from fear of troubling me, if you wish that
we should meet for further communication on the subject - or to arrange a
meeting with Sir J. South.

Endorsed by Faraday: Dr Holland to me 2n Dec 1835
Address: Private I M. Faraday Esq I R. Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Anon (1835b) and "Tory and Whig Patronage to Science and Literature", Times, 28
November 1835, p.3, col. c. See note 1, letter 844.

Letter 850
Faraday to Henry Holland
2 December 1835
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 15

Royal Institution I 2 December 1835 I 10. elk
My dear Sir

Your letter1 distresses me for I thought that mine to Lord Holland2

would have intimated that I was willing to do all I ought to do to relieve
others from inconvenience (though in no way the cause of it) but that I
durst not in doing so place myself in a false and dangerous position. This I
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should be doing were I to proceed without Sir James Southu The affair is
actually more his than mine he is more concerned in the matter & knows
more about it than I do; his character is as much at stake as mine; he has
been accepted by Lord Melbourne through you as my representative. I am
willing to do any thing which he & you may advise for I feel sure that
neither would propose what I could not assent to. Let me then say distinctly
that I can not take a single step in this affair without him & that it is with him
& not with me that Lord Melbournes friends should communicate^ Let me
pray you therefore to communicate Lord Hollands letter (which I return) to
him and I shall wait until you two tell me what to do[.]

Excuse me my dear Sir for speaking plainly in this matter but I
perceive that unless I do so very serious consequences may arisen The
Pension is a matter of indifference to me but other results some of which
have already come to pass are not sou The continued renewal of this affair
to my mind & that in a manner hesitating, dilatory, & changeable is not
consistent with my feelings and tempts me at times to what might be
thought very ungenerous under the circumstances namely even at this late
hour a determined refusal of the whole.

Trusting however that all these difficulties will vanish upon your
communicating with Sir James South

1 am My dear Sir I Your truly grateful & I Obliged I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday: Copy of mine to Dr Holland 2nd Dec Evg 1835

1. Letter 849.
2. Letter 847.

Letter 851
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
2 December 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

30, Wobum Place I 1835 Dec 2
My dear Sir

It is not improbable that some steps may be taken before long for the
establishment of regular magnetic observations at the Royal Observatory1.
And it seems desirable that large bars (similar to those used on the
Continent generally) should be used, and that these bars should be
powerfully magnetized. Now I wish to learn from you - whether there are
not at the Royal Institution powerful horse-shoe magnets which could be
advantageously employed for magnetizing such bars - and whether on my
application these magnets could be lent to the instrument-maker who
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might be employed for the construction of the apparatus for the Royal
Observatory^

I wish also to learn from you (as a matter of science as well as of
practice) whether, supposing a horse-shoe bar of soft iron rendered pro
tempore intensely magnetic by helices of a galvanic current (connected
with the battery &c by flexible wires), such a temporary magnet might not
be used to give strong permanent magnetism to a hard steel bar: and in that
case, whether any of the apparatus of the Royal Institution could be placed
under our management for this purpose.

I am dear Sir I Very truly yours I G.B. Airy
Dr. Faraday

1. Work on this commenced during 1836. See Airy, W. (1896), 126.

Letter 852
Henry Holland to Lord Holland
3 December 1835
From the original in BL add MS 51814, f.167-8

L Brook St. Thursday I Dec 3
My dear Lord Holland,

I was much obliged by your Lordship's letter, which I communicated
as you desired to Mr. Faraday1. I see from his answer2 that he is still
undergoing the same anxious uneasiness on this subject, not unnatural in a
mind exceed[ingl]y sensitive & conscientious, & little accustomed to the
concourse of life out of doors. His feeling is, looking to all the former parts
of this transaction, that he is not entitled to take a single step without the
assent of Sir J. South, whom he considers to be acting for him throughout
the whole; & to whom he thinks it right that any reference should be made.

Under these circumstances, & as I cannot myself get to Kensington I
have thought it best to write again to your Lordship, to ask whether, if you
still think it desirable that some notice should be taken on Mr Faraday's
part of this paper, it would not be well that Miss Fox should see Sir J. South
[Qwith whom she has often before communicated) in this affair, &
determine with him what may best be done. Lord Melbourne's interests
will be very safe in her hands, & she is acquainted I believe with every
circumstance throughout the whole transaction. I mention this as a mere
suggestion, - of the fitness of which you will better judge than 1 can.
Probably you had some opp[ortunit]y if speaking to Lord Melbourne
yesterday. As far as I can judge, this malicious letter has gained very little
notoriety, but nevertheless I have sought, & shall still seek, every possible
opp[ortunit]y of stating the truth, & doing justice to Lord Melbourne, which
is so very largely due.
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I beg my best compts to Lady Holland3. Every Your Lordship's I most
faithful & obliged I H. Holland

1. See letter 849.
2. Letter 850.
3. Elizabeth Fox, Lady Holland, olim Webster, nee Vassall (1770-1845, DNB). Married Lord
Holland in 1797. Whig society hostess.

Letter 853
Henry Holland to Faraday
3 December 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 16

L Brook Street, Nov [sic] 3
I cannot but think, my dear Sir, that you take too uneasy a view of
circumstances, which cannot possibly affect injuriously either your own
conscience, or your high character in the world. I am persuaded you will so
find, & feel, it hereafter, when these distressing embarrassments are gone
by.

Meanwhile your letter of last night1 leads me to suppose that there are
but two courses to be pursued; either to let the affair stand as it did, when
you called upon me on Tuesday2 to show me Miss Fox's letter3 - or to ask
Lord Holland or Miss Fox (if they continue to think that more than this
private declaration is due to Lord Melbourne after the attack has been
made) to communicate with Sir J. South as to the manner of doing this.
Lord M's interests are safe in their hands; &you wish Sir J.S to act for you. I
would willingly go over to Kensington to day myself to make this
arrangement, & to ask Lord H's permission to show Sir J.S his letter4 (I
could not do it without) - but every hour in the day is so taken up with
professional engagements. I have not even twenty minutes free; &
tomorrow it is likely to be the same, as far as I can at present judge. But if
you wish it to be so, (& a single line will suffice to tell me this) I will write to
Lord H. or Miss Fox to this effect. If you prefer seeing Miss Fox yourself, it
appears to me that this is the best way in which to place every thing further
in the affair. But let it be exactly as you wish, as to the mode of
communication, & if you wish me to write, I will do so immdy.

Ever, my dear Sir, yours I very truly H. Holland

Endorsed by Faraday: Dr Holland to me Dec. 3, 1835
Address: Private I M. Faraday Esq I R Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Letter 850.
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2. That is 1 December 1835.
3. Letter 845.
4. That is the letter referred to in letters 849 and 852.

Letter 854
Faraday to Henry Holland
3 December 1835
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 17

R Institution I Thursday Mor 3 Dec
My dear Sir

You understand me truly in considering that I can do nothing without
Sir James Souths assent and all with it1 - and further that I consider all
communications in this affair which affects both him & me ought to be
made under present circumstances to himu

Most faithfully your I obliged I M. Faraday
Dr Holland

Endorsed by Faraday: My reply to Dr Holland 3 Dec 1835

1. See letter 853.

Letter 855
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
3 December 1835
From the original in RGO6 / 693, f.60

Royal Institution I 3 Dec. 1835
My dear Sir

I have two horse shoe magnets in my hands of considerable power but
still not very remarkable1. I am using them at present for my lectures but
after a fortnight you may have them if you like. There is a large clumsy
magnet at the Royal Society (Dr Knights2) weak for its size but still very
much stronger than mine which might perhaps help you. I have never yet
used an electro-magnet for magnetizing purposes but have no doubt it
would answer & the Institution has one which you can have the use of after
my lectures are over. It is peculiar in form the poles being very near
together. You will see that the plan has been tried & recommended in
France in a peculiar way see Annales de Chimie 1834 tome LVII, 4423.

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c
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1. See letter 851.
2. Gowin Knight (1713-1772, DNB). Librarian to the British Museum. Worked on compasses.
3. Aime (1834).

Letter 856
Faraday to John George Perry1

6 December 1835
From the original in RI MS Fl A8

R Institution I 6 Dec 1835
My dear Sir

I am very sorry I cannot help you but your latter application is more
difficult than the former. The recommendation must be made by some
person knowing the party proposed and by letter specifying particularly his
works & claims, and as the number so admitted is limited however fit the
person is he cannot be admitted unless there is a vacancy^

I think Lord Lyndhurst2 is a member of the Club3 and he had better
apply by letter himself to the Committeeu

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.G. Perry Esq I &c &c &c

1. John George Perry (1802-1870, B2). Surgeon.
2. John Singleton Copley, Lord Lyndhurst (1772-1863, DSB). Lord Chancellor, 1834-1835.
3. Possibly the Athenaeum of which Lyndhurst was a member, Waugh [1894], 92 and of
which Perry became a member in 1843, ibid., 115.

Letter 857
Faraday to the Editor of the Times
7 December 1835
From Times, 8 December 1835, p.5, col. d
Sir, - A paragraph having appeared in the Courier of this afternoon1, in
which I am censured for allowing myself to be suspected of having given, or
having countenanced the giving by others, to the editor of Eraser's
Magazine for the present month, data on which an article headed Tory and
Whig Patronage to Science and Literature'2 was founded, and of which
article an extract was published in The Times of Saturday, the 28th ult.3, I
beg leave thus publicly to state, that neither directly nor indirectly did I
communicate to the editor of Fraser's Magazine the information on which
that article was founded, or further, either directly or indirectly, any
information to or for any publication whatsoever.

Trusting you will oblige me by inserting this disavowal in The Times of
to-morrow morning,

I have the honour to be, Sir, your most obedient servant Iw. [sic]
Faraday.
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Royal Institution, Dec. 7, 1835.

1. Courier, 7 December 1835, [p.2, cols c-d].
2. Anon (1835b).
3. Times, 28 November 1835, p.3, col. c.

Letter 858
Faraday to Henry Holland
9 December 1835
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 18

R Institution I 9 Nov [sic] 1835
My dear Sir

With reference to your call upon me this morning I think upon
consideration that I ought not to come between you and Sir J. Souths Let
me ask you therefore if you think fit to pursue this matter further to
communicate by letter or otherwise directly with him[.]

Ever your obliged I M. Faraday
Dr Holland I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Mine to Dr Holland 9th Dec 1835

Letter 859
Henry Holland to Faraday
9 December 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 19

L Brook Street Dec 9
My dear Sir,

Your note1 made me doubt what to do. I am now but an individual in
this matter (a friend, I earnestly hope you will ever regard me) - with no
authority from any one & without any communication whatever since that
with Miss Fox last week. The suggestion of seeing Sir J. South occurred to
me at the moment, on learning [of] the extract of this newspaper
correspondence2; of which having been much occupied, I was ignorant
until to day[.]

Feeling as a friend of all concerned an earnest wish that the whole
should be permanently put to rest, I shall be exceed[ingl]y glad if by any
commun with Sir J. South I can give aid in this. What I asked of you was
merely a message from me to Sir James, if you see him today, to facilitate
our meeting, in case he thought this worth while. For in the hurry of my
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profession, it is difficult to make these arrangements of time & place; & if I
did get to Kensington again, there might occur the same disappointment I
had last week.

I believe it best to write to him this evg; begging him if under present
circumstances, he should think any consideration together desirable, to be
good enough to suggest such time & place for our meeting as may suit us
both; stating at the same time that I must be regarded simply as a friend,
cognizant of many of the circumstances, & willing to aid in what way may be
best to put them right; & anxious to do so.

I mention this, because not withstanding what you have said, I cannot
feel it right to do a single thing in this matter, without making you aware of
it. This is the course I have pursued throughout, & I cannot think it wrong.

Ever, my dear Sir, Yours faithfully I H. Holland

Endorsed by Faraday: Dr. Holland to me 9th Dec 1835[.] I did not send any
answer to it[.j
Address: M. Faraday Esq I R. Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Letter 858.
2. See letter 857.

Letter 860
James South to Faraday
9 December 1835
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 20

Athenaeum Wednesday Afternoon I Dec 9th 1835 I 1 o'Clock
My dear Faraday,

I have been seriously ruminating over the affair between Lord
Melbourne and yourself as it at present stands, and as it is likely to
advance; and having this morning, again done so orally, I now in writing
implore you, as you regard your own Comfort and mine also, to allow no
consideration whatever to prompt you to submit to hearing the
Conversation of any one - to be the message bearer of any one, or in fact to
open your lips to any one whatever, on the subject.

Your Compliance with this will cause me to regard any trouble or
obloquy it may impose upon me as a pleasure, but if your own good nature,
or amiable feelings cannot permit you to do so, however poignantly I may
do it, self regard will imperiously call on me to decline all further
interference in the business.

I write this under feelings of the strongest esteem for you, indeed it is
these and these alone which have dictated it.
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Yours ever truly I J. South
PS Under existing circumstances it does not seem correct that you should
refer any one to me (Dr. H. of course excepted) for any information or
explanation on the subject.

Endorsed by Faraday: Sir J. South to me Dec 9 1835

Letter 861
William IV to The Commissioners of the Treasury
9 December 1835
From the original in RS MS 241, f.65
William R

Whereas we are graciously pleased to grant and allow unto Michael
Faraday Esquire, Professor of Chemistry at the Royal Institution an annuity
or yearly Pension of Three Hundred Pounds, to commence on and from the
27th day of November 1835 and to continue during Our Pleasure Our Will
and Pleasure is that by virtue of our general letters of Privy Seal bearing
date the 6th day of July 1830 you do issue and pay or cause to be issued and
paid out of any Our Treasure or Revenue in the Receipt of the Exchequer
applicable to the uses of Our Civil government unto the said Michael
Faraday or to his Assigns the said annuity or yearly Pension of Three
Hundred Pounds, without Account to commence on the said 27th day of
November 1835, the first payment thereof to be computed from the said
27th day of November 1835 inclusive to and for the 31st day of December
1835, and thenceforth the said annuity or yearly Pension to be payable
Quarterly free and clear of all Taxes and Deductions whatsoever on the four
following days of payment in the year that is to say, the 31st day of March,
the 30th day of June, the 30[th] day of September and the 31st day of
December in each and every year, and to continue during Our Pleasure And
for so doing this shall be your Warranty Given at our Court at St James's
this 9th day of December 1835. In the sixth year of Our Reign

By his Majesty's command I Melbourne I R. Steuart1 I W.H. Ord2

To the Commissioners of our Treasury.

Endorsements: Entered into the office of the Paymaster of the Civil
Services, 2th December 1835 (Book S, fol 31) I F. Hutton Perkins3.
Entered at the Audit Office Somerset Place 7th Jany 1836 I T.R. Downes4

22938 27/11, King's Warrant I Michael Faraday Esq I £300 per annum 1
Pension
Entered into office of the Paymaster of the Civil Services 24, Deer 1835
Michael Faraday Esq £300 per Annum Pension.
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1. Robert Steuart (d.1843, Stenton (1976), 364). MP and Junior Lord of the Treasury. Cook
and Keith (1975), 7.
2. William Henry Ord (d.1838, age 34, GRO). MP for Newport, Isle of Wight and Junior Lord of
the Treasury. Cook and Keith (1975), 7.
3. F. Hutton Perkins. First class clerk in Civil Service Pay Office. Imperial Calendar.
4. Thomas R. Downes. Clerk of the Inrollments. Imperial Calendar.

Letter 862
William Whewell to Faraday
11 December 1835
From the original in TCC MS O.I5.49, f.51
My dear Sir

I think I told you that I was a little dissatisfied with the word cation
from its resemblance to the common termination of words which is made
into cayshun in pronunciation1. To avoid this I would recommend putting
two dots over the i, cation. You might also write ani'on and ion in the same
way, but there is not the same reason for this, though it would prevent your
German translators from making your ions into jons as they do in
Poggendorf[f]2. I am desirous your terms should be as unexceptionable as
possible because you say you intend to use them freely, and it is easy to see
how important are the purposes to which you and your successors will
have to apply these terms.

I will mention a notion which has been suggested to me by your
experiments and you shall judge if there is anything in it. You show (891,
904,910)3 that electrolysis is the result of the superior action in the exciting
over that in the decomposing cell. You also show (993 &c)4 that
decomposing power increases with the number of exciting cells. Of course I
suppose the resistance to decomposition might be increased by increasing
the number of decomposing cells. If this could be done might we not take
such a number of exciting and such a number of decomposing cells that the
decomposing force was exactly balanced by the resistance and thus find
the ratio of the forces. Thus if 5 cells of iodide of potassium resisting 2 cells
of sulphuric acid were not decomposed while 4 cells of the iodide are
decomposed, the ratio of the voltaic forces is between 5:2 and 4:2.

I am more solicitous to hear of some connection being traced between
voltaic action and crystalline structure or crystallising activity, the more I
think of it, Crystalline forces are polar in their own way, and must, it would
seem, be connected with your polar chemical forces.

I trust to your good nature for excusing my troubling you thus and am
always

Very sincerely yours, I W. Whewell
Trin. Coll. Cambridge I Dec. 11, 1835
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Will you allow me to make a request to you? I have all your "Series" of
Researches from the 4th to the 10th inclusive5: but I have not 1,2, 36[.i If you
can spare copies of them I should be much gratified by having them from
you, as I shall bind you up, when the time comes, in a suitable manner.

Address: Dr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. In Whewell (1837), 3:166, which he was writing at this time (see p. 163), he expressed this
dissatisfaction in a limited way.
2. Faraday (1834g), ERE7, 665. Actually "Jonen".
3. Faraday (1834c), ERE8, 891, 904, 910.
4. Ibid, 993 et seq.
5. Faraday (1833b, c, 1834a, b, c, 1835a, b), ERE4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
6. Faraday (1832a, b, 1833a), ERE1, 2 and 3.

Letter 863
Faraday to Caroline Fox
12 December 1835
From the original in BL add MS 51969, f.139
Faraday number 231

Royal Institution I 12, Dec. 1835
My Dear Madam

Accept my most grateful thanks for your kind letter which I have just
received2!.] Most sincerely do I regret that I cannot comply with the wish
expressed in it - as I am persuaded that any statement of mine in the public
papers cannot now be attended with any advantage to either partyn

Repeating my heartfelt gratitude to you for the kind interest you have
shewn me during the whole transaction I have the honor to subscribe
myself

My dear Madam I Your Most Obedient faithful Servant I M. Faraday
The I Honorable Miss Fox

Address: To I The Honorable Miss Fox I St Ann's Hill I Chertsey

1. From the copy in South's hand in IEE MS SC 3.
2. Not found. According to Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 63 "On December 12, Miss Fox urges him
to make a public vindication of Lord Melbourne".
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Letter 864
Johann Friedrich Blumenbach to Faraday
23 December 1835
From the original in RS MS 241, f.62

Goettingen Dec. 23, 1835.
Sir

Having the honour to transmit to You the Diploma of Your election
into the Royal Society of Goettingen as a foreign member, I beg leave to
congratulate you on this proof of the high esteem in which you are held by
that meritorious Scientific Body.

I have the honour to be with the greatest I Respect Sir lyour most
obedient and very humble Servant I Jno Fk Blumenbach I Sec. of the Royal
Society

Letter 865
Faraday to John William Lubbock
28 December 1835
From the original in RS MS Lub F7

R Institution I 28 Dec 1835
My dear Sir

I send you the rough report for your consideration1.
I send you also some results which Mr Sturdy had obtained with the

instrument. But he has not taken the same temperatures that I took so that I
cannot compare them with mine without having also the tablesu

We must not interrupt the progress of the tables but I should like to
know how Mr Sturdys results came out by the table of weight.

I hope it will not be long before we shall have the tables and be able to
report to the Council. I should be glad prior to any meeting of the
Committee to see the Tables report &c again to fill up vacancies &c &c

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.W. Lubbock Esq I &c &c &c

1. The final report is in the Minutes of Excise Committee of the Royal Society, 20 February
1836, RS MS CMB 67, pp.56-68. See note 3, letter 761.
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Letter 866
Faraday to Samuel Brown1

28 December 1835
From Parliamentary Papers, 1851 (18) lii, pp.66-7

Royal Institution, 28 December 1835.
Dear Sir,

Your letter and pamphlet2 have very much interested me, and as
regards the point on which I am authorized to form a judgment, I do not
perceive that you will meet with any serious difficulty.

Cast-iron is certainly liable to great injury from constant immersion in
salt water, and 1 think you would find few, if any, exceptions, provided the
water and the iron are in contact. Where the iron is out of the water, even
though subject to the action of the spray, and that to a considerable extent,
the case is very different, especially if you call in the aid of a coat of tar or of
paint from time to time.

Bronze does not altogether resist the action of sea water, and it suffers
more near the surface of the sea, or where sometimes under and sometimes
out of water, than at great depths; plates of bronze placed vertically in sea
water are more acted on in the water at the part near the surface than at the
lower edge. But any action of this kind (which is by comparison small)
could, I have no doubt, be entirely prevented by the use of protectors, in
the manner directed by Sir H. Davy for ships' bottoms3.

Will you allow me to mention to you that bronze is not a combination
of copper with tin or zinc? The alloy of copper and tin is bronze; the alloy of
copper and zinc is brass; a subject very much worse for your purpose than
bronze, and I would strongly recommend that no zinc should ever be
allowed to enter into the composition of the bronze which you will, I hope,
have occasion to use. A little might do no harm; but I know that in the
proportions which constitute brass, the zinc occasionally dissolves out by
the action of sea water, and the copper is left in what may be called a
comparatively rotten state. I quite agree with you that in many cases the
upper part might be iron, the lower of bronze, and I do not think the
galvanic action would trouble you.

I am, &c. I (signed) W. [sic] Faraday

1. Samuel Brown (1776-1852, DNB). Engineer and Commander in Royal Navy. Addressee
identified from Parliamentary Papers, 1851 (18) lii, pp.64 and 75.
2. Brown, S. (1836).
3. See James (1992).
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Letter 867
Francis Baily to Faraday
28 December 1835
From the original in RI MS Fl 150

37 Tavistock Place I Dec 28. 1835
My dear Sir,

I was in hopes to have found you at home, to have delivered into your
hands the two boxes which contain the Royal Medals1.1 have left them with
the Messenger at the door, & I should be obliged to you for a note, stating
you have received them.

I also wished to show you the enclosed letter received from the
Excise: which (when read) you can enclose in your note to me. You will be
able to judge whether any special enquiry is necessary.

With the compts of the season, believe me most truly yours iFrancis
Baily
Prof. Faraday I D.C.L. &c &c &c

1. Faraday was awarded one of the Royal Medals of the Royal Society in 1835. See Anon
(1940), 349. It is not clear why Baily was sending Faraday two medals. The other was won by
William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865, DSB, Irish mathematician), ibid.

Letter 868
Faraday to Lord Melbourne
30 December 1835
From the original in PRO Tl / 3087, 333
Faraday's number 24*

Royal Institution I 30 Dec. 1835
My Lord

I intrude, perhaps improperly, to thank Your Lordship again for the
great kindness and condescension which Your Lordship has shown me in
the late affair of the Pension, and to ask a further grace; the good opinion of
me which Your Lordship has expressed as being the foundation of the
former affair2 encouraging me to hope I shall not be considered intrusive in
the present.

Professor Magnus of Berlin has sent me some Potassium Sodium and
other articles in a tin box enclosed in a package consigned to Messrs
Hamilton Koch & Co3. This tin box, the contents of which are entirely for
purposes of philosophical investigation has been stopped at the Custom
House; and the favour I have to ask of Your Lordship, is, that it may be
allowed to pass. The things that are not in the box pay duty regularly. The
contents of the box, if I had to pay for them at Berlin would not cost me I
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believe more than S3 or £4, but it is their peculiarity which makes the
difficulty at the Custom Houses

I have the honor to be I My Lord I Your Lordships most obliged I and
Grateful Servant I M. Faraday
The Right Honorable I Lord Viscount Melbourne I First Lord of the Treasury I
&c &c &c

Endorsed: 30 Dec 1835[.] Professor Farraday for the delivery of a Tin Box
the contents of which are entirely for the purpose of Philosophical
Investigation.
Read 5 Jany 1835 [sic]
Mr Baring4 states to the Board that directions have been issued for the
delivery of the Tin Box in question free of dutyu
My Lords approve there ofu LD

1. From Faraday's copy in IEE MS SC 3.
2. Letter 837.
3. Unidentified.
4. Francis Thornhill Baring (1796-1866, DNB). Treasury Secretary, 1835-1839.

Letter 869
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I Tuesday Morning
My dear Sir

A friend has told me something about a desire you have to open a
Mummy at our Institution some Friday Evg. Is this true. If so I will see you &
talk about it but it must be arranged soon; for Friday the 27th May is
probably the only evg I could manage it for1. Drop me a note.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T. Pettigrew Esq I &c &c &c

1. See Lit.Gaz., 4 June 1836, p.361 for an account of Pettigrew's Friday Evening Discourse of
27 May 1836, in which he unrolled a mummy.
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Letter 870
Lord Melbourne to Faraday
2 January 1836
From the original in IEE SC MS 2
Faraday number 25

Panshanger I January 2, 1836
Sir

I have again to express my satisfaction that the matter of the pension
terminated in so amicable a manner, & 1 beg to return you my thanks for
your willingness expressed through Dr Holland to contradict any injurious
statements in the public prints. The best course was followed which was to
terminate the discussion as soon as possible.

I will give directions to have every thing that is possible done at the
customs about your box from Berlin & as speedily as possible1.

Believe me yours faithfully I Melbourne
M. Faraday Esq

Endorsed by Faraday: Lord Melbourne to me 2 Jany 1836
Address: Michael Faraday Esq I &c I The Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. See letter 868.

Letter 871
Joseph Antoine Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
8 January 1836
From the original in IEE SC MS 2

Bruxelles, le 8 Janvier 1836
Monsieur,

Je prends la liberte de vous offrir un exemplaire d'un instrument de
mon invention, qui se publie1 maintenant et qui est une consequence des
phenomenes que nous avons etudies chacun de notre cote. I l y a long
temps que j'ai imagine ce genre d'anamorphoses, et vous vous rappellerez
peut-etre en avoir vu la premiere idee dans ma Dissertation sur quelques
proprietes des impressions & imprimee en 18292; j'y suis revenu depuis a
plusieurs reprises dans la correspondance de Mr Quetelet &c; enfin je me
suis determine a mettre au jour Finstrument lui-meme. Je desire infiniment,
Monsieur, que cette bagatelle puisse vous causer quelque plaisir, et je
regrette beaucoup que les circonstances qui m'ont empeche jusqu'a
present de mettre a execution mon projet de voyage en Angleterre, ne me
permettent pas d'aller vous la presenter moi-meme.
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Je saisis cette occasion, Monsieur, pour vous remercier des
exemplaires de vos belles recherches sur l'electricite3 que vous avez eu la
bonte de m'envoyer. Ces exemplaires me sont bien precieux, offerts par
l'homme qui a fait faire de si grands pas a la science des rapports entre le
magnetisme et l'Electricite.

S'il vous arrive quelquefois de penser a moi, vous devez me trouver
bien paresseux; mais outre la faiblesse de ma sante qui ne me permet pas
de travailler autant que je le voudrais, je puis encore apporter pour excuse,
que si j'ai publie peu de chose j'ai rassemble des materiaux; que je travaille
maintenant a la seconde section de mon memoire sur les apparences
visuelles &c.4; et que j'ai en tete trois autres memoires sur des sujets relatifs
a la vision.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance de la haute consideration avec laquelle
j'ai l'honneur d'etre

Votre tout devoue Serviteur I Jh Plateau
T.S.V.P.
P.S. Mr Quetelet me charge de vous faire ses compliments et de vous
remercier de l'envoi de vos memoires.

S'il arrivait quelque derangement a l'instrument pendant le trajet, ce
qui, j'espere n'aura pas lieu si ce n'est peut-etre quant a la tension des
cordons, j'espere que vous voudrez bien ne juger l'instrument qu'apres
l'avoir fait remettre en bon etat. Vous trouverez au fond de la boite une
explication sur la maniere de se servir de l'appareil.

Address: A Monsieur I Faraday membre de la Societe I Royale, &c &c &c IA
Londres

TRANSLATION
Brussels, 8 January 1836

Sir,
1 take the liberty of offering you an instrument of my invention which

is currently being published1 and which is a consequence of the
phenomena that we have both studied each from our own angle. I have for a
long time imagined these kinds of anamorphoses, and you will recall
perhaps having seen my first ideas about this in my Dissertation2 on some
properties of these impressions printed in 1829; I have come back to this
several times in Quetelet's Correspondence &c; finally I decided to bring to
light the instrument itself. I desire infinitely, Sir, that this trinket may give
you some pleasure and I regret very much that circumstances have
prevented me until now from executing my plan of travelling to England,
not allowing me to present it to you in person.
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I seize this opportunity, Sir, to thank you for the copies of your
beautiful research on electricity3 that you so very kindly sent me. These
copies are most valuable to me, offered as they are by a man who has
caused science to make such a large step as is the relationship between
magnetism and electricity.

If you ever think of me, you must find me very lazy; but aside from the
weakness of my health which does not allow me to work as much as I would
like, I can also give as an excuse that I have published little of the material I
have assembled; that I am currently working on the second section of my
paper on visual appearances &c4; and that I have in my head three other
papers on subjects related to vision.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of the high regard with which I have
the honour of being I your most devoted servant I Jh Plateau.
P.T.O.
P.S. Mr. Quetelet asks me to pass on his compliments and to thank you for
sending your papers.

If the instrument sustains any damage during the journey, which, I
hope, will not happen, unless perhaps to the tension of the cords, I hope
you will have the kindness not to judge the instrument until after
readjusting it. You will find at the bottom of the box an explanation of how
to work the instrument.

1. Plateau (1836).
2. Plateau (1829).
3. Faraday (1835a, b), ERE9 and 10.
4. The first section was contained in Plateau (1834). The section section was not published
as such.

Letter 872
Faraday to William Whewell
9 January 1836
From the original in TCC MS O.I5.49, f.9

Royal Institution I 9 Jany 1836
My dear Sir

You will think me long answering your letter1 but the fact is I hoped to
find, what I have not & what I cannot find, a copy of the 1, 2, & 3 series2.1
have none left but my own which are in constant use. If I can hereafter pick
them up you shall have them[.]

Your information about the terms I shall at once make use of. I have
been a little reserved about using them myself but I find others are
employing them and as they thus approve I shall be decided for the futures
Perhaps you remember I gave the name of Volta-electrometer3 to the
instrument I used in determining the definite actionu This Becquerel has
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translated Electrometre de Volttf. Daniell advises calling it Volta-meter
which sounds shorter & well: is there any objection?5

With respect to the balancing of exciting & decomposing forces in
different cells, I once thought to obtain very simple & important results of
that kind. See 10076, &c but was stopped by finding the variations in
intensity or in resistance did not follow any evident simple ratio but
apparently some more complicated law - and also by the many interfering
causes from change in the state of the plates &c. I have no doubt the subject
is a good one but there is much to be cleared away in approaching it[.]

I quite agree with you about the importance of the relation of
crystalline & chemical polarity - but do not pretend to know any thing
about it at present though I suspect that it will all burst forth in its true
simplicity & beauty some day shortly to some one of those who now think
the subject worth considering^]

Ever My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd W. Whewell I &c &c &c

Address: Revd W. Whewell I &c &c &c I Trinity College I Cambridge

1. Letter 862.
2. Faraday (1832a, b, 1833a), ERE1, 2 and 3.
3. Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 739.
4. Becquerel (1834-40), 3: 202.
5. Brande (1836), 286 contains what appears to be the earliest published use of voltameter.
6. Faraday (1834c), ERE8, 1007.

Letter 873
Faraday to Percy Drummond
11 January 1836
From the original in RMA WO 150 / 15, f. 116

Royal Institution I 11 Jany 1836
Sir

I find it difficult to reply to your enquiry. To examine compare and
class the notebooks of 70 or 80 persons so as to make a faithful distinction
would require more time for each Lecture than the delivery & preparation
of the Lecture itself and time is every thing with me1. But if the object be to
select the three or four who by their note books or otherwise are most
worthy that might be done much more easily and quicklyu

1 am unaware whether the mode of determining the point is
prescribed by any general regulation. If not we could probably devise by
personal communication the most useful and quickest mode of
ascertaining it. I will therefore make my way to Woolwich either on
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Thursday or Friday morning2 if either will suit you and should be obliged to
you for a note mentioning which you would preferu

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Coll. Drummond I Lieut Governor I Royal Military Academy

1. See Anon (1851), 142 for the proposal of 22 October 1835, made as part of a general
enquiry into the Royal Military Academy, that the chemical notebooks taken by the cadets
should be graded by the Professor of Chemistry, that is Faraday. When the regulations were
issued on 25 February 1836, Faraday was "required to examine the notebooks", ibid, 142.
2. That is 14 or 15 January 1836. He probably went on 14 January, since on 15 January he was
occupied with experiments on the "Faraday cage". Faraday, Diary, 15 January 1836, 2: 2808-59.
For a discussion of the significance of the cage see Gooding (1985), 124-31.

Letter 874
Francis Legatt Chantrey to Faraday
19 January 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl H60

Belgrave Place I 19th Jan 1836
Dear Faraday

Stokes informs me you want my large specimen of silicified wood &
that you will send a coach for it1. You are heartily welcome to it, or any
thing else, but nothing less than a cart can carry it. I think it weighs about
half a Ton & is abt 7 or 8 ft long - shall I send it to you? & when?

Truly Yours I F. Chantrey

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Sackville [sic] St

1. See Lit.Gaz., 30 January 1836, p.72, for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 22 January 1836 on "Silicified plants and fossils" in which he used specimens from the
collections of Chantrey and Stokes. See also letter 791.

Letter 875
Faraday to Mary Fox
20 January 1836
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 26
Mr Faraday presents his respectful Compliments to Lady Mary Fox and
begs permission to offer a copy of his work on Chemical Manipulation1!.]
His excuse for this is Lady Mary Fox's subscription to the Lectures at the
Royal Institution2; and though the character of the work is such as to forbid
any supposition of its affording either amusement or fit information to Lady
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Mary Fox yet Mr Faraday hopes that as a mark of unfeigned respect on his -
part it will not be entirely unacceptable^]

Royal Institution I 20 Jany 1836

Endorsed by Faraday: Mine to Lady M. Fox 20 Jany / 36 and to Miss Fox 30
Jany / 363

1. Faraday (1830b).
2. See RI MM, 1 February 1836, 8: 398.
3. Letter 879.

Letter 876
Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac to Faraday
22 January 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl 16

Paris 22 Janvier 1836
Mon cher Monsieur,

La presente vous sera remise par Mr. Giles de Grammont1 qui desire
vous entretenir d'une affaire sur laquelle vous etes charge de donner votre
opinion. Je vous prie de vouloir bien Faccuellir avec bienveillance, et
d'ecouter favorablement les observations qu'il doit vous presenter.

Je saisis avec empressement cette occasion de vous renouveller
Tassurance de mes sentimens de haute estime et d'admiration.

Votre tres devoue et affectionne Serviteur iGay Lussac
Mr Faraday de la Societe royale de Londres &c.

TRANSLATION
Paris 22 January 1836

My Dear Sir,
This letter will be handed to you by Mr. Giles de Grammont1 who

would like to talk to you of an affair on which we would ask you to give your
opinion. I ask you kindly to welcome him and to listen favourably to the
observations that he will present to you.

1 keenly seize this opportunity to renew the assurance of my
sentiments of high regard and admiration.

Your very devoted and affectionate servant I Gay-Lussac.
Mr Faraday of the Royal Society of London &c.

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 877
Faraday to Robert Brown
23 January 1836
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution I 23 Jany 1836
Dear Sir

I send back the specimens I trust perfectly arranged and with the most
hearty thanks on the part of the Committee of Friday Evenings and myself
for your great kindness in this matter1 [.]

Ever Dear Sir I Most truly yours I M. Faraday
Robert Brown Esq I &c &c &c

1. See LitGaz., 30 January 1836, p.72, for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 22 January 1836 on "Silicified plants and fossils" in which he used specimens from Brown's
collection. See also letters 791 and 874.

Letter 878
Decimus Burton1 to Faraday
25 January 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl Hll

6 Spring Gardens I 25 January 1836
My dear Sir

Will you be tempted to dine with me on Wednesday next at Vi past 6 to
meet my brother Mr. James Burton2 who, I think, had the pleasure of
knowing you previous to his residence in Egypt.

Yours Truly I Decs Burton
Dr. Faraday

1. Decimus Burton (1800-1881, DNB). Architect.
2. James Burton (1788-1862, DNB under Haliburton). Egyptologist.

Letter 879
Faraday to Caroline Fox
30 January 1836
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 26

Royal Institution I 30 Jany 1836
Dear Madam

I make free to offer you as a mark of my sincere respect and of
gratitude for your kind opinion of me a copy of my work on chemical
manipulation^.] Though unfitted for your own reading it will still have an
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interest in its utility to those for whom it was intended namely practical
students[.]

You will be glad to hear that Lord Melbourne who lately did me the
great favour to pass some foreign scientific articles at the Custom House2

which would not have been allowed but for such authority, in a letter with
which His Lordship honoured me3, expressed his approbation of the
course pursued on a late occasion as being that which was decidedly the
best[.] This was the spontaneous opinion of His Lordship there being no
allusion to that course on my part[.]

With the sincerest wishes for your health & happiness I am dear
Madam Your much Obliged and faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday: Mine to Lady M. Fox 20 Jany / 364 and to Miss Fox 30
Jany / 36

1. Faraday (1830b).
2. See letter 868.
3. Letter 870.
4. Letter 875.

Letter 880
Mary Fox to Faraday
c February 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 271

Fern Hill I Tuesday
Dear Sir

Owing to my being from home it has been out of my power till the
present time to acknowledge the receipt of your letter2 & Book3[.]

I beg to return you my thanks for them both and to say that I look
forward (my health permitting) with great pleasure to attending your
lectures.

Believe me I dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I Mary Fox

Endorsed by Faraday: To MF

1. On the basis of which this letter is dated.
2. Letter 875.
3. Faraday (1830b).
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Letter 881
Charles Turner to Faraday
1 February 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Feby 1st 1836 I Warren Street I Fitzroy Sq
Dear Sir,

A thousand thanks for your kind indulgence in permitting me to
Sketch in the Laboratory, it has been of the greatest use to my drawing.

I must now confess that I have long experienced so much gratification,
& pleasure, in attending your admirable Lectures, that I was very anxious to
obtain for my Private Room, a likeness of the distinguished Professor
whose time I well know was too valuable for me ever to expect a moment to
be given to my objects. Therefore I have endeavoured to make a sketch of
you from Recol[l]ection & in its present state, I shall feel honor'd in
showing it you whenever agreeable. I do sincerely hope I may not incur
your displeasure, by taking the liberty of a remembrance of one whom I
thus desire to possess in my Study, with those Friends I already possess1.

I have the honor to I be Dear Sir Yours very truly I C. Turner
To I M. Faraday Esq

1. See plate 1 for Turner's portrait of Faraday. This engraving was published in 1838. See
PhilMag., 1838, 13: 399.

Letter 882
John Henry Pelly to Faraday
2 February 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My Dear Sir

We have a Court at the Trinity House only once a Month (the first
Thursday) and no resolution is considered conclusive till confirmed at the
following courtu Referring to the conversation I had with you last
Thursday1 will you allow me to submit to the court to be held on the 4 Inst
the following proposition!.]

"That Mich Faraday Esq be appointed Chemical &c &c &c &c2 adviser
to the Corporation of the Trinity House at a salary of &2003 a year"[.] You
were pleased to say you would feel such an appointment a very Honorable
one & I should feel much gratified in having so able an adviseru I have left
part in pencil to be altered as you may deem fit & believe me

My Dear Sir I Yours I J.H. Pelly
T. House I Feb 2nd. 1836
M. Faraday Esq
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Endorsed by Faraday: Captn Pelly to me I 2 Feb. 1836 I Trinity House
appointment &c

1. That is 28 January 1836.
2. "Chemical &c &c &c &c" in pencil.
3. "200" in pencil.

Letter 883
Faraday to John Henry Pelly
3 February 1836
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Institution I 3 Feby 1836
My dear Sir

I consider your letter1 to me as a great compliment, and should view
the appointment at the Trinity House which you propose in the same light;
but I may not accept even honours without due consideration!.]

In the first place my time is of great value to me; and if the
appointment you speak of involved any thing like periodical routine
attendances I do not think I could accept it. But if it meant, that in
consultation, in the examination of proposed plans & experiments, in trials,
&c made as my convenience would allow and with an honest sense of a
duty to be performed, then I think it would consist with my present
engagementst.]

You have left the title & the sum in pencil. These I look at mainly as
regards the character of the appointment; you will believe me to be sincere
in this when you remember my indifference to your proposition as a matter
of interest, though not as a matter of kindness. In consequence of the good
will and confidence of all around me, I can at any moment convert my time
into money but I do not require more of the latter than is sufficient for
necessary purposes^ The sum therefore of £200 is quite enough in itself
but not if it is to be the indicator of the character of the appointment but I
think you do not view it so & that you & I understand each other in that
respect and your letter confirms me in that opinion^] The position which I
presume you would wish me to hold is analogous to that of a consulting
Counsels

As to the title it might be what you pleased almost. Chemical Adviseris
too narrow for you would find me venturing into parts of the Philosophy of
light not chemicalu Scientific adviseryou may think too broad (or in me too
presumptuous) and so it would be if by it was understood all sciencey It
was the character I held with two other persons at the Admiralty board in
its former constitution2!.]
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The thought occurs to me whether after all you want such a person as
myself. This you must judge of; but I always entertain a fear of taking an
office in which I may be of no use to those who engage me. Your
applications are however so practical & often so chemical that I have no
great doubt in the mattery

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Captn Pelly I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Copy I My reply to Capt Pelly I 3 Feby 1836

1. Letter 882.
2. That is Thomas Young and Edward Sabine. See Croker to Faraday, 5 January 1829, letter
386, volume 1.

Letter 884
John Henry Pelly to Faraday
4 February 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My Dear Sir

I reed your Letter of yesterday1 on coming to town this morning, and
by it I am happy to presume that we agree on all points even in the difficulty
of filling in the Blank I had left for your consideration2.1 agree with you that
Chemical adviser contains too little & to others (unexplained) Scientific
adviser would be too much, I therefore trust that which has been adopted
"Scientific adviser in experiments on Lights to the Corporation" will meet
your Ideas and I am happy to inform you that my proposition was
unanimously agreed to and you will receive from the Secretary3 the official
communication of your appointment & believe me

My Dear Sir I Yours truly I J.H. Pelly
T House i Feb, 4th. 1836
Mich Faraday Esq F.R.S &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Capt Pelly to me I 4th Feb. 1836

1. Letter 883.
2. In letter 882.
3. Jacob Herbert. See letter 885.
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Letter 885
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
5 February 1836
From the original in RS MS 241, f.67

Trinity House, London I 5th February 1836
Sir,

At the Court of this Corporation held yesterday, the Deputy Master1

stated the substance of the communications which have recently taken
place between yourself and him2. And I have great satisfaction in
acquainting you, that it was unanimously Resolved to appoint you,

"Scientific adviser to this Corporation in experiments on Light."
at a Salary of £200 p. annum.

I have the honor to be, I Sir, I Your very obedient Servant, IJ. Herbert,
Secy
Michael Faraday Esq

1. John Henry Pelly.
2. Letters 882, 883 and 884.

Letter 886
Marc Isambard Brunei to Faraday
5 February 1836
From the letterbook copy in BrUL MS DM 1360/I/6.ii, pp. 100-2

Engineering Office Thames Tun[n]el I Feby 5 1836.
My Dear Sir

The Directors of the Thames Tunnel being anxious to provide
themselves with the best information on the relative merits of oil and coal
Gas, to direct them in their arrangements for the future economical as well
as efficient lighting of the Tunnel, in its present unfinished state, I am
directed to solicit your opinion on this interesting subject professionally;
which if it should be in your power to afford, will confer an obligation on
the Board, that will be most gratefully acknowledged.

I take leave to lay before you a letter addressed by Mr Beamish1 to me,
upon the subject, and a copy of the previous report made to the Directors;
with some data on the Capacity of the Shaft Tunnel and Ventilator. Also to
submit the following queries which will be found to embrace those
practical points on which definite observation is sought.

Query 1st Is the Liability of Explosion of Coal Gas, greater or less than
that of Oil Gas, and in what ratio?

2d Is Coal Gas of the best quality made from cannel Coal capable of
being rendered so free from Impurity as to be placed on an Equality with oil
gas, and has it been actually accomplished in practice?
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3d If the heat evolved by Coal gas, is compared with its relative
illuminating power to Oil gas, - so great as to excite any reasonable
apprehension from is use in the Thames Tunnel increasing the quantity of
Vapour.

4 Is the quantity of Moisture generated by Coal Gas as compared with
its illuminating power to Oil Gas so great as to form a sufficient objection to
its use in the Thames Tunnel.

The area of the Shaft of 1520 feet, and being 58 feet to the roadway of
the Tunnel containing 88160 Cubic feet.

The area of both Arches of the Tunnel is 366 [square] feet, and being
600 feet in length they contain 219 600 Cub feet.

The Trunk for the passage of the rarified air is 18 Inches Square,
giving an area of 2 lA [square] feet, and it extends from the extremity of the
Working to the flue of the Steam Engine Tin at the Top of the Shaft, into
which it delivers; so that a constant current of air exists; there is also a
current passing along the Top of the Arches, back from the extremity of the
Shaft.

The Number of lights, at present used, is 40 for 9 hours a day.
I am I My Dear Sir I Very Sincerely Yours I Signed M I Brunei

Dr. Farady

1. Richard Beamish (17984873, Bl). Resident engineer on the Thames Tunnel, 1834-1836.

Letter 887
Faraday to Marc Isambard Brunei
9 February 1836
From the original in ICE MS Thames Tunnel Chief Engineer's Reports,
volume 2, f.64

Royal Institution I 9 Feby 1836
My dear Sir

I think my best plan will be to answer your four questions first1 and
then add an observation or two; but I understand that the coal gas I have to
think about is always that made from cannel coal and therefore like that of
Edinburgh. Then as to

Query 1st. I do not think that the liability to explosion is greater with
such coal gas than with oil gas; nor do I think that (with very moderate
precautions) you need have the least fear of explosion from either of them
in such a well ventilated & well regulated place as the Thames Tunnel[.]

Query 2nd. I have not lately had occasion to compare coal and oil
gases but I have formerly seen coal gas from Parrot coal which appeared to
me to be as pure as oil gas: & I think you need not expect any serious
objection on that scores
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3rd. The heat evolved by the best coal gas is not so great as to excite
the apprehension you speak of in the Thames Tunnel especially if you can
apply a principle which I will almost immediately suggest to you[.]

4th The quantity of moisture from such coal gas as we speak of does
not I think (judging from former experiments) form an objection to its use
in the Thames Tunnelu

But why not clear away all these doubts at once by receiving the
products of the combustion of the gas whether oil or coal gas into bell
shaped vessels or other apertures connected with a ventilating system so
as to carry them out of the Tunnel at once & prevent them from mixing with
the air in itt.] In this way all possible bad effect from the heat, moisture &c
will be done away with and I should think rather benefit than disadvantage
be produced. The expence would be but small & the effect I think
completes

I am My Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mark I. Brunei Esq I &c &c &c

1. Contained in letter 886.

Letter 888
William Buckland to Faraday
9 February 1836
From the original in Haverford College Library, Charles Roberts
Autograph Letters Collection

9 Feby 1836
My Dear Sir

If you know any body who is qualified, & willing to accept the inclosed
offer, I shall be obliged if you will name him to me. Please to return the
Papers under cover to me at Mr Pickering1 Bookseller I Chancery Lane

& Believe me I Always Truly Yours I Wm Buckland

Address: Professor Faraday I Royal Institution i Albemarle St

1. William Pickering. Bookseller of 57 Chancery Lane, 1823-1842. Brown, P.A.H. (1982), 150.
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Letter 889
Francis Gore1 to Faraday
9 February 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl H58

Athenaeum I 9th February 1836
My Dear Faraday

You will oblige me very much, by favouring me with your signature,
for the purpose of placing it with the Portrait of a gentleman for whose
Public and Private Character, I have so high an esteems

Most Truly I Yours I Francis Gore
Mr Faraday Esq

1. Francis Gore (1796-1852, DCB). Colonial administrator and civil servant in England.

Letter 890
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
9 February 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Academie Royale I des Sciences et Belles - Lettres I DE BRUXELLES.

Bruxelles, le 9 fevrier 1836.
Monsieur,

J'ai Thonneur de vous annoncer que 1'Academie royale de Bruxelles a
recti avec reconnaissance les derniers memoires1 que vous avez bien voulu
lui adresser et qu' elle m'a charge de vous remercier pour ces envois aux
quels elle attache un prix tout particulier.

Je vous prie d'agreer aussi mes remercimens pour les exemplaies qui
m'etaient destines. Je saisis cette occasion pour vous offrir un exemplaire
de l'annuaire de l'observatoire pour 18362; je vous envois aussi un nouveau
jeu d'optique que M. Plateau m'a remis pour vous3.

Agreez, je vous prie, Mon Cher Monsieur, les assurances reiterees de
mes sentimens tres distingues et tres respectueux I Sectretaire de
l'academie I Quetelet
A Monsieur Faraday, de la societe royale &c &c &c
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TRANSLATION
Academie Royale I des Sciences et Belles - Lettres 1 DE BRUXELLES.

Brussels, 9 February 1836
Sir,

I have the honour of announcing to you that the Academie Royale de
Bruxelles received with gratitude the last papers1 that you kindly
addressed to it and that it has asked me to thank you for a mailing to which
it attaches a unique value.

I ask you to accept also my thanks for the copies that were sent to me.
I take advantage of this occasion to offer you a copy of the observatory
annual for 18362; I also send you a new optical illusion that Mr. Plateau has
given to me for you3.

Please accept, I ask you, my dear Sir, the renewed assurances of my
most distinguished and most respectful sentiments I Secretary of the
Academie I Quetelet.
To Mr. Faraday of the Royal Society &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1835a, b), ERE9 and 10.
2. Quetelet (1836a).
3. See letter 871.

Letter 891
Marc Isambard Brunei to Faraday
11 February 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir,

You will ere this, have received the thanks of our Directors for your
very interesting reply to our urgent enquiries1, the more interesting as it
will dispel those apprehensions which had been excited among some of
our Directors, at the same time that a very material economy will be
effected in the current expenses. I have another request to lay before you
which I have already explained to you namely "could we make use of every
kind of Coal Gas, without confining ourselves to that made by the
Metropolitan Gas Company?

This company uses Canal Coals
I might take upon myself to report what you have said to me upon this
question; but a word or line from your Pen will carry much greater weight
among all our interested friends - and most particularly with those who
loan us the money - to go on with the work.

Your reply will greatly oblige us and will be immediately conveyed to
our gentlemen by yours &c

M.I. Brunei
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11th Feb 1836
Dr Faraday I &c &c &c

1. Letter 887.

Letter 892
Faraday to Marc Isambard Brunei
12 February 1836
From the original in ICE MS Thames Tunnel Chief Engineer's Reports,
volume 2, f.67

Royal Institution I 12 Feby 1836
My dear Sir

I feel no doubt that the principle of ventilation might be applied to
lights burning ordinary coal gas but then you will require a more effective
i.e. a more capacious set of ventilating pipes than for the Cannel coal
because common coal gas produces more heat & water for the same
proportion of light obtained. Still I see no difficulty in this but should
nevertheless by nailing a few boards together to make an air trunk try a
preliminary experiment with the first half dozen of the present lights.

If you use common coal gas you will probably find your present gas
pipes two [sic] small even now and if so now much too small will they be by
the time you are seven eights thro the work i.e. by this time twelve months.
[Of] course all this will have occurred to you.

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
M.I. Brunei Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: 24th Feb 1836. Read & Resolved that Mr. Brunei be requested to
make a Report to the Board this day Fortnight of his proposed Experiments
for improving the present mode of Ventilation at the Tunnel BH1

1. Benjamin Hawes. Chairman of the Thames Tunnel Company. See Clements (1970), 208.

Letter 893
Faraday to Henry Goadby1

13 February 1836
From the original in RCS MS

R Institution I 13 Feby 1836
My dear Sir

I hope your friend was passed but being in the Lecture2 I did not
receive your note until latei.j
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Many thanks for your kindness in informing me of the date. I have
fixed it for the 25 March as your desire. The title I suppose will be what you
gave me On insect anatomy3[.]

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
H. Goadby Esq I &c &c &c

1. Henry Goadby. Fellow of the Linnean Society, 1838-1861.
2. See Lond.Med.Gaz., 1836, 17: 831-2 for an account of Robert Edmond Grant's Friday
Evening Discourse of 12 February 1836, "On the structure of fishes".
3. See Lond.Med.Gaz., 1836,18:29-31 for an account of Goadby's Friday Evening Discourse of
25 March 1836, "Insect anatomy, and the oxy-hydrogen microscope".

Letter 894
Edward Magrath to Faraday
13 February 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl H66

Athenaeum I 13 February 1836
My dear Faraday

I send Lewis's1 Allhambra2 with which I hope you and Mrs Faraday
will be pleased. Do not be in haste to return.

I am agreeably surprised by intelligence in the Athenaeum Paper of
this morning, that I have a Wife and Daughter vide the Raumer's3 England
reviewed in that work4. To celebrate this event so important in a National
and personal point of view I shall seriously have the following gentlemen
who I hope will joyfully meet here tonight after six and if before Ten you
could favor us with your presence to temper our Spirits and regulate our joy
for which see Fraser5 1 shall be most happy to place an extra Bowl &
another Tumbler on the Table for your Service^] The following are to be the
Sponsors Decimus Burton6, Stanfield7[,] Haviland Burke, & Robertson8 of
Covent Garden. You may assure yourself they will promise & vow every
thing that the rubric of [word illegible] as [word illegible] requires in my
daughters nameu

This enlivening circumstance has of course dispelled the Blues and I
am equally bankrupt in Yellowsu Pray supply my wants[.]

Ever yours E. Magrath
Michael Faraday Esq.

1. John Frederick Lewis (1805-1876, DNB). Painter.
2. Lewis [1835].
3. Friedrich Ludwig Georg von Raumer (1781-1873, NBU). German historian.
4. Raumer (1836). The Athenaeum, 13 February 1836, pp. 122-8 published extracts. The
reference to Magrath occurs on pp. 124-5.
5. "Gallery of literary characters, No. LXIX. Michael Faraday, F.R.S., Hon. D.C.L. Oxon, Etc.
Etc.", Fraser's Mag., 1836, 13: 224. This article, by William Maginn (1793-1842, DNB, poet and
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journalist), was part of the fall out from the pension controversy. It was accompanied by a
drawing of Faraday by Daniel Maclise (1806-1870, DNB, painter) which is reproduced as plate
8.
6. Decimus Burton (1800-1881, DNB). Architect.
7. Clarkson Stanfield (1793-1867, DNB). Marine and landscape painter.
8. Unidentified.

Letter 895
Thomas Spring Rice to Faraday
15 February 1836
From the original in RS MS 241, f.64

Downing Street I February 15, 1836.
Sir

In order to carry into full effect the intentions of His Majesty as
communicated in His Gracious answer to an Address of the House of
Commons on the subject of the Grant of Academical Degrees in the
Metropolis, the Government have it in contemplation to incorporate by
Charter a central board under the title of the Royal University of London.
To this body will be entrusted the duty of examining persons duly qualified
by Education at the London University College, King's College, and such
other Establishments as may from time to time be named by the Crown, &
of granting to such persons, as may appear duly qualified, Degrees in Arts,
Law, & Medicine.

His Majesty's Government are extremely desirous that the persons
named in this Royal Charter1 should be such as to give to the public the
fullest security for the effectual & impartial discharge of these new & most
important duties, & it will be peculiarly gratifying to me if I am permitted to
submit your name to my Colleagues as one of those who we may be enabled
to recommend to the Crown as willing to undertake this important & most
honourable trust. The duties will be confined to the period of the
examination only, and, therefore, will not require any very considerable
portion of your time, on which I am aware there are many other claims.

But when it is considered how great is the object to be attained in
giving a useful direction as well as affording new encouragement to the
intellectual improvement of a numerous Class of the King's Subjects, who
without any distinction or exclusion whatever will be admitted under the
proposed system to the honor of Academical Degrees, I trust that you might
be induced to give to the Government your zealous & valuable co-
operation2.

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your very obedient humble &c IT Sp Rice
M. Faraday Esq 21 Albemarle St.

1. Faraday was named as a member of the first Senate of the University of London. See Anon
(1913), 26-30 for the charter, dated 28 November 1836.
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2. See Harte (1986), 72-86 for the background to the formation of the University of London.

Letter 896
Faraday to John Britton
16 February 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I 16 Feby 1836
Dear Sir

I now thank you heartily for your volume1. You will think I have been
long about it; but I had to wait for a managers meeting before I could apply
for a copy of the Catalogue for the Chelmsford Institution2. This I succeeded
in obtaining yesterday & now send with this noteu

Ever Dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
J. Britton Esq I &c &c &c

1. Possibly Britton (1835).
2. RI MM, 15 February 1836, 8: 402 authorised the presentation of Burney (1821) to the
Chelmsford Institution.

Letter 897
Faraday to John Constable1

16 February 1836
From Parris et.al. (1975), 8

Royal Institution I 16 Feby 1836
Dear Sir

Yesterday I made your offer to the Managers which they receive with
many thanks and you will have a letter expressing their obligations2.1 write
only to say I have had great pleasure in being an instrument in arranging
the affairu

[?I am / ? Ever] Dr Sr I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Constable Esq R.A. I &c &c &c

1. John Constable (1776-1837, DNB). Painter.
2. RI MM, 15 February 1836, 8: 401 accepted Constable's offer to provide gratuitously a
course of four lectures on landscape painting to be delivered after Easter (3 April 1836). See
Parris et.al. (1975), 8-9 for a detailed account of Constable's lectures.
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Letter 898
Faraday to Percy Drummond
16 February 1836
From the original in RMA WO150 / 15, f.134

R Institution I 16 Feby 1836
My dear Sir

I do not know whether the investigations at the Academy1 affect the
Chemical Lectures or not but as the time approaches I am anxious to know
how my engagements stand. The first Wednesday in March is the 2nd of the
Month: do we begin on that day or not[.]

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Coll Drummond I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Answered 17 Febu The lectures to begin on Wednesday 2
March[.] P.D

1. See Anon (1851), 141-3 for the report of the enquiry into the Royal Military Academy. See
letter 873 for the effect the enquiry had on Faraday.

Letter 899
Caroline Fox to Faraday
16 February 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 28

Ordnance Office I Tuesday Eveg Feby I ye 16th 1836
Dear Sir,

On returning home this morning after an absence of more than two
months I found your letter1, & the obliging present of a book2 which
incompetent as I am to judge of its merit, will be useful & instructive I hope
to many of my friends, & always valuable to me, & to render it more so, I
may some day ask you to do me the favour of writing from the author in it.

I am very glad indeed & not at all surprised, to hear of Lord
Melbourne's civility he is no egoist, frank generous & manly & you must
allow me to say, that in a case where an unfair impression has been given of
the conduct of a man of such a character, he is the very last person to be
consulted or to require the contradiction of an aspersion which he is
conscious is utterly undeserved - but his friends probably did & do still
think otherwise, tho' now certainly the time is gone by for drawing public
attention to the subject.

I am dear Sir I with very true I respect & regard I yours ICaroline Fox
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Endorsed by Faraday: To MF I Feby 15 1836

1. Letter 879.
2. Faraday (1830b).

Letter 900
Faraday to Henry William Pickersgill
17 February 1836
From the original in Hunt RB 320006, vol.3, f.184

Royal Institution I 17 Feby 1836
My dear Sir

It is quite a pleasure to see your hand writing or any thing belonging to
you. I send the ticket for the Ladies to whom I beg my respectsu You would
have seen me long ere this but that occupation increases & strength
diminishes!.]

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J. [sic] W. Pickersgill Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 901
John William Lubbock to Faraday
17 February 1836
From the original in RI MS

29 Eaton Place I 17 Feb 1836
My dear Sir,

I have made a few alterations chiefly scribal which you can adopt or
not in the Report which I return & I send at last the Tables1.

Any Saturday at 3 or any Monday or Thursday at 4 will best suit me for
a Committee2 pray let Mr Baily know when you can attend that a committee
may be summoned and the matter concluded3.

Yours faithfully I J.W. Lubbock

Endorsed by Faraday: Sat 3 o'clk or Monday 4 oclk.

1. See letter 865.
2. See note 3, letter 761.
3. The Committee met on Saturday 20 February 1836 to approve the report and authorise its
presentation to the Council of the Royal Society. See RS MS CMB 67, pp.56-68.
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Letter 902
Faraday to Thomas William Aston Haviland Burke
19 February 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl A9

R Institution I 19 Feby 1836
My dear Sir

I am again in your debt and have nothing but thanks to payw Cheap
coin but really good. I am not quite sure whether you are my Senior or
Junior but tell me do you remember Richard Burke1 I suppose hardlyu If
you are my senior you may as it appears by the datef.] Whether to wish it is
so or not I do not knowu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T. Haviland Burke Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 903
Faraday to Edward Vivian1

20 February 1836
From the original in Torquay Natural History Society MS

Royal Institution I 20 Feby 1836
My dear Sir

I wish to recall to your mind a conversation we had about Balloon
travelling, and to hope that we can shortly renew it[.] Our Friday Evenings
are now on & the more I think of the subject the more I am persuaded that it
would make a very interesting affair2[.]

Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
- Vivian Esq I &c &c &c

1. Edward Vivian (1808-1893, B3). Partner in the Torquay Bank.
2. Vivian did not give a Friday Evening Discourse until 22 May 1857. "On meteorology, with
observations and sketches taken during a balloon ascent", Proc.Roy.Inst, 1857, 2: 437-9.

Letter 904
John Poole to Faraday
21 February 1836!

From the original in RI MS
Garrick Club I Sunday 21 Feby.

My dear Sir,
Pray give your vote and interest to my friend Mr. Solomons at the

Athenaeum tomorrow night.
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This is not the letter I mean to give you2.
Yours Ever Truly I John Poole.

Michael Faraday Esql &c. &c. &c.

1. Dated on the basis that Philip I. Solomons (unidentified) was not elected a member of the
Athenaeum on 22 February 1836. AC MS Book of Candidates 1830-33, number 407.
2. See letter 906.

Letter 905
Faraday to Mary Somerville
22 February 1836
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep c.370 MSF-1

R Institution I 22 Feby 1836
Dear Madam

The information I obtained from Mr Babbage on Saturday Evening1

respecting the Argostoli2 stream was so far complete that I will not trouble
you any further about the matter but write out to Sir Howard Douglas3 & tell
him what we know of the case here & what hands it is in4u

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Mrs Somerville

1. That is 20 February 1836.
2. Capital of Cephalonia, the largest of the Ionian Islands.
3. Howard Douglas (1776-1861, DNB). Lord High Commissioner of the Ionian Islands, 1835-
1840.
4. For details of this letter see Bell to Brown, 28 November, NLS MS 2836, f. 174-7.

Letter 906
John Poole to Faraday
24 February 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl H68
My dear Faraday,

Accept the accompanying proof1 - that I have not forgotten your
flattering request. I think you will allow it to be a better likeness than the
one of which you are already the fortunate possessor, in as much as it is
considerably handsomer. Personal beauty is a point, however, upon which I
am, and always have been, utterly indifferent, and unaffectedly now, I
scarcely think mine a subject of sufficient interest or importance for a
regular course of lectures. Pray remember that. But (with such a document in
your possession as the one I send you) if you choose to take it up just for
one of your Friday evenings, or so, I am not aware of any particular objection
to your doing it.
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Believe me, my dear Faraday, I Sincerely yours, I John Poole
Garrick Club I 24th Feby. 1836
To Michael Faraday, Esq I &c &c &c

1. This portrait of Poole is mounted in RI MS Fl H69.

Letter 907
Carlo Matteucci to Faraday
12 March 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Florence 12 March 1836
Dear Sir

The very high esteem that I feel for you, and the friendship with which
you are pleased to honour me could alone lead me, and even make it my
duty to repel an unjust accusation brought against me in the Poggendorf[f]
Journal.

Alluding to my memoir on Electro-Chemical force, published in the
Annales de Physique et de Chimie1 of Messieures Arago and Gay-Lussac, I
am charged with plagiarism from your most highly celebrated works on
Electro-Chemistry2.

This imputation is too unworthy of my character, and there is no act of
my life that can justify it.

If the humbleness of my means and the adversity to which I am
subjected, did not allow me to give to that memoir all the extension that the
subject required (which science will not regret after your works) let the
oblivion into which it must needs fall be sufficient penalty.

In the Institut Paris 18th October 1834 the first notice is found of your
admirable labors3 and it was before that epoch that the memoir directed to
Mr Gay-Lussac was published, as the date will testify.

I am not aware that previously to this notice in the Institut any other
had reached Italy.

Before this time I had learnt from a letter of Mr De la Rive dated 23d
October 1834 that "Mr Faraday est actuellement tout a fait partisan de la
theorie purement chemique de la pile".

This is the real state of things. I flatter myself that you will have the
goodness to give to this letter the publicity that is required by
consideration for my character, and by the high esteem and sincere
friendship that I entertain towards yourself.

Believe me &c C. Matteucci
Michael Faraday &c I Professor of Chemistry I to the Royal Institution
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Address: Michael Faraday &c I Professor of Chemistry I to the Royal
Institution I London

1. Matteucci (1835). Dated October 1834.
2. A footnote to this effect was added to De La Rive, A.-A. (1836a), 233-4.
3. L'Institut, 1834, 2: 341-2, published an account of Faraday (1834d).

Letter 908
Henry William Pickersgill to Faraday
16 March 1836
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.28

Soho Sq I March 16. 36
My dear Sir

To one of your most enthusiastic admirers and a fair one too I have
given a proof Impression of your Plate she is desirous to have your
autograph on it & have pasted some Paper at the bottom to enable you to
write in Ink. This little favor I am sure will be a pleasure for you to grant and
I shall be proud of the honor of being attached to it as the painter of
Faraday[.]

In great haste
Yours truly I H.W. Pickersgill

It is one of the Miss Grenfels1

Address: M. Faraday Esq

1. That is a daughter of Pascoe Grenfell (1761-1838, DNB). Politician.

Letter 909
Faraday to John Gage
28 March 1836
From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 21/8

R Institution I 28 Mar 1836
My dear Sir

I was sorry not to answer your note at once but required time - for the
examinations. The beads are of Ambers

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Gage Esq I &c &c &c
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Letter 910
Faraday to Eilhard Mitscherlich
5 April 1836
From the original in DM HS 780

Royal Institution I 5 April 1836
My dear Sir

I have the pleasure of introducing Professor Kane of Dublin to you &
hope you will assist him in his views as far as lies with your convenience!.]
He is anxious to profit by the chemistry of Germany being an excellent
chemist himself & withall one of that valuable class a practical man[.j

My memory is becoming worse every day & I am not sure I am out of
your debt. You do kind acts so freely & are so unwilling to get rid of the
obligations which your friends are under to you that I suspect you rather
induce them to forget them[.] But I am not yet so far gone as thatu

Ever My dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful I M. Faraday
Professor Mitscherlich I &c &c &c

Letter 911
Faraday to Caroline Fox
15 April 1836
From the original in Texas Tech University Libraries, Samuel
Weiselberg Autographs Collection

Royal Institution I 15 April 1836
Dear Madam

My most sincere thanks are due to you for the very kind present you
have made me. It accords more with my feelings than things which the
world would esteem as of far greater value. Rejoicing in it as a proof that I
have not as yet forfeited your esteem, which I most highly prize

I remain I Your most devoted I & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
The Honorable I Miss Fox

Letter 912
Faraday to Johann Friedrich Blumenbach
18 April 1836
From the original in NSUBG 4° Cod. MS. hist.lit. 116:2, Nr 44

Royal Institution I London I 18 April 1836
Sir

I feel most sensibly the extreme honor which has been conferred on
me by the Royal Society of Gottingen and most respectfully beg to return
my sincerest thanks for this high mark of its approbation1!.] It has if possible
additional interest & value to me in coming through the hands of one whom
I reverence for his long and earnest exertions in the cause of Science and to
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whom I now respectfully express my wishes for his continued health and
happinessu

I am Sir I with the truest esteem and I admiration I Your very faithful
Servant I M. Faraday
M. Jn. F. Blumenbach I &c &c &c &c

Address: Professor Blumenbach I &c &c &c I Gottingen

1. See letter 864.

Letter 913
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
19 April 1836
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2

R. Institution I 19 April, 1836
My dear Sir

On returning to town I find your letter1. It rather embarrasses me as to
the right mode of proceeding as it calls on me to publish that letter. Now I
have no doubt you were unacquainted with the Seventh series of my
researches2 when your paper3 was written and you probably had not
recollected the announcement of the law in the third series dated as far
back as Dec 1832 that the chemical power of a current of Electricity is in direct
proportion to the quantity of Electricity which passes?. This law was again
announced in the fifth series of my researches of the date of June 1833 see
paragraphs 456, 504, 5055. I think you have these papers & can refer to
theni[.]

My difficulty is this. I had not noticed the occurrence of your paper of
a date so much later than my own, though many persons had pointed it out
to me in the Annales de Chimie and expressed their surprise at it: it
certainly had in their minds made an impression. The editor of
Poggendorf[f]s journal did it of his own free will & judgment and I think the
plain course is for you to write to him telling him that you were not
acquainted with my paper, but now that you do know the facts
acknowledging the order of the dates as they really stand. This is what I
have always done and you will see a case of it where I have made restitution
to a countryman of your own M Bellani6 in the Quarterly Journal of Science
published here formerly Volume xxiv, pages 469, 4707u

If you still wish me to publish the letter which you sent me I hope you
will write to me at once by post; but I must accompany it with the dates. I
should however in my own case pursue the plan I have recommended to
you[.]
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I am Dear Sir I Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday
M. Matteucci III Sig Carlo Matteucci I Firenza

Endorsed by Faraday: Answer

1. Letter 907.
2. Faraday (1834b), ERE7.
3. Matteucci (1835).
4. Faraday (1833a), ERE3, 377.
5. Faraday (1833c), ERE5, 456, 504, 505.
6. Angelo Bellani (1776-1852, DSB). Italian chemist and physicist.
7. Faraday (1827), which stated that Bellani had published observations on fluid sulphur
and phosphorous in 1813 which Faraday had been unaware of when he published his
observations in Faraday (1826).

Letter 914
Edward William Brayley to Faraday
c May 18361

From Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 346
I am unwilling positively to affirm the accuracy of my report2 in the face of
Sir H. Davy's immediate denial3, but I always had, and have still, the
strongest impression that accurate it was.

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday was collecting information for Faraday (1836b), especially
p.523, at this time.
2. "Royal Society, March 6", Ann.PhiL, 1823, 21: 304, where Brayley reported Davy as having
said that Wollaston was responsible for the discovery of electro-magnetic rotation.
3. Davy denied that he bad said that Wollaston had discovered electro-magnetic rotation
(see Faraday (1836b), 523) and had asked Faraday to draw up a correction which was inserted
in Ann.Phii, 1823, 21: 391.

Letter 915
Jose Dionisio Correia1 to Faraday
8 May 1836
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.68

N°. 372 I Lisbonne le 8 Mai 1836
La Societe de pharmacie de Lisbonne prenant en consideration les grands
services que vous avez rendus a la Science par vos ecrits, vient de vous
nommer membre honnoraire de la dite Societe.

Elle vous prie d'agreer la consideration distinguee dont vos talens
sont dignes.

Nous avons l'honneur de vous saluer I Jose Dionysio Correa I 1°
Secretaire.
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Address: Monsieur Faraday I Chimique I London

TRANSLATION
N°. 372 I Lisbon 8 May 1836

The Societe de pharmacie of Lisbon, taking into consideration the great
services you have rendered to Science by your writings, has just nominated
you an honorary member of the said Society.

It asks you to accept the distinguished consideration of which your
talents are worthy.

We have the honour of saluting you I Jose Dionysio Correa I 1st
Secretary.

1. Jose Dionisio Correia (1808-1884, GEPB). Portuguese pharmacist.

Letter 916
Faraday to Edward Magrath
10 May 1836
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I 10 May 1836
Dear Magrath

I enclose yellows & the ordeno Major Clerkes1 letter I will answer but it
must be according to a general rule in the negative. Lord Tyrconnell2 will
find Kyan's address in the Directory I think. MacCowies3 stick I shall
examine very shortlyi.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Thomas Henry Shadwell Clerke (1792-1842). Military journalist
2. John Delavel Carpenter, Lord Tyrconnel (1790-1853, B6). Yorkshire magistrate with an
interest in agricultural science.
3. Unidentified.

Letter 917
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet
12 May 1836
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986 / 989

Royal Institution I 12 May, 1836
My dear Sir

I ought to have written & thanked you and M Plateau long ago for your
last kindness1, but I have been ill and so exceedingly engaged in business
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that I have had no time for research, experiment or writing; and I did not
like to send without furnishing at the same time evident proofs that 1 was
industrious if not successful!.] But I have no paper this season except a
small one2 that is not worth sending alone.

Remember me to M Plateau. I received his handsome present &
beautiful Machine the effect of which is indeed exceedingly curious and
good. It has wonderfully surprized many to whom I have shown it and they
all refuse to believe their own eyes and cannot admit that the forms seen
are the things looked atf.j

I suppose that the approaching eclipse of the sun is now engaging
your attention. The astronomers here are all alive & getting up to the
latitudes in which it will be annular & I trust they well have fine weather3. It
has been very bad weather here for some time past, but appears now to
have changed & we have great expectations that it will continue good[.]

I write these few lines in all haste merely to remind you of one who
cannot forget you. As I purpose sending it by the Royal Societys box I
hardly know when it will arrive, but as it is worth nothing its delay will be of
no consequence^

I am My dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c I Observatory I Bruxelles

1. See letter 871.
2. Probably Faraday (1836a).
3. The eclipse was visible from Northern England. Imperial Calendar, 1836, p. 14.

Letter 918
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
17 May 1836
From Schoenbein (1836d), 53-7
To Michael Faraday, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S., &c.
Sir,

As our Continental and particularly German periodicals are rather
slow in publishing scientific papers, and as I am anxious to make you as
soon as possible acquainted with some new electro-chemical phaenomena
lately observed by me, I take the liberty to state them to you by writing.
Being tempted to do so only by scientific motives, I entertain the flattering
hope that the contents of my letter will be received by you with kindness.
The facts I am about laying before you seem to me not only to be new, but at
the same time deserving the attention of chemical philosophers. Les void
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If one of the ends of an iron wire be made red hot, and after cooling be
immersed in nitric acid, sp. gr. 1.35, neither the end in question nor any
other part of the wire will be affected, whilst the acid of the said strength is
well known to act rather violently upon common iron. To see how far the
influence of the oxidized end of the wire goes, I took an iron wire of 50['] in
length and 0'".5 in thickness, heated one of its ends about 3" in length,
immersed it in the acid of the strength above mentioned, and afterwards
put the other end into the same fluid. No action of the acid upon the iron
took place. From a similar experiment made upon a cylindrical iron bar of
16' in length and 4'" diameter the same result was obtained. The limits of
this protecting influence of oxide of iron with regard to quantities I have not
yet ascertained; but as to the influence of heat, I found that above the
temperature of about 75° the acid acts in the common way upon iron, and in
the same manner also, at common temperatures, when the said acid
contains water beyond a certain quantity, for instance, 1, 10, 100, and even
1000 times its volume. By immersing an iron wire in nitric acid of sp. gr. 1.5
it becomes likewise indifferent to the same acid of 1.35.

But by far the most curious fact observed by me is, that any number of
iron wires may be made indifferent to nitric acid by the following means. An
iron wire with one of its ends oxidized is made to touch another common
iron wire; both are then introduced into nitric acid of sp. gr. 1.35, so as to
immerse the oxidized end of the one wire first into the fluid, and to have
part of both wires above the level of the acid. Under these circumstances
no chemical action upon the wires will take place, for the second wire is, of
course, but a continuation of that provided with an oxidized end. But no
action occurs, even after the wires have been separated from each other. If
the second wire having become indifferent be now taken out of the acid and
made to touch at any of its parts not having been immersed a third wire,
and both again introduced into the acid so as to make that part of the
second wire which had previously been in the fluid enter first, [n]either of
the wires will be acted upon either during their contact or after their
separation. In this manner the third wire can make indifferent or passive a
fourth one, and so on.

Another fact, which has as yet, as far as I know, not been observed, is
the following one. A wire made indifferent by any of the means before
mentioned is immersed in nitric acid of sp. gr. 1.35, so as to have a
considerable part of it remaining out of the fluid; another common wire is
put into the same acid, likewise having one of its ends rising above the level
of the fluid. The part immersed of this wire will, of course, be acted upon in
a lively manner. If the ends of the wires which are out of the acid be now
made to touch one another, the indifferent wire will instantly be turned into
an active one, whatever may be the lengths of the parts of the wires not
immersed. (If there is any instance of chemical affinity being transmitted in
the form of a current by means of conducting bodies, I think the fact just
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stated may be considered as such.) It is a matter of course that direct
contact between the two wires in question is not an indispensably
necessary condition for communicating chemical activity from the active
wire to the passive one; for any metal connecting the two ends of the wires
renders the same service.

Before passing to another subject, I must mention a fact, which seems
to be one of some importance. An iron wire curved into a fork is made to
touch at its bend, a wire provided with an oxidized end; in this state of
contact both are introduced into nitric acid of sp. gr. 1.35 and 30°, so as first
to immerse in the acid the oxidized end; the fork will, of course, not be
affected. If now a common iron wire be put into the acid, and one of the
ends of the fork touched by it, this end will immediately be acted upon,
whilst the other end remains passive; but as soon as the iron wire with the
oxidized end is put out of contact with the bend of the fork, its second end
is also turned active. If the parts of the fork rising above the level of the acid
be touched by an iron wire, part of which is immersed and active in the
acid, no communication of chemical activity will take place, and both ends
of the fork remain passive; but by the removal of the iron wire (with the
oxidized end) from the bend of the fork this will be thrown into chemical
action.

As all the phaenomena spoken of in the preceding lines are, no doubt,
in some way or other dependent upon a peculiar electrical state of the
wires, I was very curious to see in what manner iron would be acted upon
by nitric acid when used as an electrode. For this purpose I made use of
that form of the pile called the couronne des tasses, consisting of fifteen
pairs of zinc and copper. A platina wire was connected with (what we call)
the negative pole of the pile, an iron wire with the positive one. The free
end of the platina wire was first plunged into nitric acid sp. gr. 1.35, and by
the free end of the iron wire the circuit [was] closed. Under these
circumstances the iron was not in the least affected by the acid; and it
remained indifferent to the fluid not only as long as the current was passing
through it, but even after it had ceased to perform the function of the
positive electrode. The iron wire proved, in fact, to be possessed of all the
properties of what we have called a passive one. If such a wire is made to
touch the negative electrode, it instantaneously becomes an active one and
a nitrate of iron is formed; whether it be separate from the positive pole or
still connected with it, and the acid be strong or weak.

But another phaenomenon is dependent upon the passive state of
iron, which phaenomenon is in direct contradiction with all the assertions
hitherto made by philosophical experimenters. The oxygen at the anode
arising from the decomposition of water contained in the acid, does not
combine with the iron serving as the electrode, but is evolved at it, just in
the same manner as if it were platina, and to such a volume as to bear the
ratio of 1 : 2 to the quantity of hydrogen evolved at the cathode. To obtain
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this result I made use of an acid containing 20 times its volume of water; I
found, however, that an acid containing 400 times its volume of water still
shows the phaenomenon in a very obvious manner. But I must repeat it, the
indispensable condition for causing the evolution of the oxygen at the iron
wire is to close the circuit exactly in the same manner as above mentioned.
For if, exempli gratia, the circuit be closed with the negative platina wire,
not one single bubble of oxygen gas makes its appearance at the positive
iron; neither is oxygen given out at it, when the circuit is closed, by
plunging first one end of the iron wire into the nitric acid, and by afterwards
putting its other end in connexion with the positive pole of the pile. In both
cases a nitrate of iron is formed, even in an acid containing 400 times its
volume of water; which salt may be easily observed descending from the
iron wire in the shape of brownish-yellow-coloured streaks.

I have still to state the remarkable fact, that if the evolution of oxygen
at the anode be ever so rapidly going on, and the iron wire made to touch
the negative electrode within the acid, the disengagement of oxygen is
discontinued, not only during the time of contact of the wires, but after the
electrodes have been separated from each other. A few moments holding
the iron wire out of the acid is, however, sufficient to recommunicate to it
the property of letting oxygen gas evolve at its surface. By the same method
the wire acquires its evolving power again, whatever may have been the
cause of its loss. The evolution of oxygen also takes place in dilute
sulphuric and phosphoric acids, provided, however, the circuit be closed
in the manner above described. It is worthy of remark, that the
disengagement of oxygen at the iron in the last-named acids is much easier
stopt, and much more difficult to be caused again, than is the case in nitric
acid. In an aqueous solution of caustic potash, oxygen is evolved at the
positive iron, in whatever manner the circuit may be closed, but no such
disengagement takes place in aqueous solutions of hydracids, chlorides,
bromides, iodides, fluorides. The oxygen, resulting in these cases from the
decomposition of water, and the anion (chlorine, bromine &c.) of the other
electrolyte decomposed combine at the same time with the iron.

To generalize these facts, it may be said, that independently of the
manner of closing the circuit, oxygen is always disengaged at the positive
iron, provided the aqueous fluid[s] in which it is immersed do not (in a
sensible manner) chemically act upon it; and that no evolution of oxygen at
the anode in contact with iron under any circumstances takes place, if
besides oxygen another anion is set free possessed of a strong affinity for
iron. This metal having once had oxygen evolved at itself, proves always to
be indifferent to nitric acid of a certain strength, whatever may be the
chemical nature of the fluid in which the phaenomenon has taken place.

I have made a series of experiments upon silver, copper, tin, lead,
cadmium, bismuth, zinc, mercury, but none showed any resemblance to
iron, for all of them were oxidized when serving as positive electrodes.
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Having at this present moment neither cobalt nor nickel at my command, I
could not try these magnetic metals, which I strongly suspect to act in the
same manner as iron does.

It appears from what I have just stated that the anomalous bearing of
the iron has nothing to do with its degree of affinity for oxygen, but must be
founded upon something else. Your sagacity, which has already penetrated
into so many mysteries of nature, will easily put away the veil which as yet
covers the phaenomenon stated in my letter, in case you should think it
worth while to make it the object of your researches.

Before I finish I must beg of you the favour of overlooking with
indulgence the many faults I have, no doubt, committed in my letter.
Formerly I was tolerably well acquainted with your native tongue; but now,
having been out of practice in writing or speaking it, it is rather hard work
to me to express myself in English.

It is hardly necessary to say that you may privately or publicly make
any use of the contents of this letter.

I am, Sir, your most obedient Servant I C.T. [sic] Schoenbein I Prof, of
Chem. in the University of Bale.
Bale, May 17, 1836.

Letter 919
John Davidson1 to Faraday
17 May 1836
From the incomplete original in RI MS Fl H46

Wadnoon 17th May 1836
My dear Sir,

The great interest you take in all matters relating to Electricity & the
great advances which have resulted from your researches in this science,
induce me to call to your attention to a circumstance, perhaps not known to
you, which has occurred to me in some way connected with this subject. I
received a present of a horse of a peculiar kind from the Sultan of Morocco2

& as every person in this Country is his own groom I observed a peculiar
tingling sensation in the hand on clipping the neck of the animalu This I
attributed to the dirt & vermin with which the poor animals in this country
abound & passed it over unnoticed leaving Morocco I proceeded towards
the Atlas & on each occasion that I had to consult my compass I found it
extremely difficult nay impossible to keep it steady at first I supposed this
might have been produced by my Sword & Pistols yet I wore them when
walking without observing the same deflection, I dismounted & holding the
compass still perceived the same effect whilst holding it near the horse
whose bridle I held leaving the animal & placing the instrument on the
ground the needle settled to its point, it then occurred to me the effect
produced on my hand & rubbing the horses neck on the nearside I could
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perceive several distinct intimations & the same tingling sensation. We
proceeded to our halt & as soon as I got my soldiers & party sat down to the
evening meal I began to examine this effectu It was now getting dusk on
passing my hand down the neck not only could I hear the detonations but
perceive a quantity of sparks, these were about the size & the crackling
about as kind as those produced by rubbing the large plate machine at the
Royal Inst. Thinking these might still be produced by animalculae &
intending to remain the next day for the purpose of examining the ruins of
Trassermant I ordered the horse to be well washed in the morningu I found
on pouring water over his neck a peculiar spasmodic effect produced which
was not the case when poured over any other part of his body, or did any
other part of the body present the same phenomenon not even the offside
of the neck that portion being covered by his mane ascending the lower
part of the chain to near the snow - the effect was scarcely visible but
returning to the valley it heightened & which was always the case after the
animal had been well washed & dried, approaching the sea it became more
powerful and at Mogador I got several persons to witness it. I was then told
by a lad who accompanied me from Morocco to take great care of this horse
that there were very few of them & the Sultan very seldom gave them away
that it was not only a horse of blood but a horse of /ire & that it would never
tire I have done much very hard work with the animal & he bears out this
character. I have even observed on touching him with the spur or his
becoming excited by the firing of guns or the sight of other horses that
great action is produced on the side of the neck having entered the Desert
with him the effect nearly disappeared & with it a neat portion of his
courage tho' he continued to do his work well this may be owing to the
great change in care & spare diet & he sympathises with his Master in
showing more bone than flesh as our meals are reduced to one a day. Can
the colour have any effect he is Golden Dun with black mane & tack & I have
seen but three of the same here two in the Sultan's stable & one the Shiek of
Stuka3 but could not obtain permission to examine them. I am anxious to
send him to England but fear that is impossible given the whole of the
persons in power in Morocco are so incensed against me for having eluded
their vigilance & having succeeded in getting out of the Empire, upon the
direct track of the Gold that I have been told nothing now would be granted
me & that if I came back I shall rue what I have done in passing to this place
the road is now open to me but my inclination is now to follow the caravan
south but proceed with a small escort & a few camels by the route the
couriers take & they get an additional line & bearing which may help to
establish the position of Timbuctoo.

I had made a collection of for the R.I. to the officers and Members of
which I beg to present my respectful compliments of some mineralogical
and fossil specimens amongst these many of Copper Antimony lead and
what they call here brass Nhas Asfer with duplicates for Professor
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Berzelius at the request of the Consul General at Tangier having to lighten
my baggage in passing through Lower Suse the mule made this load of
stones had to give way with a promise that they should be sent to Mogador
they are addressed to you with a request to forward the duplicates to
Professor Berzelius, Stockholm. I fear much these are gone a Barber telling
me the people will be sure to think they contain Gold all will go to the
furnace, let us hope not [MS torn] by the time this reaches you to arrived at
Tim4

1. Mounted opposite a portrait of Davidson.
2. Abd ar-Rahman (cl789-1858, Spencer (1980), 16). Sultan of Morocco, 1822-1859.
3. Unidentified.
4. Davidson (1839), 178 notes that this letter was read to the Royal Institution. This
happened during the first of Faraday's course of eight lectures on electricity given on 28 April
1838. See his notes in RI MS F4 19, p.3.

Letter 920
Thomas Webster to Faraday
23 May 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

41 London Street I Fitzroy Square I 23d May 1836
Dear Sir,

It was but the other day I learned that you had mentioned me in your
evidence before the Committee of the House of Commons on the subject of
the Theatre of the Royal Institution. I immediately referred to the Report of
the Committee in your Library and found that I had been rightly informed1.

I write now, therefore, to thank you for having done me the justice in
stating that I was the architect. The whole of the principles by which I was
guided in forming the design, together with many circumstances relating to
its execution which have contributed towards that degree of perfection of
which you was so kind as to speak, I really believe, from the various
examinations I have read in the reports, and the designs which I have lately
seen exhibited, are yet known only to myself.

I am I Dear Sir I Your Much Obliged Humble Servant I Thos Webster
To Michael Faraday Esq

1. Faraday gave this evidence before the Select Committee on the Ventilation of the Houses
of Parliament on 7 August 1835. See Parliamentary Papers, 1835 (583), xviii, pp.55-61 for
Faraday's evidence. His comments on Webster occur on p.61.
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Letter 921
Carlo Matteucci to Faraday
30 May 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon cher Monsieur

Je m'empresse de vous faire bien de remercimens de la bonte que
vous avez eu de repondre a ma derniere lettre1. Personne, Monsieur, n'est
plus que moi convaincu de la date anterieure de votre grande decouverte
sur la force decomposante du courant electrique, et vous pouvez en
regarder cette lettre comme la declaration la plus solemnelle. Ce qui
m'importe surtout c'est que vous soyez convaincu que la premiere notice
qu'on a eu de cela en Italie, est due a un Numero d'Octobre de l'lnstitut
18342, a la quelle epoque etait deja redigee mon petit memoire pour les
Annales3, et fen avais ecrit aussi a Mr DelaRive - Du reste il y a dans ma
petite notice quelque chose qui ne regarde pas cette loi4.

Je tiens, Monsieur, a vous persuader que je me croirai l'homme le plus
stupide et le plus perfide en publiant ce qui ne m'appartient pas - Je tiens
done seulement a donner une certaine publicite a mes sentimens, et plus
que toute autre chose j'aime que vous en soyez convaincu. Je ne connais Mr
Poggendorf[f] et je ne connais de quelle maniere, lui proferer cette
declaration.

Permettez encore, Monsieur, que je vous donne une nouvelle
demonstration du respect et de la confiance que j'ai en vous. De profonds
malheurs domestiques m'obligent a quitter mon Pays. Toccasion est
propice et vous pouvez bien m'aider, et je vous prie de ne pas retarder un
instant a le faire. II s'agit de nommer a Corfou5, des professeurs Italiens des
Sciences Physiques, Chimie ect. [sic] Certainement soit par de relations
personelles, soit directement vous pouvez avoir de l'influence pour ces
elections. Je vous prie de l'employer a mon avantage et le plus tot que vous
pourrez - Soit de chimie ou de Physique, mais c'est indifferent. Une lecon
[sic] n'est pas une decouverte.

Agreez, Monsieur, mes remercimens d'avance, excusez, et croyez moi
I C. Matteucci
Florence, 30 mai 1836 -
P.S. Avec l'appareil de M. Jenkin6 que vous avez si bien etudie7, j'ai obtenu,
l'etincelle de la torpille, et l'obtiens toujours.-

Address: Sir Michael Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London
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TRANSLATION
My dear Sir,

I hasten to convey to you many thanks for the kindness you had in
replying to my last letter1. No one, Sir, is more convinced than I of the
earlier date of your great discovery of the decomposing force of an electric
current and you can look upon this letter as the most solemn declaration of
this. What matters to me above all is that you are convinced that the first
information that we had about this in Italy was from an October issue of the
Institutoi 18342, by which time I had already written my little paper for the
Annale£ and I had written of it also to Mr. De la Rive - Besides my little
piece is about something that is not related to this law4.

I hope, Sir, to persuade you that I should believe myself to be the most
stupid and perfidious of men if I published what did not belong to me - I
hope only, therefore, to air my feelings and more than anything else, I wish
that you be convinced of this. I do not know Mr. Poggendorff and I do not
know in what way to offer him this declaration.

Permit me moreover, Sir, to give you another demonstration of the
respect and confidence I have in you. Serious domestic misfortunes oblige
me to leave my country. The occasion is propitious and you may well be
able to help me, and I ask you not to delay an instant before doing so. It is a
question of nominating Italian professors of the Physical Sciences and of
Chemistry etc. to the Chair at Corfu5. Certainly, be it through personal
relations or directly, you can be influential in these elections. I ask you to
use your influence on my behalf and as soon as you can. Either in chemistry
or in physics, it is all the same. A lesson is not a discovery.

Please, Sir, accept my thanks in advance, excuse me and believe me IC
Mateucci
Florence, 30 May 1836 -
P.S. With Mr. Jenkin's6 apparatus that you have studied so well7, I have
obtained a torpedo spark and I still do.

1. Letter 913. See also letter 907.
2. L'Institut, 1834, 2: 341-2, published an account of Faraday (1834d).
3. Matteucci (1835). Dated October 1834.
4. That is Faraday's first law of electrolysis.
5. Corfu was then under British rule.
6. William Jenkin mentioned in Faraday, Diary, 15 October 1834, 2: 2073. Otherwise
unidentified.
7. See Faraday (1835a), ERE9,1049 which describes a method of obtaining an electric shock.
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Letter 922
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
14 June 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 14 June 1836
My dear Sir

You remember my petition on the part of Mr Dodd1 of Red Lion Street
for a spare specimen of Mummy clotht.j Shall you be able to oblige him &
meu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T.W. [sic] Pettigrew Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 923
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew
17 June 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 17 June 1836
Many thanks my Dear Sir for your prompt kindness2. I have no doubt

there is abundance of cloth & I expect it will be applied to good purpose i.e.
be associated with things of value which will receive interest from, & confer
it, upon the cloth[.j

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
T.W. [sic] Pettigrew Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 922.

Letter 924
Faraday to Francis Maude1

17 June 1836
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 17 June 1836
Sir

I am obliged by your kind note & hypothesis but I fear it will not meet
the caset.j If we suppose the portion of air very small then the degree of
compression which it would receive by the power applied could not raise
its temperature so high as to communicate to the large mass of solid matter
the temperature it is found to have. If we assume that one half the bulk of
the caoutchouc consists of air cells (which I think would not be sufficient to
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account for the quantity of heat evolved) then mere pressure between the
fingers would shew the compressibility of the whole & also evolve warmth
whereas that does not come out as the resultu

Supposing there were any sensible portion of air in caoutchouc then
putting the substance under the vacuum of an air pump would cause it to
expand & swell up but that does not happen in any sensible degreeu

The matter is 1 believe a mystery at presentu
I am Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

Capt F Maude R.N. I &c &c &c

1. Francis Maude (1798-1886, B2). Commander in the Royal Navy.

Letter 925
John William Lubbock to Faraday
26 June 1836
From a photocopy in RI MS
M. Faraday Esq

29 Eaton Place I 26 June 1836
My dear Sir,

Mr Russell1 has examined Mr Sturdy's experiments upon three
mixtures2!.]

Sp 972, 985 and 984 at 62°
It is curious that the weaker spirit comes out better than the stronger.
The greatest error is about 3/io ths of a gallon of spirit in a mixture

containing 100 gallons of spirit & water & this error corresponds to an error
of about .0003 in Sp. Gr. only.

Mr Russell tells me the Tables will take a fortnight longer they will fill
200 pages.

Pray return the enclosed to 29 Eaton Place.
Yours very truly I J.W. Lubbock

Enclosed 4 papers
The differences of Table 1 for variations in the temperatures given to
indicate that the specific gravities at 80° are too great.

1. A computer, otherwise unidentified.
2. See note 3, letter 761.
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Letter 926
Dominique Francois Jean Arago to Faraday
4 July 1836
From the original in DP
Mon cher confrere

La personne qui Vous remettra ces quelques lignes, Mr Le Play1, est un
ingenieur des mines de beaucoup de merite que notre gouvernement
envoie en Angleterre pour etudier Vos usines a fer et Vos mines de charbon
de terre. Veuillez lui procurer quelques lettres de recommandation. Mr Le
Play a droit a tout Votre interet par son zele, par ses connaissances et
comme une des victimes de la Science; la blessure qu'il a re£ue aux mains
en faisant une opera tion chimique est une des plus cruelles dont les
annales scientifiques aient conserve le souvenir.

Mr Le Play vous dira comment je me suis servi de votre nom a la
chambre des Deputes, pour empecher qu'on n'enlevat a Mr Gay-Lussac la
place qu'il remplit aupres de notre comite d'artillerie2. Je me flatte que
cette citation ne Vous deplaira pas.

Agreez mon cher confrere, la nouvelle expression de mon bien
sincere attachement I F. Arago
ce 4 juillet 1836

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday I membre de la Societe royale de
Londres, &c. I Albemarle Street, Royal Institution I Londres

TRANSLATION
My dear colleague,

The person who will pass these few lines to you, Mr. Le Play1, is a
mining engineer of much merit whom our government is sending to
England to study your iron foundries and your coal mines. Please procure
for him some letters of introduction. Mr. Le Play has a right to your interest
by his zeal, by his knowledge and as one of the victims of science: the
injuries which he received to his hands whilst performing a chemical
operation are some of the most cruel that the history of science can recall.

Mr. Le Play will tell you how I used your name at the Chamber of
Deputies to prevent Mr. Gay-Lussac not being promoted to the position he
now holds on our artillery committee2.1 flatter myself that this citation will
not displease you.

Please accept, my dear Sir, renewed expressions of my very sincere
attachment I F. Arago
This 4 July 1836.
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1. Pierre Guillaume Frederic Le Play (1806-1882, NBU). French engineer.
2. Moniteur, 8 June 1836, 1349. See Crosland (1978), 187-8 for the background to this.

Letter 927
Faraday to John William Parker1

8 July 1836
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 8 July 1836
Dear Sir

I am very much obliged by your present of the Vol. I have barely had
time to glance at it but there seems to be a great deal of very interesting
matter present^

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
J. Parker Esq I &c &c &c

1. John William Parker (1792-1870, DNB). Printer and publisher.

Letter 928
Faraday to Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny
13 July 1836
From the original in private possession

Royal Institution I 13, July 1836
My dear Sir

It is with much sincere regret that I write to you at present - my object
being to say that I shall not be able to see Bristol at the Meeting of the
Association in August. I had counted on the pleasure of being there with
you all; so long and to such a degree that I can hardly even now consent to
give up the hopes. But the cause constrains me to give up with it much else
that I desire to retain^ The cause is thisu My right knee has gradually
declined in strength and on consulting the Surgeons I find there is fluid in
the joint[.j Under Sir Benjn Brodie's directions it has been blistered and
leeched and now I am under the painful influence of irritating lat[t]ices
applied to the part. I am allowed to go into the country to a very quiet place
for my healths sake: but otherwise I am ordered to lay up under the penalty
of a serious & lengthened confinement in future. It is unfortunate that just
as my leisure time for experiment came on this came with it and all my
occupations close with it for the present. Now do not imagine that I am dull
about it - for though I do not like the pain & though I may lose six or twelve
months or perhaps more yet all give me hopes of a good recovery and I am
sure that I have no cause to think that an undue proportion of such troubles
falls to my lot.
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Will you my dear Sir make this known to Mr. Harcourt to whom I think
I made a kind of promise or arrangement to be at Bristol. I write to you both
as Secretary & friend. I promised Dr. Hare1 of Philadelphia to meet him at
Bristol but it is of no use thinking of the many pleasures I shall lose though I
do think of them as trusting you will have an abundant stock[.]

I think I shall put this letter into a packet with a few small papers that I
have for some time intended to send you[.] I was thinking of something
greater but this affair stops allu

Ever My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. Daubeny I &c &c &c

1. Hare was introduced to Faraday by a letter from Millington. See letter 942.

Letter 929
Faraday to Edward Magrath
July 18361

From the original in RI MS Fl G17
R Institution I Wednesday

My dear Magrath
I do not think it likely that I shall be able to get out this week. I expect

Sir Benjm Brodie will apply more blisters as soon as the one I am now
recovering from will at all allow it. He forbids exercise^

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis of Faraday's treatment by Brodie described in letter 928.

Letter 930
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
26 July 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Permettez, Monsieur, que je reclame les effets de Votre bienveillance pour
un de mes amis et compatriotes, Mr Dieterici1 qui voyage dans Votre beau
pays dans des vues d'economie politique et industrielle qui sont I'objet de
ses etudes. C'est un homme d'un talent distingue qui apres avoir occupe
une place importante dans le Gouvernement, a prefere, par amour pour les
Sciences, de la faire agreger, comme Professeur de Statistique, a notre
Universite de Berlin. Que ne pouvons Vous nous jouir Mrs Mitscherlich,
Rose, Magnus et moi du bonheur, Monsieur, de Vous posseder pour
quelques jours a Berlin et de Vous exprimer verbalement 1'admiration due a
Vos etonnans travaux. Depuis, que Mr Monteucci [sic] a obtenu, comme je
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l'avois toujours espere,des etincelles electriques en irritant des Torpilles2

Vous doublerez d'empressement j'en suis sur, d'obtenir des Gymnotes
vivans. Agreez, Monsieur, je Vous supplie, l'hommage de ma haute et
affectueuse consideration I Le Bn de Humboldt
a Tapliz en I Boheme I ce 26 Juillet I 1836

TRANSLATION
Please allow, Sir, that I publicise the effects of your kindness for one of my
friends and compatriots, Mr Dieterici1, who is travelling to your beautiful
country to observe its political and industrial economy which are the
object of his studies. This is a man of distinguished talent who, after
holding an important position in the Government, preferred, by love of the
Sciences, to further it as Professor of Statistics at our University of Berlin.
How much we would enjoy, Messrs. Mitscherlich, Rose, Magnus and I, the
happiness, Sir, of extending our hospitality to you for a few days in Berlin to
express to you verbally the admiration due to your astounding works. Since
Mr. Matteucci obtained, as I had always hoped, electric sparks by irritating
torpedoes2, you will double your desire, I am sure, to obtain living Gymnoti.
Please accept, Sir, I beg you, the homage of my high and affectionate
consideration I Baron de Humboldt
At Tapliz in I Bohemia I this 26 July I 1836.

1. Karl Friedrich Wilhelm Dieterici (1790-1859, NDB). Prussian statistician and economist.
2. See letter 921 and Matteucci (1836a, b).

Letter 931
Faraday to Edward Magrath
30 July 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl B19

Mr. Turtles1 I Pier Street I Ryde I Isle of Wight I Sat.
Evng I 30 July 1836
Dear Magrath

Here we are after some twists and turns and yet I doubt whether we
shall stop here more than a week. In a fortnight from this time I intend
being at home again. My health is excellent my knee as I suppose it will be
for a few months or perhaps more. It limits my motions too much and I fear
that it will increase my tendency to follow your example i.e. to grow fatj.j
Who would have thought 20 years ago, or a little earlier in Dorset Street2 of
ever seeing you & I in the form of a couple of little fat paunchy men.

I have had a letter from my nephew James Faraday3 about the
Athenaeum Gas lighting4!.} Few things would please me more than to help
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my brother5 in his business - or than to know that had got the Athenaeum
work, but I am exceedingly jealous of myself lest I should endeavour to
have that done for him as my brother which the Committee might not like
to do for him as a tradesman, and it is this which makes me very shy of
saying a word about the matter. If he had the business I believe he would do
it well[.]

Ever My dear Magrath I Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Edwd Magrath Esq I &c &c &c I Athenaeum 1 London

1. Charles Turtle, dyer of 44 Pier Street, Ryde. 1848 POD.
2. That is at the City Philosophical Society.
3. James Faraday (1817-1875, GRO). Gas engineer.
4. See Ward (1926), 51.
5. Robert Faraday (1788-1846, GRO). Gas engineer.

Letter 932
Faraday to Wilson1

6 August 1836
From the original in Smithsonian Institution Archives, George P.
Merrill Collection circa 1800-1930, and undated, Box 4, Folder 2
Mr Faraday presents his Compl to Lieut Wilson and regrets that having to
go out of town this morning he will hardly be in town again until Sat
Morning2: the short intervals during which he will be in London before then
are fully occupied[.j If Saturday next about 10 or 11 o elk would suit Lieut
Wilson Mr Faraday would be very happy to see himu

Royal Institution I 6 Aug 1836

1. Unidentified.
2. That is 13 August 1836.

Letter 933
Faraday to William Henry Fox Talbot
15 August 1836
From the original in LA MS 36-57

Royal Institution I 15, Aug. 1836
My dear Sir

My absence from town left me in ignorance of your kind letter until
now for which I have to express my great regret at the same time that I
thank you sincerely for your kindnessi.] But I am cut off from Bristol1 & all
pleasure connected with it by illness in the knee joint which renders me
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very weak & lame and will I fear disable me for many months though under
the hands of Sir Benj Brodie. Even at home it almost entirely prevents my
workings

Again thanking you for your kindness I remain
My dear Sir I Your Obliged I M. Faraday

H.F. Talbot Esq I &c &c &c

Address: H.F. Talbot Esq I &c &c &c I Laycock Abbey I Chippenham

1. That is the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 934
Faraday to Thomas Martin1

15 August 1836
From the original in Museum of History of Science, Oxford, MS Museum
271

Royal Institution I 15, Aug. 1836
Sir

I beg to thank you for the favour of a copy of your Remarks 2 which I
have only just obtained having been out of towni.]

I am I Your obliged servant I M. Faraday
Thos Martin Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Thos Martin Esq I &c &c &c I Care of I Ridgway & Sons31 Piccadilly

1. Unidentified.
2. Martin (1836).
3. James Ridgway and sons. Booksellers of 169 Piccadilly. Brown, P.A.H. (1982), 161.

Letter 935
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
18 August 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl B20

R Institution I 18 Aug 1836
My dear Sir

I can have no objection to your note which is quite correct and indeed
the words of the memoir are nearly correct in themselves whatever the
sense of them may be\.] You refer to MM Nobili & Antinoris mistake as to
the direction &c of the currents!.] It is as you say briefly mentioned in the
notes to their paper2 but the full proof of it is in my Letter to Gay Lussac Ann
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de Chimie tome LI p 404 409 &c3. But I would rather be considered as not
having any thing to do with the expression of your opinion, though I feel
the full value of such opinions as in Poggendor[f]f s case4, especially as I
know them to have been uttered of the free thought & will of the writeru

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq I &c &c &c

1. Brayley added a note to De La Rive, A.-A., (1836b), 237, restating Faraday's priority over
Nobili and Antinori. See letter 560.
2. Nobili and Antinori (1832).
3. Faraday (1832h).
4. Possibly a reference to the note Poggendorff had added to De La Rive (1836a). See letter
907.

Letter 936
Faraday to John George Children
18 August 1836
From the original in RS MS RR 1.98

Royal Institution I 18 Aug. 1836
Dear Sir

I have read the paper on sound and Electricity1, which I return with
this report. It contains a great number of facts and results relating to
crystallization, heat, light, sound, and Electricity, drawn from different
authorities old & new; and two or three experiments by the author, which,
as far as I know, have not yet been published. But I do not find in it any new
or close relation of these facts, or any thing more than the general
analogies and similarities already known and admitted. There is no new
general law put forth, nor any strict proof of any thing which up to this time
has been doubtfulu On the whole, it is not, in my opinion, a paper for which
the Royal Society can award the Royal Medal.

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.G. Children Esq I Sec R.S. I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Report on "Hermes"

1. Louis Charles Sellier (unidentified), "Du son et de l'electricite", RS MS AP 20.15. There is a
very short abstract under the pseudonym "Hermes" in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1836, 3: 405.
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Letter 937
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet
23 August 1836
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986 / 989

Royal Institution I 23 Aug. 1836
My dear Sir

I have the pleasure of introducing Mr. Wyon my friend to you. You
cannot fail to know him by character for you have been in our country &
seen his works in every piece of coin you handled. Any courtesy you can
show him will be a kindness to me.

I send by him a few odd papers of mine & am sorry I have nothing
better at present to offer. I beg also you will remember me kindly to
Professor Plateau and convey to him the other set of paperst.]

I am My dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c I Observatory I Bruxelles

Address: Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c I Observatory I Bruxelles

Letter 938
Faraday to George Aekermann1

30 August 1836
From the original in HSP FDC, 2, pp.5-8

Royal Institution I 30 Aug 1836
My dear Sir

If any thing occurs which is at all likely to meet M Terdebins2 wishes I
will let you know. I have already asked Professor Daniell & some other
persons[.]

I am sorry to say that I have an application very like it from a friend at
Dundee for a gentleman from Scotland. I had very little hopes of doing good
in the one case and the two make me almost despain.j

Ever Truly your obliged I M. Faraday
Geo Ackermann Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. George Ackermann (1803-1891, Ford (1983), 250). Print and book seller of 96 Strand.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 939
Faraday to Thomas Hawkins
1 September 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 93

R Institution I 1 Sept. 1836
Sir

I am obliged by your letter which I received this morning. I am not
quite sure that I understand your arrangement but I conclude you find that
a square foot of iron plate is preserved in the peculiar state if only a small
strip of it is immersed in the acidu Perhaps however I am mistaken here for
such a result does not agree with the general results of Herschell1

Schonbein2 & myself3. We have not found the peculiar state to extend
beyond the part dipped or dipping into the acidu

I do not perceive how the effect would enable us to substitute Iron for
copper generally but I am afraid I have taken a wrong view of your results^

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Thos Hawkins Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsement4: The iron strip standing in acid that fork was part of the same
plate forming the generating plate in the same acid exceedingly diluted.
The narrow strip only being in the peculiar conditions Soon after this, Mr
Grove's battery of platina in porous cell of nitric acid - with zinc
surrounding pt in dilute sulphuric acid was made known5 - and as my
arrangement of iron in the peculiar state (Schonbein's)6 - remaining
passive in nitric acid in a porous cell surrounded with iron in very dilute
nitric acid - though giving a very powerful current - yet was not long stable -
I discontinued my research to discover how to prevent the iron in the
strong acid from falling into the active condition.
Address: Thos Hawkins Esq I 13 Kings Road I Brighton

1. Herschel (1833).
2. Schoenbein (1836d) and letter 918.
3. Faraday in Schoenbein (1836d), 57-67.
4. Made some years after this letter in view of the reference to Grove's work.
5. Grove (1839).
6. Schoenbein (1836d).
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Letter 940
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
2 September 1836
From the original in RGO6 / 706

Royal Institution I 2 Sept. 1836
Sir

Dr. Jos Gambihler1 Professor at Nuremburg is anxious to see the
Observatory & has applied to me to assist him. I have told him that I cannot
do more for him than your good will would allow to every man of Science
but I give him this note as a sort of apology for asking you to allow him that
which may be consistent with your regulations!.]

I am My dear Sir I faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Prof Airy I Astronomer Royal I &c &c &c
Pray. What of glass?

1. Joseph Gambihler (1801-1847, PI). Professor of French and English in Nuremburg.

Letter 941
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
12 September 1836
From the original in UB MS NS 310
Sir

I feel much obliged to you for the kind manner in which you
mentioned my late researches on iron in the philosophical Magazine1. It is
this kindness which encourages me to address to you a second letter on the
same subject. First allow me to make some observations regarding the
explanation, you give about the cause of the peculiar voltaic condition of
iron. If I have not misunderstood it, you account for the inactivity of this
metall by two suppositions; one of which is, that a film of oxide is formed
round the iron similar to that produced by heating the metall; the second,
that this oxide has the property of not being dissolved by nitric acid of a
certain strength. Now the formation of such an oxide takes place perhaps,
when iron is in voltaic association for instance with platina; in this case
water may be decomposed and the oxigen resulting from the
decomposition combine with iron to form the supposed oxide. But how is
it, when iron is made inactive by plunging it into strong nitric acid? I should
not think, that in this case either nitric acid or water is decomposed; that is
to say, that an oxide is formed. There is another fact of a similar kind, which
makes me doubt of the existence of the film in question. This fact is, that
iron wire turns inactive even in common nitric acid by repeated
immersions, that is to say, after this metall has been acted upon in the usual
way, after deutoxide of iron and a nitrate has been formed. Now I think, we
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may ask, why in this instance the common chemical action is, at once,
s[t]opt and how it happens, that, on a sudden an oxide is formed of a
description quite different from what the first one (deutoxide) was. 1
confess, I have not the slightest idea about the cause of such a change of
action. There is another fact, which clearly shows, that under some
circumstances at least, the inactive state of iron has nothing to do with a
peculiar strength of nitric acid. In my last letter21 had the honour to state to
you, that iron serving as the positive electrode of a pile proves to be
inactive in nitric acid, whatever its degree of aqueous dilution may be,
whilst a wire made inactive either by immersion in strong nitric acid or by
association with oxide of iron (produced by heating) is acted upon in the
common way by nitric acid containing water beyond a certain quantity.
Now if one of the circumstances determining the peculiar condition of iron
were a peculiar strength of nitric acid, there should be common chemical
action in one case as well, as there is in the other, but the contrary being
the fact, we are entitled to draw the conclusion, that the inactivity of iron is
not always dependent upon a peculiar strength of the acid. As we must
evidently give up one part of the explanation in one case, I am afraid, there
is sufficient reason to make us doubtful of its holding good in other ones. As
to the film of oxide, which you think to be formed round the iron in all
cases, where this metall shows its peculiar condition, I have also observed,
that a coating of a blackish substance is produced round an iron wire,
when, being connected with the anode of the pile, it was plunged into
common nitric acid, closing at the same time the circuit; but I could never
remark the least change in the metallic state of the surface of the wire, in
case it was immersed in dilute acid (containing about 10 times its volume of
water) under the circumstances mentioned. In the very moment, when I
brought the iron wire into the fluid, the evolution of oxigen began at the
metall. The same experiment made in a solution of potash, showed the
same phenomenon. If for instance in the latter case a film were produced, I
should think the wire provided with it and put into common nitric acid was
to prove as inactive, as a wire, whose end had previously been oxidized by
heating; such, however, is not the case. According to your experiments,
there always dissolves some iron in nitric acid, even whilst this metall
renders the function of the positive electrode. I found the same, but only
when I made use of common nitric acid, never when it was considerably
dilute. I, therefore, strongly suspect, that the nitrate to be met with in the
first case, is not produced within the acid. I ascribe its formation to the
vapours rising out of the acid, which corrode the iron laid bare to them.
The salt thus produced and first deposited on the superior part of the iron
wire is afterwards carried down into the fluid by capillary action. As it
appeared to me a point of importance to know, whether iron, under the
circumstances mentioned, is or is not dissolved in nitric acid, I took
particular care of ascertaining the fact. For this purpose I made in one
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instance use of an acid containing 10 times its volume of water, left in it the
wire (being connected with the pile) for fully six hours and afterwards
saturated the acid with ammonia. Not the smallest quantity of oxide was
precipitated, though the volume of oxigen evolved at the iron during the
time had comparatively been considerable. From a second experiment I
obtained the same result. I put a solution of potash into a tumbler, and
dilute nitric acid upon it in such a manner, as to prevent the fluids from
mixing with one another. An iron wire serving as the positive electrode and
reaching down to the bottom of the tumbler, was left in it for three hours.
Not the slightest bit of oxide made its appearance; as soon however, as the
circuit was broken, greenish flakes of oxide of iron were precipitated; and
the same substance was seen forming, in case the circuit had not been
closed in the manner required for causing the evolution of oxigen. From
these facts I think it may safely be inferred, that nitric acid does not
dissolve iron, whilst this metall is placed under the influence of a current
moving through it in a certain directions As the existence of such a relation
of a current to chemical action would be of the greatest importance to
science, I lively hope, you will pay a particular attention of this subject and
enter into a close investigation of it. I pass now to another subject. During
my researches on iron, I often made the observation, that nitric acid,
remaining the same with regard to its strength and temperature acts with a
different degree of intensity upon the metall mentioned. If for instance iron
wire, being in the same state, as it is sold, be plunged into nitric acid spec,
grav. 1.35 and 12° the metall is violently acted upon and continues to be so,
as long as there is any particle of iron left. But if the wire be taken out of the
acid after a few moments' action, held for a second or two in the air, and
replunged into the acid, the degree of intensity of action will already be a
little diminished; and having four, at most, five times repeated the same
operation, the metall will cease altogether to be affected by the acid, in fact
it will then be in its well-known peculiar voltaic condition. Between the
greatest violence of action and complete inactivity, there are certainly an
infinite number of intermediate degrees of intensity of action. But we may
distinguish two principal ones; one which is superior and another which is
inferior to the degree of that influence of platina, which tends to stop
chemical action. Indeed, if a platina wire is made to touch an uncleaned
iron wire after having for the first time been immersed in nitric acid of the
strength above mentioned, it cannot interrupt chemical action, but it will
stop it, after the second or third immersion of the iron. Another fact worthy
of remark is, that the degree of stability of the inactive state of iron called
forth by immersing this metall several times in nitric acid spec. grav. 1.35,
is much greater than that produced by voltaic association or by immersion
in strong nitric acid. For if an iron wire made inactive by one of the latter
means is turned again into the active state, it will be much more violently
affected by the acid, than a wire brought into its peculiar condition by the
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way of immersions in common nitric acid. That the latter wire is more
strongly inactive than one brought into this peculiar state by any other
method is still more obviously indicated by the fact, that in most cases it
turns by touching within the acid another wire, (which has been made
slowly active in this acid) into an inactive one; whilst a common wire made
inactive by immersion in strong nitric acid, or by transference or by a direct
voltaic association is always thrown into a violent action by being touched
by a slowly active wire. I must not omit to mention, that an iron wire having
once been made inactive by repeated immersions, will under no
circumstances whatever be so lively acted upon by nitric acid, as a
common one; and the action commenced at it can always be stopt by
platina, provided the acid be not too dilute or too hot. The peculiar lustre,
the white colour and the soft touch of the surface of a wire turned inactive
by immersions in common nitric acid likewise deserve to my opinion to
engage attention of scientific men. Such a wire is, indeed, as to its
appearance so like platina, that it can hardly be distinguished from this
metall. Even after the file had several times passed over its surface, I
thought the colour of the metall to be still whiter, than that of a common
wire's surface (likewise produced by filing). Several persons to whom I
showed such wires, were of the same opinion. If my observations should
happen to be correct, it would prove, that the action of the acid upon the
iron spoken of occasions a very remarkable change of aggregation of its
particles; and it is perhaps by such a change, that we may account for some
of the anomalous bearings of iron. Before I conclude I must mention a fact I
find already alluded to in a paper of Herschels3, a paper which by the bye I
saw but a little while ago in looking over in periodicals the articles treating
on nitric acid. This fact consists in a sort of action of nitric acid upon iron,
which for its extraordinary character highly merits farther scientific
inquiry. The best way of calling forth the phenomenon is the following one.
A common iron wire having been made inactive by simple immersions in
nitric acid sp. gr. 1.35 is touched within this fluid by a piece of copper; the
wire will by this means be thrown into action which action, however, is not
continuous, but takes place, as it were, by pulsations, in other words the
wire will alternately be active and inactive. Sometimes it happens that the
wire relapsed into its inactive state after the first touch of the copper; in
such a case, it must repeatedly be retouched by this metall in order to
obtain the effect desired. Temperature and the degree of dilution of the
acid, within which the action occurs, remaining the same, the number of
pulsations performed in equal spaces of time remain likewise the same. By
augmenting the temperature and the quantity of water of the acid the
intervals of action and inaction are made shorter and at last these two
states follow each other in such quick succession as to pass into a
continuous action. Different wires separate from one another, being in the
same acid and exhibiting the phenomenon in question, do not pulsate
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together; but as soon as they are put in contact with each other either
within or without the acid, the whole set of wires pulsate at the same time, a
fact, which is worthy of remark. Herschel's assertion according to which
only an acid, having already been made use of for inducing in iron wires the
inactive state, is capable of exhibiting the phenomenon spoken of, does not
agree with what I have observed; for I found, that quite pure nitric acid
renders the service, when an iron wire made inactive by immersions is
plunged into it and turned active again by the way described. This fact, I
think, proves, that the cause of the pulsation like action lies rather in the
state of the wire, than in that of the acid.

As the "Bibliotheque universelle" will before long publish some
papers of mine4, written on the same subjects, with which I have taken the
liberty to entertain you in the preceding lines, you will, perhaps, think it
worth your while to have a look at them, and excuse me, when I do at
present not enter into further details.

Recommending my humble individual to your kind indulgence I am,
Sir, your most obedient Servant

Prof. Schoenbein
Bale Septb. 12th 1836.

Address: Michael Faraday Esq. D.C.L., F.R.S. I at the Royal Institution I
London.

1. Letter 918 in Schoenbein (1836d), 53-7. To this Faraday had added a note on pp.57-65.
2. Letter 918.
3. Herschel (1833).
4. Schoenbein (1836a, b, c).

Letter 942
John Millington to Faraday
19 September 1836
From the original in IEE MS SG 2

187 South Third Street Philadelphia I 19th Sept. 1836.
To Michl Faraday Esq I &c. &c.
My Dear Sir

I wrote to you the beginning of June last1 for the purpose of
introducing my friend Dr. Robt Hare the Professor of Chemistry in the
Medical department of the University of Pennsva in this city to your
personal acquaintance, and did so at his request, for I stated to him that I
felt sure that his name was a more powerful introduction to all the
enlightened parts of Europe, than any thing I could say in his favor. - The
same observation will apply equally in the present instance, for I now write
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to make you acquainted with another of my friends in Philada who will
deliver this to you - Mr Alex Dallas Bache who has for many years held the
important office of Professor of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy in the
Opposite Wing, or Classical department of the same university with Dr.
Hare, and whose name will I am sure be familiar to you not only from his
published labours in Chemistry Magnetism2 &c but from the honorable
mention that is made of him in the last Edition of Turners Chemistry3, of
which he is the Editor and commentator in the republication of that work in
this country4, as well as of Brewsters Optics5, and several other Scientific
works of high character6 that are used as text books in most of our colleges
here. Mr. Bache has resigned his Professorships in the University of
Pennsva on account of his having been lately appointed the President of
the Girard College now building in the vicinity of this city on a most
magnificent scale, corresponding with the splendid endowment given it by
the will of the late Stephen Girard7, and it bids fair to be one of the most
conspicuous & useful institutions of this country, if not of the world; - at any
rate no pains is spared to make it so. Mr. Bache is now visiting Europe to
investigate the mode of conducting Colleges and Education there -1 know
you will be pleased with him, and any kindness and attention you may
show him, or any introductions and assistance you may be kind enough to
render to him, will be thankfully acknowledged by him, & particularly by
myself. I address you first, and most urgently, because I am so well
acquainted with your power and readiness to be of use to any enlightened
stranger. - My time will not permit me to write many Letters, but I
particularly wish him to be introduced to Prof Turner & the London
University to Prof Daniel[l] and King's College.- To Mr. Pepys8 & the
London Institution to Mr. Children & the British Museum, to the Royal
Society and to the Universities of Cambridge & Oxford all which you can do
for him much better than I can, provided you will not think that I am
heaping an unconscionable load of Trouble upon your shoulders. - Mr.
Bache would also I know feel highly indebted to you for introductions in
Scotland Ireland & the continent of Europe. -

As for myself, I am happy to say I am quite well in health, but rather
dull at this period, on account of loosing my only son who leaves me
tomorrow by the same vessel that conveys this, & Mr. <Bache> & his
Lady to Liverpool - and thus I am cut off from all my grown up children - My
second daughter is married well and with her husband resides at Zacatecas
in the north part of Mexico.- My eldest daughter, Mrs. Bates9, with her
husband left the city of Mexico last year & they now reside at Liverpool
where Mr. Bates10 is a merchant of great eminence & my son Thomas11 goes
to join his counting house.-1 have been about 3 months in Philadpa for the
purpose of winding up all my business and concerns there, as I am retiring
from Trade altogether, and shall give up the remainder of my life wholly to
science and the duties of the Professorships of Chemistry & Natural
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Philosophy which I hold in William & Mary College at Williamsburg in
Virginia with which I am much pleased, and have not been so happy &
comfortable for many years, tho I confess 1 rather yearn after old England
and hope to see it again before I die.- indeed I shall make an exertion to
visit it in our next vacation between the 15th of July & 10th of Oct in next
year.- The last day of this month I return to Williamsburg where I
commence duties on the 10th of Oct & from that day have to lecture twice
on one day and once on the alternate one for 8 Vi months without a days
Intermission except Sundays, so that I have not much idle time. I left a
heavy Iron turning lathe at the Royal Institution, and about 3 years ago
applied thro' Mr. Christie12 to have it sent to me13, he did accordingly send
the puppet heads14, and various other parts which I received safely, but the
2 parallel Iron Cheeks that form the bed of the lathe never came -
consequently the parts that were sent to me were completely useless & I
never put it up - I am now selling all my tools and have the offer of 110
Dollars for this lathe, if I will furnish the Iron Bed, but no one will give any
thing for it in its present state - If therefore the remainder of this lathe
should be at the Institution, you will greatly oblige me by having it put on
board of a vessel for Philadpa addressed to the care of Mr. Judah Dobson15

of that city for me - In that case I do not want any of the woodwork sent or
the Iron wheel & crank, but merely the top bed which the puppets rest upon
& the Iron screw pins that fix it to the wood.-1 gave about 26/ for the wheel
& crank & if that were sold it would repay any expence you may be at for
taking down carting &c. if not I will remit the amount. I beg my best regards
to yourself Mrs. Faraday and all friends & remain Dear Sir yours very truly
John Millington

My future address will be Professor Millington, Willm & Mary College I
Williamsburg Virga

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Fullerian Professor of Chemistry in the I
Royal Institution of Great Britain I Albemarle Street I St James's London

1. Letter not found.
2. For example Hare, R. (1818, 1828, 1829).
3. Turner (1834), xii.
4. Turner (1835). In both these cases Millington confused A.D. Bache with his cousin
Franklin Bache (1792-1864, DAB). Professor of Chemistry in Philadelphia College of Pharmacy
and Science, 1831-1841.
5. Brewster (1835) edited by A.D. Bache.
6. For example Berzelius (1832) edited by A.D. Bache.
7. Stephen Girard (1750-1831, DAB). Franco-American merchant and philanthropist.
8. William Hasledine Pepys (1775-1856, DNB). Man of science.
9. Otherwise unidentified.
10. Joseph Bates (b.1809, Anon (1923), 106). East India merchant. Anon (1823), 5-7.
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11. Otherwise unidentified.
12. Robert Christie. Secretary of the Mechanics' Institute, 1825-1834. See Kelly (1957), 135.
13. See RI MM, 3 December 1832, 8: 36 and 4 November 1833, 8: 114.
14. Now known as head and tail stocks.
15. Judah Dobson. Bookseller of Philadelphia. Reingold etal. (1972-81), 2: 285.

Letter 943
Samuel Weller Singer1 to Faraday
20 September 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl H14

Vauxhall I 20 Septr 1836
My dear Sir

On my return from Brighton today I got your kind note, and will take
measures immediately to clear away the few remains of my chamber which
has too long I fear inconvenienced you2. My son's indisposition has
confined me a great deal or it would have been done long since. He is I am
happy to say now much better and will soon return to town.

I sincerely hope that you are better than when I last heard of you. I
have enquired from time to time and was grieved to hear that you should
have any impediment to the enjoyment of the little leisure which this
season in general affordsu

With kindest remembrances to Mrs Faradayi.]
Ever yours I Most Truly I S.W. Singer

1. Samuel Weller Singer (1784-1858, B3). Librarian of the Royal Institution, 1827-1835.
2. See note 1, letter 829.

Letter 944
Faraday to Percy Drummond
20 October 1836
From the original in RMA WO150 / 16, f.139

Royal Institution I 20 Oct. 1836
Dear Sir

I send you the bill of current expences before I leave town I have put
in the other bills & as I send you a receipt for the whole as well as the
receipts for the main sums you have two vouchers for payment. Your
observations yesterday reminds me that before I shall receive these sums
for monies already laid out I must give a third receipt at the Tower so that
actually the payment of the larger portion will be acknowledge^] three
times oven.] This I presume will create no confusion, but it would be a very
unsafe practice between man & man in the worlds

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll. Drummond i &c &c &c
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Letter 945
Antonio Lombard!1 to Faraday
23 October 1836
From the original in RS MS 241, f.70

Modena 23 ottobre 1836
ANTONIO LOMBARDI I Socio e Segretario della Societa Italiana delle
Scienze I residente in Modena
Al Chiarissimo Signore Chimico e Fisico I Faraday

La mancanza di un socio nella classe degli stranieri, awenuta in
seguito della perdita fatta dalle scienze naturali dell'illustre figlio ampere
ha determinato la Societa Italiana delle Scienze residente in Modena a
scegliere V.P. ad occupare il posto.

Sua Eccelenza il Sig. Marchese Luigi Rangoni2 Presidente di questa
Societa mi incarica di partecipare a V.P. chiar-ma questa determinazione
del corpo accademico, determinazione la quale vaglio sperare riuscera di
gradimento alia signoria vostra, e se Ella Vorra spedire memorie da
stampare negli atti della societa suddetta, queste riusceranno alia stessa
sommamente gradite e si publicheranno dopo averle fatta seguir la
traduzione in Lingua Italiana.

Io mi informo di spedirle per occasione particolare la patente o lo
statuto accademico mentre in attaenzione di preg-mi Suoi comandi passo
all'onore si segnarmi con piena stima I Suo Dev-mo Servo I Antonio
Lombardi

TRANSLATION
Modena 23 October 1836

ANTONIO LOMBARDI I Fellow and Secretary of the Societa Italiana delle
Scienze, I based in Modena
To very dear Mr Faraday, Chemist and Physicist

The lack of a colleague in the foreign section brought about by the
loss made to the natural sciences of the illustrious brother Ampere, has
determined the Societa Italiana delle Scienze based in Modena to choose
yourself to occupy the post.

His excellency the Marquis Luigi Rangoni2, President of this Society,
has asked me to communicate to you, Dear Sir, this decision, which I wish
to hope will be pleasing to yourself, and if you would like to send papers to
print in the above-named Society's acts, these will be at the same time very
gratefully received and will be published after having been translated into
the Italian language.

I undertake to send you when I have a special opportunity the patent
or academic statute [and] whilst I await your commands, I pass to the
honour of signing myself with full esteem I your most devoted servant I
Antonio Lombardi.
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1. Antonio Lombardi (b.1768, PI). Librarian in Modena.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 946
Arthur Aikin1 to Faraday
28 October 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl H20

Socy of Arts I 28 Oct 1836
Dear Faraday

In the copy which we have of Sir H. Davy's description of his miners
safe lamp2 is a manuscript note stating (which does not appear in the
printed work) that Sir H.D. suggested, that for complete security, two
cylinders of wire gauze might be used. I understand that Mr Newman
claims this as his own invention or suggestion. The note above referred to
is I believe in your hand writing, & we should be glad to know if it was
inserted by you at the desire & with the knowledge of Sir H.D. as we should
be very unwilling, in the description which we are about to publish of Mr
Newmans modification of the safe lamp, to detract in the slightest degree
from the credit due to Sir H.D.3

An early answer would oblige
Yours &c I A. Aikin Sec

Dr Faraday

1. Arthur Aikin (1773-1854, DNB). Chemist. Secretary of the Society of Arts, 1817-1840.
2. Davy, H. (1818). This copy is no longer in the library of the Royal Society of Arts.
3. Newman, J. (1836), 60.

Letter 947
Whitlock Nicholl to Faraday
31 October 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl 112

Cottage East Cowes (I.W.) I October 31 1836
My dear Friend,

Before I tell you anything of me & mine, I must express my hope that
your knee has ceased to trouble you, and that Mrs. Faraday & yourself are
well. Your kind call at Shanklin was sadly tantalizing - so short that I could
scarcely enjoy the unexpected pleasure of seeing you. We went on that day
to Southampton & thence on the day following to Guernsey where we spent
a few days, after which we went to Jersey. We were soon more than tired of
St. Helier's which we found to be anything but pleasant as a residence, so,
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hoping, by taking a shorter course homeward, to avoid a few hours'
discomfort on the ocean, we came back to Weymouth at which place we
arrived at the expiration of four weeks after quitting Southampton. Finding
that the air of Weymouth agreed with the boy, we remained there seven
weeks, at the end of which time change of weather hinted to us that we
ought to seek quarters for the Winter. So we came to Southampton & thence
visited Shanklin once again expecting to find a retreat there, but we could
not find one. So we came to look at a cottage at East Cowes which I have
taken for a year, and of which I took possession on the 25th inst. having
waited at E. & W. Cowes during three weeks until the family in possession
could give it up to us. It lies very prettily & cheerfully, at the distance of a
quarter of a mile from East Cowes, on rising ground, in a gravelly soil, with
excellent roads about it. The air is much more fresh & bracing than that of
Shanklin & it will I think suit my young man very well. We are very
accessible here, as steam-boats to & from Southampton & Portsmouth
touch at West Cowes twice a day; & a person coming by mail-coach from
London might be here at 10 o'clock on the following morning. It is very
comfortable after a pilgrimage of three months to be once more quietly
seated in a home. My boy has been very well during our wanderings & he is
well pleased to be at liberty in a garden & to be surrounded with his
playthings once again.

Pray let me have a line to tell me how you are - how Mrs. Faraday is, &
how all are that you are interested about. I take for granted that you are
busily engaged in questioning nature & in worming out her secrets, but I am
pleased in thinking that you do not fatigue yourself so much < a s > you
were wont to do. I am quite sure, that, with my friend Mrs. Faraday at your
elbow, you will be reminded sufficiently often that the bow must sometimes
be released, & that you will be plied with Quinia & port wine when you need
these restoratives. My kind regards to Mrs. Faraday, not forgetting the little
Margery [Reid.] Pray offer my kind regards also to Frederic & Edmund
Daniell.

Believe me to be with real regard & esteem I yours very faithfully I
Whitlock Nicholl

Address: M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albermarle Street.
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Letter 948
Faraday to Percy Drummond
10 November 1836
From the original copy in RMA WO 150 / 16, f.159

Royal Institution I 10th Nov 1836.
My Dr Sir,

The stone floor of the laboratory is in direct con tact with the earth and
below the level of the ground on the outside of the Building, these
circumstances with absence of firing in the place during six days in the
week render it very damp and cold and I frequently felt and suffered from it
in consequence^ I cannot positively refer my lameness to it for I only began
to be sensible to it about the same time that you allowed me to order the
flooring. But I certainly was anxious that it should be done at once not only
for what I felt before and found again but also because the scanty piece of
old matting which was the only protection from the wet stones was so
fragmented and broken by that time that it would remain down no longer.
My lameness came on about this time and if you had not allowed me to
Board the place I must have done it at my own expense for my own safety
otherwise I would much rather have the money to lay out in apparatus1!.]

Signed I M. Faraday
Colonel Drummond I &c &c &c

1. See Lees to Drummond, 9 November 1836, RMA WO150 / 16, f.158 which challenged
Drummond's payment for this work.

Letter 949
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
11 November 1836
From the original in BrUL MS

Royal Institution I 11 Nov. 1836
Dear Brunell

Captn Maude1 is desirous of placing his Son2 with an Engineer and
abovfe all other Engineers with you and I have great pleasure in giving him
an introduction to you with that viewu Railroads which bring other things
together have separated you & me lately but I hope they will have a
contrary effect bye & byi.j

Ever Dear Sir I Yours Truly I M. Faraday

1. Francis Maude (1798-1886, B2). Commander in Royal Navy.
2. Francis Cornwallis Maude (1828-1900, B6). Later an officer in the Royal Artillery.
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Letter 950
Faraday to John Millington
12 November 1836
From the original in CWM JMP 65 M59 I: 59

Royal Institution I 12 Nov. 1836
To 1 Professor Millington I &c &c &c
My dear Sir

I had the great pleasure of receiving your letter1 though not by the
hands of Mr. Bache. That gentleman forwarded it from Manchester & from
his note I expect he will be in London in December when I shall be happy to
do what I can for him though as you well know there can be little occasion
for my assistance to any friend of a man so well known amongst us as
yourself[.j

Your accounts of your transits over the world and changes in the
position of your family almost startle & shame me for I feel as if I could have
shewn none of the energy and perseverance which carries you through all
these things. I have been here so long (three & twenty years) attached to
the Royal Institution that I feel as if I were a limpet on a rock and that any
chance which might knock me from my position would leave me but little
hopes of attaching myself any where againw So much for habit which is just
as strong in matters of feeling as in matters of bodyu

I rejoice to hear that you enjoy good health in all this: and think I know
so much of your love for science as to be sure that on your new
appointment2 you will find a continual source of the highest enjoyments
That your work will be hard is only sharing the lot of the greater number
now-a-days and on the whole is I think a much happier state (if health
holds good) than only half employment. Still you must not undertake too
much, for though few men could get through more than you used to do, the
spirit will sometimes undertake more than the body can perform.

With regard to the Lathe the whole of it went from here; I think into
the hands of Mr. Christie3 of the Mechanics Institute, according to your
directions: the wheel & all was together but in double confirmation that
such was the case the Porters (though they said it had been sent) have
again look<ed> every where here in vain. I believe Mr Christie is not at
the Mechanics Institute now but will enquire & send him a note mentioning
your desireu

My own health is not very good just now[.] I have an affliction of the
right knee joint which incapacitates me from going about as freely as I wish
but I expect that under Sir Benjn Brodie's care it will get well again. The
Institution is going on very well - never better. If you have the opportunity
remember me to Drs Hare & Silliman. Mrs. Faraday joins me in best
remembrances. I am my dear Sir Most I faithfully Yours M. Faraday
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Endorsement: reed 28th Jany 1837
Address: Professor Millington I &c &c &c I William & Mary College
Williamsburg I Virginia

1. Letter 942.
2. To William and Mary College.
3. Robert Christie. Secretary of the Mechanics' Institute, 1825-1834. See Kelly (1957), 135.

Letter 951
Roderick Impey Murchison1 to Faraday
17 November 1836
From the original in RI MS Fl K29

3, Bayswater Place I Nov 17 1836
My dear Sir,

I have proposed our excellent & talented friend Christie as a member
of the Athenaeum. If you will second the nomination in the Candidates'
book you will be of service to him2 as I have taken upon myself to
recommend the Committee to select Mr Christie for the list as one of the
distinguished names3.

If they adopt my suggestion I feel confident they will do honor to the
club.

Yours Most Sincerely I Rod I Murchison

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Roderick Impey Murchison (1792-1871, DSB). Geologist.
2. Faraday did second Christie, who was elected a member on 14 March 1837. AC MS Book of
Candidates, 1833-40, entry 1379.
3. Christie was elected under Rule 2 as a member "of distinguished eminence in science,
literature, or the arts, or for public services". Waugh [1894], 28.

Letter 952
Faraday to Edward Solly
23 November 1836
From the original in KCG MS

R Institution I 23 Nov. 1836
Dear Edwd

I received yours but did not intend to answer it hearing from Mr.
Horsman Solly that you would both be in town in the course of two or three
days. Keep fast hold of the aurora but more particularly the storm & let Miss
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Armetti1 tax her memory as well as yours for we must have the account free
from all exaggeration or invention or mere belief of the particulars^]

I had seen Mr Sturgeons2 criticism3 but it did not disturb me simply
because I was glad to find that the arguments he uses are of no forces It
might have been that he had found a good objection & then I should have
been very sorry.

I have however no intention of taking any notice of it. It would be
some fun to send him Baron Humboldts letter to me in which he selects
that very paper as the foundation of compliment & praise4 only I cannot
consent to use the letter for such a small purpose or quote Humboldts
name in sport[.]

Remember me to Armetti5. I hope to see you both here soon.
Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday

Edw Solly Esq I &c

1. Unidentified.
2. William Sturgeon (1783-1850, DSB). Electrical experimenter and lecturer at the Adelaide
Gallery.
3. Sturgeon (1836) was an adverse criticism of Faraday (1833a), ERE3. For the context of this
see Morus (1992).
4. Letter 723.
5. Unidentified.

Letter 953
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
26 November 1836
From the original in UB MS NS 311
Sir

The Philosophical Society of Bale in one of their last meetings1

elected you their honorary member and I am charged by our President to
forward the diploma and ask you the favor to accept of the latter as a weak
expression of the high esteem, which our Society entertain for you, on
account of the eminent services, you have rendered to natural Science.

I take at the same time the liberty of sending you the paper enclosed
and to beg you to lay it before the Royal Society, in case you should think it
worthy of being submitted to this distinguished body. If not, there is,
perhaps, something or other in it, which deserves to be published in the
Philosophical Magazine2.

You have, no doubt, taken notice of the hypothesis published in the
number of Septbr. of the Bibliotheque universelle, by which Mr. Mousson
tries to account for the peculiar condition of iron and all the phenomena
connected with this subject3. Though it may be ingenious in some respects
it is overthrown by the single fact that by a current the inactive state of iron
may be called forth in fluids which do not contain nitric acid and which
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consequently do not allow of the formation of nitrous acid, the protecting
substance of Mr. Mousson. But there are many other reasons besides,
which put the fallacy of the theory in question beyond doubt. I have
circumstantially stated them in a paper, sent the other day to the Editors of
the "Bibliotheque" for being published4.1 cannot but take a second time the
liberty to draw your attention upon the transference of the inactive state of
iron from wire to wire, a fact which, to my opinion, is yet very far from being
satisfactorily accounted for. Supposing the peculiar condition of iron being
due to a film of oxide covering the metal, your hypothesis accounts, indeed,
very well for an inactive wire's being thrown into action by another metal,
which, itself active, touches the former. In this case, there is a current
produced, by which hydrogen is set free at the inactive wire, which
hydrogen reduces the film to the metallic state, renders consequently the
wire active. Now if an inactive wire is associated with an ordinary one, and
one end of the former immersed in common nitric acid previous to the one
end of the latter, this wire will also become inactive. The galvanometer
shows, that in the moment, where the end of the second wire is plunged
into the nitric acid, a current is produced, passing, as in the first case, from
the wire last immersed through the acid into the inactive one. Now in one
case the current throws the inactive wire into action, and in the other it
renders an ordinary wire inactive; that is to say, the same cause produces
two effects exactly opposite to one another. It is obvious, that the current in
the latter case should decompose water, evolve hydrogen at the inactive
wire and render the latter active in the same way, as in the first case. Now I
ask, why does hydrogen in one case decompose the film of oxide covering
the inactive wire and not in the other? The two cases present no difference,
except in the manner, in which the circuit is closed. It might, perhaps, be
said, that in the second case, the current is so soon stopt, that it cannot
separate hydrogen enough, as to reduce entirely the film to the metallic
state. But this will not do, because the same current, which is supposed to
be too weak, to set free that quantity of hydrogen necessary for the
complete decomposition of the film of oxide round the inactive wire, is
considered to be sufficiently strong to separate so much of oxigen, as is
required for forming a protecting film round the ordinary wire. Now from
the fact that the quantity of oxigen evolved at the positive electrode is
exactly the chemical equivalent to the quantity of hydrogen set free at the
negative electrode, we are obliged to draw the conclusion, that the quantity
of hydrogen developed during the act of transfering the inactive state from
the inactive wire to the ordinary one, is sufficient to decompose the film of
the first wire. Insufficiency of the current can, therefore, not be the reason,
why the inactive wire remains in its peculiar state under the circumstances
mentioned.

I think the preceding observations are such, as to justify my former
assertion, that we are still very far from knowing any thing about the way, in
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which the inactive state of iron is transferee! from one wire to another.
Before leaving this subject I cannot help recalling to you a circumstance,
which bears strongly upon the point in question; it is the fact, that an iron
wire performing the function of the positive electrode is rendered inactive
in nitric acid, when by its being plunged into this fluid the circuit is closed;
whilst the same wire is acted upon by the acid when the circuit is closed by
the negative electrode. Now we remark the same difference of effect with a
single voltaic pair consisting of ordinary iron and platina or any other
negative metal, for when we close the circuit by its positive element
ordinary iron, the peculiar condition will be called forth in this metal, when
closed by the negative element, the same iron will be active, though, as
already stated, there is in both cases a current produced, moving in the
same direction. Now why do the different effects depend upon the manner
of closing the circuit? This question once satisfactorily answered, we shall
be much wiser, than we are now about the subject; but I suspect, it will be a
difficult task to get up such an answer. It is not beyond possibility, that our
phenomenon is independent of an electric current, though one is always
accompanied by the other; and it is, perhaps this very circumstance that
renders the tracing of its cause so very difficult. If it should be found to be
impossible to explain the excitation of the peculiar state of iron and the
destruction of it by the action of a current, then I am afraid, we shall be
obliged to look out for another hypothesis, which may, perhaps, postulate a
new agency different from Electricity for explaining the facts in question.
But may heaven preserve us from more agencies, we have still enough of
them.

Up to this present moment, I have not yet received the papers, which
you were so kind to dispatch for me some time ago. Shall I, perhaps, apply
to the british ambassador at Bern, to whom they have most likely been
sent?

Before closing this letter, I take the liberty to ask you a favor. Our
Establishment wants to get a good magnetic-electrical Machine, by means
of which the principal experiments on Magneto-electricity may easily be
made in classes. Now if it be not too much asked, the Committee of our
Museum should feel themselves laid under great obligations to You, would
you be so kind as to order such an apparatus to be sent to us by a Londoner
instrument-maker5.

Excuse my long letter and accept kindly the assurance of my being
Yours I very truly I C.F. Schoenbein

Bale Nov. 26th 1836.

Address: Michael Faraday Esq. I Royal Institution I London.
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1. On 23 November 1836. See Kahlbaum and Darbishire (1899), 13.
2. Schoenbein (1837c).
3. Mousson (1836).
4. Schoenbein (1836c).
5. See letters 968, 991 and 1015 for Faraday arranging for this machine to be made and sent.

Letter 954
Faraday to William Whewell
13 December 1836
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.10

Royal Institution I 13, Dec. 1836.
My dear Sir,

1 cannot refrain from writing to you. I have just received a short
memoire from Sig Mossotti1 of Turin on the forces which govern matter2!.]
Have you seen it. I have been exceedingly struck with it & hope it is correct
in its mathematical part of which I am no judge. It relates essentially to
electricity and deduces all the phenomena of gravitation from it & it is this
which makes the interest to me for his view jumps in with my notion which I
think I mentioned to you that Universal Gravitation is a mere residual
phenomenon of Electrical attraction & repulsions

He first proceeds to shew that Poissons investigations3 do nothing as
to the settlement of the question whether there be one or two fluids of
Electricity!.] He then goes on to shew that the supposed difficulty of
allowing that matter (according to the theory of Aepinus4 & Cavendish5)
has repulsive powers which are inversely as the square of the distance and
also attractive powers in the same ratio does not in reality exist. But that on
the assumption of one electric fluid having repulsive powers inversely as
the square of the distance - of matter also having repulsive powers in the
same ratio whilst the attraction of matter & electricity for each other is in
the same ratio but with this addition that the repulsive power of the
particles of matter for each other is a little less than the repulsive power of
electricity or than the mutual attraction of electricity & matter - then all the
phenomena of gravitation - those of statical electricity and likewise that
condition of the particles of bodies by which they are (though not in
contact) prevented from approaching each other or receding from each
other - flow as natural consequences - the electrical phenomena being as
fully explained as they are in Poissons theoryu

What I want to ask you is your opinion of this paper & of the
correctness of the mathematical reasoning. I dare say you have had copies
of it sent to Cambridge but if not let me know how I can convey mine to you
or let me know that you wish to see it & I will find means of sending it. But I
cannot give it to you[.]

Ever Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours 1 M. Faraday
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Address: Revd Wm. Whewell I &c &c &c I Trinity College I Cambridge

1. Ottaviano Fabrizio Mossotti (1791-1863, DSB). Professor of Mathematics in Corfu, 1824-
1841.
2. Mossotti (1836).
3. Poisson (1811).
4. Franz Ulrich Theodosius Aepinus (1724-1802, DSB). German electrical writer. Aepinus
(1759).
5. Cavendish (1771).

Letter 955
Faraday to Thomas Hawkins
15 December 1836
From the original in IEE MS SC 93

R Institution I 15 Dec. 1836
Dear Sir

I know nothing of Mr Crossfe] expts1 except by indirect evidence i.e
from Buckland Whewell Wheatstone & others who were at Bristol2 but all
these accounts leave the proofs insufficient. I have been promised
directions how to obtain the same results but have not received them. I do
not know any body who has repeated the experiments nor have I heard that
they have been obtained by other experimenters. The results as to rock
crystal & arragonite are therefore as yet uncertain as far as I am acquainted
with themi.]

With respect to your own experiments I am glad you are pursuing
them & can only say go onj.j An experiment is worth far more to the person
who makes or repeats it than any opinion or verbal evidence from othersi.]

I have looked at my seventh series as to the possibility of a misprint &
it is very likely one may be there but at the three different paragraphs 3773,
783, 8214 it is always said that the decomposing action of any current of
electricity is constant for a constant quantity of electricityi.]

I am Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

1. See Crosse (1836) for a short account of his making artificial crystals by means of
electricity.
2. That is at the meeting of the British Association.
3. Faraday (1833a), ERE3, 377.
4. Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 783, 821.
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Letter 956
W. Saffern1 to Faraday
19 December 1836
From the original in RI MS F3 C3502

December 19th / 36
Sir

I know it has been a desideratum to discover some substance so far
capable of resisting the action of acids as to admit of its being employed in
forming galvanic troughs. It occurred to me a short time since that sheet
caoutchouc might answer the purpose and after trying various experiments
for the purpose of ascertaining this, I imagine my expectations are not
likely to be disappointed - My only fear was that India rubber would not
bear the action of nitric acid but I find it was groundless - I have boiled a
sheet of caoutchouc in a mixture of equal parts of nitric acid of commerce
and water - with no other result than of having imparted a slight brown tint
to the fluid - A friend of mine who has recently commenced the
manufacture of India Rubber says there would be no mechanical difficulty
in forming these troughs - Of course the India rubber will merely constitute
the lining of the apparatus^

I have promised my friend that I will do all in my power to secure to
him the exclusive manufacture of these troughs if they should ever become
general. He says that provided you should wish to try a trough of this kind,
he will have great pleasure in covering a wooden trough if you think proper
to send it - His name and address are J.C. Ward3 I 33 Gt St. Helens I
Bishopsgate St - to which place I should thank you to address any answer to
this letter that you may think propen.j

I am Sir I Yours most respectfully I W. Saffern

1. Unidentified.
2. Mounted opposite Faraday (1835b), ERE10, 1160.
3. James C. Ward. India rubber manufacturer of 33 Great Saint Helens, Bishopsgate Street.
POD.

Letter 957
William Whewell to Faraday
21 December 1836
From the original in RI MS

Univ. Club. Dec 21,1 1836
My dear Sir,

I received your letter1 at Cambridge and intend to call and talk on the
subject of it with you. But I have not seen the memoir2 of which you spoke
and shall be glad if you will send it me here and also if you will let me know
how I can best find you disengagedu
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Believe me I Yours very truly IW. Whewell

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Letter 954.
2. Mossotti (1836).

Letter 958
George Fleming Richardson1 to Faraday
21 December 1836
From the original in RS MS 241, f.73

Sussex Royal Institution I and I Mantellian Museum21 20
Steine Brighton I Dec 21 - 1836

Sir,
I am directed to acquaint you that at the Anniversary Meeting held on

Monday the 19th Instant, you were unanimously elected an Honorary
Member of the above Institution3.

I have the honour to be, Sir, I Your obedient Servant I G.F. Richardson I
Curator & Librarian
Dr M. Faraday I Royal Institution

Address: Dr M. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. George Fleming Richardson (1796-1848, DNB). Geologist
2. Founded in early 1836. Curwen (1940), 130.
3. The meeting is mentioned in ibid, 136, but not Faraday's election.

Letter 959
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
26 December 1836
From the original in UB MS NS 312
Dear Sir

Some weeks ago I had an opportunity to send you a paper "On a
peculiar action of Iron upon some salts"1, which, I hope, will by this time
have reached you. Having since observed some new facts, regarding the
transference of the active and inactive state of Iron from wire to wire, facts
which I think to be of some importance to electro-[chemical science], I take
the liberty to communicate them to you by writing.
First fact.

A and B represent vessels containing nitric acid sp. gr. 1.35 and CPD a
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platina wire connecting them. If the oxidized end E of an iron wire EF be put
into A, and F afterwards into B, F turns active, though a current passes from
F through the acid into D. (Usual condition for calling forth the peculiar
state)
Second fact.

If CPD be a wire of a metal, which is acted upon by the acid in A & B,
for instance silver, copper, iron, brass &c, the end F of the iron wire will
turn inactive on its being plunged into B, after the immersion of the
oxidized end E in A. (The same takes place, if the middle part of the
connecting wire P consists of Platina; and the ends C and D of Silver,
Copper &c.)
Third fact.

If CPD be an iron wire, its end D inactive, C active, and the end E (not
oxidized) first plunged into A and F afterwards into B, F turns inactive, that
is to say assumes the state of D. (The inactive iron end D may be replaced
by platina and the active one C by any metal, which is acted upon by the
acid in A, without causing a change of result by so doing)
Fourth fact.

If every thing be precisely so, as in the foregoing case, but E oxidized
and first put into A, F turns likewise inactive on its being afterwards
immersed into B.
Fifth fact.

If CPD be again an iron wire the end D inactive (made so not by
heating but by immersing it into strong nitric acid) and the end F put into B
and E afterwards into A, not only E but also D turns active, whatever the
number of wires may be similar to CPD, all their inactive ends in B turn
active under the circumstances mentioned; though these wires do not
touch each other at any point.
Sixth fact.

If the four electrodes of two piles (each consisting of about half a
dozen of pairs of Zinc and Copper) be introduced into two vessels
containing common nitric acid in such a manner, that the positive
electrode of one pile and the negative one of the other dip into the same
vessel and the oxidized end of an iron wire be plunged into any of the
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vessels and its ordinary end afterwards into the other one, the latter turns
inactive, just in the same way, as if the two vessels were connected by a
copper-wire. But to obtain this result it is required to bend up the second,
that is to say the ordinary end, thus

previous to immersion.
Now why does F in the first case not become inactive by the current

produced by its being plunged into B? It seems to be an indispensable
condition for calling forth the inactive state in iron, that in the moment of
its being immersed into the acid a current of a certain energy is passing
through it. The current produced by the part of the metal immersed is of
sufficient strength, when both ends of the iron wire plunge into the acid
contained in only one (small) vessel; but when this same current has to
pass through the acid of two vessels and besides to enter and issue into and
from the connecting platina wire, its strength is diminished below the
degree necessary for producing the effect in question. But if this way of
accounting for the fact be correct, it is to [be] asked, how it comes, that with
a connecting wire, whose ends are attacked by the acid of the vessels
different results are obtained. It is obvious, that in the second case, two
currents moving in opposite directions and originating in C and D are
established, as soon as the iron wire EF has connected the vessels A and B.
Besides these currents a third one is produced by the immersion of F in B.
But this current having to make the same way, which the current in the first
case must pass, why is its effect different from what that of the latter is?
Now it seems to me, that if two currents of opposite direction circulate
through our circuit of the second [case, they remojve in some way or other
the obstacles, which the third current (in itself of weak power) would have
to overcome, if it was moving alone through the circuit; or in other terms if
two opposite currents cross the nitric acid, its conducting power for a third
current is encreased. In the third case, there are likewise two opposite
currents established, as soon as F dips into B; one produced by C the other
by E; and there is again a current excited by F, which must be considered as
the cause of the peculiar state of this end. It is only to be wondered at, why
D when having been made inactive by immersion in strong nitric acid or by
the help of platina, is not rendered active by the current produced by F; for
from the same reasons, why F turns inactive, D should be thrown into
action. But from many facts it appears, that a much stronger current is
required to change the inactive state into the active one, than that current
is, by which an ordinary wire can be rendered inactive. The fourth fact will
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be accountable, if we consider, that in this case, there comes a current from
C to F, which added to that produced by F itself, becomes strong enough, as
to call forth the inactive state in F, though it is still too weak, to render D
active and probably only so on account of the absence of two other
opposite currents. As to the fifth case, E turns active, because in the
moment of its immersing there are no two opposite currents put into
circulation; the current produced by E is therefore too weak, to excite in E
the peculiar state and there are besides the two currents of C and F, which
would more than neutralize the current of E. Now the current originated by
F being continuous and besides powerful compared to that excited by an
iron wire's turning inactive, would for itself throw D into action, but its
energy is still encreased by the two opposite currents produced at C and E.
About the sixth fact, I say nothing, as its connexion with the foregoing ones
is sufficiently clear. I allow the inference, I have drawn from the facts
stated, is rather hazardous and in apparent contradiction to the generally
established principle, that two equal but opposite currents annihilate each
other and that the circuit, through which such currents move is exactly in
the same state, as if no currents were passing through it. But I think that
without adopting my view of the subject the facts spoken of remain quite
unaccountable. Whatever cause however, they depend upon, to my opinion
they deserve to be closely searched into, as their minute investigation will
no doubt, lead to some interesting result.

The last number of the "Bibliotheque universelle" contained a paper
of mine "on the bearing of iron to oxigen["]2, which happens to be full of
most unhappy misprints. They will, no doubt, be corrected in the
forthcoming number3. I am very anxious to know your opinion about the
contents of the said paper.

Begging your pardon for having repeatedly intruded upon you a badly
written letter, I take the liberty of calling myself

Your's I very truly I Dr. Schoenbein
Bale Dec. 26th 1836.

Address: Doctor Faraday I Professor of Chemistry I at the Royal Institution I
London

1. Schoenbein (1837c). See letter 953.
2. Schoenbein (1836b).
3. As they were. See Bibl.Univ., 1836, 6: 211.
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Letter 960
William Whewell to Faraday
29 December 1836
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.52
My dear Sir

Thinking over your intended experiments a word occurred to me
which, if I understand your arrangements may do very well to express the
non-conducting body interposed between two inductive conductors. Call it
a Dielectric: Dia means through1 and we are familiar with it in scientific
words as dioptrics, diaphanous, and recently diathermaPu I shall be glad if
this suits you[.]

I am very truly I W. Whewell
Univ. Club I Dec. 29, 1836

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Faraday (1838a), ERE11, 1168 introduced this term. He does not seem to have used
dielectric until Faraday, Diary, 27 November 1837, 3: 4237. That is after he had written the
paper, the manuscript of which has not survived. See letter 1045.
2. First used in English in Melloni (1835d), 475.

Letter 961
Faraday to Henry William Pickersgill
1837
From the original in RI MS Fl A12

R Institution I Wednesday
My dear Sir

I have done as you desired though almost afraid to do so lest it should
be thought quackery of met.] But I could not refuse you u

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.[sic] W. Pickersgill Esq I &c &c

Endorsement: 1837.
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Letter 962
John Ashburner1 to Faraday
3 January 1837
From the original in RI MS F3 C972

20 Edwards Street I 3 January: 1837.
Dear Sir,

I have delayed a reply to your enquiries in the hope that I might be
able to find among my papers of past years, some Memoranda respecting
the Electrical Machine. I have not been successful in my search.

All I know about the machine is that I one day in 1818 went into
Stewart's Auction Room3 in Piccadilly to buy some apparatus at a sale of the
effects of the late G.J. Singer4, who was the author of a Book on Electricity5

and a lecturer on the subject. I had no idea of purchasing the machine, but
as the auctioneer was hovering about £30, I bid, and it became mine for
£32. The story told about it was that Garnerin6, the Aeronaut had brought it
from Paris, that he had failed in attracting much notice to it while it was at
Wigley's Rooms in Spring Gardens, and that finally he had sold it to Mr
Singer for SI00. It was said that Garnerin had bought the machine at Paris
soon after the period of the hundred days: - that originally it had been in
the possession of Napoleon, who had ordered three of the same size to be
constructed; two of which he had presented to public Institutions. When I
was in Paris, I enquired about these two, and saw one the pattern of my own
at the Ecole de Medicine: -1 forget what I learned about the other; but it was
certainly corroboration of the tale.

The History of the Machine after it came into my possession is shortly
this. I happened to be Physician to the Parochial Infirmary of St. Pancras. I
happened to be placed at the Westminster Dispensary among people who
were asserting great cures by Electricity. I quietly moved my Machine to St
Pancras Infirmary - where during the course of a year I submitted great
numbers of cases of Rheumatism and of chronic disorders of liver and
other organs to the influence of Electricity. Except in five cases of
amenorrhoea, in one of which great mischief was produced by a strong
Leyden bottle shock, I met with no result worth noticing. The number of
subjects experimented upon I have no note but I think it must have
exceeded five hundred. Subsequently the Machine was moved to the
Middlesex Hospital where I lectured on Chemistry, and where I made use of
it for illustrations. Going away to India in 1822 I gave a great part of the
apparatus I possessed at the Hospital to my successor Mr John Wood7, and
among other things a very large cylinder machine which had been the
property of Mr George Cadogan Morgan8, author of an early work of two
volumes on Electricity9. Thinking that the large Napoleon Plate Machine
should be deposited with some public body, I desired my Brass Turner Mr
Pouser10 to see that it was carefully conveyed to the Royal Institution with
my compliments. I am very proud that accident has made me the means of
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placing in your power an instrument which has been made useful to
science, and those who regard curiosities, among these affairs, will not
think the less of this machine for having been in the possession of
Napoleon.

I am, Dear Sir, I Your obedient servant, 1 John Ashburner
M. Faraday Esq. LLD &c &c

1. John Ashburner (1793-1878, Bl). Physician.
2. Mounted opposite Faraday (1833a), ERE3, 290 where Faraday described the machine
discussed in this letter. The machine was 50 inches in diameter and it is probably that
portrayed standing behind Faraday in plate 1.
3. William Stewart. Auctioneer and bookseller of 194 Piccadilly. 1818 POD.
4. George John Singer (1786-1817, DNB). Writer on electricity.
5. Singer (1814).
6. Either Andre Jacques Garnerin (1769-1823, DBF) or Jean Baptiste Garnerin (1766-1849,
DBF). Both balloonists.
7. John Freeman Wood (d.1858, age 60, Medical Directory, 1859, p.988). Physician.
8. George Cadogan Morgan (1754-1798, DNB). Scientific writer.
9. Morgan (1794).
10. Unidentified.

Letter 963
James Lewis1 to Faraday
7 January 1837
From the original in RS MS 241, f.73

Liverpool Literary Scientific I & Commercial Institution
Sir

I have the honor to acquaint you that the Members of the above
Institution unanimously passed a resolution at their last annual Meeting
electing you an honorary Member of the Society.

I beg to express the high degree of gratification which my fellow
Members have felt in common with myself in bearing this humble but
sincere testimony to your distinguished scientific attainments & trust that it
will meet with you kind approval.

I have the I honor to remain Sir I Your most obedient servant I James
Lewis I Sec: Pro: tern:
To I Professor Faraday

Address: To I Professor Faraday ! Royal Institution I London
Postmark: 7 January 1837

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 964
Faraday to James Lewis1

11 January 1837
From the original in NLS MS 581, f.445

Royal Institution I 11 Jany 1837
Sir

I have the honor to acknowledge your very complimentary &
flattering letter2 and beg you will do me the favour to return my sincere
thanks to the Liverpool Literary Scientific & Commercial Institution for this
mark of its approbation. I hope that next year or rather this year I may be so
circumstanced as to be at Liverpool3 which town I have never seen but for a
quarter of an hour4u

I am Sir I Your Obliged & Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
James Lewis Esq I &c &c &c

Address: James Lewis Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c I Literary Scientific &
Commercial I Institution I Liverpool

1. Unidentified.
2. Letter 963.
3. At the British Association held that year in Liverpool which Faraday did attend. See letter

4. Presumably on his way to Dublin in 1834. See letter 731.

Letter 965
Robert Edmond Grant to Faraday
13 January 1837
From the original in RI MS Fl 1134
Dr. Faraday
My dear Sir

I regret to have missed your kind visit, and to have been thus long in
returning it. Considering the accounts which I heard some time since of the
state of your health, I am delighted to find that you are able to take the lead
at the Roy. Institution in this season of universal calamity.

If you will still accept of my glandular system I shall be proud to
receive a hearing on any night following that which you have assigned to
Mr. Brande1. It is a system which I have not yet had the pleasure of
discussing in your Institution nor any where else.

"On the Development of the Glandular System in the Animal Kingdom
compared with that of Man"2.

My Fridays are equally at your service, but you will much oblige me by
letting me know by the bearer or by the Two penny-post, the evening which
you assign to me.
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I remain my Dear Sir I Yours most truly I Robert E. Grant
10 Seymour Place North I Euston Square. I 13 January 1837.

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I 21 Albemarle St.

1. Brande gave the Friday Evening Discourse on 27 January 1837 "On embossing", noted in
Phil.Mag., 1837, 10: 318.
2. For an account of this Friday Evening Discourse, given on 3 February 1837, see
Lond.Med.Gaz., 1837, 19: 749-50.

Letter 966
Charles Babbage to Faraday
20 January 1837
From the original in RI MS
Dear Faraday

1 do not recollect whether I pointed out to you one of the
consequences namely a species of radiation which seems to result from
almost any law in which there is one central atom attracting an atmosphere
of minor atoms each of which repels all its kindred1

Let A be the central and let it be surrounded by an atmosphere and let
the circle be its limit. Then whatever be the law if any atom of the
atmosphere gets beyond the circle or rather spherical superficies then it
will go off in a right line in consequence of the repulsion of all its
neighbours being greater than the attraction of its central. Now if in any
direction K for instance a line of atmospheric atoms are driven against the
central and its atmosphere - those moving atoms must displace the
quiescent ones in consequence of their momentum. They will therefore
push some of the supercial [sic] ones a little beyond the limits of the atom,
and consequently there will go on a continued radiation from all parts of its
surface except the point at which the new ones enter. Thus it would appear
that the radiation of perhaps to us imponderable matter would result from a
multitude of laws besides that of the inverse square. If we conceive more
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than one body each will radiate in all directions and if through every point
of space such lines of atoms passed then it is Le Sage's2 theory of gravity3.1
almost fear I cannot hear you tomorrow4 as I am so occupied if I do it will be
incog[nito] in the galleryu

I scarcely remember what Plana's5 letter6 said but will trust you not to
read any part which might appear to an English audience exag[g]erated[.]

Very Truly Yours I C. Babbage
2AM. 20 Jan 1837
P.S. Of course such central atoms must have as large atm[ospher]es as they
are capable of retaining before radiation commences.

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Babbage discussed this issue further in Babbage (1837), 163-9.
2. George-Louis Le Sage (1724-1803, DSB). Swiss physicist.
3. Le Sage (1758).
4. See Lit.Gaz., 4 February 1837, p.72 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of
20 January 1837 on "Signor Mossotti's late researches in connexion with electricity,
gravitation &c".
5. Giovanni Antonio Amedeo Plana (1781-1864, DSB). Italian astronomer.
6. Babbage is here referring to Mossotti (1836) which was addressed to Plana.

Letter 967
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
28 January 1837
From the original in UB MS NS 313

Royal Institution I 28 Jany 1837
My dear Sir

About a fortnight ago I received your letter of the 26 December last by
Post1: and was so much interested by the facts that I took it to the Editor of
the Philosophical Magazine for insertion in his periodical: it is now printed
and on Monday, the day after tomorrow will be published2. I have not
added a word to it for I think with you that at present we do not understand
the subject. The Editor showed me a translation of your paper from
Poggendorf[f]3 on my explication or imaginary explication, which I was glad
to see he was going to print4, & to that I added a note in my own name5

merely saying that I was not at any time satisfied with my own idea & that
neither you nor Mousson6 had expressed it in the same manner that I had
ventured to put it forth. Whether this will be in the next No of the
Philosophical Magazine or not I do not know. But you will see them in due
time[.]

Only yesterday I received the packet which you referred to in your
last letter though your letter in the packet is dated 26 November so it has
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been a long time on the Road7[.] Will you do me the favour to express my
sincere & humble thanks to the Society of Basle for the great honor it has
done me[.] I only hope I may prove worthy of it but will trust on the kindness
of the members to think I will try to deserve it.

With regard to your paper for the Royal Society8.1 do not want to read
it being anxious to acknowledge your letters by tonights post & the time is
almost goneu

I am My dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Professor Schoenbein I &c &c &c

Address: Professor C.F. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Bale

1. Letter 959.
2. Schoenbein (1837a).
3. Schoenbein (1836e).
4. Schoenbein (1837b).
5. Faraday (1837).
6. Mousson (1836).
7. Letter 953.
8. Schoenbein (1837c).

Letter 968
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
6 February 1837
From the original in UB MS NS 314

London 1 Royal Institution 1 6 Feby 1837
My dear Sir

I now write to you upon the result of my inquiries. In the first place
with regard to your Paper1. I did not wish to present it unless I thought it
would in all probability be printed in the Transactions of the Royal Society;
and I found that that might not be the case because the Council seldom if
ever print papers in the Transactions upon subjects which have recently
been dealt upon & are matter of communication to other societies or
Transactions or Journals; unless the paper sent to them has not some
decisive views or some new discovery on the subject. But that I might be
quite right, I showed your paper to some who would have been consulted &
finding them to be of opinion that it would not come within the rules which
regulate the Council I have kept it back[.]

If you approve therefore I will alter the wording of those parts which
require it (or perhaps you will send me the alterations) and then I will send
it to the Philosophical Magazines If printed there & you wish it I could have
100 copies or less of the paper itself printed off separately by paying the
expence of the paper or work but I do not know how I should send them to
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The copies of the papers I sent to you went from the Royal Society
through the Ambassadors hands & very probably are lying at Berneu But 1
cannot tell[.]

With respect to the Magneto electric machine, I inquired at Newmans
the price of them: I found those of full size were 12 Guineas by themselves &
14 Guineas with the different apparatus required to heat a wire, shock the
system, decompose water &c. If you approve the price I will order one but
send me word how it shall be addressed.

I am (in haste) I My dear Sir I Very Truly Your Obliged I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. C.F. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Bale I on the Rhein

1. Schoenbein (1837c). See letter 953 and also 967.

Letter 969
Faraday to Peregrine Fuller Palmer Acland1

9 February 1837
From the original in SoRO MS DD/AH 63/7

Royal Institution I 9 Feby 1837
Sir

I yesterday received through the hands of the Revd Burrell Hayley2

your kind remembrances of our late valued Patron of Science in the Royal
Institution3 and beg to express my sincere thanks to you for the favour. I
shall esteem it very highly not only on account of the kind & generous man
whom its represents but also for the sake of him who is the given.]

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M.
Faraday
Sir Peregrine Ackland [sic] Bart I &c &c &c &c

1. Peregrine Fuller Palmer Acland (1789-1871, Bl).
2. John Burrell Hayley (d.1850, age 69, AO). Rector of Brightling, 1805-1850.
3. That is John Fuller of whom Acland and Hayley were the executors. See RI MM, 5 February
1838,9: 11.
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Letter 970
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
21 February 18371

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Bruxelles le 21 fevrier

Mon cher Monsieur,
J'ai recu avec bien de la reconnaissance Vos trois derniers memoires que
vous avez eu la bonte de m'addresser2. Ce sont des temoignages precieuses
de votre bienveillance a mon egard. je ne sais comment reconnaitre tant de
bonte; je voudrais avoir aussi quelque chose a vous offrir non pas qui put
valoir des ouvrages aussi remarquables mais qui put temoigner de ma
reconnaissance. Malheureusement je suis comme les mauvais payeurs qui
vont puiser dans la bourse de leurs voisins: J'ai cru que peut etre les
bulletins de notre academie pourraient Vous offrir quelqu'interet, mais je
crains bien qu'ils ne dedommageraient pas de la peine que vous prendriez
de les parcourir. Quoiqu'il en soit, je vous envoie le dernier volume.

Agreez en meme temps, je vous prie, Mon cher Monsieur, Fhommage
de mes sentimens les plus devoues et les plus affectauex I Quetelet
P.S. M. Plateau a regu les trois examplaires que vous avez bien voulu
m'adresser pour lui. il a rendu compte de vos memoires precedents

TRANSLATION
Brussels, 21 February

My dear Sir,
I received with great gratitude the last three papers that you so

generously sent me2. These are precious testimonies of your kindness
towards me. I do not know how to repay so much generosity. I should like
to have something to offer you in return - nothing could be of equal merit as
your remarkable papers, but which could testify to my gratitude.
Unfortunately, I am one of those bad debtors who go to draw water from
their neighbours' wells: I thought that perhaps the bulletins of our
Academie might be of some interest to you, but I fear that they would not
repay the effort you put into perusing them. Whatever may be in them, I
enclose the last volume.

Please accept, in the meantime, I beg you, my dear Sir, the homage of
my most devoted and affectionate sentiments. I Quetelet
P.S. M. Plateau had received the three copies that you kindly sent me for
him. He has given an account of your previous papers.

1. Dated on the basis that letter 972 renews Quetelet's thanks for the papers mentioned here.
2. See letter 937.
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Letter 971
Thomas Graham to Faraday
22 February 1837
From the original in RI MS Fl 132

Glasgow, Feb. 22, 1837.
My dear Sir,

Nobody can deplore more than I do the melancholy occasion of my
addressing you at the present moment, the death of our dear friend Dr.
Turner1. The chair in the London University which he leaves vacant, I am
urged by my partial friends to apply for; & altho' I would be well pleased to
continue a few years longer labouring quietly in provincial retirement, yet I
am satisfied after reflection that it would be imprudent in me to neglect this
opportunity of an introduction to the metropolis.

Altho' successful beyond my anticipations as a teacher in the
Andersonian Medical School, yet I humbly rest my claim entirely upon my
labors in the way of scientific research, which I may at least be allowed to
say have been unremitting & disinterested. I make bold to appeal to your
sympathy in particular upon this ground.

I am well aware that no ordinary effort must be made by myself in the
canvass which is likely to ensue, & I am afraid that I will be obliged to tax
the kindness of my friends & of yourself especially to the uttermost. In the
mean time I am collecting testimonials - I cannot venture to ask you to
depart from the rule on which you act in regard to them on my account. But
a favorable word from you, the acknowledged head of chemical science in
London, to any of the University Professors or the distinguished
individuals in the management, particularly at an early period of the
canvass, would be absolutely invaluable2.

It will probably be required of me to present myself in person, & I
propose to repair to London in the course of a few weeks, when I shall do
myself the honor to wait upon you.

I remain I Dear Sir I Yours with much regard I Tho. Graham
To Michael Faraday Esquire &c &c

Address: Professor Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. On 12 February 1837.
2. See note 2, letter 976. Graham was appointed to the chair.
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Letter 972
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
24 February 1837
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bruxelles I le 24 fevrier
Mon Cher Monsieur,

Je profite cTun envoi de livres que je fais a la Societe royale pour vous
renouveler mes remercimens pour l'obligeance que vous avez eue de
m'envoyer les differens memoires dont vous avez enrichi la science1,
permettez moi de vous presenter a mon tour quelques opuscules dont l'un
est de moi, et pour lequel je reclame Votre indulgence. C'est un des
premiers fruits de notre nouvel observatoire2. J'y joins le Volume du
bulletins de notre academie pour 1836, parce que je pense que vous y
trouverez peut etre quelques articles qui pourront Vous interesser. Le
memoire sur la phloridzine3 est d'un de nos jeunes chimistes4 qui essai la
carriere oil Vous marchez avec tant de distinction; je crois qu'il merite
Votre bienveillance.

Je m'occupe maintenant tres activement a mettre en ordre toutes mes
observations sur les Variations diurnes et annuelles de la terre. ce sujet a
des rapports assez directs avec l'etat electrique et magnetique de la terre.
Je m'empresserai de vous adresser un exemplaire de ce travail des qu'il
sera imprime5. D'apres Tinvitation de Mess. De humboldt et Kupffer6, je me
me [sic] suis decide a entreprendre des observations horaires sur le
magnetisme.

Je n'ai pas encore fait construire mon cabinet magnetique; les
instrumens seront construits a Berlin.

Je me recommande a Votre bon souvenir, et Vous prie, Mon cher
Monsieur, d'agreer les nouvelles assurances de mes sentimens tres
distingues et tres affectueux.

Tout a vous I Quetelet
P.S. J 'ose appeler Votre attention sur un article relatif aux etoiles filantes
que j'ai insere a la page 404 des bulletins de notre academie7.

TRANSLATION
Brussels I 24 February

My dear Sir,
I take advantage of a consignment of books that I am sending to the

Royal Society to renew my thanks to you for the kindness you have shown
me in sending the various papers with which you have enriched science1.
Please allow me to present to you in my turn a few little works, of which one
is mine, and for which I ask all your indulgence. It is one of the first fruits of
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our new Observatory2. I attach the volume of our Academie's Bulletins for
1836, as I think you will perhaps find some articles that may interest you.
The paper on phlorizin3 is by one of our young chemists4 who is trying to
build a career where you walk with so much distinction; I believe he merits
your kindness.

1 am at the moment very actively engaged in putting into order my
observations on the daily and annual variations of the earth. I shall hasten
to send you a copy of this work as soon as it is printed5. After being asked
by Messrs. von Humboldt and Kupffer6,1 have decided to undertake hourly
observations on magnetism.

I have not yet had my magnetic cabinet constructed; the instruments
will be made in Berlin.

1 recall myself to your kind memory and I ask you, my dear Sir, to
accept new assurances of my most distinguished and most affectionate
sentiments

Yours I A. Quetelet.
P. S. I dare to draw your attention to an article regarding shooting stars
which I have inserted on page 404 of the Bulletin of our Academie7.

1. See letter 937 and also 970.
2. Possibly Quetelet (1835).
3. Koninck (1836).
4. Laurent-Guillaume de Koninck (1809-1887, DSB). Belgian chemist.
5. Quetelet (1837a). See letter 1049.
6. Adolph Theodor Kupffer (1799-1865, ADB). German physicist in St Petersburg.
7. Quetelet (1836b).

Letter 973
Faraday to Charles William Pasley
27 February 1837
From the original in BL add MS 41964, f.215

R Institution I Monday, 27 Feby 1837
My dear Sir

I hoped to have sent you word of your clays before this but the very
dangerous & alarming illness of a brother1 has stopped Lectures & every
thing else. He is the least degree better but most of my time is devoted to
him. I trust however soon to look at the clays & do what I can with themu As
however analyses are long things & I have little time to give & should be
unable to do more than the two; - if you think time has changed them, you
had better send me up two other samples towards the end of this week i.e.
about Thursday2 and then I trust to return you a quick answer3!.]

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll. Pasley I &c &c &c
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Address: Coll. Pasley I &c &c &c &c I Chatham

1. William Barnard. See letter 980.
2. That is 2 March 1837.
3. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 5 March 1837, RI MS HD 8b, p.88
for Faraday's analysis.

Letter 974
Faraday to Edward Magrath
c March 18371

From the original in WIHM MS FALF
R Institution I Wednesday Eve

I am Sorry my dear Magrath to hear your account of yourself and think
it possible I might for two moments have looked in - perhaps. But you are
better quiet & I have to watch at the bedside of my brother William who is
not better yetu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to William Barnard's illness. See letters 973 and 980.

Letter 975
Francis Boott to Faraday
1 March 1837
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My Dear Sir

Mr Phillips has informed me of his intention to offer himself for the
chair of chemistry at University College, & as I feel interested in his success
from my knowledge of his character, I should feel obliged to you if you
would furnish me with a letter on his qualifications as a Teacher of
chemistry.

As an analyst I am aware of Mr Phillips high reputation. If you could
afford me a testimonial as to his fitness for the chair 1 shall have great
pleasure in using it to his advantage. I am aware of your reluctance to give
conventional testimonials, but from your high elevation in science I feel
assured that you would have no objection to present your sentiments in
favour of a friend being used honorably to his advantage.

With profound respect I I am Dear Sir I Yours sincerely I F. Boott
24 Gower Street I March 1, 1837.
Dr Faraday I Royal Institution.
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Address: Dr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

Letter 976
Faraday to Francis Boott
cl March 1837
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

That I cannot give a testimonial to my friend Phillips1 is not merely a
matter of general reluctance to certify but of principle; for refusing all I am
obliged to refuse each and I refuse all because having no confidence in
certificates I wish to have no association in any way with them. In the
present particular case too if I certify for one I should have to certify for two
others also, one being our friend Graham of Glasgow2. But when I am asked
by an authority concerned in forming the decision what I think of a
candidate I cannot refuse to answer. To all that you have said of Phillips I
fully agree. I should indeed have thought his character had been known to
be such that it would rather have been degraded than established by
certificates!.] What he has done in connection with the Pharmacopoeia3 is
fully sufficient to shew the confidence reposed in his talents & abilities by
those who hold a high station in the medical world and I can freely say that
if I had time & desire to pursue still further pharmaceutical chemistry I
should go to Mr Phillips for my teacheru

I am my dear Sir I Very faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

1. See letter 975.
2. See letter 971. The minutes of the committee appointing the Professor of Chemistry at
University College (UCL MS College Correspondence AM/4) indicate that Faraday gave a
testimonial for Phillips (p.12) and also for James Finlay Weir Johnston (p.10), but not for
Graham.
3. See Phillips (1824, 1831).

Letter 977
Faraday to William Jerdan
2 March 1837
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 2 March 1837
My dear Sir

Several of the papers in reporting what I said relative to Mr. Crosse's
insects at the Royal Institution on the evening of Friday the 17 ultimo1 make
me to confirm that gentlemans results by particular experiments of my
own[.] Your reporter (if then present) will know that I expressly said we had
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no opinion to offer as to their origin^ Can you oblige me by stating this in
your Gazette either in your words or mine or in any way that shall remove
the idea that I am a witness in the case2[.] I am satisfied the insects exist but
doubt very much the mode of their production.

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. See Lit.Gaz., 25 February 1837, pp. 126-7, for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 17 February 1837 "On Dr. Marshall Hall's views of the function of the spinal
marrow". This report made no mention of Crosse's work in which, it was claimed, he had
created insects by the use of electricity. See Stallybrass (1967) and Secord (1989), 350-2.
However, Crosse's insects went on display in the library by courtesy of William Gift (1775-
1849, DSB, naturalist). RI MS F4E, p.5.
2. This letter was published, with very minor alterations, in Lit.Gaz., 4 March 1837, p. 147.

Letter 978
Faraday to the Editor of the Times
3 March 1837
From Times, 4 March 1837, p.6, col. b
Sir, -1 take the liberty of asking whether an erroneous statement which has
appeared in several journals1 may be contradicted in The Times? I have no
right to request this favour, as the error has not appeared in that paper, but
do it with the feeling that, if permissible, one correction there will be
sufficient for all the mistakes elsewhere. I am reported to have said, that by
experiment I have fully confirmed the extraordinary results of Mr. Crosse,
who states that he has obtained living insects by the agency of electricity
and silica, &c2. What I said was almost the reverse of this, for I merely
stated, upon the occasion of the insects being shown by Mr. Gift3 and Mr.
Owen at the Royal Institution4, that we wished it to be distinctly understood
we had no opinion to give respecting the mode of their production.

My impression is, that the electricity and the silica are merely
accidental circumstances in relation to the production of the insects, and
not essentials; and I have refrained from experiments because I thought it
only just to Mr. Crosse that he should be allowed the opportunity by further
trials in close vessels and with other precautions that will easily suggest
themselves, either to correct his views, if they need correction, or to add
that clear and confirmatory evidence which the subject at present requires.

I am, Sir, your obliged servant, I Michael Faraday
Royal Institution, March 3.

1. See, for example, "Royal Institution", The Patriot, 27 February 1837, p. 133.
2. See note 1, letter 977.
3. William Clift (1775-1849, DSB). Naturalist.
4. Crosse had sent some of his insects to Owen on 10 February 1837. See Stallybrass (1967),
608.
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Letter 979
Faraday to Charles William Pasley
9 March 1837
From the original in BL add MS 41964, f.217

R Institution I 9 Mar 1837
My dear Sir

I have been engaged the last three or four day[s] in analyzing your
clays1. (You know analyses are very tedious & time consuming things) and
now send you the results^

The pit clay in its moist state has a specific gravity of 2.07. This you
required to know though I do not see what use it can be of to you. It contains
a trace of carbonate of lime but it also contains little calcareous concretions
like small pebbles which would render a specimen carelessly taken very
uncertain in its compositions In its moist state as sent to me a hundred
parts contain the following proportions very nearly

Water 19.0
Sand 30.5
Finer Particles Silica 29.8

Alumina 16.5
Per oxide of iron 3.7
Carbonate of lime 0.5

100.0
The Medway clay in its dark coloured & moist state had a Specific

Gravity of 1.46 but this of course would vary as the quantity of water varied.
100 parts gave

Water 50.9
Sand 14.0
Finer Particles 25.6 Silica 14.8

Alumina 10.8
Per oxide of Iron 3.4
Carbonate of lime 1.5
Fragments of wood 1.5
Organic matter 3.1
I have put down all the iron as per oxide because it is the best state in

which to estimate it but in the clay whilst dark coloured a portion of it is in
the condition of Sulphuret (the greater portion being even then per oxide)
and the presence of this sulphuret causes the dark colour & also the
evolution of Sulphuretted hydrogen upon the affusion of acids - a little
protoxide may also be presents

The gases you speak of as existing in the clay do not exist in it really
but are produced from the wood & organic matter - the carbonate of lime &
the Sulphuret of iron &c &c by the action of heats

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Coll. Pasley I &c &c &c

Address: Coll. Pasley I &c &c &c I Chatham

1. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 5 March 1837, RI MS HD 8b, p.88
for Faraday's analyses. The results given below are included in Pasley (1838), part 2, 109-10.

Letter 980
Faraday to William Batchelor Diamond1

21 March 1837
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 21 March 1837.
Sir

I beg to express to you the perfect satisfaction entertained by Mrs.
William Barnard2 and also myself with respect to the manner in which Mr
Ager3 has conducted himself in his late attendance on Mr. William
Barnard4[.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
W.B. Diamond Esq I &c &c

1. William Batchelor Diamond. Surgeon of King's Cross. POD.
2. Martha Barnard, nee Lyon. Cantor (1991), 299.
3. Joseph Ager (d.1857, age 76, Bl). Physician.
4. See letters 973 and 974.

Letter 981
Faraday to William Henry Blaauw1

5 April 1837
From the originals in IEE MS SC 132 [letter] and RI MS Fl AlO [report]

R Institution I 5 April 1837
Sir

When I returned to town Mr Fincher2 put into my hands your letter &
the bottles referred to, but very close engagement prevented me from
examining them before, & Mr Brande had as little time as myself[.j

I enclose such a report as is useful and as I think you wish for[;] such a
report indeed as I should want for my own use. As to expence it always
gives me great pleasure to meet the wishes of the Members of the Royal
Institution when the necessary occupations of my position in it & my health
will allow me[.] Expence there is none.

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
W.H. Blaauw Esq I &c &c &c
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Royal Institution I 5 April 1837.
Waters.
House Pump

This is a very good water. It contains some sulphate of lime and also
muriate of Sodau The quantities are moderate & though the water is not
very soft it is a good average specimen. It will not become much if any
softer by boilingu
Cottage Well

This is a softer water than the last. It contains less sulphate of lime
though some is present. The muriate is about the same as in the first water.
Boiling will effect little or no change here, but the water is excellent as it is.
Bog Water

This water is very like the former in its contents except that when
recent it contains a portion of carbonate of protoxide of iron & so becomes
a chalybeate. Boiling or even standing with exposure to air will throw down
this iron & then the clear water is even softer than either of the former.
Such chalybeates as this are very numerous!.] Abundance existed formerly
at the Spa fields & do now exist I think at Hampsteadu
Field Spring Water

This is of the same nature as the last but contains more iron when in
its fresh and natural state. All the iron is however separated by boiling or
standing exposed to air3[.]
M. Faraday

1. William Henry Blaauw (1793-1870, DNB). Antiquary.
2. Joseph Fincher. Assistant Secretary of the Royal Institution, 1810-1846.
3. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 5 April 1837, RI MS HD 8b, p.90,
for Faraday's analyses.

Letter 982
Faraday to Charles Babbage
7 April 1837
From the original in BL add MS 37190, f.93

R Institution i 7 April 1837
My dear Sir

The simple substances known are fifty three to which if you add
fluorine or the X which must stand in its place the number will be 541. I
hope the progress of discovery will be rather to diminish than increase the
numberu
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I am sorry I have not been able to reach your house yet[.] I was hoping
for tomorrow night but it may not be. On Wednesday I have business I must
attend to2u

Ever Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &e

Address: Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &e I 1 Dorset Street I Manchester
Square

1. See letters 703, 706 and Goldwhite (1991).
2. That is a meeting of the Sandemanian Church. See Cantor (1991), 65.

Letter 983
Faraday to William Somerville
10 April 1837
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep. c.370 MSF-1

R Institution I 10 April 1837
My dear Sir

Since you were here I have looked at the powder experimentally!.]
Boiling it leaves a fixed alkaline carbonate being Carbonate of Soda &

a portion of Magnesia & the acid before burning is the Citricu The mixture
is essentially Citric acid with Bicarb Soda & a little Magnesia probably as
carbonate but this I did not pursue it dissolves however in the first action of
wateru

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 984
Faraday to John Barrow
13 April 1837
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4614, f. 101

Royal Institution I 13 April 1837
Sir

I have made a very careful examination of the copper bolts1 which you
sent to me and cannot find any thing in the metal which will explain what is
I presume a great and rapid decay. There is a trace of lead, a trace of iron,
and the smallest trace of zinc in the copper but the quantities are far too
small to account for the resultu

Whether an accidental association of the bolts with other substances
than the wood and water by which I presume they have been surrounded,
has occasioned any voltaic action by which the injury has been caused is
more than I can say, though not unlikely for being ignorant of the
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circumstances 1 have nothing to guide me in that respect. The crust upon
the bolts is essentially the protoxide of copper and not a carbonate or a sub
chloride but this result which in conjunction with others might have been
useful gives but little information by itself[.]

I have put the bolts in relation to other copper of good quality but I do
not find that they give any voltaic results which would lead to the
conclusion that they are more corrodible than such good coppery

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
Sir John Barrow I &c &c &c

1. These bolts, which had oxidised rapidly, came from HMS Isis. Admiralty Digest, PRO
ADM12 / 334, 59.9.

Letter 985
Faraday to Charles Babbage
15 April 1837
From the original in BL add MS 37190, f.102

Royal Institution I 15 April 1837
Dear Babbage

Not being able to answer queries 1 and 2 of my own knowledge I
endeavoured to find the information wanted and now send what has come
to hand. I see no reason to doubt the evidence as far as it goes[.j

With regard to query 3.1 do not think that drying the wood in an oven
is at all likely to interfere with the effect of the preparations

Ever My dear Sir I Most truly yours I M. Faraday

Letter 986
Faraday to William Gravatt
15 April 1837
From the original in RMA WO150 / 18, f.87

Royal Institution I 15 April 1837
Sir

In reporting to you as to the most worthy in the Chemical class I have
no difficulty in naming Mr. Ord1 as first and Mr. Bathurst2 as second; both
by the examinations and the note books.

I hope you will allow me also to express the pleasure I find in looking
at the note books of some who have entered the chemical class so recently
as not to have joined in the examinations. Amongst these the books of Mr
Romer3 & Mr. Collinson4 have particularly caught my attentions

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Coll. Gravatt I Inspector I &c &c &c
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1. Harry St George Ord (1819-1885, DNB). Entered the Royal Engineers and later became a
colonial governor.
2. Benjamin Bathurst (b.1820, RMA WO149/5, p.3). Entered Royal Artillery.
3. Robert Corcyra Romer (1821-1894, Anon (1900), entry 1909). Entered Royal Artillery.
4. Thomas Bernard Collinson (1821-1902, GRO). Entered Royal Engineers in which he later
became a general. Army List.

Letter 987
Faraday to Thomas Leverton Donaldson
21 April 1837
From the original copy in RIB A MS Elgin Marbles Committee Minutes,
f.12-13

R. Institution I 21 April 1837.
My dear Sir,

I return to you the box, with the remains of the samples.
A. Portion of coating taken from the ante of the Propyleum1. The blue
produced by carbonate of copper: wax being mingled with the color.
B. Portion of coating taken from the soffits of the mutules of the Theseum2.
The blue is a frit or vitreous substance colored by copper. Wax is present
here.
C. Portion of coating taken from the columns of the Theseum. I am doubtful
about this surface. I do not find wax or a mineral color, unless it be one due
to a small portion of iron. A fragrant gum appears to be present in some
pieces, and a combustible substance in all - perhaps some vegetable
substance has been used.
D. Portions of coating from the caissons or lacunaria of the Theseum. The
blue is a copper frit or glass with wax.
E. Portions of coating from the Northern wing of the Propylea. The color a
carbonate of copper - wax is present.
F. Do. Do. - (N. wing propylea) as E.

I also return you the drawing & the letter.
Ever truly yours I (signed) M: Faraday

T.L. Donaldson I &c &c

1. The entrance to the Acropolis in Athens.
2. The small temple below the Acropolis.
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Letter 988
Faraday to Davies1

22 April 1837
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 22 April 1837
Dear Sir

I am very much obliged by your kindness though it must be very dull
intelligence. 1 had heard yesterday of Dr Daltons illness from Mr Johnston
and though very serious let us be cheered by hoping for a favourable
result2.

I am Dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Mr Davies

1. Unidentified.
2. Dalton had suffered a "paralytic attack" on 18 April 1837. See Roscoe (1895), 189-90.

Letter 989
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
22 April 1837
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Ceci n'est point la reponse a la lettre si pleine de bonte et de confiance,
dont Vous m'avez honore recemment, Monsieur. L'admiration que je porte
pour Vos grands travaux ne peut me donner un merite particulier aupres de
Vous: j'ose cependant solliciter aupres de Vous le faveur de Vous
recommander un homme de talent, Mr le Docteur Cotta1, que nous plagons
deja au rang des Geologues les plus distingues de notre Allemagne. Mr
Robert Brown apprecie beaucoup les premiers travaux de Mr Cotta sur les
vegetaux fossiles et leur plus fine organisation2. Un tel suffrage est au
dessus de ce que je pourrais ajouter. Mon jeune compatriote et ami est
charge de Vous offrir, Monsieur, l'homage de mon attachement et de ma
respectuese consideration. I Alexandre Bn Humboldt
Berlin ce 22 Avril I 1837

Address: To I Michael Faraday Esq. F.R.S. I London I From Bn Humboldt I by
Dr Bernhard Cotta.
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TRANSLATION
This is not at all the response to the letter so full of kindness and
confidence with which You have honoured me recently, Sir. The
admiration which I have for your great works cannot give me particular
merit with you: I dare, however, to solicit from you some favour in
recommending to you a man of talent, Doctor Cotta1, whom we already
place in the ranks of one of the most distinguished geologists of our
Germany. Mr. Robert Brown greatly appreciates Mr. Cotta's first works on
plant fossils and their most fine organisation2. Such approbation is above
anything I could add. My young compatriot and friend has been asked to
offer you, Sir, the tribute of my attachment and of my respectful
consideration. I Alexandre Bn. Humboldt
Berlin this 22 April I 1837.

1. Carl Bernhard von Cotta (1808-1879, DSB). German geologist.
2. Cotta (1832).

Letter 990
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
27 April 1837
From the original in UB MS NS 315
Dear Sir

I take once more the liberty to address to you by writing a short
account of the results of my latest researches on the peculiar condition of
iron. To my opinion, these results, though they do not yet solve the riddle
of the subject, are such as to excite scientific curiosity, at least, as much, as
the facts did, a description of which I had the honor to communicate to you
last year1. The space allotted to a letter being so small, I am obliged to be as
concise as possible in describing the phenomena, recently observed by
me; but if you should be interested with the details of the subject, I take the
liberty of referring you to a paper of mine, which in some time will be
published in "Poggendorff's Annalen"2. In the first place I must tell you,
that the most powerful voltaic association, into which iron can be brought,
in order to excite its peculiar condition, is that with peroxide of lead. A
common iron wire, one of the ends of which is covered with this substance
proves to be inactive not only towards nitric acid of a given strength, but
towards nitric acid containing any quantity of water; whilst as you know, my
oxidized iron wire, or one associated with platina &c is acted upon by this
acid if much diluted just in the same manner as unprotected iron. But the
superiority of the association mentioned to any other at present known is
exhibited in a still more striking manner by putting the two ends of an iron
wire, (one of which is covered by, peroxide of lead) into an aqueous
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solution of the common sulphate of copper in the same way as the two ends
of the oxidized wire &c are plunged into common nitric acid. Under these
circumstances not the smallest particle of copper will be precipitated on
any part of the wire immersing into the said solution; this peculiar state of
the wire, however, lasts only so long, as both ends of it are plunging in the
solution; for no sooner the protected one is removed from the liquid, than
the other one left immersing turns active, that is to say throws down
copper. In this respect, therefore, there is a great difference between the
action of the wire in question upon the solution of blue vitriol, and that of
the oxidized one upon common nitric acid. This difference of action implies
another, namely the impossibility of transferring within the copper
solution the peculiar state from wire to wire, which to do is so easy within
nitric acid. I must not omit here to state the remarkable fact, that by mixing
the solution of the sulphate with a comparatively small quantity of chloride
of sodium (common salt) the calling forth of the peculiar condition is
prevented, not only in the foregoing case, but in all that will be mentioned
afterwards. This fact is by no means an insulated one, and depends upon
the same cause, which prevents the disengagement of oxigen at the iron
(whilst constituting the positive electrode of the pile) out of a solution of
haloid salts &c. Presuming, that by rendering iron inactive towards
sulphate of copper in the way described, a current would be excited as to its
direction equal to that, produced by calling forth the peculiar state of this
metal within nitric acid, and having had recourse to the galvanometer, I
was very much struck on finding that the needle was not in the least
affected. The instrument I made use of in my experiments, though
indicating rather weak currents, does certainly not possess the highest
degree of sensibility possible; (it contains about 100 coils) but as in a
scientific point of view it is of very great importance to know, whether the
peculiar condition of iron can in any way be called forth without exciting at
the same time a current, I beg you to decide this question by means of your
most delicate galvanometer. If your experiments should happen to place
beyond doubt the absence of any current under the before mentioned
circumstance, why such a result would allow of drawing very curious
inferences from it, and prove, in the first place, that the inactivity of iron
has as to its origin nothing to do with what we call a current. A series of
phenomena, regarding the action of iron wire (associated with peroxide of
lead) upon a solution of sulphate of copper may be called forth, which
exhibits a beautiful analogy to that set of facts, communicated to you in my
letter, you had the kindness to have inserted in the Phil. Magazine No. 593.
To obtain with iron in the said solution results similar to those mentioned
in my letter, with regard to the action of this metal upon nitric acid, the
following conditions must be fulfilled. In the first and second case the
oxidized iron wire EF is to be replaced by a wire, whose end E is covered
with peroxide of lead, every other thing remains the same as stated in my
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letter. As to the third fact, CPD is to be an iron wire having its end D
associated with peroxide of lead; EF is to be a common iron wire. With
respect to the fourth case, E instead of being oxidized must be covered with
peroxide of lead. To obtain a result analogous to the fifth fact, the iron wire
CPD its end D being associated with the mentioned substance, must first be
put into the vessels. Supposing D to be within B, the end E of an iron wire EF
is to be plunged into A and F afterwards into B. As the third case shows it, F
will turn under these circumstances inactive. Things being in this state, put
the one end of a third common iron wire into B and afterwards its other end
into A, and F will cease to be in its peculiar condition. Now, whatever the
number of wires similar to that of EF may be, all their inactive ends being
within B turn active under the circumstances mentioned, though they do
not touch each other anywhere. Concerning the sixth case, it is obtained
exactly in the same manner as stated in my letter, provided the oxidized
end be replaced by one covered with peroxide of lead. Bending up the
common end of the experimental wire, is, however, not required. The best
way of associating an iron wire with peroxide of lead is, to make it the
positive electrode of a crown of cups (containing about a dozen of pairs of
copper and zi<nc>) and to put the free end of this wire into a solution of
the common acetate of lead (Saccharum Saturni) for about 8-10 minutes. By
the action of the pile the peroxide is deposited on the positive iron wire. En
passant I must tell you, that many reasons lead me to believe, that iron
associated with this substance will form the most powerful voltaic element
known, and I am just about to construct out of such couples a pile. As to the
chemical nature of the matter producing the colours of Nobili's chromatic
scale4 a notice of mine will shortly be published in Poggendorff s Annals5,
from which you will see, that your idea about the subject is entirely correct6

and consequently the view of the Italian Philosopher wrong. Some of the
facts regarding the peculiar condition of iron and observed by Mr. Noad7

are, as you will easily perceive, quite the same which were already stated in
my letter above mentioned. In publishing them as new ones, the gentleman
was most likely not aware of my observations8. I cannot close these lines
without expressing you my sincere thanks for the service, which you so
kindly rendered me by forwarding my last paper to the editors of the Phil.
Magazine9.

I am, my dear Sir very truly Your's I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale April 27th 37

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 959.
2. Schoenbein (1837g).
3. Letter 959. Schoenbein (1837a).
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4. Nobili (1830).
5. Schoenbein (1837f).
6. Faraday (1837).
7. Henry Minchin Noad (1815-1877, DNB). Lecturer in chemistry and electricity in Bath and
Bristol.
8. Noad (1837).
9. Schoenbein (1837c). See letter 968.

Letter 991
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
2 May 1837
From the original in UB MS NS 316

Royal Institution I 2nd May, 1837.
My dear Sir

At last I have pressed on Mr. Newman our instrument maker to the
point of having a Magneto-electric Machine ready for you; until that was
effected I delayed writing to you. He tells me that before the week is out the
apparatus will be shipped and I shall go to his shop tomorrow to see it all
complete before packing!.] He will write to you sending a bill of lading &c so
as to inform you of the conveyance & the time &c &c[.j

In the packet there will be also the copies of your last paper in the
Philosophical Magazine about which you wrote to me1!.] They are only just
now printed. I was very much interested in the reading of the experiments
but am as much puzzled as ever as to the direct cause of the condition into
which the iron comes[.] I have no doubt however that your perseverance
will in time meet with its due reward; & when we do learn what it is that so
balances things, we may well expect that a great many other things will at
the same time come into view, & new light be thrown on many matters now
dark & obscurer

I have been doing nothing lately i.e. I have been labouring in the
ordinary things of my vocation. Much business & little health have left me
no time for research: but I hope in the autumn to follow your active example
and then perhaps add a few things more to the magnificent accumulation of
facts which has been brought together of late years by the conjoined efforts
of the labourers in Electrical Science^

Wishing you all health & strength & happiness.
I am My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Professor Schoenbein I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Bale I Sur le Rhine

1. Schoenbein (1837c). Letter 953.
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Letter 992
Faraday to John William Lubbock
3 May 1837
From the original in RS MS Lub F8

R Institution I 3 May 1837
Dear Sir

If without inconvenience to yourself you could lend me the Tide
observations for 1832, 1833 and 1834 on Monday Morning1 next I would
return them in the Evening or on Tuesday morning. But do not on my
account disturb your own arrangements^

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.W. Lubbock Esq

1. That is 8 May 1837.

Letter 993
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
4 May 1837
From the original in UB MS NS 317

R Institution 4, May 1837
My dear Sir

I have just received your letter of the 27th of April1 and rejoice at your
continued progress. I have made one or two of the experiments but they
want more care & attention than I can give them at present for I am
exceedingly occupied. I shall send it to the Phil Mag for the Editor to print if
he pleases2[.}

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c

1. Letter 990.
2. Schoenbein (1837d).
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Letter 994
Faraday report
5 May 1837
From the original in NLS MS 2207, f. 184-5

I had a piece of sound old sail cloth put into my hands on the 2nd
instant for examination1.1 understand it to be sail cloth, which having been
prepared by Kyan's process some years ago, had been in constant use
since then; and that having worn well it was now desirable to ascertain
whether any mercury was present in it as a verification of the
understanding that it had been so prepared.

I was not at first able to find mercury in this cloth. Tests were affected
as if the metal were present but the action so shewn was referable to the
presence of Iron. At last however I satisfactorily proved its presence. The
fact is that by long contact with organic matter the bichloride of mercury
becomes converted into proto chloride; and also, that by long exposure to
rain, weather, &c such part as is not thus rendered insoluble or otherwise
insoluble by combination with the fibre, is removed. Hence the metal from
diminution of quantity & fixedness of combination is more difficult to trace.
My process was to digest a portion of the sail cloth in dilute nitric acid for
some time & then to subject the fluid to the action of a voltaic battery using
terminations of fine gold: In this way I could separate the metal mercury and
distinguish its presence in this particular cloth.

I have lately made some violent experiments on the material action of
vegetable fibre and a solution of corrosive sublimate, in order to ascertain
whether under any circumstances the latter could injure the former. A
small piece of sail cloth about 9 inches square was put into a flask &
covered by about a pint of solution of corrosive sublimate (of strength 1 fl
[oz] to five gallons water) and boiled daily for three weeks. At the end of that
time nearly all the sublimate in the solution had been decomposed and the
cloth was found rotten and much injured. I then boiled a similar piece of
sail cloth in water for the same time, but did not find that it had sensibly
suffered in its strength.

Hence it is evident that at the high temperature applied & by a
prolonged contact with a large quantity of the solution the fibre is injured:
and therefore it is possible that with certain kinds of cloth some effect may
take place in hot climates; although it can be nothing like to the same extent
as above, because the proportion of corrosive sublimate applied by Kyan's
process is very small. Prolonged experience only can determine whether
any effect of this kind does take place and what its amount may be. I M.
Faraday
Royal Institution 1 5 May 1837
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1. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 3 May 1837, RI MS HD 8b, p.91
for Faraday's analysis.

Letter 995
Faraday to John Barrow
9 May 1837
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4614, f. 121

Royal Institution I 9th May 1837
Sir

I have received your letter and the three small pieces of metal1 but I
think that the proposition to use such prepared metals extensively should
be accompanied by pieces of the prepared plate as large as those it is
proposed to use and also of a thickness equal to that which would be
required in practice. There are several reasons why in the present case
results with such small pieces as you have sent me might not correspond
with results on larger & thicker pieces or with results on small pieces cut
from larger & thicker piecesu

I will therefore wait your further instructions before I experiment on
the present piecesu

1 have the honor to be I Sir Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Sir John Barrow Bart I &c &c &c

Endorsement: Acq Com Craufurd2 & dir him to supply them JB May 11th

1. These were small pieces of iron covered with a substance that prevented oxidation.
Craufurd thought it would be worthwhile investigating them chemically. Admiralty Digest PRO
ADM12 / 334, 59.9.
2. Henry William Craufurd (d.1859, age 52, GRO). Commander in Royal Navy. See O'Byrne
(1849), 238.

Letter 996
Faraday to John William Lubbock
11 May 1837
From the original in RS MS Lub F9

Royal Institution I 11 May 1837
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged by your kindness but it was just too late1!.]
Do not take any trouble about the other volumes. Perhaps on on a

future occasion I may be obliged to you again for them & othersu
Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

J.W. Lubbock Esq I &c &c &c
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1. See letter 992.

Letter 997
Thomas Graham to Faraday
15 May 1837
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Glasgow, May 15, 1837.
My dear Sir,

I have to thank you for sending the packet containing the German
letter to the Sabloniere1. From the arrangements which I had made for
teaching in summer I was obliged to leave London on my return to Glasgow
on the evening of Saturday May 6, but your packet was sent after me. It
contained a letter introductory & recommendatory from Baron Alex.
Humboldt to Lord Brougham2, which I have forwarded to his Lordship as it
was a sealed letter3, altho' I have I lost the opportunity of delivering it in
person by my hasty departure.

From the University people I have had no communication up to this
date. I am therefore still in suspense, & likely to be so for two or three
weeks to come. With two or three years' more standing I would have felt
more confident of the result. In the mean time I have taken care to furnish
my friends in the College with the most satisfactory evidence of my
capability for the duties of the office, so far as my health is concerned -
respecting which I was surprized to find that absurd & exaggerated reports
had got somehow or other into circulation in London.

Since my return I have got fairly again into my experiments on
ammonia & the salts, a subject upon which I hope to be able to present a
paper to the R. Society before the vacation4.

Dear Sir, I remain, I Yours with much regard & esteem I Tho. Graham

Address: Michael Faraday Esquire I D.C.L., F.R.S. &c I Royal Institution I
London

1. A hotel at 30 Leicester Square. POD.
2. Henry Peter, Lord Brougham (1778-1868, DNB). Whig politician who had been Lord
Chancellor, 1830-1834.
3. Humboldt to Brougham, 26 April 1837, UCL MS Brougham Papers, 40,593 recommended
Graham for the Professorship of Chemistry at University College London to which he was
appointed. Humboldt's letter enclosed one to him of 20 April 1837 from Rose and Magnus also
recommending Graham.
4. No evidence had been found which suggests that Graham presented such a paper.
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Letter 998
Faraday to Johan Georg Forchhammer1

16 May 1837
From the original in DP

R Institution I 16 May, 1837
My dear Sir

Finding by your card that you are in London I hasten to enclose a
ticket for the remainder of our Friday Evenings thinking that perhaps you
might find amusement in one or two of them & meet some of the men here
whom you might like to meet[.j

If there is any thing else I can do for you pray let me know: for though
an unsocial being & no visitor still I wish to do all I can for a really scientific
manu

Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Dr. Forchhammer I &c &c &c

1. Johan Georg Forchhammer (1794-1865, DSB). Danish geologist.

Letter 999
Faraday to David Mocatta1

16 May 1837
From the original in the possession of K.W. Vincentz

Royal Institution I 16 May, 1837
Sir

I beg to express my thanks to you for your kindness in favouring me
with a specimen of dry rot.

I am your very obliged I & obedient Servant I M. Faraday
David Mocatta Esq I &c &c &c

1. David Mocatta (1806-1882, Jamilly (1954), 134). Architect.

Letter 1000
Faraday to Thomas Leverton Donaldson
25 May 1837
From the original in RIBA MS LC/1/3/20

Royal Institution I 25 May 1837
My dear Sir

I send you back such parts of the specimens of lead from Earl de Grey1

as I have not used and now give you my impression in the form of an
opinion only for I cannot go further: that opinion is that the lead has not
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suffered from being laid down upon prepared wood more than it would
have suffered if laid down upon common wood other circumstances being
the same2[.j

In the first place the adhering crust is as relates to the lead in it in the
state of carbonate of lead. There is no mercury in it; nor in the surface of
lead next to it; nor is there any chlorine in the crust. From Lord de Grey's
note I understand that after the lead was laid down men were walking over
it & work going on about it; now on removing as much of the crust as weak
acid will take up so as to expose the form of the roughened surface of the
metal that form appears to me to be more like that which would be given by
pressure over particles of dirt &c than one honeycombed by corrosion of
the metal[.] In fact in many of the little depressions the insoluble dirt
remains after the acid has removed what it can dissolve, and shows that it
has given shape to the cavity in which it is placed[.]

I cannot tell what degree of corrosion lead under common
circumstances, i.e circumstances under all respects the same except the
preparation of the wood, would have suffered; but I have often seen lead as
much affected as that you sent to me. On the whole I do not attribute any of
the action to the preparation of the wood; and though it is difficult to prove
a negative, and I in this case do not pretend to prove one, still I should have
no fear of using prepared wood under such circumstances[.]

It is not quite out of place to remind you that the congruent action of
air & water is vastly greater on lead when the water is pure than when a little
saline matter is present in it[.j This we can prove over & over againj.]
Suppose lead were lying upon a wet board containing quite pure water; it
would be more corroded than if the board had been prepared by being
dipped into a weak saline solution^]

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T.L. Donaldson Esq I &c &c &c

1. Thomas Philip, Earl de Grey (1781-1859, DNB). Politician.
2. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 24 May 1837, RI MS HD 8b, p.92
for Faraday's analysis.
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Letter 1001
Faraday to Charles Babbage
25 May 1837
From the original in BL add MS 37190, f.149

Royal Institution I 25 May 1837
My dear Sir

I thank you most heartily for your Ninth Bridgwater Treatise1 [.] It is not
often that such Volunteers come into the field. I have begun it & if I see you
tomorrow night2, which I intend at present, I hope to say I have finished it[.j

Ever Your Very obliged I M. Faraday
C. Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

1. Babbage (1837).
2. At the Friday Evening Discourse by William Snow Harris of 26 May 1837 "On the
phenomena of thunder-storms". See Lit.Gaz., 3 June 1837, pp.351-2.

Letter 1002
Faraday to Eilhard Mitscherlich
25 May 1837
From the original in DM HS 781

Royal Institution I 25 May, 1837
My dear Sir

I know that your avocations are constant & most important & I would
not unnecessarily break in upon them. But I cannot resist the desire of
sending a note to you by the hand of my friend Mr Morson who I expect will
be at Berlin shortly and whom I charge with my best remembrances to you.
I only wish I could come in my own person & look at and talk with you. I feel
as if I could be more at home in your town than in any other in the world
except London. Perhaps this may come to pass some day though at present
there is no appearance of the eventu

But though distant I am not willing to be out of mind & so shall trouble
you from time to time with short notes and if I can presently with a paper or
two.

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday
Prof Mitscherlich I &c &c &c
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Letter 1003
Richard Chambers1 to Faraday
26 May 1837
From the original in RI MS Fl HI

May 26th 1837
My dear Sir

I have sent for your acceptance, a drawing2 made by the princess
Victoria under the inspection of her drawing master, the late R. Westall3 RA.

I have also sent two Indian bows, and a quiver of arrows for the
Library Table4[.]

Yours I respectfully & sincerely I Rd. Chambers
Dr. Faraday

1. Richard Chambers (1784-1858, J. Linn. Soc, 1859, 4: xxx-xxxi). Botanist and art collector.
2. This drawing, of a hand, is mounted opposite this letter.
3. Richard Westall (1765-1836, DNB). Historical painter.
4. See RI MS F4E, p.17 and note 2, letter 1001 for the Friday Evening Discourse.

Letter 1004
Faraday to Richard Hollier1

30 May 1837
From the original in Fitzwilliam Museum MS Henderson Album, volume
1, f.22

R Institution I 30 May, 1837
Dear Hollier

Edward [Magrath] is quite willing & anxious that you should stand in
the character we decided upon, will submit to our judgement on the matter,
and will do nothing but my direction whilst the matter is in your handsu I
am not quite sure that I mentioned what I think important as a principle
namely that if through death, other inability, or any other cause, the
contribution of any one of the three should past to Louisa then the other
two are to make it up, by equal portions from each. You are the fit person to
be the receiver from the brothers & the agent of conveyance to Louisa2[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
R. Hollier Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Richd Hollier Esq I &c &c &c 112 Winchester St i Broad Street I City

1. Unidentified.
2. Louisa Magrath. Sister of Edward Magrath. See Magrath's 1861 will in Principal Registry of
the Family Division of the High Court.
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Letter 1005
William Richard Hamilton to Faraday
30 May 1837
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Chelsea I May 30 / 37
My dear Sir,

I send you a small box containing some dust or dirt from a chamber
called the Wellington Chamber, opened on the 31st of March last by Col.
Howard Vyse1, in the Great Pyramid of Egypt. The accompanying Memn
from Col. Vyse contains all I know about it. You will find some insects,
which may be of interest to the Entomologists2!.]

Yours I W.R. Hamilton
M. Faraday Esq I Roy. Inst.

1. Richard William Howard Vyse (1784-1853, DNB). Army officer and egyptologist.
2. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 3 June 1837, RI MS HD 8b, p.95
for Faraday's analysis.

Letter 1006
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
c June 18371

From the original in HSP FDC 1, p.61
To Mr Faraday

Thursday
Just run this through and read the latter part.
My dear Sir

As I must not see you may I write to you because otherwise I fear I may
not be able to communicate so soon as I would wish.

1 am about to use Kyans process on a very large scale2. If I can come to
terms with them otherwise I have been making some experiments on
saturating with coal tar which if thoroughly done would appear to promise
well. I want to ask you professionally from your late experiments do you
think that the effect is deep in non resinous woods and how deep Vi 1 2 or 3
inches - after a moderate say 7 days soaking.

Do you think that wood fresh soaked and only dried for 2 or 3 days
would injuriously affect spikes nails bolts &c of iron.

Do you know anything of experiments having been made and results
obtained by the use of copperas or arsenic?

1 ask this information professionally because I am acting for a wealthy
company and it is an affair of 40 to 50,000 - loads of timber but I should
prefer having the answer in an unprofessional shape either viva voce or by
letter which it is understood is not to be published or publicly made use of
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because although I know you are always correct and cautious yet the
former mode will frequently convey more information and my object is not
to seek responsibility from you but simply information for my own
guidance.

Can I see you anytime tomorrow that is have you any particular
appointments in case I should be unable to remain in town which I fear is
impossible.

I will wait for an answer to this latter part.
Yours sincerely I I.K. Brunei

Endorsed by Faraday: 1837

1. Dated on the basis of Brunei's report to the Directors of the Great Western Railway, 6 July
1837, PRO RAIL250 / 82, pp.76-80, especially pp.79-80 where he discussed the preparations
being made to preserve the timber for the Great Western Railway.
2. See Rolt (1957), 113 for Brunei's use of Kyan's process of the Great Western Railway.

Letter 1007
Faraday to Edward Magrath
3 June 1837
From a photocopy in RI MS Fl B21

R. Institution I 3 June 1837
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Letter 1008
Faraday to John Barrow
5 June 1837
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4614, f.142

Royal Institution I 5 June 1837
Sir

I received in due time some sheets of iron from Commander
Crawford1 [sic] coated in the same manner as the former pieces and
proceeded to experiment upon them2[.]

I first tried them in dilute acid and in that case did not find that the
prepared plates were any way superior to good tinned iron platest.j

I then tried them in a solution of salt of about twice the strength of sea
water; the comparison being here between the prepared plate, common
tinned plate, and sheet copper. These trials have as yet continued for a
fortnight only; but for that time the prepared plate exhibits considerable
superiority!.] It is a little acted on but its iron has not suffered. The tin plate
has had its iron very much acted on at the edges; and the copper plate has
suffered all over its surfaces

These trials are not as yet of sufficient extent as regards time: and the
results with the dilute acids may not properly be taken as shewing what
continued time & sea water would effects The impression on my mind at
present is, that the prepared plate will resist the action of sea water much
better than tinned plate and perhaps better than unprotected copper. But
there is also the probability that if on a ship's bottom plants & animals
would adhere abundantly to it.

The iron plates are prepared by being first coated with zinc & then
covered with tinu

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
Sir John Barrow I &c &c &c &c

Endorsement: 9 June Ack reed and thank him JB June 9th
Acquaint Capt Craufurd 2 Charles St Berkeley Sq 12th June

1. Henry William Craufurd (d.1859, age 52, GRO). Commander in Royal Navy. See O'Byrne
(1849), 238.
2. See letter 995.
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Letter 1009
Faraday to William Richard Hamilton
8 June 1837
From the original copy in RIBA MS Elgin Marbles Committee Minutes,
f.14-15

R. Institution I 8 June 1837
My dear Sir,

The particles1 you sent me seem to have come from a prepared
surface. Being put into a dilute acid a portion of adhering matter is
dissolved and the principal portion left in an untouched and cleaner state.
Being then washed and dried it is found that this consists of carbonate of
lime and a combustible substance which protects the carbonate from the
acid. This combustible substance when heated is destroyed, leaving
charcoal and then acid can attack the calcareous matter. The combustible
substance may perhaps contain wax, but it does not present undeniable
traces of that body. It is in small quantity as compared with the wax present
in Mr. Donaldson's specimens2. There is no mineral color present in the
particles, except it may be a small portion of iron color, and that I rather
judge to be accidental. Whether or no any animal or vegetable color had
been used is more than I can say.

I am dear Sir, I very truly yours I (signed) M. Faraday
W.R. Hamilton Esq I &c &c

1. See letter 1005.
2. See letter 987.

Letter 1010
Charles Babbage to Faraday
8 June 1837
From the original in MU MS 173
Dear Faraday

A friend of mine a country1 gentleman has asked me much about
Kyan's patent which is a matter of some importance as he has very large
repairs to make.

I know nothing on the subject and am not quite sure what he wants is
known or knowable at present.

He has urged me much to ask you and after fighting off as much as
possible I send you his queries. You must be as much plagued as I am by
questionists so send me a refusal if it will give you any trouble or a general
answer (which will not go out of my hands) if you think he should use it[.]

Excuse this plagues
Ever yours truly I C. Babbage
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Dorset St I Manch Sq I 8 June 1837

1. Edward Davies Davenport (1778-1847, AO, politician of Capesthorne, Derbyshire). See
Davenport to Babbage, 7 June 1837, BL add MS 37190, f.202 where he asked Babbage to obtain
Faraday's advice.

Letter 1011
Francis Baily to Faraday
10 June 1837
From the original in RI MS

37 Tavistock Place I June 10, 1837
My dear Sir

Will you be good enough to apply to the Committee of the Royal
Institution for the loan of that part of the Apparatus with which Mr.
Cavendish made his experiments on the Density of the Earth1, & which I
will endeavour to return in the same state in which I may receive it2.1 do not
apprehend that I shall keep it any great length of time.

Believe me truly yours I Francis Baily
Prof Faraday I &c &c

Address: Professor Faraday

1. See Cavendish (1798).
2. This request was approved. See RI MM, 12 June 1837, 8: 496.

Letter 1012
Faraday to Francis Baily
14 June 1837
From the original formerly in the possession of the late Mr and Mrs
Aida

R Institution I 14, June 1837
My dear Sir

Leave granted. You can have the apparatus whenever you please^.]
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

F. Baily Esq I &c &c

1. See letter 1011.
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Letter 1013
Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
23 June 1837
From the original in Norwich Castle Museum Woodward MS, volume
11, f.66

R Institution i 23 June 1837
My Dear Sir

I do not know why the proof should come to me; as I suppose Daniell
will be sure to see it1. Indeed I am obliged to return it for I am going out of
town & cannot find time to go over it.

With respect to your last note I have no recollection of it but if it
contained any enquiry, I am quite sure I must either have answered it or not
received it[.j

Ever Truly Yours I Faraday
Your remark as to the ratio of surface and S.G is quite correct. In fact the
coincidence must be accidental because it is not likely that the number 16
& 1 for the surfaces would remain quite constant under all forms of the
battery or with all exciting fluids^ I MF

1. Possibly the proof of Daniell (1837) which was in the form of a letter to Faraday.

Letter 1014
Faraday to John Barrow
26 June 1837
From the original in PRO ADM1 / 4614, f.169

Royal Institution I 26 June 1837
Sir

As the trials with copper, tinned iron, and zinced iron, immersed in
salt water have now been on for nine weeks1 I have thought that you might
like to know of the result. The copper continues to be corroded over the
whole of the surface and is more affected generally than either of the
others. The tinned iron plate has continued to shew increasing action,
principally at the edges where the iron is to a certain degree exposed, and
also at the other parts. The prepared zinced plate has now also given way at
the edges and much corrosion has taken place there; the whole surface has
also been acted upon. It is as yet the best of the three; but it must be
understood that the action on it at the edges (where the iron is partly
exposed) and probably therefore at nail holes is greater than upon the
edges of the coppen.j

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant lM. Faraday
Sir John Barrow I &c &c &c
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Endorsement: 27 June Ack rect and return their Lordship's thanks for the
trouble he has been good enough to take on the occasion I JB

1. See letter 984.

Letter 1015
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
9 July 1837
From the original in UB MS NS 318
My dear Sir

1 have just now published a little work in german containing a detailed
account of my researches on the peculiar condition of Iron, which I was so
presumptuous as to dedicate to You1. As my motive for doing so was no
other than the desire of publicly expressing my feelings of respect and
regards towards you, I entertain the flattering hopes, you will be indulgent
enough, as to grant me a pardon for the great liberty, I have taken and
accept in kindness of the feeble tribute offered by my humble individual to
a Man, whose name stands so high in the scientific world. Should the
British Association for the advancement of Science happen to receive
scientific works as presents, you would oblige me very much by sending
one of the copies laid by to the president of that society for being produced
at their next meeting in Liverpool. Though it has been a favorite plan of
mine, these last five or six years, once to attend the meetings of this learned
body and to visit Old England once more, a country which I love as much as
I do my own native land, up to this time I have not yet been able to satisfy
my wishes in this respect. I hope, however, to see them one day fulfilled.

The other day I got a letter from Mr. Berzelius2, the contents of which
relate to my observations on the peculiar state of Iron. This distinguished
Chemist, though he does not yet give a decided opinion upon the subject, is
inclined to think, that in one notice of yours, published some time ago in
the Phil. Mag.3, which alludes to the observations of Ritter4 and de la Rive5

regarding the secondary piles and the electrical state of polar Platina-
wires, the true cause of the inactivity of Iron is hinted at6. According to the
view of Berzelius, Iron performing the function of the positive Electrode
undergoes a change, with regard to its primitive electrical condition in such
a manner, as to be turned from a positive electrical body into a negative
one. As my views with respect to electro-chemical subjects essentially
differ from those of Berzelius', I cannot, on this account, think the idea of
that Philosopher correct; but it appears to me that it is not in accordance
even with one of the principles of the electro-chemical system, such as laid
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down by Mr. B. himself. For the suggested Idea implies the assertion, that
Iron whilst performing the function of the anode, or to speak the old
language, whilst acting the part of the positive pole, is capable of being, at
the same time, in a negative electrical state; in other terms, that Iron, under
the circumstances mentioned, exhibits two opposite electrical states and
consequently attracts and repels Oxigen at the same time. But such a kind
of action is, to my opinion, a thing quite impossible and must be held as
such even by those, who agree with the views of B. I have reason to believe,
that Mr. B. will treat this question more circumstancially in his next annual
Report7, and then we shall see, whether the obscure subject will be more
cleared up, than it is now. Some of our continental papers, particularly
german ones, have still much to do with Mr. Crosse's insects8, said to be
manufactured out of siliceous matter by the agency of a current. As these
Journals frequently make use of your Name to prove the truth of the
pretended discovery and enter in this respect into particulars, such for
instance, as to assert, those insects had been exhibited by you at the
meetings of the Royal Institution I should be very much obliged to you, if
you would have the kindness to tell me, what to think of such reports. You
may easily imagine, that our scientific men strongly doubt of the
correctness of these extraordinary tales or rather do not believe in them at
all.

The magneto-electrical machine, which you were so kind to procure
for our institution, arrived here some weeks ago9. During its passage
through "la belle France" it was so roughly handled, most likely by the
custom house-people and waggoners there that some parts of it were
broken. Now it is arranged again and works exceedingly well.

I was very sorry indeed, to learn from one of your former letters, that
you did not enjoy of full health. On account of Yourself and the scientific
world at large I confidently hope and ardently desire it will and may, by this
time, be entirely reestablished. A trip to the Continent and into our
beautiful Alpes would, perhaps, do a great deal of good to you. Should you
ever cross the channel and happen to touch Bale, I would feel myself highly
honoured, if you had the kindness to visit me.

Accept, my dear Sir, the assurance of my being.
Yours very truly i C.F. Schoenbein

Bale July 9. 1837.

1. Schoenbein (1837e), iii.
2. Berzelius to Schoenbein, 4 May 1837, in Kahlbaum (1900), letter 2.
3. In Schoenbein (1836d), 57-65.
4. Ritter (1803).
5. De La Rive, A.-A. (1836c).
6. In Schoenbein (1836d), 63.
7. Berzelius (1838), 33-5.
8. See note 1, letter 977.
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9. See letter 991.

Letter 1016
Charles Saint-Ange Thilorier1 to Faraday
10 July 1837
From the original in RI MS

Paris, le 10 Juiliet 1837
Monsieur

J'ai re^u la visitte de M. Henry, Professeur a New Jersey, qui m'a fait
1'honneur d'assister a mes experiences2, et qui m'a appris l'interet
bienveillant que vous preniez a une decouverte dont la plus grande partie
vous appartient3. C'est avec une vive satisfaction que je saisis une
circonstance qui me permet de vous exprimer directement tous les
sentimens que vous m'avez inspires depuis longtemps et parmi lesquels se
place au premier rang une profonde reconnnaissance, puisque je ne dois
les succes que j'ai obtenus qu'a vos propres trauvaux4, et qu'en reprenant
vos recherches au point ou vous les avez laissees.

Le probleme que je me suis propose et qui n'etait pas indigne
d'exercer votre ingenieuse perspicacite etait celui-ci:

"Etant donne un liquide dont la condition d'existence est d'etre
renferme sous une haute pression derriere les epaisses parois d'un
reservoir determiner ses diverses proprietes chimiques et physiques"

Cest la seulement ou se trouve le veritable merite de mon travail, car
la solidification de l'acide Carbonique, quelque curieux et quelqu' important
que soit ce phenomene pour la science, n'est qu'un simple accident qu'il
n'etait pas donne a la theorie de prevoir. Le resultat de mes obsevations est
consigne dans un memoire soumis a l'examen d'une commission nommee
par l'Academie des Sciences5 et que pour cette raison, il ne m'a pas ete
permis de publier jusqu'a ce jour.

Voici les principaux faits qui caracterisent ce liquide veritablement
paradoxal:

Sa Compressibilite mi He fois plus grande que celle de Veau;
la pression de sa vapeur qui augmente moyennement d'une atmosphere

pour chaque degre du thermometre centigrade, en passant de 0° a 30°+;
Et surtout sa dilatabilite, 4 fois plus grande que celle des gaz eux-memef

et telle qu'une colonne de liquide d'une longueur donne a 0° a 30° un espace
moitie plus grand, et presente ainsi le phenomene d'un liquide qui parcourt
successivement tous les degres de l'echelle des pesanteurs specifiques,
depuis la densite de l'eau jusqu'a celle de Ethers, et beaucoup plus au dela.

Cette premiere etude, faite sur de petites quantites, en me
familiarisant une substance dont l'energie et les dangers avaient ete deja
signales par vous, m'a permis d'entreprendre avec securite la fabrication
en grand de l'Acide Carbonique liquide, et d'arriver ainsi a realiser une idee
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qui m'a sans cesse preoccupe, dans le cours de mes travaux, en creant un
Veritable chalumeau de froid.

L'intensite du froid produit par cet appareil est telle que la
Vaporisation de deux tiers de liquide suffit pour determiner la congelation
de l'Autre tiers.

La temperature du jet, a une petite distance de l'orifice du Chalumeau
est de 105° - 0° comme j'ai pu m'en assurer en le dirigeant sur la soudure
d'un couple thermo-electrique.

La temperature constitutive de l'acide carbonique solide est
d'environ 80° - 0°

En combinant ce corps avec l'Ether, on obtient les effets frigorifiques
les plus intenses: II m'a ete facile par ce moyen de congeler en quelques
secondes jusqu'a 201b de mercure (10 Kilog): Sauf les ethers et les alcohols,
tous les liquides places dans ce creuset de froid s'y solidifient en peu
d'instants.

Tel est le sommaire de mes travaux et je serais heureux, qu'apres
avoir obtenu votre approbation, ils puissent etre justifies devant la Societe
royale de Londres, par des experiences qui peuvent etre repetees sans
inconvenient et surtout sans danger6.

Recevez l'assurance de la Consideration tres distingue et du profond
respect avec lesquels j'ai Thonneur d'etre

Monsieur, I Votre tres humble et tres I Obeissant Serviteur, I A.
Thilorier
Place Vendome N°. 21 a Paris

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday I Membre de la Societe Royale I a
Londres I (Angleterre)

TRANSLATION
Paris 10 July 1837

Sir,
I was visited by Mr. Henry, Professor at New Jersey, who did me the

honour of witnessing my experiments2 and who told me of the kind interest
you take in a discovery of which the greatest part belongs to you3. It is with
true satisfaction that I seize upon a circumstance which permits me to
express directly all the feelings that you have been inspiring in me for a
long time and amongst which in the first order is a profound gratitude,
since I do not owe the success I obtained but to your own work4, and in
taking your research on from the point where you left it.

The problem I have posed myself and which was not unworthy of
exercising your ingenious perspicacity was as follows:
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"Given a liquid whose condition of existence is to be enclosed under
high pressure behind the thick walls of a tank, to determine its diverse
chemical and physical properties."

That is the only true merit of my work, for the solidifying of carbonic
acid, however interesting or important this phenomenon is for science, is
but a simple accident that the theory could not have predicted. The result of
my observations was contained in a paper submitted to the scrutiny of a
commission nominated by the Academie des Sciences5 and for that reason I
was not able to publish it until today.

Here are the principal facts which characterise this truly paradoxical
liquid:

Its compressibility is a thousand times greater than that of water;
the pressure of its vapour increases on average by one atmosphere for

each degree centigrade, passing from 0° to 30 °+;
and above all its dilatibility, 4 times greater than the gasses themselves

and such that a column of liquid of a given length at 0°, occupies, at 30°, a
space half as big and presents, therefore, the phenomenon of a liquid which
successively goes through all the degrees of the scale of specific weights
from the density of water to that of the ethers, and much more beyond.

This first study, made on small quantities, in familiarising myself with
a substance whose energy and dangers had already been signalled by you,
has allowed me to undertake with confidence the large scale production of
carbonic acid and thus to arrive at carrying through an idea which has
preoccupied me ceaselessly in the course of my work, in creating a truly
cold blowlamp.

The intensity of the cold produced by this apparatus is such that the
vaporisation of two tiers of liquid is sufficient to establish the freezing of the
other layers.

The temperature of the jet, a little distance from the opening of the
blowlamp is 105°-0° as I managed to assure myself by directing it on the
soldered joint of a thermo-electric couple.

The constitutive temperature of the solid carbonic acid is about 80°-
0°.

In combining this body with ether, one obtains the most intense
refrigerating effects: it was easy for me to freeze in a matter of seconds up to
201b of mercury (10 kilogrammes). Except ethers and alcohols, all the
liquids placed in the cooling crucible solidified in a few instants.

This is the summary of my work and I would be happy, if after having
received your approval, it could be justified before the Royal Society of
London, by experiments which can be repeated easily and above all
without danger6.

Please accept the assurance of the most distinguished consideration
and of the profound respect with which I have the honour of being, I Sir, I
Your most humble and most I obedient servant I A. Thilorier
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Place Vendome N°. 21 in Paris.

1. Charles Saint-Ange Thilorier (b.1797, Reingold et.al. (1972-81), 3: 373). Parisian mechanic
and chemist.
2. For Henry's account of his visit see ibid., 371-3.
3. That is the solidification of gases. Thilorier had succeeded to solidifying Carbon dioxide.
Thilorier (1835).
4. That is Faraday's liquefaction of gases. Faraday (1823a, b).
5. See Roller (1952), 111-2 for an account of the proceedings of the commission.
6. This was not read before the Royal Society, but Faraday gave a Friday Evening Discourse
"On the solid, liquid and gaseous state of carbonic acid, illustrated by Thilorier's apparatus"
on 18 May 1838. See Lit.Gaz., 26 May 1838, pp.326-7.

Letter 1017
Faraday to John Stevens Henslow
13 July 1837
From the original in SM MS 1406

R Institution I 13 July 1837
Dear Sir

I need not tell you that you, I, & Dr Roget are a committee of the
Faculty of Arts1 for Chemistry Animal & Vegetable Physiology. The feeling
on my mind is so vague as to what will ultimately be required by the Senate
as the minimums for the degree of B.A. that I cannot decide in my own mind
as to how much or how little I ought to put down in the Chemistry. As
something which may be either enlarged contracted or in any other way
altered, I have drawn up the enclosed (Dr Roget being also out of town)
have sent a copy to you (as to him) to know what you think of it. As a
committee we ought to report soon. I shall be out of London from tomorrow
until Saturday week.

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Rev Prof Henslow I &c &c &c

1. Of the University of London. This committee was appointed by the Committee of the
Faculty of Arts (of which Faraday, Henslow and Roget were members) at their meeting on 24
June 1837. See Minutes, ULL MS ST3/1, p.22. The report of the committee was not presented
until 17 March 1838. ULL MS ST3/1, pp.54-6.
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Letter 1018
Margaret Barnard1 to Sarah Faraday
14 and 15 July 1837
From the original in RI MS

Friday night I Finchley
My dear Sally

As I am quite satisfied that the sight of my crooked hand writing will
give you some pleasure, particularly on a Sunday mornings I have sat down
with a hard steel pen to write a letter to you, tho what I can find to say from
this out of the way place to you in a place still further from home, I have to
find out. I have made a beginning, and that is a great point gained, now for
my supper, that may supply me with a few ideas.

Saturday morning - contrary to my expectations John2 came home last
night after I had finished my supper, he is not at all well, [Qtho not very ill)
nor has he been in good health for some time pastt.] I was quite in hopes
that the regular exercise of coming to and fro would have done him good
but it does not yet appear that it has, however it is but a short time yet that
he tried it. Mary Straker3 has been up this week for a few days & seemed to
enjoy herself very much, indeed she generally manages to do that, what a
happiness it is to possess such a contented mind both for herself and those
around her.

I have just been up stairs to Martha4 to ask her if she would like to fill
up the opposite page but she says she is not in the mood and has moreover
informed me that it is likely you may be home by the end of next week[.] I
had not thought of this when I began my letter or I should have considered
it hardly worth writing. Uncle Boosey5 and Young Thomas6 came up on
Thursday to dine with Martha, Mary7 was also expected but her foot
disabled her from walking to the Angel so we lost the pleasure of her
company^ Uncle seemed much the same as usual but he gets so stiff and
unable as to make it rather an anxious affair to have him out so far from
home[;] he returned in a long coach with four fine horses in it that were
impatient of the delay and both Martha and I were very glad when he was
safe in.

I really am quite enjoying myself here, tho I do not go out much we
generally work in the garden or field and the children play about us they
enjoy our company very much even tho they do not talk and they all agree
to gather very wellj.j I begin to think with you that our little baby8 is a very
sweet tempered child he looks about him at the trees the cow and pigs with
great interest and seeming admirations I hope to get him short coated next
week, Mrs Brockelbank9 is coming up on Tuesday evening to stay the rest of
the week so with her assistance I think we can make half a dozen pink
frocks for him which will set off his complexion that is more like a gypsies
child than one of mine, here's a pelting shower in honour of the good St
Swithen, we have been hoping and looking for rain very much the country
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seems to need it, all things will be better for it except the roses which by the
by I never luxuriated in so fully before, 1 have had a large glassfull on the
table constantly ever since we came here, here are five or six varieties
some excellent for beauty others for sweetness and abundance of all to
keep Nourma hall in my mindu

William [Barnard] has a cold but otherwise very well. Martha is in
good health and spirits and so is the cow the two pigs and all the rabbits we
got four and twenty shillings for the calf and now that is gone we are going
to make our own butter very little will do for me for all the butter made
he<re> abouts is very high flavoured^

I am reading the memoirs of poor Josephine10 Empress of France11

and am very much interested in them, making allowances for some
coloring on the Author's part she appears to have been a women of fine
character, and much feelingu I can not think how she could care so much
for that cold calculating selfish Napoleon.

Sarah [Gray]12 came up last Monday morning and returned home on
Tuesday evening, so that the children got their regular schooling for two
days. I hope to keep this up if she is able to manage the journey we have the
use of an old instrument so that they have a little regular employment!.] I
understood from her that Martha was very well. Poor Hannah Boosey13 they
so not seem to think is improving or likely to do so for some time it is a
tedious illness[.]

We hear that you are all very gay which leads me to conclude that you
are all very well pray give my kind love to all and in particular as little
Caroline14 says or rather writes give a kic [sic] to Jane15 from me and tell her
that I shall not be satisfied to be jybed [sic] out of the assistance she
promised me she must come to Finchley and as an excuse I shall put away a
frock of baby's that want's mendings

Martha desires her love to all and believe me to remain your very
affectionate sister

Margaret Barnard
PS I shall direct this to Mrs Livermore because I am not sure of your
address.

Address: Mrs Faraday. I Care of Mrs Livermore16 at I Mr. Gadden's17 I
Sandgate Road I Folkestone
Postmark: 15 July 1837

1. Margaret Barnard, nee Faraday (1802-1862, GRO). Wife of John Barnard and Faraday's
younger sister.
2. John Barnard (1797-1880, GRO). Sister of Sarah Faraday. Silversmith. See Grimwade
(1982), 431.
3. Mary Straker (d. 1842, age 65, GRO). Admitted to the London Sandemanian meeting house,
1799. Private communication from Geoffrey Cantor.
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4. Martha Barnard, nee Lyon. Wife of William Barnard. Cantor (1991), 299.
5. Thomas Boosey (1767-1840, GRO). Publisher.
6. Thomas Boosey (1795-1871, Bl). Publisher.
7. Mary Boosey (1818-1903, Reid (1914)). Daughter of Thomas Boosey senior. Admitted to
the London Sandemanian meeting house, 1839. Private communication from Geoffrey Cantor.
8. James Faraday Barnard (b.l l March 1837, information from the family).
9. Mary Brocklebank (d.1861, age 70, GRO). Admitted to the London Sandemanian meeting
house, 1834. Private communication from Geoffrey Cantor.
10. Josephine (1763-1814, NBU). First wife of Napoleon I.
11. Josephine (1828-9).
12. Sarah Gray (1816-1882, GRO under Macomie). Daughter of Faraday's elder sister
Elizabeth Gray nee Faraday (1787-1847, GRO).
13. Unidentified.
14. Probably daughter of Edward Barnard (1796-1867, GRO, brother of Sarah Faraday and
silversmith; Grimwade (1982), 431) and Caroline Barnard, nee Chater.
15. Jane Barnard (1803-1842, GRO). Sister of Sarah Faraday.
16. Unidentified.
17. Unidentified.

Letter 1019
Faraday to the Editor of the Times
31 July 1837
From Times, 1 August 1837, p.5, col. d
Sir, - Though very unwilling to appear in the public journals or intrude on
your kindness, I am induced, by what appears to be an unnecessary
reference to my name in the late inquest1 to ask of you the favour of
publication for the present letter2.

I knew Mr. Cocking3 long ago, was a fellow member with him at the
City Philosophical Society, and heard him deliver the lecture 23 years since
referred to by Mr. Gye4 at the inquest5; and the recollection of his
companionship, ability, and kindness at that time adds greatly to my
feelings of sorrow for his melancholy death. I did not know that he thought
of putting his parachute to the proof by a descent until I saw his intention
announced in the papers6, and did not see him or the parachute until the
day of the descent. He then asked me at the gardens my opinion of its
safety, and I said that as to its capability of retarding his descent it was
purely a matter of calculation into which I could not go. He said that he had
made both experiments and calculations, and was fully assured the
velocity of descent would not be greater than that of a man falling from a
height of two feet. I then remarked upon the weakness of the construction,
especially of the upper ring, and asked why he had not given it a form
better able to resist collapsion? Why it was not assisted by stretchers or
bracings, &c? He gave me the same answer generally that he had given to
My. Gye, that it was strong enough, and that he objected to more weight
above. I made other objections, as for instance, to the opening in the
middle of the parachute, the place of the centre of gravity, &c, but finding
him perfectly satisfied with his preparations and resolved to ascend (as is
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fully proved by the evidence on the inquest), finding also by the care of Mr,
Gye that every precaution was taken to enable him to abandon his intention
at any moment, I desisted from further remarks, which might tend to
disturb his presence of mind, though they would not have prevented his
ascent. I however said not a word to him to advance his going; but, being
doubtful and anxious, had expressed myself so to some on the ground, and
amongst others to Mr. Green7, who asking me whether 1 would rather be in
his or Mr. Cocking's situation, I said in his; and this he told to Mr. Cocking
in my hearing. With these feelings on my mind I retired in part, and did not
speak to Mr. Cocking for the last hour and a half.

Hearing that Mr. Mason8 was disturbing Mr. Cocking's attention, I did
venture to say to the former gentlemen, that as Mr. Cocking was resolved to
ascend, 1 thought it unwise. Mr. Mason told me that he had made
calculations, the result of which was, that the descent would be a very rapid
one. I observed that Mr. Cocking had also told me he had made
experiments and calculations, the results of which were, that the descent
would be slow. Mr, Mason's calculations and objections, as far as I know,
had no relation to the strength of the parachute, or to the actual cause of
the failure and sad result.

The opinion given by Mr. Green and Mr. Gye (who appear to me to be
the best judges under the circumstances) regarding the failure of the
parachute makes me glad that I said no more to Mr. Cocking than I did. The
retention of the rope attached to the balloon at the moment of separation
may have been due to some disturbance of mind through anxiety, thus
bringing on the fatal termination; and I am very thankful that I, at least, was
not the cause of any such anxiety.

In conclusion, my sincere thanks are due to the coroner for his
kindness and consideration9. It is much to be desired, though perhaps not
to be expected, that others would more frequently have the same thought.

I am, I Sir, I your obliged servant, I M. Faraday
Royal Institution, July 31.

1. This was the inquest into the death of Robert Cocking, by the failure of his parachute, on
24 July 1837.
2. This reference to Faraday was made by Thomas Monck Mason. See the report of the
inquest in Times, 29 July 1837, p.6, col. d.
3. Robert Cocking (d.1837, age 61, GRO). Noted as Secretary of the City Philosophical
Society in Imperial Calendar from 1817 to 1824.
4. Frederick Gye (1781-1869, DNB). Owner of Vauxhall Gardens, 1821-1840.
5. See Times, 29 July 1837, p.6, col. c.
6. There is a printed advert for the jump in ULC MS Hengrave 21/9.
7. Charles Green (1785-1870, Bl). Balloonist.
8. Thomas Monck Mason (1803-1889, B2). Balloonist
9. The coroner had prevented further mention of Faraday, since he was not present at the
inquest.
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Letter 1020
Faraday to Edward Magrath
1 August 1837
From the original in RI MS Fl All

R Institution I 1 Aug. 1837
Dear Magrath

I intended to have seen you today but of a sudden our contracts1 are
made & for a day or two I cannot leave the house - but it shall not be long
first.

Ever Yours Affectionately I M. Faraday
Poor Cocking2 &c

1. These contracts were for the construction of the columned facade of the Royal Institution
by Lewis Vulliamy (1791-1871, DNB, architect). For the contracts see RI MM, 31 July 1837, 8:
523-4. For a short account of the building work see Lit.Gaz., 2 September 1837, pp. 565-6. The
completed facade is illustrated in plate 11.
2. Robert Cocking (d.1837, age 61, GRO). Noted as Secretary of the City Philosophical
Society in Imperial Calendar from 1817 to 1824. He had died on 24 July 1837 because of an
unsuccessful parachute jump. See letter 1019.

Letter 1021
Faraday to William Gravatt
3 August 1837
From the original in RMA WO150 / 18, f.139

R Institution I 3 August 1837
Dear Sir

If I calculate aright I am to recommence lecturing at Woolwich next
Wednesday the 9th instant. Will you have the kindness to send me a line
confirming my view or correcting it.

Ever Your Obliged Servant IM. Faraday
Coll. Gravatt I &c &c &c

Endorsement: 4 August replied & appointed the sixteenth for commencing.

Letter 1022
Faraday to Thomas Webster
14 August 1837
From the original in Yale University Library, Eng.Misc.MSS, 753, Box 7

Royal Institution I 14, Aug 1837
My dear Sir

In about three weeks I should be obliged to you for the loan of your
section & the relative size of the Globe & its crust &c which you were kind
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enough to lend me before. I merely write to anticipate time & will if you
please send in a week or two for themu

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
T. Webster Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 1023
Faraday to William Jerdan
15 August 1837
From the original in RI MS Fl B22

R Institution I 15 Aug. 1837
My dear Sir

I cannot make up my mind whether you are in jest or earnest in last
Saturday's L.G.1 but it looks so like the latter that I thought I should be
unkind in leaving you in error respecting my condition, which is what I
trust it will always remain plain Mister. This note to you seems to me so
unnecessary (can anybody for a moment be mistaken?) that I trust you will
not refer to it or me with regard to the matter either in conversation or
otherwise!.]

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Wm. Jerdan Esq I &c &c &c

1. The Lit.Gaz., 12 August 1837, p.518 reported that a Knighthood had been conferred on
Faraday. Ibid., 19 August 1837, p.534 published a correction.

Letter 1024
Eilhard Mitscherlich to Faraday
18 August 1837
From the original in RI MS Fl 118
Monsieur,

Pardonnez moi, si j'ose recommander a Votre bienveillance Mr
Ketschayef1, Professeur de Chimie a St. Petersbourg qui tout par ses
profondes connaissances, que par les places qu'il occupe et qui lui donnent
une grande influence sur l'instruction des sciences exactes a Petersbourg,
merite quelque interet de votre part. Quoique je me donne beaucoup de
peine de repeter toutes les experiences que vous avez publiees, je suis
cependant tres enchante, de trouver par Mr. Ketschayef une occasion, de
recevoir des nouvelles directes sur la maniere de la quelle vous faites un
grand nombre d'experiences et de recherches. Si Vous vouliez bien avoir la
compliasance de lui donner quelques renseignements, ou il peut trouver
les appareils les mieux executes, vous me rendrez un grand service.
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Monsieur Ketschayef vous donnera, Monsieur, un cristal teintrope de
Gypse tellement taille, que Ton peut observer la dilatation inegale de cette
substance en la chauffant de quelques degres2.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'expression de la plus haute consideration avec la
quelle, j'ai l'honneur d'etre I Votre I tres humble et tres obeissant I serviteur I
E. Mitscherlich
Berlin ce 18 Aout 1837.

TRANSLATION
Sir,

Please excuse me if 1 dare to recommend to your kindness Mr.
Ketschayef1 Professor of Chemistry at St Petersburg, who as much by his
profound knowledge as by the posts he occupies and which give him a
great influence over science at Petersburg, merits some interest from you.
Although I have taken a lot of trouble in repeating the experiments you
published, I am however, very pleased to find through Mr. Ketschayef, the
opportunity of receiving news direct on the way in which you do a great
number of experiments and researches. If you could kindly give him some
information where he can find the best made instruments, you will be doing
me a great favour.

Mr. Ketschayef will give you, Sir, a teritope crystal of gypsum, cut in
such a way that one can observe the unequal dilation of this substance by
heating it by a few degrees2.

Please accept, Sir, the expression of the highest consideration with
which I have the honour of being I your I very humble and very obedient
servant I E. Mitscherlich
Berlin this 18 August 1837.

1. Unidentified.
2. Mitscherlich (1837).

Letter 1025
Faraday to Thomas Hawkins
21 August 1837
From the original in IEE MS SC 93

Royal Institution I 21 Aug. 1837
Dear Sir

I have kept your letter long unanswered but extreme occupation on
the one hand & the expectation of being at Brighton on the other has
caused the delay. I received also the other day the paper containing the
report of your evening1 & I am very glad you continue to work away at the
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subject. Your experiments are very interesting & will probably fall into
some important place in the Science as we advance.

I am fagging very hard & have scarcely time to eat my meals so you
must excuse a short letter^

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Mr T. Hawkins

1. See Brighton Gazette, 17 August 1837, [p.4, col. b] for this account of Hawkins's lecture of 1
August 1837 to the Sussex Royal Institution on voltaic electricity.

Letter 1026
Thomas Webster to Faraday
6 September 1837
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

41 London Street I Sep 6. 1837.
My dear Sir

It will suit perfectly to lend you my large section at the time you
mention1, and you can keep [it] for the time of your lectures, as
unfortunately I have none for a long time to come. If you will be so good as
to send me a note on the day before you send for it, it shall be ready to
deliver to your messenger least I should not be at home.

I am I Your very Obedient Servant I Thos Webster
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 1022.

Letter 1027
Faraday to Sarah Faraday
12 September 1837
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 94-6

British Association. Liverpool, Toxteth Park; I Tuesday,
September 13 [sic], 1837.
Dearest Wife, - Misinformed about the hour of post time, I have learned that
this will reach you only on Thursday morning, and that you cannot now
hear of me to-morrow. It required for that, that the letter should have been
in before two o'clock to-day.

We arrived here very safely and comfortably on Monday about four
o'clock, and since then have been in a continual hurry, but our hosts here
are in still greater haste, and indeed labour too much in the hospitable
cause. Mr. Currie1 was waiting for us; he claimed me, and a Dr. Reynolds2
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claimed Mr. Daniell. We could not avoid separating, and to-day both
Daniell and myself feel quite ashamed of the coolness with which we
received their kindness at first. However, we were parted, after dining at
the ordinary, and going together in the evening to the amphitheatre, which
was crowded with ladies to be present at the transference of the
Presidency3 from Lord Northampton4 to Lord Burlington5. At Mr. Currie's
house I found a most pleasant welcome from Mrs. Currie6, and a charming
bedroom, and slept most soundly.

This morning I went into town early after breakfast, and met Daniell
with our infinity of friends. But what will you think of Daniell's
management, when I tell you that besides separating us, as it has done, in
our domiciles, it has made us most responsible persons, for I am President
of the Chemical Section, and he is one of the three Vice-Presidents? Only
think of our not working. Why, it could not be. For if, after the extreme
kindness and forbearance which the friends here showed to us, we had
refused altogether to join in the common feeling, we should have looked
like churls indeed. So we are in harness a little; nothing like what we might
be: for all are excessively kind.

To-day I think we made our section rather more interesting than was
expected7, and to-morrow I expect will be good also. In the afternoon
Daniell and I took a quiet walk; in the evening he dined with me here. We
have been since to a grand conversazione at the town-hall, and I have now
returned to my room to talk with you, as the pleasantest and happiest thing
I can do. Nothing rests me so much as communion with you. I feel it even
now as I write, and I catch myself saying the words aloud as I write them, as
if you were within hearing.

Dear girl, think of me till Saturday evening. I find I can get home very
well by that time, if 1 leave Liverpool by half-past six in the morning; so you
may expect me, I think certainly, though I have not yet booked my place8.
Now I am not sure, but I think if you write by Thursday evening post, I shall
get your letter by midday Friday; so write at all events. I will put the address
to-morrow morning on the other side. (Wallace Currie, Esq., Liverpool.)

Ever, my dear Sarah, your affectionate husband, I M. Faraday

1. William Wallace Currie (d.1840, age 56, GRO). Merchant.
2. William Reynolds. Physician at Liverpool Infirmary. See Cook (1981), 56.
3. See Lit.Gaz., 16 September 1837, pp.594-5 for an account of this.
4. Spencer Joshua Alwyne Compton, 2nd Marquess of Northampton (1790-1851, DNB).
President of the Royal Society, 1838-1840.
5. William Cavendish, 2nd Earl of Burlington (1808-1891, DNB1). Interested in science and
industry.
6. Sarah Currie, nee France. Information from Liverpool Record Office.
7. For accounts of the meetings of the Chemical Section see Lit.Gaz., 23 September 1837,
pp.601-2, 30 September 1837, pp.623 and 628, 7 October 1837, pp.639-40 and 14 October 1837,
pp.657-8.
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8. It appears that Faraday was not able to return on the Saturday (16 September 1837) since
he returned via Bristol. See letter 1028.

Letter 1028
Faraday to Edward Magrath
18 September 1837
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 18 Sept 1837
Dear Magrath

I was not able to open your letter till this morning for I have been at
Bristol1.1 have answered the gist. I intend to come up if possible this week
but the Woolwich Lectures are onu Remember us to Louisa2u

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. On his way back from the Liverpool British Association.
2. Louisa Magrath. Sister of Edward Magrath. See Magrath's 1861 will in the Principal
Registry of the Family Division of the High Court.

Letter 1029
David Brewster to Faraday
20 September 1837
From the original in RI MS Fl 122
My Dear Mr Faraday,

In reference to our conversation about Lighthouses when I had the
pleasure of meeting you at Liverpool1,1 beg leave to mention to you that in
1831 I conceived the Idea of supplying the lamps in lighthouses with
Oxygen Gas in place of Atmospheric air. I communicated it in the same year
to the Engineer of the Scottish Lighthouse board, & also to Prof Johnstone
[sic] of Durham. I mentioned the plan also to Dr Hope, and in April 1833 in
No. 115 of the Edin Review p. 192 line 9,1 observe that the Lens lamp might
be supplied with oxygen gas in place of atmospheric air "2. On the subject of
Red Glass about which we talked at the Physical section I would beg you to
notice the last paragraph of the page above referred to.

I am I My Dear Mr Faraday f Ever Most faithfully Yours I D. Brewster
Allerly by Melrose I Sept 20th 1837

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. At the British Association.
2. [Brewster] (1833), 192.
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Letter 1030
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
21 September 1837
From the original in UB MS NS 319

Royal Institution I 21 September 1837
My dear Sir

Your very pleasant & acceptable letter of the 9th of July1 with the
accompanying books I received only last week, whilst at Liverpool, at the
very meeting2 you refer to and I heartily wish that you had been there
yourself. It is now five years since I have been able to attend any of these
meetings3 but I was very much pleased with the one to which I now refer. As
to your book4 & its dedication I thank you for both[.] With respect to the
latter all the value it has in my eyes is due to the kindly & hearty feeling
which it proves you have towards me for in that I feel honour far beyond
the public expression of it: and in that respect your letter is equally
valuable with the dedication and even more so. As the Association forms
no collection of books or apparatus I gave the spare copy of your work to
Professor Henry of Philadelphia in the United States with a view of
extending what you have done as far & as fast as possible & wherever the
English language is found. He was exceedingly obliged to me for it & I only
wish that you & he had met at Liverpool.

Respecting Berzelius opinion of the state of the Iron &c &c it enters
into the general mass of uncertainty regarding this very strange yet
beautiful subject and must wait until we see the true light before it can have
its right place assigned itu My mind is I think as yours is; waiting until
something appears before it with conviction & then let us hope that not
merely the opinions but the facts themselves will all start into a perfect
order not again to be disturbed^

With regard to Mr. Cross[e]'s insects5 &c I do not think any body
believes in them here except perhaps himself & the mass of wonder-lovers.
I was said in the English papers to have proved the truth of his statements,
but I immediately contradicted the matter publikly6 & should have thought
that nobody who could judge in the matter would have suspected me of
giving credence to the thing for a moment. Contradict it in my name as fully
as you please. It is but just of me to say that in conversation with Mr.
Cross[e] I was very much pleased with him & with the readiness with which
he received my critical remarks. As regards the cristallization supposed or
real7 he was lugged into view and must not be charged with having pressed
himself forward. He is in fact a very modest man but has been dragged into
an awkward situation!.]

I am glad to find the Magneto electric machine pleases you now that it
has been restored to a proper condition. What a nuisance it is that we
cannot have philosophical things conveyed to and fro from one country to
another without the risk of great injury or even destruction to themw
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And now my dear Sir Goodbye for the present. You cannot think how
much each letter of yours tantalizes me for they all make me wish I had
known you a little sooneru It is now just about two years since I & my wife
were at Bale for a day or two on our return home from Switzerland to
England8. Whether I shall ever see the continent again or no I cannot say[.j

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Most Sincerely I M. Faraday
Dr Schoenbein I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. C.F. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Bale I on the Rhine

1. Letter 1015.
2. Of the British Association.
3. Faraday attended the Cambridge meeting of the Association in 1833. See letter 671.
4. Schoenbein (1837e).
5. See note 1, letter 977.
6. Letters 977 and 978.
7. Crosse (1836).
8. See letter 807.

Letter 1031
John Lindley to Faraday
23 September 18371

From the original in RI MS Fl K26
My Dear Faraday

Major Mitchell, who has occupied himself so long in the examination
of the interior of New Holland, wants to have 3 bottles of salt analysed.
They are from distant salt water lakes in the interior. Could you do this for
him? or is there any one whom you could tell me of who would do it "for the
good of Australia".

Yours faithfully I John Lindley
Sept 23

1. Dated on the basis that letter 1034 is the reply.
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Letter 1032
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
25 September 1837
From the original in RGO6 / 706

Royal Institution I 25 Sept 1837
My dear Sir

I have very great pleasure in introducing Professor Liebig of Giessen1

to you as one of our highest chemical philosophers!.] He wishes to see the
observatory & 1 am sure you will do him & me the favours

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
Prof Airy I &c &c

1. Liebig had attended the meeting of the British Association in Liverpool and had served on
the committee of the Chemical Section. LitGaz., 16 September 1837, p.587.

Letter 1033
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
25 September 1837
From the original in RGO6 / 706

R Institution I 25 Sept 1837
My dear Sir

Allow me to introduce Professor Plateau of Bruxelles1 to you (a great
friend of Professor Quetelets) and to hope you will allow him the favour of
seeing the Observatory^

Ever Your Obliged 1 M. Faraday
Prof Airy I &c &c &c

1. Plateau had attended the meeting of the British Association in Liverpool and had served
on the committee of the Mathematics and Physics Section. Lit.Gaz., 16 September 1837, p.587.

Letter 1034
Faraday to John Lindley
25 September 1837
From the original in SLNSW ML MS A292, f.317-8

R Institution I 25 Septr 1837
My dear Lindley

If it is my friend Major Mitchell, or if not as your friend, I will look at
the water1. But these bottles are sad consumers of that which I purchase at
a dear rate namely time. I refuse all professional business & have given up
many lectures that I may have time for experiments and the amount of
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income I resign in that way is above £600 per annum. Yet at this moment I
have six bottles of water which I have promised to examine2.

However send me yours as soon as you can & it shall be examined
with the rest - for after that I think I must make others wait for a few
monthsu

Ever Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
John Lindley Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 1031.
2. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 25 September 1837, RI MS HD 8b,
p.97.

Letter 1035
Faraday to William Wallace Currie1

28 September 1837
From the original in HSP FDC 2: 5-8

Royal Institution I 28 Septr. 1837
My dear Sir

Though perhaps not quite so exerted as whilst living under your
hospitable roof I write from a busy spot and from the midst of much
avocationu But though the stimulus of that week has passed away the
recollection of your kindness will never leave me and as my thoughts revert
back to Liverpool the thing which surprises me most is the goodness of
Mrs. Currie2 and yourself to me3[.] It is well in this case that benevolent
feelings produce their own reward for otherwise I do not know what return
you would have for your trouble with me.

I send herewith a couple of copies of the paper I spoke about by Dr.
Moll4. I was trying yesterday to obtain a copy of my work on chemical
manipulation5 that I might send it with them; not that you would care about
the book for its own sake but as a form of thanks only (a mere form) from
me. However it is out of print and I could not procure a copy and indeed the
two pamphlets will do just as well.

If I could have found an excuse I should have written to Mrs Currie
that I might say again, amongst other things, how deeply I felt her
kindnesses: but I rest satisfied that the same spirit which prompted them
will judge of & estimate my gratitude for them. If ever 1 come to Liverpool
again & I hope to do so at a more leisure time I will be sure to seek her out[.]

Once more Many many thanks from I Your Very Obliged Servant I M.
Faraday
W. Wallace Currie Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Wallace Currie (d.1840, age 56, GRO). Merchant.
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2. Sarah Currie, nee France. Information from Liverpool Record Office.
3. Faraday stayed with the Curries during the Liverpool British Association. See letter 1027.
4. Probably [Moll] (1831).
5. Faraday (1830b).

Letter 1036
Faraday to Thomas Webster
28 September 1837
From the original in Pierpont Morgan Library MS MA 3944

R Institution I 28 Sept 1837
My dear Sir

I send the drawings & the key. If not inconvenient to you I am in hopes
you will lend it to me again after your return; and I will send therefore on
Monday the 9th Octr for itu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T. Webster Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 1037
Thomas Livingstone Mitchell to Faraday
Late September 18371

From the original draft in SLNSW ML MS A292, f.319
My dear Sir,

My friend Dr Lindley having been so kind as to make application to
you on my behalf respecting three bottles of salt water brought by me from
three lakes in the middle of New Holland, and having prevailed on you to
do me the great favour to analyse them, I now send them herewith and

I remain, My dear Sir I Your very much obliged I T.L. Mitchell

1. Date and addressee established from letters 1031 and 1034.

Letter 1038
Faraday to Thomas Livingstone Mitchell
2 October 1837
From the original in SLNSW ML MS A292, f.357-8

Royal Institution I 2 Oct 1837.
Dear Sir

I have examined the three waters you sent me as far as their quantity
& my time would admit and have no doubt the account I now send you will
be sufficient for your purpose^.] All2 of them are solutions of common salt
much surpassing the Ocean or even the Mediterranean in the quantity of
salt dissolved^ Besides the common salt there are present, (in
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comparatively small quantity,) portions of sulphates & muriates of lime and
magnesia: The waters are neutral and except in strength very much
resemble those of the ocean. That labled Greenhill lake 24 July had a
Specific Gravity of 1049.4 and three measured ounces gave on evaporation
97 grains of dry salts. That labled Mitre lake 24 July had a specific gravity of
1038.6 and three measured ounces of it yielded 77 grains of dry saline
matter. The water labled Cockajemmy Lake Camp 20 Sept had a specific
gravity of 1055.3 and the amount of dry salts from three measured ounces
was 113 grainst.]

The small portions of water left I return to you as I presume you would
be glad to preserve them[.]

I am Dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Major Mitchell I &c &c &c

1. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 30 September 1837, RI MS HD 8b,
p.99 for these analyses.
2. From here to the end of the paragraph is printed in Mitchell (1838), 2: 266.

Letter 1039
Faraday to W. Rees1

6 October 1837
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 6 Octr. 1837
Sir

I am not acquainted with the embankment at Lowestoff or the mode of
preserving Iron thereu At Liverpool where Iron is used in the Mersey it has
been found to be greatly protected by associating with it small portions of
brass & Mr Hartley2 practices the introduction of pieces of brass there to
preserve it there3[.j

Again Messrs Laird4 build iron steam boats & they protect the metal
excellently by putting on two or three coats, the first & second of drying oil
& red lead the third of what they call varnish which I believe is a thinned
tan.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
W. Rees Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. John Bernard Hartley (d.1871, Ritchie-Noakes (1984), 95, 99). Engineer in Liverpool
Docks.
3. Hartley (1837).
4. John Laird (1805-1874, DNB). Birkenhead ship builder.
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Letter 1040
Faraday to William Charles Macready
6 October 1837
From the original in SPK DD

R Institution I 6 Octr 1837
Dear Sir

Though surprised at the receipt of your note & card I was also very
much delighted with it. Not that it gave me a free admission to your
Theatre1, of which all have such high expectations, but that it reincurred
the remembrance of a meeting that I had the honor of having with you
many years ago at a friends house in Gt Marlborough Street2[.]

Accept my very sincere thanks for your kindness. I am obliged to
return the card because I have no right to take the title you have attached to
my name, nor indeed wish to have; and you are one of those that I should
be sorry to leave in a mistake on that point. The honor is all very well where
well placed: but the government have never offered me the title, as indeed
there is no reason why they should, and if they were to do so I hope they
would allow me to decline it3[.j

I am My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
W.C. Macready Esq I &c &c &c

1. On 30 September 1837, the Covent Garden Theatre reopened with Macready as manager.
See Macready (1875), 432.
2. Possibly Charles Joseph Hullmandel (1789-1850, DNB, lithographer) who lived at 49 Great
Marlborough Street.
3. In his diary for 6 October 1837, Macready noted receipt of this letter and his response
(letter 1041). Macready (1875), 433.

Letter 1041
William Charles Macready to Faraday
6 October 1837
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.45

Covent Garden Theatre I Oct 6th
Dear Sir

I beg to correct the mistake I have been guilty of, and to apologise for
believing, that what ought to be - actually was1.

It gives me very great pleasure to find myself remembered by you, and
I should most particularly rejoice, if any occasional visit to the Theatre
afforded me the opportunity of improving our acquaintance.

I am, I dear Sir, I Very faithfully Yours I W.C. Macready
M. Faraday Esq

Endorsement: A former note had been addressed to Sir Michael Faraday2
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1. See letter 1040 and Macready (1875), 433.
2. No doubt inspired by the piece in Lit.Gaz., 12 August 1837, p.518. See letter 1023.

Letter 1042
Faraday to William Whewell
12 October 1837
From the original in TCC MS O.I5.49, f.ll

R Institution I 12 Oct. 1837
My dear Sir

You remember perhaps what I said to you about the possible
reference of electric induction to the action of contiguous particles &c &c
&c. I have been working & thinking much on the matter & am about to write
a paper giving experimental results1. At present the bearing of it seems to
me very important but I wait for a few days when I expect my results will be
abundantly decisive one way or the other. In the mean time I want a word or
tWO[.]

Suppose two insulated bodies electrified P & N are in an inductive
relation to each other; we may communicate one with the earth but the
induction will not cease being sustained or retained (or any thing else that
you please) by the other. I put the case thus for convenience sake but it will
represent a thousand cases of inductions If we call the insulated one a and
the uninsulated one b then I may use these letters to represent the general
case. Now a may be either Pos or Neg & of course b may be either Neg or
Pos. Either a or 6 may be conducting matter or non conducting matter a&b
may be parts of the same piece of metal; even the opposite surfaces of the
same leaf of gold and yet it is important to express & distinguish a & b from
each others Every case of induction does not include them both for there
are plenty of cases where the two states are both a and perhaps in Voltaic
electricity & thermo electricity we may develope some where both are b.
Now can you give me two good terms to express these relative states i.e if I
bring a glass rod excited positively towards my hand so as to induce in the
latter a negative state can you give me a term to express the determining &
sustaining influence of the rod charge, and the dependant & sustained
condition of the hand charge.

Whilst on words I will merely mention some other cases where they
are wanting!.] Perhaps at some time they may occur to you. One is sadly
wanted to replace current. Others for Posit<ive> and Negative - and some
terms are required to express direction of the force or forces. If Anode &
Cathode were to be received into use perhaps they would serve as bases:
but something still more general and founded rather upon the word to be
used instead of current would be betters
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I hope I am not annoying you with my fancies. If you feel fretted by me
put my letter in the fire.

I am Dear Sir I Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Whewell: Ans. Oct. 14.
Address: Revd. William Whewell I &c &c &c I Cambridge

1. Faraday (1838a), ERE11.

Letter 1043
William Whewell to Faraday
14 October 1837
From the original in RI MS F3 D931

Trin. Coll. Cambridge Oct. 14, 1837
My dear Sir

I am always glad to hear of the progress of your researches2, and
never the less so because they require the fabrication of a new word or two.
Such a coinage has always taken place at the great epochs of discovery; like
the medals that are struck at the beginning of a new reign:- or rather like the
change of currency produced by the accession of a new sovereign; for their
value and influence consists in their coming into common circulation. I am
not sure that I understand the views which you are at present bringing into
shape, sufficiently well to suggest any such terms as you think you want. I
think that if I could have a quarter of an hours talk with you I should
probably be able to construct terms that would record your new notions, so
far as I could be made to understand them, better than I can by means of
letters: for it is difficult without question and discussion to catch the
precise kind of relation which you want to express. However, by way of
beginning such a discussion, I would ask you whether you want abstract
terms to denote the different and related conditions of the body which
exercises and the body which suffers induction? For though both are active
and both passive it may still be convenient to suppose a certain
ascendancy on one side. If so would two such words as inductricity and
inducteity answer your purpose? They are not very monstrous in their form,
and are sufficiently distinct. And if you want the corresponding adjectives
you may call the one the inductric, and the other the inducteous body. This
last word is rather a startling one; but if such relations are to be expressed,
terminations are a good artifice, as we see in chemistry: and I have no
doubt if you give the world facts and laws which are better expressed with
than without such solecisms, they will soon accommodate themselves to
the phrases, as they have often done to worse ones. But I am rather in the
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dark as to whether this is the kind of relation which you want to indicate. If
not, the attempt may perhaps serve to shew you where my dulness lies. I do
not see my way any better as to the other terms, for I do not catch your
objection to current which appears to me to be capable of jogging on very
well from cathode to anode or vice versa. As for positive and negative I do
not see why cathodic and anodic should not be used, if they will do the
service you want of them.

I expect to be in London at the end of the month, and could probably
see you for half an hour on the 1st of November, say at 10, 11 or 12. But in
the mean time I shall be glad to hear from you whether you can make any
thing of such conundrums as I have mentioned and am always yours very
truly W. Whewell

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Mounted opposite Faraday (1838c), ERE 13, 1483 where Faraday introduced the terms
discussed in this letter.
2. Letter 1042.

Letter 1044
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
19 October 1837
From the original in BrUL MS

R Institution I 19 Octr. 1837
My dear Sir

Your sediment is very well washed. There is some mercurial i.e.
calomel & insoluble carbonate of corr sul & vegetable matter; but the great
mass of the substance is sand & little pebbles and with them is much loose
wood chips fibres &C[.] How so much dirt gets into your tanks I do not know.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
I.K. Brunell Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 1045
Faraday to William Whewell
25 October 1837
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.12

R Institution I 25 Oct 1837
My dear Sir

I owe you many thanks for your kind letter1. Tomorrow I go to
Brighton to write my paper2 in peace & quietness & shall not be able
therefore to see you on the 1st of next month. I have thought over my
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matter a hundred times and am pretty sure; nevertheless the writing of it
may suggest some views which if they occur I would like to catch before I
come to you finally for wordsy

The words inductricity, inducteity3 cathodic & anodic I think are good
- but as I shall have occasion to treat of the first principles of Electrical
action I will just write my paper & then if the thing still seems to me clear
submit the whole view to you at once.

You remember perhaps that I said I thought induction was not
directly an action at a distance but an action of contiguous particles - that 1
think I shall establish4. Again I mentioned that I thought I had proofs that
different insulating substances were not alike in their power of allowing or
sustaining inductive action through them, of this I am not as yet quite so
sure but am almost satisfied!.] Now what am I to call this capacity for
induction if it stands my final test.

\

Put the point thus (which is almost the form of my experiment) let a be an
insulated electrified metallic plate & b&cuninsulated metallic plates with
air between a & 6, but shell lac between a & a if the whole of the inductive
force is called 27, then 10 shall be exerted between a & b whilst 17 is
exerted between a & c though the intervals are in both cases the same*[.] In my
notes I say the Electric capacity of Air being 1, that of shell lac is 1.7 and so
on; but I am not quite satisfied with the term electric capacity since I view the
effect as one depending on the more or less ready polarity or other
condition assumed by the particles between the inducing surfaces.
Remember I am only giving you a case which I am still testing by
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experiment but I believe the difference exists. To make an unexceptionable
experiment I have found very difficult!.]

Now do not laugh at me if I ask you not to speak of these things as yet
to others. I may be delayed in my final proofs longer than I think, & then
should wish to trust as little of my views to the honesty of the world as
possible. If they are correct they must be of the utmost importance to every
part of the theory of Electricity and have an influence on every form of its
powers & effects: & it is but natural that I should like to review such matters
as conduction, discharge, excitation, action of points &c &c &c &c &c in the
hopes of arriving at some contingent & collateral discovery; - perhaps
crystallization; - before others have possession of the key. I do not mean to
delay the matter but merely wish to render myself sure of the principle
before I send it forthu

Ever My dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Revd W. Whewell I &c &c &c

Address: Revd W. Whewell I &c &c &c I Trinity College I Cambridge

1. Letter 1043.
2. Faraday (1838a), ERE11. Dated 16 November 1837.
3. Faraday first used "inductric" and "inducteous" in Faraday (1837c), ERE13, 1483.
4. Faraday (1838a), ERE11, 1164.
5. See ibid, 1256-9.

Letter 1046
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
5 November 1837
From the original in UB MS NS 320

Bale 5 Novemb. 1837.
My dear Sir

I am exceedingly obliged to you for your very kind letter of last
month1. It made me deeply regret not to have been present at the late
meeting of the british association, but as I told you before my absence from
Liverpool was rather a forced than a voluntary one2. If possible I shall cross
the channel next year to remain in dear Old England as long as
circumstances will allow it; for I will not conceal it from you, that I am
strongly attached to your native country, so much so that I should consider
one of the most ardent wishes I am entertaining as fulfilled, if I could for
ever live in that happy and interesting Island. Your language, history,
literature and science have been favorite objects of my study and Leisure
occupation these last fifteen years and up to this present moment every
thing regarding Great Britain has a peculiar interest with me.
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I do not know, whether I mentioned it to you in one of my former
letters, that about a dozen of years ago, when I was in London a gentleman
from there introduced me into the Royal Institution at the same day you
delivered a lecture on the then new discovery of Arago's respecting the
action of rotating metallic plates on suspended magnets &c3.1 still recollect
the great pleasure with which I witnessed your experiments on that subject,
but being then rather a shy and bashful young man I did not venture to
enter into a conversation with you in spite of my inclination to do so and
though I had, after the lecture was over, a favorable opportunity to speak to
you. I mention these trifling occurrences to show you that my acquaintance
with you has already been of rather a long standing. You can easily
imagine, how sorry I must be for having lost the favorable opportunity of
seeing you at Bale during your stay there; it is only the hope of meeting you
soon on your side of the water, that mitigates a little my vexation. Mr. de la
Rive on his return from England4 to Geneva passed through Bale about a
fortnight ago and paying me a visit, I learned from him some particulars
regarding the state of your health, after which I was very anxious to
enquire, having been told by yourself, you were rather suffering. 1 wish
from all my heart and as ardently as any of your friends can do, the speedy
and complete reestablishment of your health. Mr. de la Rive seemed to be
quite satisfied with the meeting at Liverpool.

The short notice contained in the last number of the Biblioth. univers.
respecting Dr. Andrews'5 researches on the action of nitric acid upon
Bismuth6, has induced me to make some experiments on the same subject
and I now take the liberty to give you a short account of the results obtained
from them. It certainly cannot be denied, that there exists some analogy
between the peculiar condition of Iron and that of Bismuth but my
impression at present is, that there is only a similarity and not an identity of
cases. This opinion is founded upon the following facts. The chemical
action of Iron upon nitric acid can, as it is now well known, be entirely
stopped by a variety of ways, whilst according to my experiments it is
impossible to obtain such a result with Bismuth. I voltaically associated
this metal with all the substances known to be capable of rendering Iron
completely inactive but by so doing I could never succeed so far as to
prevent Bismuth from being chemically acted upon by nitric acid. It is true,
by putting in contact the metallic body in question with Platinum the
chemical action of nitric acid spec. gr. 1.4 may be reduced to such a low
degree of intensity, that no visible disengagement of binoxide of nitrogen
takes place and the piece of Bismuth (immersed in nitric acid) assumes a
bright appearance. But the oxidable metal being in this state is
nevertheless uninterruptedly attacked by the acid fluid, as it can be easily
shown by having recourse to the galvanometer. There are besides some
other facts, which put the continuance of chemical action in the
circumstances mentioned beyond any doubtsi.] I think I have first
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ascertained the remarkable fact, that Iron can be rendered thoroughly
inactive not only towards the oxigen of nitric acid (of any degree of
dilution) but also to the oxigen disengaged (by the action of a voltaic
current) out of aqueous solutions of any oxidized body or any
oxyelectrolyte. You know, that such a state of Iron is called forth by making
this metal act the part of the positive electrode of a pile and closing the
circuit in a certain manner. Now if Bismuth be placed in these very same
circumstances, it does not seem to undergo any change whatever, for it is
violently acted upon by nitric acid (of spec. gr. 1.4) and unites with the
oxigen resulting from the electro-chemical decomposition of water or any
other oxyelectrolyte. It is particularly the last mentioned difference of
bearing between the two metals, which makes me suspect, that the peculiar
condition of Iron is not produced by the same cause which occasions the
inactivity of Bismuth, that is to say that the latter effect is not brought about
by a current passing in a certain direction through Bismuth. There is
another fact which seems to speak in favor of this opinion. According to my
experiments peroxide of Lead proves to be the most powerful of all
substances, which are capable of turning common Iron into its peculiar
state. Peroxide of lead in whatever manner I tried to combine it with
Bismuth did not appear to have any action upon the metal, for this
substance was dissolved by nitric acid just in the same way, as it was, when
put into the said fluid without any voltaic association. Now it is to be asked
in what manner does Platinum weaken the chemical action of nitric acid
upon Bismuth? Are we to believe that in the case in question the former
acts in a quite peculiar way, that it puts into play an agency of a nature as
yet unknown and entirely different from current electricity? I am certainly
not much inclined to draw any such inference from the fact alluded to but at
the same time I must confess, that for the present at least, I am not able at
all of accounting for the anomaly spoken of. Before passing from the
subject of the peculiar condition of Bismuth to another one, allow me to
mention to you some more phenomena, which bear upon the same matter
and which have, perhaps, not yet been observed by Mr. Andrews. After (by
the agency of Platinum) the violent action of nitric acid (spec. gr. 1.4) upon
Bismuth has been changed into a slow one and both metals brought out of
contact, Bismuth loses its metallic lustre and assumes a blackish
appearance; after a short time, however, the metal turns bright again by
itself and remains so, until it is touched a second time by platinum. As long
as the contact between both metals is maintained, certainly there is no
change of the surface of Bismuth to be observed, but no sooner have they
ceased to touch each other, than the Bismuth begins to blacken again, it
reassumes however after some lapse of time its former lustre. This change
of surface can be effected as often, as you like. I have ascertained, that
Bismuth covered with the said blackish coating is more energetically acted
upon by nitric acid, than it is, when its surface appears to be bright. Now as
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Platinum by means of its contact with Bismuth causes a very considerable
diminution of the energy of chemical action of the acid upon the latter
metal and makes always and instantaneously disappear the black film from
it, the reproduction of this coating under the circumstances before-
mentioned is a fact very strange, indeed, and altogether anomalous.
Another fact also worthy of being stated is that the black film can be
produced either by moving the bright Bismuth about within the acid or by
causing the acid to be moved about the metal. I do not yet know what the
black substance consists of, but whatever it may be its production in the
last-mentioned way is no doubt due to the removal of some stratum
surrounding the bright metal and protecting the Bismuth against the
violent action of nitric acid. This supposed stratum consists perhaps of a
solution of nitrate of Bismuth mixt with some nitrous acid.

If Bismuth being in its peculiar state or covered with the blackish film
be s[l]ightly touched with a platinum wire within nitric acid of spec. gr. 1.4 a
gazeous substance will be disengaged at the wire all the while contact is
maintained between the metals. Having not yet made the experiment on a
scale large enough as to allow the collection of the gas, I do not know its
nature. I have stated however the fact to you, because the development of a
gazeous body under the circumstances alluded to must appear very odd, if
we consider, that no gas whatsoever is disengaged at the negative
electrode when nitric acid of some strength for instance one of spec. gr. 1.4,
will be subject to the action of the current of a pile. Now in the case spoken
of the platinum wire does certainly act the part of the negative electrode. As
every circumstance connected with the peculiar condition of readily
oxidable metals appears to me to be of some importance I will not omit to
mention the fact, that inactive Iron cannot be brought into contact with
inactive Bismuth, without being thrown into chemical action. Iron,
however, voltaically associated with Platinum is proof to the exciting
influence of the passive Bismuth and capable of destroying the often
mentioned black substance just in the same manner, as Platinum. Some few
words more on the peculiar state of Bismuth and I have done with this
subject of which I am afraid I have already entertained you too long. By
immersing that metal for a few seconds into nitrous acid it is turned
inactive so, that it can he put into nitric acid of spec. gr. 1.4 without being
sensibly attacked by the latter.

The Biblioth. univers. also alludes to a paper read at Liverpool by Mr.
Hartley7 on the preservation of Iron against the action of Seawater8. The fact
stated by that gentleman is on account of its anomaly highly interesting and
seems to enter into that class of electro-chemical phenomena, which have
been the subject of my researches these last two years. If you recollect a
statement of mine made in a paper "on a peculiar action of Iron"9 &c. you
will be aware that the result obtained from Mr. Hartley's experiments does
not quite agree with what I have found and to be a general fact. The
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statement alluded to runs as follows: In solutions, containing, besides
oxyelectrolytes, others of a different nature, for instance hydracids, haloid
salts &c, no evolution of oxigen takes place (at the Iron being the positive
electrode of the pile) in whatever manner the circuit may be closed10. Now
if in Mr. Hartley's voltaic arrangement Brass is to Iron (in an electrical point
of view) what Platinum is to the latter or any other readily oxidable metal
according to my experiments we should suppose that Iron, being
voltaically associated with Brass, would be chemically, acted upon by
Seawater, that is to say be oxidized and chloridized. You may easily
ascertain the correctness of my statement by plunging an Iron wire which is
connected with the positive pole of a pile into an aqueous solution of
chloride of sodium closing thereby the circuit. You will observe that Iron is
not turned inactive, but corroded and effects are produced quite consonant
to the well known electro-chemical laws. I made a couple of days ago some
experiments with sea water itself and I found that Iron was attacked when a
current passed from the metal into the fluid. As you can easily imagine the
disagreement of Mr. Hartley's observations with mine makes me
exceedingly desirous of getting as soon as possible acquainted with the
particulars of that gentleman's researches. I hope the next number of the
Philosophical Magazine will satisfy my curiosity on this point11.

Last Summer during a short stay at Stuttgart I made in the laboratory
of Professor Degen12 there and in company with this able Chemist some
experiments upon Cobalt and Nickel to ascertain, whether these metallic
bodies are capable of being rendered inactive. Having but a very small
quantity of those metals at our disposal, we were obliged to limit the
number of our experiments to very few ones and to execute them on a very
small scale. The results obtained from them were, however, such as to
convince us, that the peculiar condition cannot be excited either in Cobalt
or in Nickel, at least not in the same way as it is done in Iron. This fact
seems to indicate, that the peculiar voltaic state of the latter metal has
nothing to do with its magnetic properties13.

The french papers have been talking for some time about a discovery
(said to have been made by a certain Mr. Sorel14 a Frenchman) which if it
should turn out to be something more than a mere news-papers' invention,
would be indeed a most wonderful thing. By dint of god knows what sort of
substance, the news-papers call it voltaic powder, Mr. Sorel is said to be
able of changing Iron and any other readily oxidable metal such, as to give
them (with regard to their chemical bearings to oxigen) the properties of
the precious ones. Such a discovery, of course, cannot be made in our days
without being turned to practical advantage and so, indeed, the papers tell
us, that Mr. Sorel is going to enter into partnership with the well known Mr.
Cockerill15 in order to make use of his discovery in the large establishments
of the latter gentleman. By the manner in which some German papers took
notice of the results of my late researches on the peculiar condition of Iron,
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I too have already gained the reputation of being a little bit of an Alchymist.
Nay offers of money even have been made to me, in order to get the secret
of changing Iron into Platinum or some such thing out of me.

You will oblige me very much by forwarding in a way most convenient
to you the inclosed parcel to its place of destination.

Believe me ever to be I Yours very truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Dr. Faraday I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 1030.
2. Letter 1015.
3. Probably Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 26 January 1827 on Arago's phenomenon.
For an account of this see Phil.Mag., 1827, 1: 231. See also Arago (1825) and Babbage and
Herschel (1825).
4. De La Rive seems to have been in England during most of 1837. Faraday experimented
with him on 15 February 1837, Faraday, Diary, 3: 3758-69. De La Rive, A.-A. (1837) was dated
from Ryde, 10 August 1837.
5. Thomas Andrews (1813-1885, DNB1). Irish chemist and physician.
6. Andrews (1837).
7. John Bernard Hartley (d.1871, Ritchie-Noakes (1984), 95, 99). Engineer in Liverpool
Docks.
8. Hartley (1837). This was mentioned in Andrews (1837), 171.
9. Schoenbein (1837c).
10. Ibid., 267.
11. For a further discussion by Schoenbein of Hartley's work see Schoenbein (1838a).
12. August Friedrich Ernst Degen (1802-1850, PI). Professor of Physics and Chemistry in
Stuttgart.
13. These experiments had been suggested in Berzelius to Schoenbein, 4 May 1837 in
Kahlbaum (1900), letter 2.
14. Unidentified.
15. John Cockerill (1790-1840, DNB). Manufacturer.

Letter 1047
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
13 November 1837
From the original copy in PRO RAIL 1149 / 3, f. 132-3

18 Duke St. I 13 Nov 1837
My dear Sir

I enclose you two parcels of corrosive sublimate marked No 1 & No
21!.]

No 1 which has a bright crystalline appearance dissolves well &
leaves no sediment, neither did it when in use appear to precipitate easilyi.]

No 2 which has a flocculent appearance dissolves quicker at first but a
considerable part is difficult of solution in our tanks it leaves a
considerable deposit and the solution becomes less dense in a short time.
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Will you have the goodness to inform me what are the real
proportions of calomel2 or other impurities in each & whether you can
account for these effects which I mention, by any difference which you
discover in their analysis, or whether you think these results more likely to
arise from some other causes which I have not observed, such which may
have rendered the circumstances under which the two experiments have
been made dissimilar3!.]

I am dear Sir I Yours very truly I I.K. Brunei
Dr. M. Faraday I Royal Institution

1. See letter 1006.
2. See also letter 1044.
3. For Faraday's analyses see "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 2
December 1837, RI MS HD 8b, p.100.

Letter 1048
Peter Mark Roget to Faraday
15 November 1837
From the original in RI MS Fl 1118

University of London I Nov. 15: 1837
My dear Sir,

I find that we are required to give in to the Faculty of Arts a joint report
or schedule on the subjects referred to us, as being required in the
examination for the Degree of Bachelor in Arts1.

I have accordingly enclosed what I have drawn up, conformably with
this instruction, on Animal Physiology, for your consideration.

I believe you have got what you wrote as that part of the Schedule
which relates to chemistry:

I have sent a copy of the enclosed to Professor Henslow requesting he
will forward, either to you or to me his portion of the required report.

Dear Sir, I Yours very truly I P.M. Roget

1. Of the University of London. See letter 1017.
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Letter 1049
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
18 November 1837
From the original in RI MS Fl 162

Bruxelles le 18 novembre
Mon cher Monsieur,

Je suis toujours heureux de pouvoir trouver quelqu'occasion pour me
rappeler a Votre bon souvenir et Vous presenter mes complimens
affectueux. je vous envoi aujourd'hui bien peu de chose, un memoire sur les
temperatures de la terre1; cependant, sous un rapport, ce sujet pouvait
Vous interesser et en outre Votre genie inventif a doter la science d'un
instrument precieux. j'avois demande, dans le temps, a Mons. Ampere et
Becquerel, si Ton ne pourrait pas, dans les observations que je fais,
substituer pour la mesure des temperatures, aux thermometres ordinaires
des appareils plus delicats puises dans la theorie de Felectro-magnetisme.
tous deux, et c'etoit aussi mon avis, etaient pour l'application, mais il me
semblait que deux fils dorres ne presenteraient pas assez de garanties sans
doute en y reflechissant, Vous trouverez un appareil plus sur. La science en
retireroit un avantage immense, car seul il pourrait nous apprendre si la
chaleur, comme le magnetisme d'apres les belles observations de M.
Gauss, n'eprouve pas a l'interieur de la terre de ces changements brusques
et perceptibles instantanement a de tres grandes distances, et qu'elle est la
connexion entre les deux elemens de la physique du globe.

M Dela Rive que j'ai visite et avec qui j'ai beaucoup parle de vous,
parce que nous Vous portons tous deux la meme estime et les memes
sentimens affectueux, M Dela Rive vient de m'ecrire sur un sujet assez
interessant. II sait tout l'interet que j'attache aux observations des etoiles
filantes (j'ai meme eu le bonheur de predire des Fan dernier le phenomene
du 10 aout2); il m'ecrit qu'il a lieu de supposer, comme pour ces derniers
phenomenes une periodicite dans l'apparition des aurores boreales. Ce qui
pourrait appuyer sa conjection c'est que le 18 octobre dernier il a observe a
geneve une aurore boreale; et qu'une autre avait ete vue, l'annee
precedente, a la meme epoque. deplus, M. Kreil3 lui ecrit de Milan qu'en
1836 et 1837 les plus fortes perturbations de l'aiguille ont eu lieu egalement
le 22 avril et le 18 oct. epoques des aurores boreales4. Comme ajoute M Dela
Rive, il y a une liaison intime entre les perturbations magnetiques et
l'apparition des aurores boreales, la periodicite dans les unes seront un
signe de la periodicite dans les autres. Du reste M Dela Rive ne veut
qu'attirer l'attention sur ce point.

Agreez, je vous prie, mon cher Monsieur, les nouvelles assurances de
mes sentimens les plus distingues et les plus affectueux I Quetelet
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TRANSLATION
Brussels, 18 November

My Dear Sir,
I am always pleased to be able to find some occasion to recall myself

to your good memory and to present to you my affectionate compliments. I
send you today a very small offering - a paper on the temperatures of the
earth1; however, in one respect, this subject could interest you and
furthermore your inventive genius to endow science with a precious
instrument. Some time ago I asked Messrs. Ampere and Becquerel if one
could, in the observations that I am doing, substitute ordinary
thermometers with more delicate instruments drawn from the theory of
electro-magnetism. Both of them, and this was also my view, were in favour
of the application, but it seemed to me that two gilded wires did not give
enough of a guarantee. Doubtlessly thinking about it, you will find a more
reliable instrument. Science would gain an enormous advantage from it, for
on its own it could teach us if heat, as magnetism, following the beautiful
observations of Mr. Gauss, does or does not experience in the middle of the
earth the abrupt changes instantly perceptible at great distances, and that
it is the connection between the two elements of the physics of the globe.

M. De la Rive, whom I visited, and with whom I spoke a lot about you,
because we both share the same affectionate sentiments for you, M. De la
Rive has just written to me on quite an interesting subject. He knows of the
great interest I attach to observations of shooting stars. (I even had the
honour of predicting since last year the phenomenon of 10 August2); he
wrote to me that he had reason to suppose, as for this latter phenomenon, a
periodicity in the appearances of aurora boreales. What could support his
conjecture is that on 18 October last, he observed in Geneva, an aurora
borealis; and that another had been seen the previous year at the same
time. Since then, Mr Kreil3 has written to him from Milan that in 1836 and
1837 the strongest perturbations of the needle took place equally on 22
April and 18 October, periods of aurora boreales4. As M. De la Rive adds,
there is an intimate link between the magnetic perturbations and the
appearance of aurora boreales, the periodicity in one will be a sign of the
periodicity in the other. In any case, M. De la Rive wishes only to draw
attention to this point.

Please accept, I beg you, my dear Sir, new assurances of my most
distinguished and most affectionate sentiments I Quetelet.

1. Quetelet (1837a). See letter 972.
2. See Quetelet (1836b) and Quetelet (1837b), 412-3 for the prediction.
3. Karl Kreil (1798-1862, PI, 3). Professor of Astronomy at Prague.
4. Kreil (1837).
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Letter 1050
Faraday to William Gravatt
20 November 1837
From the original in RMA WO150 / 18, f.184

Royal Institution I 20 Nov. 1837
My dear Sir

I am really puzzled to know how I am to answer your note; for I
presume I can say nothing that you and the authorities at the Tower do not
know quite as well as I do. When I was requested & authorized to lecture
seven years ago, £20 per annum were granted for annual expences, and, if
any thing could be spared from it, for additional apparatus to the
Laboratory; to be expended under my instructions1. The money has from
time to time been paid by me & I hope the items are sufficiently explicit: I
send the receipts because I have been instructed to do so; and though in
consequence receipts are given three times over for parts of the money,
and though I have to pay for some of the receipts myself, and expend the
money long before it is returned to me, having no pecuniary interest in, but
being rather a loser by, the arrangement; I have always continued to do as I
had been directed[.j

I suppose the best answer to Mr Lee's2 inquiry will be a reference back
to the original order but really I cannot say any thing about it. I shall be very
happy to be in order but Your inquiry makes me unable to distinguish order
& disorder from each otheru

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll. Gravatt I &c &c &c

1. See Lees to Drummond, 17 November 1837, RMA WO150 / 18, f.183 which asked for this
information. This letter is endorsed that Faraday did not provide, in his letter, the information
required.
2. William Lees. Chief clerk to the Surveyor General of the Board of Ordnance. POD.

Letter 1051
Thomas Spring Rice to Faraday
24 November 1837
From the lithographed original in IEE MS SC 2
Private Circular

Downing St I 24 Nov
Sir

As it will be my duty in the early part of the present Session to move
for a Committee to inquire "how far the existing Pensions ought to be
continued having due regard to the just claims of the parties & to economy
in the public expenditure," I take the liberty of addressing you on the
subject1.
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As statements & inquiries may be made in that Committee with
respect to the original grant of such pensions, or the circumstances now
attending them to which the interested may have the means of giving a
satisfactory reply, & as much of misapprehension on these subjects be
provided which a reference to the facts of the case may remove, I am most
anxious to express to the parties interested not only my willingness but my
anxiety to be favored by them (if they shall so think fit) with any
information which they shall feel it desirable to submit to the Committee,
through me. 1 make this communication with the view of saving the parties
from any trouble anxiety or inconvenience which it may be in my power to
avert.

When the House of Commons undertook an inquiry into the existing
Sinecures, I wrote a letter to the same effect with the present, to the several
parties interested & the facts & explanations which were then given me
enabled me to remove misconceptions which had operated to the
prejudice of some of the holders of the offices under examination. Should
my present communication lead to the same result it will be gratifying to
me.

In respect to the extent or nature of the information which may be
sought for by the Committee it will be extreme presumption on my part to
express an opinion, but I take the liberty of adverting to the declaratory
words of Mr Burke's2 act (22 Geo III C823) in which it is expressly stated
"that it is no disparagement for any person to be relieved by the Royal
Bounty in their Distress, or for their Desert, but on the contrary it is
honourable on just cause to be thought worthy of such reward"4. In all
cases, (& I am well aware that such cases are numerous) where the origin of
these grants can be traced to the public service of the grantees, their
families or relations, or to other causes creating a just claim on the bounty
of the crown, it will be most desirable that these cases shall be stated in
order to afford the most conclusive & satisfactory information to the
Committees

1 must again repeat that the object of this letter is to afford the parties
interested the greatest facility in making any statement which they may be
desirous of submitting, in reply to objections either to the grant or the
continuance of these pensions & that in so doing I am far from expressing
any opinion with respect to the course which the proposed Committee are
likely to pursue.

I have not felt it right to make this an official application & any reply
with which I may be favoured shall (if the parties so desire it) be
considered in the light of a Private Letter.

I have the honour to be Sir I your very obedient I & very humble
servant I T. Spring Rice
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Endorsed by Faraday: 1837

1. This was moved on 18 December 1837. Parliamentary Debates, 1837, 39: 1226-75. This
letter was written the day after the Commons had appointed a committee to examine the Civil
List generally (occasioned by the accession of Queen Victoria). Ibid., 137-85.
2. Edmund Burke (1729-1797, DNB). Politician.
3. "An act for enabling his Majesty to discharge the debt contracted upon his civil list
revenues" 22 Geo III c82, enacted in 1782.
4. Ibid, section xix.

Letter 1052
Faraday to Thomas Spring Rice
1 December 1837
From a photograph in BL RP 887

Royal Institution I 1 Dec 1837
Sir

I am honoured and much obliged by your communication, but have
little to say in reply1. When Lord Melbourne favoured me with a letter on
the subject he was pleased to say, that, "the distinction so bestowed" was
with the "desire to reward acknowledged desert and to advance the
interests of science"2.1 am no judge whether that, in the present instance,
be the case or not; but if the grant do not retain the same feeling &
character as that which His Lordship attached to it, I should, though with
all respect to the Government, certainly have no wish for its continuance.

I have the honour to be I Sir I Your Very Obedient Humble Servant IM.
Faraday
Right Honorable i T. Spring Rice Esq I &c &c &c &c

1. Letter 1051.
2. See letter 837.

Letter 1053
Faraday to William Gravatt
2 December 1837
From the original in RMA WO150 / 18, f.190

Royal Institution I 2 Dec. 1837
Dear Sir

Of the books sent Mr. Collinsons1 is the best. I do not know how to
name a second best nor do I think I can recommend any for the prize. I have
no note books of the gentlemen numbered up to 22.
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I have not received the last for sundries and 1 only sent the receipt
because on former occasions I was directed to do so. The claims not being
attended until that was seen.

I will return the note books immediately.
Ever your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

Coll. Gravatt I Inspector I &c &c &c
I received one note by post and found one in the parcel MF

1. Thomas Bernard Collinson (1821-1902, GRO). Later a general in the Royal Engineers.
Army List.

Letter 1054
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
14 December 1837
From the original copy in PRO RAIL 1149 / 3, f.177

18 Duke Street I 14th Deer 1837
My Dear Faraday

I thought I explained to you when I called then it clearly was
"Professionally" that I wished to consult you from time to time on the part
of our Company and I hope I may continue to do so1.1 should never hesitate
to ask you for information or assistance when the object were merely the
"advancement of science" but this is a pure question of business in which as
consumers of an article, we wish to get the most for our money - "tell me if I
plague you and if "le jeu ne veut pas la chandelle" otherwise if I may go on
don't trouble yourself to write;

Yours sincerely I I.K. Brunei

1. See letter 1047 and also 1006 and 1044.

Letter 1055
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
31 December 1837
From the original in UB MS NS 321
My dear Sir

From a series of experiments lately made by me with the view of
ascertaining the voltaic relations of some peroxides, platina and inactive
iron to one another I have obtained some results, which, to my opinion, are
such as to throw some additional light upon the cause of voltaic electricity
and modify, to a certain degree at least, the notions we have, hither to,
entertained about that interesting subject. You will recollect that the voltaic
relation of peroxide of lead to Iron engaged my attention some time ago and
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you are, perhaps also aware of the fact stated by me in "Poggendorff s
Annalen"1 that the peroxide in question if voltaically associated with iron
disappears by degrees when plunged into nitric acid of any strength. Now,
as we know, that no chemical action whatever takes place in the
circumstances mentioned, iron being in its peculiar condition and having,
in a voltaic point of view, all the properties of platina I could not but be very
much surprised at the disappearance of the peroxide of lead. Although I
was not able of tracing at the time any voltaic current and of accounting for
any disturbance of the electric equilibrium of the arrangement alluded to, I
nevertheless suspected, that the dissolution of the mentioned substance
was effected under the influence of current electricity. Having now at my
disposal a galvanometer, which is provided with 2000 coils and made in
other respects very delicate, I have taken up that subject again and
attempted first to ascertain, whether there is any voltaic relation of platina
to inactive iron. In contradiction to the results which You and I obtained
some time ago2,1 have found out by means of my galvanometer, that iron
being in its peculiar condition and associated with platina gives rise to a
sensible current if put into nitric acid, be the latter ever so strong or
somewhat diluted with water. Making use of an acid of sp. gr. 1.4 the
deviation of the needle, (on putting the iron and platina wires in
connection with the galvanometer) amounted to about 90°. I must not omit
to state, that the current excited in the circumstances mentioned is not a
momentary but a continuous one and at the same time quite independent of
any oxidation of the iron. The direction of the current in question is such as
it would be, if the latter metal was attacked by the acid, that is to say,
inactive iron is positive to platina. Another fact as curious and interesting
as that just stated is the following one. Two platina wires being connected
by one set of their ends with the galvanometer and by the other set with
nitric acid or an aqueous solution of sulfate of copper, excite a current,
provided one of the ends (immersing in the fluid) of one of the platina
wires be covered with a film of peroxide of lead. The current passes from
the platina through the fluid to the peroxide. When the said film is so thin
as to produce, what is called "Nobili's colours"3, it disappears within a very
few seconds after having been immersed into nitric acid and the whole
arrangement connected with the wire of the galvanometer. From the facts
stated, it appears that platina is positive with regard to peroxide of lead,
and that the disappearance of that compound is caused by a current, which
eliminates hydrogen at the negative peroxide, by which means the latter is
reduced to protoxide of lead and rendered soluble in nitric acid. In a
similar manner I have ascertained that the voltaic relation of inactive iron
to peroxide of lead is exactly the same, as that of platina to the said
peroxide. In using peroxide of silver instead of lead voltaic effects are
produced quite the same as those which were just spoken of; that is to say,
a continuous current is excited to which the peroxide acts the part of the
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cathode and either of the metals in question that of the anode. As to the
voltaic relation, which one of the mentioned peroxides bears to the other
my experiments have shown, that peroxide of silver is always negative with
regard to the peroxide of lead, be the fluid made use of nitric acid or a
solution of blue vitriol. Now from all the facts above stated, I think, we are
allowed to draw two important inferences: 1.) that peroxide of silver,
peroxide of lead, platina and inactive iron represent a series of substances,
in which the preceding one is always negative with regard to that which
follows in the list. 2.) that any two of the four substances mentioned being
voltaically associated with one another and put either into nitric acid or a
solution of sulfate of copper excite a continuous current, which is not due to
oxidation or any chemical change. It is hardly necessary to add, that the
currents produced in the said circumstances are extremely feeble being
only indicated by most delicate galvanometers. You will agree with me, that
the facts spoken of are highly important in a scientific point of view, as they
do produce evidence in favor of that theory, which asserts, that by the mere
contact of heterogeneous substances their electrical equilibrium can be
disturbed, quite independent of any chemical action taking place between
them. All chemists certainly maintain, that pure nitric acid for instance,
does not chemically affect at all neither platina nor peroxide of lead; and
inactive iron too, as we now well know, is not the least attacked by the said
acid. Now I ask, whence does the current originate, which is produced,
when we combine the substances in question in such a manner, as to form
with them a voltaic arrangement. I have attempted to answer that puzzling
question in a paper, which, before long, will be published in Poggendorff s
Annales4 as well as in the Biblioth. univ.5 and in which you will besides find
a detailed account of all the experiments made by me upon the subject
spoken of. If my time was not so much taken up with a variety of business I
would have drawn up a memoir in English and sent it to the Editors of your
excellent philosophical Magazine for insertion; but those gentlemen will,
perhaps, give a translation of the paper6. Before closing my letter allow me
to communicate to you in a general manner the view, which I have taken of
the subject in question. In the first place, I must tell you, that I am by no
means inclined to consider mere contact in any case as the cause of
excitement of even the most feeble current. I maintain, on the contrary, in
accordance with the principles of the chemical theory, that any current
produced in a hydroelectric voltaic circle is always due to some chemical
action. But as to the idea, which I attach to the term "chemical action" I go
farther, than You and Mr. de la Rive7 seem to go; for I maintain, that any
tendency of two different substances to unite chemically with one another
must be considered as a chemical action, be that tendency followed up by
the actual combination of those substances or be it not and that such a
tendency is capable of putting electricity into circulation. I will try to render
this idea of mine somewhat clearer by applying it to some particular cases.
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Supposing a voltaic circle be composed of platina, peroxide of lead and
nitric acid, I say, that the current excited in such an arrangement is due first
to the tendency of the acid to unite with the protoxide of lead or, what is the
same, to the tendency of one proportion of the oxigen to separate from the
peroxide; secondly to the tendency of water to combine with the same
protoxide to form a hydrate and thirdly to the tendency of water to
withdraw a proportion of oxigen from the peroxide to produce peroxide of
hydrogen, wh<ich> tendency, from very well known chemical reasons, is
yet increased by the presence of the acid. It is true, none of the said
tendencies do lead to any chemical results; for no nitrate of lead, no
hydrate, no peroxide of hydrogen is actually produced; but are we allowed
to infer from the want of a practical result, that no chemical action whatever
takes place, when nitric acid and peroxide of lead are put in contact with
one another; I ask, are we to suppose, that the chemical affinities alluded to
are entirely dormant and incapable of any exertion? The results from my
late experiments induce me to answer the question in the negative. Being
quite of your opinion, that chemical affinity and current electricity are but
different forms of the same thing, I cannot help thinking that any sort of
chemical action or tendency must be capable of being transformed into the
shape of a current. For that current, which is produced by inactive iron
(being voltaically associated with platina) I likewise account by a chemical
tendency on the part of the former metal. Though inactive iron be not in the
least attacked by nitric acid, its affinity for the oxigen of the latter is, on that
account, by no means, entirely destroyed; the metal, whilst surrounded by
the acid is continually tending to oxidize itself and the current excited in
such a case is nothing else but as it were the electrical translation of a
chemical exertion.

All the cases above stated, where currents are observed, independent
of any chemical change, can easily be explained by applying to them the
same principle, by means of which we have accounted for the current
produced by nitric acid and peroxide of lead &c. Having already passed the
usual limits of a letter, I add only one more observation to my former, and I
have done. According to my experiments peroxide of silver proves to be
the most powerful means for exciting in iron its peculiar voltaic condition.
It surpassed in this respect even the peroxide of lead. An iron wire, for
instance, one end of which is covered with only a small particle of the first-
mentioned substance will not be attacked either by nitric acid of any
degree of dilution or by a solution of blue vitriol. The voltaic association of
one substance with the other is easily effected by connecting one end of an
iron wire with the positive electrode of a pile and by plunging for a few
minutes the other end of the wire into a solution of nitrate of silver. I am just
about to write a paper on that interesting subject.

I am my dear Sir I Your's very truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Dec 31. 1837.
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Address: Dr. Michael Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Schoenbein (1837h).
2. Schoenbein (1837c), 275 and Faraday in Schoenbein (1836d), 59.
3. Nobili (1830).
4. Schoenbein (1838b).
5. Schoenbein (1838c).
6. It was not translated.
7. De La Rive, A.-A. (1828).

Letter 1056
Faraday to John Barrow
1 January 1838
From the original in PRO ADM222 / 12, file number 41

Royal Institution I 1 January 1837 [sic]
Sir

I beg leave to acquaint you for the information of My Lord
Commissioners of the Admiralty that I have seen Mr. Wall1. Mr. Wall objects
to let me know what his preparation is or to leave with me a sample of
prepared copper for trial experiments2!.] I can therefore observe upon what
he states to meu

Mr Wall professes to have covered copper with a substance which at
the same time that it will protect the copper from the contact & therefore
from the action of sea water will adhere to it in a manner far surpassing that
of varnish paint or any other known substance used for such or similar
purposes. Now water frequently exerts an extraordinary power of making
such coatings strip off from metals as in the air would adhere perfectly and
before our opinion could be formed on this point the copper prepared in
the way proposed ought to be exposed to sea water both below the surface
& at the water line both light and air having free access at the same time[.j
Such trial made against a piece of lacquered copper & a piece of painted
copper & perhaps also a piece of tarred copper placed in exactly similar
circumstances would illustrate the adhesive power well[.]

Next as to the resistance of the chemical action of sea water the same
kind of trial would illustrate that point and would be required before a
useful opinion of the proposed method of preparation could be givent.]

But when a ship is passing through the waves her bottom is subject to
mechanical action as well as chemical action and plates of the prepared
copper ought to be exposed to a strong run or stream of sea water for the
purpose of ascertaining what alteration will occur. It is an opinion of some
that even copper itself is abraded & in part carried away by the wash of sea
water against it. But whether that be so or no any coating used to cover it
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ought to have its powers of resisting the mechanical action of water put to
the test[.]

Finally if the coating to the copper were found to be so effective as to
protect entirely according to Mr Walls expectation I should expect as
almost a necessary consequence that plants & barnacles &c would adhere
to a ship coated with such copper just as they do to a copper bottomed
vessel over protected upon the principle of Sir Humphry Davy3[.j

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant lM. Faraday
Sir John Barrow I &c &c &c &c

Endorsement: 3 Jany Ack Rect and express their Lordships thanks on the
occasion.
Surveyor for information to be released.

1. Unidentified.
2. Faraday had been asked by the Admiralty, on 26 December 1837, to examine Wall's copper
sheets. Admiralty Digest PRO ADM 12 / 334, 59.9.
3. See James (1992).

Letter 1057
Olinthus Gilbert Gregory1 to Faraday
5 January 1838
From the original in RI MS Fl 128

Woolwich Common I 5 January 1838
My dear Sir

It did not occur to me to say, when I had the pleasure of seeing you
this morning, that, if your relative's letter of application to Gen Drummond,
be accompanied by one from you, it will doubtless tend to promote the
object you have in view. The general has a very sincere esteem for you - and
will be glad to meet your wishes, so far as may be in his power.

I write this hasty note to-night, to supply the omission of this morning:
and am, with much esteem,

My dear Sir, I Yours very cordially, I Olinthus Gregory

1. Olinthus Gilbert Gregory (1774-1841, DSB). Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military
Academy.
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Letter 1058
Faraday to John Forbes Royle1

17 January 1838
From the original in RI MS

R Institution I 17, Jany 1837 [sic]
My dear Sir

I am greatly obliged by the present of your book2 and shall read it the
first spare moments I can catch. I am the more pleased because it
strengthens my hope of having you on some Friday Evening here3 on which
matter I will until 1 see you refer you to Mr Danielle In the mean time allow
me to send a ticket for the Season. Though perhaps you have one in
consequence of your position at Kings College^

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Prof. Royle I &c &c &c

1. John Forbes Royle (1799-1858, DNB). Surgeon, naturalist and Professor of Materia Medica
at King's College London.
2. Royle (1837). Preface dated 1 January 1838.
3. See Lit.Gaz., 9 June 1838, p.361 for a short account of Royle's Friday Evening Discourse of
1 June 1838 "On the vegetation of the Himalaya".

Letter 1059
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
22 January 1838
From the original in UB MS NS 322

Royal Institution I 22 Jany 1838
My dear Sir

I have received two kind letters1 from you since I wrote last2 and must
reply although I shall be able to write only a very short letter for now my
severe duties for the Season have commenced & I get little rest & not the
time I require for experiments & papers. The greater part of the former &
the whole of the last of yours I have sent to the Philosophical Magazine3.
Your results are of the highest interest & must encourage you to work on in
the mind which is your profession. The consequences which you procure
with the per oxide of lead are in perfect accordance with my views of voltaic
action and I go with you to the extent of believing in actions which are of a
chemical nature in their origin though not producing i.e. not proceeding to
the extent of causing combination or decomposition, see paragraphs 623.
624. &c of the sixth series of my experimental researches4, but I am not yet
prepared to go the length of admitting that such an attraction can cause a
continuous current of electricity i.e that an action or force can produce an
effect & not itself be lowered or equivalently affected at the same time. But I
have not your letter at present & perhaps that is not what you meant.]
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In the peroxide of lead action I suppose you have a body which
originates the current by its attraction for hydrogen, acts at the opposite
side of the arrangement to what the zinc or other oxygen attracting body
does, but the cause of the anions & cations with respect to the current
produced is the same as in all other cases. Is it not so: I am half afraid of
writing this chit chat not having your letter by me.

I have been working very hard lately on Induction5!.] I have sent two
papers to the Royal Society & am experimenting & writing for the third &
fourth6. You shall have them printed soon & I must not stop to tell you my
views for to tell them piecemeal would give you no informations Since my
unlucky letter to my late friend M Hachette hurried Nobili into such
mistakes71 have been rather averse to giving short or premature accounts
of my views.

Again I must leave you, for the present in hasten
I am My dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful friend I M. Faraday

Profr Schoenbein I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Bale I Sur le Rhine

1. Letters 1046 and 1055.
2. Letter 1030.
3. Letter 1055 was published as Schoenbein (1838d). Letter 1046 was not published
4. Faraday (1834a), ERE6, 623-4.
5. Faraday (1838a, b), ERE11 and 12.
6. Faraday (1838c, d), ERE13 and 14.
7. See letters 527, 531 and 560.

Letter 1060
Faraday to John Edward Gray
22 January 1838
From the original in APS MS B G784

R Institution I 22, Jany 1837 [sic]
My dear Sir,

I believe I make no mistake in counting upon you for the 9th of
February for an Evening on Shell1. The title you gave met.] Drop me a note to
settle my mindu

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
- Gray Esq I &c &c

1. See Lond.Med.Gaz., 1838, 1: 830-1 for an account of Gray's Friday Evening Discourse of 9
February 1838 "On the formation of shells".
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Letter 1061
Faraday to John Gage
22 January 1838 l

From the original in ULC MS Hengrave 21/9
Royal Institution I 22 Jany 1837 [sic]

My dear Sir
I have made the best examination I can of your treasure trespassing in

the least possible degree upon itu The body of the mirror is bronze - the
reflecting face is not silver - it contains tin & I think no antimony. The
reflecting surface is very thin so that the removal of the least portion shews
the bronze beneath. I believe the mirror to consist of a bronze body with a
tinned reflecting surfaceu

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Gage I &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that Gage (1838), which mentions this analysis by Faraday on p.360, is
dated 1 February 1838.

Letter 1062
William Jerdan to Faraday
23 January 1838
From the original in RI MS Fl 128

38 Craven St I 23 Jany
My dear Sir,

On Monday 5 Feby I am collecting a few friends to whom I feel myself
and the L. Gazette obliged for many kindnesses, to dine with me on its
attaining its years of discretion, 21.

May I express a warm hope that it will be convenient and agreeable to
you to join the party. It would afford me the greatest pleasure. The hour is 6
and the place Freemasons Tavern. Pray drop me a line to say I may expect
you & believe me.

My dear Sir I Ever yours faithfully I W. Jerdan
In the Bibliotheque Universelle Geneve (Nov. No.) there is a curious article
on the electricity of the Torpedo1. Have you seen it or w[oul]d you wish [to]?

1. Matteucci (1837).
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Letter 1063
Faraday to Eilhard Mitscherlich
24 January 18381

From the original in DM HS 782
Royal Institution I 24 Jany 1837 [sic]

My dear Sir
I write at present for the sake of introducing to you either by letter or

personally Mr. Croft2 a friend of mine who may have occasion to consult
you on a matter relating to chemical studyu But I will leave him to explain
his own object[.]

I would have sent also some papers, as the most appropriate offering I
could make to you but they are not quite ready so that I must wait for
another opportunity3. Many thanks for all your kind remembrances of me. I
have been so electrically occupied of late that I feel as if hungry for a little
chemistry: but then the conviction crosses my mind that all these things
hang together under one law & that the more haste we make onwards each
in his own path the sooner shall we arrive, and meet each other, at that
state of knowledge of natural causes from which all varieties of effects may
be understood & enjoyedf.j

Ever My dear Sir I Your faithful friend I M. Faraday
Profr. Mitscherlich I &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that Croft entered the University of Berlin in 1838.
2. Henry Holmes Croft (1820-1883, DCB). Chemist who spent 3 Vi years studying with
Mitscherlich.
3. Faraday (1838a, b), ERE11 and 12.

Letter 1064
Peter Mark Roget to Faraday
2 February 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bernard St I Feb. 2d: 1838
My dear Sir,

I was much surprised & concerned to find that Mr Richard Taylor, in
his impatience to give to the world the substance of your paper lately read
at the Royal Society1, had published in the last number of the Philosophical
Magazine a very incorrect copy of the abstract intended to form a part of
the Proceedings of the Society2, without waiting for the numerous
corrections it required, & which I had made in the proof sheet. I write to you
immediately about it, lest you might have imputed to me the commission of
so many blunders as are contained in the account thus printed. Such
carelessness on the part of the printer has never yet occurred, & I shall take
care that it is not repeated but I thought it due to you to send this
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explanation. Mr Taylor is I think bound to make reparation by inserting in
the next number all the errata & emendations3.

Dear Sir, 1 yours very faithfully I P.M. Roget

M. Faraday, Esq I &c &c
Address: M. Faraday Esq I &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Faraday (1838a), ERE11.
2. "Royal Society1', Phil.Mag., 1838, 12: 206-11.
3. Instead the paper was re-reported in "Royal Society", Phil.Mag., 1838, 12: 358-63.

Letter 1065
Faraday to Hurst1

9 February 1838
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution i 9 Feb 1838
Sir

I would attend to your request if I could but the very evident course is
for Sir A Crichton2 to testify of his own knowledge. It would look but weak
recommendation for me to say that you had [been] introduced to me by him
when he can so much better speak for youu

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Mr Hurst

1. Unidentified.
2. Alexander Crichton (1763-1856, DNB). Physician.

Letter 1066
Faraday to John Barrow
19 February 1838
From the original in PRO ADM! / 4615, f.30

Royal Institution I 19 Feby 1838
Sir

In reply to your enquiry1 respecting my opinion whether hemp in
which there is a considerable portion of oil if prepared like Hay and placed
below in the store room of steam vessels would not be liable to occasion
spontaneous ignition I have to say that such is my opinion and that if
ignition occurred I should think it a very natural effect of the
circumstancest.]

I have known one case in which hemp being oiled & accumulated in
comparatively a small mass has ignited and burnt[.]
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I am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M. Faraday
Sir John Barrow I &c &c &c

Endorsement: 19 Feb Send this to Store Keeper Gen2 and in consequence
their Lordships do not think it expedient that hemp should be so placed in
steam vessels. JB
See Portsmouth Yard of 25th Novr 18373, and letter from Mr Faraday of 19th
Feby 1838.

1. See Admiralty minute of 17 February 1838 for this enquiry. PRO ADM3 / 241.
2. Robert Dundas (1803-1886, later (1876) 4th Viscount Melville, CP).
3. In PRO ADM1 / 3438.

Letter 1067
Faraday to Jonathan Pereira1

28 February 1838
From the original in RCS MS

R Institution I 28 Feby 1838
My dear Sir

It seems to be the same to you & as I am much occupied I will say the
beginning of the week after next. I expect to be at home on Monday the 12th
& have put your name into that days Memorandum but call whenever you
may find it convenient not on Tuesdays, Thursdays or Saturdays2!.]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J. Pereira I &c &c &c

1. Jonathan Pereira (1804-1853, DNB). Pharmacologist.
2. Pereira gave a Friday Evening Discourse "On the relation between external form and
optical and some other characters of crystals" on 16 March 1838. See Lit.Gaz., 24 March 1838,
pp. 184-5.

Letter 1068
William Snow Harris to Faraday
3 March 1838
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Old Hummums Hotel Covent Garden I March 3 1838
My Dear Faraday

A vast many of my Naval & Mercantile friends with others anxious
about shipping, feel strongly upon the subject of the Lightning Conductors -
and think it is not quite fairly dealt with by The Government. One of them
has spoken to Mr Spring Rice on the subject, who has very kindly
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consented to see me on Monday next1 at 11 of elk. I am informed that if you
would be so good as to write a few lines briefly stating what you know about
me & the Conductors - it would materially promote the object of my
Interview2.1 do not however wish you to interest yourself further, than you
think you could do consistently with your own private feelings - so that if
you decline saying any thing about the matter you will assure you still have,
as you always will have my warmest regards^

Faithfully & truly your sincere friend I W Snow Harris
Should you choose to write to The Chancellor Pray seal it and I will take
charge of it I WSH
To I Michael Faraday Esq

1. That is 5 March 1838.
2. See letter 1166.

Letter 1069
John Yelloly1 to Faraday
7 March 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Woodton Hall I Bungay I March 7, 38
My Dear Sir,

Will you be so good as to lay the accompanying Tract2 on the Table of
the Royal Institutions

Normal occupations are a little undervalued by Philosophers; but I
know no more powerful means of effecting a great good than by the
appropriation of small pieces of ground as Gardensu The subject is one
which may not have fallen in your way; and your time is too valuable to
allow of much divergences I wish however you would glance at the last 3 Vi
pages of my little pamphlet from the middle of Page 133.

Might I ask you whether the cause has been completely made out, of
the corroding power which sea waters have on lead, and where is the best
account of this? A single line to care of Mr Thos Gregory4 London Inst.
Moorfields on this subject, will oblige me.

Ever Yours truly I J. Yelloly

Address: Mich Faraday Esq

1. John Yelloly (17744842, DNB). Physician.
2. Yelloly (1838).
3. Ibid., 13-16. This argued for developing a large scale allotment system to help sustain
labourers etc.
4. Unidentified.
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Letter 1070
William Hasledine Pepys1 to Faraday
10 March 1838
From the original in RI MS Fl 1152

Kensington 10 Mar 1838
Dear Faraday

You ought to have had the answer to your enquiries on Tuesday had
not the post failed in delivering the Letteru

The Experiments of Sir H Davy on the Mercurial line or Nebula was
made by the use of my large Coil or Pair of Plates, described in Vol 113 Page
187 of the Phil Tran for 18232 and his account of the Exps at Page 153 of the
same volume3!.]

In general his other Experiments at the London Institution were made
with this Large Battery of 2000 Plates the same as that at the Royal Inst.
They were so arranged that a 1000 1500 or the whole might be used
simultaneously!.] Should you require any more particulars I shall be happy
to give themj.]

Ever Truly Yours I W.H. Pepys

1. William Hasledine Pepys (1775-1856, DNB). Man of science.
2. Pepys (1823).
3. Davy, H. (1823).

Letter 1071
Charles Babbage to Faraday
15 March 1838
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton
Dear Faraday

The lectures you give at Xmas although nominally for the very young,
are yet very captivating for older heads; and I hear frequent regrets from
fair Ladies that as they only come to London in the spring they lose this
treat.

It has been suggested that a short course at Easter would gratify many
who find it impossible to be present at Xmasu

I have undertaken at the desire of one of the fairest to urge this on you
with all the claims of friendships

I pray you therefore if possible accede to the request and by adding
the attractions of beauty with those of knowledge render them yet more
irresistible^

Believe me I Dear Faraday I Ever sincerely Yours I C. Babbage
Thursday 15 March I 1838
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Letter 1072
Faraday to Charles Babbage
20 March 1838
From the original in BL add MS 37190, f.399

R Institution I 20 Mar 1838
Dear Sir

I do not know whether you expect any answer to your last note1. - yet I
would not seem neglectful. I have no thought however to give to Lectures
now for I have just lost my mother2 - All I want to say is that there is no
chance of such lectures this Eastern

Yours Very Sincerely I M. Faraday
C. Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1071.
2. Margaret Faraday died on 20 March 1838.

Letter 1073
Faraday to Edward Magrath
22 March 1838
From the original in RI MS Fl B23

RI I Thursday 22 / 3 38
Dear Edw

My mother died last Tuesday Morning1^]
Ever Yours I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Magrath: 1838 I M. Faraday I 22 March

1. Margaret Faraday died on 20 March 1838.

Letter 1074
Faraday to William Charles Macready
27 March 1838
From a photocopy in RI MS

Royal Institution I 27 Mar 1838
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged to you and greatly honored by Mrs.
MacreadyV invitation to dinner but it is now several years since I have
dined or gone out and I cannot break through my rule (which is a very strict
one) without giving serious offence to many kind friends: so I trust you &
Mrs Macready will excuse mew
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I take the liberty of sending you a copy of my last communication to
scientific men2. It is not that I suppose it can have the least interest to you;
but I send it as a fitting personal testimony, on my part, of the respect which
I have for that man, who at the same time that he has the power, has the will
also, to correct and refine the taste and feelings of the public.

I am My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
W.C. Macready Esq I &c &c &c

1. Catherine Frances Macready, nee Atkins (d.1852, age c45, GRO. See also DNB under
William Charles Macready). Married Macready in 1823.
2. Possibly Faraday in Schoenbein (1837b).

Letter 1075
Faraday to John Smith1

7 April 1838
From the original in Boston Public Library MS XL.842.W210

Royal Institution I 7 April 1838
Sir

Your favour I received & am very grateful to you for it. I should have
acknowledged the kindness at once but waited until the time when I had
occasion for the testimony of your letter had passed. It gave hundreds last
night great pleasure to hear your opinion of the proposed plan2.1 trust most
sincerely that the expectations of its services which appear indeed to be
well founded will be more than surpassed[.j

With sincere thanks for your kindness I remain
Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

J. Smith Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Smith (1798-1888, B6). Gardener at Kew, 1822-1841.
2. See Lit Gaz., 14 April 1838, p.233 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 6
April 1837 "On Mr. Ward's method of preserving plants in limited atmospheres" which
mentioned Smith's work.

Letter 1076
Thomas Spring Rice to Faraday
17 April 1838
From the lithographed original in IEE MS SC 2
Private

Downing St I 17 April 1838
Sir

As I am at present engaged in preparing materials for a Report on Civil
List Pensions1, & as I am most desirous of at once doing justice to the
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distinguished persons rewarded for intellectual attainment, & to the
successive governments by whom they have been recommended to the
Crown I shall feel much obliged if you will favor me with a list of the works
of which you are the author, & of the Literary & Scientific bodies of which
you are a member.

I have great pleasure in stating that no question has been raised in
respect to the expediency of continuing this Pension.

I have the honor to be I with sincere respect I Your very faithful humble
servant I T. Spring Rice
M. Faraday Esq

1. See letter 1051. This was for the Select Committee on Pensions. See Parliamentary Papers,
1838 (621), xxiii.

Letter 1077
Faraday to Thomas Spring Rice
23 April 1838
From the original in RI MS Fl B24 (List from Faraday's copy in IEE MS
SC3)

Royal Institution I 23 April 1838
Sir

Though unwilling to do any thing which might bear the interpretation
of a desire on my part to proffer evidence in favour of my own character I
cannot for a moment hesitate to answer your inquiries1!.] Had I been in
town, the list I now enclose would have been sent sooner. One title, namely
that of F.R.S. was sought and paid for; all the rest are spontaneous offerings
of kindness and goodwill from the bodies named. Perhaps I ought to have
added one more, for I feel it an honour equal to that of any of those set
down; I mean that of Member of the senate of the University of London; but as
you Sir were the person conferring it21 have left it for you to do with as you
may please^

I have the honour to be I Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
The Right Honorable I T. Spring Rice M.P. I &c &c &c

Corresponding Member3

Academie Royale des Sciences Institut de France [210]
Society de Chimie Medicale de Paris [259]
Society Philomathique de Paris [342]
Royal Academy of Sciences Berlin [672]
Academy of Science & Belles Lettres, Palermo [740]
Royal Academy of Medicine Paris [769]
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Physical Society of Frankfurt4

Natural History Society of Basle [953].
Foreign Member of Philadelphia College of Pharmacy [525]

Royal Society of Gottingen [864]
Modena Society of Science [945]

Fellow of the Society for Nat Sciences Heidelberg [350]
American Acad Arts & Sciences Boston [565]

Member of Royal Society of Sciences at Copenhagen [610]
D.C.L of Oxford University [575].
F.R.S. [215]
Fullerian Professor of Chemistry RI [641]

In Phil Transactions 9 papers on different subjects
13 on Electricity

22
Many long & short in Quarterly Jnl of science
Chemical Manipulation5

Honorary Member of the
Cambridge Philosophical Society [197]
Bristol Institution [213]
Cambrian Society Swansea [217]
Society of Arts for Scotland [414]
Imperial Academy of Sciences at Petersburg [490]
Society of Physical & Chemical Sciences at Paris [530]
Hull Literary & Phil Society [659]
Institute of British Architects [785]
Royal Society of Edinburgh [779]
Medical & Chirurgical Society of London [843]
Society of Pharmacy of Lisbon [915]

Corresponding Associate of Imperial & Royal Academy dei Georgofili di
Firenze [206]

1. Letter 1076.
2. See letter 895.
3. The following list is printed, in a slightly different order, in Parliamentary Papers, 1838
(621), xxiii, p.68. Numbers in square brackets refer to the letters which informed Faraday that
he had received these honours.
4. The certificate is in RS MS 241, f.59.
5. Faraday (1830b).
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Letter 1078
James Clark1 to Faraday
30 April 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

George Street April 30th I 1838
My dear Sir,

I have long wished to have some conversation with you on the
subjects of examination in Chemistry2, but I know how much your time is
occupied & now intrude upon you reluctantly.

In the first place I have my doubts whether our descriptive schedules
will not rather prove a licence to idleness than a stimulus to exertion both
to Teachers and Pupils; - whether they may not lead to a system of grinding
on particular subjects, than an encouragement to the acquisition of
comprehensive information. -

If the extent of the examination on the subjects stated in the schedule
applies not only to these but all other subjects of chemistry - these being
given merely as examples, to shew the kind & extent of information
required, it is all well; otherwise I should fear it would have the effects I
have predicted.

In the Classics it is more easy to specify the examination by stating the
authors on which the candidates will be examined, and in Mathematics the
same thing may be done; but in Natural Philosophy, & more especially in
the department of Chemistry, it appears to me that the syllabus of the
lectures (& I hope each recognized lecturer will be required to publish a
syllabus of his lectures) would seem a good guide for regulating the
subjects & extent of examination and better than any partial schedule.

If the Descriptive schedule is preferred I would submit to you whether
it should not comprehend some of the practical branches of Chemistry. As
our Bachelor's degree is intended for men who ought to be acquainted with
the more important applications of the Science, ought he not to be required
to possess some knowledge of even the leading chemical manufactures -
Might not the following practical subjects be added to the schedule;

The Materials & Process for manufacturing Sulphuric acid.
The same for Carbonate of Soda
The same for acetic acid -
The ores of Iron & the Process for making cast Iron
The same for Lead - for Zinc & for Copper3 -

These are the leading Chemical manufactures of Britain which have passed
under the domain of Science, & every man who has received a moderate
Chemical education can easily comprehend & ought to know them. What
relates to Fermentation also, and the arts depending upon it, might be
properly included among the practical subjects of examination - as Malting
- the Vinous Fermentation - the acetic -
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In the schedules on Physics & astronomy they require a knowledge of
the principal Instruments by which the phenomena of the science is shown
& exhibited, & for an equally strong reason it appears to me that the
practical processes by which chemistry is illustrated & its importance
shewn, should form a part of the examination.

I venture to make these suggestions to you with great deference, &
would not have done so had you not mentioned to me one day at the Senate
that you had drawn up your plan without having had time to consider the
subject much. - I beg you not to think it necessary to make any reply to
these lo[o]se hints written in haste, they are merely meant to call your
attention to the subject.

On looking over the schedules there appears to me a great omission
in no notice being taken of Geology & Meteorology - what think you of this?
- We require our candidates to know all that is known of the distant planets,
whilst he may be perfectly ignorant of the nature of the planet which he
inhabits.

Believe me, dear sir, I Very truly yours I Ja Clark

1. James Clark (1788-1870, DNB). Physician. Member of the Senate of the University of
London, 1838-1865.
2. For the University of London. See letters 1017 and 1048.
3. None of these subjects were included in the schedule given on 17 March 1838. ULL MS
ST3/1, pp.54-6.

Letter 1079
Faraday to John Elliotson1

9 May 1838
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 9 May 1838
My dear Sir

I will endeavour & am almost sure to be with you tomorrow at 3 o elk. I
suppose at the Hospital in Gower Street2[.j

As to the Committee31 am glad of its foundation but I cannot be upon
it[.] You cannot imagine how I am pressed for time for my own researches at
present.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Elliotson I &c &c &c

1. John Elliotson (1791-1868, DNB). Professor of Medicine at University College London,
1831-1838.
2. See "University College Hospital Animal Magnetism", Lancet, 26 May 1838, 282-8, p.282
which stated that Faraday had attended Elliotson's demonstration of animal magnetism at
University College Hospital on 10 May 1838. Faraday had previously attended one of
Elliotson's mesmeric demonstrations on 10 February 1838. See Elliotson's notebook, UCL MS
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MR/1/16, p.30. I'm indebted to Alison Winter for these references. Faraday had also been
previously invited by Herbert Mayo (1796-1852, DSB, neurologist), along with Whewell,
Wheatstone and Babbage to witness on 22 March 1838 (postponed until 29 March 1838) some
of the mesmeric phenomena obtained by Elliotson. See Mayo to Babbage, 19 March 1838 and
21 March 1838, BL add MS 37910, f.398 and 400. There is no indication whether Faraday
attended then or not.
3. This was the Physiological Committee of the Royal Society. See "University College
Hospital Animal Magnetism11, Lancet, 26 May 1838, 282-8, p.283 and Athenaeum, 21 July 1838,
p.515.

Letter 1080
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
10 May 1838
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.52-3

Royal Institution I 10 May 1838
My dear Sir

Mr Prevosts kindness gives me the opportunity of sending you a copy
of a paper on Induction which though printed is not yet published1!.] Two
other papers of mine developing the consequences of the theory have been
read & are now in course of printing and you shall [have] copies as soon as I
have them2.1 am writing a fourth paper on the same subject which I expect
will be ready for the Royal Society in a few weeks3[.] I have nothing new to
say except what is in the papers & sending them will be the best way of
informing you[.]

Our library wants certain volumes of the Bibliotheque Universelle &
the Librarian says he cannot obtain them at your Agents here. I do not
know how the arrangements of the publication is made but if the publisher
at Geneva could send them to his bookseller in London with the next
Transit of a new number and the bill for them then our Librarian could
apply for & obtain them in the regular business like wayw The volumes are
the intire for 1827, namely

34. 35. 36. Literature
34. 35. 36. Science
12 Agriculture

and for 1831.
46. 47. 48 Literature

making altogether 10 volumes.
With best remembrances to Madame de la Rive4,
I am My dear Sir I Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday

A. de la Rive I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1838a), ERE11.
2. Faraday (1838b, c), ERE12 and 13.
3. Faraday (1838d), ERE14.
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4. Jeanne-Mathilde De La Rive, nee Duppa (d.1850, see DSB under Arthur-August De La
Rive). Married De La Rive in 1826.

Letter 1081
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
10 May 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et respectable ami!

Le porteur de ce billet est Monsieur Pescatori (Cesar1) un de mes
compatriotes et de mes amis d'enfance, qui vient a Londres pour des
affaires particulieres et qui finira peut etre par s'y etablir. Vos bontes
envers moi m'engagent a vous le recommander en vous priant de
rapporter sur mon livre tout ce que les circonstances vous permettront de
faire pour lui. Vous voyez mon cher Monsieur Faraday que je ne crains pas
d'augmenter mes dettes : - mais elles sont vraiment si grandes qu'une
obligation de plus ou moins ne peut en faire varier sensiblement la valeur.

Monsieur Pescatori vous dira des nouvelles de ma sante qui, Dieu
merci est assez bonne: Tesprit un peu agite, et inquiet du passage subit
d'une grande a une petite ville, se remettra tout a fait, je l'espere lorsque je
connaitrai mon sort definitif. Ici a Parme, ou plutot a Vallera dans ma
maison de campagne, je n'entends plus aucune nouvelle du monde
exterieur: me voila reellement renferme dans une coque ou j'attends ma
derniere metamorphose. Aussitot qu'elle sera operee je ne manquerai pas
de vous le faire savoir. En attendant ne m'oubliez pas de grace au milieu de
vos magnifiques travaux et de vos immenses occupations, et croyez moi
toujours tel que je suis et que je serai invariablement

votre tres devoue et tres reconnaissant I serviteur et ami I Macedoine
Melloni
Vallera ce 10 Mai 1838

Address: Monsieur I Michel Faraday I de la Societe Royale de Londres I des
Academies R et I. de Paris I Berlin Petersbourg &c &c I Royal Institution
Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir and respectable friend,

The person who brings this note is Mr. Pescatori (Cesar1) one of my
compatriots and my childhood friends who comes to London for specific
reasons and who may perhaps end up staying there. Your kindnesses
towards me make me undertake commending him to you, asking you to add
to my account all that circumstances permit you to do for him. You see my
dear Mr. Faraday, that 1 do not fear increasing my debts - but they are truly
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so great that one favour more or less cannot make their value vary
appreciably.

Mr. Pescatori will give you news of my health which, thank God, is
quite good; my spirit a little agitated and anxious from my move from a
large to a small town, will be restored completely, I hope, when I shall know
my fate for certain. Here in Parma or rather at Vallera in my country house, I
no longer hear any news of the outside world: - here I am truly enclosed in a
shell where I await my final metamorphosis. As soon as it is carried out, 1
shall let you know. In the meantime please do not forget me in the middle of
your magnificent works and your onerous duties, and believe me always,
such as I am and as I shall always be

your most grateful I servant and friend I Macedoine Melloni
Vallera this 10 May 1838.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1082
John Landseer1 to Faraday
11 May 1838
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.32

Southampton St Friday Evg
You having just nicked it my Dear Sir, & but just - as I was starting off

to see a few country blossoms & enjoy a little fresh air. But I will now stay &
go to the Artists benevolent fund dinner tomorrow2, where I will look about
for you; & will take care to be back in time to read on the 25th. The title of
my Lecture may be, as before mentioned On the Astronomy of the Book of
Job3.

Yours Dear Sir I very Sincerely I J. Landseer
Mich Faraday

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Professor &c &c &c I Royal Institution
Postmark: 12 May 1838

1. John Landseer (1769-1852, DNB). Painter and archaeologist.
2. It is not entirely clear what Faraday's connection with the Artists' Benevolent Fund was.
He does not appear on the list of subscribers for 1837 in Guildhall Library MS 23,666 / 1, f.71-
82, nor indeed does Landseer. Neither do their names appear in the "Account of the
Subscriptions and Donations Received at the ... Dinner" on 12 May 1838 in Guildhall Library
MS 23,670 (no foliation).
3. See Lit.Gaz., 9 June 1838, p.361 for an account of Landseer's Friday Evening Discourse of
25 May 1838 "On the Astronomy of the Book of Job".
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Letter 1083
Faraday to John Bostock
15 May 1838
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 15 May 1838
My dear Sir

I think when Aldini1 was in town2 you were much interested in that
part of the investigations of the nature of life which is connected with the
action of Electricity & its possible influence on the nervesu Can you tell me
whether either Galvani or Aldini had any clear or useful notions on the
matter? & if so where I shall find them?

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Bostock I &c &c &c

1. Giovanni Aldini (1762-1834, DSB). Italian experimentalist.
2. In 1830. See Hachette to Faraday, 4 May 1830, letter 444, volume 1.

Letter 1084
John Bostock to Faraday
17 May 1838
From the original in RI MS Fl H72
My dear Sir,

You are no doubt aware that Galvani in the year 1792, published his
"Commentary on the powers of Electricity on muscular motion"1, which
contained the account of his original experiments. In this he maintained
the doctrine, that the muscles & the nerves of the animal body compose an
apparatus analogous to a Leyden jar, but that the fluid which circulates
thro' it is of a specific nature, essentially different from, altho', in many of
its properties, resembling common Electricity. Aldini2 adopted generally
the theory of his relative, in his "treatise on galvanism"3 published in 1803.
His experiments, at the time when they were performed, excited a great
deal of attention, principally from the large scale, & the nature of the
animals on which they were exhibited; viz. the human body & many of the
more bulky quadrupeds. It is now a considerable time since I perused the
above works, but my impression is, that altho' the facts which they contain,
especially that of Galvani, were, at the time, extremely curious &
interesting, the theory of these authors has been long superseded & is now
almost forgotten.

I am, my dear Sir I Most truly yours I J. Bostock
Up. Bed. PL IMay 17th 1838

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
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1. Galvani (1792).
2. Giovanni Aldini (1762-1834, DSB). Italian experimentalist.
3. Aldini (1803).

Letter 1085
John Taylor1 to Faraday
17 May 1838
From the original in RI MS Fl 1112

2, Duke Street, Adelphi I London May 17, 1838
My dear Sir

The Bearer Mr Dunn2 is going to Mexico before long where we hope to
derive benefit from his Chemical Knowledge.

He is very desirous of seeing all he can before he leaves England & if
you could allow him to attend tomorrow evening to witness the
experiments on Carbonic Acid it would very much oblige^.]

Dear Sir I Yours very Truly I John Taylor
Mich Faraday Esq

Address: Mich Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. John Taylor (1779-1863, DNB). Engineer.
2. Unidentified.
3. See Lit.Gaz., 26 May 1838, pp.326-7 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 18 May 1838 "On the Solid, Liquid, and Gaseous State of Carbonic Acid, by Thilorier's
apparatus from Professor Graham".

Letter 1086
John Landseer1 to Faraday
18 May 18382

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Friday Morning

Dear Sir
I can lend you for Exhibition on the evening I read or the next Friday if

you should prefer it, a cast (the only one I believe in England) of a
sculptured stone found by Count Michaux3 in the bed of the Tigris, & now at
Paris. If it will be acceptable. The above will serve for your description of it.
But, can you send for it, & for my Globe which I shall want while I read?
And, can you oblige me with a few tickets for friends who are not members;
one of them if you please, for 2 ladies?
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And pray tell Mrs Faraday that I believe I shall again be a petitioner to
her for a cup of Tea before I read - a favour which if she restricts to
Lecturers who have passed the age of 75, will not, I think give her much
trouble.

From - Dear sir I Yours Faithfully I J. Landseer

Address: Michael Faraday Esq LL.D. I &c &c &c I Royal Inst

1. John Landseer (1769-1852, DNB). Painter and archaeologist.
2. Dated on the basis that Landseer gave his Friday Evening Discourse "On the Astronomy of
the Book of Job" on 25 May 1838. See LitGaz. 9 June 1838, p.361 which noted that Landseer
used a globe. See letter 1082.
3. Andre Michaux (1746-1802, DAB). French explorer. He was in the Tigris and Euphrates
area, 1782-1785.

Letter 1087
Thomas Phillips to Faraday
20 May 1838
From the original in RI MS Fl 1160

8 Geo. St. May 20, 38
My Dear Sir

I cannot deny myself the gratification of acknowledging to you the
pleasure & instruction I enjoyed from your admirable illustration of the
nature & properties of Carbonic-acid-gas on Friday Evening last1 for which I
return you very sincere thanks.

Yours Dear Sir I T. Phillips
Mr Professor Faraday

1. See note 3, letter 1085.

Letter 1088
Faraday to George Stodart1

28 May 1838
From the original in DM HS 1965-79

R Institution I 28 May 1838
My dear Sir

I have put your name on my list. When I receive the Vouchers I will
send you one2[.]

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Geo Stodart Esq I &c &c &c
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1. George Stodart. Son in law of James Stodart (1760-1823, P2, surgical instrument maker).
See RI MM, 3 November 1823, 6: 410.
2. For the London Orphan Asylum. See note 2, letter 533. Stodart had been a subscriber of
the London Orphan Asylum since 1818. See the 1838 Report of the London Orphan Asylum,
SuRO 3719/2/8, p.191.

Letter 1089
Faraday to William Hill Darker1

29 May 1838
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution \ 29 May 1838
Sir

I was in hopes of receiving the crystals some time ago but am now
very anxious for that of Carbonate of Lime as the investigation now wants
for the experiments2!.] Can you favour me with that one very soon?

Ever Yours Truly I M. Faraday
Mr Darker

1. William Hill Darker. Later (1844 POD) an optical lapidary and operative chemist of 9
Paradise Street, Lambeth.
2. See Faraday, Diary, 6 August 1838, 3: 4748 and 4759 for Darker providing Faraday with
crystals to work on polarisation. These experiments are described in Faraday (1838d), ERE14,
1690-8.

Letter 1090
Thomas Murdoch1 to Faraday
2 June 1838
From the original in RI MS Fl 1126

8 Portland Place 2 June 1838
My Dear Mr. Faraday

I now send you a hasty translation of the Portuguese letter - not verbo
ad verbum2 but sufficiently close to convey the meaning of the writer who
is, I presume, a medical Man and in distressed circumstances. By his letter
he seems to think that he has discovered an efficacious remedy for the
cholera blah! I have met with many infallible nostrums in the course of my
reading, that would cure Cancer, Hydrophobia, Plague and Cholera - but
unhappily these diseases still continue to set medicine at defiance.

I know not what you wish to do with the manuscript, which, I conclude
from the letter, is addressed to the Privy Council - where I fear it will not
excite attention and I know that it deserves it - As the Author is a Member of
some learned Society of which you also are a Member3, perhaps you may
wish to send him a civil answer, acknowledging the receipt of his letter and
the MS: and as he says the answer should be in the Portuguese language, I
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shall feel pleasure in arranging a translation of it into that idiom. I presume,
that your answer will be brief and civil - for I do not expect any favourable
result of the application.

Ever my Dear Sir I Believe me yours faithfully I Tho Murdoch
Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

Address: To I Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I
Piccadilly

1. Thomas Murdoch (1758-1846, GRO). Formerly a resident of Madeira. RS MS BR.
2. "Word for word".
3. Possibly the Societe de Pharmacie of Lisbon. See letter 915.

Letter 1091
Faraday to Thomas Livingstone Mitchell
9 June 1838
From the printed original in SLNSW ML MS A292, f.435

Royal Institution Albemarle Street, I 9, June 1838
Sir,

The Committee of Managers of the Royal Institution of Great Britain
appointed to conduct the Weekly Evening Meetings of the Institution, beg
leave to return you their best thanks for your valuable & interesting
contribution to the Library Table on Friday last1,

I am, Sir, I Your very obedient Servant, I M. Faraday. Sec:
Major Mitchell I &c &c &c

Address: Major Mitchell I &c &c &c I 3 Upper Queens Bdgs I Brompton

1. Mitchell lent drawings and specimens of manufactures from Australia for show at
Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse "On the Relation of Electric Conduction and Induction"
on 8 June 1838. RI MS F4E, p.40. For an account of this Discourse see Lit.Gaz., 16 June 1838,
p.378.

Letter 1092
Faraday to William Gravatt
13 June 1838
From the original in RMA WO150 / 19, f.53

Royal Institution I 13 June 1838
Sir

I beg to report Mr. Bayly1 (No. 23) as the Gentleman most worthy of
the chemical prize on the present occasion.
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I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Coll Gravatt I Inspector \&c &c &c

1. John Bayly (1821-1905, WWW). Later became Colonel Commandant of the Royal
Engineers.

Letter 1093
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
14 June 1838
From the original in UB MS NS 323
My dear Sir

Dr. Brabant1 whose agreeable and interesting acquaintance I made at
Bale is the kind bearer of these lines. Enclosed you will find a paper
containing some hypothetical views on the peculiar condition of iron,
which was first intended for the Phil. Magazine, but which I think, after
having read it over again altogether unfit for publication on account of its
being too much conjectural2. Nevertheless I take the liberty of sending the
paper to you, hoping you will peruse it with kind indulgence.

You are, no doubt, now aware of the attacks recently made by M.
Fechner upon your theory of the pile3.1 have already tried to answer some
of his objections in Poggendorff s Annalen4 and have also written a paper
for the Phil. Magazine5 which is in the parcel addressed to Mr. Taylor. I am
confident, however, that you yourself will, before long, appreciate the facts
which have been brought forward by M. F. and declared by him to be
irreconcilable to the very first principles of the chemical theory of
galvanism and I must not conceal from you, that the scientific public in
Switzerland and Germany are rather impatiently waiting for a refutation of
Fechner['s] assertions on your part.

Believe me to be I Your's I very truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale, June 14th 1838.

Address: Dr Faraday I &c &c &c I London

1. Robert Herbert Brabant (d.1866, age 85, GRO). Physician.
2. Schoenbein (1838f).
3. Fechner (1837).
4. Schoenbein (1838h).
5. Schoenbein (1838e).
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Letter 1094
Faraday to Thomas Phillipps
15 June 1838
From the original in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson c.464, f.46

Royal Institution I 15 June 1838
Dear Sir Thomas

I am very much obliged by your kind invitation but am so
circumstanced that I cannot possibly avail myself of your favours

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Sir Thos Phillip[p]s Bart I &c &c &c

Address: Sir Thomas Phillip[p]s Bart I &c &c &c &c I 13 Old Bond Street

Letter 1095
Charles Mayne Young to Faraday
20 June 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir,

I am much gratified to learn, from our Friend Mr Bain1, the wish you
have expressed to possess my autograph -1 consider this request, a great
mark of distinction, as coming from a Man whose Genius and industry, are
successfully exerted to benefit mankind; and addressed to one whose
humble efforts could at most afford them transient amusement.

I am in all the Seriousness of Truth, your great admirer and
faithful Servant I C: M: Young

174 Piccadilly I 20 June 1838.
To Michael Faraday Esq.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1096
James South to Faraday
27 June 18381

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My Dear Faraday,

There is an occultation of a star of the 4th Magnitude this Evening at Vi
past 9 - and at Vi past 10 one of Jupiter and his satellites.

The moon's dark limb will be visible if clouds do not interferes
Finding you are at dinner I send you this up to your room -and will call

here on my return from the Athenaeum which will be within the hours
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Yours very truly I J. South
Wednesday Vi past 2

Address: To I M. Faraday Esq I R Inst

1. Dated on the basis of the 1837 watermark of the paper and that the phenomena described
in this letter occurred on this day. See Nautical Almanac, 1838, p.452.

Letter 1097
Faraday to John Collins Warren1

30 June 1838
From the original in Massachusetts Historical Society, Warren Papers

Royal Institution I 30 June 1838
Dear Sir

I am exceedingly obliged by your kind offer & having obtained copies
of the other two papers or series2 beg leave to take advantage of your
goodness3!.] As the only return I can make will you favour me by accepting
the copies on which I have written your nameu

Ever Dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Dr J.C. Warren I &c &c &c

1. John Collins Warren (1778-1856, DAB). Professor of Anatomy and Surgery at Harvard,
1815-1847.
2. Probably Faraday (1838b, c), ERE12 and 13. See letter 1098.
3. Warren sent Joseph Henry copies of Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE11, 12 and 13. See note 6,
letter 1112.

Letter 1098
Faraday to Charles Babbage
2 July 1838
From the original in BL add MS 37190, f.487

Royal Institution I 2 July 1838
Dear Babbage

I start tomorrow morning & hope to be 140 Miles off on Wednesday or
I would be with you certainlyu I send you series XII and XIII1 & am sorry to
say I, II & VII2 I have notu

Ever Yours Sincerely I M. Faraday

1. Faraday (1838b, c), ERE12 and 13.
2. Faraday (1832a, b, 1834b), ERE1, 2 and 7.
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Letter 1099
Samuel March Phillipps to Faraday
4 July 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Whitehall July 4th 1838
Sir,

Addresses to the Queen, from Artists and others connected with the
Fine Arts, praying, "that the Cartoons of Raphael may be removed from
Hampton Court, and placed in the National Gallery", having been
transmitted to Lord John Russell1 for presentation, His Lordship is
desirous, previously to His submitting these Addresses to Her Majesty, to
have the Opinion of the most eminent Chemists, as to the probable effect of
the atmospheric Action of the Metropolis on works of this nature, more
especially on the Cartoons, with reference to their present apparently
decayed state.

I am therefore directed by Lord John Russell, to express His wish to
be favoured with your Opinion, whether the exposure of the Cartoons to
the atmospheric Air of the Metropolis is likely to be prejudicial to them2.

I am I Sir, I Your Obedient Servant I S.M. Phillipps
Michael Faraday Esq I D.C.L I &c &c &c I Royal Institution

1. Lord John Russell (1792-1878, DNB). Home Secretary, 1835-1839.
2. The cartoons were not moved until 1865 when they were placed in the South Kensington
Museum and are now in the Victoria and Albert Museum. See Thomson, W.G. (1973), 194.

Letter 1100
Charles Mayne Young to Faraday
6 July 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir,

I felt gratified by your request - I feel so still - and I thought I had
touched the cause of my gratification as lightly as possible - but your
objection is unanswerable for if such allusions were admitted, a great part of
the object in collecting would be frustrated.

I am dear Sir I faithfully yours I C: M: Young
174 I Piccadilly I 6 July I 1838.
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Letter 1101
Faraday to Samuel March Phillipps
19 July 1838
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 19 July 1838
Sir

I am in town for a day only but hasten to answer your letter1. I feel
much diffidence in forming an opinion respecting the effect of the Air of the
Metropolis on the Cartoons without previous consultation with those who
have been conversant with such action but to avoid delay will state at
present that I should not anticipate any harm from the chemical action of
the air either upon the colours or upon the vehicle or medium by which
they are attached or upon the canvass & paper on which they are appliedf.]

But there is another effect of the London atmosphere brought to my
mind by Mr Phillips of the Royal Academy from which I should fear much
harm I mean the dirtying effect. The ceilings & walls of a London room
sufficiently show to what extent dirt in the form of dust may penetrate
surfaces & textures like those of the distemper painted Cartoons. In oil
paintings the dust if it adheres is stopped upon the surface & the
substances applied for its removal need not pass through the varnish; so
that the colours themselves are not necessarily at any time either injured
by or in contact with the dirtying or the cleansing medium. But in such
paintings as the Cartoons the dust has access to the very colours & body of
the picture & then cannot be dislodged without causing the destruction, or
something very like it, of the wholes

As I see no effectual way of preventing the access of dirt to the
pictures I fear that the evil thus arising may in the Metropolis be very
considerable and produce an effect in the lapse of 30,40, or 50, years which
could never be remedied^

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
John [sic] Phillip[p]s Esq I &c &c &c I Whitehall

1. Letter 1099.
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Letter 1102
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
20 July 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur,

Je vous importune bien souvent, Monsieur, mais je sais aussi combien
je puis compter sur Votre bienveillance pour moi et mes faibles travaux.
J'ose Vous adresser un de mes plus intimes amis et compagnons du voyage
de Siberie, Mr Ehrenberg membre de notre Academie des Sciences. Cest
un des hommes qui reunit une grande sagacite d'observation a la plus
etonnante variete des connaissances. Ces decouvertes sur l'organisation si
compliquee des animaux microscopiques et sur Finfluence que les
carapaces siliceuses de ces animaux ont exerce, depuis des milliers
d'annees, sur la surface du globe et la formation des silex-pyromaques
dans la craie fort dignes du plus vif interet. Je ne peux refuser a mon ami le
bonheur de Vous approcher, Monsieur et de Vous renouveller l'hommage
de la respectueuse admiration que je proteste pour Vous et la fecondite
intarissable de vos travaux.

Votre tres-humble I et tres-obeissant I serviteur, I Le Bn de Humboldt
a Taplitz I ce 20 Juillet I 1838

Address: a Monsieur, I Monsieur Faraday, membre de la Societe I Royale ect
ect ect [sic] I a Londres I de la part de I Mr de Humboldt I par Mr le Dr
Ehrenberg. I Albe marie Street 21.

TRANSLATION
Sir,

I trouble you very often, Sir, but I also know how much I can count on
your benevolence towards me and my feeble works. I dare to send to you
one of my most intimate friends and companions of my Siberian trip, Mr.
Ehrenberg, member of our Academy of Sciences. He is one of those men
who reunites a great sagacity of observation with the most astonishing
variety of knowledge. His discoveries on the applied classification of
microscopic animals and on the influence that the siliceous shells of these
animals have exerted, for millions of years, on the surface of the globe and
the formation of pyromaque flints in hard chalk, are worthy of the keenest
interest. I cannot deny my friend the happiness of approaching you, Sir,
and to renew the homage of the respectful admiration which I protest for
you for the continued fecundity of your works.

Your very humble I and very obedient I servant I Bn. von Humboldt.
At Taplitz I this 20 July 1838
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Letter 1103
Samuel March Phillipps to Faraday
26 July 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Home Office I July 26, 1838
Sir

I beg to thank you, in Lord John Russell's1 name, for the letter with
which you have favoured him2, on the subject of the proposed removal of
the Cartoons to the Metropolis.

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I S.M. Phillipps
M. Faraday Esq

1. Lord John Russell (1792-1878, DNB). Home Secretary, 1835-1839.
2. Letter 1101.

Letter 1104
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
30 July 1838
From the original in UB MS NS 324

Royal Institution I 30, July 1838
My dear Sir

You know how I value your letters & may conclude that the last1 was
very pleasant to me though there is always a feeling of deep regret that the
treasures which accompany your communications being in the German
language are sealed up to me[.] I was out of town when your letter arrived &
have not had the fortune to see Dr. Brabant2 but I hope he enjoyed himself
in Englandu

Your paper on the possible condition of Iron in its peculiar state3 I
have taken to Mr. Taylor (as well as the parcel)[.] Your theory is just now in
that state as respects the facts of the case that one may very well be allowed
to be not too sure either for or against it but you can hardly think I should
consider any opinion of yours as unworthy of publications I have far too
much respect for the judgment you have shewn in these very delicate &
difficult enquiries!.]

You mention Fechners objections to my theory and I am exceedingly
anxious to see & consider them but do not know whether they are all
accessible to me or not. Would you mind referring me in your next to
Poggendorf [f] or other Journals in which they are; mentioning the pages in
which the pith of the objection or the positive experiments are & then I will
have them translated. I am rather in hopes that the paper you say you have
sent to Mr. Taylor will in fact refer to & perhaps state them4. I am very
anxious to know of all important objections but I do not mind about slight
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ones. Many have been made to me which been left to themselves have
disappeared in a few months from the minds of the objecters themselves;
but good & valid objections are of great importance and often I think prove
the key to new discoveries^

Dr. Poggendorf[f] who was here lately told me of Fechners objections
but when he learnt from me that I by no means go the length of De la Rive;
and that I admit many other modes of electrical excitement besides chemical
action, I thought he seemed to think that Fechners objections were rather
against De la Rive than me. Perhaps what I am saying has not reference to
Fechners objections but what I believe is that the Electricity which
characterises the voltaic pile (limiting the phenomena to that instrument) is
of chemical origin; is another form of chemical affinity and I think the notes
to paragraphs 8565. 921. 9286 indicate that to be my meaning besides the
general tenor of the papers & descriptions contained in it[.j

I have been writing on Induction & have three new papers (series 11.
12. and 137) & shall soon have a fourth8 for you. I am rather uncertain
whether you receive those I send you by our Royal Society meansi.]. If you
do not let me know: and if you know of any channel which < i s > fitter for
the purpose & will tell me I will send <them> to you by it at once. I am
very heavy in experiment just now & have some results with crystals9 which
I think you will approve of. I must now conclude in haste but not the less

Sincerely Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr C.F. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Bale I sur le Rhine

1. Letter 1093.
2. Robert Herbert Brabant (d.1866, age 85, GRO). Physician.
3. Schoenbein (1838f).
4. Schoenbein (1838e).
5. Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 856.
6. Faraday (1834c), ERE8, 921 and 928.
7. Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE11, 12 and 13.
8. Faraday (1838d), ERE14.
9. See Faraday, Diary, 21 June to 14 August 1838, 3: 4657-4885 and Faraday (1838d), ERE14,
1692-8.
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Letter 1105
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
12 August 1838
From the original in UB MS NS 325

Bale 12, Aug. 1838.
My dear Sir

Your kind letter of the 30th ult1. lays me under the agreeable
obligation to renew my correspondence with you and to thank you for the
indulgence with which you received my communications.

As to the objections brought forward by Mr. Fechner against the
chemical theory of galvanism you will find the principal ones in
Poggendorffs Annalen number 12. p. 508-5102. 1837 & number 3. p. 433-
440. 18383.1 think Dr. Poggendorff was mistaken in believing Mr. Fechner's
arguments not to be referable to your theory for as much as I understand
the assertions of that philosopher they go so far as broadly to deny
chemical action to be an electromotive force and to make the current
produced by a hydro-electric pile entirely independent of any chemical
change taking place within the said voltaic arrangement. Now I should
suppose such a doctrine disagrees not only with de la Rives' views4, but
also with your's. Mr. Fechner being esteemed as one of the ablest
electricians in Germany, I think it is worth your while to appreciate the facts
on which he has founded his opposition to the chemical theory. As for me I
am not yet prepared to yield the point to Fechner and to consider his
experiments as conclusive evidence against your views.

Last year a little work was published by Mr. Pfaff5 in Kiel bearing the
title: Revision der Lehre vom Galvanismus (Review of the doctrines
regarding Galvanism6)[.] You are no doubt aware of Pfaff's having been
these last forty years one of the staunchest supporters of Volta's theory in
Germanyi.] The work alluded to was written with the view of putting the
correctness of his favorite hypothesis beyond doubt and to prove the
entire fallacy of the chemical theory of the pile and contains at the same
time an account of many voltaic experiments made by Pfaff for the purpose
of supporting his views. A large portion of the book has reference to your
researches.

I think the publication of a short review of the work mentioned by the
means of the Phil. Magazine would prove acceptable to the british scientific
public7.

The different branches of natural science being rather much
cultivated at this present moment in the North of Europe and most papers
of the philosophers there published in the german language the editors
and reviewers of the british scientific journals will do well in paying some
attention to german publications. The french are woefully neglectful in that
respect. As you take so lively an interest in every thing that relates to
electrical science I must not omit to draw your attention upon the recent
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researches of Mr. Munck af Rosenschold8 on the voltaic pile. It seems to me
that the Swedish philosopher has obtained some results which are novel
and rather of importance. Pogg. Ann. number 2 & 3.1838 contain the papers
on the subject9.

Having just now returned from a trip into the Alps ta<ken> during
our holidays I am rather busy in experiments. They refer to transitory
chemical changes (which certain compounds undergo by being heated) as
connected both with a modification of color and voltaic currents10.1 think I
shall be able to demonstrate or to render probable at least, that chemical
decompositions and recompositions take place under circumstances,
where such changes have not been suspected as yet.

You will lay me under many obligations by sending me your late
papers on induction. Having got once a communication of yours by the
means of the Royal Society I think this channel will be sure enough.

Believe me to be I sincerely Yours I C.F. Schoenbein
My right hand having been a little injured lately by some accidental

cause, you will be kind enough to excuse my bad writing.

Address: Dr. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 1104.
2. Fechner (1837), 508-10.
3. Fechner (1838).
4. De La Rive, A.-A. (1828, 1837).
5. Christian Heinrich Pfaff (1773-1852, P2). German natural philosopher.
6. Pfaff (1837).
7. No review was published.
8. Peter Samuel Munck af Rosenschold (1804-1860, P2, 3). Professor of Physics at Lund.
9. Munck af Rosenschold (1838).
10. This work was published in Schoenbein (1838i).

Letter 1106
Thomas Livingstone Mitchell to Faraday
27 August 1838
From the original tipped in the front of Mitchell (1838), 1, in RI MS

3 Upper Queens' Bgs I Brompton 27 Augt 1838
Dear Sir,

At length our book comes forth, and as I am sure you will feel pleasure
in perceiving how much I am indebted to the talents of Mr. Barnard in the
illustrating1 - I take the liberty of presenting you with a copy - and in
testimony also of my sense of obligations to yourself in the kindness your
shewed me in analysing the waters2 - and in so liberally naming the work
and its' author to the members of the Royal Institution.

Believe me dear Sir I Your very much obliged I T.L. Mitchell
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Professor Faraday &c &c &c

Address: Professor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution

1. George Barnard did some of the lithographs for Mitchell (1838).
2. See Mitchell (1838), 2: 266 and letters 1031, 1034, 1037 and 1038.

Letter 1107
Faraday to Robert John Kane
5 September 1838
From the original copy in TCD MS 7762-72 / 662, f.ll

Royal Institution I 5 Sept 1838
My dear Sir

I write to you in great haste for I am but poorly, have just returned to
town and intend immediately to leave it againu

I suppose you do not know that I have for many years past refused to
write letters having the character of certificates and have consequently had
to return answers to that effect to many of our mutual friends upon different
occasions. Were it not so I would gladly say how well I think of you and
express my firm conviction that you would be sure to honour any situation
of a chemical nature in which scientific trust should be placed in you. But as
it is I may not do this for it would be unjust to those I have in this manner
refused. I cannot give way in one case without giving way in manyi.]

Still trusting that you will obtain what you so well deserve and hoping
you will thus have the means of still more rapidly advancing sciences

I remain I My dear Sir I Most truly yours I M. Faraday
I have no right to object to your shewing this as a private letter1.

1. See Kane to Hamilton, 13 November 1838, TCD MS 7762-72 / 673 where he says "the
proposed appointment would not be carried into effect... [and that] I have added a letter from
Professor Faraday which as you will observe it was not my intention to print. However I
consider the permission to shew it as a private letter which he was kind enough to give me
authorizes me in placing a copy of it in the hands of the President [Hamilton] of our [Royal
Irish] Academy".
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Letter 1108
Robert Were Fox to Faraday
13 September 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Falmouth 13 / 9mo 1838
Dear Friend,

At our last meeting of the Cornwall Polytechnic Society held more
than eleven months ago, I exhibited specimens of clay which had become
laminatedhy long continued voltaic action, & others in which veins of oxide
of copper <&c had been formed by the same agency1; the veins & insulated
portions of the oxide having been deposited in the middle of the clay, which
had been previously moistened w[it]h a solution of sulphate of copper2.
Since then I have obtained veins of oxide of iron, carbonate of Zinc &c,
extremely well defined, and I sent a specimen of the latter to Newcastle3.

In my first experiments the voltaic action was continued for several
months, but from subsequent ones which a friend4 of mine & I have made, it
seems that similar results may be had in a week or two, or less time, by
means of Daniells sustaining battery5, consisting of four or more pair of
plates or rather cylinders.

The clay may be placed between horizontal or perpendicular plates of
metal, (copper & zinc, for instance.) In the former case, horizontal veins
are formed, & in the latter vertical ones. In fact, the veins, as well as the
laminae, are always perpendicular to the voltaic currents, & generally very
decided cracks or fissures, produced apparently by the same agency, have
made their appearance in the clay even when quite hot.

These facts have a decided bearing on very important geological
phenomena & it would appear from them that the directions of the laminae
of the schistose & other rocks, ought to indicate those of the electricity.

I have to return thee many thanks for two of thy valued & highly
interesting papers reed some time ago6.

I remain thine very truly I R.W. Fox

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I
London

1. See Rep.Roy. Cornwall Polytech.Soc, 1837, 5: 68-9 for an account of the exhibition.
2. See Fox (1838a).
3. That is the British Association. See Fox (1838b).
4. Thomas Brown Jordan (1807-1890, DNB). Cornish engineer.
5. Daniell (1836).
6. Probably Faraday (1838b, c), ERE12 and 13. See letter 1098.
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Letter 1109
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
15 September 1838
From the original in UB MS NS 326
My dear Sir

As an acquaintance of mine is on the point of leaving Bale to go to
London, I make use of the favorable opportunity to tell you in a few words,
that some weeks ago I observed some voltaic phenomena which I think to
be entirely novel and rather of great importance to our favorite science.
Being just now occupied with drawing up for you a paper in English which
is to contain a detailed account of my results1,1 will not enter at present into
particulars and confine myself to stating the general fact, that fluid
compound bodies being at the same time electrolytes are capable of
assuming a peculiar state, which I term their electrical polarisation;
because such a fluid being in that condition possesses the power to
produce a voltaic current quite by itself i.e. without the assistance of any
chemical action going on between the fluid and a metallic body. The
inferences which a fact of such an extraordinary nature allows to draw with
respect to Chemistry in particular are very as you will easily conceive, very
interesting.

I have only yet time to call myself
Your's I very truly I C.F. Schoenbein

Bale 15, Septbr. 1838.

Address: Dr Faraday I Royal Institution I London

1. Schoenbein (1839a).

Letter 1110
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
3 October 1838
From a copy in RS MS HS 21.261

Slough I October 3, 1838.
My dear Sir,

Looking over & arranging my books and papers which I am sorry to
say are still in sad confusion, I find that I do not possess any copy of your
valuable & truly precious "Experimental researches in Electricity" earlier
than the 5th series1 - beginning with, and after which, my set is complete as
far as "Series 12 & 13"2 which reached my hands since my arrival in
England.
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This has therefore a 2 fold object. 1st to thank you for your great
kindness in transmitting me these - which if I have not done before, as they
have come to hand you are not to attribute it to want of interest in your
subject or of sympathy with the brilliant success which attended your
researches, and rendered these papers for ever memorable in the history
of Science - but rather to the circumstances under which they came to
hand.

2ndly to request (if you still have copies of the first 4 Series3) that you
will enable me to complete my set that 1 may have them bound together. I
dare say, if you sent them to me while at the Cape - they have miscarried &
may now be making the Grand Tour, as I know to have happened in two or 3
other cases.

Believe me my dear Sir I Yours very sincerely (sd) J.F.W.H.

1. Faraday (1833c), ERE5.
2. Faraday (1838b, c), ERE12 and 13.
3. Faraday (1832a, b, 1833a, b), ERE1, 2, 3 and 4.

Letter 1111
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
9 October 1838
From the original in RS MS HS 7.180

Royal Institution I 9 Octr 1838
My dear Sir

Your request1 I esteem a great honor & it will be to me strong
encouragement to continue working. I sincerely thank you for such
encouragement for I sometimes when I set to to revise & criticise my own
notions tremble least I have made some great mistake as in the last papers
on induction2, but then I take courage again remembering that I have not
been importantly corrected (in my own opinion at least) in any of the
foregone papers and so go on[.]

Your letter has made me search through all my papers for what I
believed I had not & it is too true that I have no copies but those for my own
use prior to the 8th or 9th3 series except a waste paper third series4 which
probably contains typographical errors. This I send simply to intimate my
anxious desire to attend to your wishesj.]

I have had some thoughts of printing the whole series of papers in a
single volume5 for at present as I know from numerous enquiries they
cannot be obtained for love & hardly for money so expensive is it to
purchase them in the Transactions^] If I do print them you shall have them
complete^.]

Ever Dear Sir I Yours Most faithfully I M. Faraday
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Sir J.F.W. Herschell I &c &c &c &c

1. In letter 1110.
2. Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE11, 12 and 13.
3. Faraday (1834c, 1835a), ERE8 and 9.
4. Faraday (1833a), ERE3.
5. See letter 748.
6. Faraday (1839b).

Letter 1112
Joseph Henry to Faraday
9 October 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Princeton, College of New Jersey I Oct 9th 1838
My dear Sir

This letter will be delivered, to you, by my Friend and former Pupil,
Mr Henry James1 of Albany. Under ordinary circumstances, I would
hesitate to give almost any person an introduction to you, knowing how
much you are occupied, and how arduous your duties are, but Mr James
has some peculiar motives 'for wishing your acquaintance2. Of these
however I am but partially informed and must therefore refer you to himself
for an exposition of themt.]

You will find him an intelligent, and interesting young gentleman - he
is highly esteemed in this country, and belongs to one of our most wealthy
and respectable Families - I am deeply interested in his welfare and am
principally indebted to his kind attention, to my affairs, for the pleasure
and the profit of my late visit to your hospitable shores. Permit me to
request as an additional favour to myself that you will give him your candid
and free advice and direction relative to the objects for which he seeks your
acquaintance. Mr James has devoted himself more to moral and literary
subjects than to science and will therefore want one community of feeling
with you; you will however find in him qualities of head and heart sufficient
to make ample amends for this.

He is aware how much your time is occupied and will not therefore
trespass too much on your engagements.

Give my kind regards to your estimable wife and permit me to assure
her and you that I shall always retain a lively recollection of the pleasures
of my visits to the Royal Institution3!.]

I left your country with warm feelings highly gratified with the
kindness I had received, and with the unreserve and liberality with which I
was instructed in various branches of science.

I had a pleasant and what was then called a quick passage of 26 days
across the atlantiq.] Nothing very unusual occured although we had one
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death in the cabin and was on one night in considerable danger from a
violent thunder storm - Every spar and mast for a time was tipped with an
electrical brush - the ship was not furnished with a conductor - fortunately
however we escaped unscathed4.

Since my return my time has been much occupied in making up the
le'away of a long absence. I have however devoted some time to some new
electrical investigations and hope soon to be able to send you a copy of a
paper on the subject5!.]

I am very anxious to receive a copy of your late papers6 and hope soon
according to your promises that they will be forth coming. Your
investigations are of a very extraordinary character they tend to unsettle
what was considered some of the best established laws of statical
electricity and were the investigations not from yourself I would be inclined
to be some what sceptical in reference to their accuracy - our theories
however well they may agree with present knowledge are only expressions
for approximate truth and it is only those new facts not immediately
referable to them that promise a rich harvest of new developments

My Friend Professor Bache arrived safely in the Great Western about
a week since[.] I hastened to New York to meet him but we unfortunately
missed each others I hope to see him within a few days and to have a long
account of all his adventures since we parted in Paris. Give my respects to
Prof. Daniel[L] I intend to write to him in a short times I regret that I did not
meet with him immediately before my departure from London. Now that
steam has become triumphant we may perhaps hope to see him or some of
his family on this side of the Atlanticu It would give me much pleasure to
have an opportunity of reciprocating some of the kindness I received from
him.

The account of the meeting of the British association7 has just been
received but I have not yet given it an attentive perusals I have not met with
your name on the list and suppose that you were not present.

With Respect and Esteem II am most sincerely yours &c Ljoseph Henry
Professor Faraday

Address: M. Faraday L.L.D I Professor &c &c I London

1. Henry James (1811-1882, DAB). American writer.
2. Presumably to discuss Sandemanianism and science in both of which James was
interested. See Habegger (1991). James did meet Faraday on two or three occasions. See
James to Henry, 20 April 1839, Reingold et.al. (1972-81), 4: 208-10, p.209.
3. See "Henry's European Diary" in ibid., 3.
4. St Elmo's fire. See ibid., 3: 514-5 for a more detailed account of Henry's crossing.
5. Henry, J. (1839).
6. See Warren to Henry, 29 September 1838, Reingold et.al. (1972-81), 4: 114-5 which
included Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE11, 12 and 13 for Henry, but not received until mid-
October. See Henry to Warren, 16 October 1838, Reingold et.al. (1972-81), 4: 121.
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7. At Newcastle.

Letter 1113
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
20 October 1838
From the original in UB MS NS 327

Bale Oct. 20, 1838.
My dear Sir

I take the liberty to make you acquainted with some results which I
have lately obtained from my researches and which I think are such, as to
merit some attention on the part of philosophers.

Plausible and ingenious as the views of Mr. Becquerel on the cause of
the currents of Ritter's secondary piles and of the electro-motive power
acquired by polar wires are1, some facts led me the other day to doubt of
the correctness of the theory of the celebrated french philosopher and
induced me to investigate once more the circumstances, under which, what
they call secondary currents are excited. I found that platina-wires acting
as electrodes within aqueous solutions of chemically pure acids or alcalies
acquire the property of exciting secondary currents just as well as they do
within solutions of salts. As in those circumstances the decomposition and
recomposition of a salt is quite out of the question, I think we must infer
from such a fact, that the hypothesis of Mr. B. is erroneous. But is it not
possible, that some portions of the constituent parts of the body
electrolysed stick to the polar wires and produce by their reunion the
secondary current. By the result of the following experiment, we are, to my
opinion entitled to answer that question in the negative. Platina-wires
plunging into chemically pure muriatic acid and being connected with the
poles of a pile the current of which was so feeble as not to be capable of
decomposing even jodide of potassium, I say wires, thus circumstanced,
acquired in a few seconds an electro-motive power, which produced a
deviation of the needle of my delicate galvanometer of 160°. As under these
circumstances, neither muriatic acid nor water could have been
electrolysed, the secondary current obtained is consequently not due to
the reunion of Chlorine and Hydrogen, or Oxigen and Hydrogen.

But there is another fact, to which I take the liberty of drawing your
attention, a fact which on account of its novelty and peculiarity cannot fail
exciting a good deal of scientific curiosity.

When the branches of a tube bent in the shape of a U are filled with
chemically pure muriatic acid and by the means of two platina-wires
connected with the poles of a pile, whose current is not able of causing the
electrolysation of the fluid mentioned, the two columns of acid (contained
in the branches), after the current having for a few seconds passed through
them appear to be voltaically polarised. For if the electrodes are removed
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from the branches and replaced by another pair of platina-wires a delicate
galvanometer (of about 2000 coils) on being placed between the latter,
indicates a current passing from the acid column, which had been
connected with the negative polar wire to that column, which had been in
communication with the positive wire; that is to say, one column of acid is
to the other, like zinc to platina.

Having drawn up a paper, in which all my observations regarding the
voltaic polarisation of fluid and solid bodies are stated and which, I hope
will soon be published by the Bibliotheque Universelle2 as well as by
Poggendorff's Annalen3, I do not enter now into any more details on that
subject but I cannot help communicating to you my views on the cause of
the strange phenomenon in question.

You have shown, that weak currents can pass through electrolytes,
without decomposing them4; but are we to infer from such a fact, that a
current incapable of electrolysing acts in no way whatever upon the
electrolytic body? Is it not probable, that the current in question has so
much power as to turn ail the hydrogen-sides of the molecules of muriatic
acid towards the negative electrode and the Chlorine sides towards the
positive one, and is it not allowed to suppose, that the current weakens at
the same time the affinity of the constituent parts of the electrolyte for each
other? Now if we admit such a state of things and if it be further supposed
that the effect does not immediately cease with its cause, we can, I think,
rather easily conceive the way in which the secondary current is produced
by the polarized muriatic acid. The particles of Chlorine and Hydrogen
composing a molecule of acid will, as soon as the current of the pile ceases
circulating through the fluid, begin to act upon each other, i.e. enter again
into their primitive state of intimate combination. Now such an action being
of a chemical nature, a current must be produced by it, as to its direction
precisely of the kind as observed. Though I must allow, that my hypothesis
is rather bold, yet I cannot conceive another and I am inclined to think, that
neither the chemical theory of Galvanism nor that of Volta can easily
account for the enigmatical phenomenon. Will you be so kind and let me
have your views about the strange fact? Before passing to another subject I
must not omit to tell you, that it is not only muriatic acid, which is capable
of being voltaically polarized, other electrolytic fluids, for instance the
hydrate of sulphuric acid have the same property.

The controversy about the source of current electricity produced by
the common voltaic arrangement is still continued in Germany and there is
in that country an obvious leaning towards the views of Volta. The
arguments, however, brough<t> forward in favor of that Theory are, to
my opinion at least, by no means such as to be called decisive ones. Mr.
Pfaff5, for instance, thinks the fact, that a current is excited by muriatic acid
acting upon chloride of sodium or by a pile charged with an aqueous
solution of sulphate of zinc chemically pure, as quite irreconcilable with
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the principles of the chemical theory6.1 must confess, that it is beyond my
power to conceive, how objections of such a kind can be raised in earnest
by such a distinguished philosopher, as Mr. Pfaff is. Will you not come
forward and take part in the contest. We must, indeed, stick closely
together, if we are not to be overpowered, and considered as beaten by our
antagonists. At the meeting of the german association at Fribourg I had an
opportunity of reconnoitering the field.

I am my very dear Sir I Your's most truly I C.F. Schoenbein

Address: Doctor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Becquerel (1834-40), 3: 110.
2. Schoenbein (1838J).
3. Schoenbein (1839b).
4. Faraday (1834c), ERE8, 966-88. See Ross (1991), 150, for a discussion of this point.
5. Christian Heinrich Pfaff (1773-1852, P2). German natural philosopher.
6. Pfaff (1837).

Letter 1114
Extract from Faraday's Report to Trinity House
29 October 1838
From Parliamentary Papers 1839 (501) xiii, pp.35-6

But having attained to this condition of things, I was anxious, before
forming a final conclusion respecting this lamp, and its relation to the
Argand and French lamps in light and expense, to re-examine the
consumption of oil of the two latter. The Argand light has been used as the
general standard; but without especial care it is not possible to have the
lamp burning with the same intensity at different times, and therefore I
made some final experiments for the purpose of greater accuracy in this
respect. The French lamp, also, I have heretofore taken, both as to light and
expense, upon the report of Lieutenant Drummond; and accordingly
thought fit to re-examine and compare it afresh.

The Argand Standard Lamp was brought into good condition, and its
flame not only measured, but drawn on a scale, so that at other times it
could be adjusted until it possessed, as nearly as possible, the same power.
I then ascertained for myself how much oil was burnt by it in 12 hours,
keeping the flame during the whole time at the standard height, and found
it to be 0.8 of a pint of oil, which, at 6s. lOd. per gallon, would cost 8.2d.

Gumey's Good Lamp. On two occasions, namely, the 8th and 18th of
October, this and the Argand lamp, in the state just described, were
compared; the mean result was, that the light equal to one Argand,
consuming the given proportion of oil for 12 hours, when obtained by the
Good lamp, cost 10.42d.
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French Lamp. This lamp, being put into action and lighted, was
brought into what I and Mr. Hall1 supposed to be a very good condition,
after which attention was given to keep it in that state. Whilst so burning, it
was found to give a light equal to 9.68 Argands, supplied with the given
proportion of oil, namely, 0.8 of a pint in 12 hours. The consumption of oil
to produce this effect in the French lamp was found to be at the rate of 14.4
pints for 12 hours. Thus, the light of 9.68 Argands, for 12 hours, costs by it
12s. 3 ^ . ; or the light of one Argand for the same time, 15.25d.

According to these results, therefore, light equal to one Argand costs
in the Argand lamp 8.25d.
Good Gurney lamp 10.40d.
French lamp 15.25d.

The three being as closely compared as they could be in so few
experiments.

Whilst burning with these proportions of oil and oxygen, I compared
the Good Gurney and French lamps together, in their power of illumination,
and found the former to be as 2.52, the latter being unity or 1. This was on
the 18th October, when the former was burning only 0.92 of a pint of oil per
hour, and the latter was consuming as much as 1.20 pint in the same time.
The Gurney lamp was very steady in its light, but the French lamp I found
liable to frequent variation, and often requiring adjustment to prevent the
diminution of the light or the smoking of the flame.

Whether I consider the general comparative results obtained during
all the trials, and referred to in the various reports given in, or whether I
take only those in which I more strictly compared the Argand, French, and
Good Gurney lamps, still I am bound to recommend the latter to the
favourable consideration of the Honourable Board. The two great points
upon which I base this recommendation are, first, the price of the light
obtained by the use of the lamp, it not much exceeding the price of the light
obtained by the use of the common Argand; and second, the facility with
which a steady regular intense light can be obtained and preserved in
order for many hours together.

There are also other points of recommendation; and what may prove
a great one is, the variation which the construction of the lamp allows,
consisting of constituent burners; these may be used singly or in
association, and so a light procured at the same relative price, but varying
from that of Wi Argand to 40 or 50; the highest proportion being
compressed into a space not more than 3 xh inches diameter. This facility of
variation gives the power of using the light either with reflectors or
refractors, at pleasure; and combined with the relative price of the light
must be of great importance.

Unless I have made some great mistake, the advantage, as compared
with the French lamp, is very great. The combustion of oil in the French
lamp is, as might be expected, very different at different times, but of
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course its light will be different also, if the oil in all cases be equally well
burnt. Taking the returns from the lamp at the Menai, for the month of July
1838, the average consumption is at the rate of 10.524 pints for 12 hours.
The return for the same month of the lamp at the Start Point is 12.24 pints
for 12 hours.

My result, when I burnt the lamp at its best, and endeavoured to
compare it strictly with an Argand, was 14.4 pints per 12 hours; it then gave
the light of about 9.68 Argands, consuming each 0.8 of a pint per 12 hours;
i.e., it consumed 18 times the oil, and produced not quite 10 times the light.
Lieutenant Drummond gives the consumption of the French lamp still
higher, 16.6 pints of oil in 12 hours, it then producing the light of 9.75
Argands, burning 1.0625 pint in the same time; so that the oil being 16 fold,
the light was only 93A fold. It is not therefore merely from the direct
comparison of the French with the Good Gurney light, but the comparison
of both these with Argand lamps, burnt by myself and others at various
times, that the following conclusions may be drawn; namely, that for the
same money, the Good lamp will produce from one and a half to almost
twice as much light as the French lamp, in the same or even in a less space.

Added to the previous recommendations of the Good lamp, are those
which may fairly be drawn from expectation and improvement in the
preparation of the oxygen, and the use of cheaper oils or fuels. I have, in a
former report, expressed my strong opinion that when the oxygen is made
daily, the wear and tear of the retort will be less, and the consumption of
fuel much diminished.

I also think it probable that the manganese used will still find a price,
though a low one, in the market; and that these and other circumstances
will importantly diminish the cost of the oxygen, or that substance the use
of which in the Good lamp makes two-thirds of the whole expense. With
respect to the lamp and fuel, it is exceedingly likely, that with the
employment of the tripper or finger already described in the lamp No. 5, to
remove such carbon cones as may be formed, cheaper fluid fuels than the
oil as yet used may be burnt; and thus a diminution of expense be effected
in that direction also.

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 1115
Henry Thomas De La Beche to Faraday
5 November 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Swansea, South Wales, 5 Nov. 1838
My dear Faraday

Barry1, the architect, two others and self, lately made a tour by
direction of government in order to enquire into the building-stone
capabilities of our land, the more immediate object being to ascertain what
material might be most proper to employ in the construction of the new
parliament houses2. During the trip we obtained numerous specimens,
certain chemical and physical experiments on which would appear very
desirable for a right understanding of the subject. I have indirectly heard
that you have expressed a willingness to help us in this matter, the
management of which, as Director of the Museum of Economic Geology has
been handed over to me3. Is or is not this news too good to be true? I trust
that it is true and that you really will help us; at all events see what is
wanted.

1. We have found that the atmosphere acts very differently on
buildings and therefore it becomes most desirable to find out, if possible,
what difference there may be in the stones employed as regards their
chemical composition in the first place. There is no difficulty in
distinguishing ordinary mineralogical differences, but more delicate work
is required for some materials^ As for instance, in the case of the
magnesian limestones, while some varieties are extremely desirable others
decompose very readily. Thus, though both York Minster and Southwell
Church4 are built of this stone, the former is in a wretched state while the
latter is nearly in as good condition as when erected by the Normans.

In the case again of many sandstones in which the grains are
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might be submitted to an highly dosed with it [sic] and the relative effects
observed.

I should observe that Lichens would appear greatly to protect
buildings in the country from atmospheric influences while in London
buildings would be without that protection - it being supposed that even on
the highest parts of S. Pauls, lichens are not found.

4. As some stones resist the action of frost so much better than others,
1st. in consequence of not imbibing moisture so readily as them, and 2dly.
by possessing greater cohesion of parts, experiments to ascertain the
relative powers of the specimens to absorb water (both in given short times
and when fully saturated) and to see how they respectively resist artificial
cold, such as might be considered equal to that of our winters, become
valuable and desirable.

5. Experiments to show the relative power of the specimens to resist
pressure.

Some fortnight or so since, I wrote to Wheatstone about No. 4 and 5
especially in consequence of a conversation we had at the Athenaeum
about 6 [MS torn], but have not yet heard fr<orn> him. As I asked if he
could tell me the part [MS torn] perhaps he is waiting to ascertain it.

Now, my dear Faraday, will you help us, - pray do, - and assist in
dissipating some of the confounded jobbery and humbug which has very
generally been hitherto practised as to the stone employed in our public
buildings - Pray drop me a line about this and send it to me under cover to
T.W. Philipps5 Esq. &c &c. Office of Woods, &c Whitehall Place, putting your
name in the corner of your direction to me.

Ever sincerely yours I H.T. De La Beche

Address: Dr. Faraday i Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. Charles Barry (1795-1860, DNB). Architect of the new Houses of Parliament.
2. The old Houses of Parliament were destroyed by fire on 16 October 1834. For details of
this tour see Crook and Port (1973), 602-3.
3. The Museum had been founded in 1837, Flett (1937), 34, as part of the Geological Survey.
The stones collected for the Houses of Parliament formed the first collection of the Museum,
pp.33-4.
4. In Nottinghamshire.
5. Trenham Walshman Philipps (d.1855, age 61, GRO). Private Secretary to the Chief
Commissioner of, and Clerk to, the Board of Woods and Forests. Crook and Port (1973), 217-8.
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Letter 1116
Jons Jacob Berzelius to Faraday
6 November 1838
From the original in RS MS 241, f.76

Stockholm le 6 Nov 1838
Monsieur et Confrere

L'Academie des Sciences de Stckholm, desirant de voustemoigner le
prix qu'elle met a vos savans et classiquestravaux sur les forces electriques
et magnetiques, vient de vous nommer Membre etranger de sa classe de
Physique a la place vacante dans son sein par le deces de Mr. von Hauss1.
J'ai 1'honneur de vous remettre le diplome de l'academie ci inclus.

Vous avez eu la bonte de communiquer une faite precieuse de vos
Memoires sur l'Electrcite. Je profite de cette mission pour Vous en faire
mes remercimens, ainsi que pour Vous prier de vouloir bien m'en envoyer
la continuation. Le N° 82 est le dernier rey. Mr Tottie3, notre Consul general,
17 Great St. Helens, se charge de me remettre tout ce qu'on voudra bien
m'envoyer de Londres.

Je vous prie d'agreer l'assurance de la haute consideration avec
laquelle j'ai 1'honneur d'etre I Monsieur I votre devoue Confrere I Jac.
Berzelius

TRANSLATION
Stockholm 6 November 1838

Sir and dear Colleague,
The Stockholm Academy of Sciences, wishing to give witness to the

prize it places on wise and classic work on electric and magnetic forms, has
just nominated you Overseas Member in the Physics category for the place
in its midst vacated by the death of Mr. Von Hauss1. I have the honour of
sending you the enclosed diploma of the Academy.

You had the kindness to communicate to me the precious fact of your
papers on electricity. I take advantage of this mission to thank you for it and
also to send me the continuation. N° 82 was the last received. Mr. Tottie3,
our Consul General, 17 Great St. Helens, has offered to pass on to me
anything you may wish to send from London.

I ask you to accept the assurance of the high consideration with which
I have the honour of being, I Sir, I your devoted colleague, I Jac. Berzelius.

1. Unidentified.
2. Faraday (1834c), ERE8.
3. Of Tottie, Tabor and Co, merchants of 17 Great St Helens. POD.
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Letter 1117
Faraday to Samuel Hunter Christie
14 November 1838
From the original in RS MS MC 2.306

Royal Institution I 14 November 1838
My dear Sir

Professor Ehrenberg has honored me by requesting that I would in his
name present to the Royal Society a copy of his magnificent work on
Infusoria &C1: you will receive it with this letters I rejoice in having any part
in the presentation of such a work from such a man to the Library of the
Society.

I also beg you to make application to the President and Council in my
name for leave to reprint from the Philosophical Transactions my
Experimental researches in Electricity. The cost of obtaining them is so
great that those who wish to have them cannot afford the purchase. If leave
is granted me, it is my intention to make them into one Octavo volume with
an Index2.1 would also beg the favour of the loan of the plates to the various
papers as it is my wish to make the work as cheap as possible3!.]

I hope the Council will not think that I am asking too much or
overrating the value of the papers to the publici.j Their reward of them at
different times by the Copley & Royal Medals must be my excuse in this4[.]

I am My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
S.H. Christie Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c

Endorsed: M. Faraday Esq 14th Nov 1838. Ehrenberg's work on Infusoria
presented to R.S. Leave to Reprint Experimental Researches in Electricity
published in Phil. Trans.
Address: S.H. Christie Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c I Royal Society

1. Ehrenberg (1838). See letter 1102.
2. Faraday (1839b).
3. For the permission of Council for Faraday to do this see RS CM, 29 November 1838,1:192.
4. Faraday was awarded the Copley medal in 1832 and a Royal Medal in 1835. Anon (1940),
346, 349.

Letter 1118
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
14 November 1838
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Observatory Greenwich 1838 Nov 14
My dear Sir

I am desirous of having your assistance in a practical matter of
magnetism1. We have here one of Gauss's large bars suspended as a
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horizontal needle by a bundle of silk: and it seems likely to continue in
vibration for ever. The method of checking the vibrations adopted by
Gauss is, as I understand, by the drag (I use the old word for want of a new
one) produced by a curved copper bar completely surrounding the needle
in a vertical plane: but none such was furnished to me by the Gottingen
artist, and it is not described in the books published by Gauss and Weber2.
Something of this kind I must have: and I should be glad if you would
inform me of what is absolutely necessary in its shape. Must it surround the
needle, either in a horizontal or vertical plane? or will a horse-shoe at each
end, embracing the end of the magnet, be sufficient? Must it be solid, or
laminated? What caution must be observed as to the quality of the copper?
Is copper ever magnetic? Is any other metal preferable? The suspension of
the needle you will understand without any diagram: the horizontal plan is
the following
A the needle
B the suspension-piece

C a wire-frame D a lens acting as collimator
E, F, counterpoises

The line which must not be interrupted by the copper is CD[.]
I am my dear Sir I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy

Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. For the background to this project on terrestrial magnetism see O'Hara (1983).
2. Gauss and Weber (1837-43). Wilhelm Eduard Weber (1804-1891, DSB). German physicist.

Letter 1119
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
16 November 1838
From the original in RGO6 / 676, f.50~l

Royal Institution I 16 Nov 1838
My dear Sir

Remember at the outset that I am writing theoretically & have not
seen the magnet which you want to steady or its support1 & do not know the
velocity of the motion which you wish to stop. I do not see any need for a
ring in a vertical plane. One in a horizontal plane would be more effective &
is near the original form of Arago's Expt2. Nor do I see any reason for
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extending the copper far beyond the extremes of the arc of vibration
whatever that may be. The object (on the principle you refer to) is simply to
bring a good conductor like copper near to the moving magnetic poles & I
should have thought a sort of jacket of this

kind might have been applied. If the upper part interferes with the use of
the Collimator & wire frame it would require to be suppressed more or less.
The copper should at all events extend beyond the Arc of vibration^

I had occasion once to check the Vibration of a galvanometer & yet
allow the needle to take its true place. I found I could effect this by fixing a
small plane under the needle and immersing this plane in water the surface
of the water wetting the filament by which it was fixed to the needle3

Would any thing of this kind be applicable to your caseu For the plane
might be used a vane with several fans or perhaps a hollow open cylinder
would give rise to fewer disturbances from possible motions in the water
than any other form. Instead of water Air in a vessel nearly closed might
surround the plane or vanen I have recently found the good retarding
effects of a vane in air in stopping the motions of the repelled ball of a
Coulomb4 electrometer5!.]
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If I could see you we might in talk say something more distinct. I must
not say I will come to Greenwich but shall you be in town shortly for
instance at the anniversary &c?6

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Airyl &c &c &c

1. See letter 1118.
2. Arago (1825). See Cawood (1977), 566-7, 576-81 for a discussion of Arago's work on
terrestrial magnetism.
3. Faraday, Diary, 26 September 1834, 2: 2012.
4. Charles Augustin Coulomb (1736-1806, DSB). French physicist.
5. Faraday (1838a), ERE11, 1180.
6. Of the Royal Society on 30 November 1838.

Letter 1120
Faraday to Henry Thomas De La Beche
16 November 1838
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution. I 16 November 1838
My dear Sir

I have been out of town until now for my healths sake by Doctors
direction & have had no letters sent to me: hence the delay in answering
yours1. I saw Mr. Barry2 this morning & had a talk with him on the matter.
For myself I can do nothing but talk a little about it; for I am obliged to lay
down occupation not take it up - Barry will tell you that he mentioned
Daniell to me & if I had spoken first I should have mentioned Daniell to him
so you see you have a good man indeed for the purpose a better man than
the one you were looking after; I say so with all sincerity of feelings

Your object is a most excellent one and I think must give rise to some
good results - From your letter I suspected that you were expecting too
much from Chemistry but the conversation with Barry makes me more
satisfiedf.j

My time is short & as you will hear from Barry: my matter is short too.
Ever My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

H.T. De la Beche Esq I &c &c &c

Address: H.T. De la Beche Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1115.
2. Charles Barry (1795-1860, DNB). Architect of the new Houses of Parliament.
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Letter 1121
Faraday to Jons Jacob Berzelius
27 November 1838
From the original in SU
To Baron Berzelius I &c &c &c &c

Royal Institution I 27, November 1838
Sir

It is with sincere gratitude to the Academy of Sciences of Stockholm
that I offer through you my respectful thanks for the very high honor it has
conferred upon me1!.] I hope that my future exertions will not leave them
any occasion to regret the mark of approbation so bestowed.

And to you My dear Sir allow me also to offer my earnest thanks for
the value which your name and character has had upon me[.| When I was
young & unknown the mere Laboratory assistant of Davy & Brande, I heard
you so spoken of by all around especially by the late Dr. Marcet2 that a
lasting impression was made on my mind from which time you have
seemed to me as a model of intellect & industry combined worthy the
humble imitation of every lover of chemistry & science. I do not say these
as words of course indeed I think that on the whole I am too reserved in my
manner & communication, and now that the opportunity does occur for a
few words I cannot make them altogether a reply to the official part of your
letter; but breaking through formality, must let you know that I am not
unconscious of or ungrateful for the kindnesses you have at several times
shewn me[.]

Your asking for certain papers of mine makes me very proud. I have
sent the Series ix. x. xi. xii & xiii3. to Mr Hudson of the Royal Society for you
as they appeared, xi. xii. & xiii. I found a day or two ago were not gone but
will go immediately. Series ix & x have I fear been lost on the road or
perhaps you will still receive themu ix I cannot find but x and xiv4 I will
send by favour of Mr. Tottie5t.j

I am preparing a reprint in one volume of the electrical papers6 & shall
then have the honor of sending a copy to the Academyi.]

I am I My dear Baron i Your Obliged & faithful Servant 1 M. Faraday

1. See letter 1116.
2. Alexander John Gaspard Marcet (1770-1822, DNB). Physician at Guy's Hospital and from
1819 Professor of Chemistry at Geneva.
3. Faraday (1835a, b, 1838a, b, c), ERE9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.
4. Faraday (1838d), ERE14.
5. Of Tottie, Tabor and Co, .merchants of 17 Great St Helens. POD.
6. Faraday (1839b).
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Letter 1122
Faraday to William Henry Fox Talbot
5 December 1838
From the original in LA MS 38-34

R Institution I 5 Deer. 1838
My dear Sir

The only references I can find at present to the Experiments I referred
to are

Van Beek1. Ann de Chimie 1828 tome xxxviii, p 49 and 532

De la Rive, Ibid. 1827, September^
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

H.F. Talbot Esq I &c &c &c

1. Albert van Beek (1787-1856, PI, 3). Dutch physicist.
2. Beek (1828).
3. De La Rive and Marcet (1827) or possibly De La Rive, A.-A. (1827) published in the
October issue of Ann.Chim.

Letter 1123
Richard Owen to Faraday
c 12 December 18381

From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton
My dear Sir

Since my return to Town I have heard from Dr. Davy, who says "in my
first paper on the Torpedo, in the Philos. Trans, for 1832, p.2632, there are
some mistakes through inadvertancy which perhaps you will oblige me by
correcting in your copy and also by bringing to the notice of Mr. Faraday
Line 19 for Zinc read Copper, or negative

20 - Copper - Zinc or positive
28 - Zinc - Copper
29 - Copper - Zinc"

I lose no time in complying with Dr. D's request and am glad to find by his
letter that he met with every attention and facility in the prosecution of his
experiments on the Gymnotus. I regret much that I did not hear the account
of yours3, nor witness the additional experiments at the meeting at which I
had hoped to have been present^.]

Believe me, I My dear Sir, I very truly yours, I Richd Owen

Address: Ml. Faraday D.C.L. &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street.

1, Dated on the basis that letter 1124 is the answer.
2. Davy, J. (1832), 263.
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3. Faraday (1839a), ERE15 was read to the Royal Society on 6 December 1838.
4. See Faraday, Diary, 26 November 1838 and 3 December 1838, 3: 5064-9 which describe
Faraday's experiments on the Gymnotus at the Adelaide Gallery. For a discussion of Faraday's
work on the Gymnotus, see Fisher (1991-2).

Letter 1124
Faraday to Richard Owen
13 December 1838
From the original in ULC MS add 5354, letter 9

R Institution I 13 Dec 1838
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your kind note1 & for the corrections in Dr Davy's
paper2. I had been puzzled by the use of zinc & copper but as in certain
views of the pile they mean the reverse state to what they do in certain
other views I was not quite sure whether they were right or no. The use of
Positive & Negative makes all definite & clean.]

I hope you are now quite well again3 - and 1 wish we had some good
active enduring torpedoes to work with. I do think that you & I might make
something out of them but I am afraid Gymnoti are not so good for us4[.j

Ever Dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
R Owen Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1123.
2. Davy, J. (1832).
3. Following the death of Owen's mother on 24 November 1838. See Owen (1894), 1: 140-2.
4. Owen had worked with Faraday on Torpedoes at the Adelaide Gallery. Faraday (1839a),
ERE15, 1754. See also Athenaeum, 27 October 1838, p.779 for an account of work done on 22
October 1838, and Faraday, Diary, 22 October 1838, 3: 5028-55.

Letter 1125
Theodore Drury1 to Faraday
17 December 1838
From Drury (1839), 126-7
My Dear Sir,

Permit to describe an extraordinary electrifying machine which 1
yesterday witnessed, and which I think will be new even to you.

It is no other than a leather strap, which connects two drums in a large
worsted mill in the town of Keighley.

The dimensions and particulars of the strap are as follows:
It is in length 24 feet
Breadth 6 inches
Thickness V% do.

It makes 100 revolutions in a minute.
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The drums, over which it passes at both ends, are two feet in
diameter, made of wood fastened to iron hoops and turning on iron axles;
these drums are placed at 10 feet distance from each other, and the strap
crosses in the middle between the drums, where there is some friction; the
strap forming a figure of eight. There is no metal in connexion with the
strap, but it is oiled. If you present your knuckle to the strap above the point
of crossing, brushes of electrical light are given off in abundance, and when
the points of a prime conductor are held near the strap, most pungent
sparks are given off to a knuckle at about two inches; I charged a Leyden jar
of considerable size in a few seconds by presenting it to the prime
conductor. The gentleman who told me of this curious strap has frequently
charged his electrical battery in a very short time from it, and he informed
me that it is always the same, generating electricity from morning to night
without any abatement or alteration. If this strap had the advantage of silk
flaps and a little amalgam, it would rival the machine in the lecture room in
Albemarle-street.

Pray excuse the earnestness of
Your most faithful Servant, I Theodore Drury.

Keighley Rectory, Yorkshire, I Dec. 17, 1838.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1126
Charles Turner to Faraday
18 December 1838
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.33

Warren Street I Dec 18th 1838
Dear Sir,

Dr Holland informs me this morning you are so obliging to allow me to
call on you for a short time. It will afford me the greatest pleasure any hour
you may please to name & you may rely on my honor. I never will name
your indulgence & kind [word illegible].

I am Dear Sir Yours very truly I C. Turrier
M. Faraday Esq
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Letter 1127
Faraday to Charles Babbage
29 December 1838
From the original in BL add MS 37191, f.68

R Institution I 29 Deer 1838
Dear Babbage

The following fixed oils do not thicken by cold or if they do at all but
very little
Almond
Linseed
Sessimun [sic]
Castor - CD.

The Unseed oil of course unboiled^ The Sessimun oil may be obtained
at some druggists it is used to adulterate almond oil. The castor oil should
be that having the commercial mark CD. other castor oil will solidify more
or less. Of these the Almond is the most fluid the Castor the least fluid i.e.
thickest.

None of these are very dear in the large way. Even the Castor not more
perhaps than 1/6 per pint[.]

As a further assistance to you I may say that spirits of turpentine or
the distilled caoutchouc fluid added even in small quantities to some oil
thins them much & counteracts the effect of cold more or lessj.] But then
being volatile, they would evaporate in time though slowly1!]

Ever I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Babbage may have wanted this information in order to lubricate his analytical engine on
which he was then working.

Letter 1128
John Peter Gassiot1 to Faraday
3 January 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

Mr. Anderson will no doubt have informed you of our failure in
obtaining a striking distance with my 320 pairs of the Constant Battery2. Mr.
Wheatstone suggested that the failure might arise from the Cells not being
insulatedt.j Since then Mr Mason3 prepared 99 Ceils which are insulated
with great care on Glass well covered with Shellac Varnish - we also had an
instrument prepared by Mr. Watkins with a micrometer screw - but we could
nor succeed [.}

We were however fully compensated for our trouble by obtaining the
following result - the entire Battery was afterwards arranged so as to
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become 9 distinct Batteries of 11 Cells each - the two Voltameters were used
with small & large Electrodes. The action with each used separately was as
follows[:]

With No. 1 Battery of 11 Cells a Cubic In Mix Gases in 70"
o " 70"
3 " 107"
4 » i n "
5 » 99"
6 » 103"
7 » 104"
8 » 113"
9 " 97"

Making a total of 874" - the mean power being 97". 11[.| On connecting the 9
pos. into one Cup and 9 Neg into another with the small sized Electrodes we
obtained a Cubic [In] in 21" with the large sized [electrodes] a Cubic In in
10" and 5 In in 52" with the combined power by calculation we ought to
obtain the inch in 10".79 - we obtained it in 10".44.

The action of the different batteries (whatever may have been the
cause) being so varied, I think that with Electrodes of requisite dimensions
the Electrolytical effects of any number of the Constant Battery may be
combined whatever may be the size of the Elements of which they are
composed[.]

Were it the custom to canonize philosophers, and a vacancy could be
found in the Calendar it ought certainly to be awarded my friend Daniell for
the Constant Battery5 - the Experiments were continued from 4 o clock in
the afternoon until 3 next morning & the battery was as in good action as
the first hour.

I must not forget to tell you that Brayley is now the Secretary to the
Elec Socy and I hope under his guidance some good to science may be
ultimately obtained by our Exertions. I can only regret that I had not the
pleasure of your acquaintance some years ago, however I can only now
wish you and yours every happiness this world can afford, and that you
may be spared a long life for the cultivation of that science which so many
agree is yet only in its infancyu

Believe me I My Dear Sir I Very Sincerely yours I John P. Gassiot
P.S. I have sent Mr D an acct of the Experiments
Clapham Common I 3 Jan 1839
M. Faraday Esq I FRS &c &c &c

1. John Peter Gassiot (1797-1877, DSB). Wine merchant and electrician.
2. For this experiment see Gassiot (1840).
3. Thomas Mason. A maker of batteries (see Mason (1838)) and son of Thomas Mason,
wollen draper of 70 High Holborn, POD.
4. For these experiments see Gassiot (1839).
5. Daniell (1836).
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Letter 1129
Charles William Pasley to Faraday
12 January 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Chatham the 12th of Jany I 1839
My dear Sir,

I am very much obliged to you for your letter of yesterday. I have got a
Battery of 10 cells with porcelain tubes, which cost 4 Shg apiece besides the
expense of Carriage and are perfectly rotten & worthless and 3-4ths broken.
We have replaced them with Membranes costing 2d apiece. In trying the
comparative strength of the detonating powders, we first used only 2 cells,
which having failed, we used 3 cells, which fired the detonating powder,
but not common gunpowder. 4 fired the common Gunpowder. In our
experiments in the Medway, we used all our cells, & as our men are
Artificers I have ordered 10 more copper cells &c, complete to be made, to
double the power of our Battery1. The mode we prepare our charges for
immersion is this
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We inclose our wires in tape sewed round, and covered with water proof
composition, composed of pitch, bee's wax and tallow. The ends of these
wires are represented by w, w. They are led down through a wooden top
into a cell CC forming a recess in a water proof cylinder, which if we should
ever attack the Royal George, will be of very large dimensions, but this
cylinder is small in the annexed sketch. The wooden top is shaded. The
wires pass through holes in it purposely made large enough not to jam or
confine it tight, which we found in some of our previous experiments
prevented the ignition of the charge. The two wires are bent at right angles
towards each other below the wooden top or lid, to which they are screwed
or nailed up by the screws SS. The top of the wooden lid has a water proof
coating of fine canvas fixed to it, from which rise two canvas collars coated
with water proof composition and tied close round the wires near the
points W, W, in the former figure. This canvas work before it is fixed upon
the wood is represented by the opposite figure.

B is a bag, rendered water proof by a composition of rosin & tallow,
containing the powder for firing the great charge, which it does by bursting
through the cell into the great charge between the points m n, in the first
figure. If the explosion of 2 or 3 ounces contained in B should fail no harm is
done. The bag B is covered with waterproof composition. The platinum
wire pierces it from one side to the other, being soldered to the extreme
ends of the copper wires, pointing towards each other, as I said before. This
platinum wire passes through the middle of a small paper cartridge (P)
containing the detonating powder of nitre sulphur & carbonate of Potash.
This little cartridge represented in the first figure is 3/sths inch in diameter,
& surrounded by gunpowder on all sides. The neck of the bag B in which it
is introduced is only 1 inch in diameter though it looks larger in the figure,
and goes into a cell or groove cut in the wooden top. This day was our most
prosperous experiment. We put 100 feet of the copper wires under water
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with a charge also under water, but there were 470 more of the wires on
shore. On trying to explode the whole length 570 feet it failed, but on trying
to explode it by the wires shortened to 440 feet it succeeded. We mean next
to cover the whole of the wires with the same tapes and water proof
composition and to try 450 feet entirely under water, first in a pond &
afterwards in the Medway. If 10 cells will not succeed, we will increase the
number until it does. 450 feet is the longest wires safety requires even for
the largest charges in subaqueous explosions. I have no doubt now of our
success. We find that the wire one fifth of an inch in diameter, which I think
you recommended, either personally or in your manipulations2, will fire
gunpowder at twice the distance of the common bell wire about !/i6 th of an
inch in diameter which we also used. The way we arrange our wires is thus.
We attach them to a rope on contrary sides of it, and bind them round with
small cord as in the annexed figure,

in which the tape coating covering round the wire is black, the small cord
is also black. In this form the wires coil up easily with the rope; but before
we fixed them to the rope, the thick wires were very stubborn and
intractable.

It was suggested to lay the wires in the seams of the rope in a spiral
going round and round, but this mode though it looks much more snug
increases the length of the wire too much.

Yours very faithfully I C.W. Pasley

1. This was part of Pasley's tests to remove the Royal George which had accidentally sunk at
Spithead on 29 August 1782. See Anon (1841b), 79-111 for accounts of Pasley's successful
efforts which commenced in August 1839 and continued into 1841.
2. Faraday (1830b). This recommendation is not given here.
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Letter 1130
Charles William Pasley to Faraday
14 January 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Chatham the 14th of Jany I 1839
My dear Sir,

I never paid the smallest attention to the Voltaic Battery, until it
appeared to be a better agent for firing Gunpowder under water than any
other. To this particular application of its powers, I shall stick, I mean apply
without intermission, until I get its use reduced to something like certainty.

Since 1 wrote you last1, it has occurred to me, that a description of
some our failures may not be unacceptable to you. I will describe them.

1st Passing the wires through a wooden top or lid of a waterproof box
in which they were jammed tight as in the annexed sketch,

the powder being in a bag B covered with water proof composition, and the
wooden lid also being coated with a waterproof composition, ignition did
not take place.

2dly. When the wooden lid was planed smoothe, [sic] without any
water proof composition over it, the same failure occurred, owing to the
tightness of the wires.

Whether we left the copper bare and exposed to the water above the
wood, or whether we inclosed it in tape (the tape not being coated with
water proof composition[)], the effect was the same. The powder would not
explode.

3dly. On enlarging the holes in the wood, so that the copper wires
were not jammed, the explosion always took place, whether they touched
the wood on one side or not, and whether the copper was naked or
covered.
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4th. When we passed the platinum wire through a small tin case
containing the powder, and soldered it into the tin as well as to the ends of
the copper wires, it failed.

4th [sic] When we passed the platinum wire though a tin case as
before, but did not solder it to the side of the case merely putting our water
proof composition into the holes, the explosion took place, but we finally
abandoned tin and preserved the bag. -

5th. When the platinum wire was fixed round the copper wires by
passing it round and round and drawing it close by a pair of pincers,
ignition generally failed. When its ends were soldered to the copper, it
never failed except from causes not depending on the mode of connection.
Even in the open air our battery would not make the platinum wire red hot,
when merely passed round the copper, without soldering or pressure.

6th. It being absolutely necessary, that the copper wires should be
firmly fixed to the wooden lid, in order to prevent a pressure from without, or
tension from without, which might by altering their position break the
platinum wire, we tried to fix them on the outside of the lid by making a
loop or hole in each of the copper wires

thus, and fixing others to the wooden lid, and passing a pair (PP)
horizontally through them all, as represented by the dotted lines. In this
case the experiment failed. We therefore screwed the wires up to the
bottom of the lid inside, as represented in the first figure in my former
letter, and this has always succeeded.

7th. On passing both wires tightly through corks inserted into the lid
of hard wood, ignition took place. 8th. On covering the top of each cork and
also the top of the hard wood of the whole lid with water proof
composition, the experiment failed. 9th. On covering the corks alone, but
not the hard wood with this composition an explosion took place, but this
partial coating of the corks only would not answer my purpose, because I
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know that water will force itself through the pores of wood at the great
depths at which I contemplate using the Voltaic Battery, namely from 80 to
100 feet.

Mr Daniel[l] has repeatedly expressed his surprise to me that the first
experiment recorded in this letter should have failed, his opinion being,
that it ought not to have failed, but we have tried the thing too often to have
the smallest doubt of the fact, and I observe in one of your Papers, that you
found that ice prevented the action of a powerful battery, which you say
was unforeseen by you2.

I beg to know, whether there is any objection to our japanning or
painting the outsides of the copper cylinders or cells of our Daniell's
Battery3. Should it do no harm, it will be convenient, and prevent verdigris
from collecting?

I remain my dear Sir I yours very faithfully & obliged IC.W. Pasley
NB. I also beg to know in what way you compare the powers of a Daniells
Battery with one of Dr Woolastons [sic].

1. Letter 1129. See also note 1.
2. Faraday (1833b), ERE4, 381.
3. Daniell (1836).

Letter 1131
John Poole to Faraday
18 January 18391

From the original in RI MS Fl H68
Garrick Club I Covent Garden I 18 Jany

My Dear Faraday,
Do you keep a Me-te-o-ro-lo-gi-cal - that word is a breather - register

at the Royal Institution? If you do you would oblige me by writing me a line,
stating what weather the people in London had upon

Wednesday 13 September 1815
It is for a purpose. Murphy2 could answer any question for the future, but I
would not trust him for the pastu

Yours very faithfully I John Poole

1. Dated on the basis that letter 1133 is the reply.
2. Patrick Murphy (1782-1847, DNB). Meteorologist.
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Letter 1132
Richard Owen to Faraday
18 January 18391

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.9
College of Surgeons I Friday Morning

My dear Faraday
The dissection of the Gymnotus is that which was made for the

Adelaide Gallery. I have not really had time to make a more minute
dissection of the Torpedo than that which is now sent. All that it wants for
temporary preservation is a dish deep enough to hold enough of dilute
alcohol to cover it. I thought its organs would be more plainly
demonstrable thus, than in a Bottle.

ever yours I R. Owen

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday displayed Owen's dissection during his Friday Evening
Discourse on the Gymnotus on 18 January 1839. See Faraday's notes in RI MS F4 110, p. 19.

Letter 1133
Faraday to John Poole
19 January 1839
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Letter 1134
Faraday to Miss Hume1

23 January 1839
From Anon (1841a), 112-3

I believe there are very few of a philosophical nature. This has often
surprised me, for his mind2 was very active amongst such subjects, and
frequently when he has come in, whilst I have been experimenting, the
quickness with which he has caught and canvassed the idea under
investigation, has struck me, and made me wish again, and again, that he
would turn experimenter. So correctly did he catch my thoughts and views,
that 1 have often gone to him, as the combined philosopher and scholar, for
new words, and several that are now current in electrical science, we owe to
him3.

Again, in medical cases, his penetration and judgment often surprised
me. I was personally much indebted to him in the matter of health, and so
were many of my friends, and when he had occasion to attend us, his
attention and kindness were never weary. But, besides that, he appeared to
have such a clear perception of the nature of the derangement of the
system and to pass so well from the mere symptoms, to the true cause of
the derangement, and after that, to apply the needful remedies so well, and
so quickly, that, though unable to judge of these matters, except from
experience, I certainly always considered him as a most philosophic, and
yet, a most practical, and safe physician.

All here who knew him, remember, and will continue to remember
him; all regret his loss. I never knew a man, who so quickly, and so
generally, left pleasant impressions on the minds of those who came into
his company:- and then, that we should be so suddenly struck with the
news of his death, when we were in a manner, waiting for his re-appearance
amongst us!

1 owe very much to the kindness of those, who are, or have been
around me in life, but in the remembrance of them, Dr. Nicholl's character
stands very separate, and independent, and I think will ever do so. I can
wish nothing better to his boy, than, that in all these respects, he may prove
like his father.

I have the honour to be, I Dear madam, your's very faithfully I M.
Faraday
Royal Institution. I Jan. 23, 1839.

1. Unidentified.
2. Whitlock Nicholl who had died on 3 December 1838.
3. See Ross (1991), 128-42 and letter 711.
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Letter 1135
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
late January 1839
From the original in FACLM HMScl

Rl.
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your note. The account must not appear1!.]
Next Friday, Dr Grant "on the recent discoveries regarding the

structure & history of animalcules"2^]
I am thinking of you for some time in March3[.]
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

E.W. Brayley Esq

1. Probably a reference connected with the Phil Mag..
2. See LitGaz., 16 February 1839, pp.105-6 for an account of Grant's Friday Evening
Discourse of 1 February 1839, "On the recent Discoveries and History of Animalcules".
3. See LitGaz,, 16 March 1839, p. 169 for an account of Brayley's Friday Evening Discourse of
8 March 1839 "On the Atmosphere, in relation to Gravitation and Temperature".

Letter 1136
Henry Storkes1 to Faraday
31 January 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl 1108
My Dear Sir

1 have just seen our friend, Mr McGrath, & he tells me, you have done
me the honor, to purchase my portrait2. I exceedingly regret, you have
allowed, any [word illegible] so far to run away with you; and I should have
been most happy, to have presented one, myself to you, had I known your
wishes: without the expression of them, such an act would have put to the
blush, that storehouse of modest faces Westminster Hall3[.]

I am I Yours faithfully I Henry Storkes
Serjents Inn I Jany. 31, 1839

1. Henry Storkes (1778-1866, B3). Lawyer.
2. This is mounted in RI MS Fl 1109.
3. That is the House of Commons.
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Letter 1137
Faraday to Edward Magrath
1 February 1839
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 1 Feby 1839
Dear Magrath

I send the Messenger for the pictures of Constables1 which you were
so kind as to say we might have. Will you write on a slip of paper how they
ought to be called on the Evening's Bill2[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. John Constable (1776-1837, DNB). Painter.
2. At the Friday Evening Discourse (given by Grant (see note 2, letter 1135)) on 1 February
1839 "Two Portraits & a sketch painted by the late Mr. Constable RA" were exhibited in the
Library. RI MS F4E, p.45.

Letter 1138
James Walker1 to Faraday
4 February 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl 136
My dear Sir,

Your recommendat[io]n of Mr Buchanan came just in time, and he has
thro' you been employed in the surveys pfositiojn at Leith and has done
what was wanted very well.

Our friend Capt Drew1 Trinity House after being suspended until the
28th is to be taken down to become I trust F.R.S. for which your name to his
certificate & your attendance on the 28th would be very instrumental3. As
that of any friend that knows him[.]

Very truly I My dear Sir I Yours I J. Walker
Gr Geo St / 4 Feby
M. Faraday Esq &c &c

1. James Walker (1781-1862, Ann Reg., 1862: 409-10). Marine engineer.
2. Richard Drew (1787-1843, Gent.Mag., 1843, 20: 329. Member of the Corporation of Trinity
House.
3. Faraday did sign Drew's certificate (RS MS Cert 8.278). He was elected a Fellow on 28
February 1839.
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Letter 1139
Davies Gilbert to Faraday
7 February 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl 120

Athenaeum Feby 7 i 1839
My dear Sir,

I flatter myself that you will have the goodness to excuse me for
stating that my only Son is for ballot on Monday, that I am most anxious for
his admission into this club, and of course that 1 am most anxious to
interest my Friends on his behalf1.

Believe me I My dear Sir I Yours most faithfully I Davies Gilbert
Michael Faraday Esq

1. John Davies Gilbert (1811-1854, DNB under Davies Gilbert) was elected to the Athenaeum
in 1839. Waugh [1894], 57.

Letter 1140
Faraday to Henry Thomas De La Beche
8 February 1839
From the original copy in British Geological Survey MS GSM1/1 (p.66)

Royal Institution 1 8th February 1839
My dear Sir,

I understand you wish to know my opinion of my Friend Mr Richard
Phillips as an analytical chemist and in relation to Geological Mineralogy.
Now his character in these respects is or ought to be so well known that I
am really ashamed to say any thing respecting it for I cannot help feeling
that it is I who require the testimony rather than he. In the analysis of
mineral or inorganic substances there is no man whom I would trust sooner
than him, and surely his various communications in the Annals of
Philosophy and Philosophical Magazine as well as elsewhere prove his
extensive acquaintance with the minerals and mines of strata1.

I am, I My dear Sir, I most truly yours I W. [sic] Faraday
T.F. [sic] De la Beche Esqre

1. Phillips was appointed Chemist and Curator of the Museum of Practical Geology in 1839,
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Letter 1141
Charles William Pasley to Faraday
9 February 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Chatham the 9th of I Feb. 1839
My dear Sir,

The preparations that I made for securing the Copper wires to a rope
&c, have been successful beyond our hopes1. Every thing being covered
and paid over with pitch &c, each wire in its tape coat, the rope paid over
separately then another broad tape covering it, served with hemp yarns &c,
all this having rendered our apparatus completely impervious to water,
though capable of being coiled up and reeved out from a boat, we fired a
charge at the bottom of the Medway from a boat at the distance of 400 feet
by 10 cylinders only. I had provided 20 cylinders in readiness, intending if
it failed, to add a pair more and make a new trial until it succeeded, and
from my former experiments with the wires secured against contact, but
not impervious to water, I really thought that 20 would have been required.
The dryness of the wires therefore appears to be of very great importance.
They were nearly xith inch in diameter.

With common bellrope wires Vie th inch in diameter we could do
nothing. 20 cylinders would not fire a charge with them until we reduced
the length from 500 to 240 feet. Thus the power of conducting of the small to
that of the large wires appears to be as one fourth, rather less than the
proportion of their respective diameters; but I think if I recollect rightly, Mr
Daniell told me that the power was as the square of the diameter, which
would be as 1 to 9 only. I think this must be a mistake, either in his rule or in
my having misunderstood him.

My experiment in the Medway was with a very small charge only, as 1
do not choose to invite spectators to an exhibition with.any chance of
failure. But I will have another in the course of a fortnight, of which I will
give due notice, to sink a cask loaded with gravel to represent a wreck, send
a charge of 30 lbs of Powder down to it, and blow it to pieces by the Voltaic
Battery from a boat at 500 feet. In short it will be my proposed attack on the
Royal George in miniature. The water will be thrown up in a jet and the cask
being of fir will come up in Fragments to the surface. I will let you and Mr
Daniell know in due time & hope you will dine with us. Today I have laid the
same Apparatus underground to fire a Mine by the Voltaic Battery for the
first time, at 500 feet at which I have invited the officers of the Garrison to
be present.

I remain 1 My dear Sir I Yours very faithfully I C.W. Pasley
P.S. the Mine failed owing to the negligence of the workman, who soldered
the platinum wire to the two copper wires. He had left it too long and it
broke, as we ascertained, so that there was no circuit. On Monday I will try
the Mine againu
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1. See letters 1129 and 1130 and note 1, letter 1129.

Letter 1142
Faraday to H. Williamson1

12 February 1839
From the original in APS Misc MS Collection

R Institution 1 12, Feby 1839
My dear Sir

I remember the experiment you refer to but I shall not be able to refer
to that or to the many other oxy oil arrangements which have been placed
before me[.j My subject will be treated not historically but practically & the
practice will be simply of the last Gurney Iamp2[.j Its comparison with other
oxy oil lamps or with lime lights in reference to the points of light, expense,
&c I shall not be able to make for they all seem very uncertain!.] The
standard of comparison both for expence & light which I have taken is the
oil Argand lamp and which I think is the best as being the most impartial
standard for all other plans of producing lights

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
H. Williamson Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. See Lit.Gaz., 23 February 1839, pp. 121-2 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 15 February 1839 "On Gurney's Oxy-oil lamp".

Letter 1143
Alexander Philip Wilson Philip1 to Faraday
13 February 1839
From the original in Rl MS F3 D1692

Cavendish Square Feb 13. 1839
My dear Sir

I consider myself much obliged by your present kind mark of
attention3. What you have put down requires some modification, as far as I
can judge, the observation does not apply to all nerves. We have no reason
to believe that the influence conveyed by the nerves of sensation is of the
same nature with that conveyed by those nerves which excite the muscles
& effect all the chemical changes which constitute so large a portion of the
vital functions. I would propose the following -

Dr Wilson Philip is of opinion that the nerves which excite the muscles &
effect the chemical changes of the Vital functions operate by the electric
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power, supplied by the Brain & spinal marrow; in its effects modified by the
vital powers of the of the living animal; because as he informs me as he
found, as early as 1815, that, while the vital powers remain, all these
functions can be as well performed by Voltaic electricity, after the removal
of the nervous Influence, as by that influence itself & in the end of that year
he presented a paper to the Royal Society which was read at one of their
meetings giving an account of the experiments on which this position was
founded4.

I fear you will think the above rather long, but could not find the
means of expressing it more concisely. The paper was read to the Royal
Society either at the end of 1815 or in the beginning of 18165. But was not
published in consequence of a committee appointed to repeat my
exper[imen]ts, having, in consequence of a deviation from my mode of
making them, met with a different result. They were afterwards repeated in
my presence, the same operator, Sir Benjamin Brodie, being good enough
to perform them under my direction; my results obtained & an account of
them published] in the Philosophical Transactions for 18226.

I fear this long letter has tried your patienceu
My dear Sir, very truly yours I A.P.W. Philip

1. Alexander Philip Wilson Philip (cl770-cl851, DNB). Physician and physiologist.
2. Mounted opposite Faraday (1839a), ERE15, 1791.
3. Faraday had sent the text of Faraday (1839a), ERE15 to Philip for comment before
publication.
4. This passage, slightly modified, was added as a note to Faraday (1839a), ERE15, 1791.
5. Alexander Philip Wilson Philip, "Farther Experiments and observations on the relation
which subsists between the sanguiferous and nervous systems, particularly on the nature of
secretion, the use of the Ganglia & the cause of animal temperature", RS MS AP 8bis. 14. Read
25 January 1816.
6. Philip (1822).

Letter 1144
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
14 February 1839
From the original in RS MS HS 7.181

R Institution I 14 Feby 1839
My dear Sir John

In consequence of Saturdays1 experiments I have had a severe attack
of inflammation in the eyes and now am obliged to use those organs very
cautiously & for but short periods2. This has prevented me from examining
the aerolite much and therefore I return it with the letters & no other note
than this to you. If you can let me have it again I will go on with its
examination & let you have the results as soon as I can3.
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Ever Dear Sir I Most faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Sir J. Herschell Bart I &c &c &c

1. That is 9 February 1839.
2. See Herschel's chemical notebook, SM MS 478/3, 1-10 February 1839, paragraph 1018
where he noted that during these days he performed "a great many experiments of various
kinds". These experiments were especially on varnishing and transferring engravings for
photography. There is, however, no indication in the notebook that Faraday helped Herschel
with these experiments. See also letter 1234.
2. See Faraday (1839c) for the analysis, dated 20 February 1839.

Letter 1145
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
18 February 1839
From the original in UB MS NS 328
My dear Sir

As Mr. Iselin1 an acquaintance of mine is going to London I cannot let
pass this favorable opportunity without presenting to you my best
compliments.

Since I had the honor to write you my last letter21 have been working
rather hard in making voltaic researches and I think I may be allowed to say
that my endeavours have not proved altogether fruitless. Amongst other
facts hitherto not yet well understood I have been trying to clear up by
experiment those which refer to the voltaic polarisation of polar wires, the
polarisation of electrolytic fluids, the apparent change of the electro-
motive power of metals and the secondary piles of Ritter. As far as I am able
to judge the results of my researches are such as to throw a strong light
upon the cause of the phenomena alluded to and to prove that the latter are
only due to ordinary chemical action and that there is no such thing as any
change of the electro-chemical nature of any metal or a true voltaic
polarisation. The forthcoming number of the Bibliotheque universelle will
publish a memoir in which I have given an account of some of my
investigations3. In the same paper I have pointed out to the attention of
philosophers the very remarkable and close analogy that exists between
the voltaic action of Chlorine and Bromine and that of the peroxides of
Manganese, Lead and Silver. I am almost sure that the way in which I
explain the voltaic effects produced by the named substances will veiy
nearly coincide with your views upon the subject. As to the peculiar
condition of iron I think I have at last discovered its true cause. Having still
some experiments to perform in order to put my theory beyond doubt I will
not entertain you with the details of it. I can, however not omit to say that I
have reason to consider the peroxide of hydrogen as the immediate cause
of the anomalous bearings of inactive iron.
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I hope to be able of publishing before long a satisfactory account of all
the voltaic phenomena which that metal gives rise to; at the same time I
shall communicate a series of new facts regarding the voltaic action of
peroxide of hydrogen which by the bye is a most interesting substance in a
galvanic point of view.

I am just writing a little work, in which (what the French call) the
"galvanisation" of metals is treated of according to the present state of
electrical Science and proved by matter-of-fact arguments that the tensile
electrical state of bodies does not in the least interfere with the chemical
bearings natural to them. You know much better than I do that in a
scientific point of view the principle laid down by Sir H. Davy with regard to
the subject in question is erroneous and that nevertheless a great many
scientific and practical men continue to consider it as true. You will
therefore agree with me that it is rather a reasonable undertaking to
remove false notions by establishing a true theory of galvanisation.

Do you think it likely that an english bookseller would be inclined to
publish a little work (of about 4 sheets) of that description and pay
something for its copyright? You will oblige me very much by letting me
know your opinion about this matter and give your kind council upon it.

I take the liberty to send you some papers of mine which I published
in German last year; that on voltaic polarisation4 will perhaps be known to
you by the Bibl. univ5. If you should happen to see Mr. Daniell and Dr.
Buckland pray be so kind to deliver to them the parcels inclosed.

These last four or five months I have not seen any number of the
Philosophical Magazine (the only scientific journal published in English I
have access to at Bale). I know consequently not the least of what is going
on in the philosophical world on the other side of the water.

As to your recent researches on electric induction, 1 am also almost
completely unacquainted with their results.

Before closing my letter I take the liberty to recommend to you its
bearer Mr Iselin, he is an excellent young man and belonging to a highly
respectable family of Bale.

I am my dear Sir I Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Febr. 18th 1839.

Address: Doctor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Unidentified.
2. Letter 1113.
3. Schoenbein (1839c).
4. Schoenbein (1838g).
5. Schoenbein (1838J).
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Letter 1146
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
2 March 1839
From the original in RGO6 / 685, f.173

Royal Institution I 2 March 1839
My dear Sir

I am very desirous of giving a popular account on a Friday Evg to our
audience of the relation of a ships compass to the Iron in a vessel and to an
iron steam boat and therefore of course to your beautiful correction1. I am
in hopes you will have no objection and will even assist me by informing
me on a few points. That I may however have your wishes I propose calling
at the Observatory on Wednesday2 about 1 o elk if not inconvenient or
unpleasant to you[.]

Would you mind dropping me only a single line to say whether I shall
lose my labour or no? If I do not hear from you I will take it for granted that I
may hope to see yout.j

Ever Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. See Lit. Gaz.t 30 March 1839, p.201 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of
22 March 1839 "On Professor Airy's method of correcting the compass in Iron Vessels".
2. That is 6 March 1839.

Letter 1147
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
4 March 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Observatory Greenwich 1839 March 4
My dear Sir

I am desirous of complying with your wishes1, and I am forced to do so
with the minimum expenditure of time.

I inclose - 1st A copy of a Report to the Admiralty2 (which please to
regard as confidential, though it contains no secrets) 2d Copy of an address
(oral) to the Liverpool Institution3. If you will read these, you will be well
prepared for further instruction. Please to return them to me very safely on
Wednesday if you come, or not later, as I am going out on Thursday
morning.

The observations of the dipping needles on deck have been reduced:
they agree in results with the other observations: and they shew that there
is not much permanent vertical magnetic force.
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The dipping needles &c on these shewed that the stern end of, the
ship attracted the marked end of the compass powerfully. The head end
had no particular effect.

The Ironside (the second corrected by me at Liverpool) has arrived
safely at Pernambuco4: her compasses had gone right all the way. - The
arrival of this vessel has been announced in the newspapers with the note
that her compasses were true - but the newspapers forgot to say that her
compasses had my corrections - you may set this right if you please5.

The discovery that the effect of disturbance is due to the separate
causes (permanent magnetism and induced magnetism) has necessitated
two corrections which were not required before. 1st The possibility of
change in the permanent magnetism renders it necessary that observations
should be repeated to discover whether it changes with time. 2d The
mathematical circumstance that one term of the effect of induced
magnetism cannot be distinguished at one place from permanent
magnetism and yet will change at other places, renders it necessary that
examination should be made in different localities!.] My conclusion from
this is, that the magnetic interests of the Iron Navy ought to be put under
the care of one person: if you agree with this I wish you would say so6.

I shall expect you on Wednesday not later than 1: if you think any
thing else can be extracted from me. Probably at all events you would like
to see the tables of numbers.

I am dear Sir I Faithfully yours I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Expressed in letter 1146.
2. "Report on the correction of the Compass in Iron Ships", 16 November 1838, Press copy in
RGO6 / 685, f.40-51.
3. See Airy, W. (1896), 135.
4. Now Recife in Brazil.
5. Which Faraday did. See note 1, letter 1146. The reason for Airy's sensitivity on this issue
was because he believed the Admiralty had behaved badly towards him. See Airy, W. (1896),
135, 139-40.
6. Faraday is not noted as having done so.

Letter 1148
William Trull1 to Faraday
12 March 1839
From Trull (1839), 417-8

Warwick-row, Coventry, March 12, 1839.
Sir,

The interest you took in observing the changes of colour in the
Raphael Tapestries2, after being exposed to light in London last July3, made
me anxious to communicate to you the extraordinary effects since
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produced, by the simple means suggested by yourself and other scientific
gentlemen, of a more perfect exposure to light and air, which have for the
last seven months been obtained, in a finely situated factory here.

I feared to trespass on your valuable time, but could not resist, after
hearing of the great public interest now excited by the new process, called,
I believe, "sun painting."

Light and air have done wonders for my tapestries, in dispelling the
damp, clearing up the colours, and reproducing others, obscured by the
effects of many years' close packing up in boxes. I regret not to be able to
make scientific remarks on the progress of the recovery, which others
acquainted with chemistry might have done.

The results cannot fully be appreciated but by those who recollect the
work when up in London, where the first effects of change unexpectedly
commenced.

The greens had all become blue; you, Sir, anticipated a return to the
original tints, which has, almost throughout, taken place.

The robes and full colours generally had become dull and heavy; this
has gradually gone off, and left a brilliancy of colour and beauty of effect
hardly to be excelled. The gold also, as you hinted, has become more clear
and bright.

The flesh parts of the figures, which had become pallid, almost to
white, have recovered the high tint and deep shadow, and the strong
anatomical effect of Raphael.

A renewed freshness now reigns over the whole, and the clearing up
of the light in many of the landscape parts is most extraordinary, giving a
depth and breadth the cartoons themselves do not now convey,
particularly in the Keys to St. Peter, St. Paul at Athens, and The Death of
Ananias; where extensive landscape, ranges of buildings, and foliage have
sprung up, like magic, on parts quite obscured when up in London eight
months back, much of which is either worn, or torn out of Raphael's
patterns at Hampton, and painted over, and known only through the means
of these Leo Tapestries4.

I should have much pleasure in giving you any further information on
the subject I am capable of, or in showing the works to any persons taking
an interest in them.

I am, &c. Wm. Trull.

1. Unidentified.
2. These tapestries were formerly in the Alba collection. They were purchased by the Berlin
Museum in 1844 and destroyed during the 1939-45 war. See Shearman (1972), 143.
3. See Athenaeum, 7 July 1838, p.475.
4. So called because commissioned by Leo X (1475-1521, NBU). Pope, 1513-1521.
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Letter 1149
Robert Edmond Grant to Faraday
15 March 1839
From the original in ULC Add MS 7656, TR56a
To Dr. Faraday
My Dear Sir

The green colour of the water left with you by Sir J. South, appears to
be entirely dependent on the common fresh-water bacillarian animalcule,
Desmidium Swarzii of Agardh1 which has been so often figured and
described by English & foreign botanists as a confera.

In the specimens which I have examined the water has presented no
other forms of organic beings excepting these long, fine, green coloured,
moving filaments, which are quite free, and generally collect near the
surface of the fluid. I send you a specimen dried between glass and mica
where, with the 40th of an inch power, you may easily see the internal
structure of the component animalcules of each filament, as they are
represented in the accompanying large diagram copied from Ehrenberg's
figure (Tab. x. fig. 8) of this animalcule2.

It appears to abound in the fresh waters of most of the temperate parts
of Europe - England, Sweden, Denmark, Germany. I have seen, in these
specimens, both the lateral bending motions and the slow creeping
longitudinal movements of these singular aggregate animals.

This animal belongs to a great family in which the skeleton is most
generally a thin external shell of silica, but in the Desmidium the external
covering is flexible like parchment, and as you possess so large a portion of
this matter I think it a favourable opportunity for determining whether a
particle of silica can be detected in its organisation.

I remain My Dear Sir I Yours most truly I Robert E. Grant
10 Seymour Place North I Euston Square I 15 March 1839.

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution of Gr. Br.

1. Carl Adolph Agardh (1785-1859, DSB). Swedish botanist
2. Ehrenberg (1838), 140-1.
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Letter 1150
Edmund Storr Halswell1 to Faraday
15 March 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl H90

Gore Lodge I March 15 1839
My dear Faraday,

I send you two large Etruscan vases, the subject of one is too free to be
publicly exposed, a piece of paper may be tied over that side of it an
Etruscan Prosphericulum one Do. remarkable for being unbaked - a small
Etruscan urn - a small round Roman Patera2 ornamented with Dolphins a
Roman urn for the ashes of the bodies - this urn was taken by me from the
Mausoleum of the Freed Men of Augustus built at the side of the Appian
Way. I mention these facts if Mr Cowper3 should think it worthwhile to
notice them particularly4.

I should like a very strong caution to be written to prevent any one
touching them.

Faithfully Yours I Edm Halswell

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Edmund Storr Halswell (1790-1874, AC). Lawyer.
2. A shallow dish.
3. Edward Cowper (1790-1852, DNB). Inventor.
4. See Lit Gaz., 23 March 1839, pp.86-7 for an account of Cowper's Friday Evening Discourse
of 15 March 1839 "On Pottery". The report made no specific mention of Halswell's vases which
were exhibited in the Library. RI MS F4E, p.51.

Letter 1151
Faraday to Charles Babbage
16 March 1839
From the original in BL add MS 37191, f.128

R Institution I 16 March 1839
My dear Babbage

I intend to see you tonight but I have a visitor a friend staying with me
a short time & hardly know how to leave him1!.} He is not a man of science
through a scholar & a gentlemen (from Edinburgh)!.] If I should bring him
with me shall I do wrong. I should say he is very anxious to see your
machine though I cannot say his knowledge is of that kind which can
properly appreciate it[.j

Ever Dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Chas Babbage Esq I &c &c &c
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1. Unidentified.

Letter 1152
Faraday to William Wyon
19 March 1839
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 19, Mar 1839
My dear Wyon

My wife tells me that on next Thursday1 three or four friends will take
tea with us at 7 o elk & that if I ask you we may hope for your company as
you had told her that you would drop in some evening!.] If you can and will
come it will be a great pleasure to us both and bring us all the good news
you can about Mrs. Wyon2 to whom remember us very kindlyu

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 21 March 1839.
2. Catherine Sophia Wyon, nee Keele (d.1851, age 57, GRO).

Letter 1153
Faraday to James South
20 March 1839
From the original in ULC Add MS 7656, TR56

R Institution I 20 March 1839
Dear Sir James,

I have examined the green matter of the water & there are two or three
points which seem to refer it to an animal origin.

In the first place in putrifying it evolves Sulphuretted hydrogenu
When heated it blackens & fuzes like animal matter & evolves

ammonia[.]
With potash its acts as if it were of an albuminous natures
As to the shape motion &c &c of the filaments all these points are fully

referred to in Dr. Grants letter1!.]
Ever Dear Sir James I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Sir J South I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1149.
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Letter 1154
William Havell1 to Faraday
23 March 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

March 23d. 1839. 24 Montague St I Portman Sq
Dear Sir

From the interest you showed last night in explaining my application
of Photogeny to the art of multiplying designs, by means of a drawing,
painting, or etching on glass2, I am induced to state more in detail the
various processes by which these objects may be more effectively
obtained, it having been impossible last night to embrace such a variety of
topics.

The subject on the large glass is Faust raising a spirit in the
appearance of a bright star, was hastily sketched from an etching by
Rembran[d]t3, by merely laying the glass on the print, painting on the lights
with opaque white lead, combined with copal varnish & sugar of lead to
make it dry quickly - semiopacity of the same colour represents the middle
tints: when these were perfectly dry the whole was retouched by removing
portions of the colour with the point of a knife or etching point. While this
was exposed to the Sun, I perceived the middle tints were not sufficiently
opaque to resist the light, this obliged me to resort to the use of black paint
on the clear side of the glassy

This is of great importance as it answers to the practice of engravers
in stopping out when a plate is bitten too fast by the acid. There is no
advantage in letting the glass remain too long in the light, as it deepens the
middle tints & does not blacken the shadows in the same proportion. The
specimen sent was exposed too long. The other trifle "a man reading", was
done by the above mentioned process. The progress of the work is best
seen with the glass laid on a black surface. These specimens were
produced immediately after Mr Fox Talbot's disclosure of his process Feb
25th 18394. I was so much dissatisfied with the transfer of prints which
blackened the lights, that I invented a method of turning this defect to
account by throwing the black into the shadows. The subject of two heads
after Guercino5 was produced by my suggestion to my brother Frederick
James Havell6, to show an etching ground on glass, & removing the same by
the etching point, the effect may be heightened by applying Fluoric Acid to
various parts. But the most pleasing mode of etching is by a white opaque
ground, similar to the enclosed specimen, & laying the glass upon a black
surface, it resembles a sketch with a pen & Ink - bright lights may be
effected by touching on the other side with black paint.

It is quite clear that artists may by considering the above methods,
multiply original sketches or designs, ad infinitum, they never wear out,
may be altered, improved, retouched at pleasure, requiring no printing
presses, any number may be exposed to the light at the same instant[.]
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There are many other applications of Mr Fox Talbot's invention which
readily suggest themselves such as the transfer of engravings. The best
method is as follows - Transfer an engraving upon glass by means of Venice
Turpentine & damping the points; The oily black lines will only adhere, &
the paper may be rubbed off by which means an intense black will be
obtained upon Photogenic papers with a sharp relief of white lines - these
may be heightened by deepening the black with water colours & scraping
away the paper in the white lines with a sharp pointed knife, then stick it to
a glass & it is ready for Photogenic transfer upon the sensitive paper.

A few other suggestions readily occur, such as multiplying circular
letters by reversed writing upon glass, upon a black or white opaque
ground. Blocks of types may be transferred by sticking them down to glass
with gum & pouring on a blackened varnish. This after drying the types will
remove by moistureu The letters BPD &c must have little holes drilled into
them &c. These last I have not tried, but there can be no doubt that any one
may print his own manuscript book with unlimited illustrations without the
aid of Printer's & Engraver's or Presses. Only one side of the paper can be
employed. This may be very important where such small numbers may be
required as not to be worth the expense of employing the Printer or
Engraver, but it is very doubtful if it can ever rival the utility of the former or
the beauty of the latter. I have taken the liberty to occupy your attention to
these statements as these suggestions originated with me, & being
communicated last week by my brother Frederick to others, has been the
cause of an attempt to ensure a patent for an improved method of printing
& multiplying designs &c &c this has been found impossible & was never
thought desirable on my part. I believe it is now relinquished. Should you
think these statements worthy of publicity I shall be obliged by their being
inserted in any account of public transactions with any omissions,
alterations or amendments you may think proper. I have just heard there is
an incorrect report of the proceedings of last night, published in the
Literary Gazette^.]

I am dear Sir I Your obliged humble Servant I Wm. Havell

1. William Haveli (1782-1857, DNB). Landscape painter.
2. See Lit. Gaz., 30 March 1839, p.201 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of
22 March 1839 "On Professor Airy's method of correcting the compass in Iron Vessels". At the
end of this report it was noted: "Mr. Faraday also pointed out and drew attention to specimens,
of Messrs. Havell and Wilmore's application of Mr. Talbot's discovery". These were on display
in the Library. RI MS F4E, p.52.
3. Rembrandt Harmensz van Rhyn (1607-1669, NBU). Dutch painter.
4. This is an error. It was at the Friday Evening Discourse (by Charles Woodward (cl789-
1877, B3, scientific lecturer and a former member of the City Philosophical Society)) on 25
January 1839 that Faraday announced the existence of Talbot's "Photogenic drawings".
LitGaz., 2 February 1839, pp. 74-5 and RI MS F4E, p.44. See Schaaf (1992), 47-9 for the
circumstances of this announcement.
5. Giovanni Francesco Barbieri, known as Guercino (1591-1666, NBU). Italian painter.
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6. Frederick James Havell (1801-1840, DNB under William Havell). Engraver who worked on
photography.
7. "Fine Arts / Photogenic Drawing", Lit Gaz., 23 March 1839, p. 187. This was not a report of
proceedings at the Royal Institution.

Letter 1155
Richard Taylor to Faraday
25 March 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Red Lion Court I Mar. 25.
My dear Sir,

I am about to give Mr. Quetelef s memoir of Moll1 (our deceased
friend) this month2. And it has occurred to me to state in a note respecting
his Remarks on Mr. Babbage On the Decline of Science in England3, that the
Tract deserves to be read & preserved; & that it is to be had - I don't know
where, - for Mr Wacey4 says he has none. Can you tell me in whose hands
they are? I think such a Notice w[oul]d cause many to inquire for it5.

Yours Dear Sir, very truly I Richard Taylor

Address: Prof Faraday F.R.S. I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Quetelet (1839a).
2. That is the April 1839 issue of Phil. Mag.
3. Quetelet (1839a), 296-7. [Moll] (1831) on Babbage (1830).
4. Jonathan Wacey. Bookseller of 4 Old Broad Street. Brown, P.A.H. (1982), 210.
5. In a note to Quetelet (1839a), 296, Taylor said that copies of [Moll] (1831) were available
from either Wacey or the Phil.Mag. office.

Letter 1156
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Sehoenbein
8 and 29 April 1839
From the original in UB MS NS 329

Royal Institution I 8 April 1839.
My dear Friend

I should think that 1 might be teasing you with a letter unnecessarily
by the post were it not that your last1 contains an enquiry that I think you
would wish me to answer. I had not the pleasure to meet your friend Mr.
Iselin2 and now I am writing from the country to which I have gone for the
sake of general health. At the time however that it does me good in that
respect it cuts me off from access to the Journals so that I hope when I
return to see something of what you have been doing.

The points you write about in your Letters are of the greatest
consequence or at least they appear so to me and the general tenor of my
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thoughts & conclusions is such as to make me expect that you are in the
right. I shall long to know particularly the conclusions which you establish
and the phenomena caused by the peroxide of hydrogen and especially too
the full true & particular history of the Iron actions[.] That has been a very
provoking & stimulating subject but I was quite sure your perseverance
would have at last its full reward and I can say most honestly that I have
been as it were merely waiting until you should tell us what it was.

About the proposed work I do not know what to say or advise as to its
publication hereu What I could wish is one thing and what I ought to urge
you to is anothen.j I think you are aware that books are very expensive here
I mean in the getting up & that therefore few if any booksellers will
speculate except upon such as may be sure to have a salet.j Now science has
no such security in England & more is the shame for the Country. Do you
remember the pamphlet by Moll on the Alleged decline of science in
EnglancPi] That MS. he sent to me4 and I tried to get it published at last I
printed it hoping the sale would defray a part at least of the Printers bill
which I settled but strange to say I never received one shilling back towards
the expences. I tell you this merely to account for my small hopes in your
case for I confess I was much damped by the results of my confidence &
experience. I have however made some enquiries but have not got farther
than this that some booksellers would print & publish the work for you at
your risk but I intend to go a little further before I close this letters

I have been working on electrical induction for some time past & hope
by this that you will have received Nos. XI. XII. XIII & XIV5 of the
experimental researches & that the argument will obtain your
consideration & approval^ You may think that I am anxious for the
Judgment which able men may pronounce on my view of the action of the
particles of matter in this important electrical function -1 am also reprinting
the whole series of researches in one volume so as to place them within the
reach of some who have inquired after them6[.j That indeed has been the
sole object for I expect no retu<rn.>

These things being nearly done I am now thinking of looking at the
contact question again in reference to the paper with which Marianini has
honored the VIII series of my researches7!.] I feel in no hurry to do this for I
think the point is already determined & that the progress of other parts of
Electrical knowledge will soon come in as tests & decide the true origin of
the electricity in the pile. Nevertheless I mean to experiment & if any thing
good arises publishu Adieu for the present my dear Sir

Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
29th. April. - Ever since the former date of this letter have I been

waiting for answers from booksellers and have only now received one
which is of the nature I expected unfavourable. I will delay this letter no
longer.

Yours most truly I M. Faraday
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Address: Dr. C.F. Schoenbein I &c &e &c I Bale I Sur le Rhein

1. Letter 1145.
2. Unidentified.
3. [Moll] (1831).
4. See Moll to Faraday, 25 April 1831, volume 1, letter 494. See also letters 500 and 509.
5. Faraday (1838a, b, c, d), ERE11, 12, 13, 14.
6. Faraday (1839b).
7. Marianini (1837) on Faraday (1834c), ERE8. For Faraday's work in response to this see
Faraday, Diary, October 1838, 3: 4981-93 and Faraday (1840a), ERE16, 1804.

Letter 1157
Faraday to John Peter Gassiot1

11 April 1839
From the original in FACLM H MS cl

R Institution I 11 April 1839
My dear Sir

I shall be very happy to see you on Monday2 at 9 o elk & will then talk
with you on the points in your letters

Many thanks for your kind offer of the loan of the large battery but I
shall be unable to accept it. I have now both hands & head crammed over
full & not time for one half of what ought to be donen

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.P. Gassiot Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Peter Gassiot (1797-1877, DSB). Wine merchant and electrician.
2. That is 15 April 1839.

Letter 1158
Faraday to Henry Hough Watson1

11 April 1839
From the original in RS MS MM 15.109

Royal Institution I 11 April 1839
Dear Sir

I only arrived in town on Tuesday Evening2 or I would sooner have
answered yours. Not being on the Council of the R.S. I was not aware of the
state of your paper3 but went this morning to make enquiry about it[.i I
found that it had been placed in the Archives4 which implies 1 fear a non-
appearance in the Transactions. However I spoke to the Assistant
Secretary5 and requested that an official communication might be made to
you recommending Dr. Dalton as the Channel of communication. I can of
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course have nothing to say upon the subject for I wrote you my opinion of
the paper before^

I am Dear Sir I Yours Very Faithfully I M. Faraday
To I H.H. Watson Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

3 HenrySHough Watson, "On the relative attractions of Sulphuric Acid for Water, under
particular circumstances; with suggestions for improving ^ e ordinary process of
manufacturing Sulphuric Acid", RS MS AP 21.22. This paper is dated Bolton-e-Moors, 28 May
1838 was communicated to the Royal Society by Dalton and read 21 June 1838. There is an

f ^ h e S S ^ o f p ^ d i d Ste on 13 July 1838. RS MS CMB90c, p.170.
5. John David Roberton.

Letter 1159
Faraday to William Scoresby
14 April 1839
From the original in WLPS MS

Royal Institution I 14 April 1839
Dear Sir

I am very highly flattered & obliged by your thought of me & shall not
merely read but always look at your book1 with great pleasure since I mean
to consider it as remembrance on your party

I have not many copies of my papers but I hope you will allow me to
offer the accompanying for your acceptance - and however little the value
of the theory in them they on my part represent the very high & sincere
respect in which I have always held your namef.j

Ever My dear Sir I Your obliged I M. Faraday
Revd W. Scoresby I &c &c &c

1. Scoresby (1839).

Letter 1160
Alfred Swaine Taylor1 to Faraday
17 April 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

3 Cambridge Place Regent's Park I April 17, 1839
Dear Sir

I beg your acceptance of the accompanying Photogenic drawings,
which I forward according to my promise. You can do as you please about
showing them at the Conversazione on Friday evening2, (at which I am
sorry I cannot be present), but I should imagine that they would appear
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very inferior, after the exhibition of those of Sir J Herschel and Mr Talbot.
All the drawings are perfectly preserved with the Hyposulphite of soda, so
as to bear day light, and even sun light with impunity. Some have a red-
brown others a black ground - the difference simply is, that the paper with
the black ground, has been covered twice with the salt of silver, that with
the red brown ground only once. The Hyposulphite of soda is used of the
same strength (a satd soln) in the two cases. Caet par.,3 the longer the
exposure to the sun, the darker will be the ground, on painting them with
Hyposulphite. The description of the drawings are written on the backs.

As I told you on Saturday4, I make no secret of my process, and as
perhaps you may wish to know the nature of it, I will give you a short
description. One drachm of fused Nitrate silver is dissolved in one ounce
and a half of water ( !/j2). Strong Ammonia is added to precipitate the
oxide of silver, which is again exactly taken up by adding the Ammonia
drop by drop. This forms a solution which is then to be mixed with its bulk
of distilled water, making about jiij, and here the silver salt forms 1/24
instead of Vs as Mr Talbot recommends. This is amply strong, and of course
three times the quantity of paper may be made with it. 3i of Nitrate Silver
will thus cover 30 sheets of paper, - gi of the solution covering 10 sheets.
This presents a remarkable instance of the division of matter, for in a
finished drawing every square inch of paper, has not more than .009gr or
y\n gr of metallic silver spread over it.

The drawing when made is immediately painted over with a saturated
solution of Hyposulphite of soda (I used this three weeks before I saw Sir J
HerscheFs paper recommending Hyposulphite of Ammonia5, - but I have
derived many valuable hints from Sir J Hs account) which removes the
remaining salt of silver from the white parts of the drawing, and turns the
ground red brown or black, according to what I have said in a former part of
the letter.

The paper should be the superfine Bath post, - that with a blue tint I
have not found to answer - believe me

My dear Sir I Yours very truly I Alfred S. Taylor
M. Faraday Esq
P.S. The outline drawings are not taken from engravings, but from copies of
engravings in lamp-black on tracing paper.

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Alfred Swaine Taylor (1806-1880, DNB). Medical jurist and improver of photography.
2. Taylor's drawings were displayed in the Library on the occasion of the Friday Evening
Discourse by Cottam (unidentified) on bricks given on 19 April 1839. RI MS F4E, p.54. Faraday
commented on these drawings at the end of the Discourse. Lit.Gaz., 27 April 1839, p.278.
3. "Other things being equal".
4. That is 13 April 1839.
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5. Herschel (1839). This paper was read to the Royal Society on 14 March 1839. For the
history of this paper see Schaaf (1979).

Letter 1161
William Trull1 to Faraday
17 April 1839
From Trull (1839), 418-9

Coventry, April 17, 1839.
My former letter2 in regard to the extraordinary changes the Raphael

Tapestries had undergone the last seven months, use as you think proper. I
regret not being able to give you a scientific description from the first, and
the progress; and the absence of a gentleman acquainted with the chemical
effects of light and air, to have noted the changes, is much to be regreted
both for science and art. The works themselves being unique, and of above
three centuries, so placed for so many years in continued damp to effect
such mischief to the colours, are circumstances never to occur again.

Some colours entirely changed, others in confusion and apparently
gone, yet by the mere effects of light and air, slowly and quietly resume the
chief of their original tints! Flesh reappears, hair on the head starts up; the
grand muscular effect and unique power of expression, only found in
Raphael and Michael Angelo3, are finely developed where a few months
back appeared a plain surface! Here axe the works, and the facts may nowbe
ascertained.

I have applied to the directors of the British Institution, Pall Mall, to
permit one or two of these Tapestries to be exhibited with the old masters
in June; thus those who saw them last year, may be able to see what they
now are, and both science and art may be served; for a comparison has
never yet been made, since the Cartoons were repaired and painted upon,
with the tapestry.

I think, Sir, you will recollect my subject of the stoning St. Stephen, the
large masses of blue cloud-like appearance hanging about and over
Jerusalem: these have nearly disappeared, and mountain scenery taken the
place! The olive grove, which only showed a few trees in front all blue, and
a heavy blue-like curtain was over all of the grove; the curtain has
disappeared, and a fine deep grove is now seen; the natural green and
mossy bank have nearly taken their original state; fresh lights keep
breaking out and showing even deeper in the grove! and throughout the
works, the original lights are working their way, from the heavier colour.

I remain, Sir, yours, &c, I Wm. Trull.

1. Unidentified.
2. Letter 1148.
3. Michelangelo (1475-1564, NBU). Italian painter and sculptor.
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Letter 1162
Faraday to John Thomas Cooper
18 April 1839
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I 18 April 1839
Dear Cooper

You have not answered my last note & I am anxious for an answer that
1 may make my arrangements1!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.T. Cooper Esq

1. Cooper gave a Friday Evening Discourse "On his instrument for measuring altitude, the
baroscope", on 26 April 1839. Noted in Phil.Mag., 1839, 15: 75.

Letter 1163
William Havell1 to Faraday
19 April 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
To Michael Faraday Esq

April 19th 1839.1 24 Montague Street I Portman Square
Dear Sir,

I have much pleasure in presenting you, in the names of Mr. Cooper
and self an improved impression of the Photographic plate of "Faust raising
a spirit in the form of a bright star"2 for which I am much indebted to the
perfection of Mr. Cooper's sensitive paper3; in addition to other
improvements in the process. If we can arrive at an equal perfection in a
permanent fixation, there can be no doubt of its becoming a most
interesting Art, for multiplying original designs by a most simple process.
We shall feel obliged by your permitting the specimen to be placed on the
Library Table this Evening4. I beg to add the plate is yet unfinished, and I
shall venture to obtrude a more perfect copy on your notice when finished.

I am dear Sir I Yours truly I W. Havell

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. William Havell (1782-1857, DNB). Landscape painter.
2. By Rembrandt Harmensz van Rhyn (1607-1669, NBU, Dutch painter). See letter 1154.
3. Cooper had been intersted in photography from an early stage. On 1 March 1839 he had
exhibited to the Botanic Society, photographs of ferns. See Ann.Nat.Hist, 1839, 4: 212.
4. As indeed it was. See RI MS F4E, p.54.
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Letter 1164
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
21 April 1839
From the original in UB MS NS 330
My dear Sir

Presuming an account of the proceedings of the swiss association for
the advancement of Science of last year1 will not prove disagreeable to you
1 take the liberty of sending you two copies of it one of which you will
perhaps be so kind as to present to the Royal Society. The Gentleman who
will deliver them to you is a former pupil of mine Mr. Burckhardt2 M.D. of
Bale. He is going to make a stay in London with the intention of getting
acquainted with the principal hospitals and scientific establishments of
your great metropolis. By furthering in any way you think fit the views of Dr.
Burckhardt you will lay me under many obligations and I can assure you
that by so doing your kindness will be bestowed upon a young man whose
character is excellent and whose family connexions at Bale are highly
respectable.

My leisure-time is continually devoted to making voltaic researches
and in the course of these two last months I have been lucky enough as to
ascertain a series of facts which, to my opinion, will sooner or later become
of some importance to organic Chemistry. If possible, I shall before long
send a paper to the Editors of the Phil. Mag. which will contain a detailed
account of my results3.

Another subject intimately connected with the chemical theory of
Galvanism has taken up much of my time lately. I have made out many
cases, where currents are excited apparently quite independently of
chemical action. According to the chemical theory of the pile no current
ought to be produced by an arrangement consisting for instance of spongy
piatina, compact piatina or gold and strong acetic acid, there coming no
chemical action into play in the case. But the fact is that under the
circumstances mentioned a current makes its appearance and what is still
more strange, that the current during circuits being closed changes its
direction in such a manner, that s[p]ongy piatina is in the beginning
negative and afterwards positive.

Another circumstance also ill agreeing with the theoretical views of
the present day is the fact, that Silver and even Copper being placed within
acetic acid bear to spongy piatina the same voltaic relations as Gold or
compact Piatina does. All the currents spoken of disappear after having
lasted for some time but by introducing bubbles of air into the acid fluid
near the metals immersed new currents can be excited. Being convinced of
the correctness of the chemical theory of Galvanism I cannot but suspect
that the currents in question are due to some (as yet hidden) chemical
action proceeding from spongy piatina. I shall not spare neither pains nor
time to trace out the true cause of the strange phenomena alluded to.
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Flattering myself with the hopes of being soon favored with a letter
from you I am my dear Sir

Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale April 21, 1839.

Address: Doctor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Held in Basle.
2. Unidentified.
3. Schoenbein (1839d).

Letter 1165
Charles Hudson1 to Faraday
23 April 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

April 23, 1839
Sir

I have considered it not impossible for to construct a machine by
which we might be transported through the air with great velocity. The plan
which I propose to construct this machine is to have a hollow sphere (with
paddles fixed to it) of light material sufficiently strong for it when
exhausted of its air to support the pressure of the atmosphere, it must have
an axle and from that a semicircular band to drop downwards to which the
carriage and wheel to set the globe in motion is attached, it must also have
a dome to prevent it neutralising its own motion, all this machine together
must be made light enough to rise into the air, it must then be made to
revolve by means of the handle attached to the wheel, pullies and ropes
must be fixed to each end of the axle to suspend weights to throw the axle
out of the level of the horizon the machine will roll upon that side which
has the greatest weight and by that means cause it to turn. In Balloons they
have attempted to navigate with paddles attached to the car which cause
them to rock. I now propose that the globe should be the support and
motion. I am no mathematician so must leave the experiment to others if it
is thought worth experimenting upon for difficulties arise with the learned
which others over look or cannot see till explained!.]

I am aware of the imperfection of this description but if you feel
yourself interested in it I should feel it an honour in waiting upon youf.j

I am your Obedient Servant I Charles Hudson
18 Edmunds PI. Aldersgate St

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I 21 Albemarle St

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 1166
William Snow Harris to Faraday
28 April 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Plymouth April 28, 1839
My dear Faraday

I am about to trouble you with a somewhat lengthy communication. I
hope your patience will out live the perusal of it - Having at length
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completed a closing Paper on the Elementary Laws of Electricity1 -
commenced, and in great part worked out, before your last Paper was read2

- I have sent it forward by this Post to Mr Christie. Your admirable
researches on Induction & Attraction, have not of course escaped me. I
have looked them over with exceeding pleasure and Interest. This Paper on
the same subject would have been forthcoming before, but that the
suffering Illness and death of my Mother3, as also of My Aunt her Sister, not
long since, together with numerous matters of business always the plague
of those engaged in Physical researches in the Country absolutely
prevented it. You well know, we cannot invent and make apparatus, & work
out results in a loose hurried way - at least if they are to go for any thing
hereafter but to proceed. The Results of my recent Inquiries do not so far as
I can see at all oppose themselves to your view of Electrical Induction. I
think it highly probable that the action is between contiguous particles in a
dielectric as you state modified by the kind of matter through which it is
exerted4!.] I hope soon to have a word with you on this interesting subject
and if you should think I can manage to work up a few of the Experiments &
results so as to be of Interest for an evening meeting of the R. Institution -1
shall be happy to do so5u I hope to be in London about the 15th of May. The
following are some of the principle [sic] facts contained in my Paper.

1°. Evidence in favor of the conclusion that Electricity is an unknown
species of matter, differing essentially from common matten.]

2°. That it is in some way associated with the particles of ordinary
matter, as to admit of being changed in respect of quantity either in
different bodies, or in different parts of the same body.

3°. That Induction so far as relating to a given substance is a change of
quantity in different parts of itu

4°. That the action by which this change is effected, is equal in all
directionsu Thus whether it take place in a straight line thus n or
thus in the action upon n is the same - for the same circumstances.

5. The (Quantities of Electricity which a neutral Body free ceases to
hold in Equilibrio as the distance from the charged body is increased, are
inversely Proportional to these distances.

6. The Induction upon an insulated body indefinitely thin, is a
vanishing quantity.

7. The Quantities of Electricity which an insulated body (in which the
opposite Electricity is constant) ceases to hold in Equilibrio as the distance
from the charged body is increased, is as the V of these distances.

8. The attractive force between two bodies is not in the inverse ratio of
the squares of the distances except one of them be free and the other have
an indefinite quantity of charge, in respect of the two opposed surfaces!.]

9. In all cases of force between a positive & negative surface
permanently charged at first, (not by Induction) and which are of small
thickness the force is as the distance inversely!.]
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10. The Force is as the distance inversely between a charged &
insulated neutral bodyi.j

11. An Induction similar to that in Conductors can take place in Glass
or other dielectrics - when it does it is a sort of forced disturbance of the
particles in place. In the conductors there is change as to Quantity in a
given point beside. (I believe when the particles begin to move out of their
place in glass or other dielectrics in consequence of violent tension the
bodies rupture or break up in some way.)

12. The attractive force upon a thin neutral disc, insulated, may in
respect of the force upon the same disc free, become indefinitely great. In
the case I tried it was as 400:1.

13. The attractive as compared with the Inductive power between two
bodies one charged the other free, are exactly alike.

14. The Quantities of Electricity displaced in an opposed neutral free
body by a positively charged body are inversely as the square roots of the
distances between the opposed surfaces and as the Quantity accumulated
directly^

15. In the attraction between two bodies the quantities existing at
different distances on the opposed surfaces, are as the square roots of the
distances inverselyt.]

16. All the conditions of two attracting bodies are reducible to those of
the Leyden Experiment^

17. The Attractive force may be calculated between a charged &
neutral body of any form whatever, whether planes, Spheres, Cones or
Paraboloids &c on the supposition that the forces are parallell [sic] - that
they are as the number of Points directly and as the squares of the
distances between the Particles inversely.

18. If the neutral body be insulated we may calculate the forces by the
preceding laws.

19. In every case of attraction between a charged and neutral body -
some portion of the charge is continually accumulating on the charged near
surface - In the case I have given of a cylinder A
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charged with a given quantity, and acting on B neutral and free - about xk th
of the whole quantity was on a alone when B was not present. When B was
placed at .2 of an inch distance about .4 more appeared there - at .4
distance only .2 more appeared there in addition - and so on as the
distances inversely - but the whole quantity at a (viz) that originally there +
that added by induction was always as the square root of distance a x
exactly.

20. The force of attraction is always as the Induced force directly & as
the distance inversely. (The Induced force being constant). Untill your
researches appeared I could never well understand what there [sic]
distance had to do with the matter - having been long since convinced, that
attraction in Electricity is not to be associated with forces supposed to
emanate from a center. I speak of the common attraction between two
bodies - you have shewn that it depends upon the domination of the
particles of the Dielectric through which the Induction takes place.

With respect to the Elaborate Theorys of Electrical Action, Advocated
and maintained upon the justly accquired [sic] reputation of the French
Mathematicians I am disposed to view them with great distrust. At least I
know that many of the most vital of the physical data upon which they rest,
are false, and I believe others begin to think the same nowu Although,
when I first stated that Electricity was not confined to bodies by
Atmospheric Pressure many of our Mathematicians of excellent
Theoretical Learning considered my views as unreal. In the mean time
however, not one of them ever tried an Experiment. I remember at one of
the Early meetings of the British association, getting something like a civil
dressing for what was considered an inconclusive Experiment; at variance
with the highest Mathematics of Electricity6!.]

Your researches are the only instances in which the whole subject of
Electricity has been fairly grappled with. Every one engaged in this
interesting Department of Science, must without any undue praise allow,
that you have done more to advance & enrich it than has been effected by
the accumulated researches of all your predecessors^] I speak as to the
question of its general nature & properties especially!.]

The operation of Repulsion has been always a sort of confusion in my
mind. It appears to me (anomalous as the expression may be) to be after
all, another form of attraction. I mean by Repulsion the separation of two
bodies similarly Electrified and free to move. The Inductions go ont or
attempt to go on upon each body just as if one was charged, & the other
neutral - and there is evidently a disposition of the Electricity with which
each is charged to change place, just in the same way as the particles would
do in a neutral body - only in the accumulated plate, there are more
particles, and greater tension. If we call this repulsion - then I don't see why
common Induction is not repulsion - and the first tendency of a charged
body is to repel, not attract a neutral body. All the Mechanical Theory of
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Repulsion by Biot, Hauy7 & others is evidently a fallacy8. It serves however
as a Peg to hang out a few equations to dry upon. Any thing for a differential.

In the attraction also between two bodies, suppose the Planes

they say since every particle of Electricity on A = m attracts every particle
on B = n therefore force of one particle m to n will be as n and force of all
the particles on m to n will be m x n &c[.] But it must be at least allowed that
since the force of one particle say at B is not the same for all the particles on
A - that is to say Force on c is less than force on q &c therefore the
attractions are constantly differing & unequal - hence it can not be as m x n
it may be as some function of it - but it surely can not be as mnt.j But after all
the oblique forces Ba Be &c may (since force is as 1/D2) become at last so
small in respect of the exactly opposite and nearest neutralizing Particles q
q' that they may be neglected and at last the force be reduced to a system of
pile forces thus.

The fact is we know little about the matter, and I suppose we never shall
until you, or somebody of equal Philosophical Power, like you shall tell us.
There is another thing here to be considered. If we suppose two particles +
and - to be attracting each other thus
+
o o
and we place a minus particle at a thus
+
o o
-a
then the force between the first two particles becomes extremely
diminished and may be made to vanish altogether by placing a positive
particle at b thus
+
o o
-a +b
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that is to say the actions at -a and at +b upon the original particles will be
exclusive - but something of this kind happens in oppositely attracting
bodies say two spheres^

Not only is particle b greatly neutralized by near particle a and its force on a
particle c diminished by the increased oblique distance be in addition to
this - but the distant particle c is also greatly neutralized by an opposite
particle c' - the same may be said of d and d' in respect of particles a and b
hence the forces may at last become parallell [sic] forces thus

which I really believe is the case, and the commencement of the
Proposition would be. Every particle on A attracts a corresponding and
opposite Particle on B - hence in Planes if f = force of one Particle and a the
number of Particles then Whole Force is as f x a or as fa &c

But in spheres this expression will vary - as I have shewn in my first
papers9!.]

Before concluding this long letter - I recall to my mind a kind note
which you was [sic] so good as to send me in reply to my communication,
requesting your opinion upon Lightning Conductors10.1 was hurried out of
London at the Time, owing to the illness of my mother. I had not time to say
any more about it then - and a good deal of domestic trouble has since
prevented me. The fact is I ought not to have asked you for any opinion on
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this subject - but I was at the time a good deal bewildered - and I acted
under the suggestion of a friend, who was interested in endeavoring to get
the Conductors fairly dealt with by the Government - and who was very
intimately acquainted with the Chancellor of the Exchequer11. Pray excuse
my having done so[.j Who is there as observed by the celebrated Roman
Poet "Wise at all hours1'12. With respect to my system of defending shipping
from Lightning. It is impossible that I should not feel deeply interested in it:
not more from personal considerations, than on grounds of general
science. One of my principle objects has been to get a History of the cases
of Damage by Lightning not only in our Navy, but in the Merchant Service,
having evidence that ships frequently perish from this source of danger.
The amount in the Navy of damage done, loss of Life &c. is quite frightful -
as you may perceive by the accompanying paper13.1 looked to obtain many
important facts connected with Atmospheric Electricity - some I have
arrived at, as may be seen by my late Papers in the Nautical Magazine,
copies of which I hope soon to send you14. We have had no less than 7 ships
of the Navy damaged by Lightning within the last 12 months. In one case
the Rodney of 92 Guns - the ship was set on Fire - Two men killed, and the M
Mast rendered useless - added to which the ship was detained at Malta,
under an expensive refit in consequence, at a cost of 1005 a day & upward
to the Country15. I do not conceive the Naval Department is justified in
throwing Science overboard & allowing all this to continue when evidence
exists, that it can be prevented. I have a word or two to say to you
respecting your late Papers in the Transactions when we meet[.]

Ever my Dear Sir I Faithfully & truly your sincere friend Iw. Snow
Harris
P.S. I have sent my Paper to Mr Christie at the RS16[.] If you feel any interest
about it - I dare say he will let you have it for perusal - previously to its
being read{.]
Michael Faraday Esq I DCL, FRS &c &c

1. Harris (1839).
2. Faraday (1838d), ERE14, read on 21 June 1838.
3. Mary Harris, nee Snow (see DNB under William Snow Harris).
4. Faraday (1838d), ERE14, 1679.
5. See Lit.Gaz., 8 June 1839, p.361 for an account of Harris's Friday Evening Discourse of 31
May 1839 "On the Nature of Electrical Attraction".
6. See Whewell (1835), 9-10 which criticises aspects of Harris (1834).
7. Rene-Just Hauy (1743-1822, DSB). French crystallographer.
8. See Biot (1824), 1: 530-9 and Hauy (1807), 1: 373-85.
9. Harris (1834), paragraph 69 and Harris (1836), paragraph 19.
10. See letter 1068.
11. Thomas Spring Rice. The outcome of these negotiations was the formation of an Admiralty
Committee which met in June 1839 to consider Harris's lightning conductors. Faraday gave
evidence to the Committee on 19 June 1839. The Committee recommended adoption of
conductors in the Navy. The papers, minutes and reports of the Committee are in PRO ADM1 /
607.
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12. Pliny, Historia Naturalis, Book 7, Chapter 41, Section 2.
13. Harris (1838-9).
14. Ibid, and Harris (1837).
15. On the Rodney, see Harris (1838-9), 120-1.
16. Harris (1839).

Letter 1167
Joseph Hume to Faraday
29 April 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl 118

Bry Sq 29 April 1839
Sir

As an experiment is now making by Mr Gurney to light the House of
Commons1 by Oxygen (or Bude) Light, and some doubts, having been
expressed by a member of the House2 as to the danger, from explosion, by
the use of that light, I beg of you, as your attention has been directed to the
subject3, to state as shortly as you can how far it will be safe to use the light,
if the experiment should succeed.

I would not trouble you on this occasion if I was not anxious to remove
all grounds of alarm and give Mr Gurney a fair opportunity of making his
experiment and, therefore, trust you will excuse the trouble from

Your Obedient Servant I Joseph Hume
M. Faraday Esq

1. Hume was chairman of the Select Committee on the lighting of the new House of
Commons. Faraday gave evidence on 30 May 1839. Parliamentary Papers, 1839 (501) xiii, pp.7-
9.
2. Frederick William Trench (1775-1859, DNB). Tory MP for Scarborough, 1835-1847. For his
doubts see Parliamentary Papers, 1839 (501) xiii, p.69.
3. See letter 1142.

Letter 1168
William Wyon to Faraday
29 April 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl 1114

Her Majestys Mint I 29 April 1839.
My dear Faraday,

I think you said the days that would suit your convenience best would
be Mondays & Thursdays - allow me to name Thursday1 & at any time
agreeable to you - I have asked my friend2 who cast my own face to make
one of you for me & he has promised to call on you at the Royal Institution
but I will thank you to let me know the hour & I am sure he will be punctual.
This operation will not take more than half an hour & will save you much
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time eventually - & Pray tell Mrs. Faraday that I will be answerable for your
not suffering much inconvenienceu

Ever Yours I W. Wyon

Address: M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle St,

1. That is 2 May 1839.
2. Peter Rouw (d.1852, age 81, Gent.Mag., 1853, 39: 110). Sculptor. See Forrer (1904-30), 5:
259. See letter 1169.

Letter 1169
William Wyon to Faraday
1 May 1839
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.33

Her Majestys Mint I 1st May 1839.
My dear Faraday,

I have seen my friend Mr Rouw1 who has promised to be with you
tomorrow Thursday, at 3 oClock.

I am almost afraid that 1 shall be unable to be with you but luckily my
services are not required on this occasion^

Ever believe me to be I Yours truly I W. Wyon

Address: M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle St

1. Peter Rouw (d.1852, age 81, Gent.Mag., 1853, 39: 110). Sculptor. See Forrer (1904-30), 5:
259. See letter 1168.

Letter 1170
Faraday to Thomas Hawkins
3 May 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 93

R Institution I 3 May 1839.
Sir

I am obliged by your letter but have occasion to point out that the fact
is not new at present for when Schoenbeins first letter1 reached me I
understood at once that the iron in the peculiar state was still a conductor.
You will see the experiment described in the Philosophical magazine for
July 1836 page 60, at the bottom2 - at least it is in that part of the page in the
separate copy which 1 have referred to[.]
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You do me too much honor in your address for I am plain Mr Faraday
& shall so remains

I am Sir 1 Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Mr Hawkins

Address: Mr Thos Hawkins I Chemist I Kings Road I Brighton

1. Letter 918.
2. Note by Faraday in Schoenbein (1836d), 60.

Letter 1171
Charles Babbage to Faraday
19 May 18391

From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton
Dear Faraday

Lady Lovelace Sir David Brewster and a few friends are coming to rne
on Friday the 24th[.] Pray let me hope that you will join them at nine oclocki.]

Ever Truly Yours I C. Babbage
19 May

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Dated on the basis that letter 1172 is the reply.

Letter 1172
Faraday to Charles Babbage
20 May 1839
From the original in BL add MS 37191, f.166

R Institution I 20 May 1839
My dear Babbage

Many thanks for your very kind & flattering invitation1 -but I shall not
be able to accept it. Friday nights are always preoccupied nights with me
during the Evening meetings!.]

Will you allow me the pleasure of offering you a copy of my researches
in a single volume?2

Ever Very faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

1. Letter 1171.
2. Faraday (1839b).
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Letter 1173
Marc Isambard Brunei to Faraday
24 May 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Thames Tunnel May 24th May / 39 I 2am
My dear Sir

I am authorised by our Directors to consult you and Mr. Brande
respecting the influence of Gases which frequently burst upon us,
proceeding evidently from River deposits which have gradually sunk upon
us.

We have attended to your direction of a mixture of Ammonia and Lime
in the proportion of 1 to 2 as the men can support the emanating vapour;
but it happens at almost every high water, that the deleterious waters or
fluid soil which contain those Gases, coming in by sudden bursts, and in
great quantities, overpower the antidote prescribed.

Our most efficient men, those who operate in the upper part of the
shield, are affected with sickness debility and giddiness to a degree that
they have left their parts unfinished and in an incomplete state, without
being able to account for it, or in some instances, they have been removed
almost senseless, and almost beyond recovery.

I may include in the list of those who are equally exposed, the
Gentlemen who are my Assistants in this undertaking. I say nothing of
myself because I am not so often below nor so long;

The only moderator we find, is that of allowing the ground to rest; but
this I have not the option of availing myself of.

I send you some portions of the fluid ground, as it has and does come
upon us, besides the black-water which I have sent you before.

Your early attention to this question is particularly desired.
I am my dear Sir very truly yours. I Me.I. Brunei

Dr. Faraday I &c &c &c

Letter 1174
Faraday to Marc Isambard Brunei
24 May 1839
From the original in ICE MS Thames Tunnel Chief Engineer's Reports,
volume 3, f.101

R Institution I 24 May 1839
My dear Sir

I am very sorry that the evil continues so powerful with you as your
letter1 describes but 1 do not know what to say more than I have said to you
& the secretary & others. Abundant ventilation - the use of a little chlorine
when it can be employed, & of ammonia also to refresh the men are what
have occurred to me & these you are trying I think as far as you can. If I
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could say more I would say it to you for your sake & for the Tunnel and
would not wait for the Directors application for professional assistance!.]

With respect to the latter, your directors must excuse me. I never now
take professional business and am unable to attend to the matter in that
form. But believe me that if any thought occurs to me which can be in the
least useful to you, I will not lose a moment before communicating it to
youu

Ever My Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
M.I. Brunei Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1173.

Letter 1175
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
29 May 1839
From the original in Rl MS Fl 162

Bruxelles le 29 Mai 1839
Mon cher Monsieur,

J'ai l'honneur de vous adresser un memoire qu'un des membres de
notre academie m'a charge de Vous faire parvenir. Je profite de cette
occasion pour vous adresser les resultats des mes observations
magnetiques de pres 12 ans1, et aussitot pour me rappeler a Votre bon
souvenir et Vous remercier pour les beaux et excellens ouvrages que Vous
ne cessez de m'envoyer. Ce sont des temoignages de bienveillance aux
quels j'attache le prix grand prix [sic], puisque Vous etes un des hommes
que f estime le plus. Je crains de Vous dire tout ce que je pense a cet egard,
parceque Vous pourriez croire que le voisinage de la france m'a donne du
langage que vous pretez a nos Voisins. Mais il n'en est sien, et je vous prie
de me croire toujours Tun de Vos admirateurs les plus sinceres et les plus
affectionnest.]

Tout a vous I Quetelet
A Monsieur Faraday, &c

TRANSLATION
Brussels, 29 May 1839

My dear Sir,
I have the honour of addressing a paper to you that one of the

members of our Academy has asked me to send to you. I take advantage of
this occasion to send you the results of nearly twelve years of observations1

and also to recall myself to your good memory and to thank you for the
beautiful and excellent works that you do not cease to send me. They are
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proofs of kindnesses to which I attach the highest price, since you are one
of the men I value the most. I fear saying all that I think on this matter, since
you could think that the proximity of France has given me language which
you ascribe to our neighbours. But it is not theirs, and I beg you to believe
me always one of your most sincere and most affectionate admirers.

Yours I Quetelet To Mr Faraday, &c

1. Quetelet (1839b).

Letter 1176
Faraday to Deacon1

3 June 1839
From the original in the possession of R.E.W. Maddison

Royal Institution I 3 June 1839
My dear Sir

I have this day mentioned your application to the Managers but they
cannot acceed [sic] to it2[.l I have therefore tied up the list carefully to be
conveyed to you at the first opportunity!.]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mr Deacon

1. Unidentified.
2. There is no indication in RI MM, 3 June 1839, 9: 88-90 as to what this application might
have been.

Letter 1177
Faraday to Charles Babbage
3 June 1839
From the original in BL add MS 37191, f.177

R Institution I 3 June 1839
My dear Babbage

I send Index title1 & series XV2 which I hope you will accepts
I have so planned also with some enamils [sic] soon to be over near

you that I asked for a card & really think if you were to take a few moments
to see them you would be pleasedu

Ever yours I M. Faraday

1. Of Faraday (1839b) which Faraday had already sent. See letter 1172.
2. Faraday (1839a), ERE15.
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Letter 1178
Joseph Hume to Faraday
3 June 1839
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.34

(Committee on Lighting [the] house) I Bryanston Sq I 3 June 1839
Sir

I am sorry that, by mistake, the Candles, on which you were
requested, by the Committee1, to report, were not sent on Thursday last as
intended2: But, I hope, you will be able, without much trouble to meet our
wishes in that respect.

I remain I Yours sincerely I Joseph Hume
M. Faraday Esq

Address: Michael Faraday Esq i Royal Institution I 21 Albemarle Street I or
Mr Gurney's I 128 Jermyn Street

1. Hume was chairman of the Select Committee on the lighting of the new House of
Commons. Faraday gave evidence on 30 May 1839. Parliamentary Papers, 1839 (501) xiii, pp.7-
9.
2. That is 30 May 1839.

Letter 1179
Faraday to Joseph Hume
4 June 1839
From Parliamentary Papers 1839 (501) xiii, p.35

Royal Institution, 4 June 1839.
Sir,

On receiving the candles, and your note1,1 hastened the experiments,
and now give you the results, begging you to bear in mind that it is only
from the average of many experiments that a correct mean can be deduced.
1 am satisfied that the results I send you are not far from the truth.

A certain amount of light used as a standard in the investigation of the
Bude lamp cost, when obtained from an Argand lamp burning in the usual
way, 8!/4d. for 12 hours, the oil being at 6s. 8d. per gallon.

An equal amount of light for the same time, obtained by the Bude
lamp, supplied with the same oil, cost lCM/2d., with all expenses, except that
of attendants' wages.

An equal amount of light from the candle (three to the pound),
requires 5.32 such candles, and would consume in the 12 hours 1.2335 lb.;
which at Is. 9d. per Jb., would cost 26d. nearly.
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An equal amount of light from the candle (four to the pound), requires
about 6.94 such candles, and would consume in the 12 hours 1.43 lb.;
which, at Is. 9d. per lb., would cost 30d. nearly.

Taking the average of the two candle experiments as the best
expression of cost at present, then that light which costs in the

Argand lamp 8 lAd.
Will cost in the Bude lamp 10 Vid.
And will cost in sperm candles 28d.
I remain, &c. I (signed) M. Faraday

Joseph Hume, Esq. M.P. I &c. &c. &c.

1. Letter 1178.

Letter 1180
Sydney Smirke1 to Faraday
6 June 1839
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.28

12, Regent StI June 6 1839
Sir,

There are two or three small objects which I have here and which
perhaps may be worth the trouble of placing on the Library table next
Friday2: should it be convenient to you to send a person for them I shall be
most happy to contribute them: but should they be in your opinion either
unsuitable, or of insufficient interest, I beg you will consider yours <elf> at
perfect liberty to treat them as y<ou> think proper.

I remain, Sir, with feelings of great gratitude for the advantage which,
as member of the R. Institution, I derive from [its] exertions,

Your most obedient & faithful &c I Sydney Smirke
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Sydney Smirke (1798-1877, DNB). Architect.
2. A tessellated pavement, lent by Smirke, was exhibited in the Library on 7 June 1839 when
the Friday Evening Discourse was given by Faraday. RI MS F4E, p.61.
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Letter 1181
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jaeques Quetelet
11 June 1839
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986 / 989

Royal Institution I 11 June 1839
My dear Sir

Allow me to introduce my friend Mr. Winsor1 to you as a gentleman
earnest in his pursuit of knowledge & who wishes to pay both his own & my
respects to one who is worthy of themi.j Many thanks for your kind &
encouraging letter2 it came as from one who had well earned his right to
praise & to one who will feel encouraged in his cause by it. The last series
XV3 which I sent to you & Professor Plateau by the Royal Society has I
hoped reached you or will do so before you receive this[.]

I am My dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful M. Faraday
Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c I Observatory I Bruxelles

1. Frederick Albert Winsor (1797-1874, DNB). Lawyer.
2. Letter 1175.
3. Faraday (1839a), ERE15.

Letter 1182
Faraday to Thomas Phillipps
17 June 1839
From the original in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson c.468, f.l

R Institution I 17, June 1839.
Dear Sir Thomas

I have received & am very much obliged by your continuator of
Gulliver; he will go to his companion immediately^]

With respect to the Tunnel I am not sufficiently acquainted with the
[word illegible] of construction to give an opinion on the subject and 1
should imagine much would depend upon the size of the tunnel proposed.
Wet surfaces of india rubber will not adhere so that any contingencies
liable to that circumstance would require being guarded againstu

As to the Lectures all the receipts & payments are to the Institution
not to me[.] I have nothing to do with them for they make part of the funds of
the houses

Ever My dear Sir I Most Sincerely Yours I M. Faraday
Sir Thos Phillip[p]s Bart I &c &c &c
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Letter 1183
Moritz Hermann Jacobi to Faraday
21 June 1839
From Jacobi (1839a)1

It is some time since, that during my electro-magnetic labours, a
fortunate accident conducted me to the discovery that we might by voltaic
action make copies in relief of an engraved copper plate, and that a new
inverted copy of those in relief might be obtained by the same process, so
that the power was obtained of multiplying the copper copies to any extent.
By this voltaic process the most delicate and even microscopic lines are
reproduced, and the copies are so identical with the original that the most
rigorous examination cannot find the least difference. I send you in the
accompanying packet two specimens of such plates, which I hope you will
accept with kindness. The one which is in relief is the copy of an original
engraved with the burin; the second is the copy of that in relief, and
consequently identical with the original. The third is the original plate, but
covered with reduced copper. I had the intention of making a second copy,
but unfortunately the plates adhere so strongly at times that it is impossible
to separate them. I cannot tell the cause of this intimate union which
occasionally occurs, but it appears to be the case only when the copper at
the surface of which the reduction is effected is brittle, and consequently is
lamellar and porous. I may dispense with describing more at large the
apparatus that I make use of. It is simply a voltaic pair a cloison where the
engraved plate is used in the place of the ordinary copper plate, being
plunged in the solution of sulphate of copper. I have found it necessary that
a galvanometer with short wires should always make part of the circuit so
that one may judge of the force of the current and direct the action; the
latter being effected by separating the electromotive plates more or less
from each other or modifying the length of the conjunctive wire, or finally,
diminishing more or less the conducting power of the liquid on the zinc
side; but for the success of the operation it is of great importance that the
solution of copper should be always perfectly saturated. The action should
not be too rapid: from 50 to 60 grains of copper should be reduced on each
square inch in 24 hours. The accompanying plates have been formed, one
in two days, the other in one day only, and that is the reason why their state
of aggregation is not so solid and compact as that of the small piece, No. 4,
which has been reduced more slowly.

It is to be understood that we may reduce the sulphate of copper by
making the current of a single voltaic pair pass through the solution by
copper electrodes; as the anode is oxidized the cathode becomes covered
with reduced copper, and the supply of concentrated solution may then be
dispensed with. According to theory one might expect that exactly the
same quantity of copper oxidized on one side would be reduced on the
other, but I have always found a difference more or less great, so that the
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anode loses more than the cathode gains. The difference appears to be
nearly constant, for it does not augment after a certain time, if the
experiment be prolonged. A thoroughly concentrated solution of sulphate
of copper is not decomposable by electrodes of the same metal, even on
employing a battery of three or four pairs of plates. The needle is certainly
strongly affected as soon as the circuit is completed, but the deviation
visibly diminishes and very soon returns almost to zero. If the solution be
diluted with water to which a few drops of sulphuric acid have been added,
the current becomes very strong and constant, the decomposition goes on
very regularly, and the engraved cathode becomes covered with copper of
a fine pink red colour. If we replace the solution of sulphate of copper by
pure water acidulated with sulphuric acid, there is a strong decomposition
of water even on employing a single voltaic couple. The anode is oxidized,
and hydrogen is disengaged at the cathode. At the commencement the
reduction of copper does not take place; it begins as soon as the liquid
acquires a blue colour, but its state of aggregation is always incoherent. I
have continued this experiment for three days, until the anode was nearly
dissolved; the colour of the liquid became continually deeper, but the
disengagement of hydrogen, though it diminished in quantity, did not
cease. I think we may conclude from this experiment that in secondary
voltaic actions there is neither that simultaneity of effect, nor that necessity
of entering into combination or of being disengaged from it, which has
place in primary electrolytic actions.

During my experiments many anomalies respecting these secondary
actions have presented themselves which it would be too embarrassing to
describe here: in fact there is here a void which it will be difficult to fill,
because molecular forces which as yet we know nothing of appear to play a
most important part.

With respect to the technical importance of these voltaic copies, I
would observe that we may use the engraved cathode, not only of metals
more negative than copper, but also of positive metals and their alloys,
(excepting brass,) notwithstanding that these metals, &c. decompose the
salts of copper with too much energy when alone. Thus one may make, for
example, stereotypes in copper which may be multiplied as much as we
please. I shall shortly have the honour to send you a bas-relief in copper, of
which the original is formed of a plastic substance, which adapts itself to all
the wants and caprices of art. By this process all those delicate touches are
preserved which make the principal beauty of such a work, and which are
usually sacrificed in the process of casting, a process which is not capable
of reproducing them in all their purity. Artists should be very grateful to
galvanism for having opened this new road to them.

During the last winter I frequently illuminated my saloon, which is of
considerable size, by Drummond's light2. The mixed gases were obtained
in sufficient quantities that is to say, at the rate of 3 or 4 cubic feet per hour,
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by decomposing dilute sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.33,) between
electrodes of platina by a constant battery of a particular construction. I
only passed the gas through a glass tube filled with chloride of calcium, and
there was neither gasometer nor any other provision for it. As soon as the
voltaic current was closed the jet might be lighted, and the flame then burnt
tranquilly, and of the same intensity for any length of time. The
construction and manipulation of the battery, though extremely perfect,
was still a little embarrassing. At present, a battery, with a decomposing
apparatus which will produce from 3 to 4 cubic feet of electrolyzed gas per
hour, occupies little more space than the page of paper on which I write to
you (10 inches by 8 inches) and is about 9 inches in height. Behold
certainly a beautiful application of the voltaic battery.

In the application of electro-magnetism to the movement of machines,
the most important obstacle always has been the embarrassment and
difficult manipulation of the battery. This obstacle exists no longer. During
the past autumn and at a season already too advanced, I made, as you may
perhaps have learned by the gazettes, the first experiments in navigation
on the Neva, with a ten-oared shallop furnished with paddle-wheels, which
were put into motion by an electro-magnetic machine. Although we
journeyed during entire days, and usually with 10 or 12 persons on board, I
was not well satisfied with this first trial, for there were so many faults of
construction and want of insulation in the machines and battery which
could not be repaired on the spot, that I was terribly annoyed. All these
repairs and important changes being accomplished the experiments will
shortly be recommenced. The experience of the past year combined with
the recent improvements of the battery give as the result, that to produce
the force of one horse (steam-engine estimation) it will require a battery of
20 square feet of platina distributed in a convenient manner, but / hope that
from 8 to 10 square feet will produce the effect. If heaven preserves my
health, which is a little affected by continual labours, I hope that within a
year of this time, I shall have equipped an electromagnetic vessel of from 40
to 50 horse power3.

In my paper, "On the application, &c." I have spoken of the influence
which those magneto-electric currents which you had discovered a short
time before, would exert on the progress of electro-magnetic machines4.
They are properly the cause that the expectations which have been
entertained regarding these machines have not as yet been fulfilled. But if
one examines them more nearly these currents are not so disadvantageous
as have been supposed. Experiments which I have made by interposing a
galvanometer or a voltameter have taught me that during the action of the
machine the electrolytic action of the battery is much less, and sometimes
not more than half that which takes place when the machine is stopped, the
current still passing by the helices which surround the bars of iron. Thus if
on the one part the magneto-electric currents diminish the force of the
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machine, on the other the electrolytic dissolution of the zinc, which makes
the greatest part of the current expense, is at the same time considerably
diminished. I have not as yet succeeded in completely developing the
mutual relations of the current before and during the working of the
machine.

I take the liberty of sending you some memoirs from the Bulletin
scientifique of the Academy. The result of the joint memoir of myself and M.
Lenz5 is that the attraction of electro-magnets is as the square of the force of the
current, or as the square of the electrolytic action of the battery?. It appears that
this important law holds good for machines in motion; at least the
experiments I have made on that point do not depart from it more than may
be admitted as the error of observation or the result of accidental
circumstances.

I am, &c. I M.H. Jacobi
St. Petersburg, June 21, 18397.

1. Translated from the French. See letter 1195.
2. First described in Drummond (1826a, b).
3. For the background to this work see Gee (1991), 65-6.
4. Jacobi (1837), 517.
5. Heinrich Friedrich Ernil Lenz (1804-1865, DSB). Russian physicist.
6. Jacobi and Lenz (1838).
7. It is not clear if this date was old or new style.

Letter 1184
Dominique Francois Jean Arago to Faraday
24 June 1839
From the printed original in IEE MS SC 2

Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences. I
Paris, le 24 Juin 1839
Le Secretaire perpetuel de F Academie. I A Monsieur Faraday, a Londres

M. FAcademie a re^u l'ouvrage que vous avez bien voulu lui adresser,
intitule: Recherches experimentales sur FElectricite; Serie 1-141 -

J'ai Thonneur de vous offrir ses remerciments.
Get ouvrage a ete depose dans la Bibliotheque de 1'Institut.
Agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance de ma haute consideration. I F. Arago.

Address: A Monsieur I A Monsieur Faraday I Londres
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TRANSLATION
Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences. I

Paris 24 June 1839
The Permanent Secretary of the Academy I to Mr. Faraday, in London.

The Academie received the work that you kindly sent, entitled
Experimental Researches on Electricity, Series 1-141.

I have the honour of offering its thanks.
This work has been placed in the Institute's Library.
Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my high consideration. IF. Arago.

1. Faraday (1839b).

Letter 1185
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
3 July 1839
From the original in UB MS NS 331

Bale July 3, 1839.
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged to you for your very kind letter of the 28th [sic]
of April1 and I offer you my most sincere thanks for your friendly
endeavours to get for my manuscript a publisher. What you had the
kindness to communicate to me regarding that affair induced me to
abandon the idea of having my little work published in English, I should
like however very much to lay its principal contents before the association
in Birmingham2 and to submit the results of my late researches to the
consideration of the british philosophers and most particularly to yours.

As I think to be able to prove by facts that the electrical state of bodies
has no influence whatsoever upon their chemical bearings i.e. that the very
first principle of the electro-chemical theory of Berzelius is erroneous; as I
am also prepared to show that the protection of metals for instance of
copper or iron against the chemical action of seawater being apparently
effected by voltaic means has directly nothing to do with the play of
electrical forces and as I am pretty sure to have found out the true theory of
what is called the galvanization of metals and so have accurately
determined the circumstances under which an (apparent) change of the
chemical relations of the metallic bodies is effected I should suppose that
communications of such a kind would prove rather acceptable to the
association and be received with some interest by them. Desirous,
however, as I am of attending the meetings at Birmingham I am afraid I
shall not be able of crossing the water on account of the great expense
which such a journey would occasion to me. Certainly if there were a
chance of the association's granting some money for the purpose of
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continuing the researches on the subjects alluded to I should not hesitate
to undertake the journey. Now if it would not be too importunate on my part
I should venture to ask you the favor of letting me know your opinion upon
that point3.

By the same mail I send you this letter a paper of mine is forwarded to
the Editors of the Phil. Mag.4 which treats of a peculiar voltaic arrangement
being in some respects the very reverse from what our ordinary hydro-
electric circles are. The memoir contains at the same time the statement of
some curious facts which seem to refute the principle laid down by de la
Rive5 and Becquerel6 according to which any sort of chemical action is
capable of producing a current. These gentlemen laboured to my humble
opinion under a great mistake in making such an assertion and I am
inclined to think that the views the philosopher of Geneva takes of
Galvanism at large and of the pile in particular are very far from being
correct and founded upon facts.

Within a short time I shall publish the details of the results of my
researches regarding that interesting question and 1 imagine that it will be
no very difficult task to me to demonstrate that the oxidation of any metal
caused by nitric acid &c. does not throw the least quantity of electricity into
circulation and that it is only*to the chemical action of electrolytic bodies
that we must ascribe the power of exciting currents.

Your important discoveries regarding the intimate connexion which
exists between electrolysation and current-electricity have, as far as I
understand the subject, not yet been duly appreciated by the philosophers
of the Continent and least so by de la Rive and Becquerel.

I hope your stay in the country will have entirely reestablished your
health and enabled you to resume your wonted scientific occupations. I am
now left alone in Bale, my family having gone into the mountains of the Jura
to spend the summer there; as soon, however, as the vacations will naive
begun, I shall join them. A six week's living on the heights of the Jura and
breathing the pure air of the hills would, perhaps, do you a great deal of
good; can you not manage it to come over to us? I should be exceedingly
happy, if I could ramble about with you in our valleys and wander in your
company from one crag to another.

Entertaining the pleasing hopes of seeing you sooner or later
I am my dear Sir I Your's most sincerely I C.F. Schoenbein

Address: Doctor Faraday 1 Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 1156.
2. Schoenbein (1839e).
3. The British Association did grant &40 to meet Schoenbein's expenses. Rep.Brit.Ass., 1839,
xxv.
4. Schoenbein (1839d).
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5. De La Rive, A.-A. (1837).
6. Becquerel (1823).

Letter 1186
John White Webster1 to Faraday
20 July 1839
From the original in RI MS F3 D1652

Cambridge U.S.A. July 20th 1839
Dear Sir

A friend having called upon me to inform me of his departure for
London, I have taken so good an opportunity of sending you a late paper
containing an account of two very electrical ladies* - thinking you may not
see our papers & that the account may not be copied into any in G.B. You
will have seen an account of the electrical lady published some time since
in Prof. Silliman's Journal4.

I am Sir I With great respect I Your Obedient Servant I J.W. Webster

Address: To I Michael Faraday D.C.L I F.R.S &c I London

1. John White Webster (1793-1850, DAB). Professor of Chemistry at Harvard, 1824-1849.
2. Mounted opposite Faraday (1839a), ERE15, 1775-82.
3. Mounted here also is a cutting from the Daily Advertiser and Patriot, 20 July 1839, entitled
"Animal Electricity" by Dr Hoquin (unidentified), translated from the Journal de Smyrne.
4. Hosford (1838).

Letter 1187
W. Gibson1 to Faraday
20 July 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

N. Castle on Tyne July 20 / 39
Sir, It has long been my determination to address you, but Bashfullness has
detered me from so doingu But as you are now in "canny Newcastle" I
embrace the opportunity. Believe me sir, I am not actuated by a change
loving spirit. But by necessity I am Goaded to ad[d]ress you with a wish to
do Good to my self, and those around me, which in my present position that
is denyed me, owing to the price of labour, in my trade (coach Building)
being kept at the lowest possible ebb, so low, that I Blush to name it. Yes! I
am poor. Yet I have acquired a knowledge of the rudiments of that science,
in which you stand a distinguished ornament, and in which science I might
be of service to you. Alas! to you it must be known the many pangs which
rankled in the heart of him, who thirsts for knowledge, while poverty, and
obscurity, heap their Barriers befor[e] him. Then sir, if ever your heart
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panted to do Good, it must be to snatch the humble individual befor[e] you
from the iron grasp of poverty, yes, in you I have planted a hope and to you
I must say More. Independent of what knowledge I do possess in chemistry
I can boast of that divine gift, which a Bounteous providence has showered
upon me that of Piety! But! I sing the scenes of nature while many tears do
fall! and why? I weep because I am not known!

I have no friend
Save but the shadow hopes

But just her even the dramatic muse has laid hold of me and smiles Me on
to woo her.

Sir, you may say that I have "too many Irons in the fire"[.]But believe
me that the two last are ever ready for working! It is chemistry for which I
thirst. And in chemistry I shall persevere! If it was not my determination to
Bring from every Atom in Nature a lesson of instruction - If I could treat
with contempt that gift which God has given me - If I could say take Back thy
Gift, I do not thank thee for it. - If I could Bar by Heart against the Joys of
love then with my humble lot I ever would have smil'd; and you would not
have known that such a mortal liv'd. But such I cannot do! I now Sir must
conclude, you have known your own feelings then you can better imagine
mine, than I can discribe them too [sic] you. Then if you think me an object
worthy of your protection, in the laboratory my motto shall be cleanliness,
and caution and in my every day actions gratitude towards you. Then ere
you leave the "Banks of coaley Tyne" Build in my heart Bright hopes
substantial Beans.

And I remain yours in I sincerity W Gibson
To Dr Faraday

Address: Dr Faraday I N. Castle on Tyne

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1188
Faraday to John Barlow1

29 July 1839
From the original in the Burndy Library, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

R Institution I 29 July 1839
My dear Sir

Anderson will not be in town for a fortnight. Nor shall I until next
Saturday2. But whilst here I put up the diagrams as you desires

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Revd John Barlow I &c &c &c

1. John Barlow (1798-1869, AC). Rector of Little Bowden, 1830-1843 and a Manager of the
Royal Institution.
2. That is 3 August 1839.

Letter 1189
Faraday to Thomas Bradley1

6 August 1839
From the original in RI MS

R Institution I 6 Aug 1839
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your kind notes. I fear I cannot be with you on
Thursday2 night for my absence from town has accumulated work here & I
have a serious report to make immediately!.]

I hope that whosever hands' the Gymnotus falls he will be taken care
of. I must come some day soon & see himu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T. Bradley Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Thos. Bradley Esq I &c &c &c I Gallery of Practical] Science I
Adelaide Street

1. Thomas Bradley. Superintendent of the Adelaide Gallery. See Ann.Elec, 1838, 2; 63.
2. That is 8 August 1839.

Letter 1190
Faraday to C. Peake1

12 August 1839
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 12 Aug 1839
Sir

I am somewhat surprised to find that my name has had the honor of
being placed on the Free list of Covent Garden Theatre2 this season being
quite unacquainted with any circumstance which renders me deserving of
that favoun.] May 1 however beg you will do me the further kindness of
offering my sincere thanks to Mr & Mrs Charles Matthews3 for the
obligation they have been pleased to put me underu

I am Sir l Your Very Obedient Servant i M. Faraday
C. Peake Esq I &c &c &c
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1. Unidentified.
2. See Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 425.
3. Charles James Mathews (1803-1878, DNB). Actor and dramatist. Lucia Elizabeth Mathews,
olim Vestris, nee Bartolozzi (1797-1856, DNB). Actress.

Letter 1191
Faraday to Thomas Phillipps
13 August 1839
From the original in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson, c.468, f.3

R Institution I 13 Aug 1839
My Dear Sir Thomas

The changed lead was principally in the state of carbonate & not of
muriate as I partly expected^ This is not uncommon and is in some degree
like the alteration which occurs when lead is exposed to air moisture & the
vapours of acetic acid, a carbonate then results1!.]

Ever Dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Sir T. Phillip[p]s Bart I &c &c &c

1. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 13 August 1839, RI MS HD 8b,
p. 103 for Faraday's analysis.

Letter 1192
Charles Babbage to Faraday
14 August 1839
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.25
My dear Faraday,

I am going to take Miss Coutts to see the Electrical eel1 tomorrow
evening at eight o clock. She has just sent to me the enclosed note2 and
informs me that you will meet an old friend (Mr Thorgnerier) I decypher it
as well as I can3. I know it will afford her great pleasure to become
acquainted with you and I am always happy in your society. So pray do not
call this a dinner but a snatch or by any other name which will admit of our
meeting thereu

I am I My dear Faraday I Ever sincerely Yours I C. Babbage
Dorset St I 14 Aug. 1839

Address: M. Faraday Esq

1. At the Adelaide Gallery. See letter 1281.
2. Coutts to Babbage, nd, BL add MS 37191, f.292.
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3. This was actually Masquierer. See letter 1193.

Letter 1193
Faraday to Charles Babbage
15 August 1839
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

R Institution I 15 Aug 1839
My dear Babbage

I will certainly meet you tonight at the Gymnotus tub1 but how can you
expect me to do so before2.1 am afraid you have been doing me honor with
Miss Coutts by giving reason to expect it yet if you think of it I cannot dine
out any where without giving offence to you and many others whom I
esteem most highlyi.j Now be my friend tonight and explain this to Miss
Coutts very clearly or else I shall really be ashamed to meet her after her
kind invitationt.]

Ever My dear Babbage I Yours most faithfully I M. Faraday
Sir Jas South has often wished to see the Eel in action[.]You can judge

whether in the present case you would like to ask him to be present I MF u
Remember me kindly to my friend Masquierer. I MF

1. At the Adelaide Gallery. See letter 1281.
2. See letter 1192.

Letter 1194
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
15 August 18391

From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts
Mr Faraday is very grateful to Miss Coutts for the honor of her

invitation and deeply regrets that he cannot accept it: he will trust to Mr
Babbage for a sufficient statement of the circumstances. Mr. Faraday hopes
however to offer his respects to Miss Coutts at a later hour in the Evening
by the side of the Electric Eel2.

Royal Institution I Thursday Morning

1. Dated on the basis of letter 1193.
2. At the Adelaide Gallery. See letter 1281.
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Letter 1195
Faraday to Moritz Hermann Jacobi
17 August 1839
From the original in RS MS MM 17.42

Royal Institution i London I 17 August 1839
My dear Sir

Your letter1 was an honor & a kindness of which I had no expectation;
and I thank you most heartily for itu I only wish I had in answering it good
news like your own to send but mine will be a very poor letter in
comparison with yours for I have not been strong enough of late to work
much and have nothing at present to tell[.] I felt so much interest in your
letter & the great results of which you gave me so good an account that I
have translated it & sent it almost entire to the Editors of the Philosophical
Magazine hoping that they will think it fit news for their readers2. I trust I
have not offended you in this but I wished others to know of your results as
well as myselff.] Somehow or other our means of communication are so bad
that we obtain the news from the North of Europe in a very imperfect way,
and I who unfortunately do not read German & am too old to learn it am in
sad ignorance of the great things in Electrical Science which are described
in that language.

1 shall hope as soon as convenient to hear in one way or another
further results of your exertions especially as regards the application to
mechanical purposes & I most fervently wish that your great exertions
should meet with the high reward they so richly deserves Of course I am a
little desirous of knowing the probable expence of the power obtained but I
am also aware that in first applications the cost is no guide to the price at
which the power may ultimately be obtained. To think only of putting an
electro magnetic machine into the Great Western or the British Queen &
sending them across the Atlantic by it or even to the East Indies! what a
glorious thing it would be.

The plates too which you sent me are very kind & complimentary but
they are also both in theory & practise exceedingly beautiful & all who have
seen them here admire them, and as to your Drummond Light3 your
account is most exciting. I hope you will soon let us know how your battery
is constructed, and also the arrangement of the other part of the
apparatus[.j

Will you do me the favour to mention me to M M. Lenz4 & Parrot5 as
also to M Fuss6. I do not know them personally or by letter7 but by their
labours I do - and beg to present my sincere respectsu

I have lately put my Researches (which are getting old fashioned &
out of date so fast does electricity progress) into a collected form - they
make an 8vo volume8!.] I beg to offer a copy to you for your kind acceptance
& shall give it into the hands of Mr Hudson at the Royal Society to send by
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the first opportunity with the Transactions of the R. Society -1 hope you will
receive it safeu

I am My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged & most faithful Servant I M.
Faraday
Dr. Jacobi I &c &c &c &c

Address: Dr. M.H. Jacobi I &c &c &c I Imperial Academy of Sciences I
Petersburgh I Russia

1. Letter 1183.
2. Jacobi (1839a).
3. Drummond (1826a, b).
4. Heinrich Friedrich Emil Lenz (1804-1865, DSB). Russian physicist.
5. Georg Friedrich Parrot (1767-1852, NBU). German physicist.
6. Paul Heinrich Fuss (1798-1855, Stackel and Ahrens (1907-8)). Secretary of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences, St Petersburg.
7. Not correct in the case of Fuss. See letters 490 and 496, volume 1.
8. Faraday (1839b).

Letter 1196
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
17 August 1839
From the original in UB MS NS 332

Royal Institution I 17 August 1839
My dear Sir

I ought to have written to you sooner but I have hitherto been unable
to say whether I could go to the Meeting at Birmingham1 or not. I find now
that / cannot As regards any opinion that I can form respecting their
appropriation of funds; not having been at any of the Committees I do not
know on what principles they proceed but I am told they have not as yet
granted money except for expts in England or by Englishmen but I cannot
suppose that is a rule2. At the same time I should be afraid to give you any
impression which might lead to error.

I shall be most anxious for your researches especially those bearing
upon the necessity of electrolytes in the circuit & the inutility of bodies not
acting as electrolytes yet poss[ess]ing oxidizing powers &c. I suppose that
your explications will include Becquerels pile of acid & alkali about which
much is now said & I presume properly also3. But folks are so apt to neglect
the amount of action that I cannot trust all I hear of it; I hear it is very
energetic & very effective &c &c but I do not hear how much current force is
produced for a certain amount of acid & alkaline force used.

I hope you are now in excellent health & all your familyu I never think
of the time when I was in Bale a few years ago4 without regret since being
there I did not see you.
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Ever My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Dr Schoenbein I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Basle I Sur le Rhein

1. Of the British Association.
2. See note 3, letter 1185.
3. Becquerel (1838).
4. In 1835. See letter 807.

Letter 1197
Isaac D'Israeli1 to Faraday
20 August 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl 1120
My Dear Dr Faraday

While you are illuminating the world in all ways, of Enlightment, that
of the Bude light and the other light, whatever it be, have this morning,
even reached my shady seclusion. It reminds me of a flattering request you
made to me - and you see it is performed!2

For my own failing sight I fear, and my crooked lens[e]s all your
philosophy can afford no aid. We have not yet invented an artificial eye for
the Blind.

Believe me I dear Sir Ever Yours 11. D'Israeli
Bradenham I High Wycombe I 20 August 1839

1. Isaac D'Israeli (1766-1848, DNB). Writer.
2. That is the presentation of D'lsraeli's portrait. This is mounted in RI MS Fl 1121.

Letter 1198
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
23 August 1839
From the original in UB MS NS 333

Coffee Room I Friday Morning
My dear Sir

I received your note not an hour ago & instantly set off & came here to
find you. I dare say you have gone my way in the mean time & shall be very
sorry to miss you. Can you breakfast with us tomorrow at 9 o elk at the
Royal Institution 21 Albemarle St. Piccadilly for there I live. It is a great way
off but I do not know how to help that. I suppose you have not received the
letter I wrote you about a week or 10 days ago1.1 suppose moreover you are
going to Birmingham2. I doubt whether I can get therew I certainly cannot
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leave London until Wednesday or Thursday next week but your presence
there will be a very strong additional reason for going even at that late
hour[.]

I cannot help hoping to see you tomorrow for on Sundays I cannot see
you being otherwise & always engaged. I rejoice to think I shall at last meet
with you[]

Not knowing how your time is arranged I do not know what more to
say except that I am Ever

Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday

Endorsed: (23 Aug 39)
Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1196.
2. For the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 1199
Faraday to Isaac Disraeli1

24 August 1839
From the original in Bod MS dep Hughenden 244/2, f.149

Royal Institution I 24 August 1839.
My dear Sir

I feel your kindness so great that I cannot resist thanking you at once
& most heartily. I did not expect you would have thought it worth while
remembering me & my desire and your letter2 is therefore doubly
agreeable & acceptable. I hope you did not think me intrusive and if my
wish deserve any thing of that character I assure you at the same time that
it was also a mark of my sincere esteem & respects

Ever My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
I. Disraeli Esq I &c &c &c

1. Isaac D'Israeli (1766-1848, DNB). Writer.
2. Letter 1197.
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Letter 1200
Faraday to Edward Sabine
24 August 1839
From the original in Berkshire Record Office MS D/EBy F48 108/2

R Institution I 24 Aug 1839
My dear Sir

You are indeed-exceedingly kind in sending me your report1 which 1
confess myself unworthy of for I have not pursued the subject of terrestrial
magnetism minutely enough to be conscious of its full value and in reading
it soon perceive how little I know of the mattery But to myself I feel fully
aware I should apply the principle of the division of labour & in the hope of
doing any thing well should do that onlyu

Still as a mark of your kind feeling your book is of the greater value to
me & I thank you most heartily for it[.]

Ever My dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Major Sabine I &c &c &c

1. Sabine (1838).

Letter 1201
William Buckland to Faraday
26 August 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl H80

Birmingham I Philosophical Society i 26 Aug 1839
Dear Faraday

I am desired by Sir Robt Peel to request the pleasure of your company
at Drayton Manor to dine & sleep on Wednesday Evening next1. Dinner at 8.
A party of 12 or 13 will start here by Rail Road at lh P 6 & reach Tamworth in
time for Sir Robertf's] Dinner at 8 & return next day in time for the work of
the sections2!.] Will you reply to me by return of post at the above address

& Believe Me I Always Truly Yours I W. Buckland
This place is in a state of unusual Tranquillityt.]

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution i Albemarle St I London

1. That is 28 August 1839.
2. Of the British Association.
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Letter 1202
Faraday to William Buckland
27 August 1839
From the original in RS MS Bu 85

Royal Institution I 27, Aug 1839
My dear Sir

I am most grateful to you & to Sir Robert Peel for your kindness1 but
the hopes I had of being at Birmingham2 on Wednesday Evening are all
gone. 1 cannot arrange it. This I regret very much & more than before, since
your letter arrived[.]

Do me the kindness to express my regret & sincere thanks to Sir
Robert Peel. I suppose you have Schoenbein amongst you; I promised him I
would be with you all if possibles

Ever Dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Buckland I &c &c &c

Address: Revd. Dr. Buckland I &c &c &c I Philosophical Society I
Birmingham

1. See letter 1201.
2. For the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 1203
Faraday to John David Roberton
2 September 1839
From the original in AS MS

R Institution I Monday
Dear Sir

M. Dumas wishes to see Brewster's encyclopaedia1 & also Ency
Metropolitana for an account of the Mintu I hope that if they are in our
collection at the R.S. he can have access to them. It would be a great shame
that any place or any book in the country were shut to such a manu If my
right or my recommendation can do any good I hope you will allow it a little
weightu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Roberton Esq I &c &c

Address: - Roberton Esq I Royal Society I Somerset House

1. Brewster (1830).
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Letter 1204
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
2 September 1839
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 2 Sept 1839
My dear Sir

I have been this morning to the Royal Society and find that Mr
Roberton is out of town1!.] I have also been to the Athenaeum to look for
Brewsters Encyclopaedia2 & the volume of the Metropolitanau Brewsters
work is not there but I found out that the references in the Metropolitans
were not to the pages but to certain divisions of the paragraphs so (876) is
at page 6143. I send you therefore our volume of the work with papers in
place perhaps you can let me have it back in a day or two[.]

As to Brewster I do not know what to do except to suggest to you to go
to the British Museum where it must be and I enclose a note to Sir Henry
Ellis4 or to the Librarian which you can either use or burn.

Newman promises that I shall have all the Daguerre apparatus
tomorrow afternoons

I durst not try to write in French: I hope Madam Dumas5 will think
kindly of me and excuse any trouble I may inadvertently be giving her with
my cramped handu

Ever My dear Sir I Your faithful admirer I M. Faraday
M. Dumas I &c &c &c

1. See letter 1203.
2. Brewster (1830).
3. Barlow (1836), article 876.
4. Henry Ellis (1777-1869, DNB). Librarian of the British Museum from 1827.
5. Hermenie Dumas, nee Brongniart. Married Dumas in 1826. See Crosland (1992), 184.

Letter 1205
William Wyon to Faraday
3 September 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl 114

Her Majestys Mint I Tuesday 3 Sep 39.
My dear Faraday,

Can you give me sitting this week at the Mint, if so do me the favor to
say the time that will be most convenient to you.

I have been in Birm1 & during my absence M. Dumas called. I may still
have the honor of seeing him - & if I can be of any service I will, especially
on your acct tho' he must be very deserving^]

I hurried back from the country from accts I heard of my little boy2 - he
is now better - Pray give our kind regards to Mrs. Faradayu
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Ever believe me to be I Yours sincerely I William Wyon

Address: M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle St.

1. At the meeting of the British Association.
2. Frederick William Wyon (1834-1904, Forrer (1904-30), 6: 572, 586).

Letter 1206
Faraday to James Cosmo Melvill1

5 September 1839
From the original copy in India Office Library and Records MS
L/MIL/5/413 Collection 313, f.305-7

Royal Institution I 5th September 1839
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge your letter and the papers and
having read the latter beg leave to state that my opinion is in favour of
lightning conductors2. It is no doubt true that low rounded buildings such
as I understand the powder magazines in the East Indies to be [are] but very
little liable to be struck by Lightning but then if they are struck the
destruction and injury may be very great. It is also I think very probable
that a lightning conductor may under certain circumstances cause an
electric discharge to take place where none would have occurred no
conductor being present though on the other hand there is some evidence
to shew that conductors cause a diminution in the number of electric
discharges to the earth at a given place. It is also very certain that a badly
erected conductor is worse than none and may cause great injury. But
notwithstanding these considerations I have the strongest conviction in my
mind that conductors well applied are perfect defenders of buildings from
harm by lightnings Dr. O'Shaughnessy's3 papers are very valuable and
serve to confirm my previous impressions, but it would be impossible for
me to go over the whole of the opinions and evidence sent me without at
the same time going into a far greater mass dispersed here and there. I
would rather refer you at once to M. Arago's popular view of the subject in
the Annuaire for 1838 p.p. 221. 5494 &c with which I in almost every point
agree.

I would certainly recommend copper conductors instead of iron for
the former metal conducts electricity almost seven times better than the
latter. When struck it not only conducts the shock much better but in the
predetermination of the stroke it determines more of the electricity to itself
than otherwise would fall upon it and therefore tends in any case of a
divided shock to leave less to fall elsewhere in its neighbourhoods
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I should prefer them pointed. I should not put them far from the
building at their upper extremity or in their courses downwards but the
part that is underground 1 should turn from the building in its course
through the earth and take especial care by plates of copper to make its
contact with the moist earth extensive and good[.]

Conductors should be of certain height in relation to the roof or
summit of the building to be defended. A lightning rod rising ten feet above
any part of the roof or chimneys of a house might defend that house
perfectly if close to it but not if ten feet from it. A rod rising fifteen feet
above the highest parts of the roof would be more sure than one of ten feet.
A rod projecting ten feet which would protect a building of a certain
horizontal extent might not protect a building ten feet wider and a lightning
rod has been considered as able to protect objects perfectly when they are
not more than twice the distance from it of its height above them but for this
to hold true these objects should not be themselves parts of large masses of
metal approaching by their position and connection to the character of bad
lightning conductors.

I have no fear of lateral discharge from a well managed conductor. As
far as I understand lateral discharge it is always a discharge from the
conductor itself; - it might be very serious from a badly managed conductor
(and in fact makes them worse than nothing) but with a good lightning rod
it can be but small and then not to badly conducting matter as wood or
stone but only to neighbouring masses of good-conducting matter as the
metals which either ought not to be there or if they are necessarily present
ought to be in metallic communication with the lightning conductor itself. I
am not aware that lateral discharge can take place within a building when a
lightning conductor outside is struck except there be portions of metal as
bolt wires or bolts &c which may form an interrupted conducting train from
the conductor to the interior. It is true that cases which came under the
denomination of returning stroke might perhaps produce a spark in the
interior of a building but the phenomena of a returning stroke cannot occur
at the place where the lightning strikes a conductor.

In my opinion a good conductor well connected with the earth cannot
do harm to a building under its protection i.e though it may induce a
discharge upon itself it cannot induce a discharge on the building: and the
discharge on itself cannot give rise to any secondary effects which are
likely to place the building in more danger than it would have been subject
to had the conductor not been thereu

I am Sir I Your obedient Servant I Signed I W. [sic] Faraday
Jas. C. Melvill Esq I &c &c &c

1. James Cosmo Melvill (1792-1861, DNB1). Chief Secretary of the East India Company.
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2. The texts of these papers are given in O'Shaughnessy (1840), 278-85. For a discussion of
this work see Gorman (1967).
3. William Brooke O'Shaughnessy (1809-1889, DNB). Physician and Professor of Chemistry
at Calcutta.
4. Arago (1838).

Letter 1207
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
5 September 1839
From the original in AS MS

R Institution I 5 Sept 1839
My dear Sir

I have been enquiring Professor Graham's address: it is No 9
Torrington Square near Russel[l] Square. I understand he has several
letters for youu

Ever faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
M. Dumas I &c &c &c
1 have the things from Newman for Daguerre process[.]

Letter 1208
Faraday to William Gravatt
16 September 1839
From the original in RMA WO 150 / 21, f.77

Royal Institution I 16 Sept. 1839.
My dear Sir

I am much obliged by your letter but did not mean to trouble you on
the occasion, except to consult with you next Wednesday1 & ask your
advice. The matter regards the examination; which, as it is intended to
shew who has taken advantage of the instruction in the lectures and who
has not, should not be thwarted or become a mere matter of form. I think
you will be aware that I have several times noticed & disapproved of the
practice of some to prompt others in their answers; and requested that it
should not be continued: yet this it was which drew forth my remarks last
Wednesday2. I certainly consider it a degree of mental degradation in a
young man, when he is willing to do that in secret which he does not do
openly, and knows he ought not to do at all; and such is the case of the
prompter. As to the prompted, I have more respect by far for the person
who would openly acknowledge his inability to answer a question, than for
him who would use the secretly imparted knowledge of another, and so
claim that credit which is not his due. I intended to consult you and the
Deputy Governor3 as to what you would think of the plan of calling these
gentleman whom I intended to examine from their seats after lecture, and
making them stand separately from the seats, & from each other, during the
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examination. I should be very sorry indeed to do so, as I should consider
such a proceeding a great degradation. I sincerely hope that no such plan
will be necessary: but on the other hand that the practice complained of
must be stopped, whatever the means may be, necessary for that purpose,
is a point on which I am sure you will agree with me4.

I am I My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Coll Gravatt I &c &c &c

Endorsed: (See order 17th Sept. 1839)

1. That is 18 September 1839.
2. That is 11 September 1839.
3. Percy Drummond.
4. This was part of a general problem of discipline at the Royal Military Academy. A
committee of enquiry met during 1839 to consider the matter with the result that six cadets
were dismissed and seventeen discharged. Anon (1851), 149.

Letter 1209
Faraday to James David Forbes
18 September 1839
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1839/41

Royal Institution I 18 Septr 1839
My dear Sir

M Dumas is about to Visit Edinburgh^] I think you must have known
him at Paris but at all events I am sure you would be sorry he should be at
Edinburgh &you not aware of it so if you do not as yet know him personally
let this note be an introductions 1 am aware that it must be unnecessary in
fact his scientific character being quite enough for such a philosopher as
you it is as a matter of form only that I give it. I thought much of Dumas
when I read only of him but now that I know him face to face I think a great
deal moreu

Ever faithfully Yours i M. Faraday
Professor Forbes 1 &c &c &c
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Letter 1210
Robert Fitzroy1 to Faraday
21 September 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Capt. FitzRoy presents his compliments to Mr. Faraday - and would esteem
it a great favour to be permitted to visit on him either this day or Monday2 -
at any hour that Mr. Faraday may name.

Capt F. wishes to ask advice respecting the form of a lens for a
lighthouse and to have an opportunity of paying his respects personally to
Mr. Faraday.
Chester Street I 31.1 Saturday I Sept. 21st. 1839

1. Robert Fitzroy (1805-1865, DSB). Captain in the Royal Navy.
2. That is 23 September 1839.

Letter 1211
William Yarrell1 to Faraday
23 September 1839
From the original in RI MS

6 Ryder Street i St. Jamess I Sept 23rd 1839
Dear Sir,

Professor Schoenbein, Mr. Cooper the chemist, and a friend of both,
from the country, have promised to dine with me on Wednesday next the
25th inst will you do me the pleasure to come here and dine with them - no
ceremony, only ourselves, and we will have dinner on table at 5 to a minute

Yours very truly I Wm. Yarrell
An answer will oblige.
M. Faraday Esq

Address: M. Faraday Esq 1 Royal Institution

1. William Yarrell (1784-1856, DNB). Zoologist
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Letter 1212
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
24 September 1839
From the original in UB MS NS 334

Royal Institution i 24 Septr. 1839.
My dear Schonbein,

I leave town this afternoon for a week or ten days to join my wife at
Hastings & least I should not see you again write this note as a
remembrance. I have been pulled about a good deal or I should have
looked after you but I expect you have been out of town until to dayt.j

You left a number of the Bibliotheque Universelle here which I join
with this note least any mistake should arise respecting it. I have read your
paper carefully & the effects are certainly very remarkablei.]

If I do not see you again I wish you a most happy return to your family
& the delight of finding them all in excellent healthy

I shall send this note &c &c to Blackfriars road1 where I hope it will
find youu

Remember me to Cooper^
Ever Dear Sir Your faithfull Servant I M. Faraday

Dr. Schonbein I &c &c &c

1. That is where John Thomas Cooper lived at number 82. POD.

Letter 1213
Patrick Forbes1 to Faraday
7 October 1839
From Forbes, P. (1839)

King's College, Aberdeen, Oct. 7, 1839.
My dear Sir,

Having just seen a notice from Mr. Jacobi sent by you to the London
and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine2, regarding the success of his
experiments on the production of a moving power by electro-magnetism, I
am sure it will give you pleasure to know that a countryman of our own, Mr.
Robert Davidson3, of this place, has been eminently successful in his
labours in the same field of discovery. For in the first place, he has an
arrangement by which with only two electro-magnets and less than one
square foot of zinc-surface (the negative metal being copper) a lathe is
driven with such velocity as to be capable of turning small articles.
Secondly, he has another arrangement, by which, with the same small
extent of galvanic power, a small carriage is driven on which two persons
were carried along a very coarse wooden floor of a room. And he hcts a third
arrangement, not yet completed, by which, from the imperfect experiments
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he has made, he expects to gain very considerably more force from the
same extent of galvanic power than from either of the other two.

The first of these arrangements were seen in operation by Dr.
Fleming4, Professor of Natural Philosophy in this University, and myself,
some days ago; and there remains no doubt on our minds that Mr.
Davidson's arrangements will, when finished, be found available as a
highly useful, efficient, and exceedingly simple moving power. He has been
busily employed for the last two years in his attempts to perfect his
machines, during all which time I have been acquainted with his progress,
and can bear testimony to the great ingenuity he has shown in overcoming
the numberless difficulties he has had to encounter. So far as I know, he
was the first who employed the electro-magnetic power in producing
motion by simply suspending the magnetism without a change of the poles.
This he accomplished about two years ago. About the same time he also
constructed galvanic batteries on Professor DanielFs plan5 by substituting
a particular sort of canvas instead of gut, which substitution answers
perfectly, is very durable, and can be made of any form or size. And lastly,
he has ascertained the kind of iron, and the mode of working it into the best
state for producing the strongest magnets with certainty.

The first two machines, seen in operation by Dr. Fleming and myself,
are exceedingly simple, without indeed the least complexity, and therefore
easily manageable, and not liable to derangement. They also take up very
little room. As yet the extent of the power of which they are capable has not
been at all ascertained, as the size of the battery employed is so trifling and
the magnets so few: but from what can be judged by what is already done, it
seems to be probable that a very great power, in no degree even inferior to
that of steam, but much more manageable, much less expensive, and
occupying greatly less space, if the coals be taken into account, may be
obtained.

In short, the inventions of Mr. Davidson seem to be so interesting to
rail-road proprietors in particular that it would be much for their interest to
take up the subject, and be at the expense of making the experiments
necessary to bring this power into operation on the great scale, which
indeed would be very trifling to a company, while it is very serious for an
individual by no means rich, and who has already expended so much of his
time and money from the mere desire of perfecting machines which he
expected would be so beneficial to his country and to mankind. For it
deserves to be mentioned that he has made no secret of his operations, but
has shown and explained all that he has done to every one who wished it.
His motives have been quite disinterested, and I shall deem it a reproach to
our country and countrymen if he is allowed to languish in obscurity, and
not have an opportunity afforded him of perfecting his inventions and
bringing them into operation, when they promise to be productive of such
incalculable advantages.
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I am, my dear Sir, yours, &c. I Pat. Forbes.
Michael Faraday, D.C.L., &e. &c.

1. Patrick Forbes (d.1847, Anderson (1893), 49). Professor of Humanities at Aberdeen, 1817-
1847. Also taught a class on chemistry and natural history.
2. Jacobi (1839a).
3. Robert Davidson (1799-1894, In Memoriam, 1894, 127-30). Aberdeen electrician.
4. John Fleming (1785-1857, DSB). Professor of Natural Philosophy at Aberdeen, 1834-1845.
5. Danieil (1836).

Letter 1214
Faraday to James David Forbes
25 October 1839
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1839/47

Royal Institution i 25 Octr 1839
My dear Sir

Thanks for your note & the papers. Herewith I send you copies of XII &
XIII1 (I have no doubt others are somewhere addressed to you) & I shall be
glad indeed of Nos I & II2w

As you talk of binding my poor papers with a binding remember that
the Title & Index only extends to the first fourteen series3 & leaves out the
XVth4. I am just now fidgeting about a XVIth5 so it is all very wellu

I am very sorry you missed Dumas6. He is a fine fellows
Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday

Prof Forbes I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1838b, c), ERE12 and 13.
2. Forbes, J.D. (1835a, 1836).
3. Faraday (1839b).
4. Faraday (1839a).
5. Faraday (1840a), ERE16.
6. See letter 1209.

Letter 1215
Faraday to Abraham Follett Osier1

4 November 1839
From the original in Birmingham Public Library MS 1237 / 40

Royal Institution I 4 Nov 1839
Sir

I am much honored by your letter and in reply will tell you what my
opinion of Honorary Memberships are. I look upon them as marks of
approbation bestowed by bodies upon such individuals as they may
conceive are worthy of such reward and I think the individuals can hardly
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be so vain as to balance whether they will accept such praise or not: it is for
them thankfully to receive. Under such circumstances you will judge what
my feelings would be in the case which you do me the favour to put.

On the other hand 1 am obliged to tell you that I have nothing I can
return for such honors for all my time & attention is devoted in channels
already determined, to the pursuit of Science. Nor can I leave them in any
degree for a new cause or another body than those I am already engaged
with[.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient humble Servant I M. Faraday
A. Follett Osier Esq I &c &c &c

Address: A. Follett Osier Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c I Birmingham
Philosophical Institute I Birmingham

1. Abraham Follett Osier (1808-1903, DNB2). Meteorologist.

Letter 1216
Faraday to Swynfen Stevens Jervis1

7 November 1839
From the original in the Museum Boerhaave

Royal Institution I Nov. 7, 1839.
Sir

I have no intention at present of reprinting Chemical Manipulation? for
my time is more arguably, and, I am encouraged to think, not less usefully
employed in experimental researches. I am aware that the book has been
out of print for some time and believe it is not easy to procurer As I have
two or three copies which have been gathered out of the waste of the
Printer I hope you will do me the favour to accept the one which I send &
excuse its imperfections both as to paper & mattery

I am Sir I Your very humble Servant I M. Faraday
Swynfen Jervis Esq MP I & & &

1. Swynfen Stevens Jervis (d.1867, age 70, AO). MP for Bridport, 1837-1841.
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Letter 1217
Faraday to Mrs Magrath1

11 November 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl A14

Royal Institution I 11 Nov 1839
Dear Madam

I am sorry my answer to your note will prove useless to you but I have
been engaged for three months past in favour of James Willm Thirkell for
the next election2y

I am my dear Madam I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Mrs. Magrath

1. Presumably the mother of Edward Magrath. There is no indication that Mrs Magrath was a
subscriber of the London Orphan Asylum, but Edward had been from 1831. See the 1840
Report of the London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/2/9, p.140.
2. James William Thirkell (the son of a deceased engineer from St George's in the East) was
elected to a place in the London Orphan Asylum in 1840. Ibid, p.35. See note 2, letter 533.

Letter 1218
Faraday to William Robert Grove
20 November 1839
From the original in RI MS G Fl

R Institution 1 20, Nov 1839
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged by your papers1 & references the facts are too
valuable to be left out of ones memory & mine is but a bad onet.j

When shall you be in town again? I send a card of the Friday Evening
dates - but can make no precise settled arrangement at present but
generally when shall you be in town.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. This would have included Grove (1839), published in October.
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Letter 1219
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
22 November 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Trinity House I 22 November 1839
My dear Sir,

I have mentioned to the Deputy Master1 the particular subject of our
Conversation, when I had the pleasure to see you here last week, and
acquainted him with the general purport of my reply and observations to
you. He does, as I was certain he would do, most fully and most cordially
concur in the view & sentimen[t]s which I entertain upon the subject. I think
therefore that I must not add more than the expression of the most sincere
Hopes & Wishes that your name may long be officially, & being so cannot
be otherwise than usefully, associated with the scientific objects of this
Corporation.

Believe me, with I great respect & Esteem, I My dear Sir Ifaithfully Yours
I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq.

1. John Henry Pelly.

Letter 1220
Faraday to Martin Archer Shee1

3 December 1839
From the original formerly in the possession of the late Mr and Mrs
Aida

R Institution I 3 Deer. 1839
My dear Sir

I am most grateful for your kindness but no pleasure such as that you
offer me awaits me. Within these few days I have been cupped on both
temples & am ordered off to Brighton for perfect rest to which place I go
tomorrow morning2[.]

Ever Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Sir M A Shee Bart I &c &c &c

1. Martin Archer Shee (1769-1850, DNB). Portrait painter.
2. Faraday had been taken ill on 29 November 1839, the main symptom being vertigo. Peter
Mere Latham had attended and recommended a complete rest in Brighton. See Hare, E.
(1976), 33-6. For Latham's notes on Faraday see WIHM MS 3176, entries for 1 and 3 December
1839.
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Letter 1221
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
11 December 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Mint I Wednesday 11 Dec 39
My dear Faraday,

Many thanks for your very satisfactory note which I assure you has
given all of us sincere pleasure. I called yesterday morning on Dr Latham to
tell him its contents and ask whether he had any further advice to give you -
he says, none provided you will continue as you have begun, and remain
thoroughly idle - pray act strictly upon this principle1. You can have no
difficulty in amusing and occupying yourself with what you call trifles -
things which do not require thought or consideration - your brain will then
regain its tone, and you will be able to make moderate & prudent use of its
faculties[.] Dr Latham expressed his sincere conviction that under these
conditions all would get quite right again. It grieves me that I cannot offer to
be of any effective use to you as regards the friday Evenings2, but you know
how sad a figure I cut on those occasions - and as to the tact requisite for
their general management & arrangement, I candidly confess I have it not -
However, I will do all and anything I can - and if you will suggest any thing
which 1 can follow up, or point out any enquiries that I can make, or persons
to whom I can apply, you have only to send me your hints and orders - Not
but that I confidently hope that before their time comes on, you will feel
quite up to all business of that kind -1 get on tolerably well with with [sic]
the Electricity Lectures3 - In Anderson I have an excellent prompter - he
tells me that I do better than he could have expected - a plain compliment
which I dearly appretiate [sic]. At first I began to fear the fate of Phaeton in
the Chariot of Phoebus4 - but by now and then going a little astray from your
notes, and following the excellent maxim of not attempting, as the
metaphysicians do, to explain what I do not understand I hope I shall not
commit myself -1 admire your apprehension of having ridden your hobby
in improper times and places - no one could say you were not his master. I
am afraid they sometimes see that I am mounted upon an animal I am afraid
of. You would have been amused the other day had you been present at the
Athenaeum House Committee upon the subject of Illumination. The old gas
apparatus for that purpose is worn out & it has become necessary to
replace it - the question therefore naturally arose as to whether the
arrangement and device might not be improved - and it was thought right
to consult an artist or two - Accordingly those two excellent persons as well
as artists Sir A Callcot5 and Sir F Chantrey were applied to - The former
suggested placing Minerva6 in a niche of lights - and the latter adopted the
notion as a good one, and gave a place for the purpose - it was thought
original and highly appropriate - But, when we (the common plain
members of the committee) came to examine the matter, we found that
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Minerva would probably have been red hot before the evening was over, or
more likely blistered splintered or fused - for to add to the joke, we found
on enquiring that to render her waterproof she had been imbued with wax -
now although Minervas power was very great and her attributes
superhuman, I do not remember among them that of being fireproof. I shall
have some fun with Sir Francis upon this matter.

I made the other day a good modification of your beautiful ice-pail
experiment as regards induction7 - namely - fully charged a large Leyden jar
- then removed the knob and wire and searched the inside of the jar with a
carrier ball for Electricity and found none - nor of course on the outside -
then replace the knob & you have plenty - it well shews the transfer of the
Electricity to the place where induction can ensue to the surrounding
bodies - After the whole experiment the jar on discharging is found in full
force - though no symptom whatever of Electricity can be detected in it, if
all sources of induction are cut off -1 mean of extraneous induction. I have
not said half that I had intended but have filled my paper. Make my kind
regards to Mrs Faraday - take care of yourself and when you feel inclined
oblige me with a line or two and set me about anything that I can do for you
to relieve you of trouble.

Yours dear Faraday -1 Very sincerely I W.T.B.

1. See note 2, letter 1220.
2. See letter 1225.
3. Faraday had been giving a series of lectures on electricity when he was taken ill.
4. Phaeton borrowed Phoebus's chariot drawn by the horses of the sun. However, he was
unable to control them and Zeus was forced to kill him with a thunderbolt, otherwise the world
would have been set on fire.
5. Augustus Wall Callcott (1779-1844, DNB). Painter.
6. That is Athena, Goddess of Wisdom.
7. This experiment was not published until Faraday (1843b), but it supported Faraday's
views expressed in Faraday (1838a), ERE11, 1295. For the background to this see Gooding
(1985), 124-31.

Letter 1222
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
17 December 1839
From the original in UB MS NS 335
My dear Sir

I was very sorry, indeed, I could not have the pleasure of bidding
personally farewell to you before my leaving England and of expressing
viva voce my thanks for the many proofs of kindness and friendship which I
received from you during my late stay at London. Several times I called at
the Royal Institution with the view of seeing you but to my infinite regret I
invariably received the disappointing answer: Mr. Faraday is not at home,
he is still in the country1. I will not conceal it from you that I intended to
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take up much more of your precious time than I actually did and that my
principal view in visiting England was to enjoy as often as possible the
society of that philosopher to whom I feel myself attached by a sort of
intellectual affinity and by feelings of congeniality more than to any other
man. I ardently wish and confidently hope it will fall to my lot to see you
once more in this world and to have an opportunity of making good again
what accidental circumstances made me lose. I am just now reading the
accounts of your late researches on electrical induction2 and I cannot help
telling you that some of your results appear to me to be of the utmost
importance and such as to throw a strong light upon a series of highly
interesting phenomena and particularly upon that of electrolysation. The
fact that electrical induction is an action of contiguous particles seems to
me to vie in interest with any other discovery ever made in electrical
science and what I am only surprized at is the circumstance, that amongst
our continental philosophers that fact has not yet met with that attention
which it so eminently deserves. I am however confident that before long
the subject will be taken up and excite general interest.

A most extraordinary circumstance at first sight is, that magneto-
electrical and voltaic induction do apparently not depend upon such a
molecular action. What are we to conclude from that difference? Though I
am not fond of making conjectures on dark subjects, still I cannot help
starting some hypothetical ideas regarding the point in question. It appears
to me that what we call static electricity is only a state of tendency of
something to move in a certain direction and that current-electricity is the
actual motion of that something. That motion must not be considered as
one of weighty particles but as a motion of something that is not affected by
gravity; as a peculiar motion of ether if you like. According to these
hypothetical views we can easily conceive, how a vibratory motion might
be propagated through a space or medium empty of weighty particles but
filled up with some imponderable matter which is capable of being brought
into a moving state. The only thing difficult to conceive is the relation of
that imponderable agency to the weighty particles in their natural and
excited condition that is to say the way in which both are acting upon each
other. It is possible that a state of tendency to motion may be brought about
in ether only by a peculiar action of ponderable particles upon that fluid
and that consequently such a state cannot exist in it without the presence
or agency of matter, whilst moving ether of itself has the power to impart
motion to ether being at rest. The fact that currents of perceptible energy
can make their appearance only in matter is perhaps dependent upon a
considerable condensation of the ethereal fluid round the ponderable
particles and it may be that the degree of the conducting and inducteous
power of a substance is proportionate to the density of ether contained in it
as for instance the degree of density of the air is proportionate to its
conducting power of sound. Vague and venturous as all these views may
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appear they are perhaps at the present state of electrical science the only
ones which we are able to conceive.

In the last number of Poggendorff s Annalen there is a very interesting
paper of Jacobi3 to which I take the liberty to direct your attention. The
german philosopher proves in it by a matter of fact argument that the
amount of magnetic power produced by any voltaic arrangement is always
proportionate to the chemical effects of the latter or that what is called the
intensity of a current is not independent of its quantity.

Bearer of these lines Mr. Bachofen4 Juris Doctor of <Bale> a friend
of mine and an excellent young man is making a stay in England with the
view of getting acquainted with your laws and administration of justice, he
is therefore very much desirous of being introduced to some eminent
english lawyers and judges. As you have perhaps some means to procure to
my friend such a sort of acquaintance, I should be very much obliged to you
if you would be kind enough to render to Mr. Bachofen that favour.

Pray remember me most friendly to Mrs. Faraday and believe me to
be

Your's I most sincerely I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Dec. 17th 1839.

Address: Professor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. See letter 1212.
2. Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE11, 12, 13.
3. Jacobi (1839b).
4. Johann Jacob Bachofen (1815-1887, NDB). Swiss lawyer and archaeologist

Letter 1223
Faraday to Edward Magrath
19 December 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl B25

80 King's Road I Brighton I Thursday 19 / 12. 39
Dear Magrath

Thanks for your kind note & your kinder thoughts. We get on very well
here & I think I am now really beginning to feel better in the whole man as
well as in the head. Nevertheless we mean to bide our time here according
to Dr Lathams instructions^.]

The Newspapers come most regularly & are a great amusement.
Remember us to Mrs Hollroyd2[.] I hope she is recovering from her serious
accident!.]

Ever Dear Magrath I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Address: Edwd Magrath Esq I &c &c &c I Athenaeum

1. See note 2, letter 1220.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 1224
Faraday to Edward Magrath
23 December 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl B26

R Institution i Monday 23 Deer 1839
Dear Magrath

I came to town on Saturday1 Evg & I leave again this morning at 10 for
Brighton. Dr Latham thinks very well of me & I think very well of myself2 -
With care I think I shall be able to manage the Season very well. I still have
headache & other feelings flying about but I believe rest will be the best
cure for this. My general health is very good & I hope yours is too.
Whenever I write now I feel as if it was so much about self that I am quite
ashamed of iti.j

Ever Dear Magrath I Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 21 December 1839.
2. See note 2, letter 1220.

Letter 1225
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
25 December 1839
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Mint I Xmas day - 1839
My dear Faraday

I cannot help troubling you with a few lines in reply to your note. I
sincerely hope that you continue going on as well as you would wish, and
that you and yours are enjoying yourselves, and that you will remain at
Brighton as long as you possibly can and return quite yourself again1. I am
afraid, from your note, that you expect more aid from me in the friday
Evenings than I have the power to give. I have really at present no subject in
my mind about which I feel satisfied, but if you can, upon looking over your
list give me any hint upon which 1 can possibly act, I will do my utmost2. But
as regards the first evening, remember that my 3 oclock lectures commence
the next day3 - and in regard to lecturing I am afraid you give me more
credit than I deserve. I may seem to get through without exertion or fatigue -
but that is not really the case - and sometimes 1 do not feel it easy, even with
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a good deal of thought and reading, to keep up to the present high level of
scientific progress. I never pretend to teach what I do not myself clearly
understand - or think I understand, and he who teaches upon that principle
has sometimes hardest work - and this reminds me of Electricity - I am
really quite ashamed at having flattered myself for a moment that I had hit
upon an illustration of your theory of induction which had not occurred to
yourself. I have referred to paragraph 16824 and there find the very
experiment nearly in the same words that I wrote it to you. I am only very
glad that this happened between you and /. It shews you at all counts that
other people can forget as well as yourself. I had never seen you, in your
lectures, make the experiment - though I dare say you have done so - For a
more satisfactory and striking confirmation of your new views relating to
induction I cannot conceive. Yet I have read and reread your papers but the
truth is, they are so full of matter, and the main arguments and fundamental
facts so blended with the illustrations, that as it is the former of which I
have chiefly endeavoured to make myself master, I am aware I have less
knowledge of the latter than I ought to have.

Mrs Brande5 and my children desire their kind remembrance and join
in earnest wishes for your health and comfort I with your sincere friend I
W.T. Brande

Address: M. Faraday Esq I 80 Kings Road I Brighton

1. See note 2, letter 1220.
2. Brande gave a Friday Evening Discourse on "White Lead" on 22 May 1840. Noted in
PhiLMag., 1840, 17: 74.
3. Faraday gave the first Friday Evening Discourse of the season. See Lit.Gaz., 1 February
1840, p. 74 for an account of his "On Voltaic Precipitation" given on 24 January 1840.
4. Faraday (1838d), ERE14, 1682.
5. Mrs Brande, nee Hatchett (see DNB under William Thomas Brande).

Letter 1226
Faraday to Edward Magrath
27 December 1839
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Brighton1 I 27, Dec. 1839.
Dear Magrath

All well here, that is, we are going on well2 and hope to be home in
good condition at the end of next week3. We have but dull weather here but
that does not make much difference to ust.j We have not to walk through it
daily as you have unless we like it. I meant not want a moment.

Ever Truly Yours I ML Faraday
E. Magrath Esq
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Address: Edwd Magrath Esq I &c &c &c I Athenaeum I Waterloo Place

1. "R Institution" is crossed out immediately above "Brighton".
2. See note 2, letter 1220.
3. That is around 3 January 1840.

Letter 1227
John Frederic Daniell to Faraday
30 December 1839
From the original in RI MS Fl 134

King's College I 30th Dec 1839
My dear friend,

Your note, which I have just received, is indeed most welcome to me
assuring me as it does that you are improving in health1. I did not hear of
your indisposition till after your departure from town & was most truly
grieved that I had not an opportunity of seeing you before you quitted town.
There is nothing makes me feel more, how wonderfully we are the slaves of
circumstances than that I should see so little of one with whom I would so
willingly spend a large portion of my time. 1 sometimes think that if we lived
a hundred miles apart we should know more of one another. I believe that if
you were to follow my example & reside a few miles out of town it would be
much better for you. The excitement of Albemarle Street is really too much
for any one & I am quite sure that my health would not stand it. You would
enjoy quite evenings & now & then a holyday, when in the height of the
season, & you would always have the means of shaking off troublesome
visitors. I shall look out for a cottage for you at Norwood & I am sure that
both you & Mrs Faraday would enjoy our pure air & tranquillity. This is
really a "Chateau en Espagne" which I have quiet delight in building & I
think you might readily convert it into substantial bricks & mortari.j I know
your prudence & therefore am glad to find that you can now & then venture
to consider your paper upon contact2. I am quite longing for it. You will
have no difficulty in convincing me; for I am convinced already by what you
have communicated to me. I think that when you have recovered the
"mountain knowledge" which hangs about this part of the subject we shall
have a fresh start.

I shall hope to see you soon after your return as my lectures do not
recommence till the week after next.

Pray give my kindest regards to Mrs Faraday & with all the best
wishes of the season for her & you believe me my dear Faraday

Ever affectionately yours I J.F. Daniell
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P.S. If the lads and lasses knew of my writing they would, I well know, send
a whole packet of Kind wishesi.]

1. See note 2, letter 1220.
2. Faraday (1840a, b), ERE16, 17.

Letter 1228
Louis Napoleon1 to Faraday
18402

From the original in RI MS Fl H26
The Prince Napoleon presents his compliments to Mr. Faraday and

begs him to have the kindness to answer to a metallurgique question which
is for the P[rin]ce of rather great importance.

The Prince should be very anxious to find one alloy which would be
less fusible than lead and at the same time nearly as soft

The Prfince] thinks that Lead and Zinc might together would perhaps
answer the purpose but having no means to make experiment the Prfince]
would be extremely obliged to Mr Faraday if he could appoint any person
to make these trials; the Prfince] would with pleasure pay all expenses3.

The Prfince] is very sorry to give so much trouble to Mr. Faraday but
he relies upon his kindnessj.j

1. Louis Napoleon (1808-1873, NBU). Nephew of Napoleon I and French politician.
2. Dated on the basis of the 1839 watermark and that Napoleon was an exile in England from
October 1838 to August 1840. Guest (1952), chapter 4, especially p.41.
3. Possibly Napoleon wanted this information for a second edition of Napoleon (1836) which
he contemplated writing but never completed. See Guest (1952), 60.

Letter 1229
Faraday to Charles Babbage
4 January 1840
From the original in BL add MS 37191, f.311

R Institution 1 4 Jan 1840
Dear Babbage

I beg to acknowledge your parcel but as to what I can do with it or
when I must leave that to the futures

Ever most truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Letter 1230
Faraday to Robert Edmond Grant
7 January 1840
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 7, Jany 1839 [sic]
My dear Sir

You are a chief anchor to me in the stormy seasons of our Winter and
as the tumultuous times come on I think of you with hope & comforts May I
ask for an early evening the second for instance the 31, January?l{.] My desire
to have it & have it soon will tell you how much 1 value your most
philosophical disquisitions. Rouchefaucaudt2 [sic] says that gratitude is a
keen sense of favours to come? and agreeing as I do with him in most of his
maxims I do heartily & sincerely thank you before hand for your kindness
but do not imagine that I forget that which is past[.]

1 should be very glad to hear from you to say you will take the 31st
Jany & the title of the subject^

If you say the 31st is not possible & would like the 7th or 14 of Feby
better I will leave it openu But Gray of the B.M. is to give one evening on the
Barnacle4 and I would rather have you as our Professor first & also I would
wish to arrange for some subject on inorganic nature to come between you
& him[.]

Ever My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Dr Grant I &c &c &c

1. See Lit.Gaz., 8 February 1840, pp.90-1 for an account of Grant's Friday Evening Discourse
of 31 January 1840 "On the Structure and Growth of Corals".
2. Francois, Due de la Rochefoucauld (1613-1680, NBU). French statesman and moralist.
3. Rochefoucauld, Maximes, number 298.
4. Gray did not give a Friday Evening Discourse in 1840.

Letter 1231
Johann Conrad Fischer1 to Faraday
10 January 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

[Printed heading showing view of Schaffhausen]
Schaffhausen - Schaffhouse I Capitale du Canton de meme nonn.

Dear Sir!
The bearer of the present, Mr. Stadler2 Architect of Zuric[h], intends

to visit England, in order to view the many beautiful & partly marvellous
objects of the art he professes & of which your country abounds. In taking
the liberty to recommend this Gentleman in the best way I can do, for your
kind advices with respect to the end & aim of his voyage, I greatly regret
that I have been prevented till now by business of different nature to visit
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London again, & to enjoy the honour of Your conversation3. The frequent
citations however in our Scientific Journals of Your important operations &
discoveries have proved at least to me that You are always well & always
pursue Your path with equal vigor & success. I for my part go on very slowly
& in a very succinct compass, occupying myself with almost nothing but
Iron & Steel & the different properties they acquire either by alloys, or in
the way of fusion or cementation. Some time ago I received from
Petersburgh by order of the Minister of the Interior [sic] Mr of Cancrin4, ^lb
of purified Platina from the Ural which I found to be a very useful alloy for
steel, but almost to[o] costly. You would greatly oblige me to let me know
by Mr. Stadler 9 how much the Pound of native Platina (Platina in grains)
sells now in London & where it best might be had. Hoping to learn on his
return that you are in perfect health, & of what I should be extremely
pleased also, of seeing you soon in Switzerland, I beg to agree the
assurance of my distinguished esteem, with which I have the honour to
remain

Dear Sir I Yours I J.C. Fischer I Lft. Col.
Schaffhausen the 10th of January 1840
9 who will also be so good as hand you over a very curious piece of slag.

Address: To I Mickle Faraday Esqre I at the Royal Institution I Albemarle-
Street, London

1. Johann Conrad Fischer (1773-1854, PI). Swiss iron manufacturer.
2. Ferdinand Stadler (1813-1870, TBKL). Swiss architect.
3. See Fischer (1951), 209,211,213,215,225,375,395 for accounts of Fischer's meetings with
Faraday in 1825.
4. George Cancrin (1773-1845, NBU). Russia's minister of finance.

Letter 1232
Faraday to William Robert Grove
14 January 1840
From the original in RI MS G F2

R Institution I 14 Jany 1839 [sic]
My dear Sir

I am looking forward to the pleasure of having you at our house on the
evening of March the 6th or 13th1. What say you? You need not trouble
yourself to write an answer before the middle of February unless you want
to say No & then the sooner I am aware the betten.]

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c
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1. See Lit.Gaz., 21 March 1840, p.184 for an account of Grove's Friday Evening Discourse of
13 March 1840 "On Voltaic Reaction, or the Phenomena normally termed Polarisation".

Letter 1233
Alexander Dallas Bache to Faraday
17 January 1840
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.80

American Philosophical Society, 1 Independence Square, I
Philadelphia, January 17th, 1840

Sir,
1 have the honour of informing you, that you have been this day

Elected a Member of the American Philosophical Society, held at
Philadelphia, for promoting useful knowledge.

I am, I Sir, I Your obedient Servant 1 A.D. Bache Secretary.
Michael Faraday D.C.L I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

Letter 1234
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
18 January 1840
From the original in RS MS HS 7.182

Royal Institution I Jany 18 1840
My dear Sir John

It is fifty to one that you have tried so many varnishes1 that any one I
might speak of upon first thoughts, you by experience would condemn. The
way in which I have seen some specimens of brass keep their polish &
character when covered with good shell lac varnish makes me ask you
whether you have tried that substance I mean a solution of shell lac in
alcohol^

I should be afraid to say that the orange yellow deposit is an infallible
test of cadmium2. I was once troubled with an appearance of that kind
which turned out to be iron. I should think you could easily add on the
corroborative tests of the character of the deposit in acid & of its relation to
Sul Hydrogenu

Many thanks for your kind invitation which I should most gladly
accept but that I never dine out on any occasion. I believe the last time I did
do so was to dine with you at the Freemasons Hall & that was a solitary
occasion3!.]

Ever My dear Sir John I Your obliged Servant I M. Faraday

1. For photographic purposes. See Schaaf (1992).
2. See Herschel's Chemical Notebook, SM MS 478/3, 13 January 1840, paragraph 1120 where
he obtained an unidentified substance.
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3. This was the dinner on 15 June 1838 given in honour of Herschel's return from South
Africa. See Athenaeum, 16 June 1838, pp.423-7. Faraday's presence is noted on p.423. See also
"The Herschel Dinner", Phil.Mag., 1838, 11: 75-7.

Letter 1235
Faraday to John Edward Gray
20 January 1840
From the original in APS B G784

R Institution I 20 Jany 1840
My dear Sir

Send me a pennyworth of postage1 & say that I may fix your evening
for the 14th of February^.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. [sic] Gray Esq i &c &c &c

1. A reference to universal Penny Postage which had been introduced on 10 January 1840.
See Hill (1880), 1: 390.
2. Gray did not give a Friday Evening Discourse then, or indeed any during 1840. The
Discourse that day was given by George Catlin (1796-1872, DAB, an American who had studied
North American Indians and who was in Europe, 1840-1848) on North American Indians.
Noted in PhiLMag., 1840, 16: 338.

Letter 1236
Charles Mayne Young to Faraday
3 February 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir,

Will you do me the favor to give your vote for my brother K W. Young
at the next ballot at the Athenaeum on Monday ye 10 of Feb1 and you will
very much oblige

Dear Sir I Yours faithfully I C:M: Young
3 Feb. I 1840

1. Frederick Winslow Young (unidentified) was elected a member of the Athenaeum in 1840.
Waugh [1894], 162.
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Letter 1237
W.P. Pratt1 to Faraday
3 February 18402

From the original in RI MS F3 D1093

Sir,
During a storm which occurred, in the early part of last year, I was

much surprized to observe the peculiar motion of the lightning. Previously
it had always appeared to present to me, in its motion, acute angles or what
is very commonly termed zig-zag lightning, the form always expressed by
our artists, but the motion of the lightning in the present instance was in
serpentine undulating lines during the whole of its continuance. So
peculiar was the effect produced on me by its appearance that instead of
regarding it as lightning, it appeared to me as a truly celestial display of -
Electricity.

This peculiar motion seemed so different to what I have been led to
understand, that you will much oblige by informing me whether it is of
common occurrence, which I am induced to doubt, from its being generally
spoken of as zig-zag lightning and represented as such by all our artists. If it
is of rare occurrence, 1 shall feel much pleasure, in conveying to you further
information on the subject^]

Your early reply would much oblige I W.P. Pratt
20 Ossulston Street I Somers Town

1. Unidentified.
2. Date and recipient established from letter 1248.
3. Mounted opposite Faraday (1838c), ERE13, 1561.

Letter 1238
Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward1 to Faraday
7 February 18402

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.46
1 Welclose Square 1 Frid. Aft.

My dear Sir
I send you for exhibition this Evening three or four small cases. No. 1.

contains Scilla sibirica which has been in flower above a month - cyclamem
coum - crocuses Ornithogalum Sternbergia and one or two other plants not
yet in flowen.j

This case was planted in October last & has stood outside the whole
winter in a Balcony with a Southern aspect. No. 2. contains Crocuses which
has stood inside a room the whole winter, where the therm[ometer] has
never fallen to 32°. This increased temp accounts for the plants being
rather drawn.
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No. 3 was filled in Oct. 1837 - & contains succulent plants with a
species of Aekillea which came up accidental[l]y in the soil. No. 4 although
the least showy is by far the most interesting case of the whole. This case
was filled at the Isle of France in Sept. 1837 with one or two small annuals
by Mr Newman3 superintendent of the Botanic Garden & sent to me. I
rec[eive]d it in Jany 1838. The little plants ran their course and perished,
but observing that the surface of the mould at the sides of the glass was
covered with seedling ferns I did not remove the canvas cover, but placed
the bottle in one of my windows, where it has remained ever since. This
case has suggested to me, among others, one very useful idea. I believe that
the readiest way of procuring ferns from distant countries, would be to
collect a handful or two of the earth from their respective localities, which
earth might if conveniences offered be placed at once in small cases, or
moderately dried, & then conveyed to any other country where they were
intended to be grown.

I hope to be able to see you this evening.
I am My dear Sir I Yours most truly I N.B. Ward

1. Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward (1791-1868, DNB). Botanist.
2. Dated on the basis that Faraday notes in RI MS F4E, p.65 that Ward's cases, discussed in
this letter, were displayed in the Library at the Friday Evening Discourse that day.
3. Unidentified.

Letter 1239
William Snow Harris to Faraday
11 February 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Shute House near Axminster I Feby. 11, 1840
My dear Faraday,

I take great shame to myself for not having sooner replied to your kind
note of the 14th of Jany last. I hope you will pardon the delay. Your request
to have my poor services for an evening at the R. Inst is of course gratifying
to me, in as much as it indicates your continued good opinion of me. Still I
scarcely know what to say about it, on account of choosing a fitting subject
which might carry interest with it in the way of Experiment. I had thought of
Electrical Light - but on consideration I think the phenomenon I most wish
to call attention to will not be sufficiently apparent at great distances. I
failed in this way before, not being aware of the great scale of the Theatre1.
However I will think it over in my mind again. There is yet another subject
which might do (viz) The subject of my last paper in the Philosophical
Magazine2 - Explanatory of what is called the Lateral discharge in
Electricity. It might be enlarged upon by bringing forward new cases of
damage by Lightning &c.
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You will find in the last number of the Philosophical Magazine some
very interesting results of discharges of Electricity over detached masses of
Gold leaf laid on Paper3. I will on my return to Plymouth (being now on a
visit to Sir W. Poles4) send you the actual specimens, these I think, place the
nature of discharge of Lightning as to direction, beyond controversy. I am
inclined to think that this mode of Experimenting when carried fully out,
may be of more consequence than at first imagined.

I hope to be in London in May or end of April, when I will try to do
something, and will write again on the subject but I think the question
above mentioned will prove interesting if well handled.

There has been a kind of Earthquake on the coast here near a Place
called Seton about 6 miles from Lime5[.] I believe you know the coast6. The
Bed of the sea has been upheaved above 30 feet above the surface of the
water - high tides - and the Land within for 2 miles trembled about in all
directions - flashes of light issued out of the water when the great mound of
Rocks were uplifted (I suppose phosphoretted Hydrogen gas) attended by
a peculiar smell they say here - the crashing noise attendent on the
disruption of the Rocks was I am informed very frightful.

I have some new Mechanical apparatus for illustrating the decline of
motion for you to see when I come to London.

Ever My Dear Faraday truly yours I W. Snow Harris
Dr. Faraday I FRS &c &c &c

1. See Lit.Gaz., 3 June 1837, pp.351-2 for an account of Harris's first Friday Evening Discourse
given on 26 May 1837 "On the phenomena of thunder storms". He did not give a Discourse
during 1840.
2. Harris (1840).
3. Ibid, 123-4.
4. William Templer Pole (1782-1847, B6 under J.G.R. de la Pole). Baronet
5. See Conybeare (1840) and Athenaeum, 9 May 1840, p.377 for an account of this land
slippage.
6. No evidence has been found which suggests that Faraday had visited this part of the South
Devon and Dorset coast.

Letter 1240
Faraday to Charles Babbage
12 February 1840
From the original in BL add MS 37191, f.328

R Institution I 12 Feby 1840
Dear Babbage

Many thanks for your kindness but I mean to steal away and be at
Brighton for a week.
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My humble respects to Miss Couttsu You may tell Sir Francis
Chantrey also if you like that I think I have secured a fine piece of meteoric
iron for him but he must wait until I can get it sawn off for him1.

Ever Your faithful I M. Faraday
C. Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 1241.

Letter 1241
John Parkinson1 to Faraday
12 February 18402

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
80 Cambridge Terrace I 12h Feb

Dear Sir
I hasten to fulfil my promise, apologizing at the same time for the

delay, which arose from my having mislaid Mr Birkbeck's3 letters. The
entire mass4 was found at a distance of about eighteen Spanish leagues from
Zacatecas, and the great remnant now stands in the court-yard (patio) of a
house in Zacatecas.

Allow me to retract my disclaimer, and to beg for a small specimen
when the plans of division is determined on.

Believe me I Dear Sir I Your faithful servant I John Parkinson
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Parkinson (d.1847, Gent.Mag., 1847, 27: 567). Given as British Consul in Mexico in
Imperial Calendar until 1842.
2. Dated on the basis of the dates of the extracts from Birkbeck's letters (5 July 1838, 1
February 1839 and 22 March 1839) and that Parkinson was in London in February 1840 to be
admitted a Fellow of the Royal Society. See RS MS JB, 27 February 1840, 48: 574.
3. Unidentified.
4. Of a meteorite.

Letter 1242
Thomas William Aston Haviland Burke to Faraday
14 February 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl H54

27 Gloucester Place I New Road I Feb 14: 1840
My dear Sir

May I take the liberty of requesting your kind assistance in favor of my
old friend Montesquieu Bellew1 at the Ballot for the Athenaeum club on
Monday next the 19th Inst2u

Very Truly Yours I T. Haviland Burke
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over, turn
As you need a kind of doctor and may be considered by the Nobility Gentry
& others the legitimate successor of Francis Bacon3, has you yet discovered
the Philosopher's stone, and if you dont, make haste so to do, because
Mister Baring4 of the Exchequer is wonderfully in want of the ready. Excuse
this trouble ITHB

Address: Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c 121 Albermarle Street I Piccadilly

1. Richard Montesquieu Bellew (1803-1880, Bl). MP for County Louth, 1832-1852.
2. Bellew was never elected to the Athenaeum. Waugh [1894].
3. Francis Bacon (1561-1626, DSB). Philosopher of science.
4. Francis Thornhill Baring (1796-1866, DNB). Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1839-1841.

Letter 1243
Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward1 to Faraday
17 February 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Wellclose Sq I 17 Feb 1840
My dear Sir,

I am very much obliged to you for the account of the mixing of the
Gases, which is all that I require, and I am further indebted to you for
directing my attention to the variations in the bulk of the aqueous vapour,
from variations of temperature. I meant to have thanked you personally on
Friday last2, but Business prevented me[.]

I enclose a rect. for the R. Soc. & am My dear Sir I Yours much obliged I
N.B. Ward

1. Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward (1791-1868, DNB). Botanist.
2. That is at the Friday Evening Discourse of 14 February 1840. See note 2, letter 1235.

Letter 1244
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
26 February 1840
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Mr Faraday offers his respects to Miss Burdett Coutts and hopes to be
forgiven for endeavouring to obtain her Proxy and interest for the enclosed
deserving case to come on at the next Election of the infant orphan
Asylum1.
Royal Institution I 26 Feby 1840
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1. See note 2, letter 533. Burdett Coutts had been a subscriber of the London Orphan Asylum
since 1837. See the 1840 Report of the London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/2/9, p.77.

Letter 1245
Faraday to J.B. Bakewell1

29 February 1840
From the printed original in University of California, Los Angeles,
University Library Miscellaneous MS Collection 100, Box 53

Royal Institution Albemarle Street I 29, Feby 1840
Sir,

The Committee of Managers of the Royal Institution of Great Britain
appointed to conduct the Weekly Evening Meetings of the Institution beg
leave to return you their best thanks for your valuable & interesting
Contribution to the Library Table on Friday last1.

I am, Sir, I Your very obedient Servant i M. Faraday Sec:
- Bakewell Esq I &c &c &c

Address: J.B. Bakewell Esq I &c &c &c 12 Grove Place I Brixton Road I Surrey

1. Bakewell's geologists' angle meter and hammer were on display in the Library on 28
February 1840. RI MS F4E, p.68. The Friday Evening Discourse was by Brayley on building the
new Houses of Parliament. Noted in Phil.Mag., 1840, 16: 338.

Letter 1246
Faraday to William Robert Grove
29 February 1840
From the original in RI MS G F3

R Institution I 29 Feby 1840.
My dear Sir

I intend sending off two letters to you today one to Swansea1 & the
present, to say that I have you down for the 13th March & conclude you will
be quite ready2u

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1247.
2. See LitGaz., 21 March 1840, p.184 for an account of Grove's Friday Evening Discourse of
13 March 1840 "On Voltaic Reaction, or the Phenomena normally termed Polarisation".
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Letter 1247
Faraday to William Robert Grove
29 February 1840
From the original in RI MS G F4

R Institution I 29 Feby 1840
My dear Sir

I write to say that I have you down for the 13 March1 & shall announce
you during the coming week. I have no doubt you will be ready but wish to
have no chance of misunderstanding. I have written also to you at St Anns
Hill Wandsworth not knowing where you were2[.j

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. See note 2, letter 1246.
2. Letter 1246.

Letter 1248
W.P. Pratt1 to Faraday
2 March 1840
From the original in RI MS F3 D1092

March 2nd 1840
Sir,

I am much obliged by your reply to my note, Feb 3rd3, but
circumstances have prevented me forwarding the further information I
promised 'till the present moment.

In the monthly Meteorological journal published in the Metropolitan,
June 1839 is the following entry - May 8th Thunder Storm, Wind N.E.
Weather generally clear except the evening about Vi past 7 till about
midnight a terrific thunder storm accompanied by the most vivid lightning
& heavy rain - From midnight till about 2 O'clock in the morning of the 9th
distant thunder & lightning4.

The first flash, the form of which I could see distinctly, was soon after
the storm had commenced. I was passing through Lambeth, towards the
East, but I could see only a portion of the flash (the commencement &
finish being hid from my view by the houses on each side) it was very
distant but distinct and proceeding horizontally from East to North in a
waving form with short branches from the principal stream
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finding the storm likely to continue, I turned and proceeded home, but
nothing particular occurred to arouse my attention till near 11 O'clock,
when perceiving the storm was very violent, I left my room & opening the
back door of the house, remained for some time gazing on the splendid
flashes of lightning, the first few from their sudden brilliancy were scarcely
perceptible but after a few moments my sight became sufficiently
accustomed to trace the lightning in its rapid course, the flashes were all of
the waving form

& proceeding horizontally from E. to N. till attracted by the earth, when
they descended in the waving form, but with a degree of curvature
sometimes forming Vi an arch sometimes less. The degree of curvature
seeming to depend on the length of its horizontal motion, before it struck
the earth. The last flash, that I remained to see, was one of most vivid
brilliancy when it had half completed its horizontal course a branch came
waving to earth curved about lA of an arch, when the remainder had
completed its horizontal course, it descended curved, about xh an arch,
thus appearing the greater the length of its horizontal course, the greater
the curvature of its descent - after it had vanished, still, a vivid picture
remained on my sight for several seconds. The only object apparently
visible was the bright stream of waving light its horizontal course its two
branches waving to the earth, with their difference of curve, all apparently
fixed 'till it vanished when I could instantly see the objects around me. I
then retired to rest. With regard to the other points you mention, the latter
flashes were apparently in the immediate vicinity thunder followed each
flash all the flashes appeared curvilinear. I did not observe in any an
approach to that acute angularity, necessary to constitute the zig-zag form
of lightning. I believe the storm was fatal, but I have none of the papers, of
the time, by me at present. What appeared to me most remarkable in the
lightning was the apparent polar attraction conjoined with that of the earth
in its immediate vicinity. Has such apparent double attraction been
noticed, or, supposed to exist - Could the Daguerreotype be made available
to ascertain the real course of motion - What has been the impression on
your own sight after the lightning has vanished - Are you acquainted with a
theory that would account for a zig-zag motion?

A reply to the above questions would very much oblige
Yours &c I W.P. Pratt

20 Ossulston Street I Somers Town
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M. Faraday Esq

1. Unidentified.
2. Mounted opposite Faraday (1838c), ERE13, 1561.
3. Letter 1237.
4. The Metropolitan, June 1839, p.55.

Letter 1249
Faraday to Charles Manby
4 March 1840
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 4 Mar 1840
Dear Sir

The chemical part i.e the 1st part of the paper is nothing particular &
rather loose. Your pencil notes illustrate that. There is no new & more
correct analysis & the old ones are as to nitrogen no doubt wrong. To say
that coal consists of carbon & bitumen is for common use correct enough
but will not do for an exact expression of its composition for bitumens
differ from each other as much as coalsu The reasonings about the azote p
10 &c are very doubtful. On the whole I do not see any thing new in this part
or any striking conclusions drawn from the old knowledge!.]

As to the second part 1 have been pleased with the reading. It appears
to be not practical results but an attempt to explain practical results.
Whether so much effort is due to the mechanical force of the Vapour of
water in the flue as the author ascribes to it I cannot -sayi.j

The third part is about the same as the firsts
I have put a final note at the side of the fourth part or rather note on

anthracites
The whole paper is rather a compilation or resume of what is already

known to one or another. The second part appears to me to that which
partakes most of originality & yet I suppose that practical men may perhaps
have long since drawn such conclusions & viewsi.]

It is not a paper of that strict & original character that would do for the
Royal Societyi.]

Ever Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C, Manby Esq I &c &c &c
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Letter 1250
Herbert Mayo1 to Faraday
10 March 1840
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.34

18 George St I March 10-40
My dear Sir

I return your book with many thanks, & not without admiration of the
fine Christian spirit, that breathes in the strictness of internal discipline &
judicious forbearance towards others, of the body to which you have bound
yourself; & I shall avail myself of the permission, without offense, which I
consider your note to convey to me, - to visit your place of worship.

Yours with great respect I Herbert Mayo

1. Herbert Mayo (17964852, DSB). Neurologist.

Letter 1251
Faraday to James Orchard Halliwell1

12 March 1840
From the original in Edinburgh University Library MS LOA 100/29

R Institution I 12 March 1840
Sir

I am much obliged by your letter. As to the Society21 think its object
excellent & should be very glad to support it but am really limited by
expenceu The number to which I am obliged to belong is a serious draught
on an income which from ill health I am obliged to diminish. If you think
the annual expence will not go beyond a guinea I shall be happy to give you
my name. In that case, who shall I pay the money to?

I am Sir I Your obliged obedient servant I M. Faraday
J.O. Halliwell Esq I &c &c &c

1. James Orchard Halliwell (1820-1889, DNB). Shakespearian scholar.
2. That is the Cambridge Antiquarian Society.

Letter 1252
Faraday to an editor of the Phil.Mag.
17 March 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl B27

R. Institution I 17 Mar 1840
My dear Sir

Though your letter is crammed with matter I must answer briefly
before I leave for Woolwichu
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Thanks for the glass. The printings return as you sayj.j
I send a dozen of the precipitations & a metal mould -Thanks for the

card but I never go out if I can help it[.]
Thanks also for telling me of Hare's letter1. I have run it over but I

would rather leave you to do what you like (unbiassed by me) about it2. I
think that probably on reading it more at leisure (whenever that may be) I
may perhaps write an answer to him asking him to put it into Sillimans
Journal3: but 1 do not know whether this course will seem necessary to me
tomorrow or another day[.}

I have looked over the translation4 & made little alterations here &
there but dont let them pass unless as your own or the Editors. It is very
flattering to me that you think the letter worth mentioning but still I do not
wish to be any party to its appearance in an English dress least I should be
charged with originating its appearance in the Phil Mag. - and as you know I
wish my papers to be treated only as you the Editors may think them
worthy & not from personal motives to myself. The French translation in
many little points varied my meaning & for that reason I wish I could have
found you the original but I cannot & now the French must be considered as
the original.

I send the Friday Evgst.j
I am greatly your debtor for the offer of your help but think the Evgs

are all arranged safely.
The subject on the 27th is Dr. Gregory5 Statistics of disease &

mortality in London6.
[no signature]

1. Hare, R. (1840a).
2. It was published as Hare, R. (1840b).
3. Faraday (1840c).
4. Faraday (1840e) being a translation of Faraday (1832h) concerning Faraday's priority
over Nobili and Antinori. See letter 560.
5. George Gregory (1790-1853, DNB). Physician.
6. Gregory gave his Friday Evening Discourse on 27 March 1840 "On the statistics of disease
and mortality in London". Noted in PhiiMag., 1840, 16: 339.

Letter 1253
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
17 March 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl 1132

Royal Mint 1 Tuesday 17 March
My dear Faraday,

Though I continue on the right road my progress is very slow, and Dr
Chambers1 has desired me to postpone lecturing for another week. Under
these circumstances my Saturday afternoon lecture therefore must stand
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deferred from Saturday next the 21st to Saturday the 28th which I hope you
will be good enough to arrange for me with the proper authorities2. The
morning lectures perplex me, as I really do not feel justified in leaving my
duties there unperformed till Tuesday the 31st of March, which in the
present aspect of affairs I should be obliged to do and by which the course
would be shortened by nine lectures. As it is, they will lose six. The only
way which at present occurs to me of getting over this difficulty is to ask
Griffiths3 to lecture for me on the Tuesday Thursday and Saturday of next
week. He is in the habit of giving the exact counterpart of these lectures at
Saint Bartholomews and I am sure would do it, well and willingly. If you see
no objection to this proposal pray ask Griffiths if he will be so good to call
upon me tomorrow when he leaves Bartholomews, and I will fully explain to
him my views. I presume of course that the Managers will not disapprove of
this plan, but if you think there is any thing objectionable in it, say nothing
about it to Griffiths but let me hear immediately from you.

I have suffered so much during this attack, and am so justly
apprehensive of any thing in the shape of a relapse, that I am quite
convinced I am only doing my duty to all parties in acting as I do. I hope,
and indeed am sure that the Managers will see it in this light. You well know
that it is no slight cause that induces me to absent myself.

Yours dear Faraday I W.T\ Brande

1. William Frederick Chambers (1786-1855, DNB). Physician.
2. This Faraday did. See RI MM, 23 March 1840, 9: 123.
3. Thomas Griffiths. Lecturer in Physics at St Bartholomew's Hospital. Moore (1918), 2: 816.

Letter 1254
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
21 March 1840
From the original in RI MS

Royal Mint i Saturday 21 March
My dear Faraday,

I am happy to say that I have every prospect of being able to resume
my duties on Saturday next1. Dr Chambers2 is to see me tomorrow and I
hope to get permission to build up a little.

I have much pleasure in placing my name under yours, to Dr
Sutherlands3 Certificates

You will be kind enough to say all that is requisite on my part to the
Managers on Monday4. Mr Barnewall5 who has just left us gives me I am
glad to say a very eood account of you[\

Yours always T very sincerely I W.T. Brande
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1. See letter 1253.
2. William Frederick Chambers (1786-1855, DNB). Physician.
3. Unidentified.
4. This Faraday did. See RI MM, 23 March 1840, 9: 123.
5. Richard Vaughan Barnewall (1780-1842, DNB). Lawyer and a Visitor of the Royal
Institution.

Letter 1255
Faraday to R. Cole1

23 March 1840
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 23 Mar 1840
Sir

The Exchange Tally we had2 was from the United Services Institution at
Whitehall - and I have no doubt you will be able to have access to it, if not
the loan of it by application. Perhaps you had better address your
communication to L.H. Tonna3 Esq who has charge of the Establishment!.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
R. Cole Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. This was displayed in the Library during the Friday Evening Discourse of 28 February
1840, RI MS F4E, p.68.
3. Lewis Hippolytus Joseph Tonna (1812-1857, DNB). Secretary of the Royal United Services
Institution, 1835-1857.

Letter 1256
Faraday to John Britten1

23 March 1840
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 23 Mar 1840
My dear Sir

I have called twice at your office to learn how much we were indebted
to you for cards for Williams* and once I have applied to your clerk when he
promised to let me know but I have not yet obtained the information so that
I have been obliged to ask another person what the probable cost would be
that I might be able to tell Mrs. Williams friendsu Let me have a bill of the
expence by post or in any other way that will secure me the information!.]

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
- Britten Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Britten. City measurer of wool cloth (POD) and a subscriber to the London Orphan
Asylum since 1830. See the 1840 Report of the London Orphan Asylum, SuRO 3719/2/9, p.58.
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2. See note 2, letter 533. J.S. Williams (whose deceased father had been a carpenter and
builder from Wrotham and whose mother had ten children) was elected to the London
Orphan Asylum in 1840. See the 1840 Report of the London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/2/9, p.34.

Letter 1257
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
27 March 1840
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution I 27 Mar 1840
My dear Madam

I have great pleasure in promising my proxy for the London Orphan1

and will send it when they are issued. May I remind you of the help you
allowed me to hope for from you for the Orphan Williams2[.] Being so late in
the field we are hard pressed and must not lose a single Proxy if we can
help it. If, as is probable you have received yours, will you favour me with it
for the good causey

Ever I Your grateful I humble Servant I M. Faraday
Miss A.B. Coutts l&c &c &c

1. See note 2, letter 533.
2. See letter 1244 for Burdett Coutts and letter 1256 and note 2 for this particular case.

Letter 1258
Peter Mark Roget to Faraday
27 March 1840
From the original in RI MS F3 D2471

Bernard Street I Russell Square I March 27th 1840
My dear Sir,

I was much delighted last night to hear the reasonings you so cogently
urge, in the concluding portion of your paper, against the philosophical
character of the Voltaic contact theory2; entertaining, as I have always
done, the same opinion respecting it as you do. These views I have
distinctly expressed in the concluding chapter of my Treatise on
Galvanism, published in 1829, as part of the Library of Useful Knowledge3.
The last paragraph, in particular, is so much in point, & coincides so
exactly with your line of argument, that I beg to enclose a copy of it4; & you
will perhaps not think me unreasonable if I request the favour of your
referring to it, either in the text or in a note, in that part of your paper5. I
need hardly say that I should feel much gratified, if you would quote this
passage; for I am naturally ambitious of being ranked among those who
have viewed this matter in the same light with yourselfu

Dear Sir I yours very faithfully I P.M. Roget
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M. Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. Mounted opposite Faraday (1840b), ERE17, 2071.
2. Faraday (1840b), ERE17 completed its reading to the Royal Society on 26 March 1840.
3. Roget (1832). This was the second volume of the series. The first volume was published in
1829, and probably accounts for Roget's mis-dating.
4. Enclosed is a transcription (not published here) from ibid, section 113.
5. In Faraday (1840b), ERE17, 2071 Faraday quotes this passage of Roget's in a note.

Letter 1259
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
4 April 1840
From the original in UB MS NS 336
My dear Faraday

Having of late been much taken up with researches of a peculiar sort,
and obtained results from them which I am vain enough to think not
entirely unworthy of your notice I take the liberty to give you a short
account of my doings. The phosphorous smell which is developped when
electricity (to speak the profane language) is passing from the points of a
conductor into air or when lightning happens to fall upon some terrestrial
object, or when water is electrolysed, has been engaging my attention the
last couple of years and induced me to make many attempts at clearing up
that mysterious phenomenon. Though baffled for a long time, at last I think
I have have succeeded so far as to have got the clue which will lead to the
discovery of the true cause of the smell in question. The facts which refer to
that subject are as follows:

1.) The phosphorous smell given off during the electrolysation of
water is only disengaged at the positive electrode and no trace of it at the
negative one.

2.) The odoriferous principle can be preserved in well closed glass
bottles for any length of time.

3.) The disengagement of that smell depends a) upon the nature of
the metal constituting the positive electrode b) upon the chemical
constitution of the (electrolytic) fluid being placed between the electrodes
c) upon the temperature of that fluid. With reference to a) I have to state
that of all metals examined by me it is only, gold and platina which do yield
the smell. The more readily oxidable metals as well as char-coal will not
allow the disengagement of that principle, even not iron, though this
substance when acting the part of the positive electrode resembles so very
much the precious metals. As to b) I have found out that the smell is
disengaged out of dilute (chemically pure) sulphuric, phosphoric, nitric
acid, of aqueous solutions of many salts, and that it is never obtained from
common or strong nitric acid, from solutions of protosulphate of iron or
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any substance having a great affinity for oxigen, from aqueous solutions of
chlorides, bromides, jodides, muriatic acid, hydrobromic acid &c. If only a
small quantity of nitrous acid, protosulphate of iron, protochloride of iron
or of tin be added to dilute sulphuric, phosphoric, nitric acid, the
disengagement of the odoriferous principle will not take place. With
reference to an aqueous solution of potash I have made the curious
observation that sometimes it yields the smell, and sometimes it does not;
even dilute sulphuric acid exhibits that anomaly, but very rarely. I have not
yet been able to ascertain the cause of that phenomenon. With reference to
c) I have made out that any electrolytic fluid which is capable of
disengaging the phosphorous smell at a moderate temperature will not
yield it when heated near its boiling point.

4.) If a comparatively small quantity of powdered charcoal, iron, zinc,
tin, lead, antimony, bismuth, arsenic or some drops of mercury are thrown
into a bottle containing the odorous principle (received at the positive
electrode) the smell will be very quickly, almost instantaneously
destroyed. Char-coal powder and iron filings act the most rapidly. The
same effect is produced by pouring a small portion of nitrous or common
fuming nitric acid or solutions of protosulphate of iron, protochloride of
iron or of tin into such a bottle. If platina or gold be brought in a red hot
state into the vessel, the smell will also be annihilated.

5.) If platina or gold plate be plunged only for a few seconds into an
atmosphere of oxigen gas having been disengaged at the positive electrode
and exhibiting the peculiar smell, the metals mentioned will be powerfully
polarized in the negative way, just in the same manner as if they had been
plunged into the vapours of bromine or chlorine. But to obtain that effect it
is necessary that the metals be not covered with moisture. The thinnest
film of water surrounding their surface will prevent them from assuming
the electro-negative condition. To a very slight degree copper acts like gold
or platina. I was not able to polarize zinc, brass, iron.

6.) Gold and platina being heated are incapable of assuming the polar
state.

7.) If a piece of platina be polarized in the way before mentioned and
afterwards brought for a few moments into an atmosphere of hydrogen the
electro-motive power of the metal will be destroyed (if not too long kept in
the latter gas). The same effect is obtained by heating the polarized plate.

8.) A polarized stripe of gold or platina plate preserves its voltaic
condition for some time in the open air.

9.) The current produced by polarized gold or platina is of a short
duration.

10.) Oxigen having been deprived of its odoriferous principle by the
means indicated at 4) for instance by char-coal has altogether lost its
polarizing power and you may keep platina as long you like within such
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oxigen, the metal will never acquire any perceptible degree of voltaic
polarity.

11.) If a stripe of clean platina or gold plate be held opposite to a blunt
point of a metallic rod (which is attached to the first conductor of a well
working common electrical machine) at a distance of about an inch or so,
few turns of the glass-plate will be sufficient to polarize to a sensible degree
the metallic stripe. The voltaic state excited in the metal under these
circumstance is the electro-negative one. I made my experiments with a
platina plate 1 Vi inch long and lA of an inch wide; after having alternately
exposed the two sides of my plate to the action of the electrical brush
(produced at blunt point of the rod) for about 25 seconds I obtained a
deviation of 170°. The fluid into which I plunged the plate was water
containing V9 of sulphuric acid and my galvanometer made use of is
provided with 2000 and some hundreds coils. Gold acts in the same way as
platina does, copper is very slightly polarized under these circumstances
but not so zinc, iron and brass; at least I could not succeed to excite in the
latter metals that voltaic condition.

12.) Gold or platina are negatively polarized whether being held in the
hand or insulated.

13.) The same metals do not assume the polar state if they are
attached to the first conductor i.e. if the electricity is made to pass from
those metals into the surrounding air.

14. Gold and platina are negatively polarized be [sic] the first
conductor charged with positive or negative electricity.

15. If those metals are covered with the thinnest film of moisture they
are incapable of being polarised by the electrical brush, neither is the
peculiar voltaic condition called forth in them when they are exposed to
the action in a heated state.

16. When the point from which the brush issues is heated or wetted
cold or dry gold and platina will also not be polarized by the latter (brush).

17. That point being heated or moistened * does not disengage the
phosphorous smell.

18.) The brush having been deprived by any means of its peculiar
smell has entirely lost its polarizing power.

19. Platina being negatively polarized by common electricity loses its
electro-motive power when plunged into an atmosphere of hydrogen for a
few seconds and the same effect is obtained by heating the metal.

20. In common air the polarized gold or platina preserves its peculiar
voltaic state for some hours.

21. The current produced by these (polarized) metals are of so short a
duration, that they may be considered as instantaneous:

It seems to me that the above mentioned facts allow some important
conclusions to be drawn from and a series of conjectures to be founded
upon. Allow me to mention some of them.
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a) The peculiar smell produced by lightning, common electricity and
the voltaic current is due to some particular gazeous body.

b) The voltaic and chemical bearings of that body are very similar to
those of chlorine and bromine.

c) Water, atmospheric air and perhaps all sorts of matter do contain
an electrolyte whose anion is the odoriferous principle in question and
whose cation is most likely hydrogen.

d) That electrolyte is decomposed by lightning, common electricity
and the voltaic current and its odoriferous anion liberated.

e) The polarizing or electromotive power of that anion is resulting
from its great tendency to unite with the hydrogen of water &c. It acts in
that respect like chlorine or bromine.

f) The chemical affinity of the odoriferous substance for other bodies
is such as to surpass with respect to intensity that of most, perhaps of all
what they call electro-negative elements.

g) The electrolyte spoken of being present in water and atmospheric
air it is probable that that compound acts an important part in the house
hold of nature and it is not unlikely that its workings are closely connected
with the more general electrical phenomena of our globe.

My first Idea was that the smell in question might be due to a
compound being produced at the positive electrode by some secondary
action, but the whole body of facts above-mentioned are to my opinion not
favorable to such a view. To raise my conclusions and conjectures to
undoubtful certainty, the supposed elementary substance must be
obtained pure and in an insulated state. The beautiful voltaic arrangement
of our Friend's Mr. Grove1 can alone make us arrive at that end and I shall
write to him in order to engage his attention to that subject. What I have
communicated to you, is as you will easily perceive a very rough and
imperfect sketch of the results of my late researches. The subject is far from
being exhausted and requires a good deal more of experimental
investigation. I hardly want to tell you that I am working night and day to
get deeper into the mine a[nd] nearer to its hidden treasures. In the report I
have to lay before the british association next autumn a detailed account of
my investigations will be given and I hope it will be such as to be
considered as not being quite void of scientific interest2.

If you should think the contents of my letter important enough as to
merit the attention of the royal Society3 or the royal Institution you are
entirely at liberty to communicate them to those learned bodies. I have not
yet made them known in any continental journal or to any society except to
our philosophical society at Bale.

The other day I saw in GalignanFs Sunday Observer a very imperfect
account of your last paper read before the royal Society on the source of
current-electricity4. Some of your proofs for the truth of the chemical
theory of Galvanism were mentioned and to my opinion they are such as to
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leave no doubt about the subject. But I am afraid the philosophers of the
north will hear no reason, and find out some new piece of sophistry in
order to keep up their favorite hypothesis.

Our friend Grove wrote me the other day communicating to me some
very interesting results of his late researches with which you are no doubt
acquainted5. What do you think about the fact that the transfer or oxidation
of particles in the voltaic arc is definite for a definite current? Important as
such a fact is I cannot yet understand it that is to say I cannot conceive that
by the simple oxidation of the positive electrode the current can be
conducted in the same way as by electrolysis both actions being so veiy
different from each other.

From Mr. Grove's letter I also learned to my infinite regret that you are
not yet enjoying perfect health.

My dear Faraday allow me to repeat my former request and permit me
to readvise you not to overwork yourself and to manage a little your mental
and physical forces, for your health and life are most precious to your
friends in particular and to the scientific world at large. We cannot yet spare
you and you must continue to be our leader for many years to come. But to
have our wishes accomplished and our hopes realized you ought to listen a
little to the entreaties of your friends and to grant to your mind and body
some rest. I am sure Mrs. Faraday will be of my opinion and confident she
will not cease reminding you of it.

Pray remember me most friendly to your Lady and let me have before
long good tidings from you.

Believe me, my dear Faraday I Your's faithfully I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale April 4th 1840.

* The best way to destroy the electrical smell or rather to prevent its
appearance is to envelop the blunt point with a piece of linen impregnated
with distilled water.

Address: Dr. M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Grove (1839).
2. Schoenbein (1840). See also note 3, letter 1185.
3. This letter was read to the Royal Society on 7 May 1840. See Proc.Roy.Soc, 1840, 4: 226
where a short abstract is given.
4. Faraday (1840b), ERE17.
5. This part of Grove's letter was translated and published in Bibl. Univ., 1840,25; 426-7 with a
comment by Schoenbein on p.428. See also Grove (1840).
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Letter 1260
Sydney Smirke1 to Faraday
10 April 1840
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.28

12, Regent St I April 10, 1840.
Dear Sir,

It is very doubtful whether you will think the accompanying print a
suitable object for your Library this Evening: if you do not so think it, pray
treat it unceremoniously2.

It is a Print I obtained in Italy some years ago, when the miracle to
which it refers occurred & produced a great sensation. As a specimen of
modern religious credulity it is, I think, not without interest; nor is it
otherwise, if viewed as a true Ghost Story - testified by a Prince and Bishop -
and indeed still more conclusively verified by the permanent visible mark
left by the Ghost itself.

I remain, dear Sir, I Very faithfully yours I Sydney Smirke
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Sydney Smirke (1798-1877, DNB). Architect.
2. RI MS F4E, p.74 does not list anything by Smirke as being displayed in the Library.

Letter 1261
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
24 April 1840
From the original in UB MS NS 337

Brighton I 24 April 1840.
My dear Schonbein

Here I am in the country again, to which I often run for a short period
each time for the good of my health. It refreshes me and makes me able to
get on with the duties of the season. Your last letter11 received just before I
left town and though I have it not here & cannot pretend to remember it yet
shall give you a sort of an acknowledgement. It is certainly very important
and you seem to me to have got a good hold of the subject so that I feel sure
you will pull it entirely out of its hole and before you have done will let us
know all about it[.j The many facts you bring to bear on the matter & the way
in which you make their relations evident is most striking. I am waiting
most anxiously for the full development of the partially known anion. If you
do succeed in establishing its independent existence and obtaining it in
sensible quantity (by weight) it will be really a wonderful thing but what
cannot electricity do and what deeper & more refined searcher-out is there
in experimental philosophy than it.
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The smell at the positive pole or electrode I had often observed2 and I
will tell you what happened to me respecting it as 1 was working on the
Voltameter. In trying the definite indications of that instrument I had made
the same platina plate positive many times in succession & observed in
consequence that the peculiar smell of the evolved gas diminished (the
fluid was dilute Sulphuric acid)[.j Knowing at that time that the Pos pole
gave the smell the observation led me to go on rendering the same plate
positive & at last I obtained mixed gases from the instrument which had not
the smell in question and when afterwards I obtained more gas making the
contacts in the same way, still there was no smell. There was a darkish
deposit upon the platina plate which had been so often rendered positive
which gradually appeared as the successive applications of the voltaic
battery to the plates went on, but having attained this state of the
instrument, I now made that plate negative which had been so long positive
& that Pos which had been Neg & now the gas evolved had its full smell as
before. I made contact in that direction till smell was exhausted & then
reversing contact it again appeared. Other things then took me off from this
scenti)

As to your letter & its matter I did not know what to do with it for as
you said the expts would be printed in your Report for the association3 so
they could not according to their rules print them in the Phil Transactions:
if they had agreed as to the matter, I then thought of sending it to the
Philosophical Magazine but at last gave it to the Secretary of the Royal
Society Mr. Christie to read & if Council thought fit to notice in the
proceedings4 and in the mean time thought I would tell youu After the
reading I can withdraw it & then send it to the Phil Magazine at once. It
ought to be published somewhere & directly. You probably know the Royal
Society will read a paper but however good its character they do not print it
in the Transactions if it is intended to go any where else first.

Your doubts of Grove's announcement of a definite transfer of matter
across air &c coincide with my own5. I cannot deny it but it is a thing so
peculiar that it requires the most convincing proofs.

Many thanks for your encouragement about induction. Hare has
written me a letter in Silliman's Journal which I have just been answering
here6. His criticisms have not yet driven me from my ground. As to dynamic
induction I must attack that again. I perceive you have had some notice of
my papers on the origin of electricity in the Voltaic pile7. As soon as printed
you shall have the paperst.] I experimented very carefully for my own
conviction & have come to De la Rive's view exactly as regards the origin. I
say nothing of his theory of the pile as an instrument consisting of many
voltaic elements. There I do not go with him.

I am most grateful for your very kind expressions. They encourage &
cheer me when I feel low. Understand me I mean your kind expressions as a
friend & after my health which on the whole is pretty well. But the memory
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goes, Your friend Mr. Bachofen8 has been here & I hope enjoyed himself.
You know that I should not make company for him for my retiring habits
are likely to increase rather than diminish and it is for those I already know,
amongst which you are a principal one that I wish to keep my thoughts.

I am ever My dear Schonbein I Your obliged & faithful friend M.
Faraday

Address: Dr. Schonbein I Professor of Chemistry I &c &c &c I Basle I on the
Rhine

1. Letter 1259.
2. See Faraday, Diary, 23, 28 September and 4 November 1833, 2: 790, 840 and 933
respectively.
3. Schoenbein (1840).
4. Proc.Roy.Soc, 1840, 4: 226.
5. Letter 1259 and Grove (1840).
6. Hare, R. (1840a), Faraday (1840c, d).
7. Faraday (1840b), ERE17.
8. Johann Jacob Bachofen (1815-1887, NDB). Swiss lawyer and archaeologist.

Letter 1262
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
24 April 1840
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.54-5

Royal Institution I 24th April 1840
My dear Sir

Though a miserable correspondant I take up my pen to write to you,
the moving feeling being a desire to congratulate you on your discernment,
perseverance faithfulness & success in the course of chemical excitement of
the current in the voltaic battery. You will think it is rather late to do so; but
not under the circumstances!.] For a long time I had not made up my mind:
then the facts of definite electrochemical action made me take part with the
supporters of the chemical theories; and since then Marianinis paper1, with
reference to myself, has made me read & experiment more generally on the
point in question2. In the reading I was struck to see how soon, clearly, &
constantly you had & have supported that theory and think your proofs &
reasons most excellent & convincing. The constancy of Marianini & of
many others on the opposite side made me however think it not
unnecessary to accumulate and record evidence of the truth & I have
therefore written two papers, which I shall send you when printed in which
I enter under your banner as regards the origin of electricity or of the
current in the pile3[.] My object in experimenting was, as I am sure yours has
always been, not so much to support a given theory as to learn the natural
truth and having gone to the question unbiassed by any prejudices I cannot
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imagine how any one whose mind is not preoccupied by a theory or a
strong leaning to a theory can take part with that of contact against that of
chemical action. However I am perhaps wrong in saying so much for as no
one is infallible & as the experience of past times may teach us to doubt a
theory which seems to be most unchangeably established so we cannot say
what the future may bring forth in regard to these viewsi.]

1 shall be anxious some day, if health continues, to make a few
experiments on contact with the Electrometer^] I know of your's4,
Becquerels5 &c but if there are any dimensions which are particular or any
precautions which as a practical man you are aware of & know render it
more sensible, I am in hopes if you take the trouble to write to me hereafter
you would not mind sending me a word or referring me to the papers or
works which may mention themu

And now before I conclude let me ask you to remember me kindly to
Madame de la Rive6 of whose good will & courtesy both I and my wife have
a very strong remembrance7.1 was not well during my journey at that time
but still I have a great many pleasant recollections and amongst the most
pleasant those of Geneva for which I am indebted to youi.j

I have several papers of yours to acknowledge but I cannot recollect
them so accurately as to thank you in order for themj.] I am always grateful
& very glad to see them. Your historical account of your own researches as
regards the battery8 has been very useful to me and makes me wish more &
more that we had a sort of Index to Electrical science to which one might
look for facts, their authors, and public dates. The man who could devise a
good scheme for such an index so that it might take in new facts as they
were discovered & also receive old and anticipating observations as they
should gradually be remembered & drawn forth from obscurity; would
deserve well of all scientific menu

But I must conclude & am as ever My dear Sir Your I Obliged, Grateful
& admiring friend M. Faraday

Address: Professor Auguste de la Rive I &c &c &c I Geneva
Postmark: Brighton

1. Marianini (1837).
2. See Faraday, Diary, October 1838, 3: 4981-93 and Faraday (1840a), ERE16, 1804.
3. Faraday (1840a, b), ERE16 and 17.
4. Becquerel (1823).
5. De La Rive, A.-A. (1828).
6. Jeanne-Mathilde De La Rive, nee Duppa (see DSB under A.-A. De La Rive). Married De La
Rive in 1826.
7. See letter 807.
8. De La Rive, A.-A. (1833).
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Letter 1263
Faraday and Sarah Faraday to Andrew Reid1

24 April 1840
From a photographic copy in NUL MS Misc 48

Brighton I 24 April 1840
Dear Andrew

Your aunt shewed me your last letter which besides the pleasure it
gave as a kindly communication I read with great interest on account of its
philosophical character and so to divide things properly we are about to
return you a joint answer in which all the useful will be touched upon by
your Aunt & the fantastical as you may called [sic] it by me. I envy you your
stormy evening walk and think if we had been together we might have
made some very interesting observations. I do not doubt any part of your
description & think that the hissing & luminous appearance which you saw
were the natural preparations and precursors of the discharge of lightning
which immediately afterwards occurred[.] Did you happen to observe any
luminous appearance on yourself? I have little doubt that if you had held
out your hand each finger would have had the light on the tip perhaps
however it is as well that you did not happen to do so. It seems to me very
likely that the lamp post was struck by the lightning or at all events
something near it i.e. in the neighbourhood!.] Did the light go out? Have you
seen the post since & examined the bars to see whether they seemed
affected? Is the whole post iron or part iron part wood? Is it a gas lamp or an
oil lamp post? The effect of the snow in making it the post brighter is very
curiousi.] How was the night altogether? very dark? or was there a sort of
luminous haze about? Could you see the ground well or the clouds? and
what time of night was it? I have sent you a large lot of questions but you
will perceive they are so many proofs that I believe your storyu And now I
may say I do not think your situation was without danger and am very
happy you escaped to be a comfort to your parents & family to whom give
the affectionate love of your affectionate Unkle [sic] I M. Faraday

My dear Andrew
Your Uncle seemed quite interested with your account of the lightning

and has written rather at length which he seldom does now if he can help.
We leave Brighton tomorrow and your Uncle and Aunt George2 who

have been here all the time with us stay till Monday. They have had a
lodging about 5 minutes distance and it has been very pleasant to both
parties^ You need never be afraid of writing because of our being here for
we do not often stay long & by the time you hear of our setting off we are
thinking of returning!.] I suppose the bustle of the wedding is pretty well
over now and you are thinking seriously of moving!.] We hear that Mary3 is
to be with her Aunt Selby4 at first that will be a pleasant change for her and I
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hope will do her good - give my love to your Mother5 and say your Uncle is
pretty well but not so strong as I should like to see him, he often needs
relaxation. Jane Gray6 is with us here and tell Ann71 often think of her for
we have the Music book and practice a little^

With love to all the family I am my dear Andrew i Your affectionate
Aunt I S. Faraday

Address: Mr. Andrew Reid I 12 Dean Street I Newcastle I On Tyne

1. Andrew Reid (1823-1896, Reid (1914)). A nephew of Sarah Faraday and a printer in
Newcastle.
2. Emma Barnard, nee Hiilhouse. Married George Barnard on 16 April 1840. GRO.
3. Mary Barnard Reid (1818-1861, Reid (1914)). A sister of Andrew Reid.
4. Mary Selby, nee Ker-Reid (1808-1877, Reid (1914)). An aunt of Andrew Reid.
5. Elizabeth Reid, nee Barnard (1794-1870, GRO). A sister of Sarah Faraday.
6. Jane Gray (1817-1855, GRO under Giles). A niece of Faraday's.
7. Ann Reid (1821-1888, Reid (1914)). A cousin of Andrew Reid.

Letter 1264
Jons Jacob Berzelius to Faraday
26 April 1840
From the original in SU

Stockholm le 26 Avril 1840.
Monsieur

Permettez que je recommande a votre bienveillante reception le
porteur de ces lignes, Mr le Chevalier Sobrero1, General Major au Service
de S.M. le Roi de Sardaigne2, amateur tres zele de la chimie et de la
physique, qui s'est occupee queleques mois de Fhivers passe par des
recherches de la chimie minerale dans mon laboratoire, et qui fera
maintenant quelques semaines de sejour a Londres, avant de retourner a
son pays.

Recevez l'assurance de ma parfait i estime.
Votre devoue i Jac. Berzelius.

Address: Monsieur Michel Faraday, I Member de la Societe royale I a I
Londres
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TRANSLATION
Stockholm, 26 April 1840

Sir,
Permit that I recommend to your kind reception the person who

brings these lines, Mr Chevalier Sobrero1, Major General in the Service of
H.M. the King of Sardinia2, a most zealous lover of chemistry and of
physics, who undertook some research on mineral chemistry in my
laboratory for a few months during the last winter and who is now going to
spend a few weeks' holiday in London, before returning to his own country.

Please accept the assurance of my perfect esteem.
Your devoted I Jac. Berzelius.

1. Unidentified.
2. Charles Albert (1798-1849, DBI). King of Sardinia, 1800-1849.

Letter 1265
Faraday to Edward Magrath
27 April 1840
From the original in SPK DD Bl 10

R Institution I 27 April 1840
Dear Magrath

Mr Boyd1 is a friend of mine & wishes to ask you some questions
which if it be written risks &c. I am sure you will do me the kindness to
answer.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1266
Faraday to the Editors of the American Journal of Science and Arts
27 April 1840
From Faraday (1840c), 108

Royal Institution, 27 April, 1840.
Gentlemen - Can you add to the favors I am already under by inserting in
your Journal my reply1 to Dr. Hare's letter2 addressed to me and published
in your excellent work. I am, Gentlemen, your obliged servant, M. Faraday.
To the Editors of the American Journal of Science and Arts.

1. Faraday (1840c).
2. Hare, R. (1840a).
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Letter 1267
Faraday to William Robert Grove
28 April 1840
From the original in RI MS G F5

R Institution I 28 April 1840
My dear Sir

You probably know I have been out of town - otherwise I would have
returned the notes sooner^ They are quite satisfactory & I am glad they are
in prints

Ever Yours Most faithfully I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 1268
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
29 April 1840
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 29 April 1840
My kind friend

When I came home the other day from the country, where I had been
for healths sake, the most pleasant thing to greet me was your affectionate
face and your paper still more touching because of the brief but pleasant
words upon it and today on my return from Woolwich I find your most
welcome letter and the glasses of M. GuinandY] Believe me very grateful for
your kindness and the more so as I feel quite undeserving of it[.j You know
that I am a recluse & unsocial and have no right to share in the mutual good
feeling of Society at large for the man that does not take his share of
goodwill into the common stock has no claim on otherst.] Such is not the
case I hope from any cold or morose feeling in the heart but from particular
circumstances amongst which are especially mental fatigue and loss of
memoryt.) Do not think therefore that I am unaffected by your kindness of
which I feel quite unworthyi.] It has disturbed my feelings the more as it was
quite unexpected, for knowing your high station in science & seeing your
value as a man I did not think you would spare much thought for me after
your return to Paris2!.]

I must not let you mistake me. You speak in your letter of an election
and your wish that my name had been chosen3.1 had not before heard of it
but I know that whomever the Academy has chosen must be more fit than
myselfi.j I feel ever grateful but still unworthy of the honor the Academy has
already done me4 and I have a consciousness within that the time is past in
which I could make myself more deserving. It is not for these things that I
feel most grateful to you (though for them I earnestly thank you) but for
your kindness & affection which is to me of more value than distinction &
renownu How I shall ever return your goodness I do not know except by
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words of acknowledgment for I feel as if all the power of doing pleasant
things was on your part & none on mine[.]

You remind me of two of your countrymen alas no more to whom I was
most deeply indebted and yet if I remember aright whose faces I never saw,
Ampere and Hachette5[.] When a young man and fearful of venturing into
science because of the hard feelings I saw around me both these wrote to
me when I durst not have ventured to speak to them & cheered me & gave
me that confidence to which the little I have done if it is any thing at all is
entirely due6u

I could run on sometime this way for the subject tempts me but must
not[.] Will you thank M. Guinand for me when you see himu I will write to
him soon. I have not yet seen Monsieur Thomas6 but shall call on him this
afternoon. I hear he leaves London tomorrow morning but I hope still to
see him[.] May every happiness be with you & Madame Dumas8 to whom
offer my humble respects. I would mention a name or two and amongst
them Arago, Biot & Becquerell, but I must not give you trouble & will write. I
am in all sincerity Dear Sir Your obliged and I most grateful Servant. I M.
Faraday
Monsieur Dumas &c &c &c

1. One of the sons of Pierre Louis Guinand (1745-1825, NBU, glassmaker) also a glassmaker.
Private communication from Myles Jackson.
2. Following his visit to London in September 1839. See letter 1204.
3. Faraday was one of those nominated to replace Blumenbach as a Foreign Associate of the
Academie. Christian Leopold Buch (1774-1853, DSB, German geologist) was elected. See
Comptes Rendus, 1840, 10: 657.
4. That is election as a Corresponding Member. See Cuvier to Faraday, 22 September 1823,
letter 210, volume 1.
5. Faraday had seen Ampere on 23 November 1813. See Bowers and Symons (1991), 23.
6. See, for example, Faraday to Ampere, 1 July 1823, letter 203, volume 1.
7. Unidentified.
8. Hermenie Dumas, nee Brongiart. Married Dumas in 1826. See Crosland (1992), 184.

Letter 1269
Faraday to Charles Wheatstone
4 May 1840
From the Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 105

Royal Institution: May 4, 1840.
Dear Wheatstone, - Thrice have I endeavoured to catch you at home, but
failed. My object is to ascertain whether you can let me have the telegraph
subject this season, as you said at the beginning of the year; and if so,
whether the last evening, June 12, would suit1. As I have not seen much of it
lately I should want cramming, but will prepare as soon as I know your mind.
You know my desire to present your beautiful developments to our
audience, and I know I may count on your willingness, but cannot tell as to
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your convenience. Let me know quickly, for I must now arrange the rest of
the evenings. Ever yours, I M. Faraday.

1. Neither Wheatstone nor Faraday gave a Discourse on 12 June 1840. Instead William
Carpmael (1804-1867, Bl, engineer) gave a Discourse "On the manufacture of cards (for cotton
and other works)". See LitGaz., 20 June 1840, p.393.

Letter 1270
Faraday to William Scoresby
4 May 1840
From the original in WLPS MS

Royal Institution I 4 May 1840
My dear Sir

It gives me the greatest pleasure to think I shall hear you on such a
subject in our house & I long for the evening1. The heartiest thanks for your
kindness. I will take the greatest care of the things when they arrive. For the
discourses2 you have sent me, accept my thanks. I hope it has been and will
be memorable to the poor men to whom you spoke.

Ever dear Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Revd W. Scoresby DD I &c

1. See LitGaz., 13 June 1840, p.379 for an account of Scoresby's Friday Evening Discourse of
5 June 1840 "On Magnetism".
2. Scoresby (1831).

Letter 1271
Faraday to Alexander Dallas Bache
5 May 1840
From the original in APS MS 506,73 Am4Le Vol 1, p.6

Royal Institution I 5 May 1840
My dear Sir

I recently received your letter1 and also the Diploma of the American
Philosophical Society at Philadelphia. Though unworthy of such honor I
feel most grateful for it and beg you in my name to express to the Society
my humble thanks for the good opinion it has formed of me and my earnest
desire to deserve it. I continue to work away but every year feel as if I were
less able however it does not become a man to be idle for though he may
fail in ability he ought not also to diminish in industry. And you:- I
continually read in the American proceedings of your name & rejoice to see
it for though I am a very bad correspondent I often think with great
pleasure of the visit of you & Henry to this country2.
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I am at present much occupied with the duties of the season here
besides which I have been at Brighton to strengthen health so that I must
now write only shortly. Perhaps I ought to have made my letter still shorter
considering to what it is a reply. But I hope the friend will forgive the want
of respect to the Secretary!.]

With respectful remembrances to Mrs Bache
I am My dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Prof A.D. Bache I &c &c &c

Endorsement: A.P.S. I St[ated] meeting, July 17, 1840, read.
Address: Professor A.D. Bache I Secretary I &c &c &c &c I American
Philosophical Society I Independence Square I Philadelphia I U.S.

1. Letter 1233.
2. In 1836 and 1837.

Letter 1272
Faraday to C.S. Desmonters1

7 May 1840
From the original in SELJ MS 2/1-4

Royal Institution I 7 May 1840
Madam

Allow me to express my earnest & respectful thanks for your very kind
note and for the memoranda from Monsieur Babinet2. That such a man
should think any efforts of mine worthy his attention is very gratifying &
encouraging & will not be I trust without its future influence. In
consequence of your obliging offer I have ventured to write him a brief
letter which I hope you will do me the honor of reading as expressive of my
feelings on the matter in question. I imagine that Ampere with many others
thought that currents might be induced but that he actually discovered
them I have no ideau Arago's magnetic phenomena3 have more right to be
considered as a prior discovery of the effect of induced electric currents
than Arago's [sic] since about them there can be no doubt whereas of
Amperes there may be[.]

With the highest respect I am Madam I Your Obliged & humble Servant
I M. Faraday
Madam C.S. Desmonters

1. Unidentified.
2. Jacques Babinet (1794-1872, DSB). Professor of Physics at the College Louis-le-Grand.
3. Arago (1825). See also Babbage and Herschel (1825).
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Letter 1273
Faraday to J.F. Goddard1

9 May 1840
From the printed original in Manchester Public Library MS Brothers 5

Royal Institution Albemarle Street, I 9 May 1840
Sir,

The Committee of Managers of the Royal Institution of Great Britain
appointed to conduct the Weekly Evening Meetings of the Institution, beg
leave to return you their best thanks for your valuable & interesting
Contribution to the Library Table on Friday last2.

I am, Sir, I Your very obedient Servant I M. Faraday Sec:
J.F. Goddard Esq

1, Unidentified.
2. Goddard had lent models of crystals for the Friday Evening Discourse on 8 May 1840. RI
MS F4E, p.76. The Discourse was given by Faraday "On the origin of Electricity in the Voltaic
Pile". Noted in PhiLMag., 1840, 17: 74.

Letter 1274
Cesar Mansuete Despretz to Faraday
12 May 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur

J'ai ici beaucoup de difficulty a prendre une position ou je sois en etat
de me livrer a mes travaux convenablement.

J'ai ete mis le premier, il n'y a pas trois mois, par la section de
physique pour une place vacante dans son sein. Quoique le premier, j'ai
echoue1. il y a une nouvelle place vacante par la mort de Mr. Poisson2, qui
se trouvait par exception, membre de la section de physique des personnes
poussent un Geometre, d'autres un experimentateur3.

Permettez, Monsieur, que je reclame votre appui dans cette
circonstance. J'ai resolu dans ces derniers temps, deux questions
importantes. celle des maximum de densite des dissolutions salines,
acides4, &c et celle de la propagation de la chaleur dans les liquides5.

Vous Savez mieux que personne, Monsieur, qu'il n'y avait que des
doutes sur ces deux sujets.

On donne souvent a Londres des medailles aux physiciens qui ont fait
faire un pas a la physique, il me semble, si je ne m'abuse, que ces deux
questions resolues meriteraient bien quelque chose, si cela se pouvait, mes
travaux en seraient releves. Voyez, Monsieur, si mes pretentions ont
quelque fondement. personne plus que vous n'est en mesure d'avoir une
opinion eclairee a cet egard.
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Quoique nous n'avons jamais ete en relation suivie, j'ose m'adresser a
vous, dans un moment un peu critique pour moi. je compte sur votre
obligeance et votre discretion, je vous prie de m'honorer d'un mot de
reponse.

je joins, ici, 2 exemplaires du memoire sur les maximum [sic] de
densite.

2 exemplaires d'un memoire pour justifier le premier, (dans ce
memoire il y a une legere faute de langage, on a dit racine negative, au lieu
de racine correspondant au radical negatif6.[)]

2 exemplaires d'un memoire sur la propagation de la chaleur dans les
liquides. *

je vous reitere la priere de me donner un mot de reponse.
Agreez l'assurance des sentimens distingues avec lesquels je suis I

Monsieur I votre tres humble I & obt. Serviteur I C. Despretz I prof, de
physique a la I faculte des sciences de I Paris.
Le 12 mai 1840
* 2 ex. d'un memoire sur les oscillations du zero7.

Address: A Monsieur IM. Faraday membre de I la Societe royale de Londres,
I professeur de chimie a 1'Institution royale I a Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir,

I am experiencing a lot of difficulty here in obtaining a post in which I
can engage appropriately in my work.

I was the first to be proposed, not three months ago, by the physics
section for a vacant position in its midst. Although I was the first, I was not
successful1. There is a new vacancy due to the death of Mr. Poisson2, who
was, exceptionally, a member of the physics section, [but] some are
proposing a geometer, others an experimentalist3.

Please allow me, Sir, to ask for your support in these circumstances. I
have recently resolved two important questions. That of the maximum
density of saline, acid and other solutions4 and that of the propagation of
heat in liquids5.

You know better that anyone, Sir, that there was nothing but doubt on
these two subjects.

Medals are often awarded in London to physicists who have
advanced physics. It seems to me, if I am not too bold, that these two
questions that 1 have resolved, would well merit something. If it were
possible, it would improve people's opinions about my work. You see, Sir,
that my claims have some basis. No one is in a better position than you to
have a clear view on this subject.
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Although we have never been in regular contact, I dare to write to you
at a critical moment for me. I count on your kindness and your discretion. I
beg you to honour me with a word of reply.

1 enclose herewith 2 copies of the paper on maximum densities.
2 copies of a paper to justify the first. (In this paper there is a small

language fault: where it says negative root, please read root corresponding
to the radical negative6.[)]

2 copies of a paper on the propagation of heat in liquids. *
I repeat my plea for a few words in response.
Please accept the assurance of the distinguished sentiments with

which I am, I Sir,! your very humble I and obedient Servant I C. Despretz I
Professor of physics at the I faculty of Sciences in I Paris.
12 May 1840
* 2 copies of a paper on the oscillations of zero7.

1. In being elected to the Academie des Sciences. See Comptes Rendus, 1840, 10: 282.
2. On 25 April 1840.
3. Despretz was again unsuccessful. Jean-Marie-Constant Duhamel (1797-1872, DSB, French
physicist and mathematician) was elected to the Academie des Sciences instead. See Comptes
Rendus, 1840, 11: 1038.
4. Despretz (1839-40).
5. Despretz (1839).
6. Despretz (1839-40), 305.
7. Despretz (1837).

Letter 1275
Charles Wheatstone to Faraday
14 May 1840
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.19

20 Conduit St i May 14th 1840
My dear Sir

I find that our new Professor of Geology1 gives his lecture on Friday2,
this will prevent me having the use of the theatre at the time I appointed
with you. Will any hour on Tuesday3 next suit you? -1 shall not lecture on
binocular vision till next week.

Yours very truly I C. Wheatstone

1. David Thomas Ansted (1814-1880, DNB). Professor of Geology at King's College London,
1840-1853.
2. That is 15 May 1840.
3. That is 19 May 1840.
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Letter 1276
William Buckland to Faraday
15 May 1840
From the original in Bod MS Eng. Letter d.5, f.216

Oxon 15 May I 40
Dear Faraday

If it is customary to lay notices of forthcoming works on the Library
Table of the Royal Institution, (but not otherwise,) I will thank you to treat
the inclosed in the usual manner1.

There is a very ingenious native of Torrington Devon, who has made a
new Calculating Machine which Babbage has seen & thinks to possess very
great merit. The makers name is Fowler2 & he is with his Machine at 47
Hunter St Brunswick Squares Should you pass that way in the next 6 Days
do call & look at the Man & his Machine & Believe me

Very Truly Yours I W. Buckland
De Morgan3 examined the Machine with Babbagej.]

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I London

1. Conybeare (1840) was displayed on the Library table on 22 May 1840. RI MS F4E, p.78. The
Friday Evening Discourse was by Brande "On White Lead". Noted in Phil.Mag., 1840, 17: 74.
2. Unidentified.
3. Augustus De Morgan (1806-1871, DSB). Mathematician.

Letter 1277
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
15 May 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Presinge (pres Geneve) le 15 Mail 1840
Mon cher Monsieur,

Je viens vous remercier de votre bonne & amiable lettre du 24 Avril1;
je suis bien heureux que vos belles & savantes recherches vous aient
conduit aux memes resultats que moi. Je suis bien impatient de lire votre
memoire2 & de Timprimer dans la Bibl. Univ3. J'etais aussi sur le point de
faire paraitre un travail sur le meme sujet dans lequel, analysant les
recherches de Marianini, de Fechner & autres, je montrais que leurs
objections contre la theorie chimique n'etaient nullement fondees; votre
dernier memoire rendra ma besogne bien facile. Plus je vais en avant & plus
je fais d'experiences sur ce sujet, plus je suis convaincu que les notions
chimiques existent la souvent ou on ne les soupconnait pas; ainsi qui aurait
cru le platine oxidable meme a Fair, & cependant c'est un fait indubitable;
Berzelius lui-meme a qui j'ai fait part de mes dernieres experiences sur ce
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sujet en convient. - Par exemple, faites secher apres les avoir bien lavees
dans les acides & dans Feau distillee, deux lames de platine, l'une dans le
vide, l'autre dans Vair ou dans Uoxigene, la premiere sera constamment
positive par rapport a la seconde dans de Feau acidulee. Ainsi encore faites
passer le courant par induction a travers de l'eau acidulee ('/IO [word
illegible] d'acide sulfurique) au moyen de deux fils de platine; vous verrez
une poudre noire sur la surface de ces fils, poudre noire qui est du platine
parfaitement metallique & qui a ete reduit en poussiere par Foxidation & la
reduction successives qu'a eprouvees chaque fil sur lequel le courant par
induction amenait successivement de l'oxigene & de Fhydrogene. Cette
derniere experience peut se faire aussi avec des fils d'or, de palladium &c,
s'aimant aussi, comme on devait s'y attendre, avec des fils de cuivre,
d'argent &c; elle est tres jolie; je desirerais bien que vous la repetassiez.
L'appareil que Newman vous fit en 1834 pour produire les courans par
induction au moyen d'un aimant est excellent pour produire ces effets4. II
faut que les fils aient ete bien laves dans les acides avant l'operation &
qu'ils soient tres rapproches l'un de l'autre (a 3 ou 4 lignes de distance
seulement); il faut se servir d'acide sulfurique ou nitrique bien purs
etendus de 9 fois leur volume d'eau. -

J'ai fait dernierement plusieurs experiences assez interessantes avec
ces courans d'induction en me servant de metaux differens, pour les
transmettre dans les solutions acides. En voici une qui est bien favorable a
la theorie chimique de Felectricite voltai'que. - Je plonge dans de l'eau
acidulee un couple forme d'un fil de platine & d'un fil de plomb ou de tout
autre metal oxidable, places chacun a l'une des extremites d'un
galvanometre, j'ai un courant tres faible; je fais passer les courans par
induction, allant alternativement en sens contraire, du fil de plomb qui fait
partie du couple a un fil de platine plonge dans le liquide qui n'est pas lie
meme que celui qui est lie metalliquement sur le fil de plomb les courans
par induction amenent alternativement sur le fil de plomb de l'oxigene & de
l'hydrogene; or ce fil ne garde que l'oxigene qui l'oxide; cette oxidation
donne lieu a un fort courant qui transporte l'hydrogene sur le fil de platine
qui forme un couple avec le plomb. - Or ou est ici la source du courant si ce
n'est dans 1'oxidation du plomb operee de la maniere la plus directe par
Farrivee de l'oxigene sur ce metal. Si c'est le contact qui donne lieu a ce
courant, pourquoi n'existait-il qu'a un infiniment faible degre avant que
l'oxigene arrivat sur la surface du plomb. II y a dans ce phenomene &
d'autres analogues plusieurs details assez curieux que je ne vous donne pas
de peur de vous en ennuyer, mais que vous trouverez dans mon memoire5

que je compte vous envoyer en vous demandant, si vous le jugez
convenable, d'avoir la bonte de le presenter a la Societe Royale.-

Les recherches de Mr Schoenbein sur Fodeur qui accompagne
certains effets electriques me paraissent curieuses6, mais je n'admets pas,
encore du moins, son explication. J'ai souvent observe le phenomene, & je
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le crois du a quelques particules tres subtiles, detachees soit du metal qui
sert d'electrode, soit de la solution decomposee; je suis plutot dispose a
croire que c'est un effet l'oxidation legere qu'eprouvait au pole positif,
meme les metaux les moins oxidables, particules qui oxidees se detachent
du reste du metal & surtout a cause de leur extreme tenuite, en suspension
dans le gaz. Peut-etre aussi reste-t-il un peu d'arsenic dans le metal qui
donne lieu a cette odeur.

Je vous ai envoye par Mr Prevost ma petite notice sur un procede
electro-chimique de dorage7; j'espere que vous l'avez re^ue. Des lors j'ai
encore perfectionne mon procede & il est a present employe en grand a
Geneve. Independamment de I'avantage qu'il presente pour la sante par
l'absence du mercure, il a l'avantage d'etre beaucoup plus economique que
le procede par amalgamation (plus du %). Independamment de Vargent &
du laiton nous avons reussi a dorer VacierSg. meme Vargental - Le point le
plus important c'est que la surface a dorer soit parfaitement propre; la
moindre tache de graisse ou d'oxidation empeche completement
1'operation de reussir. L'emploi de Fhydrogene degage sur la surface a
nettoyer par son immersion dans l'eau acidulee avec un petit morceau de
zinc qui lui est uni metalliquement, reussit tres bien. - II faut aussi que le
metal ait une composition & une structure bien uniforme; Ainsi 1'argent
allie avec du cuivre, si l'alliage n'est pas conforme, c. a d. s'il y a des
portions qui presentent plus de cuivre que d'autres se dore mal &
inegalement. II s'opere un effet electrochimique entre les differentes
parties du meme metal qui derange completement Toperation. - Je
desirerais vivement que vous fassiez quelques essais; avec votre dexterite
& habilete ordinaire vous verrez bientot en quoi le procede peut etre
perfectionne. - Je suis a chercher une bonne occasion pour vous envoyer
quelques objets dores par mon procede, que j 'ai la & qui vous sont
destines; j'espere que vous les receverez incessamment & que vous en
serez content.

Ne croyez-vous pas qu'on pourrait mettre une petite notice sur ce
sujet dans un journal Anglais, par exemple dans VAthenaeum et ne
pourriez-vous pas avoir la bonte d'en dire ou d'en faire dire quelques mots
par un autre, si votre temps ne vous permet pas de faire vous meme (ce qui
me serait bien plus agreable) un article de quelques lignes sur ce sujet.
Vous pourriez peut-etre y joindre quelques mots sur mes experiences
relatives a l'oxidation des fils de platine & aux effets divers dont je vous
parle des courans par induction.

Vous me faites esperer que vous allez prendre les experiences sur
l'electricite statique developpee par le contact des metaux; je vous en
supplie examinez avec attention ce point comme vous avez examine les
autres & vous arriverez, j'en suis sur, a la meme consequence savoir que le
contact seul & par lui-meme n'est nullement une source d'electricite. Je me
suis servi dans toutes mes recherches d'un electroscope a feuilles d'or sans
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piles seches (Gardez-vous en, c'est une source d'erreur), aussi d'un
condensatetur de laiton dore de 9 pouces de diametre environ. - J'avais
soin de tenir l'interieur de I'electroscope bien desseche avec du chlorure de
calcium.- J'ai sur ce sujet [word obliterated] grand nombre d'experiences
non encore publiees que j'ai faites avec cet appareil & qui toutes conduisent
au meme resultat.

Enfin pour terminer cette longue lettre, je vous dirai que la lecture du
memoire de Mr Regnault8 sur les chaleurs specifique^ nous a decides
Marcet10 & moi a publier, sans tarder, les recherches que nous avons deja
faites sur ce sujet sur les solides, les liquides, & les gaz11. Notre procede
fonde sur les lois de refroidissement nous a donne des resultats qui
accordent assez bien avec la loi de Dulong & Petit12. - Quant aux gaz nous
avons continue a trouver pour les gaz simples & notamment pour
Vhydrogene, exactement la meme chaleur specifique que pour Vair, mais il
est des gaz composes qui n'ont pas sous le meme volume & la meme
pression la meme chaleur specifique que les gaz simples; ainsi nous avons
trouve pour le gaz olefiant (hydrogene bicarbore). 1,451° & pour le gaz
acide carbonique 1,210 Yair etait 1. - Nous avons obtenu les resultats
suivants pour des substances dont la chaleur specifique n'avait pas encore
ete obtenue. Selenium 0,08240, Cadmium 0,05766, Tungstene 0,1306,
Molybdene, 0,06596 Cobalt 0,1172 au lieu de 0,1498 qu'avaient trouve
Dulong & Petit, probablement parce qu'ils faisaient usage de cobalt reduit
par le charbon & qui en contenait encore un peu, tandisque nous nous
servis [sic] de cobalt reduit par 1'hydrogene.-

Mais voila une lettre assez longue.- Ne voudrez vous point nous voir
cet ete en Suisse. Un voyage sur le Continent vous reposerait & vous ferait
du bien. - Nous avons a Presinge des chambres toutes pretes pour vous
recevoir vous & Madame Faraday. - Venez profitez en & croyez moi toujours
votre tout devoue & bien affectionne. I A. de la Rive

Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

TRANSLATION
Presinge (near Geneva) 15 May 1840.

My Dear Sir,
I am writing to thank you for your good and kind letter of 24 April1. I

am very pleased that your beautiful and wise research has lead you to the
same results as me. I am very impatient to read your paper2 and to print it in
the Bibl. Univ3. I was also on the point of publishing a work on the same
subject in which, by analysing the research of Marianini, Fechner and
others, I showed that their objections against the chemical theory were
without foundation; your last paper will make my work very easy. The more
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I go forward and the more I experiment on this subject, the more I am
convinced that chemical notions exist in places where no one suspected;
thus who would have thought that platinum could oxidise even in the air,
and yet this is an indisputable fact; Berzelius himself, whom I included in
my last experiments, is in agreement on this subject. For example, after
giving two platinum strips a good wash in acids and in distilled water, dry
one in a vacuum, the other in air or in oxygen, the first will always be
positive in comparison with the second in slightly acidic water. Then pass
an induced current through the slightly acidic water (!/io [word illegible]
of sulphuric acid) by means of two platinum wires; you will see a black
powder on the surface of these wires, a black powder which is perfectly
metallic platinum and which has been reduced to a powder by the
oxidisation and successive reductions that have been experienced by each
wire on which the induced current brought successively oxygen and
hydrogen. This last experiment can also be done with gold or palladium
wires etc., [and] as one would expect, with copper and silver wires etc.; it is
quite fun; I would very much like you to repeat it. The apparatus that
Newman made for you in 1834 to produce currents by induction by means
of a magnet is excellent for producing these effects4. The wires must be
washed thoroughly in the acids before the operation and they must be
placed close to one another (at 3 or 4 lines distance only); you must use
very pure sulphuric or nitric acids diluted with 9 times their volume of
water.

I have recently done several quite interesting experiments with these
induced currents using different metals to transmit them through acidic
solutions. Here is one that is very favourable to the chemical theory of
voltaic electricity. I plunge into slightly acidic water a couple made of a
platinum wire and a lead wire or any other metal liable to oxidise, each
placed at one end of the galvanometer, and I have a very weak current; I
pass through induced currents, going alternately in the opposite direction,
from the lead wire that is part of the couple to a platinum wire plunged in
the liquid which is not the same as the one which is metallically joined to
the lead wire, the induced currents bring alternately onto the lead wire
some oxygen and hydrogen; now this wire keeps only the oxygen which
oxidises it; this oxidisation causes a strong current which takes the
hydrogen onto the platinum wire, which forms a couple with the lead. Now,
where is the source of the current if it is not in the oxidisation of the lead
caused in the most direct manner by the arrival of the oxygen on this
metal? If it is the contact which causes this current, why did it not exist
except in an infinitely weak degree before the oxygen arrived on the surface
of the lead? There are in this phenomenon and other analogous ones,
several quite interesting details that I shall not mention for fear of boring
you, but which you will find in the paper5 I hope to send to you, with a
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request that if you think it appropriate, to have the kindness to present it to
the Royal Society.

The research of Mr Schoenbein on the odour that accompanies
certain electric effects seems curious to me6, but I do not accept, at least not
yet, his explanation. I have often observed this phenomenon and I believe
it to be due to some very tiny particles, detached either from the metal
which serves as the electrode or from the decomposed solution; I am more
inclined to believe that this is an effect of slight oxidisation that was felt at
the positive pole, even in less oxidisible metals, particles which, once
oxidised, detach themselves from the rest of the metal, above all because of
their extreme fineness, and are suspended in gas. Perhaps also there might
be a little arsenic in the metal which causes the odour.

I sent you via Mr Prevost my little note on an electro-chemical plating
process7: I hope you have received it. Since then I have perfected my
procedure further and it is currently widely used in Geneva. Independent of
the health advantage due to the absence of mercury, it has the advantage of
being much more economic than the procedure by amalgamation (more
than %). Apart from silver and brass, we have managed to plate steel and
silver plate. The most important point is that the surface to be plated should
be perfectly clean; the least stain of grease or oxidisation completely
prevents the operation from succeeding. The use of clear hydrogen on the
surface to be cleaned by immersion in slightly acidic water with a tiny piece
of zinc that is joined to it metallically, succeeds very well. The metal must
also have a very uniform composition and structure. Thus a silver/copper
alloy, if the alloy is not even, that is to say, if there are portions which have
more copper than others, plates badly and unevenly. An electro-chemical
effect takes place between the different parts of the same metal which
completely upsets the operation. I would very much like you to try it out;
with your dexterity and usual skill, you will soon see how the operation can
be perfected. I am looking for an appropriate occasion to send you some
objects plated by my procedure, which I have here and which are destined
for you; I hope you will receive them soon and that you will be pleased with
them.

Do you not think that a small note on this subject could be put in an
English journal, for example, in the Athenaeum and would you have the
kindness to say a few words or to ask someone else, if your time does not
permit you to do it yourself (which would be far more pleasing to me) to
write an article of a few lines on this subject? You could perhaps join a few
words on my experiments relating to the oxidisation of platinum wires and
different effects which I have mentioned of induced currents.

You make me hope that you are going to undertake experiments on
static electricity developed by the contact of metals; I beg you to examine
this point as carefully as you have examined others and you will arrive, I am
sure of it, at the same conclusion, that is that the contact alone on its own is
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in no way a source of electricity. I used in all my research a gold-leaf
electroscope without dry piles (be wary, as it is a source of error), also a
gilded brass condenser approximately 9 inches in diameter. I was careful to
keep the electroscope very dry with calcium chloride. I have on this subject
a great number of unpublished experiments which I did with this apparatus
and which all lead to the same result.

Lastly, to conclude this long letter, I shall tell you that the reading of
Mr Regnault's8 paper on specific heats* spurred Marcet10 and myself to
publish without delay the research on solids, liquids and gases that we have
already done in this field11. Our procedure, founded on the laws of cooling,
has given us results which accord quite well with the law of Dulong and
Petit12. As for gases, we have continued to find for gaseous elements and
notably for hydrogen, exactly the same specific heat as for air, but it is
composite gases which do not have, under the same volume and the same
pressure, the same specific heat as simple gases; this is what we have found
for olifiant gas (bicarborate of hydrogen): 1,451 ° and for carbonic acid 1,210
the air was 1. We obtained the following results for substances for which
the specific heat had not yet been obtained: Selenium 0,08240, Cadmium
0,05766, Tungsten 0,1306, Molybium 0,06594, Co&a/f 0,1172 instead of 0,1498
that Dulong and Petit had found, probably because they used cobalt
reduced by coal and which still contained some of it whilst we used cobalt
reduced by hydrogen.

But this letter is long enough. Would you like to come and see us this
summer in Switzerland? A tour of the Continent would refresh you and do
you good. We have at Presinge rooms ready to receive you and Mrs
Faraday. Come and take advantage of them and believe me always your
very devoted and most affectionate I A de La Rive.

1. Letter 1262.
2. Faraday (1840a, b), ERE16 and 17.
3. Faraday (1841), ERE16 and 17.
4. See letter 695.
5. De La Rive, A.-A. (1841).
6. See letter 1259 and Proc.Roy.Soc, 1840, 4: 226.
7. De La Rive, A.-A. (1840).
8. Henri Victor Regnault (1810-1878, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at the Ecole
Polytechnique.
9. Regnault (1840).
10. Francois Marcet (1803-1883, Ann.Reg., 1883: 142). Anglo-Swiss man of science.
11. De La Rive and Marcet (1840).
12. Alexis Therese Petit (1791-1820, DSB). French physicist.
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Letter 1278
William Whewell to Faraday
20 May 18401

From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.67
My dear Sir

I told you that 1 intended to recommend the term Franklinic electricity
as a proper designation of what you call Machine electricity. That you may
see how it looks in print I send you a proof sheet in which I have tried to
refer to method some of your beautiful memoirs of research. See p. 563,42 -
You may look at these papers at your leisure if you think it worth while and
need not return the sheet as it is a duplicate.

Believe me 1 Yours very truly I W. Whewell
7 Suffolk Street Pall Mall I May 20
M. Faraday Esq.

1. Dated on the basis that letter 1279 is the reply.
2. Whewell (1840), 2: 563-4.

Letter 1279
Faraday to William Whewell
20 May 1840
From the original in TCC MS O.I5.49, f.13

R Institution I 20 May 1840
My dear Sir

I think the word1 looks & works very well & I shall use it. I perceive
also another new & good word the scientisf. Now can you give us one for
the french physicien? physicist3 is both to my mouth & ears so awkward
that I think I shall never be able to use it the equivalent of three separate
sounds of s in one word is too much[.j

You may think that your good opinion is very grateful to me.
Ever Dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

Revd W. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. "Franklinic". See letter 1278.
2. Whewell (1840), 1: cxiii.
3. Also in ibid
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Letter 1280
Faraday to William Savage1

21 May 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl B28

Royal Institution I 21 May 1840
My dear Sir

I am very greatly obliged by the copy of your elaborate work. Though I
hardly expect that the great labour you have undertaken will be
remunerated yet I hope the pleasure your active mind must have felt will in
some degree repay youu I am very sorry to hear that you are suffering just
now under one of your attacks of gout & hope it will soon be over but what
are we to expect otherwise!.] I, like you, am daily receiving hints of the
natural course of thingsu

Ever My dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Wm. Savage Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Savage (1770-1843, DNB). Printer and bookseller.

Letter 1281
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
23 May 1840
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Mr Faraday presents his respects to Miss Coutts and has the honor of
enclosing the Proxy for the next election at the London Orphan Asylum1.
He has also taken the liberty of adding a paper of his own remembering at
the same time a very happy evening spent at the Adelaide Gallery2[.]

Royal Institution I 23 May 1840

1. See note 2, letter 533 and letter 1244.
2. See letter 1194.

Letter 1282
Benjamin Silliman to Faraday
29 May 1840
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.19
Dear Sir

Your letter to Dr Hare was received just in time for the July No of the
American Journal in which it is already printed1. By my friend Mr Combe2 of
Edinb I hope to send you a dozen copies of the letter for your acceptance &
should you find errors the corrections may arrive reasonably for insertion
in the October No of the Journal which will bring them within the volume.
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I have to renew my thanks for your continued kindness in sending me
the series of your very valuable researches & it will give pleasure at any
time to manifest my respectful feelings in any way in my power - in return.

Should you wish to have any other communication inserted in the
Journal I will attend to your wishes & remain with very great respect

Your obedient servant I B. Silliman
for himself & I B. Silliman Jr3

Yale College May 29, 1840

Address: By George Combe Esq 1 Sir Michael Faraday, I Royal Institution, 1
Albemarle Street, I London

1. Faraday (1840c). See letter 1266.
2. George Combe (1788-1858, DNB). Phrenologist who had been lecturing in America, 1838-
1840.
3. Benjamin Silliman (1816-1885, DSB). Assistant on the Am.J.Sci.

Letter 1283
Faraday to William Scoresby
30 May 1840
From the original in WLPS MS

R Institution I 30 May 1840
My dear Sir

I have announced you for next Friday (the 5th June,) & have said
simply "on Magnetism"1!-! I have not yet received any parcels or packages^

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr Scoresby I &c &c &c

1. See Lit.Gaz., 13 June 1840, p.379 for an account of Scoresby's Friday Evening Discourse of
5 June 1840 "On Magnetism".

Letter 1284
Faraday to Geological Society
June 1840
From the original in UTA Faraday Autograph Letter File

June 1840
Admit

The bearer Mr Baker1 & friend to see the Museum of the Geological
Societyt.]

M. Faraday F.G.S.
between 11 & 5 o elk

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 1285
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
1 June 1840
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.ll

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1840 June 1
My dear Sir

You do sometimes make an excursion to the East; pray let me
persuade you to join our dinner-party on occasion of the Visitation of the
Observatory on Saturday next, July [sic] 6. The dinner will be at he Crown
and Sceptre at xh past 5: but if you come to the Observatory at any time in
the afternoon you will find several persons there with whom you are well
acquainted.

I am my dear Sir I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 1286
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
2 June 1840
From the original in RGO6 / 8, f.510

Royal Institution I 2 June 1840
My dear Sir

I esteem it exceedingly kind of you to ask me to the Visitation dinner1

and should have enjoyed the pleasure very much if I could have been with
you. I think my rule of not dining out though very strict would scarcely have
withheld me but I am in fact quite shut out from the enjoyment by the
circumstance of the day being lecture day with me here & full of
occupation!.]

Ever My dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful I M. Faraday
G. Biddle [sic] Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. In letter 1285.
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Letter 1287
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
June 1840
From the original in RGO6 / 706

Royal Institution I June 1840
Dear Sir

Can you favour me by allowing Mr. Dorington1 to see the Observatory
and thereby greatly oblige

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I Astronomer Royal I &c &e &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1288
Faraday to William Scoresby
8 June 1840
From the original in WLPS MS

R Institution I 8 June 1840
My dear Sir

I am very grateful for your unexpected kindness in leaving me certain
excellent bars1. I shall value them most highly both as to the subject & in
remembrance of you[.j Let me also for myself thank you for your admirable
evening2. It has given me many new thoughts, enlarged many others & has
set me & many into a congenial state of thinking & longing which will be
some time before it abates. Mr Anderson will with this note bring the
apparatus & I have told him to defray such expenses as you tell him oft.j I
mean those of carriage from Hull here & others that have been incurred for
the evening. If you do not know them at present then whenever you let me
know their amount they shall be discharged^

Allow me again to thank you most heartily for the Evening & when our
Members meet I am sure they will take the earliest opportunity of giving
you their thanks also[.]

Ever my dear Sir I Your obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Scoresby

1. That is bar magnets.
2. See note 1, letter 1283.
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Letter 1289
Faraday to William Scoresby
10 and 11 June 1840
From the original in WLPS MS

R Institution I 10 June 1840
My dear Sir

Again let me thank you for your kindnesst.] As to the test bar I am glad
you had it not with you. Such gifts are next akin to robbery1. The bearer will
pay the expences & I hope you will allow the return expence to be
includedf.]

Ever Your obedient & faithful servant I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Scoresby
Turn over
Thursday Morning

My messenger has been to Hunter St. & from there went to the Euston
Square Station but was too lateu

I hold myself indebted to you £1.8.0 & should be most thankful to
know how to pay it or whom to[.j

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. See letter 1288.

Letter 1290
Augusta Ada Lovelace to Faraday
10 June 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl H13
Dear Mr Faraday

Mr Babbage tells me that you have expressed a wish to possess one of
the engravings of me, by which I feel exceedingly flattered, & hope you will
accept one that we still happen to have by us1.

I am sorry that there is no proof left, to which I might have put my
signature.

Believe me I Yours very truly I Augusta Ada Lovelace
St James' Square I June 10th 1840

1. This is mounted in RI MS Fl H14 and is reproduced in plate 12.
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Letter 1291
Faraday to Augusta Ada Lovelace
11 June 1840
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep b.206 MS2-CELE-8

Royal Institution I 11 June 1840
To the I Countess of Lovelace

I found your Ladyship's most unexpected favour1 on my return home
yesterday afternoon. I am deeply sensible of your kindness and most
grateful for it. The value of the Portrait is increased a hundred fold to me by
the manner in which I have obtained it. I will not venture to say more than
again most earnestly to thank you, not for the Portrait only but the goodwill
& kindness which I feel sure accompany itu

I have the honor to be I Your Ladyships most I grateful & obliged
Servant I M. Faraday

1. See letter 1290

Letter 1292
Faraday to Thomas Livingstone Mitchell
13 June 1840
From the printed original in SLNSW ML MS A293, f.85

Royal Institution Albemarle Street, I 13 June 1840
Sir,

The Committee of Managers of the Royal Institution of Great Britain
appointed to conduct the Weekly Evening Meetings of the Institution, beg
leave to return you their best thanks for your valuable & interesting
contribution to the Library Table on Friday last1,

I am, Sir, I Your very obedient Servant, I M. Faraday. Sec:
Sir Thos L. Mitchell I &c &c &c

Address: Sir Thos L. Mitchell I &c &c &c

1. Mitchell had lent models of the Pyrenees for the Friday Evening Discourse of 12 June
1840. RI MS F4E, p.81. For the Discourse see note 1, letter 1269.
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Letter 1293
Faraday to Collins1

15 June 1840
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 15 June 1840
My dear Sir

I hasten to offer my thanks for your great kindness in lending me your
plates & impressions for last Saturday2. They excited as they might well do
great attentions I trust you have received them (by Murray) perfectly safe
& arranged!.]

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
- Collins Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. That is 13 June 1840. This was the seventh and final lecture in a course on "Chemical
Affinity" given by Faraday. Collins lent him some copper plates made by voltaic means. See
Faraday's notes RI MS F4 J2, pp.3-6, p.6.

Letter 1294
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
24 June 1840
From the original in RGO6 / 706

R Institution I 24 June 1840
My dear Sir

A friend has asked me to put him in the way of seeing the
observatory!.] Before replying I thought I would learn whether that is ever
allowed. Would you let one of your assistants tell me per post whether
there are any days on which the observatory is to be seen - under what
restrictions - at what hours and by what means?

Ever Your Obliged Servant i M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c

Letter 1295
Robert Main1 to Faraday
25 June 1840
From the original copy in RGO6 / 706
(Copy)
In the absence of the Astronomer Royal2, Mr Main presents his
compliments to Mr Farraday3, and begs to inform him that persons
introduced to the Astronomer Royal as possessing scientific acquirements
are permitted to see the Observatory, and that the time of admission is
limited to the business hours of the Observatory, which are included
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between 9 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon of every day excepting
Sundays. A note of introduction from Mr Farraday would be sufficient
guarantee of his friend's eligibility for admission.
Royal Observatory, Greenwich, I 1840 June 25.

1. Robert Main (1808-1878, DNB). Chief Assistant at the Royal Greenwich Observatory, 1835-
1860.
2. George Biddell Airy.
3. See letter 1294.

Letter 1296
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
26 June 1840
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 706

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1840 June 26
My dear Sir

On returning from a journey I find your note of the 24th1.1 am not sure
that my First Assistant2 has not answered it3, but I may as well make
assurance or rather doubt doubly sure. Any person introduced by you will
be welcome to see the Observatory. There is no restriction as to days,
except that no one is admitted on Sundays, with regard to hours, have the
goodness to request your friend to call between 9 and 2: as at 1 minute past
2 he may not find a single assistant on the grounds.

I am my dear Sir I Very truly yours I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I DCL &c &c &c

1. Letter 1294.
2. Robert Main (1808-1878, DNB). Chief Assistant at the Royal Greenwich Observatory, 1835-
1860.
3. See letter 1295.

Letter 1297
Faraday to Charles Manby
27 June 1840
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 27. June 1840
My dear Sir

I do not know of any particular bookseller whose name I could in
preference recommend to you[.j The nearest medical or general bookseller
would be the one I should take[.] As to the works of Dalton & myself you will
not be able to get them complete. Certain volumes of Daltons you can
obtain but his papers have not been collected^] As to myself you will be
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able to procure nothing but the volume of experimental researches in
electricity recently published by Taylor of Red Lion court Fleet Street1. My
work on manipulation is out of print2.

By the bye I have no doubt that Taylor would also get any of Daltons
works that can be had.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Manby Esq I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1839b).
2. Faraday (1830b).

Letter 1298
Faraday to William Robert Grove
6 July 1840
From the original in RI MS G F6

Clifton 1 6 July 1840
My dear Sir

I received your last paper1 & thank you heartily for it. I hope you will
not give up the research & what is more I hope you will establish the point[.j
It would be a great thing to prove a fundamental fact. In reference to
Franklinic electricity (as Whewell calls it2) you will, if you have occasion to
refer to 1406, 1410 of the Experimental researches3, see how well your
principle would suit[,] agree with & confirm my viewsj.]

Ever Dear Sir I Your Obliged I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. Grove (1840).
2. See letters 1278 and 1279 and Whewell (1840), 2: 563-4.
3. Faraday (1838b), ERE12, 1406, 1410 which deal with spark discharges.

Letter 1299
Faraday to John Barlow1

14 July 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl B29

R Institution I 14 July 1840
My dear Sir

You can have the things you mention whenever you like & I am most
happy that your requests fall within what the Institution can properly
grants

Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Revd. John Barlow I &c &c &c
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1. John Barlow (1798-1869, AC). Rector of Little Bowden, 1830-1843 and a Manager of the
Royal Institution.

Letter 1300
Faraday to Alexander Dallas Bache
28 July 1840
From the original in APS MS

Royal Institution I 28 July 1840
My dear Sir

I received your kind letters and also the copies of your report1!.] Many
thanks for the one for me; the other I gave to the Patrons of the Library as
you directed. You must have worked very hard whilst you were in Europe
and I only wonder how you could appear so disengaged as to spare even a
moment for us or for any not immediately connected with your objects

Your earnest desire to cooperate in the great magnetic observations
now going on I saw in the journals2!.] It is a good omen when men who have
thought so much on the subject do agree & conjoin to obtain these great
simultaneous results of a power at least as universal as the globe. No doubt
the most important results will be obtained!.]

Will you return my respectful thanks to the Trustees of the Girard
College for the Report which I have received. When the proper authorities
of the Royal Institution meet I have no doubt they will take the earliest
opportunity of offering their acknowledgement for the copy they have
received!.]

If you communicate with Henry send my kindest remembrances to
him. I received his excellent paper on Dynamic Induction3 some time ago &
by our friend Mr. Petty Vaughan4 have within the last few days sent copies
of some recent papers of mine5 both to you & him which I have no doubt
will come to hand in due time. I hope you will accept them not merely as a
proof of my grateful recollection of the especial kindness of you both but as
an expression of the longing desire I have that in science & in all things
England & America should advance hand in hand!.]

Pray remember me kindly to Mrs Bache & to my young friend6 who so
obligingly offered me her place at the Hanover Square rooms.

Ever My dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
President A.D. Bache I &c &c &c

1. Bache (1839).
2. See "Magnetic Observations", Am.J.Sci., 1840, 39: 193-4 for the establishment of a global
system of geomagnetic observatories. See also Cawood (1977, 1979).
3. Henry, J. (1839). See letter 1112.
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4. Petty Vaughan (1788-1854, Reingold et.al. (1972-81), 2: 429). Intermediary between
scientific societies in London and Philadelphia.
5. Faraday (1840a, b), ERE16 and 17.
6. Probably Maria Fowler, Bache's sister in law, who accompanied them on their tour of
Europe. See Reingold et.al. (1972-81), 3.

Letter 1301
Faraday to William Buchanan1

29 July 1840
From the original in the possession of J.M. and Jean Ferguson

Brighton I 29 July 1840
Very dear Brother

I found your letter on our return from Clifton or rather I think we had it
there to which place you will have heard my wife & I went for 10 or 12
days2[.j In the mean time the case you speak of arrived; Anderson received
your communication; & dispatched the business in a very regular & I have
no doubt proper way though we have not heard of the arrival as yet of the
parcel: I trust that you have. On reading your letter it occurs to me that you
are perhaps in London for the purpose of seeing him: but however I shall
continue my note as if it were sure to find you at Edinburgh. If in London
then I trust you are at our house i.e if you find it useful in our absence: & in a
day or two we shall see you for Mr Barnard3 (who is here with Mrs
Barnard4, Jane5, Mrs Reid6 & her daughter Elizabeth7) and I return to
London at the end of this week. Mr Paradise8 is also here; whether he will
stop over next Sabbath day with the sisters whom we shall leave behind 1
do not know. He is moderately well but required a short change. The others
are all as usual. Mrs Barnard & Jane who required the change most are
profitting by it[.]

I find myself talking more about friends here than friends with you but
I thought you would like to hear a few words of them and there is such
mingling & ought to be such community of feeling & spirit as to make us one
body so that I do not think I am far wrong;- but we have been very much
grieved to hear of the illness & accidents with you. Your own accident has
been most serious and was a sad finish to the journey to London. Such deep
& tearing cuts often bring certain nerves near the surface where they seem
to be extremely sensitive and be able upon very slight causes apparently to
suffer much excitement & cause considerable tenderness & pain: & then
the hand is such an indispensable member & the thumb so important a part
of the hand. I hope the next accounts we hear of it will be very good, for it
must I suppose interfere a good deal with your professional facilities!.]

We never think of Edinburgh without thoughts of our kind &
affectionate friends, Mr & Mrs Davies9u It would have been a very great
delight to have seen them & you all this summer in Edinburgh but to us who
knew the influential circumstances there was very little probability of that.
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However we sent you a specimen in Margery [Reid] who I hear is enjoying
herself wonderfully. Do not spoil her, for remember that we shall have a
little of the work of reining her up again if such a case should or rather could
happen^

Our dear friend Mary Straker10 is very ill & we cannot but fear that the
nature of her illness is such as to indicate the breaking up of her
constitution & the approach of that time which it will be well if we are all led
to be waiting for. Her leg is in a sad condition, her arms &c become more &
more inflamed and the medical men all agree generally in the nature of the
[word illegible] & say there is no reason to expect that these things can be
cured or much alleviatedf.] But she is very patient & comforted by the
scriptures in the great & glorious hope of relief not merely from these
things but from all sorrow & sighing through Jesus Christ and rejoices in
her friends company^ She has been a very remarkable character &
example in the church allways in an humble station and with no worldly
knowledge or worldly means but yet full of a helping cheerful & what is
more faithful affection to her brethren & a comfort & support in many
troubles to those of her own family & acquaintance.

Geo Barnard has been ill but is rapidly improving & now knows the
value of a wife11. We were very sorry to hear of Mrs. Buchanans12 illness to
whom as to yourself my wife joins me in love.

Affectionately Yours I M. Faraday

1. William Buchanan (1781-1863, DNB). Lawyer and an Elder of the Edinburgh Sandemanian
church.
2. See letter 1298.
3. Edward Barnard (1767-1855, GRO). Faraday's father in law and silversmith. Grimwade
(1982), 430-1.
4. Mary Barnard, nee Boosey (1769-1847, GRO). Wife of Edward Barnard and Faraday's
mother in law.
5. Jane Barnard (1803-1842, GRO). Daughter of Edward and Mary Barnard. Sister of Sarah
Faraday.
6. Elizabeth Reid, nee Barnard (1794-1870, GRO). Sister of Sarah Faraday.
7. Elizabeth Reid (b.1830, Reid (1914)).
8. William Paradise (d.1866, age 78, GRO). Stationer and Sandemanian. Cantor (1991), 301.
9. Both unidentified.
10. Mary Straker (d.1842, age 65, GRO). Sandemanian.
11. Emma Barnard, nee Hillhouse. Married George Barnard on 16 April 1840. GRO.
12. Elizabeth Buchanan, nee Gregory. (See DNB under William Buchanan).
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Letter 1302
John Dalton to Faraday
29 July 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl H38

Manchester, I 29th of July, 1840. -
Dear Friend,

I sent up two papers on [sic] 1839 (I think it was in May) on the
Phosphates & the Arseniates1.

You delivered them the 20 of June, 1839, as I find by the Philosophical
Magazine, Vol. 15, page 3372 [sic], for which you have my thanks; there were
in all 10 papers on various subjects read at the Society.

As I think it will not be published, there being several papers read
since, in the Philosophical Transactions, I would thank [you] to take the
trouble to send me down the articles of the Phosphates & the Arseniates; it
follows as matter of course that they should be reclaimed by the Author.

I have an imperfect copy of them; but I should wish to send the
originals, as I have taken great pains with them.

I have the following Essays by me:
"On the mixture of sulp[h]ate of Magnesia & Biophosphate of Soda: no

Magnesia in it"3

"On the Acid, Base & Water in Salts4: they are united in atomic
proportions; no lh or lA or V% parts of atoms of water that I have found as
yet."

"On the Microcosmic Salt5.
It is my present intention to publish them together with the

Phosphates & Arseniates, as a sequel to my Chemistry6.
I am with great respect I Yours faithfully I John Dalton

Address: M. Faraday, D.C.L., &c &c I Royal Institution i London.
Redirected to: 7 Park Place, Margate

1. "On the Phosphates" (RS MS AP 23.5) and "Arseniates" (RS MS AP 23.6). Both are
endorsed "Reed 18 April 1839" and "See Dr Faraday's letter". This letter has not been found.
The Committee of Papers of the Royal Society archived these papers on 17 October 1839, RS
MS CMB 90c, p. 198. Dalton was offended by this rejection as he made clear in Dalton (1840a),
21.
2. PhiLMag., 1839, 15: 327 records with very short abstracts that Dalton's uOn the
Phosphates" and "On the Arseniates" were read to the Royal Society on 20 June 1839. These
were subsequently published as Dalton (1840a).
3. This forms part of [Dalton] [1840b], 3-5.
4. This forms part of ibid, 6-14.
5. [Dalton] [1840b].
6. Dalton (1808-27). This is what happened in some copies at least.
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Letter 1303
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
31 July 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl 1104a

Calverley Park I Tunbridge Wells I 31 July 1840
My dear Faraday,

Accept my best thanks for your 16th and 17th Series1 and also for your
correspondence with Dr Hare2: I much admire the tone and spirit of the
latter - especially XVIII & XXXV. I am afraid I shall make a muck of the
chapter "Electricity" in my new Edition3. I had set to work to rewrite it
entirely, but had scarcely gone through a few pages, before you and Daniell
came pouring in new matter of such interest and importance and so deeply
affecting the very foundations of much of our reasoning upon the subject,
that I have determined to wait a while to see "what will come next" and
have therefore endeavoured to dovetail your new theory of induction with
my old matter4. I am quite aware that I have made an awkward piece of
patchwork, but I hope I shall not in any way mislead the student, and that I
shall by waiting, be better able to remould the whole article upon some
future occasion. There are moreover many points upon which I wait a little
of your kind verbal aid and this reminds me that you did hold out
something like a glimmering of hope that we might see you here. I assure
you there is much in and about Tunbridge Wells that would interest and
amuse you, and perhaps still more, Mrs Faraday, to whom I beg my kind
remembrances. I would, indeed do say come to us: and we will make you as
comfortable as we can, but if you prefer the independence of a lodging,
there are all denominations and also a boarding house, and an excellent
hotel. Only remember that my holy days end on the 1st of October. At all
events write me a line to say how you are, what you are about, and whether
we may entertain any hope of seeing you here. Mrs Brande5 desires to be
remembered to youi.j

Believe me that I am always 1 very sincerely yours I William Thomas
Brande

1. Faraday (1840a, b), ERE16 and 17.
2. Faraday (1840d).
3. Brande (1841), 240-347.
4. Ibid, 251-4 quotes verbatim from Daniell (1839), 212-14 which discusses Faraday (1838a),
ERE11.
5. Mrs Brande, nee Hatchett (See DNB under William Thomas Brande).
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Letter 1304
Jean Charles Athanase Peltier1 to Faraday
31 July 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur

J'ai 1'honneur de vous faire hommage du premier volume de
meteorologie2 que je viens de publier et de quelques memoires qui ont para
dans plusieurs recueils. Je desirais trouver une occasion pour vous faire
parvenir le temoignage de ma deference pour vos eminens travaux et pour
vous assurer de la profonde estime que je voue a votre ingenieux talent
d'observation, j'ai ete assez heureux pour rencontrer un jeune Savant, Mr.
Peyron3, professeur de Physique a Marseille qui a accepte cette mission
avec empressement desireux luimeme de connaitre un des premiers
physiciens de l'epoque actuelle.

Dans Tun des memoires que je vous envoie, vous trouverez une
experience contraire au fait annonce par Mr. Prevost de Geneve, sur le
magnetisme obtenu par innervation4. j'ai regrete que cette experience ne
vous soit pas connue lorsque vous avez prete l'appui de votre nom a ce fait
errone dans un de vos Derniers memoires5; si le temps vous permet de
repeter mon experience, vous vous convaincrez par vous-meme de l'erreur
du Physicien de Geneve

J'espere, Monsieur, vous faire parvenir dans un temps peu eloigne un
second volume de meteorologie, dans lequel je traiterai des nuages, de la
cause de leurs electricites differentes et de la puissante tension qu'ils
peuvent acquerir6. Je reviendrai avec detail et avec des preuves
d'observations et d'experiences sur les trois nouvelles routes que j'ouvre a
la meteorologie et j'en indiquerai une quatrieme plus generate dont les
trois premieres ne sont que des accessoires.

Recevez, Monsieur, l'assurance I de ma consideration distinguee I
Peltier
Paris i ce 31 juillet 1840
26 rue Poissonniere
a Mr le Professeur Michel I Faraday

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur le Professeur Faraday I de la Societe Royal e
de Londres I a Londres
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TRANSLATION
Sir,

I have the honour of paying homage to you with my first volume on
meteorology2 that I have just published and with some papers that have
appeared in several collections. I wanted to find an occasion to bear
witness to my deference for your eminent works and to assure you of the
profound esteem that I vow to your ingenious talent and observations; I was
fortunate in meeting a young savant, Mr Peyron3, Professor of Physics at
Marseilles, who has keenly accepted this mission, desirous himself of
meeting one of the foremost physicists of the current age.

In one of the papers I am sending you, you will find an experiment
which contradicts the fact announced by Mr Prevost in Geneva on
magnetism, obtained by innervation4.1 regret that this experiment was not
known to you when you lent the support of your name to this erroneous fact
in one of your last papers5; if time permits you to repeat my experiment, you
will be convinced of the error of the physicist from Geneva.

I hope, Sir, to send you in the not too distant future, a second volume
on meteorology, in which I shall deal with clouds, with the causes of their
different electricities and with the powerful tension that they can acquire6.1
shall come back with detail and observational and experimental proof on
three new routes that I open up for meteorology and I shall indicate a
fourth, more general route of which the first three are but accessories.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance I of my distinguished consideration I
Peltier
Paris this 31 July 1840
26 rue Poissoniere.
To Professor Michael I Faraday.

1. Jean Charles Athanase Peltier (1785-1845, DSB). French physicist.
2. Peltier (1840).
3. Unidentified.
4. Peltier (1839), Prevost (1838).
5. Faraday (1839b), ERE15, 1762.
6. Peltier (1842).

Letter 1305
Heinrich Rose to Faraday
11 August 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl I85a

Berlin den 11 August 40
Ich erlaube mir, Ihnen Herrn Bunsen1 zu empfehlen, Professor der Chemie
in Marburg in Hessen, und sehr vortheilhaft bekannt durch seine wichtigen
Untersuchungen uber organische Carbidverbindungen2. Er hat die Absicht
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zur Versammlung der englischen Naturforscher nach Glasgow3 zu gehen,
und wird auf dieser Reise London beriihren, wo er vor Allem Ihre
Bekanntschaft zu machen wiinscht. Sie werden in Herrn Bunsen einen in
jeder Hinsicht unterrichteten Mann, und einen der besten Chemiker
Deutschlands kennen lernen. - Mit Bitte mich den Herrn Winsor4 und
Morson zu empfehlen

bin ich Ihr ergebener I Heinrich Rose

Address: To I Professor Faraday i Royal Institution I London

TRANSLATION
Berlin 11 August 40

I take the liberty of introducing to you Mr Bunsen1, Professor of chemistiy
in Marburg in Hesse, and very well known for his important investigations
into organic carbide-compounds2. He is intending to attend the meeting of
the English natural philosophers at Glasgow3 and will visit London on this
journey, where above all he wishes to become acquainted with you. As you
will find, Mr Bunsen is very well informed on all matters, and one of the
best German chemists. - With a request that you give my kind regards to
Messrs Winsor4 and Morson

I am your humble I Heinrich Rose

1. Robert Wilhelm Bunsen (1811-1899, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Marburg, 1838-1851.
2. See Partington (1964), 283-6.
3. That is the meeting of the British Association.
4. Frederick Albert Winsor (1797-1874, DNB). Lawyer.

Letter 1306
Faraday to Burton1

12 August 18402

From the original in RI MS Fl A13
Royal Institution I Wednesday 12 Aug

Sir
On my return to town I find your note & hasten to say I never knew the

person you mention & never had him in my services He must be unworthy
of any kindness or confidence^]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Rev. Dr Burton I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Dated on the basis the 1839 watermark of the paper.
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Letter 1307
Faraday to Rowland Hill1

22 August 1840
From the original in University of Pennsylvania, Van Pelt Library MS
Chemists9 Club Collection

R. Institution I 22 Aug 1840
Sir

I will meet you at any time between xh ps 9 and 2 o elk but as time is
valuable both to you & me I will leave you to state what hour I am to be with
you hoping to hear of that hour as soon as convenient to you2u

I am Sir I Your obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Rowland Hill Esq I &c &c &c

1. Rowland Hill (1795-1879, DNB). Inventor of Penny Postage.
2. This was to discuss the ink to be used on postage stamps and in obliterating them. See
Hill's Diary, 22 August 1840, Post Office Archive, POST100 / 1, pp.122-3. They met again on 26
August 1840, ibid, 124. See also Hill (1880), 1: 402.

Letter 1308
Faraday to Joseph Saxton
24 August 1840
From the original in Hunt MS RH 632
My dear Sir

Dr Petzholdt1 of Dresden has written to me desiring me to forward the
inclosed letter you. I have read it and sent him a letter on certain points but
I could not tell him the date of the knowledge of your machine2 or whether
[MS torn] visitu

[MS torn] health & happiness
I am I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Joseph Saxton Esq I &c &c &c I The Mint I Philadelphia I U. States
Postmark: 24 August 1840

1. George Paul Alexander Petzholdt (1810-1889, P2, 3). Physician in Dresden.
2. See Saxton (1836).
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Letter 1309
Faraday to William Crawfurd1

24 August 1840
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 24 Aug 1840
My dear Sir

I ought to have thanked you before for your great kindness in taking
charge of the papers from Italy. I did all I could with them. I hope you
enjoyed your trip to that beautiful country, to the utmost & had health with
yout.]

Ever faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Wm Crawfurd Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1310
Faraday to James Finlay Weir Johnston
28 August 1840
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 28 Aug 1840
My dear Sir

I am happy in an opportunity of sending you a paper & introducing to
you Mr Edw Solly whose love for chemistry is such as to ensure him a good
reception with you[.] I am sorry that want of health sends him your way but I
am glad that it will at least give him the opportunity of seeing a few men
worth seeingt.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.F.W. Johnston Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 1311
John Dalton to Faraday
3 September 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl H38

September 3d, 1840.
Dear Friend
Dr Faraday,

I have been from home more than a week in Cumberland, having Peter
Clare1 with me & my servant man, partly on business & partly on pleasure &
on account of my health.

I am sorry to find you are in the same predicament as to health. You
have not been injured as to Lead, as I was in London? Lead in Porter & lead
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in water was my beverage. I was more than a year in getting rid of this
complaint in 18042.

My recent attack of paralysis was from extreme cold. Being at York &
Chester on trials; I was subject in winter to the extremity of cold, & being
temperate & regular in my meals, I was subject to irregularities in present
situation, which were too much for me.

1 shall be obliged to you for copies of my papers on Phosphates &
Arseniates, at my expense3; they are not long: I suppose 20 or 30 Shillings
will be the extremity. I want to publish them forthwith. 1 have copies, but
verbatim I shall not say.

I observe the Council have voted the Rev. Mr Farquharson['s]4 paper
as fit for publication in the 2d part of 18395. The height of the aurora was
1897 yards, or rather above 1 Mile. I calculated it 100 to 160 Miles (1828)6.
Mr. Cavendish 52 to 71 Miles, (1790)7, Robert Were Fox, 1000 Miles
(1831)8[.] This would be an interesting Phenomenon to the British
association whether its height was 1 - or 1000 Miles.

1 am your friend I John Dalton

Address: Dr. Faraday D.C.L. I Royal Institution i Albemarle Street Piccadilly I
London

1. Peter Clare (1781-1851, Bl). Secretary of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical
Society, 1821-1842.
2. That is when Dalton was lecturing at the Royal Institution. See Roscoe (1895), 164-6.
3. See note 1, letter 1302.
4. James Farquharson (1781-1843, DNB). Scientific writer.
5. Farquharson (1839).
6. Dalton (1828).
7. Cavendish (1790).
8. Fox (1831).

Letter 1312
Thomas Graham to Faraday
10 September 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl 1132

Mayfield, Manchester I Sept 10, 1840
My dear Sir,

On returning here from an excursion with my brother through
Derbyshire, I have received a letter from a gentleman of Glasgow Mr LA.
Davidson1 of Ruchil, who had the honor to be introduced to you at a former
period, & presuming on that old acquaintance commissions me to invite
you to stay at his house during the meeting of the British Association at
Glasgow. Although I learned from Mrs. Faraday that you did not intend to
be present at the time I was leaving London, about Sept. 1, still in case in
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should have found any reason since to change your mind, I still
communicate to you Mr D's invitation & execute my friend's commission.

Believe me 1 Dear Faraday I very truly Yours I Tho. Graham

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1313
Faraday to William Robert Grove
2 October 1840
From the original in RI MS G F7

2 Octr 1840
My dear Sir

I have been in Norfolk1 since 1 had you paper but now hasten to return
it. The facts are very striking, but I am sorry to see that the relation is not
more strict to Electrolytic transfer2!.] I mean that I wish all the passage had
been from one side. It seems a new thing to think that what is wanting in the
sum on one side may be made up by the dissipation from the other.

Still the facts as they are are very peculiar & striking.
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Grove Esq I &c &c &c

Address: - Grove Esq I &c &c &c I 5 Haverstock Terrace I Hampstead

1. Probably visiting the Sandemanian meeting house in Old Buckenham for which the
London meeting house was responsible. See Cantor (1991), 66-7.
2. This would seem to be an extension of the work described in Grove (1840).

Letter 1314
Faraday to William Daniel Jones1

12 October 1840
From the original in RMA WO150 / 23, f.151

R Institution I 12 Oct 1840
My dear Sir

I enclose the report of the last examination & also the two bills of
expenses with their receipts the joint amount being £19.14.0.

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Coll Jones I &c &c &c

1. William Daniel Jones (1787-1857, B2). Royal Artillery Officer.
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Letter 1315
William George Armstrong to Faraday
14 October 1840
From Armstrong (1840a), 370-2
Sir,

A few days ago, I was informed that a very extraordinary electrical
phaenomenon, connected with the efflux of steam from the safety-valve of a
steam engine boiler, had been observed at Seghill, about six miles from
Newcastle. I therefore took an early opportunity of going over to that place,
to investigate the truth of what I had heard, and by so doing I have
ascertained the precise facts of the case, which appear to me to possess so
much novelty and importance, that I deem it right to transmit the
particulars to you, believing that in your hands they will prove most
conducive to the advancement of science. Without further preface, I shall
proceed to narrate what I saw and heard on the spot.

There is nothing remarkable in the construction of the boiler, which is
supported upon brick-masonry in the usual way. The annexed sketch
represents an end view of the boiler and safety-valve, by which it will be
seen that the valve is placed on the top of a small cylinder, having a flange
round the lower end, which is fastened by bolts to the summit of the boiler,
between which and the flange, a cement, composed of chalk, oil and tow, is
interposed for the purpose of making the joining steam-tight.

About three weeks ago the steam began to escape at this joining,
through a fissure in the cement, and has ever since continued to issue from
the aperture in a copious horizontal jet. Soon after this took place, the
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engine-man, having one of his hands accidentally immersed in the issuing
steam, presented the other to the lever of the valve, with the view of
adjusting the weight, when he was greatly surprised by the appearance of a
brilliant spark, which passed between the lever and his hand, and was
accompanied by a violent wrench in his arms, wholly unlike what he had
ever experienced before. The same effect was repeated when he attempted
to touch any part of the boiler, or any iron-work connected with it, provided
his other hand was exposed to the steam. He next found that while he held
one hand in the jet of steam, he communicated a shock to every person
whom he touched with the other, whether such person were in contact with
the boiler, or merely standing on the brick-work which supports it; but that
a person touching the boiler received a much stronger shock than one who
merely stood on the bricks.

These singular effects were witnessed and experienced by a grecit
many persons, and among others by two gentlemen with whom I am
personally acquainted, and who fully corroborate the above account which
I obtained from the engine-man.

The boiler had been cleaned out the day before I saw it, and a thin
incrustation of calcareous matter reaching as high as the water level had
been removed, and the consequence was, that the indications of electricity,
though still existing, were very much diminished. Still, however, what
remained was very extraordinary; for when I placed one hand in the jet of
steam and advanced the other within a small distance of the boiler, a
distinct spark appeared, and was attended with a slight electrical shock.

From the effect produced by the cleaning of the boiler, it appears
pretty obvious that the phaenomenon is in a great measure, though not
wholly, dependent upon the existence of an incrustation within; and the
reason why such effects do not in any degree attend the effluxion of a jet of
steam from a boiler in ordinary cases, must, I apprehend, be sought for in
the fact, that in the present instance the steam escapes through an aperture
in a non-conducting material, while in a vast majority of cases the escape
must take place through a metallic orifice. Can the explosion of boilers,
respecting the cause of which so much uncertainty at present exists, have
any connexion with the rapid production of electricity which thus appears
to accompany the generation of steam?

In the present case the incrustation in the boiler is very rapidly
formed, and I therefore expect that in a few days the effects will have
become as strong as they were at first. Whenever this takes place 1 shall
again go over to witness them, and if you wish for any further information, I
shall be glad to obtain it for you. In the mean time you are at liberty to make
any use of this letter that you think fit1.

I am, Sir, very respectfully yours, I H. [sic] G. Armstrong
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Oct. 14, 1840.
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1. See Faraday (1843a), ERE18 for his experiments on this phenomenon. See also letters
1317 and 1320 for Armstrong's further descriptions of the phenomenon.

Letter 1316
Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts to Faraday
21 October 1840
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.34
My dear Sir

My vote is I am happy to say quite at your service & I will send you the
Proxy1 as soon as I receive it. Would you have the kindness to remember
Miss Meredith2 & myself to Mr & Mrs Masquierer3 when you see them. Miss
Meredith [word illegible] her best compliments to yourself &

I ami My dear Sir I Yours sincerely I Angela G B Coutts
21 Oct 1840
Stratton St
On reading your note again I see it is not dated as I thought from Brightonf.]
I mention it to account to you for naming the Masquierers[.]

1. Of the London Orphan Asylum. See note 2, letter 533 and for Coutts, letter 1244.
2. Hannah Meredith (d.1878, age 70, GRO under Brown). Coutts's companion.
3. Rachel Masquierer, nee Scott (d.1850, age 72, GRO).

Letter 1317
William George Armstrong to Faraday
22 October 1840
From Armstrong (1840a), 372-5

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Oct. 22, 1840.
Dear Sir, -1 yesterday revisited the boiler at Seghill, in company with some
friends, and took with me such apparatus as I deemed necessary for
experimenting on the electrical steam. The results of this second visit I now
hasten to communicate, and you will find in the following account of my
proceedings, answers to all the queries you were kind enough to send me1,
for the purpose of directing my attention to the proper points of inquiry.

I found the boiler, and everything connected with it, precisely in the
state which 1 have already described it, and on trying the steam in the same
way as I did on the former occasion, the effect was very nearly the same; but
when I placed myself on an insulating stool, the intensity of the sparks
which passed between my hand and the boiler was greatly increased, as
well as the twitching sensation in the knuckles and wrist, which
accompanied the operation, and which in my former letter I designated a
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slight electrical shock. In pursuance of your instructions, I had provided
myself with a brass plate, having a copper wire attached to it, which
terminated in a round brass knob. When this plate was held in the steam by
means of an insulated handle, and the brass knob brought within about a
quarter of an inch from the boiler, the number of sparks which passed in a
minute was from sixty to seventy, as nearly as we could count; and when
the knob was advanced about one-sixteenth of an inch nearer to the boiler,
the stream of electricity became quite continuous. The greatest distance
between the knob and the boiler, at which a spark would pass from one to
the other, was fully an inch. A Florence flask, coated with brass filings on
both surfaces, was charged to such a degree with the sparks from the knob,
as to cause a spontaneous discharge through the glass; and several robust
men received a severe shock from a small Leyden jar charged by the same
process. The strength of the sparks was quite as great when the knob was
presented to any conductor communicating with the ground, as when it
was held to the boiler. It appeared to make very little difference in what
part of the jet the plate attached to the conducting wire was held; but when
a thick iron wire was substituted for the plate, the effect was greatest when
the wire was held very near to the orifice. The valve was loaded at the rate
of thirty-five pounds per square inch; but the pressure of the steam
fluctuated considerably, which gave me an opportunity of observing that
the quantity of electricity derived from the jet increased and diminished
with the pressure. The electricity of the steam was positive; for when the
pith balls of the electrometer diverged upon an instrument connected with
the steam, they were attracted by a piece of sealing-wax rubbed on woollen
cloth; and when a pointed wire was held by the person on the stool, under
the shade of a hat, a pencil, and not a star, of electrical light became visible.

Besides the principal jet of steam which I operated upon, there were
several small streams issuing from different parts of the boiler, and in each
of these the electrometer indicated the presence of electricity. From the
peculiar manner in which the steam blew off from the safety-valve when the
weight on the lever was lifted, it was quite impossible to try any satisfactory
experiment upon the steam which was allowed to escape by that means. I
applied the gold-leaf electrometer to various parts of the boiler, which, I
ought to observe, is in direct communication with the ground by means of
the steam-pipes, but could scarcely detect a trace of electricity in any part
of it.

The engine has another boiler besides the one in question, and the
two boilers lie immediately adjacent to each other. Having been informed
that similar phaenomena had been discovered in this second boiler, I
proceeded to apply the electrometer to some small pencils of steam which
were escaping in different parts, and found the same indications which I
had observed under similar circumstances in the first boiler. I then raised
the safety-valve, and the column of steam which escaped from it proved as
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highly charged with electricity as the horizontal jet which issued from the
other boiler, and in which the phaenomenon had first been observed.

Upon inquiry, I found that the water used in the boilers was obtained
from a neighbouring colliery, where it was pumped out of the mine, and
that the same water was used for the boiler of a small high-pressure engine
adjoining the colliery from which the water was procured. In order,
therefore, to form an opinion whether or not the phaenomenon in question
was dependent upon the quality of the water from which the steam was
generated, 1 proceeded to examine the steam evolved from the boiler to
which I had been referred, and which proved to be a very small one. The
valve was loaded with only twenty pounds on the square inch, and I learned
from the engine-man that no appearance of electricity had ever been
noticed in the steam. Upon trial, however, I succeeded in obtaining very
distinct sparks of electricity from the column of steam which issued from
the safety-valve. The sparks were certainly weaker than those obtained at
the other engine, but this may reasonably be ascribed to the inferior
pressure of the steam, and smaller size of the boiler.

I then repaired to another high-pressure engine, which belonged to
the same establishment, and the boiler of which was supplied with rain
water instead of that drawn from the mine. In this case the pressure of the
steam was forty pounds on the square inch. The valve was inaccessible, but
a powerful jet of steam was obtained from the upper gauge-cock; I could
not, however, obtain any trace of electricity in the steam from this boiler,
not even sufficient sensibly to affect the gold-leaf electrometer. The
presumption, then, is exceedingly strong, that the phaenomenon is in some
way occasioned by the peculiar nature of the water from which the steam is
produced. I inclose you a specimen of the incrustation2, of a month's
growth, deposited by the water from the mine in the boilers in which it is
used.

I shall be glad to receive any further instructions from you as to the
proper mode of pursuing the investigation, and should be much gratified to
hear your opinion as to the cause of this most curious phaenomenon3.

I am, dear sir, I Very respectfully yours, I H. [sic] G. Armstrong
M. Faraday, Esq.

1. Faraday's answer to letter 1315 has not been found. See letter 1320 and Faraday (1843a),
ERE18.
2. Note by Faraday at this point: 'The incrustation is grey and hard; it contains traces of a
soluble muriate and sulphate, but consists almost entirely of sulphate of lime, with a little
oxide of iron and insoluble clayey matter, carried in probably by the water. There is hardly a
trace of carbonate of lime in it. - M.F.".
3. Note by Faraday at this point: "The evolution of electricity by vaporization, described by
Mr. Armstrong, is most likely the same as that already known to philosophers on a much
smaller scale, and about which there are as yet doubts whether it is to be referred to mere
evaporation, as Harris says [Harris (1834), 241-2], or to chemical action, according to others.
This point it neither settles nor illustrates; but it gives us the evolution of electricity during the
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conversion of water into vapour, upon an enormous scale, and therefore brings us much
nearer to the electric phaenomena of volcanos, water-spouts and thunder-storms, than
before. - M.F.".

Letter 1318
Faraday to William Vernon Harcourt
24 October 1840
From Harcourt, E.W. (1880-1905), 14: 96-7

Royal Institution, I 24th October, 1840.
My dear Sir, -1 am very glad to see your Cavendish account1, and very much
obliged for it; I have looked hastily through, and the result really surprises
me. But I am almost glad of Arago's attack for the lustre which, through you,
it has shed over Cavendish's name2. What a contrast does Cavendish
present to those whose craving is so great for fame that it leads them
almost to the verge of honesty. With what dignity his character shines forth!

Ever, dear Sir, I Your obliged Servant, I M. Faraday

1. Harcourt, W.V. (1839).
2. Arago (1839) gave James Watt (1736-1819, DSB, chemist and engineer) the credit for
Cavendish's work on the discovery of the composition of water.

Letter 1319
William Gregory1 to Faraday
24 October 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Aberdeen 24th Oct 1824 [sic]
Dear Sir

I have just received your obliging note. In reference to the second part
of the organic chemistry2, my duty has been for the most part that of a
translator. I regret that I was not concerned in the translation or editing of
the first part, which 1 think might have been rendered more easily
intelligible to the student, as well as more interesting. This part, in which
the general principles of organic chemistry are developed, was edited by a
gentleman3 who had no practical acquaintance with organic chemistry, and
who in consequence committed some mistakes, occasionally even
reversing the author's meaning. In the part now published, which contains
chiefly details of facts, I could not repair the errors of the introductory part,
but I have endeavoured as far as possible to render these details clear and
consistent.

In the seventh edition4, which will be published in a few days, I have
ventured to make considerable additions to the first part of the organic
chemistry, with the view of making the subject more easy to the student;
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but as Prof. Liebig still takes an active share in the execution of the work, I
could not rewrite the whole as I could have wished to do; knowing better
than he can do, the necessity of being very elementary indeed, for our
students, whose previous education is so often imperfect.

In the 7th. edition I have much curtailed the sections on heat and
electricity, not that I undervalue these branches, but because without doing
so, 1 could not find space for the briefest sketch of the actual state of
chemistry. I have done this with the less regret, because I am convinced
that the time has come when the student must resort to works, on these
subjects especially, for the information he requires; and that it is absurd
even to attempt to give in an elementary work on Chemistry, the matter of
such voluminous but absolutely essential works as for example, your own
researches on electricity or those of Melloni and De la Rive.

1 have further to mention, that the concluding part of the Organic
Chemistry, to be published before Christmas, will be, except the first few
pages, written by myself; so that I shall consider myself in reality the
responsible editor of that part of the work. Imperfect as I fear it will be, still I
have some satisfaction in the consideration that the subjects it contains will
be for the first time offered to the British public in their actual state of
progress. I omit no endeavours to keep myself fully informed of every thing
that is done on the Continent, where alone, I regret to say, with hardly an
exception, organic chemistry is as yet pursued. I fervently trust that the
rising British chemists will take their fair share in the future advancement
of this department of our science.

If I might venture to hope to hear from you at your leisure, I should
feel deeply indebted to you for mentioning to me the discoveries which in
the course of your researches, you cannot fail to make. I am here so much
out of the way of scientific news, that any thing of that kind is doubly
precious to me.

Within these few days, an arrangement has been made, by which our
mutual friend, Dr. Forbes5, from an addition to his duties as Professor of
Humanity, resigns the Chemistry in King's College to me. As I am
henceforth therefore, to lecture on Chemistry, any communication from
you will confer on me and my class a very great obligation.

The only new fact (new, at least, to me) that has lately occurred to me,
is that in almost all the commercial oxides of manganese, cobalt and nickel
are contained, in small but appreciable quantity. When such oxides of
manganese are converted into chloride, and digested with carbonate of
manganese till the iron is completely separated, the first drop or two of
hydrosulphuret of ammonia cause a black precipitate. This I have found to
be a mixed sulphuret of cobalt and nickel. Several authors have attributed
this black precipitate to an imperfect separation of the iron; but the iron by
the above method is separated absolutely, if peroxidised. Perhaps you will
think it worth while to cause this experiment to be repeated. If it be new to
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you, may I ask you to insert a note of it in the Annals of Philosophy or rather
Philosophical Magazine.

Mr Davidson6 of this place, of whom you have heard through Dr.
Forbes7, has for some weeks been exhibiting his very ingenious and
economical method of applying electro-magnetism as a moving power. His
apparatus is very neat and efficient, and he has ascertained many points of
great practical importance.

Believe me I Dear Sir 1 Yours most respectfully I William Gregory

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London.
Postmark: 25 October 1840

1. William Gregory (1803-1858, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at King's College Aberdeen.
2. Liebig (1839). Translated by Gregory.
3. Unidentified.
4. Turner (1842). Edited by Liebig and Gregory. Not completed until 1842 because of Liebig
as the preface (p.v) makes clear.
5. Patrick Forbes (d.1847, Anderson (1893), 49). Professor of Humanities at Aberdeen, 1817-
1847. Also taught a class on chemistry and natural history.
6. Robert Davidson (1799-1894, In Memoriam, 1894, 127-30). Aberdeen electrician.
7. See letter 1213.

Letter 1320
William George Armstrong to Faraday
25 October 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Newcastle upon Tyne 25 Oct 1840
Dear Sir,

The day after I last wrote to you1, I examined two high pressure
boilers at Kellingworth Colliery, I found the steam which issued from the
safety valves of both of them, sufficiently charged with electricity as
produce faint sparks when treated in the manner I adopted in the other
cases. These boilers like those at Seghiil were both supplied with colliery
water, & the valves were loaded with about 401bs on the square inch.
Although the sediment from this water was great, it was not equal to that
deposited by the Seghiil water. On the following day I tried the steam which
was discharged from the valve of a locomotive boiler, loaded with about
501bs on the sq inch, & this I found to be more highly charged with
electricity than any I had seen, except that at Seghiil. The water used in this
boiler was from the River Tyne, the water of which is tolerably soft, &
produces no incrustation in the boiler, but deposits, as I am informed, a soft
dark colored substance. I next tried a common high pressure boiler, which
was supplied with a mixture of rain & spring water, & the valve of which was
loaded with 301bs on the inch, & here also I obtained electrical sparks,
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though not nearly such strong ones, as those afforded by the steam of the
locomotive. I am quite at a lost what inference to draw from these
discordant results. The steam evolved from the Seghill boilers, in which
water is used strongly impregnated with mineral matter, is pre-eminently
charged with electricity, while the steam from a neighbouring boiler in
which rain water is used shows no indication of electricity. This fact seems
to point to the mineral nature of the water as the cause of the phenomenon,
but on the other hand at Kellingworth, where the water used for the boilers
is also of a strong mineral character, the electricity of the steam is very
feeble, & in the case of the locomotive boiler which is supplied with water
of quite an opposite description, electricity is very copiously developed.
Neither do the different quantities of electricity obtained in the several
cases, appear to bear any relation to the pressures, for at Seghill where the
pressure is only 351bs the electricity is most abundant; whereas in the rain
water boiler, where the pressure is 401bs, no electricity could be found.

I have little doubt you will meet with similar phenomena, in a greater
or less degree, if you try some of the locomotive boilers, at any of the
London railway stations.

Unless the electricity be developed in the steam in the act of issuing
from the boiler, it appears to me that by inserting a glass tube in the top of
the boiler, & causing it to protrude a short way into the steam chamber, a jet
of steam would be procured much more highly charged with electricity
than any that can be obtained from a simple aperture in the boiler; because
by this means we should avoid drawing the steam from the superficial
stratum which lies contiguous to the metal, & which must thereby be
deprived of much of its electricity; & we should also prevent the
abstraction of electricity from the steam which must take place in its
passage through the metallic orifice. With this view as well as for the
purpose of collecting the electricity of the steam more effectually than can
be done by the methods I have hitherto employed, I am getting an
instrument constructed, of which I subjoin a sketch, & of which the
following is a description.

A is a cock which is to be screwed into a hole to be drilled in the top of
the boiler, & the passage through which cock is sufficiently large to admit
the glass tube B into the boiler, when the key is turned into the proper
position. The upper end of the cock is furnished with a stuffing box to
prevent any escape at that point. Upon the top of the tube B is affixed a
vessel consisting of two thin copper cylinders placed one within another, a
small interval being left between them for the passage of the steam. A stop
cock is placed at the junction of this vessel with the glass tube, & a small
pipe, C, conveys the steam from the stop cock into the upper part of the
inner cylinder. The course of the steam from that point is indicated by the
arrows, & it will readily be seen that the steam, by passing in a thin film
between the inner & outer cylinder will communicate its electricity to this
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vessel, which being insulated by the glass tube, will answer all the
purposes of a prime conductor. This will certainly be an electrifying
machine of a very novel & economical construction.

From the reiterated accounts I receive, I am quite satisfied I have not
yet seen the Seghill Boiler in any thing like the highly charged state in which
it was, shortly before 1 first saw it. Hoping to hear from you shortly on this
most interesting subjects

I am Dear Sir I Very respectfully yours I W.G. Armstrong
M. Faraday Esq

B
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The use of the cock A is to afford a ready means of stopping the opening
when the tube is withdrawn, & also to facilitate the insertion of the tube,
which could not otherwise be passed into the boiler except when the water
was cold.

1. Letter 1317. See also letter 1315 and Faraday (1843a), ERE18.

Letter 1321
Faraday to William Buchanan1

28 October 1840
From the original in the possession of J.M. and Joan Ferguson

Royal Institution I 28 Oct 1840
My dear & kind Brother

I am very grateful for your comforting letter and cannot say how much
I value it. It came to me as the warming of love & the strengthener of hope at
a time when my thoughts were very foolish and I hope I shall never cease to
prize & profit by it. You know the working of the heart pretty well but you
can hardly imagine my folly and the distress of mind which came over me
at the Church's call2: I doubted not that it was of the Lord's doing but my
utter unworthingness & unfitness made me tremble with the fear of its
being to the increase of condemnation at that day when God would judge
all men by Jesus Christ for I thought of what he says to Pharaoh for this
same cause have I raised the[e] up that I might shew forth my power in
thee3. But the law of the brethren & their consolations and above all I hope
the power of God has removed much of this trouble through I cannot but
fear & tremble - and then again when I feel comforted & happy my foolish
heart suggests that I am perhaps relieved only by feeling slightly the vast
importance of the character which I have ventured to accept - but I
endeavour to cast off such thoughts & comfort myself by the many
promises that he will be the strength of his people;- that he will give them a
mouth & wisdom which all their adversaries cannot gainsay4; that his
strength is made perfect in weakness5;- that it is not any thing that we have
done or can do but for his own names sake he works making his people
willing in the day of his power and surely there is enough and far more than
enough to make even such a foolish heart as mine to rejoice & have
confidence in the Lord6.

Dear Brother I am afraid to trust myself at present for I feel greatly like
a hypocrite in all I say or do. Give my love to Mr. David Buchanan7 & Mr
Imrie8; it is with all of you.

I am most gratefully Yours I M. Faraday
Wm. Buchanan Esq I &c &c &c9
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1. William Buchanan (1781-1863, DNB). Lawyer and an Elder of the Edinburgh Sandemanian
church.
2. That is Faraday's appointment as an Elder in the London Sandemanian church on 15
October 1840. See Cantor (1991), 60.
3. Romans 9: 17,
4. Luke 21: 15.
5. 2 Corinthians 12: 9.
6. 2 Thessalonians 3: 4.
7. David Buchanan (1779-1848, DNB). Journalist.
8. Unidentified.
9. For a detailed analysis of this letter see Cantor (1991), 274-5.

Letter 1322
Faraday to Charles Manby
28 October 1840
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution 1 28 Oct 1840
My dear Sir

Thank Mr Williams1 for me for the lithographsj.j I had received copies
of them with the book. I think that his book must as coming from so
practical a man contain a vast deal of good matter but I would only form an
opinion of my own after much experiment & thought & for neither of these
have I either time or health.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Manby Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1323
Faraday to Richard Taylor
c Late October 18401

From the original in MU MS 173
My dear Sir

Dr Peyron2 whom I introduce to you is connected with the Annales de
Chimie and would gladly have as an extract from your Mag any account of
the electrical boiler3.1 thought perhaps you would like to give him a proof if
you can. I have told him perhaps you cannot[.j

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
R. Taylor

Address: R. Taylor Esq I &c &c &c
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1. Dated on the basis that Peyron was in England during 1840 (see letter 1304) and that
Armstrong (1840b), a French abstract of Armstrong (1840a), were both published in
November 1840.
2. According to letter 1304 Peyron was Professor of Physics at Marseilles.
3. Armstrong (1840a).

Letter 1324
Faraday to Charles Babbage
2 November 1840
From the original in BL add MS 37191, f.484

R Institution I 2 Novr 1840
Thanks dear Babbage for your kind invitation to one so unworthy from his
habits of that sort of kindness since he never values it enough. I leave town
tomorrow morning for Brighton & hope to get rid of a headache there
which as some people say I have enjoyed for the last four months^.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. See RI MM, 7 December 1840,9:146 where his illness was reported and he was given leave
from all duties until he was completely well.

Letter 1325
John Dalton to Faraday
11 November 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl H80

Manchester Nov 11th 1840
Dear Friend
Dr Faraday,

I received both Phosphates & Arseniates in due time1; some officious
person has modified my numbers for the Phosphates, as I never wrote that
number; however it is not essentially altered. I return you my thanks, as well
as Mr Roberton; what is the charge?

1 sent them both to the press;- you shall have one in a week or two2.
I have been long in writing to you, but my weak state & my imperfect

memory must be my excuse.
Yours &c I John Dalton

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I London

1. See note 1, letter 1302 and letter 1311.
2. Dalton (1840a).
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Letter 1326
Faraday to Dominique Francois Jean Arago
3 December 1840
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 3 Dec 1840
My dear Sir

Illness has taken me from the opportunity & pleasure of seeing Mr
Espy1 but hearing that he is about to visit you I add my note of
recommendation to the letters which he will have introducing him to your
acquaintance. I cannot resist any opportunity of bringing myself to the
recollection of one whom I respect & esteem as I do you. That your power &
service in the cause of science may long continue is the wish of one who
feels his own passing away.

I am My dear Sir I Yours faithfully i M. Faraday
M. Arago I &c &c &c

1. James Pollard Espy (1785-1860, DSB). American meteorologist.

Letter 1327
William Allen1 to Faraday
5 December 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl 16

Paradise Row Stoke Newington Middx I 5 of 12 Month 1840
My dear Friend

The bearer2 of this is recommended to me by our Friend Professor
Berzelius of Stockholm - he wishes for a situation in a Laboratory. I like the
look of him very much and am anxious to serve him. Could he be employed
at the Royal Institution!.]

I remain my dear Friend I Wm Allen
Professor Faraday

Address: Professor Faraday I Royal Institution I Albermarle Street

1. William Allen (1770-1843, DNB). Chemist.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 1328
Faraday to John Joseph Griffin1

8 December 1840
From the original in MU MS 173

Royal Institution I 8 Dec 1840
Sir

I have very unexpectedly received your elaborate work on
crystallography2 and though from an attack in my head I dare not think of
looking into it for some time yet hasten to acknowledge & return you my
most sincere thanks for your kindnessj.] It is very pleasant to see how
greatly the literature of the departments of science is increasing in
Englandi.j

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
JJ. Griffin Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Joseph Griffin (1802-1877, DNB). Chemist.
2. Griffin (1841).

Letter 1329
Johann Conrad Fischer1 to Faraday
8 December 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir!

His excellence Lft General de Sabloukoff2, Director of the Imperial
Mint at Petersborough, will have the honour to hand You over these few
lines which I take the liberty to address to You, in profiting of the favorable
occasion to recall myself by them to your kind remembrances, & to tell You
how long I wish'd for already to find some spare time to revisit England, &
to be so happy to see you again3. Next Summer 1 hope it will be the case if it
pleases to God!

Notwithstanding the great distance I live from You, I occupy myself
very often with You, admiring the great & interesting discoveries with
which You enrich so frequently the dominions of natural Philosophy. The
Gentleman to whom I have the honour to introduce to Your acquaintance
by these presents, will by his extended scientific knowledges furnish
sufficient matter for a most interesting conversation of which I only regret
not to be able to witness it-

Be therefore pleased Dear Sir to agree meanwhile of my most cordial
salutations & the assurance of the distinguished esteem with which I have
the honour to remain.

Dear Sir I Your devoted friend I J.C. Fisher I Lft Col
Schaffhausen in Switzerland I the 8th of December 1840
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Address: To I Mickle Faraday, Esqre I Royal Institution, I Albemarle-Street I
London

1. Johann Conrad Fischer (1773-1854, PI). Swiss iron manufacturer.
2. Unidentified.
3. See note 3, letter 1231.

Letter 1330
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
20 December 1840
From the original in UB MS NS 338
My dear Faraday

Only to show you that I am still alive and have not entirely forgotten
my dear friend in the Royal Institution I am taking up my pen to write a few
lines. - Having these last six months been obliged to lecture a good deal I
could not find much leisure-time for carrying on my investigations on
"ozone"1 and for that reason I am unable to communicate to you an}f
scientific news from me. After Christmas I shall however set to work again
and renew my attempts at insulating the principle which produces the
electrical smell.

Berzelius wrote me the other day and invited me to continue my
researches on the subject alluded to in so flattering and encouraging a
manner that I cannot help complying with the wishes expressed by such an
authority2. The Swedish philosopher is much inclined to adopt the views I
have taken of the subject and thinks it highly probable that there exists an
electrolytic body being composed of ozone and hydrogen and invariably
associated with water just in the same way as, according to the most recent
results of Mr. B., chloride of sodium is always found to be accompanied by
small traces of bromide and Jodide of Sodium. Berzelius says in his letter
that if I should happen to succeed in insulating ozone such a result would
constitute one of the most brilliant discoveries ever made in chemical
science. My object now is to get at my disposal a pile of great electrolysing
power, a pile, of course, being constructed after Grove's principle3. My
pecuniary means being of rather a limited nature I do not know yet how to
arrive at my end, a pile being such as I think it ought to be in order to enable
me of working out my subject, would perhaps cost 80 - 100 £ Ster. Do you
think it likely that some institution or some private individual in London or
England would be inclined to lend me for some time an apparatus of the
description desired?

I have not yet seen abstracts from your late paper4 on the source of
voltaic electricity in the german scientific periodicals. Is it perhaps not yet
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published? The germans and Poggendorff at the head of them are getting
daily deeper involved into the meshes of the contact-theory. I am rather
anxious to see your recent results made known in my country as soon as
possible. If you could send me a copy of it I would myself translate the
memoir and make some proper comments upon its contents.

Pray pay my best respects to Mrs. Faraday and believe me
Your's I most sincerely I C.F. Schoenbein

Bale Dec. 20th 1840.

Address: Doctor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. See letter 1259.
2. Berzelius to Schoenbein, 3 November 1840, Kahlbaum (1900), letter 8.
3. Grove (1839).
4. Faraday (1840a, b), ERE16 and 17.

Letter 1331
Faraday to Edward Magrath
23 December 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl B30

R Institution I 23 Deer. 1840
My dear Magrath

Dont be troubled about me. I was very glad to have a little chat with
you but I cannot stand much with any body or in any subject. I ought to
apologise to you for my abrupt conclusion but we have known each other
too long & too well to have any difficulties on that scores

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 1332
Aylmer Bourke Lambert1 to Faraday
26 December 1840
From the original in RI MS Fl 1134

Lower Grov St I Dec. 26 / 40
My Dear Sir

I have been endeavouring ever since I received your note to find out
the plant which you have done me the honor of submitting to my
judgement, I am sorry to say I have not any book relating to cireassiae, but I
must think it belongs to the species of saliconium or some species of ferns
but in a day or two I hope to be able to give you better information on the
subjectu I have this moment a most interesting visitor from New Zealand a.
most interesting young man, of twenty four, his natural talent has quite
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surprised me he is quite a botanist - book in hand in a moment and better
versed in quality of woods than any one I have yet met with - he stops here
till four; should you receive this in time I think you would be gratified in
seeing him -1 have another curiosity an universal Sun Dial belonging to La
Perouse* and brought me by Chevalier Dillor? who kindly allows me to show
my friends for a few daysu

In haste Yours I Most obediently, having my library full of friends I
Signed I A. Bourke Lambert

1. Aylmer Bourke Lambert (1761-1842, DNB). Botanist.
2. Jean Francois de Galaup, Count de La Perouse (1741-1788, NBU). French explorer.
3. Peter Dillon (1785-1847, DBF). French explorer.

Letter 1333
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
30 December 1840
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris ce 30 D. 1840
Monsieur et ami

Vous aurez peut etre su, par le moyen de nos amis, que le
Gouvernement de Naples m'a envoye ici avec diverses missions
scientifiques: j'esperais pouvoir profiter de cette circonstance pour faire
une petite excursion a Londres, et me procurer ainsi le bonheur de vous
voir, et commander en meme terns a vos excellents artistes quelques
appareils de meteorologie -- mais je suis force dy renoncer: Auriez-vous
l'extreme bonte de supleer a ma presence? Voici la note des objets que je
desire.

Deux cetrioscopes de Leslie.
Deux photometres de Leslie.
Deux petits thermometres differentiels de Leslie ayant les memes

dimentions, et la meme disposition des boules que le photometre.
Deux psychrometres d'August1

II faudrait que ces appareils fussent confectionnees avec le plus grand
soin et expedies le plutot possible a mon adresse Boulevart du Temple. 40.
Le prix en sera paye aussitot connu, et ou Ton voudra -

Je vous demande mille pardons, mon cher et illustre ami, si
j'interomp pour de semblables vetilleries le cours de vos importans
travaux. Mais vous et M Babbage etes les seuls savants de Londres que je
connaisse personnellement - je ne sais ou se trouve maintenant M Babbage
et en livrant une commission entre les mains de personnes etrangeres a la
science je risquerais d'avoir des instruments de pocotille2.- Et d'ailleurs
n'ayant pas vous meme le terns de vous en occuper, tous les honnetes gens
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s'estimeront heureux de servir Tun des plus belles gloires de l'Angleterre --

Adieu Monsieur et ami. Mille circonstances, mille considerations,
peuvent me forcer a un silence plus ou moins long mais rappellez-vous
bien que je suis et serais toujours invariablement I votre tres devoue et tres
reconnaissant serviteur et ami I Macedoine Melloni
40 Boulevart du Temple I Paris

TRANSLATION
Paris this 30 D. 1840

Sir and Friend,
You know perhaps by means of our friends that the Government of

Naples has sent me here on diverse scientific missions. I had hoped to be
able to profit from this circumstance to do a little excursion to London and
to procure also the happiness of seeing you and to order at the same time
from your excellent artists some meteorological instruments, but I am
forced to renounce this: would you have the extreme kindness to deputise
for me? Here is a note of the objects I would like:

Two of Leslie's centriscopes;
Two of Leslie's photometers;
Two of Leslie's small differential thermometers, of the same

dimensions and the same disposition of balls as the photometer;
Two of August's psychrometers1.
These instruments should be made with the greatest care and

dispatched as soon as possible to my address: Boulevard du Temple no. 40.
The price will be paid as soon as it is known, and wherever you like.

I ask you a thousand pardons my dear and illustrious friend, if I
interrupt your important work for such trifles. But you and Mr Babbage are
the only savants in London that I know personally -1 do not know where Mr
Babbage is at the moment - and in leaving my purchases in the hands of
people unfamiliar with science, I would risk having inferior2 instruments.
Moreover, not having the time to deal with this, any honest person would
consider himself happy to serve one of the most beautiful glories of
England.

Farewell, Sir and friend, a thousand circumstances, a thousand
considerations may force me into a longer or shorter silence but please
remember that I am and always shall be, unchangingly, I your very devoted
and very grateful servant and friend I Macedoine Melloni
40 Boulevard du Temple I Paris.

1. Ernst Ferdinand August (1795-1870, PI, 3). Gymnasium Director in Berlin. For his
psychrometer, a device for measuring dew point, see August (1828).
2. From the Italian "poco utile".
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Faraday to Richard Taylor 
6 January 1841 
From the original in St Bride Printing Library, Taylor and Francis 
Collection: author's letters 
Private 

RL I 6 Jan 1840 [sic] 
My dear Sir 

The Annals extract of a letter to M Faraday' is mainly an extract 
from what you have published 2

.- As to Peltiers paper3 I think I should 
translate & print it not that it settles but because it bears upon the 
question of the cause of the phenomenon4 . As to Dr Schafthaeutls5 paper 
you must judge for yourself61.1 Peltier Armstrong 7 & he are all of different 
opinions as to the cause & I do not see any clear experiment which shows 
who is right. 

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday 
R Taylor Esq I &c &c &c 

I. Armstrong (1840c). 
2. Armstrong (1840a). See Armstrong to Faraday, 14 October 1840 and 22 October 1840, 
letters 1315 and 1317, volume 2, which deal with the production of electricity from steam. 
3. Peltier (1840b). 
4. Peltier (1841). 
5. Karl Emile Schafhaeutl (1803---1890, ADB). Geologist and librarian at the University of 
Munich. 
6. Schafhaeutl (1841). 
7. William George Armstrong (1810-1900, DNBI). Inventor and industrialist in North-East 
England. 
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Letter 1335
Faraday to William Henry Smyth1

26 January 1841
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 26 Jany 1841
My dear Sir

I am most heartily obliged to you for the Nautical observations2 &
very happy to think you remember me. I wish I could have heard at the
same time that you were well & happy but I will take it for granted &
sincerely trust it is sou

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
Captn W.H Smyth I &c &c &c

1. William Henry Smyth (1788-1865, DNB). Retired naval captain and astronomer.
2. Smyth (1840).

Letter 1336
Faraday to William Daniel Jones
10 February 1841
From the original in RMA WO 150 / 24, f.49

R Institution ! 10 Feby 1841
My dear Sir

I am greatly obliged by your kind note but as I have now arranged &
judge it will be convenient to you I will be with you this day week[.] If
however you wish it deferred until the 24th & will let me know I will tell
Marsh & alter the present arrangement. The hour of the lecture1 is I
presume 11 o elk.

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Coll W.D. Jones I &c &c &c

1. At the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.

Letter 1337
Faraday to Trinity House
10 February 1841
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/58
To the Master1, Deputy Master2 & Elder Brethren of the Trinity House
My Lords & Gentlemen

Having been down on the 2nd, 3rd & 4th instant to the St. Catherines
light house with Captain Madan & Captn Weller4 I at the request of Captn
Madan beg leave to make a report on the principal results of that visitu
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The principal object of the visit was to ascertain the general effect of
a peculiar chimney applied to the internal light at my suggestion; to
observe its power in preventing what is technically called the sweating of
the lanthorn - and to examine generally & if possible prevent the great
tendency to the deposition of dew or ice on the windows which has
hitherto existed[.)

The severity of the weather combined with other circumstances had
brought the lanthorn into such a state that I found the inside surface of
the glass & the interior of the copper roof coated with ice differing in
thickness from that of a sheet of paper to half a crown or more; and the
great extent of the evil thus caused was sufficiently evident. For in the
lanthorn there was on the first night I was there a great flood of light the
glass being like whitened walls but on the outside there was a
corresponding diminution from the interference of the coat of hazy ice.

I will first refer to the water from the flame & its consequences. The
composition of Spermaceti oil is nearly 78 Carbon, 12 Hydrogen, 10
Oxygen, per unit and when such oil is burnt 100 parts by weight
inevitably produce 108 parts of water or above its own weight the increase
being from an element supplied by the air. So if in a long winters night a
central lamp were to burn 2 gallons of oil & the results of the combustion
were to be delivered into the general space of the lanthorn it would be
equivalent to throwing in 2 gallons of water in the state of vapour and if
the air outside were cold or damp it is hardly possible but that less or
more of this must be condensed on the inside of the glassy

The object I had in applying a lanthorn chimney to the lamp was
first to remove this water out of the lanthorn as soon as formed and next
to assist in ventilating the place but in effecting this it was equally
important not to interfere with the burning of the lamp,- or to cause by
accident any down ward draught on to it; or to obstruct the issuing rays.

The chimney which has been applied consists of three lengths
having generally the form & arrangement in the figure and it acts most
perfectly. It is not wider than the lamp chimney except in the funnel
apertures and yet it carries off all the results of the combustion of the
lamp & there is besides draughts of air from the lanthorn up a b and c
which with what goes up through the lamp burner itself is more than
enough to ventilate the placet.)

In the lowest, and part of the next, length of the lanthorn chimney
the soot always set free from the flame in greater or smaller quantity even
when it is burning in its best condition was found to be effectually caught
and thus the mirror refractors, the glazing of the lanthorn & the inner
surface of the roof will be kept much cleaner & brighter than they could
be if the chimney were awayu

The particular construction of the chimney with the arrangement of
the openings was especially intended in no way to affect the burning of
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the lamp & on this point I was very anxious. Here also our success was
perfect!.] By a valve we could shut the lowest length of the lanthorn
chimney - but on trial whether it were open or closed it did not appear to
affect the flamei.] Of course when closed the results of the combustion
came into the lanthorn; but whether open or closed the combustion at
the wicks and consequently the light to the Mariner went on
undisturbed[.)

/ \

If from any accident the ball at the top of the lighthouse became
fixed & its apertures were to windward so that the wind were to blow into
the lighthouse there although it would throw the chimney out of use to a
greater or smaller degree it would not interfere with the burning of the
lamp or even make the lanthorn any worse than if the chimney were
away.
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As regards therefore the water of the flame I think the remedy is
perfect & accompanied with many contingent advantages.

But the circumstances of the lighthouse appeared to indicate that
the tower sent a great deal of moisture into the lanthorn and I therefore
set about examining this points

There is no door between the tower & the lanthorn[.] I therefore
hung up curtains in what might be made a door way & found a very
powerful current of air passing from the tower into the lanthornu

I next examined this air for moisture for which purpose I filled a
bottle with ice & water & added a little salt to bring the temperature to
about 30° and putting this into the current of air just where it left the
tower the bottle was soon rendered dim from the dew deposited upon it.
This was when the outside thermometer was 25° or 26°.

Such circumstances must of course be very injurious to the effect of
a lighthouse, for the lanthorn becomes a condenser of the moisture
which is continually passing into it from the tower: for if the glass bottle
cooled to 30° would cause deposition of moisture from the tower air
much more would the glass windows cooled to 25° or 26° by the external
temperature do so. This evil is one the extent of which increases in
proportion to the increase of ventilation caused by letting air into the
lanthorn from the toweru

Perhaps a momentary difficulty may occur in comprehending this
point for ventilation is considered generally as a remedy for the evil
under examination. But everything depends upon the circumstance
whether the air admitted by the ventilation is as regards the lanthorn a
drying or a moistening air. Dry air passed through a lanthorn will help to
clear of[f] moisture but moist air will, if the lanthorn or the glass of the
lanthorn be colder than the air tend to deposit moisture. It is to be
remembered that the temperature of the air in the lanthorn is by no
means necessarily the temperature of the glass for when there is wind the
latter is governed more by the external than the internal temperature &
whilst I was in the lanthorn the temperature within being in different
parts 46°, 50°, 60° &c from the action of the stoveu Still nearly the whole
of the glass was much below 32°. Now the air of the tower going into a
place warmer than the tower would tend to dry up moisture but going
into the lanthorn & against the glass which is so much colder would
produce exactly the reverse effect & deposit moistures

I endeavoured by canvas hangings to shut off the tower from the
lanthorn and the good effect produced by this imperfect expedient made
an enormous difference in the state of the lanthorn on the ensuing night
so that we were able to close off by far the greatest portion of air from the
glass & the lanthorn presented a very different appearance to that of the
previous nighty
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Hence I came to the conclusion that it was of great consequence to
have two doors one from the tower into the room under the lanthorn &the
other between that room & the lanthorn: this I believe was so much in
accordance with Captn Madans judgment that he ordered the doors. As
soon as they are up & the present moisture cleared out of the lanthorn (if
not already gone from the changes we made whilst present) I have no
doubt it will remain clear & bright whatever the state of wind & weather^

In a lighthouse the glass of the lanthorn will generally be the
coolest part: and will consequently be the first place where condensa-
tion of moisture will appears Hence upon principle the great points
are to keep out all extraneous moisture, as by shutting off the tower
if it have damp or pervious walls & by making the walls & surfaces
of the lanthorn & room beneath impervious to external moisture either
by constructing them of metal or painting them well; and to carry
out the moisture which the flame of necessity generates. After that,
there remains only the portion which the men produce by respiration
&c & this will be far more than compensated for by the ventilation
effected through the medium of the lamp & its chimneys

The complete action of the chimney notwithstanding the disjunc-
tions at the funnel shaped parts is very important not only in the
present & similar cases but as giving the power of applying the same
system to moving lights and I see no difficulty (though of course there
would be more complexity) in carrying off the water from every one
of many separate argand burners arranged in a revolving reflecting
light or indeed from any arrangement of lamps which it might be
needful to establish in a light house5!.]

I have the honor to be I My Lords & Gentlemen I Your Obedient
Humble Servant I M. Faraday
Royal Institution I Feby. 10th 1841

1. Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of Wellington (1769-1852, DNB). Field Marshal and politician.
Prime Minister, 1828-1830. Master of Trinity House, 1837-1852, Chaplin [1950], 30.
2. John Henry Pelly.
3. On the Isle of Wight.
4. Charles Weller (d.1866, age 84, Gent.Mag., 1866, 1: 759). An Elder Brother of Trinity
House, 1834-1863, Chaplin [1950], 86, 93.
5. This letter was noted in the Trinity House By Board Minutes, 16 February 1841, GL MS
30010/32, p.312.
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Letter 1338
Benjamin Humphrey Smart1 to Faraday
10 February 1841
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

55 Connaught Terrace, Feb. 10, 1841
My dear Sir,

I have a favour to beg of you, which I should have solicited
personally, had I not learned with regret, that your labours have been so
unremitting as to render an interval of absolute repose and freedom from
the calls of friends necessary to your health. I believe the favour I have to
ask will not be attended with trouble to you, if you have no objection to
grant it on other accounts.- My very early friend, Revd Richard Jones2, the
Prof, of Political Econ. at Hertford, has proposed me as Candidate for
admission into the Athenaeum club - I am extremely desirous of being
elected into it - and I believe no seconder would afford me so good a
chance as yourself. No one can better judge my claims whether as to
merit or defect. Mr Jones has known me something longer, but you know
my career, such as it has been, better. My time of life, and, I am happy to
say, the greater leisure I am able to afford myself, make me desirous of
increasing my acquaintance with literary men; and on this account, I wish
to get my name placed as advantageously as I can on the Candidate book
of the Club3.

Believe me, My Dear Sir, I always very faithfully Yours I B.H. Smart
Michael Faraday Esqre i &c &c &c

1. Benjamin Humphrey Smart (1786-1872, DNB). Writer on elocution, who had helped
Faraday with his lecturing. See Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 420, 2: 113. See also Faraday to
Abbott, 25 September 1817, letter 79, volume 1 and Memorandum to Peel, 31 March 1835,
letter 775, volume 2.
2. Richard Jones (1790-1855, DNB). Professor of Political Economy at East India College at
Haileybury, 1835-1855.
3. Faraday did second Smart's nomination. AC MS Book of Candidates, 1841-1850, entry
2056. Smart was not elected to the Athenaeum until 1850. Waugh [1894], 133.

Letter 1339
Thomas Phillips to Faraday
20 February 1841
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.34

8 Geo St Feby 20-41
Dear Sir

I have just received the inclosed note from Dr Buckland & am
desirous of catching him when I can as he [is] but a bird of passage. Pray
allow me therefore to ask you to favour me by coming on Tuesday
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afternoon1 at \ past two instead of our first engagement & you will oblige
yours

Dear Sir I very truly I T Phillips

1. That is 23 February 1841. This was for a sitting for Phillips's portrait of Faraday (plate 1).

Letter 1340
Faraday to James Silk Buckingham1

26 February 1841
From the original in NYHS MS Buckingham, James Silk

R Institution I 26 Feby 1841
Sir

1 regret on many accounts that my reply to your note (which
deserves an answer) must be that I cannot afford to subscribe to your
work: for the same circumstance shuts me off from the performance of
many things which I should otherwise be glad to do[.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
J.S. Buckingham Esq I &c &c &c

1. James Silk Buckingham (1786-1855, DNB). Writer and traveller.

Letter 1341
Faraday to Henry Collen1

27 February 1841
From the original in RI MS Fl B31

Royal Institution I 27, Feby 1841
My dear Sir

Mrs. Faraday & myself thank you most heartily for the proof of your
very beautiful work2. It is really a wonderful result to come out quickly
from the first thought & shews how much in the application as well as in
the knowledge of electricity we may expect[.]

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
Henry Collen Esq i &c &c &c

1. Henry Collen (1800 - 1879, Schaaf (1982), 355-64. B.1). Calotypist in London.
2. Endorsed here: "Specimen of electrotype".
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Letter 1342
William Charles Macready1 to Faraday
1 March 1841
From the original in RI MS Fl H82

5, Clarence Terrace, Regt Park, I March 1st 1841.
My dear Sir,

Your kind letter was a great pleasure and a great disappointment to
me. You gratified me very much in making me believe, that the difficulty
of your refusal had reference to myself, but the refusal itself not even that
it ought could console me far.

I thank you very much for your too liberal enclosure, which 1 hope
will prove more than 1 have a right to receive:- The Committee upon their
first meeting will settle the question of limitation or no limitation, and I
trust will so settle it, that I shall be obliged to return you the greater part
of your kind subscription. I will keep it unsealed till then, and inform you
of their decision2.

It seems to me, that you all, who range along the loftier heights of
science rarely deign to reciprocate that homage, which is so reverentially
accorded to you by those, who are comparatively idlers in the humble
walks of art. I perhaps ought to not to say so to you, or to wish you to do
anything, that would look like inconsistency:- indeed I would not have
you do, if I had to decide the question. Still I grudge your absences

Always my dear Sir I Most truly Yours I W.C. Macready
M. Faraday Esq.

1. William Charles Macready (1793-1873, DNB). Actor and theatre manager.
2. This refers to Macready's plan to erect a monument to Sarah Siddons (1755-1831, DNB,
actress) in Westminster Abbey to be paid for by public subscription. For details of the
committee see Macready (1875), 496. See Downer (1966), 270 for the background. The statue
was placed in the Abbey in 1849, Macready (1875), 628-9.

Letter 1343
William Wyon to Faraday
15 March 1841
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Her Majestys Mint I 15th March 1841
My dear Faraday,

Mr. Hellyer1 informs me that you have left for Brighton which has
put me out of my calculations as I was anxious to begin another Model2.1
should have taken advantage of your kindness much earlier but since 1
saw you I have had workmen engaged in lining the chimneys of my rooms
so that for upwards of a fortnight I have been unable to get into my dent.)
Will you do me the great favor of giving me an idea of your intended stay
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at Brighton & what time you purpose remaining in London previous to
your departure for the continent!.]

I begin to fear that my anxiety to do justice to the Medal has caused
you much trouble, I certainly never felt so much personal desire to do
justice to the undertaking, all that I wish you to do is to let me know your
plans in order that I may bend my engagements to meet your
convenience.

I purpose going to Althorp after the 8th of April for 5 days.
I sincerely hope you may enjoy health & happiness from your stay at

Brighton & begging that Mrs. Faraday & yourself will receive our united
kind wishes

Ever believe me to be I Yours very truly I W. Wyon
excuse this hurried scrawl.

1. William Varlo Hellyer (d.1868, age 82, GRO). Lawyer and a Manager of the Royal
Institution.
2. See Wyon to Faraday, 29 April 1839 and 1 May 1839, letters 1168 and 1169, volume 2, for
Wyon's previous work.

Letter 1344
Faraday to Thomas Phillips
27 March 1841
From the original in NPGA

56 King's Road I Brighton I 27 Mar 1841
My dear Sir

I think myself bound to let you know that I shall return to town on
Wednesday next1 & can be with you any time afterwards i.e. on Thursday
& onwards. I shall be at the Royal Institution on Tuesday for one hour & if
1 found a message from you saying when you next required me it would
enable me to arrange other matters!.]

Ever Dear Sir 1 Your faithful 1 M. Faraday
Thos. Phillips Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is 31 March 1841. See note 1, letter 1339.

Letter 1345
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
27 March 1841
From the original in UB MS NS 339

Royal Institution I 27 March 1841
My dear Schoenbein

1 write, not because I have any thing to say, but because I should be
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glad to attach a link to memorys chain that you may not forget me as well
also as to rejoice with you in your activity though it reminds me that 1
have very little at present of my own.

My medical friends have required me to lie bye for a twelvemonth
and give me hopes that memory without which it is very hard work to go
on may perhaps come oni.] They want to persuade [me] that I am
mentally fatigued and 1 have no objection to think so. My own notion is, 1
am permanently worse: we shall see. Now for the principle, the ozone
have you proceeded further with it yet? As to the battery, I have
mentioned the matter of your last letter1 to some persons but have not
much to say to you in consequence. Grove has had a powerful battery of
his own construction2 but you know him as well as I do & would I
conclude if you thought fit apply to him[.]

Your letter though dated 20th Dec. 1841 [sic], speaks as if you had
not received my last papers, those on the chemical action of the voltaic
element &c3.1 trust you have had them long since; for me I have been laid
bye so long as almost to have forgotten them[.]

Neither have I read much lately so that I seem quite out of the
knowledge of things. But nothing can make me forget your kind feelings
and it [is] to them & to preserve them I now write for their value seems to
grow upon me whilst that of mere philosophy seems to decreases

But I must conclude. My wife desires to be fondly remembered to
you & hopes that all yours are well(.] We both desire your happinessi.]

Ever my dear Schoenbein 1 Your faithful I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. C.F. Schoenbein I Professor I &c &c &c i Basle I sur le Rhine
Postmark: Brighton

1. Schoenbein to Faraday, 20 December 1840, letter 1330, volume 2, in which Schoenbein
enquired about the possibility of acquiring a powerful battery for his work.
2. Grove (1839b).
3. Faraday (1840a, b), ERE16 and 17.

Letter 1346
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
8 April 1841
From the original in UB MS NS 340
My dear Faraday

It was indeed with heartfelt joy and no small degree of pleasure that
I received the other day your kind letter1 though its contents are not
quite such as I had wished them to be. I am however confident that the
predictions of your medical friends will be fully realized and a temporary
relaxation and abstinence from mental exertions go a great way in
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restoring the primitive elasticity of your mind and all the powers of your
memory. To a certain degree I can speak from my own experience for
after having worked rather too hard and overstrained a little too much
my intellectual faculties I felt more than once a sort of mental drowsiness
coming upon me and an ebbing of spirits which made me almost entirely
unfit for any thing requiring a certain degree of moral force but the
healing powers of time and quietness gave me always quickly back the
freshness of my mind and why should this not be the case with you?

A temporary change of air and social relations would according to
my humble opinion do a great deal of good to you for I cannot help
thinking that the thick and heavy atmosphere of London in connexion
with its neverceasing noise and bustle must be very far from proving
congenial and beneficial to your constitution. On the other hand I am
almost sure that inhaling for a couple of months the light and ethereal air
of our mountainous regions would produce wonderful effects upon your
frame and be the true panacea for your complaint. You have my dear
Faraday no idea of the delicious sensations which alpine nature never
fails exciting and you cannot imagine how refreshing, bracing and
invigorating a mountain life of some weeks duration only proves to be. I
have often seen men mentally and bodily fatigued going to the heights of
the Rigi or other spots of a similar kind and returning replete with health
and good spirits after having spent no more than a month there.

Can you not make up your mind for carrying such a plan into
execution and coming over to Switzerland in the course of next summer
say July or August the best season for making a stay in the higher parts of
our country? I know a certain place in the Canton of Vaud being not very
far from the lake of Geneva and delightfully situated near the entrance of
the valley of Valais which I am almost sure you would like very much.
They call it Bex and it is the residence of my friend Mr. Charpentier2

director of the salt-works there, an eminent geologist and what is still
more valuable the most amiable and good-natured man you can possibly
meet with who would do any thing in his power to make your temporary
stay at Bex as agreeable as possible. There you could live quite to your
taste, move about entirely at your ease and remain thoroughly
unmolested from unwished-for visitors and other inconveniences of
town life. And if you had no objections to it, 1 should feel most happy to
act as your cicerone for a week or two. Pray think seriously of my
proposals and do not reject them at once for they have proceeded not
from any selfish views that is to say from the wish of enjoying your
personal presence in my country though I openly confess that your visit
would make me a most happy man no! they have originated in the purest
and most disinterested motives of friendship. I hope Mrs. Faraday will be
a warm supporter of my idea and readily enter into my views.

In case you should feel inclined to spend part of the summer in
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Switzerland, pray let me know your mind as soon as you can in order to
enable me of taking the preliminary steps with Mr. Charpentier.

How I would glory if my counsels should be followed up and lead to
those results which I am now anticipating from them.

Though I have not been altogether idle this winter I have done very
little in the way of scientific research, lectures and other sorts of
unphilosophical occupa(tions) having taken up all my leisure time. With
the beginning of May I trust I shall be able to commence working again
and that the ozone will be the very first subject I shall take into my hands
is hardly necessary to say. But my small battery, from which I can get
only 15 cubic inches of mixt gases per minute will, I am afraid, not furnish
a sufficient quantity of the subtle Principle; I shall however try to make
the best of it.

I am very sorry to tell you, that your last papers3 have not yet
reached Bale which makes me fear that they are lost. Pray remember me
kindly to Mrs. Faraday and believe me

Your's I most faithfully I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale April 8th 1841.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 1345.
2. Jean Charpentier (1787-1855, DHBS). Director of the salt works at Bex and Honorary
Professor of Geology at the Lucerne Academy.
3. Faraday (1840a, b), ERE16 and 17.

Letter 1347
George Towler1 to Faraday
22 April 1841
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Norwich April 22, 1841.
To M. Faraday Esq
Learned Sir,

I trust you will deem the importance of the subject on which 1 write,
as sufficient apology for the liberty I have taken in again addressing you.
And in appealing to your profound knowledge of the subject for
judgement of the ideas I entertain, I hope I am not guilty of any
impropriety. The following suggestions are most respectfully submitted
to your notice.

First. If there be a stream of fluid flowing through a magnetic body,
does it not do so under the protection of some power which resists
atmospheric pressure, or would not an equilibrium be formed and the
stream cease to flow?
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Second. If magnetic substances contain fluid matter in motion, do
not substances capable of becoming magnetic, although not magnetic,
contain fluid matter in a state of rest?

Third. If a substance capable of becoming Magnetic contains fluid
matter, does it not become magnetic on this matter being set in motion?
And when once in motion continues, if defended from the action of the
atmosphere?

Fourth. Is the density of a magnetic substance capable of resisting
atmospheric pressure sufficiently to defend the current from the
counteracting pressure of the atmosphere producing an equilibriumo.
As a liquid is in a capillary tube?

Fifth. If a magnet emits a fluid must it not be supplied with it before
it can give it out?

Suppose a Magnet 4 \ inches in length and 1 inch in thickness that is
of 20 superficial inches. And each inch on an average to absorb or emit
i55o th part of a cubic inch of atmosphere in a second. And that there are
î o ths parts of a cubic inch of atmosphere absorbed and ^Q ths parts
emitted in the same period; which atmosphere is derived from the space
surrounding one half of the body and discharged into that of the other,
say the six cubic inches surrounding each pole.

Thus there are ^ ths or ^ th of a cubic inch of atmosphere more in
the six cubic inches surrounding one pole than in the six surrounding the
other.

Nevertheless this increase, and decrease of pressure is not
perceptible to the senses or to any substance as regards Attraction and
Repulsion but by the contact or approach of a Magnetic Body; that is of
one which has two atmospheres, a denser at one pole than at the other,
that this phenomenon becomes apparent.

Sixth. Does not Attraction result from one of the overcharged
atmospheres being impelled into one of the undercharged and Repulsion
from the contact of two of either.

Sir, I Once more hoping to be excused the liberty I I have taken I I
am, 1 Your Most Obedient\ & very Humble Servant I George Towler I
Chymist
St Lawrence

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution i London.
Redirected to: 56 Kings Road I Brighton

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 1348
Faraday to Luigi Mariotti1

12 May 1841
From the original in HSP FDC, Inventor, Vol. 147: 1, p.36-8

R Institution I May 12, 1841
Sir

I have only now returned to town and shall instantly lay your book2

before the Library Committeeu I have no hesitation in expressing what I
am sure will be their sense of your kindnessu

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
- Mariotti Esq I &c &c &c

1. Luigi Mariotti was the pseudonym of Antonio Carlo Napoleone Gallenga (1810-1895,
DNB1), an Italian writer who spent many years aboard.
2. Mariotti (1841).

Letter 1349
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
4 June 1841
From the original in UB MS NS 341

Royal Institution I 4 June 1841
My dear Schoenbein

I must write you but a short note for I feel the need of doing all to
procure rest but I could not longer let your most kind letter pass
unnoticed. Such feeling is too valuable to allow me to view any risk of
letting you suppose I do not estimate it & more feel greatly cheered by it. I
think we shall be in Switzerland this year but the advice to me is to avoid
all towns all friends and all scientific thought or occupation.] We shall be
lead in part by the progress of things & though I may not see you do not
think it will be without some sorrow if I found that must be the case. If we
are at or near Basel you will see me. Whether we shall see Bex or not is
doubtful but I shall take your letter with me & if there shall go to M
Charpentier2 with it{.]

As to science I know nothing of its progress at present hereafter
perhapsi.) In the mean time I feel the good effect of rest & am when resting
well in health & happy in thoughts

Ever My dear Schoenbein 1 Yours affectionately i M. Faraday
I am ashamed to make you pay any postage for this but cannot help it. MF

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Basel I sur le Rhien

1. Letter 1346.
2. Jean Charpentier (1787-1855, DHBS). Director of the salt works at Bex and Honorary
Professor of Geology at the Lucerne Academy.
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Letter 1350
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
5 June 1841
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, p.190-1

Royal Institution I 5th June 1841.
Sir,

I have examined the eight Fresnel Refractors which are at present in
the hands of Mr. Wilkins, and having been present at the unpacking of
every one of them, carefully observed their state with reference to what
appears accidental injury from the mode of packing or otherwise, and
think I ought to report that state at once to you. The numbers of the
refractors are those I have marked on the frame of each with a hard point;
the ribs are considered as numbered from 1 to 9 from the middle rib
upwards and from 1[1], 12, 13 &c to 19 from the middle rib downwards.

I have the honor to be, &c:- I (signed) M. Faraday

Refractor No 1
Rib 7 a small chip on the front edge.
" 9 broken across the middle.
44 12 chipped at the right hand lower corner.
44 19 Do Do

Refractor No 2
Rib 9 least chip at front edge.

44 17 chip at lower back edge.
Refractor No 3
No injury
Refractor No 4
Rib 5 chip at back lower edge at the end.

44 8 small chip at the front edge.
44 9 little flaw at the back
44 17 chip at middle of the front edge.

Refractor No 5
Rib 1 large running flaw at back upper corner nearly 2 inches long at

present.
44 2 small chip at front edge.
44 15 Do

Refractor No 6
Rib 4 chip on front edge at the end - also a split at the back, same end.

44 7 chip on front edge at the end.
44 9 Do
44 19 split at the end, - the split 4 inches long.

Refractor No 7
Rib 4 very small chip on front edge.
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44 5 Do
Refractor No 8
Rib 4 small crack at front edge leading across.

44 9 broken across the middle,- a piece out but not going through the
part shattered.
There are other small chips &c but as polishing powder is on and about
them, they cannot be the result of accidents since the Refractors left the
hands of the Workmen1.

1. This letter was noted in the Trinity House By Board Minutes, 8 June 1841, GL MS 30010/
32, p.390. The Board ordered that a copy should be sent to the manufacturer, Henri Lepaute.
See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 222-4 (though he mistranscribed the name) for Faraday's
account of his visit to the factory in 1845.

Letter 1351
Faraday to James Cosmo Melvill1

9 June 1841
From the original in IOLR MS L/MIL/5/413 Collection 313, f.408-22

Royal Institution i 9th June 1841
Sir

I have received your letter of the 3rd instant, and also, from Mr.
Daniell, the various papers it refers to; I have reperused Dr.
O'Shaughnessy's2 first papers3 and my report of the date of 5th
September 18394, and have now read Mr. Daniell's report of the 24th
August 18395 and Dr. O'Shaughnessy's further communications and
remarks6. These, with the other papers, I have carefully considered and,
as the general result, beg to say that I see no reason to alter even a word
of my former report.

In saying so much, perhaps, I say every thing that the Honorable
Court of Directors desire of me; for it is probably more the judgment of
the individual, than the reasons for the judgment that is required. The
latter, it is almost impossible for any man to give fully, in a case where
there are arguments and reasons on both sides of a question; for the
bearings of these become almost infinite in number, by reason of the
variation in degree of force which they possess under varying
circumstances; and at last it is the discretion, experience, tact, and
caution of the person, which give to his opinion any worth, it may, in
reality possess.

But as the present is a question which is referred back to me, I ought,
perhaps, not to think it one in which the mere opinion without reasons
will suffice; and yet I find a difficulty in going further into the matter:- for
seeing and deeply regretting, a particular tone and character which some
parts of the communications have acquired I am exceedingly anxious to
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keep myself quite clear from it, and may perhaps find this rather difficult.
However, in what I may further say, I shall avoid referring to the opinions
I agree with or differ from, as much as I can, yet without withholding my
own opinion on any of the important points which are essential to the
case and are intended by the court to be submitted to me.

There are, I think, three points under which all that is for
consideration may be arranged.

/. Whether a good lightning conductor can cause a discharge where
there would not be one otherwise

2. Whether when the electric fluid falls upon a conductor a part may not
pass from it in the form of lateral discharge and occasion harm. 3. Whether at
the moment the lightning conductor is struck, it may, by induction upon the
gunpowder casks lined with copper or other metallic masses within the
Magazine cause sparks to pass between them without any actua(l) lateral
passage of lightning from the conductor.

As to the first, I have already said that I think a good conductor, may,
under certain circumstances, cause an electric discharge to take place
where otherwise there might not be one:- that in fact it can virtually
attract the lightning. It is to this quality that it owes much of its
usefulness, if it have any; for unless it could divert the discharge (within
certain limits) from a place where the lightning would otherwise have
fallen, the conductor would have no use. But that it should cause a
discharge upon itself and also at the same time upon a neighbouring
object, as in the given case of Dr. Goodeves7 house, and that, not by a
lateral discharge, is what 1 see no reason to expect either from principle,
my experience, or such events as have come to my knowledge.

It is said that Dr. Goodeve saw the flash divide, part going to his own
house in the Verandah of which he stood and part to the lightning
conductor of the neighbouring house. When flashes occur so close to and
over a person, taken at unawares as in this case, it is exceedingly difficult
to distinguish exactly what takes place as to the direction of the electric
flash, for there are many remarkable and confusing effects that
simultaneously occur; still, admitting the division, I cannot but think
the conductor acted as it ought to do rather than as it ought not, and that
there would have been a much heavier explosion on Dr. Goodeve's house
if the conductor had not in part averted it, though at the distance of 60
feet, than did occur under the existing circumstances.

The most important point however is 2. Whether when the electric
fluid falls upon a conductor a part may not pass from it in the form of lateral
discharge and thus cause harm. Before I make further remark upon this
head I must repeat the words I used in the former report:- "I have no fear
of lateral discharge from a well arranged conductor. As far as I understand
lateral discharge it is always a discharge from the conductor itself. It
might be very serious from a badly arranged conductor (and in fact
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makes them worse than nothing); but with a good lightning rod it can be
but small and then not to badly conducting matter, as wood or stone, but
only to neighbouring masses of good conducting matter as the metals;
which, either, ought not to be there, or, if they are necessarily present,
ought to be in metallic communication with the lightning conductor itself.
I am not aware that lateral discharge can take place within a building
when a lightning conductor outside is struck, except there be portions of
metals as bell-wires, bolts &c, which may form an interrupted conducting
train from the conductor to the interior."

That a lightning conductor well arranged as to its termination with
the earth, especially if not of sufficient thickness, may give lateral
discharge in the form of brushes and sparks, even when the quantity of
electricity passing through it is not a thousandth part of that required for
its fusion, or which the conductor could safely convey if alone, I can well
believe and understand:- but for this to happen it requires an
arrangement which I have already protested against above. The effect,
when it does occur, is due to the resistance which, even, the best
conductor makes to the passage of the electric fluid, and will be
understood if I briefly describe a few experiments which I have made for
my own satisfaction. We cannot always, it is true, say that our apparatus
accurately represents natural circumstances, for the two sides of a
Leyden jar do not correctly resemble the state of a cloud and the earth;
the conducting power and aggregation of the charged surfaces are
different, and so is the state of the medium between them, but the general
principles are the same. In these experiments I used the mere spark of a
large and good machine employing no Leyden Jan.]

A is the knob of a large prime conductor; B a metallic ball 6 inches in
diameter, the distance from it to A being variable between the limits of 4
and 10 inches; C and D were wires of copper 40 feet in length, and each
well connected at one of their ends with a large and extensive series of
water pipes W; one of them was ^ of an inch in diameter and the other ™
of an inch[.]

When either of these was connected with the ball B and electric
sparks passed from A to B, the electricity was conducted away perfectly
by the wire; but when the end of the other D was brought to within a
small distance of C in any part between E and B, a lateral spark passed
from the conducting wire to the approximated wire, at the same time that
the principal spark passed from A to B. The lateral spark was brighter and
larger, according as the part of the conducting wire from which it was
obtained was nearer to the ball B and further from the water pipe; and
this is an important point, for the water pipe here represents the earth in
a well arranged lightning conductor. When the wire D, was taken off from
the water pipe and made fast to another set of pipes as its final discharge,
still the same effects occurred. When a person standing on the carpet of
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the room tried to draw this lateral spark from C, by approximating the
knuckle, he could scarcely obtain any traces, unless he held the wire D in
his hand, and then the badly conducting matter of his hand could draw a
very feeble spark. This lateral spark was still more beautifully shewn to
depend upon the resistance of the matter of the wire, by taking a piece of
wire O about 10 or 12 feet long and making it fast on to C at E and then
bringing the other end near at some part towards B, as at H; for a lateral
spark passed at H, shewing a certain division of the discharge through the
two wires C and O. When a similar wire M was brought near to the wire C
at K and at I, not being in contact at either place, then every time the
lightning flash passed between A and B a small spark passed from the
principal to the secondary wire at I and one from the latter back to the
former at K. To complete this kind of observation the single wire C was
removed, and replaced by a bundle of five parallel wires well connected
at the two ends, and as their respective diameters were ^, §, |, \, \, of an
inch, they were together equal to a copper rod above one third of an inch
in diameter, and 40 feet long; representing, not inaptly, a lightning rod of
small thickness. Still, when the flash passed between A and B, lateral
sparks could be obtained from any or all of these wires at the parts
towards the ball B.

I changed the discharger C, which represents the lightning
conductor, and made it to consist of a fine copper wire only ^ of an
inch in diameter. The same general effects were obtained; the lateral
spark being, however, larger than before. I made the lightning distance
from A to B vary from 8 inches to 2 inches and took the lateral spark
continually from a certain spot near B, i.e. about 6 feet from it. The lateral
spark was nearly half an inch long, and quite as long for the two inch
lightning spark as for the 4 inch or 8 inch lightning spark; a result
dependant on the circumstance, that, the 2 inch spark though containing
less electricity is a quicker spark than the 8 inch or longer one:- time
being here conceived in a manner, evident to an electrician^]

1 also made the lightning distance a constant interval of § of an inch,
and then compared the effects of a small spark from the conductor only,
with those of the denser spark of a large jar, to illustrate the influence of
quantity. The lateral spark was the same length in both cases, but much
brighter when the jar was used than when only the conductor spark was
employed. In all these experiments with the fine wire C, an excellent
discharger was used for D, (being a wire \ of an inch in diameter) for the
purpose of exalting the effects.

That these lateral discharges were really due to the cause I have
assigned, namely the resistance in the metal to the passage of the electric
fluid, and not to induction directly from the machine, was shewn by the
following arrangement:- a part of the wire about I was completely
sheltered from the effect of the machine by large uninsulated metallic
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plates, and yet the lateral spark could be obtained, though not so bright
as when the plates were away. In the latter case inductive action & return
discharge was combined with lateral discharge (pages 13, 14.)

Here then are lateral discharges and occasionally from a rod 40 feet
in length, equal to § of an inch in diameter, well connected with a
discharging system at the part representing the earth in a lightning rod;
and that when the electricity sent through was certainly not a five
thousandth part of that which the rod alone could have carried safely.
What then (it may very properly be asked) can justify our placing such an
instrument as this near a powder magazine?

In the first place it may be replied, that, all these striking instances
of lateral discharge are obtained by using a good lateral conductor
having, in all the cases but one, a good discharging termination with the
earth and which therefore is itself a lightning conductor acting conjointly
with the principal one. In the next place, where it was not in connexion
with the earth or conductor (page 7) it was running parallel to it and,
virtually, connecting parts at different distances from each other on the
lightning rod, and so sharing its functions. In the next place it is found, as
has been stated, that the lateral discharge is always greatest near the top
of the lightning conductor, (or its representative,) and diminishes to
nothing towards the lower end:- and in the last place, even with the finest
wire and most exaggerated and best lateral conductor, the lateral spark
contained but a small portion of the electricity of the principal or
lightning spark.

Now it is by diminishing or removing entirely the influence of
all these circumstances that a lightning conductor becomes a safe
neighbour. It should consist of a sufficient body of excellent conducting
matter, and it is considered that in this respect a copper rod one inch in
diameter is enough:- it should be well connected by copper plates with the
moist ground or water;- it should rise high above the building to be
protected:- it should be placed near to it that what directive influence it
has over the lightning may be used in protecting the building (page 14):- it
should not come near masses of metal in the building, as a metal roof, or
an iron column, or spout, or leaden pipe, or bell wires, or if it does, these
should be metallically connected with it, and should themselves not go
near to other metallic masses in the building and remain unconnected
with them. In fact, the principal is, to make all that may act as
conductors, and which would act if the lightning rod were not there, a
part of the conductor; that no interruptions may occur in the electric
course, and to give this course a free discharge into the ground:- the
stored powder and such conducting masses being at the same time
purposely separated from each other as far as they properly or
conveniently can[.]
As a general illustration I may take Dr. Goodeve's house with its vertical
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window bolts, and say, that, if a good lightning conductor were fixed in
that house and made to run parallel with the bolts at the distance of a
foot or so, it is very possible, that, when lightning struck the conductor it
might discharge in part to the bolts and much harm might be done; but if
those bolts were in good metallic communication with the lightning rod
no harm would be done:- and further, if the lightning rod were away, it is
almost sure that the bolts without them would be struck, as in fact
appears to have been really the case; for I cannot think the striking was
due either to lateral discharge or to the attractive influence of the
lightning rod standing 60 feet off.

A question has arisen with regard to the surface & the mass of a
lightning rod: in the present case the question is of a mixed nature. As a
conductor, surface has no influence over the power of the lightning rod;
and copper plates or ribbons may not be substituted for a copper rod of
equal superficies. The conducting power is as the square of the diameter in
round rods, or, in fact, directly as the sectional area whatever the surface
may be. A copper rod an inch in diameter is considered as sufficient, the
conclusion being the result of general observation of natural and
experimental phenomena. Flashes of lightning, though very awful and
exceedingly intense in action, have not so much quantity of electricity in
them, as many phenomena which continually pass unobserved before us;
and frequently cannot fuze copper wires \ of an inch in diameter or even
such as are only § or ^ of an inch thick.

But as every metal opposes resistance to the passage of electricity,
and is therefore an imperfect conductor, so surface, and the shape of that
surface, has an influence and does to a certain extent affect the lateral
discharge. In fact whilst the conductor, as our wire C, (page 6) can give a
lateral spark, the electricity, which can cause that spark, is, in relation to
external bodies, governed by the laws of statical electricity; and hence
the influence of surface. Its effect however in a lightning conductor,
unless purposely exalted and sought for can be but small.

The third point is:- whether at the moment the lightning conductor is
struck it may, by induction upon the gunpowder casks lined with copper or
other metallic masses within the magazine, cause sparks to pass between
them without any actual lateral passage of lightning from the conductor? -
Such a case would, according to my view, be a case of returning stroke,
and be distinct from lateral discharge: the principles of such a case are
easily illustrated. Suppose A a charged electrical surface, either, that of a
cloud or of a prime conductor, B a lightning rod well arranged, and C a
couple of metallic cases standing one on the other but separated by a
sheet of paper, a cloth, or a thin piece of wood. As the surface A becomes
charged positively, (we will assume it to be so) the upper end of the
lightning rod B, and the upper case C will become negative by induction.
Upon the discharge occurring to the lightning rod, the induction upon C
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would cease more or less, and it is possible that at that moment a spark
should pass between the upper and lower metallic cases. But this can
only happen if the cases C have been exposed to the induction of the
cloud or machine as it rises in intensity, before the spark passes:- if they
are protected from this as I think they are most perfectly by being within
a building and under a roof then no case of this kind can occun.]

If the metallic case or other mass of good conducting matter be both
exposed to the inductive action of the charged surface, and also near the
lightning rod, as at E then the effects of return and lateral discharge may
be combined; for before the discharge on to the lightning rod, E will
become negative by induction, and, at the moment of discharge a lateral
spark will pass from the conductor to it, to restore its state (pages 8, 9):- a
metal roof unconnected with the neighbouring conductor might present
this case. These are results very easily obtained with electrical apparatus
and machines.

I hasten to bring this letter or report to a conclusion. The whole
question is whether such a low object as a powder magazine is safer with
or without a lightning conductor. I cannot say that I have had very much
experience of very powerful thunder storms, or such as may compare
with those in India, but I know that in this country, very low objects are
struck, and, therefore, I should protect by a lightning rod, such as I was
very anxious to preserve. In place of increasing the number of those
around a building I would rather increase the height of the one or two
used, by a few feet. The distance from the magazine I would make about,
but not further than, three feet[.] The other points mentioned in my
former report I would again beg to urge your attentions The water tank at
the Mazagon powder works would in my opinion afford sufficient
discharge provided the communication of the lightning rod with it be
made by metallic plates immersed in the watery

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant I M,
Faraday
James C. Melvill Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c I East India House

Endorsed: Protecting effect of Conductor [word illegible] by Snow Harris -
by Discharges upon the model of a mast, hollow & containing Detonating
Powder - the wire was joined but no effect was produced on the powder.

1. James Cosmo Melvill (1792-1861, DNB1). Chief Secretary of the East India Company.
2. William Brooke O'Shaughnessy (1809-1889, DNB). Physician and Professor of Chemistry
at Calcutta.
3. The texts of these papers are given in O'Shaughnessy (1840), 278-85. For a discussion of
this work see Gorman (1967).
4. Faraday to Melvill, 5 September 1839, letter 1206, volume 2.
5. Daniell to Melvill, 24 August 1839, 1OLR MS L/MIL/5/413 Collection 313, f.299-304.
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6. See especially O'Shaughnessy to Debude, 24 June 1840,11 September 1840,30 December
1840,1OLR MS L/MIL/5/413 Collection 313, f.333-49, 349-51, 367-97 respectively.
7. Henry Hurry lies Goodeve (1807-1884, Plarr (1930), 1: 452-3). Professor Anatomy at
Calcutta Medical College, 1835-1845.

Letter 1352
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
15 June 1841
From the original in RGO6 / 706

Royal Institution i 15 June 1841
My dear Sir

If you can allow my friend Mr Reid1 to see the instruments at the
observatory it will be a great favour to me as to him also. I hope my letter
does not come at a wrong time but he is from Newcastle & his time is very
limited and I cannot lay my hands on yours2 just now to see what the
hours are. I would have come with him but that I cannot arrange my
Woolwich hour for that purposes

Ever Dear Sir i Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
The i Astronomer Royal I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Mr Reid saw the Obs. R.M.3

1. Possibly David Reid (1792-1868, Reid, C.L. (1914)). Husband of Elizabeth Reid, nee
Barnard (1794-1870, GRO), a sister of Sarah Faraday. Given in Reid, C.L. (1914) as a
silversmith, but White, F. (1847), 114 also lists him as a chronometer and watch maker.
2. Airy to Faraday, 26 June 1840, letter 1296, volume 2.
3. Robert Main (1808-1878, DNB). Chief Assistant at the Royal Greenwich Observatory,
1835-1860.

Letter 1353
Thomas Phillips to Faraday
23 June 1841
From the original in RI MS Fl 1160

8 Geo St June 23, 41
My Dear Sir

Pray do me the favour to accept the accompanying print of Sr.
Humphrey Davy engraved by Reynolds1 from a picture which I painted
about 18182.

Who so worthy to possess a memorial of that eminent man as
Michael Faraday L.L.D -

Whose friend & well wisher I I remain I T. Phillips

1. Samuel William Reynolds (1773-1835, DNB). Engraver.
2. This was a mezzotint of Davy. See Prescott (1985), 22-3, 31 for a discussion of this and
ibid, p.32 for an illustration of it.
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Letter 1354
Faraday to Thomas Phillips
24 June 1841
From the original in NPGA

R Institution I 24 June 1841
My dear Sir

I have just received the portrait & note1 & am very much obliged to
you for both of them[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Thos Phillips Esq RA. I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1353.

Letter 1355
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
24 June 1841
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, p.187-8

Royal Institution I 24th June 1841.
Sir,

Having examined the eight French Refractors1 now at Mr. Wilkin's
Manufactory, I beg leave to make the following general report upon the
degree of perfection to which, in optical workmanship and construction,
they have been carried.

When an object, as a light, is placed in the principal Focus or Centre
of the arrangement, each rib ought theoretically, to cause the refracted
and issuing rays to proceed nearly parallel to any distance. If they
converge and cross, the point at which they cross may be called the
secondary Focus, and the nearer it is to the Refractor the worse is the
workmanship. I could only examine these Refractors to a distance of 30
feet:- but of the 136 ribs, of which the eight Refractors consist, only 20 fall
nearer than 30 feet, 116 being beyond.

I have already reported to the Board on the English Refractors2;- but
for the sake of comparison will give the summary of the seven Gibraltar
Refractors and the spare one accompanying them, the numbers being 51
to 58. These consist of eighteen ribs each or 144 in the whole, out of
which there are but ten that have their secondary foci beyond 27 feet:-
134 being within that distance. Nay more; 127 are less than 20 feet, and as
many as 116 are less than ten feet.

The rays that issue from the different ribs of the French refractors
are exceedingly well adjusted to each other, and, with a focus of 36 or 36 \
inches, approach well to parallelism. There are some ribs whose rays
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cross the other rays within a distance of 20 feet, but they are not
numerous, nor are they principal ribs.

In consequence of this degree of perfection in workmanship, when
these refractors are examined by the parallel rays of the sun, they exhibit
a very fine effect;- i.e. the place indicated for the proper place of the flame
is nearly 36 inches as it ought to be, and the line of the light there
produced is compact and close, instead of being wide and scattered, and
has much burning power.

The colour of the glass of the French Refractors is very good
generally:- much surpassing that of the English Refractors.

I have a record of the results of a minute examination relating to the
measured distances of the foci, the direction of the rays &c:- but have
thought a general report sufficient in the present instance. I have open'd
two of the boxes containing the mirrors, but not understanding the
numbers attached to them, I cannot make out their intended places and
distance. I was therefore fearful of disturbing them and as they can be
examined hereafter, have, for the present left them undisturbed3.

I have the honor to be i Sir, 1 Your very obedient Servant, 1 (signed)
M. Faraday.

1. See letter 1350.
2. See Faraday to Trinity House, 23 July 1840, 28 August 1840, 16 September 1840, 16
October 1840, GL MS 30108A/1, pp.93-108, 109-29, 130-43, 144-56.
3. This letter was noted in the Trinity House By Board Minutes, 29 June 1841, GL MS 30010/
32, p.413.

Letter 1356
Faraday to Antonio Panizzi1

25 June 1841
From the original in Columbia University Library MS Coll Herter

Royal Institution I 25 June 1841
Sir

Although I have had the honor of an introduction to you I should not
act upon the strength of that alone have troubled you at this time but
from conversation with Mr. Barnewall2 I am led to believe the subject 1
beg to mention instead of being troublesome to you may be acceptable to
you[.] It relates to a young man Mr Vincent the bearer of this letter who is
seeking for employment if there should be occasion for such an one in the
Library of the British Museum. He has knowledge to various degrees of
Greek, Latin, German, French, Italian, Spanish, & Hebrew languages^ He
has been 5 \ years corrector of the press. Is accustomed to classification,
catalogues, indexes, collation of various editions, verifying quotations &c
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&c. If there is any chance of his being useful to you in the British Museum
I conclude you would examine him on these matters[.] As to his personal
character I have known him for many years as an honest, conscientious,
industrious, persevering, intelligent, person anxious to fulfil any duty he
may undertake and it is this which makes me ready to introduce him to
you. If you should either now or hereafter have occasion for his services I
should be exceedingly glad & doubt not he will obtain approbations

I am Sir I Your Obedient Humble Servant i M. Faraday
Antonio Panizzi Esq I &c &c &c

1. Antonio Panizzi (1797-1879, DNB). Chief Keeper of Printed Books in the British Museum,
1837-1856.
2. Richard Vaughan Barnewall (1780-1842, DNB). Lawyer and a Visitor of the Royal
Institution.

Letter 1357
Faraday to N.N. Baiiy1

29 June 18412

From the original in RI MS
RL I Tuesday 29 June

My dear Sir
I just received your note in time[.j I leave England tomorrow but

have been today to Sign your document[.]
Ever Yours I M. Faraday

N.N. Baily Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Dated on the basis that Faraday left for Switzerland the following day, Wednesday 30
June 1841, for a two and a half month stay. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 127-63 for extracts
from Faraday's diary of this journey.

Letter 1358
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
21 July 1841
From the original in BL add MS 38303, f.115

Londres le 21 juillet 1841. I Green's hotel Lincoln's inn-fields
Mon cher Monsieur,

Je viens d'arriver a Londres, dans 1'intention de me rendre a la
reunion de plymouth1 et j'apprends avec beaucoup de peine que Votre
indisposition n'est pas encore entierement terminee. On m'a dit toutes
les precautions qui Vous sont recommandees par les medecins. Quoique
vous soyez l'un des hommes que j'aurais le plus de plaisir a voir en
angleterre, j'estime Votre sante trop precieuse a la science et a vos amis,
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pour oser la compromettre le moins du monde. Souffrez vous que je me
prive du plaisir de vous voir, et que je vous presente mes amities par
ecrit[.j

J'ai eu le bonheur de rencontrer sur le bateau a Vapeur Monsieur
Winsor, Tun de vos amis qui m'a servi une lettre que vous m'ecriviez en
18392. J'ai bien du regret de le retard sous tous les rapports, car Mr
Winsor m'a deja donne des preuves nombreuses de son obligeance et de
sa bonte.

Agreez, Mon cher Monsieur, les nouvelles expressions de mes
sentimens de respect et d'amitie I Tout a Vous I Quetelet.
A Monsieur Faraday

TRANSLATION
London, 21 July 1841. I Green's Hotel, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

My Dear Sir,
I have just arrived in London, intending to go to the meeting in

Plymouth1 and I learn to my great distress that your illness is not
altogether over. I have been told of all the precautions that you have been
advised to take by your doctors. Although you are one of the men that I
would have had the greatest pleasure in seeing in England, I think that
your health is too precious for science and for your friends, for me to
dare to compromise it in the least way. Please forgive me for depriving
myself of the pleasure of seeing you and for sending you my regards in
writing.

I had the good fortune of meeting one of your friends, Mr Winsor, on
the steam boat. He gave me a letter that you wrote to me in 18392. I am
extremely sorry about the delay on all counts, for Mr Winsor has already
given me numerous proofs of his obliging and kind nature.

Please accept, My dear Sir, renewed expressions of my sentiments of
respect and friendship I Yours i Quetelet.
To Mr Faraday.

1. Of the British Association.
2. Faraday to Quetelet, 11 June 1839, letter 1181, volume 2.

Letter 1359
Faraday to Jane Barnard1

1 August 1841
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 143-5

Interlaken: August 1, 1841.
Dear Jenny,- A whole month has passed away since we left you and all our
friends; and though we have for so long been absent, and without those
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cheering words and pleasant little chats, which are and ought to be a
comfort to one another, still we have had your letters, and you can hardly
think how great their value is to us. I speak of you as all together, for I
cannot tell how to separate you one from another; bound up together, as 1
trust, in the one hope, and in faith and love which is in Jesus Christ, you
seem to me to become more and more as one to us; for, as we increase
our distance from you, there appears to be a separation of the few, or I
ought rather to say of the many, that are with you from the rest of the
world, and a distinction which I feel to be the greater now that I am away.
And you too, dear Jenny, are away in a manner; for though it is not
distance which separates you, yet it has pleased God in his dealings to
bring weakness of body over you, and so to lessen your power to enjoy
those privileges which are granted to us to keep alive in our hearts the
knowledge and love of the Lord Jesus Christ. But we know that these his
dealings with his people who are found waiting upon Him are all mercy,
and are needful to rule their rebellious hearts to the obedience of Him,
and to see in Him everything which is necessary for our rest. How
anxious, to be sure, we are to do something! Often it takes the form of
going to his house, or of joining in his worship, or of working in the labour
of love in the profession - things that his people, constrained by his love,
will be always found observing; but when it pleases God to take from us
these privileges, leaving us his Word, which is all-sufficient, how often
shall we find, by the workings and thoughts of our hearts, that in these
things we were trying to do something on our own account! And so we
may be encouraged to hope that He is thus showing us what is within
ourselves, that He may turn us again unto Christ and to Him alone. Now,
my dear Jenny, I hope I have not written anything to make you dull. I have
no such thought; I am rather hoping to cheer both you and myself by the
thought of Divine goodness and mercy, which make salvation not of any
worth or work of ours, or any goodness or strength or fitness that we
have, but alone of his sovereign grace and mercy.

Now I have told you no news - my companion and dear wife and
partner in all things will tell you enough of that. We often talk of you and
speak of our joint hope; and the separation that now is makes us think of
another that will follow, and that cannot be much longer delayed, and of
the joyful hope of meeting never to part in that heaven where there are
many mansions, and where the Saviour is gone to prepare a place for his
people.

The pleasure, however, we have in letters makes me turn back to a
bit of worldly wisdom.

If anybody is about to write to us, let the necessary postage be
paid, as you and Margery [Reid] (dear creatures) have paid it. My
brother Robert or the Grays2 might perhaps not know the necessary
preliminaries. 1 do not think I trouble you by saying this much, because
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you have only to say the thing to Margery or Caroline, and I know their
effectiveness in all that will be needful that way.

My love to all as if mentioned by name. If I were to repeat the names
of all I wish it to, in every letter, it would still be with strong affection and
nothing of form; but I refrain, lest you should think me childish. But you
can hardly think (being at home) how dear the remembrance of an absent
friend is to one. Love to father , mother4, brothers, and sisters, and all
friends. We may rejoice together that our pleasant old friend, B.A.5, is
gone where love is made perfect and all fear cast out.

Ever, dear Jane, your affectionate brother, 1 M. Faraday.

1. Jane Barnard (1803-1842, GRO). A sister of Sarah Faraday.
2. Elizabeth Gray and Adam Greenlaw Gray (1778-1849, GRO), retired saddler.
3. Edward Barnard.
4. Mary Barnard.
5. Unidentified.

Letter 1360
Sarah Faraday and Faraday to Edward Magrath
14 and 15 August 1841
From the original in RI MS Fl B32

Lake of Brientz I Augt 14th 1841.
Dear Mr Magrath

Mr Faraday seems very unwilling to write letters he says it is quite a
labour to him, and that every one advises that he should take thorough
rest and that he is quite inclined to do so. I can certainly say nothing
against air this but I am anxious that such an old friend as you are should
not be neglected altogether I will therefore take the opportunity of his
absence (he is exploring the Pass of The Brunig) to begin a letter for him
and to tell you how we are go on.

We have been absent from home six weeks now, which we consider
about half our time, and we have had upon the whole favourable weather,
and seen a great deal of beautiful scenery. We spent a fortnight at Thun at
least my sister1 and myself staid there that time, Mr. Faraday & my
brother made sundry excursions from thence over the Gemmi &c & from
Thun we came to Interlaken, from thence to Lauterbrunnen, over the
Wengern Alps to Grindewald back to Interlaken, & by the lake to this
place, which rather disappoints us and we think of leaving it again on
Monday3 and expect to reach Lucerne in about a week any letters sent
from England till the 25 of this month may be directed there. 1 think Mr.
Young4 would be quite satisfied with the way my Husband employs his
time, he certainly enjoys the country exceedingly and though at first he
lamented on absence from home and friends very much, he seems now to
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be reconciled to it as a means of improving his general health, his
strength is however very good he thinks nothing of walking 30 miles in a
day (and very rough walking it is you know) and one day he walked 455

which I protested against his doing again tho' he was very little the worse
for it, 1 think is too much, what would Mr Young say to that, but the grand
thing is rest & relaxation of mind which he is really taking there are not so
many calls upon his memory here even to remember peoples names - he
dislikes dining at Table d'hotes very much and we avoid it as often as we
can but that cannot always be done, at the small places we have been
staying at this last fortnight it does not signify so much but at Thun there
was always such large companies from 20 to 30 at One, Three and five
o'clock and almost all English - My Brothers occupation is a great
resource for us it is always an object and of course guides our movements
very much he and Mr Faraday are excellent companions and very
generally go together in sketching excursions Michael taking a book & a
telescope and wandering about till George is ready to return in the mean
time my Sister & myself are glad to rest ourselves or take little walks in
the neighbourhood of our home for the time being, and sometimes we are
obliged to be very industrious, for travelling makes sad work with the
clothes -

1 think I need say no more, for Mr. Faraday will speak for himself on
the next page but pray give my kind remembrances & best thanks to Mr
Young - 1 should like to hear how both your sisters6 are and to be
remembered to them and believe me to be Dear Mr Magrath

Yours very truly I S Faraday

Brientz 1 15 Aug 1841
My dear Magrath

Though my wifes letter will tell you pretty well all about us yet a few
lines from an old friend (though somewhat worn out) will not be
unpleasant to one who like that friend is a little the worse for time and
hard wear[.] However if you jog on as well as we do you will have no cause
for grumbling by which I mean to say that 1 certainly have not for the
comforts that are given me and above all the continual kindness affection
& forbearance of friends towards me are I think such as few experience -
And how are things with you? I must ask the question whether I can hear
the answer or not perhaps as we shall not leave Lucerne before the 2nd or
3rd of next months I may. I hope they are pretty well & of all friends with
you Remember us most kindly to Mr Young we often have to think of him
for many reasons^ I will give no opinion at present as to the effect of his
advice on my health and memory but I can have only one feeling as to his
kindness and whatever I may forget I think I shall not forget that. Amongst
other things say that the net for the cloaks & coats is most excellent &
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has been several times admired for its utility^] It is droll to think what odd
gatherings go into it sometimes in a hurry. If you happen to see Mr
Brande or Sir James South remember me very kindly to themu I think
more of my friends here than I did when at home and feel as if I had
something particular to say to every one of them. Now as to the main
point of this trip i.e. the mental idleness you can scarcely imagine how
well I take to it and what a luxury it is, the only fear I have is that when I
return friends will begin to think that I shall overshoot the mark; for
feeling that any such exertion is a strain upon that faculty, which I cannot
hide from myself is getting weaker, namely memory, and feeling that the
less exertion I make to use that the better I am in health & head, so my
desire is to remain indolent mentally speaking and to retreat from a
position which should only be held by one who has the power as well as
the will to be active. All this however may be left to clear itself up as the
time proceeds and now farewell dear Magrath for the present

from Your Affectionate friend i M. Faraday

Address: Edward Magrath Esq I &c &c &c I Athenaeum I Pall Mall I
London

1. Emma Barnard, nee Hillhouse. Married George Barnard on 16 April 1840, GRO.
2. George Barnard. Both Emma and George Barnard accompanied the Faradays on this
tour. See Faraday's Swiss diary in Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 127.
3. That is 16 August 1841.
4. Unidentified.
5. See Faraday's Swiss diary of 23 July 1841, in Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 140-2 for his account
of this walk.
6. Louisa Magrath. Sister of Edward Magrath. See Magrath's 1861 will in the Principal
Registry of the Family Division of the High Court. The other sister is unidentified.
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Letter 1361
Peyron1 to Faraday
20 August 1841
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris 20 August 1841
To Doctor Faraday F.R.S.
Sir

My friends Breguet2 and professor Masson3 in investigating the best
way of rendering useful the induced currents, in the construction of the
electrico-magnetical machine of which I exposed to you, last year the
general plan4, have obtained some results5 which appear to me a
complement in some instances - of your own researches and of those of
professor Henry6. This reason induces me to give you a short account of
the chief points of their experiments. As soon as a machine will be
constructed - I shall take the liberty of making you know if the result
answers to my hope - and to ask your advice if it does not.

The voltaic apparatus used is the modification of professor Daniell's
constant battery7 in which the earthen cups are replaced by a membrane
separating a copper cylinder from a zinc one - which surrounds it. Each
copper cylinder is 8 inches in height and 2 \ in Diameter. Each Zinc 8 on 3
and 9 lines. A solution of sulfate of copper fills the first - the second is
only plunged in pure water.

The helix is formed of two copper wires twice covered with cotton
threads - of ^ of inch in diameter and 605 yards in length. They are
scrolled in juxtaposition and form a hollow cubic cylinder of 8 inches and
| (Fig 1-2)

1° if the electric current is passed through one of the wires - in
breaking it constantly - one receives strong shocks from the handles of
the extra-current AB. But as soon as the ends of the second wire are
joined together - the extra-current ceases completely.

2° If the ends of the inductive wire B'A are connected with a
Voltameter or with an helix formed of a wire of ~ of an inch and 500
yards in length - the effects of the extra-current reappearu

3° On receiving the induced or the extra-current shocks are given.
The same effect is produced in grasping the handle ending the Wire A of
the extra-current - and the handle ending the Wire B' of the induced
current - or the two handles A'B. On the contrary on grasping in the same
time AA' or BBf nothing at all is felti.j

The handles AB' being kept by one person - as soon as the two
handles A'B shall be connected - or shall be touched by another person -
the shocks become stronger. The same result takes place with two
helices of various lengths superposed and distant of ^ of an inch (Fig 4)u

4° Three helices being superposed as it is shewn in the Fig 3 - the
first formed of 38 yards of copper wire ^ of an inch in diameter - the
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second of 176 yards of copper wire ~Q of an inch and the third of 230
yards of the same fine wire - constituting rings of 6 inches in diameter - if
broken currents from ten elements pass through the first - the two ends of
the second being united - the third is not induced. But as soon as the
ending wires of the second ring are connected with a voltameter - or with
the helix above described the induction appears and shocks are received.

5° The two wires in the helix fig 2. being united so as to form a single
one of 1210 yards - if the wires of the extra-current are connected with the
conductors of the electrical egg - between the terminal - gold - silver -
platina - copper - zinc - iron - charcoal balls - shall appear all the series of
phenomena obtained with a powerful electrical machine. The positive
ball is always surrounded by a constant violet glow rising some inches
along the rod which supports it. From the obscure negative balls - flows a
red brush reaching the positive. In using copper balls - red squibs rush
out from the negative - ending in brilliant and white stars surrounded by a
green glow - connecting the basis of the brush with every point of the
surface of the positive ball and rod (Fig. 5). In using platina - if instead of
the positive ball - an helix with loose curls - is applied to the rod - the
violet glow is more extended and intense. In every case the brush takes
place at a distance and without any previous contacts

6° During the preceding experiments an iron cylinder 50 pounds
weight being introduced into the hollow of the helix - the shocks grow
suddenly weaker - the light diminishes and sometimes vanishes.

I desire that communication to be agreeable to you. There are some
new facts not yet cleared up which I shall [word illegible] to you after
renewed experiments!.]

I am Sir i Your most grateful and obedient I servant I Peyron
I have undertaken the translation of your Experimental Researches,

the very Code of electricians of which I ambition to endow my own
country. I hope that long and difficult task will be completed next year.
But before publishing it I shall have the pleasure of submitting my
attempt to your approbations

Endorsed by Faraday: Dr. Peyron professor of natural philosophy,
Marseilles 18 Rue d'Aguesseau, Paris.

1. Unidentified.
2. Louis Francois Clement Breguet (1804-1883, DSB). French instrument maker.
3. Antione-Philibert Masson (1806-1860, DSB). Professor of Physics at the Lycee Louis-le-
Grand.
4. Peyron was in London in the second half of 1840. See Peltier to Faraday, 31 July 1840 and
Faraday to Taylor, c Late October 1840, letters 1304 and 1323, volume 2.
5. See Masson and Breguet (1842).
6. See Henry (1839).
7. See Daniell (1836).
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Letter 1362
Faraday to Margaret Barnard1

5 September 1841
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 158-9

Lucerne: Sunday, September 5, 1841.
My dear Margaret,-1 intended to send a page of this paper to you, and 1
will do something towards that intent, however imperfect, for I know that
you will be glad to hear from me, and the more so as what I have to say is,
we are coming home, hoping to enjoy all our happy circle again, of which
you and yours make a very important part. It is all very well to come away
from home when one is bidden, and when the end to be attained is a
desirable one, and all very exciting to the imagination to talk of
mountains, lakes, glaciers, &c, &c, but the best effect of a departure
from home is to make us value home as it deserves to be valued; for I
think with us, from the first day to the last, it has grown more and more
upon us, whilst the things we came to diminished in their consequence in
an equal proportion. I think our letters tell us you are all well, and it is a
great happiness to hear such accounts. 1 have no doubt your fresh mind
will have enjoyed the country objects you have been to, far more than
many who come to these more Alpine parts of the world. True enjoyment
is from within, not from without. Give our love to John2; I do not know
how much he has been with you: I suppose William's3 necessary absence
would affect his visitation to the country. Remember us to all the
children;- such wonders we shall have to tell Anna4 and Frank5, and the
others, too, if we do not forget them all - for wonders soon become
common-place. If you can, think of us to Mr. and Mrs. Barnard, to our
beloved Jane6, to Robert [Faraday] and Betsey [Gray], to William and
Martha7 and to Edward8 and Caroline9.

We leave this place to-morrow, and then propose to go to Zug,
Zurich, Basle, Strasbourg, Coblentz, Treves, Liege, Ostend, London, home.
The last place we hope to see before the month is quite out. Our plan,
however, may change, and my dear wife is the only writing authority that
can well be trusted: I mean that writes sufficiently often for the purpose.

Ever, my dear Margaret, your most affectionate brother, ! M.
Faraday

1. Margaret Barnard, nee Faraday (1802-1862, GRO). Faraday's younger sister.
2. John Barnard (1797-1880, GRO). Husband of Margaret Barnard and a brother of Sarah
Faraday. Silversmith. See Grimwade (1982), 431.
3. William Barnard (1801-1848, GRO). A brother of Sarah Faraday. Silversmith. See
Grimwade (1982), 431.
4. Anna Barnard (1827-1898, GRO). Daughter of John and Margaret Barnard.
5. Frank Barnard (1828-1895, GRO). Son of John and Margaret Barnard.
6. Jane Barnard (1803-1842, GRO). A sister of Sarah Faraday.
7. Martha Barnard.
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8. Edward Barnard (1796-1867, GRO). A brother of Sarah Faraday. Silversmith. See
Grimwade (1982), 431.
9. Caroline Barnard, nee Chater. Wife of Edward Barnard.

Letter 1363
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
7 September 1841
From the original in UB MS NS 342

Zug I 7 Septr. 1841
My dear Schoenbein

I write from this place to say that we expect to be at Bale in our very
rapid passage homewards on Monday or Tuesday next1 but are not sureu
If you will have your papers ready I will call on you as soon as we arrive. I
hope we shall find you, Madame Schoenbein, & the family quite well &
hope you will make our best respectsu We have been pretty well in our
Journey but just now some of us are suffering from bad colds. I think
however they are leaving USM We have been round to Bienne, Berne,
Thun, Brientz, Interlaken, Grindewald, Hospental, Lucerne &c including
the Wengern Alps the Gemmi the Grimsel &c and now must go home.
Trusting to find you happy active & well I am

My dear friend I Yours Ever I M. Faraday

Address: Professor Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Bale I on the Rhine

1. That is 13 or 14 September 1841.

Letter 1364
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
27 September 1841
From the original in UB MS NS 343
My dear Friend

Mr. Forbes passing on his journey to Scotland through London1 I
send through him a few lines to you with the view of letting you know that
your kind letters2 arrived here when I was absent from Bale. I could
therefore not answer them nor charge you with the papers I intended to
forward through your kindness to England. Nevertheless I thank you very
much for your goodness. I was very glad indeed to learn that you were
doing pretty well when you left Switzerland and most ardently hope, that
you will feel for a long time the beneficial effects of your stay at Zug. You
will lay me under great obligations by favouring me with a few lines and
letting know your friend, how you are now and how you performed your
way home. May the answer be such as true friendship and heartfelt
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sympathy most wish it to be. My wife and children are quite well and the
former was indeed very sorry for not having seen you once more before
your departure; for you must know that she is a great admirer of you and
that you are standing very high in her graces since your visit. Pray
remember me kindly to Mrs. Faraday and accept the assurance of my
being

Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Septb. 27th 1841.
I was in the greatest hurry when I wrote these lines and you will therefore
be kind enough to excuse my bad writing.

Address: Doctor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Faraday had met Forbes in Switzerland on 18 August 1841. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2:
156.
2. Letters 1349 and 1363.

Letter 1365
Faraday to William Ambrose1

1 October 1841
From the original in Strathclyde University Archives MS C8/1/220

Royal Institution I 1 Octr. 1841
Sir

I have just returned from the Continent & find your letter. I conclude
that you are by this time suited for the lectures you mentioned but
nevertheless say that no one occurs to me at present who would be likely
to do you justice & also leave London. There are two gentlemen who
lecture upon both subjects Mr. Addams2, Pembroke Square, Chelsea; and
Mr. Griffiths3 the Lecturer at St Bartholomew's Hospital London, but I
doubt whether either of them could leave London for Glasgow. If however
you please you can write to them. I wish I could have been of more
service to you but trust even the occasion has gone byu

I am Sir I Your faithful humble Servant I M. Faraday
W. Ambrose Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Ambrose. Vice President of the Glasgow Mechanics' Institution. Private
communication from Dr James McGrath, Archivist of Strathclyde University.
2. Unidentified.
3. Thomas Griffiths. Lecturer in Physics at St Bartholomew's Hospital. Moore (1918), 2: 816.
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Letter 1366
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
14 October 1841
From the original in UB MS NS 344

Royal Institution I 14 Octr. 1841
My dear Schoenbein

I write a very hasty note in reply to your kind letter1 by Mr. Forbes to
say we are here safe & well & happy to be at home again. 1 feel myself
exceedingly well in health. Memory is where it was but if 1 do not make
too many or too early calls upon it perhaps it may improve. I regretted
much that I could not see you or Madame Schoenbein again but was
obliged to give up the thoughts Give my most respectful & earnest
remembrances to her. I rejoice that you have that greatest source of
earthly happiness the source of happiness at home[.]

I know nothing of scientific matters & have not looked at a Journal
yet. I have nothing to write you & am ashamed to send you this letter &
would not do it making you pay double postage but that you have desired
it[.i

Ever My dear friend I Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Letter 1364.

Letter 1367
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet
21 October 1841
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986 / 989

Royal Institution I 21 Octr 1841
My dear friend

Though ashamed to put you to any expence in the way of postage
for a letter so valueless as mine will be yet I cannot let your kindness and
your letter to me pass without grateful acknowledgments1!.] You would
hear that I left England at the Very commencement of June and as 1
returned only on the 29th of September I lost every chance of seeing you
here[.] 1 had many thoughts of seeing you at Bruxelles for we passed on
the rail road from Liege to Ostend on the 27th of September but the
extreme activity of the population on the Railroad & still more as they
told me at Bruxelles in consequence of the rejoicings2, with the necessity
of getting home quickly after a long absence, and the doubt whether you
were there all drove me hornet.] Besides which my companions of whom
two were ladies had need to return home quickly also & so 1 lost the sight
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of Bruxelles & probably of you also for 1 thought afterwards you were
almost sure to be there at such a time[.]

I know you will be glad to hear that I am pretty well & though
ashamed to speak of myself yet in answer to your kindness I may tell you
that my quiet sojourne in the vallies of Switzerland where 1 have scarcely
seen a person has been of great service to me. 1 am still idling, giving
myself what I believe is necessary rest not merely refraining from working
but even from reading as yet. This reminds me to thank you heartily for
the volumes and papers you left for me[.] You are indeed a worthy
example in activity & power to all workers in science and if I cannot
imitate your example I can at least appreciate & value it[.j

But I must conclude I Being as ever Most Sincerely Your I Obliged
M. Faraday
Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c I Observatory I Bruxelles

1. Of letter 1358.
2. To mark the 10th anniversary of Belgium independence.

Letter 1368
Faraday to William Robert Grove
30 October 1841
From the original in RI MS G F8

R Institution I 30 Octr. 1841
Many thanks my dear Sir for the sight of your Photographic

Etchings1. They are very good & surely must lead to something
excellent!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. See Grove (1841b).

Letter 1369
Faraday to Jons Jacob Berzelius
2 November 1841
From the original in Stockholmes Universitetsbibliotek

Royal Institution I 2 Nov 1841
Dear Sir

Though very unwilling to occupy the time or intrude on the
attention of one whose exertions in the cause of science are so invaluable
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as your own yet I hope you will excuse my present letter both in kindness
to myself & for its object to which 1 will come at onceu One of our
Noblemen the Earl of Ross[e] has been deeply & successfully engaged in
casting & grinding specula for large reflecting telescopes and is now
about to attempt one upon an enormous scaleVi He has been led to think
that purity of copper may be of importance to him[.] I believe he intends
by experiments to try the value of copper more or less pure but in the
mean time is anxious to know the source of the purest in quantities
amounting to perhaps a ton or two i.e from 1000 to 3000 or 4000 lbs. I
have promised to ask you whether the commercial copper of Sweden is
better or no (in your opinion) than English & whether it can be had. I
thought 1 had heard that Russian copper was the best for alloying with
silver but cannot recollect my authority. I should be ashamed to think of
putting you to trouble but I thought (& hope) that a word from you would
be sufficient for I have reason to know the range & accuracy of your
knowledge. For myself I am not prepared to say that the small difference
in the proportion of other metals in commercial copper would be
important but it might & that point it will be better to test by
experimentu The great object will be to obtain a speculum metal not
readily tarnishing in the airu

With sincerest respect & the most earnest wishes for your health &
happiness I am I My dear Sir I Your Obliged & Grateful Servant I M.
Faraday
Baron Berzelius I &c &c &c &c

1. Robinson (1845) discussed the building of the telescope, the speculum of which was cast
on 13 April 1842 (p. 114).

Letter 1370
Robert John Kane to Faraday
11 November 1841
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

18 Upper Gloucester St. Dublin I 11th November 1841
My Dear Sir,

I have had the pleasure this day of forwarding to you through
Longman1, the third & concluding part of my Elements of Chemistry2.
Should it be so fortunate enough to obtain your approbation in the same
degree as you were kind enough to express with regard to the preceding
parts I shall consider myself as quite independant of the herd of ordinary
critics.

I need not direct your attention to the difficulty which the
popularization of organic chemistry presents, when it is also a primary
object to retain it in the position of extent & importance to which it has
been carried by modern research. Whether I have therein succeeded to
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any [word illegible] degree none can so well judge as you, and I need
scarcely say how gladly I would receive any notice of your opinion of that
portion of the work. They would have the more value as I know whether
favorable or the reverse they would be given truly and on good grounds.

Believe My My [sic] dear Sir, with the sincerest congratulations for
the restoration of your health, which I hope will now be long available for
the advancement of science I have the honor to remain

Truly Yours I Robert J. Kane
Michael Faraday Esq LLD I etc etc

Address: Michael Faraday Esq LLD I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I
London

1. That is Longman, Brown & Co, booksellers in Paternoster Row. See Wallis (1974), 40.
2. Kane (1841).

Letter 1371
Faraday to Alexander Dallas Bache1

12 November 1841
From an original copy in SI A Alexander Dallas Bache Papers, 1821-
1869, Box 3, Folder 2

Royal Institution I 12 Nov 1841
My Dear Sir

It was with great pleasure I saw your handwriting and read your
words, for I have a most pleasant remembrance of your kind feelings
towards us here when you came to see us, and I should be sorry to think
you forget me altogether. Do you remember the meeting in the Hanover
Square rooms? I hope you will represent me kindly to those I saw there,
Mrs. Bache2 and my willing friend her sister, I think3.

With regard to the matter you ask me about, I have been searching
about, and find that there was a gentleman, James Smithson4 Esq F.R.S. of
3 Stanhope Place St James Square, who was one of our earliest members5.
He was elected in the year 1799 and joined according to the formalities in
March 1800. We cannot find however his name in the proceedings of the
Institution i.e on the committees or otherwise, and in the absence of any
other means of judging, conclude he was no otherwise active than as all
the members then generally were. Mr Fisher6 [sic] our assistant Secretary
who has been in the Institution since I believe the year 1810 or before,
does not know of any especial activity on Mr Smithsons part or remember
any circumstance which might lead to such a conclusion. Persons are
often importantly active who are not formally so. Indeed sometimes they
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are the most valuable but 1 cannot in the present case recover any
indications of activity here.

I send you all our printed documents. The list of Members and the
Charters Bye laws &c &c I have [blank in MS] out, also a set of the early
Journal numbers. They are very scarce & all are in the packet that were
published. As Mr Vaughan7 wants the packet I may not detain them long
enough to give them a decent exterior but I hope you will accept them as
they are[.]

Ever my dear Sir your very faithful Servant I Signed M. Faraday
President Bache

1. Alexander Dallas Bache (1806-1867, DSB). Head of Girard College, 1838-1842.
2. Nancy Clarke Bache, nee Fowler (1803-1870, Reingold and Rothenberg et al. (1972-92), 2:
112). Married A.D. Bache in 1828.
3. Maria Fowler, Bache's sister in law, who accompanied them on their tour of Europe,
1836-1838. See ibid, 3. See also Faraday to Bache, 28 July 1840, volume 2, letter 1300.
4. James Louis Macie Smithson (1765-1829, DSB). English chemist.
5. Bache had been asked, by the National Institute, to find out about the institutions to
which Smithson had belonged. Reingold and Rothenberg et al. (1972-92), 5: 118.
6. Faraday would have written Fincher.
7. Petty Vaughan (1788-1854, ibid, 2: 429). Intermediary between scientific societies in
London and Philadelphia.

Letter 1372
Faraday to William Robert Grove
18 November 1841
From the original in RI MS G F9

R Institution I 18 Novr. 1841
My dear Sir

The only double coil we have (a poor one) I have put with the other
things for you[.] I have not used it for some time past & you must
ascertain that there is no touching of the wires of the two coils one with
another.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 1373
Faraday to Miss Pritchard1

21 December 1841
From the original in RI MS

R Institution 1 1841-2
Admit Miss Pritchard to my Juvenile Lectures2[.]

M. Faraday
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Address: Andrew Pritchard Esq I &c &c &c I 162 Fleet Street
Postmark: 21 December 1841

1. Daughter of Andrew Pritchard (1804-1882, DNB), microscopist. This letter was donated
to the Royal Institution by her daughter Ethel M. Spiller. In the covering letter of 6 March
1930, Spiller said that her mother was then ten years old.
2. This was Faraday's Christmas lectures "On the Rudiments of Chemistry". His notes for
these lectures are in RI MS F4 18.

Letter 1374
Faraday to Charles Babbage
22 December 1841
From the original in BL add MS 37191, f.677

R Institution I 22 Deer. 1841
My dear Sir

The note is too vague in its description of the experiments & the
mode of ascertaining the effect to tell for much. The effect of size is often
so complicated with other effects that it cannot without great care be
estimated[.] Thus I am pretty sure that if the gold plate had been
increased to the size of the copper plate or the copper plate diminished
to the size of the gold plate the ratio of 1:40 would no longer have
appeared perhaps only 1:2 or 1:3.

Gold is well known to be better than copper & gilt surfaces have
often been usedu Grove does use platina in his battery1 which probably
surpasses gold. Gilt surfaces have not as yet proved practically
advantageous!.]

I am most happy to hear that you are quite well & shall come to look
at you soonu

Ever Faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

1. See Grove (1839b).

Letter 1375
Faraday to Henry Ellis
22 December 1841
From the original in BL add MS 48340, f.38

R Institution I 22 Deer. 1841
Dear Sir Henry

Can you favour me by allowing Mr. T.F. Lee1 of Leicester to read in
the British Museum for a day or two[.]

M. Faraday
Sir Henry Ellis I &c &c &c
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Endorsed: Adm HE

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1376
Faraday to Allan Cunningham1

24 December 1841
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I 24 Deer. 1841
Dear Sir

The request of my friend the Revd. John Barlow; a brief introduction
to yev; some time since by Sir Francis Chantrey2; and the kind expressed
intentions of that great man made to me now above two years ago are the
circumstances which induce me to write. Sir Francis had the intention &
you probably may have known it of assisting us with matter & materials
for an evening on Sculpture3. I do not know how far such a thing is now
possible but Mr. Barlow who is Secretary for the Evenings & to whom also
I believe Sir Francis communicated the same intention is very anxious
with respect to it and though he might well apply to you in his own name
yet I do not hesitate, on his request, to give him this note to you being
sure you will excuse the liberty I takeu

The death of Sir Francis4 came very suddenly on me for I had been
told at Belgrave Place only a short time before that he was quite well
again. It is a loss which will make many mourn for whether in reference to
his public or his private character in all directions grounds of grief
appears

Ever Dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Allan Cunningham Esq I &c &c &c

1. Allan Cunningham (1784-1842, DNB). Secretary to Chantrey, 1814-1841.
2. Francis Legatt Chantrey (1781-1841, DNB). Sculptor.
3. See Lit.Gaz., 28 May 1842, p.366 for an account of Barlow's Friday Evening Discourse of 13
May 1842 "On the method of casting bronze statues".
4. On 25 November 1841.

Letter 1377
Faraday to Robert Hare1

24 December 1841
From Am.JJSci., 1842, 42: 291

Royal Institution, Dec. 24, 1841.
My Dear Sir - On reading your second letter to me in Silliman's Journal,
(published July, 1841,)2 I wrote a brief answer back, but find from Dr.
Silliman3, that it has been mislaid. I therefore send this brief note to say
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that I hope you will excuse any controversial reply. 1 do not find any
reason to change my opinion as to the matters referred to in yours to me:
and as far as 1 should have occasion to answer for my own part, I would
rather refer readers of the Journal to my papers and my former reply4 to
your first letter5. As to the new and important matter into which your last
letter would lead me, I am not sufficiently clear in my mind, upon the
evidence which we as yet have, to wish to enter into it at present.

Ever my dear Sir, I With highest esteem, yours very truly, I M.
Faraday
Dr. Hare, &c. &c. &c.

1. Robert Hare (1781-1858, DSB). Professor of Chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School, 1818-1847.
2. Hare (1841).
3. Benjamin Silliman (1779-1864, DSB). Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy at Yale
Medical School from 1813. Founder and editor of Am.J.Sci.
4. Faraday (1840c).
5. Hare (1840).

Letter 1378
Faraday to James Silk Buckingham1

28 December 1841
From the original in NYHS MS Buckingham, James Silk

R Institution I 28 Deer. 1841
My dear Sir

My own proxy2 being engaged I have been searching about for one
for you & happily have obtained one, which I now send wishing you all
success in your exertionsu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jas. S. Buckingham Esq I &c &c &c

1. James Silk Buckingham (1786-1855, DNB). Writer and traveller.
2. This was to provide a place for an orphan in the London Orphan Asylum in Clapton,
founded in 1813, of which Faraday became a subscriber in 1831. See Faraday to Roberts, 24
January 1832, volume 2, letter 533. Each subscriber had one or more votes (depending on
the size of their subscription) for suitable candidates for a place in the orphanage. Votes
could be transferred by proxy between subscribers. For accounts of the London Orphan
Asylum see Alvey (1990) and Bache (1839), 58-65.
3. Buckingham had been a subscriber of the London Orphan Asylum since 1841. See the
1842 Report of the London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/2/10, p.62.
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Letter 1379
Faraday to James South
18 January 1842
From the original tipped in front of RI MS F4 Bl

Royal Institution I 18 January 1842.
My dear Sir James

The accompanying books1 were mine and are yours. I send them
with very mixed feelings for at the same time that 1 know your heart by
using them as remembrances of me can give them an interest in your eyes
abundantly sufficient for that purpose still I cannot conceal from myself
that they are an unworthy and unfit gift on my part. I will say no more but
that however little their value they are accompanied with the strongest
feelings at the remembrance of your kindness and good will to met.]

Ever My dear Sir James I Your faithful I M. Faraday
Sir James South I &c &c &c

1. That is Faraday's books of his notes of the lectures of John Tatum (d.1858, age 86, GRO.
Silversmith of 53 Dorset Street. Appears in London directories until 1827. Probably the same
as John junior noted in Grimwade (1982), 677) at the City Philosophical Society in 1810.
According to the Memorandum to Robert Peel, 31 March 1835, letter 775, volume 2, there
were originally five notebooks, but only four have survived, RI MS F4 Bl-4.

Letter 1380
Faraday to John Murray
3 February 1842
From the original in JMA

Royal Institution I Feby 3, 1842
My dear Sir

I send you the manipulation revised1. Two new wood cuts will be
wanted one at p 1762, the other at p 3003 - the former wood cuts are with
your printer & I should be glad of an impression of the whole for some 1
suspect want repairing. 1 conclude I shall see the proof sheets &c in due
course and will at the same time keep the Index in order by the new
paging as the printing proceeds[.]

Ever Dear Sir i Your Obliged Servant i M. Faraday
John Murray Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. That is the revision of Faraday (1830b) which was published by Murray as Faraday
(1842).
2. Faraday (1830b), 176, (1842), 180.
3. Faraday (1830b), 300, (1842), 310.
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Letter 1381
Faraday to Charles Manby
9 February 1842
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

In reply to the inquiry why does the ore require or why does the iron
take any of the carbon of the fuel [blank in MS] stated that the ore being
essentially a carbonate of iron the first action of heat either in the ore
kilns or in the furnace is to drive off the carbonic acid & leave oxide of
iron and then the further action of the carbon of the fuel (besides
sustaining a high temperature) is to abstract the oxygen of the oxide and
so to reduce the iron to the metallic state after which a still further
portion of the carbon of the fuel combines with the iron bringing it into
the state of easily fusible or pig metal[.]

As carbon may be communicated to the ore or iron in two ways
distinct in their nature i.e either by contact with solid carbon as in the
process of cementation (that by which steel is commonly formed) or from
the carbonated gasses either carburetted hydrogens or carbonic acid
which occupy nearly every part of the air way of the furnace it would be
desirable to distinguish as far as may be in any furnace having a
particular form or action what proportion of the whole effect is due to the
one mode of carbonization or the otherVi

My dear Sir
Above you have a rush
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
9 Feby 1842

1. The essence of this letter was published in Min.Proc.Inst.Civ.Eng., 1842, 2: 61 in the form
of a discussion of Hardie (1842) read on 8 February 1842 to the Institution of Civil Engineers.
On this basis the recipient of the letter is established.

Letter 1382
Faraday to Charles Manby
11 February 1842
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution, i 11 Feby 1842
My dear Sir

I cannot tell whether the paper1 on Iron is fit for you or not. It has
two objects as stated by the author in the conclusion the first to gain an
admission for its writer into the Institute by its character as an Essay &
the next to give the chemical nature of the proofs of reducing Iron[.] Of
the first you must be the judgeu Of the second, I must say that I do not
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think it states any thing that was not well known before^ It appears to me
to be the result of observation but then others have also observed &
recorded the same facts^ I am now speaking of that which I consider as
accurate but there are many parts which are very vague loose and
doubtful. Thus part of what relates to water and all of what relates to
ammonia also the order of reduction & flexing at pp 12, 13 &c the
considerations on Iron & Carbon at p. 15 and other parts are according to
my notion too confidently spoken of, for some parts of these matters I
think are wrong & others not as yet known. The chemical formula are also
I think out of place being inconsistent with the looseness of expression
elsewherei.] By looseness of expression I mean such as "some (ores) are
wholly compound of lime & contain fossil shells" p 1 "Bitumen may be
said to include a small part of the carbon together &c" p 3 "to drive off all
superfluous matters" p 8.

There are no new analogies in the paper or any new facts added in
addition to those before known in support of any particular view[.]

Remember this is quite a private communication otherwise I should
have spoken in more exact language. I think the writer if he pursues the
matter and reads up to what others have written so making a fair start
from the present state of knowledge may do much in the subjectu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
- Manby Esq I &c &c &c

1. This paper has not been identified, but it was clearly offered to the Institution of Civil
Engineers.

Letter 1383
Faraday to W.H. Ince1

19 February 1842
From the original in HLHU HEW 14.6.4 vol.5, part II

Brighton I 56 Kings Road 1 19 Feby 1842
My dear Sir

I fear I cannot give you a Davy formerly I made no accumulation of
autographs but had a portfolio into which I put all I thought others would
like & the autograph collectors] took what they pleased. Such as those of
Davy &c were soon gone. When I return to town I will look into the same
place & let you know[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W.H. Ince Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 1384
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
11 March 1842
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, p.177-9

Royal Institution I 11th March 1842
Sir,

You will probably remember that you desired me to ascertain, as
nearly as I could, what proportion of light was intercepted by French
Glass, Cookson's Glass, and Flint Glass respectively; and that you placed
in my hands, a fine cube of French Glass, and endeavoured also to
procure a corresponding cube of Cookson's Glass, or at least a sample of
equal thickness in one direction. As, however, some time has elapsed
without our being able to obtain such a specimen, I have lately had a
piece cut off from a broken rib of a refractor from Cookson's manufactory,
equal in length to the dimensions of the cube; and compared these one
with the other in their action upon a ray of light. The French glass is of a
pale blue colour and has some striae; Cookson's glass is of a deeper and
greener colour and has striae, much stronger than in the French glass; it
is, however, I think a fair sample of the glass in the refractors. Both the
specimens are 2 \ inches in thickness in the direction through which the
ray was passed. Both accompany this Letter.

It will be unnecessary for me to describe minutely the way in which,
to the best of my judgement for practical purposes, a standard lamp was
compared with another lamp, from which the light sometimes proceeded
unobstructed, and sometimes passed through the one or the other of the
two specimens of glass. Three different persons observed the results, for
the purpose of doing away with any peculiarity in the vision, or any
tendency in the mind, or a particular person; and numerous experiments
were made the average of those for each glass being finally taken.
The result was that if a naked light had an illuminating power of ... 100.

it was reduced by the French Glass to 82 |
and by the Cookson's Glass to 67 |

so that the French Glass cut off rather more than a sixth of the whole
light, and the Cookson's glass about a third.

This loss of light is partly due to the reflexion of the two surfaces of
each piece of glass, and partly to the obscuring effect of the body of the
glass; and the proportionate effect of the two causes it is very difficult to
distinguish. The loss by reflection is probably nearly the same for both
the glasses; but that by extinction, due to the colour and imperfect
transparency, differs with the two. With reference to this, however, I must
observe that the amount of effect given above is produced by as much as
2 \ inches of glass, whereas in the refractors the thickest part of the glass
is not much more than half this amount, and from that it diminishes
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gradually 'till in other parts it is not more that a fifth or sixth of this
quantity.

With reference to the action of striae, it is probable that these do
not interfere as much as may at first be supposed. They disturb the
course of the ray and spread light about, which otherwise would go on to
a particular spot; but when the striae occur in different parts of the glass
and in different ribs, the dispersion of one part covers the dispersion of
another, and the general amount of light at any given spot, where an
observer may stand, is very nearly the same as if there were no striae.
This is just what was found on a much larger scale in the comparison of
French and English refractors; where the ribs in the one were truly
worked and placed, and in the other were not so. The first was a much
more beautiful and accurate instrument when examined minutely, than
the second; but in the broad and general effect of a Lighthouse, the errors
in the different ribs of the second so far compensated each other, as to
throw very little less light on to a given spot on the horizon, than was
done by the perfect instrument. So it is with striae, to a considerable
degree; for each deranged rib in a refractor may be considered as the
same thing to the whole of that refractor as a striae in a piece of glass, is
to the whole of the glass1.

I have the honor to be I Sir, I Your obedient humble Servant I
(signed) M. Faraday.
Jacob Herbert Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c i Trinity House

1. This letter was noted in the Trinity House By Board Minutes, 15 March 1842, GL MS
30010/33, p.66.

Letter 1385
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
12 March 1842
From the original in RI MS Fl B33

R Institution I 12 March 1842
My dear Sir

I send the tickets[.]
The specimens you mentioned I think you may have. The only

circumstance that makes me doubtful is their leaving London & so being
as it were removed from our reach if Mr Brande or any other of our
lecturers wanted them suddenly. Our Managers would perhaps object but
as I do not know that at present take them this time & 1 shall learn their
feeling on some future opportunity^]

Thank you for the Chem Manipulation hint1. I have sometimes
removed the stopper of a bottle I could not move because of its contents
or size by the heat of the friction of a piece of list or thick loose card2[.]
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Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W.E. [sic] Brayley Esq I &c &c

1. Faraday (1842).
2. Faraday (1830b), 528, (1842), 547.

Letter 1386
Faraday to Charles Manby
15 March 1842
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 15 Mar 1842
My dear Sir

I have a duty to perform at Woolwich1 and which until June comes in
takes me from London every Tuesday before 5 o elk and keeps me at
Woolwich until \ p 12 o elk the next day. This happens every year &
causes me a sad loss of pleasure at the Civil Engineers^]

Ever Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Manby Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is Faraday's lectures at the Royal Military Academy.

Letter 1387
David Brewster to Faraday
15 March 1842
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

St Leonard's College I St Andrews I March 15th 1842
My dear Sir,

I regret to trouble you upon so trifling a subject, but it is at all times
desirable that the truth should be known even in cases when it does not
appear to be very important.

I once wrote you about the Bude Light1, and had I been able to lay my
hands upon your answer, which has been too carefully laid up, I shd not
have been obliged to trouble you again.

I believe that I was the first person who conceived the Idea, (or
rather who published it) of applying the Oxygen Gas Light to Oeconomical
purposes. I have ample Evidence that in 1832 I recommended it to the
Commission of Northern Lighthouses, & in the very beginning of 1833 I
published the suggestion2. 1 mention[ed] all this in my Evidence
respecting the Lighting of the House of Commons3, and neither Mr
Gurney4 nor any of the many able men then examined mentioned any
other claimant.
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A Gentleman here, who says that before this he had shown the
burning Gas to some pupils in Perth, claims the Idea, & for the same
reason claims also the Drummond Light5; but this is ridiculous for
chemists had shewn 50 years ago the ordinary Expt. with oxygen gas, is
the intense light of pieces of lime exposed to the Blowpipe.

I therefore am desirous of knowing, if, in so far as you know, or
believe, the Bude light was suggested for oeconomical purposes previous to
1832, that is if the suggestion was published. Lady Brewster6 desires her
kindest regards to you, and I am,

My Dear Sir, I Ever Most Faithfully Yours I D. Brewster
To I Dr Faraday

1. Brewster to Faraday, 20 September 1837, letter 1029, volume 2.
2. [Brewster] (1833), 192.
3. Parliamentary Papers, 1839 (501) 13, pp.12-14.
4. Goldsworthy Gurney (1793-1875, DNB). Inventor.
5. See Drummond (1826a, b).
6. Juliet Brewster, nee Macpherson (1786-1850, Gordon (1869), 70, 195). Married Brewster
in 1810.

Letter 1388
Faraday to John Barlow
mid March 18421

From the original in the possession of Paul Heier
Dear Barlow

Let me have 15th of April for my Evenings
Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that 1842 was the only year in which Faraday delivered a Friday
Evening Discourse on 15 April. See Lit.Gaz., 23 April 1842, p.279 for an account of this
Discourse "On conduction in lightning-rods". The Athenaeum, 12 March 1842, p.235 had
announced this lecture for 18 March 1842, which implies that Faraday cancelled what would
have been his first Friday Evening Discourse for nearly two years.

Letter 1389
Benjamin Collins Brodie to Faraday
6 April 1842
From the original in RI MS Fl 18

14 Savile Row I April 6 1842
My dear Sir

I am sorry that I can not give you my proxy for the Caledonian
asylum1 as I promised it to Mr Hawes some time since.

Yours truly I B.C. Brodie
M. Faraday
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1. The Caledonian Asylum in Copenhagen Fields, Islington, was instituted in 1815, though
not opened until 1819, with the aim of "supporting and educating Children of Soldiers,
Sailors, and Marines, Natives of Scotland, and of indigent Scottish Parents resident in
London, not entitled to Parochial relief", Imperial Calendar, 1842, p.400. See "A Short History
of The Schools", Royal Caledonian Schools, 1992, pp.3, 5 and also Weinreb and Hibbert
(1983), 113. The Caledonian Asylum seems to have had the same structure as the London
Orphan Asylum, but there is no evidence which suggests that Faraday was a subscriber.
Brodie had been a subscriber from before 1826, Annual Report of the Caledonian Asylum for
1826.

Letter 1390
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
9 April 1842
From the original in UB MS NS 345
My dear Faraday,

You can hardly imagine how gratified I felt at the contents of your
last letter1 short as it was. You are well again and by that I understand
that you have become the Faraday of former days, that your health is
entirely reestablished, that your spirits have regained their wonted
elasticity and that you are allowed to resume your favorite studies. I did
certainly not learn quite so much from your own note, an article however
which I saw in some english paper contained statements going that
length. 1 congratulate you upon that happy state of things from all my
heart and do confidently hope that you will enjoy for many years to come
that degree of health without which life is hardly a desirable gift. "Modus
est in rebus"2 do the classics say and pray my dear friend mind that
maxim, i.e. do not any more overwork yourself and manage both your
mental and physical powers. You have already done enough for Science
and if there is any man being entitled to the enjoyment of "otium cum
dignitate"3 it is you my dear Faraday.

I wonder whether you will guess at the author of the work of which I
am charged to forward you a copy4. I should think you know him well
enough.

These last three months I have been rather busy in my laboratory.
My investigations turned upon the electrolysing power of simple voltaic
circles and to the peculiar condition of iron.

As to both the subjects I was fortunate enough to ascertain a series
of novel facts which I trust will render some little service to the chemical
theory of voltaic electricity. I intend to publish my results in one of the
next numbers of de la Rive's "Archives .

Mrs. Schoenbein is quite well and charges me with her best
compliments to you and Mrs. Faraday.

Believe me I Your's I most sincerely 1 C.F. Schoenbein
Bale April ! 9 1842.
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Tourney si vous plait.
Pray be so kind to forward the parcels inclosed to their respective
destinations, by such an act of kindness you will very much oblige

Your friend S.

1. Letter 1366.
2. Horace, Satires, I, i, 106. "There is a measure in everything".
3. Cicero, Pro Sestio, xlv, 98. "A peaceful life with honour".
4. [Schoenbein] (1842a).
5. Schoenbein (1842c, d).

Letter 1391
Benjamin Bond Cabbell1 to Faraday
16 April 1842
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.35

1 Brick Court I Temple I 16 Apl 1842
My dear Sir

Allow me to offer you my best thanks for the life of Dr. Nicholl2, and,
at the same time, to say, my polling paper of the Caledonian asylum shall
be at your service.

Believe me, my dear Sir I faithfully yours I Benj Bond Cabbell
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Address: M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Institution

1. Benjamin Bond Cabbell (1781-1874, DNB). Patron of the arts. He had been a subscriber of
the Caledonian Asylum (see note 1, letter 1389) since 1825. Caledonian Asylum Annual
Subscription Book, 1815-1833, Royal Caledonian Schools MS.
2. Anon (1841).

Letter 1392
Faraday to John Murray
21 April 1842
From the original in APS MS B P2/2

Royal Institution I 21 April 1842
My dear Sir

Will you allow me to introduce my brother in law Mr. George
Barnard to you. He was with us in our late trip to Switzerland; and in the
pursuit of his profession as an Artist made many sketches & drawings
which I think you would have pleasure in looking at & I know he would
take great pleasure in shewing. I will not say more than that my
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consciousness of your good taste & judgment makes me anxious that the
fruits of his exertions should obtain your approbation^.]

Ever My dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
John Murray Esq I &c &c &c

1. These were published, though not by Murray, as Barnard (1843).

Letter 1393
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
29 April 1842
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

R Institution I 29 April 1842
My dear Madam

With the most sincere feeling 1 beg to return you my earliest thanks
for your kindnessV]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Miss A.B. Coutts

1. Presumably by providing a proxy for the Caledonian Asylum (see note 1, letter 1389).
She had been a subscriber of the Caledonian Asylum since 1837. Caledonian Asylum Annual
Subscription Book, 1834-1844, Royal Caledonian Schools MS. See also letter 1391.

Letter 1394
Alexander Johnston1 to Faraday
30 April 1842
From the original in RI MS Fl H34
My dear Sir

Enclosed is my proxy by which 1 give you my vote for Miller2 the boy
whom you patronize. If it is not correct return it to me & I will correct it[.]

Yours truly I Alex. Johnston
19 Great Cumberland Place f 30 April 1842

Address: M. Faraday Esq I &c I Royal Institution

1. Alexander Johnston (1775-1849, DNB). Legal reformer, specialising in colonial law. He
had been a subscriber from before 1826 of the Caledonian Asylum, Annual Report of the
Caledonian Asylum for 1826. See note 1, letter 1389 and also letters 1391 and 1393.
2. William Lyon Miller (b.1835), whose deceased father had been born in Dundee, was
elected to the Caledonian Asylum on 2 June 1842. Certificate of Petition number 334, Royal
Caledonian Schools MS.
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Letter 1395
William Hasledine Pepys1 to Faraday
3 May 1842
From the original in RS MS 241, f.89

Earl Terrace Kensington I 3 May 1842
Dear Faraday

At the meeting of the Royal Institution Club2 on the 22d of April last,
you was chosen an Honorary Member (and the only one we have) to
come whenever it may suit you and unbend the Bows enclosed is a card
of Meeting and you will receive your Dinner summons as other
Membersu

Ever most Truly Yours i W.H. Pepys
M. Faraday Esq LD, FRS

Address: M. Faraday Esq LD I &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. William Hasledine Pepys (1775-1856, DNB). Man of science.
2. A very obscure club, which had existed from at least 1812, when it was mentioned in
Davy to Apreece, 1 January 1812, Rl MS HD 25/23.

Letter 1396
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
13 May 1842
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, pp.179-83

Royal Institution i 13th May 1842.
Sir,

In accordance with former instructions I have been carrying out as
quickly as Mr. Wilkins convenience would allow the experimental trials of
a method of fixing the mirrors of a Catadioptric light in manner different
to that adopted in the French apparatus or in the former English
arrangements. I have brought the result to a state satisfactory to myself
and there is now at Mr. Wilkin's manufactory an arrangement of four rows
of mirrors arranged alternately upon the French plan and that which I
propose to substitute for it for the observation and judgment of the
Deputy Master1 and the Board. To render it quite intelligible I beg to add
the following explanations.

The mirror frame generally consists of a ring six feet in diameter to
which are attached eight equidistant uprights, these are crossed by bars
or arms which are again connected by round rods proceeding from one
arm to the neighbouring arms on the same horizontal line. In this manner
the rods form circular horizontal rings to which the mirrors are attached,
and each tier of mirrors requires two of these rings to hold them in their
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placest.] The change which I propose relates to the position of these rings
and the mode in which the mirrors are attached to them.

In the sketch 1, 2 and 3 represent three mirrors, 1 is attached by the
French method; 2 by that which I propose - a and b are the places (seen in
section) of the sustaining rods of the French Apparatus; a socket with a
projecting arm is fixed on a; c is a clamp attached to the arm of the socket
by an adjusting screw and it holds the mirror by a nip between the tongue
of the clamp and a screw working in the upper part - d and e are two
similar clamps. The clamp c lays hold of the mirror by the middle of the
inner end, the clampsd and e lay hold of it on either side near the outer
end, thus giving three places of support for each mirror.

In the method I propose m and n are the places of the sustaining
rods;- they carry as before sockets with arms arranged as in the sketch;
and the connexion with the mirror is made at once by a jointed screw
which being soldered on to the back of the mirror passes thro' an
enlarged hole in the tongue of the socket and is held fast by two adjusting
nuts. The relative form, size and place of the French attachment and
mine, is seen in the enlarged drawings.

The great object and effect of the change is first of all to avoid that
loss of light which now occurs with the French plan, and did occur with
the former English arrangement (as it is at the St. Catherine's Light House
&c) by the position of the sustaining rods. It will easily be seen that the
rod a stops much incident light being an opaque obstacle in its course.
The clamp c also where it occurs, stops more light which consequently
never reaches the mirror above;- and then again other light which has
reached the mirror and been reflected, is stopped by the rod h a second
loss being thus occasion'd. In the French arrangement all those rods and
clamps at the ends of the mirrors towards the light, obstruct in the above
manner, but those at the ends outwards from the light obstruct only at
the lower and principal mirrors and not at the uppermost ones,

In my arrangement the rods, clamps, &c are placed entirely within
the shade of the mirrors as seen in the shade of mirror 2 so that they
cannot stop any light which can pass the mirrors themselves. This is
done by bringing the rods closer together and nearer to the back of the
mirror, by altering the form of the socket and its tongue, by making the
tongue turn in the opposite direction, by dismissing the clamp and it's
screw and substituting a jointed screw for it, and by the choice of the
place to which the screw is attached.

A second consequence of the change is that much readier access of
the hand to the space between the mirrors is obtained in the act of
cleaning them. The way in between the mirrors from the light side is, in
the French plan, much blocked up by the suspending rods and clamps.

I find at Mr. Wilkins manufactory that the nip of the screw in the
French clamp upon the edge of the mirrors has in two or three cases
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broken the glass. This effect is entirely avoided by the proposed mode of
suspension.

The adjustment of the mirrors into position is found to be very easy
and convenient on the plan I propose. The holes in the tongues are made
so much larger than the small screws which pass through them, as to
remove all unfit restraint, and allow for all irregularity likely to occur in
workmanship; and yet without in the least interfering with the final
adjustment and fixing of the mirrors.

The mirrors are exceedingly well and firmly held in their places.
The positions of the mirrors in the drawings are those of the French

arrangement of the first, second, and third tier from the refractor
upwards; the scale being one half. The differences of interval &c depend
upon circumstances connected with the form, size and place of the light,
but the obstructing effect of the suspending rod is the same in kind
wherever it occurs.

In proposing this change I am not aware (though I have sought for it)
that I am likely to introduce any one circumstance in which the French
plan has the superiority; though 1 should have been prepared to have
submitted to two or three if needful so that I might secure the paramount
object of sending all the light possible, out to sea; but as to a test much
more acute and practical than my own judgment, I now beg the favour of
the submission of the plan to the judgment of the Deputy Master and
authorities of the Trinity House2.

I am I Sir, I Your very obliged and obedient Servant, i (signed) M.
Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c i Secretary.
1. John Henry Pelly.
2. This letter was noted in the Trinity House By Board Minutes, 17 May 1842, GL MS 30010/
33, pp. 135-6. It was ordered to be placed on the table for the Elder Brethren to read. At the
following By Board, 24 May 1842, p. 142 it was agreed to construct the frame according to
Faraday's instructions.

Letter 1397
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
23 May 1842
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution i 23 May 1842
Dear Madam

Will you do me the favour to sign the Proxy appointment at the
bottom of the paper1: and forgive me all the trouble I cause you.

Ever Gratefully Yours I M. Faraday
Miss A Burdett Coutts I &c &c &c
1. Probably for the London Orphan Asylum (see note 2, letter 1378) of which Burdett
Coutts had been a subscriber since 1837. See note 1, letter 1244, volume 2.
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Letter 1398
Faraday to J. Pardoe1

23 May 1842
From the original in CITA

R Institution I 23 May 1842
Sir

I am very much obliged by your kind note & can have no doubt that
the engraving you speak of is worthy [of] any mans acceptances But as I
know that claims for such kindness as you propose often press heavily on
the principal party do not let me help to hinder you beyond that which
you may find convenient & believe that every way I am equally indebted
to you for your kindnesst.i

I am Sir I Your Most Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Ja. Pardoe Esq I &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1399
Faraday to M. Henries
23 May 1842
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I 23 May 1842
My dear Miss Herries

Your very flattering note came to hand and made me rather
ashamed least 1 should in reply seem to think I deserved it and yet I
cannot conceal from myself or you that such enquiries are very pleasant^
Our friend Barlow has appointed me for one other evening this season i.e.
the 10th June{.] The subject probably the principles & practice of
lithotintV]

Ever Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Miss M. Herries

1. See Lit.Gaz., 18 June 1842, pp.424-5 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 10 June 1842 "On Hullrnandel's process".
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Letter 1400
Faraday to Charles Manby
1 June 1842
From the original in W1HM MS FALF

R Institution i 1 June 1842
My dear Sir

Mr. Geo Buchanan of Edinburgh tells me he has sent up for next
Saturday night1 an apparatus for finding cisterns with water by a
mercurial valve2 & writes me to see it is in order. If I call on Friday3 will
you give me leave to see it?

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Manby Esq I &c &c &c
1. For the Conversazione of the Institution of Civil Engineers on 4 June 1842. See ICE MS
Ordinary Meeting Minutes, 3 May 1842, p.480.
2. On 28 June 1842 it was announced to the Institution of Civil Engineers that Buchanan's
paper, ""Description of a Mercurial Gauge for ascertaining the levels in Water Cisterns;"
with a model", Mm.Proc.Inst.Civ.Eng., 1842, 2: 196 had been received. The paper (the original
of which is in ICE MS OC 557) was not published.
3. That is 3 June 1842.

Letter 1401
Charles Bagot to Faraday
1 June 1842
From the original copy in NAC MG 24, A 13, volume 4, pp.238-43

Montreal I June 1st 1842.
Sir,

Not having the honor of your personal acquaintance I should feel
that I owed much apology to you for troubling you with this letter, if I
were not well aware of your constant desire to advance, by every means
in your power, the science in which you have attained to such
preeminence.

Without therefore trespassing further than may be absolutely
necessary upon your time, I would briefly state, that I am now engaged
in putting into active operation The University of King's College in Upper
Canada - an Institute of the highest importance to this Province, and
which, from various causes, has had but a nominal existence since its
original endowment, 12 or 14 years ago by George IVthV]

There are some few of The Professorships in this University which 1
think that I may be able to fill sufficiently well by persons already
residing, and advantageously known in the Province, but there are others
which I am sure can only be properly filled by persons whom I may be
able to induce to come out from England for the purpose.

Of these, I consider the Professor of Chemistry to be among the first;
and the object of this letter is to request your kind assistance in
endeavouring to ascertain for me, whether they may not be in England,
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some person of whose knowledge, acquirements, and power of lecturing
you entertain such an opinion, as might incline you to recommend him
for a situation of such importance in The Institution in question, and who
might be tempted to give to This Country the benefit of his services in
such a cause.

The situation is one which I cannot but think might be well
deserving for the consideration of some person within the circle of your
scientific acquaintance. The amount of his salary, and of the emoluments
arising to the Professorship may be reasonably estimated at not less than
£450 per annum, with a house, and garden and such minor advantages of
the kind as are usually attached to Collegiate Establishments. The
Professor will have to reside at Toronto, where he will find a society
composed of many of the most accomplished men whom the Country
affords; and it may be as well to add that, in his capacity as Professor, he
will form one of the Council of The University, which will consist of The
Bishop of Toronto2 as The President - A Vice President holding the
Professorship of Classical Literature, with the active superintendence of
the management and discipline of The Establishment - A Professor of
Medicine - a Professor I believe of Surgery, Professors of Chemistry and of
Mathematics, with such other Professors in other Faculties as the
improvement of our funds may hereafter enable us to establish.

Having stated thus much, I will only add that, if it should be in your
power to find a person whom you can confidently recommend as
eminently qualified for the discharge of the duties of such a station, and
also who is at the same time willing to undertake them you will, by
endeavouring to secure for us his services, confer a signal benefit upon
This Country and a great obligation upon myselfu

A sum of money has been recently appropriated by The College, for
the purchase of such instruments and utensils as may be necessary for its
Laboratory, and the Council will be disposed to listen with great
deference to the suggestions, and to avail themselves of the assistance
of the person whom you may recommend for The Office as to the manner
in which the sum destined for the purchase of this apparatus should be
expended. As I confidently hope to be able to put The University into
operation in the course of this year - if not by the month of October, at all
events by Christmas next - it will be necessary that The Professor should
be prepared to arrive at Toronto before the expiration of the latter
period.

(signed) I Charles Bagot
Michl Faraday Esq i F.R.S.

1. George IV (1762-1830, DNB). King of England, 1820-1830.
2. John Strachan.
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Letter 1402
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
7 June 1842
From the original in RGO6 / 706

R Institution I 7 June 1842
My dear Sir

A lady whom I should be glad to oblige has asked me if I could obtain
an order to see the Greenwich Observatoryi.j Her name is Miss
Balmanno1. Is this proper & can you thus favour me with leave for her
and what are the proper days or hours?

Ever Your Obliged Servant 1 M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq i &c &c &c

1. Unidentified. Reading doubtful, see letter 1404.

Letter 1403
Martin Farquhar Tupper1 to Faraday
9 June 1842
From Lit.Gaz., 18 June 1842, p.425

Milton House, Brighton (near Russell Square), I June 9, 1842.
My dear Sir, - As you took so lively an interest in my resuscitated mummy-
wheat2, I think the communication following will bear to you its own
apology for this intrusion. A little crop (the product of some fourteen
grains) is now in full ear and flowering in my garden: the increase is very
great, the ears averaging, I should say, seven inches long, and there being,
or about to be, from fifteen to twenty ears on each root, springing from
one grain: the blades and stalks are uncommonly strong, and altogether,
even to unfarmer-like eyes, the crop has assumed an un-English
appearance: although, of course, wheat is but wheat, and therefore very
like wheat. To unbelievers, as you know, miracles are nothing, and
perhaps are impossible; but it is gratifying to find, that our now perfectly
restored triticum of the third year bears evidence of its exotic nature. * *
* * * I ought by the way, to remark, that the soil is common light garden-
soil, onmanured, and that the crop has had no particular care: that which
I grew in a hot greenhouse dwindled and spindled away into nothing but
aphides; but my careless crop is capital. -1 beg, &c. very faithfully yours,
Martin F. Tupper

1. Martin Farquhar Tupper (1810-1889, DNB). Popular writer.
2. A sample of this wheat, which Tupper claimed to have grown from ancient samples
found in an Egyptian mummy, was displayed in the Library during Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 10 June 1842. Lit.Gaz., 18 June 1842, p.425. For a discussion of this wheat see
Hudson (1949), 80-1.
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Letter 1404
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
10 June 1842
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 706

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1842 June 10
My dear Sir

I have not had time earlier to answer your note of the 7th1.
Pray send the lady whom you mention (whose name I cannot read)

with a note to Mr. Main2 my First Assistant, on any day, except Sunday,
before 2h PM. I am to be on the Continent.

I do not encourage any lady friends - but the case of a person whom
you think worth introduction, and still more for whom you make previous
enquiry, is not an ordinary one.

I am my dear Sir I Yours truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1402.
2. Robert Main (1808-1878, DNB). Chief Assistant at the Royal Greenwich Observatory,
1835-1860.

Letter 1405
Faraday to Martin Farquhar Tupper1

11 June 1842
From Tupper (1886), 211-2

Royal Institution, June 11, 1842.
My dear Sir, - Your note2 was a very pleasant event in my day of
yesterday, and I thank you heartily for it, and rejoice with you at the
success of the crop. It so happened that yesterday evening was the last of
our meetings, and I had to speak in the lecture-room. The subject was
Lithotint3: but I placed the one ear in the library under a glass case4, and
after my first subject was over read the principal part of your letter - all
that related to the wheat: and the information was received with great
interest by about 700 persons. Our President, Lord Prudhoe, was in the
chair, and greatly desirous of knowing the age of the wheat. You know he
is learned in Egyptian matters, and was anxious about the label or
inscription accompanying the corn. I hope I have not done wrong, but I
rather fear your letter will be published, or at least the wheat part, for a
gentleman asked me whether he might copy it, and I instantly gave him
leave, but found that he was connected with the press, the Literary
Gazette. I hope you will not object since without thought on my part the
matter has gone thus far. The news is so good and valuable that I do not
wonder at the desire to have it, - Ever your obliged servant,

M. Faraday
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M.F. Tupper, Esq., I &c. &c. &c.
P.S. -1 am happy to say that I am plain Mr. Faraday, and if I have my wish
shall keep so. - M.F.

1. Martin Farquhar Tupper (1810-1889, DNB). Popular writer.
2. Letter 1403.
3. See Lit.Gaz., 18 June 1842, pp.424-5 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 10 June 1842 "On Hullmandel's process".
4. See note 2, letter 1403.

Letter 14061

Faraday to Edward Holme2

28 June 1842
From the original in National Library of Scotland MS 581, f. 139-40

Royal Institution I 28 June 1842
My dear Sir

I find you have not forgotten me but have thoughts of kindness even
when the object is out of your sight and that object one which is only
known to you by your own good acts towards him. 1 have received the
paper and am very much interested by the proceedings. I hope that in
your Department they will not be too much for you.

I reached home in perfect safety but found next morning that I was
quite right in coming away before the excitement began. I have had much
giddiness & confusion in my head ever sincet.]

With many thanks for your very great kindness of which I have a
deep remembrance & with many wishes for your health & happiness

I am I My dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. Holme I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged, possibly due to the imminent death of the Sandemanian Mary
Straker (d.1842, age 65, GRO) on 30 June 1842.
2. Edward Holme (1770-1847, DNB). Manchester physician.
3. From the meeting of the British Association in Manchester which Faraday attended on 22
and 23 June 1842. See letter 1407.

Letter 1407
Faraday to Antonio Lombardi
29 June 1842
From the original in ANS

29 June 1842 I Royal Institution I London
To the Count I Antoine Lombardi I &c &c &c &c
Sir

The high honor done me by the Italian Society of Sciences in
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Modena caused me at once to go to the British Association at
Manchester, though I had not before intended to do so, and could
remain only one day. But as I understood that Sir John Herschell could
not be present 1 determined that nothing should prevent me from
conveying to the Association the mark of esteem and approbation which
you had committed into my hands. I therefore presented myself with my
credentials to the Committee of Presidents and Council, and, however
imperfectly, endeavoured to convey to them the message you gave to
me1.1 could not stop more than one day, being obliged by the distance to
occupy two in travelling and therefore was not at the actual meeting of
the association; but I trust from what I heard afterwards that Sir John
Herschell would also be there for a day, at a later period2, and would far
more fitly represent the Society at the General Meetings

I am Sir i with the greatest respects & most sincere thanks i Your
Very Humble Servant I M. Faraday

Address: The Count I Antoine Lombardi I Secretary I &c &c &c &c t
Societa Italiana delle Scienza 1 Modena ! Italy

1. This was on 22 June 1842. See Athenaeum, 25 June 1842, p.567.
2. Herschel did attend the meeting. See Herschel to Bessel, 8 July 1842, RS MS HS 22.127.

Letter 14081

Faraday to Lord Ashley2

30 June 1842
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution 1 30 June 1842
My Lord

Your Lordship is at full liberty to make any use of my report3[.]
Ever Your Lordships I Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

Right Honorable i Lord Ashley MP I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 1406.
2. Anthony Ashley Cooper, Lord Ashley (1801-1885, DNB). Tory MP for Dorset, 1833-1846.
3. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 28 June 1842, RI MS HD 8b,
p. 109 for Faraday's analysis of some adulterated flour which he undertook for Lord Ashley.
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Letter 1409
Faraday to Valentine Bartholomew1

2 July 1842
From the original in RI MS Fl A15

R Institution I 2 July 1842
My dear Sir

Can you help my little friend & oblige with your Proxyu
Yours Gratefully & Truly I M. Faraday

V. Bartholomew Esq I &c &c &c

1. Valentine Bartholomew (1799-1879, DNB). Flower painter. He had been a subscriber of
the London Orphan Asylum (see note 2, letter 1378) since 1840. See the 1842 Report of the
London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/2/10, p.49.

Letter 1410
William Allen Miller to Faraday
2 July 1842
From the original in NAC MG 24, A 13, volume 2, f.404

King's Coll. July 2 / 42
Dear Sir

After a deliberate consideration of all the circumstance connected
with the appointment1 you so kindly mentioned to me on Thursday2, I
think I shall act most prudently in declining it altogether. I will not
trespass on your time & patience by detailing the reasons that have led
me to this decision, as with many of them you are already acquainted.
Need I say how deeply I feel this mark of your kindness & confidence.

Believe me 1 Dear Sir I Your sincerely obliged I Wm Allen Miller
Dr. Faraday I &c &c

1. That is the Professorship of Chemistry at Toronto. See letter 1401.
2. That is 30 June 1842.

Letter 1411
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
4 July 1842
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Mr Faraday would be quite ashamed to trouble Miss Coutts with his
writing & in fact is ashamed but this is a continuation of a case in which
Miss Coutts was so kind as to help in a former occasion by her Proxy for
the Infant Orphan Asylum Vi
Royal Institution i 4 July 1842.
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1. See note 1, letter 1378. Burdett Coutts had been a subscriber to the Asylum since 1837
(see note 1, letter 1244, volume 2). For this case see also letters 1397 and 1409.

Letter 1412
George Fownes1 to Faraday
8 July 18422

From the original in NAC MG 24, A 13, volume 2, f.435-6
6 Coventry Street I Friday morning.

My dear Sir,
It is with great regret that I feel myself called upon to decline

becoming a candidate for the Toronto professorship3, partly on account
of the really advantageous nature of the appointment, by [sic] more from
inability to shew my sense of your kindness towards me by accepting it.
You will understand my reasons for this decision at once when I mention
that my mother has long since been dead, my father4 is now declining in
years, his only family consists of a younger brother and myself, so that
under these circumstances I do not think that I would be content, even on
such advantageous terms, to settle myself permanently at so great a
distance from home, and prefer therefore remaining to take my chance of
what may hereafter arise, even at the certainty of making but little
progress for several years to come.

1 sincerely trust that in thus declining you will not for a moment
imagine that I act from caprice or undervalue your proposed boon which
in fact would be eagerly received by many whose condition in life is
above my own at present, and that in rejecting your offer I shall not cease
to enjoy your countenance and friendship.

Believe me, most respectfully & truly your's I Geo. Fownes
M. Faraday Esq. &c

1. George Fownes (1815-1849, DSB). Professor of Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society,
1842-1846.
2. Dated on the basis that the only Fridays between letters 1410 and 1414 which enclosed
this letter were 8 and 15 July 1842.
3. See letter 1401.
4. John Fownes, a glover of Coventry Street. Rowe (1950), 422.

Letter 1413
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
8 July 1842
From the original in UB MS NS 346
My dear Faraday,

As an acquaintance of mine is going to London I cannot let pass such
an excellent opportunity without writing a few lines to you.
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Some weeks ago I was myself on the point to cross the water with
the view of attending the meeting of the british Association at
Manchester when some unlooked for circumstances occurred which
prevented me from putting that plan into execution. I was very sorry for
this failure and am the more so now that I know you were there1, but we
must patiently submit to what we cannot alter. About a week previous to
the opening of the meetings of the said association I sent a paper to one
of its secretaries and asked him the favor to put it into the hands of the
president of chemical Section. I trust the memoir has reached
Manchester and been read2; in that case its contents will be known to
you and as they bear upon some important points regarding the theory of
Galvanism I am rather anxious to know what you will think about the
views I have taken of the case. I am inclined to believe that some of the
facts stated in my paper do offer additional evidence in favor of that
theory according to which hydro-electric currents are due to chemical
action. The phenomena being exhibited by iron when acting the part of
the cathode within an aqueous oxy-acid appear to me to be rather of an
interesting nature though very difficult to be accounted for. The longer I
am examining the peculiar condition of iron the more does that state
become enigmatical to me so that at this present moment I cannot
conceive the least idea about the cause of that extraordinary
phenomenon. Having of late worked a good deal again on that subject I
have ascertained some novel facts which are very curious indeed and of
which I take the liberty to mention one. Under certain circumstances iron
is capable of maintaining its peculiar condition within common nitric acid
though acting as the negative electrode of a voltaic arrangement.
Supposing that condition to be due to a superficial oxidation of iron or
a film of oxigen covering that metal, should the hydrogen being
eliminated at the iron electrode not unite with that oxigen and throw
the metal into chemical action? Before long I shall publish a memoir on
the subject in de la Rive's "Archives"3. In the next number of that
periodical you will see a notice of mine regarding a voltaic pile I have
constructed out of mere cast iron4. The power which that arrangement
exhibits is really wonderful and beats that of any other if we take into
consideration the cheapness of the materials being employed for its
construction.

Some time ago I took the liberty to send you by an acquaintance of
mine five copies of a work on England5 asking you at the same time the
favor to forward them to their respective places of destination. I entertain
the flattering hopes that the remarks which the author of the said book
has ventured to make on your account will not have proved in any way
unpleasant to your feelings6. You will easily recognize in the publication
alluded to the pen of a friend of yours and of a friend who feels most
warmly for you. Mrs. Schoenbein unites with me in her best regards to
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you and Mrs. Faraday and begs me to remember her friendly to her
friends in Albemarl[e]-Street[.]

For ever I Your's I most faithfully I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale July 8th 1842.

If you should happen to have anything to be sent to me Mr.
Worringer7 bearer of these lines who will communicate you his address
will be kind enough to take charge of it. I S

Address: Dr. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. See letters 1406 and 1407.
2. A short summary was given in Schoenbein (1842b). Another paper by Schoenbein,
entitled "On a Peculiar Condition of Iron" was also read. See Athenaeum, 30 July 1842, p.688.
3. Schoenbein (1842d).
4. Schoenbein (1842e).
5. [Schoenbein] (1842a). See letter 1390.
6. Ibid., 269-78.
7. Unidentified.

Letter 1414
Faraday to Charles Bagot
19 July 1842
From the original in NAC MG 24, A 13, volume 2, f.461-3

Royal Institution I London I 19 July 1842
To His Excellency I The Right Honorable Sir Charles Bagott (G.)C.B. I
Governor General of Canada I &c &c &c &c
Sir

I had the honor of receiving your letter1 in due time and instantly
endeavoured to meet your wishes and find someone whose character and
willingness to consider such a proposition as that your letter contained
would justify me in naming him to you. I am sorry that I have not
succeeded as I wished. I knew some whom I thought very worthy; able to
do justice and honor to the station, and in a position to make such an
offer very desirable: but some consciousness of their power to make their
way by degrees at home, combined with family and friendly ties, induce
them rather to deny themselves in present things, than give up the
happiness of home and the hopes in prospect. I will tell Your Excellency,
in few words, who these are for the guidance of future proceedings!.]

One whom I should have been proud to recommend is Dr. William
Allen Miller, Assistant lecturer to Professor Daniell of King's College. His
education, tone of mind, knowledge of Chemistry and power of lecturing
[MS torn] have been satisfactory; but he declines and I sen(d his) own
words2. The next I should have recommended is Mr. Everitt3 who lectures
on chemistry at Middlesex Hospital - he declines. The next is Mr. Fownes4
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of Charing Cross Hospital; who from circumstances I expected, and for
his character and knowledge I hoped, would have consented; but he
declines & 1 send his note^. The next is Mr. Edward Solly6; a young
gentleman brought up, in part, in our own laboratory and now lecturing
there in connexion with Mr. Brande;- he declines.

The refusal of so many to consider a proposition which would take
them so far from home lessens the list of those whom I should feel
inclined to recommend, and indeed takes away the chief:- and though I
could still find many willing, and perhaps excellent, I cannot find many of
whom I know enough personally, to become, as it were, evidence for
them. There is a young gentleman, Henry H. Croft, to whom 4 or 5 years
ago I gave letters to Mitscherlich of Berlin7, and he was consequently in
his laboratory for two years and studied besides 1 \ years more in German
laboratories; and having now returned home, he has written a brief paper
or two8 and translated several with good judgment9, but I know not that
he has lectured. 1 have spoken generally to his father10 who resides in
Upper Gower Street: London:- he would be prepared to go to Canada and I
have no doubts the offer would be very acceptable.

The application to these parties in succession took me some time;
and I was at last constrained to leave town for my health's sake:- and,
though I date from the Royal Institution as my place for letters, I shall not
be able to return to London in less than a month. There is one other
person there, Mr. Warrington [sic] of Apothecaries Hall to whom I should
speak if I could have access, and then I think I could do no more.

I cannot but regret that my proceeding[s] are so unsatisfactory, but
unproductive as they are, I thought the time was come when I ought to
report them to Your Excellency that upon them such other steps might
be taken as were thought desirable; and I believe that the most useful
answer I could give to the letter which I received would be a short
account of my proceeding[s.]

I have the honor to be I with the highest respect I Your Excellency's
I Most Obedient & Most Humble Servant I M. Faraday

Address: His Excellency I The Right Honorable Sir Charles Bagot, G.C.B. I
Governor General I &c &c &c &c I Canada.
Postmark: Newcastle

1. Letter 1401 which asked Faraday to find a suitable occupant for the Professorship of
Chemistry in Toronto.
2. Letter 1410.
3. Thomas Everitt (1803-1845, Mem.Chem.Soc, 1846, 3: 141). Professor of Chemistry at
Middlesex Hospital.
4. George Fownes (1815-1849, DSB). Professor of Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society,
1842-1846.
5. Letter 1412.
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6. Edward Solly (1819-1886, DNB). Chemist and antiquary.
7. See Faraday to Mitscherlich, 24 January 1838, letter 1063, volume 2.
8. Croft (1842a, b).
9. This was his work in producing from March 1841 notices of the work of continental
chemists for the PhiLMag. and for the first few issues of the Chem.Gaz.. See Chem.Gaz., 1842,
1: iii-iv.
10. William Croft. Deputy Paymaster of the Ordnance Office from whom Faraday drew his
pay for his lectures at the Royal Military Academy. King (1914), 117-8.

Letter 1415
William Cubitt1 to Faraday
2 August 1842
From the original in RI MS Fl K10

Down August 2 / 4 2
My dear Sir,

The bearer of this Mr. Thompson2 from North Britain is an Ingenious
mechanist who has discovered a means of using electricity for firing
gunpowder under circumstances which are normally unfavourable to
electric or Galvanic action3[.j

I think favorably of the plan but have not had sufficient opportunity
of testing it as to power & dis tances

He is anxious to shew it to you - which I in fact encouraged as I know
of no one so able to judge of its merits - as should it prove correct 1
should be most happy to give it any encouragement that my
recommendation would afford.

I regret much not seeing you when passing thro Down but hope you
will come again & give me the opportunity. I shall be in Town this week, &
next week to be found in No 22 of this same Waterloo Crescentu

I am I My dear Sir I Sincerely Yours I W. Cubitt
M. Faraday Esq

1. William Cubitt (1785-1861, DNB). Civil engineer.
2. Unidentified.
3. Cubitt's interest in this stemmed from his need to blow up Round Down Cliff for the
South Eastern Railway, between Folkestone and Dover, which he did on 26 January 1843. The
charge was fired by electricity. See Athenaeum, 28 January 1843, p.92.

Letter 1416
Faraday to Henry Lake1

8 August 1842
From the original in the Maddison Collection, Templeman Library,
University of Kent at Canterbury

Tynemouth I 8 Aug 1842
Sir

After some delay I received your letter at this place & hasten to
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assure you that in my opinion you have no reason to fear any diminution
of the strength of the bronze sustaining chains by a change of fuel from
oil to gas[.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Henry Lake Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1417
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
10 August 1842
From the original in UB MS NS 347

Tynemouth I 10 August 1842.
My dear Schoenbein

I have received both your letters i.e those of the dates of April 9th
and July 8th1 the last just now at Tynemouth so that if your friend went to
the Institution I lost the pleasure of seeing him and in any little attention
to him the pleasure of doing any thing as thanks to you for your continual
& unvarying kindness which is to me of great value for though 1 now feel
pretty nearly excluded as a workman in science it would grieve me much
to think that I was forgotten by the few friends which similarity of pursuit
has accidentally as it were made for me. I rather hope & am persuaded of
it in your case that whilst they vigorously run their successful career they
will let me look on & rejoice in their progresst.]

We have been here (Northumberland) for 5 or 6 weeks and must
soon return home again[.] Although I am ashamed to write about myself
yet I am sure you will wish to know that I am well in bodily health & in
good spirits as long as I do not exert my memory it remains just as it
was[.]

You appear to have heard that I was at Manchester and so I was in a
manner but if you had been there I should not have seen you and did not
have the pleasure of hearing your papers which however I think were
read2 but I have no access to any report here & cannot from memory tell
you whether I did or did not read a report of it in the papers sent me. The
facts are these I did not mean to go but the Society of Sciences at Modena
wrote to Herschel & myself saying they had appointed us to represent
them at the Association and as he at first said he could not go & wrote to
me on the matter I went to Manchester and made my appearance at the
Committee meeting on the day previous to the opening of the General
Meeting and reported the credentials of the Society which I represented3;
having done that I left Manchester early in the morning in which the great
body met & so escaped to London.
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The volumes you sent and of which I think I know the author I
immediately conveyed to their destination. You know I do not read
German but just before I came here I was looking at some of the words
which caught my attention & guessing at the meaning suspect the book
was written by a very partial friend of mine4. The volume is now in the
hands of a friend who when I go back is to tell me something of what it
says[.)

I shall look for Your paper in the Archives5 with some impatience. I
see that in No. 4 De la Rive says he was obliged to postpone it to the next
number6 where I suppose I shall find the account of the Iron battery also7.
That Iron is a very various matter & evidently must be of great
importance to the theory of Electrical action because it is a case of one
substance assuming such different conditions of electrical actions I hope
you will ultimately find the key to all the phenomena which no doubt are
simple and (I) am fully persuaded great discoveries (now unexpected)
(will) be the rewardu

Pray give my kindest remembrances to Mrs Schoenbein and try to
raise up a recollection of me in the minds of the children[.] I wonder
whether they would know me if they saw me again[.] My wife unites in
best wishes & thoughts to Yourself & your wife. May you both enjoy
together all the health & happiness that a contented mind can desireu

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr Schoenbein I Professor I &c &c &c I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Letters 1390 and 1413.
2. Schoenbein (1842b). Another paper by Schoenbein, entitled "On a Peculiar Condition of
Iron" was also read. See Athenaeum, 30 July 1842, p.688.
3. Letter 1407.
4. [Schoenbein] (1842a).
5. Schoenbein (1842d).
6. See Arch.Elec, 1842, 2: 239-40.
7. Schoenbein (1842e).

Letter 1418
Faraday to Amedeo Avogadro
10 August 1842
From Guareschi (1911), CXXXIX1

Royal Institution. I Londra, 10 agosto 1842.
Mio caro Signore,
La cortesia che voi mi avete sempre mostrata e particolarmente

nella vostra ultima nota, mi obbliga a scrivervi, sebbene una lettera per
posta possa forse non valere il disturbo ch'essa sara per recarvi.

Se sapessi come altrimenti comunicare con voi, me ne varrei
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volentieri. Ricevetti di volta in volta i due primi volumi della vostra
grande opera2 e, sebbene io legga l'italiano con stento, pure ho tratto da
essi molto profitto. Faro in modo di procurarmi immediatamente gli altri
due volumi da Parigi3. Vorrei potervi ringraziare, come ho detto, di
questo lavoro e dei vostri gentili pensieri nel farmene dono.

Ogni giorno mi sento meno degno di tali attenzioni, perche ora on
sono piu in grado di lavorare com'ero solito e neppur di tentare di farlo.
Tuttavia posso godere dei lavori e delle scoperte degli altri e rallegrarmi
ch'essi mi vogliano in qualche modo associato con loro.

Vi ho in diverse volte mandate le copie delle mie Experimental
Researches, via via che si stampavano, e, se le avete ricevute, spero le
gradirete come segno della mia considerazione per i vostri alti meriti,
operosita e zelo per la causa della scienza. Io ve le inviai per mezzo del
sig. Robertson [sic], nostro segretario alia Royal Society, il quale credo le
abbia mandate insieme colle Philosophical Transactions, ma so che molte
copie per altri paesi non giunsero a destinazione e non so se queste per
voi abbiano avuto miglior fortuna.

Vorrei avere qualche novita da comunicarvi, ma presentemente mi
si proibisce tanto di lavorare quanto di leggere, e cio, insieme con una
cattiva memoria, rende la mia mente quasi vuota rispetto a quelle che
sono piu attive nel campo della scienza.

Con sentiti ringraziamenti per la vostra cortese premura e piu caldi
auguri per la vostra salute e felicita e colla piu profonda considerazione
per i vostri meriti, sono, mio caro Signore,

il vostro riconoscente e fedel servo I M. Faraday

TRANSLATION
Royal Institution I London, 10 August 1842.

My dear Sir,
The courtesy that you have always shown me and particularly in

your last note obliges me to write to you, even though a letter by post
may perhaps not be worth the trouble it will cause you.

If I knew how to communicate with you by any other means, I would
willingly take advantage of it. I received some time ago the first two
volumes of your great work2 and although I read Italian with effort,
nevertheless I have drawn much profit from it. I shall find a way of
immediately procuring for myself the other two volumes from Paris3. I
would like to be able to thank you, as I have said, for this work and for
your kind thoughts in sending a copy to me.

Each day I feel less worthy of such attentions, because at present I
am unable to work as I used to or even to try to do so. All the same I can
enjoy the work and discoveries of others and rejoice that they wish to
associate themselves in some way to me.
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I have at different times sent you copies of my ''Experimental
Researches", as they were printed, and if you have received them, I hope
you will accept them as a sign of my consideration for your high merits,
industry and zeal for the cause of science. I sent them to you by means of
Mr Roberton, our secretary at the Royal Society, whom 1 believe to have
sent them along with the Philosophical Transactions, but I know that many
copies for other countries did not reach their destination and I do not
know whether the ones destined for you have enjoyed a better fate.

I should like to have some news to communicate to you but at the
present I cannot work or read and this together with a bad memory,
renders my mind almost empty in respect of those who are more active in
the field of science.

With sincere thanks for your courteous letter and warmest wishes
for your health and happiness and with the most profound consideration
for your merits, I am, my dear Sir,

your grateful and faithful servant I M. Faraday

1. This letter was presumably written in English and translated into Italian for publication.
2. Avogadro (1837-41), 1, 2.
3. Avogadro (1837-41), 3, 4.

Letter 1419
Faraday Jacob Herbert
10 August 1842
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, pp. 188-9

Royal Institution I 10th August 1842.
Sir,

Mr. Wilkins having so far completed the light Apparatus now in his
hands in which the mode of suspending and attaching the mirrors which I
recommended in a former report1 is to be adopted, as to allow of a
complete arrangement of a whole division of mirrors, I have carefully
examined the apparatus and believe I have reason to be satisfied with the
result of the plan; for as far as I can see, in no one point does it come
short of the advantages anticipated from it. I hope it will upon
examination obtain also the approval of the Deputy Master2 and
Brethren.

Mr. Wilkins is also 1 believe fully satisfied with the strength of the
suspension and facility of workmanship and adjustment.

The extra row of mirrors introduced between the revolving lenses
and the upper part of the system of fixed mirrors answers the desired
purpose of directing the light which before was lost there, exceedingly
well; and that part of the frame which, in consequence, is of new
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construction is very good being free in it's action of revolution and yet
firm in its place.

There are two changes which I would beg to submit to the
consideration of the Board as of advantage in future cases. The first
relates to the mirrors. The four tiers of mirrors below and the first above
the refractors are all of the same size. They are numbered on the back as
if intended for particular tiers, but on a close examination of all the
mirrors of an apparatus, I did not find any such regularity of curve as
made attention to these numbers of any use; for there was as much
variety between the mirrors of one tier as between the mirrors of
different tiers, I presume therefore that these numbers may be
disregarded; and as the first tier above the refractors, is, in its effect,
worth nearly the whole of the four tiers below, I propose that the mirrors
of the five tiers be examined and those most accurate in curvature
selected for this particular tier. I shall be very happy to make the
examination and selection whenever required.

The second change is in the substance and construction of the ribs
of the Apparatus. In the present apparatus the ribs are of wrought iron, in
obedience to orders to make them exactly in the same manner as in the
French Apparatus; In former apparatus constructed for Trinity House
they were of cast bronze. The use of iron has caused a delay of some
weeks in consequence of the much greater amount of workmanship
required (being also accompanied with a corresponding increase of
expence) and yet as far as I can perceive is attended with no advantage;
for bronze has abundant strength and is far more readily worked into
form. I therefore venture to recommend a return to the use of bronze, at
least in those cases where time is an object3.

I have the honor to be, I Sir, I Your faithful humble Servant, I
(signed) M. Faraday.

1. Letter 1396.
2. John Henry Pelly.
3. This letter was noted in the Trinity House By Board Minutes, 16 August 1842, GL MS
30010/33, pp.242-3. It was ordered to lie on the table for the Elder Brethren to consider.

Letter 1420
Friedrich Wilhelm Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
18 August 1842
From the original in RS MS 241, f.88
Monsieur et tres illustre Confrere

Quoique les lois beaucoup trop severes de Votre Patrie Vous
empechent de porter des ordres etrangers s'ils ne sont pas gagnes dans le
carnage des batailles, mon Roi1 n'a pas voulu se priver de la satisfaction
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de voir inscrit sur la liste de l'ordre pour le merite dans les sciences et les
arts, un nom que Vous avez rendu si beau par de grandes et admirables
decouvertes. Le Roi desire surtout que vous ne renvoyiez pas cette
decoration, mais que Vous la conserviez comme une marque de la haute
estime due a Vos travaux. II espere que visitant un jour la territoire neutre
du continent Vous portiez l'ordre du Grand Frederic2, lorsqu'il Vous
invitera a diner avec Lui au chateau de Sans Souci. Je suis toujours
attriste de toutes les privations auxquelles j'ai ete imposes pendant les 13
jours de mon dernier sejour d'Angleterre!3 Une des plus grandes a ete
celle de ne pas pouvoir jouir de Votre conversation et vous exprimer
l'hommage de la haute et affectueux consideration que je vous ai voue
pour la vie.

Le Bn de Humboldt
Sans Souci, le 19 Aout, i 1842

TRANSLATION
Sir and very illustrious colleague

Although the all too severe laws of your country forbid you to wear
foreign orders unless they are gained in the carnage of battle, my King1

has not wished to deny himself the satisfaction of seeing inscribed in the
roll of honour of the Order of Merit in the sciences and the arts, a name
that you have made so illustrious by your great and admirable
discoveries. The King desires above all that you do not return this
decoration, but that you keep it as a mark of the high esteem that is due
to your work. He hopes that when, one day, you visit the neutral territory
of the Continent, you will wear the order of Frederick the Great2, when he
invites you to dine with him at the Chateau de Sans Souci. I regret still all
the privations which I suffered during the 13 days of my last stay in
England!3 One of the greatest was being unable to enjoy the opportunity
of conversing with you and of expressing personally the homage of the
high and affectionate consideration that I have vowed to you for life.

Baron de Humboldt
Sans Souci, 19 August, I 1842

1. Frederick William IV.
2. Frederick II (1712-1786, NDB). King of Prussia, 1740-1786. In 1740 he had originally
instituted this military order, but in 1842 it was extended by Frederick William IV by the
creation of a division for arts and sciences. See Kellner (1963), 194-5.
3. Humboldt had accompanied Frederick William IV to England for the Christening of
Albert Edward (1841-1910, DNB2) Prince of Wales on 25 January 1842. See Kellner (1963), 193-
4.
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Letter 1421
Christian Karl Josias Bunsen1 to Faraday
21 August 1842
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Sir

I congratulate myself upon having the honor of transmitting to you
the official letter, containing Your nomination by His Majesty the King of
Prussia2, as one of the Members of the newly erected Branch of the Order
'Tor the Merit,"3 with the Statutes and Insignia of that distinction, and of
signing myself

Sir I Your most obedient humble servant I Bunsen
London, August, 21 I 1842.
To I Michael Faraday, Esqre F.R.S. I Royal Institution I 21 Albemarle
Street.

Endorsed by Faraday: 4 Carlton Terrace

1. Christian Karl Josias Bunsen (1791-1860, NDB). Prussian ambassador in London, 1841-
1854.
2. Frederick William IV.
3. See note 2, letter 1420.

Letter 1422
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
22 August 1842
From the original in UB MS NS 348
My dear Faraday

An opportunity offering itself to me for sending letters to England I
cannot help making use of it and expressing you my thanks for the kind
lines you had the goodness to address to me from Tynemouth the other
day1. I am very happy indeed to learn from your letter that you are
enjoying health and what is still more valuable that you are in good
spirits. I am strongly inclined to consider such a state of body and mind
as a sure indication that your memory will also be entirely restored to its
primitive power and that you will soon be enabled to reenter into your
scientific career. Should however our expectations not be quite fulfilled
and should you be obliged to be a little careful with yourself as to
undertaking philosophical researches you must bear in mind that you are
entitled to the "otium cum dignitate"2 for you have contributed your full
share to the general stock of science and already done more in that line
than it falls to the lot of the great majority of philosophers to be able of
doing during their whole life. You know as well as I do that we are not to
measure the length of our earthly existence by the number of years to
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which it extends; the true magnitude of life is determined only by the
intrinsic value of our doings and in that respect it may be said that some
men do and live in one single year more and longer than many others do
in fifty.

My papers on the electrolysing power of simple voltaic circles and
the peculiar condition of Iron will be published in the forthcoming
number of the "Archives"3 and I am really very curious to know what you
will say about the subject. As to the cause of the inactive state which that
metal assumes under certain circumstances I am still in the dark and
must say that the longer I am investigating the subject the more
inexplicable and enigmatical it becomes to me. I have now succeeded to
make Iron the negative electrode within common nitric acid without
destroying by so doing its peculiar condition into which state that metal
is brought previous to its performing the function mentioned. Such a fact
seems to exclude altogether the Idea of a film of oxigen being the cause of
the inactivity of Iron. In spite of the difficulties I have hitherto met in my
endeavours to solve the problem in question I shall not give up the hope
to succeed at last. My letter and paper sent to the British Association to
Manchester4 have not yet been acknowledged an ommission of formality
which I rather wonder at. Or is it perhaps the custom not to acknowledge
such communications? I dare say you have heard of Moser's discoveries.
If true, they are really wonderful and to my opinion the most important
ones made in our days. What interesting conclusions may be drawn from
the simple fact that in utter darkness the image of a medal is impressed
upon a common plate of silver &c this effect being produced at a sensible
distance. In the last number of Poggendorff s Annals you will find all the
particulars about the subject alluded to5. Though the little work I took the
liberty of sending you some months ago6, is hardly worth your notice still
I should not be sorry if you were made acquainted with the contents of
some of its chapters. They contain in some respects the articles of faith of
the author and would give you some insight into the views he takes of
nature, mankind &c. Though some of those views will most likely not
quite agree with your way of thinking, I trust and am confident that such a
difference of opinion will on your part not loosen the bonds of friendship
by which the author feels himself so intimately attached to you. The
germans are a very queer set of beings and you are well aware that the
author of the said publication belongs to that nation and has not
altogether divested himself of the peculiarities of his country men. These
are said to be born metaphysicians, very fond of the subtilities of
philosophy and prone to mysteries. Though I believe to have taken my
stand on rather a solid ground and being very averse to obscure and
misty speculations, still there is a german bias left in my mind which
looks in the midst of the material world for something immaterial and
which is strongly inclined to see even in the most common phenomenon
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exhibited to our senses the immediate and direct manifestation of
something spiritual, of that power in and by which every thing lives and
exists and which is the foundation and the source of the most minute
being as well as of the infinity of the universe. The way in which the
majority of philosophers consider Nature is to me, I openly confess it to
you, too crude, too material too narrow, too onesided. It is true, they
declare nature to be an admirable machinery constructed with
consummate skill, arranged with infinite wisdom; but for all that it is to
them a machinery only and that is too little for me. I must look upon the
visible and material world with very different eyes in order to satisfy the
demands of my mind. But enough of a subject which is too delicate and
extensive to be spoken of in a letter.

A few days ago I returned from a trip which 1 took into the south of
Germany during our Midsummer-holidays and which carried me through
some parts of the black forest. Most of the valleys of that chain of
mountains are really delightful and such as I am sure you would like; fresh
air, picturesque hills, dark woods, limpid streams &c are to be found
there in abundance. Could you not manage it to spend next summer some
weeks with Mrs. Faraday in some retired corner there; Mrs. Schoenbein
and myself would be exceedingly happy to join you.

My wife and Children are quite well with the exception of my eldest
daughter who fell ill of nervous fever two or three weeks ago. We have
however reason to hope that she will recover. The good Child recollects
you perfectly well even in her illness and Mrs. Schoenbein continues to
think you the most amiable of all philosophers she ever met with in her
life which opinion I do, of course, not combat at all. I flatter myself that
Mrs. Faraday has not forgotten Mr. Schoenbein and does still reckon him
amongst the number of her friends. Pray remember me most friendly to
her and be so kind to tell her that Mrs. Schoenbein is very anxious to
make her personal acquaintance. We must therefore go with our wives to
the black forest.

In concluding my letter, I beg you to believe me I Your's I most
faithfully I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Aug. 22, 1842.

1. Letter 1417.
2. Cicero, Pro Sestio, xlv, 98. "A peaceful life with honour".
3. Schoenbein (1842c, d).
4. Schoenbein (1842b). Another paper by Schoenbein, entitled "On a Peculiar Condition of
Iron" was also read. See Athenaeum, 30 July 1842, p.688.
5. Moser (1842).
6. [Schoenbein] (1842a). See letter 1390.
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Letter 1423
Frederick Madan to Faraday
23 August 1842
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/23

Trinity House I Augt 23d 1842
My dear Sir

Being extremely desirous that our new Light Apparatus at Lundy
should be quite perfect, & feeling sure that you are equally so, I have no
scruple in troubling you on the following point respecting it.

The present Reflectors are 549 feet above high water mark, & I
believe the Lamp of the new Apparatus will be a foot or two higher, or at
least 550 feet. Now by the Tables the depression or dip of the Horizon at
that altitude is about one degree, & the distance the Light will be visible
from the deck of even the smallest vessel is above 30 miles. I want
therefore to ask your opinion whether you do not think some allowance
should be made on acct of the great altitude, for, as far as I can make out
from Mr. Wilkins, none is at present intended. If my idea is correct, the
Focus of the Annular Lense does not exceed 5°, consequently if the rays
of light travel exactly horizontally, there will be 3° \ above the horizon &
only \°\ below it; & vessels within a certain number of miles of the Island,
will be completely under it. I represented this to Captn Welbank1, who is
now Chairman of the Light Committee, some time ago but he has done
nothing, & I cannot feel satisfied without writing to you.

The main question is, do the rays of light travel horizontally or not?
& of this you will be the best judge.

If they do, it would surely be advisable to depress the Mirrors &
Lenses one if not two degrees, that as little as possible of the Focus may
be thrown away in the air, & that in foggy weather there may be a fair
strength of light near the Island. This is of course a consideration of much
greater importance in a refracting, than it is in a reflecting light, as the
Focus is so much smaller.

Lundy is by much the most elevated Light we have, indeed it is the
highest I am acquainted with, except that on Barra Head in Scotland.

I called at the RI last week, but you were out of town[.]
Your's very truly I Fredk Madan

1. Robert Welbank (d.1857, age 79, Gent.Mag., 1857, 3: 101). An Elder Brother of Trinity
House, 1825-1857, Chaplin [1950], 84.
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Letter 1424
Faraday to Frederick Madan
c24 August 18421

From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/23
My dear Sir

I have always thought that in the case of high lighthouses as the
Needles &c the middle ray should not be sent strictly horizontally as
respects the place where the lighthouse stands but be depressed so as to
touch tangentially the sea horizon. In the case of the Lundy light there is
no doubt but that under the first arrangement far more light would go
over the sea than would fall on to it and as the intensity of light
diminishes from the middle ray upwards & downwards those vessels
which may be comparatively near the lighthouse would not receive their
due quantity & those within about | of a mile would have no light at all at
the sea's surface except that due to the inaccuracy of workmanship. I
should have thought that in misty or foggy weather the latter
circumstances might be important!.]

The calculated divergence of the beam is about 5° according to the
size of the flame but inaccuracy of workmanship in grinding the glasses
makes it often more. You say that the depression or dip of the Sea
Horizon is for a lighthouse of 550 feet in height about a degree by the
tables. Whether this takes in any effect of refraction or other
circumstances I do not know; by mere calculation I think it is about 30'
(is 24'.8) or half a degree. I should like to see the tables some day when I
am at the Trinity Houses

If the apparatus be adjusted to throw its medium or principal beam
on to the sea horizon it should be done by observation. It would be very
easy by raising the lamp a certain quantity to throw the beam that passes
through the lenses downwards by the quantity required but the same
alteration of the light would throw the beam reflected by the mirrors
upwards or in the contrary direction!.] The mirrors therefore ought in
such a case to be adjusted after the lenses and according to instructions
which would be very simple^

I am My dear Sir i Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Capt F. Madan I &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that this is reply to letter 1423.
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Letter 1425
Frederick Madan to Faraday
1 September 1842
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/23

Trinity House i Septr 1st 1842
My dear Sir

I find on looking again, I was altogether wrong about the dip of the
horizon. I took it out of "Node's1 Navigation", where it is not given
beyond 100 feet2, & without thinking I stupidly multiplied that by 5|,
forgetting that it decreases as the altitude increases. In "Kerigan's3

Navigation" it is calculated to 500 feet, & for that altitude it gives 21'.24",
& about 22' \ for 5504, which agrees nearly with your calculation. They are
both practical navigation Books, & no doubt they are to be found at the
R.I. but if not I should be happy to shew them to you here any day.
Tuesday is always best, as it is our Board day.

Still however I should say, & I think you appear to agree with me that
some depression of the light would be desirable. Those I have spoken to
here, including Captn Drew & Fitzroy5, coincide with me in opinion that it
should be 1° degree that the strongest ray may shew about 20 miles
distant & that there may be good light near the Island.

I have been uncertain how the subject had better be brought before
the Deputy Master6, on his return next week: whether it would not come
with most weight from you, for I fear he would scarcely attend to it from
me, & there is no time to be lost, as Mr. Wilkins goes down on Monday7 to
fix it. Capt Drew however having returned yesterday, & being much
interested about the light, as it has been altered principally at his
suggestion, I have put the matter into his hands, & he promises to urge it
on the Deputy Master on Tuesday next8.

Do you not think it would be more satisfactory to alter the Lenses
slightly? that it may be quite perfect. Mr. Wilkins seemed to say he could
easily do it, & I suppose |th out at the top & as much in at the bottom
would be the utmost that could be required.

I have so little faith in Mr. Wilkins, that I should much like you to
visit the Light after he has fixed it, & overhaul the apparatus thoroughly,
& I should be happy to accompany you. By having our Steamboat to meet
us at Bristol, it could not exceed a week's work at the utmost.

in haste Your's sincerely I Fredk Madan
1. John William Norie (1772-1843, DNB). Writer on navigation.
2. Norie (1839), 70.
3. Thomas Kerigan. Otherwise unidentified.
4. Kerigan (1838), 2: 3.
5. Robert Fitzroy (1805-1865, DSB). Captain in the Royal Navy. An Elder Brother of Trinity
House, 1839-1843. Chaplin [1950], 86, 89.
6. John Henry Pelly.
7. That is 5 September 1842.
8. That is 6 September 1842.
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Letter 1426
Faraday to Frederick Madan
2 September 1842
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/23

R Institution I 2 Septr. 1842
My dear Sir

The practical tables you refer to1 include I dare say the effect of
refraction and that effect is visibly to raise the horizon^] Hence I rather
think the principal cause of the difference between my number of about
30' & their number of 22' \\.) I left the refraction out because I wished to
approach as near as I could to your larger quantity of 1°. But no doubt the
visible depression is what concerns us just now.

You make the enquiry in your note whether it would not be better to
put the lens out § of an inch at the top & as much in at the bottom? Now
this without either elevating the lamp or lowering the lenses will do
nothing but still leave the beam horizontal. On the other hand if you raise
the lamp or lower the lenses keeping the latter perpendicular you will do
all that is required[.] In fact to depress the beam 1° as you propose the
lamp must be raised 0.63 or nearly two thirds of an inch or else the lenses
lowered as much. Now as to the lenses you cannot well do that without
interfering with the whole structure of the frame. Raising the lamp
therefore seems the only practical modeu If after that you decide to tilt
the lenses so that they should be perpendicular with respect to the ray
impinging on their centres (and the lenses be as I think they are 30 inches
high) then they should be rather more than half an inch out of the
perpendicular i.e. 0.26 of inch outwards at the top & 0.26 of an inch
inwards at the bottom but this is not particularly necessary to the
practical effect.

I am My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant i M. Faraday
Capt F. Madan I &c &c &c

1. In letter 1425.

Letter 1427
Frederick Madan to Faraday
6 September 1842
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/23

Trinity House I Septr 6th / 42
My dear Sir

It seems evident that the refraction is included in the Tables which I
have consulted, indeed, in an example given by Kerigan1, one tenth is
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clearly deducted for terrestrial refraction at an altitude of 290 feet2: &
Lieut Raper3, whose tables I have since looked into, gives 25' as the true
depression for 550 feet4. It would probably however be best to take it, as
you recommend, by observation, altho' I for one should be well satisfied
to decide at once upon 1° as the best depression for the apparatus.

In regard to my question about altering the position of the Lenses,
you have not understood me right. I meant of course that the Lamp
should be raised, as required, & in addition I asked if it would not also be
desirable to fix the Lenses a little out of the perpendicular to trim them to
the Light. I doubt not you are correct, that it would make little or no
difference practically, as the alteration in the height of the Lamp is so
small, but this I apprehend cannot be proved to demonstration, & Captn
Fitzroy5 agrees with me that it would be more satisfactory to have the
apparatus quite perfect, in the event of it's being visited & examined
scientifically at any future day; & Mr. Wilkins seemed to say that in
putting the Lenses into the frame, he could make a slight alteration
without difficulty, & independent of the principal framework.

Capt Drew promises to bring the subject before the Deputy Master6

the first opportunity.
believe me I Yours very sincerely I Fredk Madan

1. Thomas Kerigan. Otherwise unidentified.
2. Kerigan (1838), 1: 5-6.
3. Henry Raper (1799-1859, DNB). Royal Naval officer and writer on navigation.
4. Raper (1840), 79.
5. Robert Fitzroy (1805-1865, DSB). Captain in the Royal Navy. An Elder Brother of Trinity
House, 1839-1843. Chaplin [1950], 86, 89.
6. John Henry Pelly.

Letter 1428
Frederick Madan to Faraday
13 September 18421

From the original in GL MS 30108/1/23
Trinity House I Septr 13th / 40 [sic]

My dear Sir
I regret that I was not here when you called. My attendance is not

very regular now that I am only junior Member of the Light Committee.
I am much obliged to you for your explanation. I conclude from it

that you do not think the effect at 20 or 30 miles distance would be
different from that at the length of a room, which was the point to which I
alluded in the observation in my last2, that it would be difficult to prove it
practically. I think it turns upon the facility with which the alteration can
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be made; if there is any difficulty I would give it up, & only raise the Lamp
if it can be done easily, I would do it.

I believe it has been determined that the principal ray shall be
directed to the surface at 15 miles distant, & that Mr. Wilkins has been
instructed accordingly.

I am sure this note requires no answeru
Yours in haste I very sincerely I Fredk Madan
I rejoice to find that you are about to take in hand the ventilation of

the reflecting Light Lanterns. I would have set you to work two years ago,
if I had had my will.

You will find Beachy Head Light the best to begin with, as it has
thirty Lamps, & it is near at hand, only a few miles from Eastbourn, or
Newhaven.

1. Dated on the basis of its place in the file and the 1841 watermark of the paper.
2. Letter 1427.

Letter 1429
Jean Charles Athanase Peltier to Faraday
16 September 1842
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris le 16 Septembre 1842.
Monsieur

J'attendais une occasion pour Vous faire remettre un exemplaire
d'un Memoire que je viens de publier sur un point fort important de
meteorologie; je profite avec empressement de celle que m'offre Mr.
Gourjon1, Conservateur a l'Ecole Polytechnique. Ce memoire est le
premier d'une serie que je me propose de publier afin d'appeler
1'attention des Physiciens sur la route nouvelle que j'ouvre a la
Meteorologie2. Je ne puis comprendre comment, apres les experiences
de Saussure3 et d'Ermann4, on a pu meconnaitre la puissante tension
resineuse du globe. Comment on a pu negliger cette action incessante de
la terre sur toutes les transformations qui s'operent a sa surface ou dans
l'atmosphere? Mon etonnement vient encore de s'accroitre dans le
voyage que je viens de faire en Suisse, lorsque j'ai vu les montagnes jouer
le role de pointes attachees a un corps charge d'electricite resineuse, et
lorsque j'ai vu leur tension croltre avec leur hauteur, leur isolement et
leur preponderance sur les autres cimes. La tension des cones isoles est
telle, que mes electrometres se tenaient le plus souvent a leur maximum
de deviation, et qu'en presence des plus petites nues, ils etaient
influences a un haut degres [sic] en ouvrant la croisee de la chambre
dans laquelle ils etaient renfermes.

Dans ce memoire je n'ai voulu prouver que deux faits quoique je
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touche en passant a une foule de phenomenes qui s'y rattachent. L'un de
ces faits est l'etat electrique du globe, etat puissant qui reagit sur tous les
autres phenomenes. L'autre est la cause de Felectricite des vapeurs;
cause qui donne des nuages vitres et des nuages resineux; enfin je detruis
une erreur introduite dans la science par Volta5, Lavoisier et Laplace6,
celle d'attribuer l'electricite des vapeurs a la simple evaporation. En
dehors de ces deux objets, le reste n'est que l'indication des sujets qui s'y
rattachent et que je reprendrai dans d'autres memoires en y faisant
intervenir la puissante reaction de haut en bas du courant tropical
superieur, dont j'ai fait abstraction dans ce memoire pour ne pas rendre
trop complexe la demonstration de la tension resineuse du globe.

On imprime actuellement a Bruxelles un second memoire sur les
diverses sortes de Brouillards que j'ai classes en cinq especes7. je
regrette qu'il ne soit pas encore arrive pour vous en offrir un exemplaire.

Recevez, Monsieur, l'assurance de la haute consideration que je
porte a votre beau talent I Peltier

26 Rue Poissonniere

Address: Monsieur I le Professeur Faraday I a l'institution Royale
Londres

TRANSLATION
Paris 16 September 1842.

Sir,
I have been looking for an opportunity to send you a copy of a paper

that I have just published on a very important point of meteorology; I
hasten to take advantage of that offered to me by Mr. Gourjon1, Curator at
the Ecole Polytechnique. This paper is the first of a series that I propose
to publish in order to draw the attention of physicists to the new path
that I am opening to meteorology2. I cannot understand how, after the
experiments of Saussure3 and Erman4, people are still unaware of the
powerful resinous tension of the earth. How has it been possible to ignore
this unceasing action of the earth on all the transformations that take
place on its surface and in the atmosphere? My surprise increased even
further during the journey I have just made to Switzerland, when I saw the
mountains play the roles of points attached to a body charged with
resinous electricity, and when I saw their tension increase with their
height, their isolation and their supremacy over other summits. The
tension of the isolated summits is such that my electrometers most
frequently displayed their maximum deviation, and in the presence of the
smallest clouds, they were influenced to a high degree by the opening of
the windows of the room in which they were enclosed.
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In this paper I set out to prove only two facts although I touch in
passing on a great number of associated phenomena. The first of these
facts is the electrical state of the earth, a powerful state, which influences
all other phenomena. The second is the cause of the electricity of gases; a
cause which gives vitreous clouds and resinous clouds; finally I remove an
error introduced into science by Volta5, Lavoisier and Laplace6, namely
that of attributing the electricity of gases simply to evaporation. Apart
from these two objectives, the rest is but an indication of related subjects
which I shall tackle in other papers, bringing in the powerful downward
reaction of the superior tropical current, which I have disregarded in this
paper in order not to make the demonstration of the resinous tension of
the earth too complicated.

Another of my papers is currently being printed in Brussels; this one
will deal with fogs, which I have classed into five types7. I regret that I
cannot offer you a copy if it, as the paper has not yet arrived.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of the high esteem that I hold for
your beautiful talent I Peltier.
26 Rue Poissonniere

1. Parisian scientific instrument maker. See Melloni (1833), 392.
2. Peltier (1842a).
3. Horace Benedict de Saussure (1740-1799, DSB). Swiss geologist and naturalist. See
Saussure (1779-96), 2: 202-67.
4. Paul Erman (1764-1851, NDB). Professor of Physics at University of Berlin. See Erman
(1803).
5. Alessandro Giuseppe Antonio Anastasio Volta (1745-1827, DSB). Italian natural
philosopher. See Volta (1788-9).
6. Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier (1743-1794, DSB). French Chemist. Pierre-Simon, Marquis de
Laplace (1749-1827, DSB). French physicist. See Lavoisier and Laplace (1781).
7. Peltier (1842b).

Letter 1430
Faraday to William Jerdan1

17 September 1842
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution 1 17 Septr 1842
Many thanks My dear Sir for your kindness. I had looked for the notice
which is very interesting2. The next account3 I shall read with much
interest for the purpose of considering whether it has any thing to do
with the effect on Glass from prints & drawings placed behind it{.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W. Jerdan I &c &c &c

1. William Jerdan (1782-1869, DNB). Editor of the Lit.Gaz.
2. "Moser's Discovery", Lit.Gaz., 10 September 1842, p.633.
3. "Moser - Photographic Phenomena", Lit.Gaz., 17 September 1842, pp.649-50.
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Letter 1431
Faraday to M. Henries
17 September 1842
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I 17 Septr. 1842
My dear Miss Herries

I know but of one work that meets your enquiry & that is Elements of
Chemical Analysis by Parnell1 it is just out & I have scarcely had time to
look into it2. Thomson3 had a thick volume or [sic] Organic Chemistry in
18384 but there is nothing of analysis in itu

With sincere respects to all I am
My dear Miss Herries I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

1. Edward Andrew Parnell. The 1843 Membership list of the Chemical Society gives his
address as St Thomas's Hospital. Otherwise unidentified.
2. Parnell (1842).
3. Thomas Thomson (1773-1852, DSB). Regius Professor of Chemistry at Glasgow.
4. Thomson, T. (1838).

Letter 1432
Roderick Impey Murchison to Faraday
1 October 1842
From the original in RI MS Fl 1110

16 Belgrave Square i Oct 1, 1842
My dear Sir

I send you herewith a blade of the best damask steel manufactured
by General Anosoffl at Zlatoust in the Ural mountains, & which he begs to
send to you as a proof of his admiration of your discoveries & of the value
of your researches.

He sends me at the same time another sabre & a large carving knife
& fork; the latter being now more useful to me than the former.

If you are home will you send today 2 or 3 lines addressed to General
Anosoff thanking him for his present, as my friend and fellow Labourer in
these distant parts the Count Keyserling2 sails tomorrow for Petersburg &
will take my letters & enclosures!.]

Most truly Yours I Rod I. Murchison

1. P. Anossoff. According to Hadfield (1931), 257, Anossoff was Director of the Zlatoust
Steel Works.
2. Alexandr Andreevich Keyserling (1815-1891, DSB). Russian naturalist.
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Letter 1433
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
3 October 1842
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f.l
Private

Octr. 3, 1842 I Royal Institution
My dear Sir

Will you excuse a hasty & perhaps an impertinent letter but
circumstances & some talk with Graham move me to it. I am asked to
name a person for recommendation as Professor of Chemistry in the
University of Kings College in Upper Canada^.] The emolument would be
about £450 per annum with a house & Garden. The person would have to
reside at Toronto & would be on the council of the University of which
the Bishop of Toronto2 is President & there would be a sum of money
appropriated by the Council for stocking the Laboratory^] Is this likely to
be agreeable to you i.e would you agree to go out to Toronto on such
terms being offered to you from the proper authorities!.] If so let me know.
If not still tell me but let this letter be quite private that the feelings of
others may not be annoyedi.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Thos Andrews I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Thomas Andrews I Professor of Chemistry I &c &c &c I
Royal Academical Institution I Belfast

1. See letters 1401 and 1414.
2. John Strachan.

Letter 1434
Faraday to William Charles Macready1

3 October 1842
From the original in Knox College Galesburg MS

Royal Institution I 3 Octr 1842
My dear Sir

I cannot receive your kindness in silence and though fearful of
teasing you with an unnecessary note must say that I am very grateful for
your remembrance of me2[.] It is that which makes the charm of the gift[.j
With sincerest respects to Mrs. Macready3 I am my dear Sir

Your Grateful Servant I M. Faraday
W.C. Macready Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Charles Macready (1793-1873, DNB). Actor and theatre manager.
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2. Possibly this was an admission to the Drury Lane Theatre which had reopened with
Macready as manager (see Macready (1875), 521). Macready, a few years earlier, had sent
Faraday such an admission for the Covent Garden Theatre. See Faraday to Macready, 6
October 1837, letter 1040, volume 2.
3. Catherine Frances Macready, nee Atkins (d.1852, age c45, GRO. See also DNB under
William Charles Macready). Married Macready in 1823.

Letter 1435
Faraday to Lyon Playfair
10 October 1842
From the original in IC MS IP 938

London I Royal Institution I 10 Octr. 1842
My dear Sir

Will you allow me to hope I shall not give you offence if I ask whether
the following offer would be worth your consideration. The Professorship
of Chemistry in the University of King's College at Toronto in Upper
Canada1. The remuneration would be about S450 per annum with a house
Garden & the usual college advantages - the Professor would be on the
Council of the University of which the Bishop is President2. He must
reside at Toronto - there would be a sum of money allowed by the council
for Laboratory outfit &c. Now I am called upon to advise in the matter & if
you are inclined to consider the offer seriously and are able to go out I
would put you in communication at once with His Excellency the
Governor3. If not have the goodness to drop me a line here4. Graham
mentioned your name to me & believe that in writing to you though the
offer may be unworthy your attention still I meant as far as I am
empowered to make it to testify my respect for you & your attainments!.]
At any rate keep the matter private especially if you declines

Ever dear Sir I Very faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Playfair i &c &c &c

Endorsed by Playfair: 1842 I London 10 Octr i Professor Faraday I offers
me the Chair I of Chemistry at Toronto I The turning point of I my life. I
accepted I but Sir Robert Peel advised I me to decline & promised I to
provide for me in this Country5

1. See letters 1401 and 1414.
2. John Strachan.
3. Charles Bagot.
4. According to Playfair's autobiography, he visited Faraday in London to discuss this
proposal and indicated that he would accept. Reid, T.W. (1899), 59.
5. Peel sought, initially, to find a position for Playfair in the Museum of Practical Geology,
which he was unable to deliver immediately; see Reid, T.W. (1899), 59-60, 81-6. However, the
following year Playfair was appointed a member of the Royal Commission on the Health of
Towns (ibid, 63-4). After this work had been completed Playfair was appointed to the
Museum (ibid, 71-2).
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Letter 1436
Faraday to Lyon Playfair
13 October 1842
From the original in IC MS LP 250
write me as soon as you can

Royal Institution I 13 Octr. 1842
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your letter. I shall wait the fortnight before I write -
and if you make up your mind to go to Canada (provided the official
communication is satisfactory to you) it would probably be as well for
you to write me such an answer that 1 could send it with my letter to His
Excellency Sir Charles Bagott at Toronto for that would enable him to
make his communication more direct & to the purpose with you and
expedite matters probably as regards the Laboratory outlay &c. It would
certainly be a great point if you go that you should as soon as possible &
whilst in this country consider the apparatus you might desires

And now I shall no more consider myself a stranger to you &
whether in this Country or any other shall wish you all health &
happiness and a hope that I may dwell in your memory.

Ever My dear Sir i Most Truly Yours i M. Faraday
Dr Lyon Playfair i &c &c &c

Letter 1437
Faraday to Lyon Playfair
17 October 1842
From the original in IC MS LP 251
the University of King's College in Upper Canada - an institution of the
highest importance to this Province and which from Various causes has
had but a nominal existence since its original endowment 12 or 14 years
ago by George IVth1.

(Then some of the Professorships are to be filled up by persons in
the Province but others can not be properly so filled & amongst them the
Professor of Chemistry - whom it is hoped may be obtained from England
and my letter goes on to say)

The amount of the Salary and of the Emoluments arising to the
Professorship may be reasonably estimated at not less than S450 per
annum with a house and garden & such minor advantages of the kind as
are usually attached to Collegiate establishments. The Professor will have
to reside at Toronto where he will find a society composed of many of the
most accomplished men whom the country affords and it may be as well
to add that in his capacity of Professor he will form one of the council of
the University which will consist of the Bishop of Toronto2 as President -
A Vice President holding the Professorship of Classical Literature with
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the active superintendance of the management & discipline of the
Establishment - a professor of medicine - a Professor I believe of Surgery,
Professors of Chemistry & Mathematics with such other Professors in
other Faculties as the improvement of our funds may hereafter enable us
to establish.

A sum of money has been recently appropriated by the college for
the purpose of such instruments & utensils as may be necessary for its
Laboratory and the Council will be disposed to listen with great
deference to the suggestions & to avail themselves of the assistance of
the person whom &c - as to the manner in which the sum destined for the
purpose of this apparatus should be expended.

My dear Sir
With the exception of the part in brackets on the first page the

above are the words of the letter to me3 & contain all the information I
have about the University & the Professorship. They therefore form the
best answer I can give to your last[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Playfair i &c &c &c I 17 Octr. 1842

The person who writes to me is the Governor General himself^.]

Address: Dr. Lyon Playfair I &c &c &c I Jas Thomson Esq I Primrose i
near Blackburn I Lancashire

1. George IV (1762-1830, DNB). King of England, 1820-1830.
2. John Strachan.
3. Letter 1401.
4. Charles Bagot.

Letter 1438
Faraday to Thomas Leverton Donaldson1

18 October 1842
From the original in Museum Boerhaave

R Institution I 18 Octr 1842
Dear Donaldson

Up to the last hour yesterday I stroved that I might be with you &
thank you personally for both the ticket & the pleasure2. I could not
succeed however & so have but the comparatively poor resource of
thanking you by letter for your kindness which I do most sincerelyt.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T.L. Donaldson Esq ! &c &c &c
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1. Thomas Leverton Donaldson (1795-1885, DNB). Architect.
2. This was Donaldson's inaugural lecture as Professor of Architecture at University
College. See Athenaeum, 29 October 1842, p.932.

Letter 1439
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
18 October 1842
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f.3

Royal Institution i 18 Octr 1842
My dear Sir

I should have written before in reply to your pleasant letter but that
I have been oppressed with one of my low nervous attacks (which I was in
hopes I had pretty well thrown off) which though it is going must even
now form my excuse for a brief letters As to Canada I am both sorry &
glad that they do not have youV] Glad that you can remain & work with
us & yet from what I have read in your papers I have full confidence that
wherever you are you will still work for sciences

Now as to your pursuits & your difficulties I shall always be glad to
hear of them & I have full trust I shall hear of them in published papers
when the first shall be enlarged & the last overcome. If you like I shall also
be glad to hear of the latter in their course but I have little hope of being
useful to you in the way of advice for with great loss of memory, great
diffidence has come over me & I feel that I really am not able in a matter of
discrimination & judgement to hold at once in my minds grasp the
various items of thought as I used to do and in the way needful to a safe &
steady conclusion - and if I attempt to do it by constraining the attention
then I get headache & giddinessu

Now I say this only to warn you against expectation of help to any
useful end and not to stop you writing. Let me hope the opportunity
which has occurred will grow to the increase of communication &
pleasant feeling between us but do not be too much disappointed when
by my answers your notions of me may be brought downt.j

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly & Sincerely Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. T. Andrews I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Thomas Andrews 1 &c &c &c 1 Donegall Square I Belfast I
Ireland

1. See letters 1401 and 1414 and also letter 1433 for Faraday's suggestion that Andrews
might be willing to take the Professorship of Chemistry at Toronto.
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Letter 1440
Faraday to Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg1

20 October 1842
From the original in DM HS 783

Royal Institution, London I 20 Octr. 1842
Sir

For the honor which the Royal Society of Berlin has conferred upon
me of being one of its Associates I beg leave most gratefully to return my
thanks. I refrain from saying more upon paper in hopes that my friend
Mitscherlich by whom I have received the Diploma2 will in lively words
better convey the sense of my deep obligations

I am with the greatest respect I Sir I Your Very Obedient Humble
Servant 1 M. Faraday
The Secretary of the I Royal Society of Berlin I &c &c &c &c

1. Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg (1795-1876, DSB). Biologist and Secretary of the Berlin
Academy of Sciences.
2. This is in RS MS 241, f.93.

Letter 1441
William Robert Grove to Faraday
22 October 1842
From the original in RI MS Fl 1104

London Institution I Saturday Oct 22 I 1842
My dear Sir

I have just completed a curious voltaic pile which I think you would
like to see, it is composed of alternate tubes of oxygen & hydrogen
through each of which passes platina foil so as to dip into separate
vessels of water acidulated with sulphuric acid the liquid just touching
the extremities of the foil as in the rough figure below.

The platina is platinized so as to expose by capillary attraction a
greater surface of liquid to the gas, with 60 of these alternations I get an
unpleasant shock & decompose not only iodide of potassium but water
so plainly that a continuous stream of fine bubbles ascends from each
electrode. Thus water is decomposed by its composition - no oxidable
metal is employed. I have reversed the tubes & tried all the counter expts
but the phenomena are too marked I think to render any mistakes
possibles Mr Gassiot was with me today & saw the ExptS[.] Can you spare
me an hour next week on Tuesday if it suits you or any day except
Wednesday at any hour from 11 to 3 - at the Laboratory of the London
Institution!.] I cannot but regard the experiment as an important one both
as to the chemical & other theories of the pile & as to the catalytic effect
of the combination of the gases by platina1!.]
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I remain my dear Sir I yours very sincerely I W.R. Grove
M. Faraday Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. See Grove (1842, 1843a).

Letter 1442
William Snow Harris to Faraday
26 October 1842
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Plymouth October 26, 1842
My dear Faraday

I was much delighted at seeing your hand writing again - you do not
know what great pleasure I experience in hearing from you. With respect
to the expression of Globular Lightning quoted from Arago1 - & my
description of a fire Ball, it may be, as you say; there is really no such
thing - and perhaps I was too indefinite in my language. I intended to
convey however some notion of the impressions made upon those who
had witnessed discharges of Lightning productive of mischief in order to
fix the attention on the immediate operation of such discharges - in
contradistinction to those more playful corruscations and branching
sparks which sometimes strike out from clouds and are lost as it were in
the air - at least apparently so. That the discharges which do mischief in
Lightning Storms - assume to the senses the appearance I mention is quite
certain. Almost all the descriptions given in the Logs of the Navy - contain
the expression - "A Ball of fire was seen to Dart" &c. All the sailors
invariably speak of Fire Ballst.) If you will look in Priestl[e]ys2 History of
Electricity at page 352 and 3533 you will find a curious description of this
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kind -1 confess I read this with some suspicion at first - but having met
with many such accounts subsequently I now regard it as being rather
important.

Some years since, a dreadful accident by Lightning happened on the
Malvern Hills. I have the Newspaper acct. by me cut out of the Newspaper
but unluckily without date. Some Ladies there on a party of pleasure were
killed. The account runs thus. It appears that the Party had sought shelter
in a Building or Tower of Stone covered with Iron "Miss Margaret Hill4

was looking out of the door way to see if the storm had passed when she
saw the Electric fluid appearing as a mass of fire rolling along the Hill and
approaching their retreat &c &c".

In a storm Novr 7 many years since - the Papers describe the
Lightning thus - "An old waterman at Hammersmith near the new Bridge5

perceived what he terms a fire Ball im[m]ediatley succeed the terrific
commotion just mentioned, shoot into the river. He describes the
appearance as a Ball of fire like a solid rough Globe of flame. It passed
through the opening between the houses close to him - about 19 years
before he witnessed a similar thing in the same place".

A scientific friend of mine here an accurate observer told me this
day, that he was once in the Dartmoor Hills - when he saw a thunder
cloud break on a near Hill of Granite and an apparent ball of fire
descended over the Hill to a rivulet in the valley6.

I have in my collection a hundred such descriptions I believe. I have
at all events a very great number all coinciding with the account given in
Priestl[e]ys History^

Arago it is clear has taken up the same notion by calling this
Globular Lightning. All I meant therefore to convey in my paper7 was the
vulgar Idea of that destructive effect produced by the discharge of a
polarized set of particles intervening between terminating conducting
planes; and that such discharges had a definite and exclusive course
determinable by mere mathematical distance and resistance. Perhaps I
have been hasty in not conveying a better view of the spark, such as
would come out by a more critical & scientific examination, but I had not
that object in view when I wrote. I have however in my early papers in the
Nautical Magazine8 classed these appearances more immediately with
the general laws and nature of disruptive discharge.

With respect to the Conductors - as you say - I consider that
Question settled - and can not but think I have by my perseverance in
their application to Ships obtained some important practical & great
natural experiments of value. The Admiralty have lately had some fine
notices of the effects of the Conductor in parrying & rendering harmless
such discharges. The Actaeon for example lately returned from Central
America - a part of the World terrible for discharges of Lightning - came
out of several fearful storms of Lightning most triumphantly9 - On one
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occasion at midnight the ship was threatened with destruction both by
the violence of the Squall and the Electrical discharges which every now
& then burst round the ship.. The top sails were lowered on the Caps. The
Lightning enveloped the ship for an houn.j Once only in this time a fearful
shock burst on the main mast Conductor. The Officer of the Watch10 says
the vivid Light which fell on the Conductor took away his sight for many
minutes, that a horrid crash came at the same time, simultaneously. The
Carpenter Mr May11 says it was the same as if all the ship's Guns had been
fired at once. That the ship fairly shook under it, and that he was standing
very near the Mast - and observed the Cutlasses & swords stowed in a
frame round the Mast; fairly rattle in the stand. They examined the
Conductors the next day - but found no ill effects on them - No damage
ensued - not a rope yarn suffered12. Fancy all this in a Southern sea - Pitch
dark with a heavy sea - with the Sails round the Mast &c. . . . This would
have been a nice time to have sent the men aloft to shorten in the slack of
a chain or wire Rope Conductor - would it not? and if the Chain or wire
had been snapped by the violence of the Gale and come partly in board
hanging down with a terminating end thus as at a what must have
happened then?

I consider this a beautiful case - reducible to an experiment on a
great scale. All the Seamen on the Ship even have acknowledged the great
value of this method of applying capacious Conductors to Ships.

Daniell & Wheatstone have blamed me for meddling with Mr
Walkers13 paper14 but I do not know when so great a public question is
concerned that I have any pretension to hold my head so high as to think
others beneath notice. My Talents do not place me in the position which
yours do or Daniells.

I am now about to ask a favor of you - if you think you can manage to
grant it without inconvenience.

I have been requested to draw up a small treatise15 for the press on
this subject - which is now in hand - and in the first pages 1 have stated
your views of Induction, Polarization &c16. Would you be so good as to
read these 3 or 4 Pages over for me, and say if you think 1 have put the
matter in a clear condensed form, and such as you yourself would not
object to?
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I wish my Dear Faraday -1 could persuade you for your Health's sake
to come here next Summer & spend a short time, that I might get you on
the Breakwater and with one or two of my medical friends; perhaps one
only, have the gratification of giving you our most affectionate &
disinterested attention -1 am impressed with the Idea, that were you to
venture - you would go back full of Devonshire Cream & Health. - You
should stay here about 2 months - making Philosophy an amusement or
Play thing only

Believe me ever with the most sincere regard I & esteem your very
faithful friend I W. Snow Harris
Dr. Faraday FRS, I &c

1. Arago (1839), 84-5.
2. Joseph Priestley (1733-1804, DSB). Natural philosopher.
3. Priestley (1767), 352-3.
4. Unidentified.
5. Built 1824-1827. Weinreb and Hibbert (1983), 354.
6. This was reported by Jonathan Nash Hearder (1809-1876, Bl, Plymouth electrician). See

Harris (1843), 35-6.
7. This text may have been that read by Harris on 17 August 1842 on the occasion of

lightning conductor experiments he performed at Chatham. See Harris (1842a), 774-5.
8. Harris (1837).
9. See Harris (1842a), 772.

10. According to Harris (1843), 173 this was Charles Wright Bonham (d.1910, age 93, GRO)
who was Mate on the Actaeon. O'Bryne (1849), 97.

11. Unidentified.
12. See Harris (1843), 113, 173.
13. Charles Vincent Walker (1812-1882, DNB). Electrician.
14. Walker (1842), discussed by Harris (1842b).
15. Harris (1843).
16. Ibid., 10-19.

Letter 1443
Edward Stanley to Faraday
2 November 1842
From the original in RI MS Fl K30

Alderly Park i Congleton Nov 2, 42
My dear Sir

I enclose a letter from my son Lieut Charles Stanley1 R.E. now
encamped on the summit of Snowdon for the purpose of taking triangles
for the new Ordnance Survey, describing a fine case of electrical suffusion
occurring on the Eveng of Oct 20.1 had ascended the day before when the
air was so remarkably clear to the N & E. that I clearly with the naked eye
saw the I of Man & the Heliostat was seen from the observatory on Axe
Edge near Buxton distant upwards of 90 miles[.] There had been Thunder
the day before & no doubt the atmosphere was a good deal charged with
electric fluid. I remained there on Wednesday night during the whole of
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which a heavy gale from NE prevailed with thick but sharp snow. The
Therm: at 25 but owing to the effect of dry evaporating wind, the feeling of
cold was intense. I left the summit in the middle of the day on Thursday in
a dense cloud, which extended with the snow about half way down. I
should be glad to hear your opinion on the details. It appears to me that
the observatory which is about 12 or 15 yards above the officers hut on
the very pinnacle of the mountain must have received the discharge of an
electrical current, much in the same way as the knuckle of a finger
receives that of an electrical machine, these accounting for the light &
noise, & that the super-abundance of electrical fluids not being able to
penetrate to the earth there deeply covered with snow, attached itself to
part of the observatory & the face caps of the men, & this seems more
probable, by no such lambent fire appearing on the second flash & sound
on the Eveng of Oct 22 where rain had considerably melted the snow &
laid the earth bare. If you can suggest any observations, I am sure my son
will be glad to avail himself of your instructions, and it is possible that the
camp may remain in its exposed domicile for several weeks to come.

I remain I Yours sincerely I Edw Norwich
Mr Faraday Esq FRS I &c &c &c I Royal Instn.

1. Charles Edward Stanley (d.1849, age 30, Gent.Mag., 1850, 33: 341). Officer in the Royal
Engineers.

Letter 1444
Faraday to Charles Bagot
3 November 1842
From the original in NAC MG 24, A 13, volume 2, f.710-1

Royal Institution I London I 3 Novr. 1842
To His Excellency I The Right Honble Sir Charles Bagott G.CB. I Governor
General of Canada i &c &c &c
Sir

On receiving the honor of your reply to my letter of the 19th July1

and stimulated by the confidence and trust reposed in me I again
endeavoured to find some one who would do credit to the station you
propose to confer on him and in his own person advance in the University
the cause of knowledge. I therefore wrote to Dr Andrews of Belfast who
declined2; then to Dr. Playfair who declined3; and then to Mr Griffin whose
letter I enclose. To the character of any of these I should have great
satisfaction in testifying and you will I am sure believe that it was an
earnest desire to procure one of the highest ability and fitness amongst
those willing to leave home that made me search beyond the names I
formerly mentioned. I wished Mr. Griffin to write me such a letter that I
could at once send it to Your Excellency and that the further
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communication might pass directly from the authorities to him. I hope
that the part I have taken in the matter will meet the approbation of Your
Excellency and all others whom it may hereafter concernu

I have the honor to be I with the highest respect I Your Excellency's
Most Obedient & humble Servant I M. Faraday

1. Letter 1414. Bagot's letter has not been found.
2. See letters 1433 and 1439.
3. See letters 1435, 1436 and 1437.

Letter 1445
Faraday to James South
12 November 1842
From the original in BRO MS D/RA 1 lth Duke

RI. I 12 Novr. 1842
My dear Sir James

I write in haste to catch the Post & hope you will find all in right
order[.] I would have sent a little pure NA but could not in a letter.

I was at your house about a week ago & found you were away. I left a
certain book there of no value in itself but which I believe you desired to
haveu

Pray remember me most respectfully to His Grace1!.] 1 was very
much grieved to hear of his illness but am glad of your news concerning
his recovery of health.

Ever My dear Sir James i Most faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

1. Edward Adolphus Seymour, 11th Duke of Somerset (1775-1855, DNB). Wrote on
mathematics. President of the Royal Institution, 1827-1842.

Letter 1446
Faraday to James South
17 November 1842
From the original in BRO MS D/RA 1 lth Duke

83 West Street, Brighton i 17 Nov. 1842
My dear Sir James

Your two letters reached me here only this morning Thursday. I
have no means here of analysis but have no doubt the deposit is either
hydrated oxide of lead or Carbonate of lead for by carefully strewing
some of it on a small strip of paper & burning it in the edge of a candle I
could obtain at pleasure either globules of metallic lead or protoxide in
the form of litharge - or red lead - or the dense smoke of burning leadf.j
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From the appearances I have no doubt the whole is the same compound
of lead i.e. that there is no earthy matter with itu

I write to you at Stover not knowing where, if not there, you may be[.]
Ever faithfully Yours I ML Faraday

Sir James South I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Sent to Stover & from there to Kensington and received there
on Monday Morning / am

Letter 1447
Faraday to Edward Sabine
17 November 1842
From the original in PRO BJ3 / 31, f.33

Brighton I 83 West Street I 17 Nov 1842
Dear Sabine

You say the needles are in a zinc box. I should take a piece of well &
recently burned lime - powder it - wrap the needles with plenty of powder
about them in a piece of tissue paper or dry muslin using not more than
enough to make two or three folds about the lime & needles then put the
packet into the zinc box filling the box up with the powered lime &
soldering the box up airtight: The lime should be good neither slaked nor
carbonated. The muslin or paper is to make a packet that will keep in the
middle of the lime during the journey. The box need not be large for no
more lime is wanted than will fairly surround the needles § of an inch in
thickness. More however will not do any harm.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 1448
Faraday to James South
22 November 1842
From the original in BRO MS D/RA 11th Duke

83 West Street I Brighton
My dear Sir James

Having arrived1 here I write in haste to save the post. I find all the
deposits to be carbonate of lead[.] Those marked
Carton A 6 or 7 years old from waste pipe
Carton B Kitchen 1\ year Old
Carton C l\ year old W.C
mostly pure. That of Carton A from bottom & which was yellow mainly
carbonate with probably a little iron & earthy deposit & this coloured
part I had not time to examine^
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I expected to have found some of the water taken from the Spring
head but Anderson said you had not left anyu

Ever Dear Sir James I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday

Endorsed: Not dated but was written on Tuesday Novr. 22nd and was
delivered at Campden Hill on Wednesday Novr. 23rd.

22nd Novr. 1842.

1. Faraday had returned to London to attend a meeting of the Managers. RI MM, 21
November 1842, 9: 233-4.

Letter 1449
Edward Stanley to Faraday
1 December 1842
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Palace Norwich I Dec 1, 1842
My dear Sir

Allow me to introduce a clergyman of Norwich the Rev B. Power1 to
your notice you will find him very intelligent and as he wants for
information on some point of scientific research, you will oblige me by
affording him any assistance in your power.

1 remain I Yours faithfully I E. Norwich
Mich Farraday Esq I Professor I &c &c &c

1. Alexander Bath Power (d.1872, age 61, GRO, AC). Principal of Norwich Diocesan Normal
School, 1840-1857.

Letter 14501

Faraday to Charles Bagot
3 December 1842
From the original in NAC MG 24, A 13, volume 2, f.742

Royal Institution I Deer. 3, 1842
To the Right Honble I Sir Charles Bagott G.C.B I &c &c &c
Sir

I was greatly surprized at an interview with Mr. Holmes2 to hear that
Your Excellency had authorised him to nominate Mr. Croft as the Toronto
Professor3 inasmuch as the terms of Your Excellency's last letter to me
had led to further enquiries4 & to joint letters from myself and Mr. Griffin
to Your Excellency in which he on my application had accepted the office.
The words in Your Excellencys second letter to me are that I should
induce either Mr. Croft or Mr. Warrington [sic] or any other gentleman &c
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&c. I have not said a word to Mr. Griffin since I saw Mr. Holmes feeling
quite satisfied that Your Excellency would under the circumstances
confirm his appointment!.]

I have the honor to be I Your Excellencys I Very Obedient & Humble
Servant I M. Faraday

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. William Holmes (1778-1851, DNB). Tory politician.
3. See letters 1401 and 1414.
4. See letter 1444.

Letter 1451
Faraday to Dawson Turner1

8 December 1842
From the original in TCC MS O.14.33, f.165

Royal Institution I 8 Deer. 1842
My dear Sir

I have received a barrel of herrings and do not know who to
associate such a thing with but YOUM I remember Magrath saying
something to me a good while ago about getting you to direct somebody
at Yarmouth to send off certain barrels at the due seasonu If you have
done me this favour I most heartily thank you but as the person who ever
it may be has sent me no direction or note or sign by which I may make
the necessary communication with him will you do me the further favour
either to give me his address or tell him to send me a certain note that I
may set things in order again before Christmast.]

Wishing you all health & happiness at this & every season of the
year

I am My dear Sir i Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
Dawson Turner Esq I &c &c &c

1. Dawson Turner (1775-1858, DNB). Botanist and antiquary.

Letter 1452
Faraday to Robert Faraday
10 December 1842
From a copy in RI MS Fl B34

Royal Institution I 10 Deer. 1842,
My dear Brother

The invention may be called a means of ventilating oil and gas lamps
for the purpose of carrying away the water, carbonic acid, and other
products of their combustion in a more advantageous manner than has
hitherto been done1. It applies to Argand burners, i.e. those with glass or
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such like chimnies, and consists simply in dipping the end of the pipe
which is to serve as a ventilating flue, more or less into the glass chimney.
Thus if an oil or gas Argand lamp have a burner of § of an inch in diameter,
and a lamp glass on it of the usual proportions, 1 find that a tube also | of
an inch in diameter, more or less, according to its length and other
circumstances, will carry off all the results of the combustion of such a
lamp, the lower end of the tube being inserted into the top of the lamp
glass and the upper end carried into a chimney, the open air, or any place
where it may be considered convenient to dispose of the burnt air and
fuel. The lower end is best placed centrically in the lamp glass; but the
degree of its insertion may be more or less at pleasureu In a quiet place,
even when almost at the top of the glass it is sufficient; in other cases an
inch or more of insertion may be needed. In some of my experiments I
have made the burner end of the ventilating tube a little funnel shaped;
still however keeping it within the lamp glass, as in the figure:-

,H
§

# I

and in experiments with oil lamps, I have introduced a throttle valve into
the ventilating tube to govern its draught that the latter might be
regulated so as to be strong enough to draw up and carry off all the
results of the combustion and yet not so strong as to increase the
draught of air by the flame; for when that occurs it causes a quicker
charring of the cotton than usual, an effect it may be desirable more or
less to avoid.

And now Dear Brother, believing this particular arrangement of the
ventilating flue to be my own invention, and having no intention of
turning it to any pecuniary use for myself, I am most happy to give freely
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all my rights in it over to you, or any body you may name for your good2;
and as Mr. Carpmael3 says we may legally and equitably make this
transfer of rights in this way, I write you this letter describing the
principle and arrangement of the invention as far as I have carried it.
Hoping it may be productive of some good to you, and of no harm or
trouble.

I am My dear Robert I Your Affectionate Brother I M. Faraday

Address: Mr. Robt Faraday I Post Restante I a Calais I France
1. Faraday had been asked by Trinity House to consider the problem of providing
ventilation for oil and gas lamps and this invention was the outcome. See letter 1428.
2. Robert Faraday patented this invention. See Patent 9679, 25 March 1843, "Ventilating
gas-burners, and burners for consuming oil, tallow, and other matters". See also
Reper.PaUnvent, 1843, 2: 174-81, 238-50 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 7 April 1843 "On light and ventilation".
3. William Carpmael (1804-1867, Bl). Patent agent.

Letter 1453
Charles Bagot to Faraday
11 December 1842
From the original copy in NAC MG 24, A 13, volume 5, pp.242-6

Kingston I Deer. 11th 1842.
Sir,

I have to thank you very much for your letter of Novr. 3rd1 which I
received by the last mail and which very severe illness alone prevents my
acknowledging in my own hand.

In your former letter of July 19th2 in which you acquainted me of the
unsuccessful offer which you had made to several gentleman in England
of the Chemical Chair in our University of Toronto, you mentioned to me
the name of Mr. Henry Croft, but as I understood without distinctly
stating that you had made the same offer to him.

Conceiving as I perhaps erroneously did that in my first
communication with you upon the subject, I had given you unqualified
discretion definitely to make choice of any person whom you might think
qualified for the post, I had expected to hear again from you acquainting
me that you had finally arranged matters with Mr. Croft. Some weeks ago
however I received a letter from Mr. W. Holmes3 (of Grafton St.) who has a
deep interest in Mr. Croft4, informing me that he had learnt from him that
you had had some conversation with him upon the subject of the
Professorship, and that he was expecting the confirmation of his
appointment directly from myself. Upon learning this and knowing your
opinion of Mr Croft I immediately wrote to Mr Holmes authorizing him to
conclude the affair and to urge Mr Croft to come out to this Country as
soon as he conveniently could.
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Under these circumstances I greatly regret that I am precluded for
the moment from availing myself of your recommendation of Mr. Griffin.
Should you however ascertain in England that any circumstances might
still prevent Mr. Croft from undertaking the office I have only to request
that you will lose no time in assuring Mr. Griffin of the pleasure which I
shall have in appointing him to it.

I fear that some obstacles will stand in the way in this country of
opening the University before the month of April next which however will
allow some additional time either to Mr. Croft or to Mr. Griffin to make
their arrangements.

A sum of £750 has been assigned by the Council of the University for
the purchase of instruments &c which sum will be placed to the credit of
Mr. Croft but upon this subject the Bishop of Toronto5 will communicate
with Mr. Croft directly himself.

With repeated thanks for the trouble which you have so zealously
and kindly taken to assist me in this matter.

(signed) Charles Bagot
To Faraday Esq I &c &c &c
1. Letter 1444.
2. Letter 1414.
3. William Holmes (1778-1851, DNB). Tory politician. See Holmes to Bagot, 28 September
1842, NAC MG 24, A 13, volume 2, f.621-6.
4. Holmes was Croft's Godfather. King (1914), 108.
5. John Strachan.

Letter 1454
William Robert Grove to Faraday
19 December 1842
From the original in RI MS Fl I52a

Hampstead Monday I Dec 19 1842
My dear Faraday

In forwarding you a copy of my paper1 I am anxious to say a few
words on the subject of our conversation of Saturday last2. I was much
impressed by your remarks & am convinced that I have been to blame in
expressing myself in too few words, in aiming at brevity I have not steered
clear of obscurity!.] This did not proceed from thoughtlessness!.] My
reasons were twofold 1st I have observed many writers on physics who
having in the early part of their career expressed at length theoretical
notions have been subsequently obliged to abandon them thus
weakening their own authority & giving a character of uncertainty to
science or else, which is worse, they have been induced by 'amour
propre' pertinaciously to adhere to erroneous conclusions!.] I was
anxious to avoid this to be able thoroughly to mature my judgement
before I attempted generalizations which might prove fallacious!.]
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2dly I observe in the present day a tendency to diffuse verbiage & to an
accumulation of obvious results, quality diluted & weakened by quantity. I
feel now however certain that I have carried the opposite principle too far &
I will endeavour to amend in futureu But although convinced that you are
right as to this point of brevity I am not so convinced with respect to the
Royal Society. Having contributed one paper which was not published3 &
the reason of their rejection of which I cannot see I do not wish this to
happen a second time4[.j Unless 1 strangely misjudge myself it is no sullen
vanity which renders this view[.] My experience, such as it is, leads me to
believe that had I contributed to the Royal Society this paper even in an
improved form it would also have been rejected unless I had made interest
for its insertion & this I will not do. My contributions to science have
spoken & shall speak for themselves, if this be pride it is at worst an honest
pride. I have made no rash vow on the subject but my present feeling
certainly is to have nothing to do with Scientific societies but to publish in
periodicals whatever researches appear to me of sufficient importances I
conceive that every man has a duty to perform in standing his own ground,
if I err it is an error of judgement not of tempers j I trouble you with this note
as I most truly value your esteem & would not have you think meanly of me
either as a philosopher or as a man[.]

I remain My dear Faraday I yours very sincerely I W.R. Grove
1. Probably Grove (1842).
2. That is 17 December 1842.
3. W.R. Grove. "On some Eleetro-nitrogurets", RS MS AP 25.8 was read to the Royal Society
on 4 February 1841 (Proc.Roy.Soc, 1841, 4: 286-7) but was not published in the Phil.Trans. It
was published as Grove (1841a).
4. However, Grove (1843a) was published by the Royal Society.

Letter 1455
Faraday to William Robert Grove
21 December 1842
From the original in RI MS G Fl 1

Royal Institution I 21 Deer. 1842
My dear Grove

We were talking in the dark the other night1. 1 had not then seen the
account in the Phil Mag2 but only a note of yours to I think the Editor of
Lit Gazette3. That I thought too short: the other is very different and
though 1 know you could have added much more important thought still I
have nothing to say about it but what is good.

As to the Royal Soc. you know my feeling towards it is for what it has
been & I hope may be. Its present state is not wholesome. You are aware
that I am not on the Council & have not been for years & have been to no
meeting there for years but I do hope for better times. I do not wonder at
your feeling. All I meant to express was a wish that its circumstances &
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character should improve & that it should again become a desirable
reunion of all really scientific men. It has done much - it is now doing
much in some parts of Science as its Magnetic observations shew & I
hope will some day become altogether healthy.

Ever my Dear Grove I Yours sincerely I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c
Thanks for the Paper
1. See letter 1454.
2. Grove (1842).
3. W.R. Grove, "New Voltaic Battery - Gaseous Elements", Lit.Gaz., 3 December 1842, p.833.

Letter 1456
Samuel Morison Brown1 to Faraday
23 December 1842
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dr Faraday
Dear Sir,

1 take the liberty of addressing you by letter, though myself in
London, on account of having found you to[o] inaccessible on the
occasion of my former visit to the Metropolis.

You perhaps remember that in a memoir, published in the
Philosophical Transactions of the Edinburgh Royal Society2, I asserted
the isomersism of Carbon and silicon. My experiments have been almost
universally rejected; although no man, who has approved Himself
competent to criticise a Discoverer by Himself discovering anything,
has yet repeated my process. Meantime I have scrutinised my old work,
and once more assert my proposition. I have made out a crucial
experiment. I came to London the other day, backed by an urgent letter
from my honoured friend Professor Christison3 of Edinburgh, to lay the
request for permission to perform the process in his presence before
Professor Daniell. He has just refused us on the plea of one 'needing all
one's spare time for private researches' as well as 'requiring Christmas
relaxation'. In these circumstances I with much diffidence solicit you to
give me at least an opportunity of vindicating the Royal Society of
Edinburgh and my own name. Are you willing to witness an attempt on
my part to transmute carbon into silicon before you on the simple
condition of giving me a written testimonial, to be used as the Edinburgh
Royal Society thinks fit, if you be satisfied? If this were a mere personal
favour, I should deem myself too forward I confess.. But it is surely either
a matter of the very highest moment to the science You have cultivated
with so much devotion, or nothing. My belief that it is the former is my
best and only apology. The possibility of the alternative will have some
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weight with you. Expecting an answer to this anxious application at your
earliest convenience,

I am, Sir, I Yours most respectfully; I Samuel Morison Brown.
23rd Deer. 1842 I 3 Dartmouth Row - Blackheath.

1. Samuel Morison Brown (1817-1856, DNB). Edinburgh physician and chemist.
2. Brown (1841).
3. Robert Christison (1797-1882, DNB). Physician and toxicologist.

Letter 1457
Faraday to Samuel Morison Brown1

26 December 1842
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 26 Deer. 1842
Dear Sir

That which made me inaccessible to you makes me so in a very
great degree to all my friends /// health connected with the head & I have
been obliged (& am still) to lay by nearly all my own pursuits and to deny
myself the pleasures of Society either in seeing myself at my friends
houses or them here. This alone would prevent me from acceding to your
request2. I should, if I assented, do it against the strict advice of my
friends medical & social.

The matter of your request makes me add a remark or two which I
hope you will excuses Anyone who does what you ask of me i.e certify if
the experiment is successful, is bound without escape to certify & publish
also if it fail & I think you may consider that very few persons would be
willing to do this. I certainly would not put myself in such a most
unpleasant condition!.]

Again why not test the experiment in Scotland for there you have
published it? If Professor Christison3 has given you letters let him be your
companion in an experiment &, if he likes, tell the world his judgment on
the matteri.] His character is such that if you satisfy him & he conjoins his
testimony with yours I should think you would not have much to fear as
to the truth of the discoveryt.]

I am my dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. S.M. Brown I &c &c &c

Address: Dr S.M. Brown I &c &c &c I 3 Dartmouth Row I Blackheath

1. Samuel Morison Brown (1817-1856, DNB). Edinburgh physician and chemist.
2. In letter 1456.
3. Robert Christison (1797-1882, DNB). Physician and toxicologist.
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Letter 1458
Faraday to Charles Woodward1

2 January 1843
From the original in NYPL, Montague Collection, Album 7, pp.617-8

R Institution I 2 Jany 1843
My dear Sir

Months ago my proxy2 was promised & through my forgetfulness
twice over so that I found myself all in trouble as the election came round.
Otherwise you should have had my paper[.]

My best thank[s] to you for your kind enquiries & earnest wishes for
many happy years to you. I feel from year to year the more need of rest &
so withdraw more & more but I do hope to see you at Islington some day3.

Ever Your Obliged I M.Faraday
Chas. Woodward Esq

1. Charles Woodward (cl789-1877, B3). Scientific lecturer and a former member of the City
Philosophical Society. See James (1992b).
2. Presumably for the London Orphan Asylum. See note 2, letter 1378.
3. That is the Islington Literary and Scientific Society of which Woodward was President.

Letter 1459
Faraday to Literary Gazette
5 January 1843
From Lit.Gaz., 7 January 1843, p.7

Royal Institution, Jan. 5, 1843.
My dear Sir, - You noticed a short time since, in connexion with Moser's
discovery1 (Lit.Gaz. No. 1339, p.650)2, a fact that I had mentioned to you
respecting the production upon glass of the forms delineated in a drawing
which that glass had been used to protect. That drawing was a view of
Rome, in water-colours, by Coke Smyth3, was two years old, and perhaps
had remained glazed the whole time. Since then I have observed many
similar effects with recent drawings, but none so very striking and perfect
as that one. This effect was, I think, without doubt due to the influence of
vapour rising from a body and affecting the parts of a contiguous body,
influenced by the ever-varying circumstances of heat, cold, moisture,
perhaps electricity, &c, connected with the situations of the drawings;
and can have no relation as to its cause with effects apparently similar
produced by radiating agencies whether of light, or heat, or chemical
force. But as the effects of these different causes are likely to be mingled
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in some of the extreme cases for a while, I was glad of an opportunity
lately given me by Mr. Colnaghi, of Pall Mall East, to examine the effects
produced by the vicinity of drawings of great age upon glass placed
before them. The drawings I refer to were part of the original Lawrence4

collection purchased by Sir Robert Peel, and the glass placed before them
was in quality bad, being subject to a very slight chemical action from the
atmosphere. Many of these glasses were very dim within, and presented
only a mottled and irregular appearance; but on one or two there were
striking effects, and especially on that of the drawing of the Crucifixion,
by Vandyck5, in which the spear, several of the limbs of the figures, the
faces, and parts of the general forms, were very clearly visible on the
glass. Now this drawing must be about 200 years old, and yet it
reproduced the effect in question.

As Moser's discovery and views have led to the institution and
publication of a great number of highly interesting results, it becomes
necessary, for the interests of science, to distinguish well between the
causes of the effects that may be observed. I will, therefore, suggest, that
where effects are attributed to radiating agencies, as in the beautiful
results of Daguerre6 and Talbot, and as I understand of Moser, that they
be tested by producing some corresponding elementary effect through
diaphanous or diathermanous bodies, as glass, rocksalt, &c; there
appears no reason why Moser's radiating effects should not be produced
through the latter body. On the other hand, it is very probable, that
where the effect has been attributed to radiating agency, whilst really
produced by vapour, a diminution of the effect, or a disappearance of it
altogether, might occur were the experiment repeated in vacuo, and so a
test in this direction also be applied to the results; for a vacuum would
certainly not interfere with, but if any thing, rather favour the phenomena
dependent on radiation. -1 am, my dear Sir, very truly yours, M. Faraday.

1. See Moser (1842).
2. "Moser-Photographic Phenomena", Lit.Gaz., 17 September 1842, pp.649-50. Faraday's
observations were noted at the end.
3. Frederick Coke Smyth (b.1820, Binyon (1898-1907), 4: 107). Water colour artist.
4. Thomas Lawrence (1769-1830, DNB). Portrait painter.
5. Anthony Van Dyck (1599-1641, DNB). Dutch painter.
6. Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre (1787-1851, DBF). French pioneer of photography.
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Letter 1460
Faraday to Robert Faraday
10 January 1843
From a typescript in RI MS

Royal Institution, I Jan. 10, 1843
My dear Brother,

If I understand the questions in your letter aright they arise upon
the supposition of lighting the hall of Devonshire house in three different
ways, i.e. either by eighteen of your ventilated gas burners - or by
eighteen equal ordinary gas burners - or by oil lamps in the same
situation equal in light to the same 18 gas burners - and the questions are
which mode will communicate the least heat to the air and which will
least affect the air in giving to it impurity.

I believe that your lamps1 will give the least heat to the air for the
following reasons - as compared to the ordinary gas lamp they must give
less - because being so near the wall and the pipes soon enclosed the
burnt air passing off must go away hot - and so much heat at all events is
removed - whereas the ordinary gas lamp gives all it[s] heat to the air of
the place - As compared to oil lamps giving equal light it is no doubt true
that the combustion of the oil for that purpose does not evolve so much
heat as gas - on the other hand an oil lamp gives all its heat to the air and
your lamp does not - and it is my opinion from what I saw of the hall and
the proposed place of the lamps that the quantity of heat carried off by
the flues would reduce the heating effect of your lamps below that of oil
lamps - and perhaps considerably.

As to the sweetness of the air of course neither of the other modes
can compare with yours.

Yours affectionately, I M. Faraday

1. See letter 1452 and Robert Faraday, Patent 9679, 25 March 1843, "Ventilating gas-
burners, and burners for consuming oil, tallow, and other matter".

Letter 1461
Faraday to E. Perkins1

12 January 1843
From the original copy in IC MS LP 252
Professor Faraday to E. Perkins

Royal Institution I 12 January 1843
Sir

I have just reed the pek to which your letter refers. Ill health has
obliged me to lay down most of my avocations & I have for some years
given no opinion on any matter except those submitted to me by the
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Government or Government bodies. This must be my reason for not going
into the matter but if you were to apply to Dr. Playfair who is paying
attention to agricultural matters and to which I am not his opinion would
be very much safer and stronger than anything I could form. For these
reasons I cannot take the matter up, but if when you are in London and
will call in and take the chance of finding me I shall be very happy to see
you though it must be only for a short time, my medical friends interdict
much occupation^]

Signed I M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1462
Faraday to Edward Magrath
28 January 1843
From the original in the possession of Roy Deeley

R Institution I 28 Jany 1843
Dear Magrath

1 send tickets. Do not put more than one name on a ticket - for we are
constrained to be very exactu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 1463
Faraday to Lee Thornton1

30 January 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl Cl

R Institution I 30 Jany 1843
Dear Sir

We succeeded in electing little Williams2 into the London Orphan
Asylum but only by borrowing 50 Proxies[.] From the tenor of your kind
note I am in hope you will favour me with your Proxy next June to help to
pay off the debt[.]

Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Lee Thornton Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: 9/2-42 Promised M. Faraday my proxy for the Election 26 June
1843 - to aid in returning proxies borrowed for Williams at the last
election.

1. Lee Thornton, of Dover, was a subscriber of the London Orphan Asylum (see note 2,
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letter 1378) since 1840. See the 1843 Report of the London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/2/10,
p.199.
2. Joseph Williams was first listed as an orphan in ibid, p.36. His father, Thomas Williams,
had been a hall porter in the Royal Institution from 1829 (RI MM, 18 May 1829, 7: 259-60) until
his death, which was reported in Rl MM, 6 May 1839, 9: 84.

Letter 1464
Faraday to William Blake1

30 January 1843
From a photocopy in BL RP 4278

R Institution I 30 Jany 1843
Dear Sir

Allow me to say that we succeeded in our Orphan case3 but only by
borrowing 50 proxies[.] According to your promise therefore I shall be
very thankful for your Proxies next Juneu

I am Dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Wm. Blake Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Blake (d.1852, age 78, Bl). Sheriff of Hertfordshire and water colour collector. He
had been a subscriber of the London Orphan Asylum (see note 2, letter 1378) since 1841. See
the 1843 Report of the London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/2/10, p.54.
2. See letter 1463.

Letter 1465
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
30 January 1843
From the original copy in GL MS 30052/5, pp.435-6

Royal Institution I 30th January 1843.
Dear Sir,

The Water which you sent me from the Well at the Wharf, came to
me in a turbid state, but on standing awhile became quite clear, having
deposited a portion of peroxide of Iron, as if the water were naturally a
chalybeate. I will refer to this Iron hereafter, and now speak of the clear
water.

This Water is excellent in taste and smell, and contains only a small
proportion of Saline matter, for one pint yields but four grains of dry
Salts; there is very little of Sulphates or Muriates present. Such character
as the Water has from it's saline contents is given by carbonates and
carbonic acid; for there is present carbonate of Lime and also carbonate of
Magnesia in small quantities, held in solution by carbonic acid, so that
when the water is boil'd, these earthy carbonates are separated, and fall
down in a white flocculent form, and only a little carbonate Sulphate, and
muriate of alkali is left:- the consequence is, that though the Water cannot
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be considered as ranking amongst hard waters, still it becomes more soft
by boiling. The magnesian Salt, though not usual in such waters, does not
do harm to the water here, because of it's small proportion, and probably
may conduce to give it a more healthy character, as a water for drinking.

As to the Iron; it is possible that the Water may be a weak chalybeate
at the place where it leaves the earth to enter the pump and Well Tubes;
but I have a strong belief that the Iron which it has, it takes from the
Works at the Well. I have been to the Well, and examined the Water by
tests there. On opening the Well, I found that kind of smell in the enclosed
air which consisted with an action of the Water upon the Iron. On
bucketting some Water up out of the Well, it was found to contain Iron in
solution. On taking some water out of the Wharfpipes, it also contain'd
Iron in solution, but less than the former. On examining the Water from
the top portion in the Tank, there was scarcely a trace of iron in Solution;
and on examining some which had been standing in a Jug for two or three
days, there was none in solution, all the Iron having been deposited as red
oxide:- such was the case also with that I received.

The sum of the facts therefore as regards the Iron is as follows,- The
Water comes from the Well in the first instance a true chalybeate,
whether it have the Iron originally, or obtain it from the cylinders which it
passes through; but this Iron is very soon completely separated by
exposure to the air, and deposited entirely as a rusty sediment, and then
the Water is an excellent Water for all domestic purposes1.

I am I My dear Sir, I Your very obedient Servant I (sign'd) M.
Faraday

1. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in the Minutes, 31 January
1843, GL MS 30010/33, pp.418-9.

Letter 1466
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
2 February 1843
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f.9

Royal Institution I 2 Feby 1843
My dear Sir

Your hearty letter reached me yesterday & there are two points in it
which I cannot allow myself to leave unanswered however unworthy I am
to write or lazy I may be or indisposed as I may think myselfu I am very
giddy today more indeed than usual but perhaps writing to you may take
it awayi.] One curious effect of that kind of feeling with me is to make me
cut short the marks representing letters & words and I have no doubt you
will find that out before I have finishd - behold an example it should have
been finished. Your kind invitation is most acceptable to me though I have
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no idea when 1 can take advantage of it - perhaps never but the thought of
your wishing it is itself refreshing & I do sincerely thank you for your
kindness. For your papers1 too I thank you and though I agree with
Rochefocault2 [sic] in most things yet my gratitude is something besides
a keen sense of favours to come3[.j

As to the particular point of your letter about which you honor me
by asking my advice I have no advice to give but I have a strong feeling on
the matter and will tell you what I should dot.] I have always felt that there
is something degrading in offering rewards for intellectual exertion and
that Societies or Academys or even Kings & Emperors should mingle in
the matter does not remove the degradation for the feeling which is hurt
is a point above their condition and belongs to the respect which a man
owes to himself: With this feeling I have never since I was a boy aimed at
any such prize or even if as in your case they came near me have allowed
them to move me from my course and I have always contended that such
rewards will never move the men who are most worthy of reward. Still 1
think rewards & Honors good if properly distributed but they should be
given for what a man has done & not offered for what he is to do or else
talent must be considered as a thing marketable & to be bought & sold
and then down falls that high tone of mind which is the best excitement
to a man of power & will make him do more than any common place
reward[.j When a man is rewarded for his deserts he honors those who
grant the reward, & they give it not as a moving impulse to him but to all
those who by the reward are led to look to that man for an example. If I
were you therefore I should go on my way & discover & publish (if I
(could)) but having done that I see no objection as the time dra(ws) nigh
to send copies of the papers to the Academy or even such an account of
them as may be considered fit and in doing so I should think I was paying
a fit mark of respect to the Academy, and giving them the opportunity of
marking their sense of what had been done if they saw fit4. But I would not
depart from my own high position (I mean as respects feeling), for any
reward they could give. Excuse my freedom. I have no time to dot ii or
cross tt or punctuate. I hope you will find out the meaning.

Ever Most Truly Yours M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Thomas Andrews I &c &c &c I Belfast I Ireland

1. Probably Andrews (1841a, 1842).
2. Francois, Due de la Rochefoucauld (1613-1680, NBU). French statesman and moralist.
3. Rochefoucauld, Maximes, number 298. See also Faraday to Grant, 7 January 1840, letter
1230, volume 2.
4. This refers to the prize offered by the Academie des Sciences on 19 December 1842 for a
paper to be submitted by 1845 on precise experiments on the quantity of heat produced by
chemical combination. Comptes Rendus, 1842, 15: 1146-7.
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Letter 1467
William Gregory1 to Faraday
7 February 1843
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

King's College 7th Feby I 1843
My dear Sir

I have to thank you, which I do most sincerely, for a copy of your
Chemical Manipulation2, which I have often of late sought for in vain,
having given my old copy3 to a friend some years since. I need not say
how much I value it, as every working Chemist must have the same high
opinion of it.

I have lately proposed a new method of purifying silver, or rather of
obtaining it as metal or oxide from the chloride . I find that the moist
chloride bruised in the dish as much as possible during its washing by
decantation, is rapidly converted into oxide by boiling with a solution of
caustic potash, of Sp.G. 1.25 to 1.3. The oxide thus obtained is pure black
and very dense. It is sometimes necessary to grind the moist powder
(drained first) in a mortar, after 5 or 10 minutes boiling, and then to
return it into the liquid and boil for 5 minutes more. Should it, after this,
not be entirely soluble in dilute Nitric Acid, it is to be dried and finely
ground, which is easily done, and after this, another boiling completes
the operation. With small quantities, however, of chloride, if carefully
bruised, the first boiling generally succeeds.

It is obvious that the oxide, when pure, yields pure silver by simple
heating. But even if it still contain, say ^ of its weight of unchanged
chloride, the whole silver is readily obtained by heating the mass with a
little borax and salt of tartar without the risk of failure which attends the
reduction of the pure chloride, either from insufficient heat, or from a too
intense heat, as often happens, causing the alkali to corrode the crucible.
I find it much easier to obtain pure silver by this process than by any
other, for when precipitated by copper, it seems to me generally to
contain a trace of that metal, and is almost sure to contain some of the
impurities of the copper. At all events it is seldom quite pure. The
process is so easy that I dissolved half a crown, and obtained, not only
the pure oxide but the fused metal quite pure, within two hours. Both the
chloride and the oxide, especially the latter, are very quickly washed by
decantation. The only precaution is, to make the latter washings of the
oxide with cold water, as when nearly pure, it has a curious tendency to
rise in hot water.

This process is admirably adapted for obtaining quickly an
absolutely pure Nitrate from common silver. And here also the presence
of undecomposed chloride is not injurious, as it is left undissolved by the
acid.

The whole process, including the reduction of the silver by the heat
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of the spirit lamp, from the oxide is well adapted for the lecture table. The
change from the white chloride to the black oxide is very striking.

Finally, we obtain a pure and beautiful oxide, in a new form, quite
distinct from that of the oxide precipitated from the Nitrate. I have no
doubt that it will meet with many applications. The new oxide dissolves
instantaneously in very weak Nitric Acid. It is to be noted that if the
chloride have been once dried it is decomposed with great difficulty, even
by long boiling with potash[.] Still, if first very finely powdered, and, if
necessary, again dried and pulverized or levigated, it may be
decomposed. I should add that the new form of oxide seems to have
the same composition as the common one. It dissolves without
effervescence in dilute Nitric Acid.

Yours very truly I William Gregory.

1. William Gregory (1803-1858, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at King's College Aberdeen.
2. Faraday (1842).
3. Faraday (1830b).
4. Gregory (1843).

Letter 1468
Lyon Playfair to Faraday
11 February 1843
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.13

Primrose near Blackburn I Lancashire 11th Feb / 43
My dear Sir

I beg to thank you for another proof of your kindness in
recommending Mr Perkins1 to consult me with regard to his manure2.
Owing to a mistake in directing his letter Lanarkshire instead of Lanes it
has been a peripatetic for three weeks. I received it only today, which will
account for my delay in not sooner acknowledging your kindness.

I was in London for a few days in Deer but having been informed that
you were then indisposed, I did not wish to intrude upon you, by calling
at a time when you might not feel disposed to receive visitors.

I am I My dear Sir I Yours very faithfully ! Lyon Playfair

1. Unidentified.
2. See letter 1461.
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Letter 1469
Faraday to Jonathan Poulter1

14 February 1843
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution I 14 Feby 1843
Dear Sir

I understand my only way of obtaining answers to a few queries
respecting the effect of the lamp chimney at the Maplin lighthouse is to
ask your assistance when you next send there. Post they say there is
none[.] Will you therefore do me this favour? The queries are on the other
side.

Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Captn Poulter I &c &c &c

Maplin light house Feb 1843 Queries
When was the chimney to the lamp put up?
To what extent did the windows become damp before - and since -

and in what season principally?
Did ice ever form on the windows before - or since?
What is the general effect of the lamp chimney & to what extent?
Does the air of the lanthorn feel less oppressive to the keeper during

the night than it used to do?
and any other point which has occurred respecting the effect of the

chimney.

1. Trinity House Superintendent at Blackwall. See Trinity House By Board Minutes, 5
December 1843, GL MS 30010/33, p.695.

Letter 1470
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
18 February 1843
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 175-6

Royal Institution: February 18, 1843.
My dear Matteucci, - I received your letter yesterday, and am much
affected by your very kind inquiries after one who feels as if his purpose
of life in this world were, as regards the world, passed, for every letter of
yours finds me withdrawn more and more from its connections. My
health and spirits are good but my memory is gone, and it, like deafness,
makes a man retreat into himself.

I think you are aware that I have not attended at the Royal Society,
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either meetings or council, for some years. Ill health is one reason, and
another that I do not like the present constitution of it, and want to
restrict it to scientific men. As these my opinions are not acceptable, I
have withdrawn from any management in it (still sending scientific
communications if I discover anything I think worthy). This of course
deprives me of power there.

With earnest congratulations to you on your last papers1,
I am, my dear Matteucci, your faithful friend, M. Faraday.

1. For example Matteucci (1842a, b).

Letter 1471
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
18 February 1843
From the original in UB MS NS 349

Royal Institution I 18 Feby 1843
My dear friend

I was about to write to you the other day and was stopped by a
reason, which you will perhaps think very odd & insufficient unless
indeed you bring a little German subtlety of thought to bear upon it. I had
put the book which to me is a sealed book into the hands of Grove and
just as I was about writing he sent me two pages of writing a translation of
part which his wife1 has made: - it was the authors opinion of myself2 and
was a character so beautiful & of which I felt myself so utterly unworthy
even if it had come from my loving wifes thought that I was quelled under
it & constrained to be pen-dumb[.j I do not doubt your sincerity in the
least, but knowing a little of my own heart I cannot help thinking of the
hypocrisy which must have contributed to such an impressions You see I
have my fancies as well as you; you will perhaps count amongst them
this, that I think but poorly of human nature but certainly in my own
heart I find nothing to raise my estimate of it at the same time I must allow
that I find a great deal which does do so amongst my friends. The upshot
is that though I cannot appropriate your good opinion I thank you most
earnestly for it & will try to become in some degree what you describe. I
wish your book was translated here. I heard very highly of it from Kohl3

the Russian traveller who spoke of its character also in Germany^]
I have now your paper in the Archives4 and purpose taking it on

Monday5 to Brighton to read but I must not delay my letter for that for I
do not know what else may come over me to stop my writing - a small
thing is to me a great obstacle at times & I fear to trust the futureu I think
I saw in some paper of Herschels lately a notion that the peculiar Iron was
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Iron in another state & yet iron6 - like the existence of two states of
carbon or sulphur or other bodies that show at times & under certain
circumstances these or such differences!.]

I am surprised at what you say of the British Association not
acknowledging your paper: If I can remember I will take the first
opportunity of asking the reasons]

Moser's papers I am now reading in the translation in Taylors
Scientific Memoirs7!.] So many persons were putting forth accounts of
effects that I ventured in a short note in the Literary Gazette8 to suggest
that all such experiments & statements should now be accompanied by
some fundamental experiments made in Vacuo & also others made with
rock salt. Many of the effects I have heard described I have no doubt are
due to mere vapours. Such effects may be separated from those of
radiation in a certain degree by making them in vacuo - and also again by
interposing rock salt - for there seems no reason to doubt that Moser's
experiments of true radiation would succeed though a thin plate of rock
salt were interposedu

During the last 8 or 9 months I have worked a little on the Electricity
of high pressure steam & sent a paper to the Royal Society9, perhaps they
may print it & then I shall again have the pleasure of sending you a paper
of minei.] The electricity is not due to evaporation - nor to the steam itself
- but solely (I believe) to the friction of the particles of water which the
steam carries with it & I can make it Positive or Negative on either side at
Pleasure. Water stan(ding) above catskin & all other bodies yet tried in
becoming Positive when rubbed against other bodiesi.]

Peltiers expts & views of the relation of the earth & space10 rather
startle me. What do you think? I do not think I shall be able to assent to
the properties which he gives to spacer

You really hold out very tempting pictures of the Black forest &c &c
&c but none more tempting than the hearty pleasure of seeing you & Mrs.
Schoenbein & the children - to all remember us very kindly. But this year
will not see us out of Britain & Scotland will be the furthest place we shall
go to. There family friends have looked for years for us & I doubt whether
even they will see us this year after all. Again with heartiest feelings of
remembrances to you & Mrs. Schoenbein from us both.

I am My dear friend I Gratefully Yours M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein 1 &c &c &c I University I Bale I on the Rhine

1. Emma Maria Grove, nee Powles (d.1879, age 68, GRO). Married Grove in 1837. See DNB
under William Robert Grove.
2. See [Schoenbein] (1842a), 277 where he says that Faraday's discoveries have surpassed
those of Davy.
3. Johann Georg Kohl (1808-1878, ADB). German traveller and writer.
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4. Schoenbein (1842c, d, e).
5. That is 20 February 1843.
6. Herschel (1842), 211-2.
7. Moser (1843a, b, c).
8. Letter 1459.
9. Faraday (1843a), ERE18.
10. Peltier (1842a). See letter 1429.

Letter 1472
Charles Taylor1 to Faraday
18 February 1843
From the original in RI MS
Feb 18, 1843 Answers2

1st The chimney was put up in Febry / 41[.j
2nd Previous to the Chimney being there upwards of a Gallon of

water has been taken off from the Ledge of the Lantern during the Night,
but now there is little or none to be seeni.]

3rd I have seen Ice on the windows before and sincej.]
4th It carries off the smoke and steam from the Lamp which

prevents the Roof of the Lantern from getting black and the windows from
getting so wet[.]

5th The air in the Lantern feels freer than beforet.]
Charles Taylor I Master of the I Beacon Yacht

Late Assistant I Light Keeper at the I Maplin Lt House

1. Unidentified.
2. To the queries contained in letter 1469.

Letter 1473
George Neale to Faraday
19 February 1843
From the original in RI MS

St Catherines Light i Feby 19th 1843
Sir

In answer to your Letter respecting the general effect of the Copper
pipe fixed by your direction I feel great Pleasure to say it has realised the
ful[l] anticipation you formed of its merits that is to say no damp
condensing on windows no dirt shading the Lantern in every respect
keeping 20 times cleaner. The weather to day forms a comparison of Feby
1841 but pleasing to say no dampu Sir your Plan has driven the enemy
out[.] I entertain no not the slightest fears of him ever coming again to
cause such labour as you wittnesed on the 4th of Feby 1841 Vi

Sir I am I Your Obedient Servant I George Neale
M. Faraday Esq
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Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London

1. See letter 1337.

Letter 1474
Faraday to John Kymet1

24 February 1843
From the original in SL MS Crocker 13

R Institution ! 24 Feby 1843
Sir

I am much obliged by your note[.] I doubt however whether I shall be
able to avail myself of your invitation^

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant 1 M. Faraday
John Kymet Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1475
Faraday memo
1 March 1843
From the original in RMA WO150 / 27, f.128

Lecture Room Rl Military I Academy Woolwich March 1st 1843
Wanted for use in the laboratory the understated particulars

Writing paper / quire
Pens No 25
Coke Bushels 4
Charcoal " 5
M. Faraday

Letter 1476
Faraday to James South
4 March 1843
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution ( 4 Mar 1843
My dear Sir James

It is pleasant to hear of you every now & then and of the heartiness
with which you pursue everything you take up - and so Mr. Huggins1 note
last night though aside from your main occupation was very acceptable. I
do not like the custom of forming great expectations but in the present
case cannot resist it2[.j The noble author of the great work, its high
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object, its success, would have been enough even without any portion of
your energy & enthusiasm, to make the account of the operations &
results most interesting & important and what must they be with that you
bring to the matteru 1 trust you enjoy the heartiest health and I hope you
will give my humble & sincere respects to your host & Lady Rosse4[.]

Ever My dear Sir James I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. The construction of Lord Rosse's six foot telescope. See Robinson (1845).
3. Lord Rosse.
4. Mary Parsons, Lady Rosse, nee Field (d.1885, age 72, GRO). Married Lord Rosse in 1836.
See DNB under Lord Rosse.

Letter 1477
Richard Drew to Faraday
14 March 1843
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/28

Trinity House I March 14, 1843
My dear Sir

I am unwilling to trouble you but having on my visit to the French
Light Houses, three years since, and again very recently, brought among
some cotton Wicks in use thereat, and finding them differing much with
those employed in our Light Establishments I beg to call your attention
thereto; and I request that you will take measures to ascertain which you
may consider the preferable of the two.

A sample of each is sent herewith.
I am my dear Sir I Yours faithfully I Richd Drew

M. Faraday Esq

Letter 1478
Zitterland1, Vaenen2, Eduard Heis3, Friedrich Wilhelm Hasenclever4

and P. Fagot5 to Faraday
15 March 1843
From the original in RS MS 241, f.90

Aix la Chapelle 15th March 1843
Sir!

The society for the advancement of useful knowledge and sciences at
Aix la Chapelle has given itself the honor, to denominate you as an
honorary member, not as if the society could confer an honor upon you by
doing so, but because it will be highly flattering and gratifying for the
society, if you will accept this denomination as a slight token of
acknowledgement of the well known merits, you have in the advancement
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of natural philosophy, a science, which is principally cultivated by the said
society.

We have the honor, Sir, to remain I Your I obedient servants
Zitterland Vaenen E. Heis
med. Dr Med Dr Dr. Hasenclever

P. Fagot
Faraday Esq.

1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified.
3. Eduard Heis (1806-1877, PI,3). Lecturer in mathematics, physics and chemistry at the
Reaischule in Aachen (Aix la Chapelle), 1837-1852.
4. Friedrich Wilhelm Hasenclever (1809-1874, NDB). Chemist in Aachen.
5. Unidentified.

Letter 1479
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
17 March 1843
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/24

Royal Institution I 17 March 1843
Dear Sir

Captain Drew having called my attention to an investigation he had
set on foot in which red & yellow glass was combined in various ways
with the view of rendering the power of the red lights used by the Trinity
house more effectual & luminous I was led to make a few enquiries &
experiments on the subject and by Direction of the Deputy Master1 beg to
offer this brief report of the resultS[.]

In order to have the power of superposing different tints of red &
yellow I desired Mr. Wilkins to procure four red & 4 yellow glassesi.] Red
No. 1. was to be of the intensity used in the Trinity lights. Red No. 2 was to
have only half the colour or tint of No. 1. Red No. 3 was to be a fourth of
No. 1 in intensity & Red No. 4 an eighth of No. 1. The same was to be done
with the yellows Nos 1, 2, 3, & 4. This being accomplished it appeared that
the Red No. 1 was not a true red tint i.e red in all its degree for R No. 2 was
only orange or brown red. R No. 3 yellow brown & R No. 4 was a yellow of
less intensity than yellow No. 1.

In fact therefore the Red No. 1 was only yellow heaped upon yellow
until nearly all the light was stopped what passed by red. This was also
fully shown by combining the yellow glasses for putting them one behind
another the effect of the whole was to transmit a red light like that of R
No. 1.

These results led me to enquire after a true red or ruby glass which I
knew to be in the possession of Messrs. Chater & Hayward2 of St.
Dunstans hill and I obtained a sample. I found the light which passed
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through this glass was of a far finer colour & much more abundant than
that passing through R. No. 1 or the ordinary red Glass. The test of colour
was not uniform being deeper near the edges than at the middle but both
at the middle & edges the glass was of a beautiful red colour having
nothing of the yellow or brown shewn by the other glass when made less
deep in tint[.]

I made some experiments on the quantity of light obtained from a
lamp when burning steadily either without any glass before it or with one
or other of the glasses referred to & though the diffusion of colour causes
a difficulty in the appreciation yet the results I give being the average of
several experiments made by two persons will illustrate the loss of light
by red glass & the enormous loss by the R No. 1 or that given to me as
ordinary English red glassy

parts
The whole light from the lamp equalled 1000
When passed through R No. 1 or ordinary deep red glass it was only 14

R No. 2 (colour brown red) it was 46
R No. 3 (colour yellow brown) 147
R No. 4 (yellow) 250
Chaters Ruby Glass near the sides 52

at the middle 81.
Though these results must not be considered as exact in relation to

the whole light stopped yet they are not far wrong as regards the relative
powers of the different red glasses & from them it appears that Chaters
deepest glass lets nearly 4 times as much fine red light go through as R
No. 1 & the paler part allows 6 times as much light to pass. If we compare
R No. 2 which is only a brown red colour to the Ruby glass, it stops more
light than either the deeper or brighter part & allows little more than half
as much to pass as the paler ruby glass.

All these glasses are now at the Trinity house & are easily compared
as to their general effect by putting them upright on a sheet of white
paper & either looking at the paper through them or letting the light pass
through them on to the paper & observing the degree of colour &
illumination of the paper so illuminated or by putting a piece of thin white
paper over the glasses & holding both at once between the eye & a
window or sky light or lamp.

According to my instructions I have enquired at Messrs Chaters &
Hayward about the supply & price of the glass. It is imported by them
from France & is in Sheets about 24 inches square more or less[.] Its price
in the sheet uncut is 7/- per square foot for cash. If cut into smaller square
or rectangular shapes it is 8/- per square foot. Pieces may be bent into the
form of some cylinders according to a pattern given at the additional
charge of 1/- per square foot no count being taken of the number of pieces
but of the amount of glass which they altogether make up3.
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I am I My dear Sir 1 Your faithful humble Servant 1 M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c &c

1. John Henry Pelly.
2. Chater and Hayward. Glass, lead, oil and colour merchants. POD.
3. This letter was noted in the Trinity House By Board Minutes, 21 March 1843, GL MS
30010/33, p.469. Consideration of it was deferred.

Letter 1480
Faraday to James Prescott Joule1

24 March 1843
From Gladstone (1874), 49-50

Royal Institution, 24th March, 1843.
Dear Sir,

I have received and at once and looked at your paper2. Many thanks
for so good a contribution to the beloved science. What glorious steps
electricity has taken in the days within our remembrance, and what
hopes are held out for the future! The great difficulty is to remove the
mists which dim the dawn of a subject, and I cannot but consider your
paper as doing very much that way for a most important part of natural
knowledge.

1 am, my dear Sir, I Most truly yours, I M. Faraday.
J.P. Joule, Esq.

1. James Prescott Joule (1818-1889, DSB). Manchester physicist.
2. Possibly Joule (1843a).

Letter 1481
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
31 March 1843
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, p. 198

Royal Institution i 31st March 1843
Sir,

I see no objection to having a covering plate over the top of the lamp
chimney as proposed by the Keeper of the Start Point Light House1; but
as the only object is to keep the drops of water that fall from the top of
the cowl from entering into the chimney, is it necessary to have it so
much as 9 inches in diameter, and is there any necessity for the edge of
two inches? Both these circumstances interfere with the free delivery of
the air in the chimney into the cowl, which interference should be made
as little as possible. But the person who can examine the arrangement on
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the spot is the best judge of these matters. Mr. Wilkins has, I understand,
just returned from thence and can probably speak to the circumstances9

I am I Sir, I Your faithful Servant I (signed) M. Faraday

2

1. See "Extract of a letter from Mr. Willm Shoemack", GL MS 30108A/1, p.197.
2. This letter was noted in the Trinity House Court Minutes, 4 April 1843, GL MS 30004/22,
p.241.

Letter 1482
Faraday to Francis Beaufort
1 April 1843
From the original in HO MS

R Institution I 1 April 1843
My dear Sir

My brother in law Mr Reid1 tells me that your office is the office at
which the Admiralty receives Chronometers to be tried &c at the
Observatory at Greenwich. He is anxious (for their House) to place a
chronometer at the Observatory but does not like to apply without an
introductions I therefore give him this note knowing that though you
always do all that you properly can do it still may give him
encouragement to make the application & strive to make good
chronometersu

I am My dear Sir I Yours most faithfully I M. Faraday
Captn Beaufort I &c &c &c

1. David Reid (1792-1868, Reid, C.L (1914)). Husband of Elizabeth Reid, nee Barnard (1794-
1870, GRO), a sister of Sarah Faraday. Given in Reid, C.L. (1914) as a silversmith, but White, F.
(1847), 114 also lists him as a chronometer and watch maker. See also letter 1352.
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Letter 1483
Faraday to Royal Society
4 April 1843
From the original in RS MS RR 1.228

The paper1 generally does not carry conviction to my mind as to the
point with which it sets out & terminates: that metals when reduced by
electrolysis from aqueous metallic solutions are always reduced by the
hydrogen previously evolved. I held that opinion formerly of some metallic
solutions & hold it still of them under certain circumstances: and my
present impression is that facts do not bear us out in asserting that the
metals are always set free in one particular way but that on the contrary
the variation of the substances present; their quantity, & other
considerations must always be taken jointly into consideration, the final
effect being a resultant of the whole.

I say thus much for the purpose of adding that I do not perceive any
thing in the present paper which at all alters that opinion. The gas
experiments from (9) onwards (as we know by Grove's beautiful Gas
battery2) may be quoted both ways one (22) is against the direct
reduction by hydrogen & for that by a Voltaic circle.

The tone of the paper is too absolute: for after all what can any man
say but that he has a certain opinion; - admitting at the same time that he
may be wrong - for who is not liable to be wrong in a debatable matteru

1 can only say in conclusion that if I were the writer of the paper the
experiments would not be satisfactory to me. M.F.
4 April I 1843
Private for Committee only

Endorsed: Private. Report on Smee's paper. M.F. on Mr Smee's3 paper
(367) "On the cause of the reduction of Metals from Solutions of their
Salts by the Voltaic Circuit["]. 4th April 1843.

1. Alfred Smee, "On the Cause of the reduction of Metals from solutions to their salts by the
Voltaic Circuit", RS MS AP 26.14. This paper was read to the Royal Society on 9 March 1843
and an abstract published in Proc.RoySoc., 1843, 4: 447-8, but it was not published in
Phil. Trans. Smee was unhappy with this outcome and wrote to the Royal Society on 16 May
1843 (RS MS MC 3.281) to protest at the rejection of the paper and to blame "the most
determined and continued opposition [that] has been employed by two or three gentlemen
of great influence in our Society". The paper was published as Smee (1844).
2. See Grove (1842).
3. Alfred Smee (1818-1877, DNB). Surgeon and metallurgist.
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Letter 1484
Faraday to Dominic Paul Colnaghi
17 April 1843
From the original in LRO

Brighton i 17, April 1843.
My dear Sir

I shall be in town on Wednesday next1 & hope then to have the
pleasure of seeing you & the drawings

Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Dominic Colnaghi Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is 19 April 1843.

Letter 1485
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
26 April 1843
From the original in UB MS NS 350
My dear Faraday,

Having for a great length of time neither seen nor learned anything
from you I felt, as you may easily imagine, no small degree of satisfaction
and pleasure at the receipt of the letter you had the kindness to write to
me some months ago1. The mere sight of lines written by your hand
independent of their contents does call forth in my mind feelings very
similar to those which we experience in looking at the portrait of a
beloved absent friend.

As to that part of the "German Philosopher's Work" which refers to
the amiable philosophical Inhabitant of the Royal Institution2 I must beg
to be allowed to differ widely from you and am bold enough as to say that
to my opinion the german writer knows, in some respects at least, the
british Philosopher much better nay infinitely better than you do. Having
to write about some other things I cannot give you the reasons which
make me hold such an opinion[;] one of them I shall however mention. As
you are a Philosopher yourself you must be well aware that objects being
placed too near to the eye cannot be distinctly seen by that organ. It is
your case my dear friend you have seen the man of whom I am speaking
at a distance which is too small as to allow you to see him well and so
distinctly as our german did who was more favorably placed than you
are. If you think that the book in question would be relished by british
readers we could perhaps manage here a translation of it as some english
persons capable of doing such a work are living at Bale. Knowing a little of
the language myself and the author too I could perhaps also render some
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service to make the translation as correct as possible. Pray be so kind
and let me know your opinion about that subject in your next letter.

I have read with much interest the notice in which you gave an
account of some experiments made on electrical induction3. As far as I am
able to judge I think that the results you have obtained are conclusive in
favour of the views you developed some years ago in your papers "on the
phenomena of induction."4 I only wonder that our continental
philosophers have as yet not paid that degree of attention to the subject
which it so fully deserves and which will ultimately not fail being excited.
It is perhaps a certain laziness inherent to human nature that makes even
men of science unwilling to shift out of old-beaten tracks and enter into
paths newly opened though these should happen to be ever so well laid
out.

The fact that the electricity developed in steam of high pressure is
due to friction appears to me rather a surprizing one. Is it not possible
that the dispersion or disaggregation of the fluid water caused by the
expansion of steam has something to do with the phenomenon alluded
to? If I am not mistaken it has been observed that the atmosphere near a
cataract, i.e. the small particles of water flying about at such a place are in
an excited state. I am indeed very curious to see the paper in which your
results are described5.

In a small way I am continually occupied with voltaic researches and I
think I shall be able to send you some memoirs within a short time. One of
these papers will treat on the frequency of chemical effects produced by
mere contact6 and another on the phenomena of electrolysis . I am afraid
you will think some of my conjectures rather too bold. - What do you say
about Grove's gaseous Battery?8 You will perceive that I published a paper
on that subject in the last number of de la Rive's Archives9. It seems our
friend thinks the combination of isolated oxigen with isolated hydrogen to
be a source of voltaic electricity. I cannot yet make up my mind to believe
such a thing; my experiments at least do not lead to such an inference. De
la Rive read the other day in the french Academy a memoir on the chemical
action of a simple pile10, which as far as I know its contents, offers a good
deal of scientific interest. The philosopher of Geneva has made use of a
voltaic combination pointed out by me some years ago and arranged it so
that it yields a considerable power. Peroxide of lead is the electronegative
and zinc the electropositive element of de la Rive's arrangement. Peltiers
statements are to me as yet no more than mere assertions and highly
improbable conjectures11. Although I dislike the very shadow of a
controversy I could not help addressing a few words12 to Mr. Martens13

who has been writing very strange memoirs on voltaic subjects these last
two or three years1 .

I regret very much indeed that your last letter cuts off my hopes of
seeing you on the continent in the course of this summer. If you won't
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come to me you are running the risk of having your privacy broken in
upon by my humble Individual, but do not be afraid that such a thing will
happen in the year 1843.

Mrs Schoenbein and my children are doing well, the latter were
during the whole winter suffering a good deal by a violent hooping-cough.

I confidently hope that the state of your health will be daily
improving and the whole strength both of your body and mind entirely
reestablished. Mrs. Schoenbein unites with me in her kindest regards to
Mrs. Faraday and to yourself.

Ever Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale April 26, 1843.

Address: Doctor Faraday i &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 1471.
2. [Schoenbein] (1842a), 277. See note 2, letter 1471.
3. Faraday (1843b).
4. Schoenbein possibly had in mind Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE11, 12 and 13.
5. Faraday (1843a), ERE 18.
6. Text given in Schoenbein (1844a), 1-28.
7. Text given in Schoenbein (1844a), 29-74.
8. See Grove (1842).
9. Schoenbein (1843b).
10. De La Rive (1843).
11. Peltier (1842a).
12. Schoenbein (1843a).
13. Martin Martens (1797-1863, NNWB). Dutch chemist and botanist.
14. See, for example, Martens (1841, 1842).

Letter 1486
Faraday to the Passport Office
28 April 1843
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 28 April 1843
My friend Mr. John Duff1 the son of Mr John Duff of Dundee desires a

Passport for himself and wife2 to Corunna and finds that an application
from some other person is needful. Any thing that I can say in reference
to him or as applying for his Passport I shall be very happy to do and in
ignorance of the proper forms hope this paper will be sufficient3!.]

M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified.
3. They were granted a passport on 29 April 1843. PRO FO610 / 3, p.48.
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Letter 1487
Carlo Matteucci to Faraday
1 May 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl H42
Mon Cher Faraday

J'ai bien de la peine a me decider de vous ecrire d'autant plus que je
l'ai fait, il n'y a pas tres longtemps, que je n'ai pas de nouvelles de science
a vous donner, et que je crains de vous faire de la peine a cause du
mauvais etat de votre sante, que pourtant j'espere beaucoup ameliore.

Excusez moi done beaucoup - Vous m'aviez fait esperer que j'aurai
appris au moins d'une maniere quelquonque que la Societe Royale avait
recu de Paris mes memoires que m de Humboldt avait bien voulu
addresser a Londres1. A bien je n'ai rien vu.LJne chose qui me semble
etrange et qui me fait dans le meme temps beaucoup de peine e'est de
voir que tous les Journaux de Londres n'en parlent pas. J'ai envoye a Mr
Taylor mes memoires sur la torpille et sur les courents electriques des
animaux2 et il n'en dit pas un mot. Je ne puis pas m'expliquer ce silence -
Dans un cahier du Phylosophical Magazine que j'ai recu dernierement
Grove parle d'une pile a gaz : cette pile est fonde sur une experience que
j'ai fait et publie dans la Bibliotheque Universelle Octobre 18384 et il n'en
dit pas un mot. Je suis force d'admettre qu'il y a quelque mauvais
impression contre moi a Londres et je me fie a la bonte et a l'amitie que
vous avez pour moi, pour me la faire conaitre. Je me propose cette annee
si j'en ai le temps et si je trouve un compagnon d'arriver jusqu'a Londres
et d'assister a une de vos reunions: mais avant de m'y decider, je vous
prie de m'expliquer un peu franchement cette espece d'opposition que je
suis force d'admettre contre moi dans les Savants de votre Capitale.

Si vous avez la bonte de me repondre, vous me direz dans quel pays
et a quelle epoque se fait la reunion Brittanique cette annee5. Vous me
direz encore si sans connaitre l'anglais de maniere a le parler, je pourrai y
assister. Agreez l'assurance de mon plus inf et since attachement

Votre tout devoue I C Matteucci
Pise 1 mai 1843

Endorsed: 10 May 1843
Address: A Monsieur I Mons Michel Faraday I Professeur de Chimie et
Member I de la Societe Royale &c I Royal Institution I Londre

TRANSLATION
My dear Faraday

I am very sorry that I have decided write to you, the more so since I
wrote not so long ago and I have no scientific news to impart; I am
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moreover, sorry to trouble you on account of your poor state of health,
which I hope, however, has much improved.

Please forgive me therefore, but you had made me hope that I would
hear in one way or another that the Royal Society had received the
papers that M. Humboldt had kindly sent to London from Paris1. But I
have seen nothing. One thing that seems strange to me and at the same
time causes me much distress, is seeing that none of the London journals
have mentioned them. I sent Mr Taylor my papers on the torpedo and on
the electric currents of animals2 and he says nothing on the subject. I do
not know how to explain this silence. In one of the volumes of the
Philosophical Magazine that I received recently, Grove speaks of a gas
pile3: this pile is based on an experiment that I did and published in the
Bibliotheque Universelle in October 18384 and yet he does not acknowl-
edge it. I am forced to conclude that there is some sort of prejudice
against me in London and I entrust myself to your kindness and to the
friendship that you have for me, to make this known to me. This year, if I
have the time and if I can find a companion, I propose to come all the way
to London to take part in one of your meetings: but before I decide, I beg
you to explain frankly what is the opposition that I am forced to admit
exists against me amongst the Savants of your Capital.

If you have the kindness to reply, please tell me where and when the
British Association meets this year5. Please tell me also, if without
knowing spoken English, I could take part in it. Please accept the
assurance of my most infinite and sincere attachment,

Your all devoted I C Matteucci
Pisa 1 May 1843.

1. Possibly the topic discussed in letter 1470.
2. Matteucci (1843a, b).
3. Grove (1842).
4. Matteucci (1838).
5. Cork.

Letter 1488
Faraday to John Barlow
2 May 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl B35

R Institution I May 2 1843
My dear Sir

I saw Mr. Taylor1 last night at Stamford Hill & concluding Mr Fincher
had not seen him spoke on the subject. He would rather give the Lecture
on Thursday2 than not but will leave it out if required only if left out it is to
be struck out altogether i.e the course will be of five lectures instead of six -
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but it will be to him as if he had given the Six. His party are all engaged for
certain days & he cannot put them off otherwise than as abovet.] Now
under these circumstances & the early time of the funeral had not the
lecture better go on. If Mr. Taylor receives no notice it is to go on as usual.
If to be put off Mr Fincher is to inform him & also, by sufficient means, his
audiences Will you decide & then let Webster3 go to Mr Fincher with this
note perhaps & your instructions upon itu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd John Barlow I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Barlow:
Dear Sir,

All circumstances considered I return to my first opinion in which
Mr. Faraday coincides as will be seen by the accompanying note which I
will thank you to return to me.

I will also thank you to exhibit in the newspaper-room & Library the
following notice

"As it is found that great inconvenience would be occasioned, and
that the subscribers to the Lectures of the Professor of Music must
lose one of them altogether if the Lecture on Thursday next were not
given, it is determined that no alteration shall be made: especially as
the funeral of RR.H The late Duke of Sussex4 is appointed at so early
an Hour. -

Tuesday May 2d

1. Edward Taylor (1784-1863, DNB). Gresham Professor of Music, 1837-1863.
2. That is 4 May 1843.
3. Thomas Webster. Porter at the Royal Institution, 1829-1844 (RI MM, 18 May 1829, 7: 261
and 2 January 1844, 9: 283-4).
4. Augustus Frederick, Duke of Sussex (1773-1843, DNB). Sixth son of George III. President
of the Royal Society, 1830-1838.

Letter 1489
William Robert Grove to Faraday
2 May 1843
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Faraday

The manganese battery is a mares nest, as far at least as any
practical application goes, its intensity is very great so that 1 or 2 cells
with very small electrodes beat the nitric acid but with a greater number
of cells on large electrodes the supply of chlorine is quite unequal to the
demand ergo it is not constant & lamentably inferior to the nitric acid[.] I
write to relieve you because I know you do not like secrets^ You need not
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mention it for the present as I may possibly send a note of it to the Phil
Mag.1 but as the secret is (like secrets in general) of no great value if I
should hear of its being published it will occasion me no annoyanceu

Although I thought very differently on the commercial question after
having slept on it I am not sorry it is quite out of the question as my mind
will be free to attack the much more interesting point of interrupted
currents2; with compliments to Mrs Faraday I remain

In haste yours very truly I W.R. Grove
4 Hare Court Temple I May 2 1843
M. Faraday Esq

1. Grove did not send a note on this to the Phil.Mag.
2. See Grove (1843b).

Letter 1490
Faraday to W.H. Ince1

5 May 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl A16

R Institution I 5 May 1843
My dear Sir

Crystallizations are very common on panes of glass especially in
London & manufacturing towns. Sulphate of Ammonia - Mur Ammonia -
Carbonates & salts of the fixed alkalies &c &c occur some being derived
from the atmosphere some from the glass acted on - some from the
human beings &c about. They are very well known to chemists & have
been often described though my memory does not say when but I think in
the Old Mechanics Journal &c. If you speak on the matter do not use my
name for we chemists consider the matter so common & common place
that we should be rather ashamed of putting it forth as a thing not
known [.]

Of autographs I have none at present - plenty of applicantsu
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

W.H. Ince Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 1491
Peter Mark Roget1 to Faraday
10 May 1843
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

39 Bernard Street I May 10th 1843
My dear Sir,

Professors De la Rive & Colladon have promised to breakfast with
me on Friday next2, at half past nine; & altho I am aware that you seldom
accept invitations, yet the great pleasure your company to meet them, on
this occasion, would give both to them & to myself has led me to hope
that you might perhaps be induced to afford us that pleasure.

Very faithfully yours I P.M. Roget
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. Peter Mark Roget (17794869, DNB). Physician and Secretary of the Royal Society, 1827-
1848.
2. That is 12 May 1843.

Letter 1492
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
11 May 1843
From the original in UB MS NS 351
My dear Faraday,

As a friend of mine is going to England I take the liberty to send you
through him some papers in the contents of which you will perhaps take
some interest. I am rather sorry that one of the memoirs is written in
german I trust however that before long a french version of it will be
published in the "Bibliotheque universelle" and in that case I ask you the
favor to let me know what you are thinking about the views I have taken
of the chemical effects which are produced by contact1.

A circumstance that appears to me to offer a good deal of scientific
interest and to which I have paid a particular attention in my paper is the
fact that the chemical affinity of some elementary bodies for certain
substances is in many instances very much enhanced by bringing those
bodies into such a state as ought, according to our present notions, to
make them less inclined to enter into a chemical combination than they
are when not so conditioned. Chlorine for instance does not chemically
unite with isolated hydrogen at the common temperature and in darkness
whilst chlorine being placed under the same circumstances readily
combines with hydrogen if the latter body happens to be chemically
associated with Sulphur, Selenium, Phosphorus, Nitrogen, Arsenic,
Antimony, Tellurium &c. Oxigen does not unite with hydrogen without
being heated or put in contact with Platinum if both elements happen to
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exist in an isolated state; but oxigen being associated with sulphur, and
hydrogen being combined with the same substance do readily form water
even at very low degrees of temperature. Chemistry teems, as it were,
with facts of a similar description. As far as I know, very little or no
attention has as yet been paid to the influence exerted by one ingredient
part of a binary compound upon the chemical bearings of the other
constituent part. This influence, however, is to my opinion well worthy of
being closely studied and very far from being explained by the principles
of what they call the electro-chemical theory. As to the latter, do you not
think it high time to subject it to a most seve(re) and scrutinizing review?
To my humble opinion it rests upon a very doubtful and unsatisfactory
matter-of-fact foundation.

If Mr. Ryhiner2 the bearer of these lines should happen to deliver
them in person to you, pray receive him kindly and let him see the Royal
Institution. He was once a pupil of mine and is in every respect a most
excellent and amiable young man.

In offering to you and Mrs. Faraday my most hearty salutations
I am my dear Faraday I Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein

Bale Mai 11, 1843.

Address: Doctor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Text given in Schoenbein (1844a), 1-28.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 1493
William Scoresby to John Barlow1

13 May 1843
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bradford, Yorkshire, May 13th 1843.
Dear Sir,

When lecturing at the Royal Institution2, I was shown a large
compound magnet made, I believe, in France? It is of the horse shoe form
& constructed with receding bars so as to have the middle bars more
prominent.
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Would you oblige me by informing me of these particulars
concerning it:-

lst. The weight of the magnet, exclusive of the conductor? [161b]
2d. What weight it will now actually sustain? [281b nearly]
3d. What weight (if known) it ever did sustain by actual trial? [not known]
4th. The maker of the Instrument if known? [Germany Dr. Schmidt]
5. The number of bars? [seven]
6. The dimensions of the whole - viz.

/
V

(1) Length from a to a [9|]
(2) Breadth - b to b [4]
(3) Breadth of each bar, b-c [ 1J]
(4) Total thickness of the magnet, d-d (fig. 1) [2\]

I am anxious to know the size & power of this Inst. having
constructed one of a similar form from what I am wishful to compare
with it, so as to know the advantage I have gained. Mr. Anderson I am sure
would kindly undertake the trial & measurements. [Magnet badly used &
now at low ebb probably]

If the instrument is put together with screws, I should be willing to
remagnetise it & prove its intenest [sic] powers if I could get it sent here.
But the answering of my enquiries would be sufficient for my object. I feel
assured you will kindly excuse this trouble, [is put together with screws]

Having taken a copy of my questions, a mere reference to numbers
will dot.]

I remain Dear Sir I Yours very faithfully I W. Scoresby
The Secretary of the Royal Instn
P.S. I beg to be kindly remembered to Dr Faraday, whose health, I hope, is
favourable.

1. The text enclosed in square brackets are Faraday's endorsements on this letter,
answering Scoresby's questions.
2. See Lit.Gaz., 13 June 1840, p.379 for an account of Scoresby's Friday Evening Discourse of
5 June 1840 "On Magnetism".
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Letter 1494
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
16 May 1843
From the original in UB MS NS 352

Royal Institution i 16 May 1843
My dear friend

I must begin to write you a letter, though feeling as I do in the midst
of one of my low nervous attacks with memory so treacherous that I
cannot remember the beginning of a sentence to the end - hand
disobedient to the will that I cannot form the letters but with a certain
crampness so I hardly know whether I shall bring it to a close with
consistency or not. But that most valued thing your kindness moves me
to write when to another I would not reveal my weakness by a halting
letter. As to your opinion & power of judgement &c of a certain person I
have no doubt the advantages you possess which I admit have shewn you
blemishes as well as beauties but I will not put your candour to the test
by asking for them. The glass of a kind heart through which you look has
something to do with the matter^

Now as to the book1 in English I am afraid to say any thing on the
matter2 not because of my opinion of it for how can that be anything but
favourable but because of the woeful mistakes which I have made in
judgments of this kind beforet.] I will tell you a case a dear friend a
foreigner3 now dead sent me a MS. on English Scientific matters4 which I
thought good & booksellers of character told me they thought good &
attractive; in one way or another it led to the printing & publishing of the
work5.1 paid for the printing and did not receive a farthing back from the
sale. I could not tell my friend this he never asked for or had an account,
and the thought often comes back to my mind that up to the day of his
death he might perhaps imagine I had made a profit by his work & never
rendered him an account. So much for my judgment in these matters. In
fact I find the Booksellers prospects nothing but words words words. I
wish Murray would take your work in his own hands for then I know he
would use a sound discretion but I do not know how to get him to do SON

As to the steam paper6 it is now printing & when you have it I hope
you will think the reasoning satisfactory - the point that the water must
be pure is a very strong one as a ground for conclusions. As to Grove I do
not recollect that he says isolated oxygen & hydrogen can by combining
produce a current of electricity - but I have no confidence in my memory
in such matters7. I have been reading with great pleasure some of your
papers lately but am so confused I cannot just now remember which but I
have not yet touched No. 7 of the Archives where I see your name8 - it
now lies before me but fear to read because of the giddiness[.]

De la Rive is here & I have seen his experiment on the increase of the
decomposing power of a single pair of plates by adding in the inductive
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force brought into play at the moment of interrupting the current9u
Grove brought the account over from Paris & tells me that he found all
here that he spoke to apparently aware of the effectu I imagine this was
only because they recognized in it an action due to the principle I had
examined in Exp Research series IX, especially as illustrated at 108410. For
myself I thank De la Rive for a very beautiful form of the application
though it is the same principle & I do not see why a thermo current
should not be exalted in the same manner until it could effect chemical
action and now indeed I have a faint recollection that Watkins11 or
somebody has done that also12u

I grieve to hear of Mrs. Schoenbeins illness & cares with the children I
wish there were nothing but happy pleasure in her way. But all these cares
have their reward in a Mothers bosom, & though we dislike them at the
moment it is better they should be than not[.\ Nevertheless I am very glad to
find that all are improving. The kindest thoughts from us both to you both.

Ever My dear Schoenbein Your I faithful friend I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Basle I on the Rhine

1. [Schoenbein] (1842a).
2. This is in response to letter 1485.
3. Gerard Moll (1785=1838, DSB). Professor of Physics and Director of the Observatory at
Utrecht.
4. [Moll] (1831). See Moll to Faraday, 25 April 1831, letter 494, volume 1.
5. See Faraday to Parker, 19 August 1831, letter 509, volume 1.
6. Faraday (1843a), ERE18.
7. See Grove (1842).
8. Schoenbein (1843b, cs d).
9. De La Rive (1843).
10. Faraday (1835a), ERE9, 1084.
11. Francis Watkins (d.1847, age 51, GRO). Scientific instrument maker in London.
12. Watkins (1838).

Letter 1495
Faraday to William Scoresby
22 May 1843
From the original in WLPS MS

R Institution I 22 May 1843
My dear Sir

Your letter1 has been put into my hands by Anderson & I hasten to
answer it first thanking you for your kind remembrance of me & enquiries.
I hope & trust you are quite well[.] I am very well when I rest my memory
& mind but soon fatigue. In answer to your question
1st 161b
2nd 281b nearly
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3rd Not known
4th Dr Schmidt I believe from Berlin
5th Seven

6th
aa 9| inches
bb 4 inches
be l\ inches
Thickness of Magnet 2\ inches2

1 believe the magnet was much stronger when we first had it several
years ago, it has been roughly used[.]

I cannot spare it just now having to use it in my lectures for the next
two or three weeks3u

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr Scoresby I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1493.
2. Some of these figures are given in Scoresby (1843), 244.
3. These was Faraday's "Course of Eight Lectures on Electricity". For his notes see
RI MS F4 19.

Letter 1496
Louis Napoleon1 to Faraday
23 May 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl H26

Fort of Ham the 23rd of May 1843
Dear Sir

You are not aware I am sure that since I have been here, no person
has afforded me more consolation than yourself. It is indeed in studying
the great discoveries which science is indebted to you for, that I render
my captivity less sad and make time flow with rapidity.

1 submit to your judgment and indulgence a theory of my own on
voltaic electricity which was the subject of a letter from me to M. Arago,
the 23 of April last, and which I here subjoin. M. Arago was kind enough to
read it to the academy2, but I do not yet know the general opinion on it.
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Will you have the kindness to tell me sincerely if my theory is good or not,
as nobody is a better judge than yourself.

Permit me also to ask you another question that interests me much
on account of a work, I intend soon to publish: What is the most simple
construction to give to a voltaic battery in order to produce a spark
capable of setting fire to powder under water or underground. Up to the
present I have only seen employed to that purpose piles of 30 or 40 pairs
constructed on Dr Wollaston's3 principles4. They are very large and
inconvenient for field service. Could not the same effect be produced by
two spiral pairs only, and if so what can be their smal[l]est dimension^}

It is with infinite pleasure that I profit of this opportunity to recall
myself to your remembrance, and to assure you that no one entertains a
higher opinion of your scientific genius than

yours truly I Napoleon Louis Bonaparte
I beg to be kindly remembered to Sir James South and to Mr Babbage.
If you answer me be kind enough to put the direction, A Monsieur
Tannert5 banquier a Ham, departement de la Somme.

1. Louis Napoleon (1808-1873, NBU). French politician. At this time imprisoned following an
unsuccessful coup d'etat attempt.
2. Napoleon (1843). Also published in Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 169-72.
3. William Hyde Wollaston (1766-1828, DSB). Man of science.
4. Wollaston (1815).
5. Unidentified.

Letter 1497
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
27 May 1843
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 8, f.567

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1843 May 27
My dear Sir

Are you so much at liberty that you can join the visiting party at the
Royal Observatory and the Visitors dinner on Saturday next June 3? If you
can, I am sure that many persons present will be glad to see you. The
dinner is at the Crown & Sceptre at \ past 5.

I am my dear Sir I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq DCL I &c &c &c
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Letter 1498
Faraday to Samuel Hunter Christie
29 May 1843
From the original in RS MS RR 1 (bis), 24

R Institution I 29 May 1843
Dear Christie

The paper on the Gas Battery1 I think fit for the Transactions. I
should have liked it short[en]ed in some parts. But Grove's name is such
that he may well stand in this respect for his own responsiblyu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
S.H. Christie

Endorsed: Dr Faraday's Report on Mr Grove's Paper "Expts on the Gas
Battery &c" No 374 29 May 1843.

1. Grove (1843a).

Letter 1499
William Buckland to Faraday
30 May 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl K8

Oxford 30 May 1 1843
My dear Sir

If you raise the inclosed in a hot bed, & plant the produce in open
air, you will probably see drops of oxalic acid secreted on the leaves in a
form new to you. These seeds were brought from Athens by Mr W.
Calverley TrevelyanV] The peas are eaten by the people after being
steeped in cold waten.]

Believe me I Yours very Sincerely I Wm Buckland

1. Walter Calverley Trevelyan (1797-1879, DNB). Naturalist.

Letter 1500
Faraday to James Pattison Cockburn
8 June 1843
From the original in CITA

R Institution I Thursday 8 June 1843
My dear Sir

I think I shall not be able ultimately to approve so unreservedly of
Zinc roofs or roofs of copper or any metallic substance as I did yesterday
in the first thought but by the time I have your queries I shall have settled
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my mind. This does not in any way influence what was said about bearing
of brass & iron &c &c![.]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll. Cockburn I &c &c

1. This letter refers to Faraday's investigation into the cause of the explosion at the
Waltham Abbey gunpowder works on 13 April 1843. For accounts of the explosion see
IlLLondNews, 1843, 2: 275-6 and Times, 15 April 1843, p.5, cols. b-c. For Faraday's views see
letter 1502.

Letter 1501
Faraday to Richard Weliesley Rothman1

9 June 1843
From the original in University of London Library MS AL 49a

Royal Institution I 9 June 1843
My dear Sir

If there is to be any chemistry at all I do not know how to make the
indication of that which is needful more simple than it now is at the
marked pages 13 & 14 of the copy which I return. It is in fact not more
extensive than that at page 7 but is more developed to guide the students
mind. If any thing more be left out less than the whole it may be the parts
included within pencil lines. It appears to me however that all will depend
upon the papers which the examiner draws up and which may be either
though founded upon exactly the same statement of subjects. If
Chemistry is to be at all a point I do not think that the student should
read for less than I have put down; on the other hand I do not think that a
matriculation examination should require more than a general knowledge
of these things2[.]

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
R.W. Rothman Esq I &c &c &c

1. Richard Weliesley Rothman (d.1856, age 56, GRO, B3). Registrar of University of London,
1838-1856.
2. These were Faraday's comments on the outcome of a committee of the Senate of the
University of London appointed to consider examinations (Senate Minutes, 3 May 1843,
pp.27-8). The committee met on 6 June 1843 (Minutes in University of London Library MS
ST3/1, pp. 136-7). The particular issue discussed in this letter was raised because of
complaints that there was too much science required by the examination regulations
(Senate Minutes, 28 April 1843, pp.25-7). The paper to which Faraday refers appears to be
Neil Arnott's (1788-1874, DNB, scientific writer) considerations on the issue which he tabled
at the meeting and which has not been found. The report of the committee recommended
that candidates should show some knowledge of chemistry for matriculation, but not for the
BA degree. The Senate rejected this recommendation (Senate Minutes, 21 June 1843, pp.38-
40).
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Letter 1502
Faraday to James Pattison Cockburn
20 June 1843
From the original in PRO WO44 / 644

Royal Institution I 20 June 1843.
Sir

Having considered the paper1 you placed in my hands, in
conjunction with the objects and circumstances which were presented
to us in our joint visit to the Waltham Abbey Gunpowder Works2, I
proceed to give such answers to the enquiries contained in the former as
I am able, with my best judgement to make; begging you, however, to
remember that it is with diffidence I speak, as one having only a
theoretical acquaintance with these matters in comparison with that
practical knowledge which is possessed and can be gained only by those
who are occupied in the continual observance & practise of the works.
With this degree of reservation I shall answer freely to the points in
orders

With respect to the sieves used in granulating, (I)3 and the
possibility that the different metals employed in them, conjoined with
the water and nitre of the gunpowder could have produced by any
galvanic effect the ignition of the powder in them it is my strong opinion
that it could not: and that no inflammation of gunpowder has ever
occurred at the mills from such a cause.

In reference to the incorporating mill it appears that they are
usually either of marble or of iron; and further that when of marble,
chips & fragments (3) have been known to separate and pass, on with
the gunpowder, to the pressing or granulating houses. This it appears
to me must be, as is said, a source of serious danger and in that
respect iron appears to be superior. To this may be added that there
never can be an absolute certainty that the limestone does not contain
portions of grit, which if present are causes of increased danger. Iron
is considered in the paper as a less ignitable substance than stone
(6), by which I conclude it is intended to say it is less liable to ignite
the gunpowder, (it is more ignitable itself,) which is probably true
under the circumstances; and it is assumed that in certain cases of
ignition some grit (4) must have been present to cause the effect. I
cannot however remove from my mind the impression that either
between iron and iron or marble and marble the ignition of gunpowder
is possible, as an extreme case, without grit;- for if a thin film of well
incorporated powder, and a slight irregularity in the surface of the
roller or bed, and the grinding twist of the roller, with its great weight
should all, by any rare conjunction of circumstances, come into
simultaneous effect at one spot, I can easily conceive the gunpowder
might be fired without any grit. Of course this is generally avoided
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by the care taken to spread the composition uniformly (7); I am only
speaking here of a possibility!.]

It still seems to me that the roller might be iron and the bed of some
hard wood, based upon either iron or stone (8); and if this were practical
it would relieve my mind from much of the impression of the risks of the
incorporating houses. I do not see that, whilst there is powder between
the runner and the bed, the wood would suffer much:- but I offer it only as
a suggestion. How the wooden beds should be laid or bound together,
and whether it should be with the grain upwards, or lengthways would be
matters for practical consideration.

No galvanic effect (5) need be apprehended from the use of iron in
the incorporating mills, nor from the metals in the boxes at the press
house (10, 11).

In the press house the powder is described as being put into boxes
(9), and, that gunmetal plates are introduced with the powder. If these
boxes are metal within, and the edges of the introduced metal plates are
liable to come against the inside of the boxes, then it seems to be very
possible, that when great pressure is on, the settlement of the mass
under the continued or increased pressure might cause such friction as
should at some unfortunate moment inflame the powder between the two
surfaces; but I am not aware whether any precaution is taken to keep the
plates from ever touching the sides; or whether the box is made of, or
lined with wood.

I pass to the granulating machine; and apprehend no harm from its
frame work being constructed of gunmetal (12) and the axis of iron (13)
by any galvanic effect which they can produce (16). Further if the cogs of
the wheels, being well formed, are kept, not merely well oiled (14) but,
wet with oil by a process of lubrication as independant as possible of the
care of the men, like that figured for instance, I think they would be as
safe as, or safer than, bands or any other means of conveying the power.
Where the wheels are large enough to allow of the use of wooden cogs,
my impression is in their favour.

In the granulating rollers the intent is, and the arrangement such,
that the teeth shall never touch each other, and that nothing but powder
shall pass between them (15); and these conditions being fulfilled, there
is as little danger as possible in the process. I do not know whether the
opportunity has yet occurred of observing whether the temperature of
these rollers rises in the process, by the friction of their teeth against the
pressed cake. It is a point worthy of attention and remark in the first
instances

In reference to the question of Zinc roofs (17) I at first considered
them as unexceptionable , and so they are as far as they could act by
galvanic action. But there is an effect which they in common with copper,
lead, or any metal roof (2), may by possibility produce of the following
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nature which might be dangerous. If we suppose a roof of metal plates
and a thunder cloud or electric atmosphere over head, a discharge of
lightning, though at some distance, might cause sparks of electricity to
pass between the plates, or between them & the metal spouts &c,
because of their being under inductive action at the time. The sparks
might be very small; but yet fine gunpowder dust might be in the place
where they occurred, and though it is perhaps ten thousand to one that
they would fire it, still the possibility remains. It5 is true, that, if all these
pieces of metal were in metallic communication with each other and with
a good lightning rod, the sparks would not occur; but even if put in such
communication at first, the action of sun, air, heat, cold &c. might
gradually cause separation and then the circumstances would be as
above. Besides this, it is not the mere fixing of two sheets together or
nailing them over each other that makes electrical contact; for the oxide6

upon their surface is quite sufficient to keep them so far apart as to be
electrically separate^

With reference to the charcoal I am not able to suggest any thing
definiteu Experience is the only safe guides

Again begging you to remember that I answer with diffidence on all
the practical points [.j

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your faithful Obedient Servant I M.
Faraday
Colonel Cockburn R.A I Director of the Royal Laboratory 1 &c &c &c &c I
Woolwich

Endorsed on the copy in PRO SUPP5 / 267, f.105: It seems to me that a
safer roof cannot be constructed than that proposed (of galvanised iron)
not that I mean to set my opinion in opposition to Mr Farraday, but I do
not think that it would be possible to construct a roof that would not be
liable to the similar objections if it fulfilled all the conditions required. Mr
Farraday says that if all these contingencies should occur it is still 10,000
to 1 against the powder igniting. 2y Are there not many other
combinations that might occur in the varied process of making
gunpowder which would be less than 10,000 to 1? GH8

1. Tulloh to Cockburn, 12 June 1843, PRO WO44 / 644.
2. See letter 1500.
3. These numbers refer the numbers that Faraday wrote in red ink in the margins of Tulloh
to Cockburn, 12 June 1843, PRO WO44 / 644.
4. See letter 1500.
5. Endorsed here on the copy in PRO SUPP5 / 267, f.105: A bar of Iron could communicate
with the Earth from the Roof & form a perfect conductor^] The plates are rivetted together &
cannot be separated GH
6. Endorsed here on the copy in PRO SUPP5 / 267, f.105: Galvanized Iron is free from oxide
GH
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7. Faraday charged ten guineas for this work. Cockburn to Byham, 1 July 1843, PRO WO44 /
644.
8. George Charles Hoste (1786-1845, DNB). Colonel in Royal Engineers.

Letter 1503
Faraday to Charles Manby
24 June 1843
From a photocopy in RI MS

C. Engineers I 24 June 1843 I Saturday
Dear Manby

I bring some notes according to my promise but I see by the list of
papers for Tuesday1 that you cannot want them this season so do as you
like about therm.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 27 June 1843 on which day Faraday (1843c) was read to the Institution of Civil
Engineers.

Letter 1504
William Scoresby to Faraday
7 July 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl 134

Bradford, July 7: 18431.
Many thanks, Dear Dr. Faraday, for your kind replies to my enquiries
about your Schmidt's magnet2. They answer my purpose fully.

Having now competed my Investigations on all the varying effects on
the magnetic condition or capacity, of dimension & weight; denomination
& quality of steel; temper, form, combination, &c &c. -1 humbly hope that
the General Results will prove conclusive in practical Magnetics. The
Results are now in the press3.

On horse-shoe magnets I have come to results, I think, quite
satisfactory, and have been enabled to determine the effects of
temperature, in the reducing of hardness, on the magnetic capacity of
steel of many varieties of kind & form - results which bear some analogy
with your Investigations having a different object.

I have constructed a small five bar magnet of 2.9 lb - which easily
sustains 25 or 26 lb & may be made to carry, in the first trial, nearly 401b.
Single bars of the horseshoe form of about 4000 grains carry from 7 to 9|
or even 10 lb. Another horse shoe magnet of 81b weight (half of yours & of
similar form) sustains 50 lb & may be gradually loaded up to 55 or 56 lb,
as was the case a few days ago: this was after the conductor had been
frequently broken off by the weight.
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I remain, My Dear Sir, I Your faithful & obliged, I W. Scoresby
Dr. Faraday.
P.S. Would you kindly inform me where I shall find in the Phil. Trans, your
account of the large Compd Magnet in the Royal Society's possession
made by Knight (?) I think : I remember seeing it, but have sought for it
recently, in vain. I wish for this description for the sake of comparison,
&c.

1. This letter was originally dated 23 May 1843 (as the press copy in WLPS MS shows), but
amended to this date by Scoresby.
2. Letter 1495.
3. Scoresby (1843).
4. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, 44.

Letter 1505
Faraday to G. Watkin1

11 July 1843
From the original in the possession of George W. Platzman

R Institution I 11 July 1843
Sir

In withdrawing (through ill health) from public life I long ago made a
necessary regulation which forbids my assenting to your desire: In
thanking you therefore for the honor proposed I am still constrained to
decline itu

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
G. Watkin Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1506
Faraday to Charles Cowden Clarke1

11 July 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl B36

R Institution 1 11 July 1843
Sir

I do not belong to the Lecture committee of the R Institution nor
have I any power at the meeting - but I have given your letter to our
Secretary who will write youi.]

I am I Your Very Obedient Servant i M. Faraday
C.C. Clarke Esq I &c &c
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1. Charles Cowden Clarke (1787-1877, DNB). Writer and lecturer on literature. He never
lectured at the Royal Institution.
2. John Barlow.

Letter 1507
Faraday to William Scoresby
11 July 1843
From the original in WLPS MS

R Institution i 11 July 1843
My dear Sir

I have this instant returned from the Country & catch a moment to
thank you for your letter1 & the hopes it gives of our poss[ess]ing at last
something definite about force, retention &c of magnetsu

With respect to Knights magnet I have only mentioned it once in my
first series of Experimental researches Paragraph 44, Phil Trans 1831
[sic]2.

I am My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Scoresby I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1504.
2. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, 44. See Scoresby (1843), 322.

Letter 1508
Faraday to John Barlow
13 July 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl C2

R Institution I 13 July 1843
My dear Sir

I had on my tongue thanks to you for your book1 but other thoughts
put them out of my mind till you were gone & so let paper serve to carry
my acknowledgements^] I expect to [be] almost as much pleased in the
reading as I was in hearing the subject2.

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
Revd. John Barlow I &c &c &c

1. Barlow, J. (1843).
2. Barlow gave a Friday Evening Discourse "On Man's power of controlling or preventing,
the manifestation of Insanity in himself" on 26 May 1843. This was announced in the
Athenaeum, 20 May 1843, p.492.
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Letter 1509
Faraday to John Barlow
22 July 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl C3

18 Wellington Crescent i Ramsgate 1 22 July 1843
My dear Barlow

I wish you joy of the successful termination of the Election of His
Royal Highness Prince Albert1 & think it will give you great pleasure2.

Mrs Faraday begs me to acknowledge your letters, but my time
before post is very short & my head ache & giddiness very considerable
so I must cut my writing shorty As to tea cups & saucers lend them by all
means, it is a fortunate circumstance that we can pay off the Asiatic gods
so easily^

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
Revd. John Barlow I &c &c &c

1. Albert Francis Charles Augustus Emanuel (1819-1861, DNB). Husband of Queen Victoria.
2. On 17 July 1843, Prince Albert was elected an Honorary Member and Vice Patron of the
Royal Institution. RI MS GM, 17 July 1843, 5: 211-2.

Letter 1510
Faraday to William Scoresby
22 July 1843
From the original in WLPS MS

18 Wellington Crescent I Ramsgate1 I 22 July 1843
My dear Sir

Your letter finds me here under a strong attack of my giddiness &
disturbance of the head so that I cannot well see the paper or guide the
hand. As to the Magnet2 it is enclosed & I was not allowed to open it or
observe how the Magnets were disposed^ I cannot tell you the length of
the instrument but as far as I remember it looks like an oblong box out of
one end of which come the two points called poles.

If you wish it & will so write to Mr Anderson of our Institution he will
get you the outside measurements. But Mr Roberton of the Royal Society
(where the magnet is) can do it betteru

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd Dr. Scoresby I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Dr. Faraday, on Knight's magnet

1. Margate is crossed out following Ramsgate.
2. See letters 1504 and 1507.
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Letter 1511
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
8 August 1843
From the original in UB MS NS 353

London I Royal Institution I 8 Aug 1843
My dear Friend

I have the opportunity though in haste of sending you a copy of my
last paper1 probably the last[.] I know you will accept it kindly. I have had
& still feel part of a strong attack of giddiness so must not write much. If
Dr. Yates2 sees you do me the favour to receive him as my friend, if he
should not be able to see you still he has promised to send on this letter
& the paper. You remember a little that passed about a translation of a
certain book3. Now a young man of my acquaintance who is a correcter of
the press & acquainted with many languages more or less has had some
thoughts of translating it if he could find a bookseller to publish it - but he
has not found that yet. I told him you were connected with the author of
the book & that from what I knew he ought to write to you first. I believe
he has done so. I saw him the other day & found that he had no
knowledge of any publisher as yet indeed that he had not inquired among
his connections in the trade or intended to do so till he heard from you. I
wish the book were published in our language - and I wish the translation
were made at Basle. But it is the undertaking publisher we want & I am
afraid that in that respect both plans will fall through. However I do not
know Mr. Vincents resources or connexions - all that I know is he is in a
printing house and can manage that part of the affair & its expences in a
very different way to what I could[.j

I received your letter4 by a friend not long ago and conclude you had
one from me by post about the same time5[.j

With kindest remembrances to Mrs Schoenbein & the family I am as
ever

Your faithful friend I M. Faraday
My wife is not with me just now or she would desire to join me in

every good wish to you I MF

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c 1 Basle I on the Rhine

1. Faraday (1843a), ERE18.
2. James Yates (1789-1871, DNB). Unitarian and antiquary. Secretary to the Council of the
British Association, 1832 to 1841.
3. [Schoenbein] (1842a).
4. Letter 1492.
5. Letter 1494.
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Letter 1512
Faraday to Hans Christian Oersted
14 August 1843
From the original in HKBC MS Oersted 1-2

Royal Institution I London i 14 August 1843
My dear Sir

It is with very great pleasure that I avail myself of an opportunity of
expressing my respect for and strong remembrance of you; both for your
works sake and for the personal experience I have had of your kindness[.]
May you long live to advance as you have done and to make your friends
happy. I send you papers now & then as slight tokens of my respect and
hope you will accept them in good part[.]

I have lately received from the Royal Society of Copenhagen the
medal struck in 18421, and esteem it as a great favour & honors Will you
do me the kindness to return my very grateful thanks for such
remembrance of me on the part of the Society: to which I owe a deep
debt of gratitude for its approbation of my exertions eleven years ago ,
and which was to me of great value & encouragements

I am I My dear friend I Your Obliged & Grateful Servant I M. Faraday
Professor Oersted I &c &c &c &c

1. To mark the centenary of the Royal Society of Sciences of Copenhagen. See Anon (1842).
2. That is Faraday's election as a member of the Royal Society of Sciences of Copenhagen.
See Oersted to Faraday, 23 August 1832, letter 610, volume 2.

Letter 1513
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
15 August 1843
From the original in Bod MS Autogr c.6, f.47

R Institution i 15 Aug 1843
My dear Brunell

My friend Dr. Clarke1 wishes to speak with you & has such matter to
communicate regarding the fur or earthy deposit in locomotive engines
that busy as you may be I think you will be glad to speak with him so I
have no hesitation in giving him this letter of introductions]

Ever truly Yours I M. Faraday
I.K. Brunell Esq I &c &c &c

1. Thomas Clark (1801-1867, DNB). Professor of Chemistry at University of Aberdeen, 1833-
1860. Invented a process for softening water.
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Letter 1514
Nicholas Carlisle1 to Faraday
28 August 1843
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.35

Somerset Place, I 28, August, 1843.
Dear Sir,

I beg to introduce to you the Bearer of this note, my much valued
friend Mr. Smith2, who is just arrived from America, & is desirous of
conferring with you on the subject of [word illegible] materials, and other
products of Canada,- & to be favoured with your opinion of the value
which may be formed of them.

I am Dear Sir, I Yours very truly, I Nich. Carlisle
Professor Faraday I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle
Street

1. Nicholas Carlisle (1771-1847, DNB). Antiquary and Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries
from 1806.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 1515
Faraday to Frederick Penny1

1 September 1843
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 1 Septr 1843
My dear Sir

I am sorry to say I cannot do what you desire, but for many years
past I have declined giving a single certificate. It is a rule I cannot now
depart from & in the present case I have already had to deny three
applications2!.]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Fredk Penny Esq I &c &c &c

1. Frederick Penny (1816-1869, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Anderson's College,
Glasgow.
2. This was Penny's application for the Professorship of Chemistry at Edinburgh University
to which William Gregory (1803-1858, DSB), Professor of Chemistry at King's College,
Aberdeen, was elected.
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Letter 1516
Faraday to Charles Babbage
1 September 1843
From the original in BL add MS 37192, f.445

R Institution 1 1 Sept. 1843
My dear Babbage

I think I may thank you for the translation1 & though I cannot
understand your great work yet I can well comprehend by its effect upon
those who do understand it how great a work it isu Wishing you life &
health to see it in full action

I am I Yours Most Truly i M. Faraday
C. Babbage Esq i &c &c

1. Menabrea (1843), 669-90.

Letter 1517
Sarah Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
5 September 1843
From the original in the possession of S.F. Spira

Royal Institution I Sepr 5, 43
My dear Sir

I ought to have thanked you before this for my Fathers1 portrait, but
you know it takes some time to reconcile oneself to the desperate gravity
they sometimes assume. This is almost painfully expressed in my Fathers
case, but after looking at it again and again I find it so beautifully true that
I would not change it for any painting and am much indebted to you for
the trouble you have takeni.]

Yours very truly I S. Faraday

1. Edward Barnard.

Letter 1518
Hans Christian Oersted to Faraday
5 September 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl H52

Copenhagen the 5 Septemb. 1843
My dear Sir,

Your kind letter of the 14 August1 has made me a true pleasure, and
this of more than one reason; for I was not only glad to heare of your news
after so long time, but your frien[d]ly wishes, always dear to me, happen
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to have the date of my Birthday (the 66th year of my life), and so I take
them as a welcome congratulation.

I have from time to time received with much gratitude a great deal of
your papers upon electricity, but I want some of them. I have got series 1-
10, 14-172 with the index of the first 14; but I want 11, 12, 133, and I have
got no later number than 17. Thought [sic] I have all these papers in the
Phil. Trans. 1 should be glad to have them collected in separate volumes,
which should be one of the ornaments of my library. If I dead not fear that
you have spend all your copies of these wanting numbers and that those
send to me were lost on the way, I would beg you give me them.

Permit me, my dear Sir, to recommand you the bearer of this Mr.
Weiss, a disciple of the Danish Polytechnical School. Thought [sic] he is
far from being ingnorant of natural philosophy, it is not particularly upon
this head that I recommend him, but I would beg you to favour his
technological intentions, to study the mills and the paper-making by your
good advice and some further recommandations to such men, as could
be him useful in this way.

I shall be glad to hear of your news at the return of Mr Weiss.
I am I My dear friend I most faithfully Yours I H.C. Oersted

To I Dr. Faraday
In writing down my letter I had nearly forgotten what I had particularly in
mind, to return all your friendly wishes, and that of my full heartu May
you long live to your own happiness and the advancement of sciences

Address: To I Doctor Michael Faraday I Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 1512.
2. Faraday (1832a, b, 1833a, b, c, 1834a, b, c, 1835a, b, 1838d, 1839a, 1840a, b), ERE1, 2, 3, 4,
5,6, 7,8,9, 10, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
3. Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE11, 12 and 13.

Letter 1519
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
6 September 1843
From the original in UB MS NS 354

R Institution I 6 Septr. 1843
My dear Friend

1 wrote to you 5 or 6 weeks ago1 by Dr Yates2 but do not feel sure you
will have seen him yet. Now I find your friend Mr. Ryhiner3 is on the point of
returning to Basle and so spoil half a sheet of paper for a word with you. I
hope all are well & happy with you. My kindest remembrances to Mrs
Schoenbein interrupted now I return. I called at the Royal Society
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to day & found my paper on steam4 for you was gone. I have not another
copy or I would send it. Mr Armstrong5 has constructed a magnificent
steam electric apparatus which I should think produces about 8 or 10
times as much electricity as our large machine in a given time6. I have
seen nothing of your book7 yet except some extracts in the Athenaeum8.
Several are longing for it.

I must conclude for both head & hand are very unsteady[.j
Ever Dear Schoenbein I Your faithful friend I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1511.
2. James Yates (1789-1871, DNB). Unitarian and antiquary. Secretary to the Council of the
British Association, 1832 to 1841.
3. Unidentified.
4. Faraday (1843a), ERE18.
5. William George Armstrong (1810-1900, DNB1). Inventor and industrialist in North-East
England.
6. See Armstrong (1843).
7. [Schoenbein] (1842a).
8. "Extracts from the Travelling Diary of a German Naturalist", Athenaeum, 22 July 1843,
pp.664-6, 29 July 1843, pp.690-1.

Letter 1520
Charles Babbage to Faraday
9 September 1843
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Faraday,

I am not quite sure whether I thanked you for a kind note1 imputing
to me unmeritedly the merit of a present you received I conjecture from
Lady Lovelace.

I now send you what ought to have accompanied that Translation2.
So you will now have to write another note so that Enchantress who

has thrown her magical spell around the most abstract of Sciences and
has grasped it with a force which few masculine intellects (in our own
country at least) could have exerted over it. I remember well your first
interview with the youthfull fairy which she herself has not forgotten and
I am gratefull to you both for making my drawings rooms the Chateau
D'Eu3 of Scienceu

1 am going for a short time to Lord Lovelaces4 place in
Somersetshire. It is a romantic spot on the rocky coast called Ashley
about 2 miles from the Post town Porlock.

I am I My dear Faraday I Ever truly Yours 1 C. Babbage
Dorset St I Manch Sq I 9 Sep 1843
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1. Letter 1516.
2. That is Lovelace's notes to her translation of Menabrae (1843), on pp.691-731.
3. One of the country palaces of Louis-Philippe.
4. William King, Earl Lovelace (1805-1893, B6). Lord Lieutenant of Surrey, 1840-1893.

Letter 1521
Faraday to John Barlow
14 September 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl C4

Folkestone i 14 Septr. 1843
Dear Barlow

Few words and worthless must suffice at present for time is short &
head ache long & tiresome. We return home on Saturday1 & I hope to feel
less the worn man then than I do now. The town is very busy here & the
operations both on the railway2 & harbour very interesting and the
weather is now fine but it has been damp & cold in feeling. I catch myself
thinking far more of weather than I used to do. Mrs Faradays best
remembrance to you[.j Miss Reid is not here. With heartiest wishes to Mrs
Barlow & yourself.

I am My dear friend I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Revd. J. Barlow i &c &c &c

1. That is 16 September 1843.
2. See letter 1415.

Letter 1522
Faraday to Antonio Lombardi
19 September 1843
From the original in ANS

Royal Institution i 19 Septr. 1843
Dear Sir

I have the honor of paying my respects and duty to the Italian
Society of Sciences and to report that I have attended to the commission
which through you was entrusted to me. Last year I went on purpose1;
this year I was unable to go myself but took care to bring the subject
properly before the Association2. I beg you to remember me kindly to
Marianini3 & all my friends with you. I beg to introduce to you my friend
Mr. Winsor who I trust will convey this letter to you & with it my warmest
expressions of esteem & respect for yourself\A

I have the honor to be I My dear Sir I Your faithful humble Servant I
M. Faraday
II Cavaliere I Sig Antonio Lombardi I &c &c &c I Secretary I Italian
Academy of Sciences
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Address: II Cavaliere I Sig Antonio Lombardi I &c &c &c &c I Secretary I
Italian Academy of Sciences i Modena

1. To the Manchester meeting of the British Association. See letter 1407.
2. Which met in Cork.
3. Stefano Giovanni Marianini (1790-1866, P2, 3). Professor of Experimental Physics at
Modena from 1830.

Letter 1523
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
20 September 1843
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 701, f.255

Royal Observatory Greenwich 1843 Sept 20
My dear Sir

A few days ago I went to the Kew Observatory to see the Electrical
Apparatus (for Atmospheric electricity) mounted by Mr. Wheatstone and
Mr. Ronalds1.1 was delighted with every part of it, and shall endeavour as
far as circumstances admit to imitate it here. One part would be
exceedingly valuable to us (the self-registering part) if we could make the
register permanent. A plate carefully covered with wax is turned by clock-
work, being all the time touched by one of the rods from the conductor,
and receiving from it a certain amount of electricity which afterwards
shows itself by the attraction of particles of chalk that are scattered upon
the plate of wax. Now I wish to ask you whether you can suggest any way
in which this form assumed by the particles of chalk-dust can be
transferred to paper. I suppose that any other very light powder would
serve as well as chalk. For instance, could any of the ink-making powders
be used, so as to be afterwards transferred to damped tissue-paper by
means of the common copying-press? I mention this matter to explain my
meaning than with any clear idea of its practicality. But I shall be
extremely obliged by your suggestion upon this matter.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly i G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq DCL I &c &c &c

1. See Ronalds (1844), 141.

Letter 1524
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
21 September 1843
From the original in RGO6 / 701, f.256

Royal Institution ! 21 Septr. 1843
My dear Sir

I am delighted to have your testimony about the electrical
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apparatus1 though I could not doubt that all would be done that was
possible considering who had it in charge. And as to your enquiry I dare
say what you need & require can be obtained; my embarrassment is a
feeling that nobody can be more competent or so competent as
Wheatstone & Ronalds to work out practically the desired result; and
that it is unnecessary & undesirable to think of it whilst in their hands.
However I shall see Wheatstone in a day or two & will speak to him about
it[.i

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq i &c &c &c
1. In letter 1523.

Letter 1525
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
21 September 1843
From the original press copy in RG06 / 701, f.257

Royal Observatory Greenwich 1843 Sept 21
My dear Sir

I have to acknowledge your letter of this morning1 and I reply
immediately only to remove the chance of misconception of my reason
for asking your assistance. I am acting entirely in concert with (or rather
under the direction) of Mr. Wheatstone and Mr. Ronalds, and am
expecting them daily to come to Greenwich in order to prescribe for me in
electrical matters. But our objects are very different, and this is properly
understood by both parties. Their object is, to indicate time of
observation and to devise apparatus adapted to it. Mine is, to work
myself and to set my people to work like horses in a mill, when the proper
observations are indicated. Permanency of results is unimportant to
them but indispensable for me. I do not suppose that they have thought
of immortalising their electric register, or would do so if they had the
methods; but I should not even mount the apparatus unless I had some
such method. So you see that, with my belief, it was highly desirable that I
should consult the first of authorities on this matter.

But it will be extremely agreeable to me to receive instruction on the
point from or through Mr. Wheatstone to whom 1 owe all my best
practical knowledge on electrical matters. If you see him within a day or
two, pray talk over the subject for the benefit of all, but especially for
mine. I do not know on what day he is coming here, but I believe very
soon.

I am my dear Sir I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Dr. Faraday i &c &c &c

1. Letter 1524.
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Letter 1526
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
25 September 1843
From original copy in GL MS 30052/5, pp.498-500
Report on the Lightning Rods of Light Houses.

The Undersigned have, according to their Instructions, met and
considered the circumstances under which Light Houses are placed as
respects Lightning, and have arrived at the following conclusions.

That Light Houses should be well defended from the top to the
bottom.

That, as respects the top, the metal of the Lanthorn and upwards is
sufficient to meet every need and satisfy every desire and fear.

That, for the rest of the course of the Tower a copper rod | of an inch
in diameter is quite and more than sufficient.

That at the bottom where the rod enters the earth, it is desirable at
it's termination to connect it metallically with a sheet of copper 3 or 4 feet
long by 2 feet or more wide; the latter to be buried in the earth so as to
give extensive contact with it.

That glass repellers are in every case useless.
That glass thimbles are not needed but do no harm.
That if the repeller be removed and the point on the vane be

terminated as the Lightning rods usually are, and then the metal of the
Lanthorn be strongly attach'd to, and connected with, the upper end of
the copper rod, and the rod continued down the Tower to the earth, and
the sheet of copper buried in it, such a system will be an effectual and
perfectly safe Lightning conductor.

That then there need be no rod end rising by the side of, and above,
the lantern.

That the rod may (if required on other accounts) come down on the
inside of the building, or in a groove in the wall, but should not be
unnecessarily removed from observation and inspection.

That all large metallic arrangements in the stone work or other
nonmetallic parts of the tower of the Light House, such as tying bars,
metal flues &c. should be well connected by copper with the conductor.

That the vicinity of two metallic masses without contact or metallic
communication is to be avoided.

That as to the South Foreland High Light, the Lanthorn, the central
stone, and the copper rod proceeding from it to the earth, connected as
they now are, form a perfect Lightning conductor even without the rod
that is there erected; but

That it is important casual arrangements should never be depended
upon for Lightning conductors, but a copper rod be establish'd for the
especial purpose:- For if the former be trusted to, the carelessness or
ignorance of workmen may, at after periods upon occasions of repair or
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cleansing, cause the necessary metallic connection to be left imperfect or
incomplete, and then the arrangement is not merely useless but
dangerous.

That as to the Eddystone it is desirable to connect the system of
wrought Iron ties in it with the Lightning conductor, by joining the lower
part of that Iron rod which is nearest to the conductor with the latter, by
a copper rod or strap equivalent to the conductor in sectional area.

That the Dungeness Light House is in a very anomalous condition; to
rectify which the two repellers should be removed and also the
representative of the top of a Lightning rod attached to the flue:- and
that then a good copper conductor should be attach'd to the metal of the
Lanthorn, upon the principles already expressed2.
25th September 1843.

(signed) M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. See Walker to Herbert, 25 September 1843, GL MS 30052/5, p.497 where he says that this
report was written by Faraday alone and he preferred adding his approval in a separate
letter than co-signing with Faraday.
2. This letter was read at the Trinity House By Board meeting and noted in its Minutes, 26
September 1843, GL MS 30010/33, p.629.

Letter 1527
Faraday to William Manley Hall Dixon1

25 September 1843
From the original copy in RS MS AP 27.3, pp.2-3

R Institution I 25th Sept 1843
Dr Sir,

I have examin'd the water, and it is peculiar in several points; first it
is very heavy as compared to the average of Sea Water being of Spec,
grav. 1028, and containing per pint 365 grains of saline matter. In the next
place it contained much Sulphuretted Hydrogen, and also a portion of
solid deposit which was about one half sulphur & the other half organic
matter. There has no doubt been considerable change in the contents of
the water & I cannot now recognise organic forms, but the presence of the
animal matter, the Sulphur, and the Sulphuretted Hydrogen all agree with
the idea that the water when taken up, was rich in animals or
animalculae2.

I am Sir I yours very truly I M. Faraday
Lt. Dixon R.A 1 &c &c &c

1. William Manley Hall Dixon (1817-1888, Bl). Royal Artillery Officer.
2. This sample was taken from sea water which displayed a large luminous spot through
which a ship had sailed. See Dixon (1843).
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Letter 1528
Faraday to John Barlow
9 October 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl C5

9 Octr 1843
Dear Barlow

Read the enclosed - then return it to me with your thoughts of
probability - & I will answer accordingly] but let all be privateu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 1529
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
11 October 1843
From the original in RGO6 / 701, f.258

R Institution I 11 Octr. 1843
My dear Sir

I intended to call on you to day but the heavy rain prevented it. Next
Wednesday1 as I return from Woolwich - or perhaps on the previous
Tuesday I purpose doing so.

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is 18 October 1843.

Letter 1530
Faraday to John Murray
17 October 1843
From the original in JMA

Royal Institution I 17 Octr. 1843
My dear Sir

Mr. Vincent the bearer is anxious to apply to you in the way of
business. If he does so I am very desirous of saying that I have known him
for many years and can answer for his steadiness, regularity & attention
to matters confided to him. I do not think he would undertake a matter he
could not do justice to and believe he would be found valuable to any one
who might require his servicest.]

I am My dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant t M. Faraday
John Murray Esq I &c &c &c
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Letter 1531
Faraday to Edward Cowper
26 October 1843
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution i 26 Octr 1843
Dear Cowper

Mr A. Weis a Swede by birth & an engineer by profession is very
strongly introduced to me by Oersted of Copenhagen as wishing to see
some paper mills1. He has had a letter to one or two, Dickinsons I think
but they will not admit him. If you can properly assist him; that is if you
know a mill where there is no feeling against it & are also willing & free to
give him a letter it would greatly oblige me. But do not embarrasfs]
yourself by wishing to do any thing which ought not to be[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. See letter 1518.

Letter 1532
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
26 October 1843
From a copy in QUB MS 2/13

R. Institution i 26, Octr. 1843.
My dear Sir,

I hasten to write by return of post to say what pleasure it will give
me to have your papers & present them to the R.S. for I cannot doubt
their value. Let me have them, and you shall have sincerity both in word &
act. My memory is so bad that I cannot remember the exact state of the
subject but I conclude the paper1 you are about to send me is original by
additions to what you have published already2.

Whether I sent you a paper on steam electricity3 or not I cannot now
say but my copies have unaccountably run out & I have not one to do
what I wish with now namely send it to you.

Thanks for all your kind wishes & heartily the same to you. I am
quite well in health but not in memory.

Ever yours truly I (signed) M. Faraday
Dr. T. Andrews I &c &c &c

1. Andrews (1844a).
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2. For example Andrews (1841a, 1842).
3. Faraday (1843a), ERE18.

Letter 1533
Thomas Andrews to Faraday
28 October 1843
From a copy in QUB MS 2/13

Belfast 28th Octr. / 43.
My dear Sir,

I am greatly obliged by your kind compliance1 with my request, and I
hope to be able to forward my papers to you in the course of a fortnight.

On reading your remark as to the paper2 being original, it occurred
to me that I had sent a short notice of some of my results to the last
meeting of the British Association3, which was read to the Chemical
section by Dr. Apjohn4. That notice was printed at full length in the
Athenaeum5, you will find it in the accompanying slip and can judge
whether such an announcement would disqualify my paper for the Royal
Society. The experiments in question have occupied me during the last
five months. The first statement in the notice that the general principle
therein announced is a mere consequence of my previous researches is
not strictly correct, or I should not have thought of presenting my results
to the Royal Society. On the contrary that principle embraces every
experiment which I have yet made in this inquiry. To prevent mistake, I
may repeat that the printed notice contains the entire communication
sent by me to the Association. If this notice does not appear to you to be
material, do not give yourself the trouble of replying to this note, as I will
conclude from your silence that I may send you the paper when ready.

I am glad you did not give yourself the trouble of sending me a copy
of your last valuable paper6, as I have ready access to the Phil.
Transactions. Most sincerely am I rejoiced to hear that your health is
restored, and hoping it may long continue so

I remain My dear Sir I Yours very sincerely & obliged I (signed)
Thomas Andrews
To I M. Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. In letter 1532.
2. Andrews (1844a).
3. Andrews (1843).
4. James Apjohn (1795-1886, B4). Professor of Applied Chemistry, Trinity College Dublin,
1844-1881. President of the Chemistry and Mineralogical Section for the Cork meeting of the
British Association.
5. Athenaeum, 26 August 1843, p.774.
6. Faraday (1843a), ERE18.
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Letter 1534
Faraday to John Barlow
31 October 1843
From the original in RI MS Fl C6

RI. I 31 Octr. 1843
Dear Barlow

I told Mr Brande about the two first evenings1!.] I hold myself
engaged for one but I do not know what.

As to the Lectures Yes2.
I shall show your letter to Mrs Faraday, so that she will have your

message exactlyu
Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. See Athenaeum, 27 January 1844, p.90 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 19 January 1844 "Speculations touching Electric Conduction and the Nature of
Matter" and ibid, 3 February 1844, pp. 113-4 for an account of Brande's Friday Evening
Discourse on 26 January 1844 "On Fermentation".
2. That is Faraday's Christmas Lectures, 1843-1844, "On the first principles of electricity".
Faraday's notes are in RI MS F4 J3.

Letter 1535
Faraday to Hans Christian Oersted
31 October 1843
From the original in HKBC MS Collin H, 26

Royal Institution I 31 Octr. 1843
My dear Friend

The sight of your letter1 rejoiced me greatly & I think myself happy
that I was so fortunate as to write on your birthday. May it very often
return ever bringing with it peace & joy[.]

I hope for your sake to be useful to your friend Mr. Weiss.
By him I send Series XI, XII & XIII2 which you do me the honor to

wish for. Series XVIII3 is already on the road to you, or perhaps by this
time in your hands.

My time is limited but not my desire to hear of & from you[.]
Ever I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Dr Oersted I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1518.
2. Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE11, 12 and 13.
3. Faraday (1843a), ERE18.
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Letter 1536
Faraday to Thomas Newborn Robert Morson
17 November 1843
From the original in the possession of Anthony F.P. Morson

R Institution I 17 Now. 1843
Dear Morson

To the canvassings which I have already had (rather close ones) I
have given for answer that I am not on the council - do not mix with the
managing part of the R.S. - take no responsibility as to its conduct:- &
therefore must not interfere1. I am constrained to give you the same
answer as to Mr Williams2.

Ever Truly Yours 1 M. Faraday
T.M. [sic] Morson i &c &c &c

1. This refers to the appointment of a new Assistant Secretary for the Royal Society
following the death of John David Roberton. If Morson did apply, he did not make the short
list (RS CM, 7 December 1843, 1: 440).
2 John Williams given on the short list, otherwise unidentified.

Letter 1537
Faraday to James Pattison Cockburn
18 November 1843
From the original copy in PRO SUPP5 / 267, following f.105

Royal Institution I 18 Now 1843.
My dear Sir,

If you refer to my report1 you will find the last long paragraph refers
to zinc roofs. Every word there said held good with respect to iron roofs,
and for the reasons there given. I think zinc, iron, copper or lead roofs,
undesirable for powder houses or places where the possibility exists of
Gunpowder Dust flying about.

Ever Dear Sir i very truly Yours I (signed) M. Farraday
Coll. Cockburn R.A I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1502.

Letter 1538
Thomas Andrews to Faraday
1 December 1843
From a copy in QUB MS 2/13

Belfast 1st December 1843.
My dear Sir,

Various circumstances have delayed the completion of my paper1
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till the present time. I now send it to you in conformity with your kind
permission2, and as you have been so good as to promise me your
opinion with sincerity I have only the request to make that if after
perusing it, you entertain any reasonable doubt of its being published by
the R.S. you will frankly say so. I frankly confess to you that I should not
like to receive it back as a rejected communication, more particularly as
the Irish Transactions have been always within my reach. I hope you will
excuse me for writing so boldly, but I am a little sensitive.

As to the subject itself I suppose you are already aware that only
three papers have hitherto appeared in connexion with it. One published
by myself (which I enclose) in the Irish Transactions3 - another by M.
Hess in Poggendorff s Annalen5, of which you will find a translation in the
Annales de Chimie 2eme Serie, t.75 p.80 and 3eme Serie t.IV, p.211 and
p.2906; and an abstract in the 19th and 20th vols. of the Philosophical
Magazine7,- and a third by Mr. Graham in the Memoirs of the Chemical
Society8. In a recent number of Poggendorff's Annalen Hess has written a
reply to a short notice by Graham in the Proceedings of the Chemical
Society and to that part of my paper which refers to the absence of heat
in the formation of double and acid salts. It is chiefly remarkable for the
asperity of its language; he acknowledges that there is no evolution of
heat when solutions of the proximate constituents are mixed; but enters
into an elaborate argument applicable only to the sulphates to show that
my second law is false. To shew you a curious specimen of candid
criticism I have literally translated the following passage.

"He (Andrews) thinks that the heat developed depends on the
bases, but not on the acids; since it appears to him that one and the same
base developes the same [I said nearly the same]9 heat with all the acids.
To render this conclusion probable to the reader [the deception was a
very flimsy one]10 he first lays aside all the numbers which contain
sulphuric acid, then takes the mean of the remainder and shews how
much the heat developed by each acid differs from the mean number. He
thinks that these differences lie within the limits of the errors of experiment.
XXX He might have at least remarked that certain acids were always +,
others -, and that too with all the bases, which could not have happened
from chance"Xu. Now if you will refer to p.1512 of my paper you will see
that I state that sulphuric acid developes nearly 1° more, and the tartaric,
citric & succinic acids half a degree less than the mean; and that the
differences observed with the other acids are almost within the errors of
experiment. My paper was translated into Poggendorff's Ann13 verbatim
so that Hess must have seen these very observations. The conclusion to
which he finally comes is only, as he gently expresses it, that My "second
law is false"14.

I have no intention of taking any notice of observations written in
such a spirit, particularly as the experiments detailed in my present
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communication appear to me finally to settle the question - at least so far
as the present state of chemical knowledge enables us to ascertain the
reactions.

You will greatly oblige me by directing your attention to the general
observations at the commencement of the paper and at p.32 to 3815; as I
may perhaps have omitted the consideration of some essential condition.

I have only again to thank you for your many acts of kindness to me,
remaining

Yours most sincerely & obliged I (signed) Thomas Andrews
To I Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c
X Poggendorffs Annalen Bd.57, p.483.4 [sic].

1. Andrews (1844a).
2. Expressed in letter 1532.
3. Andrews (1841a).
4. Germain Henri Hess (1802-1850, DSB). Member of the Chemistry Section of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg.
5. Hess (1840-2a).
6. Hess (1840-2b).
7. Phil.Mag., 1841, 19: 19-25, 178-84; 1842, 20: 1-5.
8. Graham (1842).
9. Square brackets in text.
10. Square brackets in text.
11. Hess (1840-2a), 57: 583-4.
12. That is Andrews (1841a), 237. Andrews's pagination refers to an offprint.
13. Andrews (1841b).
14. Hess (1840-2a), 57: 584. Andrews gave his second law in Andrews (1841a), 235.
15. RS MS PT 28.1, which corresponds to Andrews (1844a), 30-2.

Letter 1539
Faraday to William Scoresby
6 December 1843
From the original in WLPS MS

Brighton I 6 Deer. 1843
My dear Sir

I have received your book1 - thank you earnestly for it - & am now
here reading it. But it is hard work for a man whose memory has failed as
mine has done to keep in remembrance the numerous conditions
conducive to one resultu What hard work however you must have had
to work out so many experimental cases but the fruits repay you. May I
ask a foolish question but the lateral & mutual influences of the magnets
interest me much in reference to the lateral action of a current of
Electricity. When you space or separate your very hard plates or the
others you have a much better effect than if not separated. Now I suppose
separation at the poles or places where the power becomes so to say
external is much more important than separation at the middle parts is
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that the case? or in other words would separating the middle parts of the
magnetic plates produce

any effect? & if so much or little? My question is only in a theoretical point
of view[.]

A Mr Cormack2 who travelled much in America & Newfoundland told
me that in the American woods in wintertime English hatchetts flew at the
edge like glass whereas the Americans so temper their hatchetts that
they stand - & this they do by hardening them in a mixture of white
arsenic & water. I merely mention the fact as connected with hardening
not supposing however it will be of any value to you[.]

Why are horseshoe magnets in a different case to straight bar
magnets; Do you have any theoretical reason?

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Scoresby i &c &c &c

1. Scoresby (1843).
2. William Eppes Cormack (1796-1868, DCB). Canadian explorer.

Letter 1540
Sarah Faraday to Jane Davy
6 December 1843
From a typescript in RI MS

Mrs. Faraday presents her respects and sincerest thanks to Lady
Davy for the very unexpected mark of her kindness which she has
received at Brighton!.}

Though well aware of the ties by feeling and gratitude which bind
her husband to the memory of Sir Humphrey Davy and in which as a wife
she is partaker still Mrs. Faraday was hardly prepared for so kind an
expression of a corresponding feeling from Lady Davyu

The basket Mrs. Faraday has not seen but it cannot add to the value
which Lady Davys note derives from its own contentsu
Brighton I Deer 6th 1843

Endorsed: 1843. Mrs. Faraday a beautiful note.
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Letter 1541
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
19 December 1843
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f.5

R Institution I 19 Deer. 1843
My dear Sir

I received & read yours1 & made up my mind upon it at once to send
it in2: but as neither you nor I would like to be turned back I took the
judgment of another which I have just found is the same with mine & so
the paper has gone in. It is a very difficult subject but I think you have
well begun it & there is no doubt that as our views clear up all will come
out as bright as any other part of philosophy. As to Hess3 & the rest, I
should have done as you have done resting on facts & leaving varying
judgments to be reconciled or brought into order by future events.

Excuse both my delay & my present briefness. My delay was due to
the desire I had to write assuredly & my briefness to do so the moment I
canu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Andrews I &c &c &c

Address4: Dr. Andrews i &c &c &c I Belfast I Ireland.

1. Andrews (1844a) sent with letter 1538.
2. To the Royal Society.
3. Germain Henri Hess (1802-1850, DSB). Member of the Chemistry Section of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg.
4. The envelope for this letter is at SM MS 350/1, f.33.

Letter 1542
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
19 December 1843
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/27

Royal Institution I 19 Deer. 1843
Sir

On the 15th & 16th instant I went to the Lighthouses at the South
Foreland to examine the state action & effect of the ventilating systems
applied to the lamps of these lighthouses respectivelyu

In the lower house the light is that of many Argands each in a
separate reflector. To these the divided system of papers has been
applied & the workmanship executed in a very efficient & satisfactory
manner by Mr Wilkins. It had been in operation 5 days & its effect, as far
as I could observe it, excellent. When I looked at the light from the
outside I could scarcely perceive that there was glass in the frames it was
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so clear from dew or anything like it and when 1 went into the house the
report of the keeper was equally satisfactory. One circumstance which
the man described will illustrate the value of the ventilating system. The
cowl at the top of this lanthorn is an old one & does not turn with a very
light wind: the consequence was that the cowl occasionally stood with its
opening to the wind & the latter even when light was sufficient in power
to prevent the air of the lanthorn escaping which consequently became
impure & to such a degree that the top lamps would hardly burn whilst
on the keeper the atmosphere produced oppressive & heavy sensations.
At such times the keeper has gone out & turned the cowl round & this he
has often had occasion to do. Since the ventilation system has been
applied he has taken an opportunity of turning the opening of the cowl
purposely to the wind yet for all that the hot air now came out in a stream
the lamps went on being as they ought, the air removed the whole time
sweet & good, & the windows bright.

The upper light house has a single central lamp to which the
ventilating chimney has been added some months since. It acts and
answers well I found the windows in the lanthorn perfectly dry & clear
but those in the tower were all damp, & in respect of the upper ones
pools of water which had run down from the glass, were standing upon
the sills. From the general dampness of the building consequent upon its
newness, it often happens that in the day time not only the windows &
walls of the tower run with water; but the windows of the lanthorn, the
roof, & the refractors themselves sweat much: in these cases when the
lamp is lighted & the ventilating chimney comes into action it always
diminishes the quantity of dew & almost always clears it off.

The dew on the glass & apparatus of the lanthorn whenever it
appears is altogether occasioned by the wetness of the new tower & the
saturated state of the air passing through it1.

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c I Trinity House

1. This letter was noted in the minutes of the Court of Trinity House, 2 January 1844, GL MS
30004/22, pp.312-3. It was referred to the Deputy Master (John Henry Pelly), Wardens and
Light Committee.
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Letter 1543
Faraday to John Forbes1

29 December 1843
From the original in Linnean Society MS 236

Royal Institution I 29 Deer. 1843
My dear Sir

I hope I am not asking too great a favour: but I should be very glad if
you would call in Webster the bearer of this note and form your opinion
whether he is muddled with drink or ///. He was very well last night & today
but has been out & returned as you will find him3[.]

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. Forbes I &c &c &c

1. John Forbes (1787-1861, DNB). Physician.
2. Thomas Webster. Porter at the Royal Institution, 1829-1844 (RI MM, 18 May 1829, 7: 261
and 2 January 1844, 9: 283-4).
3. Webster had been earlier reprimanded, by the Managers, for drunkenness (Rl MM, 6
November 1843, 9: 274) and informed that if it happened again he would be dismissed.
Following the occasion mentioned in this letter, and others, he was dismissed (RI MM, 2
January 1844, 9: 283-4).

Letter 1544
Faraday to Richard Owen
January 18441

From Owen (1894), 1: 258-9
Dear Owen, - Who cares for bipeds or quadrupeds? They are as common
as discontent, but I think even you may be interested in a triped which I
happen to possess just now, and which, if you do care for it, is at your
service. The fact is that in sending for some frogs for my lectures2, one of
them, a fine fellow, proved to have but one hind leg. The leg is very
powerful, and when on earth, or when resistance is afforded to its hold, it
is astonishing to see how far this frog jumps by its aid. In fact, as to
locomotion, the leg does the ordinary duty of two very well. I do not see
any mark of a former wound, and I thought you might be pleased to
observe first the frog's actions and afterwards its structure. If so, drop me
a note and I will send it to you.

Ever truly yours, I W. [sic] Faraday.

1. Dated on the basis that letter 1545 is the reply.
2. Faraday's Christmas lectures "On The First Principles of Electricity". For his notes see RI
MS F4 J3. Faraday used a frog in the fifth lecture on 4 January 1844, p.27v.
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Letter 1545
Richard Owen to Faraday
8 January 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl K32

R. Coll. of Surgeons, Jan. 8th / 44.
Dear Faraday,

When Clift1 was a young boy (he still is one though somewhat older)
he one day had a holiday to catch bees and other live things for John
Hunter2: he found a frog with five legs: Hunter was delighted, gave him
half a crown & made a preparation of the quinqueped monster. As
everything is balanced in time I suppose your example3 is the unhappy
individual fated to pay for his ancestor's profusion and it seems that they
were also destined to come together and preach a perpetual lesson of
moderation. If one frog has five legs another must have three: the proper
quantity only being allowed.

I need not add that I shall receive the specimen with many thanks. 1
shall not be able to attend the Zoological tomorrow evening, but if Barlow
should wish to exhibit it himself or by a friend, it can be sent to the
College from Hanover Square the next morning4.

Ever your's, I Richd. Owen.
Would you oblige me with the address of the Manufactory entrusted to
execute your improved mode of burning gas?5

1. William Clift (1775-1849, DSB). Naturalist.
2. John Hunter (1728-1793, DSB). Anatomist and surgeon.
3. Described in letter 1544.
4. See Athenaeum, 27 January 1844, p.90 for an account of this meeting, which does not
mention this specimen.
5. See letters 1452 and 1460.

Letter 1546
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
11 January 1844
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 701, f.259

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1844 Jan 11
My dear Sir

We have completed our electric communications, and they appear
to answer well. On any starlight evening we have abundance of sparks,
and of course powerful indications with the dry pile apparatus &c.

If now you can assist us in the matter of self-registration1, you will
do us (and the science too, I hope) real service.

I am, my dear Sir I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq DCL I &c &c &c

1. See letters 1523, 1524 and 1525.
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Letter 1547
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
13 January 1844
From the original in RGO6 / 701, f.260-2

Royal Institution 1 13 Jany 1843 [sic]
My dear Sir

I ought to have written & thought about you long ago indeed the
latter I have done only very imperfectly for I have not felt able to
undertake thought, but I will not pursue the bad employment of excusing
any longer for there is no profit in it, so will turn to the matter of
registering1. I do not see the way to a perfect register & the different
conditions of the atmosphere in relation to (e)lectricity but fancy one
must work the way out by degrees and at present the point & revolving
cylinder is the mode of registering I should first work at[.j

Now look at the pen & ink sketch accompanying this & say what you
think of the general notion, a a light circular disc of wood covered with tin
foil or other conducting matter fixed on an arm c & balanced on the axis e
by the counterpoise d & float / the axis or edge e is supported on a foot of
shell lac /"to effect insulation g.h.e rests on the arm c & moves with it g is
shell lac to insulate / is the registering point - k is a silk thread covered
with shell lac if needful supporting the float / (of metal, glass or other
convenient substance) & this float is partly immersed in a fluid m
contained in a jar n & that is inclosed in a box t - r is a De Luc2 or
ZambonFs3 pile4 the lower end uninsulated the upper connected by a
bender 5 to the pivot on which a c & d move so that they are always
electrified Pos. - b is a disc similar to a but fixed & connected by the wire
o with your insulated air rod so as to take on the same state as it - p is a
box enclosing the principle parts of the apparatus the box being of wood
well varnished inside so as to give no moisture to the space within & q is
a basin containing chloride of calcium to keep the air perfectly dry - the
good & enduring effects of this I know. Under these circumstances a will
always be electrified & I hope regularly & b electrified by the air will
generally attract it, because of its opposite state & more or less according
as it is more or less electrified & this may be registered by the motion of *
- the float / regulates the motion on each side of the normal position. Now
there are many quantities in this apparatus varying with the relative
charge & position of the two plates a & b but it seems probable that all
these may be experimentally compensated for - thus supposing the
charges in a & b constant when the attraction has brought them nearer
together more of the weight of the float b is sustained by a than before
and thus at the same time that it keeps a & b apart gives the varying
positions of i which are to record the attractions. But as a & b approach
each other their actual charge will vary for a will become more positive
towards b & b more neg towards a than before^ Hence the attractions
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will be stronger than they ought to be[.j This I thought might be
compensated for probably by giving A a curved form deduced either
mathematically or by experiment.

Again if b were continually insulated its state at a given moment
would not necessarily measure the state of the air at that moment for it
might be the state given by the preceding periods of time - but could not
this be obviated thus[.] Suppose a watch or clock movement which
should make a wire touch o once in a minute or half minute to uninsulate
it & then immediately leave it insulated again: in the interval the point i
would measure the electric state of the air for that interval - none of the
effect of the preceding interval remaining^

Perhaps it might be better for the disc a to have a perfectly
insulating arm c so that its electricity could not travel to & fro to d & back
by the effect of induction from b . Then the same clock movement might
at the same instant uninsulate b and connect r with a to charge the latter
with a given amount the next moment the movement would separate r
from a & leave b insulated b would receive its charge from the air & find in
a a constant quantity of electricity & by attracting or repelling it measure
its own force. Under such circumstances the state of a would much better
fit it for a measure of the electric force because the electricity could not
then leave that discu

Of course adjustments would be required to regulate the height
of the jar n & its fluid - the intersection of the fluid & float the bearing
of g & other points. I imagine there would be no want of power to
move the index or pencil / because the discs a might be a foot or two
in diameter & if one instrument was too delicate to measure the
stronger charges from the air, two or three different degrees of range
might easily be connected so that the action should throw each other
into use in their proper order.

And now I will stop for if the plan be really practical the best thing
would be to have something made & then observe experiment correct &
improve.

Supposing the float bad one could easily use springs & put the discs
in a vertical position or change about twenty ways. My object has been by
the attraction of two discs (& repulsion) to be able to move a point &
register as you do wind on a cylinder!.]

Ever My dear Sir I Yours faithfully 1 M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Geo Biddle Airy Esq I Astronomer Royal I &c &c &c I
Observatory I Greenwich Park
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1. See letter 1546 and also letters 1523, 1524 and 1525.
2. Jean Andre De Luc (1727-1817, DSB). Geologist and meteorologist.
3. Giuseppe Zamboni (1776-1846, Partington (1964), 16). Professor of Physics at the
Lyceum in Verona.
4. See De Luc (1810) and Zamboni (1812).
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Letter 1548
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
20 January 1844
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/28

Royal Institution ! 20 Jany 1844
Sir

1 have received the lamps & cottons from Mr Wilkins and have
proceeded to try the different varieties of cotton according to your
request. In comparison with them I have tried also a portion of French
cotton which I brought from the South Foreland lighthouse for that
purpose1!.3

No.l is bleached cotton of the ordinary character & thickness
2 - the same - of extra thickness
3 - unbleached cotton of ordinary thickness
4 - the same - of extra thickness
5 - the French cotton

Specimens are sent herewith^
Of these cottons the bleached specimens contain less earthy matter

than the unbleached and when burnt leave scarcely a trace of ash - the
unbleached cotton leaves an ash which is abundant enough to keep in
some degree the form of the thread - but in neither case can this affect by
its amount the use of the cotton in the lampsi.] Nor do I find in either case
that the substances present in the cotton can by their quality affect the
burning of the oil in lamps:- The French cotton is like, and as, the
unbleached; but in respect to the nature of the material all appear to me
equally fit for the purpose of forming wicks in lamps.

I then, having five clean lamps alike in all respects and a sufficient
quantity of good oil such as is furnished by the Trinity house to the lights,
used these various cottons burning the lamps for 12 and 14 hours
together several times in succession; so that the cottons were all burning
at once & under the same circumstances: and I have come to the
conclusion that under these circumstances the cottons are as nearly as
possible alike in their effectsu This surprised me as I certainly expected
some difference between the thick & the ordinary but they burnt for the
same time with the same height of flame & charred nearly together; &
even at the end of 12 hours, not having been touched in the mean time,
presented, as nearly as possible, similar flames. The bleached stout was
on one occasion a little the best but on the next it was a little inferior; the
difference in both cases being small.

Of course the amount of coal on the top of the thick & thin cottons
was different at the end of each trial - but I am judging of the effect on the
flame; the larger coal on the thick cotton seemed to give it neither a
superior nor an inferior power to the thinner cotton, under these
circumstances.
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It is very possible that with oils of inferior quality containing more
mucilage or gummy matter, thick & thin cottons may cause a difference2^]

1 have the honor to be I Sir I Your Very Obedient humble Servant I
M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c I Trinity House

1. Faraday had been at South Foreland on 15 and 16 December 1843. See letter 1542.
2. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in its Minutes, 23 January
1844, GL MS 30010/34, p.15. It was referred to the Lights Committee (from whence the
inquiry had originated). Faraday was requested to state if there was any difference in the
quantity of oil used by the different wicks.

Letter 1549
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
26 January 1844
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, p.186

Royal Institution i 26th January 1844.
My dear Sir,

I found no sensible difference in the amount of oil consumed with the
different cottons1. The reason I believe to be as follows: the amount of oil
which can be burnt with a clear bright smokeless flame depends upon the
amount of air which has access to the flame. Now the burners and the lamp
glasses were in all cases alike though the cottons were different, and when
the lamps were lighted, the cottons were adjusted in height by the
character of the flame, that being in all cases kept the same, the lamp glass
was, by regulating the air, the regulator also of the oil to be burnt; and the
regulation of that oil though supplied by wicks of different thickness &c is
easily effected by the screw or rack. From the results it appears that any
one of the cottons is able to supply oil enough for the kind of lamp glass
used.

I have little doubt that if the lamp glasses were made larger and larger
and the quantity of air passing through were continually increasing that a
time would come when the thin cotton would fail to supply oil enough
though the thick cotton would still do its duty.

The lamp glasses Mr. Wilkins supplied me with had a shoulder, and
were much taller than those used in the lighthouses I have seen but he tells
me that are such as are used in the floating lights. As there is more strength
of draught through them than through the shorter cylindrical glasses, I
have no doubt that the results obtained with them would hold good with
the latter.

I am, My dear Sir I Very truly yours I (signed) M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 1548 and note 2.
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Letter 1550
Faraday to Thomas Phillips
27 January 1844
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 27 Jany 1844
My dear Sir

I have just been seized with a sharp attack of what feels like lumbago
the first I have had. It may not last long but it makes me catch in breathing
unable to keep a position & will for the present confine me to my room[.] I
hope therefore you will excuse me this morning1!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Thos. Phillips Esq RA I &c &c &c

1. This letter implies that Faraday was again sitting for a portrait by Phillips (see letter
1339) but Ormond (1973), 1: 168 found no further evidence of such a sitting.

Letter 1551
William Boggett1 to Faraday
31 January 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
To Professor Faraday
Sir,

A consideration of the principal phenomena of electricity, so far as
my humble capacity, and very limited scientific knowledge enables me to
comprehend them, has led me to some conclusions quite at variance with
the established theory; the truth or fallacy of which I am wholly unable to
decide upon, and therefore, with many apologies for the liberty,
respectfully beg leave to submit to your judgement.

I conceive that electricity is a compound of the two important Gases,
Oxygen and Hydrogen; or, more correctly speaking, the effect of those
gases, which, when excited, within each others influence, either by the
machine or voltaic pile, pass through the nearest conducting substance in
two distinct streams, and in opposite directions: the Oxygen being the
positive and the Hydrogen the negative streams, each attracting its own
particles, and repelling those of the other with inconceivable force and
rapidity, taking opposite sides of the conductor and keeping as far apart as
possible, and when the quantity and intensity is so great, or the conductor
so small as to prevent their passing each other without friction, intense
heat and finally, explosion, are the consequences. Hence the reason why
bodies are attracted and repelled almost at the same instance by either of
the poles of a battery.

I will endeavour to show that this view of the subject is in accordance
with some of the main facts of the science, and would instance many more,
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but being little accustom'd to writing, I am incapable of explaining my
opinions with sufficient clearness.

1st. As respects the decomposition of water. When the two wires are
immersed, a double stream of electricity (Oxygen & Hydrogen) passes
through the water from one wire to the other, and the attraction of the
Gases, each for the particles of its own kind, destroys the affinity by which
they are held together in the water, and as a greater amount is liberated
than will pass through the wires the surplus is liberated and mounts to the
surface, their mutual repulsion keeping each gas apart from the other. Now
upon the received theory, the stream of electricity is set down as a non
entity (though all experience of its effects proclaims the contrary). No
explanation being given whether it remains in the residual water or
combines with the Gases as they rise, in which case if the Gases and
Electricity are not identical the former cannot be simple elements!

It was whilst reflecting on these anomalies that the idea of electricity
being a compound substance first occurr'd to me. The probability of a
double current was suggested by a notice in the Literary Gazette for
October last, of Notts2 Terrestrial magnetism3.

2nd. In the well known experiment where 3 Tumblers of liquid are
used, the first containing acid, the second water, and the third alkali,
wherein the acid is drawn to the positive and the alkali to the negative
pole, and made to return again by changing the position of the wires. In this
case as the two streams pass through the fluids, the acid is attracted by the
Oxygen and the alkali by the Hydrogen and carried forward till their
progress is arrested by the wires, the intersticies of which afford a ready
passage to the Gases, but excluding the liquid.

3rd. When Hydrogen is evolved in large quantities by the Earth or by
vegetable substances (which takes place to a great extent when the Grass
is cut for Hay, or Corn in harvest) it unites with the aqueous vapours of the
clouds, the electric equilibrium becomes deranged, and a discharge
(lightning) taking place the combustion of the Gases attended by a loud
explosion (Thunder) when the Hydrogen and excess of Oxygen being
converted into water it immediately falls in heavy rain, and the equilibrium
being restored the atmosphere resumes its wonted state.

4th. The fact of the deflection of the Magnetic Needle in one
direction while an electric current is passing above it, and its deflection in
the opposite one when the current passes below may be explained by
supposing that the Gases contained in the Needle take the positions
indicated by their respective specific gravities.

5th. The heating effects of the mixed Gases, as shewn by Galvanism
and the Oxy-Hydrogen blow-pipe are similar.

6th. The electric current has been obtained directly from the Gases
by means of Mr. Groves Gas battery4, a fact I have only recently become
acquainted with, which appears to confirm my views more than any other
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circumstance, though it seems probable from His experiments that other
gases besides Oxygen & Hydrogen may produce electricity.

7 The greater intensity of static over voltaic electricity is accounted
for by its being produced by friction, which is the case also with the
electricity of steam.

I am sensible of my great presumption in offering opinions upon a
scientific subject which has been the study of thousands infinitely my
superiors in intellect and acquirements, but "the race is not always to the
swift"5 and the above cases, with many others, seem so conclusive to me
that I cannot divest myself of the belief of these views having some
foundation in truth, and in that case, the boundless light it would afford,
not only in the investigation of electricity, but in chemistry, and many
other subjects of scientific research, induces me to lay them before you,
and in the hope that you will make allowance for errors and
imperfectionsu

I remain, Sir, I With great respect i Your very humble & obedient
Servant I William Boggett
50 St Martins Lane I 31st January 1844

1. William Boggett. POD gives as button maker of 50 St Martins Lane.
2. Unidentified.
3. J. Nott, "Terrestrial Magnetism", LitGaz., 7 October 1843, pp.651-3; 14 October 1843,
pp.669-70; 21 October 1843, pp.685-7; 28 October 1843, pp.701-2.
4. See Grove (1842, 1843a).
5. Ecclesiastes 9: 11.

Letter 1552
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
8 February 1844
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.35

Fby 8 1844.
My dear Faraday

A medical man Dr Ashburner a firm & honest believer in mesmerism
is going to exhibit some experiments this evening in my house on several
professional mesmerisees for my private edification. In his exceeding
confidence of the truth of his creed he has expressed a wish that some
philosopher like yourself shd test the experiments. Now if anything can
tempt you to come and pay me a visit it would indeed give me great
pleasure - besides that it is perhaps a very good opportunity of making
some experiments - if they would interest you - as it is private - nobody is
coming here but the Dr and my brother in law Dr Harrison1 - at 8| this
evening when I shall hope for you[.j

Yours very faithfully I I.K.. Brunei

1. George Harrison (d.1875, age 74, AC). Vicar of New Brentford, 1842-1853.
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Letter 1553
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
8 February 1844
From the original in BrUL MS

R Institution I 8 Feby 1844 I Evening
My dear Brunei

From what Dr. Ashburner told me yesterday it was very possible
that I might have intruded myself into your house this evening even
though you had not been so kind as to invite me:- But I have been in the
Court of Common Pleas1 from 9 oclk this morning until now & must go
again tomorrow & in consequence cannot leave here this evening
because of things to do. Tell Dr Ashburner this when you see himu

Ever Yours i M. Faraday
IX Brunei Esq i &c &c &c

1. This was to attend Muntz v Foster and others, over a patent infringement relating to
electro-chemical protection for the sheeting on ships' bottoms. See Times, 15 February 1844,
p.7, col.e for an account of the case which lasted from 8 to 13 February. No mention was
made of Faraday's role.

Letter 1554
John Peter Boileau1 to Faraday
15 February 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl K4
My dear Sir,

Your interesting and important paper2 must set all men really
desirous of the truth a-thinking, and I am much obliged to you for it.

Should you have leisure to make a call at any time I think you would
have an agreeable interview with a Lady whose fame in her department is
almost equal to your own in the world of Science. Miss Edgeworth3.

She is living at No 1 South Audley St. and is very desirous to make
your acquaintance but cannot go out & laid her injunctions on me to
make this private and very marked communication to you. As she is more
than 70 - tho' still of very vigorous mind I hope that I may stand excused
of all indiscretion in obliging the commands of a Lady and an authoress.

Believe me, My dear Sir I Very faithfully Yours I John P. Boileau
20 Upper Brook St. I Feby 15, 44

PS. I leave Town tomorrow till after Easter

Dr Faraday i &c
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1. John Peter Boileau (1794-1869, DNB). Archaeologist.
2. Faraday (1844a).
3. Maria Edgeworth (1767-1849, DNB). Writer.

Letter 1555
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
17 February 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 355

BaleFebr. 17, 1844.
My dear Faraday

An acquaintance of mine is going to London I avail myself of the
opportunity for sending you a little work in which I have tried to develop
some theoretical views regarding the source of voltaic electricity and
some electrolytical phenomena1. There is also a paper in the book
treating of chemical effects produced by contact, on which I should like
very much to have your opinion. Having these many years entertained
strong doubts about the correctness of the atomic theory and been
inclined to consider what is called a "molecule" of a body as a centre of
physical forces, I have tried to make that view bear upon the chemical
actions being produced by contact (See page 22-25). Mr. Grove writes me
in his last letter that the other day you had broken a lance against the
atomic theory in the Royal Institution2. As our mutual friend does not tell
me any particulars about the view you have taken of the subject I am
indeed very curious to see the next number of the Phil. Magazine which I
understand will give the substance of your lecture3. Having had no less
than 19 hours to lecture a week in the course of this winter you may easily
imagine that I had no time for making researches: I grow indeed impatient
of that everlasting schoolmastering and am longing for being placed
under circumstances more favorable to scientific pursuits.

It is possible that I shall have the pleasure of seeing you in England
about the mid-summer holidays, the execution of this bold plan of mine
does however depend on circumstances over which I have got very little
control. Once being sure of the possibility of the journey I shall take the
liberty to acquaint you with the probable date of my arrival at London.

Mrs. Schoenbein and the Children are doing quite well the two
eldest girls are now going to school and promise to become very blue; I
shall however take good care that that coloring does not grow too intense
for that sort of blue is not much to my liking.

My wife desires to be most particularly remembered to you and Mrs.
Faraday and reckons upon the great pleasure of seeing you both once
more at Bale.

Pray present my humble respects to your lady and believe me
Your's I most faithfully i C.F. Schoenbein
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NB. The Philosophical faculty of our University has conferred its
degree upon our Friend Grove.

Be kind enough as to forward the inclosed parcels to their
respective places of destination. I S.

1. Schoenbein (1844a).
2. See Athenaeum, 27 January 1844, p.90 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 19 January 1844 "Speculations touching Electric Conduction and the Nature of
Matter".
3. Faraday (1844a).

Letter 1556
Faraday to William Robert Grove
20 February 1844
From the original in Rl MS G F12

R Institution I 20 Feby 1844
Dear Grove

Mr Carty1 tells me that your assistant is about to leave you and he
asks me whether you will want another. He & we are anxious to find a
situation for him, & perhaps he might be very suitable for you, if you
think so will you give him the opportunity of applying to you for iti.j

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Carty is the young man or lad (age 17) whom you may have seen in

our Laby. He is there to improve himself, because of his aptness for
chemistry until something shall turn up for himu MF

1. John Carty. The 1843 membership list of the Chemical Society gives his address as the
Royal Institution; otherwise unidentified.
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Letter 1557
John George Children1 to Faraday
22 February 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl H54

Hals ted Place I 22nd Feby. 1844
My dear Faraday,

Many, many thanks for your kind note & accompanying very clear
development of your views of atoms and forces2.1 forward it by this post
to Miss Cornwallis3, who will be as much obliged by your kindness, if
possible, as I am. I am very sorry you suffer with headache and giddiness.
You must have a little mercy on yourself, & not work too hard, & so
unintermittingly. I hope to be in town to Lord Northampton's next
soiree4, & to find you there quite stout and well againi.]

Ever I My dear Faraday I Most truly Your's I John Geo. Children

1. John George Children (1777-1852, DNB). Man of science.
2. Faraday (1844a).
3. Caroline Frances Cornwallis (1786-1858, DNB). Writer. For her views on Faraday's work
see Cornwallis (1864), 259-60.
4. This was held on 2 March 1844. See Times, 4 March 1844, p.5, col.c for an account.
Neither Faraday nor Children were listed as being amongst those present.

Letter 1558
Faraday to William Robert Grove
29 February 1844
From the original in RI MS G F13

R Institution I 29 Feby 1844
My dear Grove

1 have received yours - and could speak to you about it better than
write. I have seen the Secretary1 who tells me that Lord Prudhoe is not on
the Committee - that though not required by the laws it is almost
essential that the desire to belong to the Club be expressed by a
candidate putting his name on the book - that names never come before
the Committee except such as are in the Candidates book or such as
Members of the Committee name by application from persons not on the
Committee. If you are inclined to go on the book I shall be most happy to
be either Mover or Seconder2 - or if any other testimony in any other way
is required I am ready (as in Justice) to give it. As yet all is private
conversation.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. Edward Magrath.
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2. Faraday proposed Grove for membership of the Athenaeum Club on 5 March 1844. AC
MS Book of Candidates 1841-1850, number 2396. Grove was elected a member in 1851
(Waugh [1894], 62) under rule 2 as being "of distinguished eminence in Science, Literature,
or the Arts, or for Public Services".

Letter 1559
Faraday to Hugh Welch Diamond1

1 March 18442

From Photographic J., 16 September 1867, p.98
Royal Institution, March 1, 1846. [sic]

My Dear Sir,- Your note places me in a multiplication of difficulties, out of
which I hardly know how to extricate myself. This arises out of a
resolution which I do not remember having yet broken - namely, "never
to write an autograph to be given or kept as an autograph." You will
wonder why I made such a rule, and will perhaps hardly believe me when
I say I can attribute it to nothing but a sort of modesty which still clings
by me. However I cannot refrain to lay it down for a moment on the
present occasion, both that I may write my name and accept the box, for
which I return you very many thanks; and after this, perhaps, the less I
say the better for my character in your estimation.

I am, my dear Sir, I Very truthfully yours, I M. Faraday
M. Faraday, formerly an experimentalist, now an idler. - March 1, 1844.

1. Hugh Welch Diamond (1809-1886, DNB). Physician and photographer.
2. Dated on the grounds that the date of the postscript seems more likely than that of the
letter.

Letter 1560
Edward Sabine to Faraday
5 March 1844l

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.26
Woolwich March 5

Dear Faraday
You will see by the volume which I send you the sort of Capability

for work which is possessed by our Colonial Observatories - and will be
thereby the better able to judge of the importance of providing them with
the proper means of making such observations on atmospheric
Electricity as our present knowledge points out.

Sincerely Yours I Edward Sabine
I have written to Dr Robinson to ask him the number of degrees in

one inch of the thermometer stem.

1. Dated on the basis that Sabine (1843) is the text referred to in this letter.
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Letter 1561
Thomas Mayo1 to Faraday
6 March 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

You will, I trust, excuse my troubling you with some remarks on the
admirable lecture2 of which you have very kindly favored me with an
abstract3.

Believing that no analytical inquiry has ever been set on foot
without some preconceived hypothesis, I imagine, also, that theory &
hypothesis never need interfere with the prosecution of an inquiry. Your
discoveries indeed sufficiently shew the value of hypothesis. For no man
uses its language more successfully, than you do, as the associating agent
in your analytical inquiries. In this respect your intellectual operations
supply a striking proof of the value of a vivid imagination in a
Philosopher.

But 1 would suggest to you the following doubts, as to the
hypothetical expression, wh you are disposed to substitute, for that, at
present in use, of the Atomic Doctrine.

lly Is it not the substitution of an expression comparatively barren
& unproductive, for one 'greatly used\ as you say, (& I presume greatly
useful^) 'for the interpretation of Phenomena especially those of
chrystallography [sic] & chemistry'?4 Your atmosphere of force, grouped
round a mathematical point, is not, as other hypothetical expressions
have been in the course of your researches, an expression linking
together admitted phenomena, but rather superseding the material
phenomena, which it pretends to explain. It resolves in fact, as it would
appear to me, all matter into a metaphysical abstraction. For it must all
consist of the mathematical point, & the atmosphere of force grouped
around it.

2dly might not the difficulty so well pointed out by you, as involved
in the prior atomic theory, that it makes space at once an Isolator & a
conductor, be removed without your hypothesis?

You observe, that in a stick of black sealing wax the particles
of conducting charcoal diffused through every part of it, are deprived
of their conducting power, by a non-conducting body, a resin,
intervening & separating one from another; & this appears to you
analogous to the condition of atoms generally in respect to conduction
or isolation, on the supposition of intervening spaces. But the atoms
of a conducting or isolating body may be presumed (I imagine) to have
around them an atmosphere of space absolutely indifferent, & no
way interfering with the isolating or conducting power of the
homogeneous substance.

But, I will not detain you longer. If my imperfect acquaintance with
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this class of subjects has occasioned me to write nonsense, pray tear my
letter, but Believe me

Your sincere friend & admirer Thos. Mayo
56 Wimpole Street i March 6th 1844

Remarks
Dr. Faraday ought perhaps to carry his disposition to limit our real

knowledge of things to effects & laws, a little farther, & to apply it also to
his own hypothesis. A mathematical point with an atmosphere of force
around it, is, in respect to the atmosphere of force, an expression of
certain effects. But what is the mathematical point?

The question, which the Philosopher has to answer, in deciding,
whether he should accept this, or any other hypothesis, on the subject,
is, whether it best interprets phenomena, or is least at variance with
them. The views stated by Dr. Faraday in relation to conduction or
Isolation, as regards the atomic theory, are an objection to it, supposing
the answer, which I ventured to propose in my letter, be insufficient. The
objection, which he takes to atoms on the ground of their uncertain
magnitude, is one, which presumes, that we pretend to more knowledge
of them, than those who entertain that theory need affect to possess.
Indeed the mathematical point of Dr. Faraday is either a simple negation,
as having neither magnitude nor parts, or is itself, after all, a material
atom.

The objection that 'The Silver' (in Dr. Faradays Illustration) "must
vanish if its forces are abstracted'5, may prove the necessity of forces to
our conception of silver, but does not disprove the necessity of silver to
our conception of its forces. All that we can positively assert as known is
effects or forces; but we are organised & irresistibly impelled to assume
substantia, of which these are properties. Berkeley6 permitted himself to
philosophise in regard to the external world, just as if he had not proved,
that our sensations are all, that we can confidently assert as known to us.

On grounds of this kind I object to Dr. Faradays applying the
reasoning contained in his manuscript, in favor of his view, & as
destructive of the atomic theory. It is equally subversive of both as far as
it goes.

If, upon consideration, Dr. Faraday still is of opinion, that his
argument against the atomic doctrine, founded on its involving the
contradictory position, that the intervening space must be both a
conductor & an Isolator is satisfactory, I can only say, with becoming
humility, that he is more likely to be right, than I am:- I T. Mayo

1. Thomas Mayo (1790-1871, DNB). Physician.
2. See Athenaeum, 27 January 1844, p.90 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
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Discourse of 19 January 1844 "Speculations touching Electric Conduction and the Nature of
Matter".
3. Faraday (1844a).
4. Ibid., 136
5. This appears to be a reference to Faraday's essay on "Matter" of 19 February 1844, IEE
MS SC 2, published in Levere (1968), 105-7. On p.106 Faraday made this point about silver,
which is not in Faraday (1844a). That these "Remarks" do refer to Faraday's essay seems to
be confirmed by the reference to "his manuscript" in the following paragraph.
6. George Berkeley (1685-1753, DSB). Philosopher.

Letter 1562
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
9 March 1844
From the original in RGO6 / 701, f.263-5

Royal Institution i 9 Mar 1844
My dear Sir

I have [been] working to procure for you a few practical results a(s)
to the force of attraction between planes one being electrified1

a is a board covered with tin foil - square & 24 inches by 36 - (&) is fixed -
insulated - connected with an electrical machine and also with a ball of
brass which is opposite to another ball the latter being uninsulated when
the machine is moved it charges a until the intensity is such that the
spark passes at the balls. This distance was alterable & I will call it s. b is a
light disc made by stretching cartridge paper over a childs hoop &
covering the paper with tin foil it warped a little but a tension wire across
the upper edge of the hoop easily adjusted it into a flat plane. This disc
was suspended from a balance uninsulated & adjustable as to distance
from a. I will call this distance f. Making s a constant quantity & putting a
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certain weight into the balance I electrified a & altered the distance of the
disc until the utmost charge a could receive was just enough to pull the
disc b down - the following are the attractive forces in grains

s in parts of an inch t in inches attraction in grains
I 3 | 50

21 75
21 100
21 125
1 I 150
1 | 200
1 | 250
1 | 300
H 400
1 500

16
_L M
16 16

I!
16

700

50

Surely this is power enough for the registering apparatus which I
proposed2 especially as we might easily have the attracting surfaces five
times as large or even larger if needful. I have made the fixed surface
electrical but either might be so. In practise it would probably be best to
place them vertical & box them up.

Ever dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
The Astronomer Royal I &c &c &c

Disc 2 feet in diameter - attractive force expressed for given
distances in eights of an inch by number of grains in weight.

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11

14
g

800
722
648
578
512
450
392
338
288
242

928
829.25
736.87
650.66
570.5
496.26
427.84
362.05
307.68
255.85

13
g
928.
837.52
751.68
670.48
593.92
522.
454.72
392
334
280.72
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*10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

1562

Vi
200
162
128
98
72
50
32
18
8
2

209.1
167.55
130.92
99.12
72.

13
8
232
187.92
148.48
113.68
83.52
58.
37.12
20.88
9.28
2.32

0
0
1
0
0

612.5
496.1
392.
300.125
220.5
153.125
98.
55.125
24.5
6.125

8

797
645.57
510.08
390.53
286.92
199.25
127.52
71.73
31.88
7.97

i
8

882
612.5
392.
220.5
98.0
24.5

1]

1568
1088.8
696.88
408.
174.3
43.55

199

Charge in the sustaining Jar - or in cloud or in paint
*Spark across § of inch between balls | inch in diameter in air
When the distance remains the same the attractive force is as the

square of the electric charge in the sustaining Leyden Jan.]
When the charge in the sustaining jar is constant & the distance

varied the attractive force is as the squares of the distances inverselyi.}

1. See Faraday, Diary, 9 March 1844, 4: 6972 for this work.
2. In letter 1547.
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Letter 1563
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
13 March 1844
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/27

Trinity House I 13, March 1844.
My dear Sir,

It will I am sure be agreeable to you to receive the enclosed Copies
of Reports from Tynemouth and the South Foreland1 - and I assure you it
is very satisfactory to me to send them.

Faithfully Yours I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq.

1. These reports, in GL MS 30108/1/27, report the success of Faraday's ventilation system.

Letter 1564
John Martin to Faraday
22 March 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

30, Allsop Terrace, New Road i March 22d 1844
My dear Sir,

The proposed government embankment offering a favorable
opportunity for directing the sewage from the river, and applying it to
agricultural purposes1, some parties are now engaged with me in
endeavouring to effect the objects. A small private meeting is to be held
here on Wednesday evening next (27th inst) at \ past 7 oclk to consider
the preliminary measures, and I hope you will be able to favor me with
your attendance as I am anxious to make you acquainted with my views &
to have the advantage of your observations previously to taking the more
decided steps towards publicity.

Requesting an early answer I remain,
My dear Sir, I Very faithfully Yours I John Martin

Dr. Faraday I &c &c &c

1. See Martin (1846).

Letter 1565
Faraday report
23 March 1844
From the original in RS MS RR 2.50
Water & other batteries

I have read the enclosed paper1 [.] My memory does not serve me
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well enough to say whether the first half of it is matter which has not
before been published sufficiently - and perhaps that might be shortened
especially from 18 to 222 but as I said my failing memory disables me from
judging and some other persons judgment must be asked[.] Without
pledging myself to the rest of the matter 1 still must say I should like to
see it in print & I think it would meet difficulties in the minds of many
persons which do not exist in my own[.] MF
March 23, 1844.

1. Gassiot (1844).
2. Of the RS MS PT 28.2 which corresponds to Gassiot (1844), 49-50. There was no
shortening.

Letter 1566
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
29 March 1844
From the original in BrUL MS

Royal Institution I 29 March 1844
My dear Brunell

Let me have the pleasure of introducing to you my brother in law Mr
George Buchanan of Edinburgh - a Civil Engineer. He is anxious to see
some of the works on the Great Western Railway and if you can give him
any facilities I am sure you will for my sake & because he deserves them
for his own sake[.] It is so long since I saw you that to my mind it
sometimes appears as if I knew you only by theory & not by fact -
however I will not admit that to be the case yet[.]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
I.K. Brunell Esq I &c &c

Letter 1567
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
30 March 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 356
My dear Faraday

Some weeks ago I took the liberty to send you through an
acquaintance of mine a little work containing some memoirs on voltaic
and other philosophical subjects1. I should like very much indeed that
you were made acquainted with the substance of those papers as they
relate to some interesting questions of voltaic and chemical Science.

In case I should happen to succeed in isolating the principle of ozone
as I hope I shall before long I have a good mind to go to York with the view of
performing my philosophical miracle before the British association. What
do you think of that plan? Its execution would perhaps give some zest to the
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proceedings of the chemical section there. From having lately worked a
little too much I am rather knocked up and want some relaxation. A trip to
England would no doubt do me a great deal of good, but Mrs. Sch. will hear
of no such thing and declares such a locomotion as downright wantonness.
But after all she would not throw any great obstacle in my way if I insisted
upon the visit. She charges me to present to you and Mrs. Faraday her
humble respects in which I of course joint.]

Your's S.

Endorsed by Faraday: Bale Mar 30, 1844.
Address: Doctor Michael Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London
Postmark: 31 March 1844.

1. See letter 1555. Schoenbein (1844a).

Letter 1568
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
30 March 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 357
My dear Faraday

Having of late made a series of experiments with the view of
producing by chemical means that odoriferous principle which I have
called "Ozone" and which is, as you are well aware, disengaged at the
positive electrode during the electrolysis of water, as well as near the
points out of which common Electricity is passing into the atmospheric
air, and believing to have succeeded in the attempt, I think you will read
with some interest a summary account of my proceedings and results.
The details regarding these researches will be described in a paper which
is to be published in one of the forthcoming numbers of the "Archives"1

and Poggendorffs ["]Annals"2.
If at the common temperature, a piece of phosphorus be put into a

bottle being filled with ordinary air, an atmosphere is very rapidly formed
in it which possesses the property of polarizing positively a plate of Gold or
platinum being plunged into the said atmosphere for a few moments. In one
instance, the needle of my galvanometer was deflected by 90° by a gold
plate which had remained for twenty seconds within a bottle whose air had
previously been in contact with phosphorus for but one one minute.

The positively polarising power of that atmosphere arrives at its
maximum of intensity sometimes within the space of a few minutes,
sometimes within that of as many days, according to circumstances into
the description of which I cannot enter at this present moment.
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That maximum being once reached the intensity of the polarizing
power decreases and within more or less time sinks down to zero, but not
to remain in that state. The atmosphere after having assumed a neutral or
inactive voltaic condition passes into an opposite state i.e. acquires the
power of polarizing negatively a plate of Gold or Platinum being put into it
(the atmosphere) for a few seconds. This newly acquired power is,
according to circumstances, either slowly or rapidly gaining in intensity
until it reaches also its maximum. Having arrived at that point the
atmosphere does not undergo any other change of state if left to itself. I
have got it under my control to bring about the described variations of the
voltaic condition of our atmosphere either in a slow or sudden manner and
with respect to that point of my experiments I will only say that the rapidity
of the changes alluded to essentially depends upon the degree of
temperature at which phosphorus is acting upon the atmospheric air.
Supposing our atmosphere having assumed its neutral condition, remove
the phosphorus from the bottle and put into the latter any readily oxidable
metal, being in the shape of filings or powder, e.g. iron, tin, zinc &c or any
other substance being eager to unite with oxigen: for instance the
protochloride of tin or of iron, or the common iron vitriol, shake the
atmosphere with one of the bodies named and it (the atmosphere) will
almost instantaneously be brought again to a positive condition of
considerable intensity, which state does not seem to be liable to change
any more. If on the other hand our atmosphere, after having acquired its
highest degree of negatively polarizing power, be treated in the manner
described, for instance with iron filings, this power is not only entirely and
suddenly destroyed, but the atmosphere changes altogether its voltaic
nature and assumes a highly electro-positive condition. It is a matter of
course that by the quantity of oxidable matter put into the negative
atmosphere, we may regulate at pleasure its voltaic condition. The
intensity of its negatively polarising power may be only diminished, or the
atmosphere may be rendered neutral, or more or less positive from the
slightest degree of that state to its maximum. Before farther proceeding in
the account of my researches, I must not omit to mention the fact that by
putting a solution of chloride of Gold into an atmosphere, whose positive
condition has been restored by means of readily oxidable substances, that
condition is suddenly and irrecoverably destroyed.

From the facts stated, it appears that by the slow action of
phosphorus upon atmospheric air two gazeous principles are simulta-
neously produced which are opposite to each other with regard to their
voltaic properties; one of them is an eminently electro-positive body, the
other a still more powerfully electro-negative one. Under ordinary
circumstances the generation of the first principle prevails at the
beginning of the said action over that of the second one, but in the
more advanced stages of that chemical process the contrary takes place.
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The production of the electro-negative principle becomes more copious
than that of the positive one and hence it comes, that our atmosphere,
whilst remaining in contact with phosphorus passes through different
stages of voltaic condition until it arrives at the maximum of its negatively
polarizing power. But what is the nature of the two principles? As to the
electropositive one, I am inclined to think it to be vaporous phosphorus
mixt up with particles of what is called uphosphatic acid". Et voici mes
raisons for making such a supposition. If you pass very slightly a piece of
phosphorus over a plate of gold or platinum the latter deflects very
perceptibly the needle, if it be voltaically combined with a similar metallic
stripe being in its ordinary state. The said deflection is such as to indicate a
current passing from the phosphorated plate to the common one. I have
also ascertained the fact that a plate of platinum or gold being surrounded
with a solution of phosphorus acid as well as of phosphatic acid is positive
to a similar plate being plunged either into acidulated (by muriatic acid for
instance) or chemically pure water. That phosphorus is capable of
assuming the vaporous state at the common temperature no Chemist I
think doubts of and that by the slow action of phosphorus upon
atmospheric air phosphatic acid is produced belongs to the class of well-
known facts. It is however possible and I think it even likely, that besides
the two positive substances mentioned a third one of the same voltaic kind
is generated in my experiment, but I do not think it reasonable yet to state
the reasons for my holding such an opinion. I must however not omit to
mention that the electro-positive principle or principles if shaken with a
solution of chloride of gold throw down a perceptible quantity of that
metal a fact that merits to be taken into consideration.

But what is the chemical nature of the electro-negative substance
generated during the slow action of phosphorus upon the atmospheric
air? Do not be startled at my telling you at once that it is my "Ozone", for I
have got my good reasons for making such a bold assertion. The principle
ones are as follows:

1. As long as our atmosphere exhibits a notably strong polarizing
power of the positive kind, its smell is similar to that of garlick i.e. is the
smell which we ascribe to phosphorus; as soon however as that
atmosphere is approaching to its neutral voltaic state an easily
perceptible change in its odour takes place also. It now begins to
resemble that of Ozone. That smell grows stronger and stronger the more
exalted becomes the electro-negative condition of our atmosphere, and
before having arrived at the maximum of its negative intensity, it is utterly
impossible to the most delicate nose to perceive the slightest difference as
to smell, between the odoriferous principle disengaged at the positive
electrode during the electrolysis of water, and that being generated by the
slow action of phosphorus upon the atmospheric air.

2. All the substances being possessed of the power to annihilate
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almost instantaneously the odour of ozone are without any exception
capable also of destroying suddenly the same smell of our atmosphere.

3. All the substances having the property of destroying the negatively
polarizing power of the odoriferous oxigen being eliminated at the positive
electrode during the electrolysis of water, do also destroy the same power
possessed of by our ozone-like smelling atmosphere. To the facts
mentioned I might yet add some others which you could hardly help
considering as sufficient to prove, I think, beyond any shade of doubt the
identity of the two principles in question.

The alleged matter-of-fact reasons are however, to my opinion at
least, such as will fully bear out the correctness of my assertion according
to which "Ozone" is formed during the slow action of phosphorus upon
the atmospheric air. The question "what is Ozone itself"? 1 am not yet
prepared to answer, I hope however to be able of sending you very soon
some scientific news about that subject being at this present moment very
busy with isolating that curious principle. But whatever ozone may be, it
appears to me to be a most remarkable fact, a phenomenon highly worthy
of all the attention of philosophers, that the odoriferous principle spoken
of is generated under circumstances being apparently at least so
essentially different from each other. For 1 ask what similarity does exist
between the passing of common electricity from a charged conductor into
the atmosphere, the electrolysis of acidulated water and the slow action of
phosphorus upon atmospheric air? Different as these circumstances
appear to be, it will and must ultimately turn out that with regard to the
possibility of the generation of "Ozone" offered by them they are alike. At
any rate, you will agree with me in the opinion that a great number of
accurate experiments must yet be made before we shall be enabled to
clear up the mystery which still hangs about the subject.

I think however that the path is now opened which will lead us to the
solution of our problem and it is not necessary to assure you that I shall
endeavour to the utmost of my powers to arrive at that end.

Should you think the contents of this letter interesting enough to be
communicated to the Royal Society3 I have no objection to your doing so
or to your making any use of them you think fit.

I remain I My dear Faraday I Your's I most faithfully I C.F.Schoenbein
Bale I March 30 1844

P.S. To obtain the results such as they are described in the preceding
lines it is indispensably necessary to depolarize the electrodes after each
experiment made with them and the galvanometer. Heating them red hot is
the easiest method to effect that depolarization.

1. Schoenbein (1844b).
2. Published as Schoenbein (1844c).
3. This letter was read to the Royal Society on 18 April 1844 and a short abstract was
published in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1844, 5: 507.
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Letter 1569
Faraday to Charles Vincent Walker1

April 1844
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I April 1844
Admit C.V. Walker Esq to my Lectures on Heat2[.j
M. Faraday

1. Charles Vincent Walker (1812-1882, DNB). Electrician.
2. This was Faraday's "Course of Eight Lectures on the Phenomena and Philosophy of
Heat". His notes for this course are in RI MS F4 J4.

Letter 1570
Jean Pierre Joseph D'Arcet1 to Faraday
2 April 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl 1140
Monsieur,
je profite de la bonne occasion que veut bien m'offrir Mr Le Comte de
Lagarde2, qui vous remettra ma lettre, pour vous adresser plusieurs
brochures que j'ai publiees3, en dernier lieu, et qui ont rapport a
l'application des Sciences a l'utilite publique. la note qui Concerne
l'emploi alimentaire de la gelatine4 et ce que vous pouvez lire, a Ce sujet,
dans les trois derniers numeros des Comptes-rendus des Seances de
l'institut5 vous mettront bien au courant de Cette question: quant au
rapport defavorable qui a ete imprime dans le Compte rendu de la Seance
du 2 aout 18416, L'academie n'ay ant pas vote les conclusions de Ce rapport,
n'a pas tranche la question et C'est pour Cela et, non pas par entetement
deplace, que je Continue a la defendre: j'espere que Ce peu de mots vous
expliquera parfaitement Ce que vous lirez, au sujet de la gelatine, dans les
derniers Comptes rendus et que vous ne trouverez pas mauvais que je
vous envoie Ces renseignements Sur mon application de la chimie a la
quelle vous avez bien voulu accorder, il y a quelques annees, une
attention bienveillante.
je vous prie, Monsieur, d'agreer l'assurance de ma parfaite Consideration.

votre tres humble et tres obeissant Serviteur, I d'Arcet
le 2 avril, 1844.

TRANSLATION
Sir,

I am taking advantage of the opportunity kindly offered me by the
Count of Lagarde2, who will hand this letter to you, in order to send
several brochures that I have recently published3 and which are
concerned with the application of science to public use. The note about
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the use of gelatine in food4 and what you can read in the last three
editions of the Comptes Rendus of the sessions at the Institut5, will update
you on this matter. As to the unfavourable report which was printed in
the Comptes Rendus of the 2 August 1841 session6, the conclusions of which
the Academie had never approved, it has not put an end to the matter and
that is why, and not from misplaced stubbornness, I continue to defend it.
1 hope these few words will explain perfectly what you will read on the
subject of gelatine in the latest Comptes Rendus and you will not find fault
with me for sending you this information on this [practical] application of
chemistry, to which you have wished to accord, over the past few years, a
benevolent attention.

I ask you, Sir, to accept the assurance of my perfect consideration,
Your most humble and most obedient servant I d'Arcet

2 April, 1844.

1. Jean Pierre Joseph D'Arcet (1777-1844, DBF). French chemist.
2. Unidentified.
3. These possibly included D'Arcet (1843a, b).
4. D'Arcet (1841).
5. Comptes Rendus, 1844, 18: 482-3, 532, 564-5.
6. Ibid., 1841, 13: 237-95.

Letter 1571
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
5 April 1844
From the original in BrUL MS

R Institution I 5 April 1844
My dear Brunell

After great exertion yesterday from very unexpected business Mr.
Buchanan found he could not (to his extreme regret) arrive at the
Railway1 yesterday before night & then feared to go on the rails. This
morning he was constrained to leave for Edinburgh but wishes me to say
to you how much he was indebted for your kindness & that in the hope of
still being allowed to profit by it he will with your leave retain the letters
until his next visit to London which perhaps may not be very distant^]

I am Your Very Obliged Friend I M. Faraday
I.K. Brunei Esq

1. That is the Great Western Railway. See letter 1566.
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Letter 1572
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
6 April 1844
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/29

Trinity House, London I 6th April 1844.
My dear Sir,

The Board has directed1 me to transmit to you the enclosed copy of
a letter received from Mr. Neale, Principal Keeper of the Light House at St.
Catherines2;- and I am at the same time to enquire whether you consider
the probable effect and advantages of his suggestion would be similar to
those of the deflecting plate at the funnel joints of the main chimney,
which you advert to in your letter of the 15th Ultimo3.

I remain I My dear Sir I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday, Esq.

1. See Trinity House Court Minutes, 2 April 1844, GL MS 30004/22, p.340.
2. Neale to Herbert, 31 March 1844, GL MS 30108/1/29.
3. Not found.

Letter 1573
Faraday to Jacob Herbert1

9 April 1844
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, p.201

Royal Institution I 9th April 1844.
My dear Sir,

I cannot understand the description of the parts referred to by Mr.
Neale2,1 do not suppose it has anything to do with effects to be governed
by the deflecting plate I have spoken of, for that is a remedy only in cases of
gusts of wind and he speaks of the burning from night to night all the year
round. Our ventilating chimney does not affect the burning of the Lamp
which has I think its only regulating throttle valve, and he must refer to
something about the lamp. However he had better send you up a drawing
to shew the parts referred to and their places, and if by his experience he
has observed any effect or arrangement which he thinks valuable and
which may also appear so to you, I would suggest that it be put up and tried
here in London first under our own observation before any change be
authorized at the Lighthouse.

If after all, the effect he speaks of is that of occasional wafts of flame in
gusty weather, then the deflector will cure it, but his description does not
agree with that3.

1. The addressee was noted at the top of the page. This letter is the reply to letter 1572.
2. In Neale to Herbert, 31 March 1844, GL MS 30108/1/29.
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3. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in the Minutes, 9 April
1844, GL MS 30010/34, p.76. Neale was instructed to follow Faraday's recommendations.

Letter 1574
Thomas Andrews to Faraday
11 April 1844
From a copy in QUB MS 2/13

Belfast 11th April 1844
My dear Sir

From a note of Graham's 1 find that your exertions on my behalf have
been attended with success and that my paper1 has been ordered for
publication. For the kind manner in which you have acted towards me on
this occasion I can never be sufficiently grateful.

I was very much interested by your observations on the constitution
of matter2. The argument, although so simple, appears to be unanswerable.
I have often been surprised that so many views which never ought to have
been received as more than plausible conjectures should gradually be
adopted as demonstrated facts.

I have been very actively engaged in extending my inquiries on the
subject of heat. After encountering many difficulties 1 have succeeded in
rendering my method of working very precise. I have some excellent
thermometers of great sensibility and accuracy, and I have devised a
method by which I can at any time determine the calibre of any part of the
tube and thus render the results strictly comparable with one another.

I hope soon to be able to communicate to you some new
experiments which will extend & confirm the results already obtained.

I sincerely trust you continue to enjoy good health. I am unwilling to
importune you with invitations, but if you feel at any time disposed to
visit this part of the country you shall receive the national welcome from

Yours truly obliged I (signed^ Thomas Andrews
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do most earnestly hope that you will make out & establish this Ozone; it is a
very fine thing to do and as you say though the means of proving it seem to
be anomalous & strange when composed together yet most great
discoveries in science have appeared equally strange & confused to us
in the first instance. I have not yet repeated the experiments for certain
private troubles have brought me low in health & spirits3 & my dear wife & I
are now at Brighton (tho' I date by habit as above from the Royal
Institution) but I hope we shall soon be better and thus what you say leads
me to think we may have the pleasure of seeing you here i.e in London &
also at York4 for I believe I must go there myself this year if I possibly can. I
do not know that we have any scientific news here but I am a very bad
indicator for my bad memory both loses recent things & sometimes
suggests old things as new making all appear misty & doubtful to me. Our
communications through the Royal Society are quite closed or else I should
have sent you a short paper being a speculation about matter5 - perhaps
you may have seen it in one shape or another at all events when you come
you will put the few pages into your portmanteau[.]

Our kindest remembrances to Mrs Schoenbein & all the little (? big)
ones[.] It would be pleasant to see your faces in Switzerland amongst the
rock & hills &c but that is a fancy onlyt.] I doubt whether I shall ever leave
England again. I hope that the next news of you will be news of still further
advance in the ozone discovery but any will be pleasant to my thoughtsf.]

Ever Very Affectionately Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Schoenbein i &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Schoenbein i &c &c &c I Basle i on the Rhine
Postmark: Brighton

1. Letter 1568.
2. Letter 1568 was read to the Royal Society on 18 April 1844 and a short abstract was
published in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1844, 5: 507.
3. A reference to Faraday's exclusion, together with fourteen others (out of about a
hundred members), from the congregation of the London Sandemanian Church. Faraday's
exclusion lasted from 31 March to 5 May 1844. See Cantor (1989) and Cantor (1991), 61-3,
275.
4. For the meeting of the British Association.
5. Faraday (1844a).

Letter 1576
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
18 April 1844
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/29

Trinity House London I 18th April 1844.
My dear Sir,

I send you in original Mr. Neale's explanation of his proposed
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method of regulating the Flame of Lamps1, and shall be glad if you find it
more intelligible than his previous Letter2:- He has this morning advised
me that he has forwarded a Model in further illustration of the subject,
which shall be sent to you so soon as I receive it;- and when you have had
time to consider the whole, I shall be obliged by your observations
thereon.

I remain, I My dear Sir I Your's very faithfully I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Neale to Herbert, 13 April 1844, GL MS 30108A/1, pp.202-3.
2. Neale to Herbert, 31 March 1844, GL MS 30108/1/29. See letters 1572 and 1573.

Letter 1577
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
19 April 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 359
My dear Faraday

Since I wrote you last1 I have continued my researches on "ozone"
and obtained from them results which seem to be important enough as to
justify my addressing to you another letter on the subject. I have
succeeded to put it beyond even a shade of doubt that the odoriferous
principles being disengaged during electrical discharges in the common
air, the electrolysis of water and the slow action of phosphorus upon the
atmosphere are absolutely identical to one another as to their chemical
nature and that my ozone, as 1 originally suspected it be, is really a
halogenous body very closely resembling to Chlorine. The named
principle has the power 1) of destroying vegetable colors, 2) of
decomposing a variety of compounds which are decomposed by
Chlorine, for instance sulphuretted hydrogen, Ammonia, Jodide of
potassium. Water also is decomposed by Ozone in similar circumstances
under which Chlorine produces that effect, ex. gr. when sulphurous acid
or a number of readily oxidable matters are simultaneously acting upon
water. 3) of changing the yellow ferro-cyanide of potassium into the red
one. I could add many other facts more showing the chlorine-like nature
of ozone, but the stated ones are sufficient to prove the correctness of my
assertion. Ozone if inhaled proves very deleterious to the constitution
and produces effects similar to those called forth by Chlorine. A mouse is
already fallen victim to my discovery and I myself have strongly felt the
powerful action of ozone upon the system. Having drawn up a paper in
which I have given a detailed account of the results obtained from my
researches and which I hope will soon be published I take the liberty to
refer you for the sake of particular information to that memoir2. I cannot
however help adding that the whole body of facts which I have been lucky
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enough to ascertain render it highly probable if not certain that ozone is
derived from azote, that is to say that the latter body is a compound
consisting of ozone and hydrogen. Starting from that conclusion or if you
like supposition the disengagement of Ozone taking place under
circumstances apparent ly so widely differing from each other is very
easily accounted for. 1. The disengagement of Ozone in atmospheric air
by means of common electricity. If an electrical discharge takes place in
the common air, the oxigen of the latter unites with hydrogen of azote
and sets Ozone at liberty. Should hydro-chloric acid happen to be a
constituent part of our atmosphere instead of Azote, a series of
phenomena would take place at the points of emission of an electrical
machine closely resembling those which we observe now at those points.
A smell of Chlorine would make its appearance there, a stripe of gold held
into the electrical brush would become negatively polarized, starch mixt
up with jodide of potassium would turn blue, the yellow ferro-cyanide be
changed into the red one, organic coloring matter be bleached, &c and
the whole series of the phenomena mentioned rendered impossible to
take place, if the points of emission were surrounded by an atmosp[h]ere
holding some sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphurous acid, vaporous
phosphorus, &c dissolved. Indeed the disengagement of ozone at those
points is entirely stopt by mixing up the atmosphere with very small
quantities of the gazeous substances last mentioned, as you will learn
from my memoir.

2. The disengagement of ozone by the slow action of Phosphorus
upon the atmospheric air. Phosphorus being simultaneously in contact
with Azote and Oxigen causes the latter to unite with the hydrogen of
azote, whilst another portion of oxigen combines with phosphorus to
form phosphorus acid. Ozone is set at liberty part which reacts however
upon phosphorus forming ozonide of phosphorus, whilst another part is
thrown into the air being placed above the phosphorus. That compound
being in contact with water is changed into phosphoric acid and ozonide
of hydrogen i.e. Azote. The transformation of phosphorus into
phosphatic acid, whilst that elementary body is acted upon by
atmospheric air essentially depends upon the action mentioned. I must
not omit to mention that all vaporous or gazeous substances which, when
mixt up with atmospheric air prevent phosphorus from emitting light (for
instance vapor of ether, alcohol carburetted hydrogen &c) do also stop
the disengagement of ozone as well as the oxidation of phosphorus.

3. The disengagement of Ozone by voltaic electricity. Azote being an
electrolyte like hydro-chloric acid is decomposed into its constituent parts
by a current if dissolved in water i.e. rendered liquid by that agency.
According to the results of my recent researches water being deprived of
atmospheric air i.e. Azote does not yield the smallest quantity of Ozone at
the positive electrode and acquires that property again by shaking that
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sort of water with atmospheric air. I may as well mention here, that water
containing only very small quantities of sulphurous acid, sulphuretted
hydrogen in short those substances which have the power to prevent the
disengagement of Ozone near electrical points does not yield the slightest
trace of ozone. From the preceding remarks you will perceive that the
disengagement of Ozone brought about by electrical, voltaic and chemical
means is easily and simply accounted for by supposing azote to be ozonide
of hydrogen. Conclusive however as my results appear to me to be as to the
compound nature of azote, I readily allow that many more experiments
must be made and in particular that of isolating Ozone, before my
conclusion or supposition can or will be considered as decisive. On
treating my ozone with a solution of potash I obtain nitrate of potash which
fact goes rather far to prove the identity of nitric and ozonic acid. You have
made the same experiment in causing the electrical brush to act upon a
piece of paper being impregnated with a solution of potash. You got
salpetre by the electrical ozone, I by ozone being produced in the chemical
way. In your experiment as well as in mine the formation of nitric acid is due
to a secondary chemical action and not to the immediate or direct union of
Azote and Oxigen. I think it likely that during the action of Ozone upon the
alkaline solution, not only ozonate of potash is formed, but also ozonide of
potassium just in the same manner as out of Chlorine and potash chlorate
of potash and Chloride of potassium are produced. It is however a chemical
possibility also that ozone and potash generate nothing but Ozonate of
potash. If you wish to repeat my principal experiments I strongly
recommend to you the use of paper being impregnated with starch and
jodide of potassium. It is a test for ozone being far superior even to the most
delicate galvanometer. By that means you will easily ascertain the
disengagement of ozone near a piece of phosphorus if that body is put into
the open air after having been a little rubbed and dried by filtering paper.
Provided the slow oxidation of phosphorus be rather rapid your test-paper
will not fail being turned blue in a few instants. At a low temperature no
such result will be obtained. To give you a matter-of-fact proof of the
bleaching power of ozone I lay by three stripes of litmus paper of which
Nro. 1. was bleached by the electrical brush (produced by a four hours
working of the machine), Nro. 2. by voltaic ozone and Nro. 3. by chemical
ozone. As the latter one is in a more condensed state it bleaches more
rapidly than the two other sorts of ozone do.

To produce a fair quantity of ozone, put a piece of phosphorus into a
bottle being filled with common air and expose the whole to a temperature
of 15-25°C. Within a few minutes you will find your air charged with ozone
already sufficient to turn your test paper into blue, and after an hours
action the bleaching power of our atmosphere is such as to render (within a
short time) a piece of litmus paper not strongly colored entirely white.

As the matter which I have now got into my hands promises to
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become rather a rich mine for scientific research I flatter myself that you
will not think me intrusive if I take the liberty to acquaint you from time to
time with my results. I trust however, that before the year will be much
older, I shall have the pleasure of paying you a visit and work with you in
the Royal Institution; for I have a strong mind to cross the water in the
month of July. Pray let me soon hear from you and excuse my hastily and
badly written letter. As you may easily imagine I am now in rather a
feverish state working from morning to night in my laboratory and sleeping
very little at night. Mrs. Schoenbein is quite surprized at my taciturnity and
prolonged absences from home. She unites with me in kind regards to you
and Mrs. Faraday and begs to be kindly remembered by you.

Your's very faithfully I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale April 19th 1844.
Do you think a paper on Ozone would prove acceptable to the Royal
Society? S

Address; Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c i Royal Institution I London.

1. Letters 1567 and 1568.
2. Schoenbein (1844b, c).

Letter 1578
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
22 April 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Observatory Greenwich 1844 April 22
My dear Sir

1 duly received your letter of 9 March1 (containing the experimental
measures of the attractive force of an electrified and a non-electrified
plate), but I have not been able to act upon it, because I am and have been
very busy and really have scarcely had my thoughts free for a moment.

There is a difficulty (incidental to all cases where attractive force
increases as the distance of the attracting bodies decreases), namely that a
counterbalancing force must be provided whose variations are extremely
rapid. And this is, practically, very difficult to provide and to control.

In order to explain my meaning, I will take the numbers which you
gave me as "attraction in grains" for a certain charge, and I will suppose
that for two different charges (one |d and the other fds of the same
charge) the law of attraction as regards distance is the same, the absolute
attractions at equal distances being in the proportion of 1, 2, 3. Then we
have -
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Distance
Q4
°8
9Z
^8
94
^8
21
11
X8
A16

H
1*
1

7
18
6
8

Charge 1
17
25
33
42
50
67
83
100
133
167
200
233

Attractions
Charge 2
33
50
67
85
100
133
167
200
267
333
400
467

215

Charge 3
50
75
100
125
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
700 grains

Now suppose that I provide a counteracting force whose magnitude
at 3 | is 17, at 1| is 100, and at § is 700. Then with a charge 1 the plates
would settle at the distance 3f, with charge 2 at the distance 1|, and with
charge 3 at the distance §. And the magnitudes of the forces actually in
play at these times would be 17, 100, and 700. Thus to indicate charges
whose proportion is 3 to 1,1 must actually use forces whose ratio is more
than 40 to 1. And this inequality of forces must be included in a
comparatively small range: at the same time the apparatus must be so
arranged that a similar relation shall be predicable for every diminution
of distance as well as for every increase of distance.

I am afraid that this will stop the application of this method.
Repulsive forces are not liable to this objection (supposing them to

increase as the distance decreases, which they do). A constant
counteracting force would there do perfectly well.

But I fear that (according to the theory of electric attraction)
repulsive forces cannot be obtained sufficiently great.

Practical information on this point would be valuable.
I am my dear Sir I Faithfully yours I G.B. Airy

Michael Faraday Esq DCL I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1562.

Letter 1579
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
25 April 1844
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/29

Royal Institution I April 25 1844
Dear Sir
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As I learn that there is no model expected from Mr Neale of the St.
Catherines lighthouse in further elucidation of the meaning of his letter &
drawing of the 13th instant1 I will proceed according to your letter2 to
make such observations on the papers themselves as occur to met.] In Mr.
Neales drawing (returned herewith) Fig 2 represents the top of the central
lamp chimney & my ventilating apparatus as it now is - Fig 1 represents
the parts as Mr. Neale proposes to arrange them. I have taken the liberty
to mark the corresponding parts of the two drawings in red ink for the
sake of a clear reference.

At 2 fig 2 is the interval where the chimney of the lamp terminates &
my ventilation pipe begins & there the two are separate & apartu Now this
Mr. Neale if I understand him rightly proposes to close up and so make it
what he calls an expansion chamber & I believe this is as to principle the
whole of the alteration proposed. Putting this then into plain words it is
simply increasing the length of the lamp chimney 1 by joining on to it the
first length 3 of my ventilation pipe; this no doubt will increase the draught
of the lamp chimney and if the cottons are turned up so high as to give a
smokey flame with Fresnels chimney it is very likely that this increase in the
length might reduce that smoking. Whether a chimney so lengthened
would not burn more oil? whether it would give a better or a worse light?
whether the cottons would char sooner? and other matters are questions
to be settled by experience. At the same time they are questions which I
should imagine had hardly escaped Fresnels attention.

Supposing that the Board may consider the elongation of the chimney
as a matter worth trial 1 would beg to observe that there can be no
advantage in a chamber at 2[.\ The principles of draught are two [sic] well
understood to allow of any such supposition!.] As well might one expect to
improve the draught of a common fire place by making a chamber half way
up the chimney therefore on lengthening the chimney 1 & 3 had better be
one tube of equal diameter or if in two pieces for the sake of moving the
upper part out of the way or accommodating glass cylinders of variable
heights (which however ought not to occur) then they might be in two
pieces sliding one over the other but to have a chamber is not necessary
only mystifies the ideas & can be of no advantages

The board will remember that in all I have done to ventilate the lamps I
have been especially careful not to interfere with their burning. Without
attaining this point I could not have recommended the systems in
practices If therefore the lower length of my ventilating tube be in any
manner attached to the lamp & made by increase of draught to affect its
burning I venture to ask & to hope that it may no longer be considered as
part of the ventilating tubes In such a case my apparatus will really
commence at the space above namely at 4 instead of at 2 and further I would
very much wish that no pullies or other connections between it & the lamp
chimney were allowed for I cannot then be answerable for or even know
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what are the variations introduced in different lighthouses & the
ventilation may be interfered with & go wrong and yet for no fault of its own.

Mr. Neale says he has tried the experiments first with the dwelling
house lamps & with great advantage. This I somewhat doubt & for the
following reason. When applying the ventilating system to the reflector
lamps of the Tynemouth light the pipes as at first adjusted increased the
draught of the glass chimney doing exactly what Mr. Neales elongation of
the chimney would do but it was found that this could not be suffered for
the wicks charred more quickly & the lights fell in intensity before the
usual trimming time came rounds By adjustment of the draughts &
aperture of the pipes I succeeded in having the draught of the lamp
unaffected & yet convey away all watery vapour & deleterious gas. If
therefore trials are to be made either at the St Catherines light or
elsewhere on the effect of elongating the chimney of the lamp, I think it
would be better to ascertain & settle that point without the ventilating
apparatus (taking it down for the time) & afterwards erecting the latter so
that it shall not affect the burning of the lamp[.]

Mr. Neale mentions lastly a fine gauze round the lower part of the
burner. This would seem likely to retard the draught & so produce exactly
the contrary effect of what is proposed in the early part of the paper &
letteru But I must acknowledge I cannot understand what the proposition
means3[.]

I am Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c 1 Trinity House

1. Neale to Herbert, 13 April 1844, GL MS 30108A/1, pp.202-3.
2. Letter 1576.
3. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in Minutes, 30 April 1844,
GL MS 30010/34, p.98. It was referred to the Light Committee.

Letter 1580
Faraday to Christian Peter Bianco Boeck1

26 April 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl C7

Royal Institution I London i 26 April 1844.
Sir

I have been favoured by the receipt of your kind letter inviting me to
be present at the meeting of the Scandinavian Naturalists and though I
should have enjoyed the honor very much yet circumstances make me
quite unable to take advantage of the courtesy & good will thus
manifested. But though absent in body I shall be present in thought
and hope most fervently that you will have a happy & honorable meeting,
delightful to the members & effectual in advancing scienceu
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I am Sir I With great respect I Your Obliged & Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
Professor Boeck I Secretary I &c &c &c &c

Address: Professor C. Boeck I Secretary I &c &c &c &c I Christiana I
Norway

1. Christian Peter Bianco Boeck (1798-1877, NBL). Professor of Physiology in the University
of Christiana, 1840-1877.

Letter 1581
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
29 April 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 360

Royal Institution I April 29, 1844
My dear Friend

Though I only wrote a few days ago1 yet having received two other
letters2 from you I think it will be better to trouble you with a line though I
hope with no postage. Your Swiss postage always embarrassed me for I
was told I could pay & yet found there was always something of a double
postage in one directions

But to reply. I have received a few days ago your letter of Feby 173

with the books & the diploma for Groveu I thank you heartily for the
share for me & only regret that I cannot read it4; and have sent the other
things to their destination!.] Your friend I did not sees I believe I was at
Brighton at the time.

Your last letter5 I have also had and it really is one to surprize and
delight your friends among whom I count myself one & not the least warm in
his feelings. I have read it but once & it is now out of my possession for I sent
it at once to the Royal Society6. You will have seen by my answer7 to your
first letter8 that as you told me to use them as I thought fit I had sent it there
wishing it at all events to be read there & communicated to the Fellows &
therefore on receipt of your second9 I sent it also to Mr. Christie the
Secretary without loss of time. As my health will not allow me to go to the
meetings I do not know as yet whether they have been read. One of your
letters says something about the question whether a paper for the R.S.
would be acceptable . Now here I must explain or else you will perhaps
think I have not done rightly with your letters[.] 1 have the impression that
the Royal Society prints no papers that are not original &do not appear first
in their own Transactions but that they would be glad to hear such valuable
letters as yours and print them in their proceedings which as they are
reported & indeed given at full length in the Philosophical Magazine would
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produce an early publication & show that the letters & the matter had been
at the Royal Society. All your letters gave me to understand that your
papers would appear immediately in the Archives11 and also probably in
some other form so I could not promise Mr Christie an original memoir from
you. You must correct me if I have been in error.

From your letters I conclude we shall have the pleasure of seeing you
this summer either at York or here or both. Speaking of York reminds me
that a communication from you on your subject of ozone & your last
discoveries would be of great value to the Association & sure to be warmly
received. With the best wishes & remembrances from my wife & myself to
Madam Schoenbein & family I am ever Yours I M. Faraday

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Letter
Letter*
Letter

1575.
; 1555 and 1577.
1555.

Schoenbein (1844a).
Letter
Letter

1577.
1577 was read to the Royal Society on 25 April 1844. A short abstract was

published in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1844, 5: 508.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Letter
Letter
Letter
Letter

1575.
1568.
1577.
1577.

Schoenbein (1844b).

Letter 1582
John Peter Boileau1 to Faraday
3 May 1844
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.35
My dear Sir,

Again2 I must intrude with you on behalf of a most interesting and
well known lady.

What a fortunate man I ought to consider you - so much in all their
thoughts - Will Mrs. Faraday forgive me?

The paper you were so good as to give me of your views on Electric
conduction & the nature of matter3 I asked for to give Mrs. Marcet &
unfortunately learn as she is now with one hand, she has lost it between
her house & mine. May I request another copy for her.

Your's very sincerely 1 John P. Boileau
20 Upper Brook Sq I May 3, 44
PS. I have taken the liberty of sending a Norfolk lev[e]ret to Mrs. Faraday
by the Bearer as they are now just in season I JPB

1. John Peter Boileau (1794-1869, DNB). Archaeologist.
2. See letter 1554.
3. Faraday (1844a).
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Letter 1583
Maria Edge worth1 to Faraday
6 May 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Edgeworths Town I May 6th 1844
Dear Sir,

I am much gratified by your desire to have my fathers2 Memoirs3 as
a souvenir from myself & you shall have the assurance of my grateful
regard and high esteem under my own hand - a hand which never was put
to a false compliment, or an insincere profession.

Were I writing to anyone but yourself I would express without
restraint or reserve and with the warmth with which I feel it admiration for
talents and inventive genius directed to the best purposes, free from the
petty envy & jealousy wh too often cloud the lustre of genius and poison the
happiness of the possessor!.] The brightness of your day the cheerfulness
of your temper even under the trials of illhealth and the evident enjoyment
you have in science and literature for their own sake together with your
love for your private friends and the serenity of your domestic life prove
(whatever Rousseau4 may have said or felt to the contrary) that "Sois grand
homme et sois malheurewc" is not the inevitable doom of genius[.]

I hope that you will let my sister Wilson5 have as much as you can
spare of your time. No one can enjoy more or better appreciate your
talents & characteru

I am Dear Sir I Sincerely yours, I Maria Edgeworth

1. Maria Edgeworth (1767-1849, DNB). Writer.
2. Richard Lovell Edgeworth (1744-1817, DNB). Writer and landowner in Ireland.
3. Edgeworth (1844).
4. Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778, NBU). French philosopher.
5. Unidentified.

Letter 1584
Friedrich Wilhelm Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
12 May 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Je sais que Vous avez conserve, Monsieur, beaucoup de bienveillance pour
ma personne et mes travaux: je merite cette insigne faveur par l'admiration
que je proffesse pour Vous, parceque un des premiers sur le Continent, j'ai
devine combien votre nom deviendrait grand. J'ecris ces lignes pour Vous
donner un petit signe de vie, et pour Vous prier de recevoir avec
bienveillance un de mes plus Spirituels amis le Docteur Carus1 (de Dresde),
premier Medecin du Roi de Saxe2, celebre parmi nous par de beaux travaux
de Physiologie et de la plus fine Anatomie des animaux d'un ordre
inferieur. Permettez qu'il soit aupres de Vous Tinterprete des sentimens de
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respectususe admiration que je Vous ai voues pour la vie3.
Al Humboldt

a Sans Souci, ce 12 Mai I 1844.

TRANSLATION
I know that you have held, Sir, much esteem for my person and for my
work: I merit this notable favour for the admiration I profess for you, for I
was amongst the first on the Continent to foresee how great your name
would become. I write these lines to give you a small sign of life and to ask
you to receive with kindness one of my closest friends, Dr Cams1 (from
Dresden), Chief Doctor to the King of Saxony2, celebrated amongst us for
his marvellous work on physiology and the finest anatomy of the animals
of the lower order. Permit that he be the interpreter of the feelings of of
respectful admiration that I have vowed to you for life3.

Al Humboldt
At Sans Souci, this 12 May I 1844.

1. Carl Gustav Carus (1789-1869, ADB). German physician and naturalist.
2. Frederick-Augustus II (1797-1854, NDB). King of Saxony, 1836-1854.
3. See Carus (1846), 111-2 for his account of his meeting Faraday at the Royal Institution on
12 June 1844.

Letter 1585
Faraday to Robert Warington
14 May 1844
From the original in Rothamsted Experimental Station, Gilbert Papers
G108

R Institution I 14 May 1844
Dear Warrington

Can you give me an order for my brother in law Mr. George Barnard
an Artist who wishes to draw the Cedars that are still I believe in the
Apothecaries Gardens at Chelsea?

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 1586
Joseph Antione Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
15 May 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Gand, 15 Mai 1844.
Monsieur,

J'ai envoye, aux savants Anglais, il y a plusieurs mois des
exemplaires de mon Memoire sur les phenomenes que presente une masse
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liquide libre et soustraite a Vaction de la pesanteur1, et l'exemplaire adresse
a Mr. Wheatstone etait accompagne d'une lettre. Comme, d'une part,
cette lettre est demeuree sans reponse, et que d'une autre part malgre la
nouveaute et la singularity des faits decrits dans mon memoire, les
journaux scientifiques anglais n'en ont fait, a ma connaissance, aucune
mention, j'ai congu quelques craintes sur le sort de mes exemplaires;
Dans cette circonstance je viens recourir encore une fois, a l'extreme
obligeance dont Vous m'avez deja donne tant de preuves, et Vous prier
de vouloir bien m'ecrire si Vous avez recu l'exemplaire qui vous etait
destine.

Je m'occupais activement - de la redaction de la Seconde partie du
memoire2 dont il s'agit, lorsque j'ai ete arrete par une affection tres grave
des yeux qui est loin encore a etre guerie3 et c'est pour cette raison que la
presente lettre n'est pas ecrite de ma main.

Je saisis cette occasion pour vous exprimer tout le plaisir que J'ai
eprouve en apprenant le complet retablissement de Votre Sante, et mes
felicitations ne sont que l'echo de celles de tout le monde Scientifique.
D'un autre cote cependant j'ai quelque jeu a me plaindre de Vous;
autrefois vous me faisiez l'honneur de m'adresser un exemplaire de
chacune de Vos publications; mais depuis longtemps Vous me laissez
dans l'oubli. Du reste, j'ai les memes plaintes a former, en general, contre
vos compatriotes. Sir David Brewster, par exemple, m'avait promis un
exemplaire de son memoire sur les Muscae Volitantes4, et je n'ai rien regu
de sa part. Je croyais etre lie d'amitie avec Mr. Wheatstone et depuis
longtemps il ne daigne plus repondre a aucune de mes lettres. Pourquoi
cet oubli general? Pendant une couple d'annees, il est vrai, j'ai cesse de
m'occuper de Science, mais depuis deux ans je m'y suis remis activement
et il me semble que les travaux que j'ai publies ne devaient pas ainsi
passer inapergus. II est bien triste lorsqu'on s'occupe de physique dans
un pays qui compte aussi peu de physiciens que la Belgique de ne pas au
moins trouver d'echo a l'etranger.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance de ma haute consideration I Jh
Plateau i professeur a 1'universite, a Gand.

Address: Monsieur I le professeur Faraday, membre de la Societe Royale
&c &c, a l'lnstitution Royale I a Londres.

TRANSLATION
Gent, 15 May 1844.

Sir,
Several months ago I sent, to English Savants, copies of my Memoir

on the phenomena presented by a free and constrained liquid mass on
gravity1, the copy addressed to Mr Wheatstone being accompanied by a
letter. Since, on the one hand, this letter has not been answered, and on
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the other, despite the novelty and the remarkable nature of the facts
described in my paper, English scientific journals have, to my knowledge,
made no mention of it, I have begun to fear the fate of my copies. In these
circumstances, 1 once again resort to the extreme kindness of which you
have already shown me so much evidence and I ask you humbly to write
whether you have received the copy addressed to you.

I was actively occupied on the editing of the second part of the
paper2 concerned when I was stopped by a very serious eye affliction
which is still far from being cured3 and it is for this reason that this letter
is not written in my hand.

I seize upon this opportunity to express to you all the pleasure I felt
on hearing of your complete recovery and my congratulations are a mere
echo of those of the whole of the scientific world. On the other hand,
though, I am a little disappointed; in the past you honoured me by
sending me a copy of each of your publications; but for a long time now,
you seem to have forgotten about me. Moreover, that same complaint can
be made in general against all your compatriots. Sir David Brewster, for
example, promised me a copy of his paper on Muscae Volitantes4, and I
have received nothing from him. I believed I was a friend of Mr
Wheatstone's but for a long time he has not deigned to respond to any
of my letters. Why this general oblivion? For a couple of years, it is true, I
ceased to occupy myself with science, but for two years now I have been
actively involved and it seems that the works that I published should thus
not go unnoticed. It is extremely sad if one works on physics in a country
like Belgium which has so few physicists not to find at least an echo
abroad.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my high consideration I Jh
Plateau I Professor of the University of Gent.

1. Plateau (1843).
2. Plateau (1849).
3. This led to Plateau's permanent blindness.
4. Brewster (1843).

Letter 1587
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
29 May 1844
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 8, f.616

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1844 May 29
My dear Sir

I hope that you will be able to join us at the Visitation on Saturday
June 1.

Lord Northampton comes for business at \ past 2, and we adjourn to
dinner at \ past 5 or 6, at the Crown & Sceptre.
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I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq DCL 1 &c &c &c

Letter 1588
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
29 May 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 361
My dear Faraday,

I have at last succeeded in isolating my Ozone and think you will be
rather curious to know how that result has been obtained. I made use of
twelve bottles each holding about 30 litres, put in each of them a piece of
phosphorus of about an inch long and suffered that body to act upon the
atmospheric air being contained in the bottles at a temperature of 12-
16°R. for 24 hours. After that time the atmosphere of the vessels was
rather richly charged with ozone. I then carefully removed the
phosphatic acid having been formed during the process by rinsing the
bottles with distilled water and treated their remaining gazeous contents
with a solution of jodide of potassium. In shaking the bottles with that
liquid Ozone is instantly taken up and Jodine eliminated. I had of course
to repeat the same operation many a time before the solution of jodide of
potassium was completely decomposed and changed to what I consider
to be ozonide of potassium.

As far as I have examined the latter compound it appears to be a
white substance, not very soluble in water, of a feeble taste is
decomposed by a variety of acids notably by sulphuric and muriatic
acid yielding at the same time ozone in its free state. Ozonide of
potassium when newly prepared is completely neutral i.e. does not
change in the least either blue or reddened litmus paper but during
evaporation it becomes alcaline and bleaches by degrees a piece of litmus
paper if the latter be alternately plunged into the solution of ozonide of
potassium and taken out to let it dry in the atmosphere.

That solution being mixt up with some jodide of potassium throws
down jodine if acidulated by a variety of acids. And hence it follows that
the presence of ozonide of pot. may easily be detected by starch
containing some jodide of pot. and acidulating the substance to be
examined with muriatic or sulphuric acid. The presence of the smallest
traces of the ozonide is indicated by the blue coloring of the mixture. If
the purest potash is heated and kept in fusion at the open air for some
time, the remaining part, if dissolved in distilled water and acidulated
with dilute sulphuric acid turns deeply blue starch mixt up with some
jodide of pot. That fused potash acts exactly as an artificially made
mixture of ozonide of potassium and pure potash would do. I am inclined
to think that under the circumstances mentioned part of the potash is
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really changed into ozonide of potassium. By heating strongly nitrate of
potash or any other nitrate containing an alkaline base a substance is
produced which being dissolved in water and acidulated exhibits the
same properties as potash acquires by being strongly heated. It is hardly
possible that peroxide of potassium is the cause of the elimination of
jodine, that substance being instantly decomposed when brought in
contact with water or acids. If moist starch containing jodide of
potassium be exposed to the open air by degrees it turns blue; if a
piece of linen be drenched with an aqueous solution of jodide of
potassium and suspended in the open air for a couple of days, it yields a
feebly yellow solution, if treated with distilled water. That yellow liquid
colors pure moist starch into blue which indicates the presence of free
jodine. And if the said yellow solution be heated to drive off the free
jodine the remaining part being acidulated causes a blue coloring in
liquid starch. You obtain the same results only to a slighter degree in
making use of asbestum fibres instead of linen or paper. Heat jodide of
potassium in the open air and hold a piece of paper being drenched
either with pure starch or with starch containing jodide of potassium and
you will find that for a great length of time the test paper is perceptibly
colored. If you dissolve the remaining part of the fused jodide in water
and put some muriatic acid to it the solution assumes a yellowish tint and
turns pure starch bluish. It seems therefore that under the circumstances
indicated ozonide of potassium is formed for I cannot account for the
reactions observed in another manner. By burning potassium on a foil of
platinum you obtain a substance which, if dissolved in dilute muriatic
acid colours deeply blue starch containing jodide of potassium and that
reaction takes place even after having heated for a short time the said
acid solution. It seems to be a fact also connected with the ozone
business. If dilute and chemically pure sulphuric acid holding however
some air dissolved be heated to the boiling point with pure peroxide of
manganese or peroxide of lead a gazeous substance makes its
appearance which has the property of turning my test-paper blue.
Having entertained the boiling of the said mixture for some minutes the
reaction ceases to take place. Let the open vessel cool down again and be
exposed for some time to the air, the starch paper will be colored afresh,
if you heat the mixture again to its boiling point. As often as you repeat
the same operation you will invariably obtain the same result. It seems to
me that there cannot be the question of Chlorine as being the cause of the
elimination of jodide, it must be something else. Now if azote happens to
consist of Ozone and Hydrogen and if nascent Oxigen be capable of taking
up the Hydrogen of azote in the same way, as it unites with that element
being contained in hydroch[l]oric acid all the reactions stated may easily
be accounted for, if we take at the same time into consideration the slight
degree of solubility of azote in water. Indeed, if we suppose the azote of
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the atmospheric air to be replaced by hydro-chloric acid and if we farther
suppose the latter compound to be as slightly soluble in water as azote is,
the very same phenomena would take place. I have ascertained many
other facts not yet mentioned to you all of them are such as to speak in
favour of my notion, that azote is an electrolytic compound and consists
of Ozone and Hydrogen.

I finished yesterday a little work1 which contains a detailed account
of all my researches on ozone; it consists of about 10 printed sheets and
de la Rive cau(sed) a french translation to be made in Geneva2. As the
subject (is) rather original and important dont you think that an english
version of the book would be favorably received in England. I wrote Grove
about it but have not yet got any answer from him.

In confidently hoping that you will enjoy perfect health 1 am
My dear friend I Your's I most faithfully I C.F. Schoenbein

Bale Mai 29, 1844.
Dont forget to present Mrs S.s and my humble respects to Mrs. Faraday
and excuse my bad writing.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution i London

1. Schoenbein (1844c).
2. Schoenbein (1844b).

Letter 1589
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
30 May 1844
From the original in RGO6 / 8, f.617

R Institution I 30 May 1844
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged to you for your kind note1 but the day is a
lecture day with me2 & I cannot any way arrange to have the pleasure of
being with youu

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1587.
2. This was Faraday's lecture on radiant heat, which was part of his 'Course of Eight
Lectures on the Phenomena and Philosophy of Heat". His notes for this lecture are in RI MS
F4 J4, 17v-19r.
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Letter 1590
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
31 May 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 362
My dear Friend,

I write you a few lines to tell you that after having more closely
examined the salt of which I spoke in my last letter1 as of pure ozonide of
potassium, 1 found it to contain appreciable quantities of a jodate. I must
therefore ask you the favour not to communicate my letter to the Royal
Society at least not that part of it which regards the isolation of Ozone. It
seems that in treating my ozoniferous atmosphere with jodide of
potassium a good portion of ozone is taken up and does occasion the
formation of the jodate mentioned. But even this action appears to be an
additional proof of the analogy which exists between Chlorine and Ozone.
Berzelius to whom I communicated my results2 about six weeks ago takes
a very lively interest in the ozone affair and encourages me to sift the
matter to the bottom3.

Your's I very faithfully I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale 31, May 1844.

Address: Dr. M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London.

1. Letter 1588.
2. Schoenbein to Berzelius, 14 April 1844 in Kahlbaum (1900), 45-59.
3. Berzelius to Schoenbein, 16 May 1844 in Kahlbaum (1900), 59-61.

Letter 1591
Faraday to Thomas Byain Martin1

12 June 1844
From Parliamentary Papers, 1845, [611] 16, p.198

Royal Institution, June 12, 1844.
Sir,

I hasten to reply to your note, though not, I fear, with any very
certain knowledge, for infirm health has prevented me from taking up the
consideration of the action of sea-water on iron so practically as I should
have liked to have done; but I will give you my opinion and views as far as
my observation and judgment will permit. I conclude that the question is
of cast-iron in sea-water. Between these two bodies there is a vigorous
action; as far as I have been able to observe, it is greatest in the water
near the surface, less in deep water, and least of all where the iron is
buried in sand, or earth, or building materials, (into which the water may
penetrate); for then the oxide and other results formed, are detained
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more or less, and form, sometimes, a cement to the surrounding matter
and always a partial protection. Soft cast-iron, as far as my experience
goes, (which is not much,) corrodes more rapidly than hard cast; and the
soft, gray, and mottled iron, more rapidly than the brittle white iron. As to
the amount of corrosion in any given time, I have nor [sic] had the
opportunity of observing any good and satisfactory cases of illustration.

In estuaries and the mouths of rivers, it is very probable that great
differences of corrosion will arise from the different circumstances of
variable saltness, the soil of the river, if near a town, the matters brought
down by the waters, &c, &c. The association of iron also with other
substances, if metallic, will much affect it; thus a wharf of cast-iron might
occasionally be greatly injured by making fast to it vessels that are
coppered using iron cables.

As to the protection of iron, and first by a coating: the permanency
of a coat of paint, or of tar, or bituminous matter, can only be ascertained
by reference to experience; of this I have none; except that in a case
where coated iron sheathing for ships was brought to me, I was much
impressed with the very thorough adhesion of the coat to the iron; the
process was patent, and I cannot remember whose it was. Zinced iron
would no doubt resist the action of sea-water as long as the surface was
covered by zinc, or even when partially denuded of that metal; but zinc
dissolves rapidly in sea-water, and after it is gone, the iron would follow.

As to voltaic protection, it has often struck me that the cast-iron
piles proposed for lighthouses or beacons might be protected by zinc in
the same manner as Davy proposed to protect copper by iron2; but there
is no doubt the corrosion of the zinc would be very rapid. If found not too
expensive, the object would be to apply the zinc protectors in a place
where they could be examined often, and replaced when rendered
ineffective; in this manner I have little doubt that iron could be protected
in sea-water. It is even probable that, by investigation and trial, different
sorts of iron might be easily distinguished and prepared, one of which
should protect the other; thus soft cast-iron would probably protect hard
cast iron; and then it would be easy to place the protecting masses where
they could be removed when required.

Hence though iron be a body very subject to the action of sea-water,
it does not seem unlikely that it might be used with advantage in marine
constructions intended to be permanent, especially if the joint effects of
preserving coats and voltaic protectors were applied. Perhaps engineers
are in possession of practical and experimental data sufficient to allow of
the formation of a safe judgment on this point; for my own part I am not,
and therefore am constrained to express the above opinions with much
doubt and reserve.

I am, Sir, I Your very obedient faithful servant, I W. [sic] Faraday.
Sir T. Byam Martin, G.C.B., I &c. &c. &c.
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1. Thomas Byam Martin (1773-1854, DNB). Admiral in Royal Navy and chairman of the
Commissioners appointed by the Treasury to investigate harbours of refuge in which
capacity Faraday was writing to him.
2. See James (1992a).

Letter 1592
Joseph Antione Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
12 June 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Gand, 12 Juin 1844.
Mon Cher Monsieur Faraday,

Permettez-moi d'abord de Vous remercier bien cordialement pour
votre excellente lettre qui m'a cause un extreme plaisir. Ce plaisir
cependant a ete quelque peu tempere par les details que Vous me donnez
sur le retablissement non complet de Votre sante; mais Sans nul doute, le
repos Vous rendra bientot toute votre vigueur de tete. Quant a mes yeux,
ils Sont toujours en mauvais etat, et je ne pourrai d'ici a longtemps,
reprendre mes experiences. Cependant, grace a petite femme1 qui veut
bien me servir de Secretaire, je continue la redaction de la Seconde partie
de mon memoire, pour laquelle toutes les experiences Sont terminees2.
Les faits dont se compose cette Seconde partie Sont d'un genre tout
different de ceux de la premiere, et ne Vous paraltront, j'espere, pas
moins curieux.

J'ai ete bien flatte d'apprendre que vous aviez repete quelques unes
de mes experiences3, et j'ai regrette que Vous n'ayez pu mettre a
execution le projet de les reproduire devant votre auditoire. C'eut ete un
grand honneur pour moi, et je suis presque fache que vous m'ayez parle
de ce projet avorte; car vous m'avez mis ainsi l'eau a la bouche. En
employant des quantites de liquide plus considerables, et en faisant les
experiences dans un grand ballon de verre, (Voyez mon memoire § 5, et
deuxieme note du paragraphe 14,)4 on pourrait donner aux phenomenes
des dimensions qui les rendraient visibles a une grande distance. Alors, il
est vrai, il semble que Ton devrait employer beaucoup d'alcool; mais en
se Servant de Votre procede et en dissolvant dans l'huile une quantite un
peu considerable d'oxide de cuivre, on rendrait l'huile beaucoup plus
pesante et Ton diminuerait beaucoup la quantite d'alcool necessaire.

J'ai eprouve egalement une vive satisfaction d'amour-propre en
apprenant que Mr. Richard Taylor inserait mon travail dans les Scientifix
Memoirs5. Si Vous avez occasion de Voir Mr. Taylor, seriez-Vous assez
obligeant pour lui demander s'il ne serait pas possible de tirer a part un
exemplaire de cette traduction, et en cas d'affirmative, pour me le faire
parvenir. J'espere aussi que Vous Voudrez bien remercier Mr. Taylor de
ma part.

Agreez done mes excuses pour vous avoir injustement soupconne
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d'oubli a mon egard6: l'amitie que Vous Voulez bien me temoigner est
celle qui m'honore le plus, et je m'alarme par consequent de tout ce qui
semble lui porter atteinte.

Je Viens de faire la revue des Series que j'ai recues de Vous et je
trouve que les Series 2, 3, 7, 8, 15 et 187 manquent. S'il Vous en reste des
exemplaires disponibles, Vous m'obligerez beaucoup de me les faire
parvenir a la premiere occasion.

J'ai joint a cette lettre trois exemplaires d'un travail que j'ai execute
il y a longtemps et que l'Academie de Bruxelles vient d'imprimer8. Serez-
Vous assez bon pour faire remettre a leur adresse les exemplaires
destines a Mrs Daniell et Wheatstone.

Je Vous ai demande bien des choses dans cette lettre, et je serais
desole qu'il en resultat pour Vous quelqu'embarras. Si Vous me trouvez
indiscret ne donnez pas de Suite a ces demandes: Je n'en demeurerai pas
moins,

Votre tout devoue I Jh Plateau I Professeur a l'universite, I a Gand.

Address: Monsieur Faraday I membre de la Societe Royale &c &c a
l'lnstitution Royale I Londres

TRANSLATION
Gent, 12 June 1844

My Dear Mr Faraday,
Allow me above all to thank you most cordially for your excellent

letter which caused me extreme pleasure. This pleasure, however, was
tempered somewhat by the details that you gave me on your incomplete
recovery; but peace and quiet without any doubt, will soon restore all the
strength to your head. As to my eyes, they are still in a poor condition,
and I shall not be able to take up my experiments for a long time yet.
However, thanks to my little wife , who wishes to serve as a Secretary, I
continue the editing of the second part of my paper, for which all the
experiments are completed2. The facts on which the second part of my
paper are based are of a totally different nature to those in the first, and
will not, I hope, appear any less interesting.

I was very flattered to learn that you had repeated some of my
experiments3, and I regretted that you were unable to execute the plan of
reproducing them in front of your audience. This would have been a great
honour for me, and I am almost grieved that you spoke to me of this
aborted project, since you made my mouth water at the thought. Using
more considerable quantities of liquid, and doing the experiment in a
large glass container (see my paper § 5, and second note on paragraph
14)4, one could have given the phenomena the dimensions which would
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make them visible at a great distance. It is true, that it looks like one
should use a lot of alcohol; but by adopting your procedure and
dissolving quite a considerable quantity of copper oxide in oil, the oil
would become much heavier and one would reduce the quantity of
alcohol necessary.

I experienced equally great satisfaction and pride on learning that
Mr Richard Taylor was inserting my work in the Scientific Memoirs5. If you
have the opportunity of seeing Mr Taylor, please be good enough to ask
him if it would be possible to have an off-print of this translation and in
the case of a positive response, to send it to me. I hope also that you will
be kind enough to thank Mr Taylor on my behalf.

Please accept my excuses for having wrongly suspected you of
having forgotten me6: the friendship that you kindly show me is what
honours me the most, and as a consequence I am alarmed by anything
that seems to get in its way.

I have just reviewed the Series I received from you and I find that
Series 2, 3, 7, 8, 15 and 187 are missing. If you have any spare copies, you
would oblige me greatly by sending them to me at the earliest
opportunity.

I have enclosed with this letter three copies of some work that I
completed a long time ago and which the Academie in Brussels has just
published8. Please be good enough to forward to their addressees the
copies destined for Messrs Daniell and Wheatstone.

I have asked you many things in this letter and I would be saddened
if this resulted in any trouble for you. If you find me indiscreet, please give
no consequence to these demands: I shall remain no less I Your most
devoted I Jh Plateau I Professor at the University of Gent.

1. Unidentified.
2. Plateau (1849).
3. See the editorial note to Plateau (1844b), 43 which briefly describes Faraday's
experiments.
4. Plateau (1843), 8, 18-19.
5. Plateau (1844b).
6. See letter 1586.
7. Faraday (1832b, 1833a, 1834b, c, 1839a, 1843a), ERE2, 3, 7, 8, 15 and 18.
8. Possibly Plateau (1844a).

Letter 1593
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
13 June 1844
From the original in GL MS 3010811130

Trinity House I 13, June 1844.
My dear Sir,
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I send you annexed an extract from a Letter from the Corporation's
Superintendent at Milford1,- and shall be obliged by your saying whether
you are of opinion that the application of your ventilating Tubes would
remedy the excessive Heat in the Lantern of the Smalls Light House, of
which complaint is therein made.

I would observe that the Lantern is small and that the whole number
of Argand Burners now in it, is Twenty Seven.

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Very faithfully yours I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq.

1. B.H. Bailey. See Trinity House By Board Minutes, 11 June 1844, GL MS 30010/34, pp.126-7
for the request for Faraday to advise.

Letter 1594
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
15 June 1844
From the original copy in GL MS 3010811130

Royal Institution I 15 June 1844
My Dear Sir

After a hasty glance at a model & drawings of the Smalls lighthouse I
have no hesitation in giving my opinion that it is just a case for the
application of the ventilating tubes - all the bad air will be taken off &
much of the heat I believe all that is unpleasant. The breaking of the glass
is difficult to account for except by the supposition that the lanthorn
becomes so hot as to cause the unequal expansion of glass and metal to
produce the effect. I can hardly think it possible that the mere direct
radiant heat can be the cause. If the Deputy Master2 & Board should
resolve to apply the tubes perhaps it would be as well to direct Mr.
Wilkins to put on paper the form of the frame & the dimensions of the
different parts of it & the lanthorn with any other information bearing on
the point & then I should be glad to examine & consider them for the
purpose of resolving on the form of pipes to be used3M

I am Dear Sir Your faithful & obliged Servant M. Faraday

1. See letter 1593.
2. John Henry Pelly.
3. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in Minutes, 18 June 1844,
GL MS 30010/34, p. 133. It was ordered to provide the ventilating tubes immediately.
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Letter 1595
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
19 June 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 363

R Institution I 19 June 1844
My dear Schoenbein

I have received yours1 & written again so closely2 lately as to have
little to say upon the present occasion other than that I wait to hear in
due time more of Ozone - and to introduce my good friend Dr. Holland to
you. I only wish I could have brought him to your house myself & so
astonish you & Madam Schoenbein & my playmates. Any kindness you
can show him will be very acceptable to your sincere friend

M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Letters 1588 and 1590.
2. Letter 1581.

Letter 1596
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
4 July 1844
From the original in SM MS 35011, f.33

R Institution I 4 July 1844
My dear Sir

I received yours & have sent it1 on to Mr Taylor believing that it
cannot in any degree stop future papersu

Briefly but heartily Yours Ever I M. Faraday
Dr Andrews I &c &c &c

Address: Dr Thomas Andrews I &c &c &c I Belfast I Ireland
Postmark: Hampstead

1. Probably Andrews (1844b).
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Letter 1597
Faraday to James South
13 July 1844
From the original in BEM

Hampstead I 13 July 1844
My dear friend

I will be at the Institution at and from 1 o'clk. I do not know at what
hour the Managers meet1, if 1 did I would not bring you to the R.I. but
come to you & Amici whom I long to see for his name has long sounded in
my ear as a mark of honoru

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Sir James South I &c &c &c

1. Which meeting Faraday attended. RI MM, 15 July 1844, 9: 316-7.

Letter 1598
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
30 July 1844
From the original in SM MS 35011, f.25

Hampstead I July 30, 1844
My dear Sir

My very old & intimate friend Mr. Magrath of the Athenaeum is
about to visit your part of the world for a short time & I have taken the
liberty of asking him to bear my best remembrances to you[.] I hope he
will find you in excellent health, full of work & results. Of my imbecility -
he can tell you as well as any body. I plan much & do little.

Ever Yours most Truly I M. Faraday
Dr. Andrews I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Andrews I &c &c &c I Belfast

Letter 1599
Faraday to James Marsh
31 July 1844
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I Wednesday I July 31, 1844
Dear Mr Marsh

We begin lectures next Wednesday1 at the Academyt.] I will be with
you on Tuesday Evening at the Usual timei.] Subject Oxygen & Gases
generally!.]

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 7 August 1844.
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Letter 16001

Faraday to Miss Plummer2

1 August 1844
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Mr Faraday hastens to present his respects to Miss Plummer and to
thank her for the great kindness in taking charge of Professor Mateucci's
letter & book3. Mr Faraday has heard nothing further of the Italian
Philosopher as yet but will not lose a moment in paying attention to Miss
Plummers wishes when he arrives[.]
Royal Institution I Aug 1, 1844.

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. Unidentified.
3. Probably Matteucci (1844).

Letter 1601
Faraday to Charles Manby
5 August 1844
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 5 Aug 1844
My dear Sir

I send you the Rough M.S. but pray let me have it againM If parts are
illegible I shall be happy to correct your copyt.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Manby Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 1602
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
13 August 1844
From the original in BrUL MS

Royal Institution I 13 Aug 1844
Dear Brunei

The following is an extract from a letter from my brother in law Mr.
George Buchanan of 14 Duke Street Edinburgh & will explain itself, if it falls
in your way to help him I shall be very glad1.

"I write just now (from Newcastle) merely to say that I have
understood from a friend that Mr. Brunei is coming here very soon to
survey another line of Railway from this to Berwick I believe on the
atmospheric plan - but it has just occurred to me that it might afford an
opportunity if you should think well of it of asking him how he stands as
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to assistance and that I should feel happy to be employed under his
directions and would make any surveys or levels or other observations
with which he might entrust me - it might happen that he might be glad of
help though that is perhaps not likely".

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
I.K. Brunei Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letters 1566 and 1571.

Letter 1603
Anselme Payen1 to Faraday
14 August 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl 1136

ECOLE CENTRALE I des I Arts et Manufactures, I Hotel de Juigne,
I Rue de Thorigny i Paris, le 14 aout 1844

Monsieur et cher confrere
Quoiqu'il y ait bien longtemps que je n'aie eu l'heureuse occasion de

vous voir me permettrez vous de vous recommander tres particuliere-
M Thomas2 mon beau frereui

M Thomas Se rend a Londres pour S'occuper de deux affaires
industrielles fort interessantes:

l'une est relative a la germination de l'orge, elle peut avoir une
grande importance dans votre ville; Ses resultats curieux scientifique-
ment Se Sont realises dans des experiences en grand que j'ai Suivies ici et
qui promettent economie de matiere lere et ameliorations dans les
produits[.]

l'autre s'applique a des perfectionnemens non moins utiles dans la
fabrication de l'eau de vie, des alcools de bon gout et du vinaigre.

Si vous aviez la bonte de donner a mon beau frere les informations
qui lui sont necessaires cela obligerait beaucoup votre devoue collegue i
Payen I membre de l'institut de France

TRANSLATION
ECOLE CENTRALE I des I Arts et Manufactures, I Hotel de Juigne,

i Rue de Thorigny i Paris, 14 August 1844
Sir and dear Colleague,

Although it is a long time since I had the happy occasion of seeing
you, please permit me to recommend to you most warmly my brother in
law, Mr Thomas2.
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Mr Thomas is coming to London in connection with two very
interesting industrial projects:

The first relates to the germination of barley and could have great
importance in your town; his scientifically curious results have been
achieved in large-scale experiments which I have followed here and which
promise first of all economy of matter and improvements in the produce.

The second applies to no less useful improvements in the
production of eau de vie, alcohols with a good taste and of vinegar.

If you had the kindness to give my brother in law the information he
needs, it would very much oblige your devoted colleague I Payen I
member of the Institut de France.

1. Anselme Payen (1795-1871, DSB). Professor of Industrial Chemistry at the Ecole Centrale
des Arts et Manufactures.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 1604
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
25 August 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Geneve le 25 Aout 1844.
Mon cher Monsieur,

J'ai re^u votre petite lettre par le Dr Holland que j'ai eu bien du
plaisir a voir; malheureusement la Sante de ma femme qui est tres
mauvaise cet ete m'a empeche de recevoir Mr Holland comme j'aurais
desire le faire & comme j'espere le recevoir au printemps a son retour
d'ltalie. J'ai appris avec plaisir que sauf votre accident avec le
phosphore1, votre sante est bonne & je m'en rejouis pour vos amis
dans le nombre desquels vous savez que je tiens a etre compris & pour
votre amie la Science.

Je jouis dans ce moment de trois mois de vacances pendant lesquels
j'espere mener a bonne fin bien des travaux ebauches notamment
quelques recherches sur l'aimantation du fer & d'autres sur la
combinaison des courants d'induction & des courants electro-chimi-
ques2. - Je suis en discussion avec Schoenbein au sujet de son memoire
sur Vozone & sur la composition de l'azote. - Je ne nie point que son
hypothese soit possible, mais je conteste qu'elle soit prouvee. Son grand
memoire3 a ete, je pense, publie trop tot & il me parait etre incomplet
quoique tres etendu. -11 me traite d'incredule, de Sceptique; mais je vous
l'avoue, les preuves que Schoenbein donne de la composition de l'azote &
de l'existence de l'ozone comme substance elementaire sui generis ne me
paraissent point encore assez concluantes pour que la Science puisse
adopter definitivement, pour le moment du moins, cette maniere de voir. -
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Je compte reprendre cet automne avec mon collegue le profr de chimie,
Mr Marignac, les experiences de Mr Schoenbein & tacher d'eclaircir la
question, tres dispose que je suis a trouver qu'il a raison, mais avant tout
desirant chercher la verite.

II m'est venue une idee que je vous soumets. Ne serait-il point
possible que l'odeur que Schoenbein attribue a 1'ozone provint d'une
petite proportion d'acide arsenieux? Ce qui m'y a fait songer, c'est le fait
avance par un Mr Du Pasquier4 dans la seance de l'Academie des Sciences
de Paris du 12 Aout5 que cette couche singuliere dont le phosphore est
recouvert a sa surface est une combinaison d'arsenic (ce qui expliquerait
la production de 1'ozone par le phosphore); ce meme chimiste dit avoir
trouve que l'acide sulfurique le plus pur si c'est celui qu'on retire des
pyrites renferme de 1'arsenic (ce qui expliquerait la production de 1'ozone
dans 1'electrolysation de l'eau acidulee). - Quant a la production de
1'ozone par remission dans l'air de l'electricite ordinaire, je ne pourrais
l'expliquer que par un peu d'arsenic que renferme le zinc dont est fait le
laiton des conducteurs, arsenic que l'electricite, en sortant du
conducteur, emporterait avec elle en que c'est une substance plus
volatile que les autres substances dont est forme le conducteur. - Je ne
pretends nullement que l'idee que je mets en avant soit fondee, mais c'est
tout au moins une objection contre les consequences tirees par Mr
Schoenbein de son travail, qu'il vaut peut-etre la peine d'examiner.
Personne mieux que vous ne pourrait le faire; si vous avez un instant ayez
la bonte d'examiner l'idee & de me dire ce que vous en pensez.

La reunion de la Societe Helvetique des Sciences Naturelles aura lieu
a Geneve le 15 Aout 1845. Combien vous seriez aimable si vous veniez
nous faire une visite a cette epoque; cette Societe, la plus ancienne de
toutes celles du meme genre, ne dure que trois jours. Vous devriez venir
& nous amener ou tout au moins, si vous ne venez pas, nous envoyer le
profr Daniell & Wheatstone, au souvenir desquels je vous prie de vouloir
bien me rappeler. Veuillez aussi presenter mes compliments respectueux
a Madame Faraday dont je n'ai point oublie toutes les bontes pour moi
l'an dernier6 & veuillez me croire, mon cher Monsieur, votre devoue &
affectionne pour la vie

A. de la Rive

Address: Mr Faraday I Royal Institution I London

TRANSLATION
Geneva 25 August 1844.

My Dear Sir,
I received your short letter via Dr Holland whom I had much

pleasure in seeing; unfortunately, the health of my wife, which is very bad
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this summer, prevented me from receiving Mr Holland as I would have
liked and as I hope to receive him in the Spring on his return from Italy. I
learned with pleasure that apart from your accident with the
phosphorous1, you are in good health and I rejoiced both for your
colleagues amongst whom I would wish to be included and for your
friend, Science.

I am currently enjoying three months holiday during which 1 hope to
bring to a satisfactory conclusion works which I have roughed out,
notably some research on the magnetisation of iron and some other work
on the combination of induced currents and electro-chemical currents2.1
am locked into discussion with Schoenbein on the subject of his paper on
ozone and on the composition of nitrogen. I do not deny that his
hypothesis may be possible, but I contest that it has been proved. His
long paper3 has been, I think, published too early and it seems to me to be
incomplete despite being extensive. He treats me as a non-believer, a
sceptic; but I promise you, Schoenbein's proofs of the composition of
nitrogen and of the existence of ozone as elementary substances sui
generis do not yet seem to me to be adequately conclusive for Science to
adopt as definitive, for the moment at least, his view of things. In the
autumn I hope to return to Mr Schoenbein's experiments with my
colleague, the professor of chemistry, Mr Marignac, and to try to shed
light on the question, very disposed as I am to find Schoenbein in the
right, but above all seeking to find the truth.

An idea has come to me that I submit to you. Is it not possible that
the smell that Schoenbein attributes to ozone comes from a small
proportion of arsenic acid? What made me think of this, is the fact
advanced by a Mr Dupasquier4 in his lecture to the Academie des
Sciences in Paris on 12 August5, that this peculiar layer that covers the
surface of phosphorous is a combination of arsenic (which would explain
the production of ozone in the electrolisation of slightly acid water). As to
the production of ozone by the emission into the air of ordinary
electricity, I could not explain this but by a little arsenic in the zinc used
to make the brass conductors, arsenic which the electricity, coming out
of the conductor, would carry off with itself in as much as it is a more
volatile substance than the other substances that the conductor is made
from. I do not pretend at all that the idea I have just put forward has any
foundation, but it is all the same an objection to the conclusions that Mr
Schoenbein has drawn from his work that is worth examining. No one
could do it better than you; if you have the time, please examine the idea
and tell me what you think.

The meeting of the Societe Helvetique des Sciences Naturelles will
take place in Geneva on 15 August 1845. How welcome you would be if
you came to visit us at that time; the meeting, the oldest of its kind, lasts
only three days. You should come and bring with you or at least, if you
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cannot come, send Professors Daniell and Wheatstone, to whose
memories I also ask you to recall me. Please also present my respectful
compliments to Mrs Faraday, whose kindness towards me last year I have
not forgotten6 and believe me to be, my dear Sir, your devoted and
affectionate [friend] for life I A. de la Rive

1. See Faraday, Diary, 13 June 1844, 4: 7058.
2. De La Rive (1843). See also letter 1494.
3. Schoenbein (1844a).
4. Alphonse Dupasquier (1793-1848, PI). Professor of Chemistry at the medical school in
Lyon.
5. Dupasquier (1844).
6. That is when De La Rive was in London. See letters 1491 and 1494.

Letter 1605
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
27 August 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 364
My dear Faraday,

Having made a journey into germany with Mrs. Schoenbein and the
children during our mid-summer holidays I could not have the pleasure of
seeing your friend Dr. Holland who had favored Bale with a visit whilst we
were absent1. I was indeed very sorry for it.

My first series of researches "on ozon" was finished about eight
weeks ago and 1 take the liberty to send you a copy of the little work in
which you will find my results fully described2. Had the french
translation3 been out I should have offered you a copy of it, instead of
the german original, I hope, however to find before long an opportunity
for sending you the french book.

The subject in question is far from being exhausted and 1 think I
shall be obliged to work hard next winter to get at the bottom of the
matter. I am afraid 1 shall not be able to carry my plan into execution and
attend the meeting at York4; but you know perhaps some person who will
undertake making some abstracts from my work with the view of
communicating them to the association.

In that case you will perhaps have the kindness to read them there,
provided you think them interesting enough for such a purpose.

If the committee of the british association, of which you are no
doubt a member, should consider the subject of ozon as worthy of its
attention and wish me to make a report on the farther researches I am
about to institute on that matter I shall undertake the task with the
greatest pleasure and attend in person their next meeting for that
purpose.
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I am quite sure that a good deal of interesting facts will yet be
brought to light with regard to the subject of ozon.

Should I be able to cross the water next autumn, I shall not fail
sending you word in time and try to arrive at London about a week
previous to the opening of the meeting.

Mrs. Schoenbein and the Children are quite well and I am charged to
remember them to their constant friend in Albemarle Street.

Pray present my best compliments to your Lady and believe me
Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein

Bale Aug. 27, 1844.
P.S. Suppose the french translation of my work on ozon to be finished
early enough as to arrive in England at the time of the meetings of the
Association, do you think it advisable to send a certain number of copies
there for sale? The work will cost about two shillings.

1. See letter 1595.
2. Schoenbein (1844c).
3. Schoenbein (1844b).
4. To attend the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 1606
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
14 September 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 365

Dover I 14 Septr. 1844.
My dear Schoenbein

I received your letter1 &c here where I had come with my wife for a
week or ten days for a little revival of general health and where we are
kept at present by a sad accident which happened to my only brother2

who was also here with his wife3. In bathing from a machine the sea shook
the machine, he lost his footing, fell and broke two ribs. After that he
dressed & walked to his lodgings and whether in so doing or at the time of
the accident we cannot say but the broken ends of the ribs had injured
the lungs in some degree so that air escaped[.] This happened last
monday & though he is going on favourably at present yet it makes us
very anxious. I had engaged & intended to go to the meeting at York3 &
may still go if he goes on well next week; but it is, as you will see, very
possible that I may not be there[.] However we hope for the best in his
caset.]

As to Ozone you know now that my bad memory & weak head cuts
me off from many things and amongst others from that as to working for I
am not able to preserve any thing constantly as I used to do & only by
great management contrive to follow up piecemeal some views & pursuits
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of my own - my inability to bring them to a quick & distinct conclusion is
to me evidence I cannot work as I have done. But I read your letters6 with
great interest & though the subject is very difficult still am satisfied you
will not leave it till you have settled it. I sent them to the Royal Society
with the restriction you made7 & also shewed them to Grove Daniell &
othersu Now we have your accounts also in the Archives8. When I return
home which will be for one day if not more next week I will send Your
German book9 to Grove who reads german I believe & ask him about it &
extracts from it for York[.]

It is so many years since I was at any of the meetings of the
Association (except a few hours only at Birmingham or Manchester I
forget which °) that I really know nothing of their nature & whether a
book like yours if ready would sell there or not[.] Judging by my own
feelings I should think it would. Richd Taylor of the Phil Mag whose
brother11 is the treasurer would be very like to know but the time is so
near that it does not allow me to enquire & communicate his opinion so
as to enable any arrangements - and I am tied up hereu

I will take care that either by myself or by your letter your kind offer
to report at the next meeting on the state of the Ozone subject shall be
laid before the proper bodyu

My wife is with me & desires her kind remembrances she had not
forgotten your intention of being here this yean.] Remember us both to
Mrs. Schoenbein & to the growing up folks. I suppose I should see a
difference now (to) what I saw when at Basleu

Ever My dear Schoenbein I Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Profr Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Letter 1605.
2. Robert Faraday.
3. Margaret Faraday.
4. That is 9 September 1844.
5. To attend the meeting of the British Association.
6. That is letters 1568, 1577 and 1588.
7. In letter 1590.
8. Schoenbein (1844b).
9. Schoenbein (1844c).
10. Faraday attended the 1842 Manchester meeting for one day. See letter 1407.
11. John Taylor (1779-1863, DNB). Engineer. Treasurer of the British Association, 1832-1861.
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Letter 1607
John Phillips1 to Faraday
14 September 1844
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.9

St Mary's Lodge I Marygate I York I York I 14 Sept I 1844
My dear Faraday

I have engaged you quiet rooms for Mrs F. & you quite close to my
tower2 & you shall have terms &c by & bye. When will you arrive?3 Of
course by Wednesday 25th at latest. But I must earnestly beg you to come
by Tuesday night 24th. You will be here at 1\ & have your tea with me at 8.

Drive in a cab from the station to my house as above.
J. Phillips

Perhaps I may meet you, or cause you to be met.

1. John Phillips (1800-1874, DSB). One of the founders of the British Association and its
Assistant General Secretary until 1859.
2. So called by Phillips because he had renovated his home, St Mary's Lodge, formerly a
gatehouse, to look like a tower. Private communication from Jack Morrell.
3. To attend the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 1608
Faraday to William Robert Grove
19 September 1844
From the original in RI MS G F14

R Institution I 19 Septr 1844
Dear Grove

I am led to suppose you may not have seen Schoenbeins last on
Ozone1 & so send a copy I received at Dover2 for you to look at if you
like[.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Schoenbein (1844c).
2. See letter 1606.

Letter 1609
Faraday to William Buchanan
21 September 1844
From the original in the possession of J.M. and Jean Ferguson

Royal Institution I 21 Septr. 1844
Very dear Brother

I think I ought to have written to you before for I have two very kind
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letters of yours to acknowledge but shame has prevented me and I may
well indeed be ashamed seeing how I have helped with the wicked to
bring great reproach & contempt on the Church of God and deepest
condemnation on myself^.] It is wonderful how I am spared to be
reproved & to write thus to you in what according to his mercy is a hope
that can include even me. I have done as your last letter desired and to
the amount there mentioned. 1 have not seen Mr Jones2 for the past week
but he is at Yarmouth & we are at Hampstead. Charlotte3 we put on board
the boat last Wednesday4 evening & by this time I trust she is safe with
you all at Edinburghi.] Give our love to her & to George & to Mrs.
Buchanan & to Mr5 & Mrs. David6.

You have had happy results at Edinburgh to some of the troubles of
the past days and this would perhaps encourage me to write more but
that I fear to be found. Yet would I ask to be remembered to Mr.
Sandeman7 & the other George Walker8 I think who have been received
again by that mighty person I trust which is able to lift up & keep even
US[.]

Excuse my bad writing but my thumb which I have much burnt with
phosphorous is just now very painful9u

I am My dear Brother I Yours in hope I M. Faraday

1. A reference to Faraday's exclusion, together with fourteen others (out of about a
hundred members), from the congregation of the London Sandemanian Church. Faraday's
exclusion lasted from 31 March to 5 May 1844. See Cantor (1989) and Cantor (1991), 61-3,
275.
2. Unidentified.
3. Charlotte Buchanan nee Barnard (1805-1866, GRO). Sister of Sarah Faraday and wife of
George Buchanan.
4. That is 18 September 1844.
5. David Buchanan (1779-1848, DNB). Journalist.
6. Unidentified.
7. Unidentified.
8. Unidentified.
9. See Faraday, Diary, 13 June 1844, 4: 7058.

Letter 1610
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
c October 18441

From the original in BPUG MS
Dear Matteucci

I shall go to work on Monday at 6 oclk in the morning & if it is
possible without real risk of danger as regards my own apparatus I will be
with you at your most important repetition2^]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Saturday
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1. Dated on the basis that Matteucci was in England at this time. See letter 1613.
2. Possibly a repetition of the experiment that Matteucci demonstrated on 30 September
1844 at the York meeting of the British Association where he made a voltaic pile out of frogs
legs. LitGaz., 5 October 1844, p.633.

Letter 1611
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
5 October 1844
From the original in BrUL MS

R Institution I 5 Octr. 1844
Dear Brunei

I was not aware my name was in any issued list. But if the School is
ultimately founded upon certain stated principles (one of which is its
entire separation from professional or paid business at least as to its
professors) then I have consented to be a subscriber. My great doubt is
this - there are no chemists at its head or in its government & I do not see
how it can go on without[.] By chemist I mean men of high character. The
Giessen school would not be the same school without LiebigYi

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. This letter deals with the founding of the Royal College of Chemistry which was
established in 1845. This particular list has not been found. See Bentley (1970) and Roberts,
G.K. (1976).

Letter 1612
Faraday to Robert Shelton Mackenzie1

5 October 1844
From the original in HSP Simon Gratz collection, Case 12, Box 8, under
Michael Faraday

Royal Institution I Octr. 1844
Sir

I ought before this to have answered your letter but from a feeling of
extreme reluctance to do any thing that might seem to be more or less
honoring of myself, have been deterred from replying. However I have put
down on the accompanying paper the essential answers to your
questions & hope you will excuse both their rough condition & the
tardiness of their appearance^

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. S. Mackenzie I &c &c &c &c

Born at Newington in Surrey on the 22nd September 1791.
Appointed Chemical Assistant in the Royal Institution 1st of March
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18132. Director of the Laboratory 7 Feby. 18253. Fullerian Professor of
Chemistry 12 Feby. 1833 [641 ]4

Royal Society [215] Accademia dei Georgofili di Firenzi [206]
Geological Society [235] Academy of Sciences of Paris [210]
Cambridge Phil Society [197] Philomatic Society of Paris [342]
Royal Soc of Edinburgh [779] Society of Natural Sciences Heidelberg

[350]
Senate of the University of London [895] Impl Acad Sciences

Petersburg [490]
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy [525]

and others amounting in all to 50 or more
Society [of] Physical Sciences - Paris [530]

American Academy of Arts & Sciences [565]
Royal Society of Science Copenhagen [610]

Royal Acad of Sciences - Berlin [672]
Academy of Sciences &c Palermo [740]

Physical Society of Frankforr
Royal Society of Gottingen [864]

Soc Pharmacy of Lisbon [915]
Soc Science in Modena [945]

Natural Histy Society of Basle [953]
Royal Academy of Sciences of Stockholm [1116]

American Phil Society - Philadelphia [1233]
Soc of Useful Knowledge - Aix la Chapelle [1478]

June 16, 1842 created Knight of the Order of Merit - Prussian [1420]
The only separate publication that I remember is the Chemical

Manipulation 8vo three Editions6. But now the Electrical papers from the
Philosophical Transactions & elsewhere are published together in two
volumes 8vo7 by Mr. Richard Taylor^

The Journals in which I have published have been
The Philosophical Transactions
Quarterly Journal of Science of the Royal Institution
& Philosophical Magazine

I do not remember that I have published any where else except once in
the Annales de Chimie8

1. Robert Shelton Mackenzie (1809-1880, DNB). Miscellaneous writer.
2. RI MM, 1 March 1813, 5: 355.
3. RI MM, 7 February 1825, 7: 6.
4. Numbers in square brackets refer to the letters which informed Faraday that he had
received these honours.
5. RS MS 241, f.59.
6. Faraday (1827, 1830b, 1842).
7. Faraday (1839b, 1844b).
8. Faraday (1832c).
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Letter 1613
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
7 October 1844
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 7 Octr. 1844
My dear Sir

After the hopes that were raised of your presence at York1 I was
indeed greatly disappointed not to have the happiness of seeing your face
there & hearing the pleasant sounds of your voice. I do not know why but
I had been told & had taken it for granted that you would come, easily
believing that which I wished, and was so much the more disappointed &
that it was not your science only that we desired may be shewn in this
that Mrs. Faraday missed you also as well as I. Matteucci is kind enough
to take charge of a book2 for you of little value in itself but bearing my
earnest feelings of regard respect & affection; for much as my memory
fails me touching facts & occurrences I cannot forget your kind visit3 here
& many other things which draw my thoughts to you. I hope you enjoy
constant health & happiness and that Madame Dumas to whom I beg to
offer my humble respects is also well. I am very well in health but
troubled in the head whenever I try to work or read up with attention. But
I have every reason to be content retaining as I do the good will & kind
feelings of so many whom I admirer

Believe me Ever My dear Sir I with all respect Your I Very faithful &
affectionate Servant I M. Faraday
Monsieur I Monsieur Dumas I &c &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur i Monsieur Dumas I &c &c &c &c 1 Paris

1. For the meeting of the British Association.
2. Probably Faraday (1844b).
3. In 1839. See letters 1203, 1204, 1205, 1207, 1209, 1214, volume 2.

Letter 1614
Charles Lyell to Faraday
7 October 18441

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

Being at Whitehall to get maps of the Geology of Durham I crossed
the way & saw Mr Phillip[p]s who told me he had written to me to say you
were going2, so I drove straight here to tell you I propose to start by the 9
ock train from the Euston Station L. & Birmingham railway tomorrow
morning. 1 have sent a messenger to learn all about the latest
arrangements of the trains, but unless on my return home I see reason
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to change I shall expect to meet you at the Terminus 10m. before 9 ock
tomorrow or at my house 16 Hart St. Bloomsbury at \ past 8 ock. I am
right glad you have determined to go.

I cannot travel by night without being knocked up & I saw at York3

that you ought not to do so.
Ever faithfully Yours I Cha Lyell

4 ock Royal Institn

Address: M. Faraday Esq

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday and Lyell left London on 8 October 1844. See letter 1617.
2. To attend the Inquest into the Haswell Colliery explosion.
3. At the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 1615
Samuel March Phillipps to Charles Lyell and Faraday
7 October 1844
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2

Whitehall 7th October 1844
Gentlemen

Secy. Sir J. Graham directs me to inform you, he has learned with
great satisfaction] that you will be able to undertake the business of
being present at the Coroners Inquests now being holden at Haswell in
the County of Durham for inquiring into the deaths occasioned by the
recent fatal explosion in a Colliery, and is particularly glad that you can
make make arrangements for leaving London tomorrow morning to
proceed to Haswell.

Sir J. Graham is persuaded that your attendance on this occasion
will be satisfactory as well to the Coroner and the Jury as to the several
Parties more immediately interested and also to the Public at large.

I enclose for your information a copy of the letter which Sir J.
Graham has addressed to the Coroner1 on the subject of your attendance
at the Inquest2.

I am directed to add that if you find it necessary to employ in your
investigations any Gentleman of practical knowledge and experience in
the working or management of Mines, Sir J. Graham authorizes you to
select the person whom you consider most competent.

I am &c I (signed) S.M. Phillipps
Charles Lyell Esq I Michael Faraday Esq

1. Thomas Christopher Maynard.
2. Letter 1616.
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Letter 1616
Samuel March Phillipps to Thomas Christopher Maynard
7 October 1844
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2

Whitehall 7th October 1844
Sir

I am directed by Secy. Sir James Graham to inform you that he has
requested Mr. Lyell and Mr. Faraday, two Gentlemen of the highest
eminence for their scientific attainments to attend at the Coroners
Inquest now being holden before you for inquiring into the deaths
occasioned by the recent Colliery explosion at Haswell.

Sir James Graham has thought it advisable to request the
attendance of the Gentlemen in consequence of a suggestion made by a
Committee of the House of Commons (appointed in the year 1835 for
inquiring into accidents in Mines)1 on the expediency of directing the
attendance of fit and proper persons to be appointed by the Secretary of
State, on future occasions of fatal accidents in Mines for the purpose of
being present at the inquiry and to assist the Coroner and Jury in their
investigations.

From such a proceeding (the Committee state in their Report)
results the most valuable to humanity and science might be obtained, the
aim of Justice would be still better secured; and to the Public
(particularly to the Relations of the Deceased) the verdict would be
delivered under the best possible recommendation and with the highest
sanction.

It appeared to Sir J. Graham that some valuable suggestions might
be made by the distinguished Gentlemen above named, which would be
useful to you and the Jury with reference to the Inquiry now proceeding
as to the causes of the late disastrous event important information also
may be obtained by them which possibly may contribute in some
measure to the prevention of such fatal accidents.

I am &c I (Signed) S.M. Phillipps
The Coroner for the County I of Durham I Halswell [sic]

1. Parliamentary Papers, 1835 (603) 5, p.ix.

Letter 1617
Charles Lyell and Faraday to Samuel March Phillipps
14 October 1844
From the original in PRO HO45 / 631

London, 14 Oct. 1844
Sir

We have the honor to report to you for the information of the
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Right Honble Sir James Graham that, in accordance with the instruc-
tions which we jointly received from you, we left London and reached
Durham on Tuesday last1, attended the inquest at Haswell Colliery
during the days of Wednesday and Friday following, descended into
and examined the Haswell Little Pit Coal Mine for eight hours on
the Thursday, and returned to Town on the Saturday. The Jury
returned a verdict of Accidental Death, and we most fully agree with
that verdict, and in exonerating the Owners and Managers of the
Colliery from all blame on the present occasion.

In accordance with the authority given us we called in the aid
of Mr Stutchbury, a gentleman experienced in the Coal mines of
Gloucestershire, and a Viewer of the Duchy of Cornwall and other
Mines in that neighbourhood; who also has no connexion with the
mines of the north of England, or with the parties interested in
them. He assisted us in our inspection of the Mine. We called him in at
the inquest, and left him proceeding to the neighbourhood of New-
castle, where he will be occupied for a few days in collecting various
other facts in the Collieries for our further information and gui-
dance.

With regard to the considerations which arise out of this case
respecting the cause of this and similar accidents, and the practical
means of obviating or guarding against them in future, we propose
shortly after Mr. Stutchbury's return, to submit such thoughts as occur
to us in the form of a Report2 more complete than we could draw
up at the present timet.]

We have the honor to remain, Sir I Your obedient humble Servants I
Cha Lyell I M. Faraday
S.M. Phillip[p]s Esq I Under Secretary I &c &c &c &c I Home Office

Endorsed: a/15

1. That is 8 October 1844.
2. Lyell and Faraday (1844).
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Letter 1618
Samuel March Phillipps to Charles Lyell and Faraday
15 October 1844
From the original copy in PRO HO43 / 67, p.413

Whitehall 15th October 1844
Gentlemen

I have laid before Secy Sir J. Graham your letter of the 14th instant1

relative to your proceedings at Haswell; and I am to return Sir J. Graham's
thanks to you for the trouble you have taken in this business.

I am to add, Sir J. Graham will be particularly glad to receive your
further report2, on the means of obviating or guarding against similar
accidents for the future, when you have been able fully to consider that
most important subject.

I am &c I S.M. Phillipps

1. Letter 1617.
2. Lyell and Faraday (1844).

Letter 1619
Samuel March Phillipps to Faraday
15 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Whitehall October 15, I 1844
Dear Sir

j s e n c j yOU a n offlCjai letter1 acknowledging the receipt of your joint
Report2, relative to your proceedings at Haswell, and enclose, according
to your request3, a copy of the letter addressed to you4, and of that
addressed to the Coroner5.

I am I Your faithful Servant I S.M. Phillipps
M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. Letter 1618.
2. Letter 1617.
3. Not found.
4. Letter 1615.
5. Thomas Christopher Maynard. Letter 1616.
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Letter 1620
Augusta Ada Lovelace to Faraday
16 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Ashley Combe I Porlock I Somerset 1 16th Octr. 1844
Dear Mr Faraday,

I have never yet thanked you for the little paper you sent me this
spring1.1 read it with the deepest attention & interest, & it has suggested
to me some very curious (& perhaps important) considerations for my
own future use as an Analyst, considerations which fell in with some
previous trains of ideas I had been long gradually forming, but which you
have called into more tangible existence in my mind.

Perhaps no one has read your paper with such full appreciation as
myself of it's practical bearings; or has valued it so justly, both for it's
contents, & as presented to me by it's Author, for whom I entertain an
esteem little short of reverence.

I must now however proceed to the immediate object I have in view
in writing to you. I am going to address you with a frankness & an
intimacy, which the mere number of hours we have ever passed together
in actual personal presence, could not warrant in ordinary cases.

There are instances (very few however) where the peculiar mutual
suitability of character, & of objects in life, justify mind speaking at once to
mind, & leaving out of consideration the ordinarily very necessary &
useful barriers of external convenances.

You will be kind enough to think of me simply as one of God's
children. The mere accidents of my being an inhabitant of this particular
planet, of this particular corner of it England, & of my wearing the female
form, (with a human coronet to boot stuck at the apex), these constitute
only one particular case of the general formula in which God has chosen
to create moral beings fitted to hold relations with each other, & with
Him.

I have long been vowed to the Temple- the Temple of Truth, Nature,
Sciencel And every year I take vows more strict, till now I am just entering
those portals & those mysteries which cut of [f ] all retreat, & bind my very
life & soul to unwearied & undivided science at it's altars henceforward. I
hope to die the High-Priestess of God's works as manifested on this earth,
& to earn a right to bequeath to my posterity the following motto, "Dei
Naturaeque Interpres2".

The initiation however for this, is of the severest & longest
description; and may be beyond my powers.

All this is highly metaphysical; but there is some literal truth in it
also, in my case. This, if we hold in future more of intercourse together,
you will by degrees yourself perceive.

For many years I have desired to be admitted to intercourse &
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friendship with you; & to become in some respects your disciple. But I
determined to with-hold myself from any advances towards such an
object, until I should feel I was worthy of the privilege; & until the
progress of my own mind should be such that the hours & thoughts
bestowed by you on me should be in reality an advancement of your
objects as well as mine. I think that time has now arrived. I think that any
assistance & intercourse you may consent to honour me with, would pay
full interest to yourself &. for your own scientific & moral purposes in this
world.

Were I not persuaded of this, I assure you I could not be so
presumptuous as to expect you would direct your mind one instant on my
account from it's main & noble purposes; and I can only be justified in
suggesting it, if the attention given me is in fact not a diversion from these.

To be again metaphysical: I have no business to deflect the wave of
your existence by the smallest curve even, from it's course. But if my wave
can in certain of it's points follow & touch yours; so that in fact they
mutually add to each other's force at those points, then all is welL

To come to the practical matter, to which all this is but the prelude.
I am anxious to go thro' all your Researches, with the advantage of your
showing me the examples & experiments practically, as I study each
paper. It would be to me an inestimable advantage, for some of my
objects.

Should you decide on bestowing on me so great a favour, I would
arrange to be in Town (after my return to Surrey) on certain appointed
days, say once a week or a fortnight, or something of the sort. During the
intervals I should study the subjects accordingly, & should perhaps
sometimes write to you on them. I need not say that my hours would be
wholly at your orders, of course.

My own great scientific object (but this is strictly confidential) is the
study of the Nervous System, & it's relations with the more occult
influences of nature3.

By a masterly union of the highest abstract analysis, with most
skilful & varied courses of experimental & practical science, such as I have
already sketched out in my mind, I expect to bring the actions of the
nervous & vital system within the domain of mathematical science, &
possibly to discover some great vital law of molecular action, similar for
the universe of life, to gravitation for the sidereal universe. I need not say
that this (if it can be accomplished at all), is the work of a life-time. I have
a very world of heterogeneous materials & considerations to bring by
degrees, thro' years of labour, into one great focus;- all to bear on this (as
yet) nebulous beacon of mine, but which I hope to crystallise before my
death into a radiant & burning star for the light of mankind.

One reason why I desire to become more intimate with you, is my
opinion of your moral & religious feelings.-
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Do you agree with me, as I rather expect you do, in the impression
that the highest & most penetrating degree of intellect, that species of it
which is alone fitted to deal with the more subtle & occult agents of nature,
is unattainable excepting thro' a high spiritual & moral development; far
higher than it is usual even to aim at. / believe there is a connexion
between the two that is not understood or suspected by mankind.

You are the only philosopher I have ever seen, who gave me the
impression of feeling this in it's full force.

Am I mistaken? All I can say is that if you & I do think alike on this
point, I suspect we are very nearly a singular couple in the scientific
world.

I do not know to what particular sect of Christians you belong, or
whether to any, nor do I think that much matters.

I am myself a Unitarian Christian; as far as regards some of their
views of Christ that is.

But in truth, I cannot be said to be anything but myself. In some
points I am Swedenborgian in feelings. Again in others I am slightly Roman
Catholic; & I have also my alliance with the older Rosecrucians.

Pray don't exclaim, "What patch-work!" None are wholly right, or
wholly wrong; so in fact from all I call a somewhat on others.

I make you no apology for this long & free letter. I feel that none is
needed.

I remain 1 Yours sincerely I Augusta Ada Lovelace

1. Faraday (1844a).
2. ''Interpreter of God and Nature".
3. A reference to her interest in mesmerism. See Lovelace to Byron, 10 October 1844, Toole
(1992), 282-5.
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Letter 1621
Faraday to John Barlow
18 October 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl C8

R Institution I 18 Octr. 1844
My dear Barlow

I received your letter in due course but could do very little for the
causeu One thing was that we went to few of the sections1 and yet my
mind & memory became quite bewildered amongst the men & things & I
sadly mistook one for another. The subject I thought of more than all
others was Dr Falconers2 gigantic tortoise3 yet having to go to Newcastle I
did not hear his evening.

Though I shall send this to Cavendish Street yet I suppose you are at
Horsted Place & I trust thoroughly enjoying & resting yourself.] Daniel[l]
(E.R.)4 called here today but I did not see himu

Mrs. Faraday unites in best remembrances to you & Mrs. Barlow
Ever My dear friend I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday

Revd. John Barlow I &c &c &c

1. At the York meeting of the British Association.
2. Hugh Falconer (1808-1865, DSB). Palaeontologist and botanist.
3. This was given on Saturday 28 September 1844. See Rep.Brit.Ass., 1844, xxx.
4. Edmund Robert Daniell (d.1854, age 61, GRO, Bl). Lawyer. Secretary of the Royal
Institution, 1826-1843.

Letter 1622
Charles Lyell to Faraday
19 October 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl K27
Dear Faraday

I will call on you at the Roy. Inst. today at 2 o'clk or \ after & bring
you back your report on the goaf1 which I think excellent & remarkably
clear & simple, though not a very easy subject to make so.

I have received from the Home Office a letter of one Evers2 sent to
the Pres. of Bd. of Trade3 on a scheme for ventilating mines which I will
bring you. 1 shall write to Stutchbury not to lose another day. I will also
draw up the little I have to say at present but as you perceive it does not
happen to be a subject on which geolg tells particularly, the strata being
so undisturbed.

I have been talking with F. Baring4 MP about working lower seams
first who is horrified at the idea of any legislative interference.
Nevertheless without recommending it 1 do not see why the improvidence
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of the system & the danger of gas from broken & creeping upper seams
should not be adverted to5.

Education is also a point if we had data from a larger inspection.
But a sentence about the care of the French & Germans in educating

miners in Chemistry, geology &c might be well considering how many
lives are trusted to viewers & under viewers6.1 incline to think that in the
form of an "extract from the report" your plan of ventilation should
appear with your name alone & your authority.

Yours sincerely I Cha Lyell
19th Oct I 1844 ! 16 Hart St

1. Lyell and Faraday (1844).
2. Phillipps to Lyell, 18 October 1844, PRO HO43 / 67, p.423 mentioned Simon Frederick
Evers of Quamdon in Derbyshire. Otherwise unidentified.
3. William Ewart Gladstone (1809-1898, DNB1). President of the Board of Trade, 1843-1845.
4. Francis Thornhill Baring (1796-1866, DNB). Whig MP for Portsmouth, 1826-1865.
5. Lyell and Faraday (1844), 9.
6. Ibid., 19-20.

Letter 1623
Faraday to Samuel March Phillipps
19 October 1844
From the original in PRO HO45 / 631

Royal Institution I 19 Octr. 1844
Dear Sir

Mr Lyell has just brought me the inclosed1 which I now return to
youf.j The writer is not aware of what is done already at the coal mines
where a system like to but more perfect & extensive than that he
proposes is applied. Thus at the Haswell pit instead of pipe having an
area of 36 square inches they have one (the whole downcast shaft) of
above 100 square feet or 15000 square inches; and instead of the amount
of air which he wishes by act of Parliament to send into the mine they
actually send in nearly 20 times as muchj.]

We hope early in the week to send in our full report2 & have a strong
belief that it may eventually prove useful[.)

I am Sir 1 Your Obedient faithful Servant I M. Faraday
S.M. Phillipps Esq i &c &c &c I Home Office

1. The letter to the Board of Trade referred to in letter 1622.
2. Lyeli and Faraday (1844) which was dated 21 October 1844.
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Letter 1624
Samuel March Phillipps to Charles Lyell and Faraday
19 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Whitehall I 19th October 1844
Gentlemen,

Secretary Sir James Graham directs me to request you to consider,
before you make your further report1, whether, with reference to the
important subject now under your examination (namely, the probability
and the means of preventing or obviating explosions in mines and
collieries), you think it would be advisable to institute an inquiry into the
causes of the recent explosion in a colliery near Newcastle2, which
occasioned serious personal injury to some of the labourers, though not
any death. If you should consider such an inquiry useful and advisable,
Sir James Graham is very desirous that you should undertake it.

I am further to request you to consider and report to me your
opinion, for Sir James Graham's information, whether an examination of all
the principal Collieries in the Counties of Durham and Northumberland
would be likely to lead to any important practical good.

I enclose a copy of the Report of the Committee of the Commons in
18353, in case you should not already have a copy before you.

I am I Gentlemen I Your obedient Servant I S.M. Phillipps
C. Lyell Esq I M. Faraday Esq

1. Lyell and Faraday (1844).
2. This explosion occurred at Coxlodge Colliery on 14 October 1844. See Times, 17 October
1844, p.6, col.e.
3. Parliamentary Papers, 1835 (603) 5. This is cited in Faraday and Lyell (1844), 4.

Letter 1625
Faraday and Charles Lyell to Samuel March Phillipps
21 October 1844
From the original in PRO HO45 / 631

London i 21 October 1844
Sir

In reply to your letter of Saturday night1, we beg to submit to Sir
James Graham our opinion, that we do not expect a personal examination
of the Coxlodge Colliery2 now, would much enlarge our views or add to
our knowledge; inasmuch as the facts already before the public
harmonize perfectly with the view we have taken of the general cause
of these accidents, and help much to confirm & strengthen our
confidence in what we have already drawn up and intend immediately
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to send in. Further, it would be exceedingly inconvenient, and almost
impossible, for either of us to proceed to the North at this time.

Let us hope we may not be thought presumptuous if, also, in regard
to the second question, of a general examination of the principal
collieries, we express an opinion, that, however important it may be
hereafter it is not expedient at this moment. We think that we see the
cause of nearly all the explosions in coal mines; and we think that the
means which we propose for their avoidance are practically &
immediately available. We would therefore hope, if our report3 should
meet the approbation of Sir James Graham & those competent to judge of
its correctness & utility, that it would be immediately put into the
possession of the coal owners and all concerned in coal mines; and we
further hope that it would shortly gain a test of its merits by a trial of its
principles. If that should be the case the information which might then be
gathered together and brought to bear upon the subject of coal mine
accidents would probably be far more direct and valuable than it could
be if collected now.

We have the honor to be I Sir I Your Very Obedient Humble
Servants I M. Faraday I Cha Lyell
S.M. Phillipps Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. Letter 1624.
2. An explosion occurred at Coxlodge Colliery on 14 October 1844. See Times, 17 October
1844, p.6, col.e.
3. Lyell and Faraday (1844).

Letter 1626
Thomas Graham to Faraday
21 October 18441

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.15
Dear Faraday,

Liebig has returned, but much exhausted by his journeyings & other
exertions. He is resting for a day or two to recruit & not going out much.
You would favor him much & myself also, if you would come to see him &
breakfast with us tomorrow morning at nine. I told him of your wish that
he should come to you some morning, but considering that he is not
strong he hopes that for this time you would come to him.

I remain 1 Dear Sir I Yours sincerely I Tho. Graham
9 Torrington Sqe I Monday Evg, Oct. 21
M. Faraday Esq &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that Liebig was in England at this time. See letter 1635.
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Letter 1627
Faraday to Charles Lock Eastlake1

22 October 1844
From the original in Sidney M. Edelstein Library Jerusalem MS

Royal Institution I 22 Octr. 1844.
My dear Sir

Let me at last report to you my results in reference to the subject to
which you called my attention, as well as that of Mr. Brande & Dr. Reid2,
namely, the probable effect of hydrogen in its application to lime as
proposed by Mr. Dinsdale3, for the purpose of ameliorating its qualities in
regard to the colours used in Fresco painting4. Since you directed my
thoughts to the matter I have made many experiments, the general
results of which are as follows5.1 have taken well burnt lime, both Dorking
and white lime, and have carefully slaked it and mixed it with water. I
have then passed hydrogen gas through some portions in a continuous
stream for several hours, and other portions I have placed in contact with
hydrogen gas in measured & close vessels for days together, using
agitation and other means to favour any effect that might occur; but I
have never been able to trace the slightest action of the lime and
hydrogen on each other, either by any disappearance of the hydrogen or
by any sensible change of the chemical qualities of the lime.

I have also prepared portions of surface for fresco painting,
according to my best ability, after the instructions I received from you;
some of them being with the lime in its original state and others with the
same lime treated with hydrogen; and I have applied to their surfaces, in
the manner of fresco painting, three test colours, namely Vermillion,
Cadmium orange, and an Arseniate green. These were applied on the 2nd
September and have been observed from time to time. They are all
changed more or less, but I cannot perceive any advantage possessed by
the hydrogenated lime in its action on them[.]

I also placed hair pencils in like mixtures of these limes and water,
for seventeen days together, moving them frequently & equally in the
course of that time, but I cannot perceive much difference amongst them
and the little difference that does occur does not point to the
hydrogenated lime.

Led by the statement that the keeping of the lime in a slaked
condition for a couple of years is a great advantage to it, I took some
specimens from the stores which have been so laid up at the Houses of
Parliament, for the purpose of examining them in this respect. It appears
to me that this lime (which is in a state of paste) is in a very soft and
smooth condition in comparison with what would probably be the
condition of lime recently slaked; a condition, which seems to be due to
its thorough disintegration as a mass and its separation particle from
particle. On analysing it I found that it contained a little carbonic acid but
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not much; for in 100 parts of the dry substance there were but 5| parts of
carbonic acid; these 100 parts therefore would contain 88 parts of quick
or uncarbonated lime and 12 parts of carbonated lime; which considering
the processes of burning, carrying, slaking &c that it had to go through,
and the necessary time of exposure to air before it was laid up in store, is
a very small proportion. I do not believe that the lime which is more than
four inches in, from the exterior, has received any portion of carbonic
acid during the two years of its inhumation6!.]

The result of these investigations therefore is negative i.e. I have not
been able to find evidence confirmatory of Mr. Dinsdales views.

In respect of the effect of keeping lime for a time, I am led to think,
without however having formed any strong opinion on the subject, that
the benefit is due to the fine texture which it gradually acquires; and, as
there is no doubt that if two surfaces were prepared, the one with fine
sand and lime in particles comparitively [sic] coarse, and the other with
the same kind of sand & lime in particles comparitively far more perfectly
divided, that these two would act very differently both as to the access of
carbonic acid from the atmosphere & the transition of lime dissolved in
the moisture of the mass from the interior towards the surface; so, there
is every reason to expect that there would be a difference in the degree of
action upon the colours at that surface and also in the time at which that
action would come to a close7[.]

I regret that the general state of my health combined with my
necessary avocations prevent me from going further into this subjects

I am My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Charles L. Eastlake Esq RA i &c &c &c

Endorsed: 22d Octr 1844 Profr Faraday Respectg Mr. Dinsdale's proposed
application of hydrogen to lime, ackd

1. Charles Lock Eastlake (1793-1865, DNB). Secretary of the Fine Arts Commission.
2. David Boswell Reid (1805-1863, DNB). Worked on the ventilation and lighting of the new
Houses of Parliament, 1836-1845.
3. Unidentified.
4. This was a method which would speed up the preparation of lime for use in the new
Houses of Parliament. Parliamentary Papers, 1844 [585] 31, p.53 noted that the method was
being considered by chemical professors.
5. See "Royal Institution Laboratory Notebook, 1830-1861", 15, 19, 30 August, 2, 3, 18
September, 7, 14, 19 October 1844, RI MS HD 8b, pp.115-9 for the record of Faraday's
experiments.
6. This paragraph was published in Parliamentary Papers, 1846 [685] 24, pp.25-6.
7. This paragraph was published in ibid, p.26.
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Letter 1628
Charles Lock Eastlake1 to Faraday
23 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

7 Fitzroy Square I 23 Octr. 1844
My dear Sir

Thank you for your clear and satisfactory statement respecting the
lime2. You have been very kind in reporting so fully on this matter, of this
the Commissioners will be sensible. I have only now to hope that you will
at your convenience let us have the benefit of your examination of the
fragment of painting. I also venture to remind you of a wish I expressed
that the proportions of stearine & elaine in lindseed, wall nut & poppy oil,
and the respective drying power of stearine & elaine generally, & if those
oils comparatively could be ascertained. This perhaps you can tell me
from some other authority without much trouble to yourself but the
analysis of the fragment of painting I recommend to your own careful &
accurate investigation, as it is a matter of some consequence. The
external varnish should be entirely removed first, because it is essential
to determine whether there was any resinous matter in the body of the
pigment together with oil. The superadded varnish ought not therefore to
come into the account or vitiate this inquiry.

It is important to determine whether there is any extraneous very
hard matter (of course in minute particles) in the body of the pigment
besides the substance of the pigment itself.

The composition of the ground (probably size and whiting) it is also
desirable to ascertain.

The nature of the pigments themselves is the least important point
but will probably be apparent, & if so may be recorded, with the other
facts.

I remain My dear Sir I Your obliged & faithful Servant I C.L. Eastlake
Professor Faraday I &c &c &c

1. Charles Lock Eastlake (1793-1865, DNB). Secretary of the Fine Arts Commission.
2. In letter 1627.

Letter 1629
John Percy to Faraday
23 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Birmingham, Oct 23d 1844.
My dear Sir

Be pleased to accept my best thanks for your valuable present which
I received last eveningVi You will much oblige me by accepting the
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specimen of nickel and cobalt. I value a specimen only in so far as it can be
rendered subservient to science; and, therefore, have great pleasure in
transferring the specimens in question to you. If you require specimens of
manganese and tungsten, 1 think I shall be able to furnish you with them in
a short time. I had heard from Mrs. Faraday of your expedition to the
North2, and I am now glad to hear that that expedition will be attended with
benefit, it may be, to thousands of our poor miners, of whom we have so
many in the vicinity of Birmingham. It occurred to me when talking over
the subject with Mr. Solly3 one morning recently, that the question
resolved itself into two particulars; first, the prevention, by proper
ventilation, of the accumulation of the explosive gas; and, secondly, the
detection and destruction of it in the event of its accidental accumulation.
And it struck me, - I may have stumbled upon a mare's nest, - that the
second object might possibly be accomplished by carrying into the
various recesses of the mine a wire, intercepted at proper intervals,
wherever accumulation of the gas in question would be likely to occur; so
that by connecting this wire with a powerful hydro-electric machine the
mine might, in the absence of the miners, be, from time to time, tested in
respect to the presence of such explosive mixture. I suppose that by a
proper arrangement of this kind, the electric spark might be made to
traverse the mine, and to explode any mixture of carburetted hydrogen
and air where the former had accumulated to a sufficient extent. One
machine might be made available for many contiguous or adjacent mines.
Probably, the notion may have long ago occurred to many persons. You
will pardon me, I hope, for thus venturing to obtrude a notion, which may
appear to you crude and impracticable, upon your attention.

I do assure you that Mrs. Percy4 and myself will be delighted again
to entertain Mrs. Faraday and yourself. Your visit was a source of great
delight to us both. And I do indulge the hope that in a short time you will
again favour us with your company. You shall do just as you like in every
respect. There yet remain many interesting manufactories to entice you.

I now believe that the notion concerning the transparency of the
ultramarine particles originated in an optical illusion. However, I hope to
be able to work out the subject satisfactorily. My friend, Mr. Shaw5 and I
have entered upon a long investigation of the analysis of photographic
phaenomena6; and I trust we shall arrive at some correct results in
respect to the chemistry of these phaenomena.

Mr. Marrian7 whom you saw here, much regretted that he did not
mention to you a curious phaenomenon which he observed a long time ago
concerning the production of sound by the electric current. His experiment
is this. Through the axis of a coil of covered wire place a long bar of iron, say
six or eight feet long, and let it rest at each end on clay. Then, by passing a
current through the coil at the instant of contact and breaking of contact a
sound is produced similar to that produced by striking the bar on its end.
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He has varied the experiment in a great variety of ways and has apparently
avoided every source of fallacy. No sound is produced when a bar of copper
is similarly treated. He has, at the suggestion of Forbes, and others, just
sent a paper on the subject to the Philosophical Magazine8.

I must, indeed, apologise for troubling you with so long a letter, and
so taking up so much of your valuable time.

With best compliments to Mrs. Faraday and yourself, in which Mrs.
Percy desires cordially to join.

Believe me, my dear sir, I With great respect I Yours very truly I
John Percy
Dr. Faraday

1. Probably Faraday (1844b).
2. To the inquest into the Haswell Colliery explosion.
3. Edward Solly (1819-1886, DNB). Chemist and antiquary.
4. Grace Percy, nee Piercy (d.1880, age 64, GRO). Married Percy in 1839. See DNB under
John Percy.
5. George Shaw. Birmingham photographer, see Gernsheim and Gernsheim (1955), 112. See
Lit.Gaz., 22 March 1845, p. 185 for an account of Shaw's Friday Evening Discourse of 14 March
1845 "On photographic phenomena".
6. For details of Percy's work on photography see Seiberling and Bloore (1986), 141.
7. J.P. Marrian. Otherwise unidentified.
8. Marrian (1844).

Letter 1630
Samuel March Phillipps to Faraday and Charles Lyell
23 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Whitehall October 23, I 1844
Gentlemen

I have laid your letter of the 21st Instant1, before Secretary Sir James
Graham, and I am to return you his thanks for the communication.

1 am I Gentlemen I Your obedient Servant I S.M. Phillipps
Michael Faraday Esq I Chas Lyell Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Letter 1625.

Letter 1631
Faraday to Augusta Ada Lovelace
24 October 1844
From the original in Bod MS dep Lovelace-Byron 171, f.44-5 and the
original copy in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I 24 Octr. 1844.
Dear Lady Lovelace

Your letter1 ought to have been answered before but there are two
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circumstances which have caused delay, its high character and my want
of health, for since I returned from a very forced journey to Durham2 I
have been under the Doctor's hands: I am quickly recovering and now
have the difficult pleasure of writing to you. I need not say how much I
value your letter, you can feel that and even if it were possible that you
did not, no words of mine would convey the consciousness to you:- the
thanks which I owe you can only properly be acknowledged by an open &
sincere reply and the absence of all conventional phrase. I wonder that
with your high object, and with views, determinations and hopes
consistent with it, all of which are justified by the mind and powers
which you possess; which latter are not known to yourself only but, as I
say in perfect simplicity, are now made fully manifest to others;-1 wonder,
that you should think as I believe you do of me. But whilst I wonder, and
at the same time feel fully conscious of my true position amongst them
that think, and know how unworthy 1 am of such estimation, I still receive
it with gratitude from you, as much for the deep kindness as for that
proportion of the praise which I may perhaps think myself entitled to; and
which is the more valuable because of the worthiness of the giver.

That with your deep devotion to your object you will attain it I do
not doubt. Not that I think your aspirations will not grow with your
increasing state of knowledge and even faster than it:- but you must be
continually passing from the known to the unknown, and the brightness
of that which will become known as compared to the dullness or rather
obscurity which now surrounds it; will be, and is worthy to be, your
expected reward:- and though I may not live to see you attain even what
your mind now desires, yet it will be a continually recurring thought in my
imaginings, that, if you have life given you you will do so.

That I should rejoice to aid you in your purpose you cannot doubt;
but nature is against you. You have all the confidence of unbaulked health
& youth both in body & mind; I am a labourer of many years' standing
made daily to feel my wearing out. You, with increasing acquisitions of
knowledge, enlarge your views and intentions; I, though I may gain from
day to day some little maturity of thought, feel the decay of powers, and
am curtailing to a continual process of lessening my intentions and
contracting my pursuits. Many a fair discovery stands before me in
thought which I once intended, and even now desire, to work out; but I
lose all hope respecting them, when I turn my thoughts to that one which
is in hand and see how slowly, for want of time and physical powers, it
advances, and how likely it is to be, not only a barrier between me & the
many beyond in intellectual view, but even the last upon the list of those
practically wrought out. Understand me in this:-1 am not saying that my
mind is wearing out; but those physico-mental faculties by which the
mind and body are kept in conjunction and work together, and especially
the memory, fail me; and hence a limitation of all that I was once able to
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perform into a much smaller extent than heretofore. It is this which has
had a great effect in moulding portions of my later life, has tended to
withdraw me from the communion & pursuits of men of science my
contemporaries, has lessened the number of points of investigation, (that
might at some time have become discoveries,) which I now pursue; and
which, in conjunction with its effects, makes me say, most unwillingly,
that I dare not undertake what you propose, to go with you through even
my own experiments. You do not know, and should not now but that I
have no concealment on this point from you, how often I have to go to my
medical friend to speak of giddiness and reeling of the head &c, and how
often he has to bid me cease from restless thoughts and mental
occupation and retire to the seaside and to inaction.

If I were with you I could talk for hours of your letter and its
contents, though it would do my head no good, for it is a most fertile
source of thoughts to my mind; and whether we might differ upon this or
that point or not I am sure we should not disagree. I should be glad to
think that high mental powers insured something like a high moral sense,
but have often4 been grieved to see the contrary as also on the other
hand my spirit has been cheered by observing in some lowly &
uninstructed creature such a healthful & honourable & dignified mind
as made one in love with human nature. When that which is good
mentally & morally meet in one being that that being is more fitted to
work out & manifest the glory of God in the creation I fully admits

You speak of religion & here you will be sadly disappointed in me.
You will perhaps remember that I guessed & not very far aside your
tendency in this respect. Your confidence in me claims in return mine to
you which indeed I have no hesitation to give on fitting occasions but these
I think are very few for in my mind religious conversation is generally in
vain. There is no philosophy in my religions I am of a very small & despised
sect of Christians known, if known at all, as Sandemanians and our hope is
founded on the faith that is in Christ. But though the natural works of God
can never by any possibility come in contradiction with the higher things
that belong to our future existence, and must with every thing concerning
Him ever glorify him still I do not think it at all necessary to tie the study of
the natural sciences & religion together and in my intercourse with my
fellow creatures that which is religious & that which is philosophical have
ever been two distinct thingsu

And now my dear Lady I must conclude until 1 see you in town being
indeed Your true and faithful Servant I M. Faraday

1. Letter 1620.
2. To attend the inquest in the Haswell Colliery explosion.
3. That is the liquefaction of gases.
4. From here to the end is taken from Faraday's copy.
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Letter 1632
Augusta Ada Lovelace to Faraday
24 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Ashley Combe I Porlock I Somerset I Thursday 24th Octr
Dear Mr Faraday,

Since I despatched my long letter1 to you a few days ago, it has
occurred to me that I omitted the mention of two very essential points.

One is that I hope you will on no account press yourself to answer
me. I ought to have specified this very particularly. My communication to
you is of a nature to suggest many & various considerations. You have no
time to waste in needless letter-writing. I do hope therefore that you will
not answer it at all until you can do so after sufficient time has elapsed to
make a reply quite satisfactory to yourself. And in the nature of that reply,
consider yourself & not me. Do what is natural & agreeable to you to do; &
think of me as a mere instrument. If you knew more of me, I think you
would be inclined to believe (as I do) that a certain degree of scientific
cooperation between us, would materially subserve the interests &
objects of both parties. And for you to know truly my intellectual
characteristics, I believe 1 ought to begin by becoming in a manner your
pupil, (independant of the great advantage that would be to me in itself).

But you may feel you had rather not go out of your way for the
chance of a perhaps dubious result.

My second point is that 1 have an ulterior object respecting your
"Researches". I want to make a review & abstract of them, (for the
Quarterly perhaps, or some such vehicle). I have therefore another
motive for wishing go thro' them under your immediate guidance, besides
the mere advantages to myself. I should wish to take those points of view
in my review, which should be most consonant with your mind & views.

I think in this work I could be useful to you & to science.
Now I will detain you no longer. I really am half afraid I have been

unwarrantably intrusive in writing to you as I did. I mean rather, that I
have exposed myself to the appearance of it. For as to the motives &
incentives, they have been anything but what could displease you, if you
can truly perceive them. But am I not expecting a great deal too much, in
supposing that your very slight personal intercourse hitherto, could
enable you to do so?-

I remain I Yours truly I Augusta Ada Lovelace

Endorsed by Faraday: 1844.

1. Letter 1620.
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Letter 1633
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
25 October 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 366

Royal Institution I 25 Octr. 1844
My dear Schoenbein

I write a brief note now that the York meeting1 is over (& I have
returned from Durham whither I was sent immediately after by our
Government to be present at an inquest on the deaths of 95 men who
were killed by explosion in a coal mine) to say that I stated at the meeting
your proposition or willingness to report to them next year on Ozone and
I found that there was already a resolution on the books in which they
had agreed to ask you to do so2.1 conclude therefore that you will hear to
that purport in due course and I earnestly hope that you will then have a
specimen to show us. If it be possible, I have no doubt you will for I know
your energy & I never yet knew such energy to fail unless nature were
against it. The next years meeting is to be at Cambridge - & the time is
settled which I intended to have told you but I cannot remember it &
cannot remember where to look for it. My old infirmity - but you very
likely have seen the date & know far more about it than I do.

I am working but I cannot get on. Work is now slow with me & one
thing or another is continually occurring to prevent progress. I think I
must at last entirely shut out this world for now my progress is slow &
like that of the tortoise - a trifle to others stops me altogether^]

Remember us both most kindly to all with you. I should like to see
Basle again.

Ever Your faithful I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Of the British Association.
2. See Rep.Brit.Ass., 1844, xxi.

Letter 1634
Samuel March Phillipps to Faraday and Charles Lyell
25 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Whitehall Oct 25, I 1844
Gentlemen

I am directed by Secretary Sir James Graham to acknowledge the
receipt of your final Report1 on the subject of the late disastrous
explosion in the Haswell Colliery, - in which Report you have, in
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compliance with his request, considered whether there are any and what
practicable means for preventing or obviating similar catastrophies [sic].
The suggestions made by you appear to Sir James Graham to be most
valuable, and, he doubts not, will prove eminently useful in the practice
and management of mines.

Sir James Graham intends to make known as early as possible the
information contained in your Report, in the hope, that it will be generally
acted upon, and contribute in some measure to the prevention of such
fatal accidents.

Sir James Graham desires me further to thank you particularly for
the readiness with which you undertook the business of this Commission,
to your own personal inconvenience, and for the zeal and ability with
which you have executed it.

I am I gentlemen I Your obedient servant I S.M. Phillipps
Michael Faraday Esq I & I Charles Lyell Esq.

1. Lyell and Faraday (1844).

Letter 1635
Sarah Faraday to Justus Liebig1

26 October 1844
From the original in UU EW
My dear Sir

Mr. Faraday tells me you intend leaving London next Monday2, and
will call & see us in the course of that day. Now I am sorry to say I have an
engagement which will take me away about ten oclock on Monday
morning, but may I venture to say that if you could spare so many of the
last precious moments you spend in London as to breakfast with us at
half past eight, it will give us all great pleasure. If any thing should
prevent our seeing you again may I beg you to carry my very kind
remembrances to your wife, which she will allow considering the kindly
feeling which unites our husbands.

I am my dear Sir I Yours very truly I S. Faraday
Royal Institution I Octr 26th 44

1. Recipient identified on the basis of the similarity of Uebig's note of date and sender of
letter 1680 with the one on this letter.
2. That is 28 October 1844.
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Letter 1636
Faraday to Augusta Ada Lovelace
26 October 1844
From the original in Bod MS dep Lovelace-Byron 171, f.46

Royal Institution i 26 Octr. 1844
Dear Lady

The day after I had written to you1 I received your second very kind
note2.1 hope you will always so bear with me & feel for me as your letter
shewed you were willing to do in this case: A second volume of my
researches3 is just out which with the first4 I purpose sending in a day or
two to St. James Square^ Give them a value by accepting them from me -
all such marks come with a very different feeling now to what they would
have had formerly for there is now a different communion between us -
before it would have been with much of formal courtesy, now it is with
deep respect[.j

Ever Your grateful & i Obliged Servant i M. Faraday
Lady Lovelace

1. Letter 1631.
2. Letter 1632.
3. Faraday (1844b).
4. Faraday (1839b).

Letter 1637
Augusta Ada Lovelace to Faraday
27 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Ashley Combe 1 Porlock I Somerset I Sunday, 27th Octr.
Dear Mr Faraday,

I will not allow one day to pass, without thanking you for your two
letters1. They are in my eyes beautiful & interesting, because there is in
them all that simple sincerity, which I have ever seemed to feel in you, (as if
by a kind of magic); & which constitutes the feature which I repeat that I
view with "little short of reverence"2. You express surprise that I should
regard you as I do. It is the singleness of your character which is at the
foundation of my feelings respecting you. I think I see in you a man who
never attempts "to serve two masters"3.1 think I see in you a being who is
ever willing to serve man as under God, but not to serve man instead of God,
or to make man the go-between interposed between you & the Creator.

And, when I behold these characteristics united with high
intellectual endowments, I cannot but look on you then as one of the
few whom it is an honour & a privilege to know on this earth.

Your first letter has furnished me with subjects for deep
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consideration, & I have a good deal to say in reply to it, which I shall write
you at my leisure (today I am rather pressed), & with all the frank
openness of a friend of many years] on which footing I consider that
circumstances have now placed us.

I believe that I perceive & sympathise completely in your present
state, feelings, and circumstances. None perhaps could so truly do this;
owing to some very peculiar combinations of experiences that I have
myself passed thro', & which I rather think have seldom or never
occurred to any one mortal before. It had not been my purpose even to
speak to you more of myself than I should find requisite in order to enable
you to understand me; nor is it my purpose now. I rather think however
that 1 may find it necessary to say more to you, now & then of merely
egotistical matter than I might have otherwise desired; because that thro'
such communications only, will you be enabled to perceive how
remarkably I am fitted to comprehend the present disproportion between
your inward will & ideas, & the outward means of developping these into
tangible shape & act.

It is only those who have passed thro' the horrible sufferings that I
have myself, who can perhaps wholly understand your present state of
inability. My spiritual & intellectual capabilities have been, & are, dearly &
hardly earned. I believe that very few would submit to the life & the
habits which I am forced to lead, & by which alone can I maintain vigour &
efficiency either of mind or body.

It is a most extraordinary history, & one fitted for the ears of but
very few. Scarcely any could understand it, if one attempted to relate or
explain it. It would be to them all confusion & foolishness.

My life is one continuous sacrifice of every merely present comfort &
gratification.

And if ever I yield to temptation for an instant, & relax to some
apparently trivial act of self-indulgence, I pay for it in awful sufferings.
What / designate as self-indulgence too, would be merely regarded as the
common comforts of most people.

All I can say is I feel that is developping within me, thro' these very
means which is beyond all price & all estimation, & which have thrown all
merely earthly & ordinary gratifications as dust into my balance of
happiness.

God seems to me to have written on my brow that I am for Him & not
for myself, for Him & for his human creation under Him; but that never may
I sit down & rest, & wish for self for one instant.

I told you that there was some literal truth in my metaphysical
language about the ''High Priestess". You will indeed perceive this, as 1
become more known to you.

The knowledge you have given me of your own present state, greatly
modifies my views respecting what ought to [be] my course towards you.
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It modifies them, but it does not diminish from my desire & my
determination (as far as you will permit me, that is) to draw towards
you. To me, from the peculiar characteristics of my mind, you could
impart & bequeath much of your ideas & plans, which you would perhaps
be unable or unwilling to impart to almost any other scientific person;
and by admitting me to intercourse with you, I think you may be enabled
to depart this world (whenever in course of years that event does occur),
with less of the feeling how much is left undone, than you would otherwise.

I shall never demand or expect any return from you for what / may
bestow on you. I beg that you will not answer this letter, nor any letters of
mine which do not call urgently for a reply. It is wholly unfitting that I
should add to your engagements & labours. But you will perhaps allow
me to diminish from them. And most effectually & faithfully I believe you
will find me capable of doing this, as months go on, & you better know
me, & find out how to use me.

I shall be in Town for a few days some time about the middle or end
of next month. You will then, I am sure, give me a long evening quite
quietly in St James' Sqre, & we will have a great deal of conversation, or
only a little, or in short just what you may wish.

From you will I take my colour & tone.
Meanwhile I shall write again to you in a short time to say all that in

this letter I have left unsaid, & which I wish you to hear previous to our
meeting.

Do not answer me, (that is unless you really feel you like & can).
And think of me as a creature who would give all, & ask nothing in

return, excepting a true confidence in her own simple & fervent
character. To like me & to place faith in me, is all I could ever expect.

Yours very truly I A.A. Lovelace
P.S. My only remaining lurking timidity respecting you, is lest I

should appear as if determined to force myself on you. But I think that the
spirit in which I am acting & feeling about you must be clear to you.

If, after knowing enough of me, you found that I did but add to the
claims & fatigues already existing, I should withdraw as willingly as I now
press our intimacy. But it is my belief that I could add to your peace &
comfort, & lessen your anxieties.

How easy & natural does it appear to me to write to you! I shall be in
danger of being very free & very voluminous in my communications.

Endorsed by Faraday: 1844.

1. Letters 1631 and 1636.
2. From letter 1620.
3. Matthew 6: 24.
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Letter 1638
Charles Lyell and Faraday to Samuel March Phillipps1

28 October 1844
From the original in PRO HO45 / 631

London I 28 Octr. 1844
Sir

We send in certain plans sections & letters received from and
through Mr. Stutchbury as the last of the documents which we are called
upon to place in your hands[.]

With regard to the plan & sections Nos. 1 to 7, there is no need of
any remark from us[.j

Letter No 8. has surprised us greatly for its apparent inconsistency
but on very attentive consideration it has not in any respect altered our
opinion and conclusions or requires that we should make any change in
our Report1.

In reference to No. 9 being Mr. Stutchbury's letter to us we are very
glad to find that his views as a practical man accord so well with ours, but
on many accounts prefer our own mode of working out the principle of
ventilation propounded in our reportu

We have the honor to be I Sir I Your Very Obedient Humble
Servants I Cha Lyell I M. Faraday

1. Recipient established on the basis of content.
2. Lyell and Faraday (1844).

Letter 1639
Faraday to William Robert Grove
31 October 1844
From the original in RI MS G F15

R Institution I 31 Octr 1844
Dear Grove

1 cannot by any possibility leave here tomorrow after 2 oclk & am
very sorry for it. But you will shew me the experiment afterwardsu I have
heard of it imperfectly from Manchester1 but as I heard of it suspect it is
merely some conduction of the sound of the snap at the place of making
or breaking contact &c &c2.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Until after Monday3 1 am close shut up in my own experiments4.

1. This would appear to be a reference to letter 1629 written from Birmingham. Faraday
seems to have had difficulty distinguishing between Manchester and Birmingham. See letter
1606.
2. See Marrian (1844).
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3. That is 4 November 1844.
4. See Faraday, Diary, 4 November 1844, 4: 7186-7221.

Letter 1640
Charles Lyell to Faraday
31 October 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Oct 31 1844 i 16 Hart St
Dear Faraday

The enclosed is very satisfactory as a reply to a letter in what 1
reminded him1 of his conversation with you at Durham &c, his saying to
me "Mr F. says air must draw off" &c &C[.j I also told him that his amended
letter had been shown to the Under Secretary2 & that we had said we
thought his charge moderate, & that the Home Office was to pay him
£14.0.0 extra.

His willingness "to obey our commands" in future shows that he has
been completely brought to his bearings, & is in good humour withal.

Standidge the artist will call on you about the plan. I mean to
interpret not only the miners terms but the whole section geologically
into Upper & Lower Magnes[ia]n Limest[one] & Coal measures[.]

ever truly yours i Cha Lyell
M. Faraday Esq

1. Samuel Stutchbury. See letter 1638.
2. Samuel March Phillipps.
3. William Standidge (d.1850, age 59, GRO). Lithographer.

Letter 1641
Francis Beaufort to Faraday
31 October 1844
From the original copy in HO MS

M. Faraday Esq I 31 Oct 1844.
Sir

The cause of the different tints in the most transparent sea water
has always been a subject of so much interest that possibly you might
like to examine the samples mentioned in the enclosed note*. If so it will
give me the greatest pleasure to forward them to you.

FB
* Capt Barnetf s1 Note 24 Oct

1. Edward Barnett (1799-1879, Bl). Officer in Royal Navy.
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Letter 1642
Faraday to Francis Beaufort
1 November 1844
From the original in HO MS

Royal Institution I 1 Novr. 1844
My dear Sir

I regret that I cannot under take the examination of the water1 but I
have been so long delayed from my own researches by investigations &
inquiries not my own that I must now resume the formeru They are of
great importance & yet a succession of references & subjects from
Government i.e from the Commission of fine Arts2 & the Home Office3 & the
Ordnance Office &c &c has kept me from them for the last six months and
I am now therefore resolved to shut my eyes to all but themu

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
F. Beaufort Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 1641.
2. See letters 1627 and 1628.
3. That is the Haswell Colliery inquest.

Letter 1643
William Lucas1, Henry Boultbee2 and John Heppenstall3 to Faraday
cl November 1844
From the original in RS MS 241, f.95

Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Society
Sir

You are respectfully informed, that at the last General meeting of the
Society, held November 1st 1844, you were elected an Honorary Member.

Wm Lucas President
Henry Boultbee I John Heppenstall Secretaries

Sheffield.
To I Michael Faraday Esq DCL, FRS &c &c

1. William Lucas. President for 1844 of the Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Society.
Porter (1922), 84.
2. Henry Boultbee. Secretary of the Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Society, 1838-1844.
Porter (1922), 84.
3. John Heppenstall. Secretary of the Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Society, 1843-
1844. Porter (1922), 84.
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Letter 1644
Augusta Ada Lovelace to Faraday
8 November 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Ashley Combe I Porlock I Somerset I Friday 8th Novr
Dear Mr Faraday,

How much have you said to me by simply not answering my last
letter!1 (I mean the one I wrote in reply to your two2}.

I feel, merely from this circumstance, how well you understand me,
& how much & deeply you have felt on the subject of our
communications.

I seem to know all this, as well as if you had written volumes.
My object in this letter is not to give you the further remarks which 1

promised, & which I still defer for a little; but to explain to you some of
my arrangements as they now stand.

I am going to Mr Crosse3 at Bromfield on the 20th, to stay a few
days4. I enclose you a letter from him, received today.

Now it has struck me that perhaps I might be useful to you while there.
So, if there is any subject or subjects you would like me especially to
observe, enquire, or consider, for you, during my stay, give me your orders,
& I will show myself a faithful & intelligent agent.

Again, / have (I know) great influence with Mr C-; & hints or
suggestions from me he would be apt to consider & follow. So perhaps
you might like to suggest to me, how to suggest usefully to him\

Now, let none of this trouble you. I would not miss a possible
opportunity of being useful to you, or useful to Science, (Science whose
bride I am)!

But none of this may fall in with your views, your feelings, or your
powers, at this moment. If so, just put up Mr C-'s letter to return me, & say
on the envelope merely 3 words to let me know that you have nothing to
charge me with, but that I have not plagued you.

Remember that I am to be your assistant, if I am any thing at all to
you. And you are never to let yourself be plagued by me, or in connection
with me.

I expect to be in Town somewhere about the 25th. I hope that
you will then give me an evening, & will also let me come one morning
to your philosopher's cell, just to look about me there, (but not to
interrupt you).

In this way, I shall soon find out how best to serve you. Trust me for
that.

Your mind is one so peculiarly interesting to me, that I earnestly
desire to brighten & to lighten its earthly labours & anxieties.

I am again preparing some publications;- & have engagements
of that kind until July next5. Then, I mean (unless you discourage
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me) to undertake your Researches for review, or at any rate as my
hinge & centre for an Electrical Article (probably for the Quarterly).

Meanwhile, all of this winter I shall make you & your views &
occupations my study more or less; that is, in as far as you will let me.

When once I have the key to your prevailing line of interests, 1 know 1
can be a minister in your service, in a thousand ways; & that without
interfering with my own views & avocations, but so as to make all my
services to you co-operate with my pursuits & progress.

One thing I am now writing is again in the service of my friend
Babbage; but of a very different description from the last6. How 1 wish by
the bye that his mind were (in some points) more akin to that which in
you I so admire.

There is in him too much self, & too little of what 1 would term divine
love.

He is capable of great devotion to individuals now & then, but there
is not in him the Scripture the Christian love which I so adore.

He is a great man, & has a great intellect; but he would have been a
yet greater, & his intellect would have been yet higher & wider, had his
moral feelings corresponded.

This, by the way, is an illustration of some of the feelings &
principles 1 slightly sketched in my first1 letter to you.

Babbage has I think in him the capacity however, for a high moral &
religious development, tho' I doubt if it will be in this world.

1 am much attached to & interested in him, up to a certain point; but
then comes something which creates a bar to that degree & kind of
affection I feel for several others.

You see I cannot help writing to you as if you were indeed "the friend
of many years" I named you in my last.

Ever most sincerely yours I A.A. Lovelace

Endorsed by Lovelace: Private
Endorsed by Faraday: 1844

1. Letter 1637.
2. Letters 1631 and 1636.
3. Andrew Crosse (1784-1855, DNB). Amateur man of science.
4. See Stein (1985), 144-7 for an account of this visit.
5. See ibid., 141-4 for details of Lovelace's unfulfilled plans.
6. That is Lovelace's notes to Menabrea (1843).
7. Letter 1620.
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Letter 1645
Faraday to William Daniel Jones
9 November 1844
From the original in RMA WO150 / 31, f.131

Royal Institution I 9 Nov. 1844
My dear Sir

I enclose the bill & receipt of current expences1 for the year 1844 as
on former occasions

and am I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Coll. W.D. Jones RE I &c &c &c

1. At the Royal Military Academy.

Letter 1646
Faraday to William Whewell
9 November 1844
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.14

Royal Institution I 9 Novr. 1844.
My dear Sir

Cagniard de la Tour made an experiment1 some years ago which
give me occasion to want a new word will you help me?

If a glass tube sufficiently strong be nearly half filled with ether &
hermetically sealed & then the whole be gradually heated the tension &
density of the vapour in the upper part increases & at the same time the
liquid ether below expands in volume. Gradually the surface of the liquid
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ether rises to different heights (1.2.3.4.5.6. &c); the difference between it
& the vapour above becomes less & less & there is a point of temperature
& pressure at which the liquid ether & the vapourous ether are identical
in all their properties.

Now I am working on the same point and other fluids and want to
express that points Now what am I to call it? it differs of course both for
pressure & temperature for other bodies than ether; but how am I to
name this point at which the fluid & its vapour become one according to a
law of continuity? Cagniard de la Tour has not named it; what shall I call
it2.

By having a tube long enough it is easy to have cold fluid below &
pure elastic vapour above, yet no line of difference or demarcation any
where in the tube[.]

Ever My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Rev. W. Whewell D.D I &c &c &c

1. See Cagniard de la Tour (1822, 1823a).
2. Faraday needed such a word for Faraday (1845c).

Letter 1647
Augusta Ada Lovelace to Faraday
10 November 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Ashley Combe I Poriock I Somerset I Sunday 10th Novr Dear Mr Faraday,

I am exceedingly tickled with your comparison of yourself to a
tortoise1. It has excited all my fun (& I assure you 1 have no little of that in
me).

I am also struck with the forcible truth of your designation of my
character of mind:

"elasticity of intellect"2.
It is indeed the very truth, most happily put into language.
You have excited in my mind a ridiculous, but not ungraceful,

allegorical picture, viz
that of a quiet demure plodding tortoise, with a beautiful fairy

gambolling round it in a thousand radiant & varying hues; the tortoise
crying out, "Fairy, fairy, I am not like you. /cannot at pleasure assume a
thousand aerial shapes & expand myself over the face of the universe.
Fairy, fairy, have mercy on me, & remember I am but a tortoise".

What says the kind gentle fairy in reply? Somewhat as follows:
"Good tortoise, then I will be to you of plain & sober hue. I can

assume what form I like. I will be the beautiful phantom, glowing in colour
& eloquence, when so you order me. But I will now be a little quiet brown
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bird at your side, & gently let you teach me how to know & aid you. But my
wand is yours at pleasure, & into your hands I deliver it for your use".

So speaks the ladye-fairy. Well! forgive my fun & metaphor. I am as
basinfull of sportive mirth as of science, you know.

One friend of mine always calls me "The fairy". This is what
suggested to me a comparison so very complimentary to myself, that /
ought scarcely to have originated it, & did not.

My Lord, my husband3, always calls me The Bird. So strong is the
feeling in his mind of the similarity, that I really think he almost sees me
under the form of that lovely species of God's creatures.

An eminent physician said I was as like an Arab mare as could be,
both in physical constitution & in disposition.

Oh dear! I have no business to entertain you with all this egotism.
But really, your note has set the vein a-going; the allegorical species of my
mind; & I can hardly stop.

Another friend always calls me "the sprite". I don't know how it is,
but nobody calls me or thinks me a simple mortall

But is not a mathematical fairy a very curious compound? So it is
however; & there is the secret. I have in me both north & south polarities] &
dame Nature has played a freak, & for once united in a beautiful harmony
in one individual, faculties that usually do not co-exist.

The deepest Analysis, with brilliant Imagination for ever playing on
the surface of those grave & fathomless depths. Analysis is for ever
calling the gambols of my Imagination to order & confining them to a
subjection to the true & the logical.

To try & be quite grave & matter of fact again:
You are right. We must meet, & talk. So, will the Tortoise be good

enough to appoint an evening for coming to this mischievous sprite of a
thousand forms; (for venturing within her magic circle)? Thursday 28th, at
6 o'clock.

Will that do?
And I will give you some human earthly tea or coffee, or any other

mortal food you may choose; & not insist on your having nothing but the
dew & ambrosia / am obliged to feed my fairy nature on.

I hope this letter won't make you very angry.
/ mean it to make you laugh.
At any rate you must, I am sure, perceive that you have a most good-

natured creature to deal with in
Yours most sincerely I A.A.L.
P.S. It has struck me that as I have not specifiedSt James' Sqre, for

our meeting on the 28th, you may perhaps suppose that I have a habit of
magically transporting myself over space, & that I expect you & others to
do the same, & that you are to be here at six o'clock on the 28th. So I just
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add a P.S to say I do not demand quite so much; & that we are to meet in St
James' Sqre; as becomes other mortals, & tortoises especially.

Endorsed by Faraday: 1844

1. For the same comparison see letter 1633.
2. Lovelace was particularly pleased by this description. See Lovelace to Byron, 11
November 1844, in Toole (1992), 290-3.
3. William King, Earl Lovelace (1805-1893, B6). Lord Lieutenant of Surrey, 1840-1893.

Letter 1648
William Whewell to Faraday
12 November 1844
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.53

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge, Nov. 12 I 1844
My dear Sir

I am glad to hear that you are working, and come to a point where
you want new words1; for new words with you imply new things. I fear I
am not sufficiently in possession of the bearings of the subject on which
you are now engaged to make my help of any use to you. As you are
aware, I think the first condition of scientific terms is that they should
bear such a relation to one another that the truths of science may be
simply expressed. It is therefore difficult to recommend an insulated
word. 1 will however mention to you what occurs to me, and you can
make what use of it you will: If I understand right, the point of
temperature and pressure special for each fluid, for which you want a
name is a more general aspect of the boiling point or dew point: or
perhaps rather like what we may conceive of water at a very high
temperature, when it is prevented from flashing in to steam by very great
pressure. In this case we may conceive the water to be virtually vapour
and prevented from being actually] so: and I suppose the same is the
case with your fluids. Would it do to call them vaporiscent, and this point,
the point of vaporiscence. As we say a solid liquesces, we may say that a
liquid vaporisces. Or if you wish rather to say that the liquid state is
destroyed, you might say that the fluid is disliquified2.

We are, as seems to me much in want of a phraseology for
describing the solid, liquid, and aery conditions of bodies. To call them
the solid, liquid and gaseous forms, leads to needless confusion; form has
so many other senses. I proposed, in my Philosophy I think, to call them
the solid, liquid and aery consistencies of bodies: for though consistency
does not hang together well with our notion of an air, that is because the
air itself does not hang well together for which there is no help.
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If I have mistaken your object I should be glad to hear from you
again.

Believe me I My dear Sir I Yours most truly I W. Whewell
Professor Faraday

1. See letter 1646.
2. Faraday did not use any of these words in Faraday (1845c), but see letter 1659.

Letter 1649
Augusta Ada Lovelace to Faraday
13 November 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Wed[nes]day I 13th Novr.
Agreed then!

I say Amen to every line. You must know that the fairy always takes
to "hard, rough, & Straightforward" mortals.

You have yet to learn how well she can understand those who are yet
wholly different from herself. That power is part of her fairy-gift.

Meanwhile you would think she paid dear for her gifts (such as they
are), if you indeed knew all she goes thro', (& has gone thro' in her life).

1 have been very ill the last 3 weeks even;- one of my too frequent
attacks. I am subject to two very delightful ailments.

Gastritis (alias Gastric Fever); and Asthma.
I am getting better again now. I said nothing about this to you, till I

was mending.
I am able to work on, more or less, under even dreadful states of

suffering. Had I not this ballast, this hard food for my ideas, I should indeed
be a tempest-tossed bark under my most extraordinary physical
constitution. When quite unfit for speaking even, I can reflect, &
sometimes write', & this keeps me all compos and happy.

My strength never fails. The vis vitae seems intense in my case. It is
this curious fact which made the distinguished M.D I mentioned1,
compare me to the pure Arab Blood-Horse.

I have no weak or bad constitution, tho' 1 have one prone to
sufferings - quite a different thing. There is the wing power & endurance of
the true blood far more than in those who perhaps never suffer at all.
Intense vitality engenders intensely acute susceptibilities sometimes. So
that in fact it is my strength that is my weakness.

I wanted you to know a little of all this, before we meet.
I gain experience every month of my life; & thro' treatment expect to

ward of[f] illnesses more & more effectually.
You can have no idea of my fearful susceptibility to certain agents

put into the stomach.
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And almost all the ordinary medical rules are reversed in my case.
Excepting my mother2, & you, I have not mentioned to any

correspondent, that 1 have been ill lately. To say the truth, it is so very
familiar an occurrence that I say as little about it even as possible.

I have learned how to manage so as to keep it chiefly behind the
scenes; a great comfort!

I know no one so strong, so vitalized, as myself; notwithstanding all
this.

There is nothing for you to answer in this letter.
How glad I shall be when we meet! Meanwhile think of me as a

pleasant thought, if you can; & always remembering my mixed fairy &
mortal nature. I believe that of the latter there is very little however.

Pain & suffering have sharply & sternly schooled me, & made me
dead to all merely earthly things.

Ever yours then, I The Ladye Fairy.

Endorsed by Faraday: 1844

1. In letter 1647.
2. Anne Isabella, Lady Byron, nee Milbanke (1792-1860, Stein (1985), xviii-xix). Widow of
George Noel Gordon, Lord Byron (1788-1824, DNB). Poet.

Letter 1650
Faraday to William Whewell
14 November 1844
From the original in TCC MS O.I5.49, f.15

Royal Institution i 14 Now. 1844
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged for your kind letter1. The word I want is
mainly for the purpose of avoiding awkward & clumsy phraseology, for
instance instead of saying "In this substance the Cagniard de la Tour point
occurs at a pressure of &c"2 I want a word with which to replace Cagniard
de la Tour. It seems to me that a word expressing both conditions (vapor
liquid) if there be such a one is that which is wanted for at that point the
liquid is vapour & the vapour liquid, so that I am afraid to say the liquid
vaporisces or that the fluid is disliquefied. It is too bad of me to give you
this trouble & then not be content but the beauty of the experiment & its
general results has always in my eyes been so great that I have constantly
regretted we had not a word wherewith we might talk & write freely about
itM

Again excuse me & if nothing occurs to you bringing with it at the
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moment its own conviction of fitness do not take any further trouble - not
even to answer.

I am My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant i M. Faraday
Rev. Dr Whewell I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1648.
2. See, for example, Faraday (1845c), 166.

Letter 1651
Hugh Seymour Tremenheere1 to Faraday
14 November 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

105 Pall Mall I Nov 14, 1844.
Dear Sir,

I am much obliged to you for the opportunity of reading the letter,
which I return.

There can be no doubt that you have hit upon the cause of the evil,
and its remedy.

You will find lists of addresses for Durham and Northumberland
North of the Wear, at P 5572 of Part 1 of Appx to Report of Children's
Employment Commiss[ione]rs3.

Any number of copies4 for Coal owners on the South of the Wear
would find them, if sent to the Secretary of the Coal Owners Committee I
Coal Office I Newcastle on Tyne

For Yorkshire see P 223. Ib5.
For Lancashire, - Part 2, P 1956.
For Derbyshire, - Part 2, P. 2517.
I should be glad to have some copies to dispose of; and in any other

way should have much pleasure in forwarding its distribution.
I am, dear Sir, 1 Yours faithfully 1 Seymour Tremenheere

M. Faraday Esq

Address: M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Hugh Seymour Tremenheere (1804-1893, DNB). Commissioner for enquiring into the
state of the population in the mining districts.
2. Parliamentary Papers, 1842 (381) 16, p.556.
3. Endorsed by Faraday here: "Commons Sessional papers 1842 vol XVI & XVII". That is
Parliamentary Papers, 1842 (381) 16, p.556 and (382) 17.
4. Of Lyell and Faraday (1844).
5. Parliamentary Papers, 1842 (381) 16, pp.223-5.
6. Parliamentary Papers, 1842 (382) 17, pp. 194-6.
7. Ibid, pp.251-2.
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Letter 1652
Faraday to Samuel March Phillipps
18 November 1844
From the original in PRO HO45 / 631

Royal Institution i 18 Novr. 1844
Dear Sir

I send you a suggested listY] I gave Mr Tremenheere2 your message
& he as you will see has helped much to the references3. If you approve of
all these the number already rises up to 800 copies, but all these mines
are not troubled with fire damp.

I should be glad to speak on this subject to our Members on one of
the Friday Evening meetings of next year4. I presume there will be no
objection but rather an advantage in my doing so but if there should be
an objection will you do me the favour to inform met.]

I am I My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
S.M. Phillipps Esq 1 &c &c &c

copies5

Mr. Babbage6 6
Mr. Phillipps - Home office
Mr Lyell Hart Street Bloomsbury 50
Mr Faraday Royal Institution Albemarle St 30
Geological Society, Somerset House 15
15 Museum of Economic Geology Craig Court Charing Cross 50
T.C. Maynard Coroner Durham 6
Coal owners South of the Wear

address, Secretary of the Coal Owners Committee 457

Coal Office I Newcastle on Tyne
Seymour Tremenheere Esq Inspector of Mines

105 Pall Mall
Mr. Forster8 Viewer, Haswell Colliery near Durham
Messrs Clarke, Taylor, Plummer10 &c Do Do
Mr. Roberts11 Solicitor Newcastle
Mr. Clough12 Do ?
Mr. Marshall13 Do ?
Nicholas Wood14 Esq Viewer Newcastle
George Hunter15 Esq Viewer Belmont
Mr. Stutchbury 3 Charlton Place Hot Wells Bristol
Each of the Jury (See dispositions before the Coroner)
The Coroner of Newcastle
The Coroners of the Coal mining districts
T. Sopwith16 Esq near the Post Office Newcastle
Dr Buckland Ch. Ch. Oxford
Professor Sedgwick17 Trinity Coll. Cambridge
Professor John Phil[l]ips18 Trinity Coll. Dublin

12
12
5

1

2
5

12
209

6
1
1
1
6
6

10
12
6

10
25
5
5
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Lord Ashley19 M.P.

turn over 261

copies
Br. forward 261
Collieries of Yorkshire. See names & addresses
at pages 223, 224, 225 of the Commons Sessional 98
Papers for 1842 Vol XVI - Forty nine in number
if each have two copies20

Collieries of Durham & Northumberland north
of the Wear with the names & addresses see as 92
above Vol XVI page 556. 46 in number at 2 each21

Coal proprietors & works of Lancashire see
as above Vol XVII pages 194, 195, 196 - above 250
200 proprietors or 151 collieries22

Collieries of Derbyshire with names & addresses
see as above Vol XVII pages 251, 252. In Number 5023 100

801
copies 125024

1. For the distribution of Lyell and Faraday (1844).
2. Hugh Seymour Tremenheere (1804-1893, DNB). Commissioner for enquiring into the
state of the population in the mining districts.
3. See letter 1651.
4. See LitGaz., 25 January 1845, p.57 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 17 January 1845 "On the condition and possible Ventilation of the coal-mine goaf".
5. The figures in the left hand column are not in Faraday's hand and indicate that
Faraday's figures (in the right hand column) have been crossed through.
6. This line is not in Faraday's hand.
7. Endorsed here: "Note to him reqg him to distribute among Props & Viewers". This
figure was added later.
8. Thomas Emerson Forster (1802-1875, Bl). Mining engineer.
9. The zero was added later.
10. The owners of Haswell Colliery. Roberts, W.P. (1844), 1. Matthew Plummer; see Ray
(1994), 47.
11. William Prowting Roberts (1806-1871, DNB). Newcastle solicitor, specialising in trade
union law. Represented the mine workers at the inquest.
12. Clough. A practical miner who assisted Roberts with his questioning at the inquest.
Anon (1844), 3. See also Roberts, W.P. (1844), 12.
13. John Edwin Marshall. Durham solicitor (Law List) who represented the mine owners.
Roberts, W.P. (1844), 12.
14. Nicholas Wood (1795-1865, B3). Mining engineer.
15. George Hunter. Mentioned in Roberts, W.P. (1844), 58. Otherwise unidentified.
16. Thomas Sopwith (1803-1879, DNB). Mining engineer.
17. Adam Sedgwick (1785-1873, DSB). Woodwardian Professor of Geology at Cambridge
University.
18. John Phillips (1800-1874, DSB). Professor of Geology at Trinity College Dublin, 1844-
1845.
19. Anthony Ashley Cooper, Lord Ashley (1801-1885, DNB). Tory MP for Dorset, 1833-1846.
20. Parliamentary Papers, 1842 (381) 16, pp.223-5.
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21. /&/</., p.556.
22. Parliamentary Papers, 1842 (382) 17, pp.194-6.
23. Ibid, pp.251-2.
24. 1500 copies of the lithographs were ordered. See Phillipps to Standidge, 23 November
1844, PRO HO43/68, p.95.

Letter 1653
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
25 November 1844
From the original in UB MS NS 367

Bale November 25th 1844.
My dear Faraday

I think it is full time to acknowledge the last two letters you have
been kind enough to address to me1.

The official invitation to prepare a report about my researches on
ozon for the british association I received the other day and certainly I
shall not fail complying with the wishes expressed to me. If possible I
shall read that report myself at Cambridge2 and perform the necessary
experiments. You know perhaps that I attended the meeting of the Italian
association at Milan to make there a communication on my recent
investigations3; unfortunately however the chemical section was not such
as I could have wished it to be only a few chymists being there who really
deserved that denomination. Amongst them was Piria4 who suggested the
idea that all the effects I ascribe to a peculiar principle, "to my ozon"
might be due to nitrous acid5. Though the smell of the two substances be
as different as possible and other properties of ozon stated in my last
memoir be not those of nitrous acid the Italian Chymist stuck rather
tenaciously to his opinion. Immediately after my return from Milan I took
up the subject again and made a series of experiments with the view of
getting the most decisive matter of fact evidence for proving the
peculiarity of my principle and I think I have perfectly succeeded in
putting even beyond the shade of a doubt that Ozon and nitrous acid
have nothing to do with one another.

My principal proofs are as follows6:
1. Two stripes of platinum after having been plunged equally long

one into atmospheric air mixt up with vapour of nitrous acid the other
into air containing ozon produce a current the direction of which is such
as to indicate the ozonized stripe to be the negative part of the circuit.
Ozon is therefore a body more electro-negative than nitrous acid.

2. A stripe of platinum having been negatively polarized by Ozon
looses its voltaic condition and becomes neutral when plunged for a
short time into an atmosphere containing nitrous acid.

3. Air being ever so much charged with Ozon looses its peculiar
smell, its electro-motive power, its property of destroying vegetable
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colours &c when mixt up with the proper quantity of the vapour of
nitrous acid. The smell of the latter acid also disappears under the
circumstances mentioned.

4. An ozonized atmosphere may be shaken for a great length of time
with peroxide of lead being suspended in some water without loosing its
characteristic properties, whilst air charged with vapours of nitrous acid
and treated in the same manner becomes inodorous and looses its
properties which are due to nitrous acid.

5. A solution of sulfate of protoxide of iron turns brownish when
shaken with an atmosphere containing only traces of nitrous acid whilst
the same solution being treated with air which happens to be ever so
much charged with Ozon remains as to its colour unchanged and yields a
whitish precipitate.

6. Blue and humid litmus paper placed within a strongly ozonized
atmosphere is completely bleached within about 10-15 minutes without
assuming the slightest reddish tint, whilst paper of the same description
(being) suspended in vapours of nitrous acid first turns red and requires
hours or even days to become entirely bleached. And in that case the
paper is very strongly acid i.e. impregnated with nitric acid, whilst the
paper bleached by Ozon is always quite free from any trace of acid.

7. Phosphorus being (in darkness) introduced into atmospheric air
which is only slightly charged with vapours of nitrous acid, ceases to give
out any light and becomes and continues to be completely dark whilst
phosphorus put into strongly ozonized air happens to shine even more
lively than it does in common air.

The facts above mentioned clearly show that Ozon is no acid
principle and not to be confounded with nitrous acid.

I must not omit to mention that the voltaic bearings of Chlorine and
Bromine to nitrous acid are strikingly similar to those in which Ozon and
the last-named acid are standing to each other. A stripe of platinum ever
so powerfully polarized either by Chlorine or Bromine looses its negative
polarity when plunged into an atmosphere containing vapours of nitrous
acid.

The electro-motive power enjoyed by a chlorine or Bromine
atmosphere is also destroyed if mixt up with a proper quantity of the
vapour of nitrous acid. Such a close analogy as does exist between
Chlorine, Bromine and Ozone appears to me to be an important fact and
to speak in favour of the view I have taken of the nature of Ozon. Indeed
the more I compare experimentally the properties of Chlorine and
Bromine with those of Ozon the more I get struck with the similarity of
the three principles.) But whatever Ozon may be, it is at any rate a very
interesting substance and just the thing made to excite the curiousity
both of Chymists and natural philosophers. As to me, 1 shall do what I can
to clear up the subject. You may easily imagine that I feel very anxious to
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hear soon about the results of your present philosophical doings and I am
quite sure that they will be highly interesting to science, for, allow me to
tell you so, you cannot take any subject into your hands without getting
something excellent out of it, be it sooner or later.

Mrs. Schoenbein and the Children are quite well and all of them
charge me with their best salutations both to you and your lady. Pray
remember me also very kindly to Mrs. Faraday and believe me

Yours i most truly ! C.F. Schoenbein
I ardently wish and earnestly hope that your brother7 will by this

time have entirely recovered from his serious accident.

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution 1
London.

1. Letters 1606 and 1633.
2. At the 1845 meeting of the British Association.
3. Atti delta Riunione degli Scienziati Italiani, 1844, 167-75.
4. Rafaelle Piria (1815-1865, P3). Professor of Chemistry at the University of Turin.
5. Atti delta Riunione degli Scienziati Italiani, 1844, 202-4.
6. See Schoenbein (1844d).
7. Robert Faraday. Faraday mentioned this accident in letter 1606.

Letter 1654
Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas to Faraday
early December 1844
From the original in RS MS 241, f.97
M. Faraday profr de chimie, a I l'lnstitution royale, albemarle Street.
Monsieur et cher ami

La mort de Dalton1 a laisse vacante dans notre Academie, Une place
d'associe etranger. Une commission a ete chargee de presenter des
candidats2. Malheureusement, les geometres s'y trouvant en majorite, M.
Jacobi est presente le premier et Vous le Second seulement.

Cependant, Nous sommes bien decides a Vous soutenir. M. Arago
est tres ardent en votre faveur. MM Chevreul, Becquerel, etc. plaideront
votre cause, Si digne de succes. Je ne vous parle pas de mon devouement
et de mon zele; ils vous sont acquis des longtemps

J'apprends que vous venez de faire, de Belles et nouvelles
observations sur les gaz compresses; Soyez assez bon pour m'en
envoyer une notice sommaire. Elle fera l'objet d'une communication a
l'academie qui decidera beaucoup d'indecis et que Je seraistres heureux
d'avoir a faire en votre nom3.
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En tout cas, comptez sur moi, pour toutes choses et en toute occasion.
Veuillez croire a Vous mes sentimens d'admiration et d'affectueux

devouement i A Dumas I au jardin du roi

TRANSLATION
Mr Faraday, Professor of Chemistry at the Royal Institution, Albemarle
Street.
Sir and Dear Friend,

The death of Dalton1 has left a vacancy for a Foreign Associate of
our Academie. A commission has been set up to present candidates2.
Unfortunately, since the mathematicians find themselves in the majority,
Mr Jacobi has been presented as the first choice and you only as the
second.

However, we are determined to uphold your nomination. Mr Arago
is most ardently in your favour. Messrs Chevreul, Becquerel etc, will
plead your cause, which is so worthy of success. I say nothing of my
devotion and my zeal; they have belonged to you for a long time.

I hear that you have just made some beautiful new observations on
the condensation of gases; be kind enough to send me a summary of
these. It will form the basis of a communication to the Academie which
will decide many undecided members and which I would be happy to do
in your name3.

In any case, count on me, for all things and in all circumstances.
Please believe my feelings of admiration and affectionate devotion

for you I A Dumas I The Royal Gardens

1. On 27 July 1844.
2. The commission, of which Dumas was a member, was set up on 21 October 1844
(Comptes Rendus, 1844, 19: 784) and reported on 16 December 1844 (ibid, 1373).
3. Letter 1659 was Faraday's response to this. However it was not read before the
Academie, but published as Faraday (1845a).

Letter 1655
Augusta Ada Lovelace to Faraday
1 December 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Mr Faraday,

My engagements & also the rain prevented my looking in on you
either yesterday or Friday1. I do not know when you will return to Town,
but I shall beg sometime for another hour or two from you in the evening.

We must talk business & science next time.
Pray do not fancy you are too plain & rough for me. You do not know
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how I have (for years past) dispensed with all the ordinary
appurtenances & ceremonials of my situation in life.

I have in fact roughed it thoroughly, as they say;- & I am unused to
adulation & attention; so much so that such are irksome & intolerable to
me.

I have been highly trained, so to speak, to habits of independance or
rather of self-dependance, in all respects.

Often I go about incog to all sorts of places, and travelling &c, quite
unattended.

Of course I have thus to deal with various characters, to fight my
own way, and to take care of myself in many ways.

All this is a very necessary training for one who dares to grasp at
ambitious intellectual enterprises. There is an important connexion, tho'
not a direct one, between these handy, these anti-luxurious, practical
habits, & intellectual success. These practical daily habits, engender a
certain state of mind & feeling, very promotive of all that is a sine qua non
to success in high intellectual training.

I write in a hurry, & perhaps I am not over clear in expressing to you
all I mean.

If so, we can talk about it.
Ever yours I A.A.L

St. James' Sqre I Sunday

Endorsed by Faraday: Dec. 1, 1844
1. That is 29 November 1844.

Letter 1656
Leonard Homer1 to Faraday
2 December 1844
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.31

2, Bedford Place I Russell Square I 2d Dec 44 I Monday
My dear Sir

My friend Dr Andrews of Belfast who got one of the Royal Medals on
Saturday2, has arrived, & he is to spend the evening with us tomorrow. I
know that it would make him happy to see as much of you as possible
during his short stay, and if you will deviate from your rule a little & come
to us any time after 8 o'clock, I should be very glad.

Yours faithfully I Leonard Homer
1. Leonard Horner (1785-1846, DSB). Geologist.
2. That is 30 November 1844, the Anniversary Day of the Royal Society. See Proc.Roy.Soc,
1844, 5: 523.
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Letter 1657
Faraday to Leonard Homer1

3 December 1844
From a photocopy in RI MS

Royal Institution I 3 Deer. 1844
My dear Sir

I am your debtor for your kind invitation2, but I shall be at Brighton
this Evening and there must think of you. I was very glad to catch half a
minute with Dr. Andrews yesterday. His face manner & I believe feelings
suit with my ideas[.]

Ever Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Leonard Horner Esq i &c &c &c

1. Leonard Horner (1785-1846, DSB). Geologist.
2. Letter 1656.

Letter 1658
Faraday to John Gardner1

9 December 1844
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Brighton ! 9 Deer. 1844
My dear Sir

I shall be in town next Saturday2 but have duties for the day & could
not see you until Monday. But next Monday I shall be very glad to see you
between 10 & 12 o elk.

There is one phrase in your letter which startles me tacit or open
opposition3. It seems that a man must be either an opposer or a supporter
if not openly at least tacittyi.} Now I deny the right of any person to put me
in such a position at their pleasure and as you know there are abundant
reasons both in my health & habits which would prevent me becoming
either the one or the other to plans which I might either disapprove or
approve of in the strongest manner4!.]

You mention the names of Buckland & Sir James Clarke. I believe
these are the only two persons besides yourself Mr. Bullock5 & Liebig that
I have spoken to on the subject of your proposed college and that only
when they came as you did to ask my impressionst.i

Whatever you do 1 hope will succeed but from what they told me 1
fear it will not be a Liebig school.

Ever My dear Sir i Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Dr. Gardner

1. John Gardner (1804-1880, DNB). Secretary of the Royal College of Chemistry, 1844-1846.
2. That is 14 December 1844.
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3. To the foundation of the Royal College of Chemistry. See Bentley (1970) and Roberts,
G.K. (1976).
4. Faraday did donate £10.10 to the Royal College of Chemistry in 1845. "Alphabetical List
of Members", IC MS C/2.
5. John Lloyd Bullock (d.1905, age 93, Chem.Drug., 1905, 66: 886). Pharmaceutical chemist
and one of the founders of the Royal College of Chemistry.

Letter 1659
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
14 December 1844
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution London 1 14, Dec 1844
Most kind & dear friend

Your letter1 has touched me deeply, for it brings with it a flood of
that which I value more than honors, even though they be national (as
those you refer to truly are:) it brings me kindness & affection and that
from the men of whom as regards both powers of the mind & thoughts of
the heart I know of none who rank higher. Of yourself, I had seen enough
in personal intercourse & by your letters to make me trust I had a share in
the latter: and of M Arago I had heard enough to make me think how
happily his friends must be joined in thought with him: but I did not feel
that circumstances had given me any reason to suppose that I was more
than formally known to him. For, my dear friend, however well he may
have thought of my scientific endeavours or however high such may rise
in any individual it does not follow that honor, probity, good feeling & the
qualities of the heart should rise with them. But now his acts make me
think that M Arago looks a little beyond the limit which I had placed
between myself & him & across which I did not feel emboldened to pass:
and the character of friend in which he has always appeared to me will
now be exalted in my mind by a feeling which I durst not before attach to
it. I have not many friends in the world (by friend I mean one at thoughts
of whom the heart rejoices) probably because I go very little into the
world; but now I shall be bold to put M Arago in the number.

If I understand your letter rightly you wish me to send you an
abstract of my late & present experiments on the condensation &
solidification of bodies usually gaseous2 and this I do with very great
pleasure, though I have not succeeded yet in my desire, which was to
condense Hydrogen oxygen & Nitrogen & to see if hydrogen or nitrogen
were metals or what they were: but now you must act for met.] Such an
honor as that you refer to, comes with so much more beauty & glory
when it is conferred by the dignified, deliberate, & spontaneous act of the
body, that if the presentation of my results to the Academy were to
appear as if done with a consciousness of their thoughts, or as an asking
on my part for such honor, I should feel ashamed of myself; - both for
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appearing to think I was worthy of it; or for presuming in the least degree
to think that such a body in such an act could or ought to be moved by
such a motive; or turned by any thing from their great purpose of
approving that which was excellent. The honor you have already given
me by putting me second is more than I deserve. However in all this I
leave myself in your hands and for you to present my results (if when you
see them you think fit) is a pleasure so great, that if not before the
election, perhaps it may happen afterwards.

As for the results they are soon told, though I have been more than
six months engaged in them. You remember M. G. Aime's3 experiments
(Ann de Chemie 1843. VIII.)4 in the depths of the Sea where great pressure
was put on certain gases: the results could not be looked at in the
compressed state & they were made at common temperatures. You
remember also M Cagniard de la Tours experiments on ether5 &c in which
he shews that at a certain temperature the liquid becomes vapour
without increase of bulk. Now if this disliquifying point6 is, as it appears to
be, lower with the more vaporous & lighter bodies existing as gases then
there can be little or no hopes of liquifying such substances as hydrogen
oxygen or nitrogen &c at any pressure whilst retained at common
temperatures; for their disliquifying points are almost certainly below
common or even considerably depressed temperatures. Here therefore
you have the key to my course of proceedings. I first sought for a very low
temperature and for this purpose used Thilorier's7 beautiful bath of solid
Carbonic acid & ether8 - but then I worked with this bath under the
vacuum of the air pump keeping up a continual exhaustion the while, &
reduced the temperature so low that the carbonic acid of the bath was
not more volatile than water at the temperature of 30°C; for the
barometer of the air pump was 28.2 inches - the external barometer
being 29.4 inches. This being done I next succeeded in fitting and
adjusting together by caps & stopcocks small brass & glass tubes so that I
could by means of two successive pumps force in & compress different
gases up to a pressure of 40 atmospheres, & at the same time submit
them to the intense cold in the air pump and look at & examine the
effects. As I expected the cold produced many results which the pressure
never could have given and especially in the solidification of bodies
usually gaseous. These I will now hastily give you[.]

You remember the gases formerly condensed. You I believe added
to their number Arseniuretted hydrogen9. It is very probable that M. Aime
may have condensed olifiant gas & fluosilicon down below; - if at least
water was kept from the latter. For myself the following are my present
results Olifiant gas is condensed into a beautiful clear colourless
transparent fluid - but did not solidify - it dissolves resinous bituminous
& oily bodies - Hydrosodic acid may be obtained pure either in the liquid
or the solid state - solid hydrosodic acid is very clear colourless &
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transparent with generally a few fissures running through it looking very
much like ice - Hydrobromic acid may also be obtained either as a limpid
colourless liquid or as a clear transparent solid body - these two acids
require careful pressuration & rectification by distillation in closed
vessels & under pressure before they can be obtained in the pure &
colourless state. - Fluosilicon was condensed into the liquid state but at
the very lowest temperature was exceedingly fluid & thin like hot ether; it
then indicated a pressure of about 9 atmospheres & showed no sign of
solidification - it was clear & colourless. - Fluoboron & Phosphoretted
hydrogen have both presented me with results of condensation but you
know how needful it is for a philosopher to repeat his experiments again
& again that he may be quite firm on his ground & I am now waiting for
Carbonic acid to repeat these very experiments - Muriatic acid easily
liquefies at less than 1 atmosphere of pressure but does not solidifyu
Sulphurous acid of course freezesu Sulphuretted hydrogen becomes a solid
and then appears as a white crystalline translucent mass looking rather
like congealed nitrate of ammonia or camphor than like congealed water -
Carbonic acid when thus rendered solid from the fluid state without being
dispersed into snow is a very beautiful substance clear as crystal so that 1
have at times been in doubt whether the tube was full or empty of it &
have to melt it so that by the joint pressure of liquid & solid I might know
the solid was there. The solid Carbonic acid has a pressure of 6
atmospheres so that we easily perceive how liquid C.A. becomes solid
when let out into the air - Euchlorine is a beautiful orange red crystalline
body very brittle & presenting no signs of explosive power in that state -
Nitrous oxide. This gas you will remember I condensed formerly. I see by
the Journals that lately M Natterer10 has repeated the experiment using a
pump for the compression & has obtained the liquid in open air11. I also
have condensed it into a liquid by my pumps but I have also rendered it
solid by the cold bath[.] It was then a beautiful clear crystalline colourless
body but in that state its vapour had not the pressure of 1 atmosphere
and this result accorded with other experiments in which having opened
a vessel containing the fluid a part evaporated cooling the rest but not
solidifying it. The cold produced by this evaporation is very great & this
was shewn by putting the tube & its contents into a bath of solid carbonic
acid & ether in the air; this bath which so instantly freezes mercury
seemed like a vessel of hot fluid to the former & instantly made its
contents boil violentlyt.] Hence I propose to use fluid nitrous oxide in
further experiments on hydrogen oxygen & nitrogen for by placing a
nitrous oxide bath in an air pump & exhausting the air & gas we may sink
as far below the Carbonic acid bath in vacuo as that is below the same
bath in air - Cyanogen freezes as Bunsen12 has shown already13 -Ammonia
perfectly pure & dry may be obtained as a solid white translucent
crystalline substance heavier than the fluid ammonia & having very little
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smell because of the low pressure of its vapour at that temperature^
Arsenuretted hydrogen and Chlorine would not change their fluid for the
solid state - Alcohol became thick like cold oil but would not crystallize
neither would caoutchoucene nor camphine nor oil of turpentine but
they were thickened - Nitric oxide & carbonic oxide shewed no signs of
liquefaction at the lowest temperature & a pressure from 30 to 35
atmospheres!.]

I have many other results as to the pressures of the vapours of these
different bodies at different temperatures and also as to the temperatures
of the liquifying points of the solid mentioned but you know how often
such results should be repeated to afford any useful degree of certainty -
this it is which has kept back the announcement of the above conclusion
for some time & I am still repeating before I am willing to publish the
numbers. - And now my dear friend I send this to you & if you should not
think fit to communicate it at once I shall still think I may consider the
research as taking date from this time for your knowledge & judgement of
it are to me as valuable as that of half the world.

Will you thank M.M. Becquerel & Chevreul as they ought to be thanked
for all their kindness on my behalf. I can only say as I said before that I
esteem their thoughts for me as of far more value than what these thoughts
& exertions may produce as to the honor; though none can esteem that
more highly as an honor than I should. With profound respects to Madame
Dumas & earnest feelings of grateful affection to Yourself.

I am Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Letter 1654.
2. See Faraday (1845c).
3. George Aime (1813-1846, PI). Professor of Physics in Algeria, 1836-1846.
4. Aime (1843).
5. Cagniard de la Tour (1822, 1823a).
6. This term was proposed by Whewell in letter 1648.
7. Charles Saint-Agne Thilorier (b.1797, Reingold and Rothenberg et al. (1972-92), 3: 373).
Parisian mechanic and chemist.
8. Thilorier (1835).
9. A misinterpretation of Dumas's work. See Soubeiran (1830) and Duiaas (1830).
10. Johann August Natterer (1821-1901, P2, 3, 4). Austrian physician.
11. See Gaultier de Claubry (1844).
12. Robert Wilhelm Eberhard Bunsen (1811-1899, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at the
University of Marburg, 1838-1851.
13. Bunsen (1839).
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Letter 1660
Justus Liebig to Faraday
19 December 1844
From a lithograph following Hofmann (1875)

Giessen I 19 Dec. 1844
Dear Faraday,

I intended to have written you long ago of my safe arrival and that I
had found my wife and children well. The opening of my winter course
and a mass of work which had accumulated during my absence, have
hitherto prevented my fulfilling my intentions. Now however that I have a
few days of rest during the Christmas holidays, I will not let the
opportunity slip, of wishing you, with my whole heart, a merry Christmas
and happy new year. Often do my thoughts wander back to the period
which I spent in England; among the many pleasant hours of which, the
remembrance of those passed with you and your estimable wife is to me
always the dearest & most agreeable. With the purest pleasure I bring to
mind my walk with her, in the botanical garden at York1, when 1 was
afforded a glance of the richness of her mind and of the same time of
feeling convinced what a rare treasure you possessed in her. The
breakfast in the little house with Snow Harris and Graham, and our being
together at Bishopthorpe are still fresh in my memory. I wish it were only
my good fortune to see and talk with you oftener and to exchange ideas
with you.

Nature has bestowed on you a wonderfully active mind, which takes
a lively share in every thing that relates to Science. Many years ago your
works imparted to me the highest regard for you which has continually
increased as I grew up in years and ripened in judgment and now that I
have had the pleasure of making your personal acquaintance and seeing
that in your character as a man, you stand as high as you do in Science, a
feeling of the greatest affection and esteem has been added to my
admiration. You may hence conceive how grateful I am for the proof of
friendship which you have given me.

I have every reason to [be] satisfied with my journey in Great
Britain, rare proofs of recognition have indeed been given me. What
struck me most in England was the perception that only those works
which have a practical tendency awake attention and command respect,
while the purely scientific, which possess far greater merit are almost
unknown. And yet the latter are the proper and true source from which
the others flow. Practice alone can never lead to the discovery of a truth
or a principle. In Germany it is quite the contrary. Here in the eyes of
scientific men, no value, or at least but a trifling one is placed on the
practical results. The enrichment of Science is alone considered worthy
of attention. I do not mean to say that this is better for both nations the
golden medium would certainly be a real good fortune.
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The meeting at York which was very interesting to me from the
acquaintance of so many celebrated men, did not satisfy me in a scientific
point of viewf.j It was properly a feast given to the geologists, the other
Sciences serving only to decorate the table. The direction, too, taken by
the geologists appeared to me singular, for in most of them, even the
greatest I found only an empirical Knowledge of Stones and rocks, of
some petrefacts and few plants, but no Science. Without a thorough
Knowledge of Physics & Chemistry, even without mineralogy a man can
be a great geologist in England. I saw a great value laid on the presence of
petrifactions and plants in fossils, whilst they either do not know or
consider at al[l] the chemical elements of the fossils, those very elements
which made them what they aret.]

This letter has already grown too long and truly I fear to weary your
patience. I cannot however deny myself the pleasure of expressing a
sincere wish to see you and your wife here in Giessen next summer. Did
you know how quietly we live at our German Universities, you would
certainly expect from your visit only benefit of your health. Except
scientific pursuits we have no other excitements of the mind. We take
walks in our beautiful green woods and in the evening drink tea at the
neighbouring old castles. This is our recreation. I beg of you, dear
Faraday to listen to my request, I pray your dear wife to assist me in
trying to make you decide on this journey. My wife unites with me in
begging this, it would give her the greatest pleasure to make the personal
acquaintance of you and your Lady.

Farewell, dear Faraday, preserve to me your friendly favor and
believe me with all sincerity to [be]

Yours very truly I Dr Just. Liebig

1. During the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 1661
Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas to Faraday
23 December 18441

From the original in RS MS 241, f.99
Nombre des votans 55
Majorite - 28

Mr. Jacobi - Mi l l I I I I I Mi l l I I I I
M. Faraday - I I I I I Mi l l I I I I I Mi l l I I I I I I I I I! I I I I
Mr Buckland - I
Mr. Melloni2 - I

Mon cher ami. Je vous envoye le resultat du Scrution qui vient de Vous
declarer a 34 voix sur 55, le titre d'Associe etranger de notre Academie3 et
qui vient de vous donner un degre de confraternite plus etroit avec des
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hommes qui Vous sont bien profondement devoues, MM. Arago,
Becquerel, Chevreul et si j'ose me citer aupres ces hommes illustres, je
dirai que je vois bien vivement et du fond du coeur, ce qu'il y a de beau de
juste et d'honorable pour Vous et pour notre aeademie dans ce resultat.

Je Vous ecris, au milieu de la Seance, au milieu des Conversations
des discussions; il ne m'en reste que tout juste la liberte de presenter mes
respectueux hommages a Madame Faraday, qui sera J'espere satisfaite du
zele de Vos amis.

Tout a vous de coeur ! Dumas

Address: Monsieur i Faraday associe etranger de I 1'academie des
Sciences de paris, a I Tlnstitution royale - Albemarle Street I Londres.

TRANSLATION
Number of voters 55
Majority - 28

Mr Jacobi - M i l l I I I I I I I I II I I I I
Mr Faraday - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I
Mr Buckland - I
Mr Melloni2 - I

My Dear Friend,
I am sending you the results of the vote that has just elected you, by

34 votes out of 55, Foreign Associate of our Aeademie and which has just
bestowed upon you a degree of the closest friendship with the men who
are most profoundly devoted to you, Messrs Arago, Becquerel, Chevreul
and, if I dare to place myself amongst them, I would say that I see most
clearly and from the bottom of my heart, only what is beautiful, just and
honorable for you and for our Aeademie in this result.

I am writing in the middle of the meeting, in the middle of all the
conversations and discussions; and all that remains for me to do now is
to present my respectful homage to Mrs Faraday, who will, 1 hope, be
pleased with the zeal of your friends.

Yours wholeheartedly, I Dumas

1. Dated on the basis that Dumas wrote this at the time of Faraday's election to the
Aeademie des Sciences.
2. Macedonio Melloni (1798-1854, DSB). Director of the Physics Conservatory in Naples.
3. See Comptes Rendus, 1844, 19: 1392.
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Letter 1662
Faraday to Edward Magrath
26 December 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl C9

R Institution 1 26 Deer. 1844
Thank you my Dear Magrath for your kind letter. I received by this

mornings post notice of the event in a letter from Dumas1 who wrote from
the Academy at the moment of deciding the ballot and to make it more
pleasant Arago directed it on the outsider

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Magrath: On Thursday the 26 Deer 1 copied the enclosed
Paragraph, on its arrival, from the Journal des Debats of the preceding
Tuesday the 24 Instance and sent it to Mr Faraday.

L'Academie des Sciences a procede aujourdhui a l'election d'un
associe etranger en remplacement de M Dalton. Les deux principaux
candidats places sur la liste etaient: en premiere ligne M Jacobi, et en
seconde ligne M Faraday. La majorite des suffrages s'est portee sur ce
dernier. Sur votans, M Faraday a obtenu 34 voix et M Jacobi 212 [sic]. EM

1. Letter 1681.
2. J.Debats, 24 December 1844, p.l, col.d.

Letter 1663
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
27 December 1844
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 27, Deer. 1844
What can I say my kindest friend but thanks the most heartfelt

thanks to you all for your goodness to me1. I cannot understand how I
with my reserved habits can have created such a feeling towards myself
in such a body of men as constitute your Academy especially too when I
remember my moderate standing in science & the little hope that even I
entertain of producing much more. I can only account for it by referring it
to the innate kindness & heartiness of those who have so thought of &
honored me and to the abundant zeal & friendship of yourself. I hope I
shall not discredit the honor conferred on me. I will strive to deserve it &
should it be my good fortune to produce any contribution to science
worthy to be called a discovery the greatest source of pleasure arising to
me from it will be the thought that I am helping in some degree to redeem
the pledge which you in your earnestness to me & my honor have as it
were given to science on my part.
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To Messrs. Arago, Becquerel Chevreul & all say how deeply
impressed I am with their undeserved kindnesst.] I refrain from
multiplying words, for they would not be able to say all I feel.

I conclude that you read my Abstract &c2. I wish the results had
been greateru

Mrs. Faraday wishes me to remember her to you & though she
thinks very well of me still wonders to find that I can create such an
interest in you and the Academy. She rejoices in my joy[.]

Ever My dear friend I Your faithful & indebted I M. Faraday
M. A. Dumas I &c &c &c

Address: Monsieur A. Dumas I Professor I &c &c &c I au Jardin des Roi I
Paris

1. Letter 1661.
2. Letter 1659. This was not read to the Academie, though part of it was published as
Faraday (1845a).

Letter 1664
Michel Eugene Chevreul to Faraday
27 December 1844
From the original in RI MS Fl 1138

27 decembre 1844
Monsieur,

Je m'empresse de vous adresser mes felicitations au sujet de votre
nomination a la place d'associe etranger vacante par le deces de Mr.
Dalton a l'academie de Sciences. Je vous prie de croire que depuis
longtemps j'etais convaincu des droits que vous aviez a cette distinction
et vous ne pouvez douter de mes efforts pour que justice vous fut rendu,
malgre le redoutable concurrent avec laquel la majorite de la commission
de presentation vous avait mis aux prises.

Je vous serai vivement oblige de vouloir bien offrir a la Societe
Royale, mon ouvrage sur la loi du contraste simultane des couleurs1 que
mon preparateur, Mr [name illegible], vous remettra en main propre. Si
J'avais eu une occasion je vous l'auray adresse beucoup plutot. Je vous
ferai passer prochainement 1°, mes Six memoires de recherches
chimiques sur la teinture2 2° un memoire de recherches physiques-
chimiques sur le mesme objet3; 3° enfin un memoire qui na point encore
passe ce qui renferme la matiere de quatre legons que j'ai fait en 1842 a
Lyon sur l'application de mes recherches a l'assoritment des fils colores
employes a la confection d'etoffes de soie4.

Vous y verrez l'explication des effets optiques des classes les plus
variees, rammenes au principe de la reflexion de la lumiere par un
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systeme de deux cylindres parallells auquel principe tous les effets
normaux des contrastes et du melange des couleurs sont subordonnes

Avec mes felicitations recevez, mon cher Mr, l'expression bien
sincere de mes sentiments affectueux. I E Chevreul
P.S. auriez vous la bonte de reclamer a la Societe les objets suivants que
je n'ai pas regu a lepoque de leur publication, il y a un an environ que j'ai
prie a M. Brown de le faire -

il me manque les transactions philosophiques de la Societe, annee
1841 et la lere partie de l'annee 1842

il me manque en outre proceedings of the Royal Society n° 42, 46, 47,
48,49,50,51, 52, 53, 54-

TRANSLATION
27 December 1844

Sir,
I hurry to send you my congratulations on your nomination for the

place of Foreign Associate of the Academie Royale, made vacant by the
death of Dalton. 1 beg you to believe that I have been convinced for a long
time of your rights to this honour and you can have no doubts as to my
efforts that justice be done to you, despite the undoubted concurrence
with which the majority of the presentation commission had ranked you
in respect to the prizes.

I would be most obliged to you if you could offer to the Royal Society
my work on the contrast and harmony of colours1, that my assistant, Mr
[name illegible], will hand to you personally. If I had had the opportunity,
I would have sent it to you much sooner. I shall shortly be sending you:
firstly, my six papers of chemical research on dyes2; secondly, a paper of
physical and chemical research on the same subject3; thirdly and finally a
paper that deals with the subject of the four lectures I gave in 1842 in
Lyons on the application of my research to the assortment of coloured
threads used in the making of silken materials4.

You will see the explanation of the optical effects created by the
most varied materials, brought back to the principles of the reflection of
light by a system of two parallel cylinders, to which principles all the
normal effects of contrast and mixing of colours are subordinate.

With my congratulations, My Dear Sir, please accept the sincere
expression of my affectionate sentiments.

E. Chevreul

P.S. Please have the kindness to tell the Society of the following papers
which I did not receive at the time of their publication. It is a year since I
asked Mr R. Brown to do it:
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I am missing from the Philosophical Transactions of the Society, the
whole of 1841 and the first part of 1842; I am also missing from the
Proceedings of the Royal Society nos. 42, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54.

1. Chevreul
2. Chevreul
3. Chevreul
4. Chevreul

1839).
1838-44).
1840).
1846).

Letter 1665
James South to Faraday
30 December 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Observatory Kensington I One o'Clock in the I Morning of Monday
I Deer.30th 1844

My dear Faraday,
Accept my Congratulations on your being Elected "Associe Etranger

del'Academie des Sciences de Paris" - they come to you indeed late; but
by no one are they offered with more sincerity than they now quit my
pen.

May Providence grant you health and strength, so that you may very
very long continue, an Honor to old England, and a splendid living
Example, that by calling to his aid, industry the most indomitable -
perseverance the most unflinching - and honesty the most unsullied, - a
poor uneducated Lad, may by God's blessing, make himself, not only one
of the first philosophers of Europe, but also one of the most Enviable
Characters of the Age.

With kindest regards to Mrs. Faraday, in which Lady South1 heartily
joins me, as well as in every good wish for yourself I remain

My Dear Faraday I Yours Most affectionately I J. South
P.S. I will call and shake you by the hand the first moment that I can.

1. Charlotte South, nee Ellis. Married South in 1816. See DNB under James South.
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Letter 1666
Roderick Impey Murchison to Faraday
30 December 1844
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

4 Circus, Bath I 30th Deer. 1844
My dear Sir,

Better late than never!
Although you will have been informed before now of the result of

the election in the Institute of France, I cannot enclose the accompanying
note (which followed me to this place from London) without
congratulating you sincerely on the great & well merited distinction
you have obtained[.]

The more remarkable the man to whom you were opposed, the
greater the honor to England in having had a Faraday to triumph over
Prussia and her Jacobi who is considered the first mathematician in
Europe.

Mr Pentland1 who has recently passed through London acquainted
me with the state of the prospects a fortnight ago & assured me that M
Arago had been throughout your fast & warm friend on the occasion.

Hoping to be in London soon & intending then to congratulate you
in person believe me to be

Yours very sincerely I Rodk I. Murchison
M. Faraday Esq

Your new year comes in with glory. May you live many years to
enjoy your well earned fame.

1. Joseph Barclay Pentland (1797-1873, DNB). Traveller.

Letter 1667
Faraday to Roderick Impey Murchison
2 January 1845
From the original in GS MS M/F4/2

Royal Institution I 2 Jany 1845
My dear Sir

I am very grateful for your kind letter1!.] This Election has been to me
a source of very unexpected and of very high pleasure. It was so free from
influence & unthought of on my part that it comes to me with the highest
character & without any anticipation or any alley [sic]. Again it has drawn
forth so many expressions of kindness, such as your letter to me, as to
add wonderfully to the gratification which if alone the honor was fitted to
give. Aragos' goodness, Dumas' correctness (who wrote the instant after
the Election2 & out of the midst of the excitement of the decision which
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all were talking around him & to him) - the zeal of Becquerel Chevreul &
indeed I may say my thirty four friends overwhelms me with feelings of
gratitudes

Ever My dear Sir I Your Obliged Friend ! M. Faraday
R.I. Murchison Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1666.
2. Letter 1661.

Letter 1668
Faraday to John Barlow
2 January 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl CIO

R Institution I 2 Jany 1845
My dear Barlow

I send you as soon as I can the titles for the two evenings i.e the
subjects; if you do not like the titles alter them. Jany 17th On the condition
and ventilation of the coal mine goaf1.

Jany 31. On the liquefaction & solidification of bodies usually
gaseous u

Mrs Faraday begs me to thank you & Mrs. Barlow for a Pheasant and
the many good wishes which we know were floating about it[.j We
earnestly hope that this year and every new one for a long while to come
will bring health & happiness to you both[.j

I write in haste because I thought you would like to know the dates.
They depend on Mr Addams3 who cannot well let me have Carb acid
before the 31st.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Revd John Barlow MA I &c &c &c

1. See Lit.Gaz., 25 January 1845, p.57 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 17 January 1845, "Explosive Accidents in Coal-mines".
2. See Lit.Gaz., 8 February 1845, p.89 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 31 January 1845, "On the liquefaction and solidification of gases".
3. Unidentified.
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Letter 1669
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
2 January 1845
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f.27

R Institution 1 2 Jany 1845
My dear Sir

I cannot let your kind letter pass unacknowledged for every good
wish is very grateful to me. I had no idea of the honor until Dumas wrote
me a few lines saying I was on the second line1 & thus I had no thoughts of
that being changed to the first place until he again wrote to me from the
voting chamber on the instant of decision2!.]

Ever Yours Truly IM. Faraday
Dr T Andrews I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Thos Andrews i &c &c &c i Belfast 1 Ireland

1. Letter 1654.
2. Letter 1661.

Letter 1670
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
10 January 1845
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Collingwood Jan 10 I 45
My dear Sir

Mr Gordon1 who will deliver this letter to you, a very old and
esteemed friend of mine and a gentleman of large landed property both in
England & Scotland is very desirous to have some conversation with you
respecting some remarkable conclusions wh appear to result from an
experiment tried last Summer by Mr Forster2 of Findrassie near Elgin in
Scotland on the increased growth & produce of Barley under the
influence of atmospheric electricity conveyed into the soil, which he
considers is an object of national importance to subject to further
enquiry3. Mr Forster will probably accompany Mr Gordon in his visit to
you and will state to you the particulars of the experiments and his own
views of its rationale.

From the very great interest Mr Gordon appears to take in the
subject and from the exceedingly liberal and public spirited course he
proposes to adopt (which he will himself explain) I have been induced to
request (what I should not do under ordinary circumstance as knowing
how very precious your time and thoughts are) that you will
communicate to these gentlemen your impression of the probable
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success of the process if applied on an extensive scale, and of its general
importance^

I remain I My dear Sir I Yours very faithfully I J.F.W. Herschel
Dr Faraday

1. James Adam Gordon (1791-1854, AC). Twelfth Laird of Knockespock.
2. Robert Dewey Forster (d.1867, age 62, SRO). Scottish electro-agriculturist.
3. See R.D. Forster, "Electro-Culture", Elgin Courant, 6 June 1845, p.3, col. e for an account
of his work. See also the letters between Herschel and Gordon in January 1845, RS MS HS 8.
173-7.

Letter 1671
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
18 January 1845
From the original in RS MS AP 27.22
My dear Faraday,

As you have taken some interest in my researches on Ozone, I flatter
myself that the results of my recent investigations which bear upon a
similar subject, will engage your attention. After having ascertained that
by the slow combustion of phosphorous in atmospheric air a peculiar
principle happens to be engendered being in many respects similar to
Chlorine I was led to examine those bodies which are capable of
exhibiting the same sort of combustion and it is common ether in
particular upon which 1 have lately been making a series of experiments.
The results 1 have already obtained from them are such as will, to my
opinion, merit the attention of Chymists. On account of the small space
allowed to a letter I cannot state them but in very summary manner. You
will however soon have an opportunity to acquaint yourself with the
details of the subject.

If a platinum wire being moderately heated at one of its ends be
introduced into a mixture of the vapor of common ether and atmospheric
air a slow combustion as it is well known takes place and besides
aldehydes, aldehydic, formic, and acetic acids, &c. a principle is
produced which has hitherto escaped the notice of Chymists and enjoys
to a high degree oxidizing and bleaching properties as you will see from
the following statements:

1. The principle in question destroys Indigo like Chlorine and
Ozone.

2. It decomposes jodide of potassium and hydroiodic acid
eliminating at the same time Jodine; it turns therefore blue the paste of
starch being mixt up with the jodide like Chlorine and Ozone.

3. It (slowly) decomposes also bromide of potassium like Chlorine
and Ozone.
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4. Being in contact with water it changes Jodine into Jodie acid like
Chi. and Ozone.

5. Being in contact with water it transforms sulphurous acid into
sulphuric acid like Chi. and Ozone.

6. It changes the yellow ferro-cyanide of potassium into the red one
like Chi. and Ozone.

7. It turns blue the white cyanide of iron, like Chlorine and Ozone.
8. It transforms the salts of protoxide of iron into the salts of the

peroxide, like Chi. and Oz.
9. It makes very rapidly disappear the coloration produced by

sulphuret of lead, like Chlorine and Ozone. A number of other sulphurets
are also destroyed by it.

10. It is readily taken up by water.
11. Water charged with our principle enjoys all the properties

before-mentioned.
12. Those properties are destroyed by treating that water with

readily oxidable substances such as the solution of [word illegible],
sulphurous acid, zinc, iron &c. Even mercury acts in the same way upon
the liquid and is taken up by the latter.

13. An aqueous solution of sulphuretted hydrogen being mixt up
with a sufficient quantity of water charged with our principle does no
more than draw sulphuret of lead from the solutions of that metal.

I have ascertained many other properties but those stated will
suffice to give you an idea of the substance produced during the slow
combustion of the vapor of ether in atmospheric air. Before passing to
other subjects I must not omit to state that the liquid obtained from
the action of nascent oxigen upon ether or alkohol does not exhibit
the reactions above mentioned. From hence follows and from other
observations too that our principle has nothing to do with aldehyd
and the other products which the slow combustion of ether and
alkohol gives rise to. I am not yet prepared to say how far nitrogen is
necessary to obtain the peculiar principle in question, as far as my
experiments go it seems as if that body (Nitrogen) acts an important
part in the process. I am also not quite sure whether the fragrant smell
which is making its appearance during the slow combustion of ether
has something to do with the principle in question; some facts seem
to speak in favor of their being dependant of each other, others are
against such a conclusions After having gone so far and being led by
some theoretical views I subjected the rapid combustion of a number
of matters to a close examination and did so with the view of
ascertaining whether a similar bleaching principle be engendered by
the process. The facts which I am going to state will show how far this
is the case.

When a jet of hydrogen gas is set on fire in atmospheric air and the
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following fluids are held (in small glass tubes) above the point of the
flame we observe that
1.) a weak indigo solution is bleached.
2.) a solution of jodide of potassium or hydrojodic acid is decomposed or
the paste of starch containing the red jodide turned blue.
3.) a solution of the yellow ferro-cyanide is changed into the red one.
4.) The white cyanide of iron being suspended in water is suddenly
turned blue.
5.) A solution of sulphurous acid is transformed into sulphuric acid.
6.) The solution of sulphate of protoxide of iron is turned into the salt of
the peroxide.
7. The sulphuret of lead being suspended in water or attached to a
moistened piece of paper loses its black colour and turns white.

The same results are obtained with the flame of a common candle
provided however a current of air be sent through the flame quite in the
same way as we do it in making experiments with the blowpipe. But the
reactions are not produced in each part of the flame, we obtain them only
with the exterior or what they call the oxidising flame. I have been
experimenting upon many other flames and invariably found that under
certain conditions the bleaching principle in question is engendered in all
of them. The flame of phosphorous for instance is in this case, as to that
of sulphur, it is obvious, that the bleaching matter cannot be disengaged
by it on account of its action upon sulphurous acid, it is however a
remarkable fact that water over which that flame had been made playing
invariably contains small portions of sulphuric acid the production of
which is most likely due to the oxidising principle in question.

From the facts above stated it seems as if our oxidising and
bleaching matter is produced in all cases of rapid combustion taking
place in atmospheric air and that its generation is independent of the
nature of the burned substance; for which matter can be more different
from each other than hydrogen is from phosphorous?

The question is now what that principle is and from where it comes?
The circumstances under which it happens to be formed lead us to to
suspect that the atmospheric air is the source of that principle. Should it
be nitric or nitrous acid? Dilute nitric acid does act neither upon jodide
nor upon the yellow ferro-cyanide of potassium nor upon the white
cyanide of iron, our principle must therefore be different from that acid.
Besides nitric acid cannot be formed at a temperature at which it is
decomposed. As to nitrous acid all my endeavours to ascertain the
presence of that compound failed and I could not find out a trace of it.

In comparing the chemical properties of my ozone with those of the
bleaching principle produced during the slow combustion of ether in
atmospheric air as well as during the rapid one of many other substances,
we easily perceive a striking similarity between them. The most essential
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reactions effected by these principles are without any exception the
same. From that similarity of properties we might be led to believe that
there is either identity or at least some close connexion between the
substances enjoying the similarity of properties. Admitting the identity of
these principles and starting from the hypothesis I have ventured to
suggest regarding the nature of nitrogen, we can rather easily account for
the production of our bleaching principle. Heat, in many cases acting like
common electricity we might suppose that the former agency determines
the oxigen of the air to unite with the hydrogen which I think to be
contained in Nitrogen. Under these circumstances Ozone, the other
constituent part of Azote, would be eliminated in the same way as I
suppose that principle to be set at liberty by the action excited by
common electricity upon atmospheric air. It is at any rate a most
remarkable fact that the chemical effects produced for instance by the
point of the hydrogen flame are exactly the same as the chemical effects
brought about by the electrical brush and such being the case I at least
cannot help thinking that in one respect the same chemical process takes
place in both instances. But be that as it may, the facts I have tried to give
you the substance of are, to my opinion, far from being unfavorable to the
view I have taken of the nature of ozone.

Just now I am about to ascertain whether the bleaching principle
can also be obtained by burning a variety of substances in pure oxigen a
point which is very important to know. Before I conclude I take the liberty
to draw your attention upon some facts which appear to be worthy of
notice. Whilst Ozone (like Chlorine) enjoys to a high degree the property
of polarizing negatively platinum, I have not yet succeeded in obtaining
that effect by the bleaching principle produced during the slow
combustion of ether in atmospheric air. This neutral state seems to
indicate that the said principle is either loosely united to or mixt up with
a matter enjoying opposite voltaic, i.e. electropositive properties and it is
perhaps from such a compound that results the pungent smell perceived
during the combustion of ether. What that matter is I cannot yet say but it
may be that the fact I am going to state has something to do with the
subject alluded to.

When an aqueous solution of Jodide of potassium is repeatedly
treated with the atmosphere obtained by slowly burning ether in
common air, it becomes reddish brown and, if the solution being in
that state be heated in a retort only traces of free Jodine are given off but
at the same time a crystalline matter distills over, that enjoys all the
properties of your Joduret of etherine (I + C4H4)[.] As perhaps the pungent
matter being produced by the slow combustion of ether our bleaching
principle united to the olefiant gas and is it the latter that does counteract
or mask the negative voltaic properties of the former? Ulterior
experiments will answer these questions. If you think the contents of
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my letter such as to be worthy of being communicated to the Royal
Society you have full liberty to do so. I have a mind to read myself at
Cambridge1 the report I am charged to draw up on the Ozone affair2 and
to make there the more important experiments regarding that delicate
subject3. Pray present my humble regards to Mrs. Faraday and believe me

Yours I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale, I Jan. 18, 1845.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution i London.

1. That is the meeting of the British Association.
2. Schoenbein (1845b).
3. This letter was read to the Royal Society on 6 February 1845 and a short abstract was
published in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1845, 5: 543-4. It was placed in the Archives. RS MS CMB 90c, 3
April 1845.

Letter 1672
Dominique Francois Jean Arago to Faraday
20 January 1845
From the original in RS MS 241, f.96

Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences
I Paris le 20 Janvier 1845

Le Secretaire perpetuel de l'Academie 1 pour les Sciences mathematiques
Monsieur et tres-Honore Confrere,

J'ai l'honneur de vous adresser, ci jointe, copie certifiee de
l'ampliation de l'Ordonnance royale, en date du 12 de ce mois, qui
approuve F election que F Academie a faite de vous en qualite d'Associe
etranger1, dans la Seance du 23-Decembre 18442.

Je me felicite, Monsieur et tres-Honore Confrere, d'etre Finterprete
des Sentiments de l'Academie, et je vous prie d'agreer l'assurance de la
haute consideration avec la quelle j'ai l'honneur d'etre,

Monsieur et tres-Honore Confrere I Votre tres-humble etitres
obeissant Serviteur. \F. Arago
A Monsieur Faraday, Associe etranger de I l'Academie royale des Sciences
de Flnstitut de France.

Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences
i Paris le [blank in MS] 18[45]

Le Secretaire perpetuel de l'Academie, pour les Sciences mathematiques,
Certifie que ce qui suit est extrait du Proces-Verbal de la Seance du Lundi
20 Janvier 1845.

Mr. le Ministre de l'lnstruction Publique transmet ampliation de
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TOrdonnance royale en date du 12 Janvier 1845 qui confirme la
nomination de Mr. Faraday, de la Societe royale de Londres, a la place
d'Associe etranger, vacante par suite du deces de Mr. Dalton.

Cette ordonnance est ainsi congue:
Paris, le 12 Janvier 1845

Louis=Philippe, Roi des I Frangais IA Tous present et a venir, Salus.
Sur le rapport de notre Ministre Secretaire d'Etat au Departement de
l'lnstruction Publique;

Vu le Proces-Verbal de la Seance de 1'Academie royale des Sciences,
en date du 23 Decembre 1844; I Verso
Nous avons ordonne et ordonnanse ce qui suit:

Art. ler.
L'election que l'Academie royale des Sciences vient de faire de Mr

Faraday, de la Societe royale de Londres, pour remplir la place d'associe
etranger, vacante par le deces de Mr. Dalton, est et demeure approuvee.

Art. 2e.
Notre Ministre Secretaire d'Etat au Departement de l'lnstruction

Publique, est charge de l'execution de la presente ordonnance I faite au
Palais des Tuileries, le 12 Janvier 18451 Signe: Louis-Philippe. 1 Par le Roi:
I Le Ministre Secretaire d'Etat au departement I de l'lnstruction Publique,
par interim I Signe: S. Dumon3. I Pour ampliation: I Le Chef du
Secretariat I Signe: Danton4:1 Pour Copie conformelLe Secretaire perpetuel
pour les Sciences Mathematiques. IF Arago

TRANSLATION
Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences

i Paris 20 January 1845
The Permanent Secretary of the Academie for the mathematical Sciences
Sir and Most Honoured Colleague,

I have the honour of sending you the enclosed certified copy of the
Royal Edict dated the 12th of this month, which approves your election
by the Academie as Foreign Associate1 at its meeting of 23 December
18442.

I congratulate myself, Sir and Most Honoured Colleague, on being
the interpreter of the sentiments of the Academie, and 1 beg you to accept
the assurance of the high esteem with which I have the honour of
being, I Sir and Most Honoured Colleague,! your most humble and most
obedient Servant. IF. Arago
To Mr Faraday, Foreign Associate of i the Academie royale des Sciences de
L'Institut de France
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Institut de France I Academie Royale des Sciences
I Paris the [blank in MS] 18[45]

The Permanent Secretary of the Academie, I for the mathematical
sciences, certifies that what follows is taken from the Minutes of the
meeting of Monday 20 January 1845.

The Minister of Public Education sends a copy of the Royal edict
dated 12 January 1845 which confirms the nomination of Mr Faraday of
the Royal Society of London, to the place of Foreign Associate, vacant
since the death of Mr. Dalton.

This edict is as follows:
Paris, 12 January 1845

Louis-Philippe, King of I the French I To all present and those to
come, greetings.

On the recommendation of our Minister the Secretary of State at the
Department of Public Instruction; I Having seen the Minutes of the
meeting of the Academie Royale des Sciences, dated 23 December 1844; I
PTO I
We have ordered and authorised the following:

Article 1
The election that the Academie royale des Sciences has just made

of Mr Faraday, of the Royal Society of London, to fill the place of Foreign
associate, vacant since the death of Mr. Dalton, is and remains approved.

Article 2
Our Minister the Secretary of State at the Department of Public

Instruction is charged with the execution of the present edict I made at
the Palais des Tuileries, this 12 January 1845 I Signed: Loius-Philippe. I By
the King: I Acting Minister and Secretary of State at the Department of
Public Instruction, I Signed: S. Dumon3. I For the Copy: I The Chief of the
Secretariat I Signed: Danton4: I Confirmation that this is a true copy: The
Permanent Secretary for the mathematical sciences: F. Arago

1. See Comptes Rendus, 1845, 20: 157.
2. Ibid, 1844, 19: 1392.
3. Pierre Sylvain Dumon (1797-1870, DBF). Minister of Public Works, 1843-1847.
4. Joseph-Arsene Danton (1814-1869, DBF). Chief of the Secretariat of the Ministry of Public
Instruction.
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Letter 1673
Dominique Francois Jean Arago to Faraday
20 January 18451

From the original in RS MS 241, f.99
Mon illustre confrere et ami.

Voici enfin Votre confirmation2 par le roi3. Ne Vous etonnez pas si
elle a tant tarde: notre ministre de l'lnstruction publique, Mr. Villemain4,
etait devenu fou.

La liste des titres de Vos concurrents etait magnifique. Aussi, je n'ai
jamais vu une bataille plus animee. Je suis heureux d'avoir contribue a
votre succes. Dans aucune circonstance je n'avais agi et parle avec une
conviction plus profonde d'etre dans la verite et dans la justice, malgre le
genie mathematique de Mr Jacobi.

J'ai ete touche jusqu'au fond des expressions affectueuses de Votre
lettre. Croyez, je Vous prie, en toute circonstance, a mon attachement
sincere et a ma vive admiration. IF Arago

TRANSLATION
My illustrious colleague and friend.

Here at last is your confirmation2 by the King3. Please do not be
surprised at the delay: our minister of Public Instruction, Mr Villemain4,
went mad.

The list of the titles of your competitors was magnificent. Also, I
never saw a more animated debate. I am happy to have contributed to
your success. At no time have I acted and spoken with a deeper
conviction of being in the right and on the side of justice, despite the
mathematical genius of Mr Jacobi.

I was touched to the heart by the affectionate tone of your letter.
Please believe, I ask you, in every circumstance, my sincere attachment
and my true admiration IF Arago

1. Dated on the basis that this accompanied letter 1672.
2. Letter 1672.
3. Louis-Philippe.
4. Abel Francois Villemain (1790-1867, NBU). Minister of Public Instruction.
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Letter 1674
Amedeo Avogadro to Faraday
22 January 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur,

Turin ce 22 Janvier 1845
Je profite d'une occasion qui se presente pour vous faire parvenir

une copie de trois memoires que j'ai publies dernierement, dont deux en
Italien, inseres dans les Atti della Societa Italiana delle Scienze, et Fautre
faisant partie de T.8 des memoires de l'Acad-e des Sciences de Turin qui
doit paraltre dans peu.

Le point traite dans Tun des memoires a la Societe Italienne
relie a une opinion que vous avez ecrite vous meme, Monsieur, sur la
nature de l'induction electrique1: 1'autre est un projet d'une nouvelle
nomenclature chimique2 dont vous etes mieux que tout autre en etat de
juger les principes; ce n'est au reste qu'un essai qui pourra recevoir des
perfectionnements successifs si les chimistes en approuvent les bases
generates.

Quant au memoire a l'academie de Turin il regarde une theorie qui a
attire dans ces derniers temps 1'attention de plusieurs chimistes et
physiciens, celle des volumes atomiques3; mais je propose sur cette
theorie des idees qui me sont propres, et qui me paraissent pouvoir
conduire a la determination numerique des degres de la faculte electro-
positive, ou electro-negative des differens corps. Ces idees relient au
reste a quelques uns de mes travaux anterieurs que je cite dans mon
memoire. dans ce memoire je me suis borne a la consideration des corps
simples; dans un autre memoire je me proposerai d'appliquer mes
principes aux corps composes.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance de l'estime, et de la consideration
distinguee, avec la quelle j'ai l'honneur d'etre, Monsieur, I Votre tres
devoue serviteuriA. Avogadro.

TRANSLATION
Sir,

Turin this 22 January 1845
I am taking advantage of an occasion which has presented itself to

me to send you copies of three papers that 1 have recently published, of
which the two in Italian were originally inserted in the Atti della Societa
Italiana delle Scienze, the third being a part of volume 8 of the papers of
the Turin Academy of Sciences, which should appear shortly.

The point dealt with in one of the papers to the Italian Society
relates to an opinion that you yourself put forward, Sir, on the nature of
electric induction1; the other is a project on a new nomenclature for
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chemistry2 of which you are better qualified than any other to judge the
principles; it is, moreover, but a sketch that can subsequently be
modified if chemists approve its broad basis.

As to the paper to the Turin Academy, it regards a theory which, in
recent times, has attracted the attention of several chemists and
physicists, that of atomic volumes3; but I expound my own ideas on
this theory, which seem to me to be able to lead to the numerical
determination of the degrees of the electro-positive or electro-negative
faculty of different bodies. These ideas link up, moreover, to some of my
earlier work that I cite in my paper. In my paper I have limited myself to
considering simple bodies; in another paper I propose to apply these
principles to compound bodies.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of the esteem and distinguished
consideration, with which I have the honour of being, Sir, I Your most
devoted servant I A. Avogadro.

1. Avogadro (1844a). Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE 11, 12 and 13.
2. Avogadro (1844b).
3. Avogadro (1845).

Letter 1675
Faraday to William Ker Reid1

27 January 1845
From the original in Northumberland Record Office MS ZAN Ml2 / D4

R Institution I Jany 27 1845
My Dear Brother

I am glad I have received your note so soon, for today our Managers
have been reviewing the Friday Evening regulations & we shall all have to
be careful & regular. You will probably see by the papers that the Lecture
room doors will not be opened on Friday Evenings before \ past 8 o elk2

but any who should by chance or accident be there earlier can wait in the
Ante lecture room.

Yours affectionately IM. Faraday
W.K. Reid Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Ker Reid (1787-1868, Reid, C.L. (1914)). Silversmith and a brother in law of
Faraday.
2. RI MM, 27 January 1845, 9: 325. For a discussion of the formalisation of Friday Evening
Discourses see Forgan (1977), 216-7.
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Letter 1676
Faraday to Gideon Algernon Mantell
27 January 1845
From the original in NLNZ MS G.A. Mantell, Autographs vol.2, p.31

R Institution 127 Jany 1845
Dear Mantell

I have great pleasure in sending you the tickets1 & as long as I have
the power shall rejoice to do so on your expressing any desire to comei.]
My memory is so treacherous that I cannot promise to remember but
hope whenever you feel inclined you will remind me[.]

Ever Truly Yours IM. Faraday
Dr. Mantell I &c &c &c

I conclude that you son2 is above 15 years of age. Regulations have
been passed today which our Managers intend to make stringent3.1MF

1. Presumably for Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 31 January 1845, "On the
liquefaction and solidification of gases" (see LitGaz., 8 February 1845, p.89 for an account)
which Mantell attended. Curwen (1940), 191.
2. Reginald Neville Mantell (1827-1857, Curwen (1940), 64, Spokes (1927), 251). Engineer.
3. Apart from the opening time of the lecture theatre (see letter 1675), these regulations are
not detailed in Rl MM, 27 January 1845, 9: 325

Letter 1677
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
28 January 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl Cll

Royal Institution 128 Jany 1845
My dear Sir

I send you one ticket1 but am not able at present to do more because
of the many applications. I hope you will be able to find some one who
has a ticket to spare for 1 should be sorry Mr Fisher2 should not come as
he wishes itu

Ever Truly Yours IM. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esql&c &c &c

1. Presumably for Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 31 January 1845, "On the
liquefaction and solidification of gases" (see LitGaz., 8 February 1845, p.89 for an account).
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 1678
Faraday to Gideon Algernon Mantell
3 February 1845
From the original in NLNZ MS Papers 83 (Mantell family), folder 38

Royal Institution I 3 Feby 1845
My dear Dr Mantel

I cannot thank you too heartily for your kind note & its
accompaniments I shall preserve both often to renew remembrances of
their author. The work1 I knew by character & as soon as time allows
mean to know it word by word. I count upon an intellectual feast upon it
the next time I go into the country or seaside for a rest & I feel that ought
to be soon. Rejoicing in your acquired & I trust increasing health and
looking forward to the additions which it will enable you to make to the
temple of your fameu

I am My dear Sir 1 Your Very Grateful Friend 1 M. Faraday
Dr. Gideon A. Mantell I &c &c &c

1. Either Mantell (1844a) or (1844b).

Letter 1679
Faraday to Dominique Francois Jean Arago
4 February 1845
From the original in AS MS

London I Royal Institution I 4 February 1845
Honored & dear Sir

It is with the deepest feelings of gratitude that I receive the packet
which the post has just placed in my hands1 and I am at once aware that
no written words of mine can adequately express or return the thanks
which I feel in my heart. I may truly say that I had never thought of such
honor as being Foreign Associate of the Academy of Sciences for myself;
and my gratitude is the deeper because I cannot help feeling that in
respect to its bestowal on me my deserts are not proportionate to the
kindness of those who have so highly distinguished men But what can I
say except promise that the more I feel I have not yet deserved the great
distinction the more I will strive to deserve it[.j Permit me to hope that
you will add to the many obligations I owe you by presenting to the
Academy of Sciences the expression of my most profound respect and my
most cordial thanks for their high appreciation and the encouragement
they have been pleased to give to my exertionsf.]

And for yourself believe me to be Honored and dear Sir with the
greatest admiration and respect

Your Obliged and grateful Servant IM. Faraday
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Monsieur I Monsieur Arago I Secretary Perpetual 1 &c &c &c I Academy
of Sciences I a Paris

1. Letters 1672 and 1673.

Letter 1680
Faraday to Justus von Liebig
5 February 1845
From the original in Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Liebigiana II. B.
Faraday, M.

Royal Institution I 5 Feby 1845
My dear Liebig

Your very kind letter1 was to me a source of the highest gratification
6 pride and I should long since have answered it (aye even the next day)
but that I was continually hoping for some great result such as the
condensation of hydrogen or nitrogen or at least oxygen and wanted to
send you the first word. But to this time notwithstanding all my labour &
continued repet[it]ion of experiments with increased care 1 have been
disappointed. Still I am not cast down & though 1 have become at last very
tired & moreover have an attack of rheumatic influenza - and must for the
present rest - yet I trust hereafter to succeed. So my letter will be much
poorer in scientific value than I wished - but not my dear friend in the
heartiest feelings of affection for your kind expressions which I have by
personal knowledge of you learnt to know come from the heartu

My wife often speaks of you and I think has more pleasure in her
remembrances thoughts & knowledge of you than of any other amongst
scientific men with whom she has become acquainted. Your german
feelings of home and wife and other subjects are very congenial to her
mind & before she went out knowing that I intended writing to you she
desired to be most sincerely remembered to you with many thanks for
your good opinion. She thinks you flatter her but I tell her you do not.
Talking of my wife reminds me of yours whom you join with yourself in
persuading us to come & see you at Giesseni.] Tell Mrs. Liebig that I shape
out to myself in fancy such a thing though I hardly hope to see it fulfilled
and that I please myself with imagining all about you two, and how much
she is like you in feeling and the pleasure that I could have in being at
home with you & her & chatting altogether just as we do here in our
happiest moments and as you & me have done together - but let it pass. 1
must put such thoughts aside for the present - and the reality perhaps for
ever. Nevertheless be assured that if things were to shape themselves I
would thank you both for your kind invitation by shewing ourselves at
your doort.]
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As to my gas experiments I am still working at them and hope the
next time I try I shall have oxygen perhaps the end of this week. Olefiant
gas, Phosphuretted hydrogen Hydriodic acid, Hydrobromic acid
Fluosilicon & Fluoboric have given way & become liquids and Hydriodic
and Hydrobromic acids with Ammonia - Sulphuretted hydrogen - Nitrous
oxide - Euchlorine - and dry sulphurous acid have become solids. In
working at the tensions of the vapours of these bodies I have been much
troubled by irregularities which I can only account for by supposing that
they are not always as pure as is supposed. Thus both Olefiant gas &
Nitrous oxide gas when condensed give me liquids which must be
mixtures of at least two substances of different volatility - and in Olefiant
gas the mixture appears to be in very different proportions at different
times of preparation as if an alteration in the temperature or in the
quantities of materials made alterations in the proportions of the
different bodies produced. But I have not yet had time to work this out
any further than to its effect in causing great differences in the tension of
the vapour produced by the condensed liquid obtained at different times.
You know that though I may seem lively enough at times that I soon tire
and this with a bad memory soon puts an end to my working for a time[.]
Adieu my dear Liebig. That blessings may be on you & yours is the
earnest wish of your faithful friend

M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Justus Liebig I Professor I &c &c &c &c I University I
Giessen I Germany

1. Letter 1660.

Letter 1681
Thomas Christopher Maynard to Faraday
7 February 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Durham 7th Feby 1845
My dear Sir,

A fact has come to my knowledge today connected with the Haswell
explosion, which appears to me very extraordinary and which I think will
be interesting to you. About three weeks ago the Pitmen working in the
Pit where the explosion took place expressed to Mr. Forster1 their fear of
the safety of the Pit, upon which he requested them to appoint four of the
most intelligent of their body to examine every part of the Pit, and he
would pay them for their trouble. The four men were appointed, and
minutely examined the waste and all the Goafs, in some of which they
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succeeded in getting up about 18 feet, in others 13 feet and some less, but
could not in any part find the least indications of Gas. You will not fail to see
how this corroborates the statements on the Inquest of the Deputy
Viewer and overmen that they had never observed gas at the edges of the
Goafs2. The Mr. Taylor who wrote the letter to you having heard of this
extraordinary fact himself went down and made a most minute
examination, and not having in his examination been able to find any
Gas in the Goafs could scarcely credit the fact, and actually sent for the
four men and examined them, to satisfy himself on the point. This is a
circumstance as it seems to me which ought to be most thoroughly
investigated, because if the fact is so it would seem that the Gas is only
given out in large quantities occasionally, when the Goaf becomes filled
with it. And if it is so then it would seem that the rumbling noise which
was heard shortly before the Haswell explosion might be the
consequence of a large body of Gas pent up in the strata above which
on its getting vent occasioned the explosion.

I shall be glad if this information is of any use to you; at all events
you must consider it as coming from a novice; if there is any part of the
statement you would wish to have more fully, if you will give me the
points, I will be most happy to ride over to Haswell and examine the men
most carefully so as to obtain the information you require. At the same
time I cannot but think that if you were to come down and examine the
Goafs yourself it would afford very great and general satisfaction. The two
Reports3 you were so kind as to forward to me have formed since I
received them my circulating library. They have scarcely been a day at
one time in my possession. If the evidence taken on the Inquest should be
printed I would feel particularly obliged if you would obtain a copy for
me. Probably on your applying to Sir James Graham he would order a
copy to be forwarded to mei.j

Believe me my dear Sir I Yours truly I Thos. Christ. Maynard
M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I London

1. Thomas Emerson Forster (1802-1875, Bl). Mining engineer.
2. See Roberts, W. P. (1844), 41.
3. Lyell and Faraday (1844). See letter 1652.

Letter 1682
Faraday to Augusta Ada Lovelace
10 February 1845
From the original in Bod MS dep. Lovelace-Byron 171, f.48

R Institution I 10 Feby 1845
Dear Lady Lovelace

Tuesday week (i.e. the 171) 1 must keep an engagement which I am
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obliged to put off from tomorrow night because of severe cold & influenza
and yet I should so much like to see you again that even though I may not
be able to call before \ p 9 or 10 oclk I will come for half an hour or so if
you do not say it is too lateu

Ever faithfully Yours IM. Faraday
In thinking of the possibility of seeing you at so late an hour 1 have

quite forgotten to thank you for your kind letter & the accounts of your
health. MF.

1. Tuesday week was 18 February 1845.

Letter 1683
Faraday to Griffith1

10 February 1845
From the original in Greater London Record Office MS F/GRF/3

Mr Faraday presents his Compts to Mr. Griffith & his thanks also for
a kind invitations But both his health & his avocations prevent him
accepting any evening engagements.
Royal Institution I 10 Feby 1845.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1684
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
10 February 1845
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/31

Royal Institution 110 Feby 1845
Dear Sir

Mr. Wilkins has placed in my hands four pieces of plate glass which I
will number & mark according to their thickness^]

No 1. Cooksons 0.52 of an inch thick
2. British Company - 0.54 of inch in thickness
3. Thames Company - 0.55 thick triangular
4. D° - 0.60 thick Square
Of these 4 & 3 have the least colour - the colour being a pale green. 2

and 1 are much deeper in colour - 2 being of a greenish blue colour & 1
green[.]

An idea of the effect of this colour when the glass is used for
windows may easily be obtained by placing a large sheet of white
cartridge paper on a table near a window so as to be uniformly
illuminated & then laying the pieces of glass down upon it and observing
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how much the paper under each piece of glass is altered in its appearance
from that part which is left uncovered[.) It will quickly be seen that 1 & 2
lower the colour most and about equal to each other;- 3 & 4 the least. So
superior in this respect are 3 & 4 to either of the others that if laid one on
the other so as to give more than a double thickness, they do not stop
more light than either of the others alonei.j

As these glasses differ from each other in colour and as in light
houses it is the yellow light of a lamp that is used I have compared the
glasses together in the same way by lamp light and as was to be expected
the advantage was rather more in favour of 3 & 4 than by day light for the
blue & bluish green tints of 1 & 2 are less favourable to the transmission of
the rays of light from a lamp than the warmer tints of glasses 3 & 4.

In reply therefore to the question respecting the increase of
thickness in the glass used it is I think important that if such glasses as
1 and 2 be used the thickness should not be increased beyond that which
is quite necessary on other accounts; and also that if 3 & 4 were in other
respects equally good they would allow a double thickness of glass to be
used without involving a greater loss of lights

Three smaller pieces of glass have also been placed in my hands[.] No.
5. British - No. 6. Cooksons - No. 7. Thames. 5 is clear blue in colour - 6 green
and 7 yellow. No. 7 has evidently been much more free from colour
formerly but exposure to light has caused it to become yellow. If this
should prove to be the only change however it would not matter for it still
has less colour (as is seen when placed on white paper) than either of the
other two & the colour it has is of less consequence to artificial or lamp
light than the blue or greeny

I have tried all these glasses to ascertain if I could detect any
difference in their liability to be affected on the surface & roughened by the
action of weather or salt spray but I cannot make any impression on any of
them. I have also tried them as well as I could for hardness by rubbing
them with emery powder one against the other but here again cannot
distinguish a difference. As far as my tests apply they are in these respects
nearly alikeu

The force of a hurricane is estimated at somewhere about 321bs on a
square foot and when loaded with spray it may be more than this. I may
perhaps be excused for observing that where plates of glass have to bear
such power as this it is very important that they should be carefully
bedded in their frames in the putty or cement employed so as to bear on all
parts of the surface near the edge and not more or less upon one point than
another1!.]

I am I My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq i &c &c &c
1. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in its Minutes, 11 February
1845, GL MS 30010/34, p.340. Trinity House Wardens Committee, on the basis of this report,
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agreed that the glass should be supplied by the Thames Plate Glass Company; Minutes, 25
February 1845, GL MS 30025/16, p.400. However, following a conversation between Herbert
and Faraday, it was agreed that all the specimens of glass should be tested practically;
Trinity House Wardens Committee Minutes, 1 April 1845, GL MS 30025/16, p.418.

Letter 1685
James South to Faraday
10 February 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Castle Parsons-Town I Monday Feby 10, 45
My dear Faraday,

Owing to Lady South's1 illness I did not quit Kensington till Tuesday
last2, and did not reach this place till Thursday, since when to the present
moment we have had uninterruptedly bad weather.

As therefore I cannot admire objects seen with the Leviathan I have
plenty of time to eulogise not only the boldness of the undertaking to
construct such an Instrument, but the success of our Noble Friend3, in the
invention of Machinery, which has given to the Monster Mass the means
of being used with nearly as much ease, certainty and safety, as the
smallest Telescope. The sun is now just peeping out for the first time
since my arrival here, and I do hope that this evening will not pass away
without our knowing more of the Nebula of Orion than we at present do.
And should we, I will write you an account of what we have seen.

Now my Dear Faraday, how goes on the liquefaction and
solidification of Oxygen? I daily expect a Bulletin from you announcing
the interesting fact of the one or the other of both.

With Kindest regards to Mrs Faraday I remain
Yours very sincerely I J. South

1. Charlotte South, nee Ellis. Married South in 1816. (See DNB under James South).
2. That is 4 February 1845.
3. The Earl of Rosse.

Letter 1686
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
20 February 1845
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.58-9

Royal Institution I 20 Feby 1845
My dear De la Rive

The thought of writing to you has been so constantly on my mind,
and therefore by comparison so fresh, that I had no idea until this minute
that I have looked at your letter1 that I had received it so long ago. I have
waited & waited for a result intending to write off to you on the instant &
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hoping by that to give a little value to my letter, until now when the time
being gone & the result not having arrived I am in a worse condition than
ever and the only value my letter can have will be in the kindness with
which you will receive it. The result I hoped for was the condensation of
oxygen but though I have squeezed him with a pressure of 60
atmospheres at the temperature of 140°F. below 0° he would not settle
down into the liquid or solid state - and now being tired, and ill, and
obliged to prepare for lectures I must put the subject aside for a little
while. Other results of this kind i.e of the liquefaction & solidification of
bodies usually gaseous which I have obtained you will have seen noticed
in the Annales de Chimie2. The full account 1 hope to send you soon from
the Philosophical Transactions3!.]

As to the Ozone subject - it is exceedingly curious and I am really
surprised to think how many results and reasons there appears to be all
tending in one direction and yet without any one of them furnishing an
overruling and undeniable proof. I get confused with the numerous
reason - my bad memory will not hold them, and with my judgment longs
to rest on some one proof such as a little ozone in the separate visible or
tangible states Nitrogen is certainly a strange body - it encourages every
sort of guess about its nature and will satisfy none. I have been trying to
look at it in the condensed state but as yet it escapes me.

Your kind invitation for the scientific meeting in August is very
pleasant to the thought but I dare not hope much for such happiness. I
long to see Geneva and Switzerland again but there are many things
which come between me & my desires in that respects I know the
kindness of your heart and how far I may draw upon you if I come and I
thank you most truly for not only the invitation you have sent me but for
all the favours you would willingly shew me. Do you remember one hot
day I cannot tell how many years ago when I was hot and thirsty in
Geneva and you took me to your house in the town & gave me a glass of
water & Raspberry vinegar. That glass of drink is refreshing to me stillu

Adieu my dear friend. Remember me kindly to Madame de la Rive -
and if I am not too far wrong in the collocation of thoughts &
remembrance of past things - bring me to mind with one or two young
friends who shewed me a dolls house once & with whom I played on the
green[.]

Yours Most truly & Affectionately I M. Faraday

1. Letter 1604.
2. Faraday (1845a).
3. Faraday (1845c).
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Letter 1687
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
20 February 1845
From the original in UB MS NS 368

Royal Institution I 20 Feby 1845
My dear friend

I cannot call to mind whether I wrote to you last or whether yours to
me still remains unansweredu In which things my memory becomes more
& more treacherous[.] My impression is that I heard from you not very
long ago - but now I cannot find the letter1 - as I write it comes to my mind
that I have sent it to Mr. Christie for the Royal Society - but the order of
these events or the order of the matter contained in your letters & papers
on Ozone I cannot remember. I have lately been reading the account you
give in the Archives de l'Electricite2 and am astonished as I read at the
mass of concurrent evidence it is so great. Surely you must some day
succeed in getting Ozone in quantity - it seems whilst reading as if you
were every moment on the point of doing so. Yet when I want to recall &
arrange the main facts & arguments I become altogether confused; my
memory will not serve me and I really become dull sometimes to find how
in this way I am left behind in the use & appreciation of what others have
done[.] Unless there be some visible body before my eyes or some large
fact appealing with force to the external senses & easy to be produced, to
sustain by a sort of material evidence the existence of a thought the
thought fades away and however much I may have endeavoured to
measure out & fix my judgment at the time of receiving & considering the
thought afterwards I fear to trust to the conclusion I have come to
because the thought & the considerations in which it were founded have
left me. It is only in this way I can account for the hesitation I have in
making up my mind on many points of chemical philosophy which are
now before the scientific worlds

I have been at work these last 6 or 8 months on the condensation of
gases - a very tangible subject giving very strong impressions of its nature
& effects every now & then by an explosion though I have met with very
few only two indeed and these rather expected & in some degree
prepared for3. You will have seen the general result in the Annales de
Chimie4 but I hope soon to send you the paper from the Philosophical
Transactions5 that is if I can find a way to send it. I have been waiting to
write to you that I might send you at the instant of doing so an account of
the condensation of oxygen but as yet he will not yield though I have
given him a pressure of 60 atmospheres at a temperature of 140° F. below
0°; and now I must lay by the experiments for a while - for first I am not
well having been confined almost entirely to my rooms for the last three
weeks - next my head is becoming giddy with the continuance of the
investigation - and finally I must prepare to lecture after Easter6. Yet I
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could not lay down all these things & amongst them my intention of
writing to you without carrying the latter into effect though as you will
see in a very imperfect manners But that does not stop me. I do not
expect to make my letters scientific communications for from the reasons
I have given you they must ever be unsteady & doubtful in that respect
my memory of the things thus to be spoken of being so - but I write them
& especially to you my dear friend as kindly remembrances of good
feeling and grateful expressions for encouragement & happiness
communicated to me from minds having feelings akin to my own. With
kindest remembrances to Mrs. Schoenbein & the growing flock

I am as Ever I Your faithful I M. Faraday
Dr Schoenbein I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Bale I on the Rhine

1. Letter 1671.
2. Schoenbein (1845a).
3. Faraday, Diary, 13 June 1844, 4: 7058.
4. Faraday (1845a).
5. Faraday (1845c).
6. This was Faraday's "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties".
For his notes for this course see RI MS F4 J5.

Letter 1688
James Clark to Faraday
26 February 1845
From the original in RI MS
My dear Sir,

It will take up less of your time, I believe, to read the good old
Bishops note & let me [know] what to reply, than to call on you1.

Ever truly yours I Jas Clark
Brook Street I Feb. 26 - 1845

1. This refers to some unspecified piece of business of the Senate of the University of
London which met on this day with Faraday present, but not Clark (Senate Minutes, 26
February 1845, p.38). The bishop could have been either Edward Stanley, Edward Maltby
(1770-1859, DNB, Bishop of Durham, 1836-1856) or Cannop Thirlwall (1797-1875, DNB, Bishop
of St David's, 1840-1874).
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Letter 1689
Edward Sabine to Faraday
1 March 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Woolwich March 1, 1845
Dear Faraday

I called on Wednesday1 at the R.I. to speak to you about air
Thermometers for low temperatures for the new Arctic Expn but you
were out2. Can I see you on Tuesday or Wednesday3 next at Woolwich? I
fear I can scarcely prevail upon you to take tea with Mrs. S.4 & myself on
the Tuesday evening. If you would I should be very glad and we would
meet you either at the Greenwich railroad at an hour appointed, or at the
Woolwich or Greenwich terminus of the Boat, whichever you come by.
We are close to the 7 mile stone on the high road to Dover. But if you will
not do this, will you tell me when I can see you for a quarter of an hour,
either on Tuesday evening or Wednesday morning.

Sincerely Yours I Edward Sabine
I hope that your reed a little pamphlet from me on the subject of
meteorology some time since5.
Our very kind regards to Mrs. Faraday.

1. That is 26 February 1845.
2. At the Senate of the University of London. Senate Minutes, 26 February 1845, p.38.
3. That is 4 or 5 March 1845.
4. Elizabeth Juliana Sabine, nee Leeves (1807-1879, DNB). Scientific translator.
5. Probably Sabine (1845).

Letter 1690
James South to Faraday
4 March 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Castle Parsons Town I Tuesday Mar. 4, 45
My Dear Faraday,

As yet I have had nothing to communicate to you concerning our
observations with the Leviathan Telescope - for the truth is that not one
fine night have we had since I came here1. The only Celestial Object we
have observed with the large Telescope was the Moon one Evening
during the last Lunation, and Certainly a Most splendid view of her we
had.

The Metal however was then only roughly polished - and its figure
was not good - on Tuesday last2 however it was removed from its tube -
on Wednesday - Thursday - and Friday it was re-formed - on Saturday and
yesterday was re-polished - and this day is replaced in its tube.
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The weather is extremely unfavorable, and in a few days the Moon
will again interfere with our Nebular Observations - so that unless we
soon have a change of weather, another 17 or 18 days must elapse before
we can do any thing.

There is a necessity for using a watery solution of Ammonia during
the process of polishing the large Speculum, and the solution gotten in
Dublin, sometimes stains the surface of the metal - nay, occasionally
brings out innumerable crystals on the metal face, and that too (as tis
said) ''because the Ammoniacal Solution Contains Cyanogen". Whether
this be really the Case, or whether it is only hypothesis I know not - it
would however be very desirable to obtain some solution of Ammonia
which can Certainly Contain none of this "Cyanogen". I believe the
solution of Ammonia obtained from Dublin by Lord Rosse is procured
from the Gas works, and as I believe not from Muriate of Ammonia.

Now it seems to me certain that were the Ammoniacal Solution
obtained by the decomposition of Muriate of Ammonia, in the good old
fashioned way, all admixture of Cyanogen with it would be impossible. If
you are of that Opinion, can you tell me of any Manufacturer in London on
whom Lord Rosse might rely for a supply. Formerly Howard and Gibson3

of Stratford made all the preparations of Ammonia better than any other
persons - whether however they now do so I know not.

Last night we tried the newly polished Speculum of the Leviathan
and I am delighted to tell you it performed very satisfactorily. All we want
is some clear weather, and I doubt not, I should very soon have some
very interesting facts to Communicate to you.

How I should be delighted if you could run over to us - is the thing
impossible? I am sure it would do you good, and would indeed be
regarded as a high honor both by Lord and Lady Rosse4 - who as well as
Dr Robinson desire me to remember them most kindly to you.

Present my best regards to Mrs. Faraday and believe me
Yours affectionately IJ. South

PS, Are you working in moderation as you ought -? A Metal out of
Hydrogen, may be obtained too dearly - if at the expence of your health.

1. That is 6 February 1845. See letter 1685.
2. That is 25 February 1845.
3. Unidentified.
4. Mary Parsons, Lady Rosse, nee Field (d.1885, age 72, GRO). Married Lord Rosse in 1836.
See DNB under Lord Rosse.
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Letter 1691
Faraday to Henry Ellis
8 March 1845
From the original in BL add MS 48340, f.64

Royal Institution I 8 March 1845
My dear Sir Henry

If you can favour me by making Mr Charles Miles1 of St James Square
a reader in the Museum, you will greatly oblige me and I assure you he is
in every way worthy of the privilege.

I am as always I Your very Obedient Servant IM. Faraday
Sir Henry Ellis Bart I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Adm HEIChas Miles Esq i 15 St James's Square

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1692
James Robert George Graham to Charles Lyell and Faraday
10 March 1845
From the original copy in PRO HO43 / 69, p.6

Whitehall 10th March 1845
Sir James Graham presents his compliments to Messrs Lyell and

Faraday and begs to transmit to them the enclosed Pamphlet1 which he
has received from the Chairman2 of the Committee of the Coal Trade at
Newcastle relative to Messrs Lyell & Faradays Report on the Haswell
Colliery explosion3.

1. Johnson (1845a).
2. Hugh Taylor
3. Lyell and Faraday (1844).

Letter 1693
Faraday to Hugh Taylor
11 March 1845
From the original copy in PRO HO45 / 631

Royal Institution I 11 March 1845
Sir

I beg to thank you & through you the Committee for the kindness
which has been shewn us in favouring us with copies of the report1 [.3 I
have sent the six to Mr Lyell & am quite sure I may give his
acknowledgments with my own[.]
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The coal mine is indeed an extraordinary & wonderful subject for
study and the more one thinks of it the more one wishes that there were
some constant, successive & published record of its principles in
construction and management, its policy, its arrangements; its plans,
improvements, progressive workings from year to year; its casualties of
various kinds and the other numerous points connected with its state &
welfare. This would tend, as it does in every other case, to improve the
practice of mining; to develope the true condition of natural circum-
stances in mines; and would supply a mass of unbiassed data &
information on which the mind could fall back for matter of
consideration & help in judgment in any case of difficulty such as that
at the Haswell Colliery^]

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Very Obedient I Servant I M.
Faraday
H. Taylor Esq I &c &c &c

1. Johnson (1845a).

Letter 1694
Faraday to Samuel March Phillipps
13 March 1845
From the original in PRO HO45 / 631

R Institution I 13 Mar 1845
Sir

On returning to town yesterday evening I found the Coal trade
report1 from Sir James Graham & beg to acknowledge its receipt with
thanks2!.] 1 shall send it to Mr Lyell with your letter - but we had
previously received copies from the Coal trade office and I will take the
liberty of enclosing to you a copy of my acknowledgment to that body3(.i

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient humble Servant IM. Faraday
S.M. Phillipps Esq I &c &c &c

1. Johnson (1845a).
2. See letter 1692.
3. Letter 1693.
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Letter 1695
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew1

13 March 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I 13 March 1845
My dear Sir

After Easter I must lecture upon Gold and am very anxious if
possible to shew my audience some very ancient specimens of the
metal[.] Now I suppose you have some of the most ancient in the form of
gilt mummyi.] I have thought that perhaps you might feel at liberty to lend
me a specimen at the time of which I will take the very greatest care but if
I am inadvertently thinking a very improper thing I hope you will forgive
me2[.]

Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
J.T. [sic] Pettigrew I &c &c &c

1. Thomas Joseph Pettigrew (1791-1865, DNB). Surgeon and antiquary.
2. This was for Faraday's lecture on "Gold - Platina - malleability, ductility" which was the
first of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For his
notes for this course see RI MS F4 J5. For an account of this lecture see Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845,
1: 47-52. He acknowledged Pettigrew's loan on p.48.

Letter 1696
Faraday to Charles Lyell
15 March 1845
From the original in the possession of D. Walker

R Institution I 15 March 1845
Dear Lyell

I have just seen the Times & what is says Sir James Graham said in
the house the other night1 about the reports2 & 1 am not aware that he
has referred to the Coal office report3 to us but look again at the wording
of the note4 to us & at all events take care of it. Do you think we ought to
do any things Perhaps you may have heard moret.]

Ever Yours i M. Faraday
15 Mar 1845.

1. Times, 13 March 1845, p.2, col. e reported Graham's answer to a Parliamentary Question,
asked on 12 March 1845, whether the recommendations in Lyell and Faraday (1844) would
be implemented.
2. Lyell and Faraday (1844). Johnson (1845a).
3. Johnson (1845a).
4. Letter 1692, but see letter 1701.
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Letter 1697
Faraday to Robert Hunt
18 March 1845
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 18 Mar 1845
My dear Sir

I will not forget. Two of our poor friends1 positions will I suppose be
open to candidates indeed I know that there are many candidates for
both but I have no knowledge as yet what the authorities at Kings College
or at the East India college intend to do but I cannot doubt that Dr. Miller
who was Daniells companion at the Kings College must have a strong hold
theren

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Robt Hunt Esq i &c &c &c

1. John Frederic Daniell who died on 13 March 1845.

Letter 1698
William Buckland to Faraday
20 March 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl H78

Oxon I 20 March 1845
My dear Faraday

I do not know in what circumstances poor Daniells family is left. I
heard He had not insured his life & that He or his father was once in
Business as a Sugar Baker. For ought I know He may have had a private
fortune from this source. Can you inform me that it is otherwise? My
acquaintance with him was of the slightest kind[.j I think a list of his works
shd accompany any presentation to the Premier. Can you supply it to me
i.e. a copy of that drawn up by Dr Miller.

Can you tell me if any steps have been taken by Daniells friends in
Londont.j I have written to ask this question also of Dr Jelf1. There are
precedents of pensions to the widow of a distinguished scientific man in
the case of £100 a year to Lady Bell2. I know no case of pension to 4 or 5
children but there may be. 1 think the most likely thing to get from Sir R.
Peel wd be an appointment in a public office for the younger son3 &
possibly the ArchBishop4 may give the eldest son5 who is in orders a
living which may be a home for the 3 sisters.

I think it may do much good if you allow me to submit to Sir R. Peel
the letter you have sent me - it will I think be more effective than a more
formal letter written on purpose to be sent to him[.]
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We shd lose not a day in applying for after Easter Sir R. Peel's leisure
will be at an end[.j

Believe me I Very sincerely yours I W. Buckland

1. Richard William Jelf (1798-1871, DNB). Principal of King's College London, 1844-1868.
2. Marion Bell, nee Shaw (1787-1876, Bl). Widow of Charles Bell (1774-1842, DSB),
anatomist. For details of her pension see Lit.Gaz., 28 October 1843, p.705.
3. See Peel to Buckland, 20 May 1845, BL MS 40567, f.251-2 where he said he would provide
an appointment for Daniell's younger son when he was old enough.
4. William Howley (17664848, DNB). Archbishop of Canterbury, 1828-1848.
5. George Frederick Daniell (d.1888, age 70, AC). Curate of Donnington, 1841-1853.

Letter 1699
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
22 March 1845
From the original in RS MS AP 27.21

Bale I March 22, 1845.
My dear Faraday,

I am inclined to believe that I have at last succeeded in solving the
problem regarding the nature of ozon and as you were kind enough to pay
some attention to my researches on that subject, I flatter myself, you will
peruse with interest the following lines. Having failed in all my numerous
attempts at isolating the odoriferous principal and not being able of
attaining from those experiments any other results than what consisted
in simple effects of oxidation, I was induced to reexamine the
circumstances under which Ozon is generated. Resuming the very first
idea I started about the nature of the substance five years ago and
according to which ozone was to be considered as a peculiar compound
consisting of oxigen and hydrogen, I recommenced my researches with
ascertaining the part which water acts in the formation of our principle. 1
found out that it is most abundantly produced, more abundantly indeed
than by any other means known to me, by putting phosphorous in
immediate contact both with water and atmospheric air at a temperature
of about 30°c. Under these circumstances the air of a very large bottle
may be very richly charged with ozon even within a very few minutes. In
exposing phosphorous to the action of common air being deprived of its
humidity as completely as possible and suffering the other circumstances
to remain the same, hardly a trace of ozon makes its appearance,
however long the contact of phosphorous with air may last. In making the
experiments just mentioned with a gazeous mixture of Oxigen and
Carbonic Acid Gas exactly the same results were obtained, ozon was
abundantly produced in it when water happened to be present and the
temperature to be sufficiently high, whilst the formation was stopt in the
dry mixture. Already five years ago I ascertained the following points 1.)
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that by heating the points from which electricity is passing into the air
the peculiar electrical smell is prevented from making its appearance 2.)
that under these circumstances the electrical spark loses its polarizing
power 3.) that heated plates of platinum are not polarized by the brush
issuing from cold points of emission 4.) that the voltaic current is not
capable of disengaging ozon out of water being heated to a certain degree
5.) that plates of platinum being heated to the same degree do not
assume the negatively polar state when placed within an atmosphere of
voltaic ozon. Presuming, the effects described might be due to a
decomposition of ozon carried about by the action of heat I made (with
the view of proving the correctness of this conjecture) the following
experiments. In the usual way the air of a large bottle was abundantly
charged with ozone, and an apparatus arranged in such a manner as to
allow a current of that air passing through a narrow tube into the
atmosphere. After having ascertained that the air issuing from the said
tube enjoyed all the properties belonging to ozon, I applied heat to part of
the tube and no sooner had the latter assumed a certain temperature,
than the peculiar smell disappeared on a sudden and with it also all the
other properties of ozon. In letting cool down again the tube to a certain
degree of temperature, the air issuing from it reassumed its peculiar smell
and along with it all its chemical and voltaic properties. It is hardly
necessary to state that voltaic ozon undergoes the same change under
the circumstances last mentioned and therefore it appears to be an
undoubted fact that ozon, in whatever way it may have been produced, is
destroyed, by heat i.e. decomposed (most likely into water and oxigen)[.j

A few days ago M. Marignac a very clever Chymist of Geneva and a
friend of mine communicated to me the results of his experiments lately
made on ozon and they are indeed such as to completely square with
mine. In treating powder of silver with large quantities of ozonized air he
could obtain nothing but pure oxide of silver and in decomposing iodide
of potassium by ozon the Chymist of Geneva got (like myself) iodate of
potash, some muriate and free iodine; making use of acidulated water
containing a trace of nitrogen and having this fluid electrolyzed, M.
Marignac and M. de la Rive obtained ozon as long as the current passed
through it, provided the liquid was kept cool during its electrolysis. M.
Marignac found out that oxigen of itself, is not capable of producing ozon
with phosphorous, and that the latter gas must contain either nitrous
acid gas or nitrogen or hydrogen in order to generate that odoriferous
substance. From the results obtained both by myself and M. Marignac it
appears that nitrogen has directly nothing to do with the formation of
ozon, that the latter is no elementary body and that it is produced, if
water and oxigen happen to come into contact with one another under
peculiar circumstances. This formation of ozon which takes place during
the electrolysis of water is easily accounted for, but as to the way in
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which phosphorous or an electrical discharge determines the atmo-
spheric oxigen to unite with the water there into ozon we do not yet know
any thing about it.

My ozon seems to differ very widely from Thenard's1 peroxide of
hydrogen2, the latter being inodorous, readily soluble in water,
communicating positive polarity to platinum and suffering decomposi-
tion by silver, without oxidizing that metal; (according to the statement of
Thenards) whilst ozon has a peculiar and very strong smell, is scarcely
soluble in water, makes platinum assume negative polarity and oxidizes
silver.

Ozon being generated in the atmosphere when the latter happens to
be acted upon by common electricity, it is to be presumed that the
former always contains more or less ozon according to circumstances
and that on this account a series of chemical actions taking place within
the common air may be traced to the presence of ozon; for instance the
slow oxidation of metallic and other substances, the bleaching of
vegetable colours &c. I think I can even prove the correctness of these
conjectures by direct experiments Paste of starch mixt up with some
iodide of potassium being over long exposed to the action of atmospheric
air that happens to be contained within a bottle remains colourless,
whilst the same paste turns blue rather rapidly when placed into the
open & freely circulating air. I have also ascertained the fact that a
solution of iodide of potassium undergoes a slow change by being put in
contact with the open air for under these circumstances small quantities
of iodate of potash are formed and traces of iodine eliminated. Now ozon
acting exactly in the same way upon the said paste of starch as well as
upon the saline solution just mentioned, we can hardly account for the
facts before us in another manner than by admitting the presence of some
traces of that highly oxidizing agency in the atmosphere. I entertain
therefore little doubt that ozon will turn out after all to be a substance
destined to act rather an important and general part in the oeconomy of
nature.

As to the isolation of ozon, I think the only way of effecting it is, to
let pass large quantities of air being richly charged with that compound
through tubes which are kept as cold as possible; for the facility with
which Ozon is decomposed leaves very little hope for isolating it by
chemical means. Before concluding allow me to say yet a word or two
about the phenomenon so long known and so ill understood regarding
the Shining of phosphorous within humid atmospheric air and the
oxidation of that b(ody) into phosphoric acid. From the facts above
mentioned it appears, (that) by some action or other exerted by
phosphorous on the atmospheric oxigen and water, these two matters
unite into ozon and that the latter reacts upon phosphorous in such a
way as to oxidize it into phosphoric acid. From that oxidation proceeds
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no doubt the principal part of light emitted during the slow combustion
of phosphorous within humid atmospheric air, for as soon as water is
excluded the shining of phosphorous is nearly, and the formation of ozon
entirely stopt and at the same time the oxidation of phosphorous
becomes exceedingly slow. The phosphorous acid always mixt up with
phosphoric acid, is most likely due to the oxidation of phosphorous
brought about by free atmospheric oxigen. If you think the contents of
this letter interesting enough as to be worthy of the notice of the Royal
Society you will oblige me by your communicating them to that learned
body3. My best compliments to Mrs. Faraday and my most friendly
solicitations to Yourself.

Yours most truly I C.F. Schoenbein

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London.

1. Louis Jacques Thenard (17774857, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Paris.
2. Thenard (1832).
3. This letter was read to the Royal Society on 19 June 1845. A short abstract was published
in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1845, 5: 565. It was placed in the Archives. RS MS CMB 90c, 30 October 1845.

Letter 1700
Faraday to Edward Hawkins
24 March 1845
From the original in BM DWAA MS Correspondence 18264860, volume
5, 1720

R Institution I 24 Mar 1845
My dear Hawkins

There is so much saline matter in the little portion of water that you
sent me as to supply me with a very pretty crop of crystals of Sulphate of
Soda. Sulphate of lime is also present. I am afraid there is a great store of
these things inside the bronze & they are the cause of the mischief. The
fellow should be well soaked & you ought to know the state of things
inside.

Ever Truly Yours i M. Faraday
Edwd. Hawkins Esq I &c &c &c
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Letter 1701
Samuel March Phillipps to Faraday
24 March 1845
From the original copy in PRO HO43 / 69, p.51

Home Office 24th March 1845
Dear Sir,

With reference to your Letter of the 13th instant1, acknowledging
the receipt of a printed Report by the Coal Trade Committee2, I beg to
know, for the information of Sir J. Graham, whether you have any remarks
to make on that Report, which you think it would be advisable to add by
way of Appendix to your former Report3.

Iam&c I S.M. Phillipps

1. Letter 1694.
2. Johnson (1845a).
3. Lyell and Faraday (1844).

Letter 1702
Faraday to Joseph Woods1

25 March 1845
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I 25 Mar 1845
Dear Sir

1 send you a list of the F. Evs & when I see Barlow will procure the
Season ticket & send it also. Secure one the first night here - for though
our Committee allow me great liberties I fear I shall have some difficulty
with them & the subjects. I trust Manby will help you in this respectu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J. Woods Esq I &c &c &c

1. Joseph Woods (1816-1849, Min.Proc.Inst.Civ.Eng., 1850, 9: 107-8). Civil engineer who had
invented a process for anastatic printing (for an account of this see Lit.Gaz., 25 January 1845,
pp.56-7). Woods provided Faraday with information for his Friday Evening Discourse on this
topic on 25 April 1845. Although the account of the Discourse in Lit.Gaz., 3 May 1845, p.279
does not mention Woods, he is referred to in Faraday's notes in Rl MS F4 G20.

Letter 1703
Faraday to John Barlow
26 March 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl C12

31 Kings Road I Brighton 1 26 Mar 1845
My Dear Barlow

Your letter finds me here and with little time to write to all
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concerned except briefly; so to the matter at oncet.j Having your mind I
have written to Solly1 for Mr. Grainger1 on Solly's subject, but I really could
not remember exactly what that was - & I have told him I should be (as 1
intend) at home on the Friday to attend & help ie guide Mr. Grainger in
the matter.

In reply to a letter from Mr Fincher I have written to tell him it will be
the same subject as that given him but Mr. Grainger instead of Mr. Solly3[.)

With regard to my first Friday Evening the 24th [sic] I think of April I
have taken Anastatic printing finding that I could have presses plates,
workmen & the operation properly performed & hope you will approve4!.]

The other evening I expect will be the Artesian well & Water but
have not yet seen Mr Easton .

I send you a request made to me. Do you know the person or the
Journal? If respectable I would send him admission but after that he can
have no special authority & must do as other reporters do. Send me his
letter back again that I may give him such answer as on consideration
may be expedient!.]

Remember us to Mrs Barlow who I hope is enjoying the change in
the weathen.]

In haste (but not for that reason less) truly yours IM. Faraday
Revd. John Barlow I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Barlow: Ansd 27 concurring in all suggestions

1. Samuel Solly (1805-1871, DNB). Assistant Surgeon at St Thomas's Hospital, 1841-1853.
2. Richard Dugard Grainger (1801-1865, DNB). Lecturer in Anatomy at St Thomas's Hospital,
1842-1860.
3. Solly in fact gave the Friday Evening Discourse on 4 April 1845 "On the Protective
Apparatus of the Brain and Spinal Cord in men and animals". For an account of this see
Athenaeum, 12 April 1845, p.367.
4. See Lit.Gaz., 3 May 1845, p.279 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 25
April 1845 "Anastatic printing". See also note 1, letter 1702.
5. See Lit.Gaz., 7 June 1845, p.361 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of
30 May 1845 "On artesian wells and water".

Letter 1704
Faraday and Charles Lyell to Samuel March Phillipps
27 March 1845
From the original in PRO HO45 / 631
To S.M. Phillipps Esq I &c &c &c

London I 27th March 1845
Sir

In reply to your inquiry1 whether we had any observations to offer
to Sir James Graham respecting a report by the Coal Trade Committee2,
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which you were so good as to send us, and which contained
considerations and remarks upon our joint Report upon the Haswell
accident3; we may observe that, with respect to anything which is a
matter of opinion, we have nothing further to say, except that we are not
aware of any part which we desire to change, but with respect to the
proposition made for the ventilation of the goaf, a few words may be
desirable.

On further consideration of the plan proposed, one of us sent a
letter4 to the Editor of the Philosophical Magazine (who had published
the first report5), containing certain results of trials and simplifications of
arrangement, tending, as we thought, to facilitate the practical
application of the plan, of which letter we beg leave here to introduce a
copy:-

To Richard Taylor, Esq.
Sir

You have honoured the Report by Mr. Lyell and myself with a place
in the Philosophical Magazine, p. 16, and this induces me to send for
insertion also certain considerations which have occurred to me since
the Report was written, and also some practical results which were
brought generally before our members here at the last Friday Evening
meeting6. I need hardly say that the Report proposes to draw away the
lower aerial contents of the goaf by an iron pipe laid down in one or other
of the ways of the mine, and either entering into the return way, or having
a fanner, or bellows, or other blowing apparatus, upon it. The points I
wish to speak to now, are, first, the draught, and next, the nature and
place of the pipe.

By experiments which I have made with a small furnace flue and
pipes of 6 inches diameter and less, I am quite satisfied that such a draft
as that of the return at the Haswell mine would be sufficient to effect that
which we propose in the Report, without the use of any extra blowing or
withdrawing apparatus, so that the plan is so far relieved from the
necessity of keeping a man or boy working at such a machine.

With regard to the pipe, I think that, instead of laying it down in the
floor of the mine, it had better be hung up or sustained upon props in the
open space of that way or passage which may be chosen for its direction.
If then, any derangement of position occur, it can easily be remedied. I
have had pipes of 6 inches in diameter, made both of air-proof cloth and
common sheet-iron; the former were kept open by whalebone rings run
round then at equal distances of two feet, and answered in my trials
exceedingly well. Square trunks, also, made by nailing four boards
together with copper or iron nails, are easily available as tubes. Such
tubes, it may be said, when placed as proposed in the air, would easily be
deranged by falls. No doubt a fall might destroy a part of a tube, but if it
did, there would be no great difficulty in restoring it; and further, if a
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judicious selection were made for the direction of the tube, there appears
to be no reason why the roof over it cannot be as well and securely
propped up as the roof of the mothergate, the rolley-way, or any other
important part.

Finally, it is not necessary, on the principle proposed, that the goaf
end of the tube should always be at the very extremity of the goaf
towards the rise, but only that it should be 3, 4, or more feet above its
upper edge, so that a jud or two may sometimes be drawn in advance
before the goaf end of the pipe need be readjusted. Apparently there can
be no difficulty in selecting the place of the goaf end of the pipe so that
there shall be no interference with the general plan upon which the coal
itself is worked.

I am, My Dear Sir, I Your faithful servant I M. Faraday
Royal Institution I Jan. 20, 1845.

This letter, published on the 1st of February, would have been sent
to the Coal Trade Committee, had we been aware of the existence of that
Committee, and it might, we venture to believe, have had some influence
on their Report. The fair spirit manifested in that report assures us that
the trade are really anxious to know of, and apply, any means of doing
good which appear to them practical; and we, on our part, think still, that
the principle of our proposition points to a practical result. Any further
remarks, therefore, that we feel called on to make, will not be directed to
the report generally, but to the proposed method of ventilating the goaf.

With regard to expense, this does not seem very serious, when
wooden trunks are thought of as air-channels, instead of iron pipes. Thus,
in reference to the Haswell mine, where the accident occurred, the
distance, on the official plan of the works sent in with the former report,
from the nearest part of the return way to the highest point of the goaf at
which the accident is believed to have happened, is 126 yards; or from
the same point of the return way to Williamson's Jud, the very place of
the accident, 238 yards; therefore, a wooden trunk, made of boards nailed
together, and 126 or 238 yards in length, would reach from the return way
to these places, and we suppose that, with all the labour of fixing, &c, the
longest could not cost more than £75. If men could go from 8 to 13 feet
upwards into the goaves, as mentioned in the coal trade report, there
does not appear to be much difficulty in elevating the end of such a pipe
in the manner we ventured to propose, and the effect could not be
otherwise than that on which we reckoned, a strong draught out of that
part of the goaf into the pipe and return way.

The coal trade report says that there are 14 goaves in the Haswell
mine. We had only under consideration the goaves of the Little Pit, in
which the accident occurred, and it will be seen by the plan already
referred to, and attached to our Report, that these are four in number,
and the impression was conveyed to our minds, at the time and since, by
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the arrows placed in various directions over them, to show the course of
the ventilating air, that there was a comparatively free air-way from one
part to the other of each goaf. If such be the case, we should propose, in
accordance with the principle before explained, to have one wooden
trunk extending from the nearest point of the return way to the furthest,
or Low Brockley Whins goaf, passing in its way near the upper edges of
the other goaves, & having branches proceeding from it to each of these
goaves respectively. This, by the plan, would perhaps require 546 yards
of the wooden trunking (costing about SI36) and that would be the whole
apparatus necessary for the Little Pit.

The Coal Trade Report states that goaves are often divided into
portions not aerially connected with each other, and that all parts are not
accessible. We cannot, therefore, doubt that such is the case. Yet if
goaves be dangerous, and if, according to our late proposition, the
expense in many cases would be but moderate, there seems no reason to
come at once to the conclusion, that, because every part is not
accessible, none should be protected against accidents.

In making these remarks, we still wish them only to be viewed as
suggestions made to practical men for their judgment and trial, and we
hope that they will look favourably upon, and in some convenient
locality, try the power of the principle, by which only its economy, effect,
and applicability to practice can be decided. It is a truth well known to
every experimental investigator of nature, by the tendency of his own
mind in the creation and collection of facts, that the success or failure of
such a proposition as that made in our report, often depends upon the
animus with which it is carried into practice. Our first announcement
was, if literally followed, very probably impracticable, but it was more the
expression of a principle than a practice, and was the natural precursor
of simpler views as respects detail; which again, we expect, would
become still more simplified if finally carried into effect.

At p. 16 of the Coal Trade Report, the Committee express an opinion
that the atmosphere above the goaf end of the pipe would be left
unaffected by it, and that, therefore, dislodgement of gas from a fall
within the goaf would still take place. It will be as well, therefore, to state
that fire-damp in a goaf vault is not exactly comparable to water in a
pond, there being this great difference, that the gas continually tends to
mingle with the air beneath, by a property peculiar to gases and vapours
(expressed by the term "diffusion"), and so would, under such
circumstances, be brought down to the level of the exit pipe. On the
same property depends, in a great measure, the circumstance that a goaf
which contains fire damp one day may be found perfectly free from it on
subsequent days, that being the condition which the Haswell goaves
themselves were in at the time of a more recent careful examination7

(P-17).
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The sole object of our visit to the Haswell mine and inquest (we
being closely limited by our time and duties at home) was to enquire into
the cause of the accident there, and to suggest, if we could, some means of
preventing the recurrence of similar events. That accident, from all the
information then obtained, appeared to be due to an explosion
originating at a goaf, and there was evidence tending to show that a
second goaf had assisted in increasing the fire. To the means of obviating
such mischief, our Report was directed. Now, it would appear, that
goaves in general are not so dangerous, and that out of eleven great
explosions that have occurred in fourteen years, exclusive of the Haswell
accident, the goaves had no connexion with the origin of the accident in
at least ten of the cases (p. 15). The consideration of these and other
circumstances, such as the use of naked candles and gunpowder in the
whole, where the gas is said most to abound, suggest the expediency of a
body of evidence being collected together and put on record, respecting
the casualties in mines, with descriptive particulars of the part of the
mine where they have occurred, the state of the workings and of the
ventilation. The publication of a detailed and accurate account of all such
facts might afford the scientific public philosophical data for arriving at
safe and useful conclusions, and the evidence thus obtained would be
free from all suspicion of having been biassed by partial views and local
interests, and that excitement which cannot but occur on the occasion of
any serious catastrophe.

Certain incidental observations in different parts of the Coal
Trade Report, as at pp. 6, 10, &c, and the system now in course of
adoption of making the goaf central, and working the whole all round
and nearly up to it, induce us to put forth the expression of a thought
relative to ventilation generally, which has been in our minds from the
beginning. It is, that all the air which passes through the mine should
pass through the goaf, i.e. that the goafs should be the beginnings of
the return way, the return way not being, as now, on the level and at
the side of the workings, but over them and the goafs. This idea
seemed at first sight objectionable, from the assumed breaking down
of strata into goaf, and we now put it forth, not with any degree of
confidence, but as a suggestion; for we have not had opportunity
sufficiently to consider it in relation to the circumstances of the mine
and the strata above.

With respect to the mistake into which we are said to have fallen as
to the inability of a master-wasteman to write8, we can only say that we
rested on the certified evidence taken by the Coroner at the Inquest9, in
which the mark of the person, and not his signature, is used.

We have the honor to be i Sir I Your very Obedient I Humble
Servants I M. Faraday I Cha Lyell
To S.M. Phillipps Esqre I &c &c &c
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1. In letter 1701.
2. Johnson (1845a).
3. Lyell and Faraday (1844).
4. Faraday (1845b).
5. Faraday and Lyell (1845).
6. See Lit.Gaz., 25 January 1845, p.57 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 17 January 1845, "Explosive Accidents in Coal-mines".
7. See letter 1681.
8. Lyell and Faraday (1844), 18. Johnson (1845a), 9.
9. Thomas Christopher Maynard.

Letter 1705
Faraday to John Barlow
28 March 1845
From the original in SI D MS 554A

31 Kings Road I Brighton I 28 Mar 1845
My dear Barlow

I know that I should enjoy Lathams1 lectures and I cannot for a
moment doubt that they would add character to the Institution in the
eyes of men of mind and be attended by several of them, but it is very
doubtful whether our general audience would care for them and I feel that
if given Dr. Latham must be prepared to be content with his own
conviction of the importance & beauty of such investigations and the
praise of the few2(.] This indeed ought to satisfy any true philosopher as a
lover of learning but we cannot help the interference altogether of our
vanity.

As to their fitness this season for the Institution I really cannot
remember the dates so as to know how they would fall in with the
arrangements already made - probably with difficulty. You must judge of
that as also of the times[.] This would do us credit but as to money
returns little is to be expected[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. John Barlow MA I &c &c &c

1. Robert Gordon Latham (1812-1888, DNB). Professor of English Language and Literature
at University College London, 1839-1845.
2. Latham did not give a series of lectures at the Royal Institution, though he had given a
Friday Evening Discourse on 28 February 1845 "On the origin of the American races". For an
account of this see Lit.Gaz., 8 March 1845, p. 153.
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Letter 1706
Faraday to Charles Lyell
29 March 1845
From the original in HLHU fMS Am 1943.1 (159)

31 Kings Road I Brighton I 29 Mar 1845
Dear Lyell

I send you in haste the rough copy - the only copy I have of a sketch
for Mr. Phillipps1. Look at it - alter it - & say whether you will let it stand in
the plural or not. If so - make it right - and return it to me here that I may
think of it a second time & fill in the blanks. 1 shall return to town next
Friday2 & then we can finally proceeds

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Presumably a draft of letter 1704.
2. That is 4 April 1845.

Letter 1707
Faraday to Richard Phillips
31 March 1845
From the original in State Library of New South Wales, Mitchell Library,
MSA13, f.45

31 Mar 1845 I 31 Kings Road I Brighton
Dear Phillips

Your letter finds me close to your old quarters. I came here thinking
the Election was Wednesday Week & now much fear I cannot be in town
You know the old song the least said is soonest mended3 so I shall say
nothing on the matter^

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
R. Phillips Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is 9 April 1845.
2. This may refer to the Anniversary meeting of the Chemical Society on 31 March 1845,
when Faraday came off and Phillips was elected to their Council. Mem.Chem.Soc, 1845, 2:
334.
3. Cervantes, Don Quixote, III, 10, 184.

Letter 1708
Robert Bentley Todd1 to Faraday
2 April 1845
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.30
My dear Dr Faraday

The enclosed from Dr Buckland came to Dr Jelf2 yesterday. In a day
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or two I shall have the statement of Daniell's scientific labours ready for
signatures.

Would it not be well to ask if Marquis of Northampton to [sic] head
the list of signatures? He is disposed to do all he can - & suggested an
application being made to Government from the Council RS. What do you
think of this3?

Believe me I Sincerely yours I R.B. Todd.
April, 2, 1845

1. Robert Bentley Todd (1809-1860, DNB). Professor of Physiology at King's College
London, 1836-1853.
2. Richard William Jelf (1798-1871, DNB). Principal of King's College London, 1844-1868.
3. See letter 1698.

Letter 1709
Faraday to Roderick Impey Murchison
7 April 1845
From the original in APS MS

Royal Institution I 7 April 1845
My dear Sir

Such specimens of Native Gold and Native Platina as you can trust
me with for my lecture I will take great care of. Will you allow me to send
for them on Thursday Morning1 for though the lecture is not till Saturday2

I am anxious to collect the loans to me, before then. For the week
following I would ask the loan of fine Malachite and if you have, & can
trust me with it, native copper3.

Ever Most Truly ! Your Obliged I M. Faraday
R.I. Murchison Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is 10 April 1845.
2. That is 12 April 1845 when Faraday gave his lecture on "Gold - Platina - malleability,
ductility" which was the first of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic
Properties". For his notes for this course see RI MS F4 J5. For an account of this lecture see
Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845, 1: 47-52. He acknowledged Murchison's loan on pp.48 and 50.
3. His second lecture, on 19 April 1945, on "Copper - colour, conduction" was reported in
Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845, 1: 132-7. He acknowledged this loan of Murchison's on p. 132.
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Letter 1710
Faraday to Thomas Joseph Pettigrew1

11 April 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 11 April 1845
Dear Sir

Can the bearer have the Egyptian specimen2?
Ever Yours I M. Faraday

Royal Institution I April 1845
Admit I Mrs. Pettigrew3 & the Misses Pettigrews4 to my Lectures I M.
Faraday

1. Thomas Joseph Pettigrew (1791-1865, DNB). Surgeon and antiquary.
2. Faraday needed this for his lecture of 12 April 1845 on "Gold - Platina - malleability,
ductility" which was the first of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic
Properties". For his notes for this course see Rl MS F4 J5. For an account of this lecture see
Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845,1: 47-52. He acknowledged Pettigrew's loan on p.48. See also letter 1695.
3. Elizabeth Pettigrew (d.1854, age 68, GRO). Wife of Thomas Joseph Pettigrew.
4. Daughters of Thomas Joseph Pettigrew and Elizabeth Pettigrew.

Letter 1711
Faraday to Edward Everett
14 April 1845
From the original in MHS E. Everett papers

Royal Institution I 14 April 1845
Dear Sir

At last 1 have obtained a good opinion on Bromine. Its present
selling price is 3/- per ounce. There is not a large demand for it because
there is not much in the markets Probably if the supply were greater then
uses [other] than the few now known would arisen Medical men are at
present rather afraid of itu

I am I My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
His Excellency I The American Ambassador I &c &c &c
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Letter 1712
Faraday to Giovan Battista Amid
17 April 1845
From the original in BEM

Royal Institution I 17 April 1845
My dear Sir

I cannot resist the opportunity of bringing to your mind one who
though he has only once seen you has long known you by that which
makes the highest tie amongst men of science the fruits of the mind; and
though for myself 1 may have little plea on that score yet your kindness
which I have already experienced will balance that deficiency. It gives me
great pleasure to think that you are one of our 28 honorary members2u I
only wish that I could come to Italy & say so in person: but in this as in
many other things I must curb my desires. Believe me to be with the
greatest respect

Your Very faithful admirer I M. Faraday
Profr Amici I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Amici I &c &c &c I Director of the Observatory I
Florence I Italy

1. See letter 1597.
2. Amici was elected an Honorary Member of the Royal Institution on 4 November 1844. RI
MS GM, 4 November 1844, 4: 250.

Letter 1713
Faraday to William Vaughan1

18 April 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 1845 18 April
My dear Sir

We have no lecture on the evening of the 19th of April & I am in
doubt about your intentionu However I have left admission with the
porter for this Evening (the 18th)2 and also for the 3 o elk lecture
tomorrow3 thinking that may be what you refer tou Many thanks for the
American Transactions^]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Wm. Vaughan Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Vaughan (1752-1850, DNB). Merchant and author.
2. See Athenaeum, 26 April 1845, p.414 for an account of Edward Cowper's Friday Evening
Discourse of 18 April 1845, "On the Hungerford Suspension Bridge".
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3. That is Faraday's second lecture on "Copper - colour, conduction" of his "Course of
Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For his notes for this course see
RI MS F4 J5. This lecture was reported in Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845, 1: 132-7.

Letter 1714
Faraday to Gideon Algernon Mantell
18 April 1845
From the original in NLNZ MS Papers 83 (Mantell family), folder 38

R Institution I 18 April 1845
Dear Mantel

Allways glad & honored to see you here & your boy1 is a worthy
fellow as I know both by what I saw of him at the Microscope & at the
Bridge2. His working entitles him by right to come to the Evening3.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
G.A. Mantell Esq I &c &c &c

1. Reginald Neville Mantell (1827-1857, Curwen (1940), 64, Spokes (1927), 251). Engineer.
2. Reginald Neville Mantell worked for Brunei on the construction of the Hungerford
suspension bridge. Curwen (1940), 184. Faraday attended the opening of the bridge on 1 May
1845, ibid., 194.
3. See Athenaeum, 26 April 1845, p.414 for an account of Edward Cowper's Friday Evening
Discourse of 18 April 1845, "On the Hungerford Suspension Bridge".

Letter 1715
John Percy to Faraday
18 April 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Birmingham, April 18 I 1845
My dear Sir

I write to ask your opinion on one point, and I must apologise for
doing so, knowing the value of your time. We have noticed a thousand
times the grass in the winter exposed frequently to a cold many degrees
below the freezing point. We know that grass contains a large quantity of
water. But, although the grass may be exposed to cold sufficiently intense
rapidly to freeze water under ordinary circumstances, yet the water in
that grass, so far as I have casually remarked, does not appear to freeze
when exposed to a considerable degree of cold. And when we consider
the structure of a leaf, we should be inclined to conclude, that, if the
water became solid, the structure of the leaf would be impaired. Now the
point concerning which I take the liberty of interrogating you is this, -
whether water may not, when inclosed in extremely minute tubes, say as
fine as a hair, remain liquid at the ordinary temperature of congelation. I
have made a few experiments on this point with glass tubes drawn out as
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fine as a hair; and it appeared to me that extreme tenuity of the tube
exercised a retarding effect upon the freezing of water contained in them.
But I make the statement with great caution, as I have not satisfied myself
of its correctness by frequent repetition. With best compliments to Mrs
Faraday, in which Mrs. Percy1 desires to unite,

I remain, my dear Sir, I With great respect, ! Yours sincerely I John
Percy.
P.S. There is yet much for you to see in & about Birmingham, & any time
you feel disposed to travel this way we shall be delighted to entertain you
in our informal manner.

1. Grace Percy, nee Piercy (d.1880, age 64, GRO). Married Percy in 1839. See DNB under
John Percy.

Letter 1716
Faraday to Roderick Impey Murchison
21 April 1845
From the original in GS MS M/F4/3

R Institution i 21 April 1845
My dear Sir

With many thanks 1 return the minerals & the book & sheets I trust
all perfectly safe1. I shall hope to hear much from you on these Uralian
Mountains & their contents on the 6th June2. You were so kind as to
speak of a sword which I ought to have3 - & so I will send on Thursday the
8th of May for it & any illustrations of steel ores &c you may think fit to
lend me for the Lecture of the 10th May4.

Ever Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
R.I. Murchison Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 1709.
2. See Athenaeum, 14 June 1845, pp.591-2 for an account of Murchison's Friday Evening
Discourse of 6 June 1845, "On Russia and the Ural Mountains".
3. See letter 1432.
4. That is Faraday's fifth lecture on "Iron - strength, magnetism" of his "Course of Eight
Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For his notes for this course see RI MS
F4 J5. This lecture was reported in Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845, 1: 1363-8. See p.1367 for Faraday's
reference to the sword.
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Letter 1717
Joseph Henry to Faraday
22 April 1845
From the original copy in SI A Joseph Henry Collection, 1808, 1825-
1878 and related papers to circa 1903, Box 8.

Princeton College of New I Jersey April 22nd 1845
My dear Sir

Permit me to introduce to your acquaintance my friend Professor
Cresson1 of Phild. He leaves his family tomorrow for a few months to
make a short tour in Europe and with no one abroad is he more anxious
to form an acquaintance than with yourself. Permit me to recommend
him to your attention as a most worthy and intelligent gentleman who is
highly esteemed in this country and with whose acquaintance I am sure
you will be well pleased.

I have heard that you have had some thoughts of making a visit to
this country, to give a course of lectures at the Lowell Institute in
Boston2[.j I hope you will conclude to comei.] You will not find a voyage
across the Atlantic an affair of much moment particularly if your wife
accompanies you and the permanent improvement in your health on
account of the journey will more than compensate for the temporary
interruption of your pursuits. When you come we shall expect a visit from
you at Princeton which is midway between New York and Phild - about 45
miles from each city on the route of the Railways

I am rejoiced to learn that you have recovered your health and that
you are again engaged in a series of most interesting experiments on the
condensation of the gases. Permit me to hope that you will remember me
in the distribution of the extra nos of your paper3.

I have not published any thing of any importance for some time
although I have on hand a large collection of facts relative to the dynamic
induction of ordinary electricity which I have kept back with the hope of
finding time to render more complete4. The result however has been that
I have been anticipated in some of my discoveriest.j I am however not
very anxious about scientific reputation and I can truly say that I have
received much more pleasure from my investigations than from any
credit I may have received on account of my labours.

With much respect I remain I most sincerely yours &c I Joseph Henry
Dr Faraday

1. John Chapman Cresson (1806-1876, Reingold and Rothenberg (1972-92), 6: 68). Professor
of Mechanics and Natural Philosophy at the Franklin Institute, 1837-1855.
2. According to Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 127 Faraday had been invited to lecture to the
Lowell Institute in 1841. There is no further evidence beyond this letter that Faraday was
invited in 1845.
3. Faraday (1845c).
4. See Reingold and Rothenberg (1972-92), 6 passim for this work.
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Letter 1718
Faraday to Charles Babbage
23 April 1845
From the original in BL add MS 37193, f.193

R Institution i 23 April 1845
Dear Babbage

The address I spoke of is Robson & Highouse I Marine Signal Light
Manufactory I Commercial Road, I LimehouseV]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Babbage needed this information for a ballet he had written entitled "Alethes & Iris", a
draft of which is in BL add MS 37193, f. 196-203. On f.200v Babbage noted the information he
had received from Faraday in this letter and in letter 1719. See Hyman (1982), 205-8 for a
discussion of this and for the text of the ballet. See also Babbage (1864), 254-8.

Letter 1719
Faraday to Charles Babbage
24 April 1845
From the original in BL add MS 37193, f.194

R Institution 124 April 1845
Dear Babbage

The following is the address of a person who paints designs on glass
with transparent colours & who is I understand the best man for that
purpose

Mr. Smith1 I Artist I Henrietta Street I Covent Garden2

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. See note 1, letter 1718.

Letter 1720
Faraday to Henry Briggs1

28 April 1845
From the original in LRO

R Institution I 28 April 1845
Dear Sir

I hasten to acknowledge & thank you for your paper on lime2 which I
have just received. I expect you will be much interested by the new
preparation of Liebigs3 of which we hear a little in the papers but which is
as yet I believe not made known.

I am Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
H. Briggs Esq I &c &c &c
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Address: Henry Briggs Esq I &c &c &c I Overton I near Wakefield i
Yorkshire

1. Unidentified.
2. Briggs (1845).
3. See Liebig (1845).

Letter 1721
Faraday to James Easton
2 May 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 2 May 1845
Dear Sir

When shall I see you about the Artesian well1. Would next Monday
or next Tuesday2 Morning about 10 or 11 o elk do? If so I will come to you
on either dayu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
- Easton Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Trafalgar Square I Professor Faraday i May 2nd / 45

1. See LitGaz., 7 June 1845, p.361 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of
30 May 1845 "On artesian wells and water", for which Faraday needed information from
Easton.
2. That is 5 or 6 May 1845.

Letter 1722
Francis Markoe1 to Faraday
3 May 1845
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f.100
National Institute / for the Promotion of Science

Founded at Washington, May, 1840. I Incorporated by Congress,
July, 1842.

Washington, 3d May, 1845.
I have the honor to inform you that you have been elected a

Corresponding member of the Institute.
Annexed is a copy of its Constitution and By-laws.
Your obedient servant i Francis Markoe Jr. I Corresponding

Secretary.
To Sir Michael Faraday, I Professor of Chemistry in the I Royal
Institution, I London.

1. Francis Markoe (1801-1871, Reingold and Rothenberg (1972-92), 6: 482). Corresponding
Secretary of the National Institute.
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Letter 1723
Faraday to William Terry1

5 May 1845
From the original in Natural History Museum, L. Handwriting Collection

Royal Institution I 5 May 1845
Sir

My freedom may probably surprise you but believe that I would not
venture it were I not led by friends to think it might not be disagreeable.
Next Saturday2 I lecture on Iron & must mention Meteoric Iron & though I
have some specimens I should like more. Those of the late Sir Francis
Chantrey3 are by circumstances rendered inaccessible. I have been
informed that you have a fine collection and if there are any that you
could with pleasure to yourself trust in my care for the day it would be
esteemed a great favour by me. I do not think I should have asked such a
thing had you not been a member of the Institution and I further hope you
will not let my request embarrass you or prevent you from giving me a
negative answer if I have inadvertently done wrong. If you assent I will
send Newmans man for the specimens on Thursday or Friday and in
every case I shall be indebted to you &

Your Obliged & Faithful Servant I M. Faraday
W. Terry Esq I &c &c &c

1. The 1845 Royal Institution membership list gives two members by the name of William
Terry.
2. That is 10 May 1845 when Faraday gave the fifth lecture on "Iron - strength, magnetism"
of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For his notes for
this course see RI MS F4 J5. This lecture was reported in Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845, 1: 1363-8. See
p. 1363 for Faraday's reference to meteoric iron.
3. Francis Chantrey (1781-1841, DNB). Sculptor.

Letter 1724
Faraday to James Nasmyth
5 May 1845
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 5 May 1845
My dear Sir

Next Saturday1 is my day for a lecture on Iron. May I remind you of
your promised kindness2 and express a hope that any specimen of cut or
punched Iron or any other illustration of strength & fracture that you can
let me have may arrive here at latest by Friday.

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
J. Naysmith Esq

1. That is 10 May 1845 when Faraday gave the fifth lecture on "Iron - strength, magnetism"
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of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For his notes for
this course see RI MS F4 J5. This lecture was reported in Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845, 1: 1363-8.
2. Presumably made when Nasmyth gave his Friday Evening Discourse on 11 April 1845,
"On Lunar Volcanic Craters". For an account of this see Athenaeum, 19 April 1845, pp.391-1.

Letter 1725
James Nasmyth to Faraday
7 May 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bridgewater Foundry, Patricroft, near Manchester, May 7 1845.
My dear Sir,

I am duly favoured with your valued note of the 5th1. I had not
forgotten the promise I made and which I have had so much pleasure in
endeavouring to perform^ I hope some of the specimens have arrived
already as I have had advice of the set of Equivalents leaving the Elsecar
Iron work2, Yorkshire a few days since and hope they have come to hand
and are in satisfactory formt.] I only hope they wont too much cumber
your lecture table but I trust the clear and definite Idea as to relative
quantities of the materials employed on and in the production of a certain
mass of wrought Iron will be acceptable to your audience - its a novel
mode of Illustrating the subject but I think it is one that has common
sense (that of sight) to recommend it3[.j

I wish I could see a museum of manufactures so arranged it
would very materially help to convey sound and lasting impressions a
museum of Equivalents? -1 should even like to see how large a piece of
Bread a glass of Gin represents perhaps something like this

i

I hope you have by this time received more monster shavings from
my excellent friend Joseph Miller4 Esquire of Blackwall who I engaged to
let you have some specimens which I thought would illustrate the
triumph of mechanic art over obdurate material -1 hope they have come
to hand and are satisfactory!.]

I had also written to my friend Edward Bury5 superintendent
of locomotion Engines on the London & Birmingham for a specimen
or two of Broken axle6 - and hope he also has complied with my
request in a satisfactory manner - failing which I might name that there
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is a collection of most "malignant cases" under the charge of Sir H
De La Beche atCraig's court which might in the absence of suitable
specimens from E. Bury supply you with what is desired on that
subject, a most interesting and important one it is.

I have just received the inclosed from Mr Bury and I fear from its
contents he has nothing satisfactory to send on the subject of Railway
axles, so I should advise application to Sir H De La Beche. I shall take care
to have a small cast sent off in time with some specimens of the influence
of Cold Swaging or cold hammering in destroying the fibrous fracture of
wrought Iron and also of the Effect of annealing at a dull red heat in
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restoring the strength and that to in a highly improved degree cold
swaging does no harm but quite the contrary provided it be followed up
by annealing at a dull red heat[.]

Also the little case will contain a specimen of the influence of a few
degrees of heat in changing the appearance of the Fracture of wrought
Iron from the christaline [sic] to the Fibrous - this is a subject well worthy
of attention in as much as that a piece of Iron that was broken on a cold
day would exhibit a degree of Brittleness and sparkling fracture which 10°
or 20° degrees higher temperature would exhibit a total[l]y dif[f]erent
character of Fracture. I should think this might be worthy of a remark as
the quality of Iron might be called in question when it was "John Frost"
that was to Blame, it is remarkable how few degrees will make all the
difference.

Also is is very important to remark on the strength of restoring
effects of the process of annealing ie heating the article to a dull red heat
and laying it down to cool at its leisure. Chains that have been strained to
near their utmost are rendered brittle soon after but if passed through
this restorative process the original strength is restored. The heat
appears to permitt the particles to again resume a natural relation to
Each other - it might be well to Exhibit the Ease with which a piece of
Bright new drawn Iron wire can be broken after a bend or two say an ^th
of an inch clean Iron wire count the times it will stand bending and
unbending say 10 times heat a bit of the same wire dull red hot and let it
cool it will then require at least 30 bends and unbends to break it. This
would in your! hands convey much valuable information on a very
important subject in a few words it directly bears on a class of subjects of
the highest practical importance. The Bright wire represents the metal
with its particles in a constrained unnatural state. The annealing sets
them all comfortable again and they will pay back the kindness ten fold in
increased strength and toughness - but perhaps this is just what you were
going to do so pray excuse the liberty I am taking in making such
suggestions. I am just about to run over to Bolton to try and get a
specimen of a Bit of dipt Iron Bar that will perhaps show the power we
have in the serious line of tools. I do hope Miller's big shavings have
arrived and are satisfactory.

Should you toutch [sic] on the process of Hardening and tempering
of steel it might be as well to say a word on the real distinction between
the two processes. The one the primary the other the secondary
Hardening by plunging into cold water or mercury - which as Every one
almost knows hardens the steel. Then comes the modification of suit
hardness to suit various purposes when we can spare a bit of hardness to
get toughness in exchange - but in the case of those tools which Engineers
use and which are performing such wonders for the cause of civilization
i.e. turning and Planing tools &c. for our big machines &c all such are
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simply hardened by heating to the lowest Red heat at which on plunging into
cold water they will just hardens This is the grand point to attain and it is
by this simple process alone and no after tempering that the tools in
question stand such vast work and peel off such shavings, it is the most
important point to hit the right heat at which they will just hardens Every
degree above this is to the damage of the steel as to strength as well as
real practical hardness -we never temper such toolsu The simple dip in of
the cutting point at the before named lowest-hardening heat is the grand
secret if it is so to be termed - pray Excuse the liberty I am taking in
perhaps giving in rude form what you knew perfectly well before but the
motive is the only excuse I have to offer namely to communicate
workshop knowledge on important subjects. I shall put in a specimen of
right heated and hardened steel as also a bit of over heated to show the
difference of strength and fractures

I doubt not you will be glad to hear that I have had a most gratifying
first trial with my pile driving Engine a la Steam Hammer7. I set it on the
top of a blunt log of wood 14in square 16 feet long and let in the steam
when off it set a thumping in good Earnest and sent the Pile 15 feet down
into hard ground with 20 masterly Blows at the rate of 65 per minute!
such pile driving the world never saw before the action of the whole
apparatus was perfect and realized in every point what I had anticipated.
The following down of the incubus sitting on the head of the devoted pile
was laughable in the Extreme for as the pile sunk under the Blows there
was the machine following him quicker than sight could detect as 1 could
not detect any difference in time between the sink of the pile and that of
the machine following down after him it's real[l]y a laughable scheme this
but a truly important one. it is now shipping for Devonport Dock-yard
along with a second8. They will have lots of work to do there. Pray Excuse
this length[y] infliction on your patience

from yours Most faithfully I James Nasmyth
Michael Faraday Esq

1. Letter 1724.
2. Near Rotherham.
3. This was for Faraday's fifth lecture, given on 10 May 1845, on "Iron - strength,
magnetism" of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For
his notes for this course see RI MS F4 J5. This lecture was reported in Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845,1:
1363-8. He acknowledged Nasmyth on p. 1366.
4. Joseph Miller (1797-1860, B2). Marine steam engine manufacturer.
5. Edward Bury (1794-1858, DNB). Railway engineer.
6. See RI MS F4 J5, p.l2v for Faraday's reference to this in his lecture.
7. See Nasmyth (1883), 239-51 for his account of the invention of the steam hammer, which
he patented in 1842 (patent number 9382) and Nasmyth (1883), 268-79 for the pile driver
which he patented in 1843 (patent number 9850).
8. See Nasmyth (1883), 273-6 for an account of their installation and use at Devonport.
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Letter 1726
George Back1 to Faraday
7 May 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl 1124

U.S. Club / May 7th 1845
My dear Sir,

I fear the Esquimeaux knife I now send you, is not what you require2,
but I may state that it was found to the East of the Coppermine River, and
it is possible that the iron might have been obtained from the
Esquimeaux still further East and who trade with the Hudsons Bay
Company Posts, or from the Western tribes who barter with the Russian
tradersu

Very Sincerely Yours t Geo Back

1. George Back (1796-1878, DNB). Captain in the Royal Navy and Arctic explorer.
2. This was for Faraday's fifth lecture, given on 10 May 1845, on "Iron - strength,
magnetism" of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For
his notes for this course see RI MS F4 J5. This lecture was reported in Lond.Med.Gaz,, 1845, 1:
1363-8. His mention of the knife is on p.1363.

Letter 1727
Faraday to James Easton
8 May 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 8 May 1845
My dear Sir

I wrote to you about a week ago1 & not having heard in reply
suppose you are out of towm.) Nevertheless I send another shot that if the
first has missed this may commence communication^]

When shall we meet? I could be with you either Next Monday or
Tuesday Morning2!.]

Ever Truly Yours ! M. Faraday
Jas. Easton Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Trafalgar Square I Professor Faraday I May 8th / 45

1. Letter 1721.
2. That is 12 or 13 May 1845.
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Letter 1728
Faraday to Roderick Impey Murchison
8 May 1845
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 8 May 1845
My dear Sir

Next Saturday1 is my lecture on Iron & steel. If you could now favour
me with the loan of the swords it would be a great obligation to

Yours Most Faithfully I M. Faraday
R.I. Murchison Esq P.G.S. I &c &c &c

1. That is 10 May 1845 when Faraday gave his fifth lecture on "Iron - strength, magnetism"
of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For his notes for
this course see Rl MS F4 J5. This lecture was reported in LondMedGaz., 1845, 1: 1363-8. His
mention of Murchison's swords is on p. 1367.

Letter 1729
Faraday to J.G. Mitchell1

8 May 1845
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 8 May 1845
My dear Sir

I am almost sure that that [sic] the Electric telegraph is adverted in
the papers to be seen at work daily at the Great Western Railway &
perhaps also at the Portsmouth2. More I do not know[.j

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.G. Mitchell

1. Unidentified.
2. See Lit.Gaz., 8 February 1845, p.94.

Letter 1730
Giovan Battista Amici to Faraday
8 May 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Pregiatissimo Amico

Grandissimo piacere mi ha recato la votra lettera del 17 Aprile1 dalla
quale comprendo che non solo conservate memoria di me, ma vi siete
compiacciuto di darmi ancora una prova di particolare benevolenza. Io
credo che l'onore che ha voluto compartirmi La Reale Istitutuzione della
Gran Bretagna nominandomi Socio onorario, derivi principalmente dalla
vostra gentilezza, poiche io non trovo in me alcun merito che mi renda
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degno di far parte di una Societa di tanta dottrina2. Communque sia io ve
ne pongo distintissime grazie e mi auguro l'occasione di rinovarvele a
voce se visitate il nostro paese come sembra abbiate I'idea. La vostra
presenza formerebbe il piu bell'ornamento al Congresso Scientifico
Italiano che si ferra in Napoli nel prossimo mese di Settembre. In questo
medesimo giorno ho scritto una lettera di ringraziamento ai membri della
Reale Istituzione, dirigendola al Sigr. Segretario Giovanni Barlow. Intanto
vi prego a salutare il nostro comune amico Sir James South che mi
procuro il bene della vostra personale conoscenza3. E se nella mia tenuita
potessi in qualche cosa valere qui in Italia profittate di me che mi sara
sempre caro di ripetermi I Vostro affezionatissimo ServitoreIG Batta
Amici
Firenze 8 Maggio 1845

Address: M. Faraday F.R.S. &c &c &c i at the Royal Institution I of Great
Britain I London

TRANSLATION
Dearest Friend,

The greatest pleasure was given to me by your letter of 17 April1,
from which I understand that not only do you remember me, but that it
pleased you to give me yet another proof of particular kindness. I believe
that the honour that the Royal Institution of Great Britain wished to
bestow on me by nominating me an Honorary Member, derives
principally from your kindness, since I find in myself no merit that
would render me worthy of being a part of a Society of so much learning2.
However, I send you the most distinguished thanks and I hope I will have
the opportunity of renewing them personally if you visit our country, as it
seems you hope to do. Your presence would form the most beautiful
ornament to the Italian Scientific Congress which will take place in Naples
in the month of September next. This same day I have written a letter of
thanks to the members of the Royal Institution, addressing it to the
Secretary, Mr John Barlow. In the meantime, I ask you to remember me to
our mutual friend, Sir James South, who procured for me the blessing of
knowing you personally3. And if in some small way I can be of service here
in Italy, take advantage of me, for whom it will always be dear to repeat
that I am I Your most affectionate Servant I G Batta Amici
Florence 8 May 1845

1. Letter 1712.
2. Amici was elected an Honorary Member of the Royai Institution on 4 November 1844. RI
MS GM, 4 November 1844, 4: 250.
3. See letter 1597.
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Letter 1731
Faraday to William Carpmael1

12 May 1845
From the original in SL MS Crocker 14

Royal Institution I 12 May 1845
My dear Sir

I sent here this morning the specimens of wire rope i.e. I sent them
to you & hope you have received them safe2. If all is right do not trouble
yourself to write but if there is any thing wrong pray drop me a lineui

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
Wm. Carpmael Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: No reply.

1. William Carpmael (1804-1867, Bl). Patent agent.
2. See Athenaeum, 17 May 1845, p.492 for an account of Carpmael's Friday Evening
Discourse of 9 May 1845 "On the Manufacture of Wire-rope".

Letter 1732
Faraday to Edward Codrington
12 May 1845
From the original in the possession of Roy G. Neville

R Institution I 12 May 1845
Dear Sir Edward

I return herewith the sword1 & enclosed the keyj.] I trust that no
harm has happened to them in my possession & I return you many thanks
for your kindnessu

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Sir Edwd Codrington GCB I &c &c &c

1. This was for Faraday's fifth lecture, given on 10 May 1845, on "Iron - strength,
magnetism" of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For
his notes for this course see Rl MS F4 J5. This lecture was reported in Lond.Med.Gaz., 1845,1:
1363-8. His mention of the sword is on p. 1367.
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Letter 1733
Samuel March Phillipps to Faraday1

16 May 1845
From the original copy in PRO HO43 / 69, p.230

Mr Phillipps presents his compliments to Mr. Faraday and begs to
transmit to him six copies of the paper, printed by order of the House of
Commons2, respecting the Explosion at the Haswell Collieries3; & should
he desire any further number of copies, Mr Phillipps, upon hearing from
him, will give directions that they may be sent to him.
Whitehall May 16, 1845

1. This was addressed to Lyell, with a note saying that a similar letter had been sent to
Faraday. The only possible difference would have been the number of copies sent.
2. This comprised Lyell and Faraday (1845), Johnson (1845b) and letter 1704.
3. Lyell and Faraday (1844), Johnson (1845a) and letter 1704 had been laid on the Table of
the House of Commons on 17 April 1845. Commons Journals, 1845, 100: 277.

Letter 1734
Antonio Lombardi to Faraday
18 May 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur Michel Faraday

Modene 18 mai 1845
Mr Fadvocat Frederic Albert Winsor m'a remis en personne votre tres
oblgeante lettre du 19 Septembre 18431 et je vous remercie de la memoire
que vous conservez de moi et de notre societe J'espere que vous aurez
recu la partie physique du Tome XXIII des nos actes; et a present on
imprime la partie mathematique du meme Tome Mr le chevalier
Professeur Etienne Marinoni2 qui a present est President de la Societe
Italienne fut nommee apres la mort de mons Le Marquis Rangoni3 me
charge aussi de vous remercier et vous rende par mon entermise ses
complimens.

Si je pusse vous etre util pour la correspondance avec l'ltalie ce fera
pour moi un honneur de vous servir; cependant je vous prie d'agreer
{'expression de ma bien distincte consideration avec la quelle je me
professe I votre tres devoue Servr. 1 Antoine Lombardi Seg-re I et membre
de la Societe Italienne

Address: 21 AlbemarleStr I Royale Institution I au Monsieur Monsieur Le
Professeur Michel I Faraday membre etranger de la I Societe Italienne
des Sciences etc I a Londres
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TRANSLATION
Mr Michael Faraday

Modena 18 May 1845
The lawyer Frederick Albert Winsor has handed me in person your most
kind letter of 19 September 18431 and I thank you for remembering both
me and our Society. I hope that you have received the Physics part of
Volume XXIII of our proceedings. At the moment we are printing the
mathematical part of the same volume. Mr le Chevalier Professor Etienne
Marinoni2, who is currently president of the Italian Society, having been
nominated after the death of Marquis Rangoni3, has asked me to thank
you and sends you his compliments.

If I can be of any assistance to you in your correspondence with
Italy, it will be an honour for me to serve you; in the meantime, I ask you
to accept the expression of my most distinguished consideration, with
which I profess to be I your very devoted Servant I Antoine Lombardi,
Secretary and member of the Italian Society.

1. Letter 1522.
2. Unidentified.
3. Luigi Rangoni (1775-1844, LUI). Politician and mathematician.

Letter 1735
Faraday to Thomas Romney Robinson
24 May 1845l

From the original in ULC MS add 7656, TR58
Royal Institution 1 24 May

My dear friend
As to the Gas lights I conclude you are thinking of that form in which

(as at page 3 of the inclosed) there is no ascending tube from the top of
the burner. The form at p2 is the first which we had at the Athenaeum2 &
is that which the Trinity House are about to apply to all their lamps in
lighthouses & its action is perfect & effects in these cases admirable. The
form page 2 is no[w] in use at the Athenaeum & at Buckingham Palace3 &
elsewhere & in these cases answers thoroughly but I would not advise you
to set it up in your house at Armagh before you have seen it here for there
are so many peculiar draughts in houses & indeed in every separate
house that without my brothers4 experience & judgement I should fear
sending one to any situation!.] You are I doubt not aware that after the
first principles of action were arranged I turned all over to him5 & his
friends & have nothing to do with it either in a pecuniary or other point of
view than to wish it well: I therefore relieved my mind from thinking
about it and really do not know the minute points of arrangement &
efficacy. However see it in action firstf.j
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About the Zinc - to obtain pure zinc is difficult but if you amalgamate
common zinc you make it better as an electrometer than pure zinc acting
on it with dilute Sulphuric acid see Par 8636 of my Exp Researches series
VII &c & for the mode of amalgamation & other circumstancesu

With respect to your query about danger from surfaces of carbon in
hydrochloric acid & chlorate of potassa I do not see any risk of
explosionu It is perhaps just possible that condensed Euchlorine might
form under some rare circumstances but I do not think it at all probably
[sic] & would not let it deter me a moment from the pursuit of any
thoughts

Pray had you any share in the discovery of the monster skeleton in
one of the Valleys of the Moon by Lord Rosse's telescope?

Ever My dear Sir I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Robinson I &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that Lord Rosse's 72 inch telescope had just come into use.
2. Cowell (1975), 24-5 notes that Faraday's improved gas lighting ventilation apparatus was
installed in the Athenaeum in 1844.
3. See Times, 27 July 1846, p.5, col. a.
4. Robert Faraday.
5. See letter 1452.
6. Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 863.

Letter 1736
Second Marquis of Northampton to Faraday
25 May 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

The question of a new Charter is before the Council of the R.S.1 but
at this moment is waiting for discussion, & for information as to the
pecuniary cost of it. If we finally have one, the main object will be to have
a more convenient time than the month of November for our
anniversary2. There will of course be an opportunity of other
improvements which it is advisable not to neglect. I therefore wish the
advice of some of the more distinguished members of the society, in
addition to that of the council & write to ask you to favour me with any
suggestions that may occur to you. It seems to me advisable to make our
rule of electing more strict, & I should think it would be better that one
Fourth should be sufficient to exclude a candidate, than one Third as at
present. Still I think it right to be more liberal than in many other
societies, which this would still be.

There is a question on which I should like your advice, but it would
not be connected with the new charter -1 mean, is it advisable to adopt in
some degree, and if so, under what restrictions, discussion on Papers read
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as in many other scientific societies? I am inclined to think it would be
advisable, giving however to the president absolute discretion at once to
cut it short or to state simply that he did not consider a paper adapted to
discussion at all3.

Would it be advisable to make any change in the Payments of the
Fellows, either admission, annual or Composition Payments? I think the
Composition over high, being at Fifteen years purchase, while most other
societies make it Ten. Besides that the R.S. generally takes in it's
members at a more advanced age than other societies!.j

Would it be better to make the admn Payments Five Pounds? - & the
Composition Fifty? - instead of Four & Sixty. Of course this question could
only apply to new members.

Yours very truly I Northampton
5 Lowndes St i May 25, 1845

I forgot one very important point. The question whether the
Presidency should be unlimited in it's duration - I think not. It should
not be necessarily short, yet in truth a President has much to learn which
Time alone can teach him before he can be able at all to perform his
duties well. I mean, as to persons, for 1 am not alluding to science. But it is
not well that he should go on when superannuated, not knowing his own
incapacity, & his friends from delicacy not telling him. Moreover a certain
degree of change is itself good "New Brooms &c"u My idea would be limit
it to Ten years - with annual reelection of course.

Endorsed by Faraday: To M. Faraday

1. See Hall, MB. (1984), 80-2.
2. Ibid., 77, 94.
3. Council, at its next meeting, agreed to permit discussion at meetings of the Royal
Society. RS CM, 5 June 1845, 1: 501. See Hall, M.B. (1984), 79.

Letter 1737
Faraday to Samuel Hunter Christie
27 May 1845
From the original in BuL, MIT

R Institution I 27 May 1845
My dear Sir

I send you a paper from Mr Addison1 for the R.S.2

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
S.H. Christie I &c &c &c

1. William Addison (d.1881, age 79, Bl). Physician.
2. William Addison, "On some peculiar modifications of the Force of cohesion, with
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reference to the Forms and structure of Clouds - Films, & Membranes", RS MS AP 27.13. This
was read to the Royal Society on 19 June 1845 and a short abstract was published in
Proc.Roy.Soc>, 1845, 5: 560. The paper was placed in the Archives. RS MS CMB 90c, 1
December 1845.

Letter 1738
James Prescott Joule1 to Faraday
28 May 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

New Bailey St. Salford I May 28 1845
Dear Sir

I have enclosed a small Pamphlet containing the Paper which you
perhaps recollect, was published in the Phil Mag about a year and a half
ago2. It appeared there in three separate parts. Will you favour me by
accepting of it in an entire state? Since it was printed I have confirmed the
results respecting the mechanical equivalent of heat in several ways; so
that I now feel quite certain that the heat which can increase the
temperature of a 1b of water by a degree is equal to about 800 lbs raised a
foot high.

Perhaps you may recollect that Mr Sturgeon3 came to Manchester a
few years ago in order to superintend the "Victoria Gallery of Practical
Science"[.j Owing to the pressure of the times that institution failed soon
after its establishment. Mr Sturgeon from this event, and the expences he
incurred in the publication of the "Annals of Electricity" which he was at
length compelled to discontinue, has, you will be sorry to hear, been
reduced to great poverty and has no means of supporting his family
beyond the precarious proceeds of his lectures. You will be glad to hear
that some of his friends in this town are trying to devise something for his
support. It would indeed be a great pity if a man who like Sturgeon has
under singular disadvantages done very much for the promotion of
electrical and magnetical science should in old age be allowed to endure
the privations of poverty. Perhaps when our designs are matured with
respect to him you would feel disposed to give us a little assistance?

I remain dear Sir i Most Respectfully & Truly Yours i James P. Joule
M. Faraday Esq DCL &c

1. James Prescott Joule (1818-1889, DSB). Manchester physicist.
2. Joule (1843b). Gladstone (1874), 148 published the following sentence from an 1845
letter of Faraday to Joule which may have been the reply to this letter: "I delight in hearing of
exact numbers, and the determinations of the equivalents of force when different forms of
force are compared one with another".
3. William Sturgeon (1783-1850, DSB). Electrical experimenter.
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Letter 1739
Faraday to Gideon Algernon Mantell
30 May 1845
From the original in NLNZ MS Papers 83 (Mantell family), folder 38

R Institution I 30 May 1845
My dear Mantel

I have not yet thanked you for your kindness in sending me the
Geology of & about Leith Hill1. Indeed I hoped to have sent at the same
time a copy of my papers on Gases2 but they are not yet printed^ With
many thanks I remain

Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Gideon Mantel Esq i &c &c &c

1. A preprint of Mantell (1848).
2. Faraday (1845c). The plural is because of the additional note, dated 19 February 1845, on
pp. 172-7.

Letter 1740
George Rennie1 to Faraday
30 May 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

21 Whitehall Place i 30th May 1845
My Dear Sir

I listened with much pleasure to your luminous Lecture of this
evening on Artesian Wells2. But when you announced the last experiment
on the rise of the Colored fluid in the lower glass pipe as a novelty it
immediately occurred to me that you had not read of Venturis3

celebrated experiments on the communication of motion by the lateral
action of fluids.

See Venturi Sur le communication laterale des mouverment des
fluides Paris 17984 RS Jour.Phy. XIV GO 362

See Hydrodynamics Edinb. Encyclopedia page 503 plate 318 figure
12 & 155

See also Nicholson6, Tredgold7 & others.
The red fluid is drawn up the pipes just as you exhibited in your

Experiment^
The parties who assume this as a new invention are evidently

mistaken!.]
Trusting that you will excuse this I remain
Yours very truly I George Rennie

Dr Faraday I &c &c &c
PS Venturis researches are very curious
See also Gamier8 sur les Puits Artesiens, 18269.
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1. George Rennie (17914866, DNB). Civil engineer.
2. See Lit.Gaz., 7 June 1845, p.361 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of
30 May 1845 "On artesian wells and water".
3. Giovanni Battista Venturi (1746-1822, P2). Italian natural philosopher.
4. Venturi (1797).
5. Edinburgh Encyclopedia, 11: 408-568, p.503.
6. William Nicholson (1753-1815, DNB). Man of science. This refers to Venturi (1798-9).
7. Thomas Tredgold (1788-1829, DNB). Engineer. This refers to Tredgold (1826).
8. Abdon-Jacques-Frambourg Gamier (b.1785, DBF). Mining engineer.
9. Gamier (1826).

Letter 1741
Philip Melvill1 to Faraday
30 May 1845
From the original copy in IOLR MS L/MIL/1/78, number 239

Mr. Philip Melvill presents his compliments to Professor Faraday,
and begs to forward the accompanying Minute of the Political and
Military Committee dated the 29th Instant2, with a Collection of Papers
relative to Lightning Conductors as applied to Powder Magazines in the
East Indies; and to request that, in accordance with the Committee's
wishes Professor Faraday will favor the Committee with his opinion on
the subject. Mr. Melvill begs to add that, if convenient, Professor Faraday
may after perusal of the papers, transmit them to Professor Wheatstone;
and that their report may be separate or joint according to their own
arrangement3.
East India House I 30th May 1845.
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1. Philip Melvill (1817-1854, AC). Secretary of the Military Department of the East India
Company.
2. Minutes of the Political and Military Committee of the East India Company, 29 May 1845,
IOLR MS L/MIL/1/60, p.85.
3. See, respectively, letter 1745 and Wheatstone to Melvill, 8 August 1845, IOLR MS F/4/
2099, Collection 98202, pp. 159-70.

Letter 1742
Faraday to Edward Codrington
2 June 1845
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution i 2 June 1845
Dear Sir Edwd

With many thanks for the present and former acts of kindness I
return the boat safe1 I trust from the hands of the Messenger as it now is
under my eyes. I find I make 30 or 40 feet into 5, but I do not wonder at it:
for every day brings to me growing proofs of my loss of memory. I was
formerly troubled at this but to be troubled by it now would be to spend
my life in one stream of regret & disappointment so I bear with it as well
as I can & hope my friends will toou

Ever Your Obedient & Grateful i M. Faraday
Admiral I Sir E. Codrington Bart GCB I &c &c &c

1. This was for Faraday's eighth lecture, given on 31 May 1845, on "Silver - lustre, reflexion"
of his "Course of Eight Lectures on Certain Metals and Metallic Properties". For his notes for
this course see RI MS F4 J5. This lecture was reported in Lond.MedGaz., 1845, 2: 711-6. His
mention of the model boat, the bottom of which was silvered by electro-deposition, lent by
Codrington is on p.715.

Letter 1743
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
3 June 1845
From the original in RGO6 / 9, f.524

R Institution I 3 June 1845
Dear Sir

I have balanced until this minute whether I may or ought to accept
your very kind invitation1; or whether I should deny myself the pleasure
which it offers: & I am constrained at last to come unwillingly to the latter
conclusion. I have almost finished my lectures2,1 am also so tired (which
with me always involves giddiness & other derangement of that kind) that
I must take entire rest. 1 am sorry to say this but have no alternatives ]

Ever Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c
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1. To the Visitation of the Observatory.
2. Faraday gave no further lectures during this season.

Letter 1744
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
4 June 1845
From the original in UB MS NS 369
My dear Faraday

I have made up my mind to read my report on Ozone1 myself and
illustrate the subject by a series of experiments to be exhibited before the
chemical section . Intending to leave Bale the 12th instant I hope to arrive
in town Monday the 16th and I need not say [to] you how delighted I
would be to see you on that or the following day. As I shall pass the shop
of Mr. Watkins (Charing cross) pray send me a few lines there to
acquaint me whether I can have the pleasure of meeting you at the Royal
Institution.

In entertaining the pleasing hopes of shaking very soon hands with
you and paying my humble respects in person to your Lady I am, my dear
Faraday

Your's I most faithfully I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale. June 4th 1845.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London.

1. Schoenbein (1845).
2. Of the British Association in Cambridge.
3. Francis Watkins (d.1847, age 51, GRO). Scientific instrument maker.

Letter 1745
Faraday to James Cosmo Melvill1

7 June 1845
From the original copy in IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection 98202, p. 143-57

Royal Institution i 7 June 1845
Sir,

I have received your note of the 30th May 1845 accompanied by the
following papers - Extract from the Minutes Pol[itica]l. and Mil[itar]y.
Committee 29th May 18453 - Military Letter from Bengal 14 Feby 1843 [sic]
No 234 - No 58065 Letter to Sir Henry Hardinge6 31 Deer. 1844 signed
W.H.L. Frith7, R Benson8, W. Burlton9 - No 13410 from Captain Pillansirand
Dr. O'Shauahnessy12 to Captn Green13 24 Augt 1844" - No 19615 from
Major Sturr6 to the Military Board 7th Feby 1845 - From Professor Daniell
10 May 184117- from the same 15 June 184118 -from myself 9 June 184119 -
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certain extracts from Military letters to Bengal20 - and a letter from
Professor Daniell 23 July 1844 :- and your object is that I should "furnish
you with a report of my opinions on the views and sentiments which have
been expressed on the subject in India as contained in the collection".

In reply I will quote you the exact words of my former report i.e. the
one referred to above and contained in the papers you have now sent me
for "these with the other papers I have carefully considered, and, as the
general result beg to say I see no reason to alter even a word of my former
report22.

In saying so much perhaps I say every thing that the Honorable
Court of Directors desire of me, for it is probably more the judgment of the
individual than the reasons for the judgment that is required. The latter it
is almost impossible for any man to give fully in a case where there are
arguments and reasons on both sides of the question for the bearings of
these become almost infinite in number by reason of the variation in the
degree of force which they possess under varying circumstances and at
last it is the discretion, experience, tact, and caution of the person which
gives to his opinion any worth it may in reality possess."

The copy of my report on the 9th June 1841 I will beg you again to
read as if it were now an original document. I have paged it in red ink and
corrected the references; and I have lined nearly the whole of it down the
side with red ink and the present date of 7 June 1845. Every part so
marked I present to you now as the result of my deliberate consideration
and cautious judgement and I have nothing at all to alter of the
conclusions therein drawn:- and therefore I will ask you to accept that
report in conjunction with the sentence I am writing as the expression of
my opinion on the views and sentiments contained in the collection of
papers you have sent me.

My report contains at page 7 and the following pages an account of
certain experiments on the division of a charge and the production of
what is often called the lateral spark, the causes of which and the
consequences that flow from it I have stated in general terms. On the
other hand Dr. O'Shaughnessy in the papers you have just sent me letter
dated 24 August 1844, whilst objecting to the kind of lightning protector
which I and the late Professor Daniell recommended, has himself advised
another which both in principle and practice he considers absolutely
safe. I would have avoided if possible for the reasons expressed at page 2
of my former report commenting on this plan; but as the very
experiments I have just referred to shew that proposition cannot fulfil
the expectation of the proposer and that it might place the magazines in
much greater danger than the plan I approved of; and, as you call on me
for an opinion in continuation, I feel that I cannot in justice to the
Honorable board refrain from drawing its attention to certain points in
the proposed arrangement and its effects.
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It is said by the proposer that the most powerful batteries may be
discharged harmless "on a metal powder flask, without the slightest
danger to its contents"; that "shells of the thinnest copper charged with
percussion powder may be placed with equal safety in the current of the
most violent artificial explosions'*- that "it is impossible to kill a bird in a
wire cage by the electric fluid" that "within such envelopes of conducting
materials no subdivision of charge can take place" - "all inductive
influence being destroyed" - and "it is accordingly thus that our powder
should be protected".

There is evidently here and a little further on, the confusion of two
distinct series of electrical effects essentially different, namely the static
and the dynamic and it is no doubt, this confusion which leads to the
erroneous practical result which the proposer arrives at. He then states,
& truly, that expence is the only objection which can be urged against the
obvious mode of protecting magazines by enveloping them altogether in
metallic sheathing - but immediately after says "the subjoined plan, while
equally efficient will reduce the expence to a fair practical amount and will
guarantee security". The plan is then proposed of carrying a copper strap
upwards from the ground against one side of the magazine leading it over
the top and down to the ground on the other side; this is to be done at
every 6 or 10 feet of distance. Similar band[s] are to run at intervals of 6
feet along the roof and across the former bands, being fastened to them
by rivetting or soldering. A similar band is to run round the bottom of the
building at the level of the ground and connect all the ends together; and,
lastly from each corner of the building, copper rods with branches are to
go into the ground. The copper straps or bands are to be two inches wide
but their thickness is not given. However it is said that hoop iron might
be used if it were not liable to rust - and it is also said that the mass of the
copper (whether of each strap or of all the vertical straps is not
expressed) is much greater than that employed in Mr. Harris' ship
conductors23.

It is then said "within a magazine thus arranged it is impossible -
according to the present state of our knowledge that an accident from
lightning can occur. The system can provoke no discharge upon itself &c -
and then the philosophy of static effect i.e. of quiescent electricity and
not of discharge (which when it occurs is dynamic in its character) is
referred to.

I had no doubt from the result described in my former report and
now recalled to your attention by the red ink lines at p 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 &c
that such a system as that proposed would easily give lateral sparks
within; and that also under circumstances very similar to those likely to
happen with a powder magazine. But to make it more evident to the
Honorable Board I arranged a system of copper wires exactly in the
manner proposed so as to form a metallic cage (as in the figure at the next
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page) of which the intervals between the vertical wires were only from 18
to 22, - 30 and 48 inches, instead of six feet or 72 inches; and the vertical
interval no more than 57 inches. The wires were from ^th to ^th of an
inch in diameter well connected together, and, finally, for the sake of a
perfect discharge connected by a thick wire to the London water pipes.
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Being thus arranged an electrical machine was set in action so as to
throw simple sparks (without any Leyden Jar) from the conductor by a
jointed rod on to any part of the top of the frame, as for instance where
the balls are

f
represented. The sparks were not more than one inch & six tenths long
and the wire of the frame or any single wire was sufficient to carry several
hundred thousand times this quantity at one discharge without in the
least suffering from it. Yet when a wire was connected with the lower rim,
as at B or otherwise well connected with the earth as by the pipes p6 and
being taken up inside the frame was brought near the under part of any of
the upper wire a spark passed between that wire and the frame, at the
occur[r]ence of every spark from the machine - nay more:- whatever part
of the lower edge of the frame this wire was made fast to, its upper end
could take a spark from any place of the upper part of the frame at every
spark from the machine. Still more, if the wire represented by the red line
was only held near the frame at its top and bottom ends, then, a spark
from the machine on the top of the frame caused two sparks on the
experimental wire, one at each end. If instead of one experimental or
inner wire, two, three, four or more were used, being connected below
with the bottom of the frame or with the water pipes p.6 then one spark
from the machine could produce a secondary spark on each of these
wires i.e four internal or lateral discharges could be produced at different
places within by one external spark.

I covered a part of the top of the wire frame with sheets of wire
gauze the wires being only the |th of an inch apart and therefore far closer
than the wires of a bird cage; and I could produce the lateral discharge as
easily from the inner surface of the gauze as from the former wires of the
frame. I hung a cylinder of wire gauze inside the frame and then had
abundant lateral or secondary sparks from the inside of the cylinder. I
took a large strong copper pan 20 inches in diameter and turning it upside
down upon the frame made it a metallic dome; when the machine
discharged a small spark only on to it or any part of the wire frame, a
lateral spark could be obtained with the utmost facility from any part of
the inside.

My model was only about five feet high but the powder magazine is
23 feet in height; and, increase in distance from the place where the
electricity strikes to the place of its discharge (i.e the earth) tends to
render the effect more striking. I had only wires of copper instead of
copper bands or iron hoop; but my wires were far larger in proportion to
the electric spark which I used than the bands of copper (judging from
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the weight given) or iron would be to the lightning flash. Such a system of
bands because of its infinitely better conducting power than stone or
brick even when the latter is wet will tend to make the lightning strike
upon a magazine which without the bands might not have been struck;
and considering the metallic nature of the contents of a magazine, that
each powder barrel is lined with copper; and that these and shells are
often piled on each other from the ground upwards towards the roof, so
as even sometimes to touch it, I think it very probable that a strong flash
of lightning striking the proposed framework might divide after the
manner of a lateral spark as in the experiment described and part of it
take its [course] through the contents of the magazine and thus cause its
entire destruction.

In order to shew that mere surface has nothing at all to do with
these, or any dynamic effects of electricity, I constructed a similar frame
with copper bands nearly two inches wide and obtained the lateral sparks
just as easily on the inside surface of these bands as with the wires. It
could not be otherwise after the results of the experiments described
with the wire gauze and the copper pan.

I have no doubt that if the magazine were entirely enclosed in a case of
copper and that copper were thick enough to conduct most freely the
electric fluid, it would be protected:- but I doubt whether a cage of copper
straps such as those proposed would be sufficient to remove entirely the
effects I speak of even though the straps were so near each other as to have
no space exposed larger than a square foot:- further, supposing that these
straps were in some places to come apart, or else overlie not being in actual
or soldered metallic contact; there would almost certainly be a spark at
each of these places when the lightning fell upon any part of the frame.

I have paged in ink the copy of Dr. O'Shaughnessy's letter or report
of the 24th August 1844 which you have sent me and which I return with
this paper of mine. You will find that from page 37 to page 67 it speaks of
the power of a lightning conductor through which a discharge is passing,
to affect neighbouring bodies and cause sparks to pass between them;
and it gives many cases of the production of such sparks as at p.p. 41, 43
to and including 49 being the Strasburg Cathedral, also 52, 53, 59, 60, 62
and 63; and these are considered as reasons against such a lightning
conductor as I have recommended, Now, all these effects (being dynamic)
take place as easily within the frame work of straps proposed as they do
near a lightning rod and upon exactly the same principles. They are within
that frame work just as surely "increased by the proximity of the
conductor (i.e the straps)" and the quantity of the primary or lightning
discharged p64 "as they are in any other condition of the lightning
conductor:- and because the frame work is in much closer approximation
to the contents of the magazine than the rod I recommend, are more
productive of danger to these contents.
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For these, and for all the reasons formerly and again adduced, my
conclusion is the same as before, namely, that the conductor should not
be put in contact with the magazine; but, as I have said in the close of my
last report page 20, to which I again beg to refer you, should be about 3
feet distance from it.

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obedient humble Servant I
Signed / W. [sic] Faraday
James C. Melvill Esqre i Secretary i &c &c &c i East India House

1. James Cosmo Melvill (1792-1861, DNB1). Chief Secretary of the East India Company.
2. That is letter 1741.
3. Minutes of the Political and Military Committee of the East India Company, 29 May 1845,
IOLR MS L/M1L/1/60, p.85.
4. Military Letter from Bengal, 14 February 1845, IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection 98202, pp.l-
2.
5. Frith, Benson and Burlton to Hardinge, 31 December 1844, IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection
98202, pp.7-9.
6. Henry Hardinge (1785-1856, DNB). Governor General of India, 1844-1847.
7. Warren Hastings Leslie Frith (1787-1854, Hodson (1927-47), 2: 228-9). Colonel in the
Bengal Army.
8. Richard Benson (1785-1858, Hodson (1927-47), 1: 131; Bl). Colonel in the Bengal Army.
9. William Burlton (1793-1870, Hodson (1927-47), 1: 252; Bl). Colonel in the Bengal Army.
10. Pillans to Green, 27 June 1844, IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection 98202, pp. 11-12
11. William Soltau Pillans (1806-1873, Hodson (1927-47), 3: 531). Artillery Captain in the
Bengal Army.
12. William Brooke O'Shaughnessy (1809-1889, DNB). Physician and Professor of Chemistry
at Calcutta.
13. Godfrey Thomas Greene (1807-1886, Hodson (1927-47), 2: 329-30). Secretary to Military
Board at Fort William.
14. O'Shaughnessy to Green, 24 August 1844, IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection 98202, pp.13-91.
This letter Faraday numbered from page 1 to 79.
15. Sturt to Military Board, 7 February 1845, IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection 98202, p.93-4.
16. William Milner Neville Sturt (1800-1855, Hodson (1927-47), 4: 212; B3). Major in the
Bengal Army.
17. Daniell to Melvill, 10 May 1841, IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection 98202, pp.97-113.
18. Daniell to Melvill, 15 June 1841, IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection 98202, pp. 135-6.
19. Letter 1351. In the copy in IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection 98202, pp.115-34 Faraday drew
a red line in the margin for almost the entire text.
20. Military letters to Bengal, 23 June 1841, 26 July 1843, 18 September 1844, IOLR MS F/4/
2099, Collection 98202, pp. 137-9.
21. Daniell to Melvill, 23 July 1844, IOLR MS F/4/2099, Collection 98202, p.141.
22. Faraday to Melvill, 5 September 1839, letter 1206, volume 2.
23. Harris (1843).

Letter 1746
Jean Charles Athanase Peltier to Faraday
10 June 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris Je 10 juin 1845
Je serais un grand coupable, Mon cher et tres honore Maitre, si de trop
graves et de trop puissantes raisons n'excusaient pas le long silence que
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j'ai garde envers vous; mais une longue et tres facheuse maladie, dont je
ne puis me delivrer, m'accable depuis trois ans et a mis ma vie en danger
pendant plus de 18 mois. C'est une maladie d'intestins, une nevrose de
l'intestin grele, qui me tient ainsi dans un etat de souffrance: des rechutes
nombreuses s'opposent a ce que je puisse me livrer a des travaux
continus. Du reste Mr. Boutigny1, mon ami, qui vous presentera cette
lettre et vous remettra quelques unes de mes dernieres publications,
pourra vous dire combien je suis souffrant la plupart du temps. Mr.
Boutigny est un de nos savants les plus ingenieux, dont le nom vous est
assurement connu; c'est l'auteur des belles experiences sur l'etat
spheroidal des liquides2 et dont les recueils Scientifiques ont parle
plusieurs fois. Si vous desiriez voir ces experiences, je ne doute pas qu'il
ne s'empressat de les repeter devant vous.

Votre lettre du 19 Janvier 1843 contenait plusieurs observations fort
judicieuses, auxquelles j'aurais repondu immediatement, si la maladie ne
m'avait tenu eloigne de tout travail serieux pendant long temps. Lorsque
un peu de mieux se fit sentir, j'employai tous mes moments loisibles a
coordonner mes idees en un Resume qu'on imprimera sous peu a
Bruxelles dans les Memoires couronnes de l'Academie3. j'avais vu la mort
de si pres que dans la crainte d'un retour de sa part, je voulais laisser ce
document aprs moi, puisqu'il lierait les differentes idees que j'avais
emises isolement dans mes publications eparses. Aussitot qu'il sera
imprime, j'aurai l'honneur de vous l'offrir. On termine dans ce moment
l'impression d'un Memoire que j'ai envoye a la meme Academie; ce
Memoire tralte de la Cause principale de toutes les oscillations
barometriques4. C'est un travail tout neuf, qui ne ressemble en rien aux
essais anterieurs qu'un si grand nombre de physiciens ont produits;
essais qui n'ont jamais pu Her les diverses perturbations du barometre.
j'espere vous l'envoyer dans un mois. Vous trouverez dans ces diverses
publications les reponses aux remarques que vous m'adressiez: il serait
done inutile d'entrer dans des details que vous trouverez plus
developpes dans ces publications.

La hardiesse de mes vues, leur eloignement aux idees regues
produiront quelques repulsions d'abord; mais j'en appelle a l'avenir, j'en
appelle aux observations et aux experiences faites sans idees
precongues. Deja, de celles que j'ai publiees depuis 4 et 5 ans, plusieurs
avaient aussi ete repoussees, telles que la division des vapeurs elastiques
de l'atmosphere, en nuages transparents, en portions distinctes, dont les
unes sont chargees d'electricite negative et les autres d'electricite
positive. Depuis la publication de mon Traite des Trombes5 plusieurs
physiciens observateurs sont parvenus au meme resultat par des routes
diverses, et l'existence de ces nues transparentes est maintenant regue
par un grand nombre de savants.

II en a ete de meme de l'etat electrique des nuages, lorsque j'ai dit
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que tout nuage gris est negatifet que tout nuage blanc est positif. Cela ne
fait plus doute actuellement, pour qui a voulu repeter l'observation. II en
est encore ainsi du globe, comme corps charge d'electricite negative,
tandis que l'espace celeste ne possede aucune electricite, et joue par
consequent le role d'un corps charge d'electricite positive envers le
globe. Dans le memoire que je vous enverrai, et dont vous trouverez un
court abrege6 dans un des articles que je vous envoie par M. Boutigny,
vous verrez que pour moi il n'existe pas de fluide special, auquel on
puisse donner le nom d'electricite: qu'il y a des phenomenes particuliers
qu'on nomme electriques, mais que leur cause ne tient pas a un fluide
particulier, mais a un etat particulier de coercition ou de propagation du
fluide universel que Ton nomme Ether. C'est la l'idee la plus hardie que
j'aurai emise, et qu'on admettra, j'en ai la conviction, non a present, mais
d'ici a dix ans. Les faits, contraires aux fluides speciaux, s'accumulent
trop chaque jour, pour croire qu'il faudra un plus long temps pour
demontrer la verite de cette cause generate de tous les phenomenes
electriques. Rappelez-vous tout ce qu'on a dit contre le resultat que
j'avais obtenu, celui du froid par un courant electrique7. Quoiqu'il ne
s'agissait que d'un fait que tout le monde pouvait verifier, il a fallu trois
ans pour le faire admettre; et cette admission n'a ete complete que
lorsque Mr. Lenz8 a [sic] fait congeler de l'eau par ce moyen9.

Je vois par vos beaux et incessants travaux, que vous avez repris
toute votre sante, et que rien ne vous arrete plus dans les progres que
vous faites faire chaque jour a la science, recevez en mon sincere
compliment, personne n'a pris plus de part que moi a vos souffrances,
comme personne ne ressent plus de joie de vous savoir en parfaite sante:
la science etait en deuil pendant votre maladie, et elle a repris ses habits
de fete depuis que vous etes debarasse de toute souffrance.

Adieu, mon cher et digne Maitre, Recevez l'assurance que personne
n'a plus de veneration que moi pour votre beau talent et veuillez croire a
la haute consideration que vous portelVotre tout devoue Servi-
teur I Peltier
Rue Poissonniere 26.

Address: A Monsieur I Faraday, Professeur a l'institution I royale de
Londres I a Londres

TRANSLATION
Paris, this 10 June 1845

I would be very guilty, My dear and most honoured Sir, if very grave and
all too powerful reasons did not excuse the long silence that I have kept in
your respect; but a long and serious illness, from which I cannot recover,
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has overwhelmed me this past three years and has put my life in danger
for over 18 months. It is an intestinal illness, a neurosis of the small
intestine which keeps me in this state of suffering: numerous relapses do
not permit me to give myself to continuous work. Besides, Mr Boutigny1,
my friend, who will give you this letter and some of my latest
publications, will be able to tell you how much 1 suffer most of the
time. Mr Boutigny is one of our most ingenious savants, and his name is
assuredly known to you; he is the author of some lovely experiments on
the spheroidal state of liquids2, of which the scientific papers have
spoken several times. If you wish to see his experiments, I have no doubt
that he would be happy to repeat them for you.

Your letter of 19 January 1843 contained several most judicious
observations, to which I would have responded immediately, had the
illness not barred me for a long time from any serious work. As soon as I
felt a little better, I used all my free time to coordinate my ideas into a
Resume which is shortly to be printed in Brussels in the Memoires
couronnes of the Academie3.1 had seen death from so near that fearing its
return I wanted to leave this document behind me, since it would bring
together the different ideas that I had put forward in my sparse
publications. As soon as it is printed, I shall have the honour of offering
it to you. The printing of a paper I sent to the same Academie is near
completion; this paper deals with the principal cause of all oscillations of
the barometer4. It covers completely new ground, which in no way
resembles the former attempts made by such a large number of
physicists; attempts that were never able to link all the different
movements of the barometer. I hope to send it to you within a month.
You will find in these diverse publications the responses to the remarks
that you sent me: it would thus be futile to enter into the details that you
will find further developed in these publications.

The boldness of my views, their distance from accepted ideas will
produce some objections at first; but I appeal to the future, I recall the
observations and experiments made without preconceived ideas. In the
past, of those which I published four or five years ago, many had been
rejected, such as the division of the elastic gases of the atmosphere into
transparent clouds and into distinct portions, of which some are charged
with negative electricity and some with positive electricity. Since the
publication of my Traite des Trombes5, several physics observers have
come to the same conclusions by different routes, and the existence of
these transparent masses is now accepted by a great number of savants.

It was the same with the electric state of clouds, when I said that all
grey clouds are negative and all white clouds are positive. That is now no
longer in doubt, for those who have repeated the observations. It is also
so with the globe, as a body charged with negative electricity, whilst the
celestial space possesses no electricity, and thus plays the role of a body
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charged with positive electricity in respect of the globe. In the paper I
shall send you, and of which you will find a synopsis6 in the papers I am
sending through Mr Boutigny, you will see that, for me, there exists no
special fluid to which one can give the name electricity: that there are
particular phenomena that one calls electrical, but that their cause has
nothing to do with a particular fluid but with a particular state of coercion
or the propagation of universal fluid that is called Aether. That is the most
daring idea that 1 have put forward, and which will be accepted, I am
convinced, not now, but in ten years' time. Too many facts against special
fluids are mounting up every day, in order to believe that it will require a
longer period of time to demonstrate the truth of this general cause of all
electrical phenomena. Cast your mind back to all that was said against
the result I had obtained, that of cold by an electric current7. Although it
was a fact that anyone could have verified, it took three years for it to be
accepted; and that acceptance was only completed when Mr Lenz8 froze
water by this means9.

I see by your beautiful and unceasing works that your health is
completely restored, and that nothing holds you back in the progress
that you make in science; please accept my sincere compliments, since
nobody shared more than me in your suffering, and no one feels more joy
at the thought of your being in perfect health: science mourned during
your illness, and she has put on her party clothes since you shook off all
suffering.

Adieu, my dear and noble Sir. Please accept the assurance that no-
one venerates your great talent more than me and please believe the high
consideration that I have for you I your completely devoted Ser-
vant I Peltier
Rue Poissonniere 26

1. Pierre Hippolyte Boutigny (1798-1884, Oursel (1886), 1: 127). French pharmacist.
2. Boutigny (1845).
3. Peltier (1845b).
4. Peltier (1845a).
5. Peltier (1840a).
6. Peltier (1844).
7. Peltier (1834).
8. Heinrich Friedrich Emil Lenz (1804 - 1865, DSB). Russian physicist.
9. Lenz (1838), 342-5.
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Letter 1747
Faraday to T. Huxtable1

11 June 1845
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 210-11

Royal Institution: June 11, 1845.
Ddar Huxtable, - I intended to have seen you before this, but am
somewhat held at home by an invalid friend, so that I have not been able.
But I cannot longer refrain from sympathising deeply with your grief in
your loss. I heard of it on Friday evening2, and it came on me very
suddenly, for I had not thought of such an end, at least as yet. But in life
we are in death3, and these things ought never to be altogether away from
our thoughts. If occasion serves (otherwise do not trouble yourself),
express my sorrow to the members of your family, for though
circumstances have made it long since I have seen them, I know that all
were and are bound together by the most affectionate ties, and that they
will greatly feel this deprivation.

Ever, dear Huxtable yours truly, I M. Faraday

1. A former member of the City Philosophical Society (see James (1992b)) who Faraday
knew in the 1810s when he was a medical student. Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 13.
2. That is 6 June 1845.
3. A slight misquotation from the Burial Service of the Book of Common Prayer.

Letter 1748
Faraday to Edward Everett
11 June 1845
From the original in MHS E. Everett papers

Royal Institution I 11 June 1845
Dear Sir

I have waited till now hoping the crucibles would come before I
acknowledged the receipt of your note but as they have not arrived I
cannot longer refrain from the pleasure of doing so and saying that I am
Ever

Very Truly Your i Faithful Servant i M. Faraday
His Excellency I The American Ambassador I &c &c &c
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Letter 1749
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
12 June 1845
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution I 12 June 1845
My dear Miss Coutts

Your little 44home" note embarrasses me and yet you will think it
need not neither indeed would it if I were to consider it a usual & mere
matter of course thing, for then I should have nothing to do but consider
myself & in very polite terms acknowledge the honor & excuse my
absence. But I am not quite willing to think your note a mere matter of
form having reference only to your own habits and desires. On the
contrary I am sure there is some little degree of kindness & thought for
me and with such feelings I have always found it hard to say no to the
voluntary favour shewn me; and am always more or less distressed in
making myself understood. But 1 may not accept such kindnesses as you
offer me they do not suit my health or my occupation, or my taste: they
would eat up in the mere forms of Society all the time I can spare for
friendship: and would in my case replace the latter by the former. Now I
venture to hope that you will interpret kindly this my note and believe, as
you may do truly, that it owes its origin in my great respect for you and
thanks for your present and former kindness. I would not have answered
thus to one I did not greatly esteem - but would have staid upon my
dignity; which in my own walk I have no doubt I esteem as sufficiently
great. But kindness with me breaks down every feeling except such as
have origin in it & hoping that for once & in my favour you also think the
sameu

1 remain with I great respect I Your Grateful Servant I M. Faraday
Miss Coutts.

Letter 1750
Faraday to Charles Manby
12 June 1845
From the original in WIHM MS FALF
Private

Royal Institution I 12 June 1845
My dear Sir

Chemists are well aware that when metals corrode in water or sea
water the air which these waters contain is the oxigen of the metals[.]
They know also that Brine & saturated solution of salts generally contain
little or no airu Davy made out the difference of Brine Sea water &
common water & referred that of the two first to the difference of air1 - so
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whenever we want to corrode copper by salt water we dilute the solution
that it may absorb airu

In like manner I think the Voltaic effects generally are known &
Grove has recently worked out the effect of atmospheres about voltaic
circles beautifully^.]

It is difficult for me to judge for you but as a paper3 consisting of
principles it would not do for the Royal Society & I do not see that any
practical application is drawn from the resultsu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Manby Esq I &c &c

1. Davy (1824).
2. Grove (1845a).
3. Adie (1845) read to the Institution of Civil Engineers on 3 June 1845.

Letter 1751
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
12 June 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Geneve, le 12 juin 1845
Mon cher Monsieur,

Je viens vous remercier de votre aimable lettre du 20 fevrier1; tout
ce qui me vient de vous m'est toujours si precieux par le souvenir qui se
rattache a mon pere2 & par la bienveillante amitie que vous voulez bien
m'accorder, que je ne puis vous dire le plaisir que m'a fait votre lettre. Je
vous remercie de tous les details interessants que vous me donnez & je
regrette, tout en le comprenant, que vous n'ayez pas poursuivi vos belles
experiences.

Nous avons cet ete, ainsi que je vous l'ai deja dit3, au mois d'Aout,
les 11, 12 & 13 la reunion des naturalistes & physiciens Suisses. Vous
savez que cette Societe fondee en 1815 est le plus ancien des Congres
Scientifiques qui existent maintenant dans differentes contrees de
l'Europe. J'en suis le President cette annee; jugez quelle serait ma joie
& celle de tous vos amis & collegues si vous vouliez vous rendre a Geneve
pour cette epoque. Je n'ose l'esperer d'apres votre lettre; cependant un
petit voyage fait avec Made Faraday vous ferait bien du bien; je vous off re
l'hospitalite que je serais, ainsi que ma femme, bien heureux de vous voir
accepter. Ce serait une grande joie pour ma femme & pour moi de vous
avoir quelques jours a demeurer chez nous avec Made Faraday. Tachez
done de nous faire cette amitie. - Envoyez-nous egalement quelques uns
de vos compatriotes. Daubeny, Wheatstone, Lyell, &c. devraient bien
venir; un mot de vous pourrait les y determiner. - Nous aurons, j'espere,
quelques savants frangais, allemands & italiens; e'est une raison de plus
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pour nous de desirer que TAngleterre ne nous fasse pas defaut. Le
reunion aura lieu les 11, 12 & 13 Aout a Geneve.

Vous avez peut-etre vu que Mr Marignac a montre que Yozone de
Schoenbein n'etait pas le radical de I'azote4. Nous avons fait derniere-
une experience qui confirme 1'idee que j'ai toujours eue que c'etait
simplement de l'oxigene dans son etat particulier. - II suffit de faire passer
de simples etincelles electriques a travers un courant d'oxigene
parfaitement pur & sec pour lui donner toutes les proprietes de Yozone.
Je suis convaincu que tous les autres moyens de preparer l'ozone qui
sont indiques par Schoenbein & auxquels Mr Marignac en a ajoute
d'autres, se bornent a electriser par des moyens mecaniques, physiques
ou chimiques l'oxigene, soit celui qui provient de la decomposition de
l'eau, soit celui qui est deja prepare. Ce n'en est pas moins une chose
remarquable que cette forme particuliere que peut prendre l'oxigene.
Cela indiquerait-il que ce n'est pas un corps simple?

Je viens d'achever un assez grand travail sur l'aimantation du fer
doux & sur les vibrations que determine dans les corps conducteurs,
mais surtout dans le fer le passage des courants electriques discontinues,
soit alternatifs, soit diriges dans le meme sens5. - J'en ai ecrit quelques
mots a [sic] Mr Arago qui a insere un extrait de ma lettre dans les
Comptes rendus de VAcademie ou peut-etre vous 1'auriez lu6.

I l y a dans tous ces phenomenes des choses bien mysterieuses; ce
qui me parait le plus curieux c'est tout ce qui concerne l'arrangement de
la limaille de fer & Faction en general exercee sur le fer doux dans
l'interieur d'une helice dont le fil est traverse par le courant discontinu.
J'ai fait construire une helice dont le fil de cuivre est de plus de 3 a 4
millimetres de diametre & qui elle meme a un diametre interieur de 15 a
16 centimetres. Le courant d'une tres forte pile en traversant le fil de cette
helice produit, soit lorsqu'il est continu, soit quand il est discontinu, des
effets tres remarquables. Ainsi, si la limaille de fer est sur un plan
horizontal place au fond de l'helice qui est elle meme verticale, on la voit
former comme une foret de petits arbres hauts de 3 ou 4 centimetres &
qui tournaient sur eux memes avec une grande rapidite en fuyant en
general le centre de l'helice. Ainsi encore si le plan horizontal sur lequel
est la limaille est au haut de l'helice au lieu d'etre en bas, on voit la
limaille se porter vers le centre & non vers les bords. - Je vous epargne les
effets curieux d'aimantation; je me borne a celui qui se manifeste par les
vibrations.

Ces vibrations produisent un tres beau son; mais le ton de ce son
change pour la meme corde de fer tendue de la meme maniere, selon que
l'helice agit sur certains points ou sur d'autres de la corde. L'intensite
varie egalement de meme. Le courant qui traverse le fil de fer y produit le
meme ton que celui qui y determine l'aimantation operee par l'helice
quoique dans le premier cas le fil ne soit point aimante; ce fait semble
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prouver que la modification moleculaire qui resulte de la transmission du
courant electrique est la meme que celle qui resulte de l'aimantation.
Mais quelle est-elle? C'est ce que je cherche a trouver; j'ignore si j'y
reussirais.

Je suis convaincu que la propriete du fer, du nickel & du cobalt,
d'etre aimantes, tient uniquement a leur constitution moleculaire
particuliere. L'idee que vous avez emise que cette propriete tient au
grand rapprochement de leurs particules me parait recevoir une
confirmation de ce que c'est ce meme rapprochement qui fait que ces
memes corps rendent un son par le frottement de leurs particules les
unes contre les autres, quand le courant electrique les traverse. En effet
le son qu'ils rendent & qui est beaucoup plus fort pour le fer que pour les
autres, est tout a fait semblable a celui d'une roue dentee qui en tournant
frappe contre un ressort metallique; c'est tout a fait le son d'un metal qui
frotte un metal. -

J'ajoute dans l'enveloppe ces quelques mots pour vous demander
une faveur. - Vous m'avez donne un volume qui renferme vos memoires
jusque & y compris la 14eme Serie7. - Seriez-vous assez bon pour me
donner les memoires qui suivent?8 Je n'en ai que quelques uns; je ne les ai
pas tous & je desirerais vivement avoir la collection complete. Si vous
aviez cette bonte, vous m'obligeriez excessivement en m'envoyant ces
memoires chez MM. Morris Prevost & Co9 care of Mr J.L Prevost qui doit
venir incessamment a Geneve & qui me les apporterait.

J'espere que vous avez regu dans le temps ma notice sur la vie & les
travaux de De Candolle10 que je vous ai envoyee par l'intermediaire de Mr
Bailliere11.

J'ai appris avec un bien vif chagrin la mort de l'excellent professeur
Daniell; c'est une grande perte pour la Science; cette perte a du vous etre
bien sensible; car il etait d'un caractere si aimable & si bienveillant & il
vous etait bien attache.

Votre nomination a l'Academie des Sciences m'a bien rejoui; c'est un
acte de justice qui vous etait du depuis longtemps. II m'a rappele que
vous n'etiez pas Membre honoraire de notre Societe de Physique &
d'Histoire Naturelle & je me suis empresse de demander qu'on vous
conferat ce titre bien modeste qui est pour nous une maniere non de
reconnaitre les services rendus a la Science, nous sommes trop peu de
chose pour cela, mais la bienveillance temoignee a votre pays & a ses
habitants par des hommes de Sciences. C'est a ce dernier titre seulement,
c'est en qualite d'ami de Geneve et des Genevois que nous nous sommes
permis de joindre votre nom a celui de Arago, de Humboldt, de de Zach12,
de Becquerel &de quelques autres noms moins celebres. Colladon qui va
aller en Angleterre vous portera le diplome de ce titre scientifique a
ajouter dans quelque petite place a ceux que vous avez deja.

Je n'ai plus que cette petite place pour vous rappeler, Monsieur,
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combien je vous suis attache, vous prier de me rappeler au souvenir de
Made Faraday & vous prier de croire aux sentiments respectueux &
affectueux de votre devoue

A. de la Rive

Address: Monsieur Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I Londres

TRANSLATION
Geneva ! 12 June 1845

My Dear Sir,
I would like to thank you for your kind letter of 20 February1;

everything that comes from you is always so very precious to me because
it reminds me of my father and of the friendship you have shown me,
that I cannot tell you how much pleasure your letter gave me. I thank you
for all the interesting details that you sent me and I regret, although I fully
understand why, that you have not pursued your beautiful experiments.

This summer, as I have already mentioned to you3, in the month of
August, the 11th, 12th and 13th, we have a meeting of Swiss naturalists
and physicists. You know that this Society, founded in 1815, is the oldest
of the Scientific Congresses which currently exist in the different
countries of Europe. I am its President this year; you can judge how
great would be my joy and that of your friends and colleagues if you
wished to come to Geneva at that time. I dare not hope it after your letter;
however, a short trip with Mrs Faraday would do you a lot of good; I offer
you the hospitality which my wife and I would both be delighted to see
you accept. It would be a great joy for my wife and for me to have you
stay with us for a few days with Mrs Faraday. Please try to do us this
kindness. Send us equally some of your fellow countrymen. Daubeny,
Wheatstone, Lyell etc should come; a word from you would persuade
them. We shall have a few savants from France, Germany and Italy; that is
another reason why we hope that England will also be represented. The
meeting will take place on the 11th, 12th and 13th of August in Geneva.

You have perhaps seen that Mr Marignac has demonstrated that
Schoenbein's ozone is not the radical of nitrogen4. We did an experiment
lately which confirms the idea that I have always held that it was simply
oxygen in its particular state. It is enough to pass simple electric sparks
through a current of oxygen that is perfectly pure and dry to give all the
properties of ozone. I am convinced that all other means of preparing
ozone which are indicated by Schoenbein and to which Mr Marignac has
added others, are simply ways of electrifying oxygen by mechanical,
physical or chemical means, be it that which comes from the
decomposition of water, or that which is already prepared. There is no
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more remarkable a thing than this particular form of oxygen. Would that
indicate that it is not a simple body?

I have just completed a rather large work on the magnetisation of
soft iron and on the vibrations that are determined in conducting bodies
but above all in iron by the passage of discontinuous electric currents, be
it alternative or ones going in the same direction5. I wrote a few words
about this to Mr Arago who inserted an extract of my letter in the Comptes
rendus de UAcademie where you may have read it6.

There are in these phenomena some very mysterious things; what
appears to me to be most curious is everything concerning the
arrangement of iron filings and the action in general exercised on soft
iron inside a helix of which the wire is crossed by a discontinuous
current. I had a helix made with a copper wire of more than 3 or 4
millimetres diameter and which in itself had an internal diameter of 15 or
16 centimetres. The current from a very strong pile crossing the wire of
this helix, produces, whether it is continuous or discontinuous, the most
remarkable effects. Thus if the iron filings are place on a horizontal plane
at the base of the helix which is itself vertical, one can see it form a sort of
forest of little trees about 3 or 4 centimetres high which themselves
turned with great speed fleeing generally speaking from the centre on the
helix. Also if the horizontal plane with the iron filings is lifted above the
helix instead of being below it, one can see the iron filings carry
themselves to the centre and not to the sides. I spare you the curious
effects of magnetisation; I limit myself to those manifested by vibrations.

The vibrations produce a very beautiful sound; but the tone of
sound changes for an iron rope held in the same way, according to if the
helix acts on certain points of the cord or on others. The intensity equally
varies. The current which crosses the iron wire produces the same tone
as that which determines the magnetisation worked by the helix,
although in the first case the wire is not at all magnetised. That would
seem to prove that the molecular modification which results from the
transmission of an electric current is the same as that which results from
magnetisation. But what is it? It is that which I am trying to find. I do not
know if I will succeed.

I am convinced the ability of iron of nickel and cobalt to be
magnetised, comes uniquely from their particular molecular constitution.
The idea that you have put forward that this property comes from the
great closeness of their particles seems to me to receive confirmation
from the fact that it is this same closeness that makes these bodies give a
sound by the rubbing of their particles one on another, when the electric
current crosses them. In effect, the sound they make and which is much
louder for iron than for the others, is very similar to that of a cogwheel
which, in turning, taps against a metal spring; it is the sound of metal
striking metal.
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I add in the envelope these few words to ask you a favour. You have
given me a volume which comprises your papers up to and including the
14th Series7. Would you be kind enough to give me the papers which
follow?8 I do have some of them; I do not have them all and I would truly
like to have a complete collection. If you were so kind, I would be most
obliged if you could send them to Messrs Morris Prevost & Co9, care of
Mr J.L. Prevost who is often in Geneva and who would pass them on to
me.

I hope you received some time ago my note on the life and works of
De Candolle which I sent to you through Mr Bailliere11.

I learned with great grief of the death of the excellent Professor
Daniell; it is a great loss for Science; this loss must have been very
personal for you, for he was such a likeable and kind man and he was very
attached to you.

Your nomination at the Academie des Sciences delighted me; it is an
act of justice that has been owing to you for some time. It reminded me
that you were not an Honorary Member of our Societe de Physique &
d'Histoire Naturelle and I have hastened to ask that this very modest title
be accorded to you, as it is a way not for us to recognise the services you
have given to Science, we are too unimportant for that, but a kind
testimony to your country and to its people by men of Science. It is to this
last title only, since you are a friend of Geneva and the Genevans that we
have dared link your name to that of Arago, Humboldt, Zach12, Becquerel
and a few more less well known names. Colladon, who is going to England
will bring you the diploma with this scientific title to add in some small
space to those you have already.

I have but this little space to recall to you, Sir, how attached I am to
you, to ask you to recall me to the memory of Mrs Faraday and to beg you
to believe the respectful and affectionate sentiments of your devoted I A
de La Rive.

1. Letter 1686.
2. Charles-Gaspard De La Rive (1770-1834, DSB). Swiss chemist.
3. In letter 1604.
4. Marignac (1845).
5. De La Rive (1846).
6. De La Rive (1845a).
7. Faraday (1839b).
8. Faraday (1839a, 1840a, b, 1843a), ERE15, 16, 17 and 18.
9. Merchants of 21A Gresham Street. POD.
10. Augustin-Pyramus de Candoile (1778-1841, DSB). Swiss botanist. See De La Rive (1844).
11. Hippolyte Bailliere (d.1867, age 58, Bl). French bookseller in London.
12. Franz Xaver von Zach (1754-1832, DSB). Austrian astronomer.
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Letter 1752
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
14 June 1845
From the original in UB MS NS 370

Royal Institution I 14 June 1845
Dear Schoenbein

We are in town. I do not know when you will be here but I hope to be
at home when you call. I shall be engaged from 4 oclk on Monday1 but I
expect my wife will be at liberty then as well as beforeu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 16 June 1845.

Letter 1753
Justus Liebig to Faraday
14 June 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl 16

Giessen 14 Juin I 1845
Dear Faraday

Allow me to introduce to you my friend Dr. James Muspratt of
Liverpool who, long one of your greatest admirers is most anxious to
make your personal acquaintance. He has already distinguished himself
favourably by several interesting and important researches on organic
chemistry and I do not doubt he will also in future do honor to his
country.

This opportunity is doubly agreeable to me as it gives me occasion
to bring myself again to your remembrance. With the request that you
will remember me most sincerely to Mrs. Faraday

I am with true esteem I Yours I Dr. Just Liebig
My departure for Neapel is fixed on the 15 August, I hope you will

join us at Giessen and accompany us in this most delightful journey.

Letter 1754
Edward T.U. Hill1 to Faraday
20 June 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

8 Little Moorfields, Finsbury P. I June 20, 1845.
Sir,

You may be able to recall to your recollection having been written
by me from Ireland, and, afterwards, from my lodgings in town, respecting
an extraordinary case of the communication from a distance of galvanic
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shocks through the medium of somnambules or magnetized subjects put
"en rapport" with the person operated on. In my letters I did not enter
into such an explanation of the case as I should have wished. I had been
before, and have been since, writing you, using every means in my power
to bring the fact before persons competent to decide on it in such form as
should convince them of it. The result of my labors will be best
ascertained by reading my journal which I have placed in the hands of the
Actuary2 of the Medical and Invalid Life Assurance Society, 35 [sic]3 Pall
Mall, with directions to lend it to you and some others conversant on the
subject. It is only necessary now to inform you that I have been the
person operated on under most extraordinary circumstances. My only
request is that you will give my journal a patient perusal, and draw your
own conclusion. When making this I affirm most solemnly that there is
nothing in it overcharged. Whatever may be your opinion, I think that the
time thus spent will not be regretted by you. No one is more fully aware
than I am of the annoyances in the form of applications to which a
position such as yours exposes the occupier. I am in hopes, however that
the importance of the affair, in which mine has originated, to the public at
large, will plead in excuse for my adding to the number. It is in fact a case
demanding a man of your talent and research to decide on it. I have the
honor to be,

Sir, I Your most obedient servant I Edwd. T.U. Hill
To I Professor Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. Francis Gustavus Paulus Neison. Author of some statistical texts. Otherwise unidentified.
3. They were at number 25. POD.

Letter 1755
William Whewell to Faraday
25 June 18451

From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.69
Trin. Lodge, Jun. 25

My dear Sir
1 hope you can do me the pleasure of dining with me today at five

o'clock[.]
Yours Truly I W. Whewell

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Sect C?2

1. Dated on the basis of Faraday's attendance at the British Association, which met in
Cambridge from 19 to 25 June 1845. On 24 June 1845 Faraday gave a talk on electricity and
magnetism at the evening soiree. See Athenaeum, 28 June 1845, p.639.
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2. That is the Geology Section where, on 25 June 1845, Faraday discussed mining accidents.
See Athenaeum, 26 July 1845, p. 746.

Letter 1756
Faraday to James Sheridan Muspratt
26 June 1845
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 26 June 1845
Dear Sir

On coming home1 I first found your letter & Liebig's2 & was very
sorry I had missed you. Wherever the occasion of our meeting occurs do
not let my bad memory be the cause of my not knowing you or
remembering the circumstances but let me trust in your kindness to
remind me of themu

Within the hour I have received your parcel & thank you most
heartily for the papers3 & book. The German I cannot do justice to but the
volume4 1 shall enjoy. I beg to offer you a copy of my last paper on gases5

(which I have marked & put aside) and on the first occasion that arises
will send it[.j

I am I My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
Dr. J.S. Muspratt I &c &c &c

1. From the Cambridge meeting of the British Association.
2. Letter 1753.
3. Probably Muspratt (1844a, b).
4. Probably Plattner (1845) translated by Muspratt.
5. Faraday (1845c).

Letter 1757
Robert Gordon Latham1 to Faraday
2 July 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

29 Upp: Southwick Street I Hyde Park Square i July 2, '45.
My dear Dr Faraday,

I have rung changes upon two words signifying form, & upon three
denoting change in the hope of finding a word that you may honor by
adopting.

{ 1. TJ/TTOC; = type, character, frame.
2. fiop^ri = form, figure.

{ 1. erepos = other, varied, different.
2. aWoc, = other.
3. fjera = change.
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These give
1. heterotypic -
2. heteromorphic -
3. allotypic -
4. allomorphic -
5. metatypic -
6. metamorphic -

N° 6 is in use allready, & so he's out of the question.
No 5 is my favorite - //era more than either heteros or altos denoting

simple change: The other 2 mean departure from a type as in heterodoxy &
dllophylic (a word of Dr Prichard's2).

All lie under one disadvantage. The substantive form is an awkward
one, e.g. dllomorphy, metdtypy &c. However, in Geology, they do with the
simple adjective metamorphic & perhaps the single form metatypic would
serve your purpose.

I don't expect (from the nature of things) to give you words of less
than four syllables; but if I can think of one that will work up into good
substantives & verbs (so as to ensure you talk of metatypizing or working
phenomena of metdtypy by metatypic manifestations) I will trouble you
with another lucubration.

Believe me I My dear Dr Faraday I Ever most truly yours I R.G.
Latham

Address: Professor Faraday ! Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Robert Gordon Latham (1812-1888, DNB). Professor of English Language and Literature
at University College London, 1839-1845.
2. James Cowles Prichard (1786-1848, DSB). Physician and ethnologist.

Letter 1758
Joseph Henry Green1 to Faraday
3 July 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Hadley nr Barnet I July 3d, 1845
Dear Sir,

I have read your lecture on the nature of matter2 with all the delight,
which any one must feel in finding the opinions, which he has long held,
so ably vindicated and so clearly illustrated.

There is however one difficulty, which will be felt in adopting the
theory of Boscovich3, namely that matter, or the physical agen[t]s, fills
indeed Space, that is by virtue of its forces, but does not occupy it4. The
ideal points, which are the foci of forces attractive and repulsive, do not
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present any intelligible conditions for the origination and renewal of the
forces. There is a want of the idea of Substance. This it is true is
unfortunately an equivocal word: but I flatter myself that in the appendix
to the "Vital Dynamics", of which I ordered a copy to be sent to you, -
namely in the "Evolution of the idea of Power"5', I have given it a correct
philosophical import in assigning to it an equivalent meaning with the
term "Subject", id quod jacet sub6, - that it is therefore essentially
supersensuous, beyond the possible apprehension of the senses, but
necessarily inferred as quovis modo ejusdem generis7 with that which
constitutes our own subjectivity and consciously known as Will, Spirit,
Power.

This seems to me to be the true ground and key of all dynamic
philosophy: but it has led me further, and I cannot but think that you
have been also induced to extend your views in the same direction.
Taught by your researches that chemical combination depends upon the
equilibrium and neutralization of opposite forces, the liberation of which
by decomposition resolves them into voltaic currents, I have been
unavoidably forced back upon the question: If the electric forces are the
true agents of chemical change what share have the the [sic] material
substances or chemical stuffs in the phaenomena? And though my
knowledge of the subject is too imperfect to permit me to come to any
satisfactory conclusion I must say that all the arguments I can muster
bring me to the result: That these supposed stuffs are but the sensuous
signs and symbols of the forces engaged in their production. Would that
it were my good fortune to communicate with you more at large on this
matter.

Your obliged i Jos Henry Green
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Joseph Henry Green (1791-1863, DNB). Surgeon at St Thomas's Hospital, 1820-1853.
2. Faraday (1844a).
3. Roger Joseph Boscovich (1711-1787, DSB). Jesuit natural philosopher.
4. Enunciated in Boscovich (1763). Faraday had referred briefly to Boscovich in Faraday
(1844a), 140 and 141. For critical discussions on the possible influence of Boscovich and on
the possible sources for Faraday's knowledge of Boscovich see Spencer (1967), Gooding
(1978) and James (1985, 1993).
5. Green (1840), 51-6.
6. "that which lies under".
7. "by whatever method of the same kind".
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Letter 1759
Edward Hawkins to Faraday
17 July 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl H22
My dear Faraday

The trustees1 (cautious personages) wish to have under your own
hand specific directions how to proceed with the Bronze Statue, to get rid
of the acid and prevent future mischief2. Do pray indulge them.

Yours very truly I Edward Hawkins
17 July 1845

1. Of the British Museum.
2. See letter 1700 and the Minutes of the Standing Committee of the British Museum, 12 July
1845, BM Central Archives MS. This minute authorised Hawkins to make this enquiry.

Letter 1760
Benjamin Robert Hay don1 to Faraday
19 July 1845
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.36

London July 19 I 1845 I Burwood Place
Dear Sir,

May I take the liberty to ask, what precautions are necessary in
moving lime, which has been buried 3 years into casks to bury again & yet
to keep it free from C. Acid.

Yours truly I B.R. Haydon
Faraday Esq

1. Benjamin Robert Haydon (1786-1846, DNB). Historical painter.

Letter 1761
Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas, Clement Anthelme Cortaz1 and Edme
Francois Jomard2 to Faraday
23 July 1845
From the original in RS MS 241, f.101
SOCIETE D'ENCOURAGEMENT i POUR ÎNDUSTRIE NATIONALE, i
fondee en 1802, I RECONNUE COMME ETABL1SSEMENT D'UTILITE
PUBLIQUE PAR ORDONNANCE ROYALE 1 DU 21 AVRIL 1824, RUE DU
BAG, 42, A PARIS.
Extrait du Proces-verbal de la Seance du 23 Juillet 18453.

M. Dumas Vice President de la Societe, annonce que le Conseil
d'Administration possede, dans son sein, M. Faraday. II ajoute que tous
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les Membres apprecient depuis long temps ses brillantes decouvertes et
les Services importants qu'il a rendus aux sciences et aux arts4.

M. Dumas est sur d'aller au devant des voeux de la Societe, en
proposant d'inscrire sur la liste des Membres correspondants le nom de
M. Faraday.

La Societe adopte, avec acclamation, cette proposition - 1 A Dumas I
Cl Anthelme Cortaz I Jomard

TRANSLATION
SOCIETE D'ENCOURAGEMENT i POUR L'INDUSTRIE NAT10NALE, i
founded in 1802, I RECOGNISED AS AN ESTABLISHMENT OF PUBLIC
UTILITY BY THE ROYAL EDICT I OF 21 APRIL 1824, RUE DU BAC, 42,
PARIS.
Extracted from the Minutes of the Meeting of 23 July 18453

Mr Dumas, Vice President of the Society, announces that the
Administrative Council has, at its heart, Mr Faraday. He adds that all the
members have appreciated for a long time his brilliant discoveries and
the important services he has given to the sciences and the arts4.

Mr Dumas is sure of expressing the wishes of the Society in
proposing to inscribe on the list of Corresponding Members the name of
Mr Faraday.

The Society adopts this proposition unanimously. I A. Dumas I Cl
Anthelme Cortaz I Jomard.

1. Unidentified.
2. Edme Francois Jomard (1777-1862, NBU). Geographer and engineer.
3. At which Faraday was present. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 222.
4. For a short account of the Societe see Butrica (1989).

Letter 1762
Sarah Faraday and Faraday to Caroline Reid
28 and 29 July 1845
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Paris July 28th Monday
Dearest Caroline

We are now in the midst of Paris engagements1 and 1 find it most
agreeable to catch a few moments for writing. Yesterday I had fully
expected to have an hour to spend with you in quiet [word illegible], as
we were sitting reading together (us three) early for we feared
interruption, Miss Janet Brown2 arrived, only think how curious, she
had found our names on the list & was in the same Hotel, her brothers &
sister were going out for the day & she was glad to spend it with us. We
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took a little walk in the Champs Elysees but found it like a fair & most
grating to our feelings so we turned into the shady par Is of the Gardens of
the Tuileries for a while & then went to Mr J Bells when we were together
& then dined between 5 & 6 o clock returning home here with them all to
tea at least Mr & Mrs Bell4 & Miss Brown. And now dear Caroline we are
wearying to get home and find we cannot leave Paris till Thursday as
owing to the grand celebrations of the anniversary of the three days5 there
is no meeting of the Society till Wednesday6 & it is desirable that your
Uncle should be at one; this causes us to be late in setting off and we may
not be at home till Saturday7. We have seen two things that I much
wished to see here - the Manufactory of the Gobelin tapestry & the Louvre
both well worth seeing - the latter is a most wonderful collection & we (of
course) could not see a tenth part as we ought, but I must tell you about
the things when we meet. I am not such a sightseer as Miss Hornblower8,
it is amazing what she did in that way, we hope & expect she is at home
now as Mrs. Rose9 has received a newspaper. Your Uncle is of course a
good deal away from us, being taken up with his scientific acquaintances.
Monsieur Dumas called10 & I happened to be alone & though we did
manage to understand each other it was with difficulty, but I sent for
George who was in the Hotel & we invited him to stay & dine with us, as it
was near dinner time which he did very pleasantly & we went & dined at
his house a day or two afterwards11, we were much pleased with Madame
Dumas & their family and it was a pleasant opportunity of seeing a little
private French life. There are great preparations going on in the Gardens
before us for the fireworks & rejoicing of tomorrow but every one says,
"you cannot venture into them, the crowd is dreadful," however M. Arago
has sent us tickets of admission to some place to see them12 but I am
really doubtful whether it will be worth while to go for hours waiting for
we know not what and you know dearest Caro13 that we feel one letter
such as yours which speaks of persons & subjects dearest to our hearts is
worth all the sight seeing put together - but as we are here we must not
turn our backs upon the kind attention of our acquaintances!.]

I cannot help rejoicing that your mother14 is returning home for a
while & we may all meet for a time, 1 hope I shall find you improved by
your visit & Margery not worse than we left her, thanks to her & Annie15

for their letter it is the last we must expect Williams16 too was very
pleasant.

Your Uncle George is busy making purchases which he hopes will
benefit our nieces adding to our French Library, but we are very doubtful
about real French works, so we have bought some translations which I
daresay Mrs Marryton17 would not approve of, tho' Madame Dumas said
the Swiss Robinson was so well translated that she should not have
known it was a translation18, so George has that & we have two or three of
Walter Scotts19 novels &c.
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Now we are in our last week I begin to think of all I shall have to do
on our return, Betseys20 wedding, change of servant &c &c &c.

The weather is rather changeable but perhaps better for us than
very warm weather. I think upon the whole I am more pleased with the
appearance of Paris than 1 expected to be - the trees are such a great
beauty and grow so luxuriantly; the absence of soot makes the
atmosphere so different & the statues & fine buildings so numerous &
beautiful - tho' after Caen & Rouen I do not care much for the Chambre -
we have a charming view from our rooms 4 stories high which looks into
the Gardens of the Tuileries & tho' we cannot see far, for the trees are
very high & thick, yet in such a bustling town to look as it were into a
forest, where the trees are a little varied is very pleasant.

There is to be a general move when we move just after the fete so that
we must expect all sorts of difficulties as to carriage however we have
prepared our minds & trust to get home by Saturday at latest. I am
concerned to hear that your Aunt William21 is not better but hope when we
arrive to hear better accounts^ Now with kindest love to my Father Mother
& all friends believe me dear Caroline your affectionate Aunt S. Faraday

I thought you would like to see your Uncles writing and there are a
few words quite like himself you will say. We have received a satisfactory
account from James Faraday22 of his Father23 & we hope he is now way
gaining health again it must have been a very alarming illness. Pray give
our love to the Grays24 if you have an opportunity but 1 do not suppose
you will now & we hope to give it ourselves next Sabbath. - SF Yesterday
turned out very wet & to day it is also so far [word illegible] for the
rejoicings at least the fireworks [word illegible].

Tuesday 29th
I am sorry this letter did not go yesterday but we were out rather

unexpectedly and it was not sent.
Just six lines to my dear Nieces Maggy & Cary for no other purpose

than an affectionate remembrance to them & to all. As to news or
narrative the more I have the less able I am to tell it - as to affection I know
1 shall succeed there for I believe & know that there is no want of that &
that the least sign given is as well understood as the largest. Ah me it
seems long since we left you all I never leave home & England but the
moment I am away from it I wish to be back & not less this time than any
other. Love to Mother [MS torn] brother Robert & yourselves from your
Uncle M. Faraday

Address: Misses C or M Reid I 26 Claremont Square I Pentonville I
London
Postmark: 1 August 1845
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1. Faraday, Sarah Faraday and George Barnard had left London on 7 July for France. They
spent the first two weeks on the coast where Faraday examined various lighthouses. They
arrived in Paris on 22 July. On 30 July Faraday was received into the Academie des Sciences
(see Comptes Rendus, 1845, 21: 259). On 2 August they returned to London. For Faraday's
diary of this journey see Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 214-25.
2. Unidentified.
3. Unidentified.
4. Unidentified.
5. That is the July revolution of 1830.
6. That is 30 July 1845.
7. That is 2 August 1845.
8. Jemima Hanbury Hornblower (d.1861, age 61, GRO). Ran a school in Stamford Hill and
was a Deaconess in the Sandemanian Church. Cantor (1991), 48.
9. Unidentified.
10. On 23 July 1845. Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 222.
11. On 24 July 1845. Ibid.
12. See Ibid., for Faraday's diary entry for this day.
13. They did go on 29 July 1845. Ibid., 223.
14. Mary Reid.
15. Possibly Anna Barnard (1827-1898, GRO). A niece of both Sarah and Michael Faraday.
16. William Ker Reid (1832-1855, Reid, C.L. (1914)). A brother of Caroline and Margery Reid.
17. Unidentified. Reading doubtful.
18. Wyss (1812-27) translated into French, for example, as Wyss (1837).
19. Walter Scott (1771-1832, DNB). Scottish novelist.
20. Unidentified.
21. Martha Barnard.
22. James Faraday (1817-1875, GRO). Gas engineer.
23. Robert Faraday.
24. Elizabeth Gray and Adam Greenlaw Gray (1778-1849, GRO), retired saddler.

Letter 1763
Faraday to John William Parker1

4 August 1845
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 4 Aug 1845
My dear Sir

I hasten to acknowledge your kindness in sending me a copy of
Daniells Meteorology2 and beg you to accept my best & heartiest thanks
for this last work of my deceased friends

I am I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.W. Parker Esq I &c &c &c

1. John William Parker (1792-1870, DNB). Printer and publisher.
2. Daniell (1845).
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Letter 1764
Faraday to Edward Everett
4 August 1845
From the original in MHS E. Everett papers

Royal Institution I 4 August 1845
Dear Sir

I hasten on my return to England to reply to your kind note & to
thank you for its contents - the transferred page & certificate. I have
received several other such documents from different parties & shall put
this with the others in illustration of this very curious & interesting
subjects

I am i My dear Sir 1 Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
His Excellency I The American Ambassador I &c &c &c

Letter 1765
William Thomson to Faraday
6 August 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

St Peter's College, August 6th 1845
Dear Sir,

I beg to thank you for your kindness in sending me the Italian
memoir1, which you mentioned to me when I saw you here2. I have to
apologise for not acknowledging it before, but I did not wish to write till I
could say something on the contents, as you were so good as to ask for
my opinion. I shall return it to you almost without delay.

The memoir is entirely occupied with the determination of the
distribution of electricity on two equal spheres, in contact, which had
been examined experimentally by Coulomb3, calculated mathematically
by Poisson4, according to the general theory of Coulomb. The hypothesis
which M. Avogadro makes is that the intensity of electricity at any point
of the surface of an electrified conductor is proportional to the portion of
sky which can be seen from the point, projected orthographically upon
the tangent plane at the point, or, as he states it, to the sum of all the
portions of a large spherical surface, described round the two spheres,
each multiplied by the cosine of the obliquity of the direction in which it
is seen. Thus if the two spheres were black and were exposed to a sky
uniformly bright in every direction, above and below (as might be
produced by laying them on a perfect mirror, placed horizontally) the
intensity of electricity at any point of either would be proportional to the
quantity of light which would be received by a small white piece of paper
laid upon the surface at the point. You will readily from this conceive
whether the hypothesis is even analogous in any respect to the actual
physical conditions of the problem. The numerical determinations differ
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very widely indeed from the measurements of Coulomb, but the
differences are attributed by M. Avogadro to his having neglected the
curvature of the lines of inductive action. For an experimental
investigation of the curved line of induction, he refers to your eleventh
series5. The only numbers which he gives are the ratios of the intensities
at 30° and 60° from the point of contact to the intensity at 90°, (which
latter he of course on account of his hypothesis finds to be the same for
all of the unopposed hemispheres). For these ratios he finds .6 and .95.
Coulomb's measurements give .21 and .80; Poisson's calculations .17 and
.74. The measurements are as Coulomb himself considers, very uncertain,
and may differ considerably from the truth on account of the excessively
delicate and precarious nature of his most difficult experiments.

I am at present engaged in preparing a paper of which I read an
abstract at the late meeting of the British Assn , for the first Number
of the "Cambridge and Dublin Mathl Journal" (a continuation of the
"Cambridge Mathl Journal["]) of which a principal object is to show
that in all ultimate results relative to distribution, and to attraction or
repulsion, it agrees identically with a complete theory based on your
views7. If my ideas are correct, the mathematical definition, and
condition for determining the curved lines of induction in every
possible combination of electrified bodies are very readily expressible.
The distribution of force (or in Coulomb's language, of electrical
intensity) on a conductor of any form may be determined by purely
geometrical considerations, after the form of the curved lines has been
found. Thus let A be an electrified conductor, placed in the interior of
a chamber, and let S be the interior surface of the walls, which we
may consider as conducting. The lines of induction will of course be
curves leaving the surface of A at right angles, and terminating at S,
cutting it also at right angles. By means of these lines let any portion
a of A be projected on S, giving a corresponding portion s. The
quantity of electricity produced by induction on s will be exactly equal
in amount, but of the opposite kind, to that on a, according to your
theory (or according to Coulomb's, as follows from a general theorem
on attraction)[.] If now we suppose S to be a very large sphere, having
A at its centre (and it may be shewn that the distribn on A will be very
nearly the same as if this were the case, provided every portion of S
be very far from A, whatever the form of S) the distribution of the
induced electricity on A will be very nearly uniform. Hence the
problem of the determination of the distribution on A is reduced to the
purely geometrical problem of the determination of the ratio of the 5
to a. The great mathematical difficulty is the determination of the form
of the lines, when curved, as they will always be, except when A is a
sphere. In some cases, as for instance when A is an ellipsoid, then the
curved lines are found with great ease. In other cases, such as that of
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the mutually influencing spheres, the problem admits of an exceedingly
simple solution, if attacked from another direction.

It was from the connection with the mathematical theory of heat
(Mathematical Journal, Vol III, p.75)8 that I was first able to perceive the
relation which the lines of inductive action have to the mathematical
theory.

I have long wished to know whether any experiments have been
made relative to the action of electrified bodies on the dielectrics
themselves, in attracting them, or repelling them, but I have never seen
any described. Any attraction which may have been perceived to be
exercised upon a non-conductor, such as sulphur has always been
ascribed to a slight degree of conducting power. A mathematical theory
based on the analogy of dielectrics to soft iron would indicate attraction,
quite independently of any induced charge (such for instance as would be
found by breaking a dielectric, and examining the parts separately)!.]
Another important question is whether the air in the neighbourhood of
an electrified body, if acted upon by a force of attraction or repulsion,
shows any signs of such forces by a change of density, which, however,
appears to me highly improbable. A third question which I think has
never been investigated is relative to the action of a transparent
dielectric on polarized light. Thus it is known that a very well defined
action, analogous to that of a transparent crystal, is produced upon
polarized light, when transmitted through glass in any ordinary state of
violent constraint. If the constraint, which may be elevated to be on the
point of breaking the glass, be produced by electricity, it seems probable
that a similar action might be observed9.

I remain, with great respect, 1 Your's faithfully I William Thomson

1. Avogadro (1844a).
2. During the meeting of the British Association in Cambridge.
3. Charles Augustin Coulomb (1736-1806, DSB). French physicist. Coulomb (1787).
4. Simeon-Denis Poisson (1781-1840, DSB). French physicist. Poisson (1811).
5. Faraday (1838a), ERE11.
6. Thomson, W. (1845).
7. Thomson, W. (1846).
8. [Thomson, W.] (1843), 75.
9. These were the questions asked in Thomson, W. (1845) which was read at the Cambridge
meeting of the British Association.
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Letter 1766
Faraday to Edward Hawkins
7 August 1845
From the original in BM DWAA MS Correspondence 1826-1860, volume
5, 1721

R Institution i 7 Aug 1845
My dear Hawkins

All I can say in reply to your note1 is that the salts which I found on
the metallic efflorescence is the main cause (with moisture) of that
efflorescence & the injurious action from which it results. To get rid of
these salts & stop the mischief which they occasion I recommend soaking
& washing the statue inside & outside until they (being soluble) are
removed. I see that certain parts of the statue are made up with clay &
that the feet & legs are modern additions. Now as to the clay the soaking
will probably bring that off. As to the feet I do not know how they are
fastened on & if it be by some application of [word illegible] & saline
cements they will then probably come off too. All I can say is that if it
were my statue I should soak & wash it: for I think the continual process
of corrosion which will otherwise go on a far greater evil than any thing
else that can happens

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Edw Hawkins Esq I &c &c

1. Letter 1759

Letter 1767
Faraday to William Thomson
8 August 1845
From the original in ULC add MS 7342, F30

R Institution I 8 August 1845
Dear Sir

I hasten to acknowledge & thank you for your letter1. I reply thus
speedily only in reference to your enquiries in the latter part of it(.j

I have made many experiments on the probable attraction of
dielectrics. 1 did not expect any nor did I find any & yet 1 think that some
particular effect (perhaps not attraction or repulsion) ought to come out
when the dielectric is not all of the same inductive capacity but consists
of parts having different inductive capacity[.]

I have also worked much on the state of the dielectric as regards
polarized light and you will find my negative results at paragraphs 951-
955 of my Experimental Researches2. I purpose resuming this subject
hereafter . I also worked hard upon crystalline dielectrics to discover
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some molecular conditions in them (See Par. 1688 &c &c)4 but could get
no results except negativeu Still I firmly believe that the dielectric is in a
peculiar state whilst induction is taking place across it[.j

I am I My dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Wm. Thomson Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1765.
2. Faraday (1834c), ERE8, 951-5.
3. Which Faraday did. Faraday, Diary, 30 August, 1, 4, 5 September 1845, 4: 7434-7497. He
still found a nil result. See James (1985), 144-5 for a discussion of this.
4. Faraday (1838d), ERE 14, 1688-98.

Letter 1768
William Thomson to Faraday
25 August 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

St Peter's College I August 25th 1845
Dear Sir,

I am very much obliged to you for your prompt answer1 to my
questions2.

1 shall pass through London this week, on my way to Scotland, and I
shall take that opportunity of returning you the memoir which you sent
me3. If you could allow me to call upon you on Thursday4, at any time or
place that might be convenient to you, I should consider it a great
privilege, as there are several points with reference to dielectrics, and
especially with reference to the possible attraction which might be
exercised by a charged body on a body such as sulphur, of a higher
dielectric power than the air, about which 1 should feel very much
satisfied by having some conversation with you. I have a friend here who I
think is willing to undertake some research on such matters, but as his
experimental means are very limited, it would be of great service to him
to get some information relative to the practical methods of preparing
some of the apparatus. If you would kindly allow me to call upon you
when I am in London I might thus be able to communicate some useful
information to him.

I remain, Your's very truly I William Thomson

1. Letter 1767.
2. In letter 1765.
3. Avogadro (1844a).
4. That is 28 August 1845.
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Letter 1769
Faraday to William Thomson
25 August 1845
From the original in ULC add MS 7342, F31

R Institution I 25 Aug 1845
My dear Sir

I write1 in haste to save if possible the post - & to say that I fear I
shall not be in town before Friday2. I leave tomorrows

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W. Thomson Esq I &c &c &c

1. In reply to letter 1768.
2. That is 29 August 1845.

Letter 1770
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
27 August 1845
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/32

Trinity House London I 27th August 1845.
Sir,

Mess: Briggs1 & Garford2 having in the early part of this year, drawn
the attention of this Corporation to the Refined Rape Oil manufactured by
them, trials of the burning qualities of that Oil have since been made at
this House3, the result of which, when the Oil has been burnt in the patent
lamp of Mess: Wilkins & Ken[d]rick4, has been so satisfactory, as to
induce the Board to entertain an expectation, that the said Lamp and Oil
may be economically, and possibly otherwise advantageously, used in
the illumination of Light Houses; but previously to giving any directions
for their introduction to the Light Houses, except for limited experimental
trial, they are desirous of bringing the subject under your notice, with the
object of obtaining your opinion on the two following important points,
viz:-

lst The power of the Light produced by the combustion of the
said refined Rape Oil, in the said patent Lamp of Mess: Wilkins and
Ken[d]rick, as compared with the power of the Light produced by
the Combustion of pure Sperm Oil in the ordinary argand Lamp in
use at this Corporations Light Houses.
2nd The comparative horizontal divergence of the parabolic
Reflector used in the Trinity House Light Houses in conjunction
with the patent Lamp of Mess: Wilkins & Ken[d]rick burning the said
refined Rape Oil, and when in conjunction with the Argand Lamp
before mention'd burning pure Spermaceti Oil.
Altho' the Board state these as the two points to which they
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specifically direct your attention, it will be satisfactory to them to receive
any remarks with which you may favor them, as resulting from
observations which may be incident to, or connected with the
experiments which you may make consequent upon this reference.

Mess: Wilkins will be instructed to furnish you with the Lamps and
Reflectors which you may require, and in your informing me of the
Quantities of the Oils which you would wish to have, they shall be sent to
you, that is to say, the Sperm from the Corporation's Store at Blackwall,
and the Rape Oil direct from Mess: Briggs & Garford the manufacturers.

I am, I Sir, I Your very obedient Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqre.

1. Henry Briggs & Co, seedcrushers of 5 Primrose Street, Bishopsgate. POD.
2. John Garford & Sons, seedcrushers of Limehouse Hole. POD.
3. Trinity House By Board (Minutes, 15 July 1845, GL MS 30010/34, pp.463-4) set up a
committee to examine the refined rape oil. This committee reported to the Board (Minutes,
26 August 1845, GL MS 30010/34, pp.491-2) who then referred the matter to Faraday.
4. Matthew Samuel Kendrick (otherwise unidentified) and Wilkins had been granted a
patent (number 8486) on 28 April 1840 for "Improvements in lighting, and in lamps".

Letter 1771
Faraday to Henry Thomas De La Beche
6 September 1845
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 6 Septr. 1845
My dear De la Beche

Can you tell me out of the abundant store of your knowledge
whether that Old affair Blackwad1 is to be had from the Devonshire mews
or elsewhere & if so where. Or if you happen to know any source of soft
Manganese put it down[.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Sir H.T. De La Beche I &c &c &c

1. The mineral form of peroxide of manganese. See Kane (1849), 497.

Letter 1772
Faraday to Mary Reid
4 October 1845
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Royal Institution I 4 October 1845
My dear Sister & friend

There are several with & about you I think of when I think of you -
but it is to you I shall write - for I long to see you & chat a little with you
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about the many important things which have arisen since we last met -
and also about your self. Our family circle seems very greatly broken up &
disturbed this year but by degrees I trust all will come together & quiet
again - and then we shall feel as if a little rest were come just now it all
seems to be excitement & motions

What chats you & the girls will be having together & really it was
time that you should be in some way introduced into the progressing
affairs. A mother stands for something. However when the time comes
things get on whoever is wanting. It is wonderful how in different ways we
all find out that we are not quite so essential as we imagine. I have been in
this house so long that 1 think it could hardly go on rightly without me &
yet an underthought comes on my mind that 1 could very well be spared
tomorrow if through any event that were necessary. Still I am glad you are
in direct communication as to affairs, only whilst engaged with thoughts
of the new characters on the stage do not forget those at home whose
turns it is to leave & make way for their successors^] We rather expect to
have the happiness of seeing you all before longi.j

One result of your absence I do regret i.e that you could not hear
Ellen Barnard last Sabbath day1 - however if at home you might not have
been able to be out. It was a great pleasure & joy to all who hearing her
had part in the same hope. Such a breaking up of her fallow ground such
an overpowering destruction of all her wishes & desires as to her
approaches to God - but such a free flood of comfort & love replacing
what was taken from her I do not remember ever to have heard before.
But Mr Boosey2 will have told you all this & far morei.]

Give me earnest love to Margery & to Caroline & then to others with
you[.] I long to see you all at home again[.]

Ever Your Affectionate Brother i M. Faraday

Address: Mrs. Reid

1. That is 28 September 1845 when Ellen Barnard made her Confession of Faith and was
admitted into the Sandemanian Church. London Meeting House records, p.54.
2. Thomas Boosey (1795-1871, Bl). Publisher and an Elder of the London Sandemanian
Church, 1843-1860.

Letter 1773
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
9 October 1845
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/32

Royal Institution I 9 Octr. 1845
Sir

On the receipt of your letter of the 27th August1 I ordered two
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reflector Argand lamps burning sperm oil, and also two of the lamps of
Messrs Wilkins & Kenwick [sic] ; and on the receipt of them & also of two
reflectors, proceeded to experiment and observe; burning Sperm oil
always in the Argand lamps and the refined Rape oil (or the oil which I
may call so) in the other lamps. I am now prepared to report the general
results & in doing so will distinguish the lamps by calling them Sperm oil
or Rape oil lampsu

Having burnt the lamps for many days I have been much struck by
the great steadiness of the Rape oil lamps: either considered alone or as
compared with the Sperm oil lamps. They would burn for 12 or 14 hours
at a time with little or no alteration of the light, the cottons or lamps not
being touched the whole time; whereas, the sperm oil lamps would in the
course of 4, 5 or 6 hours give a diminished flame from the encrustation of
the charred part of the cotton retarding the flow of oil. In the rape oil
lamps the coal is broken & porous & serves for wick almost as well as the
fresh cotton, but, in the sperm oil lamps the coal forms a hard continuous
ring which seals up the ends of the threads, & this with the more confined
condition of the burner & the greater distance of the oil beneath (from
intentional difference of flow in the lamp) causes the sperm oil lamp flame
to fall in brightness & requires that the wick should be retrimmed. Several
causes conspire to this hard condition of the charred cotton which I need
not enter into hereu

I have made many careful experiments on the proportion of light
produced by the two kinds of lamps, in every case weighing the oil before
& after combustion so as to know exactly the quantity burnt; & making
during the experiments, above a hundred comparisons of the lights one
with another. The Rape oil lamps were always more brilliant than the
sperm oil lamps, except indeed in one or two rare cases;- but at the same
time more oil was burnt in them. The observations were made numerous
that the error in the perception of the eyes might compensate each other.
In each particular experiment it was evident that the light was nearly in
proportion to the oil burnt, & upon making a comparison of all the results
the following conclusion was obtained. From 108 observations of the
lights, taken at such times as appeared fitted to give the best mean
expression of the light of the lamps compared with the oil burnt in them,
the average light of the Rape oil lamp came out as one & a half; that of the
Sperm oil lamp being one. This is the mean result of the light evolved by
the lamps being for the same period of time. On summing up the amount
of oil burnt in the same time, it gave almost exactly the same proportions;
for the oil consumed in the sperm lamps being 1 that consumed in the
Rape oil lamps was 1.505. I have considerable confidence in this result,
the quantity of oil consumed being several gallons & the observations of
the light very continuous & numerous.

As therefore the lights are equal for the same amount of oil the
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difference of price between the refined rape oil & the sperm oil
expresses exactly the advantage in this respect obtained by the use of
the rape oil.

In reference to the horizontal divergence of the beams of light from
the sperm oil & rape oil lamps when placed in reflectors, I may observe,
that, the sperm oil lamp gives a flame which when looked at in a
horizontal direction, is, as to its bright part, nearly square; whereas the
rape oil lamp gives a flame, which observed in the same direction, is
narrow horizontally & long vertically:- its height being often twice its
width. Hence the sperm oil lamp flame, when placed in the focus of a well
made reflector, gives a beam having nearly equal horizontal & vertical
divergence; but the rape oil lamp in the same reflector gives a beam
having less horizontal divergence & more vertical divergence than the
former; i.e. the light is thrown up & down rather than to the right & left. In
a perfect reflector & arrangement the divergence depends upon the
dimension of the flame, & therefore the above effect must follow. In
practice the reflectors are not perfect & therefore the beams are more or
less distended; but still the effect remains and on adjusting two lamps,
(one with sperm oil & the other with rape oil,) in two reflectors so that
the reflectors could be changed one for the other, & casting the beam on
a distant wall in our darkened lecture room, it was readily seen, that, the
illuminated space on the wall was of an oblong form upwards with the
rape oil lamp, & that with the sperm oil lamp, it had more horizontal
divergence. The rape oil lamp is adjusted in the reflector at a lower level
than the sperm oil lamp, that the middle of the flame may be level with
the axis of the reflector; but this does not alter the divergence so as to
lessen the vertical & increase the horizontal direction: it only tends to lift
the whole beam upwards, which otherwise would, as a whole, incline
towards the earth or downwards.

The following are, as nearly as I can estimate them, the dimensions
of the bright part of the two flames. The sperm oil lamp, with a flame
rising about \\ inches above the level of the cotton, has a bright part from
7 to 8 eighths of an inch in height; and from 7 to 8| eighths of an inch in
width. As the distance of the centre of the burner from the mirror is 3.3
inches these dimensions give a divergence of 15° to \T\ in the vertical
direction & a divergence of 15° to 18° in the horizontal directions

The rape oil lamp flame is not so easy to measure in its upright
dimensions, because, from the height of the chimney & rapidity of the
draught, it is impossible to prevent it from forking:- but estimating it as
well as I could, I found that when rising from If to l | inches above the
level of the cotton, the bright part is from 8 to 9 or 10 eighths of an inch in
height, the lower part being continuous & the upper more or less forked;
and the width from 5| to 6 eighths of an inch, being a little greater below
than above. As the distance is here the same as before these dimensions
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give a vertical divergence of ll\°, 19|° or 22° degrees & a horizontal
divergence of 12° to 13° degrees.

The vertical divergence may be diminished by lowering the rape oil
flame more or less, but then the whole light falls in power; besides which,
the horizontal dimension does not at the same time increase and the
flame still remains forked at the top that being a disadvantage.

Vegetable oil is burnt in all the great central lamps of the French
dioptric lights, and it there has not the disadvantage which is found to
occur in a reflector lamp; because, from the construction of the lamp & its
size, the horizontal & vertical dimensions of the flame remain the same,
whether vegetable or sperm oil is burnt. By the use of vegetable oil
therefore in such lamps a great saving in the expence of fuel is effected
without any accompanying inconvenience^]

1 will now venture to suggest for consideration a proposition
respecting the means of affecting the divergence of the beam of light
issuing from a parabolic mirror with a lamp placed in its focus. The
divergence of the beam is in the first place determined by the dimensions
of the flame, and we cannot by any arrangement make it less than a
certain amount; this amount being least when the flame is in the focus of
the reflector. The extent of this divergence 1 have already given for the
two flames. The vertical divergence therefore cannot be diminished; for
though it may often seem, when the ray falling on a wall is observed, as if
the concentration of the light generally, indicated a smaller divergence
than this, such effect is produced, either, by the inevitable irregularities
in the form of the mirror or by the lamp being a little out of focus, & so
making a concentration in that point or plane at that distance- in such
cases when the beam is observed at a greater distance it is seen that the
crossing rays open out again, and that the general effect & amount of
divergence is that already described as due to the dimension of the flame.

But though we cannot diminish the divergence below a certain
amount we can easily increase it. If a point of light were placed in the
focus of a parabolic reflector, it would send forth from the reflector
parallel rays; i.e rays having no divergence. If it were placed nearer to the
reflector than the focus it would send forth diverging rays:- if placed at a
distance greater than the focal distance, the rays on issuing from the
reflector would first converge, then cross, and afterwards diverge. Such
also is the case with the flame of a lamp; for though the luminous points
of the flame which are above or below or to the right or left of the center
or axis of the reflector, are not exactly in the same relation as those that
are in the center, they are generally so & effectually so in practices

Therefore it is in our power to increase the horizontal divergence of
the rape oil lamp flamet.]

If in proceeding to obtain this end we were to put the flame out of
focus, placing it rather nearer to the reflector, for instance, we should
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also increase the vertical divergence which is already too large, & should
thus do harm; but if the reflector were made of such form and dimensions
that its horizontal section should be that of a parabola having a focal
distance of somewhat more than 3.3 inches, whilst its vertical section
remained as it now is, then, a lamp placed at the present distance from
the reflector, would have its horizontal divergence increased & its vertical
divergence unaffected] and so the beam might be opened out in a
horizontal direction. I have even obtained this effect practically by
putting a bridle over the edge of one of the reflectors, springing the upper
& lower edges together, so as to make the vertical diameter only 21
inches whilst the horizontal diameter was 2 If inches, and their
approaching the lamp a little towards the reflectoru

Though we can by such an arrangement enlarge the horizontal
divergence without affecting the vertical divergence, there are no means
that 1 am aware of by which we can correct the vertical divergence of a tall
flame into horizontal divergence.

There would be no difficulty in making such reflectors as those just
described or converting the present into such and they might perhaps
also be found useful occasionally with Sperm oil lamps. For instance
where the lamps are placed so as to illuminate a considerable extent of
the horizon (as at the South Foreland low light) the beams from the
different reflectors could be made to overlap each other in the horizontal
direction, so as to equalize the light and make it more uniform over every
part of the horizon to be illuminated thus helping to remove the
difference between brighter & darker parts which occur I think at
present3.

I have the honor to remain I Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M.
Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c I Trinity House

1. Letter 1770.
2. Matthew Samuel Kendrick. See note 4, letter 1770.
3. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board who referred it to the Deputy Master
(John Henry Pelly), the Wardens and the Committee appointed to examine the refined rape
oil; Minutes, 14 October 1845, GL MS 30010/34, p.529. Trinity House Wardens Committee
enquired from Briggs and Garford the cost of their supplying the oil; Minutes, 21 October
1845, GLMS 30025/17, p. l l l .
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Letter 1774
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
17 October 1845
From the original in GL MS 30108/l/32|

Trinity House London I 17th October 1845.
Sir,

A Letter1 of which the enclosed is Copy of the Translation, having
been received from Mr. H. Lepaute2 of Paris, -1 am directed to transmit
the same to you, together with the Tracing by which it was accompanied,
for your Information, and to request, that when done with, the Tracing
may be returned.

1 am, I Sir, i Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
Professor Faraday

1. Lepaute to Herbert, 28 September 1845, GL MS 30108/l/32i
2. Henri Lepaute. Manufacturer of lighthouse equipment in Paris. Faraday had met him,
during his visit to Paris, on 28 and 30 July 1845. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 222-4, though he
mistranscribed the name.

Letter 1775
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
20 October 1845
From the original in UB MS NS 371
My dear Faraday,

Ever since my return from England I have been rather busy and tried
to make out the relations which Ozone bears to nitrogen and its
oxycompounds. I think 1 have succeeded in ascertaining some facts being
calculated to throw some light upon the cause of what is called
spontaneous nitrification and I am inclined to believe that I have
extended a little the limits of our knowledge regarding the oxycompounds
of Azote. As you will learn from some papers sent to the chemical society1,
my strong opinion is that there exist only three primitive degrees of
oxidation of nitrogen, NO, NO2 and NO4. As to the hydrate of nitric acid, it is
to me NO4 + HO2 and agreeably to that view, I must consider a normal
nitrate as NO4 + RO2. It appears to me highly probable that nitrous acid =
NO3 is nothing but a loose compound of NO4 + NO2 and a normal nitrite NO2
+ RO2 instead of NO3 + RO. The reasons for admitting the existence of a
compound = NO2 + HO2 seem to me very strong and some facts stated in
the papers before mentioned can to my opinion only be accounted for by
that admission.

If you think the notice laid by of sufficient importance as to interest
the Royal Society, you will oblige me by laying it before that body2. If not
you have full liberty either to insert it (perhaps in the shape of a letter
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addressed to you) in the philosophical Magazine or read it before the
chemical Society. At any rate, I should be very glad indeed if you would
favour me with your opinion about the subjects alluded to in this letter.

Mrs Schoenbein and the children are quite well and charge me to
offer both to you and Mrs. Faraday their kindest regards. In the pleasing
hopes of hearing soon good news from you, I am my dear Faraday

Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Oct 20th 1845.

P.S. I had nearly forgotten telling you, that I have made a good many
experiments on the bleaching powers of atmospheric air ozonized by the
means of phosphorus.

The results obtained with linnen are such as to make me believe it
possible to bleach oeconomically with ozon and establish a process upon
that principle being superior to any hitherto employed. One of the bits of
linnen laid by was bleached with the only means of ozone within a
fortnight, the other is a pattern of the raw linen. Do you not think that
something might be made out of that affair? 1 am told that a german
Chymist who has got some knowledge of my process, is about to take out
a patent upon it in England. He ought to be prevented from doing so, as
he has no right for it.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London I
With Compts T. Graham

1. Schoenbein (1845d).
2. Schoenbein (1846a).

Letter 1776
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
25 October 1845
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/32

Royal Institution I 25 Octr. 1845
My dear Sir

Our recent conversation makes me think it desirable to write to you
in reference to the subject & matter of my last report1. First, as to the
times of taking the observations from which the proportion of light to the
oil consumed is deduced. These were selected from the middle of the
periods during which any change was likely to happen in the lamps thus
they were not made immediately upon lighting the lamps but an hour
afterwards & at intervals of 1 or 2 hours & if the Argands had fallen & had
to be retrimmed no observation within perhaps an hour of such change
was taken[.] Every precaution that I could think of to give a correct mean
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average result was employed. The observations extended through seven
days of from 12 to 14 hours per day & the lamps were burning all these
hoursi.]

Next I will speak of the light produced, its disposition &
consequently its intensity in any given spot i.e. independant of
irregularities in the form of the reflectors &c for these make a series of
accidental changes in the particular distribution & intensity of the light
that cannot be anticipated.

The rape oil lamp gives an average light which is to that of
the Sperm oil lamp as l | to 1 (see report of 9th instant) and the
consequence is that in open space the former will send out \\ times
as much light as the latter to an observer wherever he may be
placed. When the lamps are fixed in reflectors the action of the latter is
to collect a great proportion of this light & send it in a certain
direction which in the Trinity arrangement is as nearly as is practical
horizontal diverging from that direction only to a degree determined
by the size & form of the flame.

The opening of the aperture of the Parabolic reflector viewed from
its focus is about 120° or 130° and therefore we may say generally that
such a reflector with a lamp in its focus collects three fourths of the light
of the lamp, for it encloses about three fourths of the rays issuing from it.
The proportion extinguished makes no difference in the consideration of
the resultsu

If in the case of the rape oil lamp & the Argand lamp these three
fourths were reflected in beams equal in form & extent of course the
intensity of light in these beams would be as \\ to 1 or if not having equal
forms their extent i.e their sectional area were equal then also the
intensities of the lights might be considered as \\ to 1 and in any case the
whole of the light in the areas they would respectively illuminate would
be as one & a half to one. But it would not follow upon that that the
intensity in any point of the one area to any point in the other area would
be as l | to 1 because the first area might be twice the size of the second &
then the intensity instead of being as l | would only be as f to 1.

To apply this reasoning generally to the two lamps when in the
reflectors we have only to consider the areas into which the original
portions of light equal to l | and 1 are collected. These are determined by
the divergence and the divergence is determined by the size & form of the
flamei.]

The rape oil lamp has on the average a vertical divergence of 19°.66
and a horizontal divergence of 12°.5 and these multiplied together will
sufficiently well express the area illuminated by it which is nearly 246
parts. The Sperm oil lamp has an average vertical divergence of 16°.25
and a horizontal divergence of 16°.5 which multiplied together produce
an area of 268 parts, so that within these respective areas the light of the
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rape oil lamp is even in a higher proportion than \\ to 1 because it is more
concentrated.

But the shapes of these beams are not perhaps those best fitted to
illuminate the spaces required to be illuminated by a light house for
though it may cast its light beneficially to a great extent horizontally & is
required often to do so for uniformity of light in that direction still to do
the same beyond a certain degree in a vertical direction is more or less to
waste it and indeed to undo the use of the reflector^ Let me therefore
view the two reflected lamp lights under this aspect.

The horizontal divergence of the Sperm oil flame is 16°.5. If by a
properly shaped reflector (as suggested in the report) we were to
increase the horizontal divergence of the Rape oil lamp beam from 12°.5
to the same amount or 16°.5 we should increase its area to 324 parts and
of course diminish the intensity of the light in the same proportion and
now that we have equal horizontal divergence for the two beams we can
perhaps better compare the intensity of light for lighthouse purposes.
This in the Sperm oil lamp 1 of light is spread over an area of 268 parts: in
the Rape oil lamp \\ of light is spread over an area of 324 parts or 1 of light
over 216 parts: hence the former light is more dilute & the latter more
intense according to these numbers 268 and 216 or as 1.24 to 1.

So then with equal horizontal divergences the Rape oil flame gives a
more intense light than the sperm oil flame in the ratio of \\ to 1 nearly.

Supposing that a vertical divergence of 15° or 16° is all that is
required or is useful I have already shewn in the report referred to that
we are unable to bring that light from the rape oil lamp which passes
outside these limits into them. Now though this be true theoretically we
must not forget that practically the beam is not equally diffused over the
15° or the 20° of divergence but that the center part is usually much the
most powerful so that though we cannot collect the whole light of 20°
vertical, in 15° we can select the central 15° and therefore greatly improve
the illumination over them above the aforesaid proportion of l | though
we cannot raise it (within such limits of space) up to \\\.\

Excuse the liberty 1 have taken and the simplicity with which I have
endeavoured to state these principles & points2

and believe me to be My dear Sir I Ever Truly Yours ! M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I Secretary 1 &c &c &c I Trinity House

1. Letter 1773.
2. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in its Minutes, 28 October
1845, GL MS 30010/34, p.544.
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Letter 1777
William Brockedon1 to Faraday
27 October 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl 180

29 Devonshire St I Queen Sq I Oct 27 / 45
My dear Faraday

Some time since Old Mordan2 told me that you had analysed some
fine sample of Cumberland lead for him will you do me the great kindness
to let me know the result if you kept a mem of your analysis^ The
production of very pure plumbago is now so perfectly under command
that 1 can furnish Mordan & the world with the black shanks with the
requisite hardness for any and all varieties of pencils & thus have
superceded the use of asphaltum employed to harden the finest native
lead3.1 am now making a quantity for himu You shall have some samples
this season.

Yours faithfully I W. Brockedon
Dr Faraday I &c &c &c

1. William Brockedon (1785-1854, DNB). Painter, author and inventor.
2. Sampson Mordan, pencil maker. See Petroski (1989), 263-4.
3. See ibid., 134-5 for an account of Brockedon's pencil work.

Letter 1778
Charles Mayne Young1 to Faraday
27 October 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl H28
My dear Sir,

How soon can you do me the favour to receive me for 10 minutes or
at most one quarter of an hour.

I want to ask a question not easily compressible within the limits of
a Note.

1 am dear Sir I Very truly Yours I CM. Young
121, I Great Portland St. I Oct. 27, 1845.

1. Charles Mayne Young (1777-1856, DNB). Actor.
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Letter 1779
Faraday to William Robert Grove
1 November 1845
From the original in RI MS G F16

Royal Institution I 1 Novr. 1845
Dear Grove

I am ashamed to say that I forgot until now to thank you on my wife's
part for the birds you sent her but I have been very busy & am so still - &
the results or some of them you shall hear of shortly1 u

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c

1. This was Faraday's discovery of the magneto-optical effect, that the state of polarisation
of light could be changed by a magnet when the light passed through a piece of heavy glass.
He made this discovery on 13 September 1845 (Faraday, Diary, 13 September 1845, 4: 7504)
following his failure to find a change in light passing through a transparent dielectric (see
letter 1767 and note 3) and on which he had been working since. See James (1985), 145-7. The
transparent bodies which he found displayed this property he quickly called "dimagnetics"
(Faraday, Diary, 18 September 1845, 4: 7576) in analogy with dielectrics, ibid, 7570.

Letter 1780
Lord Prudhoe to Faraday
5 November 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Alnwick Castle I 5th Nov 1845
My dear Sir,

Accept my warmest & best congratulations on the discovery
announced to the Royal Institution on the 3rd Nov1 it is impossible to
for[e]see the results to which such an important discovery may lead. I
hail the occasion, not only as adding fresh lustre to a name already well
known to the Scientific world, but still more welcome to your friends, as
proving, that with increase of years & experience, you attain increased
vigor of mind, & clearer perceptions of the deepest problems of natural
phenomena.

Believe me I Yours very truly I Prudhoe

1. Faraday had announced his discovery of the magneto-optical effect (see note 1, letter
1779) to the Managers (RI MM, 3 November 1845, 9: 357) and to the General Meeting of
Members (RI MS GM, 3 November 1845, 5: 288). Neither meeting was chaired by Prudhoe.
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Letter 1781
Jonathan Pereira1 to Faraday
7 November 1845
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.23

47 Finsbury Square I November 7th 1845.
My dear Faraday

Regularly formed crystals of alum & rock salt are equiaxel & have no
double refraction. Occasionally irregularly formed crystals of these
substances are met with which, in the polariscope, exhibit traces of a
doubly-refracting structure2.

Believe me, my dear Faraday, I ever yours faithfully I John Pereira
M. Faraday Esq.

1. Jonathan Pereira (1804-1853, DNB). Pharmacologist.
2. Faraday needed this information to confirm his view that only singly refracting crystals
displayed the magneto-optical effect. See Faraday (1846b), ERE19, 2177 and letter 1784.

Letter 1782
George Whitehead Hearn1 to Faraday
8 November 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

R.M. Coll ! Sandhurst I Berks. I 8 Novr 1845
Sir

You will much oblige me by giving a little attention to this2. Should it
be the means of obtaining me even only an interview with one whom as a
successful prosecutor of science I so highly esteem, I will consider myself
amply repaid for the mental application necessary in writing it. It is but an
abstract of a paper written by me long ago & having seen an account in
the Times3 (a letter from Sir J South) of your recent extraordinary
discoveries I determined to send you the abstract!.]

Hoping to give no offence by this freedoms
I am Sir I Your most I Obedient I humble servant ! Geo W. Hearn

Professor Faraday I &c &c &c

1. George Whitehead Hearn (1812-1851, B5). Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military
College, Sandhurst.
2. Enclosed with this letter is a manuscript copy of a paper which Hearn later published as
Hearn (1846).
3. Times, 5 November 1845, p.4, col. a.
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Letter 1783
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
9 November 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl 130

Collingwood Hawkhurst Kent I Nov 9, 1845
My dear Sir

I have this morning read with great delight a notice in the
Athenaeum1 of your experiments proving the connexion of Light with
Magnetism^ In the first place let me congratulate you cordially on a
discovery of such moment which throws wide a portal into the most
recondite arcana of nature^] If I understand rightly the very meagre
account given of your discovery it amounts to this - that the
Electromagnetic current is capable of causing the plane of polarisation
of a ray of light to revolve - for I can put no other probable interpretation
on the expression "A beam of polarised light is deflected by the electric
current so that it may be made to revolve between the poles of a
magnet'Vi

If this be really the state of the case, it is what I have long
anticipated as extremely likely indeed almost certain to be sooner or later
experimentally demonstrated void mes raisons{.\

There are 3 distinct classes of phaenomena in which a helicoidal
dissymetry occurs - 1st the plagiedral faces on Crystals such as quartz
which belong to an otherwise symmetrical system. These faces in some
Crystals indicate a right handed in others a left handed dissymetry of the
helicoidal kind. - 2dly the rotation of the plane of polarisation of a ray of
light when transmitted through certain solids and liquids indicating a
helicoidal dissymetry both in the ray and in the molecules or at least a
capacity in the ray to be affected by that peculiarity in the latter. - 3dly in
a rectilinear electric current which; [sic] deflecting a needle in a given
direction as to right & left all around it indicates again a dissymetry of the
same kind.

Now I reasoned thusu] Here are 3 phaenomena agreeing in a very
strange peculiarity. Probably this peculiarity is a connecting link
physically speaking among them. Now in the case of the crystals & the
light this probability has been turned into certainty by my own
experiments. Therefore induction led me to conclude that a similar
connexion exists and must turn up somehow or other between the
electric current and polarised light, & that the plane of polarisation would
be deflected by magneto electricityt.]

It is now a great many years ago that I tried to bring this to the test
of experiment (I think it was between 1822 and 1825)2 when on the
occasion of a great magnetic display by Mr Pepys3 at the London
Institution I came prepared with a copper helix in an earthen tube (as a
non conductor) & a pair of black glass plates so arranged as that the 2d
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reflexion should extinguish a ray polarised by the first after traversing the
axis of the copper helixf.] I expected to see light take the place of darkness

- perhaps coloured bands - when contact was made. The effect was nil.
But the battery was exhausted and the wire long and not thick and it was
doubtful whether the full charge remaining in the battery did pass, being
only a single couple of large plates. -
There remained to be made another experiment before a negative could
be considered as proved - vis to make the light move along a strait wire
(or a combination of such[)] thus

» y

but this requiring preparation on the spot I could not then make and have
never since had an opportunity, but the subject has often recurred to my
mind and I have made frequent mention of it as a line of experiment
worthy to be pursued.

You will be disposed to ask to what all this tends. Assuredly not to
interfere for a moment with your claim to a beautiful discovery (for,
though I may regret that I did not prosecute a train of enquiry which
seemed so promising up to a decisive fact I consider it honour enough to
have entertained a conception which your researches have converted
into a reality) - but if it be not presumptuous in me to suggest a line of
enquiry to you - I would willingly draw your attention to the other
member of the triple coincidence above alluded tot.] There can be no
doubt of the connexion of the Crystalline forces with magnetism &
electricity. It seems to me now all but certain that the space or ether?
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surrounding an electrified wire or a magnet is in the same state with the
space or ether intervening between the molecules of a plagi[h]edral
Crystal. Polarised light is the test of that State - a helicoeidal,
dissymmetrical States This is the mode in which the phaenomena
present themselves to my mind - not that light is electricity or magnetism
- but that it is affected by them as by certain forms of matter; which
therefore I conclude to be under the influence of magnetic currents in
some concealed way circulating about them - and the line of enquiry 1
allude to is to ascertain whether crystals formed under the direct
influence of magnetic currents or between the poles of magnets may not
be thereby made to assume plagi[h]edral faces or shew other indications
of assymmetrical actions If so the existence of the plagi[h]edral faces on
Quartz is accounted for by the presence of such currents during their
formations

Believe me I my dear Sir I Yours most truly I J.F.W. Herschel

1. Athenaeum, 8 November 1845, p. 1080. This was a report of Faraday's announcement to
the General Meeting of Members of the Royal Institution. See note 1, letter 1780.
2. For other recollections of this occasion, on 14 March 1823, at which Faraday had been
present, see Herschel to Pepys, 9 November 1845, Rl MS Pepys papers and Pepys to
Herschel, 12 November 1845, RS MS HS 13.340. For a discussion of this experiment and
Herschel's claims see Gooding (1985).
3. William Hasledine Pepys (1775-1856, DNB). Man of science.

Letter 1784
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
13 November 1845
From the original in RS MS HS 7.184

Brighton I 13 Novr. 1845
My dear Sir John

Your letter1 was a great pleasure and encouragement to me and 1
hasten to acknowledge it though so immersed in work & I think I may say
discovery that (being only a slow worker) 1 have hardly a moment to
spare. The paper which I have sent to the Royal Society contains an
account of that which you have rightly understood2.1 was not aware that
there was any thing in the Athenaeum3 until I received your letter. I have
not seen it & do not know who could put it in except as a notion might be
gathered up at the Institution from my brief notice to our own members
on Monday week4. That you did not obtain any result in your experiment5

is not to be wondered at for in fact you could not with the apparatus you
describe even though you had had the strongest battery to act on & in it
for / have not yet been able to discover the effect in air or any gas[.\ Several
years ago I made similar experiments and even used Electrolytes when
electric currents were passing through them but obtained nil results.
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These I published in the Phil Transactions for 1834 Exp Researches 951-
9556 and Wartman[n]7 repeating them came to & published similar
conclusions8. It was only the very strongest conviction that Light, Mag &
Electricity must be connected that could have led me to resume the
subject & persevere through much labour before 1 found the key. Now all
is simplicity itself.

The results briefly are theses If certain transparent substances be
placed between the poles of a magnet so that that line of power
commonly called the Magnetic curve pass through them & a ray of
polarized light be also passed through parallel to the line of magnetic
force then the ray is rotated: if the line of Magnetic force pass one way the
rotation is in one direction: if it pass the other way the rotation is in the
contrary directions If these same substances be placed in a helix & the
electric current be sent round them whilst a polarized ray passes along
the axis of the helix, it is in these substances rotated one way for one
direction of the current the other way for the other directions

Glass water and thousands of bodies I suppose shew this property
but as yet not gases. But this rotation does not as yet coincide with that of
quartz oil of turpentine &c though no doubt it will when we understand
the whole subject as for

instance let a represent a square cell filled with oil of turpentine and b c a
ray of light passed through itu Let the circles d & e represent rotation
round the oil of turpentine in the one or other direction and finally
suppose that the fluid has naturally right handed rotation. Then if the ray
be passed from b to c & observed at c the natural rotation will be right
handed or according to the circle d. If the ray pass from c to b & be
observed at b the rotation will still be righthanded to the observer at b &
therefore according to the circle e. Now send an electric current round
the fluid in the constant direction of the circle d. It will induce rotation of
the ray to the right hand or as the circle d the observer being at c but
leave the current unchanged and change the place of the observer from c
to b now the rotation of the ray will be to the observers left hand not as
the circle e but still as the circle d and the same holds good for the
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rotation by magnetic forceu I would rather not pretend to say more about
this at present because I am still at work on the pointu

As to quartz I cannot say as much for it for a reason you will see
presently!.]

As to crystals; being persuaded that their crystalline structure was
connected with electrical forces I worked in one direction on the subject,
1 think now five years ago & gave an account of my negative results in Exp
Researches Paragraphs 1692-16959. Quartz will not exhibit any effect on
the polarized ray i.e. by the mere influence of magnetic & electric forces
though rotating fluids do easily shew the phenomena - so that I cannot
say as much for it as for oil of turpentine sugar or tartaric acid[.] As far as I
have gone there is this striking relation between crystals & the Electric &
Magnetic forces namely that no doubly refracting crystal will exhibit the
effect of these forces on the ray, but only singly refracting crystals as
common salt, alum and fluor spar, all of which do so10.

I have however (guided by my views of the action of magnets across
dimagnetics11: Exp Researches 1709-173612) discovered other means of
examining the extraordinary state into which bodies generally are thrown
by the magnetic forces, than their effect on a ray of light, and not only do
doubly refracting crystals but opaque bodies - metals & I conclude all
bodies come into subjection13. I am so hard at work on this & other
matters that 1 must not take a moment more: for I am here now both to
rest the head & work it at the same time but my next paper to the R.S will
contain an account of new magnetic actions & conditions of matter14. In the
mean time let me ask of you to say nothing about this part for I want to
make it out as quietly as I can[.]

Ever My dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Sir J.F.W. Herschell Bart I &c &c &c

Address: Sir J.F.W. Herschell Bart 1 &c &c &c I Collingwood I Hawkhurst
I Kent

1. Letter 1783.
2. Faraday (1846b), ERE19.
3. Athenaeum, 8 November 1845, p.1080.
4. RI MS GM, 3 November 1845, 5: 288.
5. See letter 1783 and note 2.
6. Faraday (1834c), ERE8, 951-5.
7. Elie Francois Wartmann (1817-1886, P2, 3). Professor of Physics at the University of
Lausanne, 1838-1846.
8. Wartmann (1842).
9. Faraday (1838d), ERE14, 1692-5.
10. See letter 1781.
11. A slip of the pen for dielectrics.
12. Faraday (1838d), ERE14, 1709-36.
13. On 4 November 1845, Faraday had discovered that a piece of heavy glass when hung
between the poles of an electro-magnet aligned itself equatorially between the poles when
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the current was on. This he noted would probably allow him to extend dimagnetic
properties into opaque bodies. Faraday, Diary, 4 November 1845, 4: 7902. See James (1985),
147-8.
14. Faraday (1846c), ERE20.

Letter 1785
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
13 November 1845
From the original in UB MS NS 372

Brighton i 13 Novr. 1845
My dear Schoenbein

I received yours of the 20th Ultimo1 and have sent off the paper2 to
the Royal Society with my humble opinion that it is good. You know I am
not (& have no time to be) in the Councils. Your bleaching is very
remarkable & good.

At present I have scarcely a moment to spare for any thing but
worku I happen to have discovered a direct relation between magnetism
& light also Electricity & light - and the field it opens is so large & I think
rich that I naturally wish to look at it first. I have sent one paper to the
Royal3 & am about another4.1 actually have not time to tell you what the
thing is - for I now see no one & do no thing but just worku

My head became giddy & I have therefore come to this place but still
1 bring my work with me. When I can catch time I will tell you moreu But
in the midst of all the philosophy do not forget to remember both my wife
& myself to Mrs Schoenbein. The thought of being quietly with you in the
mountains or on the river forms a strange contrast with my present most
active states

Ever Dear Schoenbein i Your Grateful friend i M. Faraday
You can hardly imagine how 1 am struggling to exert my poetical

ideas just now for the discovery of analogies - & remote figures respecting
the earth Sun & all sorts of things5 - for I think that is the true way
(corrected by judgment) to work out a discovery I MF

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Letter 1775.
2. Schoenbein (1846a).
3. Faraday (1846b), ERE19.
4. Faraday (1846c), ERE20.
5. This passage is reflected in the closing paragraph of Faraday (1846d), ERE21, 2453.
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Letter 1786
Charles Stokes1 to Faraday
15 November 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl H20

Verulum Buildings I 15 Novr. 1845.
My dear Faraday

I am glad to find that you and Mrs. Faraday are at Brighton where
relaxation and the remains of fine weather belonging to what Americans
call the Indian Summer will I hope do you good. It was long before I could
call on you after your masterly assistance at the Institution of which I
wrote an account to Mr Lumley2 who begs me to offer you his kindest
thanks for your valuable direction and aid3. When I called a fortnight
since I was grieved to find that you were in the midst of domestic grief4

and I did not therefore intrude. I called yesterday evening at the
Institution and saw Anderson, and I hope in any further matters on which
we may wish to consult you there will not be much trouble or occupation
of your time. I should like to have a plate of each of the Blue red & yellow
glass, (the broken Blue one will do) and put them into a wooden frame
like a school slate. Perhaps Anderson can order this. I think also that it
would be desirable to have two reflectors made lacquered with a blue and
yellow varnish like the foils you had pieces of. Can I not order these of
Newman without troubling you.

Remember me to Mrs. Faraday
Yours truly I C. Stokes

1. Charles Stokes (1784-1853, B6). Stockbroker.
2. Benjamin Lumley (1811-1875, DNB). Manager of Her Majesty's Theatre.
3. This was advice Faraday had given on the question of lighting for Babbage's ballet
"Alethes and Iris" (see note 1, letter 1718). See Stokes to Babbage, 14 January 1846, BL MS
37193, f.249.
4. The death of Sarah Faraday's eldest sister Mary Reid on 24 October 1845.

Letter 1787
Faraday to Robert Murray1

17 November 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl A17

Brighton I Monday
Dear Mr Murray

I want to work on Wednesday2!.] Can you let me have by 9 o elk on
that morning an iron cone soft 2 inches in diameter at the base & its apex
an angle of 90° or thereabouts ie a right angle3.

Also a small cube of copper \ of an inch in the side4 and a small
roundish ball of bismuth about \ of an [inch] in diameter5.
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I do not want the great Magnet but any of the things you have ready
send. Do not tell any body I am coming hornet.]

Yours Truly i M. Faraday

1. Robert Murray (1798-1856, J.Chem.Soc, 1857, 10: 191). An employee of John Newman's.
2. That is 19 November 1845.
3. See Faraday, Diary, 19 November 1845, 4: 8299.
4. See ibid., 8301.
5. See ibid., 8297.

Letter 1788
Faraday to John Dix1

18 November 1845
From the original in UP CHOC MS

Brighton i 18 Novr. 1845
Sir

I beg to thank you for your kindness in taking charge of the books2

for me and hope if you have occasion you will make my best
acknowledgements to the Publishers to whom 1 am greatly obliged. I
am very glad to hear of my friend Henry from whom I rarely hear any
thing directly^

At present I am both working & resting at once having matters
before me that no consideration can remove me fromj.] In a few weeks or
so I hope to be a little clearer but do not in my present course of
experiment know what may spring up. But though I cannot attend to you
myself if you call at the Institution any day except tomorrow and Saturday3

Mr Anderson the chemical assistant will shew you about the house - and
also tell you about the Lectures. I shall be lecturing in Christmas time4 &
to my own lectures can easily help you i.e. if you will remind me as the
time draws nigh for my memory has become so treacherous that I can let
nothing safely rest upon itu

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
John Dix Esq i &c &c &c

1. John Dix (c 1800-1865, DNB). Writer who emigrated to America.
2. Dix had brought some books from America for Faraday. For Dix's account of his meeting
with Faraday when he handed them over see [Dix] (1852), 89-94.
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3. That is 22 November 1845.
4. That is his Christmas lectures, "A Course of Six Lectures on the Rudiments of
Chemistry". For his notes see RI MS F4 18.

Letter 1789
William Whewell to Faraday
20 November 1845
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.54

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge I Nov. 20, 1845
My dear Sir

I am somewhat scrupulous about trying to take up your time with
letter writing, but 1 cannot help wishing to know a little more than the
Athenaeum tells us, as to your recent discovery of the relation of light
and magnetism1. I cannot help believing that it is another great stride up
the ladder of generalization on which you have been climbing so high and
standing so firm. I do not ask you to take the trouble of telling me what
your discovery is; but perhaps you may be able to tell me where, now or
in a short time, I may see some distinct account of it.

1 hope you will have health and strength granted you to follow out
this and many more great discoveries.

Believe me my dear Sir i Yours very truly I W. Whewell
M. Faraday Esq

1. Athenaeum, 8 November 1845, p.1080.

Letter 1790
Faraday to William Whewell
22 November 1845
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.16

Brighton I Novr. 22 1845
My dear Sir,

I write at the moment of receiving yours1.1 am here to rest and work
for I have hold of such things that I must not be still; and have no time to
describe much. I have not seen the Athenaeum2; & if it were here should,
perhaps, not look at it; for the light paper3 seems, for the moment, old &
passed to me because of that which I am engaged in. But do not say, even,
that, you are aware I am so engaged. I do not want men's minds to be
turned to my present working until 1 am a little more advanced.

As to the light, which I shall resume as soon as 1 can, the chief fact is
very simple. Suppose a polarized ray and a magnetic curve (as the lines of
magnetic force are often called), passing through a transparent solid or
liquid body, having no double refraction, and parallel to each other:- then
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the ray is rotated. If the magnetic line passes in one direction the rotation
is one way; if it passes in the other, the rotation is the other way. Or
suppose the polarized ray is passing through such bodies as those
described above, & an electric current be sent, by a helix, round the
substance & the ray; then again it is rotated: One way with the current in
one direction & the other way with the current in the other direction. It so
happens, that, with our conventional understanding of the direction in
which an electric current is passing, i.e. from the zinc across the acid to
the platinum or copper, - that the rotation is in the same direction as the
current; (using Biots mode of expressing the rotation.)

The air, gases, & vapours do not, as yet, shew this property. Neither
do those crystalline bodies which have double refraction: - all other
transparent solid bodies & all fluid bodies do. Those fluids which rotate
per se. have the magneto or electric rotation added to, or taken from,
their own[.]

But the change in bodies which is induced by the Magnetic or
Electric forces, I can trace by other properties than those on light, into
bodies crystalline, opaque, metallic even, & gaseous. But of this say no
word at present. The paper on light &c was read at the R.S last Thursday4,1
believe: Another or two on the new matter will go in as soon as I can find
the mere time to make the multitude of limiting experiments which are
needful & write the paper5!.]

I am sure that when you have this discovery you will understand and
appreciate it.

Ever My dear Sir i Yours faithfully i M. Faraday
Rev. Dr. Whewell i &c &c

1. Letter 1789.
2. Athenaeum, 8 November 1845, p. 1080.
3. Faraday (1846b), ERE19.
4. That is 20 November 1845.
5. Faraday (1846c, d), ERE20 and 21.

Letter 1791
Jane Marcet to Faraday
24 November 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Danesbury I Nov 24
Dear Mr Faraday

I have this morning read in the Athenaeum1 some account of a
discovery you announce to the public respecting the identity of the
imponderable agents heat light & electricity; & as I am at this moment
correcting the sheets of my Conversations on Chemistry for a new
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edition, might I take the liberty of begging you would inform me where I
could obtain a correct account of this discovery. It is I fear of too abstruse
a nature to be adapted to my young pupils; yet I cannot make up my mind
to publish a new edition without making mention of it; I have therefore
kept back the proof sheets of the conversation on electricity, which I was
this morning revising, until I receive your answer, in hopes of being able
to introduce it in that sheet2.

Believe me dear Mr Faraday I Very truly yours I Jane Marcet
I shall be at Mr. Blake's3 Danesbury, Welwyn, Herts till next

Saturday4 when I shall return to Stratton Street.

1. Athenaeum, 8 November 1845, p. 1080.
2. Marcet (1846). I was not able to obtain a copy of this edition, but the following edition,
Marcet (1853), 1: 188-9 does refer to Faraday's discovery.
3. William Blake (d.1852, age 78, Bl). Sheriff of Hertfordshire and water colour collector.
4. That is 29 November 1845.

Letter 1792
Faraday to Jane Marcet
27 November 1845
From the original in the possession of Tom Pasteur

Brighton I 27 Novr 1845
My dear Mrs. Marcet

I have not had time to see the Athenaeum account1 and do not know
whether it is quite corrects I cannot go so far as to say that I have
identified light & magnetism but I have acted on light by magnetism &
electricity through the agency of transparent bodies of a certain class. I
am working very hard at another discovery & have scarcely a moment to
take from it so I have engaged a friend to copy a short description I had to
send to another friend & hope you will excuse my sending it to you. But
[it] is absolutely necessary that I should economize both time & labour &
also head (for it aches) just nowi.j As this is Thursday evening I think I
had better write to Stratton Street or the letter may miss youu If it did it
would be of no great consequence except as a mark of my deep respect
for otherwise it is not worth muchu

Ever I My dear Lady I Your faithful servant I M. Faraday

1. Athenaeum, 8 November 1845, p. 1080.
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Letter 1793
Arthur Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
28 November 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur & tres illustre ami,

Je viens de lire dans VAthenaeum le titre d'un memoire que vous
avez communique a la Societe Royale le 18 [sic] de ce mois1. J'avais deja
apergu dans un precedent numero quelques traces de ce travail2. Je suis,
on ne peut plus impatient, d'en connaitre les details. - C'est une
magnifique decouverte que vous avez fait la & vous meritez d'ajouter
ce titre a tous les titres scientifiques que vous possedez deja. Devoue
exclusivement a la Science, d'une activite & d'une perseverance a toute
epreuve, & par dessus tout cela dote par la Providence de ce genie
admirable qu'on ne peut acquerir si on ne l'a pas, vous meritez de reussir,
& grace a Dieu vous reussissez. Personne plus que moi, soyez en
convaincu, ne jouit de vos succes & pour vous & pour la Science.

En attendant que vous vouliez bien m'envoyer votre memoire
imprime, pourriez-vous m'en transmettre un extrait pour mes Archives de
I'Electricite, ou tout au moins pour moi, si vous preferez que je ne
l'imprime pas encore. Vous me feriez un plaisir des plus vifs & j'en suis
digne, je vous assure, par l'interet que je porte au sujet & par la profonde
& respectueuse amitie que j'ai pour vous.

J'avais fait quelques essais sur le sujet que vous venez de travailler
avec tant de bonheur, mais je n'avais pas reussi. La seule chose que
j'avais cru apercevoir etait qu'un rayon transmis a travers l'axe d'une
bobine entoure d'un fil traverse par un courant en sortait polarise. Mais je
comptais verifier ce resultat & m'assurer, ce qui est encore possible, qu'il
n'etait pas du a quelque reflexion interieure du rayon de lumiere contre
les parois du trou de la bobine.

Je ne me permets aucune reflexion, aucune conclusion sur vos
decouvertes, car je ne les connais que par le titre du memoire & ce serait
premature aussi bien qu'imprudent de me lancer dans des discussions de
ce genre avant de savoir de quoi il s'agit. Mettez moi done, je vous en
prie, le plus tot que vous le pourrez, dans le cas de le savoir.

Mon frere3 qui a ete dernierement a Londres a cherche a vous voir; il
a bien regrette de vous manquer soit chez vous, soit chez Madame
Romilly4 ou vous avez pris la peine d'aller le chercher; il me charge de
vous exprimer ses regrets & l'assurance de ses sentiments respectueux.

Veuillez me rappeler au souvenir bienveillant de Madame Faraday &
recevoir vous meme, Monsieur & tres cher & bon ami, l'assurance des
sentiments respectueux & affectueux de votre devoue

Aug de la Rive
Si vous voulez bien m'envoyer um extrait de votre travail ne

craignez pas de me le transmettre par la poste. Quant au memoire meme
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des que vous pourrez m'en expedier un exemplaire, ayez la bonte de
Fenvoyer a mon adresse chez MM, Morris Prevost & comp5. qui me le
feront parvenir le plus vite possible.
Geneve, le 28 Novembre 1845

Address: Monsieur Faraday I Associe etranger de Flnstitut I de France &c
I Royal Institution Albemarle Strt I Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir and Most Illustrious Friend,

I have just read in the Athenaeum the title of a paper you delivered
to the Royal Society on the 18th [sic] of this month1.1 had already noted
in a previous paper some traces of this work2. I am most impatient to
know its details. It is a marvellous discovery that you have made and you
deserve to add this title to all the other scientific titles that you already
hold. Devoted exclusively to Science, most industrious and persevering at
each obstacle, and above all of that, gifted by Providence with a
remarkable genius which one cannot acquire if one does not have it
already, you deserve to succeed and, thanks be to God, you do succeed.
Nobody, please believe me, rejoices more than me in your success, both
for you and for Science.

Whilst waiting for you to send me your printed paper, would you be
able to send me an extract for my Archives de VElectricite or at least for
me, if you prefer me not to publish yet. You would give me the greatest
pleasure, and I am worthy of it, I assure you, by the interest that I have for
the subject and by the profound and respectful friendship that I have for
you.

I made several attempts at the subject that you have just worked on
with such good fortune, but I did not succeed. The only thing that I
thought I noticed was that a ray, transmitted through the axis of a bobbin
wrapped with a wire traversed by a current, came out polarised. But I
wanted to check this result and to assure myself, which is still possible,
that it was not due to some internal reflection of the ray of light against
the sides of the hole in the bobbin.

I do not allow any reflections, any conclusions on your discoveries,
since I know only the title of the paper and it would be premature as well
as imprudent to throw myself into discussions of this type, without
knowing what it is about. Please let me know as soon as you can, I beg
you.

My brother was in London recently and tried to see you; he was
very sorry to miss you both at home and at Mrs Romilly's4, where you
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went to find him. He asks me to convey his regrets to you and the
assurance of his respectful sentiments.

Kindly remember me to the benevolent memory of Mrs Faraday and
please receive yourself, Sir and very dear and good friend, the assurance
of the respectful and affectionate sentiments of your devoted I Auge. De
la Rive

If you wish to send me an extract of your work, do not fear sending it
by post. As to the paper itself, as soon as you are able to send me a copy,
kindly send it addressed to me at Messrs Morris Prevost & Co5, who will
pass it on to me as quickly as possible.
Geneva, 28 November 1845

1. Athenaeum, 22 November 1845, p.1129 reported the title of Faraday (1846b), ERE19
which commenced its reading on 20 November 1845.
2. Presumably a reference to the account in Athenaeum, 8 November 1845, p. 1080.
3. Unidentified.
4. Sophia Romilly, nee Marcet (b.1809, Polkinghorn (1993), 36). Daughter of Jane Marcet.
5. Merchants of 24A Gresham Street. POD.

Letter 1794
William Daniel Conybeare1 to Faraday
1 December 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Axminster Dec 1
My dear Mr. Farraday

You must allow me to offer my most sincere congratulations on the
late discovery by which you have brought light into connection with the
true polar forces of Electro magnetism; I am persuaded that this is as yet
only the first opening of a new series of discoveries by which you will
throw fresh light on these mysterious & etherial parts of nature, & their
relations - when I read of such discoveries 1 am always reminded of a
passage which used to delight me as a boy in Robertsons2 America3

where he quotes a letter from one scholar to another writing on the
subject of Columbus4 & his new found World, in which he says, "These
are the news which indeed interest minds like ours"5 - & although I can
pretend to little else, yet in the gratification 1 derive from the progress of
science, I believe I yield to few. I only as yet know your late discovery
from a slight notice in the newspapers6 but even this is sufficient to shew
me its importance, & how much it is likely to add of fresh distinction to a
name already so much the first in these branches of sciences In reflecting
on what I read, the idea occurred to me, whether there may not be a
connection between this new fact & the polarizing powers exercised by
crystalline minerals on light - because your introduction of the electro
magnetic current appears simply to produce a partial rotation in these
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powers - may not therefore the original polarizing powers of crystals
likewise in some manner themselves be the result of electromagnetic
currents. Crystalline aggregation itself appears clearly a form of
attraction following polar laws - & I have always believed it to be closely
allied to the only polar force of which we know any thing definitely,
namely Electro magnetism. In the tourmaline when warmed we all know
that the opposite mineral poles assume an opposite polar electricity. I do
wish in your interrogation of nature, you would ask a few questions of all
sorts of crystals.

Querie also, might we not hope in Light to detect some
manifestation of elect[r]ical powers if we were to bring into contact
two rays of oppositely polarized light, & to find those powers manifested
at the point & at the moment when they were brought into union. Of
course the idea suggests itself to me from the analogy of the development
of Electricity at the moment of the completion of the magnetic circle - has
any question to this effect ever been asked of natures] I know you are very
impertinent in pressing her with home interrogations - believe me my
dear sir

With much esteem & respect yours I W.D. Conybeare

1. William Daniel Conybeare (1787-1857, DSB). Geologist and Vicar of Axminster, 1836-1845.
2. William Robertson (1721-1793, DNB). Scottish historian.
3. Robertson (1777).
4. Christopher Columbus (1451-1506, DSB). Navigator and explorer.
5. Robertson (1777), 1: 266 (in Latin).
6. Times, 29 November 1845, p.6 col. e.

Letter 1795
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
4 December 1845
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.60-1

Brighton i 4 Deer 1845
My dear friend

Your letter1 which I received this morning was a very great
gratification to me not more for the approbation which it conveyed
than for the kindness with which I know it is accompanied. I count upon
you as one of those whose free hearts have pleasure in my success and 1
am very grateful to you for it. I have had your last letter by me on my
desk for several weeks intending to answer it but absolutely 1 have not
been able for of late I have shut myself up in my laboratory and wrought
to the exclusion of every thing else. I learned afterwards that even your
brother3 had called on one of these days & been excluded.

Well, a part of this result is that which you have heard and my paper
was read to the Royal Society I believe last Thursday4 for I was not there
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and I also understand there have been notices in the Athenaeum5 but I
have not had time to see them & do not know how they are done[.]
However 1 can refer you to the Times of last Saturday (the 29 Nov.) for a
very good abstract of the paper6.1 do not know who put it in but it is well
done though brief. To that account therefore I will refer you.

For I am still so involved in discovery that I have hardly time for my
meals & am here at Brighton both to refresh & work my head at once and
I feel that unless I had been here & been careful I could not have
continued my labours. The consequence has been that last Monday7 I
announced to our members at the Royal Institution8 another discovery of
which I will give you the pith in a few words - the paper9 will go to the
Royal Society next week and probably be read as shortly after as they can
then find it convenient!.]

Many years ago I worked upon optical glass10 & made a vitreous
compound of silica boracic acid & lead which I will now call heavy glass &
which Amici uses in some of his microscopes11 and it was this substance
which enabled me first to act on light by magnetic and electric forces.
Now if a square bar of this substance about half an inch thick and 2
inches long be very freely suspended between the poles of a powerful
horse shoe electro magnet immediately that the magnetic force is
developed the bar points but it does not point from pole to pole but
equatorially or across the magnetic lines of force i.e. east & west in
respect of the North & south poles. If it be moved from this position it
returns to it & this continues as long as the magnetic force is in action.
This effect is the result of a still simpler action of the magnet on the bar
than what appears by the experiment & which may be obtained at a single
magnetic pole. For if a cubical or rounded piece of the glass be suspended
by a fine thread 6 or 8 feet long and allowed to hang very near a strong
magneto-electric pole (not as yet made active) then on rendering the pole
magnetic the glass will be repelled & continue repelled until the
magnetism ceases. This effect or power I have worked out through a
great number of its forms & strange consequences & they will occupy two
series of the Experimental Researches12. It belongs to all matter (not
magnetic as iron) without exception so that every substance belong to
the one or the other class. Magnetic or dimagnetic bodies. The law of
action in its simpler (f)orm is that such matter tends to go from strong to
wea(ker) points of magnetic force & in doing this the substance will go in
either direction along the magnetic curves or in either direction across
them. It is curious that amongst the metals is found bodies possessing
this property in as high a degree as perhaps any other substance. In fact I
do not know at present whether heavy glass or bismuth or phosphorus is
the most striking in this respect. I have very little doubt that you have an
electro magnet strong enough to enable you to verify the chief facts of
pointing equatorially & repulsion if you will use bismuth carefully
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examined as to its freedom from Magnetism & making of it a bar about 1̂
inches long & \ or \ of an inch wide. Let me however ask the favour of your
keeping this fact to yourself for two or three weeks and preserving the
date of this letter as a record. I ought [not] (in order to preserve the
respect due to the Royal Society) [to] write a description to any one until
the paper has been received & even read there. After three weeks or a
month I think you may use it guarding as I am sure you will do my right
and now my dear friend 1 must conclude & hasten to work again. But first
give my kindest respects to Madame de la Rive & my thanks to your
brother for his call[.]

Ever Your Obedient & affectionate friend I M. Faraday
M Aug de la Rive I &c &c &c

Address: Professor 1 Aug. de la Rive I &c &c &c I Geneva

1. Letter 1793.
2. Letter 1751.
3. Unidentified.
4. That is 27 November 1845 when the reading of Faraday (1846b), ERE19 was concluded.
5. Athenaeum, 8 November 1845, p.1080; 22 November 1845, p.1129
6. Times, 29 November 1845, p£ col. e.
7. That is 1 December 1845.
8. RI MM, 1 December 1845, 9: 365.
9. Faraday (1846c), ERE20.
10. Faraday (1830a).
11. See Faraday to Airy, 31 January 1831, letter 478, volume 1.
12. Faraday (1846c, d), ERE20 and 21.

Letter 1796
Faraday to Charles Wheatstone
5 December 1845
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 214

Royal Institution: Friday night, December 5, 1845.
Many thanks, my dear Wheatstone, for your note. I have in

consequence seen Be[c]querel's paper1, and added a note at the first
opening of my paper2. It is astonishing to think how he could have been
so near the discovery of the great principle and fact, and yet so entirely
miss them both, and fall back into old and preconceived notions.

Ever truly yours, i M. Faraday

1. Becquerel (1827) which reported some observations of diamagnetic action.
2. Faraday (1846c), ERE20, p.21 where he acknowledged Becquerel's work.
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Letter 1797
Faraday to William Whewell
8 December 1845
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.17

Royal Institution I 8 Deer. 1845
My dear Sir

Think, first of all, of two small bars about 2 inches long & \ or \ an
inch in width; and imagine them freely suspended in a horizontal position
so that they can revolve on a vertical axis. Let these bars be Iron and
heavy Glass; or, as a better known thing Phosphorous. Place these bars in
succession between two powerful magnetic poles N & S. The iron bar, as
all know, will point axially or from pole to pole, & if nearer one pole than
the other, or near a single pole will be attracted bodily. - Place the bar of
Phosphorous in the same position & it will point equatorially or across
the magnetic axis & if nearer one pole than the other, or near a single pole
will be bodily repelled. With the iron ranks Nickel, Cobalt, Titanium,
Manganese, Cerium, (and perhaps another metal Chromium) and all their
compounds, salts & solutions even, (except perhaps those in which the
compound acts the part of an acid): - with the phosphorous ranks all
other bodies when in the solid or liquid states

This is my present discovery which I hinted before to you1 - and I have
not time to go further into it for I am very hard at work.

But- we have used the word Magnetic to indicate an action after the
manner of ironu Now here is another action which is to that, as Pos is to
Neg Electricity, or as any other relation, dual in its character. I have,
before the discovery of this power, been in the habit of calling iron &c
Magnetics, & the other bodies as water earth &c dimagnetics but now what
I am to call this new mode of action? what terms am 1 to use which shall
express for magnetism the two states on the opposite sides of the normal
or neutral point? We have the Normal condition perfect in Air & all
gaseous bodies & I believe I have found one solid substance very near to
it i . i

In Haste I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Rev. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. In letter 1790.
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Letter 1798
William Whewell to Faraday
clO December 18451

From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.68
Trin. Lodge, Cambridge

My dear Sir
Your discovery is a door into a very wide chamber, though, to my

eye, not fully open; but I shall rejoice to see you turn it well round on its
hinges, as I know you will.

As to a name for the antithetical classes of bodies, I consider thus. I
suppose you called one class dimagnetic from analogy with dielectric. I
think you ought to have said diamagnetic; for the bodies through (dia)
which electricity goes would have been called d/aelectric, but that vowels
in such cases coalesce. I think you may keep diamagnetic for this class2,
and give to the opposite class a name implying that they rank along with
magnetic bodies. I propose paramagnetic?. Will it not do to talk of iron,
nickel &c as paramagnetics and glass phosphorus &c. as diamagneticsl
Then this new branch of science, for so of course it will soon become, will
be Paramagnetism. I do not see any inconvenience in any of the obvious
relations of the word. But it is difficult to judge of this without knowing
the relations of the facts better than 1 do, and if you find that the words I
have suggested will not work well (for that is the main thing) I will try if I
can suggest better.

I give you joy at having such good reason to work hard. I hope you
will not work too hard.

Yours very truly I W. Whewell
M. Faraday Esq

1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 1797 and that Whewell recommended
the use of the term diamagnetic instead of dimagnetic, which Faraday had used up to this
point, following which he adopted Whewell's suggestion.
2. Which Faraday does do and had the spelling altered from its first usage in Faraday
(1846b), ERE19, 2149 and thereafter.
3. Faraday did not use paramagnetic until Faraday (1851), ERE25, 2790; he retained
magnetic in Faraday (1846d), ERE21, 2399.

Letter 1799
Faraday to John Barlow
11 December 1845
From the original in SL MS Crocker 15

R Institution I 11 Deer. 1845
My dear Barlow

As the Athenaeum does not allow of double seconders 1 lost both
the pleasure of signing your nomination & the time which I took from my
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experiments to go in person to do so. However you are in right shape & I
hope to be at the ballot^.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Barlow was nominated for membership of the Athenaeum Club on 27 February 1839, AC
MS Book of Candidates, 1833-1840, entry 1812, but clearly not seconded until this time. He
was elected to the Club in 1847. Waugh [1894], 8.

Letter 1800
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
11 December 1845
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/33

Trinity House I 11th December 1845.
My dear Sir,

I have much pleasure in sending you the accompanying Copy of a
very satisfactory Report1 respecting the operation of your ventilating
Tubes at the High Light House at Haisbro'. I do not know what is meant by
the remark upon the insufficient length of the Conducting pipes but it is
vexatious that any imperfections in the details in carrying out your
principle, and which have nothing whatever to do with it, should interfere
with the perfect development of its advantages in practice.

1 cannot permit this occasion to pass without returning you my best
thanks for your explanatory letter of the 25th October2, consequent upon
the conversation I had with you touching the divergence of the Rays of
Light from the Rape Oil Lamp, when used with the Parabolic Reflector. It
is much too late to make this acknowledgement, but I know you will
kindly pardon the apparent inattention. Be assured that it was read at the
Board meeting after its receipt, and be assured also that the Deputy
Master3 & Brethren were equally obliged with myself by your clear
elucidation of the subject.

I remain, I My dear Sir I Your most faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq

1. Sturgess to Herbert, 6 December 1845, GL MS 30108/1/33.
2. Letter 1776.
3. John Henry Pelly.
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Letter 1801
William Henry Smyth1 to Faraday
13 December 1845
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.36

3 Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, I 13th Deer. 1845.
My dear Sir,

I fully expected to have been able to call on you this morning, but
having to see a Lawyer in situ - Chancery Lane -1 was unable. You will
naturally ask - What the deuce I wanted to disturb you for? - & I must
briefly reply as follows -

Know then, as I was passing into the Royal Society's Rooms last
Thursday evening2, a special messenger served me with a missive from
Sir John Ross3, of Polar celebrity, who directed me to place the same
before the President & Council of the Royal Society. Thus "pressed" I
read the Missive, & forthwith shewed it to Lord Northampton, thinking I
had then shot the bolt, - but no, his Lordship directed me to fill up the
prayer by placing it before the next R.S. Council: so I passed it on to Mr.
Christie.

You ask - What has all this to do with you? Why I'll tell you. The
Captain makes a reclamation of Magnetized Light!! & quotes chapter &
verse for it4. Laud we the Gods!

Such is the mighty matter which I panted to communicate, & now -
as I may chant Liberavi animum meum5 - believe me always Your's very
truly, I W.H. Smyth

No season can be too early or too late for the expression of one's
good wishes, I therefore beg to tender my sincere hopes that you will
have a happy Christmas & New Year.

1. William Henry Smyth (1788-1865, DNB). Retired naval captain and astronomer.
2. That is 11 December 1845.
3. Ross to Smyth, 10 December 1845, RS CM, 15 January 1846, 1: 512-3.
4. Ross based his claim on observations he had made of the behaviour of compass needles
at high latitudes during his Arctic voyage in the early 1830s. These observations included
the needle following the path of the sun: "I have therefore concluded, that light, of whatever
kind, has the property of combining with the magnetic influence", Ross, J. (1835), XLVl. See
also Parliamentary Papers, 1834 (250) 18, p.12. For a short account of this episode see Ross,
MJ. (1994), 313-4.
5. Actually "Liberavi animam meam". "I have unburdened my soul", from Bernard of
Clairvaux, Epistle 371.
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Letter 1802
Peter Barlow1 to Faraday
14 December 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl H20

14 Dec 1845
My dear Sir

Mr Airy and I yesterday met accidentally Mr Wheatstone when our
conversation turned upon your recent discoveries and your paper which
is to be read on Thursday next2. Mr Wheatstone states that in it you have
shown a remarkable case of polarization or action of some kind between
the magnet and the body acted upon whereby the effect is produced at
right angles to the former. Of course I can have very little idea of what
your paper will illustrate but it called to my mind, my own theory of the
action between a galvanic wire and a magnet: which I published in 1822.
As you may not have my work 1 send you my copy and refer you to page
232 et seq .

I have sometimes thought that this theory which is most perfectly
verified by the experiments 1 have given on mathematical principles have
not gained the attention I have thought it deserved, and my only object in
writing to you is that if you find there is any similarity in my views and in
the facts you have observed that you will make any reference to it that
you may think proper. From what 1 could comprehend from the minutes
conversation with Mr Wheatstone there appeared to me to be a
resemblance but if there is not then 1 trust you will excuse my troubling
you on the subject[.]

The copy I send you is the only one I have and as the work has been
out of print for some years I will be obliged by your returning it.

With my hearty congratulations for the new honour your
discoveries have conferred upon you I remain

My dear Sir I Yours very truly I Peter Barlow
Dr Faraday

1. Peter Barlow (1776-1862, DSB). Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich.
2. That is 18 December 1845 when Faraday (1846c), ERE20 was read to the Royal Society.
3. Barlow, P. (1823), 232-99. The preface is dated 1822.
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Letter 1803
Faraday to Samuel Hunter Christie
15 December 1845
From RS CM, 15 January 1846, 1: 513

Royal Institution, December 15, 1845.
Dear Christie, -1 received from the Royal Society ten pieces of platinum
and palladium, all of which were magnetic. I this day return nine pieces,
having kept one piece of palladium, No. 13, weighing 2oz. lOgrs.,
according to the authority you gave me1, and am now working it up .

I am, my dear Friend, I Ever truly yours, I M. Faraday
S.H. Christie, Esq., I &c. &c.

1. See RS CM, 1 December 1845, 1: 508 for Faraday's request to borrow this platinum. This
was the platinum referred to in Faraday report, 10 and 11 February 1834, letter 699, volume

2. See Faraday, Diary, 12 December 1845, 4: 8521 and Faraday (1846d), ERE21, 2382.

Letter 1804
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
15 December 1845
From the original in RS MS 788

Royal Institution I 15 Deer. 1845
Dear Sir

Of ten pieces of Platinum & Palladium I return nine. Having kept one
according to the leave granted, namely No. 13. I return also the listV)

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C.R. Weld Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 1803.

Letter 1805
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
17 December 1845
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/34

Trinity House I 17, Decem. 1845.
My dear Sir,

1 have been instructed to forward to you the enclosed Copy of
Letters1 from Capt. Love2, R.N. - Superintendent in the Isle of Wight
district, - and to request you to favor me, for the Board's information,
with any observations which may occur to you on the Suggestions and
remarks therein contain'd.
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I remain, I My dear Sir I Your most faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq.

1. Love to Herbert, 11 and 14 December 1845, GL MS 30108/1/34.
2. Henry Ommanney Love (1793-1872, B2). Officer in Royal Navy.

Letter 1806
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
20 December 1845
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Collingwood Dec 20 / 45
My dear Sir

Will you bear with me once more if 1 intrude on your patience with
the suggestion of an experiment. I would try it myself - but cannot lay my
hands on any glass fit for the purpose and cannot come up to Town to get
it properly executed. It is very simple.

AB is a hexagonal prism of glass (or a cylinder with hexagonal or angular
ends) whose terminal planes are polished. The lower End is fixed in a
block B (ie in a hole pierced in it) to hold it firm. The upper end is jammed
in a wrench with handles by which it can be subjected to torsioni.j

Pass a ray of Polarised light from below up thro' it in its natural State
and set a Rhomb R above it to analyse the transmitted ray and adjust it to
the disappearance or minimum of one imageu
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Then apply torsion, up to the point (if needed) of rupture of the
glassu

Now I should expect the phaenomenon of Circular Polarisation to
arise - as in quartz and to have its right or left handed character
according to the direction of the torsionu

Believe Me Ever I My dear sir i yours very truly I J.F.W. Herschel
Prof Faraday R.I.

Letter 1807
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
22 December 1845
From the original in RS MS HS 7.186

R Institution i 22 Deer. 1845
My dear Sir

I received yours1 this morning & have already given Newman orders
for the glass & that I may make your experiment for you. I perhaps shall
not be able to make it for a week or ten days for I am now writing my third
paper on the magnetic phenomena2 and I shall hardly be able to finish it.
This week I must lay all these things down for a fortnight whilst I deliver
six lectures that commence next Saturday3!.3

I will make your experiment but in return I must request you to take
care of the accompanying paper not opening it but doing with it as I may
hereafter direct. I have certain views and amongst them two which if
verified people might say were in some way derived from your
suggestions. I do not think it likely your experiment will lead you to
them nevertheless least it should do so I wish to guard my own position
by putting on sure record before hand what are my expectations in these
respects. I have long since ordered the apparatus for both but as I said
want time and it may be a month or more before I can work them out[.]

I am afraid from the wording of your note that you did not receive
my reply from Brighton4 to your former letter5. I wrote at once.

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Most truly I M. Faraday
Sir J.F.W. Herschell Bart I &c &c &c

Faraday note
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution i Deer. 22, 1845
I have reason from experiment to think that a ray is not indifferent

as to its line of path but has different properties in its two directions and
that by opposing rays end ways new results will be obtainedu I have
ordered apparatus already for the experimental investigation of this point
and only want time.
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I have already made a certain progress in the endeavour to obtain
Electric currents or magnetic force from light by the use of circular
polarizarion natural and constrained and also on other principles which I
need not advert to here.

M. Faraday

1. Letter 1806.
2. Faraday (1846d), ERE21.
3. That is 27 December 1845. These were his Christmas lectures, "A Course of Six Lectures
on the Rudiments of Chemistry". For his notes see RI MS F4 18.
4. Letter 1784.
5. Letter 1783.

Letter 1808
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
24 December 1845
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f.29

R Institution I 24 Deer. 1845
My dear Andrews

I am most happy to hear your newst.] I am sure that both Science &
the College & I trust also yourself will be the gainer^.]

I am working very hard & have not time to mend my pen even. I have
just finished my third paper on New Magnetical effects . When they3 are
printed you are sure of a copy & 1 shall send one perhaps through you to
MacCulloch4 in hopes it will move even his mighty engine through since
what you have not heard is I am inclined to believe even more important
that what you have heard5.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. T. Andrews I &c &c &c

Address: Dr Thomas Andrews I &c &c &c I Belfast I Ireland

1. That is Andrews's appointment as Vice President of the Northern College, Belfast.
2. Faraday (1846d), ERE21.
3. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
4. James MacCullagh (1809-1847, DSB). Professor of Natural Philosophy, Trinity College
Dublin, 1842-1847.
5. That is the ideas Faraday referred to in the note to letter 1807.
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Letter 1809
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
25 December 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Geneve le 25 Xbre 1845
Monsieur & tres excellent ami,

Je viens vous remercier de tout mon coeur de votre bonne lettre du
4 Xbre1 - Vous etes bien aimable d'avoir trouve le moyen de m'ecrire au
milieu de toutes vos occupations & j'en suis bien reconnaissant.

Je n'ai encore eu connaissance de votre premiere decouverte que
par Fextrait de votre Memoire que renferme F Athenaeum2, extrait qui
n'est pas tres clair & qui me parait incomplet. - Cependant d'apres ce que
j'en ai compris, je n'ai pas, je Favoue, tire de vos admirables recherches
les memes conclusions que vous. - Si i'ai bien compris, Faction des
electroaimants, des courants electriques & des aimants ordinaires
consiste en ceci qu'elle change le plan de polarisation de certains corps
sur lesquels elle s'exerce. Vous n'avez pas encore trouve, a ce que je
crois, que cette action eut lieu sur de la lumiere transmise dans le vide ou
par un corps transparent quelconque. - J'en conclus que Faction dont il
s'agit s'exerce non sur la lumiere, mais sur les corps qui la transmettent,
de fa^on qu'en modifiant pendant qu'elle a lieu leur structure
moleculaire, elle change leurs proprietes optiques & parconsequent
leurs plans de polarisation. Ce serait ici un effet physique analogue a
Feffet chimique qui resulte dans les experiences de Mr. Biot de la
dissolution de certains sucres ou de certaines substances vegetales en
plus ou moins grande proportion3. On sait qu'il en resulte des
changements dans les plans de polarisation. Qu'un changement dans la
structure moleculaire des corps resulte de Faction qu'exercent sur eux
un electroaimant ou les courants electriques, c'est ce qu'est mis en
evidence, a ce que je crois, les experiences dans lesquelles j'ai reussi a
mettre en vibration un grand nombre de corps, meme du bois, en les
soumettant a Faction discontinue de forts electroaimants & de forts
courants electriques. C'est ce que vous trouverez dans la lettre que j'ai
adressee a Mr. Arago & qui a ete imprimee dans les Comptes rendus de
l'Academie des Sciences d'Avril 18454. Or si cette action discontinue met
tous les corps en vibration, il est evident que ce ne peut etre qu'en
modifiant leur structure moleculaire d'une maniere passagere, &
parconsequent elle doit la modifier d'une maniere permanente si elle
est ellememe continue.

A Fappui de ma maniere de voir, j'invoquerai encore vos propres
experiences dont vous me parlez dans votre lettre. - Le fait qu'un
electroaimant exerce une action directe sur les memes substances dans
lesquelles vous avez observe cette action sur la lumiere qui les traverse,
prouve que ces vibrations ne sont pas par elles-memes & independam-
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de la lumiere qu'elles transmettent indifferentes a cette action. N'est-il
done pas plus naturel de croire que le phenomene que vous avez observe
est du a une modification dans la structure moleculaire du corps plutot
qu'a une action directe exerce sur la lumiere qui la traverse? - Je vous
soumets ces reflexions qui peut-etre tomberont devant une connaissance
plus approfondie de vos recherches que je ne connais encore que d'une
maniere tres imparfaite. Si, apres en avoir pris une plus ample
connaissance, je persiste dans cette maniere de voir, je chercherai a
verifier ma conjecture par quelques experiences faciles a imaginer & je
vous en soumettrai les resultats, comme je vous soumets des a present
l'idee que je viens de vous enoncer. - Je vous prie en grace d'avoir
F extreme bonte de prendre la plume pour me dire en quatre mots
seulement ce que vous en pensez, afin que je ne m'en occupe pas
davantage si vous me demontrez, comme e'est possible, qu'elle ne merite
pas qu'on s'y arrete.

Permettez-moi, Monsieur & tres cher ami, de vous dire a l'occasion
des faits interessants dont vous me parlez dans votre lettre, que j'ai
publie en 1829 dans le T. 40eme de la premiere serie de la Bibl. Univ. p.
825, des experiences assez analogues aux votres faites par Mr Le Baillif a
Paris & dont je fus temoin ainsi que Mr Colladon, Mr Savary6 & je crois Mr
Becquerel. Vous verrez que Mr Le Baillif avait tres bien demontre la
repulsion qu'exercent le bismuth & l'antimoine sur l'aiguille aimantee. II
est vrai que votre experience est plus generate & qu'elle est faite sur une
plus grande echelle. Cependant le fait observe par Mr Le Baillif etait tres
net & tres prononce. II ne vous en reste pas moins l'immense merite
d'avoir mis ce fait hors de doute, de l'avoir generalise & d'en avoir trouve
les lois; mais je crois qu'il revient une part de l'observation primitive a Mr
Le Baillif & j'ai presume vous etre agreable en vous en prevenant.

A cette occasion saurez-vous me dire pourquoi le Phil.Mag. se
montre si exclusif a l'egard de nos travaux? Je n'ai pas eu l'honneur
depuis bien des annees d'y voir inserer une seule de mes recherches. - En
particulier il n'a pas dit un mot de mon travail sur les vibrations des corps
par l'action des courants electriques, travail qui a pourtant paru dans les
Comptes rendus7 & dans les Archives de l'Electricite8 & que les Annales
de Chimie ont trouve convenable de reproduire9. II n'a pas non plus dit un
mot des experiences que nous avons faites Mr Marignac & moi sur
Yozone10 & notamment de celle dans laquelle nous produisons de l'ozone
en faisant passer une serie d'etincelles electriques a travers de l'oxigene
parfaitement sec & pur. - En general il nous laisse completement de cote
& je crois que je ferai mieux de ne plus adresser nos journaux
scientifiques a ces Messieurs. - J'ignore les motifs qu ils ont d'agir ainsi
a notre egard, mais, en tout cas, ce n'est pas aimable. Pardonnez moi ma
petite boutade; mais vous etes vous si bon si juste & si bienveillant pour
nous & pour moi en particulier que j'ai pris la liberte de vous faire part de
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notre mecontentement afin que dans l'occasion vous ayez la bonte d'y
avoir egard. - Je termine en vous demandant deux services: le premier de
vouloir bien quand vous arriverez a quelques resultats interessants, m'en
faire part comme vous avez eu l'extreme bonte de le faire cette fois; le
second, de m'expedier le plus vite que vous pouvez votre memoire afin
que nous puissions le traduire immediatement & avoir le merite de le
faire connaitre les premiers sur le Continent11.

Je vous en prie n'oubliez pas de me rendre ce service. - II me reste a
vous prier de presenter mes compliments respectueux a Made Faraday &
de me croire votre tout devoue & tendrement affectionne

A. de la Rive

Address: Monsieur Faraday I Associe etranger de l'lnstitut I de France &c
&c I Royal Institution I Albemarle Strt I Londres

TRANSLATION
Geneva I 25 December 1845

Sir and Most Excellent Friend,
I come to thank you from the bottom of my heart for your good

letter of 4 December1. You are very kind to have found the time to write to
me, despite all your duties and I am most grateful for it.

I do not as yet have any knowledge of your first discovery except
through the extract of your paper in the Athenaeum2, an extract which is
not very clear and which seems incomplete to me. However, from what I
have been able to understand, I have not, I admit, drawn from your
remarkable research the same conclusions as you. If I understand
correctly, the action of electromagnets, of electric currents and ordinary
magnets consists in changing the plane of polarisation of certain bodies
on which it acts. You have not yet found, from what I believe, that this
action took place on light transmitted in a vacuum or by any transparent
body. I conclude that the action in question is exercised not on the light
but on the bodies that transmit it, in such a way that modifying their
molecular structure whilst it takes place, it changes their optical
properties and consequently the planes of polarisation. This would be
a physical effect analogous to the chemical effect that is found in Mr
Biot's experiments, where he dissolved certain sugars or certain
vegetable substances in greater or smaller proportions That a change
in the molecular structure of bodies results from the action that is
exerted on them by an electromagnet or electric currents, is shown, I
think, by the experiments in which I managed to vibrate a great number of
things, even wood, by submitting them to the discontinuous action of
strong electromagnets and strong electric currents. This is what you will
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find in my letter to Mr Arago, which was printed in the Comptes rendus of
the Academie des Sciences of April 18454. Now if this discontinuous
action vibrates all bodies, it is evident that that can only be by modifying
their molecular structure in a transitory way and consequently it must
modify it in a permanent way if it is itself continuous.

To support my view, I would invoke the very experiments that you
mention in your letter. The fact that an electromagnet exerts direct action
on the substances in which you have observed this action on the light
that is transmitted through them, proves that these vibrations are not
themselves, independently of the light that they transmit, indifferent to
this action. Is it not more natural to believe that the phenomenon that
you have observed is due to a modification in the molecular structure of
the body rather than in direct action exerted on the light that is
transmitted through it? I submit these reflections, knowing that perhaps
they will fall with a deeper knowledge of your research that I know only in
a very imperfect way. If, after getting to know it better, I persist in this
view, I shall try to verify my conjecture by some simple experiments and I
shall submit the results to you, as I have submitted to you today the idea
that I have just expressed. I beg you kindly to take up your pen and tell
me in a few words what you think of this, so that I do not waste any time
on it if you can show me, which is possible, that it does not merit any
attention.

Allow me, Sir and very dear friend, to tell you on the occasion of the
interesting facts of which you speak in your letter, that I published in 1829
in Volume 40 of the first series of the Bibliotheque universelle, page 825,
some quite similar experiments to yours by Mr Le Baillif from Paris,
which I witnessed along with Mr Colladon, Mr Savary6 and Mr Becquerel, I
think. You will see that Mr Le Baillif demonstrated very well the repulsion
that is exerted on a magnetised needle by bismuth and antimony. It is
true that your experiment is more general and that it is done on a much
larger scale. However, the fact observed by Mr Le Baillif is very neat and
very pronounced. That is not to lessen your great merit in establishing
this fact without any doubt, in generalising it and finding its laws; but I
believe it comes back to an observation made first by Mr Baillif and I hope
you do not mind my pointing this out to you.

On this occasion, would you be able to tell me why the Phil. Mag. is
so exclusive when it comes to our work? I have not had the honour of
seeing any of my research included for some years. In particular it has not
mentioned a word of my work on the vibrations of bodies by the action of
electric currents, work which has appeared both in the Comptes rendus1

and in the Archives de VElectriciteB and that the Annales de Chimie have
found suitable to reproduce9. Neither has it said anything of the work
carried out by Mr Marignac and myself on ozone10 and notably of the fact
that we produced ozone by passing a series of electric sparks through
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perfectly dry and pure oxygen. In general it leaves us completely on one
side and I think it would be best if I no longer addressed our scientific
papers to these Gentlemen. I do not know why they behave in this way
towards us, but in any case, it is not charitable. Please excuse my little
complaint; but you are so just and kind towards us and towards me in
particular that I have taken the liberty of making you party to our
discontentment so that if you have an opportunity, you can look into it. I
finish by asking you two favours: firstly, when you arrive at some
interesting results, to let me know of them, as you have done this time;
and secondly, to send me your paper as quickly as you can so that we can
translate it immediately and have the merit of being the first to make it
known on the Continent11.

I ask you not to forget to do me this service. It remains for me to ask
you to present my respectful compliments to Mrs Faraday and to believe
me your totally devoted and tenderly affectionate I A De la Rive.

1. Letter 1795.
2. An account of the readings of Faraday (1846b), ERE19 was published in Athenaeum, 6
December 1845, p.1176.
3. Biot (1817).
4. De La Rive (1845a).
5. Le Baillif (1829).
6. Felix Savary (1797-1841, P2). French physicist.
7. De La Rive (1845a).
8. De La Rive (1845b).
9. De La Rive (1846).
10. Marignac (1845).
11. Faraday (1846g), ERE19.

Letter 1810
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
26 December 1845
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/34

Royal Institution I 26 Deer. 1845
My Dear Sir

The answer to your last letter1 and the extracts from the letters2 of
Capt Love3 is given by certain principles which have already at different
times been brought to your attention4 and which I will as briefly as
possible recapitulate. When the rays either from a naked lamp or a
reflector are required to be red it is done by using a plate of red glass; the
action of which is not to create red rays but to absent the other coloured
rays leaving the red to pass and it is at your pleasure to use such depth of
tint as shall make the whole beam of the redness you think fit. If one plate
of glass placed at the front of the reflector is used and produces the
proper effect, then such a plate applied against the metal of the reflector
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between it & the lamp would produce far too much effect for as regards
the reflected rays they passing twice through it would be diminished in
light as much as if two such red glasses were at the front of the reflector.
If to compensate for this effect a glass of only half the tint were used, it
would produce the same effect (theoretically) as the one deeper glass at
the front of the reflector & in that respect the effect would be the same.
But practically it would not be the same but worse in some degree on this
account that it would be almost impossible to make the glass so true in
figure & adaptation as that it should not by oblique refraction disturb the
course of the rays far more than a flat plate of glass in front; & hence more
light would be scattered & thrown out of the required direction.

In respect of the effect it would give of making the whole beam more
intense & brilliant by the addition as it were of the beams direct from the
lamp, I may first observe that it would be only the light equal to part of
that of a naked lamp that would be added to the coloured beam & this as
you are aware is a very small proportion. All the reflected light would be
coloured by going twice through glass.

Next I may remind you of certain experiments which were made by
order of the Deputy Master5 at Mr. Wilkins house in Long Acre in which
part of the light was allowed to pass from the reflector as white light, to
add to the brilliancy of the red ray passing through the red glass, but I
think that the result of these experiments] was that red colour was then
too much lost & the whole ray was not red enough. On principle it is
better if a given amount of light is to be employed not to make one
portion red to a certain degree & then mix with it the other portion as
white but to make all red; only to a less degree letting in fact more white
light pass through the glass in this way the two points of colour &
luminosity conjoined are obtained in their best condition. I think you will
upon recollection consider points 2 & 36 answered by the experiments at
Mr. Wilkinst.]

I have lately had occasion to make rough coloured reflectors using
silvered surfaces covered with red varnish & they had a very good effect
whilst the varnish was perfect but not so good as a plate of ruby glass
before a clear silvered reflector. Red glass reflectors could be made &
silvered but I think they would be more liable to casualties than silvered
copper reflectors and not be so good in shape. A red reflecting metal like
silver would indeed be a very valuable substance & is a great
desideratum. I have often thought upon the matter but do not see any
hopes as yet of preparing such a metal fit for lighthouse uses7.

I am I My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
J. Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1805.
2. Love to Herbert, 11 and 14 December 1845, GL MS 30108/1/34.
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3. Henry Ommanney Love (1793-1872, B2). Officer in Royal Navy.
4. See letter 1479.
5. John Henry Pelly.
6. Of Love's letters.
7. This letter was read to Trinity House Court and noted in its Minutes, 6 January 1846, GL
MS 30004/23, p. 160. It was ordered that Love be informed that it was not advisable to adopt
his suggestion.

Letter 1811
John Peter Gassiot to Faraday
26 December 1845
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Clapham Common I 26 Deer 1845
My Dear Faraday

I cannot allow yr. note of the 24' In. to remain over without an early
reply, if I have not as yet been among those of yr friends who have
hastened to congratulate you on your recent discoveries - I can
nevertheless assure you that I have not been the less an admirer of the
same, besides there are some circumstances that may probably have
escaped yr recollection but which have tended to impress them rather
more strongly on mine.

Do you recollect my shewing you some apparatus which I had had
made for examining Electrolytes under polarized light? - you said to me go
on - try it in every shape -place the Electrolyte within a coil -1 did so but not
succeeding, I continued my Experiments in another Manner - and
subsequently handed all my apparatus over to Grove - who afterwards
conducted his Exps at the London Institution - he tells me that I did not
name yr suggestion of the Coils but that during the progress of his Exps
the same idea occurred to him and that like myself he did not use
sufficiently powerful apparatus!.]

When I first heard of yr discovery all the foregoing came to my
recollection and I know few things that have given me greater delight than
when I found it had fallen in yr hands - had I followed out your suggestion
as / ought to have done, I must have succeeded and there the discovery
might have ended - in your hands it is only a commencement. Remember
me most kindly to Mrs Faraday, tell her to take care of you, and not to
allow you to work too hard, as I have told you before you are public
property and I as one of that select body claim a right to make such a
suggestion. Whenever you feel inclined to pay me a visit do so, and I hope
you will bring Mrs Faraday with you. I need not say how glad Mrs Gassiot1

will be to see her - as for any apparatus I have you know it is all at your
service I shall therefore say no more on that subject - and now for a favor
for myself - a literary friend of mine is most anxious to obtain the addition
of yr. autograph to a collection he has been making for the last 3 or 4
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years and which now contains some of the most eminent for Science &
Literature in Europe - they are all written within the red lines of similar
papers as I now enclose for insertion in a Book properly prepared. Some
have sent him various lines or extracts from their own or other
publications and others their family motto it is I assure you a most
beautiful collection.

Believe Me I My Dear Sir I Most sincerely yours I John Gassiot
Dr Faraday I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1812
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
30 December 1845
From the original in UB MS NS 373
My dear Faraday

I am much obliged to you for the very kind letter1 you favoured me
with some weeks ago and you may easily imagine that its contents, vague
and general as they were, proved highly interesting to me and set my
curiosity on tiptoe. As far as I can judge your last discovery will eclipse all
your former ones brilliant as they are.

The other day I had a letter from de la Rive, who I see entertains as
yet the opinion that the action excited by magnetism upon polarized light
is not directly due to that force but to a change brought about in the
molecular arrangement of your glass by magnetism. It seems that the
same view of the case is taken by the parisian philosophers. 1 am as yet
too little acquainted with the particulars of your discovery as to be
capable of forming a correct notion about it but the little I know of it
makes me strongly believe that de la Rive and the french are wrong and
you in the right. It appears to me that the prime focus of the case is such
as to lead every impartial philosopher to the conclusion you have drawn
from the fundamental phenomenon ascertained by you. How the
molecular arrangement of a bit of amorphous glass can be changed by
magnetical action in such a way as to make that medium act upon a beam
of polarized light in the manner you have observed is a thing which, I
openly confess it goes beyond my conceptions I am however confident
that you will not be long in bringing forward such an overwhelming mass
of the strongest matter of fact evidence in favour of the view you have
taken of the subject that all those little objections, which I am afraid do
not entirely originate in the love of truth, will be easily reduced to what
they really are. I hail in your discovery the beginning of a new era in the
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history of philosophy and am at any rate sure that it will ultimately lead
to great things.

As to my little self I have of late turned entirely Chymist being
almost exclusively occupied with researches on nitric acid and the other
oxy-compounds of nitrogen, subjects which appear to be closely
connected with my Ozone business. As to nitric acid I am now almost
quite sure that it does not exist and that what Chymists call the first
hydrate of that imaginary compound is NO4 + HO2 and not N05 + HO
much less NO6 + H. The normal nitrates exempl. gr. nitrate of baryta,
nitrate of lead are to me NO4 + BaO2, NO4 + PbO2 &c. Our poor late friend
Daniell would be very sorry to hear such heretical doctrine. Before long I
hope to be able to reassume some voltaic researches regarding
electrolysis having a notion that much is to be done yet in that branch
of science in spite of your beautiful doings in that line. Whether I shall
succeed in establishing what I think at present to be true, I can of course
not say; I am however confident that my endeavours will not prove
entirely fruitless.

They say that Dr. Neef[f]2 of Francfort has made a discovery
establishing also a connection between light and electricity3, but I dont
know the particulars about it. I confess however that I doubt as yet of the
correctness of the fact.

Pray present my best compliments and Mrs. Schoenbein's also to
your Lady and believe me

Your's i most faithfully 1 C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Dec. 30, 1845.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c i Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 1785.
2. Christian Ernst Neeff (1782-1849, P2). Frankfurt physician.
3. Neeff (1845).

Letter 1813
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
31 December 1845
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.62

R Institution I 31 Deer. 1845
My dear De la Rive

I received your very kind letter1 yesterday & hasten as you desire to
acknowledge it by a few words. It was most acceptable for it gave me the
reference I wanted. I remembered some theory of the bismuth repulsion
& have referred to the fact in my paper but could not tell whose it was or
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where published^] Now thanks to you I can do both2. I never cease to
regret my continually failing memory. Your experiments I have read with
the greatest interest & the many others that are daily coming to view
respecting magnetic actions I am in hopes that by all these joint labours
something good will be done for this part of sciences

I am indebted to you for your remarks on my paper on light &
magnetism3 but all these views were necessarily early on my mind & I did
not lose sight of them in making my final judgment on my experiments.
Many here say the same things and it may be with reasons Who can as
yet say? I cannot but I am persuaded as yet that my view is right or else for
my own credits sake I would change it. Whether when the paper appears
it may make any alteration I cannot say. I must not go into detail. I do not
recollect the Athenaeums report4, the best I have seen is in the Times of
the 29th November5. I think it refers to the difference between the
rotation of a polarized ray by quartz sugar - oil turpentine & the 50 other
substances that may be used - and that rotation which I have induced by
Magnetism & Electricity. The two are in direction essentially distinct.

As to the Phil Mag. the only reason I can give for what you speak of
is that though the names of Philosophers are on the title page they can
take but very little interest in the work. I should almost be led to suppose
that Brewster & Phillips do not see the numbers till they are published -
but do not say so for I really know nothing except in England we have
very few channels. I may say no effective channel to the riches of
Philosophy which arise with you or elsewhere. I regret it deeply but am as
a hermit here & do nothing but work. Loss of memory prevents me from
interfering in these things. Wishing you & Madame De la Rive every
happiness for the new year & for all successive years on this earth I am
my dear friend

Very gratefully Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Professor i August de la Rive I &c &c &c I Geneva

1. Letter 1809.
2. Faraday (1846c), ERE20, 2308 and note where he cited Le Baillif (1829).
3. Faraday (1846b), ERE19.
4. Athenaeum, 6 December 1845, p. 1176.
5. Times, 29 November 1845, p.6, col. e.
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Letter 1814
Faraday to Cameron1

31 December 1845
From the original in RI MS Fl A18

Royal Institution 1 31 Dec. 1845
Sir

I heartily thank you at the moment for your kind letter which I have
just received & also for what it speaks of. My memory is so treacherous I
will not wait least I should altogether forget & that I should be sorry for
for kindness is a thing which ought to be accepted kindlyt.]

I am I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
- Cameron Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1815
Faraday to John Barlow
18461

From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 227-8
I see no objection to evening lectures if you can find a fit man to give
them. As to popular lectures (which at the same time are to be respectable
and sound), none are more difficult to find. Lectures which really teach
will never be popular; lectures which are popular will never really teach.
They know little of the matter who think science is more easily to be
taught or learned than ABC; and yet who ever learned his ABC without
pain and trouble? Still lectures can (generally) inform the mind, and show
forth to the attentive man what he really has to learn, and in their way are
very useful, especially to the public. I think they might be useful to us
now, even if they only gave an answer to those who, judging by their own
earnest desire to learn, think much of them. As to agricultural chemistry,
it is no doubt an excellent and popular subject, but I rather suspect that
those who know least of it think that most is known about it.

1. Date as given in Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 227.
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Letter 1816
Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas to Faraday
2 January 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl H62

CONSEIL ROYAL I Universite de France. I Paris, le 2 Janvier 1846
Mon cher confrere et ami

Je ne veux pas que le jour de Tan se passe, sans vous presenter mes
felicitations. Vous venez d'ajouter un titre si considerable a tous les titres
glorieux qui vous ont valu la reconnaissance du monde entier, qu'il faut
que vous saurriez bien que tous vos amix s'en sont rejouis de ce cote du
l'etroit comme de l'autre.

L'academie des Sciences, qui auroit ete heureuse d'avoir une
communication emane de vous a ce sujet, n'en a pas moins partage
l'emotion que la Societe royale a du en eprouver.

faites moi esperer et permettez moi de dire a vos collegues que Vous
nous addresserez bientot quelques mots a cet egard; ils y seront tous tres
sensibles.

Je vous embrasse de tous mon coeur, en attendant et Vous souhaite
toutes les prosperites dont Votre haute intelligence est si digne.

Soyez bien encore interprete aupres de Madame Faraday; elle doit
etre bien heureuse!

Mille amities I J Dumas
Mes bons souvenirs a I M. votre beau frere, Je vous prie!1

TRANSLATION
CONSEIL ROYAL I Universite de France. I Paris, 2 January 1846

My Dear Colleague and Friend
I do not want New Year's Day to pass without sending my

congratulations to you. You have just added a most considerable title
to all the glorious titles that are worth the gratitude of the whole world,
and you must know that all your friends rejoiced at the news as much on
this side of the Straits as on the other.

The Academie des Sciences, which would be pleased to have a
communication from you on this subject, also shared in the emotion that
the Royal Society must have felt.

Allow me to believe and permit me to tell your colleagues that you
will shortly address a few words to us on the subject; they will all be very
interested.

I embrace you with all my heart whilst I wait and wish you all the
prosperity of which your high intelligence is so worthy.

Please be my interpreter for Mrs Faraday; she must be very happy! I
Yours in friendship I J Dumas
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Kindly remember me I to your brother in law!1

1. George Barnard.

Letter 1817
Faraday to John Dix1

3 January 1846
From the original in EUL MS

R Institution i 3 Jany 1846
Dear Sir

I am quite sorry I have forgotten to send you admission2. This is just
the trouble of a bad memory which every day makes more known to yout.]
It is very late to rectify the errors

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Jn. Dix Esq

1. John Dix (cl800-1865, DNB). Writer who emigrated to America.
2. For Faraday's Christmas lectures, which ended on 8 January 1846, "A course of six
lectures on the Rudiments of Chemistry". For his notes see RI MS F4 18. See letter 1788.

Letter 1818
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
9 January 1846
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 9 January 1846
My very dear friend

The kindness of your letter1 has deeply affected me and 1 should
have written the same day but that I was in the midst of a short series of
lectures at this place which I could not neglect2!.] For all your kind wishes
I earnestly thank you and I really do believe that I have strived the more
to deserve your good thoughts since I knew that I had them so that you
may perhaps even be helping science a little in thinking favourably of me.
1 am not always sure that what I think good, (being the result of my
exertions) is good, but this I am sure of; that your praise makes me strive
the more: - and this is not so much that I care for praise on its own
account as that I care for the praise which comes from you.

I am a little taken by surprise & startled by your expression of a wish
so honorable to me as that I would send some account of my late
experiments to the Academy. Our Royal Society which is rather antique in
some of its customs, and whose policy 1 do not on the whole approve of,
have a great jealousy of its Fellows sending communications any where
but to their meetings, or if sent to the meeting sending them any where
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else before they are published in the Transactions. 1 received a few hints
about the notes I sent you respecting condensed gases3. Otherwise I
should have sent you before this some brief notice of my recent
experiments. When I received your last letter therefore I resolved to
ascertain from one of the Secretaries the feeling of the Council (having
long since ceased to take part personally in the management of the
affairs) and the evening before last I saw Dr. Roget4. He told me it was
against all rule and quoted to me a case in which Fox Talbot having sent a
paper to the Royal Society afterwards sent a communication to the
Academy which appearing in the Comptes Rendus caused that his paper
was not printed in the Transactions5. This may be all right as it is the old
custom but it hardly consists with slow publication, and it prevents me
from doing that which would be a great delight to me and what is more if
accepted by the Academy would be a great honon.] Besides which it
causes that a number of accounts hastily gathered up by the ear go
abroad and any error they may contain remains uncorrected until the
Memoire itself appearsu

Still I must tell you a little. If the lines of magnetic force generated
either by a powerful electro-magnet or a helix be sent through a
transparent body parallel to a polarized ray of light passing through it at
the same time the polarized ray is rotated. The effect takes place with all
transparent liquid bodies and with all transparent solid bodies not
possessed of double refracting powers - occurring in different degrees
with different substances. In this effect I see a magnetic action on the ray
of light but many of my friends here (who however have had no
opportunity of considering all the facts in the paper6) think the effect by
no means proves so much: so that you see though I hold my opinion as
yet I may be wrong. The ray is rotated to the right hand if the magnetic
force be in one direction or if the current in the helix go round it in one
direction and to the left hand if the direction of the magnetic or electric
force be reversed. The direction of the rotation is essentially dependant
upon the direction of the magnetic or electric force and hence a
difference between this rotation & any possessed by quartz, sugar, oil of
turpentine &c of the following extraordinary kind. Place side by side a
portion of water in a helix and a tube containing oil of turpentine: - if the
oil have right-handed rotation send an electric current through the helix
clock or right hand fashion and the water in the tube will also have right
handed rotation and both will in this respect agree. Now leaving the tubes
helice & current entirely alone let the polarized ray be sent in the
contrary direction through the tubes & let the observer go to the other
end of them to observe it. He will still find the oil of turpentine rotates the
ray to his right hand - but not so the water it will rotate the ray to his left
hand the rotation being absolutely tied to the direction of the electric
current going round it & which seen from this end passes left hand
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fashionu Or if instead of water, oil of turpentine be in the helix, & the
current of electricity of such force as to produce a rotation of the ray
equal to that which the oil possesses; then, examined by a ray passing in
one direction, its rotating power seems doubled; whereas if examined by
a ray passing in the other direction, its rotating power is annihilated. This
is the chief result on which I rest my opinion against that of my friends (or
rather some of them.)

Passing from this subject to the Magnetic condition of matter, I find
that all matter in the solid or liquid (& perhaps in the gaseous) state is
affected by the magnet but not all as Iron; Matter magnetic as Iron is
attracted by the magnet & an elongated portion points in the direction of
the lines of magnetic force; but matter not magnetic, as Iron is repelled by
the magnet and an elongated portion of it points across the lines of
magnetic force. Water, Alcohol, Ether, oil, wood, flesh, blood, & a
thousand other things, have this magnetic rotation, but perhaps the best
are heavy glass, phosphorous, Antimony & bismuth. Perhaps you may
remember that, (J think nearly 30 years ago) M. Le Baillif of Paris shewed
the repulsion of a magnet by Antimony & bismuth. I recollected the fact
generally & inserted it in my paper7[.j De la Rive has more lately8 referred
me to the account of it in the Bibliotheque Universelle9. - Having called
matter not magnetic as iron, diamagnetic I have kept this name to express
this new magnetic condition, and so to sum up, I may say that, every solid
or liquid substance possesses, & is subject to magnetic power, being
either magnetic or diamagnetic in its nature^

Out of this property & its investigation, grows a multitude of curious
conditions for which I must refer you to the papers which I will send you
as soon as I can10. Amongst others I have ascertained this point. All the
ordinary compounds of magnetic metals are also magnetic - thus, not
only are the peroxides of Iron magnetic, as Becquerel & others12 have
shewn but all the salts of Iron are magnetic & all the solutions of the salts
if sufficiently strong to counteract the diamagnetic force of the water or
alcohol used as a solvent. In this way I have been able to ascertain that
Cerium is a magnetic metal for its salts are. So also are the salts of
Chromium & Manganese. But I must stop & refer you to the two papers
you will presently receive as soon as our R.S. prints them. In the mean
time I am at work.

My dear wife thanks you most heartily & begs to be remembered to
Madame Dumas in which pray join me. In reference to your observation
that she ought to be happy, she thinks, Madame Dumas will be conscious
of a happiness which they enjoy far beyond any thing that fame can give
and it is my firm persuasion that both you & I are sharers in that
happiness & the knowledge of it. Still the other is also pleasant perhaps
more so than it ought to be.

My brother in law13 who was here half an hour ago begged me to
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thank you for your remembrance of him, with his sincere respects and
hopes that before the year was out he should see you in England. Speak of
me to M. Arago & say how gratefully I am his on every recurrence of his
idea to my mind.

Ever Dear Dumas Yours Affectionately M. Faraday

1. Letter 1816.
2. These were Faraday's Christmas lectures, which ended on 8 January 1846, "A course of
six lectures on the Rudiments of Chemistry". For his notes see RI MS F4 18.
3. Letter 1659 published as Faraday (1845a).
4. Peter Mark Roget (1779-1869, DNB). Physician and Secretary of the Royal Society, 1827-
1848.
5. This was Talbot (1841b) which had appeared in French as Talbot (1841a). For an
account of this episode see Schaaf (1992), 117-22.
6. Faraday (1846b), ERE 19.
7. Faraday (1846c), ERE20, 2308.
8. In letter 1809.
9. Le Baillif (1829).
10. Faraday (1846c, d), ERE20 and 21.
11. Becquerel (1827).
12. For example Seebeck (1828).
13. George Barnard.

Letter 1819
Faraday to Thomas Newborn Robert Morson
13 January 1846
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 13 Jany 1846
My dear Morson

I return the specimens with many thanks for your kindnessi.] The
Gold tilts exactly as I expected pure Gold would do M

Ever Your Obliged 1 M. Faraday

1. See Faraday, Diary, 13 January 1846, 4: 8667-8672; 8668 for the diamagnetism of gold. The
printed Diary mistranscribes Morson's name.

Letter 1820
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
15 January 1846
From the original in RS MS HS 7.187

Royal Institution I 15 Jany 1846
My dear Sir John

I have at last procured a rod of glass about 2 inches long fit in some
degree for the experiment1 the first two or three pieces when cut were far
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too irregularly [sic]. I have also had a rock crystal cut & shaped but it
turns out to consist of two or three Macles & to be of no use.

Using the glass a polarized ray was sent along it & examined by a
Nicols eye piece the position of the latter being such as to give darknessu
Then a very little torsion force made this rod act on the ray the luminous
image becoming equally visible in any part of it as far as I could judge &
increasing in brightness with the torsion. But there were no signs of
rotation of the ray for when the Nicols eye piece was turned the
brightness of the image increased & that whether the eye piece was
turned in one direction or the others

I found Mr. Hunt at work the other day with crystallizations &
magnets & told him generally that you wished an experiment to be made
on crystallization but did not describe what. I led him to think that if he
offered his services they might be acceptable to you but did not think
myself justified in telling him the experiment!.] Probably he has written to
you2[.]

I quite grieve to hear of your illness by your letter3. I heard some
others also speaking of it to day. Let us hope that it is temporary & that
you know how to deal with it and that you really are dealing with it
properly & not working hard if rest is requiredu I trust that Lady
Herschell4 is a Tyrant on all those fitting occasions when a wifes best
affection is shewn by severity. I owe much to my partner in these
respects[.]

As to my paper in your hands5 I have worked upon both the
thoughts contained in it as far as I can at present & must now lay them
fallow to resume them when I have sun. So now if it will amuse you open
read & burn the paper if you prefer it rather send it back to me[.i

Ever My dear Sir John I Yours Most Truly 1 M. Faraday
Sir J.F.W. Herschell Bart I &c &c &c

1. Suggested by Herschel in letter 1806. See Faraday, Diary, 15 January 1846, 4: 8673-4 for
Faraday's experiments.
2. Hunt to Herschel, 29 December 1845, RS MS HS 10.120.
3. See Herschel, Diary, 17 January 1846, RS MS 584.
4. Margaret Brodie Herschel nee Stewart (d.1884, age 73, GRO). Married Herschel in 1829.
See DNB under John Frederick William Herschel.
5. That is the note Faraday sent with letter 1807.
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Letter 1821
Charles Wheatstone to Faraday
17 January 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

20 Conduit St ! Jany 17th 1846
Dear Faraday

The repulsion of Bismuth by the magnet was first observed by
Brugmans1, a Dutch philosopher whose work was published in Latin in
17782. Le Baillif s experiments were announced in the 7th vol of Ferussac's3

Bulletin des Sciences Mathematiques et Physiques at page 3714, and given
in detail in the 8th vol. page 875; he proved that a magnetic needle was
repelled both by Bismuth and Antimony. Saigey's6 experiments on the
mutual repulsion of bodies, of which he considered the former cases to be
individual instances, were announced in the 8th vol of the same work p.
258 [sic]7, and given in full detail in the 9th vol pp 89,167 and 2398. There is
also a paper by Seebeck9 "on the magnetic polarization of different metals,
alloys and oxides between the poles of magnetic bars"10 to which it may be
worth while to refer. It is worthy of remark that Becquerel's11, Le Baillif's,
Seebeck's and Saigey's experiments were all made about the same time. All
together they have done very little towards anticipating the great general
principle which [you] have just discovered and demonstrated12.

In reference to the experiment I suggested yesterday of submitting
to your repelling forces spheres of liquids suspended in another liquid of
the same specific gravity, I may mention that when I first read Plateau's
interesting memoir13 it occurred to me that by employing his method a
number of instructive electrical experiments might be made.

By floating spheres of a conducting in a non conducting liquid, and
charging the former with either electricity, they would be attracted and
repelled by excited electrics, and the alterations in their equilibrium
shown by their changes of form. The spheres might also be similarly or
dissimilarly charged and their mutual actions observed. But what,
perhaps, would be a more interesting experiment would be to examine
the effects which one of these conducting spheres would exhibit when
forming part of a voltaic circuit; to avoid the production of hydrogen gas
the negative wire should be coated with per-oxide of lead; the sphere
would probably change its form immediately the current is completed,
and it would be certainly be [sic] attracted or repelled by a magnet or
another similar sphere forming part of the same or a different circuit;
rotations would also by certain arrangements be produced. I noted down
at the time these and other experiments I proposed, and have several
times since thought of setting about them, but other occupations have
always interfered, and I have also been somewhat deterred by the
consideration that for such experiments to succeed a delicacy and
dexterity of manipulation equal to your own would be required.
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1. Anton Brugmans (1732-1789, NNBW). Dutch natural philosopher.
2. Brugmans (1778), section 41.
3. Andre Etienne d'Aulebard, Baron de Ferussac (1786-1836, DBF). French scientific
journal editor.
4. Le Baillif (1827a).
5. Le Baillif (1827b).
6. Jacques Frederic Saigey (1797-1871, P2, 3). Scientific instrument maker in Paris.
7. Saigey (1827).
8. Saigey (1828a, b).
9. Thomas Johann Seebeck (1770-1831, DSB). German natural philosopher.
10. Seebeck (1828).
11. Becquerel (1827).
12. Faraday gave these references in a note at the end of Faraday (1846d), ERE21, p.62.
13. Plateau (1843).

Letter 1822
William Whewell to Faraday
19 January 1846
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.55

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge 1 Jan. 19, 1846
My dear Sir,

Prof. Willis gave me an account of your experiment on light
shown to the Council of the R.S. which I was sorry I was not there to
see1. His account leads me to offer a suggestion which most likely
you have anticipated, but it did not appear from what he said. I
understood him that when you have deviated the plane of polarization
by making contact, you prove and measure the change by turning
the analyzer till you get the black spot. Now if before the light comes
to the analyzer you interpose a double refracting crystal (uniaxial or
biaxial) cut so as to give you the rings and cross, or the
lemniscates, you will see the cross or the lemniscates move out of one
position into another on making contact which I should think must
be a more striking way of exhibiting the result. It is not likely that this
has escaped you.

Willis told me also of your other experiments on magnetism of
which I long to see a fuller account.

Believe me My dear sir I Yours very truly I W. Whewell
M. Faraday Esq

1. See RS CM 15 January 1846, 1: 512-3. Although at this meeting the letter of John Ross
claiming priority in the discovery of the magneto-optical effect (see letter 1801) and letter
1803 were read, there is no indication, from the minutes, that any experiment was performed
then.
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Letter 1823
Faraday to William Whewell
20 January 1846
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.18

R Institution I 20 Jany 1846
My dear Sir,

I am greatly obliged by your letter^.] I had not made the experiment
however I expected not a mere move on but an alteration in the tints. I
have now set Mr Darker2 about the preparation for it. I understand the
papers3 will not be published until June (end)! As Willis is on the Council,
put a word in for quicker publication^]

Ever Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Rev. Dr Whewell I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1822.
2. William Hill Darker. Scientific instrument maker of 9 Paradise Street, Lambeth. POD.
3. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE 19, 20 and 21.

Letter 1824
John Martin to Faraday
22 January 1846
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.36

30, Allsop Terrace, New Road i January 22d, 1846
My dear Faraday,

I have so long had the pleasure of your friendship, and watched the
progress of your valuable excursions into electricity and magnetism that
you may suppose the interest I feel in your recent important discoveries.
As I have not, however, yet had an opportunity of hearing you yourself
elucidate your experiments and their results, I would ask whether you
could let me have a card for your lecture tomorrow evening1.

I remain, I My dear Faraday, I Sincerely Yours I John Martin
Dr. Faraday I &c &c &c

1. See Athenaeum, 31 January 1846, p.126 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 23 January 1846, "Recent researches into the correlated phenomena of
magnetism and light".
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Letter 1825
Henry William Pickersgill1 to Faraday
22 January 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Soho Square Jany 22 I 1846
My dear Faraday

Not being myself a regular member of the Royal Institution I do not
know whether I should be acting against the rules in bringing my son2

with me tomorrow evening to hear your instructive discourse3 if so, may I
beg of you to favor me with an admission for him for the evening? Hoping
you will not think this request unfortunate Believe me my dear Faraday

ever faithfully your's I H.W. Pickersgill
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. Henry William Pickersgill (1782-1875, DNB). Portrait painter.
2. Either Henry Hall Pickersgill (d.1861, age 49, GRO; painter, see DNB under Henry William
Pickersgill) or J.C. Pickersgill (see Faraday to Pickersgill, 8 February 1834, letter 698, volume
2; otherwise unidentified).
3. See Athenaeum, 31 January 1846, p. 126 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 23 January 1846, "Recent researches into the correlated phenomena of
magnetism and light".

Letter 1826
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
22 January 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Coilingwood I Jan 22 I 46.
My dear Sir

A great many thanks to you for all the trouble you have taken1. You
are used to be better employed than in proving negatives. Mr Hunt wrote
to me2 and I told him what I had been thinking of .

You did not surely think me so incurious or rather so deficient in
interest respecting the astonishing series of discoveries into which you
are now entered fairly - that having your express permission to open &
read the paper you sent me sealed4, 1 should not avail myself of it.
Accordingly 1 have done so but I thought it best to reinclose it to you
rather than consign it to the flames which I would not do to a bit of your
hand writing. Should the first of your views expressed in it be really
verified a new field of speculation on the nature of light will be opened as I
do not understand what the undulatory or indeed any theory can have to
say to a fact of that natures

Go on and prosper - "from strength to strength"5 like a victor
marching with assured step to further conquests - and be assured that no
voice will join more heartily in the Paeans that already begin to rise and
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will speedily swell into a shout of triumph astounding even to yourself
than that of

Yours most truly I J.F.W. Herschel
Dr Faraday

PS. Of course I shall keep silence as to the contents of the paper till you
shall yourself break it.

Thanks for your kind expressions about my health.-1 have taken the
best Medical advice & I hope soon to be set to rights again. Already there
is an improvements

Address: Prof. Faraday, DCL &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street
London

1. See letter 1820.
2. Hunt to Herschel, 29 December 1845, RS MS HS 10.120.
3. Herschel to Hunt, 5 January 1846, RS MS HS 10.121.
4. That is the note Faraday sent with letter 1807.
5. Psalm 84: 7.

Letter 1827
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
31 January 1846
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.63-4

Royal Institution 31 Jany 1846
My dear & kind friend,

I received your letter1 yesterday and wonder how in the midst of all
your avocations and the multitude of your own beautiful and successful
labours in the fields of science, bringing forth fresh harvests as you do
from day to day you can have so much thought for meu I know that your
kindness towards me is very great: but I wonder at your physical ability
for so much thought directed as it is to such exalted objects and that you
can continue it simultaneously with thoughts for every body else. It
reminds me of my own imperfection arising I hope not willingly but from
want of memory - but for that your kindness is a great compensation.

I was not aware that Dumas had caused any part of my letter2 to him
to appear in the Comptes Rendus3[.] In fact in that very letter I had to tell
him that the Royal Society were very jealous of the appearance of a paper
or the matter of a paper elsewhere than in the Transactions and that has
been my difficulty in sending you any account, for the papers themselves
were all sent in last year. I have applied to the Secretary and found the
rule to be very strict so strict that a paper by Fox Talbot was kept out of
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the Transactions because he had sent the matter of it to the Academie
des Sciences where it appeared in the Comptes Rendus4.1 hope they will
now publish quicker - at all events though I must not send you the proof
sheets, as soon as ever I can have leave to send you the papers I will not
lose a moment in doing so. In the mean time as a part of my letter to
Dumas has appeared, (I have not seen it), 1 will write you a sort of account
of my papers here with which you may do as you pleases

The papers recently sent to the Royal Society form the XIX, XX and
XXI Series of the Experimental Researches5. The XlXth has for its title On
the Magnetization of light and the illumination of magnetic lines of force,
and is divided into three parts. The first part is on the action of magnets
on light and in it I shew by experiments that when any transparent liquid
or solid body (not having the power of double refraction) is placed
between the poles of a powerful electro-magnet and a polarized ray of
light is transmitted through it in a direction parallel to the lines of
magnetic force then withdrawing the magnetic force the transparent
substance has no particular extra action on the light but on establishing
the magnetic force the ray passing through the substance is rotated in a
direction entirely dependant upon that of the magnetic force, and to a
degree proportionate to the power of the magnet and the nature and
extent of the substance^ The law of rotation is that if a magnetic line of
force be going from a north pole or coming from a south pole along the
path of a polarized ray coming to the observer it will rotate that ray to the
right hand or that if such a line of force be coming from a north pole or
going from a south pole it will rotate such a ray to the left hand. The
rotation continues as long as the magnetic force continues and ceases
with it. Fluids possessing the power of rotating the ray can have this
magnetic rotation impressed on light in them but then the rotation is in
extraordinary contrast with their own rotation being added to it in one
direction but at the same moment taken from it in the other. Silicated
borate of lead or borate of lead are the substances which most readily
shew this exertion of power. Part 2 of the paper shews by experiment the
action of electric currents in helices producing the same phenomenon.
The law of action is really the same but its expression becomes more
simple for it so happens from our conventional expression of the
direction of an electric current; that when a transparent substance is put
either into a powerful or a long helix and the electric current sent round it
the rotation of the ray is in the same direction as the course of the
current: for the current which goes round the helix clock fashion makes
the ray rotate clock fashion &c. Part 3 of the paper consists of general
considerations and contains amongst other points my reasons for
believing that the action is a true magnetic action on light.

The XXth and XXIst series of Researches are entitled On new magnetic
actions and on the magnetic condition of all matter. These are divided into
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Seven parts. Part 1 contains a brief description of the powerful Electro
magnets used and defines the meaning of a few terms amongst others axial
and equatorial direction. Axial means that when an elongated body is
placed between the contrary poles of a magnet its longest dimension
points in the line joining the two poles: equatorial position means that the
longest dimension of a body placed between the two poles is
perpendicular to the line joining the two poles. Part 2 is devoted to the
action of magnets on the heavy glass in which the effect on light was first
observed. It is shewn that a prism of this heavy glass points equatorially
and further that this position is due to a simple relation of the magnet & the
glass dependant on their power of repelling each other. Either pole of an
active magnet will permanently repel a piece of heavy glass: the repulsion
is proportionate to the vicinity of the acting bodies and to the intensity of
magnetic power. The intervention of metals glass or other substances
usually considered not magnetic has no influence in altering the effect. -
Part 3. is on the action of Magnets on other substances not being metals and
here it is shewn that all bodies not being magnetic as Iron are magnetic as
heavy glass or as I have for reason given called it, are diamagnetic i.e a
portion of any shape will be repelled by the magnet and an elongated
portion will point equatorially between the poles. It is very curious to see a
tube of water or a piece of meat or a slice of apple or a plane of wood in this
way repelled & pointing equatorially between the poles. Phosphorous
stands high in this respect. Sulphur & India rubber very well. Division of
the mass does not make any difference provided the general form & mass
of the substance be retained. Part 4 is on the action of Magnets on metals
generally and in the first place I find reason to believe that Platinum
Palladium & Titanium are truly magnetic metals & must stand in the list
with Iron Nickel and Cobalt the two first platinum & palladium taking a very
low place. After that I find that all the metals not magnetic in the manner of
Iron, are magnetic as heavy glass or are diamagnetic for they all point
equatorially & are repelled by either pole of the magnet. Bismuth
possesses this property in a very high degree equalling and perhaps
surpassing phosphorous & heavy glass. The repulsion of bismuth I now
find was known to Brugmans6 as far back as the year 17787. Certain striking
phenomena due to Magneto-dynamic induction and produced more
especially by copper, silver, and the good conductors amongst the metals
are then developed & explained which if left unaccounted for would
interfere greatly with the diamagnetic results. - Part 5. takes up the action of
magnets on the magnetic metals and other compounds. First I find that heat
does not entirely destroy the magnetic power of Iron Nickel & Cobalt but
that though they fall in force (which takes place not suddenly but by a
gradation) they still remain magnetic, being always attracted by the
magnet & pointing axially. Next I find that all the salts of Iron Nickel and
Cobalt are magnetic and even all their solutions so here we obtain the
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power of preparing media which within a certain degree of strength are
magnetic &adjustible in strength, are transparent, and above all are liquid
so that the relations magnetic and diamagnetic of other bodies wholly
immersed in them can be ascertained. In these solutions the power of the
magnetic matter as the iron salt and the power of the water which is a
diamagnetic are opposed to each other, so it is easy to prepare a solution
which in air presents no appearance of being either magnetic or
diamagnetic but is perfectly indifferent. Yet such a solution put (in a
tube) into water points axially & is attracted shewing then its magnetic
powers whereas if put into a solution a little more ferruginous than itself it
points equatorially & is repelled precisely like a diamagnetic substance.
The magnetism of all the compounds of Iron Nickel & Cobalt, led me to
conclude that I could detect the magnetism of metals by the character of
their salts, & by examination I find that compounds of Titanium,
Manganese, Cerium & Chromium are abundantly magnetic and for these
reasons in addition to others I believe them to be magnetic metals. Part 6 is
devoted to the Action of Magnets in air and gases. To appearance this action
is nul i.e. there is no difference between one gas and another; nor between
a gas in its most rare & its densest state. When a tube of air is immersed in
mercury or in water oil alcohol &c then it appears to be well magnetic i.e. it
points axially & is attracted. When it is immersed in solutions of Iron Nickel
Cobalt Manganese, Cerium, Chromium, &c &c of a certain strength then it
appears as a diamagnetic pointing equatorially and being repelled. Its
place in fact is between the magnetic & diamagnetic class, but whether it
constitute a real zero point or have only a differential relation is not I think
as yet absolutely decided. Part 7 contains general considerations arising
from all the former results and amongst other points their relation to
terrestrial phenomena & conditions, & their probable bearing upon the
great question of the magnetism of the earth.

Thus my dear friend I have sent you a summary of my experiments
or rather of the papers up to the present time. I have not a moment to do
more now, and hope you will accept it with all its imperfections as a thank
offering for your friendship & kindness to me. Our united remembrances
to Madame De la Rive and Yourself. I wish I could once more look at the
summit of Mont Blanc in your companyu

Ever I Most faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

1. Not found.
2. Letter 1818.
3. Faraday (1846a) read at the session of the Academie on 19 January 1846.
4. This was Talbot (1841b) which had appeared in French as Talbot (1841a). For an account
of this episode see Schaaf (1992), 117-22.
5. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
6. Anton Brugmans (1732-1789, NNBW). Dutch natural philosopher.
7. Brugmans (1778), section 41. See letter 1821.
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Letter 1828
Henry Thomas De Le Beche to Faraday
4 February 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Museum of Economic Geology I 4 Febr. 1846
My dear Faraday,

Would it suit you to go to the next Levee on the 11th Instant1, and, if
so, would you object to join me in a machine to take you there as we did
last time. We should thus get our bow over - and the Queen this year,
from good reasons why2, will not hold late levees.

Ever Yours I H.T. De La Beche

1. Faraday's invitation to the levee is noted in PRO LC6 / 60. Letter 1829 suggests that
Faraday did not attend the levee.
2. The Queen was pregnant with Princess Helena (1846-1923, Longford (1987)) born on 25
May 1846.

Letter 1829
Faraday to Edward Codrington
6 February 1846
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 6 Feby 1846
My dear Sir Edward

We have received your kind invitation and I answer it because on me
hangs the cause of the negative answers which we are always constrained
to give. On the 12th we shall be out of town; for we go to Brighton next
Monday1 for a week or 10 days air before hard work begins.

But let me, as a favour, ask you not to ask me again. I must not
consent to what I esteem an honor & should find a pleasure; for I cannot
do so without giving cause of serious offence to the many kind friends to
whom I refuse. My policy is the result of a rule absolutely necessary
which to break, would cause much remark & great trouble in its
reestablishemnt[.]

Ever I My dear Sir Edward I Your Grateful Servant I M. Faraday

1. That is 9 February 1846.
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Letter 1830
Faraday to Samuel Hunter Christie
26 February 1846
From the original in RS MS MC 4.128

Royal Institution I 26, Feby 1846
My dear Sir

Will you be so good as to ask the Council to favour me with 50
copies of my Experimental Researches Series XIX, XX & XXI1 in addition to
the 50 which I believe is already granted2!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
S.H. Christie Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Feb. 26, 1846 Mr Faraday requesting 50 additional copies of his
Paper

1. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
2. This request was granted. See RS CM, 12 March 1846, 1: 517.

Letter 1831
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
27 February 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 374
My dear Faraday

Amid the glories of your really grand and admirable discovery 1
venture to trouble you with a comparatively insignificant and prosaic
subject. I have of late also made a little chemical discovery which enables
me to change very suddenly, very easily and very cheaply common paper in
such a way as to render that substance exceedingly strong and entirely
water proof. Inclosed you will find a specimen of paper of the said
description and a sample of common paper out of which the former has
been prepared. In throwing the prepared paper into water you will easily
convince yourself that it stands the action of that fluid for any length of
time without loosing in the least its leatherlike toughness. Paper which
has been lying in water for many days is still as tenacious as it was in the
beginning. The same sort of paper being written on allows to be laid up in
water strongly acidulated with muriatic acid and freed in that way from
its ink without receiving the slightest injury or leaving the least trace of
the letters. The most brittle and thinnest paper after having, for a few
seconds only, been exposed to the action of my agent, becomes very
tough, substantial and water proof. Hence it follows that in employing my
process, out of the same quantity of rags a much larger number of sheets
of paper can be manufactured than it is possible to do in following up the
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present way of making paper without diminishing the strength of the
production. Another essential advantage connected with my method of
preparing paper is that the injurious effects produced by chloride of lime
are entirely paralysed by it. My prepared paper can be easily written and
printed upon. Paper enjoying the properties mentioned is to my opinion a
valuable substance and in many respects very superior to common
paper, it ought therefore to be manufactured on a large scale. My process
of giving common paper those properties being of a very easy application
and very cheap too, I do not see any reason why it should not be made
use of at once. I am of course desirous of turning if possible the discovery
alluded to to some account in favour of a certain poor schoolmaster of
Bale, who in the interest of science is rather anxious to get a little more
independent, than he is now. To obtain that end I ask you the favour to
grant me your kind advice regarding that affair. You are perhaps
connected with some first-rate british paper manufacturer or it lies in
your power to put me in communication with one or some of them.

Before long you will hear of some other little chemical exploits I
have of late performed; they consist principally in remarkable
transformations of the most common vegetable substances. These and
other things I found out in making researches on my favorite subject,
ozone.

Pray present Mrs. Schoenbein's compliments and my own to your
Lady[.] Favor me soon with an answer to this letter and believe me

Your's I most sincerely I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Febr. 27, 1846.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c i Royal Institution I London

Letter 1832
Faraday to William Robert Grove
28 February 1846
From the original in RI MS G F17

R Institution I 28 Feby 1846
My dear Grove

The Member of Committee to whom 1 wrote1 a most eminent man in
science though not in our branches refers me as you will see by the
enclosed to the Rule under which the Committee act and says that it is so
strictly followed that proof that it is fulfilled is necessary. He asks me to
supply him with a note of the four or five best philosophical papers; or
discoveries in advancement of science which he may quote with the
references. Now to help me send me a list not more numerous
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(necessarily) than six, of those you judge best proof, with the references
but do not omit the batteries2!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Robert Brown, a member of the Committee of the Athenaeum Club. See letter 1833.
2. See letter 1558 where Faraday agreed to nominate Grove for membership of the
Athenaeum Club. Grove was elected in 1851 under rule 2, to which this letter refers.

Letter 1833
Faraday to Robert Brown
3 March 1846
From the original in BL add MS 32441, f.416

Royal Institution i 3 March 1846
My dear Sir

In answer to your enquiry respecting Mr. Grove I send you the
following as the evidences of his philosophical character^.] First the
battery called by his name which though it has not perhaps been formally
described2 is known to every worker in Electricity: it puts into the space
of 3 or 4 cubic feet that which at the Royal Institution employed the whole
of a large room and because of its power, compactness economy and
facility of use is the battery I use to the exclusion of almost every otheru

Next the Gas Voltaic battery3, a very remarkable discovery &
application in reference to the principles of voltaic action and which even
promises useful practical resultst.]

After these come researches on the inactivity of amalgamated Zinc4 -
on Electro Nitrurets5 - and on the Voltaic action of nonconductors such as
Phosphorus Sulphur, & Hydrocarbons6 with other smaller things[.]

He has published papers in the Philosophical Transactions of 1840,
1843 and 18457, & is at present on the Council of the Royal Society. He has
also published many notices in the Comptes Rendus & the Philosophical
magazines

In reply to that part of your enquiry which referred to what I should
myself do if responsible & as a mode of conveying my opinion in the
present case, I may say that if I were on the Committee81 should, because
of the evidence I have just quoted, support his nomination, but I am
anxious in saying this that you should not think I am intruding upon the
judgment of the Committees

I am I My dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Robert Brown Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Robert Brown Esq i &c &c &c I British Museum
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1. See letter 1832.
2. See, however, Grove (1839b).
3. Grove (1842, 1843a).
4. Grove (1839a).
5. Grove (1841a).
6. Grove (1845b).
7. Grove (1843b, 1845b). Faraday was mistaken about Grove publishing a paper in the
Philosophical Transactions for 1840.
8. Of the Athenaeum Club.

Letter 1834
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
4 March 1846
From the original in RGO6 / 463, f.334

R Institution ! 4 March 1846
My dear Sir

I hope you will do me the favour to accept the accompanying two
pieces of heavy glass. I can lend you more if on any occasion you should
have need of a greater lengthu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 1835
Faraday to Samuel Thomas Davenport1

4 March 1846
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 4 March 1846
Sir

I am sorry that I cannot be with you but the great occupation of my
time by questions & subjects that come to me in my duty at the Royal
Institution really prevent me from attending to any that occur elsewhere -
& it is an absolute matter of relief to me to find that they go in part to
other places as I then feel relieved from them[.]

I am Sir i Your Very Obedient Servant 1 M. Faraday
S.T. Davenport Esq I &c &c &c

1. Samuel Thomas Davenport (d.1876, age 54, J.Roy.Soc.Arts, 1876, 24: 139). Clerk of the
Society of Arts, 1844-1848. Wood (1913), 366.
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Letter 1836
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
5 March 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 375

R. Institution I 5 March 1846
My dear Schoenbein

Excuse my sending you a very short letter but I am just now
burdened with business & thought & my head often aches. I received
your letter1 the day before yesterday and sent it at once with the
specimens to Mr. Dickenson one of our largest paper makers (whom I
slightly know) and desired him if the result interested him to
communicate at once with you. Of course I have not as yet had time to
hear any thing if he should think of writing to me.

I did not examine your paper but sent it off at once. It reminded me
of some that I had seen some years ago in which the paper had been
passed through a clean infusion of tannin & so had its gelatine size
converted into leather. That process at one time looked very promising &
I do not know why it was not pursued except it was because soon after
gelatine was to a great extent dismissed as the sizing material & resin &
oil in the form of soap decomposed by alum substituted for it.

I should be glad to send you a copy of my last papers2 but our Royal
Society is very slow & I see many descriptions of results obtained in
France Italy & elsewhere all of which are in my papers of last year, but
which have been reobtained by those who have worked on the notices3!.3

I am also puzzled about the best way of sending them to you with
certainty.

Our best thanks & remembrances to Mrs. Schoenbein & her flock[.]
Ever Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein ! &c &c &c i University I Basle i on the Rhine

1. Letter 1831.
2. Faraday (1846b, c, d). ERE19, 20 and 21.
3. For example Taylor, G. (1845), Pouillet (1846) and Biot (1846).

Letter 1837
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
8 March 1846
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 463, f.335

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1846 March 8
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged to you for the piece of glass which you left
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for me1. I value it much for its own intrinsic value in reference to your
remarkable discovery, but more as a present from you.

I have not yet been able to look at the Quartz. Pity the reasons of a
poor man who is printing an Appendix to Commission Evidence for the
House of Commons2.

I am my dear Sir i Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq i &c &c &c

1. See letter 1834.
2. Parliamentary Papers, 1846 [700] 16 which was the appendix of the Commission which
investigated the merits of broad and narrow gauges for railways. Airy was a Commissioner.
See also Airy, W. (1896), 180.

Letter 1838
John Dickinson to Faraday
c9 March 1846
and Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
10 March 1846
From the original in UB MS NS IA 181

Abbot's Hill I Hemel Hempstead
Dear Sir

I am much obliged to you for the perusal of the letter of Professor
Schoenbein1 but it would be impossible to pronounce on the value of his
invention without more information. I should say that for writing &
printing paper it could have no commercial value, because I cannot
imagine anything more certain effectual & cheap than our present mode
of sizing, which also do not deteriorate the colour of the paper, or at any
rate have that effect in a very slight degree. If the process were very
cheap & could be brought into operation without any distinct damping or
drying, it might have a value in packing roofing & sheathing paper; but
such is the state of trade that a great real intrinsic advantage, will realise
but a very small increase in price.

If 1 can assist in turning the invention of Professor Schoenbein to any
profitable account I should be most happy to do so & should consider
any communication on the subject of it strictly confidential.

I remain I Dear Sir I very faithfully your's 1 John Dickinson
To I Dr Farraday

Dear Schoenbein -1 send you the very letter which I have just received
from Mr Dickinson. As I have opportunity I shall endeavour to submit
your letter to the judgment of others here[.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
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Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I on the Rhine
Postmark: 10 March 1846

1. Letter 1831.

Letter 1839
Faraday to Henry Wyndham Phillips1

14 March 1846
From the original in NYPL, Lee Kohns Memorial Collection, M. Faraday

R Institution i 14 March 1846
My dear Sir

I am constrained to say in reply to what I consider great kindness on
your part that I cannot let papers of the kind you mention lie on our
tables. I have so often had to refuse others (one I mentioned to you) that 1
must not be partial and even if there were not that difficulty I could not
for my own sake do it. Every body here knows that it could not be done
without my consent & that would be seen to be considered as an
expression of desire on my part. Whereas I have every reason to fear that
the Institution has too much of me in the shape of likeness. As it is so
much does not look well in the eyes of strangers^ Whatever is done must
be done out of my reach[.]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
H.W. Phillips

1. Henry Wyndham Phillips (1820-1868, DNB). Portrait painter.

Letter 1840
Faraday to Robert Peel
16 March 1846
From the original in BL add MS 40587, f.141

Royal Institution I 16 March 1846
Sir

I venture to offer the inclosed1 as the most fitting return to you from
one whose occupation in life must be the sole motive for your recent and
former kindness and I hope you will believe it is accompanied with the
unfeigned respect and admiration of one who though he has but few
opportunities and no power of judgment in such things cannot but
admire that in the government and counsels of the Country which is
manifest in its effectsj.]

I have the honor to be I Sir i Your very Obliged & faithful Servant I
M. Faraday
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The Right Honorable I Sir Robert Peel, Bart I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.

Letter 1841
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
16 March 1846
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I Mar 16 1846
My dear friend

I have at last obtained copies of my papers1 and hope to send them
to you & my friends at Paris this week through the Royal Society. I write
just now with a particular intent. The optical phenomena are seen far best
with a certain kind of heavy glass which I made many years ago a silico-
borate of lead. Of this I have not much but I intend to send three pieces to
Paris there will be a piece for you if you will do me the favour to accept it,
a piece for M Arago with my kindest remembrances and a piece for M.
Biot one of my oldest friends in France who has also done so much
relative to rotationy.} I am very sorry I cannot spare more for I was very
anxious to send a piece to M. Pouillet2 whose paper I have seen3, but
indeed I am unable. I am in hopes that if it be needed for particular
experiments those who have the heavy glass will lend it to those who
have not. The three pieces combined will make up a considerable lengthy

These three pieces of glass I have made up into a packet and
addressed them to you, in hopes that you would give the two pieces to
MM. Arago & Biot. They will come by the Royal Society's box and I have
so addressed them on the outside as to induce any custom house officers
or others to leave them unopened I hope or at least to take care of them.

I never write to you without thinking of Madame Dumas - her smiles
& her reproofs. I hope she will think gently of me - indeed I do not think it
is in her nature to do otherwise!.] My wife unites with me in kindest
remembrances to her and youi.j

Ever My dear friend I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
M. Dumas I &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Dumas I &c &c &c &c I Jardin des
Plantes I a Paris

1. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
2. Claude-Servais-Mathias Pouillet (1790-1868, DSB). Professor of Physics in Paris.
3. Pouillet (1846).
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Letter 1842
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
17 March 1846
From the original in RS MS HS 7.188

R Institution I 17 Mar 1846
My dear Sir John

The quantity of heavy glass which I have enables me to offer a few
specimens to others and I am anxious to place one in your hands hoping
you will accept it & believing that it would then run the greatest chance of
being useful either in your own hands or in those of the parties to whom
you might like to lend or give itVi

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Most Truly ! M. Faraday
Sir John F.W. Herschell Bart I &c &c &c

1. This piece of glass is now in the possession of Queen Anne's School, Caversham. 1 am
indebted to Dr Muriel Hall for drawing this to my attention.

Letter 1843
Robert Peel to Faraday
17 March 1846'
From the original IEE MS SC 2

Whitehall I March 17
Dear Sir,

I am much obliged to you for the Memoir on Electricity2.1 had heard
from some of my scientific friends of your recent Experimental
Researches into that most important Element and of their Success.

It will be gratifying to me when I have a few hours of Comparative
Leisure to read the results of your observation and inquiry in a memoir
presented to me by yourself as a token of your personal Esteem.

Yours faithfully Robert Peel
Michael Faraday Esq

1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 1840.
2. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.

Letter 1844
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
18 March 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 376
My dear Faraday

Don't take it ill if I venture to trouble you once more with my little
affair, I flatter myself however that the interest which seems to be connected
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with the subject will excuse my intenseness. To give you an idea of what
may be made out of vegetable fibre I send you a specimen of a transparent
substance which I have prepared out of common paper. This matter is
capable of being shaped out into all sorts of things and forms and I have
made from it a number of beautiful vessels. The first perfect one I obtained
is destined to be sent to the Mistress of the Royal Institution, as soon as a
convenient opportunity will offer itself for doing so and I shall ask the Lady
mentioned to preserve it as a sort of scientific keepsake. In taking the
liberty to forward to you a little piece of my transparent paper I must beg
you to keep it entirely to yourself and consider it as a stric[t]ly confidential
communication and I ask you this piece of favour because my secret with
regard to my water proof paper is connected with that substance. I shall
however be obliged to you if you will have the kindness to exhibit it before a
Friday meeting of the Royal Institution. There is another point about which
I take the liberty to ask your kind advice. I am enabled to prepare in any
quantity a matter which next gunpowder must be regarded as the most
combustible substance knownl. So inflammable is that matter that on being
brought in contact with the slightest spark it will instantly be set on fire
leaving hardly any trace of ashes and if the combustion be caused within
closed vessels a violent explosion takes place. That combustible substance
is, as I will confidently tell you, raw cotton prepared in a simple manner
which I shall describe you hereafter. I must not omit to mention that water
has not the least action upon my matter, i.e. that it may be immersed ever
so long in that fluid, without loosing its inflammability after having been
dried again. A substance of that description seems to be applicable to many
purposes of daily life and I should think that it might advantageously be
used as a powerful means of defense and attack. Indeed the congrevian
rockets2 can hardly be more combustible than my prepared cotton is. What
shall I do with that matter? Shall I offer it to your government? I have
inclosed a little bit of that really frightful body and you may easily convince
yourself of the correctness of my statements regarding its properties.

As to my prepared paper you will be interested in learning that it
proves to be a highly electrical substance as will appear from the
following facts3.

1. In putting half a dozen of sheets one above another and passing
once or twice the hand over the uppermost one all the sheets will stick
together so as if they had been joined by the means of a glutinous matter.

2. The experiment being made in the dark a prepared sheet rubbed
becomes luminous, and on separating two excited sheets from each other
a great number of beautiful sparks are seen breaking out between the
paper.

3. An excited sheet held over the head makes the hair stand on end[.]
4. The disc of the common electrophor placed upon an excited sheet

lying upon the naked table yields sparks of some inches in length.
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5. A couple of sheets being lively rubbed develop a strong odour of
ozone.

6. The electricity developed by my paper is the negative one.
The facts stated render it almost certain that out of my paper

powerful electrical machines may be constructed which will perhaps
replace the plate arrangements. I shall soon have a paper machine. 1 need
hard[l]y say that the transparent substance is still more electrical than
the prepared paper.

Before I conclude I must offer you my grateful thanks for the
kindness with which you put me in communication with Mr. Dickenson4.
Before entering into any negociation with him, I will wait a little longer for
other offers for it seems to me that he has not quite fully appreciated the
qualities of my paper.

Don't you think the Bank would like to have their notes made of that
paper? From the specimens of what we call silkpaper laid by you will see
how much the prepared bit surpasses in strength and impermeability the
common one. I inclose also a specimen of paper having been very slightly
prepared and being distinguished by its beautiful play of colour. Perhaps
some use may be made of it.

I am over curious to learn more particulars regarding your
investigations and it is indeed a great pity that the regulations of the
Royal Society cause such a delay in publishing scientific results
communicated to that body.

Mrs. Schoenbein and the girls are doing well and beg me to present
to you and Mrs. Faraday the kindest regards.

Believe me my dear Faraday I Your's I most faithfully I C.F.
Schoenbein

Bale March 18, 1846.

NB. To shelter the transparent matter from injury I have put it
between some bits of prepared paper glued together by wafers at their
four corners. In drying a little the prepared stripes Nrs. 1 and II you will
easily recognise their electrical condition by rubbing them with the hand
over a common bit of paper.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution i London.

1. This was Schoenbein's discovery of guncotton. see Partington (1964), 195-6.
2. See Congreve (1827).
3. Schoenbein (1846b).
4. See letter 1838.
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Letter 1845
Faraday to Henry Briggs1

20 March 1846
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I 20 Mar 1846
Dear Sir

All I can say to your enquiries respecting the possibility of fusing
Nitric Acid & Ammonia is that I was long ago fully impressed with the
importance of doing so & tried my best with cold[,] pressure[,] platina &
every other way I could think of but without success. Still I do not think
the problem irresolvable & very likely may hereafter resume it (if not
settled by others) though I do not know at present on what tack I should
forwards

Ever Truly Yours 1 M. Faraday
Henry Briggs Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1846
Faraday to Giovanni Alessandro Majocchi1

20 March 1846
From the original in HLHU h MS Ital 110 (50)

Royal Institution London I 20 March 1846.
Sir

I have received your letter with that for Mr. Taylor and am greatly
obliged by your kindness: I acted immediately upon it, sending off the
letter to Mr. Taylor who is both the Editor and the printer of the
Philosophical Magazine. I am very glad to hear of your researches and
look with impatience for your papers they have not yet arrived but I have
no doubt they will be here soon. I will give notice at the Royal Society
respecting themu

I shall also take the liberty of sending you a copy of my papers
which the Royal Society has just now published2 - though they were
written & sent in to be read last year - but our operations here in
publication are rather slow. I believe that the Clerk of the Royal Society
can send these papers for me for he says they send regularly to Italy both
the north & south part. I hope you will in due time receive them safe but I
often doubt whether the papers sent reach their destination!.j

Believe me to be with every sentiment of esteem i & respect Sir I
Your Very Obliged & humble Servant i M. Faraday
The I Professor ! Jean A. Majochi I &c &c &c
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Address: U Proiessore I Jean Alexandre Majochi I &c &c &c i Lycaeum J
Milan 1 Italy

1. Giovanni Alessandro Majocchi (d.1854, P2). Professor of Physics and Mathematics at
Milan.
2. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.

Letter 1847
Christian Friedrich Sehoenbein to Faraday
23 March 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 377
My dear Faraday

A favorable opportunity is just now offering itself for sending you
some larger bits of my prepared paper. They will enable you to try its
electrical power and other qualities. The degree to which it can be
excited will perhaps astonish you and I should think that on this account
it will prove an acceptable substance to electricians.

Ever I Your's I most truly i C.F. Sehoenbein
Bale March 23, 1846.

NB. My prep, paper being in a completely raw state it of course
cannot look well. The thin one seems to be very fit for bank notes.

I open the letter to tell you that I have just now made some
preliminary experiments about the explosive power of my prepared
cotton and found that it is rather considerable1. A common soldier's gun
charged with the eighth part of an ounce only caused a pretty strong
explosioni.] I S

It was most likely the first time that a gun had been fired by the
means of cotton. That substance so advantageous to brother Jonathan2

might one day prove dangerous to him, particularly as an easy means to
cause wholesale conflagrations.

Address: Dr. Mich. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London.

1. See note 1, letter 1844.
2. A colloquialism for an American. OED.
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Letter 1848
Faraday to Christian Ernst Neeff *
24 March 1846
From the original in Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz
Dokumentensammlung Darmstaedter F 1 e 1831 (2). Autograph 1/
1478/23

Royal Institution I London I 24 March 1846
Sir

I have had the pleasure of receiving your letter and hope soon to
have the further pleasure of reading the papers. I am sorry to say that the
German language is a sealed language to me & I have not as yet seen the
Archives des Sciences Physiques but look for it in a few days. Still I saw 0
conclude) a very good account of your experiments in a French papery I
think it was the Constitutionelle and from that was glad to find that our
researches were in different directions though tending to the same point.
I trust that experimental evidence will now rapidly accumulate in that
direction!.]

I have sent through our Royal Society a paper addressed to you
which I hope you will do me the honor to accept I mean a copy of my
three last series of researches3 and I hope it will reach you safely in a
short time. The Royal Society has at last hastened its publication so that I
am set at liberty much sooner than I had reason to expect.

I keep dreaming away with views of matter & its powers that I do not
think it wise or philosophic to put forth because I hold them so that they
may change with the evidence of experiment, but I use these views as
stimulants & guides in some degree into the course of new enquiries and I
have as yet had no reason to repent the course I have pursuedn

I am very much obliged for the Corrigenda^ I shall put them into
your paper before I read iti.j

Believe me to be with great respect I Sir I Your Very Obliged
Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. Neeff I &c &c &c

1. Christian Ernst Neeff (1782-1849, P2). Frankfurt physician.
2. Neeff (1846).
3. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.

Letter 1849
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
24 March 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 378
My dear Faraday

Mr. Prevost is kind enough to charge himself with the little box
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containing a lilliputian bell made out of my transparent paper. It is
however not that mentioned in my last letter1 to you and destined for
Mrs. Faraday. This little piece of chemical workmanship must find its way
to Albemarle Street through another channel and at another time.

Your's i very truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale March 24 I 1846.

1. Letter 1844.

Letter 1850
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
26 March 18461

From the original in RGO6 / 463, f.337
Will Friday2 or Monday or Tuesday3 before 2 oclk suit you?
M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that letter 1851 is the answer to this note which is written on the back
of Faraday's card.
2. "Friday" has been crossed through.
3. That is 30 or 31 March 1846.

Letter 1851
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
27 March 1846
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 463, f.336

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1846 March 27
My dear Sir

I returned last evening, and found your card1 and my sister's
account of your call on me. I am very much obliged to you. And with
respect to the time of meeting you, may fix it for the accommodation of
others. Monday or Tuesday next (30th or 31st) or a later day are equally
convenient to me, and hours in such a matter are equally indifferent.

Therefore
1. If I receive no further instruction from you I will be with you on Monday
30th at 1 o'clock.
2. But any other time will do as well for me, & if you will merely send your
card with any other time written on it I shall understand it as an
appointment!.]

I am my dear Sir I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1850.
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Letter 1852
Faraday to Henry Thomas De La Beche
27 March 1846
From the original in BuL, MIT

R Institution i 27 March 1846
Dear De la Beche

On Monday1 at / o'clk the Astronomer Royal2, Mrs. Marcet & some
others will be with me to see the elementary experiments^] Come -

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 30 March 1846.
2. George Biddell Airy.

Letter 1853
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
27 March 1846
From the original in RGO6 / 463, f.338

R Institution I Friday 27
Dear Airy

On Monday1 at 1 o'clk as you say2 - You will meet Mrs, Marcet, De La
Beche & one or two others^

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 30 March 1846.
2. In letter 1851.

Letter 1854
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
27 March 1846
From the original in RS MS HS 7.189

R Institution ! 27 Mar 1846
My dear Herschell

On Monday next1 from 1 to § past two or thereabouts 1 shall be
engaged shewing Airy, Mrs. Marcet and a few others some of the
experiments in the Laboratory. I thought I would let you know so that if in
town & near us you might if inclined drop in. It will be only in the
Laboratory!.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 30 March 1846.
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Letter 1855
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
30 March 1846
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f.31

R Institution I 30 Mar 1846
My dear Sir

I want to send you a copy of my last papers1 & do not know by what
meansu Have you any communication with London by booksellers or
friends? I have sent a copy to MacCullagh2u

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Andrews I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Andrews I &c &c &c I Donegal Square South I Belfast
Ireland

1. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE 19, 20 and 21.
2. James MacCullagh (1809-1847, DSB). Professor of Natural Philosophy, Trinity College
Dublin, 1842-1847.

Letter 1856
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
4 April 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl C13

R Institution I 4 April 1846
My dear Sir

I am much obliged by your note - I never have any secrets about
published data & documents & am happy to say I have already published
in my researches a reference to Seebecks1 results as they are given in the
Bulletin Universelle2 where however the account is probably very
imperfect[.] You will find it at the end of my papers or p 62 of the Part
of the Transactions3 - I hoped by that to draw the attention of
Philosophers to it. I have no time or need to go into it further at present.

With my thanks I Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq I &c &c

1. Thomas Johann Seebeck (1770-1831, DSB). German natural philosopher.
2. Seebeck (1828).
3. Faraday (1846d), ERE21, p.62.
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Letter 1857
Benjamin Dann1 to Faraday2

5 April 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Maidstone Apr 5 / 46.
Dear Sir,

Having been informed by a friend that you were pursuing a series of
experiments to ascertain if Animal Magnetism and Terrestrial magnetism
were in any manner connected and that Mr Lowe3 Gas Engineer had
mentioned to you some experiments of mine bearing upon the subject
that you expressed a wish to be informed if I should make any others
connected with the subject -1 can only say Sir that if [I] can throw any
light upon the subject so interesting and curious, I shall be most happy to
do so but as I do not understand precisely, the kind of experiment
required, I will briefly relate two or three, and if acceptable, I will
endeavour to furnish you with more.

About two years ago I were daily engaged in Mesmeric experiment
many of which are published in Rationale of Magnetism4 by S. Spurrell5

but many that I made then were not, on one evening I made
arr[an]gement to perform some amusing experiments with an Electrical
* machine before my Patient while in the mesmeric sleep, as soon as I
began to turn the cylinder of the machine he burst forth into expressions
of delight and astonishment saying "Oh! there Mr. Dann! that is beautiful I
never saw anything so curious before! - when you turn it round that blue
fire flies off all over the room, and looks very beautiful". I said that I could
see the blue fire run round the cylinder, but my Patient said "So can I, but
I mean all over the room - it creates an atmosphere when you turn it
round, spreading all around, and you are in it, and so am I - It looks like
that blue fire that streams from your fingers when you pass them down
before me".

March 15th / 46. Having put Edward Wisenden6, about 22 years of
age into the Mesmeric sleep for some internal complaint the following
dialogue ensued. Well, Edward, how are you EW. "I think that I am about
the same, - many of those little bladders on my lungs are gone down, and
as many more are come up - there is about as many of them as there was
before -1 can see that I shall never get well -1 may get better for a time, but
I cannot get well" - BD - how are your eyes? - EW - oh, they are all right -
you have quite cured them, they are as strong as before."

While this conversation was going on 1 took two Horseshoe Magnets
(about 9 inches in length) from a cupboard and placed them quietly on
the table, at a few feet distant from my Patient, with their Poles about one
Inch apart with their N opposite S. 1 then asked him if he observed
anything upon the table? he replyed - "Yes, 1 can see many books, but I
dont know what they are all about BD. do you observe anything beside
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the books? when he exclaimed "I say Mr Dann! do you keep a Donkey".
BD. why? - EW. because 1 can see a Donkey-shoe laying on the table - ah!
but, there are two! -1 say, Mr. Dann what are you going to do with them?".
BD. can you tell me what colour they are? (now, one was covered with
red-wax the other was black, and I thought he would notice the difference
in them, but, to my surprise he did not, but, knitting his brows, as if
looking intently at them he said) EW. "I can hardly tell what colour - but
you have seen Mr. Dann, boys in the street, holding things in their hand,
burning, of a bluish colour, I dont know what they are called - well - they
donkey-shoes look something of that colour, but not exactly - one of them
is much stronger than the other" - BD - what do you mean? - EW. "I mean,
that one is brighter than the other; that blue colour spreads out farther
from one than the other - but most is rounds the ends, much more than at
the sides, there is but little along the sides". - BD. is the colour like that,
that you saw flow from the electrical machine - EW. "I remember what
you mean, - it is of the same colour but not so bright, but I dont think
there is much difference". BD. be I to understand that the colour you
speak of is on them? - EW. "You may say on them for it is along the edges,
and so shoots out some distance round, the colour is like that that
streams from the ends of your fingers - and like what is left on anything
when you draw your hand over it." -

I then moved one of the magnets so as to make it touch the other,
upon doing w[h]ich he exclaimed "There! there! that was very curious, -
when they came together it splashed out, from between the ends some
distance - all about - well -1 should like to see more about this, for it is new
to me -" I then took the Magnets into my hands, joining and separating
them several times, upon which he remarked - "When you put them
together, it is always the same - the blue colour shoots out from between
them". I then reversed the poles of the Magnets (without speaking) upon
doing so EW. said "There! - that is different - the blue-colour continues to
shoot out from between the ends, but before it only snapped out, like a
firework and was done, but now it dont stop". I then held a large pocket
knife before one of the Magnets about an inch distant my Patient
observing what I were doing, said "Ah! there is nothing coming out of that
knife, but it goes from the other to the knife". I then put the knife in
contact with the magnet, rubbing it a few times across the poles; and
when I had separated the knife from it, my Patient said "Stop -1 can see a
little of the blue coming from the knife now, but not much". I then held
the knife about 21 feet distant from the magnet, upon doing which he said
"It reaches across to it". BD. where? EW. "the blue fire fills up all the
space between that donkey-shoe and the knife" - 1 then present'd the
poles of one of the magnets to him, and requested that he would touch it
with his finger, but he shrunk back, and said "Stop -1 dont think that will
do me any good - no - no it wont -1 shall not touch it, for it affects me so
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much". BD. where?- EW. all up my arms and about here (passing his hand
across his chest) it seems to draw my inside to it - and to be tearing
something away - no, I shall not touch it it is quite near enough to me". -
(The Magnet was about 15 inches from him.) BD. I am sorry that I cannot
detain you longer. EW. "It want a quarter to three, nearly, not quite." -1
immediately looked at a small time-piece, it wanted 14 minutes and \ to
three.

March 22nd / 46. While EW. was in the mesmeric-sleep I secretly
introduced two Magnets under the covering of the table, and asked him if
he remembered what he saw, when here before? he said "Oh yes, 1
recollect they donkey-shoes, that were all covered with blue-fire - and I
can see that the table is now covered with that blue colour, where they
lay." BD. what can be the cause of that?- (I then put my hand over the
table, near the place where the magnets lay)- EW. "Yes, - it is just where
your hand is, it spreads about - there is as much of it as there was before -
I goes round so." [sic] (passing hand in a arch-like manner) I then took
from my pocket a small compass, inclosed in a box, and placed it upon
the table, my Patient observing it, said "Mr Dann, is that thing in the box,
such as they have on board ship, it is all in motion - look at it."

I forbear making any remark upon these experiments, as I do not
know if they are of the description required - many more relating to a
current of some invisible fluid have fallen under my observation, 1
mean invisible to persons in the normal condition but visible to some
in the Mesmeric-sleep - it possesses an attractive power, and is the
medium of communication between the operator and patient; by
placing the end of a string in the hand of a patient, walking backwards
and drawing my hand along the string, I have gone into another room,
closed the door and conversed with him as long as I held the other
end in my hand.

I daily Mesmerise a Young female by the request, or direction of Dr.
Elliottson who says that when I pass my hands down the face and neck,
that she can feel something like unto a gentle breeze, but when I place my
finger on the nose between her eyes there is a succession of spurts as
long as my finger remains, also down her arms, at times she has
described it to be quite violent, scarcely bearable.

Hoping that these few experiment[s] will be serviceable, I beg leave
to subscribe myself

Yours to command I Benjamin Dann
7 East Street

* I performed these experiments in the dark

PS The little work by Mr Spurrell * contains many short experiments
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relating to the visible appearance of the Mesmeric influence, but 1 have
been fearful of relating many things that have falling under my notice, the
generality of persons being so sceptical upon this curious phenomena,
but I are [sic] very much inclined to believe, that from the great
similarity, that Mesmerism, Magnetism, Electricity, & Galvanism, may be
the samei.j
* Richardson8 Cornhill (Publisher)

1. Unidentified.
2. Recipient established on the basis of the provenance of this letter.
3. George Lowe (1788-1868, B2). Gas engineer.
4. Spurrell (1844), 15-52, 6^82.
5. Samuel Spurrell. Otherwise unidentified.
6. According to Spurrell (1844), 15 Edward Wisenden was from New Romney, a Sunday
School teacher and a tract distributor.
7. John Elliotson (1791-1868. DNB). Mesmerist formerly Professor of Medicine at University
College London, 1831-1838.
8. Pelham Richardson (1804-1860, B6). Publisher.

Letter 1858
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
6 April 1846
From the original in RS MS RR 1.221
Private

R. Institution | 6 April 1846
Dear Sir

As to the accompanying paper11 should submit my opinion in a very
great degree to that of the high chemical judges of the Society as
Professor Graham &c. The views are in a great measure theoretical &
founded on reasoning more than upon an accumulation of facts & weights
- so that much depends upon the character of the party - but consider the
author - & the facts which he does describe & all the circumstances I
should be for the printing - subjecting however my opinion to that of
those who are better chemists than myself[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C.R. Weld Esq i &c &c &c

Endorsed: Report on Schoenbein's paper May 7/46

1. Schoenbein (1846a).
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Letter 1859
Faraday to Friedrich Wilhelm Alexander von Humboldt
6 April 1846
From a copy in DM HS 784

Royal Institution I 6 April 1846.
Honoured and Dear friend

At last I allow myself the liberty of writing to you, thinking that the
matter for a letter has so far accumulated, that you will not think I am
unnecessarily drawing away your attention for a few moments from the
various subjects of thought, which continually engage it. First, let me
acknowledge yours1 to me by Dr. Cams2.1 did not write in reply, because,
being a letter of Introduction, I thought that to do so would only be to
trouble you; but any letter of yours on any occasion is always to me a
pleasant event. As you hear all things I have no doubt you have heard
something of experimental researches, which I have lately made - and as
they touch closely on Magnetism, I am in hope they will interest you and
even obtain your approbation. I can assure you, that the honour which
the King3 and you have done me4 is with me a constant motive to
exertion. By this time perhaps a copy of my papers5, which I sent through
our Royal Society are in your possession. If it has arrived, I hope you will
accept it, and believe that it is accompanied by the warmest thoughts of
respect and esteem, which my heart can entertain. The Light Phenomena,
spoken of in the first paper, are best shewn by the use of a kind of heavy
glass, which I made many years ago. It is not likely any more will be made.
That which I was in possession of, I have had cut up into useful portions,
and I thought that some of them might very properly be placed in the
hands of those, who from their position or occupation were in a situation
to render them available, either for the Repetition and further
prosecution of the Phenomena, or that they might give or lend the Glass
to whom they thought fit. In this view of the matter I have dedicated one
piece to you, and hope you will kindly accept it. This day I shall send it to
our mutual friend the Chevalier Bunsen6, who has undertaken to convey
it safely to you. When the present season of ordinary but necessary
occupation and duty is passed, I hope to resume the enquiries.

I cannot close my letter without expressing my longing for the
Second Volume of the Cosmos7.1 grieve that I am unable to read it in the
German but I hope the translation into English is faithful8, and I know that
it is full of absorbing interest.

Ever my dear Baron I Yours most respectfully and Devotedly I M.
Faraday
The Baron I Alexander von Humboldt I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1584.
2. Carl Gustav Cams (1789-1869, ADB). German physician and naturalist.
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3. Frederick William IV.
4. That is Faraday's appointment to the Prussian Order or Merit. See letters 1420 and 1421.
5. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
6. Christian Karl Josias Bunsen (1791-1860, NDB). Prussian ambassador in London, 1841-
1854.
7. Humboldt (1845-62), 2.
8. Humboldt (1846-58), 1.

Letter 1860
Baden Powell to Faraday
7 April 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Oxford I April 7, 1846
My dear Sir

Pray accept my best thanks for your kind present which will be
peculiarly valuable to me. 1 am likely to be in London perhaps next week
or soon after & if you will have the goodness to leave it directed to me at
the R. Institn I will call for it. I have also to thank you for your paper1

which 1 am reading with the greatest interest & shall be very glad to find it
possible with any means at my command to repeat & exhibit the main
experiment. I enclose a little paper by a working man of this place who
has devoted his leisure to science.

Believe me I Very sincerely yours I B. Powell

1. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.

Letter 1861
Richard Sheepshanks1 to Faraday
16 April 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

April 16, 1846
My dear Professor Faraday,

I want to know when you can best spare me a few minutes to suggest
the best means of preserving the standard yard which I am commissioned
to make2, in Mr. Baily's3 place. I am in no hurry, can find you at any time &
place, & hope not to engage your attention long. 1 should want two or
three days notice, not living in town, to be sure of keeping my
appointment.

I intend to have bars of different metals & for one object, I must be
able to secure them from the least oxidation. I propose gilding by the
electrotype process but am a little puzzled how to secure them still
further.
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Believe me very truly yours I R. Sheepshanks
14 London Road, Reading.
Professor Faraday.

1. Richard Sheepshanks (1794-1855, DNB). Astronomer.
2. Faraday did see Sheepshanks about the standard yard on 28 April 1846. See Sheepshanks
to Airy, 25 and 28 April 1846, RGO6 / 340, f.772-3, 774.
3. Francis Baily (1774-1844, DSB). Astronomer.

Letter 1862
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet
20 April 1846
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986/989

Royal Institution I 20 April 1846
My dear Sir

I lately sent by the Royal Society a copy of certain papers1 (which I
have recently communicated to that body) to you: they related to the
action of Magnetism on a ray of light & to the magnetic condition of all
matteri.j These I hope you will receive in due time & will accept as a mark
of my deep respect. I have had occasion to use in the investigations
which these papers describe a certain kind of heavy glass which I made
many years ago and of which there is no chance I shall make any more &
probably no one else will make it. Yet is it [sic] the very best substance to
exhibit the new phenomena presented by light. This circumstance has
caused me to divide the portions I possessed into pieces fitted to shew
the effects & I have sent some of these pieces to friends in whose hands 1
thought they might be useful. I have not many of them & therefore can
not be very liberal but in thinking who were the best parties to have the
pieces I could spare you were one who[se] name occurred to me through
Coll. Sabine. So I purpose (if you will let me) to send you a piece but do
not expect great things it may perhaps be about | of an inch square & an
inch & a half long, but with a good electromagnet or a helix you will find it
present all the phenomena I have described. It is seldom that I have used
a larger piece in any of my experiments. I am just now at Brighton but
return tomorrow to London & will then pack it up & search for means of
sending it[.j

Pray remember me to M Plateau if he is near your. I grieve greatly for
his loss of sight. I am not quite sure whether I have sent him a copy of my
paper (for my loss is loss of memory) but the Royal Society has restricted
the privileges of its fellows in this respect2 & I have been unable to send
to many who heretofore have honored me by accepting my papers^

I think I heard that you were likely to be at the meeting of the
Association at Southampton this year & I have hopes of getting there & so
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having the pleasure of meeting you again - but that is some time hence &
the constant failure of hopes & expectations has made me count but little
on the things at a distance. Still it would be a very great pleasure & the
thought is pleasant.

I ought to acknowledge all your kindness in sending me continually
the tracts of your most important exertions and I do thank you heartily
for the books & papers do not estimate my gratefulness by the few words
that I use[.j

I am My dear Sir with great esteem I Your Very Obliged & faithful
Servant I M. Faraday
Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur i Monsieur Quetelet I &c &c &c I Observatory 1
Bruxelles
Postmark: Brighton

1, Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
2. But see letter 1830.

Letter 1863
Jons Jacob Berzelius to Faraday
23 April 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl H84

Stockholm le 23 Avril I 1846.
Monsieur!

Permettez que je vous recommande par ces lignes mon ami Mr.
Adolphe Svanberg1, Professeur de Physique a l'universite d'Upsale, fils du
celebre Geometre du meme nom2. Mr. Svanberg a Fintention de passer
quelque temps a Londres pour y gagner des nouvelles lumieres dans sa
science favorie, et ne saura certainement dans ce point de vue s'adresser
mieux qu'a Vous, dont les decouvertes brillantes continuent a enrichir la
science. Ayez la bonte de lui etre utile par vos lumieres, ainsi que par vos
bons conseils.

Agreez, je vous en prie, l'expression de la haute consideration avec
laquelle j'ai Fhonneur d'etre ! Monsieur I votre tres devoue serviteur i
Jac Berzelius

Address: Monsieur Faraday I Membre de la Societe royale I a I Londres
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TRANSLATION
Stockholm, 23 April I 1846.

Sir,
Allow me to recommend through these few lines my friend, Mr

Adolphe Svanberg1, Professor of Physics at the University of Uppsala, son
of the famous mathematician of the same name2. Mr Svanberg is
intending to spend some time in London to gain new insights into his
favourite science and in this respect could certainly not do better than to
address himself to you, whose brilliant discoveries continue to enrich
science. Please have the kindness to be useful to him through your
knowledge, as through your advice.

Please accept, I ask you, the expression of the high consideration
with which I have the honour of being i Sir I your most devoted Servant I
Jac Berzelius.

1. Adolph Ferdinand Svanberg (1806-1857, P2). Professor of Physics at Uppsala University.
2. Jons Svanberg (1771-1851, P2). Professor of Mathematics at Uppsala University, 1811-
1841.

Letter 1864
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
28 April 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1846 April 28
My dear Sir

There is one modification of the magneto-luminous experiment,
which, so far as I find in your paper1, has not been made, but which is
theoretically important.

It is simply that the plane of original polarization has not been
varied.

When I had the good fortune to see the experiment in your cellar2 -
first the light was polarized by a reflector whose plane was necessarily
fixed - and then it was polarized by Nichol's prism which was not turned
during the experiment.

Now would you do me the favour, when your two Nichol's prisms
are mounted, to try with four positions of the plane of primary
polarization, namely
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and examine the amount and direction of the rotation produced by
putting in action the magnetic current (no circumstance whatever being
varied except the said plane of polarization) and in a single line acquaint
me with the result. I am my dear Sir

Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

My sister desires me to say that she has lost the pleasure of
attending your last Saturday's lecture3 by absence in Suffolk, but she
hopes to avail herself of your kindness now.

1. Faraday (1846b), ERE19.
2. On 30 March 1846. See letters 1850, 1851 and 1853.
3. That is 25 April 1846. This was the first lecture of Faraday's "Course of eight lectures on
Electricity and Magnetism". For his notes see RI MS F4 J6 and for an account see
Lond.Med.Gaz., 1846, 2: 977-82.

Letter 18651

Faraday to George Biddell Airy
29 April 1846
From the original in RGO6 / 463, f.341

Royal Institution 1 29 April 1846
My dear Sir

I will make the experiment you desire2 as soon as 1 can but it will be 7
or 8 days first. In the mean time I may tell you that early in my experiments I
made the plane of polarization (using a reflecting surface glass) revolve
about the line passing from the polarizer to the analyser & eye. Thus
consider first that the polarized ray passed in an invariable horizontal line
in which was the heavy glass or other diamagnetic then the lamp was
placed on the right & on the left & above & below & at intervals of 45° with
these positions the polarizing reflector being turned in a corresponding
degree round the horizontal line as axis. So here were 8 planes of
polarization but in all the phenomena were precisely the same i.e if the
action of the magnetic force was in any one case to cause a rotation of a
certain number of degrees to the right hand, it had precisely the same
effect in any of the other position[s.] It so happened that partly for
convenience with different apparatus & partly on purpose, I did when
using magnets make them as it were revolve about this line of the polarized
ray, placing the body of the horse shoe or other magnet used sometimes
beneath sometimes above sometimes to the right & sometimes to the left
but the effect always was the same.

All these cases may be considered as included in the case of a helix
& Electric current without a magnet see paragraph 21953, because here
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no one plane of polarization can be considered as in any way different
from another all are exactly alike.

I do not know whether these facts answer your inquiries if they do
not then I have probably not understood your question and may not
make exactly the experiment you want - at all events I will make it as soon
as I can unless you think it now unnecessary!.]

Ever Dear Sir I Yours Most Truly 1 M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. Proposed in letter 1864.
3. Faraday (1846b), ERE19, 2195.

Letter 1866
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
29 April 18461

From the original in RG06 / 463, f.342
Dear Airy -1 leave the plate of Quartz which I spoke of take care of it for
me[.] MF

1. Dated on the basis of its position in the manuscript.

Letter 1867
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
29 April 1846
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/36

Trinity House i 29th April 1846
My dear Sir,

The accompanying Bottles of Water have been sent up from the
Smalls Light House, the Keepers at which establishment have,
praiseworthily, become Tea Totallers - they think that it is in some
degree impregnated with Copper - it is very desirable to ascertain if their
suspicion be well founded, and to Contradict their belief if it be not so -
and this from Authority. Will you therefore excuse my troubling you with
the request that you will kindly cause the Contents of the Bottle to be
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subjected to such ordinary tests as may enable you to tell me whether the
Keepers are right or wrong.

Believe me, I my dear Sir, I Very Faithfully Yours i J. Herbert
P.S. I enclose a copy of a Report from the corporation's Superintendent at
Milford1 on the foregoing subject2.
M. Faraday Esq

1. B.H. Bailey.
2. Bailey to Herbert, 19 April 1846, GL MS 30108/1/36.

Letter 1868
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
30 April 1846
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 463, f.343

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1846 April 30
My dear Sir

The experiments which you describe in your letter of yesterday1

meet my wants completely.
The experiment of 21952 may logically be considered as representing

their combination, but the interpretation is not entirely beyond dispute:
while that of the experiments with planes of polarisation really varied is
absolutely beyond dispute.

I am, my dear Sir, i Very truly yours I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. Letter 1865.
2. Faraday (1846b), ERE19, 2195.

Letter 1869
Robert Brown to Faraday
1 May 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl 110

British Museum i May 1st, 46
My Dear Sir

I hope this note, on Sir Stratford Canning's1 Manna2 though of small
importance may reach you in time for this evening's lecture3.

It is certainly from structure, as you inferr'd from chemical evidence
a Lichen, but that Linnean Genus is now considered as a Family
subdivided into numerous Genera & to which of these it belongs I am
unable to determine all the specimens that 1 have seen being without
fruitification.

In general appearance & ramification it approaches to a South
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African species of Stereocaulon though certainly not identical & it may be
not even a congener.

Yours My Dear Sir i most truly i Robt Brown
Mich Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. Stratford Canning (1786-1880, DNB). British ambassador at Constantinople, 1842-1846.
2. See Exodus 16:15. Also mounted in RI MS Fl 110 is a note, dated 9 March 1846, on manna,
possibly in Canning's hand, which describes its origins and use.
3. At the end of the Friday Evening Discourse given by Robert Willis on 1 May 1846 "On the
gradual development of the plan of a medieval church, considered historically", Faraday
described the substance mentioned in this letter. It had come from a famine strickened area
of Anatolia where it was used as food. See Lit.Gaz., 9 May 1846, p.428.

Letter 1870
Faraday to Robert Brown
1 May 1846
From the original in RI MS

R Institution i 1 May 1846
My dear Sir

I have received your note1 & am very much obliged to you for it. I
have sent word of its contents to Lady Canning2[.]

Ever Truly Yours i M. Faraday
Robert Brown Esq i &c &c &c

1. Letter 1869.
2. Eliza Charlotte Canning, nee Alexander (cl807-1882, Malcolm-Smith (1933), 95-6).
Married Canning in 1825.

Letter 1871
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
1 May 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon cher Monsieur,

J'avais promis a mon jeune ami Mr. Alexandre Prevost1 de lui
donner une lettre d'introduction aupres de vous, mais je presume que
son oncle Mr. J.L. Prevost vous l'aura deja presente. Toutefois je ne veux
pas renoncer a cette occasion de vous ecrire quelques mots & je tiens a
vous dire, ce que vous savez probablement deja, que Mr. Alexandre
Prevost qui marche dignement sur les traces de son grand pere Mr. le
prof. Pierre Prevost2, est un des jeunes savants qui honorent le plus notre
pays. II merite tout-a-fait de faire votre connaissance & d'etre l'objet de
votre bienveillante amitie que vous ne refusez jamais a ceux qui sont
sincerement voues a la Science. J'espere que Mr. Prevost aura 1'occasion
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de voir quelques unes de vos belles experiences & qu'il pourra nous
donner a cet egard quelques details a son retour a Geneve. -

Je viens de faire un sejour de trois semaines a Paris. On s'y
entretenait beaucoup de vos belles recherches. MM. Dumas & Regnault3

avec qui je m'en suis particulierement entretenu y mettent un grand
interet. J'ai vu toutes les belles experiences de Mr. Regnault; c'est
admirable de soin & d'exactitude; mais je ne puis trouver, comme je le lui
ai dit, les resultats en rapport avec la grandeur des travaux. En fait de
Science il n'y avait du reste rien de bien nouveau a Paris. Becquerel
travaille toujours ainsi que son fils4; ce sont avec Regnault les deux seuls
qui me semblent s'occuper actuellement de Science d'une maniere
serieuse.

J'ai appris hier par Mr. Grove l'honneur que la Societe Royale vient
de me faire . J'en suis profondement reconnaissant & je tacherai de m'en
montrer digne. Mais il m'est impossible de ne pas voir dans cette
nomination la grande influence d'un homme qui m'a toujours temoigne
une bienveillance si vraie, si complete6; je n'avais pas besoin de cette
nouvelle marque de son amitie pour sentir augmenter chez moi les
sentiments que je porte pour lui dans mon coeur; mais Mr. Faraday me
permettra bien de lui dire que de meme que son amitie pour le fils est une
succession de celle qu'il portait au pere , de meme aussi le fils a herite
des sentiments d'estime & d'affection que le pere avait pour lui.

Veuillez done, mon cher Monsieur, me conserver cette precieuse
affection & me croire votre bien affectueux & respectueux

Auge de Rive
Geneve le lev Mai 1846.
J'ai regu, il y a un mois, votre beau memoire ou plutot vos trios
memoires8; on les traduit dans ce moment pour les inserer dans la Bibl
Univ.9

Address: Monsieur Faraday I Associe Etranger de FAcademie I des
Sciences de Paris &c &c I Londres.

TRANSLATION
My Dear Sir,

I had promised my young friend, Mr Alexandre Prevost1, that I would
give him a letter of introduction for you, but I expect that his uncle, Mr
J.L. Prevost, has already introduced him to you. Nevertheless, I do not
want this opportunity to go by without writing a few words and I would
like to tell you, as you probably know already, that Mr Alexandre Prevost
who is worthily walking in the steps of his grandfather, Prof Pierre
Prevost2, is one of the young savants who most honour our country. He
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certainly merits your acquaintance and the kindly friendship that you
never refuse to those who are sincerely devoted to Science. I hope that
Mr Prevost will have the opportunity to see some of your beautiful
experiments and that he will be able to give us a few details of these on
his return to Geneva.

I have just returned from a three week stay in Paris. Your beautiful
research was much talked about. Messrs Dumas and Regnault3 in
particular were very interested. I saw all Mr Regnault's beautiful
experiments; they were done with admirable care and precision; but I
did not find, as I told him, that the results matched the grandeur of the
work. In terms of Science, there was in fact nothing new in Paris.
Becquerel is still working as is his son4; these along with Regnault seem to
be the only two who are seriously occupied with Science at this time.

I learned yesterday through Mr Grove of the honour that the Royal
Society has just accorded me5.1 am deeply grateful and I shall try to show
myself worthy of it. But it is impossible for me not to see in this
nomination the great influence of a man who has always shown me such
true and complete kindness6; I did not need this new sign of his friendship
in order to feel the sentiments I already have for him in my heart increase;
but Mr Faraday will allow me to say that just as the friendship he shows
to the son is an inheritance of the friendship he showed to the father7, so
the son has inherited the sentiments of esteem and affection that the
father had for him.

Please, therefore, my dear Sir, keep me in your precious affection
and believe me to be your most affectionate and respectful I Auge de la
Rive
Geneva I 1st May 1846
I received a month ago your excellent paper or rather your three papers8

they are being translated at this moment for inclusion in the BiblUniv9

1. Alexandra Pierre Prevost (1821-1873, P2, 3). Swiss physiologist.
2. Pierre Prevost (1751-1839, DSB). Swiss physiologist.
3. Henri Victor Regnault (1810-1878, DSB). Professor of Physics at the College de France,
1841-1854.
4. Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel (1820-1891, DSB). French physicist.
5. De La Rive was elected a Foreign Member of the Royal Society on 23 April 1846. Anon
(1940), 471.
6. Faraday did not sign De La Rive's Certificate. RS MS Cert 9.178.
7. Charles-Gaspard De La Rive (1770-1834, DSB). Swiss chemist.
8. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
9. Faraday (1846g), ERE19; Faraday (1846h).
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Letter 1872
Jane Marcet to Faraday
2 May 18461

From the original in Rl MS JB1/2, p.59
Dear Mr. Faraday

Could you give me permission to attend your lecture this morning2 it
is the only time I should be able to do so before I leave England & I should
be very sorry not to hear you once more before I go; at my time of life
return is so uncertain!

Dear Mr Faraday I Very truly yours I J. Marcet
Saturday 2 May ! Stratton St.

1. Dated on the basis that letter 1873 is the reply.
2. This was the second lecture of Faraday's "Course of eight lectures on Electricity and
Magnetism". For his notes see RI MS F4 J6 and for an account see Lond.Med.Gaz., 1846, 2:
977-82.

Letter 1873
Faraday to Jane Marcet
2 May 1846
From the original in the possession of Tom Pasteur

R Institution I 2 May 1846
Dear Friend

Your request1 is an honor & most grateful to me but do not come
unless you feel quite able. I do not send you a ticket2 because I wish you
to understand that on mentioning your name You & a friend with you
shall always pass here. I so have so given orders

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mrs. Marcet

1. In letter 1872.
2. See note 2, letter 1872.

Letter 1874
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
4 May 1846
From the original in RGO6 / 463, f.344

R Institution I 4 May 1846
My dear Sir

I have just made the experiment with the Polarizing Nicoll piece in
eight positions and find the effect the same in every position . Again
taking the polarizing & eye pieces in any given position I then revolved
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the square prism of heavy glass on the ray passing through it as axis but
without the slightest trace of effect on the ray i.e the ray being affected by
the magnet & glass suffered no further change of any kind by the rotation
of the prismf.j

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. See letters 1864 and 1865.

Letter 1875
Faraday to James Sheridan Muspratt
8 May 1846
From the original in LRO MS 920 MUS 2/28

R Institution i 8 May 1846
Dear Sir

The paper is ready for Dr. Dieffenbach1 when he calls. 1 am very
sorry I cannot put with it a copy of my last experiments2, but the number I
have usually had has been shortened by the Society3 & i am obliged to
contract my list much[.]

As to the Royal I am a bad adviser because I rank as a reformer there
& do not advocate or sign any certificate except of parties who have
communicated a paper to the Transactions^} But a great many enter upon
other conditions & I of course do not oppose themVi

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Muspratt i &c &c &c

1. Ernst Dieffenbach (1811-1855, PI). Professor of Geology at the University of Giessen.
2. That is Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
3. See letter 1830.
4. Muspratt was never elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, though there is no evidence to
suggest that he was nominated.
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Letter 1876
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
8 May 1846
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/36

Royal Institution i 8 May 1846
My dear Sir

Immediately on the receipt of your letter1 & the specimens of water
from the Small's lighthouse I carefully examined the latter and should
have sent the results to you before now had 1 not judged it better to
obtain what information I could from Mr. Wilkins respecting the roof of
the lighthouse that might serve to illustrate the nature of the case.

I received three bottles of water from the Smalls - the following are
their lables [sic] & the results obtained with themu

No.l. "This bottle of water was taken from the Smalls. To be inspected
by the Honorable Corporation; because we find that it contains Verdigris, by
putting soap in it turns green. H. Bourne2 Assistant light keeper". This water
contains a very considerable proportion of copper not as verdigris but as
muriate. It contains also Sulphates & muriates & especially Sea salt.

No.2. Water taken out of the water cask. Small's light{.\ This water
contains a very small trace of copper as a muriate but the proportion is
so minute & unimportant that it required all my care to find it. There were
also Sulphates & muriates of the alkalies & earths but not any thing like
the proportion in the water No.l.

No.3. Water taken out of the Dripstone, Small's light. This water was
quite pure as respects copper but contained the proportion of sulphates
& muriates which is usual in ordinary good waters^]

The water No.l would be poisonous if used for food or drinking & is
manifestly unfit for that or any but very ordinary purposes. No.3 water is
very good & sweet & fit for all uses - but care should be taken (& I
conclude from the Superintendents3 letter4 has been taken) that none of
the water No 1 should run into it. Such arrangements should be made (&
they must be very easy) as that by no forgetfulness or omission any water
like No.l should have access to the supply used for cooking & food. The
water No.2 would be very good for food but for that minute trace of
copper which is probably in it by accident; & it is very good for all
household & ordinary purposes.

As to the cause of the condition of the water No. 1 I cannot perceive
how the use of the ventilation tubes can have any thing to do with it for it
is impossible that the steam & lamp smoke which passes up them can
carry copper with it to the outside though the water which drops from
them on the inside may occasionally be cupreous. On a consideration of
all the circumstances I conclude that the effect has been produced by the
salt & spray of the sea. It is impossible for sea water to come into contact
with copper especially in the air without acting upon it & corroding &
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dissolving the copper. If the wind were to drive a little spray on to a
copper roof or cowl and then a shower of rain washed the surface the
water would contain copper more or less according as the time of contact
between the copper & salt had been longer or shorter - and I conclude
that No. 3 is water produced in a case of this kind because of the Sea salt
which I find in it[.j

Mr. Wilkins has written to the work man who was at the Small's &
has received the following answer from him. "The light keepers at the
Small's are supplied with water for domestic use by the Steamer from
Milford taken out in casks. They also catch the rain from off the lanthorn
& gallery (which is covered with lead) from thence conveyed by a pipe
into a tub. There was no new copper fitted to the roof & all is painted"5.
As the effect of Spray on lead (though not so readily as of copper) would
also be to dissolve gradually traces of that metal I would beg to submit as
a rule in every possible case that no water gathered from lead or copper
roofs & galleries exposed to the spray of the sea be used for culinary
purposes or as food - and that where it must be gathered for domestic
purposes it be not received at the beginning of a shower but only in the
middle or latter end of the period of rain6u

I am My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1867.
2. Unidentified.
3. B.H. Bailey.
4. Bailey to Herbert, 19 April 1846, GL MS 30108/1/36.
5. There is a longer extract of this letter in GL MS 30108/1/36.
6. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in its Minutes, 12 May 1846,
GL MS 30010/35, pp.81-2. It was ordered that a general instruction be prepared for light
keepers on the basis of this letter.

Letter 1877
Lambert-Adolphe-Jaeques Quetelet to Faraday
8 May 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

ACADEMIE ROYALE I DES I Sciences et Belles Lettres
I DE BRUXELLES. I Bruxelles le 8 Mai 1846

Mon cher Monsieur,
Je me trouvais a paris, lorsque Votre lettre du 20 Avril1 est arrive a

Bruxelles, c'est ce qui vous explique le retard que j'ai mis bien
involontairement a repondre aux offres obligeants que vous avez bien
voulu me faire.

J'accepte avec beaucoup de reconnaissance le fragment de verre
que vous voulez bien me destiner, pour repeter Vos belles experiences
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comment Faction magnetique sur la lumiere. Je tacherai de l'employer
utilement et de ne pas me montrer injuste de la faveur que vous voulez
bien me faire. Je vous remercie aussi pour l'envoi de vos differents
memoires2 que j'ai reeus par Fintermediaire de la Societe royale.

Je viens d'ecrire a M. Plateau et de lui faire part du passage de Votre
lettre qui le concerne. Ce que vous me chargez de lui dire, lui fera le plus
grand plaisir, car je sais combien il estime Votre personne et Vos travaux.
II venait de m'ecrire qu'il acheve un nouveau memoire sur Fhydrostation
qu'il m'enverra sous peu ce n'est qu'un fragment d'un travail plus etendu.
Je crois que ses nouvelles recherches Vous feront plaisir. M. Plateau n1a
point perdu de sa ingenuite, ni de la quite meme, malgre l'affreux malheur
qui Fa frappe. il continue a s'occuper de physique avec la meme activite
et s'occupe meme de l'agrandissement de sa famille, car sa lettre que j'ai
regu hier, m'annonce la naissance d'une petite fille qu'il desirait depuis
longtemps.

A mon retour j'ai appris qu'on etablissait ici les telegraphes
electriques de M. Wheatstone3. M. Arago m'a parle a paris du prochain
etablissement des telegraphes entre cette Ville et Bruxelles. nous nous
proposons de les inaugurer par la determination de la longitude des deux
Villes par les signaux electriques.

Je n'ose me promettre le plaisir de vous voir a la prochaine reunion
de F association britannique4; je suis trop surcharge par les travaux que
m'impose la reorganisation de notre academie. Cependant le plaisir de
Vous voir entrerait pour beaucoup dans une determination d'aller en
angleterre.

Croyez, mon cher Monsieur a tout le prix que j'attache a Votre
estime et a vos sentiments de bienveillance et recevez les expressions de
mon devouement le plus respectueux et le plus affectueux i Tout a Vous
! Quetelet

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday Membre i de la societe royale
de Londres &c &c i 21 Albemarle Street I Londres.

TRANSLATION
ACADEMIE ROYALE I DES i Sciences et Belles Lettres I DE

BRUXELLES I Bruxelles 8 May 1846
My Dear Sir,

I was in Paris when your letter of 20 April1 arrived in Brussels which
explains the involuntary delay in responding to the kind offers that you
have wished to make me.

I accept with great gratitude the fragment of glass that you kindly
sent me, to repeat your beautiful experiments such as magnetic action on
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light. I shall try to use it sensibly and not to show myself to be unworthy
of the favour that you have shown me. I thank you also for sending me
various papers2 which I received through the Royal Society.

I have just written to Mr Plateau and I shall let him know of the part
of your letter that concerns him. What you have asked me to tell him will
give him great pleasure, as I know how much he admires you and your
work. He has just written to me telling me of a new paper that he has just
finished on hydrostation, which he will send me shortly; it is but a
fragment of a larger work. I think his new research will give you some
pleasure. M. Plateau has not lost any of his ingenuity, despite the awful
misfortune that has hit him. He continues to apply himself to physics with
the same activity and to the growth of his family, for the letter which I
received yesterday announced the birth of a little girl, something he has
longed wished for.

On my return 1 learned of the establishment of Mr Wheatstone's
electric telegraph3. Mr Arago told me in Paris of the establishment of a
telegraph between that town and Brussels. We propose to inaugurate it
by determining the longitude of both towns by electric signals.

I do not dare promise myself the pleasure of seeing you at the next
meeting of the British Association4.1 am too burdened by work involved
in the reorganisation of our Academie. However, the pleasure of seeing
you would count for a great deal in my decision as to if 1 should go to
England.

Please believe, my dear Sir, the high price that I attach to your
esteem and to your kind sentiments and please accept the expressions of
my most respectful and most affectionate devotion ! Yours I Quetelet.

1. Letter 1862.
2. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
3. A reference to the incorporation of the Electric Telegraph Company. Keive (1973), 43-4.
4. At Southampton.

Letter 1878
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
25 May 1846
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 463, f.345

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1846 May 25
My dear Sir

I return in a separate package by Post (so arranged that, I hope, it
will receive no injury) the equivalent quartz plate1, and in this I offer you
my thanks for the opportunity of trying it. The thickness I find is about
Oin.053. But I think it probable that the equivalency applies to only one
colour. For, it seems to me, the magnetic arrangement separates the
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colours less than the quartz. But I wish that measures were made in
reference to this chromatism.

I have sent to R. Taylor two papers concerning you. One is on the
mathematics of the magnetical twisting2: and it is as dull as other
mathematics. The other3 is a comment upon your radial paper4:
dissenting much, but, 1 hope, in a style which will not be disagreeable
to you.

I am, my dear Sir, i Yours most truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 1866.
2. Airy, G.B. (1846a).
3. Airy, G.B. (1846b).
4. Faraday (1846e).

Letter 1879
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
26 May 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl C14

Royal Institution I 26 May 1846
My dear friend,

1 grieve very much that I have not been able to do anything efficient
in the case of your brother1 for I know how much I can trust your
recommendation and am quite ready to trust my own justification to my
friends upon it. But I do not know Coll. Sutherland2 & cannot therefore
write to him & I have sought amongst my particular friends to find some
one who knows the Coll but have failed. 1 have applied amongst my
military friends at Woolwich to Sir George Whitmore3, Coll. Jones and
Coll. Sabine all of whom would have interested themselves for me if they
had known Colonel Sutherland -1 learn also from Sabine that Coll. Colby4

would not be likely to help me or else I would write to him. I send you
these details that you may see 1 am truly anxious for you but that as yet
my anxiety has been of no avail.

I do not see that you can be wrong in writing respectfully to Coll.
Sutherland and I hope if you do write that you will by his kindness
succeed in your objects

I am I My dear friend I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mr. B. Vincent

1. Unidentified.
2. William Sutherland (d.1862, age 74, GRO, B3). Army colonel.
3. George Whitmore (1793-1862, B3). Colonel Commandant of the Royal Engineers, 1846-
1862.
4. Thomas Colby (1784-1852, DNB). Colonel in Royal Engineers.
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Letter 1880
Charles-Nicolas-Alexandre Haldat Du Lys1 to Faraday
26 May 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

SOCIETE ROYALE I des Sciences, Lettres et Arts I DE NANCY.
I Nancy, le 26 may, 7546

Mr Faraday
Le Secretaire perpetuel I De la Societe Royale des Sciences, Lettres etArts de
Nancy.
Monsieur et Savant academicien

Les differants travaux sur le magnetisme dont vous avez publie les
resultats2 et en dernier lieu - votre importante decouverte de la rotation
du plan de polarisation par le courant magnetique ont tellemant
contribue a fortifier la Theorie de Vuniversalite du magnetisme3 que je
me reprocherais de manquer a un devoir si je ne vous priais d'aggreer
Thommage d'un exemplaire du memoire que je viens de presenter a
l'academie des sciences sur cette importante question4. Veuillez le
recevoire avec l'indulgence dont il a besoin et la bienveillance qui
carracterise les hommes eminents dans la Science par les quels vous
occupez un rang si distingue

j'ai l'honneur d'etre avec une haute consideration votre Serviteur I
C N de Haldat

TRANSLATION
SOCIETE ROYALE I des Sciences, Lettres et Arts i DE NANCY.

I Nancy, 26 May, 1846
Mr Faraday
The Permanent Secretary I of the Societe Royale des Sciences, Lettres etArts
de Nancy.
Sir and Member of the Academy,

The various works on magnetism of which you have published the
results2 and most recently your important discovery of the rotation of the
plane of polarisation by a magnetic current have contributed so much to
strengthen the Theory of the universality of magnetism3 that 1 would
reproach myself for not fulfilling a duty if 1 did not ask you accept the
homage of a copy of a paper that 1 have just presented to the Academie
des Sciences on this important question4. Please accept it with the
indulgence which it needs and the kindness which characterises eminent
men of science, amongst whom you occupy such a distinguished rank.

I have the honour of being, with my high consideration, your servant
I C N de Haldat
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1. Charles-Nicolas-Alexandre Haldat Du Lys (1769-1852, DBF). Physician in Nancy.
2. Faraday (1846b, c, d), ERE19, 20 and 21.
3. Haldat Du Lys (1845a).
4. Haldat Du Lys (1845b, 1846).

Letter 1881
Faraday to William Buchanan
28 May 1846
From the original in the possession of J.M. and Jean Ferguson

R Institution I 28 May 1846
Very dear Brother

Many many thanks for your kind & most affectionate letter - it seems
to me as if you had come back again to us in it, and reminds me of many
things which I hope I shall never forget and in which your true &
brotherly affection shines forth in every remembrancerj May our hopes &
prayers for our meeting once & for ever be accepted of him who can do
such things for us through his Son - and poor John Walker1 rich I trust in
his poverty how such things prove that all things work together for good
(according to the purpose of him who m[a]keth) to them who are called2.

There is nothing new hereui My dear wife is quite well & joins me in
her love to you. 1 am much better the dull fit is going off as I generally find
it does with a little patience but I will not forget what you saidu

Believe me to be i Your Affectionate & grateful i M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. See Romans 8: 28.

Letter 1882
Faraday to Robert Hunt
28 May 1846
From the original in Rl MS Fl C15

R Institution I 28 May 1846
My dear Hunt

I have read your paper1 with care & as I would read one of my own
i.e to criticise its conditions I think it contains most important matter &
my impression is that the chief fact is that of the suppression of chemical
force by magnetic forces as described at the end of the papery The other
effects seem to me to be derived from this - but there are many of your
forms of expression which 1 do not clearly comprehend or which else are
1 think contradictory to each other. I have made pencil marks in every
page but could only discuss the points with you by word of mouth. When
are we to meet for that purpose & when do you come back? Your note
seems to wish me to present the paper at once. De la Beches note seems
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to wish me to give you my view of it. The matter of the paper I think well
worthy of the RS2. i.e you bury some of your facts but the arrangement &
form of it is not such as I would adopt if the paper were mine. I think I
should make the end the beginning - but of this I can say nothing certain
without some clear talk with you as to the meaning of many points & as to
the conclusion or conclusions at which you considered you have arrived.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
R. Hunt Esq 1 &c &c &c

1. Hunt (1846).
2. It was Hunt's intention that Faraday should communicate this paper to the Royal Society
(Hunt to Herschel, 1 June 1846, RS MS HS 10.123) and the paper was sent to the Royal Society
(RS MS CMB 90c, 25 June 1846). However, Hunt later withdrew the paper (Hunt to Weld, 22
October 1846, RS MS MC 4.159).

Letter 1883
Faraday to Caroline Reid
28 May 1846
From the original in the possession of Jan Reid

R Institution ! 28 May 1846
My dear Caroline

This to you both with the earnest wishes & hopes for your
happiness & welfare1 of my dear wife & of Your own Uncle

M. Faraday

1. On her marriage, on 18 June 1846, to Thomas John Fuller Deacon (d.1901, age 78, GRO).
Reid, C.L. (1914).

Letter 1884
Elie Francois Wartmann to Faraday
1 June 1846
From the original in RS MS 241, f.102

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES \ DU i Canton de Vaud
i Lausanne, 1 juin 1846

Monsieur,
La Societe Vaudoise des sciences naturelles constitute en 1815, a

pris dernierement la resolution de creer dans son sein une classe de
Membres honoraires. Successeur de la Societe des sciences physiques
qui florissait dans notre ville des le siecle dernier, elle a voulu que quinze
ans d'existence sous sa forme actuelle et la publication d'un Bulletin de
ses seances qui a commence a paraitre en 1842, temoignassent de sa vie
et de son autorite, avant d'etendre au dehors du Canton le champ de ses
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relations scientifiques. Le moment desire etant venu, le Comite directeur
a soumis a la Societe une liste de Candidats parmi lesquels il a
naturellement porte votre nom. Aujourd'hui j'ai le plaisir de vous
addresser le diplome ci-joint qui vous a ete confere a Funanimite des
suffrages. Vous voudrez bien m'en accuser reception et m'indiquer par
qu'elle voie vous desirez que les Bulletins de la Societe vous soient
expedies.

Je saisis cette occasion de vous assurer, Monsieur, de ma
consideration tres distinguee - et de vous exprimer en mon nom
particulier mes remercimens pour la lettre si obligeante que vous m'avez
fait 1'honneur de m'ecrire I Elie Wartmann

TRANSLATION
SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES i DU I Canton de Vaud

I Lausanne, 1 June 1846
Sir,

The Societe Vaudoise des sciences naturelles which was constituted
in 1815, resolved recently to create in its midst a class of Honorary
Members. As a successor to the Societe des sciences physiques which
has flourished in our town since the last century, it wanted fifteen years
of existence in its current form and the publication of a Bulletin of its
meetings which first appeared in 1842, to testify to its life and to its
authority, before stretching its field of scientific relations beyond the
Canton. The desired moment having come, the Executive submitted to
the Society a list of candidates in which, naturally, you were included.
Today I have the pleasure of sending you the enclosed certificate which
was conferred on you unanimously. Please confirm its arrival and let me
know how you would like us to send the Society Bulletin to you.

I take this opportunity to assure you, sir, of my most distinguished
consideration and to express to you my personal thanks for the kind
letter that you did me the honour of writing 1 Elie Wartmann

Letter 1885
Faraday to William Robert Grove
5 June 1846
From the original in RI MS G F18

Royal Institution I 5 June 1846
My dear Grove

I thank you for your intended kindness but must not allow you to
name me as a Committee man1. My health will not allow it & 1 may not
permit myself even now ever to attend any of the actual Committees on
which my name stands. 1 rejoice to hear of any attempt to reinvigorate the
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Royal Society but I am afraid that any measures which would meet with
my views would also be thought very strong. Nevertheless I do think that
strong measures are required and above all a limitation of fellows2. Where
is the honor of being one of 800 men of Science? Above all it is necessary
to renew the affection & if I may so say the loyalty of men of Science for
the Royal Society & so to destroy & replace that growing indifference
which I think now exists. This will be a very difficult thing to do and
cannot be done without a change in the Society itself. But I ought not to
say such things since I refuse to work in the cause. In former years 1
would gladly have been active but depressing influences in the Society
itself were against it and my time is now gone by.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq i &c &c &c

1. The Committee to review the Charter of the Royal Society. See Hall, M.B. (1984), 80-1.
2. This was achieved by limiting election to fifteen Fellows per year.

Letter 1886
Faraday to Thomas Phillipps
11 June 1846
From the original in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson c.494, f.31

Royal Institution I 11 June 1846
My dear Sir Thomas

I understand you has a M.S. which Professor Bonanini1 wishes most
earnestly to see2 & that you have said you would most willingly shew it to
him if he came to England. In respect of this MS. I have been asked
whether I could give a letter of introduction to you, for a lady, a friend of
Professor Bonanini's, that she might examine the MS. & report to the
Professor^ Under these circumstances I thought I had better write to you
first. The lady is Mrs. Young and is for a week or two with Miss Plummer3

20 Margaret Street, Cavendish Squares
I am My dear Sir Thomas I Ever Very Truly Yours ! M. Faraday

Sir Thos. Phillipps Bart I &c &c &c

1. Francesco Bonaini (1806-1874, DBI). Italian historian.
2. See Young to Phillipps, 17 June 1846, Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson d.141, f.206-7 where she
said she would like to see MS Payne 2582 Statuta Civitatis Pisanae an 1186 Codex
Menbrancius Scali XII fol for a book of Chronicles of Pisa on which Bonaini was working
(probably Bonaini (1854-7)). She did not, in the end, see the MS; Young to Phillipps, 19
September 1846, Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson d.141, f.216.
3. Unidentified.
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Letter 1887
Thomas Phillipps to Faraday
12 June 1846
From the original copy in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson e.379, f.97v-8r
To Sir Michael Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle St
My dr Sir Michael (M[iddle]H[ill] 12 JuneQ]

Your letter1 has at last found its right owner, after having made a
voyage to the other Sir Thos Phillips2 in the King's Bench.

I shall be most happy to see Mr Bonanini3 or the Lady his Pioneer, if
they will do me the honor to visit my Maison de Campagne where I shd be
glad to see you also. Will you let me know the name of the MS4, that I may
search for it & get it ready for Mr Bonanini or Mrs Young.

I hope yr Institution is going on flourishingly!.]
Believe me ever i My dear Sir I most faithfully Your's I Thos

Phillipps
PS The course for all travellers to me here is by Great Western to
Cheltenham on Tuesdays Thursdays or Saturdays in time for the coach at
4 oClock p.m. from Cheltenham to Broadway.

1. Letter 1886.
2. Thomas Phillips (1801-1867, DNB). Barrister.
3. Francesco Bonaini (1806-1874, DBI). Italian historian.
4. See note 2, letter 1886.

Letter 1888
Faraday to Sophia Romilly1

13 June 1846
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution i 13 June 1846
My dear Mrs. Romilly

All the day long I have [been] striving to reach your house & could
not because of the lecture2 & friends who kept me after it, & my wife also
has been prevented from calling for me by having to do part of my friend
work here [sic]. I wished to learn if Mrs. Marcet was still with you &
(remembering a wish expressed by her on a former occasion3) to say that
on Tuesday4 next at 11 o elk I should be shewing the diamagnetic & other
phenomena to a few friends in the Lecture room. There will not be more
than 12 or 15 persons and if inclined & well enough to come My old friend
would find herself quite at home[.]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Mrs. Romilly I Stratton Street
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1. Sophia Romilly nee Marcet (b.1809, Polkinghorn (1993), 36). Daughter of Jane Marcet.
2. This was the last lecture of Faraday's "Course of eight lectures on Electricity and
Magnetism". For his notes see Rl MS F4 56 and for an account see Lond.Med.Gaz., 1846, 3:
523-9.
3. Possibly a reference to Marcet's attendance at Faraday's demonstration of the magneto-
optical effect on 30 March 1846. See letters 1852 and 1853.
4. That is 16 June 1846.

Letter 1889
Faraday to Thomas Phillipps
16 June 1846
From the original in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson c.494, f.33

Royal Institution 1 16 June 1846
My dear Sir Thomas

I have this moment received yours1 & thank you for all your
kindness. Though with regret I must give up your note for on the whole I
think I cannot do better than send it to the Lady2 & let it be her passport
to you. You honor me with a title that is not mine nevertheless I open
your letter & accept with thanks all your kindness[.]

Ever Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Sir Thos Phillipps Bart i &c &c &c

1. Letter 1887.
2. Mary Young.

Letter 1890
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
26 June 1846
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, p.206-7

Royal Institution I 26th June 1846
My Dear Sir,

The ventilating system which had been honoured with the
approbation of the Trinity House was arranged experimentally &
practically for such lamps as were used in the lighthouses namely
Argand burners consuming Sperm oil at a certain rate per hour. A
ventilating Tube | of an inch in diameter was found sufficient inasmuch as
it neither hastened the combustion in the lamp nor allowed any of its
products to escape into the lanthorn. As soon as I made the trials of
vegetable oil burned in Mr. Wilkins's lamps which have been already
reported to the Trinity Board1 and with the Idea that such lamps might
perhaps be used in the lighthouses 1 began to consider what might be the
relation of the ventilating tubes to them, for it was not likely that the tube
which was not too large for a lamp burning a certain amount of oil should
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be large enough for another lamp burning half as much more oil in the
same time & therefore requiring at least half as much more air to be
supplied to it and taken from it. I have therefore had one of Mr. Wilkins's
lamps put up with a | of an inch ventilating tube over it and yesterday
examined the power of the arrangementu As I expected the tube does not
take off all the results of combustion a little escapes continually at the
side which may be perhaps a tenth of the whole and this by a sudden gust
of wind or the opening of a door or other circumstances may be
increased occasionally for a moment or two. A tube fit to carry off the
products of combustion of the vegetable oil lamps should be at least one
inch or 1-fc in diameter.

Now I should not think it necessary (on the whole) to change any of
the tubes which are already erected even though the lamps beneath them
may be changed but 1 should much regret the future application of
ventilating tubes | of an inch in diameter to lamps burning half as much
more oil as the present lamps. In every such case therefore I would beg to
recommend tubes 1^ of an inch in Diameter to be applied2!.]

I am my dear Sir t your faithful Servant I (signed) M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esqre I &c &c &c

1. Letters 1773 and 1776.
2. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in its Minutes, 30 June
1846, GL MS 30010/35, p. 120. It was ordered to be referred to the Deputy Master (John Henry
Pelly), Wardens and Light Committees. The Wardens Committee Minutes, 21 July 1846, GL
MS 30025/17, p.334 ordered that the tubes recommended by Faraday be applied in the
future.

Letter 1891
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
2 July 1846
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/39

Trinity House I 2d July 1846
My dear Sir,

I was much obliged by your Memorandum or letter of observations
respecting the diameter of the Ventilating Tubes1 when applied to lamps
differing from the ordinary Argand Lamp:- it is important they should be
attended to for the future, and 1 read the paper at the last Board.

I hope you are deriving both pleasure and advantage from your visit
to Cromer - we have no Commission to give you, - but we do hope that
you will visit all the Light Houses which may be within your reach,- and
favor us with any observations respecting them which may occur to you.

I send you annex'd the Copy of some remarks recently made by
Capt. Stephenson2 when recently at the So. Foreland3. You are aware that
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the High Light is dioptric & that your ventilating apparatus for lamps in
use with that description of apparatus has been applied thereat.

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Very faithfully Yours I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq

1. Letter 1890.
2. Daniel Stephenson (d.1846, age 77, GentMag., 1847, 27: 214). An Elder Brother of Trinity
House, 1819-1846, Chaplin [1950], 84, 89.
3. In GL MS 30108/1/39.

Letter 1892
Jane Jennings to Faraday
13 July 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Cork July 13
Dear Sir

An almost irresistible desire compels me to address you in hopes I
may be able to suggest what may be beneficial to your health. 1 have read
with the deepest interest your late discoveries and felt pain when I read
your note saying that your memory and health were not so good as
formerly1 - immediately on reading this I longed to ask you had you ever
tried mesmerism, but feared that even if you were inclined to try it -
where could a good mesmeriser be found for the mesmerism of an
unhealthy person is most injurious I said to myself. I now write because
having had a pretty long experience in practical mesmerism, and having
by its means cured some diseases considered as incurable I feel I can no
longer be silent and am now anxious to ask you to try what I would hope
might do you good next to mesmerism that is simple galvanism so gentle
as barely to be felt, I have induced the mesmeric sleep by galvanism thus
applied[.j The experiment was suggested by Dr. Ashburner who
succeeded in inducing sleep by applying the positive end of a galvanic
battery on the back of the neck the negative end on the feet - reversing
the experiment caused the sleeper to awake. Are you aware that if the
eyes are weakened by over exercise the memory becomes also
weakened? such is the case however - and now dear Sir you will smile
perhaps at a total stranger taking so deep an interest in the restoration of
your health but for many years I have felt an anxiety about your health
which I cannot well account for - if you were a believer in mesmerism I
would say perhaps there was mesmeric sympathy. (I have felt actual
physical pain from sympathy with those in pain.) I fear that you are now
over exerting yourself attend to the counsel of a friend who injured her
own health by over mental exertion some years ago. For the last 19
months I have been daily engaged mesmerising the poor for various
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diseases - and have so far been very fortunate in being the means of
curing - one case of St. Vitus's dance one of Epilepsy - a most frightful case
of nervous spasms, a case of great depression of spirits, pain in the back
and dimness of sight for five years. This latter case was cured in five
mesmerisings and there has been no return for twelve months. I do not
know if you are inclined to believe or to laugh at the healing power
ascribed to mesmerism I hope the former - if the latter I would ask you
have you tried galvanism very gently continued for half an hour daily the
positive end of the battery on the back of the neck the negative end to be
held in the hands. This induced a few days since a deep sleep in a patient
of mine she is a somnambulist and when asleep told me she got warm and
felt just as if I had mesmerised her to sleep - the negative end if placed on
the neck I find with Dr. Ashburners produces wakefulness - amongst my
poor patients I possess one singularly sensitive when in the mesmeric
sleep. She is a young women in humble life most truthful & amiable have
long known her the wife of a working shoemaker she was almost dying of
asthma and rheumatism when her brother-in-law happened to read some
newspaper article on mesmerism and tried to mesmerise his sister &
succeeded in inducing a very deep sleep out of which she awoke greatly
relieved and at length was by mesmerism restored to health - when
asleep she manifested the singular phenomena of describing places she
had never herself seen - this power she lost in a sleep in which she got a
fright - after some time the power of introvision manifested itself, she has
cured many persons by her prescriptions - her advice has done so much
good that 1 keep an account of her prescriptions. No one for a
considerable time has mesmerised her but myself as this singular power
is said to be lost under different mesmerisers - she is never mesmerised
to gratify curiosity - of late her health has been delicate in consequence of
being in bad confined air and she has requested mesmerism so that I take
the opportunity when her own health requires mesmerism to bring her
any friends who are in need of her advice. When in the sleep one day she
told me never to tell her when awake what she said in her sleep as it
would injure her - an ablution of cold water with drinking one or two
tumblers of water before breakfast she recommends to most of those she
prescribes for she never prescribes medicine having in her waking state a
horror of medicine - one of her prescriptions a few weeks since was so
diametrically opposed to that of two medical men that I will just tell it to
you. A lady a friend of mine was under the care of two medical men for a
pain in the calf of her leg so severe that she could not move or touch it -
they could not discover the cause of the pain and ordered perfect rest
and friction of some linament, but all in vain the confinement and anxiety
of mind as she feared she would never recover the use of her leg, quite
took her appetite. I then offered when next I mesmerised my patient for
her own health to bring her to examine my friends leg - as soon as my
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patient was in the mesmeric sleep she examined my friends leg and
stomach and head her head was in a good state she said but her stomach
was very bilious, to cure this she prescribed an emetic of two tumblers of
warm water to be at once taken to tickle her throat - to do the same the
next day & the day following with regard to her leg it was not of much
consequence it was only some of the veins that were out of order to walk
no matter what pain it gave her or she would be injured, to stupe it with
equal parts of very hot water and vinegar, using friction of a flannel dipt in
the vinegar and water downwards from under the knee down to the feet
for 15 minutes night and morning. My friend finding that she was only
getting worse under the advice of her two medical men both surgeons
resolved to follow my patients advice; but when she attempted to put her
feet to the ground the pain was very severe however she persevered and
in a short time was able to walk about her room with but little pain and
that evening took a walk next was nearly well - several of her
prescriptions have been of great use to others as well as to those to
whom they were directly given. I am thinking that perhaps if you were
willing to confide to me perhaps my patient might do you good. Since
I was very young I have had a great desire to try and cure persons -
and if I had not been a women, 1 would have been a physician I
consider myself an old women now having for so many years being
thus engaged - not in giving medicine (for 1 consider nature is our best
physician) but in urging on all who come to me for advice to live
temperately - drink water freely take no stimulants, except very very
weak tea and coffee and to have more influence with our poor who
take to excess all stimulants, I have been a teetotaller even before
Father Matthew2 and for the last 3 years have not tasted tea or coffee
that I might induce others to take it weak. I enjoy the best health &
spirits more particularly since I have become a mesmeriser I would
not enter into these particulars but I have been unconsciously led to
do so I must conclude by again saying that reading your writings for
so many years and having long felt grieved at your health not being
good - you have become to me a friend an unknown one it is true but
one I cannot help feeling very much interested in. I am no longer
young but I feel as I grow older that "the world is our country and all
mankind our countrymen"3[.| Hoping you are not under the care of
medical men unless they be Hydropathists & mesmerisers and
galvanisers 1 beg to remain with sentiments of esteem and respect

Yours truly I Jane Jennings
I enclose my address - should you favor me with a line.
You are I think acquainted with Sir Robert Kane and with Mr. W. Hincks4

Editor of the Inquirer they are both particular and intimate friends of
mine and of my family.
I open this to make a remark that persons who live in houses with the
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walls painted with lead paints have been injured - will iron vessels be
found more healthful? it would also be desirable to find out.

Endorsed by Faraday: Mesmeric stuff I Jennings 1
Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution ! 21 Albemarle Street
London
Postmark: 17 July 1846

1. Faraday (1846c), ERE20, note to paragraph 2308.
2. Theobald Matthew (1790-1856, DNB). Temperance campaigner.
3. A slight misquotation from the Prospectus of The Liberator, 15 December 1837.
4. William Hincks (1794-1871, DNB). Dissenting minister.

Letter 1893
Jane Jennings to Faraday
27 July 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
(This requires no answer)
Miss Jane Jennings I Brown Street I Cork I Ireland
My dear Sir

I would not think it right, knowing how much your time is engaged,
to write to you again1; but this note requires no answer - and will not
require more than a few moments to read - as I will try and write very
briefly. I hope you will not think me presumptuous in thinking that any
facts I could tell you would weigh upon your mind and yet a hope is felt
that ere long you will see for yourself in some nervously susceptible
patient, where there cannot be any delusion many of the mesmeric
phenomena - since I wrote last to you I have further verified some of
Baron Reichenbach's2 experiments. My most sensitive patient, I was
about to mesmerise but before doing so, I gave into her hands to hold a
horse shoe magnet of about lOlbs in weight made of 3 pieces screwed
together about 10 inches in length I asked her how did it feel she said
'warm' 1 then touched it to her forehead she said the same I began to
think she was not susceptible enough unless asleep where her head
unconsciously followed it, at last 1 thought of applying it to the back of
her neck when she shrank away from it saying I burned her she was
awake while 1 was making these experiments. 1 then said I would again
just touch it on her neck but she evidently could not bare it without pain
and involuntarily moved from it saying it was too hot. I then induced the
mesmeric sleep by the usual passes - and got a friend to hold the the
north and south poles alternately to the sides of her head she followed
both equally I asked her why she kept moving her head she said she
moved it after heat she felt. The magnet was then laid on a table behind
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her so that were her eyes open she could not possibly see it or any
person touching it. There was no looking glass in the room and my
patient was sitting with her back to the h[e]arth at which side the
windows were so that by no possibility could she see. My sister took up
the magnet and made a few passes at about 2 inches from her, down the
back of her head and back she soon leaned forward away from the passes
I asked her the reason of her leaning forward "there is something hot
running down my back" was her reply - if the room be darkened she sees
sparks from the end of it and also from some of my fingers - her health at
present requires mesmerism she has no idea of the experiments I try as I
never speak of them to her - and she never remembers, any thing, when
awake that passes in her sleep waking state. In her case there can be no
deception she is in humble life has been saved she says from death by
mesmerism and finds her health always strengthened by a mesmeric
sleep, she is naturally rather chilly a mesmeric sleep makes her glow all
over and the warmth there obtained continues for many hours - she feels
much warmer since I have adopted the plan of placing the tips of the
fingers of my right hand on the back of her neck the other hand gently
resting on her forehead and front part of her head -1 can demesmerise
any part of this patient - so as to make her hear, taste, or see - her
sympathy of taste is exquisite, if I demesmerise her mouth, and if I place
my fingers on the back of her neck - it is very strange that her two sisters
have also manifested mesmeric phenomena - and all have been greatly
benefited by mesmerism. I can recollect when I doubted the truth of many
of the mesmeric phenomena -1 became very slowly a convert -1 attended
two public exhibitions but was not convinced and have smiled at the
credulity of a friend who believed in the phenomena of intro-vision &c &c
I can then fully enter into your state of mind - but I confess I am most
anxious for you to be fully convinced all truth must be valuable if the
mesmeric phenomena be proved to be true what an immense amount of
good will result - "it is more blessed to give than to receive"3 I feel the
truth of this beautiful passage for never have I felt so happy or enjoyed
such good health as since I have become a mesmeriser I have instructed
four ladies friends of mine, how to mesmerise and two of them have had
their own health and spirits improved - to mesmerise well, exercise in the
open air must be taken before and after mesmerising, I will as briefly as I
can tell you of the manner in which I became convinced of some of the
phenomena of mesmerism. 1 began to mesmerise last Christmas
twelvemonth - my patient was a poor epileptic women I was joint
mesmeriser of this poor women with a man in humble life who was a
printer and having read in a newspaper of some mesmeric accounts he
thought he would try and mesmerise his sister-in-law who was all but
dying of asthma and rheumatism, it was melancholy he told me to witness
her sufferings. The first time he mesmerised her she became very much
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excited and on awaking got into hysterics - but even this one step greatly
benefited her she said her chest opened, she was mesmerised a few more
times and rapidly improved in health and manifested sympathy of taste
and described most accurately places she had never seen - this power
she suddenly lost from a fright - her health being now restored she was
only occasionally mesmerised - her sister Mrs. H. had epilepsy but would
not allow herself to be mesmerised as the phenomena her sister
manifested alarmed her - however she one evening accompanied her
husband to see him mesmerise the poor epileptic I was the mesmeriser
this evening and Mrs. H. said to her husband that she would not be afraid
of mesmerism if I were to mesmerise her - she was a most gentle and
prepossessing looking young women - living in constant dread of an
epileptic attack, she had been attacked with epilepsy about 3 years but
from childhood had suffered from extreme nervousness afraid to remain
in a room by herself - if the wind blew at night much she never ventured
to go to bed if she ever stooped her head felt giddy - medical advice
suggested keeping a section constantly open in the back of her head - she
also suffered much from a constant feeling of chilliness and cold feet her
age about 25 had 3 children. I at once consented to mesmerise her
without the most distant hope of her exhibiting any of the mesmeric
phenomena - five minutes mesmerising sent her to sleep from which she
at first woke of herself but soon the sleep became much deeper so that
she required to be de-mesmerised towards the close of the sixth sitting
she became burning hot and asked me for a drink of water saying she
never felt so hot as she then felt. I was sure she was awake but that she
could not open her eyes as is usual until de-mesmerised on fully de-
mesmerising her I remarked to her how hot she got and how very thirsty
she appeared to have been - she said she got very hot but did not feel
thirsty I at once felt that she was unconscious of having taken any water -
when asleep the next day I asked her did she remember taking a tumbler
of water the day before when asleep she at once said yes & that she had
never felt so hot - she then conversed freely when she awoke 1 did not tell
her of her having become a somnambulist - as she did not like the idea of
her sister having had any phenomena some days after it occurred to me
to try if she had sympathy of taste a little sugar happened to be near me I
held her hand in mine and tasted the sugar I soon perceived her mouth
moving and when I asked the reason she said she was eating sugar I can
give you no idea of my delight for I never anticipated being so fortunate
as to have a patient with any of the mesmeric phenomena, knowing how
rare they were I tried her then with various flavours and she could tell
every thing I tasted or drank and when I have sometimes said to her 'you
are not eating any thing' she would insist she was so entirely did she
sympathise with me -1 asked her one day if she would have any objection
to know when she was awake that she had sympathy of taste - she said
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she would not like to know she had it, so that to the present moment she
is quite ignorant of her having sympathy of taste she became aware that
she spoke in her sleep having told me a circumstance but as many
persons do that she did not much mind it however I never spoke of it to
her until one day that she came to me in great agony from tooth ache, she
had tooth ache occasionally but mesmerism always relieved her, so great
was her dread of pulling out the tooth that she never had courage to go
and get it out until this very morning when having passed a terrible night
and still suffering in the morning she at last got courage to go and get it
taken out - the dentist broke it but without being able to draw it, it was a
jaw tooth and very firmly in - almost in agony she came to ask my advice. I
said I would try and put her to sleep she said the pain was so severe she
was sure I could not put her to sleep. I said 'let me try' she consented it
required a much longer time than usual to induce the mesmeric sleep -
but immediately all pain ceased - from previous experiments I had made
with her I feared that she only felt pain if I were pained, directly she did
not feel pain. I then asked her would she like the tooth to be drawn, she
said yes as it would not give her any pain while asleep. I regretted much
not being able to apply to any medical friend, those who believe in
Mesmerism are so few. I then awoke her and for the first time told her that
she told me in the sleep that if then drawn it would not give her any pain -
the sleep had quite relieved the pain - however I told her if I could get a
certain medical friend a believer in Mesmerism to draw the tooth for me I
would send for her - fortunately I soon after met with Dr. Fowkes4 of
Cologne who has done much good as a mesmeriser he at once offered to
draw the tooth if I could get him instruments I went for my patient and
told her that if asleep she would not have any pain the dread too of
passing another night of pain made her willing. I tried to induce sleep in
the usual way but, all in vain, the dread of the operation prevented the
deep mesmeric trance from being induced, she was unwilling to have it
drawn saying she felt as if a mountain were down upon her and that she
would feel pain - of course Dr. F. and I agreed it ought not to be done. 1
awoke her and told her what she said - she awoke very nervous Dr. F. at
once said to her that he would not draw it but desired me to induce sleep
again to calm the nervous state she was in I soothed her and said the
tooth should not be drawn. I then induced the sleep which soon became
so very deep that she asked me to get it drawn saying it would not give
her any pain, fortunately Dr. F. had not gone away he asked her to let him
try the instrument on the tooth which was very firmly in - having a great
dread of seeing a tooth drawn I said if he did not require my assistance I
would not remain - Dr. F. said "just remain while 1 try on the instrument"
my hand was under her head I turned my head away not to see him even
do this and before a moment of time had elapsed he shewed me the tooth
her head did not move on my hand 1 at once resumed the passes lest she
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might awaken and asked her if it gave her any pain drawing the tooth she
said she did not feel at all; but she felt the gum rubbed but no pain and
had it been drawn in the morning she would not have felt the gum but it
was not pain - had she been awake she would have suffered a great deal
she said after sleeping for 20 minutes she asked me to awaken her saying
she felt quite well. I did so but resolved not to tell her that the tooth had
been drawn - when she was awake I asked how she felt, and if she had any
pain - ' i feel quite well I have no pain at all" is it not better I said to have it
drawn? "oh no, I have such a dread of getting it out and you mesmerised
the pain away the last time I had not it for two months" and you will not
allow the doctor to draw it? "I cannot indeed I will wait till the pain comes
again". Dr. F. & I asked her various questions but in vain she had not the
most remote idea that the tooth was drawn she put on her bonnet and
prepared to go away when at last Dr. F. shewed her the tooth - her delight
as you may imagine was great, as the dread of getting out this tooth had
often haunted her - to this moment she is perfectly unconscious that she
has most exquisite sympathy of taste of touch, and of smell - there cannot
be delusion here I can make any part of her rigid by a few passes no one
has ever mesmerised her but myself and the phenomena have been
manifested more than 30 times I think, as I often excuse myself trying
them - but I ought to tell you that she is I think entirely cured of Epilepsy -
is no longer afraid of wind, can stoop her head without the slightest
inconvenience is no longer nervous in any way but is cheerful and happy
and has lost all dread of any return of the epileptic attacks. I saw her in
one of them it was a fearful sight - she has been free from even the least
symptom for 12 months, I still occasionally mesmerise her as a sleep
always delights her and after this disease mesmerism should be
continued for a time her sister Honora my clairvoyant knows that she
possesses extraordinary power when in the mesmeric sleep as she has
been again and again told it - her power of describing distinct places she
lost from a fright - her powers of intro-vision was most unexpectedly
manifested one day that I asked her to assist me to try and mesmerise a
lady suffering from epilepsy having read that few could resist a mesmeric
chair. I first mesmerised Honora (the name of my clairvoyant) then
directed her to hold the hands of this lady while 1 made passes before
her, which holding her hands she turned to me and said "I thought of
looking into her and it frightened me" I got alarmed lest the lady might
hear and at once awoke her, we entirely failed in inducing sleep in the
lady, I was at this time but a mere novice in mesmerising, and foolishly
thought that Honora might when awake remember what she had seen in
her sleep that had so alarmed her - but of course she could not remember
having said or seen anything in despair 1 knew not what (to) do I went to
take a walk into the country when I recollected that if I again put her to
sleep she would remember every thing she had seen or said in the
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previous sleep. I returned to her and asked her to allow me to put her to
sleep for a few minutes when she told me she had got a great fright that
the lady had a very dark color inside and then so graphically described
the appearance of a certain part inside near the heart that I felt I could
have painted from her vivid description - there was a large mass of matter
black in the middle then brown and yellow towards the edges occupying
that part called the spleen - the epileptic attacks she said proceeded from
this - again she said that it looked frightful, suggested various things to be
done - when I awoke her I again foolishly told her what she had described
to me as having seen, when next asleep she warned me never to tell her
what she saw or said when in the sleep or it would injure her - this advice
I have since attended to -1 afterwards asked the epileptic lady had she
ever felt a pain any where "never", she said, "except here before 1 get an
attack" and placed her hand on the very spot Honora had pointed out. I
could fill pages of her discoveries - being verified - one day she was
examining a lady who was very nervous Honora said that her chest was
also affected the lady said no that nothing was the matter with her but
great nervous depression, I at once said 'for once Honora is wrong' and
said to Honora 'the lady says that there is nothing the matter with her
chest' "but there is indeed for 1 see it" was her reply. I again said to the
lady I have never known her wrong, do you ever feel your chest
uncomfortable? "Now 1 recollect", she said, "that very morning on
awaking I have a fit of coughing and expectorate a good deal but I never
thought any thing about it my nervousness is all I think of" - she has
mental sympathy with some persons - can give an admirable sketch of the
temper and disposition if holding the hands - but in her waking state she
is a simple minded unintellectual person fond only of doing needle work -
her countenance when asleep is much more attractive than when awake -
I one day when she was asleep asked her how she felt on going into the
mesmeric sleep - "just as I feel at going to sleep at any time but then 1
wake up" mesmeric sleep it is said begins and ends in natural sleep - but
for this susceptible family I should have enjoyed but very few
opportunities of seeing the mesmeric phenomena - for although two
young ladies friends have also manifested sympathy of taste & they have
refused to be again mesmerised being rather ashamed of possessing the
mesmeric phenomena - the Revd. John Burnett5 of Camberwell is on a
visit with friends of mine and has become a believer from what he has
seen here - the servant in the house having also manifested several of the
phenomena - Intro-vision is a rare talent -1 fear I have wearied you forgive
me and believe me yours very sincerely

Jane Jennings
If you ever become a believer do tell me.
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Endorsed by Faraday: Mesmeric I Jennings 2
Address: Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I 21 Albemarle Street
London
Postmark: 27 July 1846

1. See letter 1892.
2. Carl Ludwig Reichenbach (1788-1869, DSB). Chemist and mesmerist.
3. Acts 20: 35.
4. Unidentified.
5. John Burnet (1789-1862, Bl). Pastor of Mansion House Chapel, Camberwell, 1830-1853.

Letter 1894
Henry May1 to Faraday
6 August 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

5 Brunswick Place I City Road Aug 6th 1 1846
Sir

1 entreat your pardon for the trouble I am giving you. I have a new
Gas and such as has never yet I believe been approached for power and
purity - it has three and a half times the power of the present Gas and
with the same burner consumes but three and a half feet in the time that
five feet is consumed of the present Gas - it is so pure, without the
slightest purification, that it is perfectly innoxious and will neither tarnish
gold or silver nor will it injure the violet colour, it is manufactured with
the utmost simplicity, and strange as it may appear it does not condense.
I have some that has been made nine weeks next monday2 and it has not
wasted the eighth of an inch in a circular Gas holder 26 Inches in diameter
on at least 30 Gallons of water, it is not made from coal and its brilliancy
is surprising.

I am not a rich man and am desirous to better the condition of
myself and family by it - and seeing that you have been continuing the
purification of Gas in Buckingham Palace3 &c -1 am certain for the Houses
of Parliament - Palaces Churches - Theatres - Mansions and Club Houses
saying nothing of the Banking houses and all large establishments -
nothing has ever yet been discovered to compare to it. I address you as a
gentleman of honor of whom 1 have heard so much (my wife being a
cousin of Marsh's whose death4 no doubt was known to you from other
sources than the newspapers, and who I believe learnt under you the
chief knowledge he possessed in Chemistry)u

I shall be glad that you should share the emoluments, as coming on
the world from you will at once stamp its fame (and of course I am
assuming that you find all I state correct before you sanction it with your
high name) its merits 1 have no fear for. I have kept it before for 9 weeks &
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found it much better for keeping, if I can venture to say so much of an
article so pure and so good immediately it is made - if you will favour me
with an interview I shall be happy to wait on you and give reference to my
respectability. I see by todays paper that there is some difference in "the
powers that be", respecting the lighting the new houses of Parliament5;
again entreating your pardon and indulging the hope of a reply from you
at your earliest convenience.

I have the honor to be 1 Sir Your Obedient Servant I Henry May
To I Farraday Esq i Professor &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. That is 10 August 1846.
3. Faraday's ventilation tubes were employed in the new gas lighting of Buckingham Palace.
See Times, 27 July 1846, p. 5, col. a.
4. On 21 June 1846.
5. See Times, 6 August 1846, p.2, col. e.

Letter 1895
William Whewell to Faraday
7 August 1846
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.56

Cliff Cottage, Lowestoft I Aug. 7, 1846
My dear Sir

I am looking forwards with great interest, as I suppose all persons
who care for science are, to the continuation of your magnetical
researches and speculations; and especially to those which refer to
light. The establishment of a connection between magnetical and optical
polarity appears to me a capital point, and the laws of this connection
must have a wide bearing on our philosophy. I do not know if you have
made any further examination of the amount of the deviation of the plane
of polarization in your experiments (2152)1 and especially of its amount
for different colours. I believe one difficulty in the way of measuring this
amount is the feebleness of the action which rotates the plane of
polarization. It occurs to me that perhaps you may find some good
suggestions as to the mode of making such experimental measures in
Biot's researches on a similar subject, the circular polarization of fluids.
When he analyzed the emergent ray by a double refracting prism he
obtained the two images, neither of which vanished at any angle in
consequence of the different amount of rotation of the plane for different
colours. But he observed the extraordinary image when it became
darkest, and noted the series of colours before and after this point, which
are blue, very dark purple, red; and thus was able to measure the amount
of rotation in different cases. His account of these experiments is in the
Memoires of the Institut, Math et Phys. Tom XIII. p. 49 (1835)2[.) The
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relative rotation of different colours & other modes of experimenting
must be used. You will see that Airy considers the determination of this
point as very important3. 1 found after I had sent you some previous
suggestions4 that they were of no value in consequence of the nature of
your apparatus and the feebleness of the rotating power.

I am preparing for the press a new edition of my History and
Philosophy . If you have observed any mistakes in the former edition, 1
should be much obliged to your telling me of them.

I am always, my dear Sir, I Yours most truly I W. Whewell

1. Faraday (1846b), ERE19, 2152.
2. Biot (1832). The discrepancy in the date was due to the date appearing on the spine of
the volume.
3. See Airy, G.B. (1846a), 470.
4. See letter 1822.
5. Whewell (1847a, b).

Letter 1896
Margery Ann Reid and Faraday to Caroline Deacon
9 August 1846
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Back Villa I Aug 9th 46
My dearest Caroline,

I am afraid you will have been a little disappointed not to have a
note before, however I know you do not look for much from me just now[.]
I am glad to hear your Eliza1 is going to stay and hope she will make up
her mind to be happy & settled;- Frederick2 too what a comfort that the
little breeze at first was to clear the sky instead of being a prelude to a
storm as we were disposed to fear.- Have any of our immediate friends
suffered much from the storm of Saturday3 it will be surprising if they
have escaped but if anything very serious had occurred we should most
likely have heard. This is really a lovely place very tempting for longer
rambles than I can take, what a sweet walk through the charming little
wood near Reynold's down! and the wild flowers! I am much struck with
the difference between Tunbridge Wells & Finchley as to flowers, do you
remember how very few we found there & it was just this season of the
year? I thought Sidney cottage very like the cottage at Finchley did the
likeness strike you? This house is better suited to our family & there is a
large garden at the back chiefly lawn, and my grandfather4 enjoys the
outlet. He is very lively and his knee better he walks about surprisingly &
every now & then says he is none the better for coming here that is when
he is tired with going up hill & down dale. Grandmama is charmingly well
& desires her love to you & your husband6, my G.F. says "& would you
like to give a little of mine too but" he says "you may give it or let it alone
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just as you like but she is very dear to me"- I am glad you are feeling
better for that I gather from dear Thos's note as well as from what you are
doing. I will just repeat the old warning do not do too much. 1 know nothing
about Mary & long to hear about her. Farewell my dear Sister

Ever Yours most affectionately I M.A. Reid
Thanks for the note, is Ellen [Barnard] better?

My sincere love to my dear young friends. May you long enjoy that
happiness & that trust that causeth us to be content with all things here
however they may seem to contradict our desires. Your Grandfather is
singing close by me & I have no idea whether 1 have written the words
that 1 hear or that I think of, but still my love to you both.

M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. Frederick Barnard (1846-1896, GRO). Son of Edward Barnard (1796-1867, GRO. A brother
of Sarah Faraday. Silversmith. See Grimwade (1982), 431) and Caroline Barnard (nee Chater).
Born 6 July 1846.
3. That is 1 August 1846. The storm on this day in Chiswick was described in Phil.Mag.,
1846, 29: 335.
4. Edward Barnard.
5. Mary Barnard.
6. Thomas John Fuller Deacon (d.1901, age 78, GRO).
7. Mary Boyd, nee Reid (1813-1853, Reid, C.L (1914)). A sister of Margery Ann Reid and
Caroline Deacon.

Letter 1897
Friedrich Wilhelm Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
9 August 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Permettez, Monsieur et tres illustre Confrere, que je recommande a Votre
bienveillance particulaire Mr Schubarth1, Professeur de Chimie technique
a notre grande Ecole des arts et metiers. C'est un Savant dont les travaux
ont ete tres utiles pour les progres de l'industrie de ce pays,
particulierement a la fabrication du sucre indigene. Je saisis avec
empressement cette occasion pour Vous renouveiler, Monsieur,
rhommage de ma constante admiration et de mon respectueux
attachement.

Le Bn de Humboldt
a Sans Souci I ce 9 Aout 1846.
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TRANSLATION
Permit me, Sir and most illustrious Colleague, that I recommend to your
particular kindness Mr Schubarth1, Professor of chemical technology at
our Grande Ecole des arts et metiers. He is a savant whose work has been
most useful for the progress of the industry of this country, particularly
for the production of home grown sugar. 1 eagerly seize this opportunity
to renew, Sir, the homage of my constant admiration and of my respectful
attachment.

Baron de Humboldt
at Sans Souci i this 9 August 1846,

1. Ernst Ludwig Schubarth (1797-1868, P2, 3). German technological chemist.

Letter 1898
Faraday to William Wheweli
10 August 1846
From the original in TCC MS O.I5.48, f.30

Tunbridge Wells I 10 Aug 1846
My dear Sir

I received your letter1 here this morning where I am resting a very
stupid & giddy head. The head so continually gets out of order that I often
make up my mind that I shall never do any thing more. I have not much to
say to you further about light & magnetism & yet it so happens that what I
have to say will meet in some degree part of your letter. My course of
study, apparatus, and means do not enable me to supply the careful
measures which as you say are so much to be desired but 1 have fallen
upon a method of facilitating their estimation and of very greatly
increasing the rotation. The peculiar character of the rotation & its
dependance upon the lines of magnetic force led me to conclude that by
silvering the polished ends of the diamagnetic employed I should be able
to reflect the polarized ray to & fro several times within its substance &
so accumulate rotation upon it for as the rotation is the same way as
respects the line of magnetic force whichever way the ray was moving in
the media so the amount of rotation due to one transit across the glass
would be doubled by a second transit & tenfold for ten transits2[.i This
proved to be the fact & you will understand the how by allowing the
diagram to represent a parallellopiped [sic] of glass and the two surfaces
a & b the silvered ends. A ray polarized by a

4
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Nicholl eye piece passing from 1 may go diagonally across the glass & out
at e - or by moving the glass a little it may be made to make two or four
(as in the figure) or more reflexions within & then go out to e, and this
gives rise to a series of images of the luminous object, the first of which is
seen directly & the rest after reflexions. I have even traced these images
up to the tenth which corresponds to nineteen transits of the ray across
the diamagnetic. Placing this piece of glass over the magnet and
arranging the apparatus so as to observe the rotation for the images in
succession, I obtained for the first or direct image a rotation of 12°, for the
second image a rotation of 36° & for the third image a rotation of 60°. Each
of these images is of course much weaker than the last but it is easy with
a strong light to observe the 4th, 5th, 6th, & 7th, which give very high
results in numbers. I am just now writing a paper on this matter for the
next Phil. Mag.3 and would rather you should not speak of it except
confidentially until that appears.

I am very glad to hear you are preparing a new edition of your great
work4. I do not remember a single thing that I could point out to you[.] I
anticipate great pleasure and instruction from it.

Ever My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Rev. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1895.
2. See Faraday, Diary, 24 July 1846, 4: 8707-18.
3. Faraday (18460-
4. Whewell (1847a, b).

Letter 1899
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
12 August 1846
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/39

Trinity House, London, ! 12th August 1846.
Sir,

I am directed to transmit the accompanying Extract from the Report
of a Committee of the Elder Brethren who have recently visited the Lundy
Light1, for your Information and for any observations which you may
deem it right to offer thereupon2.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqre I &c &c &c

1. In GL MS 30108/1/39.
2. This inquiry originated in the Trinity House Wardens Committee. See their Minutes, 11
August 1846, GL MS 30025/17, p.352.
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Letter 1900
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
12 August 1846
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/39

Trinity House i 12 Aug. 1846.
My dear Sir,

It is right that the enclosed extract1 should be sent to you, - but you
will defer your reply pending your perfect convenience, as it is probable
that your contemplated visit to the South Foreland2 may enable you to
assign a cause, as producing the same effect both there and at Lundy.

Yours very truly I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq

Address: M. Faraday Esq

1. The report referred to in letter 1899.
2. Faraday's record of his visit to the South Foreland Lighthouse on 4 September 1846 is in
GL MS 30108/1/39.

Letter 1901
Jane Jennings to Faraday
12 August 18461

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
(This requires no reply)

Cork Augt 12.
My dear Sir

Even at the risk of intruding on your valuable time I venture to tell
you of a mesmeric sitting with my most sensitive patient a few days since
which astonished me a good deal; in my last2 1 think I told you that her
head had involuntarily followed a large magnet and when I asked why she
moved her head so, she said she could not help following the heat. A few
days since resolving to try a few more magnetic experiments I brought
the magnet wrapped up in my handkerchief and laid it upon the table I
will not be sure if any part of it was visible - however it lay upon the table
about two feet from where I mesmerised my patient (I think 1 mentioned
to you that there could be no self deception or deception of any kind in
this case, as my patient is never now mesmerised except for her own
good [)] - she is in humble life and works hard at needle work to help her
family and never asks me to mesmerise her unless she gets a return of
pain and she never is paid for the advice she gives as it is given when she
is mesmerised to relieve herself of pain and when awake is quite
unconscious of the great good she does - it was but yesterday that she
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prescribed for a lady who for six months has suffered much from want of
rest caused by a fright which had made her nervous - my patient said that
it was only this lady's nerves that were out of order - that mesmerism
would ease her - (she does not always prescribe mesmerism) as soon as
my patient awoke, 1 mesmerised the lady she did not go to sleep but a
calm happy feel came over her such she afterwards said as morphine
gave her -1 felt much for her, her nights were often spent walking about
her house. I offered to mesmerise her for half an hour daily if she came to
my house she came to day and told me she had slept well the first time
for six months; after my leaving her yesterday, she told me she felt calm
and happy not sleeping but disinclined to do anything - in her case
mesmerism did not induce sleep but her eyes closed and tears fell and
she became very hot and felt a thrilling feel running down through her as I
breathed on the back of her neck - but to return to the magnetic
experiment - when my patient was asleep about fifteen minutes her left
cheek became flushed and she appeared to be getting uneasy I asked her
what was the matter with her? her reply was "the candle is coming so
near me that it will burn me" there is no candle in the room, I said, "but
indeed there is for I see it" where I said - she directly pointed to the part
of the table where lay the magnet - it was removed and placed on a side
table several feet behind her, but she still complained of the heat - it was
taken out of the room and she appeared again at ease, her cheek became
paler - several minutes after my sister brought the magnet into the room
through a door in the room behind my patient, so that, even if awake, she
could not have seen my sister - a few passes were made by my sister at a
little distance from my patients neck, she leaned forward and appeared
uncomfortable, I asked her what ailed her she said "there is something so
hot on my neck" again it was taken out of the room curiosity induced a
lady present to bring in the magnet again and hold it at a distance from
her right side; after some minutes we observed the right side of her cheek
becoming flushed, and then she got uneasy and at last said "I am getting
weak from the heat of that candle again" this experiment was the very
reverse of what I had anticipated as the former time she was attracted
towards the magnet now she moved away from it, I think the difference
was caused by her being rather cold the first time and rather hot the last
time - but now I must tell you one or two more experiments made since
the last -1 was going to make a small magnet of the same size as one lent
to me by a friend, a working cutter was making it for me before
hard[e]ning the steel he brought it to ask me if the form of it was correct -
it just then occurred to me that I would try my patient with it and when
asleep the next time give her both the real magnet and the steel into her
own hands, as usual the real magnet always feels cold to her hands; warm
to her forehead; and burning to her neck she said both were cold to her
hands warm to her forehead but she soon found out that the steel was
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only hot the other burnt her and afterwards it was curious to observe her
when I pressed her to touch them both to her neck again - she was
unwilling, evidently, fearing to be burned, as she said; she took the
magnet in one hand the piece of steel in the other hand and with great
precaution gently approached the piece of steel until at last she let it
touch her neck she then in the same gentle manner brought the real
magnet near to her neck but stopt when within about § of an inch of her
neck saying it was burning her - she evidently could not bear it to touch
the steel was hot but still she could let it rest without pain, the magnet
she could not bear - we afterwards made passes behind her back with the
magnet she at once felt heat from the magnet but made no remark when
passes from the steel were made - the large magnet she feels more
powerfully than the small one we used today -1 then thought of placing a
lighting candle as close to her cheek as I could with safety when she was
not conscious of its presence -1 also find that her sympathy of taste and
smell are I think even more striking if an iron or copper wire of about 2
feet is placed between her and me - with this difference that what she
tastes has also a metallic taste the patient of one of my mesmeric
assistants has also sympathy of taste, lately a wire was passed through
the key hole of the door and two persons then were placed between the
patient and the mesmeriser, still the sympathy of taste was manifest - the
Revd. John Burnett3 lately told us of a plan of demesmerising by forming a
circle of 5 or more persons the mesmeriser and patient forming part of
the circle. I tried this a few days since with my most sensitive patient who
was immediately demesmerised - a circle is also said to have more power
than an individual in mesmerising - this I have not tried but hope soon -1
can readily induce the mesmeric sleep in 2 susceptible patients by
galvanism from the negative as well as positive pole of the battery - but
with this difference, that if the wire from the negative pole be placed on
the back of her neck - the power must be so weak as scarcely to be felt - a
much greater power may be used if the positive wire be placed on the
back of her neck - the difference my patient feels is this, that she gets hot
before the sleep is induced if it be the positive, but after it from the
negative - but she does not feel so 'lively' in the mesmeric sleep induced
either by a large crystal or by galvanism as by mesmerism - forgive me for
inflicting upon you the perusal of this long letter but 1 do not think it
probable 1 shall again trouble you and as it requires no answer am sure
you will not be displeased.

Yours with respect and esteem I Jane Jennings
Sir Robert Kane lately told a friend of mine that 14 years ago he saw

a cataleptic patient in the Dublin hospital follow a magnet, other medical
men long ago observed the same.
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1. Dated on the basis that this follows in sequence letters 1892 and 1893.
2. Letter 1893.
3. John Burnet (1789-1862, Bl). Pastor of Mansion House Chapel, Camberwell, 1830-1853.

Letter 1902
Faraday to Sarah Faraday
13 August 1846
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 232

Royal Institution: Thursday, August 13, 1846.
Dear Heart,- My brother, exhausted by the results of the terrible

accident which happened to him on Tuesday night, died this morning
about seven o'clock1. He had spent the evening of Tuesday at Mr. B.'s. After
supper, he brought home my sister2 in the cart, and then proceeded to
take the horse and cart to the stables3. It is supposed the horse must have
been frightened, or run against a post, but the cart was over turned, my
poor brother cast out, and so injured on the head as not to recover his
consciousness again. He was taken to University Hospital, where I saw his
corpse this morning, and though sadly bruised, it was just my dear
brother.

Come home, dear. Come and join in the sympathy and comfort
needed by many. Let the establishment at Tunbridge Wells go on, and give
my love to father4 and mother5, and Margery, who will keep it up for a while
for us.

My sister and her children have not forgotten the hope in which they
were joined together with my dear Robert, and I see its beautiful and
consoling influence in the midst of all these troubles. I and you, though
joined in the same trouble, have part in the same hope.

Come home, dearest. Your affectionate husband, I M. Faraday

1. Robert Faraday. For reports of the accident and inquest see Morning Post, 13 August
1846, p. 3t col. f, and 15 August 1846, p. 3. col. b.
2. That is Margaret Faraday.
3. Robert Faraday's address was 84 Albert Street. Morning Post, 15 August 1846, p. 3, col. b.
4. Edward Barnard.
5. Mary Barnard.

Letter 1903
Faraday to Philip Burnard Ayres1

15 August 1846
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 15 Aug 1846
Sir

I am sorry we have not Gehlens2 Journal here but our comparative
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poverty prevents us from taking it. I suppose you would find it either at
the Royal Society or the Athenaeum Club, but I do not know how you
should proceed. I think if in your place I should apply to the Librarian or
Secretary.

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Dr Ayres

1. Philip Burnard Ayres (1813-1863, Bl). Lecturer in Chemistry at Charing Cross Hospital.
2. Adolf Ferdinand Gehlen (1775-1815, DSB). German chemist and journal editor.

Letter 1904
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
22 August 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 379
My dear Faraday

Having learned from Grove the great loss you had to suffer some
days ago1 I hardly dare to ask you whether one of these days I could see
you and communicate with you on some important subject. Pray remind
me kindly to Mrs. Faraday and believe me

Your's I very truly 1 C.F. Schoenbein
6 Golden Square I Regent Street.

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I London
Postmark: 22 August 1846

1. The death of Robert Faraday on 13 August 1846.

Letter 1905
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
24 August 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 380

Tunbridge Wells I 24 Aug 1846
My dear Schoenbein

I received your letter1 here and though sad events2 make me unable
to profit at once by your presence in London yet I should like to see you if
it can be[.] Now 1 shall be in town next Monday morning3 (alone) and if you
should be in town & would perhaps like to see an experiment or two on
the Magnetic action of bodies I would undertake to shew them to you. In
that case I would stop in town an hour or two & devote the morning to
you and we would experiment & talk from any hour you please beginning
at 9 oclk A.M. Beside I want to talk with you about the paper &c.
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Write me a note to the Institution saying what you will do & the hour
& send it to the Royal Institution & it will be forwarded to me wherever I

Mrs. Faraday unites in kind wishes to you with i Yours affectionately
1 M. Faraday
Dr Schoenbein 1 &c &c &c

1. Letter 1904.
2. The death of Robert Faraday on 13 August 1846.
3. That is 31 August 1846.

Letter 1906
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
25 August 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 381
My dear Faraday

I have just received your kind note1 and am glad to learn from it that
there is a chance of seeing you here2. I shall not fail being at the Royal
Institution Monday morning and most happy to witness some experi-
ments and have some talk with you. The affair which has brought me over
to England refers to my explosive cotton, which I have so much improved
that it has all the appearance of becoming a dangerous rival to
gunpowder3. As to its explosive powers, "gun cotton", as I call it, is
very superior to powder; in given cases one part of it does the work of
four parts of gun-powder and under the most unfavorable circumstances
the force of gun-cotton is as 2:1 to that of gun powder. In the course of the
two last months I have made many experiments with cannons, mortars,
rifles &c. and obtained results which I am allowed to call highly
satisfactory. The same may be said with regard to blasting rocks.

The residuum left by gun cotton amounts to nothing, it does not
heat perceptibly the fire arms, nor produce any smoke, if prepared to its
maximum. The way of preparing it is simple, cheap, and without any
danger of explosion I myself and many friends who have seen the effects
of the matter are inclined to believe that gun cotton will be made use of in
many cases where gun powder is at present employed.

Now the object of my journey to England is to see, whether
something might be done with that explosive matter and I shall take the
liberty to take some quantity with me to the Institution to show you the
effects. It is not unlikely that some experiments will be made at Woolwich
to prove the power of my production. Herschel has already taken some
steps to that effect4, and you will perhaps be able to give me some hints
respecting the affair.
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In hoping to see you monday next I beg you to present my humble
compliments to Mrs. Faraday and believe me

Your's I very truly I C.F. Schoenbein
6, Golden Square I 25, Aug. 1846.

Address: Dr. M. Faraday I &c &c &c i Royal Institution I London.

1. Letter 1905.
2. That is 31 August 1846.
3. See note 1, letter 1844.
4. See Schoenbein to Herschel, 23 and 29 August 1846, RS MS HS 15.360 and 361 for details
of these trials on 3 September 1846. Testing was also carried out at Stanmore on 8 October
1846. See Times, 9 October 1846, p.4, col. f.

Letter 1907
Faraday to William Buchanan
26 August 1846
From the original in the possession of J.M. and Jean Ferguson

Tunbridge Wells 1 26 August 1846
Very dear Brother

It was with great pleasure though in the midst of melancholy feeling
that I received here your letter full of kind & loving faithfulness &
sympathy. The shock of my dear brothers death1 was very heavy upon us
and I believe the more so from its suddenness^] 1 received a letter here
one morning at breakfast time informing me first of the sad accident and
before I could reach home indeed even before I received the letter he was
dead. Poor brother^ I was at the inquest2 & have seen the surgeon3 who
first saw him. I believe that nothing could have been done to save him &
am afraid he was insensible from the instant of the accident. It was of the
Lords will that he should be taken away and it is of his mercies that to us
who are left there are such glorious words of remembrance & comfort in
the Epistles to the Churches of Corinth & Thessalonia that we sorrow not
as those who have no hopef.] Even his dear wife4 & children in whom we
might well expect the agony of grief in such sudden & heart rending
destruction of their happy family bonds, not only bear with patience &
with thankfulness the scripture words of consolation from those near to
them but used them to each other & to me & more wonderfully sustained
in their deep distress so as to be an example & so a comfort to those
around and I do hope that in the more quiet but dull & constant grief that
must come to my dear Sister now that the burial is over that she will
according to that strength which is from God be equally & continually
supported. I believe few can know the sorrow of losing one who has been
a loving partner in life except those who have experienced it but such as
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you & I who know what it is to possess such an one may have a thought of
the desolation, in this life, which would come over us were the loss to be
ours. May it be our blessed lot in looking forward to that death which is in
Adam we may have our minds directed to him who is man & is the first
fruits of them that sleep5.

You also must have grieved most deeply for the loss of your dear
Granddaughter for I know your affectionate heart and sometimes think of
it when I feel as if my own were hard & dull but indeed at the end of the
first week after my brothers death I felt as if months had passed so
closely had the thoughts been tied to one event. My dear wife joins me in
earnest condolence & sympathy with you & Mrs. Buchanan and Mrs.
Cullen6 to whom speak of us when you may without disturbing her griefu

Some of our friends here have been very illu Mrs. David Fisher was
near to death but she is recovering. Our brother Mr. Clerk8 lost his wife
rather suddenly about ten days ago & is very forlorn. Mrs. Barnard has
been poorly but is better & Mr. Barnard whom we expect to day back
from London is very wellu

In the midst of our particular grief we had a consolation last Sabbath
week in union with the whole church here. The Elders read your letter to
them to the Church and called for the minds of the brethren. The instant
oneness of the church was astonishing & convincing. Many had been
under great bondage & rejoiced at the liberty restored unto them others
whose thoughts had not been so much examined were yet of the same
mind. For myself I can best judge myself in every way for when at the time
it was a grief to me to submit to what I feared was a restraining of prayer
yet as an Elder I joined with others in subjecting brethren to the same
bondage. The whole matter convicts me of fearing men rather than God
and of an unwillingness to trust myself in his hands. But it further shews
that it is of the Lord's mercies that we are not censured & that still it is
the accepted time & the day of salvations

Believe me to be Ever Dear Brother I Your most affectionate &
grateful Servant I M. Faraday
Wm. Buchanan Esq I &c &c &c

1. Robert Faraday who died on 13 August 1846.
2. For a report of the inquest see Morning Post, 15 August 1846, p. 3 col. b.
3. William Henry Colborne (1822 - 1869, Plarr (1930), 1: 255 - 6). House Surgeon at
University College Hospital.
4. Margaret Faraday.
5. See 1 Corinthians 15: 20-3.
6. A daughter of William Buchanan.
7. Harriet Fisher, nee Lorimer. Cantor (1991), 300. Member of the London Sandemanian
Church.
8. William Clarke. Cantor (1991), 300. Member of the London Sandemanian Church.
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Letter 1908
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
31 August 1846
From the original copy in GL MS 30108A/1, p.207

Royal Institution I 31st August 1846
My dear Sirf

I owe you many thanks for your kind and sympathising letter and am
very grateful for your kind consideration1, The enlargement of tube which
I spoke of2 would be necessary all the way up in any new system of tubes
but in the case of the Winterton Light my judgement would be for an
enlargement of the lower joints only, this would relieve considerably the
strangulation caused by the use of too small a tube and 1 am in hopes the
effect would show that the larger tubes alone might be left in this case
unaltered without any impropriety.

1 should be very glad however to have a report from the keeper, of
the present general state of the Lanthorn that we may compare it
hereafter with the state under the new condition & to have the power to
judge the effect of the smaller pipes i.e. of those parts of the old system
which will remain. 1 would also rather that the new lower joints were
enlarged in all their length instead of being made taper, they can easily be
made to fit at their upper extremity by a ring collar fitted on to them or
the upper joint.

1 purpose running to the South Foreland lighthouse next Wednesday
or Thursday3 from Tunbridge Wells and as we return at the end of the
week after that will see youi.j 1 will call on Mr. Wilkins today about the
lower joints of the Winterton Lights j

Ever my dear Sir 1 Yours very faithfully I (signed) M. Faraday
J. Herbert Esqre I &c &c &c

1. Presumably a letter of condolence (not found) on the death of Robert Faraday on 13
August 1846.
2. In letter 1890.
3. That is 2 or 3 September 1846, He visited the South Foreland Lighthouse on 4 September
1846. See his notes of the visit in GL MS 30108/1/39.
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Letter 1909
Faraday to William Robert Grove
1 September 1846
From the original in RI MS G F19

Tunbridge Wells I 1 Septr. 1846
My dear Grove

First let me thank you for your kind note and next do me the favour
to give my most sincere acknowledgements to your friend Captn. Bold1

for his offered & great kindness. I shall not be able to accept it for if at
Southampton2 at all it will only be for a day or two & that is doubtful so I
shall just act as it may turn up. Indeed Mr. & Mrs. Barlow were claiming
companionship with me if I were likely to be there. I think your plan very
good for to wait altogether for the RS. just now would be to leave any
point you have to leak out by accident & imperfectly & thus when your
paper appeared people would think it old3.

I have had no notice from Hunt yet to see his precise & distinct
experiments & do not know in what state his communication is4(.]

Ever Truly Yours i M. Faraday
W.R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. Edward Bold. An officer in the Royal and Portuguese Navies. O'Bryne (1849), 95. His
name disappears from the Navy List in 1870.
2. For the British Association.
3. This appears to be Faraday's approval for Grove to give a paper on the contents of Grove
(1847) to the British Association, which he did. See Grove (1846).
4. Hunt (1846). See note 2, letter 1882.

Letter 1910
William Robert Grove to Faraday
4 September 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Sept 4, 1846.
My dear Faraday

I gave my paper1 into the hands of the RS offices yesterday & as it
will shortly be no secret I should like to be the first to mention it to you
although I dare say you will think I make more of the point than it
deservesi.] It is simply this I can decompose water by heat liberating both
its constituent gases in a mixed state. There are other points of minor
interest in the paper the Title of which is 'On voltaic Ignition & the
decomposition of water by heat'.

1 find that whenever water or steam is exposed to ignited platinum
at a temperature not far short of its fusing point the water is decomposed.
I part got it by voltaic ignition of a conjunctive wire but though the
phenomena was very clear to me 1 thought others would attribute it to
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Electricity & so I went on & after some labour I can now get it with
ordinary heat in a very distinct manner - a simple way of doing it is to fuse
a globule of platinum on the end of a wire either of the battery or
oxyhydrogen blow pipe & plunge it into simmering water under a
collection tube, we get point decomposition there, the spheroidal or
balanced state there ebullition^ The spheroidal obtaining to be
intermediate or a state analogous to polar tension. I can by other expt
get the effect continuously!.] The point such as it is 1 believe I can prove of
its importance I am not the proper judge & perhaps estimate it in
proportion to the labour it has cost me as I have sacrificed my vacation to
it. Kind remembrances to Mrs Faraday

Yours very sincerely I W.R. Grove

1. Grove (1847).

Letter 1911
Roderick Impey Murchison to Faraday
6 September 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

The programmes are all printed & circulated at Southampton with
your name as President of the Sect B1

16 Belgrave Square 1 Sept 6 1846
My dear Faraday,

No one could have been more shocked than I was when 1 read in the
Country, of the untimely death of your poor brother2, both because 1 had
a great respect for him as an excellent man & that 1 am sure his loss would
occasion you deep grief.

The pang being over, I trust that the little exertion of coming to the
British Association for the first three days of our meeting3 (as we
arranged it) may be of great service to you, in giving you just that amount
of agreeable intercourse with friends & fellow lecturers which will gratify
you.

There never was an occasion since you became a Man of Science, at
which your presence was so much desired, that Oersted is among us. I
have, in fact, so arranged my discourse in reference to yourself (as the
disciple who has just contributed the crowning accession to the long
train of brilliant researches which the original discovery of the Danish
philosopher opened out) that positively I should break my heart, if I did
not see you seated near him on Thursday Evening4 when I read my
discourse5.

Your presence will be of immense importance to us & H Rose as well
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as Forchhamer6 & Oersted all at Sabloniere's Hotel Leicester Square are
dying to see you, & Dumas comes direct by Harve purposely to meet you.

I leave Town tomorrow (Monday) for Southampton by the \ p 12
train & to relieve my mind I shall be rejoiced to learn before 1 start (ie
before \ p 11) that you are coming down on Wednesday.

With Lady Murchison's7 i kind regards believe me I to be yours
most sincerely I Rodk I. Murchison

1. For Faraday's interventions as President of the Chemical Section see Athenaeum, 19
September 1846, pp.965-6.
2. Robert Faraday who died on 13 August 1846. See Morning Post, 13 August 1846 p. 3, col. f
and 15 August 1846, p. 3, col. b.
3. That is 9-11 September 1846.
4. See Murchison (1846), xxxix for his discussion of Faraday and Oersted.
5. Johan Georg Forchhammer (1794-1865, DSB). Danish geologist.
6. Charlotte Murchison, nee Hugonin (d.1869, age 80, GRO). Married Murchison in 1815. See
DNB under Roderick Impey Murchison.

Letter 1912
Faraday to Owen Rowland1

12 September 1846
From the original in University of Wales Bangor, Bangor MS 5277 (5)

Royal Institution I 12 Septr. 1846
[MS torn] I regret that I cannot take your (telegr)aphic system into
consideration or (give) any opinion upon it: but I [MS torn] so placed
both generally and (pa)rticularly in relation to those who (g)ive opinions
and especially in (re)spect of electric telegraphs that it is entirely out of
my powen.] Under the circumstances I think it best to return the
drawings

1 am Sir I Your very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
0. Rowland Esq i &c &c &c

1. Owen Rowland (d.1877, age 57, GRO). Telegraph engineer. Private communication from
Tomos Roberts.

Letter 19131

Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
14 September 1846
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 14 Septr. 1846
My dear Dumas

Whether you will be at Southampton or not during the meeting of
the British Association I do not know, if you should I shall be very sorry to
have missed you but 1 was constrained by circumstances at home to
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return to London and lose many pleasures that 1 looked forward to. I write
now especially to introduce to you my friend the Rev. John Barlow M.A.
who is also our honorary & hard working secretary at the Royal
Institution and to whom in a great measure our present healthy &
prosperous state depends for his exertions in our cause. I am sure you
will esteem him. Mrs. Faraday joins me in kindest remembrances to
Madame Dumas & constant recollections of her kindness.

Ever My dear friend I Your faithful Servant I M, Faraday

1. This letter is black-edged.

Letter 1914
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
14 September 1846
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/39

Royal Institution i 14, Septr. 1846.
My Dear Sir

I paid a visit on the 4th instant in the day time to the South Foreland
high light1 to examine generally into the probable causes of the
dampness of the windows of the lanthorn which occasionally occurs at
night:- This examination was only preparatory, inasmuch as a visit on
some night in cold weather will be needed when the effect is actually
taking place2. Still certain results seem already to indicate the cause of
the effect & I therefore trouble you with these remarkst.]

In the first place I found the apparatus for the ventilation of the lamp
in good condition & I think not likely to allow of any return of the water
formed by the flame into the lanthorn; provided a proper moderate
entrance of air into the lanthorn to ventilate it be allowed. This I shall
ascertain on a future night examinations

In the next place the air of the lanthorn, the room beneath & the
whole tower felt to me as if moist & in that respect probably sufficient to
account for the effect; I therefore proceeded to examine both the internal
& external air by an Instrument (Daniells hygrometer) which tells us the
dampness of air by shewing at what degree of temperature it begins to
deposit moisture. I found the temperature of the open air without the
tower in the shade was 66° and this air required to be lowered to 57°
before it deposited moistures

In respect of the air within the tower & its parts
The air in the room below the lanthorn deposited water at 60°
The air in the out chamber D° 62°
The air in the lanthorn itself (receiving from at 62° and 63°

the tower & the passages of the central stove[)]
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Hence a great difference is manifest in the dryness of the air within
& without the building & hence a great tendency of the air within the
building to deposit moisture in a case of coldness - for imagine the glass
of the windows to be cooled down to 60°; the natural air on the outside of
the tower would have no tendency to condense water on it at that
temperature but the air contained within the lanthorn & tower would
deposit moisture abundantly^

In further support of this view of the cause of the dampness on
the windows I may state that the keeper Finnis3 says that the windows
occasionally become damp on the inside in the day time before the
lamp is lighted shewing that even in the day the windows may become
so cool as to condense moisture from the air within. Again if 2 or 3
persons go into the lanthorn in the day time & remain there only a
very short time the windows will often become dim; shewing that the
air is so moist a very little addition from the breathing of 2 or 3
persons will bring it up to the saturated condition & then it deposits
on the windows.

This excess of moisture in the air within the building above that
which is present without is I think communicated to the air from the
building itself. This tower was new about 3 years ago & as the keepers
do not inhabit it has become so dry as an inhabited building would
have done in the same time and indeed being uninhabited it cannot I
think ever become so dry as if it were occupied by the keepers.
Further it is more slow in drying & less likely to acquire that degree
of dryness which it might otherwise attain to because the keepers
avoid as much as they can the use of the stove finding that the
windows damp more when it is in use and this is likely to be the case
as the lower ends of the air passages are in the stone or brick material
of the building & the air passing through gathers moisture from
them[.]

These views which are in some respects premature I propose
verifying or correcting as soon as the keeper informs me the season for
the effect in question has come on. If they are correct I would suggest as
remedial measures the exclusion of the air of the tower from the lanthorn
by doors &c & the use of a stove in the lanthorn itself to sustain the
temperature of the glass of the windows4.

I am My dear Sir I Your Very Faithful Servant I M. Faraday
J. Herbert Esq 1 Secretary i &c &c &c

1. Faraday's notes of this visit are in GL MS 30108/1/39.
2. Faraday's notes of this visit which he made on 26 and 27 January 1847 are in GL MS
30108/1/39.
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3. Samuel Finnis (d.1847, age 53, GRO). Principal Keeper of the South Foreland High Light.
Trinity House Court Minutes, 4 August 1846, GL MS 30004/23, p.206.
4. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in its Minutes, 15
September 1846, GL MS 30010/35, p. 162. It was referred to the Deputy Master (John Henry
Pelly), the Wardens and Light Committees.

Letter 1915
Faraday to Alexander Dallas Bache1

2 October 1846
From the original in APS MS

Royal Institution I 2 Octr. 1846
My dear Sir

I received your letter2 and in reply to it can only say that I am very
happy to learn that there is a fit occasion & opportunity for the proper
use of the talents of our friend Henry and 1 trust for the sake of science
that it will not be lost[.] As far as I have any ability to judge I think that
Henry is just the man to be placed in such a position as that you
describe^] His philosophical spirit would there find the proper occasions
for its development and 1 have such trust in its unvarying nature & strong
originality that 1 am confident its possessor would not merely justify but
do honor to the appointment. There are not many men who like him give
you that distinct character to their investigations which shews that they
think & originate for themselves instead of merely treading in the paths of
others. The state of my health does not allow me to read so regularly or
to keep so correctly what I do read that 1 may pretend to judge of your
scientific men, but I am satisfied that whoever the persons may be that
are likely to be thought of in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institute
the appointment of Henry would be no mistake^]

I write to you very freely and indeed hastily, as to a friend. I am not
one who ever give public certificates or testimonials as all my friends
know & you will never hear of or see any such. I must therefore beg you to
consider this letter as in some degree private i.e. I do not object to your
shewing it as my reply to your enquiry but I do not wish it printed & put
forth as a public document. Such an appearance or use of it would be a
serious ground of offence to the very many here whose applications I
have always answered in the negative by reference to my universal rule.

I rejoice to hear from you & should be glad to hear from Henry now
& then but that is a pleasure very rare in occurrence!.] Remember me to
those who were with you in London. Your sister I think3

& believe me to be I Ever Dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. A.D. Bache i &c &c &c
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Address: Dr. A.D. Bache i &c &c &c &c i Care of Petty Vaughan4 Esq U.S. 1
&c &c &c

1. Alexander Dallas Bache (1806-1867, DSB). Head of the United States Coast Survey, 1843-
1867.
2. Not found, but presumably similar to Bache to Forbes, 15 September 1846 in Reingold
and Rothenberg et al. (1972-92), 6: 503-4 which solicited testimonials for Henry to be elected
the first Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution to which he was appointed. See French to
Henry, 3 December 1846, ibid., 555-6.
3. Actually Bache's wife (Nancy Clarke Bache, nee Fowler (1803-1870, ibid, 2: 112, who
married him in 1828) and his sister in law (Maria Fowler) who both accompanied Bache on
his tour of Europe, 1836-1838. See ibid, 3.
4. Petty Vaughan (1788-1854, ibid, 2: 429). Intermediary between scientific societies in
London and Philadelphia.

Letter 1916
Richard Taylor to Faraday
4 October 18461

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
No 6 Charterhouse Square, I Oct. 4.

My dear Sir,
Professor H. Rose of Berlin has returned to London, & is coming to

dine with me tomorrow (Monday) at Five. I believe you have told me that
you seldom go out to dinner; but as you may be willing to take the
opportunity of spending a little time with Mr. Rose, quite in a quiet way,
perhaps you may give me the pleasure of your company on this occasion.
I expect only the Professor and Madame Rose2, & shall be most happy if
you will meet them here.

Pray believe me, my dear Sir, I Yours most truly I Richard Taylor
Professor Faraday.

Address: Professor Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. Dated on the basis that Rose and his wife were in England at this time. See letter 1923.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 1917
William Whewell to Faraday
4 October 1846
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.57

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge I Oct 4, 1846
My dear Sir

1 have been reading your paper (P.T. 1845 P. 1) on the liquefaction
and solidification of gases ; and now see better than I did the importance
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of what you call "the Cagniard de la Tour state"2 and the convenience of
designating it by a name. Why should you not call it the Tourian state?
You have so prepared the way for this term by your periphrases that it
will scarcely be felt as an innovation.

You say in this paper that C. de la Tour has shown that a liquid
under certain circumstances becomes clear gas having the same bulk as
the liquid3. In the account of his expt (in 18234) which I have by me, I find
that the gas was 2, 3 or 4 times the liquid. I should be glad if you would
give me the reference to the expts you speak of.

I should like much to hear what you think of Dumas's types as genera
of substances5, but must not attempt to involve you in so wide a
discussion.

Believe me, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly i W. Whewell
M. Faraday Esq

1. Faraday (1845c). Whewell was presumably referring to an offprint of this paper.
2. See letters 1646, 1648 and 1650.
3. Faraday (1845c), 171. Cagniard De La Tour (1823b).
4. Cagniard De La Tour (1823a).
5. Dumas (1840). See Partington (1964), 364-72 for an account of Dumas's theory of types.

Letter 19181

Faraday to William Whewell
5 October 1846
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.48, f.31

Royal Institution 1 5 Octr. 1846
My dear Sir

Many thanks for the name2 -1 think it is good.
Now as for the condition of the liquid when the state is assumed.

Take (as I have done after Cagniard de la Tours instructions) a strong
cylindrical glass tube put into it some ether & then seal it up hermetically
so that the liquid ether shall at common temperatures occupy rather less
than one half the space. Then gradually heat it. Part of the ether will rise
in vapour forming compressed ether steam & the ether which remains
fluid will expand. As the heat increases the fluid part will enlarge - partly
because it expands by the heat & partly because the air or vapour space
by such expansion of the liquid becomes less & less and consequently the
vapour occupying the space gradually filled by liquid is condensed. If the
proportion of liquid to space is well adjusted, the effect will be that in a
tube 3 inches long the liquid will increase in volume until not more than |
of an inch of space (containing vapour) remains above it & you may in
fact consider the tube full of liquid (at that temperature}. Now provided
this state occurs at that temperature which may be called the Tourian
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point then the least addition of heat converts all this liquid into vapour &
the tube is full of vapour. Since I wrote3 to you I have looked more
carefully at this point of change & it is not the fact that the liquid &
vapourous state pass insensibly into one another. The vapour does not
occupy more bulk than the liquid or the liquid less than the vapour - and
cooling the tube a little brings on the liquid state & heating it again the
vapour state - but at the moment of change there is an alteration both
ways of this kind. Consider the tube as almost filled with liquid & just
below the point of change. There is then a faint line of demarcation
between the liquid & the vapour space above & both spaces are clear.
apply a little heat of a sudden the whole space within becomes obscured
for a moment as if by a thick mist this quickly clears & the whole space is
full of vapour in which rapid currents are seen (formed by the constant
heat of the lamp applied) but no line of demarcation. Cool this & then
again the thick mist state comes on which clears away & then there is the
line of demarcation liquid & vapour lying in the tube together.

It seems to me that at the moment of the change & mistiness the
cohesive attraction of the fluid comes on & goes off suddenly, which
cohesion both Donny & Henry4 have shewn to be so considerable.
Donny's recent & remarkable experiments including the explosion of
water I have no doubt you know5.

As to types &c 1 really can say nothings The theory of chemistry
seems to me to be in a very backward state in comparison with that of
many other branches of science.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Rev. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. In letter 1917.
3. Letters 1646 and 1650.
4. Henry (1845).
5. Donny (1846).

Letter 1919
John Barlow to Faraday
9 October 18461

From the original in RI MS Fl 1154
26 Rue de Rivoli I Paris Oct 9

My dear Faraday
I persuade myself that you will not be sorry to hear that our French

effort has hitherto been singularly successful. We have had fine weather,
and, thank God, good health. The sun shone beautifully on us as we sailed
from Harve to Rouen, and lighted up the scenery of the latter wonderful
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town as we looked down on it from the chapel of Notre Dame de bon
Secours. It gave a special glory to the finest painted glass windows in the
world Those of St Patrice at Rouen. Then, afterwards, in our two
excursions to Versailles (at one of which we saw Le Grandes Eaux) to
Meudon, to Neuilly, to Fontainebleau, we had the most enjoyable
weather. I only hope that every friend who visits France may have so
much delight as has been experienced by Mrs. Barlow, myself, and our
travelling friend, yours also, Miss Grant . I am much interested by the
French nation. It would be superlatively absurd for any body who has
never seen the shores of the country in his life till 3 weeks ago, to do more
than speculate in the most cautious manner, but if I might speculate, it
would amount to this - Le Peuple is the end & aim of everything that is
devised here and religion, Institutions, laws, authorities are valued only
as they bear on that end. That at a flower show at the Luxembourgh there
was a bust of Louis Philippe with an inscription beneath it. In England
such an inscription, so placed, would have been "God save the Queen" in
France it was "Dieu garde la France"[.) On the same principle it is I
suppose that La Peuple, not choosing to be bored, or to have their wives
& daughters offended insist on a very strict municipal discipline, & so one
never sees a beggar, or any women whose dress or manner indicates that
she gains a livelihood by prostitution "mais le diable n'y perd rein", in the
called particular at least, I suspect, & it is again that the King has scarcely
any privacy at the Tuilieries, or indeed any thing like reserve in any of his
country palaces except when he is actually occupying them. Fancy such a
state of things in England! How furious the Queen wd be if she were told
that, when she was at Windsor, any tradesman of Paris who took the
trouble to write to the Comr. of Woods & Forests, might walk through all
her most private rooms at Buckingham Palace, & vice versa! - There is
however much that we cannot but be pleased with in the King sharing
whatever he can share with his people.

We have seen Dumas - we called on him yesterday. He was extremely
kind. He spoke with much enthusiasm of your late discoveries, and
commended Grove's highly. He did not seem aware of the fact of his being
a Foreign Member of the Royal Institution. Surely I cannot be wrong in my
impression that he became one about six years ago, and that yourself
proposed him & Liebig at the same time3. I am to meet Dumas on
Wednesday next4, so I would almost ask you to take the trouble of sending
me, by return of post, so that I shall receive it on that day, a list of our
Foreign Associates. Hopping [sic] the number is not sufficient to engage
you long in writing it. I shall then receive your note on the day I see
Dumas, and will officially inform him of what Daniell5 in this, as in other
instances, neglected. Pray tell me if I can execute any commission for you
or Mrs. Faraday in Paris. We shall be at home in about 17 or 18 days from
this time. All things are, I hope, going on in such a manner at the
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Institution as to give you no trouble. Of this at least you may feel quite
certain, that now, as always, whatever you do on my behalf, I shall be but
too happy to adopt. Before I left England, I wrote to Lord Prudhoe telling
him that, in my opinion at least, the Library & Laboratory ought to be
brought under the entire control of the Board of Managers, and that the
system of separate officers ought to be abolished6. I added however that
in this nothing could be done at present, but that I wished him to know
my opinion, which certainly has not been hastily formed. I think that it is
never fair to take those, who may be influenced by knowing one's
sentiments before hand, by surprise.

Goodbye my dear Faraday
Mrs. Barlow's best regards to Mrs F. &yself & to Miss M. Reid ever yr

J.B.

1. Dated on the basis of Faraday's letter of introduction for Barlow to Dumas. Letter 1913.
2. Unidentified.
3. Dumas and Liebig were elected Honorary Members of the Royal Institution on 1 March
1841. See RI MS GM, 1 March 1841, 5: 111-2. Faraday's name does not appear on the list of
proposers for either.
4. That is 14 October 1846.
5. Edmund Robert Daniell (d.1854, age 61, GRO, Bl). Secretary of the Royal Institution,
1826-1843.
6. Barlow's concern for this reform arose from the recent discovery that Fincher had been
defrauding the Royal Institution for a considerable time (RI MM, 17 July 1846, 9: 398-402).
The complex institutional structure of the Royal Institution had prevented an early detection
of his fraud. (This failure presumably also accounts for Barlow's barbed comment on
Daniell). The implementation of the changes desired by Barlow was, however, a protracted
business. See Forgan (1977), 72-84 for a detailed account.

Letter 1920
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
19 October 1846
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

R Institution I 19 Octr. 1846
My dear Miss Coutts

I sent you some results of my experiments & judgment some time
ago but fear they may not have come to hand: if that should be the case
you must let me know & I will restate themu I should be very sorry if my
reply to yours has not reached you. The penny post is by no means so
sure as the old post was[.]

Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
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Letter 1921
Clarence Edward Paget1 to Faraday
23 October 1846
From the original copy in PRO WO46 / 78, p. 165
Lord Clarence Paget presents his compliments to Mr Faraday and in
sending for his perusal the enclosed letter from Col Munro2 begs he will
be so good as to let him know for the Master GenFs3 information, whether
any reference was made to the Professor (as supposed by Col Munro) on
the subject in question, as no record of it can be found in this office.
Ordnance Office i 23 Oct 1846

Endorsed in margin: Dr Burkes4 Invention

1. Clarence Edward Paget (1811-1895, DNB). Son of and Secretary to the Master General of
the Ordnance.
2. Unidentified.
3. Henry William Paget, Marquis of Anglesey (1768-1854, DNB). Master General of the
Ordnance, 1846-1852.
4. Unidentified.

Letter 1922
Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts to Faraday
24 October 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bedford Hall I Brighton I Oct 24 / 46
My dear Sir,

I received your kind reply1 quite safe but I have been moving about
& my letters following, which has occasioned a delay in my receiving your
very obliging offer to speak to any one, upon the subject of the Cheques,
from my Bank, but I need not I find avail myself of it, at present at least,
for as Mr Brande & yourself agree as to the safest number, of the
specimens sent, 1 think that gives us all the security we can have in that
way -1, consider you kind. I am sure likewise your kindness replying to my
enquiry as strictly private & friendly, which I always intended, & 1 am
obliged by your taking it as intended, for I can easily form a guess, you
could not afford your time to such & similar questions & how liable you
must be to be asked them.

I am I Yours sincerely ! A.G. Burdett Coutts
You will be glad to hear our mutual friend, Mr Masquierer2, is well, &

that Mrs Masquierer3 about whom he has been so very anxious, is
improved in health.
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1. See letter 1920.
2. John James Masquierer (1778-1855, DNB). Painter.
3. Rachel Masquierer, olim Scott, nee Forbes (d.1850, age 72, GRO).

Letter 1923
Heinrich Rose to Faraday
27 October 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl H44
My dear Sir

I profit of the departure of Mr. Horsford1, who passes through
England in returning to America, to send you the new metals Niobium,
Pelopium and also Tantalum. I must mention, that they are made already
two years ago and at that time I could not yet prepare there [word
illegible] as pure as now. Therefore I suppose the Pelopium contains still
a little Niobium, and the Niobium a little Pelopium2. You wish for these
metals to examine if they belong to the magnetic or to the diamagnetic
substances3.1 suppose by their likeness with the Titanium, that they may
belong perhaps to the magnetic metals.

I send you also all the Aluminium et Beryllium which I possess,
observing that they are no leadeur [sic] of common electricity, as very
likely they contain Alumina and Berylla.

With great pleasure I remember your kindness against me and I shall
never forget the influential hours, which I spent in your laboratory. We
enjoyed so much kindness during our stay in England that for ever I shall
feel obliged to you and your countrymen. Mrs. Rose4 sends her best
compliments to Mrs. Faraday and yourself, in which I join from all my
heart. Give also my compliments to Mr. Morsson, Redwood5 and Francis ,
if you please, in meeting them. Believe me, my dear friend your most
sincerely

Henry Rose
Berlin 1 Octob. 27, 1846

Have the kindness to give my thanks to Mr. Brockedon7 for the
artificial Graphit, which I received just before my leaving London.

Address: Professor M. Faraday I Royal Institution I London.

1. Eben Norton Horsford (1818-1893, DAB). American chemist who had studied with Liebig
for two years. For Horsford's account of his visit to Faraday see Rezneck (1970), 380.
2. For an account of the discoveries of these elements see Weeks and Leicester (1968), 323-
51, especially 346-7 for Rose's work. Rose later found that Pelopium was spurious, ibid, 347.
3. Faraday did not examine these metals for nearly a year. See Faraday, Diary, 23 October
1847, 5: 9060-5.
4. Unidentified.
5. Theophilus Redwood (1806-1892, B3). Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy at the
Pharmaceutical Society, 1846-1885.
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6. William Francis (1817-1904, Brock and Meadows (1984), 97-128). Publisher.
7. William Brockedon (1785-1854, DNB). Painter, author and inventor. For his graphite see
Petroski (1989), 134-5.

Letter 1924
Faraday to David Ramsay Hay1

29 October 1846
From the original in EUL MS Dc. 2.59

Royal Institution I 29 Octr. 1846
Sir

I have again the duty & the pleasure of thanking you for a work of
yours the First principles of Symmetrical beauty?. I feel on every occasion
somewhat ashamed that I cannot profit more than I do by your works but
indeed my time is limited & the scope & course of my own studies so
extensive & yet peculiar that I hope you will admit it in some degree as a
reason why nearly all my thoughts are directed towards them. Again
thanking you for your kindness I am Sir

Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
D.R. Hay Esq I &c &c &c

1. David Ramsay Hay (1798-1866, DNB). Decorative artist and author.
2. Hay (1846).

Letter 1925
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
30 October 1846
From the original in RI MS

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1846 October 30
My dear Sir

I have just that small degree of learning about galvanism which the
wisdom of antiquity has declared to be peculiarly dangerous, and I
therefore come to you for a finish of my education.

Some person has proposed (in a newspaper) to prevent the water
kept in lead cisterns from conveying the salts of lead to the human
stomach, by inserting, in the water kept in the cistern, plates of zinc, upon
which the salts of lead, carbonates and others, will be quietly deposited.

Now I wish to ask you -
1. Does not the presence of the zinc vastly increase the action of

these acids upon the lead?
2. Is it certain that all this increased amount of salts will be

deposited on the zinc? or is it not possible that a larger amount than
before may be left in the water to act injuriously on the drinkers?
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I am my dear Sir I Yours very truly ! G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq i &c &c &c

Letter 1926
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
31 October 1846
From the original in RGO6 / 462, f.177

R Institution i 31 Octr. 1846
My dear Airy

To answer your question1 exactly would require some experiment
and a good deal of time i.e months: for the final relation of zinc & lead in
ordinary water when both are jointly & voltaically subject to its action
could only be ascertained after such long trial & when the metals with
their investing coats had acquired a steady state.

I have however no confidence in the statement made for the
following reasons. The abundant deposition on the zinc plate may be
oxide of zinc instead of oxide of lead in which case the party who
mistakes one for the other cannot be a very good adviser in the important
affair which he enters into. Or if it be a deposition of lead salts, then it
would seem to indicate that the zinc or Neg. & the lead Pos. which is just
the reverse state to that which he thinks he produces - and finally the
salts of lead cannot be deposited upon the zinc without the metal having
first been dissolved in the water and such a continual deposition would
prove therefore that the zinc had not prevented the presence of lead in
the water and would suggest that perhaps it had increased it.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq

Do not bring me into controversy. I have enough to do without it.

1. In letter 1925.

Letter 1927
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
31 October 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl C16

R Institution I 30 Octr. 1846
My dear Sir

I think I understand your letter properly & will talk of the matter in
the right place. I cannot perhaps well do more:-

And your offer of a F.E. I will put into Mr. Barlows hands who has the
trouble & responsibility of the whole1!,]
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I am very sorry to hear of your late illness though glad to hear it is
over. I am on the whole very well but think myself slowu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq i &c &c &c

1. Brayley did not give a Friday Evening Discourse in the following year.

Letter 1928
Faraday to John Martin
9 November 1846
From Pendered (1923), 205-6

Royal Institution, 1 November 9th, 1846.
My dear Martin,

I have received and thank you heartily for the reports1. I have read
them. I give you joy of the development of your most important subject
and proposition, and congratulate you upon the progress which its
practical application is making. I trust that you will find, in this case, that
your labour will be followed by that pleasure, honour, and profit which is
its just reward.

Yours very truly, I M. Faraday

1. Martin (1846) which on p.viii acknowledged Faraday's help with his plans for the
drainage of London.

Letter 1929
Faraday to Edward Magrath
11 November 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl C17

R Institution i 11 Nov. 1846
My dear Magrath

I think tomorrow is your day at Hampstead and so I intend (and my
wife too if Miss Magrath1 is at home at present) to reach Hampstead
tomorrow & supposing it not inconvenient perhaps even to lunch with
you about half past 12 oclk. But do not derange any previous intention of
your own: if we do not get a biscuit at your house, we shall at the next
bakers. The weather has been so dry that 1 do not like to put off my
intention^]

Ever Yours i M. Faraday

1. Louisa Magrath. Sister of Edward Magrath. See Magrath's 1861 will in the Principal
Registry of the Family Division of the High Court.
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Letter 1930
Faraday to Benjamin Collins Brodie
17 November 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl C18

Royal Institution I 17 Novr. 1846.
My dear Sir Benjamin

I take to myself the pleasure of introducing to you our indefatigable
Secretary & my friend Mr. Barlow who wishes a word or two with you
about a subject in which 1 am sure you will feel interested as it concerns
both the Royal Institution & St Georges Hospital^.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. This refers to Brande's desire to give up lecturing to medical students from St George's
and elsewhere. This had been discussed by the Managers the previous day (Rl MM, 16
November 1846, 9: 416-7) and, though not minuted, Barlow's visit presumably arose from the
discussion. The result was that the lectures continued, though with Brande playing a lesser
role. For a discussion of this see Forgan (1977), 141-2.

Letter 1931
Jonathan Pereira1 to Faraday
17 November 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Finsbury Square, I Novr. 17th 1846.
My dear Faraday

Many thanks for your kind letter. I shall gladly embrace your offer &
propose calling on you at a quarter past one on Wednesday2, if that time
will suit. If it does, do not write: if it does not, I will call on you on Friday, if
you are likely to be at home. Thursday I cannot be with you except in the
evening, & I will not intrude on you so late as that.

Faithfully yours I Jon Pereira
Dr Faraday

1. Jonathan Pereira (1804-1853, DNB). Pharmacologist.
2. That is 18 November 1846.

Letter 1932
Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts to Faraday
19 November 1846
From the original in RI MS Fl I62c

Stratton Street I Novbr 19th / 46
My dear Sir,

I have found a card from you respecting Dr Latham1 & it would have
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given me much pleasure to have given you my vote for him, and indeed if I
voted, for I have been already canvassed by an old friend on his behalf,
but I seldom ever vote upon these occasions & in this instance from
particular circumstances with which I need not trouble you, I have
decided upon remaining neuter - as oddly enough 1 ought to vote for both
Candidates!!-

1 am I Yours sincerely I A.G.B. Coutts

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1933
Marshall Hall1 to Faraday
30 November 1846
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.30
Dear Dr Faraday

Accept my best thanks for your kind note. We will expect you
between \ after 6 & f after 7 on Thursday2. Can 1 send my carriage for you?

My principal object will be to show the experiments which have
been poorly explained to you; and - the phenomena of the induced
condition of the nerves after the influence of the galvanic apparatus has
been removed. Both these series of phenomena are, I think, remarked by
Signor Matteucci3.

1 wish afterwards to present my researches into the induced states,
of the spinal marrow & of the incident nerves4.

1 am Dear Dr Faraday I Yours most truly I and obliged I Marshall
Hall
14 Manchester Square I Nov 30 / 46

1. Marshall Hall (1790-1857, DSB). Physiologist.
2. That is 3 December 1846.
3. Matteucci (1844).
4. See Hall, M. (1848) for an account of this work.

Letter 1934
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
1 December 1846
From the original in RGO6 / 227, f.476

R Institution 1 Dec. 1 1846
My dear Sir

1 had heard of your communication & was very glad to see itV) Many
thanks for your thought of me & best remembrances to Mrs. & Miss
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Ever Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. Airy, G.B. (1846c).

Letter 1935
James South to Faraday
2 December 1846
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Obsy. Kensington, I Wedy Night Dec 2, 46
My dear Faraday,

I am very much grieved to find from your kind Letter which I
received last night, that you are again teased with a misbehaving knee. I
was in hopes that Brodie had effectually secured you against any
recurrence of such a Calamity - most sincerely do 1 hope that the means
he is now pursuing may soon produce a radical cure of the diseased part
so that you may soon resume your accustom[e]d activity & exercise, the
latter of which I believe is very essential to your general health.

As I cannot do it orally I must content myself in making my pen in
my left hand congratulate you on having two fresh public proofs of the
great importance of your recent discoveries. God grant, great as they are,
that you may still add to their number & honor - you, in the annals of the
Royal Society, stand, the solitary instance of 2 of its medals being on the
same day presented to the same individual1!.] May the almighty Giver of
those talents which have enabled you to earn these honors grant you
health and happiness, long to wear them!

Now let me thank you very much for your solicitude about myself -
thank God my health is & has been for some time very good - about 6 or 7
weeks ago (as I think you know) I had an attack of pneumonia Notha2 in
consequence of exposure to wet in determining the site for my intended
observatory, near the Watford Tunnel, in which I propose making my
experiments on the propagation of railway tremors as affecting
astronomical observations made from the surface of Mercury - that
attack however soon gave way to local bleeding &c - and I had again
indulged in my favorite amusement of shooting - and being so occupied
on this day fortnight a thorn passed through the nail of the forefinger of
my right hand leaving in the nail a circular hole (as if it had been punched
out) of about a tenth of an inch diameter - it then entered the finger & laid
palallel [sic] with the finger nail but about the 8th of an inch below it. The
pain was instantly most intense. With a Lancet I cut down upon the thorn,
and grasping it with a pair of Forceps removed it. it was about \ an inch
long about the ]̂ th of an inch or a little more at its largest extremity and
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was a well defined point at the other. Five minutes certainly did not
elapse between the thorn's entrance and its removal - yet in this time the
first joint of the finger became half as large again as before the Accident -
this latter happened about 1 o'Clock P.M. and I continued shooting till
dark without inconvenience got 18 shots Killed 14 Cock pheasants, one
hen pheasant - and 2 partridges - missing only 1 shot.

On my return home to dinner the point of the finger became
somewhat painful on which I poulticed it as I have since done to the
present time - the inflammation gradually increased but did not prevent
me going down to Watford Tunnel on Friday last.

On Saturday I put my finger under the Care of Mr. South3 who
immediately cut down upon the offending part but without giving me the
relief he had anticipated. In the afternoon I went down to Ramsgate to see
a sick friend & returned to town on Monday to see Mr South - other
cuttings were necessary - these made towards having the pain become
less - and altho I got but a bad night it gave me more sleep than I had had
for six previous days & nights.

The finger is certainly somewhat less painful than it has been but I
fear will not make much more progress without further cut of the knife. It
is somewhat curious that yesterday week in the morning for some
minutes my jaws were not separable - on Thursday the same but not for
so long a period - on Saturday the return was but just sensible and this
afternoon it remained about a minute - & in all instances without my
thinking of it in the least. When I can I will call on you - Kindest regards to
Mrs. F.

Yours affectionately I J. South

1. Faraday had received both the Rumford Medal and a Royal Medal of the Royal Society on
30 November 1846. See Proc.Roy.Soc., 1846, 5: 635.
2. An inexact term generally used for chronic bronchitis or winter cough of old people. I am
indebted to John Symons for this information.
3. John Flint South (1797-1882, DNB). Surgeon and half brother of James South.

Letter 1936
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
17 December 1846
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/38

Trinity House London I 17th Dec. 1846.
Sir,

The Board's attention having been directed to the short period, say
about 12 months1, in which the lower joints of the Tubes composing the
ventilating apparatus for Argand Lamps become defective, and require
renewal, I am to request that, you will give this subject your
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consideration, with the view of suggesting the use of some more durable
metal than at present, in the manufacture of the said lower joints of such
apparatus.

I am, 1 Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq.

Address: M. Faraday Esq. I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. This inquiry originated from the Trinity House Wardens Committee. See their Minutes,
15 December 1846, GL MS 30025/18, pp.19-20.

Letter 1937
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
18 December 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 382

Royal Institution I 18, Deer. 1846
My dear Schoenbein

I really feel as if 1 wished to know whether you are yet in the flesh or
whether you have gone off altogether, like a piece of your own cotton1. I
can never hear of your name now, except from someone who has a
commercial value attached to it, either one way or the other; and nobody
suggests you to my mind as that dear, quiet, lively, philosopher & yet
somewhat sentimental friend that I so much like to think of. Your name is
now a name of power: - it always has been a name of mental power; - but
now it is powerful in the gross things of this world: - and it often makes
me smile when I hear people talking of Schoenbein - I mean of the
Guncotton Schoenbein, to think how little they know of his true spirit &
pleasant ways. Each sticks something on to the name like that he would
himself desired to have it, had he been the Guncotton man. But joking
apart I am glad to think, that, now there is some, & I suppose a great,
chance that a portion of the good things of this life will fall to your share,
who have so well deserved them; & in causing them, have done so, not for
their own sakes merely but in the true & correct pursuit & love of science.
Long may you and yours live to enjoy, first a contented & happy mind, &
with it those temporal goods which God may think fit to give you.

I suppose you heard of Mr. Lancasters2 accident with some
Guncotton prepared by a Mr. Taylor3. His gun burst & it is well he was
not more than slightly wounded in the arm. It was the time of his going
out next after you & I & he were together. I hear talking all round me, &
see advertisements, from the parties representing you, continually in the
papers; but as you know I do not meddle with any thing commercial, so 1
know little or nothing of what has been done, or is likely to be done. I
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hope we shall some day have a simple & philosophical account of the
substance; - its analysis, and above all the philosophical views &
reasonings you connect with it; for 1 know, by a few words which you
dropped that you have such. Mr. Brande is going to give an account of
Gun cotton on the first Friday Evening here4, & thus I expect to get a
summary of that which is known.

I have worked since you were here but have nothing particular as
yet:- and now I cannot work, for I am laid on the shelf for a while. My
health generally is very good; but an affection has come on in the knee,
like that I had in the other leg ten years ago5, (too much fluid in the joint;)
and so I am obliged to bandage it, & incline it, and lay it up on a stool or
couch:- and in fact nurse it & consequently the body & head & hands
belonging to it. I am obliged to write now over a table; & that to one who
has heretofore written & done all things standing, is troublesome,
because it brings on oppression of the lungs & head. So I think I will even
cut short this rambling letter, which is just intended to come as a little
chat, & to produce, as I hope it will soon, some account of your
whereabouts; that I may know where my old friend is, & what he is about.
Do not forget in the midst of your cotton thoughts to speak of me with all
kind feelings to Mrs Schoenbein & the family. If things run upon velvet 1
should not wonder if you brought somebody with you next time[.]

Ever Dear Schoenbein I Yours Truly I M. Faraday
Dr Schoenbein I &c &c

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c t University I Basle i on the Rhine

1. See note 1, letter 1844.
2. Charles William Lancaster (1820-1878, DNB). Rifle maker.
3. Unidentified.
4. See Athenaeum, 23 January 1847, pp. 100-1 for an account of Brande's Friday Evening
Discourse of 15 January 1847 "On Gun-Cotton".
5. See volume 2, letters 928, 929, 931, 933, 948 and 950.

Letter 1938
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
22 December 1846
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/38

Royal Institution I 22 Deer. 1846
Sir

On the receipt of your letter dated the 17 instant1 respecting the
decay of the lower ends of the ventilating tubes I wrote to Mr. Wilkins
requiring information of the nature of the decay and specimens of the
tubes that I might consider the case. He informs me that it is only at the
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Harwich lights that such a result has been observed and that there has
been nothing of the kind at the Tynemouth lighthouse where the pipes
have been up for the longest period or with other ventilating
arrangements which have been erected for nearly as long a time. The
evil at the Harwich lights consists in a breaking away of the edge of the
socket when the one pipe fits into the other and may be due to one of two
causes or conjointly to both namely the diminution of the strength of that
part of the tube by the mode of working it or the roughness of the usage it
is subject to in conjoining or separating the parts. I have examined the
mode in which the parts are here put together & also a modification
proposed by Mr Wilkins & have instructed Mr. Wilkins subject to the
confirmation by the Board so to alter the joint that the parts instead of
being conical shall be cylindrical & stronger than at presentu 1 expect the
alteration will supply all that is required[.j If there are any cases for which
it should not prove strong enough there cannot be the least difficulty in
making the joint of any strength desired[.]

I am glad to find that this is a simple case belonging to construction
and not to principle; and one easily remedied. I was fearful that your
letter referred to some more general & constant source of decay. If there
should be any thing of which I am not as yet aware will you do me the
favour to make me cognizant of it that I may take it into consideration. I
hope to be able to go to the South Foreland in two or three weeks2 and
then could examine any particular effect in the case of the apparatus
belonging to the lower light there3[.]

I am Sir I Your Very Humble Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 1936.
2. Faraday's notes of this visit which he made on 26 and 27 January 1847 are in GL MS
30108/1/39.
3. This letter was read to the Trinity House Court and noted in Minutes, 5 January 1847, GL
MS 30004/23, p.248. It was ordered that Wilkins be instructed to follow Faraday's advice.

Letter 1939
Faraday to James Patrick Muirhead1

23 December 1846
From the original in Glasgow University Library MS Gen 1354 / 135

Royal Institution I 23 Deer. 1846
Sir

I acknowledge with many thanks your kindness in sending me a
copy of the Watt2 correspondence respecting the discovery of the
composition of water3. In the present day there is no lack of cases
amongst philosophers in which men poach on the ground preoccupied
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by others. I hope this case as it now stands forth will be a warning to
some & assist in reviving & sustaining the moral & honorable feelings of
those who may by circumstances come hereafter into temptation^

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Jas. P. Muirhead Esq I &c &c &c

1. James Patrick Muirhead (1813-1898, DNB1). Biographer of James Watt.
2. James Watt (1736-1819, DSB). Chemist and engineer.
3. Muirhead (1846).

Letter 1940
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
26 December 1846
From the original in UB MS NS 383
My dear Faraday

I am very much obliged to you for the really kind and friendly lines1

you favoured me with the other day and I won't be long in acknowledging
them. As to the late doings of your humble friend they have been of very
little consequence ever since my return from England and Mrs.
Schoenbein's having been delivered of a girl six weeks ago has interfered
with my usual occupations and kept me out of my laboratory. And to tell
you the truth my scientific zeal has been checked by a variety of annoying
occurrences connected with the guncotton affair. True it is, my knowledge
of the World has been vastly increased these last four or five months, but I
am afraid that my esteem for mankind has not grown in the same ratio. I
could tell you a great many things of an incredible description, but I will
not trouble you with detailing facts which I should like never to have
become acquainted with myself. So much however I must say that by the
occurrences alluded to my temper which is usually not much liable to be
ruffled and the placidity of my mind have been suffering these many
months. I hope however that time the powerful physician will remedy what
has been spoiled. As you take some interest in the substance, 1 had the
fortune or misfortune to find out and to which 1 have given the name
"guncotton"2, you will allow me to communicate to you some facts I
ascertained previously to having made the noisy discovery. You are
perhaps aware that my researches on Ozone led me to think NO5 a
chemical non-entity and consider what they call monohydrate of nitric
acid not as NO5 + HO but NO4 + HO2, the normal nitrates as NO4 + RO2, SO3 +
HO as SO2 + HO2 and Rose's Compound3 2SO3 + NO2 as SO2 + NO4. Those
views and some other considerations made me conjecture that on mixing
together 2(SO2 + HO2) with NO4 + HO2[,] 2SO2 + NO4 would be formed and
3HO2 either eliminated or brought into a loose state of combination with
Rose's bisulphate of binoxide of Nitrogen. Supposing such a reaction to
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take place I of course inferred farther that the acid mixture mentioned
would act as a highly oxidizing agent, as a sort of aqua regia in which HO2
replaces Chlorine and I likewise conjectured that in taking away by the
means of oxidable substances HO2 supposed to exist in the said acid
mixture, the latter would exhibit the properties of Rose's Compound. It
may be that those hypothetical views are as wrong as they militate against
the notions Chymists of the present day are entertaining regarding the
nature of nitric acid &c, but in putting myself under their guidance 1
succeeded in ascertaining a number of facts which appear to me to be
entirely novel and not void of scientific interest, facts too which seem to
speak rather in favour of my hypothesis. The statements I am going to
make will show how far I am entitled to say so. If some flores sulphuris are
stirred up with a mixture of nitric acid of 1,5 and common oil of vitriol or
chemically pure sulphuric acid of 1,85 a lively disengagement of
sulphurous acid gas will issue, the temperature rise, the sulphur
disappear and a colourless liquid be left out of which binoxide of
nitrogen is abundantly disengaged when mixed up with water. That fluid
exhibits in other terms all the chemical bearings of a solution of Rose's
2SO3 + NO2 in the monohydrate of sulphuric acid. The action described i.e.
the formation of sulphurous acid takes place even at a temperature of 32°F.
(For farther particulars I take the liberty to refer you to a paper which will
soon be published in Poggendorff s Annalen on the subject4)u I have found
out that if one drop only of nitric acid of 1,5 be mixed up with four ounces
of oil of vitriol, flores sulphuris being added to that mixture will cause a still
perceptible formation of sulphurous acid gas which may be easily shown
by holding some paste of starch mixed with jodide of potassium and
rendered blue by Chlorine over the vessel which holds the acid mixture.
The blue colour of the paste will be discharged under the circumstances
mentioned. Phosphorus and Selenium are likewise readily oxidized in our
mixture at very low temperatures changing the latter such as to render it
capable of disengaging binoxide of nitrogen on being mixed with water.

Even Jodine exhibiting so little tendency to unite with oxigen, is at
low temperatures readily oxidized in our acid mixture being partly
transformed into jodic acid, partly into a lower degree of oxidation (most
likely into the jodic oxide of Millon5) which unites with sulphuric acid and
remains dissolved in the acid mixture6. A good deal of jodic acid
contaminated with some sulphuric acid is precipitated. To obtain the
reaction described it is required to shake powdered jodine with the nitro-
sulphuric acid without applying any heat. (For farther particulars see the
paper alluded to.)

After having made many experiments with inorganic substances and
the acid mixture and recollecting the curious bearings of olefiant gas to
Ozone7 I tried a number of organic matters and began with common
sugar. That substance being in a powdered state at a temperature of
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about 36°F was stirred up with a mixture of one volume of nitric acid of
1,5 and two volumes of oil of vitriol. The sugar first assumes a
semitransparent appearance but after a few minutes stirring gathers up
into a lump of a very tough paste which sticks to the stirring rod and can
easily be removed from the acid mixture. On kneading that paste with
warm water all the adhering acid particles are taken away and a
substance is left, enjoying all the essential properties of resinous matters.
It is nearly tasteless yellowish white insoluble or nearly so in water, solid
and brittle at low temperatures, easily fusible; at the common
temperature it can be malaxated assuming a most beautiful but transient
silvery hue, easily soluble in essential oils, ether &c. and going off like
gunpowder when heated to a certain degree. Some more statements
regarding that curious matter will soon be published in Poggendorff s
Annales8. After having gone so far, the discovery of those substances of
which I took the liberty to send you specimens last March9 and of which
they talk now so much in Paris, was a matter of course. Guncotton,
transparent paper, fulminating paper &c. made rapidly their appearance
one after the other and I must not omit to state that all those results were
obtained in the months of December (1845) January and February (1846).
As to gun cotton I send you an account of an analysis made by Mr.
Bottger10 in Frankfurt who used acetic ether as a solvent to obtain that
fulminating matter in a chemically pure state from common gun cotton.
Hundred parts of pure guncotton contain

After Ballot's11 Analysis Xyloidin contains12

Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxigen

found
27,43 -
3,54 -
14,26 -
54,77 -

calculated
28,2
3,1.
14,5
54,3.

Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxigen

found
37,29
4,99
5,17
52,55

calculated
37,32
4,84
5,76
52,09

From hence it appears that the chemical composition of guncotton
differs essentially from that of Braconnot's13 Xyloidin14, which latter
substance besides, as you well know easily dissolves in strong acetic acid
and muriatic acid and is thrown down by water from such solutions
whilst guncotton is not acted upon by those acids. Nitric acid of 1,38
readily takes up Xyloidine not to be thrown down again by water, whilst
the same acid has no action upon guncotton.

It is perhaps not unknown to you that the french philosophers took
no notice of guncotton sooner than after the meeting at Southampton15

and were in the beginning rather incredulous as to the reality of that
substance. But when there could exist no longer any doubt about the
matter it was declared by more than one Chymist to be Braconnot's
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Xyloidine and consequently the invention of the poudre-coton claimed as
a French one. Silently I smiled at the assertion knowing it to be unfounded
and so very easy to find out the mistake. Indeed in the middle of last
month the french academy was informed that as to properties and
composition guncotton essentially differs from Braconnot's Xyloidine and
the former is made up of what they have called Pyroxyloidine16. Though
the existence of such a substance had even not in the slightest manner
been hinted at before the middle of November last, and though it be well
known that I have been experimenting upon guncotton the whole year
round 1 am, after an opinion expressed before the french aca(demy) and
echoed by many french papers, entitled only t(o the) honor of having first
applied to the purposes of g(un) powder what had been discovered by
another17.1 openly confess that I cannot conceive with what right such an
assertion could have been made, if it have been ever made and I must
leave it to the judgment of impartial scientific men to decide who is to be
considered as the first discoverer or inventor of gun cotton. 1 must beg
you a thousand pardons for having spoken so much of my little affairs,
but as you have yourself expressed a wish to be informed about them you
will, I am sure of it, be indulgent. Up to this present moment 1 have not yet
derived any pecuniary advantage from my discovery, I hope however to
get something out of it. I was very sorry to learn your being laid up and
fervently wish you will soon be able to make use of your limb. Mrs.
Schoenbein and the Children are well and beg to be kindly remembered
to you and Mrs. Faraday.

Should you think some of the facts mentioned in this letter interesting
enough to be communicated in one of your Friday Meetingsi8 or elsewhere 1
don't think I can have any objection to their being made known. Wishing
you and your Lady a very happy new year I am

My dear Faraday I Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Dec. 26, 1846.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London.

1. Letter 1937.
2. See note 1, letter 1844.
3. Rose (1839).
4. Schoenbein (1847a).
5. Auguste-Nicholas-Eugene Millon (1812-1867, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Val-de-
Grace military hospital, 1841-1847.
6. Millon (1844).
7. Schoenbein (1845c).
8. Schoenbein (1847b).
9. See letter 1844.
10. Rudolf Christian Boettger (1806-1881, NDB). Lecturer in Physics at the Physikalischen
Verein in Frankfurt.
11. Christoph Hendrik Diederik Buys Ballot (1817-1890, DSB). Dutch chemist.
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12. Buys Ballot (1843).
13. Henri Braconnot (1780-1855, DBF). French chemist.
14. Braconnot (1833).
15. Of the British Association, where Grove gave a lecture on the subject. See Rep.Brit.Ass.,
1846, xxvi.
16. Pelouze (1846b).
17. Pelouze (1846a). Schoenbein had previously expressed this view in a letter of 13
November 1846, published in Times, 20 November 1846, p.3, col. e.
18. See Athenaeum, 23 January 1847, pp. 100-1 for an account of Brande's Friday Evening
Discourse of 15 January 1847 "On Gun-Cotton".

Letter 1941
Faraday to George Lyon1

28 December 1846
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution I 28 Deer. 1846
My dear Sir

I hope that Miss Ellen [Barnard] has been a good expounder and
advocate & banker on my behalf to you - and trusting to that I now say that I
have had such written answers to my enquiries as almost ensure that the
case is a good & honest one so that I conclude that three young women of
the name of Faraday2 are living at No. 20 Hill Street in Toxteth Park, having
the house, who being pressed in circumstances are honest steady &
industrious. If you would cause the £5 to be paid over to them either by
sending for one of them or in any way you think it fit it would greatly oblige
yours most Truly

M. Faraday
Geo Lyon Esq i &c &c &c
1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 1942
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
29 December 1846
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

R Institution I 29 Deer. 1846
My dear Miss Coutts

I have received, and thank you heartily for, the fine Portrait of Sir
Francis Burdett1 that true old English Gentleman. You must have great
pleasure in regarding such a remembrance of him[.]

Ever Your I Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Miss A.B. Coutts
1. Francis Burdett (1770-1844, DNB). Politician and father of Angela Georgina Burdett
Coutts. This portrait is in RI MS Fl 154.
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Letter 1943
J.S. Tozer1 to Faraday2

30 December 1846
From the original in RI MS

30th Deer. 1846
Sir,

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 29th and send the
fuzes which you requires

The wood fuzes driven with meal powder are not used in the Service
now, as it is found that those driven with fuze composition answers every
purpose by boring out a portion of the compn for short ranges.

The only fuzes now driven with meal powder, are the brass fuzes for
Sea Service; these have been introduced as being less liable to
deterioration by change of climate, damp &c, and much safer as the
the [sic] cap is never removed until the shell is placed in the muzzle of
the gun.

I have sent 6 driven with meal powder
1 driven with pure compn

and 1 Brass driven with meal powder. The fuzes driven with meal powder
burn 2\ seconds for every inch of compn, those sent being 3 inches long
will burn 1\ secondsu

The brass fuze 4 inches long will burn 10 seconds.
The 3 inch fuze driven with fuze compn will burn 15 seconds.
I have Mr. Caffin's3 sanction to send them and I shall be most happy

to give you all the information in my power.
With the compliments of I season 1 remain your Obedient Servant !

J.S. Tozer

1. An official of the Royal Laboratory, Woolwich. See Butler to Faraday, 3 March 1852, IEE
MS SC 2.
2. Recipient established on the basis of provenance and that Faraday was doing work for
the Ordnance Office during these years. See letter 1921 and the Register of Ordnance Office
in-letters, PRO WO45/247 which notes letters from Faraday on 13, 15 and 27 May 1847.
3. William Caffin. Store Keeper at the Royal Laboratory, Woolwich. Imperial Calendar.
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Letter 1944
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
First half of 18471

From the original copy in UB MS NS IG, 25
My dear Faraday

I take the liberty to introduce by these lines M. Schinz2 formerly [a]
pupil of Bessel3 and Jacobi at Konigsberg and Professor of Natural
Philosophy of Arau; he is an intelligent young man and desirous to get
acquainted with the scientific establishments of Great Britain. You will
oblige me very much by your favoring his views as far as you can do it. Of
late I have medelled again with ozone and ascertained a number of
various facts most of which will I think be communicated at Oxford4.

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to the Oxford meeting of the British Association.
2. Emil Schinz (1817 - 1887, P2, 3). Professor of physics at Aarau.
3. Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel (1784-1846, DSB). German astronomer.
4. Schoenbein (1847c).

Letter 1945
Faraday to John Murray
1 January 1847
From the original in JMA

R Institution i 1 Jany 1846 [sic]
My dear Sir

1 hasten, before 1 look into the article in the Q.R which you have sent
me1, to thank you for your kindness in sending me a copy. Many happy
returns of the day to you[.]

Ever Yours Truly i M. Faraday
John Murray Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Jan 1, 1847 i Faraday M.

1. [Holland] (1847).
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Letter 1946
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
9 January 1847
From the original in GL MS 3010812188

Trinity House, London, I 9th January 1847.
Sir,

Adverting to our conversation of yesterday respecting the Sample of
water sent up from the Bardsey Light House, I now beg to transmit for
your information an extract from Mr. Bailey's letter1 on the subject
together with the Bottle of Water refer'd to, and to acquaint you that the
Board will be obliged by your favoring them with your opinion as to it's
wholesomeness for drinking and culinary purposes.

The Elder Brethren have been desirous that a Sample of the Patent
refined Rape Seed Oil which is now used at certain of the Corporation's
Light Houses should be analysed, but before I trouble you upon that
Subject, I should be obliged by your stating your opinion whether the
result of such Analysis would furnish you with the means of reporting
upon the goodness of the Quality of the Oil in question for burning
purposes.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant, I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqre I &c &c &c

1. Bailey to Trinity House, 9 December 1845 [sic], GL MS 30108/2/88.

Letter 1947
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
13 January 1847
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/88

Royal Institution I 13 January 1847
My dear Sir

I have examined the Bardsey water refered to in your letter of the
9th instant1 and as to saline matter there is nothing in it which is likely to
make it unwholesome though there is sufficient to make it rather hard.
But there is a substance partly of an organic nature which I do not at
present recognize and which being in small quantity I cannot examine
sufficiently without more of the water. I should be glad of as much as a
gallon of the water for that purpose but it ought to be drawn in clean
vessels & enclosed in a clean bottle stopped by clean cork. I should like to
know also how the well is situated in respect of any near drain or
cesspool or duty ditch.

In reference to the oil question 1 do not know of any mode of
analysis or chemical treatment that will serve as a test before hand of the
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purity of the oil or fitness for burning. The oil ought no doubt to be clear
& have the other appearances known to belong to good oil but
occasionally specimens which will not burn well will present the same
appearances & then burning alone is the sufficient test of their quality.
When I was amongst the French lighthouses2 I enquired particularly as to
their mode of recognizing the fitness of the Colza oil sent to them & the
keepers (& M Fresnel also) informed me that the responsibility was cast
upon the contractors that the portions supplied being kept separate if
any one burnt badly the whole was sent back at the contractors expence
& risk. This is not an urgent process for if the contractor prepares his oil
always in the same way & with equal care he will always have the same
result and he of all persons can most easily tell whether his oil is good &
he prepared to be responsible for it3.

I am My dear Sir I Yours most faithfully I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c

1. Letter 1946.
2. In July 1845. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 214-20.
3. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in its Minutes, 19 January
1847, GL MS 30010/35, p.257.

Letter 19481

Faraday to Henry Holland
18 January 1847
From the original in Fitzwilliam Museum MS Henry Holland Album
p.32(2)

Royal Institution I 18 Jany 1847
My dear Sir

Lady Davy has told me to whom a certain account of my recent
researches given in the Quarterly Review is due2. I have so much
deference to the Office of the Critic for his independance that I make it a
rule not to break through his privacy under any circumstances. But in the
present case I am about to break my rule simply to say that however
gratifying it may be to me that hundreds or even thousands should read &
know your opinion of my researches it is a cause of far deeper & greater
pleasure to my mind that you have formed such an opinion. I know your
ability to judge & I would rather in any case have the private approbation
even of one such judge than the applause of thousands who judge from
their imperfect knowledge or from appearance or with the multitude!.]

Your kindness induces me to send you a copy of a little
communication I had occasion to make to the philosophical magazine3.
I did not think the matter important enough to send copies round to my
friendsf.]
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Ever Yours faithfully i M. Faraday
Dr Holland i &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 1949.
2. [Holland] (1847).
3. Faraday (18460-

Letter 19491

Faraday to William Lyon2

18 January 1847
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution i 18 Jany 1847
My dear Sir

I received your kind letter this morning. I had before proof of your
willingness to help me by a letter from the Faraday's3 & a very proper &
pleasant one. I am led to think they have not complained of their troubles
to me before they had much reason4[.j Many thanks to you for your great
kindness. I hope you find your own health improved & knowing that you
were ill when here should have been glad to hear that you are now well.

Perhaps you did not know Mrs. Barnard of Claremont Square (my
wifes mother) died last week5[.] I mention it only because I thought that
through Mrs. William Barnard6 you would feel interested in the Events

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
Wm. Lyon Esq i &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. Unidentified.
3. Unidentified.
4. See letter 1941.
5. On 12 January 1847.
6. That is Martha Barnard, nee Lyon. Possibly a relation of William Lyon.

Letter 19501

Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
19 January 1847
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution I 19 Jany 1847
My dear Miss Coutts

Mr Barlow tells me that he has written to you through a friend, and,
therefore, I am moved to add (I hope not impertinently) a word. If you are
half inclined to join the Royal Institution as a Member2, let me say it
would be a great pleasure to me to find, finally, that you were entirely
resolved. For twenty years I have devoted all my exertions & powers for
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the advancement of Science in this Institution; and for the last ten years
or more I have given up all professional business & a large income with it,
for the same purpose; and, I am happy to say 1 have my reward. You will
not wonder therefore that I am earnest, enthusiastic, & perhaps too
forward in such a cause; but, at all events, you will not charge me with
any thing selfish in the matter. And after all, though I earnestly desire to
see Lady Members received amongst us, as in former times, do not let any
thing I have said induce you to do what may not be quite agreeable to
your own inclinations!.]

1 am as always I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 1949.
2. Burdett Coutts's nomination for membership of the Royal Institution was read on 1
March 1847, Rl MS GM, 1 March 1847, 5: 353. She was nominated, among others, by Faraday
and Barlow. She was elected at the following meeting. RI MS GM, 5 April 1847, 5: 356.

Letter 1951
Antonio Lombardi to Faraday
19 January 1847
From the original copy in ANS

Modene 19 Janvier 1847
Antoine Lombardi I Membre et Secretair de La Socite Italienne I des
Sciences residente a Modene I a Monsieur Michael Faraday I Membre
etrangere de la dite Societe I Professeur de Chimie et Physique a Londres
Monsieur

La faculte de medecine de Modene m'a donne commission de vous
diriger la presente respectueuse lettre en vous priant d'acheter pour son
compt et de me depecher en poste trente petits tubes en verre
contenants du puche de vaccine mais vraiment original pour repandre
dans TEtat de Modene un bon virus Varesne

Aussi tot que je recevrai le paquet bien cachete je vous depecherai
le le prix du virus et touts les frais de poste de cette lettres et des votres
&c

Pardonnez monsieur cette importunite mais j'ai pris cet engagement
pour le bien de Thumanite vouliez cependant m'adresser des comissions
pour l'ltalie que je me donnerai tout Tempressement pour les accomplir
et je me soussigne avec la plus haute consideration de Vous monsieur le
Profeseur I votre Serviteur tres devoue
[word illegible] I et monsieur I monsieur michel Faraday I membre
etranger de la Societe Italienne des Sciences professeur de chimie et
physique I Duke Street adelphi I a Londres
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TRANSLATION
Modena 19 January 1847

Antoine Lombardi I Member and Secretary of the Italian Society of
Sciences in Modena I to Mr Michael Faraday I Foreign Member of the said
Society I Professor of Chemistry and Physics in London
Sir,

The Faculty of Medicine at Modena has asked me to send this
respectful letter to you to ask you to purchase on its behalf and to send
by post 30 little glass vials containing samples of a truly original vaccine to
spread a good Varenne virus throughout the State of Modena.

As soon as I receive the sealed parcel I shall send you the price of
the virus and all the costs of postage for this letter and for yours &c.

Please excuse, Sir, this request but I ask it for the good of humanity;
if in the meantime you would like to send me some errands for Italy I shall
try to carry them out as quickly as possible, and I sign myself with the the
highest consideration for you, Sir and Professor, I your most devoted
servant.

Letter 1952
Moritz Hermann Jacobi to Faraday
19 January 1847
From the original in RS MS AP 29.9

St. Petersburg 7th I 19th Jan. 1847.
Dear Sir,

I have the honour to communicate to you, a very interesting
phenomenon which I have observed in consequence of having made
some months ago, experiences with the Voltameter. Since about 4 or 5
years I employ frequently and particularly for practical purposes the
Voltameter of the

form, described in your Researches art 710 fig 65', which form I found to
be of great utility because of the easiness of its manipulation. I use
different specimens of these Voltameters, with Platinum plates of
different size or provided with Platinum wires, if only feeble currents
are employed. For the moment I am not in the possession of a Voltameter
of this latter espece. Now the fact which has escaped till now, not only
myself, but many other Electricians which used the Voltameter in their
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researches, is the following. The mixed gazes resting for some time over
the fluid in the state where they are developed, diminishes by degree in
volume and disappears entirely in a greater or lesser space of time. A
resorbition of the gazes by the fluid and under the action of the platinum
plates takes place, and your Voltameter acts indeed as a very
eudiometrical Voltameter. I have repeated very often this experience,
with the same success, but other researches, wherein I am engaged, and
particularly many business of a more practical nature, prevented me from
varying the experiences, so much as it would be necessary. Some series
of observations which I made, will be soon published in our Bulletin
scientifique2; in the meanwhile I take the liberty to give you the series
which presents the greatest intensity of resorbition

Oh 53,5 parts (1 part = 0,025 cub. inches)
after lh 11' ... 36

" 2h 30
4h 37' ...26,5 or 27 parts have been resorbed

At this experience the current was produced by a magneto-electrical
Machine, with platinum Electrodes of about f square inches. The
electrolyte was water acidulated with sulphuric acid. In the other
experiences partly made with the magneto-electrical Machine, partly
with a Grove's nitric acid battery, the intensity of resorbition was much
less. Although I have not yet determined all the conditions upon which
depends this phenomenon and particularly its intensity, nevertheless I
believe, that the intensity of the current, the cleanliness of the platinum
electrodes & the degree of acidulation of the fluid, are thereby of much
influence. In this latter respect I remark, that in using dilute sulphuric
acid of 1,25 to 1,30 sp.gr. a very slow resorbition takes place. The most
probable explanation of the disappearance of the mixed gazes may be,
that a part of them, diffused throughout the whole liquid, is brought in
contact with the platinum plates and after being recombined on their
surface are replaced by another part and so forth.

In the above mentioned experience where twenty seven parts of gaz
had been absorbed, I permitted the remaining gaz to escape, and I
introduced in the Voltameter 39 parts of atmospheric air. Here a
resorbition likewise took place, the progress of which is assigned in the
following table.

Oh 39 parts
after lh 52 remained 33,5

9h38' " 30 "
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17h 18' " 29
33h 18' " 28
41h 18' " 27
76h 18' " 24,5.

After the disappearance of 14,5 parts, the absorbition ceased
entirely. As 39 parts of atm. air contain only about 8 parts of oxygen, a
part of the nitrogen must likewise have been absorbed. In another
experience only 9 parts of 41 parts atm. air have been absorbed. This is
nearly the exact measure of the oxygen contained in 41 p. atmospheric air.

Strong muriatic acid having served as electrolyte, instead of dilute
sulphuric acid, chlorine and hydrogen was developed in the Voltameter.
The recombination of the gazes was very rapid, but only during the day;
during the night the resorbition stopped entirely, but recommenced the
following day. As in this case, the recombination must be attributed to
the chemical action of light on a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen, the
stopping of the action, seems to be a proof, that an absorbition and
recombination of these gazes, by the action of platinum plates does not
take place.

As it could be, that the fact which I took the liberty to communicate
to you, might interest some other electricians, I beg of you, dear Sir, to
present this note to the Royal Society3 or cause it to be published in the
Philosophical Magazine (after having translated it in english\4[)].

If you should have any occasion of seeing Mr. Grove and Mr. Gassiot,
you would be so kind, to present my best compliments to them. At the
same time I beg of you, to remember me to the kind regards of Mrs.
Faraday and to receive the respects of

Yours I M.H. Jacobi
P.S. It seems to me, that the above mentioned resorbition is entirely or
almost stopped, when, after having developed the mixed gazes, the ends
of the platinum electrodes are united by a short and thick wire. If this
experience, which I only made yesterday, be right this may be as a
consequence of the theory of the Grove's Gaz-battery5.

Endorsed by Faraday: Letter to Faraday

1. Faraday (1834b), ERE7, 710.
2. Jacobi (1848).
3. This letter was read "On the reabsorption of the Mixed Gases in a Voltameter" to the
Royal Society on 25 February 1847. Proc.Roy.Soc, 1847, 5: 667. The paper was Archived. RS
MS CMB 90c, 8 July 1847.
4. Faraday made a large number of alterations to improve Jacobi's English. None of these
have been transcribed.
5. See Grove (1842, 1843a).
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Letter 19531

Faraday to J. Boyd2

21 January 1847
From the original in Bod MS Autogr d.10, f.62

R Institution I 21 January 1847
My dear Sir

My wife has been thinking of asking you here for Friday Evenings &
your note only quickens our sluggish intentions!.] I send you a ticket -
(undated.) but we would rather that you should come up to our rooms as
a nephew, a little before hand and go in with us i.e. either with me or my
wife or at any moment you may liket.]

Ever truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mr J. Boyd

1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 1949.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 1954
George Whitehead Hearn1 to Faraday
22 January 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

22 Jan. 1847 R.M. Coll I Sandhurst I Berks
Sir

I have read and studied with intense delight your admirable
researches on the action of Electro-magnets on magnetic and diamagnetic
substances2. It will be within your recollection that some time ago I sent
you a paper on the mutual action of voltaic currents3 which has since been
published in the Mathematician4 a periodical emanating from Woolwich. I
there proved on Ampere's5 theory that the mutual action of two small
closed currents is not wholly in the line joining their centres when the
planes of the currents are inclined to that line and I conceived that if a wire
wound round a hard iron core not previously magnetic as an elliptical
spiral thus
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and an electric current put through it for some time & then the core
removed and suspended so that the minor axis of the induced elliptical
currents might be vertical that a motion of rotation would ensue which
would continue so long as the iron core might be capable of retaining this
peculiar magnetic state. I fancy that I see in your experiment with a piece
of copper wire inclined to the 'axial' & 'equatorial' positions some
confirmation of my researches & would explain the phenomenon of
rotation arising from what you term 'revolution' in the following manner^

x p-4
Let PQ represent the wire. Currents whose planes are parallel to the
equatorial plane EF are induced by the magnet in the copper wire and then
by their mutual action would tend to make the wire revolve in the direction
PES while the action of the magnet on them would tend to produce rotation
in the contrary direction EPN. On the cessation of the magnetic action
there remains only the mutual action of the induced currents & the wire
therefore revolves in direction PES until it loses the peculiar magnetic
state. Now if a needle (not previously magnetic) were by extraneous force
held in the position PQ and the magnetic action continued for some time 1
think it highly probable that on the cessation of the magnetic action & the
withdrawal of the extraneous forces it would continue to revolve longer
than the copper wire. A paper of mine will 'ere long be communicated to
the Royal Society which I hope will interest you as it proves that in addition
to the mutual gravitation of two diamagnetics there exists a magnetic
action which on turning one of the masses round a vertical axis through
180° becomes of contrary name & nearly equal intensity6!.]

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your most obedient servant I Geo W.
Hearn
Dr. Faraday I &c &c &c

1. George Whitehead Hearn (1812-1851, B5). Professor of Mathematics at Sandhurst.
2. Faraday (1846b, c, d). ERE19, 20 and 21.
3. See letter 1782.
4. Hearn (1846).
5. Andre-Marie Ampere (1775-1836, DSB). French physicist.
6. Hearn (1847), 227.
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Letter 1955
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
1 February 1847
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/39

Royal Institution I 1 Feby 1847
My Dear Sir

On the 26th of last month I went to the South Foreland lights,
according to an intent referred to in preceding letters1, and remained
there on that and the following nights for the purpose of examining
particularly into the cause of the occasional occurrence of dampness on
the interior of the glass of the upper lanthorn, and testing the efficacy of
the system of tubes by which the lamps in both lighthouses are
ventilated. The weather was changeable being fair in the day - showery
at night, not frosty, and the wind from the west south west, generally
strong & often in sharp squalls.

Confining the attention at present to the upper house, I may briefly
state, that, the lamp there, which is a central four wicked lamp, has the
ventilating tubes attached to it; & that Mr Finnis2, the chief keeper, says,
no desposition of moisture occurs on the inside of the glass except when
the wind is North or South East; &, then, not always but in cold weather. He
has an impression, also, though a doubtful one, that something goes from
the lamp and condenses on the glass on these occasions; and that this is
more abundant with Rape oil than with sperm oil; but has no idea why
this should happen only with North or South East windst.j

The tower & lanthorn were new three years ago & the tower is not
inhabited, nor has it any chimney in any part of the walls. The feeling to
me whenever I have gone into it is that of a damp uninhabited place. At
the bottom of the tower is the oil cellar the whole of which is below the
level of the ground & in contact with it, & when the door is shut, is
entirely closed from the air. Above that is an air chamber, occupying the
whole horizontal extent of the tower; for the entrance of air at the level of
the ground, to a central stove & ventilating apparatus. Above the air
chamber comes the general space of the tower containing the stair case;
over which is the Watch chamber, and over that again the lanthorn. The
lanthorn is almost entirely of metal or of glass. Beneath the glass it is
double & of Iron. The glass part is 14 feet in diameter & ten feet high -
exposing above 413 square feet of glass. The roof above this is conical &
consists of a single thickness of copper. When condensation occurs
within it takes place both on the glass & on the copper roof above.

The present arrangement for warming & ventilating the lanthorn is
as follows. Three large opening[s] exist on the East, South & West sides of
the tower about 2 or 3 feet from the ground which give access of external
air to the air chamber above the oil cellar already referred to. Weather
boards are put up at the outside of these openings, & within they are
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boxed up so that by using a string the lids of the boxes may be opened &
shut, with the intention of regulating the entrance of the air. A large thin
metal prismatic tube probably 18 inches in width rises up in the centre of
the tower from this chamber & enters a shallow air chamber below the
floor of the lanthorn. This floor itself is slate but in it are (I think) seven
ventilators equidistant from the center & the sides of the lanthorn by
which the air passes into the latter and finally out by the cowl & thus it is
ventilated. But to assist in the ventilation & to effect the warming, a stove
is placed in the tower air chamber below & its chimney, which is a copper
tube 6 inches in diameter and about 80 feet in length passes up the
central air tube, then through the upper air chamber under the floor of
the lanthorn, next through the floor & up the inside of the lanthorn & roof
& finally through the roof into the air where it is furnished with its own
cowl.

This stove when alight has a powerful effect in warming the air
about its chimney in the large ventilating tube; & if there were no wind
outside would give a good ascending power to the air, so warmed, &
cause a large quantity to pass into the lanthorn through the
regulators, they being open. It is in fact a very excellent arrangement
for an abundant supply of ventilating & warming air; and I thought so
at the time when Mr. Walker3, before its erection, did me the honor to
ask my opinion of it, but from circumstances the effect of which could
not have been anticipated at the time it is perhaps not the best
arrangement for this tower.

In the first place when the wind is in any direction except North, so
much air is drawn in at the weather or outer openings, that the keeper, to
reduce it, is obliged to close all the lids of the air boxes; & one of them,
belonging to the chief or south opening, he has been under the necessity
of nailing down, because of the wind by its force actually blew it up
though of considerable weight & then rushed through the central tube &
lanthorn. Even this was not precaution enough for general circumstances,
for so much air still enters by the crevices of the wood work as to require
that six of the seven ventilators should be usually shut; & when the wind
is strong, that the seventh should be shut, & all covered with cloths. At
the time that I was there & the air boxes were all closed if one of the seven
ventilators in the lanthorn were only in a small degree open & then
covered with a large cloth, the cloth was instantly flown up into a great
dome, many feet in circumference, which indeed grew until the edges
were lifted from the floor & the air escaped into the lanthorn. When the
ventilator was quite shut, & a large card laid over the small hole in the
center, at which the turning key is applied, the card was blown up &
sustained floating in the air over the apertures Hence, when there is any
wind other than the North, there is a powerful tendency of air to pass
through the great central tube & the lanthorn; &, if there be no fire in the
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stove & the air cold, it exerts great cooling agency on the tower &
lanthorn which have no extra or constant sources of warmth.

In the next place Mr Finnis states that he very rarely lights the fire;
because, he finds, that, if there be any tendency to dampness on the
windows the use of the fire increases it:- and this is not improbable or
unlikely; for the stove, being in the lower air chamber, will always when
alight, tend to dry it, i.e. will evaporate the water from its walls & floor &
will give it to the air which is passing up. In such cases the air will go in a
moister state into the lanthorn, than if it were sent in absolutely as it is on
the outside; & then this dampness will condense on the glass of the
lanthorn cooled by the external temperature. This moisture is not
inconsiderable; for, the floor of the air chamber is the roof of the oil
chamber, & that is found by observation to be always damp;- indeed the
general dampness of this part of the tower may be judged of by an
observation respecting the oil chamber which I will give presently. On the
other hand, the warmth which is given by the stove to the air at the same
time with the moisture, is not enough when the air enters the lanthorn to
ensure its retaining this extra water dissolved. I had a good fire made in
the stove for the purpose of ascertaining what the temperature of the air
sent by it through the ventilators into the lanthorn could be ordinarily
raised to. After about one hours firing this temperature was only 58° the
external air being at 44° or a difference of 14° & this was the highest point
I attained to. One reason why the air does not attain a higher
temperature, is, that the air tube being of metal, much of the heat is
communicated to it, & from it to the air of the interior of the tower (as I
found was the case,) & from it again to the walls & so a consequence
results which could hardly have been anticipated that this warmth
causes the air in the tower to take moisture from the walls & such air
going by the doors first into the watch room & then into the lanthorn is
more loaded with water, & will sooner deposit on the glass, than air taken
in its natural state directly from the outsider]

If an attempt be made to urge the fire & so by a large consumption of
coals to keep the tower, watch room & lanthorn all so warm that their
temperature shall continually & effectually counteract the tendency of
the air passing through them to deposit moisture; then, the present stove
does not seem able for that purpose. 1 found it with a draught down into
the tower; Mr. Finnis says the fire burns badly & smokes much. A blower
has been put up covering in all the opening except the bars & yet 1 was
not able to make such a constant fire as would prevent by its draught the
smoke from creeping out. Then it is to be remembered that, the lanthorn,
which is the part most needing elevation of temperature, is furthest from
the source of heat; and I believe that the 24 or 25 feet of the upper part of
the flue which passes through the lanthorn, can do more to warm the
lanthorn than the warm air which the ventilators can deliver into it. I
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hope I shall be excused for these details but I am anxious to give them
clearly both because of the good opinion I had of the plan of the stove
generally before it was executed, & because of the conclusions I may be
emboldened at last to offer.

There was no fire in the stove on the nights of the 26th & 27th when I
was there, & I will now speak of the lanthorn & lighting apparatus as I
found it under Mr. Finnis' care. The ventilating tube was right in all its
parts, & was continued well up (three feet) into the cowl. The draught at
all the opening[s] of the tube was carefully examined, both by day &
night, & found to be right both in direction & sufficiency. Besides the air
which enters into the lanthorn from the ventilators & their chamber, I
found that there was a draught of air from the tower & watch room by the
stairs & doors. There was some deposition of moisture on the glass
outside, both by day & night, & this was chiefly to leeward. I examined it &
found it saline; & its cause is as follows. Particles of salt spray fly up &
lodge on the glass & then if the air be near the dew point, i.e near the
temperature at which it will deposit moisture, then these saline particles
being considerably hygrometric, cause deposition, & hence the moisture.
The reason why they appear to leeward & not to windward is this, (or at
least was the reason when I was there,) namely, the showers or even the
mists which drive against the glass on the windward side wash off these
saline particles & then the glass has no more tendency to condense on
the outside than on the clear inside; whereas to leeward where the
particles are not washed off, that tendency continues. At all times this
inclination to deposition on the outside indicates that the air which
passes the lighthouse is nearly saturated with moistures

On both nights when I was in the lighthouse there was no deposition
on the inside of the glass, but the circumstances were such as to bring the
air within very near the depositing points. I found that if 1 stood for five
minutes near the glass not breathing towards it but inwards towards the
lamp a little damp began to appear which disappeared again after a while
when I had changed my place. This shewed that the air was almost
saturated with moisture since the slight evaporation from my body so
placed brought it up to the saturated & condensing point.

I am thoroughly convinced that the lamp is perfectly ventilated &
that no moisture or any thing condensible or noncondensible passed
from it into the lanthorn: nevertheless to prove this, & also to shew what
real & good effect the ventilation had, I made the following experiment.
By means of plates of Iron which I had prepared & taken down with me, I
stopped off the second joint of the tube upwards, so as to throw the lamp
ventilators out of action but without making the least alteration of the
burning of the lamp or the general ventilating opening from the lanthorn
into the cowl; I simply threw the ventilating tube out of action & let the
results of the combustion enter into & diffuse themselves through the air
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of the lanthorn. In less than one minute all the glass in the middle & upper
tier of panes became dim with moisture, and by the time that I had
removed the obstructions from the tube which time was less than two
minutes some of the middle panes of glass were on the point of running
with condensed water. On the other hand, the instant the obstructions
were taken away, the dew began to disappear from those panes which
were the least dimmed; and by the time that five minutes had elapsed all
was bright again. There is no doubt, but, that the state of the lanthorn &
of the tower was favourable to such an experiment; because the
conditions were such as to bring the air before hand nearly up to the
depositing point. But the effect does not the less indicate the action of the
lamp ventilator; & the quickness of the appearance & disappearance
shews the power & amount of that ventilation. Hence we may I think
surely conclude that when deposition does occur it is not now due to the
lamp; and, also, that if the lamp ventilation were away, it would occur far
more frequently than is the case at present.

I will now give you the best judgement in my power upon the cause
of the deposition of water on the glass inside when it does occur; and that
I may make the reasoning more apparent will state at the outset the
conclusion I have come to. I believe in the first place that the air which
has access to the lanthorn at such times, is rendered more damp than the
air outside, by the moisture which it gathers in passing through the
tower; and, in the next, that the temperature which the external air
communicates to the glass (& roof) of the lanthorn is below the
condensing point of such extra moist air, & causes a continual deposition
from it as long as such air continues to pass through the lanthorn.

In order to make the points clear I will state simply a few of the
principles of action concerned. Suppose a portion of air shut up in a room
with wet walls, all being at the temperature of 50°; the air will take up a
certain amount of moisture & no more, & no further change will ensue.
Consider this air as removed into a room with metal or glass walls but
still at the temperature of 50°; no change will occur, nor any deposition
take place. If the room & its included air be now raised to 55° in
temperature, the air becomes in a considerable degree dry air, to use
common language, - not because it contains less water, but because it
could not by reason of the higher temperature dissolve more water:- but
if such air be returned to 50°, then it becomes as damp as before, & if
reduced to 49° or even to 49°|, it will deposit moisture as dew upon the
glass walls. All this is true for any other given temperature; and no matter
how dry an air may seem to be or how warm, the moment it arrives by
cooling at that temperature, at which it is saturated with moisture then it
is ready to deposit by the least additional cold. Even the flame of a lamp
or candle, which may well be considered as hot dry air, will deposit
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moisture on the inside of a cool glass tumbler, when by contact, it is
itself, reduced to the same temperature as the glassu

It is very easy therefore to comprehend how the air which plays
against the outside of the glass of the lighthouse window, without causing
any condensation against it, may, after passing through the tower of the
lighthouse, produce condensation inside. The effect only happens when
the wind is in the North, or East, or South East, i.e. in cold quarters.
Suppose the wind and temperature were to change from such a condition
as I found it in (about 44° outside at 9 oclk in the Evening) into the north,
& lower the temperature to 35°, the glass panes would then also be
lowered in temperature & perhaps be at 39°, (for I found a difference
between the inside of the glass & the outside air when I was there of four
degrees). Then this or similar air would enter from below into the
lanthorn, partly by the ventilating chambers, and partly as I found to be
the case by the tower. It would enter both these below & find them at
higher temperatures than itself; yet, both damp, and, as it entered it
would send the air already there, forward into the lanthorn and whatever
the state of this tower air as to temperature & moisture might be, it would
itself assume nearly if not quite the same state whilst in the tower to be
urged forward in its turn. Now I found the dew point of the air coming up
the ventilator to be 42° and that of the air in the bottom & body of the
tower to be 41.5 that in the watch room was 41° and that in the lanthorn
42° and therefore it is manifest that all these airs when they went into the
lanthorn with glass & roof at the temperature of 39° would deposit water
on them, & continue to do so as long as the circumstances remained
unchanged.

That this kind of distillation should continue to go on may seem
at first strange, but is indeed very natural. When cold weather occurs
after warmer weather it will be the windows & roof of the lanthorn
that is first cooled & most cooled. The part of the tower below,
consisting of thick walls & partly bedded in the earth, will at no time
be so cold nor will they be so changeable:- I found the temperature in
the oil cellar 42°; I understand it never freezes there if the door be
shut, and I dare say that in summer its temperature does not rise
much above 50°. So at the times of condensation on the windows, the
whole lighthouse may be regarded as a great distilling apparatus, of
which the lower part of the tower is the warm or distilling end, & the
lanthorn, the cold or condensing end; & the air which does pass
through, helps, actually, to carry the aqueous vapour from the place
where it first is raised by the warmth to the place where it ought not
to go. And, though if the cold continue many nights the evaporation
of the water below will tend gradually to diminish its quantity & to
lower the warmth which raises it into vapour; yet, the very contact &
condition of that end of the tower in relation to the earth, tends to
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the continual supply of more water in place of that which has dried
off, & more warmth to cause its successive vaporization.

To these results & this reasoning I will now add a few confirmatory &
illustrative facts[.]

I found in the watch room i.e. the room below the lanthorn some
water lying at the bottom of the glass, within each window. Mr. Finnis
informed me it was water that had ran down from condensation on the
inside of the glass during the previous night. This proves that during the
night the external air had cooled the windows so much as to bring them
below the dew point of the air within; and that during that time of
condensation the air in the watch room, which afterwards goes into the
lanthorn, was damper than that without.

In the late frosty weather, when the moisture actually froze on the
inside of the lanthorn windows, water was condensed in the tower
beneath upon the stove air pipe & stove chamber, & ran off the latter on
to the floor. Now it will be remembered that the external air passes up the
inside of this chamber & pipe; in doing so, it had cooled them so low, that
the moisture which the air in the tower had taken from the walls & floor
condensed in this central pipe; so that the water which the air had
received from the warmer parts of the tower was actually condensed out
again before the air had left the place. In fact the cold air which entered
the pipe did in the tower, what the cold air that came against the glass &
roof did in the lanthorn; it condensed the extra moisture in the air & from
the same cause.

On putting oof the lamp at sun rise there is often a little deposition of
moisture afterwards on the windows. This shews how near circumstances
are before hand to a condensation water, since the cessation of the
ventilation caused by the lamp & lamp tube only, & the absence of the little
heat which it could communicate laterally to the lanthorn, is enough, in
such cases, to make condensation come onu

That the air in the tower is damp, is shewn by this, that, often, in
damp weather, the presence of one or two persons in the day time in the
lanthorn will make the windows dim more or less. The following fact
proves the same thing. There is a Lobby between the tower & the
cottages, on the North side of the tower, which is always open to the
tower by a large opening without a door. Opposite this opening & facing
the North is a large window; right & left are two doors leading to the
cottages which are generally shut; & two other doors with glass windows,
lead to short passages, at the end of which are outer doors of wood.
When the wind is in the North (which is when the lanthorn windows
condense water inside) this lobby window also condenses water inside
abundantly; & when the weather is sharp & continuous, the two inner
glass doors of the passages will have water condensed on them inside i.e
from the air of the tower & the lobby.
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In fact it appears that any thing, window, or door, or stove, or pipe
that is in contact with the air of the tower has water condensed on it from
the air of the tower when cooled, as they often are sufficiently, by the
external temperature.

As a further illustration of the continual tendency of water to rise in
vapour from the basement of the building & condense on the colder
parts, I will describe an effect in the oil cellar. The door ports & lintel
consist of three pieces of stone, each of which has two faces bedded in
the brick work, a third face exposed to the air inside of the door &
chamber, & a fourth face outside of the door & therefore in the lobby. On
opening the door I found the under face of the lintel studed with many
large drops of pure water ready to fall & many others had already fallen;
also the faces of the stone side posts were covered with water as dew & in
several parts running. Mr Finnis told me that in cold weather these faces
dropped & ran abundantly, & that the effect continued more or less all
the cold months. The faces of the stones which were outside i.e. in the
lobby were damp but not in this wet state. The cause of this effect is as
follows, & well illustrates the relative condition of the bottom of the
tower. When the door is closed the air in the cellar becomes saturated
with moisture; & in fact I found at my visit the temperature of the cellar
42° and also the dew point of the air in it at 42°. Then, when cold weather
comes on, the lobby falls in temperature and the exposed faces of the
three stones becomes cooled; this cold being conducted by the body of
the stone lowers the other three faces within beneath the condensing
point; & then a continual distillation goes on in the cellar, water rising
from one part & condensing on another i.e. on these stones. The effect
manifestly proves how damp a state the air in the lower part of the tower
is & how continual are the causes which tend to this dampnessf.]

From the deliberate consideration of all the circumstances of this
lighthouse; and of those which take place at the Saint Catherines
lighthouse Isle of Wight; and also of the general principles which are
concerned in these and similar arrangements, I have come to a
conclusion, which, I beg respectfully yet earnestly to submit to the
Deputy Master4 & Elder Brethren of the Trinity House. It is, that, where
the tower of a lighthouse is uninhabited having neither house fires in it
nor flues in use, it is a bad thing to be aerially connected with the
lanthorn:- that therefore, the lanthorn ought to be separated by double
doors from it, and that the warming and ventilation of the lanthorn ought
to be independent & irrespective of the tower or of the air in it; and each
separately under command[.]

Respecting ventilation] as far as I can judge, the ventilators which
are, in many cases, put round a lanthorn opening from the outside, and
which can be opened or closed at pleasure, seem very well fitted for the
purpose of admitting ain.3 They should, of course, be so placed that rain
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could not drive into them; & if the openings are in stone or brick work,
the passages should be lined with metal tube, to prevent the
communication of moisture to the entering air. No anxiety need be
entertained about the supply of air to the lamp; for, if enough air (which
is easily supplied) enters into the lanthorn the lamp is sure to be supplied
& its ventilation will take care of itself.

As respects warming;- a stove in the lanthorn with a copper flue
appears to me to be the best means of raising the temperature of that
which, only, requires warming, namely the general air of that space; and,
as the air near the windows is the part which most requires to be kept
warm, for the purpose of preventing deposition, so any arrangement of
this stove & its chimney, which best effects that purpose, will, I
anticipate, be found the best in practice. To illustrate my meaning I will
make the following supposition as to arrangement without being so bold
as to assert that it is the best. The platform under the glass at the Upper
Foreland light is iron, without perforation, & at such a height, that the
head of those standing below does not come within a foot or more of it. If
a sheet of iron or copper were fastened to the inner edge of this platform
and descended 6 or 8 inches or more as might be found convenient, and if
the platform itself were open all round for the space of 2 inches from the
glass, such an arrangement would make a warm air trough for the
delivery of air to the inside of the windows. Then, if a stove were fixed in
the lanthorn, & its copper flue placed under the platform about 2 inches
from it & from the side of the lanthorn, passing horizontally for about 10
or 20 feet under the part most liable to deposition or most important to
be kept clear according as the draught would allow, before it ascended
vertically; I think, that, such a stove would then do its best in warming the
air of the lanthorn, & that that warm air would be in the most favourable
situation to produce its good effect. I do not think that the ventilators
should open into this warm air though but lower down; & if, in intense
cold, the windows should be at so low a temperature as to have a
descending current down them inside, still the warm air, which would
then flow into the lanthorn from under the edge of the platform, & the
warmth of the platform, would both be in the most favourable condition
which they could have to counteract its effect.

In concluding these observations upon the state of the Upper South
Foreland lighthouse I beg leave to refer to my letter respecting it of the
14th of September5 last every word of which I approve of at this time &
would join to the present accounts

I may also refer here to a letter which I received from you on the
12th of August last6 respecting the Lundy light. I have not seen that
lighthouse; nor do I know whether it is a new or old tower, or one
uninhabited or not. Still my impression inclines me to agree with the
extract you sent me from the report of the 16 July 18467; though as
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regards the ventilating tube of the lamp, I have no doubt it is sufficient for
all it has to do or can do if it is as properly put up as that at the South
Foreland.

There is one cause of occasional slight deposition at a lighthouse,
which I witnessed & ought to mention, that it may not be confounded
with more general & more important causes. It is so difficult to make the
joints of the glass tight with the frames, that, whenever the wind is strong
with rain the water is actually blown through, & runs down the glass
inside in streams; sometimes in such quantity as to run over the platform
& fall on to the floor. On the first night that I was there about as much as a
pint came through in different places. As this water flows down the glass,
cooled by the rain & the wind at the same moment on the outside, it
causes a little vapour & deposition on it; as soon as the rain ceases or the
wind falls, this effect goes off; & generally it is of very little consequence^

Lower lighthouse. I examined the lower lighthouse both by day &
night. Mr Nott8 the principal keeper reports that he always had dew upon
the glass inside, before the lamp ventilating apparatus was up, the wind
being either North or South East;- but now, that, he never has it after the
lamps are lighted:- for though deposition will form on the inside in the
day time before the lamps are burning, from the moisture contained in
the air which enters from the stair case of the old house; yet, on lighting
the lamps that moisture in a few minutes disappears. There is no doubt a
considerable degree of warmth on the glass from the effect of the lamps &
reflectors, & this causes the dissipation of the dampness; but there was
the same warming effect before the ventilating tubes were put up; & then
the moisture went on increasing instead of decreasing, notwithstanding
the warmth.

The reflectors do not become dull & tarnished at their upper
surfaces as they did before; & the place altogether keeps clean instead of
becoming smoked.

At night I found the lamps burning well & the draught currents all
right, both at the ventilating pipes, against the glass, & at the cowl;- even
though a current set down the inside of the copper dome because of the
cold there, yet the dome itself was perfectly dry, shewing that none of the
products delivered into the cowl by the ventilating tube returned into the
lanthorn.

I could not well shut off the ventilating apparatus here not having
arranged for that purpose: but if 1 had, I expect from the appearances,
that an effect like that 1 had in the upper house would have followed; for
the water from the lamps was at this time condensing in the globe in the
middle of the lanthorn.

The water which thus collects in the condensing globe, occurs in all
the winter months; and in cold weather, above a pint & a half of water is
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drawn out of the globe every morning, which is to be considered as over
& above that which the tubes have conveyed as steam into the cowl & so
into the air. The condensed water sometimes drops from the edges of the
tubes, but this is a consequence merely of the form of the parts. This
apparatus was one of those early constructed & before minute particulars
were learned by experience. It is easy so to arrange these tubes that all
the water shall be conducted inwards & so pass away or on into the
globes

I brought some of this water from the globe which was condensed
on the night that I was there, away with me for examination. I find it to
contain a little copper in solution & a little salt. I refer this to the particles
of spray which are carried in the air when the wind is strong. It gives
however a little power of corrosion especially upon the iron of the lower
joint at its upper end. This may be easily remedied by a little more
thickness of metal there, as recommended in a recent letter9. There is
also a small appearance of blue deposit at some of the copper joints; it is
a consequence of their construction suffering the inner water to run out
at them; the copper tubes themselves which have been up three years are
in very good & excellent condition!.]

The keeper Nott still says that he burns 100 gallons of oil less, per
year, than he did; and this difference I have traced to the following cause.
He is instructed to keep the flame of the lamp between l\ and 1| inches
high. If he raises it up to \\ inches, it is liable by any increase of flame to
smoke, and so foul the inside of the ventilating tube with soot. As he has
to clean this out with a small brush, he endeavours so to regulate his
flame that it shall be nearer to l | inches than 1|; and by this care, I
believe, the oil is saved. It follows that in old times he had a taller flame
than he has now, & if such a tall flame were durable & again required, he
must have tube[s] a little larger in diameter. As a taller flame does not
increase the horizontal divergence or brightness but only the vertical
divergence (See my letter of the 9th Octr. 184510) so there seems to be no
reason to regret the care that the keeper has been obliged to takei.j

In concluding this long letter I can only say for excuse that I was
anxious the Deputy Master & Elder Brethren should be able themselves
to judge of my conclusions & reasons. I am happy in the thought that
both forms of the lamp ventilating principle as established at the South
Foreland & elsewhere are worthy of the favour & confidence which the
Board has given to them11!.]

I am My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant i M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letters 1914 and 1938.
2. Samuel Finnis (d.1847, age 53, GRO). Principal Keeper at the South Foreland High Light.
Trinity House Court Minutes, 4 August 1846, GL MS 30004/23, p.206.
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3. James Walker (1781-1862, Ann.Reg. 1862: 409-10). Marine engineer.
4. John Henry Pelly.
5. Letter 1914.
6. Letters 1899 and 1900.
7. This is in GL MS 30108/1/39.
8. John Knott. Assistant Keeper of the South Foreland High Light. Trinity House Court
Minutes, 6 April 1847, GL MS 30004/23, pp.276-7.
9. Letter 1938.
10. Letter 1773.
11. This letter was read to the Trinity House Court and noted in its Minutes, 2 February
1847, GL MS 30004/23, p.264. It was referred to the Deputy Master, Wardens and Light
Committees. Trinity House Wardens Committee requested Faraday to state what alterations
would be needed to remedy the problem (Minutes, 23 February 1847, GL MS 30025/18, p.66).
At the Wardens Committee meeting on 19 March 1847, which Faraday attended, it was
agreed that Walker should be sent a copy of this letter for information (Minutes, 19 March
1847, GL MS 30025/18, pp.84-5). At a joint meeting of the Wardens and Lights Committees on
14 March 1848, this report was read and it was ordered that Wilkins should prepare a
proposal to put Faraday's plan into effect (Minutes, 14 March 1848, GL MS 30025/18, p.353)

Letter 1956
Faraday to Antonio Lombardi
2 February 1847
From the original in ANS

Royal Institution I 2 February 1847
Dear Sir

According to the tenor of your letter of the 19th of last month11 have
made enquiry of Dr Gregory who is the Physician to the Small and Cow
pock Hospital and learn from him that what you require is exceedingly
difficult to obtain and is not sought after in this country. The disease is
epidemic and very rarely met with in cows and often when met with is not
recognised or made known by the parties who observe it they not being
medical men & having no interest in the matter. The lymph which is in
use in London & in Great Britain is that which was taken from the Cow 12
years ago and though humanized for so long a period is all that our
medical men require or desire2. The enquiry which you make for the
original puche de vaccine is I understand often made in England and about
two years ago a person came from Naples to this Country whom Dr.
Gregory sent to certain parties in the Country but with what success as
regard procuring the virus he does not know.

I should have been most happy to have done any thing I could for
the service of humanity or for you individually but I am not able to
procure what you desire. I conclude you have the good ordinary lymph
but Dr. Gregory bids me say that if you desire it a tube of that substance
shall be prepared & sent off to you by post. To collect many tubes of it is
impossible for the opportunity does not occur at once - and it cannot be
kept for the purpose of increasing its quantity for after five days a change
takes place in it & its effects are no longer sure or good[.]
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1 am I My dear Sir I Your Very devoted humble Servant I M. Faraday
II Cavaliere I Antoine Lombardi I &c &c &c

Address: II. Cavaliere I Antoine Lombardi i &c &c &c 1 Society of
Sciences I Modena i Italy

1. Letter 1951.
2. See Crookshank (1889), 1: 340-71.

Letter 1957
Thomas Richardson1 to Faraday
5 February 1847
From the original in RI MS

Assay Office and Laboratory, I 5 Portland Place,
I Newcastle upon Tyne 5 Feby 1847

M. Faraday Esq I London
Dear Sir

My friend Mr. Watson2 having forwarded a working model of a piece
of apparatus, which promises to be of very general application in many
processes in manufactures, and some cones of various sizes, attached to
the model, so that by connecting a steam pipe from a hydro-electric
Boiler, the action of a Jet of Steam in drawing a column of air through
water may be easily shown to an audience. He has also forwarded some
rough diagrams of the Steam Jet for illustrating your proposed lecture,
and I trust you will receive the whole in safety at the Royal Institution3!.]

I also enclose a circular on the application of the Steam Jet & coke
columns to the condensation of muriatic acid in the process of making
soda & which is now in successful action in several Works. This acid
which has been so fruitful a source of litigation with Alkali manufacturers
has now become so valuable that every pound is carefully collected for
making Bleaching Powder, bicarbonate of soda & carbonate of magnesia.
In the two latter cases, indirectly by producing carbonic acid from
Limestone.

The Steam Jet is now also in use in making the Leaden Chambers for
making Sulphuric acid, which process is fully described in the Repertory
of Arts V 8 pl44, to which I must refer you for fuller details than I can give
in a letter.

It has also been the subject of a Patent, to convert the waste
Sulphurous acid evolved in the process of roasting copper ores, with
Sulphuric acid. This is in itself an old idea, which however was totally
inapplicable in manufacturing owing to the degrees of dilution with other
gases, air, carbonic oxide & acid &c. The use of coke columns remedies
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this defect, from the condensing power of the porous coke in charcoal,
but even this could not have succeeded as the highest chimnies have not
power to draw the gases thro' a great length of obstruction. The jet
effects all easily - a power of Steam from a 5 or 6 horse power boiler
drawing any quantity thro' 100 feet of coke piling. The process is fully
described in the Repertory of arts in March number of this year p 1685.

The saving to be effective in condensing metallic fumes is immense -
that in lead alone must amount to at least 5000 tons p annum. Part of this
is now done by pumps as p model, part by long horizontal chimneys. One
near this town at Allendale, being about 2\ miles long, a [word illegible]
Chimney all the length & so spacious that we can travel the whole
distance perfectly erect. It is said that the Lead saved from the fumes
collected in these chimneys nets SI0,000 p an.

The saving of the sulphurous acid of the copper ore is equally
important, as there is sufficient at present wasted to the annoyance of the
population & destruction of vegetation, as would produce all the alkali
manufactured in Great Britain.

Any further information you wish to possess I will be most happy to
furnish6[.]

I remain Dear Sir Yours very Truly I Thomas Richardson

1. Thomas Richardson (1816-1867, DNB). Industrial chemist.
2. Possibly related to Richard Watson (1737-1816, DNB, chemist and bishop) who first
suggested the method discussed in this letter. Percy (1870), 446.
3. For an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse on 11 June 1847, "On the Steam-
Jet", see Athenaeum, 19 June 1847, pp.648-9.
4. Bell (1846).
5. Bell (1847).
6. Richardson patented this invention on 21 August 1848. "Condensation of metallic fumes;
and manufacture of white-lead", patent number 12,246.

Letter 19581

Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Courts
8 February 1847
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

R Institution I 8 Feby 1847
My dear Miss Coutts

I am happy to say that Lady Prudhoe will keep you company in being
proposed as M.R.I, and perhaps some other ladies also2. I have written
carefully to Mr. Wheatstone but have heard nothing from him yet3u

Ever faithfully yours ! M. Faraday
Miss A.B. Coutts I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 1949.
2. See note 2, letter 1950 for Burdett Coutts's election. Lady Prudhoe was elected by
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immediate ballot on 5 April 1847. RI MS GM, 5 April 1847, 5: 355-6. No other ladies than
Burdett Coutts and Lady Prudhoe were elected that day.
3. See letter 1959.

Letter 1959
Charles Wheatstone to Faraday
8 February 1847
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

King's College I Febr 8th I 47
Dear Faraday

On enquiring at Conduit St I find that a print of Sir F. Burdett1 has
been left there for me, but had it not been for your note2 I should not have
known that it was presented to me by Miss Coutts.

Yours very truly I C. Wheatstone

1. Francis Burdett (1770-1844, DNB). Politician and father of Angela Georgina Burdett
Coutts.
2. Referred to in letter 1958.

Letter I9601

Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
9 February 1847
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

R Institution I 9 Feby 1847
My dear Miss Coutts

The enclosed2 will explain Mr Wheatstones caret.]
Ever Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 1949.
2. Letter 1959.

Letter 1961
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
11 February 1847
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/40

Trinity House, London. I 11th February 1847.
My dear Sir,

I am directed1 to transmit to you the accompanying Copy of a
Letter from Mr. George Herbert dated 28th Ultimo2 in relation to a
Method which he has devised for rendering the Argand Lamp
applicable to the burning of Rape Seed Oil, and to signify the Request
of the Board that you will make trial of the said Lamp and report your
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Opinion of its Qualities, and the Advantages which it is calculated to
afford, both practically and economically, in burning Rape Seed Oil for
Light House purposes.

I also send herewith the Lamp refered to in Mr. G. Herbert's Letter,
with a supply of Rape Seed and Sperm Oils, with both bleached and
unbleached Cotton Wicks, and should you not be provided with a
Standard Argand Lamp for burning Sperm Oil, I will on hearing from you
to that effect, immediately cause one to be sent to you.

I remain I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday, Esq.

1. See Trinity House Court Minutes, 2 February 1847, GL MS 30004/23, pp.263-4.
2. Herbert to Herbert, 28 January 1847, GL MS 30108/1/40.

Letter 19621

Faraday to Charles Manby
1 March 1847
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution 1 1 March 1847
Dear Sir

Let the bearer have my copy of the Presidents2 Portrait!.]
Ever Truly Yours i M. Faraday

C. Manby Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 1949.
2. John Rennie (1794-1874, DNB). President of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 1845-1848.

Letter 1963
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
4 March 1847
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/40

Trinity House London I 4 March 1847.
Sir

I enclose a Memorandum1 descriptive of a small Instrument (also
sent herewith) which has been submitted as effecting an improvement of
the Argand Lamp, and for reception of which the Lamp for burning rape
seed Oil now under trial by you , has been prepared: and I am directed to
request you will make observations on the effect and qualities of this
Instrument and take separate notice of the same for the Board's
information in your report on the Lamp.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant, I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq F.R.S. I &c &c &c
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1. By George Herbert in GL MS 30108/1/40.
2. See letter 1961.

Letter 1964
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
9 March 1847
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/40

Royal Institution i 9 March 1847.
My dear Sir

In reply to your letter of the 11th February1 respecting the Rape oil
Argand lamp of Mr. George Herbert I now write to say that I have
compared that lamp with the Ordinary Trinity Sperm oil Argand lamp
which you sent me using also the specimens of Rape & sperm oils which I
received from you. I have burned the lamps continuously for several days
& the results of my trials are as follows. The Rape oil lamp has equal
horizontal divergence with the sperm oil lamp. It burns with equal
constancy; & when the combustion is carried on for long periods as 7
hours or more perhaps with more constancy i.e. it may go longer without
the cotton requiring to be retrimmed. The light is not quite so white as
that of the Sperm oil light which is probably dependant on the well known
greater inflammability of sperm oil. I endeavoured to burn the lamps with
equal lights and in obtaining this effect I consumed a little more of the
Rape oil than of the sperm oil. If this be confirmed by the results of many
lamps burning month after month it may probably be referred also to the
more ready combustibility of sperm oil which makes it burn more
completely - but the difference after all was not great being as 56 sperm
oil to 61 Rape oil.

I am about to proceed with the experiments; introducing the central
deflector into the Rape oil lamp according to your letter of the 4th March2

& when they are completed will send you the further result. It is to be
understood that the comparison in this letter holds between the Sperm
oil lamp & the Rape oil lamp in its first or simple state i.e. in the same
condition as the sperm oil Iamp3[.j

I am I My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq i &c &c &c

1. Letter 1961.
2. Letter 1963.
3. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board and noted in its Minutes, 9 March
1847, GL MS 30010/35, pp.280-1. It was referred to the Deputy Master, Wardens and Light
Committees. At the meeting of the Trinity House Wardens Committee on 19 March 1847,
which Faraday attended, it was agreed to adopt George Herbert's lamp (Minutes, 19 March
1847, GL MS 30025/18, pp.81-4).
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Letter 19651

Faraday to Edward Codrington
18 March 1847
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 18 Mar 1847
My dear Sir Edward

I found your acceptable note on my return from Woolwich2!.] It is
amongst the things which I count as my reward. Such approbation,
gained, as I think by no unfair influence is to me very sweet. Your
presents I shall always look at with delight:- and my wife joins me in this
because she looks at them with the same feeling that I do. As to my little
niece you have made her most thankful and happy; and the moment when
I shewed her the cup and said from you "that is yours" is marked in her
memory with a white stone3[.]

Ever My dear Sir Edward I Your sincere & faithful Servant I M.
Faraday
Sir E. Codrington G.CB I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 1949.
2. From the Royal Military Academy.
3. See Horace Odes I, 36, line 10 for the source of using a white stone as a means of bringing
to mind a happy day. I am indebted to Dr F.J. Fitzpatrick for this reference.

Letter 1966
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
19 March 1847
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/40

Royal Institution I 19 Mar 1847
My dear Sir

I now reply to your letter of the 4th instant1 concerning the action of
a central air reflector associated with the Rape oil lamp of Mr George
Herbert; the same lamp which without the deflector I reported to you in
my letter of the 9th instant2.

The flame of this lamp with the deflector is not so high as that of the
Trinity Argand Sperm oil lamp which was used as a standard of
comparison but it is wider and also wider than the flame of the same
rape oil lamp without the deflector - a circumstance which is
advantageous as increasing the horizontal divergence of the beam
produced by placing the lamp in the focus of a parabolic reflector. The
flame is also whiter and more intense than that of the Sperm oil lampt.j

The flame can not be brought to its best condition at once
but requires to be retained rather low at the first & then raised. In fact
the cotton, from the greater heat upon it, contracts more when lighted
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than the cotton of the Sperm oil lamp and becomes deformed & hard
if too much is raised at first. Gradually, the coal on the cotton thickens
as a part of the oil is charred, & then the flame improves & if the wick
be proportionately raised acquires its best condition. The sperm oil
cotton may be raised to its best condition at oncet.j

Much care is required in trimming the wick or else the flame soon
forks and on the whole the lamp wants more attention than the sperm
oil lamp - not because the wick requires trimming sooner but for
the adjustment to the best effect & prevention of forking. This is very
natural when one considers that, the glass being higher, the draught
is sharper than in the Sperm oil lamp & the air is sent more directly
towards the wick & the flame by the deflector^

I think the middle of the brightest part of the Rape oil flame
(and also of the Sperm oil flame) is about § of an inch above the
top of the burner (which is different in form in the two lamps) -
and, that in that respect, therefore | is too much for the distance
between the level of the reflector focus & the top of the burner.

In these experiments which were continued for several days I
burned the lamps with equal light & in this case as before I found that
more Rape oil was consumed than Sperm oil in the proportion of
1.18 to 1.00. In the former case i.e. without the deflector the proportion
was 1.09 to 1.00. I believe it is in the shortness of the flame of the
deflector Rape oil lamp that the cause of this loss of height in
proportion to the fuel burnt is to be founds

Still the height was greater in this series of experiments than in the
former & of course the consumption of oil greater. The consumption of oil
for 24 hours was as follows
Former sperm oil lamp 27.7oz - former Rape oil lamp no deflector 30.28oz
Present Do 31.0 present Do deflector 36.50

I ought to state that I estimated the lights of the lamps in a
horizontal plane & in that position the deflector, as an opaque body
in the middle of the flame, interferes least with it. When the eye is
lowered, then the deflector interupts part of the light from the bright
upper part of the further side of the flame and there is no doubt that
when the lamp is in the focus of a reflector a considerable portion
of light is thus cut off from the lower half of the reflector.

I have made these experiments very carefully and think both
the Rape oil lamps good in their effectsi.] Still I must observe that it
can only be by an average of verifying practical trials at the
lighthouses in the hands of different parties & for a protracted time
that a precise estimate of their utility can be formed3.

I am My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c I Trinity House
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1. Letter 1963.
2. Letter 1964.
3. It had already been agreed by the Trinity House By Board that this letter would be
referred to the Deputy Master, Wardens and Light Committees (Minutes, 9 March 1845, GL
MS 30010/35, pp.280-1). The Trinity House Wardens Committee, which met on the day this
letter was written and which was attended by Faraday, agreed to adopt George Herbert's
lamp (Minutes, 19 March 1847, GL MS 30025/18, pp.81-4).

Letter 1967
Fourth Duke of Northumberland to Faraday
19 March 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Whitehall Gardens I 19 March 1847
My dear Sir,

It would be more civil to Miss Coutts not to delay the election. The
paper for Lady Prudhoe has been, I suppose, shewn according to the
Rules and as it must be immaterial whether the election takes place in the
name of Lady Prudhoe or the Duchess of Northumberland I return the
paper marked No I1.

Yours very truly i Northumberland
M. Faraday Esq

1. For Burdett Coutts's election as a member of the Royal Institution, see note 2, letter
1950. For the election of the Duchess of Northumberland see note 2, letter 1958.

Letter 1968
Faraday to Charles Manby
26 March 1847
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 26 Mar. 1847
My dear Sir

I am afraid you did not read my former note in which I explained to
you that my duty requires me at Woolwich1 every Tuesday night & that I
am obliged to sleep there[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Chas. Manby Esq I &c &c

1. At the Royal Military Academy.
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Letter 1969
Faraday to Charles Barry1

31 March 18472

From the original in SI D MS 554A
Hastings I Wednesday Evening

My dear Sir
I receive your note just in time to catch the post & give instructions

to Mr. Anderson to convey the models & drawing to you. I hope he will
find the right drawings & shall tell him to wait to hear if all is rights

Many thanks to you & Mr. Barry3 for your kind assistance - which I
will report properly to the Managers[.] I only wish I had done the thing
better but several times in the evening I felt the want of my memory.

Ever Truly Yours I with respects to Mrs4. & Miss Barry I M. Faraday
C. Barry Jur. Esq I &c &c

1. Charles Barry (1823-1900, B4). Architect.
2. Dated on the basis that Faraday gave a Friday Evening Discourse "On Mr. Barry's mode
of Warming and Ventilating the new House of Lords" on 26 March 1847 (for an account of
this Discourse see Athenaeum, 3 April 1847, pp.366-7).
3. Charles Barry (1795-1860, DNB). Architect of the New Houses of Parliament.
4. Sarah Barry, nee Rowsell (d.1882, age 82, GRO). See Bl under Charles Barry. Married
Barry in 1822.
5. Unidentified.

Letter 1970
Faraday to John Barlow
2 April 18471

From the original in RI MS RI 7/7/26
Hastings I Friday Evening

Dear Barlow,
I trust to be home on Monday Morning2 by 11 oclk but as time will

then be short can you let Hughes put answers to the enclosed questions
& leave the paper in an envelope for met.) The bottom question perhaps
you can answer at once. / cannot find it & I think you said there was no
mention of it. I should be glad to see the Minutes of the Managers &
Members. If Hughes should be away perhaps they might be left tied up for
met.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday was at Hastings on 31 March 1847. See letter 1969.
2. That is 5 April 1847 when Faraday attended a meeting of the Managers. RI MM 5 April
1847, 9: 455.
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Letter 1971
Robert Walker to Faraday
2 April 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

Dr. Daubeny has informed me that you are not altogether unwilling
to entertain the British Assocn at one of the evening meetings next June
with an account of your recent most interesting researches in
Magnetization1. I believe also that it was stated to you that I should be
most happy to supply the apparatus necessary from the Collection under
my charge as Reader in Experimental Philosophy in the Univy. My object
in writing is to assure you that 1 shall have much pleasure in doing so, and
to ask you to be kind enough to give me as far as you can some
information as to the apparatus you will want.

If your Lecture is to be on the Z)/amagnetization of substances nor
ferruginous, I have no doubt but that I can supply you. If on the
magnetization of Light, I shall need some small additions, to throw the
effect on a screen, & I fear that there may be some difficulty as to the
building. Shall you be in Town on Monday or Tuesday next? I so I will
wait on you at any time in the middle of the day which you will appoint. If
you are not able to write by return to make the appointment, a line to
Messrs. Watkins & Hill3 Charing Cross on Monday or Tuesday will find me.

I am Dear Sir I Yours faithfully I Rob Walker
41 St. Giles Oxford I April 2 / 47

Endorsed by Faraday: dates I Friday best I Tuesday next I Monday bad I
Thursday doubt if at all

1. Which Faraday did at the Oxford meeting of the British Association on 25 June 1847. For
a short account see Rep.Brit.Ass., 1847, 20-1.
2. That is 5 or 6 April 1847.
3. Scientific instrument makers. Taylor, E.G.R. (1966), 378.

Letter 1972
Antonio Lombardi to Faraday
5 April 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Modena 5 aprile 1847
IL SEGRETARIO E SOCIO I DELLA SOCIETA ITALIANA DELLE SC1ENZE I
RESIDENTE IN MODENA
Al Chiarissimo Signore Cavaliere Dr Michele Faraday Socio Straniero

Giorni sono ho ricevuto dal Chiar-mo Sigr Dottor Giorgio Gregory
L'umor vaccino che V.S. Chiar-mo con tanta gentilezza e sollecitudine le
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domando in seguito della richiesta1 da me fattaLe a nome del ministero di
pubblica struzione ed economia degli Stati Estensi2.

Mentre ho la consolazione di potere informarLa che le operazioni
prontamente eseguite dai nostri Sig-ri medici Direttori della vaccinazione
sopro diverso fanciulli hanno dato risultamenti piu che felici io debbo
adempiere alia commissione ingiuntami da Sua Eccelenza il Sigr Conte
Giuseppe Fevri3 Consigliere di Stato, e ministro di pubblica economia ed
istruzione Quindi con la presente mia rispettata lettera esprimo a V. S.
Chiar-ma i Sentimenti della piu distinta riconoscenza della pregiata
Eccellenza Sua per questo favore con tanta prontezza compartita alia
popolazione Estensa da V. S. Chiar-ma Io ho scritto con questo corso di
posta al medico Sigr Dottore Gregory in conformita della presente
pregandolo a indicarmi tutte le spese sostenute da lui e da V. S. per
questa spedizione onde si possano prontamente rimborsare.

In attenzione dei bon graditi comandi di V.S. Chiar-ma ho 1'onore di
segnarmi con la piu alta stima e considerazione I Di V. S. Chiar-ma I
Devotissimo servo I antonio Lombardi Socio e Seg-rio

Address: Royal Institution Albemarle I St I Al chiarm. Sig-re I II Sigr
Cavaliere Professor Michele I Faraday Socio Straniero della Societa I
Italiana delle scienze &c &c I Londra

TRANSLATION
Modena 5 april 1847

SECRETARY AND FELLOW I OF THE SOCIETA ITALIANA DELLE SCIENZE I
IN MODENA
To Mr Michael Faraday, Foreign Associate

A few days ago I received from Mr George Gregory the liquid vaccine
that you so very kindly asked him to send, following my request1 on
behalf of the Ministry of Public Education and Economics of the Este
State2.

Whilst it gives me great pleasure to be able to inform you that its
speedy application to various children by the doctors in charge of
vaccination, has given more than happy results, I must carry out the task
given to me by His Excellency Count Giuseppe Fevri3, Councillor of State
and Minister of Public Economics and Education. Therefore, with this
respectful letter I express to you feelings of the deepest gratitude of His
Excellency for this favour so promptly executed by you for the population
of the Este State. At the same time I have sent a letter by post to Doctor
Gregory asking him to indicate any expenses incurred by him or by your
good self in sending this to us so that we can reimburse you promptly.

Awaiting your further instructions, I have the honour of signing
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myself with the greatest respect and consideration, 1 Your I most
devoted servant I Antonio Lombardi I Fellow and Secretary

1. In letter 1951. See also letter 1956.
2. So called after the dynasty that ruled Modena before the Habsburgs.
3. Unidentified.

Letter 1973
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
9 April 1847
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/88

Trinity House London, ! 9th April 1847.
Sir,

Adverting to my Letter of the 9th January last1,1 now beg to forward
you a further Sample of water which has been obtain'd from the Bardsey
Light Establishment, and to request that you will favor me, for the
information of the Board, with your opinion as to it's fitness for drinking
or culinary purposes.

I beg to add, in reply to the Enquiry made by you2, that the
Corporation's Agent reports that the Well at Bardsey Island, from which
this water is taken, is not situated near a Cess Pool, Ditch, or known
Drain.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqre I &c &c &c

Address: M. Faraday Esqre I &c &c &c I Royal Institution, I Albemarle
Street.

1. Letter 1946.
2. Letter 1947.

Letter 1974
Faraday to Thomas Baxter1

12 April 1847
From the original in RI MS

R Institution i 12 April 1847
My dear Friend

I send you the corn piasters!.] Warm them a little & apply the cerate
side to the skin it will soon adhere as much as will keep it in its place.
Though thick the leather is soft. When the foot is very tender, the outer
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edge may be paired down a little with a knife - but that is rarely
necessary^

Yours affectionately I M. Faraday
Mr. Th Baxter

1. Unidentified.

Letter 1975
Friedrich Wilhelm Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
13 April 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon illustre Confrere,

Je devrai commencer a Vous parler de ma vive reconnoissence pour
l'envoi que Vous avez daigne me faire de la precieuse substance1 qui nous
offre d'une maniere energique Vos merveilles optiques sous l'influence
electro-magnetique; je devrois Vous parler aussi de Y admiration qu'ont
cause generalement en Allemagne Vos decouvertes magnetiques: la Date
de cette petite lettre et les agitations politiques2 du moment serviront, je
pense, d'excuse a mon laconisme. Je sais combien je puis compter sur
votre bienveillance et c'est dans cette douce confiance que j'ose Vous
supplier, mon respectable Confrere, de sacrifier quelques instans de loisir
a un jeune Physicien laborieux et instruit Mr Karsten3, docteur a notre
Universite, et fils d'un de mes anciens amis4, du Savant auquel nous
devons les travaux sur le fer et le gisement du sel gemme. Le jeune
homme sera aupres de Vous l'interprete des setimens de haute et
affectuese consideration que je Vous ai vouee pour la vie.

Votre devoue I Alexandre Humboldt
a Potsdam I ce 13 Avril I 1847

TRANSLATION
My Illustrious Colleague,

I should begin by telling you of my deep gratitude for sending me the
precious substance1 which offers us in an energetic way your optical
marvels under electro-magnetic influence; I should tell you also of the
widespread admiration which your magnetic discoveries have caused in
Germany: the date of this little letter and the political unrest2 will, I think,
serve as an excuse for my terseness. I know how much I can count on
your kindness and it is with deep confidence that I dare to ask you, my
respected colleague, to sacrifice a few moments of your time to a young
hardworking and educated physicist, Mr Karsten3, doctor at our
University and son of one of my oldest friends4, the Savant to whom we
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owe work on iron and deposits of rock salt. The young man will be the
interpreter of the feelings of high and affectionate consideration that I
have vowed to you for life.

Your devoted I Alexander Humboldt
at Potsdam 1 this 13 April i 1847

1. That is a piece of heavy glass. See letter 1859.
2. A reference to the granting of a new constitution for Prussia. See Ann.Reg., 1847, 374-92.
3. Gustav Karsten (1820-1900, PI, 3, 4). German physicist.
4. Karl Johann Bernhard Karsten (1782-1853, DSB). German metallurgist.

Letter 1976
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
14 April 1847
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/88

Royal Institution I 14 April 1847
My dear Sir

The last portion of Bardsey water which you sent me1 in a gallon
stone bottle (broken & only half full) correspond with the former2 in
general character. It was quite in a state of fermentation from the quantity
of organic matter that had been & was in it & smelt alcoholic like a weak
cyder. The unchanged organic matter still in it gave it a clear brown
colour. There was also sulphate of magnesia present. But the most
striking thing respecting it was the deposition in the bottle. Suspecting
that something of the kind had occurred I broke open the bottle & found
deposited at the side & bottom a thick crust of Carbonate of magnesia
which when collected & dried weighed 230 grainsi.]

I think it is almost impossible that the whole of this could have been
deposited from the gallon of water which the bottle would hold & suspect
the vessel has been in use as a recipient for the water & has been filled &
emptied many times in succession & thus allowed an accumulation of
deposits

The water however is manifestly subject to the presence of organic
matter & also of Magnesium salts & though experience only can tell
whether these are unhealthy or not still one cannot say in any case that
such a water is good or fit for use. If the whole of the deposit was from
one gallon of water, the water cannot be wholesome.

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. With letter 1973.
2. See letters 1946 and 1947.
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Letter 1977
George Gregory to Faraday
15 April 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

31 Weymouth Street I Thursday April 15 - 1847 -
My dear Sir

This Day's post has brought me a long letter from Signor Antonio
Lombardi dated Modena 5; April '47V]

He acknowledges the receipt of the Vaccine Tubes all in perfect
order - Assurances that the English Lymph has been tried under the
observation of the Doctors composing the Vaccine Board of the Modena
States - and lastly that the Inoculations have been perfectly successful in
every instance, producing large & well developed results.

He communicates to me (in very flattering terms) the grateful thanks
of the Duke of Modena's3 Minister of Public Instruction3 - & all parties
appear to be pleasedu

I shall, of course, acknowledge, without delay, these flattering
encomium.

I thought you would take an interest in the result, & have therefore
gone into the Details.

Believe me I My Dear Sir I Ever Very Truly Yours I George Gregory
31 WS. April 15

1. See letter 1972.
2. Francesco V (1819-1875, NBU). Duke of Modena, 1846-1859.
3. Giuseppe Fevri. See letter 1972. Otherwise unidentified.

Letter 1978
Faraday to William Robert Grove
16 April 1847
From the original in RI MS G F20

R Institution I 16 April 1847
My dear Grove

I wanted to refer Mr Brodie1 to your papers on the effect of
amalgamated Zinc & its state in the battery & could not remember where
they were. Can you send him the references? You know where he lives 13
Albert Road Regents Park[.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Benjamin Collins Brodie (1817-1880, DSB). Chemist.
2. Grove (1839a, b).
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Letter 19791

Faraday to Edward William Brayley
16 April 1847
From the original in RI MS Fl C19

R Institution I 16 April 1847
My dear Sir

Your application is so late that 1 have some difficulty in meeting
your intention - for my privilege has been exhausted some time ago. As it
is doubtful what lectures you can attend 1 send you four orders which you
can date as you want them & if you use them all & want more you must let
me know as the time approaches & I will do what I can[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq I &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.

Letter 19801

Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
22 April 1847
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution I 22 April 1847
My dear Miss Coutts

Not finding you at home today I now write to say that I do not
personally know Mr. Cameron2 or his character but I have heard of him &
it is quite true that he has been twice rewarded by the Society of Arts. On
referring to the Transactions of the Society I perceive that the two
rewards mentioned are five guineas & seven guineas3[.] I believe the party
rewarded has the option of choosing between money & a medal. The
society of Arts closely examine into things & I do not doubt but that the
rewards were deserved.

I intended to have seen you & thanked you personally for your
kindness to our Institutions Our President the Duke [of Northumberland]
told me the other day since the election4 that he wished the Duchess [of
Northumberland] in every respect to follow your good example and then
did as you have done in anticipation of it. By the bye if I read your note
aright you have paid too much namely 65 and 21 Guineas: the printed
letter says 60 and 20 guineas and our assistant secretary5 having sent to
the Bankers Drummonds6 says the payment is 80 guineas. I beg pardon
for talking of such things but could not consent to your losing 6 Guineas
by my carelessness - but on the whole I think I must read your
abbreviation for guineas wrong.

Ever Your Obliged & I faithful Servant I M. Faraday
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1. This letter is black-edged.
2. Charles Cameron. Liverpool chemist. See Trans.Soc.Arts, 1843, 54: 14.
3. Ibid, 1827, 45: 68 and 1843, 54: 14 respectively.
4. Of both Burdett Coutts and the Duchess of Northumberland as members of the Royal
Institution. See note 2, letter 1950 and note 2, letter 1958 respectively. See also letter 1967.
5. William Hughes.
6. Bankers to the Royal Institution. See Bolitho and Peel (1985).

Letter 1981!

Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
23 April 1847
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution i 23 April 1847
My dear Miss Coutts

You can as your note says admit by order or personally one person
to all the Lectures given in the Institution. As regards the Friday Evening
meetings (to which no payment will admit except by Members rights),
you have your personal right of course and you can also admit two to
each but for that purpose must use tickets some of which I now send you
blank; and also a paper of the probable subjects. I send also a cancelled
ticket to shew how they are filled up.

Ever Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

1. This letter is black-edged.

Letter 1982
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
1 May 1847
From the original press copy in RGO6 ! 451, f.225

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1847 May 1
My dear Sir

My friend Mr. James Chance1, one of the proprietors of extensive
Glass Works in Birmingham, and Patentee of the Patent Plate Glass2, is
very desirous of examining some of the machinery used in Gunpowder
Mills, which he thinks might possibly be introduced with advantage in the
manufacture of glass.

Now I take the liberty of asking whether you could at my request
give Mr. Chance and introduction to any manufacturer of gunpowder on
the large scale? I believe that the Messrs. Hall have the largest business,
and that their machinery is the best.

Possibly you may know Mr. Chance but if not I can assure you that
he is a very gentlemanly and intelligent man and a good mechanic and not
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the worse I hope for having been formerly a scholar of Trinity College
Cambridge.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. James Timmins Chance (1814-1902, DNB2). Birmingham glass manufacturer.
2. Patents 7618, 9407 and 11,185 of 21 April 1828, 7 July 1842 and 28 April 1846 all on
"Manufacture of Glass".

Letter 1983
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
3 May 1847
From the original in RGO6 / 451, f.226

R Institution I 3 May 1847
My dear Airy

The only Gunpowder maker that I know is Mr. Hall and of him I know
very little1. But I have written to ascertain whether I can procure what
you desire & will soon let you know. My best remembrances to Mrs. &
Miss Airy.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. See letter 1982.

Letter 1984
John Battishill Parker1 to Faraday
4 May 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Exeter May 4, 1847
My dear Sir,

As a stranger 1 need apologise for intruding on your notice - but in
search of Truth I trust you will pardon the liberty I have taken. On
perusing the 21st Series of the Philosophical Transactions containing
your Experimental Researches on Electricity2,1 am delighted to think that
you are approaching to a solution of the true Theory of Mesmerism - and
that your Experiments confirm the opinion of a most extraordinary
Clairvoyant Patient under my care. See Zoist Jany 18473.

Whilst investigating mesmerism as a remedial agent my Patient has
made the most extraordinary Revelations. She discovered the Animal
Magnetic Polarity Jany 2nd, 1846 - and invariably places herself with her
Head to the North as soon as she is mesmerised and pulls out her Steel Hair
Pins and throws them away - the contact of Steel distresses her very much
whilst in the mesmeric state. She sees the Electric spark, if passes are
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made with the points of the Fingers. The base of a Quartz Crystal produces
a sensation of cold, the apex a sensation of warmth. In her waking state at
night she has been alarmed by a luminous appearance of the Crystal.

She exhibits all the higher Mesmeric Phenomena and her own
explanation of the Polarity is "as man is made of the materials of the
Earth, he possesses the same property."

I should be most happy to receive any suggestion from you in
elucidating the most extraordinary subject that was ever contemplated
by the human mind.

I remain, My Dear Sir, I Yours faithfully I John B. Parker I Surgeon
Dr. Faraday

1. John Battishill Parker (d.1886, age 81, GRO). Exeter Surgeon.
2. Faraday (1846d), ERE21.
3. Luxmoore (1847).

Letter 1985
Robert Walker to Faraday
5 May 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

I fear that 1 must have expressed myself indistinctly with regard to
the day of your visit of inspection1.

Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays are the days of my public Lecture
which commences at one. So that with preparation & delivery I should be
especially occupied during the whole of the period of your stay. On either
of the other three days of the week I can arrange my work so as to be at
your command. Could you come on Thursday the 13th?2 That day being
Ascension day is a holiday here & brings no other duties than Church
Services which commence at the early hour of | past seven & so leave me
quite free for the remainder of the day.

Perhaps it will be most simple if, when you come, you proceed at
once to my Lecture Room at the Clarendon Buildings Broad Street: I will
there look out for you. If you proceed from the Station per Omnibus
specify Broad Street or in their obstinate stupidity the drivers may take
you in the oppt direction to the Printing Press.

I am My dear Sir I Very faithfully yours I Rob Walker
41 St. Giles I Oxford I May 5, 1847

1. To arrange for Faraday's lecture on his recent work at the Oxford meeting of the British
Association on 25 June 1847. For a short account see Rep.Brit.Ass., 1847, 20-1.
2. That is 13 May 1847. Letter 1999 suggests that Faraday did visit Walker at some point to
look at his apparatus.
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Letter 1986
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
6 May 1847
From the original copy in RGO6 I 451, f.230

R. Institution I 6 May 1847
My dear Airy

Mr. Hall with expressions of much regret denies my request, having
certain mechanical improvements which they wish to keep private1.

Ever truly yours I M. Faraday

1. See letters 1982 and 1983.

Letter 1987
John Wilson Croker1 to Faraday
7 May 1847
From the original in RI MS Fl 116

West Molesey I Kingston I 7 May 47
My dear Sir

I know not whether the following observations may be worth
mentioning to you but I venture to give you the slight trouble of reading
them.

During the late winter I observed that three thermometers on
different portions of the exterior of this house, seemed to differ more in
the marking of the temperature than the difference of position would
account for. I therefore brought them altogether to one northern aspect. 1
then found that the differences were real, but varying; I extract the
notations made on certain days, of each of the instruments numbered 1,
2,3.

1 - 2 - 3
13th Feb 36. 31 - 33
16th do 40. 37. - 38
28 do. 38 - 35 - 34

On the 23d Feb they all exhibited the same 43 - 43 - 43 and generally
it seemed that the higher the temperature the less the differences - the
lowest temperatures (we had them as low as 12°) had passed before 1 had
thought of bringing the instruments into one place; not being, at all, able
to account for these differences, which seemed irregular & precarious, I
observed, that, by accident, the plates of the instruments were formed of
different materials. No 1 had an ivory plate, No 2 a steel one & No 3 one of
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box wood. It seems to me not improbable that the material of the plate to
which it was attached may have had some effect on the mercury in the

Of course my first impression was that the instruments were
erroneously graduated, but their occasional agreement & varying
differences repelled that solution and to establish this, the more
perfectly, I have this morning bought them again together, when they
all agree exactly - standing at 57 in the hall of this house.

I am I My dear Sir Yours I very faithfully I J.W. Croker
Dr. Faraday

1. John Wilson Croker (1780-1857, DNB). Politician and man of letters.

Letter 1988
Faraday to John Wilson Croker1

8 May 1847
From the original in FACLM H MS cl

Royal Institution I 8 May 1847
My dear Sir

From your descriptions2 I conclude that your three thermometers
are inaccurately graduated at the low temperatures. This is very often the
case with thermometers of ordinary construction & price. In the
laboratory we are always obliged to verify an instrument before we can
trust it. Thermometers profess to be graduated in relation to their scales
so that no influence belonging to any difference of these should appear. If
you put them all three into a vessel containing mixed ice & water they
should all indicate the same degree & that 32° then whether you lower the
temperature by adding salt - or raise it by adding warm water, they
should all agree. But all this requires care in moving the thermometers in
the liquid so that they may really have the same temperature and if they
do not agree you have no means of picking out the accurate one (if such
there be) except by it according with 32°. Still the trials may interest you[.]

I am I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Right Honble I J.W. Croker Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Wilson Croker (1780-1857, DNB). Politician and man of letters.
2. In letter 1987.
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Letter 1989
Faraday to James Nasmyth
14 May 1847
From the original in the possession of Arno Muller

Royal Institution I 14 May 1847
My dear Naysmith [sic]

The bearer M. le Chevallier Cavalli Captain of artillery in the service
of the King of Sardinia1 is introduced to me in the most earnest terms by
Berzelius[.j A great object with him is to see such a work as yours and it is
that which Berzelius chiefly asks of me for him. Can you do us both the
pleasure to grant this desire as far as it is not inconsistent with your own
wishes and once more oblige

Yours Most truly I M. Faraday
- Naysmith [sic] Esq i &c &c &c

1. Charles Albert (1798-1849, DBI). King of Sardinia, 1800-1849.

Letter 1990
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
19 May 1847
From the original press copy in RGO6 I 342, f.374

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1847 May 19
My dear Sir

We trouble you as a universal referee or character-counsel on all
matters of science:- and moreover Sheepshanks1 has troubled you on this
matter before2:- and it is very bad but what else can we do? So throwing
myself on your justice or mercy, 1 will proceed to the business.

We must definitely select a metal for the bar-standard of length. And
what is most durable? I incline to hard gun-metal (I cannot at this moment
give you the proportions that we have tried, but a very white mixture was
found very strong, broke with difficulty, did not bend first, and appeared
not likely to oxidate). Sheepshanks has set his heart on a pure metal,
believing theoretically (I think) that it is not likely to alter internally.

Now can you help us?
Yours very truly I G.B. Airy

Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Richard Sheepshanks (1794-1855, DNB). Astronomer.
2. See letter 1861.
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Letter 1991
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
20 May 1847
From the original in RGO6 / 342, f.375

Royal Institution I 20 May 1847
My dear Airy

I wish I could give you an opinion worth the postage of your letter1

but indeed I have not one of such value in this case. I do not see any
reason why a pure metal should be particularly free from internal change
of its particles and on the whole should rather incline to the hard alloy
than to soft copper & yet I hardly know why[.] 1 suppose the labour would
be too great to lay down the standard in different metals & substances
and yet the comparison of them might be very important hereafter for 20
years seems to do or tell a great deal in relation to standard measures.

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq i &c &c &c

1. Letter 1990.

Letter 1992
James Nasmyth to Faraday
21 May 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bridgewater Foundry, Patricroft, near Manchester, May 21st, 1847.
My dear Sir

It was with the greatest pleasure I received your valued note1 by the
hands of M. Le Chevalier Cavalli and was most happy in endeavoring to
pay him all the attention in my power and furnishing him with such
information as he was more particularly in quest of in reference to the
main object of his visit. I found him to be a very intelligent man and
altho I am but an indifferent linguist what with such scraps of French and
Italian and the occasional use of the Chalk and pencil and above all with
the help of that sort of free masonry which is natural to all lovers of
usefull knowledge - we contrived to get on very well and I trust he was so
far satisfied he is about to order some of our hardened tools and a small
Steam Hammer the power and capabilities of which I had much pleasure
in exhibiting to him. I need not say how much gratified I shall always feel
in having a like opportunity to show any little attention in my power to
any of your friends or correspondents when visiting these quarters[.]

I am happy to report to you most satisfactory progress with my
Steam Hammer and Steam pile driver both of which are now established
machines and now in extensive employment in all quarters of the GlobeM
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We are now in hand with No 205 Steam Hammer and No 48 pile driver2 so
you see I have not let these happy thoughts rest as mere thoughts but
sent them forth in material form to do mankind some good service

Our patent agents in the united states are making the St Hammers by
the dozn and being honest fellows send us over with great regularity the
proceeds or rather our stipulated portion.

The pile driver has been at work some time on a glorious
undertaking namely Damming up the Nile! so as to render all lower
Egypt quite independent of the amount rise of the river and furnish the
means of Irrigating the whole of that most (when watered) fertile land in
the world, if this great work succeed they may then have a nice little
innundation every afternoon! and with the bright sun of that glorious old
land provide as much corn as feed all the poor of the world and some of
the rich into the bargain3. It affords me the highest gratification to find my
schemes coming to play important parts in such noble undertakings!.]
The gratification in this respect is beyond all price and experience.

Another pile Driver is at work on the piles for the great Railway
Bridge at Newcastle upon Tyne having driven the bearing piles down to
the rock through 38 feet of gravel and quick sand on which the great piers
rest and also made the coffer dams to shut-out the water while the stone
work is done, this job is now about over - while another machine is just
set to work at Berwick on Tweed in the same way but for a much more
extensive bridges Two are just ready to sail for St Petersburgh to drive
the foundation of a vast arsenal4 - and another now loading on the canal
barge for Birkenhead Docks to shut out the Mersey till its presence is
again wanted[.] I am ashamed of bothering your valuable attention with all
these matters, but as you were among the first to see the value of the
principle of this curious mode of employing momentum for this
important purpose, I thought it might interest you to know that your
good oppinion [sic] of it has been confirmed in actual practice in the
most full manner - from 3 to 7 minutes according to the nature of the soil
is the time required to drive a pile of 50 feet 35 feet into the ground! 24 to
30 Hours is about the average for the same performance by the old pile
head & battering system, so much for employing momentum in its right
condition for certain purposes^ My pile heads are actual[l]y neater after
being driven than before, such is the result of a Blow from a massive
hammer (35 Cwt.) with 3 foot fall - 80 blows per minute and the whole
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apparatus sitting the while on the Shoulders of the pile and going down
along with it, hammering like, I wont say what, all the way down.

I continue pursuing my intimate acquaintance with the structure of
the Lunar surface and find more and more to interest me in it5, it is
real[l]y a magnificent object and full of the most exciting interest when
sedulously studied. I hope to show you some results of these pleasant
afternoons ere long - do you know of any scientific Journal that would
admit a paper with some Illustrations? living as I do out of the great world
but in a very busy little one here I am not in communication with any one
who could put me in the way of having some of my investigations
recorded in proper form. I should feel deeply obliged if you could name to
me any Journal that would think fit to receive a communication now and
then which I hope might be worth their paper and space6.

But for the profound regard I have for the value of your time I had all
but intruded myself on your attention once or twice of late to beg the
favor of your permitting me to try what I think might be a rather
interesting Experiment in relation to a great mystery - namely the cause of
Hardening of Steel than which there is not a process of more value to
mankind I know of7 - civilization rests on it aloneu What I want to get at is
one or two new facts by varying the ordinary process. First Expt. or
question -1 want to ask Nature is what is the Effect in respect to Hardening
or otherwise when a bit of steel wire (at usual hardening heat) is plunged
into cold water, while the Steel wire in question is at the time part of a
pretty powerfull galvanic circuits

Has such state of circumstances any Effect on the steel as regards
Hardening?

If the Experiment has never been made, it would be well to make it
as it might lead to something interesting, perhaps important, and as it is
an Experiment that can be made with Ease (perhaps) if Mr Anderson
could with your permission permit me to try it some afternoon when he is
quite at leisure when I am in town it would indeed be a vast favor to me as
I am not possessed of the apparatus. The hardening of steel is so
complete a mystery as yet so far as I know that it is by such novel or out
of the usual way of treatment that we may hope to stumble on the End of
the thread of some interesting facts[.]
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I am very much ashamed of thus inflicting such a long winded letter
on you and pray your forgivenesst.]

Believe me I am I with the most sincere respect 1 yours most truly I
James Nasmyth
M. Faraday Esq

1. Letter 1989.
2. See Nasmyth (1883), 239-51 for the steam hammer and 268-79 for the pile driver.
3. See ibid., 282-4.
4. See ibid., 293-4.
5. See ibid., 329-37.
6. Ibid., 337 says they were first exhibited at the 1850 British Association meeting in
Edinburgh.
7. A view also expressed in ibid., 93-4.

Letter 1993
Faraday to James Nasmyth
29 May 1847
From Nasmyth (1883), 284-5

Royal Institution, i 29th May, 1847,
My dear Sir, - That you should both show kindness to the bearer1 of my
letter2, and prove that you did so with pleasure by writing me a letter3 in
return, was indeed more than I ought or could have expected; but it was
very gratifying and pleasant to my mind. I only wish that the
circumstances of my life were such as to enable me to take advantage
of such good will on your part, and to be more in your company and
conversation than is at present possible.

I could imagine great pleasure from such a condition of things; but
though our desires, and even our hopes at times, spread out beforehand
over a large extent, it is wonderful how, as the future becomes the
present, the circumstances that surround us limit the sphere to which
our real life is circumscribed. If ever I come your way I hope to see your
face; and the hope is pleasant, though the reality may never arrive.

You tell me of the glorious work of your pile-driver, and it must be
indeed a great pleasure to witness the result. Is it not Shakespeare4 who
says, The pleasure we delight in physics pain'?5 In all your fatigue and
labour you must have this pleasure in abundance, and a most delightful
and healthy enjoyment it is. I shall rejoice to see some day a blow of the
driver and a tap of the hammer.

You speak of some experiments on tempering in which we can help
you. I hope when you do come to town you will let us have the pleasure of
doing so. Our apparatus, such as it is, shall be entirely at your service. I
made, a long while ago, a few such experiments on steel wire, but could
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eliminate no distinct or peculiar results. You will know how to look at
things, and at your hand I should expect much.

Here we are just lecturing away6, and I am too tired to attempt
anything, much less to do anything just now; but the good will of such
men as you is a great stimulus, and will, I trust, even with me, produce
something else praiseworthy. - Ever, my dear Nasmyth, yours most truly,
I M. Faraday.

1. Cavalli.
2. Letter 1989.
3. Letter 1992.
4. William Shakespeare (1564-1616, DNB). Playwright.
5. A misquotation of Macbeth II, 3, 8. "The labour we delight in physics pain".
6. This was for Faraday's "Course of eight lectures on Physico Chemical Philosophy". For
his notes see Rl MS F4 J7 and 8.

Letter 1994
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
29 May 1847
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 236

Royal Institution: May 29, 1847.
My dear Matteucci, -1 find you are at work on specific induction1.

My ideas are very obscure on the matter now, for I cannot recollect
the facts, and shall avoid doing so until you have worked out your views,
and very likely for a good while after, for I am never better pleased than to
see others work on points I have dealt with, and the points themselves
either enlarged or multiplied or corrected.

Most truly yours, I M. Faraday

1. This seems to be a report of Matteucci (1846). Letter 2005 suggests that Faraday was
expecting that this paper dealt with specific induction but later found that it did not.

Letter 1995
Faraday to William Buckland
8 June 1847
From the original in RS MS Bu 142

Royal Institution ! June 8, 1847
My dear Buckland

We talked about a certain course of lectures and Dr. Carpenter1 but
our talk was quite private & therefore when I hear others speak who have
been spoken to on the matter I cannot join in consciously2[.j

I find however that three or four different sets of impressions are by
this desultory mode brought into existence and I therefore mention it to
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you giving you (still in a private manner) my own impressions. I think it
would be better when the time comes to communicate that we should
hear from & communicate with the Trustees or with some one deputed
by or representing them than to hear from the Lecturer only or from his
friends which is one shape assumed by the (probably inaccurate) reports
reaching me.

Again I may say that we cannot shut out the Members & subscribers
to our Institution from any lectures given in it & I think we could not shut
out the subscribers to the whole season of lectures here but I do not
think this arrangement would bring more of our people than have usually
attended Dr. Carpenters lectures at our house & that would be but a
small number compared to what the room will hold.

We spoke together of the Trustees having the power to admit by a
certain No of Tickets 100 or 200 or what may be thought right. We could
not open our doors to the Public in an unrestricted manner and yet I think
it would be desirable to know before-hand the bodies, members of which
are to be admitted or else that we should have the assurance by a trustee
ticket of their respectability and fitness in the room.

I am writing without communication with any body else and entirely
for the purpose of limiting the variety of reports & understandings which
might else if they assumed a semi official character become embarrassing.

Ever Yours 1 M. Faraday
The I Very Reverend I The Dean of Westminster I &c &c &c

1. William Benjamin Carpenter (1813-1885, DSB). Fullerian Professor of Physiology at the
Royal Institution, 1844-1848.
2. This concerned the delivery, by Carpenter, of the Swiney course of lectures on geology
arranged by the Trustees of the British Museum. It was eventually agreed that the lectures
should take place before Easter 1848 in the Royal Institution. See Carpenter to Barlow, 3 July
1847, RI MM, 5 July 1847, 10: 25-7 and RI MS GB 2: 49.
3. Carpenter had given a course of twelve lectures at the Royal Institution on various
physiological subjects each year from 1845 to 1847 (RI MS GB 2: 43, 45, 48 respectively). The
largest audience for any of these lectures had been 150.

Letter 1996
Baden Powell to Faraday
8 June 1847
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.ll

New College Lane I Oxford I June 8, 1847
My dear Sir

As I fear the British Assocn will not be able to detain you long in
Oxford I am anxious to secure your company betimes and as 1 am told
your lecture will take place on Friday evening the 25th Inst1 I hope I may
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have the pleasure of your company at dinner on that day previously to
the soiree.

& remain i Sir yours sincerely I B. Powell

1. This was Faraday's lecture on his recent work which he gave to the Oxford meeting of
the British Association on 25 June 1847. For a short account see Rep.Brit.Ass., 1847, 20-1.

Letter 1997
Faraday to Gustav Karsten1

9 June 1847
From the original in Staats- und Universitatsbibliothek Hamburg,
Campe-Sammlung 12

Royal Institution London I 9 June 1847
My dear Sir

I received your letter on the 17th of last month and was very happy
in the thought that I could do any thing that would shew the attention &
respect which I think so due to you and those who like you work in the
great cause of science. 1 sent it at once to the Royal Society and have
applied to Mr. Weld the Assistant Secretary once or twice since then to
know what has been done but the body moves slowly and I believe there
are no conclusions as yet. However I could not remain quiet long and so
write to you without being able to send you any account of the
application and even without your letter for it is with the Societyt.j The
latter is a loss to me for my memory is so bad that I cannot now recollect
what was in it and it is well that I copied your address before I sent it
away. I have no scientific new[s] to send you my recluse habits prevent
me from knowing what is done by others & I am sorry to say I have myself
done nothing lately not from the want of will but of power. I must
conclude assuring you that I am

with the highest esteem I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. G. Karsten I &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur G Karsten I a I Paris I Rue Racine No 20
I Hotel Voltair

1. Gustav Karsten (1820-1900, PI, 3, 4). German physicist.
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Letter 1998
William Thomson to Faraday
11 June 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

St Peter's College, Cambridge, 1 June 11, 1847
My dear Sir,

I enclose the paper1 which I mentioned to you2 as giving an analogy
for the electric and magnetic forces, by means of the strain, propagated
through an elastic solid. What I have written is merely a sketch of the
mathematical analogy. I did not venture even to hint at the possibility of
making it the foundation of a physical theory of the propagation of
electric and magnetic forces, which, if established at all, would express as
a necessary result, the connection between electrical and magnetic
forces, and would show how the purely statical phenomena of magnetism
may originate either from electricity in motion, or from an inert mass
such as a magnet. If such a theory could be discovered, it would also,
when taken in connection with the undulatory theory of light, in all
probability explain the effect of magnetism on polarized light3.

I have only just returned to Cambridge, and so I have not had time to
look for the paper to which you kindly sent me a reference. I have lately
received a number of a Pisa Journal, containing a paper by Matteucci on
electro-statical induction4, in which the author seems to endeavour to
resolve your results into effects of conduction; and I suppose this is the
paper you alluded to, in speaking to me. I have not quite been able to
learn its contents yet, as 1 do not understand the language, and it is not
enlivened by any xs or ys.

I should consider it a great favour if you would allow your assistant
to show me some of the lecture room apparatus belonging to the Royal
Institution, when I am in London on my way to or from Oxford5, or at any
other convenient time. As I am now Professor of Natural Philosophy at
Glasgow, and have had a session's experience of the inadequacy of our
apparatus, I am anxious to learn as much as I can about good apparatus,
and how to procure it.

I remain Yours very truly I William Thomson
Prof. Faraday

1. Thomson, W. (1847).
2. On 5 June 1847. See Thomson to James Thomson, 11 June 1847, Thompson (1910), 1:202.
3. For the background to this passage see Smith and Wise (1989), 258-60.
4. Matteucci (1846).
5. For the meeting of the British Association.
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Letter 19991

Faraday to William Thomson
14 June 1847
From the original in ULC Add MS 7342, F32

R Institution I 14 June 1847
My dear Sir

I received & thank you very much for the papers2, but the xs and ys
for which you earnestly look are quite beyond me - still I can enjoy it
somewhat & again thank you. When you come our way pray look at our
apparatus but you will find generally that it is a continual make shift. At
Oxford3 you will perhaps see Mr Walkers & it is very good & perfect in its
kind4. I have not seen the Pisa Journal5 if you should have it with you at
Oxford I should like to look at itu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Wm Thomson Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. Including Thomson, W. (1847) sent with letter 1998.
3. At the meeting of the British Association.
4. See letter 1985.
5. For Matteucci (1846).

Letter 20001

Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
17 June 1847
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 17 June 1847
My dear Brunei

I do not think either the Naphtha or the Ammonia will hurt the
Creosote as far as regards your use of it[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
I.K. Brunei Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.

Letter 2001
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
18 June 1847
From the original copy in BrUL MS DM 162/10/5, p.209

18 Duke St. Westr I 18 June 1847.
My dear Faraday,

I feel great compunction in writing to trouble you with inquiries but
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good nature is always abused and therefore you cannot hope to escape. If
the naphtha or ammonia will not prejudice the creosote1 why is coal tar
decidedly destructive? - of which there is no doubt in my mind - from
numerous results is it merely its mechanical defects of viscidity and not
penetrating and yet forming an injurious coating - in my ignorance I had
fancied that the ammonia was injurious.

I am &c I I.K. Brunei
M. Faraday Esqre

1. See letter 2000.

Letter 20021

Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
18 June 1847
From the original in BrUL MS

R Institution I 18 June 1847
My dear Brunei

Mine was merely an opinion without any practical knowledge2!.] If it
be known that coal tar is per se destructive3 & there is no knowledge of the
joint action of creosote & coal tar then the safest expectation to proceed
upon is that it will to a certain amount interfere with the good effect of
creosote. In like manner as to ammonia I know nothing practically but I
should expect its rapid dissipation by solution & evaporations

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
I.K. Brunei Esq I &c & &c

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. Expressed in letter 2000.
3. See letter 2001.

Letter 2003l

Faraday to Dominic Paul Colnaghi
30 June 1847
From the original in CITA

R Institution I 30 June 1847
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your card. I shall lose the pleasure of seeing you
but for the sake of my aching head am glad to say I shall be out of town[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
D. Colnaghi Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.
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Letter 2004
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
1 July 1847
From Phil.Mag., 1847, 31: 196-7
My dear Faraday

Having a good opportunity for sending you a few lines, I will make
use of it to tell you something about my little doings. You are no doubt
struck with the peculiarity of the ink in which this letter is written, and I
am afraid you will think it a very bad production; but in spite of its queer
colour, you will like it when I tell you what it is, and when I assure you
that as long as the art of writing has been practised, no letter has ever
been written with such an ink. Dealing now again in my ozone business, I
found out the other day that all manganese salts, be they dissolved or
solid, are decomposed by ozone, hydrate of peroxide of manganese being
produced and the acid set at liberty. Now to come round again to my ink, I
must tell you that these lines are written with a solution of sulphate of
manganese. The writing being dry, the paper is suspended within a large
bottle, the air of which is strongly ozonized by means of phosphorus.
After a few minutes the writing becomes visible, and the longer you leave
it exposed to the action of ozone the darker it will become. Sulphurous
acid gas uniting readily with the peroxide of manganese to form a
colourless sulphate, the writing will instantly disappear when placed
within air containing some of that acid; and it is a matter of course that
the writing will come out again when again exposed to ozonized air. Now
all this is certainly mere playing; but the matter is interesting in a
scientific point of view, inasmuch as dry strips of white filtering paper
drenched with a weak solution of sulphate of manganese furnish us with
rather a delicate and specific test for ozone, by means of which we may
easily prove the identity of chemical, voltaic and electrical ozone, and
establish with facility and certainty the continual presence of ozone in
the open air. I have turned brown my test-paper within the electrical
brush, the ozonized oxigen obtained from electrolysed water and the
atmospheric air ozonized by phosphorus. The quantity of ozone
produced by the electrical brush being so very small, it requires of
course some time to turn the test-paper brown.

As it is inconvenient to write with an invisible ink, I will stop here;
not however before having asked your kind indulgence for the many
blunders and faults which my ozone bottle will no doubt bring to light
before long.

Yours very truly, I C.F. Schoenbein.
Bale, July 1, 1847.
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Letter 20051

Faraday to William Thomson
2 July 1847
From the original in ULC Add MS 7342, F33

R Institution I July 2, 1847
My dear Sir

I regret that I could not return to Oxford2 - but the state of my head
forbad it. I send the Cimento. Matteucci does not there seem to touch on
Specific Inductive Capacity though he deals with other parts of my
notions3u I have received from Mossotti4 two copies of a paper5 which
being Electro mathematical I thought might interest you & therefore take
the liberty of offering one to you. Excuse the shortness of my letter but I
have to consider my giddiness.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
W. Thomson Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. For the British Association.
3. Matteucci (1846).
4. Ottaviano Fabrizio Mossotti (1791-1863, DSB). Professor of Mathematics at Pisa, 1841-
1863.
5. Mossotti (1846).

Letter 2006l

Faraday to Charles Manby
2 July 1847
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 2 July 1847
My dear Manby

I am afraid the Institution of C.E. will get into discredit with us. The
air pump we lent you was to have been returned at once & is not yet come
back. The Davy lamps that we lent you some time ago we had after a long
while to fetch . I forget the name of the Party who had away the pump but
stir him up to finish by returning it[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Manby Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. The Davy lamp was discussed at the Institution of Civil Engineers in March 1847.
Richardson (1847), 166.
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Letter 2007
James Nasmyth to Faraday
12 July 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bridgewater Foundry, I Patricroft, near Manchester, July 12 1847
My Dear Sir

Many many thanks for your most kind and most valued letter of the
29 May1.

I have taken the liberty to write you on the present occasion in
reference to the subject of the interesting experiments which M. Dumas
has been making in respect to converting Diamonds into Coke2. Under the
impression that some facts in intimate connection with this subject may
interest you I shall trouble you with them in case they be new to you.

Several years ago it occured to me in examining a piece of coke that
as Diamond is carbon and Coke is carbon would not Coke cut glass so to
prove my conjecture I lightly scratched a fragment over the face of the
pane of glass in the window and as the sun was shining bright through it
at the time I was much pleased and interested to find that my conjecture
was so far proved as to the identity of Coke with the diamond as that it
possessed one of the most remarkable properties of the gem namely that
it cuts glass3. The cuts made in glass by that means are so clean and cut
like that they send forth the most beautiful prismatic colours as the rays
of the sun happen to strike the plane of the cut at the suitable angle the
appearance being exactly similar to that which we see produced by those
infinitely delicate fillaments [sic] of the gossamers as they flaunt about in
the tranquil air of a sunny autumn mornings

I enclose you a little morsel of coke so as you may put what I state to
proof on the instant provided the sun be shining through your window,
you need not fear destroying your Glass as the cuts are so fine and go but
small way in but yet are perfect clean cuts quite of the Diamond cut family
and not mere Scratches.

This "little fact" may peradventure interest you both on its own
account and also as a converse proof of Identity of coke with Diamond -
and I am inclined to think that in many processes in the arts that Coke
Dust would prove to be a most valuable grinding if not polishing material
for the Gem Cutterst.] I doubt not it would prove a most usefull and very
economical substitute for Diamond Dust[.]

What say you to it as a material for Razor strops, no doubt a very
humble application but one which would be no small contribution to the
arts of civilization if it made razors do their duty as they sometimes will
not do with all the magic powers of a veritable [word illegible].

I earnestly look forward to the happy time when I shall have more
leisure to ask Dame nature a question or two toutching [sic] carbon in its
various forms Especially in reference to its union with Iron which I am
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more than inclined to think is more in the condition of an alloy in the case
of Steel than as a carburet.

I have to appologise [sic] to you for this intrusion on your valuable
attention but perhaps you may feel interested in my small fact toutching
[sic] the glass cutting property of Cokeu

in making the Window Experiment with the enclosed bit of Coke you
have only to Scratch it Lightly and at random in such figures as these

v

so as per Hap Hazard to get some of the minute christals [sic] or plates of
the coke to be Edge ways with the direction of the motion of the Hand[.j

Believe me I am I most faithfully yours I James Nasmyth
M. Faraday Esq

1. Letter 1993.
2. Faraday reported this work of Dumas's at the Oxford meeting of the British Association.
See Rep.Brit.Ass., 1847, 50. See also Jacquelain (1847).
3. See Nasmyth (1848).

Letter 2008
Faraday to James Nasmyth
15 July 1847
From the original in UP CHOC MS

15 July 1847 I Newcastle upon Tyne
Thanks my dear Sir to you for your kind letter1.1 read it here & have

successfully made your experiment and I hope that some of your
proposed applications of the coke dust will prove as decided in result as
they seem likely in theoryu

I have been looking a little at one of your piledrivers here2 - but
cannot give much attention to any thing because of my heavy attack of
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giddiness - The same circumstance obliges me to be very short in letter
writing - for which I know you will excuse

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Jas Naysmith

1. Letter 2007.
2. See letter 1992.

Letter 2009
Faraday to Lord Auckland1

29 July 1847
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 233-5

14 Duke Street2, Edinburgh: July 29, 1847.
My dear Lord, - If I had been in London I should have waited on your
Lordship at the Admiralty instantly; as it is, I can only express my
readiness to have done so. In reference to your Lordship's request, I will
now take the liberty of explaining my position, which I did not very long
since in a letter to the Secretary of the Admiralty3, to which letter,
however, and to a former one, containing the results of serious
consideration and much time4, I have never received any reply.

For years past my health has been more and more affected, and the
place affected is my head. My medical advisers say it is from mental
occupation. The result is loss of memory, confusion and giddiness; the
sole remedy, cessation from such occupation and head-rest. I have in
consequence given up, for the last ten years or more, all professional
occupation, and voluntarily resigned a large income that I might pursue
in some degree my own objects of research. But in doing this I have
always, as a good subject, held myself ready to assist the Government if
still in my power - not for pay, for, except in one instance5 (and then only
for the sake of the person joined with me), I refused to take it. I have had
the honour and pleasure of applications, and that very recently, from the
Admiralty, the Ordnance6, the Home Office, the Woods and Forests, and
other departments, all of which I have replied to, and will reply to as long
as strength is left me; and now it is to the condition under which I am
obliged to do this that I am anxious to call your Lordship's attention in
the present case. I shall be most happy to give my advice and opinion in
any case as may be at the time within my knowledge or power, but I may
not undertake to enter into investigations or experiments. If I were in
London I would wait upon your Lordship, and say all I could upon the
subject of the disinfecting fluids7, but I would not undertake the
experimental investigation; and in saying this I am sure that I shall have
your sympathy and approbation when I state that it is now more than
three weeks since I left London to obtain the benefit of change of air, and
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yet my giddiness is so little alleviated that I don't feel in any degree
confident that I shall ever be able to return to my recent occupations and
duties.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lordship's very faithful
servant, I M. Faraday.

1. George Eden, 2nd Baron Auckland (1784-1849, DNB). First Lord of the Admiralty, 1846-
1849.
2. The residence of George Buchanan. Edinburgh POD.
3. Henry George Ward (1797-1860, DNB). First Secretary of the Admiralty, 1846-1849. See
letter 2016.
4. This was a report by Henry Rowland Brandreth (d.1848, age 54, GRO, GentMag., 1848, 29:
672 an officer in the Royal Engineers) and Faraday on the electric telegraph on the
Birmingham railway line. See Admiralty Digest for 1846, PRO ADM12 / 461, class 59.11 (9
October). See also letter 2016.
5. See note 7, letter 1502.
6. This is a reference to work Faraday had done on percussion caps. See Admiralty Digest
for 1847, PRO ADM12 / 481, class 98.24 and Ordnance Office Register PRO WO45 / 247 which
noted letters that Faraday had written on the subject on 13, 15, 27 May and 14 June 1847.
7. See Admiralty Digest for 1847, PRO ADM12 / 477, class 59.1.

Letter 2010
Faraday to James Syme1

30 July 1847
From the original in RI MS Fl C20

Edinburgh I 30 July 1847
My dear Brother

Your kind invitation and affectionate letter came to us this morning
and I hasten at your desire to reply at once though I am very uncertain of
the future & have more fears than hopes to express as to our being able
to visit Galashiels and see your face. Almost from the first day of leaving
home we have been constrained to alter our intentions and though we
purpose stretching out our time by a whole week must leave much
undone that we wished & intended to do. Next week we purpose being at
Perth and Dunkeld & so arriving at Montrose so as to spend the Sabbath2

there & a day or two of the following week - the rest of that week & the
next Sabbath we think of passing amongst our friends at Dundee where
we have never been and then we must return quickly homei.i

I had resolved to visit Aberdeen to see Mr. Duff & our brethren there
- but have no hopes of being able to effect that objects It would indeed be
a great pleasure for us to meet him & you together at Galashiels but as I
before said the hope that that may be is almost extinct.

Give our kind love to the brethren with you & to Mr. Duff if (as I
hope) you do see him. One source of sorrow in all the joy we have from
seeing our friends in Scotland is to find how much we must limit our
intentions and desires both of seeing those we cannot meet & remaining
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longer with those we do meet. My wife and I are one in love to you and all
our friendst.]

Your Affectionate Brother I M. Faraday
Mr. Sime

1. James Syme. An Elder of the Glasite Church in Galashiels. Private communication from
Geoffrey Cantor.
2. That is 8 August 1847.

Letter 2011
Lord Auckland1 to Faraday
1 August 1847
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 235

Admiralty: August 1, 1847.
My dear Sir, -1 have received your letter2, and return you many thanks for
it. I am very sorry for the account which you give me of your health, and
must express my hope that the quiet which you are seeking may
completely restore it. For the investigation which I have immediately in
view I will look for other assistance. In the event of your returning to us in
perfect health I would again occasionally recur to your friendly advice.

Very truly, &c, I Auckland.

1. George Eden, 2nd Baron Auckland (1784-1849, DNB). First Lord of the Admiralty, 1846-
1849.
2. Letter 2009.

Letter 2012
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
12 August 1847
From the original in AS MS

Dundee, Scotland I 12 August 1847
My dear friend

At last I write to acknowledge both the great kindness you favoured
me with by M. Le Verrier1; and also that received by the hands of M. M.
Edwards2. It was with great joy I saw them both at the Oxford Meeting3;
but that did not compensate to me for your absence. It is true, I hardly
expected you, but Sir Roderic[k] Murchison had greatly raised my hopes;
and I am sure I may say the whole meeting longed to see you. Their
feelings were not altogether my feelings and none could miss you as I did.

I had undertaken a certain object at the meeting, - the preparation
for which and the delay occasioned by the use of unfamiliar and untried
apparatus4, consumed so much of my time that I saw very little of M. Le
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Verrier - but I knew him before hand in spirit by his glorious work5; and I
shall now not forget his form & appearance. It is a cause of great rejoicing
to science that with such mental power and soundness of judgment there
is joined a physical frame, health, & strength that promises abundant
additions to the victories of science. I hope you will give my kindest
remembrances to him.

M. Milne Edwards I first knew personally at your house6. Here, i.e., at
Oxford he was the same kind & hearty friend as there, and gave me your
packet with as much delight as I could receive it with. The diamonds &
resulting carbon are wonderful; and I hope that a close investigation of
the change produced & the attendant phenomena will lead to the
reconversion of carbon as coke or charcoal back into diamond -1 am not
quite sure the result is desirable in relation to the use or value of
diamond, but it could not be otherwise than valuable to the cause of
science. I shewed the specimens at the section of chemistry7 & also to the
Chairman8 & others of the Section of Physics; and to many individuals. As
Mr Milne Edwards assures me, that you wished me after that, to keep
them in remembrance of you, I shall do so; i.e. if I make no mistake in
understanding your writing or what he says. But such specimens must be
too rare & too valuable to be easily given away or retained.

I left Oxford for London on Saturday9 in the middle of the week of
meeting. I was seized in London with a heavy attack of giddiness &
confusion in the head which not only prevented my return to Oxford
(where I should have seen more of MM. Le Verrier & Edwards) but has not
left me to this day so that 1 have been unable to work, think, or write, and
this it is which has delayed my answer to your letter. I was sent up into
Scotland for change and though better do not feel restored - and am
conscious that more than ever I must take care and withdraw from
Society & work. I regret it a little; because I had hoped to do a somewhat10

more with light and magnetism & still think I see my way further than the
bounds of the present state of the subject. I would much rather be able to
send you news and facts than so many useless words; but failing the one I
know that I may trust to your kindness in accepting the other. My wife
offers her kindest compliments to Madame Dumas and enjoys many
remembrances of past favours received by her. I venture also to add
mine, though with more fear of their acceptance - for I am afraid th(at)
every additional word which I write may be to her an additional trouble.
But with other infirmities I feel this, that my hand will not obey my will:
and I must cast myself on her gentleness & favour.

Ever My dear friend I Your Most grateful Servant I M. Faraday
M. Dumas I &c &c &c

Address: Monsieur I Dumas Professor I &c &c &c &c I Jardin des Plantes
I a Paris
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1. Urbain Jean Joseph Leverrier (1811-1877, DSB)V French astronomer.
2. Henri Milne-Edwards (1800-1885, DSB). French zoologist.
3. Of the British Association.
4. That is for Faraday's lecture on his recent work which he gave to the British
Association on 25 June 1847. For a short account see Rep.Brit.Ass., 1847, 20-1.
5. That is the discovery of the planet Neptune.
6. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 222 for Faraday's account of this meeting on 24 July 1845
which does not accord with Faraday's recollection here. Furthermore, Faraday had met
Milne-Edwards when he had given a Friday Evening Discourse. See Faraday to Brayley, 5
June 1832, volume 2, letter 588.
7. See Rep.Brit.Ass., 1847, 50.
8. Baden Powell.
9. That is 26 June 1847.
10. The word "little" was crossed out and replaced by "somewhat".

Letter 2013
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
23 August 1847
From the original in Royal Astronomical Society MS HS J10/5, number
37

R Institution I 23 Aug 1847
My dear Herschell

Thanks again & again for the Volume1 you have sent me and though
unable in any fit manner to appreciate the work yet I hope you will allow
me in full sincerity of heart to congratulate you, Lady Herschell2 - and
science on the completion of such a labours Already I see that there is a
great deal in it that I can understand & enjoy and that it will long occupy
my reading seat[.]

Ever Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday
Sir J.F.W. Herschell Bart I &c &c &c

1. Herschel (1847).
2. Margaret Brodie Herschel, nee Stewart (d.1884, age 73, GRO). Married Herschel in 1829.
See DNB under John Frederick William Herschel.

Letter 2014
Jane Davy to Faraday
23 August 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Aug 23d 1847 I Park St.
Dear Mr. Faraday,

1 enclose to you Mr. Herbert Smith's1 address & his letter to me
relative; the latter I beg you will carefully keep. I have written to Lord
Colborne2 for his Artist's name, whom he recommended, as an excellent
Copyist, & of reasonable demand. You will fully understand, as I wish a
very kind feeling towards yourself from me, connected with this gift, 1
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should wish you satisfied. Production, or Size, is of course at your choice,
or only Head, just as you prefer; but I think the Thumb in the Hand, gives
truth to the beautiful & peculiar Expression of the Head. My finances are
not so low even in this year of demands heavy & sad, as to deprive me, of
the real pleasure of gratifying you entirely, in this little memorial of earlier
Time. Pray do not therefore from mistaken caution, or delicacy, deprive
me of my wish; a few Pounds added, if necessary, to ensure what will be
valuable to the Artist & creditable, I should willingly add: though about
£40 was what I thought for the larger size. Mr. Piggerskill's3 [sic] Talents
& his friendliness to you are the best Counsellors; only do not hurry, &
repent. I highly approve of your right feeling, about a young Artist; to
whom it might be a leading string of healthy Progress. I repeat, your
complete & independent enjoyment is my wish; & I shall if this be assured
be myself quite satisfied4. With a kind message to Mrs. Faraday of
remembrance I am

Yours Very Truly I Jane Davy

1. Herbert Luther Smith (1811-1870, BDPE). Painter.
2. Nicholas William Ridley Colborne, Lord Colborne (1779-1854, Ann.Reg., 1854, 299-300).
Whig politician and patron of the arts.
3. Henry William Pickersgill (1782-1875, DNB). Portrait painter.
4. This portrait of Davy, which has not been found, was exhibited at the Royal Institution
on 14 April 1848 with the following inscription: "Sir Humphry Davy, Bart. A gift to Michael
Faraday, D.C.L., Fullerian Professor to the Royal Institution, from his friend, Lady Davy,
March 23rd, 1848". Lit.Gaz., 22 April 1848, p.280.

Letter 2015
William Alexander Baillie Hamilton1 to Faraday
26 August 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Admiralty I 26 August 1847
Sir,

I am commanded by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to
request that you will, in conjunction with Lieut Colonel Irvine2, the
Director of Engineering & Architectural Works at Somerset House, report
upon the working of Mr Gamble's3 Electro Magnetic Telegraph upon the
Great Western Railway4.

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your most obedient Servant I W.A.B.
Hamilton

Professor Faraday I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Admiralty 26 Aug 1847 request to make a second
report on Notts telegraph - & my reply &c
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1. William Alexander Baillie Hamilton (1803-1881, Bl). Second Secretary of the Admiralty,
1845-1855.
2. Archibald Irvine (d.1850, age 52, GRO). Director of Engineering for the Admiralty.
3. Probably Douglas Pitt Gamble, holder of patent 11,524, dated 11 January 1847, on
"Electric-telegraphs". Otherwise unidentified.
4. See Admiralty Digest for 1847, PRO ADM12 / 477, class 59.11.

Letter 2016
Faraday to William Alexander Baillie Hamilton1

30 August 1847
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Institution I 30 Aug 1847
Sir

I regret that I cannot at present accede to the request contained in
your letter of the 26th instant2. The state of my health is one reason but
there are others which I am too weary to write you at present but you will
find them in a letter which 1 wrote to Mr Ward about three months ago4

and to which I beg to direct the attention of My Lords Commissioners and
yourself. I may be allowed to express a little surprise that I have not yet
received any reply either to that letter or to my former report (in
conjunction with Capt. Brandreth5) on this particular telegraph6.

1 have the honour to be I Sir I Your Most Obedient Humble Servant
I M. Faraday
Captn W.A.B. Hamilton R.N. I Secretary I &c &c &c &c I Admiralty

1. William Alexander Baillie Hamilton (1803-1881, Bl). Second Secretary of the Admiralty,
1845-1855.
2. Letter 2015.
3. Henry George Ward (1797-1860, DNB). First Secretary of the Admiralty, 1846-1849.
4. Referred to in letter 2009.
5. Henry Rowland Brandreth (d.1848, age 54, GRO, Gent.Mag., 1848, 29: 672). An officer in
the Royal Engineers.
6. See note 4, letter 2009.

Letter 20171

Faraday to Greig2

31 August 1847
From the original in RI MS Fl C21

Royal Institution i Albemarle St I London I 31 Aug 1847
My dear friend

Since our return home I have not forgotten the subject we talked
about namely the warming of the meeting house in the winter but I have
hitherto been unable to perform what I desired. According to what I hear I
conclude that a duodecimo volume entitled I think "Arnott3 on warming
and ventilation"4 published by Longman & Co5, and as I am told price 5/-
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would be exactly the work that would suit your views. I sent therefore to
the publishers for a copy that I might have the pleasure of sending it to
you but found it was out of print or at least that they had not a copy and
since then I have made many enquiries elsewhere for it but without
success. I shall enquire still further but in the mean time thought that
perhaps you might procure it at once in Dundee if Longman has any
house there connected with them & still possessing a copyi.j

After all however I think that any plan for warming the place must
depend for its success upon the Judgment & experience of the Builder,
Smith or Engineer who undertakes to carry it into practice for the success
or failure will depend upon the manner in which the practical application
is carried out. I cannot but think the place must be very cold in winter
without warming and that it should be warmed & that is nearly all that I
can say for only those who have an opportunity of knowing the place in
winter can judge of what is required.

My wife & I often talk together of the great pleasure we had in our
trip north & amongst our friends at Dundee - first one person & then
another occurs to our minds and we feel as much now as when with you
that our time was far too short - still it was right not to make it longer for I
have not yet been able to recover from the giddiness in my head and my
medical advisers wish me to go at once away from London & take up a
state of seclusion at the seaside. But this cannot be for I have had my
holiday & had it very happily and the rest must be left to take its course. I
had a letter from Mr. Duff lately in which I was glad to hear of our friends
generally. Remember us kindly to him & to all who mention our names to
you[.j

Ever My dear Brother I Very Truly Yours 1 M. Faraday
Mr. Greig I Dundee

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. Unidentified.
3. Neil Arnott (1788-1874, DNB). Scientific writer.
4. Arnott (1838).
5. That is Longman, Brown, Green and Longman, publishers in Paternoster Row. Wallis
(1974), 40.

Letter 2018
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
13 September 1847
From the original copy in RGO6 / 462, f.180

Altona 1847 September 13
My dear Sir

I hope to reach England in a few days: but as I may be then much
occupied, I write now and purpose to post the letter on my arrival.
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At St Petersburgh, a few days since, I saw Mr. Jacobi. He begged me
particularly to inquire of you whether you had received from him a letter
dated 1847 January 71. As far as 1 could understand, the letter contained
several important communications, one of which he wished you to hand
over to the Philosophical Magazine, but which he had not yet seen in
Print.

Perhaps you will write on the subject to Mr. Jacobi. If you have
leisure, a single line to me to say that you attend to this business will be
acceptable!.]

I am my dear Sir 1 Very truly yours I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq

1. Letter 1952.

Letter 2019
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
23 September 1847
From the original in RGO6 / 462, f.181

Folkstone I 23 Septr. 1847.
My dear Sir

I have received your letter1 - but not Jacobi's2. I will write to him to
dayi.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2018.
2. A clear failure of Faraday's memory, since he transmitted this letter (letter 1952) to the
Royal Society.

Letter 2020
Faraday to Henry Deacon1

4 October 1847
From a typescript in RI MS
My dear friend,

In reference to the conversation we had together 1 am anxious to say
on paper that I hope your son2 will obtain the situation he is applying for.
I have the strongest conviction that he deserves it & that he will be a
benefit to his employers. My conviction is founded upon what I have seen
of him for many years past and which gives me the fullest confidence in
his honor, integrity, moral conduct and ability and though I cannot
pretend to be a judge of his practical ability in glass making yet this I
know that in the occasional conversations we have had together he
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impressed me with the idea that he understood his business for as far as I
could comprehend. He spoke well on it. Now I never give certificates of
character simply because the system has been so much abused and
falsified that I objected to appear amongst those who did or do. But if this
letter which I write to you in all honesty is one which you would like to
show to your son or to those with whom he thinks of communicating I
have no objection for if asked by any one about him it is just what I
should say.

Ever Truly Yours, I M. Faraday

Endorsed: Letter from Dr. Faraday to my Father dated 4th Oct. 1847
respecting my application to the Union Plate Glass Co. received by me 5
Oct. and sent to the Directors on the 6th. returned to me upon my
withdrawing my application on the 21st Oct. 1847

1. Henry Deacon. Merchant and Sandernanian. See DNBmp under Henry Deacon.
2. Henry Deacon (1822-1876, DNBmp). Industrial chemist.

Letter 2021
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
23 October 1847
From the original in UB MS NS 384

Royal Institution I 23 Octr 1847
My dear Schoenbein

With absolutely nothing to say I still feel a lingering desire to write to
you and though I have waited days and weeks in hopes that my thoughts
would brighten I will wait no longer but just make a return to your very
characteristic letter1 by one which will be distinguished only by its
contrast with it. You would perhaps see by the Philosophical Magazine
that I had received yours for the whole was printed there except three or
four lines at the end2. The novelty & beauty of your new test for ozone is
very remarkable & not less its application to the detection of Ozone from
such different sources as Phosphorus, the Electrical brush and
Electrolysis. I shame to say that I have not yet repeated the experiments
but my head has been so giddy that my Doctors have absolutely
forbidden me the privilege & pleasure of working or thinking for a while &
so I am constrained to go out of town, be a hermit, & take absolute rest. In
thinking of my own case it makes me rejoice to know of your health &
strength and to look on whilst you labour with a constancy so
unintermitting & so successful. Long may it be so to the joy & happiness
of yourself, wife and familyt.] My wife desires to be remembered to you
most earnestly & is always glad when your name turns up either in
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reading and conversation. Remember me in the same manner to Mrs
Schoenbein & those of yours that I have seen and believe me to be

Ever My dear Schoenbein I Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday
I do not talk about Gun cotton because I think you will let me know when
any thing philosophical or important turns up respecting it which it
would give you pleasure to tell me. But you may suppose that I do not
hope the less in respect of itu I M.F.

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Letter 2004.
2. Schoenbein (1847d).

Letter 2022
Faraday to William Mason1

28 October 1847
From a photocopy in RI MS
Mr Mason

Be so good as to allow Mr. Shoberl2 to see certain books in the
library respecting which he will inform you[.]

Yours truly I M. Faraday
28 Octr 1847

1. William Mason (d.1849, age 66, GRO). Librarian of the Royal Institution.
2. Frederic Shoberl (1775-1853, DNB). Writer.

Letter 20231

Faraday to Leslie2

2 November 1847
From the original in RI MS Fl A19

Mr Faraday presents his compliments to Mr. Leslie and begs to say
that he has no right to Mr. Leslies thanks & having no knowledge of the
admission referred to he thinks he ought not to accept what another may
perhaps be expecting[.j
Royal Institution I 2 Nov 1847

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 2024
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
3 November 1847
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur

J'ai Thonneur de vous addresser deux petits Memoires contenant
des faits nouveaux, qui se rattachent a ceux que vous avez decouvert sur
le magnetisme et le diamagnetisme1. J'ose croire que vous les trouverez
dignes pour fixer votre attention. Les poles d'un aimant sont le centre non
seulement de la force magnetique et de la force diamagnetique mais
encore d'une force nouvelle qui repousse les axes optiques des crystaux,
independante de l'etat magnetique ou diamagnetique de ces corps. Cette
force nouvelle diminue moins vite, avec la distance, que les deux autres
forces.

Dans le second memoire j'ai prouve que le meme corps est
magnetique ou diamagnetique suivant la distance des poles.

Je suis tres curieux de savoir, ce que vous jugerez des conclusions,
que j'ai tire de mes experiences, que j'ai repete a plusieurs physiciens,
notament a Monsieur Mitscherlich de Berlin, qui en a ete tres surpris.

Je continue toujours mes recherches experimentales dont 1'origine
remonte a vos belles decouvertes. J'ai repete encore sous des conditions
tres variees vos experiences sur la rotation du plan de polarisation Pour
mieux juger de 1'effet que j'ai obtenu, je serai tres heureux si Vous vouliez
bien m'instruire coment je pourrai me procurer un morceau de verre
pesant, dont vous vous servez.

Veuillez agreer Monsieur les assurance de mon plus profond respect
Votre 1 tout devoue 1 Serviteur I Pliicker

Bonn ce 3 Novembre I 1847.

TRANSLATION
Sir,

I have the honour of sending you two short papers containing new
facts which are connected to those that you discovered on magnetism
and diamagnetism1. I dare to believe that you will find them worthy of
your attention. The poles of a magnet are the centre not only of magnetic
force and of diamagnetic force but also of a new force which repulses the
optical axes of crystals, independently of the magnetic or diamagnetic
state of these bodies. This new force diminishes less slowly with distance
than the other forces.

In the second paper I have proved that the same body is magnetic or
diamagnetic following the distance of the poles.

I am very curious to know what you might think of the conclusions
that I have drawn from my experiments, which I have repeated to several
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physicists, notably to Mr Mitscherlich in Berlin, who was very surprised
by them.

I am still continuing my experimental research, whose origin lies in
your own beautiful discoveries. I repeated once more under very varied
conditions your experiments on the rotation of the plane of polarisation.
In order to better judge the effect that I obtained, I would be very happy if
you could tell me how I could obtain a piece of heavy glass like the one
you used.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my deepest respect I Your I
most devoted Servant I Plucker
Bonn 3 November I 1847.

1. Plucker (1847a, b).

Letter 2025
Faraday to Julius Plucker
11 November 1847
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution I 11 Novr. 1847
Dear Sir

Though I may not write you a long letter because of the present
state of my health yet I cannot refrain from thanking you for your letter1 &
also the copy of your papers2. I cannot read German which I deeply
regret, but I gather from your letter the important points of your
researches and rejoice that you have been induced to enter this part of
physical enquiry. I have not much heavy glass but have this day put a
piece of about this size -

polished at the ends into the hands of a friend who tells me he can send it
to you. It will go by a merchants house and may therefore be some weeks
on its way, but if after a time you do not receive it & will tell me how I can
send you a piece I will spare another for that purpose^

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Professor Plucker t &c &c &c
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Address: M. Pliicker I &c &c &c I Professor der Physik I Bonn

1. Letter 2024.
2. Pliicker (1847a, b).

Letter 2026
Faraday to Dawson Turner1

12 November 1847
From the original in TCC MS 0.14.43, f.209

Royal Institution I 12 Novr. 1847
My dear Sir

Your kind words set set my pen in motion for though my wife writes
for me now in answer to my general correspondence I could not depute
the conveyance of my remembrances & thanks to you to the hand of
another. I am very well in physical health but require as the medical men
say cessation from the use of the powers of the brain. You say you have
only memory left:- for my part I often think it is the only thing I have lost
for I cannot find that any thing fatigues me but that which calls upon it
and on the other hand that any thing requiring its exertion, even the most
moderate conversation for instance wears me & soon renders the head
confused. It is for this reason that I have for a time made my wife my
secretary and that I see no callers. Otherways I am well & with care
expect to do very well in this respect also as long as life may be given me.
Under every circumstance I have great reason to be content & happy and
hope I am so.

Your herrings arrived safe & fine fellows they are. I have already
enjoyed one or two of them & shall think of your kindness both in eating
them & long after they are gone[.j

Ever My dear Sir 1 Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday
Dawson Turner Esq I &c &c &c

1. Dawson Turner (1775-1858, DNB). Botanist and antiquary.

Letter 2027
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
19 November 1847
From the original in UB MS NS 385
My dear Faraday I am very sorry indeed to learn from your kind letter1

that the state of your health is not such as your friends so ardently wish it
to be. I think turning your back to noisy smoky London and living in some
retired quiet corner blessed with a pure atmosphere is by far the best you
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can do. And the winter past I should in your place quit England for a time
and take up a temporary abode at some spot on the beautiful lake of
Como, or at Meran or somewhere there about. Placing yourself in the
midst of a serene, grand scenery will afford your mind a beneficial
excitement and inhaling a pure balmy air will strengthen your frame and
recall the elasticity of your spirits. Beautiful as England is in many
respects, nature there is too tame and uniform the sky too pale, the air
too thick to suit your present condition. Excuse my acting the part of a
medical adviser but as my council comes from the conviction that it is the
best which can be given to you I am sure you will not take it ill.

You know my heterodoxical notions regarding the nature of
Chlorine which after the old creed I hold to be an oxy-compound similar
in constitution to the peroxides of hydrogen, manganese &c. Now those
notions are the source of all the experiments I have made these many
years and if I have been fortunate enough to ascertain some interesting
facts, I owe it entirely to my strange hypothetical views and to reasonings
founded upon them. You are also aware that Ozone bears in many
respects a very close resemblance to Chlorine, Bromine and Jodine and
the strongest atmosphere of ozone being almost instantaneously
destroyed by powder of Charcoal, I was curious to see how Chlorine
Bromine &c are acted upon by powdered charcoal and my experiments
have led to results of which I shall give you a summary account.

1. The strongest atmosphere of Chlorine on being shaken with
powder of common charcoal is almost instantaneously destroyed at the
common temperature as well as at 212°.

2. A current of Chlorine passing through a tube filled with powder of
charcoal is readily taken up much heat being disengaged from the latter.
The charcoal thus treated does not exhibit the odour of Chlorine, even if
considerably heated, but emits fumes of muriatic acid and yields the
same acid to water. The freshly prepared chlorified charcoal has however
like Chlorine the power of discharging the colour of an Indigo solution
and decomposing jodide of potassium, but in leaving it for some time in
contact with water or atmospheric air it looses that property.

3. The strongest aqueous solution of Chlorine, if shaken with a
sufficient quantity of charcoal powder quickly looses its yellow colour,
smell, bleaching power &c, muriatic acid being produced. Powder of
charcoal is also capable of completely destroying the bleaching power of
aqueous solutions of hypo chlorites for instance that of the common
Chloride of lime. The same effect is produced by Charcoal upon what
Berzelius considers as deutochloride of manganese and which is obtained
by treating peroxide of manganese with muriatic acid at the common
temperature. Charcoal transforms the solution of that compound into
that of the common protochloride of manganese.

4. The densest atmosphere of Bromine Vapour most rapidly and
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completely disappears even at a temperature of 212° when brought in
contact with powder of Charcoal, and liquid Bromine on being mixt up
with the same powder is rendered so latent that the mixture may be
heated to 212° without yielding a trace of bromine; at a higher
temperature however some Bromine is given off. The brominiferous
charcoal has the power of discharging the colour of Indigo solution and
decomposing jodide of potassium. The strongest aqueous solution of
Bromine on being shaken with powder of charcoal becomes colourless,
looses its smell, bleaching power &c.

5. Charcoal powder causes rapidly the disappearance of the densest
vapour of Jodine even at a temperature of 212° and an intimate mixture of
9 parts of Charcoal and one part of jodine exhibits not the slightest smell
and does not yield a trace of vapour of jodine even at the boiling point of
water, at a considerably higher temperature however some Jodine
vapour is disengaged. The colour of an aqueous solution of Jodine is
quickly discharged by powder of charcoal.

6. A colourless mixture of one part of hyponitric acid and 9 parts of
water on being mixt up with charcoal powder gives rise to a most lively
and abundant disengagement of deutoxide of azote, no carbonic acid
being produced under these circumstances. Monohydrate of nitric acid
on being put in contact with charcoal powder even at a temperature of 0°
F is partly decomposed, hyponitric acid being eliminated but no carbonic
acid produced. You know that I consider that monohydrate as NO4 + HO2
and hold the opinion that on mixing hyponitric acid and water together
two compounds are formed: NO4 + HO2 and NO2 + HO2. Now as to the
decomposition of what they call monohydrate of nitric acid effected by
Charcoal I am inclined to ascribe it to the well known power of that
substance of composing the peroxide of hydrogen, and agreeably to the
same hypothesis I account for the disengagement of deutoxide of azote
out of the mixture before mentioned. HO2 united to NO2 is decomposed
by Charcoal into water and oxigen the latter being thrown upon some
NO2 + HO2, to form NO4 + HO2 and the NO2, being freed from HO2, set free.
- It seems to me that the facts above mentioned are not due to the well
known power of charcoal of absorbing gazeous bodies, but to something
else, of which we have not yet got a clear notion and I am inclined to think
that the cause which makes charcoal act upon Chlorine, Bromine, Jodine
in the manner described is the same that gives to charcoal the power of
destroying Ozone, Thenard's2 peroxide of hydrogen, permanganic acid,
monohydrate of nitric acid, what they call aqueous hyponitric acid,
solutions of the hypochlorites &c, without producing carbonic acid. But
what that cause is I am far from being prepared to say. At any rate it is a
fact worthy of consideration, that all the substances that are so peculiarly
acted upon by charcoal bear the same electro motive character; they are
electro-negative bodies. Before I conclude allow me to mention to you
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another fact which I ascertained some time ago and will interest you. If
paste of starch being mixt up with so much jodide of lead as to give the
former a lively yellow colour be spread over a band of white paper and
exposed to the action of direct solar rays, it suddenly turns its colour
becoming green in the first instance and dark blue within a very few
seconds. This change of colour effected by direct solar light is almost as
instantaneous as that brought about by a strong atmosphere of chlorine
or ozone and of course due to an elimination of jodine from the jodide of
lead.

I am not aware of any other substance being so suddenly and
perceptibly affected by solar light as the said paste proves to be, and on
that account 1 think it might be used as a means for examining more
closely the relative chemical powers of the different species of rays of
which white solar light is made up.

Living at this present moment amidst the clamour of civil war3 and
writing under the impression of extraordinary events, I am sure you will
be indulgent to me as to the great imperfection of this letter. Pray present
my best compliments to Mrs. Faraday and believe me my dear Faraday

Your's most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale November 19, 1847.

Address: Doctor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution i London.

1. Letter 2021.
2. Louis Jacques Thenard (1777-1857, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Paris.
3. See Ann.Reg., 1847, 351-73 for an account of the Swiss Civil war (the Sonderbund War).

Letter 2028
Karl Friedrich Philipp von Martius1 to Faraday
20 November 1847
From the original in RS MS 241, f.108
Koeniglich Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften
Sir!

It is with the highest gratification, that I have the honour of sending
to you the Diploma of an extraordinary member of the Roy. Bavarian
Academy of sciences. The eminent services rendered by a man of genius
to science make him a general object of admiration and attachement for
all, who participate on the noble interest on advancement of wisdom, and
1 therefore do not need to assure you, that the members of our scientific
corporation derive a great and universal pleasure from the idea, that You
belong to it, and that You may perhaps from time to time make us
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participate on Your allways fruitful and noble pursuits by some particular
communications.

I beg You to accept the assurance of highest consideration with
which I have the honour to be

Sir! Yours I most humble and obedient ser\vant and colleague Dr
Martius i Secret, of the math. phys. Class I of the R. Bav. Acad. of
Sciences.
Munich, 20 Nov. 1847.
Mich. Faraday, Esq.

1. Karl Friedrich Philipp von Martius (1794-1868, DSB). Professor of Botany in Munich.

Letter 2029
Edward and James Brown to Faraday
30 November 1847
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/41

Preston Nov 30 / 47
Dear Sir

We have for some time been in London, demonstrating to the
Corporation of Trinity House a method for illuminating Buoys, and as
they have concluded to place the subject into your hands, to report upon
it, we now address you, in order to explain to you, the nature of our
method, thinking, that it may facilitate your enquiry.

The principle upon which the light is made, is by passing through
some fine Platina wire, a current of electricity, generated by a constant or
sustaining Battery of 5 cells each 13 inches deep, by 6 inches square, of
wood. The copper & zinc cylinders are separated by porous
diaphra[g]ms of brown paper.

We had intended to have the diaphra[g]ms made of porous hose,
but the maker so frequently disappointed us, that we were compelled to
substitute paper in their stead, & consequently were obliged to make
them in the cylindrical form.

Into each cylinder of copper, there is a saturated solution of
sulphate of copper, & about a pound suspended in crystals in each
cylinder, so as to keep up the action for a few weeks; & outside of the
copper in contact with the zinc is a solution of common salt.

The Platinum wire is enclosed in an air tight cylinder filled with
carbonic acid gas, as its brilliancy is thereby much increased.

As by being exposed to the cold (sometimes very intense on a Buoy)
the glass cylinder as in the present arrangement would be liable to
fracture, we found that by enclosing it in a double glass the liability to
fracture is removed. In the the [sic] apparatus at present in Trinity House
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the double Glass is not used, neither have we covered the copper
diaphra[g]ms as it would be necessary upon a Buoy with membrane or
any suitable substance.

Trusting you will give the subject as little publicity as you can & will
be ready to answer any questions connected with the subject,

We remain Dear Sir I Your humble servants I E & J. Brown
P.S. Our address. I E. & J. Brown I 33 North Road I Preston I Lancashire
To M. Faraday Esq D.C.L

Address: For I M. Faraday Esq D.C.L. &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle
Street I London

Letter 2030
Gideon Algernon Mantell to Faraday
c December 18471

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.45
My dear Professor Faraday,

Do call & see my new treasures from my son2 in New Zealand. Such
magnificent examples of the bones of colorful birds as were never before
obtained: and an arm-bone of a lizard from my old charmed house Tilgate
Forest only A\ feet long.

I shall be at home on Saturday till two.
Ever yours with the I highest respect & regards I G.A. Mantell

19 Chester I Square I Friday.

1. Dated on the basis that Mantell received the bones mentioned in the letter in December
1847. See Curwen (1940), 218.
2. Walter Baldock Durrant Mantell (1820-1895, DNZB). Civil servant in New Zealand.

Letter 2031
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
9 December 1847
From the original in GL MS 3010811141

Trinity House London I 9th December 1847.
Sir,

Messrs E & J. Brown, of Preston, in Lancashire having submitted to
this corporation an apparatus which they consider might be usefully
applied for Lighting Buoys afloat, in navigable Channels, and in the
vicinity of Shoals &c:- and represented that the said apparatus is capable
of producing and maintaining a continuous light for a period of Three
Weeks, -1 am directed to forward the enclosed copies of Letters relating
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thereto1, and to request that you will examine the apparatus at this House
and favor the Board with your opinion thereon generally.

You will perceive from the Correspondence that the apparatus is
not at present in perfect Order, and that the Messrs Brown propose to
address you thereon2.

Possibly it may suit your convenience to be here for that purpose on
Tuesday3 next at Two o'Clock.

I am i Sir 1 Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq

1. Brown to Trinity House, nd; Maltby to Brown, 22 October 1847; Brown to Herbert, 23
October 1847; Brown to Herbert, 25 October 1847; Maltby to Brown, 25 October 1847; Brown
to Herbert, nd; Herbert to Brown, 29 November 1847; Brown to Herbert, 30 November 1847 in
GL MS 30108/1/41.
2. See letter 2029.
3. That is 14 December 1847 when Faraday did attend. See his notes in GL MS 30108/1/41.

Letter 2032
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
9 December 1847
From the original in GL MS 3010811148

Trinity House London I 9th December 1847.
Sir,

Mr. Alexander Gordon1 Civil Engineer having introduced to the
notice of this Corporation a Catadioptric arrangement for Fixed,
Revolving, or Flashing Lights; -1 am directed to acquaint you therewith,
and to request that you will examine the same at this House and favor the
Board with your Opinion thereof, with reference to its practical
applicability to the purposes of Light House Illumination, and to the
advantages, if any, which it may possess over the modes of such
illumination now in use.

Possibly it may suit your convenience to be here for that purpose on
Tuesday next at Two o'Clock2.

I am I Sir I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq.

1. Alexander Gordon (1802-1868, Bl). Lighthouse engineer.
2. That is 14 December 1847 when Faraday did attend. See his notes in GL MS 30108/1/48.
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Letter 2033
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
10 December 1847
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f.33

Brighton I 10 Deer. 1847
Dear Andrews

I have just read your paper1 which commends itself at once to my
mind - and tomorrow take it up to town & shall send it at once to the
Royal Society. I write very short for I am here to rest & do all things as
small as I can. My Wife desires to be remembered to you with

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Andrews I &c &c &c

Address2: Dr. Thos. Andrews i &c &c &c i Belfast I Ireland

1. Andrews (1848).
2. The envelope is in SM MS 350/1, f.5.

Letter 2034
Faraday to William Whewell
13 December 1847
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.19

Royal Institution i 13 Deer. 1847
My dear Sir

Accept a short paper containing I think very interesting results
relating to DiamagnetismVi

You cannot think how much I rejoice to find that we shall hear you
at our table on the 21 Jany2. It is to me the full proof of the attainment of
that I have so earnestly desired namely that the Royal Institution should
be dignified in its scientific character both for what it produces and for
those who speak within its walls.

Ever My dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell ! &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1847).
2. See Athenaeum, 29 January 1848, pp.115-6 for an account of Whewell's Friday Evening
Discourse of 21 January 1848 "On the Use of Hypothesis in Science".
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Letter 2035
Faraday to Benjamin Hawes
13 December 1847
From a photocopy in RI MS

Royal Institution I 13 Deer. 1847
My dear Sir

I have not occupied myself with coal gas for some time but I think
the means you tell me of as applied to purification must be quite
sufficient if the process be attended to & the charges changed in
sufficient time. If you render your gas pure as regards sulphur & ammonia
still being afterwards sent through old pipes or gazometers or gas meters
it may take up these impurities again.

The tests you speak of are quite sufficient, but will you allow me to
suggest that perhaps a useful change over those who are entrusted with
the purifying process might be obtained by having the test paper for
sulphuretted hydrogen or sulphur compounds put into the gas passage at
a place prior to the delivery to the public & after it has left your
gazometer in such a manner that though it should be visible it should not
be removable except by some one deputed to observe the effect it might
exhibit. I write privately & may therefore tell you that I know of a party in
Regent street who left another company & went to your mains that they
might have better gas - who at first found the gas unexceptionable being
quite free from sulphur but within the last 2 or 3 months a little sulphur
has appeared. This was not due to a foul gas meter for that has been
taken down & washed & refitted & yet the gas continues not so good as it
was.

Rejoicing in the thoughts of your health & activity I am I My dear Sir
I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Benjn Hawes Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 2036
Faraday to Benjamin Hawes1

13 December 1847
From the original in RI MS Fl A20

R Institution I 13 Deer. 1847
My dear Sir

It gave me great pleasure to see such an evidence of Mr Hawes'
health & activity and I was quite happy to write to him on the subject2. I
generally of late make my wife my amanuensis for reasons of policy & rest
but I could not refuse myself the pleasure of writing to him & to

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Benj. Hawes Esq MP i &c &c &c

1. Benjamin Hawes (1797-1862, DNB). Whig politician and Under Secretary for the Colonies,
1846-1851.
2. Letter 2035.

Letter 2037
Faraday to Benjamin Humphrey Smart1

16 December 1847
From the original in Universitatsbibliothek Leipzig, Sammlung
Nebauer, Gelehrte

Royal Institution i 16 Deer. 1847
My dear Sir

The account I gave my friend Mr. Brodie2 of the great service of your
instructions3 to me has made him desire that I should give him a note of
introduction. I do so not with any idea that he presents a case parallel to
mine but from the belief that in almost every case there is some things
that are better for attention. However I leave you & him to develope what
(if any thing) may be necessary asking you only to tell him freely what he
may require & your terms[.]

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
B.H. Smart Esq I &c &c

1. Benjamin Humphrey Smart (1786-1872, DNB). Writer and teacher on elocution.
2. Benjamin Collins Brodie (1817-1880, DSB). Chemist.
3. Smart had helped Faraday with his elocution. See Bence Jones (1870a), 1, 420; 2: 113. See
also Memorandum to Peel, 31 March 1835, volume 2, letter 775 and Faraday to Abbott, 25
September 1817, volume 1, letter 79.

Letter 2038
Faraday to Edward and James Brown
17 December 1847
From the original copy in GL MS 3010811141

Royal Institution I 17 Deer. 1847.
Gentlemen

I received your letter of the 30th Ult at Brighton1: but refrained from
answering it until I had had communications from the Trinity house2 and
had examined your apparatus. You knew by letters from London3 that the
fluid had in part escaped from the apparatus & the ignition of the wire
had ceased. When I saw the arrangement on the 14th instant I found that
all the fluid had leaked out of one cell and that the other four though full
were exhausted in their action.

In reference to your proposition, as one affecting the interests of
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Navigation, and especially a part of it which is under the charge of the
Trinity House, I may (as for myself only) say, that I accept the principle as
correct; and indeed, as you probably know, the light of a platinum wire
ignited by a voltaic battery has been proposed, both in this country &
America4, for use in coal mines & elsewhere.

As to the use of such an ignited wire in rendering buoys visible
at night I am not aware that such a proposition has before been
made: but with respect to the proposition itself it is not the principle
but the practical application of it which has to be considered. There
are many essential requisites without which any proposal for this
purpose, however correct its principle, would be of no value. Any
arrangement must (to be applicable) bear, not merely the continual
lightings of the buoy, but the sudden & violent shocks which it
receives when from the action of powerful waves it is brought up
suddenly by its moorings; or when a vessel runs against it & it is
actually submerged & even for a time capsized. The part shewing
the light must be strong enough to bear the blow of ships & boats
& yet free & clear enough to shew its light along the surface of the
waters. The whole must sustain the vicissitudes of summer &
winter; warm & cold. Withall the light must be a certain light & in no
respect liable to cease: for an uncertain indication is worse than
none. Every part therefore of the apparatus must be sure for the period
between each appointed visitation; & at the time of visitation the
process of restoration to full activity must be simple and certain^

With regard to the apparatus at the Trinity house, I have no doubt
you are fully aware, that, it is utterly unfitted in every respect to meet
these conditions; and if restored to its best state could not remain half an
hour on a buoy without being deranged. It is in fact only competent to
demonstrate the principle but does not go one step in the practice. Now it
is the latter which, I expect, the Trinity House requires. I do not mean to
say that the proposal could not be carried out in practice; but I am sure it
would require a very great deal of thought, trial, & perseverance: that
many difficulties, some forseen but more unforseen, would arise; and,
that after all, it would most probably disappoint the hopes &
expectations of the projecter. At all events I believe it is the perfected
application which the authorities of the Trinity house would require; for,
as a mere principle, it is useless to them.

I do not enter into the points of your letter to me because I think the
subject has to be considered on larger grounds i.e. the grounds of
perfected practice] but I may just say that I do not expect you could keep
an atmosphere of Carbonic acid about the ignited wire: on the other hand
I may inform you though perhaps you are aware of the fact that the same
battery will heat from 2 to 3 or 4 times as much wire to the same high
temperature, when in the form of a moderately close helix, to what can be
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heated in a horizontal straight line; and also that more wire is heated in a
vertical than in a horizontal positions

It is perhaps informal of me to write thus direct to you; but it gives
me an opportunity of answering your letter and making you aware of my
mind. I shall send a copy of this letter to the Secretary of the Trinity
house5 as the best way of giving my opinion; so, that instead of writing to
me, you may, if you have occasion, write to him at once & that will put
any further communication into due form[.]

1 am Gentlemen I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Messrs. E. & J. Brown I 33 North Road I Preston I Lancashire

1. Letter 2029.
2. Letter 2031.
3. Herbert to Brown, 29 November 1847, GL MS 30108/1/41.
4. Grove (1845a).
5. Jacob Herbert.

Letter 2039
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
17 December 1847
From the original copy in GL MS 3010811141

Brighton i 17, Deer. 1847.
My dear Sir

I have this day written to Messrs Brown of Preston1 and as the best
mode of making my report to you and informing you what I have done
send you a copy of the letter below2.

Ever Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2038.
2. This letter and letter 2038 were read to the Trinity House By Board (Minutes, 21
December 1847, GL MS 30010/35, pp.495-6). It was agreed not to proceed further with the
proposal made by the Browns, but they were paid S20 for their costs.
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Letter 2040
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
17 December 1847
From the original in RS MS 241, f.107
Academie royale I DES I SCIENCES, DES LETTRES ET DES BEAUX-ARTS

I de Belgique I Bruxelles le 17 Decembre 1847
Monsieur,
Je m'empresse de vous annoncer que dans la Seance de ce jour, la Classe
des Sciences de F Academie Royale de Belgique voulant Vous temoigner
tout le prix qu'elle attache a Vos importants travaux scientifiques, a
inscrit Votre nom parmi ceux de ses Associes etrangers.

En me laissant le soin de Vous donner connaissance de cette
nomination, la Classe m'a charge de Vous prier de vouloir bien l'aider de
vos lumieres et lui communiquer ce qui pourrait 1'interesser dans la
branche des sciences que vous cultivez avec tant de distinction.

Je suis tres flatte d'etre, en cette circonstance, l'interprete de la
compagnie et de pouvoir Vous offrir l'hommage de mes sentiments de
haute consideration I Le Secret, perp. de l'Academie I Quetelet

Permettez moi, mon cher Monsieur, de saisir cette occasion pour
vous renouveler les assurances particulieux de mes sentiments les plus
devoues et les plus affectueux I Q
Monsieur M Faraday &c &c

TRANSLATION
Academie royale I DES I SCIENCES, DES LETTRES ET DES BEAUX-ARTS

I de Belgique i Brussels 17 December 1847
Sir,

I hasten to announce to you that at its meeting on this day the
Classe des Sciences at the Academie Royale de Belgique, wishing to
testify to the value that it attaches to your important scientific work, has
inscribed your name amongst those of its foreign associates.

In leaving to me the duty of telling you of this nomination, the
Academie has asked me to beg you to help it with your knowledge and to
communicate to it what might interest it in the branch of Science that you
cultivate with such distinction.

I am most flattered to be, in these circumstances, the interpreter of
the company and to be able to offer you the homage of its sentiments of
high consideration I The Permanent Secretary of the Academie 1
Quetelet

Allow me, my dear Sir, to seize this occasion in order to renew the
particular assurances of my most devoted and most affectionate
sentiments. I Q
Mr. M. Faraday &c, &c
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Letter 2041
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet
21 December 1847
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986 I 989

Brighton I 21 Deer. 1847.
My dear Sir

Permit to hope that you will assist me in returning thanks to the
Royal Academy of Sciences in Bruxelles in terms suitable to the great
honor which it has done me in raising me to the rank of Foreign
Associate1; all 1 can say in return for such favour is that whatever my
powers may be 1 shall ever desire to make myself worthy of the
distinction conferred upon me in so kind and generous a manner. With
every feeling of esteem and respect for yourself and the lovers of and
labourers of sciences associated with you

I am My dear Sir I Your ever obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Profr. Quetelet I &c &c &c &c

Address: Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c I Royal Academy of Sciences I
Bruxelles

1. See letter 2040.

Letter 2042
Faraday to John Scott Russell1

28 December 1847
From the original in RSA MS 47-8/F3

R Institution I 28 Deer. 1847
Dear Russel[l]

We are sadly inconvenienced by not having had the things returned
from the Soc Arts according to the promise2: for Mr Brande is lecturing3 &
wants them[.j Let us have them back at once and if you can before or by 4
oclk today (Tuesday)

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. John Scott Russell (1808-1882, DNB). Secretary of the Society of Arts, 1845-1850.
2. See Barlow to Davenport, 12 December 1847, RSA MS D12/425 for the agreement of the
Royal Institution to lend this apparatus.
3. That is Brande's Christmas Lectures on the "Elements of Organic Chemistry".
Rec.Roy.Inst., 1967, p.29.
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Letter 2043
Edward Stanley to Faraday
28 December 1847
From the original in RI MS Fl 134

Palace Norwich I Dec 28, 47
My dear Sir

I met our friend Mr. Barlow yesterday who alluded to a paper of
yours recently presented but if I understood him correctly not published,
on some interesting discoveries on the magnetic powers of Flame1. As I
cannot but read with satisfaction any thing you write, or hear with
respect whatever you say, would you favor me with a copy - which if
within compass may be forwarded by postu

I remain i Yours faithfully I E. Norwich
Professor Faraday I R. Institution

1. Faraday (1847).

Letter 2044
Faraday to George Levy1

29 December 1847
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Restitution I 29 Deer. 1847
My dear Sir

Will you allow me to confide the inclosed to you for the Poor box at
the Police Office. Do not mention it to the reporters:- or if you want to
stimulate others do not mention my name.

Ever Yours i M. Faraday
Geo Levy Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2045
Walter Rogers Johnson1 to Faraday
29 December 1847
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f. 115

Hall of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila
I Philadelphia, Dec. 29, 1847.

Sir Michael Faraday
Sir-

I have the honor to inform you that at a Meeting held on the 28th
day of December 1847 you were elected a Correspondent of the Academy.
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Permit me, sir, in making this announcement, to add the hope that
you will accept this token of the respect and confidence of our Institution,
and will allow the Society to avail itself of your valuable co-operation in
promoting the discovery and dissemination of new and important truths
in any department of Natural Science to which you may be devoted.

Please to accept assurances of the respect with which I subscribe
myself, I Your obedient servant I Walter R. Johnson I Corresponding
Secretary I Of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philad.

1. Walter Rogers Johnson (1794-1852, Reingold and Rothenberg et al. (1972-92), 2: 188-9).
American man of science.

Letter 2046
Sarah Faraday and Faraday to Arthur Young1

5 January 1848
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution Jany 5 I 1848
My dear Friend

I am sorry that your kind letter should remain so long unanswered
but Mr Faraday has been obliged to give up almost all letter writing by the
orders of his medical friend & I have turned amanuensis occasionally
since our visit to Scotland2 which visit we cannot regret since it has given
us so many pleasant remembrances, but it was injudicious at a time when
he was unable to bear any excitement, I was very anxious about him for
some time after our return, but I am happy to say with great care & twice
visiting the sea side he is much restored and he joins me in most
affectionate love to all our dear friends in Dundeej.] 1 have often felt that I
should like to write to some of my kind friends to keep up our
acquaintance but so many things in this busy circle of ours prevents
but you will perhaps mention this to Miss Russel3 Miss Bell Baxter4 &
indeed our kind hostess Miss Duff5 & Mrs J.H. Baxter6 but it is of no use
making such a long catalogue. I need only say my love to them all, there
are many I should like to hear particulars about your Aunt7 among my old
friends & your sister8 among the youngs

Our visit to Montrose has left a very pleasant remembrance though
it makes us grieve at the loss of our dear friend & Elder Mr Findlay9 more
than we should have done how soon he has been taken away after seeing
him so well & lively but the Influenza has been very severe every where -
it seems as to be the final cause of the death of our sister Mrs. Gray10, but
she has long been lost to us - being exceedingly weak both in body &
mind.

We were very happy to hear of several additions to the church in
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Dundee soon after we were there I think 10. We have had none since our
return that I recollects

My dear Father11 continues well in health & spirits which is a great
comfort he took tea with us last week & walked all the way home
afterwards, which you will recollect is a long walk about two miles & a
halfi.]

I was glad to see Mrs Henry Bell12 out & looking well after the
measles last sabbath.

I am ashamed that you should have no better an answer to yours
than this but hope you will take the will for the deed & believe me

Your friend affectionately I S. Faraday

Dear Friend
I am one with my wife in love to your sister and aunt & self and to Mr

Duff and all that think of meu I often think & with great pleasure of our
visit to the Norths

Yours affectionately I M. Faraday
Arthur Young Esq

1. Arthur Young (1816-1888, Cantor (1991), 302). Average adjuster.
2. In the summer of 1847. See letter 2010.
3. Unidentified.
4. Unidentified.
5. Unidentified.
6. Unidentified.
7. Unidentified.
8. Unidentified.
9. Unidentified.
10. On 12 December 1847.
11. Edward Barnard.
12. Unidentified.

Letter 2047l

Faraday to Edmund Belfour2

15 January 1848
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 15 Jany 1848
Sir

I have the honor to acknowledge very kind invitations both to the
Hunterian Oration and to the Dinner on the 14th of next Months I should
rejoice in accepting both but of necessity may only take advantage of the
former but my grateful thanks are due & are given for both the favours
bestowed upon me[.i
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I have the honor to be i Sir i Your Very Obedient Humble Servant 1
M. Faraday
Edmund Belfour Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 10, letter 2046.
2. Edmund Belfour (d.1865, age 75, Bl). Secretary of the Royal College of Surgeons, 1814-
1865.

Letter 20481

Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
27 January 1848
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution I 27 Jany 1847 [sic]
My dear Miss Coutts

Our managers had no doubt of the fitness of confirming their first
intention2!.] Neither have I any doubt. What I said was not so much
because I thought it necessary but because a few thought the changes
might slightly affect the character of the evenings - which character I
desired to impress upon the minds of all we hoped to keep unchanged.

Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 10, letter 2046.
2. See RI MM, 17 January 1848, 10: 56, where the Managers' agreed to admit ladies to every
part of the lecture theatre at Friday Evening Discourses. This was confirmed at the following
meeting, Rl MM, 24 January 1848, 10: 57.

Letter 20491

Faraday to Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny
2 February 1848
From the original in Magdalen College, Oxford, MS 400

Royal Institution I 2 Feby 1847 [sic]
My dear Daubeny

I have delayed answering your letter from day to day for I could not
resist the pleasure of plunging into your book2 first. You have indeed
added greatly to it3 and I have been luxuriating in the part which
reminded me of what I had seen in ItalyM

You are so courteous and as I think so philosophic in your method
of stating the chemical theory that even those who differ from you cannot
find fault. I do not feel justified in forming any conclusion for I never could
hold in my memory the facts of geology or rather that class of facts &
observations which in their nature are analogous to them of Geology &
which by some strange condition of my mind seem to require an
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enormous amount of memory but my natural predilection is towards that
which smells of the laboratory. How far will the generalizations of
Tilghman4 affect the subject. He seems to shew an extraordinary power of
water vapour to decompose a very large class of salts at high
temperatures & includes felspar among them. I have just received his
paper which is very short5. Perhaps you have not seen it with this note
[sic] and you can let me have it back again when you give your evening or
at any other time.

I quite rejoice to find you are going to favour us with a discourse6!.]
We shall be very strong this season in University power7 & it is a very
great satisfaction to myself to think that such men as you & those we are
having think well of us at the R.I. and join us in working thereto

Ever My dear Daubeny I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 10, letter 2046.
2. Daubeny (1848).
3. From Daubeny (1826).
4. Richard Albert Tilghman (1824-1899, DAB). American chemist.
5. Tilghman (1847).
6. See Athenaeum, 8 April 1848, p.37G for an account of Daubeny's Friday Evening Discourse
of 24 March 1848 "On some Applications of Chemistry to Geological Research".
7. These included Whewell and Powell.

Letter 2050
Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny to Faraday
4 February 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Oxford Feb 4th 1848
My dear Faraday,

I return with many thanks your interesting paper1, which was quite
new to me, although I have seen [word illegible] make an experiment
which evidently depended upon the same principle, namely that of
passing steam through a mixture of common salt & clay or sand in a
leaded tube when pure Muriatic acid was decomposed.

No doubt this principle comes into play generally in volcanic
processes although I cannot but feel, as Herschel confesses in his Review
of Kosmos2, that a premium mobile is wanted by those who assume the
existence of a high external heat as their starting point3. This premium
mobile I have attempted to supply in the supposed action of water upon
the metallic bases of the earths & alkalies after which the other
phenomena follow naturally^]

Believe me I very truly I Yours I Chas Daubeny
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1. Tilghman (1847). See letter 2049.
2. [Herschel] (1848) review of Humboldt (1845-62), 1 and (1846-58), 1.
3. [Herschel] (1848), 199.

Letter 2051
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
6 February 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur!

Dans le temps j'ai recu la lettre, dont vous avez bien voulu
m'honorer1. Le beau morceau de h[e]avy glass m'est parvenu plus tard.
Je vous en fais mes remerciments le plus sinceres. Si je les fais
tardivement, c'est parceque j'aurois voulu en meme temps parler de
mes experiences. Mais je n'ai pu jusqu'ici rien faire, qui me persuader
[sic] de l'excellent effet du verre. En ajustant l'experience de la maniere la
plus favorable j'ai obtenu une deviation de 23° au moyen de 8 petits
elements de Grove2. J'etois en outre occupe d'un autre travail, que je
desirois terminer, savoir des recherches sur I'etat magnetique des gaz et
des liquides. Mon memoire3 est parti, il y a quinze jours, pour etre insere
dans les Annales de M. Poggendorff, sans que j'eusse la moindre
connaisance de vos recentes recherches, que dans le meme temps
'TInstitut" nous parlait a Bonn4. Quant aux experiences avec les
differentes flames ma maniere d'operer est precisement la votre,
seulement j'ai pris des pointes coniques non arrondies. J'ai obtenus
des superbes paraboles, nettement dessinees, en operant par exemple
sur les vapeurs d'iode et une flame d'huile de terpentine donnant
beaucoup de fumee. Quelques figures, dessinees d'apres nature, sont
jointes a mon Memoire. Pour les gaz j'admire votre maniere vraiment
colossale d'operer et je sens mon impuissance pour y rivaliser. Seulement
j'ai envisage la chose encore sous un point de vue different. L'effet
diamagnetique de Taimant doit necessairement produire la dilatation de
Vair environnante. C'est ce que je demontre directement en ajustant
convenablement un thermometre a air entre les deux poles: ce
thermometre montrant, si Ton ferme le circuit, come il aurait fait en
suite d'une augmentation de temperature, et retournant plus prompte-
ment encore aussitot que le Magnetisme disparait. II me parait done
prouve par une experience directe que l'air est diamagnetique. En
introduisant un peu d'ether sulphurique dans le vase de l'instrument
l'effet a beaucoup augmente. L'on pourra mesurer ainsi la force
diamagnetique pour les differents gaz5.

Veuillez regarder, Monsieur, mes faibles efforts, que je continuerai
dans differentes directions, come provoques uniquement par votre
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importante decouverte et me laisser le merite d'en avoir plus qu'un autre
reconnu 1'importance

Votre tout devoue Serviteur I Plucker
Bonn le 6 Fevrier 1848

Address: Monsieur Faraday I a I Londres I (Royal Institution)

TRANSLATION
Sir!

Some time ago I received your letter with which you so kindly
honoured me1. The beautiful piece of heavy glass came to me much later.
I thank you most sincerely for it. If I am acknowledging their arrival
belatedly, it is because I would have liked to speak of my experiments at
the same time. But I have not been able to do anything so far that
persuades me of the excellent effect of the glass. In adjusting the
experiment in the most favourable manner I obtained a deviation of 23°
with the help of Grove's 8 little elements2.1 was moreover occupied with
some other work which I wanted to finish, notably some research on the
magnetic state of gases and liquids. I sent my paper3 off a fortnight ago for
inclusion in the Annales of Mr Poggendorff, without my having the
slightest idea of your recent research of which L'Institut in Bonn was
telling us4. As to the experiments with different flames, my way of working
is precisely the same as yours, only that I took conical points, not
rounded ones. I obtained some superb parabolas, neatly drawn, working
for example, on iodine gases and a flame of turpentine oil giving off a lot of
smoke. Some figures, drawn from nature, are attached to my paper. On
the subject of gases, I admire your truly colossal way of working and I
sense my impotence to rival you. Only that I saw the thing from a different
point of view. The diamagnetic effect of the magnet must necessarily
produce the dilation of the surrounding air. It is what I show directly by
conveniently adjusting an air thermometer between the two poles: the
thermometer showed, when the circuit was closed, what it would have
done following an increase in temperature, and returned more promptly
still as soon as the Magnetism disappeared. This appears to me to prove
by a direct experiment that air is diamagnetic. By introducing a little
sulphuric ether into the bulb of the instrument the effect was
considerably increased. One can measure in this way the diamagnetic
force of the different gases5.

Please regard my feeble efforts, Sir, which I shall continue in
different directions, as provoked uniquely by your important discovery
and to leave me the merit of, more than anyone else, recognising its
importance.
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Your most devoted Servant I Plucker.
Bonn, 6 February 1848

1. Letter 2025.
2. See Grove (1839b).
3. Plucker (1848a).
4. Faraday (1848).
5. Faraday repeated this experiment but without success. See Faraday, Diary, 28 February
1848, 5: 9306.

Letter 2052
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
8 February 1848
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

R Institution I 8 Feby 1848
Dear Miss Coutts

I do not know whether it is worth while telling you that //Mr. Pellatt1

succeeds as well next Friday Evening2 as he did last year3 we shall have a
very interesting evening. He will have a Glass furnace & man at work in
the Lecture room[.]

Ever faithfully yours I M. Faraday

1. Apsley Pellatt (1791-1863, DNB). Glass manufacturer.
2. Pellatt's Friday Evening Discourse was postponed from 11 February 1848 due to a fire in
the lecture theatre. See Athenaeum, 26 February 1848, p.220 for an account of his Friday
Evening Discourse of 18 February 1848 "Curiosities of Glass - Manufacture".
3. See Athenaeum, 27 February 1847, p.234 for an account of Pellatt's Friday Evening
Discourse of 12 February 1847 "On the Manufacture of Ornamental Glass".

Letter 2053
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
11 February 1848
From the original in RS MS HS 7.190

R Institution I 11 Feby 1848
My dear Sir John

You were no sooner gone than the name of the book occurred to me
which I dare say contains all you desire. I mean Gmelin's1 Handbuch der
Chemie. He sends it to me in parts & one of them containing pp. 497-834
contains platinum & its similars2. I do not read German but I know that
the work is remarkable for its many references. If you have not easy
access to it or it would suit your convenience to have the part, I will send
it to the RS. or to Seven Oaks in any way you may direct[.]

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Sir J.F.W. Herschell Bart I &c &c &c
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1. Leopold Gmelin (1788-1853, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Heidelberg, 1817-1851.
2. Gmelin (1843-8), 3: 698-771 discusses platinum.

Letter 2054
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
11 February 1848
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/88

Trinity House, London, I 11th February 1848.
Sir,

Adverting to your Report of the 13th January 18471 on the Subject of
a Sample of water which had been procured from the Well on Bardsey
Island, I now beg to forward you a further sample of the said water, as
requested by your said Report, together with an Extract from a Letter of
Mr. B.H. Bailey, the Corporation's Superintendent at Milford, relative
thereto.

And I am directed to signify to you the wishes of the Elder Brethren
to be favour'd with a further opinion from you as to the wholesomeness
of the Water in question for drinking and culinary purposes.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqre i &c &c &c

1. Letter 1947.

Letter 2055
Faraday to Walter Rogers Johnson1

24 February 1848
From the original in Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia MS
Coll 567

Royal Institution, London I 24 February 1848
Dear Sir

I have received your kind letter2 and am exceedingly grateful for the
honor which you inform me has been conferred upon me by the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia in electing me a Corresponding
Member. I can only say it is another strong motive in addition to the many
I possess to exertion on my part that I may ultimately prove not
altogether unworthy the approbation which is bestowed upon me.

For your own kind expression also I thank you most sincerely. I have
at different times hoped to cross the waters and speak with my scientific
brethren on your shores; but the longer this is delayed the less likely it
appears to come to pass; and at present I see no signs of that time.

Believe me to be I My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Walter R. Johnson Esq I &c &c &c i Academy of Natural Sciences I
Philadelphia

1. Walter Rogers Johnson (1794-1852, Reingold and Rothenberg et al. (1972-92), 2: 188-9).
American man of science.
2. Letter 2045.

Letter 20561

Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
26 February 1848
From the original in RS MS RR 1.5

R Institution I 26 Feby 1848
My dear Sir

I return you the E paper2 but even with the drawings I cannot
understand what the precise meaning is or even in all cases the general
arrangement. The apparatus first described is only Lanes3 Electrometer4

with apparently an undescribed imperfect conductor accidentally
interposed. The analogy between the series of Leyden Jars & the Voltaic
battery does not as described appear to me to be correct. The reference to
atmospheric phenomena is insufficient because in the series of Jars there
are two insulating substances acting very different parts, the glass of the
Jars & the air at the planes of discharge whereas in the atmosphere there
is air onlyu

If the author could arrange his coatings (to be charged) as a series in
the air only or arranged his Leyden Jars so that the ball of one touched the
coating of the next then the resemblance to the alternate zones in the air
would be better, but then the effects which I conclude he depends upon
do not occur.

I have made a few marks in pencil in the margin of the paper which I
consider as a part of this note for the present. Have the goodness to
remove them when you have satisfied your mind[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C.R. Weld Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: Report on Mr Bagge's5 [sic] paper

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 10, letter 2046.
2. Isham Baggs, "On the Disruptive Discharge of accumulated Electricity, and the
Proximate Cause of Lightning", RS MS AP 30.1. This paper was read to the Royal Society
on 13 January 1848, Proc.Roy.Soc, 1848, 5: 731-2. The paper was Archived. RS MS CMB 90c, 20
July 1848.
3. Timothy Lane (1734-1807, PI). London pharmacist.
4. Lane (1767).
5. Unidentified.
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Letter 2057
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
26 February 1848
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/88

Royal Institution 1 26 Feby 1848
My dear Sir

The specimen of Bardsey water which I received from you about ten
days ago1 is free from the peculiar organic matter which I mentioned in
my letter of the 13th of January 18472. The extraordinary deposit of
Carbonate of Magnesia in the bottle described in my letter of the 14th
April 18473 is also absent in the present case. The water now is brown
from the presence of a little organic peaty matter in it and it is hard from
the presence of common salt, muriate of magnesia & lime sulphate of lime
& a little iron. It contains so much saline matter as to be bad for washing
and is for domestic purposes a water not to be desired but I cannot say
absolutely that it is unwholesome. The water however appears liable to
great changes in its character at different seasons & under different
circumstances and being a surface water this is natural enough. The
common & magnesium salts in the present instance are derived from the
spray of the sea & may continually change in their amount. If the
Magnesia which occurred in the case of the last specimen (letter 14th
April) was really derived from the water as then existing such a liability
would make me decide that the supply was unwholesome but I think the
deposit must have been in the bottle before the water was introduced!.]

I am My dear Sir i Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2054.
2. Letter 1947.
3. Letter 1976.

Letter 2058
Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall1 and Andreas von Ettinghausen2 to
Faraday
26 February 1848
From the original in RS MS 241, f.112
An I den wohlgebornen Herrn I Dr. Michael Faraday I Director des
Laberatiums des konigl. I Instituts etc. in London.

Die kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften hat in ihrer Gesammt-
sitzung, am 26. Janner l.J. Euer Wohlgeboren zu einem ihrer acht
auslandischen Ehrenmitglieder in der mathematisch naturwissenschaftli-
chen Classe erwahlt, und Seine k.k. Majestat3 haben diese Wahl mit
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Allerhochster Entschlies sung vom 1. Februar Allergnadigst zu bestatigen
geruhet.

Die kaiserliche Akademie gibt sich die Ehre Euer Wohlgeboren hie
mit von dieser Anerkennung, welche sie Euer Wohlgeboren hohen
Verdiensten um die Wissenschaft zollt, mit dem Ersuchen zu verstandi-
zur Forderung der aus den beigeschlossenen Statuten und der
Geschaftsordnung ersichtlichen Zwecke der Akademie, geneigtest
mitwirken zu wollen.

Hammer-Purgstall I A. von Ettinghausen I Secry
Wien den 26, Februar 1848.

TRANSLATION from the original in RS MS 241, f. 115
To Dr. Michael Faraday I Director of the Laboratory of the Royal I
Institution &c of London.

The Imperial Academy of Sciences at the General Meeting of 26th
Jany of the current year elected you one of the eight foreign honorary
members of the mathematical-physical class & his Imperial Majesty3 has
deigned to confirm this election by a decree dated 1st Feby.

The Imperial Academy has herewith the honor to inform you of this
acknowledgement of your great services to Science, with the request that
you will be pleased to co-operate in the furtherance of the objects of the
Academy, as stated in the accompanying Statutes & Rules of Business.

The Baron de Hammer-Purgstall I A. von Ettinghausen
Vienna, 26 Feb. 48.

1. Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall (1774-1856, OBL). Austrian orientalist and President of the
Imperial Academy of Sciences.
2. Andreas von Ettinghausen (1796-1878, PI, 3). Austrian physicist and Secretary of the
Imperial Academy of Sciences, 1847-1850.
3. Ferdinand (1793-1875, NBU). Emperor of Austria, 1835-1848.

Letter 2059
William Henry Fitton1 to Faraday
3 March 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

53 Upper Harley St. I Friday, 3d, March i 1848
My dear Sir,

There is at present in the apartment (or office) of Col. Alderson2 R.
Engrs - at the Ordnance Office (who is just appointed, as one of the
"Commissioners" of Rail-ways) - a "pile" of Elm Timber which exhibits
some very remarkable changes produced by percussion. The pile (A) is
guarded, at top by an iron ring (a) over which is about an Inch? ± of the
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A
wood (b). The pile was driven into the ground by a "monkey", weighing
about a Ton, raised, to the height of about two feet by steam engine, &
giving blows at the rate of about 80 blows in the minute. When the top of
the pile was cut off, after the driving; it was found (as I am informed, in six
instances,) that the wood within the iron ring was in the state of charcoall
- the then portion of the timber subjected to the blows above the ring &
the pile below it being unchanged.

The charring seems to have been accompanied by a softening of the
woody fibres - for there are foldings (like those of contorted geological
strata) such as would be produced by squeezing flexible matter.

I do not know whether any flames or smoke, were observed during
the driving (as, it would seem, ought to have been), but the whole case
will be reported upon (I believe by Mr. or Capt. Simmons3). And in the
mean time one of the piles is now at 83| Pall Mall (West of the Ordnance
Office), where you can see it.

My dear Sir I sincerely yours I Wm.H. Fitton
M. Faraday Esq

1. William Henry Fitton (1780-1861, DSB). Geologist.
2. Ralph Carr Alderson (d.1849, age c56, GRO, Gent.Mag., 1849, 32: 664). Officer in the Royal
Engineers.
3. John Lintorn Arabin Simmons (1821-1903, DNB1), Officer in the Royal Engineers
employed by the Railway Commissioners, 1846-1854.
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Letter 2060
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
3 March 1848
From the original in GL MS 3010811142

Mr. Herbert presents his compliments to Professor Faraday, and
requests to be favored, for the Boards information, with any Observa-
tions he may have to offer upon the Subject of the accompanying Copy of
a Paper1, which has been transmitted to this House by the Principal
Keeper of the Coquet Light House2.
Trinity House I 3rd March 1848.

1. Not found.
2. See Trinity House Court Minutes, 7 March 1848, GL MS 30004124, p.9.

Letter 2061
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
6 March 1848
From the original in GL MS 3010811142

Trinity House ! 6, March 1848.
My dear Sir,

The Coquet Light House is upon a Small Island so named off the
Coast of Northumberland, and near to the entrance of Warkworth
Harbour somewhat Southerly of Alnwick.

Yours faithfully I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq

Letter 2062
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
13 March 1848
From the original copy in GL MS 3010811142

Royal Institution I 13 March 1848
My dear Sir

I have carefully considered the paper you sent me respecting the
Coquet light house and herewith send you my observations upon it. I
return the paper the paragraphs of which I have numbered in red ink; my
observations are numbered in black to correspond with them. I should be
glad of a copy of the paper to place with the copy which I keep of my own
remarks. The paper has recalled to my mind many of the points which
arose when I was last at the South Foreland upper light2 and I cannot help
but think now as then that the best & cheapest remedy in such cases is to
cut off the lanthorn from aereal connection with the building & places
below. I do not know to what extent the peculiar circumstances of
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lighthouses may raise the expence of any such process but I should think
that for a building under ordinary circumstances on shore & accessible in
the usual way a few pounds would have been enough for the purpose. I
beg again to recall your mind to the report on the South Foreland
lighthouse (1 Feby. 1847)3 which I drew up with great care because I
thought the circumstances were probably the same at many other
places [.]

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

(1) Water is produced in a lanthorn by only one cause namely the
combustion of the oil but the air which enters the lanthorn carries in
other water in the state of vapour. The latter is more or less abundant
under different circumstances but is in my opinion greatly under
command.
(2) Very doubtful.
(3) Because every particle of the air which enters the lower lanthorn must
come in contact with the cold glass & remain in contact with it until
cooled to the temperature of the glass before it enters the upper lanthorn
or else water would deposit upon the glass in the upper lanthorn. Now
under ordinary circumstances not a tenth part of the air passing through
the lower lanthorn would pass in contact with the glass or undergo this
cooling[.j
(4. 5.) These tubes would be much better than the suppositious lower
lanthorn of 2 & 3 but are not so good as simply taking the air from the
outside at once as is done already in several arrangements;- and cutting
off the lanthorn entirely from the air of the tower as proposed in my
report on the South Foreland lighthouse. For it is manifest that air taken
from any place & led through tubes to be cooled by the air on the outside
& so made to deposit moisture could never by such a process become
colder than the air on the outside; and therefore not drier[.\ If the air were
drier before hand then of course it would remain drier afterwards, but it
would not then deposit moisture in the tubes or in the glass and the case
does not enter into those under consideration!.)
(6. 7.) 1 do know the circumstances of the Coquet lantern but the
description indicates almost certainly that the air which enters the
lanthorn is in a great measure that which has previously gone through
warmer parts of the tower & building where it has dissolved water with
air on coming in contact with the cold glass of the lanthorn deposits the
water it had before taken up. I do not think that air taken at once from the
outside into the lanthorn would do this & I earnestly beg again to refer to
the principles contained in my report upon the South Foreland
lighthouse[.]
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(8.) Good in principle. But if the lanthorn be cut off from any air
communication with the tower as I have recommended in my report: then
I think that the air may be as well brought into the tower by ventilating or
air holes at the sides of the lanthorn as by a tube at the top and I think
this will not be more necessary & convenient because the persons in the
lanthorn require some supply of air as well as the light.
(9. 10. 11.) Generally correct. But there is a source of cold which is not
adverted to in the paper namely radiation which is very influential in a
clear starry night in winter, and, as we well know, especially influential at
the top of things as trees & buildings raised into the air. How far therefore
the warmth would be sufficient at all time without a stove, I cannot say. 1
should doubt it.
M. Faraday

1. See letter 2060.
2. See letter 1955.
3. Letter 1955.

Letter 2063
Faraday and Sarah Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
17 March 1848
From the original in UB MS NS 386

Brighton i 17 March 1848
My dear Schoenbein

1 find my letters begin to take a character which cannot be wondered
at considering all things but which recurs oftener than I could wish:
however it shall not prevent me writing to you. I find a difficulty in
answering or even acknowledging properly a scientific letter for I cannot
now hold it at once in my mind so as to make the expression of my
thoughts consistent & applicable, the memory of the parts fail me.
Therefore I am not about to reply to your last (Novr. 1847,)1 but just to
write a word or two of affectionate remembrance & nothing else. Indeed I
cannot altogether make up my mind that as my scientific occupation
passes away the many kind remembrances of friends, thoughts & acts
should pass away with it so you must just bear with me and whilst you
write me letters full of energy & interest be content to receive almost
incoherent scraps in return. When I received yours if I remember my
feelings aright, I think I felt doubtful whether you did or did not wish me
to send it to the Phil Mag. & I think I did not send it. Will you by a single
word let me know your mind on these occasions -1 wrote a paper in the
PM on the diamagnetism of gases & flame2 and sent you a copy by some
channel. If you have seen it I hope you approve. I feel as if every paper I
write must be my last - but no one knows, things may revive again - and if
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not what great cause I have to be thankful for the health & strength &
blessings that have been & are at this moment granted me. With our
kindest remembrances to Madame Schoenbein & the children I am my
dear friend,

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
You will be sorry to see the tone of this short note, but my dearest
husband is not quite so well as usual but I hope he will improveu May I
add my kind remembrances to his & sign myself

Yours very truly i S. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle 1 on the Rhine

1. Letter 2027.
2. Faraday (1847).

Letter 2064
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
20 March 1848
From Weld (1848), 2: 231

Royal Institution, 20th March, 1848.
My dear Sir,

According to the earliest document I can find, the first meeting held
for the purpose of founding the Institution, was on the 9th March, 1799, at
the house of Sir Joseph Banks1, in Soho Square2. It is called a meeting of
the Managers, and there were present Sir Joseph Banks, the Earl of
Morton3, the Earl Spencer4, Count Rumford5, Richard Clark6, Esq., and
Thomas Bernard7, Esq. These were the men; and at that meeting they
made Sir Joseph Banks chairman, and Mr. Bernard secretary8. The title
and purposes of the Institution, as given at that time, are as follows:

Institution, For diffusing the knowledge, and facilitating the general
introduction, of useful mechanical inventions and improvements: and for
teaching, by courses of philosophical lectures and experiments, the
application of science to the common purposes of life9.

You will see that no idea of the research that grew up in the time of
Young10 and Davy entered into the conceptions of the founders. The first
meeting of the proprietors (now replaced by those we call members) took
place on the 20th April of the same year11.

Ever truly yours, I M. Faraday.
C.R. Weld, Esq.

1. Joseph Banks (1743-1820, DSB). President of the Royal Society, 1778-1820.
2. RI MM, 9 March 1799, 1: 1-44.
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3. George Douglas, 16th Earl of Morton (1761-1827, CP). Chamberlain of the Household to
the Queen Consort, 1792-1818 and sometime Vice-President of the Royal Society.
4. George John, 2nd Earl Spencer (1758-1834, DNB). First Lord of the Admiralty, 1794-1801.
5. Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford (1753-1814, DSB). Philanthropist.
6. Richard Clark (1731-1831, DNB). City Chamberlain of London, 1798-1831.
7. Thomas Bernard (1750-1818, DNB). Philanthropist.
8. Bernard was only secretary for this meeting.
9. RI MM, 9 March 1799, 1:1.
10. Thomas Young (1773-1829, DSB). Professor of Natural Philosophy at the Royal
Institution, 1801-1803.
11. RI MS GM, 20 April 1799, 1: IHH.

Letter 2065
Faraday to William Robert Grove
20 March 1848
From the original in RI MS G F21

R Institution I 20 March 1848
My dear Groves

Who was the Medical Man that attended Mrs. Groves1 in her
confinement and was he the same that administered the Chloroform2. I
ask for the sake of a niece of mineu

Ever Yours ! M. Faraday

1. Emma Maria Grove, nee Powles (d.1879, age 68, GRO). Married Grove in 1837. See DNB
under William Robert Grove.
2. The use of chloroform in childbirth had been introduced in London in November 1847.
See Smith (1847).

Letter 2066
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
22 March 1848
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/43

Trinity House London I 22nd March 1848.
Sir,

I am directed to send you the accompanying Plan, and Copy of
letter1 from Mr. Wilkins, descriptive of the manner in which he proposes
to effect the ventilation of the Lantern of the South Foreland High Light, in
accordance with the suggestion contained in your Report upon that
Subject dated the 1st Feby. 18472 - and shall be obliged, by your
acquainting me, for the Board's Information, whether you consider Mr.
Wilkins' said plan is calculated to produce the Effect desired.

I am I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqre
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1. Wilkins to Herbert, 20 March 1848, GL MS 30108/1/43.
2. Letter 1955.

Letter 2067
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
27 March 1848
From the original copy in GL MS 3010811 i 43

Royal Institution i 27 March 1848.
Sir

I have received & considered Mr. Wilkins letter of the 20th instant
relative to the Upper light at the South Foreland1 and beg to make the
following remarks & suggestions in relation to the subject.

If a new perforated platform is to be cast the patterns would (as I
understand from Mr. Wilkins personally) have to be made for it & in that
case I would rather it should not be open work over the whole extent of
its surface but only over that half of it which is nearest the windows^]

I think the falling brass band would be deep enough if only 6 inches
in depth: it should go round the platform at the ends as well as at the
edge.

The horizontal part of the chimney should be about one inch below
the platform & two inches in from the sides of the lanthornt.j

There should be close shutting doors with springs or weights
between the tower & watch chamber & also between that & the lanthorn.

There are I think at present no ventilators or passages for air from
the outside into the lanthorn: these will be required^] They should not
open directly against the horizontal part of the chimney flue but be
placed from two to three feet below it{.]

The lower entrances at the foot of the tower into the old warm air
chamber should be entirely & well closed - and also the ventilators
between the upper end of the same warm air chamber & the lanthorn.

I may here repeat a phrase from my report of the 1 Feby 18472 & say
that without being so bold as to assert that the arrangement now under
consideration is the best I have very high expectations from it and I go so
far as to hope that when the tower & present warm air chamber are
thoroughly cut off from the lanthorn we shall find, for our instruction in
the case of other lanthorns, that (except upon few occasions) the
windows may be kept bright inside even without the use of the lanthorn
stove3[.j

I have the honor to be I Sir ! Your Very humble Servant I M.
Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Wiikins to Herbert, 20 March 1848, GL MS 30108/1/43. See letter 2066.
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2. Letter 1955.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee; Minutes, 28 March 1848, GL
MS 30025/18, p.366. They directed that Wilkins follow Faraday's suggestions in carrying out
the work.

Letter 2068
Faraday to John Scott Russell1

28 March 1848
From the original in RSA MS 48/F1

Royal Institution I 28 Mar 1848
My dear Sir

May I beg you to take my name off the proposed list of Vice
Presidents of the Soc Arts2. I do not go into office any where but at the R
Institution and have the strongest repugnance to my name appearing any
where but thereu

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J. Scott Russell Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c

1. John Scott Russell (1808-1882, DNB). Secretary of the Society of Arts, 1845-1850.
2. See RSA MS Minutes of the Council of the Society of Arts, 21 March 1848, 1: 173 for the
printed list of those nominated for Vice-President, which included Faraday's name.

Letter 2069
Lyon Playfair to Faraday
7 April 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

6 Craigs Court Charing I Cross I 7th April / 48
My dear Sir

It has just struck me, you might possibly find useful in your lectures
a magnet in addition to your own. If so, I have a very powerful one at your
disposal. It has 2400 yards of wires, in four coils capable of being used
separately or altogether. Its suspension power, I have not measured with
any powerful battery, but with 12 of Daniells cells it exhibited
extraordinary powersi.]

I do not know whether this will be useful to you in your lectures or
for any Experiments. If so, I need not say, 1 should be exceedingly happy
to make it subserve so useful a purposes

I am very sincerely yours I Lyon Playfair
Prof. Faraday F.R.S. I &c &c
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Letter 2070
Faraday to James Clark
8 April 1848
From the original in RS MS Th.l

R Institution I 8 April 1848.
My dear Sir James

My feeling has ever been that the College of Chemistry should be
solely devoted to the teaching of chemistry; that the Members should
have no other object, and in consideration of their subscriptions should
consider success in that object as a full return. They should refuse all
personal advantage & therefore analysis or any other occupations for the
time & attention of the Director or the pupils (aside from teaching &
research for the good of chemistry as a whole) should not be undertaken.
The idea that the members should have privileges is derogatory to the
purity of their motives & I really believe inconsistent with the character &
success of the college, which if it stands at all must stand upon the basis
of high feeling and utility. If you can help it pray do not let it enter into the
list of bodies which fight for an existence by fits of expediency shifting
from day to dayu

At the same time I think the College should not be made a greater
burden on the members than is really necessary. There has been too
much pretence about it, & as far as I can judge the house in Hanover
Square is both a great expence & unseemly. One knows that it can be of
no real use to the teaching of chemistry & if not it is worse than a burden
for it substitutes an appearance for that which ought to be altogether
reality1.

I especially like pp 15, 16, 17, & 18, of your paper also pp 21, & 22.
I am My dear Sir James I Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Sir Jas. Clarke Bart ! &c &c &c

1. This refers to the financial crisis which affected the Royal College of Chemistry in 1848.
The College decided to confine its activities to research and teaching and so reduce the
space it used in the building. Minutes of Council, 10 May 1848. 1C MS C/3, pp. 258-60. See
Bentley (1970), 170.

Letter 2071
Faraday to Lyon Playfair
10 April 1848
From the original in Royal College of Surgeons MS

R Institution I 10 April 1848
Many thanks My dear Playfair for your kind offer1 but I shall not

want it for next Friday2. Perhaps after Easter3 I might & will then trouble
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you. When I see you I will ask you whether it is a cylinder or a horseshoe
arrangement!.]

Ever Yours 1 M. Faraday
Dr. L. Playfair i &c &c &c

1. Of lending a magnet. See letter 2069.
2. See Athenaeum, 22 April 1848, p.417 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 14 April 1848 "On the Diamagnetic Condition of Flame and Gases".
3. That is 23 April 1848 after which Faraday gave seven lectures "On the allied phenomena
of the chemical and electrical forces". For his notes see RI MS F4 J9.

Letter 2072
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
17 April 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1848 April 17
My dear Sir

I have several times read with infinite pleasure your beautiful
experiments on the diamagnetism (I do not like that word) of flame and
gases1, and only trouble you with one remark. You ascribe the gradual
beginnings of the effect to certain supposed mechanical modifications in
the effect on, and the means of receiving the effect by, the ponderable
gases2. But, inasmuch as there is the same graduality of beginning of the
effect on the circular polarization of light, where it is impossible that this
explanation can find place, does it not appear to arise from something in
some part of the magnetic arrangements which requires time for its
development? And if so, is it not an important subject of examination per
se?

I think it probable that this is not worth reading, and am certain that
it is not worth answering; therefore I request that you will not waste any
time upon it.

I am, my dear Sir, I Very truly yours I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Exp. Research 21703. the time in the heavy Glass
&c. referred to in letter to Taylor E. Phil Jour Sept & Octr 18464.
Time in diamagnetism of flame Phil Mag Dec. 1847 p 4025

Time My letter to Gay Lussac7 - Vol 2 p 191, 1958

E Res Vol I. Index a dozen places9.

1. Faraday (1847).
2. Ibid, 402.
3. Faraday (1846b), ERE19, 2170.
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4. Faraday (18460- Faraday misnamed the journal, but it is this paper he had in mind since
he cited it in his reply to Airy, letter 2073.
5. Faraday (1847), 402.
6. Faraday (1832c, 1840d).
7. Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac (1778-1850, DSB). French chemist and co-editor of Ann.Chim.
8. Faraday (1844b), 191, 195. These translate into Faraday (1840d), 358-9, 362. It should be
noted that the translation into English of Faraday (1832c) in Faraday (1844b) is different
from that in Faraday (1840d).
9. Faraday (1839b), 573.

Letter 2073
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
17 April 1848
From the original in RGO6 I 465, f. 109-10

Royal Institution I 17 April 1848
My dear Airy

Your letters are always real letters & therefore it is a pleasure both
to receive & answer themV] The time has often come into my thoughts & 1
will tell you briefly on what experiments I rest for my present opinion.
Having such a magnet as the one you saw here and placing a copper wire
helix either with or without an iron core between the poles having its
wires connected with a galvanometer, we observe that when the magnet
is made active a current is formed by induction in the helix & rendered
sensible by the galvanometer. I find this current to have a sensible
duration to be strongest at the first moment - & to weaken gradually until
insensible. 1 can make it sensible for a second or even more & though it
lasts longest when an iron core is in the helix it has duration for a time
when the iron is away & the copper helix alone is concerned there being
little difference in the two cases as to time.

In the next place by breaking & making contact of the helix &
galvanometer at one of the wires we can test the rising action of the
magnet or the helix for any interval, it is easy by a wheel with pins &
teeth, to divide the second during which the galvanometer shews that the
current is continued into 20, 30, or any number of parts & to test for any
one of these parts whether the power is then rising in the magnet. In this
way / have ascertained that the power is rising in the magnet & that it is
this continuous rise which makes the current at the galvanometer
continuous!.]

So when on placing a piece of heavy glass between the poles of this
magnet I found that its power of rotating a polarized ray rose gradually &
when on placing the same piece of heavy glass between or within helices
without iron cores I found that its power rose suddenly. I referred the
gradual rise to the gradual development of power in the magnet rather
than to the time required by the heavy glass to take up a certain state
because this time is not necessary when helices alone are used. I do not
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say that time is not involved - but that the time which appeared necessary
was necessary from another cause. You will see all this stated briefly in
my letter to Taylor, Phil Mag. 1846, vol xxix p. 2572.

As therefore heavy glass does not appear to need a sensible portion
of time to assume its state, so it did not appear to me likely that a gaseous
medium would require more time in acquiring the same stateu

But that the time referred in the case of flame is due to the cause I
have assigned to it is to me satisfactorily shewn because it is easy to vary
many of the conditions & vary the time with them & trace the currents all
the while: & if you saw the experiments (which are long in description)
you would see this at once. When a flame is rising between the poles
there is of course a strong current of air &c up between the poles. Make
the magnet active & the flame gradually shortens & when at a certain
depression goes down suddenly still lower & forks out sideways & then
there is a current of cold air downwards between the poles easily shewn
by a little smoke properly applied[.] It is evident that this conversion of
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the direction of the currents must take time & I can prolong or shorten
the time or stop the change at a particular part of the process at pleasure.
Again when the flame is a large one as with ether & so does not shorten or
sink down immediately that the magnet is made active one can see the
impressions made on the two sides of the flame by the currents of air that
flow in upon it along the axial line & the dents there form gradually
increase until the flame open out suddenly there & forks as beforeu

The question of time in the real electric or magnetic phenomena is
continually on my mind. If you happen to have access to the 8vo edition
of my experimental researches, you will find a dozen references to time in
the first volume3 & two I think in the second4. But as yet I have never been
able to lay hold of the matter by a good clear experiment!.]

Your observation on the word diamagnetic amused met.] I
apologized for it on Friday evening5 stating that the preposition dia was
applied to bodies when I thought that they possessed no magnetic
condition but let the power pass through them unobstructed in its
course. After the evening was over Owen came to me & said he thought
the apology unnecessary & the name or word admirable since the dia so
well expressed the transverse or cross position which these bodies
assumed in the magnetic field. All I can say is that the word dia was not
applied with that significance but that once having been used and being
as a sound distinction I thought that to change it was a greater evil than to
leave itw

Excuse my prosiness & bad writing & believe me to be truly Yours I
M. Faraday
The Astronomer Royal ! &c &c &c

1. Letter 2072.
2. Faraday (18460, 257.
3. Faraday (1839b), 573.
4. Faraday (1844b), 301.
5. See Athenaeum, 22 April 1848, p.417 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 14 April 1848 "On the Diamagnetic Condition of Flame and Gases".

Letter 2074
Faraday to Robert Brown
18 April 1848
From the original in RI MS

R Institution I 18 April 1848
My dear Sir

I am very much obliged for your kindness in calling & leaving me the
information & shall do according to your examples

Ever Truly Yours i M. Faraday
Robt Brown Esq I &c &c &c
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Letter 2075
Faraday to Richard Phillips
19 April 1848
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution i Apr 19 1848
Many thanks my dear Phillips for the information. I return the card

safe.
Best remembrances to Mrs. Phillips^.]
from Yours Ever i M. Faraday

1. Ann Phillips, nee Rickman (DQB). Married Richard Phillips in 1807.

Letter 2076
Faraday to Otto Ernst Julius Seyffer1

19 April 1848
From the original in Pierpont Morgan Library, Dannie and Hettie
Heineman Collection MS 80

Royal Institution I London I 19 April 1848
Sir

I had the honor a few days ago to receive the copy of your work on
Galvanism2 and beg to assure you how much I am moved by this mark of
your attention and approbation. The only regret it excites is that through
ignorance of the German language I cannot profit by it and that through
confusion in the head & loss of memory I am (& have been for some years
past) unable to acquire it. Often do I grieve for this deficiency for its shuts
me out from the wonderful stores of knowledge not only physical but
universal which are from day to day treasured up in that languages

Believe me to be with I the highest esteem I Sir I Your Very Obliged
Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. O.E.J. Seyffer I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. O.E.J. Seyffer I &c &c &c I care of F.G. Cotta3 I Booksellers
Stuttgart I Wirtemberg

1. Otto Ernst Julius Seyffer (b.1823, ?2, 3). German physicist.
2. Seyffer (1848).
3. Unidentified.
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Letter 2077
Faraday to Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall1

20 April 1848
From the original in Oesterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften
Bibliothek

Royal Institution London I 20 April 1848.
To the i Baron de Hammer-Purgstall I &c &c &c &c
Sir

I have been honored by the receipt of a communication from you2

informing me that the Imperial Academy of Sciences has elected me one
of its eight foreign honorary members in the class of mathematical and
physical sciences. I feel most deeply sensible of this mark of the
approbation of the Academy; grateful for the high favour bestowed upon
me; and conscious that it becomes me to make every exertion to deserve
it. Will you do me the honor to convey these feelings to the Imperial
Academy with my profound respect and at the same time accept my
warmest thanks for your kindnessi.j

I am with the deepest consideration & esteem I Sir I Your most
obedient & obliged Servant I M. Faraday

1. Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall (1774-1856, OBL). Austrian orientalist and President of the
Imperial Academy of Sciences.
2. Letter 2058.

Letter 2078
Faraday to Mary Somerville1

29 April 1848
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep c.370 MSF1

R Institution I 29 April 1848
My dear Mrs. Somerville

1 am grieved to think I should have forgotten for the moment to send
you the heavy glass and it makes me doubt also whether I have yet
thanked you for the Volumes on Physical Geography2. Yet 1 am almost
sure that I have still I would rather trouble you again than omit such poor
return as words can form for your great kindness. Dr. Somerville has
brought me your likeness - and yesterday I obtained another form of it
from Mr. Murray - they are both very precious to met.]

Ever I Your Grateful Servant I M. Faraday
Mrs. Somerville

1. Mary Somerville (1780-1872, DSB). Scientific writer.
2. Somerville (1848).
3. William Somerville (1771-1860, DNB). Retired physician.
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Letter 2079
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
1 May 1848
From the original in RI MS Fl C22

R Institution I 1 May 1848
My dear Sir

Your present is most acceptable & kind and I thank you with all my
heart for it. It is not the present only but an ever enduring interest that
attaches to Sir John Franklin1. On meeting Ross the other evening it
rejoiced me to hear his assuring expressions regarding the success of the
voyage he is about to undertake2!.]

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
C.R. Weld Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Franklin (1786-1847, DNB). Arctic explorer.
2. This was to be one of the many expeditions mounted to search for Franklin. However,
this voyage did not commence until 1850.

Letter 2080
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
8 May 1848
From the original in RI MS Fl C23

R Institution I 8 May 1848
Dear friend

I have just come from the meeting at which you were appointed
Assistant Secretary1. It will however require confirmation at a meeting on
the first Monday in June2. In the mean time my wife & I wish you joy on the
appointment & hope it will be a source of pleasure & comfort to you &
yours. I have no doubt you will hear from Mr Barlow & perhaps had better
not write to him until you do[.]

Yours affectionately I M. Faraday
Mr. B. Vincent

1. See RI MM, 8 May 1848, 10: 95 for Vincent's appointment as Assistant Secretary of the
Royal Institution. Following the dismissal of Fincher for fraud (RI MM, 20 July 1846, 9: 404), it
was decided to divide his duties between a Clark of Accounts (to which William Hughes was
appointed) and an Assistant Secretary. However, the appointment of that position was
deferred since Barlow agreed to undertake the duties involved in addition to his own (RI
MM, 16 November 1846, 9: 415).
2. That is 5 June 1848, but see letter 2081.
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Letter 2081
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
9 May 1848
From the original in RI MS Fl C24

R Institution I 9 May 1848
Dear Friend

Chatting with Mr Barlow this morning I find that he would be glad of
you as soon as it is in all respects proper. Now the confirmation of the
minutes will occur on Monday the 22nd instant and before that he cannot
tell you that you are really engaged1. On the other hand you have to give
notice. Now are you on such terms with your employers as that they will
allow you to give friendly notice or are they likely to take offence. Do not
do any thing hastily unless you feel yourself quite clear: for any member
of our management has a right to consider the engagement unmade until
it is confirmed. I only mean that the less delay there is (after you are really
engaged) in your coming to us, the more convenient it will be for Mr.
Barlowu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Mr. Vincent

1. Vincent's appointment as Assistant Secretary of the Royal Institution (see letter 2080)
was confirmed. See RI MM, 22 May 1848, 10: 97.

Letter 2082
Faraday to Miss Daniell1

15 May 1848
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 15 May 1848
My dear Miss Daniell

I sent some weeks ago & soon after I saw you at Norwood, three
letters from your father to me2. Two were slight but the third very
characteristic - they are all I have for I burn letters generally. I addressed
them by Post to Miss Daniell Norwood & have heard nothing of them since
so conclude Your Sister has them. I should be very sorry to lose them - so
both for your sake and mine write to Miss Daniell about them[.]

With best remembrances to your brother believe me
most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

I purpose going tomorrow to look at a bust. MF

1. A daughter of John Frederic Daniell. Otherwise unidentified.
2. The surviving letters are Daniell to Faraday, 30 September 1824, letter 242, volume 1; 6
April 1836, Lambeth Palace Library MS 3273, f.l 19 (which will be published in the addenda in
the final volume); 30 December 1839, letter 1227, volume 2.
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Letter 2083
Faraday to William Buchanan
17 May 1848
From the original in the possession of J.M. and Jean Ferguson

Royal Institution i 17 May 1848
My dear Friend

I sympathize with you very deeply in the trouble and anxiety you
must feel on your Son George's1 account but I hope you will never
hesitate to use me in such or any matters in which you may consider that
my judgment or ability may be useful. Such a case as the present is no
doubt difficult because without knowing intimately the mind of the
parties it is impossible to tell how far one may go without removing that
pressure of circumstances which is the lesson the individual brings upon
himself^] I wrote to Mr. George on Monday2 extracting two or three
passages from your letter to me. I said also that I most fully agreed with
these passages & earnestly exhorted him to put himself right with you
and all his & your friends by taking a decided & correct course of action. I
preferred doing this by writing that he might reconsider & reflect on the
words. It brought him in to us immediately. I could not find that he had
made any progress in procuring employment but found that he was now
almost hopeless of it. He said that he ought perhaps under these
circumstances to return to Edinburgh next Saturday3 if he did not hear of
employment before then and I expect to hear from him in a day or two
with a view to such return. He asked me also whether he ought to call on
Sir William Burnett4 but on that point I could give him no opinion not
knowing what you would wish. I only told him that if I had fallen into his
position and thought of doing so I would have told Sir W. Burnett all the
circumstances being quite sure that perfect candour would have far more
effect that the appearance of an unexplained condition. Mr. George
seemed very well in health. He does not himself open out the
circumstances of his case to me so that I had no opportunity of judging
of the nature & direction of his mind and feel that when speaking to him
as if I were a good deal in the dark. I hope dear Brother that this trouble
will soon be over and that the experience gained by Mr. George will be of
such value to him during the whole course of his life as to compensate for
the present unhappy momenta

Give our kind love & sympathy to Mrs. Buchanan and Mrs. Cullen5.
We have thought a great deal of you all during these things^

Ever My dear Friend f Affectionately Yours i M. Faraday
Wm. Buchanan I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. That is 15 May 1848.
3. That is 20 May 1848.
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4. William Burnett (1779-1861, DNB). Director General of the Medical Department of the
Navy, 1844-1855.
5. A daughter of William Buchanan. See letter 1907.

Letter 2084
Faraday to Charles Manby
22 May 1848
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 22 May 1848
My dear Sir

Could you send me a reference to the account of Mr. Ransomes1

Stone in Your proceedings?2 If you print off copies as in old times perhaps
you could send me a copyM Are there any specimens with you that I
could have next Friday evening?3 for I have to talk about it for the Dean of
Westminster4 who is ill[.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Manby Esq I &c &c &c

1. Frederick Ransome (1818-1893, B3). Inventor of an artificial sandstone.
2. Ransome (1848). Faraday commented on this paper in Min.Proc.Inst.Civ.Eng., 1848, 7: 60-
1, 64-5.
3. See Athenaeum, 17 June 1848, p.607 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 26 May 1848 "On two recent Inventions of Artificial Stone".
4. William Buckland, who was to have given the Friday Evening Discourse on the subject of
artificial stone.

Letter 2085
Faraday to Mary Somerville1

23 May 1848
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep c.370 MSF1

R Institution I 23 May 1848
My dear Mrs. Somerville

I have read your astonishing book2 with the greatest interest & have
been instructed by them far beyond my means of mental assimilation. Dr.
Somerville3 made me promise to note any errors of the press. I have only
met with the enclosed. Having left the books at Hampstead I cannot at the
present time refer to them to see whether you have not already put them
in your listu

Ever Your faithful I M. Faraday

1. Mary Somerville (1780-1872, DSB). Scientific writer.
2. Somerville (1848).
3. William Somerville (1771-1860, DNB). Retired physician.
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Letter 2086
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
5 June 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur!

J'ai I'honneur de vous addresser deux petits Memoires, qui a
cause des circonstances politiques1 me sont parvenus plus tard que
d'ordinaire. Je vous ai deja parle du premier2. Le second3 se rapporte
surtout a la polarite diamagnetique, qui maintenant est hors de
doute. Vous y trouverez entre autres le fait curieux que I'intensite de la
force diamagnetique croit plus rapidement quand on augmente la force
de FElectroaimant que celle de la force magnetique. [.'augmentation
de la force de FEIectroaimant fait prendre a un morceau de
charbon, ayant, d'abord la position d'un corps magnetique, celle d'un
corps diamagnetique. Plus tard j'ai constate cette loi de differentes
manieres. Inexperience suivante est assez frappante. Si au moyen d'un
contrepoids en equilibre un corps quelconque contenant en meme
temps des substances magnetiques et diamagnetiques (p.ex. du
mercure dans un vase de laiton, ce dernier etant magnetique) ce corps
est repousse par l'aimant quand on l'approche de lui et attire quand
on 1'eloigne.

J'ai imagine une methode qui me permet de comparer exactement
I'intensite du diamagnetisme des differents corps diamagnetique come
celle du Magnetisme des differents corps magnetiques. J'exprime par de
nombres soit le Magnetisme soit le Diamagnetisme des differents corps
solides et liquides, et en meme temps je suis parvenu a une foule
d'observations curieuses concernant 1'induction magnetique et surtout le
rapport entre la constitution chimique des corps et leur magnetisme. La
difficulte d'obtenir des substances chimiquement pures m'a presente les
plus grands obstacles. Ainsi p.ex. \% d'oxydate de fer mele a une masse
d'oxide en doit a moins doubler le magnetisme. Le magnetisme des
oxydes est augmente par les acides qui s'unissent a eux pour former des
sels. En posant le Magnetisme du fer = 100000, je trouve celui d'un meme
poids d'oxide de Nickel (Ni) egal a 35, celui de ce meme oxide a l'etat de
hydrate (Ni + H) egal a 142. Le cyanure jaune de fer et potasse est
diamagnetique, le cyanure rouge au contraire (soit en crystal, soit en
poudre, soit en dissolution) est decidement magnetique. (Un crystal de
ce dernier sel montre tres nettement la repulsion des axes optiques par
l'aimant, sans y faire attention Ton pourroit facilement le prendre pour un
corps diamagnetique). &c &c. &c. J'ai examine egalement l'influence de la
chaleur. Pour le mercure le soufre, le stearine je n'ai pas observe la
moindre difference soit a haute soit a basse temperature, soit a l'etat
liquide ou solide. Mais le bismuth a donne des resultats tres differents.
Dans une de mes experiences il m'a fallu, a la temperature ordinaire 1,67
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grames pour contrebalancer la repulsion diamagnetique d'une masse de
144 grames. A une temperature eleve il n'en falloit que 0 gr, 28, c'est a dire
a peu pres un sixieme. J'y vois une nouvelle analogie entre le magnetisme
et le diamagnetisme. Tous les deux diminuent si la temperature
augmente. II parait en outre que le diamagnetisme du bismuth a sa
limite (son minimum) come le magnetisme du fer et du nickel, &c &c

Je me prendrai la liberte de vous addresser mon nouveau Memoire4,
qui est maintenant entre les mains de M. Poggendorff aussitot qu'il
paraitra... Peut etre qu'il me sera permis de l'apporter moi meme a
Londres.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, les assurances de mon profond respect I
Pliicker
Bonn le 5 juin 1848.

Address: Monsieur Faraday I a i Londres I (Royal Institution)

TRANSLATION
Sir!

I have the honour of sending you two short papers which, because of
political circumstances1, came to me much later than usual. I have already
spoken to you of the first2. The second3 is above all about diamagnetic
polarity, which cannot now be doubted. You will find amongst others the
curious fact that the intensity of diamagnetic force grows more rapidly
than magnetic force when the force of the electromagnet is increased. The
increase of the force of the electromagnet makes a piece of coal, originally
a magnetic body, become a diamagnetic body. Later I confirmed this law.
The following experiment is quite striking. If by means of a counterweight
one balances any body containing at the same time some magnetic and
diamagnetic substances (for example some mercury in a brass vessel, the
latter being magnetic) the body is repulsed by the magnet when it is
brought near and attracted to it when one takes it away.

I have thought of a method which permits me to compare exactly the
intensity of diamagnetism of various diamagnetic bodies and magnetism of
various magnetic bodies. I express in terms of numbers both the
magnetism and the diamagnetism of different bodies, both solid and
liquid, and at the same time I have come to a mass of curious observations
concerning magnetic induction and above all the relationship between the
chemical constitution of bodies and their magnetism. The difficulty of
obtaining chemically pure substances presented me with the greatest
obstacles. Thus for example, \% of oxydate of iron mixed with a mass of
oxide should at least double its magnetism. The magnetism of oxides is
increased by acids which unite with them to form salts. If we take the
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magnetism of iron to be 100,000, then I find that the same weight of oxide of
nickel (Ni) to be equal to 35, that of this same oxide in a hydrate state (Ni +
H) equal to 142. Yellow cyanide of iron and potassium is diamagnetic, red
cyanide on the contrary (be it crystal, powder or solution) is decidedly
magnetic. (A crystal of the latter salt shows very neatly the repulsion of the
optical axes by the magnet, one could easily mistake it for a diamagnetic
body if one was not paying attention.) Etc. etc. etc. I also examined the
influence of heat. Mercury, sulphur, stearine showed not the slightest
difference either at high or at low temperatures, or in a liquid or solid state.
But bismuth gave very different results. In one of my experiments I needed,
at normal temperature, 1.67 grams to counterbalance the diamagnetic
repulsion of a mass of 144 grams. At a higher temperature 1 needed only
0.28 grams, that is to say about one sixth. I see in this a new analogy
between magnetism and diamagnetism. Both diminish if the temperature
is increased. It seems moreover that the diamagnetism of bismuth has its
limit (its minimum) as does the magnetism of iron and nickel etc. etc.

I shall take the liberty of sending you my new Paper4, currently in
the hands of Mr Poggendorff, as soon as it appears... Perhaps I shall be
able to bring it to London personally.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my profound respect I Plucker
Bonn 5 June 1848.

1. A reference to the instability of the Prussian government during 1848. See Ann.Res., 1848,
375-400.
2. Plucker (1848a). This was mentioned in letter 2051.
3. Plucker (1848b).
4. Plucker (1848d).

Letter 2087
Faraday to Richard Taylor
10 June 1848
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution i 10 June 1848
My dear Sir

The inclosed letter1 which I have just received from Plucker of Bonn
contains matter of such import I thought you might like to have it in the
Philosophical Mag2. Whether or no do me the favour to let me have it
back again for I must write him presently3 in answer to it & a former4.

Ever Truly Yours 1 M. Faraday
Richard Taylor Esq I &c &c &c
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Address: Richard Taylor Esq I &c &c &c I Printing Office I Red Lion Court
I Fleet Street

1. Letter 2086.
2. Which Taylor published as Plucker (1848c).
3. Letter 2088.
4. Letter 2051.

Letter 2088
Faraday to Julius Plucker
12 June 1848
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution, London I 12 June 1848
My dear Sir

I received your letter of the 6 Feby1 and was glad to find by it that
the heavy glass had arrived safe[.j I have no doubt that in your hands it
will be more useful than it could be in any others. I also received
yesterday another kind letter from you2 full of beautiful facts and I was so
struck with its contents that I instantly sent it to Mr. Taylor to insert (if he
was of my mind) in the next number of the Philosophical Magazine3. I
hope I have not in this done anything you would wish undone but I
desired greatly that the facts should be made known to the worlds To
day I have received the printed copy of the two papers4 you mentioned to
me in your letters I had heard of them before in Poggendorf[f] Annalent.j
It is most tantalizing to me to see your rich results & yet see them as it
were without understanding;- enclosed in a sealed book[.\ For I cannot
read German & I cannot learn it. From day to day my memory grows
weaker and if I make an attempt to recover even the little knowledge I had
of German words in former times my head grows giddy all things swim
around me & I do not recover for some weeks. But it is a shame for me to
complain I ought to be content: - and indeed I speak of this matter only
that you may not be surprized that I do not rejoice with you in every word
that you write as I really should do if I could read them[.)

When your last letter comes back to me from Mr Taylor I shall
compare it with the German papers & get some friend to help me and I
hope repeat some of the experiments: - but at present I am in my giddy
tottering condition and dare hardly think of the common place
experiments which belong to a couple of lectures I still have to give5.
After these are over however I trust that a little country air & rest will in
part set me up again. At the same time I do not forget that I am nearly 57
years of age - have worked long hours in my life time and as to natural
strength am somewhat worn. In such cases a man may be patched but he
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cannot be remade. Wishing you many years of health & such prosperity in
science as you have already abundantly tasted

I am my dear Sir I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
Profr. Plucker i &c &c &c

Address: Professor Plucker I &c &c &c I University I Bonn I on the Rhine

1. Letter 2051.
2. Letter 2086.
3. See letter 2087. Taylor published the letter as Plucker (1848c).
4. Plucker (1848a, b).
5. These were his Friday Evening Discourse of 16 June 1848 "On the Conversion of Diamond
into Coke" (for an account of this see Athenaeum, 8 July 1848, p.682) and his final lecture, on
17 June 1848, in his "Course of seven lectures on the Allied Phaenomena of the Chemical and
Electrical Forces" (for his notes see RI MS F4 J9).

Letter 2089
Faraday to William Isaac Cookson
13 June 1848
From the original in UU EW

Royal Institution 1 13 June 1848
My dear Sir

The bearer is the Chevalier Palmstedt1 whom 1 hope you will receive
from me and allow to see your worksi.] I know you will do this for my sake,
but when you know him I expect you will be quite as willing to do it for his
own. He brings us dull accounts of Berzelius2 whom I think you know
personally^]

Ever Very Truly Yours i M. Faraday
William Cookson Esq i &c &c &c

1. Carl Palmstedt (1785-1870, SMOK). Swedish engineer.
2. Berzelius died on 7 August 1848.

Letter 2090
James Nasmyth to Faraday
15 June 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Barnbro Hall nr Doncaster I June 15, 1848
My dear Sir

Your very kind and valued note of the 12th has just reached me here
while enjoying a few days holiday with my dear wife at her Fathers2 nice
place here among fine oak trees and green fields, where with pencil in
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hand I am attempting to Paint "The Alchemist before the Inquisition"
from Washington Irvings3 admirable tale of "The Student of Salamanca"4.

I greatly wish I could have been present to listen to your Lecture of
tomorrow Eving5 and feel much honoured that you meditate alluding to
my views on a similar subject6. It is rather singular that while the
Foreigner7 should hold that he has discovered that Diamond is Coke, I
should long since have held that Coke was diamond in so far as respects
its extreme hardness and power of cutting Glass. I shall be very happy if
by announcing this fact to the world as your mention of it will naturally
do8, that the discovery of it may in that way be made to thousands who
may turn it to some usefull purpose.

I have had no other opportunity or means of making the Experiment
as to the grinding power of Coke dust than in the humble application of
material for Razor Strop powder in which I find that coke dust infinitely
fine and procured by Leuigation, does certainly set a very keen Edge on a
Razor as respects its polishing powers I found it too keen and in using it
in polishing Speculum metal I found it cut such very fine cuts into the
surface as to cause me to lay it aside for that purpose, [Qie polishing) but
for fine grinding it is I should say quite the thing. These infinitely fine
particles of Coke appear to be thin plates of infinite hardness which when
presented to the surface you want to cut Edgeways appear to send in a
very deep cut of great cleavage - just in fact such as the diamond does in
the case of Glassy

I am fain to consider Coke as a metal[l]ic body or Carbonium or very
near to it. Steel to be an alloy of this metal[l]ic base of Carbon in Iron, but
as I have not yet had an opportunity to ask nature the question in the
proper manner I am not able to write Q.E.D to my hypothesis on that
hand[.j

The Encouraging opinion which you gave me of the correctness of
the principle of my Steam Pile driver has been most fully established in
practice9^] I have made 22 of them which are thumping away in all parts
of the world and giving the highest satisfaction. The Emperor of Russia10

has just sent me a most magnificent Diamond Ring containing 140
Diamonds11 (which I dont intend to reduce to Coke) in testimony of his
high satisfaction with the performance of two of my pile Drivers which I
have sent him for the Foundation work of a great arsenal at Cronstadt. I
have made 232 steam Hammers already which is not bad progress with a
new tool. I am glad to say I have kept clear of all damage from the Late
Commercial Earthquake and begin to think I may bring "the cottage in
Kent" to a focus and visable [sic] to the naked Eye D.V. some time about
185412 when I hope to devote myself to the elaboration of all my pet
schemes which the world shall be then welcome to in consideration of
their having used me on the whole very well. Telescope making has been
the pet hobby of the Evenings for the last two years and in respect to the
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production of most perfect specula in respect to casting, grinding and
Polishing by machinery I think I have done some thing good13. The
polishing process is the work of a machine entirely and leaves nothing to
wish for, it is the idea of a friend Mr Lassell14 of Liverpool. I am still at
work on the moon and find it an exhaustless subject of the highest
interests

May I beg to present my most Respectfull regards to Mrs Faraday in
which Mrs N wishes to unite.

Trusting you will pardon this very long winded Scribble
Believe me I am i Ever most faithfully yours I James Nasmyth

M. Faraday Esq

1. Anne Nasmyth, nee Hartop (b. cl818). Married Nasmyth in 1840. Nasmyth (1883), 235-6.
2. Mr. Hartop. An engineer in Barnsley. Ibid., 234-6.
3. Washington Irving (1783-1859, DAB). American writer.
4. In Irving (1834), 384-409.
5. See Athenaeum, 8 July 1848, p.682 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 16 June 1848 "On the Conversion of Diamond into Coke".
6. See letter 2007.
7. Augustin Jacquelain (b.1804, PI). Assistant in the Chemical Laboratory of the Central
School, Paris. See Jacquelain (1847).
8. Faraday's notes for this Discourse (RI MS F4 G29) mentioned letter 2007.
9. See Nasmyth (1883), 271-6.
10. Nicholas I (1796-1855, NBU). Tsar of Russia, 1825-1855.
11. Nasmyth (1883), 293.
12. Nasmyth retired to Kent in 1856. Ibid, 372-4.
13. Ibid, 324-30.
14. William Lassell (1799-1880, DSB). Liverpool astronomer.

Letter 2091
Faraday to John Murray
16 June 18481

From a photocopy in BL RP 1880
R Institution I Friday 16 June

My dear Sir
I discourse tonight at 9 o'clock2 and lecture tomorrow at 3 o'clk3

both for the last time this season. I send a couple of admissions for both
which you can either fill up or destroy. It is a great pleasure to have the
opportunity of doing any thing you ask meu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Murray Esq I &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to the Friday Evening Discourse which was the only
one he ever gave on 16 June.
2. See Athenaeum, 8 July 1848, p.682 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
of 16 June 1848 "On the Conversion of Diamond into Coke".
3. This was Faraday's final lecture in his "Course of seven lectures on the Allied
Phaenomena of the Chemical and Electrical Forces" (for his notes see RI MS F4 J9).
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Letter 2092
Faraday to John Barlow
27 June 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution i 27 June 1848
Dear Barlow

Herewith a note of Newshams1 estimate for certain repairs. I have
numbered the points I would recommend to the Managers. The Hall will
probably want painting next year so I have thought house cleaning would
do for it this year. On a piece of paper is a note for a motion if you
approve2 - and also one for the holidays of the Porters &c3.

1 expect we shall return about Thursday fortnight4 i.e if I can clear
off the giddiness:- which threatens me a good deal this morningu

Ever Yours 1 M. Faraday

1. Richard Newsham. Plumber of 8 Little Stanhope Street, Mayfair. POD.
2. See RI MM, 3 July 1848, 10: 120.
3. See ibid.
4. That is 13 July 1848.

Letter 2093
William Thomson to Faraday
27 June 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Borley Rectory, Sudbury, i Suffolk, June 27, 1848.
My dear Sir,

Since I had the conversation with you last week, I have been
reconsidering the subject with some care and 1 am quite satisfied that the
theoretical views which I then mentioned are correct. I should not
however expect that it would be at all easy, or perhaps possible, to verify
experimentally the result that a needle of a diamagnetic substance tends
to arrange itself in the direction of the lines of force, when in a situation
where there is no sensible variation of magnetic intensity through the
space in which it is free to move; since this tendency arises from the
mutual influence of the different portions of the diamagnetic substance
itself, & is consequently excessively slight. An experiment showing that a
diamagnetic needle will be sensibly astatic when the intensity in its
neighbourhood is nearly constant, would be extremely interesting as so
far confirming the conclusions deduced from theory; but I fear that a
complete verification would be unattainable, on account of the excessive
feebleness of the force of which the existence is to be tested.

The same process of mathematical reasoning enables us to infer
that a needle of soft iron, and a needle of a diamagnetic substance would
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both rest stably, in the direction of the lines of force, or unstably in a
perpendicular direction; but in the former case the directive tendency is
extremely sensible, so much so that it may be easily verified by observing
the position which a delicately suspended needle of soft iron will assume
when acted upon only by the earth.

I have not yet had an opportunity of referring to Poggendorf[f] to
find the account of the remarkable researches which you mentioned to
me1, but as soon as I return to Cambridge I shall read it with great
interest.

My address till about the 20th of July will be St. Peter's College,
Cambridge. Letters so addressed at any time to me would be forwarded
to me.

I remain, My dear Sir, I Very truly your's I William Thomson

1. A reference to Plucker (1848a, b).

Letter 2094
Mariano Lorente1 to Faraday
29 June 1848
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 116

ACADEMIA REAL i de 1 CIENCIAS.
Sr. Faraday.

Atendiendo esta corporacion a los profundos conocimientos que en
diversos ramos de las ciencias adornan a V.S., en quien ademas
concurren las circunstancias que previenen sus Estatutos, ha tenido a
bien, en sesion del dia 28 del corriente mes, nombrarle Academico
corresponsal estrangero; bien persuadida de que valiendose de su vasta
ilustracion, y conociendo la necesidad de defundir los adelantamientos
cientificos, se servira comunicarla todo lo que crea util para lograr el
laudable objeto de su institute

De acuerdo de esta Academia tengo la mayor satisfacion en
participarlo a V.S., reservandome dirigirle, en primera ocasion, el
correspondiente diploma y los Estatutos que la rigen.

Dios guarde a V.S. muchos anos. Madrid 29 de Junio de 1848.
El secretario perpetuo. I Mariano Lorente

Londres.

Endorsed by Faraday: Received 4 July 1849
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TRANSLATION
Royal Academy of Sciences

Mr. Faraday
This association being aware of the profound knowledge with which,

in various branches of the sciences, your Lordship is endowed, in whom
also coincide the conditions which constitute its Statutes, it has seen fit,
in the meeting of the 28th of this month, to nominate you foreign
Academic correspondent, well convinced that making use of your
immense learning, and understanding the need to disseminate scientific
advances, you will be kind enough to communicate to us all that which
you believe useful in order to achieve the laudable objective of your
institute.

In accordance with this Academy, I have the greatest satisfaction in
informing your Lordship of this, and wait for the first opportunity to send
you the corresponding diploma and the statutes which govern it.

May God protect your Lordship for many years. Madrid 29th of June
1848.

The Permanent Secretary I Mariano Lorente
London

1. Mariano Lorente (1799-1861, EUI). Spanish physician.

Letter 2095
Faraday to John Barlow
July 18481

From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 248
Your kind letter came safe to hand, and was very welcome. It finds my
head so confused that whether I shall spell or write my words rightly 1
really cannot tell. I knew not until I made up my mind to rest, how much I
wanted it; and should think that I was more feeble now than when I left
London, did I not know from old experience that I have first to sink to a
natural state before 1 can naturally and healthily rise from it. I expect,
however, that I shall obtain what I want, though not perhaps as soon as I
desire. If, therefore, I should feel that a week longer here would complete
the good I want, I think I may stop.

1. Dated on the basis that Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 247 said that this letter was written from
Clevedon, Somerset, in July 1848.
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Letter 2096
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
3 July 1848
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 3, July 1848
My dear Dumas

I am very anxious about you & long to know how you and Madame
Dumas are[.] My dear wife too joins me in this anxietyt.j You cannot have
escaped trouble for it seems to me that in Paris every one must have been
in trouble1 [.] However fortunate in their personal circumstances they
must have been anxious about others. Even at this distance & perhaps as
you may think without right we are anxious about youi.j If I could know by
a single line how you are it would be consolation in some degree. I am
afraid to ask after M. Arago & the many others to whom I am tied by deep
feeling for it is scarcely possible all should have escaped trouble but I
think of you & them continually!.]

Ever My dear friend I anxiously & affectionately Yours, I M.Faraday

Address: A Monsieur i le Professeur Dumas I &c &c &c &c i Jardin des
Plantes I a Paris
Postmark: Bristol

1. A reference to the insurrection in Paris during May and June (following the abdication of
Louis-Philippe as King) which had been violently suppressed by the army. See Ann.Ree.,
1848,264-308.

Letter 2097
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
14 July 1848
From the original in RI MS

Ross i 14 July 1848
My dear friend

I received your very kind & very pleasant letter and it was a great joy
to us to hear of the happiness of our friends & brethren at Old
Buckingham. How wonderful are the ways of God amongst men and how
astonishing the manner in which he gives testimony of his eternal
purpose as declared in his word by his acts amongst the children of men.
The manner in which he pulls down & again exalts whether it be in such a
church as that of London or such a feeble company as that at Old
Buckingham equally testifies of his truth & faithfulness & that he is ever
the same. Glorious in holiness, fearful in praises doing wonders1. Has
your father2 yet gone to Old Buckingham? I can hardly think he would be
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willingly absent at such a time as that you speak of:- it is so pleasant to
think one has the privilege of being joined in these proceedings.

We have as you suppose had many kind letters from London & from
other parts so that we feel as if we were pretty well informed, still none of
our letters have been repetitious & all have been very acceptable - and
even with them all there is nothing like being at home & with our Mends. I
am beginning to weary of absence & shall be glad to be among you again I
mean in Paul's Alley3: for as for the R Institution I am quite easy about
that. Still whether it be something which is reparable or whether it be age
& hot weather which affect us I feel much as I did as to lassitude when 1
left London - and though my wife says she is better I know that she is not
stronger on her feet -1 believe indeed that we ought to remember the time
is come when we may expect to feel as if walking the downhill of life
together: & in thinking so we ought to remember the many happy years
we have been permitted to be together & the overflowing goodness which
at this moment surrounds usi.j

As to the Institution I am glad to hear all goes on well. We expect to
be at home about next Thursday or Friday4 at the latest & trust to find
you well - but I will write again to some one. Remember me to Mr Barlow if
in town. Also to Anderson & Miss Savage5u

With our united love to you & your wife6 & all our dear friends
I am My dear Vincent I Yours Most truly I M. Faraday

1. Exodus 15: 11.
2. Thomas Vincent (1783-1854, GRO).
3. Where the Sandemanian Meeting House was located.
4. That is 20 or 21 July 1848.
5. Sarah Savage (d.1865, age 57, GRO). Housekeeper of the Royal Institution, 18354865. (RI
MM, 19 July 1835, 8: 363-4 and 6 March 1865, 12: 97).
6. Janet Young Vincent, nee Nicoll (1811-1863, GRO).

Letter 2098
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
19 July 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bonn, 19 July 1848.
My dear Sir

I received your very kind letter of the 12 June1, and was glad to find
by it, that you paid some attention to the new facts I published during the
last year. The paper2 I spoke of in my former letter will accompany the
present one and I would give you an extract of it in English, if I had not the
intention to pay a visit to England in the first days of August. Then 1
schould [sic] be happy to see you and to give every explanation. Allow
me only, Sir, to mention, that since 1 sent my paper to M. Poggendorff, I
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got very fine curves showing how the intensity of Magnetism and
Diamagnetism is depending on temperature. The most expressive curves
are those of Nickel and Bismuth, indicating both the same general law,
concerning, I think, all bodies. The passage from solidity to fluidity seems
to be of no influence.

I did not dream that my last letter would have the honour to be
published4, but if you thought it convenient, I have nothing to say but
only to thank you, for being introduced by you to the English
philosophers.

With the best wishes for your health, I am, Sir Most I respectfully
yours I Plucker

Address: Professor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 2088.
2. Plucker (1848d).
3. Letter 2086.
4. Plucker (1848c).

Letter 2099
Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas to Faraday
24 July 1848
From the original in RI MS Fl H62

ACADEMIE DE PARIS. I FACULTE DES SCIENCES.
I Universite de France. I Paris, le 24 Juillet, 1848 I A la Sorbonne.
Mon cher ami, Les evenemens si tristes1, mais, helas si bien prevus,

que Paris a du subir n'ont affecte ni moi, ni les Miens d'une maniere
directe. Mdme. Dumas et moi nous avons ete bien touches de votre
marque de bonte et de souvenir2; c'est une consolation que cette
affection des ames elevees, comme la votre, au milieu d'un desordre
moral dont rien ne peut vous donner une idee, et qu'aucune imagination
n'aurait certainement pu soupconner.

Paris etait devenu, depuis six mois, le rendez-vous de tous les
scelerats de la France et de l'europe. Les uns comme chefs, les autres
comme instruments, tous ensemble ils s'etaient propose le pillage, le
meurtre, l'incendie, et tous les desordres comme les moyens de regenerer
notre nation, en detruisant sa bourgeoisie et en Iivrant tous les pouvoirs,
toutes les fortunes, et toutes les families au despotisme et a la brutalite
des classes ouvrieres.

Tout est voile ici; les arts, les lettres, les sciences, tout se ressent du
deuil universel. Les fortunes, les politoires, les existences, tout a ete mis
en question par les evenements qui se sont succede.

M. Arago me charge de vous dire combien votre bon souvenir lui a
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ete doux au coeur. Sa conduite dans ces dernieres journees de peril a ete
si ferme et si courageuse, il s'est jete sur les barricades au milieu des
Balles avec tant de resolution, que les personnes qui ont pu le voir dans
ces circonstances ont pu croire qu'il cherchait une mort glorieuse,
desesperant du salut du pays. II faut bien convenir que nous en etions
tous la, et que cette triste pensee ne pouvait guere s'eloigner de nos
coeurs quand nous songions a Timmensite des resources des insurges et
a la faiblesse des moyens de resistance que nous possedions.

Que Dieu vous preserve, mon cher ami, votre pays et vous, de ces
lamentables folies! Jamais nous ne cicatriserons les plaies ouvertes et
envenimees depuis quelques mois par la presse, les clubs, les societes
secretes, et surtout les ateliers nationaux. Partout la haine de toutes les
superiorites la soif de toutes les richesses, le mepris de tout ce que
l'homme doit respecter; voila ce qui a fait la base des ecrits, des discours
et des associations.

J'interromps ma lettre pour lire le billet qui m'annonce la mort d'un
ami, blesse il y a un mois. Tous les jours il en est ainsi; les convois se
succedent, et nous sommes loin d'avoir fini ce compte funebre,

Adieu, mon cher ami, pardonnez-moi si je vous reponds si tard, mais
votre lettre ne m'est pas parvenue comme elle aurait du. J'ai change de
logement; me voici a la Sorbonne. Et puis je suis bien decourage, bien
triste.

Mille amities I Dumas.
Mes respects a Madame Faraday, je vous prie.

TRANSLATION
ACADEMIE DE PARIS. I FACULTE DES SCIENCES.

I Universite de France. I Paris, le 24 July, 1848 i At the Sorbonne.
My Dear Friend,

The sad events1, but alas, so well predicted, that Paris has had to
undergo have not affected either me or mine directly. Madame Dumas
and I were very touched by your kindness in remembering us2; the
affection of noble souls such as yours is a great consolation amongst this
moral disorder of which nothing can give you an idea, and no one could
have imagined.

Paris has become in the last six months the meeting place of all the
villains in France and indeed Europe. Some as leaders, others as
instruments, all of them together have set their minds on pillage,
murder, arson and any kind of disorder as means of regenerating our
nation, destroying our bourgeoisie and bequeathing all powers, all wealth
and all families to the despotism and brutality of the working class.

Everything is shrouded here: arts, letters, sciences, all are afflicted
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by a universal mourning. Fortunes, politics, existences have all been put
into question by the events that have unfolded.

Mr Arago has asked me to tell you how dear to his heart was the fact
that you remembered him. His conduct in these past few perilous days
has been so firm and courageous, that he threw himself onto the
barricades in the middle of the bullets with such resolve, that the people
that were able to see him in these circumstances could have believed he
was hoping for a glorious death, despairing of the salvation of our
country. I must admit that we were all there, and that we could not
distance this sad thought from our hearts when we considered the
immensity of the resources of the rebels and the weakness of the means
of resistance at our disposal.

May God preserve you and your country, my dear friend, from these
lamentable follies. We shall never heal the open wounds that for several
months have been poisoned by the press, clubs, secret societies and
above all by the national workshops. Everywhere there is a hatred of all
superiority, a thirst for all the riches, a contempt for everything a man
ought to respect; that is what has formed the basis of writings,
discussions and associations.

I interrupt my letter to read a note that informs me of the death of a
friend who was wounded a month ago. It is like this every day; one
cortege follows another, and we are far from closing this funereal
account.

Farewell, my dear friend. Forgive me for responding so late, but your
letter did not arrive as it should have done. I have moved. Here I am at the
Sorbonne; and then I am very discouraged, very sad.

Yours in friendship I Dumas
My respects to Mrs Faraday, I beg you.

1. A reference to the insurrection in Paris during May and June (following the abdication of
Louis-Philippe as King) which had been violently suppressed by the army. See Ann.Reg.,
1848, 264-308.
2. In letter 2096.

Letter 2100
Faraday to William Robert Grove
26 July 1848
From the original in RI MS G F22

R Institution I 26 July 1848
Dear Grove

I dare not trust my head in rough waters - therefore can you tell me
the best & shortest way (in time) by Land to Swansea1 - or tell me where
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to enquire about it. I wish to be at Swansea the first week but must return
to London on the Saturday2!.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Matteucci (writing from Milan) desires to be remembered to you I MF

1. For the meeting of the British Association. Faraday took part, on 11 August 1848, in the
discussion of Plucker's work. In this Faraday illustrated some of the diamagnetic phenomena
discovered by Pliicker by use of potatoes and a quill. See Athenaeum, 19 August 1848,
pp.835-6.
2. That is 12 August 1848.

Letter 2101
Faraday to William Robert Grove
7 August 1848
From the original in RI MS G F23

R Institution I 7 Aug. 1848
Dear Grove

Plucker of Bonne will be at the Reception rooms at Swansea
tomorrow night I think1. He has just left me & is a good man. I have had so
much hospitality offered me at Swansea that I thought you would like to
know of his coming that if any body want a good inmate (one that does
honor to science) they might think of him[.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. For the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 2102
Faraday to Charles William Pasley1

7 August 1848
From the original in BL add MS 41964, f.292

Royal Institution I 7 August 1848
My dear Sir

1 received your letter only this morning (having left the Institution
on Saturday Evening2) and am very sorry my time is contracted this week;
for I go off to Swansea tomorrow to the British Association & shall not
return until Saturday night3. But if Mr. Pasley4 can call on me tomorrow I
shall be in the house at any time between 9 oclk & 12 oclk & very happy to
see him[.]

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Gen. Sir C.W. Pasley I &c &c &c
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1. Charles William Pasley (1780-1861, DNB). General in Royal Engineers.
2. That is 5 August 1848.
3. That is 12 August 1848.
4. Unidentified.

Letter 2103
Faraday to George Buchanan
16 August 1848
From the original in the possession of J.M. and Jean Ferguson

Royal Institution i 16 Aug 1848
My dear friend & brother

Your great loss1 moves me to write a few words at once though they
may almost seem to intrude upon your so recent grief but your loss is
ours also and we may surely at such moments feel drawn together to
open our hearts one to another. In the world what is there that can
comfort for the loss of a dear companion & partner; but if the hope we
profess be in us how different is our case. The very loss itself is but a step
onward in that chain of events which he who rules all things according to
the counsel of his own will2, ordains to bring forth that state which we I
pray & trust jointly desire & look forward to. How surely does the death
of any one in the Church of Christ make manifest to those that remain his
everlasting mercies in his power to keep them unto the end & so give
them boldness to resist the adversary of their souls by the faith which is
in him & which giveth them the victory3. Dear Brother, I write not these
things to comfort you for I am persuaded that your heart & mind has gone
at once to the words which the Apostle desires we should use to comfort
each other: but I write that I may be joined with you & your Brother
William & your wives & all our brethren in sympathy for this great
present loss. How many will mourn it & his poor wife4[.] I hardly know
how to think she will bear it but I hope that by degrees a resigned mind
will be granted her. Yet a little while & all these tears will be taken away
for though sorrow endure for a night yet joy cometh in the morning5[.]

I know that my dear wife is about to write to Charlotte6 and I think I
might join her with me in all that I say but I could not resist writing a few
lines at once that I might as it were meet you in spirit and say Brother let
us be comforted. I may join myself with you in this for your Brother was a
dear friend to me & a faithful one. I would write to Mr. William but that to
repeat what I am saying to you would perhaps be an affectation for I
cannot help but feel that in these few lines I am writing to both as one.
Will you be my interpreter with him?

Ever My very dear Brother & Sister I Your Affectionate I M. Faraday
My dear love to Margery I am very glad indeed she is with you at this

moment I MF
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1. That is the death, on 13 August 1848, of David Buchanan (1779-1848, DNB). Journalist.
2. See Ephesians 1: 11.
3. See 1 Corinthians 15: 57.
4. Unidentified.
5. Psalm 30: 5.
6. Charlotte Buchanan, nee Barnard (1805-1866, GRO). Sister of Sarah Faraday and wife of
George Buchanan.

Letter 2104
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
26 August 1848
From the original in RI MS Fl C25

R Institution i 26 Aug 1848
My dear Sir

I think I explained on a former occasion that if you will state the
particular specimens which you wish to borrow I can then say whether
you can have them:- but I cannot let any one borrow specimens generally.
I believe that any of the specimens you have had before you can have
again: but as to any others that you have not had I should have to apply
to the Managers and they will not meet for some months. The injury that
certain things have suffered when borrowed has made the necessity for
these rules.

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley I &c &c &c

Letter 2105
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
13 September 1848
From the original in GL MS 3010811144

Trinity House i 13th Septem. 1848.
My dear Sir,

The enclosed paper1 Contains a suggestion which has been offer'd
by Mr. Willm Walker , the Queen's Harbour Master at Plymouth, for
encreasing the effect of the Bell at the Breakwater Light House,- and the
Deputy Master3 has instructed me to request your Opinion thereon.

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Very faithfully Yours I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq

1. In GL MS 30108/1/44.
2. Unidentified.
3. John Henry Pelly.
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Letter 2106
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
16 September 1848
From the original copy in GL MS 30108 i 1 i 44

16 Aug [sic] 1848 I Royal Instit
My dear Sir

A parabola is only effectual in reflecting rays or undulations
regularly that issue from places near to the focus & the space that can
be thus fitly occupied by a light or a sounding body must be small as
compared to the Parabola:- as in the Trinity lamp & reflector. I expect that
such a parabola as that of which you send me a sketch1 would only act as
a box to the bell and would deaden the sound rather than increase it2.

1 am I My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J. Herbert Esq I &c &c

1. In letter 2105.
2. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board (Minutes, 19 September 1848, GL MS
30010/36, p.86). They referred it to the Deputy Master and Wardens. See Trinity House
Wardens Committee Minutes, 26 September 1848, GL MS 30025/19, p.52 which noted that
this letter was laid before them.

Letter 2107
Faraday to Henry Thomas De La Beche
28 September 1848
From the original in National Museum of Wales

Wimbledon1 I 28 Sep 1848
My dear De la Beche

1 believe you have some fine separate crystals of Titanium2 at the
Museum3. Can you lend them to me? I will not hurt them. Do not trouble
yourself to write but as I pass on Saturday4 I will call in and hear whether
you can or not from our Court friend. I cannot remember his
name.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Faraday spent much of September and early October in Wimbledon. See Faraday, Diary,
7 September to 6 October 1848, 5: 9536-9832.
2. Faraday needed titanium for his work on magnetism and crystals. For this experiment
see Faraday, Diary, 19 October 1848, 5: 9874.
3. That is the Museum of Economic Geology.
4. That is 30 September 1848.
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Letter 2108
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
28 September 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir!

Being returned home, I feel it my first duty to thank you for the great
kindness, with which you received my [sic], when I came to London1. I
never will forget it, my thank[s] is, believe me Sir, very sincere; so are my
sentiments of veneration, but I cant express them in a proper way, and I
would not speak in the terms of an English toast at a public dinner.
Instigated by the novelty of your discoveries I began, sixteen months ago,
my experimental researches. Encouraged by you I'll go on with more
pleasure and confidence.

Since a few days I began again to work and I got already some new
facts. But, struck by one of your observations, the first thing I did, was to
direct my attention to the experiments respecting the different laws of
intensity for Magnetism and Diamagnetism. The result has been, that
these laws are exactly such as I have stated them. The paradox I pointed
out to you plainly disappears. Allow me to give you a short account of it.

To repeat my former experiments, I choosed [sic] a piece of
charcoal, a little longer than 1 did before. It pointed 1) axially with one of
Grove's elements, 2) equatorially with seven and 3) was kept an [sic]
intermediate fixed position with three elements. The third case is a new
conformation of the given law, that by increasing power (and particularly
by diminuishing [sic] the distance from the poles) Diamagnetism
increases more rapidly than Magnetism.

I thence concluded that a mixture of magnetic and diamagnetic
substances might at a greater distance from the poles be attracted and at
a smal[l]er distance repulsed by the Electromagnet; and I proved it by a
watchglass filled with Mercury and kept by a Magnet at a short distance
(one millimetre) from the poles. The conclusion as well as the experiment
and its explication are correct. The same experiment may be repeated
with a substance showing a very strong Magnetism by suspending it at
the balance and increasing the distance from the poles. The experiment,
w[h]ich in this case at first struck me very much, proves nothing at all.
The tendency of the balance to return to its position of equilibrium acts
here like de [sic] diamagnetic force in the original experiment. This
tendency increasing more rapidly than the magnetic power, we will have
quite the same appearances, even when Diamagnetism had fully
disappeared. & Here I have been wrong. The above mentioned
experiment with Mercury where the questioned tendency of the balance
may be neglected, remaining fully conclusive, nevertheless 1 thought it
proper, to afford new proves. I succeded in different way, using allways
my large balance. The following experiment is striking.
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I brought a watchglass (being magnetic) over the two poles by
suspending it at the balance, and put into it a sphere of Bismuth (12mm
diameter). The balance was in a state of horisontal equilibrium and the
glass at a distance of 5mm from the poles. The current being produced by
one element of Grove, the Glass moved towards a fixed equilibrium at a
distance of only 2,mm 5 from the poles; but by using seven elements the
movement of the glass towards the poles was nearly insensible.
Therefore the magnetic action of the Electromagnet, instead of
increasing, by strengthening the power of the current considerably
diminishes. The balance being then brought into horisontal equilibrium,
the glass with the sphere of Bismuth being at a distance of only 2mm from
the poles: with one element there was attraction by Magnetism, with seven
elements strong repulsion by Diamagnetism.

In trying this experiment I observed that, even in the case of strong
diamagnetic repulsion, at the first moment there was magnetic attraction.
This is in full accordance to my views, the fact being produced either by
the increasing power of the Electromagnet, after the current has been
established, or there being more resistance (wanting more time) in
inducing Diamagnetism than in inducing Magnetism.

In a few days I'll send to Mr Taylor the changement [sic] to be made
to some numbers of my last paper, happily not yet printed2.

I hope my letter will find you in perfect good health I Very truly
yours I Plucker
Bonn 28 Sept. 1848

Address: Mr. M. Faraday I &c &c &c I London I Royal Institution

1. Plucker visited Faraday on 7 and 25 August 1848. See letter 2101 and Faraday, Diary, 25
August 1848, 5: 9415-31.
2. Plucker (1848d) translated into English as Plucker (1852).

Letter 2109
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
c. October 1848
From the original in UB MS NS 387
My dear Faraday

To give you a sign of life I send you some lines through a former
pupil of mine Mr. Burckhardt1 of Bale. In spite of all the revolutions and
commotions which have taken place around us these last eight months2 I
have not given up my favorite researches and been rather industrious in
my laboratory. Amongst other things I have made many experiments on
the action exerted by Ozone upon metals at the common temperature
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and obtained pretty results. I have found out that with a few exceptions
all metallic bodies are oxidized by Ozone to the highest degree they are
capable of, Silver and Lead for instance being transformed at once into
the peroxide of those metals, arsenic and antimony into arsenic and
antimonic acid, without passing through their immediate degrees of
oxidation. Though Silver be reputed to be much less oxidable than
Copper, Zinc, Tin &c it is more rapidly oxidized by Ozone, than the metals
mentioned. Polished plates of Silver Copper, Tin, Zinc being suspended
within a strongly ozonized atmosphere are very differently acted upon.
After half an hour's suspension the silverplate will have lost its metallic
lustre and be covered with a layer of peroxide of Silver, whilst the plates
of the other metals may remain for 24 hour's within our atmosphere
without losing sensibly of there brilliancy. It may therefore be said that
with regard to Ozone Silver is one of the most readily oxidable metals,
provided silver and the other metals be exposed to the action of our
oxidizing agent in the shape of compact and polished plates. Being in a
state of minute mechanical division all the common metals silver of
course included appear to take up the oxigen of ozone equally rapidly.
The specimen laid by is a layer of peroxide of silver having been
produced within 24 hours round a plate of very pure and highly polished
silver. Arsenic and Antimony in the shape of brilliant metallic spots
produced upon glass tubes or porcellain according to Marsh's method3

exhibit interesting bearings to Ozone. The arsenious spots are rapidly
acted upon by Ozone and transformed into arsenic acid. 10-15 minutes
are sufficient to make entirely disappear an arsenious spot when placed
in air richly charged with ozone whilst a similar spot of antimony put
under the same circumstances requires many days to loose its metallic
lustre and be turned into the white hydrate of antimonic acid. I must not
omit to state that Ozone produced by common electricity acts exactly
upon the two kinds of spots like voltaic or chemical Ozone. With my
rather poor electrical machine I succeeded in making entirely disappear a
strong arsenious spot within 10-12 minutes, whilst a similar antimonious
spot placed aside the former one and exposed at the same time to the
action of the electrical brush was not yet sensibly affected and had
retained all its metallic brilliancy. Ozone is therefore one of the means by
which arsenic may be easily distinguished from antimony.

I think I have also succeeded in tracing out the cause of phosphorus
being not able to produce ozone or (what is most intimately connected
with it) undergo slow combustion in pure oxigen of the usual density and
common temperature. The slow combustion of phosphorus being caused
by Ozone it follows that all the circumstances which prevent or favor the
generation of that oxidizing agent must also prevent or favor that slow
combustion. Now a most essential condition of the production of ozone is
a certain degree of rapidity of the evaporation of phosphorus; (only
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vaporous but not the solid phosphorus determines the formation of
ozone) any physical circumstance facilitating the said evaporation favors
therefore the generation of ozone or enlivens the slow combustion of
phosphorus. In oxigen rarefied to a certain degree ozone is produced and
phosphorus becoming luminous at the common temperature, and in
common oxigen the same phenomena take place provided the
temperature of the gas be raised by a certain number of degrees.
Rarefaction or the heating of oxigen gas favors the evaporation of
phosphorus and consequently the formation of ozone &c.

In Hydrogen and Nitrogen, having the same elasticity and
temperature as oxigen, phosphorus evaporates more rapidly than in
the last named gas and hence it comes, that in a mixture of hydrogen and
oxigen, nitrogen and oxigen of the usual elasticity and temperature ozone
is produced and phosphorous becoming luminous whilst in pure oxigen
of the same temperature and elasticity the phenomena mentioned do not
take place. I have circumstantially described my results in Poggendorff's
Annals4 and I hope they will soon be published.

During the summer I made with my family a stay at a beautiful spot
near the lake of Lucerne on the "Rotzberg" in the Canton of Unterwalden.
We were very happy there and often said that our hill would be a place for
our friend Faraday and his Lady. We led a truly dolce far niente life and
my girls were jumping about in the hills like chamois. Confidently hoping
you and Mrs. Faraday will enjoy at least tolerable health, I am my dear
friend

Your's most truly I C.F. Schoenbein

Endorsed by Faraday: about Octr. 1848 perhaps

1. Unidentified.
2. A reference to the various revolutions and uprisings which occurred in Europe during
1848. See Ann.Reg., 1848, passim.
3. Marsh (1839).
4. Schoenbein (1848).

Letter 2110
Henry Thomas De La Beche to Faraday
1 October 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

57 Stephens Green, Dublin I 1 Oct. 1848
My dear Faraday

The loan of the crystals of Titanium by all means1. I only hope that
Mr. Reeks2, or Mr. Phillips let you have them. Any thing that can aid or
abet your investigations. I am not there, meaning thereby the heading of
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this, but in a quiet little place on the coast of Wexford. The address is to
prevent letters getting wrong amid my constant movements.

The Irish papers report 'All quiet in the disturbed districts.'- but,
somehow things dont look well3.

Ever Yours I H.T. De la Beche

1. See letter 2107.
2. Trenham Reeks (cl823-1879, B3). Worked in the laboratory of the Museum of Economic
Geology.
3. A reference to the wide spread disturbances that took place in Ireland in the wake of the
Famine. See Ann.Reg., 1848, passim.

Letter 2111
Frederick Madan to Faraday
6 October 1848
From the original in GL MS 3010811145

Trinity House i Oct 6th i 48
My dear Sir

You will receive a letter1 requesting your opinion on the subject of
our floating Light Lanterns. We should be glad to have it generally as to
the area desirable pr: lamp, taking into consideration the amount of
ventilation we can command without risk of the lights being puffed out in
bad weather.

We have Lights with 4 burners, 8, 10, & 12 burners, & 3 sizes of
Lantern, the smallest of which has been nearly discontinued, as being
only large enough for spherical Reflectors.

A few years ago we tried 16 lamps in the largest-sized Lantern, but
the great heat was complained of, & we were told that it was enough to
affect the burning of the lamps, & the efficiency of the Light.

As the Lanterns have to be hoisted up on the Masts the weight is
also a consideration, as well as the increased cost of the larger ones, & of
course we only want to have as large as is really required!.]

in haste Your's sincerely I Fredk Madan
You will see the sizes of the lanterns best by a visit to Wilkins[.]
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. Letter 2112.
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Letter 2112
Brough George Maltby to Faraday
7 October 1848
From the original in GL MS 3010811145

Trinity House, London, i 7th October 1848.
Sir,

The Corporation being about to order the Manufacture of some
Floating Light Lanterns for certain Light Vessels are desirous of
ascertaining whether the Area of a particular sized Lantern which they
have latterly adopted for some vessels is sufficiently capacious for the
efficient burning of 8 Argand Lamps.

The Size of the Lantern above alluded to is less than that of the
Lanterns most usually fitted to the Masts of the Light Vessels but the
Elder Brethren are induced to prefer the use of a smaller Lantern, partly
from the difference in the Expence thereof, and more particularly on
account of the decrease in it's weight.

I am therefore instructed to solicit you to favor them with your
opinion on the Subject, and to request that you will, when quite
convenient, inspect a Lantern of each description at Mr. Wilkins's
Premises.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I B.G. Maltby I pro sec
M. Faraday Esqre I &c &c &c

Letter 2113
Faraday to John Barlow
10 October 1848
From the original in RI MS Fl C26

R Institution 1 10 Octr. 1848
My dear Barlow

I am ashamed that 1 did not write to you yesterday but experiment
wiled away all the time1 that I was surprized out of the post houru

I am ready for a Friday evening or at least shall be (.] As to Airy3 &
Whewell41 have not attacked them yet. As respects Whewell I have waited
a little for reasons which I will tell you when I see you, and which are not
against but in favour of our desires. The Juveniles5 also I intend for but
have had my thoughts taken off from them of late by another subject
which I will also talk to you about.

fleurs d'a[i]rain must mean either the oxide or carbonate of copper
(brass).

I send you two or three letters which in Mr. Vincents absence I have
opened. I have not answered them thinking they might wait. I send them
only for your amusement concluding you will send them back to Mr.
Vincent.
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Ever Dear Barlow i Yours I M. Faraday
Remember me kindly to the Misses Herries & Mrs Barlow

1. See Faraday, Diary, 9 October 1848, 5: 9833-9.
2. See Lit.Gaz., 10 February 1849, pp.96-7 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 26 January 1849 "On the Crystalline Polarity of Bismuth and other bodies and
its relation to the magnetic force".
3. Airy did not give a Friday Evening Discourse during 1849.
4. See Athenaeum, 3 February 1849, pp. 119-20 for an account of Whewell's Friday Evening
Discourse of 19 January 1849"On the Idea of Polarity". For a discussion of this lecture see
Schaffer (1991), 229-30.
5. Faraday gave the 1848-9 Christmas lectures on the "Chemical History of the Candle". For
the prospectus see Rl MS GB 2: 50.

Letter 2114
Faraday to Humphrey Lloyd1

14 October 1848
From the original in FACLM H MS cl

Royal Institution I 14 Octr. 1848
My dear Sir

I am not prepared to answer positively but I do not expect that
Cobalt will beat well annealed soft iron in the points you refer to. As to
the degree of power received I do not think it comes near the iron. My
results were obtained chiefly with a piece that belongs to Dr. Percy of
Birmingham2!.] It was prepared by Mr. Askin3 of Birmingham who
manufactured the purest Nickel & Cobalt that I could ever find. He I
grieve to say is dead for he regreted no pains to help me & others with the
pure substances4. Dr. Percy was intimately acquainted with him and if
you require further information will I am sure be rejoiced to help you &
science his residence is 56 New Hall Street, Birmingham!.]

Ever My dear Sir i Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Profr Lloyd I &c &c &c

1. Humphrey Lloyd (1800-1881, DSB). Physicist and President of the Royal Irish Academy,
1846-1851.
2. See Faraday (1845d), 1.
3. Charles Askin (d.1847, J.Chem.Soc., 1847, 1: 149-50). Metallurgist.
4. See Faraday, Diary, 26 November 1845, 4: 8440-2.
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Letter 2115
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
14 October 1848
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/45

Royal Institution I 14 Octr. 1848
Sir

In reference to the subject of your letter of the 7th instant1 I have to
state that I have been at Messrs. Wilkins Manufactory2 & examined a
lanthorn of the larger size referred to. The other or smaller lanthorn was
not there but I saw parts of one and understood that it was in every
respect like the larger as to shape construction & horizontal dimensions
but was shorter. In the large lanthorn the glass was 43 inches in height in
the smaller only 28 inches high. I understand also that the lights are
placed upon one level i.e that whether 8 lamps & reflectors were put into
the larger or the smaller lanthorn they would all be on the same plane &
not one above the other. The entrances and exit of air also are in both
cases the same in form size & disposition. The question then being
whether the smaller lanthorn is sufficiently capacious for the eight lamps
& as good in that respect as the larger one I must in the first place say
that it is a very practical question & can only be finally & certainly
answered by trial but after making this reservation I am free to say that I
think it will. The lamps do not depend for their supply of air on the
capacity of the chamber or lanthorn but on the amount of ingress &
egress & if they be alike in both cases there will in both cases be an equal
supply of air to the lamps. The capacity may be influential in regulating in
some degree the gusts & blasts of wind but any one of eight lamps in a
given lanthorn is just as liable to that disturbing cause in company with
the rest as if it were burning alone in the same lanthorn all other things
being equal If therefore four lamps on one level have been found to burn
well in a certain sized lanthorn like that I examined in part at Messrs
Wilkins I expect that eight lamps placed on the same level in the same
lanthorn will burn as steadily because the entrances & exits for air are
equally guarded in both cases: and as well because by the number of
apertures a double supply of air is given in the latter caseu

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
J. Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2112.
2. Which Faraday visited on 13 October 1848. See his notes in GL MS 30108/1/45.
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Letter 2116
Brough George Maltby to Faraday
4 November 1848
From the original in GL MS 3010811146

Trinity House, London, I 4th November 1848.
Sir,

I am directed by the Elder Brethren to transmit to you the annex'd
Copy1 of a Letter from Mr. Wilkins on the Subject of a New Cowl which he
considers is required for the Service of the Usk Light House in connection
with the proper action of the Ventilating Apparatus now in course of
fitment at that Light Establishment. And to acquaint you that Mr. Wilkins
has been refer'd to you for directions upon this subject.

The Elder Brethren will accordingly be obliged by your instructions
being given to Mr. Wilkins to fit such a cowl as he may propose at the Usk
Light House, should you approve thereof - or by your furnishing him with
any Suggestions for its' modification or improvement that you may
consider needful.

1 am, i Sir, 1 Your most humble Servant i B.G. Maltby I pro sec
M. Faraday Esqre I &c &c &c

1. Wilkins to Herbert, 17 October 1846, GL MS 30108/1/46.

Letter 2117
Faraday to Brough George Maltby
7 November 1848
From the original copy in GL MS 3010811146

Royal Institution I 7 Novr. 1848
Sir

I have been to Mr. Wilkins and find that the Cowl referred to in your
letter of the 4th instant1 is already made. From an examination of the
drawings of the former & the new cowl I have every reason to believe it
will answer the desired purposes

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
R. [sic] G. Maltby Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2116.
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Letter 21181

Faraday to William Whewell
7 November 1848
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.2O

Royal Institution 1 7 Novr 1848
My dear Sir

It is with great pleasure that I nurse the hope of having you again in
one of our Friday Evenings of our coming season2. You must have done
good to all who heard you but I can testify of myself that the truth you
laid down that truth can more easily emerge from error than from
confusion3 has been to me practically useful and a source of continual
pleasure in observing that in other things besides those I meddle with it is
sou

You remember our talk about the connexion which ought to exist
between crystalline & electric forces4. Well it is beginning to appear. I
dare say you know of Pluckers papers in Poggendorf[f]s Annalen on the
Magnetic repulsion of the Optic axes of crystals . I will therefore pass from
them to my own matter. I find that certain crystals are subject to Magnetic
force & these may be crystals either of Magnetic or diamagnetic bodies.
Bismuth, Antimony, Arsenic, Sulphate of Iron, Sulphate of Nickel are such
bodies. If a crystal of bismuth be suspended by a filament of cocoon silk
between the horizontal poles of a horseshoe magnet (& a common
magnet that will not raise more than 2 or 3 lbs by the keeper can shew the
effect if sheltered) the crystal vibrates & points. If the line through the
crystal which is then horizontal & equatorial be made vertical the crystal
again points & now with its maximum degree of force. If the line which is
now horizontal and axial be made vertical, the crystal is indifferent or it is
simply repelled as a diamagnetic body ought to be. The form of the piece
of bismuth goes for nothing in this experiment the effect depends
altogether upon the crystalline structure. This line which places itself
parallel to the magnetic axis I have called the Magnecrystallic6 axis to
express the original condition of the crystal but as it appears to me that
the power by which it points when in the Magnetic field is an induced
power I have called it the Magneto crystal lie forces

The Magnecrystallic axis in bismuth is perpendicular or nearly so to
the chief plane of cleavage, it is constant for bismuth and for all other
bodies in which I find this condition. Thus in Sulphate of Iron it is
perpendicular or nearly so to two sides of the rhombic prisms]

The effect upon the crystal in the magnetic field is not one of
attraction or repulsion but of position only - and as yet I can find no traces
of polarity though the setting force be strong. A crystal of bismuth fixed
at the end of a torsion balance is repelled by a single magnetic pole
whether the crystal present the end of the Magnecrystallic axis or the
side towards the pole i.e whether it be in the position it would take of
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itself or whether it be constrained to occupy that the farthest from it or
any other positions As a diamagnetic body it appears unchanged, & as to
polarity there are no signs of it by any difference in the repulsive force.
With Sulphate of Iron in which the Magnecrystallic phenomena are very
strong there is no alteration in the amount of attractive force. So strong is
the tendency to go into position that I can make a diamagnetic body
approach when it would naturally be repelled or a magnetic body receed
when it would naturally be attracted by opposing the magnecrystallic
condition to the magnetic or diamagnetic condition.

As thus N is an electromagnetic pole - opposite to which is a prismatic
crystal of sulphate of iron in which the Magnecrystallic axis is
represented by the dotted line and which therefore at present is oblique
to the lines of force issuing from the pole N. A vertical silken axis is so
adjusted that it passes downwards at a a little piece of card board is
fascened [sic] across it & on this the crystal is fixed - so that it can spin as
radius round this axisi.] Now if the torsion be adjusted so that it shall hold
naturally the more oblique position the moment the Magnetism is put on
it receeds into the other position by the tendency of the Magnecrystallic
axis to place itself parallel to the lines of magnetic force. The papers are
at the Royal Society7 & I shall send you a copy as soon as I can. Come in
due time and talk to us & encourage met.]
Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Rev. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged, due to the death of one of Sarah Faraday's brothers, the
silversmith William Barnard (1801-1848, GRO, Grimwade (1982), 431) on 20 October 1848.
2. See Athenaeum, 3 February 1849, pp.119-20 for an account of Whewell's Friday Evening
Discourse of 19 January 1849 "On the Idea of Polarity". For a discussion of this lecture see
Schaffer (1991), 229-30.
3. This Whewell had said in his Friday Evening Discourse of 21 January 1848 "On the use of
Hypothesis in Science". See Athenaeum, 29 January 1848, pp.115-6. Whewell correctly
attributed the statement to the philosopher of science Francis Bacon (1561-1626, DSB).
Bacon (1620), 211 (Aphorism 20).
4. See Faraday to Whewell, 25 October 1837, letter 1045, volume 2.
5. Plucker (1847a).
6. Faraday had first used this term in Faraday, Diary, 16 September 1848, 5: 9706.
7. Faraday (1849a, b)t ERE22.
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Letter 21191

Faraday to George Biddell Airy
9 November 1848
From the original in RGO6 I 401, f.360

Royal Institution ! 9 Novr. 1848
My dear Sir

Mr. Barlow gives me hopes that we shall hear you at one of our
Friday Evening meetings at the coming season2 - and I hope this is true for
it gives me great pleasure to think so and I venture to write my desire to
hear you illustrate the great truths of science in this house because in
every way I desire to aid in raising its character.

I have been working lately on the relation of crystallisation &
magnetic & also electric forces & have sent two papers to the Royal
Society containing I hope important results3u If printed I will send you
copies as soon as I can.

I remember that Mrs. Airy was at one time pleased to come now &
then to lectures at the Royal Institution. In the fortnight after Christmas I
shall have to give Six Juvenile lectures on the chemical history of a
candle4 and if I thought there was any desire on her part or the least
chance that the amusement might be worth the trouble I would send I
would send [sic] a note of admission for her and a Lady - but I think it is
hardly likely and should be afraid to do so without encouragements

Ever My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq i &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. Airy did not give a Friday Evening Discourse during 1849.
3. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.
4. Faraday gave the 1848-9 Christmas lectures on the "Chemical History of the Candle". For
the prospectus see RI MS GB 2: 50.

Letter 21201

Faraday to Charles Babbage
9 November 1848
From the original in BL add MS 37194, f.212

R Institution I Novr 95 1848
My dear Babbage

Mrs. Faraday cannot call to mind any such paper in Chambers2 as
that I imagined - she has only an impression that the shilling & other
exhibitions of London amounts in the Season to £30 which is an estimate
of the quantity rather than the productiveness. If I can learn any thing I
will let you know.

You have my papers & therefore I will refer you to the numbered
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Paragraphs 83, &c. - 101 &c. 120 to 130, 138, 250 to 254 & especially the
last 254 . They are all contained in Series 1 & 2 of the Experimental
research 1831-2u

As to the effect of time that is further considered in a controversial
letter printed first in the Annales de Chimie 1832 LI, p 4044 or reprinted in
the 2nd Vol of the 8vo Edition of my researches in which latter at p 1935,
the effect of time is considered as regards Arago's rotation6!.]

When I have the Magnet in action I will shew you the copper effect7!.]
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Charles Babbage Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. Presumably a reference to Chambers's Journal
3. Faraday (1832a, b), ERE1, 83, 101, 120-30, 138; ERE2, 250-4. All these paragraphs deal with
Arago's rotating copper plate experiment.
4. Faraday (1832c).
5. Faraday (1844b), 193 which equates to Faraday (1840d), 360-1. Note, however, that the
translations are different.
6. Arago (1825).
7. See letter 2130.

Letter 21211

Faraday to William Robert Grove
9 November 1848
From the original in RI MS G F24

R Institution 1 9 Novr. 1848
My dear Grove

Matteucci's embarrassment results I suppose from his having
already had some heavy glass, but though I have none to waste I have
as yet plenty for all who want it for use. I send you herewith a piece for
him with my kindest remembrances. I wrote to him by the Marquess
Ridolfi2 only a week or two ago - else I would present him with a letter. I
do not know whether you have or care for a piece of the heavy glass. I
have sent another plate to be cut into pieces, it is not so good as the glass
already dispersed but I have no doubt will do except it may be different in
the annealings] However that does not prevent though it modifies the
optic phenomena. When it comes back you shall have a piece if you like,
only I am afraid I may forget for that is my great & continual troubles ]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
R. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. Cosimo Ridolfi (1794-1865, LUI). Politician and philanthropist in Florence.
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Letter 2122
William Whewell to Faraday
11 November 1848
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.58

Trin. Lodge Cambridge I Nov. 11, 1848
My dear Sir I am exceedingly interested by the discoveries which you
announce to me1, and look forward with impatience both for the details
and the publication of them. It appears to me that it will be very
important to pursue the discovery as widely as may be in the world of
crystals. The laws of the magneto-crystallic force with regard to
crystalline form must be very interesting. Then too we are to recollect
that we are by this road getting round again to chemical polarity, for
crystalline form is determined by chemical composition.

With regard to the proposal of my giving another lecture at the R.I., I
was prepared to decline it, thinking it difficult to keep a hold on the
audience without something to show them, and on the other hand fearing
that I might be charged with presenting to them mere abstraction. The
kind manner in which you speak of my lecture makes me reconsider the
subject. What should you think of a lecture on 'The Idea of Polarity"2. It
appears to me that many persons have as yet this Idea very imperfectly
developed in their minds. A view of its recent development must be
grounded very much upon your discoveries, but might be made to
introduce some historical points both physical and (if I dare use the
word) metaphysical. If you will tell me what you think of this suggestion, I
will turn it in my mind again. I cannot at present think of any other subject
which I could hope to make interesting at the R.I.

I am my dear Sir, I Yours very truly ! W. Whewell

1. In letter 2118.
2. See Athenaeum, 3 February 1849, pp.119-20 for an account of Whewell's Friday Evening
Discourse of 19 January 1849 "On the Idea of Polarity". For a discussion of this lecture see
Schaffer (1991), 229-30.

Letter 2123l

Faraday to William Whewell
13 November 1848
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.21

Royal Institution I 13 Novr. 1848
My dear Sir

First let me thank you for your kind reception of the expression of
my hope that we should again hear you here2. To me your evening
discourse3 was one of the things which gave dignity to the Royal
Institution and at the same time I hope not at the expence of the dignity of
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him who gave it. I am most happy to hear you speak of polarity4 - though
a little timid in hearing you refer to what I have done. But the subject is
your own & by your writings is known to be one on which you have
thought, and I anticipate much instruction & help from your discourse
upon it.

May 1 tell you that in my two last papers5 (now at the RS.) I have
been drawn to use the word axiality in contra distinction to the word
polarity, meaning thereby an axis of power in which the two extremities
are not in different relations, but may be employed indifferently for each
other. Such an idea is not the same as that which I think you were pleased
to approve of in some degree in my definition of the Electric current as an
axis of power6 for that has very different properties in the two directions.

I have only used the word suggestively & I would rather you should
see how it is used in conjunction with the thoughts that gave rise to its
use and these you shall have in the papers when they are printed[.]

Ever My dear Sir I Most truly Yours, I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

Mr Barlow is in the country but I shall send your letter7 to him. I MF

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. In letter 2122.
3. See Athenaeum, 29 January 1848, pp.115-6 for an account of Whewell's Friday Evening
Discourse of 21 January 1848 "On the use of Hypothesis in Science".
4. See Athenaeum, 3 February 1849, pp.119-20 for an account of Whewell's Friday Evening
Discourse of 19 January 1849 "On the Idea of Polarity". For a discussion of this lecture see
Schaffer (1991), 229-30.
5. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.
6. Faraday (1833c), ERE5, 517 praised in Whewell (1837), 3: 171.
7. That is letter 2122.

Letter 2124
Faraday to John Barlow
13 November 1848
From the original in RI MS Fl A21
Dear Barlow, I have written to both Whewell & Airy1. I send you Whewells
answer2. I have written again approving of the subject & saying I should
send his letter to you3. Let me have it again.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
13 Novr. 1848

1. Letters 2118 and 2119 respectively.
2. Letter 2122.
3. Letter 2123.
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Letter 2125
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
13 November 1848
From the original press copy in RGO6 1401, f.361

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1848 November 13
My dear Sir

Your offer of two ladies Tickets for your juvenile lectures1 was too
important a thing to be dispatched in a summary decision. After due
consideration, Mrs. Airy, with many thanks to you thinks it best to decline
it. Our family is usually broken up at the post-Christmas season, for I have
a labourer's cottage in the country to which a good proportion of my
children are usually transported, with a corresponding draft of superiors:
and this makes it difficult for the residuals to take frequent journeys to
the West End. Pray receive our thanks for your kindness in giving us
opportunities which, if circumstances had permitted us to use them, we
should have valued highly.

I stated to Mr. Barlow that if any subject occurred to me on which I
could advantageously say a few words at the Royal Institution I should be
quite willing to do so2. At present 1 have nothing specific in view, and can
scarcely say that I am likely to have any thing. I have given no lectures
lately on subjects of novelty or of interest for a London audience except a
few occasional remarks on Astronomical subjects to the R. Astronomical
Society. 1 will however bear the matter in mind, and will give you notice
when any thing feasible occurs to me but it will scarcely be possible to
make any distinct arrangement for me at present.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Made in letter 2119. Faraday gave the 1848-9 Christmas lectures on the "Chemical
History of the Candle". For the prospectus see RI MS GB 2: 50.
2. Airy did not give a Friday Evening Discourse during 1849.

Letter 2126l

Faraday to William Whewell
17 November 1848
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.22

R Institution I 17 Novr. 1848
My dear Sir

Mr Barlow rejoices with me in the thought of your discourse2 and
fearing to trouble you too much asks me to ask you what date you will
choosey We commence on the 19th of January and go on weekly. Will you
take the first? or second or third, after that Mr. Brande3 & I shall arrange
our evenings. I should like to hear your thoughts before my evening4 that
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I may profit: but all is subject to your convenience & pleasure. "The idea
of polarity" is to my mind perfect as a titles

Ever Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. See Athenaeum, 3 February 1849, pp.119-20 for an account of Whewell's Friday Evening
Discourse of 19 January 1849 "On the Idea of Polarity". For a discussion of this lecture see
Schaffer (1991), 229-30.
3. See Athenaeum, 17 February 1849, pp. 171-2 for an account of Brande's Friday Evening
Discourse of 2 February 1849 "On the Theory and Practice of the Production of Light".
4. See Lit.Gaz., 10 February 1849, pp.96-7 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 26 January 1849 "On the Crystalline Polarity of Bismuth and other bodies and
its relation to the magnetic force".

Letter 21271

Faraday to James David Forbes
18 November 1848
From the original in St Andrews University MS, Papers of J.D. Forbes
1848/86

Royal Institution I London i 18 Novr. 1848
Sir

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter & the
accompanying medal2 and beg you will express on my part the sincerest
thanks to the Council of the Royal Society of Edinburgh for the favour
shewn towards met.]

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M.Faraday
Professor Forbes I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. This was a bronze copy of the Keith Medal of the Royal Society of Edinburgh which was
distributed to all honorary members of the Society. See Royal Society of Edinburgh MS
Council Minutes, 18 February 1848 and 22 November 1848.

Letter 2128
William Whewell to Faraday
22 November 1848
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.59

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge Nov. 22 I 1848
My dear Sir

I am encouraged by your approval1 of my proposed subject to take
courage to give you a lecture at the R.I.2 I am not certain that the 19th of
January will be so convenient to me as the 26th; but perhaps you will
allow me to leave this point open a little longer. In your letter of the 7th3
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you mention Plucker's papers in Poggendor[f]f4. Can you give me the n° of
the volume, for I have not been able to find the papers which you refer to.

In the expts on crystals which you describe, you find the axis of
maximum pointing force by making vertical the axis which was originally
horizontal and equatorial. This I do not understand, because it appears to
me that what axis is originally horizontal must depend on an arbitrary
condition, the original point of suspension. But of course my difficulty
arises from not understanding the thing.

I shall want much to see what you say about axiality. But we shall
have to consider whether axiality does not apply to some cases which we
have been accustomed to call polarization. For instance is not the
polarization of light a sort of axiality? A vertical ray polarized in plane NS
is not distinguishable from a vertical ray polarized in plane SN. But I see
fully the importance of the distinction in electro-chemistry, and have no
doubt that the true general distinction will disclose itself as you go on, if
it have not done so already. I am quite impatient to see your new paper5.

I have been reading over your Researches. I have always had a
difficulty about your Induction in curved lines as an original law. I have
put down on another paper6 my difficulty stated as it occurs to me. I
should be glad if when you have time you could tell me where I am wrong.
I do not ask this in reference to anything I may have to say at the R.I. for I
do not foresee daring to touch upon the subject; but I should like to
possess your views clearly.

I am always I Very truly yours I W. Whewell
Dr Faraday

1. In letters 2123 and 2126.
2. See Athenaeum, 3 February 1849, pp.119-20 for an account of Whewell's Friday Evening
Discourse of 19 January 1849 "On the Idea of Polarity". For a discussion of this lecture see
Schaffer (1991), 229-30.
3. Letter 2118.
4. Plucker (1847a).
5. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.
6. Not found.

Letter 21291

Faraday to William Whewell
24 November 1848
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.23

Royal Institution I 24 Novr. 1848
My dear Sir

In trying to reply to your objections to induction through curved lines
I must premise by stating that I have no idea the action is in curved lines,
otherwise, than as it is dependant on the action of the intervening &
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contiguous matter; and that each curve line may for the moment be looked
upon as part of a polygon of an infinite number of sides, these sides or
straight lines being the distances between the successive particles.

^

Then, to examine the question; - when an insulated body is charged,
P, it will, by induction, induce the contrary state in an uninsulated
conducting body, N, in its vicinity. I have called the first body P, the
inductric body, for it sustains the state; to distinguish it from the other,
which I have called the inducteous body, whose state is sustained entirely
by P. Now N has no relation, by induction, to any other body than P, and
cannot induce on other bodies than P:~ for, even supposing an
uninsulated conductor at p and assuming that N could act by induction
on it, still, N & p are uninsulated & therefore in communication with each
other; and no induction can take place between bodies which are in
conducting communication with each other. They may both be
influenced at once by P; but they cannot influence each other.
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Hence, if A in the figure you sent me from (1221)2, (see next page), be Pos.,
it will make CD. which is uninsulated Neg. (not especially towards the
edge C except by the accumulation of the ends of curved lines there so to
speak; for if the plate c be indefinitely extended the maximum of induced
effect is at m). But c being neg cannot induce towards f. or h.; first,
because all its inductive force is directed towards A, by which its state is
sustained; & next, because C, f, & h are always uninsulated & therefore in
communication with each other.

Or; if we suppose that the charge found on h is the difference of the
effect of A on h, & the assumed effect of c on h: - then at all events A must
act on h through curved lines, if c does not; for there is no other way for
the power to get from A to h: - unless indeed the difference between A & C
be supposed to be established at C and so C act with that difference; - but
then, C ought to be Pos to induce a Neg state in h, but it is always neg. and
cannot be otherwise being brought into that state by Pos A.

In place of making CD a plate let it be a hemisphere: the effects are
equally the same: and in this case, assuming that C could induce towards
h, still both its action & the action of A must be through curved lines in
the air or surrounding insulating body; through which only induction can
take place.

We must remember that it is not the mass of metal which is charged,
but solely the surface; and only that part of the surface which is in relation
to the Inductric body by inductive action. If the part of the plate CD near
the middle be made of gold leaf there is not the slightest trace of action
through the gold. Nay more, if the interposed plate CD be a series of wires
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laid side by side all being connected and uninsulated; A., then has no
power of inducing any state on /?., even though A may be the knob of a
Leyden jar or the conductor of an electric machine in a powerfully excited
state & able to give strong sparks to the wires. But if we remove the wires
between a &b. then h is affected as in the former case. This is a common
experiment with me, using wire gauze in place of wires; & wire gauze of
this dimension

IT.
f

— ^

as to space & metal is a perfect barrier to induction through it.
I do not know whether you are acquainted with Mr. William

Thomson of St. Peters College Cambridge, but he has entered, I believe,
somewhat deeply into the Mathematics of this part of the subject, and
tells me that whether upon Coloumbs3 hypothesis of an action in straight
lines, or mine of an action in curved lines by means of contiguous
particles, the results ought to be exactly the same. His papers are
published in some mathematical journal but I do not know the work4!.]

I am My dear Sir ! Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. Faraday (1838a), ERE11, 1221.
3. Charles Augustin Coulomb (1736-1806, DSB). French physicist.
4. Thomson, W. (1846).

Letter 21301

Faraday to Charles Babbage
27 November 1848
From the original in BL add MS 37194, f.220

R Institution I 27 Nov. 1848
Dear Babbage

I must experiment tomorrow morning with the large magnet2 & if
you are passing could shew you the repulsion of copper:- and if I knew
about what time you might be here would have all ready for the moment. I
must leave the Laboratory at 2 o'clk or a little before[.]

Ever truly yours I M. Faraday
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1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. See Faraday, Diary, 28 November 1848, 5: 9972-89. These experiments were on the
magnetisation of crystals.

Letter 2131
William Whewell to Faraday
6 December 1848
From the original in TCC MS 0.15.49, f.60

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge I Dec. 6, 1848
My dear Sir

I return the memoirs1 which you were kind enough to lend me. 1
hope I have not put you to inconvenience by keeping them so long. I did
not hear you speak of the second of the two memoirs . I should be glad to
know how far you agree with him in his criticisms that the diamagnetic
force is never polar - that the magnetic and diamagnetic force may coexist
in the same body, and the like. I conceive that he refers the phenomena
too exclusively to the poles of the magnet in speaking, as he does, of the
one force diminishing faster than the other. The phenomena described in
this second memoir are in many respects like yours with crystals.

I think I must settle at once to give you my lecture on the 19th3

rather than on the 26th[.]
Believe me always I Truly yours I W. Whewell

M. Faraday Esq

1. Plucker (1847a, b).
2. Faraday had only referred to Plucker (1847a) in letter 2118.
3. See Athenaeum, 3 February 1849, pp.119-20 for an account of Whewell's Friday Evening
Discourse of 19 January 1849 "On the Idea of Polarity". For a discussion of this lecture see
Schaffer (1991), 229-30.

Letter 2132
Faraday to Richard Wellesley Rothman1

7 December 1848
From the printed Minutes of the University of London Senate, 13
December 1848, p. 28

Royal Institution, I 7 Dec. 1848.
My Dear Sir, -1 am sorry I shall be out of town until the 22nd instant for
necessary rest and refreshment, otherwise I intended to propose for
consideration the following form of resolution:

That an Examiner has no power to appoint a deputy (either with or
without reference to the Senate) in the manner implied in Dr. Bialloblotzky's2

letter to the Registrar^.
I say either with or without reference to the Senate, because if he
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had written the same letter to the Senate which he has written to you, it
would not have been sufficient; for he asks for no assent either on your
part or the part of the Senate.

The Senate are sure to deal rightly with the matter.
Ever truly yours, I M. Faraday.

Dr. Rothman, I &c. &c. &c.

1. Richard Wellesley Rothman (d.1856, age 56, GRO, B3). Registrar of University of London,
1838-1856.
2. Christoph Heinrich Friedrich Bialloblotzky (1799-1869, P3). Teacher of German in
England.
3. Bialloblotzky to Rothman, 3 October 1848, in printed Minutes of the University of London
Senate, 15 November 1848 in which Bialloblotzky, writing from Vienna, nominated a
replacement to undertake his duties as the examiner for German Language in the University.
The Senate agreed to declare the post of German Language examiner vacant.

Letter 21331

Faraday to William Whewell
8 December 1848
From the original in TCC MS O.I5.49, f.24

R Institution I 8 Deer. 1848
My dear Sir

It is a fact that if a small bar of charcoal be suspended between the
poles of a very strong Electromagnet, the charcoal will point equatorially
but that if the magnet be weakened - or the poles opened out or the
charcoal raised it will at a given distance or for a given weakness stand
axially being in the first place affected as a diamagnetic body & in the
second as a magnetic body. Hence Plucker concludes that the
diamagnetic force increases & diminishes more rapidly than the magnetic
force.

I have formed no final opinion on the conclusion he comes to. But
this I think I know as a fact that no degree of power can make the
magnetic & diamagnetic bodies change places or the individuals of the
one class pass into the other.

In all the cases which Plucker mentioned to me, there was both a
magnetic & a diamagnetic body present and I think he is now of opinion
that that is necessary.

Since the paper of Pluckers to which you refer2 he has adopted
rather strongly my supposition (2429.)3 that diamagnetic bodies may be
polarized in the contrary way to iron or magnetic bodies having N & S
poles opposite the corresponding N & S poles of the magnet. The proof he
gives is brought from the action of a magnet or a piece of iron brought
into the magnetic fields

I have similar phenomena produced in the case of crystals but I
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cannot in the one or the other case admit them as shewing polarity. I
shew in my papers how they are a necessary consequence of the new
direction given to the resultants of magnetic force.

Weber4 has I understand a proof of the supposition (2429) of
another kind which he considers conclusive as to the correctness of the
supposition but the paper is in German5 & I have not seen it yet in
English6.

But if a prismatic crystal of sulphate of iron whose length is 5 or 6
times its breadth be suspended in the magnetic field the poles being a
certain distance apart it will point equatorially by magnecrystallic power.
If the poles be much nearer it will point axially by Magnet power and for a
certain distance included within very small limits it will point obliquely.
This distance I have called n. Now n increases with increase in the length
of the prism; diminishes with increase in the magnecrystallic dimension of
the crystal - is not affected by the vertical dimension of the crystal - & is
not affected by the strength of the Magnety.} In a note which I gave into the
R.S. last night7 I think I explain all this by the Polarity of the crystal as a
magnetic body - and its mere axiality as a Magnecrystallic body[.]

The oblique set also I have dealt with and find reason to refer it to a
small degree of obliquity in the Magnecrystallic axis as respects the
length of the prism.

I have told Mr. Barlow that you will take the 19th8[.]
Ever My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. PlCicker (1847a, b), referred to by Whewell in letter 2131.
3. Faraday (1846d), ERE21, 2429.
4. Wilhelm Eduard Weber (1804-1891, DSB). German physicist.
5. Weber (1848).
6. Weber (1849),
7. Faraday (1849b), ERE22, 2615-38. This note was dated 5 December 1848.
8. See letter 2131 and Athenaeum, 3 February 1849, pp.119-20 for an account of Whewell's
Friday Evening Discourse of 19 January 1849 "On the Idea of Polarity". For a discussion of
this lecture see Schaffer (1991), 229-30.
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Letter 2134
Faraday to Misses Hawes1

10 December 1848
From the original formerly in the possession of the late Mr and Mrs Aida
Mr. Faraday presents his Compliments to the Misses Hawes and though
anxious to take advantage of the honor of their invitation is constrained
to remain at home on the 1 lth for those who have charge of his health say
it must be so. May it be long before the Misses Hawes have any
consciousness of the necessity of such caution and may a lengthened
prosperous & happy life be theirst.]
Royal Institution I 10 Deer. 1848

1. Unidentified.

Letter 21351

Faraday to Edward William Brayley
13 December 1848
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth Faraday Baird

R Institution 1 or rather Brighton I 13 Deer. 1848
My dear Sir

I am sorry I cannot supply Mr Hadgetts2 with a ticket for my
lectures3 but you know they are not mine in property and the privilege of
admission which I possess is of necessity & properly limited[.i Last year at
the Easter [lectures,] I think to give him admission to two or three
lectures I had to deny my own relative to whom I must now turn. When it
is for yourself I will strain every point but you must not ask me for others[.]

The remark you refer to is not in my written paper4 but if it were I
should not have to revise it: for it was Barlow5 & not Wollaston6 who
shewed mathematically that a tangential action having a certain law
would satisfy every condition of the facts of Electro magnetic rotations7.
Wollaston spoke of circumferential power8 deducing it from Oersteds
results and though he expected rotation could not by his views at that
time make it out[.] Barlows was much later & was what I referred to: it
illustrated my point Wollastons did notu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. Unidentified.
3. Faraday gave the 1848-9 Christmas lectures on the "Chemical History of the Candle". For
the prospectus see RI MS GB 2: 50.
4. Faraday (1836) which does not refer to Barlow.
5. Peter Barlow (1776-1862, DSB). Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich.
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6. William Hyde Wollaston (1766-1828, DSB). Man of science.
7. Barlow, P. (1823), 266-74.
8. This was the view of Wollaston's work that Faraday had taken in Faraday (1823), 289. See
also [Brande] (1821), 363-4 which contains an account of Wollaston's view on electro-
magnetism.

Letter 2136
Faraday to Julius Pliicker
14 December 1848
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution I London I 14 Deer. 1848
My dear Sir

Though I date from London yet I ought to say in strict truth that we
are at Brighton for the sake of rest & health: - but I received your kind
letter1 in London & shall return thither again in a week or so. It makes me
very happy to think that you enjoyed your trip to England and did not
consider your excursion to the Association at Swansea lost time. All these
minglings do great good, but I am getting too old now to take much part in
them. In fancy I enjoy the thought of seeing Germany, but I doubt now
whether I shall ever realize the imagination - and indeed the disturbed
state of the country is not such as to tempt one2.

I have been at work lately and though my first results seemed in
striking contrast with yours on the repulsion of the optic axes of crystals
yet I come more and more to the conclusion that the power active in both
sets of effects are the same. I find that if a crystal of bismuth or antimony
or arsenic or a crystalline fragment be subjected to the power in the
Magnetic field, it is strongly affected & points i.e that there is a line in the
crystal which tends to place itself in the Magnetic axis or in the line
joining the two Magnetic poles. When this line is placed vertical in a
magnetic field having horizontal lines of force then the crystal is in this
respect indifferent. This line I have called the Magnecrystallic axis - it is
strikingly distinguished from the optic axis line because it is axial. If a
crystallized plate of bismuth i.e. one having uniform crystallization
throughout] be experimented with, this line or the Magnecrystallic axis
will be found to be perpendicular to the chief cleavage planes. If this plate
be suspended by the edge the cleavage planes will point or face toward
the magnetic poles - but if it be suspended so that this plane is horizontal
then the plate does not point at all. Any part of the edge of the plate may
then be made to point towards the magnetic poles simply by depressing
or raising it above the level, for the vertical plane perpendicular to the
inclined plane will always be coincident with the magnetic axis simply
because the Magnecrystallic axis of the crystal lies in that planer

I have sent two papers to the Royal Society3 which have been read &
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will I hope shortly be printed & 1 will send you copies of them as soon as I
can.

Mr Taylor has not yet given us your papers in the English dress but I
know they are in print & must be out shortly for I have seen copies of the
first two which will appear in the next No. of the Scientific memoirs4. It is
a great grief to me that I cannot read German & profit by the beautiful
record of Science which Poggendorf[f] gives to the world. But my
memory loses power continually & I am obliged to husband the little
powers of recollection that I have left least my head should give way
altogether. It aches sadly now but will improve I hope. Writing or thinking
makes it feel weary[.]

I am My dear friend I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Plucker I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Plucker I &c &c &c I University I Bonne i Germany

1. Letter 2108.
2. A reference to the instability of the governments of Prussia and of the other German
states (including the overthrow of some) during 1848. See Ann.Reg., 1848, 355-71, 375-400.
3. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.
4. Plucker (1847a, b) translated as Plucker (1849a, b).

Letter 21371

Faraday to James Walker2

15 December 1848
From the original in CITA

Brighton 1 15, Deer. 1848
My dear Sir

I have just heard from Mr Geo Buchanan of your very kind letter to
him and I cannot resist thanking you on my part for all your kind
consideration for him & me3[.j

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jas. Walker Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. James Walker (1781-1862, Ann.Reg., 1862, 409-10). Lighthouse engineer.
3. See Walker to Faraday, 4 February 1839, letter 1138, volume 2.
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Letter 2138
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
15 December 1848
From the original in UB MS NS 388

Royal Institution ! 15, Deer. 1848
My dear Schoenbein

What a delight it is to think that you are quietly & philosophically at
work in the pursuit of science; - or else are enjoying yourself with
Madame Schoenbein & the children amongst the pure & harmonious
beauties of nature - rather than fighting amongst the crowd of black
passions & motives that seem now a days to urge men every where into
action. What miserable scenes every where, what unworthy motives
ruled for the moment under high sounding phrases and at the last what
disgusting revolutions1. Happy are we here who have thus far been kept
from these things & hope to be so preserved in the futures

Your last letter was quite a treat2.1 cannot tell when it came for my
memory is worse than ever and it happens to have no date. The condition
of Silver is indeed very curious - indeed the longer you work at this
subject the more unexpected your results are and I cannot doubt that you
will some day soon have them all opening out & taking their respective
places in one consistent bright & beautiful whole.

I have been working also a little & have sent two papers to the Royal
Society on the Crystalline Polarity of bismuth & other bodies & its
relation to the Magnetic force3. A crystal of bismuth is subject to the
action of the Magnet for there is one direction through it which always
tends to place itself in the Magnetic axis. This direction I have called the
Magnecrystallic axis of the crystal. It makes the crystal point as a magnetic
needle would point yet is the result not an effect of attraction or repulsion
or polarity for the bismuth is repelled as diamagnetic body as much & no
more than if it had not this set. If it be fused & then resolidified all this
power is lost because it belonged to a regular crystallization & that has
now become irregular.

Antimony & Arsenic are also magnecrystallic like bismuth - and
crystalline plates of these metals taken from broken up masses point well
provided the whole of the fragment be uniformly crystallized.

Not only are diamagnetic bodies like those mentioned but also
Magnetic bodies - Magnecrystallic. Thus a crystal of protosulphate of iron
is so having the Magnecrystallic axis perpendicular to two of the faces of
the rhombic prism in which that salt crystallizes.

I can by arrangement oppose the Magnecrystallic force either to the
magnetic or the diamagnetic condition of bodies - so that I can make a
crystal of Sulphate of iron receed from a magnetic pole or a crystal of
bismuth approach towards it, against what we should otherwise consider
their natural tendency!.]
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As I said just now this effect is not one of attraction or of repulsion
but of position only, and is as far as I can see a new effect or an exertion of
force new to us.

At first I thought the cause of these phenomena different to that
which produced Pluckers results described in his paper on the
"repulsion of the Optic axes of crystals by the Magnetic poles"4 but
now I think it is the same though my forces are axial & he refers his
results to equatorial forces or to repulsion. I will however tease you no
more with these matters but send you the printed papers as soon as I
can[.j

With our kindest remembrances to Madam Schoenbein
I am My dear friend I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein 1 &c &c &c I University ! Bale I on the Rhine

1. A reference to the various revolutions and uprisings in Europe during 1848. See Ann.Reg.,
1848, passim.
2. Letter 2109.
3. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.
4. Plucker (1847a).

Letter 2139
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet
15 December 1848
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986 / 989

Royal Institution i 15 Deer. 1848
My dear Sir

I would not have broken in upon your occupation if I could have
been sure my letter (inclosed) would have found Dr. Donny without
troubling you, but as I fear not, I make so free as to ask you to address it
to him.

1 am also glad of the opportunity of thanking you for your many &
continual kindnesses to me. I receive continually your papers & the
Transactions & I am astonished to think what industry must be yours. It is
not often we find it & mental power so combined[.] Long may you live in
the enjoyment of both. For myself I begin to feel a weary at times - but I
endeavour to rest from unnecessary things & thus when I have got my
strength up a little work for a while & afterwards rest again.
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With every feeling of respect & thankfulness I I am My dear Sir I
Your Obliged & Grateful I M. Faraday
Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c I Royal Observatory I Bruxelles
Postmark: Brighton

Letter 21401

Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
23 December 1848
From the original in BrUL MS

R Institution I 23 Deer. 1848
My dear Brunell

I found your letter & the cards on returning home from Brighton and
write to say that if I can 1 shall call on Queen Square2 perhaps on
Monday3. But if I cannot I am afraid that after Tuesday I shall not be able
to call at all for I have a fortnights hard work for the Juveniles4. If M.
D'Eichthal5 were a Juvenile I might hope to see him here in the course of
that time but I am afraid of suggesting or imagining such a thingu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
I.K. Brunell Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. That is the home of Benjamin Hawes (1797-1862, DNB). Whig politician, Under Secretary
for the Colonies, 1846-1851 and Brunei's brother in law.
3. That is 25 December 1848.
4. Faraday gave the 1848-9 Christmas lectures on the "Chemical History of the Candle". For
the prospectus see RI MS GB 2: 50.
5. Adolph D'Eichthal. An old friend of Brunei's. See Rolt (1957), 234. Otherwise unidentified.

Letter 2141l

Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
26 December 1848
From the original in BrUL MS

R Institution I 26 Deer. 1848
My dear Brunei

The effect you refer to is one of refraction & there is nothing more
beautiful than the examination of the shadow of a flame by a Voltaic or a
lime light. I am in the habit of procuring it in the Lecture room 3 or 4 feet
in width & yet with extreme precision of form in the striae &c & for by
adjusting the distance of the candle between the focal length & the screen
so as to have these latter in the relative secondary focii - the effect is very
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beautifulf.j Only as the middle of the flame is not so hot as an outer coat &
yet both are hotter than the surrounding air you have to vary the
distance for the perfect refracted image of the one part or the otheru

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
IX Brunell Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.

Letter 2142
Faraday to William Hawes1

26 December 1848
From the original in RI MS

Royal Institution I 26 Deer. 1848
My dear Hawes

The battery shall be at your service only I am obliged to make a
condition. We use now Grove's battery and have but 20 pair of plates
which are enough for every thing philosophical. I mostly employ 10 pair
in the Lectures to decompose &c and you shall have ten for your purpose
but I shall want them for use in the lectures next Tuesday i.e. this day
week and must ask you to let me have them back on the Monday. Will that
do? When Mr. Thompson3 comes if I am not at home let him ask for Mr
Anderson & then he will get all he will want[.]

I wish I could be with the little ones listening for I delight in seeing
their quick apprehension of things & the activity of their minds - but I am
shut out from all such pleasures by the need of rest - else headache &
confusion comes & that I try to avoids

Ever My dear Sir I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
W. Hawes Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Hawes (1805-1885, Bl). An active member of the Society of Arts.
2. That is 2 January 1849 when Faraday gave third of the 1848-9 Christmas lectures on the
"Chemical History of the Candle". For the prospectus see RI MS GB 2: 50.
3. Unidentified.

Letter 2143
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
28 December 1848
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

R Institution I 28 Deer. 1848
My dear Miss Coutts

You have I find (by purchase) one transferable right to all the
lectures: Lecture room & Laboratory. The F. Evenings are on a different
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foundation & are the nights of members as such. Wishing you all
happiness whether at Christmas or Midsummer I am

most truly yours I M. Faraday

Letter 21441

Faraday to Henry Ellis
29 December 1848
From the original in BL add MS 48340, f.108

Royal Institution I 29 Deer. 1848
My dear Sir Henry

Allow me to recommend Mrs. Bassett2 and Miss Bassett3 as readers
at the British Museums I can well answer for both[.j

Ever truly yours I M. Faraday
Sir H. Ellis Bart I &c &c &c

The Address of the ladies is 21 York Place City Road

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2118.
2. Unidentified.
3. Unidentified.

Letter 2145
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
29 December 1848
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bruxelles, le 29 decembre I 1848.
Mon cher Monsieur,

Aussitot apres avoir recu la lettre1 que vous m'avez fait l'honneur de
m'adresser, je me suis empresse de communiquer a M. Donny la note que
vous avez bien voulu me faire parvenir pour lui. M. Donny a ete flatte,
comme il devait l'etre, de ce temoignage de bienveillance de la part d'un
des savants qui font le plus d'honneur a notre epoque, et je ne doute pas
qu'en ce moment vous n'ayez recu deja directement tous les temoignages
de sa reconnaissance.

M. Donny meritait vos encouragements a plus d'un titre. il est
attache a l'universite de Gand et longtemps avant qu'il eut publie ses
memoires, M. Plateau me l'avait signale comme un jeune savant qui irait
fort loin.

A propos de M. Plateau, vous savez qu'il a perdu sans retour l'usage
de la vue. malgre cette cruelle infirmite, M. Plateau n'a pas perdu courage;
il travaille toujours, mais d'autres doivent faire ses experiences d'apres
ses indications, il publie en ce moment un travail qui lui fera le plus grand
honneur; e'est la continuation de ses recherches sur une masse liquide
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soustraite a l'action de la pesanteur2. le memoire est un veritable petit
chef d'oeuvre pour la clarte et pour la beaute des resultats. vous avez
donne deja des preuves d'un interet bien marque a mon savant et
malheureux ami; mais je crois que son nouveau travail meritera tous Vos
suffrages. Dans la haute position que vous vous etes faite par votre merite
eminent, vous usez bien noblement, Monsieur, de votre influence pour
encourager les jeunes Savants; et ce ne sera certes pas un de vos
moindres titres de gloire.

J'ai regu deux ouvrages nouveaux que j'ose signaler a votre
attention: tous deux sont de l'abbe Moigno3; Tun sur les telegraphes
electriques4 rend une eclatante justice a notre ami commun M.
Wheatstone; l'autre sur l'optique fait egalement ressortir les beaux
travaux de M. Plateau sur les couleurs accidentelles et sur la Vision5.

J'ai aussi reeu, ce matin, une lettre de M. Aug. de la Rive qui reprend
un peu courage et se remet a ses travaux sur la physique, il a meme
commence un cours de physique a Geneve en faveur des artistes,
a la veille du jour de Fan, permettez moi de saisir cette occasion pour
vous exprimer mes voeux pour tout ce qui peut vous etre le plus
agreable. il n'est pas d'homme dont je respecte autant le caractere et les
talents, c'est vous dire assez combien je desire que le ciel vous conserve
a la science dont vous etes un des plus dignes ornements. agreez, Mon
cher Monsieur, les nouvelles assurances de mes sentiments de respect et
d'amitie

Tout a vous I Quetelet
Monsieur Faraday, &c

Je dois vous remercier aussi pour les excellents et nombreux envois
que vous avez bien voulu me faire de vos savants memoires.

Veuillez me rappeler au souvenir de M. Wheatstone et de nos amis
communs.

TRANSLATION
Brussels I 29 December 1848

My Dear Sir,
As soon as I received the letter1 that you honoured me by writing, I

hurried to communicate to Mr Donny the note that you kindly sent to him
via me. Mr Donny was flattered, as he should be, by this testament of
kindness by one of the Savants who brings most honour to our time, and I
have no doubt that you have already received direct from him the
testimony of his gratitude.

Mr Donny merited your encouragement for more than one reason.
He is attached to the University of Ghent and long before he had
published a paper, Mr Plateau pointed him out to me as a young savant
that would go far.
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Speaking of Mr Plateau, you know he has become irreversibly blind.
Despite this cruel infirmity, Mr Plateau has not lost heart; he still works,
but others have to carry out his experiments, following his instructions.
He is currently publishing a work which will do him the greatest honour;
it is the continuation of his research on liquid mass subjected to the
action of gravity2. The paper is a real masterpiece for its clarity and the
beauty of its results. You have already shown proof of your great interest
in this to my learned and unfortunate friend; but I believe that his new
work will merit all your approbation. In the high position that you have
gained for yourself by your eminent merit, you are very noble, Sir, to use
your influence to encourage young Savants; and this will certainly not be
one of your minor titles to glory.

I received two new works which I would like to bring to your
attention: both are by Abbe Moigno3; the first, on the electric telegraph4,
does resounding justice to our mutual friend, Mr Wheatstone; the second,
on optics, pertains equally to the beautiful work of Mr Plateau on
accidental colours and on vision5.

1 also received, this morning, a letter from Mr Aug. de la Rive who
has taken fresh heart and gone back to his work on physics. He has even
begun a course of physics in Geneva specifically for artisans.

On this New Year's Eve, please allow me to take this opportunity to
express to you my wishes for everything that is most agreeable for you.
There is not a man whose character and talents I respect more, it is
enough for me to tell you how much I desire heaven to keep you safe for
science of which you are one of the most worthy ornaments. Please
accept, My dear Sir, the renewed assurances of my sentiments of respect
and friendship

Yours I Quetelet.
I must also thank you for your excellent and numerous consignments

of learned papers that you have kindly sent me.
Please remember me to Mr Wheatstone and to our mutual friends.

1. Letter 2139.
2. Plateau (1849).
3. Frangois Napoleon Marie Moigno (1804-1884, NBU). French scientific writer.
4. Moigno (1849).
5. Moigno (1847), 2: 570-637.



Letter 2146 
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld 
8 January 18491 

From the original in APS Misc MS Collection 
R Institution I 8 Jany 1848 [sic] 

My dear Sir 
I am happy to say that in England I am not a Sir and do not intend 

(if it depends upon me) to become one. The Prussian Knighthood' I am in 
hopes will appear in the !ist3 in its due form for in that I do feel honored, 
in the other I should not. 

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday 
C.R. Weld Esq I &c &c &c 

Endorsement: This letter was written in answer to one from Mr Weld 
desiring to know whether there was truth in a statement made by a writer 
in the Edinburgh Review (No Jan 1848 [sic]) that Faraday was now Sir 
Michael'. 

1. Dated on the basis of the references contained in this letter. 
2. See Humboldt to Faraday, 18 August 1842, letter 1420, volume 3 and Bunsen to Faraday, 21 
August 1842, letter 1421, volume 3. 
3. This was noted in the List of Fellows of the Royal Society in November 1848, but not in that 
of November 1847. 
4. This was asserted in [JoyceJ (1849), 48. 

Letter 214 71 

Faraday to William Buckland 
12 January 18492 

From the original in RS M S  Bu 154 
Royal Institution I 12 Jany. 1848 [sic] 

My dear Dean 
I shall be hard at work at the Trinity House tomorrow evening or I 

should have made an exertion to reach the Deanery, as it is I shall not be 
able. 
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My Soap bubbles were all very good but my Carbonic acid was too
recently prepared, indeed only the moment beforeu I had learnt the lesson
before but in the hurry of the moment forgot it again.

I wish I could come tomorrow night that we might blow Soap
bubbles against each other. What a beautiful & wonderful thing a soap
bubble is?

My sincere respects to Mrs. Bucklandu
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Revd. Dr. Buckland I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged, due to the death of one of Sarah Faraday's brothers, the
silversmith William Barnard (1801-1848, GRO, Grimwade (1982), 431) on 20 October 1848.
2. Dated on the basis that this letter refers to Faraday's fourth Christmas lecture delivered on
6 January 1849 "On the Chemical History of a Candle", RI MS GB 2:50. For the reference to soap
bubbles see Faraday (1861), 108,

Letter 21481

Faraday to Henry Holland
17 January 1849
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 17 Jany 1849
My dear Sir

I shall be at the Great Magnet tomorrow from 11 o elk until 1 or 2
o'clk and if any later hour is more suitable to you I can hold matters on
until 3 or 4 oclk.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. H. Holland I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2147.

Letter 21491

Faraday to Robert Hunt
22 January 1849
From the original in RI MS Fl C27

R Institution I 22 Jany 1849
My dear Sir

Very large magnets have no particular temptation for me never-
theless I should like to see them if time place & opportunity should serve
but of that your note gives me no idea.
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Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Robt Hunt Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2147.

Letter 21501

Faraday to Charles Barry2

24 January 1849
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 24 Jany 1849
My dear Sir

I am very sorry to say that I have strained my power so far as to be
almost unable to give. I send you one ticket3 and cannot do morei.] I have
asked Mr. Barlow but he with great regret says he cannot help me. It is
very possible you may fall in with some M.R.I who has not used his tickets
if you do secure them & in such case if you can cancel mine do: because
it will so far ease the number of mine which will appear at the
examinations

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Barry Jur Esq I &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2147.
2. Charles Barry (1823-1900, B4). Architect.
3. That is for Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 26 January 1849, "On the Crystalline
Polarity of Bismuth and other bodies, and its relation to the magnetic force", Lit.Gaz., 10
February 1849, pp.96-7.

Letter 2151
Faraday to Edward Magrath
1 February 1849
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Brighton I 1 Feby 1849
My dear Magrath

I cannot be in town on Monday1 at Mr Tuppers2 ballot3.1 hope there
is nothing left undone by me that I can do here or ought to do.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 5 February 1849.
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2. Arthur Chilver Tupper (d.1876, age 60, GRO). Brother of the popular writer Martin
Farquhar Tupper (1810 -1889, DNB). See Hudson (1949), 5.
3. Tupper was proposed by Brande and seconded by Faraday for membership of the
Athenaeum Club. AC MS Certificate Book, 1849-50, number 1952. He was elected in 1849,
Waugh [1894], 147.

Letter 2152
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
7 February 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir!

I thank you very much for your kind letter of the 14th of Dec.1 by
which you give me a short notice of your newest discoveries. You may
think that I was a[n]xious to repeat them instantly, but being a poor
german professor, obliged to give 3 lectures a day & charged too with
different functions at the University, I found time to work only a few days
ago. As my results are in some respect different from yours, I take [the]
liberty to comunicate the following ones.

1.1 first tried antimony and was extremely surprised to find that its
magnecrystallic axis (perpendicular to the chief cleavage planes) points
not axially but equatorially. It has been confirmed by all different modes of
suspension. I could not attribute the different effects to the state of
impurity of my specimen of Antimony, nevertheless I tried pure antimony
taken from the laboratory of Professor Bischof2: but allways the same
result.

2. Secondly I tried very fine and pure bismuth, and was satisfied to
find its magnecrystallic power very strong, the magnecrystallic axis
pointing axially quite so as you describe it. Then I experimented with the
less perfect cleavage planes and I found that there is another correspond-
ing magnecrystallic axis, that axis belonging to the chief cleavage planes
being more affected by the magnet than the other ones. The following
experiment may prove it.
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A plate of bismuth bounded by chief cleavage planes, showed in these
planes several parallel lines, indicating a second less perfect cleavage. If
suspended horizontally in the level of the poles (the principal magnecrys-
tallic axis being vertically and the two poles as near as possible) it pointed
like a comon diamagnetic body, but lifted up one centimeter or nearly so,
it turned instantly taking such a position, that the parallel lines mentioned
above pointed equatorially and continued to do so even at a height of
10-15 centimeterfs] above the level of the poles. It proves that there is
another magnecrystallic axis contained in a plane perpendicular to these
lines and perpendicular itself to the less perfect cleavage planes.

If you think my observations wrong, I'll send you in a letter some of
the pieces of antimony and bismuth used in my experiments.

My head turns round by the multitude of new facts. I am about to get
new ones.

I hope you will realize Your imagination to see Germany, and then I
hope too your first stay will be at Bonn. In this case I shall be happy to give
you any information you like, and if you should desire to work then I'll be
your assistant (My Electromagnet will become more powerfull than it is
now, I think it proper to put on it 100 pounds more of copper wire). You
have many things better in England than we have in Germany, but our
climate, namely in the spring, is better than yours, and I am certain, that
even a short stay in our country wou(ld) do good to your health. No doubt
our political s(tate) is a disturbed one3, but travelling or residing in our
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country you will scarcely perceive it; none of the English families, living
here, left Bonn for that reason.

I did not yet see any of my papers in the English dress4, though Mr
Frances [sic] promised me some copies of them. I join to this letter a copy
of my last papers5 and will be very glad to see yours about the
magnecrystallic axes6.

I am Sir I very truly yours I Pliicker
Bonn I 7 Febr. 1849
PS. Excuse Sir my bad English.

Address: A I Monsieur Faraday I &c &c &c i Royal Institution I
London

1. Faraday to Pliicker, 14 December 1848, letter 2136, volume 3.
2. Carl Gustav Christoph Bischof (1792-1870, DSB). Professor of Chemistry and Technology at
the University of Bonn from 1819.
3. A reference to the instability of the governments of Prussia and of the other German states
(including the overthrow of some) during 1848. See Ann.ReQ., 1848, 355-71, 375-400.
4. Pliicker (1849e, f).
5. Probably Pliicker (1848a, b, c).
6. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.

Letter 21531

Faraday to William Buchanan
15 February 1849
From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson

Royal Institution 1 15 Feby 1849
My very dear & kind brother

Your letter arrived yesterday and was a great solace to us both
comforting us with that comfort with which I trust you are yourself
sustained and as you most truly say what have we to expect but frequently
recurring blanks among our friends in their places as to this life and the
speedy termination of our ownu This morning we received accounts from
Dundee that our dear friend Mr. John Duff was departed and at this
moment the body of our late beloved brother Mr. Stopard2 who died last
Sabbath morning3 lies for interment here. There is great happiness in the
midst of the sorrow wherewith we think of the departure of such as these
& our close friend your brother4 for they were witnesses to the end &
evidences that God both can & will keep his people who put their trust in
himu

We have had several continual communications with George
[Buchanan] about his family but yours were for the time the latest words
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and made us very thankful in the assurance they gave us that Charlotte5

& all the others were improving steadilyu
I am very glad to have the least hopes of your coming here this

season & the same expectation will rejoice many others as they come to
know it. If not inconvenient to your labours at the Houses61 hope you will
come to ust.] We shall be ready & most happy to see you i.e. if it be the will
of God to keep us in life until then for not only do the cases of those
around but my own increasing hints of weakness remind me that we
should say if the Lord will we shall do this or that. But if in the course of
time you come up and we are here come to us i.e. if in all things it is
suitable to you and others do not appear to you to have a higher claim.

I have almost forgotten the first matter which you mentioned, but I
understand: who indeed has not felt the pressure of eventsu Say no more
about it until it is entirely convenient to youu

My wife is out but still I say give our most affectionate remembrance
to Mrs. Buchanan7 and — I have no means at hand of recalling the name:-
your daughter our friend at the Ferry and believe me

Ever Your Affectionate & Grateful Friend I M. Faraday
William Buchanan Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. William Stoppard (d.1849, age 76, GRO). Farmer and Sandemanian.
3. That is 11 February 1849.
4. David Buchanan (1779-1848, DNB). Edinburgh journalist and Glasite.
5. Charlotte Buchanan, nee Barnard (1805-1866, GRO). Sister of Sarah Faraday and wife of
George Buchanan.
6. A reference to some piece of business in Parliament.
7. Elizabeth Buchanan, nee Gregory. Wife of William Buchanan. See DNB under his entry.

Letter 21541

Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett-Coutts
23 February 1849
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution I 23 Feby 1849.
My dear Miss Coutts

The moment our Managers attention was called to the subject last
Monday they resolved that our Lady Members should have the right of
bringing their two friends to the reserved seats at any hour on the Friday
Evening2.1 am anxious to say this to you for I made one mistake to a Lady
and I called upon you about another or what I feared was another and am
glad to have this mode of clearing them all awayi.i

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 2153.
2. This resolution was not minuted in RI MM, 19 February 1849,10:161-4.

Letter 21551

Faraday to Louisa Maria Kerr2

23 February 1849
From the original in Boston University Library, Newell Collection

Royal Institution I 23 Feby 1849
My dear Madam

It gives me great pleasure to say that the Managers have ordered that
Lady Members have the privilege of bringing their friend or two friends
with them into the seats reserved for Members on Friday Evenings3!.]

Ever Truly I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Mrs. Kerr

1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 2153.
2. Louisa Maria Kerr, nee Hay (d.1890, age 70, GRO). Composer (see Ebel (1913), 76). Member
of the Royal Institution, 1848-1890.
3. See letter 2154 and note 2.

Letter 2156
James Clark to Faraday
24 February 18491

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Dr. Faraday,

I may tell you that the Prince does not care how much time you take
in your lecture2. If it is an hour and a half I know he will not think it too
much. I mention this in case you should think it necessary on his account
to limit yourself to the hour. He will most likely be at the Institution a little
before the 3 o'clock lecture. If you think I can give you any further
information on the matter pray let me know.

You will be glad to hear that the College of Chemistry is flourishing
- we have the rent of the big house in Hanover Square & now confine
members to the laboratories. The College will soon be a very valuable
institution, and I can assure you that your countenance has done it good
service.

Very truly yours I Ja Clark
Brook Street I Saturday evening
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1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Faraday's lecture.
2. Faraday gave a special Discourse "On Magnetic and Diamagnetic Bodies" in the presence
of Prince Albert and 330 others on Monday 26 February 1849. See RI MM, 19 February 1849,10:
162-4 for the administrative arrangements and for accounts of the Discourse see Bence Jones
(1870a), 2: 243-4 and Curwen (1940), 233 . Faraday's notes are in RI MS F4 G31. Albert's
attendance at the lecture was noted by Queen Victoria in her Diary (RAW MS).

Letter 2157
James Clark to Faraday
26 February 18491

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Brook Street I Monday evening

My Dear Dr. Faraday,
Although I have no doubt the Prince expressed to yourself his great

satisfaction with your lecture2, I cannot resist telling you how much he
expressed himself to me pleased with the manner as well as the substance
of your lecture. Indeed so much was he pleased with it, I expect he will
come occasionally to the lectures at the Institution.

You managed the whole thing admirably. Your peroration I thought
particularly happy.

Very truly yours I Ja. Clark

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Faraday's lecture.
2. See note 2, letter 2156.

Letter 21581

Faraday to Edmund Belfour2

3 March 1849
From the original in BL add MS 42240, f .20

Royal Institution I 3 Mar 1849
Sir

I beg to return you my sincere thanks for the favour of an admission
to the Lectures at the College of Surgeons3!.] I hope to profit by some of
them though the appointed days & hours are in very frequent collision
with my duties here & at Woolwich4!.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Edd. Belfour Esq I &c &c &c
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1. This letter is black-edged. See letter 2153.
2. Edmund Belfour (d.1865, age 75, Bl). Secretary of the Royal College of Surgeons,
1814-1865.
3. This was a set of twenty four lectures by Richard Owen on the "Generation and
Development of Animals" which commenced on Tuesday 13 March 1849 and continued on
succeeding Thursdays, Saturdays and Tuesdays at 4pm. See Lancet, 1849,1: 247.
4. That is Faraday's lectures at the Royal Military Academy.

Letter 2159
Faraday to Arthur Aikin
8 March 1849
From the original in Stanford University Library MS M121/4/1

R Institution I 8 Mar 1849
My dear Aikin

Can you inform me on the following points? Was not the lime light
used very early in the Society of Arts room? at what date? is it recorded in
the Transactions or in print? Was it or not the first proposal or application
of the lime light?

I have a vague notion that the lime light was shewn first there & if so
I have no doubt you can tell me at onceu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
A. Aikin Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 2160
Arthur Aikin to Faraday
9 March 18491

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
7 Bloomsbury Square I 9 March

Dear Faraday
I have this morning looked over all the reports of the Committee of

Chemistry during the time that I was Secretary to the Socy of Arts, but
without finding any communication on the Lime-light. I am perfectly
certain that Mr Gurney2 exhibited this light one evening in the Society's
great room shewing among other things the brilliancy & precision of the
prismatic colours produced by means of it: but as no record exists of this
I presume it was a mere exhibition unaccompanied by any written
communication.

In April 1823 an improvement to the apparatus for the safe use of the
oxyhydrogen blowpipe, by Mr Gurney3, was favourably reported on by
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the Committee of Chemistry4 & probably his exhibition of the lime-light
took place about the same time.

Yours very truly I A. Aikin
M. Faraday Esq

1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 2159.
2. Goldsworthy Gurney (1793-1875, DNB). Inventor.
3. Gurney (1823). His blowpipe won the Gold Isis Medal of the Society of Arts.
4. RSA MS Minutes of Committees, 1822-1823, Chemistry Committee 11 April 1823, pp.30-2
and 26 April 1823, pp.40-1 discussed only this blowpipe. Faraday was not present at either of
these meetings.

Letter 2161
John Conolly to Faraday1

19 March 1849
From the original in RI MS Fl I93a

The Lawn House I Hanwell I March 19,1849
Sir,

I was very glad to hear yesterday that you were expected to pay a
visit to Mrs. Giles2. It will give her great pleasure, and I do not think that
it will produce any unfavourable effect.

I enclose you a paper of the trains (printed by the patients in the
Hanwell Asylum). Each train from town reaches Southall a few minutes
after the time of arrival at Hanwell; and from the Southall Station a
conveyance may be readily had to Miss Dence's3 house at Hayes. The
journey from Paddington to Hanwell occupies about 20 Minutes.

I do not know what days or hours will suit you best; and perhaps
you will prefer choosing your own:- but if your arrangements would
permit you to leave town on Friday morning by train at \ past 8 & to
breakfast here, I could have the pleasure of taking you to Hayes, & of
coming back with you in time for the train to town at 2.

Or, on that, or any other day this week, except Thursday4,1 shall be
at home to dinner at six. I need not add what pleasure it would give me
& my family to see you.

Hayes is about 3 miles & a half beyond Hanwell.
Believe me dear Sir, I With great respect I Yours very Sincerely I J.

Conolly

1. Recipient identified on the basis of provenance of manuscript and its location.
2. Possibly a relation by marriage of Faraday's.
3. Charlotte Dence (age 39 in 1851 Census returns, PRO HO107 / 1697, f.481). Part proprietor
of a private lunatic asylum for gentlewomen at Grove House, West End Green, Hayes.
4. That is 22 March 1849.
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Letter 2162
Faraday to T.L. Shuckard1

20 March 1849
From the original in MU Chemistry Department

R Institution I 20 Mar 1849
Sir

The effect is electric and well known. Schoenbein who discovered the
substance in Gun cotton & Collodion as it is usually called pointed it out.

I am Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T.L. Shuckard

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2163
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
22 March 1849
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/49

Trinity House, London, I 22nd March 1849
Sir,

The attention of the Elder Brethren having been sometime since
drawn to the great breakage of Cylinders which takes place at the
Dungeness Light House, and which, they are of opinion, arises from the
inoperative State of the Ventilating Apparatus thereat, - they have
accordingly directed me to transmit to you the accompanying copy of a
Letter from Mr. Arthur Watson1, the Principal Keeper of that Light House2,
which relates to this Subject, And they will be obliged by your
communicating to me any opinion you may be enabled to form in respect
of this Ventilating Apparatus not acting properly. -

I beg to observe in reference to this Subject that the Lantern of the
Dungeness Light House is 18. feet diameter, but only 4| feet of height in
Glass.-

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqre I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: 28 Mar 1849. I Called at Trinity house & talked with
Mr. Herbert & Captn Madden. Found that the chief point was a reverse or
wrong action of the pipes but whether occasional or constant much or little
could not find - must write to the keeper - I Wrote to Dungeness &
Freshwater Light Keepers I 3 April 18493
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1. Otherwise unidentified.
2. Watson to Herbert, 10 February 1849, GL MS 30108/1/49.
3. Letters 2166 and 2167.

Letter 2164
Joseph Antione Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
25 March 1849
From the original in RI MS F2G, tipped in between pp. 2054-5 and
2058-9

Gand, 25 Mars 1849
Mon cher Monsieur Faraday.

Permettez-moi de vous offrir un exemplaire du memoire que je viens
de publier1. Ce travail constitue la suite de celui que j'ai eu l'honneur de
vous envoyer il y a quelques annees2, et au sujet duquel vous avez bien
voulu m'ecrire une lettre flatteuse que je conserve comme un temoignage
de vos bons sentiments pour moi. Dans ce premier memoire, je n'ai gueres
eu recours qu'a l'experience; aussi renferme-t-il plus d'un chose hasardee,
et meme de petites erreurs theoriques. Dans le memoire actuel, au
contraire, la theorie et l'experience marchent de front, et se pretent un
mutuel appui. Vous y verrez se produire sur une grande echelle, des
phenomenes de 1'ordre de ceux auxquels on a donne l'epithete de
Capillaires a cause de leur exiguite; vous y trouverez en meme temps une
suite de confirmations inattendues de l'admirable theorie sur laquelle
repose 1'explication des phenomenes capillaires; enfin, vous arriverez a
une application qui consiste dans la theorie complete d'une phenomene
dont l'etude experimentale a forme la matiere de Tun des plus beaux
memoires3 de Savart4.

J'ai regu 1'exemplaire que vous avez bien voulu m'envoyer de votre
memoire sur les nouveaux phenomenes dont vous avez enrichi la science5;
Je vous en remercie, et je saisis cette occasion un peu tardive de vous
exprimer toute mon admiration pour ces brillantes decouvertes. On
pouvait penser que c'etait assez pour votre gloire d'avoir ajoute a vos
travaux anterieurs la decouverte de l'induction electro-dynamique avec
toutes ses consequences si extraordinaires; eh bien non! voila que vous
constatez d'une maniere inesperee l'influence des courants electriques sur
la lumiere, puis Tuniversalite de Faction du magnetisme. En verite, creer
une nouvelle branche de la physique, ce n'est qu'un jeu pour vous.

A propos de magnetisme, causons un peu, si vous le voulez bien. Vos
belles experiences sur les gaz vous ont conduit a etablir l'etat magnetique
ou dia-magnetique d'un gaz donne, par rapport a un autre gaz donne;
mais, ainsi que vous l'avez fait remarquer, elles ne permettent pas de
constater si tel gaz est, par lui-meme, magnetique ou dia-magnetique. Or,
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il m'a semble qu'il serait possible d'arriver a cette connaissance absolue, et
cela au moyen d'un procede que je vais avoir Fhonneur de vous
soumettre.

Supposons l'electro-aimant renferme dans une cage transparente
remplie d'un gaz donne. Si ce gaz est magnetique, ses molecules seront
attirees pas les poles de Felectro-aimant, et elles seront, au contraire,
repoussees si le gaz est dia-magnetique. Or, dans le premier cas,
l'attraction des poles aura necessairement pour effet d'augmenter la
densite du gaz autour de ces memes poles, et, dans le second cas, la
repulsion devra, au contraire, diminuer cette densite. Si done le gaz est
magnetique, la densite de la couche qui environne les poles ira en croissant
rapidement depuis une petite distance de la surface du metal jusqu'a cette
meme surface, et, si le gaz est dia-magnetique, ce sera un decroissement
rapide de densite qui aura lieu. Par consequent, lorsque un rayon
lumineux traversera tres obliquement la couche dont il s'agit, il sera
quelque peu devie dans un sens ou dans l'autre, suivant que la couche sera
condensee ou dilatee.

Cela etant, et Felectro-aimant etant suppose vertical, placez verticale-
ment derriere lui, a la distance d'une dixaine de pieds, par exemple, une
feuille de papier blanc sur laquelle vous aurez marque un point noir, et
faites en sorte que ce point soit a la hauteur des poles; puis, avant de faire
agir le courant, placez-vous du cote oppose, a une distance au moins aussi
grande de Felectro-aimant, et de maniere que la droite qui va du point noir
a votre oeil rase la surface superieure de Tun des poles; enfin, faites agir le
courant. Alors, si le gaz est magnetique, le point noir devra paraitre
s'elever un peu au-dessus de la surface du pole, et, si le gaz est dia-
magnetique, le point devra disparaitre derriere ce meme pole.

II est inutile de vous faire remarquer que, dans cette experience, Foeil
devra etre bien immobile, et que, parconsequent, il faudra regarder a
travers un petit trou perce dans une plaque portee par un support fixe. II
me semble, en outre, que les poles ne devront pas etre munis des
armatures coniques dont vous vous etes servi pour vos experiences: car les
pointes de ces armatures etant tres voisines, le magnetisme de chacun des
poles doit etre en partie dissimule par celui de Fautre; je crois que les poles
devraient etre termines par des surfaces horizontales tres legerement
convexes. Le plus ou moins d'effet dependra surtout de la force de
Felectro-aimant; mais je pense qu'on pourrait augmenter ce meme effet, en
plagant les deux poles suivant la ligne qui va du point noir a Foeil: car
alors le rayon, apres avoir traverse la couche qui environne Fun de poles,
traverserait ensuite celle qui environne Fautre, et sa deviation serait
doublee. Peut-etre aussi serait-il bon de remplacer le point noir par une
ligne noire horizontale et suffisamment longue: cette ligne devrait paraitre
brisee. Si Faction etait trop faible, vous pourriez regarder a travers une
lunette munie d'un fil horizontal. Enfin, il est possible que Faction de la
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pile echauffe notablement les fils de l'electro-aimant, d'oii resulterait un
courant d'air ascendant et dilate, qui pourrait devenir une cause de
deviation du rayon lumineux; dans ce cas, il faudrait garantir les poles de
ce courant d'air chaud, au moyen d'ecrans convenables.

Je vous expose ces idees telles qu'elles me sont venues a l'espirit, et
vous en ferez l'usage qu'il vous plaira; seulement, si vous les mettez en
pratique, j'attends de votre bonte que vous me fassiez part de resultats
positifs ou negatifs auxquels vous serez arrive6.

Puis-je esperer que vous aurez l'obligeance de faire remettre les
exemplaires ci-joints a Sir J. Herschel et a Messieurs Wheatstone et Grove
dont j Ignore les adresses, ainsi qu'a Societe Roy ale?

Tout a vous i Jh. Plateau I professeur a l'Universite, place du Casino
18.

PS. Je m'apergois qu'au commencement de ma lettre, en parlant de
mon premier memoire sur les masses liquides, je semble faire le proces aux
methodes experimentales. Telle n'a pas ete mon intention; j'ai trop souvent
moi-meme employe ces methodes pour ne pas en reconnaitre toute
l'importance; j'ai voulu dire uniquement, que comme le sujet de ce
premier memoire pouvair etre aborde a la fois par la theorie et par
l'experience, j'ai eu tort, dans ce cas, de m'en tenir a l'experience seule.

Endorsed by Faraday: See M.S. notes of Expts 10 Octr. 1849 &c (10277 &c
to 10301)

TRANSLATION
Ghent, 25 March 1849

My dear Mr Faraday,
Permit me to offer you a copy of a paper that I have just published1.

This work follows on from that which I had the honour of sending you
some years ago2, about which you very kindly wrote me a flattering letter,
which I have kept as proof of your benevolent feelings towards me. In the
earlier paper, I hardly referred to experimentation; it contains more than
one guess and even contains some small errors of theory. The current
paper, on the contrary, uses theory and experiment equally and both lend
support to each other. You will see produced on a grand scale, the kind of
phenomena which has been called Capillary because of their exiguity; you
will find at the same time a whole series of unexpected confirmations of
the admirable theory on which rests the explanation of capillary
phenomena; finally, you will come to an application which lies in the
complete theory of a phenomenon of which the experimental study has
formed the subject of one of the most beautiful papers3 by Savart4.

I received the copy that you very kindly sent me of your paper on the
new phenomena with which you have enriched science5.1 thank you, and
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take this rather belated opportunity to express to you all my admiration
for these brilliant discoveries. One might have thought that it was enough
for your glory to have added to your earlier works the discovery of
electro-dynamic induction with all its extraordinary consequences; but no!
here you are discovering in an unexpected way, the influence of electric
currents on light, and the universality of magnetic action. In truth, creating
a new branch of physics, is but a game for you.

Concerning magnetism, let us talk a little, if you do not mind. Your
beautiful experiments on gas have led you to establish the magnetic or
diamagnetic state of a given gas, in relation to another given gas; but, just
as you have pointed out, they do not allow you to determine whether a
particular gas is, of itself, magnetic or diamagnetic. Now it seems to me
that it would be possible to arrive at this absolute knowledge, and that by
means of a method that I shall have the honour of submitting to you.

Let us suppose that an electro-magnet is enclosed in a transparent
cage filled with a given gas. If this gas is magnetic, its molecules will be
attracted by the poles of the electro-magnet, and, on the other hand, they
will be repelled if the gas is diamagnetic. Now, in the first case, the
attraction of the poles will necessarily have the effect of increasing the
density of the gas around these same poles, and in the second case, the
repulsion will, on the other hand, diminish this density. Thus if the gas is
magnetic, the density of the layer which surrounds the poles will grow
rapidly from a little distance away from the metal right up to its surface,
and, if the gas is diamagnetic, there will be a rapid decrease in the density
which will take place. Consequently, since a ray of light will cross the layer
in question very obliquely, it will be deviated a little in one direction or
another, depending on if the layer is condensed or dilated.

This being the case, supposing the electro-magnet is vertical, place
vertically behind it, at a distance of ten or so feet, for example, a sheet of
white paper on which you will have marked a black point, and do it in
such a way that this point is at the height of the poles; then, before you
switch the current on, put yourself on the opposite side, at a distance at
least as far from the electro-magnet and in such a way that the straight line
which goes from the black point to your eye skims the top surface of one
of the poles; finally, switch the current on. Now if the gas is magnetic, the
black point will appear to rise slightly above the surface of the pole, and
if the gas is diamagnetic, the point will disappear behind this same pole.

It is unnecessary to tell you that for this experiment, the eye must not
move, and that consequently one must look through a little hole pierced in
a sheet, held by a fixed support. It seems to me, moreover, that the poles
must not be fitted with the conical armatures that you used in your
experiments: for the points of these armatures being very close, the
magnetism of each of the poles must in part be dissimulated by that of the
other; I believe that the poles should end in horizontal surfaces which are
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very slightly convex. The greater or lesser effect will depend above all on
the strength of the electro-magnet; but I think the effect could be increased
by placing the two poles following the line which goes from the black
point to the eye: for then the ray, having crossed the layer which surrounds
one of the poles, would then cross the one which surrounds the other, and
its deviation would be doubled. Perhaps it would also be a good idea to
replace the black point by a sufficiently long horizontal black line: this line
would appear to be broken. If the action were too weak, you could look
through a magnifying lens fitted with a horizontal wire. Finally, it is
possible that the action of the pile could significantly heat the wires of the
electro-magnet, from which would result a current of rising and dilated
air, which could become a reason for the deviation of a ray of light; in this
case, one must protect the poles from this current of warm air by means of
suitable screens.

I expound these ideas just as they have come into my mind, and you
can make whatever use you wish of them; only, if you put them into
practice, I would be very grateful if you could convey to me the positive
or negative conclusions that you reach6.

May I hope that you will have the kindness to convey the enclosed
copies to Sir J. Herschel and to Messrs Wheatstone and Grove, whose
addresses I do not possess, as well as to the Royal Society?

All yours I Jh. Plateau I Professor at the University, place du Casino
18

P.S. I have realised that at the beginning of my letter, speaking of my
first paper on liquid masses, I seem to have put experimental methods in
the dock. This was not my intention; I have all too often myself employed
these methods not to recognise their importance; I wanted only to say, that
the subject of this first paper ought to have been tackled both by theory
and by experimentation. I was wrong, in that case, to rely to experimenta-
tion only.

1. Plateau (1849).
2. Plateau (1843). See Plateau to Faraday, 15 May 1844, letter 1586, volume 3.
3. Savart (1833).
4. Felix Savart (1791-1841, DSB). French physicist.
5. Faraday (1847b).
6. Faraday did not receive this letter until 29 September 1849 (Faraday, Diary, 10 October 1849,
5: 10277). The following month he conducted experiments stemming from the letter. See
Faraday, Diary, 10,12 and 15 October 1849, 5:10277-10301.
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Letter 2165
Faraday to Apsley Pellatt1

29 March 1849
From the original formerly in the possession of the late Mr and Mrs
Aida

Royal Institution I 29 Mar 1849
My dear Pellatt

I have received & rejoice in your book2 & am very much obliged to
you indeed that you have remembered me amongst those worth
remembering on this occasion. As yet I have only peeped into it but set it
aside for a good examination^]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Apsley Pellatt Esq I &c &c &c

1. Apsley Pellatt (1791-1863, DNB). Glass manufacturer.
2. Pellatt (1849).

Letter 2166
Faraday to Arthur Watson1

3 April 1849
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/49
1 Is there any return of air down the ventilating tubes and does it affect the
light and how?
2 If any return is it constant or only now & then?
3 If only now & then what appears to be the cause of it?
6 How is the wind & weather at those times?
4 Are both the upper & lower tier of lamps affected - or one more than the
other?
5 Are all the lamps on one tier affected alike?
8 How does air enter into the lanthorn to ventilate it?
7 Is there a stove in the lanthorn and where does its chimney go; through
the roof or into the cowl.
9 Is there any door between the lanthorn & watch room?
10 Is there any door between the watch room & the tower?
3 April 1849

Royal Institution I 3 April 1849
Sir

In reference to a communication of yours to the authorities of the
Trinity house21 have, by their authority3, to request that you will have the
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goodness to send answers to the enclosed questions + to my address at
the Royal Institution Albemarle Street London, with any other information
that you think will illustrate the case4u

I am I Yours &c I M. Faraday
Mr Watson I Lighthouse keeper I Dungeness Light Establishment I
Kent.
+ as above

1. Lighthouse keeper at Dungeness. Otherwise unidentified.
2. Watson to Herbert, 10 February 1849, GL MS 30108/1/49.
3. See letter 2163.
4. Faraday's abstract of Watson's reply, dated 7 April 1849, is in GL MS 30108/1/49.

Letter 2167
Faraday to William Barchard1

3 April 1849
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/49

Royal Institution I 3 April 1849
Sir

By desire of the Trinity house authorities21 have to request you will
be good enough to send answers to the enclosed questions + addressed to
me Royal Institution Albemarle St. with any other information relating to
the action of the ventilating pipes

I am Sir I Your &c I M. Faraday
Mr Wm Barchard I Needles lighthouse I near Fresh Water I Isle of
Wight
+ as above3

1. Keeper of the Needles Lighthouse. Otherwise unidentified.
2. See letter 2163.
3. That is in letter 2166.

Letter 2168
William Barchard1 to Faraday
11 April 18492

From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/49
Sir

In answer to your letter31 have sent you these few observations as
follows
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1. There is constant air down from the top which returns from the
ventilator but do not affect the lights.

2. The lights are most affected by foggy weather also by a S.W.
wind.

3. The lights on both tiers has the same effectu
4. There is a stove in the lanthorn, the chimney is through the roof not

into the cowlu
There is a door between the watch room & the tower also a door in

the lanthorn to walk on the outside on the Gallery.
I remain I Yours &c I William Barchard

Mr Faraday

1. Keeper of the Needles Lighthouse. Otherwise unidentified.
2. Date given by Faraday.
3. Letter 2167.

Letter 2169
William Thomson to Faraday
21 April 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

(No 2) College, Glasgow I April 21,1849
My dear Sir

I have just received your kind letter and I hasten to let you know that
I am not now at Cambridge. I expect however to arrive there on Friday
week (May 4) and if that is not too late, I shall then most gladly undertake
your commission and send the copies of your paper1 to the gentlemen you
mention - and to the Society2.1 shall be extremely obliged to you for the
copy which you design for me. I am particularly anxious to become
acquainted with the subject of your recent researches of which I have
heard and read some very imperfect accounts, as it is a subject in which I
am greatly interested. I hope to have an opportunity in London in May or
June of hearing one of your lectures as I have done before with so much
pleasure.

I am not sure whether I have ever mentioned to you that I have been
made Professor of Natural Philosophy in this University3, and that I am
therefore at home here during at least the winter six months of the year.
My father4 until his death5 was Professor of Mathematics here, and thus
my early associations are connected with the place where it is likely I shall
remain for life. For the present however I retain my fellowship in St.
Peter's College, and therefore I usually spend much of the summer six
months at Cambridge.
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I remain, My dear Sir, I Your's very truly I William Thomson
Prof. Faraday

1. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.
2. Presumably the Cambridge Philosophical Society.
3. Thomson had already informed Faraday of this. See Thomson to Faraday, 11 June 1847,
letter 1998, volume 3.
4. James Thomson (1786-1849, DNB). Professor of Mathematics at the University of Glasgow,
1832-1849.
5. On 12 January 1849.

Letter 2170
Faraday to William Robert Grove
26 April 1849
From the original in RI MS G F25

R Institution I 26 April 1849
My dear Grove

I forget many things but am quite ashamed I should have forgotten
youu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 2171
Arthur Aikin to Faraday
26 April 18491

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .48
7 Bloomsbury Square I 26 April

Dear Faraday
My niece Mrs Le Breton2 with her husband3 & family, as well as my

sister4 who is an inmate of theirs, hearing that you are become a temporary
resident in Wimbledon are very desirous of showing you & Mrs Faraday
all neighbourly attention. With this view she will take the liberty of calling
on Mrs F & has desired me to send you this notice in order that when she
calls she may not seem to be altogether a strangeru

Yours very truly I Ar. Aikin
M. Faraday Esq

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday was at Wimbledon at this time. See letters 2176, 2178 and
2182. See also Margery Ann Reid's recollection of the visit in her diary of April 1853, RI MS
F13B, pp. 11-12.
2. Anna Letitia Le Breton, nee Aikin (1808-1885, DNB). Writer.
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3. Philip Hemery Le Breton (d.1884, age 77, GRO). Barrister who married Anna Letitia Aikin
in 1833. See DNB under her entry.
4. Lucy Aikin (1781-1864, DNB). Writer.

Letter 2172
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
27 April 1849
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/49

27 April 1849 I Royal Institution
My dear Sir

In reference to the ventilation of the Dungeness & Needles
lighthouses I drew up ten questions (of which I send you copies) and sent
them to the keepers of these lighthouses respectively1. I send you the
answers2 by which you will see how impossible it is for me to form any
judgement on such vague information. That from the needles is as scant as
it is possible to be and that from Dungeness is in direct contradiction to
Captn Madan & Mr. Wilkins in respect of the air tubes in the watch room.
I think it would be better that I should go to one or both but that I could
not do just now because of my lectures here. After the 10th of June I shall
be free . I believe the lanthorn itself requires ventilation & airu

I am Dear Sir I Very Truly Your I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letters 2166 and 2167.
2. Letter 2168.
3. Faraday delivered a course of eight lectures on static electricity on successive Saturdays
after Easter which were due to end on 9 June 1849; however, see note 1, letter 2178. His notes
are in RI MS F4 J10.

Letter 2173
Faraday to Miss Miles1

28 April 1849
From the original in the possession of Dennis Embleton

Royal Institution I 28 April 1849
My dear Miss Miles

I am promised for June to Mr Clowes2 for the name of Prichard3 &
also for December to Dr Todd4 for another candidate. But if for any reason
Prichard should be removed from the list then I shall have great pleasure
in sending you my Proxyu

Pray give my respects to Mr and Mrs. Miles5!.]
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Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday

1. Unidentified. This letter refers to the provision a place for an orphan in the London Orphan
Asylum in Clapton, founded in 1813, of which Faraday became a subscriber in 1831. See
Faraday to Roberts, 24 January 1832, volume 2, letter 533. Each subscriber had one or more
votes (depending on the size of their subscription) for suitable candidates for a place in the
orphanage. Votes could be transferred by proxy between subscribers. For accounts of the
London Orphan Asylum see Alvey (1990) and Bache (1839), 58-65. Miss Miles is not listed as
a subscriber, but there were a large number of anonymous and pseudonymous subscribers.
2. William Clowes (1807-1883, DNB). Printer. He had been a subscriber since 1846. See the
1850 Report of the London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/1/13, p.76.
3. James Henry Prichard appears in the list of orphans in the 1850 Report of the London Orphan
Asylum SuRO 3719/1/13, p.34. His father had been a compositor in Stamford Street.
4. Possibly Robert Bentley Todd (1809-1860,. DNB). Physician at King's College Hospital,
1840-1860. He is not listed as a subscriber to the London Orphan Asylum.
5. Both unidentified.

Letter 2174
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
30 April 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Sir!

I received your kind letter1, by which you announce to me your last
paper2; I am very anxious to get it and will read it, with the greatest
attention.

The new facts I alluded to in my last letter3 are the following ones.
Since my first experiments I was convinced, that there ought to be an
influence of Magnetism on crystallisation and I expected, that any salt
crystallising slowly between the poles of a strong magnet, would have its
optical axes perpendicular to the line joining the two poles. Having tried
in vain to prove it experimentally I did not speak about it. But when I
repeated your last experiments with bismuth, I thought this metal
exceedingly proper, to be subjected to the former experiments, and this
time I had a full success. Melted bismuth, crystallising slowly between the
poles of a strong Magnet gets such a crystalline structure that the chief
cleavage plan[e] becomes perpendicular to the line joining the two poles.
I prove the same, even without cleaving the crystallized bismuth, by the
following experiment. A piece of bismuth, crystallised between the two
poles, takes, whatever may be its shape, when suspended in such a way,
that it may turn freely round a vertical axis allways and exactly (according
to the magnecrystallic action) the same position it had during the
crystallisation.
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This result proves strikingly that the force acting on the magnecrys-
tallic axis (and also I think on the optic axes) is a molecular one. That has
been allways my opinion.

All my experiments confirm that this force produces, as you call it an
effect of position only and not an effect of placeu When I say "repulsion of
the optical axes" as I may say "attraction of the magnecrystallic one" I
meaned only to explain the facts, without anticipating any conception
about the nature of the acting forces.

About the 20th of March I gave my paper to Poggendorff4, as soon as
I get a copy of it, I'll send it to you by post.

Since I have been at Paris. Tired by lectures & a "changement d'air"
was necessary for my health. Being restored by travelling, I'll find time to
go on in my researches, even, I may say, in spite of the government, which
does not at all favour them.

Yours very sincerely I Pliicker
Bonn 30th of April I 1849

Address: Professor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Not found.
2. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.
3. Letter 2152.
3. Pliicker (1849a).

Letter 2175
Faraday to J. Miller1

c May 18492

From the original in HCL, Quaker Collection
Norfolk St I Saturday [sic]3 Morning

My dear Sir
It is not wonderful that we should miss one another in London -

especially as on my part I am living by order of my medical friend4 out of
town at Wimbledon. We have an evening meeting of the members of the
Institution to night at \ past 8 if it would give you pleasure to be there I
should be most happy to see youu Tomorrow I must lecture5 & until after
the lecture must keep my thoughts together & see no onet.j The lecture
begins at 3 & is over at 4 o'clk. After lecture I shall of course be thereu If
you are passing either at 3 or 4 o'clk come in if you feel inclined!.]

On Monday again I shall be at home / am almost sure all the morning
until 12 or 1 o'clku

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. J. Miller I &c &c &c
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1. Unidentified.
2. Dated on the basis that Faraday was at Wimbledon at this time. See letters 2176, 2178 and
2182.
3. Friday must have been intended.
4. That is Peter Mere Latham.
5. Faraday delivered a course of eight lectures on static electricity on successive Saturdays
after Easter which were due to end on 9 June 1849; however, see note 1, letter 2178. His notes
are in RI MS F4 J10.

Letter 2176
Faraday to John Barlow
7 May 1849
From the original in RI MS Fl C29

Wimbledon1 I 7 May 1849.
My dear Barlow

I write a brief note to say that I am improving & hope to be ready for
next Saturday2 but this easterly wind is not good. I intend to remain here
nursing until Thursday or Friday and expect a good result. There is a
meeting of the University of London Senate & Graduates on Wednesday
Evening3.1 do not suppose you care about going - & I dare say if you do
you have an invitation. Still if you have not & should like to go you will
find a couple of invitation cards on my mantle piece which I have a right
to use. Of course I shall not be there under present circumstances!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
1. "R Institution" is crossed out underneath Wimbledon.
2. That is 12 May 1849 when Faraday was due to deliver one of his lectures in his course of
eight on static electricity which he gave on successive Saturdays from 21 April to 9 June 1849;
however, see note 1, letter 2178. His notes are in RI MS F4 J10.
3. There was no meeting of the Senate that day.

Letter 2177
Peter Mere Latham to Faraday
7 May 1849
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.31

36 Grosvenor St. May 7,1849
My dear Friend

I wish you were getting well a little faster than you are. Either your
Doctor wants skill or the elements are against you. We will suppose the
latter. For the sudden change from warm to cold in the last two days has
stopt the convalescence of many an invalid. Mrs Faraday asks permission
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to give you a little wine. It is an experiment; but one which might fairly be
tried. Take then half a glass of sherry after dinner tomorrow; and if it do
not heat you or make the throat more husky & you are manifestly
refreshed by it, take as much or even a little more on the following day.

My kind remembrance to Mrs Faraday.
Always, my dear friend, I Yours most truly I P.M. Latham

Letter 2178
Faraday to John Barlow
8 May 1849
From the original in RI MS Fl C30

Wimbledon I 8 May 1849.
My dear Barlow

Your letter & Mr. Brandes offer1 are very kind indeed but I am happy
to say I feel no doubt about next Saturday2. My present purpose is to be in
town in the course of Friday to prepare &c.

Perhaps a short advertisement on Saturday Morning3 saying Mr
Faradays 2nd lecture will be delivered this day &c &c might be advisableu
If you think so will you tell Lacyi]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

I intend to write to Mr. Brande to thank him. MF
1. Because of his illness, Faraday had not been able to deliver two of his course of eight post
Easter Saturday lectures on static electricity which he had commenced on 21 April; he had not
been able to lecture on 28 April and 5 May 1849. RI MM, 7 May 1849,10:184 records that Brande
offered to undertake Faraday's lectures for him. Barlow was asked to inform Faraday of this
offer. Faraday made up the missed lectures on 12 and 16 June 1849 (RI Lectures Index).
Faraday's lecture notes are in RI MS F4 J10.
2. That is 12 May 1849.
3. Such an advert was placed in the Morning Post, 12 May 1849, p.l, col. e.

Letter 2179
John Martin1 to Faraday
15 May 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Lindsey House, Chelsea I May 15th 1849
My dear Faraday,

Will you oblige me by presenting to the library and reading room of
the Royal Institution2 the accompanying copies of my recent Thames and
Metropolis Improvement Plan 1849^ Plan of London Connecting Railway
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18454, Plan for ventilating coal mines 18495 - and reprint of report upon the
Thames Improvement Plan 18366.

I remain, faithfully yours I John Martin
Dr. Faraday

Address: Dr. Faraday

1. John Martin (1789-1854, DNB). Historical and landscape painter. He also worked on the
disposal of London's sewage.
2. These gifts were noted in RI MM, 4 June 1849,10:193.
3. This is a map of London showing Martin's plans.
4. Martin (1845).
5. Martin (1849b).
6. Anon (1849).

Letter 2180
Willem Vrolik1 to Faraday
16 May 1849
From the original in RS MS 241, f.116

Amsterdam ce 16 Mai 1849
Monsieur,

J'ai Thonneur de Vous informer que Sa Majeste le Roi des Pays-Bas2

a approuve Votre nomination comme Membre Associe de la premiere
classe de l'institut royal des Pays-Bas.

La classe espere que Vous voudrez bien l'appuyer par Vos lumi-
neuses talents dans le but scientifique, qu'elle s'est propose et que Vous
connaitrez par les memoires qu'elle publie. Par consequent elle se flatte
que Vous voudrez bien accepter le titre qu'elle Vous a decerne, et qui vient
de recevoir la sanction royale.

Je Vous prie de me croire avec les sentiments les plus distingues, I
Monsieur I Votre devoue Serviteur. I W. Vrolik I Secretaire perpetuel de
la I premiere classe de l'institut Royal des I Pays-Bas.
A Monsieur I M.Faraday I a Londres.

TRANSLATION
Amsterdam, this 16 May 1849

Sir,
I have the honour of informing you that His Majesty the King of the

Netherlands2 has approved your nomination as Associate Member of the
first class of the Institut Royal des Pays-Bas.
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The class hopes that through your illustrious talents you will support
it in the scientific goals it has set itself which you will know from the
papers it publishes. Consequently it flatters itself that you will wish to
accept the title it has awarded and which has just received royal sanction.

I ask you to believe me with the most distinguished sentiments I Sir
I Your Devoted Servant I W. Vrolik I Permanent Secretary of the first
class of the Institut Royal des I Pays-Bas.
To Mr IM. Faraday I in London

1801-1863, NNBW). Dutch physiologist.
7-1890, NNBW). King of the Netherlands,:

1. Willem Vrolik (1801-1
2. William III (1817-1890, NNBW). King of the Netherlands, 1849-1890.

Letter 2181
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
16 May 18491

From the original in RI MS Fl N3/22
May 16

My dear Sir
A very intelligent american Mr Francis2 is sent over to England at the

expence of a company or association to enquire thoroughly into the use of
corrosive sublimate for preserving timber and particularly to investigate
the causes of its present disuse. I have given him all the information in my
power but as he says he dare not go back to America without seeing you.
Knowing your engagements I have not complied with his request to give
him a note to you without first ascertaining if it suits you or whether it is
too great an inconvenience.

Trusting you are in good health
Believe me dear sir I Your faithfull I I.K. Brunei

1. Recipient and date established on the basis that letter 2182 is the reply.
2. James Bicheno Francis (1815-1892, DAB). American civil engineer.

Letter 2182
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
17 May 1849
From the original in BrUL MS

Wimbledon I 17 May 1849.
My dear Brunei
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I am here under Doctors orders and though recovering am not
allowed to be much in town. However I shall be in town tomorrow
afternoon (Friday) and also part of Saturday but as that is my lecture day
I cannot see any one until after 4 oclk on that day1!.] Will any of the spare
pieces of time suit your friend2. Perhaps he would like to be with us on the
Friday Evening3. If so you can give him a ticketu I shall be most happy
personally to see him & am only sorry I am of necessity thus restrained!.]

Bad memory. I cannot remember the name of your Street, or where to
direct to you. Your letter does not help me so that I must send this to the
Institution first & am afraid I shall lose 2 or 3 deliveries by so doing. Pray
forgive me.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Faraday delivered a course of eight lectures on static electricity on successive Saturdays
after Easter which were due to end on 9 June 1849; however, see note 1, letter 2178. His notes
are in RI MS F4 J10.
2. James Bicheno Francis (1815-1892, DAB). American civil engineer mentioned in letter
2181.
3. The Friday Evening Discourse on 18 May 1849 was delivered by Edwin Sidney (d.1872, age
74, B6), Rector of Little Cornard, 1847-1872 and lecturer at the Royal Institution and elsewhere.
His topic was "On the Geographical Distribution of Corn Plants". For an account see
Athenaeum, 26 May 1849, pp.546-7.

Letter 2183
Julius Plucker to Faraday
20 May 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Allow me, Sir, to communicate to you several new facts, which, I
hope, will spread some light over the action of the Magnet upon the optic
and magnecrystallic axes.

I. The first and general law, I deduced from my last experiments is
the following one

"There will be either repulsion or attraction of the optic axes by the
poles of a Magnet, according to the crystalline structure of the crystal. If
the crystal is a negative one, there will be repulsion, if it is a positive one there
will be attraction"

The crystals most fitted to give the evidence of this law are diopside (a
positive crystal) cyanite, topaze (both negatives) and other ones, crystallis-
ing in a similar way. In these crystals the line (A) bisecting the acute
angles, made by the two optic axes, is neither perpendicular nor parallel
to the axis (B) of the prism. Such a crystal, suspended horizontally like a
prism of turmaline, staurotite or "cyanure rouge de fer & potasse" in my
former experiments, will point neither axially nor equatorially, but will
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take allways a fixed intermediate direction. This direction will continually
change if the prisme will be turned round its own axis B. It may be proved
by a simple geometrical construction, which shows, that during one
revolution of the prism round its axis (B), this axis without passing out of
the two fixed limits C & D, will go through all intermediate positions. The
directions C & D, where the crystall returns, make either whith [sic] the line
joining the two poles, or with the line perpendicular to it, on both sides of
these lines, angles equal to the angle included by A and B: the first being
the case, if the crystal is a positive one, the last if a negative one. There it
follows that if the crystal by any kind of horizontal suspension may point
to the poles of the Magnet, it is a positive one; if it may point equatorially
it is a negative one. This last reasoning conducted me at first to the law
mentioned above.

The magnecrystallic axis, I think, is, optically speaking, the line
bisecting the (acute) angles made by the two optic axes, or in the case of
one single axis, the axis itself. The crystals of bismuth and arsenic are
positive crystals, Antimony, according to my experiments, is a negative
one. All are uniaxal.

II The cyanite is by far the most interesting crystal, I examined till
now. If suspended horizontally it points very nicely, only by the magnetic
power of the Earth, to the north. It is a true compass needle, and more than
that, you may comand over its declination. If for instance, you suspend it
in such a way that the line A bisecting the two optic axes of the crystal, be
in the vertical plane passing through the axis B of the prism, the crystal
will point exactly as a compass needle does. By turning the crystal round
the line B you may make it point exactly to the north of the Earth &cu The
crystal does non [sic] point according to the Magnetisme of its substance,
but only by following the magnetic action upon its optical axes. This is in full
concordance to the different law of diminution by distance of the pure
magnetic and the optomagnetic action. If you approach to the north end of
the suspended crystal the south pole of a permanent magnetic bar, strong
enough to overpowering the magnetism of the Earth, the axis B of the
prism will make with the axis of the bar (this bar having any direction
whatever in the horizontal plane) an angle exactly the same it made before
with the meridian plane: the crystal being directed either more towards
the East or more towards the West.

The crystal showed, resembling for that also to a magnetic needle,
strong polarity: the same end being allways directed to the north. I dare
say, if it may be a polarity of the optomagnetic power. Two questions too may
easily be answered. 1° Is the north pole indicated by the form of
crystallisation 2° did the crystal get, when formed, its polarity by the
magnetism of the Earth. Between the poles of the strong Electromagnet the
permanent polarity disappeared as long as the Magnetism was excited.
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I am obliged by the new facts, mentioned above, to take up my
former memoir , I must reproduce it under a quite new shape. I'll examine
again the rock crystal, which being acted upon weakly by a magnet
induced me to deny in that memoir, what I ascertain now and what I
thought most probably, as soon as I got the first notice of your recent
researches2. (That you will find in the Memoir given to Mr Poggendorf[f]
2 or 3 months ago .) Perhaps the exceptional molecular condition of rock
crystal, as indicated by the passage of light t[h]rough it, will produce a
particular magnetic action.

I should be very obliged to you, if you would give notice of the
contents of my present letter to Mr. de la Rive, when he calls on you, as he
intended to do. I showed him several of my experiments when he passed
through Bonn the 12th of Mai. The following day I got the different results,
mentioned above.

My best whishes [sic] for your health!
Very truly yours I Pliicker

Bonn, the 20th of May I 1849.

Endorsed by Faraday: On the Magnetic relations of the Positive &
Negative optic axes of crystals by Professor Plucker of Bonn in a letter to,
and communicated by Dr. Faraday4.
Address: Professor M. Faraday I &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Pliicker (1847).
2. See Faraday to Plucker, 14 December 1848, letter 2136, volume 3.
3. Plucker (1849a).
4. The title of Plucker (1849b) which published this letter.

Letter 2184
Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas to Faraday
c21 May 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon Cher Confrere et ami

Cette lettre vous sera remise par M. D'Eichtal Tun des plus
honorables et des plus distingues parmi les Membres de la chambre des
deputes de l'ancien terns. II veut bien se charger de vous remettre en
meme occasion, des echantillons qui vous interesseront je l'espere. Le
premier consiste en une reproduction obtenue sur un enduit d'amidon, au
moyen de l'Yode. Le procede de M. Niepce1 vous est bien connu, mais
personne n'est en etat de le pratiquer aussi habilement qui lui et son
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oeuvre peut vous le prouver. La gravure tres imparfaite qui se trouve
reportee sur la glace amidonnee y a produit une image plus agreable a
l'oeil qu'elle ne l'etoit elle meme2. Vous remarquerez que j'ai fait encadrer
la gravure dans un Cadre fait avec du bois injecte par le procede3 de M.
Boucherie4. il y en a divers echantillons.

Vous trouverez en second lieu, une serie d'epreuves obtenues soit sur
pierre, soit sur acier ou cuivre, par des gravures en relief, tirees avec de
l'encre ordinaire. C'est un probleme tres heureusement resolu par nos
artistes et tres proprement fournit des papiers qui resistent aux tentatives
de faux, soit pour les effets de commerce, soit pour les actes publics,
examinez ces papiers avec une bonne loupe et vous serez frappe de la
purete des lignes et de la perfection du tirage, qui est plus facile avec
l'encre aqueuse qu'avec l'encre grasse dlmprimerie. C'est une nouvelle
ressource pour l'lndustrie et pour les arts.

M. D'Eichtal vous entretiendra lui meme d'un objet nouveau plein
d'interet. II s'agit de l'oxide de zinc et de fer derivee qu'il substitue aux
matieres a bas de plomb employees en peinture. J'ai employe ses couleurs
pour des Laboratoires et des amphitheatres avec le plus complet succes.
Nous avons a paris deja une grande experience de ce procede qui me
semble destine a jouer un role tres considerable dans le monde industriel.
Je suis persuade que vous en tirerez a Londres le parti le plus avantageux,
tant a cause de l'lnnocuite des produits que de leur resistance a l'action du
gaz hydrogene sulfure.

Enfin, M. D'Eichtal vous dira quelques mots d'une decouverte faite
dans mon laboratoire par un de mes eleves qui avoit bien voulu
m'accompagner a Londres et qui a eu l'honneur de vous voir, M. Melsens.
II s'agit d'un procede merveilleux qui permet d'extaire de la canne a sucre,
tout le sucre qu'elle contient5. L'experience avoit si bien reussi avec les
Betteraves que j'ai voulu la verifier sur la canne. J'ai fait venir une
Centaine de livres de canne a sucre fraiches d'Andalousie et elles ont ete
traitees sous mes yeux avec le resultat le plus satisfaisant et le plus
decisif.

M. Melsens vouloit que je vous fisse connaitre Son procede, je m'y
suis refuse. Je sais par ma propre experience combien un secret embarasse
son depositaire. Si, cependant, vous permettiez qu'on vous le fit savoir et
si votre gouvernement y mettait le moidre interet, vous consentiez a
examiner la question, sans lui dormer votre opinion, Je Vous transmettrais
tout ce que Je sais a ce sujet.

M. Melsens lui meme iroit au besoin repeter sous vos yeux toutes ses
experiences. Ce seroit un immense service rendu a M. Melsens, qui en est
bien digne par son devouement a la Science et a qui Je porte un interet de
pere.

Je suis tres a court de nouvelles purement Scientifiques. Vous savez
deja par nos comptes rendus que M. Boutigny6 a trouve le moyen de
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plonger la main dans la fonte en fusion, sans le moindre accident7.
L'Epreuve du feu est expliquee desormais. II etoit bien du a la France, ou
Von joue avec lefeu, tous les jours, de voir cette decouverte faite par un des
Savans qu'elle compte dans son Sein. La recette de M. Boutigny pourra
etre utile a nos hommes politiques.

Je me recommande a toute votre amitie. Vous verrez que le Dept. du
Nord vient de m'envoyer a 1'assemblee legislative, plaignez moi et soyez
bien assure que s'il avoit ete possible de refuser ce dangereux honneur, je
me serois empresse de la faire, pour me consacrer tout entier a mes
travaux. heureusement, qu'il reste encore au monde un coin paisible ou la
philosphie conserve un asile. Vous etiez digne plus que personne qu'il
vous fut reserve, Jouissez de votre bonheur et qu'il vous soit longtems
conserve.

Mille amities I Dumas
Made Dumas se rappele au bon souvenir de Madame Faraday a qui

Je vous prie de presenter mes respectueux hommages.

Endorsed by Faraday: Received 23 May 1849

TRANSLATION
My Dear Colleague and Friend

This letter will be given to you by M. D'Eichtal, one of the most
honourable and most distinguished amongst the Members of the chamber
of deputies of former times. He has kindly agreed at the same time to pass
on some samples which I hope will interest you. The first consists of a
reproduction obtained on a coating of starch, by using iodine. The
procedure used by M. Niepce1 is well known to you, but no one is able to
put it into practice as ably as he himself can and his work can prove it to
you. The very imperfect engraving which has been reproduced on a
starched sheet of glass has produced an image more pleasing to the eye
than it was in the original2. You will notice that I have put the engraving
in a box made with wood injected by the method3 of M. Boucherie . There
are various samples.

Secondly, you will find a series of proofs obtained on rock, steel and
copper, for relief engravings, drawn with ordinary ink. This is a problem
very happily resolved by our artists and very properly supplied with
papers which resist any attempt at forgery, be it for commercial reasons or
for public acts. Examine these papers with a good magnifying glass and
you will be stfuck by the purity of the lines and the perfection of the print,
which is much easier with waterbased ink than with oily printing ink. This
is a new resource for industry and the arts.

M. Eichtal will tell you himself of a new object which is full of
interest. It concerns the oxide of zinc and derived iron which he substitutes
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for lead based materials used in painting. I have used his colours in
laboratories and in lecture theatres with total success. In Paris we already
have a great deal of experience of this procedure which seems to me to be
destined to play a most important role in the industrial world. I am sure
that you, in London, will put it to the best use, both because of the
innocuousness of the products and because of their resistance to the action
of hydrogen sulphide gas.

Finally, M. D'Eichtal will say a few words on a discovery made in my
laboratory by one of my pupils, who was kind enough to accompany me
to London and who had the honour of seeing you, M. Melsens. It concerns
a marvellous method which enables all the sugar contained in sugar cane
to be extracted5. The experiment was so successful with beet that I wanted
to verify it on cane. I imported about a hundred pounds of fresh sugar
cane from Andalusia, and it was treated under my eyes, with the most
satisfying and definitive results.

M. Melsens wanted me to make known his method to you, but I
refused. I know from my own experience how awkward it is to be the
guardian of a secret. If, however, you allowed us to make it known to you
and if your government expressed the slightest interest in it, you
consented to examine the question, without giving him your opinion, I
would transmit to you all I know of the subject.

M. Melsens himself would, if necessary, repeat before your eyes all
his experiments. It would be an enormous service given to M. Melsens,
who is worthy of it because of his devotion to Science and in whom I take
a fatherly interest.

I am very short on purely scientific news. You already know from our
Comptes Rendus that M. Boutigny6 has found a method of plunging his
hand into molten iron, without the slightest accident7. The proof of fire is
explained from now on. It fell to France where one plays with fire every day,
to see this discovery made by one of the savants that it holds in its bosom.
M. Boutigny's recipe could be useful for our politicians.

I recommend myself to all your friendship. You will see that the
Department du Nord has just sent me to the legislative assembly. Pity me
and rest assured that had it been possible to refuse this dangerous honour,
I would have been anxious to do so, in order to concentrate entirely on my
work. Happily, there is still a peaceful corner of the world where
philosophy provides a sanctuary. You, more than any other person, were
worthy that it was reserved for you. Rejoice in your good fortune and may
it remain like that for a long time.

My best regards I Dumas
Madam Dumas asks to be remembered to Mrs Faraday, to whom I beg you
to pay my respectful homage.
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1. Claude Felix Abel Niepce de Saint-Victor (1805-1870, NBU). French photographer.
2. On Niepce's photographic methods see Gernsheim and Gernsheim (1955), 148-9.
3. See Boucherie (1840).
4. Auguste Boucherie (1801-1871, Vapereau (1880), 272). French physician and chemist.
5. Melsens (1849).
6. Pierre Hippolyte Boutigny (1798-1884, Oursel (1886), 1:127). French pharmacist.
7. Boutigny (1849).

Letter 2185
Faraday to Julius Pliicker
23 May 1849
From the original in NRCC ISTI

R Institution i 23 May 1849
My dear Plucker

Not 10 minutes ago I received your letter of the 20th instant1 & write
at once to congratulate you on the beautiful facts you describe. How
wonderfully this branch of Science is progressing! -1 saw De la Rive two
days ago & he gave me the pieces of bismuth from you about which I say
nothing because I have not experimented with them & I conclude you
have not yet received my paper2.1 shall see de la Rive in a day or two &
will show him yours.

I am not quite sure what you would like but I think (if I can get the
letter back from De la Rive in time) I shall send it to Mr Taylor to print in
the next Number of the Phil Mag3u

In haste but I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Plucker I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Plucker I &c &c &c I University I Bonne I on the
Rhine

1. Letter 2183.
2. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.
3. Plucker (1849b).
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Letter 2186
Faraday to Willem Vrolik1

25 May 1849
From the original in Rijksarchief in Noord-Holland, archief Koninklijk
Instituut van Wetenschappen, inv. nr. 5

Royal Institution - London I 25, May 1849.
Sir

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th
instant2 and beg you will do me the favour to express the high sense I
entertain of the approbation of the Royal Institute and the mark of honor
it has conferred upon me for which I am most grateful and beg to return
for it my sincere thanks. I can only say, under a consciousness of failing
powers with increasing years, that if any thing could make me increase my
exertions in the cause of science it would be such approval as that you give
met.]

Permit me to offer for yourself personally the expression of my
highest esteem & respect and believe me to be

Sir I Your Most faithful & Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
M. W. Wolik [sic] I &c &c &c &c

1. Willem Vrolik (1801-1863, NNBW). Dutch physiologist.
2. Letter 2180.

Letter 2187
Faraday to Edward Magrath
25 May 1849
From the original in RI MS Fl C28

R Institution I 25 May 1849
Dear Magrath

I send the ticketsu
Some person has sent me the enclosed. They have put your name

instead of Mr. Dances11 suppose2:-
Do you know what Arnett's3 books of the Ancients is?4 Can you tell

me when you & I were first acquaint? and whether & when we were
members of Dorset Street Society?5

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Magrath: Answered the same day see over leaf

1. William Dance (1755-1840, DNB). One of the founders of the Royal Philharmonic Society.
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2. Arnett (1837), 203-5 gave a short account of Faraday's life (derived largely from Anon
(1835)). On p.204 Magrath, rather than Dance, is stated to have given Faraday the tickets to
attend Davy's lectures at the Royal Institution in 1812.
3. John Andrews Arnett. Pseudonym of John Hannett. Otherwise unidentified.
4. Arnett (1837).
5. That is the City Philosophical Society on which see James (1992b).

Letter 2188
Edward Magrath to Faraday
25 May 1849
From the original copy in RI MS Fl C28

Athenaeum I 25 May 1849.
Dear Faraday

Until I received your note1 and the Extract I had never heard of
Arnetts2 'Books of the Andents'3[.j Some Weeks since my Brother Henry4

told me had seen in a fugitive publication a paragraph which may
probably be the same & which I have in my hand for the first time. I had
forgotten the matter altogether^]

I think you and I were first acquainted in the same year you were
appointed to the Royal Institution5. I know this much that it was during
the following year you went with Sir Humphrey Davy to Paris and I heard
you say that you were there when Napoleon6 returned from the Campaign
in Russia (1812)7.

I have never kept a dairy and must therefore in all matters of my past
Life refer to memory alone. I have never paid the slightest attention to the
many publications in which your name and mine have appeared in
connection - because there has been in them for the most part more of error
than truth, and also because I have always systematically abstained from
all connection or communication with the press whether they chose to
treat me roughly or smoothly. One is sure to get rough treatment if you
notice mistatements or shew the slightest sensitiveness at personal
attacksu

Whenever I have been asked proper questions about you I have
answered frankly and openly and in some instances have corrected
misinformation which (if true) might have gratified my vanity, but I did
not choose to indulge it at the expense of truth. For instance I have been
often asked if I knew you in early youth. My answer has been invariably
No! Not until you became a member like myself, of the Dorset St. Society
to which we were introduced at different periods by John TatunA]

E. Magrath
Athenaeum I Friday 25 May 1849.
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1. Letter 2187.
2. John Andrews Arnett. Pseudonym of John Hannett. Otherwise unidentified.
3. Arnett (1837).
4. Otherwise unidentified.
5. That is in 1813.
6. Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821, NBU). Emperor of France, 1804-6 April 1814. Exiled on
Elba until 1 March 1815. Lost battle of Waterloo and finally abdicated on 22 June 1815.
7. The chronology here is incorrect. Napoleon had returned from Russia in December 1812.
Faraday saw him in Paris a year later on 19 December 1813. Bowers and Symons (1991), 33.
8. John Tatum (d.1858, age 86, GRO). Silversmith of 53 Dorset Street. Appears in London
directories until 1827. Probably the same as John junior noted in Grim wade (1982), 677. Founder
of the City Philosophical Society on which see James (1992b).

Letter 2189
Faraday to Julius Pliicker
31 May 1849
From the original in NRCC ISTI
My dear Plucker

The inclosed will appear in the Phil Magazine tomorrow morning1.1
have altered a word or two here & there. I hope that what I have done
meets your approbation & is agreeable to you. I could not resist my desire
to make it knownu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
31 May 1849

Address: Professor Plucker I &c &c &c I University I Bonn I on the
Rhine

1. Pliicker (1849b).

Letter 2190
Julius Plucker to Faraday
2 June 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Sir, I thank you very much for the unexpected kindness, with which
you received my last corhunication1. A letter not being a memoir, I am very
satisfied you sent mine to be printed by Mr. Taylor2. My bad English, I
know very well, is to be changed before going to press; therefore I am
much obliged to you, for having altered some expressions. There is only
one word, introduced by you, which I do not understand. You say "It is a
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true compass-needle and more than that, you may obtain its declination"\\
My meaning was "you may dispose on the direction, it shall take" or "you
may give to it any declination you like, from about 25° to the East to 65°
to the West".

I'll go again to work as soon as I get crystals, I am expecting from
Berlin. Since my last letter I tried only a few crystals, ascertaining all the
general law. I found that angite is acted upon by the magnetic power of the
Earth, quite in the same way as cyanite.

I examined also rock crystal. If you suspend a prism of it horizontally
it will, according to the smal[l]er or greater distance from the poles, point
either equatorially by the diamagnetism of its substance or axially, its optic
axis being attracted. Why did I not try that before? To excuse my stupidity
I might write a long psychological memoir.

I did not yet receive your paper4.
Most sincerely I Yours I Plucker

Bonn 2th of June 1849

Address: Professor M. Faraday I &c &c I London I Royal Institution

1. Letter 2183.
2. Plucker (1849b) of which Faraday had sent an offprint with letter 2189.
3. Plucker (1849b), 451.
4. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.

Letter 2191
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
5 June 1849
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 5 June 1849
My very dear friend

I expect to see M. de la Rive in half an hour who afterwards will leave
London for Paris and I rejoice in the opportunity (though a hasty one) of
acknowledging both your letters & the presents which you sent me by M
Eichtal1. I grieved very much for a long time thinking of the unapt and
adverse circumstances under which you must as a man of peace order &
science have felt yourself oppressed and I thought I knew how far the fine
natural tone of your mind would make these things distasteful to you. But
now I hope things are better not externally merely but as respects the
feelings of mens mind[s] and to hear that you are nominated a Deputy and
intend to act in that position makes me think that matters must be righting
fast.
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Mr. Niepce's2 result3 which you sent me is beautiful and has excited
the admiration of many. It keeps very well for the present but I conclude
will not be permanent. The frame also of dyed wood is very beautiful.
Surely that must be a valuable result.

M. D'Eichtal is busy in some communications which if I understand
him rightly may concern both you and me about Sugar4. From all he says
I shall be most happy to be joined in the matter i.e. provided it is necessary
here for I am never willing to be the depository of a secret unless there be
a necessity. However as he understands the matter thoroughly and will
take the trouble of guarding it aright I will leave it all to him to explain. All
I can say is that I feel it a great pleasure & a great honor to be joined with
you in any thing - or in the smallest matter.

I am greatly behind in Scientific reading & hardly know what is
doing - and my encouragement to read is sadly diminished by the daily
consciousness that I cannot keep what I read. Still as I know you feel an
interest in me let me say that I am pretty well & cheerful & happy in
mind.

My wife desires her kindest remembrances to you and Madame
Dumas. We often speak of the kindness we received together5 & wonder
you could so consent to loan your time and powers idling with us. And
now my dear friend with the most earnest wishes for your health &
happiness and that of those around you who make your happiness

Believe me to be I Ever I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
A Monsieur I Monsieur Dumas I &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Dumas I Professor I &c &c &c &c I a
Paris

1. See letter 2184.
2. Claude Felix Abel Niepce de Saint-Victor (1805-1870, NBU). French photographer.
3. See Gernsheim and Gernsheim (1955), 148-9.
4. Melsens (1849).
5. See Sarah Faraday and Faraday to Reid, 28 and 29 July 1845, letter 1762, volume 3.

Letter 2192
James Prescott Joule to Faraday
5 June 1849
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.36

New Bailey St, Salford, Manchester I June 5th 1849
My dear Sir,

I beg to enclose a paper on the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat which
I should feel obliged by your communicating to the Royal Society1!.] I hope
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it is in time to be read this session as I understand there are yet two
meetings to be held2. If there be anything which requires addition or
alteration I should be glad to supply it, particularly with regard to the
sketch of the history of the mechanical Doctrine3.1 can only say that I have
endeavoured to make the paper as perfect as possible, and that it is the
result of nearly a year's labour. Trusting it will interest you and that it will
be treated with favour by the Society

I remain I Dear Sir I Ever Yours Respectfully & truly I James P.
Joule
Prof Faraday DCL, FRS. I &c &c &c

1. Which Faraday did (see letter 2193). The paper was published as Joule (1850).
2. The paper was read on 21 June 1849.
3. Joule (1850), 61-4 gave this historical account.

Letter 2193
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
6 June 1849
From the original in the Royal Society of South Africa

R Institution I 6 June 1849
My dear Sir

I beg to communicate the accompanying paper to the R.Slu
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

R. Weld Esq I &c &c &c

1. Joule (1850); see letter 2192. For a discussion of this letter see Spargo (1992).

Letter 2194
Faraday to Charles Caleb Atkinson1

6 June 1849
From the original in UCL, College Correspondence 1849

Royal Institution I 6 June 1849
Sir

I grieve to perceive that there is some misunderstanding at
University College; with which I am, to my great surprize, in part mixed
up, much against my inclination. I cannot but suppose that the whole is
due to some explainable mistake. I would not intrude into the matter,
except under the necessity of vindicating my own consistency. I have
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uniformly for many years past refused to give certificates of eligibility; and
I have, in accordance with that resolution, given none for any of the
candidates for the vacant chair at your college. I have been spoken to by
several respecting the persons who are candidates2. I have refused to
compare them, or give an opinion on their eligibility to the particular
position now to be filled: but have answered enquiries as to general
scientific rank as accurately as I could. I had been given to understand that
I had been quoted for an opinion of Dr. Percy, very unlike that which I was
known to entertain; (but there must, I think, here be some mistake.) I
repeated my opinion in conversation to Dr Grant3, and he has very
faithfully reported it, in his letter of 18th May4. What I (for my own
consistency) wish you and all concerned to understand, is, that neither in
that conversation (or letter) or at any other time have I departed from my
rule of not giving a certificate of fitness for a particular officeu

Allow me to hope that you will make this letter known to the
Council, or to any other body in the College, which may otherwise think
I have falsified my rule of conduct in these matters:- and allow me, further,
to hope that all uneasy feeling in regard to this affair will in the end, and
shortly be entirely removed5!.]

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M.
Faraday
C.C. Atkinson Esq I &c &c &c I Secretary

1. Charles Caleb Atkinson (1793-1869, Bl). Secretary of University College London,
1835-1867.
2. That is for the Professorship of Practical Chemistry at University College to which
Alexander William Williamson was appointed. UCL MS Council Minutes, 4,16 June 1849.
3. Robert Edmond Grant (1793-1874, DNB). Professor of Comparative Anatomy and Zoology
at University College London, 1827-1874.
4. Although the appointment was made by the Council of University College, the Senate of
the College had an advisory role. Grant, as Dean of the Medical Faculty, chaired the committee
which the Senate established to consider the applicants for the position. Though not supported
either by the committee or by the Senate, Grant championed Percy's appointment and was
strongly opposed to Williamson's. This position he made plain in a minute in UCL MS Senate
Minutes, 2, 18 May 1849 where he praised Percy by writing that his abilities as an analytic
chemist had been "attested by the highest authorities". This view is presumably a reference to
the content of Grant's letter of the same date (and may even be the same document) discussed
here by Faraday. The immediate cause of Faraday's annoyance must have lain with the Council
discussion of the matter on 2 June 1849, but the minutes (UCL MS Council Minutes, 4, 2 June
1849) do not reveal the nature of the debate.
5. UCL MS Committee of Management Minutes, 13 June 1849, noted that this letter, together
with letter 2196, was read to the Committee of Management who forwarded them to Senate and
its committee. UCL MS Senate Minutes, 2,15 June 1849, noted the letters and overruled further
delaying tactics by Grant so that Williamson was appointed the following day (see note 2).
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Letter 2195
Faraday to John Leighton1

7 June 1849
From the original in RI MS Fl C31

Royal Institution I 7 June 1849.
Sir

I received your parcel and letter and am very much obliged by your
kindness. I had seen several of your works before and now Mrs. Faraday
has had the opportunity of looking at them. I hope you find Art as
productive as business. It is very evident from your works that it is a far
more agreeable pursuit and it is a great happiness when the means by
which we get our bread are in their nature pleasant to us. Wishing you
every success in life that is good for you

I am I Dear Sir i Very Truly Yours i M. Faraday
John Leighton Jur I &c &c &c

1. John Leighton (1803-1868, Cantor (1991a), 301). Sandemanian and artist.

Letter 2196
Faraday to Charles Caleb Atkinson1

8 June 1849
From the original in UCL, College Correspondence 1849

R Institution I 8 June 1849
Dear Sir

I have received your note. I am so anxious not to be misunderstood
that I venture further to say I trust no one can interpret my letter2 as
meaning any unfitness on the part of Dr. Percy for the particular office. I
want to stand perfectly free of any opinion in that respect as regards any
& all the candidates3[.}

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Charles Atkinson Esq I &c &c &c

1. Charles Caleb Atkinson (1793-1869, Bl). Secretary of University College London,
1835-1867.
2. Letter 2194.
3. See the notes to letter 2194.
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Letter 2197
Faraday to L. Thompson1

9 June 1849
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 9 June 1849
My dear Sir

Olifiant gas requires a pressure of 422 atmospheres to liquefy it at
30°F. I have not succeeded in liquefying coal gas or light hydro-carbon but
it requires a much higher pressure than that. Again Babbage I think bored
a hole in a very compact limestone rock, poured in acid & closed it up
hoping to confine the gas & blow up the rock but the gas gradually found
its way through the body of the rock2u

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
L. Thompson

1. Unidentified.
2. For Babbage's interest in the liquefaction of gases see Babbage (1832), 234-6.

Letter 2198
Faraday to Benjamin Hawes1

13 June 1849
From the original in DUL, H.A.J. Wilder Scrapbook, L-5868, p.100

Royal Institution I 13 June 1849.
My dear Sir

I received your letter of the 9th instant; and I have also received a
letter from the discoverer of the process of extracting sugar2, and another
from M. Dumas stating to me the results which he witnessed3.1 am willing
to answer your enquiry as far as lies in my power: provided I can guard
myself from the possible charge, hereafter, of having given a hasty and ill
considered opinion. Let me remind you, therefore, that circumstances
connected with the season & the time of the year4 forbid that I should have
the opportunity at present of seeing the operation of extraction performed:
and that I can only know the process by description; can only judge of it
by a consideration of the principles of chemical action which it involves,
and can only be aware of the effects by the testimony of M. Dumas and the
discoverer.

Having, then, considered the communications carefully, I see nothing
to make me doubt that the facts are as stated:- namely that a very large
proportion, approaching towards the whole, of the sugar in the Sugar cane
may be extracted from it in the form of unchanged white crystalline sugar:
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and at an expence not greater and probably very much less than that of the
present process.

I am My dear Sir I Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Benjn Hawes Esq. M.P. I &c &c &c

1. Benjamin Hawes (1797-1862, DNB). Whig politician. Under Secretary for the Colonies,
1846-1851.
2. Louis Henri Frederic Melsens. See Melsens (1849).
3. Letter 2184.
4. Faraday delivered a course of eight Saturday lectures on static electricity after Easter. For his
notes see RI MS F4 J10.

Letter 2199
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
14 June 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon cher Monsieur,

Me void a Geneve depuis deux jours; je ne suis reste a Paris que trois
a quatre jours, J'ai trouve nos amis si preoccupe de la politique & du
cholera que j'ai cru qu'il n'y avait grand chose a esperer d'eux au point de
vue de la Science. Arago avec qui j'ai passe une heure, ne m'en a presque
pas parle. Regnault a ete cependant plus scientifique; mais il est decourage
& peu entrain de continuer ses travaux. Le jeune Becquerel (le pere etait
absent) m'a entretenu de ses dernieres experiences qui me paraissent assez
curieuses mais qui ont encore besoin de verification.

J'ai ete bien heureux de me retrouver chez moi au milieu de tous les
miens que j'ai trouves en tres bonne sante; ma femme a ete tres sensible a
votre bon souvenir & a celui de Made Faraday & elle me charge bien de la
rappeler a son tour a votre bonne amitie. Je n'ai point vu Mr. Dumas; c'est
a Made. Dumas qui j'ai remis votre lettre1; elle avait l'air bien & elle m'a
beaucoup demande de vos nouvelles & de celles de Made Faraday.

J'ai vu a Paris de tristes effets du cholera, des quartiers dans lesquels
une charette receuillait les morts; & cependant il regnait au milieu de ce
fleau envoye par la Providence une apparence d'indifference qui faisait
mal. On dansait & on chantait a l'un des bouts de Paris pendant qu'on
mourrait a l'autre. Ce peuple est courageux, mais il n'est pas serieux.

Le but de ma lettre n'est pas de vous parler uniquement de mon
voyage & de mon arrivee. J'en ai un autre plus important, c'est de vous
demander d'avoir la bonte de m'ecrire le plus tot que vous pourrez, un seul
mot pour me dire si vous avez effectivement fait mon experience, comment
elle a reussi & les particularity qu'elle vous a presentees. Vous
m'obligerez infiniment en me faisant cette communication; j'espere que
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vous ne me trouverez pas trop indiscret. Si en meme temps vous avez
quelque nouvelle scientifique a m'apprendre, vous savez le plaisir que
vous me ferez en me la dormant. - Peut-etre avez-vous a l'occasion de
l'experience dont je vous ai parle, fait quelques observations qui
m'auraient echappe.-

Mille remerciements des jolis moments que j'ai passes avec vous a
Londres, mes compliments bien respectueux a Made Faraday

Votre tout devoue & affectionne I Auguste de la Rive
Geneve I le 14 juin 1849

Address; Prof Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Str I Londres

TRANSLATION
My dear Sir,

I have been back here in Geneva for two days now; I stayed in Paris
only three or four days. I found our friends so preoccupied with politics
and cholera, that I realised there was nothing great to hope for from the
point of view of Science. Arago, with whom I spent one hour, hardly spoke
of it to me. Regnault was however a little more scientific; but he is
discouraged and very little inclined to continue his work. Young Becquerel
(the father was away) talked to me of his latest experiments which seem
interesting, but which still need to be verified.

I was very happy to find myself back at home, amongst my own,
whom I found to be in good health. My wife was very touched by your
good wishes and those of Mrs Faraday and she has asked me to remember
her to your kind friendship. I did not see M. Dumas; it was to Madam
Dumas that I gave your letter1. She seemed well and asked me a great deal
about your news and that of Mrs Faraday.

I saw in Paris the sad effects of cholera; districts in which a cart
collected the dead; and yet there reigned in the middle of this scourge sent
by Providence an apparent indifference which made one uneasy. There
was dancing and singing at one end of Paris whilst people were dying at
the other. This is a courageous people, but they are not serious.

The reason for my letter is not to tell you only of my travels and my
return. I have another more important reason, namely to ask you to have
the kindness to write as soon as you can just one word to tell me if you have
effectively done my experiment, how it succeeded and the peculiarities it
presented to you. You would oblige me infinitely in communicating this to
me; I hope you do not find me too indiscreet. If at the same time you have
any scientific news to tell me, you know the pleasure that you will give
me. Perhaps when you did the experiment about which I spoke, you might
have noted some observations I missed.
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A thousand thanks for the fine moments that I spent with you in
London. My most respectful compliments to Mrs Faraday.

Your most devoted and affectionate I Auguste de la Rive
Geneva I 14 June 1849

1. Letter 2191.

Letter 2200
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
18 June 1849
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 18 June 1849
My dear friend

My first thought in writing or thinking of you is are you happy - for
so much turns up near & about you that seems to me incompatible with
your habit of mind & occupation that I mourn a little at times. What comes
to pass direct from the hand of God, as the serious illness of your Son1, we
must indeed strive to receive with patience but that which is evolved
through the tumults & passions of man does not bring with it that
chastening & in some degree alleviating thought. I rejoice however to hear
that your Son is better and that in respect of him you and Madame Dumas
are relieved from all present anxiety. I think I remember him well as he
went with us through the Jardin des Plantes2.

In reference to M. Melsens matter3 I have written4 to our Colonial
Secretary Mr Hawes5 and could not say other than what you have said but
M. D'Eichthal will inform you of that matter. Surely it must become very
important & I hope will on one way or another produce its fitting return
to M Melsens.

I think I wrote a short time ago by De la Rive6 and fear that you or
still more Madame Dumas will have reason to be weary of my letters but
I trust in the kindness of both for forgiveness. Ever my dear friend Yours
most faithfully I M. Faraday
M. Dumas I &c &c&c

1. Ernest-Charles-Jean-Baptiste Dumas.
2. In July 1845. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 222.
3. Melsens (1849).
4. Letter 2198.
5. Benjamin Hawes (1797-1862, DNB). Whig politician. Under Secretary for the Colonies,
1846-1851.
6. Letter 2191. See letter 2199.
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Letter 2201
Faraday to Thomas Twining
19 June 1849
From a photocopy in RI MS

Royal Institution I 19 June 1849
My dear Sir

I am ashamed that I have not acknowledged your kindness before
but the occupation caused by many little matters at this time of the year &
the manner in which through an infirm memory they push each other out
of my mind must be my excuse. The flowers which you have been so kind
as to send us are very pleasant & very acceptable & the kindness of the act
far more acceptable. My wife joins with me in offering sincerest thanks to
you for them.

I am My dear Sir I Very faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Thos. Twining Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 2202
Faraday to Henry Thomas De La Beche
29 June 1849
From the original in NMW

R Institution I 29 June 1849
Dear De la Beche

Lyell said he would move you to put the R Institution down in a list
of places to which the Government wanted to give 40 copies of a work1

(Forbes21 think). We are making exertions in our Library & if you can help
us in this case do for I say it modestly we desire your helpu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Forbes, E. (1849) was presented by the Geological Survey. This gift was noted in RI MM, 2
July 1849,10: 205.
2. Edward Forbes (1815-1854, DSB). Palaeontologist at the Geological Survey.
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Letter 2203
Faraday to Henry Thomas De La Beche
29 June 18491

From the original in NMW
R Institution I 29 June

Thanks My dear De la Becheu You are ever very kind to me & to
usu

Most truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that this is the letter of thanks for De La Beche's agreement to present
a copy of Forbes, E. (1849) to the Royal Institution, referred to in letter 2202.

Letter 2204
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
30 June 1849
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/49

Royal Institution I 30 June 1849.
My dear Sir

I started on Monday morning (25th instant) going to the Dungeness
and Needles lighthouses and returned on Wednesday night; and now
proceed to give you the results of my visit, which I hope was not in vain1.

Arriving at Dungeness lighthouse about two hours before sunset, I
found, upon enquiry, that the evil which had presented itself was not the
deposition of moisture upon the glass or any part within the lanthorn, for
in that respect the keeper reported that the ventilating apparatus
answered perfectly: - but, that when the lamps were all alight then, at
certain of them, from two to four in number according to the wind &c
there was a return of air down the ventilating pipes which would
occasionally disturb the flames and sometimes extinguish them. After
carefully examining the draught at each separate pipe and also in & about
the cowl, I came to the conclusion that this was due, not to deficiency of
general ventilation but to some obstruction of the lamp ventilation, of such a
nature as to make it insufficient for the whole number of lamps (eighteen);
so that when all were alight a part of the burnt air ascending from the
flames, being unable to pass away above, returned down those tubes
which had the weakest ascensive power and thus established as it were for
the time a returning syphon action.

Upon this view I proceeded to examine in detail the upper part of the
apparatus, and found that one of the deflector plates had been set so low
as to approximate over much to the aperture beneath it, and was likely
enough to cause obstruction sufficient to account for the effect observed.
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Thinking there was time before sunset, by vigorous exertion, to correct this
state of things; and being well aided by the keeper & assistant keeper; we
dismounted the upper part of the apparatus, and by means of a carpenters
chisel & a pair of pincers, cut away three pieces from the copper tube so
as to make the aperture beneath the deflector plate double what it had
been before, and then restored all to its place. This was done before sunset;
and upon the lamps being lighted I had the satisfaction of finding that
every one drew well; that there was an indraught at the top of each glass;
and that all parts seemed to work harmoniously together instead of being
in opposition to each other. Such was the case all night long. The keepers,
also, were conscious of the difference of action from the first moment of
lighting and expected good results; the wind changed in the night, and
rose at one time considerably without producing any ill effect. I believe
that the evil is entirely remedied; nevertheless I shall be glad to hear the
results in a week or two, and accordingly left instructions with the keeper
to report the state of things to you shortly.

The next morning I started for the Needles lighthouse but could not
reach it before 9 o elk at night. I found this to be a very different case from
the former; for the keepers here made no complaint respecting the burning
of the lamps: but on the other hand stated that the lanthorn itself was close
and that moisture appeared on the windows. On examining each of the
lamps in succession (thirteen in number), I found the draught right being
up every tube. At the openings above the ball and between the pan & the
roof into the cowl, the draught was upwards & outwards but feeble only
& at times it was reversed, so that air entered from the cowl into the
lanthorn which ought not to happen: - the keeper said it was often down
there especially with the wind at SSW. These indications all agreed in
shewing that the fault was not in the lamp ventilation tubes as at
Dungeness but in the general ventilation of the lanthorn.

Then as respects the lanthorn itself:- First I found it very hot & close
with a little dampness on two of the windows away from the lamps and
also on the inside of the roof in the same part. I do not doubt that in cold
weather the windows are often moist. I found scarcely any current at the
stair case up into the lanthorn (the doors below being exactly as they are
obliged to have them when the lamps are burning), and I do not think any
air enters the lanthorn that way. There are six ventilators consisting of
tubes about I2 inches in diameter which are fixed in six alternate sides of
the polygon (of sixteen sides) and which in the figure I have numbered
from 1 to 6. they rise up just under the glass in these respective places.
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****

The wind was moderate at NW. & at the ventilator No. 5 (directly opposed
to it) there was a strong amount of air into the lanthorn. At No. 6. the
current wavered being mostly up into the lanthorn but also often down &
out of it. At No. 4 the current was weakly up into the lanthorn. At No. 3.
there was no current or else it was out of the lanthornu At No. 2 it was
almost always out with considerable strength and at No. 1 or the leeward
ventilator it was a constant strong current outwards able to draw the flame
of a lamp down with such force as almost & even quite to blow it out. Such
was the state of things at this evening time with the lamps burning & the
wind at N.W.; and it was not surprizing that the glass should be dim from
dew and the air damp for instead of the bad air leaving the lanthorn well
& freely at the upper part by the cowl, it was occasionally returning
downwards at that point and on the other hand ventilators Nos. 1 & 2
which should have admitted air into the lanthorn were permitting it to
issue outwards with considerable power. The general ventilation of the
lanthorn was evidently all wrong.

The next morning when the lamps were out and the place at common
temperatures, I caused the doors & passages to be arranged as when the
lamps are burning, and then carefully examined every point of the
lanthorn, to ascertain what were the natural draughts produced in it by its
position upon a high & sudden bluff & by the form of the ground &
buildings. The building as is well known is a low broad tower & the
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cottages & outhouses around it, the gallery, & the conical roof all tend to
give it the form of a pyramid or cone, up to the very cowl itselfu

The wind was now about W. and I found the draught at ventilator 1
almost always outwards & that strongly. At No 2 it was the same. At No. 3.
inwards almost constantly. At No 4. In & out, at No. 5 out chiefly & at No.
6 in & out - & evidently much affected by the eddies. So here again as last
night what air was drawn into the lanthorn at the windward side - tended
to go out at the leeward side of the place.

In the entrance from the stairs there was no draught either up or
down; just as last night.

At the upper part of the lanthorn was the entrance into the cowl the
air entered continually from without inwards i.e. between the roof & the
edges of the catch pans; contrary to every intention & desireu

There is a stove in the middle of the lanthorn & its chimney goes
through the roof of the building about 18 inches from the cowl & rises
above the roof about 3 feet, the draught was almost constantly up this cold
stove chimney and very goodu
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Believing that I should find the chief source of all the entering &
adverse currents at the cowl to be due to its form & position I went outside
& examined the effect produced there by the wind. I found a strong
current entering the cowl at 2. so as to draw a piece of tape up into the
inside a weak current out at 1. and also at 3.

Thus it was manifest that in consequence of the shape of the roof and
the closeness of the cowl upon it, the wind was drawn in with much force
at 2; and that though part of the air escaped at 1 and also at 3. that a large
part entered into the lanthorn and actually inverted the use of the cowl
making it in very blowing weather worse than nothing: for instead of the
fowl air escaping there it will be kept down & even driven inwards and of
course deposits the moisture from the burning lamps upon the glass. This
effect which would probably occur more or less with every roof & cowl so
circumstanced in shape & position as these is very likely greatly increased
by the form of the surrounding buildings & land and this consists with the
effect being worst when the wind is at S.S.W.

When the circumstances that conduce to the total result are so many
and so difficult to estimate as to their separate effect, it is impossible to say
before hand that any particular or proposed change would be certain to
ease the evil, and therefore in offering one or more of the five following
propositions I do it with a reservation of this kindu

1. The aperture round the cowl at the outside is large enough to allow
of the introduction of the little finger, and only 3 inches above the
projecting run, & 7 inches above the top of the conical roof; hence the wind
which is driven over & up the roof enters immediately into this opening
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(placed as it were to receive it & carry it with the lanthorn) & hence I
believe a great part & perhaps the whole of the bad effect. This I expect
would be almost entirely obviated by raising the cowl so that this aperture
should be a couple of feet (at least) above the top of the roof, and by
putting a deflector ledge about an inch & \ in width beneath it. I should not
be surprized if this change alone were able to remedy the greater part if
not the whole of the evil.

2. If from any circumstance of construction the cowl could not be
allowed to be any higher than it is then I think if the part from a to 2 were
made shorter so as to increase the distance between the aperture 2.3 & the
roof from 7 to 20 or more inches and the deflector ring plate applied
beneath it, much good might be expectedu

3. The exit aperture e is only 5\ inches in diameter. This I think is too
small under the circumstances and is in fact the reason why air issues out
of the lanthorn by the leeward ventilators. If made 7 or even 8 inches in
diameter I should expect improvement^]

4. If the ventilators were larger and as freely open as they now are
and the one or two to windward were open & the others shut the effect
would be to drive the air out of the lanthorn by the cowl, instead of at the
leeward ventilators. In that case a dispensing plate which could be easily
arranged & shifted from one to another would require to be hung over the
inner entrance of the acting ventilators. As it is, the ventilators to leeward
or the outgoing ventilators should never be left open.

5. From the present action of the stove chimney at common
temperatures there is every reason to believe that if the upper tube from
the lamps went through the roof in like manner & were like it raised three
feet above the surface of the roof and terminated at the top by a like
ventilator then the draught of the lamp air outwards would be nearly
perfect & quite sufficient:- but the tube would probably need covering
with a second jacket to keep it warm in cold weather or else the moisture
from the lamps might condense & run back or even freeze on the inside &
so cause some inconvenience2!.]

I am I My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I Secretary &c &c &c I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2172.
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2. This letter was read to the Trinity House Court, 3 July 1849, GL MS 30004/24, p.161 and was
referred to the Deputy Master (John Henry Pelly) and Wardens. The Trinity House Wardens
Committee, 9 October 1849, GL MS 30025/19, p.296 approved Faraday's suggestions and
ordered them to be put into effect.

Letter 2205
Warren De La Rue to Faraday
6 July 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

No. 7 St. Mary's Road Canonbury I July 6th 1849
My dear Sir

This is a begging letter - if not convenient to you to comply with my
request lay it on one side and do not trouble yourself any more about it.
I apply to you on behalf of a worthy man judging by his works and acts
- a Mr. Nobert of Greifswald in Pomerania - a maker of microscopes and
other philosophical instruments - he says "I have already asked so much
& yet, cannot refrain from enquiring whether you could procure from Mr.
Faraday a piece of his heavy glass"u

The applicant has accomplished, at my suggestion, some dividing on
glass of such extreme fineness that it is a question whether the physical
properties of light do not prevent our resolving it - the divisions being
about the one hundred & ten thousandths of an inch apart from centre to
centre and therefore considerably less than the wave-length of even the
violet ray.

I have but just received the specimen and have not yet examined it
but it will I have little doubt serve to elucidate some of the properties of
light - it is a mechanical wonder at any rate and reflects the highest credit
on the patience and skill of Mr Nobert. This is the man who wishes for a
bit of your glass. I do not think that it will be lost on him if you have it to
spare - but I am quite aware that these applications have been repeatedly
made since you terminated your experiments1 and shall therefore not be at
all surprised to learn that this comes too late.

Yours Very truly I Warren de la Rue
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. On Faraday's glass work see James (1991).
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Letter 2206
Benjamin Collins Brodie to Faraday
7 July 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 1

13 Albert Road I Regent's Park I 7th July I 1849.
My dear Sir,

In compliance with your request, I send you a memorandum of some
points of our late conversation with reference to the affairs of the
Institution, and more especially as to the means of rendering useful and
efficient the Laboratory lectures, as a course of scientific instruction1.

In the present more advanced and exact state of Chemical Science,
the means to this end are of a very different character to what they were
twenty years ago. A course of scientific lectures to be truly useful, should
afford the opportunity of seeing the careful and refined processes by
which the latest results of chemical science have been arrived at. These, as
far as possible, should be conducted in the lecture-room, and where, from
the length or the delicacy of the experiments this is not practicable, it is
very desirable that the chemical preparations, which are their result,
should be exhibited, and a demonstration given of their general properties
and reactions. If such lectures do not afford these opportunities, they lose
their experimental character and much of their interest and utility. For
these are precisely the advantages of the instruction of a lecture, over the
instruction of a Book.

The arrangement of apparatus for these purposes, and the making of
preparations, can only be done by one, who has gone through a course of
chemical Instruction. In the lectures last year I greatly experienced the
want of assistance for these purposes, not from any absence of care or
intelligence on the part of the assistant to the Institution2, but from the
want of that preliminary knowledge which alone could enable him to fulfil
the duties, I have mentioned. I have a private chemical assistant, who
often went to the Institution to arrange and to assist at the lectures, and
who under my direction made many chemical preparations for the
purposes of the lecture, both last year and the year before when I assisted
Mr Brande. For these lectures, however, the Institution afforded many
advantages, which we should not have for a course on Organic Chemistry.
Both from the greater familiarity of Anderson, with the class of
experiments in the lectures, and from the nature of the preparations
required. The preparations of organic chemistry cannot be bought, and
require to make them, much trouble and skill. This is, of course, by no
means peculiar to this class of preparations, but, I mention it, as in them
the collection of the Institution is singularly deficient.

From these considerations it appears to me that a regular chemist, as
assistant to the laboratory lectures is almost essential to their efficient
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working. And I will here answer your question as to the expences this
would bring on the Institution, and the most practicable means of securing
the ends I have proposed. To my own assistant I gave at first £100 and now
give £110 a year. He has considerable chemical experience and is
constantly in my laboratory and I think it would hardly be necessary to
have as additional assistant at first, one whose services were quite so
valuable. But I do not think less could reasonably be given than £80 a year
with the prospect of advancement to £100. The other class of expences,
attendant on Chemical Apparatus and preparations are of a more
uncertain character, and would greatly depend on the quantity of work
which was done. Such operations carried on for 10 months would cost
more than for six. The principal expenses being the purchase of material
and the breakage of glass and apparatus. A sufficient stock to start with
the Institution already possesses. As however it would be essential to my
superintendence of the work of such an assistant, that the greater part
should be carried on in my own laboratory, which I cannot leave, and
where I have the necessary means for the purpose. If the Institution were
to think the plan generally desirable, it would be far better for them to find
the Assistant, and enter into some arrangement with me as to the whole
other expenses of the lectures, to which a certain sum might be devoted,
I will say for example £50, for the current expenses of the year. In this case
any further outlay I should incur on my own responsibility. The time of
the assistant not occupied for the special purposes I have mentioned, I
would endeavour to employ for worthy scientific ends.

As to the general question of how far it is desirable for the Institution
to support this class of lectures I shall not offer an opinion. This is
connected with considerations as to the purposes, for which the Institution
exists, and the ends, which we may hope for it to fulfill, of which you and
others who have been long engaged in its management are far better
judges than I can be. In judging however of the success of such lectures, it
is to be borne in mind that the Institution has not, like a College or
University a certain class of its members who are, I may say, compelled to
attend such lectures and the return to any outlay on their account is, by no
means, to be looked for in money. The scientific labour of scientific men is
like a gift from them to the world and, I think, we must not be dis-
appointed if what our Institution does in this direction has also to be
viewed in this light.

I am, my dear Sir, I very faithfully yours I B.C. Brodie
Professor Faraday I Royal Institution.

Endorsed by Faraday: Private to be read to Managers but not communi-
cated to them3
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1. Brodie and Brande the previous year had jointly delivered a course of lectures on chemistry
in the Royal Institution to the medical students of St George's Hospital (see RI MM, 1 May 1847,
10:1). On this letter and the episode generally see Forgan (1977), 141-8.
2. Charles Anderson.
3. There is no indication from the minutes that this letter was read to the Managers; however,
see letter 2207. At RI MM, 9 July 1849,10: 208 Faraday presented a short note on the role of
chemistry in the Royal Institution together with its cost. It was then resolved to invite Brodie
to deliver another course of lectures, ibid., 209.

Letter 2207
Faraday to Benjamin Collins Brodie
9 July 1849
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 2
Private

Royal Institution I 9 July 1849
My dear Sir

I received your letter1 & to day raised the whole question of the
Laboratory before the Managers2!.] I read them your letter to me & also
placed before them the present disposition of the means directed to the
chemical departments They find these to amount at present to £635 per
annum and would not feel themselves justified in going to any further
expence in that direction. I called their attention to the sums received by
Mr. Brande & myself & Anderson which amounting to as much as £460
they did not seem to wish to alter at present3.

Under these circumstances they resolved to ask whether you were
willing to give another course of what we called Laboratory Lectures &
you will hear accordingly from the Secretary4.

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
B.C. Brodie Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Copy

1. Letter 2206.
2. See notes 1 and 3, letter 2206.
3. RI MM, 9 July 1849,10: 208.
4. Ibid., 209, that is John Barlow.
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Letter 2208
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
9 July 1849
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.65-6

Royal Institution I 9 July 1849.
My dear De la Rive

Though I have delayed writing this letter until the last minute still I
have nothing satisfactory to tell you for as yet I have not made your
experiment1.1 gave orders to Newman at once for an apparatus but illness
rendered me unable to follow him up or even to go on regularly with my
lectures2 and when at last he produced an apparatus it would not do. I
have waited till today for a perfect one but have not yet received it & as
we leave London directly for 6 or 7 weeks in the North I must defer the
result until I come back. I have no doubt of a repetition in every point of
the results you have obtained and I hope you will before then have given
them to the world.

My thoughts are sluggish & heavy or I would say fifty things to you
for though I have little to tell there is much I could ask of you. But head
ach[e] & weariness make me quietu I am afraid that the condition of Italy3

sadly affects her scientific men for I had a letter from Majocchi4 the other
day seeming to say that he was driven from Turin & knew not what to do.
For me, who never meddle with politics and who think very little of them
as one of the games of life, it seems sad that Scientific men should be so
disturbed by them and so the progress of pure undeviating unbiassed
philosophy be so much & so often disturbed by the passions of men.

Ever my dear De la Rive I Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday

Address: A Monsieur I Professor A. de la Rive I &c &c &c I Geneva I
Switzerland

1. Referred to in letter 2199.
2. See note 1, letter 2178.
3. A reference to the Austrian invasion of Piedmont in 1849. On this see Ann.Reg., 1849, 91:
278-90.
4. Giovanni Alessandro Majocchi (d.1854, P2). Professor of Physics and Mathematics at
Milan.
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Letter 2209
Benjamin Collins Brodie to Faraday
10 July 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 3

13 Albert Road I July 10
My dear Sir,

So far as the decision of the Managers rests in grounds of oeconomy
it appears to be both parsimonious and inconsiderate1. The Institution has
a large surplus income, as much as the whole Chemical expenses, and it is
of v e i y little moment whether £100 or £200 be devoted to a good scientific
purpose. If the end be not a worthy or suitable end, by all means let it be
abandoned. This however is not the question. In proposing to me to take
the lectures, it is acknowledged that they are desirable. The statements I
have made as to the inefficient means of the Institution for carrying them
out, are neither denied or discussed. But I am practically told that the
changes, I desire, if made at all, must be made by me without their aid.
This would truly result in the fact that I should devote the time of my
private assistant, whose time is of value to me for my own experiments, to
the service of the Institution or else have an additional assistant. While the
question at issue is, whether the Institution is to find £100 more or less.
This is very disheartening and certainly my first impulses would be to
throw the thing entirely up. I have however written to Barlow to say that
I will send my answer in a few days time, when I will write again2.

Very faithfully yours I B.C. Brodie
Professor Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday: 1849

1. See letters 2206 and 2207 and notes therein.
2. Brodie did not subsequently deliver a course of lectures at the Royal Institution.

Letter 2210
Faraday to Benjamin Collins Brodie
16 July 1849
From the original copy in RI MS Fl C32
Faraday number 41

Filey I Yorkshire2 I 16 July 1849
My dear Sir

I do not at all share in your feeling as regards the Managers & their
judgment3!.] If their Professor of Chemistry4 neither asks for nor suggests
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any change either in the general system or the assistants it is hardly
possible that they can imagine or have any reason for making a change
without also having a strong judgment against him; and that I suppose they
have noti.i Whatever prosperity the Institution now has has been acquired
during his Professorship and he would have a right to say so supposing
that any difference of opinion or discussion arose. I conclude that such
thoughts as these must be on the mind of several of the Managers & I do
not wonder at it, and though I may wish to very earnestly to infuse young
blood & new Science into the chemical part of the establishment; I cannot
overrule what others may think the common sense view of the case. To
those who see the surface or even who may see some depth beneath the
surface, it may appear quite unnecessary to make a change whilst the men
who have thus far brought the Institution on its way are in their places:
and who shall say they are wrong.

As regards the proposed lectures you write that your first impulse
was to throw them entirely up, and I would say now do not give them
unless you in your mind leave the Institution authorities as free to close
them at the end of the season as you feel yourself to be either now or at
any other time. There are probably three views of these lectures:- your own
which is to make them strict logical expositions of chemical science & by
that useful & very important:- then mine which is that though strict logical
accurate & excellent, they are of little practical or influential character
except in association with a practical school; which you admit cannot exist in
the Institution - & thirdly the possible view of the Managers who have I
think wished only for such simple elementary developments of chemical
principles as should, like Mr Brandes former lectures, give a correct but
popular idea of chemistry to their members who not being students are
amateurs only & hardly thati.i

Remember also as respects your judgment of the Managers that your
letter5 was a private letter to me & that though I read it to the Managers
they have it not in their possession and could not even lay it before their
Professor of Chemistry if they desiredu You can of course make it a letter
to them by referring to it & expressing your wish; if you saw any end to
be gained by that: but of that I must leave you to be the judge.

Ever Very Truly Yours i M. Faraday
B.C. Brodie Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Barlow: Withdrawn See Man Min Feb: 4 1850 par J.B. Sec.
RI6

1. On the copy in IEE MS SC 3.
2. "R Institution" crossed out and "Filey I Yorkshire'' substituted.
3. Expressed in letter 2209. See also notes 1 and 3, letter 2206.
4. William Thomas Brande.
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5. Letter 2206.
6. This letter was read to RI MM, 11 December 1849,10: 229 and entered in the letter book.
However, at the following meeting Faraday conveyed the request that this letter be withdrawn
from the Managers' records. This request was granted, RI MM, 4 February, 10: 237.

Letter 2211
William Thomson to Faraday
24 July 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

9 Barton Street, Westminster I July 24,1849
My dear Sir

In the conversation which we had, about the beginning of this
month, I mentioned several objects of experimental research which
occurred to me as of much importance with reference to a theory of
Diamagnetic, and, still more, of Magnecrystallic, action. I now take the
liberty of addressing to you a few memoranda on the subject.

1. If a ball, cut out of a crystal of bismuth, be placed so as to be
repelled by a magnet, will the repulsion not be stronger when the
magnecrystallic axis is held perpendicular to the lines of force than when
it is held in the direction of these lines? (Reference to § 2552 of your
Researches1).

2. It would be a valuable acquisition to our experimental elements if
a ball cut from a crystal of bismuth were suspended in the manner
described by you in § 25512, and experiments were made by varying the
length of the lever, and altering the general dispositions, so as to perceive
cases in wh the tendency to move, due to the repulsive action, might be
exactly balanced by a tendency to move in the contrary direction arising
from the magnecrystallic action. A sketch, with dimensions, of the
arrangements in any such case of equilibrium, would be most valuable.

3. In such a case as the preceding, if the strength of the magnet, (a
pure electro magnet, without soft iron, would be the most satisfactory
kind for such an experiment) be increased or diminished, will the
equilibrium remain undisturbed?

4. Is the repulsion on a non-crystalline or crystalline diamagnetic ball
or the attraction on a ferro-magnetic ball, exactly proportional to the
square of the strength of the magnet? Thus in any case of pure repulsion,
or of pure attraction, if the strength of the magnet be doubled, would the
force be quadrupled; if the strength of the magnet be increased threefold,
would the force be increased ninefold? In this investigation, as in the
preceding, a pure electro-magnet would be the best, since in such a
magnet the strength may be altered in any ratio, which ratio may be
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measured with much precision by a torsion galvanometer, while the
character and form of the lines remains absolutely invariable.

5. How are crystals of magnetic iron ore related to other crystals in
their magnetic properties? Are they intrinsically polar, or are they merely
axial? For example, if, supposing that to be possible, a crystal of magnetic
iron ore have its polarity reversed, will it remain permanently magnetized
in this reverse way? or, if a crystal of magnetic iron be demagnetized, will
it remain non-magnetic? Will it not, in virtue of an intrinsic tendency to
magnetization, gradually become magnetized in its original way?

I have a small ball of loadstone from the Island of Elba, which I have
employed in place of a needle in a torsion galvanometer, & which appears
to be susceptible of inductive action like soft iron (returning apparently to
its primitive magnetic state when the inducing magnet is removed); and to
be susceptible of this action to a greater degree when its axis is along the
lines of inducing force than when it is perpendicular to them. My means
of experimenting are however so very limited that I cannot be confident
with reference to any such conclusions.

My intended departure for Norway, of wh I spoke to you, has been
necessarily delayed for a fortnight by important & unexpected business. I
hope tomorrow however to be on my way to Copenhagen by steamer.

I hope you are at present enjoying a pleasant and refreshing tour, as
I heard today at the Royal Institution that you are travelling.

Believe me, my dear Sir, Your's very truly I William Thomson

1. Faraday (1849b), ERE22, 2552.
2. Ibid., 2551.

Letter 2212
Faraday to T.E. Venables1

4 August 1849
From the original in SELJ MS 6/1-4

Glasgow I 4 August 1849
Sir

Want of health has obliged me for a long time to lay bye all practical
chemistry & I could now say very little to you about the bleaching
question that could be of usei.i I suppose the bagging you complain of is
of fibre that has undergone little or no preparatory process but in that
respect is as nearly raw as may be & may require the alternate action of lye
& chlorine to bleach it which is practised (or was a few years ago [)1 by the
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linen weavers. But I really know nothing of the present state of the
practical working of the subject, & I am sorry for iti.i

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
T.E. Venables Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2213
Franz Adam Petrina1 to Faraday
5 August 1849
From the original in RS MS 241, f.117
Perillustris ac Doctissime I Domine!

Facultas philosophica almae caes. reg. Universitatis Pragenae exactis
centum lustris natalium2 suorum memoriam celebrans, Te, vir, perillustris,
ab Tua praecclara de scientiis praesertim de Physica merita, suis membris
adnumerasse, sibi gratulatur.

Gratissime itaque officio meo satisfaciens, hac diploma Tibi, vir
doctissime, tradere posse, maximo mihi duis honori.

Praeterea Te sincerrime rogo, ut, quae addita sunt diplomata, indiatis
viris permittere velis.

Vale et fave Tuo amicissimo I sodali I Dr Francesco Petrina I caes,
reg. prof. Physices I et Decano facult. philos.
Dabam Pragae 5 to Augusti 1849.

Endorsed by Faraday: See the Diploma in case. Date 28 August 1848.

TRANSLATION
Very illustrious and most learned I Sir!

The Faculty of Philosophy of the Imperial Royal University of
Prague, celebrating the memory of an exact number of centuries from its
foundation2, is pleased to invite you, most illustrious Sir, on account of
your famous eminence in the sciences, particularly physics, to number
yourself among its members.

So I am most happy in fulfilling my official duty in being able to send
ou, most learned Sir, this diploma, which you would do me great honour
to accept].

Further I request you most sincerely to be so kind as to forward the
additional diplomas to the persons mentioned.

F.
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Farewell and look favourably your most loving I colleague I Dr
Francesco Petrina I Imperial Royal Professor of Physics I and Dean of the
Faculty of Philosophy
Written at Prague, 5th August 1849

1. Franz Adam Petrina (1799-1855, P2). Professor of Physics at the University of Prague,
1844-1855.
2. That is the fifth centenary of the founding of the Charles University, Prague, in 1348.

Letter 2214
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
10 August 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bonn, I Aug. 10th, 1849
Dear Sir!

I feel myself very much obliged to you for having proposed me a
member of the Royal Institution1, and find no words to express my thanks
in a proper way; but believe me Sir the kindness you showed to me on
several occassions gave to me the greatest satisfaction I ever felt in my
scientific career.

Permitt me to offer to you a "Resume" of all my researches on
Magnetism til[l] July 1849. Since my last letter I had scarcely any time to
continue them. I found only crystals of Oxide of Tin showing a very strong
magnetic polarity in the direction of their single axis; they were directed
very well by the Earth. Then I examined most attentively the sulfate of
iron. The line attracted by the poles of the Magnet is not perpendicular to
the cleavage planes but makes with them an angle of 75°. According to
that you will observe that a piece of such a crystal, bounded by cleavage
planes, points differently, when turned round its magnecrystallic axis, this
axis being allways horizontal. The difference is measured by an angle of
15° on both sides. The line attracted by the poles is one of the mid[d]le
lines between the optic axes (which include an angle of 90°), the other one
being not at all affected by the Magnet. In this (exceptional) case the
resulting effect cant be deduced from the attraction of both the optic axes.
Therefore I inquired, if the action may directly depend on the distribution
of the Ether within the crystals, all the lines of less elasticity being
attracted, the lines of greater elasticity repelled by the poles. But this law
does not hold. Therefore new investigations only may give the true and
complete law of nature.

I cut out of a very nice crystal of sulphate of iron a cube, two surfaces
of which were perpendicular to the mid[dlle line attracted by the poles. By
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a sensible balance I found no difference in the magnetic attraction
whatever a surface might be put on the approached poles of the Magnet.
This result, fully according to your experiments, appears to me very
strange: the directing power of the mid[d]le line being in this case so very
strong.

These last days I tried again to prove that there is a diamagnetic
polarity. The mutual action between magnetised iron being many
thousand times stronger than that of magnetised iron on diamagnetic
bismuth, you may never expect to see any mutual action between two
pieces of diamagnetised bismuth. Such an action must be many - many
million times weaker. But if you give to a piece of bismuth being acted
upon by a magnet and suspended within a copper wire, by means of a
current sent t[h]rough this wire alternately in opposite directionts], a new
diamagnetic polarity, the repulsion may be altered in the ratio of the
intensity of the diamagnetic polarity, given to the bismuth by the Magnet,
to to [sic] the intensity of that polarity, altered by the current. I[n] this way
I succe[e]ded to show by means of the balance that a cylindre of bismuth
obtained by the wire a magnetic polarity opposite to that which a
magnetic body would obtain under the same conditions. But the action is
very weak and I must before I may pronounce on this important point,
repeat the same experiment in a varied way.

Being elected by the University of Bonn a deputy to the deliberations
on the Universities's reform, which will take place at Berlin by ordre of the
Prussian government in the month of September, I am not able to accept
the kind invitation from Birmingham2. But I hope tis not the last time I
crossed the Channel.

I had the pleasure to see Prof. Wheatstone here at Bonn, and was
exceedingly glad to learn from him, you were now of very good health.

Most truly I Yours i Pliicker

1. See RI MM, 4 June 1849,10:192 for this nomination.
2. For the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 2215
Faraday to John Barlow
18 August 1849
From the original in RI MS Fl C33

Royal Institution I 18, Aug 1849
My dear Barlow

A short letter is better than none and so I write for as Mr. Vincent was
not here today when your letter came & I was I ventured to open it to see
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if there was any thing I could do at once for you. Accordingly I have sent
to Jones1 & Yarrel2 to instruct them to send you the Observers3 &c as you
desireu

We reached home yesterday & as far as I can see all is going well here
but the Painters are yet in the house & much work is going ont.i As to what
has been passing I know little or nothing as yet & shall let Mr. Vincent tell
you all that. Mr. Mason4 is still alive5 but I am to hear about him & his wife6

on Tuesday or Wednesday7!.]
We came home yesterday & are both better for our trip. We had much

bad weather in the North & there have been heavy storms here also. On
Monday8 Anderson begins his holiday as I am now here to take chargeu

I hope you & Mrs. Barlow have had good health no accidents and
much enjoyment. I cannot remember whether we were at Avranches9 or
not so cannot guess how you may be enjoying yourselves but I hope it is
heartily & with all the success you thought of. I have no news for you
because I have heard none myself but when you come back I will shew
you a letter I had from Brodie immediately after mine to him11 upon the
last decision of the Managers12 & mine in answer to his last which I had to
write with some particularity & care13. You need know nothing of either
until you see them, and the matter I conclude does not pressi.j

With kindest remembrances to Mrs Barlow in which my wife would
certainly join me if she knew I was writing I am

My dear Barlow I Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Rev John Barlow M.A. I &c &c &c

Address: Revd John Barlow MA i &c &c &c I Avranches i Department de
la Manche I en France

1. Edward Jones (d.1850, age 67, Gent Mag., 1851,35:107). Newsagent of 34 Bury Street.
2. William Yarrell (1784-1856, DNB). Zoologist and Newsagent of 34 Bury Street.
3. That is the newspaper.
4. William Mason (d.1849, age 66, GRO). Librarian of the Royal Institution.
5. Mason died on 20 August 1849.
6. Margaret Mason. RI MM, 5 November 1849,10: 212 declined to give her an allowance.
7. That is 21 or 22 August 1849.
8. That is 20 August 1849.
9. Faraday did not get that far in 1845. Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 214-21.
10. Letter 2209.
11. Letter 2207.
12. RI MM, 9 July 1849,10: 208-9.
13. Letter 2210.
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Letter 2216
Faraday to George Macilwain1

20 August 1849
From the original in RI MS Fl C34

R Institution I 20 Aug 1849
Thanks my dear Sir for your kindness in sending me your lectures on

Fever2 which I received on my return from Scotland & shall endeavour to
read with understanding & profitu

Ever My dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Geo Macilwain Esq i &c &c &c

1. George Macilwain (1797-1882, DNB). Surgeon to the Finsbury Dispensary.
2. Presumably a collection of Madlwain's "Lectures on Fever" which were published in the
Med.Times, 1849,19 and 20.

Letter 2217
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
21 August 1849
From the original in RS MS MM 14.63

Royal Institution, I 21 Aug 1849
My dear Sir

I returned to town only a few days ago & now send you back Mr.
Wards1 paper2 with the following remarks.

The paper does not carry conviction to my mind and as yet I retain
my own view of revulsion &c.

The point whether a substance like lead or zinc, can, in a perfectly pure
state & free from any ordinary magnetic substance assume either the
magnetic or the diamagnetic condition according to the degree of
magnetic force to which it is subjected - though assumed in the paper is
not I think yet settled by the experiments in the paper: and would require
far more care about even than appears from the paper to have been takenu
Yet upon that point depends all the rest - the Sluggishness & contrary
revulsions &c. I do not say it may not be so but as yet I have seen no results
either in my own experiments or those of others that prove it to be so.
Plucker himself I believe doubts whether a a perfectly pure substance can
become both Magnetic & diamagnetic.

The hypothesis at the end is all dependant on this questionable
point.

At pp.32-33 of the MS. the writer appears quite unaware of my
suppositions in Nos. 2429, 2430,2431 of my old Exp. Researches3 or of the
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Experiments & investigations made by Weber4 Pliicker5 Reiss6 in support
of that viewu

Still I have no right to decide in a case of difference of conclusions
where I am one of the parties concerned & I am anxious never to stand in
the way of the publication of opinions which are contrary to my own - &
therefore must leave it to others to judge whether the communication is
proper for insertion in the Phil Transactions7.

Ever My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
R. Weld Esq | &c &c

1. William Sykes Ward (1813-1885, B6). Lawyer and Secretary of the Leeds Philosophical and
Literary Society, 1840-1869.
2. W.S. Ward, "'On some phenomena and motions of metals under the influence of Magnetic
Force", RS MS AP 32.22. This paper had been read to the Royal Society on 21 June 1849 and
summarised in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1849, 5: 855-6.
3. Faraday (1846c), ERE21, 2429-31.
4. Weber (1848,1849).
5. Pliicker (1849e).
6. This would appear to be slip of the pen for Reich. See Reich (1849). Faraday links this set
of references in Faraday (1850), ERE23, 2640.
7. The discussion of this paper was postponed on 18 October 1849 and again on 22 November
1849, but the paper was archived on 10 January 1850. RS MS CMB 90c.

Letter 2218
Faraday to John Percy
7 September 1849
From the original in APS Misc MS Collection

Royal Institution i 7 Septr 1849
My dear Sir

Dr. Gustav Magnus Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Uni-
versity of Berlin has just left me. He intends being at the Meeting at
Birmingham1 and I write to ask you to say so at the Reception rooms that
they may instruct him what to do when he presents himself on Wednesday
next2. Phillips told me that they were always glad to know before hand of
any eminent philosopher. He is a very pleasant man & talks good
englishu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Percy

1. Of the British Association.
2. That is 12 September 1849.
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Letter 2219
Faraday to Sarah Faraday
13 September 1849
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 249-50

Birmingham1, Dr Percy's: I Thursday evening, September 13,1849.
My dearest Wife, -1 have just left Dr. Percy's hospitable table to write to
you, my beloved, telling you how I have been getting on. I am very well,
excepting a little faceache; and very kindly treated here. They all long most
earnestly for your presence, for both Mrs. and Dr. Percy are anxious you
should come; and this I know, that the things we have seen would delight
you, but then I doubt your powers of running about as we do; and though
I know that if time were given you could enjoy them, yet to press the
matter into a day or two would be a failure. Besides this, after all, there is
no pleasure like the tranquil pleasures of home, and here - even here - the
moment I leave the table, I wish I were with you IN QUIET. Oh! what
happiness is ours! My runs into the world in this way only serve to make
me esteem that happiness the more. I mean to be at home on Saturday
night2, but it may be late first, so do not be surprised at that; for if I can,
I should like to go on an excursion to the Dudley caverns3, and that would
take the day.

Mr. Daniel4 called on me to-day with a pressing invitation for you
and me to his house, for which I thanked him sincerely, as he deserved to
be thanked, but I could give no hopes of that.

Write to me, dearest. I shall get your letter on Saturday morning, or
perhaps before.

Love to father, Margery, and Jenny, and a thousand loves to yourself,
dearest,

From your affectionate husband, I M. Faraday

1. Faraday was in Birmingham to attend the meeting of the British Association of which he
was Vice President that year. On the Thursday evening, Faraday explained electric light at the
soiree held at the Town Hall (See Athenaeum, 22 September 1849, p.958 and Birmingham ]., 15
September 1849, p.7, col. d). Faraday also spoke at the Chemical Section on the Friday
(Athenaeum, 22 September 1849, p.963).
2. That is 15 September 1849.
3. See Athenaeum, 22 September 1849, p.958-9 for an account of the visit, though it is not clear
if Faraday attended.
4. Edmund Robert Daniell (d.1854, age 61, GRO, Bl). Secretary of the Royal Institution,
1826-1843 and one of the Bankruptcy Commissioners for Birmingham.
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Letter 2220
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
11 October 1849
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/49

Trinity House London.- I 11th October 1849.-
Sir,

The Board has had under consideration your report upon the
defective ventilation of the Lanterns of the Dungeness and Needles Light
Houses, and your proposals for remedying the same1, - and the Board
approving your suggestions for effecting this object I am directed to
acquaint you therewith, - and to inform you that Mr. Wilkins has received
instructions to carry into effect your recommendations as respects the
Lantern at the Needles, to put himself in communication with you
thereon, and execute what you may require. - In regard to the Lantern at
Dungeness your suggestions have been already effectually carried out
with reference to the intended advantage. -

I am I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq

1. See letter 2204.

Letter 2221
Faraday to John Percy
17 October 1849
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 250

Royal Institution: October 17,1849.
My dear Percy, -1 cannot be on the Committee; I avoid everything of that
kind, that I may keep my stupid mind a little clear. As to being on a
Committee and not working, that is worse still.

I wish we could get to Birmingham, and use your kindness, but that
may not be. My working time is from October to December, and I am fully
in it: I am sorry to say, as yet, with negative results. Still I must work1.

Ever yours and Mrs. Percy's, I M. Faraday

1. See Faraday, Diary, 10-15 October 1849, 5:10277-301.
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Letter 2222
Faraday to James Morris1

26 October 1849
From the original in UCL, tipped in Tyndall (1870), History of Science
Sources C

Royal Institution I 26 October 1849
Sir

I hasten to acknowledge the gift of the Transactions of the Royal
Society of Mauritius and to offer my sincere and grateful thanks for them
and I desire also to express to yourself the feelings which your very kind
words raise up within me. As long as I have health & ability I will
endeavour to deserve such good opinions

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Jas. Morris Esq I &c &c &c

1. James Morris (1810-1869, DMB). Professor of Classics at the Royal College, Mauritius,
1845-1849 and Secretary, Royal Society of Arts and Sciences of Mauritius. At this time a
Mauritian representative in London.

Letter 2223
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
29 October 1849
From the original in RGO6 / 403, f .113

Royal Institution I 29 Octr. 1849
My dear Airy

Am I to hope that Barlow is not mistaken and that there is a
possibility of our having you at one of our Friday Evenings next season?1

The thought is so pleasant to me that however small the chance may be I
cannot resist helping to nurse it a little for I do not know any thing that
would give me greater pleasure or do more honor to the Season hereu

With kindest remembrances to Mrs Airy I am My dear Sir I Ever
Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. See Athenaeum, 23 March 1850, pp.315-7 for an account of Airy's Friday Evening Discourse
of 15 March 1850, "On the present State and Prospects of the Science of Terrestrial
Magnetism''.
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Letter 2224
Faraday to Thomas Twining
29 October 1849
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution I 29 Octr. 1849
My dear Sir

After much consideration & desire to accept your kind offer my wife
feels obliged to decline it. Many things tend in that direction so as to
constrain her to follow it and amongst them the daily expected death of a
dear Cousin1.

Ever my dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T. Twining Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2225
Faraday to William Whewell
29 October 1849
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.25

Royal Institution I 29 Oct. 1849
My dear Sir

Mr. Barlow asks me to support his application to you for a Friday
Evg in the coming season1.1 would most willingly do so for our sakes and
my own gratification but considering to whom I write I feel I ought not to
say more than if such a thing comes within the scope of your convenience
& willingness it will be the source of very high delight and of something
more to meu

Ever My dear Sir I Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. Whewell did not give a Friday Evening Discourse during 1850.

Letter 2226
William Whewell to Faraday
31 October 1849
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.61

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge I Oct. 31,1849
My dear Dr Faraday
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I had not answered Mr Barlow's application sooner because I was not
certain that I could comply with it to any good purpose. Your joining in it
adds much to my wish to assent1, but still I do not see the possibility of
doing so. I could have wished to say something about the constitution of
matter, but I dare not do so till I see my way better, or at least till I can
bring out the difficulties more clearly. Your paper about axiality2 is highly
important in its bearing upon this point, but I cannot yet bring it into any
definite relation with other things. I am at present in far too puzzled a
condition to pretend to teach any one. If my ideas should grow any clearer
I may perhaps beg to express them if you are willing to hear them; but I
fear that will not be this year3.

Always my dear Dr Faraday I Yours most truly i W. Whewell
Dr Faraday

1. In letter 2225.
2. Faraday (1849a b), ERE22.
3. Whewell did not give a Friday Evening Discourse during 1850.

Letter 2227
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
31 October 1849
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 403, f.114

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1849 October 31
My dear Sir

Certainly I will give you a lecture as soon as I can find or think of a
subject1. Mere skits of information on current changes in astronomical
instruments &c which are very proper for the R. Aston. Society would not
be proper for you.

But I do hereby promise to rack my brain (when it is not overreached
by other things) to find a subject2,-

and am I Yours most truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2223.
2. See Athenaeum, 23 March 1850, pp.315-7 for an account of Airy's Friday Evening Discourse
of 15 March 1850, "On the present State and Prospects of the Science of Terrestrial
Magnetism".
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Letter 2228
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
31 October 1849
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/49

Trinity House London I 31 October 1849.
My dear Sir,

I have been instructed to transmit to you the accompanying Copy of
a Letter from the Principal Keeper of the High Light House at Portland1,
having reference to the ventilation of the Lantern thereof, in connection
with the Hot Air Stove, - and to signify the request of the Board, to be
favor'd with your observations thereon. -

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Very faithfully your's I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq

1. This letter, dated 16 October 1849, is in GL MS 30108/1/49.

Letter 2229
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
5 November 1849
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 250-1

Royal Institution: November 5,1849.
My dear Matteucci,-.... I have lately been working for six full weeks trying
to procure results, and have indeed procured them, but they are all
negative1. But the worse of it is, I find on looking back to my notes, that I
ascertained all the same results experimentally eight or nine months ago2,
and had entirely forgotten them. This in some degree annoys me. I do not
mean the labour, but the forgetfulness, for, in fact, the labour without
memory is of no use.

Still I have a thousand causes of thankfulness, and am not repining,
only explaining. If I could have my own way, I would never write you a
letter without some scientific point in it. As it is, the chances are they will
be as barren as this one.

Yours most truly, I M. Faraday

1. Faraday, Diary, 25 September to 6 November 1849, 5: 10239-10412 record experiments
mostly on diamagnetism.
2. There are no notes in Faraday, Diary, 5 covering this period.
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Letter 2230
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
9 November 1849
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/88

Trinity House, London, I 9th November 1849.
Sir,

I am instructed to forward to you the accompanying Bottle of Water
which has been received from the Trevose Head Light Establishment,
together with an Extract of a Letter from the Light Keeper thereat and a
copy of my Letter to him upon the Subject thereof1. And I am to signify the
Request of the Elder Brethren that you will favor them by examining the
said water and furnishing them with your opinion as to it's whole-
someness for Drinking or Culinary purposes.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqre I &c &c &c

1. Watson to Herbert, 26 September 1849 and Herbert to Watson, 10 October 1849, GL MS
30108/2/88.

Letter 2231
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
15 November 1849
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/88

Royal Institution I 15 Novr. 1849
My Dear Sir

The water which I received from you from the Trevose Head lights1,
contains a portion of lead in solution which though small undoubtedly
renders the water unfit for cooking or use in articles of food. There is every
reason to believe that this lead is derived from the roof, & partly by the
action of the Salt water spray for part the lead is in solution as a chloride
and there is also common salt present. Except indeed for these substances
the water is remarkably free from salt & would without them be very soft
& pure2u

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. See letter 2230.
2. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board, 20 November 1849, GL MS 30010/36,
pp.464-5 with a note that the matter had been referred to James Walker who had proposed a
solution to the problem which the Board agreed to pursue.
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Letter 2232
Emil Heinrich du Bois-Reymond to Faraday
15 November 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Sir,

According to your own statement, natural p(hilo)sophy is indebted
for the most important s(teps) it has made at your hands to the strong
conviction you always felt, that the various forms of force have one
common origin, any form of force admitting of being converted into
another under appropriate circumstances1. Nor have you, on several
occasions, refrained from extending this view even to the mysterious
agent of the nerves, and, in your paper on the Gymnotus2, you have
suggested some experiments for the purpose of discovering some new
relation between nervous power and electricity.

I therefore venture to hope that you wil(l) look with some interest on
the results of an experimental inquiry, in which I have been engaged for
these last eight years. This inquiry has led me to the most striking facts
bearing upon the long-suspected identity of the nervous and muscular
power and the electro-chemical form of force. The greater part of my
investigations are detailed at length in the two accompanying volumes ,
which I beg you to accept as a proof of my deepest veneration.

I am very sorry to find, from your 'Experimental Researches' you do
not read German4. Unfortunately, the subject I have treated is such a
complicated one, and the various series of experiments are so extensive,
that the shortest extract, to be intelligible at all, would far exceed the limits
of a letter and probably of your patience also. You will, however, perhaps
be kind enough to prevail upon some friend of yours to bring you and the
scientific public of England acquainted with some parts, if not the whole,
of my work; and, at least, you will see by a mere inspection of the plates,
that it is not without having previously laid a new and somewhat large
experimental groundwork, that I am so bold as, once more and that so
positively, to bring forward theoretical views like those of old Priestley5

and Galvani6.
The second copy you would greatly oblige me by presenting, as a

token of respect, to the Royal Society.
I am, Sir, yours most respectfully I Dr. E. du Bois-Reymond

Berlin, 21. Carlstr. I November 15,1849.

Address: To I Mr. Faraday I Professor of Chemistry in the I Royal
Institution, London.

1. Faraday (1846a), ERE19,2146.
2. Faraday (1839a), ERE15.
3. Bois-Reymond (1848-9).
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Plate 2. Emil Heinrich du Bois-Reymond.
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4. Faraday (1838c), ERE13, note to 1635.
5. Joseph Priestley (1733-1804, DSB). Natural philosopher.
6. Luigi Galvani (1737-1798, DSB). Italian anatomist and physiologist.

Letter 2233
Faraday to James David Forbes
20 November 1849
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1849/121

R Institution I 20 Novr. 1849
My dear Sir

The best pieces of heavy glass are gone but I send you one of the
remaining pieces & hope it will answer your purpose1!.] It contains some
bubbles & I am not quite sure about the annealing. I will not however
detain it for examination as I have not a betteru

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Forbes I &c &c &c

1. Forbes may have wanted this glass for some work on radiant heat referred to in Shairp et
al. (1873), 198 but which did not produce any results.

Letter 2234
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
21 November 1849
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/48

Royal Institution I 21 November 1849
My dear Sir,

My call yesterday was only to say that as Mr Wilkins was about to
send to the Needles1 to day or tomorrow & would be a fortnight engaged
in the business I prepared to leave town on the 3rd or 4th of Deer. & might
be at the Portland Lighthouses on the 5th or 6th2. You wished me to let you
know & said you said you would either give me a note or write to the
Principal keeper.

Meeting Captain Madan yesterday I endeavoured to refer him to
some observations which I thought I had made in reply to a letter of yours
of the 9th Deer. 18473 requesting me to examine Mr A. Gordons
Catadioptic arrangement at the Trinity House on the Tuesday following.
The observations were to the following purport. Mr Gordons object is, to
use an Argand lamp of the same size & power as that in use by the Trinity
house but by means of a different reflector & a ring lens, to send far more
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light forwards towards the sea horizon than is so sent by the Trinity
reflector. The Trinity reflector gathers & disposes of the light of 235°
(measured on a great circle passing through the lamp flame & the axis of
the reflector) & allows 125° to pass unused. Mr. Gordons reflector & lens
together gather up & dispose of 320° & allow only 40° to escapes This I
conclude is the chief foundation of the hope which is entertained by the
inventor that it will practically surpass the Trinity reflector but there is at
the same time another ground of expectation built upon the fact that in Mr
Gordons reflector most of the impinging rays are reflected at a much
smaller angle with the reflecting surface than in the Trinity house reflector
& will therefore (according to a supposed law of reflexion which holds
good indeed with such bodies as glass water marble &c) be more
abundantly reflected.

With respect to this second point of a more abundant reflexion as the
incident ray forms a smaller angle with the reflecting surface Newton4

believed that to be the case with metals as it is with ordinary bodies and
most writers on optical science including Herschell5 & others have since
his time repeated6 the statement probably on his authority but Mr Potter7

a few years ago showed that it was not true for metals for that they
reflected at least as much if not more light when the ray was incident
perpendicularly upon their surface as when incident at very small angles.
Upon the occasion of your letter to which I have already referred I had two
silvered reflecting surfaces prepared & observed & confirmed the quantity
of light reflected at the same time at very high & very small angles8 &
could find no difference: in that respect therefore I am satisfied that any
point of a Trinity House reflector acts upon the light as perfectly as any
point of Mr. Gordons reflector.

With respect to the first point:- Mr. Gordons arrangement takes up a
far greater number of rays of the sphere of light from the lamp than the
Trinity reflector calling the whole quantity of light is 100 the Trinity
reflector leaves about a fourth or rather more untouched whilst Mr.
Gordons only allows about a thirty second part to escape and there can be
no doubt that if all the rest were sent forward in the required beam of 15°
of divergence the effect ought to surpass that of the simple Trinity
arrangement!.] It is the province of trial & experiment only to decide
whether these are so sent forward, but even theoretically it does not follow
from the construction that they should go in the desired or expected
direction & for the following reasons. The centre of the Argand lamp flame
is in the Trinity arrangement 3\ inches distant from the nearest point of the
reflector that being the focal distance. Now the divergence of the whole
beam of light depends upon this distance & the size of the flame & they are
such as to give the required 15° of divergence or thereabouts. In Mr
Gordons arrangement the flame has the same size but is only l | inches
distant from the reflector which gives a divergence so great that if the
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reflector alone were used the light would be spread over a space of 5 or 6
times as large as that covered by the Trinity reflector & would be
proportionately feeble. It only requires the removal of the ring lens from
Mr. Gordons arrangement (which I had done in my trial examination), and
then the inferiority of Mr Gordon's reflector to the Trinity House reflector
from this cause is even in a room at once manifest though it receives from
the lamp a much greater number of rays. It is true that the ring lens gathers
up much of this outstanding light, but it cannot correct the large
dispersion and also in its action of bringing these rays nearer to parrallism
[sic] with the axial ray it cannot be correct at one & the same time for the
light from the reflector & for the light which it receives directly from the
lamp. Trial & observation therefore only can decide how far this gathering
up has been done and an observation near at hand cannot shew by its effect
what would be the result at a distance. A very powerful light might be
produced at 100 or any other number of feet or yards by the collecting &
crossing of the rays at that spot and yet at a point further out as 2, 3, or 4
miles a comparatively poor effect be obtained. Trial only & at different
distances can give a true comparison with the simpler & so far more
correct apparatus of the Trinity house9u

I am I My dear Sir I Ever truly Your I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letters 2204 and 2220.
2. See letter 2228.
3. Herbert to Faraday, 9 December 1847, letter 2032, volume 3. Faraday's reply has not been
found.
4. See Newton's letter of 4 May 1672, Phil.Trans., 1672, 7: 4057-9.
5. Frederick William Herschel (1738-1822, DSB). Astronomer and natural philosopher.
6. Herschel, F.W. (1800), 64-5.
7. Richard Potter (1799-1886, DNB). Professor of Natural Philosophy at University College
London, 1841-1843 and again 1844-1865.
8. Potter (1830) which cited both Newton and Herschel.
9. This letter was read at Trinity House By Board, 27 November 1849, GL MS 30010/36,
p.477.

Letter 2235
Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas to Faraday
December 18491

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon cher ami

M Milne Edwards membre de l'lnstitut et mon meilleur ami croit
avoir besoin d'une lettre d'Introduction aupres de Vous. Je ne la croyais
pas necessaire, mais j'obeis a son desir. II auroit besoin dans un interpret
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d'enseignement, puisqu'il me remplace comme doyen de la faculte des
sciences, de bien connaitre premierement l'organisation de Vos societes
polytechniques et adelaide, secondement celle de l'ecole de Wolwich; II ne
peut mieux s'adresser qu'a vous et je serais tres reconnaissant des moyens
que Vous lui donnerez pour prendre une idee juste de ces deux genres
d'etablissements.

Mille amities nouvelles I A. Dumas

TRANSLATION
My dear friend,

Mr Milne Edwards, member of the Institut and my best friend,
believes he needs a letter of introduction to you. I did not think it
necessary, but I am complying with his wishes. In the interests of
education, as he is replacing me as dean of the faculty of sciences, he
would like to get to know firstly the organisation of your polytechnic
institutes and the Adelaide [Gallery], secondly, that of the Woolwich
Academy; he could not do better than to address himself to you and I
would be most grateful for any means you can give him to get a proper
idea of these two types of establishments.

A thousand renewed best wishes I A. Dumas

1. Dated on the basis that letter 2246 is the reply.

Letter 2236
Thomas Graham to Faraday
3 December 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

4 Gordon Square I December 3,1849.
Dear Faraday

Your understanding of the passage in my paper1 to which you refer
in your note of Dec. I2 is perfectly right. So also is the illustration you give
afterwards speaking of weight instead of volume. The numbers, however,
which you give in illustration of the last, 2172 of time & 5292 of time are,
I find, from a table of results (page 384) which illustrate a divergence from
the law, owing to the capillary being too short to give resistance enough.
The one number should be double of the other, according to the law.

Air or coal gas of 4 atmos. density should pass through a long tube,
such as Perkins31 inch drawn-iron tubes4, with 4 times the velocity of the
same gas of 1 atmos. density, for equal volumes; & consequently with 16
times the velocity for equal "weights", the propulsive force being the same
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in both experiments. Hence a great facility in conveying coal gas in a dense
state, by these pipes for long distances - such as many miles.

In the table head of page 385, would you be so good as to alter with
your pen the first row of figures under 1 atmosphere from

1095 . 1096 . 1095.5 . 1095.5
into

1105 . 1107 . 1106 . 1106.

Your calling my attention to the point has led me to discover that I had
calculated the last column of that table from a set of observations on air of
1 atmos. made last, & which I have omitted to give in the paper, & not
from those observations for 1 atmos which are actually given.

It has been probably this which put you out. With the change, the
numerical relations of the calculated times appear at once - 553 being \ of
1106, &c.

Very faithfully yours I Tho. Graham
M. Faraday Esq.

1. Graham (1849).
2. Not found.
3. Jacob Perkins (1766-1849, DAB). American inventor.
4. That is the form of tube which Perkins had made for his steam engine.

Letter 2237
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
4 December 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir!

A few days ago I received your long expected paper1. Belonging to
sulfate of iron I found my observations mentioned in the latin Memoir in
complete accordance with yours. Your arsenic is diamagnetic, mine
magnetic; nevertheless in both cases the axis is attracted by the poles.
Respecting Antimony our observations dont agree. I examined a great
number of crystals and airways the optic axis, which is perpendicular to
the cleavage plane, was repulsed like in calcareous Spar. A piece of
crystallised Antimony I brought from Paris (containing there is no doubt
a small quantity of iron), showed very complicated phenomena. There was
diamagnetic magnetic and crystallamagnetic action: all these three actions
varying differently with distance.

Being returned from Berlin, - where I lost a good time in fruitless
deliberations on University reform - took up again my magnetic
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researches. During the last two years I have been much tantalized, not
being able to imagine any force whatever producing the paradox
phenomena presented by crystals. Now I may reduce all to the comon law
of magnetic attraction and repulsion and confirm my theoretical views as
well by calcul[ati]ons as by direct experiment. I gave an incomplete notice
of it to Mr Poggendorff3 and I am now writing a more elaborate Memoir4.
I dare not believe you will adopt my views, but nevertheless let me beg to
give in a few words an idea of it.

I got by experiment new proofs of diamagnetic polarity, induced by
electric currents: Ampere would say there are in diamagnetic bodies
induced currents going round the molecules in a direction opposite to that
in magnetic bodies. (There is some analogy in this explication with that
given by Fresnel5 of the phenomena of light passing along the axis
t[hjrough rock crystal6 and in any direction whatever t[h]rough the well
known fluids, there being circular rotations of the ether in opposite
direction.) That is also I think the first explication you gave of diamagnetic
action, which I adopted myself since I found, that there were no necessity
to adopt for the diamagnetic and magnetic force a different law of
diminution by distance, and since I thought it without doubt that Bismuth
gets polarity by becoming diamagnetic. Join to this hypothesis the new
one, that in magnetic crystals the polarity of the molecules be induced in
different directions with a different facility, energy or stability; that the
same take place belonging to the diamagnetic polarity in diamagnetic
crystals - and you may explain all phenomena. The meaning of the new
hypothesis will be completely understood, when for instance I say that a
cylindrical bar of soft iron gets its polarity more easily along the axis of the
bar, and with more stability and power, than in any other direction; quite
the contrary takes place, when the bar will be reduced to a plate.

By putting thin iron bars into a piece of wood or copper, you may, by
choosing properly their directions, imitate all experiments with magnetic
crystals.

Allow me to explain a single case, for instance that of a prism of
turmaline [sic]. By considerations taken from the elasticity of the ether, in
accordance with its conducting power for Electricity, you may deduce,
that the magnetic polarity of such a bar is most easily and strongly excited
perpendicularly to its axis. Suppose it be so.

v
.

Now take a bar C of any indifferent substance, suspended horizon-
tally between the two poles, to which ends a small iron bar AB is attached.
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1. Faraday (1849a, b), ERE22.
2. Pliicker (1849c).
3. Pliicker (1849(1), 427-31.
4. This paper was sent to the Haarlem Society of Sciences in December 1849 where it
remained unpublished until it was published as Pliicker (1852a). See p.l of paper.
5. Augustin Jean Fresnel (1788-1827, DSB). French physicist.
6. Fresnel (1827).
7. Pierre Hippolyte Boutigny (1798-1884, Oursel (1886), 1:127). French pharmacist.
8. Boutigny (1849). See also Pliicker (1849d), 425-7.
9. Probably Grove (1849).
10. Francesco Zantedeschi (1797-1873, P2, 3). Professor of Physics in Padua.
11. See Pliicker (1851a).

Letter 2238
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
8 December 1849
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/49

Royal Institution I 8 Deer. 1849
My dear Sir

I returned home last night and proceed to give you in brief the result
of my visit to the Needles & Portland lights. I found the work at the
Needles light drawing to a conclusion and so far advanced that I could
decide upon the effect to be produced:- for the ventilators were in place &
the cowl had been lengthened and guarded according to my instructions.
I am happy to say that the result is perfect and the state of things utterly
unlike what it was at the time of my visit in June1. I fortunately had the
best opportunities of examining the effect produced for on Tuesday Night2

(when I was there) there was a very hard frost (which in London made the
streets very dangerous), and on Wednesday morning about 2 o'clk this
changed (with rain) to violent wind at S & by E which is the wind the
keeper complains of as the very worst for them. I could hardly keep my
feet on the downs on my way from the lighthouse to the Alum bay hotel.
Yet both in the time of the frost & of the wind, the glass was perfectly clear
& dry and also the inside of the metal roof. There were no signs of
condensation or of moisture in the lanthorn. All the lights burnt well and
clear. The ventilation was right at every lamp, & a strong current existed
out of the lanthorn into & through the cowl the whole time. Even when the
lamps were extinguished on the Wednesday morning this current
continued well & powerful:- so that there is no chance of any such
entrance of air into the lanthorn by the cowl as occurred when I was here
before. I believe that the evil which existed is perfectly remedied. The
keepers & Mr Wilkins workman testified of the clear state of the glass ever
since the cowl had been raised & guarded.
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I then proceeded to the Portland lights3 and passed part of Thursday
with the night there. As to the lower light I found it in perfect order
relative to the ventilation & no trace of dimness or moisture on the glass.
The keeper said he had had no sweating since the ventilation pipes had
been put up.

At the upper light, the lamps & their ventilation was quite right and
though we had during the night & morning a strong gale of wind with
rain from the S and SE yet all acted well & the glass remained clear. The
keeper reports that nothing is wanting in this respect.

But there is here a stove at the bottom of the staircase tower leading
up into the lanthorn, which they have to use in cold weather. But when at
such times the wind is between NNE and E the smoke regurgitates into the
tower issuing in a dense volume from the ash pit & door of the stove; &
it ascends into the lanthorn in such quantities as actually to obscure the
lightsi.i The keeper spoke of one time when there were two East Indiamen
lying to the West (as I understood him) of the light to which he thought of
going & stating that as the wind then was they must be prepared for
changes in the appearance of the lightu

After much & careful examination I think I have come to a right
conclusion as to the chief & almost sole source of this effect. The stove is
surrounded by a jacket which is intended to produce warm air & from this
a pipe 12 feet long & 4 inches in diameter passes upwards through the
floor of the lanthorn terminating on the upper surface of the floor by a
ventilation plate not more than 2 inches in diameter, though the air
therefore round the stove is made very hot only a little of it passes by this
aperture & the chief effect of the stove in warming the lanthorn is
produced by its heating the air in the staircase which then enters the
lanthorn by the door. In cold nights the keeper says he has to make the
funnel pipe of the stove red hot that he may have sufficient warmth in the
lanthorn. It is this funnel pipe which is chiefly in fault. It is 6 inches in
diameter and after leaving the stove in a horizontal direction it rises
vertically 5 feet 3 inches then passes horizontally through the wall of the
tower to the outside being 7 feet in length in that point, (of which 2 feet are
inside, 2 feet in the thickness of the wall & about 3 feet outside) and then
it rises nearly vertically for about 25 feet more:- being for nearly half that
distance against the outside of the small projecting staircase & for the rest
of the distance 12 or 13 feet in the open air. The position of this metal pipe
is nearly NE of the toweru

Now this pipe is exposed to the cooling influence of the wind in all
that part outside the tower;- and out of a length of 37 feet. 28 feet are on
the outside:- of the remaining 9 feet four are horizontal & there is only 5
feet 3 inches of vertical smoke pipe in the tower which being kept hot can
tend to create draught. As to the outside part whenever the wind blows
from NNE to E the whole 28 feet are exposed to its chilling influence; and
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as the stove is only used on cold nights it may be imagined what this
influence is. If the wind blows from the opposite side the chimney is
protected in part of its course & the effect is not so bad. I believe that when
the wind is NNE or to E on a frosty night this pipe is cooled below the
freezing point that the smoke within is cooled & being charged with sooty
particles & carbonic acid gas is too heavy for the ascensive power of the
hot smoke in the 5 feet 3 inches of vertical pipe in the tower & therefore
descends & enters the tower through the fire door & ash pit & continues
to descend until the tower doors are opened & a counter effect from the
wind obtained.

The wind was at S.W when I was there in the evening & therefore I
could not expect to find the stove in its particular bad state. Nevertheless
I had a fire lighted in it that I might examine the condition of things. It
drew very well having the ascensive power of the 5 feet 3 inches of funnel
pipe in the tower & also the effect of the sheltered part outside the tower
but when I applied my hand to it at the part where it rose above the
staircase & left of its shelter I had full proof of the effect of the wind; for
though it was not cold at the time the wind was getting up:- & though the
pipe was warm or even hot a foot or two below the top of the shelter & the
hot smoke continually moving upwards through it as soon as it had risen
less than a foot above the shelter it was quite cold.

The keepers tell me the funnel pipe has been lengthened two or three
times but this has done no good. Really such additions have done more
harm than good for they have only increased the length of the heavy
columns of cold smoke within which a wind at NNE or E produces.

The remedy I propose is this:- to dismiss the warm air tube altogether
and in its place to take the funnel pipe of the stove up the middle of the
stair tower through the stone floor & up the middle of the lanthorn until
it rises to the level of the iron cross & then to take it obliquely to & through
the roof & raise it about 3 feet above the roof where it shall terminate in a
head of which I will immediately speak. In such an arrangement the flue
would be kept hot in the building; would warm the air both of the
staircase & lanthorn and would not (I believe) consume one third of the
coals which are burnt in a cold night under the present arrangement and
which amounts at times to a bushel per nighti.i

Before I left London I had a certain form of head called a smoke
disperser & six feet of a funnel pipe made. These I took with me to
experiment with. Removing one of the four old ventilating covers on the
roof of the Needles light house I projected this head through about 3 feet.
The wind as I have said was a gale but in whatever position I placed the
head, turning it in all directions, still its effect (due to the construction) was
to create a powerful draught up the funnel pipe from below. I am satisfied
this head is an excellent thing. It has no cowl or swinging or moving parts
but is a fixture & can be made perfectly firm & stable. When the model
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comes up from the needles I will send it to the Trinity House & in the
meantime recommend it for the head of the stove chimney in the present
case.

Should the Board consider my proposition favourably & decide upon
making the alteration I propose I have taken all the measurements &
positions of the parts and could I think instruct the workmen & Mr.
Wilkins perfectly in the arrangement of the pipe &c4.

I am i My dear Sir I Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2204.
2. That is 4 December 1849.
3. See letters 2228 and 2234.
4. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board, 11 December 1849, GL MS 30010/36,
pp.485-6. It was agreed to make the alteration.

Letter 2239
Faraday to Julius Pliicker
11 December 1849
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution I 11 Deer. 1849.
My dear Plucker

I received your last letter1 a day or two ago and I think I have one
before that to acknowledge dated August2.1 am very thankful to you for
them & they are always a great pleasure. Your last views are very
interesting but my head aches too much just now for me to say I have
considered them and indeed they are fitted to remain in the mind for
meditation again & again until by the growing up of facts they are
developed confirmed & extended as the future progression of discovery
may be. One part of your letter I do not quite understand where you say
that it is a consequence of your theoretical views confirmed by
experiments that the attraction of a given crystal by the poles of a magnet
be only dependant of its exterior form but independant of the direction of its
optical or crystallographical axes with regard to the poles of the magneti.]
For my own part I believe at present that the subjections of any crystal to
the magnetic force depends upon its internal structure - or rather on the
forces which give it its particular structure and that in any such crystal that
line which coincides with the Magnetic axis may conveniently be called
the Magnecrystallic axis. I do not suppose it necessary that the
Magencrystallic axis should coincide either with the Crystallographical
axis or with the Optic axis but I conclude that a very definite relation of
these axis will in every case be found and that though they be convenient
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forms of expression in reference to three sets of phenomena that the ruling
power is one and that when we properly understand it we shall see that one
law will include all these phenomena and so all the forms of expression as
axes &c by which we for the time represent them.

I have been at work endeavoring to establish experimentally any
character of polarity in bismuth &c when in the magnetic field, I am sorry
to say that I can get no stronger facts than those in my original paper and
no stronger persuasion than that I gave in Par 2429, 24303. Weber did me
the honor to work upon this thought4.1 believe I have obtained the effects
he obtained in a far higher degree up to deflexions of 40°, 50°, or 60° but
if they are the same they are not effects of polarity. I am just writing the
paper5.

I shall see Mr. Grove in an hour or too [sic] and shall tell him you
have his paper6.

Ever Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Profr. Plucker I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Plucker I &c &c &c I University I Bonn i on the
Rhine

1. Letter 2237.
2. Letter 2214.
3. Faraday (1846c), ERE21, 2429-30.
4. Weber (1848,1849).
5. Faraday (1850), ERE23.
6. Probably Grove (1849).

Letter 2240
Faraday to Ernest-Charles-Jean-Baptiste Dumas
11 December 1849
From the original in BN N.A. Fr. 2480, f.227

Royal Institution I 11 Deer. 1849
My Dear Sir

I was grieved to see a card with your name on it & the name of my
friend Dr. Milne Edwards but without an address lying on my table when
I returned home from the Sea side and I only this morning learned that
you were somewhere in Leicester Square. I have just returned from the
Sabloniere where I was told that you were gone out & Dr. M. Edwards
gone to Paris. I have a meeting at 4 o'clock with our managers but shall
endeavour between this & then to call again that I may see the son of my
kind friend. Besides I think that you & I are personally acquainted for
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surely I had a most pleasant afternoon & evening with you & your father
in the Jardin des Plants and also with Mama1. If I should be so unfortunate
as to miss you do not fail to give my kindest & affectionate remembrances
to M. Dumas and as far as it is proper to Madameu There are many on the
continent whom I respect & esteem very highly but there are none other to
whom my feelings are of the same kind as to them.

To Dr. M. Edwards too do not forget me and though I have a bad
memory ask him whether he thinks I can have forgotten his kindness to
me when I was at your house that he asks for a letter of introduction? - not
that I at all object to it since it brought me the handwriting of M.
Dumas2[.j

I suppose I should hardly know you again if I saw you. Yet believe
me to be Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
M. Ernest Dumas I &c &c &c

1. In July 1845. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 222.
2. Letter 2235.

Letter 2241
Joseph Antione Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
14 December 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Gand, I 14 decembre 1849.
Mon Cher Monsieur Faraday

J'ai regu votre excellente lettre, et vous pouvez vous figurer tout le
plaisir qu'elle m'a fait eprouver. De pareils temoignages d'approbation de
la part d'un homme tel que vous sont Tune des plus douces compensa-
tions que je puisse recevoir aux peines et aux fatigues que m'a causees
mon travail; ils sont, en outre, un bien vif stimulant pour m'engager a
poursuivre activement mes recherches. Une chose cependant m'a beau-
coup contrarie: C'est la nullite absolu d'effet dans l'experience relative a la
couche gazeuse en contact avec les poles d'un aimant. Mais vous ne me
dites point si vous avez opere sur un gaz unique, sur l'oxygene pur, par
exemple, or, si votre electro-aimant etait simplement plonge dans l'air, il
serait possible que les pouvoirs magnetiques des deux gaz dont l'air se
compose fussent de nature contraire, et qu'ainsi leurs effets se detruisis-
sent mutuellement, du moins en tres-grande partie. Si votre experience a
ete faite avec un gaz unique, je ne congois rien a l'absence totale d'effet, et
ce resultat negatif me semble inexplicable: Car vos autres experiences
montrent que Faction exercee par les aimants sur les gaz n'est pas si petite,
et qu'elle se manifeste a des distances trfes-sensibles; Comment se ferait-il
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done que ces attractions ou repulsions si notables ne produisissent, dans la
couche gazeuse environnante, aucune condensation ou expansion appre-
ciable?

J'ai maintenant a vous demander un leger service; j'ai adresse a Mr.
Taylor, l'editeur du philosophical magazine, un exemplaire de mon
memoire1; je lui ai ecrit, en meme temps, que j'esperais qu'il accorderait a
cette deuxieme serie les honneurs de la traduction et de rinsertion dans les
Scientific Memoirs, comme il les avait accordes a la premiere2; j'ai ajoute qu'il
pouvait, a ce sujet, vous demander votre avis. Lorsque j'ai ecrit cela a Mr
Taylor, je ne connaissais pas encore votre opinion sur mon travail;
maintenant que vous m'avez exprime un jugement si favorable, j'espere
que vous voudrez bien appuyer ma demande aupres de Mr Taylor, et, s'il
y accede, l'engager a m'envoyer un exemplaire de la traduction3.

La priere que je viens de vous adresser est peut-etre indiscrete; mais
les sentiments d'affection que vous voulez bien me temoigner, me donnent
l'espoir que vous ne la considererez pas comme telle

Agreez, Mon cher Monsieur Faraday, l'assurance de mes sentiments
de respectueuse amitie I Jh Plateau
Professeur a l'Universite, place I du Casino, 18.

Address: Monsieur I le professeur Faraday a l'lnstitution Royale, I
Albemarle Street, I Londres.

TRANSLATION
Ghent, 14 December 1849

My Dear Mr Faraday,
I received your excellent letter, and you can imagine the pleasure it

gave me. Similar expressions of approval from a man such as yourself are
the sweetest recompense that I can receive for the painful and tiring nature
of my work. They are, moreover, a very good incentive for me actively to
pursue my research. One thing, however, has bothered me greatly: the
complete lack of any effect in the experiment concerning the layer of gas
in contact with the poles of a magnet. But you do not tell me whether you
did the experiment on a elementary gas, on pure oxygen, for example, or
if your electro-magnet was simply placed in air. It could be that the
magnetic properties of the two gasses of which air is composed were of a
contrary nature, and that thus their results cancelled each other out, at
least for the most part. If your experiment was conducted on a elementary
gas, I cannot understand the complete absence of any effect and this
negative result seems to me to be inexplicable: for your other experiments
show that the action exerted by magnets on gasses is not all that small, and
that it is shown at very perceptible distances. How is it possible that such
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notable attractions or repulsions do not produce, in the surrounding layer
of gas, any appreciable condensation or expansion?

I would now like to ask you a small favour. I sent to Mr Taylor, editor
of the Philosophical Magazine, a copy of my paper1; I wrote to him, at the
same time, that I hoped that he would accord to this second series the
honour of a translation and that he would insert it in the Scientific Memoirs,
as he had done with the first2; I added that he could, on this subject, ask for
your opinion. When I wrote to Mr Taylor, I was not yet aware of what you
thought of my work; now that you have expounded such a favourable
judgement, I hope that you will wish to support my request to Mr Taylor,
and if he agrees, to ask him to send me a copy of the translation3.

The request I have just made is perhaps a little indiscreet; but the
sentiments of affection that you kindly show me, give me the hope that
you will not consider it as such.

Please accept, My Dear Mr Faraday, the assurance of my sentiments
of respectful friendship I Jh Plateau
Professor at the University, Place du Casino, 18.

1. Plateau (1849).
2. Plateau (1843,1844).
3. Plateau (1849) was translated into English as Plateau (1852).

Letter 2242
Benjamin Collins Brodie to Faraday
15 December 18491

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 5

13 Albert Road I Regents Park I Deer. 15.
My dear Sir,

I received yesterday a note from Mr Brande, informing me that the
Managers had requested him to undertake the course of Lectures2, which
I had resigned3. TTiis is the only intimation I have received that my letter
to Mr Barlow had been read at the Board4.

In compliance, with what I understood to be your wish, I have
entirely abstained from asking your advice or opinion on this matter,
which otherwise I might have sought. Nor do I now write again to trouble
you with it; But only to express to you my most grateful recollection of the
kind interest you have taken in these lectures and in my other scientific
occupations; to have enjoyed which, even for a time, I shall ever esteem
one of the truest pleasures and advantages of my life.

Very sincerely yours I B.C. Brodie
Professor Faraday I Royal Institution
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1. Dated on the basis that letter 2243 is the reply.
2. See RI MM, 11 December 1849,10: 229.
3. See letters 2206, 2207, 2209, 2210 and 2215.
4. RI MM, 3 December 1849,10: 226 notes the reading of Brodie's letter.

Letter 2243
Faraday to Benjamin Collins Brodie
17 December 1849
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 6

Royal Institution I 17 Deer. 1849
My dear Brodie

I owe you many & sincere thanks for your kind note1. As to your
letter to the Secretary2 which was of course read to the Managers3, it
contained so absolute a negative on your part to their request4 that every
body felt there was no more to say upon the matter. The Secretary might
& very probably by this time has acknowledged the receipt of iti.i

And now my dear Sir though it was this affair that chiefly made you
& me known to each other and though it has ended otherwise than I
hoped still I shall not as regards ourselves let matters return to their
former state. I hope much from you and shall as long as I remain in life
look with expectation & I trust rejoicing to your courseu If any word from
me is of the least value as a word of encouragement or exhortation; I say
proceed, advance.

Here things have reverted very much to their former state & I rather
think perhaps fitly. The time was probably too soon for any change. But
when such an one as myself gets out of the way then new conditions, new
men, new views, and new opportunities; may allow of the development of
other lines of active operation than those heretofore in service; and then
perhaps will be the time for change.

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
B.C. Brodie Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2242.
2. John Barlow.
3. RI MM, 3 December 1849,10: 226.
4. That Brodie continue to deliver the chemical lectures to the medical students of St George's
Hospital.
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Letter 2244
Faraday to John Lindley1

27 December 1849
From the original in Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, MS Letters to Lindley,
A-K

Royal Institution I 27 Deer. 1849.
My dear Lindley

Mr. Chater2 has placed in my hands certain documents from which I
make a selection imagining that you will think them quite enough. Take
care of them as I have made myself responsible for their return. I will call
on you on Saturday3 about 2 past 11 o'clk as I understand that time is
convenient to you.

No. 1. Mr. Chaters letter to me.
No. 2. Act Geo III, 1794, page 4314 "blown plate or cast plate glass"

shewing that both were plate. Cast plate was not made here until about
1770 hence blown plate which was made long before that is named firstu

No. 3. Act Geo III 1805, page 14815, "rough plate glass and ground or
polished plate or crown glass" - shewing the meaning of rough in
contradistinction to ground or polished.

No. 4. Act Geo III, 1809 p7336. - As No. 3.
No. 5 and 6 Two bills of the London Plate Glass company dated 1809

with numerous items of rough plate and plates - they making only blown
plate glass.

No. 7. Tariff of the London Plate Glass company 1812 pp. 20, 21.
"rough Plates" they still making only blown plate glass. In 1814 they began
to make cast plate glass and accordingly issue a Supplement!.]

No. 8. of the larger sizes which they could then produce.
No. 9 Mr. Cookson's7 letter and testimony that there was no cast plate

glass before 1773 but blown plate 100 years previous:- blown rough plates a
common article in this country before cast plate glass made.

No. 10. Cooksons Tariff for 18128. At the end "thick rough plates for
skylights". They did not cast any plate glass at that time or earlier than
1817.

No. 11. Mr. Chance's testimony on a piece of glass:- that rough blown
plate was known and in common use in this country before cast plate was
made hereu

No. 22. Letter. Peter Howard9 - a glass maker for 50 years to the same
purport!.]

No. 13. Letter Mr. Sims10 a glass dealer for 46 years to the same
purport.

On Saturday I will bring with me a very scarce book called the Plate
Glass book printed & published in 1760n i.e. about 13 years before Plate glass
was cast in England in which the term rough plate is familiarly used over &
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over again, in the Title page, in the tables, and in above ten different parts
of the work.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Lindley I &c &c &c

1. John Lindley (1799-1865, DSB). Professor of Botany at University College London,
1828-1860.
2. Presumably of Chater and Hayward. Glass, lead, oil and colour merchants. POD.
3. That is 30 December 1849.
4. 34 Geo III, Cap. 27 "An Act for Granting to His Majesty certain additional Duties on Glass
imported into, or made in, Great Britain", p.431.
5. 45 Geo III, Cap. 122 "An Act for charging additional Duties on the Importation of Foreign
Plate Glass into Great Britain", p.1481.
6. 49 Geo III, Cap. 98 "An Act for repealing the several Duties of Customs chargeable in
Great Britain, and for granting other Duties in lieu thereof", p.733.
7. Isaac Cookson (1776-1851, Bl). Newcastle glass manufacturer.
8. For the interest of the Cookson family in glass manufacturing see Hedley and Hudleston
[1964], 23-4.
9. Unidentified.
10. Robert Sims (d.1864, age 81, GRO). Sandemanian and plate glass merchant.
11. A later edition of Anon (1757) which went through many editions.

Letter 2245
Hans Christian Oersted to Faraday
27 December 1849
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Copenhagen I the 27 Dec 1849
My dear Sir

Permit me to recall myself in your remembrance in introducing to the
honour of your acquaintance the bearer of this letter, Mr. Colding1,
Inspector of the Waterworks of Copenhagen and at the same time a
successful experimental and mathematical investigator of several philo-
sophical questions. He is a former pupil of our Danish polytechnical
school and since many years well known to me as a man of the most
respectable character. He visits England particularly in the view to be
acquainted with the great improvements, which are made in your Country
in regards to the waterworks, sewers and gas-pipes; but he will, as much
as his limited time permits him, take an interest in all other scientific
objects. I beg that you will be so kind as to favour him with your good
counsels and to recommand him to such gentleman, who can facilitate his
pursuits.

I shall avail myself of this opportunity to give you a short notice of
my continued diamagnetical researches which still I have now been
obliged to interrupt through the now ending year.
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The distribution of its magnetisme is likewise here indicated by the
small letters n and s.

When an attractive diamagnetic needle of inferior power is sus-
pended in a powerfully attractive fluid and exposed to the action of the
electromagnet, it will obtain the same magnetical distribution as a
repulsive diamagnet, which is quite in conformity with your discoveries.
In order to discover the distribution of magnetisme in the diamagnetical
needle I make use of very thin iron wires bend in different manner, mostly
as

_r
or

You have in earlier years had the kindness to send me your series of
researches, of which I possess the first 174. Through I have the whole series
in the Transactions, I should be glad to be in possession of the continuation
of these immortal papers. I consider already those, which I have, as one of
the most distinguished ornaments of my library.

I am, dear Sir, with sincere admiration I most faithfully Yours I H.C.
Orsted
To I Doctor Michael Faraday Esq

Address: To I Doctor Michael Faraday Esq I 21 Albemarle-Street

1. Ludvig August Colding (1815-1888, DSB). Danish physicist and municipal engineer.
2. Oversigt Kongelige danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Forhandlinger, 1849, pp.2-9.
3. Oersted (1848).
4. See Oersted to Faraday, 5 September 1843, letter 1518, volume 3 and Faraday to Oersted, 31
October 1843, letter 1535, volume 3.

Letter 2246
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
28 December 1849
From the original in BN N.A. Fr. 2480, f.229

Royal Institution I 28, Deer. 1849
My dear friend
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I feel as if I were writing a last letter to you; for I can hardly think
your duty & high occupation, apart as it is from every link that can recall
or relate to a remembrance of me, can ever leave you a moment for
imagination to travel hitherward: but, whatever our different destinies in,
and paths through, life; that you may be prosperous in your proceedings
& happy in your heart and home is the earnest hope & wish of one who
will never forget you. It was a great grief to me to miss the meeting with
your Son1. They told me at the Hotel he would leave England in the
evening & I found afterwards he was a day or two longer in London. I
think I must have made some mistake between him & the son whom I met
with at the Jardin des Plants2; however, I trust he will be as kind as his
father, and excuse any written mistakes in my note to himu

Though I was very glad to see your handwriting3, yet I must confess,
that, in the matter of M. Milne Edwards, I felt somewhat humbled in the
thought that he would not come to me without a letter:- does he think that
I have forgotten the Evening when he & I passed over from your house to
his?4 he was too kind, for me to lose the remembrance of it. If you see him
again tell him I am almost inclined to reproach him.

But I must consider your time and thoughts. I do not know where I
ought to direct this letter, but, for the old associations sake, shall send it to
the Institute: and as I have a paper in hand5, when it is printed I shall still
send you a copy, and so on indeed till I hear I ought not. With our kindest
remembrances to Madame Dumas and to both your sons I remain Ever My
dear friend

Yours I M. Faraday
Mons I M. Dumas I &c &c &c

1. Ernest-Charles-Jean-Baptiste Dumas. See letter 2240.
2. In July 1845. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 222.
3. Letter 2235.
4. On 24 July 1845. Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 222.
5. Faraday (1850), ERE23.

Letter 2247
Faraday to William Robert Grove
28 December 1849
From the original in RI MS G F26
Private

Royal Institution I 28 Deer. 1849.
My dear Grove

Brodie tells me that you must have mistaken him in supposing that
he could obtain no opinion from me regarding his lectures . What he
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intended to convey (I cannot answer for his words) was that he could
obtain no advice or opinion from me at the last i.e. at the time of your
dinner conversations as I had declined having any thing more to say. This
clears up what seemed to be a contradiction & I promised to speak to you
about iti.i

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. See letter 2242.

Letter 2248
Faraday to Harriet Jane Moore1

18502

From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 256-7
Your note is a very kind one, and very gratefully received; I wish on some
accounts that nature had given me habits more fitted to thank you
properly for it by acceptance than those which really belong to me. In the
present case, however, you will perceive that our being here3 supplies an
answer (something like a lawyer's objection) without referring to the
greater point of principle. I should have been very sorry in return for your
kindness to say no to you on the other ground, and yet I fear I should have
been constrained to do so.

1. The recipient identified by Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 256 as the same as that of letter 2318.
2. Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 256 says this letter was written before letter 2318 and was a reply to
a dinner invitation.
3. That is Brighton. Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 256.

Letter 2249
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
4 January 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir!

My best thanks for your kind letter of the 11th of December last
since1. Since -1 think so at least -1 got a satisfactory explication of all the
questioned phenomena, discovered by you and by myself. This explica-
tion is founded on the principles exposed in my last letter2. The indications
already given by me, are written down under the preoccupation of my
mind, that there ought to be in crystals, brought between the two poles, a
conflict of an attractif and a repulsif power, as it is the case with charcoal.
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Plate 3. Harriet Jane Moore.
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The two curves are the geometrical locus for the neutral points, where is
respecting to each of both poles neither attraction nor repulsion. The kind
of action on the molecules of the line AB is indicated by arrows. From this
figure you may deduce the phenomena exhibited by turmaline.

The figure remains the same when there is a diamagnetic repulsion of
the crystallic molecules: the terms attraction and repulsion are only to be
commutated.

Every magnetic molecule, having two poles, is attracted by the pole
of the Electro-magnet but the calculus proves that, the distance of the two
poles of the molecule being exceedingly small with relation to the distance
from the pole of the Magnet, this attraction is to be neglected with relation
(par rapport) to the power which gives to the molecule a rotatory motion,
whatever may be the direction of this motion. Tis a case quite analogous
to that of a compass needle, acted upon by the Earth.

That is the explication you asked from me in your last letter. Hence
it follows, according to my experiments made by the balance, that even
when the attraction of the mass of a crystal be not absolutely independent
of the position of its axes, the difference of action cant produce the
questioned effect.
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But I fear, Sir, you will not return to you own first conception, which
includes diamagnetic polarity, and therefore you will be against my
theoretical views. Nevertheless you will think it right from my part, to
defend them as long as I am not convinced of the contrary. Therefore let
me conclude by in[di]cating a very easy experiment, which, according to
me proves, against Weber's theory, that the questioned diamagnetic
polarity may be a permanent one, like in steel, even, for a short time, strong
enough to be demonstrated by experiment!.]

Let a bar of bismuth be suspended in the common way between the
two poles and by the torsion of the silk thread put against a piece of glass
or copper (a). It will be, with greater force, retained in the same position,
when repelled by the magnet, but, if you change by means of a gynotrope,
the polarity of the magnet, the bar, in the first moment, will be decidedly
attracted by the poles.

Yours I very truly i Pliicker
Bonn the 4th of January

Address: A I Monsieur Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I
London
Postmark: 1850

1. Letter 2239.
2. Letter 2237.
3. Faraday (1846c), ERE21, 2439-40.

Letter 2250
Faraday to Julius Pliicker
8 January 1850
From the original in NRCCISTI

Royal Institution I 8 January 1850
My dear Pliicker

I mean to write you a short letter though I only received yours
yesterday1 and I have not much to sayi.i But I want to establish on your
mind very clearly that you must not think I deny all that I do not admit.
On the contrary I think there are many things which may be true and
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which I shall receive as such hereafter though I do not as yet receive them
but that is not because there is any proof to the contrary but that the proof
in the affirmative is not yet sufficient for me. It is so as regards the
diamagnetic polarity of bismuth phosphorous &c my view is just the same
as it was when I wrote paragraphs 2429-24302.1 think that may be the true
view but I do not think that such a state is as yet proved.

Now I rejoice to see all your active reasonings experiments and
consideration and am sure that your exertions are & will be successful in
clearing up the present mystery of the subject. I am not quite sure I
understand all the meaning of your last letter but that is because of my
own ignoranceu You also do me the honor to refer to paragraphs 2439,
2440 and I am not quite sure whether you mean them or the paragraphs
2429, 2430 and that makes a little confusion in my mind. Besides which,
my memory is so bad that I cannot recall the purport of the enquiry I may
have made of you in my last letter3 & so am not sure of the bearings of the
answer you have sent me. How continually I grieve that I cannot read
German for if I could I suppose I could follow you in Poggendorf[fl very
quickly. But I have no right to complain for Providence has been very kind
to me.

I finished a paper at the close of the last year and sent it on the first
of January to the Royal Society4. It was devoted to a rigid examination of
the assumed polarity of bismuth phosphorous &ci.i I think my apparatus
must at the last have been very much like Webers but I really regret to say
that my conclusions were against the polarity. I obtained effects with
bismuth of the kind Weber describes but I obtained far greater effects of
the same kind with Gold silver copper tin & lead. On examining them I
found they were all effects of the currents induced in the mass of metal
employed as a whole and not of any polarity. When I divided the metal so
as to interfere with these currents as by making up a cylinder from wires
then the action was entirely stopped, whereas when I divided it so as to
have the currents uninterfered with as by making the cylinder of discs of
metal then the action as good as even.] The reverse of this was the case
when polarity was concerned as in iron, for then division into wires did
not interfere with the final effect but division into discs did.

I have also tested the question of polarity or of induced currents in
the mass by reference to the time during which the moving metal was in
motion i.e to the velocity of the motion, and which in the form of
apparatus is in striking contrast, as presented by the two view[s]. Velocity
does nothing in the case of polarity as with iron but the result depends
entirely upon the whole amount of journey or motion; in the case of the
induced currents it does every thing.

I have also constructed a communtator which because of the
existence of a difference in the place of maximum action of polarities &
place of maximum action of induced currents can separate or oppose or
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combine the results of these two kinds of action in any degree. All these
means & investigations shew that as yet the effects obtained with bismuth
have been the result of induced currents in the mass & not of any polarity,
and that if there be such a polarity we have no proofs of it as yet beyond
the first simple fact of a repulsion from the poles of the magnet. I have
endeavoured in every way to repeat Reich's experiment as described by
Weber & can not obtain the result5.

All this does not make me deny the polarity, but only the sufficiency
of the proofs thus far advanced. My opinion is exactly the same as when
I wrote 2429,2430. You will find in my paper when it appears what I think
the explication of your experiment with bismuth, it is simply a case of
revulsion (2310, 2315, 2338)6, due to currents in the mass: this revulsion I
have of late raised to a very high degree by division into discs & destroyed
altogether even in Gold silver & copper by division into wires. Yet if the
effects were due to polarity the reverse of these results ought to take
placet.]

Ever My dear Plucker I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Plucker I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Plucker I &c &c &c I University I Bonn I on the
Rhine

1. Letter 2249.
2. Faraday (1846c), ERE21, 2439-40.
3. Letter 2239.
4. Faraday (1850), ERE23.
5. See Weber (1849), 478-80 for a discussion of Reich (1849).
6. Faraday (1846b), ERE20, 2310, 2315, 2338.

Letter 2251
William Thomson to Faraday
10 January 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

2 College, Glasgow I Jan 10,1850
My dear Sir

By the same post I send two papers, one by myself, and the other by
a brother of mine1, which were communicated to the Royal Society of
Edinburgh last spring2.

In the paper by my brother some very remarkable reasoning founded
on the principles of "Carnot's3 Theory of the Motive Power of Heat", is
adduced to show that the freezing point of water must be lower under a
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high pressure than it is when only subjected to the pressure of the
atmosphere.

I have today succeeded in verifying by experiment this conclusion;
and I think the fact that an increase of pressure lowers the freezing point
of water may be considered as satisfactorily established.

My brother gives in his paper an estimate of the amount by which an
additional atmosphere of pressure will lower the freezing point of water,
wh[ich] he deduced, by Carnot's method of reasoning, from Regnault's
experiments on the pressure and latent heat of vapour of water near the
freezing point. The number which he gives is .0075 of a degree centigrade
or .0135 of a degree Fahrenheit, of lowering due to 1 additional
atmosphere of pressure.

After several unsuccessful attempts to test this result by experiment,
I got a thermometer made with ether as the liquid, wh[ich] is so sensitive
that the column of ether in the tube rises by more than two inches for 1°
Fahr. of elevation of temperature. After graduating the tube very rudely, I
had the whole thermometer sealed up in a glass tube to prevent the bulb
from being exposed to the pressure to be applied to the water in the
experiment. I then took an Oersted's apparatus for compressing water and
filled it with lumps of clean ice and water; and I put it in a guage [sic] for
the pressure, and my ether thermometer in its glass envelope.

Although the thermometer is excessively sensitive, it remained
absolutely steady in the mixture of ice & water, until a pressure of about
9 atmospheres was applied. The column of ether then ran rapidly down,
& nearly settled about 7$ divisions of my scale lower than its primitive
position. I increased the pressure up to about 19 atmospheres above the
original atmospheric pressure and the column of ether descended farther,
very rapidly. After giving it ample time to settle, during which the
pressure was kept constant, I found that it stood 172 divisions below its
primitive position. When the pressure was suddenly removed, the column
of ether instantly began to run up, and it ran above its primitive position
on account of a good deal of ice having been melted, and a lead ring I
employed to keep a space clear for reading the thermometer having
descended below the top of the bulb.

I have found by a very rough comparison with a common mercurial
thermometer, that a degree Fahr. corresponds to about 70 divisions of my
scale. Hence 172 of my divisions are equivalent to .25 of a Fahrenheit
degree or a quarter . According to my brother's prediction, the
lowering of temperature would have been .256 of a degree, if the pressure
added had been exactly 19 atmospheres. This is only six thousandths of a
degree more than what I found by experiment.

When I found how very close the agreement of my results with
Theory was, I was very much surprised; and, when I consider the
roughness of my experiments to find the value of a division of my scale;
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and the uncertainty of my pressure guage, I cannot but attribute it partly
to chance that I have fallen upon a result agreeing so very closely with the
indication of Theory.

I hope you will excuse my haying troubled you with all this. I have
done so because I thought that, the lowering of the freezing point of water
being a very remarkable fact apparently well established now, you. might
possibly feel some interest in having it brought under your attentions

I remain, My dear Sir, I Your's most truly I William Thomson
Prof. Faraday

1. James Thomson (1822-1892, DNB). Civil engineer.
2. Thomson, W. (1849). Thomson, J. (1849).
3. Nicholas Leonard Sadi Carnot (1796-1832, DSB). French physicist.

Letter 2252
Faraday to William Thomson
12 January 1850
From the original in ULC Add MS 7342, F34

R Institution I 12 Jany 1850
My dear Sir

I have received your papers1 & note2 & thank you heartily for themu
The experiment & whole course of reasoning on the freezing point of
water is most interesting. I remember in old times Mr. Perkins3 had an idea
that he could freeze water Acetic acid &c at a higher temperature under
pressure than at common pressures4 it is therefore the more striking on my
mind to find the contrary to be the real truths I have not read the papers
as yet & therefore do not know whether the reasoning is general or not for
all bodies, so I may be asking a foolish question in asking whether
according to the theory the same results ought to occur with all bodies - as
for instance with Glacial Acetic acid Spermaceti &c &cu

Ice is a body larger in volume than water so it might seem that if we
could compress ice it might tend to squeeze it into water or else require a
lower temperature to keep it as iceu What would be the effect with a body
which instead of expanding should contract in solidifying?

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
W. Thomson Esq I &c &c &c

1. Thomson, W. (1849). Thomson, J. (1849).
2. Letter 2251.
3. Jacob Perkins (1766-1849, DAB). American inventor.
4. Perkins (1826).
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Letter 2253
Faraday to Richard Owen
14 January 18501

From the original in BL add MS 39954, £.138
Royal Institution I 14 Jany 1849 [sic]

My dear Owen
I have had your letter and am very sorry for the cause; and far more

for the Dean of Westminsters2 sake than our own. I had before to give an
Evening for him on account of illness and from what I knew then from
Mrs. Buckland should never have thought of asking him for one. But when
he advertised in the newspapers that he would give a lecture on Artesian
wells in this house, I felt that not to accept it would be to insult him; & told
Barlow so3. Barlow is out about the matter. Our only plea for the change
must be the indisposition of the Dean for otherwise certain wrong
interpretations which the Dean himself hinted at to me & which he
seemed to fear; are sure to be made by some who think his views not quite
correct!.]

What would have happened if we had gone on with another offer
which he voluntarily made of giving Six lectures here for some Charity!!!4

Ever yours I M. Faraday
Richard Owen Esq I &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis of the references given in note 3.
2. William Buckland.
3. The probable arrangements for Friday Evening Discourses RI MS GB 2: 55 noted that
Buckland was to give a Discourse on artesian wells on 18 January 1850. Instead William Robert
Grove gave a Discourse "On some recent Researches of Foreign Philosophers". See Athenaeum,
26 January 1850, p.106 for an account.
4. For this see RI MM, 3 December 1849,10: 226 and 11 December 1849,10: 228.

Letter 2254
William Thomson to Faraday
14 January 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

2 College, Glasgow, I Jan 14,1850
My dear Sir

I am extremely glad that you have been so much interested by the
subject of my last letter1.

The conjecture which you make regarding the effects of pressure in
altering the temperature at wh[ich] any liquid becomes solid, is entirely in
accordance with our views. My brother's2 reasoning would lead to the
conclusions that the melting point of any solid wh[ich] contracts on
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becoming fluid would be lowered by pressure, & that the melting point of
any solid wh[ich] expands on becoming fluid would be raised by pressure.
His investigation would be applicable to all such cases, with but slight
modification of the forms of expression in the cases when there is
expansion on melting, and, in every case in wh[ich] the latent heat
necessary to melt a cubic foot of the solid, and the volume of the liquid
into wh[ich] it is melted, are known, his investigation would lead to a
knowledge of the actual amount of alteration in the temperature of
melting to be expected from any given, not excessively great pressure.

It would be very interesting to experiment on various solids,
especially the metals, both simple metals, & alloys such as Rose's fusible
metal3.

It would also be very interesting to experiment upon the effects of
pressure on liquid water, above & below the temperature 39.1, of greatest
density, in altering its temperature. Regnault finds that, at the tem-
peratures at whfich] he experimented, a sudden pressure of 10
atmospheres did not make as much as 55 of a centigrade degree of
elevation in the temperature4. Hence a very delicate thermometer would
be necessary, but I do not think it w[oul]d be impossible to actually exhibit
the lowering of temperature wh[ich] a sudden pressure applied to water
below 39 ought (according to Carnot's5 Theory) to produce. If a very
delicate minimum thermometer of any kind could be constructed, it might
be put into a vessel much stronger than any transparent vessel could be
made, and two hundred, or more, atmospheres of pressure might readily
be applied to the water.

I have today made very careful experiments to ascertain the value of
a division of my ether thermometer. By taking a range from about 31° to
about 34° Farh. and using an old mercurial thermometer of Crichton's6

with an ivory scale, not at all delicate, as the standard, I find that 71 of my
divisions correspond to a degree Fahr. Without a better standard
thermometer I cannot get a more accurate estimate; but I think what I
mention may be relied on within 35 of the whole amount (I am sure 74 must
be greater, and 67 less than the number of my divisions which correspond
to a true Fahr. degree[)].

I think on the whole the number .25 which I mentioned in my last
letter cannot differ by excess or defect by more than ^ of the whole
amount, or h of a degree, from the lowering of temperature actually
produced by 19 atmospheres.

I remain, Dear Sir, I Your's most truly I William Thomson
Prof. Faraday

1. Letter 2251. See also letter 2252.
2. James Thomson (1822-1892, DNB). Civil engineer.
3. See Rose to Faraday, 27 October 1846, letter 1923, volume 3.
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4. Derived from data in Regnault (1847).
5. Nicholas Leonard Sadi Carnot (1796-1832, DSB). French physicist.
6. Unidentified, but see Clifton (1995), 70-1.

Letter 2255
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
14 January 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Naples le 14 du 1850
Cher et illustre ami!

Vous recevrez par la voie de M. H. Bossange1 commissionnaire a
Paris plusieurs exemplaires de mon premier volume sur la thermochrose1:
ayez la bonte de les faire parvenir a leurs addresses et d'accueillir avec
bienveillance celui qui vous est destine. La preface vous dira le but de
Touvrage; le resume vous presentera le tableau des principaux resultats
qu'il contient; et la table raisonnee vous apprendra 1'ordre et la distribution
des matieres.

Aussi n'aurais-je rien a ajouter sur ce travail s'il ne s'agissait que des
seuls interets scientifiques. Mais, comme d'autres interets pourraient s'y
rallier et reagir, en quelque sorte, sur les progres de la branche de physique
dont il est question dans mon livre, permettez-moi, de grace, quelques
remarques.

D'abord, ce n'est pas une compilation de mes precedents memoires
sur la chaleur rayonnante; mais un choix de certaines parties de ces
memoires modifiees par plusieurs series d'experiences inedites et de
nombreuses additions de faits entierement nouveaux: Ce tout reuni en un
seul corps de doctrine fonde sur des preuves experimentales et des
argumentations que je crois tout-a-fait rigoureuses. J'ajouterai que
quelquesunes des nouvelles experiences decrites dans mon ouvrage me
paraissent d'une importance capitale; et peut-etre votre opinion ne
s'ecartera-t-elle par beaucoup de la mienne, lorsque vous aurez pris
connaissance de la methode indiquee page 129 et suivantes pour
demontrer que le thermomulplicateur donne les veritables rapports
d'energie entre les rayons calorifiques, et que vous aurez examine Tartifice
employe pour prouver que toute sorte de chaleur rayonnante subit a la
surface des appareils thermoscopiques noirds le meme degre d'absorption
(104).

Vous trouverez de nombreuses innovations dans le 5me § du Chap
IV qui traite de Faction des couleurs proprement dites sur la transmission
rayonnante de la chaleur. Le 2d et 3me § du meme chapitre vous offriront
des preuves irrefragables de 1'existence de la thermochrose dans les
rayons calorifiques et les milieux susceptibles de la transmettre en
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conservant leur forme rayonnante. Je signalerai enfin a votre attention les
theorfemes de l'heterogeneite des flux de chaleur obscure qui forment la
totalite des radiations des corps chauffes a de basses temperatures, et la
grande majorite du rayonnement des flammes et des corps incandescents
(pag. 290, 306 et suiv). Ces flux heterogenes de chaleur obscure
constituent, comme vous verrez, (§ 4 du Chap IV) la base fondamentale
sur laquelle je m'appuie pour montrer que le rayonnement lumineux et le
rayonnement calorifique possedent la meme constitution, derivent d'un
agent unique, et forment une suele serie de radiations, dont une partie
opere sur l'organe de la vue, et l'autre ne se devoile a nos sens que par les
phenomenes qui accompagnent l'echauffement des corps - Je ne sais si je
me trompe - Mais une theorie diametralement opposee a celle que
m'avaient suggeree les resultats de mes premieres recherches sur la
chaleur rayonnante, une theorie qui convertit en autant d'arguments
favorables les singulieres oppositions observees entre la transmission
calorifique et la transmission lumineuse justifie, mieux que toute autre
chose, la nouveaute des elements scientifiques contenus dans mon livre:
car tous les auteurs de physique que j'ai pu consulter gardent encore la
silence sur la portee des differences presentees par les deux transmissions,
ou leur donnent une interpretation contraire a ma maniere de voir.

Maintenant, savez-vous pourqoi j'insiste tant sur tout cela? ...
Parceque, apres avoir acquis, par un travail assidu, une position sociale
tolerable, j'en ai ete injustement prive (1) et que vous pouvez contribuer
indirectement a diminuer, et peut-etre meme a reparer tout a fait les
caprices du sort, en me proposant de nouveau pour la medaille de
Rumford3. Cette medaille a ete la premiere cause du succes qu'ont obtenu
mes etudes sur la chaleur rayonnante, et vous verrez dans mon
introduction que je ne le cache pas au public. Je ne sais quel secret
pressentiment me dit qu'en m'honorant une seconde fois de ce haut
temoignage de son estime la Societe Royale de Londres arretera les
persecutions intentees contre moi, m'ouvrira l'acces a quelque place
nouvelle, et me donnera ainsi la tranquillite d'esprit et les moyens
indispensables pour continuer mes recherches sur YOptique calorifique - Ces
dernieres expressions vous disent assez clairement, mon illustre confrere
et ami, que tout en ayant besoin de votre assistance je ne pretends pas
invoquer les seuls secours de l'amitie - les titres scientifiques d'abord - les
sentiments apres - La recompense a laquelle j'aspire ne me porterait point
bonheur, si elle ne venait qu'a la suite d'une operation de camaraderie - Je
desire bien ardemment que vous trouviez le terns et la volonte de lire mon
petit volume, pour vous assurer s'il satisfait, comme je le crois, aux
conditions exigees par le programme de Rumford ... Mais dans le cas oil
cela ne put avoir lieu, je vous prierais de charger de cette mission l'un de
vos plus savants collegues, tels que M. Herschel par exemple, et de
n'avancer votre proposition au Comite qu'apres vous etre intimement
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convaincu de la verite des faits enonces - Id se termine mon role d'avocat
... il ne me reste plus qu'a vous souhaiter toute sorte de bonheure, a
renouveller les voeux tant de fois emis pour le retablissement complet de
votre sante: Si eminemment utile au veritable progres de la science, et a me
[MS torn] avec toute l'effusion du coeur votre tres affec. et tres reconn
serviteur et ami Macedoine Melloni
RS. En presentant l'exemplaire destine a l'lnstitution Royale veuillez avoir
la bonte de l'accompagner avec mes plus vifs remerctments pour la haute
marque d'estime qu'elle a bien voulu m'accorder. La lettre de Mr J. Barlow
qui m'annoncait ma nomination d'assode etranger d'une Corporation,
rendue si celebre par vos immortelles decouvertes, ne m'a ete remise que
fort tard4, a cause des troubles politiques et des nombreux changements
qui sont succedes en un tres court espace de terns dans le personnel de
notre Ministere des affaires etrangeres - Je ne voudrais pas que mon
silence m'eiit fait passer aux yeux de vos heureux auditeurs comme
sottement orgueilleux ou malhonnete ... Dites-leur, je le repete, que j'ai ete
on ne peut plus sensible a l'honneur regue, et que je leur en serai toujours
reconnaissant. Parmi les papiers que M. Barlow a eu la complaisance de
m'envoyer j'y trouve un catalogue qui contient (en 1849) les noms de deux
napolitains morts depuis quelques annees - ce sont les cav. Monticelli5 et
Sementini6. Veuillez en avertir l'Administration de l'lnstitution afin qu'on
puisse les effacer du catalogue de l'annee courante.
(1) Pour vous prouver en quelques mots l'injustice de ma destitution et de
Vordre d'exil porte contre moi et suspendu par Vintercession de VAmbassadeur de
Prusse, il suffira de dire, que pendant le Gouvernement des deux annees
qui viennent de s'ecouler, j'ai refuse, sous trois Ministeres les honneurs de
la Vice-presidence de l'lnstruction publique, et repousse les offres de
naturalisation napolitaine, afin d'eviter la probability de ma nomination
de pair ou de depute. Je voulais eviter jusqu'au soup^on d'aspirer a sortir
de la position scientifique que je devais aux bons offices de Mes.
Humboldt et Arago pres le Roi de Naples7 ... Vous voyez que ma
delicatesse a regu une fort belle recompense! Ce Pays fourmille de gens
intrigants, ignorants et bassement envieux: Tun d'eux, tout puissant
aujourd'hui dans la Camarilla, aspirait a une place d'Academiden qu'il ne
put obtenir, et s'imagina avoir manque le coup a cause de mon vote
contraire. Voila, dit-on, l'origine de ma disgrace.

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Michel Faraday I des Societes Royales de
Londres et d'Edimbourg. I de Vlnstitut de France, des Academies R. 1.1 de
Berlin, Turin, Stokholm, St Petersbourg && I A YInstitution Royale I
Londres
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TRANSLATION
Naples 14th day of 1850

Dear and illustrious friend,
You will receive via M. H. Bossange1, [my] agent in Paris, several

copies of my first volume on the thermocouple1: please be good enough to
send them on to their addressees and to receive kindly the one which I
intended for you. The preface will tell you what the work aims to achieve;
the summary will present a table of the principal results contained in the
work; and the contents will tell you the order and distribution of the
subjects.

I would also have nothing to add to this work if it were solely a
question of scientific interest. But, since other interests could be won over
and react, so to speak, to the progress of the branch of physics which is
dealt with in my book, permit me, I beg you, a few comments.

Firstly, this is not a compilation of my previous papers on radiant
heat; but a selection of various parts of these papers, modified by several
series of unpublished experiments and numerous additions of entirely
new facts: all this is brought together in one sole body of doctrine based on
experimental proofs and arguments that I believe to be of the utmost
rigour. I would add that some of the new experiments described in my
work seem to me to be of fundamental importance; and perhaps your
opinion will not be very different from mine, when you have become
familiar with the method, indicated on page 129 et seq, to show that the
thermomultiplier gives accurate measures of energy from radiant heat,
and when you have examined the ingenious device used to prove that all
types of radiant heat subject the surface of blackened thermoscopic
instruments to the same degree of absorption (104).

You will find numerous innovations in the 5th section of Chapter IV
which deals with the action of actual colours on the transmission of
radiant heat. The 2nd and 3rd sections of the same chapter will offer you
unassailable proofs of the existence of a thermal link between heat rays
and the media likely to transmit them in their radiant form. Finally I
would like to draw to your attention the theorems on the heterogeneity of
the fluxes of dark heat, which include all the radiations of materials heated
to low temperatures, and the greatest majority of the radiation of flames and
incandescent materials (pages 290, 306 et seq). These heterogeneous fluxes
of dark light constitute, as you will see, (section 4 of Chapter IV) the
fundamental base on which I rely to show that light rays and heat rays
possess the same constitution, derive from a single agent, and form a
single series of radiations, of which one part operates on the eye and the
other becomes apparent to our senses only by the phenomena that
accompany the heating of materials -1 do not know if I am wrong - but a
theory diametrically opposed to that suggested by the results of my first
researches into radiant heat, a theory which converts into so many
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favourable arguments the singular oppositions observed between the
transmission of heat and the transmission of light, justifies more than any
other thing, the newness of the scientific elements contained in my book:
for all the authors on physics that I have been able to consult are still silent
on the significance of the differences presented by the two transmissions,
or give them an interpretation contrary to my view.

Now, do you know why I insist so much on all that? ... Because, after
having acquired, through hard work, a tolerable social position, I had it
unjustly taken away from me (1) and that you can contribute indirectly to
diminish and perhaps even to repair completely the whims of fate, by
proposing me once again for the Rumford medal3. This medal was the
primary cause of the success obtained by my studies on radiant heat and
you will see from my introduction that I do not hide this fact from the
public. I do not know what secret presentiment tells me that in honouring
me a second time with this high testimony of its esteem, the Royal Society
of London will stop the persecution instituted against me, will open up
access to some new place and will thus give me the peace of mind and the
indispensable means to continue my research on heat optics. These last
expressions tell you clearly enough, my illustrious colleague and friend,
that although I am in need of your help, I do not pretend to invoke merely
the assistance of friendship - scientific titles first - feelings after. The
recompense to which I aspire would not bring me happiness if it was
merely an expression of friendship. I ardently desire that you find the time
and the will to read my little volume, to assure yourself that it satisfies, as
I believe it does, the conditions required for the Rumford medal. But if that
is not possible, I would ask you to put in charge of this mission one of your
wisest colleagues, such as Mr. Herschel, and not to advance your
proposition to the Committee until after you had intimately convinced
yourself of the truth of the stated facts - Here I end my role as lawyer ... I
have but to wish you every sort of happiness, to renew the wishes that I
have so many times expressed for the complete restoration of your health,
which is so eminently necessary for the true progress of science and to [MS
torn] with all the affection of my heart your very affectionate and very
grateful Servant and friend Macedoine Melloni
RS. When you present the copy destined for the Royal Institution, please
have the kindness to accompany it with my most sincere thanks for the
high mark of esteem that it has wished to accord me. Mr Barlow's letter
which announced my nomination as Foreign Associate of an institution
rendered so famous by your immortal discoveries, was given to me but
recently4, due to political troubles and numerous changes that occurred in
a very short space of time in the personnel of our Ministry of Foreign
Affairs - I would not like my silence to be interpreted by your happy
listeners as foolish pride or dishonesty ... Tell them, I repeat, that I could
not have been more touched by the honour I received and that I shall
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always be grateful for it. Amongst the papers that M. Barlow very kindly
sent me, is a list which contains (in 1849) the names of two Neapolitans
who died several years ago - they are Messrs Monticelli5 and Sementini6.
Please bring this to the attention of the Administration of the Institution so
that they can be eliminated from this year's list.
(1) To prove to you in a few words the injustice of my destitution and of
the exile order made out against me and suspended through the intercession of the
Ambassador of Prussia, it will be enough to say that during the Government
of the past two years, I refused, under three Ministers, the honour of the
Vice Presidency of Public Education, and I rejected offers of Neapolitan
naturalisation, in order to avoid the probability of being nominated a peer
or a deputy. I wanted to avoid the tiniest suspicion of aspiring to leave the
scientific position which I owed to the good offices of Messrs Humboldt
and Arago with the King of Naples7... You see that my care has received
a very beautiful recompense! This country swarms with plotters, ignorant
people and those who are basely envious: one of them, all powerful today
in the Camarilla, aspired to a place in the Academy which he could not
obtain and he has imagined that he was not nominated because I voted
against him. There, they say, is the origin of my disgrace.

1. Unidentified.
2. Melloni (1850).
3. Melloni had won the Rumford medal in 1835. See Melloni to Faraday, 27 December 1834,
letter 750, volume 2. He was not awarded it again, and indeed was not considered. See RS CM
14 November 1850,2:165-6.
4. Melloni was elected an Honorary Member of the Royal Institution on 5 June 1849, RI MS
GM 5: 482. Faraday was one of his proposers.
5. Teodoro Monticelli (1759-1845, LUI). Chemist and geologist in Naples.
6. Luigi Sementini (1777-1847, P2). Professor of Chemistry at Naples.
7. Ferdinand II (1810-1859, DBI). King of Naples, 1830-1859.

Letter 2256
Faraday to Emil Heinrich du Bois-Reymond
15 January 1850
From the original in SPK DD

Royal Institution I 15 Jany 1850
Dear Sir

I this day received your kind present of books (your great work1) and
also the letter . I regret that I have no better thanks to offer you than those
of a man who cannot estimate the work properly. I look with regret at the
pages which are to me a sealed book and but that increasing infirmities too
often warn me off I would even now attack the language of science &
knowledge for such the German language is.
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M. Magnus whom I rejoice to call a friend told me of your great
experiment in which from the muscular excitement of the living human
being you obtained a current of Electricity. I endeavoured a few months
ago to procure the result but did not succeed no doubt being unacquainted
with all the precautions needful & the exact manner of proceeding3.1 was
at fault - and now I am so engaged by the duties of my station & the
Season that I have no time for anything else. During the season I trust to
pick up the information that will give me success the next time that I
tryi.i

The second copy of your work is already on the road to the Royal
Society and I shall do all I can to direct the attention of the men of Science
& others to the copy you have sent me by placing it before them on the
table of this Institution!.]

I am Sir I Your Very obliged & grateful Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. E. du Bois Reymond I &c &c &c

1. Bois-Reymond (1848-9).
2. Letter 2232.
3. Faraday, Diary, 1 October 1849, 5:10270-6.

Letter 2257
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
28 January 1850
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 403, f.128

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1850 Jan 28
My dear Sir

I send you copies of two or three small papers. You have so much of
the civil-engineer's talent of applying new means to new purposes that I
would almost hope that my lecture to the Astronomical Society, of
December 14, might interest you1. Two of the papers contain statements
relating to Lord Rosse's telescope2, the rest I fear are worth little.

I have scarcely had a moment yet to think of my intended Lecture at
the Royal Institution3. But I perceive that I shall want the following
apparatus amongst others:

A helix of wire producing with a Galvanic current the effect of a
magnet.

^

£****•»*«***«<***"*""**"
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Something to show the effect of thermo-galvanic currentsu
Most likely you have such things producible without the trouble of

making or even looking for them; if so, it would save some expence and
troublei.]

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq DCL I &c &c &

1. Airy, G.B. (1849-50). This paper dealt with the possibility of using electric signals to
determine the difference in longitude between different places and for aiding the making of
astronomical observations generally.
2. One of these would have been a report of a verbal account by Airy of the progress made by
Lord Rosse in mounting his mirror, Month.Not.Roy.Ast.Soc, 1849-50,10: 20-1. The other might
possibly have been Airy, G.B. (1848-9).
3. See Athenaeum, 23 March 1850, pp.315-7 for an account of Airy's Friday Evening Discourse
of 15 March 1850, "On the present State and Prospects of the Science of Terrestrial
Magnetism".

Letter 2258
George Towler to Faraday
30 January 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Fye Bridge, Norwich, Jan 30,1850.
Sir,

It is under the impression that the following communication is a
matter of great scientific importance that induces me once again1 to
address you upon a subject with which you are so intimately identified,
and in which I take so deep an interest.

I have upon a former occasion taken the liberty of imparting my
magnetic views to you, seeking the favour of your esteemed opinion
thereon. In these views you must have at once discovered my incredulity
in the hypothesis of the 'two fluids/ and consequently my dissent from the
notions entertained regarding 'terrestrial magnetism'.

In the course of investigation which I have pursued in reference to
these phenomena, I met with every encouragement to continue to
maintain these views, & at the same time to convince me of their
mechanical origin - that they were due to motion, which motion was
carried as per se, by that class of bodies called 'magnetic' which of course
if not to be called perpetual, would be of great duration, terminating only
with the existence of the metal supporting it.

To prove to you that magnetic bodies carry on a perpetual motion per
se, is the object of the present paper.

That magnetic phenomena are due to matter, and that matter in
motion, I conceive there can be no necessity for me to contend. In this I
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believe you readily acquiesce, and it is simply to the agency by which a
permanent motion is sustained by bars of iron &c, that there is any
occasion for me to explain.

In the first place I must draw your attention to the great fact, indeed
I may call it the magnetic basis, it is this.

Magnetic bodies as far as the fluid particles in their interstices are
concerned are non resisting mediums, that is fluid particles whilst in the
interstices of such bodes lose by virtue of their locality, a large amount of
their gravity, and at the same time a corresponding amount of their inertia.
Which being the case such internal medium is readily acted on by minute
external forces, such as those generated by slight disturbances of the
surrounding atmosphere.

To prove this, it is simply necessary to remark what you have
frequently observed, the causes and consequences of which, have as
frequently escaped your well known penetration.

When a magnet attracts a distinct unmagnetized suspended needle,
the needle as you are well aware, at the moment it is so attracted, has
become a magnet, were this not the case the attraction would not have
ensued. The pole of the needle remote from the magnet has magnetism
induced in it, as well as that in conjunction, and the magnet has consequently
generated a motion of the fluid particles through the interstices of the needle, for
once there no motion there could be no magnetism there.

For the magnet to do this the resistance of the fluid in the interstices of the
needle can be no greater than the pressure brought to bear upon it, consequent
upon the disturbance of fluid about the magnet.

The pressure of the fluid in its circulation round the magnet is so
minute, that it requires a very delicate indicator to appreciate it, from
which some approximate idea may be formed of the amount of resistance
which the particles taken as a medium pervading the metal can offer to the
pressure positive, or negative, emanating from the magnet.

Incredible as this may at first sight appear, it is an indubitable fact
supported on irrefragable testimony and is but the extension of a well
known principle, steel and iron are well known conductors, but the extent
to which they possess this power has never been conceived.

Magnetic motion is primarily derived from the impulse communi-
cated in induction.

The continuation or durability of the motion is the direct con-
sequence of the first impulse in connexion with the principle of non
resistance.

When a short bar of iron is made to conduct it does two things. It
augments the preexisting quantity of fluid in the space into which the fluid
enters, on departing from the bar, and at the same time & in the same ratio
decreases the preexisting quantity in a given space at the opposite
extremity, from which the fluid it conducts is taken up.
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The increment of fluid on the one extremity, and the decrement on
the other, immediately open curves of communication on all sides
between the poles of the bar, and not only between the poles but every
point on the surface on each side of the neutral point, excepting those
immediately abutting on that point in this communication kept up, for all
points of the magnet either take in, or give out fluid, which as it issues
from one side, is deflected over to a corresponding point on the other,
where the magnet is taking in fluid.

In these curves lie the constant impulse. It may be urged that the
pressure of such a motion in the surrounding atmosphere must be very
small - undoubtedly it is, but at the same time, the resistance of the
internal fluid of the bar is less. The absence of resistance is equivalent to
a large amount of momentum.

The external pressure produces the internal fluxion & the internal
fluxion reproduces the elements of the external pressure, each reciprocat-
ing the other. The internal motion causes the external disturbance, which
generates a pressure, which pressure overcomes the inertia of the internal
fluid, and thereby drives it out of the bar occasioning the external
disturbance &c.

This hasty sketch is by far to[o] brief to do justice to so important a
question, but it is amply sufficient to convince you, that this is a new
reading of magnetic origin.

The evidences contributing to the support of this are universal, and
require only to be entered upon to be confirmed.

I have allowed this matter to remain in abeyance for some length of
time, which reflexion convinces me is unjustifiable, and I trust by a lucid
explanation of this truly important end, to the promoters of physical
research that their well known zeal in the persuit [sic] of science, will be
the means of placing it in a sphere of utility, to which end I beg most
respectfully to commend it to your valuable consideration.

Your obedient Servant I G. Towler

Magnetic motion may very aptly be described as that of a wheel or
vortex of fluid, the segment of which b.c.d.
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in each revolution it makes, passes through a vacuum a.e. by which it
derives the impulse, by which its constant rotation is performed.

The magnet fulfills the office of an indestructible vacuum, in as far as
it can never be destroyed by the ordinary operation of fluid particles, nor
can a permanent equilibrium be formed between the external & internal
medias, as the particles of the internal, are differently conditioned, being
exempted from the gravity and resistance to motion which the external
encounter.

When a motion of fluid is effected in the bar of iron a.e. and the fluid
b.c.d is forced out in the direction a.e., the fluid b.c.d is forced out in the
direction a.e., the fluid b.c.d is impelled to f., at the same time the fluid
between g & a. enter into the bar, and take the place vacated by b.c.d. and
the particles which were between e.f are now located between f & g.

In this motion the external presence upon b.c.d is a maximum at a. &
a minimum at e. That there is no pressure upon it at e. and all the pressure
that is found upon it is at a. acting in the direction a.e. For as the fluid at
e. is progressing to f. it cannot press upon d. and the fluid g.a being in the
act of entering into a, all its pressure must be upon b.c.d in the line a.ei.i

By this change of place of the media surrounding the magnet, no
change is made as to the relative amount or direction of the pressure at a.
for if this is once made to exceed that at e. there must be a constant motion
through b.d. in the direction a.e provided the internal resistance is less
than the external pressure.

As the motion at a & e takes place simultaneously the fluid g.a is
disturbed at the same time, that the fluid e is, and consequently the fluid
g-f at the same time as b.c.d, so that if the internal equilibrium is destroyed
in the line or direction a.e the curve e.f.g.a is the direction of the external
fluid resulting therefrom.

Repulsion is the consequence of the opposition of two or more
rotating halos or atmospheres if I may be allowed the phrase, the currents
of which are flowing in opposite directions. Fig 1. Attraction that of the
conjunction of two or more rotating atmospheres, the currents of which
flow in the same direction & the fluid which flows from one magnet, flows
through the opposite one, and the two atmospheres more or less
approximate & form themselves into one enlarged atmosphere regulated
by time & distance - fig 2u

Polarity and its concomitants, are due to the operation of foreign or
contingent forces operating upon these intrinsic forces of the magnet,
these contingent forces having no connexion with or origin in magnet-
ism.

The reason why light bodies are not moved by the action of fluid
encompassing the magnet, is that the fluid which can either issue from or
enter into feriginuous bodies, can pass through the interstices of bodies
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less dense without hindrance, and consequently they oppose no resistance
to the fluid nor the fluid to them.

It is not the simple passage of the fluid from, or to a magnet which
passes through a bar of iron, which produces magnetism; but the
formation by a bar of iron of an atmosphere or envelope of media,
differing in density from the media extending beyond it, and correspond-
ing to that of the magnet which induces it.

The following propositions I believe to be fully established.

1. When an unmagnetized suspended needle is disturbed & oscillates on
the approach of a magnet, the magnet is the cause of the disturbance &
oscillation.
2. Matter is a component part of motion that is, without matter, motion
is a nonentity.
3. There is no state in which a body can be in, between rest and motion.
That is if it ceases to move, it must come to rest, and if it be at rest, it cannot
at the same time be in motion.
4. That the sensible motion of the suspended bar, is derived from the
invisible, and insensible motion pertaining to, and existing about the
magnet externally - which is a motion of particles or molecules of matter.
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5. The external motion of fluid about the magnet is possessed of a force
or pressure which generates motion through bars of iron & which are
placed in connexion with them.
6. The resistance of a bar of iron placed in connexion with a magnet is
less than the force of the magnet, that is the impulse of the magnet on the
bar is greater than the resistance of the fluid in its interior.
7. And the external impulse of the magnet is greater than its own internal
resistance.
8. There is no permanent magnetism where there are not opposite poles,
That is when there is no positive there is no negative magnetism, & vice
versa.
9. That these poles must essentially be within a given distance of each
other. And that the intensity of the magnetism is in a ratio with their
distance.
10. That they reciprocate and carry on a mutual action between each other.
Each pole of the magnet is constantly magnetizing the other, in every
respect the same as both magnetize all iron which is placed near them.
11. That the surrounding media enters in on all sides of one half and
issues from all sides of the opposite half, except those points immediately
surrounding the neutral line fig 3

It then describes curves round the body on all sides, fig 4.
13. These curves are the direct consequence of the mutual action of one
pole on the other, that is of the increment of fluid at one, and the
decrement at the other.
14. That the external circulation is productive of a maximum & minimum
pressure upon the internal fluid.
15. That the maximum is different over one half and the minimum over
the other half.
16. That these act conjointly and uniformly upon the internal fluid and
thereby destroy the internal equilibrium.
17. When the internal equilibrium is destroyed the equilibrium of the
external media is at the same time destroyed also. And an increment and
decrement of the external media in relative proportion and opposite
positions is effected which form the elements of the external pressure.

1. See Towler to Faraday, 22 April 1841, letter 1347, volume 3.
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Letter 2259
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
31 January 1850
From the original in RGO6 / 403, f.132

Royal Institution I 31 Jany 1850
My dear Sir

I received your letter1 two or three days ago but waited until I
obtained your papers which have just arrivedu I beg to thank you for
them and rejoice to find that Electricity may probably be honored by being
admitted into the service of Astronomers . I had heard of its successful
illumination of the Oxford Heliometer3 before and if it does as well in the
observation of transits then I hope before very long to pay a visit to
Greenwich & see it performing dutyu

As to the apparatus I have no doubt we have such spirals & thermo-
electric apparatus as you speak of & I trust all else you will needt.i When
you let me know I will do every thing I can to make the Evening as
agreeable to you as I am sure it will be to every body else4u

With kindest respects to Mrs. Airy
I am I My dear Sir I Most faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

The Astronomer Royal I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2257.
2. See notes 1 and 2, letter 2257.
3. See Month.Not.Roy.Ast.Soc., 1849-50, 10: 21-2 which noted that the scale of the heliometer
was illuminated by a wire heated by powerful magnets. However, p.25 noted that this
statement was incorrect and that a Grove cell was used to supply the light.
4. See Athenaeum, 23 March 1850, pp.315-7 for an account of Airy's Friday Evening Discourse
of 15 March 1850, "On the present State and Prospects of the Science of Terrestrial
Magnetism".

Letter 2260
Faraday to Royal Society
9 February 1850
From the original in RS MS RR 2.155
I consider Matteucci a much fitter judge of the matters treated of in his
paper than I am and for that reason alone should think it fit to be printed1.
The reading of the paper confirms that conclusion.

M. Faraday
9 Feby 1850

1. Matteucci (1850a).
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Letter 2261
Faraday to John Scott Russell1

12 February 1850
From the original in RSA MS John Scott Russell Collection, volume 3,
f.196

Brighton I 12 Feby 1850
My dear Russel

I intended to be with you on tomorrow but ill health will prevent me
from leaving this place so that I shall not be able to be with you at any of
the hours specified2.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J. Scott Russel Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Scott Russell (1808-1882, DNB). Secretary of the Society of Arts, 1845-1850.
2. This was a meeting at Buckingham Palace to discuss the lists for the Great Exhibition. For
the minutes see RSA MS John Scott Russell Collection, volume 3, f.94-6. At this point (or at least
by 21 February) Faraday was a member of the sub-section committee dealing with exhibits of
the "Vegetable Kingdom", ibid., f.72.

Letter 2262
Thomas Phillipps to Faraday
22 February 1850
From the original copy in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson c.507, f .186-7

Middle Hill I Broadway I 22 F 50
My dear Sir

A lady has asked me for a Gentleman one of her friends, my
permission to let him use my Ticket for the Evening Meetings on Friday at
your Institution.

As I am not aware that I can transfer my Ticket, I write to you to ask
the real state of the Case.

If there is one thing more than another why I regret my distance from
London it is my inability to attend your beautiful Lectures on Electricity.
For as it is the Science which governs the World, He who developes it the
most, approaches the nearest to the knowledge of His Maker.

I hope you are in the enjoyment of the best Health & with my very
best regards believe me always

My dear Sir I Most truly Yours I Thos Phillipps
Michl Faraday Esq
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Letter 2263
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet
25 February 1850
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986 / 989

Royal Institution I 25 Feby 1850
My dear friend

I must write you a letter that I may say in it how great pleasure I have
had in reading and studying the third part of your Essays on the climate
of Belgium; i.e. your results in atmospheric electricity1. They are, I think,
very admirable; and I admire the truly philosophic spirit in which you
have been content to give them, without any addition of imagination or
hypothesis. They are facts and ought not too hastily to be confounded with
opinion; for the facts are for all time whilst opinion may change as a cloud
in the air. I think, you know, that I cannot adopt Peltiers views of the
relation of the Earth & space2; and I was encouraged, therefore, to hold
more confidently to my own conclusions in that respect, when I saw how
carefully you abstained from any phrase that might commit you to the
expression of such an opinion. I took the liberty of giving our Members
here an account of your results, and they appeared to be most highly
interested in them3. In doing so I pointed out your philosophic caution,
and expressed my opinion that such was the true method by which
advances in science in this very difficult part could be really made.

I have just received from you a few leaves in which I find a letter to
you from young M. Peltier4. It is quite natural that he should hold to his
fathers views, but he must remove the fundamental objection before he
can make any impression, at least on my mind. That objection is, that it is
absolutely impossible to charge any body with one electricity independent
of direct relationship with the other electricity. Or in other words that it is
absolutely impossible that the earth as a whole, or any other single body,
as a globe, should have negative electricity appearing on its surface or be
driven into its interior merely by variation in the electric intensity of the
whole surrounding space. If an insulated ball of metal or earth be
suspended within a much larger sphere of metal, or wire gauze or any
thing else (to represent the space action) which can be charged
simultaneously in all parts, no amount of charge which can be given to the
sphere representing space, can induce any charge on the ball; nor would
the discharge of that space electricity induce any charge on the ball:- and
further; that representative of space could not exert any inducing action
inwards;- nor could it receive charge, unless it could induce equivalently
to something external & outside of itself;- and even in so doing would
shew no sign of action inwards.
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I have carefully considered all the reasonings and views which
Peltier has put forth that seem to bear upon or touch this point; but with
the best judgment I could exercise have come to the conclusion that none
of them do really touch it.

Ever My dear Sir I Your Very obliged & faithful I M. Faraday
A Monsieur I Monsieur Quetelet I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Quetelet I &c &c &c I Royal Observatory I Bruxelles

1. Quetelet (1849).
2. See also Faraday to Schoenbein, 18 February 1843, letter 1471, volume 3.
3. See Athenaeum, 9 February 1850, pp.161-2 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 1 February 1850 "On the Electricity of the Air".
4. This is in Quetelet (1850), 5-13. Ferdinand Athanase Peltier, who seems to have been a
physician, wrote Peltier, F.A. (1847), an account of his father.

Letter 2264
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
5 March 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Acadernie Royale I DES SCIENCES, DES LETTRES ET DES \ BEAUX ARTS

I DE BELGIQUE. I Bruxelles, le 5 mars 1850.
Mon cher et illustre confrere,

Je vous suis bien reconnaissant pour la lettre amicale que vous
m'avez fait l'honneur de m'envoyer1. Je ne pouvais recevoir aucun
encouragement plus flatteur, que celui du savant qui s'est place, par ses
travaux, au plus haut point de la science que je cultive. Je suis heureux
surtout d'avoir obtenu votre asssetiment pour la reserve que j'ai mise dans
mon travail2, reserve qu'on pouvait taxer d'extreme timidite. Quand un
homme tel que Vous, conserve encore des doutes, je suis tres excusable en
effet de garder le silence; c'est meme une loi a mes yeux!

Je me suis toujours attache avec un soin special de l'etude de
l'electricite de Tair, parcequ'il me semble qu'il n'y a pas de progres
possible dans la meteologie, sans une parfaite connaissance de 1'electricite
atmospherique. Aussi tous les amis des sciences doivent se feliciter de
Vous voir tourner les yeux vers cet element; c'est de Vous qu'ils attendent
surtout l'explication du role qui joue l'electricite dans les grands
phenomenes du globe.
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Nous nous occupons beaucoup dans ce moment d'un projet
d'etablissement de telegraphes electriques dans notre Royaume3: j'en ai
deja ecrit plusieurs fois a M. Wheatstone qui est le representant naturel de
cette branche importante de physique. J'irai probablement en Angleterre
pour cet objet; et je serai charme dans cette circonstance de pouvoir revenir
a ses lumieres et aux votres.

Je continue avec activite l'histoire du climat de la Belgique; j'espere
pouvoir bientot vous en addresser un nouveau chapitre.

Agreez, mon cher et illustre confrere, les nouvelles expressions de
mes sentiments les plus distingues et les plus affectueux. I Tout a vous I
Quetelet

TRANSLATION
Academie Royale I DES SCIENCES, DES LETTRES ET DES I BEAUX ARTS

I DE BELGIQUE. I Brussels, 5 March 1850.
My dear and illustrious colleague,

I am most grateful to you for the friendly letter that you honoured
me by writing1.1 can receive no more flattering encouragement than that
from a savant who has placed himself, by his works, at the highest point
of the science that I cultivate. I am happy above all to have gained your
approval for the reserve with which I presented my work2, reserve which
one could say was extreme timidity. When a man such as you still
harbours doubts, I can be easily excused for keeping silent; I would even
say it was the law from my point of view.

I have always attached special attention to the study of the electricity
of the air, since it seems to me that there cannot be any possible progress
in meteorology without a perfect understanding of atmospheric electricity.
Also all the friends of science must be congratulating themselves to see
you turn your eyes to this subject; it is from you that they above all expect
an explanation of the role that electricity plays in the great phenomena of
the globe.

We are currently very occupied with a project to establish an electric
telegraph in our Kingdom3. I have written of it several times to Mr
Wheatstone who is the natural representative of this important branch of
physics. I shall probably come to England because of this; and I shall be
delighted in these circumstances to be able to return to his wisdom and
yours.
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I am busy continuing the history of the Belgian climate; I hope soon
to send you a new chapter.

Please accept, my dear and illustrious colleague, new expressions of
my most distinguished and most affectionate sentiments I All yours I
Quetelet

1. Letter 2263.
2. Quetelet (1849).
3. See Quetelet to Faraday, 8 May 1846, letter 1877, volume 3.

Letter 2265
Faraday to Henry Deacon
7 March 1850
From a typescript in RI MS
My dear Sir,

I have just put up your name as a Candidate at the Chemical Society.
When you are elected the Secretary Mr. Warrington1 will write to you. He
spoke to me of a kind of ornamental glass having the appearance of red
porphyry of Jasper containing crystallized Protoxide of copper in a
colourless glass. I told him I was sure you would be glad to have any
enquiries made of you and would be not merely a nominal but a bonafide
member of the Society.

Ever Very Truly Yours, I M. Faraday

1. Robert Warington (1807-1867, DNB). Chemist to the Society of Apothecaries, 1842-1867,
and Secretary of the Chemical Society, 1841-1851.

Letter 2266
Faraday to Edward Magrath
11 March 1850
From the original in Cumbria Record Office MS DHC/1/16

R Institution I 11 Mar 1850
Dear Magrath

If you have an opportunity help us1!.]
Ever Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Edward Magrath Esq I &c &c &c i Athenaeum I Pall Mall

1. With this letter there is a London Orphan Asylum (on which see note 1, letter 2173) card for
Francis Thomas Fames (b.1843, GRO) which stated that his father had been employed as a brass
founder by James Faraday. London Orphan Asylum records in SuRO indicate that Fames was
not admitted. Magrath had been a subscriber to the asylum since 1831, see the 1850 Report of the
London Orphan Asylum SuRO 3719/1/13, p.147.
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Letter 2267
Thomas Phillipps to Faraday
13 March 1850
From the original copy in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson e.385, {.65T-66V1

Michael Faraday Esq I Royal Institution London
MH 13 Mh 50

My dr Sir,
Will you allow me to introduce my Son in law to you the Revd Jno

Fenwick2 & his wife3 my daughter, & to request yr good offices in
obtaining for them Tickets for the Friday Evening Lectures while they stay
in London. I take this opportunity of asking you whether I can transfer my
right of Entree to any other Gentleman during my absence from Town? I
have been told it is sometimes done, but I had rather apply to you as the
Fountain head.

With my best wishes for yr good health believe me always my dr
Sir

Most sincerely yours TP
1. The original of this letter was enclosed in Phillipps to K.S.W. Fenwick, 13 March 1850, Bod
MS Phillipps-Robinson e.385, f.65v.
2. John Edward Addison Fenwick (d.1903, age 78, GRO, CCD). Perpetual Curate of
Needwood, 1853-1893.
3. Katherine Somerset Wyttenbach Fenwick, nee Phillipps (d.1913, age 90, GRO). Phillipps's
third daughter; see his DNB entry.

Letter 2268
Faraday to Hans Christian Oersted
15 March 1850
From the original in Handskriftafdelingen, Det Kongelige Bibliothek,
Copenhagen, MS 0rsted 1-2

Royal Institution I London I 15 March 1850
My dear Sir

I received your very kind letter 2 or 3 weeks ago1 and was very
greatly gratified that you should remember me. Since then I have waited
in hopes I should see Mr. Colding2 your friend. But as I have heard not of
him and leave town in a few day[s] I thought I would not longer delay
writing a word or two in acknowledgement of yours. This is a time of the
year in which formal matters occupy me so much that (together with a
system soon wearied) they prevent me from working to any good purpose
so that I have little or nothing to say. I have it is true sent a paper to the
Royal Society two or three months ago which was read lately3 and in it I
describe my failure to produce the results of Weber Reich & some others
or (of such as were produced) my reference of them to other principles of
action than those they had adopted. This branch of science is at present in
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a very active & promising stateu Many men (and amongst them yourself)
are working at it and it is not wonderful that views differ at first. Time will
gradually sift & shape them & I believe that we have little idea at present
of the importance they may have 10 or 20 years henceu

As soon as my paper is printed I shall send it to you and I hope with
copies of those you have not received. I thought I had sent you all in order,
for it was to me a delight to think I might do so. I do not know what can
have come in the way of them, but if I have copies left you shall have them
with the next paperu

I am constrained to make this letter a short one as much through the
paucity of matter as the want of time. Hoping it will find you in excellent
health

I am My dear Sir I Your very Obliged & faithful I Servant - I M.
Faraday
Professor Oersted I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2245.
2. Ludvig August Colding (1815-1888, DSB). Danish physicist and municipal engineer.
3. Faraday (1850), ERE23. Read on 7 and 14 March 1850.

Letter 2269
Warren De La Rue to Faraday
15 March 18501

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Royal Institution I Friday 15th 1850

My dear Sir
I have bought up the slide Mr. Nobert sends for your acceptance. You

will, with the unassisted eye, perceive only two lines one broad, the width
of which is \ a Paris line or the ^th of a Paris inch (the 12th part of the old
pied du roi) divided into 500 lines - there are actually 500 lines there I can
vouch for, having counted them. The narrow line contains 15 series of
these wonderful lines of Noberts, getting gradually finer - the enclosed
piece of paper contains a table of their values the first two columns are the
numbers given by Nobert the last two are the values in relation to an
English inch calculated by me. I believe they are correct but I intend
calculating them again and will then print off a few tables for such of my
friends as possess these slides. Until I send you one you must not rely
absolutely on the English values given. I have made measurements of
some of the lines and find them very nearly concordant with the assigned
values by Nobert.

I remain I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I Warren de la Rue
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c
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Nobert's Lines
Series Lines contained Value in the old Value in English Number of

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

in each series

7
8
9
10
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
24
26
27
29

French line

0.001 000
0.000 850
0.000 730
0.000 620
0.000 550
0.000 480
0.000 400
0.000 350
0.000 300
0.000 275
0.000 250
0.000 238
0.000 225
0.000 213
0.000 200

inches being the
preceding
multiplied by
0.0888

.0000 8880

.0000 7659

.0000 6482

.0000 5506

.0000 4884

.0000 4262

.0000 3552

.0000 3108

.0000 2664

.0000 2442

.0000 2220

.0000 2134

.0000 1998

.0000 1891

.0000 1776

lines in an
English inch

11261
13056
15426
18163
20475
23461
28153
32175
37537
40950
45045
47327
50050
52870
56306

Endorsed by Faraday: Noberts line I &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that this letter comes before letter 2273.
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Letter 2270
Faraday to Thomas Phillipps
16 March 1850
From the original in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson c.507, f.188-9

Royal Institution I 16 March 1850
My dear Sir

I received your note1 - but have not seen Mr. Fenwick2 and do not
know where to send tickets. In answer to your enquiry I may say that
either of two things may be donei.] You may have many tickets at once and
having signed them can give them in charge to a friend to use gradually.
Or sometimes a relation or friend has signed for the party (writing for
instance your name as a signing clerk might do)u The latter plan we avoid
as much as possible because as you will see if it were common persons not
authorized might venture to fill up a cardu

I think I will send you some tickets and as there are ten more nights
you have a right in the whole to 20 tickets. On your request the rest shall
be sentu

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Sir Thos. Phillip[p]s Bart I &c &c &c
I send 13 tickets herewith I MF

1. Letter 2267.
2. John Edward Addison Fenwick (d.1903, age 78, GRO, CCD). Perpetual Curate of
Needwood, 1853-1893.

Letter 2271
Faraday to Charles Hyde1

19 March 1850
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 19 Mar 1850
Sir

I regret I cannot comply with your request but it is against my long
established & invariable ruleu

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Chas. Hyde Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 2272
Faraday to Thomas Twining
19 March 1850
From the original in the possession of Giinther Gerisch

R Institution I 19 Mar 1850
My dear Sir

Finding a copy of Sir W. Snow Harris' paper containing a description
of his Electrometer I have added it to this note. You will see the description
page 214 Par. 71.1 perceive the date is 1834.1 could not at all remember it.

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
- Twining Esq I &c &c &c

1. Harris (1834a), 214.

Letter 2273
Warren De La Rue to Faraday
23 March 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

110 Bunhill Row I March 23rd 1850
My dear Sir

I enclose a printed table of Nobert's lines arranged in series. The
single band on your slide1 is the 24th of a Parisian inch divided into 500
lines.

On the envelope enclosing your note for him you have directed for
Paris, but M. Nobert is a german residing at Griefswald in Pomerania;
would be troubling you too much, as you have been kind enough to
acknowledge his little present, to write another envelope directed as
above; as you have left the present one unsealed I will transfer the
enclosure?

I was not aware last Friday2 week that my name had been proposed
for the Royal Society and that you had been good enough to sign the
nomination paper3, otherwise I would have taken that opportunity of
thanking you; I beg that you will now accept my best thanks for your great
kindness; I will endeavour by my work to prove myself worthy of it when
my leisure permits me to devote myself to pure science.

I remain I Yours Very truly I Warren De la Rue
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Referred to in letter 2269.
2. That is 15 March 1850.
3. RS MS Cert 9.252. Faraday signed from personal knowledge. De La Rue was elected a
Fellow on 6 June 1850.
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Letter 2274
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
27 March 1850
From the original in UB MS NS 389
My dear Faraday

Our Chief Magistrate Burgomaster Sarasin1 friend to your friend and
a liberal patron to science taking a trip to England will be kind enough to
deliver these lines and the papers laid by into your hands and I am sure
you will be glad to make the acquaintance of the highly worthy
gentleman.

The paper in octavo deals with the voltaic pile2 and that in quarto
contains an account of my recent researches on ozone3 of which I talked in
my last letter to you4. To give you a substantial proof of the correctness of
my statements I send you a little bit of peroxide of silver and nitrate of
potash both the substances having been prepared by the means of ozone.

Little being known of ozone in England don't you think the subject
fit for being once treated before one of the Friday meetings of the Royal
Institution5!.] It allows of a great number of striking experiments to be
made. Should you like the Idea I would give you a list of those I think to
be the most interesting and instructive ones.

As you know no doubt Mr. Henry6, the Chymist who is Headbrewer
in some great brewery of the City, pray let him have the enclosed.

My best compliments to Mrs. Faraday and my kindest regards to
yourself

Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale March 27,1850.

1. Felix Sarasin (1797-1862, DHBS). Cloth manufacturer and politician.
2. Schoenbein (1849a).
3. Schoenbein (1849b).
4. The last located letter from Schoenbein to Faraday is c. October 1848 (letter 2109, volume 3).
This passage suggests that there may have been intervening letters which have not survived.
5. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
6. Unidentified.
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Letter 2275
Faraday to Charles Wentworth Dilke1

29 March 1850
From the original in RI MS Fl Nl/20

Brighton I Friday 29 Mar.
My dear Sir

Your letter finds me here & gives me hardly time to say that I cannot
be in town next Wednesday2 or I would have been at the Adelphiu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C.W. Dilke Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed: 1850

1. Charles Wentworth Dilke (1810-1869, DNB). Active member of the Society of Arts and a
member of the Executive Committee of the 1851 Great Exhibition.
2. That is 3 April 1850. This was the day of election for members of the Council of the Society
of Arts. See RSA MS, Council Minutes, 27 March 1850, 2: 211 which instructed that the
nominations be sent out to members instantly.

Letter 2276
George Wilson to Faraday
29 March 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

March 29,1850 I 24 Brown Square Edinb
Michael Faraday D.C.L. &c &c
Sir

I trust you will forgive the liberty I take in addressing you, although
personally unknown to you. Mr George Buchanan kindly offered me an
introduction two years ago, but I have always felt so reluctant to occupy
your valuable time that I have never availed myself of his kindness. The
visit, however, of my friend Dr Stenhouse1 to London induces me to
trouble you with the copy of a paper2, with a view to ask your answer to
this question "Is it possible to render a gas absolutely anhydrous?" I do
not use the word absolutely in an unqualified sense as excluding the
possibility of moisture being present through the practical difficulties
attending the realisation of the drying process; but as referring to the
sufficiency of the process could it be realised in practice. In other words
are our present methods of drying gases, theoretically perfect, & fitted to
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secure the deprivation of moisture, or are they essentially imperfect and
from their nature certain to leave a certain amount of water in every gas?

My object in asking the question, is to request your advice as to the
best method of drying gases, with a view to its application to researches
resembling those recorded in the accompanying paper. If you would
kindly glance at your leisure at Section V, page 489, entitled "On the
methods applicable to the drying of gases" you would see in the compass of
some two pages, the difficulty which has arrested my researches, and
which your great experience in the liquefaction of gases, probably enables
you to remove.

I know too well your many occupations to wonder if it is out of your
power, to write a reply. But, perhaps, you will find time to send a verbal
message through Dr Stenhouse, if unable to write. I have enclosed two
other papers and remain

Your Obedient Servant I George Wilson

1. John Stenhouse (1809-1880, DNB). Scottish chemist.
2. Wilson (1848).
3. Ibid., 489-92.

Letter 2277
Edward Cowper to Faraday
1 April 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

6 Campden Hill Villas I Kensington I Apr. 1,1850
My dear Sir

I well remember; when Mr Crosse's Acarus, & his letter were
exhibited in the Library of the Royal Institution1, how careful you were to
explain to the Audience in the Theatre that you placed them on the table,
without giving the slightest opinion either one way or the other, respecting
the production of the said Acarus, & you particularly desired that no
person would consider any thing that might be said or published on this
subject or on any other, as your opinion unless published by yourself.

Now in Miss Martineaus history of England during the 30 year
Peace, she has given some account of Mr Crosse's experiments & of their
being repeated by Mr. Weekes2 & then she refers to you in the following
words,
(Vol 2 page 451).

"At a Lecture at the Royal Institution in 1837 Mr Faraday avowed his
full belief of the facts stated by Mr Crosse, similar appearances having
presented themselves to him in the course of his electrical experiments:
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but he left it doubtful whether it was a case of production or
revivification" Annual Register 1837 Chron. 213u
(The words Annual Register &c in the Margin)

I was about writing to Miss Martineau to set her right on this subject,
by giving her my own remembrance of what you did say, but as she might
think it possible that you had said "that similar appearances had
presented themselves to you in the course of your electrical experiments,"
on some occasion when I was not present, it appeared to me better to write
to you, that I might be quite correct in correcting her - and again you might
prefer that I should take no notice of the mistake, if so I hope you will
excuse me troubling you about the matter.

Yours sincerely I Edw Cowper
M. Faraday Esq FRS &c &c

1. On 17 February 1837. See RI MS F4E, p.5.
2. William Henry Weekes (1790-1850, Twyman (1988)). Physician and electrical researcher in
Sandwich.
3. Martineau (1849-50), 2: 451. Despite Faraday's several rebuttals that he had not produced
living creatures in his laboratory similar to Crosse's acarii (Faraday to Jerdan, 2 March 1837,
letter 977, volume 2; Faraday to the Editor of the Times, 3 March 1837, letter 978, volume 2;
Faraday to Schoenbein, 21 September 1837, letter 1030, volume 2), Ann.Reg., 1837, 79: 21
reported Faraday as having done so. On this episode see Stallybrass (1967) and Secord (1989).

Letter 2278
Wilhelm Martin Logeman to Faraday
5 April 1850
From the original in RI MS Fl L4/2a
Mr. M. Faraday Esq. I London.
Sir!

I have the honour to send you by this a magnet of 0,98 English
Pounds or 0,449 kilogrammes weight, which, when loaded with conven-
ient precautions such as have been indicated among others by Haecker1, in
Poggendorff s Annales der Physik und chemie, vol 57 page 3352, can
support a load of more as 27 English pounds or 12,30 kilogrammes. This
power is constant and does not diminish even when the anchor is forced
abruptly from the poles, several times in succession.

The numerous experiments of Haecker have enabled him to fix the
power of a magnet of n kilogrammes weight at 10,33n5 3, and examining
those produced by the best Workshops in Europe, they are found not to
attain or at least not to surpass considerably the power, indicated by this
formula. The magnet you receive here, has twice this power and, with a
piece of post paper, interposed between the poles and the soft iron
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armature, he will support stil[l] a load equal at least to that supported
directly by the best magnets of the same weight hitherto produced.

This magnet is constructed after a new method, the fruit of the
investigations made by Mr. Elias4 of this town. I am able to procure
magnets of the same quality supporting 400 and even 600 English Pounds
at very moderate prices.

I hope Sir, you may agree this magnet as a mark of my regard for
you. If after examining it, you find it worth your approbation perhaps you
may have the kindness to honour me with some lines and to communicate
it among the scientific public in England in such a manner as you might
think most convenient.

I am, Sir with much respect I Your humble servant I W.M.
Logeman.
Haarlem 5 April I 1850.
Adres./ W.M. Logeman, I Optician I in Haarlem (Holland).
Our small horseshoe magnet weighs 71bs. 14̂  oz. is nearly as the

lifts 401bs or 41 lbs law 10.33.Ws
Logeman magnet weighs 0,981bs.

lifts 261bs.

Endorsed: No 4489.
Address: Mr. Faraday Esq I London

1. Paul Wolfgang Haecker. Jungnickel and McCormmach (1986), 123 identify him as a
scientific instrument maker of Nuremberg.
2. Haecker (1842), 335.
3. Ibid., 326.
4. Pieter Elias (1804-1878, NNBW). Scientific instrument maker in Haarlem.

Letter 2279
Faraday to Harriet Martineau
11 April 1850
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I 11 April 1850
My dear Madam

I am sorry to find that in your great work you have been led at page
451, vol II1 into an error respecting me by an authority which you might
well think sufficient but which is inaccurate2.1 cannot understand how the
error arose at first but it appeared in the papers and I found it necessary
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in a letter to the Editor of the Literary Gazette (4 March 1837, page 1473) to
correct it. The error probably passed from the papers into the Annual
Register4 & from that into the far more important position it holds in your
Historyu

I send you a letter from a friend of mine5 with whom you probably
are acquainted that you may see from his testimony what really passed; it
agrees with that of all those I have spoken to who were then present.
Perhaps you would not mind taking the trouble of returning me his
letteru

I hope you will forgive me for writing to you about this matten.] I feel
it a great honor to be borne in your remembrance but I would not willingly
be there in an erroneous point of viewu

I have the honor to be I My dear Madam I with every respect I Your
faithful humble Servant I M. Faraday
Miss Martineau

1. Martineau (1849-50), 2: 451.
2. See note 3, letter 2277.
3. Faraday to Jerdan, 2 March 1837, letter 977, volume 2.
4. Ann.Reg., 1837, 79: 21.
5. Letter 2277 from Edward Cowper.

Letter 2280
Harriet Martineau to Faraday
13 April 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Ambleside I April 13th
My dear Sir

I am greatly obliged to you, & to your correspondent1 (who is,
however, a stranger to me) for correcting the mistake in my history
regarding your countenance of the Acarus Crossi2. I am anxious to be
informed of every error of statement in my history, as there will be a new
edition next year , & it is of some importance that I should be set right in
time. It never occurred to me to doubt the authority of the Annual Register
in a matter of such straight-forward contemporary statement & it is really
difficult to see how one can make sure of one's material. However, I will
take care that this mistake is rectified, & will explain the case whenever I
have opportunity.

Believe me, dear Sir, with I the highest respect, your obliged I
Harriet Martineau
I return Mr Cowper's note4.
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1. Edward Cowper.
2. Martineau (1849-50), 2: 451. See note 3, letter 2277.
3. Martineau (1858), 592 did introduce a degree of doubt into Faraday's statements.
4. Letter 2277.

Letter 2281
Paul Frederick Henry Baddeley to Faraday
18 April 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Professor Farriday London.

Lahore 18h Apr 1850.
My dear Sir,

I have only an hour or two to spare, before the Indian mail leaves
this, to give you a few notes regarding Dust storms, which are very
prevalent in this part of India during the dry months of April, May & June
- that is before the setting in of the rainy season.

My observations on this subject have extended as far back as the hot
weather of 1847 when I first came to Lahore and the result is as follows.
Dust storms are caused by spiral columns of the Electric fluid passing from
the atmosphere to the earth - they have an onward motion - a revolving
motion, like revolving storms at sea - and a peculiar spiral motion from
above downwards - like a corkscrew. It seems probable that in an
extensive dust Storm there are many of these Columns, moving on
together, in the same direction - and during the continuance of the storm,
many sudden gusts take place at intervals during which time, the Electric
tension is at its maximum. These storms hereabouts, mostly commence
from the N.W. or W. and in the course of an hour more or less they have
nearly completed the circle, & have passed onwards.

Precisely the same phenomena, in kind is observable in all kinds of
D.St. from the sturdy one of a few inches in diameter to some that extend
for 50 miles & upwards; the phenomena is identical.

And it is a curious fact that some of the Smaller Dust storms,
occasionally seen in extensive & arid plains - both in the Country & in
Affghanistan above the Bolon Pass - called in familiar language "Devils"
- are either stationary, for a long time, that is upwards of an hour - or
nearly so - & during the whole of this time the dust & minute bodies on
the ground are kept whirling about into the air. In other cases these small
dust storms - are seen slowly advancing & when numerous usually
proceed in the same direction - Birds - Kites & Vultures are often seen
soaring first high up above these spots; apparently following the direction
of the column, as if enjoying it.
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My idea is that the Phenomena connected with Dust storms are
identical with those present in water spouts & white Squalls at sea - and
revolving storms - & tornadoes of all kinds - and that they originate from
the same Cause - viz moving columns of electricity.

In 1847 when at Lahore - being desirous of ascertaining [word
illegible] the nature of Dust Storms I projected into the air an insulated
copper wire on a Bamboo - on the top of my house - & brought the wire
into my room & connected it with a gold leaf electrometer and a detached
wire communicating with the Earth - a day or two after, during the
passage of a small dust storm, I had the pleasure of observing the electric
fluid passing in vivid sparks from [one] wire to another - and of course
strongly affecting the electrometer.

The thing was now explained - and since then I have by the same
means - obsd at least 60 dust storms of various sizes - all presenting the
same phenomena in kind.

I have commonly obsd that towards the close of a storm of this kind,
a fall of rain suddenly takes place and instantly the stream of electricity
ceases or is much diminished - and when it continues, it seems only on
occasions when the storm is severe - and continues for some time after it.
The Barometer steadily rises - thro' out - in this pt of the world the
fluctuations of the Barometer column is very slight - seldom more than 2
or 3 tenths of an inch at a time.

The average height at Lahore is 1.180 corrected for temperature -
indicating I suppose above 1150 feet above the level of the sea taking 30
Inch as the standard.

A large Dust storm is usually preceded by certain peculiarities in the
dew point and the manner in which the particles of Dew is deposited on
the Bulb of a thermometer. My mode of taking the Dew point is to plunge
a Common thermometer in a little Ice, let it run down 20 or 30° take it out
shake dry - hold it up to the light and observe the bright spot, & continue
to shake off the dew so long as it is deposited and dulls the bulb at the
instant it clears off mark the temp. This I have compared frequently with
Daniell's Hygm cooled by means of Chloroform - & find them both
correspond with the greatest accuracy.

This is a digression - but I have no time to arrange & must therefore
put down my remarks as they occur to me.

The dew point varies very much but is usually many degrees below
the temp of air 20 to 50° or more.

It also varies according to the time of year during November last
mean te[m]p of D.P. was about 47°. That of the air about 71°.

In January 1850 D.P. 43° in the air 61° & the mean temp of self Reg
then 45.4.

In February 1850 mean of D.P. 48° and air 64°.5.
April 1850 mean temp of D.P. so far is about 60° & the air 84°.
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Or by spinning a tee-totum, on a drop of Ink and the way in which bodies
are projected may be in like manner described by letting fall a drop of ink
on the centre of a teetotum while spinning - in this case the particles of ink
are thrown off at tangents ever varying, as the centre moves - and perhaps
it will be found that when these kind of storms pass thro forrests - trees
uprooted are distributed something in this manner.

The violent dust storms, are by some, supposed to commence at the
foot [of] the hills. I cannot tell if this be the case or not - but should think
that they do not necessarily do so since many often originate in extensive
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Arid plains - & the rarefaction of air from great & long continued heat may
be in some way connected with the exciting cause.

Some of them come on with great rapidity, as if at the rate of from 40
to 80 miles an hour. They occur at all hours - oftentimes near sunset.

The sky is clear and not a breath moving - presently a low bank of
clouds is seen on the horizon - which you are surp[rise]d you did not
observe before - a few seconds have passed and the cloud has half filled
the hemisphere - & now there is no time to lose - it is a Dust Storm - &
helter skelter every one rushes, to get into the house, in order to escape
being caught in it - horses rushing - men screaming - buggies & tearing
allowing [sic] like mad - on rolls the Cloud - majestic - cloud involving
cloud - infolding itself - and like a mass of dark rocky mountain -
imperilling men - & ready to fall.

Now comes the rush of wind and darkness black as night, follows,
shut your mouth & eyes - don't stir or you'll hit a wall, or get a kick - then
wait, till it has blown over - may be 2 hours or more or only \ an hour if
more lucky - and then you must wait patiently, and think of the
disagreeable position you suffered & then a wash you must have, to get
rid of the dirt & dust.

The Electric fluid continues to stream down the conducting wire
unremittingly during the continuance of the storm. It sparks oftentimes
upwards of an inch in length - and emitting a crackling sound - its
intensity varying upon the force of the storm - and as before said, more
intense during the gusts.

Many dust storms occur at Lahore and in the Punjaub generally
during the hot and dry months - as many as 7 and 9 in one month.

One that occurred last year in the month of August, seemed to have
come from the direction of Lica, on the Indus to the West & by S. of Lahore
- and seemed to have a N-Ely direction. An officer travelling and at the
distance of 20 miles or so from Lica, was suddenly caught in it - his tent
was blown away & he himself knocked down - & nearly suffocated by the
sand. He stated to me that he was informed by one resident at Lica, that
so great was its force at the latter place, as to crack the walls of a
substantial brick dwelling in which the above Officer had lately resided &
uprooted some trees about.

The instant the insulated wire is involved in the electric current
marked by the column of dust - down streams the electricity my wire is
thus placed.
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I have sometimes attempted to test the kind of Elect. & find that it is
not invariably in the same state - sometimes appears + on other times - &
changing during the storm.

One day I caused the current to pass thro' a solution of Cyanide of
Silver - so as to affect a small piece of copper which was rapidly covered
with a coating of Silver - which upon drying peeled off - in this case the
Cyanide of Silver was pure - without any salt - but in subsequent attempts
to silver a wire in this way, I have not succeeded only a very slight deposit
taking place which was not increased by long exposure to the influence
but in all the cases I tried subsequently to the one first alluded to, the oxide
of silver was diss[olve]d in Cyanide of Potassium.

In the course of time bright minute crystals were formed -
transparent & colourless - on a copper coin.

Not knowing anything about the science of electricity -1 am unable
to institute experiments, such as might suggest itself who was well
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acquainted with the subject but it is possible you may see in the few crude
observations I have now made something on which some useful fact may
be elicited & if you think it worth while to inform me what kind of
experiments to institute, I shall be happy to do so for you if I can & let you
know the result.

A very dry climate this - not more than 12 or 14 Inch of rain falls in
the year.

Soil a light clay soil - productive - a deposit from the river composed
of fine [word illegible] buff or light slate coloured sand much peroxide of
Iron & [word illegible] lime, beneath this stratum is often Quartz sand
with mica - and magnetic Iron stone often in this sand or the dep[osi]t -
from 12 to 60 feet - bed of potters clay - here & there.

Rain water very pure - almost as much so as distilled water - River
[word illegible] stream - from 300 to 1800grs of fine mud in one cubic foot
of water. The larger amount during floods or when the [four words
illegible] of river is rapid 7 or 8 miles an hour.

Winds are very variable all the year round but chiefly from the NW.
I have not had time to read over what I have written, so excuse

mistakes and style.
Believe me my dear Sir I Yours Faithfully I P. Baddeley I Surgeon

AstDr I Lahore
These obsns have never been published nor are they at all known save that
in my last Annual report to the Medl. Board at Calcutta, I have made a few
allusions to the subject - but no one there is likely to take any interest in the
matter, nor consider it so much [word illegible] .

Address: Professor Farriday, F.R.S. I London I For[warde]d by John
Fleming2 Esq I Bootle, Liverpool.

1. Large portions of this letter (with no figures) were published in the form of a letter to the
editors of the PhilMag. as Baddeley (1850a) and this was reprinted in Baddeley (1850b).
2. Liverpool POD gives John Fleming in charge of a boarding school in Bootle. See letter 2399
which identifies him as Baddeley's brother in law.

Letter 2282
Nathaniel Wallich1 to Faraday
24 April 1850
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .37

Athenaeum 24 April I 1850
My dear Sir
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Permit me to have the honor of introducing the bearer Dr. Beron2 a
meteorologist of distinction who has been strongly recommended to me
by Profr von Martius3 the celebrated botanist of Munich. Dr Beron has
expressly directed his attention to the subject of terrestrial magnetism
upon which, as well as on other similar subject[s] he is engaged in
publishing a work4. He is most anxious to submit his views to You, and
relying on your kind indulgence I venture to furnish him with these lines,
remaining with the highest respect,

Dear Sir I Yours very sincerely I N. Wallich
Profr M. Faraday I &c &c &c F.R.S.

1. Nathaniel Wallich (1786-1854, DNB). Superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Gardens,
1815-1850.
2. Peter Beron (1798-1871, Schischkoff (1971)). Bulgarian philosopher.
3. Karl Friedrich Philipp von Martius (1794-1868, DSB). Professor of Botany in Munich.
4. See Beron (1850).

Letter 2283
Faraday to James Faraday
c29 April 1850
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 233
If the loss be sudden and grievous to us1, how much more so must it be to
you; and indeed we feel deeply for you. Let us hope and think that strength
will be given you to bear it as a man; patiently, as one to whom grief and
adversity does not come bringing only distress and unavailing sorrow, but
deeper thoughts and instruction which afterwards produces good fruit.
There are none of us who do not need such teaching, but it is hard to bear;
and indeed, my dear J., it is very hard when it comes with such an
overwhelming flood as that which has just reached you. I know that no
words of mine are fitted to comfort you, but I seek only to sympathise, and
you may believe how earnestly I do so when I at the same moment think
what my state would have been had your loss been mine.

Give a kiss to the children from me. Remember me to your mother2,
and think of me as your very affectionate uncle, M. Faraday

1. This was the death on 27 April 1850 of Margery Ann Faraday, nee Reid (1820-1850, Reid,
C.L. (1914)), a niece of Sarah Faraday's who married James Faraday on 30 April 1846. She died
following the birth of Lucy Reid Faraday (1850-1900, GRO under Boyd) on 22 April 1850.
2. Margaret Faraday, nee Leighton (d.1868, age 78, GRO). Widow of Faraday's brother, the gas
engineer, Robert Faraday (1788-1846, GRO) whom she married in 1815 (see letter 53, volume
1).
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Letter 2284
Faraday to William Buchanan
2 May 1850
From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson

Royal Institution I 2 May 1850
My dear Friend

I received your letter & the check yesterday. Mr. David1 has been a
very pleasant inmate in our house and gained much upon us by his kind
manner good intentions & earnest desire as I firmly believe to do
something for himself. All that class of anxieties which you may have seen
that I had at first have been entirely removed and my only sorrow is that
having so strong & proper a desire to take any employment that might
offer he still cannot obtain it. Poor fellow I pity him very much for I see
that his present position is a serious drawback to his happinessu He does
not appear to know any thing of book keeping or of any other branch of
knowledge which one might use as a means of adding weight to ones
enquiries but he seems determined to acquire such knowledge. He is still
to look about him but we have encouraged him to stay with us a little
longer if he sees any hope of its being useful (and we are very glad to have
him in such case) so that perhaps he may not leave next Saturday2 but
remain with us until the middle of next weeku

Our family troubles are progressing!.] Mrs. James Faraday3 died last
Saturday41 think & I attended her funeral to dayi.i My nephew is in deep
grief. Poor Thomas Deacon is worse in mind - knows no one about him -
& is at times violent. We are constrained to transfer him to an Asylum to
which he will be taken this morning. We have also reason now to fear for
his bodily strength which at present is failing!.] His wife5 is a very great
example of Patient suffering & yet of active help & action where needed.
She is with her Grandfather6 & the Aged & the Young, mutually &
beautifully support & help each other having that hope to speak of which
can cheer in every trouble that comes over us in this lifeu

Ever My dear friend I Yours Affectionately I M. Faraday
Wm. Buchanan Esq I &c &c &c

1. David Buchanan (c.1823-1890, AuDB). Fifth son of William Buchanan. Emigrated to
Australia in 1852.
2. That is 4 May 1850.
3. Margery Ann Faraday, nee Reid (1820-1850, Reid, C.L. (1914)), a niece of Sarah Faraday's
who married James Faraday on 30 April 1846. She died following the birth of Lucy Reid
Faraday (1850-1900, GRO under Boyd) on 22 April 1850.
4. That is 27 April 1850.
5. Caroline Deacon.
6. Edward Barnard.
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Letter 2285
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
3 May 1850
From the original in RI MS Fl C35

R Institution I 3 May 1850
My dear Sir

I hasten to thank you for the copy of Fownes1 Manual2 which was
very unexpectedu It is a most interesting remembrance of that excellent
Man & Philosopher and a very pleasant token of your own kind feelings
to meu

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Truly I M. Faraday
Dr. Bence Jones I &c &c &c:

1. George Fownes (1815-1849, DSB). Professor of Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society,
1842-1846.
2. Fownes (1850).

Letter 2286
Faraday to William Buchanan
8 May 1850
From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson

Royal Institution I 8 May 1850
My dear friend & Brother

I can neither write to you nor hold my peace. I cannot let you think
that the sudden calamity to our dear & widowed friend1 & to you all did
not strike us with sad force and yet I fear to say much for words seem
trivial in the presence of such a grief. May you be comforted from God by
the words wherewith you have comforted us and may we be all resting on
him through that hope which is given to the guilty & to the weakest by our
Lord Jesus Christ. In the other matter all we can do shall be done2u

Believe me I My dear friend I Very affectionately Yours I M.
Faraday
W. Buchanan Esq i &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Presumably a reference to David Buchanan (c.1823-1890, AuDB). Fifth son of William
Buchanan. Emigrated to Australia in 1852. See letter 2284.
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Letter 2287
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
11 May 1850
From the original in UB MS NS 390

Royal Institution I 11 May 1850
My dear Schoenbein

I have seen Burgomaster Sarasin1 who has very kindly brought me
your papers & letter2.1 wish I could shew him any useful attention but you
know what an out-of-the-world man I am. Your German papers3 are very
tantalizing I know the good there must be within & yet I cannot get at it.
But now my thoughts are on Ozoneu I like your idea of an Evening here
but it cannot be this season for the arrangements are full4. Yet that in some
degree suits me better for though I should like to give it, I am a slow man
(through want of memory) and therefore require preparation. Now I shall
lock up your letters & reread them & also the papers but let me pray you
to send me a list of the experiments which you know to suit a large
audience also if you can the references to the best French (or English)
papers giving an account of its development & progress. Also your present
view - also the best and quickest mode of making Ozonized air & such
other information as I shall need. Probably other matter will arise before
1851 and I will get possession of it as we go along. If you come over here
you shall give the subject yourself i.e if you can arrange & keep to time &c
if not I must do my bestr.i But every year I need more cramming even for
my own particular subjects. Now do not delay to send me the list of
experiments because you suppose there is plenty of time &c &c but let me
have them that I may think over them during the vacation. I should like to
do the matter to my own satisfaction: there are however very few things
in which I satisfy myself now. I hoped to have had a paper5 to send you ere
this but Taylor is slow in the printing. Give our kindest remembrances to
Madame Schoenbein

Ever My dear friend I Yours truly I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle, I on the Rhine

1. Felix Sarasin (1797-1862, DHBS). Cloth manufacturer and politician.
2. Letter 2274.
3. Schoenbein (1849a, b).
4. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
5. Almost certainly Faraday (1850), ERE23.
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Letter 2288
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
16 May 1850
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/50&51

Trinity House, I 16th May 1850.
My dear Sir,

The Committee for Lights having reason to suppose that the White
Lead supplied for the Corporation's Service of which the accompanying
quantity is a Sample is not of a pure quality - They request you will favor
them by testing the same, and reporting the result, together with your
opinion of the nature of the Ingredients, if any, which have been mix'd
therewith, and the relative proportions thereof, and of the pure Lead1.-

I remain, I My dear Sir, I your's very faithfully, I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqre I &c &c &c

1. Faraday's analysis is in GL MS 30108/1 /50&51.

Letter 2289
Faraday to Thomas Romney Robinson1

20 May 1850
From the original in ULC Add MS 7656, TR57

Royal Institution I 20 May 1850
My dear Robinson

All the best glass is gone long ago but I send you a piece of such as
I have and if that will do any good I can spare you a piece or two more like
it.

I shall send you a paper soon (nothing particular) which I sent in to
the Royal Society at the end of last year & of which I have only now
received copies2. Is not that keeping up with the Rail road & the Electric
telegraph?

I do not know any body who could prepare the report you speak of.
My memory is now so bad that I not only forget the matter itself but I
forget also the men who have it. I wish very much such a summary
existedu

Ever My dear friend Very I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Rev. Dr. Robinson I &c &c &c

1. Thomas Romney Robinson (1792-1882, DNB). Director of the Armagh Observatory,
1823-1882.
2. Faraday (1850), ERE23.
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Letter 2290
Faraday to James Walker
20 May 1850
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 20 May 1850
My dear Sir

I was so hurried at the receipt of your last two notes that I had not
time to answer them. Let me now thank you for all your kindness in your
earnest endeavours to supply me with the models1. The three of the
Edystone are very interesting but it was out of my power to go into their
meritsu

Ever Yours truly I M. Faraday
Jas Walker Esq I &c &c &c

1. In his third lecture, "A Lamp" of his course of six lectures "Upon some points of domestic
chemical philosophy" delivered on 11 May 1850 Faraday showed a model of a lighthouse. See
Faraday's notes in RI MS F4 J19, p.ll.

Letter 2291
Charles John Huff am Dickens to Faraday
28 May 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Devonshire Terrace I Twenty Eight May, 1850.
Dear Sir

I take the liberty of addressing you as if I knew you personally;
trusting that I may venture to assume that you will excuse that freedom.

It has occurred to me that it would be extremely beneficial to a large
class of the public, to have some account of your late lectures on the
breakfast-table1, and of those you addressed, last year, to children2. I
should be exceedingly glad to have some papers in reference to them,
published in my new enterprize "Household Words". May I ask whether
it would be agreeable to you, and, if so, whether you would favor me with
the loan of your notes of those Lectures for perusal?

I am sensible that you may have reasons of your own, for reserving
the subject to yourself. In that case, I beg to assure you that I would on no
account approach it.

With great respect and esteem, I I remain Dear Sir I Your faithful
Servant I Charles Dickens
Michael Faraday Esquire
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1. Faraday's course of six lectures "Upon some points of domestic chemical philosophy" were
delivered on 27 April, 4,11,18, 25 May and 1 June 1850. Faraday's notes are in RI MS F4 J19.
These were condensed to "The Mysteries of a Tea-kettle", Household Words, 1850, 2:176-81.
2. These were Faraday's Christmas Lectures "On the Chemical History of a Candle". For the
prospectus see RI MS GB 2: 50. These lectures were condensed as "The Chemistry of a Candle",
Household Words, 1850,1: 439-44.

Letter 2292
Charles John Huff am Dickens to Faraday
31 May 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Devonshire Terrace I Thirty First May, 1850.
My dear Sir

I really cannot tell you how very sensible I am of your great kindness,
or what an honor I feel it to be to have interested you in my books1.

I think I may be able to do something with the Candle2; but I will not
touch it, or have it touched, unless it can be re-lighted with something of
the beautiful simplicity and clearness of which I see the traces in your
notes.

Since you are so generous as to offer me the notes of the lectures on
the breakfast table3,1 will borrow them when you have done with them, if
it be only for my own interest and gratification. I deeply regret now, not
having heard the lectures to children, as it would have been a perfect
delight to me to have described them, however generally.

I should take it as a great favor if you could allow me (in the event
of my being unfortunately unable to come myself) to introduce my Sub
Editor to your next lecture4; for a subsequent comparison of his
recollection of it, with your notes, might enlighten us very much.

Pray let me add, as one who has long respected you, and strongly felt
the obligations Society owes to you, that the day on which I took the
liberty of writing to you5 will always be a memorable day in my calendar,
if I date from it - as I now hope I shall - the beginning of a personal
knowledge of you.

My Dear Sir I Yours faithfully and obliged I Charles Dickens
Michael Faraday Esquire

1. Faraday's reply to letter 2291 has not survived.
2. See note 2, letter 2291.
3. Faraday's course of six lectures "Upon some points of domestic chemical philosophy" were
delivered on 27 April, 4,11,18, 25 May and 1 June 1850. Faraday's notes are in RI MS F4 J19.
4. That is on 1 June 1850.
5. Letter 2291.
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Letter 2293
Faraday to Charles Rowcroft1

3 June 1850
From the original in HLHU

Royal Institution I 3 June 1850
Dear Sir

Let me thank you for your book2 - still more for your words and most
of all for the kindness which has sent both. It is very pleasant to find
myself acceptable to those whom one has before hand held in admira-
tionu

I am My dear Sir I Your Very Grateful Servant I M. Faraday
Charles Rowcroft Esq I &c &c &c

1. Charles Rowcroft (d.1856, B3). Writer.
2. Rowcroft (1850).

Letter 2294
Faraday to Matthew Cotes Wyatt1

3 June 1850
From the original in Royal Institute of British Architects MS Wy Fam
/1/5/17

R Institution I 3 June 1850
My dear Sir

I do not think I have thanked you yet for the beautiful engraving you
have given me. I do so now heartily. You know the interest I take in the
matteri.j

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
M. Wyatt Esq I &c &c &c

1. Matthew Cotes Wyatt (1777-1862, DNB). Sculptor.

Letter 2295
Charles John Huff am Dickens to Faraday
6 June 1850
From Storey et al. (1988), 110

Devonshire Terrace I Sixth June, 1850.
My dear Sir
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Very many thanks for your second precious book of notes1. I hope,
with the assistance of a friend and contributor2 who has a practical
knowledge of chemistry, to convey some very small installment of the
pleasure and interest I have in them, to others.

Very faithfully Yours I Charles Dickens
Michael Faraday Esquire.

Address: Michael Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street

1. See letters 2291 and 2292 and notes therein.
2. According to Storey et al. (1988), 110 this was Percival Leigh (1813-1889, DNB). Writer and
former physician.

Letter 2296
Jacob Gisbert Samuel van Breda to Faraday
6 June 1850
From the original in RS MS 241, f .117

Harlem ce 6 Juin 1850
Monsieur!

La Societe Royale Hollandaise des Sciences desirant de dormer un
temoignage de sa haute estime a un savant, qu'elle considere comme le
premier des Physiciens de notre epoque, Vous a nomme dans sa 98 Seance
annuelle, a l'unamimite des voix, un de ses membres associes.

J'ose esperer, Monsieur! que Vous voudriez bien permettre a la
Societe de se dormer l'honneur d'inscrire votre illustre nom parmi ceux,
qui en sont deja partie-

J'ai l'honneur d'etre avec la plus haute consideration I le Secretaire
perpetuel de la Societe Hollandaise des Sciences. I J.G.S. van Breda
a Monsieur Faraday I a Londres

TRANSLATION
Haarlem, 6 June 1850

Sir!
The Societe Royale Hollandaise des Sciences, desiring to give witness

of its high esteem to a savant whom she considers as the first among the
physicists of our time has unanimously nominated you at its 98th annual
meeting to be one of its associate members.

I dare hope, Sir, that you will be kind enough to allow the Society to
honour itself by inscribing your name amongst those who are already
members.
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I have the honour of being with the highest consideration I the
permanent secretary of the Societe Hollandaise des Sciences I J.G.S. Van
Breda
to Mr Faraday I in London

Letter 2297
Faraday to Jacob Gisbert Samuel van Breda
12 June 1850
From the original in HMW

12 June 1850 I London
Sir

I was honored by the receipt of your letter1 informing me of the high
privilege granted me by the Royal Society of Sciences of Holland of having
my name registered among those of the great men whom it has been
pleased to place on the list of its foreign associates. I beg most respectfully
to offer my thanks for this great distinction and though I can make little
promise at my time of life yet I may say it shall be my object to deserve in
some small degree the favour conferred upon me.

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your most obliged & Very humble
Servant I M. Faraday
A Monsieur I J.G.S. van Breda I Perpetual Secretary I &c &c &c &c

Address: To I J.G.S. van Breda I &c &c &c &c I Perpetual Secretary I
Royal Society of Sciences I Harlem I Holland
Postmark: Attleborough2

1. Letter 2296.
2. The post town for Old Buckenham.

Letter 2298
Faraday to John Barlow
15 June 18501

From the original in RI MS JB1/1, p.36
Old Buckingham [sic] I Norfolk I Saturday Night

My dear friend
I hope to be at home on Tuesday Evening2. As to the Monday

meeting of Managers3 I have not yet been able to obtain estimates from
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Newsham4 for some painting but the whole matter may go over until the
Managers meeting in July5. Trusting you are quite well

I am I My dear friend I Yours Ever I M Faraday

1. Dated on the basis of the references to the meetings of Managers and on Faraday being in
Old Buckenham at this time. For the latter see letter 2297 and records of the Old Buckenham
Meeting House, p.40.
2. That is 18 June 1850. See also letter 2299.
3. RI MM, 17 June 1850,10: 271 at which Faraday was not present.
4. Richard Newsham. Plumber of 8 Little Stanhope Street, Mayfair. POD.
5. RI MM, 1 July 1850,10: 279 when Faraday presented these estimates.

Letter 2299
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
18 June 1850
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution I 18 June 1850
My dear Miss Coutts

I have only this moment returned to town1 or (as I cannot have the
honor of being with you on next Monday2) I would have returned you the
enclosed card before. I hope I am not too latei.i

Though in haste yet not the less your very obliged & I faithful
Servant I M. Faraday

1. From Norfolk where the Faradays had visited Old Buckenham from 8 to 18 June 1850.
Records of the Old Buckenham Meeting House, p.40; see also letter 2297.
2. That is 24 June 1850.

Letter 2300
Paolo Volpicelli to Faraday
22 June 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
A Monsieur Faraday

Londres le 22 Juin 1850
Les deux anciennes colonnes Trajane et Antonine, qui sont a Rome,

ont ete en differentes epoques frappees par la foudre, car aussi Tune que
l'autre est surmonteee d'une statue colossale en bronze. C'est pourquoi Mr
Faraday est prie de vouloir bien exprimer son opinion tres-appreciable sur
les trois articles suivants, par le sousigne.
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1° S'il soit necessaire pour la conservation des deux monuments, de les
garnir d'un paratonnerre.
2° Si le fil conducteur puisse etre place en ligne spirale dans l'interieur des
deux colonnes.
3° Si des paratonnerres places seulement sur les maisons voisines aux deux
colonnes suffisent a produire le meme effet.

Votre tres humble I et tres obeiss. Serviteur I Paul Volpicelli

TRANSLATION
To Mr Faraday

London 22 June 1850
The two ancient Trajan and Antonine columns in Rome have at

different times been hit by lightning, for both of them are surmounted by
a colossal bronze statue. This is why Mr Faraday is kindly asked by the
undersigned to express his most valued opinion on the following three
points:

1° If it is necessary for the conservation of these two monuments to furnish
them with a lightning conductor.
2° If the conductor can be made into a spiral and placed inside the two
columns.
3° If lightening conductors placed solely on houses surrounding the two
columns are enough to produce the same effect.

Your most humble I and most obedient servant I Paul Volpicelli

Letter 2301
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
24 June 1850
From the original in RS MS MM 13.122

Royal Institution I 24 June 1850
My dear Sir

In reference to your letter I have to inform you & the Council that I
have seen Mr. Bate and examined various documents which I called for, in
order that I might in some degree audit the account you sent me from
him1; and have the following remarks to make.

The works referred to were no doubt undertaken at the time; i.e. in
the years 1832-1836; and the present Mr. Bate has letters from Mr. Baily2,
who was then Treasurer of the Royal Society, of dates 27 April and 9th May
1836 (which I have seen), requiring that the account should be sent in. I
understand the account was not sent in; but of that I have no knowledge.
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The first item in the bill is for apparatus ordered on the 13th Jany
1835, as may be seen at page 6 (second paying) of the proceedings of the
Excise Committee3.

The second item is for various fittings of a large balance and other
apparatus in a room at Mr. Bate's house, and was money paid out; of which
I have seen the bill & receiptu

The third item is for money paid out for spirit and bottles used in the
experiments reported in the proceedings of the Committee:-1 have seen
the bill & receipt. About one half of the spirit remains and all the bottles,
and if it be considered as the property of the Royal Society, or rather of the
Government, should either be claimed or else disposed of in part
liquidation of the debt.

In relation to the fourth item I have examined such documents as
were placed before me and find notes of 69 days of experimental working,
and 14 days of attendance on the Committee at Somerset house and
elsewhere, making 83 days. In a note from the present Mr. Bate to myself
he makes the days 94; and there are days mentioned in the records, as
those on which instructions were received, making up this difference. The
item says "say 6 months from March 1835 to this date" (Jany 27,1836) - but
the 83 or 92 dates I have verified extend from 11 Deer. 1832 to 27 Jany 1836.
Mr. Bate assumes that half as much more time would be occupied with
calculations, writing out fair &c; in reference to which I ought to remark
that the entry for Jany 12, 13, 14, 1836 is for entering experiments and
making corrections in the Royal Society's book; which perhaps leads to the
inference that time so occupied was always noted. I am unable at this long
deferred date, even by the aid of the documents, to say whether the 83 or
94 days might be considered each as a day of paid employment for three
persons, or whether there was not in them plenty of time for calculation &
notes:- and therefore whether the assumption of half as many more for the
latter purpose is right or not.

The fifth item is for four hydrometers ordered by the Committee and
the receipt of which is acknowledged by a letter in Mr. Robertons4 hand
writing!.]

The sixth item is for an instrument ordered at the time and recently
delivered in (as I am told) to the Royal Societyu

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C.R. Weld Esq I &c &c &c

1. This invoice is in Bate to Secretary of the Royal Society, 13 May 1850, RS MS MM 13.121 and
came to £194.15.2. It related to some work that Robert Brettel Bate (1782-1847, DNBmp,
scientific instrument maker in the Poultry, London) had carried out for the Royal Society Excise
Committee in the mid-1830s. For the complex background to this issue see McConnell (1993),
especially pp.54-5 and p.69 where the invoice is printed.
2. Francis Baily (1774-1844, DSB). Astronomer and Treasurer of the Royal Society, 1835-1838.
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3. See Minutes of Excise Committee, 13 January 1835, RS MS CMB67, p.30 for this
authorisation.
4. John David Roberton (d.1843, age 43, GRO). Assistant Secretary of the Royal Society,
1835-1843. Anon (1940), 344.

Letter 2302
Faraday to Third Earl of Rosse
25 June 1850
From the original in The Birr Scientific and Heritage Foundation MS
J/14

Royal Institution I 25 June 1850
My dear Lord

My opinion is not worth your having but bad as it is you have the
fullest right to it & I ought not to withhold it. My impression is that either
Hansen1 or Weber (W?) or Wohler deserve the Copley Medal but as it is for
the Most Worthy I feel extreme difficulty in forming any idea respecting the
preference of one over the others2. And my trouble on this point is chiefly
if not entirely my infirm memory for I cannot remember that which I have
read of what they have writtenu Hence my confidence in myself becomes
shaken and I fear to form conclusions least they should be unjustu

I told your Lordship that you would have very useless opinion from
me & I am sincerely grieved that I cannot make it better or more useful. As
a man of true Science & as the Head of the Royal Society Your Lordship
deserves the active & working support of every lover of Science and for
other relations independant of Science Your Lordship deserve [s] the help
of every right minded mam.]

I am My dear Lord I with the Greatest respect Most faithfully I M.
Faraday
The Earl Rosse I &c &c &c

1. Peter Andreas Hansen (1795-1874, DSB). Director of the observatory in Seeberg.
2. Hansen was awarded the Copley Medal in 1850. He had been previously nominated by the
Committee of Astronomy of the Royal Society. RS CM, 16 November 1849, 2:123.

Letter 2303
Faraday to Henry Bowie1

1 July 1850
From the original in NLS MS 581 499

Royal Institution I 1 July 1850
Sir
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I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter and beg to
thank you for the confidence & trust which you are pleased to place in me.
I can only say in reply that my health & my duty will not allow me to
accept the post you offer me and that I now lecture no where out of the
Walls of the Royal Institution except at the Royal Military Academy at
Woolwich.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient humble Servant I M. Faraday
Henry Bowie Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2304
Charles Barry1 to Faraday
2 July 18502

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Royal Institution I Tuesday aft

Dear Faraday
I am very anxious to see you touching the acoustics at the New

House of Commons3!.] I hear you are coming to Town tomorrow for the
Levee4 and so could attend any appointment you would have the
goodness to make for tomorrow (as time presses) either to see you here or
at my own house and either before or after your Court homagesu

You see I am bold enough to assume that you will kindly assist me
in this matten.]

Yours very truly I Charles Barry

1. Charles Barry (1795-1860, DNB). Architect of the Houses of Parliament.
2. Dated on the basis of the references cited in notes 3 and 4.
3. On this see Crook and Port (1973), 623-4. Faraday gave evidence to the Select Committee
on the New House of Commons on 15 July 1850. Parliamentary Papers, 1850 (650) 15, p.iii.
4. Faraday attended the Levee on 3 July 1850. See PRO LC6 / 13.

Letter 2305
Joseph Antione Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
8 July 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Gand 8 Juillet 1850
Mon cher Monsieur Faraday.
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Recevez d'abord mes bien vifs remerciements pour le morceau de
verre pesant dont vous avez eu la bonte de me faire cadeau: je le conserve
comme un precieux souvenir de vos bons sentiments pour moi.

Maintenant, je viens importuner, et c'est avec grand regret que je m'y
decide; mais voici ce que est arrive. Au commencement du mois de
Janvier, Monsieur Wheatstone m'a ecrit que mon Memoire (Recherches
experimental et theoriques sur les figures d'equilibre d'une masse liquide sans
pesanteur, deuxieme serie1) allait etre reproduit dans les Scientific Memoirs2 de
Mr. Taylor, et paraitrait probablement le mois suivant, c'est a dire en
fevrier; Mr. Wheatstone ajoutait qu'il se chargeait lui meme de la
traduction, ainsi que de la correction des epreuves. Apres avoir attendu
plus de quatre mois sans recevoir aucune nouvelle de cette traduction, j'ai
ecrit a Mr. Wheastone, pour le remercier d'abord de la peine qu'il voulait
bien se dormer, et pour le prier de me faire savoir a quel point en etait
l'affaire; mais je n'ai re?u aucune reponse, quoiqu'il y ait pres de deux
mois de cela. Mr. Wheatstone est il absent, ou bien ma lettre ne lui est elle
point parvenue? Dans cette incertitude, j'ai pris le parti de recourir a votre
extreme obligeance, et je sais que ce ne sera pas inutilement: car vous, si
grand comme physicien, vous etes encore l'un des hommes les meilleurs.
Voici done ce que j'attends de votre bonte: si Mr. Wheatstone est a
Londres, veuillez l'engager a me repondre de suite; s'il est absent, j'espere
que vous voudrez bien vous informer si la traduction de mon Memoire a
parue ou va paraitre, ou s'il n'en est rien, et me le faire savoir par un mot
de reponse. Le Memoire dont il s'agit m'a coute extremement de temps et
de travail, et j'y attache une tres grande importance: je dois done faire tout
ce qui depend de moi pour repandre parmi les savants la connaissance des
resultats qu'il renferme, et je tiens beaucoup a sa reproduction dans les
Scientific Memoirs.

J'attends votre lettre avec impatience, et je vous prie de me croire,
avec tous les sentiments d'une respectueuse amitie,

Votre entierement devoue I Jh Plateau
place du Casino, 22, a Gand.

Address: Monsieur I Faraday, Membre de la Societe I Royale, &c A
l'lnstitution Royale, I Albemarle street. I Londres

TRANSLATION
Ghent 8 July 1850

My dear Mr Faraday,
First of all, please accept my very great thanks for the piece of heavy

glass of which you had the kindness to make me a gift; I keep it as a
precious souvenir of your kind feelings towards me.
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Now, I must inconvenience you, and it is with great regret that I have
decided to do so; but this is what has happened. At the beginning of
January, Mr Wheatstone wrote to me that my Paper (Recherches experi-
mentales et theoriques sur les figures d'equilibre d'une masse liquide sans
pesanteur, deuxieme serie1) was going to be reproduced in Mr Taylor's
Scientific Memoirs1 and would appear probably the following month, that
is to say in February; Mr Wheatstone added that he would himself see to
the translation, as well as the correction of proofs. Having waited over
four months without receiving any news of this translation, I wrote to Mr
Wheatstone, to thank him first of all for his trouble and also to ask him to
let me know where the business stood; but I received no reply, although
that was over two months ago. Is Mr Wheatstone absent or did my letter
never reach him? In this uncertainty, I have taken the course of calling on
your extreme kindness, and I know it will not be in vain: for you, so great
a physicist, are still one of the best of men. This then is what I ask of your
goodness: if Mr Wheatstone is in London, please ask him to write to me by
return; if he is away, I hope that you will have the kindness to enquire
whether the translation of my paper has appeared or will appear, or if
nothing has happened, and to send me word. The paper in question took
me a great deal of time and work and I attach enormous importance to it.
I must do everything in my power to disseminate amongst my colleagues
the knowledge of the results contained in it, and I attach great importance
to its publication in the Scientific Memoirs.

I await your letter with impatience and I ask you to believe me to be,
with all the sentiments of a respectful friendship,

Your entirely devoted I Jh Plateau
place du Casino, 22, in Ghent.

1. Plateau (1849).
2. Plateau (1852).

Letter 2306
Second Marquis of Breadalbane1 to Faraday
10 July 1850
From the printed original in the possession of Rosalind Brennand
The Lord Chamberlain is commanded by the Queen to invite Mr. Michael
Faraday to a Ball on Wednesday the 10th of July 1850 at \ past 9 o'clock2.
Buckingham Palace.
Full Dress.
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1. John Campbell, 2nd Marquis of Breadalbane (1796-1862, DNB). Whig politician and Lord
Chamberlain, 1848-1852.
2. This ball would have been cancelled because of the death, on 8 July 1850, of the Queen's
uncle Adolphus Frederick, Duke of Cambridge (1774-1850, DNB), field marshal and Viceroy of
Hanover, 1816-1837.

Letter 2307
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
15 July 1850
From the original in the possession of W.A.F. Burdett-Coutts

Royal Institution I 15 July 1850
My dear Miss Coutts

We are living at Norwood & it was only this morning that I found
your kind letter and I regret greatly that that circumstance has retarded
both my thanks and the return of your privilege in time for it to be of use
in any other direction. With warm thanks for your kind remembrances of
such an unsocial being as I am

I remain I Your true & Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

Letter 2308
Faraday to John Tyndall
19 July 1850
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4125

Upper Norwood, I 19 July, 1850.
Dear Sir,

I am very much obliged to you for the specimens of calcareous spar,
and I shall very likely turn to the matter again some day soon1. At present
I am working upon another part of the great subject2, and withal am out
here for a little change of air and rest3.

I am, my dear Sir, I Very truly yours, I M. Faraday.
J. Tyndall Esq. I &c. &c. &c.

Address: To J.T. I Spring Bank I Over Darwen I Lancashire

1. See Faraday, Diary, 14 August 1850, 5:11169-70.
2. At this time Faraday was working on the diamagnetism of various substances. Faraday,
Diary, 16 and 20 July 1850, 5:10900-46.
3. Tyndall, Diary, 7 August 1850, 4: 427-8 recollected his meeting with Faraday of which this
letter was clearly an outcome. Faraday and Tyndall differed from each other in their views on
diamagnetism but at this meeting Faraday, according to Tyndall, said that it was of "No matter
... you differ not as a partisan but because your convictions compel you". Also quoted in Eve
and Creasey (1945), 32.
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Letter 2309
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
25 July 1850
From the original in RI MS Fl C36

Upper Norwood I 25 July 1850
My dear friend

A few words together even on paper (if it cannot be by mouth) are
pleasant though I do not find myself good for either just now. Because of
much pain in my jaw & the known bad state of my teeth, which I had only
hoped to keep through the lectures1, I went on Monday morning2 to the
dentistu He pulled out five teeth & a fangu He had much trouble & I much
pain in the removal of a deep stump and I think from the feeling then &
now he must have broken away part of the jaw bone to get at it, for it is
very sore & the head is rather unsteady. On the whole the operation were
well & cleverly carried on by the dentist, the fault was in the teethu Just
let me say in addition about myself that the cold shiverings which came on
on Saturday night3 are gone & I believe my tendency to chill is very much
lessu

I should like to know how you are & the family but I am at the wrong
end of the post for that. Mr Barnard was here yesterday - Mrs Hillhouse4

left this place yesterday and I hope she reached home in safetyu Mr
Hillhouse5 was with her so that all that could be done in the way of
assistance would be doneu

On Saturday morning and Sabbath day I trust to see you6.1 am afraid
I shall be of no use to others on the Sabbath for my voice is a queer one
having lost some of the alphabetical sounds for the present, it is not
wonderful that both the dental & labial modifications should be touched:
but I hope Mr. H Deacon is in good use.

I am My dear friend I Yours Very affectionately I M. Faraday
Mr. B. Vincent I &c &c &c

Endorsement: 1 Cor 13

1. That is Faraday's course of six lectures "Upon some points of domestic chemical
philosophy" which he delivered on 27 April, 4,11,18, 25 May and 1 June 1850. Faraday's notes
are in RI MS F4 J19.
2. That is 22 July 1850.
3. That is 20 July 1850.
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4. Ann Hanbury Hillhouse (d.1860, age 71, GRO). A member of the London Sandemanian
Church.
5. John Wilson Hillhouse. Given as an accountant on Ann Hanbury Hillhouse's death
certificate.
6. That is 27 and 28 July 1850.

Letter 2310
Faraday to William Whewell
1 August 1850
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.26

Royal Institution I 1 Aug 1850
My dear Sir

I want a distinctive word, it may only be for a time for I am quite in
uncertainty as to how finally the subject of Magnetism may settle downu
But taking the Word Magnetic to represent the general action of the forces so
called, and having already employed the word diamagnetic to represent
that part of the general action which is manifest in bismuth phosphorous
&c I want a word to represent the other & more know[n] part of the action
manifested in Iron, Nickel Cobalt &c. The distinction is very important to
me just now & I can hardly write my notes without it1. Assuming the Earth
as a Planet or a whole to represent one of these actions I have written Terro
magnetic or Terra-magnetic & so made the following distinction in my
notes

f Terromaenetic
Magnetic < _ . .

[ Diamagnetic

I feel that Terro & Dia are not in fair relation. Can you give me a better
word, or considering the transitory state of Magnetic language is Terro
magnetic or something like it admissible into printed papers for the
present?

At present my head is full of visions: whether they will disappear as
experiment wakens me up or open out into clear distinct views of the truth
of nature is more than I dare say. But my hopes are strong.

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. See Faraday, Diary, 31 July 1850, 5:11023-57.
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Letter 2311
William Whewell to Faraday
12 August 1850
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.62

Kreuznach, I Rhenish Prussia
My dear Sir

I am always glad to hear of your wanting new words1, because the
want shows that you are pursuing new thoughts, and your new thoughts
are worth something: but I always feel also how difficult it is for one who
has not pursued the train of thought to suggest the right word. There are
so many relations involved in a new discovery and the word ought not
glaringly to violate any of them. The purists would certainly object to the
opposition or coordination of terro-magnetic and diamagnetic, not only on
account of the want of symmetry in the relation of terro and dia, but also
because the one is Latin and the other Greek. But these objections, being
merely relative to the form of the words would not be fatal, especially if
the new word were considered as temporary only to be superseded by a
better when the relation of the phenomena are more clearly seen. But a
more serious objection to terromagnetic seems to me to be that diamagnetic
bodies have also a relation to the earth as well as the other class; namely
a tendency to place their length transverse to the lines of terrestrial
magnetic force. Hence it would appear that the two classes of magnetic
bodies are those which place their length parallel or according to the
terrestrial magnetic lines, and those which place their length transverse to
such lines. Keeping the preposition dia for the latter then the preposition
para or ana might be used for the former; perhaps para would be best as the
word parallel in which it is involved, would be a mechanical memory for
it. Thus we should have this distinction

. . Paramagnetic: Iron, Nickel, Cobalt &c
Magnetic i ^ . ° „ n ^

[ Diamagnetic: Bismuth, Phosphor &c

If you like anamagnetic better than paramagnetic, as meaning magnetic
according to our standard, terrestrial magnetism, I see no objection. I had at
one time thought of ortho magnetic and diamagnetic, directly magnetic and
diametrally [sic] magnetic, but here the symmetry is not so complete as
with two prepositions.

In considering whether I quite understand the present state of the
subject, I have asked myself what would be the effect of a planet made up
of bits of bismuth, phosphor &c, of which the general mass had their
lengths parallel to a certain axis of the planet. I suppose all paramagnetic
bodies would arrange themselves transverse to its meridian, and all
diamagnetic bodies in its meridian. Am I right?
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I rejoice to hear that you have new views of discovery opening to
you. I always rejoice to hail the light of such when they dawn upon you.

I have been at the meeting of Swiss naturalists at Aarau, where I met
Schonbein who talked much of you, and told me you were going to
explain his views of ozone2.

I shall be in London in a few days and shall perhaps try to see you
when I am there. Letters sent to Cambridge always find me.

Believe me, my dear Sir, yours most truly I W. Whewell

Address: England I Dr Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I
London
Postmark: 12 August 1850

1. In letter 2310.
2. See letter 2287 and Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.

Letter 2312
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
13 August 1850
From the original in RI MS Fl C37

Upper Norwood I 13Augl850
My dear Friend

My wife had your letter yesterday & I am sure will thank you for it
as I did for its contents. I called at Wardour St.1 yesterday but found all but
Mrs. Vincents sister2 at Gravesendu I told her how you were & found she
had sent a letter from you on to Mrs Vincent3. There had been a very sad
fire at Gravesend4 but I trust it was too far from Mrs. Vincent to do more
than startle her. Friends appeared pretty well on Sabbath5 but a great many
were away & we missed both You & Mr. Leightonu Mrs. Anderson6 also
was absent having gone off to Edinburgh where she has safely & well
arrived. Her two daughters leave London tomorrow & feel the separation
from friends very deeply. Mr Boosey & Mr Leighton both seemed pretty
well. On Sabbath Evening I saw Mr Clarke7 in bed but looking well in the
face & cheery but as he says he is so soon tired he does not know what is
the matter with him except it be age.

Dear friend it rejoiced us to hear how you were going on8 & I hope
you will have a happy time every where. Give our love to Mr Baxter9, Mr
Maxwell10, Dr. - but I will not specify - to all the friends who speak of us
to you. We were very happy in their companyu

With love to Mr Leighton & yourself I am my dear friend I Very
Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Mr B.Vincent. I &c &c &c
I hope this letter will find you but I do not know how to send it

1. Where James Faraday had his brass foundry.
2. Unidentified.
3. Janet Young Vincent, nee Nicoll (1811-1863, GRO). Wife of Benjamin Vincent.
4. On 11 August 1850. See Ann.Reg., 1850, 92: 97-8.
5. That is 11 August 1850.
6. Elizabeth Anderson. The records of London Meeting House confirm her move to
Edinburgh.
7. William Clarke. Cantor (1991a), 300 notes him as a member of the London Sandemanian
Church.
8. Vincent was in Scotland. See letter 2315.
9. Possibly the same as Thomas Baxter to whom Faraday wrote on 12 April 1847, letter 1974,
volume 3.
10. Unidentified.

Letter 2313
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
13 August 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon cher et illustre Confrere! Les porteurs de ce peu de lignes, les deux
freres Docteurs Schlagintweit de Munnich, munis des conniossances les
plus variees et les plus valides en Physique, Geologie et Geographie des
Plants ont parcouru pendant plusieurs annees et avec noble courage la
Chaine orientale des Alpes jusqu'aux cimes les plus elevees. Us vont
publier un grand ouvrage1, semblable a celui que Saussure2 a donne par
des stages de l'ouest3. Ce sont des jeunes gens aimables et modestes. J'ose
les recommander bien chaudement a Votre bienveillance. Us sont dignes
de Vous approcher, mon illustre ami, je leur envie ce bonheur.

Agreez, je Vous supplie, 1'homage respectueux d'un devouement et
d'une admiration qui datent de si loin. I Alexandre de Humboldt
Sans Souci ce 13 Aout 1850.

Address: A Monsieur I Mr le Docteur Faraday, I membre de toutes les I
Academies des deux I Continens I a I Londres I de la part de I Bn de
Humboldt I par Mrs les Docteurs I Schlagintweit

TRANSLATION
My dear and illustrious colleague! The bearers of these few lines, the two
brothers Doctors Schlagintweit of Munich, armed with the most varied
and valuable knowledge of the Physics, Geology and Geography of Plants,
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Plate 4. Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt.
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have crossed, over several years and with considerable courage, the
eastern chain of the Alps, up to the highest summits. They are going to
publish a great work1, similar to that which Saussure2 wrote in stages on
the west3. These are very amiable and modest young people. I dare to
recommend them warmly to your kindness. They are worthy of
approaching you, my illustrious friend, and I envy them their happiness.

Please accept, I beg you, the respectful homage of a devotion and an
admiration which go back such a long time I Alexandre de Humboldt
Sans Souci this 13 August 1850.

1. Schlagintweit and Schlagintweit (1850).
2. Horace Benedict de Saussure (1740-1799, DSB). Swiss geologist and naturalist.
3. Saussure (1779-96).

Letter 2314
Harriet Jane Moore to Faraday
14 August 18501

From the original in IEE MS SC 2

August 14th
My dear Mr. Faraday

Though you and Mrs. Faraday will not try how this pretty spot
would suit a philosopher I hope you have found Norwood agreeable, and
enjoyed picnics with my friends the Gypsies, whom I never see without
thinking it would be pleasant to pass a summer under their tents. We have
had a great deal of thunder and lightning this summer; and one storm in
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which the hail fell far larger than I had ever seen, the stones were like
hazel nuts, and rejoiced the glaziers of the neighbourhood. We had a too
short but very agreeable visit from our friends the Lyells2 lately; he finds
books in the running brooks, sermons in stones, and good in every thing;
and she is interested in all that interests him. They are now geologising in
the Hartz Mountains, or Saxon Switzerland3. I often I think over the
delightful lectures I heard last spring4, and only wish I could remember
and understand every word of them, for they encrease my stock of
happiness, for which I feel grateful to you. I trust that (if not sooner) I shall
have the pleasure of seeing you and Mrs. Faraday, to whom I beg my kind
regards, next winter in health & happiness.

Believe me dear Mr. Faraday I Your's Most Sincerely I Harriet
Moore
The Cedars I Sunning Hill I Berks
My sister5 I am happy to say has somewhat improved since she left
London.

1. Dated on the basis that the Faradays were at Norwood at this time.
2. Charles Lyell and Mary Elizabeth Lyell, nee Homer (1808-1873, Burkhardt et al. (1985-94),
4: 652). Conchologist who married Lyell on 12 July 1832.
3. See Lyell to Moore, 3 August 1850, in Lyell (1881), 2:163-4.
4. Possibly Faraday's course of six lectures "Upon some points of domestic chemical
philosophy" which he delivered on 27 April, 4,11,18, 25 May and 1 June 1850. Faraday's notes
are in RI MS F4 J19.
5. Julia Moore (d.1904, age 100, GRO). Sister of Harriet Jane Moore.

Letter 2315
Faraday to John Barlow
16 August 1850
From the original in RI MS Fl Nl/21

Upper Norwood I 16 Aug. 1850.
My dear Barlow

If I do not write at once I shall be too late to write at all and so shall
send a few scratches. I can make nothing else just now for I am under the
dentists hands & what with losing 8 teeth & filings &c &c my head & my
hands too are very shakyu

All goes on well at Albemarle St where I am 2 or 3 times a week
experimenting. Mr. Vincent is taking his holiday in Scotland!.] I have sent
him your noteu

Your description of the route you have taken revives a great many
imperfect recollections^ I could wish we had been with you now & then
for the pleasure must have been very great. What does Mrs. Barlow think
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of it. That glorious scenery & all the fine storms & incidents you have had.
I do not mean the Cholera but hail storms & lightning. Perhaps even more
striking in the remembrance than at the moment. I shall listen when you
come home.

As for me I am weary but hard at work. Magnetism has me
altogether & I cannot promise you a thought for machinery until you come
home. I think I have hold of some fine things but my head grows weary
of the same trains of thought & yet I cannot & dare not throw it off for I
would wish to reap my own harvest.

I intend paying Dr Latham a visit as soon as the Dentist has done
with me, that he may set me up again.

Mrs. Faraday is out just now but you know what she would say to
you both if she could. We live in hopes of having you back again soon well
& with a great store of enjoyment in the memory for a continual
resource^]

Kindest remembrances is but poor words to either or both of yout.]
Ever I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Rev. J. Barlow, MA I &c &c &c

Address: Revd. John Barlow MA I &c &c &c I Post Restante I Interlachen
I Switzerland

Letter 2316
Faraday to Adolph Ferdinand Svanberg1

16 August 1850
From the original in Stockholmes Universitetsbibliotek

Royal Institution I 16 Aug 1850
My dear Sir

I cannot resist my desire to write at once & to thank you for the great
pleasure your letter2 (received yesterday) gave me first as coming from
you whom my bad memory well retained in mind3 and next for the delight
which the facts therein described occasioned. They came with the force of
truth and are very beautiful & consistent.

How wonderful it is to see the simplicity of nature when we rightly
interpret her laws and how different the convictions which they produce
on the mind in comparison with the uncertain conclusions which
hypothesis or even theory present.

I am not sorry that you find some things unexpected or curious or a
little anomalous, for they serve to shew that there are more treasures to be
obtained & I see from your letter that you both know how to work for
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them & will work. The earnest ardent experimentalist is ever rewarded for
his labour.

I have got some fancies in my head but they will require a good deal
of development & elaboration before I dare venture to trust them forth.
Nevertheless I am in hopes they will be fruitful in due time if health be
spared me. But the head becomes giddyu

Ever my dear Sir I Your Obliged & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
M. Svanberg I &c &c &c

Address: Dr. A.J. Svanberg I &c &c &c I Upsala I Sweden

1. Adolph Ferdinand Svanberg (1806-1857, P2). Professor of Physics at Uppsala University.
2. Not found.
3. Faraday had met Svanberg in 1846. See Berzelius to Faraday, 23 April 1846, letter 1863,
volume 3.

Letter 2317
Faraday to William Whewell
22 August 1850
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .27

Upper Norwood I 22 Aug 1850
My dear Sir

I am living and working at Norwood, and so lost the great pleasure
of seeing you & what would have been more of hearing youu One can
consider many things in talking which writing is very unfit for. I received
with thankfulness your kind letter1 and have since, then in my notes &
M.S., used the word Paramagnetic2 which will serve my purpose well if
after a little further explanation you think it is is [sic] (as I imagine) right.
I conclude that a long piece of soft iron unable to retain magnetism would
in a field of equal magnetic force stand in the direction of the lines of force,
still the power which can make it do so must be exceedingly small in
effect, for I imagine it would require an extremely delicate apparatus to
shew the pointing of a bar of such iron under the Earths force which we
may take as presenting a field of equal force. The diamagnetic power of
bismuth or phosphorous is exceedingly small as compared to the
corresponding magnetic power of iron & there is no chance that a bar of
either would stand transverse to the Earths lines of force. I have found
lately that such a bar does stand transverse in a field of equal force made
by two walls of iron 5 inches by 3 inches I of an inch apart. But then a piece
of Iron3 destroys such a field as one of equal force for it generates
contingent poles in the parts of the iron walls opposed to its ends & the
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phosphorous as I believe produces a reverse effect equivalent to a
destruction of the power there. Hence both the case of the Iron & the
phosphorous fall as respects by far the greater part of their effect &
perhaps the whole as to position into the law I gave originally - that
Magnetic (paramagnetic) bodies pass or tend to pass from weaker to
stronger places of magnetic action and diamagnetic bodies from stronger
to weaker.

I have been driven to assume for a time especially in relation to the
gases a sort of conducting power for magnetismu Mere space is Zero. One
substance being made to occupy a given portion of space will cause more
lines of force to pass through that space than before and another substance
will cause less to pass. The former I now call Paramagnetic & the latter are
the diamagnetic. The former need not of necessity assume a polarity of
particles such as iron has when magnetic and the latter do not assume any
such polarity either direct or reverse. I do not say More to you just now
because my own thoughts are only in the act of formation but this I may
say that the atmosphere has an extraordinary magnetic constitution & I
hope & expect to find in it the cause of the annual & diurnal variations, but
keep this to yourself until I have time to see what harvest will spring from
my growing ideas.

I am My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Rev. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2311.
2. Faraday first used the term paramagnetic in Faraday (1851c), ERE25, 2790 This paper was
dated 2 August 1850. In the manuscript, RS MS PT 40.2, the term "terromagnetic" has been
replaced throughout with "paramagnetic".
3. At this point "or a piece of phosphorous" is crossed out.

Letter 2318
Faraday to Harriet Jane Moore1

24 August 18502

From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 256
I have kept your picture to look at for a day or two before I acknowledge
your kindness in sending it3. It gives the idea of a tempting place; but what
can you say to such persons as we are who eschew all the ordinary
temptations of society? There is one thing, however, society has which we
do not eschew; perhaps it is not very ordinary, though I have found a great
deal of it, and that is kindness, and we both join most heartily in thanking
you for it, even when we do not accept that which it offers. I must tell you
how we are situated. We have taken a little house here on the hill-top,
where I have a small room to myself, and have, ever since we came here,
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been deeply immersed in magnetic cogitations. I write and write and
write, until three papers for the Royal Society are nearly completed4, and
I hope that two of them will be good if they justify my hopes, for I have
to criticise them again and again before I let them loose. You shall hear of
them at some of the Friday evenings5; at present I must not say more. After
writing, I walk out in the evening, hand-in-hand with my dear wife, to
enjoy the sunset; for to me who love scenery, of all that I have seen or can
see there is none surpasses that of Heaven. A glorious sunset brings with
it a thousand thoughts that delight me.

1. Recipient identified on the basis of the reference in Thompson, S.P. (1898), 207.
2. Dated according to Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 256 who added that it was written from Upper
Norwood.
3. Possibly a reference to the vignette in letter 2314.
4. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.
5. Faraday (1851a), Friday Evening Discourse of 24 January 1851 and Faraday (1851f), Friday
Evening Discourse of 11 April 1851.

Letter 2319
Brough George Maltby1 to Faraday
24 August 1850
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/50&51

Trinity House London I 24 Augt 1850.
Sir,

I am desired to forward to you the accompanying 4 samples of White
Lead, marked A, B, D, & E, - and to acquaint you that, the Board are
desirous2 that each Sample should undergo the regular process of
Analization, and that you furnish the result thereof, for the information of
the Corporation3.-

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I B.G. Maltby pro Secty
M. Faraday Esq.

1. A clerk at Trinity House, 1810-1853. Imperial Calendar.
2. See Trinity House Wardens Committee, 20 August 1850, GL MS 30025/20, p.131.
3. Faraday's analyses are in GL MS 30108/1/50&51 together with a note that he replied on 3
September 1850. This was read to Trinity House Court, 3 September 1850, GL MS 30004/24,
pp.288-9 and was referred to the Deputy Master (John Henry Pelly), Wardens and Light
Committee. A joint meeting on 10 September 1850 (GL MS 30025/20, p.148-9) led to Trinity
House placing an order for the white lead.
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Letter 2320
William Whewell to Faraday
2 September 1850
From the original in RI MS F3 F187

Lancaster I Sept. 2,1850
Dear Dr Faraday

Since I wrote to you I have read your "Twenty Third Series"1 as well
as the letter which you sent me2; and the result is that I have some doubts
whether the suggestions which I sent you respecting names are sound3.1
had entertained a view which your paper is employed in refuting, that the
magnetism of bismuth &c on the one hand and of iron &c on the other is
of a coordinate kind, and that therefore it was desirable to designate the
two by two coordinate words, such as paramagnetic and diamagnetic. But
as I now understand your view is that bismuth &c have no real polarity
but only a seeming polarity arising from each particle having a tendency
to go from strong to weak magnetic spaces; while iron &c have a polarity,
or at least hard iron is capable of a polarity which may be defined directly
and finally as a tendency to arrange its polar axes parallel to the magnetic
lines of the earth. This want of exact symmetry in the two kinds of
magnetism, and the seeming connection of one with the earth's magnetism
make me hesitate about the term paramagnetic, and reconsider whether
your term terromagnetic4, or the corresponding Greek compound, geomag-
netic, might not be better. But all things considered, I am still disposed to
recommend the use of the term paramagnetic, advising only that the term
should be explained at the outset (if I am right in my view) as implying
that iron &c have a (seeming) polarity which places them parallel to the
magnetic lines of the earth. Perhaps it is still conceivable that there may be
planets so constituted that diamagnetic bodies shall arrange themselves
parallel to their lines of force; but whether or not, the reference to the earth
may I think be understood in your sense, as safely as expressed.

I am much interested in the hints you give me about the magnetic
constitution of the atmosphere and its results. I am exceedingly struck by
the ingenuity of the modes of experimenting explained in your 23d Series,
but I think you might have given a Diagram to make the construction of
the apparatus more evident. For instance, in 2643 what is the position of
the brass rod and the core with reference to the wooden lever? I suppose
at right angles, and in the plane of the motion; but I think you have not
said so.

I am travelling in the lake country but am always accessible at
Cambridge. I was there the other day and found your card5, as if I had
missed seeing you there also6, which I am sorry foru

Believe me always I Yours most truly I W. Whewell
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1. Faraday (1850), ERE23.
2. Letter 2317.
3. In letter 2311.
4. Letter 2310.
5. This suggests that Faraday had visited Trinity College, Cambridge, on his way to (or from)
Old Buckenham in June 1850 (see note 1, letter 2299). Whewell was in Germany at the time. See
Whewell to Forbes, 25 June 1850, Todhunter (1876), 2: 360-1.
6. See letter 2317.

Letter 2321
Faraday to George Cramp1

3 September 1850
From the original in Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Etting Collec-
tion, Scientists, p.26, under Michael Faraday

R Institution I 3 Sep 1850
Sir

I do not know of any Electro magnetic engine that will do what you
require. There is much talk about one in America by Mr Page21 think. But
I shall not believe in it until I see it3!.]

Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Geo Cramp Jun Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Charles Grafton Page (1812-1868, DAB). Principal Examiner in United States Patent Office,
1841-1852 and proto electrical engineer.
3. On Page's large electric motor see Post (1976), 84-107 and Martin and Wetzler (1887),
19-21.

Letter 2322
Faraday to William Whewell
6 September 1850
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .28

R Institution I 6 Septr 1850
My dear Sir

I ought to have sent you the enclosed before. Another friend found
the difficulty you refer to1 & this wood cut was the consequence2.

I was only waiting to send it with something better. Many thanks for
your last letter. I will use Feiramagnetic and restrain its intention as you
suggest. The atmospheric magnetism works out beautifully, but my head
aches with thinking of it & I am now so giddy I must lay the matter down
for a few daysu
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Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr Whewell I &c &c &c

1. In letter 2320.
2. The illustration of the apparatus in Faraday (1850), ERE23, p.188 was omitted from the
offprint. See Faraday's copy in RI MS F3 F.

Letter 2323
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
9 September 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bruxelles, le 9 Sept. 1850
Monsieur et tres illustre confrere,

Je me suis a apergu avec un regret infini que vous n'aviez pas encore
re^u le diplome d'associe de notre Academie1. M. le docteur Pincoffs2, qui
passe par Londres, a bien voulu se charger de reparer cette negligence de
la personne qui aurait du vous faire parvenir ce diplome depuis
longtemps. J'y joins deux volumes des dernieres publications de notre
academie, qui vous sont destines.

Je suis tres-heureux de trouver cette occasion pour vous exprimer
mes sentiments de haute estime et ma reconnaissance pour toutes les
bontes que vous ne cessez de me temoigner. Vos encouragemens ont
toujours ete pour moi les plus precieuses recompenses que je pusse
ambitionner, et vous me les avez toujours prodigues avec la plus grand
bienveillance.

Vous m'avez montr^ un recueil tres-precieux de portraits de
personnes aux quelles vous portez de l'affection3. II y aurait, peut-etre, de
la fatuite a vous demander une place aupres d'elles; si, cependant, vous
n'y voyez pas trop d'outrecuidance permettez-moi de vous offrir un
exemplaire d'un de mes portraits4, dessine par mon beau-frere5. Je serais
heureux surtout s'il pouvait me valoir en retour le portrait d'un des
hommes dont j'estime le plus le talent et le noble caractere.

Agreez je vous prie Mon cher et illustre confrere mes compliments
les plus distingues et les plus affectueux. I Quetelet
Monsieur Faraday

TRANSLATION
Brussels, 9 September 1850

Sir and most illustrious colleague,
I realised with infinite regret that you had not yet received the

certificate of Associate of our Academie1. Dr Pincoffs2, who is passing
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Plate 5. Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet by Jean-Baptiste Madou. See
letter 2323.
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through London, has kindly agreed to put right this negligence on the part
of the person who ought to have sent you the certificate long ago. I enclose
two volumes of the most recent publications of our Academie, which are
destined for you.

I am very happy to find this occasion to express my sentiments of
high esteem and my gratitude for the kindness that you never cease to
show me. Your encouragement is always one of the most precious rewards
that I could wish for, and you have always showered it on me with the
greatest kindness.

You showed me a very precious collection of portraits of the people
you are fond of3. It would, perhaps, be fatuous to ask you for a place
beside them; if, however, you do not find me too presumptuous, allow me
to offer you a copy of one of my own portraits4, drawn by my brother-in-
law5. I would be particularly happy if it gained for me in return the
portrait of one of the men whose talent and noble character I admire the
most.

Please accept, I beg you, My dear and illustrious colleague, my most
distinguished and most affectionate compliments i Quetelet
Mr. Faraday

1. See Quetelet to Faraday, 17 December 1847, letter 2040, volume 3.
2. Peter Pincoffs (d.1872, B2). Dutch born physician who was practising in England at this
time.
3. That is RI MS Fl H and I.
4. This portrait, dated 1839, is in RI MS Fl 162. See plate 5.
5. Jean-Baptiste Madou (1796-1877, BNB). Belgian painter.

Letter 2324
Faraday to Smith1

10 September 1850
From the original in the Maddison Collection, Templeman Library,
University of Kent at Canterbury

Brighton I 10 Sept 1850
Sir

I received your letter only this morning or I would have written
sooner. I am not professional and cannot undertake the analyses which
you desirei.i

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Mr. Smith

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 2325
Edward Sabine to Faraday
11 September 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Geneva, Sept. llh, 1850.
Dear Faraday,

Capt. Younghusband1 has informed me of the communications
which you have lately had with him; I rejoice greatly that any of your
investigations should lead you to desire a knowledge of the facts which
we have been engaged in obtaining, or give you a prospect of being able
to throw light on their causes. I need not add how delighted w(e) shall be
able to arrange the facts in such ways as shall be either most clear to your
apprehension, or illustrative of your opinions. Younghusband tells me you
are pleased with the plate in the Hobarton Volume, shewing the diurnal
movements of the magnetic direction & force in each month of the year in
that quarter of the Globe2. I have a precisely similar drawing (not yet
lithographed) of the diurnal variation in direction & force in the different
months at Toronto, as nearly as maybe in the same Latd as Hobarton, but
in the other hemisphere. It is in a drawer in my cottage, and I will have it
copied for you, if you wish it, immediately I return, which will be early
next month. It will be lithographed in the 2d Vol. of the Toronto Obs, of
which the printing is now commencing3; but you can make any use of it,
or indeed of any thing else of mine, that may suit you. I am now engaged
on a plate, for which I have the materials with me, which will exhibit the
actual curve made by the one extremity of a freely suspended needle in its
mean diurnal motion in every month of the year at the 4 observatories of
Toronto, Hobarton, St. Helena, & the Cape of Good Hope4.1 mention this
because I think it is exactly the plate that will suit you, and I will
endeavour to have it ready for you towards the end of October, if you wish
it. It will differ from plates such as the one you have seen for Hobarton,
inasmuch as it will shew the actual movement which the end of the needle
would itself describe on a [two words illegible] perpendicular to the axis
of the needle. The plate you have seen exhibits the movements in
Declination & Inclination. If the 2 kinds of plate belonged to a station on the
magnetic Equator, they would be identical; but every where else they differ;
the movement in declination requiring to be multiplied by the cosine of
the Inclination when the representation is to be of the space travelled over
by the needle.

We are on our way home via Paris, but if you have occasion to write,
send your letter to Capt. Younghusband who will forward it.

always truly yours I Edward Sabine

Address: M: Faraday Esq. I Royal Institution I Albemarle St.
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1. Charles Wright Younghusband (1821-1899, B3). Officer in Royal Artillery.
2. Sabine (1850-3), 1: between pp. lxviii and lxix.
3. Sabine (1845-57), 2: opposite p. xx.
4. Ibid.

Letter 2326
Faraday to Edward Sabine
17 September 1850
From the original in BeRO MS D/EBy F48 110

Royal Institution I 17 Septr. 1850
My dear Sabine

I am afraid you will think I am dreaming or else I am sapping the
very foundations of terrestrial magnetism as it at present stands but
indeed I cannot help it mine are experimental researches and the
foundation is a foundation of factsu Very likely I may have erred in the
conclusions I have raised upon it but the facts cannot alter. I received
yours yesterday1 and thank you for its kindness which I was sure ofi.i I
intended to have written to you before but have been so occupied. The
paper which I have now finished and which is in the hands of the copyist
that it may go in quickly to the R.S. and take date is above 100 pages2 &
is preceded by one already sent in of more than 403 and there is as much
more matter waiting till I get my aching head a little rested. I thought it not
only a pleasure but a duty to tell you, who have distinguished yourself so
much in this branch of Science, first of their facts and except some general
remarks which would fall out in communication with Whewell, Captn.
Younghusband4 & some others I have reserved myself for you. I think you
had better say nothing about the matter until you come home that the
thing may be fairly dated & known at the Royal Society and here first.
When the matter is published either by reading or printing it is the
property of all but before that I like to have possession of my own game.

Now for a few facts. Oxygen is highly magnetic nitrogen not at all. If
one takes a given weight of oxygen and then take seventeen times its weight
of crystallised proto sulphate of iron which is a good magnetic salt and
dissolve that in as much water as will equal the bulk of the oxygen the
solution & the gas then have equal magnetic power. Oxygen is at ordinary
temperatures in the state of iron when by heat it is just upon losing its
magnetic force the addition of heat rapidly diminishes the magnetic power
of oxygen the lowering of its temperature rapidly increases it. Besides that
rarefying oxygen alters its magnetic force at half an atmosphere it has, as
far as I can tell yet, it has half the poweru All these qualities it carries into
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the atmosphere unchanged except that they are diluted to a certain extent
by the nitrogen but all that happens to oxygen happens to ain.j

The Sun in his daily course heatfsl & expands the oxygen of the air
with the air and is continually changing its magnetic condition hence
affections of the lines of force from the earth and as I believe of all the
diurnal and annual variations and of many other natural magnetic effects
which I have classed together in my paper under the title of Atmospheric
magnetism. The results of induction beautifully accord with Observations
but I want to know more of the dip than I can get as yet.

Many conclusions flow from these principles which are new & have
not occurred to the minds of philosophers. There is one very serious one
and when I think of it I am almost sorry for it but I hope it may not be so
important as my fears represent it. The magnetic force of the Earth is not
shewn by the needle: Being in a magnetic medium which can change and
does change continually the needle when employed to measure force
measure the joint result of the two actions which sometimes coincide and
sometimes oppose each other and of which the needle gives no indication.
When by temperature the conducting power of the air or oxygen for the
magnetic force is changed the needle shews such change at a higher
temperature indicating increased action & at a lower temperature
diminished action and yet there has been no change in the amount of
power during the whole time either at the Source in the Earth or in the
neighbouring space - and many other shapes does this two fold action on
the needle take. This for the present you will soon be at home & I shall be
anxious to tell you all, even far more than is writteni.i I am in hopes that
you can get at the paper at the RS as our Secretary5 & judge it and so help
me to a quick publication for I do not think I could wait as I did for the
publication of the last paper5!.]

Many many thanks for your kind offersu There will be time enough
to consider the matter when you come home. Captn Younghusband has
been very kind too and has let me have the MS. data which when you
come I shall perhaps ask you about as appendix to my paper6.

St Helena as you may imagine is a very fine case & I am gradually
unravelling it but the statement of principles &c made the last paper so
long that I have kept it with the Cape of Good hope the night action &
other points for the next paper7!.]

With kindest remembrances to Mrs Sabine81 am my dear friend
Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Coll Sabine RE ! &c &c &c

1. Letter 2325.
2. Faraday (1851(1), ERE26.
3. Faraday (1851c), ERE25.
4. Charles Wright Younghusband (1821-1899, B3). Officer in Royal Artillery
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cylinder of bismuth or phosphorous or a tube of water the two stand at
different distances & by putting on a force of torsion (by a wire not a
cocoon thread) I can measure the relative diamagnetic force of the bodies.
I have a differential balance with the capability of measuring very accurately
& yet of removing or at least balancing & estimating [the] interfering
circumstance.

Now I have the power of examining gases at different pressure &
different temperatures a power which I have long been searching after. First
I prepare flint glass bulbs

& obtain them so as to be nearly equal in diamagnetic forceu Then I fill
them with gases & seal them up hermetically & I do this when the gas has
been by the air pump reduced to half an atmosphere or a third or as nearly
as may be to a vacuum, for I reason that if a body (gaseous) were
diamagnetic it ought to become less diamagnetic by rarefaction or if
magnetic less magnetic by rarefactiont.j

When two bulbs with Oxygen & Nitrogen were put up the oxygen
went close up to the angle & the Nitrogen was carried out. With oxygen at
1 atmosphere & \ atmosphere - the 1 atmosphere went up to the core the
other out. A bulb with \ atmosphere Ox against another of 1 atmosphere
went out but against another of \ of an atmosphere it went inwards. In fine
the denser the oxygen the more magnetic it was & when I put a bubble
containing \ of a cubic inch of oxygen against an equal bubble containing
only an oxygen vacuum, it went inwards with such power as to require
force equal to 0.1 of a grain to carry it back to equidistance. With Nitrogen
no such thing happens expansion causes no difference, and three bulbs
being Nitrogen 1 atmosphere - Nitrogen Vacuum & Oxygen Vacuum.
When compared against each other are alike. Nitrogen is neither Magnetic
nor diamagnetic but stands at Zero. Oxygen is magnetic & in proportion
to its quantity: Another experiment will give you a notion of the degreeu
I took crystals of proto sulphate of iron which is a pretty magnetic salt &
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dissolved it in water & diluted it until it was bulk for bulk equal to oxygen
on the differential balance it then contained sulphate of iron equal to \l\
times the weight of the oxygen which was opposed to itu

Now for another point in the Magnetism of Oxygenu Like iron it
loses its magnetism or magnetic condition by heat & is at common
temperatures in the condition of iron about to alter. You have a paper of
mine about the diamagnetic condition of flame air & gases3 in which I
shew that air heated by a platina helix is rendered more diamagnetic &c
&c. Well all the effect there is due to the oxygen by very careful
experiments I find that Oxygen rapidly loses its magnetic character by
heat whilst Nitrogen Carbonic acid, &c are unchanged.

All these properties of oxygen it keeps in the atmosphere & I
formerly shewed that by cooling the air it was made either more magnetic
or less diamagnetic as the case might be. Now I know where the Zero is &
that it is the oxygen of the air that was altering in its magnetic relation^]
Again I must refer you to the papers which are long but I trust not too
long, for the steps of the reasoning by which I found upon this property of
oxygen a branch of physics which I have called atmospheric Magnetism.
I think I see the cause in the heating power of the Sun in the atmosphere
for all the periodic solar variations of the needle both annual & diurnal & as
far as I have gone the results of observations tally with the theory - besides
these variations there are many others due to atmospheric changes & I am
in hopes we shall be able to refer so many to this cause as to give us a far
clearer view of the power as it exists in the Earth as its origin than we have
hitherto had & so help us to discriminate that which belongs essentially to
its sources.]

The postman is at the door & I must stopu
Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday

Dr Whewell I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2322.
2. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE 25, 26 and 27.
3. Faraday (1847b).

Letter 2328
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
10 October 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir!

Doctor Brandis1 of our University, who particularly applies himself
to organic Chemistry is going to visit London, invited by the Prussian
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Ambassador, Chevalier Bunsen2. He wished for this letter, which would
give to him the opportunity to see you.

Since I received your last kind letter31 continued my experimental
researches about the magnetic axes of cristals. I hope allways to reach
finally the true & general law of nature, but my researches, presenting new
difficulties are not yet finished. I sent a first paper, six weeks ago, to
Poggendorff4, and will be able in a few days, I hope, to present to you a
copy of it. Then I'll give to you a short account of the results it contains.

I had preferred by far to publish all my results at once, but I was
obliged to go on by the papers of Knoblauch* & Tyndall6 and by the fact,
that two of my papers of a former date and written in french, have by the
fault of the Editor, not yet been printed7.

With my best wishes for your health I Yours i very truly I Pliicker
Bonn 10th of October I 1850.

Address: Professor Faraday I &c &c i Royal Institution 1 London

1. Dietrich Brandis (1824-1907, DNB2). Privatdocent at the University of Bonn.
2. Christian Karl Josias Bunsen (1791-1860, NDB). Prussian ambassador in London,
1841-1854.
3. Letter 2250.
4. Pliicker and Beer (1850-1).
5. Karl Hermann Knoblauch (1820-1895, ADB). Professor of Physics at Marburg, 1849-1853.
6. Knoblauch and Tyndall (1850).
7. See Pliicker (1852a), 1 where he says that this paper, in two parts and in French, was sent
to the Haarlem Society of Sciences, but was not published.

Letter 2329
Faraday to John Edward Gray1

17 October 1850
From the original in APS MS B G784

R Institution I 17 Octr. 1850
My dear Sir

Could you tell me in three words whether Perry's2 Conchology 18113

is a good & standard work & whether it is cheap at 1.15.0\.\ It is offered to
us at that price ought I to authorize that expenditure for it?4

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Gray Esq i &c &c &c

1. John Edward Gray (1800-1875, DNB). Keeper of the Zoological Department of the British
Museum, 1840-1874.
2. George Perry. Otherwise unidentified.
3. Perry (1811).
4. There is a copy of this in the Library of the Royal Institution.
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Letter 2330
Henry Wentworth Acland to Faraday
17 October 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir,

I scarce know whether, (if you remember my existence here,) that
remembrance will justify me in troubling you; the more as I expect you
will consider my Question an idle one.

My chief avocation is that of a humble Physician but I am dragged
out of the routine of the medical life (if indeed the observation of Human
disease allows routine at all) by my Physiological lectures.

And these two twin avocations often lead me of course to reflect on
the causes & influences which produce the varied effects seen in our
frames. In short one's mind cannot be kept off the consideration of how
very little we really know of the relation between the greater Cosmical
arrangements, and organic life. I really cannot, (for instance) speak
precisely of the amount of humidity which is good for my Consumptive
Patient. The Dewpoint, & the Temperature varies perpetually, so does he.
He alters in weight & chemical composition before & after every meal, and
at every hour - so does the atmosphere in its water, its Electrical state &c.

Now, I have I fear neither knowledge, skill, or leisure to clear up any
of what we do not know, or to understand & master half of what is known,
and mainly thro' your means; but I have a great fancy for seeing in my
minutes of leisure (if I can) something of the workings of the great
Atmospheric sea. I live in the middle of the Town - and I should like to
know what goes on where I & other people live. I have a little garden - as
big as a room with every aspect. I can therefore have and have Barometer,
Thermometer, and Hygrometer. But I am utterly in the dark about the
Magnetic, & Electrical states. This is what I wanted to ask you very kindly
to tell me. Is there means of watching any thing of these, without costly
instruments, and a special observatory? and much time & labour?

I must own that I am not 'au courant' with all that is known of the
relation of the great Imponderable agents and our Nervous system, &
therefore all our faculties of body & mind - but most certainly more has to
be understood about this, and one's mind reels in the contemplation of
even what we perceive of the at once greatness, & simplicity of the
connexion which probably exists between our mind & the material
universe thro' the subtle powers which surround the Earth.
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I fear you will think me very impertinent, or very stupid - or both.
But I must plead my distance from London as excuse for my backward-
ness.

If you are kind enough to answer my question will you tell me what
instruments I could easily manage for observing the Magnetic, & Electric
variations - & where I can get them - or whether this is so delicate a matter
that it is useless to meddle with it, except by reading results. And is there
any way that one can note or measure one's own condition in these
respects? I suspect that sleep has something to do with the Electro-
magnetic condition of the body: only, I beseech you not to think me a
Mesmerist in 'disguise', but only,

Your faithful servant I Hy.W. Acland
Oxford, Oct: 17,1850

Letter 2331
Faraday to Henry Wentworth Acland
18 October 1850
From the original in Bod MS Acland d.63, f.144-5

Royal Institution I 18 Octr. 1850
My dear Sir

I had your letter1 this morning and am able to say very little that will
be satisfactory to you in respect of observations of the Electric & Magnetic
condition of the atmosphere. You know the difference between the theorist
& the observer & I have been very little of the observer in these matters.
This I know that careless or slight observations are of no value & that to
make good ones the most perfect apparatus & some practice in observing
is needfulu Mr. Ronalds2 of the Kew Observatory would be able & I have
no doubt happy to tell you all that can be communicated from one to
another & could assist you much in that respectu

Your letter in some degree jumps with my present pursuits for I have
been hard at work on a branch of Science which I have called atmospheric
magnetismu Only to think of oxygen as a highly magnetic body carrying
all its properties in that respect into the atmosphereu At common
temperatures it is as magnetic as a solution containing 17 times its weight
of proto sulphate of iron i.e equal bulks of oxygen & of such solutions have
equal magnetic powers. Besides all that there is this beautiful factt.i As iron
at a certain high temperature & Nickel at the heat of boiling oil lose their
magnetic forces in part not entirely, so oxygen by heat loses of its magnetic
power & natural temperatures occur at that point or within that range
which affects the oxygen & hence as I think I shew the greater number of
variation of terrestrial magnetism, the annual & diurnal variations &c & a
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multitude of accidental variations which the photographic registrations
shewu My papers3 are already at the RS & in the hands of Mr. Christie &
Coll Sabine & you will very shortly hear of themt.]

Ever My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Ackland [sic] I &c &c

1. Letter 2332.
2. Francis Ronalds (1788-1873, DNB). Superintendent of the Meteorological Observatory,
Kew, 1843-1852.
3. That is Faraday (1851c, d), ERE25 and 26.

Letter 2332
Henry Wentworth Acland to Faraday
22 October 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Oxford Oct 22,1850
My dear Professor Faraday,

I am greatly obliged to you for your kind answer to my vague
Question1.1 feared you would say that nothing is to be done in this matter
without great labour & costly instruments. I have learned accidentally
what I did not know that there is a large & valuable work of M. Dubois
Raymont (?) on the Electric currents of Animals2. I must try to become
acquainted with this.

Your account of the discovery of the magnetic properties of oxygen is
deeply interesting, and I will not say throws light upon the electrical
properties of animal life, but adds a marvellous & mysterious character to
them. The oxygen which we supposed to play an ordinary chemical part,
in the changes of textures, and primarily thro' the blood, is then also the
great feeder of the nervous system, mediately thro the blood. At least so it
seems to shadow itself forth if it itself bears high magnetic properties with
it into the system. However I am out of my depth. But I am very grateful
to you for your kind forbearance.

I am My dear Professor Faraday I your faithful & obliged servant I
Henry W. Acland

1. Letter 2331.
2. Bois-Reymond (1848-9).
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Letter 2333
John Tyndall to Faraday
24 October 1850
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4000-1

Marburg I Hesse Cassel I Oct. 24th. 1850
Dear Sir.

A short time after I had the pleasure of seeing you last June I took the
liberty of sending you a few specimens of calcareous spar which from their
appearance I judged to be magnetic1.1 had at the time no means of proving
whether they were so or not. Since my arrival in Marburg I have tested
specimens of the same spar - the chemical analysis proves the absence of
iron and the magnet shews them to be diamagnetic. The wish to furnish
you with the means of observing the complementary action of the
magnetic and diamagnetic specimens of the crystal being thus far
disappointed I have great pleasure in now sending you a sample of the
proper kind - a small rhomboid of magnetic spar. You will find that the
optic axis of the rhomboid will set from pole to pole, in contra distinction
to the diamagnetic crystals of the same form which as you are aware set
their axes equatorial.

These effects appear to be capable of the fullest explanation by
reference to a principle which you were the first to hint at, that is to say
"the action of contiguous particles". Wheat flour for instance is pretty
strongly diamagnetic. If we take a little ball of dough made from the flour
and squeeze it flat the plate thus formed will when suspended vertically
in the magnetic field set its shortest dimension equatorial, thus behaving
like a magnetic body. Now this is evidently due to the peculiar
arrangement of the diamagnetic particles, and if we imagine a similarly
formed magnetic mass suspended between the poles it is reasonable to
suppose that the arrangement which in the former case caused the
repulsion of the line of greatest compression would now cause its attraction.
This conjecture is verified, for if instead of flour we use in the composition
of our dough a precipitate of oxide of iron, the squeezed plate formed from
the latter will sets its shortest dimension axial This action appears to be
strictly analogous to that exhibited by the spar. In the diamagnetic
specimen the shortest dimension stands equatorial; in the magnetic
specimen the same dimension stands axial. The molecules of both crystals
are similarly arranged, but in the one case we have to deal with magnetic
molecules and the other with diamagnetic.

I remain dear Sir I Most truly and respectfully yours I John
Tyndall.
Dr. Faraday. I etc. etc.

Endorsed: Transmitted through Francis Don't crush!
1. See letter 2308 and note 3.
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Letter 2334
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
28 October 1850
From the original in RI MS Fl C38

R Institution i 28 Octr. 1850
My dear Sir

Can you let the bearer have the Parts of the Phil Trans that I signed
for some time ago. My last is 1849, part 1.

Can you also let me have my paper series XXVI1 the last one both for
the purpose of making an abstracr of it & also to make a few alterations
in it which Coll. Sabine approves of & recommends.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
R.C. [sicl Weld Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is the manuscript of Faraday (1851d), ERE26, RS MS PT 40.3, which shows that a
number of alterations were made.
2. Published in Proc.Roy.Soc, 1850, 5: 998-1000.

Letter 2335
Sarah Faraday to William Buchanan
31 October 18501

From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson
3 o clock AM Octr 31st RI I London

My very dear Friend & Brother
I rise from a restless bed to write to you feeling sure of your kind

sympathy in my great anxiety & afflictions
My beloved husbands mind has been much disturbed in the view the

Church takes of not receiving an excommunicant more than once - & he
has had some conversation with our Elders which so far does not seem
very satisfactory. Now I have heard him say sometimes your clear view of
the scriptures struck him. May I ask you to write me by return of post if
possible, your view of this subject - from the scriptures alone - he does not
know of my writing, & I hope I am not wrong in so doingu I do not write
to you as an Elder but as to a dear friend & brother with whom we have
had many communings & surely if his mind could be set at rest with out
sowing division in the church or casting him out it will be a happy
thingi.]
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Most affectionately your I sister in the truth (I know) I S. Faraday
My husband has been anxious not to involve me in these considera-

tions & I have not seen the Eldersu I hope if I am wrong in this step my
friends will forgive & feel for my great anxietyu

1. Dated on the basis that this letter is the first of a sequence of four letters dealing with
Faraday's possible second (and thus final) exclusion from the Sandemanian Church. Of these
four letters only letter 2340 is dated precisely and the others have been dated accordingly. On
this episode see Cantor (1991a), 275-7 and 345.

Letter 2336
Faraday to William Buchanan
3 November 18501

From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson
R Institution I Sabbath Evening

Most dear & beloved friend
I am in deep distress and I write to you for my heart is full, not with

any presumptuous hope, but that my tears may overflow for I know that
you love me both in body & spirit and I may perhaps never write to you
- more, bear with my anguish & do not refuse to sympathise a little with
me by receiving this patiently though I be utterly unworthyu I may well
fear that a deceived heart hath turned me aside2 for where my only
comfort ought to be there is my sore grief & troubles I have read your
words to my dear wife3 to whom I am a snare, I hope the father of mercies
will have her in his keeping, through Christ Jesus our Lord. My great
distress is, that the Apostle after say that we have the Spirit of Christ, then
tells them, to4 deliver such an one to satan for the destruction of the flesh
that the Spirit may be Saved in the day of the Lord Jesus5 doing this in the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ when gathered together with his spirit by
the power of our Lord Jesus Christ and then says, sufficient to such a man
is this punishment inflicted of many so that contrawise ye ought rather to
forgive him & comfort him lest perhaps such a one should be swallowed
up with overmuch sorrow and beseeches them to confirm their love
toward him &c, least Satan should get an advantage of us for we are not
ignorant of his devices6. Then my mind lingers here that the command or
rather instruction to separate & to restore may be alike general; that as
there is no case of a second restoration so there is not of a second
separation, yet the church is surely right in separating whenever the signs
which our Lord or the Apostles point out occur and therefore my mind is
not fully persuaded from the scriptures that we should limit the
continuation of the instruction i.e. the restoration. But well may I fear for
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myself and hear the precept lean not unto thine own understanding7. The
Church is the body of Christ the pillar & ground of the truth8 and the Lord
tells the brethren in Matt XVIII to hear the Church9!.] I have been refusing
to hear & have in my heart & to the Elders been lightly esteeming the
Church his body speaking of it in all presumption & pride & casting the
fear of it away as if God was not in the midst of her & he who walketh
amidst the Seven Golden candlesticks10.1 fear to say what my thoughts]
are least I be, as men, in deceit but I hope I could with free love to the
brethren subject my thoughts to its voice as the voice of him who speaks
by his body. Dear friend forgive me. Your love has drawn me out and I am
very thankful for the tender words in your letter which has given me this
courage. May the father of mercies put it into my heart next Wednesday11

to speak according to his mercies which are in Christ Jesus without
limitation, he can make reprobates willing in the day of his powen.]

Your afflicted I M. Faraday

1. Dated on the same basis as letter 2335.
2. Isaiah 44: 20.
3. That is Buchanan's reply to letter 2335 which has not been found.
4. The word "separate" is crossed out at this point.
5. 1 Corinthians 5: 5-6.
6. 2 Corinthians 2: 6-11.
7. Proverbs 3: 5.
8. 1 Timothy 3:15.
9. Matthew 18:17.
10. Revelation 1:12.
11. That is 6 November 1850.

Letter 2337
Sarah Faraday to William Buchanan
3 November 18501

From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson
Thanks many thanks my very dear friend for your letter & its enclosure.
My mind is greatly relieved by it & the voice of Church to day & I have
hopes that my dear husband will be allowed to see that we have been
reasoning beyond what the Scriptures allow, he has been encouraged by
your kind expressions to pour out his heart to you but after he had done
so he thought he should destroy it, however I venture to enclose it2 - he has
not been heard in the Church yet some & I among them requested
patienceu

We are to meet again on Wednesday evening3!.]
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My fear now is that his mind is quite over taxed & he seems almost
as if reason would fail, this subject has pressed with such intense weight
upon a brain already worn with much study & he again & again says "I
may not be a hypocrite" he seems to me as if he could hardly take in any
arguments but I hope he will get sleep & his mind be restoredu

I am well my dear friend & brother I ever most affectionately yours
I S. Faraday
Royal Institution I Novr3rd

1. Dated on the same basis as letters 2335 and 2336.
2. Letter 2336.
3. That is 6 November 1850.

Letter 2338
Faraday to John Britton1

5 November 1850
From the original in National Portrait Gallery, John Britton Collection

R Institution I 5 Novr. 1850
My dear Sir

The point of purchasing books is one the Library Committee decide
upon & your application is or will be brought under their consideration
they are obliged to be careful of their funds for the deficiencies in the
Library are very great. I have not presented your works for as I could not
decide upon the other part of the letter I thought that would not be right
to you but they will go before the Committee as illustrations^

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
John Britton Esq I &c &c &c

There is no address to your letter so that this note has been
unavoidably delayed. I Yours I MF

1. John Britton (1771-1857, DNB). Antiquary.

Letter 2339
Paul Frederick Henry Baddeley to Faraday
5 November 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Lahore I 5, Nov 1850
Dear Sir
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I have had the honor of receiving your letter of 23 July last1; and it
gives me great satisfaction to learn, that my observations on "Dust
Storms/' met with your approval.

If permitted to remain at Lahore, I hope to be enabled to continue my
observations on the same subject, during next hot season; at which period
of the year, Dust Storms are of frequent occurrence. My attention will be
chiefly directed to discover if possible, some rule for determining their
course, should they be under any fixed law.

Mr. Piddington2 of Calcutta, who has for many years past, been
engaged in collecting and investigating facts which bear on the law of
Storms, and has I understand, written valuable memoirs on this important
subject - expressed himself much gratified with the published account of
D.S's he had just perused in the Philos: Magazine for August - particularly
so, with his own ideas as to the probable Electric origin of these
Phenomena, seem likely to be confirmed3.

He says - "In 1848, I published in my Sailors Horn Book4 the
Hypothesis that the Cyclone, is an Electric Meteor composed of one or
many close and nearly horizontal, but yet slightly spiral streams of Electric
fluid, descending thus from the higher regions, and in its (or their)
descent, giving rise to currents in all the air it necessarily passes through,
but not carrying that same air along with it"i.j

I have not had the pleasure of seeing this work - but in April & May
1847 while at Lahore, I discovered the Electl nature of Dust Storms or
whirlwinds, and reported the same in my Annual return for that year -
and again more fully, in 1848/49 - and from the first arrived at almost
precisely the same conclusions as Mr. P. respecting the Elecl. Nature of the
Cyclone.

Concluding that all like phenomena whether by sea or land, were to
be ascribed to one and the same cause.

Should I in the course of inquiries meet with any thing worth of your
notice, I will communicate it to you without delay, since you have kindly
given me encouragement to do so - and need scarcely add, that any
suggestions you may be pleased to offer, to guide me in the proper method
of investigating these Phenomena, will be most acceptable.

I have pleasure to enclose 2 rough sketches of approaching Dust
Storms - that occurred at Lahore this year5.

I am I my dear Sir I Yours Faithfully I P. Baddeley I Surgeon Asst
M. Faraday Esq, F.R.S. &c &c I Royal Institution I London.

Address: M. Faraday Esq, F.R.S. I Royal Institution I London.

1. Not found, but in reply to letter 2281.
2. Henry Piddington (1797-1858, DNB). Meteorologist and Curator of the Museum of
Economic Geology at Calcutta, 1830-1858.
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3. Endorsed by Faraday here "See Phil Mag. 1850 xxxvii, 155". That is Baddeley (1850a).
4. Piddington (1848).
5. Enclosed with this letter are eleven sides of description and sketches of dust storms. See
Baddeley (1852).

Letter 2340
Faraday to William Buchanan
6 November 1850
From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson

Royal Institution I 6, Novr. 1850
My most dear & kind friend & Brother

God has wrought with me when I was against him & broken down
my pride & false reasoning and has this evening1 shewn me what love
there is in the Church to an erring brother for Christ sake I believe all my
difficulties are taken away. I hope so but fear to say much for though I
rejoice it is with great trembling remembering how ready I was to give up
& to cast his fear behind me. It is of the Lord's mercies that we are not
consumed but how great is the occasion I have to apply that truth to
myself. I would venture to thank you my dear Brother for your kindness
to me unworthy in this trouble but that I feel unworthy to do so knowing
that it was done for his sake whose body the Church I was in the greatest
danger of setting at naught but he is able to save unto the uttermost all that
come unto God by him and there is hope in your most unworthy but still
affectionate

M. Faraday
My dear Wife sends her earnest love to you. She condemns herself

very much but it is I who have been a snare to her. Only that almighty
power could deliver us. I Yours MF

1. That is at the meeting of the London Sandemanian Church. See letters 2335, 2336 and
2337.

Letter 2341
Faraday to William Robert Grove
16 November 1850
From the original in RI MS G F27

R Institution I 16 Novr. 1850
My dear Grove
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Next Tuesday1 at \ p 2 oclk I shall be shewing some of the
fundamental experiments2 to Christie & others. I think I promised to let
you knowu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
My kindest remembrances to Mrs Grove3.

1. That is 19 November 1850.
2. Presumably these experiments related to Faraday's work on atmospheric magnetism.
3. Emma Maria Grove, nee Powles (d.1879, age 68, GRO). Married Grove in 1837 see DNB
under his entry.

Letter 2342
Charles Grey to Faraday
17 November 1850
From the original in the possession of Dennis Embleton
Colonel Grey presents his compliments to Mr. Faraday, & is commanded
by The Prince Albert to say that if quite convenient to Mr. Faraday to come
to Windsor Castle on Wednesday* about \ past 4, it will give His Royal
Highness much pleasure to have the opportunity of having some
conversation with himu
Windsor Castle I Novr. 17,1850

1. That is 20 November 1850. No evidence has been found to indicate whether or not this
meeting took place.

Letter 2343
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
19 November 1850
From the original in UB MS NS 391

Royal Institution I 19, Novr. 1850
My dear Schoenbein

I wish I could talk with you instead of being obliged to use pen &
paperu I have fifty matters to speak about but either they are too trifling
for writing or too important for what can one discuss or say in a letteru
Where is the question & answer & replication that brings out clear notions
in a few minutes whilst letters only make them more obscure one cannot
speak freely ones notions & yet guard them merely as notions:- but I am
fast losing my time & yours too. I received your complimentary kindness
& like it the better because I know it to be as real as complimentary!.]
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Thanks to you my dear friend for all your feelings of good will towards
me. The bleachings by light & air are very excellent!.] I see a report of part
of your paper in the account of the Swiss association but not of the latter
part1. However a friend has your paper in hand & I hope to have the part
about atmospheric electricity soon sent to me. I should be very glad indeed
to have from any one and above all from you a satisfactory suggestion on
that point. I know of none as yet.

By the bye I have been working with the oxygen of the air also. You
remember that three years ago I distinguished it as a Magnetic gas in my
paper on the diamagnetism of flame and gases2 founded on Bancalari's3

experiment4. Now I find in it the cause of all the annual & diurnal and
many of the irregular variations of the terrestrial magnetism. The
observations made at Hobarton Toronto Greenwich St Petersburg Wash-
ington St Helena the Cape of Good Hope & Singapore all appear to me to
accord with & support my hypothesis. I will not pretend to give you an
account of it here for it would require some detail & I really am weary of
the subject[.j I have sent in three long papers to the Royal Society5 & you
shall have copies of them in due time & reports probably much sooner in
Taylors Magazine6!.]

I forwarded your packets immediately upon the receipt of themu
But now about Ozone. I was in hopes you would let me have a list

of points with reference to where I should find the accounts in either
English or French Journals and also a list of about 20 experiments fit for an
audience of 500 or 600 persons - telling me what sized bottles to make
ozone by phosphorus in - the time & necessary caution &c &c &c. My bad
memory would make it a terrible & almost impossible task to search from
the beginning & read up, whereas you who keep all you read, or discover
with the utmost facility could easily jot me down the real points. If you
refer to any such notes in your last letter when you ask me whether I have
received a memoir on Ozone & some other things then I have not received
any such notes & I cannot indeed I cannot remember about the memoir7.

I was expecting some such notes & I still think you mean to send me
them and though I may perhaps not give Ozone as an Evening before Easter
still do not delay to let me have them because I am slow - & losing much
that I read of, have to imbibe a matter two or three times over & if I do
ozone81 should like to do it well.

My dear wife wishes to be remembered to you & I wish most
earnestly to be brought to Madame Schoenbein's mind. Though vaguely I
cling to the remembrance of an hour or two out of Bale at your house9 &
though I cannot recall the circumstances clearly to my mind I still
endeavour again & again to realise the ideai.]

Ever My dear Schoenbein I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Schoenbein (1850b).
2. Faraday (1847b).
3. Michele Alberto Bancalari (1805-1864, DBI). Professor of Experimental Physics at the
University of Genoa, 1846-1863.
4. Described in Francesco Zantedeschi, "Dei movimenti che presenta la fiamma sottoposta
airinfluenza elettro-magnetica", Gaz.Piemontese, 12 October 1847, no 242, [pp. 1-2]. On this work
see Boato and Moro (1994).
5. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE 25, 26 and 27.
6. Reports of the reading of these papers were published in PhilMag., 1851,1: 69-75.
7. This refers to a letter from Schoenbein to Faraday of 9 July 1850 which Faraday had not yet
received and which has not been found. See letter 2353.
8. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 Ji

In 1841. See Schoenbein to Faraday, 27 September9. In 1841. See Schoenbein to Faraday, 27 September 1841, letter 1364, volume 3.

Letter 2344
Faraday to John Tyndall
19 November 1850
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4127

Royal Institution, I 19 Nov. 1850.
Dear Sir,

I do not know whether this letter will find you at Marburg, but
though at the risk of missing you I cannot refrain from thanking you for
your kindness in sending me the rhomboid of calcareous spar1.1 am not at
present able to pursue that subject, for I am deeply engaged in terrestrial
magnetism, but I hope some day to take up the point respecting the
magnetic condition of associated particles. In the mean time I rejoice at
every addition to the facts and to the reasoning connected with the subject.
It is wonderful how much good results from different persons working at
the same matter; each one gives views and ideas new to the rest. Where
science is a republic, there it gains; and though I am no republican in other
matters, I am in that.

With many thanks for your kindness, I I am, Sir, I Your very obliged
servant, I M. Faraday
John Tyndall Esq, I &c. &c. &c.

Address: J.T. I Marburg I Hesse Cassel

1. Sent with letter 2333.
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Letter 2345
Pietro Odescalchi1 and Paolo Volpicelli to Faraday
20 November 1850
From the original in RS MS 241, £.118

Accademia Pontifida I DE' NUOVILINCEI I Roma, 20 Novembre 50.

Num. [blank in MS] di Protocollo I cui si risponde I Oggetto I Nomina di
socio corrispondente estero

Chiarissimo signore
L'Accademia nella tornata del 17 novembre andante nomino Va Sa

Chiarissima uno di suoi corrispondenti esteri.
Percio col presente ricevera Ella il relativo diploma, unito ad una

copia dello statuto che il sommo Pontefice Pio IX2 assegno all'accademia
quando voile ridurla di governativa istituzione.

Voglia pertanto Ella gradire questa nomina, dovuta unicamente al
suo merito scientifico, e favorire l'accademia nostra coi suoi lumi, e con
qualche suo scritto, che riguardato sempre qual dono preziosissimo, sara
tosto pubblicato negli atti della medesima.

Fra tanto rallegrandomi sinceramente con Lei ho l'onore sommo di
assegniarla, e di profferirmi coi sentimenti della maggiore stima
Di Va Sa Chiarissima
il Presidente I D. Pietro Odescalchi
il Segretario I Paolo Volpicelli
Sig. Faraday membro della Societa Reale di I Londra

TRANSLATION
Accademia Pontifida I DE' NUOVI LINCEI I Rome, 20 November 50

Reference number I Please reply to I Concerning: I Nomination of
foreign correspondent
Dear Sir,

At its meeting on 17 November last, the Accademia nominated You
as one of its foreign correspondents.

With this letter, therefore, you will receive the relevant certificate,
along with a copy of the Statute that the Sovereign Pontiff Pius IX2

assigned to the Accademia when he wished to change it from a
government institution.

Please accept this nomination, due uniquely to your scientific merit,
and favour our Accademia with your learning and with some of your
writing, which will always be regarded as a most precious gift, and will be
published at the earliest opportunity in the proceedings of the same.
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In the meanwhile, in sincerely congratulating you, I have the highest
honour of awarding you and of pronouncing myself, with the sentiments
of the highest esteem, of your dear self
the President I D. Pietro Odescalchi
the Secretary I Paolo Volpicelli
Sig. Faraday membro della Societa Reale di I Londra

1. Pietro Odescalchi (1789-1856, AG). President of the Accademia Pontificia de'nuovi Lincei,
1850-1856.
2. Pius IX (Giovanni Maria Mastai-Ferretti, 1792-1878, NBU). Pope, 1846-1878.

Letter 2346
Faraday to Julius Pliicker
23 November 1850
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution I 23 Novr. 1850
My dear friend

I feel as if I ought to have written to you before but I have been so
engaged in researches about Terrestrial Magnetism that I have lost my
remembrances of other things & am only slowly coming back to them. I
had your kind letter1 by Dr. Brandis2 but saw very little of him far less than
I desired and I hope you will say so to him. I believe I was in the country
the chief part of his time in London but my chief difficulty in the way of
intercourse with foreigners & even with society in general is my failing
memory I often intend to do things & then entirely forget their
performance until too late.

You still work as I know & cannot work without making discoveries.
One of my sorrows is that they are to me concealed as it were in the
German language!.] Still by degrees I get hold of the matter. I hope one day
to return to the subject of magnetic & diamagnetic bodies and their
inchangeability or their convertibility. I cannot conceive the latter in my mind
& think that if it be so there must be some far higher point of philosophy
hanging therebyi.i

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday
Dr. Plucker I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Plucker I &c &c &c I University I Bonn

1. Letter 2328.
2. Dietrich Brandis (1824-1907, DNB2). Privatdocent at the University of Bonn.
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Letter 2347
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet
23 November 1850
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986 / 989

Royal Institution I 23 November
My dear Sir

I ought long ago to have returned you my heartiest thanks for your
very great kindness in sending the Portrait1 I so much desired for my
book. It forms a great addition to the pleasure I take in looking into the
volume2. The only excuse I have is that I have been deeply occupied and
I hope that the subject of my thoughts will be acceptable to you. I am vain
enough to think that I have found the true physical cause for the periodical
& many of the irregular variations of the magnetic needle and perhaps
even in part for the magnetic storms. You remember that three years ago
I made known the magnetic characters of oxygen in a letter in the
Philosophical magazine devoted to the diamagnetic condition of flame &
gases3 and spoke generally of its effect in the atmosphere. Since then I have
continually thought & worked on the subject & of late have devised
experimental means of ascertaining the effects of rarefaction and of
temperature separately in relation to the different gases. I find that all the
effects of these two modes of change are exerted on the oxygen & none on
the nitrogen that if oxygen is rarefied by the air pump it loses in magnetic
power in proportion, that if it is heated it loses in proportion, but that in
regard to the nitrogen neither rarefaction nor change of temperature
produces any effect. Then by a chain of reasoning which is given in the
three papers that I have sent in to the Royal Society4 supported by facts
drawn from other bodies than oxygen & nitrogen I deduce the effect which
the daily changes of temperature ought to produce upon the direction of
the lines of force of the earth & as far as I have been able to compare the
conclusions with the results obtained at Hobarton, Toronto, Washington,
Lake Alhabasen Fort Simpson, Greenwich, St. Petersburgh, Cape of Good
Hope, St Helena & Singapore the one accords with the other. You will hear
more about them soon.

You desire me to send you a copy of the last portrait that was taken
of myself and I shall do so on the first occasion that I can find conveyance
perhaps by the Royal Society when the papers are printed. Believe it to
represent one who has the highest feelings for your character as a
Gentleman a Philosopher & a kind friendi.j

Ever My dear Sir i Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
a monsieur I Monsieur Quetelet I &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Quetelet I &c &c &c &c I Observatory
I Bruxelles
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Postmark: 1850

1. See letter 2323.
2. That is RI MS Fl I.
3. Faraday (1847b).
4. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.

Letter 2348
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
25 November 1850
From the original in UB MS NS 392
My dear Faraday

Will you be kind enough to forward the parcels inclosed to their
places of destination.

There is no hurry in it, you may deliver them quite leisurely.
If you should happen to get the parcel with my sulphuret-papers it

is very possible that those of lead have turned brown again. I see that by
degrees sulphate of lead is acted upon by paper in the dark, so as to
become brown i.e. sulphuret of lead.

I at least cannot account in another way for the fact that sulphuret of
lead paper often having been completely bleached by ozonized or
insolated oxigen turns gradually brown again in the dark.

The silhouettes laid by, which except the figures were once quite
white will show you that action.

Yours I very truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale 25, Nov. 1850.

Letter 2349
Faraday to the Editor of the Daily News
29 November 1850
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 29 Novr. 1850
Sir

I regret I have no time to do more than send you the enclosed rough
notes. Use them as you please (not mentioning me as the writer) and take
out any bad english you may find1!.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Editor I &c &c I Daily News
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1. These notes were for the article "Professor Faraday on Atmospheric Magnetism", Daily
News, 30 November 1850, p.6, col. g which reported the readings of Faraday (1851c, d, e),
ERE25,26 and 27 to the Royal Society on 28 November 1850.

Letter 2350
Fabian Carl Ottokar von Feilitzsch to Faraday
3 December 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Honourable Sir!

If the exhibition of a new theory conditionates likewise a progress in
science, because the apparitions alredy known are comprised under one
point of sight engaging to new essays to prove or to disprove them - then
I dare hope to have made by my efforts one though but little an advance
in that branch, that you Sir the great discoverer of diamagnetism have
opened. I dared not so assure you of my unbounded esteem, to express
you, of what a veneration I am penetrated by following your disinterested
indeavours in that science that I love over all, and of which I have made
the task of my life,- before I could not put to your feets a little work so
unimportant it might be. I wish so vehemently to give you a mark of my
deference, that I can not wait longer, to manifest the awe with which I look
up to you, might you pardon to such feelings and kindly excuse, that I take
now the liberty, to dedicate you this little work.-

I could not be entirely satisfied by that theoretical contemplation of
the nature of the diamagnetism, that you and after you M[ess]rs Reich1,
Poggendorff2, Weber3 et Pliicker4 have settled5. This theory asked the
hypothesis: that in every molekule of a magnetical substance by exterial
induction the magnetism is in such manner distributed, that to the
inducing Southpole is turned a Northpole, and to the inducing Northpole
a Southpole; but that in diamagnetical substances the distribution takes in
such a manner place that in every molekule to the inducing Southpole a
Southpole and to the inducing Northpole a Northpole is turned too. Or
what is the same thing, that the currents of the theory of Ampere in the
magnetical substances are in a contrary direction moved as in the
diamagnetical substances. I tried rather to explicate myself the apparitions
by an hypothesis that Mr. van Rees F had explained; consequently I
suppose, that in magnetical as in diamagnetical substances the polarity of
the molekules have the same direction, but so that all the Northpoles are
turned to the Southpole, and all the Southpoles to the Northpole of the
inducing Magnet, only whith that difference, that in a bar of magnetical
substance the intensity of the distribution of the molekules increases from
the ends to the midst, while it decreases in a bar of diamagnetical substance
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from the ends to the midst. The currents of Ampere in magnetical
substances would be consequently more feebly directed in every particles
that is situated next one of the centres of excitation, as in one more distant,
but in diamagnetical substances they would be more strongly directed.

These suppositions are permitted, if we attribute to the two groups of
substances a diverse resistance against the magnetical excitation (a
different Coercitiv-power). The particles of a magnetical body have a very
little Coercitiv-power, thus the distribution of magnetism must take place
in such a manner, that the magnetism dispensed by the primitive
excitation in every particle acts distributing on his part on the others, and
particulary on the neighbouring particles. Because the molekules are
situated very near one to the other, it is to be thought that this part of
magnetism is stronger, than that of the primitive excitation. But in the
diamagnetical bodies the Coercitiv-power is so important, that this
portion of magnetism, that takes place by the excitation of the molekules
one to the other, is more feeble, than that which is produced by the
primitive excitation. A bar of magnetical or diamagnetical substance can
we excite in two manners, either from the ends to the midst, or from the
midst to the ends

A. The excitation from the ends to the midst is done usually thereby,
that a bar is suspended between two magnetpoles.

1., To its Coercitiv-power so important that the effect of the
molekules to each other can be neglected, then every particle that is nearer
to the magnetpole will be more strongly excitated than that next
neighbouring and more distant particle.

Do we such observe two neighbouring particles near the exterial
Southpole then will the more near exert a Southpole with the intensity s,
the more distant will turn to a Northpole with the intensity n', but in such
a manner that n'<s. But outwardly works this two excitated magnetisms
with the difference of their power s-n', but this is in our case southpolar,
consequently of the same kind, as the excitating Southpole. The contrary
will take place near the Northpole, so that the disengaged magnetism,
extended over the bar, grows southpolar on that half which is turned to the
Southpole, but northpolar on the other half, that is turned to the Northpole. A
substance, where this takes place is diamagnetical, it puts itself equatorial.

2., Is the bar of a magnetical substance therefore so qualified, that the
separating action of the molekules on each other must be taken in
consideration than can it grow so strong, that the molekules in the midst
of the substance are more strongly magnetical, than towards the ends. Do
we observe once more two such particles near the exterial Southpole, of
the intensity S! so will the next avert a Southpole of the intensity Sj from
this exterial Southpole, but the more distant turn towards it a Northpole of
the intensity n/ ; but in such a manner, that n/>S! outwardly works both
with the intensity n^-s^ but this is northpolar, therefore of a contrary
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nature, as the excitating Southpole. The contrary shall take place near the
Northpole, so that the disengaged magnetism, extended over the bar, grows
northpolar on the half that is turned towards the Southpole, but southpolar on
that half, that is turned towards the Northpole. A substance, where this takes
place is magnetical, it puts itself axial.

3., Besides of this observed disengaged magnetism must be yet
considered that magnetism, that grows disengaged on the final surface of
the bar and that can not be compensated by the neighbouring particles.
But this is always of a contrary nature than the excitating neighbouring
pole. For magnetical bodies does it support the effect of the disengaged
magnetism extended over the bar; in diamagnetical bodies acts it in the
contrary, and it is to be thought, that even it is preponderating. Perhaps
might this be cause of the feeble magnetism, that you were finding in the
Platin, Paladium and Osmium6.-

B., An excitation from the midst to the ends takes place, if we do lay
a bar in an electrical spiral. But in this case all the substances must gain an
equal polarity as the iront.i

To prove that, I puted a thick bar of Bismouth in a very strongly
acting spiral, which were excitated by 4 cells of Mr. Grove every one of
twelve D inch of platin plate. I set this spiral on a side near a little
declinations-needle suspended on a silk-thread and I compensated its
effect by a magnet of steel, that I dislocated as long on the other side of the
needle, as it was returned to its first place. Did I withdrew the bismuth bar
out of the spiral, than the needle declined in favour of the compensating
magnet, but if I puted it again in the spiral, then the needle declined in
favour of the spiral. Unlucky the poor fortune of the physical establish-
ment of our university did not allow, to prove also other substances, than
the bismouth, but I schall supply this defect as soon as it is do be done; but
you will allow me the consequence:

that the diamagnetismus and the magnetismus are only
modifications of the same power, that are produced partly by
the different Coercitiv power of the substances, partly by the
different manner of excitation.

Transporting the former in the theory of Ampere I startled, because
it has teached hitherto only: Currents, that are parallel and directed in the
same way, attracts themselves, but if they are parallel but not directed in
the same manner they are repulsive; therefore that a current, moving in the
sense of a hand of a watch, in a spiral produces a Southpole on the
entrance point in the spiral, but a Northpole on the egression point. But
hitherto one has only constructed spirals, where the currents in every
winding schows an equal intensity.

But I tried, to construct spirals in such a manner as these, which I
have adjointed7. One of them is in such a way constructed that on two
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copper wires are solderd to each of them 15 thin threads spined over with
silk. With all this 15 threads is the first winding layed backwards over the
copperwire; the second winding is only winded with 14 threads, during
that the fifteenth moves itself along the axis etc. Consequently has every of
the 15 windings a thread less, and the ends of all the other threads have
the direction of the axis. Are soldered in the midst the lasted ends of the
2. 15 threads and are the two thick threads without touching themselves,
in each manner bowed, that they can be suspended in the little cups of the
apparatus of Ampere, than a current, passing by the spiral, will divide
itself in such a manner, that it is the most strong on the exterial ends of the
spiral, but decreases more and more to the midst. If the winding of the
spiral took place in the direction of the hand of a watch, then must the end
of it, where the current enters, grow a Southpole: but a Northpole, kept
parallel of the spiral, will it repulse. Only the final winding will be
attracted and is representing this disengaged magnetism of the final
surface. The second spiral is winded like this, only with that difference,
that the strongest windings are laying in the midst and the feelblest near
the ends. This spiral will be attracted of the Northpole of a magnet over
the half in which the current moves at first, but the other half will be
repulsed by it. Of the third spiral at last have all the windings the same
strength, over all the extension, it is indifferent against a magnetpole, that
is not to[o] near, and only their last ends are attracted or repulsed.

Therefore it is permitted to enlarge the theory of Ampere in this
manner

If an electrical current passes through a spiral in the direction of a
hand of a watch, and

a., if the current is more feeble in every winding that is nearer to the
midst of the spiral, then that half is attracted by a Southpole, in
which enters the current excepted the first winding,

b., but if the current is more strong in every winding that is nearer to
the midst of the spiral, then that half is repulsed by a Southpole,
in which enters the current including the first winding!.]

The contrary will be adopted for that half in which deserts the current and
likewise for the Northpole of the magnet opposed.

In consequence of this extension of the theory of Ampere, it is easy to
transfer them in the opinions above produced. In the molecules of
magnetical and diamagnetical bodies are to find electrical currents: By the
magnetism they will be in such a way directed, that they put themselves
parallel of the exterial acting currents. In the diamagnetical bodies is
opposed a very great resistance to the direction of these currents of
molekules, therefore will their intensity decrease from the centre of the
excitation; these bodies will comply with the opinion that is given in a.,
they will be repulsed. But in magnetical bodies acts the currents of the
molekules, that are diverted by exterial influence, on their part also
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directing on the neighbouring currents of molekule, and in such a manner,
that these currents are the most energical directed in the midst of the bar,
but are more feebly directed near the ends. These bodies comply with the
opinion given in b., they will by attracted and puts themselves axial.

But I fear to tire you, would I transfer the opinions that I have
explained on the different apparitions, that followed to the your discovery
of the diamagnetism. The apparitions of the minglings of magnetical and
diamagnetical substances; the predominating attraction or repulsion of the
axis of the crystals; the apparitions of the magne-crystallic axis; the
currents of induction that gives a bar of Bismuth exhibited by Mr Weber:-
all this apparitions follows by themselves by plain adaptions.-

I ask your pardon, Sir, that I have dared to write you in your own
language, that I know so very imperfectly: but I hope I have not to much
deformed the sense of what I would express.

I have the honour to be Sir, your most humble servant I Dr. von
Feilitzsch I Professor of the university of I Greifswald
Greifswald in Prussia, I 3 Dec. 1850
F cfs. Memoirs of the Netherlandish Institution Vol 128.

1. Reich (1849).
2. Poggendorff (1848).
3. Weber (1848,1849).
4. Pliicker (1849e).
5. Endorsed here by Faraday: "I have not adopted the view referred to[.] See Phil Trans. 1850
p.171 M.F." This note was printed in Feilitzsch (1851), 47 and refers to Faraday (1850), ERE23.
6. Faraday (1846c), ERE21,2379-82,2385.
7. See Faraday, Diary, 15 January 1851, 5:11274 for Faraday's experiments with these helices.
8. Rees(1846).

Letter 2351
John Phillips to Faraday
5 December 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

St Mary's Lodge I York I Dec. 5 1850
My dear Faraday

Many thanks for your kind explanations of the meaning which ought
to be attached to your lines of magnetic force, which I quite comprehend
and (I think) see the bearings of.

Believing from the interest you appear to take in the question of
Aurora - that you may be induced to try to bring that recusant within the
pale of your magnetism, I will venture to send you my little Hypothesis
derived from my many nights of gazing, & not a few of needle
scrutinizing.
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parallel to dipping needle may have the effect of interrupted spirals - or
continuous spirals, & affect the Needle - though when looked at edgeways
they seem (at 70 miles distance) to be like travelling pencils of light.

They certainly lie parallel to the dipping needle, & some (or probably
all) affect the Compass; this could hardly be if they were simple brushes of
light - for in that case they have no business to look to the same Star as the
Dipping Needle & the Compass ought not to see them. The simple Arch or
ring of Auroral Light is rather uncommon.

See what a penalty you pay for being famous!
I have just refixed my old Suspension Magnet, in hopes to get some

further evidence of the influence of Aurora on it this winter.
My Sister3 joins in kind Comps to Mrs Faraday with your faithful

friend I John Phillips

1. Phillips (1847). An offprint is in IEE MS SC 2.
2. According to John Phillips, "Aurora Borealis", Yorks.Gaz., 19 October 1833, [p.2, col. f], this
was in a letter from Airy to Phillips.
3. Ann Phillips (1803-1862, Private communication from Jack Morrell). She kept house for
John Phillips from 1829.

Letter 2352
Faraday to John Phillips
7 December 1850
From the original in University Museum Oxford MS John Phillips
Papers

53 King's Road I Brighton I 7 Deer. 1850.
My dear Phillips

It rejoices me to think that you are still looking for Aurora and are
thinking about that of which so much is said with assurance & yet so little
assuredly knowfn]1. It and the physical cause of the electric condition of
the atmosphere are two things which I am persuaded are naturally linked
together and yet we may say we know little or nothing of either of them.
Now I have fancies but they are as yet not (to me) better they are even
worse than other peoples still they return but as you know in London
there is no chance of doing any thing with aurora and I am unfortunate in
not being able to see even a common chemical experiment with other
peoples eyes.
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As regards the relation of Electricity & Magnetism in the Aurora
there are some observations which if they could be made surely would be
of the utmost importance to a true theory. The Aurora affects the Magnet
- but how does it affect it? When the needle end goes west is it not rather
suddenly? and is that always as the beams mount? Is the first effect on the
needle always in the same direction the return effect being merely cessation
& is that first effect always in the same direction? that point is I think very
important. Or if it be always in the same direction in a station of low
latitude is it sometimes the other way in a station of high latitude? or is it
at such a station sometimes one way & sometimes the other.

Then in the Southern hemisphere what is the direction of motion &
how does it correspond to the movements of the north? Does the S end
there agree with the N end in the north or the contrary?

Do your two kinds of Aurora the Arch & beam both affect the needle
& both in the same direction?

Oh that we could know a little more about the Aurora & the magnetic
needle. Really it is the free needle that we ought to interrogate for the
inclination might tell us even more than the declination what is going on
if we could obtain it. But it must be a very difficult matter to obtain such
indications freely & above all to separate them from other sources of local
action some of which though not auroral may be dependant on aurora
actionu

See what outpouring I have given you. If we were together we would
have a long talk about the physics of the Aurora borealisu

Kindest remembrance to Miss Phillips2 from Yours Ever (& wife) I
M. Faraday

1. See letter 2351.
2. Ann Phillips (1803-1862, Private communication from Jack Morrell). She kept house for
John Phillips from 1829.

Letter 2353
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
9 December 1850
From the original in UB MS NS 393

Brighton I 9 December 1850
I have just read your letter dated July 9,1850 exactly Six months after

it was written1. I received the parcel containing it just as I was leaving
London and I do not doubt it was in consequence of your moving upon
the receipt of my last to you a few weeks ago2. Thanks thanks my dear
friend, for all your kindness. I have the Ozonometer and the summary &
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all the illustrative packages safe and though I have read only the letter as
yet and that I may acknowledge your kindness write before I have gone
through the others yet I see there is a great store of matter & pleasure for
me. As to your theory of atmospheric electricity I am very glad to see you
put it forwardu Of course such a proposition has to dwell in ones mind
that the idea may be compared with other ideas and the judgment become
gradually matured: for it is not like the idea of a new compound which the
balance & qualitative experiments may rapidly establish still as I study &
think over your account of Ozone & insulated oxygen so I shall gradually
be able to comprehend & imbibe the idea. Even as it is I think it is as good
as any and much better than the far greater number of hypotheses which
have been sent forth as to the physical cause of atmospheric electricity -
and some very good men have in turns had a trial at the matter. In fact the
point is a very high & a very glorious one:- we ought to understand it &
I shall rejoice if it is you that have hold of the end of the subject!.] You will
soon pull it clearly into sight.

The German account you sent me of insolated oxygen & your theory
of atmospheric electricity is in the hands of a young friend who is
translating it - whilst it is going on & also in reading your letter a question
arises in my mind about the insolated oxygen which perhaps I shall find
answered when I come to read the paper. It is whether the oxygen having
been insolated is then for a time a different body out of the presence of
light as well as in it. I think an American4 (I forget who) says that Chlorine
after being exposed to the Sun is of a brighter colour & acts far more
readily than such as has been kept in the dark for a time5. Suppose a little
box blackened inside with two little glass windows that a ray of sun light
could be passed through it & the box filled with oxygen & a proper test
paper put up in the dark part of the box would it show change or must the
test paper be in the ray to be acted upon. Of course Ozone would act upon
it in the dark place is insolated oxygen like ozone in that respect? -1 do not
doubt that I shall find the answer amongst the data that I am in possession
of and so do not trouble yourself for a reply just nowu As told you in my
last I must talk about Atmospheric Magnetism in my Friday evenings
before Easter6 & I am glad that Ozone will fall in the Summer months7

because I should like to produce some of the effects here. I think I told you
in my last how that oxygen in the atmosphere which I pointed out three
years ago in my paper on flame & gases8 as so very magnetic compared to
other gases is now to me the source of all the periodical variations of
terrestrial magnetism and so I rejoice to think & talk at the same time of
your results which deal also with that same atmospheric oxygen. What a
wonderful body it isi.i

Ever My dear Schoenbein I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
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Address: Dr Schoenbein I &c &c &c &c I University I Bale I on the
Rhine

1. Not found.
2. That is letter 2343.
3. Schoenbein (1850c).
4. John William Draper.
5. Draper (1844).
6. Faraday (1851a), Friday Evening Discourse of 24 January 1851 and Faraday (1851f), Friday
Evening Discourse of 11 April 1851.
7. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
8. Faraday (1847b).

Letter 2354
Faraday to Edward Sabine
11 December 1850
From a microfilm in BL RP 243

Brighton1 I 53 King's Road I 11 Deer. 1850
My dear Sabine

I received your packet with many thanks to you for it, this morning
all seems quite safe though the parcel came open in the Mail. The little
magnet appears to be in perfect orden.i I perceive it is for me and I must
thank you as well as M. Haecker2 for iti.i Will you do me the favour when
you next write to say how much I feel indebted to M. Haecker for it. As to
the amount of strength in large magnets I still have the impression that the
person at Harlaem [sic] produces them of twice the strength given by the
formula of M Haecker but I cannot tell until I reach home u

In reference to Mr. Thomson's letter I gave Newman the instructions
for preparing the Glass globe as we agreed & I hope he will soon have it
ready for the oscillations at Woolwich as you proposed. My own power of
working will now be limited as the Season comes on but still I am pushing
forward the construction of a differential torsion balance & making
drawings for it here & I hope by that to settle many points that are of
importance to mei.]

As regards the apparent intensity of the needle that I think ought to
be affected by the matter gas or solution surrounding the needle but as
respects the variations I think it is very rarely the direct action which
affects them but an indirect one like very many of the actions which we
have in Static electricity where power exerted in one place is made to affect
indirectly the results on another. All forces of tension shew this kind of
action which is remarkably in contrast in this respect with the force of
Gravity4.
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I presume that Mr. Thompson [sic] may refer to any thing in the
papers. It is probably the magnecrystallic results which I shewed him that
he wants5i.i

Ever my dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Coll. Sabine RAI&c&c &c

1. "Royal Inst" crossed out above "Brighton".
2. Paul Wolfgang Haecker. Jungnickel and McCormmach (1986), 123 identify him as a
scientific instrument maker of Nuremberg.
3. See letter 2278.
4. See Faraday (1851b), ERE24.
5. Presumably a reference to Faraday (1851d), ERE26, 2836-46. See Thomson, W. (1851).

Letter 2355
Charles John Huffam Dickens to Faraday
11 December 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Devonshire Terrace I Eleventh December 1850.
My dear Sir

Will you do me the favor to accept the accompanying book1 - a poor
mark of my respect for your public character and services, and my
remembrance of your private kindness in so generously lending me your
valuable notes2.

Concerning which, let me say that I have them in safe keeping, and
will shortly return them. The gentleman3 who has them to refer to, still
tells me when I ask if he has done with them, "that they are not so easily
exhausted, and that they suggest something else."

My Dear Sir I Yours faithfully and obliged I Charles Dickens
Professor Faraday.

1. Possibly Dickens (1850).
2. See letters 2291, 2292 and 2295.
3. According to Storey et al. (1988), 110 this was Percival Leigh (1813-1889, DNB). Writer and
former physician.
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Letter 2356
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
13 December 1850
From the original in UB MS NS 394

Brighton I 13 Deer. 1850
My dear Schoenbein

It will be very strange if I do not make your subject interesting1. I
have gone twice through the MS. & the illustrations both are beautiful2. As
soon as I reach home I shall begin to prepare for ozone making & repeating
your experiments. This morning I hung out at my window one of the
Ozonometer slips that was about 2 hours ago. Now when I moisten it, a
tint of blue comes out between Nos 4 and 5 of the Scale. Though I face the
sea & have the wind on shore still I am not aware that the spray can do this
or any thing that comes from the Sea water but before I send off this letter
I shall go down and try the sea myselfi.j

Well! I have been to the Sea side & the sea water does nothing of the
kind - nor the spray - but as I walk on the shore holding a piece of the test
paper in my hand for a quarter of an hour, at the end of that time it by
moistening shews a pale blue effect.

That which is up at my window has been out in the air 4 hours & it
when wetted comes out a strong blue tint about as No. 6 of the scale. The
day is dry but with no sun the lower region pretty clear but clouds
aboveu

After reading your notes & examining the illustrations I could not
resist writing to you though as you see I have nothing to sayi.i

Ever truly yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Bale I on the Rhine

1. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
2. Referred to in letter 2353.

Letter 2357
John Phillips to Faraday
14 December 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

14 Dec. 1850 I York
My dear Faraday

It is indeed too true that the exact relation of the effect of an Auroral
Arch or beam to its position, is not to be stated, except with extreme
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reserve1. The Phenomena are normally of too exciting a kind, & come on
us when we are too unprepared, to allow of all being done which should
be done. In 1833 it was almost a novelty to assure the Meteorologist that the
needle was powerfully affected at all. Few persons have a needle fit for the
purpose of observing horizontal deviation, still fewer a Dipping needle
worthy of the name: & of these almost 0 has the needle or needles
mounted & conveniently placed for use.

In 1839 I changed house, & now it is 1850. In these 11 years I have
never had time & power to mount either of my needles. Thank God! both
are now mounted, in my study & so good, that I intend to devote some time
to them, & to make such regular Observations as to give me well their
normal state (or rather the Mean state) & be prepared against all Auroras.
If we have any good Arches or Beams I hope to see them with my
neediest.]

In turning over old papers I find a duplicate of some notes of the
great aurora of 12 Oct 18332. Pray accept it - as being pretty full of
Magnetical notes. The displacements of the needle air [sic] always rather
sudden, by little starts.

Ever Yours truly I John Phillips

1. See letter 2352.
2. John Phillips, "Aurora Borealis", Yorks.Gaz., 19 October 1833, [p.2, col. f]. This offprint is in
IEEMSSC2.

Letter 2358
Faraday to Charles Dickson Archibald1

17 December 1850
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Brighton I 17 Deer. 1850
My dear Sir

I expect to be in Town at the end of this week & shall be very happy
to see you & your friend next week at your convenience.

I think I told you that your friend could not be the discoverer that
hydrogen was water & Negative Electricity & Oxygen water & P.
Electricity for the idea is old & belongs to De la Rive and moreover it has
been very fully canvassed by philosophers & rejected!.]

If your friend did not know this I am afraid that there is a great deal
more in the common stock of knowledge that he is not acquainted with for
it was published in all the French & English Scientific Journals of the
timer.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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CD. Archibald Esq I &c &c &c

Address: CD. Archibald Esq I &c &c &c I 15, Portland Place I London

1. Charles Dickson Archibald (1802-1868, Bl). Writer on colonial topics.

Letter 2359
Faraday to John Phillips
21 December 1850
From the original in Bod MS dep BAAS 59, £.47-8

R Institution I 21 Deer. 1850
My dear Phillips

If I were with you I would ask a word or two about Arches1 but my
thoughts are not definite enough to make me put them down in ink in
association with No. 2. The luminous arch & the dark circular segment
though not (apparently) concentric have as far as I have seen the same
relation to a vertical plane passing North [of] their centres & the observer
but is this center of both a fixture for the same evening & the same as
regards astronomical North on different nights. No. 3 would perhaps
answer the question but if the plane seems to shift at all though slowly it
might be observed if looked fon.]

If I had opportunities of observing aurora I should make this
experiment. A horizontal needle hung say by cocoon silk. A bar of
thoroughly soft iron about 2 feet long in the position of the dip fixed with
one end so near one end of the magnetic needle as to affect it a certain
amount deflecting it for instance 45° or more. It seems to me likely that any
horizontal current of Electricity or equivalent derangement of general
magnetism might be better shewn by its effect on this bar & through it on
the needle than on the needle aloneu I think also that a similar bar of iron
fixed horizontally & perpendicular to the line of the dip & plane of Mag
meridian acting on a horizontal needle hung by silk - might tell about
streams of Electricity vertical or approaching to vertically - and that both
as to the upping or downing of the discharges.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
John Phillips Esq I &c &c &c

I have made no marks on the paper but intend to keep that MF

1. See letter 2357. This letter refers to Phillips (1847) (sent with letter 2351) where the
paragraphs are numbered.
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Letter 2360
Faraday to Richard Taylor
24 December 1850
From Feilitzsch (1851), 46

Royal Institution, I Dec. 24,1850.
My dear Sir,

I have just received the inclosed letter1; and though I have not had
time to consider the view experimentally, I think it such an important
contribution to the philosophy of magnetic and diamagnetic bodies, and
am, as always, so anxious to establish the date of a new theory or fact, that
I send it to you at once for publication if you think fit. I have left it almost
in the author's language, that I might not misstate his view.

Ever, my dear Sir, I Very truly yours, I M. Faraday
Richard Taylor, Esq., I &c. &c.

1. Letter 2350, published as Feilitzsch (1851).

Letter 2361
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
27 December 1850
From the original in MU MS 173

R Institution I 27 Deer. 1850
My dear Herschell

Your note gave me great pleasure & when you think of joining the R
Institution you encourage us greatly in our exertions. Since I called Barlow
tells me in a note he has written to you suggesting some change. Let us
know what you would but like & it shall be done1. As to coming in I hope
you feel that you are always free here and as to any body else I am always
at your serviceu

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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1. Herschel did not become a member of the Royal Institution but RI MS GM, 3 February 1851,
5: 547 noted the nomination by Faraday, among others, of Margaret Brodie Herschel, nee
Stewart (d.1884, age 73, GRO. Married Herschel in 1829, see DNB under John Frederick William
Herschel) to be a member. Her election is recorded in RI MS GM, 3 March 1851, 5: 550.

Letter 2362
John Stevens Henslow to Faraday
27 December 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Hitcham I Hadleigh I Suffolk I 27 Dec 1850
My dear Sir,

Tho' it is a shame to apply to one so occupied as yourself, I know
there is nothing like appealing to the highest authority. We have
determined on forming a collection of objects for the Ipswich Museum
which may serve as types of the principal groups under the 3 Kingdoms of
nature - & to keep such collections well labelled & illustrated by models &
drawings apart from the ever shifting series of specimens arranged in the
cases of a continually increasing collection. At the head of the Mineral
Kingdom I wish to illustrate the Elementary substances by exhibiting as
many of them as possible contenting ourselves with the names of those
which cannot be exhibited. My idea is to give the S.G. & Chemical
Equivalent where known, & to place the specimens under glasses. Circular
discs of the metals, one half polished & the other not, with an exhibition
of their fracture seem to me the best way of showing these. Though I
cannot ask you to assist further than by offering any suggestion that may
occur, perhaps you can inform me where I am likely to pick up examples
of the more uncommon substances properly put up (as Iodine, Bromine
&c) or of such metals as may require rather severer treatment to reduce
them into the required shape than I am able to bestow on them. As I am
asking on account of the public, I feel less scrupulous than if it were on my
own account alone, though I shall not be less obliged.
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Some such arrangement as this is what I am thinking of - a small
watch glass over the metals. Where can I find the best arrangement? Will
that in Gregory1 do?2

Believe me I very truly yours I J.S. Henslow

Address: Prof. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albemarle St I London

1. William Gregory (1803-1858, DNB). Professor of Chemistry at Edinburgh University,
1844-1858.
2. Gregory (1845), 1 where he divided the metals into various classes and orders depending
on their properties.
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Letter 2363
Antoine-Cesar Becquerel to Faraday
27 December 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 1
Monsieur et tres illustre confrere,
oserai-je vous prier de rendre une service a mon fils Edmond, qui se
presente comme candidat a la place laissee vacante dans le Sein de
l'Academie des Sciences par le deces de Mr Gay-Lussac1; en lui etant utile
vous m'obligerez personnellement et je vous en aurai beaucoup de
reconnaissance, voici ce dont il s'agit: mon fils a lu un premier memoire a
l'Academie des Sciences le 21 mai 1849 (voir les comptes rendus mai de la
meme annee2 et annales de physique et de chimie nouvelle serie T.28 p
2833) dans le quel il a etudie Faction des milieux environnants gazeux sur
les substances soumises a l'action du magnetisme.

II a decouvert entre outres proprietes que l'oxygene est magnetique,
ou susceptible d'aimantation par l'influence a un degre - assez energique.
Les autres gaz ne lui ont pas manifesto cette action et se sont comportes
comme diamagnetisme.

il a demontre cette puissance magnetique 1° en mesurant les effets
produits sur de petits barreaux places successivement dans le vide et dans
l'oxygene; 2° en condensant ce gaz dans des barreaux de charbon, puis il
a evalue le rapport de 1'action a celle qui est exercee sur le fer doux.

Dans un 2eme memoire lu a l'academie le 12 aout 1850 (voir comptes
rendus de l'academie des sciences4) il a etudie de nouveau les differentes
circonstances de ces phenomenes et les effets produits par la condensation
des gaz. il est parvenu a demontrer en outre l'action magnetique exercee
sur l'oxygeene, en l'enfermant dans des petits tubes de verre fort mince,
qui se trouvent ainsi constituer sous l'influence des aimants de petits
barreaux aimantes.

Les details de ces experiences sont decrits dans le memoire qui se
trouve entre les mains des membres de l'academie charges de faire un
rapport.

Je desirerai que vous voulassiez bien avoir l'obligeance de me dire si
- vous vous etes occupe de cette question c'est-a-dire du magnetisme de
l'oxygene, a quelle epoque et dans quels recueils scientifiques se trouvent
consignes vos recherches? auriez-vous fait par hazard une lecture
Bakerienne sur le meme sujet avant la publication de mon fils dont je vous
ai cite les epoques? Les renseignements que je prends la liberte de vous
demander sont d'une grande importance pour lui et serviront a etablir
l'historique des recherches entreprises pour mettre en evidence le
magnetisme d'un gaz, qui joue un grand role dans la nature.

Comptez moi toujours, monsieur, en rang de vos admirateurs et des
personnes qui vous sont le plus devouees I Becquerel
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Paris. Jardin des plantes I ce 27 decembre 1850

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday, professeur I k l'institution royale,
I Londres I (angleterre)5

TRANSLATION
Sir and most illustrious colleague,

Dare I ask you to render a service to my son, Edmond, who is
presenting himself as a candidate for the place left vacant at the heart of
the Academie des Sciences by the death of Mr Gay-Lussac1; in helping
him, you would oblige me personally and I would be very grateful to you.
This is what it concerns: my son read his first paper to the Academie des
Sciences on 21 May 1849 (see the Comptes rendus of May of the same year2

and the Annales de physique et de chimie new series volume 28, p.2833) in
which he studied the effects of gaseous atmospheres on materials
subjected to the action of magnetism.

He discovered, amongst other properties, that oxygen is magnetic or
susceptible to magnetism to a high degree. Other gases did not show him
this action and behaved diamagnetically.

He demonstrated this magnetic power 1st by measuring the effects
produced on small bars placed successively in a vacuum and in oxygen;
2nd by condensing this gas in bars of charcoal, then he compared the
relationship between that action and that which exerted itself on soft
iron.

In the second paper read to the Academie on 12 August 1850 (see
Comptes rendus de Vacademie des sciences*) he studied once again the
different circumstances of these phenomena and the effects produced by
the condensation of gases. He was able to show moreover the magnetic
action exerted on oxygen by enclosing it in little tubes made of very thin
glass, which found themselves constituting under the influence of
magnets little magnetised bars.

The details of these experiments are described in a paper which is
currently in the hands of the members of the Academie, entrusted with
making a report.

I would very humbly ask you to have the kindness to tell me if - you
worked on this question, that is to say on the magnetism of oxygen, on
which date and in which scientific collection were your findings
published? Would you by chance have given a Bakerian lecture on this
subject before my son's publications, of which I cited the dates above? The
information that I take the liberty of asking you is of great importance to
him and will serve to establish the history of research undertaken to show
the magnetism of a gas which plays such a great role in nature.
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Please count me always, Sir, among the rank of those of your
admirers who are most devoted to you I Becquerel
Paris, Jardin des plantes I this 27 December 1850

1. Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac (1778-1850, DSB). French chemist and co-editor of the Ann.Chim.
who died on 9 May 1850. Becquerel was not elected to the Adademie until 1863. Crosland
(1992), 182.
2. Becquerel (1849a),
3. Becquerel (1850a).
4. Becquerel (1850b).
5. The envelope is endorsed by Faraday "Nos. 1, and 2.".

Letter 2364
Faraday to Antoine-Cesar Becquerel
30 December 1850
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 2

Royal Institution I 30 Deer. 1850
My dear Sir

It is with great pleasure that I receive a letter from you1, for much as
I have thought of your name and the high scientific labours connected
with it I do not remember that I have seen your handwriting before. I shall
treasure the letter in a certain volume of Portraits & letters that I keep
devoted to the personal remembrance of the eminent men who adorn
science whom I have more or less the honour & delight of being
acquainted with.

In reference to the Queries in your letter I suppose the following will
be sufficient answeru I developed and published the nature & principles of
the action of magnetic & diamagnetic media upon substances in them
more or less magnetic or diamagnetic than themselves, in the year 1845, or
just five years ago. The paper was read at the Royal Society2 8 Jany 1846,
and is contained in the Philosophical Transactions for 1846 p.50, &c3u If
you refer to the numbered Paragraphs 2357, 2363, 2367, 2400 &c, 2406,
2424, 2423, 2438 you will see at once how far I had gone at that date. The
papers were republished in Pogendorf[f]s Annalen4 & I believe in the
Geneva5, the Italian & German journals - in one form or anotheru

In reference to the Magnetism of Oxygen three years ago i.e in 1847,
I showed its high magnetic character in relation to nitrogen & all other
gases & that Air owed its place amongst them to the oxygen it contained.
I even endeavoured to analyse the air, separating its oxygen & nitrogen by
magnetic force for I thought such a result possible. All this you will find
in a paper published in the Philosophical Magazine for 1847, vol xxxi,
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page 401, &c6. This paper was also published at full length in Pog-
gendorf[f]s Annalen 1848, vol lxxiii, page 256, &c7.1 shall send you a copy
of it immediately by M. Bailliere8 who has undertaken to forward it to you.
I have marked it in ink to direct your attention9. In it also you will find the
effect of heat on oxygen, air &c. The experiments were all devised & made
upon the principles before developed concerning the mutual relation of
substances & the media surrounding themu

This year I have been busy extending the above researches & have
sent in several papers to the Royal Society™ & have also given a Bakerian
lecture in which they were briefly summed up11.1 fortunately have a copy
in slips of the Royal Society's Abstract12 of these papers & therefore will
send it with the paper from the Philosophical Magazine. I suppose it will
appear in the out coming number of the Philosophical Magazine13!.] The
Papers themselves are now in the hands of the Printer of the Transac-
tions!.]

I was not aware until lately of that Paper of M. Edmond Becquerel to
which you first refer. My health & occupation often prevent me from
reading up to the present state of sciences Immediately that I knew of it
I added a note (by permission) to my last paper Series xxvi, in which I
referred to it & quoted at length what it said in reference to atmospheric
magnetism calling attention also to my own results as to oxygen three
years ago & those respecting media five years ago14.1 have no copy of this
note or I would send it to you. It was manifest to me that M. Edmond
Becquerel had never heard of my results and though that makes no excuse
to myself I hope it will be to him a palliation that I had not before heard
of his. The second one I had not heard of until I received your letter the
day before yesterday. I was exceedingly struck with the beauty of M. E.
Becquerels experiments and though the differential balance I have
described in my last papers will I expect give me far more delicate
indications when the perfect one which is in hand is completed still I
cannot express too freely my praise of the apparatus & results which the
first paper describes & which is probably surpassed by those in the
second.

I know the severe choice of Your Academy of Sciences and I also
know that France has ever been productive of Men who deserve to stand
as candidates whenever a vacancy occurs in any branch of knowledge &
though as you perceive I do not know all that M. E. Becquerel has done,
I know enough to convince me that he deserves the honour of standing in
that body & to create in me strong hopes that he will obtain his place
there.

Ever My dear M. Becquerel, Your faithful admirer, I M. Faraday
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Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Becquerel I Membre de 1 Academie des
Sciences I &c &c &c &c I Jardin des Plantes I a Paris

1. Letter 2363.
2. "18 Deer. 1845 &" is crossed out here.
3. Faraday (1846c), ERE21.
4. Faraday (1847a).
5. Faraday (1846d).
6. Faraday (1847b).
7. Faraday (1848b).
8. Hippolyte Bailliere (d.1867, age 58, Bl). French bookseller in London.
9. In IEE MS SC 2 there is a copy of Faraday (1847b) which he numbered as "2" and which
is also marked up by him.
10. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.
11. Although Faraday (1851b), ERE24 was designated as the Bakerian Lecture, Proc.Roy.Soc,
1850, 5: 994 stated that "Dr. Faraday the delivered the Bakerian Lecture, which in substance was
a resume of the following papers", that is Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24, 25, 26 and 27.
12. Proc.Roy.Soc, 1850, 5: 995-1001.
13. Phil.Mag., 1851,1: 68-75.
14. Faraday (1851d), ERE26, pp.42-3 cited Becquerel (1850a). This note was dated 28
November 1850.

Letter 2365
Edward Adolphus Seymour1 to Faraday
31 December 1850
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Office of Woods I 31st Dec / 50
My dear Sir

I shall be glad to see you because Mr Barlow seemed to consider it
desirable for the interests of the Royal Institution that I should have a few
minutes conversation with you. I shall be here tomorrow from 12 until 2
o'clock & probably disengaged.

Yours very faithfully I Seymour

1. Edward Adolphus Seymour (1804-1885, DNB). Commissioner of Woods, 1849-1851.

Letter 2366
Faraday to John Stevens Henslow
3 January 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

R Institution I 3 Jany 1851
My dear Sir
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I found that if I did not prepare the tubes at once11 might not be able
to do so for months so you will shortly receive a box with the four namedu
I have tried to put up the phosphorous dry it was very good but I fear the
surface will alter it does so either in or out of water. The chlorine colour is
scarcely sensible unless you look along the tube. The bromine atmosphere
is far more sensible or rather visible. The sealing of the Chlorine &
bromine tubes is rather a ticklish matter for both act on the glass & the
latter is very volatile. Both are safe now & I trust will reach you so.
Remove the cork protections carefully. Beware of the bromine if the tube
should break at the end for the vapour is very deleteriousu

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Henslow I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2362.

Letter 2367
John Stevens Henslow to Faraday
5 January 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Hitcham Hadleigh I Suffolk I 5 Jany 1851
My dear Sir,

I shall be most careful in unpacking the box1.1 know of old what a
disagreeable inmate is Bromine. I had some in a glass stoppered bottle
which gradually evaporated & attacked several minerals in the same
drawer. I do not mention it that you should think of repeating the
preparations of this & Chlorine - but the thought strikes me a globe, rather
than a tube, would be the best way of securing mass enough to see the
colour of the gases.

I have had some correspondence with the assayer, & have asked his advice
about the mode of securing the metal disks.
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My idea is to procure a number of square blocks of wood, all of the same
size, & coat them with some (?) varnish, which may serve as a cement to
the disks, the glass covers, & keep out the air. This would admit of ready
re-arrangement in an additional covering of a glass case large enough to
contain the whole series. Perhaps one of the simplest arrangements would
be to take either the S.G's, or the Atomic Weights, leaving such as are not
known at the bottom of the series. According to intrinsic values I have
suggested disks of 4 sizes suitable to l.oz - 2OZ - IOZ - |oz. I never saw
Silicium, & do not know whether it can be thus exhibited. As for carbon I
suppose a very small diamond would be the best specimen - with a sample
of charcoal? or plumbago? - or these latter are hardly pure enough. I see
the Assayer has some of the Earths also - & it will be as well to have a
selection of such as are common, as an introduction to the geological
series.

Believe me I Very sincerely Yours I J.S. Henslow

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albemarle I London

1. See letter 2366.

Letter 2368
William Vernon Harcourt1 to Faraday
7 January 18512

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Residence I York I Jan. 7.

Dear Faraday
I cannot refrain from sending you my congratulations at this

commencement of a new year on the great discovery you have made in
placing so universal & important an element as oxygen side by side with
iron in the "Paramagnetics".
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May I enquire whether you obtain a neutral point at which there is
neither Dia- nor Para-magnetism by mixing oxygen & nitrogen in a certain
proportion, & whereabouts that proportion is? also whether any of the
chemical compounds of these gases exhibit such neutrality, or whether the
most oxygenous are themselves in any degree para magnetic at common
temperatures? I am curious also to know whether Chlorine Bromine or
Iodine, have, or approach to, this property and whether their admixtures
or combinations with oxygen counteract its p^ramagnetism in the same
degree with other substances? I would not ask these questions if I
supposed it would give you any trouble to answer: but they are points
which I dare say you have ascertained.

Believe me I Yours sincerely I Wm. Vernon Harcourt

1. William Vernon Harcourt (1789-1871, DNB). One of the founders of the British Association.
Rector of Bolton Percy, 1837-1861.
2. Dated on the basis that Faraday first used the term paramagnetic in Faraday (1851c), ERE25,
2790. The reading of this paper to the Royal Society was reported in PhilMag., 1851,1: 69-71
where the term was used on p.71.

Letter 2369
Faraday to William Vernon Harcourt1

9 January 18512

From the original in private possession
R Institution I 9 Jany. 1850 [sic]

My dear Sir
Thank you for your kindnessu I am in hopes you will not think it less

fitly bestowed at the end of the year than the beginning for I have full
confidence at present in the deductions which are drawn from the new
facts regarding oxygen & gases. Space being my zero. My present means
of measuring gave me Nitrogen at zero so that a mixture of oxygen &
nitrogen never can arrive at zero. Then as to compounds, of Oxygen &
Nitrogen, Nitrous oxide appears to be at zero - Nitrous acid is Magnetic -
Nitric oxide perhaps so. A better apparatus is in the course of construction
which will settle all these points minutely. Chlorine & Bromine appear to
be close to zerou

Oxygen in combining generally loses all its power. Carbonic acid is
close to zero - Per oxide of Iron is scarcely magnetic. Per oxide of Lead &
many other things is diamageneticu

In haste I but Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. W.V. Harcourt I &c &c &c
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1. William Vernon Harcourt (1789-1871, DNB). One of the founders of the British Association.
Rector of Bolton Percy, 1837-1861.
2. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 2368.

Letter 2370
Faraday to Charles Manby
9 January 1851
From a photocopy in RI MS

Royal Institution I 9 Jany 1851
My dear Manby

If I can help you I will i.e. I will set down any book that I think you
ought to haveu But my memory is so bad that I could not tell you any
thing at once - & the same circumstances prevents me reading any books
but those which belong especially to my present and particular pursuits.
But what I can do I will.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 2371
Faraday to Mary Fox
14 January 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl Dl

Royal Institution I 14 Jany 1851
My dear Mrs. Fox

I understand you wish for a ticket for my next Evening here1.1 hasten
to send one & only wish I could offer you such assurance of accommoda-
tion as would be certain to make you comfortable. I cannot give you
power to go into the inner circle with Mr Fox for that belongs to Members
or else to their Lady friends which Lady Members invite and as my wife is
not a member she cannot take you there. She will be most happy to take
charge of you - but I say all this because fearing a crowd I fear to make you
uncomfortable at [sic] unawears - and would rather therefore mention the
matter before hand.

Ever My dear Mrs Fox I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday

1. Faraday (1851a), Friday Evening Discourse of 24 January 1851.
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Letter 2372
Antoine-Cesar Becquerel to Faraday
14 January 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 5
Monsieur et illustre confrere,

L'aimable reproche que vous m'adressez de ne point posseder de
lettre de moi1, me fait sentir mes torts envers vous de ne pas vous avoir
encore donne signe de vie ne fut-ce que pour vous feliciter des brillantes
decouvertes dont vous avez enrichi la physique. Uautuer de la d^couverte
de Finduction, d'un ordre aussi eleve que celle d'Oersted, qui n'a su tirer
aucun parti de la sienne ne pouvait m'etre indifferent; j'applaudissais en
secret a les succes a l'avenir. je serai moins discret et vous apprendrez de
moi directement la haute estime que je professe pour vos travaux et votre
personne.

J'ai lu tres attentivement les diverses publications que vous m'avez
indiquees relatives au diamagn^tisme de Foxyg&ne, mais je ne sais si j'ai
bien compris, il me semble qu'il y a une difference entre vos decouvertes
et les travaux de mon fils; permettez moi de vous soumettre mes reflexions
a cet egard. Si je me trompe vous aurez la bonte de rectifier ma maniere de
voir.

Le memoire que vous avez publie (trans, phil. 1846, p.50 et
suivantes2) a ete insere par extrait dans la bibliotheque de Geneve t.2 18463.
il est relatif a Faction du magnetisme sur differents corps solides et sur
diverses dissolutions, il n'est pas question dans ce travail de gaz et de
vapeur. vous avez ete conduit par ces premieres observations aux
consequences suivantes: (bibliotheque de Geneve t.2 p.157,1846) "on voit
que, dans toutes ces experiences, les gaz et les vapeurs occupent une
position intermediate entre les substances magnetiques et diamagne-
tiques. quelles que soyent leurs proprietes chimiques ou autres, leur
difference de densite ou leur degre de rarefaction, tous les fluides
elastiques paraissent etre parfaitement identiques dans leurs rapports
magnetiques et etre a cet egard semblables au vide"4.

Autre travail. Vous me mandez dans votre lettre que vous avez
montre la haute puissance magnetique de Foxygene, relativement a l'azote
et aux autres gaz et que ces faits se trouvent consignes dans le
philosophical magazine 1847 vol. 31 p.4065.

mon fils n'a point eu connaissance de ce dernier travail avant la
redaction de ses deux memoires6, mais je ne vois rien qui etablisse
nettement la puissance magnetique exercee sur chaque gaz isole, en
particulier sur l'oxygene.

dans ce travail remarquable vous etes parti de Faction exercee sur la
flamme et tous les gaz echauffes ou refroidis, pour examiner les effets
produits sur des courants de gaz, qui circulent dans d'autres gaz. Vous
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avez etabli qu'il existait des effets produits sur des courants gazeux
circulant dans d'autres gaz, mais sans decider comme on va le voir, si cet
effet est du a la difference du diamagnetisme du gaz, ou s'il y e n a -
quelque uns de magnetiques. en outre il me semble que vous n'avez pris
aucune mesure.

page 4107, apres avoir parle de Faction exercee sur Foxygene dans
Fair, on lit: so oxygen appears to be magnetic in common air. Whether it
be really so, or only less diamagnetic than air &c &c en frangais: ainsi
Foxygene semble etre magnetique dans Fair ordinaire, mais nous ferons
place a mince d'examiner ci-apres, si cela a lieu en effet, ou si l'oxygene est
moins magnetique que Fair (Fair etant un melange d'oxygene et
dazoteDl.
page [4J12 art 6 &c8:
of all the vapours and gases yet tried, oxygen seems to be that wich [sic]
has the least &&c i [sic] believe it to be diamagnetic (oxygen).

c'est a dire: de tous les gaz et vapeurs examines jusqu'a presant
l'oxygene semble etre celui qui a la moindre force diamagnetique. il est
encore douteux de la place que Fon doit assigner a l'oxygene, car il peut
etre quelque fois aussi peu diamagnetique que le vide, ou meme passer au
cote magnetique et Fexperience ne resoud pas encore ce probleme. moi, je
le crois, diamagnetique (l'oxygene).

plus loin p.4139, en haut, je trouve: Still i think the results are in
favour of the idea that oxygen is diamagnetic. ou bien: je pense que les
resultats sont en faveur de la supposition que Voxygene est diamagnetic.
[sic]

dans le cours du memoire l'oxygene [sic] s'est presente comme
magnetique, Lorsqu'un courant de ce gaz passait dans Fadde carbonique
ou dans l'hydrogene. mais comme vous n'avez observe que des
differences, on ne peut, je crois, en rien conclure relativement aux effets
exerces sur chaque gaz; un effet vous ajoutez, page 42010, a la fin du
memoire: now, until it is distinguished &c c'est a dire, maintenant jusqu'a
cela soit demontre, on ne peut pas dire lesquels des corps gazeux doivent
etre ranges parmi les corps diamagnetiques et les quels doivent etre
consideres comme magnetiques et en outre s'il en existe qui n'eprouvent
aucune action.

ces experiences tres importants, quant aux actions relatives des
differents gaz, a diverses temperatures, d'apres votre opinion meme, ne
decident rien quant aux effets produits individuellement, sur les sub-
stances gazeux, tandis que la methode d'experimentation de mon fils lui a
permis de mesurer Faction directe exercee par le magnetisme sur les gaz
consideres isolement et particulierement sur l'oxygene qu'il a demontre
etre fortement magnetique et dont il a evalue numeriquement la puissance
par rapport au fer doux; en outre les autres gaz se sont presentes a lui
comme diamagnetiques.
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telles sont les observations que je soumets a votre excellent jugement,
dont je vous prie de me faire connaitre le resultat.

Veuillez bien, monsieur et illustre confrere, agreer l'assurance de mes
sentiments les plus d^voues et les plus affectueux I Becquerel
jardin des plantes I ce 14 Janvier

Endorsed by Faraday: Nos 5 and 6
Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Faraday, professeur I a I/institution royale
I Londres I (angleterre)
Postmark: 1851

TRANSLATION
Sir and illustrious colleague,

The gentle reproach that you have addressed to me of not having had
a letter from me1, makes me feel the guilt of giving no sign of life and not
congratulating you on your brilliant discoveries with which you have
enriched physics. The author of the discovery of induction of an order as
high as that of Oersted, who was unable to draw any conclusions from his,
could not be indifferent to me, and I applauded in secret his success and
the future. I shall be less discreet and you shall learn directly the high
esteem that I profess for your work and your person.

I read with great attention the various publications that you
indicated in connection with the diamagnetism of oxygen, but I do not
know if I have understood correctly, as there seems to me to be a difference
between your discoveries and the work of my son; allow me to submit to
you my thoughts on the subject. If I am mistaken, you will have the
kindness to rectify my way of seeing things.

The paper you published (Phil Trans 1846, p.50 and following2) was
inserted in sections in Vol 2,1846 of the Bibliotheque of Geneva3. It concerns
the action of magnetism on different solids and their various dissolutions.
This paper does not deal with gases or vapours. You were led by these first
observations to the following conclusions: (Bibliotheque of Geneva Vol 2,
p.157, 1846) "one sees that in all these experiments, gases and vapours
occupy an intermediary position between magnetic substances and
diamagnetic substances. Whatever their chemical or other properties, their
difference in density or their degree of rarefaction, all elastic fluids appear
to be perfectly identical in their magnetic ratio and seem in this regard
similar to a vacuum"4.

Other work. You say in your letter that you have shown the relatively
high magnetic power of oxygen in comparison to nitrogen and other gases
and these facts are consigned to the Philosophical magazine 1847 vol 31,
p.4065.
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My son did not know of this latter work before writing his two
papers6, but I see nothing that establishes clearly the magnetic power
exerted on each isolated gas, in particular on oxygen.

In this remarkable work you begin by showing the action exerted on
a flame and on all heated or cooled gases, in order to examine the effects
produced on currents of gases circulating in other gases. You have
established that there existed effects produced on currents of electricity
circulating in other gases, but without deciding as one shall see, if this
effect is due to the difference of the diamagnetism of the gas or if there are
some which are magnetic. Moreover, it seems to me that you have taken
no measurements.

Page 4107, having spoken of the action exerted on oxygen in air, one
reads: "so oxygen appears to be magnetic in common air. Whether it be
really so, or only less diamagnetic than air" - &c &c in French "so oxygen
appears to be magnetic in common air. But we shall examine later if that
is really the case or if the oxygen is less magnetic than air (Air being a
mixture of oxygen and nitrogen"[)].
Page 412 para 6 &c8:
"of all the vapours and gases yet tried, oxygen seems to be that which has
the least &c &c. I believe it to be diamagnetic (Oxygen)." That is to say of
all the gases and vapours examined up till now, oxygen seems to be the
one that has the least diamagnetic force. The place one should give to
oxygen is still doubtful, as it can sometimes be as little diamagnetic as a
vacuum or even pass on to the side of the magnetic and experimentation
has not yet resolved this problem. / myself believe it to be diamagnetic
(oxygen).

Further on, p.4139, at the top, I find: "Still I think the results are in
favour of the idea that oxygen is diamagnetic." Or, I think the results are in
favour of the idea that oxygen is diamagnetic.

In the course of the paper, oxygen was presented as magnetic, when
a current of this gas was passed through carbon dioxide or hydrogen. But
as you have observed only differences, one cannot, I believe, conclude
anything relative to the effects exerted on each gas; in fact you add at the
end of the paper, p.42010: "Now, until it is distinguished" &c, that is to say
now until it is distinguished one cannot say which of the gases must be
listed as diamagnetic and which as magnetic and moreover if there are any
that are not subject to any action.

These very important experiments, as to the relative action of
different gases at different temperatures, according to your own opinion,
decide nothing as to the effects produced individually on the gaseous
substances, whilst my son's experimental method has allowed him to
measure the direct action exerted by magnetism on isolated gases,
particularly on oxygen which he found to be strongly magnetic and of
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which he has numerically calculated the power in comparison to soft iron;
moreover the other gases showed themselves to be diamagnetic.

These are the observations that I submit to your excellent judgement,
of which I ask you to let me know the result.

Please accept, Sir and illustrious colleague, the assurance of my most
devoted and most affectionate sentiments I Becquerel
Jardin des plantes I this 14 January.

1. In letter 2364.
2. Faraday (1846c), ERE21.
3. Faraday (1846d).
4. Ibid., 157.
5. Faraday (1847b).
6. Becquerel (1849a, 1850b).
7. Faraday (1847b), 410. This passage is marked in the copy in IEE MS SC 2.
8. Ibid., 412. This passage is marked in the copy in IEE MS SC 2.
9. Ibid., 413.
10. Ibid., 420. This passage is marked in the copy in IEE MS SC 2.

Letter 2373
Faraday to Antoine-Cesar Becquerel
17 January 1851
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 6

Royal Institution I 17 Jany 1851
My dear Mr. Becquerel

I received your letter of the 14th instant1 yesterday & hasten to reply
to it as you desire: first however thanking you for your kind2 expressions
which will be a strong stimulus to me coming as they do from a Master in
Science. I would not have you for a moment think that I put my paper of
three years ago3 & that of M. E Becquerels of last year on the same footing,
except in this that we each discovered for ourselves at those periods the
high magnetic relation of oxygen to the other gasesu M. E. Becquerel has
made excellent measurements which I had not & his paper4 is in my
opinion a most important contribution to sciences

I am not quite sure whether you are aware that in my paper of 1847
the comparison of one gas with another is always at the same temperature
i.e at common temperatures and it was a very striking fact to me to find
that oxygen was magnetic in relation to hydrogen to such an extent as to
be equal in attractive force to its force of gravity, for the oxygen was
suspended in the hydrogen by magnetic force alone. Phil Mag. xxxi, pp.
415, 4165.1 do not think that much turns upon the circumstance of calling
oxygen magnetic or diamagnetic in 1847 when the object was to shew how
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far oxygen was apart from the other gases in the magnetic direction these
terms being employed in relation to other bodies and with an acknow-
ledgement that the place of zero was not determined!.] If I understand
rightly M Edmond Becquerel still calls bismuth & phosphorus magnetic
whilst I call them diamagnetic. He considers space as magnetic I consider
it as zero. If a body should be found as eminently diamagnetic in my view
as iron is magnetic; still I conclude M. Edmond Becquerel would consider
it magnetic. He has not yet adopted the view of any zero or natural
standard pointu But this does not prevent us from fully understanding
each other and the facts upon which the distinction of oxygen from
nitrogen and other gases are founded remain the same and are just as well
made known by the one form of expression as the other. It was therefore
to me a great delight when I first saw his paper in last November6 to have
my old results confirmed and so beautifully enlarged in the case of
Oxygen & Nitrogen by the researches of M. E Becquerel and beyond all to
see the beautiful system of measurements applied to them which is
described in his published paper. Pray present my kindest remembrances
& wishes to him and believe me to be with the highest respect My dear M.
Becquerel

Your faithful Obliged Servant I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2372.
2. "& encouraging" crossed out here.
3. Faraday (1847b).
4. Becquerel (1850a).
5. Faraday (1847b), 415-6.
6. Becquerel (1850a).

Letter 2374
R. Smith1 to Faraday
25 January 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Blackford Perthshire I 25 January 1851
Honoured I Sir

I hope that you will excuse the liberty I have taken in troubling you
with this communication, I have enclosed a sketch and short description of
a telegraph which I have in progress, & would consider it a great favour,
acquisition and honour were you to have the kindness to give me your
opinion in regard to this kind of telegraph, I sent a description of it to Mr
Clark2 engineer to the London telegraph company, he returned the paper
with the following remark "I have no doubt that your ingenious telegraph
will work well on short lines, but for long distances it is my opinion that
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it will not do so well". I do not see why it would not work on long lines
as well as short ones. I have the honour to be

revered I Sir I Your most I obedient servant I R. Smith
Prof. Faraday I Royal Institution I London

Description of Smiths New Electro Printing Telegraph,
This kind of Telegraph is so constructed that the same instrument both
communicates and indicates. One of the instruments A.A. is placed at each
station on the line, a communication is set up with types as f. and placed
upon the board Fig. 1. and pute into the gro[o]ve E. of the instrument at
one station. And a sheet of papir [sic] which is keept constantly wet with
a solution of ferro-cyanide of potassium, to which has been added a few
drops of Nitric Acid is laid upon the lead block B.B. Fig 2, and pute [sic]
into E of one of the instrument at a distant station, The cathode electrode
of the Voltaic battery communicates with the leaden black, and the anode
with the types. The slides g.g. carries the opposite ends of a number of
wires insulated and placed together in the form of a rope, and which
passes along the line C.C. is boxes containing clock work, or a system of
pulleys D.D. an electro-magnet connected with the battery. As soon as the
electric circuit is Formed, the guard is attracted by the magnets the motion
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of which lifts a small lever which holds the slides containing the wires and
as soon as the electro-magnet liberates the slides, the clock-work or the
arrangement of pulleys moves the slides in the gro[o]ves of the instrument
at the same time. When the wires are in contact with the surface of the
types the electricity passes along to the other instruments containing the
moistened paper. Consequently the ferro-cyanide of potassium is decom-
posed, the acid attacks the iron, and cyanurate of iron is formed, which
produces blue lines upon the paper, but when the points of the wires are
not in contact with the types the electric current is interrupted and the
points ceases to mark so that a positive copy or impression of the types is
produced upon the paper. Instead of the types a message may be written
upon paper with a kind of metallic ink, and which may be transmitted in
the same way. As soon as the wires passes over the types and paper the
motion is reversed, the Slides are taken back to there [sicl former position,
the boards E.E. are then drawn out till a new surface of the types and
paper is presented to the wires, and which is regulated by means of a scale,
the circuit is again closed, and the machine operates as before, and so on,
till the whole of the message is printed. Any number of wires may be used
from one to fifty, and all intermediate. Stations may be supplied with
branch wires in the usual way. In order to return an answer to a
communication a board with a leaden block and paper is placed into the
instrument where the types were, and of course types or hand writing into
the other, and the electric current reversed.

The specimen sent3 was produced by a small coursely constructed
model, in the presence of Lord Berriedale4 and Captain Duncan5!.]
R. Smith

1. Unidentified.
2. Edwin Clark (1814-1894, DNB1 under Josiah Latimer Clark). Civil engineer and, from 1850,
Engineer to the Electric Telegraph Company.
3. This is a slip of paper in IEE MS SC 2 with the word "Telegraph" printed on it (shown with
the figure).
4. James Sinclair, styled Lord Berriedale (1821-1881, DNB). Amateur man of science and heir
to the Earldom of Caithness.
5. Unidentified.

Letter 2375
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
27 January 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon cher Monsieur,

J'ai essaye depuis quelques jours de me remettre au travail & j'ai
commence par achever de corriger les epreuves du premier volume de
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mon ouvrage1 dont l'impression est completement acheve. Mais pendant
l'intervalle qui s'est ecoule depuis le moment 6u j'ai suspendu tout travail
jusqu'a ce jour, il s'est fait beaucoup de choses nouvelles que j'ai ete encore
a temps d'introduire dans ce volume. Parmi ces choses la plus importante
est, je crois, les nouvelles recherches que vous venez de faire & dont le Phil
Mag de Janvier donne un extrait malheureusement bien abrege2. II est en
particulier un point sur lequel je desirerais vivement avoir plus de details,
c'est le magnetisme de l'oxygene, la maniere dont vous le prouvez & la
consequence que vous en tirez - Vous serait-il possible de me donner une
notice abrege sur ce point si interessant afin que je ne commette point
d'erreur dans ce que j'en dirai dans mon ouvrage & que je puisse en parler
avec un peu de details? J'ai fait suspendre le tirage de la feuille ou je traite
ce sujet afin de pouvoir y faire l'addition par laquelle je reclame de votre
bonne amitie quelques renseignements3. -

Excusez, Monsieur & tres cher ami, mon indiscretion & noyez aux
sentiments affectueux de votre devoue & malheureux ami I Aug de la
Rive
Geneve, le 27 janv 1851.

Address: Profr Faraday F.R.S. &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle Stt I
Londres

TRANSLATION
My dear Sir,

I have been trying for several days to get back to work and I began
by finishing the correction of the proofs of the first volume of my work* of
which the printing has been completed. But in the time that has elapsed
between when I ceased working and today, many new things have been
discovered which I was just in time to include in this volume. Amongst
these things the most important is, I believe, the new research that you
have just completed and of which the January edition of the PhiLMag.
contained an all too brief extract2. There is a point on which I would
particularly like to have more details, that is the magnetism of oxygen, the
method by which you can prove it and the corollaries that you draw from
this. Would it be possible for you to send me an abridged note on this
point of such great interest, so that I may commit no errors in what I shall
say in my work and so that I can speak of this with a few details? I have
held the printing of the page where I deal with the subject so that I can
make the necessary additions and I am relying on your friendship for a
little information3.

Please excuse, Sir and very dear friend, my indiscretion and drown
in the affectionate sentiments of your devoted and unhappy friend I Aug
de le Rive
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Geneva, this 27 January 1851

1. De La Rive (1853-8), 1.
2. PhilMag., 1851,1: 68-75 which reported the reading of Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24, 25,
26 and 27.
3. De La Rive (1853-8), 1:468-72.

Letter 2376
Mervyn Herbert Nevil Story-Maskelyne1 to Faraday
1 February 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. I February 1,1851.
My dear Mr. Faraday

I have been considering about a subject for my Friday Evening2, and
I have come to the conclusion that one which I thought of some months
ago will make a very good one, and though it has been alluded to by
Grove in an Evening he gave3, I am not aware that it has been at all
enlarged on in any of our Friday Evenings. It is the discovery by Pasteur4

of the two acids in Paratartaric acid [(]see Annales de Chimie 1850 p.565[)],
the one turning the Polarised ray to the right, the other Polarising it
circularly to the left. I think with Darkers6 Lime Light Apparatus I could
make the Phenomena sensibly visible to the audience.

But my difficulty will be in getting the salts of the acid to exhibit. The
Paratartaric acid has only once been produced & though Brodie has a little,
it is but a little.

Might I ask if you are acquainted with Pasteur, and if so would you
do me the great kindness of writing to him to ask if he could give me a
little of the acid, or specimens of his salts? If this is imposing a task in any
way unpleasant to you, I beg you will not think of doing so, but I apply
to you as thinking that you are the most probable person to be acquainted
with him whom I know.

The title of my Paper I suppose should be something of this sort "On
the connection of chemical Forces with the Polarization of Light" - some
facts might be added about Turpentine &c which would give the Lecture
a general character such as would be represented by the above title, or
perhaps I had better adhere to the single fact of Pasteur & call the Evening
"On the mode in which certain Organic acids affect Polarized Light".

Would you do me the kindness of selecting or altering in any way
one of these titles. I feel that I am intruding on your kindness rather, in
asking you for so much advice & assistance in a matter which ought to be
entirely my own, but I know your interest in our Friday Evenings and I
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need not to say how I share it with you. I must make this my excuse for
asking you for your aid in procuring specimens or information from M.
Pasteur, and can only promise in return that I will do all in my power to
make the Evening as little unworthy as I can of the Royal Institution.

I dare say you will do me the kindness of communicating the title of
my paper, to Mr. Barlow.

I remain, Ever, I My dear Mr. Faraday, I Yours most faithfully I
Nevil Story Maskelyne
To Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Mervyn Herbert Nevil Story-Maskelyne (1823-1911, DNB2). Mineralogist at Oxford.
2. Story-Maskelyne (1851), Friday Evening Discourse of 28 March 1851.
3. See Athenaeum, 26 January 1850, p. 106 for an account of Grove's Friday Evening Discourse
of 18 January 1850 "On some recent Researches of Foreign Philosophers".
4. Louis Pasteur (1822-1895, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Strasbourg University,
1849-1854.
5. Pasteur (1850).
6. William Hill Darker. Scientific instrument maker of 9 Paradise Street, Lambeth. Clifton
(1995), 76.

Letter 2377
Faraday to Thomas Bell
3 February 1851
From the original in RS MS RR 2.214

Royal Institution I 3 Feby 1851
My dear Sir

As far as I have have any power of judgment I find reason to
commend Coll Sabines paper1 as a most important contribution to
Magnetic science. It resolves a multitude of apparently wild extravagances
of action into an important degree of order and develops a new law of
periodicity amongst terrestrial effects which can be explained only after it
is (as in this paper) made known. I cannot doubt that Terrestrial
magnetism is rapidly advancing when such a paper as Sabines comes
forth and not only explains but provokes others also to give explana-
tionsu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Thos. Bell Esq I &c &c &c

1. Sabine (1851a).
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Letter 2378
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
4 February 1851
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.67-8

Royal Institution I 4 February 1851
My dear De la Rive,

My wife & I were exceedingly sorry to hear of your sad loss1: it
brought vividly to our remembrance the time when we were at your
house; and you, & others with you, made us so welcome2. What can we
say to these changes but that they shew by comparison the Vanity of all
things under the Sun3. I am very glad that you have spirits to return to
work again; for that is a healthy & proper employment of the mind under
such circumstancesu

With respect to my views & experiments41 do not think that anything
shorter than the papers (& they will run to above 100 pages in the
Transactions5) will give you possession of the subject; because a great deal
depends upon the comparison of observations in different parts of the
world, with the facts obtained by experiment and with the deductions
drawn from them: but I will try to give you an idea of the root of the
matter. You are aware that I use the phrase line of magnetic force to represent
the presence of magnetic force & the direction (of polarity) in which it is
exerted; and, by the idea which it conveys one obtains very well, and I
believe without error, a notion of the distribution of the forces about a bar
magnet or between near flat poles presenting a field of equal force; or in
any other case. Now if circumstances be arranged so as to present a field
of equal force, which is easily done as I have shewn by the Electro magnet,
then if a sphere of iron or nickel be placed in the field it immediately
disturbs the direction of the lines of force for they are concentrated within
the sphere. They are, however, not merely concentrated but contorted', for
the sum of forces in any one section across the field is always equal to the
sum of forces in any other section; and therefore their condensation in the
iron or nickel cannot occur without this contortion. Moreover the
contortion is easily shewn by using a small needle, (^ of an inch long) to
examine the field: for, as before the introduction of the sphere of Iron or
nickel, it would always take up a position parallel to itself: afterwards it
varies in position in different places near the sphere. — That being
understood let us then suppose the sphere to be raised in temperature; at
a certain temperature it begins to lose its power of affecting the lines of
magnetic force, and ends by retaining scarcely any; so that as regards the
little needle mentioned above, it now stands every where parallel to itself
within the field of force. This change occurs with iron at a very high
temperature & is passed through within the compass, apparently, of a
small number of degrees: With Nickel it occurs at much lower tem-
peratures being effected by the heat of boiling oil.
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Now take another step. Oxygen as I shewed above three years ago in
the Philosophical Magazine for 1847, vol. 31, p.p. 410, 415, 4166, is
magnetic in relation to Nitrogen & other gases. E. Becquerel, without
knowing of my results, has confirmed & extended them in his paper of last
year7, and given certain excellent measures. In my paper of 18471 shewed,
also, that oxygen (like iron & nickel) lost its magnetic power & its ability
of being attracted by the magnet when heated p.417; and I further shewed
that the temperatures at which this took place was within the range of
common temperature; for the oxygen in the air i.e the air altogether
increased in magnetic power when cooled to 0°F. page 406.

Now I must refer you to the papers themselves for the (to me)
strange results of the incompressibility (magnetically speaking) of oxygen
and the inexpansibility of nitrogen & other gases:- for the description of a
differential balance by which I can compare gas with gas: or the same gas
at different degrees of rarefaction:- for the determination of the true zero
or point between Magnetic & diamagnetic bodies:- and for certain views of
magnetic conduction & polarity. You will there find described certain very
delicate experiments upon diamagnetic and very weak magnetic bodies
concerning their action on each other in a magnetic field of equal force: the
magnetic bodies repel each other and the diamagnetic bodies repel each
other; but a magnetic & a diamagnetic body attract each other: and these
results combined with the qualities of oxygen as just described convince
me that it is able to deflect the lines of magnetic force passing through it
just as iron or nickel is; but to an infinitely smaller amount; and that its
power of deflecting the lines varies with its temperature & degree of
rarefaction.

Then comes in the consideration of the atmosphere and the manner
in which it rises & falls in temperature by the presence & absence of the
Sun. The place of the great warm region nearly in his neighbourhood;- of
the two colder regions which grow up & diminish in the northern &
southern hemispheres as the sun travels between the tropics;- the effect of
the extra warmth of the Northern hemisphere over the Southern;- the
effect of accumulation from the action of preceding months;- the effect of
dip & mean declination at each particular station;- the effects that follow
from the noncoincidence of magnetic and astronomical conditions of
polarity, meridians and so forth;- the results of the distribution of land &
water for any given place;- all these and many other things I must refer
you for, to the papers. I could not do them justice in any account that a
letter could contain, and should run the risk of leading you into error
regarding them. But I may say that, deducing from the experiments & the
theory what are the deviations of the magnetic needle at any given station,
which may be expected as the mean result of the heating & cooling of the
atmosphere for a given Season & hour, I find such a general accordance
with the results of observations, especially in the direction & generally in
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the amount for different seasons of the declination variation, as to give me
the strongest hopes that I have assigned the true physical cause of those
variations and shewn the modus operandi of their production.

And now, my dear De la Rive I must leave you and run to other
matters. As soon as I can send you a copy of the papers I will do so and
can only say I hope that they will meet with your approbation. With the
kindest remembrances to your Son8 Believe me to be My dear friend

Ever Truly Yours, I M. Faraday

1. That is the death of De La Rive's wife, Jeanne-Mathilde De La Rive on 18 August 1850.
Choisy (1947), 50.
2. In 1835. See Faraday to Magrath, 19 July 1835, letter 807, volume 2.
3. See Ecclesiastes 1:2-3.
4. Which De La Rive had asked for in letter 2375.
5. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.
6. Faraday (1847b).
7. Becquerel (1850a). See also letters 2363,2364,2372 and 2373.
8. William De La Rive.

Letter 2379
John Tyndall to Faraday
4 February 1851
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4002-5

Marburg I Feb. 4th. 1851
Dear Sir,

Your last kind letter informed me that you were occupied with
terrestrial magnetism1.1 had however read with deep interest previously
that you had arrived at the probable origin of that hitherto enigmatical
phenomenon - the variation of the needle .

During the last three or four months I have worked at the hem of the
same great garment. My belief in the living interest you feel in the progress
of science encourages me to lay a brief abstract of my investigation before
you. It relates however, not to terrestrial magnetism but to electro-
magnetism.

The subject of the investigation embraces the following four
propositions:-

2. To determine the general relation of the strength of an electro-
magnet and the mutual attraction of the magnet and a mass of soft iron
when both are in contact.

2. A constant force, being opposed to the pull of the magnet being
applied to the mass of soft iron, to determine the conditions of equilibrium
between this force and magnetism, when the distance between the magnet
and the force varies.
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3. To determine the general relation between force and distance, that
is to say, the law according to which the magnetic force decreases when the
distance between the magnet and mass of soft iron is increased.

4. To determine the general relation between the strength of a magnet
and the mutual attraction of the magnet and a mass of soft iron, when both
are separated by a fixed distance.

The first proposition relates to the so called "lifting power" of the
magnet which, as you are well aware, has been the subject of manifold
investigation. The results however heretofore obtained are incapable of
being reduced to anything like law.

To avoid the causes of divergence complained of by previous
experimenters a peculiar method of experiment has been adopted, and
instead of irregular masses of iron I have made use of spheres. The
coincidence of the results is truly surprising.

The reply to the first proposition is, that the force with which the magnet
and the sphere cling together is directly proportioned to the strength of the
magnet.

The "strength of the magnet" is measured by the intensity of the
current which circulates in the surrounding helix and the current was
measured by means of a galvanometer of tangentu In the investigation the
tangent of the angle of deflection is taken as the measure of the strength of
the magnet.

The reply to the 2nd. proposition is, that when the distance between
the magnet and the sphere varies, and a constant force opposed to the
magnet is applied to the latter, to hold this force in equilibrium the strength
of the magnet must vary as the square root of the distance.

I ought to mention that the "distances" are very small - the unit of
distance is WQ of an inch being the thickness of a leaf of foreign post paper;
by placing a number of such leaves between the sphere and magnet the
distance could be varied at pleasure.

The reply to the 3rd. proposition is, that the force varies inversely as the
distance.

You may perhaps find some little difficulty in separating the 2nd.
proposition from the 3rd. This will vanish when you consider, that, in the
former case a constant force (a weight) operated against the magnet, and
the question was one between magnetism and distance:- in the latter case,
the magnetism is preserved constant, and the question is one between
weight and distance.

The 4th. proposition embraces the rather celebrated law of Lenz3 and
Jacobi4 - who solved it by direct experiment5. It can however be deduced
a priori from the 2nd. and 3rd. proposition just noticed - I have submitted
the deduction to experimental test and found the coincidence remarkably
close.
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The answer to the 4th. proposition is, that the attracting force is directly
proportional to the square of the strength of the magnet.

This latter law holds good when a distance of little more than T̂ O of
an inch separates sphere and magnet. Is it not most singular that this small
distance should so entirely change the nature of the law? In contact, as
before remarked, the attracting force is proportional to the strength of the
magnet simply.

A most remarkable analogy exists between some of the results
established and the formulae which Poisson has developed for electrified
balls6.1 am not at all surprised that Prof. Barlow7 arrived at the notion, that
magnetism is a surface phenomenon8. As far as I am able to judge at
present the whole might be explained on this supposition.

A memoir containing an account of the investigation accompanies
this letter to the office of the Philosophical Magazine. The memoir will, I
trust, appear on the 1st. March9.

When Science is a Republic as you say it gains, and yet I dare affirm
that no living man knows better than yourself how little benefit is to be
derived in this way in comparison with that which results from the
solitary communion of the individual with nature. There are people in the
world who are very fond of what they call "composite ideas". They
imagine, if six men come together and talk on a matter, that more will be
elicited than if one man held his tongue and simply thought over it. I must
say that I have little faith in the proceeding, and if I needed an authority
to confirm me in my scept[ic]ism I should without hesitation turn to
Professor Faraday.

I remain dear Sir I Most faithfully yours, I JohnTyndall.
Professor Faraday I etc. etc.

1. Letter 2344 which Tyndall received on 23 November 1850. Tyndall, Diary, 23 November
1850, 5:12.
2. No evidence has been found which suggests that Faraday's work was publicly known
before its reading to the Royal Society on 28 November 1850. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26
and 27. Possibly Tyndall had read the summary in PhilMag., 1851,1: 68-75 and forgotten when
he had received Faraday's letter.
3. Heinrich Friedrich Emil Lenz (1804-1865, DSB). Russian physicist.
4. Moritz Hermann von Jacobi (1801-1874, DSB). Member of the Imperial Academy of
Sciences at St Petersburg.
5. Jacobi and Lenz (1839).
6. Poisson (1811).
7. Peter Barlow (1776-1862, DSB). Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich.
8. Barlow (1823), 181.
9. Tyndall (1851a).
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Letter 2380
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
8 February 1851
From the original in RS MS HS 7.191

Royal Institution I 8 Feby 1851
My dear Sir John

I find I made an error last night which is almost inexcusable for me
& would be if not considered as a result of my most treacherous memoryu
But as I suppose Mr Barlow had said it is when Lady members come that
they can take their two friends in with them to the reserved seatsu Our
president the Duke [of Northumberland] was asking for you last night I
trust he met with you after Owens discourse1 was oven.]

Ever My dear Sir John I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Sir John Herschell Bart I &c &c &c

1. Owen (1851), Friday Evening Discourse of 7 February 1851.

Letter 2381
Faraday to Richard Owen
8 February 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl D2

8 Feby 1851
Oh Owen! I got into a sad hobble last night1. All the time I was

talking with you they were searching for me (and you & Mrs. Owen2) to
take you up stairsi.i My wife was half angry with me but she is a good
creature as yours is also & I hope you will all forgive mei.i

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Owen (1851), Friday Evening Discourse of 7 February 1851.
2. Caroline Owen, nee Clift (d.1873, age 70, GRO). Married Owen 20 July 1835. See DNB
under his entry.

Letter 2382
Richard Adie1 to Faraday
19 February 1851
From the original in RI MS F2 J120

Liverpool 19 February I 1851
Sir
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I take the liberty to intrude upon you with a small specimen of a
preparation from the acetate of zinc in the hope that it and a brief notice
of some of its properties may not be uninteresting to you. The acetate of
zinc is ignited on a plate of silver copper or any other convenient metalu
The residue contains a few darker coloured particles which for magnetic
properties are very little inferior to similar portions of iron, with a
Common Sheffield magnet they can be drawn along the paper and
examined in the microscope, the magnet to be used underneath the paper
onlyi.] Besides zinc I have obtained similar compounds varying in degree
from all the heavy metals met with in the arts, that is all I can get to try
yeild [sic] particles that will move to a magnet on paper several of them
are the partially reduced oxides merely but the more difficult ones tin,
silver, mercury, platina, require the Carbon from the decomposition of a
vegetable acid to assist them, for bismuth and zinc also a vegetable acid is
used but the particles of these two when obtained are strongly attracted
when compared with the others.

Perhaps I should mention that the account of these I have submitted
to Professor Jameson2 in the hope that he may find them worthy of a place
in his journal3, indeed it was in making some expts expressly for a paper
for him that the fact of so many metals yeilding magnetic products came
out. The experiments in question were to show that among bodies of like
constitution the darker coloured ones are the most attracted by a magnet,
latterly the coralla of flowers promise to give evidence of this fact, at least
where they do not contain too much water or odoriferous matter to
interfere, for example the pale yellow everlasting flower and the pile most
coralla with varnished like surfaces are dia-magnetic, while common
gorse and dandelion two similar yellow colours without the glossy surface
are attracted freely, save the everlasting flower the others contain their
natural quantity of moistureu

Yours very respectfully I Richard Adie

Endorsed by Faraday: The particles contained Iron. On digesting the grey
powder in pure dilute MA the zinc deposited & left a few black particles
& a little black powder - this well washed & digested in strong ether acid
- dissolved in part forming a yellow solution as if iron & this being diluted
& tested by ferro-pruss potash gave prussian blue.
22 Feby 1851 MF
Wrote Mr Adie word on the Monday 24th

1. Richard Adie (1810-1880, P3). Chemist and meteorologist in Liverpool.
2. Robert Jameson (1774-1854, DNB). Editor of the Edinb.New Phil].
3. Adie (1851).
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Letter 2383
Pieter Elias1 to Faraday
24 February 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Haarlem I ce 24 Fevrier 1851.
Monsieur!

Monsieur Logeman, mecanicien d'ici s'est charge de vous trans-
mettre ces lignes.

Puisque vous avez bien voulu faire quelque attention aux aimants
travailles et aimantes a ma maniere par MM Logeman et van Wetteren2,
j'espere que vous me permettrez de vous adresser quelques renseigne-
ments au sujet des instruments magnetiques exposes par ces Messieurs.

II y a d'abord trois aimants en forme de fer a cheval, le premier
pesant environ 90 livres (av.d.p.), le second 6 livres et le troisieme une
livre. Le premier est capable de supporter un poids de 500 livres a 550
livres, le second 100 livres et le troisieme 29 livres. Quant au grand, il est
assez difficile de le charger comme il faut, de maniere que la piece de fer
doux ne glisse pas, mais soit arrachee tout droit.

Ensuite M. Logeman expose une machine magneto-electrique d'une
construction assez simple et d'une force assez grande pour etre employee
a quelque fin utile, au telegraphe p.e., a la dorure ou a autre chose.

Enfin ces Messieurs exposent une boussole de marine ordinaire.
Quant a celle ci, veuillez bien me permettre d'entrer en quelque details.
Les marins, comme on sait, jugent de la bonte d'une boussole par la vitesse
de ses oscillations, et ils ont raison: a diametre egal de la rose des vents, la
boussole, qui dans un terns donne fera un plus grand nombre d'oscilla-
tions qu'une autre, sera retenue a sa place avec plus de force, sera done
plus independante des mouvements du navire, aura en un mot plus de
stabilite (steadiness). La rose des vents etant donnee, la vitesse des
oscillations doit dependre de la force et des dimensions de l'aiguille
magnetique. Une aiguille trop petite ne sera pas capable de vaincre assez
le moment d'inertie de la rose; elle lui imprimera un mouvement lent. Une
aiguille trop lourde aura par elle meme un grand moment d'inertie, qui
accroit en plus grande portion que son magnetisme. Done elle fera de
lentes oscillations, d'autant plus quand elle est grevee de la rose des vents.
II faut done qu'il y ait entre deux une grandeur de l'aiguille qui pour une
rose des vents donnee soit la plus convenable. Laquelle?

Afin de pouvoir repondre a cette question il faudrait 1° connaitre la
meilleure forme de l'aiguille (les meilleures proportions de ses dimentions
lineaires), et 2° la loi selon la quelle le moment magnetique accroit avec
l'accroissement egal de toutes les dimentions lineaires des aiguilles.

Or, j'espere pouvoir prouver, quoique je n'aye encore rien publie la
dessus, que les moments magnetiques des barreaux, dont toutes les
dimentions lineaires sont entre elles dans la meme proportion, sont en raison des
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cubes des dimentions lin^aires (ce qui differe entierement de la loi des
attractions). La meilleure forme de l'aiguille etant supposee comme, et la
mecanique dormant les moyens de trouver le moment d'inertie tant de
1'aiguille elle meme que de la rose des vents, on peut par le calcul des
maxima et minima trouver les dimentions d'une aiguille qui commu-
niquera a une rose des vents donnee les oscillations les plus rapides.

L'aiguille de la boussole exposee par MM. L. et v.W. a [sic] ete faite
d'apres mes calculs. La rose des vents est de masse ordinaire (h livre
av.d.p. environ) et son diametre est d'un peu plus que 6 I pouce Anglais.
Son terns d'osdllation est ici de 4,8 secondes.

Je me flatte qu'elle pourrait encore etre utile aux marins dans des
regions ou des boussoles mediocres refusent leurs services.

Pardonnez moi, Monsieur, de vous avoir occupe si longtems. C'est
que notre plus grand desir serait que vous daigniez jeter un regard sur ces
instruments et qu'ils puissent etre trouves pas entierement indignes de
votre attention3.

Agreez l'expression de mes sentiments les plus respectueux, I P.
Elias
Monsieur M. Faraday a Londres.

TRANSLATION
Haarlem I this 24 February 1851

Sir!
Mr Logeman, an engineer from here, has agreed to convey these few

lines to you.
Since you have expressed some interest in magnets manufactured

and magnetised using my methods by Messrs Logeman and van
Wetteren, I hope that you will allow me to address some points on the
subject of the magnetic instruments demonstrated by these gentlemen.

There are first of all three horse shoe magnets, the first weighing
around 90 pounds (avoirdupois), the second 6 pounds and the third one
pound. The first is capable of withstanding a weight between 500 and 550
pounds, the second 100 pounds and the third 29 pounds. As to the large
one, it is quite hard to position it properly, in such a way that the piece of
soft iron does not slide, but is lifted straight out.

Then M. Logeman will show a magneto-electric machine of a fairly
simple construction and of a force large enough to be employed to some
useful end, the telegraph, perhaps, gilding or some other thing.

Finally, these gentlemen will demonstrate an ordinary marine
compass. As to this, please allow me to go into a little detail. Sailors, as one
knows, judge the quality of a compass by the speed of its oscillations and
they are right: given a compass card of equal diameter, the compass that
in a given time will make a larger number of oscillations than another, is
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the one that will be kept in its place with more force, will therefore be more
independent of the movements of the ship, and will, in one word, have
more steadiness. Given a particular compass card, the speed of the
oscillations must depend on the force and the dimensions of the magnetic
needle. A needle that is too small will not be able adequately to overcome
the moment of inertia of the compass; it will give it a slow movement. A
needle that is too heavy will of itself have a great moment of inertia, that
will grow disproportionately to its magnetism. Thus it will make slow
oscillations, all the more so when it is hampered by the compass card.
There must therefore be an ideal size of needle for a given compass card.
But which?

In order to be able to reply to this question one must 1st know the
best form of needle (the best proportions and its linear dimensions) and
2nd the law by which the magnetic moment increases in line with the linear
dimensions of needles.

Now I hope to be able to prove, although I have not yet published
anything on this, that the magnetic moments of bars, of which all the linear
dimensions are in proportion to each other, are in fact cubes of the linear
dimensions (which differs entirely from the law of attraction). Assuming
one knows the best form of a needle and the mechanics giving the means
of finding the moment of inertia both of the needle itself and of the
compass card, one can by calculating the maxima and minima find the
dimensions of a needle which will give to a compass card the fastest
oscillations.

The needle of the compass demonstrated by Messrs. L. and v.W. was
made following my calculations. The compass card is of ordinary mass (k
pound avoirdupois approximately) and its diameter is a little over 6 3
English inches. Here it oscillates in 4.8 seconds.

I flatter myself that it could still be useful to sailors in the regions
where mediocre compasses refuse to work.

Forgive me, Sir, for having occupied you for so long. This is because
our greatest desire would be that you deigned to cast an eye on these
instruments and that they would be found not entirely unworthy of your
attention3.

Please accept the expression of my most respectful sentiments I P
Elias
Mr M. Faraday in London

1. Pieter Elias (1804-1878, NNBW). Scientific instrument maker in Haarlem.
2. Unidentified.
3. See Anon (1851), 3:1147.
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Letter 2384
Henry Thomas De La Beche to Faraday
26 February 18511

From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton
Wednesday Morng. I Jermyn St. I 26 Febr.

My dear Faraday
Are you inclined for the levee this fine morning - if you are, and can

get ready in time, I will, if you would approve, call for you at the R.
Institution at 1 o'clocku What say you?

Snow Harris, Playfair and self are going in a Clarence, and there is,
therefore, a seat vacant, if you will take it.

Ever sincerely I H.T. De la Beche

1. Dated on the basis that De La Beche, Harris and Playfair attended the levee (PRO LC6 / 13).
Faraday did not attend as he was at a meeting of the Senate of the University of London (ULL
MS ST 2/2/3, p.l).

Letter 2385
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
27 February 1851
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/88

Trinity House I 27, Febry 1851.
My dear Sir,

I have been instructed to request that you will favor me, for the
Board's information, with your Opinion whether fresh Water, deposited in
Leaden Cisterns is likely to obtain any quality rendering it prejudicial if
used for culinary purposes, or for drinking.-

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq.

Letter 2386
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
28 February 1851
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/88

Royal Institution I 28 Feb 1851
My dear Sir

In reply to your letter of yesterday1 containing the enquiry whether
fresh water deposited in leaden cisterns is likely to obtain any quality
rendering it prejudicial if used for culinary purposes or for drinking; I may
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state that there are cases where such injury has occurred & may occur. The
liability is proportionate to the purity of the water in respects of Saline
matter. Thus pure distilled water will act freely on lead - pure rain water
will act sometimes - some spring waters are so pure that they act on the
lead of pipes & cisterns. In thus acting they tend to coat the lead with an
insoluble compound that serves more or less as a protection, and the
protection is more perfect as the water is less pure in salts; especially of a
certain kind. The consequence is that new lead cisterns & pipes injure such
waters as act upon them more at first than afterwards - and again that a
water which being not quite pure can be injured by a new cistern or pipe,
ceases to be injured after some timeu

The cases of injury in practice are not numerous, though they occur.
The multitude of instances in which the water is not injured is manifest in
London where leaden pipes & cisterns innumerable are properly & safely
employed for the conveyance and retention of fresh water. Doubtful cases
have to be examined each by itself2!.]

I am My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2385.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 4 March 1851, GL MS 30004/24, pp.331-2.

Letter 2387
Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
1 March 1851
From the original in HCL, Quaker Collection

Royal Institution I 1 Mar 1851
Sir

I hasten to inform you that I do not take pupils nor am I in any way
professional. I have not published any work on Electro-magnetism other
than my papers in the Philosophical Transactions!.] Such of these as were
collected some years ago into two volumes 8vo under the original title of
Experimental Researches were published by Taylor of Red Lion Court
Fleet Street1!.] I do not think they or the Transactions are out of print but do
not know.

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Geo [name illegible] Esq I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1839b, 1844b).
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Letter 2388
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
5 March 1851
From the original in UB MS NS 395

Royal Institution I 5 March 1851.
My dear friend

I had your hearty Christmas letter in due time1 - and was waiting for
the papers referred to in it when lo! they arrived about 4 days ago and
your friend Professor Bolley2 called and left them & his card but not his
address. I was ill & I believe in bed and could not see him. I have not been
out of the house for a week or more because of inflamed throat & influenza
- being unable to speak & obliged to give up lecturing but I am now
improving & trust I shall see the Professor soonu The papers & the
specimens of oil of turpentine are all quite safe & most valued treasures!.]
I have read the papers through and I think you must now begin to rejoice
in ozone for though it has cost you a great deal of trouble & work still it
has surely made wonderful way & what is more is progressing & will
progress. Though you may sometimes get tired of it still I think you never
take it up afresh without being rewarded. I have been consulting with a
medical friend about the medical paper & he (Dr. Bence Jones) recom-
mends that it be sent to the Medico chirurgical Society - where it will be
introduced at once into the minds of the Medical Profession and appear in
the transactions^;] tomorrow we shall meet again when he will have read
the paper & we shall decide. The chemical paper I have sent off at once to
the Chemical Society4 - it will appear there in time for me to have access
to & use of it on my or rather your evening which I expect will be the 13th
June5 or the middle of our great exhibition. When I drew out a sort of
preliminary sketch of the subject I was astonished at the quantity of matter
- real matter - and its various ramifications - and it seems still to grow
upon one. What you will make it before I begin to talk, I do not knowt.i

I do not as yet see any relation between the magnetic condition of
oxygen & the ozone condition but who can say what may turn up? I think
you make an inquiry or two as to the amount of magnetic force which
oxygen carries into its compounds. This is indeed a wonderful part of the
story for magnetic as gaseous oxygen is the substance seems to lose all such
force in compounds. Thus water which is fth oxygen contains no sensible
trace of it: and peroxide of iron which itself consists of two most magnetic
constituents - is scarcely sensibly magnetic so little have either of these
bodies carried their forces into the resulting compound. Sometimes I think
we may understand a little better such changes by thinking that
magnetism is a physical rather than a chemical force but after all such a
difference is a mere play upon words & shews ignorance rather than
understanding. But you know there are really a great many things we are
as yet ignorant of - and amongst the rest the infinitesimal proportion of
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our knowledge to that which really is to be known. I have a copy of my last
papers6 ready for you & if Professor Bolley can take charge of it shall give
it into his hands.

I read your theory of the pile in the Geneva journal with great
pleasure and go with you I think to the full extent7. My mind was quite
prepared for the view years ago. I do not suppose you ever see the back
numbers of an old work which still drags its slow length along or else you
would see that at Paragraph 949, 9508, and again 11649 and 1345, 134710,
and elsewhere that I was ready to agree with you 10 or 15 years back.

I have no doubt I answer your letters very badly but my dear friend
do you remember that I forget, and that I can no more help it than a sieve can
help the water running out of it. Still you know me to be your old &
obliged & affectionate friend and all I can say is the longer I know you the
more I desire to cling to youi.]

Ever My dear Schoenbein I Yours affectionately I M. Faraday

Address: Professor Schoenbein i &c &c &c I University I BSsle I on the
Rhine

1. Not found.
2. Alexander Pompius Bolley (1812-1870, PI, 3). Professor of Chemistry in Aarau,
1838-1854.
3. Schoenbein (1851b).
4. Schoenbein (1851a). This was read to the Chemical Society on 7 April 1851. J.Chem.Soc,
1851, 4:190.
5. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
6. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24,25, 26 and 27.
7. Schoenbein (1850a).
8. Faraday (1834), ERE8,949-50.
9. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1164.
10. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1345,1347.

Letter 2389
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
5 March 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl D3

R Institution I 5 Mar 1851
My dear Sir

Herewith the ticket. Herewith also a copy of the proceedings1 which
I find on my table. Mr Barlow has managed the matter well I think. I will
see what I can do with the committee as to sending a copy, it should come.
I do not think there is any idea at present of re-collecting together the Old
data.
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I hope soon to send you my last four papers2. The subject is a very
fine one & / am quite satisfied with its state. There is far more to do.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is the first issue of Proc.Roylnst
2. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24, 25,26 and 27.

Letter 2390
Thomas Graham to Faraday
5 March 18511

From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton
4 Gordon Sqr I Wednesday March 5.

Dear Mr. Faraday
Our friend Hofmann has consented at the eleventh hour to be

proposed at the Royal Society & will I have no doubt be highly gratified
by your name to his certificate2.

Very truly Yours I Tho. Graham
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that Hofmann's certificate for the Royal Society was first read on 6
March 1851.
2. Faraday did sign Hofmann's certificate. RS MS Cert 9.275. Hofmann was elected on 5 June
1851.

Letter 2391
William Scoresby1 to Faraday
6 March 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Torquay, 6th March 1851.
Dear Dr. Faraday,

Whilst you are working so successfully on great laws & phenomena,
I am, as time admits, doing a little, or rather trying to do something,
though in the matter to which I refer in this note, the results are merely
negative.

I have been trying the effect of the magnetic condition, in iron, as also
of a galvanic current, with a view to the inquiry, whether any alterations
in dimensions are thereby occasioned? My experiments, within the limits of
observation in my apparatus, indicate no sensible effect, except what
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belongs to temperature. The value of my scale, however, observed by
reflection in a mirror, is not well determined on account of the different
points of contact & leverage - the lengths not being easily determinable. I
wish therefore to verify my present impression, as to the value by the
interposition of a disc or slip of metal of known thickness. I thought that
you, perhaps, might be able to advise me how I could procure such a disc
or plate? The Mint has a fine rolling apparatus, which I believe has values
attached? But you, possibly, might have some little bit of sheet metal of
known dimensions. What I require is a disc or "blank" or slip of small size
- that of a shilling2 is large enough, and of a thickness of sgth or any where
from ^th to i^th of an inch. This I could interpose between two of my bars
which would verify or correct my present estimations.

The apparatus which I constructed myself here, works so beautifully,
that a degree of temperature produces near linch movement in the
reflected scale - consequently the quarter of a degree of temperature, or the
alteration in length due to that small quantity, is easily determinable.

Thinking the experiments might not be altogether uninteresting,
though negative as to results, I am preparing a paper for the Royal Soc.
thereon3.

I am, my Dear Dr. Faraday, I Yours very faithfully, I Willm
Scoresby

1. William Scoresby (1789-1857, DNB). Retired clergyman who lived in Torquay. Worked on
magnetism.
2. That is 2.4cms.
3. No evidence has been found which suggests that Scoresby submitted such a paper.

Letter 2392
Faraday to William Scoresby1

c7 March 18512

From the original in Whitby Literary and Philosophical Society MS
Royal Institution

My dear Scoresby
I have applied to Mr. Brande as clerk of the Irons at the Mint who

tells me that they have not measured plates of metal - for though they
gauge them they do it to weight & not to measure.

I have applied to Brockedon3 who says he will if possible supply me
with a piece of measured plate that I may send it to you by post - but I do
not know whenu

I have applied to Cowper & De la Rue both of whom refer me to Mr
Whitworth4 Engineer of Manchester who has perfect gauges &c &c &cu
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They say he would supply such a thing instantly but I do not know
him - perhaps you will write to him yourselfu

I could find no change in the absolute bulk of Iron bismuth or other
bodies under intense magnetic poweru See Par 27525 of recent Experi-
mental researches a copy of which I am just setting aside for you. It is quite
a volume6 or I would send it by posti.i

I suppose you remember Joules results in the Phil Mag for 1848 or
18497.1 think he makes out iron to become larger & narrower but cannot
rememben.]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd Dr. Scoresby I &c &c &c

1. William Scoresby (1789-1857, DNB). Retired clergyman who lived in Torquay. Worked on
magnetism.
2. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 2391.
3. William Brockedon (1785-1854, DNB). Painter, author and inventor.
4. Joseph Whitworth (1803-1887, DNB). Mechanical engineer in Manchester.
5. Faraday (1851c), ERE25, 2752.
6. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24,25,26 and 27.
7. Joule (1847).

Letter 2393
William Spence1 to Faraday
10 March 1851
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .37

18 Lower Seymour I St. I Portman Square I March 10,1851
My Dear Sir,

As an addition to your series of Ransome portraits2, I beg your
acceptance of a lithograph profile of my dear old friend Mr. Kirby, from
a pencil sketch of my eldest son4 when on a visit at Sir W. Middleton5 near
Barham two years ago, & which having been taken when Mr. Kirby was
not aware of what was going on, is an excellent likeness6.

I am I My dear Sir I Yours very truly I W. Spence
M. Faraday Esq

1. William Spence (1783-1860, DNB). Entomologist.
2. That is for the portraits contained in RI MS Fl K.
3. William Kirby (1759-1850, DNB). Entomologist and incumbent of Barham, 1782-1850.
4. William Blundell Spence (1815-1900, TBKL). Artist and engraver.
5. William Fowle Middleton (1786-1860, AC). Country gentleman.
6. This portrait is in RI MS Fl 1149.
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Letter 2394
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
12 March 1851
From a copy in RS MS HS 23.102

March 12,1851.
My dear Sir,

Many thanks for your most liberal provision of the healing liquid - the
Caledonian water - which I shall make last me my life, and which for the
donor's sake shall never be applied to meaner uses. I think I got a quieter
night last night by it's application.

May I ask you for two admission tickets to the lecture of Friday next1

for 2 friends (not for reserved seats but for the general circle.)
Your speculations on the diurnal & annual variations2 as referable to

the magnetization of oxygen took me quite by surprise. I had no Idea you
had gone so far into the matter. I find them difficult to follow from the
habitual use of so totally different a mode of "envisaging" the magnetic
forces.

Believe me &c I (sd) J.F.W.H
1. Gull (1851), Friday Evening Discourse of 14 March 1851.
2. In Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.

Letter 2395
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
12 March 1851
From the original in RS MS HS 7.192
My dear Sir John

Herewith the tickets1!.] I hope the Whisky will deserve a good
characteru

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
12 Mar 1851
1. Asked for in letter 2394.

Letter 2396
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
20 March 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bruxelles I le 20 mars 1851
Mon cher ami,

J'ai regu par Mm. Schlagintweit1 le beau present que vous m'avez
fait: rien ne pouvait m'etre plus agreable que de recevoir Votre portrait
avec une inscription de Votre main qui temoigne de l'Amitie dont Vous
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Voulez bien m'honorer. Je veux desormais avoir toujours ce portrait sous
mes yeux; il se trouve dans le lieu le plus apparent de mon cabinet de
travail, dont il fait le principal ornement.

Je Vous felicite sur les resultats remarquables que Vous avez obtenus
au sujet des proprietes magnetiques du gaz oxygene. Notre Academie a
qui j'ai cru pouvoir communiquer ce que Vous m'en avez dit dans votre
derniere lettre2, en a pris connaissance avec un Vif interet3. j'aurais du vous
exprimer mes remerciments dupuis longtemps; mais je voulais, en vous
ecrivant, Vous transmettre la suite de mes travaux sur l'electridte de l'air,
travaux auxquels Vous avez bien Voulu preter quelqu'attention4. Je trouve
enfin, aujourd'hui, un moment pour satisfaire a ce desir.

Mon principal but en vous fesant cette communication est de vous
prier d'examiner si vos decouvertes recentes sur l'oxygene peuvent aussi
rendre compte des Variations periodiques de l'electricite. Je ne doute
aucunement que cet important sujet n'ait deja fixe Votre attention. Mon5

premier travail sur l'electridte contenait les resultats de quatre annees et
demie d'observations6; je puis y joindre aujourd'hui, une des deux annees
1849 et 1850, et du commencement de 1851: peut etre ne les verrez vous
pas sans interet. Us confirment en general les principaux faits deduits de
mes observations anterieures; et cependant l'annee 1849 a presente une
anomalie tres sensible pendant les sept premiers mois: l'electricite a ete
notablement inferieure a ce qu'elle est dans son etat ordinaire: vous
pourrez en juger par le tableau cijoint qui, outre les Valeurs moyennes et
extremes de chaque mois observes directement, contient aussi les moyennes
mensuelles, en ramenant a une meme echelle les determinations de
chaque jour.

on y retrouve aussi la meme loi de continuity les memes differences
entre l'hiver et Tete, pour autant, bien entendu, que le permettent les
armies considerees individuellement.

Rien n'est plus propre a faire apprecier la lacune qui existe encore
dans nos connaissances relativement a Telectricite de Fair, que le doute qui
entoure les anomalies que j'ai observees pendant la premiere partie de
l'annee 1849. II m'a ete impossible de trouver des observations qui pussent
servir de controle aux miennes. Aucun observatoire, du moins a ma
connaissance, ne publie jusqu'a ce jour des observations quotidiennes
regulieres sur l'electricite atmospherique: c'est la une lacune tres facheuse,
comme on ne tardera pas a le reconnaitre.

Quand une annee est remarquable par une temperature anormale,
par des pluies excessives ou des secheresses, tous les meteorologistes
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s'accordent pour constater ces irregularites dans le cercle ou elles se sont
manifestoes: malheureusement il n'en est pas de mime id. J'ai consulte
des recueils d'observations des plus estimes et je n'y ai trouve aucun
renseignement qui peut me satisfaire.

II en resulte qu'on peut me demander si l'affaiblissement dans 1'etat
electrique de Fair etait un fait bien reel, ou s'il n'etait qu'apparent; s'il
n'etait point du, par exemple, a un derangement de mon instrument? et en
supposant cet affaiblissement d'electridte bien constate, etait il purement
local? toutes ces questions peuvent prendre d'autant plus d'importance
que l'anomalie signalee coincidait a peu pres avec le retour du fleau qui a
si cruellement eprouve nos populations7, ces difficultes m'ont porte a
rechercher s'il n'y aurait pas moyen de rendre un electrometre comparable a
lui meme a differentes epoques.

J'avais montre deja, dans mon premier travail8, qu'il est facile de
comparer entre eux deux electrometres de Peltier9, et de construire des
tables d'equivalents pour leurs indications mais, quand une comparaison
a ete faite, et que l'instrument compare a ete transports dans un autre
pays; ou meme, sans qu'il y ait eu transport, apres qu'il s'est Ocoule un
certain temps, il importe de s'assurer que les indications n'ont pas Varie,
qu'elles ont bien conserve leurs Valeurs absolues.

Cette Verification peut se faire d'une maniere tres facile, il suffit en
effet de s'assurer que l'aiguille a conserve toute sa mobilite et que sa force
directrice est restee la meme. or, cette force directrice, ici, est donnee par la
petite aiguille aimantee attachee a l'aiguille indicatrice de l'electrometre. il
suffira alors de soumettre la petite aiguille aimantee aux procedes
ordinaires qui servent a constater son energie magnetique; c'est a dire de
la faire osciller librement dans un plan horizontal et de constater si son etat
magnetique est reste le meme. On doit tenir compte, bien entendu, des
corrections ordinaires employees en pareil cas pour la temperature, la
torsion des fils, la variation de l'intensite horizontale du magnetisme
tettestre, &c.

On congoit que, par des procedes analogues, on peut faire dependre
aussi la determination de la force electrique absolue de la terre, de celle de
son magnetisme absolu: probleme important, mais dont je n'ai point a
m'occuper pour le moment. II me suffit d'avoir etabli qu'on peut par un
procede fort simple reconnaitre qu'un electrometre de Peltier est reste
comparable a lui meme. Bien que la chose soit tres simple en soi, je
m'etonne que cette precaution n'ait pas ete indiquee encore. Si 1'idee
m'etait Venue de Verifer ainsi l'aiguille directrice de mon electrometre, en
1849, et aux epoques qui ont precede et suivi, je n'aurais pas a rechercher
aujourd'hui, si mon instrument a pu subir un derangement temporaire, ni
a m'occuper d'observations etrangeres qui puissent controler les
miennes.
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Si vous pensez que ces remarques si simples puissent etre de
quelqu'utilite, ou qu'elles puissent porter d'autres physiciens a entre-
prendre des series d'observations electriques si necessaires a la Science, je
vous prie de faire de cette lettre tel usage que vous jugerez convenable. Je
me soumets enti&rement a Vous, comme au juge le plus competent en ces
matieres.

Je vous prie de vouloir bien presenter mes hommages a Madame
Faraday, et de recevoir, mon cher et illustre confrere, mes compliments les
plus respecteux,

Votre ami I Quetelet
Je ne vous parle pas de la mort d'Oersted11: cette nouvelle m'est d'autant
plus penible que ce grand physicien m'honorait de son amitie. Oersted et
Schumacher12 a des termes si rapproches!

Degres d'electricite aux differents mois (observatoire royal de Bruxelles)

Moyenne des degres observes

Janvier
Fevrier
Mars
Avril
Mai
Juin
Juillet
Aout
Septembre
Octobre
Novembre
Decembre
Annee

1844

..

..
t m

..
28
29
31
33
46

45
50
55
44
27
26
18
21
27
29
42
44
53
36

& l'electrometre
46
50
45
26
23
19
18
14
22
23
26
41
57
30

47
63
45
47
30
21
18
18
6
17
30
35
48
31

48
50
44
36
27
18
18
22
24
24
32
36
45
31

49
39
36
27
20
16
13
14
21
24
31
45
38
27

50
49
38
36
19
22
14
12
19
28
36
34
50
30

51
52
52
31(1)

1844-50
40
44
35
24
20
17
17
21
25
33
38
48
31

(1) jusqu au 20 mars
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Moyenne des nombres proportionnels

Annee

Maxima
Janvier
FeVrier
Mars
Avril
Mai
Juin
Juillet
Aout
Septembre
Octobre
Novembre
Decembre
[Annee]

1844

90
91
110
127
340
..

36

48
51
67

45
471
548
262
93
163
51
58
89
95
299
334
742
267
49

65
70
64
48
41
48
43
45
42
67
60
73
55

46 47
562 957
256 413
95 282
94 221
49 67
39 47
33 43
57 11
62 39
98 107
274 160
799 356
202 225
44 46

71
60
56
40
33
30
32
37
29
55
65
74
49

48
487
295
164
155
59
48
61
64
63
120
152
281
162
39

77
73
62
48
41
24
31
23
30
48
53
66
49

49
219
163
90
132
32
27
25
92
69
122
364
304
137
36

76
62
47
51
40
36
44
38
22
54
57
65
50

50
507
180
194
70
220
24
21
55
69
172
155
451
179
41

65
62
55
35
25
39
24
34
44
57
77
74
49

51
462
532
125

74
55
66
65
75
22
25
44
50
67
64
71
56
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1844-50
534
309
173
128
98
39
40
65
74
147
224
468
192
43

75 71
74 64

58
48
42
35
33
37
40
56
61
70
51
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Minima

4

6
13
21

32
28
25
10
0
0
3
2
15
0
24
30
15

8
0
0
0
0
3
0
9
8
0
18
24
6

38
23
21
0
0
0
4
0
0
12
4
27
11

19
11
19
8
0
0
0
12
0
22
9
7
9

0
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
16
11
5
5

0
0
13
3
0
0
0
0
11
0
11
20
5

12
31

16
13
13
4
0
0
1
4
8
8
14
19
8
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TRANSLATION
Brussels I 20 March 1851

My dear friend,
I received from Messrs Schlagintweit1 the beautiful present that you

sent: nothing could be more agreeable than to receive a portrait with an
inscription in your own hand, testifying to the friendship with which you
wish to honour me. I wish from now on to have this portrait always before
my eyes; I have put it in the most obvious place in my study, where it is
the principal ornament.

I congratulate you on the remarkable results that you have obtained
on the magnetic properties of oxygen. Our Academie to which I believed
myself able to communicate what you told me in your last letter2 learned
of it with great interest3.1 should have thanked you a long time ago; but
I wanted, in writing to you, to send you the results of my work on
atmospheric electricity, work in which you have expressed some interest4.
I have finally found time, today, to satisfy this desire.

My foremost reason for sending you this information is to ask you to
examine if your recent discoveries on oxygen can also account for the
periodic variations in electricity. I have no doubt that this important
subject has already awakened your interest. My5 first memoir on the
electricity of the air contained the results of four and a half year's
observations6. I can now add to them those of 1849, 1850, and the
beginning of 1851; you will see them, probably, not without interest. They
confirm generally the principal facts deduced from former observations;
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nevertheless the year 1849 has presented a very sensible anomaly during
the first seven months: the electricity is then less in a remarkable degree
than the ordinary proportion, as you will perceive by the accompanying
tables, which, besides the mean and extreme values of each month observed
directly, contain also the monthly means obtained in reducing the
determinations of each day to the same scale.

As far as is permitted by the consideration of the years individually,
we meet again with the same law of continuity and the same differences
between summer and winter as before.

Nothing is more fitted to make one appreciate the deficiency which
still exists in our relative knowledge of the electricity of the air, than the
doubt which surrounds the anomalies I have observed during the first part
of the year 1849.1 have been unable to find any observations which may
serve to control my own. No observatory, at least as far as I know, has
published up to this time regular daily observations of the electricity of the
air; and this constitutes a deficiency most annoying, as we shall not be
long in perceiving.

When a year is remarkable by an abnormal temperature, by extreme
rainy or dry periods, all meteorologists agree in determining its
irregularities in the district where they are manifested; unfortunately it is
not the same here. I have consulted the most esteemed collections of
observations, and I have found nothing there which could satisfy my
want.

Consequently it may be demanded of me whether the deficiency in
the electricity of the air is real or only apparent; whether the result is not
due, for example, to a derangement of my instrument? or, supposing this
weakening of the electricity well ascertained, was it local or not? All these
questions derive still higher importance from the fact that the anomaly
remarked coincided very nearly with the return of that scourge which
caused our population to suffer so cruelly7. These difficulties have led me
to search whether there were not means of rendering an electrometer
comparable to itself at different times.

I have already shown in my first memoir8 that it is easy to compare
two Peltier's electrometers9 with each other, and to construct tables of
equivalents for their indications; but when a comparison has been made
and the compared instrument has been carried into another country, or
even without, after it has been employed for a certain time, it is important
to be assured that its indications have not varied, but have preserved their
absolute values.

This verification may be very easily made; it is enough to ascertain
that the needle has preserved all its mobility, and that its directive power
has remained unchanged. Now the directive force is given by the little
magnetic needle attached to the indicating needle of the electrometer; it is
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sufficient therefore to submit this little needle to the ordinary processes
employed to determine magnetic energy, that is to say, to make it oscillate
freely in a horizontal plane, and to ascertain that its magnetism has
remained unaltered. It should be well understood that account is kept of
the ordinary corrections employed in such cases for temperature, torsion
of thread, variations of the horizontal intensity of the earth, &c.

One can understand how by analogous processes we may also make
the determinations of the absolute electric force of the earth depend on
that of its absolute magnetism; an important problem with which I cannot
occupy myself at this moment. It is sufficient for me to establish, that by
a very simple process we may ascertain whether a Peltier's electrometer
has remained comparable with itself. The thing is so simple that I am
astonished the precaution has not as yet been indicated. If the idea had
come into my mind of thus verifying the needle of my electrometer in 1849
and at preceding and following epochs, I should not now have had to
search out whether my instrument could undergo a temporary derange-
ment, nor to look after foreign observations to control my own.

If you think that these simple remarks may be of any service or
induce other philosophers to undertake those series of electric observa-
tions so important to science, I beg you to make such use of this letter as
may seem to you expedient10.

I submit entirely to you as the best judge in these matters.
I ask you kindly to present my homage to Mrs Faraday and to

receive, my dear and illustrious colleague, my most respectful compli-
ments

Your friend I Quetelet.
I will not talk of the death of Oersted11: this news is all the more painful
since this great physicist honoured me with his friendship. Oersted and
Schumacher12 so close together!

1. See letter 2313.
2. Letter 2347.
3. On 30 November 1850. See BulLAcad.Sci.Bruxelles, 1850,17 (2): 371-1.
4. See letter 2263.
5. From here the translation is taken from Quetelet (1851a).
6. Quetelet (1849).
7. That is cholera.
8. Quetelet (1849).
9. Peltier, J.C.A. (1842).
10. End of translation from Quetelet (1851a).
11. Oersted died on 9 March 1851.
12. Heinrich Christian Schumacher (1780-1850, DSB). German astronomer who worked
largely in Denmark. Died 28 December 1850.
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Letter 2397
Faraday to Richard Taylor
22 March 1851
From Quetelet (1851a), 329
My dear Sir,

I think M. Quetelet's observations so important1 that I hope you will
publish them in the next Number of your Journal2, and I doubt not they
will have their due effect in inducing many to join the very small band of
those who at present observe and study the phaenomena of atmospheric
electricity.

Very truly yours, I M. Faraday.
22nd March 1851.

1. In letter 2396.
2. That is PhilMag. which Taylor did as Quetelet (1851a).

Letter 2398
Faraday to Jacob Gisbert Samuel van Breda
22 March 1851
From the original in HMW

Royal Institution i 22, March 1851
Sir

I have been greatly honored by the receipt of Your letter1; and though
proud of such a mark of confidence fear that I shall hardly prove deserving
of it. If I understand rightly you desire me to say what great experiment
or research there is, which, being important to science, is in the matter of
expence beyond the reach of an individual, and deserves the assistance of
the Royal Society of Sciences. For my own part I am so happily situated in
this Institution, that I am sure if I could say that I needed even a very large
sum up to £1000 or even £2000 to decide a great enquiry; I could raise it
amongst our members, for my personal use, in a week. I therefore have
every want satisfied; and am not able to mention a subject from amongst
those which form the object of my own especial studies.
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But there is a research which I will venture to suggest to your
consideration for its importance which is to a large extent proved;-
because of the character of the philosopher who has already entered into
it;- and because of the circumstances which, as I have reason to suppose,
have in part caused its cessation:-1 refer to that on Respiration by Regnault
- which he has carried so far already; and the first fruits of which he has
published2[.i

I cannot doubt that your meeting of 1852 will be important for
Science, not merely as respects your own country but as regard[s] the
world. Such determinations for the advancement of knowledge do good
every where not only by the direct fruits but by the example. I doubt not
the meeting will be a happy one for the Society as a body & for its
members individually: and in that happiness though at a distance I shall
feel that I have the honor to shareu

I am Sir I With every respect I Your Most Obliged & Humble
Servant I M. Faraday
To I J.G.S. Van Breda I &c &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur J.G.S. Van Breda I Secretaire Perpetuelle
I &c &c &c &c I Societe Royale Hollandaise des Sciences I Haarlem

1. Not found.
2. Regnault and Reiset (1849).

Letter 2399
Paul Frederick Henry Baddeley to Faraday
22 March 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir M. Faraday,

The information contained in the accompanying paper1, will not be
communicated to anyone for publication, till after you have received itt.j

I am, with respect I Yours faithfully I P. Baddeley
Lahore I March 22nd 1851
I send this thro' my Brother in law - Mr. J. Fleming2 of Liverpool.

Address: Sir M. Faraday F.R.S. I Royal Institution i London
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1. Enclosed with this paper are thirteen sides of descriptions and drawings of dust storms. See
Baddeley (1852).
2. Liverpool POD gives John Fleming in charge of a boarding school in Bootle.

Letter 2400
Gideon Algernon Mantell1 to Faraday
27 March 18512

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .45
My dear Dr Faraday,

I thank you very, very much, for your kindness is presenting me with
a separate copy of another series of your splendid researches3; believe me
I appreciate your remembrance of me most highly.

Prof. Silliman4 & his son Dr. B.S.5 (of Connecticut) come to town
tomorrow on their way to the Continent, and they are most anxious to see
you if but for a few minutes. They will therefore attend the meeting of the
R.I.6 tomorrow evening, if I can get tickets for them7.1 have written to Mr
Barlow on their behalf; but as the wife8 & sister9 of Dr B.S. & two friends10

accompany them, I must beg, borrow, or steal, tickets for the whole if
possible.

Prof. Silliman comes to me from Oxford tomorrow & stops at my
house: on Monday he & his son go to Paris.

Ever dear Dr Faraday I with the greatest regard I Gideon Algernon
Mantell
19 Chester Square I Thursday

1. Gideon Algernon Mantell (1790-1852, DSB). Geologist.
2. Dated on the basis of the reference to Silliman mentioned in Curwen (1940), 266.
3. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24,25,26 and 27.
4. Benjamin Silliman (1779--1864, DSB). Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy at Yale
Medical School from 1813. Founder and editor of Am.J.Sci.
5. Benjamin Silliman (1816-1885, DSB). Professor of Medical Chemistry and Toxicology at
the University of Louisville, 1849-1854 and an editor of AmJ.Sci.
6. Story-Maskelyne (1851), Friday Evening Discourse of 28 March 1851.
7. Faraday took the tickets to Mantell himself on 28 March 1851. See Curwen (1940), 266.
8. Susan Silliman, nee Forbes. She had married Benjamin Silliman Jr in 1840. Fulton and
Thomson (1968), 222.
9. Actually the sister of Susan Silliman. Fulton and Thomson (1968), 222.
10. According to Fulton and Thomson (1968), 222 these were Walter S. Church, a grandson of
Benjamin Silliman Sr, and George Jarvis Brush (1831-1912, DAB), an assistant of Benjamin
Silliman Jr at the University of Louisville.
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Letter 2401
Faraday to George Merryweather
28 March 1851
From p.l of a printed version tipped in Merryweather (1851)

Royal Institution, March 28,1851.
I beg to thank you most heartily for the copy of your work on the

"Tempest Prognosticator,"1 which I have read with great interest.
I perceive you have read an account of an Evening that I gave on the

Researches of Quetelet with Peltier's instrument2. I have no doubt you
have quoted the "London Medical Gazette"3 accurately; nevertheless I
thought you would rather know of certain errors it contains before a new
edition of your work comes forth. In the first place, it was not Pelletier*, but
Peltier, who invented the Electro-meter. It is curious that both men lived at
the same time in Paris, and both were scientific.

At page 50, line 3, the name should be Quetelet, not Peltier.
At page 51, bottom line, the name should be Peltier, not Quetelet.

Quetelet carefully refrained from putting forth any theory.
At page 52, line 9, for "they," it should be "the former."
M. Faraday

1. Merryweather (1851).
2. Peltier, J.C.A. (1842). See hond.Med.Gaz., 1850,10: 255-6 for an account of Friday Evening
Discourse of 1 February 1850 "On the Electricity of the Air".
3. This account was quoted in full in Merryweather (1851), 49-52.
4. Pierre-Joseph Pelletier (1788-1842, DSB). French pharmaceutical chemist.

Letter 2402
Faraday to Benjamin Silliman1

29 March 1851
From the original in Boston Public Library MS Ch.I.6.32

R Institution I 29 Mar 1851
My dear Sir

I have this morning found a friend who will take charge of all my
packets to Paris. I am happy to relieve you from the trouble but most
thankful for the readiness with which you offered to do me the favour2!.]

Ever Yours Most Truly
Dr. Silliman I &c &c &c

1. Benjamin Silliman (1779-1864, DSB). Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy at Yale Medical
School from 1813. Founder and editor ofAm.J.Sci.
2. Presumably made at the Royal Institution the previous evening. See letter 2400.
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Letter 2403
George Merryweather to Faraday
31 March 1851
From p.2 of a printed version tipped in Merryweather (1851)

Whitby, March 31,1851.
I do indeed feel myself exceedingly obliged to you for pointing out

to me a grave error that I have copied from the "London Medical
Gazette/'1 Although it was with perfect innocence on my part, yet, at the
same time, as I appear as the ostensible party, in charging M. Quetelet with
an hypothesis that I myself should not wish to be charged with, I shall
certainly take immediate measures to correct this most unfortunate
mistake.

Your kind letter has just arrived in time to save me from a world of
trouble. As it is my intention to present a copy to each of the learned
societies on the Continent, for which object they are now binding, I should
esteem it a great favour if you would allow me to publish your letter, or
to quote those parts of it relating to the errors, which I would prefix to each
Essay, and thereby avoid a multiplicity of explanation. I could also pursue
those copies already delivered to the learned institutions of this country,
and neutralize at once the errors.

George Merryweather

1. See letter 2401 and notes 2 and 3.

Letter 2404
Faraday to George Merryweather
1 April 1851
From p.2 of a printed version tipped in Merryweather (1851)

Royal Institution, April 1,1851.
My dear Sir, - I can have no objection to your making any use of the
corrections in my letter1, &c. &c.

Very truly yours, I M. Faraday

1. That is letter 2401. See letter 2403 for the request.
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Letter 2405
Lyon Playf air to Faraday
7 April 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

[Royal Coat of Arms] I Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of all
Nations, 1851. I President, I His Royal Highness Prince Albert, K.G. I &c.
&c. &c. I Office for the Executive Committee, I Exhibition Building, I
Kensington Road, London. I 7th April / 51
Dear Sir

Many thanks for your consent. I am sure it will delight the Prince
much. You may have your choice of Classes I, in or IV. III can scarcely
afford two scientific chemists on as I must have Pharmaciens &
Manufacturers. Perhaps you would like I, as you would then only require
to give aid as a Chemist on Metallurgical subjects & require less constant
attention1.

Truly Yours I LyonPlayfair
M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution, Albemarle St

1. Faraday was appointed a member of the Jury of the Great Exhibition for Class I, "Mining,
Quarrying, Metallurgical Operations, and Mineral Products''. Anon (1852a), 1: xxvi.

Letter 2406
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
8 April 1851
From the original in RS MS HS 7.193

Royal Institution I 8 April 1851
My dear Sir John

I have no doubt you are aware of the lines on glass produced by M.
Nobert. I have received from him some rulings & a paper which he wishes
me to present to the Royal Society & I propose doing so by next Thursday1

but I thought you would like in the mean time to see an attempt to
measure the length & velocity of the undulations of a ray of light by the
direct application of a scale to themt.i

Ever Yours Truly 1 M. Faraday
Sir John F.W. Herschell Bart I &c &c &c

1. That is 10 April 1851. Faraday did this. See RA. Nobert, "Description and purpose of the
glass plate which bears the inscription Tnterferenze-spectrum. Longitudo et celeritas
undularum lucis relativa cum in aere turn in vitro"', Proc.Roy.Soc, 1851,6:43-5. The manuscript
isinRSMSAP33.21.
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Letter 2407
Faraday to Thomas John Fuller Deacon
10 April 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl H70

Royal Institution I 10 April 1851
My dear Friend

I must thank you before I get into the full business of the day: when
that begins I am pulled from Pillar to post at this part of the Season. That
is doubly the case just now because tomorrow evening I must talk about
atmospheric magnetism1. Caroline knows a little of that matteru

Your translation was just what I wantedu I have altered a few
technicalities & sent it in to the Royal Society2!.] The subject is an
exceedingly curious one but rather out of my way but it was sent to me by
Nobert from Pomerania with a highly characteristic English German
letter3 which needed no translations]

I hope you [are] now in comfortable lodgings & feeling occupied &
cheerily sou Sometimes we have too much to do & sometimes too little -
and we should go strangely wrong if there were not one over us who is
always caring for us even for the most unworthy & the most rebellious,
who is the preserver of all men. Give my Love to your wife & to the little
impertant [sic] Miss Constance - also to Mr Paradiseu

Ever Your affectionately I M. Faraday
Mr. Deacon

1. Faraday (1851f), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 April 1851.
2. That is Nobert's paper cited in note 1, letter 2406.
3. Not found.

Letter 2408
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
15 April 1851
From the original in RS MS HS 7.194

Royal Institution i 15 April 1851
My dear Sir John

The accompanying book was addressed to me on the outside but to
you on the inside. I consider it as yours.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Letter 2409
Matthew Fontaine Maury1 and George Manning2 to Faraday
16 and 23 April 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

National Observatory, I Washington D.C I April 16th 1851
My dear Sir,

I have reed your letter of the 24th Ulto with the Copy of the
"Experimental researches in Electricity 24th 25th 26th & 27th Series"3

which you had the kindness to send, and for which I thank you most
heartilyu

I need not say how eagerly these several papers were devoured; I
have studied them with profit and pleasure; and admired, step by step as
I went along, the true spirit of philosophical research that pervades them.

To me, some of your results look very much like a cleu [sic] which
you have placed in the hands of physicists to guide them through dark
and doubtful places of research.

It may lead through many tortuous windings before it brings us to
the end, but we look to you still further; You must not tire.

Will you not therefore embrace in your researches the electric or
magnetic properties of Sea water at various temperatures? for it appears to
me that our philosophy is as much at fault in accounting for the velocity
of the Gulf Stream, as it is for the cause of magnetism.

The Mississippi river, where its fall has been computed at 2j inches to
the mile, is said to have an hourly velocity of l | miles. But, the Gulf Stream,
running on a water level, maintains a velocity of 4, and reaches occasionally
a velocity of 5 miles, an hour.

I am prepared to show that the Trade Winds have very little to do
with giving direction and force the currents of the sea, and there is room
for the conjecture that the submarine currents are as regular if not as active
as those at the surface.

What is the cause of this great velocity of the Gulf stream on a water
level? Not gravitation certainlyi.j

The difference of Specific gravity between the hot waters of the Gulf
stream and the cold waters of the poles would cause motion; but unless
some other agent were concerned, not with such velocity as that of the
Gulf Stream; nor can it be comprehended how, without the help of some
other agent, the waters of the Gulf Stream should collect themselves
together, and flow to the North in a body, as they do.

That the waters of the Gulf stream do not readily mingle with those
of the ocean about them, we know; and if you will do me the favor to look
at pp 15-20 "Investigations of the Winds and Currents of the Sea"4 several
copies of which I have caused to be placed at your disposal, you will find
some striking evidence of this fact.
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Why is this? the very waters through which the Gulf Stream is
flowing, are themselves bound down to the Trade Wind regions, to supply
the air with vapor, to have their temperature raised, to enter the Gulf, to
perform their circuit, and to issue thence as Gulf Stream water, invested
with antagonistic principles - so to speak. Whence is this antagonism
derived? meaning by Antagonism, in this place, simply the indisposition
of the two waters - those flowing from the Gulf and those through which
they flow, to commingle.

The reluctance of the waters of any two streams when they meet, to
mingle is often manifested, and perhaps the display of this propensity by
those of the Gulf Stream may not be considered remarkable, except as to
distance and extent.

If you will look at the shape of the Gulf Stream you will be struck
with its cuniform proportions; From the Straits of Bernini to the Grand
Banks it is like a wedge, with its apex cleaving the Straitsi.]

What has this form and pressure of the cold and therefore heavier
waters which make the bed and banks of the Gulf Stream, to do with its
velocity? Striking analogies might be pointed out in this connexion.

You will observe too, that according to the Storm tracks which
meteorologists assign to the West India Hurricanes, those storms manifest
by their course, a tendency towards the waters of the Gulf Stream,
conforming with it in their general directions

Can therefore the waters of this Stream, and the air above them, be
more or less paramagnetic or diamagnetic, than the sea waters generally?

Why may not the oxygen of the water be paramagnetic, as well as the
oxygen of the air? or are the gasses and salts of sea water capable of any
magnetic influences? If the oxygen of the water be magnetic will not that
of its vapor be magnetic also? If an affirmative reply be given to these
interrogations, would it not be suggestive of the agency through which, or
by which, the Gulf Stream rules the course of the Storm, and preserves its
own peculiarities?

You will, I hope, understand me in making the above remarks, and
in propounding the above interrogatories.

I make the remarks with the hope of interesting you, and of engaging
your thoughts upon these captivating subjects; and I ask the questions, in
the true spirit of philosophical inquiry, so well described in your 2702 et
seq5, as moving you to your beautiful train of researches.

Will you not therefore - or is it your intention to do so, or would it be
useless - to extend your "Researches in Electricity" to the sea, its gasses, &
its salts, and its vapors, and determine as to the degree and nature of
"Aqueous Magnetism" if there be such a thing.

Reading your remarks as to the great "Magnetic lense"6 which
follows the sun through the atmosphere and studying the diagrams of
magnetic declination at Toronto & St. Petersburg I was led to ask myself
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the question, What have the Gulf Stream and the mantle of warmth which
it spreads over the extra tropical North and places between St. Petersburg
and Toronto to do with the time and period of the great "sun swing"7 of
the needle at the two places. One place has a great extent of land surface
to the East - the other to the West and the two are separated by the warm
waters of the Gulf Stream.

I hope you will pardon me for trying so earnestly to tempt you out
to sea. I am there, and often find myself bewildered, and shall be most
happy to come within your hail, and get fresh points of departure from
you now and thenu

Respectfully &c I M.F. Maury
To I M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I London
The charts &c referred to by Lieut Maury, will be forwarded to you in a
package to John W. Parker8, Bookseller, if possible by next London Packet
sailing of 24 inst -or 1st Prox.

Very truly &c &c I Geo Manning
New York April 2 3 / 5 1

1. Matthew Fontaine Maury (1806-1873, DSB). American naval officer and oceanographer.
2. According to Williams (1963), 260 George Manning was a distribution agent in New York.
3. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24, 25,26 and 27.
4. Maury (1851).
5. Faraday (1851b), ERE24, 2702 et seq.
6. Faraday (1851d), ERE26,2892 and 2920.
7. Faraday (1851d), ERE26,2909 and Faraday (1851e), ERE27,3031.
8. John William Parker (1792-1870, DNB). Printer and publisher in London.

Letter 2410
Faraday to John Barlow
18 April 1851
From the original in RI MS JB1/2, p.47

Hastings I 18 April 1851
My dear Barlow

Look at the accompanying sketch of regulations!.]
Supposing them fit & proper or altered until they are so what do you

say to having them printed in a proper form as a page of post paper and
kept lying upon the tables in the library on Friday nightsi.] A thousand or
two being printed so that they might be given to the members reading
there & that those which are removed or dirty may be continually
replacedi.]

They ought of course to be sanctioned by the Managers & signed by
you as Secretary: but
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Would it not be important to have them on the tables before the first
Friday Evening i.e the 2nd of May1 - and as no Managers meeting will
occur before that would you mind our taking the responsibility on
ourselves for that time. I have no objection to taking as much as you
please2!.]

I do not wait until we meet at home but send this that there may be
plenty of time for consideration. If we had thought of it sooner some such
regulations might have been sent to each member with the report3 &c for
the 1st of May4!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Airy, G.B. (1851), Friday Evening Discourse of 2 May 1851.
2. The regulations for the Friday Evening Discourses were approved by the Managers at RI
MM, 2 June 1851,10: 333 and their earlier implementation was also approved.
3. That is The Annual Report of the Visitors of the Royal Institution of Great Britain for the Year
1850.
4. That is the Annual Meeting of the Royal Institution. RI MS GM, 1 May 1851, 5: 564-9.

Letter 2411
Faraday to John Tyndall
19 April 1851
From the original copy in Tyndall, Diary, 28 April 1851, 5: 52-3

Hastings 19th April 1851.
Dear Sir,

Whilst here resting for awhile I take the opportunity of thanking you
for your letter of the 4th of February1 and also for the copy of the paper in
the phil. Magazine which I have received2.1 had read the paper before and
was very glad to have the development of your researches more at large
than in your letter. Such papers as yours make me feel more than ever the
loss of memory I have sustained, for there is no reading them or at least
retaining the argument under such a deficiency. Mathematical formulae
more than anything requires quickness and surety [in receiving and
retaining the true value of the symbols used,]3 and whilst one has to look
back at every moment to the beginning of a paper, to see what H or a or
P mean there is no making way. Still though I cannot hold the whole train
of reasoning in my mind at once I am fully able to appreciate the value of
the results you arrive at, and it appears to me that they are exceedingly
well established and of very great consequence. These elementary laws of
action are of so much consequence in the development of the nature of a
force which, like magnetism is as yet new to us.

My views with regard to the cause of the annual, diurnal, and
[some]4 other variations are not yet published though printed5. The next
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part of the philosophical transactions will contain them. I am very sorry I
am not able to send you a copy from those allowed to me, but I have had
so many applications from those who had some degree of right that they
are all gone. I only hope that when you see the Transactions you may find
reason to think favourably of my hypotheses. Time does not lessen my
confidence in the view I have taken but I trust when relieved from my
present duties and somewhat stronger in health to add experimental
results regarding oxygen so that the mathematicians may be able to take it
up.

As you say in the close of your letter I have far more confidence in
the one man who works mentally and bodily at a matter than in the six
who merely talk about it - and I therefore hope and am fully persuaded
that you are working. Nature is our kindest friend and best critic
(exciter?)6 in experimental science if we only allow her intimations to fall
unbiassed on our minds. Nothing is so good as an experiment which
whilst it sets an error right gives us a reward for our humility in being
refreshed by an absolute advancement in knowledge!.]

I am my dear Sir I your very obliged and faithful Servant I M.
Faraday
Dr. J. Tyndall i &c &c

1. Letter 2379.
2. Tyndall (1851a).
3. There is an ellipsis in the MS here. The passage in square brackets is taken from the
typescript in RI MS T TS volume 12, p.4128.
4. As in typescript. See note 3.
5. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.
6. "critic" is given in the typescript.

Letter 2412
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet
19 April 1851
From the original in BRAI ARB Archives No 17986 / 989

Royal Institution I 19 April 1851
My dear Quetelet

Directly that I received your letter1 I translated it and sent it to the
Philosophical Magazine where I have no doubt you have seen its
insertion2 and I trust it will induce some to join with you in the
observation of atmospheric electricity. Your observations regarding the
first part of the year 1849 are most interesting and I have full confidence
in them so that though it may in some degree (& a large one) be
unfortunate that there are not other observations made elsewhere to
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compare with yours still it is of the utmost consequence that yours have
been made & I hope they will awaken the sleepy observers.

Your flatter me by the manner in which you receive my portrait:-1 do
not think much of my own face but I have very great pleasure in looking
upon yours3 & it brings by association all your kind feelings towards me
back to my mind and very pleasant they aret.]

I sent you a long paper or rather several papers4 a little while ago -
containing some on atmospheric magnetismu I have no fear as to the
experimental part & I entertain hopes that the hypothetical part may find
favour before your philosophic mine. My hopes in it are not as yet any less
than at any former time - but I shall leave the paper to tell its own storyi.j

I am not quite right in health & though I have from habit dated from
the Royal Institution am really at Hastings on the Seashore waiting on rest
& fresh ain.j

Ever My dear M. Quetelet I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Quetelet I &c &c &c I Observatory I
Bruxelles

1. Letter 2396.
2. Quetelet (1851a).
3. See letter 2323.
4. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24,25,26 and 27.

Letter 2413
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Sehoenbein
19 April 1851
From the original in UB MS NS 396

Hastings I 19 April 1851.
My dear Sehoenbein

Here we are at the seaside and my mind so vacant (not willingly) that
I cannot get an idea into it. You will wonder therefore why I write to you
since I have nothing to say but the fact is I feel as if I owed you a letter and
yet cannot remember clearly how that is. Still I would rather appear stupid
to you than oblivious of your kindness and yet very forgetful I am. In 6 or
7 weeks I shall be talking of ozone1.1 hope I shall not discredit you or fail
in using well all the matter you have given me abundant & beautiful as it
is. But I feel that my memory does not hold things together in hand as it
used to do. Formerly I did not care about the multiplicity of items, they all
took their place & I picked out what I wanted at pleasureu Now I am
conscious of but few at once & it often happens that a feeble point which
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has present possession of the mind obscures from recollection a stronger &
better one which is ready & waiting:- but we must just do the best we can
- and you may be sure I will do as well for you as I could for myself.

I set about explaining the other evening my views of atmospheric
magnetism2 & found when I had done that I had left out the two or three
chief points. I only hope that the printed papers3 contain them & that they
will be found good by the men who are able to judge. The copy for you is
either with you or on the way for the Gentleman whom you introduced to
me4 whose name I forget (from Aarau?) kindly took charge of it.

And now my dear Schoenbein with kindest remembrances to
Madame Schoenbein (and my wife joins all she can to you & yours)

I am as Ever I Most truly yours I M. Faraday

Address: Professor Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I on the
Rhine

1. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
2. Faraday (18510, Friday Evening Discourse of 11 April 1851.
3. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25,26 and 27.
4. Alexander Pompius Bolley (1812-1870, PI, 3). Professor of Chemistry in Aarau, 1838-1854.
See letter 2388.

Letter 2414
Faraday to John Barlow
21 April 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl Nl/22

R Institution I 21 April 1851
My dear Barlow

I am glad you think the regulations are not improper & may be useful
- alter them at your pleasure1!.] As to the title of Secretarys list, it can be
called the President's* or the Evening or the list - only care must be taken
from the first to prevent folks thinking that any body may write a name
down on it. Even managers individually ought to have no power of the
kind but just one or two persons as the president or Secretary. The
numbers of the list combined with that of the managers ought perhaps to
be limited so that on occasions even managers might have to give place &
I am sure in case of need would do so. When we come together we will see
how many the reserved bench seats of the front row can contain and then
that number with something additional for chairs upon very especial
occasions ought to make up the whole number.
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Perhaps a good additional regulation would be to place no chairs
except for distinguished visitors or if that be too strong we can talk of such
a rule.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. See letter 2410.
2. It was called the President's list. RI MM, 2 June 1851,10:333.

Letter 2415
William Snow Harris to Faraday
25 April 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Plymouth, 25 April 1851
My dear Faraday

I am in possession of your late researches in Electy printed in the
First Part of the Philosophical Transactions for this present year1, with
which I am greatly charmed and instructed, and for which I feel deeply
indebted to youi.j When I look at what you have done in Science, and your
still brilliant progress, I am inclined to say of you, as the Marquis de
UHospital2 said of Newton "Does Faraday eat drink and sleep like other
men"?3 Your new discovery of Atmospheric Magnetism has opened a vast
field of further research and impressed upon every new fact in this
department of Science a peculiar Interest.

Having lately been myself engaged in the further prosecution of
inquiries concerning the nature, laws, and mode of action of this species of
force, and having arrived at several conclusions, apparently novel and
important I have assembled them under the form of a Communication to
the Royal Society4. My first impulse however was to send the Paper to you,
with a view of your looking it over, and presenting it, should you have
thought it worthy of that honor - that would have been the course which
my great admiration of your Labours and I will add my sincere personal
regard toward you, would have led me, to adopt - but I considered, that
I ought not to trouble you on such an occasion seeing how much you are
hourly occupied in matters of such vast importance to the interests of
Science. Thinking however, that the experimental part of my paper, may
possibly be interesting to you, seeing that it is involved in those very
researches in which you are engaged, and that it embraces new
phenomena on Magnetism requisite to be considered, & accounted for, in
any further view, we may be led to take of this mysterious power, I have
determined on forwarding for your information a rough copy of my paper,
with the few following notices, so that you may have no trouble about it,
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and refer to the facts in it in such way as may suit your convenience. I trust
you will not think me intrusive in having ventured on this step - for after
all I am not sure whether what I have done may be esteemed of sufficient
importance to merit your consideration or note.]

The First pages consist of Introductory remarks, and a reference to
Instruments principally those you saw at the Geological Museum - but
with improvements. This is followed by a particular view of the nature
and mode of Operation of Magnetic Force, which is considered to arise out
of what I have called waves of Induction or Magnetic reverberations set up
between the surfaces of the opposed bodies, this may after all come to
your theory of Polarized particles - however if you think it worthwhile
you may see what is said sec 4 and 5.

The laws of these inductive forces, as given in sec 11, may perhaps be
found very well worth consideration - more especially when taken in
connection with secns 23, 24 &c in which various laws of reciprocal force
are fully elucidated - and all the several results of experiments by
Hauksbee5, Brook Taylor6, Muschenbroek7 and others quite reconciled
with the primary or more elementary laws of Magnetic force. I think this
is so far interesting inasmuch, as it helps to throw light on the nature of
Magnetism - more especially in any reference of this peculiar Physical
Force, to a general or universal principle as you seem disposed to dot.] So
far as I see - we have in the phenomenon of a Magnet attracting Iron or
that of two Magnetic poles attracting each other, one end only of a chain
in our grasp, the other end of which is out of sight. Taking the reciprocal
force near the magnet, it is certainly in no inverse ratio greater than that of
the simple distance - as we recede from this into Space - the force becomes
as the 1 power of the distance inversely - then as the Squares, next as the
2 power then as the cubes of the distances inversely as stated by Newton8

- and to what other inverse powers of the distances, the force may extend
as the action fades away in distance, it is almost impossible to say, without
instruments of extreme sensibility such as we can not at present boast of,
it is not possible to further investigate this point. You see what I have said
about this at Sec. 28. Observe I do not say that you obtain the above laws
in every instance successively with the same Magnet so much depends on
the stability of the Inductive force. But I have no doubt whatever, not the
slightest, of the facts, or that the experiments, can in any way, either
Mathematical or Physical, be called in question.

In Sec 14 and following I think you will find a new class of
Phenomena, unless I am unacquainted with all you & others have effected
- e.g. you will find a curious and interesting example of a diminished
Magnetic Intensity by an increase of surface, being in magnetism, precisely
the same experiment and class of fact, which Franklins9 Expet. of the Can
and Chain is in Electricity10, or of any analogous experiment in which by
extending the Surface the Electrometer falls see Fig 7 Sec (15). You will
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further see (16) that a hollow tempered steel Cylinder becomes equally if
not more powerfully magnetic than a similar solid-tempered steel
Cylinder of the same diameter - shewing that it is the Surface and not the
Mass which is concerned. That a soft Iron Cylinder made to fit, and passed
into a tempered hollow magnetic Cylinder operates as a sort of
discharging rod, and permanently discharges as it were the opposite
polarities, leaving a residuum as in the Leyden Jar &c &c. There are a class
of facts here which perhaps may be interesting to youi.j We have not I
think as yet done enough in the way of investigating internal magnetism,
as in your Electrical cage, you suspended and lived in11.

Sec. 34 - which treats of magnetic quantity, and its law of measurement
is necessarily in association with some of your views sec. 287012.1 have not
the slightest doubt but the law and condition of charge, is identical with
Electricity the force of attraction is as the square of the quantity. Sec 35
contains my apology for terms, and refers to an Experiment Fig 8. with
which I have been much satisfied & pleased from the great, I may say the
extreme precision of its results. I do not think that such a combined action
for the measurement of Volta magnetic force has been as yet effected. It
served me in magnetism as the Unit Jar did in Electricity - and we have
now I think a means at command for determining how much more
magnetism we have in the pole of any one magnet, or in any other point,
than in the pole &c of any other magnet. The Expt in detail is given (36) the
Law for quantity is in (34) afterward proved to be true.

In sec. (42) is the problem of the magnetic development in different
points of a Magnetic Bar, which has not always been accurately and
definitely statedu Finally I have thought it worth while to refer in the end
of this Paper to the peculiar parallism in the phenomena of the Electrical Jar
and the Magnetic Bar, and to what Newton and others of the more remote
periods of the R.S have advanced on this subject, and which instead of
being open to the severe animadversions and unmerited criticisms of
many eminent mathematicians13, are I firmly believe perfectly true in all
their details and results, and quite consistent with demonstrable laws of
magnetic force - you will see my views on this subject (45)u

I do not see how it is possible to consider Magnetism as a central
force or emanation from a magnet spreading out into space and getting
weaker in Proportion to the amount of space spread over:- all our
experience is to my humble apprehension against such a deduction - the
action must be after all referred to an action between terminating planes;
much after the fashion you have described in 1299,1302,1301 116314 &c -
and in various other parts of your researches. Two terminating planes or
surfaces with something going on or established between them is the
immediate feature to me of both Electrical and magnetic force thus
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position all their fine mathematical superstructures are built on it - and I
really do think in many instances, that if it were a point at issue between
Poissons Mathematics and the course of Nature, very many would give
it in favor of Poissonu It is quite curious to see how severely every
Experimental result is handled which does not coincide with the law of the
inverse duplicate ratio of the distance. Robison cuts down at one sweep all
the valuable expts of Hauksbee19, Brook Taylor20 Whiston21, Muschen-
broek22 & others23, says in as many words they are worthless - that
Electrical attractions & repulsions are not the most proper phenomena for
declaring the precise law of variation - yet was it from those same attractions
and repulsions that both Coulomb1* and Lambert15 deduced their law of
magnetic force - Lambert especially resorted to the method of Hauksbee &
Brook Taylor, certainly in a more refined way - now their experimental
inquiries are quoted with confidence; and in no way objected to, in fact
they were considered to have arrived at the true law of the Force: then again
Newton having observed that the Magnetic attraction decreases in a
certain case in the Inverse triplicate ratio of the distance - we are told in as
many words by Biot, that Newton was ignorant of the whole matter26, and
had not accurate Ideas of magnetic Phenomena, and so in a variety of
other instances. In fact without in any way entering as you have done into
a severe and close investigation of nature by Experiment many profound
Mathematical men have been content to adopt a certain set of principles,
derived it seems to me, not always from very unexceptionable experi-
ments - and they seem determined to bend every thing to those principles.
For my self I have no belief in Electrical & Magnetic fluids in their
hypothetical density & distribution, in virtue of the assumed law of their
constitution &c. There is something to come yet far beyond all this -
however we are still in the dark about it. I have read over your attempt to
establish a relation between Gravity & Electricity27. I have not myself
much hope of success by any direct experiment. The results of the two
forces being so very different -1 can conceive no identity in these forces
except through a sort of Aethereal medium in which all matter may be
conceived to float and different relations or affections of which to the
particles of common matter is in one case Gravity in another Electricity:
but it is in vain for me to speculate on such things at this moment. You are
the only Philosopher on Earth likely to throw light on the question!.]

I had always great misgivings relative to the changes which might
ensue in vibrating a magnetic needle in air, and I pointed out some of these
changes in my papers in the Edinb. Phil. Transactions for 1834 vol xiii, "On
the Investigations of Magnetic Intensity &c-"28 and I felt quite assured at
that time, that Christies Expts. relative to the Influence of Light Phil. Trans.
182529 were disturbed by taking the oscillations in air - all of which I have
enlarged on at the close of that Paper sec 33. And I think you may find
some Experiments there immediately coinciding with and bearing on
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what you say 287130 and the direct connection of the two is really very
striking see also sec 34 and 35 of my paper above quoted. Your
observations on Atmospheric Magnetism confirm my view of the
propriety of observing Intensity oscillations in vacuo - which I have
always done as in the long series of Expts in the Phil. Trans for 1831
p6931.

I take it for granted, that by this time I have tired you out, but I find
the subject so very interesting that I could continue to write about it to
almost any extent, especially to you. I will however now bid you adieu &
will subscribe myself your very faithful & affectionate] friend

W. Snow Harris

1. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24,25,26 and 27.
2. Guillaume-Francois-Antoine de U Hospital (1661-1704, DSB). French mathematician.
3. Quoted in, for example, Hutton (1795), 2:150. On this quotation see Westfall (1980), 473.
4. William Snow Harris, "On Induced and other Magnetic Forces", Proc.Roy.Soc, 1851, 6:
87-92. The manuscript is in RS MS AP 33.15.
5. Francis Hauksbee (cl666-1713, DSB). Experimental natural philosopher.
6. Brook Taylor (1685-1731, DSB). Mathematician.
7. Petrus van Musschenbroek (1692-1761, DSB). Dutch natural philosopher.
8. Newton (1726), 403. [Book 3, prop. 6, corr. 5].
9. Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790, DSB). American natural philosopher.
10. Franklin (1751-4), 121-2.
11. See Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1174.
12. Faraday (1851d), ERE26,2870.
13. Possibly a reference to Whewell (1835) which criticised Harris. See Harris to Faraday, 28
April 1839, letter 1166, volume 2.
14. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1163,1299,1301,1302.
15. John Robison (1739-1805, DSB). Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of
Edinburgh, 1773-1805.
16. Robison (1822), 4: 272.
17. Ibid., 273.
18. Poisson (1811).
19. Hauksbee (1712).
20. Taylor, B. (1721).
21. William Whiston (1667-1752, DNB). Theologian and natural philosopher. On this work see
Whiston (1719).
22. Musschenbroek (1725).
23. Robison (1822), 4: 217.
24. Coulomb (1789).
25. Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728-1777, DSB). German natural philosopher. On this work
see Lambert, J.H. (1766a, b).
26. Biot (1830), 270.
27. Faraday (1851b), ERE24.
28. Harris (1834b).
29. Christie (1826).
30. Faraday (1851d), ERE26, 2871.
31. Harris (1831).
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Letter 2416
Faraday to Joseph Henry
28 April and 2 May 1851
From the original in SI A, JHC, Box 10

Royal Institution I April 28,1851
My dear Henry

The instant that I received your letter I applied to an Architect whom
we employ Mr. Vulliamy to make me the necessary drawings of our
Lecture room. I have only just received them. I do not know what has
occasioned the delay but I could not help it. Why did you not come over
yourself & see the room & hear in it; & if needful speak in it (we should
have been very glad to listen to you) so that you might have been well able
to judge of your own knowledge how far it was worthy to suggest any
thing or serve for imitation in your own great room? We should have been
very glad to see you for we have not forgotten the pleasure we received at
Your last visit1.

Besides the Exhibition is coming on & though I am very little moved
or excited by such things yet it would have been pleasant to see you here
for any reason and as it is we do expect a number of very good things from
your Country which we reckon also as half oursu

I wonder whether I shall ever see America -1 think not - the progress
of years tells & their effect on me is to blot out many a fancy which in
former days I thought might perhaps work up into realities - and so we
fade away. Well I have had & have a very happy life at home nothing
should make me regret that I cannot leave it & indeed when the time for
decision comes - home always has the advantage!.] Mrs. Faraday wishes to
be kindly remembered to youu We look at your face painted in light by
Mayall2 & I dare say it is like He & nature together have made you look
very comfortable & I suspect that we have both altered much since last we
saw each otheru My wife mourns with half mimic half serious
countenance over my changes & chiefly that a curly head of hair has
become a mere unruly grisly mop. I think that is on the whole the worst
part of the change that 60 years nearly have madeu

And now having scratched this letter I merely wait for the Architects
charge which is — and shall then send it & the drawing off.

Ever My dear Henry I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
Prof. Joseph Henry I &c &c &c
2 May. I have just obtnd the bill 5.16.6 which I have enclosed I Yours Ever
MF

Address: Professor Joseph Henry Esq I &c &c &c I Smithsonian
Institution I Washington I United States
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1. In 1837. See Reingold and Rothenberg et al. (1972-99), 3 passim.
2. John Jabez Edwin Mayall (1810-1901, Reingold and Rothenberg et al. (1972-99), 6: 418).
American photographer who spent most of his life in England.

Letter 2417
Faraday to Novello1

1 May 1851
From the original in Knox College Galesburg MS

Mr Faraday would be obliged to Mr. Novello if he would do him the
favour to address & forward the accompanying letteru
Royal Institution I 1 May 1851

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2418
Faraday to Henry Thomas De La Beche
6 May 1851
From the original in British Geological Survey MS GSM1/507

Royal Institution I 6 May 1851
My dear De la Beche

I think I am right in trusting to you for the carriage for tomorrow
night. I do not know how late it comes for me - will 11 o'clk do? I will come
away whenever you like. I suppose we shall meet1.

I do not know whether heavy glass falls within the scope of your
collection2.1 send the best piece I now have to spara.] If you do not want
it let me have it back again. It is a silico-borate of lead.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. This was the State Ball held at Buckingham Palace on 7 May 1851. For an account see Times,
8 May 1851, p.5, col. a-c. Faraday's attendance is noted in col. b.
2. At the Geological Museum.
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Letter 2419
William Spence1 to Faraday
7 May 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl K39

18 Lower Seymour St. I Portman Square I May 7,1851
My dear Sir

Dr & Mrs Percy of Birmingham take tea with us in a free way (no
large party) on Saturday evening next2 at half past eight, & if you & Mrs
Faraday chance to have no better enjoyment, we shall be very glad if you
will favour us with your company to meet them.

I am I my dear Sir I Yours very truly I W. Spence
M. Faraday Esq

1. William Spence (1783-1860, DNB). Entomologist.
2. That is 10 May 1851.

Letter 2420
Faraday to John Ridout1

8 May 1851
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution I 8 May 1851
My dear Sir

Did you ask me for an admission to the Lecture on Saturday2 or has
my bad memory led me to some mistake?

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J. Ridout Esq I &c &c &c

Address: John Ridout Esq I &c &c &c I 10 Montague Street I Russell
Square

1. John Ridout (1784-1855, B3). Surgeon and member of the Senate of the University of
London, 1836-1855.
2. That is 10 May 1851 when Faraday gave his second lecture in a course of six lectures "On
some points of Electrical Philosophy". His notes are in RI MS F4 Jll.
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Letter 2421
Alfred Swaine Taylor to Faraday
13 May 1851
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, £.17

3 Cambridge Place I Regts Park May 13 I 1851
Dear Faraday

It has occurred to me that the enclosed recent case of death from
lightning might be of interest to you. I therefore send a copy of it for your
acceptance.

It was formerly thought that all nervous and muscular power was so
completely destroyed by the passage of an electric current through the
body, that in death from lightning, the limbs never became rigid. John
Hunter1 held this opinion. The fallacy, however, arose from the rigidity
having supervened and passed away before the body was seen. The
enclosed case shows that the opinion is erroneousu This might have been
inferred from the fact that the sutere destruction of nervous and muscular
power by disease during life (as in paralysis) does not present that
extraordinary condition of the muscles after death which is known as
rigidity or rigor mortis - the last indication of actual power in the body.

In the enclosed case, the electric fluid appears to have burst the blood
vessels and led to considerable effusion of blood. The red stripes with an
arboriferous disposition is an appearance which has given rise to many
superstitious notionsu They have been supposed to represent the
impression of a tree. The soldiers of Titus2 engaged in the siege of
Jerusalem, who were struck during a storm presented the mark of a Cross
on the back - so it is said.

The man who lost his life in this case appears to have first received
the shock, - and to have been more elevated than the lad: but both were on
the low level of the river.

I am I Your's very truly I Alfred S. Taylor
Prof Faraday

1. John Hunter (1728-1793, DNB). Anatomist and surgeon.
2. Titus (39-81, NBU). Roman military commander in Palestine. Emperor, 79-81.
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Letter 2422
Faraday to Alfred Swaine Taylor
14 May 1851
From the original in DUL, Great Britain, papers (Misc) Vol 1 (1795-1869),
p.64

R Institution I 14 May 1851
My dear Taylor

Let me thank you at once for your kindness1.1 have read the letter.
The slip I am going to take with me to read in our minutes.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. In letter 2421.

Letter 2423
Faraday to Thomas Bell
15 May 1851
From the original in RS MS RR 2.215

Royal Institution I 15 May 1851
My dear Sir

Herewith I return Coll Sabines paper1 with congratulations that we
have such an one to work in such a manner for the cause of science in
relation to terrestrial magnetism. There are very few who would
undertake the labour of such comparative & analytical labours and none
who could do them betteru As far as I may be permitted to judge I
consider his investigations as of the utmost value to science.

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Thomas Bell Esq I &c &c &c

1. Sabine (1851b).

Letter 2424
George Ransome to Faraday
17 May 1851
From the original in RS MS 241, f.118

Ipswich Museum I [Coat of Arms] I Ipswich 1851 5mo 17
To Prof Faraday F.R.S. I &c &c &c

It gives me much pleasure to inform thee, thou art unanimously
elected an Honorary Member of the Ipswich Museum in testimony of the
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high appreciation the Members of this Institution entertain of the valuable
services thou hast rendered to the cause of Science, and I am further
directed to forward the enclosed card of Honorary Membership for thy
acceptance,

Believe me with high esteem I Thine faithfully I Geo Ransome I Hy
Secy

Letter 2425
Faraday to Mrs Smyth1

22 May 1851
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 22 May 1851
My dear Madam

I am made proud by your request and hasten to enclose an order2.
Will you do me the favour to introduce the namesu

Ever Sincerely Yours I M. Faraday
Mrs. Smyth

1. Unidentified.
2. Probably to attend Hosking (1851), Friday Evening Discourse of 23 May 1851.

Letter 2426
Faraday to George William Blunt1

22 May 1851
From the original in Massachusetts Historical Society MS Washburn
273

Royal Institution 1 22 May 1851.
Sir

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter accompanied by
Professor Bache's2 report3 & also by the three bottles of water and return
you very sincere thanks for your kindness. I have not heard any thing
from Lieut Maury4 in relation to the waters but I will take care of them. My
health & occupation is such that I am unable to enter into any
investigation of them for my own researches are suspended from day to
day & month to month for want of physical power - but I dare say all will
come right in time & the waters will find their true destination.

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant i M. Faraday
Geo W. Blunt Esq I &c &c &c
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1. George William Blunt (1802-1878, DAB). First Assistant to the United States Coast Survey,
1833-1878.
2. Alexander Dallas Bache (1806-1867, DSB). Superintendent of the United States Coast
Survey, 1843-1867.
3. "The report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, showing the progress of that work
during the year ended November, 1850", Executive Document number 12, volume 1, of the 2nd
session of the 31st Congress (1850-1). Laid before the House on 19 December 1850 and ordered
to be printed.
4. Matthew Fontaine Maury (1806-1873, DSB). American naval officer and oceanographer.

Letter 2427
John Tyndall to Faraday
26 May 1851
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4006-8

95 Dorothreen-Strasse I Berlin I 26th. May 1851
Dear Sir,

Shall I thank you for your last encouraging letter?1 By thus doing I
should imply that a kind of equilibrium might be established between my
thanks and your kindness - this cannot be done and I therefore refrain
from making the attempt, appealing rather to my future actions to testify
the effect which your inspiring words have had upon me.

I write now just to mention that I had the honour of an interview to-
day with Humboldt I introduced your recent investigations in terrestrial
magnetism. "I have read them2 with astonishment" was his remark "I do
not imagine that very little variation can be thus accounted for but in the
main he is correct"!.] His last words to me were - "Tell Mr. Faraday that I
am quite convinced of the validity of his hypothesis."3 Dove4 has
expressed the same opinion to me.

Could you not pay Berlin a visit? there is no place on earth where
you would be more enthusiastically welcomed. Your presence would call
forth an exhibition of Hero-worship with which even Thomas Carlyle5

himself would be satisfied6.
I have been working for the last five weeks at diamagnetism. Prof.

Magnus has been kind enough to place the necessary space and apparatus
at my disposal - indeed I cannot speak too highly of the kindness of the
men of science of Berlin generally.

My results I hope will interest you but I forbear mentioning them as
they are not yet complete. It has been again my misfortune to arrive at
conclusions very divergent from those of Prof. Pliicker. A paper7 on the
subject shall be ready for the British Association at its next meeting8.

Believe me dear Sir, I Most truly and respectfully Yours 1 John
Tyndall
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Prof. Faraday I etc. etc. etc.
Since writing the above I have spent a few hours with Du Bois-

Raymond and have succeeded completely in developing a current by
muscular contracted [sic] -1 obtained a deflection of about 30° - right or
left to the arm contracted. The experiment requires a delicate apparatus
and some care. Du Bois' multiplying Galvanometer contains 24.000
windingsu

1. Letter 2411.
2. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.
3. See Tyndall, Diary, 26 May 1851, 6: 59-60 for an account of his meeting with Humboldt
4. Heinrich Wilhelm Dove (1803-1879, DSB). Professor of physics at Berlin.
5. Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881, DNB). Writer and historian.
6. A reference to Carlyle (1841).
7. Tyndall (1851b).
8. In Ipswich.

Letter 2428
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
27 May 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Vichy (Dept. de 1'Allier) I le 27 mai 1851.
Mon cher Monsieur,

Je ne veux pas tarder plus long-temps a venir vous remercier de votre
bonne & aimable lettre que vous m'avez ecrite il y a quelques mois1. Je
suis, comme vous le verrez par la date de cette lettre a Vichy oil m'ont
envoye les Medecins a la suite d'une indisposition assez grave que j'ai eue
ce printemps. Je me trouve bien de cette cure & je crois qu'elle me guerira.
Mais qu'est que la guerison du corps quand le coeur est malade? Sous ce
dernier rapport je ne vais guere mieux & il n'y a guere de chance que mon
etat s'ameliore; je ne le voudrais meme pas; car, chose singulere, dans la
triste situation ou je suis, on deteste sa souffrance & pourtant on ne
voudrait pas ne pas l'avoir. II n'y a, je le sais, qu'un seul remede a ce genre
de douleurs morales; je le cherche autant que je puis, mais je suis homme
& tres homme, parconsequent faible & tres faible & parconsequent j'ai des
moments de desolation ou il me semble que je n'ai plus la foi & que Dieu
m'abandonne. Je suis sur que vous me comprenez & que vous me
plaignez; je voudrais bien §tre soutenu d'en Haut comme vous l'etes.

Je vois beaucoup Arago qui est aussi ici pour sa sante; il est arrive
bien malade, mais il semble qu'il est deja un peu mieux. Vous savez
combien sa conversation est interessante; c'est incroyable combien il sait
de choses & comme il les sait bien; aussi sa conversation est pour moi d'un
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immense interet. Nous parlons souvent de vous, car il est aussi Fun de vos
grands admirateurs. Nous attendons avec une grande impatience votre
memoire sur les variations diurnes du magnetisme terrestre2. Ce sujet
nous interesse d'autant plus que nous nous en sommes tous les deux
beaucoup occupes. Je vous avertis que, jusqu'a ce que je connaisse votre
theorie, je tiens assez a celle que j'ai donnee de ces phenomenes & que je
n'entrevois pas encore trop bien comment vous pouvez rendre compte des
anomalies du phenomene (Cap de Bonne Esperance) & de la difference qui
existe entre l'hemisphere Sud & l'hemisphere Nord quant autour dans
lequel a lieu la variation diurne. Mais tout cela sera probablement eclairci
quand on aura lu votre memoire.

Je suis bien sur que vous avez quelque chose de nouveau sur le
metier; car vous etes infatigable. Vous savez l'interet que je mets a vos
recherches, aussi j'ose vous prier de m'ecrire quelques lignes quand vous
avez quelque chose de nouveau. L'interet de la Science est le seul parmi les
interets humains avec celui de ma famille que j'essaie de conserver encore;
& rien ne peut m'y aider davantage que quelques communications de
votre part.

J'ai eu bien de la peine a me remettre a mon ouvrage; c'est pour moi
un travail plein de souvenirs doux & amers en meme temps. Enfin j'ai pris
courage & j'avance; mais, j'ai de temps a autre des moments de
decouragement qui m'otent toute possibility de m'en occuper; alors je suis
oblige momentanement de faire autre chose. Cette inconstance jointe a la
maladie qui j'ai eue ce printemps vous expliquera tous les retards
qu'eprouve la publication de cet ouvrage3 qui aurait du paraitre, il y a plus
d'un an.

J'espere que votre sante est passablement bonne dans ce moment &
qu'elle ne souffre pas de vos travaux multiplies. J'espere egalement que
Madame Faraday est bien; veuillez avoir la bonte de me rappeler a son
bon souvenir. Pardonnez moi cette mauvaise lettre; j'ai obei en vous
ecrivant au desir que j'avais de me rapprocher de vous par la pensee
pendant quelques moments. Croyez moi, mon cher Monsieur, votre bein
devoue & affectionne I A. de la Rive
Si vous avez le temps de m'ecrire quelques lignes, je dois vous prevenir
que je serai a Vichy jusqu'au 8 juin seulement & que dela je retournerai a
Geneve d'ou je ne bougerai plus.

Address: Monsieur Faraday i Royal Institution I Albemarle Stt I
Londres

TRANSLATION
Vichy (Dept del'Allier) I 27 May 1851

My dear Sir,
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I do not want to delay any longer in coming to thank you for the
good and kind letter that you wrote to me a few months ago1.1 am, as you
shall see by the date on this letter, in Vichy, where the doctors have sent me
following a rather serious illness that I had this spring. I feel better for the
treatment and I believe it will cure me. But what is the health of the body
when the heart is sick? Concerning the latter I am barely better and there
is little chance of any improvement in my condition; neither would I wish
it; for, strange as it may seem in the sad situation in which I find myself,
one detests suffering and yet one would not be without it. There is, I know,
but one remedy to this kind of grief; I seek it as much as I can, but I am
human and very human at that, thus weak and very weak and therefore
I have moments of desolation where it seems to me that I no longer have
faith and that God has abandoned me. I am sure that you understand me
and that you pity me; I would like to be sustained from Above as you
are.

I see a lot of Arago who is also here because of his health; he arrived
extremely ill, but he seems a little better already. You know how
interesting his conversation is; it is incredible how much he knows and
how well he knows it; also his conversation is of immense interest. We
often speak of you, for he is also one of your great admirers. We await with
great impatience your paper on the daily variations in terrestrial
magnetism2. This subject is of interest to us all the more because both of us
have done a lot of work on it. I am warning you that, until I know your
theory, I am keeping to the one I have given to these phenomena and I
cannot very well see as yet how you can account for the anomalies of the
phenomenon (Cape of Good Hope) and of the difference which exists in the
Southern hemisphere and in the Northern hemisphere as to around which
the daily variation takes place. But all that will be clear when we have read
your paper.

I am sure that you have done some new work as you are
indefatigable. You know the interest that I take in your research, also I ask
you to write to me briefly when you have something new. Interest in
Science is the only thing amongst human interests, alongside my family,
that I try to keep up; and nothing can help me better than some
communication from you.

I have had a lot of trouble in getting back down to my work; it is for
me a work full of sweet and bitter memories at the same time. Finally I
have taken heart and I advance; but I have from time to time such
moments of discouragement that take from me any possibility of
occupying myself, then I am obliged momentarily to do something else.
This inconstancy added to the illness that I had this spring will explain all
the delays I have experienced in the publication of this work3, which ought
to have appeared more than a year ago.
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I hope that your health is tolerably well at the moment and that it is
not suffering from your multiple works. I hope also that Mrs Faraday is
well; please have the kindness to remember me to her good memory.
Please excuse this bad letter; in writing to you, I have acquiesced to the
desire of bringing myself closer to you through my thoughts for a few
moments. Believe me, my dear Sir, your most devoted and affectionate I
A. de la Rive
If you have the time to write a few lines to me, I must warn you that I shall
be in Vichy only until 8 June and thereafter I shall return to Geneva from
where I shall not be moving.

1. Letter 2378.
2. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.
3. De La Rive (1853-8), 1.

Letter 2429
Faraday to Charles Babbage
3 June 1851
From the original in BL add MS 37194, f.541

Royal Institution I 3 June 1851
My dear Babbage

I have received & heartily thank you for your book1.1 have begun to
read it. I dare say if I had seen it before it was in print I should have been
amongst those who would have tried to persuade you from publishing iti.]
The fact is I grieve that your powerful mind ever had cause to turn itself
in such a direction and away as it were from its high vocation & fitting
occupations Still I know that we cannot avoid the checks & jars of a
naughty world and that at times we are driven from our most direct
courses by very unworthy objects under our feetu

Ever My dear Babbage I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Babbage (1851).

Letter 2430
Joseph Henry to Faraday
4 June 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Smithsonian Institution I June 4th 1851
My Dear Dr. F.
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I owe you many thanks for your prompt attention to my enquiries
relative to the lecture room of the Royal Institution and also for your very
interesting letter of the 28th of april1. It was received in Washington while
I was absent on a visit to Cincinnati to attend an extra meeting of the
American Association for the advance of science. This was my first visit to
the great basin of the Mississippi and I have returned with ideas much
expanded of the fertility, resources, and extent of this country. The site of
Cincinnati was about fifty years ago a wilderness and it is now occupied
by a city which contains 120,000 inhabitants. The houses are built of brick
and free stone and the whole country around has the appearance of a long
settle placeu We, (Mrs. H2, Bache3 and myself) returned by the way of
Niagara Falls, a distance, from Cincinnati, of upwards of 1100 miles, which
can now be travelled in three days by rail road and steam boat. Steam as
a locomotive power is of great importance in every part of the world, but
is no where of as much value as in this country A friend of mine, one of
the Judges of the supreme court of the U.S. has just returned to
Washington after deciding 200 law cases and travelling 9000 miles since
the 1st of March. I have also been much impressed with the effects
produced by the telegraph; lines of which are now forming a net work
over the whole inhabited part of the United States. In my late tour I could
every where immediately communicate with Washington. On one
occasion I held a conversation with a gentleman at a distance of 600 miles;
the answers were immediately returned. In dry winter weather I am
informed that communications can be sent immediately from Philadelphia
to Louisville through 1200 miles of wireu This is effected by calling into
action a series of batteries distributed along the line.

It would give me much pleasure to see Mrs. F. and yourself in this
country and though in comparison with england we could show you
nothing of much interest in the way of art, I think you would be gratified
with the objects of nature. In our boasted improvements you might
possibly be disappointed. An englishman and an american look on these
things from different points of view & arrive at very different conclusions.
The european finds cities here which in comparison with those he is
familiar with in the old world often appear in no respect remarkable while
the american after a few years absence returns to a place which he left a
wilderness and finds it the site of a large and prosperous city. The one
compares this country with the conditions of Europe as they now are the
other this country with itself at different times and is astonished at the
change.

I am pleased to learn that I still hold a place in the memory of Mrs.
F. and yourselfi.i The presentation of the daguerrotypes was a proposition
of Mayall4 himself which I did not know he had carried into execution. I
had some thoughts of going to London this summer but felt myself too
poor to bear the expense of the voyage besides this I would not care to be
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there during the excitement of the great exhibition and indeed I would by
far prefer seeing one of your recent experiments on Diamagnetism than all
the contents of the crystal palace.

I send you a copy of an engraving of the Smithsonian building and
also of a portrait of Smithson5 with whom I believe you were acquainted.
I regret to say that the building, though picturesque, is not well adapted to
the uses of the Institution. The architecture of the 12th century is not well
adapted to the wants of the 19th. I consider the crystal palace the true
architectural exponent of the feelings and wants of the present day.

Please give the accompanying draft to Mr Vulliamy and ask him to
send me a receipt for the amount which may serve as my voucher. Please
also to request the secretary of the Royal Institution to address any
communications intended for me to Washington instead of Princeton my
former residence.

With my best wishes for your I continued health and prosperity I I
remain very Truly I your friend & servant I Joseph Henry
M. Faraday LLD

1. Letter 2416.
2. Harriet Henry, nee Alexander (1808-1882, Reingold and Rothenberg et al. (1972-99), 1:211).
Married Henry in 1830.
3. Alexander Dallas Bache (1806-1867, DSB). Head of the United States Coast Survey,
1843-1867.
4. John Jabez Edwin Mayall (1810-1901, Reingold and Rothenberg et al. (1972-99), 6: 418).
American photographer who spent most of his life in England.
5. James Louis Macie Smithson (1765-1829, DSB). English chemist.
6. John Barlow.

Letter 2431
Paul Frederick Henry Baddeley to Faraday
4 June 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Lahore June 4th 1851
My dear Sir Michael

I think it practical to lay a line of Electric Telegraphs in the air by
means of Baloons.

The line should be floated to at least one and a half miles above the
surface of the earth, so as to be beyond the influence of the dense
atmosphere and the region of the active portion of storms. At that height,
the air is so rarefied that the force or power of the wind upon floating
bodies, must necessarily be very considerably less than at the earth's
surface, and for the same reason friction would be much less - and
progressive motion would not be so much impeded.
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The plan seems to preserve many and great advantages over a line
laid in the sea, or even on the earth especially for long distances.
1 In the first place, it would be much cheaper.
2. Capable of being carried to an unlimited extent.
3 More easily constructed, and arranged than the sea line.
4 More out of the reach of harm - than either - not so liable to derangement
or injury from various causes.
5 And moreover, it might be made a means of safe and expeditious
transit.

To explain in general terms the plan I propose I must remark that a
strong two inch rope might be easily boyed up to the higher regions of the
atmosphere by means of small Baloons placed at intervals of five miles
and numerous smaller ones of about 3 feet or more in diameter, at every
100yds along the line - composed of silk varnished with gutta percha or
some such impermeable substance to prevent the escape of the Hydrogen
gas. A line of this kind would be so boyant as to be capable of sustaining
considerable weights, and it might therefore easily carry a line of wire. It
might be secured by ropes at every 10 miles and communication
established at such points by means of small baloon cars conducted up the
communication lines. Frequent fixed points at the earth's surface would
not however be absolutely necessary - but on the contrary, it is probable
that the line might be carried more than a hundred miles straight and
without any communication with the earth.

Transit might be effected by means of baloon cars attached to the
projected line that being nearly of the same sp. gravity as the line itself -
might be sustained & guided in their course, without much stress upon
the floating line. Mechanical & philosophical science would be brought to
bear upon the undertaking, so as to secure success.

Believe me I Yours Faithfully I P. Baddeley I Surgeon Asst
I have many interesting points to tell you about storms & the nature

of Dust storms for I cannot find time to arrange my notes - or even to
peruse them. In the dust storms there is a mass of Elecl. spirals of limited
weight I think limited at least as far as the Dust is concerned, to \ or | of
a mile above the earths surface. This mass may be a broad strip extending
for many miles and going at the rate of from 10 to 50 or 60 miles an hour
and directed down to the surface from the higher regions.

This mass is composed of innumerable spirals and the gusts and in
all cases of storms are occasionally the passage a greater number of these
Elecl spirals & in greater force at this particular period & they come on
sometimes in regular intervals - thus - In spirals shape so that the part in
contact with the earth is behind & the whole slopes from below upwards
and forwards 11111 thus
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As these spirals pass, the vane veers from 4 to 6 points caused by the
currents blowing thus I think - and the great number of these passing in
succession cause the winds to blow apparently in one direction &
steadily

Letter 2432
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
5 June 1851
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, £.71-2

Royal Institution I 5 June 1851
My dear De la Rive

Your last letter1 has affected me deeply and has renewed my sorrow
on your account. I knew of your sad loss and had heard also of your
personal illness & its very serious character: but I knew also that you had
within that might sustain you under such deep trials. Do not be
discouraged - remember - wait patiently. Surely the human being must
suffer when the dearest ties are rent but in the midst of the deepest
affliction there is yet present consolation for the humble minded which
(through the power that is over us) may grow up and give peace &
quietness & rest. Your letter draws me out to say so much for I feel as if I
could speak to you on account of something more than mere philosophy
or reason. They give but a very uncertain consolation in such troubles as
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yours and indeed nothing is more unsatisfactory to me than to see a mere
rational philosopher's mind fighting against the afflictions that belong to
our present state & nature - as on the contrary nothing is more striking
than to see such afflictions met by the weakest with resignation & hope.
Forgive me if my words seem to you weak and unfit for the occasion. I
speak to you as I have felt and as I still hope to hope to feel to the end and
your affectionate letter has drawn me forthj.j

I have nothing to say to you about Philosophy. For the duties of the
season & the exhibition Jury work3 occupy all my poor ability which
through a failing memory becomes less & lessu As to my last papers41
hope you will find them at home & there you will see how I consider the
Cape of Good Hope & other cases.

I intended to have written to you at Vichy but I think now I had
better send to Geneva. Indeed I ought to apologize for this letter both for
its bad writing & its unconnected matter but if I wait to write a better it
may turn out worse for I have let my thoughts run on though
unconnectedly and as to my hand writing I find the muscles will not obey
my will as they used to do and that I cannot write as well as I wouldt.i The
machine is becoming rusty. Let it, there is a time for all things5 - and there
is a time without end6 comingu

Ever My dear De la Rive I Your affectionate friend I M. Faraday

Address: A la Professor I Auguste de la Rive I &c &c &c I Geneva

1. Letter 2428.
2. The death of Jeanne-Mathilde De La Rive, See letter 2378.
3. That is of the Jury of the Great Exhibition. See letter 2405.
4. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.
5. William Shakespeare, The Comedy of Errors, ii, 2, 65.
6. See Ephesians 3:21.

Letter 2433
George Ransome to Faraday
6 June 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl K35

Ipswich 1851 6mo 6
My dear Friend

I feel truly grateful for thy kindness - but it would be quite out of the
question my presuming to include my own portrait in the series I am
bringing out1!.] However it strikes me thy wish can be complied with in
another way and which will not interfere with thy kind concession to my
wishes. Last year some kind friends requested me to submit to the same
ordeal I had induced so many to undergo and the Committee presented
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me with a few surplus copies one of which is quite at thy service and shall
be forwarded today2 - I can assure thee I feel most grateful for thy
kindness not only on my own account but also for the sake of others to
whom I know thy Portrait will be valuable.

Believe me my dear friend i Ever truly thine I GeoRansome
P.S. I will write to Maguire3 that he may arrange to have all ready for
thee4t.]

1. That is of portraits of members of the Ipswich Museum of whom Faraday was one. See
Letter 2424.
2. This lithograph is in RI MS Fl K35.
3. Thomas Herbert Maguire (1821-1895, Wood (1995), 337). Portraitist.
4. That is for his portrait of Faraday. See plate 6.

Letter 2434
Faraday to Augusta Ada Lovelace
10 June 1851
From the original in Bod MS dep Lovelace-Byron 171, f .50-1

Royal Institution I 10 June 1851
My dear Lady Lovelace

You see what you do - ever as you like with me. You say write & I
write - and I wish I had strength & head rest enough for a great deal more
for it would give me very great pleasure to move more earnestly for those
young creatures whom I rejoiced to know as your children!.] Their
intelligence was astonishing, their manners kind & themselves in every
way most interesting!.]

But for myself whilst the objects I should like to pursue remained
before me - the weight of years & of a failing memory retard me more &
more in their pursuit so that from day to day I have to circumscribe the
space I destine for my own activity. Else I should most assuredly call on
you. I met the Earl1 one evening I think at Lord Rosse's where I went as in
duty bound & he told me I think that you were not there & went very little
out because of ill health & I was very sorry to hear it. I hope yours will be
but a short restraint, mine is a growing defect and can only be expected to
end with lifei.j

Ever My dear Lady Lovelace I Your Grateful Servant I M. Faraday

1. William King, Earl Lovelace (1805-1893, B6). Lord Lieutenant of Surrey, 1840-1893.
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Plate 6. Faraday by Thomas Herbert Maguire. See letter 2433.
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Letter 2435
George Wilson to Faraday
12 June 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

24 Brown Square Edinburgh I June 12th 1851
Dr Faraday
Dear Sir

Observing from the Athenaeum1 that you are about to Lecture on
Ozone2,1 take the liberty of addressing a few lines to you on the subject,
though afraid that they may not reach you in time.

Schonbein has suggested that Ozone may be the cause of Influenza3,
& Mr Robert Hunt has drawn attention to the probable increased presence
of the substance in question in the atmosphere at the period when the last
Epidemic of Cholera was passing away. What I wish to suggest in the way
of a query is that if Ozone can produce influenza it should be possible to
induce that artificially by causing Ozonised Air to be breathed, as
Berzelius produced in himself severe bronchitis, by inspiring air contain-
ing Seleniuretted Hydrogen4, which Dr Prout5 thought might be the cause
of Influenza6. Experiments, however, on the Subject seem scarcely needed,
since for more than a Century Electricians have undesignedly developed
around their persons large quantities of Ozone, and have been exposed for
hours together to Air, much more highly charged with Ozone, than upon
any hypothesis the atmosphere can ever be. I should like to put this
question to you, in case you think it worth while answering publicly. Has
it ever happened in your own very extensive experience of the action of
the largest Friction Hydro-Electric - & Galvanic Machines, & batteries to
observe in yourself or your assistants or audience, any development of a
disease resembling influenza? Surely within a Century we should have
heard of a Morbus Electricus, if Electricians had been sufferers from the
action of Ozone?

Conclusions have been drawn as to the relative quantity of Ozone in
the air, from the development of a blue colour of varying intensity in
Starch-paste mixed with Iodide of Potassium, but according to M.
Chatin's7 communication made to the Academy of Science at Paris (Seance
du 5 Mai 1851 L'Institut pour 7 Mai 1851, p 1488), the atmosphere always
contains free Iodine, so that experiments thought to prove the presence of
Ozone in the Air are exposed to a serious fallacy. In the case also of Iodide
of Potassium used alone, I venture to suggest that the same Agency,
Electricity of High Tension which developes Ozone in the Air, also
developes at least when undergoing discharge, Nitric Acid, which by
liberating Iodine from Iodide of Potassium may give a deceptive
appearance as to the presence of free Ozone. I do not wish to call in
question the presence of Ozone in the atmosphere, but merely to refer to
the doubtful character of some of the supposed proofs of its presence, and
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to suggest the improbability on the ground of the impunity with which
Electricians breath Ozone, (if I am right in believing in this impunity) of
the Ozone-theory of Influenza.

I trust you will excuse this intrusion. Your Courtesy on former
occasions induces me to send this hasty scrawl to catch the post.

I Remain I Yours very truly I George Wilson M.D

1. Athenaeum, 7 June 1851, p.608 announced Faraday's lecture.
2. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
3. Schoenbein (1851b).
4. Berzelius (1819), 101.
5. William Prout (1785-1850, DSB). Physician and chemist.
6. Prout (1834), 350-2.
7. Gaspard-Adolphe Chatin (1813-1901, DBF). Professor of Botany at the Ecole de Pharmacie,
1848-1873.
8. Chatin (1851).

Letter 2436
Anne Isabella Noel King1 to Faraday2

15 June 18513

From the original in RI MS Fl N3/26
6 Gt Cumberland Place I June 15th

Dear Sir
I hoped to find an opportunity last Friday evening4, to thank you for

your kind letter, but I was obliged to give up all attempts to reach you. I
have got Harris's book on electricity5, and shall read it with great interest;
it is to you that I owe my desire to become more nearly acquainted with
this interesting branch of science.

Believe me yours truly I & much obliged I Annabella King

1. Anne Isabella Noel King (1837-1917, DNB4 under Wilfrid Scawen Blunt). Only daughter of
Ada Lovelace.
2. Recipient established on the basis of provenance and content. See letter 2434.
3. Dated on the basis that this letter follows on from letter 2434.
4. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
5. Probably Harris (1851).
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Letter 2437
William Henry Fox Talbot to Faraday
15 June 1851
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.37
M. Faraday Esq

Lacock Abbey, Chippenham I June 15/51
Dear Sir

The important experiment tried yesterday at the Royal Instn.
succeed[e]d perfectly. A printed paper was fastened to a disk, which was
then made to revolve as rapidly as possible. The battery was discharged,
and on opening ye Camera it was found to have received an impression.
The image of the printed letters was just as sharp as if the disk had been
motionless. I am not aware of this experiment having ever been made
before. I should be happy to repeat it in the presence of some of our
Scientific friends, but I wish first to obtain effects on a greater scale of
development and therefore I should be very glad if you would devise
means of augmenting the brilliancy of the flash. Two methods occur to me
which I submit for your judgment. (1) Professor Hare1 of America says
that if a flat coil of copper ribbons is placed in the circuit the spark from
a Leyden jar is greatly increased in brilliancy. Supposing this to be equally
true of a battery, would it not be desirable to adopt it?

(2) If the battery discharge were taken thro' a tube lined spirally with
pieces of tinfoil (one of which is at the R. Instn.) would not the total effect
of these numerous sparks light up the room more than the single discharge
does?

If a truly instantaneous photographic representation of an object has
never been obtained before (as I imagine that it has not) I am glad it should
have been first accomplished at the Royal Instn2.

Believe me I Dear Sir I Ever truly yours I H.F. Talbot

1. Robert Hare (1781-1858, DSB). Professor of Chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School, 1818-1847.
2. This experiment was reported briefly in Athenaeum, 28 June 1851, p.688. See also William
Henry Fox Talbot, ''Note on instantaneous Photographic Images", Proc.Roy.Soc, 1851,6: 82 and
Talbot (1852).

Letter 2438
Faraday to William Henry Fox Talbot
16 June 1851
From the original in Lacock Abbey MS 51-22

R Institution I 16 June 1851.
My dear Sir
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I do not know of Hares1 Experiment2!.] We have no flat coil of copper:
but perhaps an Electromagnetic coil would do. When you pursue your
subject you can try such as we have and also the spiral tube. I should not
expect much from either process: the latter you cannot put into the focus
of a lens or mirror as you can the former i.e the single sparkt.i

I do not know what mirror you used but I should have thought that
a deep one would answer better than a shallow one. Such as they use at
the lighthouses collects 1 or even | of the rays which issue from the light in
the focus.

There is no occasion for any one to think much for you are well able
to think your own thoughts to an end. For my part the moment I can get
clear of the run of ordinary business all my thought will given to the
Magnetism of Oxygenu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
H.F. Talbot Esq I &c &c &c

1. Robert Hare (1781-1858, DSB). Professor of Chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School, 1818-1847.
2. See letter 2437.

Letter 2439
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
18 June 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir!

A longe time ago I got your last kind letter1. Soon after receiving it I
sent you "sous bande" the first two papers on the magnetic axes of cristals2

(a third and last one is not yet finished). I paid them at the post office, but
four months after I got them back, with the words "Rowland refused".
Newspapers are sent to England in the same way for a trifle of money.
When there is a mistake, I would be angry if by my fault. You will get the
papers now by a gentlemen returning to London. With pleasure I had
brought them myself, in this time of the Exhibitions fever and the
meetings of the British Association3; but I cannot leave Bonn befor[e]
August.

I have joined to the papers a new metal, named Donarium (Do)
discovered by professor Bergeman4 of Bonn5, thinking it may interest
yourself and perhaps also the chemical section of the Association6. M. H
Rose confirmed prof. Bergeman's results. Fearing the reduced metal might
be altered by crossing the Channel, he (B) prefers to present the hydrat of
the oxyd (^'# + Aq.) You may reduce it easily, better by potassium or
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natrium than by hydrogenium. I give also a specimen of the mineral
(Orangit), which is very rare, containing the new metal-

Last sumer unhappily I did not succede in repeating E Becquerels
experiments with oxigenium absorbed by charcoal. At the same time I
convinced myself that the results of my former experiments which
induced me to admit the dilation of air in the neighbourhood of a
magnetic pole, were illusorious. It may be proved mathematically, that
there can be in such cases no sensible effect at all. In that desolate state of
my head, regarding the magnetisme of the gases, I received with great
satisfaction the first notice of your recent experiments with oxigenium8.1
instantly undertook a long series of experiments, making use of a very fine
balance of glass, indicating with full certainty issoo of a gramme. In that
way I may determine the magnetic power nearly with the same accuracy,
then the weight of a body. I concluded first from my experiments that the
specific magnetism of a body is a quantity as constant as the specific heat
&c &c. The specific magnetism of oxigenium is exactly proportional to its
density; it is not changed in a sensible way, when this gase is mixed with
hydrogenium nitrogenium, carbonic oxyd, chlore &c &c. The specific
magnetism of pure iron being 1000000, that of oxigenium is very near
3500. Hydrogenium, Chlore, Cyanic acid, carbonic oxyd, carbonic acid,
•yt*. (protoxide d'azote) &c &c were not affected, the first one showing only
a trace of diamagnetic action, but certainly not amounting to 200 of that on
oxigenium.

Two months ago I sent two elaborate papers to Poggendorff but till
now I got no copies of them9. Two weeks ago I sent a new paper10,
schowing by experiment the coercitiv force of the gases, similar to that of
steel.

By far the most curious and allways unexpected results presented
Nitrogenium in its different combinations with oxigenium. I undertook
about it a laborious series of experiments not yet quite finished. But I hope
to overpower these days the last difficulty by condensing jil (acide
hyponitrique) in its purity. I expect the condensed gase will be strongly
magnetic, as it is in its aeriform state. Then I shall be able to answer in a
most accurate way one important question, by comparing the specific
magnetism of the same substance in the two different states.

Within the narrow limits of a letter it seems to me rather impossible
to give a true account of my researches. Ill spare some of the results
already obtained to a next comunication.

I hope your health be quite good now; with great satisfaction at least
I may conclude it from what you worked in science. Tis only the impulse
given by you, from which originates my recent researches.

With all my heart, Sir I am I Yours very truly I Pliicker
Bonn, 18th of June I 1851.
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Address: Professor Faraday I &c &c I London I Royal Institution

1. Letter 2346.
2. Plucker and Beer (1850-1).
3. At Ipswich.
4. Carl Wilhelm Bergemann (1804-1884, PI, 3,4). Professor of Chemistry at the University of
Bonn.
5. Bergemann (1851).
6. See letter 2449 and note 7.
7. Becquerel (1850a).
8. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25,26 and 27.
9. Plucker (1851a, b).
10. Plucker (1851c).

Letter 2440
Augusta Ada Lovelace to Faraday
20 June 18511

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.44
Gt C. Place I Friday Evg I 20th June

Dear Mr Faraday
Many thanks for y[ou]r kind & prompt fulfilment of my request.
Annabella2 has just carried off the Book3 with her to the country,

where / shall join her tomorrow. She said she should write to you herself
from there.

I shall be back here before Wed[nes]d[a]yA, - & shall have indeed great
delight in expecting you on Weddy evg.

Very truly & very gratefully yours I A.A. Lovelace

1. Dated on the basis that this letter follows on from letters 2434 and 2436.
2. Anne Isabella Noel King (1837-1917, DNB4 under Wilfrid Scawen Blunt). Only daughter of
Ada Lovelace.
3. See letter 2436.
4. That is 25 June 1851.

Letter 2441
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
25 June 18511

From the original in UB MS NS 397
My dear Faraday

I think an excellent likeness of our illustrious countryman Euler will
prove acceptable to you it was made at the expense of Basle and I am
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charged by the Council of our Museum to send you a copy of it as an
humble hommage they desire to render you. There are some other copies
joined and intended for the Royal Society &c. and I beg you to be kind
enough to forward them quite leisurely to their respective places of
destination. From Mr. Burckhardt21 learned that you are doing well, he
was highly pleased with the Lion of the Royal Institution.

I am continually riding my hobby horse and now and then pick up
something new. I am very sorry I did not sooner ascertain some facts; they
would have made a good figure in your experiment on Ozone. You shall
before long have details about [them].

By this time I think your lecture on that subject will be over3, let me
know something of the matter. In the beginning of August I intend to go
to Glarus, where the meeting of our association will take place. Have you
no mind to come over and ramble about a little with me?

Pray present my best compliments to Mrs. Faraday and believe me
Quite in a hurry I Your's I very truly I C.F. Schoenbein

Basle Aug. [sic] 25,1851.
P.S. Mr. Sarasin4 a young friend of mine has the kindness to take charge of
the parcel; should he happen to deliver it in person pray receive kindlyu
I S.

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday's reply, letter 2453, is dated Tynemouth, 1 August 1851
(where he had been since 12 July 1851 (Faraday, Diary, 5: 11322)) and in which he referred to
taking this letter with him. Schoenbein may have had August in mind as he had just referred
to the meeting of the Swiss Association in that month.
2. Unidentified.
3. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
4. Unidentified.

Letter 2442
Faraday to George Ransome
28 June 1851
From the original in CITA

R Institution I 28 June 1851
My dear friend

I had your kind note and also the one from the Lodging Committee1

which I gave to M. Dumas & as he was about to write I asked him to
acknowledge it on my parti.]

I expect we shall leave London on Wednesday2 by the 11 o elk train.
De la Beche, Dumas, Barlow & several of us.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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Mr Geo Ransome

1. Of the British Association at Ipswich.
2. That is 2 July 1851.

Letter 2443
Cesar Mansuete Despretz1 to Faraday
29 June 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon cher Confrere

Mr. Chuard2 qui a plusieurs appareils a l'exposition de Londr[e]s, et
notamment une nouvelle lampe de surete pour les min[els, et un
Gazoscope, me demande une lettre pour vous. C'est un simple et bon
garcon connu par plusieurs inventions. Permett[e]z moi de vous le
recommander. J'ai lu avec bien del'interet vos nouvelles experiences sur
les gaz3.

Recev[e]z l'assurance des sentimens distingues avec lesquels je suis I
votre devoue confrerfe] I C. Despretz I m. del'Institut
Le29Juinl851

Address: A Monsieur i Mr, Faraday de la I the royale de Londr[e]s i &c
&c a Londres

TRANSLATION
My dear colleague,

Mr Chuard2 who has several instruments at the London exhibition,
notably a new mining safety lamp and a Gasoscope has asked me for a
letter of introduction. He is a simple and good lad known for several
inventions. Please allow me to recommend him to you. I read with a lot of
interest your new experiments on gases3.

Please accept the assurance of my distinguished sentiments with
which I am I your devoted colleague I C. Despretz I member of the
Institut.
29 June 1851

1. Cesar Mansuete Despretz (1792-1863, DBF). French chemist.
2. Chuard was a French scientific instrument maker of 6 Rue Carnot, Paris. Anon (1851), 3:
1177.
3. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.
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Letter 2444
Charles-Nicolas-Alexandre Haldat Du Lys1 to Faraday
July 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Nancy, I le July 1851. I Societe des Science, Lettres et Arts I de Nancy
Le Secretaire perpetuel I De la Societe des Sciences, Lettres et Arts de
Nancy, i Membre correspondant de 1'Institut & de la Societe National de
Medecine.
Monsieur Faraday
Monsieur et illustre promoteur de la Science magnetique &c.

Je profite avec bien de rempressemant du voyage de Uun de mes
compatriotes qui va visiter lexposition Europeene pour me rapeller a votre
bienveillant Souvenir et vous remercier de votre bonne reception Ian
dernier, j'etais alors plein de vigueur quoique fort age mais les fatigues de
mon voyage qui ont eccede mes forces m'ont donne une gastralgie des
plus peinibles et des plus menacantes. toutes fois je ne me repentirai
jamais d'avoir visite un eminant physicien, d'avoir vu lune des plus belles
ville [sic] du monde et d'avoir eu des relations avec des personnes dun
peuple qui brille aux premiers rangs - par son industrie, son bon sens son
attachemant a Ses loix et Son respect pour lautorite de Son gouvernemant.
je Suis parti de ce pays avec le desir de le voire de nouveau et plus en
detail mais ma Sante Sy oppose encore plus que mes 82 ans et c'est un
grand Sujet de regret.

j ai lu dans les ouvrages periodiques quelques notices Sur vos
ingenieux travaux relatifs au magnetisme des gaz mais ils me Sont
insuffisants je serais bien reconnaissant Si vous pouviez me dormer le
memoire qui les contient2 - ou quelquextrait, quelquanalyse bien faite. le
jeune becquerel fils de mon ami a ausi travaille Sur ce Sujet mais que dire
du vide ou il fait jouer a lether le meme role quaux gaz. lEther est une
hipothese commode mais....

j ai lhonneur de vous faire hommage de quelques petits travaux
extraits des memoires de l'academie de Nancy ou j'habite. veuillez aggreer
avec indulgence et les communiquer a Mrs vos confreres aux quels je les
adresse partni ces memoires il en est un Sur le quel je desire extremement fixer
de nouveau votre attention3, cest celui ou jai etabli 1'universalite du
magnetisme4 depuis rigoureusement prouve par vos decouvertes mon but
principal est de vous demander franchemant votre opinion Sur la
pretention que j'eleve d'avoir le premier depuis votre illustre compatriote
Gilbert5 qui en avait deja donn£ quelqu'idee; d'avoir, dije, contre lopinion
de Coulomb alors g[e]nerallemant adoptee proclame au nom de tous les
physiciens qui m'ont fourni les preuves l'universalite de la force, ou
puissance &c magnetique. Votre opinion Sera pour moi dfun grand poid
veuillez ne pas me refuser cette grace. Si vous avez la bonte de menvoyer
quelques uns de vos memoire en original ou en extrait vous pouvez me les
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adresser par l'intermediaire de la maison de librairie J.B. Ba[i]lliere6 regent
Street et a paris rue de lEcole de m^decinei.j

aggreez [sic] Monsieur les humbles temoignages de la plus haute
consideration de Votre Serviteur I CN. Haldat

TRANSLATION
Nancy, i le July 1851. I Society des Science, Lettres et Arts I de Nancy

Le Secretaire perpetuel I De la Societe des Science, Lettres et Arts de
Nancy, I Membre correspondant de l'lnstitut & de la Societe National de
Medecine.
Mr Faraday
Sir and illustrious promoter of magnetic science &c,

I am hurrying to take advantage of a trip by one of my compatriots,
who is going to visit the European exhibition, in order to bring myself to
your kind memory and to thank you for your good reception last year. I
was then full of vigour, although I was rather aged, but the tiring effects
of the journey which exceeded my strength, have given me the most acute
and threatening stomach pains. Nevertheless I shall never regret visiting
an eminent physicist, seeing one of the most beautiful cities in the world
and having met people from a nation of the first order that stands out
because of its industry its common sense, its attachment to its laws and its
respect for the authority of its government. I left your country with the
desire to see it again and in more detail, but my health is against it even
more than my 82 years and this is of great regret to me.

I read in some periodicals notices of your ingenious work regarding
the magnetism of gases but they are insufficient. I would be extremely
grateful if you could give me the paper that contains it2 - or some extract
or good analysis. Young Becquerel, the son of my friend, has also worked
on this subject but what can you say of a vacuum where he allows aether
to play the same role as gases? Aether is a convenient hypothesis but....

I have the honour of paying you homage through a few small works
extracted from papers of the academie of Nancy where I reside. Please
accept them kindly and communicate them to your colleagues to whom I
address them. Amongst these papers is one to which I would like to ask you to
turn your attention once mor&. It is the one where I established the
universality of magnetism4 since then rigorously proved by your
discoveries. My principal reason is to ask yon frankly your opinion on the
pretension that I raise that I was the first, after your compatriot Gilbert5,
who had already given some notion of this, to have, as I say, against the
generally accepted theory of Coulomb, proclaimed in the name of all the
physicists that furnished me with proofs of the universality of magnetic
force, or power &c. Your opinion will be for me of great weight. Please do not
refuse me this grace. If you have the kindness to send me some of your
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papers in the original or in extracts, you can address them to me through
the bookshop of J.B. Bailliere6 in Regent Street or in Paris at the rue de
l'ecole de medecine.

Please accept, Sir, the humble testimony of the highest consideration
of your servant I C.N. Haldat

1. Charles-Nicolas-Alexandre Haldat Du Lys (1769-1852, DBF). Physician in Nancy.
2. Faraday (1851c, d, e), ERE25, 26 and 27.
3. See Haldat Du Lys to Faraday, 26 May 1846, letter 1880, volume 3.
4. Haldat Du Lys (1845).
5. Presumably William Gilbert (1544-1603, DSB). Physician and natural philosopher. See
Gilbert (1600).
6. Jean-Baptiste-Marie Bailliere (1797-1885, Vapereau (1880), 104, (1893), 75). Bookseller in
London and Paris.

Letter 2445
Nathaniel Wallich1 to Faraday
8 July 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl K40

5 Lower Gower St I 8 July 1851
A thousand thanks, My Dear Dr Faraday, for your most kind and generous
note, the contents of which shall immed[iatel]y be communicated to Mr
Hjorth2, his address shall in one line be forwarded.

Believe me with I profound respect, I My dear Dr Faraday I Your
most obliged I N. Wallich
M. Faraday I &c &c &c

1. Nathaniel Wallich (1786-1854, DNB). Superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Gardens,
1815-1850.
2. Soren Hjorth (1801-1870, DBL). Danish inventor. There is a description of his electric motor
in Anon (1851), 1359-60.

Letter 2446
Faraday to Henry Ellis
16 July 1851
From the original in BM CA

Tynemouth I North Shields I 16 July 1851
My dear Sir Henry

I received your note here and am sorry you could not have an answer
by the day you wished. I should have been happy to have assisted in a
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good cause but I shall not be in town perhaps for some months & therefore
am unable to meet the wishes of the Trustees^.]

Ever My dear Sir Henry I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Sir Henry Ellis Bart I &c &c &c

1. The Trustees of the British Museum had requested, on 12 July 1851, Faraday's advice on
cleaning metal objects discovered by the archaeologist Austen Henry Layard (1817-1894,
DNB1) in the Middle East.

Letter 2447
Tom Taylor1 to Faraday
17 July 18512

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
3 Figtree Court I Temple I July 17

Dear Professor Faraday
Am I the most impudent man in the world, in presuming so far on

your kindness, (shown at the time I gave once a Friday evg lecture at the
Royal Institution on a subject very little in the ordinary track of the
lectures there3) as to present to you II Dottere Polli4, Professor of Chemistry
at the Scola Mechanica (or School of Industrial Arts) at Milan & compiler
of the "Annali di Chimica Applicata alia medicina" who is here observing
all that London & the Great Exhibition have to show bearing on his
speciality, or chemistry applied to the arts & industrial Processes.

He is most anxious for the honour of an introduction to you & for an
opportunity if possible of hearing one of your lectures. Forgive me, if I am
taking an unwarrantable liberty - but I have so vivid a recollection of your
great kindness, that I am emboldened to do what I am doing. I have
written to Mr Barlow to ask for a ticket, in the event there being an
opportunity of hearing a lecture.

But I thought I might make the request to you also, in the event of Mr
Barlow not being able.

Most truly yours I Tom Taylor
Professor Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution

1. Tom Taylor (1817-1880, DNB). Assistant Secretary to the Board of Health, 1850-1854.
2. Dated on the basis of the reference to the Great Exhibition.
3. See Athenaeum, 15 May 1847, p.525 for an account of Taylor's Friday Evening Discourse of
7 May 1847 "On the Saxon Epic Beowulf".
4. Giovanni Polli (1812-1880, El). Professor of chemistry at the Scuola technica, Milan,
1849-1851.
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Letter 2448
Faraday to Joseph Henry
23 July 1851
From the original in SI A, JHC, Box 10

Royal Institution London I 23 July 1851.
My dear Dr. Henry

I received your last letter1 and herewith enclose Mr Vulliamy's
receipt, I thought I had sent it in the former letter2 but found out my
mistake*.]

Your account of the country you have been through excites me far
more than Palaces or Exhibitions. The beauties of nature are what I most
enjoy. Scenery and above [all] the effects of light & shadow Morning &
Evening & Midday or a storm or a cloudy skyu My predilection is for out
of door beauties & just now I and my wife have run away from London to
the seaside3 to get quiet & rest. My head even now aches & I feel very
wearyu

When I left London I had not received the Engraving of the
Smithsonian Building but I dare say I shall find it upon my returnu I thank
you very heartily for it. I did not know Mr Smithson4 though I think I used
to hear his name I was then of no consequenceu My wife sendfsl her
kindest remembrances with mine.

Ever My dear friend I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday

Endorsed: Reed 8 Aug

1. Letter 2430.
2. Letter 2416.
3. That is Tynemouth. See letter 2446.
4. James Louis Macie Smithson (1765-1829, DSB). English chemist.

Letter 2449
Faraday to Julius Pliicker
23 July 1851
From the original in NRCC ISTI

23 July 1851
My dear Plucker

I received your kind letter of last month1: but I know nothing about
the papers which you refer to as having been sent to me "sous bande". I
do not think they were refused at the Royal Institution for although
miscellaneous papers do not come as newspapers do through the post on
moderate terms yet I never refuse them. I am always glad to see your
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papers for though I cannot make out the German language they are ever
very pleasant remembrances of you and of the happy hours we have had
together. I am in hopes that before this you will have received a copy of my
papers from the Philosophical Transactions2. It was a great pleasure to me
so to confirm & enlarge the results of the magnetic character of oxygen
which I had obtained in 18473. Your results with this body agree entirely
with my owm.i I shall be curious to know what are your results with the
hyponitric acid to which you refer, that is, when you have obtained them.
My memory is so bad that I cannot be quite sure but I think I tried the
condensed nitrous acid & did not find it sensibly magnetic and that I
stated the result in the letter on the Magnetic characters of flame & gases4

- but as I am not at home but write from Tynemouth where my wife & I
have gone out of the turmoil of London for rest & fresh air I cannot refer
to either papers or notesu

The papers on Donarium5 and also the specimens of the oxide &
mineral came quite safe and I took them to the meeting of the Association
at Ipswich where they were received with great interest by the Chemical
section & philosophers in general6. I was about to ask you to thank
Professor Bergeman7 for me but I think I will write a few words on the next
page for though my head aches and is giddy I am anxious to express to the
Professor my great sense of his kindnessu

Ever My dear Plucker I Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday

Address: Dr Plucker I &c &c &c I University I Bonn I Germany

1. Letter 2439.
2. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24,25,26 and 27.
3. Faraday (1847b).
4. Ibid., 411.
5. Bergemann (1851).
6. See Athenaeum, 12 July 1851, p.750 for an account of this which occurred on 4 July 1851.
7. Carl Wilhelm Bergemann (1804-1884, PI, 3, 4). Professor of Chemistry at the University of
Bonn.

Letter 24501

Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
27 July 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl D4

Tynemouth I 27 July 1851
My dear friend

I purposed writing to you about this time but did not expect to do so
under such circumstances. It is the Sabbath day & yet I am confined to this
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place and unable to meet with the very few brethren who are at Newcastle.
My system had sunk too low and last week it settled into an attack of sore
throat so that I speak with labour can hardly swallow even the Saliva
because of the pain & have at last called in the Dr. We are glad of it for he
has put us on the right track (and we were not quite right in that which we
had been pursuing) and I hope in a day or two to get out of the house
againu Mrs. Geo Buchanan2 came to us here & last Sabbath day3 we had
the very unexpected pleasure of her husbands company in his way hornet.]
She has been very poorly and so little benefitted by Tynemouth that on
Thursday4 she went away to Newcastle or rather to Rye Hill. We had a
letter from her this morning in which she says she is better. She tells us of
the death of Mrs. Macnaughton5 the wife of a brother at Edinburgh - and
also the death of Mr Pratts* grandson Thomson7 very suddenly.

Mr. Paradise seems fairly wellu We had an outing one day (last
Tuesday8) he, D. Reid & I, and enjoyed it very much together though I
rather think I was not in a state to be braced up but rather knocked down
by it. Mr. & Mrs. Deacon have arrived but I have not yet been able to see
them perhaps in two or three day[s] I may get into Newcastle.

We do not think of coming home until about Wednesday week9 - if all
goes on wellu Now on looking at my list of remembrance dates yesterday
I found that would be after your holiday had began. I do not expect that
will be any inconvenience to you since the arrangements are all made not
to interfere one with another and Anderson is fully instructed & trusted by
me in his duty, but if there is any thing I have not perceived or that you
wish attended to write me a linei.] In any case I should be very glad to see
a word from you. I feel very weary as to letter writing myself but I am glad
when others write to met.] My wife sends her love to you and yours with
mineu

Ever My dear friend I Yours affectionately I M. Faraday
Mr B. Vincent

1. This letter is black edged.
2. Charlotte Buchanan, nee Barnard (1805-1866, GRO). Sister of Sarah Faraday and wife of
George Buchanan.
3. That is 20 July 1851.
4. That is 24 July 1851.
5. Unidentified.
6. Unidentified.
7. Unidentified.
8. That is 22 July 1851.
9. That is 6 August 1851.
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Letter 2451
John Tyndall to Faraday
30 July 1851
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4009-12

Queenwood College, i Stockbridge, I Hants. I 30th. July 1851
Dear Sir,

It would have afforded me great gratification to have made these
magnetic experiments before you; but as the destinies seem disposed to
deny me this pleasure, I take the liberty of forwarding you a few
substances which you perhaps will be good enough to suspend in the
magnetic field when your leisure permits.

No. 1. contains two cylinders of bismuth; between the flat poles one
sets axial, the other equatorial. Between the pointed poles when near, the
former sets equatorial also, but on withdrawing the poles to a distance
from each other it turns into the axial position. In this case the principal
cleavage is transverse to the axis of the cylinder, as you can prove by trial
with a knife; and I believe you will conclude that the cause of its setting
equatorial between the near poles is due to the fact that the tendency of the
mass to pass from stronger to weaker places of magnetic force overcomes
the directive power of the crystal. If the mass were a sphere the powerful
cleavage would always set equatorial, between both points and flat faces.
This turning towards the axial line, as you are aware, is attributed by
Plucker to a triumph of magnetism over diamagnetism; but I think you
will see that it is on account of the more equable condition of the magnetic
field permitting the directive action of the crystal to assert itself.

No. 2. contains two bismuth plates; the magne-crystallic axis is
perpendicular to the flat surface of each, but it will set equatorial. This has
been brought about by compression between two plates of copper in a
hard vice. Before compression the magne-crystallic axis set in both cases
strongly axial.

No. 3. contains a plate of compressed wax; it is diamagnetic, and the
line of compression sets equatorial, thus causing the plate to set its length
from pole to pole.

No. 4. contains a crystal of carbonate of iron, and a model of the
same, formed from the crystal when pounded into dust and sifted through
linen. I think you will see that the deportments of both are so far similar
as to be suggestive of a common origin. The dough from which the model
is made was compressed in the direction of the optic axis.

No. 5. contains a prism of carbonate of iron artificially made,
suspended from the centre of one of its sides it will set axial - change the
point of suspension 90° in the equatorial plane; it will set strongly
equatorial. Between the near points, when they are not too strongly excited
the prism suspended as in the latter case will set axial, between the distant
points it will turn into the equatorial position. This is the phenomenon
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which Plucker attributed to the triumph of the optic axis force at a distance
in the case of tourmaline, idocrase, and other magnetic crystals. In
explanation of this I will merely say, that when the prism set equatorial
between the excited poles, the mass of dough from which it was taken was
compressed in the horizontal line perpendicular to the axis of the prism -
the line of compression sets axial and hence the prism itself equatorial.
With regard to the turning round I believe you will see the analogy
between this case and that of the bismuth cylinder, the one being recession
and the other approach.

No. 6. contains a bit of shale; suspended from one of its edges it sets
axial, from the edge adjacent, it sets equatorial. This is similar to Plucker's
first experiment with the plate of tourmaline. I had a much finer piece of
shale to show this experiment but it has unfortunately got broken.

It is with considerable reluctance that I introduce any personal affair
of mine to your notice, and yet I am induced to do so at present. I returned
from Germany, as you are aware, a few weeks ago and entered a situation
here. I am teacher in this college and when our work commences I expect
to be occupied about 7 hours a day. My salary is £150 a year, rooms in the
college and board; and I find the Principal1 and his family willing to do all
they can to render my life agreeable. The institution is a private one, and
with regard to its durability I am unable to utter a word. The boys whom
I have to teach are young, and I shall be engaged with them at the lower
mathematics, such as Euclid, Algebra perhaps to quadratic equations, and
a little trigonometry, and elementary physics. I shall have to lecture twice
a week, but to suit my audience must confine myself to elementary
matters. There is a danger in retrogression in such a position, and there is
also the everlasting consciousness of want of permanancy. I think this is a
sufficient account of my present position.

In the last two numbers of the Athenaeum I find an advertisement
stating that in the university of Toronto there are 6 professorships now
vacant at the annual salary of £350 Halifax currency2; one of these is the
professorship of Natural Philosophy^ It occurred to me as I read the
advertisement that I ought to make application for the post, and after
turning this matter round in my mind I concluded that the wisest plan
would be to solicit your advice, and this conclusion was confirmed by my
friend Dr. Francis of the Philosophical Magazine. Nobody can be more
sensible than I am how slender are the grounds upon which I can justify
this liberty, and had I been left to my own unaided cogitations I should
hardly have attempted it. But to return; if both choices were before me I
should prefer remaining in this country to going to Canada - not that I lay
stress upon locality any further than that I like to be near men of science.
But I dont know my chances in England and hence I think it unwise to
allow an opportunity like the present to escape me. To settle myself down
at Queenwood, even granting it permanent, would be to sacrifice an object
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for which I have battled harder than anybody knows, and that is to
approve myself a worker in science. Seven hours plus meal times and
other contingencies, plus the time to depolarize the intellect after having
been engaged with other matters is a heavy subtraction from the day. I ask
your counsel in this state of things - something doubting I must confess,
for I know I have no right to expect it -1 have already written to Magnus
and Poggendorff for testimonials so that if you advise the step I shall be
ready to take it promptly.

I remain dear Sir I Most faithfully & respectfully yours i John
Tyndall
Prof. Faraday RR.S. I etc. etc.

1. George Edmonson (1798-1863, DNB). Headmaster of Queenwood College. On the College
see Thompson, D. (1955).
2. Athenaeum, 19 July 1851, p.761 and 26 July 1851, p.793.

Letter 2452
Faraday to John Tyndall
1 August 1851
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4129

Tynemouth, I 1 August, 1851.
My dear Sir,

Your letter1 finds me here ill of a quinsey but now recovering, and
though I cannot write much, I determined to answer you at once. In the
first place many thanks for the specimens which I shall find presently at
home. I was very sorry not to see you make your experiments but hope to
realise the profound results which interest me extremely. I want to have a
very clear view of them.

But now for the Toronto matter. In such a case private relationships
have much to do in deciding the matter, but if you are comparatively free
from such considerations and have simply to balance your present power
of doing good with that you might have at Toronto, then I think I should
(in your place) choose the latter. I do not know much of the university but
I trust it is a place where a man of science and a true philosopher is
required, and where in return such a man would be nourished and
cherished in proportion to his desire to advance natural knowledge. I
cannot doubt indeed that the University would desire the advancement of
its pupils and also of knowledge itself. So I think that you would be
exceedingly fit for the position, and I hope the position fit for you. If I had
any power of choosing or recommending, I would aid your introduction
into the place, both because I know what you have already done for
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science, and I heard how you could state your facts and treat your
audience.

Now I do not, for I cannot, proffer you a certificate, because I have in
every case refused for many years past to give on the application of
candidates. Neither indeed have you asked me for one. Nevertheless I
wish to say that, when I am asked about a candidate by those who have
the choice or appointment, I never refuse to answer; and indeed, if my
opinion could be useful and there was a need for it, you might use this
letter as a private letter, shewing it or any part of it to any whom it might
concern2.

And now you must excuse me from writing more, for my muscles are
stiff and weak, and my head giddy.

Ever, my dear Dr. Tyndall, I Yours most truly, I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2451.
2. In Testimonials of John Tyndall, Ph.D., Candidate for the Professorship of Natural Philosophy in the
University of Toronto, (copy in RGO6 / 373, f.414-9), Tyndall stated (p.9), "I am permitted to state
that Dr. Faraday and the Astronomer Royal are prepared to respond to any personal reference
made to them respecting my qualifications for the Professorship in question".

Letter 2453
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
1 August 1851
From the original in UB MS NS 398

Tynemouth I 1 August 1851
My dear Schoenbein

On running away from the bustle and weariness of London I brought
your letter1 here intending to answer it long before now and lo! I have
been attacked by inflammation of the throat have had a quinsy and been
held in much pain and debility until now. I will not longer delay believing
that a few words are better than none. I have not yet received the portrait
of Euler but doubt not it is at home will you do me the favour to return my
most sincere thanks to the Council of the Museum for the great [honour]
they have done me in favouring me with a copy which I shall ever look
upon with great pleasure. The others I will deliver according to their
addresses.

The Ozone Evening went off wonderfully welPu Our room over-
flowed and many went away unable to hear (my account at least) of this
most interesting body. Through your kindness the matter was most
abundant & instructive & the experiments very successful. The subject has
been sent into the world so much piecemeal that many were astonished to
see how great it became when it was presented as one whole, and yet my
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whole must have been a most imperfect sketch for I found myself obliged
to abridge my thoughts in every direction. Many accounts were printed by
different parties & some very inaccurately since they had to catch up what
they could. A notice of four pages appeared in the proceedings of the
Royal Institution and though I think that has appeared in the Athenaeum
or the Philosophical Magazine3 yet I shall send you copies of it when I can.
The subject excited great interest and from what the folks said I had no
reason to be ashamed either for the subject or myselfi.]

and now my dear Schoenbein I am very wearyt.j Perhaps to day you
are at Glarus4. I was two days at Ipswich at our meeting5 - no more for
want of strength.] Queens balls6 - Paris fetes - &c &c &c I am obliged (&
very willing) to leave all to othersi.j

With kindest remembrances to Made Schoenbein & Yourself in which
my wife has full part

I am ever yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I Switzerland

1. Letter 2441.
2. Faraday (1851g), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1851.
3. No report appeared in either Athenaeum or Phil.Mag.
4. For the meeting of the Swiss Association.
5. Of the British Association.
6. See letter 2418.

Letter 2454
John Tyndall to Faraday
c3 August 18511

From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4013
Aug. 1851.

Dear Sir,
I have to return you my sincere thanks for your kind and valuable

letter. I was already aware of your dislike to giving written testimonials
and therefore took care not to ask for anything of the kind. Indeed the
manner of recommendation which you allude to would be more agreeable
to me than that by certificate, and if the parties have an agent in this
country (of which I am not yet aware) I doubt not it would be the most
practical and effectual.

With regard to my paper at Ipswich2 there is one matter which I
should like to call to your mind. During the reading of it I was haunted by
the consciousness that the Section was already tired, and this caused me,
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I doubt not, to appear somewhat hurried. Had it occurred earlier in the
day, as I hoped it would I think I should have satisfied you better3.

I believe you will find the experiments to be as I have described
them. If you once turn the light of your intellect upon this matter I think
you will not long halt between two opinions - that you will once more take
the thought to your bosom which suggested that significant note to a
passage in the Bakerian Lecture for 1849 "Perhaps these points may find
their explanation hereafter on the action of contiguous particles."4

With best thanks, dear Sir I Most faithfully yours I John Tyndall
Prof. Faraday I etc. etc.

1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 2452.
2. Tyndall (1851b), given at the meeting of the British Association.
3. See Athenaeum, 12 July 1851, p.748 for Faraday's comments on Tyndall's paper.
4. Faraday (1849b), ERE22, note to paragraph 2586.

Letter 2455
Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet to Faraday
3 August 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Bruxelles, le 3 Aout 1851. I Academie royale I des I Sciences, des Lettres

et des Beaux Arts I de Belgique.
Mon cher et illustre confrere,

Mon ami M. Stas1 qui se rend a Londres a desire obtenir quelques
mots d'introduction aupres de vous. Je me suis empresse de diferer a sa
demande, non parceque je pense qu'il ait besoin d'etre recommande mais
pour avoir moi meme le plaisir de vous presenter mes amities et de vous
remercier pour le bienveillant accueil dont vous m'avez honore pendant
mon sejour a Londres2.

Je ne vous parlerai pas des travaux de M. Stas, vous les connaissez
probablement aussi bien que moi, et vous avez plus de connaissances pour
les apprecier. M. Stas vous dira que nous avons repete ensemble et avec M.
Melsens, Vos belles experiences sur le diamagnetisme: elles sont font bien
reussi et j'ai lieu d'etre tres satisfait de l'appareil que m'a fourni M.
Ru[h]mkorff.

Je vous envois la continuation de mon ouvrage sur le climat de la
Belgique3. Je n'ose me flatter que vous ayez le temps d'y jeter les yeux,
cependant je crois que la partie des ondes atmospheriques4 n'est pas tout a
fait indigne de votre attention.

Veuillez presenter mes compliments les plus respectueux a Madame
Faraday, et agreez pour vous meme les assurances reiterees de mes
sentiments d'amitie et de devouement.
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Toutavous I Quetelet
Monsieur M. Faraday, &c

TRANSLATION
Brussels 3 August 1851. I Academie royale I des I Sciences, des Lettres et

des Beaux Arts I de Belgique
My dear and illustrious colleague,

My friend M. Stas1, who is travelling to London, has come to ask me
for a few words of introduction to you. I hastened to comply with his
wishes, not because he needs to be recommended, but for the pleasure of
presenting my own compliments to you and to thank you for the kind
reception with which you honoured me during my stay in London2.

I shall not speak to you of the works of M. Stas, you know them
probably as well as I do myself and you are better able to appreciate them.
M. Stas will tell you that, together with M. Melsens, we repeated your
beautiful experiments on diamagnetism. They were very successful and I
was most satisfied with the instrument provided by M. Ruhmkorff.

I am sending you the continuation of my work on the Belgian
climate3. I do not flatter myself that you have the time to glance over it,
however I believe that the section on atmospheric waves41 is not entirely
unworthy of your attention.

Please be kind enough to present my compliments to Mrs Faraday
and please accept for yourself the reiterated assurances of my sentiments
of friendship and devotion.

Yours I Quetelet
Mr M. Faraday, &c

1. Jean-Servais Stas (1813-1891, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at the Military School in
Brussels, 1840-1868.
2. Probably a reference to Quetelet's visit to London when he was an Associate of the Jury of
the Great Exhibition dealing with Class X, Philosophical Instruments. Anon (1852a), 1: xxviii.
3. Quetelet (1851b).
4. Ibid., 73-104.
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Letter 2456
Harriet Jane Moore to Faraday
4 August 18511

From the original in IEE MS SC 2

The Spring Aug 4th
Many thanks my dear Mr. Faraday for your kind note. I am much

vexed that you should have suffered so distressing a malady, and that Mrs.
Faraday should have felt the anxiety your illness must have caused her: I
trust that you will continue to improve, and will be careful not to catch
cold, relapses are generally so much more formidable than the first attack.
I am so pleased that I could send any thing you liked; as soon as I hear of
your return Mrs. Faraday shall have a nosegay with long stalks, at least as
long as I can contrive to procure them, but our garden is not too well
stocked with flowers. The humble river Brent is now full of the most
elegant plants; weeds, fashionable gardeners would call them, but really
very beautiful, rather too much so for a lady who came down to spend the
evening with us last week, in attempting to reach some white water lilies
fell into the water, & was most completely drenched. I hope you have had
some fine sunsets in the north; I always wish you were here when there is
one more beautiful than usual. The weather is now favourable for the
harvest, & wheat & oats are being cut in this neighbourhood. I do not think
you can say as much for Northumberland. My people join in kindest
remembrances to yourself & Mrs. Faraday,

& believe me Most truly Yours I Harriet Moore

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Faraday's illness and to his being in Northumberland
at this time. See letters 2450, 2452 and 2453.
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Letter 2457
Faraday to Royal Society
19 August 1851
From the original in RS MS RR 2.89
I consider Harris' paper1 as an important experimental paper and one
which should be printed in the Transactions not only because of the
character of the author & the right he has to speak as a philosophical
authority - but for its own manifest merit. It contains the proofs of what I
believe to be facts in magnetism and which as they may not be set aside
must be admitted & finally explained in any view of the nature of
magnetic force which can hope to keep its place in the future progression
of sciencei.] I M.F.
Royal Institution I 19, Aug 1851.

1. William Snow Harris, "On Induced and other Magnetic Forces", Proc.Roy.Soc, 1851, 6:
87-92. The manuscript is in RS MS AP 33.15. This paper had been referred on 22 May 1851 (RS
MS CMB90c) and postponed on 19 June 1851. Despite this report of Faraday's, Harris's paper
was again referred on 30 October 1851 since an unfavourable report by Humphrey Lloyd dated
1 October 1851 (RS MS RR 2.90) had also been received. See letter 2489.

Letter 2458
Faraday to Heinrich Rose
23 August 1851
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 23 Aug 1851
My dear Rose

I quite grieve that I did not see you to day. I cannot call on Monday1

before 1 or 2 o'clk because I must be here to meet Magnus - as I think you
perhaps may have heard. You will be so full of occupation that I have no
right to think it probable you may drop in on Monday. If you do not I shall
come to you[.] This is the more necessary on my part because on Tuesday
& Wednesday in part I must be out of townu

Yours Affectionately I M. Faraday

1. That is 25 August 1851.
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Letter 2459
Faraday to Andrew Reid1

26 August 1851
From the original in the possession of Rosalind Brennand

R Institution I 26 Aug 1851
My dear Andrew

I received the balance & the note in due course:- and though I write
in haste when I reached home let me again thank You for your kindness in
taking care of us. The trip was a source of very great pleasure & as to
health I believe did more good than all Tynemouth put together!.]

Your Very Affectionate Unkle I M. Faraday

1. Andrew Reid (1823-1896, Reid, C.L. (1914)). A nephew of Sarah Faraday and a printer in
Newcastle.

Letter 2460
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
2 September 1851
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 373, £.410

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1851 Sept, 2
My dear Sir

Dr. Tyndall writes to me1 in reference to his candidature for a Toronto
professorship. I had just read his last paper in the Phil. Mag.2 & thought it
good. But he refers me distinctly to you - and thus I am as it were
compelled to trouble you with the question whether you do not think him
a good man?

Yours very truly, I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Tyndall to Airy, 1 September 1851, RGO6 / 373, f.402. Airy replied that he would be willing
to give Tyndall a reference rather than a testimonial. Airy to Tyndall, 10 September 1851, RGO6
/ 373, f.412. See note 2, letter 2452.
2. Tyndall (1851c).
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Letter 2461
D.E Van der Pant1 to Faraday
2 September 1851
From the original in RS MS 241, f .129

Rotterdam September 2d 1851
The Directors of the Batavian Society of experimental Philosophy at

Rotterdam in their meeting of August 25 a.c.2 have decreed to request you
to honour the Society with your acceding to it as a corresponding
member.

The Directors trusting they will receive a favourable answer to this
proposal beg you to acquaint them with your different titles.

In the name of the said Directors I D.F. van der Pant I 1st Secretary
Michael Faraday, Prof, of Chemistry &c. I London.

1. Unidentified.
2. Anno corrente. Of the current year.

Letter 2462
Faraday to Caroline Deacon
4 September 1851
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Thursday 4 Septr I 1851 I Park end Cottage I Lee Road I Blackheath
My dear Caroline

I am about to write a few words I hardly know why except that your
last letter moves me in its mention of the troubles of one I love namely
yourself; and truly you have much to make you sorrowful seeing that
though in possession of the surpassing gift of hope in Christ you with us
all are still in the flesh and our Lord in his mercy testified that even when
the spirit was willing the flesh was weak1. When I think of you & Thomas
I try to cheer myself by what I doubt not also sustains you namely that all
is under the ruling guidance of a merciful God who knows best what is
needed by those whom he has choseni.i All the scriptures of the New
Testament & therefore all the body of the word in its true meaning & intent
shew that for the people that are of God in Christ this world is not their
rest implying I think that it must be different to them to what it will be to
those who are of it. In the parable Abraham says that when the rich man
had his good things in the world Lazarus was receiving evil things2 - but
now he is comforted & thou art tormentedu

And then again there is that part of the Scripture (Hebrews) where
the Apostle speaks of those who are without chastisement as being out of
the Fathers love & its exercise;- as bastards & not sons3. And I do not
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understand this chastisement as implying merely some evident form of
rebuke like that which I trust has been in mercy manifested towards
Elizabeth4; but also such dealing of God with us (very often in private) as
shewing us how soon we are beset by repining & impatience may lead us
to see how weak our faith & trust in him is, and how little we understand
of the true value of the prize of the high calling of God in Jesus Christ. And
indeed such chastisements may & do come as much to those who seem at
ease in respect of such matters as you are greatly tried, with, as to those
who are surrounded by them: for we make our own trouble by our folly,
and when temporal things are easy to us then the world is as a snare, and
we are perhaps in more danger of letting go the faith and saying where is
the presence of his coming for since the fathers all things continue as they
wereu What a happy thing it is my dear Caroline that if we are moved by
him to think of these things; then we are encouraged & urged to go to a
throne of Grace for the remedy and ask for Mercy & Grace to help us in
time of need.

I write to you as if I were forgetting Thomas but it is not so. Whatever
the nature of our trial we all have access by the same door to him who is
a very present help in every time of trouble. Only I think you can better
choose the time of giving my earnest love to him than I can by the
Postman & so I write to you.

Give the little one5 a kiss for met.] I think when she was looking at the
setting sun she probably saw a phenomena which you may perhaps never
have distinguished - a certain reflection of the light from the eye lashes
which gives the appearance of a ray elongating & darting forth. Ever my
dear Caroline I Your affectionate Unkle M. Faraday

I am very glad to hear what you say of Elizabeth.] We shall see if the
effect continues. It certainly has not continued since when the expression
were so sober that it could not stand for a moment against themt.]

1. Matthew 26:41.
2. Luke 16:19-31.
3. Hebrews 12: 8.
4. Elizabeth Reid.
5. Constance Deacon.
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Letter 2463
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
5 September 1851
From the original in RGO6 / 373, f.411

Royal Institution I 5 Septr. 1851
My dear Sir

I think so well of Dr Tyndalls papers that I should be very glad to
hear he had the Toronto Professorship because I think it would give him
the power of working & that he would work to the honor of the
University1!.]

He spoke so well & clearly at Ipswich2 in explaining his results that
I think he would make a very good Lecturers With kindest remembrances
to Mrs. & Miss Airy

I am as Ever I Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday
The I Astronomer Royal i &c &c &c

1. See letter 2460.
2. Tyndall (1851b), given at the meeting of the British Association. For Faraday's comments on
Tyndall's paper at the time see Athenaeum, 12 July 1851, p.748 .

Letter 2464
John Barlow to Sarah Faraday
15 September 18511

From the original in RI MS Fl 138
Rectory I Buxted I Uckfield Sep 15

My dear Mrs Faraday,
This note is indited on the pure principles of Hibernian reciprocity

viz to "get from the lady all I can and give her nothing in return"u
I want you to tell me how you and Faraday are. It is quite three

weeks since I heard about you.
My life gives no materials. My wife and I and our friend Miss Grant

are living in this quiet parsonage, and I go every day, on some errand or
other, to Uckfield where I was curate nearly 30 years ago.

The condition of the rural labourers in this part of England is
infinitely better than I have ever known it. Wages 10s a week, and every
body employed. Then the harvest has been got in so cheaply & so well that
the Farmer cannot lose by the low prices. I hear that the millers prefer the
corn of this year for immediate grinding to the old wheati.j

Spend five minutes and one penny in giving me a bulletin & believe
me

Always yours I John Barlow
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1. Dated on the basis that Barlow was Rector at Uckfield in 1822, that no evidence has been
found that he went abroad in the summer of 1851 (unlike other summers in this period) and
because of the reference to Faraday's illness.

Letter 2465
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
23 September 1851
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 373, f .199

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1851 September 23
My dear Sir

Allow me to introduce to you Professor Listing1 of Gottingen
(Professor of Experimental Philosophy) who brings letters from Gauss,
and whose acquaintance I think you will find very agreeable.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Johann Benedict Listing (1808-1882, PI, 3). Professor of Physics at University of
Gottingen.

Letter 2466
Faraday to Edward Hawkins1

11 October 1851
From the original in BM DWAA MS Correspondence 1826-1860, volume
5,1722

Park End Cottage I Lee Road I 11, Octr. 1851
My dear Hawkins

Those who make casts do it so often from Sulphate of lime in the
form of plaster that they ought to be far better practical judges than I am
but I should incline to avoid the use of plaster against the slabs. There
would however be no difficulty I suppose in taking wax impressions from
the slab, and then making the plaster casts in these. In a small way the
process is common enough2.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Edw. Hawkins Esq I &c &c

1. Edward Hawkins (1780-1867, DNB). Keeper of Antiquities at the British Museum,
1826-1860.
2. Hawkins needed this information before proceeding to make casts from Assyrian and
Lycian sculptures in the British Museum for the French government. See minutes of the British
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Museum Trustees, 11 October 1851 and of its Standing Committee, 13 December 1851 which
authorised the making of the casts. The request to Faraday is not noted in either minute.

Letter 2467
Faraday to John Barlow
14 October 18511

From the original in RI MS Fl D5
Park end Cottage I Tuesday 14 Oct

My dear Barlow
I was talking with Scott Russel[l]2 at the Exhibition about the

American Yacht her sailing3 &c and said I thought he should give us an
Evening on the subject of sails & their principles in that instance. He
assented far more freely than I expected. Do you approve or not if so good
if not let me know & I will back out properly. I think it would be a good
subject & that he would do it well4.

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday was staying in this cottage at the time. See letter 2462.
2. John Scott Russell (1808-1882, DNB), Naval architect.
3. This was the schooner 'America' which won the prize of the Royal Yacht Squadron at the
Cowes Regatta in August 1851. See Folkard (1901), 373-4.
4. Russell (1852), Friday Evening Discourse of 6 February 1852. At this Discourse a model of
the 'America' was exhibited, p. 119.

Letter 2468
Faraday to John Tyndall
21 October 1851
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4130

Lee Road, I 21 Oct. 1851.
My dear Sir,

Many thanks for your note and the paper1 and the testimonials2. I
hope you will obtain your desire at Toronto. I have read the paper briefly,
but must do so again: at present I am writing, or rather copying, a paper
on lines of force, which touches the point of Polarity, so that it is only
hereafter I shall be able to collate all together. I propose giving the paper
in to the Royal Society today3.

Ever truly yours, I M. Faraday.
Dr. J. Tyndall, I &c. &c. &c.
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1. Probably Tyndall (1851c).
2. That is Testimonials of John Tyndall Ph.D., Candidate for the Professorship of Natural Philosophy
in the University of Toronto, (copy in RGO6 / 373, f.414-9).
3. Faraday (1852b), ERE28. Faraday sent the paper in the following day.

Letter 2469
Joseph Toynbee1 to Faraday
24 October 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

16 Savile Row, Octr 24, 51
Dear Sir,

I beg to thank you very much for your autograph which I shall value
greatly as long as I live.

I am dear Sir, I Yours very faithfully I Joseph Toynbee
M. Faraday Esq

1. Joseph Toynbee (1815-1866, DNB). Ear surgeon.

Letter 2470
Johan Rudolf Thorbecke1 to Faraday
27 October 1851
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f .127
No. 100 I V Division

La Haye, le 27 Octobre 1851.
Monsieur,

J'ai l'honneur de vous faire parvenir ci-joint un exemplaire de l'arrete
de Sa Majeste le Roi2 du 26 de ce mois, par lequel l'lnstitut Royal des
Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts est supprime et remplace par une
Academie Royale des Sciences, dont il a plu au Roi de vous nommer
membre3.

Vous trouverez egalement sous ce pli un exemplaire du reglement
pour la nouvelle Academie.

Je saisis cette occasion, Monsieur, pour vous offrir l'assurance de ma
consideration tres-distingu^e.

Le Ministre de l'lnt&ieur, I Thorbecke
A Monsieur M. Faraday I h Londres
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Endorsed by Faraday: See page 89

TRANSLATION
No. 100 I V Division

The Hague, 27 October 1851
Sir,

I have the honour of enclosing a copy of the decree of His Majesty the
King2 of the 26th of this month, by which the Institut Royal des Sciences,
des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts is superseded and replaced by an Academie
Royale des Sciences, of which it has pleased His Majesty to nominate you
a member3.

You will also find enclosed a copy of the constitution of the new
Academie.

I take this opportunity, Sir, to offer you the assurance of my most
distinguished consideration.

The Minister of the Interior, I Thorbecke
To Mr M. Faraday I in London

1. Johan Rudolf Thorbecke (1798-1872, NNBW). Netherlands Minister of the Interior,
1849-1853.
2. William III (1817-1890, NNBW). King of the Netherlands, 1849-1890.
3. See letter 2180.

Letter 2471
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
27 October 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl D6

Royal Institution I 27 Octr. 1851.
My dear Dr Jones

My wife & I have been looking forward to our return home1 & to a
hoped for conversation or consultation with you in regard to her health at
any convenient opportunity. If I knew how you were circumstanced I
would make onei.i May I ask you when you next come to the Institution to
tell the Porters to inform me & I will come to youi.]

Ever My dear Dr I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. From their stay in Blackheath. See letters 2462, 2466, 2467 and 2468.
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Letter 2472
Prince Albert to Faraday
31 October 1851
From the original in RS MS 241, £.120

Windsor Castle I October 31st 1851
Sir

I have the honor, as President of the Royal Commission for the
Exhibition of 1851 to transmit to you a Medal that has been struck by order
of the Commissioners, in commemoration of the valuable services which
you have rendered to the Exhibition, in common with so many eminent
men of all Countries, in your capacity of Juror1.

In requesting your acceptance of this slight token on our part of the
sense entertained by us of the benefit which has resulted to the interests of
the Exhibition from your having undertaken that laborious office, and
from the zeal and ability displayed by you in connection with it, it affords
me much pleasure to avail myself of this opportunity of conveying to you
the expression of my cordial thanks for the assistance which you have
given us in carrying this great undertaking to its successful issue.

I have the honor to be I Sir I Very gratefully yours I Albert I
President of the Royal Commission
Professor Faraday F.R.S.

1. See letter 2405.

Letter 2473
Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward1 to Faraday
3 November 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Clapham Rise I 3 Nov 1851.
Dear Sir,

I feel most reluctant to trouble you about any personal matters, but
I am in a strait, and know not how to act. Paxton2 - not contented with his
reputation as an Architect, a Botanist & Horticulturist - has come forward
as a Medical Champion for the relief of consumptive cases by advocating
the erection of a Sanatorium in connexion with the Consumption
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Plate 7. Prince Albert.
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Hospital3. Now this idea most certainly did not originate with him as I
advocated it most strongly in a little work published in 18424.

It is just possible that Paxton may never have read my book -
although the magnific conservatory of his noble patron at Chatsworth5

was filled with its choicest vegetable treasures by means of the closed
cases sent expressly to the East Indies for that purpose under the care of
a gardener chosen by Paxton. Relying on the boasted impartiality of the
Times I wrote a letter to the Editor, simply stating the above facts - but this
letter has not been noticed.

Now may I take the liberty of asking you whether (in the
conversation I had with you - resp[ectin]g the Lecture you did me the
honor to deliver at the R.I.6 & which was prior to the publishing of my
book) I stated my conviction that the same principle which had proved so
beneficial with regard to the vegetable kingdom was likewise applicable to
the animal

I feel that I have no right to trouble you with such a question - but a
Portfolio in which the minutes of your Lecture were preserved - has been
lost or mislaid in my removal from Wellclose Sqr to this place. I can hardly
however expect that you can have recollected what I - who am personally
interested in the matter have nearly forgotten. What I now wish to do is to
publish a plain statement in one of the medical journals - leaving the
public to draw their own conclusions. I need not of course add that I shall
not print any statement from you without your consent.

Hoping you will pardon my thus intruding upon you.
Believe me to be Dear Sir I Very truly yours I N.B. Ward

1. Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward (1791-1868, DNB). Botanist.
2. Joseph Paxton (1801-1865, DNB). Superintendent of the Gardens at Chatsworth from 1826
and architect of the Crystal Palace.
3. On Paxton's ideas for a sanatorium in Victoria Park see "Foreign Airs and Native Places'',
Household Words, 1851,3:446-50. It was not built.
4. Ward, N.B. (1842), 71-2.
5. William George Spencer Cavendish, 6th Duke of Devonshire (1790-1858, DNB). Collector of
coins, books and paintings whose seat was Chatsworth.
6. See Lit.Gaz., 14 April 1838, p.233 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of
6 April 1838 "On Mr. Ward's Method of preserving Plants in limited Atmospheres".
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Letter 2474
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
6 November 1851
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 6 November 1851
My dear & kind friend

I hope you will not be startled at my presumption but I had formed
the rather ambitious thought of endeavouring (if you should sanction it) to
convey to our Members at one of the Friday Evening meetings an idea of
the remarkable and important views which you developed to us in some
degree at Ipswich1 and first I have to ask you whether such a proceeding
would be agreeable to you or whether for any reason or feeling you would
rather I should not do it.

But in the next place if you see no reason against it but on the
contrary are willing to let me touch so fine a subject before our members
then I am obliged to confess to you that I feel greatly startled in finding
how much of that which you communicated to us & to myself personally
my decaying memory has allowed to escape and though I have the sheet
of paper on which you wrote me down a few pencil figures & a few rough
lines and also the journal accounts of your discourse at Ipswich yet they
do not sufficiently clear up my recollections to enable me to do that which
I want to do well.

And so my boldness extends to this. If in the first place it is agreeable
to you that I should do it then have you any papers MS or other that you
could lend to me giving me an account of the results whether deduced
from change of volume or of soluble or progression of character or
equivalent numbers &c &c and the probabilities arrived at as the
conclusion. As our audience though they contain I am happy to say many
high philosophers consist chiefly of persons who though gentlemen of
high & liberal education are still not exclusively scientific (500 or 600
persons being present perhaps) so I generally introduce an experiment or
two to make them quickly comprehend any point which is under
consideration:- As for instance in speaking of the progression of Chlorine
Bromine & iodine in reference to your views I should shew them these
bodies but such helps I could arrange and do not wish to trouble you
about experiments unless indeed you have some which have occurred to
yourself as fit illustrations. As to diagrams or curves I am at a loss for the
few lines I have do not now recall my memory except very vaguely to that
which they represent.]
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i L
Now I think I have said enough to frighten yout.i If I could obtain

possession of the matter and give the subject well I should be greatly
honoured in the doing of it but I should not like to put you to too much
trouble. Any papers you may trust me with I will most carefully return
and use them with every reservation that you may desire. If there is any
thing yet published about them and you favour my proposition send me
a reference to it. The evening would be in the middle or end of next
January, but I should like to have possession of the matter (if I gave it) by
or before the beginning of the next year that I may study it well. Our
kindest remembrances to Madam Dumas also to M. Dumas your Son & to
Madam Edwards2.

Ever My dear friend, Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Monsieur Dumas I &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Dumas I &c &c &c I Ruede Vaugirade
I Faubourg St. Germain I a Paris

1. At the meeting of the British Association. See Athenaeum, 12 July 1851, p.750 for an account
of Dumas's paper "Observation on Atomic Volumes and Atomic weights, with considerations
of the probability that certain bodies now considered elementary may be decomposed''.
Faraday did not lecture on this topic. See letter 2493.
2. Laure Edwards, nee Trezel. Married Henry Milne-Edwards in 1823. See his entry in DBF.
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Letter 2475
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
14 November 1851
From the original in RS MS HS 7.195

R Institution I 14 Novr. 1851
My dear Herschell

I did with the papers as you wished.
Being busy with Magnetism & lines of force I send for your present

amusement a couple of printings from nature1!.] The disposition of the
magnets is marked at the backi.i

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. See Faraday, Diary, 11, 12, 13 November 1851, 6: 11666-11703 for Faraday's production of
iron filing diagrams.

Letter 2476
John Tyndall to Faraday
28 November 1851
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4014

Queenwood College I Stockbridge, I Hants. I 28th. Nov. 1851.
Dear Sir,

From a letter received yesterday from Col. Sabine I conclude that you
are already aware of his kind intentions towards me1!.] In that letter he tells
me that your signature will be one of those from personal knowledge
required by the Royal Society previous to the admission of a new member.
For this allow me to return you my sincerest thanks; I do most fervently
hope that the great kindness of which I have of late been the recipient from
you and others will bear its proper fruit in keeping me faithful to my
work. Few have had greater encouragement than I have had, and the
greater will be my condemnation if it be not turned to suitable account. I
owe you much - more perhaps than you are aware of. However sweet the
instances of personal good will with which you have favoured me may
be,- and sweet they are beyond a doubt - you have been my unconscious
benefactor in other ways to an extent which, as far as the cultivation of my
proper manhood is concerned outweighs those instances of private
friendship. To me you have been a preacher of toil, courage, and humility
- a preacher in the highest sense of the term, demonstrating by the silent
power of example the possibilities which are open to the honest worker.
This has been your relation to me and may it long continue so.

I remain dear Sir, I Your faithful and obliged servant i John Tyndall
Professor Faraday I etc. etc. etc.
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1. See Tyndall, Diary, 27 November 1851, 5: 79 which noted that Sabine had obtained
Faraday's signature on Tyndall's nomination for Fellowship of the Royal Society from personal
knowledge. RS MS Cert 9.300.

Letter 2477
Henry William Pickersgill1 to Faraday
30 November 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

14 Stratford Place I 30 Novr. 1851
My dear Faraday

I should long 'ere this have replied to your very kind note had I not
hesitated whether I ought to accept your generosity towards my Daughter
for I assure you I consider myself a great intruder and have strong feelings
of compunction upon entering that Building and I should long ago have
subscribed had not my industry been heavily taxed to assist those whose
claims are all powerful and in the present case of my enquiry I was in
hopes there was a means of admission within my grasp.

I cannot expect you will point out a mode of easing my conscience of
the debt of gratitude but I must endeavour to find out myself the means.

With the highest considerations, esteem, and gratitude
Believe me I Ever your most obliged I friend & servant I H.W.

Pickersgill
To Ml. Faraday Esq DCL I &c &c &c

1. Henry William Pickersgill (1782-1875, DNB). Portrait painter.

Letter 2478
Faraday to Joseph Ellison Portlock1

1 December 1851
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 289-92

December 1,1851.
My dear Portlock, «... As one of the Senate of the University of

London, and appointed with others especially to consider the best method
of examination2,1 have had to think very deeply on the subject, and have
had my attention drawn to the practical working of different methods at
our English and other Universities; and know there are great difficulties in
them all. Our conclusion is that examination by papers is the best,
accompanied by viva voce when the written answers require it. Such
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examinations require that the students should be collected together, each
with his paper, pens, and ink; that each should have the paper of questions
(before unknown) delivered to him; that they should be allowed three, or
any sufficient number of hours to answer them, and that they should be
carefully watched by the examiner or some other officer, so as to prevent
their having any communication with each other, or going out of the room
for that time. After which, their written answers have to be taken and
examined carefully by the examiner and decided upon according to their
respective merits. We think that no numerical value can be attached to the
questions, because everything depends on how they are answered; and
that is the reason why I am not able to send you such a list at the present
time.

My verbal examinations at the Academy go for very little, and were
instituted by me mainly to keep the students' attention to the lecture for
the time, under the pressure of a thought that inquiry would come at the
end. My instructions always have been to look to the note-books for the
result3; and so the verbal examinations are only used at last as
confirmations or corrections of the conclusions drawn from the notes.

I should like to have had a serious talk with you on this matter, but
my time is so engaged that I cannot come to you at Woolwich for the next
two or three weeks, so I will just jot down a remark or two. In the first
place, the cadets have only the lectures, and no practical instruction in
chemistry, and yet chemistry is eminently a practical science. Lectures
alone cannot be expected to give more than a general idea of this most
extensive branch of science, and it would be too much to expect that
young men who at the utmost hear only fifty lectures on chemistry, should
be able to answer with much effect in writing, to questions set down on
paper, when we know by experience that daily work for eight hours in
practical laboratories for three months does not go very far to confer such
ability.

Again: the audience in the lecture-room at the Academy always, with
me, consists of four classes, i.e. persons who have entered at such different
periods as to be in four different stages of progress. It would, I think, be
unfair to examine all these as if upon the same level; they constitute four
different classes, and we found it in our inquiries most essential to avoid
mixing up a junior and a senior class one with the other. Even though it
were supposed that you admitted only those who were going out to
examination, and such others from the rest as chose to volunteer, yet as
respects them it has to be considered that I may not go on from the
beginning to the end of their fifty lectures increasing the importance and
weight of the matter brought before them, for I have to divide the fifty into
two courses, each to be begun and finished in the year, and I ever have to
keep my language and statements so simple as to be fit for mere beginners
and not for advanced pupils.
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I have often considered whether some better method of giving
instruction in chemistry to the cadets could not be devised, but have
understood that it was subordinate to other more important studies, and
that the time required by a practical school, which is considerable, could
not be spared. Perhaps, however, you may have some view in this
direction, and I hasten to state to you what I could more earnestly and
better state by word of mouth, that you must not think me the least in the
way I should be very happy, by consultation, in the first instance, to help
you in such a matter, though I could not undertake any part in it. I am
getting older, and find the Woolwich duty, taking in as it does large parts
of two days, as much as I can manage with satisfaction to myself; so that
I could not even add on to it such an examination by written papers as I
have talked about: but I should rejoice to know that the whole matter was
in more practical and better hands4.

Ever, my dear Portlock, yours very truly, I M. Faraday
I refused to be an examiner in our University. I M.F.

1. Joseph Ellison Portlock (1794-1864, DNB). Inspector of Studies at the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, 1851-1856.
2. This was a long running issue in the University of London (see Faraday to Rothman, 9 June
1843, letter 1501 and note 2, volume 3) which had re-emerged in the late 1840s. Brande raised
the issue by letter at a meeting of Senate (at which Faraday was not present) on 19 July 1848
(Minutes of Senate, ULL MS ST2/2/2, pp.61-2), but discussion was deferred. At its meeting on
20 June 1849 (at which Faraday was not present) the Senate referred the matter to a committee
of the whole Senate (ULL MS ST2/2/2, p.94). This committee met on 27 June 1849 (at which
Faraday was not present) and it adopted Brande's wording for examinations (ULL MS ST3/
2/4, pp.30-1). The report of this committee was accepted by the Senate at its meeting on 1
August 1849 at which Faraday was, again, not present (ULL MS ST2/2/2, pp.105-6).
3. See Faraday to Drummond, 11 January 1836, letter 873, volume 2.
4. See Abel to Gladstone, nd, Gladstone (1874), 30 where Abel wrote "But for some not ill-
meant, though scarcely judicious, proposal to dictate modifications in his course of instruction,
Faraday would probably have continued for some years longer to lecture at Woolwich". See
letter 2495.

Letter 2479
Faraday to Edward Magrath
6 December 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl D7

Royal Institution I 6 Deer. 1851.
My dear Magrath

The progress of Old time bringing with him in my case as in all
others the usual effects tends with me to the diminution of income and
therefore necessarily the diminution of pleasures depending upon it. One
of the first of these which I am constrained to give up is my Membership
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at the Athenaeum. Will you therefore have the goodness to communicate
to the Committee my resignation!.]

Ever My dear Magrath I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 2480
Faraday to Edward Magrath
8 December 1851
From the original in RI MS Fl D8

8 Deer. 1851
My dear Magrath

I send you another noteu I do not wish the Club to think that I
withdraw from any pique or coolness and therefore prefer assigning a
reason which I have made as general as possible. You need not be sorry for
the reason of my withdrawal there are plenty of means left for all that is
needful.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 2481
Warren De La Rue to Faraday
16 December 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
[De La Rue's embossed heading] I 7 St Mary's Road I Canonbury I

December 16th 1851
My dear Sir

In reference to our conversation, I must inform you that immediately
after leaving you I took home the iron core which has been prepared now
about a twelvemonth or perhaps more and placed it on the stage of my
microscope, and was glad to find that it would answer well. Being
desirous, however, that no slight defect should cause the waste of your
time, I determined on making the core part of the instrument, so as to
ensure steadiness and to avoid its sliding about in screwing up the ends.
A little consideration enabled me to decide on the plan, which I drew out
before I went to bed and the next morning I placed the drawing in the
hands of Mr Ross1 who pledged himself not to divulge what was in
preparation or to allow the core to be seen by his workmen or any other
person. Tonight at 9 \ o'clock I received back the instrument.

As I conceive it to be very important to get the points as nearly in the
same plane as possible with the object to be operated upon so as to enable
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us to bring them very close and to still have the lines of force in the most
favourable direction, I intend taking my instrument to Bunhill row so as to
turn up the moveable end high enough in order that the thinnest film of
mica may be used instead of glass on some occasion; and also to see if our
workmen can make make [sic] microscopic points as at present they look
like clumsy fractures of stout wire. Thirdly to see that there is conducting
communication from end to end, that is that the wire has not been
injured.

I am having constructed 6 holders of glasses so that one experiment
may be prepared whilst another is observed; at present I have only one but
I have desired that its thickness might be guaged in order that the top
surface of the plate in all should be the same height from the stageu

As there is a nichols prism P which fits under the stage experiments
on polarized light or the change in the properties of crystals with respect
to it may be observed with facility.

it/^JgP*^
I.Au.3

\$&*jf^

4*-

If there is any other preparation which you would like to have made
I will get it done. A contrivance might easily be made by means of a slip
of silver to heat the glass plates if you think this provision desirable.

I remain I Yours Very truly I Warren De la Rue
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c
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1. Andrew Ross (d.1859, age 61, GRO). Scientific instrument maker of 2 Featherstone
Buildings, Clerkenwell. Clifton (1995), 238.

Letter 2482
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
16 December 1851
From the original in UB MS NS 399

Royal Institution I 16 Deer 1851
My dear Schoenbein

If I do not write at once (and even though I may seem to have but
little to write about yet if I delay) all that I have to say passes from my
remembrance and I involuntarily become remiss in my duty. Dr Bence
Jones has just called on me to say that the Society having printed the paper
you sent to me in their Transactions1 have sent 25 copies of it to h(is) house
for you. It occupies 16 pages. Can you help me in telling me how I shall
send these to you? I will do whatever you may instruct me in. I have
besides a formal letter of thanks to you from the British Museum for the
Portrait of Euler which I will send at the same time.

I keep working away at Magnetism2 whether well or not I will not
say. It is at all events to my own satisfaction. Experiments are beautiful
things & I quite revel in the making of them. Besides they give one such
confidence and as I suspect that a good many think me somewhat heretical
in magnetics or perhaps rather fantastical I am very glad to have them to
fall back uponu

Remember me very kindly to Madam Schoenbein & believe me to
be

Ever most truly yours M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I Switzerland

1. Schoenbein (1851b).
2. See Faraday, Diary, 11 November to 20 December 1851,6:11666-11928 which was primarily
concerned with mapping magnetic fields.
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Letter 2483
John Percy to Faraday
16 December 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Museum Dec 16 / 51.
My dear Dr Faraday,

I regret that I was absent when you called yesterday. I herewith send
a piece of nickel such as I understand you to require1. A small cube may
easily be made out of it by filing. I have prepared it today by fusing Evans
& Askin's2 nickel with i§o of oxide under plate-glass. If you require a larger
piece I shall have great pleasure in making one lib weight or more. I have
a flat ingot cast weighing 14ozs which is quite at your service; but it has
not been fused with oxide. I shall always be happy to prepare anything in
the metallurgical line you may need.

Ever yours sincerely, I & with great respect, I John Percy
Dr Faraday

1. See Faraday, Diary, 20 December 1851, 6: 11928 for Faraday's experiment mapping the
magnetic field of this nickel.
2. Evans presumably took over running the metal supply firm established in Birmingham by
Charles Askin (d.1847, J.Chem.Soc, 1847,1:149-50). See also Faraday to Lloyd, 14 October 1848,
letter 2114, volume 3.

Letter 2484
Paul Frederick Henry Baddeley to Faraday
23 December 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

I have the pleasure to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 4th of
November last1.

I shall take your kind [advice] about fixing my observations on the
Dust Storms of India and now that I have had more time to consider the
subject, and to add to and confirm my former results, those that may be
now published, will appear in a more useful and kind form than this could
now done before2.

I have just invented an instrument for enabling ships to navigate
with greater safety out of danger when involved in these rotatory Storms
- and it will moreover tend to elevate the subject, by explaining the real
power of the Cyclone, and cause of the veering of the winds, and confused
sea, and in fact to answer for all or most of the phenomena connected with
it. I have sent a model, with diagrams and description, the first one I have
made to Lord Palmerston3 by this mail or the following.
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As to the navigation of the aerial regions, I would not venture to
propose such an apparently extravagant idea, save in a private letter to
yourself4.

I am however surprised that the elecl state of the higher regions of
the atmosphere has not been sought or probed, by means of a small baloon
carrying a small wire covered with gutta percha and on a strong ship
cord.

I must now disabuse you of the idea of my intention to flatter. I had
good reason for supposing I addressed you correctly, for your name
appears twice in Mr. Piddington's5 book - the "Sailor's Horn Book" 1851
at page 259 and again in the index, page 3356 - as I designated you - so that
I am clear for this - Believe me

With great respect I Yours Faithfully I P. Baddeley
Lahore I Dec. 23rd 1851.

Address: M. Faraday Esq I &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Not found, but the reply to letter 2431.
2. See Baddeley (1852).
3. Henry John Temple, 3rd Viscount Palmerston (1784-1865, DNB). Foreign Secretary,
1846-1851.
4. See letter 2431.
5. Henry Piddington (1797-1858, DNB). Meteorologist and Curator of the Museum of
Economic Geology at Calcutta, 1830-1858.
6. Piddington (1851), 259, 335 which gives Faraday's title as "Sir".

Letter 2485
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
24 December 1851
From the original in RGO6 / 404, f .35

Royal Institution I 24 Deer. 1851
My dear Airy

I send you by way of remembrance at this Season with our best
wishes to You & Mrs. Airy a few forms of iron filings over magnets1. You
will see the places of the magnets &c on the under sidei.i When you told
me about the total Eclipse you did not repress my hope that we should
hear you tell the results in our Lecture room this season on a Friday
Evening2. How I should rejoice to hear them & a few of your thoughts
about the physical constitution of the Sun or of the bodies about him. May
I nurse this hope up and give it more & more strength? Tell me Yesi.i

Ever Yours Truly I M. Faraday
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1. See Faraday, Diary, 11,12,13 November 1851, 6: 11666-11703 for Faraday's production of
iron filing diagrams.
2. Airy, G.B. (1851), Friday Evening Discourse of 2 May 1851. Airy did not give a Discourse
during 1852.

Letter 2486
Albert Richard Smith1 to Faraday
24 December 1851
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mr. Albert Smith presents his compliments to Mr Faraday, and with every
apology for troubling him, requests the favour of an answer, in one word,
to the question over leaf. The only excuse he can plead for taking this
liberty is that there is the question of a 'dinner' depending on it, and the
other party will not be satisfied with any other decision than that of Mr
Faraday.
12 Percy St I Bedford Square. I Dec 24,1851

At a certain height above the level of the sea - say 10,000 feet - would a
barometer stand at the same degree in a balloon as it would on a mountain
at the same elevation?

1. Albert Richard Smith (1816-1860, DNB). Journalist and lecturer.

Letter 2487
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
29 December 1851
From the original copy in RGO6 / 404, £.36

Playford near Ipswich I 1851 Dec 29
My dear Sir

Thank you for your magnetic remembrance, which has followed me
hither1.1 wish I could instantly convey your kind wishes to Mrs. Airy: she
is I trust safe either on the sea or in Madeira, for which place she has
embarked with our eldest daughter, whose health has given us much
uneasiness2.

About the Eclipse3. First, pray let me yet believe for some time that
I am under no engagement of any kind. I have been sitting, this morning,
three hours by the fire without doing or thinking of anything, and begin
to understand in what happiness consists. In the next place, the Eclipse
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will be a very meagre subject: ten minutes would suffice for it: but I will
in some more active state turn it over and report to you.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2485.
2. Elizabeth Airy (1833-1852, Airy, W. (1896), 98,212). She died on 24 June 1852.
3. See note 2, letter 2485.

Letter 2488
Faraday to Miss Murray1

8 January 1852
From the original in WIHM MS FALF
Mr Faraday presents his compliments to Miss Murray and will have the
honor of paying his respects tomorrow at \ past 10 o'clk when he hopes to
place half an hour if needful at Miss Murrays services
Royal Institution I 8 Jany 1852.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2489
Faraday to Thomas Bell
13 January 1852
From the original in RS MS RR 2.91

Royal Institution I Jany. 13,1852
My dear Bell

I do not see that I need alter my report1. Lloyd I perceive gives up
practically2, i.e as respects real magnets, both the idea of resultant poles
and also the law of the inverse square of the distance, and if all were like
him, then indeed Harris' paper would be superfluous, except as a proof
that experiment & theory agreed. But there are many who are of opinion
that the law of the inverse square of the distance is the true law of
magnetic actionu Tyndall & others for instance who have been working
and publishing very lately3. Now Harris probably feels that that is no law
which does not apply to the near intervals, which are perhaps the most
important intervals in determining the true nature of magnetic action and
that one might as well say that the revolution of a parabola produces a
cone neglecting the consideration of all the parts about the focus which are
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Plate 8. Faraday in his laboratory by Harriet Jane Moore, 1852.
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the best fitted to make manifest the truth. As long, therefore, as the law of
the inverse square of the distance is assented in an unqualified manner he
may feel bound to offer experimental proof to the contrary. In these
remarks I am not putting myself either in the place of Harris or Lloyd and
I think if I were Harris I should like to know of Lloyd's letter and
reconsider what modification such admissions as it contains might require
but whether that is proper or not I cannot say. I perceive that the hope I
have expressed in the first of the two papers of mine that you now have4,
that the apparently contrary results of Harris and others will be reconciled
& coalesce is near upon being fulfilled^

Ever My dear Bell I Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is letter 2415 which refereed William Snow Harris, "On Induced and other Magnetic
Forces", RS MS AP 33.15.
2. Lloyd's unfavourable report of 1 October 1851 (RS MS RR 2.90) on Harris's paper caused
consideration of the paper to be postponed on 18 December 1851 (RS MS CMB 90c) and again
on 15 January 1852. Following this letter of Faraday's, another report was obtained from
William Thomson dated 6 February 1852 (RS MS RR 2.92) which was also unfavourable and on
19 February 1852 the paper was archived (RS MS CMB 90c).
3. Tyndall (1851a), 284.
4. Faraday (1852b, c), ERE28 and 29.
5. Faraday (1852b), ERE28, 3075.

Letter 2490
Joseph Antione Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
16 January 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Gand, 16 Janvier 1852
Mon Cher Monsieur Faraday.

J'ai l'honneur de vous adresser, par la poste, un exemplaire de la
premiere livraison d'un petit traite de physique1 a l'usage des gens du
monde, auquel je travaille depuis une couple d'annees. Si vous daignez
jeter les yeux sur l'avant-propos, vous comprendrez que ce petit ouvrage
qui, au premier abord, peut paraitre aise a composer, a du cependant
m'offrir des difficult^ considerables; on m'en a charge a peu pres malgre
moi, et c'est lui qui, depuis deux ans, m'a empeche de publier la suite de
mes recherches sur les figures d'equilibre liquides. Je n'ai pu mettre de
suscription sur la couverture de 1'exemplaire que vous recevrez, parce que
la poste ne le permet pas.

Permettez-moi maintenant de vous demander un petit service. Je ne
le fais qu'avec grand regret, parceque je vous ai deja importune pour la
meme chose2; mais vous me pardonnerez, j'espere, en reflechissant que
mon infirmite rend pour moi les voyages impossibles, et que, ne pouvant
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ainsi aller moi-meme a Londres m'occuper de mes affaires, je suis
contraint de recourir h l'obligeance des personnes qui veulent bien
m'honorer de leur amitie; vous, qui etes si bienveillant pour moi, je suis
certain que vous ne rejetterez pas ma requete. Void ce dont il s'agit: il y a
plus de six mois que la traduction anglaise de mon memoire sur les figures
d'equilibre liquides3, traduction destinee a paraitre dans les Scientific
Memoirs de Mr. Taylor, est imprimee, je n'ai aucune nouvelle de sa
publication, et je desirerais vivement savoir si je dois renoncer a l'espoir de
cette publication; n'est-ce point trop abuser de vos bontes pour moi que de
vous prier de vouloir bien prendre des informations a cet egard, et me les
transmettre?

J'ai encore une petite demande a vous faire. Mr. Wheatstone a eu
l'obligeance d'envoyer, il y a environ sept mois, au Journal des Sciences
d'Edimbourg, une analyse de mon memoire redigee par moi. Si vous
recevez ce journal, puis-je esperer que vous voudrez bien vous assurer si
l'analyse en question y a ete inseree?

Je le repete, Monsieur, c'est avec grand regret que je viens vous prier
de perdre ainsi pour moi une partie d'un temps aussi precieux que le
Votre, et je vous supplie de nouveau de me pardonner mon importunite.

J'ai re^u les exemplaires de vos dernieres series que vous m'avez fait
Thonneur de m'envoyer4. J'ai admire vos belles experiences sur de legeres
boules de verre pleines d'oxigene ou d'un autre gaz a differentes densites
et soumises a l'action d'un electro-aimant; j'ai admire aussi, en particulier,
les moyens ingenieux que vous avez employes, independamment de celui
dont il a deja ete question entre nous5, pour montrer que les gaz
n'eprouvent ni condensation ni dilatation dans le voisinage des poles , et
je suis encore a me demander comment cela est possible.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance de tous mes sentiments de respec-
tueuse affection. I Jh Plateau
P.S. J'ai envoye egalement a Mr. Wheatstone un exemplaire de mon petit
ouvrage; veuillez avoir la bonte de lui dire, a la premiere occasion,
pourquoi je n'ai pas mis de suscription sur la couverture.

Address: Monsieur I Faraday, membre de la Soci£te Royale, &c I a
l'lnstitution Royale, Albemarle Street I Londres

TRANSLATION
Ghent I 16 January 1852

My Dear Mr Faraday,
I have the honour of sending, by post, a copy of the first edition of a

little treatise on physics1 for the use of the people of the world, on which
I have been working for a couple of years. If you deigned to cast your eyes
on the foreword, you would understand that this little work, which at first
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might seem easy to write, must have given me considerable difficulty; I
was charged with it a little against my will, and it has, for two years, stood
in the way of the publication of my further research on liquid equilibrium
figures. I have not been able to put any inscription on the cover of the copy
you will receive, because the post office does not allow it.

Allow me, now, to ask you a small favour. I do it with enormous
regret, since I have already troubled you once about this2, but I hope you
will forgive me, when you realise that my infirmity makes travel
impossible for me, and being thus unable to go to London myself to see to
my affairs, I am obliged to rely on the generosity of people who wish to
honour me with their friendship; and someone who is as kind towards me
as you are, will, I am certain, not reject my request. This is what it
concerns: it is now more than six months that the English translation of my
paper on liquid equilibrium figures3, the translation destined to appear in
Mr Taylors Scientific Memoirs, was printed, and I do not have any
information on its publication, and I would really like to know if I should
renounce any hope of ever seeing it printed; is it too much of an abuse of
your kindness towards me to ask you to make some enquiries about this
and let me know the outcome?

I have another small request to make. Mr Wheatstone very kindly
sent, about seven months ago, to the Edinburgh Journal of Science, my own
analysis of the paper. If you receive this journal, could you please check if
the analysis in question was indeed inserted?

I repeat, Sir, that it is with great regret that I come to ask you to waste
on me time as precious as yours, and I beg you again to forgive my
importunity.

I received the copies of your latest series which you honoured me by
sending4.1 admired your beautiful experiments on the light balls of glass
filled with oxygen or other gases of different densities and subjected to the
action of an electro-magnet; I admired in particular the ingenious methods
that you have used, independently of that which we have already once
discussed5, to show that gases to not condense or dilate near the poles6,
and I am still asking myself how that is possible.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of all my sentiments of respectful
affection I Jh Plateau.
P.S. I have sent also to Mr Wheatstone a copy of my little work; please
kindly tell him, at the first opportunity, why I have not written anything
on the cover.

1. Plateau and Quetelet (1851-5), part 1.
2. See letter 2305.
3. Plateau (1852).
4. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24,25,26 and 27.
5. Letters 2164 and 2241.
6. Faraday (1851c), ERE25,2718-56.
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Letter 2491
Faraday to Edmund Belfour1

22 January 1852
From the original in BL add MS 42240, f.23

Royal Institution I 22 Jany 1852
Sir

I have the honor to acknowledge the very kind invitation for
Saturday the 14th of next Month and beg to return my grateful thanks for
it. I shall hope to avail myself for the Oration2 at three o elk but am obliged
to decline the Evening Hospitality.

I have the Honor to be I Sir I Your Very Humble Servant I M.
Faraday
Edw Belfour Esq I &c &c &c

1. Edmund Belfour (d.1865, age 75, Bl). Secretary of the Royal College of Surgeons,
1814-1865.
2. That is the Hunterian Oration of the Royal College of Surgeons.

Letter 2492
Roderick Impey Murchison1 to Faraday
29 January 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

16 Belgrave Square I Jany 29 1852
My dear Faraday,

Before I make my appeal to the board of Managers of the Royal
Institution as I am authorized to do by the Royal Geographical Society
over which I preside, I wish to consult you as 'amicus curiae'2 & grand
Master of all that pertains to your admirable establishment.

The history of our case is this. We are a thinking, active body now, to
whose geographical memoirs & discussions great interest is attracted &
we literally have not sitting room.

We are memorializing the Government to do something in their way
for us, as we do much for them; but in the mean time it would be an
enormous boon & advantage, if we could have the use of your theatre on
a Monday Evening (every other Monday) when nothing is done with it.

Any additional expence or even a moderate consideration (if
requisite) we would pay, & it would be quite understood that every
Member of the R. Institution could have free access to our performances.

In short, it would be one attraction more added to your good bill of
fare, & thus instead of having me once on mountainous matters you could
be bored with me very often.
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Your President3 is one of my Council & if you & Barlow give me any
hopes of success I will write to His Grace to have my letter laid before the
Managers next Monday4.

Yours most sincerely I Roderick Murchison
M. Faraday Esq

1. Roderick Impey Murchison (1792-1871, DSB). Retired Army officer and geologist.
2. A friend of the court.
3. The Duke of Northumberland.
4. See RI MM, 2 February 1852,10: 364-5 where this proposal was agreed.

Letter 2493
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
3 February 1852
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution I 3 Feby 1852
My dear Friend

I would not on any account that you should have the least anxiety
added to your present heavy charge on my account1,1 would far rather if
that were possible help to remove some from you, but each of us have our
burden in life and though mine be a light one it has not rendered me
unable to sympathize with my friends. As to the special subject I would on
no account desire that it should be injured by hasty production and I hope
you will in due time find leisure enough to develop it in all its beautyu
Our kindest remembrances to Madame Dumas and to yourself my kind
friend.

Ever Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
A Monsieur I Monsieur Dumas I &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Dumas I &c &c &c I Rue de Vaugirade
I coin de la Rue du Pt de Fer[ou] I Faubourg St. Germain I Paris

1. A reference to the proposal made by Faraday in letter 2474.
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Letter 2494
William Whewell to Faraday
7 February 1852
From the original in RI MS F3 G731

trin. Lodge, Cambridge I Feb. 7,1852
My dear Sir

I am much obliged to you for the specimens of magnetic curves2

which I received two days ago. I have been thinking what word will best
answer your purpose, but it is difficult to decide such a question without
knowing the kind of connection in which it is to be used. Spheroid would
describe the surface which you wish to express but is not mechanical
enough. You might perhaps get on in English by calling it the spindle shaped
surface or fusiform surface, but a new word would be better. I should
recommend you to call it the sphondyloid surface, and then, the sphondyloid
simply, making it a substantive. Sphondylos in Greek is a pulley or socket
which turns on an axis, a spindle, a vertebra, and the like, and is already
familiar in anatomy and botany. Used as a substantive sphondyloid will
group well enough with solenoid which has been adopted by English
writers.

It is rash to suggest anything to you in the way of manipulation; but
would not some magnetic curves come out more neatly if instead of filings
you were to use fine wire cut into minute lengths.

I am glad you are going on with your magnetic speculations and am
always

Yours Truly I W. Whewell
Dr Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday: Sphondyloid3.

1. This letter is mounted in Faraday's offprint of Faraday (1852d), [ERE29a] opposite
paragraph 3271.
2. That is Faraday's iron filing diagrams. The accompanying letter has not been found.
3. Faraday used this term in Faraday (1852d)/ [ERE29a], 3271.

Letter 2495
Faraday to Joseph Ellison Portlock1

9 February 1852
From the original in PRO WO44 / 523

Royal Institution I 9th February 1852
My dear Portlock
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As I have already intimated to you in conversation it is my wish to
retire from the duty of delivering the chemical lectures in the Royal
Military Academy at Woolwich provided that can be without inconven-
ience to the Establishment. For Twenty two years I have been honored
with a hearing there but my memory is failing me & I feel it to be right that
I should restrict the field of my exertions. I have long felt that if it were
possible the Gentlemen Cadets should have practical instruction com-
bined with the lectures and as far as I can judge of your propositions for
a certain amount of change2 (though of course I cannot tell how far they
consist with the other arrangements of the Academy) they have my full
approbation!.] Hoping that you will succeed in arranging all to your own
satisfaction & for the good of the Academy and with kindest wishes &
remembrances to my friends there

I remain I My dear Portlock I Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll Portlock RE I Inspector I &c &c &c I Royal Military Academy I
Woolwich Common

1. Joseph Ellison Portlock (1794-1864, DNB). Inspector of Studies at the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, 1851-1856.
2. See note 4, letter 2478.

Letter 2496
Faraday to William Whewell
9 February 1852
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .30

Royal Institution I 9, Feby 1852
My dear Sir

I hasten to thank you for your kind suggestions1. The term
Sphondyloid will I suppose answer every purpose I may want it fon.i I just
enclose a figure2 to make sure that I have not deceived^ Supposing c.c a
magnet as marked on the back of the paper, then various lines of force are
shewn at the axis AB, and the lines DD.E.F. Now I have occasion to
consider the solid which would be generated by the revolution of the area
between F & C round the axis AB, or that produced by the like revolution
of the area enclosed by E and C or by D and C, or even that enclosed
between the lines of force D and E and such like. But in saying this I do not
wish to give you the trouble of answering this letter. If you should
however desire to do so tell me at the same time what the fair English
meaning of the word Solenoid is meant to bet.]
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I* *• 'ii*

Ever Your Very Obliged I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. In letter 2494.
2. This figure is mounted at the beginning of TCC MS O.15.49.
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Letter 2497
William Whewell to Faraday
10 February 1852
From the original in RI MS F3 G731

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge I Feb. 10,1852
My dear Sir

I think sphondyloid will answer your purpose. I have just stumbled on
a passage in Jeremy Taylor2 which will show you that the term sphondyl
is not new in English. It is at the beginning of the Dedication to the Cases
of Conscience. "The circles of Divine Providence turn themselves upon the
affairs of the world so that every sphondyl of the wheels may mark out
those virtues which we are then to exercise."3 Spondyl is the Ionic, Sphondyl
the Attic form. Perhaps you may think it wise to introduce the word in
some such way as this. ["]The sphondyloid body contained between the
two surfaces of revolution E and F, which for the sake of brevity I shall call
simply the sphondyloid"*.

Solen in Greek means a pipe or gutter. I think Ampere and his
followers use it for a figure generated by a ring formed curve sliding along
any other line and so with the termination oid it may mean any pipelike
surface5^]

Believe me yours very truly I W. Whewell
Dr Faraday

1. This letter is mounted in Faraday's offprint of Faraday (1852d), [ERE29a] opposite
paragraph 3271.
2. Jeremy Taylor (1613-1667, DNB). Anglican theologian.
3. Taylor, J. (1660), dedication gives "spondel" in the passage quoted.
4. A modified version of this sentence was included in the note to Faraday (1852d), [ERE29a],
3271.
5. See Ampere (1823), 279.

Letter 2498
Faraday to William Whewell
11 February 1852
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .31

R Institution I 11, Feby 1852
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your last letter1 which is curiously to the point in
respect of Jeremy Taylor2!.]

I enclose a notice of certain views3.
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Revd. Dr Whewell I &c &c &c
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1. Letter 2497.
2. Jeremy Taylor (1613-1667, DNB). Anglican theologian. See letter 2497.
3. Possibly Faraday (1852a), Friday Evening Discourse of 23 January 1852.

Letter 2499
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
2 March 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl D9

R Institution I 2 March 1852
My dear Sir

I send you the ticket. With regard to the researches I have not the
slightest objection to their being in the hands of other person[s] because
there are corrections in them. AH these things I leave to take a natural
course.

They seem however to be upon your hands. Now I am often asked
for them and have no doubt I could meet with a purchaser for them some
time or other if you have not parted with them beforeu You can let me
know whether I shall look out for one when we next meeti.i

Ever Yours Truly I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley I &c &c &c

Letter 2500
George Butler1 to Faraday
3 March 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Confidential and immediate

Office of Ordnance I 3rd March 1852
Sir

I am directed by the Board of Ordnance to acquaint you that certain
French shells containing combustible matter of a peculiar nature have
recently been sent to England from Gibraltar, having been picked up after
the French attack on Salee2, unexploded.

And the Board being desirous of ascertaining the nature of this
composition, I am to request that you will favor them with your advice as
to the best way of proceeding in the matter.

Should you consider it necessary to employ some practical chemist,
the Board will thank you to name a person to whom immediate
application may be made, as the Committee of Artillery Officers at
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Woolwich (to which Committee such matters are always referred) is
already assembled at Woolwich.

Mr. Tozer3, of the Royal Laboratory Woolwich, has been directed by
the Committee to wait on you for the purpose of affording any
information in respect to the beforementioned composition which it may
be in his power to give.

The Board, I am to add, fully appreciates your liberality and kindness
on all occasions on which it has been necessary to apply to you.

I am Sir I Your most obedient I humble servant I G. Butler
Professor Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday:
The Exploding power of the fuze - in small quantity - detonated by

blow or friction - contains Chlorate ofpotassa & Sulphuret of antimony.
The star or loose vessel is about this size

2 is a portion of black mixture seen here in section. It is apparently a coarse
meal powder or powder composition consisting simply of nitre Sulphur &
charcoal in proportions about that of gun powder. As the ends of the case
are open at aa bb and are covered over with meal powder no doubt this is
to be inflamed on the bursting of the shell which inflame the composition
1 which inflame composition 2 being aided in that by the quick match 3
which goes right through alli.i

3. is a yellowish brown mass - breaking under the pestle granular in
appearance as if heterogeneous - smelling a little of camphor, softening &
melting by heati.i It fumes rises in part containing resin - chars - bursts into
a flame - gives a vivid combustion at last as if nitre present - & finally acts
on the platina by antimony in it. It takes fire by a flame but not very
readily when hit goes on burning & burns well having access of air. It
contains a resin as common resin - sulphur - nitre - no chlorate potassa -
metallic antimony - and a wax. The proportions present are nearly
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Nitre
Sulphur
Resin
Wax
Antimony •

Replied

- 47.5
- 20.5
- 25.0
- 2.5
- 4.5

100.0

54 March

' but is irregular

-

18525

1. George Butler. Secretary to Board of Ordnance. Imperial Calendar, 1852, p.228.
2. Sale in Morocco was bombarded by the French in November 1851. On this see Brown
(1976), 177-80.
3. J.S. Tozer. See Tozer to Faraday, 30 December 1846, letter 1943, volume 3. Otherwise
unidentified.
4. Faraday clearly wrote a "5" over a "4" here.
5. Letter 2501.

Letter 2501
Faraday to George Butler1

5 March 18522

From the original in PRO WO44 / 644
Royal Institution i 4 March 1852

Sir
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter3; and also,

by Mr. Tozer4, of the substances referred to in it; I am happy that I could
find time to make an examination; and beg you to offer the results to the
Board of Ordnance. There were specimens of three substancesu One of
these was cedledfriction composition: it proved to be a mixture of pulverized
chlorate of potassia and sulphuret of antimony. The quantity was too small
for me to determine the proportions;- but there can be no difficulty in
preparing such a mixture, for the materials, & their effects when mixed,
are well known here; and there was nothing particular in the proportion^]

The cylindrical missile contained two mixtures, besides the ordinary
powder about it; the central or axial portion, which was black, & the
surrounding or chief part in bulk, which was brownish yellow. The central
portion consisted of nitre, charcoal, and sulphur in proportions to form a
gunpowder. I do not think it has ever been granulated; for the mixture
appears to be but coarsely made. It may however have been meal powder
or else a green mixture of the materials of powder. It has all the qualities
of powder; & not having time, I did not ascertain its proportions.

The chief mass of the missile; i.e the yellow substance has only such
hardness as to be cut or impressed by the finger nail. It breaks down under
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pressure, yet clings a little together. It softens & melts by heat and has
probably been softened when put into its place, being adjusted there by
pressure. It is granular in its structure; the sulphur & other materials used
having evidently not been in a state of fine division or very perfect
mixture; and if it has been softened by heat when put into its place, it has
not been melted. It does not burn very vividly, that probably not being
desired; but its habits in this respect will be better understood by trial &
experiment. It contains the following substances:- Nitre - Sulphur - Resin,
perhaps common resin - Wax - Metallic Antimony - No chlorate of
potassia. The following are the results as to proportions which one portion
gave me; but from the appearance I should conclude that the mixture is
not accurately made, & that the proportions are likely to differ in different
parts.

Nitre —
Sulphur —
Resin —
Wax —
Antimony —

47.5
20.5
25.0
2.5
4.5

100.0

I have reserved as much of the composition as I could and return it
herewith.

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient humble Servant I M. Faraday
Geo. Butler Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c &c

Endorsed: 5 March 1852 I Ordered to be transmitted, with the accompany-
ing Packet, to the Director of the Royal Laboratory5. Acknowledge the
receipt to Dr. Faraday, and express to him the thanks of the Board for his
communication and for the trouble he has taken in this matter. I TH6

Wrote Dir Rl Laboratory and Professor Faraday I 5th7

1. George Butler. Secretary to Board of Ordnance. Imperial Calendar, 1852, p.228.
2. Dated on the basis of the evidence referred to in note 4, letter 2500.
3. Letter 2500.
4. J.S. Tozer. See Tozer to Faraday, 30 December 1846, letter 1943, volume 3. Otherwise
unidentified.
5. Richard Hardinge (1790-1864, Bl). A Royal Artillery officer.
6. Thomas Hastings (1790-1870, DNB). Storekeeper to the Ordnance Office, 1845-1855.
7. This line is in Butler's hand.
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Letter 2502
Griffith George Lewis1 to Faraday
9 March 1852
From the original in RS MS 241, f.127

Royal Military Academy I Woolwich; March 9th 1852
Dear Sir,

Having submitted to His Lordship the Master General2 Your
communication of the 9h Ultimo3, expressing a wish to retire from the
Office of Chemical Lecturer to the Royal Military Academy as soon as
Convenience would permit, - I have the honor to state that a person
Competent to fill the situation of Chemical Lecturer to this Institution
having been found in the person of Mr. Abel - the Master General has been
pleased to accept your resignation and to appoint Mr. Abel Your
Successor.

I beg to subjoin an Extract from the Official Letter of the Master
General's Secretary expressive of His Lordships high sense of the
advantage the Ordnance Service & Gentleman Cadets of the Royal
Military Academy have gained from your instruction for so many Years.

I have the honor to be I Dear Sir I Your most obedient Servant I
G.G. Lewis I Major General I Lt. Governor

Extract

Office of Ordnance I 8th March 1852
Sir,

"The Master General cannot allow Mr. Faraday to withdraw from the
Ordnance Service, without expressing his high sense of the advantage
which it has derived from the Professor's instruction. The Lectures of so
distinguished a Chemist cannot fail to have encouraged amongst the
Cadets a taste for a science intimately Connected with professional objects,
and to have laid the foundation of practical attainments which must be
eminently useful in their future career."

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your obedient Servant I Signed /
Edward Elliot4 I Pro: Secty
M. General Lewis C.B. I &c &c &c

1. Griffith George Lewis (1784-1859, DNB). Governor of the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, 1851-1856.
2. Henry Hardinge (1785-1856, DNB). Master-General of the Ordnance, March to September
1852.
3. Letter 2495. The delay in reply was due to the change in government.
4. Edward Elliott. Chief Clerk to the Master General of the Ordnance Office. Imperial Calendar,
1852, p.228.
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Letter 2503
Faraday to Thomas John Fuller Deacon
16 March 1852
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Royal Institution I 16 Mar 1852
My dear friend

Perhaps you may have heard from Margery1 a rumour of an apparent
situation here perhaps not. I have seen Sir John Boileau2 today & as far as
I can remember the points are as follows. At the Royal Society of Literature
there is an Honorary Secretary and a Clerk, who acts as Foreign Secretary
but they want an Assistant Secretary of gentlemanly manners and good
education for a comparatively small time & for a small Salary. The pay is
£80 annually. The duty would be to attend fortnightly meetings of the
members - also meetings of the council or committee, to keep minutes of
proceedings to take charge of correspondence answer letters, examine
memoirs sent in, select such as are fit for reading at the meetings, to read
them at the meetings to the Members, make notes of proceedings,
superintend the printing of papers &c &c. I asked Sir John Boileau about
Greek & Latin he seemed to think the party should know enough to read
papers in them if needful, or at least to be able to manage them in some
wayi.j

The connexion might be very good for a Young man of Education
starting in life, but I have my fears about its offering much that would suit
you. I cannot find that Sir John Boileau has the place to offer he says that
Mr Hallam3 would chiefly dispose of it. I think he felt there could be no
deciding about it without seeing the party, but he has promised to keep it
open as far as he can whilst I wrote to you. If circumstances are such that
you would wish to use or examine the opportunity, you must let me know
so consult together & let me hear quickly what your thoughts are. The
point I feel most anxious about is the responsibility of deciding upon the
many circumstances that would be left to such a person to settle in relation
to the papers, the selections, the correspondence &c &c which the Council
I suppose would delegates It is true that much ought not to be expected
for such a Salary as £80 but now a days high qualifications & continual
responsibilities are paid for by poor salariesu

I dare hardly say how my own feelings go. I think on the whole that
a sturdy ordinary light business occupation would perhaps be better and
yet I cannot but feel that for a young, vigorous determined man the
present might by the connexion it would give afford an excellent
opportunity of entering on the world4.

Here is a business like letter and I must not wait to alter iti.i So I will
merely say My love to you & Caroline & Constance from

Yours affectionately I M. Faraday
Mr Thos. Deacon
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Sir John Boileau5 thinks it might not occupy more than a couple of days a
weeku I cannot tell the employment out of time often mounts up. MF

1. Margery Ann Reid.
2. John Peter Boileau (1794-1869, DNB). Archaeologist.
3. Henry Hallam (1777-1859, DNB). Historian.
4. Deacon was not appointed to the Royal Society of Literature of which Boileau and Hallam
were both Vice-Presidents. According to their Annual Reports there was no change in staff in this
period.
5. Boileau attended the Managers' Meeting that day. RI MM, 16 March 1852,10: 376.

Letter 2504
George Richmond1 to Faraday
21 March 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

10 York Street I Portman Sq I Mar 21,1852.
My dear Sir

I am very sorry to hear from Dr. Bence Jones that you are not well
enough to keep your appointment with me for tomorrow. Perhaps it will
be better to wait for your last sitting2 till these cold winds leave us and if
they should take to doing so before Wednesday the 31st inst and you
should be equal to a sitting then, would you kindly come to me on that
morning at the old hour half past nine only please not to trouble yourself
the least about it on my account if when the day comes, you should not
feel quite up to sitting, but I hope you will be quite well again long before
then

and have the honor to remain I My dear Sir I Your very truly
obliged Servant I Geo Richmond

1. George Richmond (1809-1896, DNB). Portrait painter.
2. For Richmond's portrait of Faraday, commissioned by Bence Jones, see plate 9.
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Plate 9. Faraday by George Richmond, 1852. See letters 2504 and 2523.
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Letter 2505
Faraday to Charles Mansfield Clarke
22 March 1852
From the original in Museo di Storia della Fotografia Fratelli Alinari

R Institution I 22 Mar 1852
Many thanks my dear Sir Charles for your note. I found after I wrote

that a form of rate had been entered & reported. We wanted it for the
printed notices for the Membersu

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
Sir Charles Clarke Bart I &c &c &c

Letter 2506
Faraday to Gideon Algernon Mantell1

22 March 1852
From the original in National Library of New Zealand MS Papers 83
(Mantell family) folder 38

R Institution I 22 Mar 1852
My dear Mantell

I am ever your debtor. Many thanks on the present occasion for the
Notornis2. When shall you have your own bird home I mean he who sends
you all these most interesting things?3 He must be a source of great
pleasure & pride to youu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Gideon Algernon Mantell (1790-1852, DSB). Geologist.
2. A bird from New Zealand. See Mantell (1850) on this. A drawing had been displayed at
Mantell (1852), Friday Evening Discourse of 5 March 1852, p.146.
3. That is Walter Baldock Durrant Mantell (1820-1895, DNZB). Civil servant in New
Zealand.

Letter 2507
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
25 March 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/50&51

Trinity House, London, I 25 March 1852.
My dear Sir,

The Elder Brethren being desirous that the White Lead supplied for
the Corporation's Service, for the present year, - of which the quantities
sent herewith are Samples (mark'd No 1 & 2 respectively) should be
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subjected to test similarly to that forwarded to you for that purpose in the
month of May 18501.- They request you will favor them by testing the
same, and reporting the result, as upon that occasion2.

I remain I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L. I &c &c &c.

1. Letter 2288.
2. Faraday's analyses are in GL MS 30108/1/50&51 where he noted that he replied on 30
March 1852.

Letter 2508
Faraday to Duchess of Northumberland1

26 March 1852
From the original in the possession of Wayne Lee Radziminski

Royal Institution I 26 Mar 1852
Madam

I had hoped to have the honor personally of offering my sincere
thanks tomorrow Evening for Your Grace's kindness in remembering one
who is so little known to your Grace but regret to say that circumstances
have arisen which preclude even a hope of, at any hour being able to make
my appearance for the performance of that most agreeable duty2u

I have the honor to I Madam I Your Graces most I humble faithful
Servant I M. Faraday
Her Grace I The Duchess of Northumberland

1. Eleanor, Duchess of Northumberland, nee Lupus (1820-1911, CP). Married the Duke of
Northumberland, 25 August 1842.
2. This appears to be Faraday declining an invitation to attend a soiree at Northumberland
House. He had attended a soiree there on 13 March 1852. See Curwen (1940), 284.

Letter 2509
Faraday to Charles De La Pryme1

3 April 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl Nl/23

Royal Institution I 3 April 1852
Sir

Your note & its contents are very interesting. It is to be hoped that the
lad will be able to pass safely through the period that must intervene
between the present & that time when he shall have found his true
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position according to the powers of his mind amongst his fellow menu
This will depend very greatly upon the friends around him. If he could
have for half an hour the experience which is sure to be his ten years hence
I do not doubt he would be able to steer his immediate course aright. I
trust he will even now know how to value courteous commendation and
disregard flattery and the sentiment of the two first specimens and more
especially of the mind makes me hope this.

I should be happy to take a copy of the volume but I cannot let my
name appear. For years past I have declined. It must therefore be simply
M.F. with no address2u I should have sent you a post office order for the
5/- but am refused at the office for want of your Christian namei.i

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
C. de la Pryme

1. Charles De La Pryme (1815-1899, B4). Lawyer and author.
2. Realf (1852) which has a preface by De La Pryme. There is no reference to Faraday, by
initials or otherwise, in the volume.

Letter 2510
Faraday to Charles Lyell
3 April 1852
From the original in SI D MS 554A

3 April 1852
Dear Lyell

Would you send me back the enclosed Envellope only as a sign that
the Post has been faithful in its performance. With Sincere thanks for the
Evening1 & all else

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Lyell (1852), Friday Evening Discourse of 2 April 1852.

Letter 2511
Thomas Andrews to Faraday
8 April 1852
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Queen's College Belfast I April 8,1852.
My dear Sir
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Our arrangements for the meeting of the British Association which
you are aware is to be held in this place in the first week in September are
going on very favorably; and we have good reason to expect a successful
meeting. We find it necessary however to apply to you to assist us in this
good work by favoring us with your presence on the occasion, and I am
only expressing the universal sentiment here when I add that an
unfavorable reply from you will throw a gloom over our proceedings,
while even a conditional promise that you will attend will have the best
possible effect.

I may farther undertake to assure you that you will not be called
upon to take a greater share in the public proceedings of the meeting than
you may feel inclined to do; as I am fully aware that relaxation & not
excitement is what you have a right to expect during your short intervals
of labour.

But I have other inducements to offer; the month of September is here
the finest season in the year and a tour round the Antrim Coast as far as
the Giants Causeway will I am sure gratify your love of coast scenery &
afford even an opportunity of examining without labour the extensive &
varied basaltic formations which are equally interesting to the geologist &
to the admirer of picturesque nature.

Graham has promised to attend and Liebig (who was here last
autumn) has given me a conditional promise. They will be both inmates of
my house, and as I am perhaps a little inclined to monoplolize the elite of
the meeting, I wish to add you to the number of my guests. Mrs. Andrews
desires me to express how much she will be gratified if Mrs. Faraday can
accompany you.

Believe me to be I My dear Dr. Faraday I Yours most truly & obliged
I Th Andrews
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 2512
Faraday to Thomas Bell
10 April 1852
From the original in RS MS RR 2.83

Royal Institution I 10 April 1852
My dear Bell

Having carefully read Mr. Grove's paper1 I arrive at the conclusion
that it is correct in the experiments and sound in the deductions and
touching as it does upon the unity of electrical phenomena, whether in the
static or dynamic form, is of great value in the development of that part of
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science. My voice therefore is for the paper. Personally I hail it as a great
aid in the expansion of that subject which I loveu

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Grove (1852a).

Letter 2513
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
10 April 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/50&51

Trinity House, London, I 10 April 1852.
My dear Sir,

It being deem'd necessary that a further Test of the White Lead,
samples of which were analysed by you, & reported upon in your Letter
dated 31 Ult:-, should take place1;- Herewith I beg to forward to you 6
additional Samples thereof, letter'd A. to F. and to request that you will
favor the Elder Brethren by ascertaining the contents of each separately,
and communicating the results at your early convenience2.

I remain I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. DCL I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2507.
2. Faraday's analyses are in GL MS 30108/1/50&51.

Letter 2514
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
13 April 1852
From the original in SM MS 350/1, £.76

Royal Institution I 13, April 1852
My dear Andrews,

Your kind letters1 delight & melt me and raise many pleasant
thoughts which may perhaps lead to realization. At this moment my
desire is strongly to be with you2 and if I can I will. As to my wife she is
most grateful for the kindness which Mrs. Andrews and you so freely
direct towards us & I shall leave the idea to work both in her mind and
mine for a little while. I have been thinking of you again & again lately for
having had some copies of a late research to send to my friends I find the
last three or four Researches for you still in my desk directed but not sent3i.i
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Either I have never had the opportunity or if I have had it my treacherous
memory has at the time deceived me. Now, I do not know whether it is
worth while looking out for an immediate means, because in five or six
weeks I hope for one or two more papers4 to add to the packet. What is the
most expedient means of sending such things to you? Has your College
any bookseller in London or other channel?

I am suffering just now under a heavy cold which has been on me for
weeks & which the East wind keeps on me so that I feel somewhat
confused and had better say no more than that with most grateful respects
to Mrs Andrews I am My dear Friend

Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Andrews I &c &c &c I Queens College I Belfast I Ireland

1. Including letter 2511.
2. For the Belfast meeting of the British Association.
3. Faraday (1851b, c, d, e), ERE24,25,26 and 27.
4. Faraday (1852b, c), ERE28 and 29.

Letter 2515
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
20 April 1852
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f .35

Royal Institution I 20 April 1852
My dear Andrews

Receive my sincere thanks for your kind letter1 and for the paper2 &
for all your good will & favours to me: tell Mrs. Andrews I hope to thank
her personally & trust when the time comes she will put up with me & not
be disappointed.

As to your proposed experiments, it will be of extreme interest to me
to know how electrified bodies behave in a perfect vacuum. Perhaps you
know that Masson3 not long since concluded that Electric currents or
discharges cannot exist in an absolute vacuumi.j As an introduction to his
memoires of which there are four or five I may refer you to the Annales de
Chimie 1851, Vol xxxi, pl25. At pp.149, 150 you will see some of his
conclusions^.]

I have sent my papers to Williams & Norgate5.
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Not found.
2. Probably Andrews (1852).
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3. Antione-Philibert Masson (1806-1860, DSB). Professor of Physics at the Lycee Louis-le-
Grand.
4. This would seem to refer to a separately paginated offprint of Masson (1845,1850,1851).
For his conclusions see Masson (1851), 326. On Masson's work see James (1983b), 146-8.
5. Williams and Norgate. Booksellers of 14 Henrietta Street. POD.

Letter 2516
Charles Mansfield Clarke to Faraday
23 April 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday numbers 4 and 5
My dear Dr Faraday

I hardly know how to answer your note: as there was much talking
and little regularity at the meeting alluded to - no written motion was
made but I believe that the substance of it corresponded with the
enclosed1.

Yours very sincerely I Charles M. Clarke
15 Berkeley Square I April 23,1852

That the Gentleman and Ladies who have attended the Lectures given by
Mr Brande in the Theatre of the Royal Institution desire to tender him their
best acknowledgements for the kind and admirable manner which he has
displayed in illustrating the subjects which have been brought before them
in the various courses of lectures on Chemistry delivered at the
Institution!.]

1. This refers to Brande's announcement of his resignation as Professor of Chemistry at the
Royal Institution following new regulations issued by the Royal Mint which prohibited its
employees from holding other positions. He announced his resignation following a lecture at
the Royal Institution on 3 April 1852. See Proc.Roy.Inst, 1852,1: 168-71 and letters 2524, 2525,
2527 and 2529.

Letter 2517
Faraday to George Grove1

27 April 1852
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 27 April 1852
My dear Sir

I can only say in your own words that I appreciate very highly the
privilege of subscribing the address2.
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Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G. Grove Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsement: His name may be appended to the Dedic[ati]on. April 27,
1852

1. George Grove (1820-1900, DNB2). Secretary of Society of Arts, 1849-1852.
2. This was the dedication to Anon (1852a). The address, to the Queen, is on pp.iii-iv with the
names of the subscribers, including Faraday, on p.iv.

Letter 2518
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
29 April 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/50&51

Trinity House I 29 April 1852.
My dear Sir,

I am directed to forward to you Three farther parcels of White Lead,
letter'd respectively G, H, & I, and to request you will favor the Elder
Brethren, by making an analysis thereof and communicating the results,-
as you have done with reference to the Six Samples, reported upon in your
Letter to me of the 20th Instant1.

I remain I My Dear Sir I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L

1. See letter 2513. Faraday's analyses are in GL MS 30108/1/50&51. On the basis of Faraday's
report the Trinity House By Board, 11 May 1852, GL MS 30010/37, p.422 placed an order.

Letter 2519
Faraday to Frederick Augustus Abel
May 18521

From Gladstone (1874), 30-1
I hope you feel yourself happy and comfortable in your arrangements at
the Academy2, and have cause to be pleased with the change. I was ever
very kindly received there, and that portion of regret which one must ever
feel in concluding a long engagement would be in some degree lessened
with me by hearing that you had reason to be satisfied with your duties
and their acceptance. - Ever very truly yours, M. Faraday
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1. Date given in Gladstone (1874), 30.
2. That is the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.

Letter 2520
Faraday to William Robert Grove
4 May 1852
From the original in RI MS G F28

R Institution I May 4,1852
My dear Grove

M Dubois Reymond will be making his experiments here on
Thursday1 next beginning about 11 o'clk & going on for 2 or 3 hours. I
thought you would like to know I have seen one or two - beautiful2!.]

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 6 May 1852.
2. These experiments were noted briefly in Lit.Gaz., 22 May 1852, p.435. These were on animal
electricity as described in Bois-Reymond (1848-9).

Letter 2521
Faraday to William Whewell
4 May 1852
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .32

R Institution I 4 May 1852
My dear Sir

Dr. Dubois Reymond of Berlin will be engaged here next Thursday1

the 6th from 11 o'clk onwards in shewing his fine experiments on the
Muscular & Nervous Electricities at this housei] Thinking you would like to
see them if in town or at least to know of them I send this hasty note2u

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

1. That is 6 May 1852.
2. See note 2, letter 2520.
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Letter 2522
Faraday to Charles Wheatstone
4 May 1852
From Gladstone (1874), 46

Royal Institution, 4th May, 1852.
My dear Wheatstone,

Dr. Dubois-Raymond will be making his experiments here next
Thursday, the 6th, from and after 11 o'clock. I wish to let you know, that
you may if you like join the select few1.

Ever truly yours, I M. Faraday

1. See note 2, letter 2520.

Letter 2523
Faraday to George Richmond1

4 May 1852
From the original in the possession of Jorge C.G. Calado

Royal Institution I 4 May 1852
My dear Sir

Dr. Bence Jones has left it with me to ask your convenient time2.
Would either next Friday or Monday or Tuesday3 suit you at the former
time or any other morning hour?

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G. Richmond Esq I &c &c &c

1. George Richmond (1809-1896, DNB). Portrait painter.
2. That is 7,10 or 11 May 1852.
3. Presumably for a sitting for Richmond's portrait of Faraday commissioned by Bence Jones.
Plate 9.

Letter 2524
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
5 May 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 1

Royal Mint I 5 May 1852
My dear Faraday

I have been much annoyed at two independent communications
which have reached me since we met on Monday last1 from two members
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of the Institution, stating the extreme regret they felt "in consequence of
Mr Barlow having prevented the members expressing their feelings of
thankfulness to me for my long services" and have heard for the first time
that such a desire on their part was expressed after I had left the room on
the occasion of my last lecture "but that Mr Barlow was instrumental in
crushing it"u

I am convinced that there must be some mistake somewhere but the
statement has been so unequivocally made to me that I think it my duty
to ascertain from you what was really said upon that occasion2 - and
further, whether any thing transpired upon the subject at the members
meeting either on Saturday or Monday last, as I am told is the case.

I am sure you will at once tell me what passed on these several
occasions as I am sadly perplexed by the reports which have reached me.
I have not said a word to any other than yourself upon the subject and of
course the matter must be quite confidential between us.

Yours my, dear I Faraday always & sincerely I Wm Thos Brande.

1. That is when the both attended the meeting of Managers. RI MM, 3 May 1852,10: 392.
2. See letter 2516.

Letter 2525
Faraday to William Thomas Brande
6 May 1852
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3
Faraday number 2

Royal Institution I 6 May 1852
My dear Brande

Your informants have not done Barlow justice perhaps they mistook
him1. I will endeavour to give you such an account as you ask me for
though doubting my memoryu I was in the Gallery at your last lectureu
Your audience were taken much by surprise by your farewell2 and when
you left the room a member I think Sir H. [sic] Hall3, called on Mr. Barlow
to take the chair that the audience might give an expression of their
feelings. Other persons spoke and I think that several members thought
they ought to have been informed by the Managers of the coming
resignation and my impression was that they considered the Managers
ought to have done & said somewhat & were hurt by the neglect4. This as
you know was impossible because of the recent date of your announce-
ment to the board for the Monday following your lecture, was the first
monthly meeting after it. Mr Barlow ventured to mention the recent
circumstances and the managers intention to report on the following
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Monday your resignation & their proposition to express their feelings by
taking precisely the same steps as in the case of the resignation of Davy.
Then expressions very kind to you were uttered as was most natural after
such a long term of what I may truly call affectionate relationship,
accompanied by some vague propositions of a fellowship a bust or some
other mark to be awarded as by a vote of those present. Mr. Barlow
endeavoured to explain that that mixed meeting could not act or vote on
a lecture day as a body of members the act charter & bye laws being
against it but that they could give the expression of their conjoined
opinion in any form they thought proper whereupon a vote of thanks
moved & seconded by Sir Charles Clarke & Mr. John Pepys5 was carried
& communicated immediately by the former to you. The vote is also
recorded in the printed notices & I believe elsewhere as in a report to the
Managers but I am not sure about that. I cannot remember. On Monday
5th April the Managers made their report to the monthly meeting and I
had the honor of proposing you as the Honorary Professor of Chemistry6.
Several then spoke in the very highest terms of your long connexion with
the R Institution and were glad to hear what the managers recommended.
Several proposed some token of their feelings in which they could be
joined personally, and Mr. John Pepys' generous mind was very forward
in this; but a real obstruction was thrown in the way by one member
proposing so many things that nothing was distinct, a chair, a scholarship,
a bust presented to yourself, a portrait, a medal, were amongst them, and
some members including myself had to remark upon the fitness of things.
I recommended a committee & it was understood as I believe that any
thing of the kind ought to be done not as an act of the meeting of members
acting for the whole body of members, but by a committee & subscription
as in other like cases and I have been waiting to hear of the formation of
such a Committee by those who seemed earnest for it. May 1st was the
Annual meeting: then also many kind expressions were uttered during the
hour of waiting for the Election of Officers, your name being in the
Managers list but, as you know, nothing but the Election & the Visitors
Report could then be taken as the business of the day. May 3 was the next
monthly meeting and then the Election as Honorary Professor occurred7.
You ask me whether any thing transpiredu I cannot call to mind that any
proposition (beyond what the Managers had recommended) or any hint
was made. I was still expecting the formation of a Committee but those
who said most on the first occasion were not present.

I have thus endeavoured to answer your enquiries but feel I have not
remembered the order of things clearly: Sir Charles Clark[e] was present
on all the occasions8 and he is one who could tell you what occurred &
whom I think you would feel you could trust. On the whole I do not see
how Mr Barlow when called upon could act otherwise, and I know the
impression on the minds of several who were present is not that which you
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have received. I shall say nothing to him or any body else about your letter
but consider it at present quite confidential as you desire and I trust that
you will soon hear enough from other parties to remove altogether &
entirely the impressions you have received. It would be indeed a sad pity
if after Forty years of kind & active association between the Royal
Institution & yourself the least uncomfortable feeling should remain as its
result, and I cannot help saying that if I knew your informants I should
feel very much inclined to speak to them as a justice due to Mr Barlow &
yourself conjointly.

Ever My dear Brande I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday

1. See letter 2524.
2. That is Brande's announcement of his resignation as Professor of Chemistry at the Royal
Institution following new regulations issued by the Royal Mint which prohibited its employees
from holding other positions. He announced his resignation following a lecture at the Royal
Institution on 3 April 1852. See Proc.Roy.Inst., 1852,1: 168-71 and letters 2516, 2524, 2527 and
2529.
3. John Hall (1787-1860, Ill.Lond.News, 1860,36: 381). Member of the Royal Institution.
4. Brande had previously informed the Managers of his resignation. RI MM, 16 March 1852,
10: 379.
5. John Pepys (d.1866, age 90, GRO). Member of the Royal Institution, 1800-1866.
6. RI MS GM, 5 April 1852, 6: 26-8.
7. RI MS GM, 3 May 1852, 6: 39.
8. See letter 2516.

Letter 2526
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
7 May 1852
From the original in UB MS NS 400
My dear Faraday

What may be the cause of the very long silence kept by your friend
on the Rhine? This question has perhaps more than once been asked in the
Royal Institution these last six months. First of all, let me assure you that
that somewhat strange taciturnity has nothing to do with any thing being
in the remotest degree akin to forgetfulness. Why, I don't know, but the
fact is, that Mr. Schoenbein has of late conceived an almost invincible
dislike to pen and ink so that nothing but the most cogent reasons can
force him to make use of them. He therefore has become a most lazy
correspondent to all his friends. Whether that antipathy be a symptom of
advanced age or only one of those unaccountable fits and whims, which
even the strongest minds are now and then liable to, I cannot say, but this
I know, that he trusts your inexhaustible kindness will grant full pardon
and indulgence to this piece of human frailty of his. Though strongly
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disinclined to handle his pen, he has not yet lost his relish for scientific
pursuits and, as far as I know, was rather active last winter. It cannot be
unknown to you that our mutual friend entertains very curious and even
highly strange notions regarding oxigen, which he considers as the first-
rate Deity not only of the chemical but of the whole terrestrial worldu He
is indeed a most enthusiastic devotee to that Deity, talking and thinking of
nothing but of her, praising and exalting her glory wherever he can. He
pretends that our philosophers, much as they think to know of oxigen, are
as yet blinded and ignorant of the omnipotence of that mighty ruler of the
elementary world. Upon many agents considered as equal to oxigen he
looks down as upon upstarts and usurpers, assuming powers and
privileges to which they have no right and declares that an infinite number
of glorious deeds ascribed to the agency of inferior deities, are in fact the
work of what he calls the "Jove of the philosophical Olympos."

As a matter of course, our friend entertains feelings of peculiar love
and esteem towards those whom he considers as high-priests to his Jupiter
and who tend to increase the authority and glory of the King of elements.
He asserts that you are the leader of those chosen adepts; that you more
than any other have unravelled the mysteries of the wonderful workings
of oxigen in nature and that you are the man who first has brought to light
that the influence of our friends' favorite deity reaches far beyond the
limits of the chemical world. He goes even so far as to maintain that upon
your discovery of the magnetical powers of oxigen a new philosophical
era will be founded.

Having said so much about our queer and enthusiastic friend you
will not be surprized when I tell you that he is continually worshipping
his goddess in a little smoky room, which he calls "Jove's Temple" and if
I be not misinformed, there upon a sort of "tripod" he asks all sorts of
questions with the view of getting as deep as possible into the mysteries
of his deity. The other day he hinted at very strange answers having
received from his oracle. Oxigen, he says, is the lord and master even of
the most subtle and all pervading beings in existence, destroying and
creating light, making and unmaking colors at pleasure &c. Indeed, he
showed me some very strange tangible substances exhibiting in a most
extraordinary manner the nature of a Chameleon, for within a few
minutes I saw the very same thing assuming white, green, yellow, orange,
light-red, dark-red and even black colors. Heaven knows how such a
wonderful change was brought about; our friend says that his oxigen and
nothing but his oxigen had been the Charmer; but being afraid that he is
a little cracked, I am rather sceptical about his assertions. He also talks
now and then of oxigen being closely allied to the great powers of
Electricity and Magnetism and gives to understand that their apparent
might and force are only borrowed from his sovereign's.
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I wonder whether he will divulge his queer Ideas to the worldu I
should like to see them kept back from the philosophers of our days for
these people are too sober and rational as to relish the extravagant notions
of our hot-headed friend.

Mrs Schoenbein and the Children are well and have not forgotten
their English friend to whom they beg to be kindly remembered. Mrs
Faraday, I hope, recollects still the writer of these lines and will be
indulgent enough as to accept friendly his compliments.

Pray let me soon hear of your doings and believe me
Your's I most truly i C.F.S.

Bale Mai 7,1852.

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday I &c &c &c &c I London I Royal
Institution

Letter 2527
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
8 May 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 3

Tunbridge Wells I 8 May 1852
My dear Faraday

I am sincerely obliged by your kind and candid reply to my selfish
queries1, which however, have only part to enable me thoroughly to divest
my mind of the impression it had received from the reports of two old
friends of mine, and of the Institution.

Of the bust, picture, medal, &c I had heard nothing, and am very far
from aspiring to, or even desiring any thing of that kind. But some public
expression of the kindly feeling of a Body with which I had been intimately,
and I may truly say, affectionately associated, for what I may call the
whole of my life, would have been more than acceptable; and this is what
I was told was prevented. I have however written, as you suggested, to Sir
Charles Clarke, and if he tells me that such an expression as I have
adverted to was not so opposed as has been represented, I shall be at ease.
I have received an official intimation of my Election as Honorary Professor,
to which I have returned an official answer - and very glad I was to find
from your letter, that you were my proposer. All this is all I would have
wished.

Ever my dear Faraday I Sincerely yours I Wm Thos Brande

1. Letter 2525.
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Letter 2528
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
10 May 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/52

Trinity House, I 10 May 1852.
My dear Sir,

Herewith I send you a sample of Oil taken from the Iron Tank, from
which the Light Houses &c belonging to the Corporation are supplied, in
which Tank it has stood for some months,- and having recently been burnt
at this House, has not been found to burn so well as heretofore; it
appearing also, in some degree, clouded, And I am thereupon instructed
to request you will favor the Elder Brethren, by stating your opinion,
whether vegetable Oil, of this description, deposited in an Iron Tank,
would probably possess such chemical affinity for the metal as to take up
a sufficient portion of it, so as to injure it's qualities of combustion1.

I remain I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L. I &c &c &c

1. Faraday's notes on this are in GL MS 30108/1/52. He concluded that the iron tank had
exerted no effect.

Letter 2529
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
11 May 18521

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Faraday number 6

Royal Mint I Tuesday Morning
My dear Faraday

I have this morning Sir Charles Clarkes reply to my queries - and I
am happy to say that his version of the Transaction entirely agrees with
yours2 - so that my informant must certainly have misunderstood or
misinterpreted Mr Barlows interference.

Yours my dear Faraday I very sincerely I WT Brande

1. Dated on the basis that this letter follows letter 2527 in sequence.
2. Letter 2525.
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Letter 2530
Faraday to John Potter1

15 May 1852
From the original in Manchester Public Library MS Potter 26

Royal Institution I 15 May 1852
Sir

I regret that I am unable to accept the kind invitation to be present at
the opening of the Manchester Free Library on the 9th of next monthi.j

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged & faithful servant I M. Faraday
John Potter Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Potter (1815-1858, B2). Manchester Alderman, 1845-1858.

Letter 2531
Faraday to Constance Deacon
19 May 1852
From the original in Vassar College

Royal Institution I 19 May 1852
My dear Constance

First a kiss-s-s-s-ss. Next thank you for Your good letter - very well
written and very pleasant - and now thanks for the letter you are going to
write to me in which you must tell me how Papa1 & Mamma2 do - and
what you are about. I went this morning to see a fish like a great eel take
his breakfast. This morning he had three frogs for breakfast - yesterday he
eat [sic] 9 fish in the course of the day each as large as a sprat and the day
before 14. When the fish are put into the water he electrifies and kills them
& then swallows them up - and if a man happens to have his hands in the
water at the same time the fish that is the eel, electrifies the man too. The
eel is now above 12 years old and is heavier I think than you aret.]

Yesterday I saw the Royal children the Prince of Wales3 & the duke of
York4. Such nice children they would make famous playmates for you but
I do not know whether Princes do play much.] I do not think they can be
so happy in their play as you are5!.]

As to the magnet when you & I meet we will have a long talk about
it and make some experiments.

and so with my love to Papa & Mamma and curious Constance with
a kiss for each I am

Your loving old Uncle I M. Faraday

1. Thomas John Fuller Deacon.
2. Caroline Deacon.
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3. Albert Edward, Prince of Wales (1841-1910, DNB2). Eldest son of Queen Victoria and Prince
Albert. Prince of Wales, 1841-1901.
4. Prince Alfred (1844-1900, DNB1). Second son of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert. Faraday
seems to have been confused by this title which Prince Alfred did not bear.
5. Times, 19 May 1852, p.5, col. c noted that the Royal princes visited the Polytechnic
Institution the previous day.

Letter 2532
Alexander William Williamson to Faraday
22 May 1852
From the original in RI MS

University College, London I 22nd May 1852
Dear Sir,

Having been informed, that in consequence of the resignation of
Prof. Brande at the Royal Institution, the Managers contemplate making
arrangements for the provisional discharge of the duties hitherto
appertaining to that gentleman, I am desirous of stating that I would feel
much honoured by obtaining leave to deliver a course of chemical lectures
in the Institution.

I am sufficiently aware of the difficulty of presenting the higher
scientific truths in an easy and striking form, to feel that much indeed is
needed of a lecturer at the Royal Institution, but the difficulty of the task
would rather stimulate than discourage me, and no exertion should be
wanting on my part to render the course as effective as possible.

By submitting my qualifications to the consideration of the Manag-
ers1, you will greatly oblige

Yours sincerely and respectfully I Alexd. W. Williamson
To Professor Faraday

1. The Managers accepted Williamson's proposal and invited him to deliver nine lectures in
the term before Easter 1853. RI MM, 7 June 1852,10: 401.

Letter 2533
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
29 May 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/88

Trinity House, London, I 29th May 1852.
Sir,

I am instructed to forward to you the accompanying Jar of Water,
which has been received from the Longships Light House, together with a
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Copy of a Letter, dated 18th Inst, from the Agent for that Establishment in
relation thereto1; And I am to signify the request of the Elder Brethren, -
that you will favor them by examining the Water refer 'd to, and furnishing
them with your opinion as to any impurities which, on analysis, it may be
found to contain with respect to it's wholesomeness for drinking
purposes2.

I am also directed to transmit to you herewith, a Sample of White
Lead which it is desirable should be tested as on previous occasions3; and
to request that you will accordingly favor the Elder Brethren by doing so,
and reporting the result, for their information4.

I am I Sir, I Your most obedient Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L. I &c &c &c

1. This letter is in GL MS 30108/2/88.
2. Faraday's analyses are in GL MS 30108/2/88.
3. See letters 2288, 2507, 2513 and 2518.
4. Faraday's report on both these matters, dated 2 June 1852, was read to Trinity House By
Board, 8 June 1852, GL MS 30010/37, p.431. It was referred to the Light Committee.

Letter 2534
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
2 June 1852
From the original in UB MS NS 401

Royal Institution I 2 June 1852
My dear friend

Though very stupid & weary yet I write, chiefly for the purpose of
thanking you for your last very kind letter1 - it was quite a refresher and
did me good. I wish more had such power, then I should think I might be
of some little use amongst my friends by cheering them up.

Your paper in the Chirurgical Transactions2.1 think I asked you what
I should do with some copies that were printed off3!.] However I forget
whether you told me any thing about them - and I find by enquiring that
Dr. Bence Jones has sent them to you by a friend that hoped to see Basle
perhaps you have them alreadyu

Presently you will have three papers of mine all at once. Two from
the Phil Trans4 & one from the Phil Mag5. They all relate to one subject i.e
the lines of magnetic force.

Every now & then I stir my audience by talking about your Ozone6

- and then there are many enquiries!.] I wish we had a good general
English account of it both as to its preparation actions and historyu An
acquaintance of mine the Revd Mr. Sidney7 is busy putting slips from your
ozonmeter which I have supplied him with through the cleft stems of
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vegetable & says he procures many effects just like those of ozone. In such
cases however there is a great deal to eliminate as due to other actions of
the ozonometrical strip & the juices before he will have his subject clean.]
Still experimentation is always usefulu

What are your mysterious results - or what the results of your
mysterious friend. Have you made gold - or iron rather for it is a more
useful metalu Or have you condensed oxygen. I wish you could tell me
what liquid or solid oxygen is like. I have often tried to coerce it & long to
knowi.]

With kindest remembrances to Mrs. Schoenbein
I am My dear Schoenbein I Your lazy friend I M. Faraday

Address: Professor Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Bale I on the
Rhine

1. Letter 2526.
2. Schoenbein (1851b).
3. In letter 2482.
4. Faraday (1852b, c), ERE28 and 29.
5. Faraday (1852d), [ERE29a].
6. Faraday's first lecture, on 24 April 1852, in his course of six lectures on the non-metallic
elements was on oxygen and hydrogen. See RI MS GB 2: 72 and also Faraday (1853b), 104-11.
7. Edwin Sidney (d.1872, age 74, B6). Rector of Little Cornard, 1847-1872 and lecturer at the
Royal Institution and elsewhere.

Letter 2535
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
7 June 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Observatory I Greenwich I 1852 June 7
My dear Sir

At the late meeting of the Board of Visitors, there was a wish
expressed by almost every member of the Board that I should confer with
you respecting the reduction of our Magnetic Observations. The object - at
least the ultimate object - of the reductions being understood to be, the
reference of the phaenomena to their physical causes.

I do therefore by this writing take the first step in the conference, and
I earnestly hope that you will respond to it.

Assuming that you will do so, I now proceed to consult you on the
best method of proceeding. And I will beg leave to commence with the
following statement.

We have, as you probably know, very full and accurate records (such
as I firmly believe to be unequalled in the world) of the constant changes
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of magnetic elements, formed by our photographic apparatus. Without
examination of these, I do not think that any body can form an accurate
notion of the phaenomena that stand to be explained. There are, as is
commonly believed, the regular phaenomena of

Annual variation
Diurnal variation

but there are also the anomalous phaenomena of
Fret
Irregularity
Storms

which are so much greater in magnitude than the others, that I have no
confidence (and in this I was supported by several members of the Board)
in deductions applying to the so called regular phaenomena until the
irregular ones are cleared out of the way.

Now would you like to look over a volume or two (say a years
collection) of our Photographs, and form a general notion of the things?
On receiving your assent, I will send you the bound collections. And then,
in due time, would you make an appointment for me to wait on you and
talk over the matter? - Or do you see any better course?

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 2536
William Whewell to Faraday
8 June 1852
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .63

[Athenaeum letterhead] I June 8,1852
My dear Dr Faraday,

You find such admirable fields of research for yourself, and work
them so well that it is not a light matter to offer to you any suggestion in
that way: but what you have already done with regard to the local
peculiarities of the declination needle in your most important paper on
that subject1, points out you as the person most fit to undertake the
remainder of the problem. We want some explanation or at least some
beginning of explanation of the magnetic storms which agitate the needle
from time to time, and of which the mean results affect the daily and
monthly changes of declination. The Astronomer Royal has a large mass of
accumulated photographic observations of the daily changes of the
needle, and among them, of course are included the records of various
kinds of storms; from a mere magnetic fact which takes place in some
degree to a state of frantic oscillating leaps which occur at other times. He
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will, I know, be very glad if you will look at them and suggest any
probable or even possible connexion of these with other physical
phenomena2.

I saw your "sphondyloid" paper in the Phil. Mag3, and I saw that I
had led you into saying a sphondyloid body* instead of solid) which would
have been more proper as it is a geometrical solid, not a mechanical body
which you speak of.

I leave England today: but I shall be glad to hear from you at
Kreuznach, Rhine-Prussia; and am always

Yours very truly I W. Whewell

1. Faraday (1851(1), ERE26,2929-46.
2. Letter 2535.
3. Faraday (1852d), [ERE29a].
4. Jbid., paragraph 3271. See letters 2494, 2496, 2497 and 2498.

Letter 2537
Faraday to William Whewell
10 June 1852
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .33

Royal Institution I 10 June 1852
My dear Whewell

I received your pleasant letter1 which I take as a great compliment; or
rather (for I do not care for compliments) as a great encouragement. Now
I do not know that I have the ability to enter upon the irregular variations
of the Earths magnetism, but I have the wish; and shall some day be
encouraged to do so, but not immediately, for the following reasons. The
seat of the terrestrial magnetic force is (for us at present) in the earth:- and
within the earth there may be causes of variation, not in the distribution of
the power only, but also in its amount; the latter varying not simply for the
whole mass but probably in different parts at different times. Such
variations {within the earth) are I suspect the chief, perhaps the only, cause
of magnetic storms, frets &c &c; and as yet we have scarcely any other
hold than that of the imagination upon them. On the other hand
considering the seat of the force to be in the earth, the force itself extends
externally around the planet & its distribution is, as I believe, affected by
the medium which is there present, and which, under the influence of the
sun, is the chief cause of the daily and of some other regular variations.
Now I think I have a hold, by experiment, on this cause of variation; & I
further think that if I succeed in making that clear, I shall do far more good
to the whole cause & aid more rapidly in the elucidation of the other set
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of variations, than by going to them at once. For this reason I mean to
devote all my thoughts & means to a determination of the rate of
variations of the paramagnetic force of oxygen from summer heat or
higher, down to 0° or if possible 20°, 30° or 40° below 0°. If by such
experiments my expectations are confirmed, and we should be able to
know surely what is the amount of atmospheric variation; then,
subtracting this from the whole amount of effect, how much better we
should be able to comprehend the proportion & also the nature of the
effect due to internal causes of variation? - and we might then hope that
not one or two minds only, but many would start on the search after the
cause of the irregular phenomena with far greater advantage, because
from a far more assured position than at present. Whatever hopes we have
of solving the riddle of terrestrial magnetism must depend upon our
successive elimination of the causes of variation; and any one which
presents itself in a tangible shape should be pursued as far as possible and
estimated in value so that it may be taken from the rest, that they may be
studied in a simple form. If we could begin with a magnetic storm the
process would be the same as regards the residual phenomena:- but we
have as yet little or no hold (on) the storms, & I think we have a grasp on
the annual & daily variation.

When we really come to magnetic storms I think we shall want
needles far lighter than such as are now used for the observations. Needles
for such a use ought to be without weight, so as to have neither inertia or
momentum^ How can a bar of some pounds weight tell us the frequency
or the extent of rapid vibrations, or give us anything more than a slurring
mean? Yet it may be that these variations in their full development are
essential to the explication of the mystery. But we shall see by degrees
what is wanted & I dare say at last obtain it2!.]

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Most Truly I M. Faraday

Address: Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c I Kreuznach I Rhine I Prussia

1. Letter 2536.
2. This letter was discussed in Whewell to Airy, 15 June 1852, RGO6 / 694, f.60.

Letter 2538
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
10 June 1852
From the original in RGO6 / 694, f.58-9

Royal Institution 1 10 June 1852
My dear Sir
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Your letter1 stirs up a great many thoughts in my mind which I have
been obliged to leave at rest for a time, simply because experimental work
is slow work, & strength & health are limited. My next occupation must be
the determination, if possible, of the amount of change in the para-
magnetic force of oxygen (or air) by depression of temperature to 0°, and
if possible to -40°. or -50°; and at different degrees of pressure or
condensation. These data are essentially necessary for the development of
the effects which occur under the head of atmospheric magnetism; and
which as I believe include a large part if not the whole of the daily
variation & much of the annual variation. In the mean time it is a great
thing that other persons should be moved to collate and analyse the results
of observation; & separate as much as possible the compound result which
appears in the continuous stream of a continued set of perfect observa-
tions, into such subordinate parts as the periodical variations and the
irregular or anomalous phenomena:- for until the great result is in some
measure analysed & referred to the various parts that make it, there can be
but little hopes of clearing up the scheme of these most complicated
phenomena. Therefore I think that such analyses as Sabines2 of the larger
variations will be very useful in due time.- M. Lamont has already been
moved to search, & has, he says, found a recurring cycles of ten years3u

To me, the phenomena of fret, storms &c have far greater attraction
than the periodical variations already referred to: but we have now some
hold of the latter and little or none of the former. They, i.e the former
appear to me as probably due chiefly to actions within the magnet i.e the
earth; and may have little or no relation to the action of the surrounding
medium. If it be so, to determine the condition of a magnet (as the earth)
producing variations of such large extent, with such rapidity, and so
general in their influence, is a problem of such difficulty that we can only
hope for its solution by degrees and knowing so little of the interior of the
earth as we do, at first seems almost hopeless. Nevertheless to know, as I
now do, that a perfectly invariable magnet, as regards the amount of
force4, may have the external disposition of its power varied to a very large
extent, either suddenly or slowly, without the least change in the sum of
power externally, is one point of rest and one ground of hope for the mind.
Another is the power which, I hope, the mathematician has of pointing out
what sources of change or irregularity are external to the magnet (or earth)
and what internal. I think I have heard that Gauss has done something of
this kind5. If we could separate the variations due to external causes from
those caused by internal action, it would certainly clear up the subject in
some degree. Hence it is that I must, (being already in the path,) work out
the effect of temperature on air as far as I can, before I attempt to meddle
with the causes of action within the earth; and, indeed, if I succeed in this
first object there are then others waiting for me, which seem to present
better handles for experiment than the internal state of the earthi.i
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But I hope in a week or two to have another paper for you6, and then
if you like I will come some day to the Observatory. It would be a great
treat to me, and a source of great instruction, to have a talk with you over
some of the records of irregularity, storms &c and over the instruments*.]

I am My dear Sir I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2535.
2. Sabine (1851a, b).
3. Lamont (1852).
4. "power" is crossed out here and "force" written above.
5. Gauss (1841), 229.
6. Faraday (1852e), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 June 1852.

Letter 2539
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
10 June 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/53

Trinity House, London, i 10 June 1852.
My dear Sir,

The accompanying Bottle should contain Olive Oil, but a statement
having been made, that it is mixed with another kind of vegetable Oil
(Rape), I am desired to send it to you, and to request to be favor'd with
your opinion, as to it's being genuine Olive Oil.

I know not if you have the means of determining this point, both Oils
being vegetable; but am sure, you will kindly give the Board all the
information which may be in your power1.

I remain I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq, D.C.L. I &c &c &c

1. Faraday's analysis is in GL MS 30108/1 /53. He concluded that there was not much olive oil
in the sample and replied to this effect on 15 June 1852. This letter was read to Trinity House
By Board, 22 July 1852, GL MS 30010/37, pp.440-1. They instructed that the offending oil be
removed.
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Letter 2540
Faraday to Third Earl of Rosse
12 June 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl A22
Thanks my dear Lord Rosse for a sight of the note & for freedoms

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
12 June 1852

Letter 2541
Henry Bence Jones to Faraday
15 June 1852
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, i.7
Dear Mr Faraday

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland was so good as to say that he
would attend to the note which I wrote to you regarding the Electric Eels.
If I could inform the Governor of Demerara1 what his Graces directions
have been it would perhaps render him better able to assist me in this
matter. If you can obtain this information for me I shall be still more your
much obliged

H. Bence Jones MD, FRS.
30 Grosvenor Street I June 15,1852.

1. Henry Barkly (1815-1898, DNB1). Governor of Demerara, 1848-1853.

Letter 2542
Faraday to John Barlow
16 June 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl D10

R Institution i Wednesday 16 June i 1852
My dear Barlow

I cannot be at the Managers meeting to day but think there is nothing
of consequence which requires me. I hope by degrees to obtain some good
notions from Vulliamy & others about W. Closets - Shelves & Cases but
they are not ready yet1. Such repairs as must be done are of the ordinary
kind and the managers will I have no doubt trust them to my discretion &
care2

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
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1. These plans were not laid before the Managers until RI MM, 7 February 1853,10: 421 and
not approved until RI MM, 6 June 1853,11: 20.
2. This was agreed. RI MM, 16 June 1852,10: 403.

Letter 2543
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
16 June 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/53

Trinity House I 16, June 1852
My dear Sir,

Many thanks for your Letter of the 15 - reporting on the (so call'd)
Olive Oil1.

May I ask you to give me a Line stating the price of each of the pure
samples which you obtain'd, - per imperial Gallon - that is of Olive & of
Rape.

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Faithfully Yours I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq

1. See letter 2539.

Letter 2544
Faraday to Edward Elliott1

17 June 1852
From the original in CITA
Mr Faraday presents his compliments to Mr. Elliott & is greatly obliged by
the copy of the Warner2 papersu
Royal Institution I 17 June 1852

1. Edward Elliott. Chief Clerk to the Master General of the Ordnance Office. Imperial Calendar,
1852, p.228.
2. Samuel Alfred Warner (cl794-1853, private communication from Anita McConnell). A
charlatan who persuaded successive governments to examine various weapons that he had
claimed to have invented.
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Letter 2545
Faraday to Francis Beaufort1

18 June 1852
From the original in Hydrographic Office MS

Royal Institution I 18 June 1852
My dear Sir Francis

I mentioned to you the kindness of the Duke of Northumberland in
the matter of the Gymnoti but Dr. Bence Jones hardly knows how to profit
by it (as you will see by the enclosed note2) because of uncertainty. Could
you help us in this matter by ascertaining at some convenient opportunity
what his Grace is able to do for us?

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday

1. Francis Beaufort (1774-1857, DNB). Hydrographer to the Navy, 1829-1855.
2. See letter 2541.

Letter 2546
William Thomson to Faraday
19 June 18521

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
32 Duke Street, St. James' I Saturday June 19.

My dear Sir
After our conversation today I have been thinking again on the

subject of a bar of diamagnetic non-crystalline substance, in a field of
magnetic force which is naturally uniform, and I believe I can now show
that your views lead to the conclusion I had arrived at otherwise, that such
a bar, capable of turning round an axis, would be set stably with its length
along the lines of force. As I may not have another opportunity of seeing
you again before you leave town2,1 hope you will excuse my continuing
our conversation by writing a few lines on the subject.
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Let the diagram represent a field of force naturally uniform, but
influenced by the presence of a ball of diamagnetic substance. It is clear
that in the localities A and B the lines of force will be less densely
arranged, and in the localities D and C they will be more densely arranged
than in the undisturbed field. Hence a second ball placed at A or at B
would meet & disturb fewer lines than if the first ball were removed; but
a second ball placed at D or C would meet and disturb more lines of force
than if the first ball were removed. It follows that two equal balls of
diamagnetic substance would produce more disturbance on the lines of
force of the field if the line joining their centres is perpendicular to the lines
of force than if it is parallel to them. But the disturbance produced by a
diamagnetic substance is an effect of worse "conducting power", and the
less of such an effect the better.
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Hence two balls of diamagnetic substance, fixed to one another by an
unmagnetic framework, would, if placed obliquely and allowed to turn
freely round an axis, set with the line joining their centres, along the lines
of force.

The same argument, for a contrary reason, shows that two balls of
soft iron similarly arranged, would set with the line joining their centres,
also along the lines of force. For in this position more disturbance is
produced on the lines of force of the field than in any other. But now, the
more disturbance (being of better "conduction") the better. Hence the
conclusion. Of course similar conclusions follow for bars, or elongated
masses, of the substances.

I can never however make my assertion regarding the tendency of a
diamagnetic bar in a uniform field without repeating that I believe no
experiments can make it sensible. I doubt even whether the corresponding
tendency in the case of a neutral bar in as strong a solution of sulphate of
iron as could be got, could be rendered sensible by actual experiments, as
excessively slight deviations from uniformity in the field would entirely
mask the results of this tendency even if by themselves they might
produce appreciable effects.

I remain, My dear Sir, I Your's very truly I William Thomson
M. Faraday Esq

1. Dated on the basis that Thomson's meeting with Faraday referred to in this letter is the
same one as that discussed in Thomson to James Thomson, 21 July 1852, ULC MS add 7342,
T441, which was written from the same address. Also Tyndall, Diary, 19 June 1852, 5: 119-20
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noted that Tyndall interrupted this meeting. The content of this letter is discussed in Gooding
(1982) and Smith and Wise (1989), 274-5.
2. Faraday was about to leave for a holiday in Norfolk and Suffolk. See letters 2548, 2549 and
2551.

Letter 2547
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
21 June 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl Dl l

Royal Institution I 21 June 1852.
My dear Sir

My earnest thanks for your kindness in sending me the copy of the
work1 also for the further proof of kindness contained in it and for the
many corresponding manifestations of feeling on your part upon different
occasions of all of which I am very sensible!.]

Next I enclose a note I have had from Admiral Beaufort2 in relation
to your last enquiry3.1 hope it will be useful & the instructions he speaks
of efficient.]

Ever My dear friend I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Dr. Bence Jones I &c &c &c

1. Probably Bence Jones (1852) dedicated to Faraday.
2. Francis Beaufort (1774-1857, DNB). Hydrographer to the Navy 1829-1855.
3. See letter 2545.

Letter 2548
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
28 June 18521

From the original in RI MS Fl D12
Old Buckenham I Monday Morning I June 28th

My dear friend
Your note was indeed very acceptable & I hope that the cheering

account you gave of our friend is now backed up by continual
improvement on his part so that our next letters may leave us to rejoice
without anxiety as regards this attacku When I tell the friends that you say
Mr Whitelaw is better they naturally say & how is himself, but there is no
word of that in your note so we trust that no news is good newsu Our
friends here are much as usualu All were at meeting yesterday except Mrs.
Thos. Loveday2 Junr. who draws near to her confinement & Mrs. Bigsby3
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whom as yet we have not been able to see or even hear of, but to day or
tomorrow will I trust do something in that wayi.j

The weather here is a great mixture of fine sunshine & rain. Yesterday
was a beautiful day until tea time when a Thunder storm came on with
floods of rain & every part of the surface of the earth streamed with
wateru It tied up many friends but about 10 o'clk it cleared up. The
Loveday family have a clamp of bricks in hand & the rain of Saturday
Friday & yesterday was very inopportune for them. I shall see presently
what harm it has done.

With respect to our movements I cannot tell you certainly what we
shall do. We intend to go to Lowestoff some day about the middle of the
week and it is just possible we may be home on Saturday next4 so that I
stand some chance of being at the Monday meetings of Managers &
Members5[.i But if I find Lowestoff takes off the languor (which this place
does not remove) then we may be tempted to stop a few days longer there.
I have written Anderson a note telling him to stop letters until he hears
further. Will you have the kindness to give it to himu

Friends here are earnestly enquiring after you & the London friends.
They are looking forward with expectation to your fathers6 visit & we
encourage their hopes. I hope we do not do wrong. They send their love
to you & the brethren generally. I put in that of my wife (who is just gone
shopping) and self to you & yours.

I am My dear friend I Yours affectionately I M. Faraday
Mr. B. Vincent.

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to the visit to Lowestoft. See letter 2551.
2. Elizabeth Loveday, nee Crick (GRO certificate of son's birth).
3. Unidentified.
4. That is 3 July 1852.
5. Faraday was not present. RI MM, 5 July 1852,10: 404.
6. Thomas Vincent (1783-1854, GRO). Accountant.

Letter 2549
Sarah Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
9 July 18521

From the original in RI MS Fl G29
Friday July 9th I High Street I Lowestoft

My very dear Friend
Tho' you are so kind as to say we need not answer your letter I think

I may write a few lines to thank you in both our names, for it was most
acceptable & perhaps you will be so kind as to say to our Mary Ann2 that
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we do not intend being at home before Wednesday or Thursday next3!.] I
promised to let her know if we did not mean to be at home this week.

We are tempted by the beautiful weather & fine sea breezes to stay a
little longer, as we find we can spend the Sabbath with our Brethren at Old
Buckenham taking a return ticket tomorrow but though I tell you this, we
do not wish the time of our return to be known to people in general - for
sometimes it has been quite over powering to Mr Faraday to have so many
callers immediately on his arriving[.i

Mr Faraday joins me in kind love to Mrs. Vincent4 & yourself & I
remain my dear Friend

Yours very affectionately I S. Faraday
Affectionate remembrance to enquiring friends, particularly to Mr

Whit[e]law who we rejoice to hear is so much recovered!.]

1. Dated on the basis that the Faradays were visiting Lowestoft at this time and on the
reference to Whitelaw's illness. See letters 2551 and 2548 respectively.
2. Mary Ann Champ (age 22 in 1851 Census returns PRO HO107 / 1476, f.64). Maid at the
Royal Institution.
3. That is 14 or 15 July 1852.
4. Janet Young Vincent, nee Nicoll (1811-1863, GRO).

Letter 2550
John Tyndall to Faraday
11 July 1852
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4015-6

Queenwood College I near Stockbridge Hants. I 11th, July 1852.
Dear Sir,

I return, with many thanks, the memoir which you were kind enough
to lend me1.1 believe I must plead guilty to the charge of keeping it a day
beyond the time permitted me, and the reason of my doing so is, that
during my stay in London (which I quitted yesterday) I was so tossed
about, in mind and body, that the tranquility necessary to the profitable
reading of such a paper was denied me. If I dared I would keep it a day
or two longer, for a man requires to brood over such a subject, to get as
near as possible to the writers point of view, and to familiarize himself
with the peculiar form under which the matters treated of present
themselves to the writers mind. The constancy of the magnetic force
regardless of distance, as indicated by the moving wire, is an exceedingly
striking and significant result:--! am still a little in the dark as regards your
remark in 3090, that "the system of power about the magnet must not be
considered as revolving with the magnet."2 Now in your bar magnets the
force emanating from one of the corners is, I imagine, more intense than
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that emanating from any other point; in the rotation of the magnet this
corner moves, and it appears to me that as the line of force emanating from
the corner will always preserve the same position with regard to the
corner, when the latter revolves the line of force peculiar to it must revolve
also. In the case supposed by yourself in 31103, where the wire and the line
of force are conceived to coincide, if the wire and the magnet revolves
together I should imagine that the wire and the line of force would
continue to coincide, that one would be perfectly motionless with regard
to the other, and that hence no current could be formed.

Most heartily do I subscribe to the sentiment expressed in 31594. The
object of the analyst in many cases seems to be to draw boundaries and
limitations which the advancing experimentalist ever tends to break
through. Far be it from me to decry the labours of the analyst - they are the
necessary complement to experimental knowledge; but our knowledge is
a thing flowing and not a thing fixed, and as long as this is the case the
widest generalization which man has yet made is in danger of being
swallowed up by one still more comprehensive. The analyst is the
exponent of the centripetal tendency of the human mind, while the
experimentalist is centrifugal, and seeks continually for still wider
expansions.

I am making preparations at present to enter a struggle for a post in
one of the Queen's Colleges in Ireland. The chair of Natural Philosophy in
Galway College has become vacant and I intend to become a candidate for
the post. Some of my friends have already commenced operations on my
behalf - Col Sabine has written to a very influential quarter and other
agencies are also at work. The election will probably not be made till
towards October; in the mean time I will invoke all the aid I can, and if I
fail, the consciousness of having done all it behoved me to do in the matter
will be sufficient to render me content.

believe me dear Sir I most faithfully Yours I John Tyndall
Professor Faraday I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1852b), ERE28 which he lent Tyndall on 19 June 1852 when Tyndall called on him.
Tyndall Diary, 19 June 1852, 5:119-20.
2. Faraday (1852b), ERE28,3090.
3. Ibid., 3110.
4. Ibid., 3159.
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Letter 2551
Faraday to Caroline Deacon
12 July 1852
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Lowestoft I 12 July 1852
My dear Caroline

I write with a mind thoroughly empty of news but still containing a
little affection for my friends and some for you. Writing seems but a very
poor way of communication for thoughts which are scarcely representa-
tions of facts but concern the feelings & though I should dearly like to have
a long & close chat with you about many things I cannot replace that by
a letter & I really find the difficulty greater in trying to do so because I find
that I am now rather apt to forget what the former part of a sentence is and
so often make it awkward in its construction & what is worse confused in
its meaning & mere nonsenseu But though we cannot see as yet how
things will turn, I hope that in one way or another we shall have the
opportunity of personal chat & then we will talk. In the mean time let me
say cheer up. It is a very common place phrase but still is not quite so
common place with us as it is in the world:- or ought not to be. We were
at Old Buckenham yesterday and our thoughts were led to the prize of the
high calling of God in Christ Jesus and the infinitely great compensation
it gives for the tribulations of this life and though we must feel the
tribulations whilst in the flesh, yet still the prize set before us enables one
of Christs people to say to another Cheer up with far greater effect &
power than could accompany such words and without reference to the
prizeu

I hear of your worldly concerns by the letters of one & another &
think I understand them as far as they are settled. I hope matters go on
somewhat as you would wish. Remember me affectionately to Thomas
and the little one1 and think me.

Your Very Affectionate Unkle I M. Faraday

1. Constance Deacon.

Letter 2552
Faraday to George Grove1

27 July 1852
From the original in Royal Society of Chemistry MS

Royal Institution I 27 July 1852
Sir
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I am very thankful for the kind invitation2 you have sent me and
hasten to say that I have the full intention of availing myself of the
kindness of the Directors & Messrs Fox & Henderson3!.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Geo Grove Esq I &c &c &c

1. George Grove (1820-1900, DNB2). Secretary of Society of Arts, 1849-1852.
2. This would appear to be for the erection of the first column of the new Crystal Palace at
Sydenham on 5 August 1852. See Athenaeum, 7 August 1852, p.848.
3. John Henderson (1811-1858, lll.Lond.News, 1858,32: 38). Engineer on the Crystal Palace.

Letter 2553
Robert John Kane1 to Faraday
31 July 1852
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.30

51 Stephens Green I Dublin i 31 July 1852
My dear Dr Faraday

Your kind note and the parcel of memoirs2 have been sent to me here
from Cork and I beg to return to you my most sincere acknowledgements
for your kind remembrance.

I should have called to pay my respects to you lately when I was in
London but that I was aware of how much your time is occupied and I did
not like to disturb you. I hope that I may be able to attend the Belfast
meeting3, but there are some official engagements which I cannot neglect
but which may possibly interfere.

Believe me to be I My Dear Dr Faraday I Most Faithfully Yours I
Robert Kane

1. Robert John Kane (1809-1890, DSB). President of Queen's College Cork, 1845-1873.
2. That is Faraday (1852b, c, d), ERE28 and 29.
3. Of the British Association.

Letter 2554
Johann Rudolf Wolf to Faraday
2 August 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bern I 2/8 1852
Hochgeehrter Herr.
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Ich habe soeben eine Entdeckung gemacht und veroffentlicht
(Mittheilungen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Bern Nro. 245-2471),
die fur Sie so viel Interesse haben diirfte, um mich zu entschuldigen, wen
ich mir erlaube Sie in einigen Worten damit bekant zu machen.

Ein vergleichendes Studium der von Herrn Hofrath Schwabe2

beobachteten jahrlichen Anzahl von Fleckengruppen der Sone, und der
von Herrn Professor Lamont3 mitgetheilten Jarhresmittel fur die Declina-
tionsvariationen der Magnetnadel (oder auch der mittlern taglichen
Bewegung der Horizontalintensitat) hat mich namlich zu folgendem
Gesetze gefiihrt: Die Anzahl der Fleckengruppen und die mittlere Variation sind
nicht hur derselben Periode von circa l(h Jahren unterworfen, sondern diese
Perioden correspondieren bei beiden bis ins kleinste Detail; in demselben Jahre, wo
die Anzahl der Fleckengruppen ihr Maximum oder Minimum erreicht, hat
dasselbe auch fur die mittlere Variation statt. Es geht wohl mit Evidenz daraus
hervor, da£ die Sonenflecken und die Declinationsvariationen sich auf
dieselbe Endursache zuruckfiihren lassen miissen, und es eroffnet sich ein
weites Feld der Speculation. Mochte es Ihnen gefallen an der Hand dieses
Gesetzes neue Felder der Wissenschaft zu erleuchten, so wiirde sich seiner
kleinen Mitwirkung herzlich freuen

Dero hochachtungsvollst Ergebensten I Rudolf Wolf I Director der
Sternwarte

Address: Monsieur le Professeur Faraday I Royal Institution I Londres.

TRANSLATION from the original in IEE MS SC 2
Highly honoured Sir

I have just made a discovery & explained it (communications of the
natural philosophical society in Bern Nos. 245-2471) which will have so
much interest for you as to excuse me if I permit myself to make it known
to you in a few words.

A comparative study of the yearly number of groups of spots in the
sun observed by Herr Hofrath Shwabe2 ([word illegible] of [word
illegible]) and of the communicated yearly mean of the variations of
declination of the magnet needle by Professor Lamont3 (or also of the
mean daily movement of the horizontal intensity) has led me to the
following view. The number of the groups of spots & the mean variation are not
only subject to the same period of about IO3 years but these periods will correspond
in both to the smallest detail in the same year when the number of the groups of
spots reaches its maximum or minimum Has the same also for the mean variation.
It agrees with the evidence therefore that the sun spots & the variations of
declination must allow themselves to be referred to the same - cause & a
wide field for speculation opens itself. If you were pleased, on the
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suggestion of this view, to enlighten new fields of science Of his small
share in the work would heartily rejoice.

Devoted I Rudolf Wolf I Director of the Observatory
Bern I 2/8 1852

1. Wolf (1852a).
2. Schwabe (1844).
3. Lamont (1852).

Letter 2555
Faraday to William Henry Sykes
6 August 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl D13

R Institution I 6 Aug 1852
My dear Sir

Yesterday a friend1 & a friend of Liebigs told me that Liebig having
the desire of sending his son2 (who has now completed his medical
education) to India has been advised to apply to you as able to assist him
being both a man of Science & having the power to direct an appointment
his wayt.i I was asked to speak to you but said I could scarcely make so
free: that if such a thing were fit in itself, I was sure you would do what
you could for Liebigs sake that if not duty would come first. As far as a
love for science might lead you I thought that Liebigs name ought to have
more weight with you than mine.

At first I thought I would say nothing to you about it, but on
consideration concluded that I would let you know. To oblige Liebig
would be to oblige myself - but other considerations must come before. Do
not trouble yourself to answer this noteu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Coll. Sykes I &c &c &c

1. Possibly Alexander William Williamson. See letter 2557.
2. Georg Liebig (1827-1903, Brock (1997), 316). He was appointed to be an Army doctor in
India.
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Letter 2556
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
14 August 1852
From the original in SM MS 350/1. f.7

Royal Institution I 14 August 1852
My dear Andrews

I look rather anxiously at my remembrancer as the time passes on &
the 1st Septr. draws nigh, and the sanguine hopes I entertained in the
distance fade much as the period approaches when I thought of enjoying
myself with you & Mrs Andrews. There is no chance of my dear wife being
with you for her inability to walk much increases and without the power
of moving about rather freely there could be no ability to use the privileges
of the meeting1. A walk even of a few hundred yards makes her require a
little rest. Our medical friends think it is rheumatism, but Sir B Brodie &
some others think it rather a deficiency of energy in the nerves of the
limbsu She is very thankful for your kind invitation but dares not accept
it[.i For myself my obstruction is just the old one and as I had to run away
from Oxford2 after three days so I fear it would be at Belfastu I find in
myself an illustration of one of the chapters of Dr. Hollands late volume on
physiological subjects namely that on the time essentially required in
mental operations u That time is now with me considerable in proportion
to what it was naturally & the consequence is that I can only hold my way
in a quiet progression of thingsu When I am involved in rapid changes of
thoughts or persons then I have to use extra exertion mentally & then
confusion & giddiness comes on. All this I forget when I have been in the
country for a few weeks doing nothing, & then I think myself as able as
ever to race with others. But having come home and gone to work upon
oxygen & a magnetic torsion balance for a little while4 I find the old
warning coming on & I have to suspend my occupation. Formerly I
thought that to enter into such a thing as the Association meeting would
be rest in comparison but found that it was equivalent to work & that
under pressure, and so may not look to my visit to Belfast in that point of
view.

However I mean to do the best I can between this and the end of the
Month, and have not yet given up hopes of seeing youu Do not suppose
however that the association would be so chief a reason for my coming as
the earnest desire to thank you for your kindness by enjoying it; and when
I think of giving up Belfast my regret is to lose the pleasure of seeing you
& Mrs. Andrews at homeu Remember that if I come any closet or corner
will do for me to sleep int.] I will write again in the course of 12 or 14
daysu

Ever My dear Andrews I Affectionately Yours I M. Faraday
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1. That is the meeting of the British Association in Belfast.
2. In 1847.
3. Holland (1852), chapter 4.
4. See Faraday, Diary, 28 July to 13 August 1852, 6:12034-12223.

Letter 2557
Faraday to Justus Liebig
14 August 1852
From the original in Liebig Museum, Giessen

Royal Institution I 14 August 1852
My dear Liebig

I profit by the occasion of a visit of a friend of mine to Munich to send
you a note by way of hearty remembrances, it seems strange to associate
you with any place but Giessen: still I hope you will find a happy home in
the great city and that you will now & then think of me there. I have been
within its walls but now I forget it altogether & cannot recall it to my
mind1. Mr. Blaikley2 my friend whom I beg to introduce to you hopes to
see its pictorial treasures well. Any aid which in that respect you can give
him will be esteemed a great favour both by him & me. If you have heard
from Dr Williamson lately he may have said something to you about Coll.
Sykes. I wrote to Coll. Sykes a week or two ago3 & his answer was very
kind in respect of both the names of Liebig & Faraday.

Ever My dear Friend I Yours Truly I M. Faraday
My wife's kind remembrances. She often speaks of York4.

Address: Baron Liebig I &c &c &c i Munich

1. In 1814. See Faraday to Margaret Faraday, 10 November 1814 and Faraday to Abbott, 26 and
30 November 1814, letters 38 and 40, volume 1.
2. Alexander Blaikley (1816-1903, Cantor (1991a), 299). Sandemanian and artist.
3. Letter 2555.
4. A reference to the York meeting of the British Association. See Liebig to Faraday, 19
December 1844, letter 1660, volume 3.

Letter 2558
Faraday to George Venables Vernon1

22 August 1852
From the original in JRULM Unitarian A2 Woodhouse Collection

Royal Institution I 22 Aug 1852
Sir
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As regards Electrical observations I suppose Peltiers instrument as
used by Quetelet2 would suit your purpose best. They are made by Mr
Becker whose card I enclose and he could inform you of their price &
where you could find instructions how to use it.

I do not know of any portable magnetometer that would be of any
use in determining the magnetical elements. At the same time I should say
I have not given my attention to the practice of observation or the use of
the instrument & am not aware of all the varietiesi.i

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
G.V. Vernon Esq

1. George Venables Vernon (1831-1878, P3). Meteorologist in Manchester.
2. Peltier, J.C.A. (1842). On this see Athenaeum, 9 February 1850, pp.161-2 for an account of
Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 1 February 1850 "On the Electricity of the Air".
3. Carl Ludwig Christian Becker (1821-1875, Month.Not.Roy.Ast.Soc., 1876,36:136-7). German
born scientific instrument maker who moved to London in 1849.

Letter 2559
John Somerset Pakington to Faraday
22 August 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Westwood Park I Driotwich I Aug 22 / 52
Dear Sir,

In the storm last Tuesday1 an oak tree in this park of large size was
destroyed by lightning in a very extraordinary manner and it now
presents the most wonderful illustration of the power of lightning that I
ever saw.

If you think it worth your while to come to me here to look at it, I
shall be very happy to receive you.

I shall be at home tomorrow, and Tuesday, and Saturday this week2.
Your best train is via Birmingham & thence by Worcester line to the

Driotwich Station - train at 10a.m. brings you here at 3 - train at 5| p.m.
brings you home at 9.

I beg to remain I faithfully yours I John S. Pakington
M. Faraday Esq.

1. That is 17 August 1852.
2. That is 23, 24 and 28 August 1852.
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Letter 2560
Faraday to Johann Rudolf Wolf
27 August 1852
From Wolf (1852c), 16
I am very greatly obliged and delighted by your kindness in speaking to
me1 of your most remarkable enquiry, regarding the relation existing
between the condition of the Sun and the condition of the Earths
Magnetism. The discovery of periods and the observation of their
accordance in different parts of the great system, of which we make a
portion, seem to be one of the most promising methods of touching the
great subject of terrestrial magnetism. The power is wonderful;- and the
whole problem set before philosophers, very complicated; - whilst at the
same time our opportunities of access to the power are very few and
imperfect:- for, what is going on in the bowels of the earth who can tell.
But we have first to discriminate amongst the great things which can or
do, affect the power; and knowing, first of all that much concerning its seet
[sic] must be within the earth, it is then a great advance to know that the
Sun has also much to do with it;- and again (as I beli[e]ve fully) that the
atmosphere by its oxygen has a great deal to do with it also. These division
though at first imperfect, are the beginning of the analysis of the power; by
which kind of analysis we can alone hope ultimat[e]ly to understand its
nature and natural arrangement and variations.

1. See letter 2554.

Letter 2561
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
27 August 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/54

Trinity House I 27, Aug: 52
My dear Sir,

It is the intention of the Board in the ensuing Spring to improve the
Lights on the Casket Rocks near Alderney, by enlarging the Lanterns,
giving them an encreased elevation of 20 Feet, and very probably
replacing the present Reflecting Apparatus by Lenses, - and the needful
preparations will progress here during the Winter that the Work may be
commenced at the proper time next Year.

The Lights burn at equal Heights above the Level of the Sea in 3
distinct Lanterns and are revolving, - the arrangement is the same in each,
viz 8 Lamps & parabolic Reflectors placed on a Circle, - the period of
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revolution bring 2 minutes, - & the present range of the Lights 15 miles -
the additional Height will add something more than a mile to that range.

It is important that the present character or appearance of the Lights
should remain unchanged, - and the Deputy Master1 has instructed me to
say that he will be obliged if you will consider how this may be best
effected by dioptric apparatus of the Second Order & favor him at any
time convenient to yourself by calling here & talking the matter over with
him.

Believe me, I My dear Sir, I Very faithfully Yours I J. Herbert
M: Faraday Esq.
I think it will be desirable that you should let me know a day or two before
hand, when you propose to come. I JH

1. John Shepherd.

Letter 2562
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
29 August 1852
From the original in UB MS NS 402
My dear Faraday!

To give you a sign of life I write these lines quite in a hurry. They will
be delivered to you by the kindness of our mutual friend Dr. Whewell.
Your last letter1 shall be answered at a more convenient time and so as it
merits, for your friend is in this present moment not in his writing-mood.
He has continued to ride his hobby-horse and found out different little
things. If you have got a friend knowing german, he will perhaps give you
the substance of the papers, I have published in Erdmann's2 Journal for
practical Chemistry3.

Tuas literas expectabo, quum ut, quid agas, turn, ubi sis sciam, et
cura, ut omnia sciam, sed maxime ut valeas. Tuae uxori carissimae
salutem4

C.F.S.
Bale Aug. 29,1852.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle
street I London

1. Letter 2534.
2. Otto Lirtne Erdmann (1804-1869, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Leipzig and editor of
J.Prak.Chem.
3. Schoenbein (1852b, c, d, e, f, g, h).
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4. "I shall await your letter, in order that I may know what you are doing and where you are,
take care that I know everything, but most of all that you are well. I hope your wife is well".

Letter 2563
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
30 August 1852
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f .9

Royal Institution I 30 August 1852
My dear Andrews

When I received your last letter1 & the instructions from the
Secretaries as to the Routes2,1 made up my mind to leave London on the
Sabbath Eveg3 &, passing by Dublin, to be with you on the Monday
evening, for the rest of the time. But since that I have been so weak &
depressed as to rejoice that I was not with you in that state, as I should
have been a mere burden; & shackle on your kind exertions to others:-
indeed home & even the bed room were the only fit places. I do not know
whether it was the season or not -1 cannot tell - it was one of the old time
depressions!.] I am better now but not in a fit state for the excitement of the
meeting. I may go on improving & if I feel able enough mean to fulfil the
intentions:- still I hardly expect it;-1 could not come as I am; and I do not
know which way matters will go this week. I shall be sorry, & much
disappointed, to be away; but I ought not to complain, and when I do so,
& murmuring thoughts arise, it seems to me that I am very ungrateful to
a kind providence.

Wishing you a happy and prosperous meeting in every case and with
most earnest thanks to Mrs. Andrews & yourself for your great kindness
lam

My dear Andrews I Yours gratefully i M. Faraday

1. Not found.
2. That is to the Belfast meeting of the British Association.
3. That is 5 September 1852.
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Letter 2564
Faraday to Henry Stevens1

1 September 1852
From the original in UCLA UL Henry Stevens collection #801, Box 39,
folder 6

Hampstead I 1 Septr. 1852
Sir

I beg to acknowledge with many thanks your kindness in forwarding
me Vols II, III, & IV of the Smithsonian Contributions. I have just sent some
papers2 to the United States or I would have intruded on your kindness for
conveyance!.]

I have the honor I to be Your Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Henry Stevens Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Henry Stevens Esq I &c &c &c I Morleys Hotel I Trafalgar
Square I London

1. Henry Stevens (1819-1886, B3, DAB). American born bookdealer who worked in London
from 1845.
2. Probably Faraday (1852b, c, d), ERE28,29 and [29a].

Letter 2565
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
1 September 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/54

Trinity House I 1, Sept: 52
My dear Sir,

I thank you for your note of yesterday1 - and now send you an extract
from the French official publication of Light Houses in France2, which as
it describes the practical Operation of a dioptric Light of the Second Order
revolving, may be of some use in your Consideration of the subject of the
Caskets.

Upon the whole perhaps it may be better that you should make the
proposed enquiry of the Construction of the dioptric Lights in Paris, - and,
if you see no objection, perhaps you will do so.

The Deputy Master3, is disposed to think that, if there be any doubt
of preserving the present appearance of the Lights, by substituting a
dioptric arrangement instead of the present circle of reflectors, - that it may
be as well to consider whether it would be advisable to encrease the power
of the Light, by having two circles of reflectors in each Lantern, - they
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being placed vertical, so that the axis of two shall be precisely on the same
Line.

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Very faithfully yours I J. Herbert
M: Faraday Esq

1. That is the reply (not found) to letter 2561.
2. This paper is in GL MS 30108/1/54.
3. John Shepherd.

Letter 2566
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
1 September 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/54 \

Trinity House 1 1, Sept. 52.
My dear Sir,

The enclosed papers1 will I think explain the Nature of an alteration
which our Committee have adopted in the burning of the Concentric Wick
Lamps, and which is consider'd an improvement as respects the power of
the Light from the Lamp, and in other respects - but I think it has not yet
been brought under your notice.

It has been suggested that notice should be taken of it in my Letter to
Col: Aspinwall2 - but as it reduces the number of Wicks by the
discontinuance of the Central or |ths Inch Burner, -1 have been unwilling
to do so without first submitting the matter to you; - and I have therefore
been instructed to make this Communication to you, and to request to be
favor 'd with any observations which may occur to you on this point.

Mr. Wilkins will attend you, if you desire him, - and give you any
further information which you may require3.

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Always faithfully yours I J. Herbert
M: Faraday Esq

1. These papers are in GL MS 30108/1/54 \.
2. Thomas Aspinwall (1786-1876, Smith, C.C. (1891)). United States Consul in London,
1816-1854.
3. Faraday's reply of 3 September 1852 was read to Trinity House Court, 7 September 1852, GL
MS 30004/25, p.139 which reported Faraday's approval of the plan.
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Letter 2567
John Somerset Pakington to Faraday
2 September 1852
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f .95

Westwood Park I Septr. 2 / 5 2
My dear Sir,

Lord Lyttelton1 & other friends who are now staying here, agree with
me in thinking that for the sake of Science it is very desirable that either
you or some other Scientific man of eminence should see the action of the
lightning on the tree about which I wrote to you2.

Though perhaps you might not think it so extraordinary as we do -
I should mention that what we consider is wonderful is the explosive action
from below, which can, apparently, alone account for the manner in which
the tree was blown out of the ground roots & all, leaving a socket or cup
where it stood - one portion of the stem with the earth attached being
moved 3 or 4 yards from the socket - any one leaving London by an early
train (via Birmingham) might return by the evening Express. I mention
this is case you should like to send anybody else.

Yours very faithfully I John S. Pakington
M. Faraday Esq.

1. George William, 4th Baron Lyttelton (1817-1876, DNB). Principal of Queen's College,
Birmingham.
2. Letter 2559.

Letter 2568
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
6 September 1852
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f .78

Hampstead I 6 Septr. 1852
My dear Andrews

I am sorry & glad. Sorry not to be with you1 but glad I am here at
home - for my head aches enough to make me know I am right in
remaining quietu

Give my kindest thanks to Graham for his persuasive noteui It
wanted nothing to be added to your own words if I could have comet.]

I enclose a letter from Sir John Pakington2u I cannot go to him as I
cannot go to you but I send it hoping that some one will call on their way
back from Belfast!.] I have written to him to say so & he would be very glad
to see any oneu

Ever My dear friend I Yours i M. Faraday
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Address: Dr. Andrews I &c &c &c I Queen's College I Belfast i Ireland

1. At the Belfast meeting of the British Association.
2. Letter 2567.

Letter 2569
Sarah Faraday to Thomas Andrews
6 September 1852
From the original in SM MS 350/1, f.9
My dear Dr. Andrews

I have delayed answering your kind & cordial invitation1 till now,
hoping that my dear Husband would be able to accept it though I could
not; but he has been so depressed & unable to bear a part, even in casual
conversation that I felt at last I could not urge him to undertake such a
journey & excitement without me, when he himself felt so unfit for it, and
we have reluctantly given it upu

Now though I am disappointed in not being able to be with you at
the British Association I still hope we may see you & Mrs. Andrews in
your hospitable home some future time & this notwithstanding my
philosophical husband tells me that I must not expect to be strong again,
that old age is coming upon us &c &c &c.

I can bear travelling though unable to walk, and at another time I
might not be such a burden to friends as I should on such an occasion as
the presenti.i

With our best thanks to Mrs Andrews for all her intended
kindnessu

I am my dear Sir I Yours very sincerely I S. Faraday
Hampstead I Sept 6th 1852
Dr. Andrews I &c &c &c

1. To attend the Belfast meeting of the British Association. See letter 2511.

Letter 2570
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
8 September 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/54

Trinity House i 8 Septem. 1852.
My dear Sir,
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In reply to the latter paragraph of your note, dated 3d Inst1: - in
relation to the Burner of the Dioptric Lights, - I beg to state, that the

Addresses of the manufacturers of Dioptric Lenses in Paris are
Mons. H. Lepaute2

No 247, Rue St. Honore &
The successor of

M. Letourneau3

No. 37, Allee des Veuves
Champs Elysees

I am I My dear Sir I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Not found but presumably the reply to letter 2565. See also note 3, letter 2566.
2. Augustin-Michel Henry Lepaute (b.1800, Glaeser (1878), 446-7). Clockmaker and manu-
facturer of lighthouse equipment in Paris.
3. Letourneau. According to Paris POD a manufacturer of lighthouse equipment at avenue
Montaigne 37.

Letter 2571
John Barlow to Faraday
13 September 18521

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Paris I 7 Rue 29 Juillet I Septr. 13h

My dear Faraday
Since I wrote to you we have gone over much space, & have had

many things to think about, recalling associations with yourself... From
Berne we went to Interlaken, where I found your letter at the Poste
Restante. We remained at Interlaken 3 weeks, and had 21 days of available
weather. These small morsels of time we devoted to the Wengen Alp
Reichenbach & Rosenlaui. From Interlaken we went to Vevay [sic] (&
thence to Geneva) (by the Simmenthal). The weather was just beginning to
clear up: luckily one is not so dependent on the clearness of the
atmosphere for valley as for mountain scenery.

At Geneva we were very kindly received by De la Rive Marcet &c
and enjoyed ourselves for 11 days getting many glimpses of Mont Blanc,
and witnessing De la Rive's phenomenon of the second pink which comes
over the mountain, on a fine evening2. After eleven agreeable days we
quitted Geneva, & travelled post hither, coming over the Jura to Dijon...
We have taken lodgings for a month and I hope that we may meet at the
beginning of October...
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While at Berne I was invited to attend the meeting of a philosophical
Society. I was not able to do so. I regretted this afterwards as Wolf? read
two papers on interesting subjects.
1. Proving from a series of observations a connection between magnetic
variations and the spots on the sun's disc3.
2 Describing a method for making platinum malleable at a very little
cost.
If there really is any thing in these communications, they are very
important. You will of course hear more about them if you have not done
so already.

The political state of Switzerland is any thing but satisfactory. The
'Black' & 'White' parties (i.e Conservatives & Radicals) abuse each other
vehemently, but we cannot easily see what is the point of real principle at
issue. The Black Conservative denounces the White Radical as a source of
all sort of moral corruption - imputes to him the increase of drunkenness,
& the growing depravity des moeurs. The White rejoins by impeaching the
Black as a conspirator against the rights of the poor. One effect of the
triumphs of the White party at Geneva is sufficiently deplorable. They
have, as you well know, ostracized the De la Rives Marcets &c. I see that
all the old families regard Geneva as no longer the place of their interests.
And yet notwithstanding that the intellectual Glory of the University has
departed, the material prosperity of that town never could have been
greater than it is now. One cannot help thinking what a bribe it offers
every day to France or to its starving neig[h]bour. Savoy... Marcet told me
that, in the month of August, 6 inches of rain (5th of the average of the
year) had fallen at Geneva4.

Delarive is going to write to you on one point in your recent
researches on which he is not sure that he has got your exact thoughts. I
told him that I had heard from you, and that you were working
satisfactorily - by the bye, in reference to another sentence in your letter,
Bence Jones & Dubois Reymond are to meet at the Hotel des Bergues at
Geneva on the 15th.

I met Dr. Webster5 in the street on Friday. He is full of the sea-serpent,
which he declares that he & half a dozen other persons saw, going at the
rate of 10 miles in 2 minutes, between Dieppe & Newhaven. He is ready
to make any amount of declarations that it was no porpoise, grampus or
anything of the kind. He has written to the Times, & will write to the Royal
Society - so let Owen beware6.

I found luckily two very good examples of your "filings"7 in my
blotting book. I gave one to De la Rive, & the other to Dumas, with whom
I dined yesterday. He supports his station very elegantly. His son8 is
Directeur de la Monnaie at Rouen.
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And now good bye. If you can find 5 minutes to tell me of your
welfare & that of Mrs. Faraday I shall be thankful - so will my wife. Miss
Grant offers her best remembrances!.]

Ever yours I John Barlow

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to the weather and to Wolf's paper.
2. See De La Rive (1839).
3. Wolf (1852a).
4. See Bibl.Univ.Arch., 1852, 21: 82 for details of the August rainfall in Switzerland.
5. John Webster (1795-1876, Munk (1878), 3: 233). Scottish physician in London specialising in
medical institutions and sometime a Manager of the Royal Institution.
6. For Owen's view of sea monsters see Rupke (1994), 324-32.
7. That is Faraday's iron filing diagrams. See letters 2475 and 2494.
8. Ernest-Charles-Jean-Baptiste Dumas.

Letter 2572
Henry Clutterbuck1 to Faraday
15 September 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl H34
My dear Sir

Allow me to begin my note, with expressing the pleasure I feel in
hoping that it leaves you in good Health & strength.

I reply to your query respecting Mr Monpriut2 I can only say I
remember him as an old pupil, but I have not had the pleasure of knowing
more of him. Very shortly after your note reached me, I received the
enclosed from that gentleman, and which I send you for your perusal.

Believe me, my dear I Sir, one of your very I sincere well-wishers &
admirers I H. Clutterbuck
New Bridge Street I Sept 15,1852.

Address: Mr Faraday.

1. Henry Clutterbuck (1767-1856, DNB). Physician and medical writer.
2. Unidentified.
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Letter 2573
Faraday to John Scoffern1

22 September 1852
From the original in SI D MS 554A
„ , n. Royal Institution I 22 Septr 1852
My dear Sir

I beg to thank you most sincerely for the copy of your work on Gold2

and for the kind feeling which has prompted you to put my name in it
I am Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Dr Scoffern
Let me have my lecture notes as soon as you have done with them3

i MF

1. John Scoffern (1814-1882, B3). Physician, chemist and scientific writer.
2. Presumably a reference to an autograph dedication in an advance copy of Scoffern and
Higgins (1853) which does not mention Faraday by name in the text. However, the calculations
of the amount of oxygen in the world on p.82 are taken directly, and without explicit
acknowledgement, from Faraday (1853b), 113-4.
3. That is Faraday's notes (RI MS F4 J13) of his lectures on the non-metallic elements which
he had delivered after Easter and from which Scoffern edited Faraday (1853b).

Letter 2574
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
27 September 1852
From Symons (1882), 187-89

Royal Institution, i 27th September, 1852.
My dear Sir,

I fortunately reached the Nash Low Lighthouse1 last Thursday2,
before any repairs were made of the injury caused by the discharge of
lightning there, and found everything as it had been left: the repairs were
to be commenced on the morrow.

The night of Monday, 30th August, was exceedingly stormy, with
thunder and lightning; the discharge upon the lighthouse was at six
o'clock in the morning of the 31st, just after the keeper had gone to bed. At
the same time, or at least in the same storm, the flagstaff between the
upper and lower lights was struck, and some corn stacks were struck and
fired in the neighbourhood. It is manifest that the discharge upon the
tower was exceedingly powerful, but the lightning conductor has done
duty well - has, I have no doubt, saved the building; and the injury is
comparatively slight, and is referable almost entirely to circumstances
which are guarded against in the report made by myself and Mr. Walker
22nd September, 1843s.
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The conductor is made fast to the metal of the lantern, descends on
the inside of the tower to the level of the ground, and passes through the
wall and under the flag pavement which surrounds the tower. It is
undisturbed everywhere, but there are signs of oxidation on the metal and
the wall at a place where two lengths of copper are rivetted together,
which show how great an amount of electricity it has carried.

A water-butt stands in the gallery outside the lantern. A small copper
pipe, 1 inch in diameter, brings the water from the roof of the lantern into
this butt; it does not reach it, but terminates 10 or 12 inches above it. A
similar copper pipe conducts the surplus water from the butt to the
ground, but it is not connected metallically with the other pipe, or with the
metal of the conductor, or the lantern. Hence a part of the lightning which
has fallen upon the lantern has passed as a flash, or, as we express it, by
disruptive discharge from the outside of the lantern to this tub of water,
throwing off a portion of the cement at the place, and has used this pipe
as a lightning conductor in the rest of its course to the ground. The pipe
has holes made in it in three places, but these are at the three joints, where,
it being in different lengths, it is put together with tow and white lead, and
where of course the metallic contact is again absent; and thus the injury
there (which is very small) is accounted for. The pipe ends below at the
level of the ground in a small drain, and at this end a disruptive discharge
has (naturally) occurred, which has blown up a little of the cement that
covered the place. Some earth is thrown up at the outer edge of the
pavement round the tower over the small drain, which tends to show how
intense the discharge must have been over the whole of the place.

Instead of the lantern there are traces of the lightning, occurring at
places where pieces of metal came near together but did not touch, thus at
the platform where a covering copper plate came near to the top of the
stair railing, but the effects are very slight. All the lamps, ventilating tubes,
&c, remained perfectly undisturbed, and there was no trace of injury or
effect where the conductor and the lantern were united.

Inside of the tower and the rooms through which the conductor
passes there were and are no signs of anything (except at the rivetting
above mentioned) until we reach the kitchen or living-room which is on a
level with the ground, and here the chair was broken and the carpets and
oil-cloth fired and torn. To understand this, it must be known that the
separation between this room and the oil-cellar beneath is made by
masonry consisting of large stones, the vertical joints of which are leaded
throughout, so that the lead appears as a network upon the surface, both
of the kitchen floor above, and the roof of the oil cellar beneath, varying in
thickness in different places up to I or more of an inch, as in a piece that
was thrown out. The nearest part of this lead to the conductor is about 9
inches or a little more distant, and it was here that the skirting was thrown
off, and the chair broken; here also that the fender was upset and the little
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cupboard against the skirting emptied of its articles. If this lead had been
connected metallically with the conductor, these effects would not have
happened.

The electricity which in its tendency to pass to the earth took this
course, naturally appeared in the oil-cellar beneath, and though the
greater portion of it was dissipated through the building itself, yet a part
appeared in its effects to have been directed by the oil cans, for though
they were not at all injured or disturbed, the wash or colour in the wall
above four or five of them was disturbed, showing that slight disruptive
connections or sparks had occurred there.

At the time of the shock, rain was descending in floods, and the side
of the tower and the pavement was covered with a coat of water. This
being a good conductor of electricity has shown its effects in connection
with the intense force of the discharge. A part of the electricity leaving the
conductor at the edge of the pavement and the tower, broke up the cement
there, in its way to the water on the surface, which for the time acted to it
as the sheet of copper - which I conclude is at the end of the conductor -
does, i.e., as a final discharge to the earth. Also on different parts of the
external surface of the tower near the ground, portions of cement, the size
of half a hand, have been thrown off by the disruptive discharges from the
body of the tower to this coat of water: all testifying to the intensity of the
shock.

I should state that the keeper says he was thrown out of bed by the
shock. However, no trace of lightning appears in the bedroom, still there
are evidences that powerful discharges passing at a distance, and on the
other side of the thick walls may affect bodies and living systems,
especially by spasmodic action, and something of the kind may have
occurred here. It may be as well for me to state that the upper floors are
leaded together like that of the kitchen. The reason why they did not
produce like effect is evident in that they from their position could not
serve as conductors to the earth as the lower course could.

The keeper said he had told the coppersmith to make the necessary
repairs in the pipe, and I instructed him to connect the waste pipe and the
upper pipe by a flat strap of copper plate. I would recommend that the
lead of the lower floor be connected metallically with the conductor to a
plate of copper in the earth. I could not see the end of the present
conductor, not being able by any tools at the lighthouse to raise the
stonework, but I left instructions with the keeper to have it done, and
report to me the state of matters.

I am, &c, i (signed) M. Faraday
The Secretary, I Trinity House.

1. In Glamorganshire.
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2. That is 23 September 1852.
3. Faraday to Herbert, 25 September 1843, letter 1526, volume 3.

Letter 2575
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
4 October 1852
From the original in RGO6 / 694, f.63

Hampstead i 4 Octr. 1852
My dear Airy

I am greatly obliged by the volumes I have received1.1 long to look
at them but whether I shall ever do so with understanding I cannot tell. I
have much work to do in making my torsion balance right, and the power
itself even in the most stable cases is such a restless fidgetly thing that it
is difficulty [sic] to catch wholly & rightly though it ever presses definite
in the end if well pursued. I turn many sometimes in my present course
but I have learned to know that patient perseverance in experimental
researches ever leads to some good or another and therefore I resist the
desire I have to turn away to some other point before the one I have taken
be brought to something like a resting place indicative!.]

With kindest respects to Mrs & Miss Airy I am I Most faithfully
Yours I M. Faraday

1. Presumably the volumes referred to by Airy in letter 2535.

Letter 2576
Justus Liebig to Faraday
6 October 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl 148

Giessen 6 Oct. 1852
My dear Faraday

Perhaps you know already, that my son1 has been fortunate enough
to obtain the appointment as Assistant Surgeon in the Indian Army, which
I had endeavoured to gain for him. Colonel Sykes wrote me that he would
appoint him if he passes the necessary examinations.

To you chiefly my dear Faraday, I am no doubt indebted for the
fulfilment of this favourite wish of mine and I find it difficult to say how
sensible I am of the proof you have thus given me of your friendship by
using your interest in behalf of my son on this occasion2. Never will I
forget this service.
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Hoping that you will continue in your kindness towards my son I
remain with all my heart

Yours very sincerely I Dr Justus Liebig
M. Faraday Esq. I London.

1. Georg Liebig (1827-1903, Brock (1997), 316). Army doctor in India.
2. See letter 2555.

Letter 2577
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
16 October 1852
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.73-4

Royal Institution i 16 Octr. 1852
My dear De la Rive

From day to day and week to week I put off writing to you, just
because I do not feel spirit enough; not that I am dull or low in mind, but
I am as it were becoming torpid:- a very natural consequence of that kind
of mental fogginess which is the inevitable consequence of a gradually
failing memory. I often wonder to think of the different courses (naturally)
of different individuals, and how they are brought on their way to the end
of this life. Some with minds that grow brighter & brighter but their
physical powers fail; as in our friend Arago, of whom I have heard very
lately by a nephew1 who saw him on the same day in bed & at the Academy:
such is his indomitable spirit. Others fail in mind first, whilst the body
remains strong. Others again fail in both together; and others fail partially
in some faculty or portion of the mental powers, of the importance of
which they were hardly conscious until it failed them. One may, in one's
course through life, distinguish numerous cases of these and other
natures; and it is very interesting to observe the influence of the respective
circumstances upon the characters of the parties and in what way these
circumstances bear upon their happiness. It may seem very trite to say that
content appears to me to be the great compensation for these various cases
of natural change; and yet it is forced upon me, as a piece of knowledge
that I have ever to call afresh to mind, both by my own spontaneous &
unconsidered desires and by what I see in others. No remaining gifts
though of the highest kind; no grateful remembrance of those which we
have had, suffice to make us willingly content under the sense of the
removal of the least of those which we have been conscious of. I wonder
why I write all this to you: Believe me it is only because some expressions
of yours at different times make me esteem you as a thoughtful man & a
true friend:-1 often have to call such things to remembrance in the course
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of my own self examination and I think they make me happier. Do not for
a moment suppose that I am unhappy. I am occasionally dull in spirits but
not unhappy, there is a hope which is an abundantly sufficient remedy for
that, and as that hope does not depend on ourselves, I am bold enough to
rejoice in that I may have it.

I do not talk to you about philosophy for I forget it all too fast to
make it easy to talk about. When I have a thought worth sending you it is
in the shape of a paper before it is worth speaking of; and after that it is
astonishing how fast I forget it again; so that I (have) to read up again &
again my own recent communications and may well fear that as regards
others I do not do them justice. However I try to avoid such subjects as
other philosophers are working at; and for that reason have nothing
important in hand just now. I have been working hard but nothing of
value has come of iti.j

Let me rejoice with you in the Marriage of Your daughter2. I trust it
will be as I have no doubt it has been a source of great happiness to you.
Your Son3 too whenever I see him makes me think of the joy he will be to
you. May you long be blessed in your children and in all the things which
make a man truly happy; even in this life. Ever My dear friend, Yours
Affectionately, M. Faraday

Address: A Monsieur I Auguste De la Rive i &c &c &c &c I Presenge I
Geneva I Switzerland.

1. Frank Barnard. See letter 2589.
2. Jeanne-Adele Tronchin, nee De La Rive (1829-1895, Choisy (1947), 51). Married 1852.
3. William De La Rive.

Letter 2578
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
17 October 1852
From the original in UB MS NS 403
My dear Faraday

I trust you received in due time the letter I sent you through Dr.
Whewell some months ago1. Now I avail myself of a friend going to
London to forward to you a paper of mine2, which I hope will not remain
a sealed book to you. If you should feel curious to decipher that whimsical
letter I once wrote you about oxigen3, get the memoir translated by some
friend of your's and you will perhaps be interested in the matter as it
regards some of your most important discoveries.
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Entertaining the notion that in many if not in all cases the color
exhibited by oxycompounds is due to the oxigen contained in them, or to
express myself more distinctly, to a peculiar chemical condition of that
body, I have continued my researches on the subject and obtained a
number of results which I do not hesitate to call highly curious and
striking. Far be it from me to think, on that account, my hypothesis correct
and proved; but the fact is that I owe the discovery of a number of
remarkable phenomena solely and exclusively to the conjecture men-
tioned. I am nearly sure that you will be pleased to repeat the experiments,
for either by mere physical means or by chemical ones you may make and
unmake or change the color of certain substances without altering the
chemical constitution of those matters. To my opinion, that wonder is
performed by changing the chemical condition of the oxigen of the
oxycompound.

I cannot help thinking that the colors of substances, which up to this
present moment have been very slightly treated (in a chemical point of
view) will one day become highly important to chemical science and be
rendered the means to discover the most delicate and interesting changes
taking place in the chemical condition of bodies. In more than one respect
the color of bodies may be considered the most obvious "signatura
rerum"4, as the revealer of the most wonderful actions going on in the
innermost recesses of substances, as the indicator of the most elementary
functions of what we call ponderable matter. But alas! Whilst we are
pleased with and wonder at that rich field of chromatic phenomena, which
continually strikes our eye, we know as yet little or nothing of the
connexion which certainly exists between the chemical nature of bodies
and the influence it exerts upon light. We must try to dissipate that thick
darkness which still hangs about and obscures the most luminous
phenomena. Clearing up but the smallest part of that vastly important
subject would be of more scientific value, I think, than discovering
thousand and thousand new organic compounds, things which I cannot
help considering in the same light as I do the infinite number of figures
which may [be] produced by the caleidoscope.

What would the world say of a man, who should take the trouble to
shake for whole years that plaything and de[s]cribe minutely all the
shapes (pretty as they might be) he had obtained from his operation!

You know, I am no great admirer of the present state of Chemistry,
and of the Ideas leading the researches made upon that field. Atoms,
weight, ratio of quantities, endless production, and formula of com-
pounds, i.e. the "caput mortuum"5 of nature are the principal if not the
only subjects with which the majority of our Chymists know to deal. Force
power, action, life in fact, are as it were phantoms to them, disliked if not
hated. The world being a system of Ideas, its very essence power and
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intellect, how can we expect great things from men who so much mistake
the nature of nature.

In perusing what is written above I find it is not worth of being sent
over the water, but having no more time to write another letter, you must
take it as it is and excuse my random talking. Mrs. Schoenbein and the
Children are well and beg to be kindly remembered to you. My best
compliments to Mrs. Faraday and to you the assurance that I shall for ever
remain

Yours I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Oct. 17,1852.

1. Letter 2562.
2. Schoenbein (1852a).
3. Letter 2526.
4. A reference to the doctrine of signatures.
5. "A dead head". That is the residuum left by a process of chemical analysis.

Letter 2579
William Withey Gull1 to Faraday2

22 October 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

8 Finsbury Sq I Oct 22 1852
My dear Sir,

I am almost ashamed of the time I have kept the abstract of Du Bois
Reymond's labours3. The book was laid on one side and overlooked. I am
much obliged to you for its perusal.

Yours very faithfully I William W. Gull

1. William Withey Gull (1816-1890, DNB). Professor of Physiology and Comparative
Anatomy at Guy's Hospital, 1846-1856.
2. Recipient established on the basis of provenance of this letter.
3. Bence Jones (1852).

Letter 2580
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
26 October 1852
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/541

Royal Institution I 26 Octr 1852.
My dear Sir
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In reference to the matter of the Caskets lights21 wrote some time
since to M. Lepaute3 for any experimental results he could supply me with
as to the relative power of the beams of light sent forth by lenses of the 2nd
order. He was so kind as to answer my letter, and stated that 2nd order
lights, revolving in one minute, had 8 lenses, and those revolving in 30
seconds had 12 lenses; both kinds having the same radius of 70
centimeters:- but he did not give me their area or their power; both of
which I had asked for. I wrote to him again for the latter data on the 27th
Septr. but have received no answer. Probably he is not in possession of
experimental comparisons of the beams from the two different sized
lenses. I enclose his letter that you may see exactly what he says.

I therefore venture some considerations which are necessarily
imperfect, since I have not had the opportunity of examining a 2nd order
light with either 8 or 12 lenses: you will easily see how far they offer safe
suggestions to the mind. The quantity of light evolved by combustion will
be, with equal care, nearly as the oil consumed; as former experiments
have shewn. I have tried to ascertain the quantity of oil burnt in a second
order lamp, but Mr Wilkins has not been able to supply me with the
resultu I therefore take the proportion of cotton in the burners as my
guide; and I find that the cotton in a 2nd order lamp is six times that in a
reflector lamp, whilst the cotton in a 1st order lamp is ten times that of the
reflector lamp. I think I have never seen the light of the first order lamp
exceed that of fourteen argand lamps: and though the 2nd order lamp may
not give so intense a light in proportion, as the 1st order, yet, taking that
proportion, then its light will be eight times (or a little more) that of the
Argand.

Of the light thus generated, probably 1 falls on the surrounding
lenses; but as I have not the area or measurement of the lenses I cannot be
sure; the rest go off above & below:- indeed less than this must be
intercepted by the lenses, because much that would proceed to the lower
part of the lenses, is intercepted by the burner. About the same proportion
of light is also received by the reflectors. The quantity of light extinguished
respectively by the lenses and the reflectors, I do not know: it was in
reference to that point that I wished to know the experimental results as to
the power of the beams, but judging (from the comparison at Purfleet of a
good reflector & a first order lens) that the loss was about equal: then it
would seem probable that eight lamps and their reflectors, would give
beams of equal power to a 2nd class light with eight lenses; or might
probably surpass it. I have no doubt they would much surpass the same
2nd class light with twelve lenses. It is needless for me to say that sixteen
lamps & reflectors would (in my opinion) far surpass any arrangement of
the 2nd class lights4.

I am My dear Sir I Most truly Yours
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c
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1. This unsigned copy is not in Faraday's hand.
2. See letters 2561, 2565 and 2570.
3. Augustin-Michel Henry Lepaute (b.1800, Glaeser (1878), 446-7). Clockmaker and manu-
facturer of lighthouse equipment in Paris.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 2 November 1852, GL MS 30004/25, p.155. It
was referred to the Deputy Master (John Shepherd), Wardens and Light Committee. It was read
to the Trinity House Wardens Committee, 8 November 1852, GL MS 30021/21, pp.275-6. It was
agreed that the Caskets light would be of twelve argand lamps and reflectors.

Letter 2581
Faraday to Anne Brodie1

28 October 1852
From the original in the possession of K.W. Vincentz
Dear Lady Brodie

My wife called in Savile Row to day, but she has not courage to write
to you; I therefore do so knowing that you will excuse me for the objects
sake. A case has come before us much recommended by circumstances;
which is entirely fit for the Widows relief Society2; and believing that you
belong to it, and if you have no other claim before you, would be glad to
help it, I take the liberty of enclosing a note of the circumstances. Knowing
your kindness I will waste no words in apologies but use them rather in
thanks. My wife joins me in kindest remembrances to you in many
acknowlegeds [sic] to Sir Benjamin for his consistent endeavours to do us
both goodu

Ever Dear Lady Brodie I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
28 Octr. 1852

Endorsement: To be kept as an autograph of Faraday

1. Anne Brodie, nee Sellon (d.1861, age 64, Gent.Mag., 1861,11: 218). Philanthropist and wife
of Benjamin Collins Brodie whom she married in 1816 (see under his DNB entry).
2. That is the Society for the Relief of Widows and Orphans of Medical Men. Benjamin Collins
Brodie was a Vice-President. See Taylor, J.L. (1988), 21.

Letter 2582
Faraday to Cecilia Anne Barlow
3 November 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl D15

R Institution I 3 Novr. 1852
My dear Mrs. Barlow
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A Proxy which I had mentally assigned to you & Lady Shelley1 (you
are both I think in the same case) has been lost but the enclosed paper has
been sent to me as a substitute and will serve instead2!.}

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Jane Shelley, olim St John, nee Gibson (d.1899, age 79, GRO, B6 under Percy Florence
Shelley). Writer and editor of the works of Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822, DNB), poet.
2. Neither Barlow nor Shelley are listed as subscribers to the London Orphan Asylum on
which see note 1, letter 2173.

Letter 2583
Henry Hart Milman1 to Faraday
3 November 1852
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .26

Deanery, St Pauls, Nov 3.
My dear Professor Faraday,

The Dean and Chapter of St Pauls propose to offer a few seats at the
Funeral of the Duke of Wellington2 to gentlemen most eminent in letters
and science. Your name of course, occurs among the very first. As these are
personal tickets, you will oblige me by informing me whether you wish to
be present.

Ever with great respect I faithfully &c I H.H. Milman
Professor Faraday

1. Henry Hart Milman (1791-1868, DNB). Dean of St Paul's, 1849-1868.
2. Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of Wellington (1769-1852, DNB). Field Marshal and politician.
Prime Minister, 1828-1830. Master of Trinity House, 1837-1852, Chaplin [18501, 30. He died on
14 September 1852 and his funeral took place in St Paul's Cathedral on 18 November 1852.

Letter 2584
Faraday to Henry Hart Milman1

3 November 1852
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution i 3 Novr. 1852
My dear Dr Milman

I am surprized by and very grateful for your kindness most
unexpected on my part but most acceptable as a mark of the good will of
one whom I so highly respect. I shall be unable to avail myself of it and
think it a duty to give you the earliest intimation that I can that I may
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restore into your hands a prize of such value which you were willing to
bestow on me2.

Ever Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
The I Revd. Dr. Milman I &c &c &c

1. Henry Hart Milman (1791-1868, DNB). Dean of St Paul's, 1849-1868.
2. See letter 2583.

Letter 2585
William Crane Wilkins to Faraday
3 November 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/54

[Wilkins's letterhead] 24 Long Acre I 3rd Novr 1852
Sir

Pray pardon my not having sent you the undermentioned particulars
befom.]

I am I Sir respectfully I Your Obedient Servant I W.C. Wilkins
Consumption of Lamps1

[7.625 pints] Lamps with 4 Wicks 3qts 1 \ Pint & \ Gill
[7.875] ditto with breaker without a centre wick - 3qts 1 \ Pint & 11 Gill
[4.0] Lamps with 3 Wicks [2 quarts]
[0.4375] Argand Lamps -11 Gills
The above consumption is for 8 hours -
M Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Text in square brackets is in Faraday's hand.

Letter 2586
Johann Rudolf Wolf to Faraday
4 November 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur.

Je ne saurais Vous remercier d'une maniere plus convenable de Votre
lettre bienveillante du 27 Aout passe1, qu'en Vous indiquant les progres
que je viens de faire dans l'etude des relations entre les taches solaires et
la terre. Je terminerai sous peu un memoire2, qui les developpera en detail,
et je prendrai la liberte de Vous en presenter un exemplaire; mais en
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attendant je Vous en done le resume suivant. Mon memoire se divisera en
six parties:
Dans le premier chapitre je demontrerai, appuye sur 16 epoques differentes,
^tablies pour le Minimum et le Maximum des taches solaires, que la duree
moyenne d'une periode des taches solaires doit etre fixee a

11,111 ± 0,038 annees
de sorte que 9 periodes equivalent justement a un siecle.
Dans le second chapitre j'etablirai que dans chaque siecle les anees

0,00 11,11 22,22 33,33 44,44 55,56 66,67 77,78 88,89
correspondent a des Minimums des taches solaires. L'intervalle entre le
Minimum et le Maximum suivant est variable; la moyenne en est de 5
annees.
Le troisieme chapitre contiendra 1'enumeration de toutes les observations
des taches solaires depuis Fabricius3 et Scheiner4 jusqu'a Schwabe,
continuellement mise en parallele avec ma periode. L'accord est surpre-
nant.
Le quatrieme chapitre etablira des analogies remarquables entre les taches
solaires et les etoiles variables, par les quelles on peut presumer une
liaison intime entre ces phenomenes singuliers.
Dans le cinquieme chapitre je demontrerai que ma periode de 11,111 anees
coincide encore plus exactement avec les variations en declinaison
magnetique que la periode de 10 \ anees etablie par Mr Lamont5. Les
variations magnetiques suivent meme les taches solaires non seulement
dans leurs changemens reguliers, mais aussi dans toutes les petites
irregularites,- et je pense que cette derniere remarque suffira pour avoir
prouve definitivement cette relation importante.
Le sixieme chapitre traitera d'une comparaison entre la periode solaire et les
indications meteorologiques contenues dans une chronique Zuricoise sur
les anees 1000-1800. II en resulte (conformement aux idees de William
Herschel6) que les annees oil les taches sont plus nombreuses sont aussi en
general plus seches et plus fertiles que les autres7,- ces dernieres au
contraire plus humides et plus orageuses. Les aurores boreales et les
tremblements de terre indiques dans cette chronique, s'accumulent d'une
maniere frappante sur les annees de taches.

Si ces petites decouvertes Vous semblent avoir assez d'importance
pour en faire le sujet d'une communication a la Societe royale ou a la
Societe astronomique et surtout a Mr Herschel, je Vous prie d'en disposer,
Vous m'obligeriez infiniment par une telle comunication.

Agreez, Monsieur, l'assurance de la plus haute consideration de
Votre tres devoue serviteur I Rodolphe Wolf I Directeur de TObservatoire
de Berne
Berne 4/111852.
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Endorsement: 812 reed Nov 25,1852 TB8. Letter from Mr Wolf Director of
the Berne Observatory to Mr Faraday Dated 4th Novr 1852.
Address: Monsieur le Professeur Faraday I Institution royale I Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir.

I would not know how to thank you in a more fitting way for your
kind letter of 27 August last1, than to share with you the progress that I
have just made in the study of the relationship between sunspots and the
earth. I shall shortly finish a paper2 which will develop this in detail and
I shall take the liberty of presenting you with a copy; but in the meantime,
I give you the following summary. My paper will be divided into six
parts:
In the first section I shall show, based on sixteen different periods
established for the Minimums and Maximums of sun spots that the
average duration of a period of sun spots must be fixed at

11.111 ± 0:038 years
so that 9 periods are exactly equal to a century.
In the second section I shall establish that in each century the years

0.00 11.11 22.22 33.33 44.44 55.56 66.67 77.78 88.89
correspond to the Minimums of sun spots. The interval between the
Minimum and Maximum that follows is variable; the average is 5 years.
The third section will contain the enumeration of all the observations of sun
spots from Fabricius3 and Scheiner4 to Schwabe, continually placed in
parallel with my period. There is surprising agreement.
The fourth section will establish remarkable analogies between sun spots
and variable stars, by which one can assume there is an intimate link
between these singular phenomena.
In the fifth section I shall show that my period of 11.111 years coincides even
more exactly with the variations in magnetic declination than the period of
101 years established by Mr Lamont5. The magnetic variations even follow
the sun spots not only in their regular changes, but also in all their small
irregularities, - and I think that this last remark will have been enough to
prove for definite this important relationship.
The sixth section will consider a comparison between the solar period and
the meteorological indications contained in a Zurich chronicle of the years
1000-1800. It transpires (in accordance with the ideas of William
Herschel6) that the years when the spots are more numerous are also, in
general, drier and more fertile than others7,- the latter being wetter and
more stormy. The aurora borealis and earthquakes indicated in this
chronicle, occur in a striking way in the years of the spots.

If these little discoveries seem to you to have enough importance to
make them the subject of a communication to the Royal Society or to the
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Astronomical Society and above all to Mr Herschel, I beg you to do so,-
You would oblige me infinitely by such a communication.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of the most high consideration of
your very devoted servant I RodolpheWolf I Director of the Observatoire
de Berne.
Berne 4/11 1852.

1. Letter 2560.
2. Wolf (1852c).
3. Johannes Fabricius (1587-1615, NDB). German astronomer.
4. Christoph Scheiner (1573-1650, DSB). Jesuit astronomer.
5. Lamont (1852).
6. Frederick William Herschel (1738-1822, DSB). Astronomer and natural philosopher.
7. Herschel F.W. (1801), 316-7.
8. Thomas Bell. This endorsement implies that this letter was sent to the Royal Society (and
somehow found its way back to Faraday). No firm evidence has been found that it was ever
read to the Royal Society. See, however, letter 2592.

Letter 2587
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
8 November 1852
From the original in RS MS HS 7.197

Royal Institution I 8 Novr. 1852
My dear Herschell

I send you a letter I have received from M. Wolf1 as he especially
desires. After you have seen it I will send it if you approve according to his
wish to the Royal Society or to the Astronomical2 if you think it betteru

Ever faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

Endorsed by Herschel: Period of solar spots 9 Periods in 100 y or 11 y 11
Min to Min
The commencement 1800, &c. of each century is a minimum

1. Letter 2586.
2. See note 8, letter 2586 for evidence that letter 2586 was sent to the Royal Society. There is
no indication one way or the other that it was sent to the Royal Astronomical Society. The topic
was raised there but based on Wolf (1852d).
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Letter 2588
Frederick Madan to Faraday
8 November 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/54

Trinity House I Novr: 8th:/52
My dear Sir

We have a considerable difference of opinion here relative to the
expressions in your letter of the 26th: ulto:1 stating the conclusion you
come to as to the power of a second order annular Lense. You say "it
would seem probable that 8 lamps & their reflectors would give beams of
equal power to a second class light with 8 lenses": or might probably
surpass it. Now the Deputy Master2 & some others understand you to
mean from this, that one lamp & its reflector would be equal to one 2d
order annular Lense, but this is so contrary to all I have hitherto heard,
that I think they must misunderstand you. I have always heard that even
Cookson's3 1st order Annular Lenses with the 4 wick lamps were about
equal to ten lamps & Reflectors, & that the improved French Lense, which
is 8 or 10 inches deeper, would be fully 10, or even 20 more; & from that
I had concluded that a 2d order Lense would be equal to 6 or 8 Lamps &
Reflectors. Pray let me know how this is. The area or measurement of the
2d order annular Lense will probably be 20 inches wide by 2F 61 deep, that
is, of 8 to the circle, the same as the fixed Refractors. Those of 12 to the
circle will of course be less wide.

Your's sincerely I Fredk Madan
The Light Apparatus at the Caskets at present consists of 8 Reflectors in 8
faces, that is, only one Reflector on a face.
M Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. Letter 2580.
2. John Shepherd.
3. William Isaac Cookson (1812-1888, Morris et al. (1988), 11). Newcastle glass manufacturer.

Letter 2589
Faraday to Frank Barnard
9 November 1852
From Gladstone (1874), 51-2

Royal Institution, 9th Nov., 1852.
My dear Nephew,

Though I am not a letter-writer and shall not profess to send you any
news, yet I intend to waste your time with one sheet of paper: first to
thank you for your letter to me, and then to thank you for what I hear of
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your letters to others. You were very kind to take the trouble of executing
my commissions, when I know your heart was bent upon the entrance to
your studies. Your account of M. Arago was most interesting to me1,
though I should have been glad if in the matter of health you could have
made it better. He has a wonderful mind and spirit. And so you are hard
at work, and somewhat embarrassed by your position: but no man can do
just as he likes, and in many things he has to give way, and may do so
honourably, provided he preserve his self-respect. Never, my dear Frank,
lose that, whatever may be the alternative. Let no one tempt you to it; for
nothing can be expedient that is not right; and though some of your
companions may tease you at first, they will respect you for your
consistency in the end; and if they pretend not to do so, it is of no
consequence. However, I trust the hardest part of your probation is over,
for the earliest is usually the hardest; and that you know how to take all
things quietly. Happily for you, there is nothing in your pursuit which
need embarrass you in Paris. I think you never cared for home politics, so
that those of another country are not likely to occupy your attention, and
a stranger can be but a very poor judge of a new people and their
requisites2.

I think all your family are pretty well, but I know you will hear all the
news from your appointed correspondent Jane, and, as I said, I am unable
to chronicle anything. Still, I am always very glad to hear how you are
going on, and have a sight of all that I may see of the correspondence.

Ever, my dear Frank, I Your affectionate Uncle, I M. Faraday

1. See letter 2577.
2. A reference to the events leading to the establishment of the Second Empire on 1 December
1852. See Ann.Reg., 1852, 94: 261-6.

Letter 2590
Faraday to Frederick Madan
9 November 1852
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/54

R Institution I 9 Novr. 1852
My dear Sir

My letter1 with its reservations does mean what the Deputy Master2

understands "- that one lamp & its reflector would probably be equal to
one Second Order lens." Your note3 seems to me to imply that you think
one first order lens sends forwards as much light as ten lamps & reflectors.
In reference to this point you no doubt remember the experiments made at
Purfleet and Blackwall I think in September 18404, when both the French
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& English first class refractors were compared with a single lamp in its
reflector, and the latter was found to surpass both. Now the refractors
though they had concentrated the rays from above & below had not done
so for the horizontal line and therefore to get an idea of what might be the
increase of effect in that respect we may assume that as each of the eight
refractors receives 45° horizontally of the light issuing from the lamp; &
that as this light in the lens form is reduced from a divergence of 45° to that
of 15°, so such a lens would be equal to three such lamps & reflectors. But
the lamp then used and was one of four wicks burning above 7\ pints of oil
(7.625) in 8 hoursi.j Whereas the 2nd order or three wicked lamp as Mr.
Wilkins now tells me burns only 4 pints per 8 hours5. Therefore one of the
eight lenses of the 2nd order might be expected to equal about l\ such
lamps & reflectors - and one of twelve lenses only 1 such lamp i.e a lamp
& reflector not so good as compared with the refractors at Purfleeti.i

I think the lenses generally, especially the excellent ones of France,
compress the chief part of the beam into a less divergence than 15° at
certain distance: & then of course the effect on the axis of the beam is
brighter but that means the edge of the 15° dimmer than the mean: But I
have not seen a second class lens and therefore my reply6 to Mr Herberts
letter7 is worded with much diffidence & reservation. Still you will
perceive that the above mode of viewing the question founded on
experiment & observation does not lead to a result much different from the
former, and in the absence of a more direct comparison, I dare not venture
to go farther^]

Yours Very Truly I M Faraday
Captn Madan I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2580.
2. John Shepherd.
3. Letter 2588.
4. See Faraday to Trinity House, 28 August 1840, 16 September 1840, 16 October 1840, 30
October 1840, GL MS 30108A/1, pp.109-29, 130-43, 144-56, 162-5. (These letters will be
published in the addenda to the final volume).
5. See letter 2585.
6. Letter 2580.
7. Letter 2561.

Letter 2591
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
10 November 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Harley Street I Nov. 10 1852
My dear Faraday
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Wolf's letter1 excites great expectations2. A law of perioding in the
recurrence of the Solar Spots seems to be established by Schwabe's3 (?)
observations referred to by Sabine in his recent paper on Magnetic
disturbances4, and the period (of somewhere about 10 or 11 years if I
remember right) agrees with Wolff.- Sabine has in that paper (whether
originally or not I know not) distinctly connected the two Phaenomena -
extraordinary Magnetic disturbances and great Solar Spots. - their identity
of period.- If all this be not premature we stand on the verge of a vast
cosmical discovery such as nothing hitherto imagined can compare with.
Confer what I have said about the exciting cause of the Solar light -
referring it to Cosmical electric currents traversing space and finding in
the upper regions of the Suns atmosphere matter in a fit state of tenuity to
be auroralized by them (Astron. Note on Aur. 400)5i.]

(Query the red Clouds seen in Solar Eclipses - are they not reposing
auroral masses)u

As Sabines paper was read to the R.S. and the subject is one of quite
as much physical as purely astronomical Interest I should think the RS
would be the fit point of delivery of Mr Wolfe's ideas - only in what form
I know not - perhaps in some conversational form - or in that of a
statement from the chair (but ? as this would be a precedent6).

However I would not preclude the Astronomical Society from
learning and discussing it and I don't see why it might not pass on from
one to the other in the way of Scientific News or Gossipi.j

Yours very sincerely I J.F.W. Herschel
Dr Faraday
PS. What treatise on Chemistry (not organic) should I put into my Son's7

library as a text book in furnishing him with matter for meditation in
India?

1. Letter 2586.
2. See letter 2587.
3. Schwabe (1844).
4. Sabine (1852), 121.
5. Herschel J.F.W. (1849), paragraph 400 (p.238).
6. See note 2, letter 2587.
7. William James Herschel (1833-1917, WWW2). Civil servant in India, 1853-1878.
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Letter 2592
Edward Sabine to Faraday
11 November 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Woolwich, Nov. 11, '52
Dear Faraday

I return Mr Wolf's german letter1 with thanks. The french letter2 shall
be given to Mr Christie for communication3. Humboldt wrote me some
time since an account of Mr. Wolfe's discovery of the connexion between
the Magnetic variations & the solar spots, & remarked that I had preceded
him in publication by between 4 & 5 months4: and I have reason to believe
that he will notice my priority in his forthcoming vol. of Cosmos5, which
I am glad of, as the thing itself has excited but little interest in this country,
& foreign countries are not always ready to do justice to a man of a
country which is comparatively regardless, of a matter in which they take
a far greater interest. I believe that I have a claim to be considered as the
first announcer of the probable existence of a secular magnetic period in the
Sun.

Mr. Wolf has been forestalled by Lamont in the period of the
variations of the magnetic declination6. By myself in the period of the
variations of the magnetic dip & total force, & in the period of the
supposed irregular disturbances or storms - and in the coincidence of
these periods with that of the solar spots. There remains to him of original
suggestion therefore the examination of the earlier solar spot observations
from the time of Fabricius7, & their connection with the recent far more
ample research of Schwabe a supposed correction of the period from 10.33
to 11.11 years - the suggestion of a connexion between the solar spots &
variable stars, which would be indeed surprising, as one cannot well see
how the solar spots are to affect beyond the solar system, & it would seem
to make the solar magnetic period only one phenomenon of a general
cosmical magnetic period. The proof of the years of maximum solar spots
being years of dryness & fertility would seem to be very difficult to
establish if the proof is to extend, as it ought to do, over the surface of the
Globe generally. I should doubt greatly whether this will prove more than
a mere speculation.

The connexion between the appearance of Aurora & the magnetic
storms has long since been established - the greater frequency of the
storms carries with it therefore the greater frequency of Aurora.

Robinson8 at Belfast9 suggested that the variable light of the stars
might be analogous to the solar spots, as indicative of a magnetic period,
but not the same period for sun & starsi.]

Sincerely yours I Edward Sabine
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1. Letter 2554.
2. Letter 2586.
3. That is to the Royal Society. See note 8, letter 2586.
4. See Sabine (1852).
5. Which he did in Humboldt (1846-58), 4: 81. The reason why Sabine was aware of this was
because Elizabeth Juliana Sabine, nee Leeves (1807-1879, see DNB under Edward Sabine) was
the translator.
6. Lamont (1852).
7. Johannes Fabricius (1587-1615, NDB). German astronomer.
8. Thomas Romney Robinson (1792-1882, DNB). Director of the Armagh Observatory,
1823-1882.
9. That is at the Belfast meeting of the British Association.

Letter 2593
Frederick Madan to Faraday
11 November 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/54

Trinity House i Novr: 11th: /52
My dear Sir

I am much obliged to you for your explanation1.
I was absent in the yacht during nearly the whole of the month of

Septr 1840, & was not present at the trials you mention2, neither do I
remember hearing the result of them. I had always understood, I think it
must have been from my late Friend Drew3, that our Dioptric apparatus at
the Start Point was considered equal to those at Beachy Head & St Agnes,
the one being 1st order revolving, with Cookson's4 Lenses & Mirrors, &
the other having ten Reflectors on a face. This must be my excuse for the
mistake I have made, but still I am inclined to think that my impression is
more in accordance with Alan Stevenson's5 experiments, & as it is an
important question which are most eligible for a revolving Light,
Reflectors or Lenses6,1 shall observe to the Deputy Master7, when I show
him your letter, that it would be very desirable for you to be furnished
with a 2d order Lense, & whatever you may require to come to a correct
conclusion.

In your letter you estimate the divergence of the Lense to be 15°, the
same as the Reflector;-1 thought it had been 5° or 6° degrees.

I think also that Wilkin's information as to the consumption of oil of
the 3 & 4 wick lamps is not correct, & that our Mean here would make the
one about Ids of the other.

I should like to have the whole subject thoroughly investigated.
Your's very sincerely I Fredk Madan

M Faraday Esq: I &c &c
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1. Letter 2590.
2. See note 4, letter 2590.
3. Richard Drew (1787-1843, Gent Mag., 1843, 20: 329). An Elder Brother of Trinity House,
1826-1843, Chaplin [1950], 84.
4. William Isaac Cookson (1812-1888, Morris et al. (1988), 11). Newcastle glass manufacturer.
5. Alan Stevenson (1807-1865, DNB). Scottish lighthouse engineer.
6. Stevenson (1850), 2: 1-148 described work which demonstrated the superiority of lenses
over refractors.
7. John Shepherd.

Letter 2594
Faraday to Frederick Madan
12 November 1852
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/54

R Inst I 12 Novr. 1852
My dear Sir

You know far more about lenses practically than I do & I do not know
that you are under any mistake1. Practically I know nothing of them and
cannot have the opportunity, and it strikes me as very serious that there
have not been practical comparisons of the lenses (as well as of the
refractors) with an Argand & reflector at Purfleet & Blackwalli.j It would
be very easy so to shade the parts of a lens as to make a comparison with
a reflector that should be very useful. The axial part of the beams could be
compared and the divergence might be laid hold of by some contrivance
so as to make the comparison more completes

I referred to a divergence of 15° because I understand it is essential
that the character of the Caskets lights should not be alteredu If you were
to contract a divergence of 15° into one of 5° or 6° and so make the
duration of the light only about one third what it was before I concluded
that could not be allowed^

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Captn Madan i &c &c

1. Letter 2593.

Letter 2595
Faraday to John Frederick William Herschel
12 November 18521

From the original copy in RS MS HS 7.196
Royal Institution I 12 Mar. [sic] 1852

My dear Herschel
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I have not read up the different elementary Treatises on Chemistry
and should rather ask advice than give it but I will mention three,
Fowne[s]'s2, Graham's3, and Brande's4. The first is the smallest but
excellent. The third is the largest.

Ever truly yours I M. Faraday
I have sent Wolf's letter5 to Sabine for I thought he was far the best judge
as to fitness6. I MF

Endorsement in Herschel's hand: The original given by J.F.W.H. to Is. H7.

1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 2591.
2. George Fownes (1815-1849, DSB). Professor of Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society,
1842-1846. The text was Fownes (1850).
3. Graham (1842).
4. Brande (1848).
5. Letter 2586.
6. See letter 2592.
7. Isabella Herschel (1831-1893, Buttmann (1970), 72, Evans et al. (1969), 6). Second daughter
of John Herschel.

Letter 2596
Faraday to Edward Sabine
13 November 1852
From the original in BeRO MS D/EBy F48 108/1

R Institution I 13 Novr. 1852
My dear Sabine

You say there is not so much interest felt here as there ought to be in
the probable joint magnetic relations of the Sun & the Earth1. I think that
ought not to be so and you know how much I have striven & Barlow also
to make our Friday Evenings useful in that respect as concerns a highly
intelligent & somewhat influential audience. The subject is a fit one for
such an audience if treated in the manner which would make the ideas
comprehensible to those who being intelligent still are hearing for the first
time. What do you say? Would you like them i.e. the ideas put forth here
on such an occasion & will you give us an account of them some Friday
Evening?2

Or if you would rather not give an evening & still would like them
noticed it seems to me that I shall be giving an evening on some points
relating to the magnetic force as the amount of action at different distances
and it is very probable I could devote a quarter of an hour or 20 minutes
to your subject and should wish to do so if you wished it and would
undertake to instruct me a little in the general vein of the matter3.
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However I speak very much at random until I know your
inclinations. The thing I should like most would be to hear you hereu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2592.
2. Sabine never delivered a Friday Evening Discourse.
3. Faraday (1853a), Friday Evening Discourse of 21 January 1853, pp.237-8 is devoted to this
topic.

Letter 2597
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
13 November 1852
From the original in BrUL MS

Royal Institution I 13 Novr. 1852
My dear Brunei

Dampness is probably as bad for you as oxygen so that I suppose
moist matters are to be avoidedu But as against both dampness and
oxygen why not use Potassium or Sodium. Select either, and then just
before you change the cup, remove the napth[a]line from the metal by dry
blotting paper or a piece of linen, cut the metal into three or four pieces by
a sharp clean knife put them instantly into the cup and the cup into the
cavity & close all int.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 2597
George Herbert to Faraday
22 November 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/54
My dear Mr. Faraday

I can hardly summon up sufficient courage to intrude upon your
already overoccupied time but your great kindness upon all occasions to
me makes me hope you will look leniently upon the Intruder. I have made
the enclosed estimate (based as you will see upon your observations) of
the comparative amount of light thrown upon the horizon from the
different apparatus in use by this Board1!.] The conclusion arrived at in
regard to the 1st order revolving (French) light being so nearly that arrived
at by Mr. Drummond2 leads me [to] think that the estimate may not be
altogether incorrect, and if you will do me the favor of returning me the
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enclosed with just a word to say whether I have understood the matter
aright or not, you will greatly oblige my dear Mr. Faraday

Your very faithful I George Herbert
Trinity House I 22d Nov 1852

1. This is in GL MS 30108/1/54.
2. Thomas Drummond (1797-1840, DNB). Officer in Royal Engineers. Worked on Ordnance
Survey of Ireland. This work is in Drummond (1830), 390.

Letter 2599
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
24 November 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.2

Trinity House London I 24 Novr. 1852.
My dear Sir,

Enclosed I forward to you Copy of a Letter from Dr. Joseph J. W.
Watson, dated 20th Instant:- relative to Electricity as a source of
Illumination1.

The Board have no hesitation in complying with Dr. Watson's
request, and are solicitous that you should be present whenever the Light
and it's Apparatus are exhibited at this House,-1 am directed therefore to
enquire what days and hours will best suit your convenience to attend,
either in the next or following weeks;- I am also to suggest, that should
you not already have some acquaintance with Dr. W/s invention, - you
might probably have an opportunity of learning something on the subject
prior to such exhibition.

I understand that the Light will be shewn from the top of a House at
Charing Cross on Thursday (tomorrow) from 8 to 11 P.M.

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
Mr. Faraday Esq

1. Watson to Herbert, 20 November 1852, GL MS 30108/2/64.1. This was read to Trinity
House By Board, 23 November 1852, GL MS 30010/37, p.571 who ordered that Watson's light
be tested.
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Letter 2600
Faraday to George Herbert
25 November 1852
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/54

Brighton 25, Novr. 1852
My dear Sir

Your figures1 are I think all right but as they are founded on my own,
which as I have said in the letter containing them2 are quite insufficient for
any serious conclusions, so of course they must partake of their
imperfection; and I have no confidence in the results wherever they may
be opposed to or want the confirmation of observation. There are too
many data necessarily left out. For instance we do not know correctly the
comparative loss of light by reflection from the silver and transmission &
reflexion by the glass. The loss by silver has been thought to be the greatest
but recently it has been found to be only one tenth of the whole quantity3

a result which Lord Rosse appears to have confirmed4:- Another point is
that the oil that is burnt must be burnt in or near the focus to be useful; if
burnt out of it it only gives as the result a larger divergence but not a
brighter ray:- The divergence in any arrangement is chiefly dependant on
the extent of the place of combustions Another point is that the burner
obstructs the progress of a very large portion of the light that is produced
in or near the focus. In the four wicked lamp probably one half of the
flame is hidden from the bottom of the refractor or the lens by the great
breadth of the burner. It was this circumstance which to a large extent
rendered the Gurney oxy lamp so deficient in effect: the light was intense
but it was set down low upon the burner & much of it thus stopped in its
course. Again in assuring a divergence of 6° or 15° the area cannot for a
moment be supposed to be uniformly illuminated & the light in the axis of
the beam does not represent the intensity of the light generally. Neither
does it represent a given ratio to the area. I expect that the light in the axis
of a good French lens is far more intense in relation to the light generally
over the 6° of divergence than the light in the axis of a reflector is to the
general light over its 15° of divergences The extent of the divergence of 6°
& 15° is only a general assumption approaching to the truth; and the
progressive disposition or distribution of the light over the areas so
represented is I believe even less clearly known to us than the extent of
divergence. The brightness of the revolving lens light coexists with
briefness the dullness of a single reflector with comparative duration and
I suppose that this difference of duration which may be said to be as 6 to
15 must be of much importance in the character of a given lights

So after all, & as always, I think that observation is the only useful way
of arriving at a good practical conclusions It was in 1842 [sic] I believe that
the experiments at Purfleet & Blackwall were made5. A first order French
refractor - a first order English refractor and a reflector were compared and
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the results were such as to make me very cautious in drawing conclusions
except from practice: for the English refractor, though not at all
comparable to the French refractor in workmanship & the form of the ribs,
was but little inferior to it in power & that chiefly because of the colour of
the glass. Further the Parabolic reflector clearly surpassed both. I think
your father6 was there with the Deputy Master7 & the Elder Brethren but
at all events he has some account of the results.

I am away from home and my bad memory causes that I cannot give
Wilkins results as to oil burnt8. That same bad memory makes me desire
to preserve papers on which I have ventured an opinion even though the
opinion be private. So though I send you your paper9 with my marginal
notes, yet I will thank you to let me have both back again (you can copy
my notes if you like) that I may store them away in their place.

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Geo Herbert Esq I &c &c

1. Sent with letter 2598 and which are in GL MS 30108/1/54.
2. A copy of these figures, in Faraday's hand, is in GL MS 30108/1/54 and give the
consumption of oil at the Start Point, St Catherine's and South Foreland lighthouses. They seem
to have been sent with a letter that has not been found.
3. Jamin(1848).
4. See Rep.Brit.Ass., 1851, pp.12-14.
5. See note 4, letter 2590.
6. Jacob Herbert.
7. John Henry Pelly.
8. Letter 2585.
9. This is in GL MS 30108/1/54.

Letter 2601
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
26 November 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Pembroke College Cambridge I Nov 26th 1852
My dear Sir,

I received your letter yesterday, and am much obliged to you for
having given directions to your assistant to have both the voltaic and the
electric apparatus ready, as I should like to try both, though I am not very
sanguine as to the possibility of making the fundamental experiment
visible to so large an audience1.

As regards my lecture, it would be decidedly an advantage if the
audience were previously acquainted with the singular phenomenon
which Sir John Herschel described in a dilute solution of sulphate of
quinine2; and if there should be time, without interfering with more
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important matters, to mention it, at the previous meeting, I should be
much obliged by your doing so.

The nature of the phenomenon is a follows. If a dilute solution of
sulphate of quinine be poured into a tumbler and placed in a window (it
is well to place it on a blank cloth or velvet) a blue gleam of light is seen
near the surface of the glass (the common surface of the glass & fluid) on
the side next the incident light and on that side only. If the eye be placed so as
to look down in a direction parallel to the surface of the glass, i.e. to the sill
of the vessel, the blue gleam is foreshortened into a very narrow blue arc.
A test tube containing a portion of the same solution exhibits the same
phenomenon; but if the test tube be placed in the vessel with the solution
of quinine the blue colour seen in test tube disappears.

If the fluid in the tumbler be water instead of a solution of quinine, the
fluid in the test-tube exhibits the blue light in perfection3.

It appears then that the light which has once passed through a thin
stratum of a solution of sulphate of quinine, although to all appearance
unaltered, has yet undergone some mysterious analysis whereby it has
been deprived of those portions, whatever they be, which produce the
blue light in a solution of quinine.

A solution of 1 part of the common disulphate of quinine in 200 parts
of water acidulated with sulphuric (or citric, tartaric, phosphoric, nitric,
acetic) acid gives a medium very well suited to the experiment. However
it will succeed within wide limits as to the strength of the solution.

I am dear Sir I Yours very truly I G.G. Stokes
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Stokes (1853), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 February 1853. See James (1985), 151-2 for a
discussion of this lecture.
2. Herschel (1845a, b).
3. This was Stokes's discovery of fluorescence. See Stokes (1852). For a discussion of this work
see James (1983a).
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Letter 2602
Faraday to John Barlow
1 December 18521

From the original in RI MS Fl Gil
Brighton I Wednesday, 1 Deer

Many thanks My dear Barlow for your letter. I am encouraged by it
to think of returning here until tomorrow week2. But I shall be up on
Saturday3. I am very lazy or inert & have not been able yet to write my
lecture notes4

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday was in Brighton at this time. See letters 2600 and 2607.
2. That is 9 December 1852.
3. That is 4 December 1852.
4. These were Faraday's Christmas lectures on Chemistry. His notes are in RI MS F4 J14.

Letter 2603
Faraday to Jabez Hogg1

5 December 1852
From the original in HLHU b MS Eng 1009 (82)

Royal Institution I 5 Deer. 1852
Sir

I beg to return you my sincere thanks for your kindness in sending
me Part LVI of the Instructor2!.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Ja Hogg Esq I &c &c &c

1. Jabez Hogg (1817-1899, DNB1). Journalist and ophthalmologist.
2. That is Hogg's Weekly Instructor, 21 March 1846, 3: 57-8.

Letter 2604
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
9 December 1852
From the original in UB MS NS 404

Brighton I 9 Deer. 1852
My dear friend

If I do not write to you now I do not know when I shall - and if I write
to you now I do not know what I shall say - for I am here sleeping eating
& lying fallow that I may have sufficient energy to give half a dozen
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juvenile Christmas lectures1. The fact is I have been working very hard -
for a long time to no satisfactory end - all the answers I have obtained from
nature have been in the negative and though they shew the truth of nature
as much as affirmative answers yet they are not so encouraging and so for
the present I am quite worn out. I wish I possessed some of your points of
character. I will not say which for I do not know where the list might end
and you might think me simply absurd and besides that ungrateful to
Providenceu

I had your letter2 by Dr. Whewell and I have received also your last
of the 17th October3 and the paper4 and I hope when I return home to get
the latter done into English. It is a very great shame to us that such papers
do not appear at once in English but somehow we cannot manage it.
Taylor appears to be much embarrassed in respect of the Scientific
memoirst.] I hope now that they have changed their shape & are to appear
in two series physical & chemical that they will be more servicable to such
as I ami.]

Your letter quite excites me and I trust you will establish undeniably
your point. It would be a great thing to trace the state of combined oxygen
by the colour of its compound not only because it would shew that the
oxygen had a special state which could in the compound produce a special
result - but also because it would as you say make the optical effect come
within the category of scientific appliances and serve the purpose of a
philosophic induction & means of research whereas it is now simply a
thing to be looked at. Believing that there is nothing superfluous or
deficient or accidental or indifferent in nature I agree with you in believing
that colour is essentially connected with the physical condition and nature
of the body possessing it and you will be doing a very great service to
philosophy if you give us a hint however small it may seem at first in the
development or as I may even say in the perception of this connexion.

As I read your letter I wondered whether there was any connexion
between your phenomena and those recently investigated by Stokes5.1 do
not mean any immediate likeness but distant connexion. He has been
rendering the invisible chemically acting rays visible - that is to say he has
been converting them into visible rays. You by giving a given condition to
a substance make it when in compounds send one ray to the eye - and then
by giving it another condition cause it to send other rays to the eye the
body being chemically the same. Both these are phenomena of radiation &
both are connected with chemical agencies or forces. If they could be
connected what a heap of harvests would spring up between the two. I do
not know enough yet of Stokes phenomena to form any thing but a crude
idea and I know nothing of yours yet so that you will think me very
absurd to write such stuff but then it is only to a friendi.i

You are very amusing with your criticisms on Organic chemistry. I
hope that in due time the chemists will justify their proceedings by some
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large generalisations deduced from the infinity of results which they have
collectedu For me I am left hopelessly behind & I will acknowledge to you
that through my bad memory organic chemistry is to me a sealed book.
Some of those here Hoffman for instance consider all this however as
scaffolding which will disappear when the structure is built. I hope the
structure will be worthy of the labour. I should expect a better & a quicker
result from the study of the powers of matter but then I have a predilection
that way & am probably prejudiced in judgment. My wifes kindest
remembrances to you & yours. My earnest wishes for the happiness of you
allu

Ever I my dear Schoenbein Your Affectionate friend I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I on the Rhine
I Switzerland

1. These were Faraday's Christmas lectures on Chemistry. His notes are in RI MS F4 J14.
2. Letter 2562.
3. Letter 2578.
4. Schoenbein (1852a).
5. That is fluorescence. Stokes (1852).

Letter 2605
Faraday to Edward Solly1

11 December 1852
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 11 Deer. 1852
My dear Solly

I really am not well enough to undertake duty at the Adelphi and
you must excuse me. I have been trying to settle my head at Brighton this
last three weeks that I might be able to get through my small proportion
of work here and yet I am by no means sure that I shall be able to do so.
Whilst I give up all friendly society the bodies must excuse me.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Edward Solly (1819-1886, DNB). Secretary of Society of Arts, June 1852 to May 1853.
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Letter 2606
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
16 December 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.3

Trinity House I 16 Decemr. 52
My dear Sir, -

I learn with regret that your absence from London has not been
attended by all the benefit we might have desired - but I hope you will
Continue to improve in health, and that when I next have the pleasure of
seeing you, it will be with your usual energy & spirits.

I have written this day to Dr. Watson requesting him to put himself
in Communication with you, in order that such arrangements may be
made with the object of testing his Electric Light, as respects it's
application for the Illumination of Light Houses,- as you may deem most
advisable1.

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Very faithfully Yours I J. Herbert
M: Faraday Esq.

1. It was agreed at Trinity House Court, 7 December 1852, GL MS 30004/25, p.174 that
Faraday would be asked to test Watson's light.

Letter 2607
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
18 December 1852
From the original in UB MS NS 405
My dear Faraday

I had already given up the hope of my paper1 having reached you,
when I was most agreeably undeceived by your kind letter from Brighton2.
I am really curious to know what you will think about my notions on the
relations of the different conditions of oxigen to the voltaic, magnetic and
optical properties of that body. The conviction of their being correct has by
no means been shaken by my recent experimental results of which you
shall hear before long. But however they may turn out I trust they will at
any rate draw the attention of philosophers to a most important set of
phenomena.

I am not acquainted with the experiments of Stokes3 but from what
you say about them I am inclined to believe that they are closely connected
with my subject. I am just now working upon the optical action of nitrous
gas (NO2) upon the solutions of the protosalts of iron, which, as you are
well aware, is so very striking. As I entertain the notion that the deep
coloring of those solutions produced by NO2 is due to a change of the
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condition of the oxigen being contained in the base of the ironsalt i.e. to the
transformation of the inactive state of that oxigen into the active one, I
suspect that the paramagnetic force of the black liquid is smaller than the
sum of the paramagnetic forces of its constituent parts. You know that by
uniting two equiv of inactive i.e. paramagnetic oxigen to one equiv of
paramagnetic deutoxide of Nitrogen a diamagnetic compound is pro-
duced and you are likewise aware, that the two eq. of oxigen united to
NO2 exist in hyponitric acid in the ozonic or excited condition. Again by
associating 2 equiv. of the highly paramagnetic protoxide of iron to one
equiv. of paramagnetic oxigen a compound is obtained being, according to
your own experiments, magnetically indifferent. I have shown in my
paper that Fe O3 is = 2FeO + 6 that is to say that the third equiv. of the
peroxide of Iron exists in the exalted condition. From these facts I infer that
in the first case the diamagnetism of 2 equiv. of ozonic Oxigen is stronger
than the paramagnetism of the two equiv. of inactive oxigen contained in
NO2; and that in the latter case the diamagnetism of one equiv. of ozonic
Oxigen neutralizes the paramagnetism of 2 equiv. of protoxide of Iron.
Now I conjecture that by uniting the two paramagnetic compounds: a
proto iron salt to NO2 either a diamagnetic or a less paramagnetic fluid
will be obtained. I should consider it as a great favor, if you would settle
that point by experiment.

I trust the bracing air of Brighton will refresh your body and mind so
much as to enable you not only to resume your Lectures, but what is more
important your scientific labors. We cannot spare you, our present age
being so woefully deficient of original thinkers and experimental
Philosophers. There are indeed but a very few to whom I might say: You
are the salt of the Earth, but if the salt have lost his savour, wherewith shall
it be salted?4 Permit me to tell you that I count you amongst those few.

Mrs. Schoenbein and the Children are well. My eldest daughter is
now rather a big child i.e. a grown up Lady. They charge me with their
best compliments to you and Mrs. Faraday, to whom you will reme<m)ber
me in particular and in the most friendly mann(er.) Excuse my badly
written letter, which I was obliged to scribble down in a great hurry and
believe me, my dear Faraday

Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Dec. 18th 1852.

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution London
Postmark: Melksham5, 27 December 1852

1. Schoenbein (1852a).
2. Letter 2604.
3. On fluorescence. See Stokes (1852).
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4. Matthew 5:13.
5. In Wiltshire.

Letter 2608
Faraday to Joseph John William Watson
20 December 1852
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution i 20 Deer. 1852
Sir

On Saturday1 I was at the Trinity House & consulted with the
Secretary2 who agreed with my general statement3 of what I had said to
you & Mr. Presler4. It will therefore be expedient first to have a day of 8
hours at the Trinity house placing the Electric light in the Dioptric light
room in the corner by the steps so as to have it as far from the French light
as possible but with the sight clear from one to the other between the Iron
pillarsu

If the days trial is encouraging then a daily trial for a fortnight
excepting Sunday of at least 8 hours each day will be required - also at the
Trinity house. Upon the result of these trials further steps can be takenu

Now the single days trial might be this week excepting Saturday5 -
but the successive trials could not well come on until the week beginning
10th January because of the possible absence of some who would have to
regard the light from day to day. I leave it with you therefore to decide
whether the single trial shall take place this week or at that time - & would
be glad if you would let me know at once on what you decide and when
the day is to bet.] Above all I most earnestly beg of you to produce no
imperfectly prepared apparatus or any thing that requires excuse. If the
apparatus is not yet complete keep it back until it is. The Trinity house has
not time to Witness incomplete trials and it would only do harm to call
their attention to any thing avowedly imperfect!.]

I think I have said nothing here to which you did not freely assentu
If you make a trial this week let me know the day as soon as possible6!.]

I am Sir i Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Dr. Watson I &c &c &c

1. That is 18 December 1852.
2. Jacob Herbert.
3. Faraday put this statement into a memorandum on 20 December 1852 which was approved
by Trinity House By Board, 21 December 1852, GL MS 30010/37, p.600.
4. Unidentified.
5. That is 25 December 1852.
6. Watson's agreement to the proposals in this letter were noted in Trinity House Court, 4
January 1853, GL MS 30004/25, p.182.
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Letter 2609
Joseph John William Watson to Faraday
20 December 1852
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.4

11, Adam St I Adelphi I Deer. 20:1852
Sir,

As you have kindly permitted me to select the time for the trials to
be made of my lamp1 if you have no objection I should prefer after the 10th
of January as I fully anticipate the first experiment to be successful and
then the after-trials, for 14 days may succeed as rapidly as you may wish.

I will endeavour to profit by your kind advice and I trust that you
will not have to complain of my having brought before you an imperfect
or impracticable inventiom.]

I am I Sir I Your obliged and obedient Servant I Joseph J.W.
Watson
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L I &c &c &c
Since Writing the above I have received your notes and I shall make it a
special object of care to observe rigidly the directions therein contained I
J.J.W.W.

1. In letter 2608.

Letter 2610
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
24 December 1852
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Geneve I le 24 Xbre 1852
Monsieur & tres cher ami,

Je n'ai pas repondu plus tot a votre bonne & amicale lettre1 parceque
j'aurais voulu avoir quelque chose d'interessant a vous dire. Je suis peine
de ce que votre tete est fatiguee; cela vous est deja arrive quelquefois a la
suite de vos travaux si nombreux & si perseverants; mais vous vous
rappelez qu'il suffit d'un peu de repos pour vous remettre en tres bon etat.
Vous avez ce qui contribue le plus a la serenite de Tame & au calme de
l'esprit, une foi pleine & entiere aux promesses de notre Divin Maitre &
une conscience pure & tranquille qui remplit votre coeur des esperances
magnifiques que nous donne le Evangile. Vous avez en outre l'advantage
d'avoir toujours mene une vie douce & bien reglee exempte d'ambition &
parconsequent de toutes les agitations & de tous les mecomptes qu'elle
entraine apres elle. La gloire est venue vous chercher malgre vous; vous
avez su, sans la mepriser, la reduire a sa juste valeur. Vous avez su vous
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concilier partout a la fois la haute estime & l'affection de ceux qui vous
connaissent. Enfin vous n'avez ete frappe jusqu'ici, grace a la bonte de
Dieu, d'aueun de ces malheurs domestiques qui brisent une vie. C'est
done sans crainte comme sans amertume que vous devez sentir approcher
la vieillesse, en ayant le sentiment bien doux que les merveilles que vous
avez su lire dans de livre de la nature doivent contribuer pour leur bonne
part a en faire encore plus admirer & adorer le Supreme Auteur.

Voila, tres cher ami, 1'impression que votre belle vie m'a toujours fait
eprouver. Et quand je la compare h nos vies agitees & si mal remplies, a
tout cet ensemble de mecomptes & de douleurs dont la mienne en
particulier a ete obscurcie, je vous estime bien heureux surtout parceque
vous etes digne de votre bonheur. Tout cela m'amene a penser au malheur
de ceux qui n'ont pas cette foi religieuse que vous avez a un si haut degre,
& en particulier a la pauvre Lady Lovelace2; avez-vous su quelque chose
sur ses derniers moments & sur ses dispositions morales & religieuses a
cette heure supreme?

Mon fils^qui vous remettra cette lettre est dans ce moment a Londres
avec sa jeune femme4; ils ont ete voir leur excellente grand-mere Madame
Marcet qui semble etre mieux maintenant qu'elle ne Fa ete depuis long-
temps.

Mon premier volume sur l'Electricite doit avoir para dans ce
moment5; le second avance & ne tardera pas a suivre son aine6. Si vous le
lisez (je vous en enverrai un exemplaire aussitot qu'il aura para), faites
moi la grande amitie de me presenter toutes vos observations, afin que j'en
fasse encore profit pour Fedition frangaise7.- Je suis bien sur que malgr^ ce
que vous me dites, vous saurez encore trouver quelque belle mine a
exploiter dans ce riche domaine que vous cultivez avec tant d'ardeur & de
succes. N'oubliez pas de m'en faire part, car vous savez tout l'interet que
je mets h ce qui vient de vous parceque c'est de vous avant tout & ensuite
parceque e'est toujours original & remarquable.

Merci de toutes vos precedentes communications. Votre affectionne
& bien devoue I A. De la Rive

TRANSLATION
Geneva I 24 December 1852

Sir and very dear friend,
I did not reply earlier to your kind and friendly letter1 because I

should have preferred to have something interesting to tell you. I am
saddened that your head is tired; it has troubled you before, as a result of
your numerous and persevering works; but you have that which most
contributes to the serenity of the soul and peace of mind, a full and
complete faith in the promises of our Divine Master and a pure and
tranquil conscience which fills your heart with the magnificent hopes that
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the Gospel gives us. You have moreover the advantage of having always
led a gentle and well ordered life, free from ambition and consequently of
all the restlessness and all the disappointments that it brings in its train.
Glory has come to find you despite yourself; you have known, without
despising it, to reduce it to its true value. You have been able to reconcile,
everywhere and at all times, the high esteem and the affection of all those
who know you. Finally, thus far you have not been hit, thanks to the grace
of God, by any of those domestic calamities that shatter a life. It is thus
without fear and without bitterness that you must sense old age
approaching, having that agreeable feeling that the marvels that you have
been able to read in the book of nature must contribute in their own way
to make the Supreme Author even more admired and adored.

There, my dear friend, is the impression that your beautiful life has
always made on me. And when I compare it to our agitated and
unfulfilled lives, and all the disappointments and pains that have
overshadowed mine in particular, I regard you as happy above all because
you are worthy of your happiness. All this brings me to think of the
unhappiness of those that do not have that religious faith that you hold so
deeply, and in particular of poor Lady Lovelacer; did you know something
of her last moments and of her moral and religious disposition at that
supreme hour?

My son3, who will give you this letter, is at this moment in London
with his young wife4; they went to see their excellent grandmother,
Madam Marcet, who seems better now than she has been for a long time.

My first volume on Electricity should appear any day now5; the
second is advancing and will not be long behind the first6. If you read it (I
shall send you a copy as soon as it has appeared), please do me the great
friendship of sending me all your observations, so that I can still profit
from them for the French edition7.1 am quite sure that despite everything
you tell me, you will be able to find some good mine to exploit in the rich
domain that you cultivate with such ardour and success. Do not forget to
include me, for you know all the interest that I take in everything you
send, first of all because it comes from you and then because it is always
original and remarkable.

Thank you for all your preceding communications. Your affectionate
and very devoted I A. De la Rive.

1. Letter 2577.
2. Lovelace died on 27 November 1852.
3. William De La Rive.
4. Cecile-Marie De La Rive, nee De La Rive (1831-1893, Choisy (1947), 51). Married William
De La Rive on 15 March 1852.
5. De La Rive (1853-8), 1.
6. De La Rive (1853-8), 2.
7. De La Rive (1854-8).
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Letter 2611
Faraday to George Cargill Leighton1

29 December 1852
From the original in RI MS Fl D15a
Portraits

To be half bound - free in the back. The Portraits to be in the present
alphabetical order. They are numbered 1,2,3,4 &c in the lower right hand
corner. Not to be cut down any more than may be quite needfulu

M. Faraday
Deer. 29, I 1852

Endorsed: Ipswich Museum2

Address: Mr Leighton

1. George Cargill Leighton (1826-1895, Cantor (1991a), 301). Printer.
2. That is RI MS Fl K.

Letter 2612
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
3 January 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Pembroke College, Cambridge I Jan 3d 1853
My dear Sir,

I have no particular engagements here before the last week of the
month. I can go to London any time next week or the week after. The day
is a matter of perfect indifference to me, and I beg you will fix according
to your own convenience. There are one or two things I should like to have
ready, and on that account perhaps it would be well to fix on a late day.
However there is no occasion to fix on any day at present; if you send me
notice a day or two before the time you fix that will be sufficient1.

The things to which I alluded, which I should like to have ready
before I go to London, are
(1) The glass vessel which has been already ordered at Newman's.
(2) A pair of deal stands of a kind useful in optical experiments. For want
of such I felt like a fish out of water the night I was at the Royal
Institution2. Perhaps you will have the goodness to give the orders for
them. It is common carpenter's work. I send the description on a separate
sheet.

I understand the Institution possesses the apparatus for a revolving
mirror. If so, I hope the Managers will kindly allow me the use of it for an
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experiment of a good deal of scientific interest in connexion with the
subject of the phenomena exhibited by solutions of quinine &c. I am
writing to Mr. Barlow, as I suppose he is the proper person to apply to.

I am dear Sir I Yours very truly I G.G. Stokes
(Turn over)
P.S. I put up several letters per post in a hurry, and just after they were
gone I found on my table this letter which ought to have gone to you. I
must either have sent you a wrong letter or an empty envelope3.

Two sliding tables of deal to be made according to this pattern.

ab is a vertical hollow square tube of board resting firmly on three legs
nailed to it (only two are represented in the figure). The base b not to reach
quite to the floor on which the whole stands. The top a may stand 2ft. 9in.
from the floor. S is a coarse wooden screw for clamping, ABCD is a square
table lft. 4in. square, fixed to a thick square rod cd, which is attached at the
centre, and stands perpendicular to its plane. The rod is of the same size
as the interior of the tube ab, so as to slide within it, and to be clamped by
means of the screw S to any height that may be desired. The length cd is
not quite 2ft. 9in, so that when S is not screwed home d does not quite
touch the ground.

The bases of the legs ought to form pretty nearly an equilateral
triangle with the base b of the tube nearly over its centre.
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1. That is to prepare for Stokes (1853), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 February 1853. See
James (1985), 151-2 for a discussion of this lecture.
2. That is the visit referred to in letter 2601.
3. From "(Turn over)" to this point has been crossed through.

Letter 2613
Edward Sabine to Faraday
4 January 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

11 Old Burleigh S. I January 4,1853.
Dear Faraday

I have just read Mr. Wolf's little pamphlet1 on the period of the sun's
spots.

Having some time since noticed to you that I felt some degree of
disappointment in contrasting the interest with which the announcement
which I made last March to the R.S. of the connexion between the period
of the sun's spots & that of the magnetic variations2 had been received on
the Continents of Europe & America as compared with this country3 - a
remark which perhaps you thought might stand in need of some
justification, - Mr. Wolf's pamphlet furnishes me I think with a very fine
illustration of it, which I notice at once to yourself because you are
concerned, & to mark more particularly that what I regret is rather the
general indifference of Englishmen to the scientific discoverys of their own
countrymen, than individual indifference; for from no Englishman should I
look for more consideration & regard than from you. But now to my point.
In page 16 Mr Wolf quotes in two notes, long extracts from letters from
Humboldt & yourself, Humboldt's dated Sept. 10, yours Augt. 274; both
acknowledging letters from him announcing the coincidence of the 2
periods, the magnetic variations & the solar spots. Humboldt does me the
justice to inform Mr. Wolf of my previous announcement of the same first
& refers to date & place of publication. You writing from England take no
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notice whatsoever of the previous publication of the very same coinci-
dence which had been communicated to you some months before by a
friend & countryman of your own!-

The fact is a remarkable one; and will no doubt be adverted to by Mr
Wolf in the reply which he will probably make to the remarks which I
must make on the injustice which overlooking Mr. de Humboldts letter he
has done to me in placing the date of my publication in September, instead
of March or May (at which latter date the printed copies were in general
circulation), and thus countermanding his own claim to a nearly
simultaneous publication in the Comptes Rendus for September 135.

Sincerely yours I Edward Sabine

1. Wolf (1852c).
2. Sabine (1852).
3. See letter 2592.
4. Letter 2560.
5. Wolf (1852a).

Letter 2614
Joseph John William Watson to Faraday
6 January 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.5

11 Adam Street I Adelphi I January 6th. 1853
Sir,

In reply to your letter just received, I beg to say that I shall be
prepared to exhibit my light at the Trinity House on any day agre[e]able
to yourself after Wednesday next the 12th instant. I am now making my
arrangements for that purpose and shall send some of the requisite
materials to the Trinity House in the course of a day or two.

I shall be quite at your service on any day after Wednesday.
I have the honor to be I Sir, Your obedient servant I Joseph J.W.

Watson
M. Faraday Esqre I DCL I &c &c

1. Faraday reported these arrangements in two letters of 6 and 10 January 1853 (not found)
which were read to Trinity House By Board, 11 January 1853, GL MS 30010/38, pp.6-7 who
ordered the necessary arrangements to be made.
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Letter 2615
Faraday to Edward Sabine
7 January 1853
From the original in BeRO MS D/EBy F48 109/2

Royal Institution I 7 Jany 1853
My dear Sabine

I have read your remarks1 with great interest & am much obliged for
them. I was puzzled a little at first, for from habit when thinking of a free
needle in each hemisphere, I always compare their upper ends, and forget
continually that you were comparing the north ends i.e. the upper end of
one & the lower end of the other. I seem to have had the variation, which
you so properly distinguish as an annual variation, in my mind before but
then I had had it as part of a larger effect i.e. the increase of the whole extent
of the daily variations at Hobarton2 or Toronto3 as the Sun approaches either
one or the other; or as the solstice comes on. The eastern effect at Toronto
in its summer morning appears to me to be half of a large result of which
the other half is the western effect in the evening - and both these diminish
together as the Sun goes South & as the correspondent effect at Hobarton
increases.

Whatever the physical nature of the suns action may be, as he comes on
from the East, at the time of the equinox, we may suppose him to act
equally on the needles at Hobarton & Toronto. But as he goes north
towards the June Solstice the daily variation increases in extent at Toronto
& diminishes at Hobarton. This natural action will produce precisely the
variation which you describe i.e. the northern end of the needle at Toronto
will at 7AM go most east in June or thereabouts because of an increase in
the extent of daily variation and the North end of the needle at Hobarton
will at the same time go least west or as you put it (if I am not mistaken)
most east for the evening hour because the extent of variation is the least at
that time. When the Sun goes South the other part of the change occurs in
its due orderu

Perhaps I have not caught the whole of your meaning and I think
that is more likely because I have only given above the views which I had
in 18504 and the endeavour I then made to shew that the annual increase
& diminution of the extent of the daily variation coincided with the action
of the cause which I then assigned as a probable one. That the sun is the
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cause I do not doubt; that he acts in the way I supposed may be true only
for a part and even a very small part of the whole effectu But the other part
of the action if large must be in the same direction as my hypothetical
action; for otherwise the effect you refer to would not and could not as I
believe occur. Your deductions therefore confirm my expectations and I
am also very glad to find that your plate II5 agrees with my plate of curves
in the 1850 paper6. The amount of daily variation & its annual change are
noted in paragraphs 29487,3009,30278 & elsewhere. I do not intend to refer
to this subject in my evening but mean to keep myself in the latter part of
it entirely to your magneto-solar coincidences^. I find that my last letter to
Wolf in which I referred to your publication was written 13 Novr10. If he
had it in time he ought to have referred to it in his pamphlet11!.]

Ever My dear Sabine I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2613.
2. Sabine (1850-3).
3. Sabine (1845-57), 1, 2.
4. Faraday (1851d, e), ERE26 and 27.
5. Sabine (1845-57), 2, opposite p.xx.
6. Faraday (1851e), ERE27, opposite p.96.
7. Faraday (1851d), ERE26, 2948
8. Faraday (1851e), ERE27, 3009, 3027.
9. Faraday (1853a), Friday Evening Discourse of 21 January 1853, pp.237-8.
10. Not found.
11. Wolf (1852c).

Letter 2616
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
7 January 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Pembroke College, Cambridge I Jan 7th 1853
My dear Sir,

I found your letter on my return to Cambridge this evening. As you
seem to be disengaged in the early part of next week, I propose to go to
Town on Monday1, so as to be ready to try experiments on Monday
evening. Please to leave word with the Porter, or with your assistant, what
hour you would like to begin. It is a matter of perfect indifference to me.

By way of fixing on something, I would propose on Monday evening
to try the effects of different flames, especially on sulphur burning in
oxygen, the effect of which, from your account2, must be very powerful. I
should be glad also to try the experiment you mentioned respecting the
light given by the explosion of oxygen and hydrogen in a glass vessel, and
some others which that suggested to me.
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The glass vessel which I ordered is destined to hold a very weak
solution of chromate or bichromate of potash. I am not sure which will
answer best, but I am inclined to think the chromate. It is no consequence
whether the salt be or be not chemically pure.

I should be glad to have some Canton's3 phosphorous4. I have got
some here, but as I made it myself merely in my fire I am afraid it may not
be good.

If there be an Argand lamp at the R.I. I should be glad to repeat the
experiment Draper's which I have referred to at p.547 of my paper 1.10
from the bottom5. According to Becquerel, the rays of low refrangibility
cause Canton's phosphorus if previously excited by rays of high refrangibility
to give out more quickly than it otherwise would the light which it is
capable of giving out6. It strikes me as possible that the phosphorous with
which Draper worked when he obtained this result may have been
previously excited.

I dare say the experiments I have mentioned, and some things I
should like to show you, (such as the absorption-bands of permanganate
of potash mentioned in Note D of my paper ) will afford work enough for
one evening without the electrifying machine.

Art. 224 of my paper8 will explain what I wanted with a revolving
mirror. The experiment could be performed in any place where there are
these two things, a revolving mirror apparatus, and an electrifying
machineu If Prof. Wheatstone will kindly lend his apparatus, or else
undertake the experiment himself, it might be performed at his house or
at King's College as might be convenient.

Yours very truly I G.G. Stokes

1. That is 10 January 1853 when he wanted to prepare for Stokes (1853), Friday Evening
Discourse of 18 February 1853. See James (1985), 151-2 for a discussion of this lecture.
2. Faraday had found this when working on fluorescence. See Faraday, Diary, 14 December
1852, 6:13011-23, especially 13015.
3. John Canton (1718-1772, DSB). Natural philosopher.
4. Canton (1768).
5. Stokes (1852), 547 referred to Draper (1845), 436.
6. Becquerel (1847).
7. Stokes (1852), 558-9.
8. Stokes (1852), 548.
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Letter 2617
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
8 January 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Pembroke College Cambridge I Jan 8th 1853
My dear Sir,

A passage in my last letter1 must have puzzled you if you have
referred to art. 221 of my paper2. Writing from memory I spoke of Dr.
Draper's experiment as having been prepared with an Argand lamp,
whereas I see it is incandescent lime3. Draper speaks of the effect of an
Argand lamp in the same paper. I am nearly sure I had it originally in my
M.S. an Argand lamp, but corrected it4 on referring to the original paper in
the Phil.Mag. I merely mention this to excuse (as far as it is excusable) my
mistake, which I fear may have caused you needless trouble. As to the
experiment itself, I should like very well to perform it along with you if
you feel an interest in this particular subject; but if getting up the lime light
should involve any trouble, or if you wish to reserve your time for more
important matters, there will be no occasion to try the experiment at the
Royal Institution, for a friend of mine in Cambridge has a lime light
apparatus, so that I could try the experiment here.

I am dear Sir I Yours very truly I G.G. Stokes

1. Letter 2616.
2. Stokes (1852), 547-8.
3. Draper (1847).
4. The manuscript of Stokes's paper, RS MS PT 45.2, shows this correction at art. 221.

Letter 2618
Edward Sabine to Faraday
8 January 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

11, Old Burleigh S. I January 8, '53
Dear Faraday

I think that the facts point to a more distinct recognition of distinct
causes than appears in your note1: that we must separate the effects which
are occasioned by the earths revolution in its orbit, from those which are
occasioned by its revolution on its axis: the one producing a variation in
the magnetic direction which is properly called "annual" because its
period is a year, and the other "diurnal" because its period is a day. Now
with respect to the first, or annual variation, & confining ourselves to our
element, viz the Declination: and (the better to fix our ideas) to one hour,
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viz 8 am, (as that is one of the hours followed out in the dates which I sent
to you). Now, as far as we have yet experience, if the declination be
observed at the same hour of 8 am in any part of the world, i.e. in any
meridian, or in any part of any meridian, whether north or south of the
Equator, or on the Equator, the declination so observed will shew an
annual variation, the direction and amount of which will be every where the
same: i.e. at the northern solstice the needle will be at its eastern extreme,
at the southern solstice at its western extreme, and it will pass through its
mean position at the two equinoxes: in the one case when proceeding from
east to west, & in the other when returning from west to east. The direction
of the motion is every where the same, i.e. of the north end of the needle
from east to west from June 21 to December 21, and from west to East from
December 21 to June 21, without reference to whether the one end of the
needle be directed upwards (by reason of the Dip) or the other end of the
needle be directed upwards, or whether the needle be horizontal:- and the
amount is also every where the same, or very nearly so, viz five minutes
of Arc.

Now, having found & measured this annual variation, we can
eliminate it; and when it is eliminated, the needle will have its mean place
for 8 am all the year round, so far as the annual variation is concerned. Now
let the same thing be done for each of the 24 hours separately, (assuming
that you have hourly observations to deal with), and let it be done for
three places, one in Northern Latitude, a second in Southern Latitude, and
a third on the Equator; (the annual variation so eliminated will have been
the same amount, & have had the same direction at each of the three
locations as already stated). Now then the comparison of the direction of
the needle at the different hours of the day will give us the diurnal
variation; and, as the result of the diurnal variation, we find that at 8 am
the north end of the needle is considerably to the East of its mean position
in the 24 hours at the station in North Latitude, - considerably to the West
of its mean position at the station in South Latitude; whilst at the Equator
the diurnal variation is null; the needle at 8 am pointing the same as it
does on the mean of the 24 hours. The character of the diurnal variation at
8 am then is that the north end of the needle is affected in opposite senses
in opposite hemispheres, passing thro' a Zero on the Equator - and that its
amount varies from 0 at the Equator to several minutes in the high
Latitudes being continually variable according to some law into which we
need not now enter - whereas the Character of the annual variation is that
the same end of the needle is affected in the same sense, and to the same
amount, equally whether the locality be in the North or South hemisphere
or on the Equator.

There is another feature in the Annual Variation which is a very
remarkable one, which is shown I think well by the Plate I sent you. I have
said that the annual variation passes thro' its mean position at the
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Equinoxes; it not only does so on the very day of the Equinox, but in one
week after the Equinox is passed, it has reached in amount the full extent
(or very nearly so indeed) of the half amplitude of the whole movement;
in the same way that a week before the Equinox the position of the needle
depending on the annual variation is almost if not quite as distant from the
mean position in the other direction. This phenomena is most markedly
the same at St. Helena & the Cape of Good Hope - whilst at St. Helena the
dip is 21° & at the Cape 54'; the Lat of the one 17°, & <o>f the other 34°.5.

You can lay bye this note till you have more leisure to look into the
subject, and then I shall be very glad to receive your remarksu

Very truly yours I Edward Sabine

1. Letter 2615.

Letter 2619
Faraday to Joseph John William Watson
10 January 1853
From the original in the possession of Roy G. Neville

Royal Institution I 10 Jany 1853
Sir

I am much obliged by your note. I will be at the Trinity House at or
before 11 o elk on Friday1!.]

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Dr. J.J. Watson i &c &c &c

1. That is 14 January 1853.

Letter 2620
Faraday to Edward Sabine
12 January 1853
From the original in BeRO MS D/EBy F48 109/1

Royal Institution I 12 Jany 1853
My dear Sabine

I am sorry for your sake that I gave you the trouble of writing again1;
but not for my own, for now I understand clearly the part of the effect to
which you wished to draw attention, and am much struck with it,
especially with the equality of amount in the different parts of the earth,
and still more especially, with the fact as you state it that in a single week
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after the sun has passed the equator a full half of the whole amount of this
annual effect is produced. What with a bad memory & the many calls
upon my attention in other directions I find it difficult & headachey work
at times, to realize the positions due to this or that particular kind of
variation. I wish you could devise such a mode of representing them,
either by coloured areas or otherwise, that one could look at any one
simply, and then superpose one on another so as to obtain the sum of effect
for any given time. My plate of curves2 will not help me do this, because
the means of the months are made to coincide; and therefore do not help
me to see how the variation you now distinguish, combines with that I
referred to of the amount of variation at a north or south place at the time
of the one or other solstice. If I could succeed in catching experimentally
the amount of change in the paramagnetic character of oxygen by a given
difference of temperature, as that of 60° and 0°, then I should be
encouraged to try & compare the phenomena & the facts again: but I have
not succeeded in that yet, and yet worked so hard for that purpose in the
autumn, that at last I was obliged to relinquish it from the effect of mere
weariness & fatigue. I dare say I shall be tempted to try again after the
season is over, if all remains pretty well.

I do not know that I have any right to pretend to speak with any
authority, but it seems to me that after your observation of the Solar spots
and variation periods;- the determination - separately, & distinction one
from another, of such particular phenomena as the variation you now refer
to, that presented by the larger disturbances, & the several others which I
may express by &c &c, are of the utmost consequence to the development
of the physical condition of the magnetism of the earth. And although one
may be tempted by the coincidence of sun spots & variations, or by the
magnetic condition of oxygen, to try ones powers now & then; yet in fact
it is working without the necessary data that are within our reach, if one
sets to work before all these distinct variations, or features of variation, are
developed, which such comparisons & collections as you have made & are
making, can supply.

I am I My dear Sabine I Ever Yours I M. Faraday
Mr. Stokes left me to day after a most beautiful series of demonstra-

tions on Monday & yesterday3 regarding his discoveries. The finer
experiments cannot be made in public but some beautiful ones are
possible I MF

1. Letter 2618.
2. Faraday (1851e), ERE27, opposite p.96.
3. That is 10 and 11 January 1853.
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Letter 2621
Lyon Playfair to Faraday
18 January 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

[Athenaeum Letterhead] I Jermyn St. I 18th Jany 53
My dear Sir

I am sure that you will have no objection to sign Franklands
certificate1.1 believe him to be one of the most rising Chemists of the day
& I am sure that he would be very proud of having your Signature
attached to his certificate.

Yours Truly I Lyon Playfair

1. Faraday did sign Frankland's certificate for Fellowship of the Royal Society, to which he
was elected on 2 June 1853, "From Personal Knowledge", RS MS Cert 9.319.

Letter 2622
Faraday to Lyon Playfair
19 January 1853
From the original in the possession of Mrs Raven Frankland

Royal Institution I 19 Jany. 1853
My dear Playfair

I am very much obliged to you for the opportunity of signing
Franklands certificate1.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. See letter 2621.

Letter 26231

Sarah Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
19 January 1853
From the original in RI MS

RI Jany 19th 53
My dear Sir

I am afraid you will think me very negligent of your request for some
records of my husbands birth parentage & education but I was not sure
whether what / could say would be satisfactory & really he has not had a
moment to spare this last fortnight. I have now got him to find me a paper
on which he had put down some dates a few years ago - and if you can call
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& tell me what you want we will look it over together or I will send you
date of birth, 22 Sepr 1791 Father, James Faraday ci smith, from Yorkshire,
&c &c or any thing you wish to know for as he says though not anxious
to place his private life before the public, he is quite willing to answer any
questions!.]

I am My dear Sir I Yours very sincerely I S. Faraday

1. This letter is black-edged.
2. James Faraday (1761-1810/ information from the family). Blacksmith who had moved from
near Kirkby Stephen to London before Faraday's birth.

Letter 2624
Samuel Warren to Faraday
19 January 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Inner Temple I 19th January 1853
Dear Dr. Faraday,

Will you send me an order for admission to the R.In. on Friday next,
to hear your Lecture on "Magnetic Force"?1

I have just sent to press a work on "The Intellectual & Moral
Development of this Age"2 (of which I shall send you a copy); & in it I speak
not a little about your discoveries3 - & represent you, as the head of the
Chemists of the Age, or on the eve of making some prodigious discovery:
as I truly believe you are.

I am sorry that I missed you so soon after we had begun to talk
together, at the Duke of Northumberland's, some few months ago4. I
looked for you, within 5 minutes afterwards, everywhere & you were
gone!

Believe me I My dear Professor Faraday I Very faithfully Ever I
Your's I Samuel Warren
P.S. I presume the Lecture begins at 8pm?
Professor Faraday DCL

1. Faraday (1853a), Friday Evening Discourse of 21 January 1853.
2. Warren (1853).
3. Ibid., 69-70.
4. See note 2, letter 2508.
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Letter 2625
Faraday to Samuel Warren
20 January 1853
From the original in MU MS 173

R Institution 1 20 Jany 1853
My dear Sir

The discourse1 will begin at 9 o'clk but the Library is open at 8 o'clk
& the Lecture room at \ p 8 o'clk. I am proud of the thought of your being
there2 but have not much to say and having an oppressive cold am in a
poor state to say it. I am pretty well worn out and you must not either in
your thoughts or your writings expect much more from a pitcher that has
been often to the well & has received some fracturesu

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Saml. Warren Esq I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1853a), Friday Evening Discourse of 21 January 1853.
2. See letter 2624.

Letter 2626
Faraday to Thomas Hodgkin1

22 January 1853
From the original in Durham County Record Office MS D/HO/C38/10

Royal Institution I 22 Jany 1853
My dear Sir

There must be some mistake in your impressions. I gave a discourse
here last night2 but have no other evening lecture to give. Neither have I
any day lectures on hand perhaps I may be so engaged after Easter3 but
that is not arranged and want of health may prevent met.] However I am
much better than I have been & hope to go through the season. If the
American Minister should be in London & willing to honor me with his
presence I should be very glad to send you the pass & very proud of his
presence.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. T. Hodgkin I &c &c &c

I send you a Friday Evening ticket undated & unnamed that if you
should like to bring Mrs. Hodgkin on any Evening you may be able to do
so i MF

1. Thomas Hodgkin (1798-1866, DNB). Physician.
2. Faraday (1853a), Friday Evening Discourse of 21 January 1853.
3. Faraday delivered a set of six lectures on static electricity after Easter. His notes are in RI MS
F4 J15.
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4. Sarah Frances Hodgkin, olim Scaife nee Callow (d.1875, age 71, DQB). Married Hodgkin in
1850. See his DNB entry.

Letter 2627
Faraday to William De La Rive
24 January 1853
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.77

Royal Institution i 24 Jany 1853
My dear Sir

I have received from Longman's1 the copy of the First Vol of the
Work2 of my friend your father of which you spoke to me. I thank you first
for it as it comes through your intervention and I shall ever value it highly
first & foremost as an association with & remembrance from him whom I
esteem so highly and next as a great contribution to sciences Though I
have only looked into it as yet, I am able to see it has a claim to such
character. When I have had time to read it I shall then write to your father
himself and acknowledge both the book & his last kind letter3!.]

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
M. de la Rive Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, publishers in Paternoster Row. Wallis
(1974), 40.
2. De La Rive (1853-8), 1.
3. Letter 2610.

Letter 2628
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
24 January 1853
From Symons (1882), 189-90

Royal Institution, I 24th January, 1853.
My Dear Sir,

In reference to the remarkable stroke of lightning which occurred at
the Eddystone Lighthouse, at midday on 11th January of this year, and
made itself manifest by a partial flash discharge in the living rooms, I have
to call your attention to the drawing herewith returned, and to the
circumstances which appear (from it) to have accompanied and conduced
to the discharge1.

In the body of the stone work above the store-room exist eight rings
of metal; each going round the building, and each being four inches square
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of solid iron and lead. Also, latterly the bed-room and sitting-room have
been lined with a framework of iron bars, situated vertically, and pinned
by long bolts into the stonework.

The part of the tower above the floor of the living-room is, therefore,
filled with a metallic system, which, with the metal lantern, gives a very
marked character to the upper half of the structure.

The recent metallic arrangements (but not the rings) are connected
with the lightning rod; and the copper part of this rod, beginning at the
floor of the living-room, then proceeds downwards by the course which
can be followed in the drawing, and terminates on the outside of the rock
between high and low water marks.

Considering all these circumstances, I was led to conclude that the
conductor was in a very imperfect condition at the time of low water; and
I had little doubt that I should find that the discharge had taken place
when it was in this state, and very probably with a spring tide.

The day of the stroke was the 11th January - a new moon occurred on
the 9th, so that it was at a time of spring tide.

The occurrence took place at midday; and, according to the tide
tables, that was close upon the time of low water at Devonport. The end
of the conductor would then be 6 feet from the water, if the latter were
quiescent, and I cannot doubt that this circumstance gave rise to that
diverted discharge which became so manifest to the keepers. Mr. Burges2,
with whom I have conversed about the matter, thinks it probable that,
through the violence of the waves, the conductor does not now descend so
much as is represented in the drawing.

I think it essential that the lower end of the conductor be made more
perfect in its action; and I should prefer this being done on the outside of
the tower and rock, if the rod can be rendered permanent in such a
situation.

If it be impossible to prolong and fix the lower end of the conductor
where it now is, so that it shall have large contact with the sea at low
water, then 1 would suggest, whether or no, on the more sloping part of
the rock, about midway between high and low water, three or four holes
could not be sunk to the depth of 3 feet, and about 3 or 4 feet apart, and
that copper rods being placed in these, they should be connected together,
and the lightning rod continued to them.

If this cannot be done, then it might be right to consider the propriety
of the making a hole through the centre of the building and rock, about 2
or more inches in diameter, and 30 feet deep, and continuing the
conductor to the bottom.

A conversation with Mr. Burges regarding the present state of the
Bishop's Rock Lighthouse, now in the course of construction, induces me
also to suggest the propriety of making provision for the lightning
conductor as the work proceeds.
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It would be easy now to fix terminal rods of copper, and to combine
them upwards with the work. Considering the isolated and peculiarly
exposed condition of a lighthouse on this site, I would propose that there
be two conducting rods from the lantern, down the outside on opposite
sides of the tower, each terminating below in two or three prolongations,
entering as proposed into the rock, or into fissures below low water mark,
so as to be well and permanently fixed3.

I am, &c. I (signed) M. Faraday
The Secretary, I Trinity House.

1. The report of this lightning strike was noted in Trinity House By Board, 18 January 1853, GL
MS 30010/38, pp.16-17 who ordered that a copy be sent Faraday. A copy of the drawing of the
Eddystone lighthouse is given in Symons (1882), 191.
2. Alfred Burges (d.1886, age 84, GRO). Engineer and a partner of James Walker from 1829.
Smith, D. (1998), 24.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 25 January 1853, GL MS 30010/38, p.31.
They ordered that information on the lightning conductor be provided to them. This was given
at Trinity House By Board, 15 February 1853, GL MS 30010/38, p.47 and sent to Faraday.

Letter 2629
Charles Wheatstone to Faraday
26 January 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Lower Mall I Hammersmith I Jany 26th 1853
My dear Faraday

If you will send to King's College Dr Miller1 will let you have the
original revolving mirror with the whirling table to which it is fitted; I
have spoken to him about it. I have at home a small revolving mirror (i of
an inch square) with a watch movement making 200 revolutions per
second with a tolerably accurate means of measuring the angular
elongation of a spark, which I have used to measure the duration of sparks
in electro-magnetic coils; Mr Stokes can also have this if it will be of any
service to him2.

Yours very truly I C. Wheatstone

1. William Allen Miller (1817-1870, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at King's College, London,
1845-1870.
2. See letter 2616.
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Letter 2630
John Tyndall to Faraday
26 January 1853
From the original in APS MS

Queenwood College I near Stockbridge Hants I 26th Jan. 1853.
Dear Prof. Faraday,

Will you allow me to introduce to your notice an experiment I made
in Berlin, which I thought very remarkable at the time, but which I have
had no opportunity to follow up since. It appears to me to lead to the same
conclusion, if it be not the same in principle as those you have recently
made. - It proves that the law of decrease for iron is different from that of
a salt of the metal. Do you not consider it probable that a difference of this
kind between water and bismuth is the cause of the greater repulsion of
the latter at an increased distance. As the bismuth is carried to a greater
distance it may in fact be regarded as immersed in a new fluid altogether,
and if the difference of repulsion between this fluid and the bismuth be
greater than the corresponding difference near the poles the facts observed
would of course follow.

I confess I never entertained the thought of applying the experiments
described on the accompanying leaf as you have done, and though
startled by the profound ingenuity of your argument on Friday night1,1
did not imagine that the conclusion could be at all approached by the
route chosen, the old magnetic law has still I confess a hold upon my
convictions.

Believe me dear Sir I Most faithfully Yours I John Tyndall

1. Faraday (1853a), Friday Evening Discourse of 21 January 1853. See Tyndall, Diary, 21
January 1853, 5:184-5 for Tyndall's description of the lecture.

Letter 2631
Faraday to William Whewell
29 January 1853
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.34

Royal Institution I 29 Jany 1853
My dear Sir

You frighten me; for if I have not conveyed to you a clear idea of my
meaning by my papers, how can I expect I have succeeded in relation to
others. And then how obscure & confused my three last papers must have
seemed1. As you have thought it worth while to look at them once I hope
you will again:- for a great deal must have appeared to you to be utter
nonsense, which I trust will now have a new meaning & some value in
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your eyes. My ideas of lines of force as closed curves passing through the
magnet is, that they pass from end to end, or in a direction coinciding
therewith: every line of force, wherever it may

issue from the regular magnet, is within it at the magnetic equator; and
passes through its section at that place. The black lines represent my curves
not the red lines: the latter could not form continuous lines of force because
their polarities would be opposed at the poles of the magnet. I recognize
no poles or centres of action in that respect. It is curious that I do not find in
all my figures one in which the lines of force are marked within the
magnet. Of course all those given by filings could give only the direction
of the external parts of the lines. But in (31162) I speak of the full action of
the moving internal radius wire alone (b.d. fig 6. par 3095. 30983) and in
31174, say that the curved portions of the lines are continuations of the
outer portions absolutely unchanged in their nature: which would not be true
of the red lines on the previous page, where the polarity is suddenly
inverted. In (31205) I compare the magnet to an Electromagnetic helix in
regard to the direction of the lines; a comparison further illustrated by
figg. 5 and 20 of the plate. In 32766 of the paper on the physical lines of
force I compare it to a Voltaic battery immersed in a decomposable or
conducting fluid; & to a Gymnotus surrounded by water; and I am in
hopes the Paragraphs 3277. 3278. 3283. 3287. 3288. 32957 will have a new
interest to you, now that you will have caught my idea. 3271. 32658. &c.
32319. also: in fact I think you will be induced to read the papers again.

Dr. Rogets10 determination of the forms of the lines of magnetic force,
is given in the Journal of the Royal Institution 1831, vol I, page 311": and
his further account of them in the Treatise on Magnetism published in the
Library of Useful Knowledge Natural Philosophy vol. II, page 19 of the
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particular treatise12. Wheatstone promised to shew me a folio volume
containing demonstrations & forms by a German author but has never
kept his wordu

In a few days I hope to send you Newtons testimony in favour of
physical lines of force as regards Gravity13. If that idea is necessary to
gravitation, how much more so it must be in relation to the dual powers
of Magnetism and Electricity which act in curve lines, and which in the
case of a magnet act at all times and when only a single system is
concernedu

Ever My dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

Address: Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c I Trinity College I Cambridge

1. Faraday (1852b, c, d), ERE28, 29 and [29a].
2. Faraday (1852b), ERE28,3116.
3. Faraday (1852b), ERE28, 3095, 3098.
4. Faraday (1852b), ERE28, 3117.
5. Faraday (1852b), ERE28, 3120.
6. Faraday (1852d), [ERE29a], 3276.
7. Faraday (1852d), [ERE29a], 3287, 3288, 3295.
8. Faraday (1852d), [ERE29a], 3271,3265.
9. Faraday (1852c), ERE29, 3231.
10. Peter Mark Roget (1779-1869, DNB). Physician and Secretary of the Royal Society,
1827-1848.
11. Roget (1831).
12. Roget (1832), 19.
13. Possibly a reference to Newton to Bentley, 25 February 1692/3, Turnbull (1961), letter 406
which is quoted to this effect in Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b], 3305. Faraday could have read this
letter of Newton's in a number of places including the entry on Newton in Biographia Britannica,
6 volumes, London, 1747-1766, 5: 3244.

Letter 2632
Faraday to John Tyndall
29 January 1853
From the original in APS MS

Royal Institution I 29 Jany 1853
My dear Sir

I have only at this moment been able to read your letter1, having laid
all I could aside that I might write some simple plain notes of last F.
evening2: and now that I take it up, I cannot venture to judge of your
experiments or draw conclusions from them not having seen the
experiments or the apparatus employed. I never can decide upon a result
until I have seen the experiment it depends upon made and then never
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until I have considered repeated & varied the experiment!.] Pluckers
conclusion is one that I do not know of my own knowledge to be correct!.]
I mean the varying rate of change of the Paramagnetic & diamagnetic form
of force though I have seen many experiments. I know that some of the
forces of his experiments are truly stated and think he may be right but
would not vouch for it or give it as my own decided opinion. There is no
end to the cases in which I think it safest not to come to a conclusion least
it should be erroneous!.]

Ever Truly Yours i M. Faraday
Dr. J. Tyndall i &c &c &c

1. Letter 2630.
2. Faraday (1853a), Friday Evening Discourse of 21 January 1853.

Letter 2633
William Whewell to Faraday
30 January 1853
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.64

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge I Jan. 30,1853
My dear Dr Faraday,

As I expected, a single line1 from you has turned my darkness into
day. I ought never to have been so dark; and I believe I had formerly
understood you better; but I have not attended to such subjects for a long
time; and turning to them again for a few hours, I found myself in a puzzle
of which you had the result, and which is now quite dissipated. I think, at
the same time, that it may be useful to others of your readers that you
should draw some figures in which you delineate the currents inside the
magnets; for readers are much led by the eye. To explain my getting into
such perplexity, I may say that I have been generally in the habit of
thinking of your curves as identical with the old magnetic curves, which
only give the active part of the curves. Also, when I gave you the word
sphondyl21 thought rather of a solid generated by the revolution of this
figure

than this.
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though the word may describe either. The sphondyl is in fact an annulus
described by the revolution of a closed curve round an axis.

You will find a calculation of the properties of the magnetic curve,
besides the places you have mentioned, in Leslie's3 Geometrical Analysis
(1821)4 but undoubtedly I have seen it in much older books.

With regard to Newton's views of lines of force, I have given some
account of them, as well as of other ways of expressing gravity, in the
Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences. B. III. Ch. IX, Sect. 7i.]

I know that you try carefully to keep yourself free from all
assumptions as to the mode and machinery of the actions which you
investigate: but I think the incautious followers of the same line of
speculation may run into something very like Descartes'6 system of
vortices7.1 do not at all mean that because it is a system of vortices it must
be wrong; but if it be that it must be an assumption which requires a good
deal of proof.

Believe me dear Dr Faraday I Yours very truly I W. Whewell

1. Letter 2631.
2. Letter 2494.
3. John Leslie (1766-1832, DSB). Professor of Natural Philosophy at Edinburgh University,
1819-1832.
4. Leslie, J. (1821).
5. Whewell (1840), 1: 250-1.
6. Rene du Perron Descartes (1596-1650, DSB). French philosopher.
7. Also discussed in Whewell (1840), 1: 250, 256.

Letter 2634
Julius Plikker to Faraday
9 February 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir!

After a longer silence, allow me at first to thank you for your last
paper1, I received two months ago. From your admirable activity in
science I may conclude, that your health be improved, and I am happy to
do so.

I take the liberty to send you my last memoir2 on the way of library,
two former ones3 will have reached you, six months ago, on the same way.
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The indications you gave of the contents of your lecture at the Royal
Institution on magnetic lines of force4, engaged myself to send a paper of
mine, unfinished as it was, to Poggendorff. When I was last time at
London, I intended to explain to you what it contains, but I desisted to do
so in that troublesome period, not thinking then I might meet you in these
researches.

I part from the law of the action of an element of the current on a
magnetic pole, as given by Biot, immediately after Oerstedt's discovery5.
From that law I deduce the law of the induction of a current by a revolving
pole, admitting the Newtonian principle, of the equality of action and
reaction, as existing between both classes of phenomena. A pole turning
round a conducting wire is acting on this wire as an "electromotrice force",
I deduce the laws of its action, both experimentally and mathematically. In
the case of a revolving magnet bar (if you take the case of the Earth) I
conclude that there is a tension of negative Electricity in the equatorial
zone and a tension of positive one in the arctic regions. &c &c &c.

Mr. Geissler6, our clever artist, constructed a year ago, for the use of
wine-makers', an apparatus, indicating the quantity of alcool, by the
tension of the vapours of the mixture mixed with a certain quantity of air,
all at the temperature of 100C. This apparatus improved on my advice by
excluding all air, is that which Dr. Waller7 bought from Mr. Geissler and for
which he took a "brevet" for England8. Dr Hofmann, as it is written to Mr.
G., intends to present it at the R. Institution. This apparatus startled me by
the regularity of its indications, non [sic] only on mixtures containing alcool
but also in many other cases, namely in the case of solutions. I left to Mr
Geiss[l]er the care to work out (exploiter) his technical apparatus,
reserving to myself, after that was done, to take use of the principle, well
known before, but not at all sufficiently appreciated, for scientific
researches on the affinity of vapours, on Dalton's9 law, modified for the
case of mixed vapours &c &c. After Dr Waller's departure I took up the
question and I intend now to send to Poggendorff the first part of the
results I obtained, assisted by Mr Geissler10. For this purpose new
apparatus were constructed, the "Vaporimeter" not being able for
scientific researches.

I beg you Sir to present my respects to Mad. Faraday.
Yours very truly I Pliicker

Bonn, 9th February I 1853.

Address: Professor Faraday i &c &c i Royal Institution I London.

1. Probably Faraday (1852c!), [ERE29a].
2. Possibly Pliicker (1852b).
3. Possibly Pliicker (1852a) and Plucker and Geissler (1852).
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4. Faraday (1852a), Friday Evening Discourse of 23 January 1852. See Pliicker (1852b) which
cites this lecture on p.352. Page 107 of the lecture is quoted in extensio by Plucker on p.371.
5. That is Biot's comments on Oersted's discovery of electro-magnetism. Oersted (1820) and
Biot (1821). For a discussion of Biot's views see Gooding (1990), 36-43. See Plucker (1852b),
376-8 for his discussion of Biot's work.
6. Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Geissler (1815-1879, DSB). Technician at the University of Bonn
from at least 1852.
7. Augustus Volney Waller (1816-1870, DNB). Physiologist.
8. Patent 1852/288.
9. John Dalton (1766-1844, DSB). Chemical philosopher who lived in Manchester. Developed
a version of the atomic theory of matter.
10. This was published as Plucker (1854b) which described the apparatus on pp.199-200.

Letter 2635
Samuel Warren to Faraday
11 February 1853
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .37

Inner Temple I 11th Febry 1853.
My dear Philosopher,

Pray drop me a line when you shall have read my little book & tell
me what you think of it - particularly the note at P691.

Your's with hearty regard & I respect, ever, I in the bonds of true
philosophy I & friendship, I Samuel Warren
Mr T. [sic] Faraday Esq I D.C.L., FRS

1. Warren (1853), 69-70 referred in glowing terms to Faraday's recent work on magnetism.

Letter 2636
Faraday to William Francis
12 February 1853
From the original in St Bride Printing Library, Taylor and Francis
Collection: author's letters

R Institution I 12 Feby 1853
My dear Sir

I send you a copy of a report on a Friday evening subject1. As the
matter has not been communicated to the Royal Society or elsewhere I
have drawn it up more carefully that usual & at some length. I thought
perhaps you might like it for the Phil.Mag. but use your own pleasure
entirely in respect of it. If you insert it you may either have it as a report
or as communicated from myself - or give it any shape you pleased.]
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I ought to say that though drawn up only for the use of the Members
of the R Institution these reports get out & appear occasionally in the
Athenaeum or elsewhere3. I do not know that it will appear any where
prior to the 1st of March or even after, but I thought it right to mention the
possibility.

Tyndall gave us an excellent discourse last night delivered in an
admirable mannerY]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Francis I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1853a), Friday Evening Discourse of 21 January 1853.
2. This was put in as a report, Phil.Mag., 1853, 5: 218-27.
3. See Athenaeum, 19 February 1853, pp.230-1 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 21 January 1853 "Observations of the Magnetic Force".
4. Tyndall (1853), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 February 1853. For accounts of this
Discourse see Tyndall, Diary, 11 February 1853, 5:191-3, Tyndall (1868), 243-4, Eve and Creasey
(1945), 39-41.

Letter 2637
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
14 February 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Pembroke College, Cambridge I Feb 14th 1853
My dear Sir,

You will receive I hope some time tomorrow a tin case containing
some diagrams. I enclose you the key. Will you have the goodness to order
them to be laid flat? I do not think that I shall use more than the 4 outside
ones; I merely send the rest for fear I should wish for them and regret
having left them behind. They are what I used at Belfast1, and they have
got a good deal dirtied and rubbed. Will you have the goodness to look at
the four outside ones, to see if you think they are decent to produce before
a London audience? If not, perhaps there would be time to have them
copied or retouched.

I intend to go to the Royal Institution on Thursday evening2.1 should
be glad to have some oxygen ready, as I wish to try some more
experiments with the sulphur light. I think it would be possible, and
interesting, to show the audience some chemical reactions observed by
means of the effects produced by the media on the invisible rays. For this
purpose I should wish to have a little of a solution of quinine, (not a
quinine salt) in alcohol.

I have found an easy way of purifying the horse-chestnut solution. I
mean to bring some of the purified solution with me, but in case of any
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accident please tell Anderson to make a decoction of a good part or the
whole of the bark which is left, to the fluid decanted or filtered, to add a
little carbonate of ammonia, and then leave it in a shallow open vessel, so
as to be exposed to the air. It requires a day or two's exposure. It will be
time enough when I come to go on with the process.

I should be very sorry that you should forego any engagement on my
account. Anderson can attend me. Indeed you have always got one
engagement, namely to go on with your most important investigations.

I should like a little hydrogen as well as oxygen, to try the effect of
the lime light once more with absorbing media.

I am dear Sir I Yours very truly i G.G. Stokes

1. A reference to the evening lecture Stokes gave on fluorescence to the Belfast meeting of the
British Association on 3 September 1852. Rep. Brit.Ass., 1852, p.xl.
2. That is 17 February 1853 for Stokes (1853), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 February 1853. See
James (1985), 151-2 for a discussion of this lecture.

Letter 2638
John Tyndall to Faraday
15 February 1853
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4022

Queenwood, 15th, Feb, 1853.
Dear Prof Faraday

I never calculated on my expenses being paid, but am perfectly
content to abide by your usual practice on such occasions - My travelling
expenses are the only ones worth naming and they amounted to about
thirty shillings - This sum I shall be equally contented to receive or not to
receive.

When a man feels deeply on any point I believe as a general rule he
will not talk much about it. I once heard the silence of Goethe1 for a year
during which he was in love with a girl in Frankfort accounted for in this
way, and I have always thought the hypothesis a probable one. Friday
night2 is to me what his sweetheart was to Goethe -1 shall never forget it
but cannot well write about it. The memory of it I trust will serve to keep
me more loyally to my task, to assure me when I doubt, to strengthen me
when I falter and to establish my faith in a sentiment which I have met
somewhere in your own writings, that the patient and conscientious
investigator of natural truth is ever sure of his rewards

Believe me dear Professor I Most sincerely Yours I John Tyndall

1. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832, DSB). German writer and philosopher.
2. Tyndall (1853), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 February 1853.
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Letter 2639
Faraday to John Tyndall
16 February 1853
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4132

Royal Institution, I 16 Feb. 1853.
My dear Tyndall,

I do not know what post office near you would be convenient for a
money order, so I send a cheque for the 1.10.0, with many thanks on the
part of the Institution, and I may truly say of many members who were at
your discourse1. If the cheque is inconvenient to you, return it to me by
post, and tell me what I should do.

Ever truly yours, I M. Faraday.

1. Tyndall (1853), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 February 1853. See letter 2638.

Letter 2640
Carlo Matteucci to Faraday
19 February 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Pise 19. Fev.1853
Mon cher Faraday,

J'ai mis a la poste pour vous une lettre imprimee1 qui est addressee
au Dr Jones a propos son livre sur m D B Reymond2 - je suis tres-content
que vous ayez offert a mon adversaire (il faut bien que je l'appelle malgre
moi ainsi) les moyens de vous montrer ses experiences -. J'ai ete fache que
vous ayez accepte le dedicace d'un livre qui est plein de calomnies et de
mensonges contre mon caractere et aux experiences d'electricite amicale.
Vous savez que Tun et les autres sont vraies. Je me vengerai en vous priant
(j'ai presque dit) en exigeant de vous, que vous lisiez cette lettre. Donnez
moi ces 15 minutes - vous avez fait un si beau usage de votre temps que
ce n'est pas le perdu que en employer si peu pour connaitre la verite sur
un homme qui a pour vous vener[a]tion et grande amitie. Je fais partir
demain par Mr Arago l'extrait de mes experiences sur le magnetisme de
rotation et sur le diamagnetisme3 - La plus grande curiosite c'est votre
opinion -

Agreez les hommages I d un respect et I attachement I tout de I C
Matteucci
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TRANSLATION
Pisa 19 February 1853

My Dear Faraday,
I have put in the post for you a printed letter1 which is addressed to

Dr Jones concerning his book on Mr D.B. Reymond2 - I am very pleased
that you have offered my rival (as I am obliged to call him, despite my self)
the opportunity to show you his experiments. I was angry that you
accepted the dedication of a book that is full of calumnies and lies about
my character and my experiments on animal electricity. You know that
both are true. I shall avenge myself by asking, (I almost said) by
demanding, that you read this letter. Give me those 15 minutes - you have
made such good use of your time that it is not lost by using so little of it
to know the truth on a man who has respect and great friendship for you.
I am sending tomorrow, through Mr Arago, the extract of my experiments
on the magnetism of rotation and on diamagnetism3.1 am most curious of
your opinion.

Please accept the homage I of the complete respect and I attachment
I of I C. Matteucci.

1. Matteucci (1853a).
2. Bence Jones (1852) which was dedicated to Faraday.
3. On this see Matteucci (1853b).

Letter 2641
Faraday to William Gilpin1

20 February 1853
From the original in Birmingham Public Library MS 135

Royal Institution I 20 Feby 1853
Sir

I regret that I cannot comply with your request but I am constrained
by circumstances to give one common answer in the negative to all the
applications made to me to act as Steward at Public dinners or meetings*.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
William Gilpin Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 2642
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
23 February 1853
From the original in RGO6 / 405, f ,145

Royal Institution I 23 Feby. 1853.
My dear Airy

May I ask you to send the enclosed to your Carpenter perhaps he will
return me the bill with "Paid" by post1!.]

The kindest remembrances of my wife & self to Mrs. Airyi.i
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. This refers to an invoice for some work carried out for Airy, G.B. (1853), Friday Evening
Discourse of 4 February 1853. See Airy to Barlow, 21 February 1853, RGO6 / 405, f.144.

Letter 2643
Faraday to Jacob Herbert1

24 February 1853
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/56

Royal Institution 1 24 February 1853
Dear Sir

On Tuesday last1 an examination was made at the Trinity House into
the relative merits of the French lens, belonging to the frame in the
experimental room, and a corresponding lens recently manufactured by
the Messrs Chance of Birmingham; which for the purpose of comparison
was attached to the same frame. According to my judgment the forms, and
adjustment of the different portions of glass of Mr Chance's lens are as
perfect as in the French lens, and the light from the lamp therefore as well
and properly dispersed on the distant screen. The colour of all parts of Mr
Chances lens appeared to me by artificial light the same and very good;
and equal to the great central part of the French lens. The upper and lower
ribs of the French lens were slightly green, and therefore slightly inferior
in that respect. On the whole I consider the lenses as being very equal in
power and quality3.

I am I My dear Sir I Your very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esqr I &c &c &c

1. Apart from the signature, this copy is not in Faraday's hand.
2. That is 22 February 1853.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 1 March 1853, GL MS 30004/25, p.217. The
Court expressed its satisfaction with the contents.
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Letter 2644
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
25 February 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Pembroke College Cambridge i Feb 25th 1853
Dear Prof. Faraday,

I deferred answering your letter in hopes of being able to say that I
had sent the M.S. of the abstract of my lecture1. However I do not wish to
delay longer, though I can only say that it is in progress.

With respect to your other question, I have not been at any expense
about instruments, as what I used I had previously, with the exception of
a single piece of coloured glass. As to my travelling expenses, which do
not come to much, it is not my wish to be repaid, I should prefer leaving
it as it stands.

Believe me I Yours very truly I G.G. Stokes

1. Stokes (1853), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 February 1853. See James (1985), 151-2 for a
discussion of this lecture.

Letter 2645
John Forbes Royle1 to Faraday
1 March 1853
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.38

Acton 1st March 1853
My Dear Faraday

I was much obliged by your kind note, of which the tenure [sic] is
exactly what I expected & is exactly the cause I myself perceive in all
elections at Kings College. But having at the same time that I wrote to you
addressed others of the several whom I personally knew I was surprised
to find that your rule was not observed in all cases. So much so as to make
me doubt whether I should become a Candidate2. But as I want to present
you with or persuade you to look at the chemical part of my Manual of
Materia Medica3 as connected with the subject I will do myself the
pleasure of calling one of these days & telling you more particularly to
what I allude.

Believe me I Yours Very Truly I J.F. Royle

1. John Forbes Royle (1799-1858, DNB). Surgeon, naturalist and Professor of Materia Medica
at King's College London, 1836-1856.
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2. For the Professorship of Physiology at King's College London. On this see Hearnshaw
(1929), 232. The physician and microscopist Lionel Smith Beale (1828-1906, DNB2) was
appointed to the chair.
3. Royle(1847).

Letter 2646
William Stevenson to Faraday
1 March 1853
From Proc.Roy.Soc, 1853, 6: 291

Dunse (N. Britain), March 1,1853.
Dear Sir, - In the report in the Athenaeum of your lecture at the Royal

Institution on the 21st of January1,1 observe that you refer to the highly
interesting observations of Schwabe2, Sabine3, Wolf4, Gautier5, &c, from
which it would appear that a connection exists between the solar spots and
the variations of the terrestrial magnetic forces. Since a connection has
been demonstrated to exist between the latter and auroral phenomena, I
was induced to look over my notes relating to the aurorae observed at this
place, with a view to ascertain whether these also exhibited maxima and
minima, and if so, whether the periods of such agreed with those of the
solar spots and of the magnetic variations. The subjoined table shows the
distribution of the aurorae seen here in the years 1838 to 1847 inclusive:-

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Sum.
1838 5 3 4 3 2 4 1 2 3 27
1839 9 1 2 4 1 11 7 2 1 38
1840 5 5 2 4 3 7 6 6 5 43
1841 6 3 4 4 2 3 3 3 7 7 42
1842 2 2 1 ... 3 ... 1 ... 9
1843 2 1 1 1 2 ... 3 10
1844 1 ... 2 1 3 4 2 13
1845 1 2 ... 1 1 2 1 1 1 10
1846 ... 1 1 2 7 4 1 ... 16
1847 2 2 3 1 1 5 6 6 4 30

33 20 18 18 3 ... 2 14 43 34 30 23 238

These figures speak for themselves. I may remark that the returns for 1842
are incomplete, as I was absent from home during March and April of that
year. In 1848 I was also absent for some months, but from the number of
aurorae which I have noted during that year, I am satisfied that a
maximum then occurred, both as regards the number and intensity of
auroral displays. The present winter has been very barren in auroral
phenomena.
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Of crimson aurorae I find I have noted two in 1837, one in 1839, one
in 1846, three in 1847, and no less than six in 1848.

A discussion of the aurorae seen in North America and the North of
Europe during a series of years would be interesting with reference to the
points in question.

Apologizing for troubling you,
I am, dear Sir, I With the greatest respect, yours faithfully, I Wm.

Stevenson

1. See Athenaeum, 19 February 1853, pp.230-1 for an account of Faraday's Friday Evening
Discourse of 21 January 1853 "Observations on the Magnetic Force". Faraday (1853a).
2. Schwabe (1844).
3. Sabine (1852).
4. Wolf (1852a).
5. Jean Alfred Gautier (1793-1881, PI, 3). Professor of Astronomy in Geneva and Director of
the Observatory. See Gautier (1852), 189.

Letter 2647
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
3 March 1853
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Institution I 3 Mar 1853
My dear Matteucci

I was quite startled the other day by the receipt of your letter (I mean
the MS. one to myself1) for my imperfect memory made me quite unaware
that there was any thing in Dr. B Jones translation of Miiller's2 account of
Du bois Reymonds experiments3, which, could make it any source of
annoyance or irritation beyond the original. I knew from matters reported
in the Comptes Rendus & otherwise, that you & Du Bois Raymond were
in some degree antagonistically placed4; a thing very much to be regretted,
but which often happens amongst the highest men in every department of
Science, and more often when there are two or three only that really
pursue the subject, than when there are many. Still I may truly say that
when Du bois Reymond was here5 he never spoke of you in hard terms or
objectionably to me; probably he avoided the subject, but he did not
embitter it. Dr. Bence Jones translation was not completed I think in print
until after he was gone; but of that I am not quite sure. Being entirely
unacquainted with German I do not know what either Du bois Reymond
or Dr. Muller may have said controversially, but I concluded you had
borne with the work of the latter with that patience which most men of
eminence have to practice. For who has not to put up in his day with
insinuations & misrepresentations in the accounts of his proceedings given
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by others, bearing for the time the present injustice which is often
unintentional and often originates in the haste of temper; & committing
his fame & character to the judgment of the men of his own & future
time6[.j

I see that that moves you which would move me most namely the
imputation of a want of good faith; and I cordially sympathise with any
one who is so charged unjustly. Such cases have seemed to me almost the
only ones for which it is worth while entering into controversy. I have felt
myself not unfrequently misunderstood, often misrepresented, sometimes
passed by; as in the cases of Specific inductive capacity7, magneto electric
currents8, definite electrolytic action9, &c &c but it is only in the cases
where moral turpitude has been implied that I have felt called upon to
enter on the subject in reply10.1 can feel with you in the regret which you
express (pp. 14,1511) at having to write such a letter and employ time in
such a manner and looking again at the abstract can see how p23 2 & some
other parts have made you think it necessary to do so, but the letter being
written it will at all events have the good effect of collating dates both
before and after the year 1842. Ultimately this collation of dates is every
thing for in all matter of scientific controversy the dates form the data
upon which that final umpire is appealed to (i.e the scientific world) will
judgeu

I am sorry the dedication annoys youu I suppose the Italian & the
English feeling must differ in that respect. I do not like dedications but I
look upon them as Honorary Memberships and not to be refused without
something like an insult to the other parties concerned. In the chief
number of cases in which I have been concerned, I have not been asked
before hand & in all cases would rather not. We are bound by our duty to
the Members and to Science to let Du bois Reymond (or any other person)
make his experiments here13 and to the accident of his making them here
is due the dedication itself as the book says.

These polemics of the Scientific world are very unfortunate things
they form the great stain to which the beautiful edifice of scientific truth is
subject: Are they inevitable? They surely cannot belong to science itself but
to something in our fallen natures. How earnestly I wish in all such cases
that the two champions were friendsu Yet I suppose I may not hope that
you & Du bois Reymond may some day become so. Well let me be your
friend at all events & with the kindest remembrances to Madame
Matteucd14 & yourself believe me to be, my dear Matteucci,

ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2640.
2. Johannes Peter Miiller (1801-1858, DSB). Professor of Anatomy and Physiology at Berlin
University, 1833-1858.
3. Bence Jones (1852) which was dedicated to Faraday.
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4. Matteucci (1850b), Bois-Reymond (1850a, b), Matteucci (1850c), Bois-Reymond (1850c).
5. In 1852. See letters 2520, 2521 and 2522.
6. The following passage is crossed through here: "to whom all the necessary dates are made
known in a manner that cannot be altered".
7. See Gooding (1978).
8. See Steinle (1996).
9. See Faraday to Solly, 23 November 1836, letter 952, volume 2.
10. See Faraday to Wollaston, 30 October 1821, letter 154, volume 1, relating to priority over
electro-magnetic rotations.
11. Matteucci (1852a), 14-15.
12. Bence Jones (1852), 23.
13. See letters 2520,2521 and 2522.
14. Otherwise unidentified.

Letter 2648
William Stevenson to Faraday
5 March 1853
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .38
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Dunse, (N.B.) 5 March 1853
Dear Sir,

I have no objection to your bringing the substance of my communica-
tion under the notice of the Royal Institution1. On the contrary I feel very
much gratified that you consider it of so much interest.

I have for many years paid a good deal of attention to the
phenomena of the Aurora & have often sent notices of the more
remarkable displays to various public journals. Some of these have
probably come under your notice. Mr. Glaisher2 & I have had a good deal
of correspondence regarding the connection of the Auroral displays seen
here, with the disturbances of the magnetic instruments at Greenwich.

In 1840,1 communicated to Sir D. Brewster some observations on the
connection of cirri with Auroral phenomena. These were laid by him
before the Phil. Society of St. Andrews3 & I have often since then sent
similar communications to that body. As many of my observations bear
upon the subject of atmospheric magnetism, and, on that account, would
probably be of some interest to you, I shall have much pleasure in looking
over my notes when I have a little leisure & extracting such obs[ervatio]ns
as are likely to be of interest.

I may state that the communication referred to above as made in
1840, related chiefly to the tendency of cirri to effect a linear arrangement
in the direction of the Magnetic meridian. For two or three years previous
to 1840 I had been particularly struck by this tendency, which was all the
more remarkable since the direction of the motion of these clouds was
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generally at right angles to that of the Mag. meridian. Exceptions, due
principally to cyclonic movements of the atmosphere, were of pretty
frequent occurrence, but from what I observed I was satisfied that the
normal or undisturbed position of the long parallel lines of cirrus &
cirrostratus coincided with that of the Mag. meridian. For some years I
supposed that I had been the first to detect this magnetic tendency of these
clouds. I was however surprised & gratified (tho' it took from me all title
in the eyes of the world to claim originality of discovery,) to find in the
"Cosmos", that its illustrious Author4 had remarked in South America,
(under circumstances certainly much more favorable than are presented in
our climate) the same tendency of cirri to an arrangement in "meridional
bands"5.

I have at this moment an impression that for two or three years
somewhere between 1840 & 1848, fine, regular displays of cirri were much
rarer than for a year or two prior to 1840; but I must look into this matter.

I Remain I Dear Sir I With the Greatest Respect I Ever Faithfully
Yours I Wm. Stevenson

1. Faraday read letter 2646 to the Royal Institution on 4 March 1853. Proc.RoylnsL, 1853,1:
275.
2. James Glaisher (1809-1903, DSB). Superintendent of the Magnetic and Meteorological
Department at the Royal Greenwich Observatory, 1838-1874.
3. For an account of this see "Literary and Philosophical Society of St Andrews", Fife Herald,
5 November 1840, p.2, col. f.
4. Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt
5. Humboldt (1846-58), 1:182-3.

Letter 2649
Faraday to William Stevenson
8 March 1853
From Duns (1883), 291

Royal Institution, I 8 Mar. 1853.
My Dear Sir,

I am very much obliged by your kind note1 and shall be most grateful
for any data you can favour me with in relation to atmospheric
magnetism. The observations about the Cirri are exceedingly interesting,
and if at your leisure you devote me a few minutes I shall be very
thankful. Captn. [sic] Sabine was very much struck by your note to me (the
first one2) and asked me to allow it to be read at the Royal Society next
Thursday Evening3, and I have sent it to him for that purpose.

Your Very Obliged Servt., I M. Faraday
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1. Letter 2648.
2. Letter 2646.
3. That is 10 March 1853 when it was read.

Letter 2650
Faraday to Albert Way1

10 March 1853
From the original in FACLM H MS cl

Royal Institution I 10 March 1853
Dear Sir

I have seen & talked with Mr Medlock2; I have received from him an
account of the composition of the glass and specimens of the glass itself. I
have also made certain brief experiments on the glass with strong
chemical agents which though they cannot pretend to produce in a short
period the pure effect of time & exposure to air, seemed the most fitted to
help in guiding the mind. The result is that with respect to your question
"whether I should apprehend from the mode of fabrication or materials
used, that this impressed glass may be more liable to risks of deterioration
than ordinary glass"? I may freely answer that I do not see any reason to
expect inferiority on that pointi.i The consideration of the composition of
the glass and its behaviour with powerful chemical agents suggest no
suspicion of that kindi.j

I am i My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Albert Way Esq I &c &c &c

1. Albert Way (1805-1874, DNB). Antiquary.
2. Henry Medlock (1825-1875, B6). Industrial chemist who also worked on the chemistry of
medieval artefacts.

Letter 2651
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
10 March 1853
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth Baird

Royal Institution 1 10 Mar 1853
My dear Sir

I owe you many thanks for your kindness in sending me the extract
from O'Shaughnessy's1 report. By degrees the evidence of facts accumu-
lates and I hope we shall before very long be able to form a much better
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notion of the Electro magnetic or Magneto electric state of our earth than
we have at present.

Your kindness in sending me the extract reminds me of a little chat
we had once about my title "On the Magnetization of light". When you told
me (what I knew) of the objections of others I held my own & said I was
looking a little beyond their views - and I added to the title a note^u If you
happen to look at Walker's3 translation of De la Rivef's] recent work on
Electricity p522 at the bottom - p.523 and page 524 bottom4 where De la
Rive is speaking his own mind on the facts, you will see that I have reason
to be satisfied.

My lectures after Easter will be very common place & old in matter
for I have had no health or strength to construct or devise new matter but
such as they may be I send you an order5u

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq i &c &c

Endorsed by Brayley: Answered June 2nd. See p3.
"De la R's expression, p5246, at the last par. "the Phen." to "action...." "on
the manner" to "the ether" is exactly equivalent to those in yr. note."
"It appears to me, however, that the resultant of all yr researches in E. is the
establishment or at the least the impossible indication of the existence of
the ether"

1. William Brooke O'Shaughnessy (1809-1889, DNB). Physician and Professor of Chemistry at
Calcutta.
2. Faraday (1846a), ERE19, p.l.
3. Charles Vincent Walker (1812-1882, DNB). Electrician.
4. De La Rive (1853-8), 1: 522-4.
5. Faraday delivered six lectures on static electricity after Easter. His notes are in RI MS F4
J15.
6. De La Rive (1853-8), 1: 524.

Letter 2652
Faraday to Dr M
12 March 1853
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 322

Royal Institution: March 12,1853.
Dear Sir, - My words are simple and correct. I know that there are

plenty of portraits: I do not know that there is a single likeness. I have
compared the portraits with my face in the glass, and I cannot see a
likeness in any one of them. Therefore, if I wished, I could not send you
one. But as I never help to publish either portrait or likeness, I cannot in
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any manner accede to your request. I think we may now consider this
matter as finished.

Very truly yours, I M. Faraday

Letter 2653
Mary Somerville1 to Faraday
12 March 1853
From the original in RI MS Fl I56b

Genoa 12th March 1853
Dear Dr Faraday

Your papers on electricity which you so kindly send to me from time
to time give me infinite pleasure because they are most valuable in
themselves, and because they show me that your health permits you to
continue your invaluable experiments!.] Besides it is most gratifying to be
remembered by you and to find that time and absence makes no change to
your friendship.

I sincerely trust that Mrs Faraday is well, we all pass our best wishes
to her, to you and to your niece who I hope is as successful as she used to
be in raising exotic plants.

We go to Florence in April and shall be glad if we can do anything for
you them.]

Yours ever sincerely I Mary Somerville

1. Mary Somerville (1780-1872, DSB). Scientific writer.

Letter 2654
Faraday to Charles Manby
14 March 1853
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution t 14 Mar 1853
My dear Sir

I think Regnaults researches are in the Memoires of the Academie des
Sciences1:- perhaps you will find what you want in Dixons2 Treatise on
heat 8vo (Dublin)3!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Chas Manby Esq I &c &c &c

1. Regnault (1847).
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2. Robert Vickers Dixon (cl812-1885, Bl, AD) Professor of Natural Philosophy at Trinity
College, Dublin from 1848.
3. Dixon (1849).

Letter 2655
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
16 March 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/89

Trinity House, London, I 16th. March, 1853.
Sir,

I am directed to send you the accompanying Sample of White Lead,
belonging to one of the Tenders received for the supply of that article for
the Corporation's Service, - and have to request, that you will analyze the
same, and report the result, for the Board's information1.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq.

1. Faraday's analyses are in GL MS 30108/2/89 with a note that he reported on 26 March 1853.
This was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee, 29 March 1853, GL MS 30025/22, p.71 who
based their order on it.

Letter 2656
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
19 March 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/60c

Trinity House,- I 19 March 1853.
My dear Sir,

I am instructed to transmit to you the enclosed Copy of certain
Observations made before the Select Committee of the House of
Commons on Light Houses in 18451, in respect to a plan for reflecting
Sound; to acquaint you, that the Corporation propose erecting a Fog Bell
at the South Stack Light House Establishment,- and to request that you
will favor the Elder Brethren by stating whether, in your opinion, the
apparatus described in the paper referred to, would be applicable to
Sound,- and could be adapted with advantage to the purposes of the Bell
in question.

I remain I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L. 1 &c &c &c
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1. This is in GL MS 30108/2/60b and is from Parliamentary Papers, 1845 (607) 9, p.274 which
was the evidence of the lighthouse engineer Alexander Gordon (1802-1868, Bl).

Letter 2657
Faraday to Charles Manby
22 March 1853
From the original in RI MS Fl D16

22 Mar 1853 I 118 Kings road I Brighton
My dear Manby

I have not worked specially on the subject of the enclosed letter and
therefore must decline to answer the enquiryu Indeed my memory is
becoming so treacherous that I should not know without much search
where to find the safest answer derived from the trials of others. I am sorry
I cannot send you this note back in time as you wish1!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. This presumably refers to some unidentified piece of business connected with the
Institution of Civil Engineers.

Letter 2658
Faraday to Albert Way1

22 March 1853
From the original in FACLM H MS cl

Royal Institution I 22 Mar 1853
Dear Sir

I am very happy to hear that the window is to be as you desired and
thank you for your kind letter. I will keep you continually in my debt for
a little good will but nothing more2u

Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Albert Way Esq I &c &c &c

1. Albert Way (1805-1874, DNB). Antiquary.
2. See letter 2650.
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Letter 2659
William Stevenson to Faraday
23 March 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Dunse, 23d March 1853
My dear Sir,

I have now the pleasure of enclosing the Abstract of my Observations
which I promised to send you1. You are heartily welcomed to make any use
of the paper that you may think fit. If it shall prove of any importance to
Science I shall consider myself amply repaid for the labor.

The Extracts from my journals have extended I am afraid, to a
tedious length, altho' I have abridged them as much as I could by leaving
out the less important details. I have also omitted a great number of
instances wherein the phenomena exhibited were very similar to those
shown in the cases I have quoted. Of course I have the means of
furnishing, if necessary, a great quantity of addt details & instances, but
those now given may serve as a sort of general example. With regard to
special points of enquiry which may suggest themselves to you, I shall be
happy, on hearing from you, to furnish all the assistance in my power.

I intended to have added some general remarks to the paper now
sent, but on consideration, thought it better to defer this lest I might do
injury by premature attempts at theorizing.

I was much gratified to learn that Colonel Sabine felt so much
interested in my note2. There are perhaps some things in the abstract sent
which will also be interesting to him.

I Remain I My Dear Sir, I With the greatest respect I Yours
Faithfully I Wm Stevenson
P.S. I should mention that at night there is often much difficulty in
distinguishing between cirri & drrostrati, so that it is possible that in some
of my observations I may have mistaken the one form of cloud for the
other. I W.S.

1. In letter 2648.
2. See letter 2649.
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Letter 2660
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
24 March 1853
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/60c

Royal Institution I 24 March 1853.
My dear Sir

In reference to the proposition made on the evidence which you sent
to me given by Mr. Gordon on the subject of the fog signal1 I think I
understand that the proposed arrangement has not been really tried but is
suggested on the score of the analogy between light and sound. In my
opinion it would not be prudent to substitute an untried method in a case
of actual service for such as have been tried, the best of which would of
course be selected.

If I were asked what results I should expect from experimental trials;
with a view of testing the proposition and producing a good & useful
apparatus in conformity thereto, I should say that the results are doubtful
and that it would require many trials & reconstructions of the apparatus
before either an affirmative or a negative result would be obtained. I do
not as yet know of any thing approaching to a steam whistle either in
power or arrangement of parts which has been obtained by a bellows yet
something like such a source would be required not merely in respect of
strength of sound but also of form and consequent distribution of the
sonorous undulations. A steam whistle sends sounds of nearly equal
intensity in all directions around it; any arrangement having the form of
an ordinary whistle does not do so; and would not be so fit for a central
source as the former.

Then as respects the reflexion of sound the origin of which is in a
focus:- though the physical analogy of light and sound is very great, yet
there is an infinite difference in degree between them, and we have no
material which is to sound what polished silver is to light. In the absence
of previous experience & trials it is even possible and most probable that
the first acoustic reflectors found for such a purpose might deaden &
destroy sound and that to a large extent. On the other hand if by
investigation a constant & useful mode of construction could be
discovered and the best material be ascertained, still the curvature and the
size of the reflectors which would be required are altogether unknown, &
would need further experiments for their determination!.]
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So that at present if any one were to propose to work out such a
system as that described by Mr. Gordon I should not object on the score
that the proposition was unphilosophical or against natural principles but
I should say experimental investigation would in the first place be
required & I should not be surprized if he failed to eliminate any practical
or applicable result2!.]

I am My dear Sir I Very Sincerely Yours I M Faraday

1. See letter 2656.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 29 March 1853, GL MS 30010/38, p.93 who
referred it to the Lights Committee.

Letter 2661
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
28 March 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/89

Trinity House London I 28 March 1853.
Sir,

I duly received your Letter of the 26th Instant reporting on the
Sample of Mr. Grace's1 White Lead2,- and am directed to send you a
Sample of another Party who tender'd for the same Contract, which you
will please analize and report upon3.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant i J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L. I &c &c &c

1. There are several white lead manufacturers by the name of Grace listed in POD.
2. See letter 2655.
3. Faraday's notes of this analysis are in GL MS 30108/2/89. His report, dated 4 April 1853,
was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee, 5 April 1853, GL MS 30025/22, p.75 who
confirmed their order.
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Letter 2662
Faraday to Charles Fellows1

4 April 1853
From the original in WIHM MS 5634

With M. Faradays Compliments to Sir Charles Fellows.
Royal Institution i 4 April 1853

Address: Sir Charles Fellows Bart I &c &c &c I 4 Montague Place

1. Charles Fellows (1799-1860, DNB). Traveller and archaeologist.

Letter 2663
Faraday to William Frederick Pollock
4 April 1853
From the original in the possession of George W. Platzman

Royal Institution I 4 April 1853
My dear Pollock

I enclose an Anderson1 card and venture through you to recommend
it to Mrs. Pollocks favour. As to the other & more masculine matter I
assure you I will not forget your letter when the time comesu

Ever Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2664
Faraday to Thomas Newborn Robert Morson1

7 April 1853
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 7 April 1853
My dear Morson

I need for my lecture on Saturday2 some films or sheets of Collodion*.]
I once had some about the size of my hand & cannot tell where I should
go for themu Have you such a thing or can you tell me where I can get
them? They were quite transparent & very electric and it is to illustrate
that point that I want them i.e. one or two such sheetsu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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1. Thomas Newborn Robert Morson (1799-1874, Morson (1997)). Pharmaceutical chemist.
2. That is 9 April 1853 when Faraday delivered his first lecture of his course of six lectures on
static electricity. Faraday's reference to the use of collodion in this lecture is in his notes, RI MS
F4J15,p.l.

Letter 2665
Edward Augustus Inglefield1 to Faraday
7 April 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

H.M.S. Phoenix I Woolwich I 7th/4/53
My dear Sir

You may possibly be aware that another Expedition is about to
proceed to the Arctic Seas, and I have been appointed to the command2. It
is not impossible that I may have to spend a winter in those high latitudes3

& should that be the case, I shall have much leisure to carry on
philosophical experiments. If I can make any observations or experiments
for you, I shall be too glad of the occasion and if there are any suggestions
you would kindly give me as to magnetical or electrical research I shall be
ever

Yours very gratefully i E.A. Inglefield
P.S Perhaps it would save your time if I might be allowed an interview
with you some morning early. Mr. Gassiot informs me about 9 is generally
the most agreeable hour to youu
9 Portsea Place I Connaught Sq

1. Edward Augustus Inglefield (1820-1894, DNB1). Commander in the Royal Navy.
2. This was yet another expedition to search for the Arctic explorer John Franklin (1786-1847,
DNB).
3. The expedition did not winter in the Arctic.

Letter 2666
Faraday to Charles Tomlinson1

8 April 1853
From the original in University of Texas at Austin Charles Darwin
letters

Royal Institution I 8 April 1853
Dear Sir

I am very happy to inclose the pass for the Porter and only hope Mr
Cunningham^ may be interested in the simple matters which I shall have
to talk about tomorrow3!.]
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Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
C. Tomlinson Esq I &c &c &c

1. Charles Tomlinson (1808-1897, DNB). Scientific writer.
2. Unidentified.
3. That is when Faraday delivered his first lecture of his course of six lectures on static
electricity. His notes are in RI MS F4 J15.

Letter 2667
William Stevenson to Faraday
8 April 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
M. Faraday Esq i &c &c &c

Dunse, 8th April 1853
Dear Sir,

I am favoured with your letters of the 30th ult & 6th inst.
It is very gratifying to me to learn that such eminent judges as

Colonel Sabine & yourself have considered my observations to be of such
Scientific importance as to render their publication, in some form,
desirable.

I have not the slightest objection to the publication of my observa-
tions, wholly or partially, in any journal or in any form, so that they may
be made accessible to those who take an interest in the Subject. I have as
yet published nothing on Meteorological Subjects except in the shapes of
newspaper paragraphs, slips for circulation among my friends, & the like.
Perhaps as you suggest the Philosophical Magazine would be a suitable
vehicle for the publication of the observations contained in the abstract
which I sent you. They would however of course require to be put into a
proper form, for I need scarcely say that in making up the abstract I did
not think it necessary to attend to anything like literary arrangement. I am
quite willing to entrust the Editors of the Phil.Mag. to put the paper into
proper shape for their journal. In this case I should like to see what
alterations they make upon the M.S. before it is in the hands of the Printer,
or, at least, to have an opportunity of looking over the proofs, that any
clerical or other errors may be rectified. Or, I could alter the form myself
in accordance with any suggestions which you might make, in conjunction
(perhaps) with the Editor of the Phil.Mag. I should however rather prefer
the former method, for, among other reasons, I have not hitherto been a
reader of that journal, and am therefore not a proper judge of style &c
suitable to its readers. All I wish is that whatever is of value in my
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observations should be made available to the Scientific public. The paper
could be much shortened by striking out many of the less important
notes1.

I may perhaps at some future time, publish a small book upon the
Subject, but as I am not yet prepared for this, I think it much better not to
detain from the public what may be of use in the meantime.

The results of your investigations respecting the effect of low
temperatures & rarefaction upon the magnetism of oxygen, will be looked
for with great interest2.

If I recollect right I stated somewhere in the "Abstract" sent you, that
I had been led to the opinion that the directions of the progressive motions
of cyclones compared, at least approximately, with those of the upper
atmospheric currents as indicated by the motions of cirri. Within the last
two months I have observed some very striking instances confirmatory of
this opinion, and I should like much that the attention of meteorologists
was directed to the Subject, as any addition to our knowledge of the laws
& indications of the approach of these destructive visitants, must be of
great value to humanity, as well as of much Scientific importance. The
following is a Short abstract of some of my notes regarding the cases
referred to:

On the 18th Febry the cirri moved from N to S, their bands ranging
NNE to SSW, wind light from about WNW & barometer declining. I noted
in my journal "this seems to indicate the passage of a cyclone from N to S.
Perhaps a storm from NNE may be expected with a rise of the barometer".
Next day we had Severe Storm of snow & hail from NNE with a rapid rise
of the barometer.

On the 21st Feby. at 3 P.M. cirri extended from NE to SW, moving from
about NW. In the evening the barom. began to decline & the wind changed
from N to W. I noted in my journal "a cyclone appears to be coming over
from NW, the centre passing to Eastward". This cyclone proceeded
according to the "law of Storms" during the 22nd & 23rd. On the 24th
before its course was fully completed, it was interfered with by a Second
cyclone, which in its turn, was (on the 25th) interfered with by a third,- the
progressive motion of all the 3 Storms being from NW. On the 25th about
noon, cerri & cirro-cumuli were seen moving from NW, wind then N, and
the barom. at its culminating point. About 3 P.M. the wind backed to W,
and during the evening the barom. fell rapidly. At 12 PM. the wind was
SW, gusty, with Snow. I noted in my journal "a third cyclone has come on
before the Second was completed & moving in the Same direction (from
about NW). From its commencing at SW, we may expect a heavy Storm
from NE as this cyclone appears to be central here". Next day we had a
very Severe Storm from NNE with a rising barom. & on the 27th the storm
was finished by the wind Sinking at NE, the barom. having risen to fully
its average height.
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On the 30th March the wind was Easterly, weather fine & barometer
which had been high, gradually declining. On the 31st at 8 A.M. I observed
numerous cirri moving very rapidly from SE, wind then E & barom. still
slowly declining. I inferred a cyclone moving from SE, the centre passing
to Westward of this place. This was fully confirmed, for at 1 AM. of the 1st
inst a high wind Sprung up from E, the barom. falling very much. During
the day the wind veered round to SW, the barom having fallen until the
wind passed the SSW point, when it began to rise. On the 2nd at 2 PM. I
observed irregular cirri at a lower elevation than usual & passing into
cirro-cumuli, moving rapidly from SW, wind then SW. 9 PM. barom still
rising, wind high from WSW. The cyclonic movement on this occasion
would thus seem to have affected to a certain extent the higher regions of
the atmosphere. It would be important to ascertain the exact nature of the
disturbances of the meteorological elements in the upper regions during,
as well as before & after the passage of cyclones. The Subject tho' difficult,
would, I have no doubt yield good results to careful & long continued
observation.

Now that we really know Something about Storms, and now that we
have the electric telegraph ready to convey intelligence almost instanta-
neously to and from remote parts of the islands of Britain & Ireland, it is,
I think, high time that our Government should establish meteorological
observatories at several important & distant stations now connected by
telegraph, so that the indications of approaching storms, as well as
observations made during their progress should be "flashed" over the
country, especially to the principal Sea ports, without loss of time. If this
were done, with the addition of a system of Storm Signals at prominent
points round our coasts, I need scarcely say, that in all probability, a vast
number of lives would be saved yearly, as well as an amount of property,
compared with which the cost of the proposed establishments would be a
mere trifle.

This is Surely a Subject well worthy of being seriously considered by
the Government of a country so eminently maritime as our own, and from
the highly liberal & Scientific character of Several members of the present
Government, I have little doubt that an application to them, urging the
great importance of the proposal both as regards the interests of humanity
& of Science, would not be made in vain.

I Remain I My Dear Sir I With the greatest Respect I Your's Ever
Faithfully I Wm Stevenson

1. Stevenson, W. (1853).
2. Faraday had recently been working on this topic. See Faraday, Diary, 3-16 November 1852,
6:12908-13009 and 15 February 1853, 6: 13029-13038.
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Letter 2668
Faraday to Peter Theophilus Riess
11 April 1853
From the original in SPK DD

Royal Institution I London I 11 April 1853
My dear Sir

I cannot deny to myself the pleasure of expressing to you my most
grateful thanks for your kind present of the two volumes on Electricity1,
which I received safely a week ago. The pleasure is mingled with a deep
regret that I cannot profitably use them, because of my ignorance of your
powerful, well used, & highly productive, language; for I know, through
translations, of some of your papers2, the high qualities of your powerful
mind, and I feel that your book is a rich mine of wealth, freely opened to
others but shut to meu Still the kindness which has caused you to send it
to me is a proof that I have your good opinion; & that I value most highly.
I can appreciate the value of the commendation of men themselves worthy
of all praise: and were it not that I am now growing old & memory is
failing I would promise that your labours should have their influence a
second time by stimulating me to further work. As it is accept my most
grateful thanks & the expression of my highest esteem & respect and
believe me to be

Most Truly Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Professor P. Th. Riess I &c &c &c

1. Riess (1853).
2. For example Riess (1846,1852).

Letter 2669
Faraday to Robert Warington1

15 April 1853
From the original in Northeastern Science Foundation, Brooklyn
College of the City University of New York
Many thanks my dear Warington for your kindness in the matter of the
handkerchief & all elseu Thank them for me who were so good as to put
up the packet.

Yours Truly I M. Faraday
15 April 1853

1. Robert Warington (1807-1867, DNB). Chemist to the Society of Apothecaries, 1842-1867,
and Secretary of the Chemical Society, 1841-1851.
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Letter 2670
Faraday to William Mure
19 April 1853
From the original in NLS MS 4953, f.49

Mr Faraday presents his Compliments to Coll Muir [sic] and would
be much obliged to him if he could arrange Mr. Faraday's examination
either for Thursday of this week or for Monday or Tuesday of next week1

as he is anxious to engage in some important investigations with Mr.
Brodie on Friday next2!.]
Royal Institution I Tuesday 19 April 1853

1. That is 21,25 and 26 April 1853. Faraday did not give his evidence to the Select Committee
on the National Gallery until 10 June 1853. Parliamentary Papers, 1852-3 (867) 35, pp.373-83. See
letter 2684.
2. That is 22 April 1853.

Letter 2671
Faraday to James Heywood Markland1

22 April 1853
From the original in SAU MS QC F2 L2, f.185

Royal Institution I 22 April 1853
Sir

I shall be very happy to talk over the matter of the Bath Waters on
Monday next2 at hp 9 o elk or 10 o'clk if that would suit your
convenience!.]

I am I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
J.H. Markland Esq I &c &c &c

1. James Heywood Markland (1788-1864, DNB). Bath antiquarian.
2. That is 25 April 1853.

Letter 2672
Faraday to John Tyndall
4 May 1853
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4133

R. Institution, i 4 May, 1853.
My dear Tyndall,

Anderson has asked me about the enclosed tables. My pencil notes
will point out the points questioned. Will you settle them and let us have
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the tables as soon as may be, that he may be employing his spare portions
of time on them1.

Ever yours, i M. Faraday.

1. This note is mentioned in Tyndall, Diary, 7 May 1853, 5: 204, but gives no indication as to
what the subject of the note was.

Letter 2673
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
5 May 1853
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/60c

5 May 1853 I Royal Institution
My dear Sir

I have seen and heard Mr Wells Fog signal1 and cannot help thinking
that its deserves a fair trial:- as to distant effect over the water. The sound
is very distinct & I think in character more available than that of a bell or
a gong. It will require greater power than either of these but still the power
of a man appears to be sufficient - even in the present comparitively [sic]
rough state of the apparatus2!.]

I am My dear Sir I Yours Very faithfully I M Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esqr I &c &c &c

1. A printed advert of G. Wells's (of 15 Upper East Smithfield) apparatus is in GL MS
30108/2/60a.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 10 May 1853, GL MS 30010/38, p.130. It was
referred to the Light Committee.

Letter 2674
George Wingrove Cooke1 to Faraday
12 May 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Sir,

Will you pardon the intrusion of a stranger who really has no excuse
for his inroad upon your time except the claim which literature sometimes
is allowed to have on scienceu

I am writing an article for the New Quarterly Review2 upon the
history of the Rapping Spirit humbug and I am disturbed by facts or
pretended facts like the inclosed. The little scientific knowledge which I do
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possess tends to the conclusion that these "facts" are utterly inconsistent
with all the laws that make up Electricity & Magnetisms

Might I trespass upon you as far as to ask whether there is any thing
at all possible in these statements. Of course I shall make no use of any
answer which you may favor me except to take from it my own tone in
dealing with this department of the subject - unless indeed you should
expressly authorise me to make this use of it.

Perhaps you would kindly return me the extracts enclosedu
I remain Sir I Your very faithful servant I Geo Wingrove Cooke

2 Brick Court, Temple I 12 May 1853

1. George Wingrove Cooke (1814-1865, DNB). Lawyer and writer.
2. [Cooke] (1853).

Letter 2675
John Allen1 to Faraday
16 May 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Prees Vicarage, Shrewsbury, 16 May 1853
Sir,

Will you pardon me for asking your attention to the phenomenon of
table moving, which, unless I am greatly deceived, will be ranked among
the most astonishing discoveries of this age. No one could as I think have
been less disposed to believe the accounts given in the newspapers than I
was, but having seen a private letter from Mrs. H.G. Bunsen2 describing
what took place at the Prussian minister's3 house on Monday evening last4

I was induced to try the experiment on Saturday5 with some friends whose
good faith I entirely confide in.

1. 7 or 8 persons stood round a small circular table, resting on
wooden feet on a carpeted floor, they having previously laid aside metal
ornaments (as chains, rings, watches) & taking care that their dresses
should not touch, the left hand thumb being under the right hand thumb,
and the right hand little finger of each resting under the left hand little
finger of the neighbour on the right side, so as to form a continuous chain,
the tips of the fingers resting lightly on the table, and the parties exercising
to the best of their power a wish that the table should move round in one
direction; after about 20' the table began to move round, the velocity of the
motion appearing to increase equably so that the experimenters were
obliged to run round rapidly with it.

At first I was simply a spectator but being assured that the
experimenters were not intentionally deceiving me, I joined (2) a company
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of nine persons who repeated the experiment round a larger table on iron
castors on a carpeted floor; after about 10' it began to move. Fearing lest
there might be some deception, the parties (possibly unconsciously) aiding
the motion mechanically, I without apprising the rest broke the continuity
of the chain more than once while the table was in motion, and each time
the table stopped.

I should have mentioned that, in the first experiment, on the
experimenters expressing a volition that the table should stop and move
round in the opposite direction, the table stopped, and then moved almost
immediately in conformity with the wish so expressed.

It may be said that there was some clever person in the party who
managed to push the table round, or that unconsciously the persons
pushed it in the direction in which they wished it move: but the sensation,
the equability of the motion, its cessation when the continuity of the
contact was interrupted, and the length of time that elapsed before the
motion began, are conclusive arguments to myself who am well
acquainted with the parties experimenting, that there is something in the
matter which hitherto has not been explained.

I should feel greatly indebted to you sir if you would deem the
matter worthy of your attention.

There was a tingling felt at the tips of the fingers and at the elbows
previous to and during the motion of the table.

Sir I am with true respect I Your faithful Servant I John Allen I
Archdeacon of Salop, dioc. Lichf.
Professor M. Faraday i L.L.D.

1. John Allen (1810-1886, B4). Vicar of Prees, 1846-1883 and Archdeacon of Salop, 1847-1886.
2. Mary Louisa Bunsen, nee Harford-Battersby (d.1906, age 84, GRO). Married Henry George
Bunsen (d.1885, age 66, GRO, CCD, Vicar of Lilleshall, 1847-1869) in 1847, Bunsen (1868), 2:
78.
3. Christian Karl Josias Bunsen (1791-1860, NDB). Prussian ambassador in London, 1841-1854
and father of Henry George Bunsen.
4. That is 9 May 1853.
5. That is 14 May 1853.

Letter 2676
Faraday to Thomas Challis1

17 May 1853
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 17 May 1853
My Lord

1 exceedingly regret that a rigorous prior engagement will prevent
me from profiting by Your Lordships kindness on the evening of the 8th of
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June2 but am unable to remove it3. With many thanks for the honor &
kindness I have the honor to be

Your Lordships I Most Obliged & Grateful Servant I M. Faraday
The Right Honorable I The Lord Mayor I &c &c &c

1. Thomas Challis (1794-1874, Bl). Lord Mayor of London, 1852-1853.
2. This was a reception following a meeting to discuss the best means of presenting
knowledge of science and art in various industrial centres. See Athenaeum, 21 May 1853, p.618
and 11 June 1853, p.705.
3. This was possibly the Wednesday meeting of the London Sandemanian Church. See Cantor
(1991a), 65.

Letter 2677
William Edward Hickson to Faraday
17 May 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Fairseat, Wrotham 1 Kent I May 17/53
My dear Sir,

Are we not on the eve of some new discovery in Dynamics?
I allude to the curious phenomena of 'table moving' which I am

anxious to see our scientific men take out of the hands of Electro biologist
charlatans & spirit manifesters.

The facts to be investigated appear to me so important, and
incredulity respecting them from this singularity is so natural, that I am
induced to send you an account of what has passed under my observation
within the last two days.

1st Experiment - Three persons sitting round a small round drawing
room work table with their hands upon it & fingers touching, for an hour
& a quarter. I No result.

2nd Experiment of four persons round a kitchen table for an hour &
a half. No result.

In both the above cases of failure the experimenters were on the
shady side of forty.

3rd Experiment. Seven young ladies of from 12 to 16 yrs of age
standing in a schoolroom, about a round kitchen table with their hands
upon it & fingers joined. In half an hour the table began turning round
with considerable rapidity - the feet (without castors) grating harshly on
the floor. I then joined the circle, when it paus'd a little, as if to re-establish
an equilibrium,- resum'd, tilted itself up with considerable force & fell
over on one side.

These phenomena were repeated several times during the same
evening,- changing the circle; and I noticed at each change a pause, and a
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pause of longer or shorter duration according to the apparent amount of
vitality possessed by the different persons who join'd. One young lady of
16 of a florid complexion & full habit of body seemed to have more power
than the rest; so much so that the table almost immediately began spinning
when she joined the circle, but with or without her the ultimate result was
always the same.

4th Experiment. I placed two needles at right angles on the table
while in motion, but could perceive no deflection. They seem'd however
to stick to the table more than usual, but roll'd off when it tipt up.

5th Experiment. A hat was plac'd on the table, and the fingers join'd
(of the last circle) on the hat. Hat & table in a few minutes began moving
round together. Afterwards the hat by itself.

6th Experiment. Four of us from the last circle, (myself one) took the
hat to another table with a screen top, still keeping up the chain. The hat
again began to move, and with it the top of the table, which unscrew'd
itself & came off.

Returning home I call'd at my friend Fowler's1 the architect, whose
family had been busy all the evening trying similar experiments. They had
fail'd to move a table but were succeeding with a hat when I entered the
room. The circle was formed of three young ladies of 20, & Charles Fowler2

(25) whose fingers were joined & lightly resting on the brim of the hat,- the
hat moving round as if turning on a pivot, first from left to right & then,
after about I a dozen turns, going back again from right to left.

This latter circumstance stopt my theorizing, for in Miss Grants'3

schoolroom the motions, whether of hat or table, had always been from
left to right, as if following some tellurian circuit.

But query, may not all force, that of magnetism included, be deriv'd
from the original motive power of centrifugal & centripetal action?

Yours very truly I W.E. Hickson
M. Faraday Esq

1. Charles Fowler (1792-1867, Bl). Architect.
2. Otherwise unidentified.
3. According to Kent POD a Miss Grant ran a school at Stanstead which is three miles from
Wrotham.

Letter 2678
William Edward Hickson to Faraday
19 May 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Fairseat, Wrotham I Kent I May 19/53
My dear Sir,
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Your note1 is just the kind of answer I should have written myself a
week ago when I shd certainly not have stirr'd an inch out of my way to
verify the phenomena describ'd.

The facts of the Biologists as far as they are facts are explicable by
metaphysical laws, & the rest is fraud; but here we have a class of
phenomena belonging to the mechanics of chemistry; too easily tested for
the scientific world to ignore, and apparently affording a clue to laws
worth finding out.

Let four persons in the prime of life & robust health stand round a
hat, with their fingers lightly resting on the brim & so that the little fingers
of each join, and, if the door be clos'd & the room warm, in 20 minutes the
hat will turn, first from left to right, then from right to left.

The hat will even continue to turn for a time when the chain is
broken & left with one person having his fingers on the brim, but will
presently stop.

This experiment I have seen repeatedly, since I wrote, & without a
single failure.

The table experiment requires more patience & more power; but
there is no mistake about it. You feel at once that it moves as
independently of any pressure from your fingers as the fly wheel of a steam
engine, & sometimes with a rapidity that makes the head giddy in keeping
up with it.

Now, if Newton was wise in asking himself why does the apple fall2,
may we not, with due modesty, ask his successors, why does the hat or
table turn?

Will you, while this fine weather lasts, take a day or twos holiday
with us, & talk the matter over while inhaling the fresh air of our chalk
hills?

We have half a dozen beds at your service, and a beautiful country to
shew you, worth visiting. A country too that affords to a botanist &
geologist numerous points of interest.

My pony chaise shall meet you at the Gravesend station any day you
may appoint.

Say you will come & you will confer a great favour on myself and
Mrs Hickson3!.]

Yours truly I W.E. Hickson
M. Faraday Esq

1. Faraday's reply to letter 2677. Not found.
2. See McKie and De Beer (1951-2).
3. Jane Hickson, nee Brown. Married Hickson in 1830, see under his DNB entry.
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Letter 2679
William Edward Hickson to Faraday
22 May 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Fairseat 1 Wrotham I Kent I May 22/53
My dear Sir

Some time at least in the course of the summer I hope you will be
more at leisure. Pray consider the invitation a standing one, and that when
ever you can command a day or two's holiday you may be sure here of a
hearty welcome.

If you should see Mr Carpenter1 will you make my compts to him &
say that I quite agree with his biological exposition2. Two years ago in a
paper I wrote in the Westmr31 went over the same ground.

Our present facts however have nothing to do with the laws of
suggestion. The rotation when it commences more generally interrupts
than allows the order of conversation.

If Mr Carpenter intend following up his experiments, will you ask
him if he will run down here as yr locum tenens.

With the assistance of Miss Grants4 establishment in wh there are 60
inmates we can produce all the phenomena any evening with as much
certainty as making the wheels of a clock turn by winding it up.

Yours truly I W.E. Hickson

1. William Benjamin Carpenter (1813-1885, DSB). Professor of Forensic Medicine at
University College London, 1845-1856.
2. See Carpenter (1852), Friday Evening Discourse of 12 March 1852.
3. [Hicksonl (1851).
4. According to Kent POD a Miss Grant ran a school at Stanstead which is three miles from
Wrotham.

Letter 2680
Faraday to Frederick Gye
24 May 1853
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 24 May 1853
My dear Sir

You are most kind - on returning home from the Geographical
dinner1 (the first dinner of the kind I had been to for years) I found your
enclosures I would much rather have been with you2 than where I was but
such was my fate. I did not leave home until 20' to 7 o'clk but your note
had not then arrivedu This must be my excuse for not returning it last
nightu
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If you have any further intention towards us, do not let it be this
week or before Thursday week i.e the 2nd of June: it so happens that I am
never at liberty on Saturdays and the other opera evenings before then are
subject to appointments!.]

With kindest remembrances to Mrs. Gye3.
I am yours faithfully I M. Faraday

F. Gye Esq i &c &c &c

1. The Anniversary Meeting of the Royal Geographical Society had been held at the Royal
Institution prior to the dinner. See J.Roy.Geogr.Soc, 1853,23: liii-lv.
2. Faraday would have heard Meyerbeer's "Roberto di Diavola". See Times, 23 May 1853, p.4,
col. c.
3. Mrs Frederick Gye, nee Hughes. Otherwise unidentified. See DNB under Frederick Gye.

Letter 2681
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
26 May 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/58

Trinity House London I 26 May 1853.
My dear Sir,

I am directed to transmit for your consideration and any observa-
tions which you may be pleased to make thereon,- the accompanying
extract from a Letter from the Principal Keeper of the Light House at St.
Catherine's1, in relation to the defective state of the ventilation of the
Lantern thereof.

I beg to add that should you deem it advisable that you should visit
that Establishment, to make personal enquiry into the matter, - the Board
will quite approve your so doing.

I am, I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqr. I &c &c &c

1. This extract is in GL MS 30108/1/58.

Letter 2682
Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
31 May 1853
From the original in SM MS 1324

Royal Institution i 31 May 1853.
Dear Sir
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I cannot find a copy of the notes of which I spoke to youu I will
therefore say in brief that when I examined the books at the Athenaeum it
was my opinion that they suffered from the Sulphurous & Sulphuric acid
produced by the burning gas and that as it appeared to be impossible so
to purify coal gas as to remove every source of these substances from it, so
it would be wise to ventilate the gas lamps. This was done according to my
suggestion & I understand has perfectly removed the evilYi

I am I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
I may add that I have found no reason to change my opinion of the

cause of the evil and I doubt not that the remedy would be as efficient in
Lord Spencer's2 Library as at the Athenaeumi.i I MF

1. See Cowell (1975), 24-5.
2. Frederick, 4th Earl Spencer (1798-1857, CP). Retired Admiral.

Letter 2683
Faraday to Elizabeth Reid
7 June 1853
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.l

Royal Institution i 7 June 1853
My dear Eliza

There remain three lectures here one on Thursday at 3 o'clk by Dr.
Frankland on Chemistry of food1 one by myself on Friday evening at 9 o'clk
on Oxygen2 - & one on Saturday at 3 o elk by Dr. Tyndall on Water5.1 send
your admissions for all & shall be very happy to see Mr. Davis4 hereu

Your Affectionate Unkle I M. Faraday

1. This was Frankland's tenth and final lecture in his course on "Technological Chemistry''
delivered on 9 June 1853. See RI MS GB 2: 77.
2. Faraday (1853c), Friday Evening Discourse of 10 June 1853.
3. This was Tyndall's fourth and final lecture in his course on "Air and Water" delivered on
11 June 1853. See RI MS GB 2: 78.
4. Richard Hayton Davis (d.1911, age 78, GRO). Chemist who married into the Barnard family
and lived mostly in Harrogate. Davis's admission card for Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse
is in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.l.
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Letter 2684
William Mure to Faraday
7 June 1853
From the original in RI MS F2 J185

Un. Services Club, I June 7/53
Dear Mr Faraday,

Mr Charteris1, who is more in the way of such curiosities than myself,
has promised to procure & send to you the requisite fragment of old oil
painting, in the course of tomorrow or next day early.

If your receive it, and are able to operate on it2,1 hope you will favour
the Committee with your attendance on Friday next3 between 12 and 3;
bringing with you your various experimental specimens. If you have not
yet had the requisite opportunity of performing the spirit of wine
experiment, your evidence had better be postponed to a future meeting.

I go to Oxford tomorrow - but hope to be back at latest to breakfast
on Friday morning.

Your very truly I Will Mure
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. Francis Richard Charteris (1818-1914, CP under Wemyss). Conservative MP for Hadding-
tonshire, 1847-1883 and a member of the Select Committee on the National Gallery.
2. Faraday was able to operate (that is clean) on this picture on 9 June 1853. His notes on this
work are in RI MS F2 J182-5. He reported this work to the Select Committee on the National
Gallery on 10 June 1853. Parliamentary Papers, 1852-3 (867) 35, p.376.
3. That is 10 June 1853.

Letter 2685
Faraday to William Mure
7 June 1853
From the original in NLS MS 4953, f .100

Royal Institution I 7 June 1853
Dear Sir

On looking out some old pictures painted for me (very common
place) by Penry Williams1 when he was young i.e about 33 years ago2, &
working with them & alcohol, I found them exceedingly affected; & I
suspect they are, as to vehicle either the mixture of oil & varnish or all
varnish. On the other hand working with a white lead surface containing
no varnish but only oil, which I applied 3 years ago, I found it to resist
altogether the alcohol:- I think therefore I have the two extreme cases
which illustrate the effect of alcohol on pictures3 & in that case I am ready
for the Committee on Friday4. If you think fit I will come; but as Friday
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time is valuable5, would be glad to know the time accurately & not to be
away from home longer than is needfulu Whatever you desire I will dou

I am I Dear Sir I Most truly Yours I M. Faraday
Coll Mure M.P. I &c &c &c

1. Penry Williams (1798-1885, DNB). Painter.
2. See Faraday to Guest, 20 July 1819, letter 103, volume 1.
3. Faraday's notes on this work are in RI MS F2 J182-5. He reported this work to the Select
Committee on the National Gallery on 10 June 1853. Parliamentary Papers, 1852-3 (867) 35,
p.376.
4. That is 10 June 1853. See letter 2684.
5. Due to Faraday delivering the Friday Evening Discourse, Faraday (1853c), that day.

Letter 2686
F.W.M.1 to Faraday
8 June 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

June 8h 1853.
Sir

I ought to apologise for the liberty I am taking in writing to you,
particularly as altho' much interested in Scientific discoveries, I am very
ignorant upon these subjects, & I fear it will be thought great presumption
in me to offer any suggestions. I am told that when lecturing upon subject
of "Table moving" you stated that there was not enough electricity in the
human body to act upon the table.

Is it not possible (I ask with the greatest deference) that the electricity
may be, as it were, renewed or accumulated in our bodes as fast as we part
with it? if so it may take 20 minutes or \ an hour for a sufficient quantity
to have passed through our hands to charge the table. Supposing this to be
true, I venture to hope that an idea which occurred to me on first seeing
this extraordinary phenomenon may also have some truth in it. My idea is
this. 1st It is the room which moves & not the table. The room goes round
with the Earth from West to East, & thus accounting for the apparent
movement of the table from East to West. 2dly the electricity in our bodies
acting on the table, lifts it slightly from the ground, (the 100th part of an inch
would do), and 3dy this being the case, as we use no force, but passively
submit to follow what I must call the power of Electricity, we are obliged
to rise from our chairs as soon as the room goes on without the table (which
has been released from the power of attraction by the power of electricity),
& we continue to follow it or rather to keep pace with the Earths
movement.

It is difficult to realise the abstraction (or insulation) of the table; but
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the air quite straight comes down a little further on one side or the other, &
not on the exact spot it started from owing to the Earth's having moved on. Of
course the attraction of gravity is only slightly overcome, & the least
movement of our hands may give a check to the table, & even send it
round a little the other way - this is no doubt done when people "will" it
to go this way or the other. The pressure of the hands may be almost
involuntary & yet produce this effect. The "Tipping over" may be caused
in the same way or more probably by the weakening of the power of
electricity in that direction (the table always appears to move towards the
west till influenced). I am so ignorant about electricity that I feel great
diffidence in making these observations, but my anxiety that the reason of
this extraordinary movement should be discovered, has led me to wish
that one capable of judging, should tell me whether there is any truth in
them, if there is, perhaps you will kindly write at your leisure a few lines
directed to F.W.M. I Post Office I Marlow I Bucks, as I dont like to sign
my name. Once more apologising for taking up your valuable time by so
long a letter,

I am Sir I Your Obedient &c I F.W.M.
I ought to have said the electricity might be renewed (possibly) because I
imagine tho' perhaps very ignorantly, that it is supplied from the
atmosphere as we breath in.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2687
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
9 June 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.6

Trinity House, London I 9th June 1853.
Sir,

Adverting to our previous correspondence, and communications on
the subject of the Electric Light, as proposed by Dr. Watson, for the
purposes of Light House Illumination1,-1 have to acquaint you, that at the
request of the Electric Power and Colour Company, to whom it appears
Dr. Watson has transferred his patent2, a conference took place at this
House on Tuesday 31st. ultimo, between a Deputation of the provisional
Directors of that company, and this Board3, when it was arranged, that,
when prepared, Dr. Watson shall place himself on behalf of the said
Company, in communication with yourself, with the view of the practical
qualities of the Electric Light being tested, in respect of the several points
specified in your letter of the 20th December last.
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I remain, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert5

M. Faraday Esqre.

1. See letters 2599,2606,2608, 2609,2614 and 2619.
2. Patent numbers 1852/211,1852/595 and 1853/570.
3. This meeting is noted in Trinity House By Board, 31 May 1853, GL MS 30010/38,
pp.148-9.
4. For this letter see letter 2608 and note 3.
5. Faraday's reply, dated 13 June 1853 (not found), is noted in Trinity House By Board, 14 June
1853, GL MS 30010/38, p.159 which stated that he was ready to meet Watson.

Letter 2688
F.W.M.1 to Faraday
ell June 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Miss FWM was not aware that she was committing a breach of etiquette in
writing anonymously to Mr. Faraday2, & she is sorry to have done so.
What she intended to say was, not of course that the earth revolved round
a table leg, but that the table partially released from the power of attraction
might possibly show the movement of the earth on its axis much in the same
way as a ball thrown up in the air; or as the pendulum experiment tried
two or three years ago did3; especially as the table until influenced or
hurried on by those around it invariably seems to go towards the west.

Miss FWM is however she confesses much too ignorant on these
subjects to have interfered in them, & she regrets having done so. Mr.
Faraday will she trusts excuse her still remaining unknown as it is
disagreeable for a lady to make her name public under these circum-
stancesu

1. Unidentified.
2. Letter 2686.
3. A reference to Foucault (1851).

Letter 2689
Faraday to Mary Buckland
16 June 1853
From a typescript in RI MS

Royal Institution I 16 June 1853.
My dear Mrs. Buckland
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I have not yet seen Lord John Thynne1 but we have written once or
twice & I expect we shall meet tomorrow. I shall be very happy to be of the
least service and should be in any case but it is very pleasant to be asked
by Youi.j

My wife is not strong and I have undertaken to acknowledge your
note for her. We both think of the sight of Oxford in vacation time with
very great pleasure but I do not know how our ability may turn out. Your
kind invitation is a most pleasant thought to us and is & will be a great
source of enjoyment whether we profit by it in the body or not:- for I hold
kindness intended as kindness already conferred and we both value your
offer as such. Perhaps one of us may have to go abroad, but I do not as yet
know how that may beu We are

Ever - My dear Mrs. Buckland I Most Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. John Thynne (1798-1881, B3). Sub-Dean of Westminster Abbey, 1835-1881.

Letter 2690
Faraday to James Walker
25 June 1853
From the original in Yale University Library, Joseph Bradley Murray
Collection, Box 1/6.1

R Institution I 25 June 1853
My dear Walker

Thanks for the sight of the Chance mirror: it is a very good one. My
nephews account is generally correct though of course imperfect. It would
take a good many pages to describe the whole case. Ask him to shew you
the piece of chilled cast iron & then the whole thing will be clear to youi.i

Ever Yours i M. Faraday

Letter 2691
Faraday to the Editor of the Times
28 June 1853
From Times, 30 June 1853, p.8, col. d

Sir, - I have recently been engaged in the investigation of table-
turning1. I should be sorry that you should suppose I thought this
necessary on my own account, for my conclusion respecting its nature was
soon arrived at, and is not changed; but I have been so often misquoted,
and applications to me for an opinion are so numerous, that I hoped, if I
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enabled myself by experiment to give a strong one, you would consent to
convey it to all persons interested in the matter. The effect produced by
table-turners has been referred to electricity, to magnetism, to attraction, to
some unknown or hitherto unrecognized physical power able to affect
inanimate bodies - to the revolution of the earth, and even to diabolical or
supernatural agency. The natural philosopher can investigate all these
supposed causes but the last; that must, to him, be too much connected
with credulity or superstition to require any attention on his part. The
investigation would be too long in description to obtain a place in your
columns. I therefore purpose asking admission for that into the Athenaeum
of next Saturday2, and propose here to give the general result. Believing
that the first cause assigned - namely, a quasi involuntary muscular action
(for the effect is with many subject to the wish or will) - was the true cause;
the first point was to prevent the mind of the turner having an undue
influence over the effects produced in relation to the nature of the
substances employed. A bundle of plates, consisting of sand-paper,
millboard, glue, glass, plastic clay, tinfoil, cardboard, gutta-percha,
vulcanized caoutchouc, wood and resinous cement, was therefore made
up and tied together, and being placed on a table, under the hand of a
turner, did not prevent the transmission of the power; the table turned or
moved exactly as if the bundle had been away, to the full satisfaction of all
present. The experiment was repeated, with various substances and
persons, and at various times, with constant success; and henceforth no
objection could be taken to the use of these substances in the construction
of apparatus. The next point was to determine the place and source of
motion - i.e. whether the table moved the hand, or the hand moved the
table; and for this purpose indicators were constructed. One of these
consisted of a light lever, having its fulcrum on the table, its short arm
attached to a pin fixed on a cardboard, which could slip on the surface of
the table, and its long arm projecting as an index of motion. It is evident
that if the experimenter willed the table to move towards the left, and it
did so move before the hands, placed at the time on the cardboard, then the
index would move to the left also, the fulcrum going with the table. If the
hands involuntarily moved towards the left without the table, the index
would go to the right; and, if neither table nor hands moved, the index
would itself remain immoveable. The result was, that when the parties
saw the index it remained very steady; when it was hidden from them, or
they looked away from it, it wavered about, though they believed that
they always pressed directly downwards; and, when the table did not
move, there was still a resultant of hand force in the direction in which it
was wished the table should move, which, however, was exercised quite
unwittingly by the party operating. This resultant it is which, in the course
of the waiting time, while the fingers and hands become stiff, numb, and
insensible by continued pressure, grows up to an amount sufficient to
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move the table or the substances pressed upon. But the most valuable
effect of this test-apparatus (which was afterwards made more perfect and
independent of the table) is the corrective power it possesses over the
mind of the table-turner. As soon as the index is placed before the most
earnest, and they perceive - as in my presence they have always done -
that it tells truly whether they are pressing downwards only or obliquely,
then all effects of table-turning cease, even though the parties persevere,
earnestly desiring motion, till they become weary and worn out. No
prompting or checking of the hands is needed - the power is gone; and this
only because the parties are made conscious of what they are really doing
mechanically, and so are unable unwittingly to deceive themselves. I know
that some may say that it is the cardboard next the fingers which moves
first, and that it both drags the table and also the table-turner with it. All
I have to reply is, that the cardboard may in practice be reduced to a thin
sheet of paper weighing only a few grains, or to a piece of goldbeater's
skin, or even the end of the lever, and (in principle) to the very cuticle of
the fingers itself. Then the results that follow are too absurd to be
admitted: the table becomes an incumbrance, and a person holding out the
fingers in the air, either naked or tipped with goldbeaters' skin or
cardboard, ought to be drawn about the room, &c; but I refrain from
considering imaginary yet consequent results which have nothing
philosophical or real in them. I have been happy thus far in meeting with
the most honourable and candid though most sanguine persons, and I
believe the mental check which I propose will be available in the hands of
all who desire truly to investigate the philosophy of the subject, and, being
content to resign expectation, wish only to be led by the facts and the truth
of nature. As I am unable, even at present, to answer all the letters that
come to me regarding this matter, perhaps you will allow me to prevent
any increase by saying that my apparatus may be seen at the shop of the
philosophical instrument maker - Newman, 122, Regent-street.

Permit me to say, before concluding, that I have been greatly startled
by the revelation which this purely physical subject has made of the
condition of the public mind. No doubt there are many persons who have
formed a right judgment or used a cautious reserve, for I know several
such, and public communications have shown it to be so; but their number
is almost as nothing to the great body who have believed and borne
testimony, as I think, in the cause of error. I do not here refer to the
distinction of those who agree with me and those who differ. By the great
body, I mean such as reject all consideration of the equality of cause and
effect, who refer the results to electricity and magnetism - yet know
nothing of the laws of these forces; or to attraction - yet show no
phenomena of pure attractive power; or to the rotation of the earth, as if
the earth revolved round the leg of a table3, or to some unrecognized
physical force, without inquiring whether the known forces are not
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sufficient; or who even refer them to diabolical or supernatural agency,
rather than suspend their judgment, or acknowledge to themselves that
they are not learned enough in these matters to decide on the nature of the
action. I think the system of education that could leave the mental
condition of the public body in the state in which this subject has found it
must have been greatly deficient in some very important principle.

I am, Sir, your very obedient Servant, I M. Faraday
Royal Institution, June 28.

1. See Faraday's notes of seances at John Barlow's house on 20 and 27 June 1853, IEE MS
SC2.
2. "Professor Faraday on Table-Moving", Athenaeum, 2 July 1853, pp.801-3.
3. A reference to letter 2688.

Letter 2692
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
29 June 1853
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/58

Royal Institution I 29 June 1853
My dear Sir

I was in the Isle of Wight on the 21, 22, & 23 instant examining the
condition of the lighthouses at St Catherines and the Needles in respect of
condensation & ventilation1; and now beg to offer you the result of my
enquiries. In reference to the St. Catherines light, I will remind you of a
report which I made dated 10, Feby 18412, in which the damp state of the
tower and of the air in it was adverted to; the description there given still
applies; & I have no doubt in certain states of the weather with great force.
ITie SW side of the tower is stained with dampness within from the top to
the bottom as if the prevalent wet weather of that quarter could penetrate
the stone work. The keeper says that there is frequently a haze in the tower
when there is none outside. He reports also that he has occasionally taken
up three or even four buckets full of water which have condensed within
the tower & run down the walls. These circumstances show that in certain
conditions of weather & temperature the tower & its walls must be quite
damp, & the air within it saturated with moisture. Yet this is the only air
which has access to the lanthorn to ventilate it and when the glass or roof
of the lanthorn are by any external change of temperature rendered colder
than the tower at such times as these condensation must ensue there. I
found at my visit on the morning of the 22nd with moderately fine
weather that the dryness within the the [sic] tower was indicated by a
hygrometer temperature difference of only 7°, whereas outside the
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difference was 11°.5. The keeper reports that occasionally when symptoms
of condensation have come on in the lanthorn he has hung up a piece of
dry flannel or a sheet of blotting paper in the current of air entering from
the tower & they have become quite damp in a short time. The
condensation is still very much better than it was before the lamp
ventilation flue was erectedi.] It begins first on the cold metal of the roof &
from that runs down: sometimes it occurs also on the glass.

All these results prove what I have urged on former occasions that a
lanthorn should have its own ventilators or air passages!.] If this lanthorn
were supplied with eight good large ventilators one in each face or a larger
number of smaller one[s] equally disposed on different sides, the tower
might be continually shut off by the doors (which are up) and I am
prepared to expect that the evil now existing would be in a great degree or
entirely removed. The ventilators would have to be fixed in the iron sides
of the lanthorn; there would indeed be room in the glass without
interfering with the light, for the glass extends 8| inches below the lowest
reflecting zone, but their position would be better lower down & in the
iron than in the glass, & the appearance also bettert.i

The cowl is so formed & placed as to produce I suspect an effect here
like that discovered & remedied at the Needles light houseu It is part of a
ball 2 feet in diameter revolving on a truncated cone about 2 feet high
which stands on the summit of a conical & ribbed roof. The wind which
drives against this roof must on the windward side be driven up & enter
into the cowl between it & the cone and in such cases will retard the exit
of lanthorn air there and may even make a return into the lanthorn in
which case condensation is almost sure to occur. The keeper reports that
he has occasionally traced the air of the lanthorn backwards into the upper
part of the tower which I can only account for by some such return effect
as that I am describing. I verified the facts at the Needle light house (See
report 30 June 18493) and the evil was perfectly remedied by the elevation
of the cowl & the application of a deflector plate or ledge round the
opening. I could not get to the outside of the cowl of the St. Catherines
light to make a similar examination there. I should be very glad to see the
cowl a couple of feet higher from the rooft.]

The very form of tike cowl & cone on which it stands tends to make
the wind drive in at the angle or opening a
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at which they meet, and it is not easy to apply a deflector plate here: for
if it be applied on the cone the globular form of the cowl would tend to
direct air in between; & if applied on the cowl it would only make matters
worse. I should be very glad if a wind guard could be tried once
practically instead of a cowl. I believe it would much surpass the cowl in
action and help powerfully in windy weather to make a draught through
the lanthorn. Such is the case every where with the many smaller wind
guards put up in connection with the stove pipes.

The lanthorn stove pipe here is 50 feet long of which 25 feet are
horizontal. Yet having no fire in it, there was an excellent draught in every
part & at the ash pit of the stove because of the wind guard with which it
is furnished. I was able to discover the very part of the pipe within which
the keeper had stuffed a duster & then forgotten it; by the action of this
cold draughts

The last 20 feet of this pipe is vertical and because of the warming
power of the previous horizontal part on the air of the lanthorn, it is
comparitively cool when the fire is alight, & the water produced by the
combustion of the coals condenses in it. The joints are made by putting the
upper pieces over the lower & this causes the condensed water to be
conducted outwards at every point. The whole of the vertical part should
be inverted that the water may run inwards; and the bottom stopper there
should be a vessel to catch this water, that it may be removed daily or as
it is produced.

The keeper here has ventured as I understand without authority to
alter the ventilation pipe associated with the burner; he has turned one of
the funnels upside down and then closed the aperture. By this he has
increased the length of the lamp chimney to 8 feet 6 inches whereas the
Standard or Fresnel4 height (which I have never interfered with) is only 5
feet. In trying to find any sound or practical reason for this departure from
the use of every other like light house I could not find that the keeper had
any distinct reason but he considered the result good: but the following
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occurred to myself. Whenever the condensing condition comes on the
keeper shuts off the air of the tower as much as he possibly can: he tells me
the light then turns red & foxy and smokes, and I believe he gets the
lanthorn into such a state that there is an important increase of carbonic
acid & diminution of oxygen. Under such circumstances, to lengthen the
chimney would be to increase the draught & to brighten the flame; and I
suspect this is what has led to his change. Of course at other times he is
using this increased draught & I conclude the consequence is that he is
burning more oil than other three wicked lamps. The fourth or middle
wick is taken away; but there could be no occasion to remove it from a
lamp having a chimney 8 feet 6 inches high. I have no objection in the
present case to this increase in regard to ventilation but I would much
rather that the funnel or expansion were removed & the whole length of
pipe made straight!.]

At St. Catherines all was right in the lanthorn & the ventilation
perfect. At the last painting even the slates of the roofs were covered with
white leadi.] I think this is not expedient. Above five sixths of the paint has
been washed off by the rain and carried into the tanks to the injury of the
water and the roofs look very bad5t.j

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esqr I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2681. Faraday's notes of his visit are in GL MS 30108/1/58.
2. Faraday to Trinity House, 10 February 1841, letter 1337, volume 3.
3. Letter 2204.
4. Leonor Fresnel (1790-1869, Tarbe de St.-Hardouin (1884), 186-7). Secretary and Director of
the French lighthouse service.
5. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 5 July 1853, GL MS 30004/25, pp. 255-6. They
instructed that Faraday's suggestions be executed. The matter of the paint was referred to the
Light Committee.

Letter 2693
John Frederick William Herschel to Faraday
1 July 1853
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .11

July 11853.
My dear Faraday

M. Regnault of Paris is here and wishes much to meet you. Can you
dine here on Monday1 at 7i or if you do not like to dine come in the
eveningu

Yours very truly I J.F.W. Herschel
PS. All here delighted with your letter in the Times2 - specially the
concluding part, but is this deeper than the system of education.
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1. That is 4 July 1853.
2. Letter 2691.

Letter 2694
Third Earl of Rosse to Faraday
1 July 1853
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.ll

13 Connaught Place I July 1st 1853
Dear Faraday

Can you tell me where the best published account is to be found of
the process for precipitating silver by grape sugar, essential oils &C1.

Every process which affords the slightest prospect of facilitating the
construction of true brilliant surfaces of silver, deserves to be examinedu

Truly Yours I Rosse

1. This method had been invented by Liebig but was not published until Liebig (1856). On this
see Vaupel (1991).

Letter 2695
Alexander Bath Power1 to Faraday
1 July 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Norwich I July 1st 1853.
Dear Sir,

I rejoiced extremely to observe your letter in 'The Times' of yesterday
on the Table Moving' subject2 and more particularly as I had intended to
express a decided opinion, in an address of which I send a copy. I take the
liberty of presenting this to you as I feel it will be satisfactory to you to
know, that there are those scattered through the country who are
labouring to direct the public mind to worthier objects. I have again and
again referred to the indication to be gathered from the history of 'table
moving' of the deficiency which exists in our general routine of education;
and I have advocated on every opportunity the introduction of more
physical science into the schools of the middle and upper classes. It will
find its place as a matter of necessity in elementary education, but it will
require to be pressed upon the notice of those who conduct higher schools.
The new Government Department of Science & Art will be something, but
not all that is needed.
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I remain I Yours very faithfully I A. Bath Power

1. Alexander Bath Power (d.1872, age 61, GRO, AC). Principal of Norwich Diocesan Normal
School, 1840-1857.
2. Letter 2691.

Letter 2696
Robert Stephenson1 to Faraday
4 July 1853
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .38

4 July 53
My dear Sir

I have to apologize to you for not sending you an introduction to the
Engineer of the Holyhead Railway before this time, the fact is, it escaped
my recollection2.

Yours faithfully I Robt Stephenson
Professor Faraday

Address: Professor Faraday FRS I Royal Institution I 21 Arlbemarle
Street

1. Robert Stephenson (1803-1859, DNB). Railway engineer.
2. Faraday visited Wales during July 1853. See letter 2703.

Letter 2697
Thomas Andrews to Faraday
4 July 1853
From a copy in Queen's University Belfast MS 2/13

Queen's College Belfast I 4h July 1853
My dear Dr Faraday

I feel greatly obliged by your kind note but regret you should have
considered it necessary to explain when the explanation should have
rather come from myself. In calling the first evening I enquired
particularly both for Mrs Faraday and yourself, and when I learned to my
regret next day that you had left London I took it for granted that Mrs.
Faraday had accompanied you. My visit to London was a very short one,
and I hope on the next occasion to be more fortunate.
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Since my return I have read your very interesting letter in the Times
on the table turning exhibitions1.1 am afraid even the example you have
given of the mode of investigating such a question will scarcely check the
desire for marvels of this kind which under different forms has of late been
manifested by a large portion of the public mind. The extension of
education has apparently had very little influence in preventing these
delusions: but has it not limited their duration. I mean the period during
which they have been received as quasi-established truths? The belief in
witch-craft maintained its ground for centuries; while clairvoyance has
already run its brief career.

Excuse these speculations which have sometimes occupied my
thoughts and were recalled by the concluding observation in your letter.

Please give my kind regards to Mrs. Faraday & express the regret I
have experienced in not having seen her & believe me to be yours very
truly & obliged I (signed) Th. Andrews.

1. Letter 2691.

Letter 2698
John Tyndall to Faraday
9 July 18531

From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4018
London, Saturday

Dear Prof Faraday
I regretted on reaching London that I had started two days too late to

find you here. I should gladly have had a little conversation with you
regarding lectures and concerning a few instruments which I think we
shall find useful. On the latter point however I will write to you again
from Berlin.

It struck me while looking over the apparatus that a course on heat
might be rendered interesting. If you have no objection therefore I would
propose a course of 12 on this subject2. Should it interfere at all with your
arrangements I shall be most happy to choose something else.

Your table-turning article I read with great relish3 - every body has
read it. It has worked wonderful change in the minds of many. I believe
you will find the ladies most impenitent upon the subject.

Should you desire to say any thing to me soon a letter addressed to
the Post office Berlin will find me. As soon as I arrive however I will write
to you and send you my address.

I hope you will find your vacation pleasant and profitable and that
you will return to town with renewed vigour. My head is still a little wary
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which you will probably have already inferred, but I am getting stronger
daily and shall soon be in good working order.

My kind respects to Mrs Faraday
Most sincerely Yours I JohnTyndall

1. Dated on the basis that this was the first Saturday after Tyndall had reached London. See
Tyndall, Diary, 10 July 1853, 5: 217-20. On p.218 he noted his visit to the Royal Institution on 8
July 1853.
2. Tyndall delivered a course of seven lectures on "Some Phenomena of Heat" after Easter
1854. RI MS GB 2: 83.
3. Letter 2691.

Letter 2699
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
11 July 1853
From the original in UB MS NS 406
My dear Faraday,

Many months ago I sent you a letter1 and some papers of mine
without having received from you any answer since. Being afraid of my
parcel having been miscarried I forward to you another by the kindness of
Mr. Drew of Southampton and hope you will get it in time.

The single paper treats of a subject of a general nature, and if you
should feel curious to get acquainted with certain views of your friend's
Schoenbein, you will perhaps find some body translating it for you.

The question of the nature of Ozone seems to have been settled in the
laboratory of Mr. Bunsen2 at Heidelberg and it appears that both views
hitherto entertained about that subtle agent are correct3; there is one sort
of Ozone containing nothing but Oxigen and another that contains some
hydrogen. Common oxigen being absolutely anhydrous is transformed
into the first one by electrical discharges, as de la Rive4 and Berzelius5

maintained some years ago. The odoriferous principle disengaged at the
positive Electrode on electrolysing water is a compound consisting of two
Eq. of pure Ozone or allotropic oxigen and one Eq. of water = HO3.

How such a wonderful change of properties can be effected in oxigen
without adding to or taking away any ponderable substance from that
body is indeed very difficult to say; I, at least, know nothing about it but
suspect that something very fundamental is at the bottom of that fact. It is
a riddle to be solved by you only.

Just preparing for a journey to Vienna and Munich I am in a great
hurry and you will therefore excuse the emptiness of this letter. I promise
you to write a better one after my return, which will not be prolonged
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beyond four weeks. I intend to go down the Danube, the scenery of which
is as yet entirely new to me.

Pray transmit leisurely the volume laid by to Mr. Grove, who I think
now and then sees you in the Royal Institution.

In asking you the favor to present my best compliments to Mrs.
Faraday I am

My dear Faraday I Your's I most truly i C.F. Schoenbein
Bale July 11,1853.

1. Letter 2607.
2. Robert Wilhelm Eberhard Bunsen (1811-1899, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at the
University of Heidelberg, 1852-1889.
3. A reference to Baumert (1853) who did this work in Heidelberg. See p.55.
4. See Marignac (1845).
5. See Berzelius, Jahres-Bericht, 1847,26: 58-64.

Letter 2700
Giovanni Antonio Amedeo Plana1 to Faraday
11 July 1853
From the original in RS MS 241, f.130

Turin, le 11 Juillet 1853
LE PRESIDENT DE L'ACADEMIE ROYALE DES SCIENCES
A Monsieur le Prof. Michel Faraday, I Membre de la Sodete Royale de

Londres, &c, &c.
Monsieur,

L'Academie Royale des Sciences, dans sa seance du 26 du dernier
mois, Vous a nomme Academicien Etranger pour la classe Physico-
Mathematique, et Monsieur le Ministre de l'lnterieur vient de transmettre
a l'Academie l'ampliation de l'Ordonnance Royale, qui approuve cette
nomination.

Je saisirai la premiere occasion favorable pour Vous envoyer le
Diplome Academique; en attendant cette lettre d'office que je m'empresse
de Vous adresser, pourra Vous en tenir lieu.

Je Vous prie, Monsieur et tres-honore Collegue, de vouloir en agreer
mes sinceres felicitations, ainsi que 1'assurance de la haute estime, et de la
consideration tres-distinguee, avec laquelle j'ai l'honneur d'etre,

Monsieur, I Votre Devoue Collegue I Jean Plana

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur le Chev. Michel Faraday, I Membre de
1'Academie Royale des Sciences I de Turin, et de la Societe Royale de I
Londres I (21, Albemarle-Street)
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TRANSLATION
Turin, 11 July 1853

THE PRESIDENT OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
To Mr Prof Michael Faraday I Member of the Royal Society of London &c &c
Sir,

The Royal Academy of Sciences, at its meeting on the 26th of last
month, has nominated you a Foreign Member of the Academy in the
Physics & Mathematics section, and the Minister of the Interior has just
transmitted to the Academy a copy of the Royal Decree that approves this
nomination.

I shall seize the first favourable opportunity to send you the
Academic Diploma; in the meantime, may this letter of office which I
hasten to send to you, serve in its place.

I ask you, Sir and most honoured colleague, to accept my sincere
congratulations, and the assurance of my high esteem, of the very
distinguished consideration, with which I have the honour of being,

Sir, I Your Devoted Colleague i Jean Plana.

1. Giovanni Antonio Amedeo Plana (1781-1864, DSB). Italian astronomer.

Letter 2701
Robert Espie1 to Faraday
19 July 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Sydenham Kent i July 19th 1853
"The errors of great men are the Triumph of dunces, and dunces alone" so
says Theodore Parker2.1 am precluded from uttering even a slight sneer at
you for your slip about Table Turning3, but I confess I am not so lenient
with those fools who jumped headlong into your mistake. Coleridge4 said
a rogue was a fool with a circumbendibus5, a philosopher may be said to
be a fool by simply turning him out of his wonted groove - a magnet has
an atmosphere of its own playing round it spirally - is this so? is man a
magnet? if so what lets but that atmosphere join'd with others in a circle
might turn a table or anything in the vortex if you had ever read any of
Swedenborgs6 works you wd not have miss'd your footing as you
manifestly have donei.i I would rather you had been right, simple and
unhark'd as I amu I have the means in my House of putting you to the
blush, but philosophy is too proud to look in any direction, but its ownt.j

I am Sir I Your very humble servant I Robert Espie Surgeon R.N.
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1. Robert Espie (d.1870, age 79, GRO). Retired naval surgeon.
2. Theodore Parker (1810-1860, DAB). American preacher and social reformer. The source for
this quotation has not been located.
3. See letter 2691.
4. Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834, DNB). Poet and philosopher.
5. Coleridge (1835), 18 (4 January 1823).
6. Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772, DSB), Swedish theologian.

Letter 2702
Faraday to George Towler
23 July 1853
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 23 July 1853
Sir

I cannot give the opinion you ask for. I can only say that I should not
publish such a paper in my own name. My reasons are that being an
experimentalist I do not think theory alone of much force in Magnetism;
since many theories as to the natural mode of action, are apparently
equally probable. When we have devised new experimental proofs, so as
to separate these theories from each other, then we shall be better able to
judge which is the nearest to the truth of nature. Hence for my own part
I refrain from forming any conclusion as to the real nature of magnetic
action & am content for the present in trying to find out the laws which
govern this extraordinary exertion of forceu

I am Sir i Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
G. Towler Esq

Letter 2703
Faraday to Caroline Deacon
23 July 1853
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Royal Institution I 23 July 1853
My dear Caroline

Yours to me arrived yesterday and was very pleasant in the midst of
the serious circumstances which had come over us and of which you have
no doubt heard by this time. I am always cheered by your words & it is
well for us to have a remembrance of our hope rebounding from one to
another in these latter days1 when the world is running mad after the
strangest imaginations that can enter the human mind. I have been
shocked at the flood of impious & irrational matter which has rolled before
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me in one form or another since I wrote my times letter2 and am more than
ever glad that as a natural philosopher I have borne my testimony to the
cause of common sense & sobrietyu I have received letters from the most
learned & from the highest thanking me for what I did. I cannot help
thinking that these delusions of mind & the credulity which makes many
think that supernatural works are wrought where all is either fancy or
knavery are related to that which is foretold of the latter days & the
prevalence of unclean spirits3 - which unclean spirits are waking in the
hearts of men & not as they credulously suppose in natural thingsu There
is a good hope however which has no relation to these things except by its
perfect separation from them in all points & which will not fail those who
are kept in iti.j

Poor Mary4. But why poor? she is gone in her hope to the rest she was
looking for & we may rejoice in her example: as a case of the power of God
who keeps those who look to him in simplicity through the faith that is in
Christ. But her poor husband5 & her many children are deeply to be felt for
& you also & her father6 we join in deep sympathy with you all. It would
be a sad shock to him coming so suddenly upon the cheerful events he had
been concerned in at Newcastle. And the Young ones too it must make
them grieve. Your Unkle Edward7 was here just now & observing how
soon all their gaity of appearance & (for the event itself, the fit) bravery
would have to disappear in a sober form. I saw Mrs. J. Boyd8 this evening
& the two elder boys - all are as you might expect. Margery [Ann ReidJ
was there yesterday & will be there today. Elizabeth9 dined with us & was
then going to the house. Your Aunt10 was there yesterday, today she is
gone to see her father11 & there I shall be this Evening. Whilst in Wales we
were talking about you & settling to have the pleasure of helping you to
settle a little in the house & it ended in our putting apart £5 for the
purpose. You will receive half of it with our love in the present sheet & the
other part I will send in a few daysi.i

Do you see how crabbed my handwriting has become? the muscles
do not obey as they used to do but trip up or fall short of their intended
excursions and so parts of letters are wanting or whole letters left out. You
must guess it & I know you have a good will for the purpose. We had not
heard of Mr. Paradise's serious illness - for serious it must have been to
keep him at home. Give our love to him earnestly.

And now dear Caroline with kindest remembrances to your husband
I must conclude. Not forgetting the Maiden of the house12.

Ever Your Affectionate Unkle I M. Faraday

1. A reference to 1 Timothy 4:1.
2. Letter 2691.
3. Revelation 16:13.
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4. Mary Boyd, nee Ker-Reid (1813-1853, Reid, C.L. (1914)). A niece of Sarah Faraday and a
sister of Caroline Deacon. She died on 22 July 1853.
5. Alexander Boyd. Blacksmith. Cantor (1991a), 300.
6. William Ker Reid (1787-1868, Reid, C.L. (1914)). Silversmith and a brother in law of Sarah
Faraday.
7. Edward Barnard (1796-1867, GRO). A brother of Sarah Faraday. Silversmith. See
Grimwade (1982), 431.
8. Unidentified.
9. Elizabeth Reid.
10. Sarah Faraday.
11. Edward Barnard.
12. Constance Deacon.

Letter 2704
John Tyndall to Faraday
24 July 1853
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4019-21

Berlin I Universitals [sic] Strasse No 4 I July 24th, 1853
Dear Professor Faraday

In commencing to write this letter I am violating to some extent an
article of my own creed, that no man is at liberty to write or speak without
some necessity. I do not clearly see the necessity at present, I have no
distinct purpose in view, but still I write. Perhaps such writing is of a
meteorological character depending on the state of the weather, and
indeed there is a calmness and a beauty in this morning which might
suggest an occupation of the kind. I have been here for the last 9 or 10 days
and employ myself in extracting as much information as possible from my
friends. A doubt of the value of such information is however often present
with me: its value is chiefly conversational, it fills a gap in a lecture
sometimes, but beyond this I believe it is very unprofitable. It tends to
weaken the fixity of the mental axis and to keep it vibrating amid the
multitude of facts. I sometimes think that education may be too liberal,
that our books and our acquaintances may weaken our alliance with
nature and thus do more harm than good. People often speculate on the
possible achievements of an original thinker who has had to struggle with
difficulty, had such difficulty not existed, forgetting that the private effort
enforced by his circumstances may be the very thing to which his
development is due. The tendency of our so called advantages is
sometimes simply to dilute a man. Society is the enemy of work, and here
I see a danger which lowers upon the foreground of my own future. I must
circumscribe myself in London: must set my face against visiting if I
would get any work done. I know that some who are now very friendly
with me will dislike peculiarity, but I must trust to time for a true verdict.
Here however my course is comparatively clear. You have already hewn
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your way through this jungle and I have nothing to do but follow your
steps.

I have been repeating Du Bois experiments thinking possibly that
they might be made use of on some Friday evening. Another subject out
of which a Friday evening might be manufactured1 is the old one of
Trevelyan's2 experiment3. Since Forbes's papers4 I believe nothing has
appeared on the subject in England and these papers cast a doubt upon
your explanation of the matter . Forbes seems to consider it essential that
different metals must be used, I have had an instrument made since I came
here and obtained it with a distinct tone yesterday, which continued a
quarter of an hour, from copper on copper. The artifice by which it is
obtained is suggested by your explanation. I will try other metals this
week and am not without hope of obtaining the action with quartz: at all
events I am getting a crystal cut with the view of trying the experiments.

Another point to which I have turned my attention is the generation
of cold at a bismuth and antimony joint. Up to the present time the
experiment has only succeeded when either bismuth or antimony is in the
circuit. It is a most suggestive experiment. I have ordered an apparatus
with which I hope to generalize the fact and which may lead to something
else.

I have ordered a few instruments which will be required next year in
London: but have restricted the order to a sum which will be no means
render me bankrupt provided you do not consider the instruments
necessary for the institution. There is a most convenient form of the
galvanometer used here: it consists of a magnetized polished steel disk
with coils. I think it would be very useful both for private experiment and
for the lectures - the deflection of the disk might be rendered very evident
by the motion of a ray of light reflected from it. It would cost about three
pounds. If you had time I should feel thankful if you would let me know
whether I might devote 20 or 25 pounds to the purchase of apparatus.

Believe me dear Sir i Most faithfully Yours I John Tyndall

1. Tyndall (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 January 1854.
2. Arthur Trevelyan (1802-1878, B6). Scientific writer.
3. Trevelyan (1831,1835).
4. Forbes, J.D. (1833,1834).
5. Faraday (1831), Friday Evening Discourse of 1 April 1831.
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Letter 2705
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
25 July 1853
From the original in UB MS NS 407

Royal Institution I 25 July 1853
My dear Schoenbein

I believe it is a good while since I had your last letter1 i.e the one
previous to that I received by the hands of Mr Drew2 - but consider my age
& weariness & the rapid manner in which I am becoming more & more
inert - and forgive me. Even when I set about writing I am restrained by
the consciousness that I have nothing worth communication. To be sure
many letters are written having the same character; but then there is
something in the manner which makes up the value: and which when I
receive a letter from a kind friend such as you often raises it in my
estimation far above what a mere reader would estimate it at. So you are
going down the Danube one point on [sic] which I once saw3 and are about
enjoying a holiday in the presence of pure nature. May it be a happy & a
health giving one and may you return to your home loving it the better for
the absence & finding there all the happiness which a man sound both in
mind & body has a right to expect on this earth.

I have not been at work except in turning the tables upon table
turners - nor should I have done that but that so many enquiries poured
in upon me that I thought it better to stop the inpouring flood by letting
all know at once what my views & thoughts were. What a weak credulous
incredulous, unbelieving superstitious, bold, frightened, what a ridiculous
world ours is, as far as concerns the mind of man. How full of
inconsistencies contradictions & absurdities it is. I declare that taking the
average of many minds that have recently come before me (and apart from
that spirit which God has placed in each) and accepting for a moment that
average as a standard, I should far prefer the obedience affections &
instinct of a dog before it. Do not whisper this however to others. There is
one above who worketh in all things and who governs even in the midst
of that misrule to which the tendencies & powers of man are so easily
perverted.

The Ozone question appears indeed to have been considerably
illuminated by the researches in Bunsens4 laboratory5. But why do you
think it wonderful that Oxygen should assume an allotropic condition? We
are only beginning to enter upon the understanding of the philosophy of
molecules & I think by what you say in former letters that you are feeling
it to be so. Oxygen is of all bodies to me the most wonderful as it is to you.
And truly the views & expectations of the philosopher in relation to it
would be as wild as those of any table turner &c &c &c were it not that the
philosopher has respect to the laws under which the wonderful things that
he acknowledges come to pass and to the never failing recurrence of the
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effect when the cause of it is present. At the close of our Friday
Evenings, I gave a little account to our members of Fremy6 & Becquerels
expts.7 in producing Ozone by Electricity8 - and I confess myself glad that
whilst at Heidelberg they have shewn an HO3 they have also proved
the existence of a true ().

My dear Schoenbein, I really do not know what I have been writing
above & I doubt whether I shall reread this scrawl least I should be
tempted to destroy it altogether. So it shall go as a letter carrying with it
our kindest remembrances to Madam Schoenbein and the sincerest
Affection and Esteem of

Yours Ever Truly i M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c i University I Bale I on the Rhine

^hen it would appear that Faraday might have seen the Danube would have
i from Italy in 1815, See Faraday to Margaret Faraday, 16 April 1815, letter 50,

1. Letter 2607.
2. Letter 2699.
3. An occasion when it would ap
been on his return 1
volume 1.
4. Robert Wilhelm Eberhard Bunsen (1811-1899, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at the
University of Heidelberg, 1852-1889.
5. In Heidelberg. See Baumert (1853).
6. Edmond Fremy (1814-1894, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Museum d'Histoire Naturelle,
1850-1879.
7. Becquerel and Fremy (1852).
8. Faraday (1853c), Friday Evening Discourse of 10 June 1853.

Letter 2706
Faraday to John Tyndall
25 July 1853
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4134

Royal Institution, I 25 July, 1853.
My dear Tyndall,

I have received your letter without date1, so do not know whether
you have been expecting to hear from me; I rather waited to learn your
address, but by Dr Bence Jones' advice intend to send this to our friend Du
Bois-Reymond's house. I really have nothing to say, but to convey my
kindest remembrances and wishes to your and my friends at Berlin, and to
set your mind free in every point however slight. I think your proposed
course here will be excellent, and know very well that I shall enjoy it, and
believe that all others will do so with me. I thought I saw Du Bois-
Reymond's face in the Railway the other day, on the Northern road, but it
must have been a mistake. Give my heartiest remembrances to him. Also
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to M.M. Magnus, Rose, and such other friends of mine as you may meet.
In thought I send my homage and respects to Humboldt, (and through
him even to the King2, who has honoured me with the Order of Merir),
but I refrain from troubling him. Though very much his junior in years, I
feel the burden of formalities, and so think I ought to spare him and such
as him. Sometimes I fear I may carry this too far, and that it may assume
the appearance of indifference on my part; but I hope that will not be the
case and that I am favourably interpreted, especially in the case of the man
whom I most deeply venerate.

I was with Dr. Percy on Saturday night4, who tells me they have been
building an enormous geyser at Woolwich - not on purpose, however, but
accidentally. The fact is that they have been building a new boiler which,
as far as I understand it, consists of two tall concentric iron cylinders,
having water between them and fire in the centre. Percy compares it to the
geyser, and thinks of it with some degree of apprehension.

I wish I could transport myself suddenly to Berlin, and be with you
in some of the Laboratories and Workshops. I should luxuriate in some of
the manufactories of philosophical instruments, but - but such wishes
remain long after the ability or fitness to satisfy them has passed away. A
single day of such would set my head a ringing, and I should have to run
away.

Ever, my dear Tyndall, I Yours very truly, I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2698.
2. Frederick William IV.
3. See Humboldt to Faraday, 18 August 1842, letter 1420, volume 3 and Bunsen to Faraday, 21
August 1842, letter 1421, volume 3.
4. That is 21 July 1853.

Letter 2707
John Tyndall to Faraday
28 July 1853
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4023-4

July 28th.
Dear Professor Faraday

DuBois starts for England tomorrow and will carry this to Hull1. He
came to me the evening before last with a countenance shining with
pleasure, 'You would not guess what I have got7 he exclaimed. I paused -
one hypothesis alone seemed opened to me - "You have got a letter from
Ambleside" I replied. 'No' said he 'I have got a letter for you' - He opened
his pocket book and handed me a letter bearing a superscription well
known to both of us - the letter in fact was yours2.
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Would that my wish and the wish of many able, honest and
hospitable men added to my own could be effected in transporting you at
a safe speed to Berlin. From one end of Germany to the other there is but
one feeling towards you - a feeling which I believe it has never before been
the lot of a man of science to excite: it will be a pity if you cannot afford
time for a single visit to a country which I believe above all others pays
you a noble reverence - You have visited France and Italy - establish the
equilibrium of things by a visit to Germany. Whenever you make up your
mind I offer my services as a guide. Mrs Faraday may rest assured that I
will take great care of you - my greatest difficulty would be to preserve
you from the loyalty of your clansmen, but even this I would undertake to
manage.

I mentioned in my last letter3 that I intended to try Trevelyan's4

experiment with a new metallic body. I was led to choose quartz from the
extraordinary conductive power which my last experiment proved it to
possess. With the first crystal I had cut a permanent oscillation was
obtained but no tone. With a second crystal cut somewhat differently I
have obtained a distinct tone, sufficiently loud I think to be heard
throughout the theatre when everything is perfectly quiet. I have failed to
obtain vibrations with a piece of glass cut similarly to the quartz, this
might have been anticipated. On the whole I think the matter might be
worked up into a suitable Friday evening's lecture5.

I cannot resist the temptation to send you a note which I received
from a little friend of mine just before leaving England - a beautiful child-
like little boy about 10 years old. He was with me at Queenwood. His
cousin Elma and cousin Grace are strangers to me but he tells me all about
them with the most perfect good faith that it will interest me. I should not
venture to send you the note had not somebody told me that you could
afford to play with little boys.

Believe me dear Prof Faraday I Most truly Yours I John Tyndall
Universities Strasse 4 I Berlin.

1. For the meeting of the British Association.
2. That is letter 2706.
3. Letter 2704.
4. Arthur Trevelyan (1802-1878, B6). Scientific writer.
5. Tyndall (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 January 1854.
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Letter 2708
Lovell Augustus Reeve1 to Faraday
29 July 1853
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .46

[RI embossed crest] I July 29
My dear Sir,

I looked in to ask if you would kindly favour [me] with an opinion,
or hint, as to what might be said as a matter of comment on the enclosed
communication.

In last Saturday's Lit. Gazette I wrote an article on Electric Gas2 from
material supplied to me by Mr Robert Hunt, with the view of exposing
what he termed a 'great sham'.

Just at the eleventh hour while making up my paper this week for
press, I have a letter from the Electric Gas Company accompanied by a
certificate from Mr Holmes3 to the effect that this prepared water is
without doubt converted by the magneto-electric machine into a non-
explosive quietly burning Gas4.

I ought to insert this communication - and yet I do not like to insert
it without comment. Can you help me in this emergency? Mr. Hunt is in
Cornwall, and Dr Playfair is also out of town.

I will come again at 4 o'clk on the chance of finding that this has
reached you -

& much oblige I dear Sir I Yours faithfully I Lovell Reeve

Address: Professor Faraday

1. Lovell Augustus Reeve (1814-1865, DNB). Editor of the Lit.Gaz., 1850-1856.
2. "Electric Gas", Lit.Gaz., 23 July 1853, p.722.
3. Frederick Hale Holmes. Professor of Chemistry at the Royal Panopticon of Science (Lit.Gaz.,
23 July 1853, p.722) and one of the pioneers of electric light. See James (1997), 294.
4. This was published in Lit.Gaz., 30 July 1853, p.745.

Letter 2709
Faraday to George Towler
30 July 1853
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Mr Faraday presents his compliments to Mr. Towler & hasten to say
that he cannot spare an hour or indeed any portion of time for discussion.
If he once entered on such a course there would be many probably a
hundred that he would have to meet before Mr. Towler's turn would come
roundu
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Mr Towler speaks of non magnetic iron & a small needle. There is no
such thing as non magnetic iron upon the surface of the earth nor can there
be. Every piece of iron is a magnet by induction from the earth, a state
which it takes whether the needle is there or nott.i
Royal Institution I 30 July 1853

Letter 2710
Faraday to John Barlow
1 August 1853
From the original in RI MS Fl D17

Royal Institution i 1 August 1853
My dear Barlow

I only learned on Friday last1 that you had left a post office reference
to Geneva or I should have written to you beforeu I am so accustomed to
communicate with you that even when there is no other occasion than
kind feeling I do not like to give it up. In real truth the kind feeling is after
all the most important of any. I am hoping to hear from you some day soon
and to hear also that you are better. I should like you to be so well as to be
unconscious of it. Tell me soon how you both are and that you are enjoying
the scenery & the circumstances: give us a delightful account but let it be
a true one. We most sincerely hope & wish that both these points may
coincide in one. We have had a fortnights trip into N Wales with constant
wet weather - so after living in the hotels for a while we came back not
having seen much of the country but we are pretty welli.i Nothing to brag
about: nothing to complain of.

To day Mr. Vincent begins his holiday and the work folk go into the
Library &c . He wished me to offer his respects & to say that there was
nothing particular to mention. Anderson also begins his holiday today -
the Porters have had theirs. I wished Anderson to take his whilst I was
here: he is very well & I expect will enjoy himself - i.e if the rainy weather
ceases. We have had thus far a very rainy season & it still continues.

The works in the corner of the Hall are now in progress; but here
again the rain teazes us sadly & much retards their progress but I think
they will be a great comfort when they are finishedu Mr Wright3 of the
Clarendon was somewhat frightened when he saw them & called whilst I
was away. He saw Mr. Vincent & sent his surveyoru I suppose he had
forgotten that he was upon our wall & not we upon theirs.

As to our painters it is a sad thing that drunkenness should take them
away one after another. I have taken the man who succeeded Mr
Newsham4 for the present jobs of the season. He is I understand quite
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sober, he knows the house, and he works for Mr. Ellis5 & others gaining
their approbation: We shall see how things turn outu

I am glad to tell you that Percy will lecture here next season6. He has
chosen the Metals for his course and I have no doubt that he will make it
very interesting to our audience. In the point of character (which you
know is often apart from the attraction) they are sure to do us good. The
Museum of Economic Geology &c is no longer the Museum having
changed its name into some other long phrase as Metropolitan School of
&c &c7 but I hear that it may perhaps change its name again as the point
does not appear decided. I fancy the College of Chemistry is by this time
identified with it but as you know I am an exceedingly bad Newsmonger
& shall make all sorts of mistakes^

You would laugh when you heard of our Cab revolution - only think
of a strike for three days8. It must have been a petty annoyance spread over
a very large extent of population & I have no doubt produced extreme
irritation with a great number of persons which yet was often extremely
ludicrous. We expect much good will result from it in relation to cab
conducts

Whether this will find you at Geneva or whether it will have to
follow you elsewhere I do not know. If you see De la Rive give my kindest
remembrances to him & also to Marcet if in your companyi.j We want to
know something of you and Mrs. Barlow, for nothing had come to our ears
or eyes in any way until I heard on Friday last that you were at Geneva &
at the same time through two or three reporters, that Miss Grant had heard
of you - the report being pretty good -1 hope it is so in truth. My wife &
I often think of where you will be & what you may be doing and we hope
that Mrs. Barlow will think this part of the letter is as much to her as to you
and that it is the bearer of many kindly remembrances founded upon a
long continued course of affectionate intercommunicationu

Ever My dear Barlow I Yours most truly I M. Faraday

Address: Revd. John Barlow MA I &c &c &c I Poste Restante I a
Geneve

1. That is 29 July 1853.
2. See RI MM, 18 April 1853,11: 6; 6 June 1853,11:19; 7 November 1853,11: 32.
3. Unidentified.
4. Richard Newsham. Plumber of 8 Little Stanhope Street, Mayfair. POD.
5. Unidentified.
6. Percy eventually withdrew his offer. See RI MM, 21 November 1853,11: 35.
7. The name was changed to the Metropolitan School of Science Applied to Mining and the
Arts. On these changes see Bentley (1970).
8. Cab drivers went on strike on 27 July 1853 over a reduction in their fares. See Ann.Reg.,
1853, 95: 91-2.
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Letter 2711
Faraday to John Tyndall
1 August 1853
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4135

Royal Institution, I 1 August, 1853.
My dear Tyndall,

Our letters have crossed1, and so I must teaze you again for a little
moment, to say that I am sure you will do right in purchasing the
apparatus you think of; and also I am sure you will make heat most
interesting to us. Your letter seems to imply that you are a little
discouraged by the infinity of objects about you: but you are taking a rest
now, and there is no reason why your mind should not in its quiescent
state take the hue of every subject that comes near you; even though it do
yield up that of the going, for that of the coming, subject. When you brace
up your mind and settle with its undivided powers upon one subject,
there is no fear that it will be any way deficient, or short of its ordinary
vigorous tone. My kindest remembrances to all our joint friends.

Believe me to be I Ever truly yours, I M. Faraday.

1. That is letters 2704 and 2706.

Letter 2712
Philip Lucas1 to Faraday
1 August 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Sir

Among the innumerable letters that you have doubtless received
about table turning, the following plan of testing its truth may not have
been suggested to you.

On the axis of the table above the legs, let another table rotate which
shall extend about eighteen inches beyond the upper and placed at a
sufficient distance from the top to enable the experimenters to stand upon
it so as to place their fingers on the first table: it is evident that any
movement of an involuntary or voluntary nature, will cause the lower
table to rotate as it forms a portion of the upper whereas if it rotates from
other causes, independent of other material, the whole will revolve. I
annex a small drawing to delineate my meaning

and remain 1 Your obedient Servant I Philip Lucas Junr
Mr Bailey's2 I Dr White's Grove I Hampstead I 1 Aug 1853
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1. Unidentified.
2. POD gives Charles Bailey of Grove House, Hampstead Road. Otherwise unidentified.

Letter 2713
Lovell Augustus Reeve1 to Faraday2

1 August 1853
From the original in RI MS Fl K36
The Literary Gazette I Office I 5, Henrietta St. i Covent Garden I London

I Established 1817 I Augt 1, 53
My dear Sir,

Thinking you may like to see what has been said in Paris about the
Electric Gas, I enclose a No, just received, of the Cosmos for your perusal.
See the first article2!.]

I am, dear Sir, I Yours faithfully I Lovell Reeve

1. Lovell Augustus Reeve (1814-1865, DNB). Editor of the LitGaz., 1850-1856.
2. Recipient established on the basis that the writer and subject are the same as letter 2708.
3. "Grant Nouvelle. - Gaz Electrique", Cosmos, 1853, 3: 197-9 which was mostly a translation
of "Electric Gas", LitGaz., 23 July 1853, p.722.
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Letter 2714
Faraday to William Charles Henry1

2 August 1853
From the original in HLHU b MS Am 1631 (130)

Royal Institution I 2 Aug 1853
My dear Dr. Henry

I have only three letters of Dalton2 which I send you3: but let me have
them again for they belong to a Portrait book4. In old time I was
accustomed to destroy letters so that many do not remain with me of
anybody S[.i

I do not know that I am unorthodox as respect the atomic hypothesis.
I believe in matter & its atoms as freely as most people at least I think so.
As to the little solid particles which are by some supposed to exist
independent of the forces of matter and which in different substances are
imagined to have different amounts of these forces associated with or
conferred upon them (and which even in the same substance when in the
solid liquid & gaseous state are supposed to have like different
proportions of these powers) as I cannot form any idea of them apart from
the forces so I neither admit nor deny them. They do not afford me the
least help in my endeavour to form an idea of a particle of matteru On the
contrary they greatly embarras[s] me for after taking account of all the
properties of matter and allowing in any considerations for them then
these nuclei remain on the mind & I cannot tell what to do with them. The
notion of a solid nucleus without properties is a natural figure or stepping
stone to the mind at its first entrance on the consideration of natural
phenomena; but when it has become instructed the like notion of a solid
nucleus apart from the repulsion which gives our only notions of solidity
or the gravity which gives our notion of weight is to me too difficult for
comprehension and so the notion becomes to me hypothetical & what is
more very clumsy hypothesise At that point then I reserve my mind as I
feel bound to do in hundreds of other cases in natural knowledge.

I have published nothing on the matter save the old Speculation5!.]
With many thanks for your kind invitation I am My dear Dr. Henry

i Yours truly I M. Faraday

1. William Charles Henry (1804-1892, Farrar et al. (1977)). Physician and chemist.
2. John Dalton (1766-1844, DSB). Chemical philosopher who lived in Manchester. Developed
a version of the atomic theory of matter.
3. Dalton to Faraday, 29 July 1840, 3 September 1840, 11 November 1840, letters 1302, 1311,
1325, volume 2.
4. That is RI MS Fl H. Henry wanted these letters for Henry (1854), but he did not make use
of them.
5. Faraday (1844a).
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Letter 2715
Faraday to William Charles Henry1

9 August 1853
From the original in RI MS Fl D18

R Institution I 9 August 1853
My dear Sir

I have not the slightest objection only as the letter was written
carelessly & in a hurry it may convey my ideas very imperfectly2!.] I cannot
find a spare copy of my Speculation3 (printed in Phil Mag for the first six
months of 1844) or I would send itu If you are led to look at it then for
"mere philosopher" near the top of the second page read "wise philoso-
pher"^.]

I am My dear Sir I Most truly yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Henry I &c &c &c

1. William Charles Henry (1804-1892, Farrar et al. (1977)). Physician and chemist.
2. That is giving Henry permission to publish the second paragraph of letter 2714 in Henry
(1854), 132-3.
3. Faraday (1844a).
4. Ibid., 137.

Letter 2716
Faraday to Pierre Antoine Favre1

9 August 1853
From the original in the possession of Herbert Pratt

London I Royal Institution I 9 August 1853.
Sir

I have received your very kind letter and also your most important
work2.1 want words to express the deep sense I entertain of your kindness
and consideration for one who is not unfrequently discouraged because he
cannot do all he desires to do and can have no future hope of imitating the
industry and depth of research which characterise such a work as yours.
Nevertheless the good will of such men as yourself is to me a strong
motive to perseverence as far as it is permitted to my strength. But where
physical strength and memory fail there the expectation & hopes cannot
well be strengthened. If you have the opportunity pray present my most
sincere respects and congratulations to M. Silbermann and believe me to
be with the highest esteem

Your Most faithful Servant I M. Faraday
a Monsieur I Monsieur P.A. Favre I &c &c &c
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Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur RA. Favre I &c &c &c I 11 Rue d'Enfer
I a Paris

1. Pierre Antoine Favre (1813-1880, DSB). Head of the chemistry laboratory at the Central
School of Arts and Manufactures, Paris.
2. Possibly Favre (1853).
3. Johann Theobald Silbermann (1806-1865, P2,3). Scientific instrument maker in Paris.

Letter 2717
John Barlow to Faraday
10 and 11 August 1853f

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Lake of Geneva I Aug lOh

My dear Faraday,
How are you all? I trust nothing of a harassing or distressing nature

shortened your visit at Beaumaris. I saw your name in the newspaper
among those of the Lord Mayor's2 guests on the 14 of July but I trust that
the list (as in the case of Queen's Balls) was made from those who were
invited, not from those who were seen at the entertainment3. ... Our
journey has been very prosperous hitherto and I earnestly hope that the
weather has been as fine in England as that with which we have been
favoured.

At Paris we were joined by Charles Herries4 (the nephew & brother
of your friends) and with him we have since been travelling - our route has
been Bale (via new railroad) Geneva - by the Minister Thai, Neufchatel &
Rolle. Then to that lovely village of St. Gervais (near Sallanches) &
Chamouni, where we spent a fortnight -1 mean dividing the time between
St Gervais & Chamouni. At Chamouni I met a man whose name I could
not find out, though I ought to know it familiarly5. He is a Fellow of Trinity
College Dublin. He had Brougham's6 paper on light7 referred to him8. He
was one of the first in making magnetic observations after Gauss's
fashion9. He knows you personally, and he asked me whether certain
observations of Kreil? at Prague on the moon's influence on the magnet11,
had not made you revise your views? (meaning of course your papers of
1850-5112). He is a light-haired man, about 40, & has a wife13, a luxury
allowed to Irish Fellows....

When I was last at Geneva, De la Rive was at Vichy. He is due at
home now. Mr. Drummond14 ought also to be at Geneva by this time. I
hope to send you news of both. I dined at Malagny with M. Marcet - a
distinguished-looking young Spanish lady was on a visit to his daughter.
This girl is a Pizarro, and there is a curious story connected with her.... Her
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uncle fell desperately in love with a beautiful Spanish lady. Her friends
objected, because they felt assured that her excessive beauty would ensure
for her a still more eligible match. His friends were equally adverse,
because they had heard the girl's mother ill spoken of. He yielded to their
representations. He promised to give up the marriage, & only stipulated
for their assent to his visiting his love for the last time to bid her farewell.
She was then at a country house high in the mountains. She received him
with bitter reproaches, and avowed her disbelief in his attachment. He
challenged her to put him to the test. She said "If you really love me you
will not refuse to take off your coat & swim across the ice-cold pond
yonder".

"Excited as he was, he plunged in" caught a pleurisy from which he
never recovered but died within a twelvemonth. The Heroine of this
curious romance is the present Empress of the French15.

Geneva Aug. 11th, 4.00 P.M.
A thousand thanks in Mrs. Barlow's name and my own for your

letter16, which was cordially welcomed by both of us. My wife had one of
those obscure attacks (which sometimes harrass her,) while we were in the
Minister Thai. It gave way to a mustard poultice but so did the cuticle also.
There must be something particularly malignant in the sinapic of that
district.

We have indeed enjoyed the glorious scenery which has daily been
presented to our view in such rich abundance. From Martigny we went to
Villeneuve by Monthey (instead of Bex) and the prospect including a
bridge over the Rhine was one of the most striking I ever witnessed. Snow
mountains - an amphitheatre of near rocks, not too near, a foaming river,
and most luxuriant foliage. This richness of verdure is of course the result
of previous rains: but it is very brilliant.

I earnestly hope that the sunshine is on its way to England....
You are sure to succeed in what you do for the Institution:- I quite

agree with you that Percy is a great prize. If your health and inclination
enable you to give the Christmas Lectures17,1 shall be very sanguine for
next year. I hear that a Mr. Hawkins18, who is restoring those apocryphal
animals the Megatherium &c for the Crystal Palace19 is thinking of writing
to propose to give us an Evening next year20. Do you know anything about
him? If you meet any of the Paleontologists & happen to think of it,
inquire. But we have many sterling men who will help us. To say nothing
of yourself & Tyndall[.i Owen has promised21, so has Grove after his
fashion22. If you write to Airy you will poke him I am sure23. In short we
are sure to get on.

Mrs. Barlow keeps urging me so constantly to remember her most
earnestly to you and Mrs. Faraday & Miss Jenny if she is with you that I
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fear I am going over a thrice uttered effusion (instead of a thrice told tale)
but it is genuinei.]

Ever your attached I John Barlow
Dr Faraday &c
I will write again & tell you where to direct to us. I hope we shall be at
Munich in the beginning of next month.

1. Dated on the basis that the second part of this letter is the reply to letter 2710 and also on
the reference to Faraday's trip to Wales and the Friday Evening Discourses for the ensuing
year.
2. Thomas Challis (1794-1874, Bl). Lord Mayor of London, 1852-1853.
3. See Morning Chronicle, 15 July 1853, p.4, col. f, for an account of the conversazione at the
Mansion House the previous day. There is no mention of Faraday in this account.
4. Charles John Herries (1815-1883, DNB). An Excise Commissioner, 1842-1856.
5. The following sentences almost certainly identify him as Humphrey Lloyd.
6. Henry Peter, Lord Brougham (1778-1868, DNB). Whig politician and writer on optics.
7. Brougham (1850).
8. This is confirmed by the register of papers in RS MS MM 14.43.
9. On this see Morrell and Thackray (1981), 524.
10. Karl Kreil (1789-1862, PI, 2). Professor of Astronomy at Prague.
11. Kreil (1852,1853). On Lloyd's interest in this see Lloyd, H. (1853).
12. Faraday (1851d, e), ERE26 and 27.
13. Dorothea Lloyd, nee Bulwer. Married Lloyd in 1840, see under his DNB entry.
14. Unidentified.
15. Eugenie (1826-1920, DBF). Empress of France, 1853-1870. This seems to be one of the
many canards that were then circulating about her. See Ridley (1979), 171.
16. Letter 2710.
17. Faraday delivered six Christmas lectures on "Voltaic Electricity". His notes are in RI MS
F4 J16.
18. Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins (1807-1889, B5). Sculptor and anatomist.
19. On this see Rudwick (1992), 140-8.
20. He did not deliver one.
21. Owen (1854), Friday Evening Discourse of 10 February 1854.
22. Grove (1854), Friday Evening Discourse of 3 February 1854.
23. See letter 2760. Airy did not give a Friday Evening Discourse in 1854.

Letter 2718
Heinrich Gustav Magnus to Faraday
10 August 1853
From the original in RI MS Fl I89a

Berlin 10 Aug 53.
Dear Sir

Allow me to introduce to you Prof Helmholtz1 from Konigsberg i/P2

who has published the interesting papers "On the velocity of the Nervous
Principle!"]3, on Complementary Colours4 and many othersu

Yours I Very sincere I G. Magnus
Dr. Faraday.
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1. Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894, DSB). Professor of Physiology at Konigsberg,
1849-1855.
2. "in Prussia".
3. Helmholtz (1850).
4. Helmholtz (1852).

Letter 2719
Anton Schrotter1 to Faraday
10 August 1853
From the original in RS MS 241, f.112
An I Das Ehrenmitglied, RF. I Herrn Michael Faraday I in I London

Die kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften hat in ihrer Gesammt-
sitzung am 26. Mai 1852 (:zu welcher auch die auswartigen Mitglieder
einberufen waren:) den Beschluss gefasst, nebst den bisher iiblichen
Notificationsschreiben, gleich alien anderen Akademien, ihren Mitglie-
dern auch Diplome auszustellen2. In Folge dessen gebe ich mir die Ehre
das fur Euer Hochwohlgeboren ausgestellte Diplom hiermit zu iibersen-
den.

A. Schrotter I General-Secretar
Wien, den 10. August 1853.

TRANSLATION
To i The honorary member, P.F. I Mr. Michael Faraday I in i London

The Imperial Academy of Sciences has passed at its General Meeting
on 26 May 1852 (to which external members had been called as well) the
resolution to issue diplomas for their members as well, besides the
customary letters of notifications, as all other academies do2. Therefore I
honour myself to send the diploma issued to you, honorable sir, with
this.

A. Schrotter I General Secretary
Vienna, 10 August 1853.

1. Anton Schrotter (1802-1875, ADB). Austrian chemist and Secretary of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences in Vienna from 1850.
2. See Hammer-Purgstall and Ettinghausen to Faraday, 26 February 1848, letter 2058,
volume 3.
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Letter 2720
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
17 August 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/1/59

Trinity House, London, I 17 August 1853.
Dear Sir,

I am instructed to transmit to you the accompanying Extracts from
Two Letters of Mr. William Wilkins, and from a Report of a Committee
who have recently visited Cromer Light House1, on the subject of the
ventilation of the Lantern thereof; and to request you will favor the Elder
Brethren by communicating your opinion upon the suggestions, for it's
improvement, contained in the said Extracts, and what objections (if any)
exist to their being carried into effect.

I am I Dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L. I &c &c &c

1. These are in GL MS 30108/1/59.

Letter 2721
George Robert Waterhouse to Faraday
18 August 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

British Museum I Aug. 18 / 53
My dear Sir

For some days past I have thought, each day, that I should be able to
get out and call upon you, my object being to tell you that I sent in your
note backed, as strongly as possible, - neither the note nor the observations
accompanying it, however, came before the Trustees - it was explained to
me that a similar application (one of a very pressing nature) had quite
recently been brought before the Trustees - that the officer who had charge
of the object wished to be taken out of the Museum offered to take it
himself & not to let it out of his sight & to bring it back again - it would
not do - the Trustees sayed they felt themselves bound to abide to the rules
which had been made. Under these circumstances I was begged to
withdraw your letter & my notes relating to it, as by so doing I should save
the Trustees from making a refusal which would be very painful to
them1.

I am most sorry for all this!
Believe me I faithfully yours I Geo R. Waterhouse

Prof M. Faraday
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1. Faraday wanted to borrow a large* silica crystal from the British Museum and wrote to
Waterhouse on 7 August 1853 for permission to borrow it. Faraday, Diary, August 1853, 6:
13060-1.

Letter 2722
Faraday to the Trustees of the British Museum
20 August 1853
From the original in BM CA

Royal Institution I 20 August 1853
My Lords & Gentlemen

I am engaged in the investigation of a great object in natural science,
namely the relation of light to Electricity and Magnetism. I have advanced
so far as to prove the influence and power of the two latter forces over a
ray (Philosophical Transactions 1846 pi1), and now hope to reverse the
order and evolve or disturb these forces by the action of light. For these
researches I need the use of a peculiar crystal of Silica. I have sought for
such and have obtained some specimens; but they are too small to allow
much hopes of success. In the British Museum I have found one, which for
its clearness, size, position of the plagiedral planes, and other circum-
stances, is eminently fitted for the research, and I cannot find such another.
Under these circumstances I take the liberty of making application for the
loan of this crystal, for the service of science. It is about 13$ inches long, 4s
in diameter and is well known to Mr. Waterhouse and the attendants2. I
shall not, in the slightest degree, injure or even affect it; my only object
being to pass a ray from the Sun through it whilst it is surrounded by a
helix and in relation to a Galvanometer. I need hardly say that I will take
the utmost care of it: my willingness at all times to assist the Museum
authorities in the preservation of the objects under their care, when they
think that I can, by my advice, aid them in such matters, will I hope give
assurance in that respect3.1 cannot tell for how long I may want it, for the
experiments have to wait upon the Sun. If I could transport the apparatus
to the British Museum I would propose that course; but the Galvanometer
is an especial instrument from Berlin4, and requires fixing with the care of
an astronomical instrument!.] I therefore hope that the Trustees will permit
me the use of this crystal in the Royal Institution. I would express my own
deep thanks for such a favour, but, that I feel it would be unmeet for me
to offer private feelings or desires in such a case; and as I work for the pure
good & advancement of science, I have no doubt that the Trustees will do
all that lies within their power to aid me. If by the use of the crystal an
affirmative result were to be obtained, it would give the specimen a value
far beyond any it could possess as a simple mineralogical illustration5!.]
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I have the honour to be I with profound respect I My Lords and
Gentlemen I Your Very humble & faithful Servant I M. Faraday
To I The Trustees of I The British Museum

Endorsement: Acknowledged 23 Augt

1. Faraday (1846a), ERE19.
2. See letter 2721.
3. See, for example, Faraday to Hawkins, 24 March 1845 and 7 August 1845, letters 1700 and
1766, volume 2, and also letter 2466.
4. Faraday, Diary, 3 September 1853, 6:13074.
5. The Minutes of the Trustees note that this request was approved on 10 September 1853.

Letter 2723
Faraday to Henry Ellis
20 August 1853
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Institution I 20 Aug 1853
My dear Sir Henry,

I beg, through you, as the proper channel to make the enclosed
application to the Trustees of the British Museum1!.] I have applied to Mr
Waterhouse for advice how to proceed but I suppose I have been informal
for he does not encourage me. The Trustees certainly ought to have the
power, under sufficient precautions, to grant such a request as mine; for
the British Museum is especially for the advancement of science. If they
have not, I presume some department of government has; but I think it can
hardly be needful that I should make such application, or that I should
move such bodies as the Royal Society or the British Association to make
such application, to a Secretary of State for a purpose so simple &, as it
seems to me, so fit. Will you do me the favour to aid my object and to let
me know the result of my application. I am anxious if possible to make my
experiments before the Sun loses its power otherwise, they will have to
run on into next Yean.]

I am My dear Sir Henry I Your obliged & faithful servant, I M.
Faraday
Sir Henry Ellis I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2722.
2. See letter 2721.
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Letter 2724
James Braid1 to Faraday
22 August 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Burlington House I Oxford Street I Manchester 22 Augt 1853
Sir,

Although I have not the honor of your personal acquaintance I have
long been familiar with your important contributions to chemical &
physical science; and it is no small gratification to me to have had my
views of the nature & cause of Table Turning confirmed & so ably
ellucidated by your ingenious & conclusive physical tests2. The influence
of dominant expectant ideas not only on the muscular system, but on
every function of the body, had long been a favourite study of mine, &
therefore enabled me to publish a scientific explanation of "Table-moving"
long before I witnessed a single experiment of the sort; and, when
attending the Conversazione of the Manchester Athenaeum, to propose a
test with a circle of brass wire, which was at once conclusive even to those
who would not have been convinced otherwise, that it could not be
Electricity which was the cause, & moreover, that when muscular contact
& an opportunity of applying an conscious muscular action were
removed, by the wire lying loosely on the table, that no motion of the table
could be induced. I beg your acceptance of a letter published by me in self
defence against some unfair attacks made upon me by "D.T" and also a
paper lately published by me on "Hypnotic Therapeutics"3 in which you
will perceive my mode of accounting for various physiological influences
& cures which may be realised through mental impressions changing physical
action, thus producing effects subjectively, which the mesmerists attributed
to objective influence of some magnetic or odylic influence passing from
the body of the operator to the patient - just as the mesmerists wished to
explain "Table Turning" as the result of an objective influence. In the
appendix to my "Hypnotic Therapeutics" you will observe I have
criticised Dr Elliotsons4 Dr Ashburners5 & the Revd Mr Sandbys6 &
Townshend's7 Mesmeric residuum force theory, &, with the aid of your
physical tests I suspect they will not move far from the point to which I
have fixed them.

Dr Carpenter8, to whose article you refer9, is indeed a most lucid
writer on every department of physiology & psychology, & was thus able
at once to take up my views of hypnotic & mesmeric phenomena, in
illustrating which he has done ample justice to my labours & researches in
this curious & interesting field of inquiryu

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your obedient servant I James Braid
Prof Faraday.
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1. James Braid (cl795-1860, DNB). Physician in Manchester.
2. See letter 2691 and "Professor Faraday on Table-Moving", Athenaeum, 2 July 1853, pp.801-

3. Braid [1853].
4. John Elliotson (1791-1868, DNB). Mesmerist. Formerly Professor of Medicine at University
College London, 1831-1838.
5. John Ashburner (1793-1878, Bl). Physician and mesmerist.
6. George Sandby (d.1880, age 82, GRO, CCD). Vicar of Flixton, 1843-1860.
7. Chauncey Hare Townshend (1798-1868, DNB). Poet and mesmerist.
8. William Benjamin Carpenter (1813-1885, DSB). Professor of Forensic Medicine at
University College London, 1845-1856.
9. Carpenter (1852), Friday Evening Discourse of 12 March 1852.

Letter 2725
Faraday to Charles Manby
27 August 1853
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 27 Aug 1853
My dear Manby

In haste to introduce to you M. Wagelnjmann1 who wishes to become
a member of the Civil Engineers -1 send you at the same time a Parafine
candle of which he is the author & I think so well of these candles that I
sent one to Mr Walker some time ago as a very interesting object. Think of
them being made at not merely a marketable but a cheap cost. What shall
we come to - for here the coal mine beats the bee.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. Paul Wagenmann of Bonn who took out patent number 1853/2958 on the manufacture of
liquid hydro-carbons and parafine.

Letter 2726
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
29 August 1853
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/59

Royal Institution I 29 Aug. 1853
My dear Sir

In consequence of your letter regarding the Cromer lighthouse1 and
our conversation in your room I proceeded to the place and was there
examining into the circumstances & condition both by day & night on the
23rd & 24th instant2: & will now give you briefly the results, which are
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included chiefly under two heads the ventilation & the warming of the
lanthorn.

The ventilation appears to have been much cared for & presents
rather a complicated system. There are eight circular ventilators in
different places in the stone work of the lower part of the lanthorn. They
are moderate in size & the perforations in the surface plate are such that
each offers an air way of 5| square inches. They are good as far as they go
but are few in number & small in size; supposing the lanthorn depended
chiefly on them. Then there are twenty small ventilators, opening, one
under each lower pane of glass & directly in front of it; each has an air way
of 18§ of a square inch. These as they come into action under the influence
of the wind are very useful on the windward side of the lanthorn. Further
there are Eleven tubes above which being partly open to the outer air at
their origin above the glass, then go upwards near the enclosed roof for a
distance of 4s feetu They are 3 inches in diameter. I suppose it is imagined
that streams of fresh air entering by them will tend to propell the bad air
out of the top at the cowl. They are of no use where they are for only the
two or three to windward will ever have air entering by them; that air will
have no more ejecting force over the bad air than if it entered below; &
entering above it is lost as fresh air to the lighthouse. What little effect they
have is more hurtful than good.

A most important adjunct to the ventilation exists in the Watch room
windows. These are three in number being on the North East & West sides.
They are 45 inches wide each, and the sashes open from above. The watch
room is a very dry room. The tower itself also is dry but no air enters the
lanthorn or watch room from below. Some of the brethren directed the
keepers attention to the use of these windows in aiding ventilation; and
since then the difficulty which occurred on special occasions of extreme
cold or closeness has been removed: they have but to open the windward
window more or less to keep the glass perfectly clear & the lanthorn in a
right condition as to ventilation!.]

As I am about to propose to take the Eleven upper tubes down on the
first convenient opportunity I will here enter into a brief explanation of the
action of the many ventilators in this lanthorn: in fact the principles &
effects concern all lanthorns being general in their nature. It might have
been thought that thirty nine ventilators were enough for one lanthom; but
of this number, when all were open, only nine passed the fresh air
inwards. I examined the currents through them again & again both at day
& night time: the results were constantly the same. Of the eight larger
ventilators only the two to windward admitted constant streams of air: the
other six had varying currents i.e in & out but chiefly outwards. Of the
twenty small ventilators only the four to windward gave constant entering
currents, the two or three to leeward passed the air in & out irregularly;
the 13 or 14 others gave a constant & strong current outwardsu This is the
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natural effect of the wind acting on their hoods it is the same as that which
I have found on former occasions at the Needles & elsewhere and is due
to the principle which acts so beneficially in the wind guard. Of the Eleven
upper ventilators air entered at the three to windward, but the other eight
passed more air outwards than inwardst.i If it be now considered that the
joint air passage of the 2 larger and 4 smaller ventilators giving access to
air in the lower part of the lanthorn is only 18 square inches it will be
understood how much additional aid is gained by the use of the watch
room windows. If the window to windward be opened only one inch it
offers a passage to air having an area of 45 square inches and as an equal
aperture is opened between the upper & the lower sashes by the same act,
90 square inches of sectional area or of air passage is there, at once
obtained. This amounts to five times that of all the ventilators which
supply fresh air to the lamps & glass at the same timeu

There appears to be plenty of air way out at the Cowl, provided air
be let in below as described. The ventilation of the lamps is also perfect
according to the description of the keepers & the action at the time that I
saw it. Before the lamp tubes were put up, there was a continual
condensation on the roof and droppings from the ribs. To remedy the
dropping evil, a collecting gutter was put up against the ribs and a pipe
from it conducted the condensed water into a vessel placed beneathi.j The
keepers say that now there is no condensation on the roof nor do they ever
have to place the vessel into which the water formerly ran. If this be really
so on the most cold & trying nights then the gutter might as well be taken
away with the eleven pipes before referred to, on any convenient
opportunity!.]

Proceeding to the warming of the lanthorn; I find that the keepers
complain of its temperature in cold weather. They state that the oil in the
lower lamps then freezes: that they cannot make those lamps burn
properly either by turning up the cottons or otherwise; that the oil will not
freely descend to the cotton; & that on such occasions the quantity burnt
in a lower lamp has not been more than two thirds of that burnt in an
upper lamp for the same time. I can well understand this to be the case
especially with the Rape oili.i After the lamps are lighted the temperature
is very different indeed in the upper & the lower parts of this fine high
lanthorn. I found it so, and they say the difference is quarter in the cold
weather. To counteract this effect there is a stove in the watch room. It has
a jacket, from which the hot air passes by a pipe 6| feet long & only 3
inches in diameter into the lanthorn at one place in the floor. The chimney
of the stove which in the watch room is 6 inches in diameter passes
through the floor into the lanthorn & is then continued upwards as a
copper pipe 10 inches in diameter & 13i feet long & then goes out through
the roof. This stove is insufficient in time of need. They have had to make
such large fires in it as seem to burn it out, and now when the fire is lighted
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the smoke enters into the air chamber & so into the lanthorn. They have
had occasion to heat the stove so highly that the part of its chimney in the
lanthorn has been dull red hot. The stove must then have done duty far
more by the hot chimney in the lanthorn & by the warming of the air in the
watch room than by the small supply of hot air which its pipe of 3 inches
in diameter could convey: but such a kind of action forces the stove too far,
& by burning it out soon causes its derangement.

I am fully persuaded that the presence of a simple stove in the
lanthorn, without air jacket and with a horizontal flue, will be far more
effectual than the present stove and burn far less fuel. The place is well
fitted for an arrangement like that at the St. Catherines light where the
horizontal part of the flue runs under the galleryu At Cromer the platform
is 18 inches wide. There is a corner under the gallery at the head of the
stairs which would do exceedingly well for the stove; the distance from it
to the present place of the chimney is in one direction under the gallery 26
feet & in the other direction ctbout 11 feeti.i I would recommend that the
present upright chimney be replaced by one terminating above with a
wind guard as at St. Catherines (See report of 29 June 18533.); that the
horizontal part of the chimney kept at about an inch from the wall & from
the platform be continued from the stove to this upright part in both
directions; & that near the entry into the upright part there be throttle
valves that either the one length or the other, or both may be used
according to circumstances. In the vertical part of the chimney, the upper
lengths should be put into & not over the lower length, as described in the
report just referred to; & there should be a vessel termination to collect any
condensation in this parti.]

The keepers at this house are remarkable for their practical sagacity:
they have by observation & experience discovered several points in the
working of the lights & lighthouse which are fully justified by principle &
well illustrate it. They in this respect form a very striking contrast to some
other establishments which I have visitedt.i The lighthouse both by day &
night presents an object well worthy of approbation!.]

The flag staff N has been set I suspect by a magnetic needle without
the card; it is 20° or more west of the North star4u

I am I My dear Sir I Ever Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2720.
2. Faraday's notes of his visit are in GL MS 30108/1/59.
3. Letter 2692.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 6 September 1853, GL MS 30004/25, pp. 276-7.
The Light Committee was instructed to put Faraday's suggestions into effect.
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Letter 2727
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
3 September 1853
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/1/58

Royal Institution I 3 Septr. 1853
My dear Sir

Mr. Phillips1 (from Wilkins & Co) has just been to me to report on the
results of the changes made at St. Catherines. The ventilators are now fixed
but he states that only those to leeward admit air into the lanthorn (with
the wind at west by south), whilst all the others pass air outward, the
doors to the tower being shuti.i There is certainly much that is peculiar to
this lighthouse perhaps from its position under the high hill & cliffs of the
neighbouring land, but I suspect that the walled in condition of the gallery
has a part in the result he describes, affecting the hoods & outer apertures
of the ventilators. The windguard which has replaced the cowl is
according to his account effectual; the cowl he describes as having
frequently revolved 5 or 6 turns together^

He reports, upon his own knowledge, that the stove will not burn
properly when the tower is shut off from the lanthorn. This stove was
cracked about a twelvemonth ago, & the keepers made no complaint of
this kind to me when I was recently there. Mr Phillips has applied to me
to know what I would advise. I could not take upon me to authorize him
in matters not referred to in my former note2 but told him I should write
to you and I advise, now that his men are there, that under the peculiar
conditions of this lighthouse the stove should be taken into the watch
room below which would give 8 feet additional hot vertical draught to the
chimney and that the chimney (the new part) be enclosed by an air pipe
9 inches in diameter open throughout. Elsewhere as at the South Foreland
the arrangement now existing at the St. Catherines has been found quite
effectual but here the air seems to drop down upon the lanthorn & reverse
many of the usual results. He will apply to you on Monday3 for instruction
or authority4!.]

I am I My dear Sir i Yours Very faithfully I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esqr i &c &c &c I Secretary

1. Unidentified.
2. Letter 2692.
3. That is 5 September 1853.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 6 September 1853, GL MS 30004/25, pp.276~7.
It was referred to the Light Committee.
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Letter 2728
Henry Ellis to Faraday
12 September 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

British Museum I Sept. 12th 1853
My dear Dr Faraday

Your letter1 respecting the Crystal was laid before the Trustees at
their meeting on Saturday last2 and I have great pleasure in telling you,
that impressed by the importance of the object which you have in view, the
Trustees have given instructions to Mr Waterhouse to deliver the Crystal
to you with the injunction that it be returned to the Museum Collection as
soon as possible.

Faithfully Yours I Henry Ellis I Pr. Lib.
Michael Faraday Esq D.C.L.

1. Letter 2722.
2. That is 10 September 1853.

Letter 2729
Faraday to George Robert Waterhouse
14 September 1853
From the original in Natural History Museum, Palaeontology Archives,
Keepers Letters

Royal Institution I 14 Sept 1853
My dear Sir

Will you do me the favour to let the bearer Mr Anderson have the
crystal which the Trustees have permitted me the use of1!.!

Ever Truly Yours i M. Faraday
G. Waterhouse Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2728.

Letter 2730
Faraday to Edward Vivian1

14 September 1853
From the original in Torquay Natural History Society MS

Royal Institution I 14 Septr. 1853
My dear Sir
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I feel it very difficult to give an opinion on your case not having the
opportunity of seeing the instruments so as to judge of how they were
constructed and at the same time of asking questions of you or the maker:
I will not restrain myself however from making suggestions but remember
I do so with insufficient datau

I do not see how the mere difference in size of the air spaces a & b can
cause the change you mention especially as you say the alteration comes to
an end after a certain time as six monthsu Is not the cause a real difference
in the character of the atmosphere in the two air spaces? and is not the
gradual change a consequence of the slow equilibration of these different
atmosphere by their gradual transmission through the separating column
of spirit? the effect going on until they are alike & then ceasing. I observe
that the bulbs a.a.a. in which the air expands are all of them those which
are last finished in the construction of the instrument and it seems to me
that when the bulbs were finally sealed the air within them mingled as it
would be with alcohol vapour has been affected & changed in part by the
heat applied. Hot glass in a mixed atmosphere of air & alcohol vapour will
form carbonic acid, acetic acid, & other products & in this way the air a
may at the first be diffused to the air b. If for instance by any such change
the air a is partly deprived of a portion of its oxygen then oxygen will
slowly pass from b to a until both are alike againu

I only suggest this change in the oxygen & this kind of change by
heat as illustrating the kind of difference which I suspect exists in the new
instrument. The difference may be caused some other way. For instance
the air may be introduced by some particular process - the mouth or lungs
may be used or other means & in these the cause of the first difference may
bet.] I have not even the means of guessing not knowing the particular
method of construction pursued by the maker but I think you will find a
difference of this kind at the root of the matten.]

Before concluding let me ask why you say the difficulty is
insuperable? The instruments at last come to a settled condition & if you
do not graduate until then I suppose all would be right.

I am very pleased to renew our acquaintance in any manner and am
My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Edwd Vivian Esq I &c &c &c
Will the following point help you. Glass which has been heated is said

to return to its final volume when cooled only very slowly and after some
weeks or months. I think Bellini2 in this way accounted partly for certain
changes in thermometers which went on even for years3. Can any such
effect occur with you I MF

1. Edward Vivian (1808-1893, B3). Partner in the Torquay Bank and meteorologist.
2. Angelo Bellani (1776-1852, DSB). Italian scientific instrument maker.
3. See "Variation of Thermometers", Quart.J.Sci, 1823,15: 369-70.
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Letter 2731
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
14 September 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/60d

Trinity House, London, I 14th September 1853.
My dear Sir,

The Board is about to cause a Bell, of not less than one Ton, and not
exceeding two Tons in weight, to be fixed at the South Stack Light House,
near Holyhead,- and I am directed to say, that it would be satisfactory to
the Elder Brethren, to be favored with your views, as to the form of Belfry
which may be best adapted to receive it;- with reference to the great object
of the propulsion of it's sound, in the direction in which it is required to
be heard, that is to say,- seaward.

In their recent visit to Ireland, the Elder Brethren observed, that, at
some of the Light Houses in that Country, which are provided with Bells,
a sort of Dome was erected over the Bell; and the communication of your
opinion, as to the benefit which such an adjunct may afford in the
conveyance of the Sound will be acceptable.

It is probable, that the use of Bells may become more general than at
present, at the Light Houses belonging to this Corporation,- and it is
desirable, therefore, that the manner of their Suspension should be
carefully considered.

In making this communication, allow me to draw your attention to
your Letter of the 24 March last1, having reference to this subject.

I remain, I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. I &c &c &c

Address: M. Faraday Esq. I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle
Street

1. Letter 2660.

Letter 2732
William Edwards Staite1 to Faraday
21 September 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64a.l

Liscard Vale, I near Liverpool, I 21st Sep. 1853.
Dear Sir,

It is now upwards of three years since I had the honour of exhibiting
to you at the Baker St Bazaar2, my Automatic Magnetic System for
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regulating the Electric Light3,- since which time, however, I have greatly
simplified the apparatus of my Lamps, rendering Clock-work altogether
unnecessary. I also employ a new form of Battery, in which Alloyed Lead
is used, as the positive metal, in a dilute solution of Nitrous Acid. The
products form a valuable pigment, & the value nearly covers the cost of
materials. I feel sure you take sufficient interest in my success to be
pleased when I state that after some months trial of the Light in Liverpool
by the Dock Committee, in a Tower erected on purpose to test its value as
a Beacon-light on the river Mersey it has been pronounced as quite
successful: the light is steady, Constant & Continuous for many hours
without the necessity of attention or manipulation: in short, it burns from
Sunset to Sunrise, with the same Certainty as an oil lamp, & at a cost of six
pence per hour per 1000 Candles - the Contract price.

The Dock Comm[itte]e are now arranging for its immediate
application to their Sandon Graving Docks: & they wish each Dry Dock to
be furnished with two lights, one at each end, so as to neutralize each
others' shadows, to enable repairs of Ships to be carried on after dark. I
have taken the liberty of writing to you, to solicit the favour of your advice
as to the mode I propose of reflecting the Light, so as to Confine it within
prescribed limits & at the same time to diminish the glare without loss of
luminosity. I shall be truly grateful for any hint or suggestion you may
kindly offer on this point, & I shall of course consider any such
communication as strictly confidential

The enclosed sketch is what I think would answer the purpose very
well, & the cost of such an arrangement (using white-wash'd wood, or
wood painted white) would be trifling.

Hoping you will pardon the liberty I have taken, & with every
sentiment of esteem & respect,

I beg to remain, I Dear Sir, I Your's faithfully I W.E. Staite
To I Professor Faraday, I &c. &c. &c. I Royal Institution.

1. William Edwards Staite (1809-1854, Fahie (1902), 375). Pioneer of electric lighting.
2. Staite's light was displayed there on 7-10 December 1848. See IEE MS SC 71/1,
introduction, p.23.
3. For details of Staite's light see Fahie (1902).
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Letter 2733
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
22 September 1853
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/60d

Royal Institution I 22 Septr. 1853
My dear Sir,

I have been in the country for some time & hence the delay in my
reply to your letter of the 14th1 instant in which you ask me for an opinion
on the best form of belfry for a bell at the South Stack Lighthouse. This I
find it difficult if not impossible to give you for I have had no experience
nor any opportunity for observation in such matters up to this time. I do
not know the particular locality now under consideration & have not
visited any lighthouse or signal bell anywhere: nor have I yet had occasion
to seek access to that experience which has been already obtained by
othersu I can therefore do little more than refer back to the vague
generalities of my former letter (24 March 18532)u

Still I venture to utter a surmise or two. I think it probable that the
bell should be covered over, but I should not expect that a dome would be
the best form but rather a flat surface and I think that the distance of this
surface would be influential & perhaps importantly so. The surface under
the bell probably ought to be regular - flat or perhaps even conical. If the
sound has to do duty only for a part of the horizon as for instance 180°
then probably a wall-back on the other or unimportant side might be very
valuable, but I am really unwilling to offer further notions without
communication with those who have had experience in these matters. In
any site where a bell is to be placed I conclude that the form of the ground
and also of the near buildings will have to be considered in reference to
their acoustic influence3!.]

I am I My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant i M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2731.
2. Letter 2660.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 27 September 1853, GL MS 30004/25, p.286. It
was referred to the Light Committee.
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Letter 2734
Harriet Jane Moore to Faraday
23 September 18531

From the original in RI MS Fl 1160

9 Carlisle Parade I Hastings I Sept 23rd
My dear Mr Faraday

I was much obliged by your kind Lady's note. Pray tell her that I
intend to have her autograph in her present, as so I consider it to be, since
it is the work of own brother. She says that you watch the spider weaving
their webs, I have often been much interested in observing their
workmanship, & ingenuity in repairing any damage in their fabric. I wish
you & Mrs. Faraday were here at this cheerful agreeable place, as it seems
to me; I set off from Putney on Tuesday2 morning alone, being very
anxious to secure lodgings to my sister3 before the Equinoxial gales set in;
and by dint of hard work, secured these very pleasant rooms, where she
joined me yesterday, and less fatigued by our journey than I had feared.
Our rooms almost overhang the sea, which is to me a splendid object; on
Tuesday the sunset was glorious & the moon shone upon the placid waters
so beautifully that I thought how much you would have admired it. The
instant [name illegible] came into this our sitting room, she exclaimed 'Mrs
Faraday's carpet'. I had not noticed that it was the same as that in Warwick
Cottage, so we have something in common. I am in some hopes that the
mild sea breezes may invigorate my poor sister. We are very comfortable,
& very friendly, and I shall stay till our friends arrive next week, & should
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remain longer but that I do not like to leave Julia on duty too long. Give
my kindest regards to dear Mrs. Faraday & believe me

Ever your's very truly I Harriet Moore

1. Dated on the basis that letter 2740 is the reply.
2. That is 20 September 1853.
3. Julia Moore (d.1904, age 100, GRO). Sister of Harriet Jane Moore.

Letter 2735
Christian Friedrich Schoenbeln to Faraday
24 September 1853
From the original in UB MS NS 408
My dear Faraday,

Some weeks ago I returned from the journey I had undertaken to
Bavaria, Austria &c. during our mid-summer-holidays and I can assure
you that it was a very pleasant one. The first stay I made at Munich where
I remained no less than 10 days finding that town highly pleasing and
interesting both for the men and the things, I chanced to meet and see
there. I think you would relish it as much as I did and if you should have
any mind to cross the water once more, I strongly recommend you taking
a trip to the Capital of Bavaria. The number of exquisite objects of
painting, sculpture, architecture &c. accumulated there, is very great
indeed and placed so closely together that you may see and enjoy them
with perfect ease and comfort. Of course I met Liebig at Munich whom I
knew before little more than by sight, but within the first five minutes we
had found out the footing upon which both of us could move comfortably
enough. You will laugh when I tell you that Liebig asked me to deliver a
lecture before a very large audience in his stead and Mr. Schoenbein
though reluctantly yielded to that strange demand. The subject treated
was that queer thing called "Ozone" which ten or twelve years ago as you
are perhaps aware, was declared by a Countryman of Your's and pupil of
Liebig's to be a "nonens". Nothing was easier to me than proving its
corporeal existence and our friend Liebig, in spite of the unfriendly
feelings he formerly entertained towards my poor child, has now taken it
into his favor and seems even to have fallen deeply in love with the
creature. He has therefore repeatedly entreated me to write a sort of
biography of my progeny and give and account of its education and the
accomplishments it has acquired under my tuition during the last
decennium. I do not know yet whether I shall comply with his wishes
being not very fond of copying myself over and over again.
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My trip on the Danube down from Ratisbonne to Vienna proved
highly delightful to me, though I experienced the mishap of losing my
pocket-book and along with it my passport, no joke to a traveller who was
about to enter the austrian Empiry. No unpleasant results however issued
from that adventure. The scenery down the river merits to be called
beautiful; now and then the Danube is forced to make its way through
very deep and narrow ravines the top of the hills being covered with
ruined castles, churches, convents, country seats &c. and their declivities
richly wooded, another time you enjoy a beautiful and extensive view on
the Alps of the Tyrol, Salzburg, Styria &c.

Vienna itself is a fine and a noble town full of interesting objects of
Science and the arts and its inhabitants have become proverbial for their
good nature. There is therefore no wonder that I enjoyed there very
agreeable days. In going home I passed through Prag, Dresden, Leipzic,
Frankfort &c seeing little more of those cities than their steeples and
towers, for having stayed out too long I was obliged to return to Bale as
quickly as possible. Mrs. Schoenbein and the girls have during my absence
been living in the hills according to our usual style of passing the
midsummer holidays. My eldest daughter has been absent from home
these last 5 months and lives very happy on the beautiful lake of Geneva
at a little place called Rolle. She has almost grown up into womanhood, is
very like her mother, only a little taller and upon the whole a good-
natured and dutiful child. I think you would like her. Our friend de la Rive
was kind enough to invite her to pass the approaching season of the
vintage at his country seat near Geneva.

Now having talked so much about myself and my family it is time to
ask you how you and your amiable Lady are doing. I hope well, in spite
of the oriental and other affairs of the world1.1 should feel over happy if
it fell to my lot to see you once more and to accomplish my wishes I see
no other means than your coming over to us.

Mrs. Schoenbein joins me in her kindest regards to Mrs. Faraday and
I beg you to believe me for ever

Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale Septbr. 24,1853.

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I
London

1. A reference to the events leading up to the Anglo-French war against Russia. See Lambert,
A.D. (1990), 48-51 for the specifics.
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Letter 2736
Faraday to Henry Ellis
28 September 1853
From the original in BM CA

Royal Institution I 28 Septr. 1853
My dear Sir Henry

I shall this day, personally, return the crystal to Mr. Waterhouse1 and
beg you will have the goodness to express my sincere thanks to the
Trustees of the British Museum for the favour granted me. I have optically
examined the crystal, and find it just what I wanted; but from the delays
which occurred, so much of the sunny weather has passed by that I have
little hope now of any fit for my purpose this year. If however between this
time and next Summer I am encouraged by results with other crystals I
may probably make application then for a second loan of the spedmenu

I am I My dear Sir Henry I Your Very Obliged Servant I M.
Faraday
Sir Henry Ellis I &c &c &c

1. See letters 2721, 2722, 2723, 2728 and 2729.

Letter 2737
Faraday to Lyon Playfair
1 October 1853
From the original in IC MS LP253

R Institution i 1 Octr. 1853
My dear Playfair

I am greatly obliged by your card - but living out of town just now
have not power use it todayu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Letter 2738
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
6 October 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/61

Trinity House, London I 6th October 1853
Sir,

Mr. Walker having submitted Drawings and Specifications for a new
Lantern for the Low Light at the Spurn Point, and it being deem'd
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advisable that previously to the Works being enter'd upon the Board
should have the Benefit of your Opinion as to the best Method of
Ventilation to be adopted therein,-1 am directed to acquaint you therewith
and that Mr. Walker has been requested to communicate with you on the
Subject.

I am I Sir I Your most humble Servant, I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq D.C.L. FRS. I &c &c &c I 21 Albemarle Street

Letter 2739
Emmanuel Arago1 et al2. to Faraday
6 October 1853
From the printed original in RI MS Fl H56
M

Monsieur Emmanuel Arago, Monsieur Alfred Arago3, Madame
Emmanuel Arago, Mademoiselle Jeanne Arago, Monsieur et Madame
Jacques Arago, Monsieur5 et Madame Victor Arago, Monsieur Joseph
Arago6, Monsieur Mathieu7 et Madame Mathieu nee Arago8, Monsieur
Etienne Arago9;

Monsieur et Madame Taponier et leurs Fils, Monsieur et Madame
Conte, Monsieur Antonin Arago10 et ses Enfants, Monsieur11 et Madame12

Gaston de Vilar et leurs Fils, Monsieur et Madame Frachon et leur Fille,
Messieurs Victor, Roger et Emmanuel Arago, Monsieur13 et Madame14

Laugier et leurs Fils, Monsieur Charles Mathieu15:
Ont Thonneur de vous faire part de la perte douloureuse qu'ils

viennent de faire en la personne de M. Francois Arago, leur Pere, Beau-
Pere, Grand-Pere, Frere, Beau-Frere, Oncle et Grand-Oncle, decede a
FObservatoire de Paris, le 2 octobre 1853, a l'age de 67 ans.
Paris, le 6 octobre 1853.

Address: Monsieur Faraday I de l'lnstitut de France i Londres

TRANSLATION
Sir,

Mr Emmanuel Arago, Mr Alfred Arago3, Mrs Emmanuel Arago, Miss
Jeanne Arago, Mr4 and Mrs Jacques Arago, Mr5 and Mrs Victor Arago, Mr
Joseph Arago6, Mr Mathieu7 and Mrs Mathieu nee Arago8, Mr Etienne
Arago9;

Mr and Mrs Taponier and their sons, Mr and Mrs Conte, Mr Antonin
Arago10 and his children, Mr11 and Mrs12 Gaston de Vilar and their sons,
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Plate 10. Dominique Frangois Jean Arago.
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Mr and Mrs Frachon and their daughter, Messrs Victor, Roger and
Emmanuel Arago, Mr13 and Mrs14 Laugier and their sons, Mr Charles
Mathieu15:

Have the honour of informing you of the painful loss that they have
just suffered in the person of M. Francois Arago, their Father, Father-in-
Law, Grandfather, Brother, Brother-in-Law, Uncle and Great Uncle, who
died at the Observatory in Paris, on 2 October 1853, at the age of 67.
Paris, 6 October 1853.

1. Francois Victor Emmanuel Arago (1812-1896, DBF). Lawyer and politician; son of Arago.
2. Those who do not have notes have not been further identified and are not indexed.
3. Alfred Arago (1816-1892, DBF). Painter; son of Arago.
4. Jacques Etienne Victor Arago (1790-1855, DBF). Writer and explorer; brother of Arago.
5. Victor Arago (1792-1867, Toulotte (1993), 296). Brother of Arago.
6. Joseph Arago (1796-1860, Toulotte (1993), 296). Brother of Arago.
7. Claude-Louis Mathieu (1783-1875, Robert et al. (1889-91), 4: 309). Astronomer and
politician; brother in law of Arago.
8. Marguerite Mathieu, nee Arago (1798-1859, Toulotte (1993), 296). Sister of Arago.
9. Etienne Vincent Arago (1802-1892, DBF). Politician and writer; brother of Arago.
10. Antonin Arago. Son of Jacques Etienne Victor Arago. Toulotte (1993), 296.
11. Gaston de Vilar (b.1818, Capeille (1910), 661). Married into Arago family.
12. Marie Vilar, nee Arago. Married Gaston de Vilar. Capeille (1910), 661.
13. Auguste Ernest Paul Laugier (1812-1872, Vapereau (1870), 1067, (1893), 931). Astronomer;
married Arago's neice.
14. Lucie Laugier, nee Mathieu (1822-1900, Toulotte (1993), 296). Arago's neice.
15. Charles Mathieu (1828-1889, Toulotte (1993), 296). Arago's nephew.

Letter 2740
Faraday to Harriet Jane Moore
15 October 1853
From Gladstone (1874), 50

Royal Institution, 15th Oct., 1853.
My dear Miss Moore,

The summer is going away, and I never (but for one day) had any
hopes of profiting by your kind offer of the roof of your house in Clarges
Street. What a feeble summer it has been as regards sunlight! I have made
a good many preliminary experiments at home, but they do not encourage
me in the direction towards which I was looking1. All is misty and dull,
both the physical and the mental prospect. But I have ever found that the
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experimental philosopher has great need of patience, that he may not be
downcast by interposing obstacles, and perseverance, that he may either
overcome them, or open out: a new path to the bourn he desires to reach.
So perhaps next summer I may think of your housetop again. Many
thanks for your kind letter2 and all your kindnesses uswards. My wife had
your note yesterday, and I enjoyed the violets, which for a time I
appropriated.

With kindest remembrances and thoughts to all with you and her at
Hastings.

I am, my dear Friend, I Very faithfully yours, I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2736.
2. Letter 2734.

Letter 2741
Wenceslas Bojer1 to Faraday
15 October 1853
From the original in RS MS 241, f.135

Museum, Royal College I October 15th 1853.
To I Michael Faraday Esq F.R.S.
Sir

I have the pleasure to inform you that at a meeting of the Council of
the Royal Society of Arts & Sciences of Mauritius, you were unanimously
elected an Honorary member of the Society, and further that the Council
have entrusted to me the agreeable task of preparing your "Diploma"
which I have the honor to forward to you with the Council's earnest hope
that you will kindly accept the title as the highest mark of respect the
Council can bestow upon a man so eminent in science as you are, and of
gratitude for the service you have rendered by your great discoveries to
physical & chemical science.

The Diploma will be delivered to you by my worthy friend &
colleague Mr. James Morris2 of London.
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I have the honor to be I Sir I Your most obedient Servant I W. Boier
V.P.

1. Wenceslas Bojer (1795-1856, DMB). Naturalist in Mauritius and Vice-President of the Royal
Society of Arts and Sciences of Mauritius.
2. James Morris (1810-1869, DMB). Professor of Classics at the Royal College, Mauritius,
1845-1849 and Secretary, Royal Society of Arts and Sciences of Mauritius. Then a Mauritian
representative in London.

Letter 2742
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
17 October 1853
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 468, f .179

Royal Observatory Greenwich 1853 Octr. 17
My dear Sir

In speaking about the inductions among the parallel wires to and
from Liverpool, I failed in conveying to you my conjectural reasons for
supposing that there would be no induction1.1 intended to express what I
have diagrammatized on the following page (pray pity the mental
struggles of a smatterer).

In case 1, the wire furnished with battery would produce a certain
induction in the wire near it.

In case 2,1 supposed that an induction of the opposite kind would be
produced.

Therefore in case 3,1 imagined that the effects of the two inductions
would neutralise each other.

And case 4 (which is the case of wires to send from Liverpool)
appeared to me to be, in the course of its currents, the same thing as Case
3: and thus I supposed that there would be no induction.

How many of these steps are erroneous?
Yours very truly I G.B. Airy

Professor Faraday
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1. This refers to a set of experiments that Faraday, Airy and others had seen performed on 15
October 1853 at the Lothbury Wharf Office of the Electric Telegraph Company. The experiments
were on long distance telegraphy and displayed the phenomena of telegraphic retardation
Faraday's notes are in Faraday, Diary, 15 October 1853,7: pp.401-8. For a discussion of this work
see Hunt (1991).
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Letter 2743
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
19 October 1853
From the original in RGO6 / 468, f .182

R Institution I 19 Octr. 1853
My dear Sir

From what you said about the notes last Saturday night11 send you
mine to look at if you like. Because of my very bad memory I am obliged
to make them long. I must ask you to return them but make any abstract
or copy that you like. I have even sent the notes I made the week before2

at the Wharr on the same subject.
In regard to your note4 I send back the diagram with the wires

marked a and b. Then for simplicitys sake let us suppose that the actionfs]
are perfect & permanent i.e that the whole of a shall in each case be equally
electrified - the insulation being perfect. Then no induction would take
place in any of the cases if the wires b were also perfectly insulated. It is
only when being uninsulated they can assume the contrary state that the
induction occurs. (I neglect that which theoretically would occur across
the thickness of the wire for it is as nothing)[.]

But if b was in each case uninsulated or touching the ground then
induction would occur but the amount of induction would be twice as
much on it in the cases 3 & 4 as those in 1. & 2. the battery being of the
same power.

I hope I have caught your meaning & that any case which may occur
to your mind will be included in the explanation I have endeavoured to
giveu

Ever Truly Yours i M. Faraday
The I Astronomer Royal I &c &c

1. See Faraday, Diary, 15 October 1853, 7: pp.401-8 which noted Airy's presence at the
experiments. See note 1, letter 2742.
2. Faraday, Diary, 4 October 1853, 7: pp.393-401.
3. That is Lothbury Wharf where the experiments were conducted.
4. Letter 2742.
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Letter 2744
Faraday to Edward Hawkins1

20 October 1853
From the original in BM DWAA MS Correspondence 1826-1860, volume
5,1723

Royal Institution I 20 Octr. 1853
My dear Hawkins

I should not think it advisable to place glass, which, by its exfoliation
is manifesting its tendency to decompose, in a damp roomt.i

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
1. Edward Hawkins (1780-1867, DNB). Keeper of Antiquities at the British Museum,
1826-1860.

Letter 2745
Faraday to Edward Meryon1

20 October 1853
From the original in FACLM H MS cl

New Road I Hammersmith I 20 Octr. 1853
Dear Sir

I think you must refer to a little apparatus which by the position of
a series of little ivory balls shews the progress of undulations & is intended
to illustrate the wave theory of light. If so the one you saw probably
belonged to the Revd. Robt. Walker2 of Oxford. There are others about
town. I think that Newman 122 Regent St our instrument maker has one,
if not he knows where they are. The apparatus has no reference to the
water lines of ships that I am aware ofi.i

Ever faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Meryon I &c &c &c
1. Edward Meryon (1809-1880, B2). Physician.
2. Robert Walker (1801-1865, B3). Professor of Experimental Philosophy at the University of
Oxford, 1839-1865.

Letter 2746
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
24 October 1853
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 468, f.187

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1853 October 24
My dear Sir

With many thanks I return your notes on Staiths1 and Clark's
experiments2. I have made no extracts, for your resume aided by my
ocular sight (and giving me some facts of the early experiments which I
did not know) has given me a tolerably clear mental view of the whole.
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My ideas of galvanism and induction were never of the clearest, and
now they are more disturbed than ever.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday
1. An error for Samuel Statham (d.1864, age 58, GRO, gutta percha manufacturer) who
conducted the experiments. See Faraday, Diary, 4 October 1853, 7: p.393.
2. See letter 2743.

Letter 2747
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
25 October 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Observatory I Greenwich I 1853 October 25
My dear Sir

You know that in all matters magnetical, meteorological, and
chemical, I consider myself & Co. here as mere machines, fit to act up to
other people's ideas, but having no ideas of our own.

In this consideration I take leave to ask you -
What is the value of Schonbein's Ozonometer?
Is it worth while for us to observe with it here?
If you say that it is, I shall put it in hand for daily observation and

registry.
I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy

Professor Faraday

Letter 2748
G.G. Wilson1 to Faraday
26 October 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

217 Strand I 26th Oct 1853
Dear Sir

I am personally unknown to you and the only introduction I can offer
to you is this. I have just seen a gentleman of the name of Fitzgerald2 who
called here in the way of business and who tells me that he had the
pleasure of meeting you at a party last evening when you were speaking
upon the subject of table turning, and that your opinion was totally
opposed to the possibility of anything like Spiritual or Satanic Agency in
the matter. Some most curious and startling facts have occurred at my
place of residence in connexion with this much vexed subject - much
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vexed I beg to repeat notwithstanding your letter to the Times3 which
every one has read or at least ought to have read.

I am not a showman, but simply a bankers' clerk and therefore will
not run about to exhibit the thing but if in the interest of science you would
take the trouble to travel as far as Ilford in Essex where I live I fully believe
that you would go away with a very different opinion upon the subject
from that which you hold at present.

Should you think it worth your while to take any notice of this
communication

My address is I Mr G.G. Wilson I at Messrs Strahan & Co4 I 217
Strand
and if you drop a line I will either arrange to accompany you to my home
in the evening (which may be any you like to appoint after tomorrow) or
will furnish you with the exact address - as we live in a new
neighbourhood and are rather difficult to find.

I am Dear Sir I Yours very respectfully i G.G. Wilson
Mr Faraday Esq I &c &c &c
RS. I In order to make it quite clear to you that I have and can have no
interest in misinforming or attempting to deceive you - I add in plain
English - that no money or present of any kind would be accepted from
any one however pleased and satisfied with the demonstration he might
be.

1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified.
3. Letter 2691.
4. Strahan, Paul, Paul and Bates, bankers of 217 Strand. POD.

Letter 2749
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
27 October 1853
From the original in RGO6 / 468, f .188-9

Royal Institution I 27 Octr. 1853
My dear Sir

I am very glad you are about to observe for ozone1. -1 think it may,
and probably will, become a matter of great importance in relation to the
atmosphere & its natural actions. Schonbein's Ozonometer is the best
thing we have at present; but the subject is very likely to open out.

Referring to your previous note2; May I say that perhaps your mind
has been for a moment embrarrassed [sic] by thoughts, mingling the
conditions of dynamic & static induction; which differ very greatly from
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each other. In our recent observations together3, though the source of
Electricity was the Voltaic pile, still the induction we looked after was pure
static induction; with the one exception the phenomenon which you
noticed, namely the advance of the needle on breaking battery contact.

I have thought much on Induction and series xi, xii & xiii4 of my Exp
Researches (which I think you have) are on the subject. I will not ask you
to go through them but perhaps paragraphs 1175-8 and 1295-3065 might
suggest a clearing thought to you in relation to the wire results. You will
see at Par 13336 that I have in principle anticipated the effect as to time of
conduction by the wire consequent upon induction exerted by neighbour-
ing matter. I had quite forgotten the anticipationu

The case of dynamic induction you will find in Paragraphs 1048
&c7.

Ever My dear Sir I Yours I M. Faraday
Professor Airy I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2747.
2. Letter 2746.
3. Faraday, Diary, 15 October 1853, 7: pp.401-8.
4. Faraday (1838a, b, c), ERE11,12 and 13.
5. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1175-8,1295-1306.
6. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1333.
7. Faraday (1835), ERE9,1048 et seq.

Letter 2750
Faraday to Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny1

27 October 1853
From the original in Magdalen College, Oxford, MS 400

Royal Institution i 27 Octr. 1853
My dear Daubeny

I have read with delight, and thank you heartily for, your inquiry.
What should we do unless some of those who have a right to bear witness
for the true interests of the present age, were not to speak out. You have,
as one of these, performed an important duty well. I am greatly flattered
to see that my name is thought by you useful as illustrating any part of
your argument, and the kind appreciation which you make of one part of
my peculiarities at p 182 opens my thoughts to you:- for it is as true as it
is kind; and that which the world attributes to address, or to religion, or to
some other queer cause, is just what you have stated it to be. When I first
had the opportunity at the Royal Institution of pursuing science, I longed
for much but hoped for little; yet I resolved, as you have said, to withdraw
from Society that I might at least have time to learn. In this manner I
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gained time and I saved or rather avoided expense. As soon as circum-
stances enabled me, I withdrew from Professional business, by which I
gained more time, being doubly a gainer in that point; whilst the absence of
income & the absence of expenditure neutralized each other, and so left
me, if I may say so, a free man. It was a great delight to me to find that,
though I thus ran counter to the customs of life, I was still able to secure
to myself the kind feelings & friendship of yourself and some others;
which make up to me all of society that I desirei.j

Ever My dear Daubeny I Yours I M. Faraday

1. Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny (1795-1867, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Oxford
University, 1822-1855.
2. Daubeny (1853), 18 referred to "that rigid rule of exclusion from society which has enabled
Faraday to carry out his great investigations".

Letter 2751
Josiah Latimer Clark to Faraday
31 October 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
The Electric Telegraph Company I (Incorporated 1846) I Engineer's

Office, i 448, West Strand, I London, 31 Octr. 1853.
Dear Sir,

I return you the notes you were so kind as to lend me, with many
thanks for their perusal. I have taken the liberty to enclose a list of
corrections on some points on which you were not rightly informed, and
a diagram of the sending apparatus used in some of the Experiments1.

I find we get a return charge quite sensible to the tongue from a coil
of 100 yards of gutta percha wire covered with lead. I even reduced the
Experiment so far as to receive a perceptible charge from 10 feet of percha
wire in a tumbler of Acidulated Water, and lastly from a Leyden Jar. I have
no doubt a Leyden battery would give a very perceptible charge.

I am determined to get evidences (if possible) of the disturbance of
one wire by another, we ought to see it when [the] circuit is broken despite
of imperfect insulation. I am making some careful experiments to
demonstrate this last link of identity between Galvanic & frictional
Electricity of which I will send you a hill account & you can then if you
wish see them repeated. If you would like a coil or two of wire to
Experiment upon either lead covered or plain I have no doubt our people
will be glad to send them to you. We are always anxious to further the
objects of science in any way. I am anxious to try some delicate
Electrometer Experiments about which I shall perhaps have an opportu-
nity of speaking to you.
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I remain I Yours very faithfully i Lat. Clark
M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution

1. See Faraday, Diary, 4 and 15 October 1853,- 7: pp.393-408 and note 1, letter 2472.

Letter 2752
Henry Allen1 to Faraday
2 November 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Brighton I Novr2 I 1853
Sir

When your letter on "Table turning" was first published2, it
staggered my preconceived opinions on the probable cause of the
Phenomenon.

Your name, and the energy with which you applied yourself to solve
the new problem demanded respect and consideration: Subsequent
experience however, reduced me to this dilemma, that I must either
succumb entirely to the 'argumentum ad hominem', and lay aside the
evidence of my senses or search for a solution, on some other principle.

Repeated trials, made in concert with persons beyond suspicion of
trickery, resulted in convincing me that the agency of muscularity would
be utterly powerless to effect the movements & biddings of the several
tables that have walked, & run, & writhed under my manipulation.

Granting your Theory to be reasonable, that muscular pressure,
involuntarily, but insensibly energetic, could after an allotted period, first
move, and then slowly, and then more rapidly, turn a large table, it is
nevertheless inconceivable that an individual willing, and (it may or may
not be) communicating his wish to his coadjutor, should, suddenly, in an
instant, render the table motionless (while rapidly revolving[)l or under
the same circumstances, cause it to revolve with immediate and equal
velocity in the opposite direction, being conscious that the difficulty of
reversing the motive power, will be in proportion to the rapidity of the
revolution in the opposite direction.

The reveries of some monomaniacal clergymen and others, who have
created and invoked a satanic agency are truly pitiful, so unhallowed a use
of Table-turning has been made by them that I will pass them by.

Though you may not think me superstitious you will probably give
me credit for being credulous, for believing, as I do, that by a simple act of
volition on my part, a table has been made to indicate by particular &
unmistakable movements, certain ideas then fixed in my mind. The
aberrations in the Correctness of the dumb answers being the exception, not
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the rule, the result of my repeated experiences on this point, I will
withhold, but you should question the sanity of my views in other ways
on the question before us, let me therefore simply communicate to you
what occurred in my Drawing room a day or two since, no doubt closely
approximating to the marvellous.

A small three legged mahogany Table, had, under the repeated
manipulations of a pupil of mine, my son, and myself, uniformly failed to
discover any signs of motion. I began to suspect that my young friend,
from his peculiar temperament, might be the Cause, and instead of him, I
substituted a young lady in one quarter of an hour the table moved off and
rapidly, its motion, rapidity & revolution, being entirely under the Control
of our will. Our manual pressure amounted to simple contact; our volition,
under this Contact causing it to raise one leg, then another, then two at
once, slowly and measuredly, at last the mere touch of any one of us was
found sufficient to produce the same results, as those produced by a Union
of Contact and that almost instantaneously.

And now I come to the experiment which more especially seems to
negative the hypothesis of the agency of muscular action, and confirm that
of some occult power in the individual extracted by contact with the
inanimate object, combined with strong volition, dependent more or less
on the temperament of the individual.

After we had ascertained that the table was under our almost
instantaneous control, my son, 15 years of age, & myself went down to the
Dining-room and laid our hands gently on the sensible horizon of a large
globe fixed in a mahogany pedestal it moved off rapidly in a few seconds,
and was equally obedient with the table to our will, raising one or two legs
in accordance with our volition; a large mahogany chair was next made to
traverse the room; a large Japanned tea-tray with Cups, Saucers, Metal tea
pot, &cc, as readily and quickly yielded to our touch: Desks, Tea caddys,
in fact, every moveable Article we could think of candlesticks, China,
plates & Glass-Dishes circumambulated, when they came in contact with
our fingers[.] Indeed we felt ourselves so charged with this occult power,
that hardly any thing could resist us, and for the last evening or two, the
table, which the first time, required a quarter of an hour to start it, now
requires a minute or two only.

Pray excuse me for troubling you but a strong desire on scientific
grounds, to know whether & how all this can be reconciled with your
Theory induces me to hope that to will give the question a little
consideration and kindly put me in possession of the result of your
investigation.

I have the honor to be I Sir I Yours faithfully I Henry Allen I Vicar
of Patcham & I Chaplain to the Troops I Brighton
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1. Henry Allen (d.1865, age 57, GRO, CCD). Vicar of Patcham, 1843-1865.
2. Letter 2691.

Letter 2753
Benjamin Collins Brodie to Faraday
4 November 18531

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
13 Albert Road I Regent's Park I Nov. 4

My dear Sir,
We are anxious at the Chemical Society to throw a little more life and

interest into our meetings. The enclosed Paper explains the plan by which
it is hoped to effect this and also the nature of the request which I have to
make to you, which is whether you will kindly consent to give one of the
discourses mentioned in it2. I will with your permission, take an early
opportunity of calling upon you to explain a little more fully what we
desire.

I am, I very truly yours I B.C. Brodie
Professor Faraday

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to discourses at the Chemical Society.
2. The idea of discourses at the Chemical Society was approved at the June 1853 meeting of
its Council and reported at the 1854 Annual General Meeting. See J.Chem.Soc, 1854, 7: 158-9.
Faraday did not deliver such a discourse.

Letter 2754
Faraday to John Stevens Henslow
5 November 1853
From the original in ULC Add MS 8177

Royal Institution I 5 Novr. 1853
My dear Henslow

I send you first a bottle containing Sodium. If it is turbid (the liquid)
when you get it, let it rest quietly & the liquor will become clear & you will
see some of the globules of sodium as metals very well I think. Do not open
the bottle or the preparation will be spoiled, it is 30 years or more oldi.i

As for potassium I have been in the habit in lecturefsl of placing a
moderately clean piece about the size of a pea between two thick glass
plates
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then pressing the plates together with a little lateral motion added till the
potassium is spread out as large as a shilling and holding the plates
together with clips of bent copper. Somewhere the potassium will shew
itself metallic & keep so under the glass for some hoursu

As to the wires, there is some fine copper drawn to SBS of inch - some
fine platina drawn to m of inch - 2 reels of Platina in silver the platina
being î o and db of inchu If you hold the ends of these in the side of a
candle flame you may melt down the silver & shew the platina as the
specimens will shew you. The platina is then best shewn to a company by
letting it glow as an ignited body in the flame only the 2̂ 0 will melt in the
candle unless care be takenu

There are also ^two cards containing like specimens of platina
respectively the lofeo 20600 30S00 of an inch in diameter. Here you want a glass
to see themt.]

I have put in some pieces of Gilt silver wire & silver copper wire but
here the covering metal is thick. I cannot get at any othersu

I must ask you to return the *Sodium & the *fine wires on cards &
*reel. I am sorry I cannot leave them with youi.j

Ever My dear Henslow I Yours Truly I M. Faraday
I send this note by Post & the other things as a packet by the rail I MF

Letter 2755
Lyon Playfair to Faraday
10 November 1853
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .13
Department of Science and Art, I Marlborough House, Pall Mall, London.

I 10th day of Nov 1853
My dear Sir

I am late an hour beyond my promise but this has been owing to
official visitors who I was compelled to seei.j

Yours Sincerely I Lyon Playfair
Prof Faraday
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Letter 2756
Faraday to John Stevens Henslow
14 November 1853
From the original in Sutro Library MS Crocker 11

Royal Institution I 14 Novr 1853
My dear Henslow

I send you specimens of

Platina m of inch in diameter
Copper 35o
Platina in silver - the platina iooo
D° 2^0

and in [three words illegible] in, or on a card where the platina is only 5̂ 0
of an inch in diameten.j

The latter piece is difficult to [four words illegible] is to place it on the
surface of some nitric acid in a glass, the silver dissolves & the platina is
left floating but of such fine tenuity that it is almost impossible to move it
without breaking it. I think these were prepared by Brockedon1 by means
his jewelled holes2u

Ever My dear Henslow I Yours I M. Faraday

Endorsement: Royal Institution I 14 Novr. 1853

1. William Brockedon (1785-1854, DNB). Painter, author and inventor.
2. See Brockedon's Friday Evening Discourse on wire drawing, 11 May 1827, Quart.J.ScL, 1827,
23: 462-4.

Letter 2757
John Stevens Henslow to Faraday
21 November 1853
From the original in RI MS Fl K20

Hitcham i Hadleigh Suffolk I 21 Nov. 1853
My dear Faraday,

I was induced to delay my return till Saturday1 that I might go to
Lady Lyell's2 on Friday evening where I hoped to see several old friends
& was not disappointed. I have opened your box of interesting wires3 &
shall endeavour to make an illustration by crossing them over a piece
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of glass & placing a lens before the centre, which will show the relative
thickness better than if they were parallel. Another with hair, spiders web
& the copper, may be placed beside it, & a mem. below that platina has
been wire-drawn to 3P00 inch. I think if I fasten down about \ of inch over
the glass, & then apply the nitric acid I need not afterwards, interfere with
the finest, to risk the breaking [of] it. Can you (without trouble) tell me the
relative bulk of water & that assumed by the oxygen & Hydrogen
resulting from its decomposition (at ordinary temperatures)? I want some
such illustration as this

One might have spheres instead of cylinders (as 1:2) for the volumes, but
the evidence to the eye not so palpable. Don't trouble yourself to reply if
you cannot off hand -1 will try to find it out, if it is recorded in any of the
few works on chemistry I possess.
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Ever sincerely yours I J.S. Henslow

1. That is 19 November 1853.
2. Mary Elizabeth Lyell, nee Homer (1808-1873, Burkhardt et al. (1985-94), 4: 652).
Conchologist who married Lyell on 12 July 1832.
3. See letters 2754 and 2756.

Letter 2758
Faraday to John Stevens Henslow
22 November 1853
From the original in ULC Add MS 8177

My

so

dear Henslow

1 cubic inch of water weighs
— oxygen
— hydrogen
— 2 vols hy & 1 vol oxygen

252.458
= about 1958.

R Institution 1 22 Novr. 1853

grains
252.458

0.3438
0.021483
0.128922

0.128922

so 1958 vols of mixed O & H make 1 vol of water and therefore your
middle line of 1 : 2 gives or requires 653 in the water column. The 9 as
equivalent for water is right i.e the 9 which you have? opposite

is right1!.]
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Revd. J.S. Henslow I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2757.
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Letter 2759
David Brewster to Faraday
24 November 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My Dear Mr. Faraday,

I was much obliged to you for your kind attention to my request
respecting the subscription for the statue to M. Arago1; and I was gratified
to find that we had thought of the same sum.

I have examined the interesting specimen of Tourmaline which you
requested Dr. Herapath2 to send me, I have sent him my Report by the
same Post which carries this; it expressed my wish that he would shew it
to you. It is certainly all Tourmaline, without Quartz or Feldspar.

I am, I My Dear Mr Faraday, I Ever most Truly yours I D.
Brewster
St. Leonard's College I St. Andrews I Novr 24th 1853
P.S. Will you kindly answer the following Queries.
1. What crystals change colour by simply pricking them, and where has
any notice of them been published? I think Iodide of Mercury is one, & I
think Mr Talbot has somewhere described the experiment4.
2. A Lady in whom I am interested has a Red mark of some extent on her
cheek. Would it be safe to apply white lead, or zinc paint to hide it? Or do
you [know] of any process for this purpose?

1. According to Athenaeum, 29 October 1853, p.1293 both Brewster and Faraday were members
of the committee to erect a statue of Arago.
2. William Bird Herapath (1820-1868, DSB). Bristol physician and chemist.
3. Herapath (1853).
4. Talbot (1836), 1-3 and (1842).

Letter 2760
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
9 December 1853
From the original in RGO6 / 405, f .151

Royal Institution 1 9 Deer 1853
My dear Sir

Mr Barlow has been speaking to me as if he had hopes that we might
hear you here some F.E. this season^.] Shall I encourage him or not? You
cannot for a moment suppose (by my question) that I am not as earnest &
more so than he is to hear you but I would not that you should be troubled
for us beyond that degree which consists with your willingness and is in
a manner its own reward by the pleasure which it gives you to give
pleasure & delight to othersu
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With kindest remembrances to Mrs. & Miss Airy I am
My dear Sir I Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

The i Astronomer Royal I &c &c &c

1. Airy did not deliver a Friday Evening Discourse during 1854.

Letter 2761
Faraday to William Robert Grove
9 December 1853
From the original in RI MS G F29

R Institution i 9 Deer. 1853
My dear Grove

Though I am exceedingly deaf yet I was very sorry to hear that you
had been in this house & I had not seen you. At present I may not go out
but if you are here again & I out of bed do let me see you. I have told the
porters to watch for you.

Yours Ever I M. Faraday

Letter 2762
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
12 December 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Moretta di Portici pres Naples I ce 12 Decembre 1853.
Mon illustre ami!

J'ai consige, il y a quelques jours, au Consul piemontais de Naples un
exemplaire de mon second memoire sur le magnetisme des roches1 avec
priere de vous le faire parvenir le plutot possible. Cependant comme je
sais, par experience, la lenteur de ces sortes de transmissions, je crois
convenable de vous ecrire directement par la poste afin de vous informer
d'avance des principaux resultats contenus dans ce travail.... Je ne sais si
je me trompe, mais il me semble que quelques-uns d'entre eux ne sont pas
tout-a-fait indignes de fixer l'attention de la Societe Royale.

Ma position dans ce pays est toujours la meme.... je ne conserve plus
que ma place d'academicien et les restes d'un patrimoine serieusement
compromis par la passion fatale qui m'a pousse dans le tourbillon
scientifique.... Encore dois-je la possibility de continuer, tant bien que mal,
ma vie d'etudiant a la protection des Ambassadeurs prussiens ou pour
mieux dire a l'influence de l'illustre savant, que vous avez deja devine, sur
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Plate 11. Macedonio Melloni.
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le Roi de Prusse2 leur seigneur et maitre! D'autre part Arago de glorieuse
memoire ne pouvant plus agir comme autrefois en ma faveur aupres des
puissances politiques a l'ordre du jour a neammoins continue a me
prodiguer les tresors de sa plus vive amitie jusqu'aux derniers moments
de sa precieuse existence.... Et vous meme, cher et illustre confrere, ne
m'avez-vous pas comble de bontes toutes les fois qu'il vous a ete possible
de le faire?... N'ai-je pas encore entre mes mains cette lettre si affectueuse
que vous voulutes bien m'ecrire pour me consoler de mes dernieres
mesaventures?... Ces marques d'estime et d'interet de la part d'hommes
tels que Humboldt, Arago et Faraday sont pour moi le plus haut degre de
bonheur auquel puissent atteindre les veritables amoureux de la Science et
tant qu'elles se maintiendront actives et florissantes a mon egard, les
vicissitudes malheureuses de la vie ne parviendront jamais a abattre le
courage de

votre tres-devoue et tres reconnt. Servit. et ami i Macedoine
Melloni

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Michel Faraday I de la Societe Royale de
Londres, de I l'lnstitut de France des Academies I des sciences de Berlin;
de Copenhague &c &c I Londres

TRANSLATION
Moretti di Portici near Naples I this 12 December 1853.

My illustrious friend,
I gave, a few days ago, to the Piedmontese Consul in Naples a copy

of my second memoir on the magnetism of rocks1 with a request that he
should convey it to you at the earliest opportunity. However as I know,
from experience, the slowness of this sort of transmission, I think it best to
write to you directly by post in order to forewarn you of the principal
results contained in this work ... I do not know if I am mistaken, but it
seems to me that some of these are not altogether unworthy of drawing to
the attention of the Royal Society.

My position in this country is still the same ... All I possess, is my
work and the remains of an inheritance which is seriously reduced by the
fatal passion which has drawn me into the turbulent world of science ... I
still owe the possibility of continuing this life of learning, for better or
worse, to the protection of the Prussian ambassadors or rather, as you may
have guessed, to the influence of that illustrious savant, the King of
Prussia2, their lord and master. On the other hand, Arago, of glorious
memory, unable to act as before in my favour with the political powers of
the day, nevertheless continued to lavish on me the treasures of the
keenest friendship right up to the last moments of his precious existence....
And you too, dear and illustrious colleague, have you not showered me
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with kindness at every opportunity? ... Do I still not have in my hands that
deeply affectionate letter that you kindly sent me to console me after my
last misfortunes? ... These testimonies of esteem and interest from men
such as Humboldt, Arago and Faraday are for me the highest degree of
happiness to which lovers of Science can aspire and so long as they remain
active and flourishing towards me, the unhappy vicissitudes of life will
never succeed in breaking the spirit of

your very devoted and most grateful Servant and friend I
Macedoine Melloni.

1. Both his first and second memoir are in Melloni (1853).
2. Frederick William IV.

Letter 2763
Faraday to John Gibson Macvicar1

13 December 1853
From the original in NLS MS 7178, f.61

Royal Institution I 13 Deer. 1853
Dear Sir

I am much obliged to you for your paper having received it at the
same time with your letteru I cannot however give you my opinion for the
older I grow the more reserved I become in drawing conclusions. Even in
the simplest case a conclusion should be drawn only after consideration of
all the data connected with the question and these are constantly so
numerous, that my mind does not willingly engage itself in the labour
necessary except in especial investigations of my own.

I do not know how your view would agree with the researches of
Regnault who in experiments of many hours (and I think days)
continuance and conducted apparently in the most careful manner found
no difference when dogs & other animals were made to live & breathe in
atmospheres consisting of Oxygen and Hydrogen only all the Nitrogen
being removed & replaced by hydrogen. His results were published in a
quarto volume a few years since t.j

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr MacVicar I &c &c &c

1. John Gibson Macvicar (1800-1884, DNB). Minister at Moffat from 1853 and scientific
writer.
2. Faraday seems to be confusing Regnault (1847) with Regnault and Reiset (1849).
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Letter 2764
Faraday to John Hope Shaw1

19 December 1853
From the original in SELJ MS 8/1

Royal Institution I 19 Deer. 1853
Sir

I deeply regret that I cannot accede to your request: but the progress
of time & the state of my head are entirely against it. I have under medical
advice been obliged to restrain my exertions for years past to the Royal
Institution where I have been for 40 years. I have there lessened my
lecturing duty from year to year and though now announced to deliver six
at Christmas , it was up to Yesterday doubtful (& is so still) whether I shall
be able because of an attack in the throat to which I am liable accompanied
for the first time with extreme deafness.

I am sorry to give you such an answer but it has been accepted as
sufficient for several years past by my nearest & highest friends, and it is
known that I speak no where out of the Royal Institution: not even at our
meetings of the British Association^]

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Obedient humble Servant I M.
Faraday
Jno Hope Shaw Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Hope Shaw (1792-1864, Taylor, R.V. (1865), 520-3). Leeds solicitor and seven times
President of the Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society, including 1854-1855. Clark (1924),
228.
2. Faraday delivered six Christmas lectures on "Voltaic Electricity". His notes are in RI MS F4
J16.

Letter 2765
Faraday to Thomas Twining
19 December 1853
From the original in the possession of Giinther Gerisch

Royal Institution I 19 Deer. 1853
My dear Sir

I have just read your Letters1 and now make it an opportunity of
thanking you for them. Though I am not familiar with the department of
practical knowledge, all important as it is, to which they relate yet I can
respect & reverence it in others & if you succeed in getting that done for
other districts which you have effected for Nassau2: the resulting body of
evidence must have extreme value to those who engage in the ameliora-
tion of the condition of man working for his daily bread.
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I could not help thinking whilst I read the letters how much healthy,
mental, pleasure must have been added to that portion of enjoyment
which you would desire from the beauty of the country itself. I hope you
enjoyed yourselves thoroughly!.]

My wife joins me in kindest remembrances to you & Mrs.
Twining3[.i

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
T. Twining Jur. Esq I &c &c &c

1. Twining (1853).
2. A German Duchy.
3. Victorine Twining, nee von Hagen (1830-1889, Pearce (1988), 2). Married Thomas Twining
in 1850.

Letter 2766
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
19 December 1853
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 405, f.153

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1853 Deer. 19
My dear Sir

I have kept your letter of the 9th1 by me, partly because I have been
very busy and a little while absent, partly because I wished to try whether
I could rake up any thing that would be likely to suit you.

To this moment I have not. And on the whole I should be glad to feel
myself free from the tie of a lecture engagement. I have a good deal of
unusual official work laid out for the spring2.

But if any thing occurs to me as a fitting subject, I will give you notice
and will be prepared to consult your wish3. The mere trouble of giving a
lecture is a very inconsiderable thing.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2760.
2. This would appear to concern the publication of observations made at the Cape of Good
Hope. Airy, W. (1896), 219.
3. To give a Friday Evening Discourse.
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Letter 2767
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
19 December 1853
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 468, f.195

1853 Deer. 19
The time occupied by the passage of a galvanic pulse from

Greenwich to Brussels (about 170 miles under earth and water, and 100
miles in air), is between 9 and iu of a second of time1.

GBA
Professor Faraday

1. See A.B.G. [i.e. Airy], 'Telegraphic Longitude of Brussels", Athenaeum, 14 January 1854,
pp.54-5.

Letter 2768
Warren De La Rue to Faraday
22 December 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
[De La Rue's Letterhead] I 7 St Mary's Road, Canonbury I December

22nd 1853
Dear Mr Faraday

Permit me to say that I am much flattered that so much of your
attention has been bestowed on my drawing of Saturn1 as to have called
forth the conjectures respecting the relative positions of that planet's rings
which you are so good as to communicate to me.

The engraving represents the shadow of the planet on the rings
correctly for a given epoch, but in other respects except for the position of
the two satellites, it must be regarded as a summary of many observa-
tions:- for the moments of fine or even fair definition, on the most
favorable night, are of too short duration to admit of a complete drawing
being made, and I found it generally better to confine my attention to the
recording of some one phenomenon only.

The inference I drew from the configuration of the shadow of the
planet on the rings, coincides with your own, namely, that the middle ring
is in a plane less elevated than the outer ring:- the outline, moreover, of the
nebulous ring shows that it is more elevated than the two others, and on
several occasions of fine definition I have had a distinct impression of its
overlaying the middle ring as I have depicted.

I have repeatedly remarked that the outer and middle rings and the
division between them were of different breadths at opposite ends of the
same diameter, showing that their centres of gravity as well as their
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Very truly Yours I Warren De la Rue
Michael Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. On this see Month.Not.Roy.Ast.Soc, 1854,14:134.
2. Otto Wilhelm Struve (1819-1905, DSB). Vice-Director of Pulkovo Observatory, 1848-1862.
3. Struve (1851).
4. Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695, DSB). Dutch natural philosopher. On this work see Van
Helden (1980).
5. See RS CM, 26 May 1853,2: 252-3 and 30 November 1853,2:271. The latter noted the award
by the Royal Society of a grant to De La Rue of £250.

Letter 2769
William Crawford Williamson1 to Faraday
23 December 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Owens College I Manchester Dec. 23 / 53
Dear Sir

Dr dimming2 of London has just been lecturing here and as I
understand from several parties, he made a public statement that you had
withdrawn your letter explanatory of Table turning as being insufficient to
account for the phenomena .

Since we have been in the habit of quoting your apparently
conclusive experiments, in confirmation of our own notions respecting
this absurdity, such a statement coming from such a quarter, seemed to
require, either contradiction or substantiation; and I have taken the liberty
of addressing you in a direct manner, in preference to adopting any more
round-about mode of ascertaining the truth; fully convinced that your
philosopher spirit will acquit me of any impertiency in doing so.

The advocates & practitioners of this extraordinary delusion are still
so numerous, and the mischief they are likely to do, judging by what has
occurred in America, so fearful, that it behoves every conscientious man to
lift up his voice against them in a solemn manner. The publication of your
letter effectually silenced them in this neighbourhood - but the statement
alleged to have been made by Dr Cumming will go far to recussitate what
we had hoped was now a caput mortuum4.

I must apologise for troubling you with this matter. I have not had
the opportunity of seeing my colleague, Principal Scott5 - this day or two,
or I would have asked him to undertake the enquiry; being I believe a
personal acquaintance, &, consequently, one from whom it would have
come with greater propriety.

I remain Dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I William C. Williamson
To Professor Faraday
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1. William Crawford Williamson (1816-1895, DNB). Professor of Natural History, Anatomy
and Physiology at Owens College, Manchester, 1851-1892.
2. John dimming (1807-1881, DNB). Minister at the Scottish National Church in Covent
Garden, 1832-1879.
3. Cumming was advertised as delivering a lecture entitled "The signs of the times'' at the
Scotch Church, Manchester on 19 December 1853, Manchester Guardian, 17 December 1853, p.l,
col. a. For a text of the a lecture of the same title, delivered in London on 13 December 1853, see
Cumming (1854). The reference to Faraday is on pp.179-80.
4. "A dead head". That is the residuum left by a process of chemical analysis.
5. Alexander John Scott (1805-1866, DNB). Principal of Owen's College, Manchester,
1851-1857.

Letter 2770
Faraday to William Crawford Williamson1

27 December 1853
From [Williamson] (1870), 292

Royal Institution, 27th December, 1853.
Dear Sir, - That I have withdrawn my letter on table-turning is a very

fit assertion for the table-turners to make, and quite in keeping with the
whole subject, inasmuch as it is utterly untrue. Do me the favour to
contradict the assertion everywhere. At first I considered that the matter
might be gently dealt with, as a mistake generally; but now I consider that
it is simply contemptible.

1. William Crawford Williamson (1816-1895, DNB). Professor of Natural History, Anatomy
and Physiology at Owens College, Manchester, 1851-1892. Recipient, and author of the letter,
established on the basis that this is the reply to letter 2769.

Letter 2771
Ellis N. Field1 to Faraday
28 December 1853
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/61

Light house Cromer I Dec 28th / 53
Sir,

In answer to yours, I send you the best information I can. The stove
answers well, with all winds, by attending to the ventilation below the
lower lamps burn as well as the upperu We are all quite well.

Yours Truly I Ellis N. Field

1. Keeper of the lighthouse at Cromer. Otherwise unidentified.
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Letter 2772
Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel to Faraday
30 December 1853
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Monsieur et illustre physicien

il y a bien longtemps que je voulais vous envoyer quelques epreuves
de spectres solaires faites sur la preparation chimique que j'ai obtenu il y
a plusieures annees, (arm. de physique et de chimie 3eme serie tome 25
page 4471.) afin que vous puissiez juger de quelle maniere les differentes
couleurs de la lumiere peuvent se reproduire sur une substance chimique-
ment impressionnable, et meme se conserver pourvu que les impressions
soient conservees a l'abri de la lumiere du jour.

je n'ai malheureusement que quelques epreuves assez mediocres, et
qui sont meme en partie decomposees, par suite des experiences que j'ai
faites avec elles; cependant j'ai voulu profiter du depart de Monsieur
Odling2 pour londres pour vous les envoyer, car cela me procure l'honneur
d'entrer en correspondance avec un des plus illustres physiciens de
l'europe. comme actuellement je me remets a travailler de nouveau cette
question, je vous enverrai cet ete de nouvelles epreuves, car elles sont
beaucoup plus belles au moment oil on les forme, que lorsqu'on les a faites
depuis un certain temps; en effet, chaque fois qu'on les observe a la
lumiere, les teintes s'alterent un peu.

je vous enverrai egalement, lorsque la saison permettra de faire les
experiences, des images faites a la Chambre obscure et colorees d'elles
memes, afin de vous montrer que Ton peut peindre avec la lumiere, ainsi
que je l'ai fait voir il y a bientot six ans. il me restait bien quelques
peintures que j'aurais pu vous expedier, mais bien plus alterees que les
images des spectres que je vous adresse, et c'est pour ce motif que j'ai
mieux aime attendre une nouvelle occasion.

je regarde done le probleme de la possibility de peindre avec la lumiere,
comme scientifiquement resolu. je ne dis pas pratiquement, car les images
sont assez longues a obtenir, et une fois obtenues, elles ne sont fixes
qu'autant qu'on les conserve a l'obscurite. la substance chimiquement
sensible, qui a regu des teintes diverses, n'a pas perdu toute impres-
sionnabilite pour cela, et change encore quand on l'expose a l'action d'une
lumiere quelconque. je n'ai pas encore pu fixer les teintes de fagon a ce
qu'elles ne changent plus meme a la lumiere; je ne sais si cela est possible
mais je cherche toujours a resoudre la question.

pour voir les images que je vous adresse il est necessaire de les
regarder dans une piece bien eclairee, mais de ne les considerer que peu de
temps, et de les enfermer bien vite dans une boite pour les laisser a
l'obscurite jusqu'a ce que on veuille les voir de nouveau. on peut les
regarder aussi a la lampe. a chaque fois qu'on les observe, elles s'alterent
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de plus en plus; car telles qu'elles sont, elles sont deja bien alterees et bien
moins belles que lorsque je les ai faits il y a 5 ans.

je termine cette lettre, Monsieur, en me felidtant que ce petit envoi
m'ait donne l'occasion d'avoir l'honneur de vous ecrire, et de vous prier
d'agreer l'assurance de la plus haute consideration d'un de vos admir-
ateurs

Edmond Becquerel
30 decembre 1853 I Paris 57 rue Cuvier. au jardin des plantes.

TRANSLATION
Sir and Illustrious physicist

I have for a long time wanted to send you some prints of the solar
spectra made on a chemical preparation which I obtained several years
ago (Annales de physique et de chimie 3rd series, volume 25, page 4471), so
that you may judge in what way the different colours of light can be
reproduced on a substance on which an impression can be made
chemically, and even be preserved, provided that the impressions are kept
hidden from the light of day.

I have unfortunately only a few prints of mediocre quality, and
which have to a certain extent decomposed, because of the experiments I
have carried out with them; however, I wanted to take advantage of the
visit to London of Mr Odling2 to send them to you, since that procures for
me the honour of entering into correspondence with one of the most
illustrious physicists in Europe. Since I intend shortly to work on this
question again, I will send you new prints this summer, for they are much
more beautiful at the moment they are made than those made a while ago;
in fact, each time one observes them in the light, the tints change a little.

I shall also send you, when the season allows the experiments to take
place, naturally coloured images made in the Camera Obscura, in order to
show you that one can paint with light, as I showed six years ago. I still
have some pictures that I could send you, but they are much more altered
than the images of the spectra that I am sending, and that is why I have
preferred to wait for another occasion.

I regard therefore the problem of the possibility of painting with light as
scientifically proven. I am not saying practically, since it takes a long time
to obtain the images, and once obtained, they are not fixed unless they are
kept in darkness. The chemically sensitive substance, which received the
various tints, has not lost all its impressionability for that and still changes
when it is exposed to any kind of light. I have not been able to fix the
colours in such a way that they no longer change in the light; I do not
know if it is possible, but I am constantly searching to remedy this
situation.
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To see the images that I am sending you, it is necessary to look at
them in a well lit room, but to look at them only for a short time, and to
put them back quickly in a box in order to leave them in darkness until
they are to be viewed again. You can also look at them under a lamp. Each
time they are observed, they alter a little more; for such as they are, they
are already very different and far less beautiful than when I made them
five years ago.

I end this letter, Sir, congratulating myself that this little parcel has
given me the opportunity to write to you, and I ask you to accept the
assurance of the highest consideration of one of your admirers I Edmond
Becquerel
30 December 1853 I Paris 57 rue Cuvier. at the Jardin des Plantes.

1. Becquerel (1849b).
2. William Odling (1829-1921, DSB). Chemist at Guy's Hospital.

Letter 2773
Faraday to Charles W. Woolnough1

2 January 1854
From a lithographic copy at the front of Woolnough (1881)

Royal Institution I 2 January 1854
Sir

I beg to thank you for your kindness in sending me a copy of your
very practical work on Marbling2. I feel much interest in the subject
because of its associations with my early occupation of book-binding and
also because of the very beautiful principles of natural philosophy which
it involves!.] The Marbled cloth is very good indeedu I suppose it is not
done by a continuous process but in sheetsw Indeed I see that is the
case at p 723u

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
C.W. Woolnough Esq

1. Unidentified.
2. Woolnough (1853).
3. Ibid., 72.
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Letter 2774
Faraday to Henry Ellis
5 January 1854
From the original in BL add MS 65155, £111

Royal Institution I 5 Jany 1854
Many thanks My dear Sir Henry for your very kind notew

Ever faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
Sir Henry Ellis I &c &c &c

Letter 2775
Michel Eugene Chevreul1 to Faraday
9 January 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

9 de Janvier 1854
Monsieur et cher confrere,

Je vous ecris en courant pour vous demander oil je puis trouver
ce que vous avez ecrit ou professe sur les tables tournantes2. Je me trouve
rengage a revenir sur ce sujet par une ancienne lettre sur le mouvement d'un
pendule forme d'un corps doux suspendu a unfil que Ion tient a la main, cette
lettre fut imprimee dans la revue des deux mondes en 18333 - autant que
jai pu le savoir par ce qu'on ma dit, votre opinion se rattacherait a la
mienne. Or a la veilUe de publier un ouvrage sur la baguette divination le
pendule et les tables* je ne puis omettre de parler de vous5, ayez done la
complaisance de me repondre le plutot possible et croyez, monsieur et
cher confrere, a Vous mes sentiments de profonde estime et d'attache-
ment

E Chevreul

TRANSLATION
9 January 1854

Sir and Dear Colleague,
I am writing to you quickly to ask you where I can find where you

have written or expounded on table turning1. I find myself engaged in
returning to this subject through an old letter on the movement of a pendulum
formed from a soft material suspended from a thread that one holds in one's hand.
This letter was printed in the Revue des deux mondes in 18333. In as much as
I understand from what I have been told, your opinion is similar to mine.
Now on the eve of publishing a work on divining rods, pendulums, and
tables*, I cannot omit to speak of you5, please therefore have the kindness
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to reply as soon as possible and believe, Sir and dear colleague, my
sentiments of profound esteem and attachment for you

E. Chevreul.

1. Michel Eugene Chevreul (1786-1889, DSB). Director of dyeing at the Gobelins tapestry
works and Professor of Chemistry at the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle.
2. Letter 2691 and "Professor Faraday on Table-Moving") Athenaeum, 2 July 1853, pp.801-3.
3. Chevreul (1833).
4. Chevreul (1854b).
5. Ibid., 219-22.

Letter 2776
Faraday to Mary Fox
12 January 18541

From the original in the possession of George W. Platzman
Brighton I 12 Jany 1853 [sic]

My dear Lady Fox
We are here for rest - but both of us are confined to the house with

very heavy colds. We shall not return from here except just in time to
prepare for & give the Friday Evening (the 20th)2 so that I do not think I
can make any engagement before Monday the 23rd. Then if you will give
your friend a note (you did not mention his name) he can call on me but
pray do not give yourself the least personal trouble in the matter. Trusting
that you & Sir Charles are well - which we really are not

I am I My dear Lady Fox I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to the Friday Evening Discourse.
2. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.

Letter 2777
Faraday to John Peter Gassiot
17 January 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl Nl/48

Three long bands of fine oiled silk crape (each being effectively a
plate of fine dry oil - impervious & insulating.) respectively 108 inches
long and 6\ inches wideu

Two similar bands of tin foil each 106 or 107 inches long and only 6
inches widei.]
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These made into a common band of Silk •
foil-
silk-
foil-
silk-

so that the oiled silk shall overlap the edges of the tin foili.i
The compound band is then bent backwards and forwards thus

so as to make a packet 6\ inches wide & 18 inches long which lies in the
bottom of the box and yet is equivalent to 702 square inches of doubly
coated surface or a square of 25 inches in the side - the induction being
through a thickness no more than that of one oiled silk. Then by proper easy
fittings one end of one of these plates is connected with the primary
current wire on one side of the breaker & the other plate with the same
current wire at the other side of the breaker - hence the good effect.

Ever dear Gassiot Truly yours I M. Faraday
17 Jany 1854

Endorsement: Grove PM. Vol 4 501 I 4 series1

Ruhmkorffs small coil
30 metres long
2 millime diameter
200 convolutions of the wire
2503 metres length

\ millim diameters
10,000 convolutions
Primary wire 2\ mil. thick = .08 Inch

40 metres long about 1560 feet
300 turns

Secondary \ mil. thick = .01 inch
70,000 metres 227,500 yds above 116 miles
30,000 turns

Millimetre = .03957 Inch
Metre = 39.37100 Kater2 PT 1818 I 39.3700793

1. Grove (1852b), 501 which described Riihmkorff's coil. See Gassiot (1854) for his interest.
2. Henry Kater (1777-1835, DSB). Captain in the Royal Engineers and man of science.
Treasurer of the Royal Society, 1827-1830.
3. Kater (1818), 109. Gassiot inserted an extra zero into this number.
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Letter 2778
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
18 January 1854
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/61

Royal Institution I 18th Jany 1854
My dear Sir

I have a letter from you of the date of 6th Octr 18531, yet to answer:
I have not forgotten nor neglected it. I have had the opportunity of
conversation with Mr Walker several times. I have also written to Cromer
lighthouse to enquire what the effect of the changes lately made there
according to my instructions had been during the recent very severe
winter weather; when strong wind & cold had to be encountered and
regulated:- The answer2 is as follows & most satisfactory. "Sir - In answer
to yours I send you the best information I can. The stove answers well with
all winds by attending to the ventilation below: the lower lamps burn as
well as the upper. We are all quite well. Yours &c Ellis N. Field3. Dec. 28,
1853".

The result of this & other experience & a consideration of the
principles concerned induce me to submit to the Trinity Board the
following system for adoption in a lighthouse in the next possible case: I
strongly anticipate such good results as may justify the recommendation
of the plan (with more or less modification according to peculiar localities
or circumstances) as a pattern in future cases. The watch chamber to be
dry. The lanthorn & watch chamber to be cut off from the tower by a door
as usual; and those for warming & ventilation to be considered virtually as
one chamber. The ventilation as to entering air to be effected by the use of
four windows in the watch chamber like those I have described in the
Cromer report (29 Aug 1853)4 any one of which (according to the wind)
will when open an inch or two be sufficient for the purpose. This air to be
heated by a stove standing (unless there be special reasons) in the middle
of the watch room. The stove not to be jacketted or double; or, if it be, both
the top & bottom part to be removed:- The cross braces on which the lamp
&c stands, support the ceiling of the guard room & the floor of the
lanthorn about 6 inches apart; the space thus opened to be made hot air
passage; by opening the centre of the ceiling of the Guard room for a
diameter of 5 feet covering the space with a light grate or a screen of trellis
wire work, and opening also the floor of the lanthorn all round for a
distance of two feet or perhaps 18 inches from the wall. The guard room
& the lanthorn to be separated by a door on the stairs for the sake of pure
caution which may however not be finally needed. I expect that the air
entering by the window open to windward in the guard room will be
effectually warmed by the stove, will freely pass upward, & entering the
aperture above will be diffused all round the lanthorn under the platform
& glass - and do its proper work perfectly. I expect that a minimum
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quantity of coals & of air will be required to produce the desired state;-
that the warm air will ascend freely & generally into the lanthorn;- that
none but warm air will ascend;- that the air will be in a minimum degree
of dampness in respect of that taken from the tower or other parts;- and
that all the heat generated by the stove will be conveyed into the lanthorn.
The chimney of the stove should be of copper as usual; should pass
through the ceiling & floor to any convenient side of the lanthorn
according to the nature & position of the latter; but should be within the
lanthorn in its ascent, and if manageable on the coldest side. I do not
expect that the usual ventilators in the sides of the lanthorn will be
required; but I think they ought not to be dismissed in the first instance -
or until the efficacy & sufficiency of the proposed plan has been fully
proved.

Mr Walker does not see any difficulty in the construction; he now has
the proposition before him for consideration and with a view to the
preparation of drawings5*.]

I am I My dear Sir I Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c.

1. Letter 2738.
2. Letter 2771.
3. Keeper of the lighthouse at Cromer. Otherwise unidentified.
4. Letter 2726.
5. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board, 24 January 1854, GL MS 30010/38, p.395.
It was referred to the Light Committee.

Letter 2779
William Bird Herapath1 to Faraday
18 January 1854
From the original in RI MS

Jany 18 1854 i 32 Old Market St i Bristol
My dear Sir,

I really must apologise for having kept your most interesting
specimen of Tourmaline so long but my reason for doing so was that I
might have an opportunity of exhibiting it to our Bristol Microscopical
Society. I had to give a paper there on Wednesday last2 & therefore took
Tourmaline for my subject.

It is evident that the proper name for the coloured portion of this
crystal is Rubelite - a variety of Tourmaline - it owes its colour to Borate of
Manganese containing nearly 5 per cent of the oxide of manganese and
about 4 per cent of Boracic acid - some Lithia also.
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There are also transparent and colourless Tourmalines found but it is
invariably the case that these colourless crystals lose their overtly
absorption properties, but still retain their doubly Refractive powers.

The colourless base of Tourmaline consists of Silicate of Alumnia
sometimes also potassa - soda; Lime & Lithia - always some Boracic acid
- Prot or Per Oxide of Iron is added to the coloured crystals - which in our
case gives a deep Black or a Brown colour - and in the other a light bottle
green - manganese also occurs in the Brown and Red varieties - the Blue
or neutral tinted crystals "Indicolite" are coloured by Maganese & Iron - a
good deal of Lithia.

The transparent portion has been well described by Sir David
Brewster4 but he has omitted the existence of Double refractive properties
which it undoubtedly possesses as well as slight absorbent power where
he has indicated.

There is a specimen of Rubelite in the Bristol Phil. Museum which
closely resembles yours, but it is in the original crystal and perfectly uncut.
This is a very interesting specimen as it shows that the prism

of this outline in section and consists of plates of coloured & colourless
strata arranged at right angles to the prismatic axis and consequently
when an optician had prepared a section of it for experiments on
polarisation by cutting parallel to its length it would appear as a striated
plate alternatively white and pink or purple and whitish pink. The
coloured portions polarise and absorb as Tourmaline does - the colourless
are only Doubly refractive.

Thanking you for your great kindness & trusting that the crystal will
arrive perfectly safe

Permit me to remain I My Dear Sir I Yours very truly obliged I W.
Bird Herapath
Profr Faraday
P.S I enclose Sir David Brewsters opinion which is very different from my
present one as you perceive5!.]

1. William Bird Herapath (1820-1868, DSB). Bristol physician and chemist.
2. That is 11 January 1854.
3. On his interest in the topic see Herapath (1853).
4. Brewster (1853).
5. See letter 2759.
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Letter 2780
Faraday to Julius Pliicker
27 January 1854
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution I 27 January 1854
My dear Plucker

I am very tired - rather poorly - and want something to cheer me - so
I have resolved to write to you. For it seems to me very long since I have
seen your handwriting1 and the last time we met was for a very short time.
It begins to come back upon me that I saw you on your way to Hull2 & that
you shewed me some beautiful tables & curves of the progression of
magnetic and diamagnetic force and I am most desirous of seeing them in
an English dress that I may slowly & deliberately embue my mind with
them. I hope you reached home safelyi.j I could not be with you at Hull.
Every year I feel less able to encounter the quick hurry and excitement of
vigorous & active spirits. One of our philosophic physicians Sir Henry
Holland has in one of his medical essays dealt with the question of time in
regard to the operation of thought3!.] He shews that the time often becomes
sensible:- and in advancing years especially - often increases to a very
considerable amount. I feel persuaded by my own experience and by
many observations of others that he is right:- for with me the time
necessary to apprehend an idea is very sensible and when it becomes
necessary to take up many dissimilar ideas in quick succession then the
necessity of a certain amount of time makes the operation a real labour.
Such is the case at meetings like those of the B. association at Hull and I
cannot bear them.

I have not been working much lately only a little upon metal wires
covered with Gutta Percha. When these are immersed in water they form
remarkable Leyden arrangements!.] Only think of a cylinder of Gutta
Percha coated inside with copper & outside with Water and though the
wire be but h, of an inch thick still 100 miles give an inside coating of about
8270 square feet and an outside coating of 33000 square feet. I have
worked with 1500 miles of such wire at once and the results are
exceedingly curious & interesting!.] The report of the experiments is now
in the Printers hand and though I have not separate copies to send yet I
trust you will soon get it in the proceedings of the Friday Evenings4.

With kindest remembrances of the mutual pleasures we have had
together

I am I My dear Plucker I Ever Truly Yours i M. Faraday

Address: Professor Plucker I &c &c &c &c I University I Bonn I on the
Rhine
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1. Letter 2634 was the last from Pliicker.
2. For the 1853 meeting of the British Association.
3. Holland (1852), chapter 4.
4. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.

Letter 2781
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
27 January 1854
From the original in UB MS NS 409

Royal Institution I 27 January 1854
My dear friend

Your letter of Octr. last1 was well timed for it found me somewhat
tired & out of health and by its happy affectionate feeling was quite a
cheerer. I do not find that as my philosophical part wears out I at all
diminish in my desire for the kindly sympathizing & brotherly feelings
which have grown up with it. Your holiday trip must have been a
delightful one but such things are for quasi young men. I have become a
mere looker oni.i Still I and my wife do get a few short trips for instance
to Wales or Norfolk or Brighton but as to crossing the Channel again I
doubt it. I enjoy greatly the account of your meeting with Liebig and the
Ozone affair: - it was very excellent & came off well for youu I like such
an end to a controversy and I think you must feel that you have had a very
refined revenge upon your too hasty and too positive opponents!.]
Furthermore I think the Chronology of Ozone as you speak of it would be
a very desirable thingu

Your family account is very pleasant and I try to imagine Miss
Schoenbein upon the model of what I remember of Madame Schoenbein
when we were in Basle2:- but I have no doubt my idea is a great mistake.
No matter it is very pleasant, and you must give our kindest remem-
brances to Madame Schoenbein. I do not suppose there is any body else at
home who remembers me. It would be a delightful thing to accept your
invitation & pop in:- but unless I can go by the telegraph line I am afraid
that will not happenu

By the bye I have lately been examining some very curious facts
obtained with telegraph lines of which you will see a report in our
proceedings in due time for I gave an account of them last Friday to our
Members3. They cover copper wire with Gutta Percha here (for insulation
in submarine & other cases) so perfectly that it remains beautifully
insulated. I worked with 100 miles in coils immersed in the water of a
canal yet with 360 pairs of plates the conduction through the gutta percha
was able to deflect a delicate galvanometer only 5°. The copper wire is Te
of an inch in thickness and the thickness of the Gutta Percha on it is about
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io of an inch - so that 100 miles gives a Leyden jar of which the inner
coating (the copper wire) has a surface of 8272 square feet and the outer
coating (the water at the G.P.) four times that amount or 33000 square feet.
This wire took a charge from a Voltaic battery and could give back the
electricity in a discharge having all the characters of a Voltaic current!.]

Furthermore such a wire when under ground or under water is so
affected by the transition of dynamic into static electricity as to require a
hundredfold the amount of tension for the transmission of an electric
pulse as the same wire suspended in the air:- an effect of this kind is the
interpretation of the extraordinary diversity in the expression of electric
velocity given by different experimenters. But you will hear of all this in
the report, when it comes out which will be soon.

Our librarian Mr. Vincent tells me that the Berichte der Verhandlun-
gen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft Basle, Band 1 to 8 are not in our
Library and he cannot get them here. He thinks your University
distributes them to different bodies. If so is it possible for us to have that
privilege? I ask you in all ignorance. But do not by any means let me be
ignorantly intrusive.

Ever My dear Schoenbein I Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Letter 2735.
2. In 1841. See Schoenbein to Faraday, 27 September 1841, letter 1364, volume 3.
3. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.

Letter 2782
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
28 January 1854
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.78-9

Royal Institution I 28 January 1854
My dear & kind friend

It seems a very long time since I wrote to or heard from you1, but I
have no doubt it has been my own fault. I often verify to myself the truth
of an old school copy, "Procrastination is the thief of time"; and when I
purpose to write it seems to me as if my thoughts now were hardly worth
utterance to the men of persisting intellect & strength. But there are ties
besides those of mere science and worldly relationship and I venture to
think I have some such with you. These I can not easily relinquish for they
grow dearer as other more temporal things dissolve away and though one
cannot talk so often or so glibly about them because of their far more
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serious character still from time to time we may touch these cords and I
shall think it a happiness whilst they respond and vibrate between us.
Such ties exist but in few directions but they are worth all the restu

I had a word from Schonbein a little while ago2 and he called you to
mind by speaking of his daughter who was I think then with you: and it
called up afresh the thoughts of the place when very many years ago. I
first saw it and your father3 [in] 1814 or 5 but the remembrances of that
time are very shadowy with me4u Then came up the picture of the time
when I and my wife were there with you5 and your happy family and a
strong thought of the kindness I have had from your house through two
generations and now comes the contemplation of these generations
passing awayi.i Surely though we have both had trials & deep ones yet we
have also had great mercies & goodness shewn us; above all the great hope.
May the year that we have entered be full of peace to you, - and sweet
pleasure among your children!.]

I have lately had a subject brought before me, in electricity, full of
interest. My account of it is in the printers hands & when I receive it I will
send you a copy by post6u Briefly it is this. Copper telegraph wires are
here covered perfectly with Gutta Percha so that hundreds of miles may be
immersed in water and yet a very small discharge through the gutta percha
occur when a very intense voltaic battery (300 or 400 pr of plates) is
connected with it -100 miles of such wire in water with the two exposed
extremities insulated can be charged by one pole of a Voltaic battery and
after separation from the battery for 5 or 10 minutes will give a shock or
a current to the body or a galvanometer - or fire gunpowder or effect other
electric actions either static or dynamic!.] The 100 mile[s] is in fact an
immense Leyden jar & because the copper is h> of an inch in diameter and
the gutta percha io of an inch thick or u of an inch extreme diameter the
surface of the copper or inner lining of the jar is equal to 8270 square feet
& the outer coating or water surface equal to 33000 square feet. But besides
this fact of a charge given, kept, and then employed, such a wire in water
has its power of conveying electricity wonderfully affected - not its final
power for that is the same - for that is the same for an equal length of the
wire in air or in water but its power in respect of brief currents or waves
of electric force even to the extent of making the time occupied in the
transmission vary as 100 to 1 or more. In a few days you shall have the
account. I do not know whether I have told you yet of the pleasure I had
in your Vol. I7, but I long for Vol. II8[.i Many thanks for all your kindness
in it & on every occasions

Ever My dear De la Rive I Yours M. Faraday

Address: a Monsieur I Monsieur Aug de la Rive I &c &c &c &c I Geneva
I Switzerland
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1. Letter 2610 was the last from De La Rive.
2. Letter 2735.
3. Charles-Gaspard De La Rive (1770-1834, DSB). Swiss chemist.
4. In the summer of 1814. See Bence Jones (1870a), 1: 253-4.
5. In 1835. See Faraday to Magrath, 19 July 1835, letter 807, volume 2.
6. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.
7. De La Rive (1853-8), 1.
8. De La Rive (1853-8), 2.

Letter 2783
John Stevens Henslow to Faraday
28 January 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .39

StAlbans I 28 Jr 1854
My dear Faraday,

I have had the enclosed in my pocket book for the last 4 or 5 weeks
- hoping to leave it as I passed thro' town on a visit to Darwin1 on a former
trip, & again at the present time2 - but I have not had an opportunity - so
pack it off by post. I have altered the label for I found I had written it
wrong from having transferred the writing of it from right to left without
inverting the order - forgetting that the threads crossed. You have therefore
my hair & the spiders thread no longer figuring as overthin & overthick.
I hope & trust the attack you mentioned in the last3 has proved transitory.
I am vastly better & can walk to advantage & no longer to a disadvantage.
It seems my attack was what is now called neuralgic - & a hint that I ought
to be more cautious. The Doctors have prescribed 3 excellent doses, viz.
Warmth, recreation, & good living! I am getting on with the Museum
Notices - & gave them4 a lecture on crystallography last Tuesday5!.]

Ever Yours truly & I Sincerely I J.S. Henslow

1. Charles Robert Darwin (1809-1882, DSB). Naturalist who lived at Down in Kent.
2. See Darwin to Lyell, 18 February 1854, Burkhardt et al. (1985-94): 5: 173-5.
3. Not found.
4. That is the Ipswich Museum.
5. That is 24 January 1854.
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Letter 2784
Faraday to Pierre Antoine Favre1

1 February 1854
From the original in Pierpont Morgan Library, Dannie and Hettie
Heineman Collection, Science no. 80

London I Royal Institution I 1 February 1854
My dear Sir

I hope you will excuse my letter though written in English:- for I
cannot resist the pleasure of saying how much I have enjoyed both your
letter and your Thesis2: both of which, if I may make free to say so, bear
the impress of the sound philosopher and the hard working careful
experimentalist. Both have been very interesting to me and the latter
especially and the more so because it not only traces the heat function of
the forces of matter round the circuit in a most definite and decided
manner but because it justifies the ideas one entertains more or less that all
the functions of these forces are mutually related or convertible. It is very
delightful when such researches as yours appear for they enable the
philosopher to take a firm stand where before all was hesitation doubt and
suspicion. I may illustrate that point by referring to the question whether
it is the mere oxidation of the zinc or the sum of all the actions up to its
combination with the acid which produces the final amount of current
power and I think you have very happily settled the question by testing it
through the heat concerned.

I am My dear Sir I With great regard your I Very faithful Servant I
M. Faraday
a Monsieur I Monsieur P.A. Favre I &c &c &c &c

Address: a Monsieur I Monsieur P.A. Favre I &c &c &c I Rue St. Jacques
No 36 I a Paris

1. Pierre Antoine Favre (1813-1880, DSB). Head of the chemistry laboratory at the Central
School of Arts and Manufactures, Paris.
2. Favre (1853) was presented as a thesis at the University of Paris.

Letter 2785
Faraday to William Buchanan
4 February 1854
From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson

Royal Institution I 4 Feby 1854
Dear friend & brother

We long to see your face and all friends here earnestly desire to see
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you:- conversation never brings up your name without that desire being
manifest:- and it is now a great while since you were here1. Mr Boosey and
myself were talking of it the other day and I found our thoughts jumped
together. He is restrained in some degree by a circumstance which I dare
say you are aware of namely the probability of a marriage in his house this
summer2 but we have no such thing before us. So come and see us. We
should feel honored to have you on a visit to our place. We will make you
as much at home in the Old place as we can and you know its conditions
& inconveniences and you shall do exactly as you please:- and I hope by
the time you are likely to come that my dear wife will be stronger and as
able as she will be happy to attend to you. I write this early in the year that
you may have time to review the probabilities and perhaps give us some
little notion when the visit may come off:- You see we trust so freely in
your love & willingness as to think it will come off:- but at whatever time
so that we have an idea when: it will be pleasure to us and to all herei.]

Give our love to Mrs. William3 and say we look to her as an advocate
in our cause. I trust her health will be so far amended this year as to be
able to spare you. Our love to Mr. Dixon4 + & Mr. Leighton. I hope and
believe that all our friends with you will think our minds are often on
them - but though I fear to go on mentioning names I cannot omit Mrs.
Anderson5 & her daughters^

Ever My dear friend & brother I Your affectionate I M. Faraday
Wm. Buchanan Esq I &c &c &c
+ Mr Waterstone6 of whom my wife has just reminded meu

1. See letter 2153.
2. Andrew Reid (1823-1896, Reid, C.L. (1914)), a Newcastle printer and nephew of Sarah
Faraday, married, on 13 June 1854, Ellen Boosey who was then aged 21. GRO.
3. Elizabeth Buchanan, nee Gregory Wife of William Buchanan. See DNB under his entry
4. Unidentified.
5. Elizabeth Anderson who moved to Edinburgh in 1850. See letter 2312.
6. Unidentified.

Letter 2786
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
6 February 18541

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Geneve I le 6 Janvier [sic] 1854

Monsieur & tres cher ami,
Je ne puis vous dire combien j'ai ete sensible a votre bon souvenir.

Votre lettre* m'a profondement touche. II est si rare de voir des hommes de
Science comme vous, mettre audessus de tout, les sentiments eleves de
Tame & les esperances eternelles, que rien ne peut faire autant de bien a
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un coeur afflige comme le mien, que des paroles comme celles que vous
voulez bien m'adresser. Voila bientot quatre annees que ma vie a ete brisee
& mon isolement m'est toujours plus penible, non pas que je ne sois
entoure d'enfants grands & petits aussi aimables que possible; mais il me
manque cette compagne3 confidante de toutes mes impressions, de mes
soucis comme de mes jouissances, que rien ne peut remplacer sur cette
terre. II faut done aller en avant avec des esperances d'un autre ordre;
chaque annee est un pas de plus vers ce moment oil mes esperances, s'il
plait a Dieu, seront realisees; mais en attendant on a souvent des moments
de decouragement & de tristesse qui font trouver la vie bien longue & bien
dure. Cependant la Providence me traite encore avec bien de la bonte. Ma
fille4 que est mariee a jeune homme5 excellent plein de piete, est entree
dans une famille pieuse & respectable a tous egards (la famille Tronchin).
Elle a un petit gar^on de neuf mois tres prospere & tres gentil. Mon fils6 a
epouse sa cousine7, la petite fille de Madame Marcet, et il va bientot etre
pere8. J'ai encore deux charmantes filles bien jeunes, Tune de 169 l'autre de
9 ans10. Enfin mon fils cadet qui va bientot avoir vingt ans11, est entre
l'annee derniere comme eleve a l'Ecole Polytechnique, apres des examens
assez brillants. Voila mon histoire; je vous la fais sans craindre de vous
ennuyer, parceque votre amitie pour moi, heritage precieux de mon
excellent pere12, fait que je suis sur que vous voudrez bien y mettre
quelque interet.

J'aimerais bien vous voir & m'entretenir avec vous; mais je n'ai plus
le courage d'aller en Angleterre; les bon amis que j'y ai perdus & surtout
le souvenir de ma chere femme avec qui je devais y aller il y a quatre ans,
me rendent ce voyage trop melancolique pour que j'ose encore y penser.
Mais vous qui n'avez pas les memes impressions, pourquoi ne viendriez-
vous pas cet et£ passer quelques semaines chez moi a la campagne avec
Madame Faraday? J'ai un appartement a vous offrir, ma niece & belle-fille
qui a eu le plaisir de vous voir a Londres, vous recevrait de son mieux.
Vous meneriez une vie calme & tranquille comme cela convient h des
hommes de notre age & serieux; vous vous feriez du bein dans notre bon
air de la Suisse, & vous en feriez beaucoup a votre ami. Je n'ai aucun projet
d'absence du ler Mai au ler Novembre 1854; ainsi vous pouvez choisir
l'epoque qui vous conviendrait le mieux dans cet intervalle de six mois.-
Faites cela; le voyage est tres rapide & tres facile maintenant; je suis sur
que Made Faraday s'en trouverait bien aussi.

Je vous remercie des details interessants que vous m'avez donnes
dans votre lettre sur les experiences faites avec les fils telegraphiques. Ne
croyez-vous pas que le retard observe dans la transmission de l'electricite
quand le fil plonge dans l'eau vient precisement de ce qu'il joue le role
d'une bouteille de Leyde qui exige un certain temps pour se charger; ceia
n'en est pas moins tres curieux.
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J'ai donne l'ordre qu'on vous envoyat mon premier volume sur
l'Electricite qui vient de paraitre en frangais13. Je suis bien avance dans le
second14, & j'attends une occasion pour en envoyer le manuscrit en
Angleterre.- Pour en revenir aux succes, vous trouverez dans le volume
frangais beaucoup de choses nouvelles & en particulier a la fin (§6 du chap.
VIeme de la 3eme partie), une theorie nouvelle du magnetisme & du
diamagnetisme que je crois assez satisfaisante15; je n'entre pas dans plus de
details puisque vous pouvez lire le morceau, si cela vous intere(sse).

Oserais-je vous adresser deux questions auxquelles vous pouvez seul
me repondre:
1°) Avez-vous jamais reussi dans vos experiences a produire des courants
d'induction dans d'autres liquides que le mercure - ou des metaux fondus,
par example dans les solutions acides ou salines?
2°) Croyez-vous que les liquides puissent conduire une partie quelconque
de l'electridte qu'ils transmettent sans eprouver de decomposition & avez-
vous, depuis que vous avez traite ce sujet, ete apelle a l'examiner de
nouveau & a arreter vos idees sur ce point important? Je suis, je l'avoue,
tres perplexe a cet egard, & je serais plutot dispose maintenant a admettre
que dans quelques cas l'electridte peut traverser en partie les liquides
electrolytiques sans les decomposer. Cependant je reconnais que c'est un
point tres difficile a constater a cause des effets secondaires qui jouent
toujours un grand role dans ces phenomenes. Je mettrais un grand interet
a savoir ou vous en etes a cet egard.

J'espere que vous avez re^u dans le temps ma petite notice sur
Arago16 que je vous ai envoyee par Marcet; je l'ai faite en quelques heures
& elle s'est bien ressentie de la precipitation que j'ai ete, malgre moi, oblige
d'apporter a cet hommage que je tenais a rendre promptement a la
memoire de notre ami.

Veuillez avoir la bonte de me rappeler au bon souvenir de Madame
Faraday sur laquelle je compte pour vous engager a nous faire une visite
l'ete prochain, & agreez, tres cher maitre & ami, Tassurance des sentiments
de respect & d'affection que je vous porte

Votre devoue I A. de la Rive

Address: Monsieur Faraday i Associe etranger de llnstitut I de France I
Royal Institution I Albermarle Stt I Londres.
Postmark: 6 February 1854

TRANSLATION
Geneva 6th January [sic] 1854

Sir and very dear friend,
I cannot tell you how moved I was by your remembering me. Your

letter2 touched me profoundly. It is so rare to see a man of Science, such as
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yourself, put above all else the exalted sentiments of the soul and eternal
hopes, and nothing can do as much good to an afflicted heart such as
mine, than words such as the ones that you kindly addressed to me. Soon
it will be nearly four years that my life was shattered and my isolation is
still very painful, not that I am not surrounded by children big and small
as kind as anyone could wish; but I miss that companion3 who shared
everything with me, my worries and my joys, whom nothing can replace
on this earth. I must therefore go forward with hopes of another order;
each year is a step further towards the moment where my hopes, please
God, will be realised; but whilst I wait, I often have moments of
discouragement and sadness which make life seem very long and very
hard. Even though Providence still treats me with a lot of kindness. My
daughter4 who married an excellent young man5, full of piety, has entered
into a pious and respectable family in every way (the Tronchin family). She
has a very healthy and very amiable little boy of nine months. My son6

married his cousin7, the granddaughter of Madam Marcet and he is soon
to be a father8. I have two other charming daughters who are still very
young, one is 169, the other 9 years old10. Finally my youngest son who is
going to be twenty11, enrolled as a student at the Ecole Polytechnique last
year, after some rather brilliant exams. That is my history; I tell it to you
without fear of boring you, because your friendship for me, which I
inherited from my excellent father12, makes me sure that you will be
interested.

I should very much like to see you and to talk to you; but I do not
have the strength to go to England; the good friends that I have lost there
and above all the memory of my dear wife with whom I was supposed to
go four years ago, make this journey far too melancholic for me to think of
it yet. But you do not have the same impressions, why do you not come
this summer to spend some weeks at my house in the country with Mrs
Faraday? I have an apartment to offer you and my niece and daughter in
law who had the pleasure of meeting you in London, would receive you
as best she could. You would lead the calm and quiet life that befits serious
men of our age; our good Swiss air would do you good and you would do
a lot of good to your friend. I am not intending to be away between 1st
May and 1st November 1854, thus you can choose the period that suits
you best in this interval of six months. Do that; the journey is very quick
and easy now; I am sure Mrs Faraday would enjoy it also.

I thank you for the interesting details that you have given me in your
letter on the experiments conducted with telegraph wires. Do you not
think that the delay observed in the transmission of electricity when the
wires plunge into water comes precisely because it plays the same role as
a Leyden jar which takes a certain amount of time to charge itself; that
does not make it any less curious.
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I have asked that my first volume on Electricity that has just
appeared in French13 be sent to you. I am well advanced with the second14

and I am looking for an occasion to send the manuscript to England. To
return to the successes, you will find in the French volume many new
things and in particular at the end (§6 of the Vlth chapter of the 3rd part),
a new theory on magnetism and diamagnetism which I believe to be quite
satisfying15; I am not going to go into detail, since you can read the passage
if it interests you.

Dare I ask you two questions which only you can answer?
1st Have you ever succeeded in your experiments to produce induced
currents in liquids other than mercury or molten metals, for example in
acid or saline solutions?
2nd Do you think that liquids can conduct any part of the electricity they
transmit without experiencing any decomposition and have you, since
you dealt with this subject, ever thought of re-examining it and changing
your ideas on this important point? I am, I admit it, very perplexed about
this, and I would be rather disposed now to admit that in certain cases
electricity can cross in part electrolytic liquids without decomposing them.
However, I recognise that this is a very difficult point to prove because of
secondary effects that always play a big role in these phenomena. I would
be very interested to know what you think about this.

I hope that you received some time ago my little notice on Arago16

which I sent you through Marcet; I wrote it in a few hours and you can
clearly tell the haste with which, despite myself, I was obliged to write this
homage which I wanted to render promptly to the memory of our friend.

Please be kind enough to remember me to Mrs Faraday on whom I
am counting to persuade you to come and pay us a visit next summer, and
accept, very dear master and friend, the assurance of the feelings of respect
and affection that I bring you

your devoted I A. de la Rive

1. Dated on the basis of the postmark and that this is the reply to letter 2782.
2. Letter 2782.
3. Jeanne-Mathilde De La Rive.
4. Jeanne-Adele Tronchin, nee De La Rive (1829-1895, Choisy (1947), 51). Married 1852.
5. Louis-Nosky-Remy Tronchin Officer in Swiss army. Choisy (1947), 51.
6. William De La Rive.
7. Cecile-Marie De La Rive, nee De La Rive (1831-1893, Choisy (1947), 51). Married William
De La Rive on 15 March 1852.
8. Sophie-Louisa De La Rive (1854-1902, Choisy (1947), 52).
9. Adelaide-Eugenie-Augusta De La Rive (1838-1924, Choisy (1947), 51).
10. Francoise-Amelie-Alice De La Rive (1844-1914, Choisy (1947), 51).
11. Charles-Lucien De La Rive (1834-1924, Choisy (1947), 51). Swiss physician and writer.
12. Charles-Gaspard De La Rive (1770-1834, DSB). Swiss chemist.
13. De La Rive (1854-8), 1.
14. De La Rive (1853-8), 2.
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15. De La Rive (1854-8), 1,557-79.
16. De La Rive (1853).

Letter 2787
Faraday to Mary Buckland
7 February 1854
From a typescript in RI MS

Royal Institution I 7 Feby 1854
My dear Mrs. Buckland

We have received your kind remembrance and thank you most
earnestly for it. It is an odour which I very much delight in but my head
will not bear it for long time together so I put them in a glass cover them
over & take a sniff now & then. It is so with the Jasmine & the hyadnth:-
and it is so with many things in this worldi.i

My wife has been & is very much indisposed. She has very little
strength for walking or any kind of exercise and at present from the
addition of a prolonged & heavy cold is very deaf. She feels your kind
expressions deeplyu I wish she were able to take advantage of your hearty
good will: but she sends you her very sincere thanks & earnest wishes for
your health & happinessi.j

I am glad to hear a little now & then of the Dean and that the
circumstances are known under which he feels quiet & in repose. Such
being the case surely no one would wish to press in upon his attention &
disturb him.

I remember that upon a former occasion you wished to know when
Dr. Conolly spoke here. That only is the reason why I send you the
enclosed paper in relation to next Friday week the 17th instant1.

I have put bye your last letters so carefully that I cannot [find] them
and my memory has let slip with every thing else your address, so that I
must send this to the Cloisters. I hope they will forward iti.i

Ever My dear Mrs. Buckland I Your Faithful Servant I M. Faraday

Endorsement: Taken out of an envelope & forwarded I FTB2

Address: Mrs. Buckland I Deanery I Westminster

1. Conolly (1854), Friday Evening Discourse of 17 February 1854.
2. Francis Trevelyan Buckland (1826-1880, DNB). Army surgeon and naturalist.
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Letter 2788
Joseph Dalton Hooker1 to Faraday
8 February 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .23

Kew i Feby 8th / 54
My dear Sir

I have to thank you for the very kind letter which you have written
me, in your own name & that of the Managers of the Rl. Institution2. I
assure you that I not only feel most deeply the warm interest expressed in
myself, but the flattering opinion formed of my capabilities. It is with
sincere regret that I definitely decline the proposals made in your letter, &
not without the most earnest consideration of the whole matter. My
reasons are very numerous, & I feel that several of them are conclusive in
themselves.

In the first-place I have always felt very strongly (& often expressed
myself so) that when officers in a public service undertake scientific duties
that should engross their whole attention, & receive salaries for the same,
it becomes their duty to devote themselves to the accomplishment of their
tasks. I have been twice abroad, on Government employ, & have collected
materials on both, that are not half worked out; & that will not be for years
to come, & for the prosecution of which, I have received many years'
salary & continue to receive it.

On my return from the Antarctic Voyage, the Treasury voted me
£1000 to be spent on illustrating a Flora of the Southern ocean3, & the
Admiralty kept me on the full pay list (of Asst. surgeons) for my own
salary;- that work is not completed nor can it be for 2 years to come. The
materials of all succeeding voyages have been sent to me for the purpose
of incorporation, & my pay was increased by the Admiralty two years ago
mainly on this account. The Tasmanian Flora4 is to form one part, & the
colonists of that Island only last week, sent me the announcement that
they had voted me £350 in the Legislative Council, which they beg of my
acceptance, in the hope that I will allow no consideration to interfere with
the speedy performance of the work, which has been announced for now
9 years. This little matter alone, for which I was wholly unprepared (I do
not know a single member of the council & never had any communication
with them) renders it my first duty to go on with that work.

My Indian collections stand next in order, these alone cannot be
arranged & distributed (as I have engaged that they shall be) within three
years more, & until they are gone over & catalogued I can make no
satisfactory progress in the development of those laws that have governed
the distribution of the Plants of the Asiatic continent upon whose
investigation I have long been engaged, nor can I proceed with the "Flora
Indica", upon which Dr Thomson5 & I are at work6, & which our fellow-
Botanists consider the most important that can be undertaken.
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There are personal considerations, at present pressing upon me, but
there are others in prospect. Had I any time at my disposal, it should be
given to my Father , who has neither the leisure nor the means to devote
the necessary attention to his Library & Herbarium. This latter is the finest
in Europe, it is maintained at considerable private cost, much more for my
use than his own, it is absolutely essential to my daily work that it should
be kept in scientific order, but owing to its rapid increase & the want of the
means of providing a scientific curator, it is rapidly deteriorating in some
respects.

Added to this my father's public duties are increasing with his years,
& being allowed no assistant of any kind, it becomes the more incumbent
upon me to allow of no consideration interfering with my duty to him. At
present the whole charge of Library, Herbarium, & Scientific correspon-
dence devolve entirely upon himself in a private capacity, though all
maintained as essential to his public position; the correspondence for the
Museum, Garden & aboretum besides the superintendence of the whole,
equally devolves upon himself, & except myself he has no assistant in any
one capacity. With his advancing age these duties very shortly become
ostensibly too onerous for one man, they are so already in reality; & this
constitutes the third reason I have for declining the invitation from the
Royal Institution, (& your most kind offer of an application to Lord John
Russell8) - that there is no possible prospect of my being able to continue
my duties at the Rl. Institution, were I to commence them. It has been for
some time the unanimous opinion of my (Botanical) friends that I should
be attached to the Garden, applications to that effect have indeed been laid
before the Government, now two years ago, when Lord John Russell9 gave
me the temporary salary of £400, for 3 years in lieu, as the means of
enabling me to publish my Indian materials, & keeping me at Kew till
circumstances should favor my permanent attachment to the Gardens.
Had I the materials for lecturing prepared, the case would be somewhat
altered, but having performed the duties of the Botanical Professor in
Edinburgh University, I know from experience that lectures in this
department of science beyond all others, require copious illustrations by
diagrams. I had then 400 diagrams (of my Father's) which have since been
parted with, together with my lectures, so that I should have to start
afresh, with the certain prospect of not being able to continue long at my
post. My distance from Town (where I have no other business) is another
objection, for though we have a rail-road, I cannot make the journey
without losing 3 hours in the transit.

I fear I have trespassed upon your patience with these details, but I
most truly feel the responsibility of declining an invitation couched in
such terms as that you forward, & backed by considerations involving the
progress of Botanical Science (however little I should prove capable of
forwarding it by the means at my disposal.)
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I need hardly say that the position of Lecturer at the Royal
Institution, is one of which I should be very proud, & should (as is very
possible) the government desire me to lecture at Kew, in connection with
any position they may appoint me to, I would feel it a privilege to be
allowed to offer my services, for an occasional lecture, to the Managers of
the Institution. As it is, the opinion of all my friends so entirely coincides
with my own, as to the inexpediency of my undertaking any such duty,
that I must definitely decline °.

Believe me Ever I most respectfully yours I Jos. D. Hooker

1. Joseph Dalton Hooker (1817-1911, DSB). Botanist and Assistant Director of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, 1855-1865.
2. See RI MM, 6 February 1854,11: 44 where Faraday was asked to invite Hooker to give a
course of lectures after Easter. This reference also establishes the recipient of this letter.
3. Hooker (1844-7,1853-5,1855-60).
4. Hooker (1855-60).
5. Thomas Thomson (1817-1878, DNB). Scottish naturalist who worked mostly in India.
6. Hooker and Thomson (1855).
7. William Jackson Hooker (1785-1865, DSB). Botanist and Director of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, 1841-1865.
8. Lord John Russell (1792-1878, DNB). Cabinet minister without portfolio, 1853-1854.
Hooker as a government employee would have had to obtain permission for the appointment
at the Royal Institution. On this and on the appointment generally see Huxley (1918), 1: 377.
9. As Prime Minister.
10. Faraday reported this decision at RI MM, 20 February 1854,11: 46.

Letter 2789
Julius Plucker to Faraday
8 February 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bonn 8th of February I 1854.
My dear Sir!

I have been very much enjoied to receive your last kind letter1; I'll
bring against forward my bad English for answering it.

Three weeks ago I gave two copies of a rather extensive2 paper to my
bookseller, one of them addressed to you, the other one to Prof.
Wheatstone. Unhappily just the day before a parcel had departed for
London. The next departure will take place, I hope, very soon. To this
paper on magnetic and diamagnetic induction the table with curves, you
speak of in your last letter, is annexed. The general conclusions are
enumerated p.51-56. The fundame[n]tel fact, represented by the curves, is
deduced from observations carefully made by the large Electromagnet and
a delicate balance. Take as unity of the magnetic attraction that
corresponding to the unity of intensity of the current; then you may find
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experimentally the attraction (y) corresponding to any given intensity
[(]x). In this way you will get for different substances very different curves,
but following all the same general law. (First set of curves). To the intensity
of the current I substituted that of the acting power of the Magnetic pole
(second set) and finally to the attraction, w[h]ich undergo the different
substances, the intensity of the magnetism induced by the pole in these
substances (third set of curves).

I operated only on gaz oxigene, melted phosphorous and different
powders. The conclusions I anticipated with regard to bars of soft iron and
steel (acier trempe) have been since plainly confirmed by experiment. Iron
is nearly double as strong magnetic then steel but the magnetism of steel
increases more rapidly then [sic] that of soft iron does. I am engaged in a
new series of experimental results, w[h]ich will, I hope, confirm all my
theoretical views.

Going on at the same time in my experimental Essays relatif to
magnetisme and electromagnetism. I have just finished for the "Annalen"
the first part of a paper on mixed vapours3.

I hapily returned home last September. Since that time I worked as
much as I could, not so much as I would. I have every day two or three
public lectures to give; after having given them I feel myself rather tired.
That is very hard work, allso, as soon as the lectures are closed, I want to
make up my mind and therefore I run during one month or two through
the world. Being returned home I feel myself restored.

Pray, sir, present my compliments to Mad. Faradayi.i With my best
wishes for your health very truly

Yours I Pliicker

Address: Professor Faraday I &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 2780.
2. Pliicker (1854a).
3. Plucker (1854b).

Letter 2790
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
10 February 1854
From the original in UB MS NS 410

Bale Febr. 10th 1854.
My dear Faraday

At last I have seen again some lines from the Master of the Royal
Institution1 and I can assure you that the mere sight of his handwriting
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gave me infinite pleasure, as it yielded me a visible proof of his being still
amongst the living, and able to handle the pen, for I will not conceal it
from you that the long silence he kept this time, had already begun to
cause feelings of uneasiness about the well-being of the dearest of my
friends.

What you tell me of your late electrical experiments makes me very
curious to learn the details of them, which I hope will soon be the case. It
seems to me that we are as yet very far from having arrived at a standstill
in electrical researches.

As to my little scientific doings I have continued to study the
influence exerted by temperature upon the colors of substances and
obtained some pretty results. You are perhaps aware that some time ago I
tried to prove that a great number of oxycompounds being more or less
colored at the common temperature, would turn colorless on being
sufficiently cooled down each of such substances having its peculiar
temperature at which its color entirely disappears. I think I have
satisfactorily proved that even common Ink is in that case and you may
easily convince yourself of the correctness of the statement. Color a weak
solution of gallic acid by some drops of a dilute solution of perchloride of
iron dark blue even to opaqueness; put the colored liquid into a frigorific
mixture of muriatic acid and snow until frozen, and you will of course
obtain a dark colored ice; cool it then down to about 40° below zero or
somewhat less and you will have a colorless ice, which on increasing its
temperature again will reassume its color before having arrived at its
melting point. From some reasons I was led to conjecture that there must
exist a series of bodies that exhibit the reverse behaving i.e. grow colored
on their temperature being sufficiently lowered, and my conjectures
proved to be correct. The coloring matter of a great number of red and blue
flowers such as Dahlias, Roses &c. being associated to sulphurous acid, are
at the common temperature nearly or entirely colorless; now aqueous
solutions of those matters having been uncolored by aqueous sulphurous
acid become beautifully and intensely recolored on being sufficiently
cooled down to lose their color again on raising the temperature of the ice,
and I must not omit to mention that the colorless state is reassumed before
the melting of the ice.

I have particularly worked upon the coloring matter of a certain sort
of dark brown Dahlia very common with us, which exhibits the change of
color indicated in a most beautiful manner. On account of the easy
mutability of that matter in its discolored state, I preserve it by the means
of filtering paper, which I rub with the leaves of the flower and suffer it to
dry. Such paper, of which I send you a little specimen, yields very easily
the coloring matter to water coloring beautifully the latter. A fresh solution
of that kind should always be employed on making the experiment and
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you will be successful, when you employ my paper for preparing the
solution.

It is a fact worthy of remark that such a solution rendered colorless
by SO2 turns colored also by heating it to its boiling point.

In want of something better you might perhaps give the substance of
my late researches on colors and the connexion with the chemical
constitution of the matters exhibiting them in a friday Evening, for the
effects are very striking2. Part of the results are described in the X volume
of the proceedings of the Phil. Society of Bale3, part in a memoir published
in the proceedings of the Academy of Vienna* which most likely will be
republished in Liebigs Annals5 and some, notably those above mentioned
are not yet made known at all.

You are most likely aware that Dr. Baumert6 has of late confirmed the
results previously obtained by de la Rive, Marignac7, Berzelius8 and
myself, as to the capability of the purest i.e. absolutely anhydrous Oxigen
of being thrown into its ozonic state by the means of the electrical
discharge and I am therefore inclined to think that we can no longer doubt
of the important fact that oxigen may exist in two different states in an
active and inactive one, in the ozonic condition and in the ordinary state.

Now such a fact cannot fail bearing upon a great number of chemical
phenomena and I am just now drawing up a sort of memoir9 in which I try
to embody the Ideas and Views on Electrolysis, Thermolysis and
Photolysis (sit venia verbis10) I have been carrying about in my head these
many years, ideas so very strange and queer that they will meet with but
very little favor.

To give you some notion about their singularity and heterodoxical
character allow me to state some of them, but in doing so I must ask you
the favor to consider them as mere Ideas and Views.
1. There are no other electrolytes (taken [sic] that term in the limited sense,
you attach to it) than oxycompounds.
2. There are no compound Ions such as acids, and it is only the basic
oxide of salts upon which the electrolysing power of the current is
exerted.
3. The theory of Davy on the nature of Chlorine, Bromine, Iodine, the
acids and salts is unfounded.
4. Electrolysation depends in the first place upon the capability of
common oxigen to assume the ozonic state when put under the influence
of electrical discharge and in the second place upon the power of the
current to carry under given circumstances matters from the positive to
the negative electrode i.e. in the direction of the current itself.
5. The transfer of the electrolytic fluid from the positive to the negative
electrode as observed by Wiedemann11 and others is closely connected
with the travelling of the kation in the same direction.
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6. The travelling of the anion, i.e. Oxigen is only apparent or relative
being caused by the real travelling of the kation.
7. Chemical decomposition caused by electricity heat and light depends
upon allotropic modifications of one or the other constituent part of the
compounds decomposed.
8. Chemical synthesis caused by electricity, heat and light is closely
connected with allotropic modifications of one or the other matter
concerned in that chemical process.
9. The notions of chemical affinity such as they are entertained at present
cannot be maintained any longer.

You see such assertions are bold enough, so bold indeed, that I am
afraid even you, the boldest philosopher of our age, will shake your head;
but I thi(nk) there is no harm in going a little too far, truth will make its
way in spite o(f it) and if the feelings of our cook-like Chymists, who are
brewing on and on their liquors and puddings without paying much
attention to the conditions of the primary matters they are continually
mixing together, should be roused even to wrath I would not only care
very little about it but even take some pleasure in it, for I cannot deny that
now and then I grow very angry about the narrow or little-mindedness of
the generality of the tribe. Being now in a confessing

mood of mind, I will openly tell you that Davy's theoretical views are most
particularly unpalatable to my scientific taste and I cannot help thinking
that they have retarded rather than accelerated the progress of sound
chemical science. As to some of his scientific doings they are certainly of
a superior kind and nobody can value them more than I do. The
heterodoxical memoir alluded to will not henceforth go forth to the world,
for I shall try to work it out as well as I can12. In April next I think to fetch
my eldest daughter13 back again from the "Welchland"14 to put the
second15 there. Your imagination gives you a correct idea of Miss
Schoenbein, for she is really in many respects a second edition of her
Mother. Our phil. Society will take great pleasure in sending you the
whole series of their proceedings and in receiving, what your Institution is
publishing. As the crossing of the channel and coming over to Switzerland
is a matter of a couple of days I will not give up the pleasing hopes of
seeing you and Mrs. Faraday once more with us in Bale, where you have
more friends and admirers than you are aware of.

Pray present my most humble compliments to your Lady and believe
me

Your I most affectionate friend I C.F. Schoenbein
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NB. Mrs. Schoenbein and the Children charge me to remember them
kindly to you.
As I have something to send to Southampton you will receive my letter
from that town.
RS. In reading over the preceding lines I feel I have written a very bad
english letter but I will not write another for fear of making it still worse.
Being entirely out of the habit of speaking, writing and I may say even
reading in your native tongue, I must necessarily lose the knowledge of it.
And that you must take for my excuse. S.

Address: Doctor M. Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I London

1. Letter 2781.
2. Faraday gave an account of this to the General Monthly meeting of the Royal Institution.
Proc.Roy.Inst, 1854,1: 400.
3. Schoenbein (1852a).
4. Schoenbein (1853).
5. It was republished as Schoenbein (1854c).
6. Friedrich Moritz Baumert (1818-1865, PI, 3). Teacher of chemistry at the University of
Breslau. For this work see Baumert (1853).
7. Jean Charles Galissard de Marignac (1817-1894, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Geneva,
1841-1878. For this work see Marignac (1845).
8. See Berzelius, Jahres-Bericht, 1847, 26: 58-64.
9. Schoenbein (1854b).
10. "if you will pardon the expression".
11. Wiedemann (1852).
12. Schoenbein (1854b).
13. Emilie Schoenbein.
14. That is French speaking Switzerland.
15. Wilhelmine Sophie Schoenbein.

Letter 2791
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
11 February 1854
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 468, £.204

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1854 February 11
My dear Sir

I am much obliged by the copy of your lecture on the long-telegraph-
wire-experiments1. I was burning for it, and probably in two days more
should have inquired of you whether it was printed.

I like your notions on the entanglement of the induction and
conduction, though I cannot yet place the mechanics of them in a clear
form before my own mind.
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I had returned (alone) before your lecture, and had dreamed of
attending it. But a desperate trustee-meeting concerning a new arrange-
ment of a Charity Trust left me hungry and weary two or three hours
before the lecture, and I was glad to be quiet.

Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.

Letter 2792
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
17 February 1854
From the original in RI MS F3 G124

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1854 Feb 17
My dear Sir

From time to time I look at your lecture of January 201 and reflect
thereon.

Page 3 at the bottom2, you refer very pointedly to the great extent of
surface of the copper wire as producing the striking results, and you do not
refer to any other character of the metal. But do you not suppose that the
longitudinal extension had much to do with it:- or in plain words that it
depended on the wire's being long and thin? Do you suppose that a set of
copper sheets amounting in the aggregate to 8300 square feet would
produce the same effect?

As the world is full of sheets of copper, I should think that this
experiment might be tried without great expense, if desirable.

In your lecture you have not adverted to the peculiar character which
the galvanic pulse seemed to have acquired at the third galvanometer,
namely a double or treble throb lasting in the whole a full second of time.
When I was making longitude-signals with Edinburgh we remarked
something of the same kind, so that we were induced by what we then
saw to extend our interval of certain signals from 2s to 3s in order to avoid
confusion. There is always a difficulty in ascertaining the state of force at
intervals shorter than or comparable with the time of natural vibration of
the needle. Can you devise any thing which will exhibit it for shorter
intervals? I conjecture it as quite possible that there is a nascent affection
of the same kind at Galvanometer No. 2.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday
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1. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.
2. That is ibid., 348. The offprint of this paper was separately paginated. Airy's copy is in
RGO6 / 468, f.209-14.

Letter 2793
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
18 February 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 468, f .207-8

Royal Institution I 18 Feby 1854
My dear Sir

With respect to all the phenomena described up to A page 4 of the
accompanying report1, length goes for nothing, except as affording surface,
and therefore needed no other notice at bottom of page 3. Plates of copper
& water would do just as well in association with Gutta Percha; but one
would have to adjust the amount of surfaces: thus, with the wire one
surface of the Gutta percha is 8300 square feet & the other 33000 square
feet: if arranged as plates we must take the mean of these numbers or
20650 as the square feet of Gutta percha in plates w of an inch thick, which
has to be coated on one side with copper sheathing & on the other with
water. So a hundred sheets of such gutta percha each 14 feet by 15 feet or
thereabouts, arranged in any of the many ways by which their surfaces
could be coated with metal & water, so as to form a Leyden arrangement,
would answer the same purpose as the 100 miles of wirei.j

In the phenomena described after A, length goes for much, and is
referred to pp 6, 8 10 &c as you will see by the marginal ink numbers 1, 2,
3, 42:~ and if you wish to see the reasoning more developed I must refer
you back to the Philosophical Transactions for 1838 and especially to
paragraphs 1328, 2330, 2332, 13343 of the Experimental Research there
printed.

In the latter results, described after A, where induction effects are
combined with that effect due to length of wire which may be indifferently
considered as either conduction or retardation, the induction effect is
distributed along the wire; not being equal in every part as in the previous
experiment, but diminishing in amount from the battery to the earth; but
all such variations are evident at a glance & I need say no more about
themu

As to the double or treble throbs, preparations for their observation
with a view to the determination of their character would require great
care. I saw nothing which struck my mind as indicating any thing which
was not referable to momentum of the needles, disturbance of their
polarity, - trembling contact, & other circumstances; all of which would
have to be sought for & then cleared away, before I should be able to draw
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any conclusion in favour of a resolution of one pulse of power into several,
by simple length of wire. The expansion of the time. i.e. the production of
a slow action in the distance by a quick action at the battery end was clear
enough, and is referred to page 9 fig 54; briefly it is true, but I thought the
point too evident to need many wordsu

Ever My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
The Astronomer Royal I &c &c &c

1. That is Faraday (1854a), 349. Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854. See letter 2792.
The page reference is to the separately paginated offprint of the paper. (Airy's copy is in RGO6
/ 468, f.209-14).
2. As marked in Airy's copy.
3. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1328,1330,1331,1334.
4. That is Faraday (1854a), 354. (See note 1).

Letter 2794
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
20 February 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 468, f .215-7

Royal Institution I 20 Feby, 1854
My dear Sir

It has occurred to me that perhaps the fact (described in p 2 of the
Evening notice1) that many successive shocks could be obtained from one
charge of the wire by quick tapping touches, has directed your mind to the
condition of lengtlr; for there is an effect of length of wire in that case,
though almost insensible, as the results with 100 miles of wire in air
described at p.33, shew. The effect is of this kind. With a given wire, length
opposes resistance to conduction:- so when the static electricity, employed
in sustaining the induction in the wire, is discharged by touching one end,
the resistance of the length of wire has to be overcome and so time is
required!.] If the wire is touched for discharge at both ends at once, which
was the case in several of our experiments at the wharf4, then the
resistance is only one fourth; for the double wire may then be considered
as a wire of double mass and only half length. Supposing the induction to
be entirely accumulated in the 100 plates of Gutta percha referred to in my
last letter, & that they were at one end of 50 miles of air wire, at the other
end of which the electricity was to be discharged by successive taps, then
I believe that the resistance would be the same as that with the 100 miles
of water wire charged & discharged at one end only, & the effects the same.
On the assumption that the conducting power of metal wires is directly as
the sectional area & inversely as their length, a mile of copper wire of the
112 of an inch in diameter should offer the same resistance; and a few feet
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of wet thread should produce the same result:- which from numerous
familiar experiments with ordinarily charged Leyden batteries I have no
doubt it would do.

But though such an effect in relation to time is due to length of wire,
that cause is almost insensible here, for the experiments which you saw
with Bain's6 printing telegraph (p.9 of the notice7) shewed that with 750
miles of air wire or even 1500 miles the retardation was scarcely sensible;
while with the induction or underground wire it was 1 and 2 seconds.

This long time I believe to be due to that conduction which every
insulator shews more or less and which therefore follows upon every act
of induction; as I have shewn in my old researches, see paragraphs 1323,
13248 & the other paragraphs there referred to. As soon as the 100 miles of
water wire are charged inductively, the two electric states begin to travel
through the gutta percha between the two surfaces; and hence the leaking
of electricity which always occurs. There is as true a conduction through
the Gutta percha of io of an inch thick as through the copper wire 100 miles
long; but the amount is so different that the conduction of Gutta percha is
almost infinitely small when compared with that of copper. Nevertheless
this act of conduction causes that the electricity leaves in part the surfaces
of the wire & opposed water, & penetrates the gutta percha; so that the
particles of Gutta percha next the wire become positively charged & those
next the water negatively charged (the wire being first charged Positive).
This charge occupies time; and at the wharf Mr Statham9 was continually
occupying time for contact with the battery, to charge, as he said, the wire
fully. Then when the wire is discharged it requires the time again for the
return of the Electricity from the Gutta percha and it is this time which
enabled me to divide the charge into as many as 40 distinct portions!.]

My thoughts are so familiar with these considerations, which flow as
natural consequences from principles long since published, that I am apt
to consider them as of little importance and not worth pointing out. Your
notes10 make me think that perhaps I have been too brief and ought to
have enlarged more upon the principles of insulation and conduction and
the many beautiful conditions & effects that flow from themu

I am My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Geo B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is Faraday (1854a), 347. Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854. The page
reference is to the separately paginated offprint of the paper. (Airy's copy is in RGO6 / 468,
f.209-14).
2. See letters 2791 and 2792.
3. That is Faraday (1854a), 348. (See note 1).
4. That is Lothbury Wharf. See note 1, letter 2742.
5. Letter 2793.
6. Alexander Bain (1810-1877, DNB). Telegraph engineer.
7. That is Faraday (1854a), 353^1. (See note 1).
8. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1323,1324.
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9. Samuel Statham (d.1864, age 58, GRO). Gutta percha manufacturer.
10. Letters 2791 and 2792.

Letter 2795
Thomas Sopwith1 to Faraday
20 February 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .39

[Athenaeum letterhead] I Athenaeum Club I Feb 20 / 54
My dear Sir

Will you if you conveniently can;- tell me what works or designation as
to merit or discoveries in science &c. &c should be added to the name of W.
Lassell2 Astronomer Liverpool. He is nominated here by Lord Rosse & the
usual designations not having been appended I write to another friend &
yourself hoping it may be in your power to supply this information which
is wanted before Noon tomorrow3!.]

Yours most faithfully I Thos. Sopwith
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Thomas Sopwith (1803-1879, DNB). Mining engineer.
2. William Lassell (1799-1880, DSB). Liverpool astronomer.
3. Lassell was elected a member of the Athenaeum Club, under rule 2, in 1857. Waugh [1894],
85. Faraday had ceased to be a member. See letters 2187 and 2188.

Letter 2796
Faraday to Charles Babbage
24 February 1854
From the original in BL add MS 37195 f .452

R Institution I 24 Feby 1854
My dear Babbage

I think the best thing I can do is to send you my copy of Gmelin1 Vol
II and ask you to look at the upper half of page 622 - it contains more
information than I could give you. I do not know whether you ever lend
books if so I trust you get them back again in due timeu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

1. Leopold Gmelin (1788-1853, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Heidelberg, 1817-1851.
2. Gmelin (1848-72), 2: 62 provided references to data on the physical properties of water.
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Letter 2797
Faraday to William Whewell
27 February 1854
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, £.35

Royal Institution I 27 Feby 1854
My dear Dr. Whewell

I send you a copy of a report of a F.E. here1:- it is an account of some
remarkable results obtained by experiments with long insulated telegraph
wires subject to induction & I think the phenomena & their causes will
interest you.

I am told there is some hope that you will favour us with a lecture on
Education2. Permit me to say how much it would gladden me to have your
thoughts upon the higher points of this great subject brought before the
audience in our lecture room. The social phenomena presented by the
reception of table turning &c fully shew that for those who esteem
themselves amongst the fully educated there is still an education of the
mind required!.]

There is no one whom I should so much like to hear upon mental
education as yourselfi.i

Ever My dear Sir I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr Whewell I &c &c &c

Our Managers meet this day week is it likely we may then hear of
your assent?

1. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.
2. Whewell (1854). Delivered on 29 April 1854.

Letter 2798
Faraday to Edward William Brayley
28 February 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl D19

Royal Institution I 28 Feby 1854
My dear Sir

In signing certificates it is not my inclination but my rules which
govern. I am sorry your case does not come in my rules but perhaps I am
wrong & have forgotten and you may have a paper in the P. Trans, then I
sign at once. In the absence of that qualification the other is some striking
and philosophical work or operation like the construction of the Crystal
Palace - or the first Submarine telegraph cable or some other object of
equal interest & importance that I may be a judge of. I am very sorry that
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I cannot do myself the pleasure of signing on the present occasion but I am
obliged to deny myself almost weekly at this time of the year1.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
E.W. Brayley Esq I &c &c &c

1. Faraday did not sign the certificate. RS MS Cert 9.333. Brayley was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society on 1 June 1854.

Letter 2799
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
1 March 1854
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, £.80-1

Royal Institution I 1 March 1854
My dear friend

Your kindness and invitation1 moves our hearts to great thankfulness
youwards: but they cannot roll back the years and give us the strength &
ability of former times. We are both changed: my wife even more than I;
for she is indeed very infirm in her limbs, nor have I much expectation that
in that respect she will importantly improve:- but we are both very
thankful for each others company and for the abundant blessing God has
granted to us. I do not think it probable that either of us shall cross the sea
this year or move a hundred miles from home; but we shall often during
the Summer recall to mind your very pleasant invitation.

Your volume2 & the new matter I shall look forward to with
eagerness. My little report31 have no doubt you have received ere this, you
will there perceive how much the induction you referred to in your letter
has to do with the phenomena described!.]

Now in reference to your questions; the first whether I have ever
obtained induction currents through liquids not being metals? -1 have not
worked on the subject since 1832. At that time I obtained no current with
a tube of Sulphuric add (Exp Res. 2004) but the current obtained in metals
passed through liquids (Exp Res. 205). I should not at all despair of
obtaining the current by the use of Electromagnets and thick wire
Galvanometers (3178)6 but I have never obtained themt.i

With regard to the second question I have never seen any reason to
withdraw from the opinion I formed in the year 1834 that water & such
liquids could conduct a very feeble portion of electricity without suffering
decomposition. I venture to refer you to the paragraphs in the Exp
Researches namely 968 to 973, also 1017 and 1032 .1 have never contested
the point because having once advanced it I have not since found any
reason to add or alter;- and I left it to make its way. You will find at the end
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of Par 9848 reference to a point which has always had great weight with
me. When electrolytes are solid as in the case of nitre or chloride of sodium
at common temperatures or water at or below 0°F and when they
according to all appearances cannot conduct as electrolytes, they still can
conduct electricity of high tension; as is shown at par: 419 to 4309. If they
have this power to such a considerable degree with electricity able to open
the gold leaves, it is almost certain they have it to a certain degree with
electricity of lower tension; and if the solid electrolytes have such power
I cannot see any reason why their liquefaction should take it away. It
would seem to me rather unphilosophical to admit it for the solid and
then, without proof, to assume that it is absent in the liquid: for my part,
I think the proof is all the contrary way. The power seems to be present in
a very low degree but I think it is there. So much for that matten.]

If I were in your company I should have a long chat with you about
Palagis experiments10!.] I cannot understand them as to any new principle
that is involved in them; and if there be not a new principle I fear they are
only mistakes; i.e imperfect forms of old results where the two developed
forces are before hand present. I cannot conceive it possible that if a sphere
(metallic) of 3 inches diameter be inside a metallic sp(here) of 12 feet (or
any other) diameter & touching its side, its mere removal into the centre
of the large sphere or any other position in it will cause any electricity to
appear.

Adieu My dear friend for the present!.]
Ever Affectionately Yours I M. Faraday

Profr. Aug de la Rive I &c &c &c &c

Address: a Monsieur I Monsieur Aug de la Rive I &c &c &c I Geneva I
Switzerland

1. In letter 2786.
2. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.
4. Faraday (1832b), ERE2, 200.
5. Faraday (1832a), ERE1,20.
6. Faraday (1852c), ERE29,3178.
7. Faraday (1834), ERE8, 968-73,1017,1032.
8. Ibid., 984.
9. Faraday (1833b), ERE4,419-30.
10. Palagi (1854).
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Letter 2800
Faraday1 to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
7 March 1854
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.82-3

Royal Institution I 7 March 1854
My dear Friend

Your question "whether I have ever succeeded in producing
induction currents in other liquids than mercury or melted metals, as for
instance in acid or saline solutions?"2 has led me to make a few
experiments on the subject3, for though I believed in the possibility of such
currents, I had never obtained affirmative results: I have now procured
them, and send you a description of the method pursued. A powerful
Electro magnet of the horseshoe form, was associated with a Grove's
battery of 20 pairs of plates. The poles of the battery were upwards, their
flat end faces being in the same horizontal plane; they are 3.5 inches square
and about 6 inches apart. A cylindrical bar of soft iron 8 inches long and
1.7 in diameter was employed as a keeper or submagnet: the cylindrical
form was adopted, first, because it best allowed of the formation of a fluid
helix around it; and next, because when placed on the poles of the magnet
and the battery connexions made and broken, the magnet and also the
keeper rises and falls through much larger variations of power and far
more rapidly than when a square or flat faced keeper is employed; for the
latter if massive has, as you know, the power of sustaining the magnetic
conditions of the magnet in a very great degree when the battery
connexion is broken. A fluid helix was formed round this keeper having 12
convolutions, and a total length of 7 feet; the fluid was only 0.25 of an inch
in diameter, the object being to obtain a certain amount of intensity in the
current, by making the inductive excitement extend to all parts of that
great length, rather than to produce a quantity current by largeness of
diameter, i.e by a shorter mass of fluid.

The helix was easily constructed by the use of 8.5 feet of vulcanized
caoutchouc tube, having an internal diameter of 0.25 & an external
diameter of 0.5 of an inch: such a tube is sufficiently strong not to collapse
when placed round the iron cylinder. The 12 convolutions occupied the
interval of six inches, & two lengths of 9 inches each constituted the ends.
This helix was easily and perfectly filled, by holding it with its axis
perpendicular, dipping the lower end into the fluid to be used &
withdrawing the air at the upper; then two long clean copper wires 0.25 of
an inch in diameter, were introduced at the ends, and being thrust forward
until they reached the helix, were made secure by ligaments, and thus
formed conductors between the fluid helix and the Galvanometer. The
whole was attached to a wooden frame so as to protect the helix from
pressure or derangement when moved to & fro. The quantity of fluid
contained in the helix was about 3 cubic inches in the length of 7 feet. The
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Galvanometer was of wire 0.033 of an inch in diameter and 164 feet in
length, occupying 310 convolutions: it was 18 feet from the magnet &
connected with the helix by thick wires, dipping into cups of mercury. It
was in the same horizontal plane with the magnetic poles & very little
affected by direct action from the latter.

A solution formed by mixing 1 vol. of strong sulphuric acid & 3 of
water was introduced into the helix tube, the iron keeper placed in the
helix, & the whole adjusted on the magnetic poles in such a position, that
the ends of the copper connectors in the tube were above the iron cylinder
or keeper, and were advanced so far over it as to reach the perpendicular
plane, passing through its axis: in this position the lines of magnetic force
had no tendency to excite an induced current, through the metallic parts
of the communication. The outer ends of the copper terminals were well
connected together & the whole left for a time, so that any voltaic tendency
due to the contact of the acid & copper might be diminished or exhausted:
after that the copper ends were separated & the connexions with the
Galvanometer so adjusted, that they could be in an instant either
interrupted, or completed, or crossed, at the mercury cups. Being
interrupted, the magnet was excited by the full force of the battery & thus
the direct magnetic effect on the Galvanometer was observed; the helix
had been so arranged, that any current induced in it should give a
deflection in the contrary direction to that caused directly by the magnet;
that the two effects might be the better separated. The battery was then
disconnected & when the reverse action was over, the Galvanometer
connexions were completed with the helix; this caused a deflection of only
2° due to a voltaic current generated by the action of the acid in the helix
on the copper ends: it shewed that the connexion throughout was good,
and being constant in power, caused a steady deflection, and was thus
easily distinguished from the final result. Lastly the battery was thrown
into action upon the magnet, and, immediately the galvanometer was
deflected in one direction, & upon breaking battery contact, it was
deflected in the other direction, so that by a few alternations, considerable
swing could be imparted to the needles. They moved also in that
particular manner, often observed with induced currents, as if urged by an
impact or push at the moments when the magnet was excited or lowered
in force; and the motion was in the reverse direction, to that produced by
the mere direct action of the magnet. The effects were constant. When the
communicating wires were crossed, they again occurred, giving reverse
actions at the galvanometer. Further proof that they were due to currents
induced in the fluid helix, was obtained, by arranging one turn of a copper
wire round the iron core or keeper in the same direction as that of the fluid
helix, and using one pair of plates to excite the magnet; the induced
current caused in the copper wire was much stronger than that obtained
with the fluid, but it was always in the same direction.
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After these experiments with the highly conducting solution, the
helix was removed, the dilute acid poured out, a stream of water sent
through the helix for some time, distilled water then introduced and
allowed to remain in it awhile, which being replaced by fresh distilled
water, all things were restored to their places as before & thus a helix of
pure water submitted to experiment. The direct action of the magnet was
the same as in the first instance but there was no appearance of a voltaic
current, when the galvanometer communications were completed; nor
were there any signs of an induced current upon throwing the magnet into
& out of action. Pure water is too bad a conductor to give any sensible
effects with a Galvanometer & magnet of this sensibility & power.

I then dismissed the helix, but, placing the keeper on the magnetic
poles, arranged a glass dish under it & filled the dish with the same acid
solution as before; so that the liquid formed a horizontal disc 6 inches in
diameter nearly, an inch deep & within 0.25 of an inch of the keeper; two
long clean platinum plates dipped into this acid on each side of the keeper
and parallel to it, and were at least five inches apart from each other; these
were first connected together for a time, that any voltaic tendency might
subside, and then arranged so as to be united with the galvanometer when
requisite as before. Here the induced currents were obtained as in the first
instance, but not with the same degree of strength. Their direction was
compared with that of the current induced in a single copper wire passed
between the fluid and the keeper, the magnet being then excited by one
cell, & was found to be the same. However, here the possibility exists of
the current being in part or altogether excited upon the portions of the
wire conductors connected with the platinum plates; for as their ends tend
to go beneath the keeper & so into the circuit of magnetic power formed
by it and the magnet, they are subject to the lines of force in such a
position, as to have the induced current formed in them; and the induced
current can obtain power enough to go through the liquid, as I shewed in
18314. But as the helix experiment is free from this objection, I do not doubt
that a weak induced current occurred in the fluid in the dish also.

So I consider the excitement of induction currents in liquids not
metallic as proved; and as far as I can judge, they are proportionate in
strength to the conducting powers of the body in which they are
generated. In the dilute sulphuric acid, they were of course stronger than
they appeared by the deflection to be; because they had first to overcome
the contrary deflection which the direct action of the magnet was able to
produce: the sum of the two deflections in fact expressed the force of the
induced current. Whether the conduction by virtue of which they occur is
electrolytic in character or conduction proper I cannot say. The present
phenomena do not aid to settle that question, because the induced current
may exist by either one or the other process. I believe that conduction
proper exists and that a very weak induction current may pass altogether
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by it, exciting for the time only a tendency to electrolysis, whilst a stronger
current may pass partly by it & partly by full electrolytic action.

I am My dear friend I Ever most truly yours, I M. Faraday
Prof. I Aug de la Rive I &c &c &c &c

1. Apart from the signature, this letter is not in Faraday's hand.
2. In letter 2786.
3. Faraday, Diary, 4 March 1854, 6:13119-45.
4. Faraday (1832a), ERE1, 20.

Letter 2801
John Conolly to Faraday
7 March 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .39

Hanwell I March 7,1854.
My dear Sir,

It appears that the Board of Management of the Asylum for Idiots has
lately issued numerous letters requesting aid; of which, not having been
able to attend regularly, I was not aware until your kind letter was
forwarded to me with the enclosed acknowledgement. If I had known
what was about to be done, I should scarcely have allowed you to be
troubled with an application. Such letters are very properly sent to
Lombard Street or the Stock Exchange; but are not, I think, justifiably sent
to those whose modes of life are remote from the ways of the City.

Permit me, however, to add my very sincere thanks to those of the
Board for your kind and liberal donation which will assuredly be applied
to good purposes.

Believe me, my dear Sir, with the sincerest respect and regard,
Very faithfully Yours I J. Conolly

Profr. Faraday I &c &c &c

Letter 2802
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
8 March 1854
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f .84

Royal Institution I 8 Mar 1854
My dear De la Rive

I send you the enclosed letter1 in such shape that you may publish it
if you think it worth whileu It has been copied so as to be a little better in
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writing than if you had had the original. I wish I could have written it in
French. As the experiments arose out of your question I send the matter to
you first if you publish it in the Bibliotheque2 then I shall afterwards give
my rough copy to the Philosophical Magazine3 as the translation from
your Journal. If you should not find it expedient to print it, then I would
alter the heading a little and send it to the Phil Mag as original. Do exactly
as you like with iti.i

Ever My dear friend I Yours Affectionately I M. Faraday

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur Aug. de la Rive I &c &c &c I Geneva I
Switzerland

1. Letter 2800.
2. Faraday (1854c).
3. Faraday (1854d) which stated (p.265) that it was in the Bibliotheque.

Letter 2803
Lord Wrottesley to Faraday
8 March 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Wrottesley I 8 Mar 1854
Dear Sir

The Parliamentary Committee of the British Association appointed to
watch over the interests of Science have considered that it would greatly
assist them in the due performance of that duty if they were occasionally
favored with opinions from distinguished cultivators of Science in whose
judgment and discretion confidence may be securely reposed, of a kind
calculated from the subject matter to which they relate, to afford valuable
information as to the objects, to which the labours of the Committee might
be most beneficially directed.

I have therefore to request that you will be so kind as to send me at
your earliest convenience a reply to the following query,

Whether any and what measures could be adopted by the Govern-
ment or the Legislature to improve the position of Science, or of the
Cultivators of Science in this country?-1

I remain I Yours truly I Wrottesley I (Chairman)
Professor Faraday

1. For the report of the committee on this see Wrottesley (1855). For the background see
Layton (1981), 188-92.
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Letter 2804
Faraday to William Whewell
10 March 1854
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .36

Royal Institution I 10 Mar 1854
My dear Dr. Whewell

I am tempted once more before you answer our application1 to write
for having got hold of the enclosed list of lectures and men I wished you
to see how desirable it would that we should have a discourse either at the
beginning or the end, general in its nature and shewing the idea of
education as needful for all classes of men & minds - mental education
which in a man of thought goes on within him from first to last2. No man
could do this in my opinion as you would do it.

Are circumstances such as to enable you to do it with convenience &
satisfaction to yourselfu

Ever I Yours Faithfully I M. Faraday
Revd. Dr. Whewell I &c &c &c

Dr Daubeny3

1 On the importance of the study of chemistry as a means of education for
all classes of the community4.
Dr Tyndall
2 On the importance of the study of physics as a means of education for all
classes5.
Mr Paget6

3 On the importance of the study of Physiology as a means of education7.
Dr Booth8

4 On the importance of mathematical studies as a means of education9.
Dr Hodgson10

5 On the importance of the study of Social economy as a means of
education11.
Dr R. Latham12

6 On the importance of the study of language, classics, &c as a means of
education13.

Endorsed on the list in another hand: The Liniment does no seem to afford
me any relief.

1. See letter 2797.
2. Whewell (1854). Delivered on 29 April 1854.
3. Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny (1795-1867, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Oxford
University, 1822-1855.
4. Daubeny (1854). Delivered on 20 May 1854.
5. Tyndall (1854b). Delivered on 27 May 1854.
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6. James Paget (1814-1899, DNB1). Assistant Surgeon at St Bartholomew's Hospital,
1847-1861.
7. Paget (1854). Delivered on 3 June 1854.
8. James Booth (1806-1878, DNB). Vicar of St Anne's, Wandsworth, 1854-1859.
9. This lecture was not delivered.
10. William Ballantyne Hodgson (1815-1880, DNB). Political economist.
11. Hodgson (1854). Delivered on 10 June 1854.
12. Robert Gordon Latham (1812-1888, DNB). Director of the Ethnographical Department of
the Crystal Palace, from 1852.
13. Latham (1854). Delivered on 13 May 1854.

Letter 2805
Faraday to Lord Wrottesley
10 March 1854
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Institution I 10 Mar 1854
My Lord

I feel unfit to give a deliberate opinion on the course it might be
advisable for the Government to pursue if it were anxious to improve the
position of Science and its cultivators in our country1. My course of life
and the circumstances which make it a happy one for me are not those of
persons who conform to the usages & habits of Society. Through the
kindness of all from my Sovereign downwards I have that which supplies
all my need and in respect of honors I have as a scientific man received
from foreign countries and Sovereigns those which belonging to very
limited & select classes surpass in my opinion any thing that it is in the
power of my own to bestow.

I cannot say that I have not valued such distinctions on the contrary
I esteem them very highly but I do not think I have ever worked for
or sought after them2i.i Even were such to be now created here the time is
passed when these would possess any attraction for me and you will see
therefore how unfit I am upon the strength of any personal motive or
feeling to judge of what might be influential upon the minds of others.
Nevertheless I will make one or two remarks which have often occurred to
my mind.

Without thinking of the effect it might have upon distinguished men
of Science or upon the minds of those who stimulated to exertion might
become distinguished I do think that a Government should for its own sake
honor the men who do honor & service to the country. I refer now to
honors only not to beneficial rewards; of such honors I think there are
none. Knighthoods & Baronetcies are sometimes conferred with such
intentions but I think them utterly unfit for that purpose. Instead of
conferring distinction they confound the man who is one of twenty or
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erhaps fifty with hundreds of others; they depress rather than exalt him,
or they tend to lower the especial distinction of mind to the common

places of society. An intelligent country ought to recognise scientific men
among its people as a class. If honors are conferred upon eminence in any
class as that of the law or the Army, they should be in this alsou The
aristocracy of the class should have other distinctions than those of lowly
& highborn rich & poor yet they should be such as to be worthy of those
whom the Sovereign & the country should delight to honor and being
rendered very desirable & even enviable in the eyes of the Aristocracy by
birth, should be unattainable except to that of Scienceu Thus much I think
the Government & the country ought to do for their own sake & the good
of Science, more than for the sake of the men who might be thought
worthy of such distinction. The latter have attained to their fit place
whether the community at large recognize it or notu

But besides that & as a matter of reward & encouragement to those
who have not yet risen to great distinction I think the Government should
in the very many cases which come before it having a relation to scientific
knowledge employ men who pursue science, provided they are also men
of business: this is perhaps now done to some extent but to nothing like
the degree which is practicable with advantage to all parties!;] the right
means cannot have occurred to a government which has not yet learnt to
approach & distinguish the class as a wholeu At the same time I am free
to confess that I am unable to advise how that which I think should be,
may come to pass. I believe I have written the expression of feelings rather
than the conclusions of judgment, and I would wish Your Lordship to
consider this letter as private rather than as one addressed to the
Chairman of a Committees

I have the honor to be I My Lord I Your Very faithful Servant I M.
Faraday
Lord Wrottesley I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2803.
2. This sentence is quoted in Wrottesley (1855), liv.

Letter 2806
William Whewell to Faraday
12 March 1854
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .65

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge, I Mar. 12,1854
My dear Dr. Faraday
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I do not know anything which could weigh so much with me, in
making me wish to give a lecture at the R.I.1, as your thinking it would be
likely to be interesting and informative. I think I have a few thoughts "On
the influence of the History of Science upon Intellectual Education"2 which
perhaps may not have occurred exactly in the same form to other persons,
and which may serve to answer the speculations which may be delivered,
on the influence of special branches of Science. If you think this likely to
answer the purpose of the R.I. I should suppose such a lecture would come
best at the beginning of the series; and in that case. I would prepare myself
for such a lecture to be delivered, I suppose, soon after Easter. You will let
me know whether this proposal appears to you worth following out - and
believe me

Always truly yours I W. Whewell

1. See letter 2804.
2. Whewell (1854). Delivered on 29 April 1854.

Letter 2807
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
13 March 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Geneve I le 13 mars 1854
Mon cher & digne ami,

J'ai re?u successivement vos excellentes lettres du ler & du 8 mars1,
& je viens vous en adresser tous mes remerciements.- L'interessant
memoire que vous m'avez envoye m'est2 arrive juste a temps pour figurer
dans le numero de la Bibl. Univ. qui paraitra le 153. Pour aller plus vite en
besogne, nous nous en sommes partages la traduction Marcet & moi, mais
j'ai revu le tout. Je suis bien reconnaissant que vous ayez pense a me
dormer la primeur de cet article & de la decouverte importante qui y est
renfermee. Je ne crois pas possible que le courant d'induction determine
directement dans un liquide, comme il Test dans votre experience, puisse
etre d'une nature electrolytique; ne pourrait-on pas s'assurer de ce qu'il en
est, en voyant si en ne laissant passer plusieurs fois de suite qu'un des
deux courants d'induction, les electrodes sont ou non polarises; ils ne
doivent l'etre que peu ou point si le courant n'est pas electrolytique.

Je vous enverrai immediatement le n° de la Bibl. Univ. ou votre article
va paraitre; permettez-moi de vous envoyer les precedents qui ont paru en
Janvier & fevrier ainsi que ceux qui paraitront a l'avenir. Je serais bien
heureux de les voir figurer dans votre bibliotheque.- Vous trouverez dans
le meme numero de mars la traduction complete de vos belles recherches
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sur les fils telegraphiques qui m'ont enfin donne la solution de cette
question relative a la soi-disante vitesse de l'Electricite, qui m'avait
toujours embarasse4.

Je regrette bien d'etre oblige de renoncer au plaisir de vous voir cet
ete Madame Faraday & vous; j'espere, si Dieu le permet, aller dans un an
ou 15 mois vous faire une visite en Angleterre; je remets toujours le
moment de faire ce voyage qui me sera bien penible a cause des souvenirs
que j'ai dans ce pays. Mais la douceur que j'aurai de voir quelques amis
que j'y ai encore sera une compensation a mes impressions penibles.

J'espere que vous avez re$u mon premier volume Frangais5 que je
vous ai fait envoyer de Paris; je travaille avec vigueur au second6 qui est
bien difficile a faire dans l'etat actuel de la science.

Veuillez avoir la bonte de me rapeller au bon souvenir de Madame
Faraday & agreez, vous aussi, Monsieur & excellent ami, l'assurance des
sentiments respectueux & affectueux

de Votre tout devoue I A. de la Rive

TRANSLATION
Geneva I 13th March 1854

My dear and worthy friend,
I received successively your excellent letters of 1st and 8th March1

and I write to address all my thanks to you. The interesting paper2 that you
sent me arrived just in time to appear in the number of the Bibl. Univ.
which will be published on the 15th3. In order to get it done quicker,
Marcet and I shared the translation, but I reviewed all of it. I am very
grateful that you let me be the first to publish your paper and the
important discovery that it contains. I do not believe it to be possible that
an induced current determined directly in the liquid, as it is in your
experiment, can be of an electrolytic nature; could one not assure oneself
if it is or not, by seeing what would happen if, after repeatedly passing
only one of the two currents of induction, the electrodes were polarised or
not; they should be but little or not at all polarised if the current is not
electrolytic.

I shall immediately send you the number of the Bilbl. Univ in which
your article will appear; allow me to send you the previous ones which
appeared in January & February as well as those that will appear in the
future. I would be very happy to see them figure in your library. You will
find in the March issue the complete translation of your beautiful research
on telegraph wires which have finally given me the solution to the
question relative to the so-called speed of Electricity, which always
confused me4.

I very much regret that I am obliged to renounce the pleasure of
seeing Mrs Faraday and your good self this summer; I hope, God willing,
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to pay a visit to England in a year or 15 months; I am always putting back
the moment of making this journey which will be painful for me because
of the memories that are associated with that country. But the sweetness
that I shall have of seeing some friends that I still have will be a
compensation for my painful impressions.

I hope that you received my first French volume5 that should have
been sent to you from Paris; I am working vigorously on the second6

which is very difficult to do bearing in mind the current state of science.
Please have the kindness to remember me to Mrs Faraday and accept,

you too, Sir and excellent friend, the assurance of the respectful and
affectionate sentiments

of your totally devoted I A. de la Rive.

1. Letters 2799 and 2802.
2. Letter 2800.
3. Faraday (1854c).
4. Faraday (1854b).
5. De La Rive (1854-8), 1.
6. De La Rive (1854-8), 2.

Letter 2808
Faraday to William Whewell
14 March 1854
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, £.37

Royal Institution I 14 Mar 1854
My dear Dr. Whewell

Your letter1 has been a very great gratification to our Committee and
to myself:- they have asked me to convey our very sincere thanks to you
for your great kindness. Saturday the 28th of April2 is the first lecture of
the series for which day I conclude we may now make the arrangement
with the title you have given me "On the influence of the history of science
upon intellectual education"3!.]

As I sent you a list of names4,1 may as well tell you that I did not
intend to join in the series, just because I do not feel competent; but our
Managers wish it very much & I may not be able to resist the wish, in
which case, in order that I may be safe, I think I must confine myself to
something like personal experience or observation on mental education,
and shall probably come the Saturday after you5t.j

Ever Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2806.
2. That is Saturday 29 April 1854.
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3. Whewell (1854). Delivered on 29 April 1854.
4. With letter 2804.
5. Faraday (1854). Delivered on 6 May 1854.

Letter 2809
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
14 March 1854
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/63

Royal Institution I 14 March 1854
My dear Sir

Having this day examined1 one division of a Cata dioptric apparatus
constructed by Mr. Chance of Birmingham and compared it with one of
French construction which the Corporation possess mounted in the
Corporation frame, I am of opinion that in the colour of the glass, the
working of the various pieces & the fitting of the whole together the
former is equal to the latter: and from the effect upon the screen I believe
that one would not be distinguishable from the other when seen at Sea2:

I am my dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I &c &c &c

1. See Trinity House By Board, 28 February 1854, GL MS 30010/38, p.450 and 14 March 1854,
p.465 for the arrangements for this examination.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 21 March 1854, GL MS 30010/38, pp.475-6.
It was ordered that a copy of this letter be sent to Chance, with a note that the Elder Brethren
agreed with Faraday's view.

Letter 2810
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
14 March 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/89

Trinity House, London, I 14th March 1854
Sir,

I am directed to forward to you the accompanying Samples of White
Lead, from the parties whose names are marked thereon, who have sent in
Tenders for the supply required for the Corporation's Service in the
present year; and to request, that you will be pleased to analyze the same,
and report the result, for the information of the Board1.

I am I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L. I &c &c &c
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1. Faraday's analyses are in GL MS 30108/2/89. His report, dated 21 March 1854, was read to
the Trinity House Wardens Committee, 28 March 1854, GL MS 30025/23, pp.66-7 which formed
the basis on which Trinity House placed their order for white lead.

Letter 2811
Lord Wrottesley to Faraday
15 March 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, £.25

Wrottesley I 15 Mar 1854
Many thanks, My dear Sir, for your suggestions, which I duly

received1.
Yours truly I Wrottesley

1. Letter 2805.

Letter 2812
J. Laffitte1 to Faraday
15 March 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

3 Arabella rou [sic] Pimlico I London 15 mars 1854
Monsieur Faraday a Londres

II y a environ 12 ans que j'eus l'honneur d'etre introduit aupres de
vous par Monsieur Lubbock2.

Depuis cette epoque, ayant quitte Londres, je n'ai pu continuer
d'avoir le plaisir de me presenter chez vous.

Maintenant un voyage d'affaires m'ayant appele en Angleterre, je
prends la liberte de soumettre a votre jugement eclaire, l'idee d'un
nouveau moteur, pour lequel nous avons pris un brevet en france.

Pour ne pas abuser de vos moments, j'ai fait un resume aussi succint
que possible & si vous pensez que cette idee puisse presenter des resultats
ecrites, je serai heureux de vous communiquer des details plus circon-
stancies & de solliciter vos conseils & votre patronage pour me diriger
dans son application

Je suis Monsieur I avec un profond respect I Votre tres devoue I J
Laffitte
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L'air introduit dans l'eau tendant toujours a s'elever, agit de toute sa
force ascensionnelle contre les obstacles qu'il rencontre.

Voila l'idee & void son application.
A Un cylindre tournant sur un axe horizontal est garni de cases demi
cylindriques dans toute sa longueur: il est renferme dans une boite
remplie d'eau.
I Au dessous de cette boite est introduit un tube dont l'ouverture est
placee sous le cylindre & vis a vis la case n° li.i En supposant que cette case
soit de la contenance d'un litre d'air elle eprouve la force d'un kilo &
donne un mouvement de rotation au cylindre qui pr^sente alors les autres
cases, alternativement a Torifice du tube. Par leur position sur le cylindre
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10 de ces cases eprouvent l'effet de la force motrice augmentee par
Fextension de Fair.

Ainsi apres le ler tour un tube d'air produit 15 K° de force. Le souffle
d'un homme dans le tube I suffit pour produire ce resultat, qui peut etre
augmente 5 fois plus au moyen d'un levier & d'un excentrique & dormer
un pouvoir de 75 k°.

L'introduction de Fair par des soufflets a double vent places dans les
cotes de la boite & fonctionnants tous seuls apres avoir ete charges en
commencant [sic] est Faffaire de la mecanique & d'une application facile.

Ce que nous soumettons a vos lumieres c'est Fintroduction de Fair
dans Feau comme moteur.

Address: M. Faraday Esq I Royal Institution I Albermarle St 21 i
London

TRANSLATION
3 Arabella Road, Pimlico I London 15 March 1854

Mr Faraday in London
About 12 years ago I had the honour of being introduced to you by

Mr Lubbock2.
Since that time, having left London, I was unable to continue to have

the pleasure of meeting you.
Now that business affairs have brought me to England, I take the

liberty of submitting to your enlightened judgement the idea of a new
motor, for which we have taken out a patent in France.

In order not to waste your time, I have made as brief as possible a
summary & if you think that this idea can present useful results, I will be
happy to send you more details & to seek your advice & your patronage
to direct me in its application.

I am Sir I with profound respect I Your most devoted I JLaffitte

Air introduced into water tends always to rise, and acts with all its
ascending force against obstacles that it meets.

There is the idea & here is its application.
A A cylinder turning on a horizontal axis is surrounded by semi-
cylindrical cases along its entire length: it is enclosed in a box filled with
water.
I Below this box is introduced a tube of which the opening is placed below
the cylinder & facing case n° 1. Supposing that this case has the capacity
of 1 litre of air, it will sustain the force of one kilo & give a movement of
rotation to the cylinder which will then, in turn, present other cases to the
opening of the tube. By their position on the cylinder 10 of these cases will
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experience the effect of the force of movement increased by the extension
of the air.

Thus after the first turn a tube of air can produce 15kg of force.
A mere human breath in tube I would be enough to produce this

result, which can be increased 5 times more by means of a lever & an
eccentric & give a power of 75k°.

The introduction of air through bellows with a double vent, placed in
the corners of the box and working by themselves having been charged to
start with, is a mechanical affair and can easily be sorted out.

What we submit to your judgement is the introduction of air into
water as a motor.

1. Unidentified.
2. John William Lubbock (1803-1865, DSB). Banker, astronomer and Treasurer of the Royal
Society, 1830-1835 and again 1838-1845.

Letter 2813
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
21 March 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Naples I ce 21 mars 1854
Mon illustre ami!

Merci, mille fois merci, des paroles si bienveillantes que vous avez eu
la bonte de m'ecrire - elles ont soulage mon coeur et rendu mon esprit
susceptible d'apprecier toute l'importance de vos nouvelles et magni-
fiques decouverts - Ainsi les physiciens ont voulu a toute force perseverer
dans leur id6e de mesurer la vitesse absolue de l'electricite pour chaque
espece de conducteur metallique, lorsque vous leur aviez annonce depuis
longtems, que cette vitesse dependait de la tension du fluide transmis.....
Or le fait est venu confirmer les previsions du genie, et la sceince
professionelle se trouve justement punie de la sotte preference accordee a
ses propres routines.

Tout le monde doit bein convenir aujourd'hui que Telectricite se
propage plus ou moins lentement de Tune a l'autre extremity d'un meme
fil telegraphique, selon qu'elle subit une induction laterale plus ou moins
intense. Maintenant, si j'ai bien compris votre pensee, 1'induction
abaisserait le degre de tension; et de cet abaissement resulterait l'alteration
observee de la vitesse du courant electrique.

Permettez, mon illustre ami, que je vous soumette une objection qui
pourrait s'elever contre cette maniere de voir. La cause du retard
qu'eprouve le courant electrique, ne serait-elle pas analogue a ce qui se
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passe dans un conduit destine a alimenter une serie de citernes placees le
long de sa course? Parce que le terns que l'eau emploie a parcourir toute
la longueur du conduit est plus long lorsque les citernes sont vides que
lorsqu'elles sont pleines ou fermees il n'en resulte pas pour cela que le
liquide marche plue vite dans le second cas que dans le premier.

En me voyant avancer une espece d'attaque contre votre theorie sur
l'origine commune des forces d'induction et de transmission n'allez pas
croire, je vous en prie, que je rejette absolument cette theorie si simple et
si elegante, ni que je soutienne l'egalite de vitesse pour toute espece
d'electricite dynamique: car, je me sens, au contraire, tres-incline a
admettre, et l'identite des causes qui produisent les phenomenes de la
transmission et de l'induction, et l'inegale vitesse des courants electriques
par suite de leurs divers degres de tension. Je crois meme que cette
derniere proposition pourrait se demontrer directement par l'experience.

Supposons, par exemple, deux long fils metalliques egaux, isoles, et
communiquant, par leurs extremites les plus eloignees, avec deux
galvanometres de meme sensibilite, dont les bouts libres soient plonges
dans le sol. Imaginons, en outre, deux piles ou electro-moteurs voltaiques
a tensions tres-differentes, mais produisant des deviations a peu pres
egales sur les deux galvanometres susdits lorsqu'on les fait communiquer
respectivement, par un de leurs poles, avec l'extremite la plus rapprochee
des fils; tandis que l'autre pole est en communication avec la terre.
Supposons enfin que, par un moyen quelconque, on puisse etablir ou
interrompre simultanement les communications des piles avec les fils.

Le mouvement successif des deux galvanometres pendant l'ex-
perience ne conduirait-il pas a la demonstration cherchee? Et ne verrait-on
pas l'index magnetique correspondant au circuit de la pile composee d'un
grand nombre de couples a petites surfaces sortir plus vite de sa position
d'equilibre que celui qui appartient appartient [sic] au circuit de la pile
formee d'un petit nombre de couples a grandes surfaces?

Je voudrais bein savoir votre opinion la dessus; et, dans le cas
affirmatif, je serais vraiment enchante de vous voir prendre les disposi-
tions necessaires pour mettre en oeuvre ce projet d'experiences. Je le serais
d'autant plus, qu'en faisant quelques essais pour construire un electro-
scope tres-sensible1 j'ai acquis la conviction qu'un fait parfaitement
analogue existe a Tegard de Telectricite statique.

On transmet a un metal isole une forte charge electrique moyennant
un mince et long conduit des ces matieres k moitie conductrices que Volta
appellait semi coibenti. On fait ensuite communiquer l'extremite libre du
conduit avec le sol; et, malgre cela, le corps metallique entoure d'air sec et
tranquille se conserve electrise pendant des journees entieres. Ainsi le
principe electrique; qui avait d'abord parcouru le conduit, ne peut plus
retroceder par la meme voie lorsque sa tension a atteint une certaine limite
d'abaissement.
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Au moyen de cette propriete j'espere me procurer un electroscope
analogue a celui de Bohnenberger2, mais debarasse des imperfections
qu'on lui a souvent reprochees. Cet instrument indiquera immediatement
et nettement la nature de l'electricite exploree; et il aura en outre
l'avantage de montrer, si je ne me trompe, que le principe electrique ne
rayonne pas comme la lumiere, et la chaleur, qu'il ne se deplace pas par
influence de l'extremite anterieure a Textremite posterieure, des metaux
isoles, et qu'il se propage reellement dans toute sorte de corps par une
suite de polarisations moleculaires comme vous l'admettez depuis
longtems contre 1'avis oppose de la presque totalite des physiciens.

La construction de cet electroscope est assez avancee et j'espere vous
en envoyer bientot une description complete. Mais, de grace, repondez
d'abord aux observations precedentes et veuillez bien me pardonner si,
par des motifs deduits de ma position actuelle, je vous prie d'adresser
votre reponse, ainsi que tout autre envoi de papiers, livres ou brochures,
a Mr Flauti Secretaire perpetuel de l'Academie Rle des Sciences de Naples
- je vous serais meme fort oblige si vous vouliez avoir la grande bonte de
transmettre cet avis au Secretariat de la Societe Royale d'Edimbourg,
lorsqu'il s'offrira vine occasion de lui ecrire - La maniere la plus sure, la
plus prompte, et la plus economique de nous faire parvenir les envois c'est
de les expedier par Marseille et les paquebots de la Mediterranee. Excusez ces
details, recevez encore une fois mes plus vifs remerciments et croyez moi
pour toujours votre tout devoue admirateur et ami Mac^doine Melloni
RS. Nous ne recevons plus ici, en fait de journaux scientifiques, que les
Archives des Sciences naturelles de Geneve et les Annales de Chimie de
Physique et d'histoire naturelle de Paris. Si, en lisant le Philosophical
Magazine, les Annales de Poggendorf, ou autres feuilles periodiques, vous
y trouviez des articles interessants en physique, ou s'il vous arrive de
publier la moindre chose dans ces journaux ou ailleurs, vous accompliriez
une oeuvre vraiment charitable en nous les envoyant, manuscrits ou
imprimes par la voie indiquee tantot-

Endorsed by Faraday: I expect the smaller intense pile would tell quickest
but there are many points to include in the considerations. See Clarke.
Address: Monsieur I Monsieur M. Faraday de la Societe I Royale de
Londres, de l'lnstitut de France &c &c &c I Royal Institution, Albemarle
Street I London.

TRANSLATION
Naples I this 21st March 1854

My illustrious friend!
Thank you, a thousand times thank you, for the most generous

words that you had the kindness to write to me - they soothed my heart
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and made my spirit truly appreciate the real importance of your news and
of your magnificent discoveries. Thus physicists have wanted at all costs
to persevere with the idea of measuring the absolute speed of electricity
for each type of metallic conductor, when you announced a long time ago,
that this speed depended on the tension of the transmitted fluid ... Now
fact has confirmed the predictions of genius, professional science finds
itself justly embarrassed by foolishly choosing to be hidebound.

Everyone must agree today that electricity is propagated more or less
slowly from one end to the other of a telegraphic wire, depending on if it
is subject to a lateral induction of greater or lesser intensity. Now, if I have
understood your thoughts correctly, induction would lower the degree of
tension; and this lowering would result in the alteration observed in the
speed of the electric current.

Permit me, my illustrious friend, to propose an objection that could
be raised against such a view. The cause of the delay that is felt by the
electric current, would it not be analogous to what happens in a pipe that
is meant to fill a series of water tanks placed along its course? Because the
time that the water takes to run the length of the pipe is longer when the
tanks are empty than when they are full or shut, the result is that the liquid
flows faster in the second case than in the first.

Seeing me advance a kind of attack against your theory on the
common origin of the forces of induction and transmission, please do not
believe, I beg you, that I am rejecting out of hand this theory which is so
simple and so elegant, neither that I claim an equal speed for all types of
dynamic electricity; for, on the contrary, I feel very inclined to accept both
the identity of the causes which produce the phenomena of transmission
and of induction and the unequal speed of electric currents arising from
their different degrees of tension. I believe moreover that this last
proposition could be demonstrated directly by experimentation.

Let us suppose, for example, two equal long metal wires, isolated
and attached at the far ends to two equally sensitive galvanometers; the
free ends [of the wires] being plunged into the ground. Let us imagine,
moreover, two piles or voltaic electric generators of very different tensions,
but which produce more or less equal deviations on the two galvanome-
ters. The piles are put in contact by each of their poles, with the wires and
with the earth respectively. Let us suppose finally that by whatever means,
one can simultaneously restore or break the contact of the piles with the
wires.

Would not the successive movement of the two galvanometers
during the experiment not conduct one to the demonstration one is
seeking? Would one not see the needle of the galvanometer attached to the
pile composed of a great number of small surface pairs swing more than
the needle of the galvanometer attached to the pile formed by a small
number of pairs of greater surface?
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I would very much like to know your opinion on this; and if you
agree, I would be truly pleased to see you take the necessary steps to set
up this series of experiments. I should be all the more pleased because in
trying to build a very sensitive electroscope11 have become convinced that
it is just the same for static electricity.

A strong electric charge is transmitted to an isolated metal with long,
thin pipe made of those semi conducting materials that Volta called semi-
coibenti. Then one puts the free end of the pipe in contact with the ground;
and despite that, the metallic body surrounded by dry and still air,
remains charged for days on end. Thus the electricity which had at first
run through the pipe, cannot recede by the same route when its tension
has reached a particularly low level.

Using this knowledge, I hope to procure an electroscope similar to
that of Bohnenberger2, but devoid of the imperfections that have often
been levelled at it. This instrument will immediately and neatly indicate
the nature of the explored electricity; and it will moreover, have the
advantage of showing, if I am not mistaken, that electricity does not
radiate like light and heat, that it is not displaced by the influence of the
one end on the other in isolated metals, but that it is propagated truly in
every sort of body by a series of molecular polarisations as you proposed
a long time ago, against the view expressed by nearly all other physicists.

The construction of this electroscope is quite advanced and I hope
soon to be able to send you a complete description. But, please, first reply
to my previous observations and please excuse me if, for reasons
connected with my current position, I ask you to address your reply, and
any papers, books or brochures, to Mr Flauti, the permanent secretary of
the Academie Royale des Sciences de Naples - I should also be most
grateful if you could kindly pass this on to the Secretariat of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, when you have occasion to write to them. The
safest, fastest and most economical method of sending correspondence to
us is through Marseilles and the steam ships of the Mediterranean. Please
excuse these details and please accept once again my warmest thanks and
believe me to be for ever your most devoted admirer and friend

Macedoine Melloni
P.S. We no longer receive any scientific journals except the Archives des
Sciences naturelles of Geneva and the Annales de Chimie de Physique et
d'histoire naturelle from Paris. If, when you read the Philosophical Magazine,
Poggendorff's Annalen or other periodicals, you find any interesting
articles on physics, or if you publish the smallest thing in these journals or
elsewhere, you would do a great act of kindness in sending them to us,
either in manuscript or printed form, by the method indicated above.

1. Melloni (1854b).
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2. Gottlieb Christoph Bohnenberger (1732-1807, PI). Electrical experimenter in Germany. On
his electroscope see Hackmann (1978), 25.

Letter 2814
Faraday to William Whewell
22 March 1854
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f .38

Royal Institution I 22 Mar 1854
My dear Dr. Whewell

If you have no correction to make in the accompanying proof1 do not
trouble yourself to writeu

Ever faithfully Yours I M. Faraday

1. Probably of the lecture list for the series on education, dated April 1854. See the copy in RI
MS GB 2: 84.

Letter 2815
Faraday to Frederick Oldfield Ward1

29 March 1854
From the original in JRULM MS 341 (56)

Royal Institution I 29 Mar 1854
My dear Sir

Your facts are very important and when such like have been
multiplied & closely examined we may be able to form some idea of the
manner in which the poisonous particles are differentiated at present we
can only suppose a mannen.i Nevertheless the facts if confirmed are
equally important for if the presence of a body causes injury it is not
necessary to wait until we know how it does so before we dismiss iti.]

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
F.O. Ward Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsement: Reply to note about the "Emerald green" i.e the arsenio-acetate
of copper, now used as a pigment - certainly with injury to workmen
employing it - probably with danger to the occupants of rooms decorated
with it.

1. Frederick Oldfield Ward (d.1877, age 60, GRO). Sometime scientific student at King's
College, London. Hofmann (1875), 1138.
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Letter 2816
Unidentified correspondent to Faraday
5 April 1854
From Faraday (1854f), 88

April 5,1854.
Sir, - I am one of the clergymen of this parish, and have had the

subject of table-turning brought under my notice by some of my young
parishioners; I gave your solution of it as a sufficient answer to the
mystery1. The reply was made, that you had since seen reason to alter your
opinion. Would you have the politeness to inform me if you have done so?
With many apologies for troubling you,

I am, your obedient servant, I

1. That is letter 2691.

Letter 2817
Faraday to James David Forbes
8 April 1854
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1854/56

Royal Institution I 8 April 1854
My dear Prof Forbes

I have just had a letter from Melloni1 in which he says "je vous prie
d'adresser votre reponse, ainsi que tout autre envoi de papiers, livres ou
brochures, a Mr Flauti Secretaire perpetuel de 1'Academie Rle des Sciences
de Naples - Je vous serais meme fort oblige si vous vouliez avoir la grande
bonte de transmettre cet avis au Secretariat de la Societe Royale
d'Edinbourg, lorsqu'il s'offrira une occasion de lui ecrire - La maniere la
plus sure &c de nous faire parvenir les envois c'est de les expedier par
Marseille et les paquebots de la Mediterranee"[.i With kind remembrances
I am ever Very Truly Yours i M. Faraday

1. Letter 2813.
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Letter 2818
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
9 April 1854
From the original in UB MS NS 411
My dear Faraday

These lines will be delivered to you by Mr Merian1 of Bale a former
pupil and the son of a most intimate friend of mine the well known swiss
geologist Peter Merian2. My young friend being an Engineer and going to
England with the particular view of seeing your railways and establish-
ments for manufacturing locomotives &c you would render him a great
service by getting him introduced to some superintending railway
engineers and manufacturers of locomotives. Mr. Merian is a very
excellent man, distinguished mathematician, well versed in engineering,
and in every respect highly respectable. You may therefore strongly and
confidently recommend him to any of your friends and I need not say that
by doing so you will lay me under very great obligations.

You have no doubt received my last letter3 as well as a memoir of
mine which I sent you through Mr. Gould4 the Ornithologist and I have
gratefully to acknowledge the receipt of your last paper on Electricity5.

Its contents proved highly interesting to me and most particularly to
that part of it which refers to the variations of the velocity of the current.

Having repeatedly been called upon by Mr. Liebig to draw up for his
annals a paper embodying all the leading facts relative to Ozone I have at
last complied with the wishes of my new friend and send you a copy of it6.
From a note of Liebig's joined to my paper7 you will perceive that the
celebrated Chymist of Munich has taken a lively interest in the matter and
in a letter, he wrote me a couple of days ago he expresses his conviction
that the discovery of the ozonic Condition of Oxigen and the facts
connected with that subject, will exert a great influence upon the future
development of Chemical Science8.1 have been of a similar opinion these
many years.

My paper on the chemical effects produced by Electricity, Heat and
Light9, of which I talked to you in my last letter is going to be printed and
as soon as finished, you shall have it, but I am sorry for you to say that it
is written in my native tongue, being however not very voluminous you
may easily get it translated for you. I should like very much indeed that
you would take notice of its contents.

Mrs. Schoenbein and the girls are doing well and charge me with
their best compliments to their friend at the Royal Institution. I join my
kindest regards to Mrs. Faraday and am for ever

Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale April 9,1854.
Dr. M. Faraday I &c &c &c
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1. Rudolf Merian (1823-1872, NDB under Peter Merian). Swiss engineer.
2. Peter Merian (1795-1883, NDB). Swiss geologist and politician.
3. Letter 2790.
4. John Gould (1804-1881, DSB). Ornithologist.
5. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.
6. Schoenbein (1854a).
7. Ibid., 258.
8. See Liebig to Schoenbein, 19 September 1853, in Kahlbaum and Thon (1900), 33-4, for a
similar expression of Liebig's opinion.
9. Schoenbein (1854b).

Letter 2819
Sarah Faraday and Faraday to Caroline Deacon
12 and 13 April 1854
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Brooke Lodge I Red Hill I Reigate I April 12th I 1854
My dear Caroline

I feel that you should have had a letter before this from me for there
is a plaintive tone in what I hear to others that shews you want a little
cheering & that you are still not so strong as we could wish, but the spring
is often a time to feel rather good for nothing & the wind is rather easterly
so we must hope as April goes out we shall be more like ourselves as they
say - though I think it is like ourselves to feel weak & feeble pretty oftenu
I often feel inclined to quote the Protoplast1 & now something comes in to
my mind but I have not time, we met the authoress1 at Mr Barlows a bright
gay fashionable looking lady of about 30 to 35 which has been a matter of
astonishment to us ever since we heard it, we can hardly realize it, as the
Americans say, she lamented my being so long indisposed & I ventured to
say I had been making acquaintance with her these two months & gave
her a squeeze of the hand which she returned warmly & now I do not
suppose we shall say much more, for it would not be safe for me to begin
to discuss the objectionable points. I should soon get out of my depth I do
not think she is known as the author but hearing your uncle say something
of the book, she wrote him a note thinking she ought to tell him. As I was
saying we met at Mr Barlows being out for the first time in the evening
since Christmas.

Now here we are near Reigate in comfortable lodgingsu Red Hill is
a quiet new place in itself & looks rather bare but the country walks are
freely open & very pleasant all round about, but you know Reigate this is
rather early & I cannot do much in the walking way but Jane & her Uncle
are enjoying it much & are now out looking at the sunset & I am scribbling
in the dark, at least I can hardly see it is \ past 7.

13th Again Jane & her uncle are looking after the sunset & I am
talking to my dear Caroline; I do not think I told you what Miss Conacher3
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said of your portrait she was quite shocked & gave utterance to a
lengthened O or two Os "Mrs. Deacon & she with such a sweet face" but
still it gives me pleasure to have it. Now I must answer your letter at least
a little piece of it which I never noticed for a week after I received it; with
respect to Miss [name illegible] - Susans4 friend has left & she has now no
communication - do you keep up a correspondence. Your Uncle is busy
with his Lecture on Mental Culture5 a task which he does not much enjoy
he feels so unequal to writing a lecture which is to be read & with out
experiments or scarcely any, one too which will be keenly criticised - he
feels his deficiencies & says it shall be the last which I agree to, but the part
he took on the table turning subject seemed to make it necessary that he
should be one in the coming course - indeed I suppose his remarks gave
rise to the course. Margery will most likely be away at the time of your
uncles lecture but I wanted to come here & hear it read before hand & help
to criticise.

Tomorrow is Good Friday & we rather expect the three Buchanans to
spend the day with us, we feel anxious to as our part in keeping those lads
in a right course, feeling for their having no father6 & being pleased to see
how steadily & satisfactorily they have gone on so far, they were used to
so much liberty in Edinbro' & had such fine walks aboutu Now poor
Nathaniel7 says he has never been in the country since he came to London
except once with us at Hammersmith8 & Kewt.i Hammersmith was not
country I must say I had no temptation to walk out of our own garden but
how I long for a little chaise to carry me over the ground but we can get
nothing conveniently not even a Donkey with a side saddle, so we have
sent to have a saddle from Reigate but I doubt my power of sitting upon
a Donkey for a mile or two but we shall seeu

My hearing is very indifferent but not so bad nearly as it has been &
I keep up my flesh people say I look stout & well indeed I have been
taking my food well with extra nourishment so it is no wonder if I am
rather stoutu I am glad you were not tempted to enter into long
engagement with the Lady, at the time you saw her for it could not have
been a satisfactory beginning.

You did send me the paper you thought you had forgot of
Constances remarks & we were much amusedu Mrs. Christian9 speaks
pleasantly of her I went one day to Notting Hill & saw her & the children.
I am sorry to hear she is not well & uncertain when she will be able to
travel she has had an interesting visit in many respects particularly with
Respect to the Church which you will be glad to hear of from hen.] I do not
wonder at her being the worse for such a visit, she must lead such a
different life at homeu

If your parcel is of consequence from Miss [name illegible]101 could
very well send Susan some time to fetch it, let me know whether you
would like me to do so. I am a little anxious about Susan, her sisters
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husband Mr Clark11 has emigrated to N America & his wife is to follow, I
hope Susan may not be tempted to go after them. Mrs. Girdlers12 daughter
has some letters from Australia where she is married to a black man
serving in the family she was in, a widower with a child but she writes
very happilyi.i

I enclose a Mare's tail have you seen it in this state. The flowers are
abundant here of the kinds you mention I got into a little wood this
morning it was sweet indeed. Jane desires her love with thanks for your
letter. She has had a nice long letter from Frank13 he talks of continuing in
Paris a year longen.j

I have not heard a word of my dear father14 but I dare say you hear
from Ellen15!.] I feel for her poor girl on his advancing infirmities but
sufficient for the day. With kind remembrance to Thomas & William16 &
the little one

I remain very affectionately your Aunt I S. Faraday
Dear Caroline

I have only to put my loving mark for Sarah has I dare say told you
all. We are very comfortable & happy here. Sarah very lame but very
cheerful. I send you a few violets. Love to Constance, Yourself your
husband and others about youu

Your affectionate Unkle M. Faraday

1. [Baillie] (1853).
2. E.C.C. Baillie. Writer, otherwise unidentified.
3. Euphemia Conacher. A member of the London Sandemanian Church.
4. Unidentified.
5. Faraday (1854f). Delivered on 6 May 1854.
6. David Buchanan (1779-1848, DNB). Edinburgh journalist and Glasite.
7. Nathaniel Buchanan otherwise unidentified.
8. In October 1853. See letter 2745.
9. Unidentified.
10. The same name as before.
11. Unidentified.
12. Unidentified.
13. Frank Barnard.
14. Edward Barnard.
15. Ellen Barnard (1823-1899, GRO under Vincent). A niece of Sarah Faraday's.
16. Unidentified.

Letter 2820
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
13 April 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64a.4

Trinity House, London, I 13th April, 1854.
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Letters, of which the enclosed are Copies1, having been laid before
the Board, I have been directed to acquaint you with their Contents, and
to signify the request of the Elder Brethren that you will attend to any
Communication which the Chevalier Wm Hahner2, may make to you
either personally or in writing, consequent upon the Board's having
referred him to you on the subject of the Electric Light, which he
represents he has "newly invented," - and which he considers applicable
to the Illumination of Light Houses3.

I enclose also a Copy of my Letter to the Chevalier4, and beg to add
the request of the Board to be favored with any observations you may
think right to offer in relation to his project, after he has communicated
with you thereon.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq:

1. Buschek to Herbert, 5 April 1854, GL MS 30108/2/648.2, Hahner to Herbert, 5 April 1854,
GL MS 30108/2/64a.3.
2. Guillaume Hahner, otherwise unidentified.
3. See Trinity House By Board, 11 April 1854, GL MS 30010/38, p.493
4. Herbert to Hahner, 13 April 1854, GL MS 30108/2/64a.5.

Letter 2821
Faraday to Mason1

18 April 1854
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Mr Faraday's compts to Mr Masonu Sir Humphry Davy made the
experiment Mr. Mason suggests & described it in the Phil Transactions
with no useful results.
R.I. I 18 April 54

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2822
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
19 April 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/88

Trinity House, London, I 19th April 1854.
Sir,
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I am instructed to forward to you the accompanying Samples of
Water which have been received from the Skerries Light House Establish-
ment for the purpose of an analysis thereof being made: I also enclose
herewith an Extract from a Letter of the Surgeon at Holyhead1, who has
attended the Keeper's family, together with a Copy of my Communication
to the Superintendent for the Milford District thereupon, and of his reply,
dated 14 Inst3:-; And I am to signify the Request of the Elder Brethren that
you will favor them, after examining the water, by reporting your opinion
as to it's wholesomeness for Drinking or Culinary purposes, - and whether
the quality of it is such as is calculated to produce the effects adverted to
in the Surgeon's Letter.

I am Sir, I Your most obedient Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. I &c &c &c

1. Walshew to Herbert, 13 March 1854, GL MS 30108/2/88, in which he referred to lead
poisoning as the cause of the family's illnesses.
2. Herbert to Bailey, 22 March 1854, GL MS 30108/2/88.
3. Bailey to Herbert, 14 April 1854, GL MS 30108/2/88.

Letter 2823
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
22 April 1854
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 468, f.18-9

Royal Observatory Greenwich i 1854 April 22
My dear Sir

Simultaneously with the Ozone observations made here, we have
had observations made at the Hospital Schools and on the declivity of
Lewisham Hill (Dartmouth Terrace). You know the locality generally, the
three are nearly but not quite in a straight line: the distance of the Hospital
Schools about 1300 feet, that of the Lewisham station 1 mile. I enclose you
the results. Also those at Bexley Heath.

The reason for my troubling you with these is that I am struck with
their discordance. They seem to have no particular connexion, except that
on the whole the morning numbers are larger than the evening numbers.
In other respects they are so unlike that they seem to suggest - either that
our modus operandi is wrong, or that the phaenomenon registered is
something so very local as to be of no particular use.

Pray instruct me on all this.
I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy

Professor Faraday
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Letter 2824
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
26 April 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 468, f .20-1

Royal Institution I 26 April 1854
My dear Sir

The impression produced on my (m)ind by your reports1 is first that
observers have not yet learned what is requisite for a safe or a constant
observation on their own part and next what circumstances about any
given locality may affect the result. I do not know how far your observers
have compared themselves with themselves or with others but without
some proof of certainty in the results at one place it would be hardly worth
while comparing them in different places. The following questions will
illustrate my meaningu

Does an observer making three of four simultaneous observations in
the same place obtain a like result by all?- if there is a difference what is
the extent?

Does another observer obtain the like accordance or discordance
with himself in the same place?- What is the state of accordance between
him & the former observer?

Do observations made on two or four sides of the observatory by the
same person agree together?- if not is the difference constant?

Do those made by two observers or more simultaneously in these
different places agree for the same place & time?

If the results are satisfactory & the power of observing seems to be
obtained then observations at places further apart would be required. I
imagine a great difference is to be expected between a clear open space
and the neighbourhood of a building and I conceive that no general results
can be expected to agree well before the influence of all minor
circumstances has been ascertained - the corrections in fact worked outi.]

Ever My dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2823.

Letter 2825
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
27 April 1854
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/88

Royal Institution I 27 April 1854
My dear Sir
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I beg to report to you upon the two waters received from the
Skerries1; in reference especially to the probability that ill health may have
been the result of their use by the lighthouse keepers. The supposition is,
that a poisoning, as by lead, has been produced by them: but there is not
the slightest chance of such an effect from waters in the state of those
received by me. The two specimens were distinguished as tank water and
Cottage water. Both poured out perfectly clear from the bottles and neither
contained a trace of lead. They contained small portions of saline matter:
that labled Tank the least: the salts in it were a little sulphate of lime and
a larger proportion of common salt, the latter probably derived from sea
spray - both in wholesome proportions. The Cottage water contained the
same substances with a little carbonate of lime and the common salt was
in larger proportion than before still the water was good.

In both these bottles I could find at the bottom a very small portion
of settled matter; and in that labled Tank the deposit contained a trace of
lead. In that from the Cottage there was no signs of it. Whether the lead was
in solution in the Tank water when put into the bottle, or whether it had
been drawn up from a deposit in the tank by the pump I cannot say. Lead
cisterns often contain such deposits & yet the clear water from them is
perfectly good & wholesome. If at any given time turbid water had been
drawn up from the Tank & used in that state then I could have supposed
that it had something to do with the injurious effects described but I do not
think the water as it has come to me could produce them.

On one occasion when I was at the Needles lighthouse I found the
roof had been painted and that the weather & rain had carried off much of
the carbonate of lead; making the roof most ugly and sadly injuring the
water for the time for any domestic purpose2. Can any thing of this kind
have happened at the Skerries and thus have injured the water for a time?
If so the ill health would be referable to a given period.

It might perhaps be desirable to supply a filter containing a layer of
charcoal or sand or both to the lighthouses If sediment is ever pumped up
with the water the filter would retain it & even lead in solution would be
taken out. Supposing the water really & always right so that no filter was
required still it might have a moral effect & reassure the keepers minds:
but then it might also have the contrary effect & frighten them without
cause3[.i

I am I My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I Secretary I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2822.
2. This was at St Catherine's. See letter 2692.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 2 May 1854, GL MS 30004/26, pp.17-48. It was
ordered that extracts of this letter be sent to the surgeon at Holyhead.
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Letter 2826
Faraday to Mary Fox
28 April 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl D20

Royal Institution I 28 April 1854
My dear Lady Fox

I feel myself very much honored by the exchange of knives. I shall
have to apply yours to very rough work:- My wife is not strongu She
sends her kindest remembrances. In respect of your kind proposal for
Monday11 am afraid we must decline it for we both wish for rest & I have
much work before me next week2!.] With Sincere thanks

I am Most truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. That is 1 May 1854.
2. That is for Faraday (1854f) delivered on 6 May 1854.

Letter 2827
Joseph Ketley1 to Faraday
3 May 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
To Professor Faraday

Providence New Chapel Hs. I Georgetown Demerara I 3rd May 1854
My dear Sir

That which may prove to be of universal consequence in the
application of Gutta Percha to works of importance, alone induces me to
submit to your notice, the change which has taken place in the elastic
properties of Gutta Percha which I purchased from the Company about
five years ago. I enclose for your inspection a piece of the same, with their
stamp upon it, in order that it might be identified as theirs:- And you will
find to your amazement, as I found to my mortification, that it is more
brittle than glass! Now if, in five years it has undergone this strange
transformation, what might not be the dreadful consequences, if, trusting
to its supposed durable qualities, and to its complete adoptation as an
effectual and never failing isolator, it should be found that in a few years
it should become sufficiently brittle, in the deep, as to suffer the corroding
sea water to obtain access to the wires? - and no one be able to account for
the sudden failure? -1 can but think that this is a matter of serious import.
I would have sent this direct to the Company; but felt that it would be
preferable first to submit it to your own consideration as being conversant
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with the substance by having tested & analysed samples for scientific
object2.

I venture however to state to you my own observations. Two years
ago I observed that the Gutta Percha I had by me presented the
appearance of a sort of grey oxide, which at first I took to be the effect of
a damp atmosphere but upon rubbing it between my thumb & finger
found it to be somewhat more substantial than damp:- it was not damp,
but dry - & from that moment I began to observe, inasmuch as I had
understood that Gutta Percha would not easily decompose & hence was
recommended for holding Pure water. After this I had occasion to observe
that water (rain water, which here is unmingled with smoke, &c, & is our
ordinary drink) standing a few weeks in a Gutta Percha Bucket so far
decomposed its surface, as to produce a smooth sort of fungus & to
present ropy streaks of what appeared like disintegrated Gutta Percha, in
the water. Hence forth I took care never to use the Gutta Percha Carboy for
water, nor to drink out of the Gutta Percha Cups which I had bought of the
company for travelling purposes.

About 12 months ago, a gentleman brought me about 2 or 3 feet of
Gutta Percha Rope or Cord about 5 in diameter, which had been
recommended for strength - but alas! it was as brittle as sealing wax! - I
have kept a portion of it by me - and when a few days since I found how
brittle the shoe soles had become I must needs try the said cord - when to
my surprize I found it would scarcely bear touching!- I do not know
whether the said cord was from Wharf Road or another establishment but
I enclose a short piece for your convincing!.]

I cannot tell whether this change is to be attributed to time and these
latitudes; or to another cause, which a little further on I will venture to
suggest - but in either case I look on it with great concern for the probable
future consequences, where it is unsuspectingly confided in, for great
works.

Before I suggest the other probable cause I will state further, two
things - first some of the Gutta Percha that I have, retains its tough, or
elastic property nearly unchanged. I say nearly, because it will bend
considerably, but not so elastically that I cannot break it:- which, my
impression is, was not the case at first - I have the idea that on certain
occasions I tried to break it five years ago and failed - some breaks now
more easily than others - some after a scratch with the point of a knife -
and some with the slightest touch - for it will not bend at all - has no
elasticity whatever.

I cannot but think, my dear Sir, that this should be enquired into; and
enquiries be made of a searching kind - because, I repeat it, - because, of
possible Consequences.

Having said this much I will now mention to you; that after learning
that the wonderful substance called Gutta Percha was the exudation sap of
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a tree, I set myself in earnest to search after trees yielding milky sap. I
found some 3 or 4 or more: and began to think I could recommend a trade
in that article from here. One tree in particular yields an abundance of
thick jelly like milk every full moon when the sap rises to the extremities
- not so at the dark moon. I collected a quantity, and after subjecting it to
the bath, somewhat after the manner of the Company, I thought myself
prepared to announce the fact - for it appeared tenacious - slightly elastic
- and in all respects, or nearly so, seemed to answer the description - Until
alas! when it had become thoroughly cold and dry, I found it just as brittle
as I now find some of the pieces I bought of the company! Meanwhile I
wrote to the Society to ask for a description of the Tree - which I received
- but finding my research so disappointing I did not think it worth while
to trouble either myself or them any further.

Now then, my dear Sir, for the lesson at least - the probability.
May not the company have been supplied with the brittle saps

bearing a resemblance to the true Gutta Percha - somewhat similar to those
yielded by our trees here? - May it not have occurred that some of these
brittle products have been mixed up in large proportions with the real
article & so occasioned the strange result? And might not some of the more
brittle substances have been sometimes sent out with little, perhaps
sometimes, none of the tenacious Gutta Percha, mingled with it? And in
any supposition ought not this thing to be seriously enquired after? For if
these spurious sorts have become articles of commerce with the company,
then dreadful will be the results! - And if not, then the true article is not
safe for great undertakings! - And at some future time - not distant, the
telegraphy of the deep will become a terrible failure:- so I sh[oul]d fear.

Allow me however to mention another fact. Yesterday I took a piece
of brittle Gutta Percha, to melt the edge of it before a glow of fire in order
to rub it on the side of my slipper that had become worse:- and wishing to
see whether it would break. To day on taking the same piece in my hand
I find that the former elasticity is in some measure restored - but this will
not continues

In proof of it I will state another fact. Sometime ago I warmed and
rolled into thin flat plates some of the Gutta Percha, with a view to fasten
them on the soles of my slippers. I did not so use them - & now those thin
pieces are even more brittle than thin amalgamated sheet zinc.

I have by me Gutta Percha tubing and also cord, which has
apparently retained its strength except that it will break somewhat easier
than I remember to have observed before.

I do not think I need apologize in thus troubling you, if at least I am
right in my ideas of the importance of the question. I thank you much for
your kind reply to my former query: And hope I may be favoured with
your judgment on this matter meanwhile I remain My dear Sir

Yours faithfully I Joseph Ketley
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Address: To Professor Faraday I &c &c &c

1. Joseph Ketley (1802-1875, Congregational Year Book, 1876, 348-50). Congregational mis-
sionary in British Guiana.
2. See Faraday (1848a).

Letter 2828
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
4 May 1854
From the original in UB MS NS 412
My dear Faraday

Mr. Stehlin1, Juris utriusque Doctor, of Bale will perhaps take the
liberty to call upon you to enquire after the address of Mr. Grove and in
that case I beg you to be friendly to my young friend who is an excellent
and uncommonly well informed man. Going to England with the
intention of making himself acquainted with the law and courts of the
country you may perhaps be able to favor the views of Dr. Stehlin by
giving him an introductory line to some of your friends who happen to be
a lawyer or otherwise connected with a court or a lawyer's inn.

I am back again from the journey I made the other day to the lake of
Geneva and thank God brought home my eldest daughter in perfect
health. She has turned out a good girl, being highly affectionate to her
parents and sisters. I think you would like her.

Pray let me soon hear from you and believe me
Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein

Bale Mai 4th 1854.
Mrs. and Miss Schoenbein join me in their kindest regards to Mrs. Faraday
and Yourself.

1. Unidentified.

Letter 2829
Faraday to Charles Manby
8 May 1854
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution i 8 May 1854
My dear Manby
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I do not know anything of our RE. arrangements - all is under Mr.
Vincent our Librarian but I will put your letter into his hands believing
that if he can help you he willi.j

Yours Truly I M. Faraday

Letter 2830
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
12 May 1854
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 468, i.24-5

Royal Observatory, Greenwich I 1854 May 12
Dear Sir

Since receiving your letter about Ozone1,1 have carefully examined
into the circumstances of observation. The observers are so closely
connected, and their habits are so completely formed one upon another,
that I do not conceive that there is any risk of discordance from personal
peculiarity. But another fact has come out which may have something to
do with it, and concerning which I wish to learn whether it is recognized
(it is new to me).

The fact is, that the tint of the paper sometimes goes off. In early
morning it is sometimes deeply coloured, and by 9 o'clock the colour has
nearly vanished. If at such a time a strip of the paper is torn off early and
dipped into water, it gives a full purple: while that which remains, if
treated in the same way at a later hour, shews no colour or very little.

I cannot say with certainty that this diminution of tint is different at
different places, but I am inclined to think that it is.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 2824.

Letter 2831
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
13 May 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 468, f .26

Royal Institution I 13 May 1854
My dear Sir

It is some time since I observed with the test papers at Brighton1 & I
then met with effects like that you described2: but I concluded that they
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had been met or corrected in some way so as to make the results
proportionate & useful. It must be useless to set about a series of
observations whilst such an interference is left unattended tot.]

Ever My dear Sir I Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2356.
2. Letter 2830.

Letter 2832
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
15 May 1854
From the original in UB MS NS 413

Royal Institution I 15 May 1854.
My dear Schoenbein

Your letters1 stimulate me by their energy and kindness to write but
they also make me aware of my inability for I never read yours even for
that purpose without feeling barren of matter and possessed of nothing
enabling me to answer you in kind:- and then on the other hand I cannot
take yours and think it over and so generate a fund of philosophy as you
do for I am now far too slow a man for thatu What is obtained tardily by
a mind not so apt as it may have been is soon dropped again by a failing
power of retention and so you must just accept the manifestation of old
affection & feeling in any shape that it may take however imperfect. I
received your paper and though a sealed book to me at present I have put
it into the hands of Mr. Stokes whose researches on light I think I
mentioned to you2u

I made the experiments on the Dahlia colour which you sent me and
they are very beautiful. Since then I have also made the experiment with
ink and Carbonic acid (liquid) and succeeded there also to the extent you
described. I had no reason to expect from what you said that dry ink
would lose its colour but I tried the experiment & could not find that the
carbonic acid bath had the power to do that. Many years ago I was
engaged on the wonderful power that water had when it became ice of
excluding other matters3.1 could even break up compounds by cold thus
if you prepare a thin glass test tube about the size of the thumb and a
feather so much larger that when in the tube and twirled about it shall
rapidly brush the sides: if you prepare some dilute sulphuric acid so weak
that it will easily freeze at 0° Faht. & putting that into the tube with the
feather you put all into a good freezing mixture of salt & snow:- if finally
whilst the freezing goes on you rotate the feather continually & quickly so
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as to continually brush the interior surface of the ice formed clearing off all
bubbles & washing that surface with the central liquid you may go on
until a half or two thirds or more of the liquid is frozen & then pouring out
the central liquid you will find it a concentrated solution of the acid. After
that if you wash out the interior of the frozen mass with two or three
distilled waters so as to remove all adhering acid & then warm the tube by
the hand so as to bring out the piece of ice it upon melting, will give you
pure water

not a trace of sulphuric acid remaining in it. The same was the case with
common salt solution, Sul. Soda, Alcohol, &c &c and if I remember rightly
even with some solid compounds of water. I think I recollect the breaking
up of crystals of Sulphate of Soda by cold and I should like very much
now to try the effect of a carbonic acid bath on crystals of Sulphate of
copper. So it strikes me that in the effect of the cold on the colourless dahlia
solution the reappearance of the colour may depend upon the separation
of the Sulphurous acid from the solidifying water.

Your nine conclusions in the letter you last sent4 me are very strong
and will startle a good many but if the truth is with them I should not
mind the amazement they will produce nor need you mind it either but
the chemist, of which body I do not count myself one now a days, will
want strong proof & be slow to convince. As to the electrical matters I
referred to I expect you have received by post a printed account of what
I there referred to5.

I think some of my letters must have missed, you scold me so hard6.
As I cannot remember what I have sent or said I am obliged to enter in a
remembrancer the letters written or received and looking to it find the
account thus: 1852 Deer. 8. S. to F7 - Dec. 9. F. to S8 - Dec 29. S to F9. 1853
July 24 S to F10. - July 25 F to S11. - Octr S to F12 -1854. Jany 27. F to S13 - Feby
17. S to F14. - May 15. F. to S15. and considering that I have little or nothing
to say & you are a young man in full vigour that is not so very bad an
account so be gentle with your failing friend.

You say that in April you are to fetch a daughter from the "Welch
land" &c. I had the foolish thought (perhaps), that you were coming to
England & have been hoping to see you but I suppose mine was all [a]
mistake for here is May. As for us we do not expect to move far from home
now the imagination ramble and the desire also but the body is too heavy
and earthly. Our kindest remembrance to Madame Schoenbein & to all
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who remember us. Young folks cannot be expected to retain much idea of
old ones after so long a whileu

Ever My dear friend I Affectionately Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Letter 2790. Faraday had clearly not yet received letters 2818 and 2828. For the latter see
letter 2898.
2. In letter 2604.
3. See Faraday, Diary, 16 April 1850, 5: 10844-52 and Athenaeum, 15 June 1850, pp.640-1 for
an account of Faraday's Friday Evening Discourse of 7 June 1850 "On certain Conditions of
Freezing Water".
4. Letter 2790.
5. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.
6. In letter 2790.
7. Probably letter 2578 since Faraday seems to date the letters from Schoenbein by date of
receipt.
8. Letter 2604.
9. Letter 2607.
10. Letter 2699.
11. Letter 2705.
12. Letter 2735.
13. Letter 2781.
14. Letter 2790.
15. Letter 2832.

Letter 2833
Joseph Toynbee1 to Faraday
16 May 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .21

18 Savile Row I May 16, 54.
My dear Sir,

I shall be very glad to see Mrs Faraday and yourself tomorrow at 10
o'Clock.

Yours very faithfully I Joseph Toynbee
M. Faraday Esq

1. Joseph Toynbee (1815-1866, DNB). Ear surgeon.
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Letter 2834
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
18 May 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Moretta di Portici pres Naples ce 18 May 1854.
Cher et illustre ami!

J'ai suspendu jusqu'a present ma reponse a votre lettre du 19 April1

dans l'espoir de pouvoir vous envoyer, d'un jour a l'autre, la description
complete de mon nouvel electroscope2. Mais la crainte que ce retard soit
sinistrement interprete m'oblige a vous ecrire ces lignes, afin de vous dire
d'abord, que vos souffrances m'ont profondement afflige, et que je ne
decesse de faire les voeux les plus ardents pour votre prompt retablisse-
ment dans l'etat de parfaite sante - Je vous remercie ensuite bien vivement,
mon excellent ami, de la peine que vous vous etes donnee pour rectifier
mes idees a 1'egard de votre ingenieuse theorie sur les relations que vous
etablissez entre l'induction la conductibilite l'isolement et la capacite
electrique des corps3.... Ayez la bonte d'attendre quelques semaines, et
peut etre pourrais-je decider la question de savoir si dans les phenomenes
de l'induction et de la conductibilite il y a simple polarite moleculaire ou
transport reel de fluide electrique de Tune a l'autre extremite des
conducteurs isoles, comme on l'admet encore dans la plupart des traites
de physique... Vous comprenez bien que mes esperances de reussite sont
essentiellement fondees sur l'appareil thermoscopique dont je vous parlais
tantot.... Sa construction avance et, malgre les nombreuses difficultes
artistiques, et economiques qui semblaient s'accumuler expres pour
m'empecher d'atteindre le but, je puis d£ja vous annoncer avec certitude
que cet instrument a completement reussi - J'ai supprime le conducteur
imparfait dont je vous parlais dans ma lettre precedente4; mais son emploi
primitif m'a conduit a une heureuse application d'un principe nouveau,
ou plutot a l'application d'une consequence jusqu'a present negligee des
principes connus au moyen de laquelle mon appareil a acquis une
sensibilite et une nettete d'indications vraiment etonnantes. Pour vous en
donner une idee je dirai que, dans son etat actuel d'imperfection, il donne des
deviations de 20 a 25° sur un cercle d'un decimetre de diametre par le
contact de la lame zinc et cuivre soudee de Volta; et que ces deviations se
maintiennent assez longtems pour permettre d'explorer tout a son aise,
jusque dans les terns les plus humides, l'espece d'electricite dont elles
derivent.-

Je crois qu'avec cet instrument, porte a son dernier degre de
perfection, on parviendra a faire rejeter definitivement, meme par ses
propres partisans, le principe de M. Palagi d'une pretendue electrisation
des corps par le simple changement de distance5; principe qui n'est, selon
moi, qu'une consequence des phenomenes d'induction dus a l'electricite
developpee par le frottement des corps mobile sur les tubes ou les tringles
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qui servent a le rapprocher du corps fixe.- II me semble enfin que nous
pourrons employer cet instrument avec succes pour voir s'il y a reellement
de l'electricite degagee pendant l'evaporation des liquides, dans l'acte de
la vegetation, et dans une foule d'autres questions analogues qui ont ete,
si je ne me trompe, fort mal etudiees dans ces derniers terns a cause de
l'emploi impropre du galvanometre... Et, pour en citer un seul exemple,
quel rapport y a-t-il entre les courants electriques que Von developpe
artiftciellement par le contact, direct ou indirect, des extremites du
galvanometre, avec les feuilles et les racines d'une plante arrachee du sol,
et le degagement suppose de l'electricite statique dans l'etat naturel de cet
etre organique?....

Je finis en renouvellent mes voeux les plus ardents pour le
retablissement de votre precieuse sante et en me declarant avec toute
l'effusion de mon ame

votre tres-affectionne et tres reconnt I Serviteur et ami I Macedoine
Melloni

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Michel Faraday I de la Societe Royale de
Londres, de I l'lnstitut de France, de la Societe Ita I lienne des Science &c
&c &c I Royal Institution I Albemarle Street I Londres

TRANSLATION
Moretta di Portici near Naples this 18th May 1854

Dear and illustrious friend!
I have delayed with my reply to your letter of 19th April1 in the hope

of being able to send you, any day, the completed description of my new
electroscope2. But the fear that this delay might be wrongly interpreted
obliges me to write these lines, first of all to tell you that your sufferings
have distressed me deeply, and that I have not ceased hoping most
ardently for your prompt recovery to a state of perfect health - second, I
thank you most sincerely, my excellent friend, for the trouble you have
taken to rectify my ideas regarding your ingenious theory on the
relationship that you have established between electrical induction,
conductibility, insulation and capacity of various bodies3.... Please have the
kindness to wait a few weeks, and perhaps I will be able to settle the
question and know if in phenomena of induction and conductibility there
is a simple molecular polarity or a real movement of electric fluid from one
end of an isolated conductor to the other, as is still accepted by most of the
treatises on physics... You can well understand that my hopes of achieving
this are essentially founded on the thermoscopic apparatus that I
mentioned earlier.... Its construction is progressing and despite numerous
technical and economic difficulties that seem to pile up expressly to stop
me from achieving my goal, I can already announce with certitude that this
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instrument has completely succeeded - I have replaced the imperfect
conductor that I mentioned in my previous letter4; but its primitive
working led me to a happy application of a new principle, or rather to the
application of a hitherto neglected consequence of the known principles
by means of which my apparatus acquired a sensitivity and a clarity of
indications that is truly surprising. To give you an idea I will say that in its
current imperfect state, it gives deviations of 20 to 25° on a circle of a
diameter of one decimetre by the contact of Volta's soldered zinc and
copper needle; and that these deviations are maintained long enough to
allow one to explore at leisure even in the most humid weather, the type of
electricity from which they derive.

I believe that this instrument, brought to its last degree of perfection,
will lead to the ultimate rejection, even by its supporters, of M. Palagi's
principle of a seeming electralisation of bodies by simply changing the
distance5; a principle that is, according to me, merely a consequence of the
theories of the phenomena of induction due to electricity developed by the
rubbing of mobile bodies on tubes or triangles which serve to connect it to
the fixed body- It seems to me finally that we can use this instrument
successfully to see if there is really any electricity released during the
evaporation of liquids, in the act of vegetation, and in a whole range of
other analogous questions which have been, if I am not mistaken, very
badly studied recently because of the improper use of the galvanometer...
And to cite a single example, what relationship is there between electric
currents which are developed artificially by contact, direct or indirect, of the
ends of a galvanometer, with leaves and roots of a plant wrenched from
the soil, and the supposed release of static electricity in its natural state of
this organic matter?....

I end in renewing my most ardent vows for the reestablishment of
your precious health, declaring myself with all the effusion of my soul

Your very affectionate and very grateful I Servant and friend I
Macedoine Melloni

1. Melloni (1854b),
2. Not found.
3. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.
4. Letter 2813.
5. Palagi (1854).
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Letter 2835
Faraday to Frederick Gye
22 May 1854
From the original in Burndy Library, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Royal Institution I 22 May 1854
My dear Sir

If there be an opera on Thursday night1 and if perfectly convenient to
yourself can you treat me with a feast of sweet sounds? I have such
confidence in you as to trust fully that you will say no if my desire is at all
out of place2.

Every Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Fredk Gye Esq I &c &c &c

1. That is 25 May 1854.
2. Faraday would have heard part of "Fidelio" by the German born composer Ludwig van
Beethoven (1770-1827, GDMM) who worked mainly in Vienna and "The Barber of Savile" by
the Italian composer Gioacchino Antonio Rossini (1792-1868, GDMM). See Times, 25 May 1854,
p,8, col. a.

Letter 2836
Charles Robert Leslie1 to Faraday
22 May 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

2AbercornPlace I St John's Wood I May 22nd 1854
Dear Sir,

Availing myself of the enclosed introduction from Sir Benjn Brodie, I
beg you will allow me to ask a question which I feel sure nobody can
answer so well as yourself; otherwise I should not think it right to intrude,
for a moment, on time so valuable as yours.

I have thoughts of publishing some essays on painting2, and I should
be glad to know whether or not I am right in supposing that the azure of
the sky is occasioned by particles of water in a more complete state of
solution than the vapour of which the clouds are composed, the local
colour of water being, as Professor Wheatstone tells me, blue.

I have fancied also that air, unimpregnated with water, would be
invisible; and that (supposing the absence of water from the atmosphere)
the space in which we see the sun and the other heavenly bodies would
appear utterly stark, while these luminaries would be much more
intensely light than we see them, and without any appearance of halo or
rays.-
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These suppositions may betray, to you, great ignorance, - but I am
sure you will know how to excuse it.-1 have only to add that I am in no
immediate want of a reply, but that I shall feel greatly obliged by one,
when it may best suit your convenience so to favour me.

I am, I dear Sir, I yours obediently, I and with great respect I C.R.
Leslie
Michael Faraday Esq I F.R.S. &c &c.

1. Charles Robert Leslie (1794-1859, DNB). Painter.
2. Leslie, C.R. (1855).

Letter 2837
Faraday to Charles Robert Leslie1

25 May 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl A24

Royal Institution I 25 May 1854
My dear Sir

It gives me great pleasure to think that I may in any way be useful to
you as it [is] very agreeable to my thoughts to suppose I have any
knowledge which can bear upon your high & intellectual pursuit:- leaving
you to judge of the applicability of what I may say, I shall plunge at once
into the middle of your letter2. We only know of two states of existence for
the water in the atmosphere, one as clear transparent vapour and the other
as the vesicles which form clouds, or what is commonly known as visible
steam. We have no philosophical reason for supposing that in the first state
it can produce the blue colour of the sky; for all experiment goes to shew,
that, in that state, it is as transparent & colourless as the air itself. Neither,
if we were to assume that the local colour of water is blue, and that in the
state of transparent vapour this colour is retained, would that account for
a blue sky; for supposing the whole of the atmosphere to its very summit,
were retained at the high temperature of 80°F, and that it were saturated
with aqueous vapour, still the quantity of water present if condensed into
the liquid state would not make a layer of more than 13s inches in depth.
But considering the rapid diminution of temperature upwards, and other
circumstances affecting the quantity of water present as transparent
vapour at any one time in the atmosphere, we cannot suppose there is ever
more than one fourth of this amount, and I leave you to judge how utterly
insufficient this Would be to produce the blue skies seen in this country,
much less those of Italy and other parts of the world. Three inches in depth
of the Rhine water at Geneva, which is as blue as any water I know of, if
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held in a glass vessel between the eye & the sky would give scarcely an
appreciable effect of colour.

But the other state of "vesicles" appears to be sufficient to account for
the blue colour, not because of any colour they have in themselves, but because
of their optical effect on the rays of light passing through the atmosphereu
My own knowledge does not render me competent to give an opinion on
this matter; but I place confidence in the investigations of a high
mathematician, M. Clausius3, whose paper you will find (& I think read
with interest) in Taylor's memoires: and to facilitate your access to it I send
you my copy, which if you can return it in a week or two I shall be obliged.
His paper begins at p 326 and you will see that by the time he arrives at
the end p 331, he considers that the blue colour of the sky, as well as the
morning & evening red are fully accounted for4u

In reference to another part of your letter, which speaks of air
without water being invisible, and therefore of the sun as intensely
luminous and without halo or rays, and the space appearing black; there
is reason to believe that such effects (except the rays) would occur. As to
the rays, the irradiation of a very brilliant center of light does not depend
upon the atmosphere, but upon effects produced in & by the parts of the
eye; and would occur if the atmosphere could be entirely removed. On the
other hand there is no reason to believe that the presence of water in the
atmosphere, in its perfectly dissolved state, would produce any of the
effects you refer to or change the appearances from those presented by
perfectly dry air. It is more probable that the vesicles Clausius & others
speak of, are the cause of the general diffusion of the light coming from the
Sun to the earth, which takes place even in the clearest atmospheresu

Believe me to be I My dear Sir I Very faithfully Yours I M. Faraday
C.R. Leslie Esqre RAI&c&c &c

1. Charles Robert Leslie (1794-1859, DNB). Painter.
2. Letter 2836.
3. Rudolf Clausius (1822-1888, DSB). German physicist.
4. Clausius (1853).

Letter 2838
Joseph Denman1 to Faraday
25 May 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

H.M. Yacht Victoria & Albert I Portsmouth I May 25th
My dear Sir
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The relative advantages of the Screw and of the Paddle wheel are just
now being carefully investigated with the view of deciding which will be
the most suitable for Her Majesty's New Yacht2.

The question of the rolling motion of the ship as dependent upon
either mode of propulsion is of course an object of prominent considera-
tion.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert has desired me to communicate
with you upon the subject, especially referring to an experiment he
recently discussed with you3, showing the tendency of a wheel having a
violent rotary motion to maintain a vertical position4.

The general impression is that Paddle wheel steamers roll less than
screw steamers, and His Royal Highness suggests the enquiry, whether
this may not be due to the rotary motion of the paddles under the same
general principles.

The weight of the paddle wheels is considerable, but on the other
hand the motion is slow; in the new yacht for instance of 2300 Tons, the
paddle wheels would be 32 feet in diameter, and would make 30
Revolutions. Their weight would be about 70 Tons.

From these data will you be so kind as to state for His Royal
Highness's information whether you think the revolutions of the Paddle
wheels would have an appreciable effect in diminishing the rolling
motion.

Should the screw be adopted, it would be 16 Feet in diameter, about
10 Tons in weight and would make about 60 revolutions. Do you think the
action of the screw working at right angles to the keel of the ship would
have any effect on the ship's motion? in increasing rolling? - or in
diminishing pitching motion?

His Royal Highness desires me also to suggest whether by the
adoption of a heavy kind of Fly wheel working in the centre of the ship in
a line with the keel + , the rolling motion of ships might not, (on the
principle before referred to) be greatly diminished, if not altogether
prevented. I am my dear Sir

Faithfully Your's I Jos Denman
+ unconnected with either propeller.
Professor Faraday I &c &c &c

1. Joseph Denman (1810-1874, Bl). Naval officer. Commanding officer of the royal yacht,
1853-1862.
2. Also called the Victoria & Albert. Paddle wheels were chosen for this yacht which was
launched on 16 January 1855. Gavin (1932), 129-43,279.
3. Presumably when Prince Albert chaired Whewell (1854) or Faraday (18540 on 29 April and
6 May 1854 respectively.
4. See Faraday, Diary, 11,13,14,17 March 1854, 6: 13146-13188 for Faraday's experiments on
this topic.
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Letter 2839
Faraday to Joseph Denman1

27 May 1854
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 3

Royal Institution I 27 May 1854
My dear Sir

Your letter is full of interest and I feel great delight that any
conversation in which I had part should be connected with so just an
application of the principles of natural philosophy as has been made by
His Royal Highness Prince Albert in the cases of the paddle wheel & the
propeller2!.]

You will be aware from the communication of his Royal Highness
that all practical result may be referred to the following facts. A disc when
rotating, resists any force tending to alter its place so as to change the
plane of its rotation far more than if the disc were not rotating: and the
resistance is the greater as the body is heavier;- as the parts have greater
velocity or momentum & therefore as they are further from the axis of
rotation, and as the change of plane is greater. Now the force of the paddle
wheels & their positions in relation to a steam ship are such that they
cannot but affect its rolling; and their tendency will be to diminish it. You
will understand that the endeavour is not to preserve any particular plane
as regards the horizon, but that in which the disturbing force finds the
rotating disc; so if a wave causes the vessel to roll, the revolving bodies
will tend to resist this roll; as the vessel endeavours to recover itself the
tendency will be to resist the recovery also; but on the whole, the rolling
will be obstructed and diminished. I have always considered that paddle
wheels resist and diminish rolling by the hold the descending side takes
(like a hand in swimming) upon the water; but I have not the slightest
doubt, now, that they will act also by the effect His Royal Highness has
pointed out. What the proportion may be I cannot say; or to what extent
the weight of 70 tons disposed in forms about 32 feet in diameter &
revolving once in 2 seconds would affect a ship of 2300 tons. But I should
expect it would be very appreciable, & should not be surprised if it may
form a considerable part of any superiority which paddle wheels have
over screws.

The screw you refer to, though it would revolve with twice the
velocity of the paddle wheels has only half their diameter & a third of their
weight; so that it would present much less resistance to change of plane
than the latter. Besides this it is at the extremity of the vessel; and therefore
perhaps 6 or 8 times as far from the horizontal transverse line about which
the ship tends to revolve when pitching, as the paddle wheels are from the
horizontal longitudinal line about which the ship tends to revolve when
rolling;- for the short motions of the roll will be much more resisted than
the long motion of the pitch, because the place of rotation in the first case,
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is more quickly changed. I do not think that the screw would tend to
increase rolling otherwise than as it would replace the paddle wheels
which tend to diminish it.

The suggestion of his Royal Highness in regard to a central fly wheel
is highly philosophic & perfectly justified by natural principles!.] At the
same time I cannot undertake to say what amount of effect it would
produce in any given case. Still the experiment could be made so simply
and progressively that I think any marine engineer could ascertain the
point practically in a very few days.

Suppose a boat with a heavy disc or fly wheel fitted up in the middle
this being attached by running bands to an axle & handles in the fore or
aft part so that a man (or two men if needful) could get the fly into rapid
rotation; the boat being of such size that a third person standing across or
from side to side could by the action of his limbs sway her right & left. He
might do this when the fly is still, and also when in quick motion. He
would soon find the resistance to his efforts in the latter case, and then a
judgment might be formed as to the result of a larger experiment & as to the
application to a ship. If more convenient two fly wheels might be used one
on each side of the boat and the gear & men be in the middle; but the first
experiment ought to be made with a boat that can be easily & quickly
rocked or the results will not be so instructive as they might be.

Though I have spoken thus far of a disc revolving in a vertical plane
yet it is of course evident that a horizontal or any other plane may be
selected provided that the axis of rotation is perpendicular to the length of
the boat.

Supposing that a great disc or fly wheel were revolving in the inside
of a vessel parallel to & in the same direction as the paddle wheels, and a
wave were to affect the vessel, rolling her so as to depress the Starboard
side, the resistance set up by the disc would not be direct, but would have
an oblique result tending to turn the ships head to Starboard. Has any
thing of this kind been distinguished by the man at the wheel? Probably
he could not tell it from the effect due to immersion of the Starboard
Paddle wheel:- in the boat experiment it ought to be sensible.

I am I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Captn. Jos Denman I &c &c &c

1. Joseph Denman (1810-1874, Bl). Naval officer. Commanding officer of the royal yacht,
1853-1862.
2. See letter 2838.
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Letter 2840
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
29 May 1854
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f.69-70

Royal Institution I 29 May 1854
My dear friend

Though feeling weary & tired I cannot resist any longer conveying to
you my sincere thanks (however feebly) for the gift of your work in
French . I have delayed doing so for some time hoping to be in better
spirits but will delay no longer, for delighted as I have been in the reading
of it, my treacherous memory begins to let loose that which I gained from
it:- for when I read some of the summaries a second time, I am surprised
to find them there & then slowly find that I had read them beforeu The
power with which you hold the numerous parts of our great department
of science in your mind is to me most astonishing & delightful and the
accounts you give of the researches of the workers & especially those of
Germany exceedingly valuable & interesting to me. May you long enjoy &
use this great power for the good of us all. We shall long for the second
volume but we must have patience for it is a great work that you are
engaged im.i

You sent me also the Numbers of the Bibliotheque for January
February & March & there again your kindness to me is deeply manifested
& with me is deeply felt: but do not trouble yourself to send me the
succeeding numbers for I have the work here & see it with great interest
for it is to me a channel for much matter that otherwise would escape me
altogether. I wish I could send you matter oftener, but my wishes far
outmeasure my ability. My portfolio contains many plans for work but I
get tired with ordinary occupation & then my hands lie idle.

Your theoretical views from p. 5572 and onwards have interested me
very deeply and I am glad to place them in my mind by the side of those
ideas which serve to aid discovery & development by suggesting
analogies and crucial experiments and other forms of test for the views
which arise in the mind as vague shadows however they may develope
into brightness. I have always a great difficulty about hypotheses from the
necessity one is under of holding them loosely & suspending the mental
decision. I do not know whether I am right in concluding that your
hypothesis supposes that there can only be a few atoms in each molecule
and that these are arranged as a disc or at all events disc fashion i.e in the
same plane it seems to me that if we consider a molecule in its three
dimensions it will be necessary to consider the atoms as all having their
axis in planes parallel to one only of these directions however numerous
these atoms may be. I speak of course of those bodies which you consider
as naturally magnetic p 5713. Perhaps when I get my head a little clearer
I may be able to see more clearly the probable arrangements of many
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atoms in one molecule. But for the present I must refrain from thinking
about it[.]

Our united kindest remembrances
Ever My dear friend I Your faithful I M. Faraday

Proff Aug de la Rive I &c &c &c

Address: A Professor I August de la Rive I &c &c &c &c I a Geneva I
Switzerland.

1. De La Rive (1854-8), 1.
2. Ibid., 557-79.
3. Ibid., 571.

Letter 2841
Faraday to Henry Ellis
30 May 1854
From the original in BL add MS 70843, £.121

Royal Institution I 30 May 1854
My dear Sir Henry

I am delighted at the least opportunity of shewing you my view of
your continual kindnessu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Sir Henry Ellis I &c &c &c

Letter 2842
Faraday to John William Parker1

30 May 1854
From the original in Columbia University Library MS Coll Herter

R Institution I 30 May 1854
My dear Sir

I return you the revise2. You may do as you like about sending me the
sheets when corrected. I think I should not make any further change but
I am anxious that those made should be put in and that errors should not
drop in in making the corrections. As the title page of each lecture will I
suppose be cancelled in the volume3 so the date may go there where you
have placed it.

Lady Brodie4 (14 Savile Row) asked me if the lecture were published
separately to tell the bookseller to send her a dozen copies. I suppose it is
in your way to supply her with them and will leave it in your handst.i
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Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.W. Parker Esq I &c &c &c

1. John William Parker (1792-1870, DNB). Printer and publisher.
2. Faraday (1854f).
3. Anon (1855).
4. Anne Brodie, nee Sellon (d.1861, age 64, Gent.Mag., 1861,11: 218). Philanthropist and wife
of Benjamin Collins Brodie whom she married in 1816 (see under his DNB entry).

Letter 2843
Josiah Latimer Clark to Faraday
31 May 1854
From Melloni (1854c), 32-3
COMPAGNIE DES TELEGRAPHES ELECTRIQUES I (fondee en 1846). I
Bureau des Ingenieurs, 408 [sic], West-Strand. I Londres, 31 mai 1854.
M. Latimer Clark au professeur Faraday.

J'ai fait quelques experiences sur les vitesses comparees des courants
de diff^rentes tensions, et je vous envoie les bandes de papier qui
montrent les resultats. Je n'ai pas reussi a rendre egales les deviations du
galvanometre produites par les courants les plus intenses, c'est-a-dire ceux
qui derivent d'un grand nombre de petites lames, avec celles qui
proviennent d'un petit nombre de lames de grand surface. Je fais allusion
en cela a la forme d'experience suggeree par M. Melloni1; mais je crois que
les resultats l'interesseront neanmoins.

Les experiences ont ete executees sur une longueur de 768 milles de
fil metallique recouvert de gutta-percha, sur la ligne qui va de Londres a
Manchester, et revient ici deux fois; avec nos piles ordinaires a sulfate de
cuivre, dont les Elements ont trois pouces carres, et avec des tensions qui
ont varie de 31 couples a environ 16 fois ce nombre, soit 500 couples.

Dans les bandes dont j'ai parle, la ligne superieure produite par un
mecanisme local, indique le commencement de l'experience et le temps
durant lequel le courant etait transmis.
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La seconde ligne (de points) indique le temps en secondes et provient
de la detente d'une petite roue touchee par un pendule, a chaque fois qu'il
passe par le centre de Tare d'oscillation.

La troisieme ligne montre l'instant oil le courant apparait a
l'extremite que nous appelons extremite eloignee (distant end) de la ligne de
768 milles de fil.

La quatrieme ligne indique enfin le reste de la decharge de Vextremite
approchee (near end) du fil, que Ton plagait en communication avec la terre,
des que Ton avait interrompu la communication avec la pile. Cette ligne
n'a aucun interet pour le sujet de nos recherches actuelles. Or on voit, au
moyen de la troisieme ligne que, dans tous les cas, il s'est ecoule environ
deux tiers de seconde avant que 1'action devint apparente a la distance de
768 milles, ce qui correspond a une vitesse d'environ 1000 milles par
seconde. Cette vitesse est done sensiblement egale, quelle que soit la
tension du courant electrique

TRANSLATION
The Electric Telegraph Company I (Incorporated 1846) I Engineer's
Office, I 448, West Strand, I London, 31 May 1854.
Mr Latimer Clark to Professor Faraday

I have done some experiments on the comparative speeds of currents
of different tensions, and I am sending you the strips of paper which show
the results. I have not managed to equalise the deviations of the
galvanometer produced by the strongest currents, that is to say those
which derive from a large number of small plates, with those which come
from a small number of plates with larger surfaces. I allude to the kind of
experiment proposed by Mr Melloni1; but I believe that the results will
interest him nevertheless.

The experiments were carried out along a 768 mile length of metal
wire covered with gutta percha, on the line which goes from London to
Manchester and comes back here twice; with our ordinary copper sulphate
piles, of which the elements are three square inches, and with tensions
which varied between 31 pairs to about 16 times that amount, that is 500
pairs.

In the strips I spoke about, the top line produced by a local
mechanism, indicates the beginning of the experiment and the time in
which the current was transmitted.

The second line (the points) indicates the time in seconds and comes
from the extension of a small wheel touched by a pendulum, each time it
passed through the centre of the arc of oscillation.

The third line shows the moment at which the current appears at the
end we call the distant end of the line of 768 miles of wire.
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The fourth line indicates finally the remains of the discharge at the
near end of the wire, which was connected to the earth, as soon as its
communication with the wire was interrupted. This line has no interest for
the subject of our current research. Now we see, by means of the third line
that, in all of the cases, it took about two thirds of a second before the
action became apparent at a distance of 768 miles, which corresponds to a
speed of about 1000 miles per second. This speed is essentially equal,
whatever the tension of the electric current.

1. In letter 2813.

Letter 2844
Guillaume Hahner1 to Faraday
31 May 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64a.6
Monsieur le Professeur,

Ayant soumis a Monsieur Herbert, Secretaire de l'honorable Board of
Trinity house les avantages de ma methode d'lllumination des Phares,
moyennant la lumiere Electrique, et ayant ete engage par le susdit Board
de le soumettre a Votre examen2, j'ai l'honeur de Vous remettre ci-joint la
description du susdit procede, accompagne d'un dessin de l'Appareil.

J'espere que cette description sera suffisante pour Vous mettre en etat
de porter un jugement sur ma methode. J'ai fait construire un petit
appareil dont le susdit dessin est vine Copie exacte, et qui fonctionne
parfaitement et serait presque suffisant pour un petit Phare. II est a Votre
disposition si Vous croyez en avoir besoin.

J'espere avoir l'honneur de Vous faire ma visite au mois de Juillet
prochain; en attendant, si Vous aviez des eclaircissemens a me demander
ou des Communications a me faire, veuillez me les diriger directement par
lettre.

En tout cas, soit que l'invention Vous semble digne d'etre prise en
consideration, ou non, je compte, Monsieur, sur Votre entiere discretion,
parcequ'il me serait d'un grand prejudice si l'invention fut rendu publique
avant que j'ai pris les arrangements necessaires.

Je saisis avec plaisir cette occasion pour Vous exprimer la haute
estime avec laquelle j'ai l'honeur d'etre I Monsieur le Professeur I Votre
tres devoue et obst. servr. I Guillme. Hahner I Consul de S.M. le Roi de
Saxe3

Livourne en Toscane I ce 31 Mai 1854
A Monsieur le Professeur Faraday a Londres
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Lighthouse Illumination by Electric Light
Till now no one has succeeded in using Electric light for lighthouses'

illumination, because of the difficulty of obtaining the duration of the
light; for it is well known how easily Electric light extinguishes, and what
a care it affords to conserve it alighted for some time. This way of
Illumination gives a light of great beauty, and is visible at a greater
distance than any other artificial light.

Through the following apparatus this Illumination can be obtained in
a very favorable way.

Two disks of coke, graphit, or some other similar stuff formed as
toothed wheels are fixed strongly on two pegs or pins (pennies) of metal
and turn on opposite sides with a very slow movement caused by a watch
mechanismu In this way the disks move regularly and end their
movement in a fixed time. - The two poles of the pile are in
communication with the pegs of metal and in consequence with the two
disks of coke.

In the movement of rotation the teeth of the disks find themselves in
contact with each other, and in removing themselves slowly from the
luminous arc which finishes suddenly when they are too far, but then two
other points come in contact and renew the same phenom [sic] regularly.
This way of illumination instead of being inconvenient presents the
advantage of having a perfect eclipse, which is not to be obtained by the
ordinary systems. The elements of the Pile could be plunged in sea water,
which could serve as exciting liquid.

Explanation of the drawing:
a.b. Toothed Disks of coke
c.c.d. Wheels which move the said Disks of coke
e.e. Metallic bars which communicate with the pins or pegs, on which the
disks of coke are fixed,
fi. Wires or poles of the pile
g. Spirail [sic] which strains the wire
Wm Hahner

Endorsed by Faraday: Received June 6th 1854 I MF

TRANSLATION
Dear Professor,

Having submitted to Mr Herbert, Secretary of the Honourable Board
of Trinity House the advantages of my method of lighthouse lighting
using electric light, and having been asked by the said Board to submit it
to your examination2, I have the honour of enclosing the attached
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description of the said procedure, together with an illustration of the
Instrument.

I hope that this description will be sufficient for you to form a
judgement on my method. This is an exact copy of the apparatus that I
have had built, which works perfectly and would be almost sufficient for
a small Lighthouse. It is at your disposal if you think you might need it.

I hope to have the honour to visit you next July; in the meantime, if
you would like any further information or would like to write to me,
please do so directly by letter.

In any case, should the invention seem to you worthy of considera-
tion or otherwise, I count, Sir, on your complete discretion, since it would
prejudice me greatly if the invention became known before I had made the
necessary arrangements.

I take this opportunity with pleasure to express to you the high
esteem with which I have the honour of being i Professor i Your very
devoted and obedient servant I Guillme Hahner I Consul of His Majesty
the King of Saxony3

Livorno in Tuscany I this 31 May 1854
To Professor Faraday in London

1. Unidentified.
2. See letter 2820 and Trinity House By Board, 11 April 1854, GL MS 30010/38, p.493.
3. Frederick-Augustus II (1797-1854, NDB). King of Saxony, 1836-1854.

Letter 2845
Faraday to Thomas Twining
2 June 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl Nl/24

Royal Institution I 2 June 1854
My dear Sir

We have just received a very beautiful mark of your kindness & my
thanks for it came very well when I am about to claim more - but your
earnest invitation makes us wish to accept it by coming to lunch with you
at Twickenham!.] The days here are sadly embarrassed by one duty or
another but on the supposition that next Tuesday1 might suit and that we
may perhaps have a little sun by the 6th of June I venture to ask whether
we shall spend a few hours in your Garden on that day. But if you are
going out or if on any account it will be inconvenient do not hesitate to say
so. The Waterloo Station is I think the right onet.j

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
T Twining Esq I &c &c &c
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1. That is 7 June 1854.

Letter 2846
Faraday to Macedonio Melloni
2 June 1854
From Melloni (1854c), 31-2

Institution Royale, 2 juin 1854
Mon cher Melloni,

......M. Latimer Clark a fait l'experience que vous avez demandee1 et
ecrit un compte rendu des resultats; je vous envoie le tout ci-joint2. II est
tres-difficile d'avoir les lignes completement libres, pendant un certain
intervalle de temps, en sorte que Ton a du attendre les occasions
favorables et operer le mieux possible a plusieurs reprises, sans que j'aie
pu assister aux experiences. Mais je crois que vous serez satisfait, et vous
pouvez avoir pleine confiance dans 1'exactitude de ses observations.

Votre affectionne I M. Faraday

TRANSLATION
Royal Institution, 2 June 1854

My dear Melloni,
Mr Latimer Clark has conducted the experiment that you asked1 and

has written an account of his results: I enclose a complete copy2. It is very
difficult to have completely free lines, for a certain period of time, so that
he had to wait for a favourable time and operate as best he could at several
attempts, without my being able to be present at the experiments. But I
believe you will be satisfied and you can have full confidence in the
accuracy of his results.

Your affectionate I M. Faraday

1. In letter 2813. This suggests that Faraday had not yet received letter 2834 a view which is
supported by the opening paragraph of letter 2870.
2. Letter 2843.
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Letter 2847
Josiah Latimer Clark to Faraday
5 June 1854
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 22 /16

448 West Strand I June 5th 1854
Dear Sir

"We have had Express (underground wire) needles demagnetised
and underground Tunnel circuits fused during the last week".

The above is an extract from a letter from one of our Superintendents
dated 1st June. It seems a very strange fact but I have no doubt of its truth.
I attribute it to the inductive effect of lightning in the vicinity of our
underground circuits. The London and North Western is the District
referred to.

Yours very truly I (signed) Latimer Clark
Professor Faraday,

Letter 2848
Faraday to Josiah Latimer Clark
6 June 1854
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 22 /16

Royal Institution I June 6th 1854
My dear Sir,

I am very greatly obliged by your most interesting note1. The fact is
very interesting. You attribute it to the inductive action of lightning and I
suppose lightning must have been the cause of it. Do you not think it
possible that the lightning has acted by shock on to the metal tubes in the
earth containing the wires; which would serve as lightning conductors to
the flash, & that they may have induced at the moment on the wires within
or may even have divided the flash with them.

I am, My dear Sir I Yours very truly I M. Faraday
Latimer Clark Esqre

1. Letter 2847.
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Letter 2849
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
7 June 1854
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 468, f.228-9

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1854 June 7
My dear Sir

Mr. Latimer Clark at my request has been so good as to make
experiments on his long lines for the velocities of galvanic currents from
batteries of different numbers of cells. This is of some importance to us
longitudinarians, because we cannot always be sure that the number of
cells at the opposite stations is the same, and our ultimate result would be
erroneous to the amount of half the difference of the times of traverse
corresponding to the two sets of battery cells.

The result, in a range from 62 to 500 cells, is very satisfactory, that
there is no sensible difference of time.

I should not have thought this worth the trouble of your reading,
only that pro tanto it seems to shew that there is no real difference
depending on intensity in the application to signal communications. I do
not mean that there is no difference in other effects.

The velocity in the subterraneous wires is low, somewhere about
1000 miles per second.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday I &c &c &c

Letter 2850
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
8 June 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 468, f .230

Royal Institution I 8 June 1854
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your note1. Curiously enough I wrote in March to
Mr. L. Clarke about experiments as to any change in velocity of conduction
dependant on the character of the current as to quantity & intensity; for
Melloni wished for some results2. Mr. Clarke said he would make the
experiments - and a week ago sent me all the results3 which I sent off at
once to Melloni at Naples4u They are the same as those you refer to.

Did Mr. Clarke tell you the curious fact that some of the instruments
connected with the underground wires have had their needles reversed & in
some cases the wire melted5. I suspect that they have been struck through
the earth (where near the surface) by lightning6!.]

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Truly I M. Faraday
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Geo B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2849.
2. Letter 2813.
3. Letter 2843.
4. Letter 2846.
5. See letter 2847.
6. See letter 2848.

Letter 2851
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
8 June 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .7

Pembroke Coll. Cambridge I June 8th 1854
My dear Sir,

I much regret that I should have kept the pamphlet you sent me so
long. I read it shortly after I got it, but then my lectures commenced, which
for the time they lasted took up my attention; and as there were some
points in it which I wished to refer to at leisure I kept it, not thinking how
much time slipped away in the interval. I meant to [word illegible] one or
two experiments in connexion with it, but of late I have had no sunlight.
I hope that you have not in the mean time been wishing that you had it to
refer to.

Believe me I Yours very truly i G.G. Stokes

Letter 2852
Edward William Cooke1 to Faraday
8 June 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.40

"The Ferns" I Kensington, I 8, June 1854
Dear Profr Faraday

According to promise I beg to remind you that the last meeting of the
Kensington Conversazione takes place this evg Thursday at Campden
House, 8 o'clk2. We trust you will be present, you will find much to admire
in the way of art, & I think nature will not be far behind in attractiveness.

Your lecture which will - as usual, draw a very large audience to the
theatre of the Royal Instn tomorrow evg3 has induced me to send a
hundred of my Venetian Photographs for the Library but pray use your
own discretion as to admitting so many & reject any you please - my idea
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was to form a continuous line but if you think a few gaps expedient Mr
Vincent will attend to your wishes.

Yours very truly I E.W. Cooke
Profr Faraday F.R.S. &c &c &c

1. Edward William Cooke (1811-1880, Bl). Painter.
2. On this exhibition of art see Athenaeum, 10 June 1854, p.720.
3. Faraday (1854e), Friday Evening Discourse of 9 June 1854.

Letter 2853
Faraday to Charles Grey
10 June 1854
From the original in RAW Vic add MS C/12

Royal Institution I 10 June 1854
Sir

Will you do me the favour to lay before His Royal Highness Prince
Albert the accompanying copy of a lecture delivered in the Royal
Institution. The great honor which His Royal Highness conferred on me by
his presence at the time is that which encourages me to offer this testimony
of duty and profound respectw

I have the honor to be I Sir I Your Very humble I faithful Servant I
M. Faraday
The Honorable I Coll Grey I &c &c &c

1. Faraday (18540, delivered on 6 May 1854.

Letter 2854
Faraday to Emma Maria Grove1

15 June 1854
From the original in RI MS G F30

Royal Institution I 15 June 1854
My dear Mrs. Grove

If we were to pop in on Monday Evening2 about 7 or \ p 7 oclk in
hopes of finding dinner over & you, my friend Grove, & the children (bless
them) with nothing to do other than bear with our company is there any
chance of our finding such to be the case?

Ever Most truly Your i faithful Servant I M. Faraday
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1. Emma Maria Grove, nee Powles (d.1879, age 68, GRO). Married Grove in 1837 see DNB
under his entry.
2. That is 19 June 1854.

Letter 2855
James Lodge Mapple1 to Faraday
17 June 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64a.7

June 17-54
Sir

In reply to yours I beg to state that my plan consists of 3 disks
revolving on their centers two of the disks are of hard coke for the
deflagration the other disk is of an insulating substance and is plac'd
between the coke disks so as to keep them the proper distance apart which
distance is adjustable the Coke disks are plac'd on uprights which spring
together which springs press them against the insulating disk which is
rotated and causes the Coke disks to rotate with it so as they are consumed
the spring'd uprights pressing them against the insulating disk keeps
them the same distance apart of course they will get a little nearer as they
get smaller but I think the difference will be very trifling and if any deposit
takes place on either of the disks a spring scraper can be applied to remove
it as the disks rotate I think the apparatus for the burning is complete and
the constancy will depend on the battery but at present it needs tryingu

Hoping you will excuse my lengthy description
I remain Sir I Your Obedient Servant I J.L. Mapple

14RoslynSt. I Hampstead
To M. Faraday Esqr.

1. James Lodge Mapple. He took out a number of electrical patents during the 1840s and
1850s, but is otherwise unidentified.

Letter 2856
Faraday to John Welsh1

20 June 1854
From the original in PRO BJ1 / 9

R Institution I 20 June 1854
Dear Sir

I have tried to pay for the thermometer and have had so much
trouble that I must apply to you for instructions!.] Shall I send you a check
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on Drummonds2 or a Post office order? if the latter at what Post office shall
it be payable. I made an order out for Mr. Ronalds3 thinking he was
Secretary at Kew & have had to go to Turnham Green & then send & write
to the Chief Post office and even at this moment all is not right but I expect
it will be in half an houru

I am Dear Sir I Yours Very Truly i M. Faraday
John Welch [sic] Esq I &c &c &c

1. John Welsh (1824-1859, DNB). Superintendent of the Meteorological Observatory, Kew,
1852-1859.
2. Drummond. Bankers to the Royal Institution. See Bolitho and Peel (1985).
3. Francis Ronalds (1788-1873, DNB). Superintendent of the Meteorological Observatory,
Kew, 1843-1852.

Letter 2857
Faraday to Stephen Henry Ward1

22 June 1854
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 22 June 1854
Many thanks My dear Mr. Ward for your kindness in sending me the

account of the Wardian cases2. We are just starting for the Isle of Wight &
shall take it with us. Best remembrances to all with you.

Ever Yours Truly I M. Faraday

1. Stephen Henry Ward (cl818-1880, B3). Physician and medical writer.
2. Ward, S.H. (1854), Friday Evening Discourse of 17 March 1854.

Letter 2858
John Tyndall to Faraday
25 June 1854
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4025

25th, June, 1854.
My dear Prof Faraday

I was very sorry to find on coming to the Institution on Monday last1

that you had departed an hour before. I had been in town for two or three
days previous, and once called at the Institution: But I had got wet in the
country, sat in a draught on my way to town and done sundry other
imprudent things: these brought on a cold and confined me to the house
for two whole days. When I called at the Institution it was late and I was
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ill, for otherwise I should have intruded my bodily presence upon you. I
am now at work, and as usual sadly bewildered - I know nothing of
magnetism - The experiments which every body seems to understand are
those which puzzle me most - At least I find the accepted theories of
magnetic action no refuge at present. Well patience is sure to bring
something out of the bewilderment at least. Magnus informs me that he
has sent you a paper on black sulphur2 and that some specimens of the
substance are also on the way to you. He obtains the black sulphur by
melting the substance over and over again - perhaps 20 times - and cooling
it very quickly each time. But I dare say you will be glad to forget science
for the present so will not trouble you with it further.

Kind remembrance to Mrs Faraday
Believe me I Most sincerely Yours I John Tyndall

1. That is 19 June 1854. See letter 2854.
2. Magnus (1854).

Letter 2859
Faraday to John Tyndall
28 June 1854
From the original in APS MS

Ventnor I Isle of Wight I 28 June 1854
My dear Tyndall

You see by the top of this letter how much habit prevails over me1.1
have just read yours from thence2 and yet I think myself there. However
I have left its science in very good keeping & am glad to hear you are at
Experiment: but how is the health? not well I fear. I wish you would get
yourself strong first and work afterward:- as for the fruits I am sure they
will be good, for though I despond for myself I do not for you. You are
young I am old, you are fresh in thought I am exhausted in thoughts and
little more than a thing of habits - but then our subjects are so glorious that
to work at them rejoices & encourages the feeblest delights & enchants the
strongest.

I have not yet heard any thing from Magnus - thoughts of him
always delight me - we shall look at his black sulphur together. I heard
from Schoenbein the other day who tells me Liebig is full of ozone i.e of
allotropic oxygen3[.j

Good bye for the present. We are moderately well - my wife weak.
Ever My dear Tyndall I Yours Truly I M. Faraday

1. "Royal Institution" is crossed through above "Ventnor".
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2. Letter 2858.
3. Letter 2818.

Letter 2860
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
30 June 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl D21

South Cliff Cottage I Shanklin I Isle of Wight I 30 June 1854
My dear friend

I do not know why I write to you but that you are a friend and are
called specially to my mind by any indisposition coming over me or my
wife. She has I suppose caught cold very easily and in order in part to
avoid the consequences we have removed from Ventnor where we were to
this place. But at Ventnor her ear plagued her & since we have been here
(the second day now) a serious gathering occurred in it causing her much
pain & trouble. Now I think it is going off after breaking - & she is easier
but very deaf & very weak. She has brought no medicine or prescription
with her hoping all from the air & place that was needful. I have an
impression (and she has also) that the frequent syringing with warm water
has made the ear susceptible to cold - perhaps the blistering has helped. I
dare say all will come right again but the fact is I am somewhat of a
coward on my wifes account and so I trouble you. If there is nothing to say
do not think of writing. The place is very beautiful and the birds singing
sweetly; and we are now on the top of the cliff. I am quite well and idling
to perfection - it is the only thing that suits me. I forget where Lady
Millicent1 & the family are at present but I hope in such health as to cheer
you. What a blessing health is? I hope you are enjoying it - and with it a
cheerful active mindu

Ever My dear friend I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Dr. B.Jones I &c &c &c

1. Millicent Bence Jones, nee Acheson (d.1887, age 78, GRO). Married Bence Jones in 1842 (see
under his DNB entry). She was lady by virtue of being the daughter of an Earl.
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Letter 2861
John Tyndall to Faraday
30 June 1854
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4026-8

June 30th, 1854
My dear Prof Faraday

It is just three quarters of an hour to bed time and I think you will not
call me imprudent if, as a sedative to my thoughts, I employ this interval
in writing to you. You have kindly asked after my health1 - Though not
robust it is still in a sound condition - My face is pale as usual, but it would
be hasty to infer from this that there is any thing radically wrong with me.
Dr Bence Jones once hinted to me that he thought I might be consumptive.
I smiled inwardly at the time, for it brought to my mind a similar remark
made by others who when they knew me better came round to the
opposite opinion. The fact is, there is greater toughness in these attenuated
muscles of mine than many give me credit for, and it has often been my lot
in mere physical exertion to weary out men of far greater promise. I do
intend however to give myself three weeks holiday Francis and I have
arranged a trip into Wales together and thence to Liverpool to the British
Association. This will endow me with an amount of vigour sufficient to
cope with the requirements of our next campaign. I have been for the last
week endeavouring to decide a point or two in magnetism and have got
myself into a labyrinth of difficulties; sometimes in the deepest intellectual
darkness, relieved now and then by a gleam which cheers a man on to
renewed effort. I often think that the qualities which go to constitute a
good Christian are those most essential to a man of science, and that above
all things it is necessary for him to become as "a little child."2 But how apt
is a man to forget this docile spirit:- how apt to rise disaffected and
unhappy from his task when he has failed to confirm some foregone
conclusion on which he has set his heart:- And then again in the midst of
all his discontent a still small voice3 seems to reason with him and like the
harp of David acting upon Saul drives away the evil spirit from his heart
and makes him once more fresh and hopeful4.1 have found myself, even
recently, converted from a miserable, complaining, rebellious wretch, into
a loyal and happy worker in less time than it has taken me to write this
sentence. A thought has rifted and scattered the cloud of discontent as the
wind disperses the mist upon the hills.

I wish I could hear you say that you were more than "moderately
well" and that Mrs Faraday was more than moderately strong, and I do
trust that the fresh breezes of the cozy little spot at which you now reside
will increase the strength of both of you. Your last letter is to me in many
respects more precious than 'much fine gold', but I have found difficulty
in interpreting one phrase - ["]Though I despond as for myself" - 1 can
only account for it on the supposition that nothing short of infinitude can
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satisfy the soul of man. When I look at the intellectual conquest which lies
at your feet, and which, as I heard Verdet5 say last autumn in Paris, stands
unequalled since the time of Newton6, the attitude which presents itself to
my mind as the natural one is that of a warrior who, after the day's
successful conflict, wipes his iron bow and looks with tranquil satisfaction
upon the spoils of victory. With regard to my own feelings in the matter I
can only say that the ejaculation of Baalam [sic] would express the
asperation of my soul "Let me die the death of such a worker"!7

They are still plying me with missives from the Society of Arts. Were
I to undertake all they request of me my whole time would be scarcely
sufficient for them. Dr Lotham8 has written requesting me to give a lecture
pointing out the connexion of physics with chemistry, on the one side, and
with mathematics on the other. Of course I have been compelled to decline
it. A Mr Michall9 wrote requesting me to come and help him on Friday and
Saturday to arrange some philosophical apparatus. He writes as if he
thought he had nothing to do but to ask me; but notwithstanding this, lest
they should consider my persistent refusals illnatured, I have consented to
go down to them for a couple of hours tomorrow. A few days ago Dr Bence
Jones came into the laboratory and told me that the time for voting the
grants by the Royal Society had just arrived. I applied on Friday last for 50
or 100 pounds - On Wednesday evening I met Sabine at Col Yorke's10 and
he informed me that they had given me the 100 - It is very kind of them11.

My candles are now burnt out and wishing you and Mrs Faraday
good night, I end my scroll by subscribing myself

Most faithfully Yours I John Tyndall

1. In letter 2859.
2. See, for example, Matthew 18: 2-3.
3. 1 Kings 19: 12.
4. 1 Samuel 16: 23.
5. Marcel Emile Verdet (1824-1866, P2, 3). Professor of Physics at the Ecole Normale, Paris.
6. Tyndall, Diary, 5 September 1853, 5: 251 notes this meeting with Verdet, but not the
remark.
7. See Numbers 23:10.
8. Unidentified.
9. Unidentified.
10. Philip Yorke (1799-1874, J.Chem.Soc, 1875, 28: 1319). Officer in the Scots Fusilier Guards.
Amateur man of science and sometime Manager of the Royal Institution.
11. See Tyndall, Diary, 2 July 1854, 5: 354 and RS CM, 29 June 1854,2: 292.
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Letter 2862
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
1 July 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Moretta de Portici I ce ler Juillet 1854
Cher et illustre ami

J'ai recu, il y a quelques jours, les documents relatifs aux experiences
que vous avez eu la bonte de faire faire a ma requistion par l'ingenieur en
chef de la compagnie anglaise des telegraphes electriques1: elles m'ont
beaucoup interesse et je ne manquerai pas d'en rendre compte a mes
collegues dans la premiere seance de notre academie des sciences... il se
pourrait que l'exemple d'une societe particuliere si favorable aux
recherches scientifiques induisit enfin le Ministre de l'instruction publique
de Naples a fournir les petites ressources que l'Academie lui a demandees
dupuis longtems pour mettre en oeuvre mon projet d'experiences
magnetiques autour du Vesuve Quoiqu'il arrive, recevez mes plus vifs
remerciments pour cette nouvelle preuve de votre precieuse amitie et
soyez bien convaincu qu'elle restera profondement gravee dans mon
coeur!

Le nouveau modele de mon electrosope2 sera bientot fini et je ne
manquerai pas de vous en envoyer de suite la description. En attendant je
vais vous communiquer quelques resultats obtenus avec l'anden modele,
fort incomplet sans aucun doute, mais bien superieur, comme je vous le
disais a tous les autres electroscopes, soit pour la sensibilite, soit pour la
nettete des indications. Ces resultats me paraissent en general favorables
a votre ingenieuse theorie de l'induction et de la conductibilite electrique;
il y en a cependant quelques uns dont je ne puis encore me rendre compte
et je vous serai bien oblige si vous vouliez m'eclairer la dessus. Voici les
faits que je vais resumer le plus brievement possible.

II faut premettre [sic] d'abord qu'un corps est completement garanti
des actions d'attraction et de repulsion provenant d'une source electrique
exterieure lorsqu'on l'abrite convenablement par un ecran de metal mis en
communication avec le sol. Cela pose, vous concevez qu'avec mon
appareil, un ecran perce, et un petit baton de cire d'espagne electrise je
puis facilement etudier la transmission des milieux de differente nature
pour la force electrique rayonnante. Or je trouve que cette force ne se propage
jamais immediatement dans les substances solides et liquides, comme
quelques physiciens semblent 1'admettre a l'egard du verre; mais toujours
par la voie mediate, c'est-a-dire de couche en couche; ce qui rentre
parfaitement dans vos idees. Cependant je ne comprends pas d'une
maniere bien nette comment la radiation electrique parvenue a la surface du
milieu se propage egalement dans tous les sens de sa masse, et surtout,
comment elle se renverse completement dans certaines circonstances
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Soit A le corps electrise, B 1'ecran perce, C le milieu soumis au
rayonnement electrique, D Telectroscope. Uaction a lieu tout aussi bien
lorsque l'electroscope est en face de l'ouverture que lorsqu'il se trouve
place en D'. De plus - Si Ton transporte la lame interposee C du cote de la
source electrique, on observe encore le meme effet en placant cette source
en A, A' ou A"-3

Dans ces differents cas ce n'est pas le seul mouvement de l'index
electroscopique a Tetat naturel que Ton obtient, mais aussi la qualite de
l'electricite transmise, qui est toujours la meme que celle de la source: en
sorte que le petit baton de cire d'espagne porte en A, A' ou A" augmente
toujours la divergence initiate de l'index electroscopique lorsque l'instru-
ment a ete d'abord electrise dans le meme sens que celui du corps
inducteur et diminue toujours cette divergence dans le cas contraire.

Le resultats sont les memes, quelle que soit la propriete isolante ou
conductrice du milieu interpose et paraissent seulement un peu plus
intenses pour les corps conducteurs, qui doivent etre comme vous le
pensez bien maintenus a l'etat dlsolement. Ceux-ci peuvent meme
recevoir une disposition au moyen de laquelle on demontre que dans le
phenomene de Tinduction des substances conductrices il n'y a point ainsi
qu'on le dit, de transport du fluide electrique de Tune a Tautre extremite
du corps.
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Je prends deux disques egaux, C, C" de fer blanc ou de laiton bien mince,
je les reunis ensemble par un fil metallique; et, apres avoir fixe Tun de ces
disques, C par exemple, contre l'ouverture centrale de mon ecran
communiquant avec le sol, j'electrise positivement l'electroscope, j'ap-
proche le baton frotte de cire d'espagne d'abord en C, puis en C", et,
j'observe a chaque fois le mouvement de l'index electroscopique. S'il est
vrai, comme on l'admet dans tous les traites de physique, que dans un
corps conducteur isole soumis a l'induction, lefluide homologue est repousse
jusqu'a I'extremite la plus eloignee, on devrait evidemment avoir une
diminution de la divergence electroscopique beaucoup plus grande dans
le premier cas que dans le second4; ce qui n'est point; car on obtient un
effet a peu pres egal dans les deux positions du corps electrise. Le
transport suppose de Tune a l'autre extremite du corps metallique isole
n'existe done pas5.

On dirait meme au premier abord, d'apres l'ensemble des faits qui
precedent, que le phenomene de l'induction developpe dans le corps
induit une seule espece d'electricite; ce qui serait en oppostion avec tout ce
que nous savons sur cette branche de la science. Mais il est facile
d'expliquer cette anomalie apparente en reflechissant que lefluide de nom
contraire a celui du corps inducteur ne peut etre que dissimule, et que, par
consequent, il ne saurait exercer son action a travers l'epaisseur de la lame
des disques ou des lames interposees, telles minces qu'elles soient; tandis
que le fluide homologue est doue de tension et repandu en proportions
plus ou moins grandes sur toutes les faces du conducteur, moins celle qui
est en regard du corps electrise.

Je me trompe beaucoup ou le theoreme fondamental de Tinduction
electrique, tel qu'on le trouve ordinairement enonce, devrait etre modifie
de maniere a ne pas confondre deux effets completement distincts: l'etat
electrique pendant l'induction et apres le contact et l'eloignement du corps
inducteur. On connait parfaitement ce qui arrive dans ce dernier cas, et pas
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assez ce qui se passe dans le premier. En effet les moyens de l'analyse
experimental sont alors soumis a une grave objection. Vous dites qu'un
electroscope electrise donne deux actions contraires lorsqu'on l'approche
des deux extremites de votre cylindre metallique isole soumis a l'induc-
tion. Mais instrument porte successivement a ces deux extremites est en
des conditions toutes differentes: car il eprouve lui meme une action
inductive qui depend de sa proximite au corps inducteur - Abritez vos
instruments derriere une lame metallique convenablement placee et mise
en communication avec le sol; et vous arriverez comme moi, a la
conclusion, qu'une seule electricite est sensible pendant I'induction), parce-
qu'elle se trouve a l'etat libre, tandis que l'autre est dissimulee, et par
consequent insensible. Ne serait-il pas plus convenable de presenter le
theoreme de l'induction electrique sous la forme suivante?

Quand on approche un conducteur isole d'un corps electrise, le
fluide naturel de ce conducteur est en partie decompose: une certaine
quantite du principe homologue est repoussee a l'etat de tension sensible;
la portion correspondante du principe contraire est attiree et dissimulee6.

Dites-moi, de grace, votre opinion sur tout ce que je viens d'ecrire, et
croyez moi pour toujours - votre tres fervent admirateur et ami I
Macedoine Melloni
RS. Prenez garde de ne pas mettre une autre fois mon nom avant celui de
Mr Flauti dans l'adresse de vos lettres autrement l'artifice ne servira a
rien autre chose qu'a entraver davantage notre correspondance—

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Michel Faraday I de la SocMte Royale de
Londres de l'lnstitut I de France, de la Societe Italienne des sciences &c &c
&c I Londres

TRANSLATION
Moretta de Portici I this 1st July 1854

Dear and illustrious friend,
I received, a few days ago, the documents concerning the experi-

ments that you kindly sent me through the engineer at the head of the
English electric telegraph company1: they interested me greatly and I shall
not fail to give an account of them to my colleagues at the first meeting of
our academie des sciences... it could be that the example of a particular
Society so favourable to scientific research will finally induce the
Neapolitan Minister of Public Instruction to provide some small grants
that the Academie has for a long time been requesting to set up my project
of magnetic experiments around Vesuvius Whatever happens, please
accept my warmest thanks for this new proof of your precious friendship
and be convinced that it will remain deeply engraved upon my heart!
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The new version of my electroscope2 will soon be finished and I shall
certainly send you a description. In the meantime I shall communicate to
you a few results obtained with the old version, very incomplete without
any doubt, but better as I was saying than any other electroscope, both for
its sensitivity and for the clarity of its results. These results seem to me to
favour, in general, your ingenious theory of induction and electric
conductivity; there are, however, a few results which I do not understand
and I would be most obliged to you if you could give your opinion on
them. I give below the briefest possible summary.

It must first of all be stated that a body is completely guaranteed
actions of attraction and repulsion coming from an exterior electric source
when one screens it appropriately with a metal screen placed in
communication with the ground. That having been said, you will
appreciate that with my apparatus, a pierced screen, and a small stick of
electrically charged Spanish wax, I can easily study the transmission in
media of a different nature of radiant electric force. Now I find that this force
never propagates itself immediately in solid or liquid substances, as some
physicists seem to think as far as glass is concerned; but always by the
mediate route, that is to say from layer to layer; which concurs entirely
with your own ideas. However, I do not understand clearly how electric
radiation, having come to the surface of a medium, propagates itself
equally in every direction of its mass, and above all, how it reverses itself
completely in certain circumstances.

Let A be the electrified body, B the pierced screen, C the medium
submitted to electrical radiation, D the electroscope. The action takes place
equally if the electroscope is opposite the opening or if it is placed in
[position] D'. Moreover - if one puts the interposed screen C on the side of
the electric source, one observes the same effect, be that source at A, A' or
A"- 3

In these different cases it is not only the movement of the
electroscope indicator in its natural state which one obtains, but also the
quality of the electricity that is transmitted, which is always the same as
that of the source: so that the small stick of Spanish wax put at A, A' or A"
increases always the initial divergence of the electroscopic index when the
instrument is first electrified in the same direction as the induced body
and this divergence is always diminished in the contrary case.

The results are the same whatever the isolating or conductive
properties of the interposed medium and seem only a little more intense
for conductive bodies, which must, as you say, be kept insulated. These
can even receive a disposition by which one can show that in the
phenomenon of the induction of conductive substances, there is not as has
been stated, any transmission of electric fluid from one end of the body to
the other. I take two equal discs C, C", of tin plate or very thin brass, I join
them with a metal wire; and after having fixed one of these discs, C for
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example, against the central opening of my screen that is connected to the
floor, I electrify the electroscope positively, I bring the stick rubbed with
Spanish wax first to C then to C" and I observe each time a movement in
the electroscope indicator. If it is true, as is said in all treatises on physics,
that in an isolated conducting body submitted to induction the equivalent
fluid is pushed out to the furthest extremity, one should evidently have a
diminution of the electroscopic divergence much greater in the first case
than in the second4; this is not the case; for one obtains a more or less equal
effect in the two positions of the electrified body. The supposed movement
from one end to the other of the isolated metallic body does not therefore
exist5.

One might even say, after all the preceding facts, that the phenome-
non of induction developed in a body induces a single kind of electricity:
which would be contrary to everything we know about this branch of
science. But it is easy to explain this apparent anomaly if we reflect that the
fluid of the opposite name of the induced body can only be dissimulated and that
consequently it would not be able to exert its action through the thickness
of the screen of the discs or screens that have been interposed, thin as they
are; whilst the homologous fluid is endowed with tension and spread in
greater or lesser proportion on all the sides of the conductor, except that
which is facing the electrified body.

I wonder whether the fundamental theorem of electric induction, as
it is normally worded, should not be modified in such a way as not to
confuse two completely distinct effects: the electric state during induction
and after the contact and the removal of the inducting body. What
happens in the latter case is well known and not enough is known about
the former. In fact the means of experimental analysis are then subjected
to a grave objection. You say that an electrified electroscope gives two
contrary actions when one approaches it with two ends of your isolated
metal cylinder subjected to induction. But the instrument taken succes-
sively to these two extremities is in two totally different conditions: for it
itself experiences an inductive action which depends on its proximity to
the inductive body - Hide your instruments behind a suitably placed
metal screen and communicating with the ground; and you will reach, as
I did, the conclusion that one kind of electricity is felt during induction, since
it is found in a free state, whilst the other is dissimulated, and
consequently not felt. Would it not be better to present the theorem of
electric induction in the following form?

When one approaches an isolated conductor of an electrified body,
the natural fluid of this conductor is in part decomposed: a certain
quantity of the homologous principal is pushed away to a state of
measurable tension; a corresponding portion of the contrary principal is
attracted and dissimulated6.
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Tell me, please, your opinion on what I have just written, and believe
me for ever - your most fervent admirer and friend I Macedoine Melloni
RS. Take care another time not to put my name before that of Mr Flauti in
addressing your letters otherwise the method will do nothing more
than greatly hamper our correspondence —

1. Josiah Latimer Clark. See letters 2843 and 2846.
2. Melloni (1854b).
3. Faraday wrote "yes" in the margin here.
4. Faraday wrote "no" here.
5. Faraday wrote "?" in the margin here.
6. Faraday wrote "yes" against this paragraph.

Letter 2863
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
4 July 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl D22

South Cliff Cottage I Shanklin I Isle of Wight I 4 July 1854
My dear friend

Your letter was very kind and your words & advice of great value to
us. The gathering in my wifes ear must have been very serious; occurring
chiefly, or at first, in the left ear, - it extended or was joined in by the right
ear; and though things are improving, & we believe steadily, yet much
fluid or discharge comes from both. She has not been out of this house
since we came into it and not much out of her room; but today
appearances improve. She has taken one of the pills (on Monday1), has
great faith in them, & takes another tonight:- Your thought even, however
distant the possibility was, of coming here was very kind, but to think of
such a thing would have grieved us very much. We hope you found Lady
Millicent2 well & all hearty & happy. We have a surgeon here & a good
doctor & surgeon at Ventnor - but a word of yours on paper seems of far
more value than a long examination & consideration by a stranger - and so
I wrote - for the moral as well as the physical help;- and both came. The
pain in the head was at first, & especially at nights, very sharp & great:- it
still continues but is changed in character being more of a heavy dull throb
but is very distressing at times. We have not poulticed the ears but
syringed them with warm water & used the cotton as you said. I suppose
we must expect these series of changes as the parts slowly recover their
tone. My wife takes the quinine as you directedu

Ever My dear friend I Your grateful I M. Faraday
Dr. B.Jones I &c &c &c
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1. That is 3 July 1854.
2. Millicent Bence Jones, nee Acheson (d.1887, age 78, GRO). Married Bence Jones in 1842 (see
under his DNB entry). She was lady by virtue of being the daughter of an Earl.

Letter 2864
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
4 July 1854
From the original in UB MS NS 414
My dear Faraday

Now-a-days people talk so much about the wonderful improvements
of the ways of communication and intercourse being established between
the different parts of the civilized world and to us it is a most difficult
matter to send a little parcel from Bale to London. Without that deplorable
deficiency you had certainly received many weeks ago the paper
enjoined, but I was forced to wait untill chance yielded me an opportunity
to forward it to you. I should like very much you would read the memoir
for it contains my views on the proximate cause not only of Electrolysis
but also of what I have ventured to term Thermolysis, Photolysis,
Electrosynthesis, Thermosynthesis and Photosynthesis, i.e. of chemical
decompositions and compositions being effected by the agencies of
electricity, light and heat. My leading idea is this, that the phenomena
mentioned are due to allotropic modifications which the elementary
bodies being concerned in those analytical and synthetical processes
undergo, when placed under the influence of the agencies named.

HO is decomposed, because its O, on being put under the influence
of the current happens to be transformed into 6 (by which I mean
ozonized Oxigen) which as such cannot form water with H. Oxide of
Silver which I hold to be AgC) is decomposed by heat, because this agency
transforms 6 into O, which cannot combine with Ag &c. &c. &c. Perhaps
a friend of your's will take the trouble to translate the paper, for without
reading the whole chain of my reasoning and arguments, I am afraid, you
will not well understand the neological views of your friend. As to the
electrosynthesis of oxigen and oxidable matters, I think I have been
entirely successful in proving that it is due to the ozonisation of oxigen
being effected by electrical discharge.

At this present moment I am busily engaged in researches on the
desozonising influence being exerted by ponderable matters upon 6 and
the results already obtained leave, I think, no doubt that a number of
substances enjoy conjointly with heat the power of transforming both free
and latent 6 into O, a fact which is interesting enough but by no means
surprizing to me. Ozonized oxigen, by whatever means, electrical or
chemical, it may have been generated on being put in contact with the
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peroxides of lead, manganese, silver, the oxides of mercury, the oxide of
copper or silver and gold, the peroxide of iron &c is immediately brought
back to its inactive state and the simplest way of showing this
desozonizing action is as follows: Charge bottles with air being strongly
ozonized by phosphorus, introduce some finely powdered peroxide of
Silver, Lead, Manganese, Iron &c and shake the whole for half a minute or
less and you will find that your Ozone is gone, no smell and action upon
the test-paper being perceived any more. The substances just named being
saturated with oxigen cannot, as oxidable matters do, take up Ozone and
hence it seems to follow that in one case the disappearance of ozonized
oxigen is due to its having been transformed into O, in the same way as
this change of state is effected by heat.

Thenard's2 peroxide of Hydrogen is to me HO+6 and you know
well enough that the oxides, which according to my late experiments
destroy the ozonized condition of oxigen, have also the power of
decomposing HO+6 into HO and O.

Chlorate of potash is to my notion ozonized oxigen associated to
muriate of potash, now this 6 may speedily be transformed into O by the
aforesaid oxides and peroxides and I find that peroxide of iron enjoys that
power to a very remarkable degree, for TOOO part of it only, being mixt with
the melted salt will cause a lively disengagement of oxigen even at a
temperature at which pure chlorate does not yet yield a trace of that gas.
I5o part of the peroxide named gives rise to such a violent elimination of
oxigen as nearly to approach an explosion and produce an incandescence
of the salt.

A small portion only of a large and intimate mixture of one part
peroxide of iron and 50 parts of chlorate of potash being just heated to the
point of fusion of the salt occasions such a rapid and complete
decomposition of the latter that the whole mass quickly and sponta-
neously becomes incandescent without having time to fuse. The higher the
degree of mechanical division given to the oxide employed the greater the
desozonising or decomposing power of that matter. I entertain very little
doubt that the same cause which acts in the peroxide of iron &c and
determines the transformation of free (!) into O also produces the same
effect upon ozonized Oxigen being contained in the peroxide of Hydrogen
Chlorate of potash &c; in other terms that the desozonisation of the oxigen
of the oxy-compounds named and their decomposition are phenomena
depending upon each other. It appears to me to be a very singular fact and
therefore worthy of remark that the oxigen of all the oxides or peroxides
which enjoy the power of desozonising free 6 &c, exists either wholly or
partly in the ozonized state itself. I hardly need add that what they call
catalytic actions are to my opinion referable to allotropic phenomena. But
of that more another time. From the preceding communications you will
easily perceive that I cannot get out of the charmed circle drawn round me
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by that arch-conjurer called oxigen and I am afraid, so long as I can walk
I shall move on that narrow ground.

I cannot conclude without expressing you my most grateful thanks
for the kind letter3, with which you favored me some weeks ago and I
must tell it you over and over again that the mere sight of your hand
writing gives me infinite pleasure and always conjures up the image of its
author whom I revere and love more intensely than any other of my
friends.

I read your remarks on the chemical effects produced by cold with
the greatest interest; it is indeed a subject of research worth while to pay
the greatest attention to and I very little doubt that your conjecture on the
proximate cause of the recoloring of the Dahlia pigmentum is correct.

I must not omit to tell you that we have kept in readiness the
numbers of the Phil. Society of Bale for the library of the Royal Institution
these many months; but up to this present moment we have not yet found
a convenient opportunity for sending them off and beg therefore not to be
charged with carelessness.

Next month I shall take a trip to the eastern Cantons of Switzerland
to attend a meeting of our Swiss Association and go perhaps for a week or
so to Munich and Nuremberg. Mrs. Schoenbein intends to pass some time
with their parents at Stuttgart and the girls who are at home will be placed
on the heights of the Jura to inhale its bracing air, jump about like chamois
on rocks and in dales, in woods and on meadows. They charge me to offer
to yourself and Mrs. Faraday their kindest regards to which I join my
own.

Believe me my dear Faraday I for ever I Your's C.F. Schoenbein
Bale July 4.1854.

1. Schoenbein (1854b).
2. Louis Jacques Thenard (1777-1857, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Paris.
3. Letter 2832.

Letter 2865
Macedonio Melloni to Faraday
12 July 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Moretta de Portici pres Naples 12 Juliet 1854
Cher et illustre ami

Dans ma derniere lettre1 j'elevais quelques doutes a l'egard des
consequences que Ton a cru pouvoir deduire jusqu'a present des
experiences qui servent de base au theoreme fondamental de l'induction
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electrostatique. Ces doutes ont passe dans mon esprit h l'etat de certitude
depuis qu'il m'a ete permis de les soumettre a l'epreuve de l'analyse
experimentale: et me voila aujourd'hui bien convaincu que l'enonce du
theoreme susdit doit etre essentiellement modifie.

Veuillez, de grace, verifier les faits que je vais decrire, et si vous les
trouvez exacts, comme je n'en doute point, ayez la bonte de les
communiquer a la Societe Royale et d'en faire inserer la traduction dans les
Transactions philosophises2.

Lorsqu'on approche d'un corps electrise A un conducteur isole BC, le
principe electrique contraire a celui de A se developpe en B, 1'homologue
en C. En effet si on place; d'apres la methode d'Aepinus3 un corps
metallique, isole en contact avec Tune ou l'autre extremite du conducteur
et si on l'approche ensuite d'un electroscope charge d'une electricite
connue, on obtient une action negative pour le contact B et positive pour
le contact C lorsqu' A est electrise positivement; et on a, au contraire, une
action positive pour B et negative pour C dans le cas oppose oil A est
electrise negativement.

Pour abreger 1'experience et la rendre peut etre encore plus
significative, il suffit d'avoir recours a la methode Wilke4, qui consiste a
composer le conducteur BC de deux pieces detachees que Ton separe, sans
les toucher, sous 1'influence electrique pour les eloigner ensuite de A et les
presenter successivement a l'electroscope: car alors on trouve constam-
ment les deux pieces electrisees en sens oppose, l'anterieure possedant
toujours l'etat electrique contraire a celui de A. Enfin, si on ne separe les
deux pieces qu'apres l'eloignement de A on n'y observe plus aucune trace
d'electricite, chacune d'elles se montrant alors a l'etat naturel: preuve qu'il
n'y a eu pendant 1'experience aucune transfusion electrique de A en BC et
que les phenomenes presentes par ce dernier corps proviennent unique-
ment de l'electricite naturelle de BC troublee dans son etat d'equilibre par
la presence de A.

Le developpement des deux principes electriques dans un con-
ducteur isole par la simple action d'un corps electrise place a une certaine
distance est done un fait inconteste et incontestable.

Cependant les preuves experimentales que je viens de citer ne
demontrent cette verite qu'apres Vaction de A, et non pas pendant que cette
action est en train de s'exercer, comme on Vadmet dans tous les traites de
physiquei]

Vous pouvez vous convaincre, dit-on, de l'existence reelle des deux
electricites en presence du corps inducteur, soit approchant successive-
ment de B et de C le meme electroscope electrise, soit en suspendant le
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long de BC une serie de pendules a fil de lin: car les signes electro
scopiques sont contraires aux deux extremites du cylindre, et la pendule
correspondante se mouvent en sens oppose lorsque vous en approchez un
corps charge d'une electricite connue.

Je reponds que ces experiences ne sont guere concluantes, puisque
les appareils employes pour explorer l'etat electrique des deux bouts du
cylindre sont soumis, eux memes, a l'influence de A et subissent en B une
une [sic] perturbation electrique bien autrement intense que celle qu'ils
eprouvent en C. Ne serait-il pas possible que le changement des actions
attractives en repulsives, ou viceversa, derivat tout simplement de cette
perturbation electrique de I'analyseur et non pas de la qualite differente des
electricites qui dominent en B et en C?

Pour resoudre la question il faudrait done trouver le moyen de
soustraire les instruments a 1'action perturbatrice du corps inducteur. Or
ceci ne presente aucune difficulty. Prenez une lame metallique et fixez-la
verticalement dans le voisinage du conducteur de la machine electrique,
apres l'avoir mise en communication avec le sol: Approchez du cote
oppose une petite balle de moelle de sureau suspendue a un long fil de lin:
et vous pourrez tourner tant qu'il vous plaira le plateau de le machine,
sans que le petit pendule devie le moins du monde de la direction
verticale. Les choses ne se passent pas tout-a-fait de meme lorsque le
pendule est isole et electrise; car alors celui ci eprouve une certaine
tendance a se rapprocher de la lame; mais cette tendance derive
uniquement d'une reaction developpee par l'electricite du pendule, et n'a
rien a faire avec la force electrique provenant de l'autre cote de l'autre cote
de la lame; comme on peut s'en convaincre, soit en supprimant l'electricite
du conducteur, soit en lui communiquant successivement les deux
principes electriques: car dans Tun et l'autre cas l'inclinaison du pendule
ne subit pas la moindre variation. Au reste l'attraction de reaction que la
lame metalliique en communication avec le sol exerce sur le pendule
electrise diminue rapidement, comme toutes les forces de ce genre, lorsque
la distance augmente; en sorte que elle devient sensiblement nulle a un
fort petit eloignement de la lame.

Maintenant, si on tient d'une main un electroscope charge d'une
electricite connue et de l'autre une lame metallique et que Ton approche
l'instrument tantot de B et tantot de C en le preservant soigneusement de
l'influence de A au moyen de la lame maintenue a une certaine distance,
on voit ces extremites du cylindre BC exercer toutes les deux la meme espece
dfaction electrique sur l'instrument, C etant toutefois doue d'une action plus
puissante que B.

Autrement: si on attache le long du cylindre BC la serie connue des
pendules accouples, et qu'on la soustrait a l'induction directe de A par des
lames metalliques, convenablement placees, une baguette electrisee de
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verre, transportee successivement au dessus de chaque couple normale-
ment a Faxe de BC et soigneusement abritee de 1'action de A par une lame
metallique qui communique avec le sol, augmente ou diminue toutes les
divergences des couples, selon que A est Electrise positivement ou negative-
ment. On peut meme faire cette experience d'une maniere beaucoup plus
frappante en disposant la baguette parallelement a l'axe du cylindre; car
alors toutes les divergences subissent en meme temps la meme phase
dfaugmentation ou de diminution) ce qui dissipe d'un seul coup de baguette, les
illusions que nous nous etions formees a Fegard des tensions electriques
contraires developpes sur les parties anterieure et posterieure du corps
soumis a Finduction.

En variant la forme de ce dernier corps on peut enfin rendre
Fexperience independante des ecrans qui servent a preserver les instru-
ments d'analyse de Faction directe de A. Imaginons, en effet, que Fon ote
la partie cylindrique de BC moins une bande superieure assez forte pour
soutenir les surfaces hemispheriques placees a ses extremites: supposons
ces surfaces terminees interieurement par un plan muni d'un leger
pendule a fil de lin. L'appareil etant isole et fixe a une certaine distance de
la machine electrique en activite, on voit les deux pendules s'ecarter
simultanement des surfaces planes correspondantes; Fanterieur moins que
le posterieur; mais tous les deux en vertu de I electricite positive, comme cela
resulte evidemment de leur repulsion commune sous Faction electrique de
la baguette de verre, portee successivement en B et en C. La meme
repulsion s'obtient lorsqu'on remplace Fhemisphere anterieur B par un
disque tres mince; ce qui prouve Fexistence de Felectricite positive jusque
tout pres de la surface tournee vers A. II va sans dire que si A est electrise
negativement, le sens electrique des apparences observees sen renverse, et
que Felectricite negative est la seule sensible dans les diverses parties de
Fappareil-

Ainsi le cylindre BC soumis a I induction de A ne developpe, a Vetat de
tension apparente, que la seule electricite homologue a celle du corps inducteur.
Lfelectricite contraire est completement dissimulee et ne devient sensible qu'apres
la separation et Visolement des parties anterieurs de BC et la suppression de la
force inductricei.]

On pourrait croire, au premier abord que Fexistence de Felectricite
homologue a celle du corps inducteur jusque dans la partie anterieure du
corps induit est en contradiction formelle avec les experiences de Coulomb
et des autres physicens qui ont trouve cette parti electrisee en sens
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contraire5. Mais la contradiction n'est qu'apparente et s'explique naturelle-
ment par les deux phases opposees de tension insensible ou sensible que
prend successivement sur le plan d'epreuve une des deux especes
d'electricite. En effet supposons, pour fixer les idees, que A soit positif et
que le point anterieur du cylindre BC touche avec le plan d'epreuve
possede une seule unite d'electricite sensible et quattre d'electricite
dissimulee, qui dans ce cas sera negative. Au moment du contact, le plan
d'epreuve sera electrise positivement, puisque le seule unite electroposi-
tive possede l'etat de tension apparente. Mais lorsque ce plan, charge de
+1 d'electricite sensible et de -4 d'electricite dissimulee, s'eloigne de A
pour subir l'essai de la balance de torsion, la derniere espece d'electricite
acquiert, elle aussi, l'etat de tension, neutralise la positive et reste en exces
de trois unites. Se le point touche possedait trois unites d'electricite
dissimulee et deux de sensible, le plan d'epreuve, positif pendant le
contact de BC et la presence du corps A, accuserait sur la balance de
torsion une electricite negative egale a une seule unite. Enfin, le plan
d'epreuve serait, encore positif au moment du contact avec BC, mais ne
donnerait plus a la balance de torsion aucun signe d'electricite apparente
si le point touche possedait des proportions egales du principe electrique
sensible et du principe electrique dissimule.- II est inutile de s'occuper des
points places au defe de cette limite, parceque on ne trouve plus alors dans
les deux cas que le seule tension electropositive.

Tout se reduit, comme on le voit, a une lutte plus ou moins inegale
des deux electricites qui donnent, tantot un resultat et tantot une [sic]
autre, selon qu'elles se trouvent dans un etat de developpement semblable
on dissemblable.

Ainsi la denomination de point neutre, adoptee par Coulomb pour
signifier la partie du corps induit oil les deux principes electriques
possedent la meme intensite, n'est pas, au fond, inexacte. Je crois
cependant qu'elle doit etre rejetee parcequ'elle tend a donner une idee
fausse de la distribution de l'electricite sensible pendant le phenomene de
l'induction: car alors le point en question ne se trouve pas a l'etat naturel,
et manifeste, au contraire, comme nous venons de le voir, une certaine
tension electrique de meme espece que celle du corps inducteur.

II n'y a pas de doute que la principale cause de l'erreur ou nous
etions tous tombes jusqu'a ce jour n'ait ete l'apparence trompeuse
presentee par les pendules accouples le long du cylindre metallique
soumis a l'induction. En voyant les divergences de ces pendules plus
fortes vers les deux bouts que dans la partie centrale du cylindre; et
trouvant, d'autre cote, que les extremites de ce meme cylindre donnaient
des electricites differentes lorsqu'on les separait, a l'etat d'isolement, dont
l'action de la force inductive, on etait naturellement porte a en deduire que
les divergences extremes n'etaient pas produites par le meme principe.
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Maintenant si vous me demandez la cause de cette singuliere
disposition de l'electridte sensible dans le cylindre sounds a l'induction, je
repondrai franchement que je ne saurais encore la formuler d'une maniere
bien nette. Cependant l'explication qui me parait la plus plausible c'est
que Telectricite homologue a celle du corps inducteur une fois developpee
dans le corps induit, tend a s'y repandre d'apres les lois connues de la
distribution electrique: et nous savons que dans un cylindre la tension est
toujours moindre a la partie centrale qu'aux extremites. C'est vrai que
l'electricite rencontre a 1'extremite voisine du corps inducteur une force de
repulsion plus puissante qu'a 1'autre bout: aussi y a-t-il de ce cote un
ph&iomene perturbateur que Ton supprime, je ne sais trop pourquoi, dans
tous les traites de physique. Les doubles pendules s'inclinent vers A
malgre Telectricite homologue dont ils sont pourvus: comme cela arrive
toujours lorsqu'on met un corps mobile faiblement Electrise en presence
d'un corps fixe doue d'une forte dose de la meme espece d'electridte, et
l'inclinaison des fils qui soutiennent les deux balles de sureau attachees a
chaque couple derivant de la meme force attractive, produit naturellement
entre les deux pendules une augmentation de divergence.

Mais en revenant a la nouvelle forme sous laquelle, je crois
indispensable d'enoncer le theoreme fondamental de l'induction electro-
statique, il est facile de voir qu'elle ne complique pas inutilement
l'explication des faits qui en dependent: bien au contraire, elle tend a les
presenter sous un point de vue unique et invariable, le seul qui soit
reelement rationnel et conforme k l'observation.

Ainsi, par exemple, si les deux electricites induites se trouvaient
contemporanement existantes k l'etat de tension dans notre cylindre
horizontal muni de pendules, comme on l'a suppose jusqu'a ce jour, elles
devraient aussi exister dans le meme etat sur la partie metallique verticle
et isolee d'un electroscope mis en presence d'un corps electrise. Or,
pourquoi en touchant la garniture superieure de l'appareil et en
soustrayant ensuite l'instrument a l'action de la force inductrice, le
trouvons nous electrise en sens contraire? Evidemment parceque la seule
electricite homologue etait, sous l'action du corps inducteur dou£e de
tension et mobile; tandis que 1'autre etait privee de tension et de mobilite.
Dans le premier cas on faisait done une supposition totalement differente
de celle qu'il fallait adopter pour avoir l'explication du second. Cette
contradiction manifeste n'exist plus dans le nouvel enonce des phenom-
enes electriques d^veloppes par influence, oil l'etat different des deux
electricites, que Ton imaginait pour se rendre compte de la charge
inductive des electroscopes, est admis comme un fait demontre directe-
ment par l'experience.

On pourrait citer aisement d'autres exemples analogues. On pourrait
montrer surtout, comment l'enonciation exacte des etats oil se trouvent les
deux principes electriques d'un corps isole sous Faction de la force
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inductive permet de concevoir leur developpement sans avoir recours au
transport de ces deux principes de Tune a l'autre extermite du corps
induit... Mais ce serait la une veritable termerite d'ecolier envers son
maitre.... Voila pourquoi je m'arrete tout court en me declarant comme
toujours, bien sincerement

votre tout-devoue admirateur et ami I Macedoine Melloni

Address: Monsieur i Monsieur Michel Faraday i de la Societe Royale des
Londres, de I l'lnstitut de France, de la Societe Ita I lienne des Sciences, des
Academies de Berlin, I Turin, Naples &c &c I Londres.

TRANSLATION
Moretta di Portici by Naples 12 July 1854

Dear and illustrious friend,
In my last letter1 I raised some doubts regarding the consequences

which have been taken to be deducible until now from the experiments
which serve as the basis of the fundamental theorem of electrostatic
induction. These doubts have passed in my mind to a state of certainty
since I was allowed to submit them to the proof of experimental analysis:
and here I am today quite convinced that the wording of the above
theorem ought to be essentially modified.

If you would be so kind as to verify the facts that I am going to
describe, and if you find them correct, as I have no doubt you will, please
have the kindness to communicate them to the Royal Society and to make
sure a translation is included in the Philosophical Transactions2.

When one approaches a charged body A with an isolated conductor
BC, the electric principle contrary to that of A is developed in B,
homologous to C In fact if one places, according to Aepinus'3 method, an
insulated metallic body in contact with one or other end of the conductor
and if one then approaches an electroscope charged with a known
electricity, one obtains a negative action for the contact B and a positive
one for the contact C when A is charged positively; and one has, on the
contrary, a positive action for B and a negative action for C in the opposite
case where A is charged negatively.

To shorten the experiment and make it perhaps even more
significant, it is sufficient to resort to Wilcke's4 method, which consists of
constructing the conductor BC from two detached pieces which are
separated, without one touching them, under the influence of electricity,
which moves them away from A and to present them in turn to the
electroscope: for then one finds consistently that the two pieces are
charged in opposite directions, the former always possessing the electric
state contrary to A. Finally, if one does not separate the two pieces until
after A is moved away, one can observe no trace of electricity, each
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showing themselves in their natural state: proof that during the experi-
ment there had not been any electric transmission from A to BC and that
the phenomena presented by this latter body came uniquely from the
natural electricity of BC whose state of equilibrium was disturbed by the
presence of A.

The development of the two electric principles in an isolated
conductor by the simple action of a charged body placed at a certain
distance is therefore an undisputed and indisputable fact.

However, the experimental proofs that I have just cited do not
demonstrate this truth until after the action of A, and not whilst this action is
taking place, as is stated in all treatises on physics.

One can be persuaded, it is said, of the real existence of the two
electricities in the presence of a conducting body, by suspending along BC
a series of pendulums of linen thread: for the electroscopic signs are
contrary to the two extremities of the cylinder, and the corresponding
pendulums move in the opposite direction when you approach it with a
body charged with a known electricity.

In reply I would say that these experiments are not at all conclusive,
since the instruments used to explore the electric state of the two ends of
the cylinder are themselves subjected to the influence of A and undergo in
B an electric disturbance which is of quite a different intensity than that
which they experience in C. Would it not be possible that the change of
attracting actions into repulsing ones, or vice versa, is derived quite
simply from this electric disturbance of the analyser and not from the
differing qualities of the electricities which are dominant in B and C?

In order to resolve this question, it is necessary, therefore, to find the
means of subjecting the instruments to the disturbing action of the
inducing body. Now this presents no difficulty. Take a metallic screen and
fix it vertically, and in contact with the ground, close to the conductor of
the electric machine: Approach from the other side with a small elderberry
suspended on a long linen thread: and you can turn the plate of the
machine as much as you like, without the little pendulum deviating from
the vertical position at all. Things do not happen quite in the same way
when the pendulum is insulated and charged; for then it experiences a
certain tendency to come towards the screen; but this tendency stems
uniquely from a reaction developed by the electricity of the pendulum, and
has nothing to do with the electric force coming from the other side of the
screen; as one can convince oneself, be it through suppressing the
electricity of the conductor, or in communicating successively two
electrical principles: for in the former case as in the latter the inclination of
the pendulum is not subject to the merest variation. At least the attraction
of reaction that the metallic screen which communicates with the ground
exerts on the electrified pendulum, decreases rapidly, as do forces of this
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nature, when the distance increases; so that it becomes more or less nil at
a very little distance from the screen.

Now, if one holds in one hand an electroscope charged with a known
electricity and in the other a metallic screen which one brings towards the
instrument sometimes from B and sometimes from C, taking care to keep
it from the influence of A by means of the screen kept at a certain distance,
one can see both ends of the cylinder BC exert the same kind of electric action
on the instrument, despite C being capable of a stronger action than B.

In other words: if one attaches along a cylinder BC the known series
of coupled pendulums, and if one subjects it to the direct induction of A
by metal strips which have been appropriately placed, a charged glass rod,
passed successively above each couple normally at the axis BC and
carefully shielded from the action of A by a metal screen which
communicates with the ground, increases or diminishes all the differences of
the couples, depending on if A is charged positively or negatively. This
experiment can be done in an even more striking way by placing the rod
parallel to the axis of the cylinder; for then all the differences undergo at the
same time an increase or a decrease-, which dissipates in one swipe of the rod the
impression that we had formed with regard to contrary electric tensions
developed on the anterior and posterior parts of the body subjected to
induction.

By varying the form of this latter body one can finally render the
experiment independent of the screen which serves to preserve the
instruments of analysis from the direct action of A. Let us imagine, in fact,
that one takes away the cylindrical part of BC minus a top band strong
enough to sustain the hemispherical surfaces placed at its ends: let us
suppose that these surfaces end inside in a plane fitted with a light
pendulum made of linen thread. The instrument being isolated and fixed
at a certain distance from the electric machine that is active, one can see the
two pendulums draw aside simultaneously from the corresponding
surface planes; the anterior less than the posterior; but both by virtue of the
positive electricity, as evidently results from their common repulsion under
the action of the glass rod, taken successively to B and to C. The same
repulsion is obtained when one replaces the anterior hemisphere B by a
very thin disc; which proves the existence of positive electricity right up to
the surface turned towards A. It goes without saying if A is charged
negatively, the electric direction of the observed effects is reversed, and
that negative electricity is only felt in different parts of the instrument.

Thus the cylinder BC subjected to the induction of A develops, in the state
of apparent tension, a single electricity homologous to that of the inducing body.
Contrary electricity is completely dissimulated and becomes perceptible only after
the separation and isolation of anterior parts of BC and the suppression of the
inducing force.
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One could believe, at first sight, that the existence of electricity that
is homologous to that of the inducing body right up to the anterior part of
the induced body, contradicts completely the experiments of Coulomb and
other physicists that have found this part to have the opposite charge5. But
the contradiction is only an apparent one and can be explained naturally
by the two opposing phases of imperceptible or perceptible tension that
one of the two kinds of electricity takes in turn on the experimental plane. In
fact, let us suppose, just to clarify our ideas, that A is positive and that the
anterior part of cylinder BC touched by the experimental plane possesses
a single unit of perceptible electricity and four [units] of dissimulated
electricity, which in this case will be negative. At the moment of contact,
the experimental plane will be charged positively, since only a single
electropositive unit possesses a state of apparent tension. But when this
plane charged with +1 [unit] of perceptible electricity and with -4 of
dissimulated electricity is drawn away from A to undergo the test of the
torsion balance, the latter type of electricity also acquires a state of tension,
neutralises the positive and remains in excess by 3 units. If the point of
contact possessed three units of dissimulated electricity and two of
perceptible electricity, the experimental plane, positive during the contact
with BC and the presence of the body A, would show on the torsion
balance a negative electricity equal to one unit. Finally, the experimental
plane would still be positive at the moment of the contact with BC, but
would not give to the torsion balance any sign of apparent electricity if the
touched point possessed equal proportions of the perceptible electric
principle and of the dissimulated electric principle. - It is useless to occupy
oneself with points placed beyond this limit, since one finds in the two
cases only electropositive tension.

Everything is reduced, as you can see, to a more or less unequal
battle between the two types of electricity, which give, sometimes one
result and sometimes another, depending on if they find themselves in a
state of similar or dissimilar development.

Thus the definition of the neutral point, adopted by Coulomb to mean
that part of the induced body where the two electrical principles possess
the same intensity, is not, in the final analysis, wrong. I believe however
that it should be rejected because it tends to give a false idea of the
distribution of perceptible electricity during the phenomenon of induc-
tion: for then the point in question is not found in its natural state and
shows, on the contrary, as we have just seen a certain electrical tension of
the same type as that of the inducing body.

There is no doubt that the primary cause of the mistake which we
have all made up to now was the beguiling appearance presented by
pendulums coupled along a metal cylinder subjected to induction. Seeing
greater divergences towards the two ends than in the central part of the
cylinder; and finding, on the other hand, that the ends of the same cylinder
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gave different electricities when they were separated to a state of
insulation of which the action of the inductive force, one was naturally led
to the conclusion that the divergences at the ends were not produced by
the same principle.

Now if you were to ask me the cause of this singular disposition of
perceptible electricity in a cylinder subjected to induction, I would reply,
frankly, that I would not yet be able to formulate it in a clear way.
However, the explanation that seems to me to be the most plausible is that
electricity that is homologous to that of the inducing body, once developed
in the induced body tends to spread according to the known laws of
electrical distribution: and we know that in a cylinder the tension is
always smaller in the central part than at the ends. It is true that electricity
meets at the end closest to the inducing body, a repulsive force greater
than at the other end: also there is on this side a perturbing phenomenon
that has been suppressed, I am not quite sure why, in all the treatises on
physics. The double pendulums incline towards A despite being charged
with the same electricity, as if that always happens when one meets a
mobile weakly charged body in the presence of a fixed body with a strong
charge of the same electricity and the inclination of the wires which
support the two balls of elderberry attach to each couple come from the
same attractive force produce naturally between the two pendulums an
increase in divergence.

But coming back to the new form under which I believe it
indispensable to state the fundamental theorem of electrostatic induction,
it is easy to see that it does not unnecessarily complicate the explanation
of facts which depend on it. On the contrary it tends to present them under
a unique and invariable point of view. The only one which is really
rational and in accordance with observation.

Thus, for example, if the two induced electricities are at the same
time in a state of tension in our horizontal cylinder equipped with
pendulums, as has been supposed up to now they should also exist in the
same state on the vertical and insulated metallic part of an electroscope
put in the presence of a charged body. Now, why when we touch the
upper casing of the apparatus and when we subject the instrument to the
action of the inducing force, do we then find it charged in the opposite
way? Evidently because only the same electricity was under the action of
the inducing body was capable of tension and was mobile; whilst the other
was incapable of tension and mobility. In the first case one made an
assumption which was totally different to that which one should have
adopted to have the explanation for the second. This manifest contra-
diction no longer exists in the new wording of the electric phenomena
developed by influence where the different state of the two electricities
which one had imagined in order to be aware of the inductive charge of
electroscopes is admitted as a fact demonstrated directly by experiment.
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One could easily cite other analogous examples. One could show
above all how the exact enunciation of the states in which are found the
two electric principles of an isolated body under the action of an inductive
force permits to conceive their development without having to have
recourse to the transport of the two principles from one end of the induced
body to the other.... But that would be truly reckless of the pupil towards
his master.... That is why I am stopping short and declaring myself as
always most sincerely

your most devoted admirer and friend I Macedoine Melloni

1. Letter 2862.
2. See letter 2870.
3. Franz Ulrich Theodosius Aepinus (1724-1802, DSB). German electrical writer.
4. Johan Carl Wilcke (1732-1796, DSB). Electrical researcher.
5. Coulomb (1787).

Letter 2866
John William Ware Tyndale1 to Faraday
13 July 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.8
The Electric Power Light & Color Company, I 31, Pall Mall, I London July

13th 1854
Sir,

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, relative to the trial of
the Electric Light at the Trinity House2; and I am requested by Dr. Watson
to say that he will write to you in the course of a day or two, on the
subject3.

I am Sir I Your obedient Servant I J. W. Ware Tyndale I Secretary
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c

1. John William Ware Tyndale (1811-1897, B6). Barrister.
2. See Trinity House By Board, 20 June 1854, GL MS 30010/38, pp.601-2.
3. See letter 2868.

Letter 2867
Faraday to William Reynolds1

15 July 1854
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 15 July 1854
My dear Sir
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Your letter is doubly kind - kind on your part and kind on the part
of Mr. Rathbone2.1 hasten to express my very earnest thanks to both for
the unexpected proof of such good will towards me. I regret to say that I
shall not be able to take advantage of the hospitality offered me but the
uncertainty of my visit to Liverpool3 is very great and if as I desire I do get
there it will only be for two or three days and it will be necessary for me
to be in the town. My fear is that I shall not be there at all: for my dear
wifes health must be my first care and there are some other influential
points besides that which are against it. If there I hope that Mr & Mrs
Rathbone4 will allow me to express my thanks personally for their very
unexpected & great kindnesst.i

Present my respects to Mrs. Reynolds5 & tell her I am greatly
delighted to find that the dumpling nuts have turned up againu

I am My dear Sir I Your Very Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
W. Reynolds Esq I &c &c &c

1. William Reynolds (1803-1877, Greg (1905), 204). Liverpool merchant.
2. Richard Rathbone (1788-1860, Marriner (1961), 231). Liverpool merchant.
3. For the meeting of the British Association.
4. Hannah Mary Rathbone, nee Reynolds (1798-1878, DNB). Writer and historian. Married
1817.
5. Hannah Mary Reynolds, nee Rathbone (1791-1865, Greg (1905), 205). Married William
Reynolds in 1831.

Letter 2868
Joseph John William Watson to Faraday
17 July 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.10
Electric Power Light and Colour Company's I Works, I Frogmore Lane I

Wandsworth I July 17 1854
Sir,

In answer to your enquiries of Mr Tyndale1, the secretary to the
Company, relatin[g] to the forthcoming trials of my invention at the Trinity
House I wish to inform you that all apparatus, materials &c will be
delivered at Tower Hill during this week and that everything will be in
readiness for experiment by Saturday next (22nd) or Monday morning
9oC

In regard to the height of the lamp from the ground that will depend
entirely on the position in which you intend to place it - the elevation of
the lamp itself when arranged for burning is 4ft. 6in. but this is not 'en
masse' as I measure from the base of the lamp to the top of the rod
carrying the upper-electrode: this rod of course could project through a
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very small apperture in any illuminating apparatus. As, however, there
may probably be some questions you would like to ask me before making
your photometric arrangements I will do myself the pleasure of waiting on
you at 10 5 oC: on Saturday morning at the Institution when the plans for
Monday can be decided on2u

I am I Sir I Yours very faithfully &c obediently I Joseph J. W.
Watson
M. Faraday Esq D.C.L I &c &c

1. John William Ware Tyndale (1811-1897, B6). Barrister.
2. There is a draft of this letter in GL MS 30108/2/64.9.

Letter 2869
Francois Napoleon Marie Moigno1 to Faraday
17 July 1854*
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.75
Monsieur

en Venant a Londres je me faisais une fete de Vous voir et de Vous
presenter mes humbles hommages. Venu des le premier jour a 1'institution
royale j'ai appris avec une tres grande douleur que la mauvaise Sante de
Mme Faraday vous avait force de partir pour 1'isle de Wight. Ca ete pour
moi et pour mon compagnon de voyage, Mr Duboscq3, qui aurait fait avec
tant de bonheur Devant Vous Ses grandes experiences d'optique avec la
lumiere electrique4, un desappointement cruel.

Si par hazard Vous veniez a Londres dans le courant de cette
Semaine, soyez assez bon, je vous en conjure pour nous prevenir de V
heure a la quelle nous pourrons vous remontrer. M. Duboscq donne une
nouvelle Seance a polytechnique institution Vendredi5 prochain a 7 heures
du soir, devant un grand monde de Savans de Londres.

Je suis dans les Sentimens respectueses de la consideration la plus
distinguee et dans l'espoir du prochain retablissement de la Sante de Mme
Faraday

Votre tres humble Serviteur I l'abbe F. Moigno
17 juillet. I Hotel de Provence i Leicester Square.

TRANSLATION
Sir,

In coming to London, I was hoping to give myself the pleasure of
seeing you and of presenting to you my humble homage. Having come on
the first day to the Royal Institution, I learned with great sadness that Mrs
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Faraday's poor health had forced you to leave for the Isle of Wight. This
was for me and for my travelling companion, Mr Duboscq3, who was
hoping so much to have the pleasure of demonstrating to you his optical
experiments with electric light4, a cruel disappointment.

If by any chance you come to London in the course of this week,
please be so good, I beg you, to let us know of a time when we can meet
you. Mr Duboscq is giving a new lecture at the polytechnic institution next
Friday5 at 7 o'clock in the evening, before a large number of London
savants.

I remain in the respectful sentiments of the most distinguished
consideration and in the hope of the speedy recovery of the health of Mrs
Faraday

Your most humble Servant I 1'abbe F. Moigno
17 July. I Hotel de Provence I Leicester Square.

1. Francois Napoleon Marie Moigno (1804-1884, NBU). French scientific writer.
2. Dated on the basis of the reference to Sarah Faraday's health and their visit to the Isle of
Wight. See letters 2859,2860.
3. Jules Duboscq (1817-1886, P3). Scientific instrument maker in Paris.
4. For a description of Duboscq's apparatus see Anon (1854b), 94-7.
5. That is 21 July 1854. See Athenaeum, 15 July 1854, p,882.

Letter 28701

Faraday to Macedonio Melloni
31 July 1854
From Guareschi (1909), 36-40

Royal Institutions, London, 31 July 1854.
My dear Melloni,

I have three letters of yours unanswered the two last of the dates of
the 1st and the 12th instant2. I have been unable to answer them before,
because the beginning of the month I was in the country, and I returned
from it only to place myself under the surgeon's hands: and since then
have been unable to write or work: I am now getting better but am still in
his care.

When I received your last letter, I had no need to repeat your
experiments; for they were all perfectly familiar to me, as far as I could
judge by your description, and are necessary consequences of the theory
of static induction, which I published in the Philosophical Transactions 17
years ago. Still I should have sent your letter to me to the Royal Society as
you requested, if it had been open: but its sittings were closed on the 15
june, a month before your letter was written, so that I was unable to fulfil
your desires in that respect.
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Your difficulties present no difficulties to me, neither do I remember
clearly the error or illusion into which we have all fallen and which you
say is continued3 in all the books. The fact is I have interpreted induction
according to my own views in the last 18 years and have not carefully
analyzed the words of recent treatises, but I do not remember that the
statement of Pouillet4 or De La Rive contradict my notions. As my views
though given at length in the Philosoph. Trans, in the years 1837 and 1838
in the series XI, XII, XIII and XIV5 of my Experimental Researches, have
not been published either in French or Italian, they probably have never
come under your notice: I endeavoured to send English copies of them at
the time, through the Royal Society, but very likely they never reached
you: so I am about to give you a brief summary of them, referring to the
members6 of the paragraphs in the Exp. Researches, that you may, if you
desire it, look at the original matter.

But first let me remind you, that I do not as yet know the nature of
your Electrometer and therefore may have misunderstood your statement
altogether; though as regards the simple results with (fig. 1), shaded or
not. I do not think that likely, for they are precisely the same as my own
old ones.

I profess to know nothing of the existence of either one or two electric
fluids, or of the nature of the electric power, exerted either in a P, or an N
direction (1298 note8 16679), but I do not think that our ignorance of the
essential nature of the electric force offers any difficulties in the
consideration of the nature of induction, conduction, etc., provided we do
not travel beyond facts and the laws which govern them.

In induction, it is only the surface of the conductor which is finally
affected, and not its internal parts: and that whether the conductor be
insulated or connected with the earth (1220, 1221, 1295, 130110). If it be
uninsulated, only that part of its surface is finally affected, on which lines
of induction force, proceeding from the ex[c]ited or inductric body A, abut
and terminate: if it be insulated, then the parts of the surface, from which
an exact equivalents of new lines of force originate and proceed outwards
from the compound system (fig. 2) towards neighbouring conductors, are
affected also: the first surface is B, the second surface C and the
neighbouring parts, and between them there is a part or zone of various
from11 according to circumstances, in the neutral or normal conductor.

The induction is limited by the induction surfaces (1231,129712,1361,
137213, 148314, etc.). The one which is primarily charged I have distin-
guished as the inductric, the other as the inductors.

The lines of induction force, used merely as representations of the
disposition of the electric force, are described (1231, 130415, 1441, 145016):
they commence at one and terminate at the other, of the inducting
surfaces. If the inductric body A be an ex[c]ited insulator, as a rod of shell
lac, they then commence at the ex[c]ited particles.
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Induction is not sustained through the body of the thinnest conductor.
Theoretically, it occurs at the first instant: but conductors discharges its
state within, and it is the surfaces only of the conductor which remains
finally affected. An uninsulated gold leaf in a frame or ring, may have its
opposite sides raised by induction to the highest opposite or like states,
without the slightest interference of one side with the other.

Fig. S.

The lines of induction force across the dielectric or insulating
medium maybe curved (1215,1219,1221,1224,123017,1374,144918,16141*.
See also figures 7, 8, 9,10,11,12). In experiments in open spaces they are
almost universally curved.

Induction lines have a lateral relation (1224, 129520, 144921) quite
analogous to that of the lines of current force, when the piles of a voltaic
battery are dipped apart from each other into a large mass of water or
dilute solutions; and which have been so well illustrated by Nobili22 in his
metallochromic results23.

When a charged sphere A (fig. 3) is in the center of a much larger
sphere of conducting matter, the lines of force proceed as radii from A to
every part of the outer sphere: the sum of force on the surface of A and the
sum of contrary force on the inner surface of the surrounding sphere, are
exactly equal to each other.

When an insulated conductor B, C, is introduced, then a certain
amount of the lines of force from A terminate on B, produces an opposite
state there, but an equal amount of force or of lines, originate about C and
terminate on D; or in other words the lines of force which would have
been passed across the space BC, if the conductor BC were away, have,
through the conduction of the particles of BC, been replaced by the
equivalents of contrary forces at the respective surfaces of B and C; at the
same time, as the resistance or tension set up in induction (1368, 137024,
etc.), is removed as regards the space BC, by the conduction; so, more
electricity must induce from A towards B than in other directions, as
towards £; and more inductions action is induced on D than elsewhere as
at E. But though D differs thus from the other parts of the inner surface of
the surrounding chamber, and equal to the amount of force existed25 in all
directions by A. I need not refer particularly to irregular and mixed cases,
as the walls of a room (143426) or more complicated results (133727,156628,
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167929, etc.): the principles are the same and the amount of action always
definite.

If another conductor, either insulated or connected with the earth, be
approached to the former conductor, then lines of induction force are
transferred to it from the former induction bodies (122530,144931). Thus, if
F be such a body, then electric force or lines, which before proceeded
towards B or towards H, are transferred to F; and if F be insulated, with the
same development of contrary force as before. If F be uninsulated and large,
the part behind it, at H, may even receive no charge, but be in the natural
state: and the sum of power upon the inner surface of the envellope H, D,
E will be less than the sum of contrary power on A, by so much as is
disposed of on the surface of an uninsulated F

I know no distinction betweenfree and dissimulated electricity (168432).
Both are cases of induction and change by induction. If the electricity
between A and E is not dissimulated, neither is that between A and B, or
between A and F. It might as well be said that the lightning which falls
upon and kills a man is free to him, but is dissimulated to one who is a few
miles distant: the difference is merely one of circumstance not of principle.
Whether the inductric body induces upon me or upon another person,
makes no difference in the action.

If the sum of power be 20, as much as 15 may be towards me and
only 5 to him: but the land of action is alike in both cases and the sum of
the power remains the same.

\ u
Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

All charge is induction: all induction is charge (1177,1178,13033,168234).
A short but imperfect summary is contained in the paragraphs from 1667
to 168435. You will find also in the Philosophical Magazine, 1843, vol.XXII,
p. 20036, in vol.11 of the 8th Edition [sic] of my Experimental Researches, p.
27937, some demonstrative experiments on static induction. I have been
accustomed for years past to shew very many forms of experiments
founded on these principles; I will describe one which seems to embrace
many of the results you describe to me. A conductor A is sustained in a
charged state by connexion with a (fig. 4) Leyden- jar: an insulated brass
plate is brought near it, and then the surfaces examined by a Coulombs
proof plane or carrier38 (which I hold to be unexceptionable when properly
employed) and the surface of b seems to be contrary to A (fig. 5), whilst the
surface of c is like that of a. The two plates close together and connected
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(fig. 6), replace the one plate a the surfaces b and c found like the former
surfaces. Then the plates are opened about an inch being still connected by
a brass rod on (fig. 7) which they hang, b and c are found as before; but
within at d there is no electricity of either kind on either surface.

All the time there is electricity like that of A to be found at the edges
of the plates, provided irregular lateral inductions be prevented. Then the
plates are more opened out, still the electricity at (fig. 8) b and c is the same,
but that at the edges of the near plate b, begins to lose its A character and
either be neutral or assume that of b. Being more opened out, the electricity
of b creeps round the edge of the plate (fig. 9), approaching nearer to the
middle at the plate b is smaller, or the sign of A larger, or its power more
intense; and the electricity of c also becomes more extended over the
surface a round the edges of that plate, according to its size and position
in relation to surrounding bodies. If an uninsulated conductor be brought
towards any part of the compound system of plates a rod, as at 1, 2, 3, 4,
it immediately renders these places electric like A, either causing or
exalting their state, whilst it acquires through the induction, a state the
contrary of A or like that of b. If ex[c]ited shell lac be brought near 1, 2, 3,
4 it immediately exerts its induction action upon the plates a, in addition
to the action of A. All these and a thousand others are the simplest possible
results of the theory.

You speak of screening the "pendules accouple" from the action of A
whilst you examine them by an ex[c]ited electric (rod?). But in that case the
pendules give no indication of the state of the part to which they are
attached. They do not receive their final state by conduction from the part
they are fixed to, but only by induction as a part of the conducting mass BC:
if they are expand to the inductive force of A they will acquire the opposite
state; if they are perfectly screened they will be neutral, or if they are so near
so expand to surrounding conductors as to be in a position to carry on the
forces, they will assume the c state, which is the same as the state of A.

#
Fig. 7. Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

I have often shewn my audience this condition of the pendulous
balls39, by placing the cylinder and its balls well insulated, in different
positions as respects the inductric ball A: thus (fig. 10), when in this
position, B and its balls will be in the reverse state to A, and c and its ball
in the same state as A: but then (fig. 11) held it by an insulating handle thus
and through B still acquires a state contrary to A, yet the balls attached to
it by conducting matters shew the other state, or that of A and c.
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Again, if the ball A and cylinder BC (fig. 12) retain their position, it
is very easy to have the balls hanging to B, in the state of B, or by
approaching an uninsulated ball or screen, either at 1 or 2 or 3, to make
them assume the contrary state on that of C, or by adjustment of distance
to be perfectly indifferent.

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

Trusting to the truth of the principle I have described I am
accustomed to use wire gauze instead of a continuous metal plate, for
screens and other apparatus, which I want my audience to see through:
and I have plates like those described above constructed of such wire
gauze. Through the openings are three or four times the diameter of the
wire, yet no electricity of induction can pass through them, and a plate of
such wire gauze is as impervious to conduction as a plate of metal.

I make a cylinder of such wire gauze part of the conductor of the
machine, but the most delicate tests inside gave no indication of Electricity
there. On the lecture table, I threw a net of common twine over my gold
leaf electrometers connecting it well with the ground, and they are
rendered perfectly safe from charge of the machine, which by induction
would destroy them at once if not so guarded.

All of which, illustrates the powerful effect of screens in static
inductive action. I have published no account of these things because they
are simple consequences of my theory: but De La Rive who happened to
see them once in the lecture room here, gave a brief account of them in the
Geneva Journal40.

And now, my dear friend, I will relieve you from a tiresome lecture.
You speak of the over universal in books, and therefore I may say, that
Daniell in his Introduction to Chemical Philosophy41 adopts my views and
therefore as I suppose is not in error.

That Harris I believe agrees with me; that as far as I am aware De La
Rive does not put forth any error of the kind you refer to42 in his recent
work on Electricity43 - or Pouillet - except that he speaks of dissimulated
electricity44 but by that means electricity of induction. But I will not tease
you more.

Ever My dear Friend I Your affectionate servant I M. Faraday
A M I Macedoine Melloni
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1. Faraday's notes for this letter are in IEE MS SC 3.
2. Letters 2834,2862,2865.
3. "contained" probably intended.
4. Claude-Servais-Mathias Pouillet (1790-1868, DSB). Professor of Physics in Paris.
5. Faraday (1838a, b, c, d), ERE11,12,13 and 14.
6. "numbers" probably intended.
7. "/' probably intended.
8. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1298.
9. Faraday (1838d), ERE14,1667.
10. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1220,1221,1295,1301.
11. "form" probably intended.
12. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1297.
13. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1361,1372.
14. Faraday (1838c), ERE13,1483 where Faraday introduced the term inductric.
15. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1231,1304.
16. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1441,1450.
17. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1215,1219,1221,1224,1230.
18. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1374,1449.
19. Faraday (1838c), ERE13,1614.
20. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1224,1295.
21. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1449.
22. Leopoldo Nobili (1784-1835, DSB). Professor of Physics in Florence.
23. Nobili (1830).
24. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1368,1370.
25. "excited" probably intended.
26. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1434.
27. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1337.
28. Faraday (1838c), ERE13,1566.
29. Faraday (1838d), ERE14,1679.
30. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1225.
31. Faraday (1838b), ERE12,1449.
32. Faraday (1838d), ERE14,1684.
33. Faraday (1838a), ERE11,1177,1178. "130" was probably intended as another paragraph in
series 11.
34. Faraday (1838d), ERE14,1682.
35. Faraday (1838d), ERE14,1667-84.
36. Faraday (1843).
37. Faraday (1844b), 279-84.
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39. For example see Faraday's notes of his fourth lecture in a course of six on static electricity
delivered on 30 April 1853. RI MS F4 J15, f.10-13.
40. See Arch. Elec, 1843,3: 645-9.
41. Daniell (1839,1843).
42. Faraday's inference from Melloni's remarks in letter 2865.
43. De La Rive (1853-8), 1: 82-5.
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Letter 2871
Faraday to Thomas Byam Martin
7 August 1854
From the original in BL add MS 41370, f.333-6

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I Royal Institution I 7 Aug 1854
My dear Sir Byam

I send you herewith the best answer I can make to your enquiries1!.]
Ever Your faithful Obedient Servant I M. Faraday

Observations &c.
Royal Institution 7 August 1854.

Very few of the questions are so put that I, in reference to their
chemical or physical character, can give any consistent or distinct answer
to them. The proposition is correct in theory, i.e. dense smoke will hide
objects, and burning sulphur will yield fumes that are intolerable, and able
to render men involved in them incapable of action, or even to kill them:
but whether the proposition is practicable on the scale proposed and
required, is a point so little illustrated by any experience, or by any facts
that can be made to bear upon it, that for my own part I am unable to form
a judgment. I have been on the crater of Vesuvius2 and to leeward of the
mouth; and have seen the vapours (which are very deleterious) pass up
over my head and go off down the wind in a long and not rapidly
expanding stream. I have, by changes in the wind, been involved in the
vapours, and have managed with a handkerchief to the mouth and by
running, to get out of their way. I should hesitate in concluding that ten or
twenty vessels could give a body of smoke, the columns of which, at a mile
to leeward, would coincide and form an impervious band to vision a mile
broad; but I have no means of judging, for I know of no sufficient facts that
can be of use as illustrations of the proposed applications.

In reference to the burning of sulphur and formation of sulphurous
acid, I may remark, that, as 400 tons of sulphur have been spoken of,
perhaps the following considerations may help to give some general ideas,
in the present state of the proposition, as to the probable effect of its fumes.
If a ship charged with sulphur were burning in a current of air, a
continuous stream of sulphurous acid fumes, mingled with air, would
pass off from it. This stream, being heavier than air, would descend and
move along over the surface of the water; and, I expect, would sink
perpendicularly and expand laterally, so as to form a low broad stream. Its
noxious height would probably soon be less than 15, or perhaps even 10,
feet, (but I cannot pretend to more than a guess) and its width by degrees
more and more. The water over which it would have to move, would tend
continually to take part of the noxious vapour out of it. Now 400 tons of
sulphur would require 400 tons of oxygen; and that it would find in about
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1740 tons of air. Supposing that this product were mixed with ten times its
bulk of unaltered air, it would make near upon 20000 tons of a very bad
mixture; and one, which if a man were immersed in it for a short time,
would cause death. Supposing that the 20000 tons of mixed deleterious air
were converted into a regular stream, 30 feet high and 300 feet wide, then
it would be about 6500 feet or a mile & a quarter long. Such is a
representative result for 400 tons of sulphur, and hence an idea may be
formed of the time during which with a given velocity of wind, the places
involved in the stream may remain subject to its effects.

In respect of the seven questions3, there is scarcely a point in them to
which I am able to give an answer of any value.

As to I4.; I suspect much larger quantities of matter will be required
than is supposed.-1 do not imagine that if burnt in heaps coals would burn
fast enough to give the smoke required.

25. The data are wanting.
36. I suspect the upper part of high buildings would frequently be

free from the sulphurous vapours; and that sets of eddies of fresh air from
above would occur behind.

47

58

69 The lateral extent at the distance of a mile very doubtful - would
need proofu

The proposition is, as I have said, correct in theory, but in its results
must depend entirely on practical points. These are so untried and
unknown, and there are so few general facts bearing on the subject, that I
have the utmost difficulty in speaking at all to the matter. These
circumstances must plead my excuse for tike very meagre character of the
only observations which I am at present able to offer. All I need add is, that
if the project were known or anticipated, it would not be difficult for the
attacked party to provide respirators, which would enable the men, in a
very great degree or even altogether, to resist a temporary invasion of an
atmosphere such as that described.

M. Faraday

Endorsement: Paper from Professor Faraday in answer to questions by the
comtt11.

1. This concerned the plan put forward by the retired Admiral Thomas Cochrane, 10th Earl
of Dundonald (1775-1860, DNB) to attack Cronstadt using burning sulphur ships. On this
proposal and its background see Lloyd, C. (1946).
2. In May 1814. See Bowers and Symons (1991), 107-10.
3. These "Questions sent to Mr Faraday" are noted in PRO ADM1 / 5632. The note to each
of Faraday's answers (or lack thereof) gives the text of the question.
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4. "1. Can it be shewn by any proof, the different requirements for success, the quantity of
matter to be ignited the distance at which it will be of avail, & the amount of wind to render
it effective; must these be nicely adjusted or each of them admit of considerable latitude?"
5. "2. What is the amount of effect in intensity anticipated on the individual, & if not totally
destructive, to what period of time would it paralyse them."
6. "3. What proof is there that supposing the vapours to be intolerable along the surface over
which the wind carries them, that under cover of parapets or by closing the windows or
shutters, wh probably exist at the embrasures of the casements, this same vapour would
penetrate & extend with sufficient intensity?"
7. "4. If the smoke is to conceal the ships from the viewing of the Batteries, how are the ships
& smoke vessels themselves to approach, by, probably, an intricate passage, through the same
smoke?"
8. "5. Where the batteries are dispersed as at Cronstadt, there must be separate smoke
vessels, sufficient for each, & as their guns are in complicated lines & distances, mutually
flanking each other, wd it not be a matter of difficulty to obtain a simultaneous effect on each,
which wd be very necessary?"
9. "6. The extent laterally that wd be covered with effect by the vapour from each vessel
would need proof."
10. "7. How are the smoke or vapor vessels to be brought into position with sufficient
rapidity?
During this operation are they to lay to or anchor? or to move on? if the first how are our boats
&c to pass through the smoke & if the last how are these vapour vessels themselves to direct
their course."
11. This was the secret Admiralty committee established to consider Dundonald's plans. Its
members were Martin, William Parker (1781-1866, DNB, Commander in Chief Devonport,
1854-1857), Maurice Frederick Fitzhardinge Berkeley (1788-1867, DNB, a Lord of the
Admiralty, 1846-1857) and John Fox Burgoyne (1782-1871, DNB, Inspector General of
Fortifications, 1845-1868). They submitted their report (which is in PRO ADM1 / 5632) to James
Robert George Graham (1792-1861, DNB, First Lord of the Admiralty, 1852-1855) on 9 August
1854. This report, which, apart from the first sentence, quoted Faraday's report in full,
recommended that Dundonald's scheme should not be put into effect. Graham accepted this
recommendation.

Letter 2872
William Frederick Pollock to Faraday
7 August 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl I52a

59 Montague Square I 7th August 1854
My dear Faraday

I enclose a note which I have been requested to forward to you, by
my friend F. Haywood1 of Liverpool. He is one of the leading people in the
place, and a most accomplished person. His house is a little out of
Liverpool, and both my wife & myself have passed many very agreeable
days there on various occasions - so that I really hope you may go there,
if you are able to attend the coming meeting of the British Association.

With Mrs Pollock's regards to Mrs Faraday (in which I beg to join)
and to yourself
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Believe me I Yours very truly I W.F. Pollock

1. Francis Haywood (1796-1858, B5). Translator of German texts into English.

Letter 2873
Faraday to William Frederick Pollock
8 August 1854
From the original in the possession of Roy Deeley

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I Royal Institution I 8 Aug 1854
My dear Pollock

You are very kind and so is Mr Haywood1 to whom I have just
written and I can hardly be sufficiently grateful for the present invitation
and for others I have received from Liverpool2. I have told Mr Haywood
that if I am able to see Liverpool it will only be for a day or two & that I
must then go to a Hotel. I hardly know what I shall be able to do for what
with my desire to work at this time of the year and the forbidding
instructions of Dr B. Jones (under whose hands & Sir B. Brodies I have just
been) I cannot tell what will happenu Many thanks for your great
kindnessu If I go to Liverpool I shall most surely see Mr Haywood.

Our kindest regards to Mrs Pollocku
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

W.F. Pollock Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Pollock: Relating to the meeting of the British Association at
Liverpool in 1854, when Frank Haywood of Edge Lane Hall, wished to
secure Faraday as one of his guests, and had begged me to convey his
invitation to Faraday I W.F.P.
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1. Francis Haywood (1796-1858, B5). Translator of German texts into English. See letter 2872
2. See letter 2867.

Letter 2874
Fabian Carl Ottokar von Feilitzsch to Faraday
11 August 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Most honourable Sir!

Three years ago I had the honor to send you my researches about the
physical distinction of magnetic and diamagnetic bodies1. By your
kindness and under your protection they were admit[t]ed in the
Philosophical Magazine2 and consequently they were bespoken from
several sides; thereby it was caused, that in the "Archives des sciences
physiques et naturelles de Geneve" well founded doubts could by [sic]
raised against my opinions3; I were obliged to assert their Tightness, but on
the other side I was convinced from the principle defended by me: "that
the magnetism and the diamagnetism were only identical excitations of
the matter", and it grew my task to maintain it by new researches. You
have treated my first notices with so much indulgence, that I dare to hope,
you, the creator of this new discipline] will take it as a prove of my
respects, that I put at your benevolence the results of my new treatise. On
the other hand it is my duty vis-a-vis of you, as well as of all, who got
knowledge of my first paper, to confess my error and to put some better
thing in its place. If I had succeeded to gain your approbation, my highest
wishes were accomplished. You will kindly allow me to send you the
german treatise4, as well as a short extract, that I have written in your
language, trusting, that you will excuse its incorrectness.

I am, Sir, your I most devoted servent I Dr. von Feilitzsch I
Professor at the university I of Greifswald
Greifswald in Prussia, I Aug. 11,1854.

1. Letter 2350.
2. Feilitzsch (1851).
3. BibLUniv.Arch., 1851,16: 50-1.
4. Feilitzsch (1854).
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Letter 2875
Vincenzo Flauti to Faraday
12 August 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Reale Accademia delle Scienze I Societa Reale Borbonica

Napoli il 12 agosto 1854
Sigr Cavaliere

Col dolore il piii vivo partecipo a Lei, come gia suo amico, la perdita
che le scienze fisiche hanno fatto, nel giorno di jeri, dell'illustre cav
Macedonio Melloni, vittima della feral malattia, che va terminando in
Napoli individui e familglie intere1.

Colgo questa dolente occasione per attestarle il mio profondo
rispetto I il segrio perpo I V Flauti
All'insigne sigr M. Faraday I Cavr Membro della Societa Reale di Londra
I ed associato a tutte le principali Accademie I di Europa di America I
Londra

Address: 21 Albemarle St I S. L'illustre Chev. M. Faraday I de la Societe
Royale de Londres I &c &c &c I Londres

TRANSLATION
Reale Accademia delle Scienze I Societa Reale Borbonica

Naples this 12 August 1854
Dear Sir,

It is with the deepest grief that I write to inform you, as a friend of
his, of the loss that the Physical Sciences bore, yesterday, of the illustrious
cavaliere Macedonio Melloni, a victim of the deadly illness in Naples that
is wiping out individuals and entire families1.

I take this painful opportunity to declare my profound respect I The
Permanent Secretary I V Flauti
To the Illustrious Mr M Faraday I Cavaliere, Member of the Royal Society
of London I and Associate of all the principal Academies of Europe and
America I London

1. That is the cholera.
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Letter 2876
Friedrich Wohler to Faraday
12 August 1854
From the original in RS MS MC 5.176
Monsieur,

Je y a quelques jours j'ai eu la grande satisfaction de recevoir le
diplome de membre de la Sodete Roy ale de Londres1. Ne connaissant ni la
personne ni le nom du secretaire de la Sodete Royale, j'ose m'adresser a
Vous, Monsieur, en vous priant, de vouloir bien etre l'interprete de mes
sentimens de gratitude et de reconnaissance aupres de l'illustre Societe
pour l'honneur distingue, qu'elle m'a daignee de faire.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, l'expression de la haute consideration,
avec la quelle j'ai l'honneur d'etre

Votre i tres devoue I Wohler
Gottingen 12 Aug. 1854.
A i Monsieur Faraday

TRANSLATION
Sir,

A few days ago I had the great satisfaction of receiving the diploma
of membership of the Royal Society of London1. Not knowing either the
person nor the name of the Secretary of the Royal Society, I address myself
to you, sir, and humbly ask you to be the interpreter of my feelings of
gratitude and thanks to the illustrious Society for the distinguished
honour that it has deigned to give me.

Please accept, Sir, the expression of the high consideration with
which I have the honour of being I Your i very devoted I Wohler
Gottingen 12 August 1854.
To I Monsieur Faraday

1. On this see RS CM, 29 June 1854,2: 290.

Letter 2877
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
15 August 1854
From the original in Birmingham University Library MS L Adds 1083

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I R Institution I 15 Aug 1854
My dear Sir

Herewith I send you a letter I have just received from Wohler1!.]
Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
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- R. Weld Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2876.

Letter 2878
Faraday report to Trinity House
15 August 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.11
Report on Electric Light &c

15 Aug 1854 I R. Institution
I beg to report upon the result of the Experimental trials of the

Electric light belonging to the Electric power & colour Company which
have been recently carried on at the Trinity House1!.] Dr. Watson has on the
part of the Company done all that I desired, and the lamp has been in
action at different times for the whole of five days. The trials sufficiently
commend the light as most beautiful; and the lamp as one well fitted to
bring the Electric forces into action. They also have shewn that the
illumination can be sustained for 8 hours or any longer time if needed; and
with an intensity much surpassing a Fresnel lamp. They have shewn also
the facility of exchanging one lamp for another in less than a second of
time:- the power of arranging an intermitting light, and the probable
facility of placing 2, 3 or 4 centers of light in a space not more than an inch
or an inch & a half wide:- but they have also revealed other circumstances,
which would not otherwise have been known, and which I must take
carefully into account. For much as I may desire that the Electric light,
with its special advantages, may find ultimately its full application in light
houses, I am bound before all other things to consider the security and the
constancy of the service required, and the necessity that there should be
allowed in places apart from society and often very difficult of access
inasmuch as such are very frequently the localities of the most important
lighthouses; where, if any where, the power of the Electric light would be
required. The conclusion I have arrived at may be found at the end of this
report; but I give the reasons at some length that they may stand as my
justification!.]

The light is sustained by an arrangement of Voltaic batteries. The
proposition of Dr. Watson, on the part of the company, is, that as the
substances produced by the action of the battery are products of great
commercial value, so the company will undertake the arrangement and
care of the battery by their own servants, the conveyance of the acids,
metals, & other materials, & the removal of the products from the
lighthouses; undertaking to supply a constant light and charging a certain
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price for the light so supplied. Under such an arrangement the following
points still remain to claim the attention of the Elder Brethren. A room or
covered place would be required for the Voltaic battery, & for the stock of
acids metals, cells, &c &c; also living rooms for the man or men in charge
of the battery and a free supply of water. The battery employed at the
Trinity house was composed of eight dozen pairs; each consisting of
amalgamated Zinc & cast iron for the metals, and of strong Nitric acid &
somewhat diluted sulphuric acid for the fluids. It occupied a space of 21
feet by 7 feet. Three carboys of oil of vitriol, 16 of Nitric acid, and 14 in the
empty state to receive the diluted products, are necessary for a fortnights
work of 12 hours to the day; & these with working room would require a
space of 14 feet by 14 feet; so that a battery room equivalent to one of 18
or 20 feet square would be necessary even though the supply of materials
&c were made regularly every fortnight. If the intervals were longer the
place must be larger. The amount of habitation required for the battery
men can be judged of from the data connected with the present keepersu

I am bound to state that, at the Trinity house, the battery action was
accompanied by a serious inconvenience which can be provided against
only by removing the building to a distance from the lighthouseu It
consists in the emission of nitrous fumes, occurring always at the
discharge of the battery when the light is extinguished, and often during
the course of the general action. It is more liable to occur with acids that
have been previously used; nevertheless such must be employed to the
utmost for otherwise the required product would not be obtained, there
would be great waste of materials and the commercial part of the plan
would fail. The battery room requires an open air ventilation; and as it
must be a fixture, would be objectionable on any side of a lighthouse, if
very near to it. All the persons engaged in the experiments at the Trinity
house suffered from these fumes: in the case of one of the workmen it
caused spitting of blood, & I consequently interrupted the experiments
and made them much shorter than was intended. The place was no doubt
close not having a thorough draught, though opening by a large door to
the air:- it was the place selected by Dr. Watsonu

The staff employed about the lamp & battery consisted of three
persons; one of superior intelligence having a good comprehension of the
principles & practice of the lamp & battery, and two who were labourers
of ordinary intelligence. The battery requires a peculiar kind of caret.]
There are very numerous screw-clips about it which are conjoined &
separated every time the battery is employed; if any one of these fail
during the time of action, the Electric current is stopped & the light goes
out. Occasionally one or another will become hot & then the power of the
light sinks; these must be watched for and cooled with water. From time
to time the zinc plates must be amalgamated; but the time is only to be
ascertained by watching the action of the plates. About the time when the
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Nitric acid becomes much charged with iron, a cell here & there will
become hot and fume much, & at the same time it will oppose great
resistance to the current and the light will diminish; then the connexion
has to be made across the cell & the cell itself removed. These uncertain
cells have to be watched for;- as many as eight occurred in one days
work.

The existence of a battery staff separate from the keepers of the
lighthouse appears to me a source of great risk in the constancy &
character of the light. The light keepers would depend entirely upon the
companys men for the supply and amount of light; for the power of
producing & sustaining it would be out of their hands. On the other side
the battery men would be obliged to attend to the interests of their
employers; they must use the material supplied economically, and exhaust
the Nitric acid to the full degree; which as I have stated tends to cause
uncertain diminution of the light:- and in this way it is probable that
conflicting interests might be involved and at the very same time the
responsibility divided and rendered uncertain!.]

If it were proposed that the Trinity House should take the whole
matter into their hands, then I need merely point out in the first place that
the knowledge & intelligence required by the men in charge must be
peculiar in its kind & much above that now needed, and that care &
attention would be required to many more points than at present and
would need to be unremitting:- and in the second that the Trinity House
must become a manufacturing and Commercial body; in respect of which
case I must observe that the light could not be obtained at any permissible
price if the products of the action were discarded and thrown away; and
if they were preserved to be sold for commercial purposes then in my
opinion it is not likely that a price could be obtained for them which
would be at all proportionate to the first expence of the materials the cost
of the labour of using them & their conveyance to the lighthouses and
back again.

Next in order to the battery are the connexions consisting of insulated
copper wire leading to the lampu These were (in the trial experiments) 250
feet long so that that distance has been practically provedu Their nature is
simple but as everything depends upon their continuity it must be
thoroughly understood by the keepers so that in case of accidents they
may know how to search for failures & their places & rectify themj.j

The lamp is an arrangement of supports and adjustments intended to
carry two insulated vertical cylinders or rods of hard carbon one over the
other between the ends of which the light is produced. Though supplied
by the company it would of necessity be under the charge of the light
keepers and therefore I am bound to notice the liabilities & possible
casualties. It is intricate as compared with the ordinary oil lamp, and the
principles concerned in its construction and use are very different; being
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both more numerous & more refined. In the oil lamp the place of the light
is constant, being determined by the fixed burner: in the Voltaic lamp it
would change continually if left to itself, for as the lower carbon burns
away the place of the light sinks & has to be raised very frequently by
hand, or else continuously by clock work:- on the other hand as the upper
carbon burns away it requires continual regulation in relation to the lower
one; this is effected cleverly in the lamps by an electro magnetic
arrangement beneath; but that involves the use of an electro magnet which
is liable to change in force; of insulations of the carrying parts, and of
mechanical arrangement of holders, levers, and screws which are
sometimes liable to fail (failing from time to time in the actual
experiments) and which require considerable & peculiar intelligence to
understand & keep in order.

The lamp was left at various periods and at one time for 5 hours
together; it was found at the end of that time burning brightly & had done
so during the intervening time. Nevertheless it went out occasionally (and
of course suddenly), sometimes by contact of the carbons and once by a
loose screw. Dr. Watson proposes an Electro magnetic alarm which shall
give notice if the light is extinguished. This can no doubt be applied but
involves another object for intelligent caret.]

The Carbon cylinders, which are essential, are variable in their
quality and the proportion of light varies much with them when the same
amount of battery force is employed. The lower one burns away at the
average rate of 7 inches in 12 hours and the upper one at the rate of 14
inches. They have to be replaced nightly or it may be twice in a night of
more than 10 or 12 hoursu They require careful centering & fixing in the
apparatus. The Trinity house would be dependant upon others i.e the
company, both for the supply and the quality.

I arrive now at the consideration of the light itself. It flickers much
partly because the electric discharge is sometimes with flame & sometimes
without, and partly because of variations in the places on the carbon
through which the discharge occurs. This is so considerable that the light
in a given direction will vary as 1 to 2 or even in higher rates as 1 to 4 or
5. When these flickerings are at short intervals as for instance less than a
second then the effect is nearly lost upon an eye at a distance and an
average degree of brightness is perceived. But there are other variations,
which, occupying the time of three or four seconds or even a longer
period, are more important. These depend chiefly upon the continually
varying interval between the carbons, which having been adjusted by the
Electromagnet, then goes on increasing to a certain extent, when it is again
adjusted;- but also upon the quality of the carbons;- upon the general
condition of the voltaic battery;- often upon the peculiar condition of a
single cell;- and upon the actions of the men at the battery itself. They were
occasionally of such degree and in such an interval of time as might I think
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in bad weather and under hasty observation lead a mariner to mistake a
light intended to be fixed for a variable light.

The light of the two lamps used conjointly on the first day & of the
single lamps employed on other days, urged in both cases by the force of
96 pairs of plates was always much above that of the great central three
wicked oil lamp;- the average result was that it equalled 4.43 such oil
lamps. As to the degree of variation caused by the circumstances already
referred to, I found it very considerable, especially with a battery charged
with second day acid, in which case individual cells were liable to be
heated. On such occasions it has varied in the course of 10 minutes in
the ratio of 4 to 1 nearly being at one time equal to 5.92 or almost 6 Fresnel
lamps, and at another only to 1.57 or \\ of such standards. Over this
variation the keeper of the light has no power & he cannot correct it by
adjustment at the lamp.

The source of light is very compressed & intense; it is like a small sun
instead of a diffuse & large lamp flame. Hence some supposed theoretical
advantages but also some serious practical disadvantages. In the first
place it cannot be counted upon as a center of light sending out rays of
equal intensity in all directions. Such a result in a horizontal plane is
indeed true, as regards the average light; but not in a vertical plane for
then the light diminishes rapidly upwards and downwards from a plane
of maximum intensity, because of the shadow cast in those directions by
the carbon terminals. Another curious point is that the most intense light
is not thrown in a horizontal direction. The electric force excavates the
Positive carbon into a cup at its extremity whilst the negative carbon
becomes conical at the end. As the positive carbon consumes most rapidly
the upper is made to assume that condition:- hence the maximum light
issues not in a horizontal plane but in a cone which is bent downward to
such an extent that the maximum beam forms an angle of 17° to 20° with
the horizontal line.

The compressed condition of the source of light causes it to throw
great shadows from opaque objects. The lamp has two upright supporting
pillars, about an inch in diameter and 5 or 6 inches from the light on
opposite sides these throw a vertical shadow of 7 inches wide at 38 inches
from the lamp, this subtending an angle of 10° or 11°:- they would of
course eclipse the light to that amount to ships at sea. Dr. Watson proposes
to alter the construction & to use flat bar supports instead of cylinders
which would do away with much of this shadow. In like manner the
upright bars of the window and other opaque objects in a lanthorn would
cast shadows, and if of greater width than the light itself, the shadows
would increase in width outwards & cause eclipses of the light. The reason
why this does not happen sensibly or in the same degree with the Fresnel
lamp is that there the light has a horizontal width of nearly 4 inches and
so the absolute shadows vanish at a small distance. Dr. Watson proposes
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to have two or three electric lights arranged in the same horizontal plane;
this would involve the use of two or three pairs of carbon conductors; the
occurrence of shadows and loss of light from the extra carbons introduced;
the necessity of a more complicated lamp;- and also the use of separate
batteries for each light, for experience leads to the conviction that such a
separate arrangement is required.

Finally the Electric light of one lamp was placed in the center of the
catadioptric apparatus. The effect was very beautiful but inconvenient
circumstances dependant upon the concentration of the light occurred.
The apparatus is intended to gather in the rays through 120° or more in a
vertical plane and cast them horizontally; and, as in the oil lamp
arrangement, the rays are sent forth far more freely in directions above the
horizontal plane than below it, (where the shadow of the burner
interferes,) so the system of reflectors above the dioptric pannel or first
class refractor is more important and more extensive than that below, & in
the construction is attended to accordingly. But with the electric light the
reverse of this is the case: it is the rays below which are most abundant,
those above been cut off to a great extent by the cupped carbon as already
described: and not merely so but even the maximum ray is depressed by
18° or 20°, so that much of the intention of the present catadioptric
apparatus is rendered nugatory by the conductor of the Electric lamp. The
reversion of the current would correct this in part, but that would involve
a rapid consumption of the lower carbon; and it may be, give rise to other
circumstances of which I have practically no knowledge; Dr. Watson
having always made the upper carbon positive.

Neglecting the reflectors I will call attention to the action of the 1st
class reflector which would remain the same in whatever way the electric
battery was cormectedt.j The beams which proceed outwards from it are
directed horizontally and as a general mass very well so but they are
divided into horizontal planes which when they arrive at the screen
produce bands, some luminous, some dark, and some most beautiful &
intense in colour. The luminous and dark bands are produced by
imperfections in the form of the separate prisms of glass constituting the
pannel, or by the want of absolute perfection in their association together.
Such defects are of no consequence when a flame l | inches in height or
more is in the focus; for then the rays from the various parts of the flame
are superposed in the resulting beam, and at a moderate distance the
differences in the bands almost disappear. But with a compressed light,
like that of the Electric lamp, there is not this sort of correction. One
shaden band which at a few inches from the refractor was only 2 of an inch
or less in breadth gradually opened out and was a dark band 6 inches
wide on the screen at 46 feet distance; it had every appearance as if it
would widen & hold its character more and more outwards, and I saw
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nothing that would indicate its disappearance at any distance. It would
require the utmost perfection of workmanship to get rid of these bands.

The coloured bands are due to the difference in what is called the
dispersion of the different rays of light. A single prism can & must produce
them when the center of light is very small; and as the light is smaller &
more powerful the colours are more intense. They were very bright upon
the screen, and appeared as if they would travel out to a great distance still
keeping their colour. With the oil flame of I2 inches high these coloured
rays superpose & overlap each other; at the screen they are but small in
effect & disappear at the distance of a hundred yards or so. Supposing the
dioptric apparatus so perfectly worked & fitted as to produce no dark
bands the coloured rays from the different prisms would overlap each
other; but without the prisms were made achromatic (which they could
not be because of the angles required) there is I think no probability of
their disappearing when the E light is usedu

So if the eye be carried from above downwards across the horizontal
band of light & colours on the screen, it will pass from one colour to
another; & from light to comparative darkness & then to light again. In like
manner if a ship move from the horizon towards a light house with a
similar lamp an observer on it will gradually see the light, sometimes of
one colour & sometimes of another; but what is more important, he will
see it lighter and darker; and I can easily conceive the possibility, that the
mere lift of a large wave may raise the observer out of a strong ray into one
of comparative weakness, or vice versa, & so give him the impression of
an alternating or revolving light when it should appear fixedu

In order to correct this effect Dr. Watson proposed to place two lights,
one above the other, that they might act the joint parts of the top & bottom
of a lamp flame. This has not been tried. I conceive it would be very
difficult to arrange them vertically one above the other; and if not vertical,
it would require four or more lamps for one center, with separate batteries
to each, & all the complications consequent thereon.

When the concentric lens was brought before the Electric light the
effect was exceedingly beautiful and the illumination on the screen most
vivid. The colours were less because here the rays from different parts of
the lens were frequently overlaid & neutralized each otheru Here again
the influence of the central condition of the source was seen; for the
illuminated space on the screen was not larger than the lens & it is
probable that even at a great distance the divergence would be very little
& the beam very narrow. The flame of the Fresnel lamp has a horizontal
width of about 3 inchest.] The electric light is probably not not [sic] more
than the 8 of an inch in width in the same direction so that the effectual
divergence of a beam from the latter would probably be not more than a
twentieth or a thirtieth part of one from the former. Hence, though very
bright it would endure for so short a time in any one direction that its
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occurrence might be missed; what is of more importance is, that having a
very small vertical width, accident or a want of correction in the height of
the carbons might easily throw the beam altogether above or below the
horizon, or the place of a ship on the sea.

Much, therefore, as I desire to see the Electric light made available in
lighthouses, I cannot recommend its adoption under present circum-
stances. There is no human arrangement that requires more regularity and
certainty of service than a lighthouse. It is trusted by the Mariner as if it
were a law of nature; and as the Sun sets so he expects that, with the same
certainty, the lights will appear. The means of meeting this expectation
must be provided for the most isolated positions, where, if there be a
derangement, there is no help to be had except that which is on the spot,
and where, therefore, no chance of risk that can be avoided should be
permitted to occur: and still further to explore such precautions it must be
remembered that the most important lighthouses are often in the most out
of the way localities^ It would not be easy even to replace a failing Voltaic
lamp by an ordinary lamp but would require much time. I think therefore
the Electric light should be tried in its other applications that its conditions
& liabilities may be eliminated, its construction perfected - and a school
provided w[h]ere a body of men may be taught how to use it with
certainty; before it is introduced into lighthouses whose present optical
construction may not consist with it, and whose present attendants would
as I believe be unable to fitly guard against or contend with its peculiar
liabilities.

One other kind of doubt I am bound to place before the consideration
of the Elder Brethrenu The production of the light which the Electric
company proposes to supply is based upon commercial considerations. A
manufacturer requires nitrate of Iron which can be made at the
manufactory as it is wanted and in quantity according to the demand. It is
by the light scheme proposed to make it at 100 or more different & distant
places, very often difficult of access, and in quantities not dependant upon
demand in the manufactory but upon the light required in different
seasons. For this the materials of which a large preparation and strong
acids in glass are to be conveyed to these spots, men retained to use them
there, & then the products removed and all for years together with the
regularity of clockwork. How this is to be done remuneratively, except by
an enormous charge for the light, I cannot imagine; and therefore,
independently of all the precautions and contingencies which I have noted
I should suppose that the Trinity house would not think of changing its
system and the whole construction of its lighthouse illuminating arrange-
ment or put itself in dependence upon a commercial company before it
had had a few years assurance of the permanency and stability of the
Manufacture on which it would be called upon to depend2!.]

M. Faraday
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Royal Institution I 14 [sic] August 1854.

1. For the arrangements see letters 2866 and 2868. Faraday's notes of these trials are in GL MS
30108/2/64.12. There are also detailed notes of the experiments, in another hand, in Untitled
notebook in IEE MS SC 2.
2. This report was laid before Trinity House By Board, 22 August 1854, GL MS 30010/39, p.79.
Consideration was deferred until Trinity House By Board, 29 August 1854, GL MS 30010/39,
p.90 when it was resolved to inform Watson that Trinity House would not proceed with the
electric light.

Letter 2879
Vincenzo Flauti to Faraday
18 August 1854
From the original in RS MS 241, £.136
Reale Accademia delle Scienze I Societa Reale Borbonica

Napoli 18 Agosto 1854
Signore

Con qual piacere che pub sentire un occhio professore, il quale
desidera credere 1'Accademia di Napoli, di cui e Segretario perpetuo,
onorata dalla corrispondenza di un uomo di merito si distinto come il suo,
e che tanto ha contribuito e contribuisce a' progressi della Scienza Fisico-
Chimica, mi e dato finalmente parteciparle la di Lei nomina a Socio
corrispondente, Sovranamente approvata come si levera dal decreto che
gliene acchiudo insieme al Diploma accademico e ad un esemplare dello
Statuto I II Segretario perpetuo I V Flauti
All'insigne fisico cavaliere I Michele Faraday Socio corrispondente I della
nostra Accademia I in I Londra

S "M" il Re mio Augusto1 Signore nel Consiglio ordinario di Stato di
13 andante si e degnata approvare la proposta fatta dalla Reale Accademia
delle Scienze con la quale Ella vien nominata suo Socio Corrispondente
estero

Nel Real Nome e con mio particolar piacere le partecipo questa
Sovrana determinazione e le trasmetto estratto del correlativo Real
Decreto - Napoli 19 Luglio 1854 J Scorpa2.
Sig. Michele Faraday.
Ministero I Real Secretaria di Stato I degli Affari Ecclesiastici I e dell'
Istruzione Pubblica. I 1 Ripartimento I 2 carico I No.1102
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TRANSLATION
Reale Accademia delle Scienze I Societa Reale Borbonica

Naples I 18 August 1854
Sir,

With feelings of the utmost pleasure experienced by a professorial
eye, which desires to believe that the Accademia di Napoli, of which one
is the Permanent Secretary, is honoured by the correspondence of a man of
such distinguished merit as yourself, and who has contributed and
continues to contribute to the progress of the Science of Physics and
Chemistry, I have finally been given the pleasure of communicating to you
your Nomination as a Foreign Correspondent, sovreignly approved as you
will see from the decree which I enclose together with the academic
Diploma and a copy of the Statute. I The Permanent Secretary I V Flauti
To the distinguished physicist cavaliere I Michael Faraday, Foreign
Correspondent I of our Academy I in I London

His Majesty the King1, my Sovereign Lord, at the ordinary Council of
State, on 13th last, deigned to approve the proposal made by the Reale
Accademia delle Scienze, by which you have just been nominated its
Foreign Correspondent

In the Name of the King and with particular pleasure, I communicate
this Sovereign desire and I send the relevant extract of the Royal Decree -
Naples 19 July 1854 J Scorpa2.
Mr Michael Faraday
Ministry I of the Secretary of State I for Ecclesiastic Affairs I and Public
Instruction. I 1 Distribution I 2 Enclosures i No. 1102

1. Ferdinand II (1810-1859, DBI). King of Naples, 1830-1859.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 2880
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
19 August 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Royal Observatory Greenwich 1 1854 August 19
My dear Sir

I have some thought of trying pendulum experiment[s] in a mine, as
I did (unsuccessfully) a good many years ago1. At that time I saw R.W.
Fox2, and he was possessed with the idea that the vibrations of a
pendulum might be influenced by magnetic currents in the rocks about it3.
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I should be very much obliged if you will tell me in the first place whether
you think that there can be any such attraction: and if so, of what kind. I
may point out what would be the effects of different kinds of force (A) If
the force were a steady vertical force, it would be injurious (B) If the force
were always opposed to the motion it would not be injurious (C) If the
force aided the motion in the approach to perpendicular position, and
opposed it in the recess from perpendicular position, it would be injurious.
In the second place, would such force be annihilated by destroying the
insulation of the pendulum.

I regret to trouble you with what may be foolish questions:- but if
there is any reality in the thing it may be important - and to whom else can
I go for information?

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. See Chapman (1993) for these experiments conducted in 1826 and 1828, and also for Airy's
1854 experiments at South Harton Colliery. See also Airy, G.B. (1856).
2. Robert Were Fox (1789-1877, DNB). Man of science at Falmouth.
3. See Fox, R.W. (1830).

Letter 2881
Faraday to Vincenzo Flauti
Mid-August 18541

From an extract in Rend.Soc.Reale Borbon.Accad.ScL, 1854,3: 80
Con grandissimo dolore ho intesa la morte del cav. Melloni,

inaspettatissime per me, e nel momento che egli impegnato in aggiugnere
scoperte importanti alle scienze, nelle quali si aveva acquistato un gran
nome.

Povero Melloni la sua memoria non ritornera mai senza profondo
dolore a tutti gli amatori delle scienze naturali Vi prego di manifestare il
mio vivismo cordoglio alia di lui famiglia.

TRANSLATION
It was with great sadness that I learned of the death of Mr. Melloni,

which was so unexpected, coming, as it did, at a time when he was
engaged in making important discoveries for science, in which he had
acquired a great renown.
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Poor Melloni - no lover of the natural sciences will be able to recall
his memory without deep sadness. I ask you to convey my sincere
sympathies to his family

1. Dated on the basis that this letter is the reply to letter 2875. It was read to the Accademia
on 25 August 1854.

Letter 2882
Thomas Byam Martin to Faraday
c20 August 18541

From the original in BL add MS 41370, f.371
My dear Mr. Faraday

I am ashamed to think how long I have neglected to thank you for
the interesting paper you sent to my Committee at the Admiralty2; the fact
is I was taken seriously ill at the moment when we brought our business
to a close and have been made to keep my papers out of sight since that
time3.

I not only beg to thank you for your observations in reply to our
questions but permit me to ask if there is not some fee usual, and due, for
your obliging services -1 am ignorant in such matters, and beg you will
tell me candidly what is customaryu

1. Writer and date established on the basis of provenance and that letter 2887 is the reply.
2. See letter 2871 and note 11.
3. Martin died on 21 October 1854.

Letter 2883
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
21 August 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 212, f.329-30

Surbiton I 21 Aug 1854
My dear Sir

Your letter1 sets the thoughts loose upon many points, none of which
may be of the least consequence but you must take them for what they are
worth;- talking would have dealt with them better than writing. In the first
place unless the effects, & therefore the causes, are supposed to be very
local I should imagine they would be as evident upon the surface as in the
interior or nearly so. As respects general electric currents in the earth, they
ought perhaps to be more evident when they are all below the thing
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affected, than when the latter is in the midst of them, for in the first case
they would all act in one direction & in the second the parts on opposite
sides would act in opposite directions.

If the pendulum has nothing magnetic about its moving parts then I
do not see how earth-currents of electricity can affect it. If it were magnetic
the currents might tend to turn it round an axis between the polar parts;
but as such a force would act in the manner of a couple, I suppose it would
not interfere with the time of vibrationu

You speak of Magnetic currents, by which I conclude is intended
electric currents. If the idea is to include the ordinary force of the earth, then
a magnetic pendulum would be in different relation to it according as it
swung in the plane of the magnetic meridian or at right angles to it,
inasmuch as the pull would, in the first case, be all on one side of the
swing; and in the other different in amount & direction & equally disposed
on both sides:- but all that will occur to you at once; & that the effect will
be the same as on the surfaces

If the rocks surrounding the wire have any fixed local magnetic force,
making the resultant of the earths magnetism in a given place, different to
what it would be at the surface;- then I must leave you to judge what the
effect of such a difference should be.

Let us now suppose the pendulum free from magnetism. If
composed of non metallic materials then I have no more to say:- but if its
bob be a mass of metal then the following considerations arise. The bob
moves to & fro about a fixed point; and hence its upper and lower parts
move through different spaces in the same time. In these latitudes, where
the dip is very great, the consequence is, that moving across the earths lines
of magnetic force, electric currents tend to be found; and because of the
difference between the amount of lines intersected by the upper and lower
parts of the bob, are really found, as I have shewn in my old researches2,
& often obtained since:- so that as the bob swings it will become, virtually,
a very feeble electromagnet with a horizontal magnetic axis; i.e if the bob
swings east & west in one direction it will have whilst moving, magnetic
force in a north & south direction: as the bob returns in the contrary
direction it will have a north & south magnetic force equal to the first
amount but in the contrary direction. If swung in any other azimuth like
results will occur, the vertical magnetic axis being at right angles to the
plane of motion, provided the ball be solid & uniforms

I suppose this alternate magnetic condition (which must be very
small in amount) will not interfere as such because of the reasons before
given i.e because the effect will be that of a couple.

But the assumption of the state is accompanied by a resistance to the
motion which generates it. It might possibly therefore have the effect of
obstructing the motion:- whether that would only diminish the arc of
vibration or whether it would affect the time also you can tell better than
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I can. The effect would be the same upon the surface of the earth and I
directed Sabines attention to it a long while ago3.

And now that I speak of the surface I may point out another
consequence of pendulum motion. If a pendulum were swung at the
places where the dip was 90° whether in one azimuth or another would,
magnetoelectrically, make no difference: but if swung where the dip is less
than 90° it might make a difference which difference would be a maximum
where the dip is 0° & is of the following kind. Suppose a pendulum swing
at the magnetic equator and in the direction of the magnetic meridian it
would intersect no lines of magnetic force, but travel to & fro along them;
& no electric currents would be induced in it, no magneto-electric state
obtain, & no resistance to motion, of the kind spoken off [sic], be
produced:- but if it were vibrated in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic
meridian currents from the lower to the upper edge or from the upper to
the lower would tend to be produced; and because the two edges move
with different velocity would probably be produced. Whether such
currents would be sensible in their effects there I cannot say - [(]it is hardly
probable that they would be here where the dip is so considerable), even to
the pendulum test.

As all these results depend upon the earths force & its direction, I do
not think it likely that any supposed change from time to time in the
currents of the earth are likely to affect a magnet irregularly, provided they
are so small in amount as not to affect the magnet needle. Whatever leaves
that untouched would not, I think, affect the pendulum.

I am My dear Sir I Your most truly I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c
Of course I speak only of what is knowm.j Unknown results may remain
for us to discovert.] MF

Address: Geo. B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c I Royal Observatory I Greenwich

1. Letter 2880.
2. Faraday (1832b), ERE2,180.
3. See letter 2354.

Letter 2884
Julius Pliicker to Faraday
21 August 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Bonn 21st of August I 1854.
Dear Sir!
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I take the liberty to present to you two new papers. One of them is
from Poggendorff 's Annalen1; the other one I was obliged to write being
this year Dean of the faculty2. I thought it proper to explain at this
occasion, what I think the present state of our knowledge of the
magnetism of gazes and crystals. Belonging to this subject several
assertions were attributed to me, I never made. I passed myself through
different errors. Therefore I wished to precise my present meaning.

I join to this parcel other copies of the latin paper for the Reverend
Secretary of Royal Institution3, to Mr Grove and Prof Tyndall. Your porter
may, without giving you any trouble, deliver them by occasion.

I set off instantly for visiting my friends at Vienna.
Yours I most truly I Pliicker

1. Pliicker (1854b).
2. Pliicker (1854c).
3. John Barlow.

Letter 2885
William Alexander Baillie Hamilton1 to Faraday
22 August 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Immediate

Admiralty I 22, Aug 1854.
Sir,

I have received and laid before my Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty your letter of the 19th Instant in which you state that others can
no doubt be found able and willing to investigate the merits of an
Invention for working the Engines of a ship by Gas, and I am desired by
their Lordships to acquaint you that they look in vain for any one so
thoroughly competent as yourself to undertake this service for them, and
they know of no one whose opinion would be so satisfactory. Under these
circumstances therefore, and as their Lordships do not anticipate that the
subject would occupy much of your time and attention, my Lords still
venture to hope that you will favour them with your opinionu

I am Sir I Your most obedient Servant I W.A.B. Hamilton
To Dr. Faraday FRS I Royal Institution

1. William Alexander Baillie Hamilton (1803-1881, Bl). Second Secretary of the Admiralty,
1845-1855.
2. The digest of the Surveyor of the Navy, PRO ADM88 / 10, entry 9394 noted that Faraday
replied on 23 August 1854 saying that he could discuss the gas engine that day.
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Letter 2886
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
25 August 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/65

Trinity House London I 25th August 1854
Sir,

A recent committee of Inspection having stated in their Report that
"both the Towers of the Haisbro' Lights1 shew exceeding dampness and
repairs executed one year require in places renewing the next,- that at the
High Light House as much as 3 Quarts of Water in cold weather has been
collected in the Receiver attached to the Ventilating Tubes - and that it is
thought that if the Keepers were removed to a Cottage Dwelling and the
Towers made hollow, with a Circular Staircase the evil would in a measure
be cured"-1 am directed to communicate the same to you, and to request
that you will favor the Corporation with your opinion as to the probable
advantage of such a change .

I am I Sir I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
Professor Faraday I &c &c

1. In Norfolk.
2. See Trinity House Wardens Committee, 24 August 1854, GL MS 30025/23, pp.176-7 for this
request to Faraday.

Letter 2887
Faraday to Thomas Byam Martin
26 August 1854
From the original in BL add MS 41370, f.372

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I 26 aug 1854
My dear Sir Byam

I have received you kind note1 and am very sorry to hear of your
illness. There is no charge for I am not Professional. Do not get me into
more consultations than can be helped. I have just come away from
another at Somerset House2.1 shall always attend to any thing you desire
of me but wish the Admiralty - to procure other aid when they cant.j

Ever My dear Sir Byam I Your faithful Servant i M. Faraday

1. Letter 2882.
2. Presumably a reference to the subject mentioned in letter 2885.
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Letter 2888
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
26 August 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.15

Trinity House I 26, Aug: 54.
My dear Sir,

Be assured that it affords me much pleasure to convey to you the
enclosed Resolution of the Board on Tuesday last1.

I beg you to believe me always, with great respect & esteem,
My dear Sir, I Very faithfully Yours I J. Herbert

M: Faraday Esq

1. Trinity House By Board, 22 August 1854, GL MS 30010/39, p.79 gave best thanks to Faraday
for his work on electric light.

Letter 2889
John Barlow to Faraday
27 August 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Dresden I Aug 27,1854
My dear Faraday

You must write to me once more, as soon as you can do so without
suffering. I am sure that that letter to me must have been a painful effort
- The fingers cannot do their work satisfactorily when the nerves from the
neck are irritated by disease & violence... We are very anxious also to have
another report of Mrs. Faraday. She could not have made progress during
your painful illness. Then I should desire to know which of the Porters has
been in trouble. One naturally thinks of Lacy, who, I fear is transmitting a
dreadful constitution to his children... Of all the mysterious dispensations
of Providence, the fertility of mad, consumptive, & scrophulous families
is, to me, the most inexplicable. It is, to my mind, the most (apparently)
exceptional arrangement in the system of this world... I hope that I need
not tell you that if the immediate administration of a sovereign or two will
remove any part of the trial, I beg that you will advance it for me.... Our
journey thus far has been very prosperous. I forget whether I wrote to you
from Salzburg or from Ischl. We enjoyed the last named place extremely.
The scenery is lovely, and the residence there of the Emperor1 & Empress2

does not spoil it. I saw them, one day, walking home from the village
church (where they go every day). She is prettier than the pictures of her:
the expression of her countenance is very pleasing. I am told that she is
very amiable & benevolent. From Ischl to Vienna over the lake of
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Gmunden & by the fall of the Traun to Linz - from Linz by Danube-
Steamer to Vienna - at Vienna six days, & then here by Prague, where we
remained three, & where your prompt letter just caught me. You perhaps
heard that the cholera broke out in Munich soon after we left it. I was told
that six people were lying dead in one day at the large hotel (the Bavaria).
May Liebig & Hofmann & all our friends have escaped!... My accounts
from England represent this disease to be more under control now, than on
any of its former visitations. Lord Jocelyn's3 death seems to have been, in
great measure, the result of his own imprudence: Lord Beaumont's4

appears hardly to have been a case of cholera, and the reports which I hear
from the Westminster Hospital certainly indicate a very small proportion
of deaths.... I quite fancy Schlagentweit's face. He is just the man to be
panic-struck: If I at all understand these brothers, neither of them would
distinguish himself much if made to confront a danger of this kind

As far as I can understand the patois of the people, there seems
every prospect of an abundant harvest, except in fruit, which is neither
good nor plentiful...

The more I see of other countries, the less am I disposed to encourage
that swaggering language which our countrymen indulge in when
speaking about England Educated classes are, I imagine, much of the
same calibre of morals every where: but I should guess that the educated
bear a larger proportion to the uneducated all over central Europe than is
the case in England.... Then, if one comes into details - of the English
farmers, I have a very bad opinion - of the English (especially London)
tradesmen I think very little better. The foreign shopkeeper perhaps takes
advantage of you in his prices, but he does not send false bills, or parcels
in which the goods you have paid for are not forthcoming. This has
happened to me repeatedly from the most eminent of the (so called)
respectable London Tradesmen. In England nothing would induce me to
associate with what is called an "Evangelical clergyman" or with any one
else who made a parade of religion, because I never knew any such who
was not at heart an infidel, a debauchee, or a rogue or, at best, a tool of
these characters. Now this does not seem to be the case in Roman Catholic
Countries. The discipline of the confessional must restrain breaches of the
moral law. Your Connection5 does the same thing by different machinery.
Therefore I am always disposed to think well of and to confide in a
member of it....

...I beg your pardon for this outbreak... Mrs. Faraday is however
partly to blame for it.. She said that "I should think your form of worship
ridiculous". Now I cannot imagine any thing less possible to deride than
the simplicity and earnestness of your ritual: and I am sure that it must
pervade the daily life of those who are exercised by it...

And yet there is the same earnestness in those who are well
disciplined by the Roman system. I attended High Mass at St. Stephen's
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Cathedral in Vienna on the Birth-day of the Emperor. The ArchBishop6,
assisted by a conclave of Bishops, officiated. There was the full Roman
Pagent - Robes, incense, lights, music - Diplomatists, & statesmen, and
officers in splendid uniforms, assembled in the most picturesque groupes
to give effect to the spectacle. This was at the high altar., at a side altar,
very near this dazzling ceremony, a low mass was going on - perhaps fifty
people were kneeling there. Not one of these raised his eyes or seemed at
all conscious of what was going on so near him. In short, Priest & people
did just what they would have done had they been alone in the Church.-
No Protestant engaged in any of his services, would, as I am persuaded,
be capable of such concentration - and yet these were people the majority
of whom were in the humblest ranks.

...Don't imagine that I am exalting R. Catholics further than the letter
of my words expresses.- It is a religion which, it I know myself, I never
could become attached to. Still I appreciate their accomplishment of their
steadiness which it is so difficult to attain.

I will now release you... Do not think about all this effervescence: but
tell me how you, Mrs. Faraday & Miss "Jenny" are... If I can say or do any
thing for you in Berlin, tell met.]

Ever yours I John Barlow

1. Franz Josef (1830-1916, OBL). Emperor of Austria, 1848-1916.
2. Elizabeth (1838-1898, OBL) Empress of Austria, 1854-1898.
3. Robert, Viscount Jocelyn (1816-1854, CP). Conservative MP for King's Lynn, 1842-1854.
4. Miles Thomas Stapleton, 8th Baron Beaumont (1804-1854, Bl). Colonel Commandant of the
4th West York Militia, 1853-1854.
5. That is the Sandemanian Church.
6. Josef Othmar von Rauscher (1797-1875, OBL). Archbishop of Vienna, 1853-1875.

Letter 2890
Faraday to John Barlow
30 August 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl D23

Royal Institution I 30 Aug 1854
My dear Barlow

You do not say1 where I am to address you or when so I write
instantly that I may catch you at Dresden - though perhaps I shall decide
to send it to Berlin as you ask whether you can do any thing for me there.
Remember me in kindness to all friends there - there are three or four I
think of writing to, but now that I am better the hot weather is so
enervating that I am lazier than ever. We are getting on pretty well here.
Lacy is better & his family & I shall not mention your kindness you can do
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what you like when you come back. Anderson had to lay up but is better
indeed pretty well again. He had a boil or something in the neck that had
to be opened. Miss Savage2 has just gone for her holiday. Mr. Vincent will
be here very soon & is very well. Tyndall is at work hard the Laboratory
& appears to be quite welli.j We are now at Surbiton near Kingston but I
am in town three or four days in the week at work. I am now very well.
My wife, I hope improving; pretty well but very deaf & feeble in the limbs
& head.

As to the world I know nothing of it here nor do I care much for it -
if it will let me alone - but only think of the nuisance of being found out
at Surbiton, & teased with visits; and invited by the Mayor of Kingston3 to
dine at the Venison feast (annual) - &c &c4u It is all meant very kindly but
such kindnesses are not in my way, and I feel it unkind in me to refuse
themu

I received a letter from Naples last Saturday5 which will grieve you6u
Melloni died suddenly that is after a short illness on the 11th I think of this
month (August)i.] We had been corresponding vigorously on some
scientific matter7 & instead of a letter from him I received the notice of
death from his friend, M. Flauti of the Academy of Sciences theret.i

I must pass by your observations on religion &c & indeed must
conclude in the briefest manner with our kindest wishes to you & Mrs.
Barlowu

Ever Yours I M. Faraday

Address: Revd John Barlow MA I &c &c &c I Poste Restante I Berlin

1. In letter 2889.
2. Sarah Savage (d.1865, age 57, GRO). Housekeeper of the Royal Institution, 1835-1865. (RI
MM, 19 July 1835, 8: 363-4 and 6 March 1865,12: 97).
3. Frederick Gould (1817-1900, B5). Amateur man of science and Mayor of Kingston,
1853-1854.
4. Held on 31 August 1854. See Surrey Comet, 26 August 1854, p.7, col. a.
5. That is 26 August 1854.
6. Letter 2875.
7. Letters 2762, 2813,2834,2846,2862, 2865 and 2870.

Letter 2891
Faraday to Thomas Croxen Archer1

30 August 1854
From the original in JRULM Ryl. Eng. MS 376/646q

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I 30 Aug 1854
Sir
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All things seem to promise me the pleasure of being in Liverpool
from Wednesday the 20 Septr to Saturday 23rd2 so I will delay no longer
in replying to your letter of enquiry of the 12 instantt.i

I am Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Thos. C. Archer Esq I &c &c &c

1. Thomas Croxen Archer (d.1885, age 68, GRO, Bl). Professor in the Liverpool Institution.
2. For the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 2892
Faraday to Friedrich Wohler
30 August 1854
From the original in Niedersachsische Staat- und Universitatsbibliothek
Gottingen, Philos 182: Faraday

Royal Institution I London I 30 August 1854
My dear Sir

You wrote me a letter1 desiring me to thank the Royal Society2 on
your part and I immediately took the necessary steps for doing so3. But I
cannot consider our communications concluded by that. I desire most
earnestly to use the occasion as an excuse for the expression, of a few good
wishes on my part to you, of the high gratification & delight which I have
had in successively acquiring a knowledge of your great contributions to
natural science4 and the extreme satisfaction I have had in seeing your
honors grow. Though it is long since we met either personally or by letter5

still your idea is ever present with me and that must be my excuse to you
for the freedom with which I write this letter, the freedom indeed of an old
friend. May you long enjoy health & happiness & that great distinction of
producing fruit which makes your name delightful both to friends &
strangersu

Ever My dear Sir I Your Very faithful & I true admirer I M.
Faraday
Profr Wohler I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Wohler I &c &c &c &c I University I Gottingen

1. Letter 2876.
2. For his election as a Foreign Member. RS CM, 29 June 1854, 2: 290.
3. See letter 2877.
4. The word "knowledge" is crossed out immediately before "science".
5. See Faraday to Wohler, 15 August 1835 and Faraday to Vivian, 17 August 1835, respectively
letters 809 and 810, volume 2.
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Letter 2893
Jacob Gisbert Samuel van Breda and Wilhelm Martin Logeman to
Faraday
September 1854
From Breda and Logeman (1854), 465-9
Sir,

The experiments on electro-dynamic induction in liquids which you
have published in a letter to M. de la Rive1, have excited our lively interest,
not only because the phaenomenon appeared to us to be of importance in
itself, but especially because it seemed likely to throw some light upon the
manner in which electricity is propagated in liquids.

Do liquids conduct exclusively by electrolysis, or do they also
possess a proper conductibility, similar to that of metals? An experiment
that we have made may perhaps assist in the solution of this question. It
is well known that the conductibility of liquids increases with their
temperature, whilst the opposite effect takes place with the metals, a fact
which is easily explained if we suppose that liquids, in general oppose less
resistance to decomposition in proportion as their temperature is raised. If
this explanation be the true one, the next thing to be ascertained is,
whether a liquid will also exhibit this increase of conductibility for a
current so weak as to traverse it without producing any apparent chemical
decomposition. If this were the case, it would appear probable that the
decomposition nevertheless took place, and that it was by its intervention
that the current passed through the liquid. We have endeavoured to solve
this question by the following experiment. We passed the current of a
small Darnell's element through a column of distilled water 24 centimetres
in length, contained in a glass tube of about 15 millimetres in diameter; the
electrodes were of platinum wire. One of these electrodes was connected
with the zinc pole of the battery, the other with one end of the helix of a
galvanometer of which the wire made 1800 coils, the other end of which
communicated with the copper pole. The tube was immersed in a water-
bath, the temperature of which could be raised by means of a spirit-lamp.
When the water was at 59°R, the needle of the galvanometer deviated 4°.
When the lamp was lighted, this deviation was seen to increase regularly.
At a temperature of 152°.6 E, the deviation was 7°, and at 190°.4R it was
11°. The increase of the conductibility of the liquid by heat was therefore
proved, even when traversed by an excessively feeble current. Had any
chemical decomposition of the water taken place during this experiment?
Its direct result led to the belief that such was the case, but we were also
fortified in this opinion by the following circumstances. When the liquid
was cooled, the communications remaining untouched, the needle of the
galvanometer no longer showed any appreciable deviation. When the
direction of the current in the column of water was reversed, the needle
immediately deviated 8° and returned insensibly, but in a short time to 4°,
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at which point it remained stationary. It was consequently an effect of the
polarization of the electrodes that we observed in this case, a polarization
which opposed the current at the first moment of its passing, without,
however, being able to annul it, but which annulled it completely when it
had become stronger by the passage of the stronger current through the
heated liquid.

But is this polarization the peculiar effect, and consequently the
irrefragable proof, of chemical action? There are many experiments which
render this opinion, if not absolutely certain, at least exceedingly probable.
We may mention in particular those of Schonbein, who found that the
effect continues when the electrodes which have served to introduce a
current into a liquid are immersed in another liquid through which no
current has been passed, and also that effects exactly similar to those of the
plates polarized by the current may be obtained by putting one of them
only in contact with a gas (such as hydrogen or chlorine) for a very short
time, and afterwards immersing them in acidulated water*. Some
physicists, however, still maintain the opposite opinion. They explain
polarization by an accumulation of electricity of different natures, either in
the electrodes themselves, or in the adjacent portions of the liquid; these
two electricities in recombining by a conductor uniting the two electrodes,
after the connexion between these and the electromotor has been broken,
would give rise to the current in the opposite direction to that of the latter,
which is always observed in such cases.

It appeared to us that your beautiful experiment of electrodynamic
induction in liquids might furnish a means of submitting this opinion to an
experimental test, by trying whether the electrodes, employed in that
experiment to conduct the instantaneous current of the fluid helix to the
galvanometer, are or are not polarized by this current. To obtain a decisive
effect it was necessary to reproduce the phaenomenon with more intensity
than when, as in your experiments, the question was merely to prove the
phaenomenon itself. For this purpose we made use of a tube of vulcanized
Indian rubber, of about 1 centimetre in internal diameter and 13 metres in
length. We twisted it round the two branches of the large electro-magnet
intended for experiments in diamagnetism, which, if we are not mistaken,
has the same form and the same dimensions as your own; it is covered by
a coil of copper wire 3 millimetres in diameter and 180 metres long. The
tube was entirely filled with a mixture of 6 parts by volumes of water and
1 part of sulphuric acid. It was terminated at both ends by glass tubes of
about 4 centimetres in length; into each of these passed a platinum wire of
1 millimetre in diameter, the portion of which immersed in the liquid was
about 2.5 centimetres in length. All being thus arranged, the ends of the
two platinum wires were connected with the galvanometer of 1800 coils
which was placed at a distance of 10 metres. We had ascertained
previously that at this distance the magnet did not exercise any sensible
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action upon the needles. The moment the two ends of the copper-wire coil
of the electro-magnet were put in connexion with the poles of a Grove's
battery of 60 large elements, arranged in a double series of 30, the needle
of the galvanometer deviated suddenly about 40°, and returned, after
oscillations which occupied between 1 and 2 minutes, to 0°. When the
circuit of the pile was interrupted, the galvanometer deviated again about
the same number of degrees, but in the opposite direction, returning again
to 0° in the same manner. The needle returning in both cases to 0°, one
would be tempted, at first sight, to think that there was no polarization of
the electrodes. But the strong impulsion communicated to the very astatic
system of the galvanometer by the induced current, causing the needles to
oscillate during a considerable period as we have just stated, the circuit
remaining always complete, it appeared possible that the polarization, if it
existed, had already exhausted itself before the needles had arrived at a
state of repose. To get rid of this difficulty we put the two electrodes in
direct communication with each other by means of a copper wire of only
10 centimetres in length, although they still remained in connection with
the galvanometer. The induced current produced when the circuit of the
pile was established, then passed by this wire rather than by the infinitely
longer wire of the galvanometer, and the needles remained at rest. But
when this wire was removed after the establishment of the communication
with the pile, we saw the galvanometer deviate instantly in an opposite direction
to the deviation produced by the induced current of the preceding experiment, and
rest, after a few oscillations, at 10°. By replacing the wire, then interrupting the
circuit and again removing the wire, we saw the galvanometer deviate in the
contrary direction, and rest, in the same manner, at about 10° on the other side of
the divided arc. In both cases the deviation diminished regularly by little
and little until it became 0°; we did not exactly measure the time which
this occupied, but it appeared to us to be about 30 or 40 seconds.

These experiments were frequently repeated, and always with the
same result. We need not say that we always took the precautions pointed
out by you, to prevent the effect of an induction in one of the metallic
conductors.

Polarization therefore takes place in the electrodes which serve, not
only to convey a current into a liquid, but to carry out the current induced
in the liquid itself. It appears to us that this fact directly contradicts the
theory which attributes polarization to an accumulation of the two
electricities upon or around the electrodes; for in the present case not only
would such an accumulation be infinitely less probable than in ordinary
cases of polarization, but if it existed, it would necessarily give rise to a
current not in a direction opposed to that of the principal current, but in
the same direction.

May we therefore regard all polarization as an effect of electrolytic
decomposition, and consequently as an irrefragable proof of the existence
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of this decomposition? If this be true, we shall be led to regard the opinion
of those who admit the possibility of the transmission of a current, or of a
portion of a current through a decomposable fluid without the occurrence
of any decomposition, as resting on very slight grounds. Whenever we
have passed a current, however weak, through such a liquid, we have
always observed an undoubted polarization of the electrodes.

We shall take the liberty to describe one other experiment, which is
still more convincing in this respect than that described at the commence-
ment of this communication. We immersed two plates of platinum, 6
centimetres in length and 5 centimetres in breadth, at a distance of about
1 centimetre from each other, in distilled water. One of these plates
communicated with the ground by a metal wire; they had previously been
carefully cleaned by heating to redness, and consequently, when put in
communication with the galvanometer, did not produce any sensible
deviation. But as soon as a single spark from a common electrical machine
had been thrown upon the plate which did not communicate directly with
the ground, and the communication with the galvanometer had been
established, the needle deviated from 3° to 4° in one direction, and the
same distance in the opposite direction when the current of the spark was
passed through the water the other way. This deviation could be brought
to 15° or more by throwing several sparks instead of one upon one of the
plates or by connecting the plate for a very short time with the conductor
of the machine during the movement if its plate.

We fear that the importance of this letter will not be proportional to
its length; if, however, its contents should seem to you to be worthy of
attention we shall be happy to see it published in any manner you think
proper.

We remain, Sir, &c, I J.G.S. Van Breda. I W.M. Logeman.
Haarlem, September 1854.
*Poggendorff 's Annalen, vol. xlvi. p.109, and vol. xlvii. p.1012.

1. Letter 2800 published as Faraday (1854b).
2. Schoenbein (1839a, b).

Letter 2894
Joseph John William Watson to Faraday
5 September 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.16

31 Pall Mall i Sepr. 5 1854
Dr Sir,
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Altho' I fear that I am out of order in the request contained in this
note yet the importance of the subject may perhaps claim some little
indulgence on your part. I was not a little surprised at the result of the
communication made to me by Mr Herbert respecting the late trials at the
Trinity House of the Electric Light1, since I had fully anticipated some trial
of the light in a situation where its great intensity might be displayed in a
better situation than in the cellar of the Trinity House. Doubtless, however,
you had excellent reasons for not continuing the exhibition to that point;
but, as any condemnation from so high an authority as yourself would
operate most injuriously against the Electric Company which has for its
end, I consider, matters of great national importance and is therefore
deserving of public support may I ask the great favour of your pointing
out to me the paths for improvement by which this light may be made
available for practical purposes such as Light house illumination. I am
aware that I am perhaps asking too much but the wording of Mr Herberts
communication emboldens me to still hope to see the electric light
employed by the Trinity Board.

Any communication I may receive from you I can assure you I
should consider as perfectly confidential and trusting that I shall not be
disappointed

I am I Dear Sir I Yours most faithfully & obediently I Joseph J.W.
Watson
M. Faraday Esq DCL I &c &c

1. See letter 2878.

Letter 2895
Faraday to Joseph John William Watson
8 September 1854
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/64.16

Surbiton I 8 Septr 1854
My dear Sir

I have received your letter of the 5th instant1 in which you ask me to
point out the paths for improvement in respect of the Electric light, so as to
make it available for lighthouses. I am not able to do this:- because, having
for many years thought of the light in relation to lighthouses, my
expectations of its application generally, have become less and less. Had I
seen any promising paths, I should have pursued them myself. I do not
mean that others may not discover such, but only, that I am unable to point
them out. This I may observe, that, many difficulties & obstructions
appear & are known to me, who am by position aware of the requisites of
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the lighthouse service, which may appear as nothing to those unac-
quainted with these matters.

I have no objection to your knowing the grounds upon which I have
reported to the Trinity House:- but my report2 belongs to the Trinity House
and I have no right over it. I am not aware how far it would be consistent
with the correctness & general policy, for the Trinity house to give you a
sight of the whole or part of the report; but I am sure that Mr Herbert will
do all he can if you apply to him. Perhaps he could let you see it in his
office.

I can easily understand that you, who are not aware of the care the
lighthouse service needs, might think of and hope for, an experiment in a
lighthouse. But a lighthouse is the last place in which an experiment should
be made:- and if the Electric light ever rises to its application there, it must
be after having been carried through & educated by other applications,
where its failure or its variation would be of little comparative con-
sequence. Great intensity of light, though very important in a lighthouse,
is not nearly so important as constancy & certainty of action; extending
over periods, not merely of hours, but of months and years. I once
favoured the trial of a very promising proposition in a lighthouse. It not
only cost a large sum of money and occasioned great labour & anxiety, but
after many months of exertion, on my own part & that of others the
apparatus had to be removed, for objections, less in force, in my opinion,
than those which at present stand against the Electric light. The light is
beautiful; and if it should be perfected hereafter so as to be in all points
fitted for lighthouses generally, it may become of "national importance":-
but at present it is of great "national importance" that it should not be let
into the lighthouses because of the extreme responsibility of the lighthouse
system and the evils that would be occasioned by any derangement of its
character & lowering of its actiom.i

I am I My dear Sir I Very Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Dr. Joseph Watson I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2894.
2. Letter 2878.

Letter 2896
Faraday to Richard Rathbone1

8 September 1854
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

[Royal Institution embossed letter head] I 8 Septr. 1854
My dear Sir
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Your kindness is greater than I could imagine and I earnestly thank
you and Mrs. Rathbone2 for the proofs of it: but I still feel on several
accounts that I must remain in the Town of Liverpool3. In the first place I
had a very kind invitation before I received yours by Dr. Reynolds4 and
that I declined on the grounds that I advanced to Dr. Reynolds in my
reply5. In the next place I may pass only two & certainly not more than
three nights at Liverpool and having some poor and distant relations
there6,1 shall want all the hours I can find to do what I wish to do. So that
I really am constrained to keep myself very much at liberty.

Again thanking you most earnestly for your kindness I can only say
that I am

Your Very greatly Obliged Servant I M. Faraday
Richard Rathbone Esq i &c &c &c

1. Richard Rathbone (1788-1860, Marriner (1961), 231). Liverpool merchant.
2. Hannah Mary Rathbone, nee Reynolds (1798-1878, DNB). Writer and historian. Married
1817.
3. For the meeting of the British Association.
4. William Reynolds (1803-1877, Greg (1905), 204). Liverpool merchant.
5. Letter 2867.
6. See Faraday to Lyon, 28 December 1846, letter 1941, volume 3.

Letter 2897
William Lassell1 to Faraday
12 September 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .40

Bradstones, Sandfield Park I nr Liverpool 12th Sep 1854
My dear Sir

May I take the liberty of saying that if it should be your intention to
visit Liverpool on the occasion of the approaching meeting of the British
Association, it will give Mrs. Lassell2 & me much pleasure to receive you
as our guest during the week.

I do not know whether you are personally acquainted with Mr.
Nasmyth3, but as he will be staying with us at that time I venture to think
his society would not render your sojourn the less agreeable.

I remain I My dear Sir I very truly yours I Wm Lassell
To I Dr. Faraday I &c &c

1. William Lassell (1799-1880, DSB). Liverpool astronomer.
2. Maria Lassell, nee King (c. 1791-1882 Private communication from Allan Chapman).
Married Lassell in 1827.
3. James Nasmyth (1808-1890, DSB). Engineer and astronomer in Manchester.
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Letter 2898
John Couch Adams1 to Faraday
12 September 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl 1116

Pembroke College i Sept 12 1854
Dear Sir

Will you excuse the liberty I take in writing to introduce a young
friend of mine, Mr Monk2 of St John's College, whom I have known during
his three years residence at Cambridge, as an Undergraduate. Mr Monk, I
believe, wishes to consult you about some point of chemical analysis, & I
am sure that any information you may give him will be gratefully
appreciated.

Believe me I Dear Sir I Yours very truly I J.C. Adams
Profr Faraday

1. John Couch Adams (1819-1892, DSB). Mathematical astronomer and Fellow of St John's
College, Cambridge.
2. William Monk (b.1826, AC). Undergraduate at St John's College, Cambridge, 1851-1855.

Letter 2899
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
15 September 1854
From the original in UB MS NS 415

Royal Institution 15 Septr. 1854
My dear Schoenbein

Just a few scattered words of kindness not philosophy for I have just
been trying to think a little philosophy (magnetical) for a week or two &
it has made my head ache, turned me sleepy in the day time as well as at
nights, and instead of being a pleasure has for the present nauseated met.]
Now you know that is not natural to me for I believe nobody has found
greater enjoyment in physical science than myself, but it is just weariness
which soon comes on but I hope will soon go off by a little rest. However
rest is not to be had yet for as I have not been to the British Association for
some years I have promised to go next week to Liverpool and I know from
experience that is not restu I do not intend to stop more than three days.
Though I date from the Institution I may say that we are 12 or 14 miles out
of town getting some fresh air. We are often obliged to go out of town and
that is the reason why I have not seen your friend Mr. Stehlin1 whose
letter21 had I think some time after that of the 4th July though dated before
it.
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The July letter3 was a great delight both your kindness and your
philosophy most acceptable and refreshing. I hope to get your paper4

translated but there is a great deal of vis inertia our way & I cannot
overcome it as I would wish to do. It is the more difficult for me to criticize
it because I feel a good deal of it myself, and am known to withdraw from
the labour & responsibilities of Scientific work - and this makes me very
glad that you have got hold of Liebig for I hope he will aid in developing
your Ozone viewsu

Much of your letter of the 4th of July I should like to have sent to the
Philosophical magazine it was such a fine free, brief, comment on Ozone
in many of its positions & I think might have helped to call the attention
of chemists where an elaborate memoir might fail but I did not take the
liberty. In fact I should not like to send all you write for if I were to put in
some of your former remarks about the errors of the acid theories - the
nonsense of organic chemistry6 &c we should both be extinguished or at
least sent to Coventry!,]

I said we were in the country & I met lately here the Dr. Drew (that
I believe is the name) who undertook to obtain Ozone observations for
you in England. He spoke as if his correspondents were discouraged by
the uncertainty of their results and indeed Airy also wrote to me to ask me
if I was aware that test papers which would give after exposure a certain
degree of indication of ozone lost much of their power in 2 or 3 hours after
& then gave a less degree7!.] Dr. Drew talked about these points but I said
little & rather referred him to you to whom he said he was about to send
some communications!.]

You give a happy account of your familyu You are a happy man to
have such a family, and you are happy in the temperament which fits you
for the enjoyment of it. May God bless every member of it and yourself
with a cheerful & relying spirit & love to each othen.j Remember us to
them alii.]

Ever My dear friend I Affectionately Yours I M. Faraday
Dr Schoenbein I &c &c &c

Address: Dr Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University i Basle I on the Rhine

1. Unidentified.
2. That is letter 2828.
3. Letter 2864.
4. Schoenbein (1854b).
5. Letter 2790.
6. Letter 2578.
7. Letter 2830.
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Letter 2900
Joseph John William Watson to Faraday
18 September 1854
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/64.16

31 Pall Mall I Sept. 18:1854
My dear Sir,

My letters by desire were not forwarded to Paris whence I have just
returned or I should have replied earlier to your exceedingly obliging
letter of the 8th of this month1. I have not applied to Mr Herbert to see
your report2 since from your letter I fear that I might read something
which might tend to dull the ardour which I possess to bring the Electric
light into use as a practical thing.

I do yet hope that I may once more, at no very remote day, write and
obtain your presence at some experiments which may be deemed by you
quite successful and even set at rest the lighthouse question.

Meantime, I am endeavouring to place the light in the Harbour
Service where something of its effects as beheld from a long distance may
be seen and appreciated.

With many thanks for your extreme courtesy and kindness.
Believe me, I My dear Sir, I Very faithfully Yours I Joseph J.W.

Watson
M. Faraday Esq D.C.L I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2895.
2. Letter 2878.

Letter 2901
Faraday to Julius Pliicker
19 September 1854
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution I 19 September 1854
My dear Sir

At the very time that I had sat down to write to you in sincere
acknowledgement of your last kind letter1 I received one of the 21st
August2 and the papers3. The latter I immediately distributed giving the
one copy to Dr. Tyndall and sending the others to the houses of Mr. Barlow
and Mr. Grove. You go on working earnestly and well a great pleasure to
yourself an[d] an honor to your friends and country and it is quite
cheering to an old man like me to see it in your letters and your labours.
Though cut off from the German language yet by dint of perseverance
amongst some of my friends I get hold of the thoughts in your papers as
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well as of those in the papers of other worthies of your country but then
my memory is weak and soon holds them but indistinctly and then I
mourn a little for the labour of recovering all I want to know and of doing
that again & again is more than health can bean.] I well know that if the
time is come for me to cease running in the race I should be most
ungrateful to murmer much. I ought rather to rejoice that I can enjoy the
pleasure of looking on at the fine exertions of othersu

I have not been at the British Associations for some years so
tomorrow I go off to Liverpool to be present for 2 or 3 days at the one now
approaching. I hope you will be successful & happy at Vienna. You must
need a holiday for when you talk of your labours three lectures a day &
successful research you quite frighten met.]

I am Your Very true friend I M. Faraday
Professor Pliicker I &c &c &c &c

Address: Professor Pliicker I &c &c &c I University I Bonn I on the
Rhine

1. Letter 2884.
2. Letter 2789.
3. Pliicker (1854b, c).

Letter 2902
Faraday to Josiah Latimer Clark
26 September 1854
From the original in New York Public Library

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I 26 Septr. 1854
My dear Sir

I called yesterday to congratulate you1!.] I trust every day makes you
more & more happy in your changeu Though I have no proper right still
give my sincerest hopes & wishes to Mrs. Clarke2 as an offering of respect
tow[ar]ds you & to her through youw

Poor Melloni is dead. He left this life in the middle of the
correspondence I had with him about your experiments3.1 sent him all the
data you sent to me4 & he published some of them in a brief form5.1 was
waiting for his further results but now I fear there is no cause to expect any
more. Those he had in hand were imperfect & I fear he cannot have lived
to finish themi.j

Now the results which shewed that the force of a weak battery
passed with equal rapidity along the line as that of a strong battery are
very interesting to me. I could not keep copies of those sent to Melloni for
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want of time but if you could let me have them I think I should like to
consider them in relation to my views and send a note or brief paper to the
Phil Mag upon that point6u Can you favour me so far?

Ever My dear Sir I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Latimer Clarke Esq I &c &c &c

1. Upon his marriage on 12 September 1854, GRO. (The marriage was dissolved in 1861, Times,
2 July 1861, p.ll, cols. c-d).
2. Margaret Helen Clark, nee Preece (age 25 at time of marriage, GRO).
3. Letters 2813,2846, 2862.
4. Letter 2843 sent with letter 2846.
5. Melloni (1854c, d).
6. Faraday (1855c).

Letter 2903
Cesar Mansuete Despretz1 to Faraday
26 September 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Mon cher Confrere.

Mr. Ruhmkorff le plus habile constructeur de Paris et peut etre
del'Europe des appareils fondes sur vos beaux traveaux del'Induction, se
rend a Londres. il desire y vendre le brevet d'un telegraphe qui parait
reunir beaucoup de qualites. II montera son appareil, vous pourrez en
juger par vous meme s'il vous etait possible de lui rendre service, dans
cette affaire, vous rendriez service au fabricant le plus honnete et le plus
delicat, qu'il y ait dans le monde.

J'ai ete deux fois a Londres sans pouvoir avoir le bonheur de vous
rencontrer. J'espere que je serai plus heureux a un troisieme voyage. En
attendant, recevez l'assurance des sentimens distingues avec lesquels je
suis I votre devoue I Despretz I m. del'Institut.
Paris le 26 7bre 1854

Address: A Mons. Mr. I Faraday m. de la Ste I royale de Londres & I a
Tlnstitution royale

TRANSLATION
My Dear Colleague,

Mr Ruhmkorff, the most able maker, in Paris and perhaps Europe, of
instruments based on your beautiful work on Induction, is coming to
London. He would like to sell the patent of a telegraph that seems to unite
many qualities. He will set up his instrument and you will be able to judge
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it for yourself. If it were possible for you to be of any service to him in this
matter, you would be helping the most honest and most sensitive
manufacturer there is in the world.

I have been to London twice without having the good fortune of
meeting you. I hope to be more fortunate on a third trip. In the meantime,
please accept the assurance of the distinguished sentiments with which I
am I your devoted I Despretz I member of the Institut.
Paris, 26th September 1854

1. Cesar Mansuete Despretz (1792-1863, DBF). French chemist.

Letter 2904
Samuel Finlay Breese Morse1 to Faraday
30 September 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

New York, United States. I Pokeepsie, Septr. 30th 1854
Sir,

I have had the gratification of making the acquaintance of CD.
Archibald2, Esq F.R.S. who has visited this country on business in
connection with the great and important project of uniting Europe and
America by a submarine Telegraph, a project which has occupied my mind
with much interest since the year 1842.

In the Prospectus of the British company formed for carrying out this
project, I perceive with the highest gratification among the illustrious
names who are giving it their countenance, your own illustrious name as
Electrician of the company3. In the Company which had been previously
formed on this side of the water for the same purpose, I have had the
honor to be elected to a similar office. The negotiations for a Union of the
ds-Atlantic and trans-Atlantic companies, conducted through Mr. Archi-
bald's agency on the part of the latter, and the Board of Directors in New
York on the part of the former have resulted successfully and in view,
therefore, of these relations I take the liberty of addressing you on the
subject of the feasibility of a submarine communication across the
Atlantic.

In the autumn of 1842 I laid down probably the first Submarine
Telegraph line, ever laid, in the harbor of New York, connecting Governor's
Island, with Castle garden at the Battery, a distance of about one mile. The
wire conductor was of copper No. 18 wound with cotton twine, passed
through a shellac varnish, and then through a resinous compound of tar
and asphaltum. Although this line was destroyed in the midst of my
experiments by being accidentally drawn up the anchor of a vessel and cut
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off, it was not until I had passed communications through it from station
to station. I had previously experimented on 33 miles of wire, (insulated in
the same manner, and wound on reels,) for the purpose of ascertaining the
number of pairs of plates in the Galvanic battery, which might be
necessary to the successful working of my Telegraph on long distances,
and in the autumn of (1843) eighteen hundred & forty three, having at my
command 160 miles of wire thus insulated, I repeated the experiments
confirming the inferences I had drawn from them, to wit; that in the
application of the Battery to the Telegraph "while the distance increased in
an Arithmetical ratio, an addition to the series of Galvanic pairs of plates
increased the magnetic power in a geometric ratio." Hence I felt assured
that the voltaic current could be propelled with effective power to any
distance, unless some new & unperceived obstacle growing out of a varied
condition of the several parts should arise to prevent this result.

In my report to the Secretary of the Treasury of the results of these
experiments on 33 miles of conductors, and dated August 10th 1843, I
perceived their bearing on a suboceanic Telegraph, and thus alluded to it
to the Secretary; "The practical inference from this law is that a telegraphic
communication on my plan, may with certainty be established across the
Atlantic! Startling as this may now seem, the time will come when this project
will be realized."

That time thus predicted eleven years since, seems now to be near,
and the project seriously undertaken. It is, nevertheless, due to the
distinguished personages and gentlemen on both sides of the Atlantic who
have lent their names and their means to the enterprize, that every part of
the process should be carefully reviewed and a plan of operation proposed
that shall be cautious as well as energetic, and economical as well as ample
for insuring the success of the work.

The experiments to which I have alluded as made in 1842 were the
basis of the battery adaptation to my Telegraph from its first establish-
ment. There are some 40,000 miles of Telegraphic conductors in this
country. As yet the longest connected line is in length two thousand & fifty
nine miles, (2059) from New York to New Orleans. This line from its being
erected through dense forests and marshes at the extreme South has never
been in a condition in which I could test an all important experiment
bearing directly upon the practicability of transmitting an available
current from two electro-motors, one at each extremity of the circuit. To
test this point satisfactorily, whether the current may thus be transmitted
effectively a distance of 2000 miles throug[h] a metal conductor, so that the
possibility of a submarine Ocean Conductor from Newfoundland to
Ireland may be pronounced a fact, all the relay magnets on such a line as
well as the intermediate batteries should be removed, & the line connected
in one continuous circuit of the same conducting capacity throughout.
This I have never been able to try to the extent necessary to pronounce
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upon the result, owing to the fact that this line has hitherto not been
reliable throughout the whole distance, at any one time. I am about, to try,
however, a similar experiment on the New York, Albany, and Buffalo
Telegraph line, a distance of 506 miles but having five wires throughout
the whole distance, so that I can try distances of 506,1012,1518,2024, and
2530 miles at pleasure.

This line I am in expectation of seeing in such a condition in the
coming month of October that I may be able soon to give you my results.

In the meantime please inform me if in your profounder and more
extended researches in Electricity you have any reason to doubt the
practicability of transmitting a current of galvanic electricity through such
a length and whether you apprehend any new conditions in a submerged
wire well insulated, that would be likely to interfere with, and obstruct the
process.

This point I conceive is the most important to be settled, of all the
apprehended difficulties of a submarine Telegraph across the Ocean. This
point once determined favorably, the other parts of the enterprize range
themselves under the head of simple engineering. British and American
seamen will speedily do the rest, for all that will remain, will depend on
the skill with which a perfect and indestructible well insulated wire cable,
is deposited uninjured in its Ocean bed.

A question, indeed, arises which has been the subject of some
speculation with me, to wit; Whether there is not a new condition of things
in the fact of so deep a submersion in the Ocean, that may develope some
new and unlooked for influence and impediment in the condition of
electricity in a conductor of such length. If I have been rightly informed,
there has been noticed in Europe some difference in the character of the
conduction in wires above ground and beneath the ground4. As we have
no subterranean wires in this country I am unable to verify these rumors
by experiment. I have been informed that in subterranean wires extended
more that 300 miles the current when continued in a closed circuit for a
second of time does not cease at the moment of opening the circuit with
that promptness with which it does in conductors above ground, so that
the current lingers, as in the case of the magnetism of the Electro magnet
when the helices of the magnet are of great size, and requires an
appreciable time to be discharged.

Have you met with any facts on this subject corroborative of the
rumors reported to me?

But taking for granted a successful result of the experiment on the
propulsion of a current to the required distance that is to say from
Newfoundland to Ireland, I have proposed that the cable conductor be
constructed in the following manner, to wit;
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The conducting wires of the circuit I propose to be of the purest
copper, each not less than one eighth (1th) of an inch in sectional
diameter.

< : * .

3,

'•••.X

Each wire to be insulated to the thickness also of one eighth of an
inch with gutta percha. If it should be decided by the company that in the
first instance a single conductor shall be laid down, then as in Fig. 1. of the
enclosed sheet of diagrams, representing a section of the cable, a thin tube
of lead about one sixteenth of an inch (igth) in thickness is drawn over the
wire conductor and its gutta percha covering, and then a series of strands
of common iron wire and of hempen cord, or rope yarn of the same size,
say four or five of the former, and the rest of the latter, are to be laid
parallell with the interior conducting wire, on the exterior of the tube (Fig.
6.) and these are to be confined in place by two spiral cords wound in
contrary directions and crossing each other around the cable at intervals
say of nine or twelve inches.
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If it is thought best to lay down, in the first instance, more than one
conductor in the same package or fascis, then the number chosen may be
three as in Fig. 3. or seven as in Fig. 2 these being the numbers most
economically packed in a tube to form the fascis of conductors. Six wires
as in Fig. 5, and four wires as in Fig. 4 do not pack in a tube
economically.

On the propriety of such a mode of forming the cable I reason thus;
Supposing that more than one wire is adopted, the increased expense

of preparing seven wires, over a less number is scarcely worthy of
mention, when it is considered that the other expenses attending the
enterprize, such as chartering of ships, laying out the cable &c. would be
incurred nearly if not quite as largely for a smaller number of wires as for
a larger number, especially too when, as an offset, a provision for an
increased Telegraphic correspondence is thus made. I, therefore, propose
the number seven as most convenient and economical for packing in a
tube.

I propose the leaden tube for the sole purpose of protecting the gutta
percha insulation from the action of sea water. This substance being of
recent introduction in the arts has as yet not had its qualities for resisting,
for a period of years, the action of salt water sufficiently tested, to warrant
an unqualified recommendation of it without this outer protection of lead.
Lead if I am rightly informed is not corroded beneath the salt water. On
this point, however, I ask your opinion from your superior knowledge. But
the thickness of the tube proposed is very small so small that without
extensive aid it probably could not, in a length of only a few hundred feet,
sustain its own weight. This feebleness of tenacity I compensate by the
exterior series of strands of wire and hempen cord, and these are laid
parallell to the interior conducting wire, in order to have the advantage of
the full strength of the iron wires interspersed with the hempen cord. I
depend on the leaden tube not for strength but only for protection of the
insulation. I depend on the exterior series of strands of iron wire only for
such strength to the cable as will fit it for being paid out without injury to
the protecting tube, or interior conductor. The number of iron wires
interspersed with the cord may of course be varied to suit the calculated
weight of three or four miles of the cable suspended at a time in its reach
from the ship to its Ocean bed. I propose hempen cord to fill the space
between the iron wires to keep them in place as a cheap contrivance for
that purpose, and I consider the whole exterior covering of the leaden tube
doomed speedily to perish by the action of sea water, having performed its
whole duty in simply imparting strength sufficient to lay the cable in its
place.

In regard to the cable previous to its being laid down, and while in
various stages of preparation, it will furnish opportunity to test step by
step its fitness for the office it is to perform.
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In view of the final deposite of the cable in its place, there are certain
other points of importance to be determined. Such for example as the
protection necessary for it near the shores in anchorage ground from the
anchors of vessels and in deeper but still shallow water, from the icebergs
in their spring visits from the Arctic Ocean. I have had my thoughts upon
this part of the subject, but will wait a future opportunity to give the result
of these thoughts, on the mode of avoiding the evils which might result
from these and other disturbing causes.

In the month of July I took the liberty of sending to your address by
my son in law Mr. Lind5 and family who are now in Europe, two
pamphlets containing some information respecting the Telegraph, which I
hope you have received!.]

Accept Sir the assurance of I my sincere & profound respect I Your
Obedient Servant I Sam. F.B. Morse
To Sir Michael Faraday, I F.R.S. &c &c I London.

1. Samuel Finlay Breese Morse (1791-1872, DAB). American artist and inventor.
2. Charles Dickson Archibald (1802-1868, Bl). Writer on colonial topics.
3. This assertion, the source of which has not been located, was repeated in Morse (1914), 2:
343.
4. Faraday (1854g).
5. Otherwise unidentified.

Letter 2905
James Walker to Faraday
2 October 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl I65a
My dear Mr Faraday

As the Casquets will be No. 1 of your plan for improved ventilation
I have said that the stoves sh[oul]d be of the size & form you approve, and
am desired to consult with you respecting them. If you sh[oul]d be passing
this way, to or from elsewhere will you kindly look in. I shall be at home
tomorrow morning & forenoon; but Mr Cooper1 will be in the way all
Wednesday2 also. It is desirable to have the stoves sent over3t.]

I am I My dear Sir I very sincerely I J. Walker
Gt Geo St I 2 Oct I 1854
Professor Faraday

1. James Cooper (1817-1862, Min.Proc.Inst.Civ.Eng., 1863, 22: 624-5). Civil engineer and a
partner of Walker's from 1851.
2. That is 4 October 1854.
3. See Trinity House By Board, 21 Faraday 1854, GL MS 30010/38, p.440 for approval to
implement Faraday's ventilation plan at the Casquets.
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Letter 2906
Michel Eugene Chevreul1 to Faraday
6 October 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
MINISTERE I de la Maison I DE L'EMPEREUR. I MANUFACTURE I

imperiale I DES GOBELINS I Paris le 6 d'octobre 1854
Monsieur et honorable confrere,

Je profite de l'occasion qui m'est offerte par Mr Barnard votre neveu
pour vous prier d'accepter 1° un exemplaire de l'ouvrage que je viens de
publier sur la baguette divinatoire, le pendule explorateur et les tables
tournantes2. 2° le rapport que j'ai fait au Jury francais sur l'exposition au
palais de cristal des produits des gobelins de Beaurais et de la Saroincerie3;
3° des memoires de chimie appliquee a la teinture4. Je vous prierai d'offrir
en mon nom des exemplaires des memes ouvrges a la Soctete Royale de
Londres comme un hommage de la profonde estime pour les travaux d'un
de ses membres etrangers.

Si vous prenez la peine de lire le premier ouvrage vous verrez que
nos opinions sont bien pr&s de l'identite.

J'ai eu beaucoup de plaisir a faire la connaissance de Mr votre neveu.
Je lui trouve toutes les qualites possibles pour honorer sa carriere: et je ne
doute pas de ses succes. Je peux etre a la veille de publier mon ouvrage sur
un moyen rationnel et experimental de definer les couleurs. J'ai trouve un
artiste qui vient de reproduire heureusement mes cercles chromtiques par
la chromalithographie6 de sorte qu'il me sera facile de me faire entendre
dorenavant.

cest Mr votre neveu qui m'a appris que Ion avait traduit mon
ouvrage sur le contraste en anglais7; je m'en felicite je vous assure.

Recevez, Monsieur et honorable confrere, l'expression de mes
sentiments les plus affectueux I E Chevreul

TRANSLATION
MINISTERE I de la Maison I DE UEMPEREUR. I MANUFACTURE I

imperiale I DES GOBELINS I Paris 6 October 1854
Sir and honourable colleague,

I am taking advantage of the opportunity offered to me by Mr
Barnard, your nephew, to ask you to accept 1st a copy of a work that I have
just published on the divining rod, the exploratory pendulum and table
turning2; 2nd the report which I gave to the French Jury on the exhibition
at the Crystal Palace on the gobelin products of Beaurais and la
Saroincerie3; 3rd some papers on the applied chemistry of tinting4.1 would
ask you to offer in my name copies of the same works to the Royal Society
in London, as homage of the profound esteem for its work of one of its
foreign members.
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If you find the time to read the first work, you will find that our
opinions are all but identical.

I have very much enjoyed making the acquaintance of your nephew.
I find in him all the qualities possible to further his career; I have no doubt
as to his success. I may be on the eve of publishing my work on a rational
and experimental way of defining colours. I have found an artist5 who has
happily just reproduced my chromatical circles by chromolithography6, in
such a way that it will be easy for me to study it from now on.

It was your nephew who told me that my work on contrast had been
translated into English7; I am very flattered by this, I can assure you.

Please accept, Sir and honourable colleague, the expression of my
most affectionate sentiments I E Chevreul

1. Michel Eugene Chevreul (1786-1889, DSB). Director of dyeing at the Gobelins tapestry
works and Professor of Chemistry at the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle.
2. Chevreul (1854b).
3. Chevreul (1854c).
4. Chevreul (1854d).
5. Rene Henri Digeon. Parisian engraver. BDPSDG.
6. Chevreul (1855).
7. Chevreul (1839) was translated into English as Chevreul (1854a).

Letter 2907
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
11 October 1854
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/65
Report &c

Royal Institution I 11 October 1854
My dear Sir

Since Friday1 last I have been to Haisboro2, according to your
instructions3, & visited both the lights. I found nothing wrong in the
lanthorns, nor any complaints from the Keepers respecting them. There is
no sweating on the glass, for it is always perfectly dry internally, & the
ventilation perfect. You are aware that the ventilating tubes are applied to
the lamps, & the testimony of the keepers, is, that there was condensation
on the glass before their application, but that there is none now. On a long
cold night, sometimes between 3 & 4 pints of water are condensed in the
collecting ball at the upper lighthouse; but none at the lower, where it is all
carried out at the cowl by the ventilation.

The keepers, who have in part to live in the towers, complain of great
dampness there; and there are sufficient proofs that the complaints are
well founded. This part of the subject I leave to the far superior judgement
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of Messrs. Walker & Cooper4. But I may remark that the source of
dampness appears to me to be from above, and is probably of the
following nature. The towers are 60 years old or more and are of brick;
they are painted externally & partly internally, but fissures & cracks occur
in this covering, & there are also fissures between the large window frames
which are numerous & the surrounding brick work. When a driving rain
beats against & runs down the tower, it is in part drawn into these fissures;
& sometimes the keepers have to put pails to catch what is driven through
at the windows, though they are not made to open as casements. Such
water as thus soaks into the brick work cannot evaporate outwards,
because of the paint; & has to be removed entirely by internal evaporation;
& as the rooms are closed, & fires are not kept up in the fire places as in
old times (as the keeper of his own knowledge tells me was the case) so
they are now very damp.

The division of the towers into rooms cuts off, as it were, the open
connexion between the tower & the lanthorn, and it supplies as I think
good illustrations of the value of that principle, which I have recently
commended to the Trinity House5. The lanthorns are good, but the towers
are, as to dampness, bad; & we have each exhibiting its state when
separated from the other6.

I am My dear Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq I Secretary &c &c &c

1. That is 6 October 1854. Faraday's notes of his visit are in GL MS 30108/2/65.
2. In Norfolk.
3. See letter 2886.
4. James Cooper (1817-1862, Min.Proc.InstCw.Eng., 1863, 22: 624-5). Civil engineer and a
partner of Walker's from 1851.
5. See letter 2778.
6. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 17 October 1854, GL MS 30010/39, p.132.
It was referred to the Deputy Master, Warden and Light Committees.

Letter 2908
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
12 October 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl D25

R Institution I 12 Octr. 1854
My dear friend

My hours here have not been such as gave me the choice of seeing
you or I should have thanked you for past recent kindness & asked for
more - for you gave my wife a prescription containing petrol &c to aid her
on the occurrence of white spots in her mouth & concurrent derangement
of stomach & I can not find it. Anderson tells me you are to be in the
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Laboratory tomorrow morning. Can you remember enough to write it for
her & he will send it to Surbiton. I trust very freely to your kindness and
often feel some reproof in calling so freely upon it.

With Sincerest thanks I Ever Yours most truly I M. Faraday
Dr. B. Jones I &c &c &c

Letter 2909
Faraday to Charles Pooley1

14 October 1854
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I 14 Octr. 1854
Dear Sir

I have received your kind note & the book and thank you very much
for both. I am glad the lecture2 obtains your approbation!.] I have sufficient
communications of the opposite nature to make such as yours very
acceptable!.]

I am Sir I Your Very faithful Servant I M. Faraday
Chas. Pooley Esq I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Faraday (1854f).

Letter 2910
Faraday to Thomas Byam Martin
14 October 1854
From the original in BL add MS 41370, f .374

[RI letterhead] Royal Institution I 14 Octr 1854
My dear Sir Byam

I have no doubt you have thought of the matter but I cannot resist
referring to the combustion of I think above 2000 tons of Sulphur in the
middle of a crowded town like Newcastle & as regards a certain application1,
the little comparative evil it has done2!.]

I am I My dear Sir Byam I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday

1. See letter 2871.
2. A reference to a destructive fire in Newcastle which started on 6 October 1854 and
destroyed many chemical factories. See Ann.Reg., 1854, 96:170-4.
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Letter 2911
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
14 October 1854
From the original in RI MS Fl D26

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I Saturday I 14 Octr 1854
My dear Dr. Jones

Your Very kind note arrived this morning & was received with many
thanks. Do not on any account trouble yourself to come out we shall be
home Thursday Morning1. By virtue of your note I called on Rhumkorf
this morning & saw himi.j I like him very much indeedu I must call on
Gassiot next week & hope I shall find him better. I suppose it is bilei.i

Ever Your obliged friend I M. Faraday

1. That is 19 October 1854.

Letter 2912
Faraday to Henry Stevens1

19 October 1854
From the original in UCLA UL Henry Stevens collection #801, Box 39,
folder 6

Royal Institution I 19 Octr. 1854
Sir

I beg to acknowledge the packages with many thanks and to return
according to the instructions the enclosed signed papen.j

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
H. Stevens Esq I &c &c &c

1. Henry Stevens (1819-1886, DAB). American born bookdealer who worked in London from
1845.

Letter 2913
Faraday to Charles Grey
20 October 1854
From the original in Kunstsammlungen der Veste Coburg, Auto-
graphensammlungen, Inv. IV, 997

Royal Institution I 20 Octr. 1854
My dear Sir

There is a Gentleman in town at present from Paris, M. Leon
Foucault1 who has some most beautiful apparatus & experiments
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connected with a matter which I know has interested his Royal Highness
Prince Albert very much namely the fixity in space of a rotating disc2. I
have just seen the results & gone into the proofs they give of the Rotation
of the earth independent of astronomical considerations3. I leave you to
judge whether it is expedient to place the matter under His Royal
Highness's observation. M. Foucault is a perfect gentlemanu His
apparatus is portable. If the Prince should desire to see the results M.
Foucault would require only a steady table & perhaps a previous half hour
to take his apparatus out of the boxes. The chief experiments which are
several & very interesting could be made & explained briefly in twenty
minutes or even less but their relation to the earth & its phenomena easily
extend to a longer time with those interested in the matter. M. Foucault is
residing at present with his friend Dr. Mussy514 Clifford Street Bond Stf.i

I have the honor to be I My dear Sir I Your Very humble Servant I
M. Faraday
The Honorable I Genl. Grey I &c &c &c

1. Jean Bernard Leon Foucault (1819-1868, DSB). French physicist.
2. See letters 2838 and 2839.
3. Foucault (1851).
4. See "Court circular", Times, 27 October 1854, p. 6, col. f which noted Foucault's
demonstration before Prince Albert the previous day.
5. Probably Henri Gueneau de Mussy (1814-1892, B2). French physician who lived in England
between 1848 and 1872.

Letter 2914
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
27 October 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Geneve I le 27 8bre 1854
J'ai eu la visite de mon jeune ami Mr Verdet1 qui a passe huit jours chez
moi a la campagne; il etait bien reconnaissant d'une lettre qu'il avait regu
de vous; c'est un jeune physicien bien distingue & qui ira loin.- Oserais-je
vous prier de faire parvenir la lettre ci incluse a Mr Tyndall dont j'ignore

l'addresse.
Monsieur & tres cher ami,

Je n'ai pas encore repondu a votre si bonne & excellente lettre du 29
mai2 dont j'ai ete bien touche comme je le suis toujours de tous les
temoignages d'amitie que vous me donnez. A mesure que Ton avance en
age & qu'on voit les rangs de ses amis s'eclaircir autour de soi, on a
d'autant plus besoin des marques d'affection de ceux qui vous restent, &
quand surtout on a ete frappe comme je l'ai ete de maniere a n'avoir plus
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qu'une moitie de vie, on est encore plus sensible aux consolations d'une
amitie aussi sympathique & aussi serieuse que la votre. Personne ne
comprend mieux que vous que ce n'est plus dans ce monde que je dois
chercher le bonheur & que mes pensees doivent s'elever plus haut.

J'ai su que vous aviez ete peu bien cet ete; j'espere que le repos vous
aura fait du bien & que vous etes maintenant tout-a-fait remis. Donnez
moi de vos nouvelles des que cela vous sera possible.

Vous me parlez dans votre lettre del hypothese par laquelle je
cherche a expliquer le magnetisme des corps & vous me faites l'objection
que mes molecules devraient dans cette hypothese, avoir la forme de
disques. Cela semble en effet resulter de la conception que j'ai mise en
avant. Cependant je ne crois pas que cette consequence soit rigoureuse-
ment necessaire.

Je distingue Vatome chimique de la molecule integrante celle-ci etant
formee par un groupe plus ou moins considerable d'atomes chimiques.
J'admets que dans les corps qui sous le meme volume renferment le plus
grand nombre d'atomes chimiques, les atomes sont beaucoup plus
rapprochees les uns des autres dans la molecule integrante d'oii nait un
courant electrique pour chaque groupe, par l'effet de leur polarite. Or que
la molecule integrante soit spherique, cubique, octaedrique ou rhomboe-
drique, rien n'empeche les atomes de s'arranger de maniere a former
autour de la molecule des ceintures de courants tous paralleles les uns aux
autres & diriges dans le meme sens. Le disque serait dans ce cas la section
equatoriale d'une molecule spherique. Quand le fer n'est pas aimante, les
molecules integrantes se disposent naturellement de fa^on que l'action
naturelle de tous leurs courants soit neutralisee, ce qui constitue le cas
d'equilibre. Mais des qu'une source exterieure telle qu'un aimant ou un
courant vient a agir, alors tous les courants moleculaires s'orientent, & le
corps est aimante.

Quant au diamagnetisme, je crois qu'il est du a une action inductrice
moleculaire du meme genre que l'induction que vous avez decouverte,
mais avec cette difference qu'elle persiste tant que la cause qui la produit
est presente. Des lors les courants moleculaires doivent etre dans le corps
induit diriges en sens contraire des courants inducteurs, ce qui explique la
repulsion exercee sur les corps diamagnetiques. Les dernieres recherches
de Matteucci & celles de Tyndall sur la polarite des corps diamagnetiques
sont favorables a cette hypothese3. Je n'ai pas la place dans une lettre de
developper suffisamment mon explication; mais si vous me le permettez,
je pourrai le faire une autre fois. Je suis convaincu qu'on peut ramener a
la meme cause les phenomenes du diamagnetisme & ceux de l'induction.

J'ai ete tres occupe pendant cet ete de mon 2d volume4 qui est presqu'
entierement acheve; j'espere que vous en serez content, c'est toute mon
ambition, car il n'y a aucune opinion a laquelle je tienne autant qu'a la
votre
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Votre tout devoue & affectionne I A. de la Rive

Address: Prof Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I Albermarle Stt I
Londres

TRANSLATION
Geneva I 27 October 1854
I had a visit from my young friend M. Verdet1, who spent eight days with
me in the country; he was very grateful for a letter which he received from
you; this is a young most distinguished physicist who will go far. Dare I
ask you to forward the enclosed letter to Mr Tyndall, whose address I do

not know.
Sir and very dear friend,

I have not yet responded to your most kind and excellent letter of 29
May2, which touched me as do all the testimonies of friendship that you
give me. As one advances in years & one sees the ranks of one's friends
thinning out around one, one has all the more need of the marks of the
affection of those who remain & particularly when one has been hit, as I
have, in such a way as to have but half one's life left, one is even more
sensitive to the consolations of a friendship as sympathetic and serious as
yours. No one understands better than you that it is not in this world that
I should search for happiness and that my thoughts should be lifted
higher.

I learned that you have not been well this summer; I hope that rest
will have done you some good and that you have now completely
recovered. Please send me your news as soon as you can.

You speak in your letter of the hypothesis through which I seek to
explain the magnetism of bodies and you object to the fact that my
molecules, in this hypothesis, would have to have the form of discs. This
seems in fact to result from the conception that I first proposed. However
I do not believe that this consequence needs to be rigorously applied.

I distinguish the chemical atom from the integral molecule, the latter
being formed by a greater or smaller group of chemical atoms. I admit that
in bodies which in the same volume enclose the greatest number of
chemical atoms, the atoms are much closer together in the integral
molecule from which is born an electric current for each group, by the
effect of their polarity. Now even if the integral molecule is spherical,
cuboid, octahedral or rhomboidal, nothing stops the atoms from arranging
themselves in such a way around the molecule as to form belts of currents
all parallel to each other and pointing in the same direction. The disc
would in this case be the equatorial section of a spherical molecule. When
iron is not magnetised, the integral molecules arrange themselves
naturally in such a way as the natural action of all their currents is
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neutralised, which constitutes the state of balance. But as soon as an
external source such as a magnet or a current begins to act, then all the
molecular currents arrange themselves and the body is magnetised.

As to diamagnetism, I believe that it is due to an inductive molecular
action of the same sort as the induction you have discovered, but with this
difference that it persists as long as the cause which produced it is present.
It follows that molecular currents must in the induced body be directed in
the opposite direction than the inducing currents, which would explain
the repulsion exerted on diamagnetic bodies. The latest research by
Matteucci and by Tyndall on the polarity of diamagnetic bodies is
favourable to this hypothesis3.1 do not have the space in a letter to develop
my explanation adequately, but if you were to allow me, I could do so
another time. I am convinced that one can reduce to the same cause the
phenomena of diamagnetism and those of induction.

I have been very occupied this summer with my second volume4

which is almost completely finished. I hope that you will be pleased with
it, that is my ambition, for there is no opinion which I hold in higher
regard than yours.

Your totally devoted and affectionate I A. de la Rive

1. Marcel Emile Verdet (1824-1866, P2,3). Professor of Physics at the Ecole Normale, Paris.
2. Letter 2840.
3. Matteucci (1853b). Tyndall (1854c).
4. De La Rive (1853-8), 2.

Letter 2915
Faraday to John Tyndall
31 October 1854
From Breda and Logeman (1854), 465

Royal Institution, I Oct. 31,1854.
My dear Tyndall,

I send the enclosed letter from MM. Van Breda and Logeman1 to you
as an Editor of the Philosophical Magazine. If you should judge it proper
for insertion in that Journal, I shall be very happy to see it there2, but will
beg you to accompany it on my part with the observation that it is not so
conclusive in proving the negative (a thing very difficult to do) as to move
me at present from the reserved condition of mind which I have recently
expressed in respect of this matter3.

Ever yours truly, I M. Faraday

1. Letter 2893.
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2. This letter was published in Breda and Logeman (1854), 465-9.
3. That is Faraday (1854c, d).

Letter 2916
David Brewster to Faraday
4 November 1854
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.19
My Dear Dr. Faraday,

I hope you will excuse the trouble I now give you. I have been
requested to add the recent discoveries in Electricity to an article which I
compiled many years ago for the Encyclopaedia Britannica1, & I would
reckon it a particular favour if you could tell me where I can get an
account of the most recent discoveries without the labour of consulting the
Transactions of Societies and scientific Journals. Delarives Treatise is, I
believe not yet finished, the first volume only being published2.

I presume I will find your own discoveries in the Phil. Transactions.
I am, I My Dear Dr. Faraday I Ever most truly yours I D. Brewster

St Leonards Coll. I St. Andrews I Nov 4th 1854

1. Brewster (1842). Brewster (1855b) was the revised version.
2. De La Rive (1853-8), 1.

Letter 2917
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
7 November 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 405, f .154

Royal Institution I 7 Novr. 1854
My dear Sir

May we hope for the pleasure of having you tell here some Friday
Evening the manner & results generally of your surveying experiments in
the coal mine?1 You know what great delight it would give to me
personally & to all here; I will not weaken your sense of our thankfulness
by putting it into many words. With kindest remembrances to Mrs. & Miss
Airy I am as ever

Truly Yours I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. Airy, G.B. (1855b), Friday Evening Discourse of 2 February 1855. See letter 2880 for details
of this subject.
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Letter 2918
Thomas Boosey et al. to Dundee Glasite Church1

7 November 1854
From the original copy in the possession of Joan Ferguson
The Church of Jesus Christ at London
To the Church of Jesus Christ sojourning at Dundee
Dearly beloved Brethren

Your affectionate & faithful letter to us dated the 31st ulto2 relating to
what you justly termed a grievous error which has crept in amongst us,
was read to us on Sabbath day last3, along with the scriptures on which
your judgement on the subject had been founded; and we feel called upon
after a careful examination of those Scriptures, & as we hope a sober
examination of ourselves how we have been holding them, cordially to
acknowledge that we have indeed been grievously in error in supposing
that there were any Scriptures in the Old or New Testament which in any
way countenanced the light manner in which we have held the
Commandment to all believers in Jesus Christ, to abstain from blood &
from things strangled4, with the evident reference that commandment has
to the blood of the one great atonement, without the shedding of which
there could have been no remission of sins.

The toleration which many have allowed themselves in eating what
is called game, which they thought had been shot & afterwards purified or
freed from the blood, must have originated & been continued by a want of
the divine fear, or as you say a trembling at the Word of God, and an
ignorance of that Word by which we must be judged at the last days; for
we now quite agree with you in considering those Scriptures which were
thought to sanction this toleration, viz the Romans 14 ch.l to 4 verses5 &
1 Timothy 4 ch 46 verse do not at all apply to the prohibition to eat of blood
or things strangled, which commandment remains of the same force &
application to all believers as it ever did. What can we then say or do
under this conviction of the want of the Divine Fear, and ignorance of the
Divine word of him who said, if you love me keep my commandments7

but cast ourselves entirely upon his mercy and say with the leper of Old
unclean, unclean8, if the Lord thou wilt thou canst make us clean, and
abundantly pardon us; for the blood of Jesus Christ (which we have great
reason to fear we have counted as a Common thing) is still able to cleanse
us from all sin.

Hoping dear Brethren you will forgive the trouble we have
occasioned you for his sake by whose Obedience alone many are made
righteous, and who can have compassion on the ignorant and those out of
the way, and lead the blind by a way that they have not known - This letter
has been read & approved of by the church who heartily concur in,
expressing their love & thankfulness to you for your faithfulness & goodly
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jealously on their behalf and it is signed in their name this 7th day of
November 1854 by the Elders Deacons & Brethren subjoined
Thomas Boosey
Stephen Leighton
Benjm Vincent
George Whitelaw
John Leighton Deacon
Thomas Barker
Alexander Macomie
Edward Reid
William Vincent
M. Faraday
D.W. Martin
Robt Sims9

1. For the background and context of this letter see Cantor (1991a), 68-70.
2. A copy of this letter is also in this file.
3. That is 5 November 1854.
4. Acts 15: 29.
5. Romans 14:1-4.
6. 1 Timothy 4: 4.
7. John 14:15.
8. Leveticus 13:45.
9. Robert Sims (d.1864, age 81, GRO). Sandemanian and plate glass merchant.

Letter 2919
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
8 November 1854
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 405, £.155-6

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1854 November 8
My dear Sir

Most happy shall I be to give such a lecture as you propose1 - if, after
weighing the following considerations you will still accept it.

1. Local circumstances, which you can easily imagine, compelled me
to give a lecture at South Shields2 (the town to which the mine is near). So
that a lecture at the Institution may now seem to the attendants thereof to
be simply a second-hand or rechauffee, and accordingly may not be
acceptable.

2.1 am getting on with the calculations as fast as I can: till they are
done I do not even know whether the experiments are worth any thing:
but before the time of lecturing I hope to know all about it. Suppose they
should then prove good for nothing, what should you say to it?

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
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Professor Faraday

1. In letter 2917.
2. Airy, G.B. (1855a).
3. Airy, G.B. (1855b), Friday Evening Discourse of 2 February 1855.

Letter 2920
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
10 November 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 405, f .157

Royal Institution I 10 Novr. 1854
My dear Sir

Very hearty thanks for your kindness1. Whatever the results of the
special investigation I long to hear your thoughts on the whole subject2.1
think they said in America that even the difference of high & low water on
a sea coast would be sensible or had been sensibly shewn I cannot recollect
which. By sinking into the earth you have far more than that to handleu
Besides I long to know whether the earths electricity or magneto-electrical
action shews any signs of life in your results3!.]

I have not seen Mr. Barlow since I received your letter but I am sure
he would say the Season is, as to date, all before you. No doubt he would
be glad to know that he might arrange the dates for other[s.] Let it be early
if it be the same to you. I suppose we shall begin the end of Januarys

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Geo B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2919.
2. Airy, G.B. (1855b), Friday Evening Discourse of 2 February 1855.
3. See letter 2880.

Letter 2921
Faraday to John Tyndall
11 November 1854
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4137

R. Institution, I 11 Nov. 1854.
Many thanks, my dear Tyndall, for your kind letter which I have just

received. I was anxious about you, thinking you might be confined at
home by a little indisposition (as you would call it) and writing, and
should probably have called today, in the evening. Now I shall rest,
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knowing how it is, and I hope you will enjoy the weather and the
quietness and the time of work and the time of play, finding them all
ministrants to your health and contented happiness. Here we jog on, and
I have just undertaken the Juvenile Lectures at Christmas, thinking them
the easiest thing for me to do1. Reading Matteucci2 carefully, and also an
abstracted translation of Van Rees' paper3, is my weighty work; and
because of the call it makes on memory, I have now and then to lay them
down and cease to the morrow. I think they encourage me to write another
paper on lines of force, polarity &c4, for I was hardly prepared to find such
strong support in the papers of Van Rees and Thomson5 for the lines as
correct representants of the power and its direction, and many old
arguments are renewed in my mind by these papers. But we shall see how
the maggot bites presently, and as I fancy I have gained so much by
waiting, I may perhaps wait a little longer.

Ever, my dear Tyndall, I Yours truly, I M. Faraday

1. Faraday gave six Christmas lectures on the chemistry of combustion. See RI MS GB 2: 85.
2. Matteucci (1854) was cited in Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b], 3308.
3. Rees (1853) was cited in Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b], 3302.
4. Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b].
5. Thomson, W. (1854) which was a reprint, with additions, of Thomson, W. (1846). Faraday
(1855b), [ERE29b], 3302 cited the later version.

Letter 2922
Faraday to Edward Sabine
30 November 1854
From a copy in Bate to Sheepshanks, 18 January 1855, RGO6 / 356, f .149-
50
Mr: Bate himself (Mr B Bate as above)1 gave me to understand that his
sisters were not poor2 or rather that his father left large sums of money to
the survivors - but that would make no difference to me in anything I
could do with propriety. But I cannot undertake to certify to accounts
upon the evidence of private notes & papers regarding time &c of which
at the time I had no knowledge. All I know is that Mr Bate was employed
& as far as I am aware has never been paid3,

(signed) M.F. 30 Novr: 1854.

1. The parentheses were inserted by Bate into the copy.
2. The following note was inserted by Bate at this point: "N.B. this remark was occasioned by
an explanation which I felt called up to make to Dr. Faraday, being surprized to find him under
an impression that my father's estate was involved in bankruptcy I B. Bate."
3. The letter refers to Bate's continued pursuit for payment for the work done by his father
(Robert Brettel Bate (1782-1847, DNBmp), scientific instrument maker in the Poultry, London)
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for the Royal Society Excise Committee, of which Faraday had been a member, in the 1830s. See
letter 2301, McConnell (1993), 54-6, RS CM 15 June 1854,2: 288-9 and 26 October 1854, 2: 294.

Letter 2923
Edward Sabine to Faraday
4 December 1854
From a copy in Bate to Sheepshanks, 18 January 1855, RGO6 / 356, £.149-
50

Royal Society, I Somerset House, I Deer 4th 1854
Dear Faraday,

I return Mr: Bate's letters as the affair is now at an end1. The Govt
applied to the R.S. for an opinion upon Mr. Bate's claims as stated by
himself to the Treasury. The R.S. submitted the subject to a Committee
consisting of Mr: Tite2, Mr Grove and the Treasurer3; the two former being
men of business accustomed to consider such matters - & their report was
sent to the Treasury. As regards the Royal Society therefore the subject is
closed. What reply the Treasury have made to Mr. Bate I have not heardi.i

Sincerely your's, I (signed) Edward Sabine.

1. See letter 2922 and note 3.
2. William Tite (1798-1873, DNB). Architect.
3. That is Sabine.

Letter 2924
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
8 December 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 405, f .160

R Institution I 8 Deer. 1854
My dear Sir

Mr Barlow has put me down for the F. Evg of Jany. 19th. i.e the first
Evening1)!.] You I think consent to favour us on the third ie Feby 2nd2.
Having undertaken the Juvenile lectures at Christmas extending to the
9th. January31 feel I should be glad to be later in my Friday. Do not think
I wish to draw on your good nature & so cause any inconvenience but if
it should happen to be nearly the same to you, there are so many that
would feel a delight in hearing you open our season that I thought I would
put the case before youu

Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
Geo B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c
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1. Faraday (1855a), Friday Evening Discourse of 19 January 1855.
2. Faraday gave six Christmas lectures on the chemistry of combustion. See RI MS GB 2: 85.
3. Airy, G.B. (1855b), Friday Evening Discourse of 2 February 1855.

Letter 2925
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
11 December 1854
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 405, f .161-2

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1854 December 11
My dear Sir

The circumstances which determined my selection of the beginning
of February1 (at least my preference of a time not earlier than that to an
earlier time) is this - that the last few days of December and a portion of
January are the only time when I can have a slight remission of labour and
a little country life. Great things are guided by little ones, all the world
over; and these moments of mine are ultimately determined by my
children's school holidays.

It would upset my family arrangements very much, to engage to be
in London on a definite day in January: although without doubt I shall
have to come up on some days yet undefined.

I would do much to accommodate my movements to your wishes,
but I am confident that the price which, in this instance, must be paid for
it, is greater than you yourself would desire.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours most truly I G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. Airy, G.B. (1855b), Friday Evening Discourse of 2 February 1855. See letter 2924.

Letter 2926
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
12 December 1854
From the original in RGO6 / 405, £.163

Royal Institution i 12 Deer. 1854
My dear Sir

Your note1 was very kindi.j I would not on any account that your
family party should fail in one point of the happiness it promises!.] If I had
had the least notion of such an event my note should never have come
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near youu Kindest remembrances to Mrs. Airy & those I know of the
company.

Ever Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esq I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2925.

Letter 2927
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday1

23 December 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

49 New Bond St. I Dec 23 / 54
My dear Sir,

I am going away for Christmas, and do not expect to return till the 2d
or 3d of Jany. If your apparatus should be ready in the mean time pray do
not wait for me for you of course will be anxious to know the resultu

Yours very truly I G.G. Stokes

1. Recipient established on the basis of provenance.

Letter 2928
Faraday to 7th Earl of Shaftesbury1

26 December 1854
From the original in SI D MS 554A

Royal Institution I 26 Deer. 1854
My dear Lord

Allow me to send a remembrance of former kindnesses which if no
use you can put into the fire2[.]

Ever My dear Lord I Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
The I Earl of Shaftesbury I &c &c &c

1. Anthony Ashley Cooper, 7th Earl of Shaftesbury (1801-1885, DNB). Social reformer.
2. That is tickets for Faraday's six Christmas lectures on the chemistry of combustion. See RI
MS GB 2: 85.
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Letter 2929
7th Earl of Shaf tesbury1 to Faraday
29 December 1854
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

St. Giles House I Dec: 29,1854
My dear Mr Faraday

I am much gratified by your kindness in sending me an admission to
your Xmas lectures2.

I sincerely wish that my Children were in town to hear them; but I
shall hope to come & hear some of them myself.

Yours Truly I Shaftesbury
M. Faraday Esq

1. Anthony Ashley Cooper, 7th Earl of Shaftesbury (1801-1885, DNB). Social reformer.
2. See letter 2928. Faraday gave six Christmas lectures on the chemistry of combustion. See RI
MS GB 2: 85.

Letter 2930
Faraday to Arthur Young1

3 January 1855
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution I 3 January 1855
My dear friend

I am not Professional and do not undertake analysis for any one:- not
even for the Government. Further I am so little in the professional world
that I do not know whom to recommend your friends to. There are plenty
of professional chemists but I do not know of any who would or could
undertake to investigate the qualities of an unknown barku

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
A. Young Esqr I &c &c &c

1. Arthur Young (1816-1888, Cantor (1991a), 302). Average adjuster.

Letter 2931
Thomas Boosey et al. to Edinburgh Glasite Church
3,4, 8 and 9 January 1855
From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson
The Church of Christ in London
To the Church of Christ at Edinburgh
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London January 3rd 1855
Very dear Brethren

In the month of November last we received a letter from the Church
at Dundee pointing out a grievous error existing among us with respect to
the observance of the Divine Command to abstain from eating blood,
namely, that we ate (or tolerated the eating) of the flesh of animals called
"Game" when their blood had not been let out at the time it would flow
- the time of death, and had endeavoured to satisfy our consciences by
washing and cleansing the flesh after it was cold, to the best of our ability .
This cleansing the Church of Dundee considered it impossible, and
unlawful to do - flesh with the blood being forbidden by God to be used
as food and there being no direction for its purification. After we trust,
sober consideration of the Scriptures relating to the subject, and
committing ourselves into the hands of Him who is able to make wise
unto Salvation2, we came to the unanimous conclusion, that we had held
the command to abstain from eating blood in a lax manner, that we had
much reason to judge ourselves, and that we ought to be thankful for the
admonition. We do not consider by this that we are in any way brought
under the Levitical Law, or that we are prohibited from eating the flesh of
any animal whatever, if it has been bled at the time of its death: but we feel
that we are delivered from a state of doubt and hesitation.

We think it right to inform you that some of the friends here have
always been of the Same Mind as our Dundee Brethren and thus we have
been in the condemnation of not walking by the same rule and minding
the same thing3u

This matter and the Scriptures relating to it, have been also laid
before our brethren at Newcastle, Old Buckenham, and Chesterfield and
they are heartily joined with us in the same mind and the same judgement
upon it.

We are dear Brethren, called upon to address You upon this painful
subject, which has so long agitated the minds of the brethren, and which
now threaten to cause a breach in the visible body of Christ; and this we
hope to do in the spirit of Meekness and fear, yet of faithfulness and love.
We have been informed of the manner in which the Church of Dundee has
hitherto dealt with you in this matter; and we have heard the painful issue
of the second stage of the discussion which took place on the 22nd
December, from our two Elders Stephen Leighton and Benjamin Vincent,
who were present on that occasion, having been called on by the Church
of Dundee to accompany four of them, and thus being "the one or two
more" required by the Scriptural direction4. We were much grieved to
learn that you would not even hear our two Elders and two of the Brethren
from Dundee, and that you opposed the doctrine and exhortation set
before you by the two Elders from Dundee which we were told were
clearly Scriptural and expressed in the words of truth & Soberness, from
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both the Old & New Testament!.] There remained, then, no other course to
be pursued but to proceed to the last stage of the discipline as directed by
our Lord Matt 17-18 "If he shall neglect to hear them'' (the first offended
and the one or two more) "tell it to the Church"5. This was done to us by
our two Elders above mentioned who were the witnesses of what took
place at Your meeting with the Dundee Brethren, and it was with much
sorrow that we learnt from them that you maintain "That the flesh of any
animal not strangled or suffocated, although the blood be not drawn from
it at the time of death, may be made lawful food for Christians by having
the blood afterwards cleansed from it["], which you say can be done with
ease and certainty at any time between the death of the animal and the
time of eatingi.i

To this we cannot agree. Many of us feel persuaded from our own
experience and competent Authority that it is almost if not quite
impossible to effect the above mentioned cleansing: but whether this be
the case or not, we regard such flesh as "flesh with the life thereof which
is the blood thereof"6 and therefore a forbidden thing by Gods command
to Noah and all mankind - A Command which was given before the
Levitical law, which was enforced by that law, and confirmed under the
Gospel dispensation by the decree which went out from the Holy Ghost,
and the Apostles and Church at Jerusalem!.] We consider therefore your
views and practice in this matter to be contrary to the Divine Word, as
given in Acts 15-28 & 297 compared with Gen. 9-3 48 Levit 17.13.149 &
Deuty 12 23 24 2510 and Ezek 33 24 2511 which we commend once more to
your serious consideration: for it is written "To the Law and to the
Testimony: if they speak not according to the word it is because there is no
light in them"12 and again ["]A11 Scripture is given by inspiration of God,
and is profitable for doctrine for reproof, for correction & inspiration in
righteousness, that the man of God may be thoroughly furnished unto all
good works"13!.]

We are thus constrained, with much sorrow of heart, yet in hope and
love to sustain the offence against you, commending you to God, who is
able by his word and spirit to deliver you from your great error and
delusion, and open your ear to discipline!.] In conclusion dear Brethren we
cannot help reminding you that Christs disciples are kept in obedience to
his commandments by his fear being put in their hearts and by their love
to him whose blood was shed for the remission of their sins, and thus they
find his commands not grievous!.]

It surely does not become us in this our day to weaken the effect of
any one of those commands but it become us each to examine ourselves
whether we are obeying them, not as a means of exalting our own
righteousness, but as evidence of our faith & lovei.]

We cannot help adding here, that we have observed with much fear,
the apparent absence of fear for yourselves, and love for the Brethren at
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Dundee in your correspondence and in the mode of conducting the
discussion when they met you on Dec 22ndu

We feel that we have good reason to conclude that in these dealings
with you and us, they have been actuated by that charity which rejoiceth
not in iniquity but rejoiceth in the truth14. Surely it becomes us all to
consider what spirit we are of; and to hearken [sic] to the voice of Him
who decides that he will search Jerusalem with candles & punish the men
who are settled on their lees15, and who says I know thy works "Behold I
come quickly!"]16. Our attention has been directed to the following
Scriptures and we would commend them to you for sober consideration
also Matt 28.19 & 2017 II Peter 3.1.218 Mark 8 3819 Heb 4.12.1320 II Corr 10.
4.5.621 Lamen 3. 31 to 4222u

That through the long suffering mercy & goodness of God, by his
word you may be led to repentance; and so brought back again to Jesus the
Shepherd & Bishop of Souls, is very dear Brethren the earnest Prayers of
the whole church & signed on its behalf by the following

Jany 3rd 1855
Thomas Boosey Stephen Leighton Elders
Benjamin Vincent George Whitelaw

John Leighton Alex Macomie Deacons
Thomas Barker E.K. Reid

William Vincent M. Faraday
D.W. Martin Anthony Lorimer23

Jany 4th Signed in the presence & on behalf of all the Brethren sojourning
at Old Buckenham

Thomas Loveday24

William Fisher25

George Smith26

Jany 8 Signed in the presence & on behalf of the brethren sojourning at
Chesterfield

John Oxley27

Jany 9 The Brethren & Sisters in Newcastle are all of one mind in
considering the Churches of Dundee and London faithful in sustaining the
Offence against the Church of Edinburgh & agree with the doctrine

W. Paradise
David Reid
Thomas Proctor28

1. See letter 2918 and Cantor (1991a), 68-70.
2. 2 Timothy 3: 15.
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3. Philippians 3:16.
4. Matthew 18:16.
5. Matthew 18:17.
6. Genesis 9: 4.
7. Acts 15: 28-9.
8. Genesis 9: 3-4.
9. Leviticus 17:13-14.
10. Deuteronomy 12: 23-5.
11. Ezekiel 33: 24-5.
12. Isaiah 8: 20.
13. 2 Timothy 3:16.
14. 1 Corinthians 13: 6.
15. Zepaniah 1:12.
16. Revelation 3:11.
17. Matthew 28:19-20.
18. 2 Peter 3:1-2.
19. Mark 8: 38.
20. Hebrews 4: 12-13.
21. 2 Corinthians 10: 4-6.
22. Lamentations 3: 31-42.
23. Anthony Lorimer. Sandemanian bookbinder. Cantor (1991a), 301.
24. Thomas Loveday. Foundryman and Sandemanian in Old Buckenham. (GRO certificate of
son's birth).
25. William Fisher (d.1857, age 52, GRO). Cordwainer and Sandemanian in Old Buckenham.
26. Unidentified.
27. Unidentified.
28. Unidentified.

Letter 2932
Faraday to John Tyndall, Edward Frankland, John Barlow and Henry
Bence Jones
16 January 1855
From the original in Newcastle University Library MS Album 38

Various philosophical notes of experimental investigation on fools-
cap paper, paged in series & partly bound in five volumes^,- a quarto MS.
book of Philosophical notes ,- a second larger quarto of similar notes3,-
some of my printed papers collected in two bound volumes & illustrated
by letters &c, - the one quarto4 the other 8vo5, and a bound copy of Davy's
chemical elements6, being a copy of that which, whilst abroad in 1814-5,
he prepared for a second edition, (which was never published);- these I offer
for the Library of the Royal Institution, if the Managers should think them
worth a place:- if not to remain at the disposal of my executorsu

Whatever my wife may think fit to give, from among my personal
things, to relatives or friends as remembrances, will I hope be accepted as
from both of us. We were always as one, and whatever she may do is what
I should do.

I desire that, at my death, all cases in which I have become security
should be put an end to, that they may not be continued over my wife. I
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only remember one, namely, for Mr. Geo Whitelaw to Messrs Spottis-
woods7.

M Faraday.
16 January 1855
Dr. Tyndall I Dr. Frankland I Mr Barlow I Dr. Bence Jones

1. RI MS F2 C-G. That is Faraday, Diary, 1828-1832, 1, pp. 327-430 to 21 January 1850, 5:
10739.
2. RI MS F2A. That is Faraday, Diary, 1820-1823,1, pp. 1-117.
3. RI MS F2B. That is Faraday, Diary, 1823-1833,1, pp. 121-323.
4. RIMSF3B.
5. RIMSF3A.
6. Davy (1821). This is now RI MS HD 29.
7. That is Eyre and Spottiswoode, printers to the Queen.

Letter 2933
August Wilhelm Hofmann to Faraday
18 January 1855
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, £.15

R. College of Chemistry I Jan 18, 55.
My dear Mr Faraday,

May I take the liberty of carrying off your new apparatus for
showing the products of the operation?

Yours ever sincerely I A.W. Hofmann
Professor Faraday

Letter 2934
Charles Fox to Faraday
27 January 1855
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .40

Spring Gardens I Jany 27/55
My dear Sir

Allow me to introduce to you Mr. Guido Weichold1, who desires the
use of a powerful magnet for an experimental purpose the nature of which
he will explain to you.

He has been Tutor to my boys and is a most deserving young man.
If you can put him in the way of getting what he wants I shall be
gratified.

Ever yours faithfully I C. Fox
Michael Faraday Esqr F.R.S.

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 2935
Thomas Boosey et al. to Edinburgh Glasite Church
31 January and 4 February 1855
From the original in the possession of Joan Ferguson

London Jan 31st 1855
The Church in London to those whom they hitherto corresponded as
Brethren at Edinburgh

We duly received your Letter in reply to ours of the 3d instY] It was
read to us on Sabbath the 21st inst after the lovefeast, & was kept for a
week's consideration, & on that day week was read to us again & our
minds taken upon it. We are grieved to find that you still maintain views
& practices with respect to the covenant to abstain from eating blood,
which we consider contrary to the Word of God; and that you still justify
the manner in which your Elders have considered this Discipline,
misinterpreting the Scriptural directions. We are thus constrained to
conclude that you are not hearing the Church, or walking in the fear of the
Lord with respect to His commandments, & that you are not following
after that Charity which rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth with the
truth2. From these considerations, with deep sorrow of heart, and we trust
with fear for ourselves, we feel compelled to withdraw from your
communion in obedience to the Divine command, Matth. 18, 173, Rom.
16.174 - 2 Cor. 6.145 &c 1 Tim 6.56 - 2 John 9-117, praying that He who alone
is able by His Word & Spirit to convince of sin may grant you repentance
to the acknowledging of the truth.

Thomas Boosey E.K. Reid
Stephen Leighton W. Vincent
Benjamin Vincent M. Faraday
George Whitelaw D.W. Martin
Alex. Macomie Anthony Lorimer8

Thos. Barker
George Raith9

Sam Deacon10

PS. The Elders of the Church of London have received a letter from Mr
Oxley11 stating that the brethren at Chesterfield are heartily joined with the
Churches of Dundee & London in withdrawing from the Church at
Edinburgh. Jany 31,1855

Signed in the presence, & witness of, the Brethren at Old Buckenham

Thomas Loveday12

William Fisher13

George Smith14
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The Preceding letter has been read to the brethren here at Newcastle on
which they are of one mind with the Church at London

Signed Feby 4,1855

William Paradise
David Reid
Thomas Proctor15

William Stark16

William Proctor17.
1. Letter 2931.
2. 1 Corinthians 13: 6.
3. Matthew 18:17.
4. Romans 16:17.
5. 2 Corinthians 6:14.
6. 1 Timothy 6: 5.
7. John 9:11.
8. Anthony Lorimer. Sandemanian bookbinder. Cantor (1991a), 301.
9. George Raith (1804-1860, Cantor (1991a), 301). Counting house clerk.
10. Samuel Deacon (1790-1861, Cantor (1991a), 300). Newsagent.
11. Unidentified.
12. Thomas Loveday. Foundryman and Sandemanian in Old Buckenham. (GRO certificate of
son's birth).
13. William Fisher (d.1857, age 52, GRO). Cordwainer and Sandemanian in Old Buckenham.
14. Unidentified.
15. Unidentified.
16. Unidentified.
17. Unidentified.

Letter 2936
Joseph Antione Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
6 February 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Gand, 6 fevrier 1855.
Mon Cher Monsieur Faraday.

II ya a bien long-temps que je n'ai eu Thonneur de causer un moment
avec vous; Je saisis done avec joie 1'occasion que m'offre l'envoi de la
troisieme livraison de ma petite Physique1, livraison que vous recevrez sous
bandes par la poste. Cette livraison termine la physique des corps
ponderables; la premiere moitie seulement est de moi; la seconde, qui se
compose de l'Acoustique, est de M. Quetelet. J'ai joint a l'exemplaire qui
vous est destine, un second exemplaire que je vous prie de vouloir bien
remettre de ma part a M. Wheatstone. Dites lui, je vous prie, que la
froideur qui semble exister entre lui et moi me fait grande peine. Je l'ai, a
la verite, importune un peu a propos de la reproduction non realisee de
ma deuxieme serie2 dans les Scientific Memoirs*, et aussi a propos d'une
analyse de ce travail, que je desirais faire inserer dans un Journal anglais;
mais je vous ai egalement importune4, et pourtant vous n'avez pas cesse
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de me temoigner de l'amitie; tachez, je vous en prie, de le ramener a de
meilleurs sentiments envers moi.

J'ai lu avec admiration le compte rendu de vos belles experiences sur
les effets de rinduction laterale dans un long fll metallique recouvert
d'une substance isolante et plonge dans l'eau5. Que nous preparez-vous
encore? II y a quelque temps que vous n'avez rien publie a ma
connaissance, et je m'attends a l'apparition de quelque nouveau prodige.

Quant a moi, debarasse maintenant de l'encyclopedie populaire, j'ai
repris la suite de mon travail sur les masses liquides sans pesanteur, et
deux nouvelles series6 sont fort avancees. Je regrette bien vivement que ce
sujet soit si eloigne de ceux qui vous occupent: car il en resulte que vous
ne pouvez y prendre un grand interet; cependant vous serez convaincu, je
l'espere, que c'est une mine feconde en resultats.

Agreez, mon Cher Monsieur Faraday, l'assurance de tous mes
sentiments de respectueuse affection.

Jh. Plateau
Place de Casino, 22.

TRANSLATION
Gent, 6th February 1855.

My Dear Mr Faraday.
It has been a long time since I have had the honour of talking for a

moment with you; I seize therefore with joy the opportunity that is offered
to me by the dispatching of the third part of my little Physique1, a part that
you will receive through the post. This part ends the physics of ponderable
matter; I am the sole author of the first half; the second, which is on
Acoustics, was written by M. Quetelet. I have added to the copy that is
intended for you, a second copy that I would ask you kindly to give on my
behalf to Mr Wheatstone. Tell him, I beg you, that the coldness that seems
to exist between him and myself, gives me great pain. I have, to tell the
truth, inconvenienced him a little, in connection with the non publication
of my second series2 in the Scientific Memoirs3, and also in connection with
an analysis of this work, which I wanted to have inserted in an English
Journal; but I have equally inconvenienced you4, and nevertheless you
have not ceased to give testimonies of your friendship; please try, I ask
you, to bring him towards better feelings towards me.

I read with admiration the account of your beautiful experiments on
the effects of lateral induction in a long metal wire covered in an insulating
substance and plunged into water5. What more have you got in store for
us? It is some time since you published anything to my knowledge, and I
await the appearance of some new marvel.

As for me, relieved of the popular encyclopaedia, I have taken up
again my work on liquid masses with no weight, and two new series6 are
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well under way. I deeply regret that this subject is so far from those you are
occupied with: for the result is that you cannot take such great an interest;
however, you will be convinced, I hope, that it is a mine prolific in
results.

Please accept, My Dear Mr Faraday, the assurance of all my
sentiments of respectful affection. I Jh Plateau
Place de Casino, 22.
1. Plateau and Quetelet (1851-5), part 3 published as part of the Encyclopedie Populate.
2. Plateau (1849).
3. Plateau (1852).
4. See letter 2490.
5. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.
6. Plateau (1857,1859).

Letter 2937
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
7 February 1855
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 470, f.57-8

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1855 February 7
My dear Sir

We have observed on two occasions (under circumstances which
appear to be general) an odd galvanic phenomenon, on which I wish to
consult you.

For dropping the Time Signal Ball at Deal1, there is a wire which, for
about one minute of time before the ball-drop, is made continuous from
Greenwich to Deal. At Deal it has connexion with the earth, but at
Greenwich it has no connexion, as it is waiting to be joined to the battery
at the proper instant. There are galvanometers at London and Tonbridge:
and the ball-apparatus at Deal may be considered as a galvanometer of a
delicate kind, for a very trifling current there drops the ball. The general
direction of the line is very nearly west to east: deviating perhaps 30° from
the magnetic west to east

Now the phenomenon is this. As soon as the contacts are completed so as
to make the line continuous (not at Greenwich), the galvanometers at
London and Tonbridge are deflected considerably (30°), but there is no
sign of current at Deal.

Can you explain this? Will it always be so?
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The direction of deflection is the same as that produced by a current
from the copper pole of a Greenwich battery.

As soon as the Greenwich battery contact is completed from copper
pole, the deflection is normal at London and Tonbridge and there is
abundant current at Deal.

Almost immediately after the ball drop, Greenwich is connected with
earth, and then the deflexions at London and Tonbridge cease entirely.

My assistant, now at Deal, finds that a battery nearly equal in
strength to the dilute sulphuric acid battery, may be made with sea water.
Can we rely on this?

Possibly Mr. Barlow will shew you some criticism of mine on a paper
of yours2.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G. B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. On this see Chapman (1998), especially p.48.
2. See Airy to Barlow, 7 February 1855, Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 352-4 which was critical of
Faraday (1855a), Friday Evening Discourse of 19 January 1855.

Letter 2938
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
9 February 1855
From the original in RGO6 / 470, f .59-60

Royal Institution I 9 Feby. 1855
My dear Sir

I should not like to draw a conclusion from the phenomena you
describe1 except upon more numerous and personal observations. Mr
Latimer Clarke has told me that he has evidence of currents produced in
underground wires referable (he thinks) to atmospheric inductions upon
the surface & substance of the earth at different localities & unless yours
be a constant phenomena it may be of that kind.

As to the sea water battery - you must not rely upon it before you
have tried it for some time. A change of fluids (which for a time includes
the condition of fresh fluids & fresh surfaces) may answer for a short time
& yet the new fluid may not be satisfactory in the long runu

I have not seen your letter to Mr Barlow2 yet but I have been ill &
confined to my roomu I dare say he will shew it to me in due time. In the
meantime I send you a paper from the Phil Mag3. The speculative part I
have no more opinion of than I have of the many speculations that float
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about (and must float) in mens minds but the experimental part contains
many nuts which at present are hard to crack.

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Truly I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr I &c &c &c

1. In letter 2937.
2. See note 2, letter 2937.
3. Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b].

Letter 2939
William Whewell to Faraday
12 February 1855
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.70

Trinity Lodge, Cambridge, I Feb. 12 1855
My Dear Dr Faraday

I have received papers containing your speculations on magnetism
and especially the paper in the Phil. Mag. on Magnetic Philosophy . I have
read them with great interest, as I always read your speculations; but they
require more time and leisure before I can fully possess myself of your
views. At this imperfect stage of thought, and at the risk of proposing
difficulties which your former papers have solved, will you allow me to
make a remark on your notions as there given.

Your lines of magnetic force whether or not they contain the true
theory, are an admirable way of exhibiting the facts; and I have always
ascribed the success with which you have unravelled so many very
complex phenomena to your starting from these lines. I do not say that
they do not contain the true theory, or come nearest to it; for I think we are
arriving at a point when the other two theories which you mention2 not
only cannot explain but cannot express the facts. And if the lines of
physical force come to be the only way of expressing the laws of
phenomena they must be accepted at least till they are resolved into
something elsei.i Now what I have to say is this: I do not think that the
facts of magnetism alone, even those in your new paper, are the strongest
examples or any examples of this peculiar advantage of the physical lines
of force. So long as we confine ourselves to magnetism alone (paramagnet-
ism) all the facts can be explained by the existence of two fluids. All your
facts of chambers in which the magnetic force vanishes flow easily from
that theory: for a self-repelling fluid is necessarily concentrated at edges
and points: and the theory of two mutually attracting self-repelling fluids
includes, so far as I see, all the facts by which you reduce the universal
duality of the forces. But when instead of confining ourselves to one kind
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of polarity magnetism, we take in the related polarities, electric or voltaic
currents, then your lines of force become the only way, so far as I see, of
exhibiting the facts. I can make nothing of the other theories in that case,
and I have not seen any attempt to apply them coherently. And the same
is the case with diamagnetism. I do not see that either of the other theories
enables us to explain the most obvious facts. Now what I have to say is
this; the advantage of the physical lines of force theory thus residing in its
application to diamagnetism and voltaic currents in their relation to
magnetism, it would be a great boon to the ordinary thinker if you could
explain it more fully in these relations. Your application of it to voltaic
currents always makes me wonder at the clearness and readiness with
which you conceive the relations of space, but I fear is not intelligible to
ordinary readers. It might be made so by figures, diagrams, of the physical
lines copiously used, and exhibiting many kinds of examples of the
application of your views. And the same is the case with the application of
the lines of force in diamagnetic phenomena. We - ordinary readers -
would like to see the lines of force drawn in such cases as you have given
in page 10 of this last paper3, and in many other cases. It is probable that
you have explained this matter is some of your previous papers; but it has
I conceive a special bearing upon your present attempts to show the
advantages of the lines of physical force. Your theorem (p.33) "pointing in
one direction or another is a differential action due to the convergence or
divergence of lines of force"4 &c is a very curious proposition; and seems
to me, or rather is, so far as I see, the only way of exhibiting the facts; but
it wants much development to make it intelligible to us; and I want you to
give it this development, by diagrams, copious and various, as well as by
experiment. Excuse my liberty; I want to have all possible light thrown
upon us from your abundant internal lightu

Yours always truly I W. Whewell

1. Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b]. The other papers might have included Faraday (1854e, 1855a),
Friday Evening Discourses of 6 June 1854 and 19 January 1855 respectively.
2. Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b], 3301 mentioned the aether theory and that of two magnetic
fluids.
3. That is Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b], 3315.
4. Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b], 3361.
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Letter 2940
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
14 February 1855
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/89

Trinity House London i 14 Feby 1855.
Sir,

I am directed to forward to you the accompanying Samples of White
Lead, from the parties whose names are marked thereon, who have sent
Tenders for the supply required for the Corporations service, and the
request that you will be pleased to analyze the same, and report the result
for the Board's information.

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

1. Faraday's analyses are in GL MS 30108/2/89. His report, dated 23 February 1855, was read
at Trinity House Wardens Committee, 27 February 1855, GL MS 30025/23, pp.275-6 on which
basis they awarded the contract for the supply of white lead.

Letter 2941
George Wilson to Faraday
17 February 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Elm Cottage: Edinburgh I Feb: 17:1855
Michael Faraday Esq
Dear Sir

Will you do me the honour to accept a copy of the enclosed lines on
the late Edward Forbes1. He so often exchanged expressions of esteem and
admiration for you, that the thought of him seems naturally to bring you
up, and I feel as if I owed it to you to send you these inadequate verses.

I have engaged to write his life. If from your important engagements
you could spare time enough, to indicate by a line or two, how he
deported himself, and was received as a Lecturer at the Royal Institution
I should feel deeply indebted2; but I know too well how many and
important are the demands on your time, to wonder if you decline to
accede to my request.

I remain I Yours very truly I George Wilson

1. Edward Forbes (1815-1854, DSB). Palaeontologist at the Geological Survey. A printed copy
of the poem is in IEE MS SC 2.
2. Wilson and Geikie (1861) which contains several references to Forbes and the Royal
Institution.
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Letter 29421

Faraday to William Whewell
23 February 1855
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.39

Royal Institution I 23 Feby. 1855
My dear Dr. Whewell

Your letter2 was very acceptable to me for it gives me courage, and I
am heartily thankful to you for it. I have given many figures of lines of
force at different times, and briefly refer you to them. Thus in the Paper on
Magnetic conduction (2797)3 there are figures at 2807. 2821. 2831. 2874.
28774. 2972. 29935. The paper on lines of Magnetic force (3099)6 has a plate
full of figures in reference to their delineation (3234)7 drawn from nature;
and the paper on Physical lines (3243)8 also has a plate. Still I think that, as
you suggest, figures more numerous still would be very useful. I have,
however, been in some degree deterred from pressing these matters too
hard, because I wanted to see how far that which has been advanced
might be accepted or justified; and also because I wanted to trace more
clearly to myself the origination & development of the lines of force round
a wire carrying a current; through & about a helix - without or with an iron
core; and amongst wires & helices in juxtaposition. Above all I want to
obtain some clear idea of the coercitive force, & how it is that an electro
helix, having but weak powers itself as a magnet, can raise up (or arrange)
such a powerful system of lines when an iron core is introduced. I have
other matters too in hand, regarding magnecrystallic action, which I hope
to develop soon & think may turn out well. Your recommendation,
however, shall not be forgotten & I shall probably soon begin to collect
cases for illustration.

I conclude I am right in believing that if diamagnets & diamagnetism
had been known to us before we knew any thing at all of Paramagnets &
paramagnetism, the theory of two magnetic fluids would have applied to
it, but could not then have included paramagnetism. It is this idea which
makes me earnest in speaking of chambers of little or no action & places
of weak magnetic action; for though the old theory of two fluids can
account for them, they are not the less important to me who do not believe
in that theory. I see in them proofs that the dualities must be related
externally to the magnet; & so they come in as necessary consequences of
the principles both of paramagnetic & diamagnetic action; but I hope to
make all this clearer by degrees; & my hopes are greatly strengthened by
the growing admission that the lines of magnetic force represent at present
fairly the facts of magnetism. Into what they may ultimately resolve
themselves, or to what they may lead I am sure I cannot say; but if I can
only convert the theory of magnetic fluids, & that of electric currents, into
two stools, the fall to the ground between them may be more useful than
either of them as a seat in a wrong place.
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I am I My dear Dr. Whewell I Yours faithfully I M Faraday

1. This letter is black-edged due to the death of Edward Barnard on 4 January 1855.
2. Letter 2939.
3. Faraday (1851d), ERE26.
4. Faraday (1851d), ERE26, 2807, 2821, 2831, 2874, 2877.
5. Faraday (1851e), ERE27, 2972, 2993.
6. Faraday (1852b), ERE28, 3099.
7. Faraday (1852c), ERE29,3234.
8. Faraday (1852d), [ERE29a].

Letter 2943
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
27 February 1855
From the original in UB MS NS 416
My dear Faraday,

From the very long silence I have kept, you will draw all sorts of
conclusions, but I am quite sure, that none of them proves to be correct, for
the simple reason that even Mr. Schoenbein himself cannot account for his
taciturnity. I have been neither unwell, nor low-spirited nor overbusy, nor
any thing else that could have prevented me from breaking it sooner, and
least of all, I have forgotten my dear and amiable friend at the Royal
Institution.

But if I have not written to -1 have written, at least, about you and
in telling you so much I have revealed to you an author's secret which I
beg you however to keep as yet to yourselft.j The matter stands thus: I
have been composing a book these last six months, certainly not a
scientific one, for doing such a thing suits, as you well know, neither the
taste nor the powers of your friend; it is a sort of "quodlibet" or as the
musical term runs a "pot pourri" i.e. a most variegated motley of things1.
You recollect perhaps the trip I made to Munich and Vienna some time
ago2, and its having turned out so very pleasant induced me to try my
graphic powers with the view of making Mrs Schoenbein and the girls, as
it were, partners of my journey.

Wives and Children are very partial judges of the litterary produc-
tions of their husbands and fathers and you will therefore not be surprized
when I tell you that my excellent helpmate and young ladies made no
exception to the rule. They found, indeed, every thing I had written and
read to them so very excellent that they started one day the idea of having
my scribbling published. However great my dislike to bookmaking is and
how little I care for gaining laurels in the line of authorship, I at last
yielded to the entreaties of my darlings, that is to say, promised to try what
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I could do in the matter. And, indeed, I have finished the work and a copy
legibly and nicely written out lies in my desk, but when it will go to the
printer and published, that is a thing, which I cannot tell.

You will laugh, when I inform you that in spite of the embryonic state
of my spiritual child, I have already baptized and given it the name
"Glosses on Men and Things by an elderly Man". This title has, as you see,
elasticity enough and I will not conceal it from you that I have made full
use of its vagueness, having thronged all sorts of reflections and queer
ideas into the opusculum.

On account of its motley character I should like you could read that
strange composition, but it being written in german, I am afraid its
contents will never come to your knowledge.

It is, however, time to return to yourself and tell you in what manner
I have written about you. In the above mentioned book there is a little
chapter bearing the title "Fachsmaenner"3, gallice "Specialites" and
anglice perhaps - but I am unable to translate the word into your language,
I mean to denote by that term Men devoting their whole life and mind to
one object. By no means admiring what they call universal geniuses and
being convinced that it is the "specialites" to whom we owe every real
progress in science, arts &c. I have, with a view of proving the correctness
of my opinion, drawn up four slight sketches of such "Fachsmaenner", of
Berzelius, von Buch4, Cuvier5 and of, of, but be it spoken out, of Faraday.
I hope you will not tax me with indiscretion for having taken that liberty
and believe that in doing so your friend has been actuated by the best
motives.

As to science I have of late done nothing at all and do not recollect to
have passed a Winter so inactively and lazily as the last. When spring calls
forth again the dormant powers of the earth I hope I shall then feel too its
congenial influence and be stirred into action, for there is matter enough
to work upon and of laborers there are not too manyi.i

My colle[a]gue Professor Wiedemann an excellent philosopher has
(partly on my instigations) taken up Electrolysis again6, that fundamental
phenomenon, I used to call the true copula of Chymistry and natural
philosophy and obtained some results that seem to speak very much in
favor of my heretic opinion, according to which in all the oxysalts the
electrolysing power of the current is solely and exclusively exerted upon
their basic oxides and that there is no such thing as an oxy-compound
Ion.

I proposed Mr. Wiedemann to electrolize salts containing the same
base and acid in different proportions and see whether by the same
current different or equal quantities of metal be eliminated from such salts.
If my notion should happen to be correct, it is manifest that under the
circumstances mentioned equal quantities ought to be eliminated. The
salts as yet carefully electrolyzed are the mono- and tribasic acetates of
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lead and Mr. Wiedemann has ascertained that on electrolysing them by the
same current they yielded equal quantities of lead. I may add that in those
experiments my colle[a]gue uses as a sort of voltameter a solution of
nitrate of silver i.e. the weight of metal being eliminated from that salt as
the s<tan>dard measure of the amount of the electrolysing power of the
current employed. Now upon one equivalent of silver Mr. W. obtained one
equiv. of lead both from the neutral and tribasic acetate. Hence it seems to
follow that the current has nothing to do with the acid, in other terms that
the latter is no Anion. In my late paper "on the chemical effects of
Electricity, Heat and Light"71 have circumstancially developed my notions
on the Electrolysis of the Oxy-salts and you have perhaps taken notice of
them.

I entertain no doubt you have spent the winter in high scientific
spirits and performed some exploits in spite of the warlike mood of the
public mind8, which by the bye I do not relish at all and am inclined to
consider as madness. I hardly need tell you how happy I should feel if you
would favor me soon with your good news and not requite silence by
silence. All my family are doing well and charge me with their best
compliments to you and Mrs. Faraday, to which I join my own. Believe me
my dear Faraday for ever

Your's most truly I C.F. Schoenbein
Bale feb. 27,1855.

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday I &c &c &c i Royal Institution I
London

1. [Schoenbein] (1855).
2. See letter 2735.
3. [Schoenbein] (1855), 278-84.
4. Christian Leopold Buch (1774-1853, DSB). German geologist.
5. Georges Cuvier (1769-1832, DSB). French naturalist.
6. See Wiedemann (1852,1856).
7. Schoenbein (1854b).
8. A reference to the Anglo-French war against Russia.

Letter 2944
Faraday to John Barlow
28 February 1855
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 355-6

Royal Institution: February 28,1855.
My dear Barlow, -1 return you Airy's second note1.1 think he must

be involved in some mystery about my views and papers; at all events, his
notes mystify me. In the first, he splits the question into (a) action
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inversely as the square of the distance, and (b) metaphysics. What the first
has to do with my consideration, I cannot make out. I do not deny the law
of action referred to in all like cases; nor is there any difference as to the
mathematical results (at least, if I understand Thomson2 and Van Rees3),
whether he takes the results according to my view or that of the French
mathematicians. Why, then, talk about the inverse square of the distance?
I had to warn my audience against the sound of this law and its supposed
opposition on my Friday evening4, and Airy's note shows that the warning
was needful. I suppose all magneticians who admit differences in what is
called magnetic saturation in different bodies, will also admit that there
may be and are cases in which the law of the inverse square of the distance
may not apply to magnetic action; but such cases are entirely out of the
present consideration.

As to the metaphysical question, as it is called. If the admitted theory
of gravitation will not permit us to suppose a new body brought into
space, so that we may contemplate its effects, I think it must be but a poor
theory; but I do not want a new body for my speculations, for, as I have
said in the Friday evening paper, the motions of either planet or comet in
an ellipse is sufficient base for the strict philosophical reasoning5; and if
the theory will not permit us to ask a question about the conservation of
force, then I think it must be very weak in its legs. The matter in the second
note is quite in accordance with my views as far as it goes, only there is at
the end of it a question which arises, and remains unanswered: When the
attractive forces of the earth and moon in respect of each other diminish,
what becomes of them, i.e. of the portions which disappear?6

Ever, my dear Barlow, yours truly, I M. Faraday.

1. Airy to Barlow, 26 February 1855, Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 354-5. See also letters 2937 and
2938.
2. Thomson, W. (1854).
3. Rees (1853).
4. This warning was omitted from Faraday (1855a), Friday Evening Discourse of 19 January
1855, but a caution against theories of magnetism is in his lecture notes, RI MS F4 G46.
5. Faraday (1855a), 12-13.
6. Airy to Barlow, 3 March 1855, Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 356-7 noted that Barlow had sent this
letter to Airy ''which I return to you, but without comment".

Letter 2945
Alessandro Palagi to Faraday
1 March 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Osservatorio Astronomico I Bologna 1° Maggio 1855
Signore
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Datore di questa mia vi fara, o Signore, il mio Cugino Sigr. Dr Giulio
Bassi1, giovane distinto e appartenente ad una delle piii vecchie famiglie
della nostra Citta. Parte Egli, insieme ad un Suo fratello, per la Francia e
per l'lnghilterra a fine di diporto e d'istruzione; ed io colgo cosi favorevole
occasione per procurargli l'onore della personale vostra conoscenza, che
avra per fortuna singolarissima.

Egli mi fara cortese di presentarvi, o Signore, il noto Opuscolo Sulla
distribuzione delle correnti elettriche net conduttorf ed io mi chiamero
sommamente avventurato, se Voi vi degnerete volgere il vostro sguardo su
questo Scritto. Attendo dalla vostra benignita e dalla vostra sapienza
amorevoli conforti e saggi consigli.

Piaciavi, o Signore, di conservarmi nella preziosa vostra grazia,
mentre me pregio dell'onore di rassegnarmi con ossequio e con riverenza

I Di V. S. Illustrissima I Dev-mo ob-mo Servo I Alessandro Palagi
Monsieur I Monsieur Michel Faraday I &c. &c. &c. I London

Address: Monsieur I Monsieur Michel Faraday I &c. &c. &c. I Royal
Institution I Albemarle Street I London

TRANSLATION
Astronomical Observatory I Bologna 1st March 1855

Sir,
The person who will give this letter to you, Sir, is my Cousin, Sigr. Dr.

Giulio Bassi1, a distinguished young man who belongs to one of the oldest
families of our City. He is leaving, together with one of his brothers, for
France and England for entertainment and education; and I am thus
seizing this happy opportunity to procure for him the honour of your
personal acquaintance, which will be for him fortune indeed.

He will do me the courtesy of presenting to you, Sir, the noted little
work On the distribution of electric currents in conductors2 and I should call
myself exceedingly happy if you were to deign to glance at this work. I
expect from your goodness and knowledge, kind comforts and wise
advice.

Please, Sir, keep me in your precious grace, while I pride myself on
the honour of signing myself with homage and reverence I of you,
Illustrious Sir, I the most devoted and most obedient Servant I
Alessandro Palagi

1. Unidentified.
2. Timoteo et al. (1855).
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Letter 2946
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt to Faraday
3 March 1855
From the original in RI MS Fl I90b
Dans le moment ou je lis, mon cher et illustre Confrere, avec le plus vif
interet Vos importants et belles recherches sur la Philosophie magnetique1, je
trouve l'occasion de Vous renouveller par l'organe du Fils d'un de mes
plus intimes amis2, l'hommage de mon affectueuse admiration. Le porteur
de ces lignes Mr Schonlein, fils du Premier Medecin du Roi3, se prepare
par des voyages dans l'Europe volcanique et non volcanique (je ne prends
pas le mot dans le sens moral et politique) pour une Expedition
Scientifique qu'il compte faire dans les regions tropicales du Nouveau
Continent, a ses propres frais. II a fait de fortes etudes de Geologie, de
Physique et de la partie astronomique necessairs pour la determination
des positions a Gottingen et a Berlin. Daignez, je Vous en supplie, lui
montrer quelque interet et le recevoir avec cette bienveillance que Vous
avez montre a tant de jeunes gens que le Vieillard des Forets de I'Orinoque a
ose Vous adresser.
Votre t.h.t.ob. et I tout devoue I serviteur I Al Humboldt
Berlin, I 3 mars I 1855

Address: To I Michael Faraday Esq, RR.S. I Ord. Bor, Pour le Merite Eg I
London I 21 Albemarle Street I Al Humbolt by care I of Mr Schonlein I
From Berlin

TRANSLATION
At the moment I read, my dear and illustrious Colleague, with the greatest
interest of your important and beautiful research on the magnetic
philosophy1,1 find the occasion to renew through the services of the son of
one of my closest friends2, the homage of my affectionate admiration. The
person who is carrying these lines, Mr Schonlein, son of the First Doctor of
the King3, is preparing through expeditions into volcanic and non-volcanic
Europe (and I do not use volcanic in a political or moral sense), for a
Scientific Expedition which he is counting on making to the tropical
regions of the New Continent, at his own expense. He has made a serious
study of Geology, Physics and that part of Astronomy necessary for
determining positions, at Gottingen and in Berlin. Please show him, I
humbly ask you, some interest and receive him with the same kindness
that you have shown to so many young people that the Old Man of the
Orinoco Forests has dared to send you.
Your most humble, most obedient and I totally devoted servant I Al
Humboldt
Berlin I 3 March I 1855
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1. Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b].
2. Johann Lucas Schonlein (1793-1864, DSB). Professor of Medicine in Berlin, 1840-1859.
3. Frederick William IV.

Letter 2947
Isambard Kingdom Brunei to Faraday
6 March 18551

From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Tuesday I March 7 [sic]

My dear Sir
I want to test the efficiency of ventilation of a room built as an

experimental or specimen wardroom for hospitals to be sent out ready
made to the East2.

The room is 70 ft long 21 ft wide and a good height - it is ventilated
by mechanical means driving air rising up through the floor at six places -
along the centre and escaping through the roof - the air is driven in by a
fan placed outside the room.

Can I by some easy means fill this room with a very visible smoke gas
or dusty air (perhaps by driving it in with the fan -) - and then watch the
displacement of this visible atmosphere by the fresh air? or could you
kindly suggest some better mode or tell me how to carry out this one - it
is important that no difference of temperature should assist or impede the
ventilation as the object is to imitate what will have to be done in a hot
climate where the air injected will probably be very little cooler than that
of the chambert.]

I know that I need not say anything to induce you to assist anybody
in doing a usefull thing but nevertheless I will tell you that this is a case
peculiarly claiming assistance. I am engaged in designing and construct-
ing with all dispatch a large quantity of hospital accommodation to be sent
out and erected near the seat of war - while the materials are being
prepared this sample ward is made and will be erected by Thursday nexr
at Paddington for the inspection of the War Minister and the medical
authorities and I want on that day or on Friday to test the ventilation. I will
call on you at any time you may name today or Wednesday to take some
instruction if you will be kind enough to give your thoughts to the
subjecti.i

Yours faithfully I I.K. Brunei

Endorsed by Faraday: Wednesday \ p3 or 4 o elk
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1. Dated on the basis that letter 2948 was the reply and that 6 March 1855 was a Tuesday.
2. That is the prefabricated hospital designed by Brunei for use by the Army at Renkioi on the
Dardanelles. On this and its display at Paddington see Brunei (1870), 461-73 and Noble (1938),
203-5. See also Rolt (1957), 292-8 and Toppin (1985-6).
3. That is 8 March 1855.

Letter 29481

Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunei
6 March 1855
From the original in BrUL MS

R Institution I Tuesday I 6 Mar
My dear Brunei

I am engaged in very [word illegible] expts. which I cannot leave for
a moment2. Tomorrow I could see you after the Levee3. Say about i p 3 or
4 oclk, at 5 oclk I must be out againu

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

Endorsement: P[erson] Farraday I D[ate]. 6, March 1855

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2942.
2. See Faraday, Diary, 6 March 1855, 6:13607-26.
3. See letter 2947. Faraday was present at the levee, but not Brunei. PRO LC6 / 14.

Letter 2949
Paolo Volpicelli to Faraday
6 March 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Illustre Sig Professore

Roma il 6 Maggio 1855
Ho ricevuto per mezzo dell'ottimo Signore Roberto Abbot? la sua

pregievolissima del 9 Novembre 1854; e debbo ringraziare sommamente la
S.V. Chiarissima, per avermi procurata la conoscenza di questo signore
inglese, pieno di amabilita e d'istruzione. Avrei voluto fare molto per lui;
ma egli ha ben poco profittato di me: questo e il solo difetto del carissimo
Sig Abbott, il quale ha visitato con molta intelligenza tutto quello che vi ha
in Roma, e ne' suoi intorni d'interessante, come appunto sogliono
praticare gl'inglesi; a preferenza di ogni altra nazione. Io spero che il sig
Abbott si ricordera di me, e che vorra comandarmi neiravvenire.
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Spero altresi, illustre signor professore, che vorra ella onorarmi piii
presso onorarmi [sic] de' suoi comandi; e che quando qualche suo
conoscente si portera in Roma, vorr& diriggermelo, affinche io possa avere
la piacevole soddisfazione, di fare qualche piccola cosa per lei, e pe' suoi
amici.

Gradisca, la prego, i sentimenti dell'altissima stima, del profondo
ossequio, e della piii sincera amicizia, coi quali ho l'onore profferirmi I Di
V.S. Chiarissima I rum[ilissimo] ed obb[ientissimo] I Servo Paolo
Volpicelli
(al chiarissimo Sig Prof Cavr Faraday)

TRANSLATION
Illustrious Professor,

Rome, 6 March 1855
I have received through the excellent Mr Robert Abbott1 your most

kind letter of 9 November 1854; and I must thank you most kindly for
having procured for me the acquaintance of this most amiable and most
educated English gentleman. I would have liked to do a lot for him, but he
took very little advantage of me: this was the only defect in dear Mr
Abbott, who visited everything that there is of interest in and around
Rome, with the sort of intelligence that the English, more than any other
nation, know how. I hope that Mr Abbott will remember me and that he
will want to take advantage of me in the future.

I also hope, illustrious professor, that you will wish to honour me
again, honour me with your commands; and that when some acquain-
tance of yours comes to Rome, that you will send him to me, so that I can
have the pleasurable satisfaction of doing some little thing for you, and for
your friends.

Please accept, I beg you, the sentiments of the highest esteem, of the
deepest homage, and of the sincerest friendship, with which I have the
honour of being I of you, Dear Sir, the most humble and most obedient I
Servant I Paolo Volpicelli

1. Possibly Arthur Robert Abbott (1833-1892, DQB). Teacher who was the son of Faraday's old
friend Benjamin Abbott (1793-1870, DQB).
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Letter 2950
James Scott Bowerbank1 to Faraday
12 March 1855
From the original in RI MS Fl K6

3 Highbury Grove I Mar. 12,1855
My dear Sir

I hope you will allow us to have the pleasure of adding your name
to the list before it goes to press. If so will you favour me with a line to that
effect by the close of this weeku

I remain I My dear Sir I Yours most truly I J.S. Bowerbank
M. Faraday Esq D.C.L., FRS, &c &c

1. James Scott Bowerbank (1797-1877, DNB). Geologist.

Letter 29511

Faraday to James Scott Bowerbank2

14 March 18553

From the original in SI D MS 554A
R Institution I 14 Mar 1854 [sic]

My dear Sir
I would rather not be one of your Club at its first foundation. My

reason is that I am continually objecting to proposals to sit &c and urging
(what is true) that I dislike putting myself forward in shape or aiding in
doing so. If I were to help to found the Club I should be justly chargeable
with inconsistency on this point; so I hope you will do without me for the
present!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
J.S. Bowerbank Esq I &c &c &c

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2942.
2. James Scott Bowerbank (1797-1877, DNB). Geologist.
3. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 2950 and also that it is black-edged. See
letters 2942,2948 and 2962.
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Letter 2952
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
15 March 1855
From the original press copy in RGO6 / 470, f.61

Royal Observatory Greenwich I 1855 March 15
My dear Sir

You may perhaps remember that I troubled you a little while ago
about some galvanic currents that disturbed us1. - Upon mapping the
wires and studying the connexions, we found that there was a connexion
with a Battery not duly considered: and upon examining the Battery we
suspected imperfect insulation. So I have mounted the Battery upon
potted-meat-pots surmounted by inverted saucers, and all the strange
currents have ceased. And so ends that Great Mystery.

That imperfect insulation is an odd thing. I wonder why the power
of the battery did not go off in full force.

I am, my dear Sir, I Yours very truly I G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 2937.

Letter 2953
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
16 March 1855
From the original in RGO6 / 470, f .62

Royal Institution I 16 Mar 1855
My dear Sir

Many thanks for your note1!.] I am glad you have found out the
mystery and that Mrs. Airy['s] kitchen apparatus has turned to account. It
always interests me when some deep difficulty is aided by the application
of common things for then principle shines forth. Are your troughs made
of Gutta Percha? I suppose notu

Mr Walker2 has been telling me of your clock at the London Bridge
station, and I intend to go some day very soon & look at it. I suppose your
activity has made Le Verrier3 active also at the Paris observatory. The
announcements of changes there seem at least to look like iti.i

Ever My dear Sir I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr I &c &c &c

1. Letter 2952.
2. Charles Vincent Walker (1812-1882, DNB). Electrician. See Chapman (1998), 43-4.
3. Urbain Jean Joseph Leverrier (1811-1877, DSB). Director of the Paris Observatory,
1854-1870.
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Letter 2954
Heinrich Buff1 to Faraday
16 March 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Hoch verehrter Herr!

Vor zwei Jahren habe ich einige Versuche iiber die Electrolyse der
Silber: und Kupfer: Losungen, des reinen Wassers und der verdiinnten
Schwefelsaure bekannt gemacht, durch welche die Proportionality der
Stromstarke mit der Zersetzung, innerhalb sehr weiter Granzen Bestati-
gung erhielt2. Dieselbe Frage ist seitdem wieder von verschiedenen
Physikern und in verschiedenem Sinne discutirt worden. Eine allgemeine
Geltung des electrolytischen Gesetzes wurde insbesondere hinsichtlich
der Wasserzersetzung bestritten. Hierdurch veranlasst, habe ich mich
ebenfalls wieder mit diesem Gegenstande beschaftigt. Es ist mir gelungen,
mit Hiilfe Wollaston'scher3 Spitzen4 die Zersetzung des Wassers und der
wassrigen Losungen durch electrische Strome sichtbar zu machen, welche,
wenn sie ganz zur Electrolyse verwendet werden, doch nicht mehr als 2,14
C.C. Wasserstoff im Laufe eines ganzen Jahres, d.h. stiindlich den vierten
Theil eines Cubick-Millimeters zu liefern vermogen. Diese Angaben sind
durch die denselben zu Grunde liegenden Messungen, welche ich der
Offentlichkeit iibergeben habe, wie ich glaube genugend gerechtf ertigt. Sie
durften daher wohl geeignet sein die Annahme zu widerlegen, dass das
Wasser einen in Betracht kommenden Theil des galvanischen Stroms, nach
Art der Metalle zu leiten, im Stande sei.

Wenn man freilich das Verhalten der gemeinen Electricitat in
Betracht nimmt, wenn man bedenkt, wie geringe Mengen dieser Elec-
tricitat erfordert werden um sehr bedeutende Spannungs-Effecte
hervorzubringen, so bleibt immer noch die Moglichkeit, dass ein,
allerdings sehr kleiner und vielleicht durch die Magnetnadel gar nicht
messbarer, aber immerhin ein Theil des electrischen Fluidums durch das
Wasser in ahnlicher Weise wie durch Metalldrahte geleitet werde.

Hinsichtlich dieses Punktes ist es mir nun kiirzlich gegliickt einige
zum Theil neue Erfahrungen zu sammlen, welche ich mir erlaube Ihrer
Beachtung vorzulegen; in der Hoffnung dass sie auch in Ihren Augen dazu
beitragen werden, den Umfang der Geltung jenes wichtigen Gesetzes,
durch dessen Entdeckung Sie zur Verstandniss der chemischen Wirkun-
gen des electrischen Stroms die einzige ganz allgemeine und zugleich die
festeste Grundlage gegeben haben, um ein Bedeutendes zu erweitern.

Wenn die beiden Conductoren der Electrisi[e]rmachine durch einen
Multiplicatordraht in ununterbrochne Metallverbindung gesetzt werden,
so wird bekanntlich der Ubergang beider Electricitaten zu einander so
vollstandig vermittelt, dass durch Annaherung der Hand an den einen
oder andern der Conductoren, ja selbst durch Beriihrung, Electricitat in
wahrnehmbarer Menge nicht abgeleitet werden kann. D.h. die Stellung
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der Galvanometernadel wird dadurch nicht merklich verandert. Der
durch den Draht laufende Strom hat also ganz die Beschaffenheit eines
galvanischen Stroms angenommen.

Mittelst einer Scheibenmaschine von 32 Pariser Zoll Durchmesser
der Glasscheibe konnte ich bei dieser Art ScWiessung Strome erzeugen,
welche die Nadel des von mir benutzten Galvanometers (einer Tangenten-
bussole) um 20 bis 24° ablenkten. Galvanische Strome von dieser Starke
wirken auf das Wasser ganz dem electrolytischen Gesetze entsprechend
und zwar erhalt man auf 20° Ablenkung stiindlich fast genau 0,01 C.C.
Wasserstoffgas. Erfahrung und Rechnung zeigen sich so weit in befriedi-
gender Ubereinstimmung. Eine gleich kraftige Wasserzersetzung glaubte
ich daher von der Einwirkung der gemeinen Electricitat erwarten zu
diirfen. Auch schien diese Annahme gerechtfertigt zu werden, als
destillirtes Wasser in den Schliessungsbogen der Conductoren einges-
chlossen wurde und man zu den Electroden Platinspitzen nahm. Vor dem
Wasserestoffpole erhob sich, genau so wie unter der Einwirkung einer
galvanischen Kette, bei gleicher Stromkraft eine ununterbrochne Saule
aussertst feiner Gasblaschen, wahrend die von dem Sauerstoffpole
aufsteigende Gaslinie unverkennbar weniger massenhaft war, auch die
Folge der einzelnen Blaschen viel deutlicher erkennen Hess. Erschei-
nungen von demselben Charakter konnten iibrigens auch durch
schwachere Reibungsstrome hervorgerufen werden und blieben selbst
dann noch wahrnehmbar als nach allmalinger Abnutzung und Bestau-
bung der Reibzeuge die Nadel kaum noch einen Strom anzeigte.

In denselben Schliessungsbogen wurden nach Wiederherstellung der
Maschine zugleich mit dem Wasser, verdiinnte Schwefelsaure und
Losungen yon Glaubersalz und Kupfervitriol eingeschaltet; und zwar so,
dass der Ubergang von der einen Fliissigkeit zur andern durch Wollas-
ton'sche Spitzen stattfand. In welcher Ordnung nun diese Fliissigkeiten
aufeinander folgen mochten; die drei erst genannten verhielten sich stets
in ganz gleicher Weise, und so wie vorher fur das Wasser beschrieben
wurde. In der Kupferlosung entwickelte sich Gas nur an der Sauerstoff-
Electrode. Nachdem die Einwirkung zwei Stunden gedauert hatte konnte
man aber auch den Kupferabsatz an der negativen Electrode sehr deutlich
erkennen. Dieses Verhalten der Kupferlosung haben Sie in den Experi-
mental-Untersuchungen namentlich hervorgehoben und als chemisch
electrische Zersetzung erkannt. Somit ist wohl kaum zu bezweiflen, dass
die gleichzeitigen Vorgange in den andern Fliissigkeiten ebenfalls electro-
lytisch waren.

Gleichwohl habe ich nicht unterlassen die Gase selbst auf ihre Natur
zu priifen. Zu diesem Zwecke diente ein enges, nur ILinie weites
Glasrohr, an dessen oberem [sic] Ende ein Platindraht in der Art
eingeschmolzen war dass er etwa drei Linien weit frei in das Innere
eindrang. Dieses Rohr mit reinem luftfreiem Wasser gefiillt, wurde mit
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dem unteren offnen Ende in ein Glas mit Wasser eingetaucht. Dann liess
man reines Wasserstoffgas in den oberen Raum treten, bis die Fliissigkeit
4 oder 5 Linien unter das Ende des Platindrahts herabgesunken war. So
entstand ein kleiner eudiometrischer Apparat in welchem, wie ich mich
durch Vorversuche iiberzeugte, die geringste messbare Menge Sauerstoff
angezeigt wurde, indem sie eine verhaltnissmassige Menge des Wasserst-
offs unter dem Einflusse eines durch den Platindraht geleiteten
Funkenstroms verschwinden machte.

In diesem Eudiometer-Rohr wurde nun abwechselnd das von der
negativen und das von der positiven Platinspitze aufsteigende Gas
gesammelt, und jedes besonders auf seine Beschaffenheit gepriift. So
iiberzeugte ich mich durch wiederholte Versuche, dass an der einen Spitze
nur Wasserstoff, an der andern nur Sauerstoff entbunden wurde. Die
einzelnen Versuche erforderten ein[e] lange Zeit fortgesetztes Drehen der
Scheibe, zum Theil aus dem Grande, weil die Wirksamkeit meiner
Electrisirmaschine nicht lange ungeschwacht aushielt. Um z.B. 2 Linien
Wasserstoffgas zu sammlen bedurfte es 4 Stunden Arbeit.

Das Resultat blieb in der Qualitat und, soweit man aus der fur die
Gewinnung des Gases erforderlichen Zeit ein Utrheil ziehen durfte, auch
in der Quantitat ganz gleich, wenn man die vorher gut leitende
Verbindung der beiden Conductoren der Maschine durch eine kurze
Luftschicht unterbrach. Erst als nach allmaliger Vergrosserung der
Unterbrechungsstelle die Platinspitzen zu leuchten anfingen, tratt [sic]
auch im Verhaltniss der Gasentwicklung eine auffallendere Veranderung
ein. Die Gasmenge vermehrte sich, um so bedeutender, je tiefer, bei
verstarkten Schlagen die von der Spitze ausstromende ziingelnde Flamme
in das Wasser eindrang; dabei wurden die Gasblasen mit Gewalt nach
alien Richtungen umhergeschleudert. Allerdings erhielt man jetzt an
beiden Drahtspitzen ein Gemenge von Sauerstoff und Wasserstoff; allein
die eudiometrische Probe zeigte, sobald nur der Versuch lange genug
fortgesetzt worden war, entschieden auf der positiven Seite einen
Uberschuss von sauerstoff, auf der negativen einen Uberschuss von
Wasserstoff. Es ist hieraus wohl kaum eine andere Folgerung zu ziehen,
als dass der Wollaston'sche Versuch ein zusammengesetztes Phanomen
darstellt, wobei die stets vorhandene Electrolyse von einer bald mehr, bald
weniger starken durch Erhitzung bewirkten Zersetzung begleitet ist.

Jene chemisch electrische Zersetzung bleibt selbst dann nicht aus,
wenn auch nur eine einzige Wollaston'sche Spitze, und ausser dieser keine
andere Electrode in das Wasser taucht. Ich habe diesen sonderbaren
Versuch, dessen Sie in der dritten Reihe Ihrer Experimental-Untersuchun-
gen5 Erwahnung thun, in folgender Weise wiederholt. Ein zugespitzter
Platindraht wurde aus einiger Entfernung gegen die Oberflache des
Wasserbeckens gerichtet, in welchem die Wollastonsche Spitze unter dem
Eudiometer-Rohr so aufgestellt war, dass das sich entbindende Gas
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gesammelt und dann gepriift werden konnte. War nun der zugespitzte
Draht mit dem positiven Conductor, die Platinspitze mit dem negativen in
leitender Verbindung, so entwickelte sich an der letzteren reines Wasser-
stoffgas; im umgekehrten Falle erhielt man Sauerstoffgas. Der andere
Bestandtheil des Wassers musste sich folglich an der die Wasseroberflache
beriihrenden, durch den zugespitzten Draht electrisirten Luftschicht
ausgeschieden haben. Die Richtigkeit dieses Schlusses wird durch den
folgenden Versuch noch direkter bewiesen.- Der zugespitzte Draht wurde
in ein zweites Eudiometer-Rohr eingeschmolzen, welches von gleicher
Weite mit dem friiheren war, und wie dieses theilweise mit Wasser und
dariiber soweit mit Wasserstoff gefullt wurde, dass das Ende des Drahts
5-6 Linien von der Wasserflache entfernt stand. Als nun das aus dem
Glasrohr hervortretende Drahtende mit dem negativen Conductor ver-
bunden wurde, die Wollastonsche Spitze aber mit dem positiven, so
vermehrte sich die Gasmenge im zweiten Eudiometer-Rohr. Sie nahm
dagegen ab, sobald man umgekehrt verfuhr, und das Drahtende zu dem
positiven Conductor leitete. Bei dem letzten dieser Versuche war gleich-
zeitig das von der Wollaston'schen Spitze (die diesmal mit dem negativen
Conductor verbunden war) aufsteigende Gas aufgefangen worden. Dabei
zeigte sich nun, dass die Gasmenge in diesem Rohr ungefahr in demselben
Verhaltnisse zunahm, als sie sich in dem andern vermindert hatte. Gase
wenn sie, wie in diesen Versuchen durch eine verstarkte electrische
Spannung die Fahigkeit angenommen haben, das electrische Fluidum
uberzufiihren, konnen also ahnlich den metallischen Oberflachen die
Rolle einer Electrode iibernehmen6.

Genehmigen Sir schliesslich verehrter Herr die Versicherung der
ausgezeigneten [sic] Hochachtung womit ich die Ehre

habe zu zeichnen. I H. Buff
Giessen am 16ten Marz I 1855.

TRANSLATION from the original in IEE MS SC 2
Letter addressed to Prof Faraday i by H. Buff I Professor of Physics in the
University of I Giessen
Dear Sir,

Two years ago I published some researches upon the electrolysis of
silver and Copper solutions, of pure water and dilute sulphuric acid, from
which the dependence of the amount of decomposition upon the strength
of the current received Confirmation within very wide limits2. This same
question has since been discussed by different physicists and from
different points of view. The general application of the electrical law has
however been disputed particularly with respect to the decomposition of
water. Induced by this circumstance I have been again occupied in the
examination of this subject. I have succeeded by the aid of Wollaston's3
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points4 in rendering evident the decomposition of water and of aqueous
solutions by the electric current, which if entirely used for electrolysis does
not liberate more than 2.14 Cubic Centimetres of hydrogen in the course of
a whole year, i.e. the fourth part of a cubic millimetre per hour. These
statements are I think sufficiently justified by those which I have
published, upon which they are founded. They seem therefore well
calculated to refute the assumption that water is capable of conducting an
appreciable portion of the galvanic current like metal.

On considering the deportment of common electricity and reflecting
how small a quantity of this electricity is required in order to produce very
considerable effects of tension, the mind is impressed with the possibility
that a certain portion of the electric fluid small indeed and perhaps no
longer measurable by a magnetic needle, is conducted by water, in the
same way as by metallic wires.

With regard to this point I have recently succeeded in collecting some
new facts, which I may be permitted to bring under your notice: in the
hope that they may in your eyes also, contribute to the further
confirmation of that important law, by the discovery of which you have
laid, at once the most general and the firmest foundation for the
comprehension of the chemical action of the electric current.

If the two conductors of an electrical machine be placed in unbroken
metallic union by a galvanometer wire, it is well known, that the passage
of the two Electricities from one to the other is so completely effected, that
even by touching either of the conductors with the hand, electricity is not
carried off to any appreciable extent, i.e. the position of the needle of the
galvanometer does not become perceptibly changed. The current passing
through the wire has therefore essentially acquired the nature of a galvanic
current.

By the use of a plate machine of 32 parisian inches in diameter, and
by closing the circuit in this way I was enabled to produce a current which
deflected the needle of the galvanometer which I employed (a tangential
needle) 20° to 24°. Galvanic currents of this strength act upon water in a
manner quite in accordance with the law of electrolysis, and in fact by a
current deflecting the needle 20°, very nearly 0.01 of a cubic centimetre of
hydrogen is collected per hour. Experiment and theory thus agree
perfectly in this respect. I thought therefore that I might reasonably expect
an equally powerful decomposition of water by common electricity And
this opinion appeared to be justified, for on interposing distilled water as
a part of the circuit of the conductors, and using platinum points as the
Electrodes, there arose from the negative pole (just as by the action of a
galvanic current of equal strength) an unbroken series of bubbles of gas,
whilst the stream of gas rising from the positive pole was unmistakably
less coherent and the succession of the individual bubbles much more
distinctly recognisable. Effects of the same character could be produced
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also by weaker frictional currents and remained perceptible even when the
needle scarcely indicated the passage of a current, after the gradual
wearing of the rubber and its becoming covered with dust. Into the same
closed circuit after the restoration of the machine dilute sulphuric acid,
and solutions of glauber's salts and of sulphate of Copper, were
introduced with the coating in such a manner that the passage from the
one fluid to the other took place through the Wollaston's points.

Now, in whatever order these solutions followed each other, the three
above mentioned always comported themselves in a perfectly similar way,
and as has been described in the case of water. In the copper solution gas
was only disengaged at the positive electrode, but after the action had
been continued for two hours the deposition of copper on the negative
Electrode could be very distinctly perceived. This deportment of copper
solutions you have specially brought forward in your "experimental
researches" and recognised as an electro-chemical decomposition. Hence it
can scarcely be doubted that the simultaneous actions in the other fluids
were likewise electrolytic.

I have however, not omitted to examine the nature of the cases
themselves. For this purpose I employed a narrow glass tube (only loth of
an inch in diameter) into the upper end of which a platinum wire was
sealed in such a way that it projected within the tube to the extent of about
a quarter of an inch. This tube was filled with pure water free from air, and
inverted in a glass of water. Then pure hydrogen gas was allowed to rise
to the upper end, until the fluid had sunk about half an inch below the end
of the platinum wire. Thus was obtained a small eudiometrical apparatus
in which, as I had convinced myself by previous trials, the smallest
measureable quantity of oxygen could be indicated since it would produce
an appreciable diminution of the hydrogen under the influence of an
Electric spark passed between the platinum wires.

In this eudiometric tube the gases disengaged from the positive and
negative platinum poles were now collected. In this way I convinced
myself by repeated experiments that from the one pole only hydrogen,
and from the other only oxygen was disengaged. Each individual
experiment required the turning of the plate to be continued for a very
long time, partly because my electrical machine did not retain its state of
activity for a long time undiminished. In order e.g. to collect Ith of an inch
of hydrogen gas four hours work was necessary.

The result remained the same as to quality, and as far as an opinion
could be formed from the small quantity of gas disengaged in the
necessary time also as respects quantity, whether the conductors of the
machine be joined as in the preceding experiments by a good conducting
union, or interrupted by a short stratum of air: only on gradually
increasing the interrupting space the platinum points began to become
incandescent and a remarkable change took place in the disengagement of
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gas. The quantity of gas increased in the same measure as the lambent
flame emanating from the points, during the augmented changes
penetrated deeper into the water; and the bubbles of gas were tumul-
tuously disengaged in all directions. A mixture of oxygen and hydrogen
was now collected from the points of both wires, but the eudiometrical
examination indicated, as soon as the experiment had been continued long
enough, that at the positive pole an excess of oxygen, and on the negative
an excess of hydrogen was liberated. There is scarcely any other inference
that can be drawn from this observation than that Wollaston's experiment
is a mixed phenomenon, that the regular electrolysis which is always
going on is accompanied by a more or less powerful decomposition
produced by the heating of the electrodes.

This electro-chemical decomposition does not cease even when only
a single Wollaston's point and no other electrode is immersed into the
water. I have repeated this curious experiment, which you have
mentioned in the third volume [sic] of your 'Experimental Researches'5, in
the following way. A pointed platinum wire was arranged at a short
distance from the surface of a vessel of water in which the Wollaston's
point was so placed under the eudiometer tube that the gas disengaged
from it could be collected and subsequently examined. The pointed wire
was now placed in contact with the positive conductor, and the platinum
point with the negative, when pure hydrogen was liberated upon the
latter, whilst under the reversed circumstances oxygen gas was then
liberated.

The other constituent of the water must have been drawn off by the
pointed wire into the electrified atmosphere, between it and the surface of
the water. The correctness of this conclusion is proved by the following
experiment. The pointed wire was fused into a second eudiometer tube of
the same width as the former, and like it, partly filled with water, and
above it with just so much hydrogen that the end of the wire stood at
about half an inch distant from the surface of the water. Now when the
end of the wire projecting from the glass tube was connected with the
negative conductor, and the Wollaston's point with the positive, the
volume of gas increased in the second eudiometer tube. On the other hand
a diminution was observed when the circumstances were reversed, and
the end of the wire united with the positive conductor. In the latter of these
experiments the gas rising simultaneously from the Wollaston's point
(which in this instance was connected with the negative Conductor) was
simultaneously collected. It was then observed that the quantity of gas in
this tube had increased, in the same proportion, as it had diminished in the
other. Gases, when by an increased electrical tension (as in these
experiments) they have acquired the power of conducting the electric
fluid, thus become capable of playing the part of electrodes like metallic
surfaces6.
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Believe me I dear Sir I Yours very sincerely I H. Buff
Giessen March 16,1855

1. Heinrich Buff (1805-1878, NDB). Professor of Physics at Giessen from 1838.
2. Buff (1853).
3. William Hyde Wollaston (1766-1828, DSB). Man of science.
4. That is wire sealed into glass tubes. See Wollaston (1801), 430-1.
5. This would appear to be a reference to Faraday (1833a), ERE3, 327.
6. Faraday discussed this letter in Faraday (1855e), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 May 1855,
p.124.

Letter 2955
Peter Theophilus Riess to Faraday
20 March 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
My dear Sir

The interesting experiments of Mr. Latimer Clark, published under
the aegis of Your great name in the last number of the Philos. magazine1,
together with the consequences drawn by the late Melloni, incline me to
the following remarks. Melloni's conclusion, the velocity of propagation of
the electricity to be independent of the electric density, appears to me not
justified; on the contrary I incline to the view, that the velocity of electricity
is proportional to its density. I believe, I have experiment to corroborate
the result deduced by me from inquiries made sixteen years ago on the
production of heat in the circuit of the Leyden battery. Then I maintained
that the time of discharge of the battery is directly proportionate to the
quantity of accumulated electricity, and inversely proportionate to its
density. I have represented the time of discharge of the battery in §.436 of
my treatise on frictional electricity by the relation b(l /b + V)q/y2. The
letter b and V depend of the nature of the metallic conductor, q is the
quantity of electricity accumulated in the battery, y its density. It is evident
by this expression, that, if the quantity of electricity 1 is brought in one jar
and the quantity 2 in two jars, if the discharge of the first jar through a
given conductor results in the time 1, the two jars will be discharged in the
time 2; that on the contrary the time of discharge will remain 1, if the
quantity 2 is accumulated in one jar. In the last case q as well as y have
been duplicated, and the value of the fraction q/y is not altered. This case,
I believe, furnishes an explanation of Clark's experiments. If we make the
supposition, very plausible considering the great velocity of electricity,
that the chemical action in Bains3 telegraph will commence only after the
transmission of the whole quantity of electricity evolved at each instant on
each pole of the voltaic battery, the telegraph in Clarks experiments began
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to mark, when, by using the smaller battery, a certain quantity with certain
density had passed the telegraph, and, by using the larger battery, when
an nfold quantity with partly the nfold density had passed the telegraph.
The law above announced, though found for the Leyden battery and
hypothetically referred to the voltaic battery, informs that the time of
discharge of the battery is the same in both cases, and it follows that the
time for the progress of the discharge from the nearer to the further end of
the long wire must be the same both for the smaller and the larger
battery.

You remark, my dear Sir, that Melloni shortly before his death, was
about to publish facts, by which he hoped to demonstrate clearly the
errors of conclusions, arrived at by Coulomb, Poisson and others
respecting electrostatic induction4. It is to be regretted, that he has really
accomplished his intention. He sent on that subject a letter (dated 12 July
1854) to Baron Humboldt, and Humboldt communicated it to the
Academy of Berlin, where I was acquainted with it5. Melloni undertakes to
prove, that an inducteous body, during the presence of the inductric,
receives only electricity of the same kind with the latter, and that the
electricity of the opposite kind is only evolved after the remotion of the
inductric body. Just the same view has been pronounced long ago in
Germany, but has been left as wholly untenable and as produced only by
misinterpreted experiments.

Melloni has communicated these inquiries also to Mr. Regnault, and
You will find them published in the Comptes rendus de l'academie de
Paris vol. 39 p.l776u

I have the honour to remain with the greatest veneration I Yours P.
Riess
Berlin 20 March 1855. I Spandau Strasse

Address: Professor Michael Faraday I member of all Academies of Science
I London I (royal Institution).

1. Faraday (1855c).
2. Riess (1853), 1: 411-2.
3. Alexander Bain (1810-1877, DNB). Telegraph engineer.
4. Faraday (1855c), 163.
5. See Bericht.Akad.Wiss.Berlin, 1854, p.431.
6. Melloni (1854a).
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Letter 2956
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
22 March 1855
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/89

Trinity House, I 22nd March 1855.
My dear Sir,

Herewith I send you three Samples of the White Lead, delivered by
the Contractor, which have been taken at hazard from different kegs; And
which I have to request you will analyze, and favor the Elder Brethren by
reporting the result, at your convenience1.

I am I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: See Communication of date 14 Feby. 18552

1. Faraday's analyses are in GL MS 30108/2/89 with a note that he reported them on 27 March

2. Letter 2940.

Letter 2957
Faraday to Edwin Atherstone1

26 March 1855
From the original in Somerset Record Office, DD/SAS G/3016

Royal Institution I 26 March 1855
My dear Sir

I thank you for your ticket -1 cannot be there - but if I can find any
one worthy of hearing you I shall take the liberty of giving your ticket to
himt.i

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
Edwin Atherstone Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Edwin Atherstone Esq I &c &c &c I 17 Edward Street I Portman
Square

1. Edwin Atherstone (1788-1872, DNB). Writer and poet.
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Letter 2958
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
28 March 1855
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/89

Trinity House, London I 28th March 1855
My dear Sir,

The Elder Brethren having it in contemplation to try the prepared
Zinc experimentally by painting two or three of the Light Houses this year
with that preparation in lieu of White Lead, I am directed to transmit to
you the accompanying Sample of Zinc Paint, in the state for mixing, which
has been submitted as that which it is proposed to use, in the trial referred
to; and to signify their request that you will favor them by analyzing the
same and reporting the result, at your convenience1.

I remain I My dear Sir I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L

1. Faraday's analysis is in GL MS 30108/2/89.

Letter 2959
Alessandro Palagi to Faraday
28 March 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Signore

Con questo corso di posta riceverete, o Signore, un Opuscolo che ha
per titolo Sulla distribuzione delle correnti elettriche net conduttori1. Questo
lavoro, fatto in compagnia del Padre Bertelli2, mio concittadino ed amico,
ci e sembrato degno di vedere la luce e ci e parso ancora che in se contenga
dei germi profittevoli alia Scienza della elettricita. Noi pero attendiamo il
giudizio imparziale e sapiente degli uomini dotti; siccome Voi siete
intimamente persuasi che, quand'anche trovaste questi nostri studii privi
d'interesse e di ne'un valore, non ce ne dareste biasimo, apprezzando in
noi, non fosse altro, il buon volere.

E gia un anno ch'io ho terminato, o Signore, una Serie di nuovi
esperimenti eseguiti con macchine di mia invenzione, co' quali mi pare di
provare fisicamente e logicamente che le tensioni elettriche, che i corpi
isolati acquistano nel muoversi, non sono dipendenti e generate da
confricazione dell'aria contro corpi solidi; non da elettricita ad'influenza o
propria dell'atmosfera; non dal passare i corpi co'loro moti per i strati
atmosferici diversamente e a vario grado elettrizzati; non da elettricita
animale o di attrito comunque sviluppata o dalle macchine stasse, o dalle
resti o dai movimenti dello sperimentatore: ma derivare sibbene quelle
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tensioni elettriche dall'azione scambievole dei corpi nell'avvicinarsi, o
nell'allontanarsi reciprocamente.

Queste mie sperienze non le ho neanche pubblicate per la molta
opposizione che mi viene fatta dai Professori dell'Universita dai quali si
sostiene che la elettricita atmosferica non appartiene alia Meteorologia, ma
alia Fisica; eppero che io voglio entrare nell'altrui messe. Quasi che le
Scienze fossero privativa di tale o tal'altra cattedra! E non vale il dire che
un tal genere di elettricita, giusto perche atmosferica, appartiene dir-
ettamente alia Meteorologia; che di tale elettricita trattano ex professo tutti
i Meteorologi; che tutti i Fisici nei loro Trattati pongono quanto risguarda
all'elettricita atmosferica nel trattato speciale di Meteorologia, e cosi non
vale l'addurre qualsiasi altra ragione; che dai Professori dall'Universita,
approfittando dell'ignoranza dei Superiori, si cerca ad ogni costo, e contro
ancora il proprio convincimento, di recarmi noja; d'ingenerarmi imbar-
azzi; di rendermi avversi gli altrui Spiriti e di tenermi sempre invilito ed
oppresso.

Nel corso di questa opposizione ingrata e di questa guerra maligna
fui tentato piu volte di pubblicare a mio onore la lettera dottissima, che
aveste la bonta, o Signore, d'inviarmi il 7 Nov. 1853; ma poi me ne astenni
per timore di recarvi dispiacere in farlo senza il vostro assenso. La
rinomanza, che meritamente voi godete, o Signore, qui da noi, non solo,
ma per tutto il mondo, farebbe stata a mia difesa un baluardo
inespugnabile; il consiglio, che Voi mi date, o Signore, di proseguire in
quegli studii avrebbe convinto e i miei Superiori, e miei concittadini di non
trattarsi gia di ameni e futili studii, ma sibbene di studii seri ed
importanti.

Perdonate, o Signore, se vi ho scritto troppo a lungo e preoccupato
troppo di me medesimo; la vostra bonta e il vostro sapere mi han fatto
animo; sento troppo il bisogno di essere da Voi, o Signore, protetto ed
animato!

Abbiatemi pertanto nella vostra grazia, o Signore, e credetemi pieno
di altissima stima e profonda venerazione I Di Voi, illustre Signore I Dev-
mo obb-mo Servo I Allessandro Palagi
Bologna 28 Marzo 2855
Al Chiarissimo Signore I Sigr. Michele Faraday I Membro della Societa
Reale di I Londra

TRANSLATION
Sir,

Through the post you will receive, Sir, a little work which is entitled
On the distribution of electric currents in conductors1. This work, written in
the company of Padre Bertelli2, my fellow citizen and friend, seemed to us
worthy of seeing the light of day, and seemed to us to contain a few germs
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of benefit to the Science of Electricity. We, however, await the impartial
and wise judgement of gifted men, such as yourself; and we are intimately
convinced that even if you found our private studies of little interest and
value, you would never censure us, appreciating at least our good will.

It is already a year since I completed, Sir, a series of new experiments,
carried out on machines of my own invention, which seemed to prove
physically and logically that the electrical tensions which isolated bodies
acquire in moving, are not dependent or generated by the friction of air
against solid bodies; nor by electricity influenced by or of the atmosphere,
nor by the movement of bodies through atmospheric strata diversly
electrified or electrified to differing degrees; nor from animal electricity or
friction from any source; nor from the machines themselves, or from the
resting or movement of the experimenter: but that these electrical tensions
derive from the mutual action of bodies in drawing near and being drawn
away reciprocally.

These experiments of mine have not yet been published because of
the great opposition of the Professors of the University who maintain that
atmospheric electricity does not belong to Meteorology, but to Physics;
and that I am treading on other people's territory. Almost as if the Sciences
were a private thing belonging to this or that professorial chair! And it is
not worth saying that this type of electricity belongs directly to
Meteorology; that all Meteorologists deal ex professo with this type of
electricity; that all Physicists in their treatises put anything regarding
atmospheric electricity in a special treatise on Meteorology and therefore
there needs to be no other reason; but the Professors of the University,
profiting from the ignorance of their Superiors, find at any cost, and
against their own conviction, ways of causing me trouble, of causing me
difficulties, of turning others against me and of keeping me dejected and
oppressed.

In the course of this disagreeable opposition and this maligning war
I was tempted on several occasions, for my own honour, to publish the
very learned letter that you had the kindness to send me, Sir, on 7 Nov.
1853, but I abstained for fear of displeasing you in doing so without your
consent. The respect that you deservedly command, Sir, not just here
among us, but in the whole world, would have been an unassailable
bulwark in my defence; the advice that you give me, Sir, on how I should
continue in these studies will carry weight with my superiors and will
persuade my fellow citizens that it is not a question of amusing and futile
studies, but studies that are serious and important.

Please excuse, Sir, that I have written at such length and have been
preoccupied with myself; your kindness and your knowledge have given
me courage; I very much feel the need, Sir, for your protection and
friendship!
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Please keep me in the meantime in your grace, Sir, and believe me to
be full of the highest esteem and profound veneration, illustrious Sir, Your
most devoted and most obedient Servant I Alessandro Palagi
Bologna, 28 March 2855
To Mr I Mr Michael Faraday I Member of the Royal Society of I London

1. Timoteo et al. (1855).
2. Bertelli Barnabita. Otherwise unidentified.

Letter 2960
Faraday to William MacKenzie1

30 March 1855
From the original in the possession of Dennis Embleton

Royal Institution I 30 Mar 1855
Sir

I hasten to acknowledge your letter & the compliment which it
conveys but that which you propose does not fall in with the tenor of my
occupations or inclinations!.] I have never felt inclined to proceed further
in authorship than is needful to write my own papers at least not for many
years pastu

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
W. Mackenzie Esqr I &c &c &c

1. William MacKenzie. Publisher in Glasgow. Otherwise unidentified.

Letter 2961
Faraday to Henry Deacon
31 March 1855
From the original in Southwark Local Library Deeds 5585

Royal Institution I 31 Mar 1855
My dear Sir

I received your letter & since then your papers from Mrs. Deacon1 &
am very much obliged to you. It looks well so well that my wife has it in
reading trusting to understand it. Next week we go into the country & I
intend taking it as one of the things to read up. I trust you are getting on
well in the manufactory matters.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
H. Deacon Esqr I &c &c &c
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1. Emma Deacon, nee Wade. See DNBmp under Henry Deacon.

Letter 29621

Faraday to Harriet Fellows2

2 April 1855
From the original in WIHM MS 5634

Mr Faraday present his compliments & very sincere thanks to Lady
Fellows for the Cocoons & silk for which he is very grateful. Tomorrow he
will take them to Hastings & there occupy himself by winding the silk off
& thinking of its uses3. They promise exceedingly well for his purpose.
Royal Institution I 2 April 1855

1. This letter is black-edged. See note 1, letter 2942.
2. Harriet Fellows, olim Knight (d.1874, age 65, GRO). Married the traveller and archaeologist
Charles Fellows (1799-1860, DNB) in 1848. See under his DNB entry.
3. See Faraday, Diary, 28 and 29 March 1855, 6:13728-31 where Faraday noted the problems
he was experiencing with using silk in his torsion experiments.

Letter 2963
Lyon Playfair to Faraday
4 April 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Confidential

Marlboro' House. I 4th April / 55.
My dear Sir,

The Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851 have advised the
Board of Trade to nominate you as one of the 40 jurors to represent
England at the French Exhibition1.

Although no remuneration is attached to the office, travelling
expenses, & personal expenses at the rate of £1. per diem will be given.

The period for the action of the juries is not decided but I think it will
be from the middle of June to the first week in July.

The jury to which it is proposed to attach you is that of Philosophical
Instruments or Chemistry. As the list of English jurors is so small it is
necessary to ascertain before hand whether they are able & willing to act.

Would you kindly, therefore, state to me whether your nomination to
the office would be agreeable to yourself. The answer should arrive not
later than Monday2.

Your's truly I Lyon Play fair
Prof. Faraday FRS.
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1. See Minutes of the 1851 Commission, 3 April 1855, IC MS.
2. That is 9 April 1855. Faraday was not one of the jurors.

Letter 2964
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
6 April 1855
From the original in UB MS NS 417

Hastings I 6 April 1855
My dear friend

I have brought your letter1 here, that I might answer its great
kindness at some time when I could remember quietly all the pleasure I
have had since the time I first knew you. I say remember it all, but that I
cannot do; for as a fresh incident creeps dimly into view I lose sight of the
old ones, and I cannot tell how many are forgotten altogether. But think
kindly of your old friend;- you know it is not willingly but of natural
necessity that his impressions fade away. I cannot tell what sort of a
portrait you have made of me,- all I can say is, that whatever it may be I
doubt whether I should be able to remember it:- indeed I may say I know
I should not, for I have just been under the Sculptors hands2, and I look at
the Clay, & I look at the marble, and I look in the glass, & the more I look
the less I know about the matter & the more uncertain I becomei.i But it is
of no great consequence lable the marble & it will do just as well as if it
were like. The imperishable marble of your book will surely flatter3.

You describe your state as a very happy one; healthy, idle, &
comfortable. Is it indeed so? or are you laying up thoughts which are to
spring out into a rich harvest of intellectual produce? I cannot imagine you
a do-nothing as I am; Your very idleness must be activity. As for your book,
it makes me mad to think I shall lose it. There was the other3, which the
Athenaeum4 or some other periodical reviewed in German, but we never
saw it in English - I often lent it to others & heard expressions of their
enjoyment, & sometimes had snatches out of it; but to me it was a shut
book. How often have I desired to learn German; but head ache &
giddiness have stopped it.

I feel as if I had pretty well worked out my stock of original matter,
& have power to do little more than reconsider the old thoughts. I sent you
by post a notice of a Friday Evening here5, and would have sent you a
paper from the Philosophical Magazine6; - but I am afraid of our post, i.e,
I am afraid that unawares I may put my friends to much useless expense.
I receive almost daily now, papers & journals, which coming by post are
charged to me two, three, & four shillings, until I absolutely cannot afford
it; and fearing that with equal innocency I may be causing my friends
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inconvenience I have abstained: However I hope that a friend of mine, Mr
Twining, will in the course of a month or two put the paper I speak of in
your way. You will therein perceive that I am as strong as ever in the
matter of lines of magnetic force & a magnetic medium; and what is more
I think that men are beginning to look more closely to the matter than they
have done heretofore, and find it a more serious affair than they expected.
My own convictions & expectations increase continually; that you will say
is because I become more & more familiar with the idea. It may be so & in
some measure must be so; but I always tried to be very critical on myself
before I gave any body else the opportunity, and even now I think I could
say much stronger things against my notions than any body else has. Still
the old views are so utterly untenable as a whole, that I am clear they must
be wrong; whatever is right.

I had forgotten that Wiedemann was in Basle give my kindest
remembrances to him. I think I received a paper on electrolysis from him,
but out here cannot remember & cannot refer7. Our sincerest remem-
brances also to Mrs. Schoenbein & the favourable family critics. I can just
imagine them, hearing you read your M.S., & flattering you up, & then
giving you a sly mischievous mental poke in the ribs, &c. They cannot
think better of you than I do.

Ever My dear Schoenbein I Your attached friend, I M. Faraday

Address: Dr Schoenbein I &c &c &c I University I Basle I on the Rhine

1. Letter 2943.
2. It is not clear what to what this refers. The sculptor Matthew Noble (1818-1876, DNB) had
made two marble busts of Faraday in 1853 (now in the Royal Society) and 1854 (now in the
Royal Institution (plate 1)). See also Gladstone (1874), 79 and Margery Ann Reid's Diary,
October 1854, RI MS F 13 B, pp. 27-9.
3. [Schoenbein] (1855).
4. Schoenbein (1842).
5. "Extracts from the Travelling Diary of a German Naturalist", Athenaeum, 22 July 1843,
pp.664-6, 29 July 1843, pp.690-1.
6. Faraday (1855a), Friday Evening Discourse of 19 January 1855.
7. Faraday (1855b), [ERE29bl.

Letter 2965
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
7 April 1855
From the original in Uppsala University Handskriftsavdelningen Erik
Waller's Collection of Autographs

Royal Institution I 7 April 1855
My dear friend
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I must just write you a letter though I have nothing to say; i.e nothing
philosophical; but I hope to feel with you that when philosophy has faded
away, the friend remains. Do not think that I cannot & do not rejoice in
reading and understanding all that your vigorous mind produces, but for
myself, I feel I have little or nothing to return; and though when my
sluggish mind is moved, I can think determinately & write decidedly, yet
being once written I fall back into quietude, and leave what has been said
almost uncared for or unthought of; & so it is that I do not teaze you in
letters with much of my philosophic opinions.

I am afraid too of the Post, for though I send you now & then a report
of a Friday Evening meeting, being assured that they will go without
charge to you, yet as to Papers from the Philosophical Magazine I am in
the greatest uncertainty. I receive daily papers from abroad which are
charged two, three or four shillings, and am absolutely obliged to refuse
many:- and when they tell me at the post office here that such a paper can
go to the continent at so much, I am in fear of some mistake, &, that
inadvertently I run the risk of taxing my friends beyond their patience.
However I have sent you, by a friend, a paper from the Philosophical
Magazine1, which perhaps you have seen already; & so I will say no more
about it:- except that Mr. Twining (the friend) is an excellent Gentleman as
you will find if he personally comes in your wayt.i

But of other matter:- I hope & desire that you should enjoy good
health & spirits and that your work will be a cheerer to you;- and further,
that as you turn from it to graver thoughts & back again, both should
minister peace & contentment to your mind. What a world this is! How
the whole surface of the earth seems about to be covered with the results
of evil passions. - Ambition - contest - inhumanity - selfishness. - Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself2; - how the extreme reverse of this
shapes its self into the forms of Honor Patriotism: Glory, Loyalty,
Reverence, &c &c3. Happy for us that there is a power who overrules all
this to his own good ends, and who will one day make manifest the truth
& cause the Light to shine out of the darkness4.

I shall hope soon to hear of the volume of the work5,- & shall rejoice
to know that you are yourself in good strength; &, whilst in the flesh, still
working on your way-1 am very well, but as before, continually failing in
memory; but since I have given up lecturing & the occupations which
require memory, I have been very well & cheerful, & free from giddiness.-
My dear wife also, though infirm, is in good mind & we go on our way
rejoicing in each others company.

Ever My dear friend I Yours faithfully I M. Faraday
M I Auguste de la Rive I &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur I Monsieur De la Rive I &c &c &c I a Geneva
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Postmark: Hastings

1. Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b].
2. Matthew 19:19.
3. A reference to the Anglo-French war against Russia.
4. 2 Corinthians 4: 6.
5. De La Rive (1853-8), 2.

Letter 2966
Faraday to Peter Theophilus Riess
7 April 1855
From the original in SPK DD

Royal Institution I London I 7 April 1855
My dear Sir

It was a very great pleasure to me to receive your kind letter1; - and
written in such English as made me ashamed of my ignorance of the
German language. I never cease to regret the latter circumstance; for I am
aware of the great stores of knowledge in that language which would then
be open to me in relation to my especial pursuits, and which some how or
other the system of publication in our country almost entirely shuts out
from me. I have several times within the last 15 years set about acquiring
it, but a result over which I have no power, namely, a gradually failing
memory, has on these occasions made the labour of head so great, that I
have been obliged to refrain from such an endeavour, as also from many
others. You gave me your book some time back2.1 looked at it eagerly; but
both by its language & its mathematical developments (for the use of
symbols requires memory) it was shut out from me; and so I placed it in
our library, where I am very glad to find it is of great use to othersu

Your observations upon Mr. Clarkes experiments (for M. Melloni) are
very interesting to me & I cannot doubt that you are right. I can see no
difference of an essential kind, between the current produced by a Ley den
Jar & that of a Voltaic battery, and your experiments & conclusions appear
to me to be fully applicable to the case and perfectly justified. I think
Melloni could have been but little acquainted with the great body of facts
belonging to electricity; Static & dynamic;- perhaps he had only begun to
enter upon the subject, and was caught, as all men are, by first
appearances. I had several letters from him3; & in relation to his
conclusions on induction, I had written him a very long letter4 (in reply to
a like long one from him5) against his views & statements. I heard from M.
Flauti, the Secretary of the Academy at Naples, that it was received after
his death, & had been read at the Academy6 (which was not however my
intention). It was my hope that it would have led him to revise his
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conclusions before he published them. From what you tell me I conclude
that he had already published them7; & I am sorry for it.

Your letter to me for which I thank you very much indeed, makes me
think that you approve of the correction which I put into the Philosophical
Magazine, of Mellonis erroneous representation of Mr. L. Clarkes last
results. As they were represented in the Italian journal9, the diagram could
only confuse the mind & give conflicting ideas.

I am My dear Sir I With Very Great Respect I Your Obliged &
faithful Servant I M Faraday
Professor Riess I &c &c &c

Address: Professor Riess I &c &c &c I Spandau Strasse I Berlin
Postmark: Hastings

1. Letter 2955.
2. Riess (1853). See letter 2668.
3. Letters 2813,2834,2862, 2865.
4. Letter 2870.
5. Letter 2865.
6. See Rend.Soc.Reale Borbon.Accad.Scl, 1854,3: 93-4.
7. Melloni (1854a).
8. Faraday (1855c).
9. Melloni (1854e).

Letter 2967
Faraday to Alessandro Palagi
12 April 1855
From the original in Biblioteca Comunale dell'Archiginnasio Bologna,
Collezione autografi Pallolti XII.699

Royal Institution I London I 12 April 1855
Sir

I hasten to acknowledge your letter of the 28th of last month1 & the
more so because I have waited for the paper2 of which you speak in it &
have not received it. Our Post office is very uncertain about printed papers
which come by it and frequently charge so high a price through some little
circumstance neglected that I am unable to take the papers ini.i For many
came to me and almost daily & the orders which I have been obliged to
give have I am afraid caused yours to be returned. However no paper
from you can have arrived since your letter because I should have paid
special attention to it.

I am very sorry that your former remarks should be a source of
annoyance to you. There is no doubt that a principle so new & so bold as
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that you put forth would require to be supported by undeniable evidence
but in the working of it out for the development of the natural truth there
should have been no cause of offence any where. People may differ in their
belief even as to natural things & yet bear with each otheru I differ in
many things just now from those about me & yet we all go on very
harmoniously together. At the same time one must endeavour to criticise
ones own views very strictly so that we may give them up if wrong or if
right establish them more & more by facts. I hope all these troubles will
pass away - & I shall look for your new facts in the Italian Journals or in
the Bibliotheque de Geneve where I trust I may find iti.j

I am Sir I Your Very Obliged I Servant I M. Faraday
II Signore I Signore Palagi I &c &c &c

Address: II Signore I Signore Palagi I &c &c &c I Bologna I Italy
Postmark: Hastings

1. Letter 2959.
2. Timoteo et al. (1855).

Letter 2968
Lord Wrottesley to Faraday
13 April 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Wrottesley I 13 Apr / 55
My dear Sir

If you have formed any decided opinions as to the giving away the
Medals this year or as to supplying the vacancies in the List of Foreign
Members, I should be much obliged to you to favour me with them before
the meeting of the Council on Thursday next the 19th1[.i There are 2 Royal
Medals to be given besides the Copley.

Yours very truly I Wrottesley
PS I I shall go to Town on Wedy next the 18th to 1 Albemarle St
Professor Faraday

1. The meeting was postponed until 21 April 1855 (RS CM 21 April 1855, 2: 318). There is no
indication as to what suggestions, if any, were made by Faraday.
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Letter 2969
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
15 April 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Geneve le 15 avril 1855.
Monsieur & tres cher ami,

Je suis profondement touche de la bonne pensee qui vous a mis la
plume a la main pour m'ecrire quelques mots d'amitie qui m'ont ete
encore plus doux & plus agreables que ne m'aurait ete l'annonce d'une
grande decouverte1. A mesure que Ton devient vieux (& j'ai 53 ans) on
sent toujours plus le prix des sentiments eleves & Chretiens & la valeur
d'amis comme vous avec lesquels on est en si pleine sympathie sur des
points aussi essentiels.- J'ai passe de mauvais moments ce printemps. -
Voila cinq ans bientdt que j'ai perdu une amie2 comme on n'en a qu'une &
je sens chaque annee un vide & un isolement plus grands quoique je sois
entoure de nombreux & charmants enfants & meme de quatre petits
enfants. Ce sont d'immenses objects d'interet, mais ce ne sont pas des
seconds vous-memes. Reflechissez que je n'ai ni soeur, ni belle soeur, en un
mot aucune femme de ma generation avec qui je puisse parler de mes
enfants, a qui je puisse communiquer mes impressions; je voudrais
souvent etre plus vieux.

Ma sante physique s'est beaucoup amelioree; je suis tres bien partout
maintenant. Aussi, vais-je en profiter pour aller passer un mois a Londres
afin d'achever de corriger les epreuves de mon second volume3 qui ne me
parviennent ici que tres irregulierement. Je serai a Londres du 10 ou 15
Mai & j'irai reprendre ma chambre de Suffolk Place (Haymarket) dans la
maison oil etait mon bon ami J.L. Prevost4 & qui est occupe maintenant par
son neveu Alexandre5 qui m'a offert l'hospitalite de la maniere la plus
aimable. Vous n'avez pas d'idee combien je serai heureux de vous voir, de
retrouver ce regard bienveillant, cette amitie si douce dont vous m'avez
toujours gratifie.

J'ai eu beaucoup de peine a finir mon second volume en le chemin
qu'avaient fait plusieures questions depuis que je l'avais r£dige; il m'a
fallu changer completement certaines parties telles par example que la
thermo-flectricite; & bien des points de l'Electro-chimie ont du subir des
modifications. Neamoins je suis assez satisfait des resultats auxquels je
suis parvenu, & j'espere que vous le serez aussi. J'ai cherche a eclaircir bien
des points par la voie exp&imentale, & j'ai eu sous ce rapport un auxilaire
precieux dans l'un de mes eleves Mr Soret6 qui, apres avoir passe quatre
ans dans le laboratoire de Mr Regnault, est etabli maintenant a Geneve oil
il travaille trfes bien & beaucoup.

J'ai bien regu & lu avec beaucoup d'interet tout ce que vous m'avez
envoys & que vous avez publie sur le magnetisme & le diamagnetisme. Je
persiste k croire a la polarite diamagnetique & je vous transmettrai mes
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raisons en meme temps que je vous demanderai de vouloir bien faire
quelques experiences avec des appareils que j'apporterai, & qui me
paraissent pouvoir etre de nature a eclaircir la question. Je n'ai point voulu
parler de vos dernieres recherches dans la Bibl. Univ. avant de m'en etre
entretenu avec vous.- Au fond la grande difference entre vous & moi, c'est
que je suis tout moleculaire & que vous etes tout force.- Je crois a un principe
passif aussi bien qu'a un principe actif.- Mais cette discussion nous
menerait trop loin.

Au reste il y a deux points sur lesquels nous nous entendrons
toujours; le premier c'est que les faits, & les faits bien observes doivent
dominer toutes les theories; le Second c'est qu'au-dessus des pauvres lois
de la nature dont nous ne saisissons que des lambeaux, il existe un Etre qui
dirige tout le monde material aussi bien que le monde moral, par sa
providence d'une maniere continue & generate.- Quand on est d'accord la
dessus ainsi que sur tout ce qui touche aux sentiments du coeur, on peut
bien differer sur quelques points de detail, sans danger pour l'amitie.-

Mes souvenirs respectueux & affectueux a Madame Faraday; j'espere
que sa sante est bonne ainsi que la votre. A bientot & croyez, Monsieur &
cher ami, aux sentiments de profonde & ancienne affection

de votre devoue ami I A. de la Rive

TRANSLATION
Geneva 15 April 1855

Sir and very dear friend,
I am profoundly touched by the thought which made you put a pen

in your hand to write me some words of friendship, which were sweeter
to me and gave me more pleasure than if you had announced a great
discovery1. As one gets older (and I am 53), one always appreciates
uplifted & Christian sentiments and the value of friends like you with
whom one feels such an affinity on all the essential things. -1 had some
bad times last spring - It is nearly five years since I lost my unique friend2

and as the years go by I feel a greater emptiness and isolation, even though
I am surrounded by numerous and charming children and even by four
grand children. I take an immense interest in them but they cannot replace
you. If you think that I have neither sister, nor sister-in-law, in a word no
woman of my generation, with whom to speak of my children, with whom
to share my impressions; I often wish I were older.

My physical health has greatly improved; I am very well at the
moment. So I am taking advantage of this to spend a month in London in
order to complete the correction of the proofs of my second volume3,
which only arrive here sporadically. I will be in London from 10 or 15 May
& I am going to take up once again my room in Suffolk Place (Haymarket)
in the house where my good friend J.L. Prevost4 lived, & which is now
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occupied by his nephew Alexandra5 who has offered me hospitality in the
most amiable way. You have no idea how happy I shall be to see you, to
find again that kind look, that gentle friendship with which you have
always gratified me.

I have had a lot of trouble in finishing my second volume as since
drafting it, several questions have been posed on the way; I have had to
change several sections completely, such as that on thermo-electricity; and
many points on Electro-chemistry have had to undergo modifications.
Nevertheless, I am satisfied with the results I have reached and I hope you
will be too. I have tried to enlighten many points by experimentation and
I have had in this regard a precious assistant in one of my pupils, Mr
Soret6, who having spent four years in Mr Regnault's laboratory, is now
established in Geneva where he is working well and a great deal.

I received and read with a great deal of interest everything you sent
me and which you published on magnetism and diamagnetism. I still
believe in the diamagnetic polarity and I will explain my reasons at the
same time as I shall ask you if you would mind doing some experiments
with some instruments that I shall bring and which seem to me to be able
to enlighten this question. I have not wanted to speak of your latest
experiments in the Bibl. Univ. before speaking to you - Deep down the
great difference between you and me is that I am all molecular and you are
all force. -1 believe in a passive principle as well as an active principle. But
this discussion would take us too far.

Besides, there are two points on which we shall always agree; the
first is that facts and facts which have been well observed should
dominate all theories; the second is that above the poor laws of nature of
which we grasp but scraps, there exists a Being who guides the material
world as he does the moral world, by his providence in a continual and
general way. When one is in agreement on that as well as on everything
that concerns the feelings of the heart, one can differ on some details,
without any danger to friendship. -

My respectful and affectionate regards to Madame Faraday; I hope
that her health, as well as yours, is good. I hope to see you shortly Please
believe, Sir and dear friend, the sentiments of profound and longstanding
affection

of your devoted friend I A de la Rive

1. Letter 2965.
2. Jeanne-Mathilde De La Rive.
3. De La Rive (1853-8), 2.
4. Jean-Louis Prevost (1790-1850, DSB). Swiss physiologist.
5. Alexandre Pierre Prevost (1821-1873, P2, 3). Swiss physiologist.
6. Jacques Louis Soret (1827-1890, P2,3). Swiss physicist.
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Letter 2970
Faraday to William MacKenzie1

16 April 1855
From the original in the possession of Dennis Embleton

Royal Institution I 16 April 1855
Sir

I beg to acknowledge your letter of the 14th but am unable to assent
to it. If I write at all about Electricity it would be in my own name - rather
largely & not without much thought & intellectual labour but I have no
intention of the kind at present^.]

I am Sir I Your Very Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
W. Mackenzie Esqr I &c &c &c

1. William MacKenzie. Publisher in Glasgow. Otherwise unidentified.
2. See letter 2960.

Letter 2971
William Cox to Faraday
16 April 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Cox's Hotel, I 55, Jermyn Street, i St. James. I April 16th 1855
Sir

I have staying here with me Mr Home1 who is a medium for Spiritual
demonstrating - & shall be very happy to give you the opportunity to
show tables & chairs moving & other phenomena much more extraordi-
nary, without any Person being near.

Yours respectfully I W. Cox
- Faraday Esqr

1. Daniel Douglas Home (1833-1886, DNB). Spiritualist medium.
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Letter 2972
Faraday to William Cox
16 April 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Mr Faraday is much obliged to Mr. Cox1 but he will not trouble him
- Mr Faraday has lost too much time about such matters alreadyu
Royal Institution I 16 April

1. See letter 2971.

Letter 2973
William Cox to Faraday
cl6 April 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Sir

You are wrong in not seeing me1 -1 have facts which are at yr service
now - after to day they will belong to othersu

respectfully yours W Cox

1. See letter 2972.

Letter 2974
John Tyndall to Faraday
18 April 1855
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.3

18th April 1855 I [Royal Institution embossed letterhead]
My dear Mr Faraday

You can hardly estimate how I prize your gift1. My highest ambition
at the present moment is to work until I shall be able to present you with
a volume worthy of your acceptance. If the head holds out I hope to
accomplish this - if not it will be my sweetest consolation to reflect that
you have not thought me unworthy of your kindnessu

Ever yours affectionately I John Tyndall

1. That is Faraday (1855d).
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Letter 2975
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
19 April 1855
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/88

Trinity House I 19th April 1855.
My dear Sir,

I send you herewith two Sample Bottles of Water which the Elder
Brethren will be glad if you will examine, and acquaint me, whether they
contain any, and if so what, description of impurities.

I remain I My dear Sir, I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq I &c &c &c

Letter 2976
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
21 April 1855
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/88

Royal Institution I 21 April 1855
My dear Sir

The waters are both very bad1. That from the House tap contains lead
in solution, and there was a little deposit of lead at the bottom of the bottle.
The water contains also Sea salt. I do not know where it comes from, but
it is so free from the solutions usually occurring in common waters, & so
peculiar in respect of the common salt & lead, that I think it must be rain
water gathered upon a leaden roof,- within reach of the spray of the sea.
Water so gathered will always be dangerous: for the purity of the water in
respect of earthy salts & the presence of the marine salt both tend to make
it act upon lead.

The other specimen labled Brack tank water is very bad indeed. When
poured out it was milky from the suspension of hydrate & carbonate of lead
in it; & there was much dirty deposit at the bottom, which was chiefly
carbonate of lead. This deposit is probably lead which has formerly been
in solution:- when it has once been deposited & has settled at the bottom
of the tank it does no harm to the water, unless it be stirred up & mixed
with it, though it is always a sign that the water has at one time or other
been poisoned by it. But that which is diffused through the water & that
which is dissolved, are both dangerous. I do not know what relation this
water has to the former, but from the likeness of character in many
respects, suppose it is the former water collected in a brack tank. The
change to an opalescent state & the gradual deposition of carbonate of lead
accord with such a supposition!.]

I am I My dear Sir I Yours Very truly I M. Faraday
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Jacob Herbert Esqr I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2975.

Letter 2977
Alfred Swaine Taylor to Faraday
24 April 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

15 St James' Terrace I Regents Park I April 24,1855
My dear Faraday

I have great pleasure in replying to your question from authentic
documents in my possession1!.]

There was no nitrate of potash on any part of the premises.
There were 128 tons of Nitrate of soda, and there were 2800 tons of

sulphun.i Of these quantities there were in the seat or focus of explosion
47 tons of sulphur and 45 tons of nitrate of soda. These quantities were in
a strong vault in the basement,- the sulphur being exposed and occupying
the lower part of the vault:- and on a tarpaulin, placed on the sulphur,
were piled the bags containing the nitrate of soda. The capacity of the
vault was such that these articles (which alone were in this vault) - reached
to within a foot of the ceilingt.i

There was a large quantity of sulphur amounting to some hundreds
of tons stored between the entrance to this vault and the Woollen factory
in which the fire commenced. This probably ignited, as it was in contact
with the Woollen-factory-wall, and thus communicated like a train to the
sulphur on the lower floor of the vaultt.i

The quantity of sulphur consumed was enormous. It flowed out in
rivers of blue fire from the two ends of the building, and made its way into
the Tyne, realizing the description of Phlegethon2 given by the poets.

Any documents in my possession with a plan of the building and an
official table of the whole contents at the time of the conflagration are at
your service.

I send for your perusal my Report to Lord Palmerston3 which you
can return to me on Friday evening next4!.] Believe me

Dear Faraday I Your's most truly I Alfred S. Taylor
M. Faraday Esq

1. This relates to a destructive fire in Newcastle which started on 6 October 1854 and
destroyed many chemical factories. See Ann.Reg., 1854, 96:170-4. For Taylor's report see p. 174.
For Faraday's earlier interest in the fire see letter 2910.
2. A river of liquid fire in Hades.
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3. Henry John Temple, 3rd Viscount Palmerston (1784-1865, DNB). Prime Minister,
1855-1858.
4. That is 27 April 1855.

Letter 2978
Nathaniel Barnaby1 to Faraday
26 April 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Department of the I Surveyor of ye Navy. I Whitehall. I April 26th 1855.
Sir,

With reference to the experiments made by you and Sir Humphry
Davy in 1822-24 on the preservation of Copper Sheathing2,1 wish to take
the liberty of troubling you with a question.

The Iron and Zinc Protectors seem to have failed from two causes
first. The conversion of the protecting metals into oxides, and the
destruction of their influence, appear to have taken place before the Vessel
could be docked to have the worn ones replaced, and Secondly. The rusty
surfaces of the Protectors were nuclei for the deposition of earthy particles,
and the formation of a bed for sea-weed, & shell-fish.

It has struck me that both these evils could be avoided, if the
protectors were placed in a water-tight cistern inside the Ship, at about the
height of the water line, so that a communication could be kept up
between the inside of the Box, and the sea water without, by means of a
tube:- one or more of the Bolts passing thro' the bottom forming the
connexion between the sheathing & the enclosed protectors - as shewn in
the sketch.

If you see any objection to this, I shall esteem it a great favour if you
will tell me in a few lines addressed to me here - otherwise I hope to be
able to get the Admiralty to make some Experiments on it.

I have the honor to be Sir, I Very respectfully I Your obedient
Servant I Nathl. Barnaby
Professor Faraday.

A. A vessel coppered inside and having its internal surface connected
with the Bolt B, & .\ with the metal Sheathing, by means of a slip of
Copper passing over the upper edge & down the outside.
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C - the tube which keeps up communication between the water in the
cistern A & the sea

Address: M. Faraday Esqre F.R.S. F.G.S. &c &c 1 21 Albemarle Street I
London.

1. Nathaniel Barnaby (1829-1915, DNB3). Official of the naval construction department of the
Admiralty.
2. See James (1992a).

Letter 2979
Faraday to Nathaniel Barnaby1

28 April 1855
From the original copy in IEE MS SC 2

Sir
R Institution I 28 April 1855

The proposition is of no value2. The protectors would preserve the
inside of the box but would be utterly useless as regards the ships
sheathingt.i
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I am I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Nath Barnaby Esqr

1. Nathaniel Barnaby (1829-1915, DNB3). Official of the naval construction department of the
Admiralty.
2. See letter 2978.

Letter 2980
William Allen Miller1 to Faraday
28 April 1855
From the original in RI MS Fl 1104a

King's Coll. London I April 28,1855
Dear Dr. Faraday,

I have just received your kind and valued present of the third volume
of your Experimental Researches in Electricity2. Pray accept my best
thanks for it. It will take its place by the side [of] your original proof sheets
which once belonged to our excellent friend Daniell and which are thus
doubly valuable to me.

Believe me i my dear sir I very sincerely yours I Wm Allen Miller
Dr Faraday I &c &c &c

1. William Allen Miller (1817-1870, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at King's College, London,
1845-1870.
2. Faraday (1855d).

Letter 2981
William Whewell to Faraday
7 May 1855
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f.66

Trin. Lodge, Cambridge I May 7,1855
Dear Faraday

As you have kindly given me the First and the Third volumes of your
collected "Experimental Researches''11 have no doubt you will be willing
to give me the second volume2. Perhaps you imagine you have done so,
but I believe you would be mistaken in such an imagination as I should
not have forgotten it. I had rather have it as your gift than buy it at the
shop.

Believe me I Yours very truly I W. Whewell
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1. Faraday (1839b, 1855d).
2. Faraday (1844b).

Letter 2982
Faraday to William Whewell
9 May 1855
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, £.40

Royal Institution I 9 May 1855
My dear Dr Whewell

Your note is a great pleasure to me1.1 cannot think how I may have
forgotten you in regard to Vol II2, but I thank you for giving me an
opportunity of repairing the omission.

Ever Your faithful Servant I M. Faraday
The volume will probably overtake the note for it shall go by rail

today I MF

1. Letter 2981.
2. Faraday (1844b).

Letter 2983
William Thomas Brande to Faraday
19 May 1855
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f .3

Tunbridge Wells I 19 May 1855
Dear Faraday

Many thanks for your prompt attention to my request. It has enabled
me to gratify the curiosity of an intelligent friend here, and who, being a
great Microscopist, said nothing about the smallness of the sample. When
sodium can be had for half a crown a pound, I presume Aluminium may
be produced for five shillings so that perhaps at no very distant period, it
may be better known - and the next generation may see roofs covered with
it1.

If your wife has not forgotten the existence of such a person,
remember me kindly to her and believe me

My dear Faraday I always & very truly yours I Wm Thos Brande.
If you will be good enough to leave the 8vo Volume2 in the Hall, I will

call or send for it in the course of next week - in the mean time accept my
best thanks for your kind remembrance of your old Colleague.
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1. A reference to the recent development by which aluminium could be obtained easily and
its consequent comparative cheapness. On this see McConnell (1989).
2. Faraday (1855d).

Letter 2984
William Snow Harris to Faraday
20 May 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Plymouth 20 May 1855
My dear Faraday

You have been always so generous & kind to me upon Philosophical
Subjects, that I feel ashamed at offering any large apology for this further
intrusion on your valuable moments. I am however desirous to satisfy my
mind upon one or two points in which I am now deeply interested, will
you then permit me to submit the following points to you.

First - let me ask whether you consider the following expt. as a fair
illustration of the evolution of Electricity during Chemical action

- Expt:- put some coarse grains of the impure Zinc of commerce into
a glass bottle A pour on them dilute sulphuric acid the water will
decompose and hydrogen will escape at h. If during the effervescence a
gold Leaf Electrometer be applied to the glass vessel A its leaves will
diverge freely.

Well then here is clearly a development of common Electricity during
chemical action.

- Now if I clearly understand you in your views of current force - in
the pile - Pure zinc or amalgamated zinc is not acted on in this way the
water will not be decomposed although there may arise a large Electrical
Tension between the metal and the fluid - directly a metal such as copper
is put into the liquid & made to touch the Zinc then Chemical Action
ensues and we have a current.
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Now I want to satisfy my mind as to what takes place when we use
Iron or impure zinc here we have at once the same result as is brought
about by the introduction of the copper plate - in the impure zinc I
suppose it is the presence of other metals which brings about the result -
but how of Iron - say pure Iron will not filings of pure Iron cause chemical
action in dilute acid without the presence of another metal?

With respect to what is called the "Contact Theory" I have carefully
read through the subject and I am obliged to conclude - that it is perfectly
untenable - the Phenomena of the Pile in all their generality upon Voltas
simple view of the source of power are quite impossible.

Finally I would ask - whether it may not appear to you upon further
reflection, that some confusion & misapprehension arises in the applica-
tion of the terms positive & negative to the metals exhibiting Electrical
disturbance after contact - say I bring a plate of Zinc to touch a plate of
Copper and I find that Electricity has passed or is supposed to have passed
from the Copper upon the Zinc. Surely in this case the Copper should be
called the positive metal & the Zinc the negative - whereas Zinc is called
positive now it is a cardinal point in your philosophy that the surface from
which Electricity flows is to be considered positive - your anode for
example is opposite the positive Electrode - positive because the current
flows from it - reciprocally for the Cathodei.i

In ordinary Electricity we consider the prime Conductor positive in
the Glass Machine because it gives off Electricity & the conductor of the
rubber negative because it takes up Electricity from the Prime Conductor.
Now this is precisely what by the Contact Theory the Copper does in
relation to the Zinc it appears to me, that the views of pos & neg as
originally expressed in the contact experiments should be reversed. I
remain My dear Faraday

Most truly & sincerely yours I W. Snow Harris
I suppose in the Paper in the Trans for 1801 by Wollaston1 page 4272 - In
which he says 'If a piece of zinc and a piece of Silver have each an
extremity immersed in dilute acid &c &c &c - the Zinc is dissolved &c .["]
he does not mean pure zinc but the Zinc of commerce!.]

1. William Hyde Wollaston (1766-1828, DSB). Man of science.
2. Wollaston (1801), 427.
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Letter 2985
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
26 May 1855
From the original in UB MS NS 418
My dear Faraday,

How could I employ the leisure hour of a fine May morning better
and more agreeably than by devoting it to an epistolary conversation with
my dear Friend Faraday, whom I besides owe an answer to his last
amiable letter1 and to-day, let me talk a little of Science.

As you cannot avert your mind from the contemplation of that
mysterious agency called Magnetism, I am unable to let Oxigen out of
sight and of late I have been actively working again on that curious subject
not, I think, without some little success. You know that these many years
I have entertained the notion according to which not only free but also
Oxigen being chemically associated to some matter or other is capable of
existing in two different conditions: in the common or inactive and the
exalted or ozonic state and to distinguish by signs those different
conditions from one another I have given to ozonised oxigen the symbol
(!) denoting the inactive O by its usual sign = O. Considering the peroxides
of hydrogen, nitrogen (hyponitric acid), Barium, Manganese, Lead &c as
compounds containing both sorts of oxigen, I have given them the formula
HO + 6 , NO2 + 26, BaO + 6 , MnO + 6, PbO + 6 &c and, as you are
well aware, made these last six years many experiments with the view of
separating from the oxycompounds mentioned and other similar ones
their ozonised oxigen without obtaining however satisfactory results.

Some time ago Mr. Houzeau2 communicated to the french academy
a paper3, in which he suggested ideas on the different states of the oxigen
being contained in compounds being exactly the same which I for the first
time ventured to express in Poggendorffs Annals seven or eight years ago
and have since more fully developed in the publications of the Phil.
Society of Bale, notably so in the last number of the proceedings of that
learned body4. The views recently put up by Mr. Houzeau are therefore
rather old acquaintances of mine, but that Chymist has ascertained a novel
fact, and as I consider it, a very interesting one. On adding peroxide of
Barium to the monohydrate of sulphuric acid he obtained oxigen enjoying
all the properties of Ozone. I have arrived at the same end, but in a
somewhat different manner. You know, Silver being exposed to the action
of ozonised oxigen at the common temperature is transformed into the
peroxide of that metal and you will recollect that I sent you a small
quantity of that compound, some years ago5. Now it is from this peroxide
of Silver which I consider to be Ag62, that I succeeded to eliminate some
Ozonised Oxigen.

On throwing the said peroxide into the monohydrate of sulphuric
acid a most lively disengagement of a gaseous substance takes place
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conjointly with the formation of sulphate of Silver. The gas obtained in the
manner indicated enjoys the following properties: its smell strongly
resembles that of Ozone, but minute quantities being inhaled produce a
sort of Asthma, as Ozone does; its electromotive power is strong; and like
that of Ozone or chlorine, plates of Platinum or Gold becoming negatively
polarised in the gas; it eliminates Jodine from the jodide of potassium and
therefore turns instantaneously my test-paper dark blue, it rapidly
transforms the yellow ferro-cyanuret of potassium even in its solid state
into the red one; it suddenly oxidises sulphurous acid into sulphuric acid
and sulphuret of lead into sulphate; it energetically and chlorinelike
discharges the colors of organic matters such as Indigo, Litmus &c; it
colors blue the alkoholic solution of guajacum &c.

Now all these reactions being exactly those produced by Oxigen as
modified by Electricity or phosphorus i.e Ozone I think, we may be
allowed to conclude that the gas being disengaged out of the peroxide of
Silver is, or contains, at least, the same principle i.e. Ozone.

Having but very minute quantities of that peroxide at my disposal, I,
to my great regret, was forced to perform my experiments on a very small
scale, but I had enough of the matter as to ascertain that the gas obtained
was a mixture of 6 and O, in which the latter very much prevailed.
Although there is no doubt to me that all the oxigen eliminated from the
peroxide does in the moment of its being set free exist in the ozonic state,
there are some obvious causes that account for the mixt nature of the gas
i.e. for the transformation of () into O. One of them is the heat being
disengaged at the points of contact between SO3 and AgO2 and the other
the peroxide itself. As to the latter, you know perhaps that last year I
ascertained the curious fact that a number of substances exert the same
influence upon the ozonised oxigen as heat does i.e. destroy at the
common temperature the ozonic condition of that oxigen without taking
up a particle of it. The metallic peroxide enjoy that strange property in a
very high degree and notably so that of silver, compounds as you see
which to my opinion contain ozonized oxigen themselves. Now if a
particle of peroxide of Silver not yet decomposed happens to come in
contact with a particle of ozonised Oxigen being disengaged from another
portion of the peroxide, that particle must become desozonised. There are
perhaps some other causes unknown as yet that tend to change (!) into O
in the case before us. I hope you still possess some of the peroxide of Silver
I sent you some years ago and if so, you may even with that small quantity
ascertain the correctness of my statements above made. In case you repeat
my experiments I advise you to put a little peroxide into comparatively
much Oil of Vitriol and do the thing at a low temperature from reasons
that are obvious enough. To give you some visible proofs of the great
chemical power of the oxigen having been eliminated from the peroxide of
Silver by the means above indicated, I join three strips of paper one of
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them being impregnated with sulphuret of lead another with indigo
solution, a third one with the coloring matter of litmus and you will
perceive part of each of them to be bleached.

This was effected within a few instants by immersing a moistened
end of the strip into the said oxigen.

From more than one reason I cannot help attaching some importance
to the result of my experiments and believing that, if properly worked out
and philosophically interpreted, it will lead to others of still greater
consequence. And pray, let me reason and conjecture a little about it.

If it be allowed that the oxigen being contained in the peroxide of
Silver exists in the ozonic condition and it being a fact that free u is by heat
transformed into O, does it not appear very likely that the same agency
has the power of changing the 6 of the peroxide into O and that this very
change of condition is the proximate cause of the decomposition, which
the peroxide undergoes when sufficiently heated? And if this conjecture
should happen to be founded, are we not permitted to account in the same
manner for the decomposition of all the other oxycompounds being
effected by heat and yielding free inactive Oxigen? I am inclined to think
that we are, and in a paper of mine printed last year I have given detailed
reasons for entertaining such an idea. Now supposing my hypothesis to be
true, I am afraid many of our present notions on the phenomena regarding
chemical analysis, synthesis, affinities &c. cannot be maintained and must
sooner or later be essentially modified. Stating that peroxide of Silver for
instance consists of one Eq. of Silver and two Eq. of Oxigen and carbonic
acid of one Eq. of Carbon and two Eq. of Oxigen is telling, if I may say so,
but half the truth as regards the chemical constitution of the compounds
named, for it implies the assertion that the oxigen being contained in those
compounds is the same thing, an admission which according to my
opinion cannot be allowed to be true, for 6 is not O though the one may
be transformed into the other.

But if the oxigen being chemically associated to other matters be
capable of existing in different states and the bearings of the oxy-
compounds be so much influenced by the peculiar condition in which
their Oxigen exists in them, are we not permitted to suspect that other
elementary matters may also enjoy a similar capacity of assuming
different conditions and be able to exist within compounds in those
various states? May it not be presumed that the chemical behaviour of
such compounds essentially depends upon the peculiar condition of their
constituent parts? Is it to be believed that carbon exists in the oil of
turpentine exactly in the same state as it does in charcoal, and is it not
possible that the decomposition of all the organic substances is effected by
heat, because this agency has the power of transforming carbon from one
state into another? To condense these questions and others that easily
suggest themselves into one, I ask, is it not very likely that, what they call
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"allotropism" acts a much more important and general part in Chymistry
than it is thought of as yet? I for my part think it to be so.

Now no more of Science, theories and such like! We descend to daily
life and my family. Being all of us highly in love with nature we are very
fond of rambling in fields and woods, on hills and dales to admire the
unfathomable riches of beauties being displayed there. May is called in
German "Wonnemonat" which means month of joy, and well meriting that
poetical denomination, it is of course a favorite of ours and we indulge
during its reign as often as we can in our rambling propensities by taking
trips in the neighbouring country. The Jura mountains are a particular
point of attraction to us with their rich woodland, limpid rivulets, green
valleys, bold rocks and fine views. I preface thus to tell you that some days
ago on a fine morning a motley army consisting of big and small Children,
male and female and old folks too were seen marching out of the old gates
of Bale tending their steps towards the "Gempenstollen" the highest and
most prominent point of the Jura in our neighbourhood. Mr. Schoenbein
well acquainted with all the recesses and by-ways round about us, and his
family making up good part of the army was unanimously elected
commander in Chief which important charge he accepted and filled it up
to the best of his powers. The day turned out a glorious one nature
exhibiting all her charms. By a great and gradually rising round about way
leading through meadows covered with flowers, green fields, flowering
orchards, beautiful beechwoods crowded with singing birds we reached
after a four hours walk the summit of our favorite hill. A little fatigued the
army desired to camp here and it was allowed to do so. The delicately
green foliage of fine beeches and the crowns of stately firtree formed a
splendid canopy and the mossy ground yielded soft resting places.
Carrying our victuals with us the dinner was soon ready and I can assure
you that we enjoyed our cold morsels infinitely better than we should
have done, had we sat down at a sumptuous royal table. Our camp being
placed upon the top of a gigantic projecting rock it commanded a most
extensive and glorious view v to the south at some distance, we saw the
snowy heaventowering Alps of the Berner Oberland, nearer and to the
west great part of the Vosges and Alsatia, to the north the Black Forest and
Baden, nearest us the many valleys and summits of the Jura mountains.
Being enchanted by that glorious sight we could not but most reluctantly
break up our camp; but Mr. Schoenbein gave orders at last to march home
again on a road however different from that we had come beautiful also
beyond description. Having reached the foot of the hill the gypsy host was
allowed to halt again for taking refreshments and by eight o'clock we
approached the walls of the good town of Bale, where the commander in
chief discharged his troops not without having received before the thanks
from high and low, old and young. I am sure you yourself and Mrs.
Faraday would have highly relished the gypsy party but come over to us
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and we shall repeat it. Next midsummer we go to Langenbruck a village
in some pass of the Jura intending to say there for a month. It would be a
high treat to me and us all, if we could spend that time with you and Mrs.
Faraday.

The gentleman who will deliver this letter to you is Mr. Schweitzer6

of Bale an old pupil of mine and whom I take the liberty to recommend
most friendly to your kindness.

Mr. Wiedemann charges me with his best compliments to you, he is
very actively occupied with electrolytical researches and has received
some interesting results.

Should a parcel be directed to you under my address, pray take and
keep it untill you find an occasional conveyance for Bale. There is no hurry
for it.

Excuse my immoderately long letter, let me soon have the favor of a
letter and believe me

Your's I most truly I C.F. Schoenbein.
Bale Mai 26th 1855.
Don't forget to remember me friendly I to Mrs. Faraday.

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday I &c &c &c I Royal Institution I
Albemarle-Street I London.

1. Letter 2964.
2. Auguste Houzeau (1829-1911, DBF). French chemist.
3. Houzeau (1855).
4. Schoenbein (1854b).
5. Letter 2274.
6. Unidentified.

Letter 2986
John Peter Gassiot to Faraday
28 May 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Clapham Common I 28 May 1855
My Dear Faraday

During the progress of your lecture last Friday Evening1 it occurred
to me that the question you had raised as to conduction proper might be
explained by some experiments I made a few years since & which are
described in a paper published in the RS. transactions (PT 1844)2 - it
appears to my mind to explain that peculiar action which arises in a
Voltaic Battery when it is thrown into a state of tension before actual
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Electrolysis takes place, and that this is similar to the induced state of an
Electrified Body previous to its receiving the actual discharge from the
Electrical Machineu

I will briefly describe the Experiment - Charge in the usual manner
(taking care to keep the outer portion of each cell dry) a number of cells or
series of a Voltaic Battery sufficient to diverge the leaves of Gold leaf
Electroscopes - one of which is attached to the + and the other to the -
terminal, introduce into the circuit a delicate Galvanometer and two
platinum wires the ends of which rest on a piece of bibulous paper
saturated with a solution of Iodide of Potassium (as in original
Experiment) - the Battery and entire apparatus being insulated - in this
state the leaves of the Electroscopes will diverge one with + and the other
with - Electricity. When all is thus arranged touch with a wire or with the
finger - either terminal, the leaves of the electroscope will collapse, while
those of the instrument attached to the other terminal will diverge with
increased intensity - repeat this by touching first one and then the other
terminal, the alternating and progressive effect shews some action must be
passing through the entire Battery, but the needle of the Galvanometer (let
the instrument be ever so delicate) is not deflected nor is there the slightest
trace of Chemical action in the solution of Iodide of Potassiumu

If as in my water Battery the terminals are brought sufficiently near
to allow a spark to pass, or let the circuit be completed for a moment of
time the deflection of the needle takes place & Iodine is evolved.

Have we not in this conduction proper through the battery without
Chemical actionu

Believe me I My Dear Faraday I Yours truly I John P. Gassiot

My Dear Faraday
I met Tyndall on Saturday3 talking over with him the subject of yr

lecture he appeared to me to think the Solution might be as I have
represented - if you think th[is] worth inserting you may send it to the
P.M., if I am wrong put it intofim.)

Excuse this scrawl & the paper but I am off to Mark Lane4 & have
nothing else to write oni.j

Believe me I Yours I J.P. Gassiot
Monday Morning

Address: Dr. Faraday I Royal Institution I Albermarle Street

1. Faraday (1855e), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 May 1855.
2. Gassiot (1844).
3. See Tyndall, Diary, 26 May 1855, 6a: 65.
4. Where Gassiot's office was located.
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Letter 2987
Thomas Phillipps to Faraday
28 May 1855
From the original copy in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson c.531, f .1-2

To Dr Faraday, Royal Institution DCL Athenaeum I 28 May 55
My dr Dr Faraday

I have followed yr advice & read the Reports in the Comptes Rendus
upon Aluminium1 but, alas! I must go to School again. The Nomenclature
of Chymistry is so changed since I studied since I studied under my old
friend Dr Kidd2 of Oxford that I am at a loss to understand some of the
new terms, & I suppose I must continue so, unless you will be my
Professor & kindly teach me. Two terms in particular I cannot translate
"Chlorure & Chlorhydrique". Are they connected with Oxymuriatic Acid? Is
Chalumcan a Blowpipe, or a Common Smoking Pipe? I have sought in vain
in this Library for a French Technological Dictionary.

Pardon my giving you so much trouble, but I will promise to make
you amends as soon as I have turned all my Clay Mountains into Clay
Silver or Aluminium.

Believe me I Very Truly Your's I T. Phillipps

1. Deville (1854a, b).
2. John Kidd (1775-1851, DNB). Regius Professor of Physic, University of Oxford, 1822-1851.

Letter 2988
Faraday to Thomas Phillipps
29 May 1855
From the original in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson c.531, f.3-4

Royal Institution I 29 May 1855
My dear Sir Thomas,

There is perhaps no science that requires more closely following than
Chemistry and you would have to read & think a good deal before you
could possibly be on a level with the Chemistry of Aluminium1. However
I can explain the terms you refer to. Oxymuriatic acid as it used to be
called is now known to be an elementary body - is called chlorine & its
compounds with metals are in French called Chlorures. "Chlorhydrique"
is a compound of Chlorine & hydrogen the old Muriatic acid will pass by
that name. "Chalumcan" is the blowpipe. I think you have mastered the
subject pretty well if these are all your difficulties!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday

1. See letter 2987.
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Letter 2989
Faraday to Hugh Welch Diamond1

29 May 1855
From the original in the possession of C.J. Kershaw

Royal Institution I 29 May 1855
My dear Sir

I am greatly obliged to you for the copy of Davy's letteru It is just his
hand writing when I knew him which however was not until 9 years after
in 1812. I think - It is really very interesting to see how thoroughly his
thought & propositions anticipates the Museum as they seem to be
carr[y]ing it out both in Jermyn St & the Society of Arts.

Ever Truly Yours I M. Faraday
Hugh W. Diamond Esq I &c &c &c

Address: Hugh W. Diamond Esq I &c &c &c I Surrey County Lunatic
Asylum I Near Wandsworth

1. Hugh Welch Diamond (1809-1886, DNB). Physician and photographer.

Letter 2990
Charles Lyell to Faraday
1 June 1855
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.9

53 Harley St. I Friday. Jun 1, I 1855.
Dear Faraday

My friend the bearer of this Mr Wildy1 is very desirous of attending
Mr Tyndal's lecture tonight2.1 told him he must not be surprised if he finds
every ticket given away, but that he might take his chance of calling at the
Institn. with this note from me & seeing if you could spare him a ticket.
Excuse my giving you this trouble & send word viva voce that you have
none left if that be the caseu

ever truly yours I Cha Lyell

1. Unidentified.
2. Tyndall (1855a), Friday Evening Discourse of 1 June 1855.
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Letter 2991
Faraday to Frederick Gye
2 June 1855
From the original in SI D MS 554A

R Institution I 2 June 55
My dear Sir

I hope you have not too freely anticipated Thursday Evening1 - If you
want the Stall for others who have more metallic thanks to give you than
I have do not hesitate to let me know. In all cases I am your very much
obliged

M. Faraday
F. Gye Esqr I &c &c &c

1. That is 7 June 1855 when Faraday would have heard the "Huguenots" by Meyerbeer. Times,
7 June 1855, p.6, col. a.

Letter 2992
Thomas Phillipps to Faraday
2 June 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

[Athenaeum letterhead] I 2 June I 55
My dear Dr Faraday

Many thanks for yr translation1, wch enables me to see that the actual
production of the metal is not so costly & intricate as I supposed; for it
appears by the Comptes Rendus2 that one of the experimenters produced
it by a Blow-pipe, in globules. To produce it in Ingots like Mr Deville3, wd
be both costly & intricate, & it must be produced in that form to make it
pay. But perhaps a more simple method may be discovered by yourself
before long.

Mr Wohler told me the process which he used, but it seems he does
not obtain it in Ingots, altho' the specimen which he sent to me might be
called a thin Ingot.

I am translating all the Passages in the Comptes Rendus relating to
aluminium. Repeating my thanks for your kindness I believe me I Very
truly your's I Thos Phillipps

PS. I find a family of Fereday in Worcestershire; are you from my
county?

1. Letter 2988.
2. Deville (1854a, b).
3. Henri Etienne Sainte-Claire Deville (1818-1881, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Ecole
Normale Superieure, 1851-1880.
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4. Wohler to Phillipps, 10 April 1855, Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson d.50, f.73-5. On Wohler's
work see Weeks and Leicester (1968), 567-8.

Letter 2993
Faraday to Thomas Phillipps
4 June 1855
From the original in Bod MS Phillipps-Robinson c.531, f.5

R Institution I 4 June 1855
My dear Sir Thomas

I do not know of any connexion between the Feredays of Worcester-
shire & our Family which is from Clapham in Yorkshire. I knew there were
some Feredays Iron masters: &c but only by report1!.]

Ever Truly Yours I M Faraday

1. See letter 2992.

Letter 2994
Edward Sabine to Faraday
7 June 18551

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, £.26
13 Ashley Place I June 7.

Dear Faraday,
M. Plantamour2 of Geneva who is here for a few days would be much

pleased to be present at your lecture tomorrow night3, and I have
promised to ask for a ticket for him. I hope to accompany him myself,
using for that purpose my General ticket of admission on friday evenings.
I enclose two tickets which Mr Barlow was so kind as to send me for
Tynda[l]l's lecture4, (which I was unable to attend) - perhaps the date of
these might be altered to Friday the 8th.

Sincerely yours I Edward Sabine.
PS. Mr Walker of Oxford comes up to Oxford to hear you on Friday, and
will be at my house.

1. Dated of the basis of the references to Faraday's and Tyndall's Friday Evening Discourses.
2. Emile Plantamour (1815-1882, DHBS). Professor of Astronomy and Director of the
Observatory at Geneva.
3. Faraday (18551), Friday Evening Discourse of 8 June 1855.
4. Tyndall (1855a), Friday Evening Discourse of 1 June 1855.
5. Robert Walker (1801-1865, B3). Professor of Experimental Philosophy at the University of
Oxford, 1839-1865.
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Letter 2995
James Emerson Tennent1 to Faraday
13 June 18552

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.26
Board of Trade I June 13.

My dear Sir
I send you the broken fragment of the Chance mirror for inspection.
I hope [you] will remember to let Mr Walker & me see the specimen

of aluminium3!.]

It will give us great gratification if the accompanying card finds you
unengaged; & that you will give us the pleasure of your company to
dinner on the 29th.

Yours Faithfully I J. Emerson Tennent
M. Faraday Esq I DCL. &c

1. James Emerson Tennent (1804-1869, B3). Secretary of the Board of Trade, 1852-1867.
2. Dated on the basis that letter 2996 is the reply.
3. See McConnell (1989).

Letter 2996
Faraday to James Emerson Tennent1

13 June 1855
From the original in the possession of Y. Watanabe

Royal Institution I 13 June 1855
My dear Sir Emerson

You are very kind and I thank you sincerely for the invitation2 but I
must not accept it as I am known never to dine out in the circles of
Societyi.i

The fragment of mirror I will keep a few days & then returnu
I have been puzzling my head ever since Saturday3 trying to

remember whom I had promised to send the Aluminium4 to. I now send
it - thanking you much for your kindness & hope you will excuse my
forgetfulness

I am I Very Truly Yours I M Faraday

1. James Emerson Tennent (1804-1869, B3). Secretary of the Board of Trade, 1852-1867.
2. Letter 2995.
3. That is 9 June 1855.
4. See McConnell (1989).
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Letter 2997
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
13 June 1855
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/88

Trinity House I 13th June 1855.
My dear Sir,

Herewith I send you Samples of Drinking Water (in two Bottles) used
by the Keepers at the Beachy Head Light House, which have been sent up
by direction of the Elder Brethren, who are desirous that you should
analyze the same; and which I have to request you will do, and favor them
by communicating to me the result.-

I remain I My dear Sir I Your very faithful Servant I J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq.

Letter 2998
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
16 June 1855
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/88

Royal Institution I 16 June 1855
My dear Sir

The waters as they came to me in the bottles were not bad1. That
labled Assistant light keeper was very good being soft, without colour, or
taste; free from organic matter, and also from lead. It contains only small
quantities of sulphate of lime & chloride of Sodium substances which
might very properly be present. The water labled Principal light keeper was
also soft & good in respect of taste, smell, & saline matters, but there was
a little organic matter (I do not know what its source may be) which gave
it a little colour and there was also a small trace of lead; very small but still
distinct. There was no sediment of lead in either of the bottlesu

Ever My dear Sir I Very truly Yours I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esqr. I &c &c &c

1. See letter 2997.
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Letter 2999
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
17 June 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Vichy le 17 juin 1855
Mon cher Monsieur & ami,

J'ai regu votre bonne petite lettre1 qui m'a bien touche comme tout ce
qui me vient de vous. Vous avez ete surpris de ma determination; mais
vous le serez moins quand vous connaitrez Tamie qui a bien voulu
consentir a se r£unir a moi pour que nous terminions ensemble les jours
que la Providence daignera encore nous accorder sur cette terre.

Amie & contemporaine de ma chere premiere femme ainsi que de ma
belle soeur Louisa Marcet2, veuve de Tun de mes coll&gues & amis qu'elle
a perdu il y a 16 ans, Madame Maurice Fatio etait pour moi une de ces
amies predeuses, si rares a trouver, soit a cause de la communaute des
souvenirs qui nous unissaient, soit a cause de la tendre affection qu'elle
avait pour mes enfants, soit surtout a cause de l'elevation de son caractere
& de ses sentiments si profondement Chretiens. II a fallu pour la decider a
s'unir k moi qu'elle chercMt & vit dans le parti qu'elle a fini par prendre
apres deux mois d'hesitation & de scrupules, une direction providentielle,
qu'elle y reconnut la volonte de Dieu. Or les circonstances qui ont
accompagne cette epoque d'incertitude ont eti telles qu'il a semble
veritablement que notre union etait voulue par Celui qui gouverne
l'Univers. Ainsi c'est sous Son regard & sous Sa divine protection que nous
nous sommes unis en implorant sur nous Sa benediction au nom de notre
Seigneur Jesus-Christ.

Voila, Monsieur & cher ami, les circonstances qui ont accompagne
l'evenement si serieux & en meme temps si doux qui vient de s'accomplir
pour moi. Je suis convaincu que vous me pardonnerez ces details que
justifie l'amitie si precieuse que vous m'avez constamment temoignee &
dont vous m'avez toujours donne tant de preuves. J'espere que cette
amitie ne me fera jamais defaut & j'ose y compter.-

Je compte etre a Londres vers le 8 ou le 10 juillet pour y terminer
l'impression de mon second volume3 qui a ete retardee, j'ignore pourquoi.
J'espere que vous me permettrez d'aller pendant ce temps passer quelques
moments avec vous de temps a autres. II y aurait meme une ou deux
experiences que j'aimerais bien faire avec vous, si cela vous est possible.

Je suis encore a Vichy jusqu'a la fin de Juin & je dois passer huit a dix
jours a Paris avant d'aller a Londres pour terminer quelques affaires
relatives a mon fils cadet4 qui vient de sortir de la Ecole Polytechnique ou
il a acheve ses deux annees d'une maniere honorable, car il est sorti le
25eme sur une liste de 110. Mais j'ai prefere qu'il ne prit en France aucun
service ni militaire, ni civil; & il va maintenant poursuivre ses etudes
Scientifiques.-
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Agreez, Monsieur & tres cher ami, l'assurance des sentiments les
plus affectueux de votre tout devoue I A. de la Rive

Address: Prof. Faraday F.R.S. I Associe de l'lnstitut de France &c I Royal
Institution I AlbemarleStt I Londres.

TRANSLATION
Vichy 17 June 1855

My Dear Sir and Friend,
I received your good little letter1 which touched me as does

everything that comes from you. You were surprised by my decision; but
you would be less so if you knew the friend who has consented to unite
herself to me so that we may end in each other's company the days that
Providence has accorded us on this earth.

A friend and contemporary of my dear first wife as well as of my
sister-in-law, Louisa Marcet2, widow of one of my colleagues and friends,
whom she lost sixteen years ago, Madame Maurice Fatio was for me one
of those precious friends, so rare to find, both because of the treasury of
memories that united us and for the tender affection that she had for my
children and above all for her upright character and her profoundly
Christian sentiments. It took two months of hesitation and scruples, before
she decided to unite herself to me, during which time she searched and
lived the part that she ended by taking, a providential direction, in which
she recognised the will of God. Now the circumstances which accom-
panied this period of uncertainty were such that it truly seemed that our
union was willed by Him who governs the Universe. Thus it was under
His gaze and under His divine protection that we were united, imploring
Him to send us His blessing, in the name of our Lord, Jesus Christ.

There, Sir and dear friend, are the circumstances which accompanied
this most serious and happy event that has happened to me. I am sure that
you will forgive me these details that are justified by the precious
friendship that you have always shown and of which you have always
given me so many proofs. I hope that this friendship will never fail and I
dare to count on it. -

I hope to be in London towards 8 or 10 July in order to finish the
printing of my second volume3 which has been delayed, I do not know
why. I hope that you will allow me during this period to spend some time
with you. There would even be one or two experiments which I would like
to do with you, if it were possible.

I shall stay in Vichy to the end of June and I must spend eight or ten
days in Paris before going to London to complete some business
connected with my youngest son4 who has just finished at the Ecole
Polytechnique, where he completed his two years in an honourable
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fashion, coming 25th out of 110. But I preferred him not to take any
military or civil position in France and he is now going to continue his
Scientific studies.-

Please accept, Sir and very dear friend, the assurance of the most
affectionate sentiments of your most devoted I A de la Rive

1. Not found.
2. Louisa De La Rive, nee Marcet (1807-1834, Choisy (1947), 52). Daughter of Jane Marcet
3. De La Rive (1853-8), 2.
4. Charles-Lucien De La Rive (1834-1924, Choisy (1947), 51). Swiss physician and writer.

Letter 3000
John Tyndall to Faraday
1 July 1855
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4029-33

Hotel Manchester I 1 Rue De Grammont I Paris, 1st, July.
My dear Mr Faraday

The sun shines straight into my bedroom this glorious Sunday
morning, but the light he sends which beautifies the world and makes the
heart of man joyful is accompanied by heat which dulls the brain and
makes a man lazy. Two principles operate upon me at present, the old
duality of the moral world - the love of ease and indulgence which would
prompt me to stretch myself on my bed, and the sense of duty which urges
me to write to you. For the present however the latter has triumphed, and
I hope it will triumph to the end. The close of the day I saw you last saw
me in Hampshire1 where I remained for a week to get some writing done,
and on Friday the 15th at midnight we loosed from the Docks at
Southampton and steered for Jersey. I say 'we' as I have a chemical
companion along with me2. Our passage to Jersey was in the highest
degree abominable, I never suffered so much in my life. The wind had
been high during the day, but the evening was calm and pleasant, and I
promised myself quite an agreeable passage. The sea however continued
to swing furiously although the cause of its oscillation had ceased to act:
we were tossed up and down and the consequences may be imagined by
those who have had the felicity of experiencing the more exalted phases of
sea sickness. All on board were ill - the strongest gave way and the
stomachic perturbation was universal. We reached Jersey safely and were
obliged to continue there until the following Tuesday as there was no boat
previously to France. I say 'obliged' for though Jersey might be a pleasant
place for 3 days residence still with the exception of one day the weather
was so bad that we were confined to our hotel. On Tuesday the 19th we set
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sail for St Malo and reached the place after a passage of four hours and a
half. Here we gave our portmanteaus in charge to the Messageries who
had them transmitted to Paris there to await our arrival, and with
sufficient baggage to do for a foot journey of a fortnight we commenced
our campaign through France. At St Malo we saw the tomb of
Chateaubriand3. His bones are bedded in a rock on an island which when
the tide recedes can be reached by footpassengers from the main land.
When we were there the sun was shining on his tomb and the billows
breaking and moaning against the rugged rocks beneath it. The place I
believe had been one of the scenes of the poet's boyhood and at his own
request he was buried here. From St Malo we walked to Dinan in Brittany
- a place beautifully situated - The country round is richly wooded, while
the contour of the land and the colouring of the rocks are beautiful. A
magnificent viaduct has recently been thrown over a ravine near the town,
which adds its picturesqueness to that of the scenery. Most of the stone we
saw was a delapated granite, and it was manifestly stratified; at least its
crystalline plates were so arranged as to lie flat as if they had been pressed
into their position by the superincumbent weight. The rocks which
presented this appearance were quite friable, and their aspect was perhaps
calculated to throw some light upon the obscure question of slate cleavage.
From Dinan we proceeded to a place called Dol. Thence to Avranches,
whence we paid a visit to the celebrated Mont St Michel - a rock to attain
which we had [to] traverse a league of flat strand which is covered at High
Tides, and to wade here and there knee deep through water. On this wild
rock a monastery was built ages ago, a most splendid piece of architecture
which is now in a state of capital preservation. Its life was an oscillation
between the tempests of war and the calm of religion - It is now a prison,
and the splendid rooms, the Knights chamber and the refectory of the
monks are converted into weaving rooms, where the prisoners work. I
never saw a richer country than that which stretches from Dinan to Dol
and from Dol to Avranches: Here and there you have views of vast extent
and great beauty. The country is well wooded and through the foliage the
rich green of the crops and the enclosures reveals itself. Apple trees are
strewn every where and you meet cider at all turnsu The people appear to
like it much, indeed in many of the poorer cabarets you can get nothing
but cider. To me it is not much pleasanter than vinegar. The villages at a
distance with their brown and aged roofs look very picturesque, but they
are vile within - In nothing is the difference between English and
Continental life so strikingly exhibited as in the villages. Throughout the
region which I have mentioned dirt is universal - Comparing the glorious
country with the dwellings of the people, the words of Heber's4 hymn
were often in my mouth.

"Man alone is vile"5
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This inattention to cleanliness is by no means the result of poverty. In dirty
houses you often see solid pieces of furniture with old massive brass
ornaments which are scrupulously polished while there are holes in the
dirty earthen floor. The people do not appear to have that sense of
household harmony which is everywhere present among the wives of
England and the consequence is the presence of such incongruities as I
have mentioned. As regard cleanliness comfort and good order the Hotel
de Londres at Avranches is pleasant to think of. The way to the heart of a
savage is said to be through his stomach and certainly the excellence of the
fare in the hotel spoken of, combined with the moderation of the charge
has given it a pleasant place in my memory. The scenery about Avranches
is delightful. We always made a point of visiting the churches in each
town. There is something soothing in the cool tranquil air of these places,
and however one may dissent from their present uses, a solemn and
religious feeling is natural in such places. I like them best empty. When the
priest is present his theological mechanics ruins the earnestness and
tranquility of the impressions otherwise attainable. You rarely find the
churches without a stray worshipper - sometimes a dozen or more, almost
all of them are women. Hence we might argue that they are either the chief
saints or the chief sinners in France. Some of them you see with earnest
countenances deeply engaged in their devotions, many, however mutter
their prayers as mechanically as if they were repeating their multiplication
table. They yawn and look unuterably vacant. At Avranches we had a
solemn High Mass conducted for the soul of an inhabitant who had fallen
before Sebastopol. A coffin and all adjuncts were there, but the Crimea
held the body. This Romish faith must have had a wonderful, and I think
on the whole a beneficial effect upon a half savage world. It seems
vigorous now in France, but it is only seeming - its days are numbered, but
with the instinct of an old man on the brink of the grave it still clings
tenaciously to life. Women are its chief supporters at the present day and
I suppose the reason is that they have more feeling and less intellect than
men -1 think I ought to ask you not to read this heretical utterance to Mrs
Faraday or Miss Barnard. But I must hasten. Having passed through Caen,
Havre, Rouen we reached Paris yesterday -1 have as yet seen nobody but
purpose calling upon some people to day. And now I will ask you to
excuse the infliction of this badly written letter. With kind remembrances
to Mrs Faraday and Miss Barnard

Believe me most faithfully Yours I John Tyndall
I shall leave the hotel tomorrow. And if you should have any thing to say
to me the address

14 Rue du Cirque. Would be safest I J.T.

1. Tyndall, Diary, 9 June 1855,6a: 75.
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2. Heinrich Debus (1824-1916, J.Chem.Soc, 1917, 111: 325-31). Taught chemistry at Queen-
wood School, 1850-1867.
3. Francois Rene Chateaubriand (1768-1848, DBF). French statesman and writer.
4. Reginald Heber (1783-1826, DNB). Bishop of Calcutta, 1823-1826.
5. Heber (1827), 139.

Letter 3001
Myles distance1 to Faraday
5 July 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Conservative Club I St. James St. I July 5th 1855
Sir

Will you permit a stranger to intrude upon your politeness by
requesting the favour of an answer to an enquiry which I wish to make as
to the cause, or rather your opinion of the cause of the violent Gales of
wind which prevailed for so long a time without any intermission until
lately and which are still continued occasionally.

It occurred to me some time ago that the atmosphere must have
undergone an extraordinary disturbance by the continued firing at
Sebastopol. I attempted to make a rough calculation of the number of
shots fired by the Artillery, Bombs, the explosion of ammunition waggons
and mines together with the hundred of thousands of shots from small
arms and also the great Guns on board the Ships continued daily for so
long a time and very often during the greater part of the Night in addition.
If you calculate the prodigious quantity of Gun powder thus expanded
into gas a most prodigious disturbance of the atmosphere must of
necessity I apprehend take place. I should not have intruded this letter
upon your Notice had I not seen some time after this idea had struck me
that a French Chymist whose name I cannot immediately recollect had
declared himself to be of the same opiniont.i

It appears to me that the expansion of such a quantity of Gunpowder
must be equivalent to adding an additional quantity of atmosphere to the
Earth and that the addition of such a vast quantity must absorb a large
amount of heat from the Natural atmosphere and thereby cause the wind
to be so much colder than is usually the case at this period of the year. The
"Times" Correspondent yesterday mentioned that in 2 days the Allies fired
23,960 shots from the Artillery alone independent of the number of shots
fired from Sebastopol2. It would very much gratify me to have your
opinion on the subject in order that I may be corrected if I am wrong in my
opinion but if right that I may have the opportunity of waving your letter
in the faces of my friends and thereby stop that ridicule and laughter
which generally accompany the expression of my opinions
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I remain Sir i Yours very obediently I Myles Custance
M. Faraday Esq

1. Unidentified.
2. Times, 4 July 1855, p.9, col. £.

Letter 3002
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
6 July 1855
From the original in RS MS RR 3.154

6 July 1855
My dear Sir

I cannot doubt that any paper by Mr. Joule must be proper for the
Transactions but I am unable to judge of the peculiar merits of the one you
send me1. The object is (I conclude) to obtain data the best fitted to form
the foundations of mathematical investigations into the nature of the
electro-magnetic forces. Having no mathematical knowledge I am not
competent to say whether the data here supplied are so direct in their
consequences as to be thus fitted for that purpose. With my rough
geometrical mode of looking at things I should have liked to know the
number of spirals (which vary) in the different helices;- and the influence
of the difference of helix diameter for the different bars:- also having a
helix constant in diameter & length of wire, the difference caused by
having the iron (of the same weight & length) in the form of a rod or a
cylinder so as to be in one part or another of the space within the helix;-
and other variations. But for ought that I know the mathematicians may
not require these particularities but may be able with a given & constant
length of wire to proceed at once from the data Mr. Joule gives. I have no
doubt that the experiments are well & carefully made. I conclude that the
iron was of like quality in all the cases & well annealedi.i

Dr. Tyndall is abroad at present:- when he returns he will have the
paper & your note2i.j

I am I Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
C.R. Weld Esq

1. Joule (1856).
2. Tyndall's report on Joule's paper, dated 25 July 1855, is in RS MS RR 3.155.
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Letter 3003
Faraday to the Editor of the Times
7 July 1855
From Times, 9 July 1855, p.8, col. f
To the Editor of the Times

Sir, - I traversed this day by steamboat the space between London
and Hungerford Bridges between half-past 1 and 2 o'clock; it was low
water, and I think the tide must have been near the turn. The appearance
and smell of the water forced themselves at once on my attention. The
whole of the river was an opaque pale brown fluid. In order to test the
degree of opacity, I tore up some white cards, into pieces moistened them
so as to make them sink easily below the surface, and then dropped some
of these pieces into the water at every pier the boat came to; before they
had sunk an inch below the surface they were indistinguishable, though
the sun shone brightly at the time; and when the pieces fell edgeways the
lower part was hidden from sight before the upper part was under water.
This happened at St. Paul's-wharf, Blackfriars-bridge, Temple-wharf,
Southwark-bridge, and Hungerford; and I have no doubt would have
occurred further up and down the river. Near the bridges the feculence
rolled up in clouds so dense that they were visible at the surface even in
water of this kind.

The smell was very bad and common to the whole of the water; it
was the same as that which now comes up from the gully holes in the
streets; the whole river was for the time a real sewer. Having just returned
from out the country air, I was, perhaps, more affected by it than others;
but I do not think I could have gone on to Lambeth or Chelsea, and I was
glad to enter the streets for an atmosphere which, except near the
sinkholes, I found much sweeter than on the river.

I have thought it a duty to record these facts that they may be
brought to the attention of those who exercise power or have responsibil-
ity in relation to the condition of our river; there is nothing figurative in
the words I have employed or any approach to exaggeration; they are the
simple truth. If there be sufficient authority to remove a putrescent pond
from the neighbourhood of a few simple dwellings, surely the river which
flows for so many miles through London ought not to be allowed to
become a fermenting sewer. The condition in which I saw the Thames may
perhaps be considered as exceptional, but it ought to be an impossible
state, instead of which I fear it is rapidly becoming the general condition.
If we neglect this subject, we cannot expect to do so with impunity; nor
ought we to be surprised if ere many years are over, a hot season give us
sad proof of the folly of our carelessness.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, M. Faraday.
Royal Institution, July 7.
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PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHARIVARI.—JOLT 21, 1855.

FARADAY GIVING HIS CARD TO FATHER THAMES;
And we hope the Dirty Fellow will consult the learned Professor.

Plate 12. Faraday giving his card to Father Thames. Cartoon from Punch,
21 July 1855, 28: 27. See letter 3003.
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Letter 3004
John Tyndall to Faraday
10 July 1855
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4034-6

14 Rue Du Cirque Paris. I 10th, July 1855.
My dear Mr Faraday

I repeated your question1 "what remembrance is there of Arago?"
yesterday to a friend, and the reply was that there is no remembrance. He
left so many opponents behind him in the Academy that all unity of action
is destroyed, and the sum collected was too small for what was proposed.
I was at the Academy yesterday, and conveyed your sentiments of
affection to Biot. He enquired very kindly after you - He was kind enough
to place me in a good position, from which as he remarked I might see "les
personages." At the end of a seat near me I saw a fine looking old man,
and noticed that many of the members, on passing him squeezed him
silently by the hand, while tears appeared in the eyes of some of them. The
old man appeared to have been smitten by some calamity with which his
friends sympathised - I learned afterwards that it was Thenard2 that he
had lost his son quite recently and had suffered a second heavy domestic
affliction some time before. It was the first day of his appearance since his
son died. Regnault was president and once he said that the 'parole' was
with M. Le Prince de Canino3- "Le Prince de Canino n'existe pas"
responded the person addressed - "Monsieur Bonaparte s'il vous plait" I
do not know whether it is that the title is abolished or that Lucien's
republican tendencies caused him to disavow it. At the conclusion of the
meeting I felt great pleasure in making the acquaintance of Prof DelaRive
who is here with his wife. He will remain here for eight or nine days and
then proceed to London. I had never seen him before but his kind frank
countenance agreed with the image that I had previously formed of him.
I find in Wartmann4 an exceedingly agreeable companion: he and I walked
together for several hours yesterday - we were at Versailles on Sunday
with Wheatstone. From all I can see Wartmann is not only well instructed
in science but possesses qualities of heart which are pleasant and
refreshing to those who require something more than the mere culture of
the brain. He gave me a curious picture of the strifes and heartburnings
existing among the scientific men of Paris. I could not help comparing this
life of ambition, this grasping at and feverish longing after the honours of
the world, with the quiet of your existence, and I hope I derived profit and
strength from the comparison. Arago appears to have been unfortunate in
this respect, and from all I can gather regarding him he appears to have
lacked that stability of soul, that reliance upon higher things than mere
worldly renown, which I think ought to make the true philosopher. I read
some time ago his life of Ampere5 and I could not help thinking at the time
that he was incapable of appreciating fully Ampere's character. The latter
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appeared to me to possess qualities in a high degree which in Arago were
at least rudimentary. LeVerrier61 am told moves though the Academy as
through a vacuum - he has no connexion with anybody. Thus do we find
this august body split up into antagonisms which are scarcely worthy of
ordinary illeducated citizens. Thenard is one of those whom all parties
respect - the universal sympathy evidenced yesterday was a proof of this.
He has in fact pursued science for the love of science, and has not used it
merely as a stepping stone to worldly advancement.

While I write Wheatstone, Edmond Becquerel and other members of
the section7 are in the next room and Wheatstone's voice rings in my ears:
He talks as if he were inspired being apparently carried quite beyond his
own control. He evidently rates pretty highly those honours and marks of
recognition and I am inclined to think that he pays in some measure the
inevitable penalty, and often has an uneasy mind. Foucault8 has set up his
pendulum in the Exhibition: I saw him this morning for the first time: he
has an arrangement of electromagnets underneath the pendulum by
which its power is sustained, and the time of oscillation indefinitely
prolonged. The fortnight I spent in Normandy9 was of immense value to
me since my railway campaignings I have not felt a greater infusion of
physical energy than during that tour. I still continue very strong and hope
to be able to keep my mind tranquil and consequently my health good
while I remain at Paris. I shall endeavour to get back at the end of the
month as indeed I long to be at my work again.

Thank you very much for communicating my request to Anderson -
He sends me my letters regularly, and now with kindest remembrances
and best wishes for the health and happiness of Mrs Faraday Miss Barnard
and yourself

Believe me I most faithfully Yours I Tyndall

1. This was in a letter from Faraday to Tyndall that has not been found, but is referred to in
Tyndall, Diary, 11 July 1855,6a: 148.
2. Louis Jacques Thenard (1777-1857, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Paris.
3. Charles Lucien Jules Laurent Bonaparte, Prince de Canino (1803-1857, DSB). French
zoologist.
4. Elie Francois Wartmann (1817-1886, P2,3). Professor of Physics at Geneva from 1848.
5. Arago (1854).
6. Urbain Jean Joseph Leverrier (1811-1877, DSB). Director of the Paris Observatory,
1854-1870.
7. That is of the Paris exhibition. See Eve and Creasey (1945), 60.
8. Jean Bernard Leon Foucault (1819-1868, DSB). French physicist.
9. See letter 3000.
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Letter 3005
Faraday to Cornelia Augusta Hewett Crosse1

12 July 1855
From Gladstone (1874), 80

July 12,1855.
.... Believe that I sympathise with you most deeply2, for I enjoy in my

life-partner those things which you speak of as making you feel your loss
so heavily.

It is the kindly domestic affections, the worthiness, the mutual aid in
sorrow, the mutual joy in happiness that has existed, which makes the
rupture of such a tie as yours so heavy to bear; and yet you would not
wish it otherwise, for the remembrance of those things brings solace with
the grief. I speak, thinking what my own trouble would be if I lost my
partner; and I try to comfort you in the only way in which I think I could
be comforted.

M. Faraday

1. Cornelia Augusta Hewett Crosse, nee Berkeley (d. 1895, age 68, GRO). Married Andrew
Crosse in 1850. See under his DNB entry.
2. On the death of Crosse on 6 July 1855.

Letter 3006
Faraday to Justus Liebig
17 July 1855
From the original in Bayerische Staatsbibliothek MS Liebigiana ILB.
Faraday, M.

Royal Institution i London I 17 July 1855.
My dear Liebig

Now that I think of writing to you, it seems very long since I wrote
last, and I seem as if I had left a pleasure unenjoyed:- but I have often
thought of you, & had thoughts even of seeing you; though ever as the
proposed time drew near, things before unthought of grew into realities, &
the dreams which seemed sometimes as lively as realities, passed away;-
& so it is with our life and so I suppose it ought to be. But the thoughts of
you are pleasant; and my wife & I often think of the days at York1, and
then set too, to imagine what the years between then & now have done
with you. I do not mean as to progress, discovery, and fame for that we know;
but as to the personality of the Man Liebig, whose company and converse
we enjoyed so much there, that it has left an enduring impression on my
failing memory. We both desire to recall ourselves by that time to your
kindliest remembrance of us.
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And now I want to ask you to do me a favour if it lies within your
power.- My nephew Mr. Frank Barnard, who desires to improve himself in
Art as applied in Art manufacture, has been in Paris for some years & now
purposes to visit Munich, that he may profit by its schools & Art treasures.
I should be glad if you could give him the opportunity of a few minutes
conversation, and if you know what he ought to do to gain admission to
the places of study, to tell him. He is earnest to advance himself, but of
course needs the information, which he can gain only by enquiry: If you
can in this respect put him in the way it will be a great kindness to him &
to me. I am quite sure he will not trouble you more than you will desire.

I hardly know who of my friends is in Munich with you:- for my
memory fails me & I forget persons in relation to places. I know that I have
many friends every where, & not as I am aware of one enemy or one who
dislikes me. I ought to be grateful.

Ever My dear Liebig I Yours Most truly I M Faraday
Profr. Liebig I &c &c &c

Address: The I Baron Liebig I &c &c &c &c I Munich

1. At the meeting of the British Association in 1844. See Liebig to Faraday, 19 December 1844,
letter 1660, volume 3.

Letter 3007
Lyon Playfair to Faraday
19 July 1855
From the original in RI MS Fl K34
[Athenaeum Letterhead] I 32 Ladbroke Square I Notting Hill I 19th July

/ 5 5
My dear Professor

The Scotchmen, myself being an atom of that Nation-loving race, are
very desirous to make the Meeting of the [British] Association at Glasgow
a successful one. The Meeting takes place on the 12th Septr. in a Town
situated on a moderately clean river1, the seat of badly smelling Chemical
Manufactures, but within 2 hours of Loch Lomond where Rob Roy2

became a hero, by remaining unhung as a thief, & within 3 hours of Loch
Katrine where the fair lady of the Lake3, her father & array of followers
mysteriously inhabited an island on which two little Bushmen would
scarcely be able to squat with our present vast ideas of space.

I hope all these Attractions will lead you to Glasgow where as the
Clyde claims no relationship with the Thames, I can promise you a warm
receptions
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Yours Sincerely I LyonPlayfair
Prof. Faraday

1. A reference to letter 3003.
2. Robert MacGregor (1671-1734, DNB). Scottish outlaw and the subject of [Scott] (1818).
3. The subject of Scott (1810).

Letter 3008
Faraday to Lyon Playfair
20 July 1855
From the original in IC MS LP254

20 July 1855
My dear Playfair

I should like much to see Glasgow this summer1 - for I have many
friends there - but I cannot tell as yet - though I fear it will not be. I am
amused at one of your temptations the moderately clean river, for though
it is so above bridge yet when I was there last2 nothing could be worse
than its state at the Broomielaw, amongst the boats. I should be very glad
to think that that had been alteredu

Ever Yours Truly I M. Faraday

1. For the meeting of the British Association. See letter 3007.
2. Faraday was in Glasgow in 1849. See letter 2212.

Letter 3009
Faraday to Frederick Gye
20 July 1855
From the original in Museum of History of Science, Oxford, MS
Museum 63

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I 20 July 1855
Thanks my dear Sir for a very great treat, but if I had known before

I wrote to you that it was to be the first night of Meyerbeers Opera I should
not have moved youi.j

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
F. Gye Esqr I &c &c &c

1. Faraday heard the British premier of Meyerbeer's "L'Etoile du Nord". Times, 19 July 1855,
p.8, col. a.
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Letter 3010
Charles Lyell to Faraday
24 July 1855
From the original in RI MS Fl 158

53 Harley St I July 24,1855.
My dear Faraday

I have received a letter marked private, from my friend Sir Edmund
Head1, now Governor General of Canada in which he says "could you get
me from Faraday an answer to the following question - How far are first
rate mathematical acquirements essential for conducting with advantage
magnetic observations such as have been carried on at the Observatory at
Toronto".

He says, he asks this question with a sincere desire to know what is
necessary in order that the best may be done for the interests of science, &
he should be glad if the answer could be got in the shape of a short note
from you & one which he could use.

He has (intentionally I have no doubt) left me in the dark as to the
particular bearing of the question, but I know him to be a man who will
do what he can for the advancement of science.

Every most truly yours I Cha Lyell

1. Edmund Walker Head (1805-1868, DNB). Governor General of Canada, 1854-1861.

Letter 3011
Faraday to H. Duckworth1

25 July 1855
From the original in RI MS Fl Nl/25

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I 25 July 1855
Sir

Each one has to judge for himself (in the case you speak of) from the
evidence given. My conclusion is that the mite had nothing to do with the
Galvanic action but got in by accident!.]

I am Sir I Your Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
H. Duckworth Esqr I &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
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Letter 3012
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
26 July 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Paris jeudi 26 juillet 1855
Monsieur & tres cher ami,

J'apprends par mon ami Prevost1 que vous etes encore a Londres &
que vous ne quittez cette ville que lundi prochain. Monsieur Tyndall
m'avait induit en erreur en me disant, il y a deja 15 jours, que vous aviez
deja quitte Londres. Ce motif joint a d'autres avait fait que j'avais prolonge
sans regret mon Sejour a Paris. Maintenant l'arrivee de mon frere2 & de
deux de mes enfants m'oblige de retarder mon depart jusqu'a lundi
prochain 30 juillet. J'arriverai done a Londres seulement ce jour la ou le
lendemain matin mardi 31, desirant passer le dimanche tranquille & ne
pas etre en voyage ce jour la.

Maintenant je viens vous demander si je ne pourrai pas aller un
matin vous faire une visite a la campagne & si vous ne revenez point
quelquefois a Londres de la campagne ou vous serez.- Vous comprenez
combien je tiens a vous serrer la main & a m'entretenir quelques instants
avec vous.- Veuillez done avoir la bonte de m'ecrire deux mots chez MM.
Morris Prevost & c3 pour me dormer vos instructions.

Je compte rester a Londres 10 a 15 jours pour corriger les epreuves
qui m'attendent4, puis j'irai faire un tour en Ecosse avec ma femme & Tune
de mes filles que j'emmene avec moi. Je repasserai done de nouveau a
Londres vers la fin d'Aout. J'espere done bien avoir le plaisir de vous voir,
d'autant plus que, eomme vous le savez, je n'ai pas a Londres un plus
excellent ami que vous.

Agreez, Monsieur & cher ami, l'assurance de mes sentiments
devouees & les plus affectueux

Auge. de la Rive

Address: Monsieur Faraday I Royal Institution I Albermarle Stt I
Londres.

TRANSLATION
Paris, Thursday 26 July 1855

Sir and very dear friend,
I learn from my friend Prevost1 that you are still in London and that

you are not leaving that city until next Monday. Mr Tyndall had misled me
by saying, two weeks ago, that you had already left London. This reason
linked to others made me prolong my stay in Paris with no regrets. Now
the arrival of my brother2 and two of my children obliges me to delay my
departure until next Monday, 30 July. I shall arrive in London, therefore,
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only that day or the following morning, Tuesday 31, desiring to spend
Sunday quietly and not be travelling that day.

Now I write to ask you if I could visit you one morning in the
country and if you perhaps sometimes come back to London from the
country where you will be staying. - You know how much I would like to
shake hands with you and to spend some time with you. - Please therefore
have the kindness to write a couple of words to me at Messrs. Morris
Prevost & co3 to give me your instructions.

I count on being in London 10 to 15 days to correct the proofs that are
awaiting me4 then I am going on a tour of Scotland with my wife and one
of my daughters who will be travelling with me. I shall pass through
London again towards the end of August. I therefore hope to have the
pleasure of seeing you, all the more because, as you know, I have in
London no more excellent friend than you.

Please accept, Sir and dear friend, the assurance of the devoted and
most affectionate sentiments of

Auge de la Rive

1. Alexandra Pierre Prevost (1821-1873, P2, 3). Swiss physiologist.
2. Eugene De La Rive (1804-1872, Choisy (1947), 52). Swiss lawyer and politician.
3. Merchants of 24A Gresham Street. POD.
4. Of De La Rive (1853-8), 2.

Letter 3013
Faraday to Longman1

6 August 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 3

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I 6, August 1855
Gentlemen

I hasten to express my thanks for your kindness in sending me a copy
of Dr. Arnotts2 work on Warming & Ventilation3 which I trust to read
shortly both with pleasure & profitu

I am Gentlemen I Your Most Obedient Servant I M. Faraday
Messrs. Longman & Co

1. That is Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, publishers in Paternoster Row. Wallis
(1974), 40.
2. Neil Arnott (1788-1874, DNB). Scientific writer.
3. Arnott (1855).
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Letter 3014
Peter Theophilus Riess to Faraday
9 August 1855
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 350-1

Berlin: August 9,1855.
My dear Sir, - Returning from a journey in Silesia, I had yesterday the

great pleasure to find, as a present from you, the third volume of the
"Experimental Researches."1 What a wonderful work these researches are
in every respect! Incomparable for exhibiting the greatest progresses for
which science ever was indebted to the genius of a single philosopher,
highly instructive by indicating the means whereby the great results were
found.

If Newton, not without reason, has been compared to a man who
ascends to the top of a building by the help of a ladder, and cuts away
most of the steps after he has done with them, it must be said that you
have left to the follower, with scrupulous fidelity, the ladder in the same
state as you have made use of it.

Accept my warmest thanks for your great kindness, to have laid in
my hands the object of my continual study and admiration.

And believe me, dear Sir, ever to be yours most faithfully, I P. Reiss
[sic]

1. Faraday (1855d).

Letter 3015
Faraday to Andrew Orr1

13 August 1855
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] I 13 August 1855
My Lord

I grieve to think I may not be able to permit myself the delight of
being at Glasgow at the meeting2 but if when the time comes I find it
possible I will assuredlyu It lies not within my power to say at present but
I thank Your Lordship & your companions in kindness for the favour of
your letteru

I have the honour to be I My Lord I Your Very Obliged Servant I M.
Faraday
The I Lord Prevost I of Glasgow I &c &c &c

1. Andrew Orr (1802-1874, B2). Lord Provost of Glasgow, 1854-1857.
2. Of the British Association.
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Letter 3016
Benjamin Humphrey Smart1 to Faraday
13 August 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

[Athenaeum letterhead] I Athenaeum Aug. 13,1855
My dear Sir,

Though you have not a more hearty well-wisher than myself, and I
securely count on your friendly feelings, yet as we have both something
else to do than writing complementary letters, our correspondence is
infrequent. For my part, I cannot recollect ever having taken up any pen
to write to you, but when I had a favour to ask; and this indeed is the cause
of my writing now.

Accompanying this, you will find a slip having on it the title, and the
table of contents, of a very little work of mine2 now going through the
press. What I have to beg of you is this - that you would allow me to place
the following inscription at its beginning in lieu of a preface:
To Michael Faraday Esq. I Hon. D.C.L.Oxf. F.R.S.; F.G.S. Prof. Chem. R.I.
I &c &c &c
This Essay I though in a department of Philosophy distinct I from that in
which his name stands illustrious, I yet being attempted to be carried out
in the I inductive spirit which his example eminently recommends, I is,
I with vivid recollections of early friendship and continued kindness, I
affectionately inscribed.

If you grant me this favour, pray let me know whether I have placed you
titles accurately; and believe me

My dear Sir I Sincerely and faithfully I Yours I B.H. Smart
To Michl Faraday Esqr. I &c &c &c i Royal Institution

1. Benjamin Humphrey Smart (1786-1872, DNB). Writer and teacher on elocution.
2. Smart (1855) dedicated as below to Faraday.

Letter 3017
Benjamin Humphrey Smart1 to Faraday
16 August 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

[Athenaeum letterhead] I Athenaeum, Augt. 16,1855.
My dear Sir,

You are quite right - I ought not to have asked your permission2 -
indeed that was not my meaning, nor do I understand you to have granted
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any; but without your knowledge I could not have felt justified in the step
I wished to take.

I send the page - it will not be worked off for at least a week. Should
you therefore see that any correction of any kind is desirable, pray mark
it and return the proof:- otherwise you need not take the least further
trouble, but believe me.

My dear Sir I Ever Sincerely Yours I B.H. Smart
Mich. Faraday Esq

1. Benjamin Humphrey Smart (1786-1872, DNB). Writer and teacher on elocution.
2. See letter 3016.

Letter 3018
Thomas Rawson Birks1 to Faraday
24 August 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2
Dear Sir

Though I am personally a stranger to you, I venture to hope that you
will forgive me for intruding upon your time by a few lines of inquiry, as
my only object is to advance the science, to which you have contributed so
many important discoveries.

I have now at intervals for nearly twenty years since my residence at
Cambridge had an idea in my thoughts, which I conceive may furnish a
key to unite several branches of physical science, & throw a fresh light on
chemical & electrical science. I have just of late been using some intervals
of leisure from other duties in unfolding it to myself more clearly, with
some view to publication. It is one part of the theory that all chemical
elements are really compounds of the first order, & that all their properties
flow by mechanical laws originally from their atomic numbers & electric
order. But this part of the theory is not ripe enough at present to trouble
you with reference to it. My inquiry relates to the theory of electricity
alone.

You are well aware that the theory of Poisson, simplified by Dr
Whewell in the Enc. Metr.2 explains all these phenomena by two electric
fluids. From Delarive's work I infer that you incline to reject these fluids
entirely3, & to explain the chief phenomena by simple induction only. My
own theory wd lead me to an intermediate view, that there is no distinct
electric fluid, but that it depends on the increase or diminution of ethereal
electricity at the surface of charged bodies. This wd differ from your view,
if I am right in my impression, because yours wd exclude all action in
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vacuo; & from that of Coulomb & Poisson, because the influence, on their
hypothesis, depends on distance only, & in mine, on inclination also.

Now I venture to trouble with the inquiry whether an experiment of
this nature has been ever tried which wd, I think, decide between their
view, & the modified one in question. Let two charged square discs,
moveable on their centres, be placed opposite & near each other, & their
repulsion carefully measured.Let them next be inclined on their axes to
each other, say at an L of 30u On the hypothesis of two fluids, & non
conducting surfaces, the repulsion shd be increased, since the nearness of
the upper halves will more than compensate for the recession of the lower
halves. But if the action depends, as I conceive, on the size of the
inclination, the force wd be diminished to nearly one half. Now I wish, if
it be not troubling you too much, to inquire, whether such an experiment
has been made by Sir Snow Harris or yourself, & with what result, of if
not, whether you think it wd be worth the trial. Hoping you will excuse
the liberty I have taken, I remain, with most sincere respect & esteem

Yours very truly I T.R. Birks I Late Fellow of Trin Coll. I Camb
Kelshall Rectory I Royston I Augt 24th 1855

1. Thomas Rawson Birks (1810-1883, AC). Rector of Kelshall, 1844-1866.
2. [Whewell] (1845). On the authorship of this see Wilson, D.B. (1991), 243, 246.
3. De La Rive (1853-8), 1:144-54.

Letter 3019
Faraday to Thomas Phinn1

27 August 1855
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 365

Royal Institution: August 27,1855.
Sir, -1 am sure that when the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty

look again at the enclosed printed advertising paper2 which you have sent
to me, and which I return herewith, they will see that it is not such a
document as I can be expected to give an opinion upon. My Lords will do
me the favour to remember that, as I have said on former occasions3,
though I am always willing to help the Government in important cases,
and when it is thought that others cannot give satisfactory information,
still I am not professional; and being engaged in deep philosophic
research, am desirous of having my time and thoughts as little engaged by
extraneous matters as possible.

I have the honour to be, Sir, your very obedient servant, I M.
Faraday.
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1. Thomas Phinn (1814-1866, B2). Second Secretary to the Admiralty, 1855-1857.
2. According to Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 364 this was to do with Charles Crews's disinfecting
powder and anti-miasma lamp (patent number 1855/732). See also Admiralty Digest, PRO
ADM12 / 604, class 37.1.
3. For example, Faraday to Auckland, 29 July 1847, letter 2009, volume 3.

Letter 3020
John Tyndall to Faraday
27 August 1855
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4037-41

Queenwood near Stockbridge I 27th Aug. 1855
My dear Mr. Faraday,

The thought of you wandered across my mind this morning before I
rose, and I said in my heart I will commence the day by writing to him. I
thought of writing to you after that terrible thunderstorm which visited
this neighbourhood1, but I heard that it stretched over London also,
consequently I infer over Sydenham and that you yourself were a witness
of its grandeur. I dont think I have ever seen lightning so incessant and
vivid. The evening was beautiful. I watched the grouping of the clouds in
the west after the sun had sunk; it was magnificent, and eastward the
moon, almost full, hung her shield at intervals in the blue space between
the masses of cloud - all was calm towards 8 o'clock and summer
lightning, as I thought it, played fitfully on the south west. As the evening
advanced however the lightning drew nearer and rumbling thunder
became audible, and towards 10 o'clock the spectacle was grand. I
wandered with a friend2 to a summit in the neighbourhood and watched
the flashes along the horizon, these were reflected from the clouds above
and an intense brilliancy shivered at intervals over the heavens and the
earth. The yellow light of the gas in the windows of the house seemed
utterly extinguished by the superior glare of the lightning. The flashes and
peals drew nearer and as a matter of precaution my companion and
myself withdrew from the height and sought shelter in the house; here we
stood in a porch watching the fitful but almost incessant glare, a wild gust
of wind rushed in upon us carrying heavy rain along with it and
compelled us to close the door. Louder rolled the cannonade and one crash
broke above us which almost seemed intended to shiver the building to
atoms. About 120 boys were in bed at the time; I thought of the little
fellows and went upstairs to comfort them if necessary. The younger ones
were greatly terrified and some of them were crying bitterly; I talked
cheerily to them and when the vivid gleams broke in upon them
exclaimed "beautiful!" By degrees they also began to consider the flashes
as things of beauty and not of terror, but some of them were greatly
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surprised to find that when they shut their eyes and covered their heads
with the bedclothes they still saw the flashes. I waited with them until I
could assure them that all danger was past, until there was no cloud near
to give us even a taste of the returning stroke; but long after this the
discharge continued along the eastern horizon, and like quivering red hot
bars the flashes sped up and down. Francis who was down here on
Sunday3 told me he noticed circular flashes, and was very confident of the
reality of the fact: I myself noticed several times the clouds surrounded by
a fiery rim intensely luminous, this I mentioned to Francis but he would
not admit it as being the explanation of what he saw. You drew attention
to the same source of error many years ago4.

The people here have contrived to make me very comfortable in a
little lodge which stands at the entrance to the college lawn and which
serves on Sundays as a meeting house for the few quaker youths in the
establishment. I have planted my apparatus. The work goes on slowly, for
it is terribly difficult!.] The greatest care is required to render the facts safe
and when they are safe one does not know what to make of them. My
strength oscillates as usual: when I give up work for a day and swing my
limbs over the breezy downs I return with an amount of force which seems
inexhaustable, but two days thought produces a wonderful diminution of
my energy. I write at present upon the legs of the vigour which I acquired
on Sunday last in the New Forest. Francis, the chemist here5, and I myself
started early and wandered along bowery roads and through fine parks,
until we found ourselves at noon knee deep in the fern of the forest6.
Visited the stone which stands upon the spot where Rufus7 was shot by
Walter Tyrrell8. The people though they generally bear the character of
barbarians were extremely civil and intelligent: there was an admirable
precision in their directions when they showed us our way. The same
quality was exhibited by the children. It was really remarkable to observe
the exactitude with which they described the twists turnings and
landmarks along the forest tracks. The day was glorious; the sun smote the
foliage and seemed to drip as liquid gold into the shaddows beneath, the
breezes made music amid the branches and as the rust cleared gradually
away from the inner man our hearts responded to the sound. I had left
home a decrepit wretch but as I advanced I found my vigour rush upon
me. Passed through sunny little hamlets and by brown thatched cottages
around which roses and runners and laurels clustered till finally we
reached Lyndhurst; it was 2\ o'clock, and having breakfasted early we put
up at an inn and fortified ourselves with the wholesome country fare.
Thence to the nearest station, thence to Southampton, then to Dunbridge
from which we had a walk of four miles. The full harvest moon sailed
above us through the cloudless sky, frosting the beech leaves with silver,
and near her was the evening star. The air was clear and bracing and we
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finally crossed our respective thresholds leaving a day behind us to which
memory can scarcely furnish a parallel.

As Francis sat beside me at dinner on Saturday in the same room
with the boys; a question buzzed though the little host whether that was
Prof. Faraday! Francis said to me at the time that the prospect of such a
number of fine little fellows would be a pleasure to you, and the thought
then and there occurred to me that supposing you wished to change your
scene for a day you might possibly turn your thoughts and steps
hitherward. One sunny day upon the chalk would do you good, one calm
night spent away from the turmoil of city life. I can promise you a good
bedroom with linen sweet and white. The place is also remarkable as
furnishing evidence how nature deals with those who do violence to her
mental laws, that here as in physics she is inexorable. This place was the
Harmony Hall of the socialists; but the memory of them is clean gone from
the place. There is a gas-house here where the hydrocarbon principle is
applied and that wonderful Bughead cannel is distilled for the illumina-
tion of the establishment, there is a new and singular washing machine -
there are the boys and the playgrounds which would be pleasant to your
eyes: there is a most remarkable avenue of yew trees adjacent gloomy and
glorious at the same time - there is another of elm trees which might have
suggested the pillared aisles of our Cathedrals, and there will be gladness
in all our hearts and a welcome in every eye should you set your foot
within the establishment.

I had a letter some days ago from Frankland in which he urges a
promise I made to him some time ago to spend three days with him in the
lake district: this I intend to do, and we then go together to Glasgow to the
meeting of the Association. I shall probably leave this place about the 6th.
and spend a day in London, so as to gather a few things together that may
possibly interest the physical section. I have had a letter from Duboscq9

containing a list of apparatus for a course of lectures on optics concerning
which I shall ask your counsel at a future day10. Now I think I have
sufficiently afflicted you with this long and badly written scrawl. The bell
has rung - it is 8 o'clock and the boys are moving to breakfast. Desiring my
best wishes to Mrs. Faraday and Miss Barnard I say for the present
goodbye.

affectionately yours I John Tyndall
Mr. Best11 one of our members wrote to me when in town asking me

to open certain proceedings of the Hants & Wilts educational union by a
lecture - this I declined, and to day I have declined another invitation from
the same gentleman and one also from Leeds. But lest he should think me
unkind living so near Southampton I went over to the meeting on
Wednesday last12 - purposing simply to shew them the respect of my
personal attendance they however induced me to say something - and
indeed the proceedings were well conducted so that when called upon
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there seemed no reasonable objection to my saying a few words. I hear an
account of the meeting has got into the papers so if you should see it what
I have said will account for my appearance there13.

1. See Tyndall, Diary, 23 August 1855, 6a: 167-8.
2. Heinrich Debus (1824-1916, J.Chem.Soc, 1917, 111: 325-31). Taught chemistry at Queen-
wood School, 1850-1867.
3. That is 26 August 1855.
4. Faraday (1838c), ERE13,1641.
5. That is Debus.
6. Tyndall, Diary, 26 August 1855, 6a: 168-71.
7. William II (cl056-1100, DNB). King of England, 1087-1100.
8. Walter Tyrrell (f.1100, DNB under Tirel). Alleged assassin of William II.
9. Jules Duboscq (1817-1886, P3). Scientific instrument maker in Paris.
10. Duboscq to Tyndall, 22 August 1855, RI MS T.
11. Samuel Best (1802-1873, Bl). Rector of Abbots-Anne, Andover, 1831-1873. Member of the
Royal Institution from 1839.
12. Tyndall, Diary, 22 August 1855, 6a: 164-5.
13. The Hampshire Advertiser, 25 August 1855, p.6, col. c noted Tyndall's presence at the
meeting but did not record any of his remarks.

Letter 3021
Faraday to Caroline Deacon
2 September 1855
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

[RI embossed letterhead] I Sydenham I 2 Sept. 1855
My dear Caroline

I must write a word of love & affection to you - though as to an
answer to your letter or reasons for this or that I will refer you to mine to
Margery accompanying this -1 rejoice you are altogether once more and in
a place that I hope will do you good in health - give you delight in its
beauties - and have many remembrances for the future. I should like to be
with you but am best at home with my dear wifeu Give my love to that
great girl Constance & if she has forgotten me raise up some idea of me in
her mind that will serve for present use and when you write home
remember me kindly to your husband who if I recollect is somehow
engaged now in chemical pursuits which I have lefti.i Adieu my dear
nieceu May love joy & peace be with you.

Your Affectionate Unkle I M Faraday
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Letter 3022
Faraday to John Tyndall
3 September 1855
From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4138

ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN. I 3 Sept. 1855.
My dear Tyndall,

Esteem my feelings as in the exact inverse proportion of my note,
which is no fit answer to your very kind and pleasant letter1. But I have
been a good deal lowered by a persistent attack of diarrhoea, and which,
though I think it has been stopped, has left its marks in giddiness and
feebleness of head. I once had very feeble hopes of being at Glasgow2 with
you all, but they are all gone, and I find once more what I am good for:-
nothing. I thought if I waited longer before I answered you, I might lose
you at Queenwood, and only write you a more stupid note than the
present. Your picture of Queenwood excites many past remembrances, but
I have no hopes of converting them into futures. We have all been poorly
here - Wife, Jane and self - but we are all mending. Jane is away from us.
My wife sends her kindest remembrances.

Ever yours, I M Faraday
Prof. Tyndall, I &c &c &c

1. Letter 3020.
2. For the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3023
John Tyndall to Faraday
5 September 18551

From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, p.4042
Royal Institution

Dear Mr Faraday
Your note reached me this morning an hour before I left Queenwood.

I was glad and sorry at once on reading it. Most sincerely do I hope that
you will soon be quite strong again. It would have been a delight to me
had you resolved to go to Glasgow2, now I am not quite sure that I act
right in going and your presence there would have been a kind of quieter
to my conscience. I know I could employ my time far better at home, but
then I should be deemed unkind. I had just got hold of my work - just
established that affinity between me and it which is always a work of some
pain to me when I am obliged to quit it, and to enfeeble that affinity by
other employment. However as I grow older I shall see more clearly how
I ought to act, how far conform with the requirements of others and how
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far follow out my own notion of things - good bye for the present - say
good bye to Mrs Faraday for me

Most faithfully Yours I John Tyndall

1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 3023 and that Tyndall left Queen wood on
this day. Tyndall, Diary, 5 September 1855, 6a: 171.
2. For the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3024
John Crichton1 to Faraday
6 September 18552

From the original in RI MS Fl 175
Dundee I 6 December [sic] 1855

Very Dear Brother
Some of our Friends here say they have observed your name as one

of the members of the British Association for the promotion of Science who
are to hold a meeting at Glasgow on the 12th of this month and as
Glasgow is only about three hours distant by Rail from this are
anticipating that you may be induced to prolong your Journey to Dundee
and so enjoy the happiness of being once more filled with your
Company!.]

If so ordered I need not say how happy I shall be by your making my
House your Home whilst here and again in my old age enjoying the
Liveliness of your Company along with as many of the Brethren as the
Room will contain^]

With kindest Regard to you Mrs F and all enquiring friends I am
Very Dear Brother I Affectionately Yours I Jno Crichton

Professor Faraday

1. John Crichton (1772-1860, Bl). Dundee surgeon and member of the Glasite church there.
2. Dated on the basis of the reference to the Glasgow meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3025
James Clark to Faraday
8 September 1855
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f.22

Birk Hall I Sep. 8h 1855
My Dear Faraday
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I have heard that it is your intention to be at the meeting of the British
Association at Glasgow this month, & I called in Albemarle Street the
night before I left London, to ascertain if such was your intention. My
object was to ask you, if you did go to Glasgow, to come on for a few days,
or as long as you can stay, to Birk Hall - we are only 40 miles from
Aberdeen, & just in the mouth of the Highlands, where the air is most
bracing, and will I doubt not do you much good & enable you to work
with more than your usual energy during the winter. I have asked Liebig
to come, & you might come together, - from Glasgow to Aberdeen is a
short day. Sleep at Douglas Hotel & a coach, which reaches Aberdeen next
morning at 10.45 o'clock will bring you to Ballater a little before 4 oclocku
There I will meet you & Birkhall is only two miles further. If you go to
Glasgow, I do hope you will come on, as I am persuaded a visit to our hills
will be very beneficial to your health & give us great pleasure to see
youu

Very faithfully yours I Ja Clark

Letter 3026
John Tyndall to Faraday
24 September 18551

From a typescript in RI MS T TS, volume 12, pp.4043-6
Monday, 25th [sic], Sep, 1855,

My dear Mr Faraday
I have a bad pen and no knife fit to mend it, so I fear it will give your

eyes some trouble to make out my blurred sentences. It is very still here at
present - The sun set in golden clouds half an hour ago - The hive of life
which this roof usually covers has been out nutting all day and is not yet
returned, so I am left alone to make use of the tranquil evening hour in
writing to you. In passing through London en route to Glasgow21 was glad
to learn that your health was restored, on coming through on Saturday31
was equally glad to hear the good tidings confirmed. I thought of running
down to Sydenham to see you and Mrs Faraday, but a second thought
suggested that I might only disturb you - indeed the idea sometimes
occurs to me that I give you a great deal too much trouble to read letters
some of which contain almost nothing that could be expected to interest
you, nevertheless some blind instinct causes me to write, and to hope that
I do not pester you. Previous to going to Glasgow Frankland, myself and
a third friend made four days journey through the lake district of
Cumberland. Frankland himself has taken a small house in Windemere,
has a boat on the lake and spends his time fishing and getting his thin
cheeks tanned with the hue of health. We started one glorious morning,
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went to Coniston; thence through a beautiful valley to Langdale Pikes and
put up at a farm house at the base of the mountain. The clouds gathered
and rain fell during the night the wet weather prolonged itself into the
following day, but taking advantage of a lighter hour we set out once
more. We had to face a steep and rugged pass, and to clamber with great
toil over the rough boulders strewed along the bed of a mountain torrentu
The rain fell heavily all the time and drenched me through. We reached the
summit, turned into a wrong track which cost us upwards of ten miles
additional labour. We had to ascend a second pass almost as steep and
rugged as the first, the rain still falling - sometimes our pathway was
converted into a brook through which we trudged ankle deep in water. My
companions were furnished with mackintoshes, I had a large horserug
over my shoulders which drank in the rain like a sponge and became
enormously heavy chiefly along its dependent edges which flapped
wearily against my drenched limbs. Notwithstanding this I was the
freshest of the party when the day was concluded. Having reached
Wastdale we got shelter in a farm house - there were no public houses -
and I was happy enough to secure a pair of trousers belonging to a
corpulant mountaineer into which I crept while my own were drying.
Next day was a repetition of the same. Crossing Blackstair to Buttermere
the rain descended and drenched us once more. The exertion however
kept a warm moisture on the body and although the toil was excessive I
enjoyed it - it left no rust on the muscles. From Buttermere, which is a
glorious place, we passed by Honister Crag to Borrowdale - saw Lodore,
crossed Derwent Water in a boat and put up at Keswick. Thence to
Penrith, thence to Glasgow where I was soon plunged amid the duties of
secretary4. From this I was not able to extricate myself until the last journal
was prepared. Stevelly5 was ill and did not make his appearance. This
rendered my duties very laborious. The meeting was very successful as
regards numbers, but the papers brought forward were not remarkable.
Indeed I left Glasgow with the opinion which I entertained on entering it,
that I should have contributed more to the advancement of science by
staying at home and doing my work than by going there. The longer I live
the more I learn to value private in preference to associated effort. It is to
the solitary worker that science has to look for its advancement rather than
to the brilliant gatherings of a society however pleased that society may be
with its own performance. I described the experiments which I made
before you and De la Rive6. Thomson and myself had a short discussion
afterwards, the memory of which was unpleasant to me for a day or two,
but which I have now almost forgotten7. I have been told that the
discussion was misrepresented in the newspapers, but this I do not know
as I have never seen any report of it whatever. I thought at the time that
a degree of partisanship was shown almost approaching to unfairness; but
it is perfectly possible that I was a partisan myself and simply saw my own
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image in others. The whole matter seems infinitely small regarded from a
proper point of view, so I will say no more about it.

Brewster read a paper on what he called the triple spectrum8. You
know he imagines the spectrum to be composed of three distinct spectra,
Red, yellow and blue his views have been criticised by Whewell9 and
others, and in the papers brought forward at Glasgow he makes a terrible
assault upon his antagonists. It was most cleverly written, full of that kind
of talent which excites your admiration without influencing your
convictions. On Wednesday morning10 I was weary enough and having
completed my duties Frankland and myself proposed spending a day on
Loch Lomond. We went, and while there learned that Loch Katrine, the
scene of Scotts11 poem of the Lady of the Lake12 was within a few miles of
us. Walked to Loch Katrine across the country. Crossed the lake in an
elegant little screw steamer, and spent the night in the jaws of the Trosachs.
I never saw a scene of deeper loveliness than that presented by the head
of Loch Katrine. Next day we went to Sterling13 and thence to Glasgow
whence I started on Friday at 9 o clock and reached London at about 10 o
clock the same evening.

I have got to work, but it will take a day or two to get thoroughly into
it as I was before starting. I am trying whether the total magnetic intensity
of bismuth is increased by compression. This I find to be the case, though
I must still make some corroborative experiment. What stands in hand-
books regarding the increase of specific gravity needs I think careful
examination. With the power of compression, and the balance at my
command here I have not been able to prove that any sensible change of
specific gravity takes place. I shall however apply more delicate tests by
and by - and now farewell for the present with kind wishes to Mrs Faraday
and Miss Barnard

Believe me I most sincerely Yours I John Tyndall

1. Dated on the basis that 24 September 1855 was a Monday.
2. For the meeting of the British Association.
3. That is 22 September 1855.
4. Of the Mathematics and Physics Section. Rep.Brit.Ass., 1855, p.xxvii.
5. John Stevelly (cl794-1868, Moody and Beckett (1959), 2: 616). Professor of Natural
Philosophy at Queen's College, Belfast, 1849-1867.
6. Tyndall (1855b). For these experiments see Tyndall, Diary, 14 August 1855, 6a: 160-1.
7. See Tyndall, Diary, 15 September 1855, 6a: 195-8 in which he noted his debate with
Thomson and Whewell. Morning Chronicle,lS September 1855, p.3, col. a noted what it
termed a "somewhat sharp discussion" over the polarity of bismuth, in which was contested
what Faraday's current views on the subject were.
8. Brewster (1855a), but for a fuller account see Athenaeum, 6 October 1855, pp.1156-7.
9. See Whewell (1837), 2: 360-1.
10. Tyndall, Diary, 19 September 1855, 6a: 183-5.
11. Walter Scott (1771-1832, DNB). Scottish novelist.
12. Scott (1810).
13. Tyndall, Diary, 19 September 1855, 6a: 185-7.
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Letter 3027
Faraday to John Tyndall
6 October 1855
From a copy in untitled notebook in IEE MS SC 2

Sydenham I 6th Octr. 1855.
My dear Tyndall,

I was put into a very mixed mood by your last letter1; glad to hear
from you, that you were out of the turmoil, had enjoyed the beauties of the
Lakes and was happily at home again: but sorry for some annoyances
which I saw you had met with at Glasgow. These great meetings, of which
I think very well altogether, advance Science chiefly by bringing scientific
men together and making them to know and be friends with each other;
and I am sorry when that is not the effect in every part of their course. I
know nothing except from what you tell me, for I have not yet looked at
the reports of the proceedings: but let me as an old man, who ought by this
time to have profited by experience, say, that when I was younger I often
misinterpreted the intentions of people, and found they did not mean
what at the time I supposed they meant and further, that as a general rule
it was better to be a little dull of apprehension when phrases seemed to
imply pique and quick in perception when on the contrary they seemed to
convey kindly feeling. The real truth never fails ultimately to appear, and
the opposing parties are, if wrong, sooner convinced when replied to
forbearingly than when overwhelmed. All I mean to say is that it is better
to be blind to the results of partizanship, and quick to see good will. One
has more happiness in oneself, in endeavouring to follow the things that
make for peace. You can hardly imagine how often I have been heated in
private when opposed, as I have thought, unjustly and superciliously, and
yet have striven and succeeded I hope in keeping down reply of the like
kind: & I have I know never lost by it. I would not say all this to you if I
did not esteem you as a true philosopher and friend.

I have not been altogether idle but I am of necessity very slow now.
I have not read the journals, because, when able I have been at work and
writing a paper2. The latter goes on slowly, but I think will be a useful
contribution of facts; and may help to advance the logic of magnetism a
little though not much. The secret of magnetic action is like a Sebastopol
at least in this point that we have to attack it in every possible direction
and make our approaches closer and closer on all the sides by which we
can force access. My working is mainly with magnecrystals and the effects
of heat on them.

You say it is still "here'' but do not say where the "here" is; and my
memory is so treacherous that now I have written this letter I shall not be
able to send it until I go to London; but whenever you receive it believe me
to be as ever

Yours Very Truly I M. Faraday
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Profr. Tyndall I &c &c &c
My wifes best remembrances.

1. Letter 3026.
2. Faraday (1856), ERE30.

Letter 3028
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
11 October 1855
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/66

Trinity House, London, I 11th October, 1855.
Sir,

Messrs. Chance, Brothers, of Birmingham, being about to supply this
Corporation with a Catadioptric Apparatus for a fixed Light of the First
Order, to illuminate 315° of the Horizon,-1 am directed to acquaint you
therewith and to transmit to you the enclosed Copy of a Letter from them1

on that subject,- and, at the same time to signify the request of the Elder
Brethren that you will, at such time as shall be perfectly convenient to
yourself, visit the Factory of Messrs. Chance at Birmingham for the
purpose of examining the said Apparatus, and that you will report your
opinion thereof, for the Board's information2.

I am farther to request that you will communicate with Messrs.
Chance agreeably to their wish, as expressed in the concluding paragraph
of their Letter.-

I am, I Sir, I Your most humble Servant I J. Herbert
Michael Faraday Esq: D.C.L., F.R.S.

1. Chance to Berthon, 8 October 1855, GL MS 30108/2/66.
2. See Trinity House By Board, 9 October 1855, GL MS 30010/39, p.548 for the decision to ask
Faraday to make this visit.

Letter 3029
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
20 October 1855
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/66

Royal Institution i 20 Octr. 1855
Sir 7
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In reference to your letter of the 11th instant1, I beg to state that I
proceeded to the Glass works at Birmingham on Tuesday last2 for the
purpose of examining Messrs. Chances Catadioptric apparatus!.] It was
well fitted up so as to give me every opportunity of looking at it. I found
the colour of the glass very good indeed as good as the pannels approved
of on former occasions. Some of the ribs were striated in parts but it is
impossible to avoid this altogether without enormous expence & as far as
my memory serves the apparatus is not in that respect beneath those I
have seen from or in France. The fitting & work of the glass & frames is
good. I took a pannel down & examined it by the suns rays and found the
focal distances of the several parts perfectly adjusted for the lamp
distancet.i

At night when the lamp was burning I examined it from steps & a
stage placed at the distance of 57 yards so as to command it at different
levels and by revolving the apparatus on all sides & found the action as it
ought to be. Then retreating to the distance of 225 yards, I examined it
again & still had every reason to be satisfied with the apparatus as being
equal in all points to the French Apparatus. I therefore beg to express my
approval of it3!.]

I am Sir I Your Very humble Servant I M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esqr I &c &c &c

1. Letter 3028.
2. That is 16 October 1855.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 23 October 1855, GL MS 30010/39, p.574.
It was referred to the Light Committee with the instruction to proceed with Chance's
apparatus.

Letter 3030
Faraday to John Barlow
26 October 1855
From the original in RI MS Fl D27

RI. I 26 Octr. 1855
My dear Barlow

Did I lend you a strip of Aluminium1 or noi.j I let three or four
persons have it & not remembering who[,] have lost it now that I want
iti.i

Ever Yours I M Faraday

1. On aluminium see McConnell (1989).
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Letter 3031
Lyon Playf air to Faraday
30 October 1855
From the original in IEE MS SC 2

Ladbroke Square I 30th Oct / 55
My dear Professor

The Abbe Moigno1 requested me to bring over for you the
accompanying box of Lucifers. Their peculiarity consists in the red
Phosphorous being mixed with the Emery on the Sand paper, thus
rendering two conditions necessary for their ignition & thus diminishing
the danger ordinarily attendant on themu

Sincerely Yours I LyonPlayfair

1. Francois Napoleon Marie Moigno (1804-1884, NBU). French scientific writer.

Letter 3032
Faraday to Lyon Playf air
30 October 1855
From the original in IC MS LP255

Royal Institution I 30 October 1855
My dear Playfair

I was very sorry to miss you this morning but inexorable time stole
you away and I know so well the value of it to an occupied man that I
cannot but allow to others the power I am often obliged to reserve myself.
Many thanks for the box which is very curious & apparently good. I had
seen them before - Do you think they will come into use?1

I was much struck by an observation Liebig made to me the other
day when he was here & we were talking over just such a box. "But your
match makers have not the phosphorus disease in the jaw" said he "it only
occurs in Germany" and when I asked him his reason for that he seemed
to give it in the bad ventilation & closeness of the German shops combined
with the presence of phosphorous vapouru

Ever Your Obliged I M. Faraday
Lyon Playfair Esqr I &c &c &c

1. See letter 3031.
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Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
2 November 1855
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 365–9

2 Nov 1855
My dear Matteucci,

When I received your last, of October 231, I knew that Tyndall would
return from the country in a day or two, and so waited until he came. I had
before told him of your desire to have a copy of his paper2, and I think he said
he would send it to you; I have always concluded he did so, and therefore
thought it best to continue the same open practice and show him your last
letter, note and all. As I expected, he expressed himself greatly obliged by your
consideration3, and I have no doubt will think on, and repeat, your form of
experiment; but he wished you to have no difficulty on his account. I conclude
he is quite assured in his own mind, but does not for a moment object to
counter views, or to their publication: and I think feels a little annoyed that
you should imagine for a moment that he would object to or be embarrassed
by your publication4. I think in that respect he is of my mind, that we are all
liable to error, but that we love the truth, and speak only what at the time
we think to be truth; and ought not to take offence when proved to be in
error, since the error is not intentional; but be a little humbled, and so turn the
correction of the error to good account. I cannot help thinking that there are
many apparent differences amongst us, which are not differences in reality.
I differ from Tyndall a good deal in phrases, but when I talk with him I do not
find that we differ in facts. That phrase polarity in its present undefined state
is a great mystifier (3307, 3308)5. Well! I am content, and I suppose he is, to
place our respective views before the world, and there leave them. Although
often contradicted, I do not think it worth while reiterating the expressions
once set forth; or altering them, until I either see myself in the wrong or
misrepresented; and even in the latter case, I let many a misrepresentation
pass. Time will do justice in all these cases.
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One of your letters asks me, “What do you conceive the nature of the
lines of magnetic force to be?” I think it wise not to answer that question by an
assumption, and therefore have no further account to give of such physical
lines than that is already given in my various papers. See that referred to
already in the “Philosophical Magazine” (3301–3305)6; and I would ask you to
read also 3299, the last paragraph in a paper in the “Philosophical Magazine,”
June 18527, which expresses truly my present state of mind.

But a physical line of force may be dealt with experimentally, without
our knowing its intimate physical nature. A ray of light is a physical line of force;
it can be proved to be such by experiments made whilst it was thought to be an
emission, and also by other experiments made since it has been thought to be
an undulation. Its physical character is not proved either by the one view or the
other (one of which must be, and both may be wrong), but it is proved by the
time it takes in propagation, and by its curvatures, inflexions, and physical
affections. So with other physical lines of force, as the electric current; we
know no more of the physical nature of the electric lines of force than we do
of the magnetic lines of force; we fancy, and we form hypotheses, but unless
these hypotheses are considered equally likely to be false as true, we had
better not form them; and therefore I go with Newton when he speaks of the
physical lines of gravitating force (3305 note), and leave that part of the subject
for the consideration of my readers8.

The use of lines of magnetic force (without the physical) as true represen-
tations of nature, is to me delightful, and as yet never failing; and so long as
I can read your facts and those of Tyndall, Weber9, and others by them, and
find they all come into one harmonious whole, without any contradiction,
I am content to let the erroneous expressions, by which they seem to differ,
pass unnoticed. It is only when a fact appears that they cannot represent that
I feel urged to examination, though that has not yet happened. All Tyndall’s
results are to me simple consequences of the tendency of paramagnetic bodies
to go from weaker to stronger places of action, and of diamagnetic bodies to
go from stronger to weaker places of action, combined with the true polarity
or direction of the lines of force in the places of action. And this reminds me
of a case you put in one of your letters, which to me presents no difficulty:–
“a piece of bismuth on which the pole p
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acts suffers an action on the part of the pole p′, which is the same as if the pole p′ did
not act or was a pole of the contrary name.” p, being an S pole, repels b, and sends
it from a stronger into a weaker part of the field, i.e. from

then p′ being brought up, and being also an S pole, B is no longer the weaker
place of action but b; and hence the bismuth goes back. And that it is the
weaker place of action can be shown by a minute magnetic needle or a crystal
of bismuth, and in many other ways (3341, &c., especially 3350)10. But suppose
p′ is selected, an N pole, then the lines of force between p′ and p are greatly
strengthened in power, and the small needle, or crystal bismuth, shows it
to be so; but still B is no longer a weaker place of power than b, and if the
bismuth can only move along the line pp′ it must move from B to b, for b is the
weakest place of action in that line; but this is a place of unstable equilibrium,
and, as you know very well, if it can move in the line mn, it will move either
towards m or towards n, as it happens to be on one or the other side of the
axial line of the magnetic field.

These principles, or rather laws, explain to me all those movements
obtained by Tyndall against which your note is directed, and therefore I do not
see in his experiments any proofs of a defined or inverse polarity in bismuth,
beyond what we had before. He has worked outwell the antithetical relations
of paramagnetic and diamagnetic bodies; and distinguished mixed actions,
which by some have been much confused; but the true nature of polarity,
and whether it is the same, or reversed in the two classes, is to my mind not
touched. What a quantity I have written to you, all of which has no doubt been
in your own mind, and tried by your judgment. Forgive me for intruding it.

Ever truly yours | M. Faraday

I am sorry to refer you to the “Philosophical Magazine.” I have a third
volume of my “Experimental Researches”11 on my desk waiting for you; it
contains them all. I have not yet found a means of sending it.

1. Not found.
2. Tyndall (1855).
3. Tyndall, Diary, 29 October 1858, 6a: 208 recorded ‘A long & pleasant conversation with
Faraday’.
4. On this see Eve and Creasey (1945), 57.
5. Faraday (1855b), ERE[29b], 3307–8.
6. Faraday (1855b), ERE[29b], 3301–5.
7. Faraday (1852d), ERE[29a], 3299.
8. Faraday (1855b), ERE[29b], 3305. A reference to Newton to Bentley, 25 February 1692/3,
Turnbull (1961), letter 406 which was quoted to this effect here. Faraday could have read this
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letter of Newton’s in a number of places including the entry on Newton in Biographia Britannica,
6 volumes, London, 1747–1766, 5: 3244.
9. Wilhelm Eduard Weber (1804–1891, DSB). German physicist.
10. Faraday (1855b), ERE[29b], 3350.
11. Faraday (1855c).

Letter 3034
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
5 November 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

69 Albert St Regents’ Park, London | 5 Nov 1855
My dear Sir,

I have arranged to read your paper1 on the day of the first meeting
(Thursday the 15th). I intend only to take the first two sections that day and
to take the 3rd section the next.

Would you have the goodness to favour Dr. Sharpey2 with an abstract
of the paper, such as you would wish to appear in the Proceedings3?

I have been thinking over the setting of phosphorus, and it certainly
seems to me that a non-crystalline and unstrained elongated diamagnetic
body in a perfectly uniform field ought to set along the lines of force. I recollect
that Thomson, in the paper in the Cambridge mathematical journal in which
he first obtained mathematically the law which you had previously enun-
ciated about going from places of stronger to places of weaker force, stated
without demonstration that a sufficiently small elongated body whether para-
magnetic or diamagnetic would set along the lines of force4. Such I imagine
ought to be the way in which an elongated piece of phosphorus would set
in an absolutely uniform field. That such a set is not observed in experiment
is I think no valid argument against the theoretical conclusion. For even if
we could obtain a mathematically uniform field the setting force would be so
excessively small that it seems doubtful whether it could be experimentally
observed, and the field between flat poles is demonstrably not mathemati-
cally uniform. The setting force arising from any deviations from uniformity
in the field would depend on the first power of the inductive capacity of the
substance, whereas the setting force in a perfectly uniform field would depend
upon its square, and would be as nothing in comparison with the former, the
inductive capacity of all diamagnetics being very small. Could a diamagnetic
be discovered at all approaching in inductive capacity to soft iron I suppose
the setting along the lines of force could be easily observed.

Believe me | Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes

Endorsed by Faraday: Par. 2812. 2813. Exp. Res.5

1. Faraday (1856c), ERE30.
2. William Sharpey (1802–1880, ODNB). Secretary of the Royal Society, 1853–1872.
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3. The reading was continued on 22 November 1855 when the abstract was published,
Proc. Roy. Soc., 1855, 7: 523–6.
4. Thomson (1847).
5. Faraday (1851b), ERE26, 2812–13.

Letter 3035
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
6 November 1855
From the original in UB MS NS 419

Royal Institution | 6 Nov 1855
My dear Schoenbein,

It is quite time I should write you a letter even though I may have
nothing to say and yet I surely have something to write though it may not be
philosophy for I trust affection will last out philosophy and indeed were it
not so I should fear that I was indeed becoming a worn out worthless thing.
But your last letter1 abounded in all matter both the philosophical & also the
domestic and kind and I thank you heartily for it. That one day in the country
how I wish I had been with you – but I could not now walk in Switzerland
as I have done in former years. All things suffer a change. May your changes
be long deferred for you must be very happy as you are. And so am I but my
happiness is of a quieter kind than it used to be and probably more becomes
a man 64 years of age: and as we, i.e. my wife & I go on our way together our
happiness arises from the same things and we enjoy it together with I hope
thankfulness to the giver of every good & perfect gift2[·]

I tried an experiment or two with the oxide of silver & obtained some
results but not equal to those you sent it nor was it to be expected that I should
reach the results of a Master in this subject[·] Your accounts & observations are
most interesting & exciting but I dare not try to pursue the subject for even
the matter I have in Magnetism is often too much for me & I am obliged to lay
it by for a while so that I am forbidden by nature to take up any new series
of thought. But that Ozone that oxygen which makes up more than half the
weight of the world, what a wonderful thing it is and yet I think we are only
at the beginning of the knowledge of its wonders.

By the bye your letters often contain much that I should like others here
to see and I want to ask you whether there is any objection to my shewing
them to Tyndall and letting him as one of the Editors of the Phil Mag print
any of the philosophical parts that he may select in the Magazine. There are
full three pages of your last which if I were an Editor I should have selected:–
at the same time you must not in any way alter the pleasant tone & current
of your epistles – or else I shall be a great loser.

I cannot now remember how I received your letter and whether I saw
M. Schweitzer3 – I rather think not but whether I was out of town or whether
he sentme the letter by some one I am unable to call to mind. – I have received
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no parcels for you as yet, but will take care of any that come. I sent you Vol III
of Experimental Researches4 by Mr. Twining & have no doubt it has reached
you – but I have not seen Mr. Twining since his return from your country[·]

The General board of health here published a report on the Cholera
epidemic of 18545 and since that a thick 8vo volume of Appendix. In the latter
I am glad to see they refer to Ozone in several places p. p. 71. 89. 1036 and of
course to you, but whether the observations (by Dr. Moffat7) are well made8

and considered I do not know – in any case it indicates that ozone is gaining
a growing attention amongst medical men.

My kindest remembrances to Madame Schoenbein & to those whom by
a stretch of imagination I strive to see around here [sic] i.e. to the party of the
day’s excursions and my very kind remembrances to M. Wiedemann also. It
is delightful to see thinking workers rise up in Science. Believe me to be, my
dear Schoenbein

Your faithful friend | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c | University | Basle | on the Rhine

1. Schoenbein to Faraday, 26 May 1855, letter 2985, volume 4.
2. James 1: 17.
3. Unidentified.
4. Faraday (1855c).
5. Parliamentary Papers, 1854–5 [1980], XXI.
6. Parliamentary Papers, 1854–5 [1996], XXI, pp. 71, 89, 103.
7. Thomas Moffat (d.1882, age 69, Medical Directory, 1883, p. 1375). Physician at Harwarden.
8. Moffat’s work on ozone and his observations at Harwarden were referred to in Parliamentary
Papers, 1854–5 [1996], XXI, pp. 71, 89, 103.

Letter 3036
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
7 November 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

69 Albert Street Regent’s Park, London | 7 Nov 1855
My dear Sir,

I should not have ventured to write as I did, considering how deeply
you have thought over the subject and how little I have attended to it, were
it not that in our conversation I understood you to regard the so-supposed
setting of a diamagnetic body in a uniform field across the lines of force as
a mystery. However I did not without consideration; and having carefully
considered the matter since I see no reason to change my opinion.

I do not question the accuracy of your experiment, Exp. R. 28121, nor
object to the use of protosulphate of iron, but I do not see in the result anything
more than the effect of the tendency of each particle of the phosphorus to go
from places of stronger to places of weaker force.
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I have obtained the following result mathematically.
Let a field of force be symmetrical about an axis; then if in travelling

along the axis of force be a minimum or maximum at any point, it must be
a maximum or minimum in travelling equatorially on arriving at the same
point, and the variation of the square of the force in receding from that point
axially is double the variation, of contrary sign, in receding from it equatori-
ally. Thus, if C be the centre of a field which is symmetrical, not only round
a horizontal axis, but also on opposite sides of a vertical plane perpendicular
to that axis (i.e. when the north and south ends are alike) C must be a place
of strongest or weakest force

in comparing any points along the axis, although it may be that the variation
of force is but slight; and if A, B, C, D [sic] be 4 points near to C and equidistant
from it, two A, B in the axial, and two D, E in the equatorial direction, the
square of the force at D or E is half as much less or greater than at C as the
square of the force at A or B is greater or less than at C. Thus the numbers
might be suppose

If I recollect right Thomson at Liverpool2 enunciated the result which I
have mentioned, that if the force be at any point of the axis a maxm or minm
going axially it must be a minm or maxm going equatorially. (See note B
at end).

Now in your experiment the phosphorus as a whole went axially to the
centre of the field; therefore the centre must have been a place of weakest force
axially see note A at end; therefore it must have been a place of strongest force
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equatorially; therefore the observed setting of the phosphorus is what would
result from the known law about going to places of weakest force; therefore
we are not entitled from the result to draw any new conclusion.

I do not think the experiment need be repeated, but if you are not sat-
isfied with the explanation I have given it might be worth while to remount
the apparatus, to suspend a round piece of phosphorus by means of a lever
and cacoon silk, so as to be free to move in the middle plane across the lines
of force, and see whether when slightly displaced from the axis it would not
tend to recede further from it.

By considering the mathematics of a body in a magnetic field, the body
being composed of particles which severally tend to go from places of stronger
to places of weaker force, but which do not sensibly influence one another,
I arrived at the following conclusion.

If a small non-crystalline elongated body be suspended horizontally, so
as to be free to turn round a vertical axis passing through its centre of gravity
and be placed in an arbitrary magnetic field, there are two rectangular direc-
tions in one or other of which it will set, according as it is paramagnetic or
diamagnetic. These directions have no immediate relation to the directions
of the lines of force, though in ordinary fields they are, approximately at
least, parallel and perpendicular to these lines. There may exist in the field
what I will call dead points, that is, points where the setting force vanishes,
and there may exist what I will call points of rest, that is, points where the
whole force (or rather its square) is ultimately constant in passing to a con-
secutive point, so that the points of rest are positions of equilibrium of a
small body free to move in all horizontal directions. But the points of rest
(if any) are not in general dead points, and the dead points (if any) are not
in general points of rest. Thus with pointed poles in the same horizontal
plane

the centre of the field would be a point of rest, but not a dead point. A dead
point would be to the setting of the body something like what a magnetic pole
of the earth is to the setting of the ordinary needle. In going once completely
round it at a little distance, the direction of either set (i.e. para- or diamagnetic)
would turn round through two right angles only. The lines of force would in
general show nothing particular in the neighbourhood of a dead point, and
thus we should have the phenomenon of a set taking place in all sorts of ways
relating to the lines of force.
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I don’t know whether there will appear to you anything paradoxical in
this, or whether it will appear all natural. In the former case it might be worth
while to investigate the thing further, so as to try to point out the mode of
realising a dead point in experiment.

I have thought of a way in which the tendency of a bar, whether para-
or diamagnetic, to set parallel to the lines of force, in consequence of mutual
action, might perhaps be rendered sensible in experiment. Let two poles be
prepared which I believe had best be, at the ends of the form of broad cylinders
rendered concave.

If the poles were placed at a distance from each other, the centre of the field
would be a point of axially minimum and therefore equatorially maximum
force, but when the poles were near together the centre of the field would
be a point axially maximum and equatorially minimum force. In the former
case a paramagnetic bar would set axially and a diamagnetic bar equatori-
ally; in the latter case the settings would be reserved. Call the distance of the
poles at which the transition takes place the critical distance, and suppose
it determined experimentally. If over and above the set due to the tendency
of each particle to go to places of stronger or weaker force in the otherwise
undisturbed field (i.e. not deemed to be sensibly disturbed by all the other
particles) there exists a cause of set (mutual disturbance) tending to make a
bar whether para- or diamagnetic set along the lines of force, and therefore
axially, it is plain that the axial setting is favoured thereby, and therefore the
critical distance as determined by the use of a paramagnetic bar ought to
come out somewhat less than as determined by the use of a diamagnetic
bar, and less with a weakly than with a powerfully diamagnetic bar. Of
course all the bars ought to be as nearly as possible of the same size and
shape.

Although this method seems to me sound in principle, I doubt whether
the forces would not be too small to allow the result to be sensible in
experiment, except perhaps in the case of iron.

Note A. p. 6 I presume at least the effect was due to this cause, and not
any sensible reaction of the phosphorus on the iron poles[·]

Note B. On second thoughts I believe that what Thomson said had
reference to a single flat pole and was not quite the same as this.
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Believe me | Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes

1. Faraday (1851b), ERE 26, 2812. This is the reference with which Faraday endorsed Stokes’s
previous letter, 3034.
2. This would appear to be a reference to an otherwise unrecorded intervention by Thomson
following a paper by Tyndall on the subject (Tyndall (1854b)) to the Mathematical and Physical
Science Section (of which Stokes was President) at the British Association meeting held in
Liverpool in 1854.

Letter 3037
John Stevens Henslow1 to Faraday
8 November 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Hitcham, Bildeston, Suffolk | 8 Nov 1855
My dear Faraday,

I had no sooner intimated my intention of giving a lecture at Ipswich this
season on “Quartz – its abundance in nature & applications in the Arts” than
I accidentally stumbled on two notices, one in the Art. Union & another in
Chambers Journal2 – stating that Mr. Barlow had given a Lecture at the Royal
Institution on these subjects – Can you tell me whether he has published his
lecture3? (Is Kuhlmann’s4 paper on soluble silicates published5?) Perhaps he
might not be disinclined, if I were to call next week when in town, to show me
any interesting specimens or illustrations he may possess upon the subject –
I am not sufficiently acquainted with him to take the liberty of writing – but
as you must know him well, if you think he would not be unlikely to indulge
me may I ask you to pop the question to him? I had fully intended, when
in Paris lately, to have procured a specimen of Aluminium for the Ipswich
Museum – Mr. Brodie kindly gave me the fabricators address – But really we
had so much to see in a short time that I could find no opportunity of getting
to the shop – Perhaps you can put me on the right scent for procuring a small
lump to add to our Illustration of Elementary Substances – Some man called
yesterday when I was at the Museum to ask my opinion of some well worked
clay he had prepared from one of his fields, & which he fancied might be very
serviceable for the manufacture of Aluminium, of which he had read some
recent accounts, & supposed (I believe) he had hit upon a vein which was to
make his fortune! I was sorry to undeceive him by revealing the facts that his
clay was not better than plenty elsewhere, & that the extraction of Aluminium
is a costly process –

Believe me | Very truly Yours | J.S. Henslow

1. John Stevens Henslow (1796–1861, ODNB). Rector of Hitcham, 1837–1861. Professor of Botany
at Cambridge University, 1825–1861. President of the Ipswich Museum, 1850–1861.
2. Chambers J., 22 July 1854, 2: 61.
3. Barlow (1854), Friday Evening Discourse of 7 April 1854.
4. Charles Frédéric Kuhlmann (1803–1881, DBF). French chemist.
5. Kuhlmann (1855).
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Letter 3038
Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas to Faraday
c.10 November 18551

From the original in IET MS SC 2
Ministère de l’Instruction Publique et des Cultes.

Paris, le 185
Mon cher et illustre ami,

Vous n’avez pas voulu nous venir voir à l’occasion de l’exposition uni-
verselle, ce serait très mal, si nous n’y avions trouvé l’occasion de Vous
prouver qu’absent ou présent vous etes toujours l’objet de nôtre admiration
et de nôtre affection la plus profonde.

La classe de chimie et de physique sur ma proposition a demandé qu’une
Grande médaille d’honneur fut décernie à l’auteur des découvertes qui ont
porté une lumière si vive et si féconde dans les phénomènes autrefois si
obscurs de l’élétricité2.

Accueillie avec acclamation, cette proposition a été confirmée dans la
dernière séance du conseil des présidents cette nuits [sic].

Il m’est d’autant plus doux de vous transmettre cette bonne nouvelle
qu’elle me donne quelque espoir de vous voir.

L’Empereur aimerait, je le sais, que vous lui donniez l’occasion de vous
remettre lui-même une marque de la reconnaissance du monde savant et
industriel, qui est en même tems un témoignage de l’estime particulière qu’il
vous porte depuis bien longtemps.

Veuillez, mon cher et illustre ami, croire que rien ne peut ajouter à mes
sentimens pour vous et que je suis le plus heureux de tous ceux qui ont pris
part à cette délibération.

Tout à vous | J. Dumas
Mille choses bien respectueuses à Madame Faraday.

TRANSLATION
Ministry of Public Education and Religion,

Paris, on 185
My dear and illustrious friend,

As you were unable to come to see us on the occasion of the universal
exhibition, it would have been very bad if we had not found an opportunity
to prove to you that, absent or present, you are always the object of our most
profound admiration and affection.

The chemistry and physics class, at my suggestion, asked that a Grand
Medal of Honour should be awarded to the author of discoveries, which have
thrown such a lively and fertile light on the phenomena of electricity that were
previously so obscure2.
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Welcomed with unanimity, this proposal was confirmed tonight at the
meeting of the council of presidents.

It is all the more pleasant for me to pass this good news to you because
it gives me some hope of seeing you.

The Emperor would be very pleased, I know, if you gave him the oppor-
tunity for him to present personally a sign of the gratitude of the world of
savants and industry, which is at the same time a testimony of the particular
esteem that he has had for you for a very long time.

Please, my dear and illustrious friend, believe that nothing can add to
my sentiments for you and that I am the happiest of all those who have taken
part in this decision.

Yours sincerely | J. Dumas

A thousand respectful greetings to Mrs. Faraday.

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday received this letter in Brighton on 14 November 1855 and
replied the following day. Letter 3044.
2. This was announced in Moniteur, 16 November 1855, p. 1270, col. d.

Letter 3039
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
13 November 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

69 Albert Street Regent’s Park, London | 13 Nov 1855
My dear Sir,

I forgot to say in my last letter1 that there was no particular hurry about
the abstract of the paper2.

You will probably have found before this on reading my letter again that
it was not independentlybut in consequence, and only in consequence, of mutual
influence of the parts of the bar that I asserted that a non-magnecrystallic bar
would set in a mathematically uniform field, and that, along the lines of force,
whether the bar was para- or diamagnetic.

On referring to Thomson’s paper in the 2nd vol. of the Cambridge &
Dublin Maths Journal3, I find that he has, as I supposed, stated that such a
bar would set as I have said. He has merely stated the result, but I have no
doubt it was to the mutual influence of the parts of the bar that he attributed
the setting.

You said it was a mystery to you why a diamagnetic bar should appear
less obstacle to the passage of the lines of force when it was perpendicu-
lar than when it was parallel to them. I asked if the fact was so, and you
referred me to the experiment with the phosphorus. But after having maturely
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considered the thing I believe the true way of explaining the mystery is by
denying the fact. I do not of course mean questioning the result obtained with
the phosphorus. That was no doubt all right; but the setting of the phospho-
rus is explicable otherwise, namely from the non-uniformity of the field of
force.

I think theory may be trusted for the mode of setting of a bar in a per-
fectly uniform field. At the same time on careful consideration the experiment
I proposed seems to me quite sound in principle, though the forces may be
too feeble to allow the result to be exhibited experimentally. I think it likely
enough that by care a distance between the poles might be found such that a
little bar of soft iron and a bar of phosphorus placed successively in the centre
of the field would set axially; but I doubt whether the setting in the same
direction of a bar of phosphorus in a solution of protosulphate of iron and of,
suppose, a tube of protosulphate of iron in water would not be a result too
delicate to obtain.

I have obtained the following result.
Let there be a pair of rings of poles, north and south, symmetrically

situated with respect to a plane bisecting at right angles the line joining the
centres of the rings, the planes of the rings being both parallel to this plane.
Then the force at the centre will be axially a maximum or minimum according
as the angle there subtended by the diameter of either ring is greater or less
than 67◦24’. Now imagine a pair of opposite flat poles divided similarly into
concentric rings having their centres in the axis. We may apply the above
result to each pair of opposite rings. Hence if N, S be two flat poles, AB the
axis, and C the centre of the field, and if round AB we describe a cone having
its vertex at C, and its semi-vertical angle equal to 33◦42’, those points of the
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poles which are situated within the cone will tend to make the force at C
axially a minimum, and those parts which are situated outside the cone
will tend to make it axially a maximum. If the poles were infinite, and uni-
formly magnetised, the two tendencies would exactly neutralise each other.
Bearing this in mind, and referring to your sketch, I think we might have
predicted that the force would be axially a minimum in the centre of the
field.

By rendering the poles concave, it seems to me that we could so weaken
the effect of those parts of the poles which lie within a cone of 67◦24’ as to
cause the transition from axial minimum to axial maxm to take place when
the poles were moved from a distance apart greater than to one less than a
certain very manageable distance.

Believe me | Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3036.
2. That is the abstract of Faraday (1856c), ERE30 published in Proc. Roy. Soc., 1855, 7: 523–6.
3. Thomson (1847).

Letter 3040
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
13 November 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

69 Albert Street Regent’s Park, London | 13 Nov 1855
My dear Sir,

As I was walking into town after I had posted your letter1 I thought I
recollected having made an error through inadventure. The tangent of the 1

2

vertical angle of the cone is
√

2
3 . I wrote down the logs of 2 and 3 from memory

and subtracted but forgot to divide by 2. The true angle is 39◦14’ giving for
the whole angle of the cone 78◦28’. This emendation as far as it goes favours
the explanation which I gave of the cause of the setting of the phosphorus in
your experiment.

As I don’t know whether simply Brighton will find you I direct to the
Royal Institution.

Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 3039.
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Letter 3041
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
14 November 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Royal Observatory Greenwich | 14 Nov 1855
My dear Sir,

Will you let me ask you instruction on a chemical matter.
We have photographic registers of the movements of our magnets, of

which I desire to multiply copies. This we can do photographically, but the
expence is alarming. In the largest number, I do not think that we can make
them for less than 6d a leaf, small in itself, but large when multiplied annually
by 22,000.

Now would it be possible for the action of sun-light through our pri-
maries or secondaries to produce an action on the surface of any metal plates
&c which would make them competent to print like zincographs?

Or can you suggest any other and wholesale way of producing say
30 copies of every photographic sheet?

I am, my dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

Letter 3042
Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas to Faraday
14 November 18551

From the original in IET MS SC 2
Mon cher monsieur et ami,

Je suppose que vous n’avez pas reçu la petite lettre que j’ai eu la satis-
faction de vous écrire2, il y a quelques jours, et quoique je sois très incertain,
en conséquence de savoir si celle ci vous trouvera à Londres, Je veux bien que
vous sachiez quelle est la part que j’ai prise et où cette part s’arrête dans les
deux faits qui vous concernent au sujet de l’exposition.

J’ai émis le voeu que vous fussiez porté pour la grande médaille
d’honneur et j’ai donné comme spécification vos travaux sur l’Electricité. Il me
semblait inutile d’y ajouter un epithète. Le commis chargé de la correction du
travail a pensé que cela ne suffisait pas pour justifier la grande médaille et il y
a ajouté de son chef le mot importants. Je crois bien, importants3, quelle intelli-
gence! Ce commis eut sans doute cru nécessaire de mettre dans une dépêche:
annonce de la destruction de Sébastopol, nouvelle importante.

Mais, voilà bien pire ce soir. J’avais émis le voeu que la croix de com-
mandeur de la Légion d’honneur vous fut donnée, comme on l’a donnée à
Lord hereford4 [sic] et Lord Arsbashton5 [sic], et l’empereur l’a décidé avec la
meilleure grace6.
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J’en étais très heureux, quand je trouve ce soir dans le journal qui donne
le tableau des récompenses une désignation qui placée à côté de vôtre nom
si illustre et si élevé me cause une vive peine7.

Je crains qu’elle ne vous cause à vous-même quelque ennui. Ce qui est
sûr c’est que le commis qui a fait cette nouvelle sottise n’y a pas mis de la
méchante intention, bien au contraire. Il a trouvé très admirable de prouver
qu’un ouvrier pouvait s’élever très haut. Mais je ne me serais jamais imaginé
qu’on aurait été placer [sic] dans un décrêt ce que nous appelons en france
un cancan de portier.

Ce qu’il y a de vrai, cher monsieur et ami, c’est que le Jury a voulu vous
donner la grande médaille d’honneur et l’Empereur la croix de commandeur.

La lettre ne regarde ni le Jury, ni l’Empereur. Je serais très heureux de
penser que vous n’en êtes pas contrarié et encore plus d’apprendre que le
double témoignage dont vous avez été l’objet vous a fait plaisir

Tous mes Compliments et toutes mes amitiés | J. Dumas

TRANSLATION
My dear Sir and friend,

I suppose you have not received my little letter which I had the
satisfaction of writing to you a few days ago2, and although I am uncertain,
consequently, if this one will find you in London, I would like you to know
what part I have played and where this part finished in both the events which
concern you regarding the exhibition.

I expressed the wish that you should be nominated for the Grand Medal
of Honour and I gave as specification yourworks on electricity. It seemed unnec-
essary to me to add an explanation. The clerk responsible for the preparation
of the work thought that was not sufficient to justify the Grand Medal and
added, on his own initiative, the word important3. Of course important, what
intelligence! This clerk would no doubt have believed it necessary to write in
a dispatch: announcement of the destruction of Sebastopol, important news.

But worse was to come this evening. I had expressed the wish that the
Cross of the Commander of Legion of Honour should be given to you, as it
was given to Lord Hertford4 and Lord Ashburton5, and the Emperor most
willingly agreed to it6.

I was very pleased about this until I found this evening, in the journal
which gives the table of honours, a description, which placed beside your
illustrious and exalted name, causes me real pain7.

I fear lest this should be a cause of annoyance to you. What is certain is
that the clerk who made this foolish change did not put it there with evil intent,
quite the contrary. He found proving that a worker could rise so high most
admirable. But I would never have imagined that one would have placed in
a decree what we call in France porter’s gossip.
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What is true dear sir and friend is that the jury wanted to give you the
Grand Medal of Honour and the Emperor the Cross of Commander.

The letter concerns neither the jury nor the Emperor. I would be very
happy to think you are not angry and even more so to learn that the double
testimony of which you have been the object has given you pleasure.

All my compliments and all my best wishes | J. Dumas

1. Dated that on the basis that this was written the same day as the decree making Faraday a
Commander of the Legion of Honour.
2. Letter 3038.
3. As reported in Moniteur, 16 November 1855, p. 1270, col. d.
4. Richard Seymour-Conway, 4th Marquess of Hertford (1800–1870, CP). Diplomat and art
collector.
5. William Bingham Baring, 2nd Baron Ashburton (1799–1864, ODNB). Conservative politician.
6. The decree from the Tuileries, dated 14 November 1855, was published in Moniteur, 17
November 1855, p. 1273, col. d.
7. Ibid. mentioned that Faraday was formerly a working bookbinder.

Letter 3043
Duc de Plaisance to Faraday
14 November 1855
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 141

Grande Chancellerie, (Angleterre)
Ordre Impérial de la Légion d’Honneur,

Nomination de Commandeur
S.M. l’Empereur, par Décret du quatorze novembre mil huit cent cinquante
et cinq, a promu au grade de Commandeur de l’Ordre Impérial de la Légion
d’honneur M | Faraday, à Londres. | Services éminents rendus à la Science
(Exposant) | pour prendre rang à dater du même jour.
Paris, le 14 novembre 1855

Le Grand Chancelier de l’Ordre Impérial de la Légion d’Honneur | Duc
de Plaisance

TRANSLATION
Grand Chancery, (England)

Imperial Order of the Legion of Honour,
Nomination of Commander

H.M. the Emperor, by decree of 14 November 1855, has promoted to the rank
of the Imperial Order Commander of the Legion of Honour Mr. Faraday, in
London, for eminent services to science (Exhibitor), to take his place from the
same date.
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Paris, 14 November 1855
The Grand Chancellor of the Imperial order of the Legion of Honour |

Duc de Plaisance

Letter 3044
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas
15 November 1855
From the original in AS MS

A Monsieur | Monsieur le M. Dumas | &c &c &c &c
Brighton | 15 Nov 1855

My dear & most esteemed friend,
You can hardly conceive the pleasure your letter1 gave me;– the sight

of the hand writing, the old kind remembrances, and the present affection –
all contributed to move me greatly. The honor had little or nothing to do
with the matter;– it was the feeling that you had not forgotten me, but that
I was on your mind as I had been;– and for this I must truly thank you:– and
before I leave this ground of true pleasure must ask you to join it with my
most respectful remembrance to Madame Dumas; to whom also my dear wife
sends her kindest remembrances as well as to yourself.

I have not been well; and having been ordered out of town, did not
receive your letter until yesterday and as it bore no date, was not aware that
I ought to have written on the instant. This morning I have received a letter
from Mr. Cole2, which leads me to suppose the great day of the Exposition is
to day. In any case I could not have been present.

You must not think that I do not esteem very highly the great honor,
which you, and the Council have done me; and could I have been present on
the great occasion, and so had the opportunity of beholding the Emperor, a
flood of remembrances would have come back upon me (as they do now) of
his extreme kindness on former occasions3. I do not suppose that he can ever
think of me; there is, now, no occasion; but if the circumstances now existent
should cause any sound of my name before him in your presence, I hope you
will (if proper) express to him the deep feelings of my heart; both in former
things and in the present happy & I trust enduring union of France & England
under his reign[·]

I am My dear friend | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3038.
2. Henry Cole (1808–1882, ODNB). Secretary of the Department of Science and Art and General
Commissioner for Britain at the Paris exhibition.
3. For example see Napoleon to Faraday, 1840 and 23 May 1843, letters 1228, volume 2, and
1496, volume 3, respectively.
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Letter 3045
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
16 November 1855
From the original in RGO6/678, f. 351

65 Kings Road, Brighton | 16 Nov 1855
Dear Sir,

I am sorry I cannot help you in the Photographic matter1 – but I have
no experience;– and no useful thought occurs to me. As regards transfer and
engraving you have in Mr. Brooke all that is known in that direction[·]

Every Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3041.

Letter 3046
Faraday to James David Forbes
17 November 1855
From the original in RI MS F1 A23

Brighton | 17 Nov 1855
My dear Sir,

I am sorry I have no index to the continued researches:– but the circum-
stances attendant upon Vols II & III 8vo1. were not the same as for Vol I2. When
I reach home I dare say I shall find the XII & XIII3 that you send me. Series
XXX4 is in the hands of the Royal Society and I expect in due time to have a
copy to send you[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Prof J.D. Forbes | &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1844, 1855c).
2. Faraday (1839).
3. Faraday (1838b, c), ERE12 and 13.
4. Faraday (1856c), ERE30.

Letter 3047
Faraday to Roderick Impey Murchison
17 November 1855
From the original in GS MS M/F4/4

Brighton | 17 Nov 1855
My dear Sir Roderick,

I am as above for health – I shall be in town this day fortnight & probably
not before. If then I can be useful at the B.M.1 I shall be happy. But how
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is it that they ask for advice after the matter is arranged & not before. It
may be that I should not have hesitated to give a free opinion before hand
and may not like to do so when the matter is complicated by proceedings
taken[·]

Ever My dear Sir Roderick | Yours Truly | M. Faraday

Endorsed by Murchison: British Museum Asphalt

1. The Trustees of the British Museum at their meeting on 10 November 1855 asked that Faraday
be consulted about the use of asphalt for the new Round Reading Room. (Trustee Minutes in
BM CA).

Letter 3048
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas
17 November 1855
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution | Saturday Evening, 17 Nov 1855
My very dear friend,

Coming home for an hour or two only I find your last letter1 & hasten
to reply by the post. I trust you have my former one2 from Brighton by this
time. Do not think for a moment that any expression meant kindly can be to
me any thing but a pleasure – I do not know to what you refer. I should be
grieved at any word touching my honor or affecting my moral character but
any thing else is to me perfectly indifferent. What I chiefly & above all rejoice
in is your good opinion & great kindness in the first place & then the added
approbation & aid of others upon your acts. To the Emperor I owe a deep
debt of gratitude for I do not think that in this case he acts merely upon the
conclusions of others but accompanies his most gracious act with a thought
of good will on his own part. It is considerations of this nature which makes
the honor so acceptable to me – for its own sake it is precious for the sake of
these associated feelings it is very dear[·]

Ever My dear friend | Yours most truly | M. Faraday
A Monsieur | Monsieur Dumas | &c &c &c &c

Address: A Monsieur | Monsieur Dumas | &c &c &c &c | l’Ministre de
l’instructions publiques | &c &c &c | à Paris

1. Letter 3042.
2. Letter 3044.
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Letter 3049
Pierre Guillaume Frédéric Le Play to Faraday1

22 November 1855
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 141

Commission Impériale, de, l’Exposition Universelle,
Commissariat-Général. Palais de l’Industrie

(Champs Elysées), Paris | le 22 Nov 1855
Monsieur,

J’ai l’honneur de vous prier d’adresser au bureau de la Comptabilité de la
Commission Impériale, au Palais de l’Exposition, un reçu de la grande médaille
d’honneur qui vous a été remise par S.M. l’Empereur dans la séance solennelle
du 15 de ce mois2.

Recevez, Monsieur, l’assurance de mes sentiments les plus distingués.
Le Commissaire Général | F. Le Play

TRANSLATION
Commission Impériale, de, l’Exposition Universelle,

Commissariat-Général, Palais de l’Industrie
(Champs Elysées), Paris | 22 Nov 1855

Sir,
I have the honour of sending you from the office of the Accounts Depart-

ment of the Imperial Commission, in the Palace of the Exhibition, the Grand Medal
of Honour which was awarded to you by H.M. the Emperor at the solemn
meeting of the 15th of this month2.

Receive, Sir, the assurance of my most distinguished sentiments.
The Commissioner General | F. Le Play

1. Pierre Guillaume Frédéric Le Play (1806–1882, NBU). French engineer and Commissioner
General of the 1855 Paris Universal Exhibition.
2. See letter 3044.

Letter 3050
Charles Etler1 to Faraday
22 November 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

South Barracks, Halifax NS | 22 Nov 1855
Sir,

Imagining that I have discovered an easy method of measuring the dis-
tance and size of distant objects I have taken the liberty of communicating
it to you, partly because I have no friends of my own who could take the
matter in hand but chiefly, because I can confide in your ability to judge of its
merits. The idea of constructing a something which I have presumptuously
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termed A Telemeter occurred to me about twelve months ago when engaged
in writing the enclosed essay2: but it was only a few weeks since that I had
opportunity of verifying my suppositions, which I did, although very imper-
fectly, by means of an old tin tube about 12 inches in length and 2 in diameter,
in which was inserted a slide fitting the tube and having in it a small aperture
through which the extremities of the object to be measured must be seen. The
size of this aperture may be either given or unknown. In the figure given in
explanation of the principles of the instrument aa, bb, cc, and rr represent
the aperture, and the numbers on Cy the scale of inches marked on the tube.
A want of funds has prevented me from proving whether or not lenses may be
adapted to the instrument.

I am a young man belonging to Somersetshire. About 4 1
2 years ago

having become very unsettled in my religious opinion I left home and came
to America, in various parts of which I have since been wandring. My father
is a carpenter now living in London. He is an old man and has a family
dependent upon his exertions for their daily bread.

When in Canada about 18 months ago, I began a Poem with the intention
of using it as a means of procuring me some kind of situation on my return to
England; but finding my circumstances too indifferently suited for carrying
out my design and with the same end in view, I attempted to write a short
story, and chose for the sake of novelty and originality, The Aurora Borealis
for its subject. Of the absolute merits of the Essay my ignorance of Science
prevents me from forming an opinion, I have only to affirm that little as it
is, it has cost me many sleepless hours, and that although I am little better
than an ignoramus in scientific matters I consider myself as much entitled
to sit in judgement on Nature as some of those philosophers who assert that
the polar regions must needs be very hot in consequence of the conveyence
of the magnetic rays, and that the sun was seen to emit flames 20,000 miles
in height. I concluded it rather abruptly for the more I examined the subject
the less able did I feel to proceed, and the more apparent did my ignorance
become; but I fondly hoped that someday I might become a Gibeonite3 in the
Temple of Science so that I might be able to peer still further into nature’s
mysteries.

Arriving in Nova Scotia I found myself a few months since in such
straightened circumstances that I was fain to enlist and am at present known
as Charles Etler. Grenr. 76th Regt. and since my hopes of returning home have
now forsaken me, I have at least ventured to address you, trusting that you
will give me credit for an honest motive, and for a diffidence, which although
unexpressed, is not the less felt; for I know full well the fallacy of those expec-
tations which imagination and poverty are apt to excite. If my speculations
shall have the effect of causing the fire at home to burn more cheerfully dur-
ing the ensuing winter I shall be happy, and perhaps encouraged to work
my way through difficulties which at present indeed appear insurmountable.
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If this should lead to a communication with my parents (whose name and
address are below) I trust that my enlistment will be suffered to remain a
secret to them, as they would be but poorly conditioned to resign themselves
to the loss of another child. Merely adverting to the circumstances that whilst
writing I am encompassed by red-jackets, I conclude humbly hoping that you
will deem the exigency of my case as a sufficient apology for the step I have
taken.

I am Sir | Yours respectfully | Chas Etler
To Professor Faraday | London

Mr. Samuel Spear4 | No 29 Upper Bemerton St | Caledonian Rd
Islington | London
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Endorsed by Faraday: From a soldier | Halifax | Dec 1855

Address: Professor Faraday | Care of Messrs Bradbury5 & Evans6 | No 11
Bouverie Street | London | England

1. Unidentified.
2. ‘Panurgon, or A short Essay on Cause & Effect Being an attempt to explain the nature and
causes of Light, Heat, Gravitation, Terrestrial Magnetism &c’, IET MS SC 2.
3. 2 Samuel 21.
4. Unidentified.
5. William Bradbury (1800–1869, ODNB). Printer of 11 Bouverie Street, London.
6. Frederick Mullett Evans (1803–1870, ODNB). Printer of 11 Bouverie Street, London.

Letter 3051
Faraday to William Hughes1

27 November 1855
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

Brighton | 27 Nov 1855
Dear Sir,

I return the accounts – Newmans is much wrong by £13 over charge.
I conclude the bill for 1854 was paid – but there is only a receipt for one part,
attached to it, the others I have no doubt are right[·]

Hoping you are quite well
I remain | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Mr. Hughes

1. William Hughes (d.1870, age 64, GRO). Clerk of accounts of the Royal Institution, 1846–1870.
RI MM, 30 November 1846, 9: 420; 6 February 1871, 12: 355.

Letter 3052
Third Earl of Rosse1 to Faraday
29 November 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

The Castle Parsonstown | 29 Nov 1855
Dear Faraday,

I perceive by the papers that my name is in the list of Knights; and that
you are our worthy general2. Should I write to any one to return thanks and if
so to whom? I am here quite out of the world and have no means of knowing
what others have done, will you therefore kindly let me know what is right
and proper[·]

Believe me [to] be | Truly Yours | Rosse

1. William Parsons, 3rd Earl of Rosse (1800–1867, ODNB). Irish astronomer. President of the
Royal Society, 1848–1854.
2. The Times, 20 November 1855, p. 8, col. c reported that Faraday had been made a Commander
of the Legion of Honour and Rosse a Knight.
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Letter 3053
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
30 November 1855
From the original in RGO6/678, f. 352

R Institution | 30 Nov 1855
Dear Sir,

I met with a gentleman in the train who thinks there must be some mis-
take about the high price of copying your registers1. I promised to look for
your note & send it to him but I cannot find the note. He seems to under-
stand the matter & would have great pleasure in giving you information if
you would drop him a note Mr. H. Medlock2. 20 Great Marlborough Street
Regent St3[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letters 3041 and 3045.
2. Henry Medlock (1825–1875, B6). Industrial chemist.
3. Airy to Medlock, 1 December 1855, RGO6/678, f. 353.

Letter 3054
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
30 November 1855
From the original in UB MS NS 420

Bâle | 30 Nov 1855
My dear Faraday,

Having these many months heard any thing neither from nor of you
I had already begun growing anxious about the state of your health when to
my great satisfaction I was released from my anxiety by your kind letter of
the 6th instant1 which has made upon my mind the impression that you are
a perfectly well doing man. May it please kind providence to preserve you
both to your friends and Science for many years to come! This is one of my
most ardent wishes, which I cannot help expressing you over and over again;
for I see that you have as yet much work to do, many a problem to solve
and more than one mystery to divulge to the philosophical world. Indeed,
we cannot yet do without the seer and prophet of nature.– Since I wrote you
last, we for the first time had here the most unwelcome visit of the Cholera,
but thank God, its stay was short and my family as well as my friends were
left untouched by it. During the summer Mrs. Schoenbein and the girls spent
a couple of months in the Jura mountains, where I joined them now and
then to their great satisfaction, the father’s disposition for rambling on green
and wooded hills being their’s too, and certainly we did not fail gratifying
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it to a great extent, walking very often for six or eight consecutive hours
together. You will perhaps smile when I tell you that Miss Schoenbein has
of late become a very zealous english scholar, reading, writing and speaking
away your native tongue in rather a fluent and elegant style. But pray, do
not imagine the father to have any part in the proficiency of the daughter,
for you must be aware that a parent always proves a very bad master to his
children. Certainly on being sometimes called upon to look over the tasks of
the young scholar’s, I have an occasion to make some use of the little bit of
English I am as yet master of. Number 2 and 3 having caught that liking from
her eldest sister, have become pupils of her’s and are going on well enough
in their studies. As to me, I can, of course, have no objection to that taste
for an outlandish tongue and literature, being myself somewhat suspected of
“Anglomanie”. Once speaking of my daughter’s accomplishments I may as
well add that she is a partly good musician too, playing the piano not only
with facility but I think also with some taste. Being myself a great admirer of
the heavenly art of music and after my morning’s schoolmastering sometimes
feeling inclined to take a little rest on the sopha, I in a half dozing state of
mind listen to Beethoven’s2, Mozart’s3, Weber’s4 &c delightful compositions
being performed by Miss Schoenbein. Having for half an hour or so enjoyed
that dreaming pleasure and taken a cup of coffee served up to me by my
second daughter I rise again quite refreshed, light my segar and go to my
laboratory or to some other business. If you should once mark two o’clock
after noon, you will hardly miss the truth, if you imagine your friend lying
on his couch and listening to music, an attitude not very picturesque indeed,
but nevertheless proving to be an agreeable one to him, that assumes it. Now
to finish with my talking of Miss Schoenbein, I will tell you, that she is very
desirous of visiting England and seeing the wonders of your country, but I
am afraid that her wishes will never be fulfilled, i.e. that she will never prevail
upon her father to carry her there. Now before speaking of philosophy, for I
cannot help talking to you of my bride, allow me to make a proposal to you,
but pray, do not be angry about it. I cannot bear the Idea of seeing you no
more in this world and it being very unlikely that I shall be able to cross once
more the water and you in comparison to your friend being an independent
i.e. moveable man, could you not make up your mind to come over to us with
Mrs. Faraday next year and spend a month or two, I won’t say, in Bâle itself
but in our fine hilly neighbourhood, where I should try to find out for you a
quiet snug corner in which you might carry on a sort of life quite congenial
to your taste and Mrs. Faraday’s too. You were, as I hear in Glasgow some
months ago5; now a journey to Switzerland is not a bit more than a trip to
Scotland and in two days, sleeping included you may be here with ease by
the way of France. Pray, take that proposal into serious consideration and
believe me that nothing in the world could prove to me and my family more
gratifying than a visit of your’s and Mrs. Faraday’s would do.– The book6, of
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which I once talked to you7, has been out these last three months and as soon
as a proper opportunity will offer itself, you shall have it. Being written in
german, you will declare it to be a sealed book to you, but you may easily find
out a friend of your’s being capable of opening it to you and, indeed, I should
like you would acquaint yourself at least with some part of its tenor, as they
contain a sort of profession of faith of a friend of your’s. – The third volume of
your Researches8 has as yet not reached me and putting a high value upon its
possession, I beg you to be kind enough as to inquire a little after the fate of that
volume.

Now let me talk a little of philosophy and what should or could I begin
with but with my favorite subject oxigen, the mere name of which is hated
by Mrs. Schoenbein, having become jealous as well as afraid of that seducing
and mighty body. Being not quite sure whether I have written you since I
got some very remarkable results, even on the risk of telling you the same
story twice, I give you a short account of them. You know that I hold oxigen
both in its free and bound state to be capable of existing in two allotropic
modifications: in the ozonic or active and the ordinary or inactive condition.
All the oxy-compounds yielding common oxigen at a raised temperature,
I consider to contain ozonized oxigen and I am further inclined to believe
that the disengagement of common oxigen from those compounds depends
upon the transformation of their ozonized oxigen into inactive one, or as I
use to denote that allotropic change of O̊ into O. Now a general fact is that
the oxigen thus set free always contains traces of O̊ more or less, according
to the degree of temperature at which the oxigen happens to be disengaged
from those compounds. The lower that degree, the larger the quantity of O̊
mixt with O, though I must not omit to state, that in all cases that quantity
happens to be exceedingly small in comparison to that of O obtained at the
same time. The best means of ascertaining the presence of O̊ is the alkoholic
solution of guajacum recently prepared. You know that O does not in the
least change the color of that resiniferous liquid, whilst free O̊ or PbO + O̊
&c. have the power of coloring it deep-blue. The blue matter is, as I think I
have proved it, nothing but guajacum + O̊. Now if you heat the purest oxide
of gold, platinum, silver, mercury, the peroxides of manganese, lead &c, in
fact any substance yielding oxigen, within a small glass tube into which you
had previously introduced a bit of filtering paper being impregnated with
the said guajacum solution, you will see that bit of paper turning blue so
soon as the disengagement of oxigen begins to take place. And all the circum-
stances being the same, you will farther perceive that the paper is colored
most deeply and rapidly by the oxigen being eliminated from that oxycom-
pound, which requires the lowest temperature for yielding part or the whole
of its oxigen. Thus the oxigen being disengaged from the oxides of gold, plat-
inum and silver acts more energetically upon the guajacum solution, than
the oxigen does being eliminated from the oxide of mercury, the peroxide of
manganese &c. I trust these results will be obtained in the Royal Institution
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just as well as I get them in the laboratory of Bâle, or else my discovery shall
be a very poor thing. As there cannot, I should think, be any doubt that all the
oxigen being contained for instance in the oxide of silver previously to that
compound being decomposed by heat, exists but in one state be that state
what it may, how then does it happen, we may ask, that at the same time
two different sorts of oxigen O and O̊ are disengaged from the compound
named? The answer to this question seems to me to be, that one of the two
kinds of oxigen eliminated must be engendered at the expence of the other, or
to speak more correctly, that during the act of the elimination of oxigen from
the oxide of silver, part of that oxigen suffers a change of condition. Now the
oxides of gold, silver &c. enjoying the power of coloring blue the guajacum
solution just so as free O̊ does I draw from that fact the conclusion that the
condition of the oxigen being contained in the oxides of gold, silver &c., is the
ozonic one and farther infer, that by far the greatest portion of that O̊, under
the influence of heat, is transformed into O. Why not the whole of the oxi-
gen being disengaged from those oxides happens to be O, I certainly cannot
tell, but I think that the very fact of the mixt nature of the oxigen in ques-
tion is, in a theoretical point of view, highly important and speaks in favor of
my notions rather than against them. Although I have already heavily taxed
your patience I am afraid, I cannot yet release you from farther listening to
my philosophical talkings, for I have still to speak of a subject that has of late
deeply excited my scientific curiosity and taken up all my leisure-time. But
to give you an Idea of what I have been doing these last two months, I must
be allowed prefacing a little. You know that I entertain a sort of innate dislike
to touch any thing being in the slightest way connected with organic Chem-
istry, knowing too well the difficulty of the subject and the weakness of my
powers to grapple with it, but in spite of this wellgrounded disinclination, I
have of late and as it were by mere chance been carried in the midst of that
field upon the intricacies and depths of which I have been used all my life
to look with feelings of unbounded respect and even awe. The picking up
of a mushroom has led to that strange aberration of mine and you will ask
how such a trifling occurrence could do that. The matter stands thus: What
the botanists tell me to be called “Boletus luridus” with some other sorts of
mushroom has the remarkable property of turning rapidly blue when their
hat and stem happen to be broken and exposed to the action of the atm. air.
On one of my ramblings I found a specimen of the said Boletus, perceived the
change of color alluded to and being struck with the curious phenomenon,
took the bold resolution to ascertain if possible its proximate cause. I carried
home the part, set to work and found more than I looked after a thing which
luckily enough happens now and then. By the short space being allowed
even to the longest letter being prevented from entering into the details of
the subject, I confine myself to stating the principal results obtained from my
mushroom researches.– Boletus luridus contains a colorless principle being
easily soluble in alkohol and as to its relations to Oxigen bearing the closest
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resemblance to Guajacum, as it appears from the fact, that all the oxidizing
agents having the power of blueing the alkoholic solution of guajacum also
enjoy the property of coloring blue the alkoholic solution of our mushroom
principle and all the desoxidizing substances by which the blue solution of
guajacum is uncolored also discharge the color of the blued solution of the
Boletus matter. From this fact and others I infer that this mushroom principle,
like guajacum, is capable of being associated to O̊ and is not affected by O.
Now the occurrence of a matter being a true brother to guajacum in a mush-
room is a fact pretty enough of itself but as to scientific importance far inferior
to what I am going to tell you. The fact that the resinous Boletus principle,
after having been removed from the mushroom (by means of Alkohol) is not
able to color itself spontaneously in the atmospheric air, whilst it seems to
have that power so long as it happens to be deposited in the parenchyma of
the Boletus, led me to suspect that there exists in the Boletus luridus besides
the guajacumlike substance another matter being endowed with the prop-
erty of exalting the chemical powers of common oxigen and causing that
element in its O̊ condition to associate itself to the resinous principle of the
mushroom. And Mr. Schoenbein conjectured correctly, for I found, that in the
juice being by pressure obtained from a number of mushrooms belonging to
the genera of Boletus and Agaricus and notably from Agaricus sanguineus
(upon which I principally worked) an organic matter is contained enjoying
the remarkable power of transforming O into O̊ and forming with the latter
a compound from which O̊ may easily be transferred to a number of oxid-
able matters both of an inorganic and organic nature and I must not omit
to state that the peculiar Agaricus matter, after having been deprived of its
O̊ may be charge with it again by carrying through its solution a current
of air. The easiest way of ascertaining the presence of O̊ in the said Agari-
cus juice is to mix that liquid with an alkoholic solution of guajacum or the
resinous matter of the Boletus luridus. If the juice happens to be deprived
of O̊, the resiniferous solutions will not be colored blue, but if it contains O̊,
the solutions will assume blue color, just so as if they were treated with per-
oxide of lead, permanganic acid, hyponitric acid &c. From the facts stated it
appears that the organic matter in question is a true carrier of active oxigen
and therefore, when charged with it, an oxidizing agent. Indeed, that mat-
ter may in many respects be compared to NO2, which as it is well known
enjoys to an extraordinary extent the power of instantaneously transforming
O into O̊ and forming a compound (NO2 + 2O̊) with that O̊, from which
the latter may easily be thrown upon a multitude of oxidable matters. Now
in a physiological point of view the existence of such an organic substance
is certainly an important fact and seems to confirm an old opinion of mine,
according to which the oxidizing effects of the atmospheric Oxigen (of itself
inactive) produced upon organic bodies, such as blood &c., are brought about
by the means of substances having the power both of exciting and carrying
oxigen. Before dropping this subject I must not omit to mention a fact or
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two more. The peculiar matter being contained in the juice of Agaricus san-
guineus &c., and charged with O̊, gives up that oxigen to Guajacum and the
latter to the resinous matter of the Boletus luridus so that different organic
matters capable of being associated to O̊ as such exhibit different affinities
for that oxigen a fact not without physiological importance. Another fact
worthy of remark is the facility with which the nature of our agaricus mat-
ter may be changed. On heating its aqueous solution, that has the power of
deeply blueing the guajacum solution, to the boiling point, it not only looses
that property but also the capacity of becoming an oxidizing agent i.e. carrier
of oxigen again, however long it may be put in contact with atmospheric air.
I am very sorry to be prevented from entering more fully into the details of
the subject, but from the little I have said about it you may easily understand
why that mushroom affair has of late so much engaged my attention. As to
the little bit of philosophical matter, which now and then my letters to you
may happen to contain, you have, of course, full liberty to do with it what you
think fit.

Before I conclude I must not omit to tell you, that the Swiss Associa-
tion, which as you know has become the mother of all rambling societies of
Europe, will meet at Bâle next mid-summer under the presidency of Peter
Merian9 a most intimate friend of mine. Now if you should comply with my
wishes above expressed, it would be very easy to leave your retreat in our
neighbourhood and join us for a day or so. I have no doubt, you would like
our meeting, which being a more familiar and much smaller one than that
of the british or german association, is for that very reason more comfortable
and agreeable. On coming here, you will see many of our Swiss philoso-
phers amongst others our friend de la Rive. I promise you a day in Bâle,
which shall please you and remain, I trust, in your memory all your life-
time. If it fall to my lot to see such a day, I shall be the happiest man in the
world.

And now I have done, my dear Faraday and ask your kind indulgence
for the unusual length of my letter. Pray do not keep so long your silence, as
you did the last time and believe me

Your’s | most faithfully | C.F. Schoenbein

All the members of my family beg to be kindly remembered to you
and in doing so I ask you the favor to present my best compliments to
Mrs. Faraday. | S.

Mr. Wiedemann also charges me with his compliments to you.

1. Letter 3035.
2. Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827, GDMM). German composer who worked mainly in
Vienna.
3. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791, GDMM). Austrian composer.
4. Carl Maria von Weber (1786–1826, ADB). German composer.
5. At the meeting of the British Association.
6. [Schoenbein] (1855a).
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7. Schoenbein to Faraday, 27 February 1855, letter 2943, volume 4.
8. Faraday (1855c).
9. Peter Merian (1795–1883, NDB). Swiss geologist and politician.

Letter 3055
César Mansuète Despretz to Faraday
30 November 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

30 Nov 1855
Monsieur et cher Confrère,

Quoique je n’aie eu l’honneur de vous voir qu’une seule fois, il y a peut
être une douzaine d’années à Paris dans une Séance de l’académie1, car dans
mes deux voyages à Londres, vous étiez absent, permettez que je vous adresse
une notice imprimée de mes faibles titres scientifiques augmentées des choses
que j’ai faites depuis ma nomination à l’académie2.

Une des raisons pour lesquelles je vous envoie le résumé de mes
recherches, est celle ci. En parcourant recemment un ouvrage de physique
Anglais j’ai à peine vu mon nom cité. J’en ai conclu à tort ou à raison, que les
résultats Scientifiques que j’ai obtenus dans mes essais incessants, sont peu
connus ou peu estimés à Londres.

Si vous lisez, mon cher Confrère avec quelque attention ma notice3

et l’addition qui est jointe vous admettrez au moins que les faits du
décroissement de la compressibilité des liquides4, de l’accroissement de la
compressibilité des gaz et de l’inégale compressibilité des gaz5, de la loi de
la propagation de la chaleur dans les liquides6, des oscillations du zéro du
thermomètre7, la solution complète de la question du maximum de densité
des dissolutions aqueuses8, la démonstration directe de l’interférence du son,
la rélation entre la longueur de l’arc voltaique vertical ou horizontal et le
sens du courant9, sont des résultats si je ne me fais illusion, qui me sont dus
incontestablement.

Cette manière de procéder de ma part, a peut être quelque chose de
singulier. Cela est possible. Mais il est bien dur de consacrer tout son temps,
et le peu qu’on possède à l’avancement de la science et de voir ses travaux si
peu appréciés.

Recevez, Monsieur et cher Confrère, l’assurance des sentiments distin-
gués, avec lesquels je suis

votre dévoué Confrère | C.M. Despretz | M. de l’Institut
Le 30. 9bre 1855

PS. peut être que la démonstration de la généralité de la loi de la prop-
agation de la chaleur dans les corps solides, bons ou mauvais conducteurs10,
de la non influence de la tension ou de la quantité sur la composition de la
lumière électrique11, de l’indépendance de la chaleur dégagée, de la pression,
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pour les corps qui ne changent pas le volume du gaz oxygène12 a aussi une
certaine importance.

Monsieur Faraday | Membre de la societé royale de Londres, membre
associé étranger de l’Institut de France.

TRANSLATION
Sir and dear Colleague,

Although I have not had the honour of seeing you but once, perhaps
a dozen or so years ago, in Paris, at a meeting of the Academy1, as on both
my trips to England you were away, allow me to send you a printed note of
my poor scientific titles, augmented by the things that I have done since my
nomination to the Academy2.

One of the reasons why I am sending you a summary of my research
is this. Skimming through an English work on physics recently, I hardly saw
my name cited. I have concluded rightly or wrongly that the scientific results
which I have obtained in continuous experiments, are little known or little
appreciated in London.

If you read, my dear Colleague, with a little attention my note3 and the
appendix attached, you will admit that the facts on the decreased compress-
ibility of liquids4, the increased compressibility of gases and on the unequal
compressibility of gases5, the law of heat propagation in liquids6, the oscilla-
tions of zero on the thermometer7, the complete solution to the question of
the maximum density of aqueous solutions8, a direct demonstration of the
interference of sound, the relationship between the length of a vertical or hor-
izontal voltaic arc and the direction of the current9, are results which, if I am
not mistaken, are incontestably due to me.

This manner of proceeding on my part is perhaps unusual. That is pos-
sible, but it is very hard to dedicate all one’s time, and the little one possesses,
to the advancement of science and to see one’s efforts so little appreciated.

Please accept, Sir and dear Colleague, the assurance of my distinguished
sentiments, with which I am

Your devoted Colleague | C.M. Despretz | of the Institute
PS: Perhaps the demonstration of the of law, applicable to most cases,

of the propagation of heat in solids, good or bad conductors10, of the non-
influence of tension or quantity on the composition of electric light11, of the
independence of radiant heat and of pressure on bodies which do not change
the volume of oxygen gas12, also has some importance.

Mr. Faraday | Member of the Royal Society of London, Foreign
Associate Member of the French Institute.

1. Presumably when Faraday was admitted a foreign associate of the Académie in 1845. See
Sarah Faraday and Faraday to Reid, 28 and 29 July 1845, letter 1762, volume 3.
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2. Despretz was elected a member of the Académie des Sciences in 1841.
3. Not found.
4. Despretz (1845).
5. Despretz (1827).
6. Despretz (1839).
7. Despretz (1837).
8. Despretz (1839–40).
9. Despretz (1853).
10. Despretz (1852).
11. Despretz (1853).
12. Despretz (1828).

Letter 3056
Faraday to Third Earl of Rosse1

1 December 1855
From the original in The Birr Scientific and Heritage Foundation MS J14

1 Dec 1855
My dear Lord Rosse,

I do not know what ought to be done2 but as I have received no official
information as yet so I am waiting until I do. At the same time I should say
that Dumas wrote to me in the way of private friendship3 & I have written
back to him4[·]

I do not doubt that some communication will come to us in due time[·]
Ever Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. William Parsons, 3rd Earl of Rosse (1800–1867, ODNB). Irish astronomer. President of the
Royal Society, 1848–1854.
2. Letter 3052.
3. Letter 3045.
4. Letter 3048.

Letter 3057
Faraday to Roderick Impey Murchison
4 December 1855
From the original in BM CA

Royal Institution | 4 Dec 1855
My dear Sir Roderick,

Dr. Arnott1 & I have been over the Museum building this morning2,
very carefully:– have seen the drawings, papers &c; and have had I think, no
great difficulties in forming our opinions:– I now give you mine. In regard
to the asphalt as used at the building, i.e considering its mixed condition, its
position and small quantity; I find no reason to be alarmed at it. I do not
see how, either by lightning or otherwise, from external causes, it could be
a source of fire to the building; nor, if the building itself were on fire in any
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part, do I think it would tend to spread fire to other parts. I see no objection
to its use as it is now applied.

As to the hot water pipes; we examined certain of the spaces and pas-
sages, in which those of one of the hottest arrangments are placed. I saw no
signs of their ever having been overheated; and, if the precautions which are
given as instructions to the man in charge are attended to, I see no reason
why the heat should ever rise to a dangerous point. The spaces where the
pipes pass, seem to be well guarded; as they ought to be. I understand the
arrangements have been in use many years; and yet I am told that no signs of
scorching, either of dust, brooms cloths, pieces of wood, paper or other such
substances have appeared any where: Of course I can give only a limited
opinion for I cannot tell what may be, that I have not seen. But in regard to
what I have seen (and there was no variation) there was nothing which raised
in my mind any doubt of the good and safe action of the arrangements.

I spoke of the lightning arrangements to Mr. Denison3 the Clerk of the
works; he will tell you, what I said should be done.

I am My dear Sir Roderick | Ever truly Yours | M. Faraday
Sir Roderick Murchison Bart | &c &c &c

1. Neil Arnott (1788–1874, ODNB). Scientific writer.
2. See letter 3047.
3. W. Dennison given as clerk of works at the British Museum in Royal Kalendar, 1858, p. 163.

Letter 3058
Roderick Impey Murchison to Faraday
6 December 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Up Park | 6 Dec 1855
Dear Faraday,

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th Dec1 which
is so very satisfactory that I have enclosed it to Sir H. Ellis2 to be be [sic] laid
before the Trustees on Saturday next3, when I am sure they will unite with
me in returning to yourself & Dr. Arnott4 our grateful thanks.

Dr. Percy has written to me about some diagrams for your lectures5 &
I have replied in the affirmative, provided I have the power, & if not I will
obtain the permission of a board & for the purpose, as I should consider it
a disgrace to myself if our Institute6 did not do every thing in our power to
enable you to enlighten the rising generation[·]

Yours most sincerely | Roderick Murchison
I hope to be in Town tomorrow night

1. Letter 3057.
2. Henry Ellis (1777–1869, ODNB). Librarian of the British Museum, 1827–1856.
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3. That is 8 December 1855.
4. Neil Arnott (1788–1874, ODNB). Scientific writer.
5. That is for Faraday’s Christmas lectures on the ‘Distinctive Properties of Common Metals’.
Faraday’s notes are in RI MS F4 J17.
6. That is the Royal School of Mines.

Letter 3059
Friedrich Wöhler to Faraday
10 December 1855
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Göttingen | le 10 Dec 1855
Monsieur,

Permettez moi d’abuser pour quelques moments de vôtre temps si pré-
cieux pour la science. Mr. Stein1, dont j’ai fait la connaissance il y a quelques
années et qui possède des mines et des usines d’argent en Mexique, est
rétourné de là à Darmstadt et a rapporté une masse de fer metéorique pésante
109 Kilogrammes (218 livres) et trouvée dans la vallée de Toluca2. Il m’en a
fait couper un échantillon et me l’a envoyé. C’est du veritable fer méteorique,
characterisé par les belles figures, dites de Widmannstädten3, qui se sont mon-
trées en traitant une surface polie avec de l’acide nitrique étendue, et par une
grande quantité de Nickel, qu’il contient. En outre on remarque sur sa surface
un peu oxidée du sulfure de fer et du phosphure double de fer et de Nickel
(le Schreibersit).

Mr. Stein désire vendre cette masse en entier et it croit pouvoir démander
350 livres Sterling. Il l’a déjà offert aux cabinets de Mineralogie à Vienne et à
Berlin, mais on a répondu, que dans ce moment on n’ait pas disponible une
telle somme d’argent pour un seul objet. Il a donc cru que peut-être le British
Museum voudra acheter ce fer, et je lui ai promis de m’adresser à cet égard à
Vous, Monsieur, n’ayant pas l’honneur de connaître le directeur de la section
de minéralogie du British Museum.

J’ose donc vous prier, de vouloir bien me dire en deux mots, si peut-être
à Londres on veut acheter cette masse rémarquable. Si vôtre réponse est Non,
Mr. Stein se décidéra probablement de faire couper la masse et de la vendre
divisée en des petits morceaux de 1 ou de 2 Kilogr. de pésanteur. Dans ce cas
vous voulez bien me dire, si le british Museum ou quelque autre personne
désirera acheter des tels échantillons. Je pense qu’un morceau de 1 Kilogr.
coutera à peuprès 4 livres Sterling.

Agréez, Monsieur, l’expression de la plus profonde considération, avec
laquelle j’ai l’honneur de me nommer

Vôtre | très devoué | Wöhler
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TRANSLATION
Göttingen | 10 Dec 1855

Sir,
Permit me for a few moments to take up your time, so precious for sci-

ence. Mr. Stein1, whom I met a few years ago and who owns some mines
and silver factories in Mexico, has returned from there to Darmstadt and
has brought back an iron meteorite, weighing 109 kilogrammes (218 pounds)
which was found in the Toluca valley2. He cut a sample and sent it to me.
It is a real meteorite, characterised by the beautiful figures, called after
Widmanstatten3, which can be seen by treating a polished surface with dilute
nitric acid, and by the large quantity of nickel. Moreover, one can see on its
slightly oxidised surface, iron sulphide and double iron phosphide and nickel
(der Schreibersit).

Mr. Stein would like to sell the block intact and thinks he can ask £350
sterling for it. He has already offered it to the mineralogical collections in
Vienna and Berlin, but has received the reply that, at present, they do not
have those kinds of funds available for a single object. He has thus thought
that the British Museum might like to buy this meteorite and I promised that
I would write to you in this regard, Sir, not having the honour of knowing
the director of the mineralogy department at the British Museum.

I therefore dare to ask you kindly to tell me in two words, if perhaps
London would like to buy this remarkable meteorite. If your reply is negative,
then Mr. Stein will probably decide to have the block cut and to sell it divided
into small pieces of 1 or 2 kilogrammes in weight. In that case, could you
kindly tell me if the British Museum or anyone else would like to buy such
samples. I think that a piece of 1 kilogramme will cost about £4 sterling.

Your | most devoted | Wöhler

1. G.A. Stein according to Wöhler (1856), 127.
2. A description of this meteorite is given in Grady (2000), 492–3.
3. The characteristic patterns in a cut meteorite face which has been etched, discovered by Aloys
Joseph Beck Edler von Widmannstätten (1754–1849, DSB). Director of the Imperial technical
collection in Vienna.

Letter 3060
Faraday to George Robert Waterhouse1

12 December 1855
From the original in Natural History Museum L. Handwriting collection

Royal Institution | 12 Dec 1855
My dear Sir,

You will see the nature of the inclosed note2. I am told that you are the
person in whose hands I ought to place it. I do not know any thing of the
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specimen or the fitness of the offer: but Wohler is a man of high science –
I should be glad to have the letter back again by & bye that I may write him
a reply –

I am My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
– Waterhouse Esqr | &c &c &c

1. George Robert Waterhouse (1810–1888, ODNB). Keeper of the mineralogical and geological
collections at the British Museum, 1851–1857.
2. Letter 3059.

Letter 3061
Faraday to William Snow Harris
21 December 1855
From a copy in University of British Columbia MS VF-46
My dear Harris,

I want the pleasure of writing a few words to you – I have nothing to
say about Science and I do not know what it is just now that moves me except
it be the glance at your last Book1 just now as it came before me on the Desk &
then the long train of pleasant recollections which it brought back with it from
the olden times. Oh! We are getting older – I am at least and the excitement
of former times & things becomes much chastened. Not so the recollections
– they become more & more and they bring back with them such a flood of
thoughts of kindness which I have received from all that I am ready at times
to weep with gentle joy. Amongst all this comes our old acquaintance and it
is that which sets my mind running in an almost unintelligible manner.

Every good wish towards you my dear old friend from one who has
had much of your kindness and hopes to be grateful towards Him who has
directed it.

Ever truly Yours | M. Faraday

To Sir W. Snow Harris
Royal Institution | 21 Decr. 1855

1. Harris (1856a).

Letter 3062
William Snow Harris to Faraday
22 December 1855
From the incomplete original in IET MS SC 2

6 Windsor Villas, Plymouth | 22 Dec 1855
My dear Faraday,

I was made very happy in the receipt of your most kind letter1 by
this mornings post: and you may rest assured that no one has a stronger
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hold of my affection respect, and esteem, than yourself; few very few so
strong. I therefore fully appreciate the kindness & honor you have shown
me by this communication and reciprocate with all my Heart your good
wishes toward me –. It is as you say no recent recollections which thus asso-
ciate us in the bond of friendship no events of yesterday – but our mutual
esteem has been the growth and experience of many years[·] On my part
it is the humble tribute of a pupil to the virtues and Talents of a if not the
great Master of the Science of Modern Days – I think I might have done
something more considerable in Science had my life been less embarrassed
by the presence of worldly circumstances – “He that hath Wife and Chil-
dren hath given hostiges to Fortune”2 so says our great Philosopher3 the
author of the Inductive Philosophy –. I have had much I do assure you
within the last 10 years more especially, to distress and embarrass me – In
a large Provincial Town like this as you may imagine, with station to main-
tain public duties to be fulfilled and a domestic establishment with all its
attendant meteors to reconcile one has really not that repose of mind & Time
at command requisite to the carrying out intricate important and expensive
researches in Science – Thank God I am I hope somewhat more clear of this
now and have lately commenced a renewal & revisit of all my Scientific
Instruments – I have turned every thing out restored improved & arranged
my apparatus – I have some things I should much like you to see – The long
battle I had with the Government relative to my permanently-fixed Light-
ning Conduction for the Navy – was a source of great trouble and vexation
to me especially the illiberal delay I experienced at the hands of persons
who should have known better – It is after all some consolation to me to
know that a good thing has certainly been done for the Navy and some light
thrown on an interesting Department of Physics by my researches – It was
an Herculean Task to hunt out all the dusty ships records deposited at the
Admiralty – and obtain substantial evidence of the terrible loss of Life and
property &c by strikes of Lightning at sea. Ten to Twenty men at a time
more or less paralyzed whilst unfurling a topsail – The Admiralty would
not believe all this at first and I was looked on as a sort of visionary in
proposing to defend Ships from Lightning by a systematic application of
a metallic Conductor of great capacity carried throughout the masts & Hull.
It is all very well to say now that the thing is done how easy this problem
& that all I accomplished was to nail a little copper to the spars.– but at
the time when

M. Faraday Esq FRS. LLD

1. Letter 3061.
2. Francis Bacon, essay 7, ‘Of marriage and single life’.
3. Francis Bacon (1561–1626, ODNB). Lawyer and philosopher of science.
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Letter 3063
Faraday to Margery Ann Reid
24 December 1855
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

R Institution | 24 Dec 1855
My dear Maggie,

Finding that my wife had made a vague promise of dining with
you tomorrow on her way to Cross St.1 I write to say that I have dis-
uaded her from it. She has not slept well – is still in bed ( 1

2 p 9 o’clk)
& it would be unwise of her to try to [do] much tomorrow. We shall go
together to Cross street and expect to meet you there for a little while.
Our love to your father2 – I saw him yesterday3 and that he looked
(as he always does) well but I hope to hear from himself how he is
tomorrow[·]

Your Affectionate Uncle | M. Faraday

1. Where Sarah Faraday’s brother, John Barnard, lived.
2. William Ker Reid.
3. The 23rd being a Sunday, this would have been at the Sandemanian meeting house.

Letter 3064
Henry Ellis1 to Faraday
27 December 1855
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 40

British Museum | 27 Dec 1855
My dear Sir,

A young friend (Mr. Hutchinson2) is very desirous of hearing one of
your Lectures, and if you could favor him for that of Saturday next3 you
would very much oblige me[·]

Ever Sincerely Yours | Henry Ellis
Michael Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. Henry Ellis (1777–1869, ODNB). Librarian of the British Museum, 1827–1856.
2. Unidentified.
3. That is 29 December 1855 when Faraday delivered his second Christmas lecture in the
series on the ‘Distinctive Properties of Common Metals’. Faraday’s notes are in RI MS
F4 J17.
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Letter 3065
John Percy to Faraday
28 December 18551

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 7
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | Friday evening

My dear Dr. Faraday,
I trust you had what you wanted yesterday. The nugget was not the

same as that you saw at the museum; Mr. Reeks2, and myself thought it
would answer your purpose better than the other. It was modelled from a
Californian specimen. If you will let Reeks know tomorrow morning which
you require, one of my men shall take the things to the Institution[·]

Ever yours | John Percy
Dr. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday lectured on gold on 27 December 1855 in his Christmas
lectures on the ‘Distinctive Properties of Common Metals’. See RI MS F4 J17, p. 1.
2. Trenham Reeks (c.1823–1879, B3). Curator and librarian of the Museum of Economic Geology
and registrar of the School of Mines, 1851–1879.

Letter 3066
Faraday to John Percy
31 December 1855
From the original in YUL Brush Papers, Box 7

Royal Institution | 31 Dec 1855
My dear Percy,

Herewith I return your aluminium with very many thanks1.
To day I only want Table B.22.
For Thursday3. I have as many as Six tables down namely 13. 154. 17. 18.

19. 26. all B’s and also I long for several illustrations specimens namely
Iron paper
Tough Iron bent
Iron cast of Crow fish
Iron punched. 7 inches diameter
Steel illustrations – fracture &c

May I send Newmans men with a cart for these? – and when?
Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Which Faraday used on 29 December 1855 when he delivered his second Christmas lecture in
the series on the ‘Distinctive Properties of Common Metals’. Faraday’s notes are in RI MS F4 J17.
2. Faraday’s third Christmas lecture.
3. Faraday’s fourth Christmas lecture delivered on 3 January 1856.
4. Endorsed ‘No 16’ here.
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Letter 3067
Faraday to George Gabriel Stokes
7 January 1856
From the original in RS MS RR 3.158

Royal Institution | 7 Jan 1856
My dear Sir,

I do not see that I can change a single word of my former letter (6 July
1855)1. Mr. Joules2 paper3 is intended for the use of the mathematicians and is
one that I cannot pretend to judge on its merits. The merits of the philosopher
I know very well but you know them as well as I do

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.G. Stokes Esq | &c &c &c

I return herewith the paper & my former note. MF.

Endorsement: 1856 Joule by Faraday additional letter

1. Faraday to Weld, 6 July 1855, letter 3002, volume 4.
2. James Prescott Joule (1818–1889, ODNB). Manchester physicist.
3. Joule (1856).

Letter 3068
Faraday to Roderick Impey Murchison
7 January 1856
From the original in GS MS M/F4/5

Royal Institution | 7 Jan 1856
My dear Sir Roderick,

I am now so near to the end of my lectures1 & have had such opportunity
of profiting by your kindness that I think I may not improperly thank you
most heartily for your willing aid2 though I have not as yet released the last
favour. I am sure it will give you pleasure to know that the Royal Princes
have been daily indebted to your kindness as well as myself[·] It is no small
proof of the liberality of thought & mind about our throne that their Royal
Highnesses should have been allowed to come to an Institution which forms
no part of the recognised schools of learning. I only hope that what has passed
here will give no cause to Her Majesty & Prince Albert to regret the honor &
condescension shewn to us3[·]

I am My dear Sir Roderick | Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Faraday delivered the sixth and final Christmas lecture in the series on the ‘Distinctive
Properties of Common Metals’ on 8 January 1856. Faraday’s notes are in RI MS F4 J17.
2. See letter 3058.
3. The first lecture was attended by Prince Albert and his sons the Prince of Wales and Prince
Alfred and was depicted by the Sandemanian and artist Alexander Blaikley (1816–1903, AlKL)
in his painting of the event (Plate 3). The young princes attended the remainder of the course
without their father. See James (1999b), 6.
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Letter 3069
Faraday to Thomas Sterry Hunt1
c.14 January 18562

From the original in BUL Newell Collection
Many thanks to you my dear Sir for your kind information on the matter

of Dumas. Our meeting has been short I can only say that if it had been
longer I should most probably have made the favour greater and increased
my obligations to you[·]

Yours Very faithfully | M. Faraday
T.S. Hunt Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Thomas Sterry Hunt (1826–1892, ANB). American-born chemist in who worked for the
Geological Survey of Canada.
2. Dated on the basis of the reference to Hunt in letter 3070.

Letter 3070
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas
14 January 1856
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution | 14 Jan 1856
My dear friend,

Wheatstone in telling me that he had seen you gave me impressions
very different to those that I had received from your letters1:– he seemed to
think that it was a duty for me to appear at Paris and went so far as to imply
that you had said the Emperor expected it. I should be very grieved to think
I could have appeared unthankful or less grateful than I ought to feel either
in the Emperors eyes or in yours whose kind affection & approbation I most
highly esteem; and having finished a course of lectures honored by the daily
presence of our Royal Princes2 I new feel able to leave town for a few days[·]
So I propose running over to Paris & back in the middle of next week but as I
have no other object than to see you and do as I ought to do, so if you were not
there I should have no desire to be there[·] Tell me therefore whether I shall
see you (and Madame Dumas) if I come and tell me whether on the whole I
ought to come. Mr. Hunt3 of Canada has just given me your correct address4

& so I hope my letter will find you at once[·] Our joint & most sincere respects
& remembrances to Madame Dumas.

Ever My dear friend | Your devoted & indebted | M. Faraday
a Monsieur | Monsieur Dumas | Secretaire | &c &c &c

1. Letters 3038 and 3042.
2. See note 3, letter 3068.
3. Thomas Sterry Hunt (1826–1892, ANB). American-born chemist in who worked for the
Geological Survey of Canada.
4. See letter 3069.
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Letter 3071
Prince of Wales to Faraday
16 January 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 H2

Windsor Castle | 16 Jan 1856
Dear Sir,

I am anxious to thank you for the advantage I have derived from attend-
ing your most interesting Lectures1. Their subject, I know very well, is of
great importance, and I hope to follow the advice you gave us of pursuing
it beyond the Lecture Room; and I can assure you that I shall always cher-
ish with great pleasure the recollection of having been assisted in my early
studies in Chemistry by so distinguished a man.

Believe me, Dear Sir | Yours truly | Albert Edward

1. See note 3, letter 3068.

Letter 3072
Prince Alfred to Faraday
16 January 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 H3

Windsor Castle | 16 Jan 1856
Dear Sir,

I write to thank you very much for the pleasure you have given me
by your Lectures1, and I cannot help hoping they will not be the last I shall
hear from you. Their subject was very interesting and your clear explanations
made it doubly so.

Believe me | Dear Sir | Yours truly | Alfred

Address: M. Faraday Esq.

1. See note 3, letter 3068.

Letter 3073
Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas to Faraday
16 January 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Paris | 16 Janvier 1856
Mon cher ami,

Certainement vous serez le bien venu à Paris et vous y causerez une
grande joie1. Nous essaierons de vous distraire en vous montrant toutes
nos curiosités. Nous essaierons de vous montrer nôtre amitié en vous prou-
vant que la distinction exceptionelle dont vous avez été l’objet de la part de
l’Empereur n’a fait que ratifier le sentiment public.
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Venez donc à paris passer quelques jours avec nous, si vous en avez la
liberté en ce moment.

Mais, si comme je le suppose, vous avez fait savoir à l’Empereur que
vous aviez été sensible à son bon souvenir, ne craignez pas d’avoir manqué
à aucun égard envers lui.

Aussi, si vous trouvez que la saison vous rende le voyage pénible et que
vous préfériez l’ajourner au mois de mai, ne vous croyez pas obligé à le faire
en ce moment. Si vôtre Santé le permet, que la saison ne Vous contrarie pas
et que vous soyez au goût de distinction venez en chercher ici et nous serons
très heureux et très fiers de vous posséder.

Vous le voyez, Je suis partagé entre le desir de vous voir et de vous
entendre et la crainte de penser que le voyage ne vous soit importune. Je suis
bien de l’avis de notre ami M. Wheatstone que vous devez une visite à paris
cette année, mais J’en diffère un peu en ce que Je pense que vous etes libre
d’en choisir l’époque. Celle-ci est bonne, mais, si vous veniez au mois d’avril
ou en mois de mai, vous auriez un temps plus doux.

Quelle que soit vôtre décision, écrivez-moi un môt pour me prévenir de
votre arrivée. Je serais heureux de me mettre à vôtre disposition et je ferais
tout ce qui dependrait de moi pour vous faciliter l’accomplissement de vos
désirs à Paris.

Tout à vous de Coeur | J. Dumas

TRANSLATION
Paris | 16 Jan 1856

My dear friend,
You will certainly be welcome in Paris and you will cause great joy1.

We will try to amuse you by showing you all our curiosities. We will try
to show you our friendship proving to you that the exceptional honour with
which you have been distinguished by the Emperor has merely ratified public
sentiment.

Come, therefore, to Paris to spend some days with us, if you are at liberty
at the moment.

But, as I expect, you have made known to the Emperor that you have
been sensible to his kind memory, do not fear any lessening of his regard.

Also, if you find that the season makes the journey difficult and you
would prefer to postpone until the month of May, do not feel obliged to
travel at this time. If your health permits, the season does not bother you and
you would like some distraction, come and look for it here and we shall be
most happy and proud to have you.

You see, I am divided between the wish to see and hear you, and the
fear of thinking that the journey might be inconvenient. I completely agree
with our friend, Mr. Wheatstone, that you should visit Paris this year, but I
differ a little in that I think you should be free to choose when to come. This
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is a good time but if you came in the month of April or in the month of May,
you would have pleasanter weather.

Whatever your decision, write me a word to forewarn me of your arrival.
I would be pleased to put myself at your disposal and would do everything
in my power to ensure your wishes are fulfilled in Paris.

All yours from my heart | J. Dumas

1. See letter 3070.

Letter 3074
Faraday to Prince of Wales
18 January 1856
From the original in RAW T1/102

Royal Institution | 18 Jan 1856
To | His Royal Highness | The Prince of Wales
Sir,

The favour Your Royal Highness has conferred upon me by a letter in
your own hand1, and the kind expressions it conveys, sink deep into my heart.
I am most happy to think that the lectures have been a source of pleasure, and
should be indeed glad if their most worthy subjects continued to interest you
in the future2. The remembrance of them was already very dear to me, but
Your Royal Highness has added much to it.

That all good should be Yours is the earnest hope and wish of Your Royal
Highness’s

Most grateful & most humble Servant | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3071.
2. See note 3, letter 3068.

Letter 3075
Faraday to William Thomson
18 January 1856
From the original in ULC Add MS 7342, F35

Royal Institution | 18 Jan 1856
My dear Sir,

It so rejoices me to see Your name upon our list of Friday Evening1 that I
cannot help but write to congratulate not you but myself on the delight I shall
have. My head gets weary & dull or else I should often trouble you with a
letter for it seems to me I could often ask & as yet you have always answered.
I do not mean in mere form but to my judgement and understanding. I wish
I could continually sit under your wing –
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I understand Tyndall has undertaken to get all prepared for you that we
can do here or else you know how glad I should be to be useful[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor W. Thomson | &c &c &c

1. Thomson (1856a), Friday Evening Discourse, 29 February 1856.

Letter 3076
Faraday to Comte de Persigny1

19 January 1856
From the original copy in IET MS SC 3

Royal Institution | 19 Jan 1856
To His Excellency | the Count Fialin de Persigny | &c &c &c
M le Count,

I am led to believe that I ought to thank the Emperor personally for the
high honor he has done me in creating me a Commander of the Legion of
Honour2, especially when I call to remembrance circumstances of personal
communication in former times3[·] May I beg the favour of conveyance of the
enclosed4 to its high destination.

I have the honor to remain | Your Excellencys most | humble Obedient
Servant | M. Faraday

1. Jean Gilbert Victor Fialin, Comte de Persigny (1808–1872, NBU). French ambassador to
London.
2. Letter 3043.
3. For example, see Napoleon to Faraday, 1840 and 23 May 1843, letters 1228, volume 2, and
1496, volume 3, respectively.
4. Letter 3077.

Letter 3077
Faraday to Napoleon III
19 January 1856
From the original copy in IET MS SC 3

Royal Institution | 19 Jan 1856
To His Imperial Majesty | The Emperor
Sire,

I fear to intrude yet I also fear to seem ungrateful; and before Your
Majesty I would rather risk the former than the latter. I know not how to
return fit thanks for the high and most unexpected honor which your Imperial
Majesty has conferred upon me in the gift of the Degree of Commandant of the
Legion of Honor1. I cannot promise to deserve it by the future for the effects
of time tell me there are no hopes that I should hereafter work for science as in
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past years[·] I can only offer a most grateful & unfailing remembrance of that
which to me is more than honor – of the kindness of Your Imperial Majesty
to one such as I am:– and I feel deeply affected by the thought that even I, by
Your Majestys favour form one link, though a very small one, in the bonds
which I hope will ever unite France & England[·]

Hoping & believing that Your Majesty will accept my earnest thank[s] &
deep seated wishes for Your Majesty in all things I venture to sign Myself as

Your Imperial Majesty’s | most humble & most Grateful Servant |
M. Faraday

1. Letter 3043.

Letter 3078
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas
19 January 1856
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution, London | 19 Jan 1856
My dear kind friend,

Yours of Yesterday has decided me1. I will come but I will come when
the year is more advanced. But your letter has made me very bold and I have
done a thing which I should not have had courage to do without it. I have
written to the Emperor2 and sent it through your Ambassador here3. I had had
a notice from the Chancellerie of the Legion of Honor4 and wrote a reply to it
with sincerest thanks but durst not do more. Now I have been very bold I hope
not too bold and I am sure that you will do me the justice to believe I would
not intrude. Thinking to see you before very long. I am ever more & more

Yours affectionately | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3073.
2. Letter 3077.
3. Jean Gilbert Victor Fialin, Comte de Persigny (1808–1872, NBU). French ambassador to
London. See letter 3076.
4. Letter 3043.

Letter 3079
William Thomson to Faraday
29 January 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

2 College, Glasgow | 29 Jan 1856
My dear Sir,

Although I hope soon to see you in London, I cannot delay till then
thanking you for your letter of the 18th1 and for the very kind expressions
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it contains. Such expressions, from you, would be more than a sufficient
reward for anything I could ever contemplate doing in science. I feel strongly
how little I have done to deserve them but they will encourage me with a
stronger motive than I have ever had before, to go on endeavouring to see
in the direction you have pointed, which I long ago learned to believe is the
direction in which we must look for a deeper insight into nature.

I cannot express to you how much I fall short of deserving what you
say, but must simply thank you, most sincerely, for your kindness in writing
as you have done.

Believe me, Ever yours truly | William Thomson
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 3075.

Letter 3080
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
30 January 1856
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/67

Trinity House, London | 30 Jan 1856
Sir,

The Elder Brethren have deemed it necessary to make enquiry of the
Irish Light House Board, as to the practical effect of certain vertical Lenses
which have been introduced by Mr. Wilkins into the Lighting Apparatus in the
Ballycottin Light House, and have also addressed the Light House Board in
Paris on the subject of those Lenses, and the Board being desirous of having
the benefit of your observations thereon, I am directed to transmit to you
in original, the replies which have been received from those Bodies, and to
request the communication of any remarks which may occur to you on the
subject:–

I shall be obliged by your returning the enclosures, and remain,
Sir | Your most humble Servant | J. Herbert

M. Faraday Esq.– | &c. &c. &c.

Letter 3081
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
1 February 1856
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/67

Royal Institution | 1 Feb 1856
Sir,

In returning the letters from Ireland & France and according to your
request1 accompanying them by such observations as they may suggest I can
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only say that nothing of a negative character occurs to my mind:– the prin-
ciples & object of both are good; of the practice of either you will not expect
me to give an opinion.

In carrying out the principle I agree entirely with the French letter, in
recommending that the light should be refracted & sent if possible at once
in its right direction & not to have to pass through a second set of prismatic
lenses; since in the latter case much of it must be lost. Even if the expence of
both methods had been the same there would still remain this preservation
of light for the French plan as well as greater final simplicity in the state of
the apparatus[·]

Though I do not pretend to judge of the proper duration of a flash, still
in observing that given by a revolving dioptric light apparatus I have often
thought that it came on & passed away very suddenly & therefore the plan
referred to in the French letter of making the Crown flashes preceed [sic] by
4◦ those of the under lenses commends itself to my mind2.

I am Sir | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
Jacob Herbert Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3080.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 5 February 1856, GL MS 30004/26, pp. 250–1. It
was referred to the Deputy Master, Wardens and Light Committees.

Letter 3082
Anthony Panizzi to Faraday
1 February 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

British Museum | 1 Feb 1856
My Dear Sir,

I am directed by the Trustees of the British Museum to request that you
will be so good as to assist their architect, Mr. Smirke, in choosing the best
substratum on which to lay the gold which is to be applied to ribs, mouldings
and other parts of the cupola over the new Reading Room.

The Trustees would also feel obliged if you would mention to Mr. Smirke
the quality of gold-leaf which in your opinion ought to be preferred and the
thickness of metal which would be desirable so that the gilding might be
finished in a superior and lasting manner1.

Believe me, My Dear Sir | Yours faithfully | A. Panizzi
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. This seems to have been the initial stimulus for Faraday’s extensive experimentation on
the transmission of light through gold which he began the following day. Faraday, Diary, 2
February 1856, 7: 14243–90. See James (1985), 152–4, Tweney (2002, 2006) and Tweney et al.
(2002, 2005).
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Letter 3083
Robert Stephenson1 to Faraday
5 February 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

34 Gloucester Sq | 5 Feb 1856
My dear Sir,

Bidder’s2 lecture is postponed for a week3. I will take care if any change
take place that you are informed[·]

Yours Sincerely | Rob Stephenson

1. Robert Stephenson (1803–1859, ODNB). Railway engineer and President of the Institution of
Civil Engineers, 1856–1857.
2. George Parker Bidder (1806–1878, ODNB). Civil engineer.
3. Bidder (1856) read to the Institution of Civil Engineers on 19 February 1856.

Letter 3084
Henry Creswicke Rawlinson1 to Faraday
9 February 18562

From the original in IET MS SC 2
Saturday | 8 [sic] Feb

My dear Sir,
I shall be much obliged if you will lend me the printed lists of Babylonian

& Assyrian Kings prepared for the Royal Institution last year3 – as I have to
give a lecture on the subject on Monday next4 –

They shall be returned to the Institution on Tuesday.
Yours faithfully | H. Rawlinson

1. Henry Creswicke Rawlinson (1810–1895, ODNB). Assyriologist and diplomat.
2. Dated on the basis of the reference to Rawlinson’s Friday Evening Discourse and that this
loan was noted in RI MS F5B, p. 2.
3. Rawlinson (1855), Friday Evening Discourse of 15 June 1855. This list is referred to here.
4. That is 11 February 1856.

Letter 3085
Warren De La Rue to Faraday
9 February 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

London, 110 Bunhill Row | 9 Feb 1856
My dear Mr. Faraday,

Subsequent experiments have shewn me that we were a little too impa-
tient the other day1:– the solution of gold I now have, and of which you have
a portion gives films, but they are much thicker than those first obtained by
me – and I fail even now in getting thin ones. A little free hydrochloric acid
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very much modifies the colour of a neutral solution of the chloride, and is
apt to cause the gold to become crystalline, but I have not yet succeeded in
so tempering the solution so as to get the first degree of tenuity.

One important result of our failure is this that I obtain films so thick that
they may be as well lifted up on the copper with the long hole as gold leaf –
and on Monday2 I will endeavour to thicken some by Voltaic means and let
you know the result.
—
Glass, Clock-glasses; Chas. Wm. Price. 20 Clerkenwell Green3

Gold Leaf (our man) Law No 1–2 Northside Bethnal Green4

Glass Plates Edward & Wm. H. Jackson, 315 Oxford Street5

—
I find that bad as my memory is that I was right and that we have another

broken spindle similar to one we have turned down to make a cone for you –
if you will kindly let me know its diameter and length I will make this one the
same; it is now being softened (annealed). We have moreover a broken square
spindle 27 inches long which will plane up to 4? square and this might be cut
off to the length you desire bent to make a good horse shoe by combining
with the two cones, and we might perhaps get enough for two ends besides.

I had the bottle of liquor with suspended gold in it – the copper plates
I retain for a day or two in the hope of giving you some films on them.

I am Very truly Yours | Warren De La Rue

1. Faraday was at De La Rue’s on 6 February 1856. Faraday, Diary, 6 February 1856, 7: 14319.
2. That is 11 February 1856.
3. Charles William Price. Coloured glass merchant of 20 Clerkenwell Green. POD.
4. John Law. Gold beater of 3–4 Northside, Bethnal Green. POD.
5. Edward and William H. Jackson. Glass merchants of 315 Oxford Street. POD.
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Letter 3086
Robert Stephenson1 to Faraday
12 February 18562

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 39
34 Gloucester Sq | Tuesday Morning

My dear Sir,
Mr. Bidder’s3 lecture is again put off until this day week when I hope it

will be quite convenient for you to attend4[·]
Yours Sincerely | Rob Stephenson

Professor Faraday

1. Robert Stephenson (1803–1859, ODNB). Railway engineer and President of the Institution of
Civil Engineers, 1856–1857.
2. Dated on the basis that this continues on from letter 3083.
3. George Parker Bidder (1806–1878, ODNB). Civil engineer.
4. Bidder (1856) read to the Institution of Civil Engineers on 19 February 1856.

Letter 3087
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
13 February 1856
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/79

Trinity House London | 13 Feb 1856
Sir,

I am directed to forward to you the accompanying Samples of White
Lead, from the parties whose names are marked thereon, who have sent
Tenders for the Supply required for this Corporation’s Service, and to request
that you will be pleased to analyze the same, and report the result for the
Board’s information1.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esqr. D.C.L. | &c &c &c

1. Faraday’s report has not been found but it was noted as being dated 20 February 1857 in
Trinity House Wardens Committee, 26 February 1856, GL MS 30025/24, pp. 147–8.

Letter 3088
Faraday to Ernst Becker
16 February 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 D28

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 16 Feb 1856
My dear Sir,

I return the Niepce1 memoir and papers2 with many thanks[·] The
account of his life is very interesting:– he must have much happiness in the
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pursuit of his subject. The subject [word illegible] you is a result of his method
described in the first paper in the book[·]

I am | My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
E. Becker Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Joseph Niépce (1765–1833, DSB). French inventor of photography.
2. Niépce (1841).

Letter 3089
Faraday to G.S. Price1

18 February 1856
From the original in BL add MS 70951, f. 320

Royal Institution | 18 Feb 1856
Sir,

I have no lectures going on at the Royal Institution or elsewhere[·] Next
Friday I shall give a discourse2 but only those are admitted who are Members
or to whom a Member gives an admission he having the right to admit two on
each Friday evening[·] The inclosed paper will probably give you any further
information you may desire[·]

I am | Your Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
G.S. Price Esq | &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Faraday (1856a), Friday Evening Discourse, 22 February 1856.

Letter 3090
James Emerson Tennent to Faraday
19 February 1856
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/20, p. 839

19 Feb 1856
acquaint you that my Lords having undertaken to assist in the Establish-

ment and Construction of Lighthouses in the Colonies they would be glad
if you would undertake for this Board the same Inspection of the Lighting
Apparatus for these Lighthouses as you now perform for the Elder Brethren
of the Trinity House in respect of English Lights.

My Lords Request that you will have the goodness to inform them
whether you can undertake this duty and if so whether the terms would
be in any way different from those adopted in your arrangement with the
Elder Brethren.
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My Lords would in all cases give you notice when any Apparatus
was ready for inspection and in almost all cases the Apparatus would be
constructed in London.

I am | Sir | Your obedient Servant | J.E. Tennent
Faraday Esqre F.R.S. | &c &c &c | 21 Albemarle Street

Letter 3091
Faraday to James Emerson Tennent
21 February 1856
From the original in TNA MT10/128, file M2082

Royal Institution | 21 Feb 1856
Sir,

I feel myself honored by your application to me on the part of the Lords
of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade1 in like manner as I feel honored
by the Spirit of my occupation & engagement with the Trinity House. I am
quite willing to accept the same duty for My Lords as that I perform at the
Trinity House under the same circumstances and conditions[·]

I am Sir | Your very Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
Sir Jas. Emerson Tennent Bart | &c &c &c

Endorsement: The Trinity House give Mr. Faraday a salary of 200£ a year.

1. Letter 3090.

Letter 3092
Lord Wrottesley1 to Faraday
26 February 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

1 Albemarle St | 26 Feb 1856
My dear Sir,

I shall be happy to receive from you & (if possible) before the 13th of
March any suggestions which you may be kind enough to favour me with as
to the disposal of the 4 R.S. medals this year2.

Yours truly | Wrottesley
Professor Faraday

1. John Wrottesley (1798–1867, ODNB). Astronomer. President of the Royal Society, 1854–1858.
2. There is no record of any discussion of Royal Society medals in RS CM, 13 March 1856, 2:
344–5.
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Letter 3093
Faraday to Charles Manby
27 February 1856
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Institution | 27 Feb 1856
My dear Sir,

I send you the old notes I referred to1. They were not intended for the
eyes of others than myself. So keep the book to yourself.

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
C. Manby Esqr | &c &c &c

1. This letter refers to Faraday’s examination of the American calculating boy Zerah Colburn
(1804–1840, Smith (1983), 181–210) on 1 July 1816. See letter 3094, Davy to Faraday, 1 July 1816,
letter 65, volume 1 and IET MS SC2 CPB, pp. 87–100 – presumably the old notes referred to here.
Colburn was mentioned specifically in Bidder (1856), 253.

Letter 3094
Faraday to Charles Manby
28 February 1856
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

R Institution | 28 Feb 1856
My dear Sir,

You are at full liberty to use the information in the account of Zerah
Colburn1 in any way you please2[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
C. Manby Esqr | &c &c &c

Address: Charles Manby Esq | &c &c &c | 25 Gt. George Street |
Westminster

1. Zerah Colburn (1804–1840, Smith (1983), 181–210). American calculating boy.
2. See note 1, letter 3093.

Letter 3095
Faraday to John Murray
29 February 1856
From the original in NLS JMA

Royal Institution | 29 Feb 1856
My dear Mr. Murray,

I am sorry I cannot accept your kind invitation but have you not heard
that I never dine out & have accepted no invitations for many years. Indeed
however much I might wish it in any particular case I dare not dine out
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because of the offence which such an act would justly give to many dear
friends[·] With many thanks for your kindness

I am nevertheless | Your most truly Obliged | M. Faraday
J. Murray Esqr | &c &c &c

Letter 3096
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
29 February 1856
From the original press copy1 in TNA MT4/20, p. 1095

29 Feb 1856
20820
21st. instant2, and to inform you that my Lords hear with pleasure that you
are willing to give them your valuable assistance.

You state that you are quite willing to accept the same duty for my Lords
as that which you perform at the Trinity House under the same circumstances
and conditions.

The duties which my Lords will ask you to perform are the following,
viz. The inspection of the Lighting Apparatus at the makers in London, and
advice in putting the work out to contract, in order to ensure the apparatus
being made in a way which would satisfy you when you inspect it. As my
Lords anticipate that your service will be required on very few occasions, they
propose that your remuneration should be either according to the number of
inspections actually performed, or a fixed Salary of say One Hundred Pounds
per annum, as may be most agreeable to you[·]

In the hope that these arrangements will meet with your views, my
Lords direct me to inform you that the Apparatus for the Lighthouse at Cape
Race, Newfoundland, is now at Messrs. De Ville3 in the Strand, and ready for
inspection at a day’s notice; and my Lords will be glad if you will name an
early day to meet the Engineer for the Lighthouse4 and Admiral Beechey5 at
that place.

I am | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
M. Faraday Esqr F.R.S | &c &c &c | Royal Institution

1. The draft of this letter is in TNA MT10/128, file M2082.
2. Letter 3091.
3. Deville and Co. Lampmakers of 367 Strand. POD.
4. Alexander Gordon.
5. Frederick William Beechey (1796–1856, ODNB). Naval officer, hydrographer and President
of the Royal Geographical Society, 1855–1856.
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Letter 3097
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
6 March 1856
From the original press copy1 in TNA MT4/21, p. 1226

6 Mar 1856
2446
1st. instant2; and to acquaint you that the arrangement therein mentioned is
perfectly satisfactory to their Lordships.

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
M. Faraday Esqr F.R.S. | &c &c &c | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street

1. The draft of this letter is in TNA MT10/128, file M2446.
2. Not found but evidently Faraday’s reply to letter 3096.

Letter 3098
Edward Sabine to Faraday
6 March 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

The Royal Society, Somerset House | 6 Mar 1856
Dear Faraday,

Mr. Bate1 has sent me (with a letter from himself which I enclose) a note
from Sir J. Lubbock2 (also enclosed) recommending that certain papers in cor-
ners marked from No.1 to No.6 should be referred to you; and I accordingly
do so. Mr. Bate seems to think that after the inspection of these papers, you
may feel free to give such an opinion regarding his claims as will be satisfac-
tory to all parties; that is to say I presume that will satisfy the Treasury of the
propriety of paying Mr. Bate3.

Sincerely Yours | Edward Sabine

1. Bartholomew Bate (1806–1895, GRO). Son of Robert Brettel Bate (1782–1847, ODNB), scientific
instrument maker in the Poultry, London.
2. John William Lubbock (1803–1865, ODNB). Banker, astronomer and Treasurer of the Royal
Society, 1830–1835 and again 1838–1845.
3. This letter refers to the long-running saga of the pursuit for payment for the work done by
Bate’s father for the Royal Society Excise Committee, of which Faraday had been a member, in
the 1830s. See Faraday to Weld, 24 June 1850, Faraday to Sabine, 30 November 1854, and Sabine
to Faraday, 4 December 1854, letters 2301, 2922 and 2923, volume 4, McConnell (1993), 54–6,
RS CM, 15 June 1854, 2: 288–9 and 26 October 1854, 2: 294.
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Letter 3099
Faraday to Walter Baldock Durrant Mantell1
8 March 1856
From the original in National Library of New Zealand MS Papers 83
(Mantell family) folder 275

R Institution | 8 Mar 1856
My dear Sir,

Undated tickets are things given on very special occasions. I send you
a ticket for next Friday – there are no meetings on the 21st. & 28th. & if
after that you wish to come to any meeting & will let me know I hope &
dare say I shall be able to grant your request. Next Friday is Mr. Barlow on
Aluminium2[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Walter Mantel Esqr. | &c &c &c

Address: Walter Mantell Esq | &c &c &c | 30 Charing Cross

1. Walter Baldock Durrant Mantell (1820–1895, ODNB). Civil servant in New Zealand on leave
of absence.
2. Barlow (1856), Friday Evening Discourse of 14 March 1856.

Letter 3100
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
8 March 1856
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/21, p. 1273

8 Mar 1856
2531

5th instant, stating that you have examined the Lighting Apparatus for
the Lighthouse upon Cape Race Newfoundland1.

My Lords desire me to inform you that directions have been given to
Mr. Gordon the Engineer for the Lighthouse, to have the reflectors put up for
experiments as suggested by you.

Mr. Gordon has also been requested to inform you when the reflectors
are ready for your experiments.

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
M. Faraday Esqr F.R.S. | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street

1. See letter 3096.
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Letter 3101
Faraday to W. Wright1
11 March 1856
From Notes and Queries, 1873, 11: 73

Royal Institution | 11 Mar 1856
Sir,

I cannot give you my autograph for sale2. I always decline to give it, for
doing so would be unsatisfactory to my feelings. I send you five shillings,
which you may put to the funds, with the letter F. only associated with it; or
if such a sum is valueless, give it to any really poor case that may come under
your notice.

Will you excuse me, if I point out one or two circumstances in your mode
of application which might raise a shadow of doubt in one’s mind? In the first
place, I do not find your name among the printed names on the papers you
sent with your letter. In the next, your letter is dated the 5th of March, and
says within that the bearer will call for the papers on the next day (Thursday)
evening, and yet it did not arrive here before the 10th March, and the packet
containing it has written on it ‘will be called for to-morrow evening.’ I do not
find your name in theCourt Guide, though you use a seal and motto; neither is
it contained in the Post Office Directory, at page 625 under the head of Princes
St., Stamford St. I have no time to enquire further, but trust that no person
is using your name for improper purposes, or any other purpose other than
that expressed on the papers.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant | M. Faraday
Mr. W. Wright

1. Unidentified.
2. Wright had asked a number of eminent individuals for their autograph which would then
be sold to raise funds for the London Female Dormitory in the Euston Road. Notes and Queries,
1873, 11: 73.

Letter 3102
Henri Etienne Sainte-Claire Deville1 to Faraday
14 March 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

14 Mar 1856
offert à M. faraday par son Ami par son bien reconnaissant Servi-

teur H. Deville, Cet échantillon d’aluminium n’est pas pur: il a été mal-
heureusement préparé dans des vases de Cuivre et il Contient assez de ce
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métal pour que:
1◦ il ait perdu une partie de sa malliabilite et de sa durabilite,
2◦ il noircisse à l’air par fait de la formation de Sulfure ou de l’oxyde de

Cuivre –.
3◦ il laisse un residu de liquidation lors qu’on le fond et qu’on le coule

à basse température.
4◦ Sa sonorité fût notablement diminuée

H. Sainteclaire Deville

TRANSLATION
14 Mar 1856

Offered to Mr. Faraday by his most grateful servant H. Deville. This alu-
minium sample is not pure: it was unfortunately prepared in copper vessels
and it contains enough of this metal such that:

1st It has lost one part of its malleability and its durability.
2nd It darkens in air because of the formation of copper sulphide or

oxide.
3rd It leaves a liquid residue when it is melted or cast at low temperature.
4th Its sonority is notably diminished.

H. Saint-Claire Deville

1. Henri Etienne Sainte-Claire Deville (1818–1881, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Ecole
Normale Supérieure, 1851–1880.

Letter 3103
Alexander Fischer von Waldheim1 and Karl Ivonoviè Renar2 to Faraday
16 March 1856
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 142

Société Imperiale des Naturalistes de Moscou
Moscou | le 16/28 Mars 1856

Monsieur,
La Société Impériale des Naturalistes de Moscou, dans sa séance solen-

nelle du 28 Décembre 1855 à l’occasion du Jubilé de son cinquantième
anniversaire Vous a nommé son membre honoraire et s’empresse de vous
en faire parvenir le diplome.

Le Vice-Président A. Fischer de Waldheim.
Le Premier Secrétaire Dr. Renard

à Monsieur le Professeur Michel Faraday à Londres.
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TRANSLATION
Imperial Society of Naturalists in Moscow

Moscow | 16/28 Mar 1856
Sir,

The Imperial Society of Naturalists in Moscow, in its ceremonial meeting
on 28 December 1855, on the occasion of the jubilee of its fiftieth anniversary,
has nominated you an honorary member and hastens to send you the diploma.

The Vice President A. Fischer de Waldheim.
The First Secretary Dr. Renard

To Professor Michael Faraday in London

1. Alexander Fischer von Waldheim (1803–1884, DBE). German-born botanist working in
Moscow.
2. Karl Ivonoviè Renar (1809–1886, ES). Russian physician.

Letter 3104
Faraday to Edward Frankland
18 March 1856
From the original in the possession of Mrs. Raven Frankland

Royal Institution | 18 Mar 1856
My dear Frankland,

I cannot assent [to] such an application & shall wait your instructions.
I shall be out of London for the next fortnight. – I send you back the excel-
lent Resin though greatly tempted to keep it. If you have several of these as
illustration of the [word illegible] & can spare me one how grateful I shall be[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Frankland | &c &c &c | St. Mary’s Terrace | Windermere

Letter 3105
Karl Wilhelm Knochenhauer to Faraday
20 March 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Meiningen (duché de Saxe) | le 20 Mars 1856
Monsieur,

Je Vous prie d’excuser, que j’ose Vous incommoder encore une fois, mais
Votre lettre adressée à Mr. Riess1, que j’ai trouvée dans les Annales de Poggen-
dorff et que j’ai lue avec un très grand intérêt, contient un passage, dont je
désirerais une courte explication. Vous dites dans la note (8), ajoutée à la lettre
de Mr. Riess, “que les phénomènes de la capacité inductive spécifique sont
acceptés aujourd’hui”2. Ne croyant pas, que de ces expériences de Mr. Riess,
qui effacent presque toute différence entre les corps isolateurs et les corps con-
ducteurs, Vous dériviez une approbation de Vos phénomènes, je vous prie de
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me dire, où se trouvent de nouvelles expériences publiées sur cet objet. Elles
auraient pour moi un intérêt particulier, parce que moi aussi j’ai publié après
ce Mémoire de Mr. Riess, que Vous avez examiné si complètement, quelques
expériences sur la capacité inductive des isolateurs, qui sont insérées dans les
Annales de Pogg. (1854) XCII[I] p 4073. Les anciennes disputes qui ont eu
lieu entre Mr. Riess et moi ne me permettaient pas de discuter toutes ses
expériences; c’est pour cela que je me suis borné à répéter et à prouver Vos
expériences données dans la Série XI4, croyant que ces expériences ne peuvent
être expliquées selon „la théorie ancienne”5, nom fort bien choisi.–

Si vous ne le trouvez pas arrogant de ma part, j’ajouterai qu’il y a peutêtre
une explication plus facile au lieu de celle, que Vous avez donnée dans la note
(5)6. D’après mes expériences citées dans „Beiträge zur Electricitätslehre” p.
797 la quantité (m) de l’électricité induite par une plaque sur une autre est
donnée par la formule m = a/b+x, où a et b sont des constantes, qui dépendent
de la grandeur des plaques et x en mesure la distance. Pour mes grandes
plaques je trouvai a = 37 et b = 37,5, supposé que x soit donné en lignes8.
Maintenant

soit la plaque A chargée d’électricité positive et B représente une plaque de
métal isolée, interposée entre A et la plaque C non-isolée, sur laquelle on
cherche l’électricité induite; supposons que la distance x entre A et C soit de
12 lignes et que B se trouve à 6 lignes de A, supposons outre cela, que dans
notre cas, où les plaques sont plus petites, les constantes a et b soient = 30,0
et 30,5 et que les quantités d’électricité positive et négative sur les deux faces
de B soient égales, nous aurons dans les cas divers (1) que la plaque B est
éloignée (2) que cette plaque a une épaisseur de 0,04 pouces = 0,5 lignes
(3) que la même plaque a une épaisseur de 0,25 pouces ou de trois lignes, la
quantité (m) d’électricité négative sur la plaque C :

1. m = 30/42, 5 = 0, 706
2. m = 30/36, 5 × 30/36, 0 = 0, 685
3. m = 30/36, 5 × 30/33, 5 = 0, 736
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Ce sont les mêmes résultats que ceux qu’ont fournis les expériences de
Mr. Riess, mais qui sont tout-à-fait d’accord avec Vos idées.

Je saisis cette occasion de Vous renouveler l’assurance de la haute estime
avec laquelle j’ai l’honneur d’être

Monsieur | Votre très dévoué et très | obéissant serviteur |
K.W. Knochenhauer.

TRANSLATION
Meinigen (Duchy of Saxony) | 20 Mar 1856

Sir,
Please forgive that I dare to inconvenience you once more, but your

letter to Mr. Reiss1, which I found in Poggendorff’s Annalen and read with
great interest, included a passage of which I would like a short explanation.
You say in note (8), added to Mr. Reiss’ letter, “that the phenomena of the
specific inductive capacity are now accepted.”2 Not believing that from these
experiments of Mr. Reiss’, which efface nearly the whole difference between
insulating and conductive bodies, you would derive confirmation of your
own phenomena, I ask you to tell me, where I can find published some new
experiments on this subject. They would have a particular interest, because
after this Paper of Mr. Reiss’, that you examined so carefully, I too published
some experiments on the inductive capacity of isolators, which are inserted
into Poggendorff’s Annalen (1854) XCIII p. 4073. The old quarrels between
Mr. Reiss and myself do not permit me to discuss all his experiments; it is
because of this that I am limited to repeating and proving your experiments
given in Series XI4, believing that these experiments cannot be explained
according to “the ancient theory”5 – a well chosen name.

If you do not find it presumptuous on my behalf, I would add that there
is perhaps an easier explanation than the one you have given in note (5)6.
According to my experiments quoted in Beiträge zur Electricitätslehre p. 797,
the quantity (m) of electricity induced by one plate on another is given by the
formula m = a/b + x, where a and b are constants which depend on the size
of the plates, and x represents the distance between the plates. For my large
plates I found a = 37 and b = 37.5, supposing x is in lines8. Now let plate
A be charged with positive electricity and B represent a plate of insulated
metal, placed between A and the non-insulated plate C, on which we try to
find induced electricity; let us suppose that the distance x between A and C
is 12 lines and that B is 6 lines from A, let us suppose, in addition, that in our
case, where the plates are smaller, the constants a and b are 30.0 and 30.5 and
that the quantities of positive and negative electricity on the two faces of B
are equal, we shall have in these various cases (1) that plate B is further away,
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(2) that this plate is 0.04 inches = 0.5 lines thick (3) that the same plate is 0.25
inches or 3 lines thick, the quantity (m) of negative electricity on sheet C:

1. m = 30/42.5 = 0.706
2. m = 30/36.5 × 30/36.0 = 0.685
3. m = 30/36.5 × 30/33.5 = 0.736

These are the same results that were provided by Mr. Reiss’ experiments,
but are not altogether in agreement with your ideas.

I seize this opportunity to renew the assurance of the high esteem with
which I have the honour of being | Sir | Your very devoted and | very
obedient servant | K.W. Knochenhauer.

1. Faraday to Riess, 19 November 1855, in Faraday and Riess (1856), 415–28.
2. Ibid., 440.
3. Knochenhauer (1854a).
4. Faraday (1838a), ERE11.
5. Faraday and Riess (1856), 440.
6. Ibid., 439.
7. Knochenhauer (1854b), 79.
8. A unit of length (=2.256 mm) used by watchmakers. Darton and Clark (1994), 248.

Letter 3106
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
21 March 1856
From the original in BPUG MS 2316, f. 85–6

Royal Institution | 21 Mar 1856
My dear De la Rive,

Though unable to write much I cannot longer refrain from acknowledg-
ing your kindness in sending me such a remembrance of you as the Vol II1
and in giving utterance to the great delight with which I have read it. I rejoice
to think that such a work should be reprinted in the English language for now
when asked for a good book on Electricity, I know what to say. I will not say
that I envy you for your wonderful stores of knowledge regarding all that
concerns our beloved science but I cannot help contrasting your power with
mine and wishing for a little of the ability by which a mind such as yours calls
up to present remembrance what it had found worthy to lay up in its treasury.
But we both have reasons of a higher nature than any that science can afford
to be thankful for that we have received & not to forget the many benefits
bestowed upon us and I hope that I am not envious of you or of any man
but would rather rejoice in your exaltation. With the kindest remembrance of
Madame de la Rive & of yourself

I am My dear friend | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
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Address: Monsieur | Mons A. de la Rive | Geneva

1. De La Rive (1853–8), 2, published in 1856.

Letter 3107
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
21 March 1856
From the original in UB MS NS 421

Royal Institution | 21 Mar 1856
My dear Schoenbein,

The heartiest & the kindest wishes to you and the best thanks for Your
last letter1[·] I have it not here (Norwood, for I am resting a head like a sieve)
but I know it was very pleasant, and I think contained some family details
which made me long to be with you – but the fact is that when I am with a
friend I soon need to get away again because of the labour of conversation
and its strain upon recollection. That which induces me to write just now is
the fact, that a letter has been sent to me addressed Dr. Schoenbein Royal
Institution Albemarle Street & then in a corner care of Dr. Faraday. I have
waited a little while to see if any instructions would arrive, but have heard no
more[·] Now what would you wish me to do with it? It is a heavy letter and if
sent by Post would cost about ten shillings and yet I cannot help suspecting
that it is only a pamphlet. So I thought it best to write & ask you what you
would wish me to do & whether you know of and are expecting it.

I do not recollect any news and I shall be glad to lay my head down again,
so with kindest remembrances to Madame Schoenbein & your damsels

remain as ever | Your Affectionate friend | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c | University | Basle | on the Rhine

1. Letter 3054.

Letter 3108
Mario Giardini1 to Faraday
24 March 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Naples | 24 Mar 1856
Sir,

A discovery which must interest you, as it relates to the application of
the terrestrial magnetism alone to Set in motion a magnet of great magnitude
to produce such currents as to show brilliant sparkles, intolerable electric
shoke, and the quik discomposition of water. This magnet may active the
electric Telegraphes; for I have demonstrated that its energy follows the ratio
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of the masses of iron, which are used with the corrispondens of multiplicators.
It would be interesting to me to learn your opinion, Sir, concerning the expla-
nation of the strange phenomena physical – chimical – physiological, which
are excited in a temporary magnet from the terrestrial magnet alone. The
apparatus is identical to that of Clark; it only differs from it in the dimen-
sions. It consists of 3 bands of iron wire twice made red hot, of the diameter
of 2 milimetres, and 1 meter and 12 centimetres long: each weing 18 chilo-
grammes: the 3d bent in the shape of a horse shoe, so that the straight points
remain distant from each other 95 centimetres: 4 Tubes are placed at hard
friction: 2 in the whole length of the long bands, and 2 in those which are
supported by the bending band, which will act as anchor of the magnet.
Over it others identical are there placed to a light rubbing, to be easily taken
away when requisite. Around the circumferences of these 2 tubes, circular
brass fenders are to be salded. To the whole length of the fenders, place 7
rows of spirals of copper wire of 2 millimetres and half diametre, covered
with cotton ribbands wet in a solution of gum lack. On a fitted appara-
tus they are placed parallel to the horizon, and 25 centimetres distant from
each other, and their extremities free are opposite to the ends of the 2 iron
[m]asses of the 2 multiplicators. In each ball are involved 1000 metres of
Copper wire, covered with Silk a millimetre diameter. The multiplicatory
with a fit engine may wheel rapidly almost in contest with the free extrem-
ity of the magnet, while the oppostie ends are brought in contact with the
bending band. It must be observed that the phenomena do not fail taking
away the anchor. After keeping these magnetic bands one month between
the magnetic poles of the earth, without the spirals, they are seen lightly
magnetized so as to draw the end of a very thin iron wire, holding in the
fingers the opposite end. By giving rotatery motion to the multiplicatory
the band shall not only attract more strongly the iron wire, but shall hold
it in adherence to them, and others much heavier shall be attracted by the
same bands: but acting the rotation of the multiplicators both wires drop.
This experiment shows that during their motion, the magnetisation of the
bands increases: and to demonstrate with more evidence it is sufficient to
place 2 magnetized needles suspended into the inside of 2 crystal balls, and
adapted to the ends of one of the bands, shall readly show that their ends
are magnetized with bipolar-magnetism, and shall place themselves paral-
lel to the direction of the band. By the rotatory motion of the multiplicators
the needles shall incline towards the same band, which shows the increase
of its magnetization: at the end of the rotation of the multiplicators the nee-
dles shall resume their former position. Placing a torpid Galvanometre to
a needle within the circuit of the currents of the bare bands, making use
of balls having 600 metres of copper wire involved each of the diametre of
2 millimetres, covered with silk, in one half rotation of it the needle dis-
cribes an arch of 10 degrees, setting in action those of tension the needles
scarcely deviating of a few degrees. Whether employing the multiplicators
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of tensions, or those of quantity none of the 3 phenomena appears. Placing
the spirals in the 3 bands, and giving action first to the long ones with the
multiplicators of quantity, and placing within the circuit the Galvanometre,
in one half rotation of the balls, the needle describes an arch of 110 degrees.
It is surprising to observe that the spirals having their ends free in the air, or
joined to the close circuit the galvanometre being in communication with the
little cups of mercury, double compartment, the direction of the needle shall
also be of 110 degrees. How can this phenomenon be explained? It must be
acknowledged that the magnet being in the magnetic ambient, the disquilib-
rium induced by the extremely high magnetism of positions of the bands,
determines the absorption of the of magnetism of the same ambient by the
free ends of the spirals: or when these are joined to the close circuit for it is
impossible, that the high magnetism of the bands, which causes the needle
to deviate 10 degrees could excite a current introduced into the spirals, to
cause the galvanometre needle to discribe an arch of 110 degrees: and it is
known that in the temporary magnetic moved by the Voltaic Pile, the current
enters through the ends of the spirals, magnetising the iron, round which it
revolves: likewise the terrestrial magnetism derives from the external part of
the spiral on the iron wire bands to magnetize it energetically absorbing it,
whether through the free ends of it, or through its mass when disposed in
close circuit.

Phenomena which appears in the apparatus set in action.
The sparkle is observed as well in the brass commutators as in the par-

ing disks in which splits are cut on the front face of it, when they are placed in
the axes of r[ot]ation, and fixing the end of a copper wire in the hole through
the plate of the hoele, while the opposite end already sharpened opposite
to the splits of the brass plate, wheeling the multiplicators, the sparkles
appears, and in Various lines according to the metal used. In the mercu-
rial apparatus the Sparkle is extremely brilliant and constant, and by placing
in the circuit the flat spirals 400 metres long becomes even more brilliant,
placing in the circuit of that current 6 masses of coals being 100 kilograms
each, residue of the distalation of the coal the sparkle will be more and more
brilliant.

The shoke and the decomposition of water shall be obtained as in Clark’s
apparatus: exceedingly strong, and almost intolerable is the former, most dis-
tinct the latter: and these phenomena are observed nearly with the same
intensity, bringing the magnet into the various arimists on the horizon, and
what is more wonderful even being perpendicular to the plane of the mag-
netic meridian. The magnet is equally active when placed perpendicularly
to the horizon near the multiplicators – hence I feel more convinced that
absorption of the terrestrial magnetism on the bands of the spiral excited the
disquilibrium caused in the one, and in the others from the currents of the
magnetism of position of the bands, at the moment of the rotation of the mul-
tiplicators be the true cause of so singular phenomena: therefore it shall not be
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strange to assert, that as the electric machinery desires upon its Conductor the
statical electricity of the earth, so to the temporary magnet flows the dinamical
electricity from the earth itself.

And when you, Sir, have granted approbation to these theorical conceits
I can freely tell to the european Physicians conform yourselves to my theory,
because the first physician of our ages, Farad[a]y, agrees with me.

Pray, Sir, honour me with a speedy answer | while I am | Your most obe-
dient Servant | The Physical Professor of the | Neapolitan V. University |
Mario Giardini

Address: À Monsieur | Mr. le Profr. Faraday | à | Londres

1. Unidentified.

Letter 3109
Julius Plücker to Faraday
24 March 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 24 Mar 56
Dear Sir!

Looking at the date of your last kind letter1, I am very much surprised
my silence had been so long a one. Being another time by election at the
head of the University, I am for a year rather intirely distracted from scientific
working. Therefore, that I may not fall into my former indolence, I write to
you the very first day of “vacances”.

My best thanks for your last interesting paper2. There is one conclusion
in it, I fully adopt. The paramagnetic induction is augmented by the reciprocal
action of the particles of the induced body. The diamagnetic induction must
be weakened by the same reason. When the contrary would be proved by
experiment, I shall be forced to give up diamagnetic polarity. But ancient
experiments dont encourage myself, to take up again this “experimentum
crucis”.–

Since several years doubts rose in my mind against the theory I had
imagined to connect together the complicated magnetic phenomena, exhib-
ited by crystals. In crystals with only one optic axis, acted upon by a magnetic
pole, this axis may be theoretically regarded as a line of polarity, or as the
direction of resulting magnetic action. In biaxial crystals I (badly) imagined
two such lines of resulting magnetic action, of which depends the position
of the crystal between the poles. No experiment contradicted this theory, till
July last I undertook a new series of experiments. With the same flexibil-
ity of mind, I modified before the theory, when forced by new discoveries,
I now altogether give it up, substituting to it a new one, which gives to the
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various observed facts a new interpretation. I comunicated, on Mr. Moigno’s
demand, a first account of it in the Cosmos, September last3, when I was
in Paris. Cutting of the introductory phrase and the Epilogue you will find
my own words. Unhappily I got no copy to send it to you.– To the former
two axes I substitute two new ones, depending upon the crystalline struc-
ture of the crystal. When the crystal suspended between the two poles, in
such a way that one of these two axes be perpendicular, there is no extraor-
dinary magnetic action. These two axes for instance, in the case of “cyanure
rouge de fer et potasse” are placed in the plane of the two optic axes, both
systems of axes have the same mid[d]le line, only the angle included by the
magnetic axes is about 42◦, while the angle included by the optic axes is
only 20◦ &c &c.

When you say any part, that my theory does not hold, you mean surely
that theory “octroyée” to me by Mr. Tyndall. The phrase I at first employed
may be translated allso into Englisch: “the force which produces this repul-
sion is independent of the magnetic or diamagnetic condition of the mass”
(Phil. Trans. 1855 p 24) but its real meaning was “the force exists in both cases,
the mass may be either magnetic or diamagnetic.” Thus it was understood
by all germain philosophers I know.

Mr. Tyndalls laws printed with italic letters in his paper p. 12 & 135

signifie, I think, nothing at all. Indeed how may you observe the magneto-
crystallic action if not by the deplacement of a diamagnetic body from the
equatorial to the axial position, of a paramagnetic body from the axial to the
equatorial? Mr. Tyndall fights against my theory of two conflicting forces,
which never did exist (p. 13). The fact is that I gave [in] 1849 before he pub-
lished any paper, an mathematical expression of the force (couple) emanating
from the pole of a Magnet and acting upon an uniaxial crystal6. This expres-
sion contains two terms with opposite signs (±), indicating that the whole
force may be mechanically divided into two forces, acting upon the crys-
tall in opposite sense. You may call them conflicting forces; whether of both
predominates depends on the distance from the poles. I never theoretically
admitted a magnetic action on an ideal line, in conflict with the com̄on mag-
netic or diamagnetic action. After fighting against a theory, which never was
mine, Mr. T. gives in the Appendix (p. 44 seq.)7 the very same explication
I gave [in] 1849 to explain by a popular fact the principle of my calculus,
relating to uniaxial crystals.

After having given to you, I hope in an intelligible Englisch, these
incomplete explications, a stone, as we say in German, is fallen from my
breast. Instead of fruitless discussions I think it more proper to present
to the Roy. Society an elaborate paper, containing the general theory of
meagnetocrystallic action founded on a new series of experiments8. I have
all reason to hope that the new theory will be generally adopted; it is no
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more contradicted by Poisson’s9, Green’s10 & Thomson’s calculus based on
molecular action.

Dear Sir! The extreme kindness, with which you received my very first
experimental researches is that moment in my scientific life, at which I look
bak with the greatest satisfaction. When recently I had the honour to be elected
a Foreign membre of the Royal Society11, the origin of it is to be found only in
that kindness.

With all my heart and for ever | Yours | Plücker

1. Faraday to Plücker, 19 September 1854, letter 2901, volume 4.
2. Probably Faraday (1855b), [ERE29b].
3. Plücker (1855).
4. As quoted in Tyndall (1855), 2.
5. Ibid., 12–13.
6. Plücker (1849), 427–31. See Plücker to Faraday, 4 December 1849, letter 2237, volume 4.
7. Tyndall (1855), 44–51.
8. Plücker (1858f).
9. Siméon-Denis Poisson (1781–1840, DSB). French mathematical physicist.
10. George Green (1793–1841, ODNB). Mathematician in Nottingham and then Cambridge.
11. He was elected on 14 June 1855.

Letter 3110
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
25 March 1856
From the original in UB MS NS 422

Easter-Tuesday 1856
My dear Faraday,

I hasten to tell you that there is not the slightest occasion for your being
in a hurry regarding the parcel you talk of in your last letter1. I do not know
what it contains nor who sent it to you. Any opportunity therefore, an early
or a late one, will do for sending the thing over to Basle.

I think I told you some months ago that the friend whom you charged
with delivering the third volume of your researches2 to me last year, has
not performed his task, and not liking at all the idea of losing your
valuable gift, I repeatedly ask you the favor of looking a little after the
miscarried book.

This time I shall keep my peace on scientific matters from the simple
reason that I could not tell you much even if I had the inclination to do so. It
is true, I was not quite lazy nor did I work quite for nothing last winter, but
the exploits I performed are, as we Germans use to say, but half-laid eggs and
of such embryonic things it is not safe to talk.

I have however a mind to entertain you of another matter more
interesting, at least less dry than that never ending subject of Oxigen.
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Yesterday it was Easter-Monday and you must know that in our teu-
tonic lands it is a great day to the whole juvenile world. I consider it as
one of our specific national qualities that we are very fond of children and
have marked out a number of days and times of the year round for the
enjoyments of our little ones. Now such a time is Easter-time and such a
day easter-Monday. Many, many weeks before it comes, the little prattlers
talk of nothing but of the Easter-hare (Oster haase in german) and the gifts
he may chance to bring and what that Easter hare means you will eas-
ily infer from what passed in the garden of Mrs. Wiedemann3 yesterday
afternoon. A host of children were invited by that Lady (having herself
a little boy of four years of age4) to make their appearence at her house
at three o’clock, punctually. Mothers and elder sisters conducted the lit-
tle guests to the appointed place at the fixed time and being assembled in
a room they anxiously and impatiently expected there the announcement
of “The hare has laid his eggs”. No sooner had these words been finished
than the rogues were seen running down the staircase into the garden, dis-
persing themselves in all directions and eagerly seeking for the eggs being
put in hidden places: within hedges, behind bushes &c. The discovery
of each egg was hailed with joyful exclamations and never failed proving
both to the happy finders and the unsuccessful seekers a fresh stimulus
to continue their searches. But you must not imagine those “hare eggs”
to have been ordinary ones; they were beautifully colored: blue, red, yel-
low, lilac, brown, even variegated, and bearing all sorts of inscriptions:
the names of the Children invited, the drafts of hares, foxes and other
animals.

The eggs found by the boys and girls were put in a basket placed in the
centre of the garden, as property of the little common-wealth to be equally
divided at the end of the festival and carried home by the Children as the
trophies of the day.

Such like fêtes there were hundreds in our town yesterday and I dare
say millions all over the german lands. Great a philosopher as you are, sure
am I, that such a sight would give you more pleasure than all the scientific
institutions and all the curiosities of the whole civilized world together. Now
I am at the end of my letter and have nothing more to say than that I shall
ever remain

Your’s | most faithfully | C.F. Schoenbein

Endorsed by Faraday: Sent by Mr. Roscoe about April 6th

Address: Dr. Michael Faraday | &c &c &c | Royal Institution | London

1. Letter 3107.
2. Faraday (1855c). See letter 3035.
3. Klara Wiedemann, née Mitscherlich who married Gustav Heinrich Wiedemann in 1851. She
was the eldest daughter of the Professor of Chemistry at Berlin University, Eilhard Mitscherlich
(1794–1863, DSB). Schütt (1997), 82.
4. Eilhard Ernst Gustav Wiedemann (1852–1928, P3, 6). Later a physicist.
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Letter 3111
Pieter Bleeker1 and J.J. Altheer2 to Faraday
27 March 1856
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f. 147

Société des Sciences des Indes Néërlandaises,
Batavia | 27 Mar 1856

La Société des Sciences des Indes Néërlandaises à Batavia, désirant étendre de
plus en plus le cercle de son activité, et faire hommage aux savants étrangers,
illustres dans les Sciences Naturelles, a résolu dans la séance générale du 28.
Février 1856, de vous nommer MEMBRE CORRESPONDANT.

Espérant que cette nomination vous sera agréable, nous vous prions de
vouloir bien agréer l’assurance de la haute considération avec laquelle nous
avons l’honneur d’être.

Vos devoués Serviteurs,
Bleeker | Président
J.J. Altheer | Secrétaire

A | Monsieur M. Faraday | à Londres

TRANSLATION
Society of Sciences of the Dutch Indies,

Batavia | 27 Mar 1856
The Society of Sciences of the Dutch Indies, in Batavia, would extend more and
more the circle of its activity, and to pay tribute to the foreign savants, eminent
in the Natural Sciences, resolved at its general meeting on 28 February 1856
to nominate you CORRESPONDING MEMBER.

Trusting that this nomination will be agreeable to you, we ask you
to believe the assurance of the high consideration with which we have the
honour of being

Your devoted servants,
Bleeker | President
J.J. Altheer | Secretary

To | Mr. M. Faraday | in London

1. Pieter Bleeker (1819–1878, NNBW). Dutch physician and naturalist in the East Indies.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 3112
Jacob Herbert to Faraday
28 March 1856
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/68

Trinity House, London | 28 Mar 1856
Sir,

The Elder Brethren being desirous of obtaining such practical informa-
tion in respect of the best Construction of Fog Bells and the Appliances to
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be used in sounding them, as may enable them to adopt generally a more
efficient system than that at present in use which has at several of the Light
House Stations been found defective,– I am directed to signify their request
to be favored with your opinion as to the best Scientific Machinist with whom
you would recommend that they should place themselves in Communication
on this Subject.–

I am, Sir | Your most obedient Servant | J. Herbert
M. Faraday Esq: F.R.S. | &c &c &c

Letter 3113
Faraday to Jacob Herbert
29 March 1856
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/68

Royal Institution | 29 Mar 1856
Dear Sir,

I regret that my pursuits have not brought me into connexion or acquain-
tance with the class of men to which your letter respecting Fog bells refers
and am not able to name any one whom I could of my own knowledge rec-
ommend to the Elder Brethren1. I have already sent to the Deputy Master2

those papers which contain all the information I have regarding this subject[·]
I am | My dear Sir | Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

Jacob Herbert Esq | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3112.
2. John Shepherd.

Letter 3114
Faraday to Edward Frankland
4 April 1856
From the incomplete original in the possession of Joan Bucknall

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 Apr 1856
My dear Frankland,

Your letter puzzled me for I am averse to any personal activity in the
declaration of my own character. Nevertheless I told a niece of mine:– and
she has thrown together a few rough notes which I send you in a

they are left imperfect & bad in construction & grammar but if they
go into German the writer will be able the more easily to deal with them1 –
I have not yet received the portraits but I take the opportunity of thanking
you humbly for the

1. This may possibly refer to Faraday’s entry in P1, published in 1863.
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Letter 3115
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
7 April 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Pembroke College Cambridge | 7 Apr 1856
My dear Sir,

In looking over the proof of your paper for the Phil. Trans.1 one or two
things struck me as needing alteration, but as I always like to have the author’s
sanction for such things I return you the proof to look at. Please return it to
Messrs Taylor & Francis as soon as you conveniently may. The following
are my observations. Art 3371. One alteration frequently involves another
which the alterer does not perceive because his attention is directed else-
where. The “if” was formerly understood after “production” being expressed
after “effects” but now the “if” is cut out. Would you like the sentence to
read “To shut out currents of air as much as possible, and prevent their
production”?
— Foot note to p. 8. I presume varnish should be varnished.
— Foot note p. 10. I have inserted “vol p. ”.
— Art 3396 l.5 “they” qy “it”? i.e. the fluid.
— Art 3397 last line qy ∧ an
— Art 3399 l.3 abstracted or subtracted?
— P. 14. l.1. Would “abundantly large enough” be better?
— Art 3426. l.5. from end. As the sentence stands “it” would refer to “change”.
I suppose what is meant is at high temperatures the body loses more or less of it.
— The queries at 3399 (end) and 3429 refer to a matter of taste.

I am dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1856c), ERE30. All these changes were made. See also the manuscript in RS MS
PT 52.8.

Letter 3116
Faraday to Julius Plücker
8 April 1856
From the original in NRCC ISTI
Private

Royal Institution | 8 Apr 1856
My dear Plucker,

I have been and am suffering from much weariness & giddiness in
the head and have, in consequence, delayed writing several days in hopes
I should feel better; but as that is not the case, I will not delay any longer
replying to your last1, since I think you will be wishing for my answer. I am
very sorry for the sort of feeling which seems to have arisen between You
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and Tyndall, and would do all I could to remove it; but I know the great dif-
ficulty having had several of these cases before, and never found that much
good could be done. I laboured hard in that between Du bois-Reymond2 &
Matteucci3, but I do not think with any good result. It is a pity;– for I cannot
but believe that Science may be pursued, and the most opposite notions be
entertained, by two parties, who yet can be on most open & friendly terms
with each other. My memory is so imperfect now, that I am in a very bad
condition when I want to recall the points about which differences arise, and
I cannot recollect to what you may refer at that part of your letter “when
you say any part that my theory does not hold you mean surely that theory
“octroyée” to me by Mr. Tyndall.” I think I have seen the gradual development
of your thoughts since the first forthcoming of your most beautiful results in
Magnecrystallic action. You like all of us, have developed and as the facts came
forth, your views & reasoning enlarged with them, but I do not recollect that
Tyndall ever offered or that I ever drew from him my understanding of your
views. Tyndall and I differ in toto on some points – but we do not differ in our
friendly views because of that. He considers that his last paper in the Philo-
sophical Transactions4 establishes a reverse polarity in bismuth; I believe it
simply shews in an extensive & perfect manner the complete antithesis of
Iron & bismuth which however was known before.

Of course all the points regarding discovery or the precedence of one
philosophers views before another, in respect of date, can be settled perfectly
by reference to dates of published communications; and when I have occasion
to make historical statements, which I have had to do in regard to both Davy
& Wollaston5, I thought it best to make them as direct & brief as possible, – to
publish them in the journals, & then to leave them. I never thought it wise or
effectual to mix philosophical development and controversial matter together;
and therefore I agree heartily with your words when you write “instead of
fruitless discussions I think it more proper to present to the Royal Society an
elaborate paper6 containing the general theory of magneto-crystallic action
founded on a new series of experiments”. I have not been able for several
years to occupy myself with the Royal Society or its management, & there-
fore do not know what its guiding principles are now; but the rules were
(formerly) to admit no matter that had already been published elsewhere,
nor any controversial matter, – nor any merely hypothetical matter; and on
the whole I think they are very good rules, & have always tried to conform
to them[·]

And now my dear friend I hope this cloud will soon pass away. I always
try to forget such points as these; and when I meet with a controversial passage
in a paper, endeavour to prevent it from exerting the least influence on my
mind; and the fact is, that I cannot, & do not want to, remember the passages
in Tyndalls paper which seem to have annoyed you. If I saw them now I do
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not believe they would cause me to come to any conclusion that I should not
arrive at without them; for I naturally doubt such passages in all cases.

Long may you labour as you have done for the good of science; & one
thing I think I learn from your letter, – that you are in good health & excellent
working condition. For my own part, I look with great thankfulness to my
own personal share in the work, as to a thing that has been and is passing away;
but it has left me cheerful, and happy in watching the pursuits of others –
that band of brothers which has done so much in these last years of time for
the advancement of science[·]

Ever My dear Plucker | Yours Most truly | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3109.
2. Emil Heinrich du Bois-Reymond (1818–1896, DSB). Electro-physiologist. Associate Professor
at University of Berlin, 1855–1858.
3. See Faraday to Matteucci, 3 March 1853, letter 2647, volume 4.
4. Tyndall (1855).
5. William Hyde Wollaston (1766–1828, ODNB). Man of science. Worked on physiology, chem-
istry and physics. Secretary of the Royal Society, 1804–16, President 1820. For the historical
statements see Faraday (1823, 1836).
6. Plücker (1858f).

Letter 3117
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
8 April 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Pembroke College Cambridge | 8 Apr 1856
My dear Sir,

I quite forgot in writing to you to mention1 one point which struck me,
which is the running heads. I think that in a work like the Philosophical
Transactions, consisting of various memoirs, there is an inconvenience in a
variety of heads to the same paper. For suppose that one paper, say yours2,
had a variety of heads, and suppose some one was looking for a paper not
yours, of which it might be he did not know the exact title. If each paper had
the same running head throughout, when he came to a new heading, and
having read it found it was not what he wanted, in turning rapidly over the
pages his eye would tell instantaneously so long as he was turning over the
leaves of the same paper; but when he came to a fresh heading he would have
to pause. Your paper is divided into sections in such a manner that any part
wanted can readily be found, so that a variation in the running heads is not
required. For the reasons I have mentioned I should prefer the same heading
throughout, but I don’t much care. The volumes of the Phil. Trans. in my room
do not happen to have your researches in them, so I don’t know what your
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previous practice has been, & it is too late now to refer to the library. Unless
in your previous papers you have been in the habit of varying the running
heads I should prefer a constant heading. If you have hitherto used a uniform
heading for the same paper, and do not care about breaking through your
old practice, perhaps you would be good enough to write to Messrs Taylor
giving the heading you would wish to have; but if you have been in the habit
of varying the headings it had best be let stand3.

I am dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes
Professor Faraday

1. In letter 3115.
2. Faraday (1856c), ERE30.
3. The running heads did vary in this paper as had been Faraday’s earlier practice.

Letter 3118
Faraday to Edward Frankland
11 April 1856
From the original in the possession of Mrs. Raven Frankland

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 11 Apr 1856
My dear Frankland,

Three times have I been just on the point of starting waiting only for
the post & three times have your letters caught me. This morning I have been
to Mr. Beard1 in the city & I only hope the results may satisfy you as for me
I never form a judgment in my own case. I have also received theRose& think
it excellent:– it will go into my book at once but I fear my inadvertent request
has put you to some expence I only wish I knew what it was2[·]

Ever my dear Frankland | Yours most truly | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. E. Frankland | &c &c &c | Owen’s College | Manchester

1. Richard Beard (1802–1885, B4). Photographer.
2. This refers to a lithograph of the Professor of Chemistry at Berlin University from 1835,
Heinrich Rose (1795–1864, DSB), which Faraday put in his album of portraits. RI MS F1 H74.

Letter 3119
Faraday to Edwin Sidney1

11 April 1856
From a photocopy in RI MS

Royal Institution | 11 Apr 1856
My dear Sidney,

I have just received your letter & also your lecture2 & have read both &
though as you know it is not my place to talk much of sacred matters I think
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of them & thank you for the lecture. It would indeed well bear expanding
into a book3[·]

I am glad you like Schoenbein’s letter4[·]
And I am glad to hear of your continued exertions for the Idiot Asylum5[·]

I found that Dr. Guggenbuhl6 is in town & has left me a couple of pamphlets7

but I have not yet seen him[·]
Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Revd. E. Sidney | &c &c &c

1. Edwin Sidney (d.1872, age 74, B6). Rector of Little Cornard, 1847–1872, and lecturer at the
Royal Institution and elsewhere. See also Fyfe (2004), 224–8.
2. Sidney (1856).
3. See Sidney [1867].
4. Letter 3054 part of which was published as Schoenbein (1856b).
5. That is Essex Hall, Colchester.
6. Johann Jakob Guggenbühl (1816–1863, DHBS). Swiss physician.
7. Probably including Guggenbühl (1853).

Letter 3120
Faraday and Sarah Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
11 April 1856
From the original in UB MS NS 423

Royal Institution | 11 Apr 1856
My dear Schoenbein,

My dear wife purposes answering your kind letter herself; so I leave
her pp. 1 & 2 and shall only say, most hearty thanks for your very pleasant,
interesting, picture of juvenile life1. I could have enjoyed it very much indeed.
I suppose you were about the biggest child there[·]

The Volume2 I sent, was by Mr. Twining, and I dare say it will
make its appearance some day; for he was not going to Bale but perhaps
near it. Now, however, I have committed another copy, & also the let-
ter I wrote you about, to Mr. Roscoe, a student under Professor Bunsen
at Heidelberg. He was to leave London this week for Heidelberg; & I
trust you will soon have the volume;– which receive favourably for my
sake[·]

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

Royal Institution | 11 Apr 1856
My dear Dr. Schoenbein,

The receipt of your letter was an unexpected pleasure & honour &
I hasten to thank you for it & all the kind expressions it contains[·]
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It would indeed be a great treat to me to visit Switzerland with my
husband & to spend a little time quietly as you propose in the midst of your
magnificent scenery, if I had the power of walking any distance, but that
I have not, & I fear I should only be an incumbrance to my companions if
I attempted it.

I am disabled by a Rheumatic affliction (I believe it is) but happily with
little pain so that our home continues to be a cheerful & a happy one, as [sic]
if you come to London we should be glad to shew you; Mr. Faraday too I am
thankful to say is in better health than he was years ago when I think he
suffered from too much study[·]

Pray present my best remembrances to Mrs. Schonbein & your daugh-
ters & Believe me dear Dr. Schonbein

Yours very sincerely | S. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c | University | Bâle | on the Rhine

1. Letter 3110.
2. Faraday (1855c).

Letter 3121
Faraday to James Gray1

16 April 1856
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 16 Apr 1856
My dear Sir,

I am very grateful for your kind remembrance of me and your liberal
hospitality offered to me for the August meeting2. I am unable to accept
your kindness for if I go to Cheltenham (which is very uncertain) I am under
engagement with a friend which would make our arrangement depend very
greatly upon each other[·]

With sincerest thanks | I am My dear Sir | Yours Most truly |
M. Faraday
Coll. J. Gray RA | &c &c &c

Endorsement: To | Colonel Gray | 10 Landsdown Terrace | Cheltenham

1. James Gray (d. 1857, age 75, GRO). Retired Royal Artillery officer.
2. Of the British Association.
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Letter 3122
Faraday to Joseph Toynbee1

17 April 1856
From the original in University College London MS add 122/1a
Private

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 17 Apr 1856
My dear Sir,

The subject of life is one that I do not profess to have any knowledge
of or judgment upon and as an F.R.S. is supposed to be responsible in some
degree for any paper he may present so I find myself unable to present the
paper2. Also if I mistake not the paper is of that hypothetical character as to
render it unfit for the R.S.; so when I have any hypothetical matter to put
forth as for instance on the possible physical character of the lines of magnetic force,
I send it to the Philosophical Magazine3 not because I do not think it good
matter but because I suppose it is not real enough for the Royal Society[·]

Some of the expressions at pp 12. 13 are rather loose[·] Electricity never
passes freely along a wire however small the quantity sent there is always a
resistance a proportionate resistance &c &c[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Joseph Toynbee Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Joseph Toynbee (1815–1866, ODNB). Ear surgeon.
2. This paper does not exist in the archives of the Royal Society and does not appear to have
been submitted.
3. Faraday (1852d), ERE[29a].

Letter 3123
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
17 April 1856
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/79

Trinity House London | 17 Apr 1856
Sir,

I am directed to forward to you the accompanying sample of white Lead
from the delivery made by the Contractor at the Trinity Buoy Wharf, for the
Service of the Corporation,– and to request that you will be pleased to analyze
the same, and report the result thereof for the information of the Board1.

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esqr. D.C.L. | &c &c &c

1. Faraday’s notes of his analysis are on the back of this letter.
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Letter 3124
Karl Wilhelm Knochenhauer to Faraday
17 April 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Meiningen | le 17 Avril 1856
Monsieur,

En vous remerciant sincèrement de la lettre, dont Vous avez eu la bonté
de m’honorer, j’ose Vous présenter une traduction du mémoire publié en
1854 dans les annales de Poggendorff1. Ce n’est pas que j’espère Vous com-
muniquer rien de nouveau, car mes expériences ne sont qu’une répétition
de Vôtres, le seul point, auquel je Vous prie de prêter quelque attention,
c’est l’observation, qu’une plaque d’un corps isolateur n’a qu’une faible influ-
ence sur l’induction, quand elle est séparée des deux plateaux condensateurs,
tant de l’un que de l’autre, tandis que son influence s’augmente, quand elle
touche le plateau, qui contient l’électricité induite, et encore plus, quand
elle est en contact avec le plateau, qui reçoit l’électricité libre. (Voyez Votre
Série XI-12712). Quelle que soit la cause de ce résultat, soit que la formation
des lignes de force, douées de polarisation, en pénétrant par divers milieux
s’affaiblisse par une espèce de réflexion, comme nous le trouvons dans la
lumière, soit que l’affaiblissement provienne de ce que les molécules de deux
corps, qui touchent, ne sont pas en contact parfait, peutêtre cette obser-
vation Vous donnera l’occasion de demander à Mr. Riess selon l’ancienne
théorie une explication complète des observations, où les plaques isolatrices
remplissent tout l’espace entre les plateaux condensateurs. Il me serait très
important, que par Votre autorité Vous puissiez amener une telle explica-
tion, car comme elle ne me parait pas possible sans supposer que l’électricité
penètre par le corps isolateur même et outre cela par les corps de diverse épais-
seur jusqu’à une profondeur dépendante de l’épaisseur, on pourrait examiner
très facilement cette hypothèse, en employant des plateaux condensateurs,
d’où les corps isolateurs se laissent retirer commodement, aussi ceux, qui
doivent s’être remplis d’électricité selon l’ancienne théorie. Une telle expli-
cation complète me serait outre cela très importante pour les expériences,
que j’ai publiées depuis quelques années sur le courant de la batterie sec-
ondaire et surtout pour celles de cette espèce qui sont comuniquées dans
les rapports des séances de l’Académie de Vienne en novembre 18553. Bien
sûr que ces expériences ne peuvent être expliquées sans supposer un certain
arrangement des molécules ou, comme je le nomme, une chaîne formée des
molécules du fil, que parcourt le courant de la batterie primaire, d’ailleurs
sans supposer que des lignes de force transfèrent cet arrangement sur le fil
conducteur de la batterie secondaire, et que cette nouvelle chaîne cause la
charge de cette batterie et par cela le courant qu’elle excite, il m’est impossible
à présent de trouver en Allemagne des physiciens, qui veuillent se donner
la peine de répéter ces expériences, parce qu’ils sont convaincus que des
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expériences sont faites mal-adroitement, qui amènent les idées de lignes de
force et surtout les idées que l’électricité n’est qu’un arrangement et qu’un
mouvement particulier des molécules. Pour surcroît de malheur Mr. Reiss
a publié en 1854 aussi quelques expériences de ce même genre, mais d’une
manière à déranger parfaitement les résultats4; en conséquence il a assuré que
ces observations sont tellement compliqués qu’elles ne méritent pas d’être
continuées.

Excusez-moi, Monsieur, je Vous prie, d’avoir abusé si long-temps de
Votre patience, et agréez l’assurance de la haute estime, avec laquelle j’ai
l’honneur d’être

Monsieur | Votre très dévoué et très obéissant serviteur |
K.W. Knochenhauer

TRANSLATION
Meiningen (Duchy of Saxony) | 17 Apr 1856

Sir,
In thanking you for your letter, with which you have had the goodness

to honour me, I dare to present you with a translation of a paper published
in 1854 in Poggendorff’s Annalen1. It is not that I hope to communicate any-
thing new, for my experiments are but a repetition of yours, the sole point to
which I ask you to lend some attention, is the observation that a plate of an
isolating body has but a weak influence on induction, when it is separated by
two capacitor plates, both from one and from the other, whilst its influence
increases when it touches the plate which contains the induced electricity, and
even more, when it is in contact with the plate that receives the free electricity.
(See your Series XI – 12712). Whatever the cause of this result, be it that the
formation of lines of force, capable of polarisation, weakens by penetrating
various mediums like a kind of reflection, as we find with light, be it that the
weakening comes about because the molecules of the two bodies, which are
touching, are not in perfect contact, perhaps this observation will give you the
opportunity to ask Mr. Reiss for a complete explanation of his results accord-
ing to the old theory, where the isolating plates fill the whole space between
the capacitor plates. It would be very important to me, that by your authority
you could bring about such an explanation, for as it does not seem possible
to me without supposing that electricity penetrates even the isolating body
and besides that, bodies of diverse thicknesses up to a dependent depth of
thickness, one could examine this hypothesis very easily by using capacitor
plates, of which the isolating bodies can be removed completely, also those
which must be filled with electricity according to the old theory. Such a com-
plete explanation would be very important to me not just for the experiments
which I published several years ago on the current of a secondary battery
but above all for those of the kind which were communicated in reports of
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the meetings of the Viennese Academy in November 18553. Although these
experiments could not be explained without assuming a certain arrangement
of molecules or, as I call it, a chain formed by the molecules of a wire, which
the current of the first battery runs through, furthermore without supposing
that the lines of force transfer this arrangement onto the conducting wire of the
second battery, and that this new chain causes the charge in this battery and
by that the current which it excites, it is impossible for me at present to find in
Germany any physicists who want to give themselves the trouble of repeat-
ing these experiments, because they are convinced that the experiments have
been done clumsily, who bring along ideas of lines of force and above all ideas
that electricity is nothing but an arrangement and a particular movement
of molecules. To increase my misfortune, Mr. Reiss also published in 1854
some experiments of a similar nature, but in a manner to mix up the results
completely4; as a consequence of which he has ensured that these observations
were so complicated that they were not worthy of being continued.

Please excuse me, Sir, I beg you, to have abused your patience so long,
and accept the assurance of the high esteem with which I have the honour of
being,

Sir | Your very devoted and very obedient servant |
K.W. Knochenhauer

1. Knochenhauer (1854a). The translation, into French, is in IET MS SC 2.
2. Faraday (1838a), ERE11, 1271.
3. Knochenhauer (1855).
4. Riess (1854).

Letter 3125
Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas to Faraday
c.22 April 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2
Mon cher et illustre ami,

Dès que M. Deville1 m’a fait savoir à son retour que Vous n’auriez pas
reçu les insignes de commandeur de l’ordre de la légion d’honneur Je me suis
empressé de m’informer de la raison qui motivait cet étrange retard.

M. Varcollier2 chargé de ce service m’avoit assuré d’abord que les
insignes Vous avoient été envoyés. La lettre que je reçois de lui et que
je m’empresse de Vous envoyer vous prouvera que rien ne vous a été
envoyé en effet. Peut être y a-t-il un peu de négligence de la part de Vôtre
ambassadeur3?
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Quoiqu’il en soit, veuillez me faire parvenir une lettre adressée à M. Le
grand Chancelier de la légion d’honneur4 pour réclamer de lui les insignes de com-
mandeur que vôtre absence ne vous a pas permis de recevoir des mains de l’Empereur.
Le reste me regardera et Je serai très heureux de Vous épargner les démarches
qui resteraient à effectuer.

Ne m’en veuillez pas si je vous écris un peu pressé, mais je ne veux pas
retarder ma lettre.

Mille Compliments bien affectueux | J. Dumas

TRANSLATION
My dear and illustrious friend,

When Mr. Deville1 made me aware that you had not received the insignia
of the Commander of the Legion of Honour, I quickly tried to find out for
myself the reason for this extraordinary delay.

Mr. Varcollier2 who is in charge of this department had at first assured
me that the insignia had been sent to you. The letter, which I have just received
from him and which I hastily send on to you will prove that nothing was in
fact sent to you. Perhaps there was a little negligence on the part of your
ambassador3?

Be that as it may, kindly send me a letter addressed to The Grand Chan-
cellor of the Legion of Honour4 to claim from him the insignia of Commander which
your absence did not permit you to receive from the hands of the Emperor. I will take
care of the details and I shall be glad to spare you the additional steps which
remain to be taken.

Please excuse this rather hurried note but I do not want to delay my
letter.

A thousand most affectionate compliments | J. Dumas

Endorsed by Faraday: 24 April 1856

1. Henri Etienne Sainte-Claire Deville (1818–1881, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Ecole
Normale Supérieure, 1851–1880.
2. Almanach Impérial, 1855, p. 56 gives him as secrétaire des commandements to Joseph Charles
Paul Bonaparte, Prince Napoleon (1822–1891, DBF), cousin of Napoleon III and responsible for
the Universal Exhibition.
3. Henry Richard Charles Wellesley, Lord Cowley (1804–1884, ODNB). British ambassador to
Paris, 1852–1867.
4. Duc de Plaisance.
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Letter 3126
Faraday to William Henry Adcock1

25 April 1856
From a typescript in RI MS

R Institution | 25 Apr 1856

Sir,
The above is a copy of your drawing with the addition of two arrow

heads shewing the course of the electric current in the upper part of ab. Now
it is manifest that the current in the upper part a is contrary in direction to
that in the lower part b, and therefore a will tend to move in one direction
and b in the contrary direction. If a and b be far apart then a concentrated pole
near b may move the whole in one direction uncertainly upon occasions, but
the form of ab is unfitted to shew the Electro-magnetic motions – that mere
helices can move wires carrying currents has been shown long ago by either
Ampere2 or Arago or both3.

Your Obedient Servant | (signed) M. Faraday

Address: Mr. W.N. [sic] Adcock, The Mills, Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire

1. William Henry Adcock (d.1904, age 73, GRO). Swedenborgian farmer.
2. André-Marie Ampère (1775–1836, DSB). French physicist.
3. See De La Rive (1853–8), 1: 223–32 for a discussion of Ampère’s work.
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Letter 3127
Robert Mallet to Faraday
26 April 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Delville, Glasnevin, Co Dublin | 26 Apr 56
My dear Sir,

After consideration – if you will still permit me, I should gladly avail
myself of your very kind offer to ascertain, if Dr. Bence Jones, would permit
his Rhumkorf’s Coil to be used for a few days, in making some preliminary
experiments as to its powers & suitability &c. for igniting powder in my
Experiments upon the Earthquake wave period, at the Governments Premises
Holyhead. – the accountability as to safety, return, and expense of transit
resting of course with me. I shall have to obtain a coil for my own special use
I therefore would limit my use of that referred to – to those preliminary trials[·]

Faithfully and | with much esteem | yours | Robert Mallet
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c | Roy. Inst. Gr Brit | Albemarle St. | London

Letter 3128
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
26 April 1856
From the original in UB MS NS 424

Bâle | 26 Apr 1856
My dear Faraday,

I have to acknowledge the receit both of your letter and that of
Mrs. Faraday’s1 and grateful as they have proved to me I could not help
being very sorry for their contents, which have at once annihilated my hopes
of seing you here this summer.

I ardently wish and confidently hope that your excellent wife will before
long be restored to her full health.

The third volume of your researches2 reached Basle a few days ago and
I am very much obliged for that repeated piece of kindness of Your’s. I trust I
shall live to see a fourth volume coming out containing detailed proofs of the
Identity of Magnetism and Gravity. How I would rejoice if such a Glory should
fall to your lot! You have however performed scientific exploits enough and if
there has been any philosopher who legitimately merited to enjoy the “Otium
cum dignitate”3, you are that privileged man.

This letter will be delivered to you by Professor Merian of Bâsle a most
intimate friend of mine and with whom I am quite sure, you will downright
fall in love at the very first sight. To his eminent intellectual powers (he is a
profound mathematician), he joins a heart full of the “Milk” of human Kind-
ness such as I know no better one. If possible, make his personal acquaintance
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and that of his wife too, who happens to be a pretty good english scholar and
a member of the celebrated family “Bernoulli”.

I send you some papers of mine treating of mushrooms and ozoniferous
organic substances4, subjects of which I wrote you some time ago5. If you
cannot read them, give the trifles to some of your young chemical friends
who may happen to learn a little bit of German by them if nothing else.

I returned last night from a beautiful walking trip made into the Jura
Mountains and the valley of the Aar. Nothing could be finer than the
landscaping I saw spring being out in its fullest bloom.

From the fact that I walked 24–30 Miles a day you may draw
some inferences regarding the constitu<tion> of the legs of your old
friend’s.

Pray, present my best compliments to Mrs. Faraday, thank her in my
name for her kind letter and believe me my dear Faraday

Your’s | most faithfully | C.F. Schoenbein

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday | &c &c &c | Royal Institution |
Albemarle Street | London

1. Letter 3120.
2. Faraday (1855c).
3. ‘ease with dignity’.
4. Including Schoenbein (1855b, 1856a).
5. Letter 3054.

Letter 3129
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas
28 April 1856
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution | 28 Apr 1856
My dear friend,

You are indeed weighing me down with your kindness in taking so
much trouble for me in the midst of your important avocations1; and I can
hardly think it right that the concerns of a worn out being like myself should
occupy any part of the activity & intellect of another being who is exerting
his powers for the improvement & benefit of his fellow creatures:– but as
you desire me so I do, and hope that the pleasure I believe you feel in doing
me a kindness will be in some degree your compensation for the trouble.
I intended, when I should see you in Paris (for I do mean to be there if only
for a couple of days) to tell you about the insignia; but as you direct me to
write, so I write2:– Nevertheless, do what you think right in the matter, and,
as I fear I am giving you far too much trouble, if I can save you any of that
trouble when I come, let me do so[·]
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With sincerest respects to Madame Dumas and the kindest feelings to
yourself I am My dear friend

As ever Yours | M. Faraday
Monsieur | Monsieur Dumas | Secretaire | &c &c &c &c

1. See letter 3125.
2. Letter 3130.

Letter 3130
Faraday to Duc de Plaisance
28 April 1856
From the original copy in IET MS SC 3

London | 28 Apr 1856
To His Excellency | The Grand Chancellor of the Legion of Honor | &c &c
&c &c
Monseignor,

Though feeling quite unworthy of the high distinction done me by the
Emperor when he deigned to confer upon me the degree of Commander of
the Legion of Honor I am still unwilling to resign any part of that distinction.
I was in the country because of ill health and therefore unable to be at Paris
at the time when His Majesty distributed the marks of his pleasure; but being
encouraged by my scientific friends1 I venture to apply to Your Excellency for
the Insignia of the degree and hope that the estimation in which I hold the
honor may be in some measure an excuse for the liberty I am taking.

I have the honor to be | Your Excellency’s most humble | & obedient
Servant | F

1. See letter 3125.

Letter 3131
Henry Bence Jones to Faraday
29 April 1856
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 7

29 Apr 1856
Dear Mr. Faraday,

I have not had a moment in which I could write to you about the coil.
I should like you to do with the coil what you would do if it were

Your own1[·]
I expect to go into the country tomorrow or I should call instead of

writing to you[·]
Yours most sincerely | H. Bence Jones

1. See letter 3127.
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Letter 3132
Thomas Henry Huxley to Faraday
29 April 18561

From the original in RI MS RI CG2/k/3
My dear Mr. Faraday,

As you are aware I concluded my first Fullerian Course of Lectures
yesterday. The experience which I have gained as to the wants of the audience
and the possibilities of the subject, has led me to the conviction that there are
some impediments in the way of the complete development of the usefulness
of the Course which might be very easily removed by the Board of Managers –
and I feel therefore, that I should be wanting in my duty as Professor, if I did
not beg you to bring these impediments under the notice of the Board, in any
way that you may judge most expedient –

“Physiology and Comparative Anatomy” are the subjects of the Course –
in other words the whole range of the Natural History Sciences so far as
Animals are concerned – How complex these branches of Science are – how
particularly desirable it is that, in endeavouring to teach them, the lecturer
should be able to appeal to the senses of his auditors – I need not remind
you –

But the Royal Institution provides neither Diagrams nor objects of Nat-
ural History and the sole object in its whole “repertoire” of which I have been
able to make any use during my past course has been the Skeleton of a Bird –
not in the best condition[·] So far as diagrams are concerned the want may
be supplied by one’s own exertions – and the requisite experimental illus-
trations of Physiological doctrines may be, in like manner, supplied by such
rough bits of apparatus as I have been in the habit of extemporizing, but the
doctrines of Natural History cannot be thought properly without specimens
of natural objects – so arranged as to be accessible not only during & after the
Lecture but at other times –

There must be something like a Museum before any real knowledge
of Natural History can be gained – By “Museum” however, I by no means
understand a great heterogeneous collection, a constant source of expence &
trouble as most Museums are, but what is known as a “typical Museum” – a
series of Typical forms that is, of each great division of Living Beings – The
size & expence of such a Museum would depend entirely upon whether the
types selected were those of Classes, of Orders, of Families or of Genera; but,
large or small, such a Museum would always be complete and harmonious
in itself – What I may call an “ordinal Museum” i.e. a collection of the typical
Forms of all the Orders (of which there are at a rough guess about 100 or 120)
would be sufficient for a course of the Length prescribed for the Fullerian
Lectures.– It would go into a very small space – and might be so arranged
as to be accessible to every member of the Institution so that every one who
wished to gain an acquaintance with Natural History might acquire a real &
practical knowledge of its doctrines by his own private study –
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The increasing demand which the Natural History Sciences are every
day making upon the attention of instructed & thoughtful men – and the high
place which they must sooner or later take as branches of education – suggest
the inquiry whether it would not be to the interest of the Royal Institution
to do for them the same good offices which it has already performed for the
physical & chemical Sciences? The establishment of such a Museum as that
which I have just described would be a most important step in this direction;
and should the Board of Managers see fit to adopt my suggestion, I can only
say I shall be happy to undertake the superintend care of all details &c &c2

Ever | My dear Mr. Faraday | Very faithfully yours | T.H. Huxley
Jermyn S. | April 29th

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Huxley’s final lecture of twelve on ‘Physiology and
Comparative Anatomy’, RI MS GB 2: 91 and that letter 3133 is the reply.
2. This letter was read at RI MM, 5 May 1856, 11: 146–7, but discussion was postponed until the
following meeting. At that meeting, RI MM, 2 June 1856, 11: 149, Huxley’s proposal was rejected
as ‘inexpedient’.

Letter 3133
Faraday to Thomas Henry Huxley
1 May 1856
From the original in IC MS HP16.8

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 1 May 1856
My dear Huxley,

One great difficulty is removed by your kindness in undertaking the
direction of the proposed illustrative collection1:– but before I go to the man-
agers I ought to know what would be the probable full cost involved in
carrying out the plan, both with regard to that of the specimens & that of pro-
viding for their reception:– otherwise I doubt whether the managers would
be able to form any notion of its feasability or fitness. Can you help me in this
matter?

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. Offered in letter 3132; see also note 2.

Letter 3134
Faraday to Justus Liebig
1 May 1856
From the original in UU EW

Royal Institution | 1 May 1856
My dear Liebig,

I have long been desirous of writing to you, but laziness or weariness
(and I think more of the latter than the former) have until now hindered me.
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I want to thank you for your great kindness shewn to my nephew Mr. Frank
Barnard1. I assure you he is very sensible of it, and expresses himself in strong
terms to us, upon this matter. He seems to find himself far more in a home
atmosphere than he did at Paris. His sister Jane, whom you may remember
meeting here and who is of a warm affectionate temperature [sic], feels very
strongly your kindness to her brother. I have to thank you, too, for your kind-
ness in sending me a photograph of Mr. Barlow2. Your Munich photographs
delight me very much; for I am not fond of those which I see about in London,
coloured up so highly that all simplicity is taken away from them. I suppose
the owners think them fine & elaborate, I think them common place & often
vulgar3.

As to science, I have little to say in my own name I could say much in
Yours;– but that perhaps you would wish me to be silent about. Nevertheless,
my deep admiration of your character & your services to the good cause will
steal out; so permit these few words – When I set too [sic], to think, I become
headachy & giddy and think to no purpose; so am content to wait for what
may be suggested or occur. I shall have a common place paper or two to send
you at some opportunity4, but they are only evidences of the will to work &
think, not of the power[·]

Ever My dear Liebig | Yours Most truly | M. Faraday

Address: The | Baron Liebig | &c &c &c &c

1. See Faraday to Liebig, 17 July 1855, letter 3006, volume 4.
2. This is reproduced in volume 3, p. 729.
3. On this see Prescott (1985), 25–7.
4. Faraday (1856c), ERE30.

Letter 3135
Thomas Henry Huxley to Faraday
2 May 1856
From the original in RI MS RI CG2/k/4

Jermyn St. | 2 May 1856
My dear Mr. Faraday,

It is very difficult for me to estimate with any degree of exactness the
possible cost of such a Collection as that which I propose1. I think, however
I am speaking well within bounds in taking £100. 0. 0 as the extreme outside
expenditure which would be necessary[·]

As I purpose to select a purely physiological subject for my next Years
course – reserving pure Natural History as a “bonne bouche” for the last – one
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can take one’s time about the collection and it would perhaps be the best way
to vote 50. 0. 0 for this years expenditure & see how far it will go –

Ever yours very truly | T.H. Huxley
M. Faraday Esq DCL

1. See letter 3133 and also 3132.

Letter 3136
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
8 May 1856
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/22, p. 2423

8 May 1856
4634

inform you that they have two Lighthouses now in course of erection
in the Colonies and it appears to my Lords very desirable to have on the
spot some means of distilling or procuring from the Water of the Sea pure
Water for drinking and domestic purposes. My Lords desire me to request
therefore to know whether you can inform them which of the Inventions for
effecting this object is in your opinion the best and whether you are able
to give them any information upon the Capabilities of the Marine Arated
Fresh Water Apparatus patented by Dr. A. Normandy1 and referred to in the
inclosed Copy of his letter to this Department.

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
M. Faraday Esqre. D.C.L | &c &c &c | 21 Albemarle Street

1. Normandy was granted patent 1856-1252 for his apparatus on 26 May 1856.

Letter 3137
Carlo Matteucci to Faraday
8 May 1856
From the original in BPRE MS Regg E 224/24, doc. 2

Pise | 8 Mai 1856
Mon cher Faraday,

Je vous demande bien pardon d’etre obligé de vous écrire si tôt une
autre lettre. Ne voyant pas de response de M Sabine a propos de la faveur
que j’avais demandé d’inserer dans le Phil. Trans. mon dernier travail sur
les Phenomènes physiques et chimiques de la contraction musculaire1 faisant
suite aux recherches d Electro-Physiologie, Je vous prie de vous interesser
a cela. Je sais qu’en Allemagne on travaille sur des matières analogues et je
voudrais presser la publication de mon memoire. Si le Conseil de la Societe
Royale a des raisons qui l’empechent d’acceder a ma demande je publierai
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cela dans les Annales2. En tout cas, et si cela n’augmente pas les difficultés
vous pourrez donner au Phil. Mag. la lettre que je vous ai ecrit dernierement3.

Tout a vous | Ch. Matteucci

TRANSLATION
Pisa | 8 May 1856

My dear Faraday,
I sincerely beg your pardon for being obliged to write another letter to

you so soon. Seeing no response from Mr. Sabine regarding the favour that I
asked of inserting in thePhilosophical Transactionsmy last work on the physical
and chemical phenomena of muscular contractions1 which follow on from my
electro-physiological research, I ask you to take an interest in this. I know that
work of a similar nature is being conducted in Germany and I would like to
speed up the publication of my paper. If the Council of the Royal Society has
reasons which prevent it from acceding to my request, I will publish it in the
Annals2. In any case, and if this does not increase the difficulties, you can give
to the Philosophical Magazine the letter which I wrote to you recently3.

All yours | Ch. Matteucci

Address: Professor Faraday F.R.S. | &c &c &c | Royal Institution |
Albemarle St. | London

1. Matteucci (1857).
2. Matteucci (1856b).
3. Matteucci (1856a).

Letter 3138
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
9 May 1856
From the original in ULC Add MS 8546/I/82

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], 5 Albion Villas,
Folk[e]stone | 9 May 1856

My dear friend,
I surely have refrained long enough from thanking you for the pleasure

& comfort we experience in this house1; and if I were to hesitate longer I
should begin to think myself ungrateful for your kindness in sending us
here. We are as comfortable as we can desire to be, & whilst the windy, rainy,
dull weather has been going on, have enjoyed the tall rooms & warm walls
and double glass windows of the house. My wife has not been out of the
house once, but the others pass in and out as the weather permits. We enjoy
ourselves in every point, the more because we know that the more agreeable
& useful the place proves to us, the more will it be according to your wishes.
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As for myself, I am idling thoroughly, and feel fit for nothing else. The head
weariness raises, but I am satisfied that indolent patience is the best thing
for it. It seems to me strange to be out here on a Friday Evening and I long
to be in my duty – I am sorry not to help Mr. Bradbury2, & wonder how
Mr. Darker3 will get on. I trust all things will come right.

Lady Millicent’s kindness & thought for us has been very great. I hope
you will offer the sincerest thanks both of my wife & myself

Ever Yours Most truly | M. Faraday
Dr. B. Jones | &c &c &c

1. Bence Jones had lent the Faradays this house. See letter 3142.
2. Henry Riley Bradbury (1831–1860, ODNB). Writer on printing. Bradbury (1856), Friday
Evening Discourse of 9 May 1856.
3. William Hill Darker (d.1864, age 53, GRO). Scientific instrument maker of 9 Paradise Street,
Lambeth. Clifton (1995), 76.

Letter 3139
John Tyndall to Faraday
9 May 1856
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4047–8

9 May 1856
My dear Mr. Faraday,

The following note from the War Department reached me last night, it
contains my doom.

War Department Pall Mall | 8 May 1856
Sir,

I am directed by the secretary of State for War1 to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of the 1st instant, and to inform you that his Lordship
considers the explanation you have furnished to be quite satisfactory2.

I have the honour &c | H.R Drewry3

J. Tyndall Esqr

I opened this letter with the neutrality of a man who has really made up
his mind for the worst, but I confess it gives me great pleasure to think that
the matter has thus terminated.

I hope you are improving, and that you will soon return quite restored.
This weather is awfully trying – I was at a very low ebb in my lecture of
yesterday, but barring the failure of a difficult experiment or two, managed to
drag through pretty well. Frankland is in town for a few days and Despretz –
who desires me to present his respects to you – is coming. We purposed
starting on Tuesday evening4, but he has not yet appeared.

I hope Mrs. Faraday is well. I should think that Folk[e]stone cliff [blank
in TS] very cold for her at present.
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Last Wednesday evening I was at Lord Ashburton’s5 and met
Wheatstone there. We had a conversation about the stereoscope and I was
pained to see the desire manifested so strongly to deprive Brewster of what
he really merits – or to reduce his merits to zero6. Wheatstone says he must
give me a lesson on the subject; that is, he must instruct my muddy under-
standing – the matter appears to me as plain as a proposition of Euclid7: but
it does not seem as if he had really mastered any theory but his own.

Good bye | Ever Yours most truly | John Tyndall

1. Fox Maule, second Baron Panmure (1801–1874, ODNB). Secretary of State for War, 1855–1858.
2. This relates to a letter Tyndall had written toThe Times about some examining for commissions
in the Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers that he had undertaken. Faraday had advised Tyndall
on the best course of action, Tyndall, Diary, 1 May 1856, 6a: 312. See Tyndall (1868), 267–8 and
Eve and Creasey (1945), 62–3.
3. Henry Runciman Drewry (d.1886, age 84, GRO). Chief clerk of the War Office. Royal Kalendar,
1860, p. 279.
4. That is 6 May 1856.
5. William Bingham Baring, 2nd Baron Ashburton (1799–1864, ODNB). Conservative politician.
6. For the controversy over whether Wheatstone or Brewster had invented the stereoscope see
Morrison-Low (1984), 62. The controversy was ignited by the publication of Brewster (1856).
7. Euclid (fl. 295 BCE, DSB). Greek mathematician.

Letter 3140
Faraday to John Tyndall
10 May 1856
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4140

Royal Institution | 10 May 1856
My dear Tyndall,

I am very glad of your letter1 I was hoping to hear of the end I could
not doubt that it would be satisfactory but still wished to know that it was so
as it is I think you stand in a good independent position and have been very
useful in the great matter, whether it progresses now or has to wait a little.
That it must progress is I think certain.

I am better: in fact all the matter is that years do their work and why
should they not if they have done it in one way i.e. for my comfort and
happiness they ought also to do it in another as for instance in wear and tear.
Who would wish for an ever enduring life in this world, above all if a better
hope appears before him?

I hope we shall be home on Thursday night2 and to find you right. I have
heard well – very well of your last lecture[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. Tyndall

1. Letter 3139.
2. That is 15 May 1856.
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Letter 3141
Faraday to John Barlow
10 May 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 D29

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Folk[e]stone | 10 May 1856

My dear Barlow,
Just a few words by way of remembrance: for when I am out in this way

the thoughts of home & all its matters press upon me & I cannot altogether rest
in respect of it if I try ever so hard. But the time goes on & though giddiness
hangs about me I trust to return next Thursday1 & hear that all is well &
has been well[·] I was very sorry to lose Mr. Bradburys2 evening3 but hope
Mr. Darker4 did not fail him. Kindest remembrances from all here to Mrs.
Barlow. I hope you are both in good health[·] I had a faint surmise that Mrs.
Barlow had not been well but I so often make mistakes & associate wrong
persons & events together that I am afraid to say much about it.

Ever My dear Barlow | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. That is 15 May 1856.
2. Henry Riley Bradbury (1831–1860, ODNB). Writer on printing.
3. Bradbury (1856), Friday Evening Discourse of 9 May 1856.
4. William Hill Darker (d.1864, age 53, GRO). Scientific instrument maker of 9 Paradise Street,
Lambeth. Clifton (1995), 76.

Letter 3142
Sarah Faraday and Faraday to Harriet Jane Moore1

10 May 1856
From the original in LU

5 Albion Villas, Folk[e]stone | 10 May 1856
My dear Miss Moore,

I think you will like a line or two to let you know how we are going on in
our unexpected visit to Folkestone – it was not a cold but a long continuous
headache which seemed enervating with giddiness which made Dr. Bence
Jones send us away & which I knew by experience was the only thing to
do my dear husband good; the weather so far has not been propitious – but
we are away from excitement & endeavouring to be idly busy[·] Mr. Faraday
reading a little, working cross stitch a little, & walking when the weather will
allow – (I have not put my head out yet) & we are all enjoying Dr. B. Jones’
comfortable roomy house, it is a great thing when shut in by weather in the
country, to have room to move about & pleasant companions – we have our
two nieces (Miss Reid & Jane) & do not quarrel much & we hope in a few
days to return all the better[·]
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Do not trouble yourself for a moment about the Davenport a piece came
off before, Mr. Huddleston2 will set to it rights, in coming home it may have
got shaken & it is of not the least consequence[·]

We are sorry to hear still such a sad account of your Brother3 for perhaps
all this cold wind may have some influence[·]

With our kindest remembrances to your family circle
Believe me My dear Miss Moore | Yours very sincerely | S. Faraday

Many thanks my dear Miss Moore for your kind note[·] The ready sym-
pathy of my friends often represses me with my own want of feeling. We are
getting on better to day is better – it is bright even but my dear wife has not
been out of the house since we came into it[·] It is very comfortable[·] With
kindest remembrances to all with you

I am Yours Very Truly | M. Faraday
10 May 1856

1. Harriet Jane Moore (1801–1884, James (2001)). Painter and member of the Royal Institution,
1852–1881.
2. Thomas Huddlestone (d.1881, age 56, GRO). Furniture maker who undertook work for the
Royal Institution.
3. John Carrick Moore (1805–1898, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1898, 63: xxix–xxxii). Secretary of the
Geological Society, 1855 to 1856.

Letter 3143
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
13 May 1856
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/22, p. 2512

13 May 1856
5020
. . . transmit to you the accompanying Copy of a Letter from Dr. A. Normandy
and to acquaint you that my Lords have requested that Gentleman to for-
ward to you the Bottle of the Water distilled by his Marine Aerated Fresh
Water Apparatus1. In order to enable you the better to report upon his appa-
ratus, Dr. Normandy has also been told to forward a Certificate from the
War Department to the effect that the Bottle of Water was received there and
sealed.

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | 21 Albemarle Street

1. See letter 3136.
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Letter 3144
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
14 May 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Genève | le 14 Mai 1856
Monsieur & très cher & excellent ami,

Je n’étais pas à Genève quand votre lettre y est arrive1; elle m’a été
expédiée à Paris où je me trouvais alors en séjour avec ma famille ayant été
passer quelque temps dans cette ville auprès de mon fils second2 qu’y achève
ses études. Je viens vous remercier de votre bon & aimable souvenir. Si vous
saviez combien je tiens à tout ce qui vient de vous & combien je suis touché de
votre excellente amitié pour moi. C’est de toutes les distinctions ou plutôt de
tous les services que m’a rendus la Science celui de beaucoup que j’apprécie
le plus. Car qu’est-ce que le reste à côté de ce qui concerne le coeur? Vanité
des vanités3, le plus souvent.

J’ai appris avec chagrin que vous aviez été un peu souffrant & que vous
aviez été au bord de la mer vous faire un peu de bien. J’espère que ce remède
vous aura réussi; mais il vous faut du repos; il faut que cette tête qui travaille
toujours, sache s’habituer à rester quelquefois un peu oisive. Il n’y a que le
coeur auquel il soit permis de ne jamais se reposer; mais chez vous tout est
actif la tête & le coeur. Je sais bien que ce n’est pas sur cette terre que nous
pouvons & que nous devons espérer trouver le repos; le vrai repos, le le but
réel et salutaire, nous ne pourrons le trouver que dans le Sien de Dieu; mais
il ne nous est pas interdit cependant d’en chercher un peu l’avant goût dès
ici bas.

J’ai profité de mon séjour à Paris pour voir bien des choses intérés-
santes & en particulier les nouvelles expériences de Foucault4, & celles
de Mr. Bernard5 le physiologiste, qui sont très curieuses. – J’ai moi-même
entrepris quelques nouvelles recherches sur les phénomènes d’induction
qui ont lieu avec de très grandes vitesses, & j’ai trouvé pour les faire, de
grandes facilités dans le Conservatoire des Arts & Métiers où l’on a mis avec
beaucoup d’obligeance à ma disposition les instruments & les aides dont
j’avais besoin. Je ne tarderai pas à publier le résultat de ces recherches que
mon fils qui m’a aidé à les faire, continue sans moi depuis que j’ai quitté
Paris.

Vous avez peut-être vu dans le dernier no. de la Bibl. Univ. que M Soret6

& moi nous avons réussi à montrer que l’eau est décomposée même dans la
propagation de l’électricité qui résulte de l’induction statique7. C’est en nous
servant d’eau [word illegible] a [word illegible] d’une bouteille de Leyde que
nous avons obtenu ce résultat.
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Mon frère8 qui est à Londres dans ce moment serait bien heureux s’il
pouvait avoir le plaisir de vous voir avant son départ; j’espère qu’il me rap-
portera de bonnes nouvelles de vous.– Ma femme me charge expréssement
de la rapeller à votre bon souvenir & à celui de Madame Faraday. Veuillez
aussi présenter mes respects à Madame Faraday.

Votre tout dévoué & affectionné ami | A. de la Rive

TRANSLATION
Geneva | 14 May 1856

Sir and very dear and excellent friend,
I was not in Geneva when your letter arrived there1; it was forwarded to

Paris where I was staying with my family, having gone there to spend some
time with my second son2 who is finishing his studies there. I would like
to thank you for your good and kind remembrances. If you only knew how
much I value everything that comes from you and how much I am touched
by your excellent friendship for me. It is of all distinctions or rather of all
favours that Science has endowed on me the one that I appreciate the most.
For what is everything else beside that which concerns the heart? Vanity of
vanities3, most often.

I learned with sorrow that you had been somewhat unwell and that you
had gone to the seaside to recuperate a little. I hope that this remedy will have
succeeded; but you need rest; that head, which is always at work, must learn
to be a little more idle occasionally. It is only the heart which is allowed never
to rest; but with you, everything is active, the head and the heart. I know
well that it is not on this earth that we can and that we may hope to find
rest; true rest, and the real and salutary goal, can only be found in the bosom
of God; but it is not forbidden in the meantime to seek a little foretaste here
below.

I have taken advantage of my stay in Paris to see a great many interesting
things and in particular, the new experiments of Foucault4 and of Mr. Bernard5,
the physiologist, which are very curious. I have myself undertaken some new
research on the phenomena of induction which takes place at great speeds
and I have found excellent facilities to carry this out at the Conservatoire des
Arts and Métiers where they have most kindly placed at my disposal the
instruments and assistance which I needed. I shall not be slow in publishing
the result of this research which my son, who helped me, has continued
without me since I left Paris.

You saw perhaps in the last edition of the Bibliothèque Universelle that
Mr. Soret6 and I succeeded in showing that water is decomposed even in the
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propagation of electricity that results from static induction7. It is by using
water [words illegible] of a Leyden jar that we obtained this result.

My brother8 who is currently in London would be extremely happy if he
could have the pleasure of seeing you before his departure; I hope that he will
bring me good news of you. – My wife has asked expressly to be remembered
to your good self and to Mrs. Faraday. Please kindly pay also my respects to
Mrs. Faraday.

Your all devoted and affectionate friend | A. de la Rive

1. Letter 3106.
2. Charles-Lucien De La Rive (1834–1924, Choisy (1947), 51). Swiss physician and writer.
3. Ecclesiastes 1: 2.
4. Jean Bernard Léon Foucault (1819–1868, DSB). French physicist. See Foucault (1856a, b).
5. Claude Bernard (1813–1878, DSB). French physiologist. See Bernard (1856).
6. Jacques Louis Soret (1827–1890, P2, 3). Swiss physicist.
7. Soret (1856).
8. Eugène De La Rive (1804–1872, Choisy (1947), 52). Swiss lawyer and politician.

Letter 3145
Karl Wilhelm Knochenhauer to Faraday
15 May 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Meiningen | le 15 Mai 1856
Monsieur,

Vous trouverez sûrement très importun que je vous incommode encore
une fois, surtout où Vous êtes hors d’état d’examiner Vous-même les faits,
ce que je regrette beaucoup. Cependant Votre lettre m’ayant convaincu, que
l’induction doit être étudiée encore plus profondément pour dérober tout
appui à l’ancienne théorie, je me suis aussitôt résolu à entreprendre quelques
nouvelles recherches. Et voilà, comme je le crois, que Vos lignes de polar-
isation se laissent démontrer tout clairement par les experiences; j’espère
donc pouvoir me promettre Votre indulgence, si j’ose Vous communiquer
mes observations.– Du condensateur, dont les plateaux ont environ deux
pouces de diamètre, je joignis le plateau inférieur au sol, et je communiquai
au plateau supérieur de l’électricité positive, en le touchant avec la boule
d’une bouteille de Leyden chargée plus ou moins fortement. L’intervalle des
plateaux était rempli tantôt d’une ou de plusieurs plaques de verre (c’étaient
les plaques BCD d’auparavant), tantôt les plaques était séparées l’une de
l’autre par une couche d’air (quelques petits morceaux de verre interposés aux
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bords servaient à ce but), tantôt la plaque ne touchait que l’un des plateaux
du condensateur, tantôt elle était éloignée de l’un et de l’autre. Toutes les
fois après avoir retiré le plateau supérieur je trouvais la face supérieure de
chaque plaque (c’est à dire celle qui avait été dirigée vers le plateau supérieur)
chargée d’électricité positive et la face inférieure chargé d’électricité negative.
Pour examiner cette charge j’avais muni l’électromètre à feuilles d’or d’un
plateau, et après y avoir mis l’une des faces je couvris l’autre d’un autre
plateau, afin d’en affaiblir l’influence, tout à fait de la manière, que Vous
avez indiquée.– En voulant étendre un peu plus ces expériences, je me procu-
rai encore 8 tables carrées de verre de vitre munies d’une mince couche de
laque, de même 4 tables de soufre et une faible plaque de laque. Le tout
exécuté comme auparavant, je fus étonné de trouver presque toujours sur
les deux faces la même électricité, tantôt positive, tantôt négative, je répétai
les observations avec les anciennes plaques et toujours les deux électricités
sur les deux faces. Pour ôter l’électricité aux plaques, je plaçai les tables de
vitre dans un forneau, où elles s’échauffèrent un peu; mais ce moyen n’étant
pas appliquable à la plaque de laque, je fis usage d’une flamme d’alcohol,
cependant sans atteindre mon but; même deux flammes ensemble des deux
côtés de la plaque ne détruisirent point l’électricité. Aussi les tables de vitre
ne voulaient pas perdre leur électricité, quand elles étaient exposées pendant
quelques temps aux deux flammes. En examinant souvent les tables je trouvai
qu’après l’usage de la flamme les deux faces étaient chargées d’électricité con-
traire, l’une d’électricité positive l’autre d’électricité négative. Dès ce moment
tout était éclairci. Les plaques, qui se sont trouvées entre les plateaux du
condensateur, sont chargées de deux espèces d’électricité, l’une recouvre
legèrement les surfaces et peut être détruite tout à fait promptement quand on
approche la plaque d’une flamme, l’autre a sa source dans la polarisation, n’est
détruite qu’avec beaucoup de peine, et met la face supérieure en état positif,
l’inférieure en état négatif. Les anciennes plaques, dont les surfaces étaient
déjà un peu altérées par l’usage, perdirent l’électricité fugitive de la surface
pendant le temps, qu’on les retirait du condensateur; aussi l’état de polarisa-
tion disparut après un quart d’heure environ, tandis que les nouvelles tables
le conservèrent très long-temps, surtout les tables de soufre et de laque, où il
resta même pendant quelques jours.– Maintenant la manière d’expérimenter
fut la suivante. Après avoir mis les tables sur le plateau inférieur du con-
densateur et les avoir couvertes du plateau supérieur, celui-ci était chargé
plus ou moins fortement selon le nombre des plaques et aussitôt enlevé;
alors j’examinais chaque plaque l’une après l’autre sur l’électricité libre en
l’approchant de l’électromètre et sans faire usage du plateau affaiblissant,
ensuite je promenais quelques moments chaque plaque devant la flamme, et
enfin j’en examinais l’état électrique des deux faces, qui avait sa source dans
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la polarisation. Voilà quelques séries. Les nombres donnent les plaques de
haut en bas et le mot: régulièrement signifie que la face supérieure était en
état positif, l’inférieure en état négatif.

Quelle que soit la cause de l’électricité libre, qui recouvre les tables, soit qu’elle
vienne de l’air, qui se trouve entre les surfaces et qui reçoit aussi la polarisa-
tion, soit qu’elle ait une autre source, sûrement elle n’exerce aucune influence
appréciable sur la charge du condensateur, et la distribution, qui paraît être
modifiée par le degré de la charge, et de telle manière, que l’ancienne théorie
n’en tirera aucun secours; aussi est-elle si faible que la flamme l’enlève aus-
sitôt. La polarisation des tables, qui est retenue avec une si grande force,
s’étend sans doute par toute la masse des tables, d’ailleurs elle serait aussi
détruite par la flamme, et chacune des tables ne pourrait la montrer. Pour moi,
je ne peux douter, que ces observations ne prouvent ce que Vous avez nommé
les lignes de polarisation, et si Vous n’avez pas encore perdu la patience de
répondre j’écouterais avec grand plaisir ce que Vous en jugez.

Agréez, Monsieur, l’assurance de la haute estime, avec laquelle
j’ai l’honneur d’être | Votre très dévoué et très obéissant serviteur |
Knochenhauer
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TRANSLATION
Meiningen | 15 May 1856

Sir,
You will surely find it most inconvenient that I trouble you once again,

especially as you are in no state to examine the facts for yourself, which
I greatly regret. However, persuaded by your letter, that induction should be
studied in more detail to take away all support from the old theory, I immedi-
ately resolved to undertake some new research. And there you are, I believe:
your lines of polarization clearly demonstrated by the experiments; I hope
therefore that I can rely on your indulgence, as I dare to communicate to you
my observations. – In a capacitor, of which the plates are about two inches in
diameter, I joined the lower plate to the ground, and I charged the top plate
with some positive electricity, by touching it with a more or less charged ball
of a Leyden jar. The space between the plates was filled sometimes with one
and sometimes with several sheets of glass (plates BCD from before), some-
times the sheets were separated one from another by a layer of air (a few
small bits of glass placed at the sides used to achieve this), sometimes a sheet
[was placed so that it] touched one of the plates of the capacitor, sometimes it
was distant from one and from the other. Each time I removed the top plate,
I found the superior surface of every plate (that is to say the one that had been
directed toward the top plate) was charged with positive electricity and the
inferior surface charged negative electricity. To examine this charge, I attached
an electrometer with old leaf to one of the plates, and after having put it on
one of the faces, I covered the other with another plate, in order to weaken its
influence, just as you had indicated.– Wanting to extend these experiments a
little more, I acquired 8 more square pieces of window glass covered with a
thin layer of lacquer, and in the same way covered four pieces with sulphur
and a weak covering of lacquer. Everything was carried out as before; I was
astonished to find almost always on the two faces the same electricity, some-
times positive, sometimes negative; I repeated the observations with the old
plates and [found] always the two electricities on the two faces. To remove
the electricity from the plates, I placed the glass pieces an oven, where they
warmed up a little; but this method not being appropriate for the lacquered
plates, I used an alcohol flame, however without success; even two flames
together on two sides of the plate did not wipe out the electricity. Neither
did the glass pieces want to lose their electricity when exposed to the two
flames, even for some time. By examining the pieces often I found that after
the use of the flame the two faces were charged with opposite electricity, one
with positive electricity the other of negative electricity. From that moment
all was clear. The sheets, that were between the plates of the capacitor, are
charged with two types of electricity, one lightly covers the surfaces and can
be destroyed quite easily by approaching the plate with a flame, the other has
its source in polarization and is destroyed only with a lot of trouble, and gives
the superior face in a positive charge, the inferior in a negative charge. The old
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plates, the surfaces of which were already a little altered through usage, lost
the fleeting electricity from the surface during the time they were removed
from the capacitor; also the state of polarization disappeared after about a
quarter of hour, while the new pieces preserved it much longer, especially
the sulphured and lacquered pieces, where it even remained for some days. –
Now the manner to experiment was the following. Having put the pieces on
the lower plate of the capacitor and having covered them with the top plate,
the latter was charged more or less strongly according to the number of the
sheets and then removed immediately; then I examined every plate one after
the other for free electricity by approaching it with an electrometer and with-
out making use of the weakening plate, then I passed every plate over a flame
for some time, and finally I examined the electric state of the two faces, which
had its source in polarisation. Here are some series. The numbers give the
plates from top to bottom and the word ‘regularly’ means that the superior
face was in a positive state, the inferior in a negative state.

Whatever the cause of the free electricity, which covers the pieces,
whether it comes from the air which is between the surfaces and which is
also polarised, or it has another source; surely it exercises no substantial
influence on the charge of the capacitor; and the distribution, which appears
to be modified by the degree of the charge, is of such a manner, that the old
theory cannot draw any support from it, as it is so weak that a flame removes
it immediately. The polarization of the pieces, which is retained with such
great force, extends to the whole mass of pieces, besides it would also be
destroyed by the flame, and would not be shown by all the pieces. I cannot
myself doubt that these observations prove what you have called the lines of
polarization, and if you have not yet lost the patience to reply, I would listen
with great pleasure to your opinion on this.

Accept, Sir, the assurance of the high esteem, with which I have honour
of being,

Your very devoted and very obedient servant | Knochenhauer

Address: To Michael Faraday, Esq. | London | Royal Institution

Letter 3146
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
22 May 1856
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/22, p. 2690

22 May 1856
5269

Referring to the recent communication1 from this Department on the
subject of Dr. Normandy’s invention for procuring fresh water from that
of the Sea2, I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Coun-
cil for Trade to transmit to you the accompanying Bottle of purified water
which my Lords have received from H.M. Secretary of State for War3, being
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a sample of the Water distilled by the Apparatus in question now in use at
Heligoland.

I am to acquaint you that any opinions which you may give to the
Department will at all times be considered as intended only for the guidance
of the office. The object of asking your opinion in this instance is to ascertain
whether the Apparatus in question is likely to be serviceable for lighthouses
at Sea.

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
Professor Faraday FRS | 21 Albemarle Street

1. Letter 3143.
2. See letter 3136.
3. Fox Maule, second Baron Panmure (1801–1874, ODNB). Secretary of State for War, 1855–1858.

Letter 3147
Faraday to Charles Brooke
28 May 1856
From the original in BL add MS 42240, f. 26

Royal Institution | 28 May 1856
My dear Sir,

I send you a portion of the fluid containing gold particles of which I
spoke to you last night – I hope it will arrive in good state1. Small circum-
stances cause the aggregation of the particles into floculi & then they settle
much more quickly than before such change[·] Unless glass be exceedingly
clean the matter on its surface tend to cause the change.

Ever Truly yours | M. Faraday
Chas. Brook[e] Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Faraday, Diary, 28 May 1856, 7: 14763 which noted that the gold solution was sent to Brooke
for microscopic examination.

Letter 3148
Faraday to James David Forbes
29 May 1856
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1856/53

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 29 May 1856
My dear Sir,

I received your letter and proofs1 yesterday: I return the latter by the
post. I thank you very much for a sight of them[·] I will not say I thank you for
the expression of your good opinion of my contribution to science2 because I
believe you would have performed what you considered a duty independant
of any other consideration but I may without offence say how very grateful it
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is to me to find that you hold such opinions. I am deeply indebted to scientific
men for these very kind feelings towards me[·]

You will see that I have marked nothing (indeed how could I) except
one little passage near the top of p 24 “and be weak in proportion”3[·] I do
not recollect any expression of an opinion on my part that induction is weak
because it occurs or may occur along a curved line and it is easy to arrange a
case in which the induction along a curved line shall be stronger than along
a straight line the lines being selected from all those concerned. If the words
were away that which remained would represent me as I feel but you probably
have a meaning which I have not caught[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Yours Very truly | M. Faraday
Professor J.D. Forbes | &c &c &c
t.o.
I pop in two figures

Here the curved lines of induction are weaker than the straight line, and
weaker as they are more curved

here many of the curved lines c. c. c. are stronger than the straight lines

1. Of Forbes (1857).
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2. Ibid., 977–82.
3. This seems to refer to Ibid., 979 where Forbes discussed induction along curved lines, but did
not use the term weak.

Letter 31491

Duc de Plaisance to Faraday
30 May 1856
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f. 144

Grande Chancellerie.
ORDRE IMPÉRIAL DE LA LÉGION D’HONNEUR

No. 18293
Nomination de Commandeur.

S.M. l’Empereur, par Décret du quatorze Novembre Mil huit cent cin-
quante Cinq a promu en grade de Commandeur de l’Ordre Impérial de la
Légion d’honneur M

Faraday (à Londres),
Exposant à l’Exposition Universelle

pour prendre rang à dater du même jour.
Paris, le treize Mai 1856.

Le Grand Chancelier | de l’Ordre Impérial de la Légion d’honneur |
Duc de Plaisance

TRANSLATION
Grand Chancery.

IMPERIAL ORDER OF THE LEGION OF HONOUR
no. 18293

Nomination of Commander.
H.M. the Emperor, by Decree of 14 November 1855 has promoted to

the rank of Commander of the Imperial Order of the Legion of Honour
Mr. Faraday (in London),

Exhibitor at the Universal Exhibition
to take rank as of the same day.
Paris, 13 May 1856

The Grand Chancellor | of the Imperial Order of the Legion of Honour
| Duc de Plaisance

1. This is a reissue of letter 3043. See note 2, letter 3150.
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Letter 3150
Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas to Faraday
c.30 May 18561

From the original in IET MS SC 2
Mon cher monsieur et Ami

Je n’ajouterai rien aux informations que vous trouverez dans les lettres
et documents qui accompagnent l’envoi que j’ai la satisfaction de vous faire2.

Vous verrez que le collier qui vous était destiné a été mis en vôtre
absence par l’Empereur autour du cou de nôtre grand peintre M. delacroix.
J’estime que M. delacroix3 est bien heureux de porter quelque chose qui vous
appartenait.

Si vous venez nous voir, vous pourrez juger combien toute nôtre
académie et toute nôtre jeunesse Scientifique qui vous honorent et qui vous
aiment comme le maitre à tous ont été heureux de voir vôtre nom au millieu
des noms éminents que l’ordre de la légion d’honneur réunit.

Mes respects et mes hommages à Madame Faraday, de ma part avec
tous les bons souvenirs et tous les voeux de la famille

Tout à vous | J. Dumas

TRANSLATION
My dear Sir and friend,

I will not add anything to the information which you will find in the let-
ters and documents which accompany the package that I have the satisfaction
of sending2.

You will see that the chain, which was destined for you, in your absence,
was hung by the Emperor round the neck of our great painter Mr. Delacroix3.
I expect that Mr. Delacroix is well pleased to wear something that was due
to you.

If you came to see us, you would be able to judge how much our academy
and all our scientific youth, who honour you and love you as the master of all,
were pleased to see your name amongst the eminent names that the Legion
of Honour brings together.

My respects and homage to Mrs. Faraday on my own behalf, with fond
remembrances, and best wishes from my family

All yours | J. Dumas

1. Dated on the basis that letter 3152 is the reply.
2. This probably included the insignia of the Commander of the Legion of Honour as well as
letter 3149. Because Dumas knew Faraday had not received the insignia (letter 3125), he seems to
have assumed that Faraday had not received the official notification (which he had, letter 3043)
and presumably asked for it to be reissued.
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3. Ferdinand-Victor-Eugène Delacroix (1798–1863, DBF). French painter, appointed a Comman-
der of the Legion of Honour in 1855. Galset de Kulture to Dumas, 13 May 1856, IET MS SC 2
(presumably also included in Dumas’s package) explained that after Delacroix had been pre-
sented with Faraday’s insignia on 15 November 1855 he had taken it away and it would now
shortly be recovered.

Letter 3151
Faraday to Elizabeth Reid1

2 June 1856
From a typescript in RI MS

Royal Institution | 2 Jun 1856
My dear Elizabeth,

I enclose the two tickets of which we spoke:– how useful a remembrance
is to bring these things to mind: and yet I fear it is a very poor substitute for
memory:– however I have not forgotten this time.

Your Affectionate Uncle | M. Faraday

1. Elizabeth Reid (1830–1902, Reid, C.L. (1914), GRO). A niece of Sarah Faraday. Made confession
of faith in London Sandemanian Church on 4 July 1847. Excluded 24 August 1851 but restored.

Letter 3152
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas
2 June 1856
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution | 2 Jun 1856
My dear friend,

I have received from the Embassy the fruits of all your care and trouble
taken for me1. I feel that I am too much honored; and more by your personal
remembrance & exertion than by any thing else; but I am very grateful to the
Emperor & to all who have thought me worthy of their consideration in this
matter. I hope to see you early in July i.e. before the middle of the month; but
trust I shall not be so weary then as I am now, or else I must make my visit to
Paris very short[·]

Most respectful remembrance to Madame Dumas in which as well as in
those to yourself my wife joins me[·]

Ever | Your faithful friend | M. Faraday
Monsieur | Monsieur Dumas | Secretaire | &c &c &c &c

1. See letter 3150.
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Letter 3153
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
2 June 1856
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/22, p. 2860

2 Jun 1856
5475 | 5589

acknowledge the receipt of and to thank you for your letters of the 22nd
and 26th May1, reporting on Dr. Normandy’s Apparatus for distilling Sea
water2; and to inform you that your request with regard to your Reports
being considered confidential, shall be strictly adhered to.

Their Lordships desire me to add that attention will be paid to
the recommendation contained in your letter of the 26th May, to the
effect that water distilled by this Apparatus should not be kept in leaden
vessels.

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
Professor Faraday | Royal Institution

1. Not found, but evidently Faraday’s responses to letters 3143 and 3146.
2. See letter 3136.

Letter 3154
John Tyndall to Faraday
2 June 1856
From the original in RI MS RI CG3/l/3

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 2 Jun
Dear Mr. Faraday,

Sir Roderick Murchison I am informed has kindly expressed his readi-
ness to grant us specimens from the Museum of Practical Geology provided
an official application be made to him on the part of the managers. Fortu-
nately a meeting occurs today, and I should feel obliged if you would bring
the subject forward and obtain for me the application which Sir Roderick
considers necessary1.

Believe me | most truly yours | John Tyndall

Endorsement: “for certain geological specimens illustrative of slaty
cleavage”

1. This was for Tyndall (1856a), Friday Evening Discourse of 6 June 1856. For the request see
RI MM, 2 June 1856, 11: 152.
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Letter 3155
Faraday to Paul Edmund de Strzelecki1
7 June 1856
From the original in the possession of Kurt Wolfgang Vincentz

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Royal Institution | 7 Jun 1856

Many thanks my dear Sir for Your publication2 – I have been very glad
to have my mind freshened up about the matter[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
The Count Strzelecki | &c &c &c

1. Paul Edmund de Strzelecki (1796–1873, ODNB). Polish-born explorer of Australia.
2. Strzelecki (1856).

Letter 3156
Faraday to Cornelia Augusta Hewett Crosse1

9 June 1856
From the original in Peirpont Morgan Library

Royal Institution | 9 Jun 1856
My dear Mrs. Cross[e],

I send you the ticket2 and hope you will be in some degree interested –
as I shall feel much honored by your presence. I do hope to be at Cheltenham3

part of the week & have received some kind invitations there4 – but cannot
tell how events will turn up[·]

Ever | Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. Cornelia Augusta Hewett Crosse, née Berkeley (d.1895, age 68, GRO). Married the amateur
man of science Andrew Crosse (1784–1855, ODNB) in 1850. See under his ODNB entry.
2. Presumably for Faraday (1856b), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1856.
3. For the meeting of the British Association.
4. See letter 3121.

Letter 3157
Faraday to George Thomas Staunton1

14 June 1856
From Staunton (1857), 54

14 June 1856
Mr. Faraday presents his compliments and sincere thanks to Sir George

Staunton, for the favor he has done him in the presentation of a copy of the
Memoirs2, and he hopes he may add, of a very valuable life.
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1. George Thomas Staunton (1781–1859, ODNB). Diplomat and politician.
2. Staunton (1856).

Letter 3158
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
16 June 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Pembroke College Cambridge | 26 Jun 1856
My dear Sir,

I have looked again for my piece of ruby glass, but without success. But
I do not think it of much consequence. I distinctly recollect examining it for
fluorescence1, and finding that it had none, or at least no more than a colour-
less glass, none which could be in any way connected with the colouring
substance. I distinctly recollect noticing that there was more “false disper-
sion” or scattered light than in colourless glasses, but it did not occur to me
that this was connected with the colour by transmitted light. According to
the best of an imperfect recollection the dispersing particles were somewhat
sparse, not giving an apparently continuous beam like what is seen in the
gold mixture from phosphorus. But I am by no means sure of this. It was flu-
orescence I was seeking after, and finding that this was only a case of “false
dispersion” I paid little attention to it. I think it much more probable that
the ruby glass I examined was like what you have examined than that my
vague supposed recollection of the discontinuity of the dispersed beam was
correct.

You have clearly shown that the colouring matter in the phosphorus–
gold-mixture is in suspension, but I cannot believe that it is metallic gold.
Such a supposition is utterly at variance with my optical experience. I know
of no instance in which the same substance exhibits two totally different char-
acters as to absorption, such as do the FeO.SO3 gold and phosphorus–gold
mixtures. Many cases occur in which the tint is quite different according to
the thickness looked through; but the prism shows that these are among the
instances in which the identity of the character of the absorption is most
markedly exhibited. Moreover the transmitted colour of the FeO.SO3–gold
mixture agrees, but that of the phosphorus gold mixture does not agree, with
what might have been predicted from the reflected colour of gold. I can not
help believing in the existence of a purple oxide2.

Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes

1. Which Stokes had discovered in 1851. Stokes (1852).
2. This was Stokes’s response to Faraday (1856b), Friday Evening Discourse of 13 June 1856,
where he made this point, p. 312.
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Letter 3159
Faraday to George Gabriel Stokes
17 June 1856
From the original in ULC Add MS 7656, F21

Royal Institution | 17 Jun 1856
My dear Sir,

I am much obliged for your letter1. Though I have a strong impression
on the side of the question which admits that finely divided particles of gold
may transmit ruby light yet as I said I am by no means certain & mean to work
out the point. electric explosion of gold wire seem to present an easy way of
settling the question as they may be made to occur in hydrogen, carbonic
acid, & other gases, but I want to idle for a time so I shall put your letter with
my experimental notes & resume both together[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.G. Stokes Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3158.

Letter 3160
Faraday to John Richardson Major1
21 June 1856
From the original in FACLM H MS c1

Royal Institution | 21 Jun 1856
Sir,

I am much obliged by your kind invitation to the Photographic Soci-
ety but I am constrained to limit both my pleasures & my occupations[·] No
one ought to utter an opinion on the subject you mention without especial
experience and I on my part possess none. Neither can I try to gain it for I
am obliged to reserve what energy remains to me for the pursuit of my own
especial trains of thought.

I am Sir | Your Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
J.R. Major Esqr | &c &c &c

1. John Richardson Major (1797–1876, B2). Editor of the Journal of the Photographic Society.

Letter 3161
Robert Welbank1 to Faraday
22 June 1856
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/69

Trinity House | 22 Jun 1856
My Dear Mr. Faraday,

Our short parley of last night would give you but a faint idea of what
I wished to convey to you upon the subject of a light onboard of a vessel
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moored in a narrow Channel for the purpose of Lighting only a small portion
of the circle instead of the whole circumference–

In consequence of the many distressing accidents to Sailing vessels
through the carelessness or want of a good look out onboard of Steamers – I
have proposed at the Trinity House to light a new Channell for the express use
of Steamers by Night and to relieve all other Channels in the Neighbourhood
from their intrusion by Night.

A light vessel being under the influence of the Wind & tide frequently
changing her position & swinging round by either power and never or seldom
quite steady – It has occurred to me that the Magnetic Needle might be made
available to keep open at all times as much of the circle and direction of theRay
of light as might be required and obscuring all not required – as for example –
If I want a Channell to be lighted East & West – North & South should be
obscured to prevent the Spark or focal ray being sent beyond the narrow
ridge up and bounding the Channell[·]

In a Ship the magnetic pole is always the same point – I therefore think if
the Needle can be made to traverse upon the Centre point laden at the North &
South ends with a shade of any obscuring property – however slight the focal
Ray in those directions will be sufficiently deadened to prevent accidents by
being mistaken for any other Light Vessel or Light House near to it[·]

Suppose therefore a Lamp to be placed in the centre of a vessel shew-
ing its focal Ray all round the compass –. A pin passing up the Centre of
the Lamp within the burners and glass tubes above to a proper height to pre-
vent being melted by the heat and then the Magnetic Needle made to embrace
the whole one points North the other South and sufficiently poised with the
obscuring weights at the extremes of the Needle – I think my object would be
attained –
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Have the kindness to give this idea your serious thought & oblige the
Father of the Corporation of Trinity House[·]

Robert Welbank

1. Robert Welbank (d.1857, age 79, Gent. Mag., 1857, 3: 101). An Elder Brother of Trinity House,
1825–1857, Chaplin (1950), 84.

Letter 3162
Robert Welbank1 to Faraday
24 June 1856
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/69

Tandridge near, Godstone | 24 Jun 1856
Dear Mr. Faraday,

I returned home yesterday after seeing you & have this morning remem-
bered the subject of my interview and the Letter which you got after I left
you or rather which I have no doubt came to your hand by the Post2 – The
accompanying paper3 contains the substance of my Mornings occupation[·]

Think it over in due time and let me know your sentiments upon its
practicability – & believe me very truly yours

Robert Welbank –
I shall be glad to pay any charge –

1. Robert Welbank (d.1857, age 79, Gent. Mag., 1857, 3: 101). An Elder Brother of Trinity House,
1825–1857, Chaplin (1950), 84.
2. Letter 3161.
3. This paper is included in GL MS 30108/2/69.

Letter 3163
Thomas Sopwith1 to Faraday
30 June 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Allenheads Haydon Bridge | 30 Jun 1856
My dear Mr. Faraday,

In the months of July – September and October this year – (or November
though I am doubtful whether I may be at home* in that month & it is rather
too late for our high moors & mountains) – You cannot come wrong as I
hope to be at home & I think you would also be at home & find much to
interest you combined with an abundance of opportunity of rest moderate
exercise & agreeable relaxation & if any of yr. family circle can accompany
you it would add much to the pleasure[·] It is of no use to offer a philosopher
any more sincere welcome than what is implied in the two words “home &
comfort” for these imply all that can be desired. I am in my own habits a man of
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business & make business my main pursuit but I have some small inklings for
science & some feeling of admiration for art and what with books & drawings
& our fine bold mountain scenery & good schools & Mines & Smelting & de-
silvering and a long list of miscellaneous etceteras I think it would very hard
with us if we could not find you materials to think if thoughtful or to enjoy a
pleasant leisure “if on nothing bent”. But pray do not forget how exceedingly
glad I would be to see you & my daughter2 will give a very cordial welcome
indeed to any of your good companions of travel – I am fain to add whatever
I can of temptation & think you would not be utterly uninterested in our
Meteorology at 1400 feet of Elevation above the Sea level

In August I have Shooters – noise – smoke & feeding – especially 12th to
24th but the extreme commencement or final finish of the month are not liable
to these inroads on the more quiet & home like affair which I fancy is what
you prefer to the mere gaities of visiting for which indeed I know that you
care nothing at all3[·]

Believe me My Dear Mr. Faraday | Most faithfully yours | T. Sopwith
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

∗ aiblins Egypt4

1. Thomas Sopwith (1803–1879, ODNB). Mining engineer.
2. Ursula Sopwith (d.1900, age 67, GRO under Chadwick).
3. For an account of Faraday’s visit to Sopwith at Allenheads on 14 and 15 July 1856 see
Richardson (1891), 240–3.
4. Sopwith visited Egypt in December 1856 and January 1857. Richardson (1891), 260–1. ‘Aiblins’
is a Scottish word meaning possibly or perhaps.
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Letter 3164
Faraday to Anthony Panizzi
3 July 1856
From the original in BL add MS 54224, f. 225

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 3 Jul 1856
My dear Sir,

I do not know if I can be of any use to Mr. Smirke but if I can I shall be
very happy to see him. I shall be at home tomorrow morning before 12o’clk
& probably also on Saturday morning1[·] On Tuesday2 I leave London[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
A. Panizzi Esq | &c &c &c

1. That is 5 July 1856.
2. That is 8 July 1856.

Letter 3165
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
12 July 1856
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/23, p. 3530

12 Jul 1856
6895

request that you will be good enough to favor my Lords with the results
of your experiments with the Reflector on Mr. Gordon’s plan, especially as
to whether it possesses any practical advantage over the ordinary parabolic
reflector.

I am | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | Royal Institution

Letter 3166
John Tyndall to Faraday
22 July 1856
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4049–51

R.I. | Tuesday, 22 Jul 1856
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I have often thought of writing to you, and should have done so
before now had I not been tossed about in body and soul more than
I anticipated.

The examinations took me a long time. It is dreary work plodding out
these answers, hunted by the consciousness that you may possibly do a can-
didate wrong. Then this time the examiners had to accompany their returns
with a report, which to draw up properly also took time. I have a suspi-
cion that this is one result of that correspondence1. I have put my notations
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again strongly, but have done it by arranging facts, rather than by expressing
an opinion. This I shall continue to do whenever I have an opportunity, as
long as I find natural philosophy, taken together rated equal to French alone,
Latin alone, and at 250 marks less than the number awarded to English liter-
ature. Such an absurdity I think cannot live long in the world, if there be only
somebody to hold it up to the attention of men.

I have made a number of experiments connected with the passage of a
current across the place of junction of two metals – Peltier2 generalised3 – Here
there is a conversion of heat into electricity; I fear the knowledge is a long
way off still one does long to know something more of the intimate nature of
their conversion. As yet I am in perfect darkness.

Monday I was swept suddenly down to Hampshire to see my young
friend4 who, in accordance with the advice of Dr. Stokes5 of Dublin, goes off
to the South of France immediately with his wife6. She manifestly has no idea
of her danger which makes it all the sadder. She talks about coming back as
a matter of course, when it is the opinion of some that she hardly ever will
return.

I have had rather a strong letter7 from Mr. Sorby8 the geologist com-
plaining of my misapprehension of his views, in my late lecture at the R.I.9
He has also sent a paper10 on the subject to Francis. In his eagerness to make
out a strong case against me, he has left one little more to do than to quote his
own words. This I have done11 without any show of feeling – indeed before I
wrote I got all feeling under, for the longer I live the more I feel that these per-
sonal discussions are a perfect nuisance to science. There may be an avarice
of the intellect as well as of the pocket, and one, in quality is not very much
superior to the other. Snow Harris has sent up a violent response to Reiss’s
last short communication12, which also might have been far milder and more
courteous. Francis has written to him advising him not to print it – I do not
know what the result will be13.

One morning soon after you left I received a note from Stokes informing
me that the grant committee had acceded to my application for £10014. I wrote
to him requesting him to return my thanks to the committee for this proof
of their confidence; I said however that having been led to conclude that my
application had been considered ineligible I had resorted to private sources
and obtained from them all the funds I needed. If therefore the grant commit-
tee thought the money voted to me could be otherwise usefully employed,
I should be glad if they would consider my application as extinct, and the
£100 again at their disposal. I concluded by saying that at some future time, if
permitted, I should probably be glad to avail myself of the assistance which
the grant offers.* Stokes has written to me again15, the upshot of his note is
that he does not think it likely that it will be recalled, so the matter rests at
present.
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The morning on which Sorby’s letter reached me I met Professor
Haughton16 of Trinity Coll. Dublin. He is an eminent mathematician and
geologist; Professor indeed of Geology in Dublin, and he told me that his
interpretation of Sorby was precisely the same as mine.

Now a truce to science. I hope you are well, I hope Mrs. Faraday and Miss
Barnard are well. This is glorious weather in the country – but at Newcastle
with its artificial atmosphere it may be the reverse. I associate with the name
visions of foundries, smoke, and grimy miners – perhaps the reality is not
quite as bad as my picture of it.

I am half inclined to write this letter again, for it is very confusedly
written but I remember that you are accustomed to Matteucci, and after him
you will not find me difficult to decipher.

Believe me ever | faithfully yours | John Tyndall

*Bence Jones agreed with this view of the subject.

1. See letter 3139.
2. Jean Charles Athanase Peltier (1785–1845, DSB). French physicist.
3. Peltier (1834).
4. Thomas Archer Hirst.
5. William Stokes (1804–1878, ODNB). Dublin physician.
6. Anna Hirst, née Martin (d.1857 see ODNB under T.A. Hirst). Married Hirst in 1854.
7. Not found.
8. Henry Clifton Sorby (1826–1908, ODNB). Pioneer of microscopic geology.
9. Tyndall (1856a), Friday Evening Discourse of 6 June 1856.
10. Sorby (1856).
11. Tyndall (1856b).
12. Riess (1856).
13. It was published as Harris (1856b).
14. The Royal Society awarded Tyndall a grant of £100 to continue his work on magnetism. See
RS CM, 11 July 1856, 2: 363–4.
15. Stokes to Tyndall, 19 July 1856, RI MS JT/1/S/218.
16. Samuel Haughton (1821–1897, ODNB). Irish geologist.

Letter 3167
Faraday to Jane Barnard
26 July 1856
From the original in Russian Academy of Sciences Archives 336/1/57

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 26 Jul 1856
My dear Jenny,

I thank you very truly for your note of yesterday – it was as good &
better than a sight of you. I have got home all right but you must hear how
from your Aunt – I have put up the Valisneria1 – have thrown away the dead
beetle, and wondered where the great number of large snails on the vessel
could get their food & their houses from. But I shall leave all as they are[·]
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Dr. Bence Jones has been here & tells me he has another son2 – his wife
& the child being quite prosperous[·] He seems very happy – & asked after
you particularly – I gave him your message – &c[·]

I must finish give my love to those with you and think of me as your
Very Affectionate Uncle | M. Faraday

1. An aquatic plant.
2. Archibald Bence Jones (1856–1937, The Times, 25 February 1937, p. 1, col. a). Later a barrister.

Letter 3168
Faraday to Sydney Smirke
26 July 1856
From the original in BL add MS 60745, f. 109

Royal Institution | 26 Jul 1856
Dear Sir,

I arrived in town late last night & leave town for Paris early on Tuesday
morning1. I am so occupied that I cannot see Mr. De la Rue before my return
from Paris – and so am unable to answer your letter at present for I could give
no opinion before talking with him[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Sydney Smirke Esq | &c &c &c

1. That is 29 July 1856.

Letter 3169
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
27 July 1856
From the original in SM MS 350/36

Royal Institution | 27 Jul 1856
My dear Andrews,

It gave me great pleasure to receive your kind letter and I shall make
myself present to you as soon as I can – We start either tomorrow or Tuesday
Morning for Paris & Paris only for I long to see my kind friend Dumas. Very
sincere thanks to you for your offer of help & I dare say I shall use some of it:–
but the fact is that my memory fails so fast that I dare not trust myself alone so
I avail myself of the kind aid & care of my brother in law Mr. George Barnard
who accompanies me expressly that he may relieve me in all matter that he
can – in fact I am in his hands. He settles when we start and has arranged
where we shall go:– he takes all the care of money passports hours, routes –
Hotels – calls &c and I trust you will let me present him to you – he is an artist
– and knowing Paris pretty well I commit all things into his hands[·]
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My kindest remembrances if they may be called so to Mrs. Andrews1 – I
want here [sic] to have some of the feeling towards me that her husband has
i.e. I want her to think of me kindly & favourable – it is very pleasant[·]

Ever My dear Andrews | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Thomas Andrews | &c &c &c | Hotel de Luxembourg | 54
Rue de Vaugirard | à Paris

1. Jane Hardie Andrews, née Walker. Married Thomas Andrews in 1842. See his ODNB entry.

Letter 3170
Justus Liebig to Faraday
27 July 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Münich | 27 Jul 1856
My dear Faraday,

I beg you to excuse myself for having so longtime delayed to answer
your letter of the 1 May1 for which I beg to accept my best thanks.

Since last year I find myself engaged in a very stupid controversy with
Mr. Lawes of Rothamsted about Scientific principles in Agriculture. Having
never read or understood my book2 he pretended to demonstrate by experi-
ments that the Science of Chemistry could do nothing for practical Agriculture
and that the knowledge of Laws of nature could not be of any use in practical
farming! Mr. Lawes is, I believe, a manufacturer of manure and by my dis-
puting his scientific position and showing that his conclusions are erroneous
he thinks to loose his customers; This is, I fear, the reason that he went so
far as to attack my good faith in an Article (No 36) of the Journal of the Roy.
Agric. Soc. Of England3. I was obliged to write an article for the Same journal,
which will appear in the No. of July4 and in which I hope to have succeeded
in uprooting his errors.

You have had always the good fortune, to find for all your works and
investigations a well disciplined public which acknowledged grateful[l]y and
accepted with thanks the immense services you rendered to Science and to
mankind; but in Chemistry and its applications to Agriculture and Physiology
I have to deal with a set of people without any Scientific education and who
know, or believe to know, all these things better than the natural philosopher
himself. I despair sometimes to be able to convince them of the most simple
truth. It is that sort of people who believe on walking tables and all kind of
nonsensical theory’s. Being occupied during ten years with other researches
I did not care about the opposition of the so called practical men, but last
year I became aware that they fighted with a Shadow and that they failed to
discern the truth which my theory contained. I should never have thought to
answer any articles, if the questions which are involved in that controversy
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were not of such great importance to mankind. We are advanced far enough
to decide the question about the right way to produce more corn and more
meat from the same surface of land. The fortune and income of most people
depend on them.

I should think that you could do a great deal of good by a lecture “on
the methods to apply Scientific principles to practical purposes” next winter in the
royal institution! Perhaps you have the goodness to read my article in the
Journal of the Roy. Agr. Soc. And it is possible you find matter in it for such a
lecture. If my conclusions and inferences have your assent, I am sure all this
opposition will cease and a truly scientific agriculture will commence5.

Mr. Fr. Barnard is an excellent young man we like him very much and
are always glad to see him in our house; he is not coming so often as we wish
it and it requires mostly a formal invitation to see him; he is to[o] strict an
Englishman. The german custom is to go to take thea [sic] with his friends
without these ceremonies. Mr. Barnard is very assiduous and I hear that his
professors are much satisfied by his progress. We talk very often of you, his
aunt and his aimable Sister. Pray express my kindest regards to them!

Dear Faraday I am with all my heart | Yours very Sincerely | Justus
Liebig
(Excuse my horrible English!)

1. Letter 3134.
2. Liebig (1855).
3. Lawes and Gilbert (1856).
4. Liebig (1856).
5. On this episode see Brock (1997), 173–6.

Letter 3171
Sarah Faraday to Noëlie Dumas1

29 July 1856
From the original in Sidney M. Edelstein Library Jerusalem MS 3/1–4

Hotel Maurice | 29 Jul 1856
Will you My dear Miss Dumas allow me the pleasure of leaving this

trifling remembrance of our most pleasant visit to your family & to Paris –
it is a little work by my favourite author Miss Edgeworth2, and has in my
younger days been a source of great pleasure to me – it may perhaps tempt
you and your young friends the Miss Edwards3 to pursue your study of the
English language[·]

With grateful thanks to your Father & Mother for all their kind attention
believe me to remain

My dear Miss Dumas | Yours most truly | S. Faraday

Endorsement: Faraday à Mlle Noëlie Dumas (Mme Herve Mangon4)
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1. A daughter of Jean-Baptiste-André and Hermenie Dumas.
2. Maria Edgeworth (1767–1849, ODNB). Writer.
3. Possibly the daughters of the French zoologist Henri Milne-Edwards, (1800–1885, DSB).
4. Charles-François-Hervé Mangon (1824–1888, LGE). Later Minister of Agriculture.

Letter 3172
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas
1 August 1856
From the original in AS MS

Hotel Maurice | Friday
Dear & honored friend,

I fear to disturb you too much by calling yet am anxious to know how
I ought properly to present myself at the doors of the Academy des Sciences
next Monday and at what hour?1 If you could tell me this by a line it would
set me at rest.

On Saturday i.e. tomorrow we go to Fontainbleu for rest on the
Dimanche & return Monday morning[·]

Your Very devoted | M. Faraday
Monsieur | Monsieur Dumas | &c &c &c

1. The meeting was on 4 August 1856. See Comptes Rendus, 1856, 43: 271.

Letter 3173
Luigi Palmieri1 to Faraday
4 August 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Napoli | 4 Agosto 1856
Chiarissimo Signore

Il professore Scacchi2 ed io vi abbiamo in qualche tempo inviato un
volume col titolo: Eruzioni del Vesuvio del 1850 e 553; in esso trovete come io
abbia tentato di ridurre le tensioni elettriche dell’atmosfera a misura assoluta;
desidero sopra questo punto il vostro autorevole giudizio. Se poi il libro non
vi fosse pervento, vi prego indicarmi qualche mezzo sicuro per potervene
spedire un altro essemplare. Vi fo tenere intanto la figura del mio elettrometro
per uso della elettricità atmosferica.

Sono con sentimenti di alta stima &c | Vro Dmo Obbmo Serre | Luigi
Palmieri
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TRANSLATION
Naples | 4 Aug 1856

Dearest Sir,
Professor Scacchi2 and I sent you some time ago a volume entitled: The

Eruptions of Vesuvius in 1850 and 18553; in it you will find how I have tried to
reduce the electric tensions of the atmosphere to an absolute measure; I would
like your authoritative judgement on this subject. If therefore the book did
not arrive, please let me know of some secure means of sending you another
copy. In the meantime please find enclosed the figure of my electrometer to
measure atmospheric electricity.

I am with sentiments of high esteem &c | Your most devoted and most
obliged servant | Luigi Palmieri

Endorsement: Eruption of Vesuvius

Address: A Monsieur | M. M. Faraday | R. Institution | of | London

1. Luigi Palmieri (1807–1896, LUI). Neapolitan vulcanologist.
2. Arcangelo Scacchi (1810–1893, LUI). Neapolitan mineralogist.
3. Guarini et al. (1855).

Letter 3174
Joseph Antione Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
5 August 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Gand | 5 Août 1856
Mon Cher Monsieur Faraday,

vous recevez sans doute en même temps que cette lettre, trois exem-
plaires de la troisième Série de mes recherches sur les figures d’équilibre des
liquids1; veuillez accepter l’un d’eux et offrir le second, de ma part, à la Société
Royale et le troisième à l’Institution Royale. Cette troisième Série, jointe à la
dernière partie de la deuxième2 forme un ensemble contenant une théorie com-
plète de la constitution des veines liquides lancées par des orifices circulaires
et soumises ou non à l’influence de mouvements vibratoires. Ne lisez pas
cette troisième serie, car elle ne peut être comprise si l’on ne s’est bien pénétré
de celle qui la précède, et le genre de vos propres recherches vous éloigne
trop de ce qui concerne les théories capillaires pour que je désire que vous
preniez cette peine.

D’ailleurs, j’ai à vous prier de vouloir bien perdre pour moi, d’une
autre manière, une petite portion de votre temps, et j’espère que vous ne
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me refuserez pas; voici ce dont il s’agit; je m’occupe en ce moment à mettre
en ordre, pour la publication, un ouvrage que j’avais commencé il y a un
grand nombre d’années, et qui est sur le point d’être terminé: c’est une bib-
liographie en partie analytique des phénomènes subjectifs de la vision tels
que la persistance des impressions, les couleurs accidentelles, &c. Or, je trouve
dans mes notes, que l’invention du Thaumatrope est due au docteur Paris3,
et qu’il l’a décrite dans un ouvrage intitulé: Philosophy in sport made science
in earnest4; mais j’ignore le lieu et la date de la publication de cet ouvrage,
qui parait n’exister dans aucune bibliothèque de Belgique, et cependant je
dois nécessairement l’insérer dans ma bibliographie5. Maintenant l’ouvrage
étant anglais, ou plutôt, je pense, américain, je me suis dit qu’il devait exister
dans les bibliothèques de Londres. Vous me rendriez donc un grand service,
si vous vouliez bien prendre la peine de chercher ce même ouvrage, et, si
vous le trouvez, de me faire connaître le lieu et la date de la publication, le
volume dans lequel se trouve la description du Thaumatrope, et enfin la page
où commence cette description.

Si l’ouvrage du Dr. Paris est postérieur à l’année 1800, ces renseigne-
ments me suffisent, mais s’il a paru dans le siècle précédent, j’aurais besoin
de quelque chose de plus, et je ne vous le demande qu’en tremblant, car je
sens que je deviens indiscret: Si le passage où il est question du Thaumatrope
n’est pas long, vous compléteriez le service que j’attends de votre obligeance
en le faisant copier pour le joindre aux renseignements précédents; Seulement
veuillez ne pas oublier que cela est inutile si l’ouvrage est de notre siècle, et
que, si le passage est étendu, je ne veux dans aucun cas que vous vous donniez
cet embarras.

Vous me pardonnerez, j’en suis certain d’abuser ainsi de vos bontés
pour moi, quand vous réflechirez qu’il m’est absolument impossible d’aller
par moi-même consulter les bibliothèques etrangères.

J’ai reçu les différents exemplaires de vos travaux, que vous m’avez fait
l’honneur de m’envoyer; les trois derniers6 serviront à étendre et à compléter
Vos magnifiques recherches sur le dia-magnétisme; mais permettez-moi de
vous exprimer ici toute mon admiration pour l’une de vos découvertes
antérieures: Je veux parler de l’induction statique latérale exercée par un
courant électrique dans un fil métallique recouvert de gutta percha et plongé
dans l’eau7. Qui aurait pu s’attendre à pareille chose? Qui aurait pu s’imaginer
que la vitesse de transmission de l’électricité eprouverait dans ce cas, un retard
considérable? Du reste on est habitué à vous voir enfanter des merveilles.

Encore une fois, mon Cher Monsieur Faraday, veuillez me pardonner
mon importunité, et avoir d’avance mes remerciements.

Agréez l’assurance de tous mes sentiments de respectueuse affection |
Jh Plateau
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TRANSLATION
Ghent | 5 Aug 1856

My Dear Mr. Faraday,
You have no doubt received at the same time as this letter, three copies

of the third series of my research on the figures of the equilibrium of liquids1;
please accept one yourself and offer the second, on my behalf, to the Royal
Society and the third, to the Royal Institution. This third set, joined to
the last part of the second2 forms a whole containing a complete theory on
the constitution of the liquid veins dropped by circular openings and sub-
mitted, or not, to the influence of vibratory movements. Do not read this
third set, because it cannot be understood unless one has absorbed that
which precedes it, and the field of your own research is too far removed
from that which concerns capillary theories for me to wish you to take that
trouble.

Besides, I do wish to ask you to lose, in another manner, a small portion
of your time for me, and I hope that you will not refuse; this is what it concerns;
I am at this moment putting in order, for publication, a work that I began
a great many years ago, and which is on the point of completion: it is a
bibliography, partly analytic, on the subjective phenomena of vision, such as
persistence of impressions, accidental colours, &c. However, I find in my notes,
that the invention of theThaumatrope is due to Dr. Paris3, and that he described
it in a work entitled: Philosophy in sport made science in earnest4; but I am
ignorant of the place and date of the publication of this work, which appears
not to exist in any library in Belgium, and I must, however, necessarily insert
it into my bibliography5. Now the work being English, or rather, I think,
American, I thought that it had to exist in the libraries of London. You would
therefore do me a great service, if you would take the trouble to look for
this same work, and, if you find it, to make known to me the place and date
of publication, the volume in which the description of the Thaumatrope is
found, and finally the page on which the description begins.

If the work of Dr. Paris postdates the year 1800, this information will
suffice, but if it appeared in the previous century, I would need something
more, and I ask this of you with unease, as I feel that I am becoming indiscreet:
If the passage concerning the Thaumatrope is not long, you would complete
the service that I ask of your kindness by making a copy to enclose with the
previous information; only please do not forget that that is not necessary if
the work is from our century, and, if the passage is long, I do not want under
any circumstances for you to give yourself this trouble.

You will forgive me, I am certain, this abuse of your goodness towards
me, when you reflect how absolutely impossible it is for me to consult foreign
libraries by myself.
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I have received the various copies of your works, that you honoured
me by sending; the last three6 will serve to extend and to complete your
magnificent research on diamagnetism; but permit me to express here all my
admiration for one of your previous discoveries: I wish to speak of the lateral
static induction exerted by an electric current in a metallic wire covered with
gutta percha and plunged into water7. Who could have thought of anything
similar? Who could have imagined that the transmission speed of electricity
would experience, in this case, a considerable delay? But one has become
accustomed to seeing you give birth to marvels.

Once again, my Dear Mr. Faraday, please forgive my troubling you, and
accept in advance my thanks.

Please accept the assurance of all my sentiments of respectful
affection | Jh Plateau

1. Plateau (1856a).
2. Plateau (1849).
3. John Ayrton Paris (1785–1856, ODNB). Physician. First biographer of Humphry Davy.
4. [Paris] (1827), 3: 1–27.
5. Plateau (1877), 28 which cites [Paris] (1827) with the incorrect date. See letter 3176.
6. Probably including Faraday (1856c), ERE30 and (1855b), ERE[29b].
7. Faraday (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 20 January 1854.

Letter 3175
César Mansuète Despretz to Faraday
6 August 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Le 6 Août 1856
Mon cher Confrère,

Il serait peut être agréable à Monsieur Votre frère1 ou à Mons. Andrews
de voir une Séance publique d’une des academies. Je vous envoie dans cette
Supposition les deux billets de centre, que j’ai recus en ma qualité de viceprési-
dent. recevez l’assurance des sentiments les plus distingués avec lesquels
Je suis

Votre devoué | confrère | C M Despretz

TRANSLATION
6 Aug 1856

My dear Colleague,
It would perhaps give pleasure to your brother1 or to Mr. Andrews to

see a public sitting of one of the academies. I send you in this supposition the
two centre tickets, which I received in my position as vice president. Receive
the assurance of the most distinguished sentiments with which I am

Your devoted | colleague | C.M. Despretz

1. That is George Barnard.
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Letter 3176
John Ayrton Paris1 to Faraday
c.9 August 18562

From the original in IET MS SC 2
Dear Mr. Faraday,

The first edition of my ‘Philosophy in Sport’ was published in 18253; in
which appeared an account of the Thaumatrope; but previous to that, I cannot
say how long it had appeared in the toymarket. I was first induced to publish
it, at the earnest desire of my late friend Wm Phillips4, who was the first
person to whom I shewed it; & he undertook to get the subjects lithographed,
& to arrange the sale of it. It was, of course, soon pirated, & spurious copies
distributed. A large number was exported to India, but the Captain turned
out a rogue, deserted his cargo, & has never since been heard of – so much
for my first & last merchantile speculation. I however gained about £150 from
the sale in this country, which was expended for educational objects in my
family; so here then you have ‘a true and particular account of that wonderful
phenomenon termed the Thaumatrope’, as the showman would say. I may
add that I never put my name to it.

Yours very faithfully | J.A. Paris
The eighth Edition of Philosophy in Sport5 is now in the press.

1. John Ayrton Paris (1785–1856, ODNB). Physician. First biographer of Humphry Davy.
2. Dated on the basis that this letter gives the information requested by Plateau in letter 3174
which he had clearly received by the time he wrote letter 3180.
3. Paris incorrectly recollected the date of the publication of [Paris] (1827).
4. William Phillips (1775–1828, ODNB). Printer and geologist.
5. Paris (1857), dedicated to Faraday.

Letter 3177
Faraday to Thomas Andrews
12 August 1856
From the original in SM MS 350/36

Royal Institution | 12 Aug 1856
My dear Andrews,

Your note shocked me very much and my thoughts continually turn to
poor Regnault. Mr. Barnard and I were with him at Sevres for several hours
together on the previous Friday1 and saw all his apparatus there and how he
mounted himself up in his chair to read his manometer which I think 30 or
40 feet high. I cannot help supposing it was in some of these places he was
engaged when he fell & yet cannot call to mind any chimney like that you
speak of. When I read the account to Dr. Bence Jones he seemed to hope
that the case was not so bad as your note supposed: he thought that though
the concussion must have been very great yet that the symptoms were not
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desperate. I hope it is so and that by this time there is some degree of recovery.
I shall be very anxious until I know. Mr. Barnard will be passing through Paris
in a day or two perhaps he may bring me good accounts[·]

I reached home in safety the same day that I left Paris & with a strong
remembrance of all your kindness. It was time that I should return for I found
when I reached home that I wanted 2 or 3 days rest before I could get out of
the exhaustion into which I fell. Now I am quite well again[·]

With kindest regards to Mrs. Andrews2 & remembrances to all friends
I am My dear Andrews | Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. T. Andrews | &c &c &c | 54 Rue de Vaugirard | à Paris

1. That is 1 August 1856.
2. Jane Hardie Andrews, née Walker. Married Thomas Andrews in 1842. See his ODNB entry.

Letter 3178
Francesco Rossi1 and Giovanni Veladini2 to Faraday
12 August 1856
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 148
No 437

I.R. Istituto Lombardo di Scienze Lettere ed Arti,
Milano | 12 Agosto 1856

Chiarissmo Signore,
Nelle adunanze ordinarie die giorni 6 e 20 Dicembre 1855 il Corpo Aca-

demico desideroso di accrescere lustro all’I.R. Istituto coll’aggregare Persone
celebri per i loro lavori scientifici, deliberò di nominarla a proprio Socio
Corrispondente non residente in Lombardia.

In consequenza di ciò la scrivente Presidenza si pregia di trasmetterle
il Diploma relativo all’antidetta nomina pregandola che voglia prendere in
cura speciale gli interessi scientifici di quest I.R. Istituto.

Il Presidente | Rossi
Il Segretario | Prof Gio Veladini

Al Chiarissmo Sign. Professor Michele Faraday, | Membro della Società
Reale di Londra | Socio Corrispondente dell’I.R. Istituto Lombardo di
Scienze | Lettere ed Arti | Londra

TRANSLATION
No 437

The Imperial Royal Lombard Institute of Science,
Letters and Arts, Milan | 12 Aug 1856

Dearest Sir,
At the ordinary meetings of 6 and 20 December 1855, the Academic Body,

desirous of increase the prestige of the Imperial Royal Institute by adding to its
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number persons celebrated for their scientific work, has resolved to nominate
you herewith Corresponding Member, not resident in Lombardy.

In consequence of this, the current Presidency has the honour of sending
the Diploma relative to the foresaid nomination, asking that you would keep
in your particular care the scientific interests of this Imperial Royal Institute.

The President | Rossi
The Secretary | Prof Gio Veladini

To Dear Mr. Professor Michael Faraday, | Member of the Royal Society of
London, | Corresponding Member of the Imperial Royal Lombard Institute
of Science, | Letters and Arts | London

1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 3179
Sarah Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
13 August 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 G27

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 13 Aug 56
Very dear Friend,

Many thanks for your kind remembrance in writing to me, it seems we
narrowly escaped meeting, it would have been pleasant to have done so, but it
was better in some respects that you should have my room than my company.

I am happy to hear that I left a pleasant impressions among friends who
were so kind to me1, for I often have a misgiving after leaving, that I have
been tempted to speak too freely, forgetting myself & my own character &
how far it is from the meekness & gentleness enjoined in the scriptures but I
often have occasion to remark the forbearance of my friends & brethren & to
rejoice in it.

The weather is beautiful again[·] I seemed to leave it behind me when
I came south but I suppose from reports from Newcastle that there was a
change there as well as here. Mr. Faraday desires his love to you & says his
proposal still holds good to meet you at Old Buckenham2 for we feel that
expense must be considered & that I shall not be able therefore to accompany
him. I regret this the less as Mrs. Vincent is cheering them with her visit & my
sister Mrs. William Barnard3 is likely to spend a Sabbath4 there on her way
from Cromer for I do long to see them all & feel that I am so much improved
by our visit to the North that I should have enjoyed it much.

Will you thank Mary [Barnard] & Jane for their letters received yes-
terday – & with love to my Brother Sister5 and family believe me to
remain

Yours very affectionately | S. Faraday
Mr. Vincent
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1. That is the Sandemanian community in Newcastle which Vincent was visiting. DUA Acc
M/409/5/3, p. 142.
2. Faraday did visit Old Buckenham from 23 to 25 August 1856. DUA Acc M/409/5/3, p. 142–3.
3. Martha Barnard, née Lyon (d.1871, age 72, GRO). Widow of William Barnard. Cantor (1991),
299. Made confession of faith in Sandemanian Church, 8 March 1829.
4. She visited Old Buckenham from 30 August to 4 September 1856. DUA Acc M/409/5/3,
p. 143.
5. Elizabeth Reid née Barnard (1794–1870, GRO), who married the Newcastle silversmith David
Reid (1792–1868, Reid, C.L. (1914)) in 1815.

Letter 3180
Joseph Antione Ferdinand Plateau to Faraday
14 August 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Gand | 14 août 1856
Mon Cher Monsieur Faraday,

Je viens vous témoigner toute ma reconnaissance pour l’obligeance
extrême avec laquelle vous avez bien voulu m’envoyer les renseignements
relatifs au thaumatrope1; ils sont précis, et me suffisent complètement; il ne
me reste qu’à vous prier de nouveau de me pardonner l’embarras que je vous
ai causé.

J’ai cependant à me plaindre de vous: je vois, par votre lettre, que vous
avez été récemment à Paris; comment la bonne pensée ne vous est-elle pas
venue de retourner en Angleterre par la Belgique, et de me faire une visite
à Gand? J’aurais eu tant de plaisir à vous recevoir. Mais Hélas, quand les
savants se décident à pénétrer en Belgique, c’est à Bruxelles qu’ils vont, et il
est bien rare qu’ils passent par ici.

Veuillez accepter encore l’hommage d’une note que je viens de publier
sur les théories récentes de la constitution des veines liquids2, et dont j’ai
l’honneur de vous adresser par la poste, trois exemplaires ayant les mêmes
destinations que ceux de mon mémoire: Je vous ai engagé à ne pas lire ce
dernier; mais je désirerois beaucoup que vous voulussiez bien lire ma note;
elle n’est pas longue et cela vous prendra peu de temps. Vous vous rappelez
sans doute que, par vos bons offices, la première Série de mes recherches
sur les figures d’équilibre a été reproduite dans les Scientific Memoirs3 de M.
Taylor4, mais qu’il n’en a pas été de même de la deuxième Série5, quoique vous
ayez également bien voulu engager Mr. Taylor à la faire traduire. Il résulte de
là que mes premières expériences sont aujourd’hui bien connues dans votre
pays, tandis que celles de ma deuxième Série y sont probablement à peu-près
ignorées, et qu’ainsi, par exemple, les physiciens anglais en sont toujours aux
anciennes idées sur la théorie de la constitution des veines liquides; j’en ai
acquis la preuve en lisant, dans le philosophical magazine de 18546, le compte-
rendu d’une leçon de Mr. Tyndall, ayant en partie les veines liquides pour
objet et dans laquelle il n’a pas mentionné mes théories: or, si vous voulez
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bien prendre connaissance de ma note actuelle, Si, après l’avoir lue, vous êtes
convaincu, comme je l’espère, et si dans vos conversations avec les savants
l’occasion se présente de parler de ce sujet, vous pourrez me rendre un grand
service en contribuant efficacement à répandre mes idées et à dissiper ainsi
des erreurs accréditées.

Ne répondez pas à cette lettre, je vous ai déjà fait perdre assez de temps,
et je ne veux pas que vous en perdiez davantage à cause de moi.

Agréez, Mon Cher Monsieur Faraday, l’assurance de tous mes senti-
ments de respectueuse affection

Jh Plateau

P.S. J’apprends qu’il y a du mieux dans la situation de Mr. Regnault7, et
tous les savants s’en féliciteront comme moi; vous êtes du reste, sans doute,
au courant de son état.

TRANSLATION
Ghent | 14 Aug 1856

My Dear Mr. Faraday,
I come to show you all my gratitude for the extremely obliging way in

which you kindly sent me all the information regarding the thaumatrope1;
it is precise, and completely sufficient; it only remains for me to beg you once
again to forgive the trouble that I have caused you.

I have, however, a small complaint. I see, from your letter, that you were
lately in Paris; why did it not occur to you to return to England via Belgium,
and to visit me in Ghent? I would have had so much pleasure in receiving
you. But alas, when savants decide to come to Belgium, it is to Brussels that
they go, and it is rare for them to pass this way.

Please accept once more the homage of a note that I have just published
on recent theories on the constitution of liquid veins2, and of which I have the
honour of sending you three copies for the same destinations as my paper:
I advised you not to read the latter; but am most desirous that you kindly
read my note; it is not long and it will take you little time. You probably
remember that, by your good offices, the first Series of my research on the
figures of equilibrium was reproduced in theScientificMemoirs3 of Mr. Taylor4,
but that that was not the case with the second series5, although did try to
encourage Mr. Taylor to translate it. The result is that my first experiments
are today well known in your country, whilst those of my second Series are
probably almost unknown, and thus, for example, English physicists cling
to old ideas on the theory of the constitution of liquid veins; I had proof
of this while reading, in the Philosophical Magazine of 18546, the report of
Mr. Tyndall’s lecture which dealt partly with liquid veins and in which he
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did not mention my theories: now, if you would acquaint yourself with my
present note, [and] if, after having read it, you are convinced, as I hope, and if
in your conversations with other savants the opportunity should present itself
to speak on this subject, you would do me a great service by contributing most
effectively to disseminating my ideas and dissipating in this way recognised
mistakes.

Do not answer this letter, I have already wasted enough of your time,
and I do not want you to lose any more because of me.

Accept, My Dear Mr. Faraday, the assurance of all my sentiments of
respectful affection.

Jh Plateau

P.S. I hear that there is an improvement in Mr. Regnault’s situation7, and
all savants will be as pleased as I am about this; but you are, no doubt, well
informed of his state.

1. See letters 3174 and 3176.
2. Plateau (1856b).
3. Plateau (1844).
4. Richard Taylor (1781–1858, ODNB). Publisher and one of the editors of the Philosophical
Magazine.
5. Plateau misremembered here as it was published as Plateau (1852).
6. Tyndall (1854a), Friday Evening Discourse of 19 May 1854.
7. See letter 3177.

Letter 3181
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
19 August 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 D31

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 19 Aug 1856
My dear Bence Jones,

Thank you heartily for a sight of Cahours note1. I had heard just about
as much of Regnault2 & I suppose as the time increases so may our hopes.
I half incline to hope you are off nevertheless I send the note back at once as
you may want it. We are going to Hornsey next week: As the weather is, I am
glad it is not this week for I think town is best. But I trust you will have or
are having a prosperous journey and are away from under this cloud & rain.
Health & happiness be with you[·]

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. Auguste André Thomas Cahours (1813–1891, DSB). French chemist.
2. See letter 3177.
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Letter 3182
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
20 August 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 D32

Royal Institution | 20 Aug 1856
My dear friend,

I have delayed thus long that I might make as good a judgment as
possible about the probability of my meeting you at Old Buckingham [sic][·]
I think I can leave here on Friday by what train I cannot as yet say but hope
to find out the Green by tea time if I can – & I think I must return on the
Monday1, how far these views may be modified I can<not> say for I have my
[MS torn] & on next Wedn<esday> [MS torn] little house at <Hornsey>2 [MS
torn] <Jane>3 as you are aware is at Newcastle & therefore I am on extra duty.
All friends here are pretty well and I hope to find you with Mrs. Vincent & the
family as you would wish to be. Here things look out of order but all matters
are progressing4. You have the news as I hear so often that I cannot tell you
any thing – though I dare say when we come to talking there will be enough
to say[·]

Kindest remembrances to our friends from | Yours Ever Affectionately |
M. Faraday

Address: Mr. Vincent | care of Mr. W. Fisher | Old Buckenham | Attleboro |
Norfolk

1. Faraday visited Old Buckenham from Saturday 23 to Monday 25 August 1856. DUA Acc
M/409/5/3, pp. 142–3.
2. This reading is suggested by the reference to Hornsey in letter 3181.
3. This reading is suggested on the grounds that Jane Barnard was in Newcastle at this time, see
letter 3179.
4. This refers to various repairs to the building of the Royal Institution. See letter 3183.

Letter 3183
Faraday to John Barlow
20 August 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 D24

Royal Institution | 20 Aug 1856
My dear Barlow,

I have just received your kind remembrance and intend if I can to catch
you whilst you remain at Heidelberg by this letter. I hardly knew whereabout
you were & so was delighted with your letter as all was fresh to me[·] We
both hope that Mrs. Barlow and yourself for you wanted it have enjoyed &
benefited by your journey thus far. By the bye are you on your way to Vienna
to the Congress of Scientific Men there?1 Tyndall set off some days ago for
the Glaciers & Vienna & Dr. Bence Jones started this morning intending also
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to reach the Austrian Capital. As you are at Heidelberg give my kindest
remembrances to Professor Bunsen[·] I have sent him a paper now & then
though I had not the pleasure of his acquaintance but the Chevallier Bunsen2

& I used often to talk of him and if you come across the former I hope you
will convey the expression of my respect & remembrance to him. He has that
of all men here.

There is a philosopher in Bunsens laboratory Matthiessen3 who sent us
some specimens of Lithium Calcium &c I dare say you remember them – will
you make kindest remembrances to him from me – I hope he goes on working –
I cannot doubt it under such a master having himself such a mind. It is very
pleasant to hear of Plucker & the rest you speak of. I was in Paris for 7 days
going out of it to Fontainbleau from Saturday to Monday[·] I saw so many
kind friends there that I cannot remember them[·] Dr. Andrews was there &
we had the rare luck of seeing the Catacombs with a Prince Gortschakoff4 –
there was not much in them except associations & a fine large stock of phos-
phate of lime in the form of 3,000,000 skulls skeletons &c[·] A more interesting
thing was the sight of an Aluminium operation in a reverberatory furnace –
the Sodium & the Chloride of Aluminium &c which was used in the one
operation being enough to fill more than a couple of Buckets – when the slag
& the Aluminium was drawn off the latter appeared in portions among the
formed [sic] like round flattened globules 2 inches in diameter. They were
also preparing Sodium three retorts were sending forth their streams at once.

Dumas was very well and very kind so was also Biot Regnault Despretz,
Le Verrier5 & all[·] Poor Regnault have you heard of his accident – I was with
him for 3 or 4 hours at Sevres & also at the Academy. Two days after he
fell a height of not more than 9 feet – alighted on his feet but with such a
concussion on the brain that when found he knew nobody & could see nothing
he remained insensible for a long while & was despaired of[·] However time
has gone on & he is a little better & though far from being out of danger there
is more hope of him than there was at first.

My wife is pretty well. Jane is at Newcastle. We go to a little house
at Hornsey next Wednesday6. All the repairs7 & other matters go on well &
steadily. The weather which had been very hot whilst I was in Paris is now
rainy and we have even had heavy floods in the midland counties[·] Good
bye to you both for the present may you come back to us strong & rejoicing.

Ever Affectionately Yours | M. Faraday

1. That is the Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher.
2. Christian Karl Josias Bunsen (1791–1860, ODNB). Prussian ambassador in London,
1841–1854.
3. Augustus Matthiessen (1831–1870, ODNB). Studied chemistry at Heidelberg and Royal
College of Chemistry.
4. Alexander Mikhailovich, Prince Gorchakov (1798–1883, EB). Russian statesman, who was
attending the Paris peace conference.
5. Urbain Jean Joseph Leverrier (1811–1877, DSB). Director of the Paris Observatory, 1854–1870.
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6. That is 27 August 1856.
7. See RI MM, 7 July 1856, 11: 157.

Letter 3184
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
26 August 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 D33

Royal Institution | 26 Aug 1856
My dear friend,

Though I had the longer journey1 I am afraid you had the worst of
it – for the rain came on[·] I hope you & Mr. Fisher have not caught cold
through your kindness to me. I reached home at the expected time & found
my wife pretty well but lonely & wanting me[·] I was very glad to get home
to her though sorry to see so little of our friends with you. Pray express
my kindest thanks for their hospitality & affection when the occasion serves.
This morning we have letters from Mrs. William Barnard2 – she still holds her
intention of being with her children at Old Buckingham [sic] next Sabbath3[·]
I dare say you will hear from her but cannot say from her letters what her time
will be[·]

You will be much grieved to hear of a very sudden death at Newcas-
tle of one whom I have no doubt you met Mr. William Reid4 – he with his
brother Mr. Sandeman Reid5 & also Mr. Christian Reid6 were at the Whalley
Sands beyond Cullercoats & he went into the sea to Bathe he got out of his
depth & was lost the others seeing it[·] Neither of them could swim & though
Mr. Christian ran in up to his shoulders he could not reach him[·] His body
was not found until 2 hours after7. This is another sad remembrance to add
to that which you have already of the dangers of the coast there to bathers. It
has a great & sudden gloom over many houses at Newcastle.

With my wifes love & remembrance to You & Mrs. Vincent.
I am My dear friend | Yours Very Truly | M. Faraday

Mr. Vincent

Address: Mr. Vincent | care of Mr. W. Fisher | Old Buckenham Green |
Attleboro | Norfolk

1. From Old Buckenham which he had visited from Saturday 23 to Monday 25 August 1856.
DUA Acc M/409/5/3, pp. 142–3.
2. Martha Barnard, née Lyon (d.1871, age 72, GRO). Widow of William Barnard. Cantor (1991),
299. Made confession of faith in Sandemanian Church, 8 March 1829.
3. That is 31 August 1856. She visited Old Buckenham from 30 August to 4 September 1856.
DUA Acc M/409/5/3, p. 143.
4. William Reid (1825–1856, Reid, C.L. (1914)). Bookkeeper to the Reid silversmith business. He
drowned on 24 August 1856.
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5. Patrick Sandeman Reid (1819–1897, Reid, C.L. (1914)). Civil and mining engineer, TNA
RG12/1049, f. 84, p. 16.
6. Christian John Reid (1816–1891, Reid, C.L. (1914)). Newcastle silversmith.
7. For an account of the accident see Newcastle Guardian, 30 August 1856, p. 5, col. e.

Letter 3185
John Tyndall to Faraday
27 and 28 August 1856
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4052–9

27 Aug 1856
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I have bidden Huxley goodbye and watched him descending the slopes
of the Furca till his gray coat was lost amongst the gray rocks. I am now all
alone in a snug little pen, which may perhaps be justly degnified by the name
of bedroom; and my thoughts find refuge in writing to you. I left London
on the 12th, and had pleasant intelligent companions to Dieppe. I was not
sick in the passage, but came in sight at least of sickness. I reached Paris a
little after midnight, had my luggage examined, the act being facilitated by
promptness and civility on my part towards the officials. Took a voiture, and
while I rumbled through the forsaken streets amused myself by watching the
meteors vaulting through the sky. Had three hours bed, but no sleep at the
hotel de Strasbourg, and next morning at 6 o clock was on the road again. Part
of the way an intelligent Parisian was my companion, and from him I learned
that Regnault was better, but that great anxiety was still felt regarding him.
Since then I have heard nothing regarding Regnault. Put up at the Maison
Rouge in Strasbourg. I dreamt that I was in a besieged fortress, with the
cannon rattling about my ears. As my consciousness became clarified I found
I had transformed the knocking of the “boots” into the explosion of cannon.
The man had already become irascible on account of my want of attention.
this was at half past 3 o clock in the morning and a little after 4 I started for
Basle, hoping almost against hope to catch Huxley and Hooker there. I arrived
just in time to see Huxley in a corner of the diligence, to apprize him, by a
thump on the shoulder of my arrival, to take my seat in an extra omnibus
and set off to the railway station. At Berne we were joined by Dr. Hooker and
a party, and then we went on to Thun. From Thun by steamer to Interlaken,
the weather being magnificent. On the day of our arrival, we took donkeys,
one for the luggage, and the other to carry Mrs. Huxley1, and reached the
Jungfrau hotel upon the Wengern Alp. Here we spent the night and next day
we examined a glacier formed by the avelanches which thunder down the
sides of the Jungfrau. We derived much instruction regarding both glaciers
and avelanches. Though many prophets of evil told us we should have bad
weather we ventured forward to Grindelwald, and as far as the weather is
conserned nothing could be more glorious[·] Drifting cloud masses smote the
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sides of the Jungfrau. Along the slopes of the Alp the black pine crowded
sometimes into forests, and again dispersed in clusters, was interleaved with
patches of the most lively green; the sun poured his glory over all. Right
before us a rainbow planted one end of its curve in the valley and leaning
over the mountain summits to the right, seemed to clasp the savage crags of
the Wetterhorn in its embrace. We reached Grindelwald just in time to secure
bedrooms at the Bear Hotel.

Next day we engaged a guide and ascended the slope which bounds the
glacier. It was most beautiful, and most instructive; the snowy minarets shin-
ing in the sun and relieved against the black slope of the opposite mountain,
were undescribably beautiful. But there was a scientific pleasure superadded.
We examined the conformation of the glacier, the nature and direction of
the fissions, the varying inclinations of the surface, and after a little time a
mechanical problem of great beauty revealed itself. The structure and mod-
ifications of the entire mass were such as might be predicted a priori from
mechanical laws. A certain relationship was thus established between our
own minds and the mass before us, which rendered our subsequent journey
upon it pleasanter. I will not bother you with this further now, as I hope to
be able to make a Friday evening out of the subject2. We ascended to what is
called the Eis mer “mer de glace” in some places the breaking up of the mass
into chasms, rendered our progress difficult and not quite without danger. In
one place we had to cross an edge 10 inches wide, with a chasm 60 feet deep
yawning at each side of us: but our progress since has caused us to think
little of this. In some places deep shafts are formed into which the surface
water of the glacier tumble with the noise of thunder. One of these shafts we
found by letting a stone fall to be at least 400 feet deep. High above us on the
mountain slope was a flat mass of brown crag, surmounted by a crown of ice
cliff. Summer or winter on this rock no snow rests; and it is thence called the
Heisseplatte. (the hot slab). Down this while we were on the glacier at least
a dozen avalanches darted downwards: no wonder that the noise of these
equal the sound of thunder. They are composed in part of solid blocks of ice:
one of these blocks which we measured, and which was cast to a distance
of 1000 yards weighed at least 5 tons. We derived great instruction from this
day’s journey, and I trust we shall be able to put certain glacial phenomena
in an entirely new point of view.

Next day Mrs. Huxley was ill, and Huxley had to return with her to
Interlaken. I was joined by Hooker and we again ascended the glacier together.
We followed one great tributary of the Grindelwald glacier as far as our guide
(a powerful dark looking Swiss) dared to take us. When further progress
on the ice was impossible we ascended the steep slope of a mountain side
to a height sufficient to give us a view of the entire glacier. The dirt bands
of Prof Forbes3 were here strikingly manifest; but it did not appear quite
so manifest that he had solved them. I will reserve all further expression of
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opinion until my thoughts are riper on the subject. While on the mountain the
rain came down in torrents, and we returned to Grindelwald well drenched.
I went to bed until my trousers (for I had not a second pair) were dried.

Next morning I left Grindelwald, and had a glorious excursion over the
Sheideck to Meyringen, on the following day I walked to the Grimsel, and
saw the Handeck falls to great perfection. The Aar had a bountiful supply of
water; and the Aerlen, a river which darts down a precipice to the left, was
also well supplied. The Aar plunges into a chasm 200 feet deep. The smaller
river first falls upon a rock ledge and rebounding from this darts at the Aar,
and both plunge together like a pair of fighting demons to the bottom of the
gorge[·] The spray produced a vivid rainbow; which was beated about hither
and thither, as the water smoke shifted its position.

A day has flown by since the last word was written, and I have left
12 hours of hard walking, during seven of which I carried my heavy pack,
behind me, I am now in a little town in the Canton of Graubünden, sur-
rounded by Roman catholics. As I write the bells of a large abbey are
summoning the Benedictine monks to their duties; but I must quit the present
and recur the past. I reached the Grimsel and found Huxley there before me.
His wife became better, and he came straight from Interlaken to Meyringen,
and thence to the Grimsel. I had read previous to leaving London that a cer-
tain M. Dollfus4 of Mielhausen5 had built a hut by the side of the glacier of
the Aar, for the purpose of making observations upon the motion of the mass.
All furniture had been removed from the hut, but there was still a litter of old
hay there, and this Huxley and I proposed to make our bed, and thus enable
ourselves to go to the very summit of the glacier, which would be impossible
in one day from the Grimsel. We had some blankets packed together; a couple
of stout fellows carried up some food and firewood, and on the evening of
the 22nd, after a hard day’s work, during which I visited the mass of rock,
which in former years sheltered Agassiz, we returned to our hut. After cold
mutton, sour bread and a glass of beer we betook ourselves to our hay and
spent the night, if not comfortably, at least philosophically. Next morning
at day dawn we found the snow falling heavily. We waited until noon, and
finding it still persistant, and deriving no comfort from the predictions of our
guide, we resolved to return – Made on our way as many observations as the
fresh fallen snow permitted us to make. As we descended the snow flakes
became smaller and finally merged into a heavy rain which drenched both of
us. Notwithstanding this defeat we found our visit to the glacier extremely
instructive, the structure of the ice, the formation of the moraines, the great
blocks of white granite which came slowly sailing down the glacier – all were
objects of the highest interest. To form the lower glacier two others combine,
and their confluence reminds me strikingly of the union of two rivers. Indeed
the idea of viscosity, or plasticity, or semi fluidity, is that which must first
suggest itself to any reflective mind. Forbes’ comparison with an overturned
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pail of mortar is in many cases admirable6; but whether the comparison will
stand philosophic analysis is quite another question. I believe myself that
your old experiments will help us greatly here7.

Next morning we paid our bill in good time at the Grimsel and sallied
forth towards the glacier of the Rhone. I sought for a cloud in heaven as we
started, but could not find one. Clouds and vapours had all swept themselves
away during the preceding night, and we had the unspotted firmament above
us. Two hours brought us to a point from which we had a capital view of the
lower portion of the glacier of the Rhone. Our view upwards was bounded
by ice cliffs, and beyond these it was our purpose to penetrate towards the
origin of the glacier. Having procured some food at the Auberge and a bottle
of wine we set out, conducted by our athletic guide. Having examined the
lower portion of the glacier, and observed some remarkable and beautiful
phenomena, we crossed, and ascending a mountain at the opposite side, we
came right over the upper portion of the glacier: Here on the crags we had
our frugal dinner, in a manner which made the pomp of emperors poor.
A scene of indescribable magnificence opened before us. Right in front was
the mighty mass of the Finister Aar horn, further towards the horison was
the grand peak of the Weisshorn, more to the left we had the snowy summits
of Monte Rosa by the side of which the cone of the Matterhorn (Mont Cervin)
rose like a black savage tattooed with streaks of snow, Still further to the left
the chain of the Furca, with shoulders of snow as smooth as chiselled carrara
marble, completed the picture; and over all this the glorious sun poured his
undimmed radiance. It was a scene calculated to stir the heart of man, and
to carve for itself an everlasting resting place in his memory. We went upon
the glacier and tramped for hours upwards over the newly fallen snow. We
learned much, and our bump of caution was in perpetual action, for the
crevasses were terrific. As we ascended, the blue of the sky became deeper:
and at the highest point there was something awful in the blueblackness it
assumed. Once the sun got above a thin vail of frosen particles, and we had
a splendid ring like a circular rainbow round him. The vail gradually melted
away to the westward, and we had simply the eastern semicircle: by degrees
this also melted away and the circle wholly disappeared. As we returned the
shadow of the Finster Aar horn caused the vapours to curdle up, and to flow
with great velocity into the valley of the Rhone. Here however the sun still
shone, and the vapours were licked up as fast as they came: hence though
the supply from behind was incessant, the cloud river made no progress.
Huxley accompanied me to the Furca, at the summit of which stands a little
inn. The valley was full of vapours when we arrived, and standing on a
mountain ridge, with the sun behind us each of us suddenly observed his
head surrounded by a coloured halo, and his shadow projected on the vapour
mass in front. We raised our hands, the gigantic specture before us did the
same, and imitated all our other actions – we had in fact “the spirit of the
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Brocken” in all its splendour. We closed this day of wonders over a chop and
a bottle of wine in the Furca Hotel, whence I descended to see Huxley on his
way to the Rhone Auberge. The marmots were piping on the rocks as we bade
each other good bye, and I was soon on my way back to my lonely lodging.

One’s pleasure is sometimes marred by the cupidity of the Swiss guides:
but on this I will not dwell at present, I bought a salad spoon and fork at
Grindelwald for Mrs. Faraday but cannot undertake to deliver it to her safely.
To her and to Miss Barnard pray present my kind remembrances. I am now
at Feldkirch having just crossed the Austrian frontier. Tomorrow morning at
4 o clock. I start for Landeck. Mean while I will post this. Would you have the
kindness to say to Anderson that I received my letters safely at Chur. Would
you add to this kindness by handing him the enclosed letters and asking
him to have them prepaid and posted to the gentlemen to whom they are
addressed? Two of them require envelopes and postage stamps, I had nearly
forgotten an important point. Knowing that Mr. Addams8 formerly possessed
some acoustic apparatus and thinking that he might be willing to dispose of
it cheaply, I called upon him previous to leaving London but he was absent.
I wrote to him but his people did not forward my letter. Last night at Chur
I had a note from him saying that he had not disposed of his ap[p]aratus.
Would it not be worth while to see it, and ascertain whether it, or part of it
could not on account of being second hand be more cheaply purchased than
new instruments at Paris. I should be greatly obliged by your advice upon
this point. If you would write to me PosteRestante Vienna, I should know how
to act there and in Paris on my return. I shall not reach Vienna until the 16th of
September. I would thank you to ask Anderson to direct my letters there up to
the 15th of September. The meeting9 will continue 6 days and that will afford
sufficient time for all letters posted in London up to the 15th to reach me. And
now I must beg of you to excuse all the trouble which I so impudently lay
upon your shoulders, to wish you patience through this tedious ill written
letter and to believe me

ever most faithfully Yours | John Tyndall

1. Henrietta Anne Huxley, née Heathorn (1825–1914, ODNB under T.H. Huxley). Married T.H.
Huxley in 1855.
2. Tyndall (1857), Friday Evening Discourse of 23 January 1857.
3. Forbes (1842), 348–52.
4. Daniel Dollfus (1797–1870, DHBS). Geologist who worked on glaciers.
5. That is Mulhouse.
6. See Forbes (1843), 378–82.
7. SeeAthenaeum, 15 June 1850, pp. 640–1 for an account of Faraday’s Friday Evening Discourse
of 7 June 1850, ‘Certain Conditions of Freezing Water’.
8. Robert Addams (d.1875, age 85, GRO). Scientific instrument maker and lecturer.
9. Of the Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher.
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Letter 3186
John Tyndall to Faraday
11 September 1856
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4060–6

Innsbruck | 11 Sep 1856
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I believe my last letter1 was posted to you at Feldkirch. Yesterday
I reached this place and had one letter from the post office. It was from Magnus,
dated August 17th, and had reference to a plan of a journey into which I had
already plunged. He wanted to arrange matters so that we might meet some-
where but this will now be impossible. On crossing the frontier I was happy to
find better people and better German. From Feldkirch I proceeded to Landeck:
the first instance of the piety of the Tyrolese struck me here, on passing the
kitchen of the hotel I heard a confused murmur of voices and looking in saw
the whole household upon their knees praying aloud before going to bed.
From a conversation with some guests I learned that the nearest glaciers were
in Kaimserthal and up this valley I wandered next day. In the valley is a place
of pilgrimage called Kaltebrunnen which is much resorted to by the devout.
Near the chapel is a figure of Christ with a tube in his side from which is
projected a stream of limpid water. The walls of the chapel are covered with
offerings to the virgin, for here it is said she loves especially to dwell, and to
shower her benifits upon her adorers. Tablets containing rude drawings of
men and women in all possible positions of peril are hung along the walls;
some half crushed under fallen rocks, others falling into rivers, women with
carts overturned tumbling down precipices; most however were of men on
mountain slopes lying under fallen pine trees. At the bottom of these tablets
it was sometimes coolly stated that the person represented was saved by the
manifest and immediate interposition of the Mother of God at Kaltebrun-
nen. I like the piety of the people, but cannot say that this form of it pleased
me. Onward to the highest inhabited part of the valley and here I engaged a
chamois hunter to be my guide on the glaciers for two days. About 10 miles
higher up was the Gebatsch Alp to which the dwellers in the lower part of the
valley send their herds in summer; and in a cowhouse on the Alp I proposed
to take up my nights quarters, There were two huts, one of which was occu-
pied by 4 herds, who milked the cows and made cheese and butter. A fine
tall fellow with a wild countenance, his stockings, without feet, being drawn
upon his legs, leaving a black zone of dirty skin between the upper rim of his
stockings and the lower extremity of his breeches, asked me what he could
cook for me. I asked for some milk and attacked the fare of the place, viz
brown bread a month old, with the relish of hunger. The milk was rich and
sweet, and I fared sumptuously. Went with my guide upon the glacier after-
wards and remained upon it for several hours. The mass of ice was all in gray
shadow, and a fringe of dying sunshine lay all along the opposite mountain
summits as we finished our day’s work. On coming again to the chalet, my
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cook asked me what I wished to eat: my reply was “boiled eggs”. The four
herds were there, all brownly sunburnt, the brown deepening into black with
beard and dirt. The grouping of these men round the pine fire, which gave us
our only light, was sometimes extremely picturesque. All of them smoked,
and now and then one of them took a blazing torch from the fire to light his
pipe, therby casting a ruddy glare upon his wild face. A quantity of flour
was placed in a wooden dish; milk was gradually added and the mass stirred
up, all being done by the gleam of the pine logs. A saucepan was taken and
some eggs were broken into it, sometimes the yolk clung to the shell and on
such occasions the cook, who was the chief of the establishment, scooped out
the contents with his finger, shaking dexterously the portions which attached
themselves to the latter into the general mass. I had seen his fingers before
and only dreaded that through a misunderstanding of my request the eggs
were intended for me. A small broom of stiff twigs was taken from two pegs
which supported it, and with this the eggs were pricked and whipped into a
liquid, which, to my unspeakable satisfaction, was poured into the wooden
dish already referred to. Meanwhile my eggs were selected and boiled – two
of them were rotten – I could not help admiring at times the fine straight
figure of the cook as he stood erect in the firelight and talked in the inter-
vals of his vocation with those around him. The fire was made on a platform
of stone elevated three feet above the floor, there was no chimney but the
smoke found ample egress through the fissions in the sides and roof. At one
end of the chalet was a hook which turned a small wheel, which imparted
an up and down motion to a churn dash, which in its turn again made the
butter. The beams and rafters were covered cheeses drying in the warm wood
smoke. The men had their supper and were the images of tranquil content
afterwards. They all gathered round the fire, lighted their pipes and talked,
with the gravity of philosophers, about those things which concerned them.
Finding my interest alive as to his manner of making cheese the cook took
me into his stores and explained the process to me. In one room were three
gigantic masses of butter, and I amused my instructor very much by calling
them butter glaciers[·]

As I have said there was a cowhouse near the chalet and above the
ground floor a kind of cockloft was supported by pillars of pine, on the loft hay
was strewn, and we reached it from the outside by means of a broken ladder.
My guide shook up the hay and broke its nodules, piling up an eminence for
my head. I lay down in my clothes with my scotch plaid as a blanket: my valet
said I should find my feet cold before the morning, and to prevent this piled
hay upon me up to the hips. He suggested the propriety of continuing the
process till my headwas covered, but this I declined. Before morning however
the biting coldness of the air which, sometimes blew in upon us proved that
there was some wisdom in the suggestion[·] Having set me right my chamois
hunter prepared a place for himself, and soon his heavy breathing told me
that he was in a state of blessedness that I could only envy. During the long
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hours of the night I found a melancholy amusement in watching the keen
gleaming stars travelling across the apertures in the roof above me. Once as
I opened my eye the Pleiades were there, twinkling in beauty: I strove to admire
them, but an hour’s sleep would have been worth a score of constellations.
Sometimes I did approach a doze, which, when on the verge of deepening into
slumber, was rudely broken by the clamour of an unamiable group of pigs
which occupied the ground floor of our dwelling. The commotion of these
animals usually commenced by a small grunt; this, like the first rattle of a
pebble which announces the incipient motions of an avalanche, ascended to
a grumble, and broke out at length in vociferous and angry expostulation.
Rose at 5 o clock greatly unrefreshed by my night’s attempt at sleeping, still
strong enough to bear the fatigues of the coming day.

Spent five hours upon the glaciers of Gebatsch and learned a good deal:
saw some marmots scampering over the rocks: returned to our hut, fortified
ourselves, as far as it was possible to do with bread and milk, and faced the
mountain, the summit of which we had to cross to reach Launtaufers Thal.
After a rough ascent through the mossy pine clad Alp we came to the bare
rocks. The weather has made havoc with the mountains broken them up into
ruinous masses and showered them down the slopes. Among these we picked
our way. Reached the end of a steep glacier whose surface was coated with
sloppy snow; had this been frozen it would have been impossible to ascend.
Once indeed I found my footing insecure and knowing by experience that if
I fell so as to sit upon the ice I should be shot like an avalanche to the bottom,
I took hold of the hand of my guide, to check this motion in case I slipped.
He was a fearless man, far more reckless than the Swiss guides and not at
all accustomed to act the cautious part of such. Whenever I made a proposal
regarding the attainment of a perilous point, the word “impossible”, which
I often heard in Switzerland, appeared not to be in his vocabulary. “I dont
know” was his usual reply “it will certainly be dangerous but we can try it”.
Near the summit of the slope up which we now toiled was an islet of stones
and debris upon the glacier. Here we sat down to rest; right in front of us, and
far above all vegetable life, surrounded only by bare sharp crags and dazzling
snow, stood a beautiful chamois watching all our motions. The association of
animal life and beauty with dead savagery around was exceedingly striking.
Onward again for a time over a gentle ascent, till we reached the base of an
ice slope steeper than any we had yet encountered. The chamois hunter faced
it with confidence, though I should have regarded the ascent as impossible.
I plodded after him through the snow slush fitting my feet into the tracks
which he left behind him, almost afraid to look upwards or downwards. After
a desperate struggle, which was felt as much by my guide as by myself, we
reached the narrow row of crags which formed the summit and looked into
the world of mountains beyond. The keen breeze here smote us but it put new
vigour in our muscles and by jumping springing and sliding we descended
through the mass of debris which here forms the mountain side. We reached
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the glacial ice once more. The mass had melted away from the mountain side
which rose perpendicular to our right; and to our left an ice wall rose to a
height of 50 or 60 feet[·] Through the gorge these formed we walked. From
what I had seen of other glaciers I inferred that the mass on which we trod
merely formed the roof of a cavern underneath; and I soon found that this
conjection was right; for on turning an angle of rock my guide muttered with
an expression of surprise and concern upon his countenace – “I did not expect
this.” The ice had wholly melted in one place thus revealing a green tarn of
unknown depth between the ice and mountain side. My guide inspected the
place and desiring me to stand still, crept like one of his own marmots along
the ice slope above the tarn. I endeavoured to round it by clambering over the
rocks, but my guide warned me back. Returning to me he said “we must try
it together” “good” I replied “only do you take hold of this” handing him my
plaid. Thus prepared for the cold plunge bath I expected I took his hand, and
his glacier stick. Striking the latter into the ice I disposed of a portion of my
weight and following cautiously reached the land safely[·] The sketch2 will
give you some idea of the gorge in section we first walked along the roof a until
we reached a place where the ice from a to b had melted away, and the cavern
c was exposed. We had to edge our way along the slope above a and this,
contrary to my expectations, we accomplished in safety. I met Frankland next
day. He is now beside me and desires his kind remembrances. I think I must
tell you the rest of my adventures by word of mouth. Kind remembrances to
Mrs. Faraday and Miss Barnard. good bye –

As ever Yours | John Tyndall

1. Letter 3185.
2. Not in typescript.

Letter 3187
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
12 September 1856
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/24, p. 4607

12 Sep 1856
8145

11th August1, stating the results of your experiments with Mr. Gordon’s
Reflector; and to give you the thanks of their Lordships for the trouble you
have taken; and for the valuable Report you have made[·]

I have the honor to be | Sir, Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | Royal Institution

1. Not found, but evidently Faraday’s response to letter 3165.
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Letter 3188
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
13 September 1856
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/24, p. 4624

13 Sep 1856
6920

With reference to your Report dated 26th May last1, upon
Dr. Normandy’s Patent Marine Aerated Fresh Water Apparatus2, I am
directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade to trans-
mit to you the accompanying Copy of a Letter from Mr. Alexander Gordon,
Civil Engineer, on the subject of this Invention, and of another Apparatus for
distilling Sea Water by means of the Sun’s rays through the Agency of a Brass
Reflector or “Thermheliostat”.

My Lords desire me to express their hope that you will be able to favor
them with you opinion as to the reflective merits of these two Inventions,
more especially with reference to their Applicability to Lighthouses.

Any further information on the subject of Mr. Gordon’s Apparatus shall
be procured and forwarded, if desired[·]

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
M. Faraday Esqre. F.R.S. | &c &c &c | 21 Albemarle Street

1. Not found, but evidently Faraday’s response to letter 3146.
2. See letter 3136.

Letter 3189
Faraday to John Tyndall
15 September 1856
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4141

Hornsey | 15 Sep 1856
My dear Tyndall,

It is too bad of me to think of putting you off with a short letter, and yet
I think I must do so, to save the post, for the 15th has come most unawares on
me1. Being here in the country for my wife’s benefit, the dates are beguiled
away from me. Your letter was most welcome, and many have enjoyed it.
I return you our most sincere thanks for the great favour. On our part we
have no events to describe; we are rusticating. I try to experiment and write,
but I forget so fast that I have the pleasure of doing both over two or three
times. Never mind. A time for all things2.

I called and saw Mr. Addams3 the other day. I found him disinclined
to separate his acoustical apparatus one part from another. He has told you,
I believe, that the price of the whole would be £80. I have not seen them, and
indeed if I had, I could not have formed any judgment, for I do not know
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the present state of acoustical apparatus and should be unable to make any
comparison with that which exists elsewhere, or in the collection of [blank in
TS.]4 He said he would send me a bit of them, but I have not received it.

I suppose before you receive this you will meet with Dr. Bence Jones. If
so, do not let him forget me. Very kindest thoughts to both him and you from
all of us here. My wife is really better for the country, and we have had very
fine weather. As to the house in Albemarle St., Anderson is well, Mr. Vincent
is well, Miss Savage5 is somewhere in France, and has sent a letter, but no
address. I do not know whether you expect to meet with any of our German
friends at Vienna6. Schrotter7 remember me to, and the others if you see them.
I think you told me something about Magnus and the transparency of gold
[blank in TS]8. If so, tell him it works on pretty well – very curiously in my
mind – but as yet with no broad distinct result which will strike scientific
men, though I hope it may help the working of some.

Your account of your wanderings in the Oberland and also by Strasburg
Bale, &c &c &c was most delightful to us, having been over the same ground.
We also were stopped at the Grimsel glacier, by illness9. We had agreed to
meet Agassiz, and could not go up to him, and so it goes in intentions and
acts: not always well accordant, but let us hope well[·]

I must not [sic] stop | Ever, dear Tyndall | Yours very truly |
M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Tyndall | Post Restante | Vienna | Austria

1. The latest date, given by Tyndall in letter 3185, by which letters posted to him would reach
him in Vienna.
2. William Shakespeare, The Comedy of Errors, II, 2, 65.
3. Robert Addams (d.1875, age 85, GRO). Scientific instrument maker and lecturer.
4. A pencil annotation in the margin here says ‘lecturers?’.
5. Sarah Savage (d.1865, age 57, GRO). Housekeeper of the Royal Institution, 1835–1865. (RI
MM, 19 July 1835, 8: 363–4 and 6 March 1865, 12: 97).
6. At the meeting of the Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher.
7. Anton Schrötter (1802–1875, ADB). Secretary of the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Vienna
from 1850.
8. A pencil annotation in the margin here says ‘paint?’.
9. In August 1841. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 156.

Letter 3190
Justus Liebig to Faraday
17 September 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Munich | 17 Sep 1856
My dear Faraday,

It is so long ago that I received your kind letter of the 1 Mai1 that I am
quite ashamed to answer it2. I always thought that I could communicate to
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you some news of interest, but I was unfortunate enough to have nothing
worthy of Faraday! I occupied myself in the last 5 months with agriculture
and what is worse with a controversy in agriculture of the most absurd kind.
The truth of certain natural laws which some have done me the unmerited
honour to call my theory, has been attacked by so called practical men and
the questions involved in this controversy seemed to me of such importance
for the material progress of nations and for the welfare and prosperity of
millions that I determined to enter the lists in defense of them. If you take the
trouble to read my paper in the Journal of the Roy. agric. Society No xxxvii
Vol xvii Pt. 13, you will understand all what I have to say. My dear friend, my
disappointment is very great of being obliged to defend things so simple! By
that controversy I have lost all my confidence of the possibility of improving
agriculture by teaching scientific principles. What I taught during 15 years
has had no effect whatever, it has taken no root. What a singular being is the
mind of man! The walking tables, mesmerism and similar nonsense attracts
the attention of thousands and the most simple and important truths find their
enemy’s and opponents and always successfull in opposing them! There was
not in England and not in Germany a single man who did take the trouble
to signalise the open errors, mistakes and misrepresentations of Mr. Lawes
and Gilbert4 about my views!5 the unknown force acting in the moving tables
found hundreds of zealous defensors! I can not find the key for that! You are in
this respect in a much better situation; no person believes in your department
to understand the questions better than yourself but there is no ignorant
medical man or no farmer who does not believe to understand medical or
agricultural questions better than the natural philosopher who has thoroughly
investigated them! I am dominated by the desire to establish a school of
practical farming for the education of teachers of practical Agriculture. It
seems to me that there is no other way of showing the application of Scientific
principles. It must be done in a large Scale and I am confident to Succeed.
I think I could do for Agriculture what I have done 30 years ago for the
practical education of experimental chemists. All my friends tell me that it is
a folly to give up the most brilliant position which a man of Science has ever
held, but I am tired of lecturing; there are so many others which would do it
quite as well; I am sick of my Schoolmastership and all my happiness depends
to get rid of it. I have to regret that my friends in England hastened 3 years ago
to[o] much to give me in that testimonial a signe of acknowledgment6. If this
matter would have been brought before Parliament by the Duke of Argyll7 –
perhaps the english nation would have voted for me a pension which might
have given me full liberty to resign my professorship. By this supply I should
be in position to spend 3–4 months in Scotland or England and to devote all
my powers to agricultural questions. The royal agric. Society has to dispose
of large sums annually and a great deal of good could be done by it. But all
that is to[o] late!
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Mr. Barnard tells me that he is returning next month to England and to
remain there; I am sorry that he is leaving us. We like him all very much; he is
such a good natured, honest young man, openhearted and true! he devoted
every minute of the day to his studies and I am glad to hear him say that the
Stay at Munich was really useful to him. I wish very much that he might direct
his attention to introduce in England the Painting with soluble Glas, of which
Mr. Barlow has given an interesting lecture8. Mr. Barnard has all the facility
of learning the little secrets of our celebrated Kaulbach9 to which I introduced
him and I think it would give him a start in London. It is something new and
most analogous to his painting in water colours or aquarell.

My wife10 begs to unite with me in kind regards to Mrs. Faraday and
your nieces. It is my warmest wish to see you and your Lady in Munich and
to show you our beautiful mountains. You could repose yourself and enjoy
the most solitary life.

Believe me dear Faraday | yours very truly | Justus Liebig

1. Letter 3134.
2. Clearly Liebig had forgotten that he had already replied in letter 3170.
3. Liebig (1856).
4. Joseph Henry Gilbert (1817–1901, ODNB). Experimentalist at Rothampstead agricultural
station.
5. Lawes and Gilbert (1856). On this see Brock (1997), 173–6.
6. On this see Brock (1997), 142–3.
7. George Douglas Campbell, 8th Duke of Argyll (1823–1900, ODNB). Postmaster General,
1855–1858.
8. Barlow (1854), Friday Evening Discourse of 7 April 1854.
9. Wilhelm Kaulbach (1805–1874, NDB) German historical painter.
10. Henriette Liebig, née Moldenhauer (1807–1881, Brock (1997), 44). Married Justus von Liebig
in 1826.

Letter 3191
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
20 September 1856
From the original in UB MS NS 425

Bâle | 20 Sep 1856
My dear Faraday,

Are you still alive or have you entirely forgotten your friend on the
Rhine? It is indeed an age since I have seen a line from you1 and I think it is
time to break your long silence. To induce you to do so I send you this letter
conjointly with a paper of mine, which I desire very much that you should
acquaint yourself with its contents. It treats of a matter being, as I believe, full
of interest i.e. of the connexion that, to my opinion, exists between allotropic
and catalytic phenomena2.
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During our midsummer vacations I took a trip into the north of
Germany, to me a “Terra incognita”, rambled about in Holstein, visited
Hamburg and Berlin, saw many scientific and other friends, made new ones,
paid my respects to the Senior of the European philosophers at Potsdam in
the Royal Castle, had a very interesting and long conversation with that emi-
nent old man3, touched a little the Thuringian Forest, mounted the Wartburg,
where the great Reformer Luther4 fought against the Devil, passed a couple of
agreeable days at Frankfurt, returned home highly satisfied with what I call
my “North-pole expedition” and met my family in good health. Before I set
out to my journey I had worked a good deal and have done so ever since
my return, not quite for nothing I trust for I have succeeded in finding out
a number of novel “phenomena of contact”5 which I hope will add if not
much, at least something to our stock of knowledge regarding the Chemistry
of Oxigen.

I have already drawn up a voluminous memoir, in which the results of
my experiments are described and knowing that you take some interest in
this kind of researches I am very sorry to be prevented (by the smallness of
the space allowed to a letter) from entering into details about my late doings;
but to give you at least a slight Idea of the nature of those researches let me tell
you that they refer to what they call catalytic actions so far as these concern
oxidation. One of the principal results obtained is the fact that in a number
of cases two substances “toto coelo”6 differing from each other as to their
chemical nature: Platinum and the red globules of the blood – produce the
same effects i.e. determining oxidizing actions, which either would not take
place at all or but very slowly without the presence of the substances named
and some others7. I need not point out to you the probable importance of such
a remarkable fact to physiology8.

Another fact not quite void of scientific interest is this, that in some
instances I can show, as it were, steps which the oxidation of certain matters
passes: first ozonisation of inactive oxigen, then a sort of loose combination
of that ozonised oxigen with the oxidable substance and finally actual oxi-
dation of the latter. I have reason to believe that on looking a little closer
into that matter, we shall discover a great number of similar cases and
it is not impossible that any oxidation is a sort of chemical drama, consist-
ing of different acts, the last of which is real oxidation. Shakespeare says
that there are many things, between heaven and earth which the philoso-
phers do even not dream of9 and Schoenbein maintaining that between
the moment on which two isolated elementary bodies meet and that of
their chemical associating being finished there lies a whole world of phe-
nomena and is very much of which the Chemists of the present day have
as yet not the slightest notion. There is even within inorganic Chemistry
something which I might call Physiology and the most interesting and
truly scientific object of chemical research lies to my opinion within the
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short interval of time alluded to and hence the great difficulty of such an
investigation.

Less interesting but pretty enough is a third fact which I must mention
to you, namely that out of free ozonised oxigen and olefiant gas formic acid
is readily and directly formed, a result easily accountable by the chemical
equation C4H4 + 8O = 2C2H2O4. But now enough of Chemistry and Oxigen.

If you should happen to have a friend in the country being blessed with
girls and desirous to receive for a time in his family a grown up girl pretty well
versed in the german, french and english litterature, being a tolerably good
musician, carefully educated and of an excellent moral character, I know one,
whom I should venture to recommend. I must however not omit to tell you
that the girl in question is very far from wishing to become a paid governess,
she desires to be considered as a friend and member of the family and make
herself at the same time as useful as possible in the education of the children.
That girl is my own eldest daughter10 who is very anxious to pass six or twelve
months in an English family. I do not much relish those wishes of her’s for
I love her too tenderly as readily to allow her going to a foreign country, but
if it be possible to place her in a good family I shall not prevent her from
crossing the Channel. Pray let me know, what you think about the plan of my
adventurous, silly sweet girl.

Mr. Wiedemann charges me to present to you his best compliments, he
is at this present moment actively engaged in magnetic researches, which
seem to lead to interesting results11.

My friend Mr. Merian and his wife were highly gratified with the
friendly reception they met with at the Royal Institution and send the kindest
remembrances to its amiable Master and Mistress.

In closing my letter I ask you the favor to remember me most friendly
to Mrs. Faraday and tell her that Mr. Schoenbein had not yet entirely given
up his hopes of seeing once more her Ladyship and her Lord on this side of
the water.

Believe me my dear Faraday | Your’s | most truly | C.F. Schoenbein

Pray be kind enough as to send the inclosed paper to Dr. Whewell as soon as
you can.

1. See letter 3120.
2. Schoenbein (1856c).
3. That is Humboldt.
4. Martin Luther (1483–1546, NDB). Theological reformer.
5. Schoenbein (1857a).
6. ‘Entirely’.
7. See Schoenbein (1857b).
8. Schoenbein (1856d).
9. See William Shakespeare, Hamlet, I, 5, 166.
10. Emilie Schoenbein.
11. See Wiedemann (1857).
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Letter 3192
Faraday to Justus Liebig
3 October 1856
From the original in BS MS Liebigiana II.B. Faraday, M.

Royal Institution, London | 3 Oct 1856
My dear Liebig,

Your letter1, received a few days ago; grieves me, since it shews that
you feel very much, the opposition set up by some to your views, and the
principles you so effectually advocate. – I say effectually, for though present
obstruction arises the truth must ultimately prevail. But we know, as a matter
of universal experience, that it never makes way at once; but has to fight
through a long course of resistance, arising from invested interest, pride of
knowledge falsely so called2, retention of old habits, prejudice, &c and all
these your great truths must meet with, just as every other advancing part of
science has and is still meeting with, as I think I, for one, perceive in my own
department. Moreover I think you are hardly aware of the strong hold your
name, and principles, have upon our general population; and of those here
who speak for them. Daubeny3 I believe is one of the latter4; – and Playfair,
on one of the last Friday Evenings (May 30th)5. in our Institution in referring
to the chemistry of Agriculture (which was his subject) to Mr. Lawes and to
you, spoke up most earnestly for your views, as he had a right to do; and
was, as I can testify, well responded to by the feeling of our audience: – as
far as I could judge true Agricultural chemistry is making its way as well as
could be expected, considering the enormous mass of persons in the country
requiring instruction and the very unprepared state for it in which they were
not many years ago. But as I said before how can a man expect, in his own
life time, to be truly, recognised; it requires more than one generation to give
currency to his highest truths.

Your expressions with regard to my Nephew6 are most kind and accept-
able; and give great comfort to his parents and family. He speaks of you in
a manner shewing his deep sense of gratitude for all your kindness, and his
respect and veneration for you as a commanding intellect amongst those by
which you are surrounded. We hope to see him soon, & to perceive the influ-
ence of the minds amongst which he has been sojourning. – His sister7 thanks
you gratefully for him and desires to be remembered. Tell the Baroness8, that
my wife and I are deeply indebted to her for thinking of us, and, scarcely
hoping for any personal opportunity of expressing our feelings, desire now
to thank her most heartily, with you, for your wishes in our favour – I am
becoming old dear Liebig, and I am losing my memory, & with it the means of
enjoying many pleasures; but no loss of memory can make me altogether for-
get the abundance of mercies I have received & am in possession of, amongst
which I hope & ask for the continuance of a contented & cheerful spirit for
the short remainder of days.
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Ever My dear friend | Yours Most truly | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3190.
2. 1 Timothy 6: 20.
3. Charles Giles Bridle Daubeny (1795–1867, ODNB). Professor of Chemistry at Oxford
University, 1822–1855.
4. Daubeny (1856), lvi.
5. Playfair, L. (1856), Friday Evening Discourse of 30 May 1856.
6. Frank Barnard.
7. Jane Barnard.
8. Henriette Liebig, née Moldenhauer (1807–1881, Brock (1997), 44). Married Justus von Liebig
in 1826.

Letter 3193
Faraday to Robert Brudenell Carter
4 October 18561

From the original in WIHM MS FALF
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 Oct 1856

Dear Sir,
I enclose the papers as you desire & beg to return my thanks to you for

the copy of your work2[·]
Yours Very faithfully | M. Faraday

R.B. Carter Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Robert Brudenell Carter (1828–1918, Ann. Reg., 1918, pp. 197–8). Physician.
2. Carter (1855).

Letter 3194
Maurice Hess1 to Faraday
5 October 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

33, Rue de l’Est, Paris le | 5 Octobre 1856
Mon Vénerable Maitre!

J’ai l’insigne honneur de vous remettre ci-jointe une feuille qui peut-être
vous interessera, Monsieur, à cause de la matière qu’elle traite, plutôt qu’à
cause de la manière tout à fait insuffissante avec laquelle j’ai essayé de la
traiter dans une ébauche plus que superficielle.

La feuille que j’ai l’honneur de vous remettre, est un extrait d’une intro-
duction que j’ai publié dans une revue francaise. Elle a déjà paru l’année
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passée 1855, dans le même mois où Mr. Foucault2 a fait l’expérience que je cite
à la fin de la brochure. Il est assez heureux pour moi qu’un an plus tard, c’est
à dire dans l’année courante 1856, Mr.De la Rive, qui n’avait certainement pas
connaissance de mes petits travaux, pas plus que je ne pouvais avoir connais-
sance de son deuxième volume qui a paru il y a seulement quelque mois3, aît
terminé ce second volume par la même citation de l’expérience de M. Foucault
à l’appui de sa théorie qui a une grande analogie avec celle émise dans ma
petite brochure. Bien que ma théorie ne coincite pas complêtement avec celle
de M. De la Rive, cette dernière arrive pourtant à supposer aussi une rota-
tion d’atomes, supposition qui est le point principale sur lequel j’appuis une
nouvelle théorie de la gravitation.

Ce n’est que depuis les dernieres commotions politiques qui m’ont con-
duit forcement de l’Allemagne, ma patrie, en France, où je demeure comme
exilé, que j’ai commencé à m’occuper sérieusement de physique et de chimie,
attiré principalement par les ingénieuses recherches et expérimentations, par
lesquelles vous avez demontré la liaison qui existe entre l’électricité et l’action
chimique4. Conduit par votre opinion sur l’insuffissance de la théorie des
atomes pour expliquer les phénomènes électro-chimiques, et desiré de trouver
les rapports pressentis par vous entre la gravitation et ces phénomènes5, j’ai
essayé de me rendre compte de ces rapports par une théorie qui n’est, en effet,
qu’une hypothése, tant qu’elle ne sera constatée par l’expérimentation. Mais,
quoique je ne désespére pas à parvenir un jour de constater ma théorie par des
expériences scientifiques, il est pourtant de mon devoir à vous communiquer,
mon vénerable maître, mes tentatives théoriques.

Comme vous verrez, Monsieur, je ne suis pas adversaire absolu de la
théorie des atomes. Mais si je crois qu’elle rend bien compte des phénomènes
de la chaleur et de la lumière, de même que des actions chimiques, je ne
suis pourtant pas de l’avis de M. De la Rive quant à sa théorie génerale des
phénomènes électriques. Pour que l’électricité puisse se propager, M. De
la Rive suppose toujours un milieu contenant des atomes chimiques, et il
explique p. ex. l’arc voltaique dans le vide par une décharge d’atomes chim-
iques qui s’en vont d’un bout du conducteur à l’autre. Il y a une objection
capitale qui s’oppose à cette theorie. L’électricité s’echappe de la surface des
corps conducteurs isolés par l’air, et cela d’autant plus que l’air est rarifié
davantage; ce qui a conduit Mateucci à supposer qu’elle s’en échapperait
entièrement, dans le vide parfait. Il faut en conclure que l’électricité peut
exister indépendante d’atomes chimiques – ce qui n’exclut pas que l’éther soit
précisement de l’electricité combinée, accumulee, et plus ou moins condensée.
Mais cette condensation qui peut produire aussi des atomes, ou de centres,
formant le milieu par lequel se propage la chaleur et la lumière, doit produire
originairement des atomes beaucoup plus dilatés que les atomes chimiques
ou le milieu par lequel se propage p. ex. le son qui impressionne l’oreille,
parce que le son se propage infiniment moins vite que la chaleur et la lumière.
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Je suis donc porté à croire que l’arc voltaique est produit par l’accumulation
de l’électricité et la formaiton d’atomes étheriens qui réagissent en se conden-
sant et produisent la lumeière et la chaleur – et je crois que si l’on pouvait
déterminer une condensation, ou une accumulation plus forte de l’electricité
dans le vide, il pourrait en resulter la formation d’atomes chimiques, si toute-
fois les difficultés expérimentales ne seraient insurmontables. Mais beaucoup
de difficultés qui paraissent insurmontables, ne le sont pas pour vous, Mon-
sieur; et si vous ne trouvez pas mon hypothése trop folle, peut-être vous
vous occuperez de cette expérimentation difficile. – On arriverait par une
telle expérimentation à expliquer la formation des nébuleuses dans l’espace,
où je suppose de l’électricité accumulée de plus en plus par les déperditions
que les corps celestes, et notamment les soleils, éprouvent pendant toute leur
existence.

Je vous demande mille fois pardon, Monsieur, de vous entretenir de
théories qui ne sont que des hypothéses dans l’état actuel des sciences. Mais je
crois que c’est précisement à un savant si éminent, comme vous, Monsieur, de
constater par des expériences ingénieuses les liens déjà pressentis par vous,
Monsieur, qui existent entre la gravitation et tous les autres mouvements
dynamiques de la matière.

Si vous le permettrez, Monsieur, je vous enverrai mes travaux à mesure
qu’ils seront publiés, en commençant par une nouvelle théorie du soleil que
je publie maintenant dans une revue naturaliste allemande.

Vous me feriez infiniment heureux, Monsieur, si vous vouliez me
daigner de votre avis sur mes tendances théoriques. – Agréez, en atten-
dant, vénerable Maître, l’hommage qu’un de vos plus grands admirateurs
se permet de vous offrir en comptant sur votre indulgence.

Maurice Hess

TRANSLATION
33, Rue de l’Est, Paris | 5 Oct 1856

My Venerable Master!
I have the distinguished honour of sending you the enclosed paper

which may interest you, Sir, because of its subject matter, rather than because
of the wholly inadequate manner with which I have tried to treat it in this
extremely superficial draft.

The paper that I have the honour of sending you is an extract from an
introduction that I published in a French magazine. It appeared last year 1855,
in the same month as Mr. Foucault2 conducted the experiment which I cite at
the end of this brochure. It is most fortuitous for me than a year later, that
is to say this year 1856, Mr. De La Rive, who certainly did not know of my
little work, any more than I could have known of his second volume which
appeared only a few months ago3, ended this second volume by citing the
same experiment of Mr. Foucault in support of his theory that has a strong
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analogy with the one expounded in my small brochure. Although my theory
does not coincide completely with the one of Mr. De La Rive, his theory also
comes to suppose a rotation of atoms, a supposition which is the principal point
on which I support a new theory of gravitation.

It is only since the last political troubles which forced me to leave
Germany, my homeland, and come to France, where I live as an exile,
that I have begun to occupy myself with physics and chemistry in earnest,
attracted principally by the ingenious research and experiments, by which
you have demonstrated the link which exists between electricity and chemi-
cal action. Guided by your opinion on the insufficiency of the theory of atoms
to explain electro-chemical phenomena4, and desirous of finding the relation-
ship sensed by you between gravitation and these phenomena5, I have tried
to explain this relationship with a theory which is nothing more, in fact, than
a hypothesis, until it is proved by experimentation. But, although I do not
despair that one day I shall prove my theory with scientific experiments, it is
however, my duty, to communicate to you, my venerable master, my tentative
theories.

As you will see, sir, I am not an absolute opponent of the theory of atoms.
But if I believe that it gives a good account of the phenomena of heat and light,
as well as of chemical actions, I do not share Mr. De La Rive’s opinion as to
his general theory of electric phenomena. In order for electricity to be propa-
gated, Mr. De La Rive still supposes there to be a milieu containing chemical
atoms, and he explains for example the voltaic arc in a vacuum by a discharge
of chemical atoms which go from one end of the conductor to the other. There
is a fundamental objection to this theory. Electricity escapes from the surface
of conducting bodies isolated by air, and the more rarified the air, the more
it escapes; which led Matteucci to propose that it escaped entirely in a perfect
void. This leads one to conclude that electricity can exist independently of
chemical atoms – which does not exclude that ether is precisely combined,
accumulated, and more or less condensed electricity. But this condensation
which can also produce atoms, or centres, forming the milieu through which
heat and light are propagated, must originally produce much more dilated
atoms than chemical atoms or the milieu through which, for example, sound
which hits the ear is propagated, because sound is propagated infinitely less
quickly than heat and light. I am therefore led to believe that the voltaic arc
is produced by the accumulation of electricity and the formation of ethe-
rian atoms which react while condensing and produce light and heat – and
I believe that if one could determine a condensation, or a stronger accumula-
tion of electricity in a vacuum, the formation of chemical atoms could result,
always assuming that the experimental difficulties were not insurmountable.
But many difficulties which appear insurmountable are not insurmountable
to you, Sir; and if you do not find my hypothesis too wild, perhaps you
could undertake these difficult experiments. – Such experimentation would
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explain the formation of nebulas in space, where I suppose that more and more
electricity has accumulated from the loss experienced by celestial bodies, most
notably suns, during the whole of their existence.

I beg your pardon a thousand times, Sir, for speaking of theories which
are but hypotheses in the current state of science. But I believe that it is pre-
cisely up to a savant as eminent as you, Sir, to determine the links already
sensed by you, Sir, which exist between gravitation and all the other dynamic
movements of matter.

If you will permit it, sir, I will send you my works as they are published,
starting with a new theory on the sun which is now being published in a
German naturalist magazine.

You would make me infinitely happy, sir, if you wished to dignify me
with your opinion on my theoretical tendencies. – Please accept, in the mean-
time, venerable Master, the homage which one of your greatest admirers takes
the liberty of offering you, while counting on your indulgence.

Maurice Hess

1. Maurice Hess (1812–1875, NDB). Prussian socialist and Zionist who lived in Paris.
2. Jean Bernard Léon Foucault (1819–1868, DSB). French physicist.
3. De La Rive (1854–8), 2.
4. Faraday (1834), ERE7, 869.
5. Faraday (1851a), ERE24.

Letter 3195
Warren De La Rue to Faraday
11 October 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

London, 110 Bunhill Row | 11 Oct 1856
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I returned only yesterday from Paris through which I passed on my
way homeward from Caen in Normandy. I met Graham there and we called
together on Pelouze1 who informed us that Mitscherlich2 was staying at
the Hotel des Princes:– we called but he was unfortunately out. The Paris
Mint is overwhelmed with gold which it fails to manufacture fast enough
to supply the place of the place of the absent silver five-franc pieces, and
much uneasiness exists in Paris as to the result of this monetary disturbance3.
The processes of manufacture in the Paris mint appear to me to [be] very
rough more especially in the founding and rolling of the metals as more than
20o/o of “blanks” are rejected for errors of weight or defects, and upwards of
10o/o of the coined pieces & I believe in the London Mint the total rejections
do not exceed 5o/o in both stages.
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Gold leaf
The depolarizing effects which I noticed in gold leaf were obtained by

putting the gold leaf on a copper frame

with a long slit in it, and holding one or two of these inclined before a lighted
taper at an angle of 45◦ & viewing the transmitted light through a Nichol’s
prism which was revolved in the hand. I have not repeated the experiment
but I will do so4.

Yours very truly | Warren De la Rue

1. Théophile-Jules Pelouze (1807–1867, DSB). French chemist.
2. Eilhard Mitscherlich (1794–1863, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Berlin University, 1825–1863.
3. See The Times, 9 October 1856, p. 7, col. a for an account of this.
4. See Faraday, Diary, 11 October 1856, 7: 15074.

Letter 3196
Warren De La Rue to Faraday
13 October 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

London, 110 Bunhill Row | 13 Oct 1856
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I have repeated the experiment with the gold leaf:–
I find that light passing through a gold leaf held at an angle say of

45◦ is polarized, and hence that an obscuration and lightening are produced
alternately if the light is viewed through a Nicholl’s prism made to rotate.

If the light is first polarized and the analyzer arranged to produce obscu-
ration then the interposition of the gold leaf renders the flaw visible, as you
state in your note.

I believe that your explanation is the true one for both cases, and hence
that there is no polarization produced by the gold leaf in consequence of the
compression by hammering1.

Yours Very truly | Warren De la Rue

1. Faraday, Diary, 13 October 1856, 7: 15085 and 16 October 1856, 15089–113.
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Letter 3197
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
14 October 1856
From the original in UB MS NS 426

Royal Institution | 14 Oct 1856
My dear friend,

Hearty and healthy and occupied and happy as you are let me congrat-
ulate you, for every letter of yours brings me evidence of the existence of a
healthy mind in a sound body1. How you have been running about? & you
go home as if you were refreshed rather than tired by it. I do not feel so any
longer; even if I go away for a little general health, I am glad to return home
again for rest in the company of my dear wife & niece but as the wise man
hath said there is a time for all things2, & my time is to be quiet & look on,
which I am able to do with great content & satisfaction – I expect one of my
nieces3 here very soon who will let me into the knowledge of your last paper4;
in the mean time I have sent the other copy & your letter to Dr. Whewell. What
you tell me of your paper makes me long to hear the whole of it; though the
very pleasure of getting knowledge is now mingled with some thoughts of
regret at the consciousness that I very quickly lose it again;– well – a time for
all things. I have been occupying myself with gold this summer; I did not feel
head-strong enough for stronger things – The work has been of the Mountain
& mouse fashion5; & if I ever publish it6 & it comes to your sight, I dare say
you will think so:– the transparency of gold – its division – its action on light:
&c &c &c.

Now with regard to Miss Schoenbein’s desires:– I am sorry that my
unsocial habits have left me unacquainted with any such family as that which
I think would suit your view. Not one name occurs to me but Grove and to
Mrs. Grove7 I shall show your letter as soon as they come to town. It so
happened that two or three years ago Tyndall shewed us a letter very much
to the same purport regarding a daughter of one of his German friends8; that
letter we shewed to a lady (Miss Hornblower) & it led to Tyndalls friend
coming to London & being with Miss Hornblower for I think two years &
it is not very long ago since she went back, very happy in the thoughts of
her residence her. I have shown your letter to Miss Hornblower in hopes
she might know of some family: and her note to me in reply, is such, that
I send it on to you. Miss Hornblower is a very dear friend of ours, & in her
character & all that is about her, all we could wish;– but then she keeps a
school. it is an excellent establishment, with many masters, & the pupils who
have been with her all love & respect her. If what she says induces you to
write to her, do so directly & without hesitation. For your private thought
I may say she is about 50 years of age, very active, though not very strong,
& has sustained her establishment of 15 or 20 pupils at Stamford Hill for full
30 years.
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Pray remember me to Wiedemann;– and us most kindly to Madam &
Miss Schoenbein & also to the Merians and above all to Yourself.

Ever My dear Schoenbein | Yours Most truly | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c | University | Basle | Switzerland

1. See letter 3191.
2. William Shakespeare, The Comedy of Errors, II, 2, 65.
3. Probably Margery Ann Reid.
4. Schoenbein (1856c).
5. Aesop fable 26.
6. Faraday (1857c).
7. Emma Maria Grove, née Powles (d.1879, age 68, GRO). Married Grove on 27 May 1837, see
his ODNB entry.
8. See Ballin to Tyndall, 2 January 1855, RI MS JT/1/B/11.

Letter 3198
Faraday to Frederick Field
21 October 1856
From Gladstone (1874), 95

Royal Institution | 21 Oct 1856
My dear Sir,

Your paper looks so well, that though I am of course unable to become
security for the facts, I have still thought it my duty to send it to the Royal
Society1. Whether it will appear there or not I cannot say2,– no one can say even
for his own papers; but for my part, I think that as facts are the foundation
of science, however they may be interpreted, so they are most valuable, and
often more so than the interpretations founded upon them. I hope your further
researches will confirm those you have obtained: but I would not be too hasty
with them,– rather wait a while, and make them quite secure.

I am, Sir, your obliged Servant | M. Faraday

1. See letter 3199.
2. Field (1856). The manuscript is in RS MS AP 39.31.

Letter 3199
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
23 October 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

69 Albert St. Regent’s Park | 23 Oct 1856
My dear Sir,

I have just got and read Mr. Field’s paper which seems a nice one and
will do very well for the Proceedings1.
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I shall take great interest in reading your paper on Gold2, but I shall
scrutanize very carefully the evidence for the ruby colour being due to metallic
gold3.

Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes
M. Faraday Esqr | &c &c &c turn over
I see you have called me Stokes; I hope you will not consider it too great a
liberty if I call you Faraday.

1. Field (1856). The manuscript is in RS MS AP 39.31.
2. Faraday (1857c).
3. See letter 3158.

Letter 3200
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
25 October 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

69 Albert St. Regent’s Park | 25 Oct 1856
My dear Sir,

I had hoped to have the honour of calling you by your name, but
in a host of official R.S. letters the “Sir” slipped out unawares1, and I was
inclined to write my letter over again, but thought it was not worth while.
But as you think it necessary to apologize I suppose I must keep to the “Sir”
for I feel it due to your age and standing in the scientific world that you should
make the change if any is to be made.

I know well that you carefully criticize your own papers. Still my optical
studies render it so difficult for me to believe that the colour of the ruby glass is
due to metallic gold2 that I cannot be content without scrutinizing for myself.
I shall take great interest in reading your paper when it is ready3.
I am dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes

1. See the end of letter 3199.
2. See letter 3158.
3. Faraday (1857c).

Letter 3201
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
6 November 1856
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/71

Trinity House | 6 Nov 1856
My dear Sir,

The Board being desirous of obtaining your opinion on the Effect of a
lenticular Apparatus procured in 1852 for the Bishop Rock Light House and
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which is still lying pack’d in Cases at Blackwall, I shall be obliged by your
calling upon me any day that may be convenient to you in order that I may
have an opportunity of explaining the particular points upon which your
advice is considered requisite.

Believe me | My dear Sir | Yours very faithfully | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

Letter 3202
Faraday to George Wilson1

7 November 1856
From the original in LU

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 7 Nov 1856
My dear Sir,

Let me thank you very sincerely for your kindness is sending me a copy
of your book on the five Gateways of knowledge2. I hold it close at hand for
a pleasant reading very shortly[·]

Ever Your Obliged | M. Faraday
Dr. Geo Wilson | &c &c &c

1. George Wilson (1818–1859, ODNB). Chemical lecturer and writer in Edinburgh.
2. Wilson, G. (1856).

Letter 3203
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
10 November 1856
From the original in UB MS NS 427

Bâsle | 10 Nov 1856
My dear Faraday,

Many many thanks both for your own letter1 and that of your Friend’s2.
When you happen to see her again, pray tell her that from many reasons my
daughter desires to stay here during the winter. When spring comes and we
live then, we shall see, whether a move over the water may be effected. In
the mean while your friend will perhaps be kind enough to let you know her
views on the subject in question. All I can say is this: Miss Schoenbein knows
well and speaks fluently french and german and is considered to be a pretty
good musician, in which accomplishments she is very willing to make herself
useful in the establishment of your friend. As to the moral Character of my
daughter, I am too partial to judge about, but I do not hesitate to qualify her as
a modest, good natured and rather high-minded girl, and the purest Swabian
blood running in her veins she partakes a little of the poetical spirit said to
belong to the native land of her fore-fathers.
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Since I wrote last3 to you I have actively continued my researches on the
phenomena of contact, and obtained some results which are curious enough.
You know perhaps that according to my former experiments ozonised oxigen
at the common temperature oxidizes both the elements of Ammonia form-
ing with that compound nitrate of Ammonia, whilst, as you are well aware,
common oxygen does under the same circumstances not at all affect either
gazeous or aqueous ammonia. The same oxigen however on being put in con-
tact with certain matters acquires the power of engendering with ammonia
nitrous acid i.e. nitrite of ammonia. Platinum and copper are such matters.
Moisten the former metal (being in that state in which we call it “Ethiops”)
with a strong solution of Ammonia, leave for a short time those substances
exposed to the action either of common oxigen or atmospheric air, then treat
the metallic powder with some distilled water and you will easily detect in
that liquid the presence of nitrite of Ammonia. The simplest way of doing so it
to put to that water some dilute sulphuric acid and paste of starch containing
a little pure jodide of potassium (free even from the slightest trace of jodate).
Nitrite being present the mixture will become dark blue.

Assisted a little by heat even compact platinum is capable of causing
common oxigen to engender a nitrite with Ammonia. Put some drops of a
strong solution of Ammonia into an air holding bottle introduce into the vessel
the heated coil of a thick platinum wire, hold over that coil a strip of filtering
paper to which sticks paste of starch containing some jodide of potassium and
being acidulated by dilute sulphuric acid, and you will perceive that paste
instantaneously turning dark blue. Whilst the hot platinum coil rests within
the bottle, whitish vapours make their appearance which on being taken up
by some distilled water give to that fluid all the properties of a nitrite solu-
tion. Being acidulated by dilute sulphuric acid it deeply and instantaneously
blues the jodide holding paste of starch and such a strong reaction will be
obtained though the heated coil may have remained in the bottle but for a
few seconds. The platinum coil does not require being red heat to produce
that effect, but those of iron wire &c: must have that temperature to enable
oxigen to engender a nitrite with Ammonia. I above mentioned copper as
another substance being capable of causing ordinary oxigen to oxidize both
the elements of Ammonia at the common temperature, and I may add that
its action even surpassed that of platinum. To convince yourself of the truth
of my statement put about 50 grammes of minutely divided Copper (such
as obtained from heated oxide of Copper by the means of hydrogen) into
an oxigen or air holding bottle, moisten that metallic powder with a solu-
tion of Ammonia, close or cover the bottle and you will soon see filling the
vessel with whitish fumes, which are nitrite of Ammonia; for if you intro-
duce into the bottle a strip of paper being covered with acidulated paste of
starch that contains some jodide of potassium, it will rapidly be colored blue.
Or if suspended but for a short time strips of filtering paper being impreg-
nated with distilled water, they will contain perceptible quantities of nitrite
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of Ammonia, as you may easily satisfy yourself by applying the test above
mentioned. Even a moistened glassplate or watchglass, by which you cover
the vessel of reaction will do to receive within a very few minutes so much
of the nitrite formed as to enable you to ascertain its presence by the most
striking reactions.

To complete my statements I must not omit to mention that the copper
powder soon after having been moistened with liquid ammonia, exhibits a
rise of temperature, no doubt resulting from the formation of the nitrate of
ammonia. The blue liquid obtained on shaking copper powder with aque-
ous Ammonia and oxigen or atmospheric air besides oxide of copper also
contains nitrite of Ammonia, for if you put some soda to it and boil it up to
drive off the ammonia and throw down the black oxide of copper, a solu-
tion is obtained which after being evaporated to dryness leaves behind a
yellowish salt being principally made up of nitrite of Soda. This substance
being mixt up with powdered charcoal and heated burns that combustible
matter, yields with sulphuric acid strong fumes of nitrous acid, rapidly dis-
charges the colour of indigo solution being strongly acidulated by oil of
Vitriol, colors brownish a solution of vitriol of iron containing free sulphuric
acid &c. Common pure or atmospheric oxigen being put in contact with cop-
per powder and aqueous ammonia is so rapidly taken up that I succeeded
in depriving completely a whole cubic foot of atmospheric air of its oxigen
within a few minutes. Copper and ammonia may therefore be used as eudio-
metric means and for preparing nitrogen from the common air. The facts
above stated appear to me to bear closely upon the important question of
nitrifications and proving beyond any doubt that under the influence of the
contact of some ponderable matters inactive oxigen is empowered even at
the common temperature to oxidize both the constituent parts of ammonia.
Before long I hope to be able to give you some more details on nitrification,
a chemical phenomenon which at this present moment deeply enjoys my
attention.

Pray present my best compliments to Mrs. Faraday and believe me
My dear Faraday | Your’s most faithfully | C.F. Schoenbein.

Mrs. Schoenbein and the young ladies charge me to offer to you and
Mrs. Faraday their kindest regards.

Address: Dr. Michael Faraday | &c &c &c | Royal Institution | Albemarle
Street | London

1. Letter 3197.
2. Jemima Hanbury Hornblower.
3. Letter 3191.
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Letter 3204
George Herbert to Faraday
12 November 1856
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/70

Trinity House | 12 Nov 1856
My dear Sir,

I am directed to forward to you the accompanying Samples (3) of Drink-
ing Water which has been received from two of the Corporation’s Light
Houses where it is kept in Leaden Cisterns, and to request that you will
favor the Elder Brethren by making an examination of the Water, and report-
ing the result, at your convenience; with a view to ascertain whether in the
contents of either of the Samples, there is anything deleterious to the health
of the persons using the same.–

I am | My dear Sir | Your very faithful Servant | George Herbert |
Assistant Secy
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L | &c &c &c

Letter 3205
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
15 November 1856
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/71

Royal Institution | 15 Nov 1856
My dear Sir,

I have applied to Mr. Wilkins for any drawings or plans of the apparatus
referred to1 but can get no information that will enable me to form an opinion
without the aid of a personal inspection. I venture to suggest that Mr. Wilkins
be instructed to arrange three of the sections each about 10 inches wide with
the upper & lower reflectors on the frame at the Trinity house along side
& next to a lenticular pannel already on the frame. The Deputy Master2 &
Brethren can then see the effect & I think the distance will be quite sufficient
for my observation i.e. if the optical work prove to be of the usual character
of that produced in France[·]

I am My dear Sir | Very faithfully Yours | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq | &c – .

1. In letter 3201.
2. John Shepherd.
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Letter 3206
Faraday to George Herbert
17 November 1856
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/70

Royal Institution | 17 Nov 1856
My dear Sir,

In regard to the three waters Nos. 1. 2 & 3 accompanying your letter of
the 12th instant1, I may report that No. 1 is a very good water, of considerable
softness,– containing no lead in solution, & therefore in itself wholesome: but
on examining the slight deposit in the bottle, lead was found there in small
quantity. This is often the case in leaden cisterns:– care should be taken that
the pumps or pipes are so arranged not to draw off the deposit in the cistern
with the water[·]

No. 2 is a good soft water of itself but it contains a little lead in solution.
I have explained on former occasions that rain water can dissolve lead, &
that whilst the lead remains dissolved the water is unwholesome:– such is
the case at present with this specimen.– The little sediment which was there
also contained a trace of lead.

No. 3 water is soft & good & there is no trace of lead either in the fluid
or the deposit.

All these waters contained small portions of sulphates & chlorides of
lime & soda: but as there was nothing objectionable in them but rather an
advantage, I have not referred particularly to them[·]

The corks of all the bottles were bad – Bottle No. 3 was also dirty and
contained an old wine cork – a dirty cork is competent to affect the lead
in water & occasionally to remove it. So that, such a state of things should
be avoided in cases where the questions to be considered are important &
influential[·]

I am | My dear Sir | Very truly Yours | M. Faraday
G. Herbert Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3204.

Letter 3207
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones1

1 December 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 D34

51A Kings Road, Brighton | 1 Dec 1856
My dear friend,

I purpose writing out an account of the little philosophic incident which
interested you so much the other evening, though it is very probable that the
interest may sink when the facts are plainly described. A Lady, in walking
about her bedroom, ran a needle into the great toe; on searching the floor a
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part of a needle was found, and there was every reason to believe, from the
sensation & other circumstances, that the pointed end, being broken off, was
left in the toe: yet neither a friend not a surgeon could find it there[·] About two
months after, and when doubts were entertained by some whether any needle
was there or not, I proposed to settle that question, & if there, to say in what
part of the toe it then had its place, & what was its direction[·] The following
were the means employed. A fine sewing needle was well magnetized & a
piece about 1

8 th of an inch long was broken off. Then a filament of cocoon
silk, about an inch long, had one end attached to the middle of the little
magnet by a touch of soft cement, & the other end to the handle of a camel
hair brush. In this way a minute test magnetic needle was obtained, which
pointed well under the earths power, & could easily be brought near any
part of the toe. The toe being examined by this needle, shewed occasional
deflexions of the latter, which, being imperfect as indications, still seemed to
imply that a piece of the broken needle was there, but rather deeply situated.
Now, the means of increasing these indications and making them tell their
story more perfectly was applied, and upon the following principles.– A piece
of unmagnetized needle will affect a little magnet at a distance very feebly,
compared to the same piece magnetized:– the unmagnetized piece will affect
either end of the test needle alike, whereas the magnetized piece will affect the
opposite ends in different ways, attracting one & repelling the other;– A piece
of unmagnetized needle can be magnetized at a distance by a magnet of
sufficient power, & as well, whilst in the toe as out of it:– also its magnetic state
can be reversed if the inducing magnet be reversed, and further it can be, by
management, unmagnetized, and being without magnetism is not rendered
magnetic whilst the lines of force of the inducing magnet are perpendicular to
it. Upon these principles I started, employing a single bar horse shoe magnet
made by Logeman2, with the poles so far apart that I could introduce my
thumb between them. This magnet was brought up to the toe, then taken
away & the part examined by the indicating needle, the indication was not
stronger than before; hence one of two conclusions was probable; either there
was no piece of needle there, or its position was at right angles nearly to
the line joining the poles of the inducing magnet when it had been applied.
So the latter magnet was employed again in a different position, & now the
indicating needle told its story beautifully; shewing the little magnet which
had been formed within the toe & which by its power, attracted one end of
the needle & repelled the other. A few more trials with the inducing magnet
shewed in what position it was able to act most strongly on the hidden needle,
and then the position of the magnetic axis of the former indicated the position
of the latter. Reversing the position of the inducing magnet instantly changed
the magnetism of the buried needle, and now that point of the skin which
before attracted the marked end of the indicating needle, repelled it strongly
& attracted the other end. It was beautiful to see, when the indicating needle
was carried round a given spot on the surface of the toe, how one end always
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pointed towards that spot; & even moved as if striving to dip down to it.
Another indication, which will interest you, was afforded. The direction of
the piece of needle and the locality of one end was clearly shewn; then came
the question where may the other end of the piece be and what is the probable
length of the whole? By carrying the indicating needle about the toe, it was
found that the opposite end of the piece, though it exhibited an influence
over the indicator, did not come near the opposite surface of the toe, but
was buried deep in the flesh; and the piece, though manifestly piercing deep,
& almost perpendicularly into the flesh, did not come near the other side.
I guess it therefore to be about the third of an inch long. Presently we may
tell if the needle travels and which way it is going:– all of which will be of
great interest to us, who look on philosophically, and likewise to the unlucky
possessor of this illustration: who I trust however will soon be able to make
the experiments in her hand instead of her feet.

And now my friend here we are very comfortably situated in dry &
largish rooms at 51A Kings Road – and though all tender (I am best) yet we
all think it will do us good. I think if you could pop in to a cup of tea – you
would approve of our locale & arrangements. Winter is very strong on the
outside though perhaps he is going but we do not let him come into the house.
Hoping that all with you are pretty well in which hopes as well as for those
for yourself my wife & Jeannie joins me

I am | Ever truly Yours | M. Faraday

We have no occasion for a Dr. but cannot remember the name of the one you
spoke of.

1. The identity of the recipient is indicated in Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 393.
2. Wilhelm Martin Logeman (1821–1894, NNBW). Scientific instrument maker in Haarlem.

Letter 3208
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
2 December 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 D35

51A Kings Road, Brighton | 2 Dec 1856
My dear friend,

I received your letter a while ago & dull as the news which it contains
is thank you very much for it. We had heard from many quarters of the sore
affliction which had overtaken Mr. Sandeman1 & our brother2 & sister3 &
I may say a great multitude of friends – from Newcastle & all parts we hear
of the grief – the event was to us very sudden for we had not heard of Mrs.
Sandeman[’s] illness4. What a heavy visit to Edinburgh this will be to our
dear friend how all things concur to make it sad. I am glad he has taken his
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son5 with him – and we may be fully persuaded he will rest his griefs in the
father of mercies who doth not willingly afflict. How rich is that source of
comfort in the times of such trouble.

We are much as usual – the weather very frosty – I hope to see you next
Saturday6. Remember me to Mr. Anderson & thank him from me.

Ever My dear friend | Yours Affectionately | M. Faraday
Mr. Vincent

1. Robert Sandeman (d.1886, age 60, SRO). Architect.
2. Stephen Leighton (d.1881, age 83, GRO). Printer and an Elder of the London Sandemanian
Church.
3. Helen Leighton, née Blair (1796–1870, Sandeman (1950), GRO). Wife of Stephen Leighton.
4. Helen Sandeman, née Leighton (d.1856, age 25, SRO), Daughter of Stephen and Helen
Leighton. She married Robert Sandeman in 1852 and died on 28 November 1856. Sandeman
(1950), 112.
5. Unidentified.
6. That is 6 December 1856.

Letter 3209
Faraday to George Gabriel Stokes
6 December 1856
From the original in ULC Add MS 7656, F22

Royal Institution | 6 Dec 1856
My dear Stokes,

Though my paper1 is very long I must add a little more. The accompany-
ing comes in at the account of the effect of heat on gold2[·] If you are induced
to look for the connexion you will easily find it by the pencil references at
beginning & end. I am going out of town again immediately but shall return
permanently at the end of next week & then will try to see you[·]

Ever Yours Truly | M. Faraday

1. Faraday (1857c).
2. This insertion is in RS MS PT 57.2, pp. 10a–10c which corresponds to Faraday (1857c), 150–1.

Letter 3210
Faraday to Paolo Volpicelli1
6 December 1856
From the original in Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei

Royal Institution, London | 6 Dec 1856
My dear Sigr. Volpicelli,

I take the liberty of introducing to your acquaintance a friend of mine
Dr. Henry2 who will shortly be in Rome[·] I am quite sure you will be pleased
to make his acquaintance[·] Such papers as I have had for you I have sent
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before time by the Royal Society but I hope in the course of a few months to
give you proof that I am alive if not by a good paper at the Royal Society at
least by a long one3. My kindest respects to Sig Palagi & others of my friends
at Rome – I wish I could see you all there & pay my obedience to the Society4[·]

I am | My dear Sir | Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. Paolo Volpicelli (1804–1879, P3). Secretary of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences, 1847–1877.
2. William Charles Henry (1804–1892, ODNB). Physician and chemist.
3. Faraday (1857c).
4. Presumably the Pontifical Academy of Sciences to which he had been elected in 1850.
Odescalchi and Volpicelli to Faraday, 20 November 1850, letter 2345, volume 4.

Letter 3211
Robert Murray1 to Faraday
15 December 1856
From the original in RI MS F1 I130

43 Piccadilly | 15 Dec 1856
Dear Sir,

I am about asking a favour & I hope you will not think I am taking
too great a liberty. I wanted my son who is in the business with us to hear
your Lectures2. The favour I want is to ask is if you could kindly give me an
admission for him to go in the gallery[·] I shall esteem it a great favour hoping
you are quite well & will pardon my troubling you

I remain your Obedient Servant | Rob. Murray

1. Robert Murray (1798–1857, J. Chem. Soc., 1857, 10: 191). An employee of John Newman’s.
2. Faraday’s Christmas lectures ‘On Attractive Forces’. His notes for these are in RI MS F4 J12.

Letter 3212
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
19 December 1856
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/71

Royal Institution | 19 Dec 1856
My dear Sir,

I am now able to reply to your letter1 respecting the lenticular apparatus,
four of the twenty four lens pannels having been arranged in correct position
at the Trinity house, in association with the central four-wicked lamp. Each
lens pannel is 9 inches wide & 50 3

4 inches in height, so as to present an area of
457 square inches. The great lens (eight to the circle) is nearly 29 inches wide
& 37 1

2 in height, its area being 1088 square inches. The four lenticular pannels
threw very good beams of light on to the screen placed at a distance of 43 feet;
where their width was nearly 50 inches, and the dark intervals between them
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about 95 inches. With a uniform rate of revolution the light at this distance
will continue therefore nearly half the time of the following darkness; and so
on in succession. It is probable that at greater distances the light will creep a
little into the darkness; but I believe that at any distance at which the light
will be visible the light & the darkness will be perfectly distinct from each
other. Above & below each lens are reflecting prisms[·] The eleven above give
a very good amount of light, but the ray from them has an average horizontal
width of 92 inches, the following dark space being about 48 inches; so that
under a uniform rate of revolution the light due to this part will endure twice
as long as the darkness. The four reflecting prisms below each lens pannel,
give very little light by comparison; its duration will be about the same as
that of the upper prisms. The effect of the whole, at this distance of 43 feet,
under the supposition that one revolution is to occur in 5 minutes, would be
to give for each period of 12 seconds, – 4 seconds of bright light,– succeeded
by 2 seconds of feeble light,– followed by 4 seconds of darkness, succeeded
by 2 seconds of feeble light:– and then again the 4 seconds of bright light &
so on[·]

The glass of the lenses is excellent;– that of the reflecting prisms is green
and several of them very green.– The work is excellent.

Though I have no doubt of the perfect separation of the light & darkness
at any distance, still the proportion given above for the 43 feet would probably
vary for quarter distances. Any variation of that kind might be ascertained
by trial between Blackwall & North Woolwich station or between Purfleet &
Blackwall if thought necessary.

I need scarcely observe that the light from each lens must not be expected
to equal that from the great lens as above twice the number of rays from the
lamp fall upon & are sent forward by the latter2[·]

I am | My dear Sir | Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq | &c &c &c | Trinity House

1. Letter 3201.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 23 December 1856, GL MS 30010/40, p. 480.
It was referred to the Deputy Master, Wardens and Light Committee.

Letter 3213
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
24 December 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Observatory, Armagh, Ireland | 24 Dec 1856
My dear Faraday,

You will see by the heading that I am not in Town otherwise I should
have taken great interest in seeing the experiment. I suppose I shall find the
specimens on my return to London on the 3d of Jan?
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Wishing you the happiness of the season I remain
Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes

Letter 3214
Faraday to Millicent Bence Jones
26 December 1856
From a photocopy in RI MS

R Institution | 26 Dec 1856
Dear Lady Millicent,

I do not know that any body from your family would care about the
lectures1 here or find it convenient to come to any of them but I know I ought
not to forget the kindness I have received from it. If the enclosed is of no use
you can burn it if of any I shall be happy I have sent it[·]

Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. Faraday’s Christmas lectures ‘On Attractive Forces’. His notes for these are in RI MS F4 J12.

Letter 3215
Edward Brown Fitton1 to Faraday
27 December 1856
From the original in IET MS SC 2

St. Ewe, St. Austell, Cornwall | 27 Dec 1856
To Michael Faraday Esqre D.C.L &c &c
Sir,

Although very probably I am about to describe to you an occurrence
with which you are perfectly familiar as an Electrical Phenomenon yet as
it is possible that you have never witnessed or had related to yourself an
occurrence such as I am about to describe to you viz a luminous ball or halo
of Electric fluid playing around to ears of an animal [similar I suppose to the
balls of light which I have read of as frequently seen by sailors, during storms,
at the extremities of the Masts & spars of a vessel]2 I venture to write to you
the details of such an occurrence which I witnessed yesterday December 26th
during a severe storm of hail mixed with melted snow, at about 5h. 15m P.M.
within 1

2 a mile of Truro.–
As a guarantee of the truth of my story and of my own existence if the

story is incredible to you I may mention that I am a son of Dr. Fitton3 whom
I believe you know and who is now residing at 4 Sussex Gardens Hyde Park[·]

Christmas day hereabouts (i.e. within 12 miles of Truro Cornwall –) was
frosty with a good deal of sleet & snow and the ground very hard frozen on
the morning of the 26th. I was out of doors almost the whole day from 10 till
dusk having to ride on business to Truro on the 26th and I noticed that there
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was scarcely any actual Thaw altho frequently there were severe showers of
melting or only half frozen snow. I left Truro on my way home to St. Ewe at
precisely 5h. 5m P.M. being mounted on a tall mare nearly 16 hands high[·]

A steep hill leads out from Truro for about 1
2 a mile on the Main road

along which I was riding to St. Ewe. The top of this hill lies N.W of the Town
of Truro & the road is then almost flat for about 1

2 a mile it being at this part a
bleak unsheltered tract of land and almost the highest spot of ground within
a quarter of a mile in all directions[·]

Just as I reached this flat part of the road we (I & the mare) were over-
taken – (i.e. as I rode it came sideways but more in our faces than on our left
side) – by a very violent storm of sleet which did not lie hard &white upon the
ground but appeared to thaw as it fell. This lasted for about 4 or 5 minutes &
came from the N.W. or more North than west and was accompanied by dim
flashes of lightning and sharp gusts of wind[·]

My mare almost refused to face the storm & made very slow progress as
against the drifts of sleet which were beating violently in her & my face. In a
few minutes, perhaps 2 or 3, after the commencement of this storm I noticed
a bright appearance on the top & edges of my mares ears. I felt certain at once
that this was occasioned by Electricity in the Atmosphere but as it might be
possible that I was mistaken I stooped forward in the saddle & wiped each
ear with my fingers to make sure that the brightness I saw was notwhite sleet
frozen on the edges of her ears[·]

The Ears like all the rest of the mares body were dripping wet but no
snow at all remained unthawed on her body or on my garments and I was
now quite positive that the brightness on the tips of each of her ears was
caused by Electricity[·]

The light only appeared at the edges & tip perhaps for about 1
8 th of an

inch deep around the quarter of an inch forming the extremity of each ear thus
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the spotted portions in the sketch being the part of the ears wh appeared
luminous.– to me as I sat in the saddle[·]

This bright light like a glowworm’s light or Phosphorous on the wall of
a dark room only whiter I think than Phosphorous but more dim that Electric
sparks which I have often seen from a Machine remained steady & unflick-
ering while we walked (for the mare would not go faster in the face of the
storm) for a full 6th of a mile I should say for at least 4 or 5 minutes judging
by the distance we passed over – During this time there were one or two
bright flashes of lightning but I could not hear any thunder and the light
on the mares ears continued for a minute or so after the storm of sleet had
ceased. then there was a large sheet of lightning but less bright than the flashes
which had preceded it and the mares ears lost their light gradually the loss
decreasing for a moment or two longer than the lower portion which had
been brightened.

During the continuance of the light I repeatedly stroked the mare’s ears
with my hands on which I wore leather gloves (of course wet through) but
the light was not imparted to the glove – nor did I feel any sensation at all – in
fact the light on the mares ears was entirely unaffected by my handling her
ears.–

There were several sharp bursts of similar storms during my journey
home & once again at about 5.40 PM I noticed a faint light as before but now
only at the extreme tip of the mares ears[·]

This time the light only lasted for about half a minute and disappeared
immediately after a faint flash of lightning[·]

This second occurrence of the light on the mares ears took place on
Probus Hill (Track Hill about 5 miles out of Truro) just below the 5th Milestone
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from Truro. a bleak unsheltered portion of road & high rising ground. I may
mention that the bits of my bridle and also my stirrups are galvanized to
protect them from rust and all the buckles are plated so that there was no
steel surface exposed to attract Electricity[·]

I was protected from the cold by a Seal skin coat with the fur outwards
but altho I expected to notice some similar luminous appearance, on the
extremities of its hairs, to that which had attached itself to the points of my
mare’s ears I could not distinguish anything of the kind[·]

It is very probable that the Phenomenon I have detailed may be familiar
to you, in which case I hope you will forgive the liberty I have taken in
addressing you as a gentleman of scientific repute throughout the world on
matter the exact similitude of wh I have never heretofore heard or read of &
I remain Sir yours obediently Edward Brown Fitton

1. Edward Brown Fitton (d.1910, age 85, GRO). Barrister not in practice.
2. Square brackets in text.
3. William Henry Fitton (1780–1861, ODNB). Geologist.

Letter 3216
Faraday to John Gibson Macvicar1
29 December 1856
From the original in RCP

Royal Institution, London W | 29 Dec 1856
My dear Sir,

I hasten to thank you for your paper2 & letter. You work vigorously; &
it is well you do so; for your work is before you. I am free to say you are far
in advance of me, for I am only an experimentalist, & cannot enter into the
very numerous views of natural bodies & forces which have been put forth;
otherwise than as they arise in my own mind from my own results. As it is
I am esteemed by many to be very heterodox, but I just work on, forgetting
as age comes on, many of my own choices of thought which I would have
been very glad to retain, & afraid to embarras[s] myself with the reasonings
of others. Let us hope we are all advancing more or less towards truth though
it may be by different roads[·]

Yours Very Truly | M. Faraday
Revd. John MacVicar | &c &c &c

1. John Gibson Macvicar (1800–1884, ODNB). Minister at Moffat from 1853 and scientific writer.
2. Probably Macvicar (1856).
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Letter 3217
Faraday to Edward Brown Fitton1

29 December 1856
From the original in Birmingham University Library MS L Adds 1887

Royal Institution, London W | 29 Dec 1856
Sir,

I am greatly obliged by the account you have sent me2 of a natural
phenomenon which though I have never witnessed it has often been described
to me in one form or another by those who have had that good fortune. Your
account quite tallies with the rest & agrees with what we know of electrical
action though as far as I remember the season of the year is rather unusual:
but who can limit natural phenomena. I do not know that you were in any
particular danger but you must have been involved in a very highly charged
condition of the atmosphere & earth[·]

I am Sir | Your Very Obliged Servant | M. Faraday
E.B. Fitton Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Edward Brown Fitton (d.1910, age 85, GRO). Barrister not in practice.
2. Letter 3215.

Letter 3218
Faraday to Edward Vivian1

31 December 1856
From the original in Torquay Natural History Society MS

Royal Institution, London W | 31 Dec 1856
My dear Sir,

I have just had the pleasure of making out & signing your certificate: it
will quickly have the other signatures necessary: and whenever you come to
town you will have the right (by courtesy) to use the Institution as a Member
even though the day of Election may not have arrived2. I send also by this
post certain printed papers which will explain themselves. I am glad you
have thought of us we like the name of Vivian amongst our Members & I am
also glad to hear of the progress of the hygrometer[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Yours Truly | M. Faraday
Edwd. Vivian Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Edward Vivian (1808–1893, B3). Partner in the Torquay Bank.
2. Vivian was elected a member of the Royal Institution at RI MS GM, 2 March 1857, 6: 234.
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Letter 3219
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
1 January 1857
From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers

R Institution, London W | 1 Jan 1857
My dear Miss Coutts,

You are very kind to think of our pleasure & send us entrance to your
box for to-morrow night1. We thank you very sincerely, and I mean to enjoy
it for I still have a sympathy with children and all their thoughts & pleasure.
Permit me to wish you very sincerely a Happy year and also to Mrs. Brown –
With some of us our greatest happiness will be content mingled with patience
but there is much happiness in that & the expected end[·]

Every Your Obliged Servant | M. Faraday

Address: Miss Coutts

1. Coutts’s box was at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane where Faraday later recollected that he
had seen a pantomime, letter 3595. This would have been ‘See Saw, Margery Daw’, see The Times,
2 January 1857, p. 6, col. b.

Letter 3220
Julius Plücker to Faraday
2 January 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 2 Jan 1857
Dear Sir!

I thank you heartily, Sir, for your last very kind letter1, I got several
months ago, after having exposed to you openly my feelings2 with regard
to Professor Tyndalls paper3. I did so convinced as I was, that you were
above all such personal disputes and I fully adopt all conclusions of your
letter. My intention never was to bring before the Royal Society any personal
question, nor even any question of priority. I felt myself so much indebted to
English men of Science that I would think it “mal placé” to provoke personal
discussions, if not forced to do so. When ever I shall be so happy to see
you again, I would be much interested to speak to you without any “arière
pensée”. But for the moment it will be sufficient to declare to you, that I have
no animosity against M T. as I think he has none against myself[·] I will not
examine the motives he had, when he suggested to me ideas, which never
were mines, and which I think absurd. I ask only to be the interprete of
my own words, if these words, especially when translated, admit a double
meaning, or rather I ask only to restitute their true meaning, laid down in
many papers4, in the most explicite manner in a paper, whose date is anterior
to Mr. Tyndalls first publication about the subject. The way how that may be
done is indifferent to me.
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I fully succeeded this last time to sustain the theory of magnecrystallic
action by analytical calculous as well as by experiment. I am enabled know
to determine by calculous the position of equilibrium of a crystal, when sus-
pended between the two poles along any direction whatever, as well as the
relative number of its oscillations in any two suspensions. And, vice versá,
having determined by observation any position of the crystal, however sus-
pended, or the relative number of its oscillations, I can calculate the position
of its magnetic axes.

I wanted an biaxial crystal to verify the theory. By far the best would
have been ferrocyanite of potassium. But I did not succeed to get a perfectly
clear crystal of this salt large enough to furnish a sphere (10 mm or 15 m
diameter); till now all my labours to get such a crystal were lost. Therefore
I recurred to formicate of copper, which I made crystallise myself. Under
Professor Beer5 valuable cooperation I had a complete success. I got very
curious facts deduced by calculous and verified by experiment.

Encouraged by yourself, Sir, I think the results I obtained not unworthy
to be laid before the Royal Society6 as a “temoignage de ma réconnaissance”.
(Then I may in a note rectify Professor Tyndals assertions (Phil. Trans. 145
I p. 27).) Only my bad English gives me some trouble, but I prefer to send an
original paper incorrectly written, like this specimen then to have a german
paper translated into a good English but not exactly rendering my meaning.

My best whishes for your health. With all my heart | Yours | Plücker

1. Letter 3116.
2. Letter 3109.
3. Tyndall (1855).
4. Starting with Plücker (1849), 427–31.
5. August Beer (1825–1863, NDB). Professor of Mathematics at the University of Bonn.
6. Plücker (1858f).
7. Tyndall (1855), 2.

Letter 3221
Faraday to Benjamin Collins Brodie
14 January 1857
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

Royal Institution | 14 Jan 1857
My dear Sir Benjamin,

I have added a few lines at the bottom of page 1 as you desired[·]
Will you look at the X mark of the first paragraph. I have added the

words in pencil only to prevent the supposition that there was £150 for each
daughter, the sense is right as it is & if you think the enlargement unnecessary,
expunge it.
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The statement seems to me very simple & good1.
Ever Yours Truly | M. Faraday

1. This letter may relate to letter 3293.

Letter 3222
Faraday to George Rennie1

17 January 1857
From the original in NLS MS 19938/123

Royal Institution, W | 17 Jan 1857
My dear Sir,

Will you have the kindness to tell me whether the enclosed is your
writing or a forgery.

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Geo Rennie Esqr | &c &c &c

1. George Rennie (1791–1866, ODNB). Civil engineer.

Letter 3223
Henry Hart Milman1 to Faraday
21 January 1857
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 26

Deanery St Pauls. E.C. Jany | 21
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I have received a letter from Lord Broughton2, Chairman of our
commission3, pressing that we should hold our first meeting on the 28th of
this month. Not knowing your direction he has requested me to communicate
with you. Will [you] be so kind as to write me word whether that day would
suit you, or write direct to Lord Broughton –

Erlestoke | Westbury | Wilts.

The government settle our place of meeting. I am most glad to find
myself your colleague[·]

Believe me | Most very truly yours | H.H. Milman
Michael Faraday Esq

1. Henry Hart Milman (1791–1868, ODNB). Dean of St Paul’s, 1849–1868.
2. John Cam Hobhouse, Lord Broughton (1786–1869, ODNB). Retired Whig politician.
3. Into the site for the National Gallery.
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Letter 3224
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
23 January 1857
From the original in UB MS NS 428

Royal Institution | 23 Jan 1857
My dear Schoenbein,

I wished to write to you and therefore wrote to my friend Miss Horn-
blower whose former letter you have1 – After a few days she wrote me
enclosing a letter to Miss Schoenbein which I now send – it will explain itself
& say more than I can. Your last but one letter2 I also laid before Mrs. Grove3

& some others but nothing has come of it so far. Mrs. Grove was anxious
to aid the cause but could find no opportunity. You will see that the philo-
sophic part of your last has appeared in the Phil. Mag.4 & I trust will aid
by degrees in doing the work of science: but the work is slow – Look at
Ozone how beautiful it is & yet how its progress has been resisted & how
little it was thought of at first – I do not know that I am doing any thing.
I forget – I have been subduing gold & other metals but probably told you
about that – I cannot say5 & I must not say more just now than to wish all
happiness to Miss Schoenbein & the rest with you & the kindest thoughts to
yourself from

Your friend | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c | University | Basle | on the Rhine |
Switzerland

1. See letter 3197.
2. Letter 3191.
3. Emma Maria Grove, née Powles (d.1879, age 68, GRO). Married Grove on 27 May 1837, see
his ODNB entry.
4. Schoenbein (1856e).
5. Faraday did mention this in letter 3197.

Letter 3225
Faraday to James David Forbes
29 January 1857
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1857/14

Royal Institution, London W | 29 Jan 1857
My dear Sir,

I have just received your dissertation1 and thank you heartily for it.
I have just looked at the table of contents and wonder at the work you have
had to do. I already know of the expression of Your kind feelings toward
myself by the proof sheets or slips that you sent me2[·] For that I thank you &
also congratulate myself because I believe that whatever you have said has
been not a mere partial feeling towards myself but the execution of a duty to
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that which you consider the truth of science[·] Kindness is a dear thing to me
& for all yours I most heartily thank you[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
J.D. Forbes Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Forbes (1857).
2. See letter 3148.

Letter 3226
William Gregory1 to Faraday
29 January 1857
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 15

Edinburgh | 29 Jan 1857
My dear Sir,

Dr. F. de Chaumont2, formerly a pupil of mine, has begged me to give
him an introduction to you. He proposes to settle in London as a medical
man, and takes much interest in chemical and physical science.

You will find him a most excellent young man, and one on whom any
kindness will be well bestowed.

Trusting that you are in good health, I am
Yours faithfully | William Gregory

1. William Gregory (1803–1858, ODNB). Professor of Chemistry at Edinburgh University, 1844–
1858.
2. Francis Stephen Bennett François De Chaumont (1833–1888, B1). Graduated from University
of Edinburgh, 1853, and thereafter an army surgeon.

Letter 3227
James Forrest1 to Faraday
30 January 1857
From the original press copy in ICE MS letter copy book, p. 254

30 Jan 1857
Dear Sir,

May I trouble you to revise and return to me at your convenience the
accompanying shorthand entry notes, of the remarks which fell from you last
Tuesday evening2.

Yours faithfully | James Forrest | Assistant Secretary
Professor Faraday FRS | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street

1. James Forrest (1825–1917, Min. Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng., 1917, 203: 417–19). Assistant Secretary of
the Institution of Civil Engineers, 1856 to 1859.
2. That is 27 January 1857 when Faraday took part in an extended discussion of submarine
telegraph cables at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Min. Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng., 1857, 16: 220–2.
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Letter 3228
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
30 January 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/78

Trinity House, London, E.C. | 30 Jan 1857
Sir,

I am directed to transmit you, the accompanying sample of Red Lead
which Messrs. Pilcher propose to provide for the service of this Corpora-
tion, and as it is important that the best red Lead should be supplied, I am
directed to request you will subject it to such analysis as shall determine the
genuineness of the article.

I am | Sir | Your most humble servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday

Letter 3229
Faraday to Achille Brachet1
31 January 1857
From the original in Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz
Dokumentensammlung Darmstaedter F 1 e 1831 (2). Autograph I/1478/23

Royal Institution, London | 31 Jan 1857
Sir,

I write in haste as you desire in reply to your enquiry – I do not think
that there is any manufactory of such heavy flint glass as that I made many
years ago2 nor do I think that such glass can be obtained commercially[·] That
which I had has been gradually dispersed amongst philosophers because of
its value in investigations regarding the action of magnetism on light[·] I am
very sorry to have so barren an answer to give to your enquiry[·]

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your Very humble Servant | M. Faraday
Monsieur | M. Achille Brachet | &c &c &c

1. Achille Brachet (b.1820, Guyot de Fère (1859), 58–60). French physicist and microscopist.
2. See James (1991).

Letter 3230
R.W. Swinburne & Co1 to Faraday
31 January 1857
From the printed original in RI MS F3 G253

Red Bull Wharf, 93, Upper Thames Street
London, E.C. | 31 Jan 1857

Sir,
We have the pleasure to inform you that we have completed arrange-

ments with Monsr. Petitjean2 for the exclusive use of his Patent Process for
Silvering Glass with pure silver3, and that we are now prepared to silver any
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Glass that may be ordered of us, or any that may be brought to us, the produce
of other Manufactories.

By this process blind frames are not required, and the silvering is not
affected by damp, heat, or climate.

The following is the scale of Prices for Silvering

Not above 1 foot 9d

" " 3 feet 10d P. foot super.
" " 8 " 1/-
" " 12 " 1/3
" " 16 " 1/6
" " 20 " 1/9

Above 20 feet, special prices

Specimens can be seen, and every information obtained at our Address,
as above.

We are | Sir | Your obedient Servants | R.W. Swinburne & Co
M. Faraday Esq

1. R.W. Swinburne & Co. Plate glass manufacturers of Red Bull Wharf, 93 Upper Thames
Street. POD.
2. Tony Petitjean (d.1873, age 49, GRO under Petitjeax). Invented process for silvering glass.
3. Petitjean was granted patent 1855–1681 for his process for silvering glass on 24 July 1855.

Letter 3231
Faraday to William Whewell
3 February 1857
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f. 41

Royal Institution, London W | 3 Feb 1857
My dear Dr. Whewell

The following are references1.
Thomson – On Poissons2Magnecrystallic views – Phil. Mag. March 1851,

page 1773. Perhaps Thomson has something more about the matter in 1854,
Comptes Rendus xxxviii pp. 632. 6374.

As to lines of Magnetic force you will find the test experiments described
at p 28 of the accompanying paper Par 3351 &c. of Exp Res5.

Van Rees6 has a mathematical paper in Poggendorfs Annalen 1853, vol xc
p 4157, – he is opposed to my views but says they give the same mathematical
results8 as the views of Ampere9 or Coulomb10 or Weber11[·]
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Thomson says that the lines represent truly the Magnetic forces &
even more simply than the representative idea of Coulomb Phil Mag 1854,
viii. p 5312

Another paper besides that on some points has turned up – I send it
because pp. 4.5.6.7 has reference to what we said about Gravity[·]

Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

1. Which Whewell presumably needed while preparing Whewell (1857), especially 3: 521–35.
2. Siméon-Denis Poisson (1781–1840, DSB). French mathematical physicist.
3. Thomson (1851).
4. Thomson (1854b).
5. Faraday (1855b), ERE[29b], 3351–62.
6. Richard van Rees (1797–1875, BNB). Professor of Mathematics and Physics at the University
of Utrecht, 1838–1867.
7. Rees (1853).
8. Ibid., 433.
9. André-Marie Ampère (1775–1836, DSB). French physicist.
10. Charles Augustin Coulomb (1736–1806, DSB). French physicist.
11. Wilhelm Eduard Weber (1804–1891, DSB). German physicist.
12. Thomson (1854a), 53.

Letter 3232
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
4 February 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/78

Royal Institution W | 4 Feb 1857
Sir,

Having examined the red lead which you sent me on the 30th Ultimo1,
I am in a condition to say, that there are no impurities mingled with it as
adulteration;– no red oxide or iron, red earth or other of the red substances
sometimes added; nor any thing to make weight[·] As a manufactured article
red lead varies, so that there is better & worse, independant of the presence
of impurities; but of these differences I am not a competent judge: on such
points a person is required, well acquainted with the article & accustomed to
compare different qualities.

I am Sir | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
P. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3228.
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Letter 3233
Faraday to William Thomas Brande
5 February 1857
From the original in BUL Newell Collection

Royal Institution W | 5 Feb 1857
My dear Brande,

I congratulate you and Mrs. Brande1 on the happy event of which certain
cards gave me notice to day2. Long may the pair live in the enjoyment of health
& content and that true companionship which in married life should increase
in its worth & consequences from day to day[·]

Ever Yours Affectionately | M. Faraday

1. Anna Frederica Brande, née Hatchett (1797–1881, ODNB under W.T. Brande). Married
William Thomas Brande in 1818.
2. That is the marriage of Brande’s eldest son, the Anglican priest William Thomas Charles
Brande (d.1891, age 69, GRO, AO) and Fanny James (d.1878, age 41, GRO) on 4 February
1857, GRO.

Letter 3234
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
9 February 1857
From the original in UB MS NS 429

Bâle | 9 Feb 1857
My dear Faraday,

Not knowing exactly the direction of your friend1 at Stamford Hill, I take
the liberty to inclose a letter addressed to her by my eldest daughter and beg
you to forward it to its place of destination. If the plan of Miss Schoenbein
should happen to be realized, I am very glad to know her placed with an inti-
mate friend of your’s and in your neighbourhood, being sure that in Stamford
Hill she will find a second home and in you and Mrs. Faraday a father and
mother.

As to the girl herself, being good-natured, cheerful, healthy, active, and
I may add well-informed and well-bred too, I trust she will please and suit
your friend.

During our late crisis and warlike preparations2 I was very busy too, but
in a very quiet and harmless way. I worked very hard upon oxigen (for what
else should or could I do) and think to have succeeded in ascertaining a series
of novel facts such as to my opinion at least, leave no shade of doubt about
the correctness of an old notion of mine, according to which common oxigen
must be considered as a chemically inert body and any oxydizing action
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apparently being brought about by O is invariably and as a conditio sine qua
non preceded by an allotropic modification (change of chemical condition) of
that elementary substance.

The facts alluded to appeared to me so simple and striking, when I saw
them first, that looked for as they were, I felt an infantine joy, to which I could
not help giving utterance, although I was quite alone in my laboratory. You
shall know the details in my next letter, for at this present moment I have no
leisure-time to write an epistolary memoir.

Amongst other little things I have found out that under given cir-
cumstances even strong acids may be chemically associated to metallic
peroxides, such as PbO2 and MnO2 yielding, as you may easily imagine,
highly energetic oxidizing solutions such indeed, as act like free ozonized
oxigen.

So you see, every day a little step is made onward in my favorite
study and I hope progressing still further for some time to come, for in the
Ozone business much work is yet left to be done. We have hardly begun the
“magisterium”.

I don’t know, whether you have been told that a great and wholly unex-
pected honor was bestowed upon Mr. Schoenbein some months ago. A gold
medal conjointly with a prize of about 3500 francs has been awarded to him
(by the King of Bavaria3) for his investigations on ozonised oxigen. Liebig
being quite intimate with his Majesty, I suspect that our friend has not been
quite strange to the matter. Be that however as it may, I cannot deny that I was
highly gratified by that Royal munificence less on account of the money than
of the meaning of the gift. The existence of the little baby, christened “Ozone”
has been at last acknowledged even by a Monarch; now the schoolmasters
must follow the Royal example.

I intend to spend the easter holidays at Munich a place which from sev-
eral reasons I am exceedingly fond of and visit more than any other town.
In the first place I have got there many friends of a very motley description,
artists, poets, philosophers &c. and there is even a Nimrod found amongst
them. Varietas delectate4. And then the Bavarian capital teems with master
pieces of the fine arts, which, unartistical as I am, I nevertheless relish very
much. It is indeed a great treat to me now and then to shake off from my
shoulders the dust of the laboratory and store up my mind with the Images
of exquisitely beautiful objects, creations certainly belonging to an order of
things infinitely superior to that under which we range physical phenomena
and philosophical truths. And I will not conceal it from you, that on return-
ing to the earth from the lofty regions where Imagination reigns and rules,
I feel myself a better philosopher and matter-of fact dealer, for even on the
prosaic ground of palpable matter, we cannot do without that enchantress
who conjures up Ideal worlds.
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Now being at the end of my stories and sheet I beg you to pardon the
loquacity of

Your | old and affectionate | friend C.F. Schoenbein.
Dr. M. Faraday | &c &c &c

P.S. Pray present my best compliments to Mrs. Faraday.

1. Jemima Hanbury Hornblower.
2. A reference to Prussian interference in Swiss affairs. See Ann. Reg., 1856, 98: 244–7.
3. Maximilian II (1811–1864, NDB). King of Bavaria, 1848–1864.
4. ‘variety pleases’.

Letter 3235
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
11 February 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/79

Trinity House, London E.C. | 11 Feb 1857
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the accompanying Sample of White
Lead from Messrs. Pontifex and Wood, who have sent in a Tender to supply
the quantity required for this Corporation’s Service, and to request you will
be so good as to analyze the sample, and favor me with the result for the
Board’s information1.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday D.C.L. | &c &c &c

1. Faraday’s analysis is in GL MS 30108/2/79 with a note that he replied on 18 February 1857.
This was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee, 24 February 1857, GL MS 30025/25, p. 16
which noted that Faraday had found the sample very pure and it was agreed to order white lead
from Pontifex and Wood.

Letter 3236
Faraday to James David Forbes
12 February 1857
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1857/19

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], London W | 12 Feb 1857
My dear Sir,

I published no account of my experiment on water other than that
which you will find in the Athenaeum June 15th 1850. pages 640–11. It was
before the publication of our Proceedings was commenced. I had no spare
copies–
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The librarian Mr. Vincent says that our proceedings are sent regularly
to the Royal Society [of Edinburgh] Parts i and iii went through Williams &
Norgate2[·] Part v [went] by post [and] they all go now by post. If you cannot
find i. iii. & v. he will endeavour to supply them but would be glad if your
folks will first enquire about them[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor J.D. Forbes Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Athenaeum, 15 June 1850, pp. 640–1 which contains an account of Faraday’s Friday Evening
Discourse of 7 June 1850, ‘Certain Conditions of Freezing Water’.
2. Booksellers of 14 Henrietta Street. POD.

Letter 3237
William Bird Herapath1 to Faraday
February 18572

From the original in RS MS MC 5.311
P.S.
My Dear Sir,

There is a little misunderstanding about the dates I spoke of – 1844 refers
to my diploma as a Member of the College of Surgeons[·] 1854 refers to the date
of the Fellowship of the Royal Society of Edinburgh neither of these therefore
belong really to the certificate itself–

The former date appears invidious to me as it would mark me out a
younger man than I am having entered very late into the profession in conse-
quence of my having spent many years in my fathers2 Chemical Laboratory
as his assistant Lecturer &c – Now I fancied it would be better to leave out
that 1844 especially – but if this cannot be done of course there is an end of
it – The other is by no means objectionable but I certainly do not see any other
medical mans name with the date of his diploma as a physician or Surgeon
attached to his Royal Society Certificate – I applied to the Royal Society for
admission in 1853 – and I presume that is the date attached to my certificate –
to which Mr. Weld alludes as being unable to interfere with4 –

I remain | My Dear Sir | Yours very sincerely | obliged | W. Bird
Herapath
Professor Faraday | F.R.S.

1. William Bird Herapath (1820–1868, ODNB). Bristol physician and chemist.
2. Dated on the basis that Faraday wrote letter 3238 shortly after receiving this.
3. William Bird Herapath (1820–1868, ODNB). Bristol physician and chemist.
4. Herapath was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1859. Faraday nominated him from
personal knowledge. RS MS Cert 9.424.
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Letter 3238
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
16 February 1857
From the original in RS MS MC 5.311

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 16 Feb 1857
My dear Sir,

Have the goodness to put up Dr. Herapaths1 certificate2 – the Old one –
If any of the changes referred to in the enclosed3 are proper make them – but
at all events put up the certificate[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
C.R. Weld Esqr | &c &c &c

1. William Herapath (1796–1868, ODNB). Analytical chemist in Bristol.
2. See letter 3237.
3. Letter 3237.

Letter 3239
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
17 February 1857
From the original press copy in RGO6/344, f. 80

17 Feb 1857
My dear Sir,

On 1847 May 20 you were so kind as to give me an answer to a question
which I had placed before you, relating to the possible preference of a pure
metal or an alloy (on the score of durability) for the Standard of Length1.

Will you permit me to quote your answer, in the Account of Construction
of the Standard which I am now drawing up?2

I am, my dear Sir, | Yours very truly, | G.B. Airy
Michael Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. Faraday to Airy, 20 May 1847, letter 1991, volume 3.
2. Airy, G.B. (1857), 653–4.

Letter 3240
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
17 February 1857
From the original in RGO6/344, f. 81

Royal Institution, Albemarle St. W | 17 Feb 1857
My dear Sir,

Use the communication by all means if you desire to do so. I do not
remember the matter but cannot doubt that the letter had no reserve about it1[·]
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Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
The Astronomer Royal | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3239.

Letter 3241
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
19 February 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/72

Trinity House, London, E.C. | 19 Feb 1857
Sir,

The Board has had reference to the inferior quality of the Samples of
Oil which have been submitted to them during the past year, and deeming it
expedient to review the method that has been heretofore pursued in testing
the quality of Oil for their Light Houses, (the Contract for the annual supply
of which will be entered into before long) have directed me to request you will
be so good as to give this subject your attention, and advise them as to the
arrangements you would recommend them to adopt for practically testing
the quality of each Cask of Oil supplied by the manufacturer,– together with
the standard test you would recommend for their adoption.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday D.C.L. | &c &c &c

Letter 3242
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
19 February 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/73

Trinity House London | 19 Feb 1857
My dear Sir,

I have been called upon by the Board of Trade for the Results of any
Experiments which may from time to time have been made of the relative
powers of the Fresnel System of Lights as compared with the Argand Lamps
& Reflectors, I do not find it recorded that we have ever had any general
reports from you on the Subject, but still such may have been made and not
purposely recorded, may I therefore trespass upon you with a request that
you will inform me whether your attention has ever been directed specially
to the comparative powers of the two systems? and if so whether you have
ever reported thereon & when?

I find that amongst the Brethren a general Opinion prevails that when
seen in the exact focus the Reflector is as powerful as the lens if not
more so but that the latter has the advantage of more general diffusion
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of Light.– and is consequently the best for fixd Lights, & the former for
revolving,–

Believe me | My dear Sir | Yours very faithfully | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Replied with the accompanying list of references1

1. This list of Faraday’s reports is in GL MS 30108/2/73.

Letter 3243
Faraday to Miss Lyon1

20 February 1857
From the original in FACLM H MS c1

Royal Institution, Albemarle St. W | 20 Feb 1857
My dear Miss Lyon,

I hasten to send you the tickets2 with our heartiest remembrances[·]
Jeanie is not here & if she were I do not know that I should let her write:
I hope you have heard or will hear the great bell3 before you come: it is a fine
sight & has a glorious sound[·]

Ever Truly Your | faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. Presumably for Denison (1857), Friday Evening Discourse of 6 March 1857.
3. A reference to the new great bell (later called ‘Big Ben’) for the new Houses of Parliament
which was then being tested in Palace Yard. See Weinreb and Hibbert (1983), 63–4.

Letter 3244
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
21 February 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/72

Royal Institution, Albemarle St. W | 21 Feb 1857
Sir,

In reply to your letter of the 19th1 I have to state that I have never
had the qualities of either Spermaceti or Rape oil in regard to the particu-
lar fitness of different specimens for combustion in lamps brought before
me nor am I aware that there is any ready process for distinguishing their
qualities. I have always understood that the ability to distinguish better
from worse has depended upon the experience of the parties judging & their
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acquaintance with the run of qualities. I have not any judgment in that matter
myself2[·]

I am | Sir | Your Very Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3241.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee, 24 February 1857, GL MS 30025/25,
pp. 15–16.

Letter 3245
Faraday to Henry Enfield Roscoe
21 February 1857
From Roscoe (1906), 138

Royal Institution, Albemarle St. W | 21 Feb 1857
My dear Sir,

Last night I placed a portrait of Bunsen in the Library1, and that led me
to get a friend to read the inscription beneath; and considering the case I am
persuaded that I came to a false conclusion about it. Somehow I imagined
that it came from Bunsen himself, but then I do not know him personally
and the inscription tells me that it is a valued personal testimony to some one
in particular, and I doubt not it is you. Now I should send it back to you at
once by the carrier, but am not quite sure that I have your town address, so
I use this letter as a means of knowing really where you are and with many
thanks for your kind intention of showing it to us here, beg your pardon for
my mistake and oblige

Ever, my dear Sir | Yours Very Truly | M. Faraday
Roscoe, Esq | &c &c

1. For the Friday Evening Discourse exhibition. This portrait is now in RI MS F1 H50.

Letter 3246
George Richmond to Faraday
23 February 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

10 York Str | 23 Feb 1857
My dear Sir,

On reaching home1, I found that my good wife2 had invited Dr. Ogle3

to tea with us, so I must even give up the pleasure of coming to you this Evn
though I send the sheet of colours & vehicles.

I will call on the chance of seeing you some afternoon just to read to you
some of the written notes, under the colours which you may have difficulty
in making out, as the writing is not very distinct[·]

I remain my dear Sir | Your very faithful Servant | Geo Richmond
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1. Following a meeting of the National Gallery Site Commission which Faraday and Richmond
had attended in the afternoon. Parliamentary Papers, 1857, 2nd session [2261], XXIV, p. ix. The
main issue was the cleaning and restoration of paintings, questions 1112–1227.
2. Julia Richmond, née Tatham (d.1881, age 69, GRO). Married Richmond in 1831.
3. John William Lister Ogle (1824–1905, ODNB). London physician.

Letter 3247
Faraday to Henry Enfield Roscoe
25 February 1857
From the original in RSC MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Royal Institution,
Albemarle St. W | 25 Feb 1857

My dear Mr. Roscoe,
Your letter is very kind and I would on no account risk offending you1.

But I know the value of a personal remembrance & I think the portrait ought
to be in its right place with you.– I think so of those which I have and should
never allow a mistake to cause the displacement of the least of them. I would
send the portrait back at once but fear to annoy you in some way & so shall
wait until I see you face to face & then

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
H.E. Roscoe Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3245.

Letter 3248
Robert Mallet to Faraday
9 March 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Delville, Glasnevin, Co Dublin | 9 Mar 57
My dear Sir,

In relation to some professional questions – it is a matter of some impor-
tance to me to obtain an Estimate of the average force of expansion of the
fire damp in Coal seams – as it issues from the “Blowers” say in inches of
Mercury.

From your connection in time past with the subject of Colliery
explosions1 it has occurred to me that you could probably give me some
approximate data[·]

There is neither time nor opportunity for making any experiment.
The probable theoretic maximum pressure of an expanding “Blower”.

I take to be that due to the liquid gas, at the moment it becomes gaseous, and
at the temperature & pressure due to the coal seam or locality?
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I think I may count upon your not grudging a crumb of knowledge –
though I feel that it demands a very important object to justify any trespass
upon your time, the value of which is not to be counted in money – against
which in truth you have never weighed it[·]

with much esteem | my dear Sir | faithfully yours | Robert Mallet
Mr. Faraday Esq FRS. | &c &c &c

1. That is the Haswell Colliery disaster in 1844. See James and Ray (1999).

Letter 3249
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
11 March 1857
From the original in RI MS F1 E1

Wednesday Evening | 11 Mar 1857
Dear friend,

I write this note & bring it not expecting to find you. I returned alone
from Brighton today and now come to ask you for something such as you
gave me before. Last night my Stomach was thoroughly upset up & down –
it has been pretty well during the day though with a feeling of weakness &
tonight the sensation of heartburn & sickness returns so far as to bring me to
you – for I have forgotten all you told me before. But if you are not at home –
take no trouble tonight. A little dry toast & a little hot brandy & water with
perhaps a little Carb Ammonia after a while if all is not quiet will I have no
doubt do very well.

Ever Affectionately Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. B. Jones | &c &c &c

Letter 3250
William Henry Adcock1 to Faraday
13 March 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

The Mills, Ashby de la Zouch | 13 Mar 1857
To Dr. Faraday,

Since I received your last communication, I have been reading in the
3d vol of your exp. Researches2 and notwithstanding the indifference you
entertain towards Swedenborgs3 theory I must say (though I fear to give
offence) that the views you profess of the nature of force &c are essentially
the same.

Swedenborg shows rationally & geometrically the relation existing
between the forces gravitation and magnetism. He says of the magnetic ele-
ment that it is “the first in which elementary nature presents herself as visible
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to the eye.Here it is that she begins to emerge out of her hiding place and from
darkness to issue forth into light”4.

In fact he makes the magnet a stand point a key with which he unlocks
the mysteries of the universe. Shows that the milky way is under the same
care, is the axis of a mighty helix.

Reading your papers on lines of force5 I am perpetually reminded of
something I have met with before and in him and what is singular the figures
he has used to illustrate are many of them like yours6.

I am sure experiment is leading slowly and surely to his Principia. No
doubt at the time it was written it appeared dark and obscure, but every fresh
advance in physical knowledge has but served to illustrate and confirm its
reasonings. I am astounded at the general negligence of it either it is truth or
falsity. It has not been proved erroneous but it is scouted and accepted and
acknowledged a truth it cannot be till more attention has been paid to it than
hitherto.

I trust you will pardon my again obtruding the subject on your notice
after what you have said. But I am so impressed with the way in which your
thoughts tend to look for the resolution of forms of force that I cannot but
think a perusal of the book would give you pleasure.

Do not let any prejudgment interfere but read it and I am sure you will
agree it ought to be more generally known.

It is no dream but strict rational reasoning brought down at every fresh
step to accord with geometry and known truths.

As an earnest of what I have said I will if you will accept it send you the
1st vol7.

I am Your Humble Servant W. Adcock

1. William Henry Adcock (d.1904, age 73, GRO). Swedenborgian farmer.
2. Faraday (1855c).
3. Emanuel Swedenborg (1688–1772, DSB). Swedish theologian.
4. Swedenborg (1846), 1: 211.
5. For example Faraday (1852b), ERE28 and (1852d), ERE[29a].
6. See, for example, Swedenborg (1846), 1: 271.
7. Swedenborg (1846), 1.

Letter 3251
Julius Plücker to Faraday
14 March 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 14 Mar 1857
My dear Sir!

I take liberty to send to you the announced paper on the magnetic induc-
tion of crystals1 – not without some hesitation. Is it not rather strange that a
Professor of Bonn presents so large a paper to the Royal Society?
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Not being acquainted with the “coutumes” of this Society, I have written
a few word to the foreign Secretary2. I pray you, Sir, to send to him the paper
with the letter, if this be the way. In addressing it to you, I principally wished to
offer to you the occasion to look previously at the paper and especially to the
note (p. 6) concerning Prof Tyndall3. I think there is no offense given to him.

Tis now exactly ten years ago, I made the first observation on the new
way opened by yourselves. After many disappointments I finally succeeded –
I think so at least – to give a theory of all the various phenomena and to
support this theory, in verifying experimentally the numerical values derived
from it. Let me refer here only to the experiments with a sphere of formicate
of copper. You may directly find after some trials, what I have called the
magnetic axis of this salt, a crystal when suspended along one of these axes
(including an angle of 50◦,) not being acted upon in an extraordinary way. You
may obtain them by counting the oscillations of the crystalline sphere, when
successively suspended along any two determined directions. You may get
them by observing its position, when suspended along any known direction
and hence deduce its position, when suspended along any other direction
(p. 53–57)4. You may lastly determine them by a curious method, wich I
applied to crystallised bismuth – to get exact number my sphere of formicate
of copper wanted a different torsion – wire (note p. 65)5.

Excuse me, Sir, in giving to you so much trouble. I hope you are well.
With all my heart | Yours | Plücker

PS. If there be any inconvenient to lay my paper before the Royal Society,
I beg you to put it aside and to burn the letter to the foreign Secretary6.

1. Plücker (1858f). See letter 3109.
2. This letter was addressed to William Henry Smyth. See letter 3257.
3. Plücker (1858f), 545.
4. Ibid., 574.
5. Ibid., 579.
6. William Hallowes Miller. Faraday did send the paper to the Royal Society, see letter 3257, and
it was received by the Royal Society on 26 March 1857. The manuscript has not survived in the
archives of the Royal Society.

Letter 3252
Ernst Becker to Faraday
15 March 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Buckingham Palace, SW | 15 Mar 1857
My dear Sir,

I had the pleasure of receiving the two copies of your lecture1 and I
have given one to The Prince. His Royal Highness, gratefully acknowledging
your kindness of sending him a copy, wishes me to tell you, how much
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pleasure it will give him carefully to peruse again in print the thoughts
you expressed in that lecture – thoughts too deep & too momentous to
be sufficiently appreciated in all their importance, when heard for the
first time.

I remain, my dear Sir | Yours truly | E. Becker
Mr. Faraday, Esq

1. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857, chaired by Prince Albert.

Letter 3253
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
20 March 1857
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 382–3

Royal Institution | 20 Mar 1857
I snatch a few weary moments to have a word with you in the way of thanks
for your letters of news.
. . .

I won’t pretend to send you any news, for, when I try to remember it,
all is slow to me, and you are so active and spirituel that it seems to me as if
you were out of my sight.

Perhaps you may be inclined to say as regards gravity, and that I am out
of your sight1; nevertheless, I have a strong trust and conviction,

I am ever yours | M. Faraday

1. A reference to Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.

Letter 3254
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
20 March 1857
From the original press copy in RGO6/471, f. 151

20 Mar 1857
My dear Sir,

I have to thank you for your kind remembrance in sending me a copy
of your “Conservation of Forces”1.

The mention of time in page 22 reminds me of an odd thing (having little
to do with your speculations, but inducing the association connected with
the word time) which may be worth mentioning to you. On three occasions
only (so far as I remember) Latimer Clark has sent me notice of observed
deflexions of the telegraph needles3: on those three occasions we have had
magnetic disturbances; but the oddity of the thing is, that in each case our
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magnetic disturbances have followed the telegraph wire disturbances by about
an hour. Can you make any thing of this?

I am, my dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
2. Ibid., 353.
3. See, for example, Clark to Airy, 20 January 1857, RGO6/471, f. 45 and the papers immediately
following (especially f. 57 and 56) which report two further deflections in mid March.

Letter 3255
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
20 March 1857
From the original press copy in RGO6/471, f. 152

20 Mar 1857
My dear Sir,

This morning my Assistant came in in great alarm to tell me that the
times of Magnetic Disturbance to which I adverted in my note1 to you were
Göttingen times and therefore exceeded Greenwich nominal times by about
40m and therefore made the Disturbance appear 40m later. In correcting the
times of Disturbance for this, there is general simultaneity with the Telegraph
disturbance.

I am, my dear Sir, | Yours very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 3254.

Letter 3256
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
21 March 1857
From the original in RGO6/471, f. 153–4

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 21 Mar 1857

My dear Sir,
I thank you heartily for your two notes1. It was very difficult to see what

an interval of nearly an hour meant – but the identical time of the phenomena
brings all together[·]

Nevertheless as an experimentalist I am thinking about the possibility
of proving the existence of the Element of time in Magnetic phenomena:– and
though we cannot look for hours or minutes or seconds, still even should
it be so small as with light itself – there seems a possibility of ascertaining
it.– All will depend upon the power we may have in diminishing the time
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of obstruction.– I acknowledge that I have not much hope; but a proof in the
affirmative would be of such extreme value to the consideration of a force
acting at a distance, that I think much labour & thought would not be thrown
away in trying for it, even if the results should at last be negative[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letters 3254 and 3255.

Letter 3257
Faraday to William Hallowes Miller
23 March 1857
From the original in the possession of Hal Kass

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
London W | 23 Mar 1857

My dear Professor,
I have just sent a paper to the Royal Society for you – it is from Professor

Plucker of Bonn one of the Foreign Members1. In it is a letter addressed to
Admiral Smyth as Foreign Secretary. It is on Magnecrystallography & contains
as he tells me a perfect mathematical theory. When he told me some time ago
that he was intending to send a paper to the Royal Society2 I warned him that
it must be original3 and he tells me that it is so. Of that & its merits you will
be a far better judge than I am[·] The English is his own[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor Miller | &c &c &c

1. Plücker (1858f). See letter 3251.
2. Letter 3109.
3. Letter 3116.

Letter 3258
Faraday to Julius Plücker
23 March 1857
From the incomplete original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution, London | 23 Mar 1857
My dear Sir,

Let me acknowledge, first your letter of the 2nd January1, and now the
letter2 & paper3 which I received only a few days ago. The paper I have read
& sent on to Professor Miller of Cambridge who is now the Foreign Secretary
of the Royal Society4: & I have sent with it the letter to Admiral Smyth who
has left the Secretaryship since his elevation in rank. Your paper appears to
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me to be a very carefully elaborated work, but I am quite unable to enter into
the mathematical part of it. The Formate of copper appears to have been of
great service in your investigation5[·]

With regard to the note at p66. I hardly know what to say. I understood
that you & Tyndall met each other at Vienna7 & I was in hopes that you would
have come to a thorough understanding with each other. I do not mean that
you would have agreed in conclusion because every scientific man has a right
to his own – but that both sides would have found reason to believe that the
other did not charge him with wilful misstatement. Dr. Tyndall thinks that
you have implied such a charge and says that whether you meant it or not
your words conveyed the meaning in which he understood them to many
others in the same sense as to himself. I suppose that as long as you say they
did not convey that meaning & could not convey it he will think he can only
clear himself from the charge of wilfullymisrepresenting you by proving that
they did convey it and so the disturbed feeling is kept up.

In the present case I should have thought that such explanations as we
frequently have in our House of Commons would have been satisfactory.
There when one party says they did not mean to convey a certain impression
the other party is immediately satisfied that there was no intention to convey
that impression. But such things as these are far more easily settled by word
of mouth than by letter & that was the reason why I hoped much from your
meeting at Vienna. I am very sorry for this affair I do not remember the
expressions referred to and would

1. Letter 3220.
2. Letter 3251.
3. Plücker (1858f).
4. Letter 3257.
5. Plücker (1858f), 553–4.
6. Ibid., 545.
7. At the meeting of the Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher. Tyndall to Hirst, probably
2 October 1856, RI MS JT/1/HTYP, p. 470–1.

Letter 3259
John Tyndall to Faraday
24 March 1857
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4067

Royal Institution | 24 Mar 1857
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I think I ought to let you know that my feelings with regard to M. Plücker
are, that he is not dealing with me in an open and upright manner. I can
hardly imagine myself writing of him as he does not scruple to write of me,
My relation to him has been altogether of a public kind, and he ought to deal
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with it in a public manner. If the facts do not justify what I have done let
him shew this, and I am willing to make reparation. But M. Plucker must
feel that a reference to facts would only prove that I have been very tender of
his reputation as an experimenter, and hence he resorts to a private canvass
of my “motives”. What guarantee have I that he does not write to all his
friends as he has written to Wheatstone, where he broadly insinuates that I
have unfairly influenced you against him – a charge which you know to be
as unjust as it is unwarranted1. Instead of dealing with facts in a philosophic
spirit, M. Plücker deals in suspicions regarding me which arise purely out of
his own constitution. I think I have reason to complain of this. If he wishes to
influence you in his favour let the case be laid fully before you and I pledge
myself to abide by your decision. If you can call to mind your own impressions
regarding his meaning when he experimented with you here, I venture to say
that they will be substantially the same as mine.

Ever yours | John Tyndall

1. See Tyndall, Diary, 1 April 1856, 6a: 297 and also Tyndall to Hirst, 6 April 1856, RI MS
JT/1/HTYP, p. 442.

Letter 3260
Faraday to James Clerk Maxwell
25 March 1857
From the original in ULC Add MS 7655/II/6

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle Street W | 25 Mar 1857

My dear Sir,
I received your paper and thank you very much for it1. I do not say I

venture to thank you for what you have said about Lines of force because I
know you have done it for the interests of philosophical truth but you must
suppose it is most grateful to me and gives me much encouragement to think
on. I was at first almost frightened when I saw such mathematical force made
to bear upon the subject and then wondered to see that the subject stood
it so well – I send by this post another paper to you2. I wonder what you
will say to it. I hope however that bold as the thoughts may be you may
perhaps find reason to bear with them. I hope this summer to make some
experiments on the time of magnetic action3 or rather on the time required for
the assumption of the electrotonic state round a wire carrying a current that
may help the subject on. The time must probably be short as the time of light
but the greatness of the result if affirmative makes me not despair – Perhaps
I had better have said nothing about it for I am often long in realising my
intentions & a failing memory is against me.

Ever Yours Most truly | M. Faraday
Professor C. Maxwell | &c &c &c
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1. Maxwell (1856).
2. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
3. See Faraday, Diary, 30 March 1857, 7: 15404–19.

Letter 3261
Francesco Zantedeschi1 to Faraday
25 March 1857
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 147

Padoue | 25 Mar 1857
Monsieur,

J’ai l’honneur de vous faire savoir que dans la Séance de l’Institut Impl.
et Royal2 qui eût lieu le 23 Courant, à ma proposition, on vous élut membre
de ce corps scientifique.– Je ne doute pas que l’Instt. Impl. et Royal ne soit
honoré lui même de l’aggregation d’un sujet distingué et justement célèbre
par des travaux Scientifiques de tous genres.

Agrèez, Monsieur, l’expression de la consideration distinguée avec la
quelle j’ai l’honneur d’être

Votre trés-humble Servr | Zantedeschi

TRANSLATION
Padua | 25 Mar 1857

Sir,
I have the honour of informing you that at the Session of the Imperial and

Royal Institute2 that took place on the 23rd of this month, on my proposition,
you were elected a member of this scientific body. I do not doubt that the
Imperial and Royal Institute is honoured by the addition of so distinguished
a person, justly celebrated for his scientific works of all kinds.

Accept, Sir, the expression of the distinguished consideration with
which I have honour of being

Your very humble servant | Zantedeschi

1. Francesco Zantedeschi (1797–1873, P2, 3). Retired Professor of Physics in Padua.
2. That is the Imperial and Royal Institute of Venice. See letter 3369.

Letter 3262
Anthony Panizzi to Faraday
27 March 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

British Museum | 27 Mar 1857
Dear Sir,

I have received an intimation from the Secretary of the National Gallery
Site Commission1 that it has been considered desirable you should have an
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opportunity of examining the surfaces of Works of Sculptures in the British
Museum, and I beg to assure you that I shall be happy to afford you every
facility in my power whenever it may be most convenient for you to pursue
your investigations.

Believe me, Dear Sir, Yours truly | A. Panizzi
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Henry Montague Butler (1833–1918, ODNB). Later headmaster of Harrow.

Letter 3263
François Napoleon Marie Moigno to Faraday
27 March 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

2 rue Servandoni | 27 Mars 1857
Mon cher Monsieur Faraday,

Je vous remercie de m’avoir envoyé de bonne heure le résumé de votre
belle leçon Sur la conservation des forces1. Je me Suis empressé de l’analyser et
vous trouverez la première partie de mon travail dans la livraison du Cosmos
que vous recevrez en même temps que cette lettre2.

A propos de votre lecture permettez moi d’appeler votre attention Sur
une exposition que j’ai faite il y a déja longtemps dans des doctrines de
Mr. Seguin Sur la cohesion3. Vous y trouverez exprimées des idées très con-
formes aux votres Sur la pesanteur et la Nature des dernières molécules de la
matiére. Permettez moi malgré vos nombreuses graves et Savantes occupa-
tions de vous prier instamment de lire ces quelques pages trop peu connues
il me Semble. J’ose aussi vous conjurer, dussé-je paraitre importun de lire
dans ma traduction de la corrèlation des Forces physiques de Mr. Grove4,
l’ensemble des idées de Mr. Seguin5. C’est un homme excellent, un vérita-
ble philosophe, qui a fait dans l’industrie une grande fortune, dont il fait
le plus excellent usage, c’est lui qui a fait toutes les dépenses de mon Cos-
mos jusqu’au jour ou ce journal s’est suffi à lui-même. Il se désole de ne pas
pouvoir appeler l’attention, et faire entrer dans le domaine de la philosophie
naturelle, des doctrines qui lui semblent aussi vraies que nécessaires. Si à
l’example de Mr. de Humboldt vous vouliez etre assez bon, après avoir lu les
notes additionelles à l’ouvrage de Mr. Grove, pour lui écrire une petite lettre
de sympathie et d’encouragement, vous le rendriez bien heureux, et je vous
l’en serais reconnaissant comme d’un grand bienfait. Ne me refusez pas cette
grace. Personne n’est plus à main que vous de comprendre et de juger cette
Synthèse philosophie; l’explication de la cohésion et la théorie de la distension
Sont certainement de bonnes choses qui méritent d’être étudiées.
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Si vous rencontrez Mr. Tyndall, j’oserai vous prier de lui dire que j’ai
éprouvé un grand plaisir à développer sa théorie si simple et si vraie des
phénomènes des glaciers6.

J’ai été heureux aussi de rendre justice à votre si bon ami Mr. Andrews
en analysant sa note sur la décomposition bipolaire de l’eau par l’électricité
de tension7. Mon temps est consacré tout entier à l’exposition des travaux,
des decouvertes et des progrès accomplis, c’est une besogne bien aride, bien
fatigante, qui rapporte peu de gloire et de profits; mais il vaut souvent se
dévouer et s’effacer pour le bien de la Science; et je me conforme de bon coeur
à cette sublime maxime de St. Jean: Il faut qu’il croisse et que moi je diminue8.
Les Savans anglais vous le Savez Sont chers à mon esprit et à mon coeur, j’ai
traduit Grove avec bonheur, je traduirais avec plus de bonheur encore Vos
recherches experimentales sur l’electricité, et peut être déciderai-je Mr. Séguin
a faire les frais d’une traduction française quand votre travail sera terminé9.
Je n’ai pas malheureusement vos deux premiers volumes complets, et le plus
grand plaisir que vous pussiez me faire serait de me les envoyer avec votre
Signature.

Je vous verrai certainement cette année en allant à Dublin prendre part
aux réunions de l’association britannique.

Je Suis dans les Sentiments de la considération la plus respectueusement
affectueuse et la plus distinguée

Votre très humble Serviteur | l’abbé F. Moigno

TRANSLATION
2 rue Servandoni | 27 Mar 1857

My dear Mr. Faraday,
I thank you for promptly sending the summary of your beautiful lecture

on the conservation of forces1. I hastened to analyze it and you will find the
first part of my work in the issue of theCosmos that you will receive at the same
time as this letter2.

In connection with your lecture, permit me to draw your attention to an
explanation that I expounded a long time ago on the doctrines of Mr. Seguin on
cohesion3. You will find expressed there ideas very similar to your own on the
weight and the nature of the latter molecules of matter. Permit me, in spite
of your numerous serious and scholarly occupations, to ask you urgently
to read these few pages which are too little known, it seems to me. I also
dare to implore you, at the risk of appearing to be a nuisance, to read in my
translation of the correlation of physical forces of Mr. Grove4, the collected
ideas of Mr. Seguin5. He is an excellent man, a true philosopher, who made a
large fortune in industry, of which he makes the most excellent use; it was he
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who covered all the expenses of my Cosmos until the day this journal became
self-sufficient. He is sorry not to be able to draw attention, and bring to the
domain of natural philosophy, doctrines that seem to him to be as true as
they are necessary. If, after having read the additional notes in the work of
Mr. Grove, you would like to follow Mr. Humboldt’s example and be so good
as to write him a little letter of sympathy and encouragement, you would
make him happy, and I would be grateful for a great kindness. Do not refuse
me this request. No one is more able than you to understand and to judge this
philosophic synthesis; the explanation of cohesion and the theory of distension
are certainly good things that deserve to be studied.

If you meet Mr. Tyndall, I beg you to tell him that I felt great pleasure in
developing his simple and true theory of the phenomena of glaciers6.

I was also happy to do justice to your good friend Mr. Andrews
while analyzing his note on the bipolar decomposition of water by tension
electricity7. My time is dedicated entirely to the exposition of works, discover-
ies and accomplished progress, it is a very arid, very tiring task, which brings
little glory and profit; but it is often worth devoting and effacing oneself for
the good of Science; and I comfort myself cheerfully with this sublime maxim
from St. John: It is necessary that it grows and that I decrease8. English Savants,
as you know, are dear to my spirit and my heart, I have happily translated
Grove, I would translate with greater pleasure your experimental researches
on electricity, and perhaps I can persuade Mr. Seguin to cover the costs of a
French translation when your work is finished. Unfortunately I do not have
your first two completed volumes9, and the greatest pleasure that you could
give me would be to send me signed copies.

I will certainly see you this year by going to Dublin to take part in the
meeting of the British Association.

I am, with the sentiments of the most respectfully affectionate and most
distinguished consideration

Your very humble servant | abbé F. Moigno

Address: Monsieur Faraday de la Societé | royale de Londres, professeur à
Royal Institution | Albemarle Street | Piccadily

1. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
2. Moigno (1857b).
3. [Moigno] (1852).
4. Grove (1856).
5. Seguin (1856).
6. Moigno (1857a).
7. [Moigno] (1857c).
8. John 3: 30. ‘He must increase, but I must decrease’.
9. Faraday (1839, 1844). These were not translated into French.
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Letter 3264
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
31 March 1857
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/29, p. 1947

31 Mar 1857
Sir,

I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade,
to transmit herewith a Draft on Her Majesty’s Paymaster General for the sum
of One hundred pounds (£100) which My Lords have ordered to be paid to
you for your Services in Inspecting the Lighting Apparatus for Lighthouses
in course of erection in the Colonies during the past year according to the
arrangement made at the time when you first undertook this duty1.

An adhesive Stamp should be affixed to the Draft and it should be signed
by you. It may be then placed in your Bankers hands who will receive the
amount from Her Majesty’s Paymaster General[·]

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street

1. See letter 3096.

Letter 3265
Faraday report to Trinity House
3 April 1857
From the incomplete original copy in GL MS 30108/2/77 and Parliamentary
Papers, 1862 (489), LIV, p. 2

Royal Institution | 3 Apr 1857
Sir,

Though I cannot pretend to say any thing that was not evident to
the Deputy Master1 & Elder Brethren as well as myself, on the night of
Tuesday last2, when certain lights at Blackwall Wharf were observed from
Woolwich, still it may be considered as part of my duty to offer the following
observations.

The first trial was made with the two pannels (containing four lenses) of
the Bishops light apparatus, which had been before examined at the Trinity
house (see letter of the 19 Decr. 18563); the object being to ascertain that
the expected alternation of illumination & darkness was certain. The results
confirmed that expectation & the former conclusion. Each illumination had
but a moderate degree of intensity (not more than half that of the great lens
was to be expected); for only a twenty fourth part of the light of the whole
circle could be received on each lens; i.e. the 1

24 th part of the light from the
central four-wicked lamp.
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Then two successive casts or faces of the Buchaness light were exhibited.
Each face consisted of three Argand lamps in Parabolic reflectors; the arrange-
ment being such that eight faces occupied the circle.– The illuminated & dark
intervals were here very good & distinct, as was to be expected. The light from
one face of three lamps was much better than from one lens of the Bishops
light apparatus; but that was to be expected also; for now 24 lamps fill the
circle & an eighth of that (or 3 lamps) sent all their rays to the eye at once;
whereas when the refractor was employed, a lamp equal to only 12 or 14
Argand lamps was in the center and only 1

24 th part of its light was sent to the
eye in each flash.

The Bishops light pannels were then again employed, but the central
lamp was changed for the electric light of Professor Holmes: An extraordi-
nary alteration in the results was now evident. As the apparatus revolved, a
beam of light issuing from it was seen to sweep round, which when it came
up to the eye, struck it for an instant with a beautiful & intense light and then
passed away on the other side. The brilliancy at the moment was far above
that of either of the former arrangements. This was chiefly due to three cir-
cumstances; first the greater amount of light from the electric lamp than from
the concentric wick lamp;– next the concentration of the light into a small
space, not more than the third or fourth of an inch in diameter; and lastly the
absence of any thing like the great burner, which causes so much shadow in
respect of the lower rays of light from the four wicked lamp. It is the second
circumstance or smallness in size of the light itself, which allows every part to
be brought nearly into the focus of the lenses, causes the brilliant ray already
described to be sent forward to the observer at a distance. The divergence
of the issuing beam is greatly diminished and its intensity proportionately
increased.– The duration of the light is of course diminished also. The power
of gathering up the light into an intense brief beam, which is obtained by the
electric lamp, is unattainable, as I believe, by any lamp dependant4 on the
combustion of oil or fuel of any kind.

The electricity for this light was procured, not from a chemically acting
voltaic battery, but from the power of moving magnets, in what is known as
a magneto-electric machine; a two-horse steam engine is required to move it,
but there is no consumption of the parts, otherwise than by ordinary wear
and tear. When the lenses were removed and the electric and concentric-
wicked lamps placed in sight at once, the former was evidently much the
brightest, but Dr. Holmes has not as yet made any comparison of the two, or
given expressions of their relative illuminating power. Being examined near
at hand, I found the Electric Light very pure and white, and very steady;
there was none of the variation or flickering which occurs with the voltaic
light; what alternations existed were so small, constant, and numerous, that
the result to the eye was a perfectly steady illumination5.

(signed) M. Faraday
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1. John Shepherd.
2. That is 31 March 1857.
3. Letter 3212.
4. Hereafter the text is from Parliamentary Papers.
5. This letter was discussed at Trinity House Court, 7 April 1857, GL MS 30004/27, p. 39 and it
was agreed that part of it would be sent to Holmes.

Letter 3266
Faraday to François Napoleon Marie Moigno
4 April 1857
From the original in AS MS Collection Bertrand
Private

Royal Institution, London W | 4 Apr 1857
My dear Abbe Moigno,

I must not longer delay answering your very kind letter1. I have been
waiting to see Grove who has been out of town on circuit but can wait no
longer. I have given your message to Tyndall & will do the same to Grove
very soon. Your kind expression with regard to my papers & your practi-
cal kindness is sending me the sheet of Cosmos of Nov 1852 containing the
account of M. Seguins2 views deserve my best thanks. I have been very greatly
struck by the latter and cannot but rejoice to find such aid surrounding the
cause of Newton & science in relation to the points of attraction both at a dis-
tance & in the case of cohesion I am glad to find myself in such good company.
When I have seen the view you give of M. Seguins philosophy as set forth in
your translation of Groves Correlation3 & I think I shall certainly see reason
to do as you ask me & write to M. Seguin[·]

You say you want to be in England at the time of the Association4. I do
not mean to wait for that however but have sent to Mr. Taylor5 the publishers
for copies of the volumes of the Experimental Researches6 and intend to send
them by Rail way as soon as I can. You complement me greatly in wishing to
have them. But I cannot understand what you say about translating them –
for I am sure it would never pay you & I should be sorry that your good will
& kindness should cause expence & inconvenience to any one7. I know your
kindness & that of all my friends in France without any such serious proof
as that.

I must leave this paper for I am fatigued and busy – and slow[·]
Ever My dear Abbé | Yours very faithfully | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3263.
2. [Moigno] (1852).
3. Grove (1856); Seguin (1856).
4. The meeting of the British Association in Dublin.
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5. Richard Taylor (1781–1858, ODNB). Publisher and one of the editors of the Philosophical
Magazine.
6. Faraday (1839, 1844, 1855c) of which Moigno, in letter 3263, asked for the first two volumes.
7. They were not translated into French.

Letter 3267
Faraday to William Robert Grove
4 April 1857
From the original in RI MS G31

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead]
Albemarle St. W | 4 Apr 1857

My dear Grove,
Have you a copy of Moigno’s translation of Your Correlation &c1? if so

can you lend it to me Moigno refers me to it for Seguins views of the forces
of matter2[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Grove (1856).
2. Letter 3263; Seguin (1856).

Letter 3268
Faraday to William Robert Grove
6 April 1857
From the original in RI MS G32

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead]
Albemarle St. W | 6 Apr 1857

My dear Grove,
I have many thanks to offer you for the Forces1. I take it with me tomor-

row as a holiday in the Country air – I hope my note2 has not (unwittingly
on my part) laid you under contribution. It was written because of Moigno’s
letter to me3[·] You must be sure of the value of the volume as a remembrance
to me:– but still if when I return you have reason to let me know you have
need of a copy in another direction do not hesitate to let me know.

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Grove (1856).
2. Letter 3267.
3. Letter 3263.
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Letter 3269
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
8 April 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/77

Trinity House, London, E.C. | 8 Apr 1857
Sir,

I am directed by the Elder Brethren to convey to you their Thanks for
your Report on the result of the examination of the several Lights exhibited
at Blackwall on the Evening of Tuesday the 31st ultimo1.– and with reference
to the Observations you have offered on the apparatus which it is at present
intended to fit up at the Light House on the Bishop Rock,– I am to request
you will favor the Elder Brethren with your opinion, whether a Light exhib-
ited with that Apparatus would under ordinary circumstances, be found as
effective for the purpose of illuminating a widely extended Sphere as with
one composed of Lenses of the usual magnitude, or be as powerful and dis-
tinctive as one exhibited upon the ordinary system with Argand Lamps and
Parabolic Reflectors.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3265.

Letter 3270
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
11 April 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/77

Royal Institution | 11 Apr 1857
Sir,

Your letter of the 8th instant1 requires my opinion whether a light
exhibited with the 24 lens or Bishops rock apparatus would under ordinary
circumstances be found as effective for the purpose of illuminating a widely
extended sphere as the light from one composed of lenses of the usual mag-
nitude i.e. of eight to the circle[·] In reply I have to state that in my opinion
it would not. The 24 lens apparatus aided by refracting reflectors above &
below would send forth 24 beams at once in different directions towards the
horizon whilst the apparatus of eight ordinary lenses would send forth only
eight beams[·] I have already given the reason in my letter of the 19th Decr.
18562 why we should expect that the brilliancy of the latter should be at least
twice as great as the former.
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You also enquire whether the light of the former or Bishops rock
apparatus will be as powerful & distinctive as one exhibited upon the ordi-
nary system with Argand lamps & parabolic reflectors: I think not and have
given what appeared to me to be the fact & reasons in my last letter of the 3rd
instant3. These reflectors with their three Argand lamps will send forth much
more light in one common beam than a refracting lens collecting at the utmost
1

24 part of a lamp light equal to about 14 Argands. There is nearly five times as
much light in the one case as in the other & though the refractor gives a ray of
less divergence than the reflectors still the improvement in that respect is not
to such a degree as to compensate for the small quantity of light employed.
To my eye the three reflectors much surpassed the Bishops light refractor on
the evening of the 31st March last4.

I am Sir | Your Most obedient Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3269.
2. Letter 3212.
3. Letter 3265.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 14 April 1857, GL MS 30010/41, p. 3 when it
was agreed to defer consideration until the following meeting. Trinity House By Board, 21 April
1857, GL MS 30010/41, p. 19 also deferred discussion.

Letter 3271
Charles Manby to Faraday
16 April 1857
From the original press copy in ICE MS letter copy book, p. 486

16 Apr 1857
My dear Sir,

We are to have a paper next Tuesday evening by Mr. Robert Hunt1 “On
Electro-magnetism as a Motive Power”2.

May we hope to have the pleasure of your attendance on that occasion?
I trust that we shall be so favoured, & that you will give us your views on this
interesting question, in the course of the discussion3.

Yours faithfully | Charles Manby | Secretary
Professor Faraday FRS | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street | Piccadilly

1. Robert Hunt (1807–1887, ODNB). Lecturer on mechanical science at the Royal School of Mines
from 1851 and on experimental physics from 1853.
2. That is 21 April 1857 when Hunt (1857) was read.
3. No evidence has been found which indicates whether or not Faraday attended the meeting
at the Institution of Civil Engineers.
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Letter 3272
John Tyndall to Faraday
18 April 1857
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4068–9

Saturday, 18 Apr 1857
My dear Mr. Faraday,

For some time past the thought of writing to you on a subject of some
importance to myself has occurred to me at intervals, and while in the country
lately I was only prevented from doing so by the fact of having other matters
to deal with which left me no time for writing.

When I concluded my last course of lectures I felt so weary that I looked
with some dismay on the course to come after Easter, and did I not know that
a change of arrangement at the time would be practically impossible, I should
certainly have endeavoured to transfer the burden to stronger shoulders. I am
now comparatively rested, but still I think I ought to endeavour to make some
other arrangement for years to come1.

Far even as they fall below the standard which I should like them to
reach, I find 19 lectures to one audience to be a work of such labour that I
would willingly shorten it if possible. They consume half the year in delivery,
and an additional portion of the year in thinking of them, thus leaving me
a comparatively small amount of time, and no great stock of strength for
original research. If I thought that the labour of lecturing would sufficiently
diminish with practice, I should hardly write thus; but four years experience
warns me that the respect which I feel to be due to our audience would prevent
me from ever dealing lightly with the lectures, and would always urge me to
seek after matter suited to their taste and comprehension.

Under these circumstances I am inclined to think that it would be better
for me, and I hope also better for science, if I occupied a position as regards
the number of lectures to be given, and the remuneration to be derived from
them, similar to that occupied by Mr. Brande during his connexion with the
Institution. And if you see nothing objectionable in a proposal to this effect, I
should be very thankful to you if, at the proper season, you would have the
kindness to lay it before the Managers2.

Believe me | dear Mr. Faraday | Yours most faithfully | John Tyndall

Endorsement: read to the Managers on (I think) the 27th May following
MF | Managers’ attention drawn to it again 15th Feby 1858. MF3

1. Tyndall had delivered eleven lectures on sound from 22 January to 2 April 1857 (RI MS
Le4/196) and would deliver a further eight on the same subject from 23 April to 11 June 1857
(RI MS Le4/201).
2. When Tyndall and Faraday discussed this letter, Tyndall understood that Faraday would
bring about the change he had asked for. Tyndall, Diary, 22 April 1857, 6a: 427.
3. There was no meeting of managers on 27 May 1857 and RI MM, 15 February 1858, 11: 215–7
does not refer to the issue. But between 21 January and 29 April 1858 Tyndall delivered thirteen
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lectures on heat (RI MS Le4/207 and 220) while between 27 January and 14 April 1859 he delivered
twelve lectures on gravity (RI MS Le4/217).

Letter 3273
Faraday to François Napoleon Marie Moigno
22 April 1857
From the original in National Maritime Museum MS GAB/5
Private

Royal Institution, London | 22 Apr 1857
My dear Abbe Moigno,

To day I send off by the Railway Company three volumes of the Experi-
mental Researches1 about which you enquired2 and which I trust you will do
me the favour to accept – I send them by the Railway Company addressed to
your name at 2 Rue Servandoni and I hope they will arrive safe. I have read
your translation of Groves volume3 and the matter added by M. Seguin4. The
latter has interested me exceedingly and will keep my thoughts going for
some time but it requires a great deal of thought to compare such a view with
ones accustomed notions & ideas of matter especially if one tries to carry it
out in relation to the different varieties of matter and their chemical and elec-
trical relations one to another – and my thoughts are now very slow and soon
weary by exertion. It is wonderful to the mind when one endeavours to form
a conception of matter & of force – it would be still more wonderful if those
who have dealt with these things did not strive to form a conception and
though we cannot hope in this life to know the beginning or ending of these
things still we may hope to develope an extra link in that part of the chain of
reasoning which comes within our comprehension. At the same time I must
confess my feeling of great insufficiency in these matters and am constrained
to hold my views under continued subjection & cross questioning and not
having the honor of knowing in the slightest manner M. Seguin I dare not
intrude upon him my very hesitating views – or give any expression to the
feeling of great pleasure which I have had in reading his vigorous & as it
seems to me philosophic view. It is very encouraging to see how men’s minds
are moving[·] These things cannot be developed quickly & M. Seguin must not
be disheartened – It requires a generation to pass away that prejudices may
die out with it & though that has happened since the time of Montgolfier5 still
the change required is of such extent that the dissolution of another may be
needed before the mind is freed from her trammels[·]

Believe me to be | Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. Faraday (1839, 1844, 1855c).
2. In letter 3263. See also letter 3266.
3. Grove (1856).
4. Seguin (1856).
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5. Joseph Michel de Montgolfier (1740–1810, DSB). Balloonist and engineer. His work is
discussed in Seguin (1856), 267–70.

Letter 3274
Faraday to Anthony Panizzi
23 April 1857
From the original in BM CA

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 23 Apr 1857

My dear Sir,
I should be glad to be able to examine some of the Marbles in the Elgin

gallery tomorrow (Friday) and purpose being at the place about 11 oclk for
that purpose if convenient to you1[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Panizzi Esqr | &c &c &c

1. For outcome of Faraday’s visit, which was for the National Gallery site commission, see letter
3278.

Letter 3275
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
25 April 1857
From Kahlbaum and Darbishire (1899), 282–3

Basle | 25 Apr 1857
My dear Faraday,

I write you these lines to ask you the favor of letting occasionally know
your Friend at Stamford-hill1, that, about the time indicated by her, my daugh-
ter will keep herself ready for her projected journey to England and hope
that some proper travelling companions will in the right season make their
appearance at Basle, under whose guidance Miss Schoenbein may safely be
carried over to London.– The last holidays I passed at Munic and as you may
easily imagine in a very agreeable manner, though in consequence of having
sprained my leg I was kept in bed there for nearly a week. Liebig and many
other scientific and artistic friends were at home, so that there was no want
of rational enjoyments in the bavarian capital. Amongst the curiosities seen
there, there was a specimen of the poisoned chinese bread sent to Liebig for
chemical analysis. He found considerable quantities of Arsenic in it. Of late
I (have) worked again a good on my favorite subject and ascertained a num-
ber of facts which seem to me to put beyond doubt the correctness of that
old notion of mine, according to which oxigen, such as it exists in the atmo-
sphere, is in a chemical point of view an entirely inert body and any oxidation
being apparently brought about by it, is preceeded by its allotropic change
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of condition. The essential oil of bitter Almonds (Benzule) has become to me
a beautiful object of research, which substance, being assisted by solar light,
enjoys the power of rapidly taking up common oxigen and transforming it
into that state, in which it produces all the oxidizing effects of ozonised oxigen
decomposition of jodide of potassium, coloring blue the solution of guajacum
etc. Leaving that oxigen associated to the oil, it rather rapidly oxidized that
matter into hydrated benzoic acid. In presenting my best compliments to
Mrs. Faraday and begging you to drop the inclosed into a letter box I am my
dear Faraday

Yours | most truly | C.F. Schoenbein

1. Jemima Hanbury Hornblower.

Letter 3276
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
27 April 18571

From a transcription in RI MS
Royal Institution | Monday, 27, 1857

My dear friend,
I have seen Mr. Leslie2 – & obtained the Articles of Partnership – I send

them herewith with my conclusion – I will call on you tomorrow morning if
convenient at 9 o’clk or soon after – & then take them or any thing you may
approve of to Mr. Leslie.

Ever Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. Bence Jones | &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that this was the only Monday during 1857 on which the 27th fell.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 3277
Josiah Latimer Clark to Faraday
29 April 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

35 Adelaide Road, Haverstock Hill NW | 29 Apr 1857
My dear Sir,

I have lately met with some very strange phenomena which I am quite
unable to understand and which I think it to be almost a duty to make known
to you. They are not scientific phenomena but yet may perhaps be worthy
of scientific investigation. My brother-in-law Capt. Drayson1 of the Royal
Artillery at Woolwich a very clever and clear headed and sensible man first
told me of them – he said he had been invited by a mutual friend to a private
house at Blackheath to witness what he called “spirit rapping”! and other
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similar phenomena. Like every sensible and well informed person he laughed
at the idea, but his friend (a Captain R.N.) was so positive that there was no
delusion in it that he went, and to his surprise was forced to believe in the
phenomena he witnessed. He then begged an interview with me, and I was
earnestly requested to attend some evening as they feared they might be done
by some electrical legerdemain which from my familiarity with such subjects
I should be able to detect. I went three times and abundantly satisfied myself
that there was nothing electrical about it.

What I witnessed was as follows, a succession of gentle taps given
apparently beneath the tables round which we were sitting, and guided by
intelligence – so that by a preconcerted request they would reply to any ques-
tion asked of the tables. Thus in asking any question and then distinctly
repeating the alphabet they would tap thrice at the letter they wished to indi-
cate and by a repetition of this process they would spell complete words and
sentences[·]

I am quite sensible of the apparent nonsense I am writing & the credulity
of science – Nothing on Earth would ever have induced me to believe or to
make such ridiculous statements except the most undeniable proof and demon-
stration – and I did not believe until I had satisfied myself that deception was
impossible.

The other phenomena I saw were equally strange but one only struck
me as interesting in a scientific point of view – I saw heavy tables half lifted
off the floor by the contact of the point of the fingers only, or sometimes
take a sudden lurch pressing against me with great force, and I am credi-
bly assured by Capt Drayson (whose veracity is beyond question) that on
two occasions he has seen a small round table remain suspended in the air
6 inches from the ground for two or three minutes occasionally rising & falling
elastically.

At the house of a friend to which they had been invited for the first time
I saw them experiment on a very heavy and old fashioned black mahogany
table which had never been seen by them before – this moved about the room
with some considerable force, but more singular still I saw its centre (with a
lamp & glasses &c that were upon it) apparently bend and heave and undulate
up and down like a miniature Earth quake. On after examination I found it
to be still as hard and rigid as ever.

These are the sort of phenomena I have witnessed and I am requested to
invite you to attend and witness them privately if you wish to do so, and they
are so mysterious that I think every one ought to see them once in their lives
at least. At first I regarded them as supernatural, in fact as miracles but they
produce the same effects as often as they choose – night after night & therefore
they must be formed by certain laws & not be miracles – The suspension &
overpowering of the laws of Gravity strike me as being very curious. If you
are inclined to witness them I shall be glad to accompany you privately to
Blackheath where you will receive every welcome. You have my assurance
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that the family is a highly respectable one & living in very comfortable style –
their names are Mr. and Mrs. Crosland2 – they have no children and are highly
educated & very matter of fact people – They would like you to see them at
least twice, but as Mrs. Crosland will be going to the sea side shortly (and
perhaps to the continent) for the benefit of her health it is necessary to make
an early appointment or the opportunity will be lost. If you decide on going
I should like to see you previously at the Royal Institution & will call on you
any day you choose. One thing at least I must beg of you – do not think that I
have lost my senses or that I have been deceived – I do not understand the nature
of the phenomena, but their existence is beyond question[·]

Yours very sincerely | Latimer Clark
Professor Faraday

PS. I ought to add that the question is regarded by them in a very reli-
gious light, and they always commence & end by prayers – especially by
secret prayer. There is however nothing very serious or impressive in wit-
nessing the phenomena – the conversation goes on in the most ordinary &
animated way.

Endorsed by Faraday: Spirit rappings from Latimer Clark

Address: Professor Faraday | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street

1. Alfred William Drayson (1827–1901, Month. Not. Roy. Ast. Soc., 1902, 62: 241–2). Royal
Artillery captain (later a general) and story writer.
2. Newton Crosland (1819–1899, ODNB under C.D. Crosland). Wine merchant who married, in
1848, the writer and spiritualist Camilla Dufour Toulmin (1812–1895, ODNB).

Letter 3278
Faraday to Henry Hart Milman1

30 April 1857
From Parliamentary Papers, 1857, 2nd session [2261], XXIV, p. 149

Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, W | 30 Apr 1857
My dear Dr. Milman,

I wish I could write anything satisfactory, in reply to your note about the
marbles in the British Museum. I examined them, in respect of their condition
as to dirt, on the 24th instant2; and more particularly a Caryatide, No. 128;
the Shaft of a Column, No. 118; and some of the Metopes in the Elgin Gallery.
The marbles generally were very dirty; some of them appearing as if dirty
from a deposit of dust and soot formed upon them, and some of them, as if
stained, dingy, and brown. The surface of the marbles is in general rough, as
if corroded; only a very few specimens present the polish of finished marble:
many have a dead surface; many are honeycombed, in a fine degree, more or
less; or have shivered broken surfaces, calculated to hold dirt mechanically.
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I found the body of the marble beneath the surface white. I found
very few places where the discolouration seemed to be produced by a
stain penetrating the real body of the unchanged or unbroken marble.
Almost everywhere it appeared to be due to dirt (arising from dust, smoke,
soot, &c.) held, mechanically, by the rough and fissured surface of the
stone.

The application of water, applied by a sponge or soft cloth, removed the
coarsest dirt, but did not much enlighten the general dark tint. The addition
of rubbing, either by the finger, or a cork, or soft brushes, improved the colour,
but still left it far below that of a fresh fracture. The use of a fine, gritty powder,
with the water and rubbing, though it more quickly removed the upper dirt,
left much imbedded in the cellular surface of the marble.

I then applied alkalies, both carbonated and caustic; these quickened
the loosening of the surface dirt, and changed the tint of the brown stains
a little; but they fell far short of restoring the marble surface to its proper
hue and state of cleanliness. I finally used dilute nitric acid, and even this
failed; for, though I could have gone on until I had dissolved away the upper
marble, and left a pure surface, even these successive applications, made, of
course, with care, but each time producing a sensible and even abundant effer-
vescence, and each time dissolving enough marble to neutralize the applied
acid, were not sufficient to reach the bottom of the cells and fissures in which
dirt had been deposited, so as to dislodge the whole of that dirt from its
place.

The examination has made me despair of the possibility of presenting
the marbles in the British Museum in that state of purity and whiteness which
they originally possessed, or in which, as I am informed, like marbles can be
seen in Greece and Italy at the present day. The multitude of people who
frequent the galleries, the dust which they raise, the necessary presence of
stoves, or other means of warming, which, by producing currents in the
air, carry the dust and dirt in it to places of rest, namely, the surfaces of
the marbles; and the London atmosphere in which dust, smoke, fumes, are
always present, and often water in such proportions as to deposit a dew upon
the cold marble, or in the dirt upon the marble, are never-ceasing sources of
injury to the state and appearance of these beautiful remains. Still, I think
that much improvement would result from a more frequent and very careful
washing; and I think that the application of a little carbonated alkali (as soda)
with the water, would be better than soap, inasmuch as the last portions of
it are more easily removed. It requires much care in washing to secure this
result; but whether soap or soda be employed, none should be allowed to
remain behind.

Dry brushing or wiping is probably employed in some cases; if so, it
should be applied with care, and never, whilst the objects are damp, or from
the conditions of the weather likely to be so. In several cases there is the
appearance as if such a process had resulted in causing the adhesion of a
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darker coat of dirt than would have been produced without it; for convex,
front, underlying portions of a figure are in a darker state than back parts
of the same figure, though the latter are more favourably disposed for the
reception of falling dirt3.

I am, my dear Dr. Milman | Humbly and truly yours | W. Faraday [sic]
The Very Rev. the Dean of St. Paul’s, | &c &c &c

1. Henry Hart Milman (1791–1868, ODNB). Dean of St Paul’s, 1849–1868, and a member of the
National Gallery site commission.
2. See letter 3274.
3. Faraday undertook this examination of the Elgin marbles for the National Gallery site
commission.

Letter 3279
Faraday report to Trinity House
1 May 1857
From Parliamentary Papers, 1862 (489), LIV, pp. 2–5

1 May 1857
[1. I [Holmes] will endeavour to answer your letter of 22d instant in the best
manner I can, hoping at the same time that the Elder Brethren will be satisfied
with my answers as far as they go. As, without seeing the particular locality,
it would be impossible, perhaps, to say in that particular case how I would
adapt the machine. But in hardly any possible case can there arise any real
difficulty in adapting the machine, as the light may (where necessary) be at a
considerable distance from the machine without much lessening the amount
of light.]1

1. In order to present such observations upon Professor Holmes’ letter,
as arise in my mind, I have numbered the paragraphs of his communication,
and hope that a reference to them by figures will be clear and sufficient.

[2. The cost of a single machine and steam engine would be about 500l. The
steam engine supplied with the machine would be of the most simple con-
struction, acting directly on a crank fixed to the axle of the machine. No strap
or band would be employed.]

2. The cost and arrangement of the machine can only be tested by
practice.

[3. The expense of the light would be about from 1 1
2d. to 3d. per hour, for

coal and carbons, and the pay of a skilled workman until the ordinary light-
keepers would be sufficiently instructed by him to maintain the light without
his assistance.]

3. The expense of the light can only be learned by a continued practical
trial.
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[4. If the Elder Brethren will allow us to place an Electric Light in any light-
house where there would not be any great expense incurred for building, &c.
for (say) three months, we will be at all expenses (and the ordinary lights
need not be disturbed during that time) on condition that at the expiration
of the three months the Corporation will adopt the light generally in their
lighthouses if it fulfils the following conditions to their entire satisfaction, viz.]

4. It would not be safe to give any pledge of general adoption; the
application might be very difficult and uncertain in the results at out-of-the-
way stations. Better far to pay a sum for expenses of trial, and remain at
perfect liberty to reject or apply the lamp according to circumstances. The
Trinity House only can be the safe, as they are the responsible, judges for any
and every case.

[5. First, that it costs less than the ordinary lights.]
5. Does this statement mean that for the same amount of light it will

cost less? or that the lights, referred to in pars. 3 and 8, as the Electric Lights,
cost less than the first class three-wicked lamp referred to in par. 8, or does
it mean that the sum of all expenses, including interest of capital invested,
wages of intelligent workmen, fuel, &c., will be less for the electric lamp of
fivefold light power (8 & 9), or less for an equal proportion of light power?

[6. Second. That it is more effective in bad or foggy weather.]
6. No doubt true for the fivefold light power.

[7. Thirdly. That during that time it is not stopped on account of accident for
any time equal to that taken to trim an ordinary lamp.]

7. In relation to this condition, will it not be necessary to have a second
magneto-electric engine ready to supply the light, when, in course of time
or by accident, the one in use might be thrown out of employ? Would not
a second steam-engine be required for the same reason? Manufacturers are
accustomed to keep an extra boiler ready for work, with steam engines, on
such occasions.

[8. I will here, sir, beg you to lay before the Elder Brethren the results of cer-
tain photometric experiments made with a view to ascertain the comparative
powers of a first-class three-concentric wick lamp and our Electric Light, as
it will serve as a demonstration of the assertion made above.]
[9. The first experiment was for the comparison of the quantity of light given
off by each, and was made at 12 feet distance. The results were–

Quantity of Light

Oil lamp 1
Electric ditto 5 1

2
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As the distance was increased so did the difference increase also; and thus I
was enabled to arrive at the intensity.

Quantity of Light

Oil lamp 1
Electric ditto 5,625]

8 and 9. Can say nothing about the estimate; it is an experimental result.
But the light I saw was considerably greater than that of the French lamp.

[10. By intensity is to be understood that property of light which enables it to
penetrate to a distance; and, taking the above example, suppose that the two
unassisted lights are viewed from a distance, on a foggy night, and that it is
found that the oil lamp could usefully penetrate that fog to the distance of
100 yards, then the Electric Light would be equally visible at the distance of
100 × √

5,625 = 7,500 yards.]
10. Needs a practical result for its illustration.

[11. No quantity can ever make up for the want of intensity. For were there
a hundred of such oil lamps employed, where one would become invisible,
from distance or fog, each one would equally become so.

Intensity, therefore, and not quantity, is that property required in a
lighthouse, and this property exists only in the Electric Light to any great
degree.]

11. Not altogether so. If it were, then a common Argand lamp would be
visible as far off as a concentric wick lamp; and six lamps and reflectors in
one cant of a revolving apparatus would not penetrate, to a seaman’s observa-
tion, further than one lamp and reflector. Without reasoning on intensity and
quantity, what is wanted is, simply, that light which is either more luminous
or more visible at greater distances than another, to the eye of an ordinary
observer.

[Holmes: 12. When the Electric Light is employed with a reflector, the quantity
of light thrown off from it is much greater than when an oil lamp is used.
Because, as the reflector only repeats the light of any lamp in proportion of –
area of flame, divided into area of reflector – and as our area of flame is more
than a thousand times less than the area of the oil lamp, the light given off
would be a thousand times greater, even though the original unassisted lights
were equal in quantity.

(signed) F.H. Holmes]
12. Not so. The quantity of light reflected is not in greater proportion. The

good effect (which is undoubted) depends upon the power of diminishing the
divergence, and throwing almost all the light into one intense central beam,
instead of spreading it into a wider, weaker beam.
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I hope a situation may be selected where the magneto-electric lamp
can be safely and effectually tried, for a time and under circumstances during
which all the liabilities may be thoroughly eliminated. The light is so intense,
so abundant, so concentrated and focal, so free from under shadow (caused in
the common lamp by the burner), so free from flickering, that one cannot but
desire that it should succeed. But it would require very careful and progressive
introduction; men with peculiar knowledge and skill to attend it; and the
means of instantly substituting one lamp for another in case of accident. The
common lamp is so simple, both in principle and practice, that its liability to
failure is very small. There is no doubt that the magneto-electric lamp involves
a great many circumstances tending to make its application more refined and
delicate, but I would fain hope that none of them will prove a barrier to its
introduction. Nevertheless, it must pass into practice only through the ordeal
of a full, searching, and prolonged trial2.

(signed) M. Faraday

1. The text in the square brackets contain Holmes’s letter to Trinity House. In the text Faraday’s
response was printed after each section.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 5 May 1857, GL MS 30004/27, p. 61. It was agreed
to that Trinity House could not generally adopt Holmes’s light, but would contribute to the cost
of trials and also that a copy should be sent to the Board of Trade.

Letter 3280
Josiah Latimer Clark to Faraday
2 May 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

35 Adelaide Road, NW | 2 May
My dear Sir,

I have inclosed your note and Dr. Tyndall’s to Mr. Crosland1 and I feel
confident he will be extremely pleased to see Dr. Tyndall there, unless it
should happen that they have sent out invitations too numerously to day
since receiving a note from me to the effect that you and I were not going
to attend. If Dr. Tyndall goes I can assure him that he will be most intensely
interested2.

The phenomena have now been witnessed by so many & have got so
generally known that they are quite unable to gratify more than one twentieth
of those who request permission to attend. But they are at the same time
only too glad to get the attention of men of character and science who are
competent to investigate the phenomena and willing to receive facts with an
unbiassed mind.

I have heard of the subject abundantly and for a long time past but set
it all down as a mass of self-delusion or intentional trickery. I was therefore
greatly astonished when after a careful examination I discovered the facts to
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be real. Nevertheless I have little intention of pursuing the subject – I do
not as yet see the use & tendency of it. I am satisfied that it is often if not
generally mixed up with much that is delusive & bad – in plain English I
believe more of the communications come from bad spirits than from good
ones. And I believe it is capable of producing a degree of mental excitement
very analogous to insanity in weak minds it is therefore not a thing to be trifled
with. At the same time I find much that is beautiful in it & that harmonises
wonderfully with the truths of Sacred Scripture.

Yours very faithfully | Latimer Clark
M. Faraday Esqr | &c

Endorsement: Enclosure3

1. Newton Crosland (1819–1899, ODNB under C.D. Crosland). Wine merchant who married, in
1848, the writer and spiritualist Camilla Dufour Toulmin (1812–1895, ODNB).
2. Tyndall, Diary, 8 May 1857, 6a: 437 noted that he attended a séance at the Croslands. See also
entries for 9 and 10 May, pp. 437–8. See letter 3277 for the origin of this invitation.
3. That is Crosland’s letter to Clark which reads:

3 Hyde Vale Cottages, Blackheath, S.E. | 30 Apr 57
My dear Sir,

In the absence of my husband I have opened your letter to him, & for the purpose of
saving a post reply to it.

The Spirits named Tuesday the 5th, or Friday the 8th of May, as days on either of which
Mr. Faraday might be invited. The reason we pressed for an answer was that half a dozen people
are waiting to know when they can come, and we wish to fix whichever day you & Mr. Faraday
reject:– Our dinner hour is half past six – In very great haste believe me my dear Sir

yours very truly | Camilla Crosland

Letter 3281
Herbert Spencer1 to Faraday
4 May 1857
From the incomplete original in IET MS SC 2
The eternity of Force and not of forces

Economist Office Strand | 4 May 1857
Dear Sir,

Being much interested in the subject of your late lecture on the conser-
vation of Force2 I respectfully ask you to consider, if you can possibly spare
time, the following remarks.

You have doubts whether the considerations you advance are metaphys-
ical or physical, but as you state that “we know matter only by its forces”3, you
can I think have no doubt that the subject you discuss is purely metaphys-
ical. It concerns the convictions of mind of which all the discoveries of the
chemist and all the calculations of the mathematician are parts and conse-
quently embraces them all[·] It does not concern any properties of matter
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which we learn by observation and by our senses, but something beyond all
properties, viz the possible annihilation or eternal existence of matter. This is
not a question of sense, of course it is not a question of physics, and therefore
is metaphysical[·] As such I treat it[·]

You “agree with those who admit the conservation of force to be a prin-
ciple in physics as large and as sure as that of the indestructibility of matter”4,
but as you also say that we know matter only by its forces, you imply that
these forces are indestructible and you argue against the common mode of
expressing the law of gravity, that it admits a [“]creation of power to an enor-
mous amount” and “an annihilation of force”5. The point to which I beg to
call your attention is the difference, apparently a very slight one, between the
annihilation of force and the annihilation of forces, but which is all important.
We continually find forces, as electricity and magnetism, lost or merged in
one more general force, and we may find gravity so merged and lost, and yet
the idea of force may for ever remain as long as man is in existence and the
conviction of its eternity become only the more overwhelming as we merge
all separate forces by our successive discoveries investigations and general-
izations into one force. The forces of matter, so called are in truth only names
which we for the help of our memories and the progress of our investigations
give to a number of certain similar phenomena[·] You do not require to be
told that there is no thing, answering to the terms gravity electricity caloric,
as there are things answering to the terms a pound weight of lead, a Leyden
jar and a rod hot poker; and the terms gravity electricity caloric etc are merely
general names for many similar or precisely identical phenomena[·] In banish-
ing every one of these names from our vocabulary we should not annihilate
the phenomena; and by the same rule, should we banish them from science,
we should not lessen nor destroy one atom of the force whatever it may be
which is the cause of them all.

“The strict science of modern times” as you say has [“]tended more
and more to produce the conviction that force can neither be created nor
destroyed”6. This may with propriety I think be said to be one of the latest
results of all inquiry and to be an ultimate result in which the mind will rest[·]
Every days experience will confirm it. At the same time it is in harmony with
our earliest and latest convictions. Every action of our lives is based on an
internal conviction – expressed in the proverbial saying – a burnt child dreads
the fire, that the force whatever is be which burns one day will burn the next
and for ever. Under certain circumstances the fire may not burn, then doubt
of the accuracy of the conviction arises, observation sets to work explains the
circumstances but confirms the inherent conviction that force is one day what
it was the day before[·] In such cases as the return of day and night which
has never been interrupted the conviction is never followed by doubt and we
invariably believe and always act on the belief that the sun will rise to morrow
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as he has risen to day; or if we express the matter more scientifically, we all
practically and forever believe that the force which gives us day and night
will continue to exist and to operate. If we carry our researches back to the
beginning and onward to the possible annihilation of the race of man, we learn
that day and night have been from the beginning and we believe that they
will be hereafter; or that the force which produces them was before man and
will, though he come to an end be eternal. In truth Astronomy and geology
carry back the theme before history or man gets hold of it and prove that
the force (or forces as science yet says) which now sustains man on the earth
and sustains the earth and all the stars in their places has been in operation
for countless ages bringing the crust of the earth to its present condition and
keeping in harmony and order a wonderful universe parts of which it is mans
greatest merit to comprehend. The last results of philosophy are then on this
point strictly in accordance with our instinctive convictions and physics and
metaphysics agree in the conclusion that force is indestructible[·]

To this great and universal principle you find the usual expression of
the law of gravity an exception. “It appears[“] you say to [“]ignore entirely
the principle of the conservation of force and to be in opposition to it”7 –
because according to the expression it varies inversely as the square of the
distance. The whole difficulty as the whole problem rests entirely on the word
distance and the only definition to be given of this word must be obtained
from metaphysics[·] Mathematics can neither explain nor define it[·] What is
distance according to the square of which gravity is said to vary inversely? It is
no thing[·] In mathematics it is only a succession of invisible points without
length brea[d]th or thickness[·] It is a mere relation and the law of gravity
which is said to vary as the square of the distance, varies as the square of no
thing a sorry kind of law to counteract our instinctive convictions and all the
deductions of science.

Distance as a relation has a definite meaning and now in consequence
of almost instance telegraphic communication through great distances an
immense interest. To understand its signification is of equal importance. What
it means; or the sources of our ideas of it, to state which is to define it – is
motion. First dawning on the mind by the muscular sensations of the hand
in conjunction with the eye not yet trained to complete vision, as it gropes
over the fount whence the infant draws his nourishment – then extended and
confirmed by free use of arms and legs, then by wandering or being carried
across a continent, combined with inherited knowledge, that other men have
traversed continents, and finally observing and ascertaining that he is car-
ried by the globe itself through the vast regions of space; the notion or idea
of distance is formed in man. It corresponds to motion. It is the portion of
space – the whole of which extends beyond the reach of our telescopes which
motion on the surface of the earth, and the motion of the earth round the
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sun including its motion with the sun have enabled man to compass and to
measure. It is for is an idea or state of mind arising from our muscular con-
tractions, and the perceptions of our senses, including those of our predecessors
as well as our own. When mathematicians therefore speak of gravity vary-
ing inversely as the distance, they only mean inversely to an idea of ours,
or to the motion which is its source. Motion too is the source of our idea of
time which corresponds to total known motion and both are in space which
includes them includes all things and all the relations of things[·]

But space itself is no thing and it is not manifested to us as a force though
our idea of it borrowed from motion is inseparable from all things[·] Every
thing comes with it the idea of space[·] Even the communication by electric-
ity, which transmitted westward actually annihilates time, (i.e. is made with
greater velocity than the revolving motion of the earth) has its battery at one
spot, and its needle and dial plate at the other, and includes the idea of space
though not of distance[·] Traveling like electricity seems and may be wholly
independent of time or its measure motion. Its vis inertia is perfect rest. It like
space too, if we cannot say that it includes, it belongs to all things. There is
no thing though there are imponderable forces without gravity; It pervades
the universe. It is greater than our idea of time measured by motion, The
motion of longest duration yet ascertained. It was before the beginning of
our reckoning the idea of it is involved in all the researches of the geologist
and is wherever our reckoning reaches. It has no relation to time though time
has a relation to it, ie, the motion which measures time is not independent
of gravity. The same reasoning applies to the other word distance which is
only a definite portion of space measured by motion as time is the whole of
space yet known to man by motion. Gravity on this explanation is wholly
independent of our idea of distance, and though we may be profoundly igno-
rant of its mode of operation – the expression of the law which you object to
may be only a phrase, of which there are many in existence used to conceal
our ignorance[·]

To me there seems to be many other relations which exist independent
of time or of the motion by which time is measured. The existence of Queen
Elizabeth8 influences at the moment the hopes and fears and character of
English Men[·] So the existence of Julius Ceasar9 [sic], the Roman Republic,
the Assyrian empire have a present influence, or operate with a certain force
over all living men, The ideas of Berkeley10 as well as those of Shakespeare, the
ideas of Mr. Faraday and those of Mr. Macaulay11 are at this moment present to
minds in the United States in Australia and in the [word illegible] of London.
Our present ideas of all things – even of time included depend in part on
ideas of our ancestors[·] The force whatever it might be which called these
ideas originally into being is observably still in existence & still operating.
Old empires and great writers have passed away, but not their influence.
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They and we and all of us exist in time ie in conjunction with the motion of
the heavenly bodies, but the present evidence of the influence of the Assyrian
and of ideas generated in England, extending to America and Australia has
no other relation to time[·] It has no dependence on distance. It operates across
oceans and ages by means of little marks which have no resemblance to the
idea[·] The force in its origin was mental the present influence is solely and
entirely mental[·] The minds of successive generations and of generations
living far apart are linked together by the perishable body or even by signs
which the perishable body makes, the links pass away and the influence
or the force remains[·] This is quite as wonderful as the instant operation of
electricity in different places, or as the constant operation of gravity be the law
or the expression of the law what it may. The relations of electricity to space
and of mental influence to time, a portion of space and gravity operating at
a distance – or in relation to a portion of space seem kindred phenomena.
They all negative the assumption that force cannot operate at a distance, or
independently of the motion which measures time, electricity does so operate
through many leagues, the mind does so operate through many ages. What
is called attraction with all the forces which operate at insensible distances
may be placed in the same category. No motion similar to that which is the
source of our idea of time accompanies the operation[·] Except as all nature is in
ultimate analysis mysterious there is nothing mysterious in gravity operating
independently of motion or of distance, and nothing in its operations but the
very contrary to teach us the eternity of force[·]

Let me add with reference to the transformation or absorption of forces
one into another as mans generalizations proceed that the common supposi-
tion that what are now called elements are to be eternal is a mistake. Take iron
as yet I believe an undecompounded metal as an example; in this condition
it is generally speaking a production of ash[·] It is continually abraded cor-
roded destroyed and dispersed[·] The common supposition is that the iron is
always to be in existence[·] But it is susceptible of many combinations and as
corroded or abraded may form combinations unknown to us so that the force
which even in iron may never be by one atom diminished or destroyed while
the metal itself having taken the new form may cease to be. The extraordinary
progress of arts in modern time enabling us to pass from place to place with a
velocity unknown to our ancestors, and to communicate from place to place
with a still more,– to them

1. Herbert Spencer (1820–1903, ODNB). Philosopher. Identified on the basis of handwriting
and the similarity of the views expressed in this letter with those of Spencer (1855), especially
pp. 230–76.
2. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
3. Ibid., 352.
4. Ibid., 353.
5. Ibid., 355–6.
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6. Ibid., 352.
7. Ibid., 355.
8. Elizabeth (1533–1603, ODNB). Queen of England, 1558–1603.
9. Gaius Julius Caesar (100–44 BCE, ODNB). Roman general, politician and writer.
10. George Berkeley (1685–1753, ODNB). Irish bishop and philosopher.
11. Thomas Babington Macaulay (1800–1859, ODNB). Historian.

Letter 3282
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
7 May 1857
From the original in UB MS NS 430

Royal Institution | 7 May 1857
My dear Schoenbein,

On receipt of your last1 I spoke to Miss Hornblower who said she had
written fully either to you or Miss Schoenbein and had indeed been expecting
an answer as she was obliged to keep her own arrangements open until she
heard from you she seemed glad to learn how the decision went but you
must judge from her letter whether it requires a direct answer.– I think she
said that in it she had spoken of time &c &c & I think she mentioned the
time but whether it was September or any other month I cannot now tell –
I forget every thing and I am obliged to be content to forget and this makes
me anxious that no point of the arrangement should depend upon what I may
say but that direct communication should convey the necessary information.
I should almost certainly introduce some blunder – I am daily occupied in
making and repairing mistakes even in the very house I live in.

I have every conviction that Miss Schoenbein will like Miss Hornblower
& when she knows her will soon highly esteem her. She is a woman of business
but she has always left a strong & kind impression on the minds of those ladies
who have been with her from abroad & I have no doubt it will be so with Your
daughter. It can be no slight thing for you to part with her for a while but
you may be sure that at Miss Hornblower’s she will have a safe home. We
shall see what we can of her though our residence here & the circumstances
of our having no house cuts short our means of seeing friends as we could
wish – but all that must be left – Let me say a word of sympathy on our part
to Mrs. Schoenbein under the coming circumstances:– for the mother cannot
but be anxious on the matter. My wife is an invalid at present & not yet out
of her room or I am sure she would join me in kindest thoughts to you all.

Ever My dear Schoenbein | Yours | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3275.
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Letter 3283
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
9 May 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/75

Trinity House | 9 May 1857
Sir,

Enclosed I transmit Copy of a Communication from Messrs Chance
Brothers & Co.1 in respect to a Revolving Dioptric Light Apparatus in course
of manufacture by them, and have to signify the request of the Elder Brethren
that you will examine the Apparatus as early as may be convenient after it is
reported ready for your inspection, and favor the Board with a Report of the
result.

I am | Sir | Your very obedient Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq.

1. Taylor to Berthon, 5 May 1857, GL MS 30108/2/75.

Letter 3284
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
12 May 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/75

Trinity House | 12 May 1857
Mr. Berthon presents his Compliments to Professor Faraday, and with

reference to his Letter of the 9th Inst1: and it’s Enclosure respecting the New
Apparatus for Lundy Island Light, begs to say that by a Communication
received this morning from Messrs. Chance, it appears that the Lens will
be ready for inspection by Professor Faraday at the time appointed, viz:–
Wednesday (to-morrow).–

Mr. Berthon begs to add, that the Board will be obliged by a particu-
lar examination being made of the Catadioptric Zones of the Apparatus in
question.–

1. Letter 3283.
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Letter 3285
Robert Lucas Chance to Faraday
12 May 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/75

Glass Works near Birmingham | 12 May 1857
My dear Sir,

The apparatus is ready and if you come by the train which leaves Euston
Square on Friday1 at 10 AM you will be just in time for a train leaving Birmm.
at 1.40 PM for Spon Lane.–

My servant will meet you at the Station & attend you to the Glass works–
You can then see the Lighthouse & afterwards come to Summerfield to dinner
& in the evening see it again & I will see you off Saturday morning & if you
wish it we can call on Mss. Phillips2 in the road.

Always My dear Sir | Yours very faithfully | R.L. Chance
Michael Farad[a]y Esq | &c &c &c

1. That is 15 May 1857.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 3286
Robert Lucas Chance to Faraday
16 May 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/75

Glass Works near Birmingham | 16 May 1857
My dear Sir,

When I heard that some of the lenses were defective I at once recollected
that I had guaranteed to Captn. Shepherd, & afterwards to the Board at the
Trinity House that the Lighthouse apparatus should be at least equal to the
French, & on my arrival at the Glass works I found that measures were already
commenced for replacing the defective ones.–

On Monday morning1 my partners meet me, & by that days post I shall
be able to inform you on which day you may see the apparatus without an
imperfect lens – I hope it will not be later than Friday next2 – I am exceedingly
annoy’d that Mr. Masselin should have had so little regard to his & our credit
so to have permitted this to have occurr’d, the more especially as it will lead
to you having the trouble of coming down a second time.–

We shall not permit the Trinity House to be at the expence of your coming
a second time, & feel that we owe you & them many apologies for not having
presented for your examination yesterday a perfect apparatus–

I remain | My dear Sir | Yours very faithfully | R.L. Chance
Mich Faraday Esqre | &c &c &c
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1. That is 18 May 1857.
2. That is 22 May 1857.

Letter 3287
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
18 May 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/75
Report

Royal Institution | 18 May 1857
Sir,

I have been to Birmingham1 and examined the apparatus for the Lundy
light by day & night, and hasten to make the following report. The apparatus
which is to revolve consisted of eight principal lenses occupying the middle
part;– eight upper holo catadyoptrical pannels each acting virtually as a lens:–
and a series of lower prisms which refracting only in a vertical plane gave a
continuous light (though feeble) all round the horizon[·]

The colour of the glass is good & regular throughout being very small
in quantity even in those parts of the upper prism where the light has by
reflection & refraction to pass through six inches in thickness of the glass –
it is of a pale bluish green in character[·]

The glass is remarkably clear from bubbles.
In respect of the perfection of form&fitting of the different pieces of glass

I have to observe that the eight chief lenses are exceedingly well worked. My
close inspection discovered a deficiency of true form in the central piece of
two of them; these are to be changed. Excellent machinery for the grinding
of the glass is in course of erection and it is in the first pieces ground by this
machinery that I find the condition, it did not occur afterwards: and now that
the parties know how to observe this machinery it is not likely to occur again. –
The upper holophotal pannels or lenses are also well shaped & worked. Some
of the lower zones prisms i.e of those at the bottom of the apparatus are not so
perfect. The fact is that because the place of the burner shuts off in all cases the
true focal point from these lower zones, a higher focal point has to be taken
for them. It is well known how little power these zones add in any case to the
whole amount of light. If however such a source of light as that supp[o]rted
by the Magneto electric machine ever came into use then the true focal point
will be as important to the lower as to the upper part of the apparatus; & then
the lower pieces must be worked in accordance with the upper.

Striae. On the whole the glass was good in respect of striae;– as good
as any apparatus that I have seen.– Since parts were much marked by fine
striae I endeavoured to ascertain whether, at night time, they produced any
sensible injurious effect but could not distinguish any such[·]

Several of the chief lenses were examined by the sun’s rays and gave
very good foci. The two that I spoke of as having the centres slightly deformed
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did not shew any ill effect here; neither indeed could they, the imperfection
being only over a small surface[·]

The middle & the upper part of this apparatus revolves;– they are fixed
to each other so as to revolve together;– the upper tier of lenses (or parts
of lenses) may be made to coincide with the middle or chief tier so that the
lights shall unite or they may be moved more or less on one side so as to give
separate flashes. In the present case they are on one side about 7◦ and give 16
lights in the circle i.e. a principal flash then darkness – then a second flash &
then a longer darkness[·]

A four-wicked central lamp was placed in the apparatus and the effect
examined at night (which being moonless was favourable for the purpose).
Different distances were chosen:– the following results were obtained at
100 yards[·] The light of the eight chief lenses was excellent, very regular
& bright in every part, & apparently uniform in the whole course of its path
across the eye:– its width was 26 1

2 feet at this distance showing a divergence
of 5 degrees or a little more. The light from the eight upper lenses was very
excellent in character it was not so abundant of course as that from the chief
lenses, nor so steady because the rays forming this light come from the top or
forked part of the lamp flame & take up a slightly varying character accord-
ingly. The width of the flash or beam was again 26 1

2 feet or 5 degrees as it
ought to be:– The dark interval between these two flashes was 12 feet or 2 1

3
degrees nearly: the larger dark interval was 171 feet or 32 1

2 degrees.
I measured the proportion of light just formed by the upper & the lower

lenses:– it was as 8 to 14 nearly that is, the upper tier of lenses (for such they
vertically are) gave rather more than half as much light as the chief or middle
tier[·]

The upper lenses (which I believe are the proposition of Mr. Stevenson)
appear to answer their purpose perfectly. Whether the present arrangement of
them & the lower is the best is for the Trinity Board or the Mariner to judge[·] At
present there are sixteen lights in the circle: the lights vary being alternately
larger & less, & the intervals vary being alternately larger & shorter; the
intervals can be varied in any degree. The lights also may be varied to a
certain degree, for if they overlap more or less, the effect will be a beam of a
certain brightness, then an increase to greater brightness,– then a diminution,
& finally a disappearance: or if the lenses coincide there will be eight very
bright & equal lights, with eight long equal intervals. When the arrangement
is decided upon, it can be made & rendered permanent with the utmost
facility2[·]

I am | Sir | Your Very Obedient humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | Secretary | &c &c &c

1. See letters 3285 and 3286.
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2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 19 May 1857, GL MS 30010/41, pp. 32–3 and
Trinity House Court, 2 June 1857, GL MS 30004/27, p. 71. For the outcome see letter 3290.

Letter 3288
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
18 May 1857
From the original in RGO6/471, f. 187

Monday Morning
My dear Mr. Airy,

I have this moment learnt that there will be the Magneto electric light
this evening at 8 oclk & after – at the Trinity house wharf Blackwall – I cannot be
there but if you can – and wish – and will ask for Professor Holmes you will be
admitted to the Wharf & lighthouse. I should think the best plan would be to
go across in a boat to the Trinity Wharf landing place. Captn. Poulter is the
chief at the wharf & if you mention my name or your own to him you will
have every attention[·]

In haste | Yours truly | M. Faraday

Endorsed by Airy: 1857 May 18

Letter 3289
Robert Lucas Chance to Faraday
18 May 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/75

Summerfield House near Birmingham | 18 May 1857
My dear Sir,

When we met this morning I found that my nephew J.T.C was
very indignant with Mr. Masselin & after a thorough investigation into
the facts we removed him from his post as manager of the Light house
department.– Had my opinion been follow’d he would have been removed
long ago–

He attempted to shew that he could replace the imperfect pieces in a few
days & make the lower part good to the upper, but it was proved that the whole
affair would be imperfect & before we separated we made arrangements for
making an entire new set of moulds, & for casting & finishing the whole of
the fix’d part entirely new, which will be ready by the 30th of June for your
inspection & also to make a fresh apparatus entirely from top to bottom by the
5th of Sepr.–

I purpose (DV) coming by the Mails to night & to call on you about 9 to
9.30 AM tomorrow, & to consult you as to my waiting on the Trinity House
Board. We wish them not to take the present apparatus but to wait until the
5th. of Sepr. because we are confident we can make one superior to any thing
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we have ever made & answering fully to our guarantee of being equal to
the best French light as respects the colour & quantity of the glass – & in
all other respects. We are quite prepared to put up the present appara-
tus at once & afterwards to remove the whole or at any part that is found
defective.

I remain | My dear Sir | Yours very faithfully | R.L. Chance
Michael Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

Letter 3290
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
19 May 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/75

Trinity House | 19 May 1857
My dear Sir,

Mr. Chance has had an interview with the Board this morning and it has
been arranged that the Apparatus is to be put up at Lundy as it is, that is with
the two defective Lenses, and that he shall undertake in writing to replace
them at his Expense when required to do so, or at any time he may wish, there
will not therefore be any occasion to trouble you to make a second visit to
Birmingham1[·]

I return you his Note as requested.
Excuse haste & Believe me | My dear Sir | Yours very faithfully |

P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3287 and Trinity House Court, 2 June 1857, GL MS 30004/27, pp. 70–1.

Letter 3291
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
19 May 1857
From the original press copy in RGO6/471, f. 188–9

19 May 1857
My dear Sir,

I took advantage of your kind notice1, and betook myself to the Trinity
Wharf before the commencement of the light, and saw the apparatus pretty
well, and then saw the light extremely well, and very good it is.

I have just written to Professor Holmes to the care of Capt. Poulter
(which address I suppose will find him), to ask for another inspection of the
apparatus, and to suggest that for trial of the light it would be well to direct
the beam to the front of the Royal Observatory. The building is the most
conspicuous and I believe the most distant within sight of the Trinity Wharf,
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and there is scarcely a liability to interruption. Moreover, there is something
official, scientific, and solemn, in such a reference. – If this pleases you, any
advantage might be taken on the Blackwall side for directing various lights
simultaneously, and for giving them the motion of revolving lights, and every
advantage might be taken of the R. Observatory for yourself and others to see
the effect.

I am, my dear Sir | Yours most truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 3288.

Letter 3292
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
20 May 1857
From the original in RGO6/471, f. 192

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 20 May 1857

My dear Sir,
I am very glad you have seen the Magneto electric light1. Is it not a

remarkable & wonderful source. If Professor Holmes agrees to what you
propose I hope you will let me know[·] I should like to see the light from the
Observatory though I have already seen it from Woolwich. I do not know
what arrangements are possible for Professor Holmes[·] I think the means of
variation at the Wharf are but few but I cannot doubt that he will do all he
can & that you require.– I should like him (if they can arrange it) to shew you
an Argand lamp in a Parabolic reflector both with the naked electric light &
with the same light in a reflector; & I should hope also that they could make
both the lights traverse that you might see the coming on & passing away of
the beam[·]

Ever Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3291.

Letter 3293
Cresswell Cresswell1 to Faraday
21 May 18572

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 41
21 Princes Gate | Thursday, 21, 1857

Mr. Justice Cresswell presents his compliments to Mr. Faraday & at the
request of Sir B Brodie has forwarded to him the enclosed memorial to be
signed by him & returned to Sir B. Brodie3[·]
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1. Cresswell Cresswell (1794–1863, ODNB). Judge in the Court of Common Pleas.
2. Dated on the basis that the only Thursday falling on the 21st during 1857 was in May.
3. This letter may relate to letter 3221.

Letter 3294
Benjamin Cheverton to Faraday
23 May 18571

From the original in IET MS SC 2
45 St James Sq | Notting Hill – W | 23 May

Dear Sir,
I thank you sincerely for your kind letter2 & feel honoured that you

should in any – the slightest sense deem me to be “a companion in the search
after physical truth”.–

I have been induced to trouble you with another communication of mine
to the Editor of the Mechanics Mag3, because there is in it, something like an
amende to yourself, as well as a justification of the free use which we both
make of the word “force” – a freedom arising perhaps out of a similarity of
views, as to force being, the all in all, of insentient nature, so far at least as the
latter is cognizable to our faculties[·] It is possible that an existence may reside
at the center of atomic forces, but without dimensions or any other quality
but force, of which however we do not, nor can we know any thing. I am
not aware whether these views still appear strange to scientific men but to
my apprehension, all philosophical investigations have for a long time past
tended in this direction[·]

You will perceive that I have made use of the inclosure4 you sent me
in your letter, and also of the information you were so good as to commu-
nicate respecting Mr. Maxwells investigations5[·] I did not feel authorised in
mentioning names, and I hope I have not been indiscreet in adverting to it
at all–

I am Dear Sir | Yours respectfully | Benj Cheverton
Mr. Faraday Esq

P.S. The Editor was not disposed at first to insert this second
communication

1. Dated on the basis of the references to Cheverton’s articles.
2. Not found.
3. Cheverton (1857b); the first was Cheverton (1857a).
4. Maxwell (1856). See letter 3301.
5. Mentioned in Cheverton (1857b), 495.
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Letter 3295
Mark Lewis1 to Faraday
29 May 1857
From the original in ULC Add MS 8546/I/133

198, Strand. | 29 May 1857
Dear Sir,

I am requested by Mr. Ingram2 to enclose an invitation to the Opening
of the Boston & Sleaford Railway & to say that your attendance will give him
the greatest pleasure.

A Special Train leaves the Great Northern Railway King’s Cross at 9.30.
and a pass shall be sent if you are kind enough to accept the invitation.

The Special Train returns in the Evening[·]
I am truly | Mark Lewis

M. Faraday Es. | &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
2. Herbert Ingram (1811–1860, ODNB). Liberal MP for Boston, 1856–1860. Chairman of the
Boston, Sleaford and Midland Counties Railway.

Letter 3296
Edward Jones to Faraday
4 June 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Vicarage, West Peckham, Maidstone | 4 Jun 1857
Dear Sir,

A short time back my brother1 who is a member of the Royal Institution
put into my hands a pamphlet containing among others your lecture upon
the Conservation of Force2.

As an old Cambridge man, the subject was so interesting, and the prin-
ciple, tho’ of course I never thought of it before, so self evident, that I could
not help considering how & why it was that the laws of gravitation should
seem to be opposed to it[·]

I have put down on paper my views of the question3, and if you do not
think it too much trouble to read them, tho’ they may not assist you[,] you
will see that some of the difficulties which in your anxiety after the truth you
imagine to exist, do not exist in the minds of some others[·] Those which I
cannot at present see my way thro I yet believe to be removable for it appears
to be impossible that any other law should obtain or that any law can be
sound which ignores or will not admit of the principle of Conservation of
Force – I have often had the Privilege & pleasure of hearing you tho’ not on
this occasion, and I hope to have that pleasure again on the 12th4.

I am | Dear Sir | faithfully yours | Edwd Jones
(51 Strand)
Michael Faraday Esq. | Royal Institution
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1. William Jones (1807–1866, Plarr (1930), 1: 632). Surgeon.
2. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
3. This is in IET MS SC 2.
4. Faraday (1857b), Friday Evening Discourse of 12 June 1857.

Letter 3297
Faraday to Edward Jones
9 and 10 June 1857
From the original copy in IET MS SC 3

Royal Institution | 9 Jun 1857
My dear Sir,

I have received your very kind letter1 and paper & am delighted at such
a result of my evening2. If nothing else had come of it but that, it would have
been a sufficient reward:– but much else has come & I expect much more.

I do not think you can find in my papers any word or thought that
contradicts the law of gravitating action – my observations are all directed to
the definition or description of the force of gravitation with the view of clearing
up the received idea of the force so that if inaccurate or insufficient it may
not be left as an obstacle in the present progressive state of science[·] If I am
wrong in believing that according to the present view the mutual gravitating
force of two particles A & B remains unchanged whatever other particles
come to bear upon A or B then the sooner I am corrected publicly the better.
If your view (whether old or new) that the power of A remains unchanged in
amount but is subdivided upon every particle which acts upon it is the true
or the accepted one then I shall long to see it published & acknowledged for
I do not find it received at present. I have proved to my own satisfaction that
such is the case with the dual powers Electricity* & Magnetismø and it is the
denial of it as regards gravity which makes up my chief difficulty in accepting
the established view of that power. Your statement that (A) may attract or act
on B.C. with a force of one whilst BC act on A with a force of two, seems to
me inconsistent with the law that action & reaction are equal; but I suppose I
am under some misconception of your meaning.

The cases of action at a distance are becoming in a physical point of view
daily more & more important[·] Sound, Light, Electricity, Magnetism, Gravi-
tation, present them as a series[·] The nature of sound & its dependence on a
medium we think we understand pretty well – the nature of light as depen-
dent on a medium is now very largely accepted – the presence of a medium in
the phenomena of Electricity & magnetism becomes more & more probable
daily. We employ ourselves & I think rightly in endeavouring to elucidate the
physical exercise of these forces or their sets of antecedents & consequents &
surely no one can find fault with the labours which eminent men have entered
upon in respect of light or into which they may enter as regards electricity
& magnetism. Then what is there about gravitation that should exclude it
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from consideration also: Newton did not shut out the physical view but had
evidently thought deeply of it ×, and if he thought of it why should not we
in these advanced days do so to[o.] Yet how can we do so if the present defi-
nition of the force, as I understand, is allowed to remain undisturbed; or how
are its inconsistencies or deficiencies as a description of the force to be made
manifest except by such questions & observations as those made by me &
referred to in the last pages of your paper. I believe we ought to search out
any deficiency or inconsistency in the sense conveyed by the received form of
words that we may increase our real knowledge striking out or limiting what
is vague. I believe that men of science will be glad to do so & will even as
regards Gravity, amend its description if they see it is wrong. You have I think
done so to a large extent in your M.S. and I trust (& know) that others have
done so also. That I may be largely wrong I am free to admit. Who can be right
altogether in physical science which is essentially progressive & corrective;
still if in our advance we find that a view hitherto accepted is not sufficient for
the coming development we ought I think (even though we risk something
on our own part) to run before and raise up difficulties that we may learn how
to solve them truly. To leave them untouched hanging as dead weights upon
our thoughts or to respect or preserve their existence whilst they interfere
with the truth of physical action is to rest content with darkness & to worship
an idol[·]

I take the liberty of sending by this post copies of two papers. The one on
Conservation of force3 is I suppose that which you have read[·] I have made
marks in the margin which I think will satisfy you that I do not want to raise
objections except where the definition of gravity originates them of itself. The
other is on the same subject two years anterior4. If you would cause your
view of Gravity as a force unchanging in amount in A but disposable in part
towards one or many other particles, to be acknowledged by Scientific Men;
you would do a great service to science[·] If you would even get them to say yes
or no to your conclusions it would help to clear the future progress. I believe
some hesitate because they do not like to have their thoughts disturbed. When
Davy discovered potassium it annoyed persons who had just made their view
of chemical science perfect5 & when I discovered the Magneto-electric spark,
distaste of a like kind was felt towards it even in high places6. Still science
must proceed, and with respect to my part in the matter of gravitation I am
content to leave it to the future. I cannot help feeling that there is ground
for my observations for if there had been an evident answer it must have
appeared before now[·] That the answer when it comes may be different to
what I expect I think is very probable, but I think also it will be as different
from the present received view. Then a good end will be obtained – and indeed
your observations & views appear to me to be much of that kind[·]

If it should be said that the physical nature of gravitation has not yet
been considered but only the law of its action & therefore that no definition
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of gravity as a power has hitherto been necessary that may be so with some;
but then it must be high time to proceed a little further if we can, & that is
just one reason for bringing the principle of the conservation of force to bear
upon the subject. It cannot I think for a moment be supposed that we are to
go no further in the investigation. Where would our knowledge of light or
magnetism or the voltaic current have been under such a restraint of the mind.

Again thanking you most truly for the attention you have given to me
& the subject I beg you to believe that I am Very Gratefully

Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday
Revd Edwd Jones | &c &c &c

10th June. Dear Sir I omitted a passage in my reply to your letter which
ought to have appeared at the end of the second paragraph. The passage is
(A) – will you have the goodness to consider the passage as inserted[·]

Ever Truly Yours M. Faraday

* Exp. Researches 8vo vol 1. par 1177, 12157, 16818, &c
ø Exp Researches xxviii. Vol iii9 p. 328 &c. Paragraph 3109, 312110, 322511 & –
Also Par. 3324 of the same vol III p. 54412

× Note p7 of the paper on Conservation of force13

1. Letter 3296.
2. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
3. Ibid.
4. Faraday (1855a), 10–13.
5. See Golinski (1992), 221–3.
6. See Gee (1990).
7. Faraday (1838a), ERE11, 1177 and 1215.
8. Faraday (1838d), ERE14, 1618.
9. Faraday (1855c).
10. Faraday (1852b), ERE28, 3109 and 3131.
11. Faraday (1852c), ERE29, 3225.
12. Faraday (1855b), ERE[29b].
13. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857, p. 358 which refers to the
letter from Newton to Bentley. See note 8, letter 3033.

Letter 3298
Edward Jones to Faraday
15 June 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Vicarage West Peckham, Maidstone | 15 Jun 1857
My dear Sir,

I fear when you see this, that you will bitterly repent having conde-
scended to bestow so long and kind a notice1 upon the paper I sent you the
other day, as I now venture to send you another, in part examination of one
or two points on which I think you have scarcely apprehended my meaning.
First allow me to say that I do not differ with you, but on the contrary entirely
concur with you as to the necessity of imagining every possible position in
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which a case can be put, as the best means of arming yourself against the
opposition which will naturally be offered to it. Secondly that I did not con-
sider that you had misstated the “received idea” of Gravitating force, but
that you were weakening your position in so far admiting it.– Untill I read
your lecture2, I am not aware that I ever troubled myself to consider whether
“received ideas” either in fact or in toto, were true or no. I took it for granted –
but since reading your pamphlet, that part of the received idea which makes
the gravitating force of any particle vary with the mass acted upon, has seemed
to me so inconsistent that in the ignorance of any convincing proof of its truth,
I unhesitatingly reject it, and I would far rather question the correctness of the
inferences drawn from the experiments or calculations made for the purpose
of proving it, than admit it – But here I must beg it distinctly to be understood
that I speak of the whole gravitating force of any particle, I do not mean to
assert that any given particle of matter exerts no greater force upon ten parti-
cles than upon one – I admit, and it is necessary even to my argument that I
should admit that a particle of matter does actually exercise a force upon one
or more particles of matter according to and in proportion to their number,
but I do not admit that if any particle of matter A exercised its whole force
upon any other particle of matter B, that the addition of a second particle C
to B would cause A to exercise a similar and equal force also on C, and so to
exercise altogether twice the force which it did before. The reason why a given
particle exercises ten times more force upon ten than upon one is, I maintain,
because it never did and never could exercise upon that one more than a little
part of the force which it does upon the ten and that it did always exercise
more other nine portions of its force upon the nine.– Now the received idea
of the Law of gravitating force in habit varies in two ways, first inversely as
the square of the distance secondly in proportion to the mass acted upon –
The definition only names one (the first) of those. The first of these I waive
for the present because as I said before I have not yet sufficiently considered
it – I address myself to the second; and for this purpose restate my problem
(I hope more clearly) which was intended to prove that the whole gravitating
force of any particle of matter is not increased by the increase of the number
of particles acted upon, and therefore that as far as regards mass of matter,
gravitating force is conservative. Let A & B be any two particles of matter
acting upon each other by gravitation at a given distance AB
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their tendency is to meet at their common Centre of Gravity G which is at a
point equidistant from A & B[·] Let another particle C be added to B, then the
tendency would be to meet in their common Center of Gravity at the point E
so placed that

AE : EB :: B + C : A :: 2:1

i.e. the distance which A tends to draw B + the distance which A tends to
draw C are together equal to the distance which B + C tend to draw A. Now
if the force of A on B remained unchanged and a new and equal force were
to rise up in A to be exercised on C, then the tendency of the three bodies
would still be to meet at the original point G; but this, as G is no longer their
common Center of Gravity is not the fact.

The gravitating action here of the three bodies is to their common Center
E – But now the apparent result is that the force of A has increased as much as
the force of B has decreased, and that the force of A now actually equals the
combined forces of B + C. and hence that the “received idea” of gravitating
force in a particle varying as the numbers of particles acted upon is confirmed
(vid last line page I.)

But now let me call into action another principle which I conceive to be
the true one – That particles of matter should not be treated individually but
as parts also of the mass or system and so that all force, whatever should be
referred to common Centers of Gravity of all matter both acting and acted
upon. Thus we have two particles A & B or a system A + B whose common
Center of Gravity is G. A does not act on B, nor B on A, but A acts on A + B
or the whole mass, & B in like manner acts on A + B the whole mass A + B
acts on A it also in like manner acts on B.

All at the point G.
Add C to B. Then the system is A + B + C whose Center of Gy is E.
Then A acts on A + B + C at E and the action of A = BE
B + C acts on A + B + C at E and the action of B + C = AE.
and ∴ AE = 2BE. therefore the action of B + C = twice the action of A as
before[·] But now to compare the force of A with itself under the cases.
A = 1

2 × A + B and its action AG = 1
2 × AB in the first case

A = 1
3 × A + B + C and its action BE = 1

3 × AB. in the second case

Hence the whole force of A measured or represented by its action is in
proportion to itself the acting body and not in proportion to the body acted
upon so also the action of the whole mass A + B + C on A is equal to twice its
action on B + C because AE = 2BE
and this line of reasoning agrees I think in a measure with your remark page 5
upon the relation of a lone particle to gravitation or “to something which
causes gravitation, and with which whether the particle is alone or one of a
universe of particles it is always related”3. And I think that it shows, if it be
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correct, and I candidly believe it to be so, that while the Law of Gravitating
action remains as it was before. The Law of gravitating force becomes conser-
vative. I do not think that the above view at all militates against the doctrine
of the equality of action and reaction. but rather the contrary; for the action
of A on A + B + C is BE + CE or 2BE and the action of A + B + C on A is
AE = 2BE[·]

I have now put down all that I am prepared to say upon this division of
the subject of gravitation, but the papers you have so kindly sent me open an
extensive field of enquiry, and tho’ I am sorry to say I know scarcely anything
of magnetism & Electricity, & but little of Light & sound, the whole question
has now become to me one of such exciting Interest that I cannot refrain from
following it so far as my means will permit me. I am not sanguine of success,
still not altogether without hope, & should anything strike me as appearing
even in a remote degree to assist the enquiry you will perhaps permit me once
more to trespass on your patience & kindness. Again pressing my sense of
the honour you have done me in noticing my communication

I remain | My dear Sir | Ever faithfully & obliged yours | Edward
Jones

P.S. I am going to Town tomorrow until Saturday4[·] My address will be
at my brother’s5 No. 51 Strand tho’ I shall not be staying with him.

Michael Faraday Esq | F.R.S. &c

1. In letter 3297.
2. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
3. Ibid., 356. Jones’s reference was to the pagination of the offprint.
4. That is 20 June 1857.
5. William Jones (1807–1866, Plarr (1930), 1: 632). Surgeon.

Letter 3299
Faraday to Marc Seguin
16 June 1857
From the original in The Bakken MS
Private

Royal Institution, London | 16 Jun 1857
My dear Sir,

I must write to you in English, for if I tried to use your language on
paper, I should be sure to leave my thoughts unexpressed; and I should be
very sorry not to express my deep sense of your most kind invitation for
which I am exceedingly grateful to you. I can imagine the pleasure of a visit
to you:– but there is no hope of its being realized. Every day shows me its
impossibility. Time & labour have had their course with me; they have left
me happy, but with little power of active social engagements. My memory
fails me: – society depends much upon it and when I make calls upon it for
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that purpose, then it becomes fatigued and fails for real scientific use. I beg
you whilst accepting my sincerest thanks for yourself to express my sense of
gratitude to those members of your family who were willing to accept us into
their company & do us kindness. I sympathise deeply with you in respect of
the illness of your daughter which must be a heavy trouble to you.

Monsieur L’abbe Moigno was so good as to give me some printed
accounts of parts of your researches and views1, and Monsieur Tremblay2 has
left with me other portions. I rejoice to see with what power you work amongst
the molecular forces, and how you break up the fallow ground; though indeed
as regards the grand views of Montgolfier3 it can hardly be called fallow to
you, though it may be to others4. You must not be disheartened: for however
brightly the light may shine, those see but little of it who will not look towards
it. Neither indeed can one expect that a new principle in physics should make
rapid advance, unless it be accompanied by new phenomena. When once we
have formed an opinion from the phenomena it becomes a prejudice, and
we are very lo[a]th to give it up; and when that prejudice is shared by the
multitude then we trust in the multitude as justifying our opinions. I think
that such convictions & developments as yours, being published, are as seed
sown, and if good seed, is sure to produce its fruit in due season. For my own
part I am obliged to suspend my opinion daily and wait for further reasons.
I receive many views of natural forces; some I feel I can reject at once, others,
though contradictory, I feel bound to reserve, thinking it possible that parts
may hereafter be found to be truth. My own views (always very imperfect &
insufficient) I of course think well of, or I would not make them mine; but I
cannot doubt that they will fail in parts as others fail. Looking to past times
and to those sciences which have made the most distinct advances, as chem-
istry, Electricity, magnetism &c. how different are the results we now possess
from the view or expected results which the leaders in those different paths
entertained 50 or even 30 years ago. – And so I think it will be with our views –
in many points I doubt not they will be confirmed & enlarged; in others they
will be corrected;– and we must not expect to see the development but leave
it as an inheritance to future ages.

It is a great cause of rejoicing to observe how many workers in molecular
science have joined you in late years; and more will come. As men perceive the
inconsistency or insufficiency of the present views they will become workers;
but I expect more from the rising generation than from that already established
in character:– we may yet live to see great changes.

I hope you will forgive me the freedom of my writing but I have run on
just as I thought without waiting for consistency of expression: for I think I see
in your papers a true man[·] Again thanking you for your extreme kindness I
beg to call myself

Your Very Obliged & faithful Servant | M. Faraday
a Monsieur | Monsieur Seguin aimé | &c &c &c
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1. See letter 3263. [Moigno] (1852).
2. A. Tramblay. Proprietor of Cosmos.
3. Joseph Michel de Montgolfier (1740–1810, DSB). Balloonist and engineer.
4. Discussed in Seguin (1856), 267–70.

Letter 3300
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
17 June 1857
From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers

Wednesday Morning
Dear Miss Coutts,

I shall be very glad to have a third person there[·]
Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Miss Coutts | Stratton Street | Piccadilly | W
Postmark: 17 June 1857

Letter 3301
Benjamin Cheverton to Faraday
21 June 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

45 St James Sq, Notting Hill | 21 Jun 1857
Dear Sir,

I return you Mr. Maxwell’s paper1 with many thanks for your kind-
ness in sending it to me. I have been greatly interested in its perusal, so
far at least as I could follow it, but I feel somewhat disappointed that the
form given to your conceptions, should not have been that of an hypothe-
sis – if even only of a provisional character – and that to serve the purpose
better of calculation within a limited degree, it should have been so very arbi-
trary & artificial, – so much so perhaps, as to exclude it from more general
applications than the subject & the simple idea of “lines of force” would of
themselves impose. This is not satisfying I should think to a mind like yours,
nor probably will it be to the philosophic mind generally, if we may judge
from the eagerness with which both the emissive & the undulatory ideas of
light, are accepted as theories of what is real. And yet it is very true, perhaps,
as Mr. Maxwell intimates, that neither each of these should be taken at present
for more than analogical mathematical forms of treating the subject, until a
course like your own, of interrogating nature herself, shall lead to something
determinate2[·]

Probably also, you do not yourself attach to your own “lines of force”,
any distinct physical ideas; but are content for the present to adopt them as a
method of thought, which enables you with greater freedom & especially with
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greater generality, to reason concerning phenomena, to form conceptions as
to their connections & relations, and so derive hints for further experiments.
In truth if matter be only the manifestations of force – of which through a
consciousness of the ability to exist it, as well as from feeling it, we know
to be something real, and real after the same manner externally as it is sen-
sibly so – I do not see how, in ultimate inquiries any additional physical
ideas beyond those of equal external reality, time space & motion, can have
any place; inasmuch as any others would be only the affections of percipi-
ent beings – psychological effects of force as the cause. So that to be chary
of physical ideas, even to the absence of almost every thing from “lines of
force”, would be rather to approach than to recede from the truth of nature,
what is wanting thereto, is an hypothesis that shall be truthful looking at
least, & which shall not merely serve to being the subject under calcula-
tion – for Mr. Maxwell shows us; that arbitrary conceptions will to a certain
extent of application answer that purpose – but which shall unite all phe-
nomena under one comprehensive view. To do that however, I am afraid
we have no other means at hand, at present, than the occult qualities (as in
a sense they are) of attraction & repulsion; but how to evoke sensible from
general attraction, or vice versa, as Mossotti3 proposed to do4, is the great
difficulty.

This leads me to observe, that the simplicity & paucity of physical ideas
to which I have adverted, belong only to an investigation which is in the track
of ultimate enquiries. But building on this foundation, complexities will arise,
& so introduce other physical conceptions if only from the combinations of
the primary ideas, and notwithstanding that we carefully exclude any thing
merely of sensational origin, such for instance as may be suggested by a too
liberal inference from the electric spark or fire. Now in regard to electricity
& magnetism, it may be a question, whether this is not the case with their
phenomena – whether they do belong to the ultimates. Am I not right in think-
ing, that their attractions & repulsions are so dependent on circumstances, –
are so variable & conditional in obedience to mere form & to mere extent of
surface, as to indicate that they are secondary consequences, & not the result
of primary properties, or of primary conditions in the action of force? Now
this is not observable in gravitation, where accordingly, we seem to arrive at
something that is ultimate, – it not being dependent on physical ideas result-
ing from secondary combinations but on the mass – simply & entirely on the
mass. Therefore I do not see how the form which Mr. Maxwell has given to
your “lines of force”, can be applied to gravitation – reasoning merely in the
manner of calculation – seeing that the action of the imaginary fluid, varies
after a manner with the sources & sinks on the surface; whereas gravitation,
is proportional to the mass, however contracted or extended may be the sur-
face. I may be wrong – still this application is no where alluded to by him.
And yet “lines of force” in some more simple guise, would I conceive apply
to gravitation.
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Mr. Maxwell has not attempted philosophy – indeed he takes care that
his physical conceptions shall not by any possibility be mistaken for it. As
a mathematician intent only on the means of calculation, this may be very
proper, especially if by so doing he secures, as he certainly does, great sim-
plicity in that respect, founded on the Engineer’s method, of taking account
of force only in pressure & resistance[·]

As far as in their relations to crystallisation have engaged your attention,
I will take this opportunity of stating, what I mentioned many years since at
the meeting of the British Association at Dublin5 to Dr. Robinson6, Dr. Dalton7

& Col Sabine, but which did not seem to attract any attention, except from the
last named gentleman, that I have found diamonds in the state of splintered
sparks, show signs of attraction, without excitation by heat or any extraneous
cause. I have drawn them along, on not a smooth surface, by a piece of brass;
& if I recollect aright have seen them suspended from it by their points. As I
wanted them for immediate use, I made no other experiments, & can speak
to two instances only. Perhaps however others have observed the same thing,
but I have never seen it stated.–

I find I have here been led on, into what to you, I feel to be almost
unpardonable garrulity. I have only to hope, & beg of you that you will not
conceive yourself engaged in courtesy, to lose your valuable time in taking
any notice of it.

I remain | Dear Sir | Yours respectfully | Benj Cheverton
Professor Faraday &c

1. Maxwell (1856).
2. Ibid., 28–9.
3. Ottaviano Fabrizio Mossotti (1791–1863, DSB). Professor of Mathematics at Pisa, 1841–1863.
4. Mossotti (1836).
5. In 1835.
6. Thomas Romney Robinson (1792–1882, ODNB). Director of the Armagh Observatory,
1823–1882.
7. John Dalton (1766–1844, ODNB). Chemical philosopher who lived in Manchester. Developed
a version of the atomic theory of matter.

Letter 3302
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunel
22 June 1857
From the original in BrUL MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. | 22 Jun 1857

My dear Brunell,
I am purposing to go and see your ship1 next Thursday2 with a nephew

a young Engineer Mr. Buchanan – but I hear that the tickets we obtain at the
place only allow one to stop for a very limited time a quarter of an hour[·] Could
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you give me a note or in any way the power of Extending the time a little?
& oblige

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. That is the Great Eastern which was being constructed at Greenwich. For the ship generally
see Buchanan (2002), 113–33, and especially p. 117 for the problems with visitors hinted at in this
letter.
2. That is 25 June 1857.

Letter 3303
Isambard Kingdom Brunel to Faraday
22 June 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

22 Jun 1857
My dear Faraday,

I am much annoyed that Thursday is a day and time I can never go to the
ship1 – I should have wished to meet to have shown it you myself and explain
a few of the general principles which are so little understood by the public
who look on it only as an attempt to build a larger ship than any previous
one – which would have been a very contemptible object–

However my assistant Mr. Jacomb2 will show you everything – I should
advise you not to go at the times named on the ticket namely 1P.M, and
[word illegible] you will not need for tickets the enclosed will answer a better
purpose.

I should like to have you there on a Saturday between 4. and. 6. –
Yours faithfully | I.K. Brunel

1. See letter 3302.
2. William Jacomb (1832–1887, B2). Pupil of Brunel’s, 1851–1859.

Letter 3304
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunel
25 June 1857
From the original in BrUL MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 25 Jun 1857
My dear Brunel,

I (and my nephew Mr. Buchanan) went this morning to the Great ship
works1 but all in vain. Fate in the form of a Porter was inexorable and there
was no one in a higher rank to appeal to.– so we came back – as we went –
We should have gone at 1 o’clk but your letter2 advised us not to go at that
hour – Do I understand that you are there on Saturdays between 4 and 6 o’clk
& that you would like to have me there at such a time? If so would Saturday
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Week the 4th of July do – and if so again may I bring my nephew with me or
leave him at home?

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. See letter 3302.
2. Letter 3303.

Letter 3305
Isambard Kingdom Brunel to Faraday
26 June 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

26 Jun 57
My dear Faraday,

I am vexed beyond description – of all men in the world you are the
last I should have expected to have been treated with disrespect in a place
under my control1 – I wish very much to see if it has been my fault in not
properly directing the note I gave to you – will you have the kindness to send it
to me by bearer or by post. Now to remedy the evil – can you conveniently go
on Saturday – and bring any body you like – any time after 2 1

2 – the later the
more pleasant as the crowd of visitors diminish at 4 and are pretty clear by
4 1

2 to 5 – enquire for me – and to make assurance doubly sure – I will await –
and – go in at a garden gate to a house – to the North of the Yard gates – as
on annexed plan –
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A is the gate. a Green Carriage gate with a small gate you enter – at the corner
of the road a passage from the Ferry stairs – and the Millwall road the gate is
open – go in to the lawn – and up stairs is my office – If you go by water which
is the best way in fine weather – the boats (Greenwich) start from Hungerford
Bridge at the times – 20 minutes and 40 minutes – and if it would suit you to
go at the 2 o’clock train I will meet you at Hungerford pier –

Believe me my dear Faraday | Very faithfully yours | I.K. Brunel

1. See letter 3304 and also note 1, letter 3302.

Letter 3306
Faraday to Isambard Kingdom Brunel
26 June 1857
From the original in BrUL MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 26 Jun 1857
My dear Brunel,

I have no doubt the man obeyed his orders very properly1 – do not find
fault with him – I send you back the note – he declined to see any note or
call any body before 1 o’clk – Thanks for your kindness for the Saturday i.e.
Saturday the 4th of July tomorrow week – I cannot go tomorrow[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. See letter 3305.

Letter 3307
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste Biot
27 June 1857
From the original in the possession of Charlotte and Georg Both

Royal Institution | 27 Jun 1857
My dear & honoured friend,

I long to perform the duty of offering my deep respect to you with the
warmest wishes for your happiness and I rejoice to think that in doing so I may
introduce to you Dr. Tyndall. I know your true & catholic love for the workers
in Science & that when they are young you are pleased to encourage them
by your own example and I do not think you will consider me imprudent
upon the present occasion but will as I hope think I have chosen a fitting
messenger for the sincere affection and deep feeling which I permit myself
to bear towards you[·] Hoping and desiring that you will very long offer to
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science the example of a sound mind in a sound body a pleasure to yourself
& a rejoicing to all around you[·]

Believe me to be as Ever | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
a Monsieur | Monsieur Biot | &c &c &c &c

Letter 3308
Faraday to Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas
29 June 1857
From the original in AS MS

Royal Institution | 29 Jun 1857
My dear friend,

Dr. Tyndall is about to visit Paris and as one whom I esteem highly both
for his personal qualities and his devotion and services to science I give him
this letter of introduction to you:– though indeed I think he will be sufficiently
well known to you by what he has done already as hardly to need it at my
hand. But the occasion gives me an opportunity of calling myself to your
remembrance and though you have given me plenty of proofs that I am not
out of it when there is need still I like to be there also at other times.

My dear Wife joins me in kindest remembrances to you and Madame
Dumas[·]

Ever Your Obliged & faithful friend | M. Faraday
a Monsieur | Monsieur Dumas | Secretaire | &c &c &c

Letter 3309
Faraday to George Buchanan
29 June 1857
From the original in RI MS F1 N/1/29

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 29 Jun 1857
My dear George,

Next Saturday1 I have arranged for us to go & see the Great Eastern2

if nothing arises to prevent it. At present the understanding is that we be at
Hungerford Bridge next Saturday at 2 o’clk to meet Mr. Brunel & go by the
Greenwich boat which leaves at that hour.

Yours affectionately | M. Faraday
Mr. Geo Buchanan

Address: Mr. Geo Buchanan | 7 Cambridge Terrace | Liverpool Road |
Islington

1. That is 4 July 1857.
2. See letter 3305 and letter note 1, 3302.
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Letter 3310
Julius Plücker to Faraday
1 July 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 7 Jul 1857
Dear Sir!

Let me first thank you for the kind letter of the 23rd March1 and the
interesting paper2, I received nearly at the same time. I learnd by the letter
that you have sent my Memoir3 to Prof. Miller of Cambridge, the foreign
Secretary. Since I got not the least notice about it, I fear therefore that I was
ill informed with regard to the rules of the Royal Society, when I supposed,
that papers, presented to the Society, (if approved) were published, in all
cases announced in the proceedings. If the Memoir should get the honour
to be printed, I would have found a friend, to eliminate the incorrectness of
the language. My former views abandoned by myself since two years, being
always reproduced in Journals (for instance by Mr. Verdet4 in the “Annales
de Chimie”5) I am interested to have my Memoir published, but, under the
actual circumstances, I think myself not entitled to publish its contents.

I fear, Sir, to annoy you, when speaking again about the difference with
Prof. Tyndall. Being desirous to have this difference settled, I think it best,
not to enter into any detail. Allow me only a few words in answering your
letter. I dont know what reason Prof. Tyndall has to believe that I charged him
with wilful misstatement. I published no word against him, except the note
p. 6 of my paper6, and whatever should be my personnel feelings, I would
not publish such a charge.– With regard to Mr. de la Rive’s relation quoted by
Prof. Tyndall7, the fact is this. After having showed to him all my experiments,
he put to me, by letter, a great number of questions. These questions, difficult
to be answered by yes and no, admitted partly a double meaning, you might
refer them to the pure fact or to its theoretical explication: I fear to have
induced him myself to some expressions contrary to my own real meaning.–
The reason of the misstatement is to be sought in some strange circumstances,
by which I got my paper of 1849 (of which I gave you an abstract January
18508) published only 18529 and therein that it was not translated neither into
English nor French.

I worked not much this last time. I got only confirmed my theory of the
magnetic induction of crystals in some new cases. Lately too I made a series
of experiments in order to get an explication of the stratification of light,
exhibited first by Ruhmkorff’s apparatus within certain rarified vapours, but
equally obtained in every rarefied gaz and also by the electric spark or a
series of them taken from a conductor, by retarding the decharge by means
of less well conducting bodies10. I have the opportunity here to obtain tubes
of glass, of different forms, filled with any gaz or vapour whatever at a mea-
sured tension, through which you may send the electric charge by means of
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platina wires. The various experiments are beautiful. You may easily observe
the influence of tension and heat, the various spectra, sounds etc. But most
beautifull is the effect, when the tubes are placed in the Electromagnet, in dif-
ferent ways, as well axially as equatorially. A tube 16–18 inches long showed
many hundred blak intervals equally distant from each other; in other cases
the blak intervals are larger and distant 1

4 to 1
6 of an inch. The blak spaces are

differently directed when put axially on the iron pieces of the Electromagnet.
The current is under certain circumstances interrupted by the Electromag-
netism. It is impossible to give by a sketch an idea of the most splendid
phenomena. I join a very imperfect sketch of a more simple case. (I the tube
and the sphere contains rarefied hydrogen gaz, II & III the sphere is put in the
equatorial direction on the iron pieces and the polarity com̄utated) Whatever
may be the variety of appearances the general phenomena of inflection of the
luminous current by the Magnet is indicated by theory.

With all my heart | Yours | Plucker

Endorsed by Faraday: 1 July 1857

1. Letter 3258.
2. Probably Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
3. Plücker (1858f).
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4. Marcel Emile Verdet (1824–1866, P2, 3). Professor of Physics at the Ecole Normale, Paris.
5. Verdet (1854), 375.
6. Plücker (1858f), 545.
7. Tyndall (1855), 2.
8. Plücker to Faraday, 4 January 1850, letter 2249, volume 4.
9. Plücker (1852). This paper was sent to the Haarlem Society of Sciences in December 1849,
but it remained unpublished. See p. 1 of the published paper.
10. On this work see Plücker (1858a, b).

Letter 3311
Faraday to Lyon Playfair
2 July 1857
From the original in IC MS LP256

Thursday, 2 Jul 1857
My dear Playfair,

I did not mean to thank you this way for your kind invitation but I was
frustrated in my intention last night & so have only this method left. I hope
you & many enjoyed the evening as I should have done for I have been to the
place & think it exceedingly interesting[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Endorsed by Playfair: London 2 July/57 | Michael Faraday | Apologising
for not being at my Conversazione

Letter 3312
Faraday to Frederick Gye1

4 July 1857
From the original in FSL MS Y.c. 889/2

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 Jul 1857
My dear Sir,

Again I thank you for the feast of last night2[·] The sleep-walking scene
was wonderful – all was extraordinary, & what an excellent Macbeth you
had3. I was very glad of that for Madame Ristoris4 perfection5 would not have
seemed right in contact with an inefficient unmeaning husband. I suppose
you will hardly agree with me but it seems to me that the call for Mad Ristori
immediately after that scene indicates an utter want of feeling poetry and
good taste in those who make the call.

In thanking for the past, let me say that we leave town I believe on
Tuesday next6 and should not be able to profit by any remainder of kindness
that might happen to be in your mind[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
F. Gye Esqr | &c &c &c
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1. Frederick Gye (1810–1878, ODNB). Manager of Covent Garden Opera, 1848–1878.
2. This was the Italian version of William Shakespeare’s Macbeth performed at the Lyceum. See
The Times, 3 July 1857, p. 8, col. f.
3. Cesare Vitaliani (1824–1893, EI). Italian actor.
4. Adelaide Ristori (1822–1906, WWW1). Italian actress.
5. As Lady Macbeth.
6. That is 7 July 1857.

Letter 3313
Josiah Latimer Clark to Faraday
7 July 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Electric Telegraph, Off[ice] | 7 Jul 1857
My dear Sir,

I send you the Enclosed1 merely for your information, and confidentially.
It is from a brother in law of mine2 whom I know very intimately & who is a
Captain in the Royal Artillery.

The Statements he makes must of course be perfectly incredible to any
minds not prepared to receive them. Either he has been deceived, or the facts
are false or they are true.

As to his deception I leave you to judge – he is what the world would
call a “very cute and wide awake fellow” up to all the ways & tricks of the
world, intelligent, & with plenty of sharpness & common sense, & could
not be deceived by any ordinary kind of trickery or deception, but he is
not at all scientific or accustomed to scientific methods of experiment or
research.

As to his intentional misstatement his position as an officer bearing Her
Majestys Commission forbids the idea, & I know him personally well enough
to vouch without the slightest hesitation for the truth of this statements[·]

If we assume then that the facts are true, what are we to say to them?
All I can say is that I will endeavour to get an opportunity of seeing them

for I cannot deny that I feel interested in the very astonishing statements which
are made to me from time to time, or evidence which I cannot well disbelieve.

Very sincerely Yours | Latimer Clark
M. Faraday Esqr.

Do not trouble yourself to give any reply to this note

1. Drayson to Clark, 7 July 1857, IET MS SC2. This refers to Crosland, C. (1857).
2. Alfred William Drayson (1827–1901, Month. Not. Roy. Ast. Soc., 1902, 62: 241–2). Royal
Artillery captain (later a general) and story writer.
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Letter 3314
Faraday to Josiah Latimer Clark
7 July 1857
From the original in New York Public Library

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 7 Jul 1857
My dear Sir,

I am on the point of leaving town but hasten to acknowledge your letter1.
As I said before when you can do any of these things I shall be willing to look
a little closer at them. But how is it that the believers in these things make
such a shouting out for the scientific men? Why do they not become scientific
themselves and prove their own so called facts as scientific men prove their
facts. If they are so much wiser than scientific men as to form a sure judgment
when the latter are wrong why do they want to fall back upon them? To me
this desire to include the men of science is a proof that they do secretly doubt
what they wish to believe[·] If they be the locomotives of knowledge why
should they wait for that which to them is only a slow donkey cart jogging
along the common road?

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Latimer Clark Esqr | &c &c &c

Endorsement: This has reference to some Spiritual Seances I asked Professor
Faraday to attend. JL

1. Letter 3313.

Letter 3315
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
9 July 18571

From the original in RI MS F1 E3
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Old Buckenham |

Thursday, 3 oclk
Very dear friend,

Our journey yesterday was prosperous. We arrived in due time at
Attleboro, – found Mrs. Brown2 there, – went with her to their house & took
tea there; & then my wife, Mrs. Brown, one of her daughters, and myself went
in a fly to Old Buckenham, – in time for the meeting, – and indeed in time
for more:– for seeing Mrs. Fisher3 in the garden, & speaking to her, I found
the time & state of our dear friend Mr. Fisher was very opportune for seeing
him. He was very glad to see me – his voice & his looks more cheerful; – his
words full of hope & comfort to those, who like his wife and myself, had the
privilege to hear him. He talked without seeming to feel it a burden; though
of course I would not stop long, – but his voice was feeble. He had no cough
whilst I was there & the room was most comfortable in its state. I told him of
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the happiness we had on Sabbath evening & it was just the subject to rejoice
him. After a little while the brethren met in the meeting house & we had
reason to be happy together[·]

This morning I hear that Mr. Fisher passed a night that may be consid-
ered as quiet & favourable – this morning as was to be expected he had a
heavy fit of coughing & clearing – after that he went into a quiet sleep which
continued & as yet we have not seen him to day. Mrs. Fisher is to let us know
how things proceed – or if a favourable time for my wife occurs. Mrs. Fisher
herself bears things with quietness & as a Christian woman & the friends
seem well. Mrs. Bigsby4 as you will know is in town & we have heard that
her son is gone5.

We have seen several here but the year which has passed since I was
here the last time6 has made a great change in many points – some of which
you will be aware of. My wife is not fit for much here but I am in hopes we
shall not be too much for our friends – or unacceptable in being here – they
are very kind – our views take no shape as yet – but will depend day by day.

With kindest love to all believe me my dear friend.
Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Mr. Vincent
1
2 p. 4 oclk. Have just seen Mr. Fisher – he is about as yesterday – but

Mrs. Fisher says the Doctor gives no hopes.

1. Dated on the basis of the visit that Faraday and Sarah made to Old Buckenham between 8
and 14 July 1857 (DUA Acc M/409/5/3, p. 143) and also on the death of William Fisher on 21
August 1857.
2. Ann Brown. Member of the Old Buckenham Sandemanian Church from 1852. DUA Acc
M/409/5/3, p. 131.
3. Mary Marsh Fisher (d.1898, age 82, GRO). Wife of William Fisher and member of the Old
Buckenham Sandemanian Church, 1832–1876. DUA Acc M/409/5/3, pp. 121, 131.
4. Maria Bigsby (d.1884, age 78, GRO). Member of the Old Buckenham Sandemanian Church
from 1840. DUA Acc M/409/5/3, p. 131.
5. William Bigsby (1838–1857, GRO). Tailor who died on 7 July 1857.
6. Faraday’s visit is noted in DUA Acc M/409/5/3, p. 142.

Letter 3316
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
10 July 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/77

Trinity House, London, E.C | 10 Jul 1857
Sir,

Referring to previous correspondence on the subject of the Catadiop-
tric Lighting Apparatus intended for use at the Bishop Rock Light House,
I am directed by the Elder Brethren to state that, being desirous that the
Light to be exhibited from that Light House should be of the most power-
ful description, and having been informed that the Apparatus in question,
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although purchased in the Year 1850, combines all the advantages of recent
improvements, and having reason to believe that the Experiment to which
the two Sections of it which are fitted up at Blackwall, were subjected on the
Evening of the 31st March last1, did not afford a just Estimate of it’s power, in
consequence of the shortness of the distance from which it was observed,
the Elder Brethren are desirous of obtaining your further opinion on the
subject.

It has been suggested that a holophotal Apparatus of 12 Sections to
the Circle may be found practically more effective than that in question
which contains 24 Sections, I am therefore to request you will favor the
Elder Brethren with your opinion as to which of the three you consider may
with the best effect, having regard to the Elevation, Position, and intended
purposes of the Bishop Rock Light, be used in the exhibition of the Light
thereat, viz.

The Apparatus already procured, A holophotal Apparatus of
12 Sections, or a Catoptric Apparatus, with the reflectors arranged in the
same manner as the three which were observed at Blackwall on the Evening
above alluded to.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq. | &c &c &c | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street

1. See letter 3265.

Letter 3317
Faraday to Julius Plücker
11 July 1857
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Norfolk | 11 Jul 1857
My dear Professor,

I left town very shortly after receiving your last letter1 but not before I
had inquired at the apartments of the Royal Society about your paper2. My
memory is so bad, that I cannot recollect the circumstances under which I
presented it, or the time; but I believe I wrote you word on that occasion3.
When I called lately I saw Mr. Weld the assistant secretary, and found, from
him, that the paper had been received and entered in a book:– he told me that
Mr. Stokes the Secretary, was to communicate with you; but as there was no
further note made, he concluded that he had not yet done so – Mr. Stokes is
just married. I did all I could to expedite proceedings, but as I do not belong to
the Council or take any office I am quite without power in the matter.– I have
myself presented a paper to the Royal Society4 – I believe it is to be printed
though I have never been informed officially that that is to be the case.– I think
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it must be near a twelvemonth since I sent it in5, but I have seen no printers
proof as yet – The proceedings are indeed very slow.

With respect to You & Tyndall I cannot pretend to explain the misunder-
standings which exist:– and having tried a little I do not think that any third
person between you can be of any use. To be clear it requires that the parties
should communicate directly, and plainly, with each other; and then I think it
would be impossible not to discover where the mistake lies. He is at present
abroad.

I am very glad that you are working on the stratified electric light.–
I hope that you will very shortly give us the fundamental explanation of
the phenomenon. I cannot help thinking that it will aid us in developing
some very important points about the nature of the electric discharge. We
would rejoice to understand, truly, the first principles of that very striking
electric action. The variation of the intervals to a certain degree at pleasure is
exceedingly interesting – but what is the state of an interval?

I must conclude saying that I am as ever
Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Professor Plucker | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3310. Faraday left London on 7 July 1857, see letter 3314.
2. Plücker (1858f).
3. Letter 3258.
4. Faraday (1857c).
5. The Royal Society received this paper on 16 November 1856.

Letter 3318
Jean-Baptiste Biot to Faraday
11 July 1857
From the original in RI MS F1 I62a
Très cher et très honorable ami,

Je vous remercie de m’avoir adressé le Dr. Tyndall1. Je l’apprécie dou-
blement: pour son merite propre, et pour l’ardeur heureuse avec laquelle il
continue de poursuivre les voies de découvertes que vous avez révélée aux
explorateurs de la nature. Mais, ce donc je vous remercie encore davantage,
ce sont les marques d’obligeant souvenir et de bonté affectueuse, que vous
me donnez dans la lettre qu’il m’a remise de votre part. rien ne saurait m’être
plus précieux que d’avoir obtenu l’estime et l’amitié d’un homme tel que vous,
dont j’admire la génie, autant que j’honore le caractère. Je reçois avec un vif
sentiment de reconnaissance les vœux que vous formez pour moi et j’en suis
profondément touché. Mais c’est à vous surtout que la science doit souhaiter
une longue vie et une santé solide, afin que pendant bien des anneés encore,
vous puissiez continuer de l’agrandir par des découvertes aussi importantes
qu’imprévues.
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Agréez, avec votre bienveillance habituelle, l’expression sincere |
de ces sentiments, qui vous sont depuis longtemps acquis | votre ami |
J.B. Biot
Monsieur le professeur Faraday à Londres

TRANSLATION
Very dear and very honourable friend,

I thank you for sending Dr. Tyndall to me1. I appreciate him both for his
own merit and for the happy ardour with which he continues to follow the
paths of discovery which you have revealed to the explorers of nature. But
I thank you even more for the signs of obliging recollection and affectionate
kindness which you give in the letter which he delivered on your behalf.
Nothing could be more precious to me than to have obtained the esteem and
friendship of a man like you, of whom I admire the genius as much as the
character. I receive with a true sense of gratitude the wishes that you send me
and I am profoundly touched by them. But it is to you above all that science
must wish a long life and robust health, so that for many years to come, you
may be able to continue to enlarge it by your discoveries, which have been as
important as they have been unforeseen.

Please accept, with your customary kindness, the sincere expression |
of these sentiments, which you acquired a long time ago,

your friend | J.B. Biot
Professor Faraday in London

Address: à Monsieur | Monsieur le Professeur Faraday l’un des | associés
étrangers de l’institut de France | &c &c &c | Royal Institution | London
Postmark: 11 July 1857

1. See letter 3307.

Letter 3319
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
13 July 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/77

Old Buckenham, Norfolk | 13 Jul 1857
Sir,

Although the distance at which the 24 section holophotal light was
observed at Blackwall was comparatively small yet it was quite sufficient
to determine the point then under consideration, namely, the separation of
the successive flashes by intervals of darkness1. As to the difference between
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a twelve & a twenty four section apparatus, equal in workmanship and sup-
plied with the same central lamp it is dependant upon optical principals which
cannot be altered by distance. A beam from the 12 section apparatus will have
twice the power of a beam from the 24 section apparatus at equal distances
from both whatever that distance may be. If the two apparatus revolve in a
given time – 12 beams from the first & 24 from the second will pass a given
place in that time. The duration of the light of each beam will be nearly the
same but the light from the first will be of twice the intensity of that from the
second – at the same time the dark periods of the first will be much longer
than those of the second probably three times as long. But I think there can be
no doubt that the light from the first will be far more penetrating & therefore
better than that from the second[·] If the second apparatus is made to revolve
in twice the time of the first then an equal number of beams will pass the
same place on the horizon in the same time. As before they will be of only half
the intensity of those from the first apparatus but they will endure for twice
the time. Speaking therefore in respect only of Optical principles I should con-
clude that an apparatus of 12 sections would be much better for the Bishop
rock lighthouse than one of 24 sections[·]

I am not prepared to speak with the same distinctness as to the com-
parison of a 12 section light and a Catoptric apparatus consisting of 36 lamps
& reflectors arranged on 12 faces[·] The arrangement of the three reflectors at
Blackwall was thus

and such an arrangement is very good for preventing the interference of the
currents from the upper & lower lamps, but as respects the light at a distance
the effect will be the same whatever the position of the three lamps
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provided the reflectors be close to each other & their axes parallel. There ought
to be more light in the beam from three reflectors with their lamps than in the
beam from a twelve section apparatus; for the amount of light in three good
Argand lamps is between 2 & 3 times that which goes into & is sent forward by
one of the twelve sections. But I have not my notes of the Blackwall Evening
here2 & though I should be surprized if the 3 reflectors did not much surpass
one section I am not sufficiently acquainted with the respective appearance
of two such beams at a distance at Sea as to offer any opinion which can be of
value in the presence of the experience & observation of the Elder Brethren3[·]

I am | Sir | Your Obedient Humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq | &c &c &c

1. This was Faraday’s reply to letter 3316.
2. These notes are in GL MS 30108/2/77.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 14 July 1857, GL MS 30004/27, p. 96. It was
referred to the Lights Committee.

Letter 3320
John Tyndall to Faraday
18 July 1857
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4074–6

Chamouni, Montanvert | 18 Jul 1857
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I think I may fairly allow myself the rest and luxury of writing to you
this morning for I have had a week’s hard work as far as limbs and arms are
concerned. I reached Paris just in time to learn that the youthful wife1 of a
young friend of mine2, whom you once saw (before he was married) at my
lodgings in Islington3, was in her coffin. I accompanied my smitten friend
to the cemetery of Montmartre, and there accident caused it to fall my lot to
shake ashes to ashes, earth to earth, dust to dust. I thought it would never do
to leave my friend amid scenes which would incessantly revive the memory
of his loss and so persuaded him to come with me4. He is now here, and we
are working hard together.

At Paris I saw Mr. Biot5 and he desired me to say to you that he was
as happy as man can be. He received me with great kindness. Pouillet6 and
Chevreul7 I also saw8, and they were very cordial. [Blank in TS] introduced
me afterwards to M. Becquerel9, but I found him hard and not cordial10. I must
crave your forgiveness for asking you to write to Dumas11, for when it came
to the point I could not render to myself a sufficient reason why I should
call upon him; I therefore did not do so. I spent a couple of days in Geneva:
Those I knew were all in the country, but DelaRive found me out at my
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hotel and I spent one delightful afternoon at his country house12. He is a fine
genial loveable man. From Geneva to Chamouni was a day’s journey. The
weather was glorious: as we passed Mont Blanc a patch of reddish light was
thrown upon the mountain snow from some clouds which floated in the west.
Around this patch a subjective green glory spread itself to some distance:
it was very curious and very beautiful. I stayed 3 days at Chamouni, and
rose one morning to see the sun rise on Mont Blanc. My bedroom opened
into a corridor from one end of which the east was visible, and the other
commanded a view of Mont Blanc and of the west. The east sky was of an
amber hue, fading insensibly into a rosy violet, which again blended with the
deep blue of the zenith. The morning star was glistening between east and
west, and not far from it the moon turned her pale face towards the rising day.
The mountain rose chaste, and cold, and white, as the unsoiled snow could
make him. I walked to the other end of the corridor and looked eastward,
hoping to see the sun lift his disk above the mountains, wholly forgetful for
the moment that if I waited until he appeared, it would be sunrise not only
for Mont Blanc, but for the whole valley. People do very absurd things thus
unconsciously. I walked to the other end of the corridor, and saw the highest
summits smitten by the sunbeams. Peak after peak then lost its severity and
melted into a golden smile. It was a glorious scene. I watched it till the morning
star was quenched and the moon became invisible, and then being very tired
went to bed again!

On last Wednesday13 I had all my things carried up to the Montanvert.
There is a kind of hotel erected here which possesses three bed rooms. They
are divided from each other by partitions of wood, and the noise of the tramp-
ing visitors would render sleep in my case an impossibility. I have therefore
chosen a little temple as my habitation which was erected many years ago by
an Englishman named Blaire14, and dedicated by him “a la Nature”. Its floor is
of stones which are rather wet, its walls of the same material and in the same
condition; They have put a bed into it, and given me a goatskin to keep my feet
from the flags; and I contrive to drive away a little of the moisture by a pine
fire. I never felt more like a philosopher than when I sit there alone at night,
listening to the wind moaning over the glacier, and to the distant rumble of the
stones upon the moraines as they tumble into the crevasses. Hitherto I have
chiefly occupied myself with observing the motion, and obtaining a general
notion of the glacier. I have seen Balmat and he informs me that Forbes is
on his way over, so that I expect to have the pleasure of seeing him soon.
From what I have thus far seen the divergence between us is likely to become
wider. But the question is merely shaping itself in my brain, and I can only
hope that after a little time it will take definite form. The weather thus far
has been so good that I have been every day upon the ice. I am very strong
and sometimes admonished by my guide for making use of my strength in
jumping the crevasses. I regret that I did not bring a pair of Nichols prisms
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with me: but I shall have plenty to occupy me without them. With kindest
remembrances to Mrs. Faraday and Miss Barnard

Believe me always | Most sincerely Yours | John Tyndall

Would you have the goodness to ask Anderson to put the enclosed into
envelopes, with the addresses and post them for me? If he would send me
my letters once a week until I write to him he would oblige me[·]

1. Anna Hirst, née Martin (d.1857 see ODNB under T.A. Hirst). Married Hirst in 1854.
2. Thomas Archer Hirst.
3. See Hirst, Diary, 21 January 1854, RI MS JT/2/32b, p. 1108.
4. Tyndall, Diary, 3 and 4 July 1857, 7: 2–5.
5. See letters 3307, 3318 and Tyndall, Diary, 6 July 1857, 7: 7–8.
6. Claude-Servais-Mathias Pouillet (1790–1868, DSB). Professor of Physics in Paris.
7. Michel Eugène Chevreul (1786–1889, DSB). Director of Dyeing at the Gobelins tapestry
works and Professor of Chemistry at the Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle.
8. Tyndall, Diary, 6 July 1857, 7: 7–8.
9. Antoine-César Becquerel (1788–1878, DSB). French chemist who supported the contact
theory of the Voltaic cell.
10. Tyndall, Diary, 6 July 1857, 7: 7–8.
11. Letter 3308.
12. Tyndall, Diary, 9 July 1857, 7: 11–16.
13. That is 15 July 1857.
14. P. Blair, an English Alpinist who erected a hut in the late eighteenth century, is mentioned
in Engel (1971), 64.

Letter 3321
Faraday to Charles Richard Weld
25 July 1857
From the original in RS MS RR 3.223

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 25 Jul 1857
My dear Sir,

I return you Professor Plucker’s paper1. Though founded on experiment
it is mathematical in character and in that respect far beyond my powers of
judgment. I am therefore unable to form any opinion of its accuracy and
because of that am unable to help the Committee of papers in deciding upon
its eligibility for publication2[·]

I am | My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
C.R. Weld Esqr | &c &c &c

Endorsement: 1857 Plücker by Faraday (decl[in]ing to report)

1. Plücker (1858f).
2. The paper was refereed by William Thomson and George Gabriel Stokes (RS MS RR 3.222
and 224 respectively) and approved for publication on 10 December 1857 (RS MS CMB90d).
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Letter 3322
Faraday to Culling Eardley1

25 July 1857
From the original in the Maddison Collection, Templeman Library,
University of Kent at Canterbury

25 Jul 18572

Mr. Faraday presents his compliments & very sincere thanks to Sir
Culling Eardley for an exceedingly kind invitation for the 23rd. He returned
to town only yesterday afternoon & so was unable either to profit by or
acknowledge it[·]

1. Culling Eardley (1805–1863, B1). Politician and evangelical.
2. The Royal Institution embossed letterhead has been cut out from this letter.

Letter 3323
Faraday to John Barlow
27 July 1857
From the original in RI MS F1 E2

Royal Institution | 27 Jul 1857
My dear Barlow,

I consider that whether a letter of mine to you contains five or five
hundred lines of writing it would be of equal value for I know that I can tell you
little that you do not know better than I do that the matter in fact is of no value
& on the other hand that five lines from a true friend is abundantly sufficient
to call very much to remembrance. Mr. Vincent gave me your address this
morning until the 31st & that sets me off. We came in on Friday1 after a
fortnight of physical rest though we had been among friends where death as
we believe is present though our friend yet lives2. We are both pretty well.
We find the house in great actual confusion but in the full order of repair3 –
nearly all the drains open but happily very fine weather for our purposes. As
far as I know all is well with us & I trust it is so with you & Mrs. Barlow. If
I remember rightly you did not enjoy your last trip abroad. I hope the present
will bring & leave nothing but pleasant remembrances[·]

Tyndall is away among the ice at Chamouni. I had a letter from him on
Saturday4 – he expects (as he hears from Balmat) to meet Forbes there. So we
may expect that regelation may be thoroughly worked out & all its principles
& results developed both as regards man & ice[·]

My wife & Jeannie are out or I should have messages from them to you
& Mrs. Barlow but you know what they would be as well as I do. All health
& happiness & pleasure be with you both[·]

Ever My dear Barlow | Most Truly Yours | M. Faraday
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1. That is 24 July 1857, after visiting Old Buckenham and Chesterfield. DUA Acc M/409/5/3,
p. 143.
2. That is William Fisher.
3. See RI MM, 1 June 1857, 11: 193 and 6 July 1857, 11: 198.
4. Letter 3320.

Letter 3324
Faraday to John Tyndall
28 July 1857
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4142

Royal Institution | 28 Jul 1857
My dear Tyndall,

I received your very welcome letter1 just on our return from Derbyshire2,
and thank you heartily for its news. So far you seem to have gone on well,
i.e. increasing in health and spirits. I trust it will be so, and that your pursuit
of nature and her truth will be such a labour of love as to bring health to
both body and mind. So you are at Chamouni, and on the ice, and likely
to meet Forbes there. I am not sorry for it. I have trust enough in you as to
believe that two such men as yourself, though you may have differed on some
conclusions, cannot meet in the face of nature, with like love of truth, without
advantage. I shall hope the best. You both have a very important witness
and mistress to refer to in nature, and I know she will favour the most right
minded.

Since you were at Paris, I have had a very pleasant letter from Biot3. It
would give you a just pleasure to know the terms in which he speaks of you.
What a fine old man he is! I am very glad that you saw him, and that he has
seen you.

We have no news just now, except about drains and painting and such
like matters4. The house is in such a state that I cannot work, and if it were
in order, I am too weary. Perhaps I ought to say, too lazy. All I know is that I
feel tired in creeping up stairs, and find the sofa and a book the best things
for me.

We have many foreigners, visitors here. De Vry5 [sic] has shewn himself,
and is now off for Java. Soret6 of Geneva is here. He brought me a letter from
De la Rive7, speaking of your visit to him. The brothers Schlagintweit8 from
India are here also, as wiry and active as ever; there is no wearing out about
them, and they bring me excellent accounts of Humboldt.

You see what poor things I have to tell you about; but great is nature
and will prevail. I wish I had a little Schönbein power, and then you should
have some letters fit to class as such. But indeed you do not want to be teased
with many. All things are well as they are, if we would only be content.

My dear wife and niece desire their kindest remembrances and wishes.
You know we are of one mind in these thoughts towards you. I am glad to hear
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you are able to have your friend with you9. I hope it will be some comfort to
him, and some pleasure to you. Pray make my sincere respects to him. I have
no right to intrude with sympathy, but I do feel deeply for his loss.

Ever, my dear Tyndall | Most truly yours | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3320.
2. DUA Acc M/409/5/3, p. 143 noted that Faraday was going to Chesterfield after leaving Old
Buckenham on 14 July 1857.
3. Letter 3318.
4. See letter 3323, note 3.
5. Willem Hendrik de Vriese (1806–1862, BWN). Dutch botanist.
6. Jacques Louis Soret (1827–1890, P2, 3). Swiss physicist.
7. Not found.
8. Adolph Schlagintweit (1829–1857, ADB). Geologist at the University of Munich. Hermann
Rudolph Alfred Schlagintweit (1826–1882, ADB). German geologist and explorer.
9. Thomas Archer Hirst. See letter 3320.

Letter 3325
Faraday to Juliet Pollock
7 August 1857
From the original in RI MS F1 N/1/30

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 7 Aug 1857
My dear Mrs. Pollock,

I write to you not to answer your letter but to acknowledge it. One
cannot answer formally – the feelings must do that. I was very grieved to
hear of the sad loss1, and called upon you very spontaneously; for as you
know I am so far out of the usages of Society that my calls may often be
considered as intrusions; but I know it could not be so in this case and with
you[·] Give my kindest remembrances & thoughts to those whom you are
with. We often have to contemplate death:– we grieve when those we love
& esteem are taken from us. Yet death ought not to be an unusual thought:–
and I think it ought not to be an unhappy thought, – for there is abundant
provision made against that. But this leads to sacred things, which, though
indeed they should be common things, are such as I ought not to talk about
here[·]

You speak of a book,– and if that comes to pass without any constraint
or necessity upon those who may have to interfere in the matter, I shall indeed
be very glad to have such a remembrance. It was but a few weeks ago that I
was looking at certain photographs which brought Miss Herries very vividly
to mind[·]

I hope you will meet Miss Herries the sister2 with a grateful & grave
happiness – my kindest thoughts towards her. As regards the things which
make the memory of a friend dear to us, we ought to remember that in pro-
portion as they have been worthy of our respect & imitation so is our sorrow;
yet the worthiness that makes the sorrow we would not wish to have been
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less:– it was for the time, & is still, an added blessing. Kindest remembrances
to Mr. Pollock3. My wife (& niece) kindest remembrances – I have sent off
Tyndalls letter4[·]

Ever Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Maria Julia Herries who died on 14 July 1857.
2. Isabella Ann Herries (d.1897, age 79, GRO). Daughter of John Charles Herries (1778–1855,
ODNB). Tory MP for Stamford, 1847–1853.
3. William Frederick Pollock (1815–1888, ODNB). A Master of the Court of Exchequer, 1846–1886.
4. Pollock to Tyndall, 5 August 1857, RI MS JT/1/P/165.

Letter 3326
Faraday to Percival Norton Johnson1

12 August 1857
From the original in Håndskriftafdelingen, Det Kongelige Bibliothek
Copenhagen, MS Palsbo AC

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], 21 Albemarle St. |
12 Aug 1857

My dear Sir,
Could you send me by post three portions of platinum wire – of about

the respective diameter of 1
100

1
80

1
60 of an inch – about an ounce altogether2 –

with the bill & I will send in a day or two & settle it – & so oblige
Yours Very Truly | M. Faraday

P.N. Johnson Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Percival Norton Johnson (1792–1866, ODNB). Assayer and metallurgist.
2. Faraday was working on platinum light at this time. See Faraday, Diary, 11 August 1857, 7:
15582–92; 31 August 1857, 7: 15616.

Letter 3327
John Tyndall to Faraday
15 August 1857
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4070–3

Chamouni | 15 Jul [sic] 1857
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I felt very thankful to you for your letter1, which quite connected me
with the life of London by making me acquainted with what was going on
there. I am at present seated in the house of my guide at Chamouni, with
Huxley seated at the opposite end of the table at which I write. Last Sunday
and Monday the rain descended heavily at the Montanvert, and snow fell
upon the higher elevations. Yesterday (Friday) clouds collected around the
summit of Mont Blanc, and thunder was the harbinger of heavy rain, which
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has continued incessantly all this day. I have thus noticed two rainy termini,
between which however a sunny interval stretched, a fine clear day and a fine
moonlight night, and in this interval it was my fortune, or doom, to make an
attempt upon the “Monarch of Mountains”, wishing to learn something from
it if possible. Accompanied by a single guide, the best part of whose valour
was discretion, my friend Hirst and myself set out from the Grand Mulets
at 2 o/c. on Thursday morning, and after 14 hours toil reached the summit
of Mont Blanc, made some experiments upon the snow, fired a little extem-
pore cannon, and pledged a toast to some of our absent friends. I thought
you would not object to your name being linked with that of Saussure, so
I pledged you both together, for to say the truth, my quantity of beverage
was too scanty to afford a separate bumper to each. I had also the pleasure of
carving Mrs. Faraday’s name and those of two or three other ladies upon the
atmosphere at that high elevation. Our return to the Grand Mulets occupied
upwards of three hours, making the excursion, from this point to the summit
and back to the Mulets again, 17 hours in all. It is usually accomplished in 10.
But the snow presented a fearful obstacle to our progress; we had to wade
through it for hours knee deep, and sometimes actually up to the hips. The toil
was excessive, and we reached the Grand Mulets just in time to prevent the
peril of darkness from being added to the peril of the crevasses which beset
us. Standing upon a rock in the midst of the ice and snow on Wednesday
night, I noticed a singular effect of star twinkling which you have probably
observed, but which was quite new to me. Supposing this to represent the
Great Bear,

a line drawn through the two stars a,b, and produced, cut a bright star at c.
This star I noticed changed its colour incessantly, sometimes it was a bright
red and the next instant it changed to a vivid green. In some cases the suc-
cession from one colour to the other was very rapid, but in others the colour
remained constant for several seconds. I called Huxley’s attention to it, and
he saw the green and red at exactly the same times as I did. I had also the cor-
roborative testimony of my friend Hirst, who was with me. When Hirst and
I were wandering up the ice slopes by moonlight a few hours afterwards, he
noticed that the self same star, which had approached the zenith, had ceased
to twinkle. Probably all this contains nothing new to you, but the vividness
of the colours was to me extremely remarkable. I suppose everybody must
have observed the influence of the position of a star upon its twinkling. In the
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squares and parks of London I have often noticed that stars near the horizon
twinkled powerfully, while those in the zenith shone with an almost steady
light; I think you once mentioned to me that you had observed this yourself.

Since I wrote to you last2, I have been hard at work on the glacier;
but the problem is a large one, and it is only now that I am commencing
to feel some mastery over the particular form under which it presents itself
here. It is always so. It requires long pondering and experiment before I can
seize anything with clearness, and I am often disposed to consider myself a
very slow coach. But I suppose I must be content with the conditions under
which Nature grants me insight, and not repine because I do not possess the
quick flashing intellect of other men. Since I last wrote to you I also made
the ascent of the Col du Géant, with no guide, but with a little boy, who can
climb well, for my companion. Neither of us knew anything of the route;
and we found ourselves during part of the time surrounded by considerable
perils. We succeeded however in reaching the summit, and in returning to the
Montanvert without a single broken bone. The pass is, I believe, considered
to be one of the most perilous in the Alps. In this way, by refusing to conform
to the rules of the guides, and claiming from the Guide Chef the liberty which
ought to be granted to a scientific observer, I have been able to accomplish
very heavy excursions for about the tenth part of the ordinary expense.

But my work here is drawing to a close simply through the exhaustion
of my funds, so I hope to be in London in about 10 or 12 days from the present
time. You would oblige me by asking Anderson not to forward me any letters
after the date on which this reaches you. I hope to find Mrs. Faraday and Miss
Barnard and yourself well and happy on my return. I am in capital health:
burnt brown as an Indian. My guide and friend are both almost blind from
ophthalmia produced by the glare of the snow, but this I have escaped, and
should have been hard at work today if the weather had permitted it.

With best wishes | Believe me always | Most sincerely yours |
J. Tyndall

1. Letter 3324 which is the basis on which this letter is dated.
2. Letter 3320.

Letter 3328
Julius Plücker to Faraday
17 August 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 17 Aug 1857
Dear Sir,

During your glorious career of scientific researches it certainly may often
happened, that you entered a question having very little hope to get a satisfac-
tory result. Such is my case on the present occasion. There is held at Bonn from
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18th to the 24th of September the 33th meeting of the Germain Association1.
All is done to render it a splendid one, a great number of eminent men from
all countries are expected. Every body would regard your presence as a most
precious one. You dont like festivals, I know,– but you may move here quite
free. You dont like traveling abroad, but changing the air of London and its
environs with the air of the Rhine, will certainly do good to your health –
when my own head is tired, I run away in any direction, and, when returned,
I feel myself restored. Let me be the advocate of our Association, if I should
succeed – a case more whished for by myself then expected – I shall be happy
to take care of all regarding your stay here at Bonn. Having no office on this
occasion you may fully dispose on me.– I dont expect any answer but in the
extraordinary case of a favourable decision.

I thank you for your last kind letter2, which announces me that the pre-
sented paper (addressed to the foreign Secretary3) is not lost4. With patience
I’ll expect its future destiny.

From all my heart | Yours | Plücker

1. That is the Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher.
2. Letter 3317.
3. William Hallowes Miller.
4. Plücker (1858f).

Letter 3329
Faraday to John Barlow
19 August 1857
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 380–1

Highgate | 19 Aug 1857
I am in town, and at work more or less every day. My memory wearies me
greatly in working; for I cannot remember from day to day the conclusions
I come to, and all has to be thought out many times over. To write it down
gives no assistance, for what is written down is itself forgotten. It is only by
very slow degrees that this state of mental muddiness can be wrought either
through or under; nevertheless, I know that to work somewhat is far better
than to stand still, even if nothing comes of it. It is better for the mind itself –
not being quite sure whether I shall ever end the research, and yet being sure,
that if in my former state of memory, I could work it out in a week or two to
a successful and affirmative result.

Do not be amazed by what I am telling you: it is simply the thing I
remember to tell you. If other things occurred to my mind, I would tell you
of them. But one thing which often withholds me, is, that if I begin a thing, I
find I do not report it correctly, and so naturally withdraw from attempting
it. One result of short memory is coming curiously into play with me. I forget
how to spell. I dare say if I were to read this letter again, I should find four or
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five words of which I am doubtful, “withholds, wearies, successful” &c.; but
I cannot stop for them, or look to a dictionary (for I had better cease to write
altogether), but I just send them, with all their imperfections, knowing that
you will receive them kindly.

Ever, dear Barlow, truly yours | M. Faraday

Letter 3330
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
25 August 1857
From the original in RI MS F1 E4

Highgate | 25 Aug 1857
My dear friend,

I take the cool of the morning to communicate with you for the weather
has been so exceedingly hot, and I feel it so much, that even to write a letter
or notes in the middle of the day has been oppressive. We hear that all is
going on well, & my wife was glad to have a letter: she has thanked you
really, if she has not yet written, I cannot call her writing to mind.– Here
we are all about as usual. Many away for health mingled with recreation,
some for illness alone. Among the latter Mr. Martin1 was confined at home
on Sabbath day which is not usual with him. I had hoped that he was in
the country, for I think it is fifteen years since he took a trap to the seaside or
elsewhere. Mr. Paradise whom you will know to be with us looks quite as well
as usual:– he returns home this week – It is interesting to observe how fast this
world changes. When we are away from our accustomed places the gathering
alteration goes on & soon makes an amount that we hardly expected:– and
so, if we only remember it, information to those who are away soon waits
in quantities. With us, we have had both grave & joyful matters. Yesterday
midday I had a note from Mr. Macomie2 at Old Buckenham, which however
was dated Friday3, stating that Mr. Fishers time had come. He died on the
Friday supported, as he had been so evidently of late, by a power not human,
but of God. On Sabbath day we had the the [sic] happiness to receive a young
man William Douglas into the church4[·] He is no connexion of any of the
friends, though Mrs. Charles Baxter5 has been his very kind acquaintance
for a little while back. He made his way into the Church nothing stopping
him:– he spoke to the Elders before dinner; to the Church in the Evening,
& was joyfully received by all. It is often striking, & was in this case, to see
one come in who, not been accustomed to the manner amongst us, is in that
respect new; & to many, as it may appear peculiar, the truth of the matter being
however the same; & then it strikes most as a new thing for a little while, &
gives rise to questions; & the answers to them may often make oneself think
of our own habits of thought. It just shews that wherever God gathers his
people out of the world the teaching is the same. It was delightful to hear
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him take the scriptures, & them only as the rightful declaration of the purpose
& way of God & the guide to the Church. So by gathering into his house, &
also by gathering into his everlasting kingdom, living & dying, we have had
given to us the evidence of the presence of him who is ever watchful over his
creatures & is bringing all things on in their course towards that day.

We looked in at your house the other day (when we were taking tea
at Mr. Whitelaws6)[·] All your party looked well there; & they say they are
getting on quite successfully. From what I heard from Charles [Vincent] I hope
there is some probability of a good entrance into practical life;– but you will
know all about it.

Margery [Ann Reid] is here;– they are coming down stairs & I am sure
would wish me to send their remembrances to you & Mrs. Vincent. You know
how we should like to be remembered to friends, Mr. Boyston7, Mr. Philip8,
Dr. Chrichton [sic]9, Mr. Macintosh10 &c &c[·] I put ourselves in your hand[s.]

Ever dear Brother | Affectionately Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Mr. Vincent | Mr. T.H. Baxter11 | Murraygate | Dundee

1. David Watson Martin (1798–1884, Cantor (1991), 301). A member of the London Sandema-
nian Church.
2. Alexander Macomie (d.1872, age 77, GRO). Bookbinder and deacon in the London
Sandemanian Church, but excluded for the second time in November 1857. DUA Acc
M/409/5/4, p. 48.
3. That is 21 August 1857.
4. William Douglas. This admission was noted in the roll of the London Sandemanian Church,
DUA Acc M/409/5/4, p. 55b. He was excluded in 1858, but restored until 1871 when he was
excluded for a second, and thus final, time.
5. Unidentified.
6. George Whitelaw (d.1872, age 68, GRO). Publisher’s manager and an Elder of the London
Sandemanian Church. Cantor (1991), 302.
7. Unidentified.
8. Unidentified.
9. John Crichton (1772–1860, B1). Dundee surgeon and member of the Glasite Church there.
10. Daniel MacIntosh (d.1860 age 78, DUA MS 9/4/2(28)). Schoolmaster of 9 Panmure Street,
Dundee, and member of the Glasite Church there from 1807.
11. Thomas Handyside Baxter (d.1863, age 79, SRO). Merchant of 95 Murraygate, Dundee, and
member of the Glasite Church there.

Letter 3331
Faraday to Julius Plücker
27 August 1857
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution | 27 Aug 1857
My dear Sir,

Your letter1 is so kind that I cannot let it pass in silence, though it gives
me pain to say no to you:– but, though I cannot come, I thank you and all
my friends about you for the kindness. I should have rejoiced to have been
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amongst you all but the time is past; Years & their consequences limit our
powers, & though I trust yours will long run on successfully, mine are drawing
nigh to their end. The British Association is now I believe holding its meeting
at Dublin and I was very kindly & considerately pressed to be there. But
I am obliged to have one answer & only one to these friendly applications.
Remember me to my friends.– May all be happy & successful with you.

Ever Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor Plücker | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3328.

Letter 3332
Kaiserliche Academie der Naturforscher in Breslau to Faraday
3 September 1857
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 151

Academia Caesarea Leopoldino Carolina Naturae Curiosorum,
Breslau den | 3 Sep 1857

Sr. Wohlgeboren
Herrn Professor Dr. Michael Faraday | zu | London.

Von Dr. Berthold Seeman1 und Dr. Joseph Dalton Hooker zur Aufnahme
in die Kaiserl. Academie der Naturforscher (zu Breslau) vorgeschlagen,
ersuchen wir Sie hierdurch ganz ergebenst der Academie zur Ausfertigung
des Diploms alle Taufnamen, Titel, Aemter, Orden und Würden, Doctorgrade,
sowie alle Mitgliedschaften von gelehrten Gesellschaften und wissenschaftlichen
Vereinen, jedoch alles in der grössten Vollständigkeit und womöglich deutsch,
baldigst einzusenden, da wir auf andere Weise zu diesen Notizen vollständig
für unsern Zweck nicht gelangen konnten. Hochachtungsvoll

Ew Wohlgeboren | Die Academie der Naturforscher

TRANSLATION
Academia Caesarea Leopoldino Carolina Naturae Curiosorum,

Breslau den | 3 Sep 1857
Honourable Sir
Mr. Professor Dr. Michael Faraday | in | London

Dr. Berthold Seeman1 and Dr. Joseph Dalton Hooker have nominated you
for admission into the Kaiserliche Academie der Naturforscher in Breslau.
We request that you send us as soon as possible all your baptismal names, titles,
positions, orders and honours, doctoral degrees, as well as allmemberships of learned
and scientific societies and if possible in German because we are unable to obtain
this information in any other way.

With great esteem | Yours honourably | Die Academie der Natur-
forscher
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Endorsed by Faraday: Prussia

Address: An to 21 Albemarle St | Professor der Physik Dr. Michael |
Faraday | Wohlgeboren | London.
Angelegenheiten der Kaiserl | Leopoldinisch Carolinischen | Academie
der Naturforscher.

1. Berthold Carl Seemann (1825–1871, ODNB). German-born explorer and botanist.

Letter 3333
Faraday to John Tyndall
5 September 1857
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4143

Highgate | 5 Sep 1857
My dear Tyndall,

I have hesitated in writing to you to acknowledge yours1, for I thought
you were coming home quickly – at least so I understood Anderson; but I
hope you will enjoy the quiet country, for I doubt whether Switzerland could
be called quiet to you, occupied as you were. We shall be very glad to see
you in due time, and then you and I will talk of the lectures and other things
which you refer to. I do not feel as if my hand could write much distinctly,
and indeed I doubt whether this will find you in Hampshire; but wherever
and ever yours | Very truly | M. Faraday

1. Not found.

Letter 3334
Faraday to Hamilton George Edward Earle1

9 September 1857
From a photocopy in RI MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 9 Sept 1857
Sir,

If a tube were so full of fog as that you could not see through it I do not
expect that a current of electricity would convert the fog into water: I should
think you might glaze the ends of your tube so well as that fog should not get
into it in an injurious degree in any moderate time.

I believe the proposition to observe the compass placed above has been
already made[·]

Do not quote my name [in] any way in reference to your plan[·]
I am Sir | Your Obedient Servant | M. Faraday

Lieut. Earle R.N | &c &c &c

Address: Lieut Earle RN. | &c &c &c | 12 Downing Terrace | Cambridge
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1. Hamilton Edward George Earle (1829–1902, The Times, 28 May 1902, p. 12, col. c). Royal Navy
officer.

Letter 3335
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
17 September 1857
From the original in UB MS NS 431

Bâsle | 17 Sep 1857
My dear Faraday,

The moment is fast approaching, which will separate my eldest daughter
from her home, parents and friends, and as you may easily imagine, all of
us, and Mrs. Schoenbein most particularly, are looking for that painful hour
with feelings appropriate to the case. The girl herself, however, exhibits on
that occasion more courage than I thought she could command and though
being fully conscious of what she is about to undertake, the wicked woman
does not seem to have lost any of her wonted spirits. If I were not fully
convinced that my daughter should find a second home with your friend,
I certainly would not have given my consent to her emigrating there; and,
besides, my knowing, that you and Mrs. Faraday are near her, gives me
confident hopes, that she will be well off in every respect and meet with good
counsel as often as she will happen to stand in need of it. Pray be kind to the
girl, for though my child, I am allowed to assure you, that she is a good and
excellent creature, who, I have no doubt, will please you Mrs. Faraday and
Miss Hornblower.

Within a month my second daughter Sophia, who by the bye was
intended to be a philosopher, also will leave me to go to the far North and
stay over the winter with some friends of mine at Altona. Though she will
be placed in very good hands, still to be deprived of two daughters at once,
who have these many years given so much life to our little domestic circle,
is rather hard to their parents and younger sisters; but we cannot help and
must suffer the girls to go their own way. To Mrs. Schoenbein those separat-
ings will cost floods of tears in spite of her stoical maxims. In the course of
this summer I have been travelling and working. I saw once more my favorite
town “Nuremberg” that splendid and interesting monument of the middle
ages, where every house, court and street puts you back to times and a state
of things long gone by. At the same time I visited old intimate friends, (and
that was the principal end of my journey) who thirty some years ago were
my fellow students at the University of Erlangen. I need hardly tell you, that
I enjoyed my trip very much and spent most delicious days with those old
cronies of mine, one of whom happens to be one of the most extraordinary
and amiable men, I know, being highly poetical, therefore full of imagination,
rich of original ideas, of a matchless humor, teeming with wit and what I do
not consider as the least of his many excellent qualities, full of the milk of
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human kindness, in short a genuine man every inch. In the little book which
will be presented to you by Miss Schoenbein, the author has tried to depict the
man in the chapter entitled “Der Freund”1. Having once touched that “opus-
culum”, the authorship of which I leave you to guess, I beg you to accept that
trifling as a keepsake. It is sort of “quodlibet” and hardly worth while to be
read. But if you should feel inclined to know a little what curious notions a
friend of your’s is entertaining on “Men and things”, get some chapters of the
little work translated to you. I see that the author has taken the liberty to talk
even of yourself, but have reason to think, that in doing so he was actuated
by the most friendly motives.

I have continued my researches on oxigen, that inexhaustible source of
investigation, and ascertained a series of novel facts which seem to be not
altogether void of scientific interest. One of those facts is queer and paradox-
ical enough. What do you say to a desoxidation of an oxycompound being
effected by the means of oxigen itself? You are perhaps aware, that some years
ago I found out a number of substances enjoying the power to transform free
O̊ into O i.e. to act like heat. The oxides of the precious metals and the metallic
peroxides such as that of manganese, lead &c. belong to that category, and
which are oxy-compounds containing either all or part of their oxygen in the
ozonic condition. Now it appears, that the action taking place for instance
between free O̊ and PbO + O̊ is reciprocal; for not only the former happens to
be converted into O, but the peroxide of lead is at the same time reduced to
PbO, which seems to show that the O̊ of PbO + O̊ also becomes desozonized
and on that account eliminated. The same desoxidizing effect is produced
upon PbO2 by the ozonized oil of turpentine and the peroxide of hydrogen
(to me = HO + O̊). To show those remarkable effects in a simple manner, I
employ a test-paper being impregnated i.e. colored with minute quantities
of peroxide of lead. If moist strips of that paper be suspended in strongly
ozonized air, within a few hours they will be completely bleached i.e. PbO2
reduced to PbO. The said test paper on being put in ozonized oil of turpentine
or peroxide of hydrogen undergoes the same change. The strips joined will
show you that effect. Now those curious facts seem to me to give room to a
very strange conjecture, which, extraordinary and startling as it may sound, I
cannot help communicating to you. I suspect that there are two kinds of active
oxigen, standing to each other in the relation of algebraic magnitudes of con-
trary signs i.e. being such, as will neutralize each other into active oxigen,
if brought together in equal quantities. Now supposing that there are three
kinds of oxigen ⊕̊, �̊, O and assuming that HO2 is = HO +⊕̊ and PbO2 = PbO
+ �̊, those peroxides, on being brought in contact with one another, must be
catalized, because the ⊕̊ of the one neutralizes the �̊ of the other peroxide into
O, which as such can no more rest associated either with PbO or HO. For the
reduction of PbO2 to PbO being effected by free O̊, I am inclined to account in
the same way i.e. by assuming opposite states of the two portions of oxigen,
which act upon each other. In the two isomeric and crystallographically polar
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acids of Pasteur’s2, which neutralize each other into what they call racemic
acid3, we have a case of an analogous kind.

I am, of course, far from believing, that the fact above stated neces-
sarily lead to such a conclusion, but for the present I cannot conceive any
other hypothesis, by which the desoxidizing effect being produced by free
O̊, ozonized oil of turpentine or peroxide of hydrogen upon PbO2 could be
better accounted for. Be that however as it may, as we philosophers cannot
do and notably work without having some hypothetical views in our heads, I
shall place myself for some time under the guidance of the conjecture alluded
to and see what can be made out of it. If it leads me to the discovery of some
interesting facts, I shall not feel ashamed of it, though it may turn out to be
fallacious. We are no gods but shortsighted men and must be content with
finding out a little bit of truth in wading through a sea of errors.

You know, it is an old notion of mine, that common oxigen as such cannot
enter into any chemical combination and must undergo a change of condition
i.e. become ozonized before it acquires oxidizing powers. The oxidation of
phosphorus, oil of turpentine &c. being apparently effected by common oxi-
gen is typical to me, because we know, and I think with sufficient certainty,
that in those cases the ozonisation of common oxigen always precedes oxida-
tion. In order to increase as much as possible the body of evidence speaking
in favor of that assumption of mine, I have of late worked a good deal on
the oil of bitter almonds (Benzule + H), which, as to its bearings to common
oxigen, is certainly one of the most remarkable bodies, I know; for that oxi-
gen being at the common temperature placed under the joint influence of
the oil named and solar light, effects a number of oxidations, which only O̊
but not O is capable of causing. Under the circumstances mentioned Jodine
is eliminated from jodide of potassium, indigo solution discolored rapidly
enough, the solution of guajacum blued, a great number of metals oxidized,
even Silver not excepted &c. To convince yourself of that action in a sim-
ple way, add to dilute paste of starch, containing some jodide of potassium,
a drop or two of hyduret of Benzule (free from prussic acid), shake in the
dark that mixture together with ordinary oxigen, and no action will result;
make the same experiment in the sun and the liquids will almost instanta-
neously be turned deep blue, just so as if free ozonized oxigen had acted upon
the paste. The same color will make its appearance, if you treat in a similar
way a recently prepared solution of guajacum. To show that even Silver is
oxidized, put some drops of our oil upon a plate of pure silver and having
the essence moved about in direct sunlight for a minute or two, aqueous
sulphuretted hydrogen being poured upon the spot of reaction, will cause
a rather abundant precipitation of sulphuret of silver, a proof of the pres-
ence of oxide of silver. I need not expressly state, that the hyduret of Benzule
is oxidized along with the metals, in consequence of which benzoates are
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formed: benzoate of Lead, Cadmium, Copper, Silver &c. A very pretty exper-
iment may be made with metallic Arsenic. Lay round a glass tube a ring of that
metal (according to Marsh’s methode4) drop some oil of bitter almonds upon
it, turn the tube being held in a horizontal position round its axis, no action in
the dark, whilst in the direct solar light that ring will rapidly disappear under
the circumstances indicated, arsenic acid being formed, just as is the case in
ozonized oxigen. Rings of Antimony being not acted upon, or at least but
very slightly under these circumstances, both the metals may be easily distin-
guished from each other by the means of hyduret of Benzule. The details of
my researches on the oil of bitter almonds will be published by the academy of
Munic5.

You know, that nitrification has been these many years a matter of inter-
est and research to me and of late I have increased our knowledge about that
subject by some novel facts. Some years ago, I found out, that ozonized oxigen
transforms Ammonia into the nitrate of that base; last year I ascertained, that
inactive oxigen on being put in contact with platinum or copper acquires the
power of oxidizing even at the common temperature the elements of Ammo-
nia into nitrous acid and water, nitrite of Ammonia being formed under these
circumstances.

Now I have discovered that HO2, Mn2O7 (permanganic acid) or the salts
of that acid, for instance permanganate of potash, on being mixt up with aque-
ous Ammonia produce nitrites6. A singular fact is that free ozonized oxigen
alone seems to be capable of oxidizing the nitrogen of Ammonia into nitric
acid, the ozonized oxigen of oxy-compounds or the oxigen being rendered
active by the influence of copper or platinum produces nitrous acid. Are we
to infer from those facts, that the formation of a nitrite is the first stage of a
nitrification?

One gambol more on my hobby-horse and I shall descend from the ani-
mal. I have of late succeeded in ozonizing the oil of turpentine so strongly
that one equiv. of that essence is associated to one equiv. of oxigen, and
you may easily imagine the great oxidizing power of that oil. By shak-
ing it with peroxide of lead it becomes desozonized, PbO2 being reduced
to PbO, a fact, which according to the statements above made, is a matter
of course.

Now you are released my dear Friend from listening to the talkings of
a loquacious philosopher to whom, I hope, you will prove indulgent as you
have already so often done him that favor.

Now nothing more than the request to remember me friendly to the
most gracious She-Sovereign of the Royal Institution, whom you will beg in
my name to take my girl under her high protection.

In hoping that you and Mrs. Faraday are doing well I am, my dear Friend
Your’s | most faithfully | C.F. Schoenbein
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I must add a remark or two on my peroxide-testpaper. I prepare it by
drenching strips of this filtering paper with a solution of PbO2 and that solu-
tion is produced by shaking together (for about 15 minutes or so) two volumes
of strongly ozonized oil of Turpentine and one volume of Extractum Saturni
(subacetate of lead). On filtering that mixture I get a transparent liquid being
colored like portwine which in fact is oil of turpentine holding some peroxide
and oxide of lead dissolved. Upon the filter remains a yellow substance being
a mixture of PbO2 and PbO. Within 24 hours a similar mixture is deposited
out of the colored essence. It is a remarkable fact, that the test-paper is rapidly
bleached in strongly insolated atmosph. air, as you will see from a strip laid
by, which in a good sun was completely bleached within an hour’s time. For
that reason my test paper must be kept in the dark.

1. [Schoenbein] (1855a), 168–73. That is Adolph von Zerzog (1799–1880, DBE). German
landowner and politician.
2. Louis Pasteur (1822–1895, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Lille, 1854–1857.
3. Pasteur (1850).
4. James Marsh (1794–1846, ODNB). Chemical assistant at Royal Military Academy, 1829–1846,
who developed a test for arsenic.
5. Schoenbein (1857c).
6. Schoenbein (1858b).

Letter 3336
Faraday to Miss Rutt1
25 September 1857
From the original in APS Misc MS Collection

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 25 Sep 1857
My dear Miss Rutt,

You place me in a difficulty which I hope you will allow me to explain.
Much as I have valued many volumes containing autographs or other col-
lected matters I have always been opposed to their formation by direct
contribution and have no other answer to the many applications than the
power to say that according to my general rule I cannot accede to them[·] It is
very true that I proposed an if to Mr. Williams2; to come off at the time as a
joke[·] If you press me I will write the line but I thought I would throw myself
(as I am circumstanced) upon your kind consideration and as I am obliged
to be in town to day3 would not delay to call on you but explain at once. Be
merciful & think of my future consistency[·]

Ever My dear Miss Rutt | Most faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. Unidentified.
3. From Highgate. See letter 3333.
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Letter 3337
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
25 September 1857
From the original in UB MS NS 432

Royal Institution | 25 Sep 1857
My dear Schoenbein,

I cannot leave my desk without telling you that yesterday I saw your
daughter & received your letter1. I went as soon as possible to Stamford
Hill and found Miss Schoenbein very well though not yet recovered from
her fatigue – looking cheerful & happy and as far as I could judge she &
Miss Hornblower mutually pleased with each other. You need not doubt that
she will find a most kind and careful friend in Miss Hornblower a woman
of method & discipline but who by her tenderness & care makes all about
her love her. You know one cannot judge of results in a hurry, but the first
appearances are most favourable. I dare say Miss Schoenbein will find enough
to do but a good moral atmosphere to do it in & hearty good will on all sides –
We shall learn by degrees what opportunities the routine supplies & we shall
hope to see her at our house when that is proper after our return home2.

I can easily imagine Madame Schoenbein’s anxiety but except from what
may be founded on difference of habits in our two countries she need have
none[·] It so happens that I have three nieces with Miss Hornblower at this
time & I hope they will make a friend of Miss Schoenbein & that you will hear
a word or two about them now & then – Two of them are sisters to Jeannie3

whom I think you have met here[·]
As to the philosophy of the letter I must enjoy & talk about that another

time or else I shall lose the post.
Ever My dear friend | Yours | M. Faraday

Our kindest thoughts on this occasion to Mrs. Schoenbein & the Sisters | M.F.

1. Letter 3335.
2. This suggests that this letter was written from Highgate. Letter 3333.
3. Katharine Barnard (1844–1912, GRO) and Rachel Barnard (1845–1929, GRO, death under
Blaikley). The youngest surviving children of John and Margaret Barnard.

Letter 3338
Warren De La Rue to Faraday
28 September 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

110 Bunhill Row, London E.C | 28 Sep 1857
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I am greatly obliged to you for the copy of your paper on the relation
of light to metals1 which I have nearly read through – you have made a most
interesting investigation of the phenomena, and will probably hereafter do
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much more in the same path. It was very scrupulous on your part to name
me in your paper for the slight assistance I was able & glad to render2.

The full moon was on the 4th of September, as you say,– but very early
in the morning (5h. 7m AM.) and as the photograph was taken on the 7th
at the 14–15 hour (the 8th at 3o clock AM) nearly four days had elapsed, so
that fully one fourth of the moon was in shadow:– added to which those parts
most in shadow do not produce a sensible impression on the plate by the time
the lighter portions are overdone; So that all the lunar surface visible to the
eye is not depicted:– the original photograph, however, shows a little more
than the copies taken from it, but not quite all that could be seen with the
eyepiece.

Do not hesitate to do what you require with the fragments of speculum
metal, they are quite at your disposal. If you would like to cast them into
other forms it is easily done and they are very readily polished quite true:–
will you allow me to put you in the way of doing this? It is quite easy and
you would have no difficulty in doing it yourself much better than you will
get it done by another, curved specula are also very easy to make.

It is quite astonishing how much of the actinic rays is stopped by the
atmosphere when the moon is situated, as it has been lately, at only a few
degrees from the horizon – I could not obtain on the 25th the slightest impres-
sion of the moon in 25 seconds whereas in 5 seconds when well situated the
plate is almost over done. A slight haze which barely diminished Jupiter’s
light stopped so much of the actinic effects that I could not last night obtain the
slightest trace of an image in 25 seconds under such circumstances, whereas
in 12 seconds just previously I obtained a capital impression. I believe that
there is room for a curious investigation in this direction. Did you try gold
in its green & purple states in regard of its transmitting or excluding the
actinic ray?

Yours Very truly | Warren de la Rue

1. Faraday (1857c).
2. Ibid., 152.

Letter 3339
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
3 October 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/76

Trinity House, London | 3 Oct 1857
Sir,

The Board of Trade having requested the Corporation’s opinion of the
accompanying Plan for sounding Fog Bells by means of an Electro Magnetic
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Machine,– I am directed to forward the same to you, and to request you will
favor the Elder Brethren with your views thereon.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq: | &c &c &c

Letter 3340
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
6 October 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/76

Royal Institution | 6 Oct 1857
Sir,

The machine (of which a drawing & description has been sent to me1)
called “Barbarin & Sims Electro Magnetic fog bell” resolves itself into two
parts one a clock working by ordinary mechanical power (apparently a spring)
the other an Electro magnetic machine to lift the hammer & spring not shewn
in the drawing by which the bell is to be struck at regular intervals deter-
minable by the clock. The Voltaic battery & its associated arrangements have
no other purpose than to perform mechanical work, exactly as any other
power as that of a man horse or steam engine would do it. The work to be
done is the lifting up of the hammer & the spring upon it:– and the machine,
to be of any advantage, must either supply the requisite power more cheaply
than other sources of force or it must be a source of force more convenient &
available than any other which can be conveyed to a given station.

As to the expense of the force all attempts hitherto made have shown
that it is greater with the Electro magnetic machine than with steam or horse
or man power and I have not the slightest idea of any advantage in the respect.
As to any particular convenience the machine may possess I do not find that
such are mentioned in the description nor does any occur to me. The apparatus
would require a peculiar kind of care and I expect could not be so safely left
to itself as an ordinary machine supplied with a descending weight or any
other motor. If a man be left in charge of it then I think it probable that the
man power might be more cheaply & safely applied than the power of the
Electro magnetic machine[·]

Nothing can be easier than to try the machine and obtain proof of its
ability but certainly such trials should not be made at a station but at home.
All that is necessary is so to arrange the apparatus that it shall lift a weight;
to ascertain what weight it can lift in a certain number of hours, to a given
height, and at what expence; & then compare these results with an ordinary
apparatus & the price of man power sufficient to do the same work. Whilst
this comparison is being wrought out any other supposed advantages (though
I do not find that such are referred to) can be observed and considered2[·]

I am Sir | Your very faithful Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c
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1. With letter 3339.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 13 October 1857, GL MS 30010/41, p. 147. It
was agreed to write to the Board of Trade accordingly.

Letter 3341
Faraday to Theobald Schideck1

8 October 1857
From the original in Deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher Leopoldina
MS 28/13/2/328–31

Royal Institution, London | 8 Oct 1857
Sir,

I have received a letter I believe from your department2. I am unable to
read German but a friend has told me its purport and it is such as to require
my very sincere & humble thanks. To give you an account of my engagements
and honors would be really out of my power[·] I therefore take the liberty of
enclosing such mention of them as is placed upon the list of the Fellows of
the Royal Society of London3 and think that will be abundantly sufficient to
meet your wishes[·]

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your Obedient humble Servant |
M. Faraday
The honourable | The Secretary of the | Academy of Breslau | &c &c &c

Address: The honourable | The Secretary of the | Academia C.L.C. |
Naturae Cu | &c &c &c | Breslau | Prussia

1. Theobald Schideck (d.1878, Bohley (2003), 413). Secretary of the Academia Caesarea
Leopoldina-Carolina Naturae Curiosorum.
2. Letter 3332.
3. See p. 12 of Royal Society list of Fellows for 1857.

Letter 3342
Apsley Pellatt1 to Faraday
14 October 1857
From the original in RI MS F1 I82a

Staines | 14 Oct 1857
My dear Doctor,

Several years since you shewed me a number of portraits of your friends
& acquaintances & asked me if I could give you a Lythograph of my own
which I did not then possess; if you think the accompanying photograph
would answer the same purpose I shall deem it an honour to be placed
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among the eminent worthies in your portfolio2 undeserving as I may be of the
favour[·]

With kind regards | I remain | My dear Sir | Yours very sincerely |
Apsley Pellatt
To Dr. Faraday FRS | FGS

1. Apsley Pellatt (1791–1863, ODNB). Glass manufacturer.
2. This photograph is mounted opposite this letter.

Letter 3343
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
15 October 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/77

Royal Institution | 15 Oct 1857
Sir,

Though it would be presumptuous in me to suppose it necessary that
I should give an opinion on the relative appearance of the lights exhibited
last Tuesday night1, since the Deputy Master2 & many of the brethren were
present to make their own observations, yet it may be expected that I should
make such remarks as occur to me, not merely as regards the comparative
power of the lights, but the relation of the effect to the original amount of
light really concerned in the four different cases.

The apparatus at Blackwall presented on its revolution Eight lights in
succession, which were observed from the top of the Lunatic Asylum at
Brentwood, 15 miles in direct distance in E.N.E direction. The night was clear
& moonless the stars shone well; the experiments proceeded in due order &
the observations were well made. One of the lights consisted of seven parabolic
reflectors with their lamps on one face. This light was very good (rather red-
dish to my eye) and endured for a certain amount of time, due to the amount
of divergence (which is assumed as about 15◦). It had a sensible size or diam-
eter; what the astronomers would call a disc like effect in contradiction to a
star light effect. Another of the eight lights was a great lens 29 inches wide
& 37 1

2 high:– it was alone, having no corresponding reflectors or refractors
above or below, & was lighted by a central Fresnel lamp. Its light was very
good;– white, & I think brighter, than the former one; but it did not last so
long because of the lesser divergence:– it was a flash appearing & disappear-
ing suddenly. The light was more compressed & star like than the former.
The two lights were very nearly equal in effect; the first would last longest
but probably be extinguished before the other by distance. Two other of the
eight lights consisted each of three parabolic reflectors & their lamps arranged
on one face; Buchaness fashion. These lights were much beneath the former in
power; & the effect was what might be expected from the comparison of three
with seven reflectors. They were arranged in a quarter of a circle, at the angle
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which would be taken by the introduction of eight into the circle. The two
lights were of course well separated by darkness from each other. The other
four lights resulted from the juxtaposition of four of the lenses of what has
been called the Bishops Light associated with the same central lamp as that
used with the great lens. Each of these lenses is 9 inches wide by 50 1

2 inches
high; and each is accompanied by refracting reflectors above & below. It is
intended that 24 of these shall occupy the circle, & the four now in the light
house were placed at the proper angle; consequently the lights followed each
other quickly, but were well separated by intervals of darkness; correspond-
ing in that respect with the observations formerly made from Woolwich3.
Each light however was feeble and not equal to the Buchaness arrangement
of three reflectors on the same face[·]

But besides the intensity of the light, there is the cost at which it is
produced & the number of times it will recur in one revolution; the latter
circumstance determining in a considerable degree, though not altogether,
the time during which it will be seen. Perhaps these points may be most
simply stated by assuming four light houses. If the first of these were illu-
minated by the system of 7 reflectors on a face, then three such faces would
fill the circle the lighthouse would use the light of 21 lamps, and each flash
would use the light of 7 lamps; only three flashes could be seen in one rev-
olution. If the second had a central lamp equal, when at the best, to 13 or 14
Argands, eight large lenses with their aiding reflectors above & below could
be placed around it: eight flashes would be seen in each revolution, and as
the whole would only take the light equal to 13 or 14 Argands, each would
apportion to itself an amount of light little more than 1 2

3 of an Argand lamp.
If the third lighthouse were filled up with the Buchaness arrangement there
would be also eight illuminations in one revolution; each would employ the
light of three Argand lamps instead of the proportion of 1 2

3 rd of the large
lens arrangement. The fourth lighthouse would contain 24 of the Bishops light
lenses in the circle;– there would be 24 feeble flashes in one revolution, and
each would employ light equal to [(]13 or 14[)]/24 i.e. little more than half
an Argand light. It is to be remembered however that when comparing the
seven reflectors with the great lens, & the three reflectors with the Bishops
lens, the reflectors give a longer light than the lenses; &, that part of the
excess of light which they use, is employed in producing this prolonged
effect.

The level of the top of the Asylum is higher than that of the lamps at
the Trinity wharf; hence the observations were not made in the axes of the
rays. As at the distance of 15 miles, a degree = 1320 feet, so, even with a
difference in height of 200 feet, the observer would be only 9’ out of the
axis of the ray, which where the divergence is 12◦ or 15◦ would give a very
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small difference, & that difference would be proportionate for all the lights
compared.

The signal lights & rockets were most of them doubtful or invisible to
me. Of those which were seen I could only be sure of the colour of one: which
was red. One of the rockets was very good for this great distance4.

I remain Sir | Your Very Obedient humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq | &c &c &c

1. That is 13 October 1857.
2. John Shepherd.
3. These observations were made on 31 March 1857. Faraday’s notes are in GL MS 30108/2/77.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 20 October 1857, GL MS 30010/41, p. 160. It
was ordered to be entered in the book of scientific reports.

Letter 3344
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
15 October 1857
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/76

Trinity House | 15 Oct 1857
My dear Sir,

I was about to write to the Board of Trade on the subject of the Electro
Magnetic Fog Bell, on which subject my letter was to be nearly an echo of your
report1, when in examining the drawing it occurred to me that the principal
Object of the invention, viz: the Distance from the machine at which the power
can be made available, has not been adverted to by you.

I apprehend that altho’ this application of the force is not dwelt upon
in the plan or explanation it is that upon which the inventors mainly ground
a claim to consideration, particularly as the drawing attached to the plan
represents the machine on the shore linking Bells (by submerged wires) on
rocks at a considerable distance in the Sea at which it may be said that neither
steam, horse or man power could be used.

I am afraid that if this part of the subject is passed sub silentio we shall
have a rejoinder from the inventor that we have missed his principal point.

Will you kindly give the matter a little consideration, and advise me as
to what I should say on this point?

Believe me | My dear Sir | Yours very truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3340.
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Letter 3345
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
16 October 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/76

Royal Institution | 16 Oct 1857
Sir,

A slight suspicion of the point you mention in your last letter1 regarding
the fog bells occurred to me and I refer in my letter2 to the arrangement “as
a source of force more convenient & available than any other which can be
conveyed to a given station,” but I observed that no such reference is “men-
tioned in the description”: and none occurred to me, because, as the clock
must be wound up by a man, & as a man must be at it to set it a going when
required for use (for the electrical battery as described would not do that), so
I concluded that a man would be in charge of it & therefore that it would be
placed where men were.

But if such an application is intended as you suppose then it is not
fair to ask for an opinion where no data are given. Are the rocks near the
shore or are they distant will not the constant [two words illegible] of a man
in the vicinity be required. Will the man in charge of the battery be within
hearing of the bell in all states either of fog or surf or wind or other sources
of noise. Unless he hears the bell he cannot be sure the apparatus is acting
for there is no other means of communication with him; the current may be
completed by the clock & go on regardless and yet the bell arrangement not
be at work. If the hammer be heavy & the spring strong the battery may sink
in power so as not to have sufficient pull upon the arm to be attracted & yet
the working on shore continue so as to give no notion to the attendant. He
must go to the rocks to wind up the clock (for the battery will not do that)
and if the clock is not always to be going then he must also go to the rocks
when the fog comes on to set it a going or if the clock be on shore which is not
indicated in the description of the apparatus it may go on regularly & yet not
be working the bell apparatus[·] Every fresh place for its application might
suggest new questions and yet not one such place or even the idea generally
is mentioned in the description that I saw. If such an arrangement is proposed
to be made at any particular situation the apparatus should first be tested for
the necessary force as described in my former letter; and if satisfactory in that
respect its fitness for the peculiar place should then be tried experimentally,
as to distance, isolation length of wires, &c upon the shore or elsewhere in a
situation like as to noise & other circumstances[·]

I am | Sir | Your Very faithful humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | Secretary | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3344.
2. Letter 3340.
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Letter 3346
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
22 October 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/77

Royal Institution | 22 Oct 1857
Sir,

Perhaps a few words may be expected from me regarding the second
nights observation of the four lights which took place at Hornchurch on the
20th instant. As the place is nearly 10 miles in a direct line from the Wharf,
the lights ought to have appeared twice as bright as on the 13th when the
distance was 15 miles1[·] On the contrary they were far inferior because of the
misty weather. I did not see them with the naked eye until the latter part of
the time; and I learn by enquiry that the weather was so thick at the wharf at
first that the persons there did not expect we should see them but it cleared
up considerably afterwards[·]

The proportion between the 7 reflectors & the three reflectors appeared
to me the same as on the 13th instant, and so did that between the great lens &
the narrower Bishops light lenses. To the great lens had been added the fixed
light zones above & below but they gave no signs of their presence during
the revolution through their eight part of the circle either before or after the
appearance of the lens ray.

There was this difference between the observations of this night (the
20th) and the 13th. The 7 reflectors distinctly & considerably surpassed the
great lens in the brightness of the light. Also the three reflectors much sur-
passed the narrow lenses of the Bishops light, the latter indeed were at times
hardly visible to the naked eye. This was to me unaccountable until upon
close enquiry of Mr. Wilkins I learnt that on the first night the Fresnel lamp
had burnt too fast & indeed in such a way as would soon have deranged it,
whereas on the second night it was kept much lower & in what was consid-
ered the proper condition. On the first night they could not enter the revolving
apparatus to lower the cottons because of the revolution. On the other hand,
the reflector lamps were in much better order on the second night than on the
first. They never burn so well on the first night of new cottons as on the second;
the 13th. was the first night, & the 20th the second. I believe that these differ-
ences are sufficient to explain the differences between the two nights which
we observed. I intended to go to the Trinity wharf and see that there was no
particular window bar or other obstacle between the lenses & Hornchurch but
the weather has been so heavy that there was no chance of seeing Hornchurch
from the Wharf. I am assured that nothing was in the way2.

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your Very humble Servant | M. Faraday
H.p. [sic] Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. For which see letter 3343.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 27 October 1857, GL MS 30010/41, p. 175.
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Letter 3347
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
24 October 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/77

Royal Institution | 24 Oct 1857
Sir,

I am very sorry to trouble the Deputy master1 & brethren with a further
report but having been to the Wharf and carefully examined the situation
of the apparatus employed on the 13th & 20th instant I find that my former
reports2 would convey an erroneous sense without some explanation. Captn.
Poulter pointed out to me the position of Hornchurch which he saw at the
time in the telescope & knew of his own knowledge. I found that the line
from the lamp to it was not that which had been marked down by those who
fitted up the apparatus but was more to the north forming an angle with it of
7 1

2 degrees. Hence even if the lights had not been dimmed by mist they could
hardly have been seen when employed as fixed lights since the axis of the ray
would have been 7 1

2 degrees to the south. This would have taken the great
lens light altogether out of sight for its whole divergence is only between 6 &
7 degrees, & it would have taken the 7 lens light nearly out of sight since its
whole divergence is 15◦, the divergence between the axis or center & the edge
of the beam being therefore only 7 1

2 degrees. Happily the revolutions brought
all the lights into view at Hornchurch in succession & so we could observe &
compare them.

But an error still remained which was serious & really interfered in
the comparison of the lenses & reflectors. The reflectors were as I believe
properly arranged so that the axis of their rays was horizontal. The place of
observation was lifted above the horizontal axes I can hardly say how much
but it was assumed in my former report3 for Brentwood as 9’ and equal for
all. The lenses ought to have been arranged so that their centers would be
3
4 of an inch above the burner that the axis of the whole beams might be
horizontal; in place of which I find them on a level with the burner, & as
that is only 36 5

16 inches distant the consequence is that the axis of the ray
descends forming an angle with the horizontal line of 1◦ 14’. This is serious
with a beam whose divergence is 6 or 7 degrees only especially if to this 1◦. 14’
of depression be added the 9’ due to elevations of the observer for at places
have 1◦ 23’ out of the axis of a beam in which there is only 3 1

2
◦. between the

axis & the edge. It is evident therefore that the comparison of the great lens
with the 7 reflectors especially as to intensity has not been just to the former
& also that the narrower lenses have not been properly compared with the
Buchaness three reflectors.
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The window frames are only 3
4 of an inch thick & would not interfere

much. Nothing else but some low railing, affecting the bottom zones, was in
the way4.

I am | Sir | Your Very Obedient Humble Servant | M. Faraday

1. John Shepherd.
2. Letters 3343 and 3346.
3. Letter 3343.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 27 October 1857, GL MS 30010/41, pp. 175–6.
It was ordered that further experiments should take place.

Letter 3348
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
October 18571

From the original in UB MS NS 434
My dear Scho<enbein>

I got as far as Stamford <Hill> [MS torn] <to>day (which I very rarely
do) and can [MS torn] a better reminder of the fitness of writing to you. Poor
as I may be in subject matter yet a daughter and your daughter is surely quite
enough. She looked very well & I was very glad to see her so contented happy
and cheerful. When she first came to this country I was very much frightened
least the experiment should fail for that would have been no trifle but now
all anxiety of that kind is over[·] It was impossible but that all her views of
life society and manners should have been formed upon her experience &
habits of home & her own country and I felt sure that much of what is good
amongst us must have been hidden from her for a time by the novelty of the
customs manners & occupation she would find here. But she is a girl of sense
and I think was not long in passing through the show & form of things to the
reality beneath. As far as I can see the reality has not been [MS torn] her and
of [MS torn] <Eng>lishman feel proud & as [MS torn] very glad. However
I dare say you know her mind in all these things far better than I can do.
What I can see is that she seems happy in things as they are and growing in
the estimation of those around her. Indeed there are many points in which I
who am at a distance can see she is an example to all around her such as her
judgment, her steadiness of purpose, her conscience of things, her toleration
of the judgments of others, her truthfulness & her propriety & many others
which make the basis of a good mental character. She appeared to be very
well. I wish I could see more of her amongst us but the bad & uncertain state
of my wife’s health & her little strength is a great barrier to our desires.
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I cannot just now remember what were the last points of philosophy
which you sent me or even those of my own which are worth speaking of
to you. I work very slowly now I want to proceed with action at a distance
and from [MS torn] forgetting [MS torn] over I hope [MS torn] exertion – we
shall see.

Commend me to Mrs. Schoenbein: even the poor talk I have given you
about her daughter will incline her a little towards me. Say I hope, she will
receive her back some day or another and find reason to be not less proud of
her than she ever has been:– even when she was a baby[·]

Ever My dear Schoenbein | Very affectionately Yours | M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that this was written shortly after Emilie Schoenbein arrived in England
and because of the further reference in Faraday’s next letter to Schoenbein (letter 3360) about his
work on action at a distance.

Letter 3349
Faraday to Margery Ann Reid
28 October 1857
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 28 Oct 1857
My dear Maggie,

Thanks hearty thanks to you for the translation1 & also to Mr. Deacon
for his kindness. It is curious but it seems to me that few people can catch
the idea which I am sure has real existence or foundation in nature[·] All as
far as I can comprehend it which Brucke2 says was known to all of us before
but seems to me to be miles within my argument except in the few cases
where he inadvertently uses expressions which include all that I have said
and much more.

Patience[·] As I cannot change my view I bide my time[·]
Your Affectionate Uncle | M. Faraday

1. Of Brücke (1857). This was published in English as Brücke (1858), though with no
identification as to the translator.
2. Ernst Wilhelm Brücke (1819–1892, DSB). Professor of Physiology at the University of Vienna,
1849–1890.

Letter 3350
Jules Antoine Regnauld1 to Faraday
29 October 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

29 8bre 1857
Monsieur et Illustre Maître,

Mr. le Professeur Bussy2 me rendant compte lors de Son retour à Paris
de la Visite qu’il a eu l’honneur de Vous faire à London m’a engagé à
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Vous adresser le mémoire cy joint3. Je n’avais pas osé Vous faire cet envoi
jusqu’ici craignant que ce travail fût de trop petite importance pour être
mis sous les yeux du physicien contemporain le plus riche en découvertes.
Cependant comme ces recherches ont été faites avec beaucoup de soin, je
serai heureux que Vous daigniez y jeter un regard. A défaut de cette original-
ité qui n’appartient qu’aux esprits d’Elite, Vous y trouverez, j’ose l’espérer,
la Conscience et l’amour du Vrai que j’ai puisés dans la lecture bien souvent
répétée de vos recherches experimentales sur l’Electricité.

Excusez, Monsieur, la liberté que je prends de Vous occuper de moi un
instant et Croire à la profonde admiration de Votre Serviteur.

Jules Regnauld
Professeur de Physique à l’Ecole de Pharmacie | de Paris

TRANSLATION
29 Oct 1857

Sir and illustrious Master,
Professor Bussy2 who gave me an account, as soon as he returned to

Paris, of the visit that he had honour of making to you in London, has
encouraged me to send you the enclosed paper3. I had not dared to send
this to you until now, fearing that this work was of too little importance to be
placed under the gaze of the contemporary physicist most rich in discoveries.
However, as this research was conducted with a lot of care, I would be happy
if you deigned to glance at it. Lacking the originality that belongs only to the
minds of the Elite, you will find there, I dare to hope, the Conscience and
the love of Truth that I have drawn from most frequently re-reading your
experimental researches on electricity.

Excuse, sir, the liberty that I take to draw your attention to me for an
instant and believe the profound admiration of your servant,

Jules Regnauld
Professor of Physics at the School of Pharmacy | of Paris

1. Jules Antoine Regnauld (1820–1895, P3). Professor of Physics at the Ecole de Pharmacie.
2. Antoine Alexandre Brutus Bussy (1794–1882, DBF). Professor of Chemistry at the Ecole de
Pharmacie.
3. Possibly Regnauld (1855).

Letter 3351
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
30 October 1857
From an extract in Bianchi (1874), 220

Io lavoro, ma quando sono costretto a riposare, dimentico. Ma torno a
lavorare. Fa del bene l’essere occupato, e ringrazio e prego la Providenza di
lasciarmi in possesso del prezioso tesoro che è il lavoro
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TRANSLATION
I work but when I am constrained to rest I forget. But I turn to work. It is good
to be busy, and I thank and ask Providence to leave me in possession of the
precious treasure that is work.

Letter 3352
Faraday to Harriet Elizabeth Cooke1

4 November 1857
From the original in UU EW

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
4 Nov 1857

My dear Miss Cooke,
Your kindness far exceeds what I could have hoped for & I am very

grateful to you for it. I could not have thought you would have taken such
interest or trouble. I hope your brother2 will return home full of health &
rejoicing in the results of his trip. But the idea of calling a journey to Venice
a trip3[·] We really accept wonders with great coolness[·] I remember an old
school copy Familiarity breeds contempt & am reproached by it. With grateful
thanks

I am Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. Harriet Elizabeth Cooke (d.1898, age 82, GRO). Sister of Edward William Cooke.
2. Edward William Cooke (1811–1880, ODNB). Painter.
3. See Munday (1996), 369–70 for Cooke’s trip to Italy.

Letter 3353
Faraday to James Clerk Maxwell
7 November 1857
From the original in ULC Add MS 7655/II/11

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
7 Nov 1857

My dear Sir,
I have just received and thank you heartily for your papers1. I intended to

send you copies of two of mine2. I think I have sent them but do not find them
ticked off. So I now send copies not because they are assumed as deserving
your attention but as a mark of my respect & desire to thank you in the best
way that I can[·]

Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor J.C. Maxwell BA | &c &c &c

1. Possibly Maxwell (1857a, b).
2. Faraday (1857c) and (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857. See letter 3354.
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Letter 3354
James Clerk Maxwell to Faraday
9 November 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

129 Union Street, Aberdeen | 9 Nov 1857
Dear Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your papers on the Relations of Gold &c
to Light and on the Conservation of Force1. Last spring you were so kind as to
send me a copy of the latter paper and to ask what I thought of it2. That ques-
tion silenced me at that time, but I have since heard and read various opinions
on the subject which render it both easy and right for me to say what I think.
And first I pass over some who have never understood the known doctrine
of conservation of force and who suppose it to have something to do with
the equality of action & reaction[·] Now first I am sorry that we do not keep
our words for distinct things more distinct and speak of the “Conservation
of Work or of Energy” as applied to the relations between the amount of “vis
viva” and of “tension” in the world; and the “Duality of Force” as referring
to the equality of action and reaction.

Energy is the power a thing has of doing work arising either from its
own motion or from the “tension” subsisting between it and other things.

Force is the tendency of a body to pass from one place to another and
depends upon the amount of change of “tension” which that passage would
produce.

Now as far as I know you are the first person in whom the idea of
bodies acting at a distance by throwing the surrounding medium into a state
of constraint has arisen, as a principle to be actually believed in. We have
had streams of hooks and eyes flying around magnets, and even pictures of
them so beset, but nothing is clearer than your description of all sources of
force keeping up a state of energy in all that surrounds them, which state
by its increase or diminution measures the work done by any change in the
system. You seem to see the lines of force curving round obstacles and driving
plump at conductors and swerving towards certain directions in crystals, and
carrying with them everywhere the same amount of attractive power spread
wider or denser as the lines widen or contract.

You have also seen that the great mystery is, not how like bodies repel
and unlike attract but how like bodies attract (by gravitation).

But if you can get over that difficulty, either by making gravity the
residual of the two electricities or by simply admitting it, then your lines
of force can “weave a web across the sky”3 and lead the stars in their
courses without any necessarily immediate connection with the objects of
their attraction.

The lines of Force from the Sun spread out from him and when they
come near a planet curve out from it so that every planet diverts a number
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depending on its mass from their course and substitutes a system of its own
so as to become something like a comet, if lines of force were visible

The lines of the planet are separated from those of the Sun by the dotted
line. Now conceive every one of these lines (which never interfere but proceed
from sun & planet to infinity) to have a pushing force, instead of a pulling one
and then sun and planet will be pushed together with a force which comes
out as it ought proportional to the product of the masses & the inverse square
of the distance.

The difference between this case and that of the dipolar forces is, that
instead of each body catching the lines of force from the rest all the lines keep
as clear of other bodies as they can and go off to the infinite sphere against
which I have supposed them to push.

Here then we have conservation of energy (actual & potential) as every
student of dynamics learns, and besides this we have conservation of “lines
of force” as to their number and total strength for every body always sends out
a number proportional to its own mass, and the pushing effect of each is the
same.

All that is altered when bodies approach is the direction in which these
lines push[·] When the bodies are distant the distribution of the lines near each
is little disturbed[·] When they approach, the lines march round from between
them, and come to push behind each so that their resultant action is to bring
the bodies together with a resultant force increasing as they approach.

Now the mode of looking at Nature which belongs to those who can see
the lines of force deals very little with “resultant forces” but with a network of
lines of action of which these are the final results, so that I for my part cannot
realise your dissatisfaction with the law of gravitation provided you conceive
it according to your own principles. It may seem very different when stated
by the believers in “forces at a distance”, but there can be only differences in
form and conception not in quantity or mechanical effect between them and
those who trace force by its lines. But when we face the great questions about
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gravitation Does it require time? Is it polar to the “outside of the universe” or
to anything? Has it any reference to electricity? Or does it stand on the very
foundation of matter – mass or inertia? then we feel the need of tests, whether
they be comets or nebulae or laboratory experiments or bold questions as to
the truth of received opinions.

I have now merely tried to show you why I do not think gravitation
a dangerous subject to apply your methods to, and that it may be possi-
ble to throw light on it also by the embodiment of the same ideas which are
expressedmathematically in the functions of Laplace4 and of Sir W.R. Hamilton5

in Planetary Theory.
But there are questions relating to the connexion between magneto-

electricity and certain mechanical effects which seem to me opening up quite a
new road to the establishment of principles in electricity and a possible confir-
mation of the physical nature of magnetic lines of force. Professor W. Thomson
seems to have some new lights on this subject6[·]

Yours sincerely | James Clerk Maxwell
Professor Faraday | &c &c

1. Faraday (1857c) and (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857. Both sent with
letter 3353.
2. Letter 3260.
3. A slight misquotation of Alfred Tennyson, In Memoriam, III, 6.
4. Pierre-Simon, Marquis de Laplace (1749–1827, DSB). French physicist. See Laplace
(1799–1825), 1: 136–7.
5. William Rowan Hamilton (1805–1865, ODNB). Mathematician and Astronomer Royal for
Ireland. See Hamilton, W.R. (1834, 1835).
6. Thomson (1856b).

Letter 3355
John Murray to Faraday
9 November 18571

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 48
Albemarle St. | 9 Nov

My Dear Sir,
Will you permit me to introduce to you Mr. Muirhead2 the Editor of the

Works of James Watt3 – and himself of Watts kin[·] He is anxious to ascertain
your willingness to allow the publication of a certain letter & I hope you will
kindly listen to his request at the solicitation of

Your faithful & obedient servant | John Murray
Professor Faraday – | &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that this refers to a request for Faraday’s permission to publish Faraday
to Muirhead, 23 December 1846, letter 1939, volume 3, in Muirhead (1858), 384.
2. James Patrick Muirhead (1813–1898, ODNB). Biographer of James Watt.
3. James Watt (1736–1819, ODNB). Chemist and engineer.
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Letter 3356
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
11 November 1857
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/77

Royal Institution | 11 Nov 1857
Sir,

The errors of arrangement referred to in my letter of the 24th Ultm1 have
been corrected. I examined the lighthouse at the Trinity Wharf on Monday2

& yesterday Evening the Deputy Master3 & Elder brethren again proceeded
to observe the results from Hornchurch. The night was very good; dark but
far clearer than before so that all the lights were well seen. According to my
own impression, the 7 reflectors in one face had the pre-eminence[·] That light
differed from the great lens in having a more disc like character & longer
duration for the same velocity of revolution. The great lens was more star
light but inferior in power[·] The Buchaness or three reflectors in face had I
think the due or expected relation to the seven reflectors, possessing as well
as I could judge nearly one half of their power[·] The Bishops light lenses rose
considerably in value by the adjustment of the lamp – They now surpassed
the Buchaness in power though their duration was not so long for the same
velocity of revolution. They recur much quicker indeed as three to once4[·]

I have the honor to be | sir | Your Very Obedient faithful Servant |
M. Faraday
H.p. [sic] Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3347.
2. That is 9 November 1857.
3. John Shepherd.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 17 November 1857, GL MS 30010/41, pp. 196–7.
It was agreed to consider the matter further. At the next meeting (Trinity House By Board, 24
November 1857, GL MS 30010/41, p. 212) it was agreed that the light at Bishop Rock should be
a fixed catadioptric one.

Letter 3357
Faraday to James Clerk Maxwell
13 November 1857
From the original in ULC Add MS 7655/II/14

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. London W | 13 Nov 1857

My dear Sir,
If, on a former occasion, I seemed to ask you what you thought of my

paper1, it was very wrong; for I do not think anyone should be called upon for
the expression of their thoughts before they are prepared, and wish to give
them. I have often enough to decline giving an opinion because my mind is
not ready to come to a conclusion, or does not wish to be committed to a view,
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that may by further consideration be changed. But having received your last
letter, I am exceedingly grateful to you for it; and rejoice that my forgetfulness
of having sent the former paper on conservation, has brought about such a
result. Your letter is to me the first intercommunication on the subject with
one of your mode & habit of thinking. It will do me much good; and I shall
read and meditate on it again & again.

I dare say I have myself greatly to blame for the vague use of expressive
words. I perceive that I do not use the word “force” as you define it, “the
tendency of a body to pass from one place to another”[·] What I mean by the
word is the source or sources of all possible actions of the particles or materials
of the universe these being often called the powersof nature, when spoken of in
respect of the different manners in which their effects are shown. In a paper
which I have received at this moment from the Phil. Mag.2 by Dr. Woods3

they are called the “forces, such as electricity heat &c”. In this way I have
used the word “force” in the description of gravity which I have given as that
expressing the received idea of its nature & source; and such of my remarks
as express an opinion or are critical, apply only to that sense of it. You may
remember I speak to labourers like myself experimentalists on force generally,
who receive that description of gravity as a physical truth and believe that
it expresses all, and no more than all, that concerns the nature and locality
of the power. To these it limits the formation of their ideas and the direction
of their exertions, and to them I have endeavoured to speak, showing how
such a thought, if accepted, pledged them to a very limited and, probably,
erroneous view of the cause of the force, and to ask them to consider, whether
they should not look (for a time at least) to a source in part external to the
particles. I send you two or three old printed lines marked relating to this
point. To those who disown the definition or description as imperfect, I have
nothing to urge; as there is then probably no real difference between us.

I hang on to your words because they are to me weighty; and where
you say “I, for my part cannot realise your dissatisfaction with the law of
gravitation provided you conceive it according to your own principles” they
give me great comfort. I have nothing to say against the law of action of
gravity. It is against the law which measures its total strength as an inherent
force that I venture to oppose my opinion; and I must have expressed myself
badly (though I do not find the weak point) or I should not have conveyed
any other impression. All I wanted to do was to move men (not No.I, but
No.II) from the unreserved acceptance of a principle of physical action which
might be opposed to natural truth. The idea that we may possibly have to
connect repulsionwith the lines of gravitation force (which is going far beyond
anything my mind would venture on at present except in private cogitation)
shows how far we may have to depart from the view I oppose.

There is one thing I would be glad to ask you. When a mathematician
engaged in investigating physical actions and results has arrived at his own
conclusions, may they not be expressed in common language as fully, clearly,
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and definitely as in mathematical formulae? If so would it not be a great boon
to such as I to express them so?– translating them out of their hieroglyphics,
that we also might work upon them by experiment. I think it must be so,
because I have always found that you could convey to me a perfectly clear idea
of your conclusions which, though they may give me no full understanding
of the steps of your process, give me the results neither above nor below the
truth;– and so clear in character that I can think and work from them. If this
be possible would it not be a good thing if mathematicians, writing on these
subjects, were to give us their results in this popular, useful, working state,
as well as in that which is their own and proper to them[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor | J.C. Maxwell Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857. See letter 3354 referring to
letter 3260.
2. Woods (1857).
3. Thomas Woods (d.1905, age 89, Med. Dir., 1906, p. 1815). Physician in Parsonstown.

Letter 3358
Faraday to Edwin Lankester1
17 November 1857
From the original in the possession of George W. Platzman

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 17 Nov 1857
My dear Sir,

I have not left your letter unattended to. I do not find that any results
will occur before Easter2. I cannot tell for the time after3. The F.E4 also I have
mentioned to Mr. Barlow & the Committee[·] I am told the Evenings are all full
prospectively. I shall keep & use the power you trusted to me as we agreed[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. Lancaster [sic] | &c &c &c

1. Edwin Lankester (1814–1874, ODNB). Physician and naturalist.
2. That is 4 April 1858.
3. Lankester delivered a course of eight lectures on the vegetable kingdom after Easter 1858. RI
MS RI Le4/212.
4. Lankester (1858), Friday Evening Discourse of 5 February 1858.

Letter 3359
Charles Lock Eastlake to Faraday
23 November 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

7 Fitzroy Square. W | 23 Nov 1857
My dear Sir,

Can you give me the address of an operative chemist whom you can
recommend. I am desired by Mr. Cope1, who is employed on some frescoes
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in the Palace of Westminster, to have some grey sand analysed. The lime on
which frescoes are executed is commonly mixed with river sand of a lighter
colour. The reason why Mr. Cope wishes to have this grey sand analysed is
that in some experiments with it the plasterer shewed that the trowel was
blackened. It is also desirable to have a piece of old plaster (of an early Italian
fresco) examined so as to detect the nature & quality of the sand used.

As these analyses may require some care I shall be obliged by your
giving me the address of a fit operator to whom you will perhaps allow me
to mention your name.

I remain, my dear Sir | Yours faithfully | C.L. Eastlake
Professor Faraday

1. Charles West Cope (1811–1890, ODNB). Historical painter.

Letter 3360
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
24 November 1857
From the original in UB MS NS 433

Royal Institution | 24 Nov 1857
My dear Schoenbein,

I dare say you have plenty of letters with the London post mark now
from Stamford Hill, and hardly require to have your English associations
stirred up by one from me so soon after the last1;– but we leave town on
Friday2 for a little renovation, & I wanted to relieve myself by writing to
you before we go. I expected you would have seen much of your last in the
Philosophical Magazine before now, but Dr. Francis told me, a day or two
back, that he was waiting for some new type –O and +O; for that nothing
they have at present will serve the same purpose:– then I trust it will appear
as it ought to do3… What a wonderful thing oxigen is and so I suppose would
every other element appear if our knowledge were more perfect.

Sir James Clarke applied to me the other day, to know if you had been
able to draw up a set of practical directions for the observation of Ozone
in the atmosphere; obviating such difficulties as arise at first, connected with
the time of exposure,– the continued exposure, the moisture or dryness of
the test paper, &c. He seemed well aware of the general state of the subject,
but thought that you would know sooner than the world at large, of any per-
fectionment. His object is to consider the medical effects of Ozone in nature;
where without doubt it must have some, & perhaps, very important effects.
Probably when you feel that there is any improvement in the mode of observ-
ing you will let us know. I think he said that Ozone seemed to be abundant
about our Queens residence; Balmoral, in the North.

I ventured to send you a paper the other day by the post. I was assured
it would go free & shall be very sorry if, unaware, I have put you & other
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friends to post expence: but I find that the information I obtain by enquiry
is often very uncertain in its nature, though positive in its form. The paper
was about Gold & the relation of it & other metals to light4. Many facts came
out during the enquiry which surprized me greatly; especially the effects of
pressure & also those relating to polarized light. Lately I have been working
on the relation of time to actions at a distance;– as those actions which class
as magnetic but the subject is very difficult,– the requisite apparatus requires
to be frequently remade, each time being more perfected; & whether I shall
catch the (1/200000) part of a second (if required) seems very doubtful. In the
mean time I am for the present tired & must lay the research on the shelf.

Since I wrote to you we have had Miss Schoenbein here:– but since that
I have not been able to see her or my old friend Miss Hornblower, either,
at Stamford Hill: Probably when the Christmas Holidays come on, we shall
have the opportunity; but my wifes health is so infirm and our capabilities so
limited at the Institution, that I dare not think of what we should like, before
the time comes: I have undertaken to give half a dozen juvenile lectures
after Christmas5;– whether they will come off (as we say) or not is doubtful.
Patience–

I hope that Madame Schoenbein is cheered by her daughters letters.
Miss Schoenbein assured me that there was a great deal of correspondence
going on, & from the manner in which I heard of it, I should trust that it was
cheerful. Remember me in the kindest manner to the anxious mother.

I do not think we have much scientific news; at least I do not hear of
much; but then I do not go within reach of the waves of sound; & so must
consent to be ignorant. Indeed too much would drive me crazy in the attempt
to hold it[·]

Ever My dear Schoenbein | Yours Most truly | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3348.
2. That is 27 November 1857.
3. Schoenbein (1858a), that is the scientific part of letter 3335.
4. Faraday (1857c).
5. The notes for Faraday’s Christmas lectures on ‘Static Electricity’ are in RI MS F4 J18.

Letter 3361
Faraday to Thomas Twining
2 December 1857
From a photocopy in RI MS

Brighton | 2 Dec 1857
My dear Sir,

I received yours here and though I could not be with you hope that you
had a good & wise result last night– I had read the matter contained in the
Journal of the Soc Arts1 & was very sorry for the condition of the subject[·]
It is no doubt a difficult one & I dare say that the principle of examination can
hardly be carried out by a central body for the whole country[·] Still to change
the Society suddenly from that which it has been to something to something
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[sic] as yet insufficiently tried by its consequences would as it appears to me
not be wise. But as I have entered very little into the subject I have no right
to form any opinion[·] I trust that a good safe & useful conclusion will be
arrived at2[·]

With our kindest remembrances to Mrs. Twining3 I am
My dear Sir | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday

T. Twining Jur Esqr | &c &c &c

1. J. Soc. Arts., 1857, 6: 5–8 which discussed the state of the Society of Arts examinations.
2. This refers to the decision of the Society of Arts to continue examinations which was taken
amidst some controversy at a special meeting of members on 1 December 1857. J. Soc. Arts., 1857,
6: 31–9.
3. Victorine Twining, née von Hagen (1830–1889, Pearce (1988), 2). Married Thomas Twining in
1850.

Letter 3362
William Arthur Slade1 to Faraday
4 December 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Upper Easton, St Philips, Bristol | 4 Dec 1857
M. Faraday, Esq F.R.S. | &c &c &c | London
Dear Sir,

Your note came to hand in due course, and I beg to thank you most sin-
cerely for the trouble you have taken. Perhaps you will oblige me by glancing
over the annexed very rough sketch of a Magneto Electric Machine: I fear that
my anxiety not to tresspass too much on your time has, without attaining
its object, prevented my giving a very clear description of its construction.
Allow me to add that, in case there is any defect in the machine, I feel sure I
could remove it if I only knew where it existed.

Your obedient servant | William Arthur Slade

AAAA are fixed pivots.
BA is a beam, to be connected by a crank with the flywheel of the engine.
BC & bc are systems of bases producing a parallel motion (as in the steam
engine)
DE & de are bases to which are appended F & f pieces of iron to be attracted
by GH & gh when GH & gh (alternately) become magnetic.
J & j are fixed supports through which DE & de move.
KLMNOPQ & klmnopq represent wires, coiled round the pieces of iron GH
& gh, and brought to KQR & q where they terminate in small discs. These
lines as well as those representing the course of the wires which bring the
Electric currant from the battery are in red
Rr is a fixed block on the outside of which the four discs terminating the coils
of wire appear.
ST is a block carrying on its surface (in such a position as to come {alternately}
in conjunction with the discs terminating each coil) the extremities of two
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wires coming respectively from the poles of a battery ST is pressed against Rr
by the table
VW which is supported by a spring within
XY a tube in which the bar supporting WX moves freely. The block ST is
moved from its present position to that represented by the dotted lines, by
the motion of the bar
Zα, which is fixed to the cogged wheel

αβ, connected by the cogged double wheel γ δ with the semicircle fixed
to the bar εζ .

When in the position represented G.H. is magnetic and, attracting F,
draws down the bar DE, thereby giving motion to the machine, till C coming
in contact with εζ brings it to the position represented by the dotted lines
which brings ST to the position also represented by dotted lines; this deprives
GH of its magnetic properties conferring them on gh which in its turn draws
down the bar ef till it deprives itself of its magnetic properties, by bringing c
into contact with ζε, conferring them again on GH: thus by GH & gh becoming
alternately magnetic BAb is given the same motion as the beam of a steam
engine.
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1. William Arthur Slade (d.1900, age 61, GRO). Given as an accountant in 1861 census. TNA
RG9/1734, f. 76, p. 1.

Letter 3363
Faraday to John Tyndall
9 December 1857
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4144

Brighton | 9 Dec 1857
My dear Tyndall,

I cannot resist the pleasure of saying I have very much enjoyed your
paper1. Every part has given me delight. It goes on from point to point beau-
tifully. You will find many pencil marks, for I made them as I read. I let them
stand, for though many of them receive their answer as the story proceeds,
yet they shew how the wording impresses a mind fresh to the subject, and
perhaps here and there you may like to alter it slightly, if you wish the full
idea, i.e. not an inaccurate one, to be suggested at first; and yet after all I
believe it is not your phrase, but the natural jumping to a conclusion, that
affects, or has affected, my pencil.

We return on Friday2, when I will return you the paper.
Ever truly yours | M. Faraday

1. Tyndall (1858). Received by and read to the Royal Society on 17 December 1857.
2. That is 11 December 1857.

Letter 3364
Faraday to Margery Ann Reid
12 December 1857
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Royal Institution | 12 Dec 1857
My dear Maggie,

I have just learned from your aunt1 that you have not had my letter i.e.
the one I wrote immediately on the receipt of your translation2 – You really
must have thought me extra forgetful. Conceive the thanks I sent you for your
kindness & those to Mr. Deacon & give to him those that are not for yourself[·]
My letter must be lying somewhere in a post office but I cannot in any way
call to mind any circumstance that will account for its misadventure[·] Now
knowing your interest in me & mine & therefore in the Gravitation matter I
will not try to make amends by repeating what I suppose I said to you but I
will send you a letter or two that has passed betwixt myself & Mr. Maxwell
the Mathematical professor at Aberdeen3:– he who wrote a mathematical
paper on “Faraday’s lines of force”4 & proved their mathematical correctness.
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I think they will interest you – take care of them & return them to me at your
convenience[·] I am almost afraid now to trust the post with them.

We returned from Brighton Yesterday – in our usual health – left Jenny
there & by this time I suppose she will have received her father5 mother6 &
sister in our place. Mr. Boosey7 was so to s[t]ay with us there but I expect has
returned home to day[·] Mr. Whitelaw8 has been very unwell this week – not
out last Sabbath & Mr. Vincent has been ill but is better.

As for your coming home I wish it but do not expect it. There is a
sort of lingering doubtful vis inertia fatality about Newcastle when you go
there which makes one ask your intentions only to doubt the results[·] Well
wherever you are my dear Girl may you be happy & at peace in that which
concerns you most. My love to Your father9 – Caroline – & many other – to
Elizabeth10, Mr. Deacon – Mr. Reid11 – Mr. Paradise kind old man often on
ones thoughts[·]

Your Very Affectionate Uncle | M. Faraday
Miss Reid

1. Sarah Faraday.
2. That is letter 3349.
3. Probably letters 3354 and 3357. Faraday kept a copy of the latter which is now in IET MS
SC 3.
4. Maxwell (1856).
5. John Barnard.
6. Margaret Barnard.
7. Thomas Boosey (1795–1871, B1). Publisher and an Elder of the London Sandemanian
Church, 1843–1860.
8. George Whitelaw (d.1872, age 68, GRO). Publisher’s manager and an Elder of the London
Sandemanian Church. Cantor (1991), 302.
9. William Ker Reid.
10. Elizabeth Reid (1830–1902, Reid, C.L. (1914), GRO). A niece of Sarah Faraday.
11. Unidentified.

Letter 3365
William Bowman to Faraday
15 December 1857
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 31

5 Clifford St. | 15 Dec 1857
My dear Sir,

Thank you very much indeed for so kindly thinking of me. My little
folks shall most certainly take advantage of your invitation1.

Yours very sincerely | W. Bowman
M. Faraday Esq

1. For Faraday’s Christmas lectures on ‘Static Electricity’. His notes are in RI MS F4 J18.
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Letter 3366
Christian Gottfried Nees von Esenbeck1 to Faraday
15 December 1857
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f. 151

Breslau, den | 15 Dec 1857
Sr. Hochwohlgeboren,

Herrn Profesor Dr. Michael Faraday, Esq Hon Membr. R.S. Ed., F.R.S.
Lond, Cambr. Phil and Med. Chirurg. Soc. F.G.S., Ord. Boruss., Pour le Mérite
Equ et Com. Leg. Honor., Inst. Imp, Par. Soc. etc.
Ew. Hochwohlgeboren | zu | London.

übersende ich hierbei das Diplom, durch welches die Kaiserliche
Leopoldinisch-Carolinische Akademie der Naturforscher, in Anerkennung
Ihrer Verdienste um die Wissenschaften, Sie zur Theilnahme an ihren Arbeiten
und Bestrebungen auffordert.

Zugleich liegt mir ob, Ew. Hochwohlgeboren, inbesondere auf den
Inhalt des dem Diplom beigefügten Blattes in deutscher Sprache aufmerksam
zu machen, welches, ausser den Modalitäten der Mitarbeit an den Verhand-
lungen des Instituts, den Mitgliedern auch noch den Ankauf der Nova Acta
wenigstens von der Zeit ihres Eintritts an, angelegentlichst empfiehlt.

Wir verweisen in dieser Hinsicht ferner auf das, der Vorrede zum
zweiten Supplement des 19. Bandes einverleibte Schreiben an die Mitglieder
der Akademie vom 3. August 18402.

Der Präsident der Akademie | Dr. Herr Esenbeck

TRANSLATION
Breslau | 15 Dec 1857

Very honourable Sir,
Herrn Professor Dr. Michael Faraday, Esq Hon Membr. R.S. Ed., F.R.S.

Lond, Cambr. Phil and Med. Chirurg. Soc. F.G.S., Ord. Boruss., Pour le Mérite
Equ et Com. Leg. Honor., Inst. Imp, Par. Soc. etc.
Your honourable Sir | in | London

With this letter I send the diploma by which the Kaiserliche
Leopoldinisch-Carolinische Akademie der Naturforscher acknowledges your
work in science.

I am obliged to call your honourable attention to the contents of the
paper, enclosed with the diploma, written in the German language. Except
for the modalities relating to collaboration in meetings of the Academie, this
paper very strongly suggests, that members acquire the Nova Acta starting
at least with their date of admission.

In addition we point in this regard to the letter of 3 August 1840 to mem-
bers of the Academie, that is included in the second supplement to volume
nineteen2.

The president of the academy | Dr. Herr Esenbeck
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1. Christian Gottfried Nees von Esenbeck (1776–1858, DSB). Botanist and President of the
Academia Caesarea Leopoldina-Carolina Naturae Curiosorum, 1818–1858.
2. Nova Acta Academia Caesarea Leopoldina-Carolina Naturae Curiosorum, 1841, 19 (2nd supp.):
xi–xiv.

Letter 3367
Faraday to Christopher Hansteen
16 December 1857
From the original in RI MS F1 E5

Royal Institution | 16 Dec 1857
Dear & honored Sir,

General Sabine has placed in my hands a letter from you, and I make it,
I hope you will not think improperly, an occasion for writing to you, for the
purpose of expressing my sincere admiration and respect; hoping that, as one
who has been admitted into the circle of scientific men, I might be permitted
to offer a word of testimony & praise to one who is a leader in that glorious
band. Let me suppose that I have not been presumptuous in thus writing to
you and in any case think as kindly of me as you can.

I thought also that I could better answer your enquiries in relation to
Mr. Arndtsen1 directly than through General Sabine. I am sorry that I cannot
advance the wishes of that gentleman and yourself; but I must explain to
you how it is. In the first place our Institution is not like your Universities.
It is a private establishment: the Government does nothing for us, and we
have no opportunities of receiving students. We have but one assistant and
he is an ordinary workman. I formerly gave lectures to which the public were
admitted by payment; but do not deliver any now, except six, once a year, at
Christmas to the juvenile connexions of our members & subscribers. So you
see we have no place for such an one as Mr. Arndtsen.

For the same reason I have never had any student or pupil under me to
aid me with assistance; but have always prepared and made my experiments
with my own hands, working & thinking at the same time. I do not think I
could work in company, or think aloud, or explain my thoughts at the same
time. Sometimes I and my assistant have been in the Laboratory for hours &
days together, he preparing some lecture apparatus or cleaning up, & scarcely
a word has passed between us:– all this being the consequence of the solitary
& isolated system of investigation; in contra distinction to that pursued by a
Professor with his aids & pupils as in your Universities.

But besides all that, my dear Sir, I now work but little and at fitful
moments; as my health will bear it. I am obliged to keep out of Society;– to
avoid Societies;– and above all to forbear making new connexions and claims
on my thoughts: for I find it quite difficult enough to perform my duty to the
few that I do keep open, as you may suppose.
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Nevertheless I esteem Mr. Arndtsen’s desire as a very great compliment,
and thank him & you for it. Will you say so much to him for me.

And now I must conclude, hoping you will believe me in truth &
sincerely.

Your great & respectful admirer | M. Faraday
Professor C. Hansteen | &c &c &c

Address: Professor Chr. Hansteen | &c &c &c | Observatory | Christiana
| Norway

1. Adam Frederik Oluf Arndtsen (1829–1919, NBL). Norwegian physicist.

Letter 3368
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
19 December 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Genéve le | 19 Xbre 1857
Mon tres cher & excellent ami,

Je ne puis vous dire avec quel plaisir j’ai reçu votre bonne lettre du
30 Octobre1. Parmi les jouissances que je dois à la culture de la Science; l’une
des plus grandes, je vous assure, est de m’avoir procuré votre amitié, héritage
précieux que j’ai reçu d’un père2 qui serait heureux de penser que je vous ai
pour ami. Je jouis des bonnes nouvelles que vous me donnez de vous même;
vos 66 ans m’ont étonné; vous êtes si jeune d’esprit, de corps & surtout de
coeur, qu’on ne peut croire que vous avez passé la soixantaine.– Mais vous
avez su arranger votre vie de manière à ne pas la dépenser dans ce qui use
l’âme & le corps, & par dessus tout vous avez eu le bonheur de la conformer
aux sentiments chrétiens qui seuls sont un guide infaillible.

Quant à moi, si j’ai eu une vie plus agitée sous bien des rapports, plus
coupée & surtout tres moins bien employée que la votre, je dois cependant
bénir la Providence de tous les biens qu’elle m’a accordés. J’ai eu de grands
malheurs, de grands désappointements, de grands soucis, mais j’entrevois
une vieillesse calme & douce, sereine plutôt qu’heureuse, car à mon âge le
bonheur complet n’est pas possible. Au reste un trop grand bonheur ne vous
permettrait pas de vous detacher graduellement de cette vie pour tourner ses
regards & ses espérances plus haut, & j’en suis venu à ce moment où il faut
savoir mettre un intervalle entre la vie & la mort, en cherchant à se mettre á
l’abri des agitations & des tracas du monde.

Enfin j’ai achevé mon ouvrage sur l’Electricité; vous allez recevoir ce
3ème & dernier volume3, & si vous daignez y jeter les yeux, vous me com-
prendrez quand je vous dirai qu’à lui seul il m’a couté plus de travail &
de peine que les deux autres réunis. L’électricité animale4 surtout m’a occa-
sionné plus d’une année de travail persevérant. Je suis impatient de savoir ce
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que vous penserez de ma théorie sur l’origine de l’Electricité atmosphérique5

& sur celle du Magnétisme terrestre6. J’ai éprouvé une grande jouissance à
l’occasion de ce dernier volume dans le concours utile que m’a prété mon
fils cadet7; vous verrez qu’il ne s’est pas trop mal tiré de ce qu’il a fait dans
ce volume8. Il vient de faire pour la Bibl. Univ. un extrait du mémoire9 que
vous m’avez envoyé & dont je vous remercie infiniment; ce mémoire nous a
vivement intéressés & mon fils a désiré en faire l’analyse. Il a commencé &
poursuit un grand travail sur l’induction, sujet qui lui parait l’un des plus
curieux de la physique; j’espére qu’il parviendra à obtenir quelques résultats
importants. Il prend souvent dans ma bibliothèque les volumes que vous
m’avez donnés & qui renferment la collection de vos mémoires.

Quant á moi, je jouis de revenir au laboratoir & je suis certain de suivre
à des recherches que m’a suggéré le travail que j’ai été obligé de faire pour
composer mes trois gros volumes. Que de choses encore á faire dans ce champ
inépuisable. Dès que j’aurai achevé une partie de ces recherches, j’aurai soin
de vous faire part des résultats que j’aurai obtenus, si du moins ils le méritent.

Mon fils ainé10 est devenu depuis cette année le Rédacteur en chef de
la Bibliothèque Universelle; il a trouvé là une occupation très intéressante & en
même temps assez assujétissante, ce qui est assez précieux dans le temps où
nous vivons. C’est surtout la partie littéraire & des Sciences morales qui est
son domaine.

Voilá bien des détails intimes; mais vous me les avez demandés & je les
dois à votre amitié; permettez moi d’ajouter encore que toute ma famille est
bien portante, grâce á Dieu, & que la Providence m’a accordé la faveur d’avoir
une compagne qui est une amie dont tous les jours j’apprécie davantage la
valeur. Elle me charge de la rappeler à votre bon souvenir ainsi qu’à celui de
Madame Faraday à qui je vous prie de présenter mes compliments les plus
affectueux.

Votre tout dévoué & affé | Aug. de la Rive

Serait-ce indécent de vous prier de faire parvenir la lettre ci inclus à notre ami
Wm Henry11 dont j’ignore l’adresse

Je ne vous ai rien dit de notre séjour de sept mois en Italie qui a très
bien réussi & où j’ai éprouvé des jouissances dont je ne me croyais plus
susceptible.– J’ai eu un bien grand plaisir à voir un instant cet été Mr. Tyndall
à qui je compte écrire incessamment; faites lui en attendant mes meilleurs
compliments.

TRANSLATION
Geneva | 19 Dec 1857

My very dear and excellent friend,
I cannot tell you with what pleasure I received your good letter of

30 October1. Among the joys that I owe to the cultivation of Science, one
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of the greatest, I assure you, is for me to have acquired your friendship, a
precious inheritance that I received from my father2, who would be happy to
think that I had you for a friend. I rejoice in the good news that you give me
of yourself; your sixty six years astonished me; you are so young in spirit, in
body and especially at heart, that it is difficult to believe that you are over
sixty. – But you knew how to arrange your life in such a way so as not to
expend it on that which uses the soul and the body and above all you have
had the good fortune to model it on Christian sentiments, the only infallible
guide.

As for me, if I have had a more agitated life in many respects, more
cut & above all much less well employed than yours, I must however bless
Providence for all the goodness that she has accorded to me. I have had great
misfortunes, great disappointments and great worries, but I foresee a quiet
and gentle old age, serene rather than happy, because at my age complete
happiness is not possible. In any case, too much happiness would not allow
you to detach yourself gradually from this life to turn your sights and your
hopes higher, & I have come to the moment where one must be able to put
an interval between life and death, seeking refuge from the agitations and
worries of the world.

I have finally completed my work on electricity; you will receive this
third & final volume3, & if you deign to glance at it, you will understand me
when I tell you that it gave me more work and trouble than the two other
volumes put together. Animal electricity4 particularly involved more than a
year of painstaking work. I am impatient to know what you will think of my
theory on the origin of atmospheric electricity5 and on terrestrial magnetism6.
I felt great joy, in compiling this last volume, to have the useful assistance of
my youngest son7; you will see that he did not get on too badly in what he did
in this volume8. He has just compiled an excerpt for theBibliothèqueUniverselle
from the paper9 that you sent me and for which you have my infinite thanks;
this paper interested us keenly and my son wanted to analyse it. He has
begun and pursues a great work on induction, a subject that he feels is one
of the most curious in physics; I hope that he will succeed in obtaining some
important results. He often takes from my library the volumes that you have
given me and which contain your collected works.

As for me, I rejoice in returning to the laboratory & I am certain to
follow the research prompted by the work that I was obliged to under-
take in order to write my three thick volumes. So many things still left
to do in this inexhaustible field. As soon as I have completed part of this
research, I shall make sure that I send you the results obtained, that is if they
merit it.

My eldest son10 this year became the editor-in-chief of the Bibliothèque
Universelle; he has found it a most interesting and at the same time exacting
occupation, which is important in the times in which we live. The literary
part and moral sciences, above all, are his domain.
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What a lot of intimate details; but you did ask me for them and I owe
them to your friendship; permit me to add also that all my family are well,
thanks be to God, & that Providence has granted me the favour of having
a companion who is a friend whose value I appreciate more every day. She
asks to be remembered to you and also to Mrs. Faraday, to whom I ask you
to present my most affectionate compliments.

Your all devoted & affectionate | Aug. de la Rive

Would it be indecent to ask you to forward the enclosed letter to our friend
William Henry11 whose address I do not know.

I said nothing of our seven month stay in Italy which was very success-
ful & where I experienced joys of which no longer believed myself capable. –
I had great pleasure in seeing once this summer Mr. Tyndall, to whom I
intend to write shortly; please convey to him in the meanwhile my best
compliments –

1. Not found.
2. Charles-Gaspard De La Rive (1770–1834, DSB). Swiss chemist.
3. De La Rive (1854–8), 3.
4. Ibid., 1–88.
5. Ibid., 89–199.
6. Ibid., 200–307.
7. Charles-Lucien De La Rive (1834–1924, Choisy (1947), 51). Swiss physician and writer.
8. Acknowledged in De La Rive (1854–8), 3: vi.
9. Faraday (1857c) translated and excerpted as Faraday (1858a).
10. William De La Rive (1827–1900, Choisy (1947), 51). Swiss politician and writer.
11. William Charles Henry (1804–1892, ODNB). Physician and chemist.

Letter 3369
Lodovico Menin1 and Giacinto Namias2 to Faraday
21 December 1857
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 154

I.R. Istituto, di scienze, lettere ed arti | No 509
Venezia | 21 dicembre 1857

Al Chiarissimo Sigr M. Faraday | Londra
L’Istituto Veneto di science, lettere ed arti potendo pe’ suoi statuti eleg-

gere, in Italia e fuori, Soci corrispondenti che coll’opera gli porgano mano a
raggiungere i propri scopi scienziali, o lo decorino coll’onorevole loro nome,
aggregò in quel novero la Signoria Vostra Chiarissima, e la Presidenza incar-
icata da esso le partecipa questa deliberazione e si pregia di esprimerle i
sentimenti della più sincera stima e del più profondo rispetto3.

Il Presidente | L. Menin
Il Segretario | Dr. Giacinto Namias
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TRANSLATION
The Imperial Royal Institute of Science, Letters and Arts | No 509

Venice | 21 Dec 1857
To Dear Mr. M. Faraday | London

The Venetian Institute of Science, Letters and Arts, authorized by its
statutes to elect, from Italy and abroad, corresponding members who with
their work help it to attain its own scientific goals, or decorate it with their
honourable name, elected in this category your dear self, and this Presidency
has been charged to convey to you this decision and is delighted express its
sentiments of the highest esteem and profoundest respect3.

The President | L. Menin
The Secretary | Dr. Giacinto Namias

1. Lodovico Menin (1783–1868, Maggiolo (1983), 199). Venetian historian.
2. Giacinto Namias (1810–1874, Maggiolo (1983), 216). Venetian physician.
3. See letter 3261.

Letter 3370
Johann Jakob Guggenbühl1 to Faraday
24 December 1857
From the original in RI MS F1 I160

Abendberg, Interlachen | 24 Dec 1857
My dear Professor Faraday!

It is a long time since I have had the pleasure of seeing you2, as I was
not able last spring to make my usual turn to London in consequence of
indisposition. But I have frequently spoken of you and your great discoveries,
of w[h]ich I have just read an interesting chapter in the german translation of
Dr. Whewell’s, “history of the inductive sciences”3.

It give me a great pleasure, my dear Professor Faraday to forward you
a picture of the glorious and blessed Abendberg4, in the agreeable hope that
you will make it sometimes your home, and spend the holydays in our fine
air; I should be most happy to see you there. The following Reports of distin-
guished writers, will shew you how much the Lord has blessed the work to
w[h]ich is devoted my life and all my power. I should be very thankful, if one
or the other of your literary friends, would give some accounts in the most
circulated English papers, because I find that this important truth is not yet
enough known and appreciated.

I propose to continuate my researches about the causes of Cretinism
throughout all Europe and America the next ten years (D.v.) and to bring
this matter to a decided conclusion. It seems most probable that a malaria is
the chief predisposing cause in the valleys but besides this are a great number
of secondary causes, w[h]ich must be particularly studied in each country.
I have dict[at]ed to one of my most advanced patients a s[c]heme of question,
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w[h]ich will be printed, if once completed. I beg to look it o[v]er, that we can
speak about it if I come once again to London[·]

With My heartly gratulations for the | new year | Believe me, my dear
Prof Faraday | With the highest esteem | Your | Dr. Guggenbühl

Address: Via Paris | Professor Faraday F.R.S. | Royal Institution |
Albemarle Street | London

1. Johann Jakob Guggenbühl (1816–1863, DHBS). Swiss physician.
2. Possibly in April 1856. See letter 3119.
3. Whewell (1840–1), 3: 108–13, 191–201.
4. This picture is mounted opposite this letter.

Letter 3371
Henry Bence Jones to Faraday
25 December 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

25 Dec 1857
Dear Dr. Faraday,

I send you a bad translation of a few lines from a German physicians
Medical Journal. He1 is the best physician at Berlin[·]

Yours most truly | H. Bence Jones
The cause of the violence of the attack on Faraday is because he says

“Altho no mathematician & ultimately the appeal is to experiment”[·] This
remark uttered as an aphorism says too much but certainly it does not say that
Faraday thinks the mathematician useless & unnecessary & his opponents
might well spare their advice & try to penetrate a little deeper into the meaning
of the author[·]

In the knowledge of nature the mathematician can do no more than
collect the conclusions of the experimental enquiry and thence abstract certain
formulae which may lead to further research; but he is perfectly powerless
when gaps exist in empirical knowledge. One such gap Faraday has perceived
and it is not an assumption as his opponents say but simply logical that he
purposes to fill up this gap by the usual course of empirical knowledge[·]

On the contrary it is illogical as some of his opponents do, to deny the
existence of the gap & it is an assumption to assert that it cannot be filled
up. I have clearly stated in opposition to Fechner2 that our view is not closed
by the simple knowledge of the laws of gravitation & by the phenomena of
gravitation. We are compelled whilst we are without more perfect knowledge
to assume a special force of gravitation as the cause of the phenomena & as a
foundation of that law.

Such a force is only an empty formula so long as we do not know what
it is, what relation it bears to other forces; whether it is adherent in matter or
is communicated to it from without. The questions which Faraday throws out
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have the advantage of marking out a distant path of enquiry to be followed for
the solution of this problem & I hold that empirically logically philosophically
it is perfectly right.

Is the force of gravitation only one of the possible forms of appearance
of a universal natural force?

Can any of the known forces of nature also make themselves evident in
the phenomena of Gravitation3[·]

Virchow

1. Rudolf Carl Virchow (1821–1902, DSB). Appointed Director of the Pathological Institute in
Berlin in 1856.
2. Gustave Theodor Fechner (1801–1887). German psychophysicist.
3. This is a translation of the conclusion of Virchow’s review of Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening
Discourse of 27 February 1857, in Archiv Pathol. Anatom. Physiol., 1857, 12: 119–21.

Letter 3372
Faraday to John Murray
26 December 1857
From the original in NLS JMA

26 Dec 1857
My dear Sir,

I am very much obliged to you for your kindness & the trouble you have
taken[·] All health & happiness to you is the wish at this time of Year[·]

Very Truly | M. Faraday
J. Murray Esqr | &c &c &c

Letter 3373
Julius Plücker to Faraday
27 December 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 27 Dec 1857
My dear Sir,

My best thanks for your interesting paper on the Relations of gold
to light1, which I received some time ago. I tried myself to prepare one
of your purple fluids, but – you will think me a bad experimentalist – I
did not succeed. I was much interested to get such a fluid, being itself
a bad conductor, but containing well conducting particles in suspension,
in ordre to examine if no particular arrangement of these particles would
appear, when electric currents of different kind were send through it. The
discharge of Electricity through the tubes, exhibiting the stratified light, can-
not be a transport of light, or luminous matter from one end of the tube
to the other. There is, I think, within the tube a distribution of ponderable
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matter produced by the discharge, that matter becoming luminous by it,
while the discharge is a dark one, as you call it, from one luminous place
to another.

I had the opportunity to examine a great number of tubes contain-
ing traces only of matter of a different kind. Since I showed the beautifull
effect they present, at the Meeting of Bonn2, several hundred of them have
been sent to all countries, except till now to England. If any of my English
friends had assisted to the meeting, I would have found the opportunity to
send to you and to Mr. Barlow some of them.– Since that time I observed
a quite new series of phenomena, which exhibit a very fine appearance.
I can, in a few words give no better account of them but by saying, that
I am enabled by means of the electric light, to render luminous your lines of
magnetic force.

There is round the positive electrode (where heat is produced) a lumi-
nous atmosphere, sometimes of some inches in diameter, separated by a dark
space from the Stratified light. By means of the Magnet this light is concen-
trated, if the electrode be a single point, to a brightly coloured line of magnetic
force, passing through that point. If the electrode be a platina wire every point
of it produces such a luminous curve. The system of all these curves constitue
luminous surfaces of different forms, depending only upon the position of
the poles. By commutating the polarity these luminous curves and surfaces
of magnetic forces do not change.

What will do the light surrounding under different circumstances the
negative Electrode?

In a paper sent to Poggendorff3. I gave a first account of these curious
phenomena. When printed I’ll send to you a copy of it.

With all my heart | Yours | Plücker

1. Faraday (1857c).
2. Of the Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher.
3. Plücker (1858a).

Letter 3374
Christopher Hansteen to Faraday
30 December 1857
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Observatory Christiania | 30 Dec 1857
Dear and honored Sir,

I thank you heartily for your letter of 16 Decbr.1 at first while you have
written yourself, as you could better declare the circumstances – and sec-
ondly while I thereby have received an autographic letter from a man, which
I in many years have honoured as one of the chief notabilities “in rebus
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magneticis”2. I preserve with delight and perhaps a little vanity letters from
different English scientifical notabilites, as Sir Joseph Banks3, Sir David
Brewster, Professor Airy, Professor Forbes, General Sabine, Professor Barlow4

and others; and to this treasure I now can add yours.
Professor Oersted5 was a man of genius, but he was a very unhappy

experimentator; he could not manipulate instruments. He must always have
an assistant or one of his auditors, who had easy hands to arrange the exper-
iment; I have often in this way assisted him as his auditor. Already in the
former century there was a general thought, that there was a great confor-
mity and perhaps identity between the electrical and magnetical force; it was
only the question how to demonstrate it by experiments. Oersted had tried to
place the wire of his galvanic battery perpendicular (at right angles) over the
magnetical needle, but remarked no sensible motion. Once, after the end of his
lecture as he had used a strong galvanic battery to other experiments, he said,
“let us now once, as the battery is in activity, try to place the wire parallel with
the needle”. As this was made he was quite struck with perplexity by seeing
the needle making a great oscillation (almost at right angles with the magnetic
meridian). Then he said: “let us now invert the direction of the current”, and
the needle deviated in the contrary direction. Thus the great detection was
made; and it has been said, not without reason, that “he tumbled over it by
accident”. He had not before any more idea than any other person, that the
force should be transversal. But as Lagrange6 has said of Newton in a similar
occasion: “Such accidents only meet persons, who deserve them”.

You completed the detection by inverting the experiment, by demon-
strating, that an electrical current can be excited by a magnet; and this was
no accident, but a consequence of a clear idea. I pretermit your many later
important detections, which will conserve your name with golden letters in
the history of magnetism.

Gauss7 was the first, who applied your detection to give telegraphic
signals from the observatory in Göttingen to the physical hall in a distance of
almost an English mile from the observatory.

I very well understand your situation. I can also not work in company
with other persons, and I read not much, for not to be distracted from my
own way of thinking. I allow that thereby many things escape me, but I fear
to be distracted upon sideways. “Non omnia possumus omnes”8. Every one
must follow his own nature.

I have translated an extract of your letter, and sent it to Göttingen to
Mr. Arndtsen9.

In the summer 1819 I visited in long time almost every day the library in
“Royal Institution” in order to extract magnetical observations (declination
and inclination) from old works, which our University was not in possession
of, for instance “Hackluyt”10 and “Purchas11 his pillegrims” etc12; so I am
acquainted with the place of your activity.
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I have in this year received your portrait from Mr. Lenoir13 in Vienna,
as also of Sir David Brewster. They shall decorate my study on the side of
Oersted, Bessel14, Gauss and Struve15.

Believe me Sir sincerely your | very respectful | Chr. Hansteen

1. Letter 3367.
2. ‘in matters of magnetism’.
3. Joseph Banks (1743–1820, ODNB). Naturalist. President of the Royal Society, 1778–1820.
4. Peter Barlow (1776–1862, ODNB). Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich.
5. Hans Christian Oersted (1777–1851, DSB). Danish natural philosopher and Director of the
Polytechnic Institute in Copenhagen, 1829–1851.
6. Joseph Louis Lagrange (1736–1813, DSB). French mathematician.
7. Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777–1855, DSB). Director of the Göttingen Observatory, 1807–1855.
8. ‘we cannot all do everything’.
9. Adam Frederik Oluf Arndtsen (1829–1919, NBL). Norwegian physicist.
10. Richard Hakluyt (c.1552–1616, ODNB). Tudor and early Stuart geographer.
11. Samuel Purchas (c.1575–1626, ODNB). Writer on exploration.
12. Hakluyt (1598–1600) and Purchas (1625) are both recorded as being in the library of the
Royal Institution in Burney (1821), 259.
13. George André Lenoir (1825–1909, BJDN). Chemist and instrument maker in Vienna.
14. Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel (1784–1846, DSB). German astronomer.
15. Friedrich Georg Wilhelm Struve (1793–1864, DSB). Director of the Pulkowa Observatory.

Letter 3375
Faraday to Margery Ann Reid
1 January 18581

From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 397–8
Royal Institution | 1 Jan 1857 | [sic]. 5 o’clock P.M.

My very dear Girl,
Your aunt has just brought me your letter; she has just had it. We both

write by my pen, to save the post. Poor girl! we pity you all, as you may
think; it needs not to say how much. The suddenness and awful character of
the case may make us all tremble in our love to each other, and that whilst, as
I trust it will be with you, we look unto Him who rules all things according to
the purpose of His own will, let us strive to accept the sorrow submissively,
and at the same time to do what remains in our power with hope of a blessing
on the intention.

How vain is life! In the midst of yours, which was not altogether smooth,
still how great a trouble may be brought into it. But be composed; as far as
remembrance of the hand that is over all can give composure, though it must
be but partial. The Lord gave, the Lord taketh away. Blessed be the name of
the Lord2.

As for advice, I can have none to give – those only who are on the spot
can tell rightly; but we feel sorry it should come in –’s way, though perhaps
it may do no harm. – we should have confidence in, except that her strength
is weak, “but out of weakness are made strong”3 is a comfortable thought.
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Give our kindest love to your father4. In these heavy sorrows, I think
the words of condolence shrink into my pen; the thoughts of your heart must
speak for us; and we commend you in your great trouble to Him who is able
to sustain you.

Your loving uncle | M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis of the illness of Margaret Elizabeth Reid (1828–1858, GRO, Reid, C.L.
(1914)), Reid’s sister, at the end of 1857 which resulted in her death on 3 January 1858. Bence
Jones (1870a), 2: 397 noted that this letter was occasioned by the death of Reid’s mother (and Sarah
Faraday’s sister), Mary Reid née Barnard (1792–1845, Reid, C.L. (1914), but this was corrected in
Bence Jones (1870b), 2: 392 to her sister.
2. Job 1: 21.
3. Hebrews 11: 34.
4. William Ker-Reid.

Letter 3376
Faraday to Juliet Pollock
6 January 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E6

Royal Institution | 6 Jan 1858
My dear Mrs. Pollock,

You will not I am sure judge me unkindly for not answering your letter
& act before. I have been very busy and am not able to go on actively as I
was accustomed to do in former times but I thank you very much and receive
the book gratefully in remembrance of one who is worthy of being kept in
remembrance by all who had the pleasure & honor of knowing her1[·]

I am glad to hear you have arrived in town safe and hope to call on you
soon. If you have the opportunity call me to the remembrance of those who
are at St. Juliens [sic]2.

Ever My dear Mrs. Pollock | Your faithful & grateful Servant |
M. Faraday

1. A reference to the death of Maria Julia Herries. See letter 3325.
2. St Julians, near Sevenoaks, the seat of the Herries family.

Letter 3377
Faraday to Sophia Romilly1

11 January 1858
From the original in the possession of Tom Pasteur

RI | 11 Jan 1858
My dear Mrs. Romilly,

I think we use the words “to electrify” for “to charge with electricity”
though I believe the words “to electrize” is also used[·] Both words are also
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used to express not merely “charging with” but “treatment with”. I endeavour
always to use the phrase “to charge with” when I have that meaning only2[·]

Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. Sophia Romilly, née Marcet (d.1877, age 67, GRO). Daughter of Jane Marcet.
2. Possibly Romilly wanted this clarification for Marcet (1858) where the section on electricity
(pp. 444–98) was so revised as to be considered ‘altogether new’ (p.vii).

Letter 3378
Faraday to Charles Lock Eastlake
15 January 1858
From the original in NG MS

Royal Institution | 15 Jan 1858
My dear Sir Charles,

I should be glad to have specimens of the prepared cloth which you
have used before I reply to yours – and if the pictures already back lined are
accessible I should like to see them[·]

Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday
Sir Chas. Eastlake Bart | &c &c &c

Letter 3379
John Frederick Mann1 to Faraday
19 January 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 L/6/1

Bamfield Hill, Four Posts, Southampton | 19 Jan 1858
Sir,

Many years ago I had the pleasure of attending some lectures delivered
by you at the R.M. Academy Woolwich, at one of which you informed the
audience that the way in which savage nations obtained fire was by rubbing
two pieces of dry stick together; at the same time, to a certain extent, illustrat-
ing the same by rubbing a piece of cedar stick up and down a piece of board
of the same description, charcoal was soon formed and smoke emitted, but,
if I recollect rightly you stated you had never been able to obtain a light.

Since that time, for the last fifteen or sixteen years, I have been in
Australia, and have many opportunities of observing the habits and cus-
toms of the natives. I took the first opportunity of getting them to show me
how they obtained a fire by the above means: one of them procuring a piece
of “grass tree” readily undertook to do so.– Allow me in the first instance to
describe this remarkable tree – Xanthorrhae is the botanical name (though I
doubt whether I am correct in the spelling). The stem varies in height from
a few inches to 3, 4, or 5 feet; the diameter about the same size through-
out its height, 5, 6 or 8 inches; this stem is not composed of wood but of a
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series of laminated leaf like substances radiating from the centre and closely
packed upon each other, the interstices being filled with an aromatic gum,
which resembles coal dust; this gum is not affected by the heat of the sun,
though easily melted by fire. On the top of this stem is a large tuft of long thin
and sharp edged leaves, the section of which is triangular, much resembling
that of a bayonet; from the centre of this tuft grows a long straight stick or
reed, from 1 to 10 or 15 feet in length having a top something like a bulrush:
this stick contains a pith but the outer shell or case is very hard and strong.
These trees grow on poor sandy soil, principally on the ranges near the sea
coast.

To procure a fire, as I have already said, one of these sticks was procured
(of course a perfectly dry one) and broken in two; a notch was made in the
side of one of the pieces, a small slice of the outer shell being cut off; this piece
was laid on the ground and held in that position by another black, the end
of the other piece was then inserted in the notch and the operator rolled it
backwards and forwards quickly between the palms of his hands.

In the first instance a small quantity of very dry charcoal was procured
from the burnt stump of a tree, this was enclosed in a handful of dry bark
well beaten so as to resemble oakum, this was placed in an indentation in
the ground immediately beneath the notched part of the stick. When the hor-
izontal stick was half bored through by the drilling process of the other, a
small pinch of very dry and fine charcoal was inserted into the hole, the oper-
ation was then renewed with increased vigour until the horizontal stick was
bored through and the ignited charcoal mingled at once with that previously
placed underneath to catch it, the spark was then most carefully blown until
the whole burst into a blaze.

This operation requires the greatest care and practice, for the piece of
stick between the hands requires to be pressed upon the other whilst rolled,
this causes the hands to slide down, and in taking a fresh hold it is likely
to come out of the notch, when the charcoal therein immediately becomes
cooled, and the operation has to be commenced again, – In damp weather it
often takes hours to procure a light.

During several journeys in that Colony particularly one made into the
interior with the late Dr. Leichardt2, I did not notice the “grass tree” growing,
and am therefore not aware how the natives at those places procure fire, but
that it is a most precious article is evident from the care they took in always
carrying a “fire stick” whenever they moved from one place to another.

I may however add that amongst those natives who are at all in contact
with the white population, the lucifer match has entirely superseded all other
modes of theirs of obtaining fire.

Knowing how fully your time must be occupied I beg to apologise for
the length of this letter and to remain
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Yours most obediently | John F. Mann
Professor Faraday FRS | etc etc etc | London

P.S. I have also endeavoured to illustrate the above subject and take the
liberty of enclosing a rough sketch, but I fear it does not throw much light on
the subject | J.F.M

1. John Frederick Mann (1819–1907, AuDB). After leaving the army in 1838, worked for the
Ordnance Survey, before going to Australia as an explorer and surveyor.
2. Friedrich Wilhelm Ludwig Leichhardt (1813–1848, ODNB). German-born explorer of
Australia.
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Letter 3380
Antoine Thompson d’Abbadie1 to Faraday
21 January 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Paris, rue Bellechasse 31 | 21 Jan 1858
My dear Sir,

Some time ago you were kind enough to inform me that your heavy
glass is not to be had in England. As I am in great want of it I have tried to
persuade several glass manufacturers to undertake the making of it, and at
last Messrs Maes2 & Clémandot3 of Paris have consented if I can be fortunate
enough to obtain from you answers to the following queries for they do not
like to make several trials.

1. What are the ingredients? 2[·] their proportions. 3. Are they melted
at a low or a high heat? 4. is there any particular process (in French, tour
de main) necessary to prevent the formation of Striae and the Separation
of ingredients according to their density? 5. What sort of crucible was
employed by you? 6. How much of the glass did you find it convenient to
make at once? 7. what was the Size of the largest pure bit of your heavy
glass.

I do not wish to encroach on your valuable time by requesting an answer
in your own hand, but I hope that you may be kind enough to direct one of
your assistants to pen the answers to the foregoing questions and send them,
not prepaid, to me at rue Bellechasse 31 Paris.

It is with much reluctance that I here venture to trespass on your time,
but the only frenchman who ever made glass with an index of refraction
equal to 2, & even then in small quantities & impure, is now dead, &
if you do not come to my help I am afraid that I must give up my plan
of improvement in Astronomical instruments. I hope at all events that I
may some day be able to return your preceeding kindness towards me, &
remain

ever most truly yours | Antoine d’Abbadie | Correspt. de l’Institut
Professor Faraday, F.R.S. membre de l’Institut | etc etc

1. Antoine Thompson D’Abbadie (1810–1897, DBF). Irish-born French explorer.
2. Louis Joseph Maës (1815–1898, Dufrenne et al. (2005), 407–9). Founder of the Clichy glass
factory.
3. Louis Clémandot (1815–1891, Dufrenne et al. (2005), 79, 82). Chemist and Director of the
Clichy glass factory.
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Letter 3381
Faraday to Charles Lock Eastlake
23 January 1858
From the original in NG MS

Royal Institution | 23 Jan 1858
My dear Sir Charles,

In addition to your letter of the 13th instant1 you sent me three specimens
of cloth, steeped respectively in solutions of Microcosmic salt,– silicate of
soda, and chloride of zinc.– the first burns freely;– the second nearly as well
and not merely with flame, but also as tinder:– the third may be considered as
incombustible. All of these contain salts in the soluble state; they are removable
by a slight washing, and then the specimens are left as combustible as if they
had never been prepared. The insoluble silicate remaining in the second, did
not interfere with its burning.

Yesterday we looked at certain pictures which have been backed with
silicate and chloride of zinc cloths2. The application of the tongue, shews at
once the presence, and the solubility, of the respective salts. In my letter of
February 18573 I objected to soluble salts in the back lining; and I do so still:–
for though I cannot say that I am sure evil would result, I think it possible that
it might. A soluble salt has an amount of diffusibility such, that, under the
influence of varying circumstances and of time; portions may find their way
into the frame, and even into the picture. I therefore prefer fixed matters that
cannot thus travel. Nevertheless the pictures that have been lined might be
left safely for six or twelve months, being examined from time to time, to see
if there is any travelling of the salts in the lining, or any other recognizable
effect produced, good or bad.

You yesterday shewed me a piece of animal parchment paper; which I
think a very excellent material, though it is more combustible than the chloride
of zinc cloth. Woollen fabrics, of which there are some, light and cheap enough
(see the accompanying samples); are more combustible than the parchment
paper, but will not catch fire from sparks. With a coat of earthy matter, analo-
gous to white wash, I believe they would resist both sparks and small flames.

I am | My dear Sir Charles | Your Ever faithful Servant | M. Faraday
Sir Charles Eastlake Bart | PRA | &c &c &c

1. Not found, but clearly the letter to which 3378 was the reply.
2. For an account of this visit to the National Gallery see the journal of Ralph Nicholson Wornum,
NG MS 32/67.
3. Not found.
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Letter 3382
Faraday to Charles Lock Eastlake
25 January 1858
From the original in NG MS

Royal Institution | 25 Jan 1858
My dear Sir Charles,

I think well of prepared canvass:– it is strong, smooth, impervious &
will last a long while. I have been trying to prepare some cloths with jelly &
then to tan them but they do not give any promise:– they are stiff, irregular,
& not so incombustible as they should be[·]

I am My dear Sir Charles | Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday
Sir Chas. Eastlake Bart | PRA | &c &c &c

Letter 3383
Faraday to Blackwood and sons1

25 January 18582

From the original in NLS MS 4131, f. 29
Royal Institution | 25 Jan 1857 [sic]

Gentlemen,
I have received from some friend to whom I desire to return my best

thanks a copy of the Scenes of Clerical life3. Can you aid me in directing them
to the right quarter & if so will you do me that favour4[·]

I am Gentlemen | Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday
Messrs Blackwood & Sons

1. Blackwood & Son Scottish publishing firm. See Tredrey (1954).
2. Dated on the basis of the publication of the book.
3. Eliot (1858), published by Blackwood. See Eliot,Diary, 8 January 1858, p. 292 for her instruction
that Faraday be sent a copy.
4. See letter 3384.

Letter 3384
Faraday to George Eliot
28 January 1858
From Cross (1885), 2: 12.

Royal Institution | 28 Jan 1858
Sir,

I cannot resist the pleasure of thanking you for what I esteem a great
kindness: the present of your thoughts embodied in the two volumes you
have sent me1. They have been, and will be again, a very pleasant relief from
mental occupation among my own pursuits. Such rest I find at times not
merely agreeable, but essential.– Again thanking you, I beg to remain, your
very obliged servant2,
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M. Faraday
George Eliot, Esq., &c &c

1. Eliot (1858). See letter 3383.
2. Eliot, Diary, 30 January 1858, p. 294 noted ‘Received a letter from Faraday, thanking me very
gracefully for the present of the ‘Scenes”.

Letter 3385
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
28 January 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/78

Trinity House, London, E.C. | 28 Jan 1858
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the accompanying sample of Red Lead
which Messrs. Pilcher propose to provide for the Service of this Corpora-
tion, and as it is important that the best Red Lead should be supplied, I am
directed to request you will subject it to such analysis as shall determine the
genuineness of the Article.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Michael Faraday Esq. D.C.L. | &c &c &c

Letter 3386
John Peter Gassiot to Faraday
30 January 1858
From the original in RI MS F2 J225

Saturday | 10 o’Clock
My dear Faraday,

After you left I made the following experiment1:
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A No 5 Tube
b, b’ 2 Clips attached to E
E D[ou]ble leaf Electroscope

Whether the clips were as in figure or separated to their fullest extent or
nearly in contact the leaves of the Electroscope always repelled, shewing that at
no time were there signs of opposite states of Electricity on the Tube.

When Wheatstone saw the Experiment in this (or a similar tube) he
considered the striae as mere cases of induction, alternating + & –, if the
experiment is correct this cannot be the case – at all events I give you the fact
as I observed it,

Believe me | truly yours | J.P. Gassiot
Dr. Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday: 30 Jan 1858

1. See Faraday, Diary, 30 January 1858, 7, pp. 414–23 for his and Gassiot’s experiments on the
electric discharge.

Letter 3387
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
2 February 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/78

Royal Institution | 2 Feb 1858
Sir,

I have carefully analyzed the specimen of red lead from Messrs Pilcher
& sons received from you on the 28 January 18581. It contains no impurities
mixed with it as commercial adulterations – no red oxide of iron or other red
substances – nor any thing intended to make weight. Beyond that it is as far
as I can judge a well manufactured & prepared article2.

I am Sir | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3385.
2. This letter was noted by Trinity House Wardens Committee, 9 February 1858, GL MS 30025/25,
p. 282. The order for red lead was placed with Pilcher.

Letter 3388
Faraday to Charles William Pasley
2 February 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 A25

Royal Institution | 2 Feb 1858
Dear Sir,

I have received your packet of bark & your letter respecting it & in the
name of the Royal Institution beg to thank you for both. The specimen is a
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very good illustration of the power of lightning: it will be a great addition to
those we have for though like them in general effect it differs in several minor
points. Your note on the back of the drawing says July 1858. I conclude I may
alter the year to 1857.

I am | Dear Sir | Yours Very Truly | M. Faraday
Chas. Pasley, Esq., | &c &c &c

Letter 3389
John Peter Gassiot to Faraday
3 February 1858
From the original in RI MS F2 J229

Wednesday Evening
My dear Faraday,

You left your pencil case on the Table which I return I am afraid you
were a little fagged today1[·]

I avail myself of the opportunity to enclose a note of two facts2, both of
which I will shew you when we next meet.

If there are experiments which occur to you & which I can make I will
do my best. Never mind your reasons, merely say try so & so, and I will then
endeavour to vary the conditions, and not take any thing for granted[·]

Truly yours | J.P. Gassiot
M. Faraday Esq

Endorsed by Faraday: 3 Feb 1858

1. See Faraday, Diary, 30 January 1858, 7, pp. 423–30 for his and Gassiot’s experiments on the
electric discharge.
2. This note is in RI MS F2 J230.

Letter 3390
Faraday to Fourth Duke of Northumberland1

10 February 1858
From the original copy in IET MS SC 3
To his Grace | The Duke of Northumberland K.G. | &c &c &c &c

Royal Institution | 10 Feb 1858
My Lord Duke,

According to your Grace’s kind wish Mr. Barlow has shewn me the letter
he received from you and therefore I take the liberty of expressing an opinion
upon one point, being sure from the kindness Your Grace shewed me when
on a former occasion the matter of the Presidentship was in consideration
that I shall not by doing so give offence. I think it would be a very serious
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thing for the President & the Secretary to resign at the same time. It would be
sure to give occasion to the thought that there was some reason touching the
character of the Institution which united the two in the act; and the thought
would be the more inconvenient because, as no open reason would appear, an
unpleasant one according to the common course of human nature would be
assigned. It grieves me to think that either President or Secretary should
ever leave the Institution but as such events must occur in the course of
nature I do hope most earnestly that the resignation of the one may overpass
the other by a year or two, that the present policy which seems so good &
prosperous may not be suddenly interrupted but transmitted through the
gradual change.

Again begging for your Graces kind reception of my free thoughts on
this occasion as on others I sign myself most truly Your Grace’s free, faithful,
& humble servant

M. Faraday

1. Algernon Percy, 4th Duke of Northumberland (1792–1865, ODNB). President of the Royal
Institution, 1842–1865.

Letter 3391
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
10 February 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/79

Trinity House, London, E.C | 10 Feb 1858
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the accompanying Four Samples of
White Lead, and to request you will be so good as to analyze the same, and
favor me with the result for the Board’s information1.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq: | &c &c &c

1. Faraday’s notes of his analysis are on the back of this letter.

Letter 3392
Fourth Duke of Northumberland1 to Faraday
12 February 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Alnwick Castle | 12 Feb 1858
My dear Sir,

I am obliged to you for your letter2: it was for the purpose of having the
advantage of your opinion, & that of Mr. Pole3 that I requested Mr. Barlow
to consult you & him. I have just one object, namely to act for the advantage
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of the Royal Institution; and I shall be guided in this matter by the opinions
I have elicited, & when in London I shall speak to you upon it.

Yours truly | Northumberland
Professor Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday: Nb 1858. | About resigning &c &c | Mine &c

Address: Professor Faraday | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street |
London W.

1. Algernon Percy, 4th Duke of Northumberland (1792–1865, ODNB). President of the Royal
Institution, 1842–1865.
2. Letter 3390.
3. William Pole (1798–1884, AO). Treasurer of the Royal Institution, 1849–1865.

Letter 3393
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
12 February 1858
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 7

69 Albert St. Regents Park, NW | 12 Feb 1858
My dear Faraday,

Dr. Tyndall promised me a Lady’s ticket for your lecture1 but as it has
not come I suppose he has forgotten it. Could you spare me one as my wife2

would like greatly to hear your lecture? I am sorry to disturb you in your
preparations[·]

Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes

1. Faraday (1858b), Friday Evening Discourse of 12 February 1858.
2. Mary Susanna Stokes, née Robinson (c.1823–1899, ODNB under G.G. Stokes). Married Stokes
in 1857.

Letter 3394
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
15 February 1858
From the original in UB MS NS 435

Bâsle | 15 Feb 1858
My dear Faraday,

I am afraid you will be dissatisfied with Mr. Schoenbein and think him
to be a very lukewarm friend, if not even a forgetful one, and I must allow,
appearances are strongly speaking against him; but I can assure you at the
same time, that coldness of feelings has nothing to do with the silence he has
been keeping these many months. You know perhaps that in our common-
wealth I have become a sort of political and public character i.e. a member of
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our little parliament and as such I have got duties to fulfill. Now, of late, a party
having sprung up amongst us, that attempted to change some fundamental
principles of our constitution and your friend being a staunch conservative,
he conjointly with his political friends of course opposed that tendency and
the consequence was that in our senate we had some battles to fight, in which I
could not help taking some active part, both within and out of doors. You will
no doubt smile at Mr. Schoenbein’s acting a political part and you are quite
right in doing so, for I will and cannot deny myself, that he is by no means
the proper man for dealing in politics and may add, that the bias of this mind
does not go that way neither. You must be aware, however, that the citizens
of a small republic, such as our’s is, are not always allowed indulging their
private taste; they are now and then, as it were, forced to handle things, which
they have not the slightest mind to touch, and such is Mr. Schoenbein’s case.
Our many-headed sovereign (the people) proves in general to be more impe-
rious and exacting than your monarchs even, so that very often little choice
is left us between following and disobeying his pleasure and commands1.

I tell you all these things, indeed very insignificant in themselves, to
account for and justify my long taciturnity, for you may easily imagine, that
the mind being seriously occupied with such matters, is little apt for any thing
else, even not for letter-writing. Now, after having carried a most signal and
decisive victory over our antagonists, we belong again to ourselves, so that
nothing prevents us from reassuming our wonted peaceful work and I hasten
to make use of the very first moment of the leisure-time regained to pay old
debts to my friends.

First of all permit me to express you my most grateful thanks for the very
numerous proofs of kindness and benevolence which you have of late been
pleased to bestow upon my daughter. She was really overhappy in having
been favoured so much as to enjoy the enviable privilege of passing some
days at the Royal Institution and getting introduced into the amiable family
of your near relations. And I need not add, that the juvenile lectures2, which
you kindly allowed her to attend, highly pleased and interested the girl. I do
not wonder at all the great pleasure and gratifications she has derived from
such favors and in reading the girl’s lively descriptions of what she saw, heard
and felt on the occasion, I could not help envying Miss Schoenbein and being
a little jealous of her. The girl looks on the new world of wonders, in which
she has been placed, with open eyes and all the freshness of youth, and, even
at the risk of being taxed with partiality, I tell you, that the young maid now
and then surprises me by the justness of remarks, which she makes upon men
and things.

According to her often repeated assurances my daughter feels quite
happy in England and has (to me the most important point) become so
exceedingly fond of her sphere of activity there, that the Idea of soon return-
ing to Bâsle is far from being a flattering one to her. Her truly filial attachment
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to Miss Hornblower is daily growing stronger and deeper and every letter of
her’s bears ample evidence of the feelings both of the deepest affection and
highest veneration she entertains towards your excellent friend. You may eas-
ily conceive, how much gratifying such news must prove to myself as well as
to Mrs. Schoenbein and as it was by your kind interference, that our beloved
Child has been so happily placed, both of us feel ourselves laid under the
deepest obligations to you and you may rest assured, that this great piece of
friendship will never be forgotten by us. Mrs. Schoenbein charges me to offer
you in her name the most heart-felt thanks for Your Kindness.

From the very same reasons, that forced me to be neglectful to my friends
as a correspondent, I have for some time very little worked, though it would
not be quite true if I said to have been entirely idle. Now and then I took up
some little piece of work, but without doing any thing being worth while of
speaking about. I entertain however the hopes, that the forthcoming spring
in renewing all Nature around us, will also call forth some dormant powers
of my mind and stir me up again to scientific activity. At this present moment
there is some dullness, I had almost said, sleepiness about me and it is full
time to get rid of that drowsy disposition of mind. I saw the other day my
last letter to you in the Philosophical Magazine3; the epistolary production
hardly merited the honor of being printed, be that however as it may, there
is at any rate no harm in publishing such trifles and queer Ideas. I will not
let pass unnoticed a little misprint, which is singular enough. Whilst from
several reasons I have made it a point never to communicate any thing to the
french Academy, the printer has put “Academy of Paris” instead of Munic4.
Or have I perhaps made the mistake myself in my letter? Errare humanum
est; I do not think it however worth while, that the error should be corrected.
From what you told me in your last letter, it appears that you are at present
engaged in researches of the highest importance, for the problem to be solved
is really of a transcendent nature. You only could think of undertaking such
a bold enterprize and I wish you from all my heart full success. How does
Mrs. Faraday fare? I confidently hope and ardently wish, that she is going bet-
ter. Pray present my best compliments and kindest regards to her. In begging
you kindly to excuse the emptiness of my letter I am, my dear Faraday for ever

Yours | most faithfully | C.F. Schoenbein

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday | &c &c &c | Royal Institution |
Albemarl Street | London

1. A reference to continuing French interference in the internal affairs of Switzerland. See Imlah
(1966), 89–90.
2. For Faraday’s Christmas lectures on ‘Static Electricity’ see RI MS F4 J18.
3. Schoenbein (1858a), the scientific part of letter 3335.
4. Ibid., 26.
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Letter 3395
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
16 February 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/79

Royal Institution | 16 Feb 1858
Sir,

I beg to report to you the results of the Analyses of the ground White
leads received on the 10th instant1. I have had to delay these & partly in
consequence of my desire to be quite sure in respect of the adulterated sample.
No. I. (Pilcher & Sons 8 Feb 1858).

White lead 65.5
Oil 14.7
Sulphate of baryta 19.8

100.0

The Sul baryta was very white – it appears to enable the mixture to take up
more oil without settling out at the top
No. II. H. Grace2 Bethnal green (Feb 1858)

White lead 88.4
Oil 10.8
Sulphate of baryta 0.8 – very small proportion

100.0

No. III. Tudor3 (Feb 1858)

White lead 87.3
Oil 12.7
Insoluble the smallest trace – not Sul Bartya

100.0

Clear oil. settled out at the top of this specimen
No. IV. Pontifex Wood

White lead 91.1
Oil 8.9
Insoluble – a mere trace not Sul baryta

100.0
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There was no other impurity in any of the samples except the mere traces
which are inevitable in all manufactured articles. I do not like to see Sulphate
of baryta even in so small a quantity as 0.8 per cent because it seems to show
that the adulteration is sometimes present in the mills. I suppose however
that some instances require an adulterated article occasionally. The quantity
of oil held by the sample No. I is retained by the presence of the baryta. The
next large quantity in the pure preparation No. III separated partly in small
clear portions at the surface4[·]

I am Sir | Your Obedient humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3391.
2. Henry Grace. White lead supplier of Hollybush Gardens, Bethnal Green Road. POD.
3. Samuel and William Tudor. White lead suppliers of 166 and 167 Upper Thames
Street. POD.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee, 23 February 1858, GL MS 30025/25,
p. 299. It was agreed to place the order with Pontifex.

Letter 3396
Faraday to Charles Vincent Walker1
19 February 1858
From the original in the National Academy of Sciences, Washington

Royal Institution | 19 Feb 1858
My dear Sir,

We accept your present of a graphite plate2 with many thanks. It seems
to be an excellent plate in strength & according to your account in action &
every other point[·] How wonderfully electricity in its apparatus applications
services & students indeed in all points is advancing over both matter &
mind – the earth & the human being on it. I am delighted to find that your
system of telegraphing is justifying itself in real practice for that is the end we
look for in all these things:– it is just when the matter as a novelty is fading
out of the minds of men generally that the full & confirming proof is obtained
of its real & permanent value[·]

I am My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
C.V. Walker Esq | &c &c &c

1. Charles Vincent Walker (1812–1882, ODNB). Electrician.
2. On this see Walker (1857, 1859).
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Letter 3397
John Tyndall to Faraday
19 February 1858
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4077–81

Friday, 19 Feb 1858
My dear Mr. Faraday,

Will you grant me your patience while I endeavour to lay before you a
few reflections which arise out of my recent conversation with you regarding
the shortening of my course of lectures1. At the time of our conversation I
was so deeply sensible of the kindly feelings which, as you informed me,
the Managers had manifested towards me, that I thought of nothing else2.
Perhaps I now labour under a misconception, and if so, I am sure that you
will have the goodness to set me right.

The matter, as I understand it, stands thus:– I have agreed to perform
certain duties, for which the Institution grants me a certain annual salary,
and which the Managers have the right to require of me. My friend Dr. Bence
Jones is to give his opinion that my health is impaired by these duties, and the
Managers, acting on his report, propose to continue my salary at its present
amount, while they diminish the quantity of work which I have to perform.

I feel that your own natural disposition enables you to solve mine so
thoroughly that I have no fear of your misunderstanding what I have to
say upon this proposition. I ask you, therefore, would you not in my place
consider that such an arrangement would place you in a doubtful position
as regards the Institution? The acceptance of the change, under the proposed
conditions, would, I fear, materially hamper a feeling of independence which,
throughout my life, I have endeavoured to maintain. If an alteration is to be
made at all I certainly should not like to see it made on the grounds of my
being unable to discharge the duties which the Managers regard as merely a
reasonable return for the terms which they grant me.

Will you in your kindness permit me to draw your attention to the exact
circumstances connected with my joining the Institution? I had three offers
before me at the time3. The R.I. offered me £200 a year for 19 lectures. Another
institution would have given me the same sum4, an assistant, a laboratory and
funds for experiments, for 6 lectures annually; and I was afterwards given
to understand that this offer would be made still better.– At the conclusion
of one of my first lectures at the R.I. a gentleman connected officially with a
Government establishment, who had heard of my probable appointment at
the R.I. took me aside and advised me strongly not to accept the professorship,
telling me that I should regret it if I did, for another and a better post was
open to me.
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Subsequent to this, as you are aware, the late Sir Henry DelaBeche5

sought to induce me to accept an appointment in the Government School
of Mines6. Before me lies a letter from poor Edward Forbes7, in which he
communicated to me the strong desire of himself and his colleagues to have
me among them8. There was nothing in my agreement with the R.I. to prevent
me from holding this post in connexion with my professorship, but the fear
that such a connexion might interfere with my duties at the Royal Institution
caused me to refuse a position which, in many respects, would have been
extremely agreeable to me.

This however occurred subsequent to my appointment at the R.I. and
therefore could not influence my decision when the professorship of physics
was offered to me. I might refer to other cases which occurred still later – to
offers from Woolwich9 and elsewhere, one of which referred to a position, not
however in England, worth £600 a year10. I refer to these instances on account
of their bearing up on a passage of a letter which I shall cite presently, and to
show that since I came to the Institution I have exhibited no disposition to be
unfaithful towards it.

But when I made my choice in 1853 the two offers first mentioned were
before me, and side by side with these was the offer from the Royal Institution.
A short time before the official communication reached me I received a letter
from which I extract as follows:– “Mr. Faraday proposed you as Professor of
Physics, to receive £200 a year and to give 19 lectures. To show what we might,
and ought to do, he read a statement of what the Managers had done for Davy,
and he said he saw no reason why we should not do the same now. Davy had
£100 and rooms the first year, the second year £200; the third £300; the fourth
£400; the fifth an extra hundred for an excursion; the sixth it was repeated,
and he was allowed to take a travelling assistant and have his expenses paid;
the seventh he had a multitude of other appointments. . . . I have no doubt
that a scale sliding upwards will be the result, and you will be allowed any
sum however great, for experiments”11.

On Thursday the 26th of May 1853 a letter reached me from which I will
make one or two extracts:– “The Managers met to day, and I am requested to
communicate to you officially, that in consequence of a recommendation from
Professor Faraday the Managers are desirous of proposing you for election
as Professor of Natural philosophy, with £200 a year”. . . . “The £200 may and
will be increased in a year, and there is no reason why after a time you should
not have £400 (or more) if you devote yourself to the R.I. – Davy had, and
Mr. Faraday has quoted him as a precedent for this proceeding. We had a very
full meeting, and all were for you, and some for offering you more at first,
while all agreed that it was very poor pay”12.
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These are the inducements which I had to weigh against the two other
offers to which I have referred. I accepted the professorship at the R.I., but
I think it will be granted that some discrepancy exists between the above
extracts and my actual position after the lapse of nearly five years. I confess
that this has often been a source of dissatisfaction to me.– Dissatisfaction
perhaps as much with myself as with others. For had I not reason to infer that
I had not come up to the Managers’ expectations regarding me, and that the
discrepancy to which I have referred was to be attributed, in part at least, to
failure of my own?

I have been repeatedly urged by two or three friends who are acquainted
with the above circumstances to bring them under the notice of the Managers.
But my repugnance to such a step has been hitherto insurmountable. Urged
by a friend, I wrote a letter upon the subject last autumn; but when finished
I put is aside, and it has lain in my drawer ever since. At present, however,
I think perfect frankness on my part is better than remaining silent as I have
hitherto done.

Thus far I have looked at my connexion with the R.I. from a commercial
point of view merely. Need I say that from first to last this is the consid-
eration which has had least influence with me. The extracts which I have
quoted indicated a feeling towards me which I regarded as a thousand times
more precious than any pecuniary emolument that the Royal Institution could
bestow. This was my feeling at the time, as my letters if consulted, would
shew. It is my feeling now. The Institution has surrounded me with relations
which to me are above all price. Indeed my feelings towards the Institution
are such as would induce me, were I sufficiently independent, to give it my
best services without any pecuniary return whatever; for no return of the kind
which it could make is to be put in comparison with the happiness which I
have derived from the personal relationships, for which I have to thank my
connexion with the Institution.

If I were permitted to give utterance to my feelings on the point in
question I would express the hope that should the Managers legislate upon
the subject, they will not suffer themselves to be influenced in any degree
by considerations regarding my health; but be simply guided by what they
consider to be just towards me and advantageous to the Institution and to
science. Were I relieved to some extent from lecturing I should not become an
idler. Other, and perhaps higher work, would be before me. This, and not my
health, is with me the point of chief importance, but as things stand at present
I find my power of following up such work far more limited than I could wish
it to be. This is the point of view from which I should like the question to be
regarded. For my health I have no fears, for it is always in my power to repair
its injuries by giving myself rest, and I know the reliance which I can place
upon a constitution naturally tough and unshaken by physical intemperance.

Believe me dear Mr. Faraday | Ever yours most faithfully | John
Tyndall
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Endorsed: To be opened when Mr. Faraday has abundance of leisure, but not
before.

Address: Professor Faraday.

1. See letter 3272 and Tyndall, Diary, 19 February 1858, 7: 273–5.
2. See RI MM, 1 March 1858, 11: 220 where it was agreed that Tyndall should deliver no more
than twelve lectures each year.
3. See Eve and Creasey (1945), 44–5.
4. This was the London Institution. See Tyndall, Diary, 20 February 1853, 5: 194–5.
5. Henry Thomas De La Beche (1796–1855, ODNB). Director of the Geological Survey from
1835.
6. See Eve and Creasey (1945), 45.
7. Edward Forbes (1815–1854, ODNB). Palaeontologist at the Geological Survey.
8. Forbes to Tyndall, 27 December 1853, RI MS JT/1/F/25.
9. Tyndall, Diary, 23 November 1854, 5: 391.
10. At Toronto. Tyndall, Diary, 26 April 1855, 6a: 46–52.
11. Bence Jones to Tyndall, 9 May 1853, RI MS JT/1/J/50.
12. Bence Jones to Tyndall, 23 May 1853, RI MS JT/1/J/51. See RI MM, 23 May 1853, 11: 13–14.

Letter 3398
Faraday to John Tyndall
20 February 1858
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4145–6

Royal Institution | 20 Feb 1858
Dear Tyndall,

Your letter of yesterday1 has taken me by surprise in this respect:– that
it seems to imply that you had reason to believe that I was conscious of an
understood engagement, rising year by year £100, according to the terms of
the first quotations from a letter by a third person which you have sent me:–
or of an engagement at £200, which was to be increased in a year, and should
rise up to £400 or more after a time, according to your second quotation.
I was not conscious of any such understood engagement, and you may be
quite sure that if had felt myself answerable in any way, either by expression
or implication, for such an understanding, I would have seen it carried out
or else the whole matter rearranged. At the same time it is also true that I
quoted Davy’s case to the Managers as a good precedent and an example for
their departing from the course which, through circumstances, they had been
following for many years. I should have been very glad indeed if I could have
felt at the time that they had the means of doing it; and you must not suppose
that I would not in that case have urged some such course between that time
and this. I have often considered whether I should not aid such facility, and
do more good to the Institution by retiring from the place I hold, than by
keeping it. Whilst waiting, however, I hoped that other engagements would
rise up, that could be held by you conjointly with the one here, and give you
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that return on the part of science which you so thoroughly deserve for your
labours in its cause.

Your letter to me of last April2 I brought (according to your request)
before the Managers at the time, and again last Monday3. They shewed the
kindest feeling. They could know nothing of the sense of the extracts which
yours to me of the 19th inst. contains, but only of the case of Mr. Brande, to
which you refer in that of April, and they seemed quite ready to go beyond
that, and will meet on the 1st of next month to settle that matter4. Your last let-
ter puts the subject altogether on new grounds, and will take them unawares
perhaps more than it did me, for though they may know your worth to the
Institution and to science, they cannot be aware of the latter point to the same
extent as I am. They could not be conscious of the understood engagement,
and they have not the power to be liberal patrons of science, or to permit
themselves to reward it in proportion to their admiration of it.

And now, my dear Tyndall, let me say that my chief care in this note had
been to write only that which would be necessary to clear away misapprehen-
sions and remove the implied charge of injustice or forgetfulness from either
myself or the Managers or any other person. We know your value to the cause
of science, and therefore to us; but we also know our incompetency to express
the proper sense of it. However on that I must not speak too hastily for others.
I know you agree with me in the matter of open dealing, and therefore am
sure that if you have entertained the impressions above referred to you will
let me make the true state of the case known to the board of Managers at its
next meeting.

Ever, my dear Tyndall | Truly yours | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3397. This reply of Faraday’s was agreed after Faraday and Tyndall had met in the
morning. Tyndall, Diary, 20 February 1858, 7: 275–7.
2. Letter 3272.
3. Not minuted in RI MM, 15 February 1858, 11: 215–7.
4. See RI MM, 1 March 1858, 11: 220 when the number of Tyndall’s lectures was reduced to
twelve.

Letter 3399
John Tyndall to Faraday
22 February 1858
From the typescript1in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4082–3

22 Feb 1858
My dear Mr. Faraday,

Though deeply sensible of the kindness which suggested the
arrangement, I did not quite like the idea of having my duties lessened on
the ground that I was incompetent through ill health, to perform them, my
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salary at the same time remaining intact. I therefore sent to you, on the 19th2,
a statement of facts which I thought calculated to shew, that I might reason-
ably expect to see these duties diminished on grounds which should relieve
me from a feeling of a weighty personal obligation. My conversation with you
on Saturday3 removes all uncertainty from my mind as to the real origin of the
extracts which I laid before you. They doubtless expressed the private views
of that member of their body whom the Managers had deputed to commu-
nicate with me, and did not commit the Managers generally. Still, standing
as they did, in such close juxtaposition with an avowedly official communi-
cation, it was natural that I should place, as I did place, perfect reliance upon
them. At the time referred to I was a comparative stranger to the writer of
those letters, but he is now an intimate friend, the generosity of whose char-
acter, and the kindness of whose heart, I appreciate so highly that it would
give me pain to see him reminded, in a manner which must be unpleasant to
him, of the inducements which he held out to me. It is solely through a desire
to spare him this unpleasantness that I now ask you not to communicate my
letter of the 19th. to the managers. That youwere “conscious of an understood
engagement”, and had neglected to see it carried out, is an idea which I never
entertained.

With regard to the precise matter in hand I would say, that if the Man-
agers are disposed to regard me purely in the light of scientific lecturer to the
Institution, the terms which they now give me do no credit to their liberal-
ity. I call, for example, the terms of the London Institution liberal, and they
are about the same, per lecture, as I receive from the Royal Institution. True
the labour in both cases, is widely different, but that is beyond the question. I
have therefore not the slightest fault to find with the terms as a lecturer – They
are good terms – and if the Managers would have the kindness to shorten my
course4, and reduce my salary in the same proportion I shall retain a position
which I consider it an honour to be called upon to fill. But it is my misfortune
to desire to do something beyond lecturing. This desire, existing side by side
with the demand for lectures, often, it is true, produces weariness of brain;
but for this I am myself accountable, and I should shrink from the idea of
becoming on this account, a burden to the Royal Institution. I am sure you
will enter into my feelings, and will not ascribe to it any want of appreciation,
on my part, of the great kindness of the Managers, when I say, that any change
which diminishes my duties, while it leaves me in possession of my present
salary, could only be agreeable to me under the condition that it is made upon
scientific grounds alone, and without any reference to the state of my health.

Believe me dear Mr. Faraday | Ever yours most faithfully | John
Tyndall

1. There is a draft of this letter in RI MS JT/1/T/432.
2. Letter 3397.
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3. That is 20 February 1858. See note 1, letter 3398.
4. See RI MM, 1 March 1858, 11: 220 when the number of Tyndall’s lectures was reduced to
twelve.

Letter 3400
Charles Frederick Winslow to Faraday
1 March 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

West Newton | 1 Mar 1858
Dear Sir,

For a long time I have thought of taking the liberty to address you a
few lines but knowing your time must be fully occupied with your scientific
experiments & physical discussions I have hesitated to ask a moment even for
the perusal of a letter. But having travelled & observed much & occupied much
time in physical researches not wholly disconnected with the generalizations
springing from your inquiries & discoveries I have ventured to ask your
attention to facts & deductions embraced in the foregoing sketch1. It is but a
mere physical sketch, still quite sufficient for you to discern its bearing on the
results of your own experiments & thought.

I have sent a copy of this paper to Professor Airy2 & Gen. Sabine with a
request that they may confer with you on its new direction of inquiry herein
developed, & if there be any fact or suggestion in it worthy of application to
your discussions in different departments of Science I shall be most happy for
you to avail yourselves of them. I present this subject to you in no spirit of ego-
tism, but with a hope & belief that a pregnant field of discovery is concealed
in this germ. I trust you will give it the attention you & the other eminent
minds around you may consider it to deserve. I beg you not to be too hasty
in rejecting the general idea because it may conflict with theories of past or
present thinkers or philosophers.– So far as my own observations extend in
geographical & geological directions (& they have been large) I know of no facts
which conflict, but all coincide, as you will see hereafter if I live to bring out
my conclusions on these points which indeed are wholly subordinate to the
fundamental laws here laid down. These, together with astronomical conclu-
sions, I scarcely hint at here; but if you should detect or suspect anything of
importance in either direction & wish to compare thoughts or conclusions on
doubtful points with my own facts I should be most happy to communicate
with you & aid you (if I could hope to be of so much service) in attaining to
ultimate generalizations.– I have much that I would like to say to you – I have
great store of facts & details which I shall endeavour to arrange & bring out
systematically in some way hereafter. I date my first taste for physical inquiry
from listening to Arago in 1835 in his lectures at the Paris observatory, when
I was a student of Medicine in France. I was in London in 1838 [sic] & was
then honored with most kindly attentions by Sir Astley Cooper3 who one
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morning after I had breakfasted with him (the morning after King Wm 4th
died at Windsor4) detained me in his study & gave me awhole hour (one of the
most precious of my life) & on parting said he “Now Dr. Winslow I wish you
well & accept my parting words. Do not ever be married.” I was surprised
& begged him to give me his reason for such advice. His reply was “If you
are never married you will be a very useful man. If you are married you will
be engrossed in the cares of your family & will never accomplish the work
God has intended for you to do.” He shook hands with me & dismissed me
saying “I meant to have given you another hour, but William died last night
& I must go to Windsor.” I have always thought of his remarks. But I was
disobedient to his suggestion – I was married in a year afterwards & have
found things a good deal as he prophesied; although from possessing noth-
ing I have acquired some property by my profession, travelled over the globe
with my family & alone considerably & have found leisure to cultivate myself
in directions of which I had scarcely dreamed when Sir Astley helped me.–

I mention these things only for the purpose of introducing myself to you
as I am a very humble person, & so far have made no impression upon or
name in the world & probably never shall. But I enjoy all your researches &
all knowledge obtained in all departments of Science & I trust you will honor
me by expressing your objections to my deductions or referring me to facts
which may tend to controvert them[·]

With great respect | My dear Sir, I have | the honor to be your |
humble Servant | C.F. Winslow
Professor M. Faraday | London

1. Winslow began this letter at the end of the offprint of Winslow (1858). On p. 369 he referred
to Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
2. See Winslow to Airy, 20 March 1858, RGO6/471, f. 214 which also enclosed a copy of Winslow
(1858), f. 211–4. See also the press copy of Airy to Winslow, 12 April 1858, RGO6/471, f. 215–6.
3. Astley Paston Cooper (1768–1841, ODNB). Surgeon.
4. William IV (1765–1837, ODNB). King of England, 1830–1837. Died on 20 June 1837.

Letter 3401
Samuel Elkins Phillips1 to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
8 March 1858
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
c.9 March 1858
From the original in UB MS NS I A 761

8 Bexley Place, Greenwich | 8 Mar 1858
My dear Sir,

Are you sufficiently democratic to receive the congratulations of a self-
taught working man on your recent Ozone researches – I should not seek
thus to intrude myself, but that I have been for some years (tho with slen-
derest means) wading deeply in very kindred abstractions – I think the truth
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will come out more simply than you anticipate and more in the direction
of Electro-polarity but you are working successfully & well & I would fain
encourage rather than divert[·]

I have for some years past uttered (in private) the strongest denun-
ciations against modern chemistry in general and the doctrine of types &
substitutions in particular but I begin to think there may be a little truth in it.
And however indignant may still be my feelings against the idea of 3 atoms
of Cyanogen combining together (as such) to form a tribasic acid (Cyanuric)
and generally against the modern notions of bi and tribasic acids, yet I cannot
divest myself of the conviction that herein also there is a little substratum of
truth which dimly perceived has led to such outlandish theories[·]

In studying the amide ureide carbydrogen and other forms of Ammonia-
cal type I have apparently gone far beyond Hoffman2 & others and must admit
herein some very few cases which old Electro chemistry may peradventure
prove unable to explain, or at any rate for the time being[·]

And just so I feel in regard to the idea of double or multiple molecules[·]
Any thing more disgraceful than the current methods of halving or dou-

bling atoms in order to bolster up preconceived hypotheses I cannot well
imagine, yet still there are peculiarities that might extenuate much of hypo-
thetic latitudinarianism– (a) (CO) is probably the radical of carbonic acid
(CO)O b 2(CO) c in like manner that of oxalic acid (C2O2)O d I claim to have
discovered the law by which compound uses are constituted ( inic substances
being those wh. act & react like chlorine B. I and other so called simple bodies)
but your field of investigation involves a narrow sphere where I cannot clearly
discern the way in[·]

it will not suffice to say that CO2 is a binary compound of a + O’ and
oxalic acid is another binary compound of b + a because chemical evidence
leads to the idea that both acids are simple oxides (or protoxides) of their
respective radicals, in other words that CO has a perfect equivalence to C2O2!

Again these radicals in common with numerous carbydrogens, severally
replace the H elements of Ammonia, to the preservation of a standard type and
a generic series of properties & reactions – And in doing so it seems yet more
marvellous that while (C2O2) or (C12H5) may in the Ammonia, each possess
its own independant H equivalence, yet in another and perfect analogue, the
2 atoms are merged in one and both together replace only one H so that the
radicals of oxalic and Benzoic acids similarly exemplify the same principle or
anomaly. One is CO = 1 atom

CO

the other is C12H5 = 1 atom

C2O2
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With a given ammonia we might eliminate the C2O2& replace the same by H
to the preservation &c &c &c With another we might eliminate (C12H5) in like
manner, but with a third containing both C2O2 and C12H5 we can eliminate
neither their individuality is lost nor can we any how reproduce them without
a destruction of the type &c.

With many other deficiencies it so happens that my experimental abil-
ities are of the very meanest character, otherwise in this age of Rhumkorff
coils I have long wished to look out upon the Ozone horizon of Atmospheric
electricity somewhat thus

If a b c represent three rooms, B containing a powerful coil, so strong as freely
to give sparks from a single pole, then if an expanded pole be placed in A and
a similar expansion of the other pole of the secondary wire be placed in C in
connection with an arrangement to secure a similar directive influence in A
& C it does thence appear to me that A might be made very minus E while C
might be correspondingly plus[·]

What would an electrician say of the A or C atmospheres know-
ing nothing of the intermediate conditions and what would the ozone test
papers say?

With a reverence in great men who act as well as think increased by the
conviction of my own practical littleness

I remain | Yours very truly | Saml E. Phillips
Schoenbein Esq

My dear Schoenbein,
I do not know the person above – but he asks me to send the accompa-

nying to you & I do so not for what they may be worth but as giving the [two
words illegible][·]

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. Samuel Elkins Phillips (d.1893, age 79, GRO). Given as an electrician in 1861 census. TNA
RG9/403, f. 46, p. 29.
2. August Wilhelm Hofmann (1818–1892, ODNB). Professor of Chemistry at the Royal College
of Chemistry, 1845–1865.
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Letter 3402
Faraday to Juliet Pollock
11 March 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E7

Royal Institution | 11 Mar 1858
My dear Mrs. Pollock,

I return with many thanks & carefully the pages you lent me. I have
read them with great interest. It is wonderful to me to see the enlarged &
meditative mind possessed by the writer in fields so different; it produces the
conviction that in other fields the power must have been equally great. Her
departure was a great loss to others but not to herself1[·]

Ever Your Grateful Servant | M. Faraday

1. A reference to the death of Maria Julia Herries. See letters 3325 and 3376.

Letter 3403
Henry Richard Williams1 to Faraday
13 March 1858
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/41, p. 1427

13 Mar 1858
Sir,

to acquaint you that Her Majesty’s Paymaster General has been
requested to pay to you the sum of One hundred Pounds £100 being the
amount of remuneration for services in Inspecting &c the Lighting Apparatus
for Colonial Lighthouses, during the year ended 1st March Instant.

Enclosed is a form of receipt which upon being stamped and signed by
you can be presented for payment at the Office of her Majesty’s Paymaster
General through your Banker[·]

I am | Sir | Your obedient Servant | H.R. Williams
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | &c &c &c | Albemarle Street

1. Henry Richard Williams (d.1884, age 85, The Times, 1 December 1884, p. 1, col. a). Accountant
at the Board of Trade, 1853–1867, Royal Kalendar.

Letter 3404
John Tyndall to Faraday
19 March 1858
From the original in RI MS RI CG3/l/4

19 Mar 1858
My dear Mr. Faraday,

The change recently made in the number of my lectures, and the man-
ner in which it has been made1, are both so gratifying to me, that I feel
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very desirous to express to the Managers how highly I appreciate this proof
of their confidence. Would you have the goodness to convey to them my
warmest thanks for the consideration they have shewn me? I know not,
of course, what the future may bring forth; but I cherish the hope that
the alteration which has been made in such a kindly spirit, will eventu-
ally be found to harmonize both with the interests of the Institution [and] of
Science2.

Believe me | dear Mr. Faraday | most truly yours | John Tyndall

1. See letters 3397, 3398, 3399 and RI MM, 1 March 1858, 11: 220 when the number of Tyndall’s
lectures was reduced to twelve.
2. This letter was read to the managers. RI MM, 22 March 1858, 11: 222.

Letter 3405
William Snow Harris to Faraday
27 March 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

6 Windsor Villas, Plymouth | 27 Mar 1858
My dear Faraday,

You have always been so kind and considerate toward me that I have
really very conscientious scruples, in venturing upon this communication
which I fear must to some extent intrude on your valuable time and attention
but the fact is I am now seriously engaged on what I hope may be at least a
useful Work to be entitled “Statical and Dynamical Electricity”1 and which
will comprise I hope the existing state of Electrical Philosophy to the present
time under an original form & containing something more than is constantly
repeated over & over again in Works of this kind – I have now a very com-
pletely fitted apartment with Instruments for daily investigation – some good
may be done in this way and future times will judge of the real merits of my
Work. This also is much better than vanishing discussions of a controversial
kind[·]

– Now it is most important to me to be assured that I fully & clearly com-
prehend all your advances in your immortal Work “Experimental Researches”
which I am ever studying – it is really very difficult to say what questions
bearing on Electrical force it does not treat.–

When you say 1177 “that it is impossible to charge a portion of
matter with one Electrical force independently of the other”2 I suppose
you mean to say that the opposite force always appears somewhere –
or is always called up: now I want to avoid collision with this view &
the common notion that an insulated conductor may be electrified either
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positively or negatively[·] When I throw sparks from the positive Conductor
of the

Elec. Machine upon the Insulated metal Ball A may it not be said to remain in
a certain sense charged with one of the Electrical forces? – can we say that the
opposite force is at the same time also called up on this positively electrified
Ball A?

As all charge is necessarily determined to the Surface – it seems a delu-
sion to talk of charging the Ball A itself at all. I believe you agree in the Idea
that the Ball is the mere terminating or beginning of that peculiar condition
of the Intervening dielectric medium external to it.– I should imagine that the
depth of the charge whatever it be upon the surface of the Ball is infinitely
small yet it has certainly possession of the metallic particles – and there is a
stratum of dielectric particles also outside it charged with the same Electric-
ity – this we see by Franklins3 Experiment with the Leyden Jar4 and moveable
coatings moreover you can not easily deprive the Metal of this charge for if
an Electrified Ball be whirled round in the Air with any Velocity by means
of a silk line – still the charge remains – so I think the Metal must hold some
of the Charge as Metal – and probably by attractive force for the Electrical
agency[·] Then again we have the outer stratum acting sensibly through the
medium around it. Thus if we apply metallic discs ab

to a dry Glass disc abc one on each side and charge a in the usual way b
being for the time connected with the Earth – remove the charged discs ab
by the insulators mn – each will be found Electrified – but one + the other
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minus – now the glass disc itself shows the Electricity of the charged side a
every where the charge left under disc a upon the glass acts freely upon an
Electrometer through the Glass and is radiated as it were from the opposite
surface – what should we say – supposing an objector were to remark upon the
Theory that metal disc a charged positively ought to inducenegativeElectricity
upon the Glass beneath it – and so we should find negative not positive Elecy.
upon the glass – In any new work on this subject (which is greatly wanted) the
whole form of expression as to language requires to be altered and we must
study to adapt description by approximate terms to the real state of things
taken in all their generality[·] I should never for example talk of Electrical
Fluids but rather of Electrical force – or of the charging of Metallic Balls or
other Conductors with Electricity as if the whole mass were independently
affected &c &c

In reply to Dr. Hare5 you put the case of 3 Bodys A B C6

A is directly + originally
B + on one surface and – on the other
C – you say.

I think we must consider C as a polar charge also in a certain sense –
If connected with the Ground the whole is but another Conductor and what
may be called the positive force must exist in C at an infinite distance as If its
extension were limited thus

but the + of C is with unlimited extension a vanishing quantity[·]
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So again the charge upon A is disturbed by reaction of B placing its two
extremitys on somewhat dissimilar plates – we might have an arrangement
such as to bring the distant force of n into a neutrality or even to pass that
limit in which case A would be polarly charged.

As you have defined the case in your reply to Dr. Hare it is all well
enough. I had much correspondence with some French Philosophers relative
to Conduction across a vacuum & your notion of considering forces only as
mere force without taking into the account solid indivisible Atoms – you are
aware that my little unpretending Work has been Translated into French by
M. Garnault7 Professor of Physics à l’Ecole navale à Brest – under the Title of
“Lecons Elementaire D’Electricite”8 – They have much difficulty in conceiving
all this on the other side of the Water and I had hard work to explain to them
what we were to really understand by your Theory[·] It may appear silly to
many persons – but I can not see what mere space or distance has to do with
the question. If two Bodys are so circumstanced as to have nothing between
them – they must be considered for all practical purposes as touching each
other. Thus Body A and mere space a and Body B

would Electrically considered be as one Body AB and the whole

would suffer Inductive charge from a charged Body C
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in each case alike.– With respect to positive & negative Electricity – I believe
the real difference to consist in the operation of the same force in different
ways. Take a Spiral Spring ab

at rest with a central fixed bar c; and let the ends ab be connected through the
Spring by a cord ba – extend the cord at b in direction ab the result will be the
extension of the Spring in direction cb and compression in ac thus

If we allow the Spring to react or operate by expansion b reacts by contraction –
I call the extremity b negative force, extremity a positive force if you like. I
think opposite Electricitys have some analogy to this–

Do you know any case of friction in which Amber gives positive
Electricity?

always yours | W.S. Harris
Michael Faraday Eqr. LLD. FRS &c

1. Faraday (1838a), ERE11.
2. Eventually published posthumously as Harris (1867).
3. Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790, ODNB). American natural philosopher.
4. See Heilbron (1979), 330–4.
5. Robert Hare (1781–1858, ANB). Professor of Chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School, 1818–1847.
6. Faraday (1840).
7. Eugène Garnault, otherwise unidentified.
8. Harris (1857).
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Letter 3406
John Dickson1 to Faraday
27 March 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2
Sir,

I would esteem it as a very great kindness if you would favor me with
your opinion on the enclosed paper. “On the cause of Gravity”. I have no
apology to offer for the liberty I take, except a strong desire to obtain the
opinion of some authority on part of a subject which has occupied the greater
part of my leisure hours for many years, and a hope that the contents of
the paper may prove not altogether uninteresting to you, as, according to
it, the general attraction of matter for matter is a simple and almost obvious
consequence of the doctrine of a conservation of force.

In the enclosed the centers of force are supposed to act on each other at
a distance by supposing them close to each other another series of phenom-
ena are obtained, as identical with Polarity, as those now described are with
Gravity, and by these may be explained in a simple, and as I think in a common
sense manner, the principal phenomena of Heat Light and Electricity[·]

Again apologizing for my intrusion2[·]
I very respectfully remain | Sir | Your Most Obedient Servant |

J. Dickson
Lea Terrace – Gainsborough | 27 March 1858
To Professor Faraday | London

1. John Dickson (b.c.1823, TNA RG9/2409, f. 11, p. 15). Customs collector.
2. For his extended view of the subject see Dickson (1859).

Letter 3407
Faraday to Ughtred James Kay-Shuttleworth1

29 March 1858
From the original in the possession of D. Walker

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
29 Mar 1858

My dear Master Shuttleworth,
I am very glad that you escaped from serious injury on Saturday2, and

also thankful to yourself for letting me know assuredly of your escape. How
soon in life we begin to learn that there are many deliverances we have to
be thankful for which no amount of tender care in those around us could
have provided; although they may make that care, & the love which causes
it, abundantly manifest[·]

I am My dear Master Shuttleworth | Very truly Yours | M. Faraday
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1. Ughtred James Kay-Shuttleworth (1844–1939, WWW3). Later a politician.
2. That is 27 March 1858. Shuttleworth was injured by the explosion of glass apparatus being
used in a lecture at the Royal Institution by the Professor of Practical Chemistry at King’s College,
London between 1856 and 1870, Charles Loudon Bloxam (1831–1887, ODNB). Faraday admin-
istered first aid to Shuttleworth in the Ante-room. See Shuttleworth to The Times, The Times, 31
August 1931, p. 6, col. f.

Letter 3408
Michael and Sarah Faraday to Mary Barnard
29 March 1858
From the original in the possession of Alison Giles

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
29 Mar 1858

My dear Mary,
We have heard of your thoughts and decision1 – and in the strong per-

suasion that they are happy both at present and in their future results we
long to rejoice with you. Such thoughts bring with them certain troublous
excitements;– hopes never come without fears. But these are necessary dur-
ing the transition of the young mind into a more mature and responsible
state. May you be guided by him to whom you are about to commit yourself
and far more by Him who knoweth all things, in such manner as to have
cause to be thankful and also the thankful heart which acknowledges the
many mercies poured upon us. Give our kindest remembrances and thoughts
to Mr. Deacon and consider how earnestly we are moved upon the present
occasion to express ourselves[·]

Your very affectionate uncle & Aunt | M.S. Faraday

1. This letter, which is entirely in Faraday’s hand, refers to Barnard’s engagement to William
Matheson Deacon. They married on 4 October 1860. See letter 3866.

Letter 3409
Faraday to John Barlow
30 March 1858
From the original in Lone Star Autographs

30 Mar 1858
My dear Barlow,

I hoped to have seen you this morning before I left for Brighton but have
nothing particular to say[·] I have arranged all in my department & expect to
be at home at the end of next week.

Ever Yours | M. Faraday
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Letter 3410
Faraday to John Barlow
1 April 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E8

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
118 King’s Road, Brighton | 1 Apr 1858

My dear Barlow,
I have received the enclosed. It is from the Engraver Burnet1 I think an

associate of the Academy perhaps but my memory is sadly tenuous. I have
written to tell him arrangements are all made as I believe but that I shall send
his letter to you as the directing spirit. I do not suppose you will see any thing
in the profer to take advantage of. Perhaps you would not mind dropping
him a line – I think he has published a good work on art2.

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. John Burnet (1784–1868, ODNB). Painter, engraver and writer on art.
2. Burnet had published a number of books on art.

Letter 3411
Henry William Pickersgill1 to Faraday
1 April 1858
From the original in RI MS

14 Stratford Place | 1 Apr 1858
To my old & much esteemed friend Ml. Faraday D.C.L. FRS. | &c &c &c

I address this Letter to you as the Head of the Royal Institution of Gt.
Britain for the purpose of enabling the Managers in case of any thing happen-
ing to me before the return of the Pictures from the Exhibition at the Royal
Academy to claim as their Property my Picture of the Revd. John Barlow2

which I hope they will accept as a slight testimony in consideration for the
great priviledge [sic] I have long enjoyed through their liberality3.

I have the honor to be | My dear Dr. | Ever yours faithfully |
H.W. Pickersgill

PS The Picture can be seen any time before the 6 Inst.

1. Henry William Pickersgill (1782–1875, ODNB). Portrait painter.
2. This portrait of Barlow was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1858. See Graves (1905–6), 6:
147.
3. For the background to this presentation see Prescott (2002), 65–6. This letter was read to the
managers. RI MM, 5 April 1858, 11: 227.
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Letter 3412
Faraday to Charles Vincent Walker1
3 April 1858
From the original in BL Bennet Woodcroft Collection, Faraday file

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Brighton |
3 Apr 1858

My dear Sir,
I have an impression that the specific inductive capacity of Gutta Percha

is nearly 2 but I cannot remember the exact experiments:– as to Trinidad
bitumen I cannot say any thing.

When an electric current is sent into a submerged insulated wire the
effect may for the moment be considered as two fold. one part dynamic depen-
dant on the current;– the other static, dependant on the momentary charge of
the wire: Both may be resolved into one law of action acting along& across the
wire, but with infinite degrees of difference in the two directions; the differ-
ence being as great as that of insulation & conduction. Your question refers to
the static part i.e. the induction of the wire through the gutta percha towards
the iron coating or towards the water outside. Now the true principles of static
induction (as I have understood them & endeavoured to promulgate them
for many years past) offer no advantage from the expedient you propose.
Suppose the diagram to represent a

section of a telegraph cable a being the central wire,– b gutta percha,– c a
continuous metallic tube– d gutta percha,– and o either the outer iron wire
or the water. On sending a positive current through a it, for the moment,
induces laterally across b c & d the action terminating at o where it raises up
the negative state. If you attempt to charge c positive at the same time with a
the charge given to cwill induce outwards towards o not inwards towards a –
indeed pos a will induce a negative state on the inside of c & a positive state
on its outside; which, with that given to it purposely, will act with increased
force towards o rendering its inside equivalently negative.– As regards pure
static action you will see these principles stated in the last paper I sent you2;
and I should expect as concerning static action, that a would be in a better
state with c away i.e. replaced by gutta percha.
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Then there come the dynamic inductions[·] If a momentary current be
sent through either a or c it tends to send a reverse currents through the other;
and therefore if like short currents were sent though a& c at once, they would
affect each other.– You may think it worth while making experiments of this
kind. Only I may observe, that, as the two states must be kept up throughout
the whole length of the cable there seems no reason theoretically, why a & c
should not coalesce that is be made into one central wire & all the electric
current thrown into it.

I am My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
C.V. Walker Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Charles Vincent Walker (1812–1882, ODNB). Electrician.
2. Faraday (1858b), Friday Evening Discourse of 12 February 1858.

Letter 3413
Julius Plücker to Faraday
6 April 18581

From the original in IET MS SC 2
21 Norfolk Street. 21, Strand. London | 6 Apr

My dear Sir,
Not having found you in town I write to you viâ Royal Institution. I

should happy to see you either in town or the country, if you would be so
kind to give me any direction whatever.

Yours | Plücker | of Bonn

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday was in Brighton at this time and that letter 3414 is the reply.
See also letter 3447.

Letter 3414
Faraday to Julius Plücker
7 April 18581

From the original in NRCC ISTI
Brighton | Evening, 7 Apr

My dear Plucker,
I shall return to London the day after tomorrow in the Evening and will

meet you on Saturday2 at any hour from 10 o’clk and either at Norfolk Street
or the Institution or wherever you like. Will you let me find a note from you
at the Royal Institution telling me what you wish me to do?

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that Faraday was at Brighton and that this is the reply to letter 3413. See
also letter 3447.
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2. That is 10 April 1858.

Letter 3415
Faraday to Joseph John Jenkins1

10 April 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 A26

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
10 Apr 1858

Sir,
I hasten to return my thanks for a card to view the Annual Exhibition2

on the 26th instant[·]
I have the honor to be | Sir | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday

Jos J. Jenkins Esqr. | &c &c &c

1. Joseph John Jenkins (1811–1885, ODNB). Painter and Secretary of the Old Watercolour Society
of Painters, 1854–1864.
2. Of the Society of Painters in Watercolours. See Athenaeum, 1 May 1858, pp. 567–8.

Letter 3416
Richard Owen to Faraday
12 April 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

British Museum | 12 Apr 1858
My dear Faraday,

I am induced to depart from a rule of not trespassing on such time
as yours, on account of the sterling merit, and excellent character of the
bearer, Mr. Julius Sax1. Who is most industrious and ingenious in the man-
ufacture of philosophical instruments, & most docile in efforts to apply
his skill in carrying out any ideas suggested to him for new or special
ends, in such apparatus. Mr. J. Sax deserves to be known, as having these
qualities.

Forgive me this trespass, & believe me
sincerely your’s | Richard Owen

1. Julius Sax (1826–1890, GRO). Russian-born telegraph engineer. See 1881 census return TNA
RG11/325, f. 86, p. 29.
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Letter 3417
Charles Beaumont Phipps to Faraday
19 April 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2
Faraday number 1

Buckingham Palace | 19 Apr 1858
My dear Professor Faraday,

By the death of Lady Wheatley1 there has become vacant a small house
belonging to The Queen, upon Hampton Court Green – (not in the Palace)
and Her Majesty thinks that it might be agreeable to you, and advan-
tageous to Your health to have a Suburban retreat, to which you could
retire after the labour of your lectures, and quietly pursue your Scientific
researches.

The Queen has therefore commanded me to say, that, not only appre-
ciating the Services which, in your lectures, you have rendered to the Prince
of Wales2 – but the far more important benefit you have conferred upon the
World of Science – it would give Her Majesty much pleasure to place this
house at your disposal as a residence for the rest of your life – if it would be
agreeable to you to live there.

It would be probably desirable that you should see the house before you
return any Answer[·]

Sincerely Yours | C.B. Phipps

Endorsed by Faraday: Offer of the house by Coll. Phipps from the Queen

Address: Professor Faraday | Royal Institution

1. Louisa Wheatley, née Hawkins (d.1858, age 77, Gent. Mag., 1858, 4: 568). Widow of Henry
Wheatley (1777–1852, B3), army officer.
2. See letter 3071.

Letter 3418
Faraday to Ernst Becker
20 April 1858
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 398–9

Albemarle Street, W | 20 Apr 1858
My dear Dr. Becker,

I believe you know all about the extreme kindness shown to me in
respect of one of Her Majesty’s houses at Hampton Court1. I am in a little
difficulty about either accepting or declining it. The manner in which it is
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offered to me is such as would make it grievous to me to decline it, and yet, if
it is not improper, I should like to have a few words with you before I finally
settle. At what hour could I call to see you, and where?

Ever your obliged | M. Faraday

1. See letter 3417.

Letter 3419
Faraday to Charles Frederick Winslow
26 April 1858
From a typescript in Nantucket Historical Association Research Library,
MS 166/3/3

Royal Institution | London | 26 Apr 1858
Dear Sir,

I write at once to acknowledge your letter1 and your paper2 on the rela-
tions of the sun and the earth. I am very glad to see you occupied on the
subject, and certainly have been very much surprised by your monthly table
of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. The relation of these mighty terrestrial
phenomena to the distance at which our earth is placed from the sun at the
time seems as if it could only be referred to the amount of heat received at the
time from the sun or else to some function of the force of gravity varying as
it does in accordance as to time with the phenomena3.

I sincerely wish you may establish your view i.e. may by further exami-
nation of the phenomena prove it to be the truth. We none of us want anything
but the truth, but when the truth is in a new direction and aside from our pre-
conceived notions we are often very slow to receive it. I should be very glad
to find some effect of gravity that might be considered complementary to the
variation of that force by change of distance but the thought is very coldly
received here4. I see no reason to change my own impression but I should
rejoice to find them receiving either expansion or correction by such views as
yours.

You amuse me rather by your account of your interview with Sir Astley
Cooper5, and I am glad you did not take his advice. If you have found a good
wife you have found sources of happiness very different but quite equal to
those which science could have given you and I trust far more abundant. I
believe that the work God intended you for has been as well carried out as it
would have been by any monkish devotion to science alone. It is in the power
of man to perform duties of both kinds and I suspect his moral and religious
nature will be best subserved by a wife and family.
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I do not imagine that I shall hear from either Airy or Sabine on the subject
of your paper. I doubt whether either are as yet favorable to such views as
ours. If the views be truth it will require time for them to make their view.
Still they are announced and I am persuaded will progress though probably
not much in the present generation.

I am Sir | Your Very Obliged Servant | M. Faraday
Dr. C.F. Winslow

1. Letter 3400.
2. Winslow (1858).
3. For Faraday’s continuing interest in Winslow’s views see Faraday, Diary, 10 February 1859,
7: 15810.
4. See the anonymous and hostile review of Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27
February 1857, in Athenaeum, 28 March 1857, pp. 397–9 by Augustus De Morgan (1806–1871,
ODNB), Professor of Mathematics at University College, London.
5. Astley Paston Cooper (1768–1841, ODNB). Surgeon.

Letter 3420
Faraday to Charles Beaumont Phipps
27 April 1858
From the original copy in IET MS SC 2
Faraday number 3

Royal Institution | 27 Apr 1858
Sir,

It grieves me much that I did not acknowledge your letter of the 19th1

immediately upon its arrival but I understood the last paragraph in it as
expressing a wish that I shd not reply until I could give a decisive answer[·] I
believe you have been made aware that circumstances oblige me to hesitate
until I receive some promised information from the Lord Chamberlains2 office.
I hoped for this on Saturday3 & Yesterday:– but I cannot any longer delay the
acknowledgment in some manner of your communication & the expression
of my deep thanks for the kindness & consideration with which it was made[·]

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
Coll | The Honble. C.B. Phipps CB. | &c &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: From me to Coll. Phipps

1. Letter 3417.
2. De La Warr.
3. That is 24 April 1858.
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Letter 3421
Charles Beaumont Phipps to Faraday
3 May 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2
Faraday number 5

Buckingham Palace | 3 May 1858
My dear Professor Faraday,

The Queen has directed me to request that in your consideration as to the
acceptance of the House at Hampton Court, you will put entirely on one side
all thought of the expence of the repairs1, as Her Majesty has made arrange-
ments by which, should you take the house, it shall be put in to thorough
repair inside and out – without any expence to you.

Sincerely Your’s | C.B. Phipps

1. See letter 3420.

Letter 3422
Faraday to Margery Ann Reid
3 May 1858
From the original in the possession of Rosalind Brennand

Royal Institution | 3 May 1858
My dear Maggie,

The case is settled. The Queen has desired me to dismiss all thoughts of
the repairs as the house is to be put into thorough repair both inside and out.
The letter from Sir C. Phipps1 is most kind. I am about to answer it2.

Ever your affectionate uncle | M. Faraday

Address: Miss Reid | 26 Claremont Square | Pentonville | N

1. Letter 3421.
2. Letter 3424.

Letter 3423
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
3 May 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E9

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | Monday Evening
My dear friend,

I have just received a most kind note from Coll. Phipps1 in which he
says for the Queen that her Majesty will give orders for the thorough repair
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of the house inside & out. I am about to accept[,] in the terms which I think I
ought to use[,] this most gracious offer2[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. B. Jones | &c &c &c

Endorsement: 3d May. 1858

1. Letter 3421.
2. Letter 3424.

Letter 3424
Faraday to Charles Beaumont Phipps
3 May 1858
From the original in RAW MS M54/100

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. | 3 May 1858
Sir,

I find it difficult to write my thanks or express my sense of the gratitude
I owe to Her Majesty; first, for the extreme kindness which is offered to me
in the use of the house at Hampton Court, but far more, for that condescen-
sion and consideration which, in respect of personal rest and health, was the
moving cause of the offer. I feared that I might not be able properly to accept
Her Majesty’s most gracious favour. I could not bring myself to decline so
honorable an offer;– and yet I was constrained carefully to consider, whether
its acceptance was consistent with my own particular and peculiar circum-
stances. The enlargement of Her Majesty’s favour1 has removed all difficulty.–
I accept with deep gratitude:– and I hope that you will help me to express
fitly to Her Majesty my thanks and feelings on this occasion.

I have the honor to remain | Sir | Your very obliged & grateful
Servant | M. Faraday
Coll. | The Honble C.B. Phipps C.B. | &c &c &c &c

1. Letter 3421.

Letter 3425
Faraday to Ernst Becker
5 May 1858
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 399–400

Royal Institution | 5 May 1858
My dear Dr. Becker,

I had a most kind letter from Col. Phipps1, who, speaking in the name
of Her Majesty, removed all my difficulty, and so yesterday I could accept
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the favour offered me2. I dare say you know these things, but I felt as if
I must either call or write to you on the occasion; and as I had troubled you
too much already by calls, I take the latter course. I am surprised by the
kindness I have received on this occasion, which, in the case of Her Majesty’s
unsought condescension, astonishes me. I know that your good wishes are
with me in this matter, and they are of the greater value to me, as they are free
and unsolicited – the spontaneous result of your own kind thought. Whilst
enjoying Hampton for a year or two, as I hope to do, pleasant remembrances
will be called up on every side.

Ever, my dear Dr. Becker, yours most truly | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3421.
2. Letter 3424.

Letter 3426
James South to Faraday
5 May 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Observatory Kensington |
Wednesday, 5 May 1858 | 3h. P.M.

My Dear Faraday,
Ecstasied with Joy at the News which Your Letter of Yesterday1 (this

Moment only received) has almost overwhelmed me, I write this to thank
You for the friendly act – In the rural domicile, which the Queen has done
honor to herself by Giving You, and I hope Your wife in case she should
survive you, May God “endue you plenteously with heavenly gifts” – “grant
you in health” and happiness “long to live” – “strengthen you that you may
vanquish and overcome” all the inconveniences of age – and “finally after
this life, may you attain everlasting joy and felicity” with those to whom you
have been attached in this world, never more to be separated from them in
that which is to come!2

Remember me most kindly to Mrs. Faraday and believe me that no one
living feels a deeper interest in the health and happiness of you both, than
does

My Dear Faraday | Yours most affectionately | J. South

1. Not found.
2. All these quotations come from ‘A Prayer for the Queen’s Majesty’ of the Book of Common
Prayer with ‘her’ replaced by ‘you’.
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Letter 3427
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
5 May 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/80

Trinity House, London, EC |
5 May 1858

Sir,
I am directed by the Elder Brethren to forward to you the enclosed copy

of a Letter1 from Mr. Cope2 of Frankfort O.M. to Sir John Pakington3, relative
to the improvement of the effect of Light by the use of Jets of Steam thrown
thereon, and I am to request you will give the subject your consideration and
favor the Elder Brethren by stating your opinion as to the applicability of
Steam to the purpose suggested by Mr. Cope.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq.– | &c &c &c | Royal Institution

1. Cope to Pakington, 20 April 1858, GL MS 30108/2/80.
2. Unidentified.
3. John Somerset Pakington (1799–1880, ODNB). Conservative MP for Droitwich,
1837–1874.

Letter 3428
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
5 May 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/82

Trinity House, London, EC |
5 May 1858

Sir,
The Board’s attention having been directed to the alleged superiority of

the Red Light recently exhibited by the French Authorities, in the Malakoff
Light House at the Entrance of the River Garonne, over other Lights of that
colour, – I am directed to request you will favor the Elder Brethren by stat-
ing whether any recent improvements have come under your observation
whereby Lights of the colour alluded to, have been rendered more effective,
and visible at a greater distance than they have hitherto been considered
capable of being.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c | Royal Institution
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Letter 3429
David Brewster to Faraday
6 May 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

6 May 1858
My dear Mr. Faraday

The enclosed letter will explain the reason of my writing you. It is from a
distinguished advocate Prof of Scots Law in the university of Edinr, Mr. Shank
More1, who takes the deepest interest in the honour of the University of Edinr.

We have got Adams2 to gild our ancient university. If Edinr could allure
you from the Metropolis3, I need not say how we shall be delighted. I am,

My Dear Mr. Faraday | Ever Most Truly Yours | D. Brewster
St. Leonards College, St. Andrews

1. John Shank More (1784 –1861, B2). Professor of Scots Law, University of Edinburgh, 1843–
1861.
2. John Couch Adams (1819–1892, ODNB). Astronomer and Fellow of Pembroke College,
Cambridge, 1853 to 1892. He was also Professor of Mathematics at the University of St. Andrews
in 1858, a position he held for a single session only.
3. This is the suggestion that Faraday should be appointed Professor of Chemistry at the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh in succession to William Gregory (1803–1858, ODNB) who had died on 24
April 1858, having held the position since 1844. Faraday’s decline of this offer was noted in The
Times, 20 May 1858, p. 12, col. d and Lit. Gaz., 22 May 1858, p. 497. Lyon Playfair was appointed.

Letter 3430
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
7 May 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/80

Royal Institution | 7 May 1858
Sir,

I have given much consideration to the letter from Mr. Cope1 to Sir
J. Pakington2 (dated 20 April 18583). I cannot find out its meaning i.e. I cannot
find even a crude idea of the manner in which steam is to be employed in asso-
ciation with a strong light for the service of lighthouses. That steam applied to
flame lowers the intensity of the light, and that it much disturbs & ultimately
extinguishes it is within my knowledge: but I am not aware of any principle
or method by which it can be applied with advantage to increase its light4[·]

I am | Sir | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq | &c &c &c | Trinity House

1. Unidentified.
2. John Somerset Pakington (1799–1880, ODNB). Conservative MP for Droitwich, 1837–1874.
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3. Cope to Pakington, 20 April 1858, GL MS 30108/2/80, sent with letter 3427.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 11 May 1858, GL MS 30010/41, pp. 391–2. It
was agreed to send a copy to the Board of Trade endorsing Faraday’s opinion.

Letter 3431
Ernst Becker to Faraday
7 May 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Buckingham Palace | 7 May 1858
My dear Mr. Faraday,

On Monday morning1 I heard that the question as to the repairs of the
house had been decided on. My first idea was, to run to Albemarle Street to
tell you,– I could not, my duties kept me here, then I thought of sending you
a line, but for an hour or more I could not find a single moment & then I
knew that Sir Charles Phipps’s letter must have reached you meanwhile.– On
Tuesday, I heard that you had accepted the Queen’s offer; again, I felt, as if I
must come to you to tell you how glad I was, & hear from you that you have
really in accepting the offer, considered it to be what Her Majesty intended it
to be, viz: a boon to you & only a boon;– but again I could not find time. Then
I received your very kind letter2, which has given me more pleasure than you
can imagine – and again I had to let two days pass before I was able to answer
it. My consolation is: your very letter shows me that I need not be afraid of
your taking my silence for want of interest.–

And now, as you have decided, let me express the hope, that when the
first time of inconvenience & trouble is over, you will find that an occasional
stay at Hampton will as much refresh your mind & improve Mrs. Faraday’s
health, as, I am sure, it will suit Miss Barnard’s taste.

I hope I shall be able to see you soon; meanwhile believe me
Yours truly | E. Becker

1. That is 3 May 1858.
2. Letter 3425.

Letter 3432
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
8 May 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/82

Royal Institution | 8 May 1858
Sir,

In reference to your letter of the 5th instant1 regarding the red light at
the entrance of the river Garonne I have received no account of that light
nor of its superiority over others. Not being aware of its construction either
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as regards the source of the light or the means employed to render the ray,
red;– having indeed no data upon which to found any consideration, – I am
unable to form an opinion respecting it relative to other red lights or indeed
of the light itself2.

I am Sir | Your very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c | Trinity House

1. Letter 3428.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 18 May 1858, GL MS 30010/41, pp. 401–2.
The minute suggests that the letter Faraday sent underwent considerable revision from this text.
It was agreed to write to the French lighthouse board for further details.

Letter 3433
Faraday to an unidentified Royal Academician
10 May 1858
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 406–7

Royal Institution | 10 May 1858
My dear Friend,

I am puzzled how to answer your note of the 8th, and our meeting in
the evening1 only adds to my difficulty. The much occupation I have here, the
continual delay of the pursuit of my own researches (a delay now extending
over two years), and the weariness of head and health resulting from this
continued occupation, had made me resolve never to sit again.

There are two or three who claim the first right if I break through the
determination, but they are content with such an answer. Nevertheless, if
I sit to you now, having done so very frequently, on two former separate
occasions, I think they will have a just right to complain. I think you said
that I had promised this to you. I do not remember any distinct promise, but
as you have understood it so, I will endeavour to arrange for six sittings; I
trust that they will be sufficient to complete the last picture (which was left
off very suddenly), and then, if I have health and strength, I must go to my
research. I think, as far as I can see, that Tuesday mornings, early, would suit
my arrangements.

I understood you to say on Saturday2, that it was for my sake that you
desired to paint another picture. Notwithstanding the high compliment which
this implies, all the reasons having relation to me are against it. I should give
offence to others, whom I esteem most highly. I want my time, if well enough,
for thought and research; exhausting as these are to me, I want time for rest
and health. Twice before have I for long periods together been a burden to
your genius; and I have arrived at such a time of life as to be no longer vain
of what may well be considered as a distinction. I am quite prepared to do
what I have said for your sake, but find no motive in any circumstance that is
connected with my own.

Ever yours faithfully | M. Faraday
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1. Presumably at the soirée of the Royal Society at Burlington House. See The Times, 10 May
1858, p. 12, col. e.
2. That is 8 May 1858.

Letter 3434
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
10 May 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/82

Trinity House | 10 May 1858
My dear Sir,

Your reply1 to my Enquiry respecting improvements in the Exhibition of
LightsColoured red, being limited to your unacquaintance with the “Malakoff”
Light only,– leads me to think that I did not make myself understood in my
official Letter2, and that you took my enquiry as applying to that Light House
only.–

The opinion the Board desire is of a mere general Character and I am
therefore to trouble you again to ask whether any improvements have come
under your observation in the means or appliances for rendering Lights
coloured red, by shades or otherwise more powerful and visible at a greater
distance than those of this colour in use at this Corporations Light Houses.

Believe me to be | My dear Sir | Yours Very truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3432.
2. Letter 3428.

Letter 3435
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
10 May 18581

From the original in IET MS SC 2
Mon cher & excellent ami,

Marcet2 qui arrive de Londres me dit que vous n’avez pas réussi à repro-
duire mon expérience de la rotation de la lumière électrique; or, comme à mes
yeux cette expérience a une grande importance soit en elle même, soit pour
la théorie de l’Aurore Boréale & que je viens de la faire à Berlin avec le plus
grand succès, je vous envoie sous forme de lettre, quelques détails à ce sujet
que vous me feriez un vrai plaisir, si cela est possible, de faire insérer dans
le Phil. Mag3. J’y tiens d’autant plus que Mr. Plucker à l’air de s’attribuer le
mérite d’avoir trouvé le premier l’influence du magnétisme sur les décharges,
tandis que je l’avais déjà fait connaitre en 1849 dans ma lettre à M. Regnault4.–
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Au reste ce n’est pas la première fois que Mr. Plucker laisse quelque chose à
désirer dans ses rapports avec les autres savants; on le sait bien à Berlin &
demandez le à Tyndall & à vous même.

Je vous écrirai plus en long incessamment, j’ai fait un petit voyage des
plus intéressants en Allemagne & à Berlin; j’espère que vous êtes bien ainsi
que Madame Faraday; mes meilleures amitiés à M. Tyndall &c.– M’autorisez-
vous à vous appeller dans ma lettre: Mon cher ami? Ce titre m’est bien doux,
comme vous le savez.

Marcet m’a parlé des belles expériences qu’il a vues à Londres avec
les tubes de Geissler; je les ai aussi vues & répétées à Berlin soit chez Riess,
soit chez Dove5 avec qui j’ai analysé la lumière de ces décharges au moyen
de puissan[te] lumière qui présente une disposition particulière des raies du
spectre. C’est un sujet bien curieux & intéressant dont le mérite revient plus à
Mr. Geissler qui a eu l’idée de faire ces tubes & qui y a réussi, qu’à Mr. Plucker.

Vous me trouverez bien mauvais, vous qui êtes toujours si bon, à
l’endroit de Mr. Plucker, mais cela vient de ce que à entendu Marcet. Il sem-
blait que le physicien de Bonn avait tout fait dans ce sujet.– Permettez-moi de
vous prier de demander en grâce à Mr. Gassiott en lui présentant mes compli-
ments les plus affectueux, de répéter mon expérience sur une grande échelle,
en prenant un fort électro-aimant & une puissante machine de Ruhmkorff,
montée avec 3 ou 4 couples de Grove ou de Breuget6 [sic]; je suis sur qu’il sera
récompensé de sa peine, car cette rotation est bien belle à voir.

Votre tout devoue & affe. | A. de la Rive
Je ne vous ai pas remercié, je crois, de votre bonne lettre du 26 mars7 & de
la notice qu’elle renfermait qui m’a fort intéressé.– Vous savez combien vos
lettres me font toujours plaisir.–

TRANSLATION
My dear and excellent friend,

Marcet2 who arrives from London tells me that you have not succeeded
in reproducing my experiment on the rotation of electric light; now, since
in my opinion, this experiment is of great importance both in itself, and for
the theory of the Aurora Borealis, & I have just done it in Berlin with the
greatest success, I am sending you in the form of a letter, some details on
this subject which it would give me great pleasure, if it were at all possible,
if you could insert in the Philosophical Magazine3. It is particularly important
for me as Mr. Plücker gives the impression of attributing to himself the merit
of being the first to find the influence of magnetism on discharges, whilst I
had already made this known in 1849 in my letter in Mr. Regnault4. – Besides,
it is not the first time that Mr. Plücker leaves something to be desired in his
dealings with other savants; it is well known in Berlin and ask Tyndall and
yourself.

I shall write at length in due course, I made a short and most interesting
journey to Germany & Berlin; I hope that you are well and also Mrs. Faraday;
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my best regards to Mr. Tyndall &c. – Will you allow me to call you My dear
friend? in my letter. This title is very dear to me, as you know.

Marcet told me of the beautiful experiments that he saw in London with
Geissler’s tubes; I also saw them & repeated them in Berlin both with Reiss
and with Dove5; with the latter I analyzed the light of these discharges using
a powerful light which presented a particular arrangement of the line spectra.
It is a most curious & interesting subject for which the merit is due more to
Mr. Geissler, who had the idea of making these tubes & who succeeded, than
to Mr. Plücker.

You will find me wicked, you who are always so good, concerning
Mr. Plücker, but this comes from what Marcet heard. It seemed as if the physi-
cist of Bonn had done everything on this subject. – Permit me to ask you kindly
to beg Mr. Gassiot, presenting to him my most affectionate compliments, to
repeat my experiment on a grand scale, using a strong electromagnet & a
powerful Rühmkorff machine, powered with 3 or 4 Grove or Breguet6 cells; I
am sure that he will be rewarded for his trouble, because this rotation is very
beautiful to see.

Your devoted and affectionate | A. de la Rive
I did not thank you, I believe, for your kind letter of 26 March7 & for the
note that was enclosed, which interested me greatly.– You know how much
pleasure your letters always give me.

Address: Monsieur Faraday | Associé Etranger de le Institut de | France &c
&c | Royal Institution | Albemarle St. | Londres

1. Dated on the basis of the postmark and that it follows on from the text of a letter of the
same date (mentioned in the first paragraph) as intended for translation and publication in the
Philosophical Magazine which was done as De La Rive (1858).
2. François Marcet (1803–1883, Ann. Reg., 1883, p. 142). Anglo-Swiss man of science.
3. De La Rive (1858).
4. De La Rive (1849).
5. Heinrich Wilhelm Dove (1803–1879, DSB). Professor of Physics at Berlin.
6. Louis François Clément Breguet, (1804–1883, DSB). French instrument maker.
7. Not found.

Letter 3436
Faraday to Maria Drummond1

11 May 1858
From the original in APS Misc MS Collection

Royal Institution | 11 May 1858
My dear Mrs. Drummond,

The temptations you offered me and the kindness in which they were
wrapped up were such that I made up my mind to be with you this evening:–
but I cannot I really am not well enough and my appearance would discredit
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both you & me. What can I say but thanks to you for inviting me & more
thanks for the forgiveness you will extend to me[·] With kindest thoughts of
you & yours believe me to be

Very faithfully Your Servant | M. Faraday

1. Maria Drummond, née Kinnaird (1810–1891, P[aul] (1891)). Widow of the Under Secretary
in Ireland, 1835–1840, Thomas Drummond (1797–1840, ODNB). She was a member of the Royal
Institution from 1848.

Letter 3437
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
11 May 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/82

Royal Institution | 11 May 1858
My dear Sir,

No improvements or propositions for improvements of the red lights
have recently come under my observation1.– I am not likely to receive such
subjects except through you – On the 11 July 1857, I reported on a proposition
by Captn. Denham2 to employ red glass chimneys instead of the usual plates of
red glass3 – On the 17 March 1843 I reported on some proposed combinations
of red & yellow glass and also respecting the Ruby glass4 – On the 26 Decr.
1845, I reported on a proposition to line the silver reflectors with red glass5. –
On another occasion of which I cannot recall the date I reported to the Trinity
board on a proposition to use red serge in place of red glass – In none of these
cases was the light improved – The use of the ruby glass being excepted – by
the plans & suggestions brought forward[·]

I am My dear Sir | Very truly Yours | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3434.
2. Henry Mangles Denham (1800–1887, B1). Royal Navy captain and Younger Brother of Trinity
House, 1841–1887.
3. Not found.
4. Faraday to Herbert, 17 March 1843, letter 1479, volume 3.
5. Faraday to Herbert, 26 December 1845, letter 1810, volume 3.

Letter 3438
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
c.14 May 18581

From the original in RGO6/169, f. 260
My dear Sir,

Mr. Barlow asked me about glass silvering for you. I could not remember
at the time who had taken up Pettitjeans [sic]2 Patent3, but have gradu-
ally remembered that it was Swinburnes (house) RW & Co. of 93 Upper
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Thames Street4. I do not think they could silver solid forms of glass so as
to give you good reflecting surfaces, but as to concave & convex surface I
send you two watch glass [sic]. They are bad now & were done in haste long
ago. Do not trouble yourself to return them[·]

Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday
The Astronomer Royal | &c &c &c
I send the glasses in a separate letter MF

1. Dated on the basis that letter 3439 is the reply.
2. Tony Petitjean (d.1873, age 49, GRO under Petitjeax). Invented a process for silvering glass.
3. Petitjean was granted patent 1855-1681 for his process for silvering glass on 24 July 1855.
4. R.W. Swinburne & Co Plate glass manufacturers of Red Bull Wharf, 93 Upper Thames Street.
POD. See letter 3230.

Letter 3439
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
15 May 1858
From the original press copy in RGO6/169, f. 261

15 May 1858
My dear Sir,

I am much obliged by your sending me the specimens of silver watch
glasses1. I suppose that this process has something in common with that about
which I was inquiring, but it is not in all respects the same. As I understand,
in the process applied to telescopes, in order to form a concave mirror (for
instance) the silver is deposited on the concave side of the glass. It is, as I
understand, pure metallic silver; and its polish is given, not by the polish of
the glass, but by subsequently rubbing the exposed silver.

I am happy to hear that you have received a suburban location which
pleases you.

I am, my dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3438.

Letter 3440
Spencer Cecil Brabazon Ponsenby1 to Faraday
19 May 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2/3/7
Faraday number 8

19 May 1858
Dear Sir,

I have received Instructions to make out a warrant for you for the House
at Hampton Court given to you by the Queen. I find on looking into the matter
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that there is a pew in the Chapel in the Palace which has hitherto belonged to
the House and I would be obliged by your informing me whether you would
wish to use it, as in that case I would ascertain, if it is intended that it should
be included in your warrant2.

Faithfully yours | Spencer Ponsenby

Endorsed by Faraday: From Mr. Ponsenby about Chapel Pews

1. Spencer Cecil Brabazon Ponsenby (1824–1915, Ann. Reg., 1915, p. 175). Gentleman Usher to
the Queen and Comptroller of Accounts in the Lord Chamberlain’s Department.
2. Letter 3457.

Letter 3441
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
19 May 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Genève le | 19 Mai 1858
Monsieur & très cher ami,

Si par hazard la lettre que je vous ai adressée, il y a quelques jours1,
n’a pas encore parue dans le Phil. Mag., auriez-vous l’extrême bonté d’y faire
ajouter le post-scriptum ci joint; vous m’obligeriez infiniment. (Voyez la 3ème
page)2.

J’ai répété ces jours derniers l’expérience dont je vous ai parlé & j’espère
ne pas tarder à publier les résultats assez curieux que j’ai observés, dans un
mémoire spécial.

J’ai eu un peu de remords de vous avoir parlé, comme je l’ai fait, de M.
Plucker; j’étais peut-être encore un peu trop sous l’impression de ce que j’en
avais entendu dire; j’espère que vous m’avez pardonné.–

J’aimerais bien aller vous faire une visite cet été; mais cela m’est impos-
sible; il faut remettre ce plaisir à une autre année, si Dieu me prête vie. Si vous
saviez tout le plaisir que j’aurais à vous voir, à vous serrer la main, vous com-
prendriez mes regrets de ne pouvoir réaliser cette année mon désir. D’autant
plus que nous devenons vieux & que nous n’avons pas de temps à perdre;
nous n’avons probablement pas jusqu’aux 89 ans comme l’illustre Humboldt
que j’ai trouvé encore avec toutes ses facultés & son entrain d’autrefois.–
Mais il lui manque malheureusement toujours quelque chose que la grâce
de Dieu pourrait seule lui donner & dont l’absence est même plus pénible à
son âge–

Ma femme me charge de ses compliments les plus affectueux; elle ne
vous oublie point pas plus que votre tout dévoué & affectueux

A. dela Rive
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TRANSLATION
Geneva | 19 May 1858

Sir and very dear friend,
If by chance the letter that I addressed you a few days ago1, has not

yet appeared in Philosophical Magazine, would you have the extreme kindness
to add to it the attached post-script; you would oblige me infinitely. (See the
third page)2.

I have repeated in these last few days the experiment of which I spoke
to you and I hope not to delay publishing the curious results that I observed,
in a special paper.

I felt slight remorse to have spoken of Plücker to you as I did; I was
perhaps still a little too much under the impression of what I had heard said;
I hope that you have forgiven me.–

I should have liked to visit you this summer; but it is impossible; it is
necessary to postpone this pleasure to another year, if God grants me life.
If you knew how much pleasure seeing you and shaking you by the hand
would give me, you would understand my regret at not being able to achieve
my desire this year. All the more as we become old & do not have of time to
lose; we probably do not have eighty nine years like the illustrious Humboldt,
whom I once again found with all his faculties and liveliness intact.– But he
still unfortunately lacks something which only God’s grace can give him &
of which the absence is more painful at his age.

My wife asks me to send her most affectionate compliments; she does
not forget you any more than your devoted & affectionate

A. de la Rive

1. Letter 3435.
2. This post-script was added to De La Rive (1858), 466.

Letter 3442
John Percy to Faraday
20 May 18581

From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 394
My dear Dr. Faraday,

Forgive my presumption in addressing a few lines to you respecting
the interview which has just taken place2. One man can speak with more
freedom than three men. I wish I could adequately convey to you the earnest
desire which prevails as to your acceptance of the office of President of the
Royal Society. Your acceptance of it would be conducive to the best interests
of science, and establish an important principle in reference to the society for
which many have, as you know, so long and arduously struggled .... Forgive,
I again say, my presumption. That after deliberation you may decide upon a
yes, is the earnest prayer of,

Yours sincerely, with the highest respect | John Percy
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1. Dated on the basis of the reference to the presidency of the Royal Society.
2. This was a deputation (depicted in Plate 9) consisting of the President of the Royal Society,
from 1854 to 1858, the astronomer John Wrottesley (1798–1867, ODNB), Grove and Gassiot to
ask if Faraday would agree to be nominated for the presidency of the Royal Society. For the
discussion at the Royal Society Council (of which Percy was a member) surrounding this, which
occurred earlier in the day, see White (1898), 117–8.

Letter 3443
Faraday to John Percy
21 May 18581

From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 395
Royal Institution | 21 May 1857 [sic]

My dear Percy,
Your letter is very kind and earnest, and I thank you heartily for it, but

I may not change my conclusion. None can know but myself how unfit it
would be2.

Ever affectionately yours | M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 3442.
2. That is Faraday declined to be nominated as President of the Royal Society. Tyndall rec-
ollected Faraday expressing a similar sentiment at greater length and detail. Tyndall (1868),
266–7.

Letter 3444
William Benjamin Carpenter1 to Faraday
21 May 1858
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 23

University of London, Burlington House, W | 21 May 1858
Dear Professor Faraday,

I enclose you some proofs of Evidence for Sir C. Lyell, which I cannot
venture to forward to him myself, from fear of the awful consequences of
disobedience to Mr. Warburton’s2 dictum3.

I am much wanting Dr. Tyndall’s corrections4; having had Dr. Miller’s5

& Professor Graham’s6 a week since[·]
Believe me | yours faithfully | William B. Carpenter

Professor Faraday

1. William Benjamin Carpenter (1813–1885, ODNB). Registrar of University College, London,
1856–1879.
2. Henry Warburton (1785–1858, ODNB). Philosophical radical.
3. This refers to the collection of evidence for the establishment of science degrees in the Univer-
sity of London. A committee, of which Faraday and Warburton were members, was established
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by the Senate on 14 April 1858 to consider the matter. Lyell’s evidence was given on 25 May 1858.
Report of the Committee appointed to consider the propriety of establishing a degree or degrees in Science,
London, 1858, pp. 73–85.
4. Tyndall, Diary, 27 April 1858, 7: 336. Tyndall’s evidence is in Report, pp. 1–9.
5. William Allen Miller (1817–1870, ODNB). Professor of Chemistry at King’s College, London,
1845–1870. His evidence, given on 27 April 1858, is in ibid., pp. 10–15.
6. Graham’s evidence, also given on 27 April 1858, is in ibid., pp. 16–19.

Letter 3445
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
24 May 1858
From the original in BPUG MS 2361, f. 87–8

Royal Institution | 24 May 1858
My dear De la Rive,

I have received both yours1; and sent them both to the Philosophical
Magazine2 to have the parts which are intended for publication published. I
have no doubt they will appear in the next Number. I began to translate them;
but they were taken from me that they might be done at once. I gave Tyndall
your message who returns his own remembrances. The tubes which Gassiot
& I worked3 with were those of his own construction not those of Geissler.
Plucker brought some of Geisslers to London & shewed us some effects4. I
have not, & cannot read, Plucker’s note5; but I did not understand from him
that he claimed any merit in the observations of the ordinary effect of a magnet
over the electric discharge through air, but for a special effect which occurs at
the Negative metallic termination. When that (the discharge) takes place in a
globe there is a diffused light in the globe or part of the globe, having its seat
on the negative wire:– not the brighter; light – but another feebler one – When
this is held between the strong poles of a very large & powerful magnet, they
being about an inch apart,– all that kind of light collects itself into a plate,
leaving the other parts of the globe dark.– Further, this plate has the Negative
wire as a base or section & in fact is formed upon it; the breadth of the plate
of light is formed by the length of the wire left exposed in the vacuum;– the
thickness of the plate is coincident with the thickness of the wire; & the length
of the plate is given by the globe, for its ends abut suddenly against the glass.
This plate of light is always coincident with the lines of magnetic force and
makes them visible as iron filings render them visible;– with this restriction,
that no light is visible except for those lines of forcewhich pass through the negative
wire i.e. though the discharging part of the negative wire for if half the wire
be coated with an insulator no light lines of magnetic force pass though the
coated part.

Plucker has shewn me this phenomenon not to its full extent but very
decidedly & I understand that, that, was what he claimed.
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I have not your letters at present; but I can understand your feelings
about Plucker. Do not think that they surprize me. I profess to be a peacemaker
& therefore say little about such matters, unless circumstances call for it:– but
scient[if]ic morality is not altogether satisfactory.

Your kind expressions my dear friend delight me. I speak to very few
friends (and to no other philosopher) as I do to you:– and why? because
I have a trust in you in respect of matters beyond science. My kindest
thoughts & remembrances (as also my wife’s) to Madame De la Rive. Oth-
ers, still very kind, as they ought to be, to Your Son6, Marcet7, & other
friends.

Ever My dear De la Rive | Yours | M. Faraday

1. Letters 3435 and 3441.
2. De La Rive (1858).
3. See Faraday, Diary, 23, 27, 30 January, 3, 20 27 February, 5, 13, 18 March 1858, 7,
pp. 412–51.
4. In April 1858. See letter 3447.
5. De La Rive (1858), 464 referred to Plücker (1858a).
6. William De La Rive (1827–1900, Choisy (1947), 51). Swiss politician and writer.
7. François Marcet (1803–1883, Ann. Reg., 1883, p. 142). Anglo-Swiss man of science.

Letter 3446
Faraday to Lyon Playfair
25 May 1858
From Reid, T.W. (1899), 176

Royal Institution | 25 May 1858
My dear Playfair,

That such a question should arise! I cannot give – i.e. volunteer –
a certificate for circulation; it is against my rule; but if any one asks me
whether you are able to expound the truths of experimental science to a
large number of persons in a clear, logical, audible, and, to me, satisfac-
tory manner, I should have no need to consider, but must from my own
experience say “Yes” at once. Anyone concerned in the matter may write to
me, or you may show them this note, which contains what would be my
answer1.

Ever truly yours | M. Faraday

1. Playfair needed testimonials as part of the process for his application to be Professor of
Chemistry at the University of Edinburgh.
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Letter 3447
Julius Plücker to Faraday
28 May 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 28 May 1858
My dear Sir,

At first my most sincere thank for all your kindness to me during my last
stay in London1. I never will forget the heartty reception I received, without
any exception.

I was very much vexed that I was not able to show you the magnetic
action on the electric current in all its beauty and with all the singular facts
in connexion. I had selected for this purpose the finest tube which Geissler
ever made; I thought it changed, but really it was broken by Geissler when
put into the box and exchanged by an ordinary one of a similar shape. Thus
I was able only to give a general idea of the curious phenomenon.

Being returned home I was most anxious to examine the induction cur-
rent within the tube, I am indebted for to Mr. Gassiots kindness. There is
indeed between the two tin covers a double current of equal intensity and
opposite direction, as indicated already by Mr. Gassiots experiment. When
put equatorially between the two iron pieces one of the two currents is thrown
upwards, the other one downwards; over a single pole the two currents, sep-
arated by the Magnet, are deflected within the horizontal plane. When put
axially upon the two iron pieces, the two currents, obliged by the Magnet
to cross each other, present a beautifull phenomenon difficult to be repro-
duced by a drawing. When the tube is put in an oblique direction upon the
iron pieces I got two separated bright spirals, the one dextrorsum, the other
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one sinistrorsum. In some distance from the Magnet (when the action on both
spirals is less different) we get two similar spirals; the lower one is interrupted,
when the tube touches the iron pieces.

It was quite unexpected to me, to get essentially the same double current,
when I connected one of the wires of Ruhmkorff’s coil with the platina wire
of the tube, the other one with the tin cover.

The double induction current exhibits a variety of phenomena when
provoked in tubes of a different shape and containing traces of different
gazes.–

After closer examination of the Torricellian vacuum, made with the
greatest care, I am persuaded now that our best vacuum does not at all trans-
mit an electric current and therefore not offer a luminous phenomenon. The
double induction current seems to be even than transmitted when, for want
of sufficient ponderable matter within the tube, the ordinary current between
the platina wires is stopped. (Perhaps the double induction current may be
transmitted by traces of ponderable matter deposited in the interior surface
of the tube). I used tubes of the shape of Mr. Gassiot’s. In one instance the
double induction current having passed though the tube for a short time with
a constant intensity, I interrupted the current, and connected the two wires
of Ruhmkorff’s coil to the two platina wires in the extremities of the tube;
I was struck to get a very bright ordinary electric discharge which did not
exist before; but, after some time the discharge became an interrupted one
and finally entirely stopped. This experiment may be repeated as often as
you like. In order to verify the general law, according to which to the same
colour corresponds the same refrangibility of rays, in the case of electric spec-
tra produced in different most dilated gazes, I conducted the discharge of
Ruhmkorff’s coil though a double tube of this form.
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The two narrow tubes A, B, forming one straight line were connected to a
platina wire c. One of the tubes contained traces of carbonic acid, the other
one of hydrogene. Whatever might be the difference between the two spectra,
the deflexion of the same colour in both spectra was the same. The strange
appearances of the spectra are partly produced by contrast; I think also that
some effect is to be attributed to fluorescent light.

There is, I think, no doubt that the blue colour in English tubes, corre-
sponding to the green one in ours, is produced by im̄ixed lead. I procured
German glass, containing lead: tubes made of it gave a most intensive blue
colour.

Lately I got a new case of magnetic light. Putting a tube of the shape A,
in the equatorial position, with one of its narrow parts between the two poles,
its larger middle part touching laterally the two iron pieces, I observed in the
horizontal plane a fine magnetic luminous arch (a) completely seperated from
the electric current. The two extremities of the arch touched the interior surface
of the glass, as the magnetic arches do, which pass through the negative
electrode. But in the new case the arch in the midst of the tube is not at all
directed by any conducting wire.

You would oblige me very much, Sir, by communicating my observa-
tions, as you did in a former case, to Mr. Gassiot and also to Mr. Tyndall,
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who kindly intends to give an abstract2 of my papers, (the third3 did not yet
appear) in the Philosophical Magazine.

I beg you, dear Sir, to present my respects to Mad. Faraday, and to Rvd.
John Barlow, the amiable Secretary of Royal Institution.

Ever yours | Plücker

1. In April 1858. See letters 3413 and 3414.
2. Plücker (1858b) translated the entire paper; there was no abstract.
3. Plücker (1858c).

Letter 3448
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
2 June 1858
From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 2 Jun 1858

Dear Miss Coutts,
Your offer is very kind & I thank you heartily for it[·] I know the difficulty

of getting tickets near the reading day1[·] Unfortunately I cannot avail myself
of it for my wife is out of town & my niece & I expect to be listening to Grisi2[·]
With thanks on all our parts I am

Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Miss Coutts | Holly Lodge | Highgate

1. This probably refers to a reading from his own work by the journalist and novelist Charles
John Huffam Dickens (1812–1870, ODNB). Dickens, who was close to Burdett Coutts, often read
to the public in these years. For his reading on 3 June 1858 at St. Martin’s Hall and the black
market created by the popularity of his readings see The Times, 2 June 1858, p. 1, col. d.
2. Giulia Grisi (1811–1869, GDMM). Italian soprano, who sang in many performances in London
at this time. On 3 June 1858 she sang at Covent Garden in Lucrezia Borgia by the Italian composer
Gaetano Donizetti (1797–1848, GDMM). The Times, 1 June 1858, p. 8, col. f.

Letter 3449
Faraday to R. Lane1

3 June 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 A27

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 3 Jun 1858

My dear Sir,
Remembering your request for F.E tickets I send you two for the 11th

instant2. I am not able to inclose more for my privilege is both limited &
strained.

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
R. Lane Esqr | &c &c &c
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1. Unidentified.
2. Faraday (1858c), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 June 1858.

Letter 3450
Charles Wheatstone to Faraday
4 June 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Lower Mall, Hammersmith | 4 Jun 1858
Dear Faraday,

I shall have all my telegraphs at work tomorrow (Saturday) from 12 to 3,
and I shall be glad to see you if you think it necessary to take another lesson.
I will bring you on Monday the rough drafts of my provisional specifications
and some other papers which will enable you to make notes for your lecture1;
and if you can spare an hour after the meeting we will go over them together.
I will also bring a dial for experiments with the electric light. It may be as
well for you to read the description of my dial telegraph as it existed in 1840
published in the 2nd edition of Daniell’s Chemical Philosophy p. 5782.

Yours very truly | C. Wheatstone

1. Faraday (1858c), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 June 1858.
2. Daniell (1843), 578.

Letter 3451
Faraday to John Zephaniah Bell1
9 June 1858
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

R Institution | 9 Jun 1858
My dear Sir,

Could you oblige me with the piece of apparatus, a magnetic needle on
a handle

The others I do not want until you have done with them2.
Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

J.Z Bell Esqr | &c &c &c
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1. John Zephaniah Bell (1794–1883, AlKL). Scottish artist living in London with strong
Sandemanian connections. Cantor (1991), 51.
2. This was for Faraday (1858c), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 June 1858. Bell is mentioned in
Faraday’s notes RI MS F4 G54.

Letter 3452
Faraday to Henry Cole1

10 June 1858
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 10 Jun 1858
My dear Sir,

I am much obliged by your note of the 7 May2 – but finding that I can
make an illustration that will serve my purpose better even than a Jaquard
loom I will not trespass on your kindness for tomorrow3[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
H. Cole Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Henry Cole (1808–1882, ODNB). Secretary of the Department of Science and Art.
2. Not found.
3. Faraday (1858c), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 June 1858.

Letter 3453
Faraday to Edward William Cooke1

15 June 1858
From the original in the possession of Kurt Wolfgang Vincentz

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
15 Jun 1858

My dear Mr. Cooke,
You know generally how I am obliged to shut myself out of Society[·] I

often grieve that it should be so. For Wednesdays I have no power to break
a rule even though the temptations be very strong – for I am engaged in the
City every Wednesday Afternoon & Evening2 – The most sincere thanks for
your kind invitation[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Edward William Cooke (1811–1880, ODNB). Painter.
2. At the Sandemanian Church. See Cantor (1991), 65.
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Letter 3454
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
18 June 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/81

Trinity House | 18 Jun 1858
My dear Sir,

A Committee of the Elder Brethren who have recently visited the Bishop
Rock Light House have been much disappointed at the very queer appear-
ance of the Glass of the Lantern put in by Mr. Wilkins, a specimen of which
I send herewith, – it was order[e]d of an unusual thickness 7

8 ths of an Inch, on
account of the exposed position of the Tower, but the Board were assured that
this circumstance would not interfere with its purity or Colour, this being
the Case, the Deputy Master1 who is much annoyed about it, has desired
me to send the Specimen to you with a request that you will favor him by
saying whether the glass is as free from colour as is usual or practicable, &
whether you consider that its use will in any degree impair the brilliancy or
power of the Light when seen through it, or the distance at which it will be
visible.

Believe me to be | My dear Sir | Yours very truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. John Shepherd.

Letter 3455
Faraday to Frederick Gye1

19 June 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 A28

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
19 Jun 1858

My dear Sir,
My thanks for last night – stalls are equal to my enjoyment & both were

& are great. I am happy to say that my wife was able to go – which I hardly
expect again[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
F. Gye Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Frederick Gye (1810–1878, ODNB). Manager of Covent Garden Opera, 1848–1878.
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Letter 3456
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
21 June 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/81

Royal Institution | 21 Jun 1858
My dear Sir,

I have examined the block of glass sent to me with your letter of the 18th1

and compared it in respect of colour with numerous other specimens of plate
glass. I find it to come out exceedingly well. It will not compare with flint
glass nor should that be expected. When a thick block like that you sent me is
looked at in the ordinary way much of the light which traverses its length or
breadth comes to the eye. These parts are here 5 & 3 inches & the effect is as
if glass 5 or 3 inches in thickness were looked through[·] I have in the present
case blocked that out & the Deputy master2 will now see the colour belonging
to a thickness of 7

8 of an inch3[·]
I am My dear Sir | Yours Very Truly | M. Faraday

P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3454.
2. John Shepherd.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 29 June 1858, GL MS 30010/41, p. 456.

Letter 3457
Fifth Earl De La Warr to Faraday
21 June 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2/3/7
Faraday number 9

These are to Certify that in Obedience to Her Majesty’s Command I
have placed Michael Faraday Esqr. D.C.L. F.R.S. in Possession of the House
on Hampton Court Green, late in the occupation of Lady Wheatley1; deceased,
together with the Coach Houses Green House, Summer House and other
outbuildings, thereunto belonging[·]

Given under my Hand and Seal this 21st day of June 1858 In the Twenty
Second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

De La Warr. | Lord Chamberlain
21st June 1858 | Michael Faraday Esq | D.C.L. – F.R.S. Warrant for the House
on Hampton Court Green lately occupied by Lady Wheatley, deceased.

Envelope endorsed by Faraday: Hampton Court 12 & 4? Wanting

1. Louisa Wheatley, née Hawkins (d.1858, age 77, Gent. Mag., 1858, 4: 568). Widow of Henry
Wheatley (1777–1852, B3), army officer.
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Letter 3458
Faraday to Maria Sarah Hooker1
22 June 1858
From the original in Hargrett Library, University of Georgia, MS 2153/5/58

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
22 Jun 1858

My dear Lady Hooker,
Your note was very kind & gave us great pleasure[·] We both thank you

heartily for it. The Queen’s gift was made in a most gracious & considerate
manner but as to when we shall be able to enjoy it I do not know for there are
no signs of the repairs &c being taken in hand by the Board of Works as yet.
I trust your visit to Scotland will be consolating to others & in many points
a pleasure to yourself – the power of helping other gives pleasure to a mind
properly constituted[·] When I saw Sir William2 the other day he looked so
well that I think he will be able to spare you[·] My wife joins me in kindest
remembrances to him & to you[·]

Believe me to be | My dear Lady Hooker | Your Most faithful
Servant | M. Faraday

1. Maria Sarah Hooker, née Turner (1797–1872, ODNB under W.J. Hooker). Married W.J. Hooker
in 1815.
2. William Jackson Hooker (1785–1865, ODNB). Botanist and Director of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, 1841–1865.

Letter 3459
Circular from Lord Chamberlains’s1 Office
23 June 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2/3/7
Faraday number 10
Circular

Lord Chamberlain’s Office | 23 Jun 1858
In order to prevent the possible recurrence of misunderstanding on the part of
those Persons occupying Apartments in Hampton Court Palace or detached
Buildings in the neighbourhood The Lord Chamberlain feels it to be his Duty
to point out that the Grant is limited to those named in the Warrants, and is
strictly Personal to them respectively, and that, in no case, can the Expenditure
of Money upon any Apartment in the Palace or adjacent Buildings be admitted
as constituting any thing like a claim either for pecuniary remuneration or for
the benefit of Survivorship to the Relations of any Person, to whom a Warrant
for Apartments may have been issued by The Lord Chamberlain.

Endorsed by Faraday: Circular from Lord Chamberlain’s Office

1. De La Warr.
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Letter 3460
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
23 June 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/84

Trinity House, London | 23 Jun 1858
Dear Sir,

A New Catadioptric Light apparatus of the 1st Order having been
provided by Messrs. Wilkins & Co. for the Bishop Rock Light (Scilly) I beg
to apprise you that the same is now ready for Inspection at their premises
in Long Acre, and I am to request that you will favor the Elder Brethren by
making an examination thereof & furnishing me with a Report of the result,
for their information.– They will be obliged by as early an Inspection being
made as may accord with your convenience.–

I am | Dear Sir | Your’s faithfully | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq D.C.L. | &c &c &c

Letter 3461
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
25 June 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/83

Trinity House | 25 Jun 1858
My dear Sir,

The Deputy Master1 will be obliged by your letting me know what reply
you think should be given to Messrs Chance on the question put in their
enclosed note,– i.e. whether we should require the Whitby Apparatus to be
put up for your inspection here or at Birmingham[·]

Pray return the enclosed[·]
Believe me | My dear Sir | Yours very truly | P.H. Berthon

M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. John Shepherd.

Letter 3462
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
25 June 1858
From Schoenbein (1858c)

Bâsle | 25 Jun 1858
My dear Faraday,

These last six months I have been rather busily working on oxygen,
and flatter myself not to have quite in vain maltreated my favourite; for I
think I can now prove the correctness of that old idea of mine, according
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to which there are two kinds or allotropic modifications of active oxygen,
standing to each other in the relation of + to −, i.e. that there is a positively-
active and a negatively-active oxygen, – an ozone and an antozone, which on
being brought together neutralize each other into common or inactive oxygen,
according to the equation ⊕̊ + �̊ = O.

The space allotted to a letter being so small, I cannot enter into the details
of my late researches, and must confine myself to some general statements,
which I hope, however, will give you a clear notion of the nature of my
recent doings. Having written a paper on the subject, that will before long be
published in the transactions of the Academy of Munich1, I shall not fail to
send it to you as soon as possible.

Ozonized oxygen, as produced from common oxygen by the electrical
spark or phosphorus, is identical with that contained in a number of oxy-
compounds, the principal ones of which are the oxides of the precious metals,
the peroxides of manganese, lead, cobalt, nickel and bismuth, – permanganic,
chromic and vanadic acids; and even the peroxides of iron and copper may be
numbered amongst them.

The whole of the oxygen of the oxides of the precious metals exists in
the ozonic state, whilst in the rest of the oxy-compounds named, only part
of their oxygen is in that condition. I call that oxygen negatively-active, or
ozone par excellence, and give it the sign �̊, on account of its electromotive
bearing. Though generally disinclined to coin new terms, I think it con-
venient to denominate the whole class of the oxy-compounds containing
�̊ “ozonides”. There is another less numerous series of oxy-compounds in
which part of their oxygen exists in an opposite active state, i.e. as ⊕̊ or
antozone, wherefore I have christened them “antozonides”. This class is
composed of the peroxides of hydrogen, barium, strontium, and the rest
of the alkaline metals; and on this occasion I must not omit to add, that
what I have hitherto called ozonized oil of turpentine, aether, &c., contain
their active oxygen in the ⊕̊ state, and belong therefore to the class of the
“antozonides”.

Now, on bringing together (under proper circumstances) any ozonide
with any antozonide, reciprocal catalysis results, the �̊ of the one and the ⊕̊
of the other neutralizing each other into O, which, as such, cannot be retained
by the substances with which it had been previously associated in the �̊ or
⊕̊ condition. The proximate cause of the mutual catalysis of so many oxy-
compounds depends therefore upon the opposite states of the active oxygen
contained in those compounds.

I will now give you some details on the subject.
1. Free ozonized oxygen = �̊, and peroxide of hydrogen = HO + ⊕̊,

or peroxide of barium = BaO + ⊕̊ (the latter suspended in water), on being
shaken together destroy each other, HO + ⊕̊ or BaO + ⊕̊ being reduced to
HO or BaO, and ⊕̊ and �̊ transformed into O.
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2. Aqueous permanganic acid = Mn2O2 + 5�̊, or a solution of perman-
ganate of potash mixed with some dilute nitric acid, is almost instantaneously
discoloured by peroxide of hydrogen or peroxide of barium, the nitrate of the
protoxide of manganese being formed in the first case, and in the second,
besides this salt, the nitrate of baryta. It is hardly necessary to state, that
in both cases the �̊ of the permanganic acid and the ⊕̊ of the peroxides of
hydrogen or barium are disengaged as O.

3. An aqueous solution of chromic acid containing some nitric or sul-
phuric acid and peroxide of hydrogen, are rapidly transformed into the nitrate
or sulphate of oxide of chromium, HO, and inactive oxygen, which is of course
disengaged. A solution of chromic acid mixed with some nitric acid and BaO2

gives a similar result, nitrate of baryta and oxide of chromium being formed,
and O disengaged.

4. If you add to a mixture of any peroxide salt of iron and the red
ferro-sesquicyanuret of potassium (both substances dissolved in water) some
peroxide of hydrogen, prussian blue will be thrown down and inactive oxy-
gen set free. On introducing into a mixture of nitrate of peroxide of iron and
the ferro-sesquicyanuret of potassium the peroxide of barium, a similar reac-
tion takes place, prussian blue, hydrate of baryta, &c. being formed, and
inactive oxygen eliminated. From these facts it appears that, under certain
conditions, even peroxide of iron and HO2 or BaO2 are capable of catalyzing
each other into FeO and HO, or BaO and O.

5. Under certain circumstances PbO2 or MnO2 are soluble in strong acetic
acid, as you may see in one of my papers joined to this letter; now if you add
to such a solution HO2 or BaO2, the peroxides will be reduced to HO or BaO,
and PbO or MnO, inactive oxygen being disengaged.

6. It is a well know fact that the oxide of silver = Ag�̊, or the peroxide of
that metal Ag⊕̊2, and the peroxide of hydrogen = HO +⊕̊, catalyze each other
into metallic silver, water and inactive oxygen. Other ozonides, such as PbO
+�̊ or MnO +�̊, on being brought in contact with HO +⊕̊, are transformed
into PbO or MnO, HO and O. Now the peroxide of barium = BaO +⊕̊, acts like
HO + ⊕̊. If you pour water an intimate mixture of AgO, or AgO2 and BaO2,
a lively disengagement of inactive oxygen will ensue, AgO, AgO2 and BaO2

being reduced to metallic silver and baryta. In concluding the first part of my
letter, I must not omit to state the general fact, that the oxygen disengaged in
all cases of reciprocal catalysis of oxy-compounds, behaves in every respect
like inactive oxygen.

There is another set of chemical phaenomena, in my opinion, closely
connected with the polar states of the active oxygen contained in the two
opposite classes of peroxides. You know that a certain number of oxy-
compounds, for instance the peroxides of manganese, lead, nickel, cobalt,
bismuth, silver, and also permanganic, chromic, and vanadic acids, furnish
with muriatic acid chlorine, whilst another set, such as the peroxides of
barium, strontium, potassium &c., are not capable of eliminating chlorine
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either out of the said acid or any other chloride. This second class of
oxy-compounds produces, however, with muriatic acid, the peroxide of
hydrogen; and it is quite impossible in any way to obtain from the first class
of the peroxides HO2, or from the second chlorine.

You are aware that, from reasons of analogy, I do not believe in the
doctrine of chlorine, bromine, &c. being simple bodies, but consider those
substances as oxy-compounds, analogous to the peroxides of manganese,
lead, &c., in other terms, as “ozonides”. Chlorine is therefore to me the per-
oxide of murium = MuO +�̊, hydrochloric acid = MuO + HO, and, as already
mentioned, the peroxide of barium = BaO + ⊕̊, that of hydrogen = HO + ⊕̊,
and the peroxide of manganese = MnO + �̊. Proceeding from these suppo-
sitions, it is very easy to account for the different way in which the two sets
of peroxides are acted upon by muriatic acid.

From reasons as yet entirely unknown to us, HO can be chemically asso-
ciated only with ⊕̊, and with no other modification of oxygen, to constitute
what is called the peroxide of hydrogen; and in a similar way MuO (the hypo-
thetically anhydrous muriatic acid of older times) is capable of being united
only to �̊ to form the so-called chlorine, which I denominate peroxide of
murium. If we cause MuO + HO to react upon BaO + ⊕̊, MuO unites with
BaO, and HO with ⊕̊; but if you bring together MuO + HO with Mn + �̊,
part of MuO is associated to MnO, another part to �̊, water being eliminated,
according to the equation

2(MuO, HO) + MnO + �̊ = MuO, MnO

+ MuO, �̊ + 2HO

As you will easily perceive, from these views it would follow that,
under proper circumstances, two opposite peroxides, on being intimately
and in the right proportion mixed together and acted upon by muriatic
acid, could yield neither chlorine nor peroxide of hydrogen, but mere inac-
tive oxygen. If somewhat dilute muriatic acid be poured upon an intimate
mixture of five parts of peroxide of barium and two parts of peroxide of man-
ganese, the whole will be rapidly transformed into the muriates of baryta
and protoxide of manganese, the active oxygen of both the peroxides being
disengaged in the inactive condition, and not a trace of free chlorine mak-
ing its appearance. The same result is obtained from dilute hydrobromic
acid.

Another consequence of my hypothesis is this: that an intimate and cor-
rectly proportioned mixture of two opposite peroxides, such as the peroxide
of barium and that of lead, on being acted upon by any oxy-acid, cannot
produce the peroxide of hydrogen; or, to express the same thing in other
terms, muriatic acid must act upon the said mixture exactly in the same
way as the oxy-acids do; and that indeed is the case. Mixtures of the per-
oxides just mentioned and acetic or nitric acids, are readily converted into
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the acetates or nitrates of baryta and protoxide of manganese, the active
oxygen of both the peroxides being of course disengaged in the inactive
condition.

Before I close my long story I must mention one fact more, which, in
my opinion, is certainly a very curious one. If you mix an aqueous and
concentrated solution of bromine with a sufficient quantity of peroxide of
hydrogen, what happens? A very lively disengagement of inactive oxygen
takes place, the colour and the odour of the bromine solution disappear, the
liquid becomes sour, and on adding some aqueous chlorine to it, bromine
reappears. From hence we are allowed to conclude, that, on bringing bromine
in contact with peroxide of hydrogen, some so-called hydrobromic acid is pro-
duced. The hypothesis at present prevailing cannot account for the formation
of that acid otherwise than by admitting that bromine takes up the hydrogen
of HO2, eliminating the two equivalents of oxygen united to H. I, of course,
take another view of the case, bromine is to me an ozonide like peroxide
of lead, &c., i.e. the peroxide of bromium = BrO + �̊. Now HO + ⊕̊ and
BrO + �̊ catalyze each other into HO, BrO, and inactive oxygen, BrO + HO
forming hydrobromic acid, or what might more properly be called hydrate
of bromiatic acid.

You see that I am growing more and more hardened in my heretical
notions, or to speak more correctly, in my orthodox views; for it was Davy
who acted the part of a heretic in overthrowing the old, venerable, true creed2.
Indeed the longer I compare the new and old doctrine on the nature of chlo-
rine, &c. with the whole material of chemical facts bearing upon them, the less
I am able to conceive how Davy could so lightly and slightly handle the heavy
weight of analogies which, in my opinion, speak so very strongly and deci-
sively in favour of Berthollet’s3 views4. There is no doubt Sir Humphry was
a man of great genius, and consequently very imaginative; but I am almost
inclined to believe that, by a certain wantonness, or by dint of that transcen-
dent faculty of his mind, he was seduced to conjure up a theory intended
to be as much out of the way and “invraisemblable” as possible, and serve
nevertheless certain theoretical purposes; and certainly, if he entertained the
intention of solving such a problem, he has wonderfully succeeded. But what
I still more wonder at is both the sudden and general success which that far-
fetched and strained hypothesis met with, and the tenacity with which the
whole chemical world has been sticking to it ever since its imaginative author
pleased to divulge it: and all this could happen in spite of the fact that the
new doctrine, in removing from the field of chemistry a couple of hypotheti-
cal bodies, was, for analogy’s sake, forced to introduce fictitious compounds,
not by dozens only, but by hundreds, – the oxy-sulphion, oxy-nitrion, and
the rest of those “nonentia”. But enough of this subject, upon which I am apt
to grow warm and even angry. Although the results I have obtained from my
recent investigations cannot but induce me to begin another, and, I am afraid,
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endless series of researches, I shall for the present cut short the matter and
indulge for some time in absolute idleness.

I am, my dear Faraday | Yours most truly | C.F. Schönbein

1. Schoenbein (1858e).
2. See Knight (1992), 86–7.
3. Claude Louis Berthollet (1748–1822, DSB). French chemist.
4. See Knight (1992), 81–2, 87.

Letter 3463
Faraday to Benjamin Cheverton
26 June 1858
From the original in Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Hooker Collection
Misc. Letters, f. 82

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], R Institution |
26 Jun 1858

My dear Sir,
I have no practice in telegraphy and may not be able to answer your

questions – I cannot give you any opinion to be used only a private one – that
I shall be happy to do if you think it of any value – & I will keep your secret[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Benjn. Cheverton Esqr

Letter 3464
James Timmins Chance to Faraday
28 June 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/83

Birmingham | 28 Jun 1858
My dear Sir,

The two Lights for the Trinity Board will be ready on Wednesday next;
& we shall be glad to see you next Thursday1 at any hour in the day-time
at which you can conveniently arrive, as well as in the Evening, or towards
night.

Mr. R.L. Chance purposes writing to you2 to offer you hospitalities while
you are in this neighbourhood.

I will enclose tomorrow a memorandum of the railway times.
Believe me | Yours most truly | James T: Chance

Professor Faraday | &c &c | London

1. That is 1 July 1858.
2. Letter 3465.
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Letter 3465
Robert Lucas Chance to Faraday
28 June 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/83

Summerfield House near Birmingham | 28 Jun 1858
My dear Sir,

If you come by the train which leaves Euston Square at Ten on Thursday
morning next the 1st of July I will meet you at 1.40 PM at the Birmm. Station
in New St. & (DV) drive you over to Summerfield, & after luncheon we will
go over to the works to see the Lighthouse apparatus–.

We have return’d your letter to Mr. Berthon & named the time to him –
Mrs. Chance1 unites with me in respectful Compts to Mrs. Faraday & kind
regards to yourself &c

I am My dear Sir | Yours very faithfully | R.L. Chance
M. Faraday Esq | Royal Instn | Albermarle St.

1. Louisa Chance (d.1873, age 86, GRO). Wife of R.L. Chance.

Letter 3466
Julius Plücker to Faraday
28 June 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 28 Jun 1858
Dear Sir!

I got the last number of the philosophical Magazine with de la Rive’s
letter1, who characterizes my experiments as his own under a different form.
Allow me a few words. Davy’s2 and de la Rive’s beautifull experiments are
inscribed into the annals of science. In both cases the free luminous arch is
substituted to the moveable copper wire, to which in your original experi-
ments the current is bound. In that sense de la Rive’s experiment of 18493

is that of “Faraday’s pendulum”4. I published a series of experiments of the
same kind which in like manner emanate im̄ediately from yours and may be
easily predicted.

But there is a second series of experiments, which I described in my first
paper5, of quite a different description. Such is the rupture of the current too.
A copper-wire cant change its form under the influence of the Magnet, an
electric beam, starting from a fixed point, can. The new class of phenomena
show this change of form of the luminous current in a most splendid way.
I am enabled now to explain the connection of these phenomena with the
experiments you made about thirty [sic] years ago and particularly with the
mathematical law deduced from them by M. Biot and Laplace6.

The form which a flexible current assumes when in equilibrium under
the influence of the Magnet is given by the following laws.
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1◦. When the current is free only to move on a given surface (that arrives,
for instance, in the case of the double helix in Gassiot’s induction tube) each
moveable element of the current, acted upon by the magnet, is to be, by this
action, compelled perpendicularly against the given surface: therefore the
line perpendicular to the element and the line of force passing through it,
must be a normal to the surface.

2◦. When the flexible current, starting from a fixed point, is free to move
in any direction whatever, each of its elements must be directed thus, that
there is on it no action not at all emanating from the Magnet; id est it must be
directed along a line of magnetic force. Whence you may imediately conclude
that the whole current, when in equilibrium, is bent along the line of magnetic
force passing through the fixed point.

I hope, my dear Sir, you will be satisfied by the simplicity of these new
laws.

Most truly yours | Plücker

PS. Since my last letter7 I observed a great variety of new facts. I am
preparing a fourth paper8. My third one is printed since a month9 but I could
not yet obtain the copies. With regard to the two spirals, I mentioned in
my last letter, by a “lapsus pennae” I said one “dextrorsum the other one
sinistrorsum”. But both are either dextrorsum or sinistrorsum (independently
of the direction of the primitive current of Ruhmkorff’s coil and of the polarity
of the Magnet) the tube in its oblique position being inclined either +45◦
or −45◦ to the equatorial plane.

1. De La Rive (1858).
2. Davy (1821), 427.
3. De La Rive (1849).
4. That is Faraday’s discovery of electro-magnetic rotations. Faraday (1821) which was referred
to in Plücker (1858d), 622.
5. Plücker (1858a, b).
6. Pierre-Simon, Marquis de Laplace (1749–1827, DSB). French physicist. See Plücker (1858d),
622 and Faraday (1838b), ERE12, 1318–1429. For the relation of Plücker’s work to Faraday’s see
James (1983b), 153–6.
7. Letter 3447.
8. Plücker (1858d).
9. Plücker (1858c).

Letter 3467
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
28 June 1858
From the original in UB MS NS 436

Bâsle | 28 Jun 1858
My dear Faraday,

I take the liberty to introduce to you Professor Vischer1 of Bâsle, an inti-
mate friend and Colle[a]gue of mine, who intends to make a stay at London
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for some time and is kind enough as to take charge of a parcel containing
voluminous letters, scientific papers and something else destined for the
Sovereign of the Royal Institution. It will perhaps interest you to learn on
this occasion, that my friend, being an excellent greek scholar, acted the part
of a god-father, when I christened my Child “Ozone” 19 years ago.

Mr. Vischer does, of course, not meddle in any way with Chemistry, but
is in every other respect a true “savant”, whose personal acquaintance, I trust,
will afford you much pleasure.

I am my dear Faraday | Your’s most sincerely | C.F. Schoenbein
Dr. M. Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Wilhelm Vischer (1808–1874, ADB). Professor of Greek at Basle.

Letter 3468
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
29 June 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/83

Trinity House | 29 Jun 1858
My dear Sir,

I presume you have heard from Messrs Chance appointing Thursday
Evening1 for the trial of the Whitby Apparatus. I write you a few lines to say
that a Committee of the Elder Brethren have been appointed to accompany
you in the Examination, – they intend leaving for Birmingham by the 1.50 PM
Train on Thursday and will meet you at Messrs Chances at any time you may
appoint.

Believe me | My dear Sir | Yours very truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. That is 1 July 1858. See letters 3464 and 3465.

Letter 3469
Robert Lucas Chance to Faraday
30 June 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/83

Summerfield House near Birmingham | 30 Jun 1858
My dear Sir,

I shall (DV) be at the New St. Station at 1-40 PM tomorrow.
This morning we had advice from Mr. Berthon that a Committee of

the Trinity directors will come with you by the train leaving Paddington at
1-50 PM and arriving at Spon Hill at 5.30 PM, of which you have, no doubt,
received advice1.
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I shall, no doubt, receive a letter from you tomorrow morning stating
whether you will come by the one or the other. I beg to say that it would
afford me great pleasure to see the Committee at dinner at 6 for half past but
we don’t know whether that would be agreeable to them. I leave therefore the
arrangement entirely to you– It also happens that I had invited your friend
Joseph Chater2 & his eldest son3 to meet you on this occasion, & they will
be here at 1-40 PM or at least I hope so – I shall not know until tomorrow
morning[·]

I shall be much obliged by your telegraphing me tomorrow morning at
Summerfield House nr Birmm. saying, whether it would be expedient that I
should meet the Committee at the Station or otherwise.

Of course if you come by the train to arrive at 1-40 PM, this will be
unnecessary.

I am | My dear Sir | Yours very faithfully | R.L. Chance
M. Faraday Esqr

1. See letter 3468.
2. Joseph Chater (1797–1875, Chater (1977), 18). London glass merchant.
3. Henry Chater (1825–1895, Chater (1977), 18). London glass merchant.

Letter 3470
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
3 July 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/83

Royal Institution | 3 Jul 1858
Sir,

I have been to Birmingham according to your instructions1 (accom-
panied as you are aware by a committee of the Elder Brethren2) and have
examined carefully by day & by night the two catadioptric apparatus intended
for Whitby. They offer much improvement as compared with the apparatus I
last saw there, and I am satisfied with them.

As to colour the glass is excellent[·] There is very little variation in the
different pieces. In some of the reflecting prisms the ray has to travel through
six inches of glass, and yet these parts compared with a scale constructed
from window glass, did not give a deeper colour than one inch of the lightest
window glass that I could find, out of some hundred specimens. I do not
expect that this colour will be surpassed by any future exertions[·]

As to bubbles; these were present in some of the pieces of glass, and
irregular:– but by far the great majority of pieces were all that could be
desired – Bubbles do harm according to their superficial extent but not so
much as is sometimes supposed.

Striae – were present in some of the pieces and in a few were very strong
indeed. In this point improvement is desirable and as in the worst cases striae
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occurred at one end of a piece of glass whilst the other was nearly clear it is
to be hoped that such improvement will be finally obtained[·]

The mechanical working of the glass & the form was very good, being
considerably in advance of the former apparatus. The work was examined
closely in the day time and also at night at distances of 190, 317 and 421 feet.
The rays of light issued in their proper order & right course and though
the wind at night disturbed the lamps and made the light irregular still the
direction of the light was always good[·]

The apparatus illumine 190◦ of the horizon – one of them has three large
metallic reflectors in the spare space which throws the rays proceeding in their
direction back towards the focus & by it (in part) on towards the refractors.
Their effect in giving a superiority to that apparatus above the one without
reflectors could not be judged at night because of the wind & irregularity of
the lamp flame – but from the day light investigation I have no doubt that
they do return useful rays of light towards the sea horizon; however I am not
prepared to say in what degree[·]

The general construction of the metal frame seemed to me to be good &
sound, but of that I do not profess to be a sufficient judge3.

I am Sir | Your Very faithful & Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letters 3461 and 3468.
2. Faraday was there on 1 and 2 July 1858. The committee was composed of Mark Currie Close
and Gabriel Jemmet Redman (d.1878, age 80, GRO), an Elder Brother of Trinity House, 1847–1878,
Chaplin [1950], 209.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 6 July 1857, GL MS 30004/27, pp. 218–9. It was
agreed to install Chance’s apparatus in Whitby.

Letter 3471
William Edward Fitzmaurice to Faraday
3 July 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.3

Hamilton Lodge | 3 Jul
Dear Sir,

I am going to shew thenew light to Lord Lansdowne1 and a few friends on
Friday next2 at half past ten when I should very happy to see you. I understand
that you will probably have had [two words illegible] before you in an official
manner before then. I remain

Dear Sir | Yours faithfully | W.E. Fitzmaurice

Endorsed by Faraday: 9 Kensington Gore | /58 | Honble | Fitzmaurice

1. Henry Petty-Fitzmaurice, 3rd Marquis of Lansdowne (1780–1863, ODNB). Prominent Whig
politician.
2. That is 9 July 1858.
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Letter 3472
William Edward Fitzmaurice to Faraday
6 July 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.4

Hamilton Lodge, Kensington Gore | Tuesday, 6 Jul 1858
Dear Sir,

I fear that I must have made some mistake in my note. I have asked Lord
Lansdowne1 and a few other friends here on Friday evng. next the 9th July at
half past ten, and I wished you to have such time here on that Evng. From what
I had heard I expected that the trial of the Trinity Board would have taken
place tonight at Blackwall or whereever their official trials come off. Whether
it be so or not I have not heard and I am uncertain whether they would send
to me about it as all the apparatus is at Mr. Wilkins[·]

Yours faithfully | W.E. Fitzmaurice

I send this by hand fearing my note of this morng may not come in
time[·]

1. Henry Petty-Fitzmaurice, 3rd Marquis of Lansdowne (1780–1863, ODNB). Prominent Whig
politician.

Letter 3473
Charles Barry to Faraday
6 July 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2
Private

Old Palace Yard | 6 Jul 1858
My dear Faraday,

Mr. Gurney1 the ventilator and worthy successor of Dr. Reid2 at the New
Palace at Westminster who boasts of not having looked into a chemical book
for the last 25 years has assumed with reference to my two great towers at
the New Palace, that the fumes of a coke fire at the bottom of a shaft in such
of them will not affect either iron, or gold at the top of these towers although
the said fumes which are there most suffocating are in constant contact with
the metals to which I have alluded and although they are already in a state of
oxidation & decomposition I have ventured to take exception to Mr. Gurneys
dictum on this subject which he is nevertheless purposed to defend – may I
ask of you whether he or I am right?3

Most truly yours | Charles Barry

1. Goldsworthy Gurney (1793–1875, ODNB). Inventor.
2. David Boswell Reid (1805–1863, ODNB). Worked on the ventilation and lighting of the new
Houses of Parliament, 1836–1845.
3. For the difficult relations between Barry and Gurney over the ventilation and lighting of the
new Houses of Parliament, see Porter (1998), 168–88.
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Letter 3474
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
7 July 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E10

Royal Institution | 7 Jul 1858
My dear Bence Jones,

As I shall be out all day and hope to go off tomorrow I cannot resist
writing to tell you that Jane & I were at Hampton Court yesterday & found
all very active in repairing &c. I cannot help thinking that Mr. Beckets [sic]
influence has been felt there but did not hint at anything of the kind. They find
the house &c very much out of repair – the Green house especially & wanted
to pull it half down but as it is especially mentioned in the warrant1 as part of
the Queen’s favour I am not inclined to lose the pleasure we anticipate from
it. Whether I shall get that & the Garden done or not I do not as yet know.

You have I suppose no objection to my urging Mr. Vulliamy2 &
Mr. Faraday3 on with the lecture room4[·] As it will bring workmen into the
house we want it advanced & finished before repairs in the stairs Hall &c5

come on for as the house has to be kept open we cannot have repairs in all
parts at once.

Tomorrow we hope to go off for a fortnight, but circumstances have
changed our destination from Folkstone to Eastbourne. I am on some points
sorry for this – as you may suppose from what you know of our inten-
tions & hopes of meeting your family here & there: – but one cannot arrange
everything to harmonize.

Ever My dear friend | Truly Yours | M. Faraday

We yesterday as a Committee agreed warmly & unanimously to the
enclosed report on Degrees in science6. I expect some opposition in the Senate
to day – but think we shall carry it on – perhaps warmly – but the senate must
have time to think of it7.

MF

1. Letter 3457.
2. Lewis Vulliamy (1791–1871, ODNB). Architect to the Royal Institution.
3. James Faraday (1817–1875, GRO). Gas engineer. Nephew of Faraday.
4. This was for improving the lighting and ventilation of the lecture theatre. See RI MM, 5 July
1858, 11: 248.
5. Ibid.
6. Report of the Committee appointed to consider the propriety of establishing a degree or degrees in
Science, London, 1858. See note 3, letter 3444.
7. Faraday proposed the acceptance of the report at the Senate. However, the philosophical
radical Henry Warburton (1785–1858, ODNB) sought to refer it back to the committee. This
proposal was overwhelmingly defeated and the report was adopted. University of London Senate
Minutes, 7 July 1858, pp. 57–8.
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Letter 3475
William Edward Fitzmaurice to Faraday
7 July 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.5

Hamilton Lodge | Wednesday, 7 Jul
Dear Sir,

I regret much that I shall not be able to see on Friday1 one who can
so truly appreciate the smallest efforts in science but if I might take such
a liberty as to ask you alone I should be most happy to see you either this
Evening or tomorrow Evening (Thursday) as soon after half past nine as might
be convenient. I am going to [do] a few experiments upon different objects
in the garden to see where the best effect is to be had and as I shall be at
work both evenings it will make no difference in trouble or arrangements in
any way.

I should be glad you saw it for although there would be little new to you
in the matter still I think that littlewould satisfy you that a most brilliant and
perfectly permanent light is to be had at small cost & without complication[·]

I remain Dear Sir | yours faithfully | W.E. Fitzmaurice

Endorsed by Faraday: /58

1. That is 9 July 1858.

Letter 3476
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
8 July 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/84

Royal Institution | 8 Jul 1858
Dear Sir,

The Catadioptric light apparatus intended for the Bishops rock light-
house having been erected at the Trinity house, so as to be accessible in all
directions & capable of examination, I proceeded yesterday to inspect it both
by day & night. The points which admit of such examination are Colour,–
bubbles,– striae,– workmanship, & optical action of the parts. When these are
all right, there is no doubt that the effect at a distance will be good[·]

As to colour the glass was greener than I expected to find it. It was
sensible in the refractive & chief part of the apparatus, and much more in the
reflecting prisms above and below. There the colour in many pieces equalled
Nos. 6 & 7 or the deeper shades of the experimental scale I have before referred
to. Improvement in this respect is desirable and attainable.

In respect of bubbles the glass was very clear indeed. There were a few
here & there, but the apparatus is in that point of view unexceptionable.

There were no large or strong striae, but numerous small ones, often
occupying the whole of the glass and lying horizontally in it from end to end.
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Their smallness & the manner in which they are disposed, is evidently due
to the way in which the glass has been gathered & drawn out. As far as they
can act they tend to disperse light in a vertical plane; but it is difficult to
say to what extent this may take place, & whether the effect at a distance is
importantly affected by them or not.

The optical action & distribution of the light is not so good as I expected;
considering the results with some former French apparatus. As the eye travels
up and down near the apparatus, between the top & bottom, the flame or
other object in the focus appears in the ribs of glass in the proper order:– but at
15 or 20 feet off, many of them present the luminous object in the reverse order.
Closer examination shows that this is because the secondary foci of many of
the ribs are at distances not greater than from 8 to 20 feet instead of being on
the horizon;– the rays from these pieces do not therefore proceed in a parallel
direction to the horizon but diverge after passing these foci. The effect on the
screen at different distances is manifested by the production of light & dark
bands. A dark band originates 5 1

2 inches below the level of the focus (at the
line where the 11 inch central rib joins the one beneath it); which is common to
many of the pannels & does not disappear at any distance which I can obtain
in the room. I cannot tell how far these circumstances would affect the result at
a distance and it is right that I should call to remembrance experiments made
many years ago (& reported upon) in which two pannels at Purfleet, were
examined & compared from Blackwall wharf1, the one being a well wrought
French pannel & the other a pannel from Newcastle having the condition
described above. The latter did not present the inferior condition which was
expected & I concluded that in that case the imperfect workmanship of each
piece or rib was compensated for by the overlapping of the rays of all the
17 pieces of which the pannel was composed.

The workmanship of the frame of the apparatus appears to be very
good2.

I am | My dear Sir | Most faithfully Yours | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Faraday report, 16 October 1840, GL MS 30108/A1, pp. 144–56. (This will be published in an
appendix in volume 6).
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 13 July 1858, GL MS 30010/41, pp. 466–7. It
was agreed that Wilkins would be asked to replace the faulty portions as advised by Faraday.

Letter 3477
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
9 July 1858
From the original in the possession of Kurt Wolfgang Vincentz

Royal Institution | 9 Jul 1858
My dear Matteucci,

You will learn from Madame Matteucci that I received your letter of the
(no date) informing us of her journey to London & that whilst in the act off
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setting of[f] for Albany Street Madame Matteucci came to us[·] It gave us great
pleasure to see her & hear of you & since that I have had the pleasure of a
chat with her & have also received a note from her of the 7th instant telling
us of her departure. Pray acknowledge this note for me with expressions of
our kindest hopes & wishes.

Madame Matteucci refers to some letter I may possibly have received
from you as requiring an immediate answer[·] I am not aware of any since
that referred to above. As for original matter I have none to give you for I
work but slowly have no new results perfected and cannot tell when I may
have. As to what I read of the works of others I cannot remember it & so have
no power to talk about it. I rejoice to hear that you are at work indeed I think
wherever you are you work and so must advance. We are always expecting
new results.

I have no idea of being able to reach Switzerland this year – I doubt if
I shall be able to go to our own association at Leeds1. Indeed I always hold
the future as if a week might change it or even close it as regards this life. No
man can reach my time of life without the natural warnings and to me they
are as interesting as any point or part of physical science indeed I hope for
more so. So you see which way my philosophy tends at present:– & it does
not exclude other thoughts & motives which are far more important than any
philosophy[·]

Ever My dear Matteucci | Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Professor Matteucci | &c &c &c | Hotel l Empereur Joseph | Rue
de Tournan | à Paris

1. That is the Annual Meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3478
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
15 July 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/84

Trinity House, London, E.C | 15 Jul 1858
Sir,

Having laid before the Board your Letter of the 8th. Instant1, reporting
the result of your examination of the Catadioptric Apparatus supplied by
Messrs. Wilkins and Co. for the Bishop Rock Light House,– I am directed
to express the disappointment with which the Elder Brethren have received
so unsatisfactory an account of it’s general character and quality,– and to
acquaint you that having felt it necessary to call upon Messrs. Wilkins to
replace all the portions which you have pronounced to be defective, with
others of unexceptionable quality, at such time and in such manner as not to
interfere with the exhibition of the Light on the 1st. October next, of which
Public Notice has been given, the Elder Brethren will be obliged by your
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advice as to the particular requirements which they should make of Messrs.
Wilkins, in respect of the portions of the Apparatus to be replaced.–

I am, | Sir, | Your most humble Servant, | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq. | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3476.

Letter 3479
Louis Sautter to Faraday
15 July 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/84

Londres | 15 Juillet 1858
M. Faraday Esqr. | London | Royal Institution
Monsieur,

Ayant reçu communication du rapport présenté par vous à Trinity
house1 au sujet de l’appareil construit par MM Wilkins & Co. pour le phare
de Bishop Rock, et dont la partie optique sort de mes ateliers, je suis venu à
Londres dans le but de vous présenter à ce sujet quelques observations. Les
conclusions de ce rapport sont loin de nous être favorable, et le nom dont
il est signé lui donnera sans aucun doute un grand poids, non seulement
aux yeux de Trinity house mais aux yeux de tout le monde savant. Bien que
mon opinion ne puisse être mise en regard de la votre, cependant, je crois
pouvoir, en m’appuyant sur mon expérience de constructeur, et sur l’opinion
des hommes distingués qui sont en France à la tête de l’administration des
phares, répondre d’une manière satisfaisante à la plupart des reproches que
vous adressez à notre appareil. J’ose espérer, Monsieur, que prenant en consid-
ération la gravite que cette question a pour moi, vous voudrez bien accueillir
ma demande; et m’indiquer le moment auquel il vous sera possible de me
recevoir.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur, l’assurance de ma considération
respectueuse | L. Sautter
London coffee house | Ludgate Hill | London

TRANSLATION
London | 15 Jul 1858

Mr. Faraday Esq. | London | Royal Institution
Sir,

Having received communication of the report presented by you to
Trinity House1 concerning the apparatus constructed by Messrs Wilkins & Co.
for the Bishop Rock lighthouse, and for which the optical part was made in
my workshop, I have come to London in the hope of presenting to you a few
observations on this subject. The findings of this report are far from being
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favorable to us, and the name of the signatory will no doubt give it great
weight, not only in the eyes of Trinity House but also in the eyes of every
savant. Although my opinion cannot be compared with yours, nevertheless,
I believe I can, relying on my experience as a constructor, and on the opin-
ion of the distinguished men who are at the head of the French lighthouse
administration, answer in a satisfactory manner most of the criticisms that
you make about our device. I dare to hope, Sir, that taking into consideration
the importance of this matter to me, you will wish to accede to my request;
and to indicate a convenient time for me to visit you.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my respectful consideration |
L. Sautter
London Coffee House | Ludgate Hill | London

1. Letter 3476.

Letter 3480
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
19 July 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.6

Trinity House | 19 Jul 1858
My dear Sir,

Adverting to your inspection in company with the Deputy Master1, of
the Lights exhibited at Major Fitzmaurice, on the Evening of Monday last2,–
I am directed to request you will state for the information of the Elder Brethren,
whether you consider that the means by which the Light is produced are such
as to render it applicable to Light House purposes,– or what preliminary data
you would require for the purpose of forming an opinion on the Subject.

I remain | My dear Sir | Yours very Truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. John Shepherd.
2. That is 12 July 1858.

Letter 3481
Louis Sautter to Faraday
19 July 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/84

24 & 25 Long Acre, London | 19 Juillet 1858, WC
Monsieur Faraday M.R.S. &c &c &c | Londres
Monsieur,

Je prends la liberté de vous adresser quelques observations au sujet du
rapport adressé par vous à Trinity House sur la partie optique du phare de
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Bishop Rock1; Vous avez trouvé qu’il laissait à désirer
1◦ Sous le rapport de la coloration du verre
2◦ Sous le rapport des stries
3◦ Sous le rapport de l’effet optique.

(1.) 1◦. La coloration du verre. Vous estimez qu’elle est trop foncée, et que
sous ce rapport des ameliorations peuvent être réalisées.

Le verre entrant dans la composition de nos appareils est du verre de
glace de St. Gobain. Il a toujours ai une couleur légèrement verdâtre, et il
nous semble pas que cette coloration aie augmenté dans ces dernières années.
Cependant ne voulant pas nous en rapporter sur ce point à notre impression
personelle, nous avons consulté l’engénieur des phares de France qui nous a
répondu la lettre ci jointe.

(1.A.) Sans méconnaitre l’avantage qu’il y aurait a ce que le verre fût plus
blanc, nous croyons qu’il faudrait pour cela, en changer la composition, et
sacrifier des qualités plus essentielles, la pureté, la dureté et l’inalterabilité.
C’est-la le motif qui a la suite d’experiences qui durent depuis 36 ans, a decidé
l’administration des Phares de France, a preferer le verre de glace à base de soude,
malgré sa couleur verdâtre aux verres à base de potasse et de plomb.

Nous croyons d’ailleurs qu’en outre de leur plus grande inalterabilité,
les verres que nous employons sont, du raison de la forte proportion de silice
qu’ils contiennent, plus transparents, plus lumineux que les autres – C’est ce
qui pourrait être vérifié par des experiences photometriques.–

(2) 2◦ Les stries. Nous croyons les fils secs que notre verre contient, moins
nuisibles que les fils gras qu’on observe presque toujours dans les verres
qui contiennent du plomb. Nous n’avons pas remarqué qu’ils ajoutassent
sensiblement à la divergence de l’image dans chaque prisme.

(3) 3◦ L’effet optique. Il est bien possible que quelques uns des armeaux cata-
dioptriques aient été légèrement dérangés de leur position dans le voyage.
Nous avons l’habitude de les verifier, et s’il y a lieu, de les corriger au moment
de la mise en place de l’appareil. Mr. Wilkins a négligé cette vérification, qui
sera toujours faite à l’avenir, et (3.A) qui pour l’appareil deBishopRock, pourra
avoir lieu après son installation sur la tour.

Les bandes noires que vous signalez dans les panneaux dioptrique peu-
vent être dues à la largeur du point entre deux prisms successifs: il est possible
aussi que dans le but de faire disparaitre certains petits défauts tels qu’ecailles,
dentelures, sur un des bords de la lentille centrale, on l’aie usée plus d’un côté
que de (3.B) l’autre, en sorte que son axe optique ne se trouve plus compris
dans le plain focal de l’appareil.

La difference en tout cas ne peut être que faible (3.B) et nous aurons soin
d’eviter ce defaut à l’avenir.
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L’existence d’un foyer secondaire à une certaine distance en avant de la
lentille, est un inconvenient qu’il ne nous est pas possible d’eviter complète-
ment. Les légères, mais inevitables variations dans la composition, (3.C) et
dans l’indice de refraction de nos verres, se traduissent par les differences
dans la longueur focal de chaque prisme, differences que peuvent être d’une
centimetre au dela ou en deça de la longueur voulue. De là l’existence d’un
foyer secondaire, reél ou virtuel placé en avant ou en arrière de la lentille.

Nous avons l’habitude de nous rendre compte du degré d’exactitude
de chaque panneau, en plaçant à une certaine distance en avant de la lentille
une lampe ordinaire. Connaisant l’eloignement de cette lampe et la dis-
tance focale principale de la lentille, nous calculons celle du foyer conjugée.
Nous promenons un ecran derrière la lentille, et nous nous assurons si
chaque armeau donne son foyer bien net; si ces foyers coincident, et ci cette
coincidence a lieu a la distance de la lentille voulue par calcul.

Il n’est pas une des lentils que nous avons livrées à Trinity House, qui
n’aie été soumise à ces experiences, et dont le foyer n’aie été reconnu exact à
moins d’un centimetre près.

(3.D) Nous espérons, Monsieur que les observations qui précédent, tant en
laissant subsister vos critiques vous sembleront de nature à en diminuer la
portée, en les presentant les defauts reproches à nos verres, soit comme des
inconveniens inherens à notre fabrication, et qu’on ne pourrait eviter sans
tomber dans des inconveniens plus graves, soit (1A) comme de legers dèfauts
de montage qu’il est facile de corriger, et que nous aurons soin d’eviter (3.E)
a l’avenir.–

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, l’assurance de ma consideration
respectueuse | L. Sautter

TRANSLATION
24 & 25 long Acre, London | 19 Jul 1858, WC

Mr. Faraday F.R.S. &c. &c. &c. | London
Sir,

I take the liberty of addressing to you some observations relating to the
report addressed by you to Trinity House on the optical part of the Bishop
Rock lighthouse1; you reported that there were problems concerning:

1st the colour of the glass
2nd the straie
3rd the optical effect.

(1.) 1st. The colour of the glass. You consider it to be too dark, and that in this
regard some improvements can be made.

The glass used in the construction of our apparatus is sheet glass from
St. Gobain. It has always had a slightly greenish colour, and it does not seem
to us that this tint has increased in the last few years. However not wishing to
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rely on our own personal impression with regard to this matter, we consulted
the French lighthouse engineer, whose letter of response is attached.

(1.A.) Without underestimating the advantage that white glass would give, we
believe that to achieve this, it would be necessary to change the composition,
sacrificing more essential qualities, purity, hardness and stability. This is the
reason why, following experiments which have lasted for 36 years, the French
lighthouse administration has been persuaded that soda based glass is better,
in spite of its greenish tint, than potash and lead based glass.

We believe, moreover, that in addition to stability, the glass that we use
is, because of the high proportion of silica that it contains, more transparent
and more luminous than any other – this could be verified by photometric
experiments.–

(2) 2nd The straie. We believe that the thin lines that our glass contains, are less
injurious than the thick lines that one almost always observes in lead glass. We
have not noticed that they add significantly to the divergence of the beam in
every prism.

(3) 3rd Optical effect. It is possible that some of the catadioptric ribs had been
slightly dislodged from their position during the journey. We usually check
them, and if necessary, adjust them when the apparatus is set up. Mr. Wilkins
did not carry out this verification, but it will always be done in the future,
and (3.A) with regard to the apparatus for Bishop Rock, can take place after its
installation in the tower.

The black bands that you refer to in the dioptric panels might be due to
the distance between two successive prisms; it is also possible that in trying to
eliminate some small defects, such as flakes or serrations on one of the sides
of the central lentil, which occur on one side more than (3.B) the other, the
optic axis may no longer be within the focal plane of the apparatus.

The difference in any case can only be slight (3.B) and we will take care
to avoid this defect in the future.

The existence of a secondary focus at a certain distance before the lentil, is
an inconvenience that it is not possible for us to avoid completely. The slight,
but unavoidable variations in the composition (3.C) and in the refractive index
of our glass, express themselves in the focal length of each prism, differences
which can be of about a centimetre this or that side of the required length.
Hence the existence of a secondary focus, real or virtual, before or behind the
lentil.

We usually test the degree of accuracy of every panel, by placing an
ordinary lamp a certain distance in front of the lentil. Knowing the distance
of this lamp and the main focal length of the lentil, we calculate the combined
focus. We place a screen behind the lentil, and we ensure that each piece gives
a clear focus, that these foci coincide, and that this coincidence takes place at
the distance from the lentil predicted by calculation.
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The lentil delivered to Trinity House had not been subjected to the tests
to ensure that it was precise to at least one centimetre.

(3.D) We hope, Sir, that the preceding observations, whilst accepting your
criticisms, will seem significantly to diminish their import, presenting the
defects attributed to our glass either as inevitable inconveniences due to our
manufacturing process and which could not be avoided without introducing
more serious disadvantages, or (1A) as small defects in installation which it is
easy to correct, and which we will take care to avoid (3.E) in the future.–

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my respectful consideration |
L. Sautter

1. That is letter 3476.

Letter 3482
Faraday to William Scrope Ayrton
20 July 1858
From the original formerly in the possession of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Aida

Royal Institution | 20 Jul 1858
My dear Sir,

Accept my very earnest and hearty thanks for your kind invitation. I do
hope to see Leeds during the Association week1 but if I am there it will be as
the Guest of Mr. Becket[t]. With the strongest sense of your kindness I am

My dear Sir | Yours Very faithfully | M. Faraday
W.S. Ayrton Esqr | &c &c &c

1. That is the Annual Meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3483
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
20 July 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/84

Eastbourne | 20 Jul 1858
Sir,

On the Receipt of your letter of the 15th1 at Eastbourne I instantly went
up to London and finding M. Sautter the constructor of the Bishops Rock
apparatus arranged to meet with him at the Trinity House and explain to him
my mode of examination. Unfortunately there was no part of the Bishops rock
apparatus that had not been sent off but we placed up & examined an old
French pannel of excellent character and also a new one of M. Sautter which
were quite sufficient to illustrate all the points we had in view.
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M. Sautter has since that written to me in reference to my Report to
you and I enclose his letter marked S.A. 19 July 18582 and marked also in
the margin for reference. You will see that he admits the correctness of my
criticisms (D) but adds observations which should influence their effect on the
final judgement of the Trinity House. In my reports I have never presumed to
express an opinion as to the acceptance or refusal of an apparatus. My object
has been to state how near to or far from perfection any apparatus was, not
that perfection is ever attainable but to mark the relative position in which any
particular apparatus may stand – to prevent retrogression – and to point out
what may yet be wanting. To do this seems to me the more important because
if a concentrated light, intense in effect, but small in dimension, as the Electric
light or the lime light ever becomes available, it will require a perfection of
work & quality which may easily be dispensed with as at present when a
large Fresnel flame is used.

I will now refer to the three points of 1 Colour, 2 Striae, 3 Optical action;
which are referred to in M. Sautters letter.

The colour is admitted (1) and its disadvantage (1.A.), but it is consid-
ered as a necessary consequence of that composition of the glass which gives
hardness, inalterability by sea air, and diminished striae. I have no reason to
doubt the quoted result of many years experience in France and I accept the
subject as one of balanced considerations. Glass of less colour has come to us
from France and other glass to which I cannot refer more particularly here is
whiter in colour:– but the compensations hardness & unalterability of such
when forming part of the apparatus are points very difficult to judge of[·]

As to Striae (2). I have not made them an objection in my report I have
only marked their existence & character as a record in respect of this particular
apparatus[·]

As to Optical effects (3) I need say little or nothing[·] You will see (3.A.)
that some things are to be corrected – and others (3.B.B. 3.E.) in future avoided.

I may conclude by recommending the apparatus to be accepted. I admit
the considerations regarding colour hardness & inalterability – though I do
not know that a white glass cannot be had possessing the requisite degree of
the latter qualities – and I have full confidence that M. Sautter will cause the
corrections referred to (3A) to be made3[·]

I am Sir | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3478.
2. Letter 3481.
3. This letter was read Trinity House By Board, 27 July 1858, GL MS 30010/41, p. 487. It was
agreed to act on Faraday’s recommendation.
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Letter 3484
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
21 July 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/90.7–9

Eastbourne | 21 Jul 1858
My dear Sir,

The light which I saw in company with the Deputy Master1 at the house
of the Honble Major Fitzmaurice2 had in every respect both as to its high
power and the apparatus employed the character of the ordinary oxyhydro-
gen lime light as used at the Polytechnic & other similar establishments and
as I have myself frequently employed it in the Royal Institution. The lime
light was proposed many years ago by Lieut. Drummond3 for lighthouse
purposes4 & I have no doubt was then very fully considered.

The person who superintended the light at Major Fitzmaurice[’s] house,
professed to know most about it, & was supposed to be the responsible person,
said there were three causes of its superiority over the known lime light[·] One
of these was in something added to the oxygen & hydrogen gases this was
kept secret – Another was in the nature of the medium which as far as I could
then judge was lime but this also was kept secret. The oxygen & hydrogen
gases were preserved in a compressed state in strong iron cylinders and the
third cause of superiority was assumed to exist in the friction of the gases at
the valves as they issued from the cylinders; this friction being supposed to
produce an electric or some other favourable state.

(1) Speaking for myself I should as a practical philosophic adviser first
require to know all the circumstances and liabilities of the light in order to
judge of their permissibility & probable utility. I should therefore require to
know the two secret points; & I should desire this the more earnestly because
I place no confidence in the third supposed cause of advantage.

(2) Besides these secrets I should then require to know in what form or
arrangement the light is to be applied practically – whether as a central light
or in the manner of lamps, i.e. each medium being in its own reflector also
whether when in reflectors as a central light a fixed light, or a revolving light
for each of these would require different consideration as to arrangement,
expence, power of the light, & its proper service. In any case the assumed
advantage of the mode of application should be stated – If that advantage be
in superior illumination; then I should desire to know the cost of the light
and the proof that the estimation was correct and should also require exper-
iments by which the light could be measured in relation to an Argand or
Fresnel lamp; & the cost of the preparation and consumption of the gases be
ascertained[·]
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(3) Next would come trials respecting the time during which such a
light might be left – whether, as under present arrangements, the time might
extend to an hour or more without fear – or whether the attention must be
constant:– for very much of the safety & certainty of a light depends upon its
comparative steadiness when arranged & left to itself.

(4) Then must be considered the preparation of the two gases Oxygen
& hydrogen & the peculiar substance to be added to them;– the quantity of
the gases required for a winters night; the storing of the gases;– and as com-
pression is supposed to be necessary, the engine pump apparatus required
for that compression. Also the peculiar knowledge & care both chemical &
engineering required in the persons taking charge of these points.

(5) As the gases are very explosive when mixed, and as the Trinity
house have in the prevention of plans proposed to them had an explosion
in a lighthouse, so the possibility of such an event under any circumstances
must be most carefully considered & for that reason the details regarding the
preparation & use of the oxygen & hydrogen must be fully stated.

(6) Such is the general order in which I should have to consider the
subject & I think it the only manner in which it can be usefully developed.
It is not until that has been done that I think trial in a light house would be
of service. When tried in a light house it should be in some form available
in practise. I do not know that a single fixed narrow concentrated ray is ever
required. If tried as a revolving light it will of course give a very intense flash;
but its divergence, & therefore its time, will be small compared to the Argand
lamps in reflectors perhaps only one third.

If it be tried as a fixed light merely for the purpose of a visible effect,
then in order to make it instructive for lighthouse purposes, it ought to be
compared with the usual oxyhydrogen lime light, or Drummond light; and
if possible with the Magnetic Electric light: these also being each in its own
reflector.

Perhaps I have gone more into this matter than you required of me but
I do not see any other way in which a useful practical result may be obtained
& disappointment avoided5.

I am | My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. John Shepherd.
2. See letter 3480.
3. Thomas Drummond (1797–1840, ODNB). Officer in Royal Engineers. Worked on Ordnance
Survey of Ireland. Later Under Secretary in Ireland, 1835–1840.
4. Drummond (1830).
5. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 27 July 1858, GL MS 30010/41, pp. 488–9.
It was agreed to send the substance of this letter to Fitzmaurice and to ask that any comments
he had should be sent directly to Faraday in strict confidence.
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Letter 3485
Faraday to James David Forbes
23 July 1858
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1858/80

Eastbourne | 23 Jul 1858
My dear sir,

I received your letter & paper1 here & it was very pleasant to hear from
you; not merely for the subjects sake but for friendships sake;– & I may take the
opportunity in this reply to thank you for your kind estimate of my scientific
work in your history of physical science2. Perhaps I have no right to thank
you for what you wrote in the cause of science; but it was not the less grateful
to my feelings, that I had to consider it impartial.

I have not worked on the subject of regellation since the first3. I am very
glad it has been taken up by others & shall leave it for the present to them.
I hold my mind therefore suspended amongst the views put forth respecting
the prime cause of the effect. As however you wish me to make observations
on any point I will venture one or two[·]

I do not consider the proof you give at paragraph marked 1 as sufficient
to shew that metals freeze to ice at 32◦4. That the lowest of a pile of shillings
after sinking into the ice – becoming cooled to 32◦. – and moulding the ice to
its own rough form, should adhere to it at the bottom of the cavity, seems
a very probable convergence of the roughness of the shilling & the ice; their
clean contact, & the pressure of the atmosphere.– My experiments were made
with gold leaf placed between two faces of ice the whole being immersed in
ice cold water5 – the ice cold water always being prepared by pounding the
ice & the water together, & leaving much of the finely powdered ice in the
fluid[·]

As to Paragraph 36 the possibility of a lower temperature within the mass
of ice than at its surface was considered by me, & at the time answered in the
negative as to its necessary connexion with regellation, thus:– Ice was put into
a water kept at 32◦ externally, water added, & the ice broken up & triburated in
the finest possible manner. No matter how long this was continued, – whether
the water was left or poured off from time to time,– whether warm water was
added to the finely divided ice & the triburation continued until one half or
more was dissolved;– in every case, if a quantity of the fine particles were
taken on the hand & squeezed together regellation at once took place. So also
if the finest snow be scattered into water (made a little warm before hand if
required) & be shaken violently up together so as to make a thorough mixture
of the snow particles & the water;– still, a portion of these taken in the hand
& squeezed together regellate[·]

I am only speaking of the old facts – I may add the following.– A
Mr. Harrison7 has been manufacturing ice in London lately. He cools brine by
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the evaporation of ether and then lets the brine flow round metallic vessels
containing water which becomes frozen. These vessels are about 1 1

2 inch wide
20 inches long & 20 inches deep; a little narrower at the bottom, so as to give a
wedge shaped plate of ice. The freezing of course begins against the metallic
sides of the vessel; but as it proceeds, exceedingly fine thin crystals of ice pro-
ceed from the sides obliquely towards the middle of the water;– these often
being 3 or 4 inches long, half an inch or an inch broad, and yet as thin as
paper:– yet when I took one of these & held its end against the end of another.
regellation occurred.

Ever My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
J.D. Forbes Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Forbes (1858).
2. Forbes (1857), 977–82.
3. Athenaeum, 15 June 1850, pp. 640–1 which contains an account of Faraday’s Friday Evening
Discourse of 7 June 1850, ‘Certain Conditions of Freezing Water’.
4. Forbes (1858), 104.
5. See Athenaeum, 15 June 1850, pp. 640–1.
6. Forbes (1858), 104.
7. James Harrison (c.1816–1893, AuDB). Scottish-born Australian inventor.

Letter 3486
Edward Sabine1 to Faraday
24 July 1858
From the incomplete original in IET MS SC 2

Llanfair, Llandovery, S. Wales | 24 Jul 58
Dear Faraday,

In one of your friday evening lectures at the Institution 2 or 3 years ago
you spoke of the possibility of the lines of force (on which you were lectur-
ing) affording by & bye a more precise means of measuring the magnetic
variations than those which we have now in use2. I wished then, and I have
often wished since to make better known to you the capabilities of our present
means; and a description which I have just completed of the lunar diurnal
variation of the horizontal magnetic force at the Cape of Good Hope gives
me I think a good opportunity of doing so. The observations are those hourly
ones made between 1843 & 1846 which were published in the 1st Vol. of the
Cape Magnetic Obsn. some years ago3 – The discussion will be in a volume
now in the press4. The result is that twice in every lunar day, the horizl. magc.
force of the earth is encreased by one two-hundred-thousandth of its whole
amount; and twice in each lunar day the force is diminished by an equal
amount the maxima are at intervals of 12 lunar hours from each other, as are
the minima; & the minima six hours from the maxima. And not only are these
wonderfully minute differences of the force cognisable & satisfactorily deter-
mined, but each progression from maximum to minimum & from minimum
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to maximum is determined by strictly independent observations at each of
the intermediate hours with a very remarkable approach to regularity. Thus
in every six lunar hours there is a variation of the force amounting to two,
two-hundred thousandth of the whole force, which takes place by a regular
progression cognisable by our present instrumental means by independent
observations at every hour: These are the mean numerical values derived
from 3 years of hourly observation. It really appears to me that greater preci-
sion than this need not even be desired in the present state of the science. If
& when you show your audience a needle suspended by a silk thread under
a glass cover directing itself into the m. meridian by the earths force you told
them that by the instrument employed and the systems practised in magc.
observatories, a variation of a hundred-thousandth part of that

1. Writer identified on the basis of handwriting and that letter 3487 is the reply.
2. Faraday (1852a), Friday Evening Discourse of 23 January 1852.
3. Sabine (1851–76), 1.
4. The preface to Sabine (1851–76): 2 referring to the volume stated ‘It was long hoped that it
might have been completed under the superintendence of Sir Edward Sabine, and have included
a discussion of the results of the observations. This cannot now be expected’.

Letter 3487
Faraday to Edward Sabine
27 July 1858
From the original in Berkshire Record Office MS D/EBy F48 111

Eastbourne | 27 Jul 1858
Dear Sabine,

How pleasant it is to receive a letter1 from you out of the country and
to write to you from the country in reply. Generally science is found in closer
atmospheres than those we enjoy at present: I hope your place is doing you
and still more Mrs. Sabine2 much good in the way of health & strength; &
that the weather has suited you. We have had much Electricity here & I was
fortunate enough whilst watching a storm, to see a Church struck by lightning
within a 100 feet of me; I was looking by the very pinnacle at the cloud & in
the direction from which the lightning came.

Your data & results are most beautiful & I hope to have a good occasion
to state them in all their force. I suppose there can be no doubt that themoon&
the Earth are in magnetic relation as close & sure as is the Earth & a magnetic
needle upon its surface. The elimination & determination of so minute a
quantity is wonderful, & the method by which it is done must be beautiful.
I had a notion that placing a series of soft iron bars in position & watching
by needles their variation in force, as the lines of Magnetic force acted upon
them varied from hour to hour & season to season, we might obtain results
more quick & ready than those given by the effect of the same lines of force
directly upon the magnets themselves; as in Gauss’s3 methods4 & course in
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yours:– but as yet the retention of a given state by the iron offers obstacles.
Perhaps the use of helices might do good but I have not pursued the subject;
& such results as yours seem quite sufficient for every present purpose.

I cannot help hoping that when refinements like those you speak of,
are multiplied, Mathematicians will be able to draw their conclusions closer
about the suppositions that are afloat than heretofore. When Clarke Maxwell
examined my views of lines of Magnetic force mathematically5, he placed
them at last upon an equality with the others; and whilst saying that views
more comprehensive and competent were required to embrace the phenom-
ena of Electricity & Magnetism jointly, he made me to hope that mine might
be such. It is only by referring on the results & increasing the force of the
experimental & observed facts, that we shall be able to select the most correct
view & throw off the limited & superfluous ones.

Ever My dear Sabine | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3486.
2. Elizabeth Juliana Sabine, née Leeves (1807–1879, ODNB under E. Sabine). Scientific translator
who married Sabine in 1826.
3. Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777–1855, DSB). Director of the Göttingen Observatory, 1807–1855.
4. See Gauss (1841).
5. Maxwell (1856).

Letter 3488
Faraday to Justus Liebig
27 July 1858
From the original in BS MS Liebigiana II B, Faraday, M.

Royal Institution | 27 Jul 1858
My dear Liebig,

Having nothing of importance to communicate I must take advantage
of a smaller matter to communicate with you – and yet it is no small matter
that you should send me by Graham a mark of your good will in a piece of
Glass silvered by Yourself1 – It looks very beautiful – I have not as yet heard
how it is done for I have through the force of several circumstances been
very irregular in my reading for some time past and very forgetful of what I
have read.

Whenever I think of you I picture you to myself as well, & in good
health[·] I hope in that that my expectations are true & yet I have a faint
feeling of a report that you had not been in good health. My wife & I are both
in the Country trying to re-energize but it is hard work[·] I think I feel the
effects of 67 years this season more than I anticipated from the 66 of last year.
Except this circulatory laziness I am very well[·]

Ever My dear Liebig | Yours Truly | M. Faraday

1. See Brock (1997), 136–9 and Vaupel (1991) for a discussion of this aspect of Leibig’s work.
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Letter 3489
Faraday to Julius Plücker
27 July 18581

From the original in NRCC ISTI
Royal Institution | 27 Jul 1857 [sic]

My dear Sir,
I seemed to have two or three of your letters unanswered & wondered

at it but then I remembered that you had been here since some of them & we
had talked them over. Your last I shewed as you desired to Mr. Gassiot &
also to Dr. Tyndall[·] The latter is now in Switzerland amongst the Glaciers[·]
I do not know whether you will see him at some of your German meetings.
I have been obliged to give up thinking about the luminous current but whilst
such as you Gassiot and others work at the subject I know it is progressing.
The Arch which you shewed me corresponding to the Magnetic line of force
and that other one of which you speak in one of your letters of like nature
interest me very much inasmuch as their course seems to be directly at right
angles to the course of the Electric current – The alternate light & dark parts
of the stratified column are also exceedingly exciting: What is the essential
difference of these parts? It is very easy to imagine a difference or even two
or three kinds of it but what is the real difference?

Then again the question of transmission of the discharge across a perfect
vacuum or whether a vacuum exists or not? is to me a continual thought and
seems to be connected with the hypothesis of the ether. What a pity one cannot
get hold of these points by some experiments – more close & searching than
any we have yet devised[·]

You seem surprized to have had the double current when one end of the
Ruhmkorf was connected with the coating of the tube & the other with the
wire. With Gassiot & myself this was an instant conclusion from the exper-
iment with two coatings & is described in his paper2 as such. A very pretty
variation of it is made by connecting

the two wires a.b. with one end of the Ruhmkorf & the coating c with the
other: double currents are obtained in both halves of the tube but in opposite
directions as is shewn by their examination with a magnet[·]

Ever | My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor Plucker | &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 3447 (because of the references to Tyndall and
Gassiot) and the reference to Plücker’s visit in April 1858 (letters 3413 and 3414).
2. Gassiot (1858).
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Letter 3490
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
28 July 1858
From the original in UB MS NS 437

Royal Institution | 28 Jul 1858
My dear Schoenbein,

Though I date as above yet I am residing in the country & that has caused
me to miss your friend M. Vischer1 which I was very sorry for[·] I called in
Golden square – and wrote a letter in hopes he might return there but have
heard nothing yet direct from him.

But I saw Miss Schoenbein last Sabbath day2 and she gave me the papers
& letters from you & your portrait3 all of which I was very glad to have[·] I
like the portrait very much & was vastly glad to have it[·] It is very like my
old friend but I perceive he is getting a little a very little older – when you
see my photograph which Miss Schoenbein has you will see that is my case
but then I have the advantage of you by 8 or 10 years – and am getting not
merely older but idler & that is a worse thing.

I like your summary4 brief as it is of your views very much & was just
on the point of sending it off to Mess Taylor & Francis for the Phil Mag when
I doubted a little about the latter end & as the date was too late for this month
thought I would write to you. It is the part about Davy & the criticism on his
view, & those of chemists generally. I have no objection to them for I think all
hypotheses unwholesome unless accompanied by criticisms – but I was not
sure whether you might object intending it for me only. As there is time tell
me so in a short note before I send the M.S. to the Editors for their acceptance
or judgment[·]

Miss Schoenbein seems quite well – So are we generally & so must you
be considering your intentions[·] I have no philosophy for you I am idle

Ever Truly Yours | My dear friend | M. Faraday

1. Wilhelm Vischer (1808–1874, ADB). Professor of Greek at Basle.
2. That is 25 July 1858.
3. This is in RI MS F1 I67.
4. Letter 3462.

Letter 3491
Faraday to Caroline Deacon
29 July 1858
From a typescript in RI MS

Eastbourne | 29 Jul 1858
My dear Caroline,

My wife is preparing a letter for you and so I haste to use the few minutes
allowed me to send my love. You have had much trouble of illness lately
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I think, and though I do not remember the circumstances exactly I feel as if
you had been useful in it to others – and that is to be useful to oneself – for
the thoughts often work up in these matters – and though our own plans
are disturbed, yet something comes out of the plans of him who is ruler of
all things that is good to his people. Dear Caroline think of me sometimes –
not in proportion to my thoughts of you for they are very slow;– nature and
lukewarmness combining to make them so. I do not know what can be done
under such conviction than first to examine ourselves and then to commit our
keeping unto him who keepeth his people and maketh his reproofs acceptable
in their results.

Remember me to your husband and to Constance
Ever My dear Caroline | Your Affectionate Uncle | M. Faraday

Letter 3492
James Thomson to Faraday
30 July 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

6, Franklin Place, Belfast | 30 Jul 1858
Sir,

At the request of my brother Professor William Thomson of Glasgow
College, I take the liberty of sending to you the enclosed abstract of a Paper
“On the Effect of Pressure in Lowering the Freezing Point of Water and on
the Plasticity of Ice”1[·]

The theory explained in this paper, as you will observe by a clause near
the conclusion of the abstract, I consider affords a satisfactory explanation of
the interesting property of ice to which you directed attention2;– that separate
masses of ice laid in contact with one another, will, even in hot weather unite
or freeze firmly to-gether.

I am Sir | Your obedient servant | James Thomson
Professor of Civil Engineering | Queen’s College | Belfast
Professor Faraday | Royal Institution London

1. This seems to have been privately printed which was common practice at this time for
the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society where this paper was read on 20
December 1857 (private communication from Peter Bowler). There is a proof copy in IET
MS SC 2.
2. Athenaeum, 15 June 1850, pp. 640–1 which contains an account of Faraday’s Friday Evening
Discourse of 7 June 1850, ‘Certain Conditions of Freezing Water’.
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Letter 3493
Faraday to James Thomson
4 August 1858
From the original in QUB MS 13/M/7

Royal Institution | 4 Aug 1858
My dear Sir,

I receive it as very kind of you that you should send me the Belfast report
of your paper on Ice &c1. I knew of, & have been very much interested with,
your views respecting ice, & the effect generally of pressure on the fusing
point. Profr. W. Thomson told me of them long ago2. All the reasoning in the
report I accept as truth; though I may hesitate in supposing that it contains
the whole of what concerns the assumption of the solid or the liquid state by
a particle of water under given circumstances[·] It is curious & interesting
to observe how much the general question has drawn attention.– Forbes is
thinking about it – so is Tyndall & others also in Paris. The peculiar supposition
of a stickiness of the ice, at the freezing or solidifying point is interesting; but
one wants some better proof than, or additional proof besides, the fact of
regellation[·] I have not worked at the subject of late but I could not make ice
stick to gold or metal at 32◦; and I do not think that Forbes shilling is any
proof of it3[·]

Being sure that your principle is correct, which requires pressure & its
variations;– & admitting stickiness, simply because I am not prepared to deny
it;– I am at present strongly of opinion that there is another efficient cause of
regellation to which I think I have referred in the old Athenaeum report4:– but
I have not that here & therefore cannot clearly say. It seems to me that a particle
of water touching ice on one side and water at the same temperature on the
other, is not so apt to change its state for that of ice as another touching ice on
both sides;– and this, not as the consequence of any very limited peculiarity
in water & ice – but in subordination to a far more general law, if I may so call
it, that in bodies of the same kind the particles tend to retain the state of those
which surround them. Thus water may be cooled many degrees below 32◦F.
but a particle of the water in the midst of the cooled mass remains as water
though colder than ice:– and yet a warmer body than itself, as for instance
a specula of ice, touching it on one side & so breaking up the continuous
liquid contact around it; instantly makes it solidify – In the same manner I
can conceive that a particle of ice in the middle of ice may be raised with the
mass to a higher temperature before it become[s] water than a particle of the
same ice at the surface, can. This change from ice to water & water to ice,
being independent of any effect of pressure.

We have an illustration of this effect in water also, when it changes from
the liquid to the gaseous state, instead of from the liquid to the solid state. It is
given as in Donnys5 beautiful results6; where he shews that water freed from
air, may be heated to I think 300◦F under the pressure of one atmosphere only,
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and yet not boil or be converted into vapour within, though the introduction
of the minutest bubble of air will cause it to explode:– a given liquid particle
in the mass not being able at this high temperature to change its state into
that of vapour whilst in contact on every side with liquid particles like itself
though if once the contact of these particles be broken in any point, they will
burst with violence into the new state.

Great numbers of other case[s] of this kind may be found amongst
bodies able to change their state but they will readily occur to you. I am
about to reprint my report from the Athenaeum in a Volume of Experimental
Researches on Physics7; & think I shall arrange these views into some kind of
form so as to give them a place beside your views & those of Forbes & others8[·]
You have them uncorrected by any experiments except those of former time
for I have made none lately though I have seen Tyndalls9[·]

Believe me to be | My dear Sir | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor | J. Thomson C.E. | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3492 and note 1.
2. Thomson to Faraday, 10 January 1850, letter 2251, volume 4.
3. Forbes (1858), 104. See letter 3485.
4. Athenaeum, 15 June 1850, pp. 640–1 which contains an account of Faraday’s Friday Evening
Discourse of 7 June 1850, ‘Certain Conditions of Freezing Water’.
5. François Marie Louis Donny (1822–1896, Seyn (1935–6), 1: 403). Belgian chemist.
6. Donny (1846).
7. Faraday (1859b), 372–4.
8. ‘On Regelation’ in Faraday (1859b), 377–82.
9. See Tyndall (1858).

Letter 3494
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
4 August 1858
From the original in UB MS NS 438

Speicher on the heights of the Canton of Appenzell | 4 Aug 1858
My dear Faraday,

I won’t let wait you long for an answer to your very kind letter1, with
which you favored me some days ago and first of all permit me to tell you
that I felt much gratified at learning from it, that you have not altogether
condemned my heretical views. You are aware that I have these many years
entertained them and tried on more than one occasion to combat Davy’s
doctrine on the nature of Chlorine &c2. I can therefore see no harm in making
known those views to the scientific public of England3, though I am quite sure
that they will be but slightly relished by the majority of the british Chymists.
I am even prepared to see Mr. Schoenbein declared to be half if not an entire
fool, but being very little ambitious and caring far more for what I consider to
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be true than for earning applause and eulogies from others, I shall take very
cooly any strictures made upon my old-fashioned notions.

If you think my last letter to you worthy of being published in the Philo-
sophical Magazine I give you full liberty to modify and curtail it, where and
in what manner soever you please to do so. Getting more and more out of
practice to speak and write your native tongue, I have no doubt, that my
epistolary production will teem with all sorts of grammatical blunders and if
your kindness is not too much taxed by the demand, I ask you the favor to
correct the most palpable faults of my letter in order to render it less grating
to english ears.

These last three weeks Mrs. Schoenbein, my two youngest daughters
and myself have been residing upon the heights of the canton of Appenzell,
that spot of Switzerland, I am most particularly fond of. It is the greenest
land I know and I doubt very much, whether Ireland, emphatically called
“the Emerald Island” can compete with Appenzell, the whole country about
looking like an immense carpet of the softist velvet and being broken up into
numberless hills chasms, valleys, dales, which here and there are patched
with firwoods and covered with neat and snug little houses, the mere sight of
which conveys comfort to the eye. Add to all these beauties a most extensive
view on a great part of Switzerland Swabia, Bavaria and the Tyrol, between
which the “swabian Sea”, the stately lake of Constance is expanding its broad
and blue sheet of water, you will readily allow, that such a seat and sight
deservedly merit to be called glorious.

All of us, as you may easily imagine, fully enjoy the Charms of the
country, the peculiar nature of which seduces us to lead a truly gipsy life,
to-day making this, to-morrow another hill our temporary leager.

As often as I discover new beauties, I cannot help saying to myself: how
should my friend Faraday enjoy such a sight! That under such circumstances
Chymistry and every sort of philosophy are entirely forgotten, I hardly need
assuring you.

In the beginning of next week we shall leave our alpine abode,
Mrs. Schoenbein and the girls returning to Basle and Mr. Schoenbein going
to Jena.

Pray present our best compliments to Mrs. Faraday and believe me
Your’s | most truly | C.F. Schoenbein

1. Letter 3490.
2. See Knight (1992), 86–7.
3. In letter 3462 published as Schoenbein (1858c).
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Letter 3495
John Tyndall to Faraday
4 August 1858
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4084–6

Eggischhorn | 4 Aug 1858
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I wrote a letter to Mrs. Faraday five or six days ago but it was written
during bad weather, and after a succession of rainy days, which probably cast
their dull influence into the writing – so that on the whole the letter is not worth
sending. My course hetherto has been thus. (1) To Paris where I saw nobody
except Wertheim1. Duboscq2 I learned was suffering from inflammation of the
brain. (2) To Zurich where I saw Clausius3 and bought a watch. (3) To Lucerne,
making three voyages on the way. (4) to Meyringen over the Brünnig. (5) to
Grindelwald. Spent two days there upon the glaciers. At Rosenlani we4 slept
a night, and next morning to my consternation found that a French tourist
had taken away my boots. They were quite new and first rate. He left behind
him a pair of vile Continental souliers in their place. A strong man followed
him, overtook him at the Scheideck and deprived him of his illgotten booty.
The subject of the structure of glacier ice has long been a source of discomfort
to me. I had offered an opinion upon the subject, but still I was not quite sure,
and the different opinions entertained by many intelligent glacier observers
increased my hesitation. On this point I think I am now at peace, and it is
the principal point which I had to settle during the present excursion. From
Grindelwald we crossed the Strahleck and came down along the Finsteraar
glacier to the Grimsel. Here we spent a day examining the traces of ancient
glacier action. These are perfectly astounding: To a height of at least 2000 feet
above the valley of Hasli this action can be traced with perfect distinctness.
We crossed the Grimsel pass to the Rhone glacier and spent some time upon
it – it was very instructive. How different things appear when the mental
eye is cleared for their proper apprehension! The weather was here dismal,
we spent a night at the little Auberge at the foot of the glacier and started
down the valley in the rain next day. From Viesch we ascended to the Hotel
Jungfrau situated half way up the Eggishorn, round which runs the great
glacier of the Aletsch. From the summit of the Eggishorn the view is perhaps
the finest I ever saw. But the great object of interest is the glacier: it is a most
noble stream, and its origin is the grandest conceivable. Five valleys converge
upon a single point, each pouring down a massive névé: all unite to form
the trunk of the Aletsch. The Jungfrau, the Monk, the Eiger, the Trugberg, the
Aletsch Horn, and other mighty masses are the collectors of the material. The
mountain forms are beautiful, and laden with their snows smooth and shining
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in the sunlight appear lovely beyond description. I was anxious to make some
observations on the diathermancy of the lower atmospheric strata, and hence
wished to make simultaneous observations upon a high summit and in a low
valley. With this object in view the night before last I took lodgings in a wild
mountain cavern, with a single hardy mountaineer at my side purposing to
start early to make an attempt upon the highest mountain of the Oberland, –
the Pinsteraarhorn. At 3 o’clock yesterday morning we were on foot, and at
half past 10 we were on the summit of the mountain. I had sent Ramsay to
the valley of the Rhone with a black bulb thermometer, but unfortunately
the day was not sufficiently serene to give us information on the principal
point in question. Water boils at 187◦ farht, on the top of the mountain. I left a
minimum thermometer there, which some future tourist may read, and give
us some notion of the cold attained in these high regions. I reached this hotel
at half past seven yesterday evening; as fresh and well as could be expected
after 16 1

2 hours as hard work as I ever went through. I am resting to day. Eight
hours unbroken sleep have done much to restore my forces. The only effect I
feel is a kind of pleasant drowsiness, which to day’s rest will wear away, so
that I shall be fit for a similar excursion tomorrow.

Will you kindly remember me to Mrs. Faraday and Miss Barnard. I have
learned from a visitor here that Mr. Geo. Barnard is at Zermatt. I shall feel
much obliged if you would ask Anderson to direct any letters that may be for
me to Saas, Canton Valais, Switzerland.

Good bye | Ever Yours most truly | John Tyndall

1. Wilhelm Wertheim (1815–1861, P2). Austrian-born Professor at Montpellier.
2. Jules Duboscq (1817–1886, P3). Scientific instrument maker in Paris.
3. Rudolf Clausius (1822–1888, DSB). German physicist.
4. Tyndall was travelling with Andrew Crombie Ramsay (1814–1891, ODNB), the lecturer in
geology at the Government School of Mines.

Letter 3496
Faraday to William Scrope Ayrton
9 August 1858
From the original formerly in the possession of the late Mr. and Mrs. Aida

Royal Institution | 9 Aug 1858
My dear Sir,

In my absence from town I fear your most kind letter has not been
attended to & I am ashamed of that & hardly know how to apologize for
unaware neglect. Nevertheless I thank you for it as warmly as if I had just
received it & could make use of it to the full extent both of the house & the
liberty which you offer me. I value both & the kindness which appear there
very much. It so happens that before I left town, Mr. Becket[t] asked me to
his house & I arranged to be with him for the first three days of the meeting1

with Dr. Bence Jones. Longer than that I shall not be able to s[t]ay.
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Believe me to be most grateful for your kindness & most truly Yours |
M. Faraday
W.S. Ayrton Esqr | &c &c &c

1. The Annual Meeting of the British Association in Leeds.

Letter 3497
Faraday to John Tyndall
10 August 1858
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4147

Royal Institution | 10 Aug 1858
My dear Tyndall,

We had your letter1 this morning, and was very glad to hear of you,
especially as we had some reason to think that Ramsay’s2 circumstances and
trouble would derange you. I find you have both been together, but I suppose
you will know before you receive this that he has been informed of the death
of his mother3, i.e. if Anderson’s answers to the enquiries here have caused
the letter sent to him to arrive. It must be a great grief and disturbance to him.
I have given Anderson your message, and I take two letters from the hall
today, that I may send them to you with this. We arrived at home from East-
bourne two days ago, all well, and all desiring to be remembered to you kindly.
My wife does not like losing the letter you had written. We have no news like
yours to send you in return for your descriptions, but we can enjoy your letter
very much, for we have been at so many of the places – not the summits that
you talk of, but the bases of the elevations. I remember how weariness and
illness laid hold of us at the little inn at the foot of the Rhone glacier4. I shall
be very glad if you meet Mr. Barnard, but I doubt he will have left. Dr. Bence
Jones is well and active. He had two of the Niger electrical fishes, and we had
the luck of electrical shocks from them; since then they have gone off to Dubois
Reymond5 and arrived safe. They must have been very hungry, nevertheless
a couple of minnows that went in company with them arrived alive and well
in Berlin. Mr. and Mrs. Barlow are off, and I suppose by this time near to Bad
Homburg. We have been a good deal disturbed, since we came on, with the
accounts of Mrs. Edwd. Forbes6. You have probably heard that she married in
Edinburgh a while ago, but another lady claims the new husband as her hus-
band, and I understand he admits a simulation of marriage with that lady, but
denies the legality. The affair must be a sad one for all concerned7. Anderson
says he sent off a letter to you at Zermatt, and hopes you have received it.

Ever, my dear Tyndall | Yours most truly | M. Faraday

I sent off Miss Moore’s8 letter.

Address: Dr. J.T. | Poste Restante | Saas | Canton Valais | Switz
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1. Letter 3495.
2. Andrew Crombie Ramsay (1814–1891, ODNB). Lecturer in geology at the Government School
of Mines.
3. Elizabeth Ramsay, née Crombie (c.1773–1858, ODNB under A.C. Ramsay). Ramsay’s mother.
4. On 19 August 1841. Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 156–8.
5. Emil Heinrich du Bois-Reymond (1818–1896, DSB). Electro-physiologist. Associate Professor
at University of Berlin, 1855–1858.
6. Emily Marianne Forbes, née Ashworth (d.1909, age 84, GRO under Avonmore). Married the
geologist Edward Forbes (1815–1854, ODNB) in 1848. Married secondly, in 1858, the army officer
William Charles Yelverton, 4th Baron Avonmore (1824–1883, CP).
7. On this see CP under Avonmore. The woman in question was the writer Maria Theresa
Longworth (1827–1881, B2) whom Yelverton married in 1857 by Anglican rites in Scotland and
later that year by Roman Catholic rites in Ireland. After nine years of litigation these marriages
were found invalid.
8. Harriet Jane Moore (1801–1884, James (2001)). Painter and member of the Royal Institution,
1852–1881.

Letter 3498
George Herbert to Faraday
11 August 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.13

Trinity House, London, EC | 11 Aug 1858
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you, for your information, the accompanying
Copy of a Letter from Major the Honorable Fitzmaurice, dated 2nd instant1.

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | George Herbert
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Fitzmaurice to Berthon, 2 August 1858, GL MS 30108/3/90.12.

Letter 3499
William Edward Fitzmaurice to Faraday
12 August 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.15

Hamilton Lodge | 12 Aug 1858
Dear Sir,

I have forwarded to you an official answer to the letter of the Board
which I regret that I could not do sooner as I was busy at Cherbourg where I
was highly complimented on the splendour of the light by Her Majesty, the
Queen, and also the Emperor1. The Lords of the Admiralty also expressed
themselves very much pleased with brilliancy of the illumination, and the
[sic] amongst the general public I understand it created more sensation than
anything else there2[·] Considering the way I was hurried and thwarted in
making my arrangements I was the most surpassed of any one there. I could
have given ten times the effects if I had had my own way, however I was
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under orders so there was no help; any how they were all pleased beyond
measure so one could not expect more[·]

Yours faithfully | W.E. Fitzmaurice

1. On 5 and 6 August 1858 the Queen visited the naval fête at Cherbourg. See Ill. Lond. News,
21 August 1858, pp. 162, 180.
2. See Copcutt (1859).

Letter 3500
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
12 August 1858
From the original press copy in RGO6/377, f. 248

12 Aug 1858
My dear Sir,

Thank you for the Quartz threads, which arrived about a month ago,
when I was going up the Tarantaise.

I returned from Switzerland five days ago. I missed Tyndall at the
Grimsel by one day, for which I am sorry. But I visited the Unter Aar Glacier
in my own way, and am equally interested and puzzled. I did not see any of
Tyndall’s lenticular masses of ice there1, but I saw plenty on the Eismear of
the lower Grindelwald Glacier.

I should like much to live for a time in Agassiz’ cottage by the Aar
glacier2. Without some such near residence, little can be done.

I am, my dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. See Tyndall and Huxley (1857), 335.
2. On this see Agassiz (1885), 1: 299–300.

Letter 3501
James David Forbes to Faraday
14 August 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Pitlochry, Perthshire | 14 Aug 1858
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c
My dear Sir,

I was very much obliged to you for your letter of the 23d July1 – &
especially for the expressions of regard which it contains & which I can assure
you that I heartily reciprocate.

I am also much obliged by your remarks on my little paper2; on which
I shall not trouble you with more than a few additional words.
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I hope however that you will resume consideration of a subject which
you are so well able to illustrate & which is still to a certain extent obscure.

I cannot doubt that regelation takes place between Ice & Metals. The
pile of shillings, though perhaps the simplest is not the only experiment I
have tried; but is so easy that I hope you will repeat it. I have frozen in like
manner a Bronze Letter presser of several pounds weight firmly to ice in a
warm room: but this requires a long time.

I do not see any thing contradictory to the views which I have
advanced, in the other experiments you mention. The finely triturated Ice –
or Mr. Harrisons3 crystalline laminae when in contact with an indefinite mass
of water

clearly belong to the portion of the curve in my figure between N and O, or
to the physical boundary between water & Ice having a temp. intermediate
between 31.7 and 32.0 & possessing the plastic quality proper to that interme-
diate state, just as in the case of wax, tallow, or fusible metal, when portions
brought into contact by a gentle pressure become moulded into one another’s
substance by molecular cohesion. Further in the case you mention where a
quantity of finely triturated particles of ice are taken in the hand and squeezed
together, I seem to understand perfectly why “regelation” takes place:– You
have drained or squeezed away all the perfect water from the mass, & the
molecules of plastic ice ceasing to receive heat from the perfect water [which
is operating a minute fusion at the surface of each particlewithout communicat-
ing the smallest quantity of heat to its interior]4 the condition of the Ice becomes
that of more or less hard Ice not being in contact with perfect water, & this is
what is called regelation.
—
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I had last the pleasure of seeing you at Greenwich in Oct 18515. Since the
end of November in that year I have been more or less of an Invalid – at times
severely ill – which will account for my comparative inactivity in matters of
Science. I trust that your health is good & will long continue so.

Yours sincerely | J.D. Forbes

1. Letter 3485.
2. Forbes (1858).
3. James Harrison (c.1816–1893, AuDB). Scottish-born Australian inventor.
4. Square brackets in text.
5. Forbes was in London for the end of the Great Exhibition (Shairp et al. (1873), 351),
while Faraday was staying in Blackheath (Faraday to Hawkins, 11 October 1851, letter 2466,
volume 4).

Letter 3502
George Herbert to Faraday
14 August 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.16

Trinity Houses, London, EC | 14 Aug 1858
Sir,

I am directed by the Elder Brethren to forward you the enclosed Copy of
a Letter which they have addressed to Major Fitzmaurice, whereby you will
perceive that that Gentleman has been requested to communicate in relation
to his Oxyhydrogen Light, direct with you, and in accordance with the terms
thereof I am to request that you will treat his Communications with strict
confidence.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | George Herbert
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | &c &c &c

Letter 3503
George Herbert to Faraday
14 August 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.17
Private

Trinity House | 14 Aug 1858
My dear Sir,

I find the minute of the Board requesting you to treat Major Fitz-
Maurice’s communications with strict confidence has not been carried out, –
I have therefore thought it most advisable with reference to our conversation
yesterday, to send you the accompanying Letter1 informing you of it,– and
any observations you may think it right to offer will take their place in due
sequence–

Always most faithfully yours | George Herbert
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P.S. I will forward you the Copy of your Letter of the 21st ult.2 to the
Board, on Monday.
Professor Faraday F.R.S.

1. Letter 3502.
2. Letter 3484.

Letter 3504
Faraday to William Edward Fitzmaurice
16 August 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/90.18

Royal Institution | 16 Aug 1858
Dear Sir,

I received your Official & your private1 letters of the 12th instant in due
time. I have waited this long before answering the latter because I wished
to obtain a copy of my letter to the Society of the Trinity House, containing
the points on which I desired to be informed if called upon for an advising
opinion2. I have not yet obtained it, but expect to do so to day & will send it to
you[·] You will find the paragraphs numbered. I do not find that your official
letter of the 12th gives any of the information wanted under paragraphs 2. 3
and 4; without which I can form no opinion. If when you receive my letter
you have any further data to send me in writing, I shall be glad to consider
them before I communicate to the Trinity Board[·]

You wrote “private” on the outside of your official communication, and
“confidential” within. I will take care to respect these intimations as far as
falls within my duty: but I can have nothing private or confidential as regards
the Trinity House which is my chief. Whatever opinions I send to them I must
accompany with the papers you send me. If therefore you wish anything
held back from them send me another official answer and I will return you
the one I have, marked “confidential”∗. Our correspondence is indeed likely
to become a little irregular, because your papers have not come to me through
the Trinity House. You will feel that I cannot communicate any opinion I may
form, to you:– I am bound to the Trinity house to whom I must communicate
in confidence. I have no objection to your knowing my conclusions but the
Trinity House is the fit judge of the use it may make of them, or the degree
of confidence they may think they deserve, or the parties to whom they may
choose to communicate them.

You will see that it is only after a careful consideration of the full answers
to the many enquiries made in paragraphs 1. 2. 3. 4 & 5 of my letter and
then only in consequence of a favourable or at least an uncertain result, that I
should think a trial in a lighthouse as at Blackwall necessary. When such a trial
is made it ought to be full including every arrangement that would be needed
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at any lighthouse; such as Gas retorts – furnaces – gasometers – cylinders –
pumps, pump motors &c in fact every thing required for a continuous light,
supplied night after night for some weeks. It is only so that the liabilities of
any proposed plan can be tested[·]

I write thus fully to prevent the necessity of future communication. Do
not answer before you receive the copy of my letter which I am to procure
from the Trinity house. Then send me all the information on which I am
to form an opinion:– and I will send it on with my opinion to the Trinity
House[·]

Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Honble | Major Fitzmaurice | &c &c &c
∗ returned by desire on the 20th aug

1. Letter 3499.
2. Letter 3484.

Letter 3505
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
20 August 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/90.21–2

Royal Institution | 20 Aug 1858
Sir,

I am now able to reply to your letter of the 14th instant1 regarding the
lime light of Major Fitzmaurice. I received an official letter from him on the
12th after which I felt it necessary to write a letter in reply (a copy of which
I send you), that my position might be made quite clear2[·] I sent him also a
copy of my letter to you of the 21st of July3 in which I stated what information
I should desire & I asked (as you will see) for that information especially as
regarded paragraphs 2. 3. & 4 which his letter of the 12th did not contain.
I have received from Major Fitzmaurice his final communication dated 18th
August (having returned to him by his desire his letter of the 12th) and now
send it to you with the accompanying remarks[·]

The letter of Major Fitzmaurice does not give me any information in
answer to my enquiries which at all modifies my opinion respecting the uncer-
tain applicability of the lime light in lighthouses. That the lime light is very
intense & beautiful is manifest to every one & its application in lighthouses
has been often thought of, but the numerous circumstances & precautions
regarding the manufacture storing & application of two different gases the
kind of machinery required, the peculiar knowledge necessary, the compar-
ative delicacy of the arrangements compared to those now in use to which
would now be added the employment of that volatile & combustible sub-
stance camphorated ether & the lonely & out of the way position of the most
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important lighthouses are serious & opposing reason against any attempt
to establish the light in a lighthouse until it has been wrought out perfectly
on a full scale. I am not prepared to expect an applicable result satisfactory
in all points; but if a discoverer says that he has & can realize such a result
I should be very happy to see it done[·] I do not at present believe in the
superiority of Sulphate of lime calcined &c as a medium over quick lime –
nor in the assumed value of the addition of the camphorated ether: these
are points which need proof, and in such trials would obtain either it or
correction.

As to the price of the light namely six pence per hour that would require
verification during the trials. Major Fitzmaurice states that his medium power
light consumes from 3 to 4 cubic feet of mixed gases per hour. A lime light
which I have used consumed very nearly 4 cubic feet per hour and gave light
equal to that of 14 1

2 oil argand lamps, that is to say it gave such light over
one half of the horizon for as the lime is dark on one side and light only on
part of the other it would require two if not three such lime lights to equal a
central lamp equal to 14 1

2 oil Argand lamps. The cost & value of the relative
lights however can only be deduced after they have been compared on a full
scale[·]

Major Fitzmaurice says in the 2nd paragraph of his letter that the lights
can be practically applied as central lights for dioptric arrangements and it
seems to me that this is the proper form for comparison with the Fresnel lamp
both with & without lenses; but in such trial a single lime light will not be
sufficient – the whole horizon must be filled as much as it is filled by the
Fresnel lamp. I am not advising the Trinity House to make such a trial for
I fear that even if the result promised well as a light, the numerous other
circumstances before referred to would prevent its adoption. It is not as it
appears to me the place of the Trinity House to disprove an insufficient plan
but the duty of the Inventor to prove in all points a good & sufficient one. Nor
should the Trinity House take upon itself in any degree the arrangement &
conduction of the proof, since it would render itself liable to the charge of
misrepresentation if the case failed – and might even unawares interfere with
that perfect liberty & command on the part of the inventor which he might
think necessary to his success. But the proof must in its nature be complete
the mere exhibition of the light in a parabolic reflector is in my eyes of no
lighthouse value4[·]

I am Sir | Your Very Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3502.
2. Letter 3504.
3. Letter 3484.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 24 August 1858, GL MS 30010/41, p. 519.
It was decided to refer this to the Deputy Master and Wardens.
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Letter 3506
John Tyndall to Sarah Faraday1

23 August 1858
From The Times, 3 September 1858, p. 10, col. e

23 Aug 1858
My dear —,

I now sit down to wipe away the reproach of having written a letter
to you and not sent it2. I reached this mountain wild the day before yester-
day. Soon after my arrival it commenced snowing, and yesterday morning
the mountains were all covered by a deep layer. It heaped itself up against
the windows of this room, obscuring half the light. To-day the sun shines,
and I hope it will soon banish the snow, for the snow is a great traitor on
the glacier, and often covers smoothly chasms which it would not be at all
comfortable to get into. I am here in a lonely house, the only traveller. If
you cast your eye on a map of Switzerland you will find the Valley of Saas
not far from Visp. High up this valley, and three hours above Saas itself,
is the Distil Alp, and on this Alp I now reside. Close beside the house, a
many-armed mountain torrent rushes; and a little way down a huge glacier,
coming down one of the side valleys, throws itself across the torrent, dams
it up, and forms the so-called “Matmark see”. Looking out of another win-
dow I have before me an immense stone, the unshipped cargo of a glacier,
weighing at least 1,000 tons. It is the largest boulder I have ever seen, is
composed of serpentine, and measures 216,000 cubic feet. Previous to com-
ing here I spent ten days at the Riffel Hotel, above Zermatt, and explored
almost the whole of that glorious glacier region. One morning the candle of
my guide gleamed into my room at 3 o’clock and he announced to me that
the weather was good. I rose, and at 4 o’clock was on my way to the summit
of Monte Rosa. My guide had never been there, but he had some general
directions from a brother guide, and we hoped to be able to find our way to
the top. We first reached the ridge above the Riffel, then droped down upon
the Görner glacier, crossed it, reached the base of the mountain, then up a
boss of rock, over which the glacier of former days had flowed and left its
marks behind. Then, up a slope of ice to the base of a precipice of brown crags;
round this we wormed till we found a place where we could assail it and get
to the top. Then up the slopes and round the huge bosses of the mountain,
avoiding the rifted portions, and going zigzag up the steeper inclinations.
For some hours this was mere child’s play to a mountaineer, – no more than
an agreeable walk on a sunny morning round Kensington-gardens. But, at
length the mountain contracted her snowy shoulders to what Germans call a
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kamus – a comb; suggested, I should say, by the toothed edges which some
mountain ridges exhibit, but now applied to any mountain edge, whether of
rock or snow. Well, the mountain formed such an edge. On that side of the
edge which turns towards the Lyskamm there was a very terrible precipice,
leading straight down to the torn and fissured névé of the Monte Rosa glaciers.
On the other side the slope was less steep, but exceedingly perilous-looking,
and intersected here and there by precipices. Our way lay along the edge, and
we faced it with steady caution and deliberation. The wind had so acted upon
the snow as to fold it over, forming a kind of cornice, which overhung the
first precipice to which I have alluded. Our track for some time was upon this
cornice. The incessant admonition of my guide was to fix my staff securely
into the snow at each side, the necessity of which I had already learned.
Once, however, while doing this, my staff went right through the cornice,
and I could see through the hole that I had made into the terrible gulf below.
The morning was clear when we started, and we saw the first sunbeams as
they lit the pinnacles of Monte Rosa, and caused the surrounding snow sum-
mits to flush up. The mountain remained clear for some hours, but I now
looked upwards and saw a dense mass of cloud stuck against the summit.
She dashed it gallantly away, like a mountain queen; but her triumph was
short. Dusky masses again assailed her, and she could not shake them off.
They stretched down towards us; and now the ice valley beneath us com-
menced to seethe like a boiling cauldron and to send up vapour masses to
meet those descending from the summit. We were soon in the midst of them,
and the darkness thickened; sometimes, as if by magic, the clouds partially
cleared away, and through the thin pale residue the sunbeams penetrated,
lighting up the glacier with a kind of supernatural glare. But these partial
illuminations became rarer as we ascended. We finally reached the weath-
ered rocks which form the crest of the mountain, and through these we now
clambered up cliffs and down cliffs, walking erect along edges of granite with
terrible depths at each side, squeezing ourselves through fissures, and thus by
jumping, swinging, squeezing, and climbing we reached the highest peak of
Monte Rosa.

Snow had commenced to fall before we reached the top, and it now
thickened darkly. I boiled water, and found the temperature 184.92 deg.
Fahrenheit. But the snow was wonderful snow. It was all flower; the most
lovely that ever eye gazed upon. There, high up in the atmosphere, this sym-
metry of form manifested itself, and built up the exquisite blossoms of the
frost. There was no deviation from the six-leaved type, but any number of
variations. I should hardly have exchanged this dark snowfall for the best
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view the mountain could afford me. Still, our position was an anxious one.
We could only see a few yards in advance of us, and we feared the loss
of our track. We retreated, and found the comb more awkward to descend
than to ascend. However, the fact of my being here to tell you all about it
proved that we did our work successfully. And now I have a secret to tell you
regarding Monte Rosa. I had no view during the above ascent, but precisely
a week afterwards the weather was glorious beyond description. I had lent
my guide to a party of gentlemen, so I strapped half a bottle of tea and a
ham sandwich on my back, left my coat and neck-cloth behind me, and in
my shirt-sleeves climbed to the top of Monte Rosa alone. When I see you I
will tell you all about this ascent, which was a very instructive one. I expect
to remain here a week. The house is cold, and at present the wet comes
through the ceiling. I have caught a slight cold, which I hope will soon pass
away, as I want all my vigour upon the ice. When I quit this place I shall
make my way to Chamouni, where I expect to be eight or nine days. With
kindest, &c.

Most sincerely yours | John Tyndall

1. For the identity of the recipient see letter 3512.
2. See letters 3495 and 3497.

Letter 3507
George Henry Bachhoffner to Faraday
24 August 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/111.47

Royal Colosseum, Regents Park & Albany Street, London |
24 Aug 1858

Dear Sir,
I beg to send you the following statistics of the cost of 2 lime lights for

a period extending from Jany. 1st to March 31st being 77 working days, total
time of burning each day upon the average being 4 hours. I feel them to be
unsatisfactory for any practical purpose without the photometric value that
I am having a lime light attached to my Bunsens photometer1 and should
this investigation afford you any additional information I shall have much
pleasure either in sending you the result or, should you like to go through
them yourself I shall me most happy to see you any day you may appoint
between 5 and 7.

I am, Dear Sir | Yours truly | Geo H. Bachhoffner
M. Faraday Esqr | D.C.L. F.R.S. &c
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The total cost of generating oxygen and Hydrogen for 2 lime lights for
3 months, 77 working days each light burning 4 hours daily.

£ s d

Manganeze | & | Chlorate Potash 53 3 3

Acid Sulph 9 14 3

Zinc Cuttings 12 2 .

Lime Cylinders 7 14 .

Coals 3 11 .

Labour 10 . .

Repairs & Sundries 6 . .

2/102 4 6

51 2 6

Cost of each light burning 77 days × 4 hours = 308 hours2

1. Reiset (1843).
2. Endorsed by Faraday here: or 3

4 per hour each light.

Letter 3508
George Henry Bachhoffner to Faraday
26 August 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/111.49

Royal Colosseum, Regents Park & Albany Street, London |
26 Aug 1858

My dear Sir,
I have much pleasure in sending you the result of my experiments on

the relative photometric value and consumption of the lime light, compared
with an argand coal gas burner consuming 6 cubic feet per hour, under a
pressure of 10/10ths. I have not attempted to calculate the ratio of light or
cost, thinking you would prefer, from the data given, to do so for yourself.
I may add that every care was taken to ensure correct results and sincerely
hope they may in some degree assist you in your investigation.

I am, my dear Sir, | Yours faithfully, | Geo H. Bachhoffner
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L. F.R.S. &c
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Time of observation 10 minutes. Temp. 61◦Fah.
The oxygen gas holder is 3 ft. 3 in. in diameter and 4 ft. 4 in. high, having a head
pressure of 10 in of water. This fell during the 10 minutes consumption 1 1

4 in.
The other gas holder of the same dimensions charged with coal gas but, under
a pressure of 13 in. of water fell during the 10 minutes exactly 1 in.
Bunsens Photometer1 was employed to ascertain the illuminating power of
the two lights, the spot disappeared upon the disc when the latter was at 86 in
from the lime light and 17 in from the gas flame.
I find that 21 lbs of the bin-oxide of manganese yields a sufficient amount of
oxygen under the above pressure to raise the gas holder exactly 8 in. – the
cost of the manganese being 9/6 per cwt. The coal gas 4/6 per 1000 cubic feet.
10 cubic feet of which raised the gas holder exactly 10 in.

1. Reiset (1843).

Letter 3509
George Henry Bachhoffner to Faraday
28 August 1858
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/111.50

Royal Colosseum, Regents Park & Albany Street, London |
28 Aug 1858

Dear Sir,
I have again caused 10 cubic feet of coal gas to be pumped into the gas

holder which produced the same elevation – viz – 10 in within a fraction. I
do not remember if I mentioned to you that the gas holder is not counter poised
and must weigh with its gearing at least 3 cwt – minus its loss by immersion
in the water of the tank – and has to be lifted by the gas in addition to the 13 in
column head of water – these observations apply only to the coal gas holder,
as I have no means of testing the oxygen gas holder in the same way.

I am, my dear Sir | Yours faithfully | Geo H. Bachhoffner
M. Faraday Esq D.C.L. F.R.S. &c

Letter 3510
Faraday to William Starie1

31 August 1858
From the incomplete original copy in IET MS SC 3

Royal Institution | 31 Aug 1858
My dear Sir,

The progress of time & of the House at Hampton Court has certainly
brought nigh the period at which I feel bound to thank you for the very kind
manner in which you have carried out the Queens wishes as expressed in the
messages her Majesty sent to me. I hope to enjoy the house much & I feel
that I shall very often & in every part of it be reminded of the care & thought
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you have bestowed upon it[·] I know very well that you may say that you
have only been performing an agreeable duty but the extent & manner of
performing it adds a great charm to the many which surround this unsought
for gift from the Queen[·] We hope to go in next week having received the
Warrant from Lord De la Ward [sic]2:– & as that document promises us the
pleasure of the Green house

on which we count much[·] We hope through you to enjoy them fully next
year.

I am | My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Starie Esqr | &c &c &c

1. William Starie (d.1875, age 65, GRO). Assistant Surveyor of Works. Royal Kalendar, 1858,
p. 163.
2. Letter 3457.

Letter 3511
Charles Anderson and Faraday to John Tyndall
31 August 1858
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4148

Royal Institution | 31 Aug 1858
Sir,

A letter was left at the Institution by post for you on Saturday morning1

on Her Majestys Service, I opened it and found a cheque in it and sent it in the
afternoon to Mr. Francis, all here are very glad to hear that you are so strong
and in good health. We hope you will long continue so. Every thing is very
quiet here at present and we are getting on with the repairs2.

Your Humble Servant at all times, | C. Anderson

My dear Tyndall, as this is all the paper that can go, I that [sic] one side
from Anderson just to shew myself. We all think of you and are very glad you
are so strong.

Ever yours, | M. Faraday

1. That is 28 August 1858.
2. See RI MM, 5 July 1858, 11: 248.

Letter 3512
Faraday to John Tyndall
2 and 3 September 1858
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4149

Royal Institution | 2 Sep 1858
My dear Tyndall,

I found Anderson a day or two ago about to write to you on a little bit
of paper just passable by the post, and I made free with one side of it1. In the
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uncertainty of knowing where you might be found, perhaps I might not have
written to you again, but for the receipt of your letter by my wife2, detailing
the ascent of Monte Rosa, and the enormous indiscretion I have committed
thereupon. What shall I say? I have sent it to the Times. There, the whole is out.
I do not know whether to wish it may appear tomorrow or next day or not. If
you should dislike it, I shall ever regret the liberty I have taken. But it was so
interesting in every point of view, shewing the life and spirit of a philosopher
engaged in his cause: shewing not merely the results of the man’s exertions,
but his motives and his nature:– the philosophy of his calling and vocation,
as well as the philosophy of his subject; that I could not resist, and I was the
more encouraged to do so because, from the whole character and appearance
of the letter, it shewed it was an unpremeditated relation and that you had
nothing to do with its appearance, i.e. it will shew that if it should appear.
Now I hope you forgive me. Nobody will find fault with me but you. It came
too late for the Phil. Mag., but if the Times does not put it in, I shall send it
to the Phil. Mag. However as this is only the 3rd of the month, there is time
enough for that.

I won’t give you any scolding. I dare say my wife will, when you see
her: “êtes-vous marié”, indeed! I cannot but feel glad you have done it now
it is done, but I would not have taken the least portion of responsibility in
advising you to such a thing.

I have no philosophy and no news for you. I feel just out of the world –
forgetful, and dull headed in respect of science and of many other things –
but well and content, as I have great reason to be. My wife and Jane are pretty
well: the latter absent, or she would send her remembrances with ours. I shall
send this to Chamouni on the chance of catching you.

Good bye, my dear friend | Ever truly yours | M. Faraday

Friday morning, 3rd. The letter is there.

Address: Dr. Tyndall | Chamounix | Savoie | Switz

1. Letter 3511.
2. Letter 3506.

Letter 3513
Faraday to the Editor of The Times
2 September 1858
From The Times, 3 September 1858, p. 10, col. e

Royal Institution | 2 Sep
Sir,

The following letter1 from a most earnest and philosophic investigator
of the glaciers is so interesting that I thought you would like to use it for the
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advantage of a certain class of your readers, and therefore send it for you to
deal with as you may think fit.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant | W. Faraday [sic]

1. Letter 3506.

Letter 3514
John Tyndall to Faraday
11 September 1858
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4087–90

Chamouni | 11 Sep 1858
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I see “it is all out”1, for I have just read it2. There is nothing very stupid
in it, and it gives me pleasure to think that you considered it sufficiently
interesting to be made public. For the little bit at the commencement3 I thank
you much. I was puzzled two or three days ago on opening a letter from
General Portlock4, to find the first words of it referring to my letter to you
published in the Times. Beside his letter came your own5 explaining all. The
only difference it makes is that instead of the single lecturing of Mrs. Faraday,
I shall have half a dozen ladies solemnly admonishing me. But I can patiently
bear any amount of lecturing from ladies, and so on this score I am not very
much disturbed.

I came here soon after I wrote to Mrs. Faraday, but the weather for a
long time proved obstinately bad. Heavy rain in the valleys and heavy snow
on the mountains. I came to look at the Mer de Glace once more, and to see
whether hints obtained upon other glaciers this year were illustrated upon it.
The fresh snow, however, on the upper portions of the glacier disguises the
structure of the ice, and renders observations difficult. It was also my intention
to assist the eminent guide Auguste Balmat in placing some thermometers at
the summit of Mont Blanc. We have not a single observation to show either
the minimum winter temperature, or the depths to which the cold of winter
penetrates the ice at the summit. Zaupire6 has some conjecturesupon this latter
point, but we have no direct observations. The weather however opposed
itself to this expedition – aided and abetted, I am sorry to say, by the guide
chef at Chamouni, who attempted to impose on me, in all their rigour, the
regulations which have been made for tourists. He would not permit me to
have a boy to carry a little instrument up the Mer de Glace – I must take a guide.
He also opposed himself to my concerted ascent with Balmat, and declared
that I must conform to the rules and take four guides. I vainly endeavoured to
shew him the difference between my position and that of a tourist; or to make
him understand that the works of scientific men had done more for Chamouni
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than hundreds of ordinary travellers. To their credit, however, be it spoken,
his superiors think a little differently upon the subject from the Guide Chef;
The “Intendent” of the Province has told him that in the case of a man of
science he must interpret the laws widely and liberally, and must not attach
to them a “Judaical” signification. Having come to this conclusion that the
bad weather offered an insuperable barrier to the ascent of Mont Blanc I went
the day before yesterday with Balmat to the glacier du Taléfre, and at a height
of about 10,000 above the sea we sank a thermometer in the ice. We found it
excessively hard and difficult to pierce. A second thermometer was placed
beside a rock which forms the summit of the Jardin, so as to give the minimum
temperature of the air. Next year Balmat will ascend and read the result. I
had never seen the wonderful circus of the Taléfre so wonderful, rendered
so by the glorious weather, which has suddenly changed, and the heavy
fresh snow which covered the surface of the glacier and rolled incessantly
in avalanches from the surrounding mountains. During portions of our little
expedition we had to plod through snow nearly three feet deep. (I had a
most intelligent companion in Mr. Wills7, who as you know has written an
interesting little book upon the Alps8)[.] The weather at present is magnificent,
but our thermometers are disposed of. Balmat posses one of his own, which,
though not graduated low enough to give us the temperature of the air, might
tell us something regarding the depth to which the winter cold penetrates
the ice. Balmat himself conceives the idea of ascending Mont Blanc for the
sole purpose of making his observation. I learned this last year, and made it
known to the Council of the Royal Society, recommending the enterprise as
one worthy of assistance and encouragement. The Council promptly voted me
a small sum out of the government grant9; but as for personal remuneration
Balmat steadily refused it. He affirms that he was actuated by no hope of
pecuniary reward when he conceived the idea of placing the thermometer at
the summit, and that he will not now accept such recompense. It gives me
pleasure to make known to you the spirit which actuate this brave, gentle,
and independent Chamouni guide, who never once shuned fatigue or danger
if a scientific object was to be gained by encountering it. He has ascended in
winter through the snow to the Mer de Glace, and observed the motion of
the boulders upon the glacier. These observations, which are recorded in the
excellent papers of Professor Forbes10, are the most important, if not the only
ones, that we possess, as to the influence of the seasons upon glacier motion.
I think we must help him to carry out his idea. The observation will not be a
complete one, but it will teach us something, and others may be associated
with it to repay the ascent. Thus matters stand at present, and a day or two
will decide whether the mountain is to feel this year the shock of a crowbar
upon his head.

Remember me most kindly to Mrs. Faraday and Miss Barnard
And believe me always | Most sincerely Yours | John Tyndall
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Would you have the goodness to have the enclosed posted for me?
Like many other apparently ‘impractical’ things I think the climbing

tendency of Englishmen might be turned to profitable account. There are
many men of intelligence and culture among these mountain climbers who
would be rejoiced to lend a hand in making scientific observations.

Water boils here at 194.6 Faht.
Chamouni, 11th, Sep, 1858.

1. See letter 3512.
2. Letter 3506 in The Times.
3. Letter 3513.
4. Joseph Ellison Portlock (1794–1864, ODNB). Officer in Royal Engineers and member of the
Council of Military Education.
5. Letter 3512.
6. The typescript at this point has been annotated ‘Saussure?’.
7. Alfred Wills (1828–1912, WWW1). Lawyer and alpinist.
8. Wills (1856).
9. This was requested in Tyndall to Sabine, 10 February 1857, RS MS MC 5.275 and granted
RS CM, 2 April 1857, 2: 386.
10. For example Forbes (1851).

Letter 3515
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
13 September 1858
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/87

Hampton Court | 13 Sep 1858
Sir,

I have examined the apparatus intended for the Needles lighthouse.
It is so like in character to that for the Bishops rock recently reported upon1

that I have nothing to add except that the remarks I then had occasion to
make respecting the adjustment of the parts of the central bands have here no
application – all is in excellent order & the apparatus unexceptionable[·] It of
course has the green colour of the former; but with that it is to be presumed
that it has the extra hardness & the relative freedom from Striae[·]

I take the liberty of stating that it would be a very great advantage in the
examination of these apparatus if they could be placed on a revolving platform
at one end of the room[·] This would give the greatest distance possible & allow
of the examination of every part in turn. The platform would be moveable
need not be of larger diameter than the apparatus & not more than from 4 to
6 inches in height if indeed so much2[·]

I have the honour to be | Sir | Yours Very faithfully | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c

1. Letter 3483.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 14 September 1858, GL MS 30010/41, p. 543.
It was agreed that the apparatus would be installed in the Needles lighthouse.
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Letter 3516
Faraday to Miss Pinney1

15 September 1858
From the original in Burndy Library, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Royal Institution W | 15 Sep 1858
My dear Miss Pinney,

I am very sorry that my three next Proxies are promised in succession2[·]
I will place the card you sent me fourth but I hope the Candidate will be
successful before I shall be able to help him[·]

Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. This letter refers to the provision a place for an orphan in the London Orphan Asylum in
Clapton, founded in 1813, of which Faraday became a subscriber in 1831. See Faraday to Roberts,
24 January 1832, volume 2, letter 533. Each subscriber had one or more votes (depending on the
size of their subscription) for suitable candidates for a place in the orphanage. Votes could be
transferred by proxy between subscribers. For accounts of the London Orphan Asylum see
Alvey (1990) and Bache (1839), 58–65. Miss Pinney is not listed as a subscriber in the records of
the Asylum in SuRO, but there was no prohibition on non-subscribers seeking to place an orphan
in the Asylum.

Letter 3517
Faraday to John Phillips1

23 September 18582

From the original in UMO MS John Phillips Papers
Kirkstall Grange, Leeds3 | Thursday

My dear Phillips,
My head is too full of aches & my memory too false for me to endeavour

to hold & compare all the relations of Mr. Mercers4 paper5. You must give it
to some other of the formalists.

I am afraid I shall not see you[·] I sought all to day for you in vain & I
must return on Saturday morng6. Kindest remembrance to Miss Phillips7[·]

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. John Phillips (1800–1874, ODNB). One of the founders of the British Association and its
Assistant General Secretary until 1859.
2. Dated on the basis of Faraday’s attendance at the Annual Meeting of the British Association
in Leeds.
3. The residence of William Beckett with whom Faraday stayed during the meeting. See letters
3482 and 3496.
4. John Mercer (1791–1866, ODNB). Chemist.
5. Mercer (1858).
6. That is 25 September 1858.
7. Anne Phillips (1803–1862, see ODNB under J. Phillips). Sister of John Phillips for whom she
kept house from 1829.
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Letter 3518
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
25 September 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Geneve le | 25 7bre 1858
Mon cher & excellent ami,

Il me tarde de répondre à votre bonne lettre de ce printemps1, & de
vous en remercier. Quoique je n’aie eu aucune communication directe avec
vous depuis cette époque, je n’ai pas moins été au courant de vos nouvelles
par plusieurs amis communs, & en particulier par M. Hoffman2 que j’ai eu
le plaisir de voir il y a quelques jours. Je sais que vous allez bien, grâce à
Dieu, & que vous êtes toujours aussi jeune d’esprit & de corps. J’espère que
votre tête ne vous fait pas souffrir; il me semble que depuis quelques années
elle va aussi bien physiquement qu’intellectuellement. Dieu vous maintienne
le plus long-temps possible dans cet état satisfaisant qui est une bien grande
douceur pour vos amis.

Les enfants de notre bonne amie Madame Marcet m’ont demandé de
faire une petite biographie de leur mere3. Je m’occupe de ce travail qui est
toujours un travail délicat & difficile. Il y a un point sur lequel vous pouvez
me donner une information, & je viens vous prier d’avoir la bonté de me
la donner. Est-il vrai que c’est la lecture des Conversations sur la Chimie4 qui
vous a inspiré le premier gout pour la Chimie & la Physique & a déterminé la
direction de vos travaux? Si cela est vrai, m’autorisez-vous d’en faire mention
dans ma notice sur Madame Marcet? Voilà les deux questions auxquelles
je vous demande de vouloir bien me répondre; vous me rendrez un vrai
service.

Un autre service que je vous demande encore, ce serait, si cela vous
est possible, de donner à mon jeune ami Monsieur Alexandre Prevost5,
l’indication des Constructeurs d’instruments d’optique qui pourraient lui
fournir des informations sur la quantité de verre optique de Daguet6 qu’on
consomme en Angleterre. Monsieur Daguet va probablement transporter son
établissement à Genève, & les personnes qui s’intéressent à cet établissement
qui sera important pour notre pays, tiendraient à avoir ce renseignement.
J’avais engagé Monsieur Prevost à recourir à complaisance pour cet objet;
peut-être l’a-t-il déjà fait.– En tout cas je vous remercie d’avance des facilités
que vous pourrez lui fournir pour cet objet. Il ne s’agissait que de lui donner
peut- être une introduction auprès des personnes compétentes à cet égard, &
personne ne peut mieux le faire que vous.

Pardonnez moi mon indiscrétion, Monsieur & cher ami; vous y êtes
accoutumé, voilà tout ce que je puis vous dire pour mon excuse; ma femme
me charge de ses meilleurs compliments pour Madame Faraday & pour vous
& je vous prie de recevoir l’expression de mes sentiments les plus affectueux

Auge. de la Rive
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Veuillez, quand vous verrez M. Tyndall, lui exprimer tous mes regrets de ce
que je ne l’ai pas vu à son passage à Genève; je lui écrirai incessamment.–

TRANSLATION
Geneva | 25 Sep 1858

My dear and excellent friend,
I have been slow to answer your kind letter of last spring1, and to thank

you for it. Although I have had no direct communication with you since then,
I have nevertheless been kept up to date with your news through several
mutual friends, & in particular through Mr. Hofman2 whom I had the pleasure
of seeing a few days ago. I know that you are well, thanks be to God, and
that you are still as young in mind and body. I hope that your head does not
make you suffer; it seems to me that for several years it has been in as good
a state physically as mentally. May God maintain you for as long as possible
in this agreeable state which is a very great consolation to your friends.

The children of our good friend Mrs. Marcet have asked me to write a
short biography of their mother3. I am engaged on this work which is always
a delicate and difficult task. There is a point on which you can furnish some
information, & I would like to ask you to have goodness to give it to me. Is it
true that it was the reading of Conversations on the Chemistry4 which inspired
you with your first taste for Chemistry and Physics and determined the direc-
tion of your work? If it is true, would you allow me to mention it in my note
on Mrs. Marcet? Those are the two questions to which I ask you kindly to
respond; you will render me a great service.

Another service that I would ask of you, would be, if it is possible, to give
to my young friend Mr. Alexander Prevost5, an indication of the constructors
of optical instruments who could provide him with some information on the
quantity of optical glass made by Daguet6 that is used in England. Mr. Daguet
is probably going to transfer his establishment to Geneva, and the people who
are interested in this establishment, which will be important for our country,
are keen to have this information. I had asked Mr. Prevost to kindly appeal
to you for this; perhaps he has already done so. – In any case I thank you in
advance for any information that you will be able to provide concerning this.
It may only be a question of perhaps introducing him to persons competent
in this matter, and no one can do that better than you.

Please forgive my indiscretion, Sir and dear friend; you are accustomed
to it, that is all I can use as my excuse; my wife asks me to convey her best
compliments to Mrs. Faraday & to you & I ask you to receive the expression
of my most affectionate sentiments

Auge De La Rive
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When you see Mr. Tyndall, kindly express to him my regrets that I did not
see him during his journey to Geneva; I will write to him shortly.

1. Letter 3445.
2. August Wilhelm Hofmann (1818–1892, ODNB). Professor of Chemistry at the Royal College
of Chemistry, 1845–1865.
3. De La Rive (1859).
4. Marcet (1809).
5. Alexandre Pierre Prevost (1821–1873, P2, 3). Swiss physiologist.
6. Théodore Daguet (1795–1870, DHS). Swiss glass maker.

Letter 3519
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
2 October 1858
From the original in BPUG MS 2361, f. 89–90

Hampton Court | 2 Oct 1858
My dear friend,

Your subject1 interests me deeply every way; for Mrs. Marcet was a
good friend to me, as she must have been to many of the human race. I
entered the shop of a bookseller and bookbinder at the age of 13, in the year
1804, remained there 8 years, and during the chief part of the time bound
books. Now it was in these books, in the hours after work, that I found the
beginnings of my philosophy. There were two that especially helped me; the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, from which I gained my first notions of Electricity2;
and Mrs. Marcets conversations on chemistry3, which gave me my foundation
in that science. I believe I had read about phlogiston4 &c in the Encyclopaedia,
but her book came as the full light in my mind. Do not suppose that I was
a very deep thinker or was marked as a precocious person;– I was a very
lively, imaginative person, and could believe in the Arabian nights5 as easily
as in the Encyclopaedia. But facts were important to me & saved me. I could
trust a fact,– but always cross examined an assertion. So when I questioned
Mrs. Marcets book by such little experiments as I could find means to perform,
& found it true to the facts as I could understand them, I felt that I had got
hold of an anchor in chemical knowledge & clung fast to it. Hence my deep
veneration for Mrs. Marcet; first as one who had conferred great personal good
& pleasure on me;– and then as one able to convey the truths and principles
of those boundless fields of knowledge which concern natural things to the
young, untaught, and enquiring mind.

You may imagine my delight when I came to know Mrs. Marcet
personally;– how often I cast my thoughts backward delighting to connect
the past and the present;– how often when sending a paper to her as a thank
offering I thought of my first instructress;– and such like thoughts will remain
with me6[·]
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I have some such thoughts even as regards your own father7:– for when,
later in life, I was first at the Royal Institution and then abroad with Sir
H. Davy, your father was one of the very earliest, I think I may say the first,
who personally, at Geneva, and afterwards by correspondance, encouraged
and by that sustained me.

Though I have not seen M. A. Prevost8 I have had a letter from him &
written a reply. I am afraid I shall be very useless for I have no knowledge
of the opticians & am without the information he wants. An alien as regards
Society, & of very bad memory, I cannot either pick up, or lay up, information
of that kind; but thought the Dollonds9 might inform him.

My wife desires her kindest remembrances to you & Madame De la Rive.
She keeps pretty well but cannot walk many yards. We are now at Hampton
Court, in the house which the Queen has given me. We shall use it in the
summer months, & go into town in the cold weather & the Season. I believe it
will be a comfortable pleasure for the few years that remain of life;– but hope
for a better house shortly;– and we may do that without presumption, seeing
through whom it is that we obtain right to such a hope[·]

Ever My dear friend | Yours Affectionately | M. Faraday
M. A. de la Rive | &c &c &c

1. In letter 3518.
2. [Tytler] (1797).
3. Anon (1797) and the cross-references therein.
4. Marcet (1809).
5. The Arabian Nights had been translated into English and published in five volumes in 1802.
6. These recollections were published in De La Rive (1859), 453–4.
7. Charles-Gaspard De La Rive (1770–1834, DSB). Swiss chemist.
8. Alexandre Pierre Prevost (1821–1873, P2, 3). Swiss physiologist.
9. George Dollond olim Huggins (d.1866, age 68, GRO under Dolland). Optical instrument
maker of 59 St Paul’s Churchyard, Clifton (1995), 86–7. William Dollond (d.1893, age 67, GRO)
also an optician.

Letter 3520
Faraday to John Barlow
4 October 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E11

Royal Institution | 4 Oct 1858
My dear Barlow,

Herewith are the letters I had from Dr. Bence Jones – it is a pity that
they came into my hands for I have forgotten them two or three times & if
I remember rightly I heard of a call that J. Lacaita1 made here whilst I was
away2 – I hope no harm will have happened through my carelessness[·]

As to the Christmas lectures I will look at the notes I wrote out for last
year3 & then had to put aside – I will give them if I can – and if I break down
I break down4 – but the time for lecturing is fast passing with me.
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I grieved that I could not speak to Mrs. Barlow at Leeds5 but really time
& circumstances seemed to come & go like clouds. Our kindest remembrances
if you please to her.

Also to Miss Coutts & say that I saw the gentleman she wrote of though
only for a moment.

Ever dear Barlow | Yours truly | M. Faraday

1. James Philip Lacaita (1813–1895, ODNB). Italian-born politician and scholar.
2. Lacaita had delivered courses of lectures on various Italian topics in 1857 and 1858 and would
do so again in 1859. RI MS Le4/200, 211 and 221 respectively.
3. Faraday’s notes for his 1857/8 Christmas lectures on static electricity are in RI MS F4 J18.
4. Faraday delivered the 1858/9 Christmas lectures on metals. His notes are in RI MS F4 G61.
5. At the Annual Meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3521
Faraday to the Commissioners of Woods and Forests
18 October 1858
From the original copy in IET MS SC 2/3/7

Hampton Court | Green | 18 Oct 1858
My Lords & Gentlemen,

I wish to place some fire bricks within those of the stoves of the house
which Her Most Gracious Majesty has been pleased recently to grant to me,
but am informed that I may not do so without leave from the Board of Works,
though at my own expence. May I be allowed to do so? It is simply the
introduction of so much brick instead of so much coal.

There is a garden attached to the House; it is small, but a part of it is
laid out as a Kitchen Garden. I wish to change this part into grass plat. I
understand this can not come under the term repairs as used in the second
letter from Her Majesty to me1; and therefore propose to do it myself. May I
do so?– and in that case, may I be allowed to have turf from the Parks, which
I understand is sometimes granted, as it would be an economy to me. The
quantity required would be but small.

If (in reference to an application I was induced to make respecting a
Garden chair) there has since been an alteration of the rule that we should
be admitted to the Palace Gardens may I be allowed the advantage of the
alteration? I refer to the permission again, only because I have seen chairs in
the Gardens several times since I had the honor of writing to the Board.

I am ashamed to trouble the Board with such questions as these, espe-
cially the first of these; but am instructed that it is quite necessary & proper[·]
I am, above all things, most anxious not to be intrusive, unawares.

I have the honor to be | My Lords & Gentlemen | Your most humble
Servant | M. Faraday
To the | Commissioners of Woods, & Forests | &c &c &c | Office of Works

1. Letter 3421.
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Letter 3522
Alfred Austin to Faraday
29 October 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2/3/7
4312

Office of Works, &c, SW | 29 Oct 1858
Sir,

The First Commissioner of Her Majesty’s Works, &c.1, has had before
him your letter of the 18th. Inst.2 and I am directed by him to inform you that
he has no objection to your placing some Fire Bricks in three of the Stoves
of the House occupied by you on Hampton Court Green and converting the
Kitchen Garden of that House into Grass Plat at your own expense but that
he cannot allow any turf to be taken from the Park for the purpose.

I am also directed to inform you in reply, to your enquiry that no new
regulation has been made in regard to the admittance of Invalid Chairs into
the Palace Gardens since the date of the First Commissioner’s letter to you of
the 11th. Ulto3. In that letter it was omitted to be stated that the privilege was
allowed to Residents in the Palace alone. Under the circumstances, however,
of your occupying your house by grace and favor of Her Majesty the First
Commissioner thinks it reasonable to make your case an exception to the
general rule; and he has accordingly given orders for Mrs. Faraday’s Chair to
be admitted into the Gardens.

I am | Sir | Your Obedient Servant | Alfred Austin | Secretary

Endorsed by Faraday: Board of Works | Application & answer | Oct. 1858
| Chair – turf – &c

1. Lord John James Robert Manners (1818–1906, ODNB). Conservative MP for North Leicester-
shire and First Commissioner of Works, 1858–1859.
2. Letter 3521.
3. Not found.

Letter 3523
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
c.2 November 18581

From the original in UB MS NS 439
My dear Faraday,

As Doctor Bernoulli2, a former pupil of mine is going to London and
from there to Guatemala, I make use of this opportunity to send you through
my young friend amongst other memoirs that paper, in which I have treated
the reciprocal Katalysis of a number of oxy-compounds3. You may give the
“fasciculum” to a scientific friend, who happens to be master of the german
tongue. The little parcel joined, you will be good enough to forward it to its
place of destination.
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It is not long since I returned from a journey undertaken to the
south-west of Germany, which has turned out highly pleasant and interesting
to me. First I attended the meeting of german philosophers held at Carlsruhe
in the middle of September last4, which was the most numerous and brilliant
one, I have as yet had the good luck of attending. With a very few exceptions all
the leading scientific men of Germany were present: Liebig, Woehler, Bunsen,
Magnus, Dove5 and a host of others. Under such “auspiciis” the meeting could
not but be excellent. All sorts of honors and attentions were showered down
upon us from the grand duke6 and his young amiable duchess7 (the sister
of the husband8 of your princess9), the government and magistrates down
to the very lowest inhabitants of the capital. I think indeed, that science has
very seldom been so much honored in its representatives, as it was the case
at Carlsruhe some weeks ago.

Both their Royal Highnesses, all the Ministers, a number of political
notabilities and the chief Magistrate of the Metropolis attended all the gen-
eral meetings holding out from the beginning to the end. No less than three
times we enjoyed the hospitality of the reigning duke, supping, dining and
taking tea with the court. Of other festivities there was no want: the finest
plays were acted before the learned audience, splendid balls given in honor
of the philosophers, the town of Baden-Baden in the beautiful ruins of the
magnificently situated old castle treated the association in a sumptuous style
and the good people of Durlach invited us to enjoy their delicious grapes in
their vine-yards, celebrating, what we call a “Wintzerfest” (vintage-feast) in
which beautiful young Ladies of the town, clad in white, offered in a graceful
and highly engaging manner the choicest fruits of the Land to the philoso-
phers present, the number of whom was very great indeed at least five or
six hundred. In music-loving Germany nothing can be done without songs
and other musical performances, and certainly we had plenty of them along
with patriotic toasts and other manifestations of joy at Carlsruhe, Baden and
Durlach. The people on the other side of the water have hardly a notion of
the teutonic enjoyments and the comfortable ease, in which those things are
done. Am I right or not, if I say, that pleasure is a sort of business to the
majority of the English and the enjoyment of it too much ruled by the codex
of “bienséance” the statutes of which are too much in favor of formalities and
ceremonies. But every nation may have its own ways and whims and after
all “de gustibus non est disputandum”10.

After having been fully satiated by intellectual and bodily pleasures at
Carlsruhe, I took a trip with Liebig, Rose11 and some other philosophers to
see some interesting establishments in the country and then tempted by the
glorious weather of Autumn and the seducing neighbourhood of the finest
scenery of the Rhine I loungered about in the classical regions of the history
of the Rhine, visiting many an old friend and drinking more than one glass
of old Hock. One Excursion was most particulary beautiful: With a couple
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of friends I descended from Mayence to Bingen and arrived there all of us,
devout reverers of father R[h]ine, went up to the Chapel Saint Rochus emp-
tying there in honor of his Majesty a bottle or two of his most generous and
incomparable nectar. Those heights afford one of the most picturesque views
along the Rhine. I won’t tell you any more about my idle ramblings, suffice it
to know, that they proved delicious and that Mr. Schoenbein was “joliment”
scolded by Mrs. Schoenbein on account of his very long outstayings. By this
time I have entered the career of every day life and shall, before long, live
again in the consortium of my chemical hero, whose interior nature I want
to know much better, than I do now. You have no doubt enjoyed a tran-
quil and pastoral country-life at Hampton court and I confidently hope, that
Mrs. Faraday’s health has been much benefited by it. Miss Schoenbein is,
as far as I know doing well at Stamford Hill and continues to like her stay
in England.

Expecting to hear soon of and from you and asking you the favor to
present my humble respects to Your Lady

I am, my dear Faraday | for ever your’s | C.F. Schoenbein
Pray be kind to the bearer of this letter, written in a hurry.

1. Dated on the basis that letter 3531 is the reply.
2. Carl Gustav Bernoulli (1834–1878, Meyer-Holdampf (1997)). Swiss physician and
explorer.
3. Schoenbein (1858d).
4. That is the Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher.
5. Heinrich Wilhelm Dove (1803–1879, DSB). Professor of Physics at Berlin.
6. Friedrich I (1826–1907, NDB). Grand Duke of Baden, 1856–1907.
7. Luise-Marie-Elisabeth (1838–1923, NDB under Friedrich I). Grand Duchess of Baden,
1856–1907.
8. Friedrich III (1831–1888, NDB). Crown Prince of Prussia and, later, Emperor of Germany,
from March to June 1888.
9. Victoria Adelaide Mary Louisa (1840–1901, ODNB). Eldest child of Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert. Princess Royal and later Empress of Germany who married Crown Prince Friedrich
on 25 January 1858.
10. ‘There is no disputing about tastes’.
11. Heinrich Rose (1795–1864, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Berlin University from 1835.

Letter 3524
Charles Frederick Winslow to Faraday
5 November 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

West Newton, Mass | 5 Nov 1858
My dear Sir,

Your valuable note dated at London April 26th1 was received & I felt
highly flattered by it. Notwithstanding your conclusions are not understood
nor appreciated by astronomers & mathematicians – & because my doctrine
of cosmic repulsion has been treated more contemptuously than by mere
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coldness by several opinionated mathematicians here, who could not see
how cosmic repulsion could exist without destroying the force of gravitation,
I value your encouraging words very highly.

The subjects of researches such as yours & mine, are very abstruse for
common thinkers, & especially to astronomers educated strictly in the Newto-
nian faith do they seem like unnecessary innovations. These latter as teachers,
think but little, & communicate to others what they were severaly taught: To
think anything else would be heresy. They never think how rejoiced Newton
would have been to be surrounded by such light & accumulated physical
knowledge as we possess in these days. Nor what progress he would himself
make on his own discoveries. Little by little however the world will wake up,
& even astronomers like Arago in his last days will question the universe for
the other great secret which has been so long hidden beneath the glare of the
sublime Newtonian discovery.

The recent comet2 will greatly enlarge our knowledge of the forces at
work within cosmic masses. Seen through the great equatorial telescope at
Cambridge, as related to me by the Elder & younger Bond3, the translucent
sphere was in a violent state of agitation, throwing up constant disruptions
from its central parts toward the sun & these luminous outbreaks were then
swept off behind the nucleus, that is in lines away from the sun as if some
repulsive force proceeded from the sun which seized upon them & swept
them off in rapid currents into space to produce luminous appendages. The
elder Bond even assured me that it seemed as if some other force besides
that of gravitation did exist in space & that it seemed to proceed from the
sun. But he was greatly perplexed for an explanation of the phenomena,
& said astronomers were very tender about admitting any other force than
gravitation. I am truly glad, my dear Mr. Faraday, that comet, so beautiful,
so wonderful, so full of tidings from infinite space & the hand of God, so full
& overflowing with the secret forces which abide in the atoms of all cosmical
spheres, should appear in our days & gladden our eyes & strengthen our
heartswith the prospect of the increasing physical knowledge which must the
sooner, open upon the world.

About the time I received you[r] letter I received one also from M. Alexis
Perr[e]y4 of Dijon whose investigations on lunar agency in producing earth-
quakes became known to me some time after I published my views in 1853,
on Solar causation of the same phenomena5.– The letters from both of you
were read with great interest by a number of my friends who urged me by
all means to have them published as an honor to their authors, as a means of
advancing science, & as due to myself inasmuch as my views had been pub-
licly ridiculed by two prominent & leading mathematicians in this country.
I hesitated a long time, but an eminent scientific friend & prominent gentle-
man in Boston urged me so strongly upon the point that I consented to place
copies of both the letters at his disposal – that is the philosophical portions
of them. Now, my dear Sir, what do you think – This friend took them to
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the Boston Courier, a newspaper conducted with some ability, one of whose
editors is a Professor at Cambridge, & the organ of the Cambridge party or
school or influence whatever it may be called.– They were kept 3 weeks &
then my friend had some difficulty to get them back & offered to pay for their
insertion. But they would not publish them at any price, even as advertise-
ments. I was surprized at this last, but not surprized that they were unwilling
to publish at mere request; for in my controversy with Professor Pierce6 last
year on “The Sun & Continents”, The Courier espoused his cause as he was
the pride of Cambridge. It was however the only journal in Boston, or the
United States who did take his part, & I saw the Courier was still in his inter-
est or under his advisement or control.– The editor of the Boston Advertizer
however very gladly availed himself of the opportunity to publish them7 as
he esteemed them too valuable & of too much public & scientific importance
to be longer suppressed.– I can only hope, the publication of your note will
not meet your disapproval.– The next day after their publication, the Courier
appeared with a short notice of “a new step in Cometology”, announcing that
“Professor Pierce of Cambridge had at length” discovered or “accomplished”
the theory of the Curvature of the comets tail “& had not “abstracted” the idea
of it “in form nor substance from any Winslow, Warner8, Peter’s9, or Bond”. I
smiled & wondered what the discovery was. Yesterday morning the Courier
announced the Discovery itself – & it is no less a novelty than that the tail is
the result of repulsion whose force is about three & one third times as great as that
of gravitation!–

In your note you said you “should be very glad to find some effect of
gravity that might be considered complimentary to the variation of that force
by the change of distance” – As I view this department of nature it seems
to me all magnetic force & its congeners or convertabilities, are secondary
powers arising from disturbance of equilibrium in the two primal forces of
attraction & repulsion at work among atoms.– It is a question with me now,
the solution of which I am earnestly seeking, whether force does not exist &
may not, independent of matter – whether it did not originally:– & did not also
have existence prior to matter. In my contemplations I can divide forces into
strata (so to speak & illustrate thought by physical conditions) – & allowing
matter to have affinities for gravitation which after certain accumulation,
engenders a capacity for the manifestation of repulsion. I obtain the first class
of phenomena – The play between these fundamental forces on atoms brings
into existence – or manifestation to our senses – the second class including
heat, light, magnetism, electricity.– which also I strongly suspect lie in latent
or unappreciated conditions to our senses, outside of matter – the excitation
of atoms by the dynamic play of condensation i.e. gravitation & reaction only
creating a capacity to receive forces whose fountains are boundless or rather
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would be boundless in space if matter was set at liberty from attachment to
all force. As nature exists matter, & force, both primal & secondary with all
their combinations & complications, are united, their relations only changing
to produce all the phenomena of the physical world palpable or conceivable
by our profoundest researches.– My idea might be illustrated by conceiving
all forces united into a homogeny, like a ray of common light which dissolved
by a prism presents a multitude of parts all possessing different functions or
powers. Our mental prism may be clear enough one of these days, to dissolve
the great secret of nature now hidden in the action & reaction of matter &
force. At any rate it is by the study of atoms alone that progress can ever be
surely made. However these atoms may accumulate never fear to follow the
fundamental force as an increasing magnitude however mighty the mass may
become. Gravitation is a unit in an atom – it is only a magnified unit in a world
according to the number of atoms it embraces. So with repulsion: and in the
mighty play of these accumulated forces we get heat light & magnetism, in
proportion to the amount of matter & the activity of the primal forces which
produce motion among the atoms.– In planets & comets these are more active
the nearer the mass is to the sun & they must vary according to its distance
from the sun.–

The earth is full of phenomena the opposite of gravitation. Did it ever
occur to you that the growth of any tree is an act the contrary of gravitation
& that the repulsion between atoms, which carries it upward, may be a mere
conversion of the mundane force of gravitation into another living power – a
compound of magnetism & life?– All these things are marvellous & I beg you
to consider them.

I am very truly Yours | C.F. Winslow
Professor M. Faraday | London

1. Letter 3419.
2. This was Donati’s comet, the tail of which in September covered 36◦ of arc. See Ann. Reg.,
1858, 100: 166–8.
3. William Cranch Bond (1789–1859, ANB), Director of the Harvard Observatory, and George
Phillips Bond (1825–1865, ANB), American astronomer.
4. Alexis Perrey (1808–1882, P3). Seismologist and professor in the Dijon science faculty. See
Perrey to Winslow, 14 May 1858, Boston Daily Advertiser, 26 October 1858, [p. 2, col. b].
5. Winslow (1853), 121–74.
6. Benjamin Peirce (1809–1880, ANB). Professor of Astronomy and Mathematics at Harvard,
1842–1880.
7. Part of letter 3419 was published in Boston Daily Advertiser, 26 October 1858, [p. 2, col. b].
8. John Warner (d.1873, Reingold and Rothenberg (1972–2002), 8: 503). American amateur
mathematician.
9. Christian Heinrich Friedrich Peters (1813–1890, ANB). German-born Director of the
Observatory at Hamilton College, 1858–1890.
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Letter 3525
Faraday to Thomas Loveday1

8 November 1858
From the original in APS Misc MS Collection

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St.,
London W | 8 Nov 1858

My dear friend,
I am glad to hear that there is a revival of the hopes that the pond near

your houses on Old Buckenham Green will at last be filled up. I need scarcely
say again that in my opinion it is an improper thing where it is & a very
unwholesome neighbour in the hot weather. I have spoken very strongly of
the state of the Thames in London2 and I believe that good will now come
of it. If I could make my voice heard by those who rule these matters at Old
Buckenham I would speak as strongly against the pond for I consider it a
dangerous neighbour to the families who live near it[·]

Ever Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Mr. Thos Loveday

1. Thomas Loveday (d.1908, age 95, GRO). Noted as foundryman in Old Buckenham in 1861
census, TNA RG9/1235, f. 63, p. 20. Member of the Sandemanian Church there since 1841, DUA
Acc M/409/5/3, p. 130.
2. Faraday to the Editor of The Times, 7 July 1855, letter 3003, volume 4.

Letter 3526
James Thomson to Faraday
9 November 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

2 Donegall Square West, Belfast | 9 Nov 1858
My dear Sir,

I thank you very much for having so kindly written to me in August last
on the subject of the freezing and melting point of water & ice1. I intended
to write to you at the time, thanking you for your letter; but, through illness
in my family, and repeated absences from home on business, I have hitherto
found myself detained from reverting to the subject.

I recollect that in the old Athenaeum report of your Paper2 – to which
however I have not had access of late – mention is made of your supposition
that there is a tendency for a film of water between two surfaces of ice to
become ice, other particles touching ice only on one side becoming water at
the same time, and supplying the cold necessary to freeze the water between
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the two surfaces of ice. Having been long aware of that supposition, and now
having farther had your letter of August 4 to consider; I still incline to think
that the freezing of the film between the two masses of ice is due simply to
the melting by pressure of portions of the ice pressed against one another at
places of contact.

Soon after the time when I received your letter, I met with a paper by
Professor Forbes of Edinburgh (from the proceedings of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh dated the 19th of April 1858) “On Properties of Ice near its melting
Point”3. This I presume to be the paper in which his shilling experiment is
mentioned to which you alluded in your letter to me. In that paper Forbes
states an experiment as proving that two masses of ice placed extremely close
to-gether, and having a film of water intervening, but free from pressure
against one another, will unite even in a moderately warm atmosphere. I
am not, however, prepared to admit the validity of his proof in this matter.
He had slight springs pressing the masses of ice together: but beyond this I
conceive that the capillary attraction of the intervening water would draw the
masses against one another with a force quite notable:– and also I conceive
that the film of water between the two masses of ice would be sustained almost
entirely by capillary attraction at its upper surface, and would therefore exist
(like mercury in a barometer) under a pressure less than that of the atmosphere.
This diminished fluid pressure would raise the freezing point of the film of
water, and would produce a tendency to its freezing, even by contact with
such parts of the adjacent ice as exist under atmospheric pressure, and much
more by contact with the parts of the two masses of ice in contact with one
another and pressing against one another by the forces of the spring used to
maintain contact and of the capillary attraction of the fluid pulling the masses
against one another.

Thus I still incline to think that mere proximity is not enough to cause
the two pieces of ice to unite.

In your letter to me you make reference, as bearing on this subject, to
what appears to be a very general law, namely that, in bodies of the same
kind, the particles tend to retain the state of those which surround them:– as,
for instance, that water may be cooled much below 32◦F. without freezing; but
that a splinter of ice touching it will instantly make it solidify: and that water
may be raised under atmospheric pressure to a temperature far above 212◦F.
without boiling but that a bubble of air introduced will cause it to explode.
It seems to me, however, that these phenomena are essentially distinct from
what can occur with a film of water touching ice on one side, or on two
opposite sides: because, in the phenomena you adduce the tendency is for a
particle to retain a state in which it already exists, that state being the same
as the state of the surrounding ones: but I do not think they show a tendency
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for a particle differing in its state from the surrounding particles to assume
their state. It is certain that, in numerous cases, every particle shows a great
resistance to change from a state in which it and all adjacent particles exist. In
the case of a film of water between two masses of ice, however, the difficulty
ofmaking a beginning either of melting or freezing does not exist, as both water
& ice are present to-gether.

I do not see in the principle I have proposed any insufficiency to explain
the regelation of fractured ice, & the plasticity of ice; and, according to the
views I have just now submitted, I do not see that we ought to suppose the
occurrence of another efficient cause of regelation such as you have suggested.

With great deference I beg to offer the above remarks to you.
I am, With thanks | Yours most truly | James Thomson

P.S. It may be well to mention that I conceive the powerful tendency to
adhesion manifested between flannel & ice in a warm atmosphere, is to be
attributed partly to the fibres of the flannel being drawn against the ice by
capillary attraction of the liquid films, & thus being made to apply a pressure
to the ice which must slightly lower its melting point; & again partly to the
diminished fluid pressure of the liquid films produced by capillary attraction,
which must raise the freezing point of those films. | J.T.

1. Letter 3493.
2. Athenaeum, 15 June 1850, pp. 640–1 which contains an account of Faraday’s Friday Evening
Discourse of 7 June 1850, ‘Certain Conditions of Freezing Water’.
3. Forbes (1858).

Letter 3527
Joseph Dalton Hooker to Faraday
10 November 18581

From the original in IET MS SC 2
Kew Gdns | 10 Nov 1858

Dear Mr. Faraday,
Many thanks for your kind contribution to the Ralfs2 annuity. I am

getting on very well & have myself raised already upwards of £100 – This
morning a bountiful individual sent me £30! toward it3, & many have offered
to double their subscriptions if required. If there is a lot of money in this
county there is surely a lot of charity too thank God. The only refusal I
have met with is from a man who is both well to do, & had just received an
unexpected legacy of nearly £3000! What a world it is to present such [word
illegible].

With united regard | [word illegible] Sincerely & obliged |
Jos D. Hooker
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My wife4 desires sincere regards to Mrs. F. Miss Barnard & yourself

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to the Annuity which Hooker was organising. See Huxley,
L. (1918), 1: 414.
2. John Ralfs (1807–1890, ODNB). Botanist who lived in Penzance.
3. This was the Sussex botanist William Borrer (1781–1862, ODNB). See Hooker to Darwin, 12
November 1858, Burkhardt et al. (1985–2005), 7: 188.
4. Frances Harriet Hooker, née Henslow (1825–1874, ODNB under J.D. Hooker). Married J.D.
Hooker in 1851.

Letter 3528
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
13 November 1858
From the original in UB MS NS 440

Royal Institution | 13 Nov 1858
My dear Schoenbein,

Daily & hourly am I thinking about you and yours, and yet with as
unsatisfactory a result as it is possible for me to have. I think about Ozone –
about Antozone – about the experiments you shewed Dr. Bence Jones – about
your peroxide of barium – your antozonized oil of turpentine – and it all ends
in a giddiness – and confusion of the points that ought to be remembered. I
want to tell our audience what your last results are upon this most beautiful
investigation1; and yet am terrified at the thoughts of trying to do so, from
the difficulty of remembering from the reading of one letter to that of another
what the facts in the former were. I have never before felt so seriously the evil
of loss of memory and of clearness in the head:– and though I expect to fail
some day at the lecture table, as I get older, I should not like to fail in ozone
or in any thing about you.– I have been making some of the experiments
Dr. B. Jones told me of, & succeed in some but do not succeed in all. Neither
do I know the shape in which you make them as (I understand) good class
experiments and telling proofs of an argument.– Yet without experiments I
am nothing. If I were at your elbow for an hour or two, I would get all that
instruction (as to precaution) out of you which might bring my courage up.
I remember in old times (at the beginning of Ozone) you charged me with
principles & experiments.– I wonder whether you could help me again?–
Most likely not:– & it is a shame that I should require it:– but without such
help and precautions on my part, I am physically unable to hold my place
at the table;– and without I justify my appearance on a Friday Evening I had
better withdraw from the duty.

What I should want, would be from ten to fifteen or at most twenty
table experiments,– with such instructions as to vessels, quantities, states of
solution materials & precautions as would make the experiments visible to
all: & certain & ready.– Also the points of the general subject in what you have
found to be the best order for the argument & its proof.
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I have sought for the old bottle of Antozone oil of turpentine but believe
I have used it all up. I fear it is of no use trying to make it by the end of
January next year:– yet about that time I must give the evening if I give it at
all. If you encourage me to give the argument (& I can only try if you help
me)– have you any of the substance you could spare? and could you find
conveyance for it by rail or otherwise? I fear there is no other substance that
will represent it:– i.e. that approaches so near to isolated Antozone as that
body does.

Now do not scold me. I am obliged to speak as I do. Perhaps you had
better tell me that I must give up the subject for that I can hardly succeed in
telling it properly by the way I propose. Do not hesitate to say so;– for I
am well prepared by my inner experience in other matters, to suppose that
may be the case. But then tell me so at once, that I may think overmy position
here for January[·]

Now for a more cheery subject. I saw Miss Schoenbein a few days ago
(after a long interval) and was glad to see her looking well & happy. I am sure
you will not think the worse of us for the effect England has had upon her,
when you see her again. She will make you, her Mother, – Sisters & all happy.
But I know she tells you all about herself & as to her state of contentment or
happiness that will breathe in her letters. I have more to say but cannot bring
it to mind. Believe me to be as Ever My dear Schoenbein

Your true & obliged friend | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c | University | Basle | Switzerland

1. Faraday (1859a), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 February 1859.

Letter 3529
Faraday to James Thomson
15 November 1858
From the original in QUB MS 13/M/7

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
15 Nov 1858

My dear Sir,
I am much obliged by your note1 – I happen to be occupied in collecting

my papers (not electrical) into a volume2; & on reprinting the notice on ice
from the Athenaeum3 have added a further development of my views4:– it
will come out in the course of the winter I dare say; but that is as the printer
likes[·]

You represent that my view gives no account of the beginning of rege-
lation. That is not so great a difficulty to my mind as to yours; because,
since the year 1833, if not before that time, I have been obliged to admit
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that particles cannot be so exclusively engaged, even by a combining chem-
ical action, as to be indifferent to, or without relation, to those along side
of them–

I will mention a difficulty as regards this beginning of regelation which
occurs to me under your view; If the particles be supposed to be without this
external relation.– You admit with me that bodies tend to retain that state
which they for the time possess; and, that against a change of temperature
of many degrees of heat:– then how can the small change of temperature not
amounting to the 1

100 th of a degree, due to difference of pressure in many of
the regelation experiments, cause that change from solid to fluid or fluid to
solid, which many degrees of temperature change, applied in the common
way, will not effect?

It seems that in ice the melting temperature is irregular; i.e. that certain
portions of the ice tend to melt before other portions. I have given my view of
this irregularity in a note, which Tyndal[l] has added to his last paper in the
Phil Trans5 – If ice of equal purity should either from crystalline arrangement
or some other cause, prove to be a mixture of particles having differences
in their fusibility, then it would be very easy to build up a fourth theory of
regelation.– But time – reconsideration – new thoughts & new experiments
will no doubt clear up all these matters.

Ever My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor Jas. Thomson | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3526.
2. Faraday (1859b).
3. Athenaeum, 15 June 1850, pp. 640–1 which contains an account of Faraday’s Friday Evening
Discourse of 7 June 1850, ‘Certain Conditions of Freezing Water’. This was republished in Faraday
(1859b), 372–4.
4. ‘On Regelation’ in Faraday (1859b), 377–82.
5. Tyndall (1858), 228–9.

Letter 3530
James Thomson to Faraday
24 November 1858
From the original in IET MS SC 2

2 Donegall Square, West, Belfast | 24 Nov 1858
My dear Sir,

I am much obliged for your letter of the 15th inst.1 and I presume I have
to thank you and Professor Tyndall jointly for a copy of his paper2 containing
the note from you appended3, which he has kindly sent to me and of which
the contents interest me much.

There was hard frost here last night:– and having happened to meet
with slabs of ice about 1 1

2 ins thick, I have repeated Forbe[s]’s experiment of
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suspending two slabs of ice on a horizontal glass rod thus

I found that in a few hours (during which water was constantly dropping from
them) the two slabs were stuck fast together: and I did not find it necessary
to apply springs to produce any pressure at all. I merely pressed them gently
with my hands for a few seconds a first to make them keep close to-gether by
an incipient cohesion or a cohesion of some minute spots. The cohesion then
went on increasing till in a few hours it became very strong. Although there
is no spring necessary, yet the capillary attraction due to the films of water
between the two plates alluded to in my last letter to you4 must keep up a
steady force drawing the plates together, and causing pressure at some parts.
I could see many square inches of films of water between the two plates or
slabs of ice. This water being situated as at a, a, a, a, a,
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in the figure must exist, by virtue of capillary attraction, under less than
atmospheric pressure at all parts of itself. This diminished pressure must
tend to cause the water to freeze even at a temperature slightly above
the ordinary freezing point. The diminished pressure in the liquid film,
extending over several square inches, will cause the external atmospheric
pressure to force the two slabs against one another with quite a notable
force.

It seems to me that you have somewhat misconceived my meaning
in respect to a “difficulty of making a beginning” as you say in your last
letter:–

“I will mention a difficulty as regards the beginning of regelation which
occurs to me under your view if the particles be supposed to be without this
external relation. You admit with me that bodies tend to retain that state which
they for the time possess; and, that against a change of temperature of many
degrees of heat;– then how can the small change of temperature not amounting
to the 1

100 th of a degree, due to difference of pressure in many of the regelation
experiments, cause that change from solid to fluid, or fluid to solid, which
many degrees of temperature change applied in the common way will not
effect?”

With reference to this I would say, that, I think the resistance to change
of state, from liquid to solid or solid to liquid; or liquid to gaseous, or
gaseous to liquid, under consideration occurs only when the substance
is not present in the two states already (as for instance when water is
cooled below 32◦F. without freezing, there is no ice present) but when
both water and ice are in contact, as is the case in the regelation exper-
iments it is a part of my theory to suppose that there is no tendency
for water, to remain water, or ice to remain ice, against any change of
temperature however slight tending to change the state of the water or
the ice.

I shall look with much interest to the ideas given in your note annexed
to Professor Tyndall’s paper, and to the suggestion you give in your last
letter to me of a “fourth theory of regelation” as being perhaps possible to be
built up.

I am My dear Sir | Very truly yours | James Thomson
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 3529.
2. Tyndall (1858).
3. Ibid., 228–9.
4. Letter 3526.
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Letter 3531
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
25 November 1858
From the original in UB MS NS 441

Royal Institution | 25 Nov 1858
Warmest thanks my dear friend for your last kind letter1:– it has given me
courage – and yet when I look into the journals about ozone & see how many
things there are which have been said by different men & how thoroughly
I have forgotten most of them – it makes me very doubtful of myself for I
cannot hold many points in hand at once as I used to do – but I shall trust in
your strength & kindness. I have repeated as I said some of your results. The
peroxide of barium which I have seems to do pretty well, but it is vessicular &
gray & so unlike what Brodie made with great care2 & called the right peroxide
that I doubt it but I shall know better when I receive your instructions. I
have forgotten the preparation of HO⊕ by the fluor salicic acid – where is
it described in French or where is it? – what strength do you prepare HO⊕
strong or dilute? – The peroxide of Manganese do you employ the natural or
if the artificial what is your process of preparation for solution in AA & do
you use it wet or dry?

I have had the paper on reciprocal catalysis (23 June 1858) translated3,
so have with the letters &c obtained possession of part of your thoughts –
but it is the experimental proofs & the method of making them perfectly
about which I am anxious & none but the discovering philosopher himself
knows how best to make their value evident – for that reason I desire to
work with your tools & in your way and if the chemical you refer to are to
be bought in Bale in what you know to be the right state send them to me
but if not do not waste your time personally. I shall prepare them from your
instructions[·]

I had your letters4 &c by Dr. Bernoulli5 on the 17th instant. I did not
see him for he sent them by post & was to leave London the next day.
He had been ill & detained in Berlin but I could not tell when you had
written for your letter had no date & strange to say neither had his except
the Postmark[·] Yours by him & mine to you6 must have passed on the
road[·]

Kindest remembrances to the household from one always under obli-
gation to you & ever yours | M. Faraday

1. Not found, but evidently a reply to letter 3528.
2. Brodie (1850, 1855).
3. Schoenbein (1858d).
4. Letter 3523.
5. Carl Gustav Bernoulli (1834–1878, Meyer-Holdampf (1997)). Swiss physician and explorer.
6. Letter 3528.
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Letter 3532
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
2 December 1858
From the original in UB MS NS 442

2 Dec 1858
My dear Schoenbein,

I have received the packet safe from M. Rumpf1 & write instantly
to acknowledge it with all thanks – but I have not any thing for Miss
Schoenbein[·] I think M. Rumpf means to deliver what you have sent him-
self. Your daughter was very well & happy last Friday evening2 when I had
the honor to be in her company at Stamford Hill[·]

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c | University | Basle | Switzerland

1. Unidentified.
2. That is 26 November 1858.

Letter 3533
Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
10 December 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E12

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 10 Dec 1858
All right – the regular way is the only way – for the Committee will

have their voice in the matter, & it is a good thing that they are all ready to aid
& judge – but it makes the result very uncertain until they have given their
voice. However it is not my business to say this or to anticipate any of their
determination – as indeed I have written you on former occasions[·]

Ever Yours | in haste | M. Faraday

Letter 3534
Faraday to Juliet Pollock
16 December 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E13

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
16 Dec 1858

My dear Mrs. Pollock,
I send you a top in return for your instruction in nine mens holes. Put

the peg into the top conical end downwards about 1
2 an inch through & take

off the little weight of tin from beneath. The top will spin pretty well though
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not quite true:– never mind that. Now give the handle a push so as to incline
it a little towards A and spin it[·] You will have red to the left & green towards
the right – or push the handle towards B & spin it – then you will have red to
the right & green to the left.

Or again let the pin be upright so as to give little or no colour then stick
the tin weight on beneath A spin it – you will have green to the left – red to
the right – remove the tin weight to beneath B & you immediately have red
to the left & green to the right.

Now for the reason[·] When the top of the stem leans towards A then
the stem describes a circle as the top revolves & as the stem will lean towards
A in all positions of the top so it is only when A & B are in a line with the
observer that the stem will eclipse truly the diametral line. When the top is in
that position in which all the green is from the observer the portion of green
eclipsed will be a column leaning to the left, & when the red is all from the
observer the part eclipsed will be a portion of red leaning towards the right –
the two do not overlap but the green shadings are all on one side & the red
on the other. So you never see the green on the left on the coloured green
part beyond the top of the stem but you see the red there:– and you never see
the red on the right but you see the green there & that is what you do see.
If you push the stem over towards B the change of colours of course takes
place. The same effect happens when any part of the green or red is shaded
from the eye by the rising stem but it is most observable when the line A
B is to the right & left becomes then the stem inclination is greatest in that
position.

When the weight is put on the whole centre of gravity is removed to
one side and the red & green shadows are more separated & stand parallel
to each other but the cause is the same[·] As both coloured surface & axis
move together whenever the colour has returned to a particular place the
stem has returned to the same place & therefore hides the same place from
the eye.

Ever Most Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Letter 3535
Faraday to Juliet Pollock
18 December 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E14

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
18 Dec 1858

My dear Mrs. Pollock,
I have received your gift – mean to play with it often – & always think

of you. I have not had time yet to try its powers but it will mingle in very well
with the Juvenile Lectures. I am only sorry I cannot find something about it
that would enable me to quote it in illustration of Metalline qualities1.
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Ever Your | Very Grateful Servant | M. Faraday

1. A reference to Faraday’s 1858/9 Christmas lectures on ‘Metals’ which he began later in the
month. His notes are in RI MS F4 G61.

Letter 3536
Faraday to George Gabriel Stokes
21 December 1858
From the original in ULC Add MS 7656, F23

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
21 Dec 1858

My dear Stokes,
The accompanying is a MS copy of Dr. Giesecke1 MS meteorological

observations made in Greenland. They have never been printed but are used
as I understand by Dr. Giesecke in his papers printed on the continent. Sir
William [sic] Trevelyan (of the Athenaeum Club) asked me where the obser-
vations could be fitly placed & I said I thought in the Royal Society’s library.–
I therefore offer them in his name for the Society’s acceptance2[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Charles Lewis Giesecke (1761–1833, ODNB). German-born Professor of Mineralogy at the
Royal Dublin Society, 1814–1833.
2. These observations, made between 1806 and 1813, are in RS MS MA 154 with the following
inscription in Faraday’s hand on the title page: ‘Transcribed from the originals in Copenhagen,
for W.C. Trevelyan’.

Letter 3537
Faraday to Walter Calverley Trevelyan
21 December 1858
From the original in NUL Trevelyan Papers, WCT 127

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
21 Dec 1858

Dear Sir Walter,
I am much obliged by your kindness in letting me see the drawings of

the Aurora borealis but I never see any account of the phenomena without
feeling how utterly unable one is to draw any conclusion from, or reason
about, the appearances without seeing them for oneself[·]

I have sent the Quarto volume of Meteorological observations to the
Royal Society in your name1[·]

I am | Very faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

1. See letter 3536 and White (1898), 120.
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Letter 3538
Faraday to Christian Holst1
27 December 1858
From the original in University of Oslo Library

Royal Institution, London | 27 Dec 1858
Sir,

I hasten to acknowledge the honor done me by the Royal University of
Norway in the gift of a medal of that most eminent Norwegian Philosopher
Dr. Christopher Hansteen. To be included by any means in the honor done
to science and to such a representative of it as he is is indeed very grateful
to me who have ever found more pleasure & delight in the study of natural
phenomena than in any other direction taken by the human intellect – If it
were not intruding too much I would ask you to congratulate our Veteran on
my part yet surely it is not unfit that I as an humble element of the Univer-
sity should offer my respectful sympathy to one of its greatest ornaments &
supports[·]

I have the honor to be | Sir | With every respect | Your Very Grateful
Servant | M. Faraday
M. Chr. Holst | &c &c &c &c

Address: M. Chr. Holst | &c &c &c &c | Royal University | Christiania |
Norway

1. Christian Holst (1809–1890, AsKL). Secretary of University of Christiania, 1841–1878.

Letter 3539
Faraday to Millicent Bence Jones
31 December 1858
From the original in RI MS F1 E15

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 31 Dec 1858
My dear Lady Millicent,

I am ashamed that the week has almost passed away before my acknowl-
edgement of the kindness which made you join us in your invitation to
Jeannie. I knew that she had to decline the pleasure, and that in a hurry,
whilst your son1 waited (i.e. as regards herself); & then I forgot my part. I
hope the next time we shall come & shew how glad we are to have a few
friends; a matter which we look upon as very different to joining in society.
Excuse your inattentive but very
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faithful Servant | M. Faraday
The happiest wishes of the season from all of us to all of you | MF

1. Either Henry Robert Bence Jones (1844–1902, Bence Jones (1929), 21) or Ralph Noel Bence
Jones (1845–1866, Bence Jones (1929), 21).

Letter 3540
Faraday to an unidentified relation1

1859
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 431–3

The Revivals2, &c., cannot trouble the Christian who is taught of God (by
His Word and the Holy Spirit) to trust in the promise of salvation through the
work of Jesus Christ. He finds his guide in the Word of God, and commits the
keeping of his soul into the hands of God. He looks for no assurance beyond
what the Word can give him, and if his mind is troubled by the cares and
fears which may assail him, he can go nowhere but in prayer to the throne
of grace and to Scripture. No outward manifestation, as of a revival, &c., can
give either instruction or assurance to him, nor can any outward opposition
or trouble diminish his confidence in “Christ crucified, to the Jews a stumbling-
block, and to the Greeks foolishness; but to them who are called, Christ the
power of God, and the wisdom of God.”3 If his attention is called to the
revivals, it cannot be that he should feel instruction there or assurance there,
other than what he finds in the Scriptures, without reference to them; and
it seems to me that any power they may have over his mind other than the
Scripture has, must be delusion and a snare.

That man in his natural state is greatly influenced by his fellow-creatures
and the forms of emotion which are amongst them, is doubtless true, even
when it concerns what he considers his eternal welfare. How else would
the wonderfully varied and superstitious forms of belief have obtained in the
world? What carries the Mormons into the desert, surrounded by trouble and
the enmity of those around them? What sustains a spiritual dominion like the
Papacy, aided by the nations around it, to proclaim the name of Christ whilst
it contradicts His Word – refuses it (the record of the Spirit) to the people – and
crushes out with all intolerance the simple obedience of the truth? Man’s nat-
ural mind is a very unstable thing, and most credulous, and the imagination
often rules it when reason is thought to be there. Mesmerism has great power
over it; so has poetry; so has music; so has the united voice of the multitude; so
have many other things: but these things are, so to say indifferent as respects
the character of the object they may be used to sustain, and are just as pow-
erful in favour of a bad cause as a good one. Among the contradictory and
gross systems of religion, or the numerous and opposed systems of political
government, any one of them may be sustained by the use of agencies as these.
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The Christian religion is a revelation. The natural man cannot know it.
He, not knowing it, is liable in respect of religion to all the influences before
mentioned, finds in them snares and delusions, and either becomes an infidel
or is subject to every wind of doctrine. The Christian religion is a revelation,
and that revelation is in the Word of God. According to the promise of God,
that Word is sent into all he world. Every call and every promise is made
freely to every man to whom that Word cometh. No revival and no temporal
teaching comes between it and him. He who is taught of the Holy Spirit needs
no crowd and no revival to teach him; if he stand alone he is fully taught, for
the Comforter (the Spirit) taketh the things of Christ and showeth them to
His people. And if in the mercy of God it should please Him that one seeing
the commotion about him should be led to examine his ways, it will only be
in the Word of testimony, the Word of God, that he will find the revelation
of the new and living way by which he may rejoice in hope of entering the
Kingdom of Christ.

1. As stated in Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 423.
2. Ann. Reg., 1857, 99: 102–5.
3. 1 Corinthians 1: 23–4.

Letter 3541
Faraday to William Smith1

3 January 1859
From a copy in RI MS F1 E15a

Royal Institution of Great Britain | (stamped) 3 Jan 1859
Dear Sir,

Many thanks to both you and Mr. Bentley2. Mr. Murray made me an
unlimited offer like that of Mr. Bentley’s3 many years ago, but for the reasons
I am about to give you I had to refuse his kindness. He proposed to take them
by short hand & so save me trouble – but I knew that would be a thorough
failure. Even if I cared to give time to the revision of the M.S. still the Lectures
without the experiments & the vivacity of speaking would fall far behind those
in the lecture room as to effect:– and then I do not desire to give time to them
for money is no temptation to me. In fact I have always loved science more
than money & because my occupation is almost entirely personal I cannot
afford to get rich.

Again thanking you & Mr. Bentley | I remain | Very Truly Yours |
M. Faraday
Wm. Smith Esqr | &c &c &c

I am much obliged for your promise of a ticket for the Portrait Gallery4 | MF.

Endorsement: Copy of a letter from Mr. Faraday to Wm. Smith in answer to
an application made by the latter on behalf of Mr. Bentley to be allowed to
publish the lectures delivered to a juvenile audience.
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1. Unidentified.
2. Richard Bentley (1794–1871, ODNB). Publisher.
3. See Bentley to Smith, 30 December 1858, UCLA UL Bentley papers, in which Bentley asked
Smith to sound out Faraday to see if he would be willing to publish his Christmas lectures.
4. The National Portrait Gallery opened at 29 Great George Street on 15 January 1859.Athenaeum,
8 January 1859, p. 51.

Letter 3542
Faraday to John Joseph Griffin1

4 January 18592

From the original in RSC MS
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 Jan 1858 [sic]

My dear Sir,
Accept my sincere thanks for your kindness in sending me a copy of Your

Radical Theory3. Chemistry has become such a comprehensive & extensive
pursuit & my memory has become so imperfect in its action that I dare not
profess to retain in mind the data necessary for the decision of the great
historical question contained in your work4 but I trust that the progress of
time & connection will soon remove that which is doubtful & set forth in just
prominence the right claimants for disputed honors[·]

I am | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
J.J. Griffin Esqr | &c &c &c

1. John Joseph Griffin (1802–1877, ODNB). Chemical writer and supplier of apparatus.
2. Dated on the basis that Griffin (1858) was published at the end of 1858. See the review in
Athenaeum, 25 December 1858, p. 839.
3. Griffin (1858).
4. This question was who had developed the radical theory of chemistry.

Letter 3543
Faraday to Walter Calverley Trevelyan
5 January 1859
From the original in NUL Trevelyan Papers, WCT 127

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 5 Jan 1859
My dear Sir Walter,

I cannot suggest observations for another person nor can I reason from
another persons observations – I am always obliged to observe & also think
for myself. The best thing I can do is to refer Mr. Tayler1 to the Revd.
Mr. Farquharson2 observations upon & measurements of the aurora borealis
which he will find in the Phil Transactions for 1839. p. 2673.

Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Sir W.C. Trevelyan | &c &c &c

1. Unidentified.
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2. James Farquharson (1781–1843, ODNB). Scientific writer.
3. Farquharson (1839).

Letter 3544
Faraday to George Matthey1

5 January 18592

From the original in SI D MS 554 A
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |

5 Jan 1858 [sic]
My dear Sir,

Tomorrow is Silver – and if <y>our intention & convenience about <a>
cake of silver extends to tomorrow it would be important to me to know <i>t
as I would arrange accordingly [word illegible] cakes of silver have on them
<t>hose vermiform tubes due to the escape of oxygen on cooling, if they
happen to be present why so much the better[·] The similar ingots of Platinum
& Aluminium to illustrate Specific Gravity would be very acceptable if they
are still in existence. The bearer is very faithful & would bring me my message
or any thing else you might like to entrust to <him.>

Ever Your Obliged | M. Faraday
Geo Mat[t]hey Esqr | &c &c &c

1. George Matthey (1825–1913, ODNB). Metallurgist and partner in Johnson and Matthey.
2. Dated on the basis of the reference to Faraday’s Christmas lectures on ‘Metals’. His notes are
in RI MS F4 G61.

Letter 3545
Alessandro Palagi to Faraday
7 January 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bologna | 7 Gennaio 1859
Signore,

Permettatemi, o Signore, che di nuovo io approffitti della vostra
sapienza e della vostra bontà. Nel lungo soggiono ch’io ho fatto alla cam-
pagna nella scorsa estate ho potuto occuparmi di fisica sperimentale e mi è
riuscito di vedere di assai bei fatti, per me nuovi, e che sembranmi di non lieve
interesse per la Scienza. Fra questi fatti, da me ottenuti, uno ve n’ha, che mi
tiene in forza della sua novità, ed è intorno a questa ch’io vi prego, o Signore,
del vostro consiglio; abbiate la compiacenza, ve ne prego, d’illuminarmi.

Mi e riuscito di magnetizzare permanentemente degli aghi, dei cilindri
di fiero per modo che abbiano alle due estremità due poli simili e al centro
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un polo dissimile; posso a mio piacimento variare il genere dei poli, sia alle
estremità, che al centro.

E in mio arbitrio p. e. di magnetizzare un ago ed un cilindro di fiero, che
abbia il polo Nord alle due estremità ed il polo Sud al centro (1); oppure, se mi
piace, posso magnetizzare o quello stesso ago od un altro inversamente, che
abbia, cioè, il polo Sud alle due estremità ed il polo Nord al centro (2). Se gli
aghi così manetizzati si dividono a mezzo non avviene la inversione dei poli
agli estremi divisi, come nelle calamite comuni; ma si divide il polo dissimile,
e ottengonsi due magneti polarizzati alla maniera ordinaria e al tutto simili
(3). Invece di aghi o di cilindri rettilinei, posso magnetizzarne, che siano in
forma di ferro da cavallo, e in tal caso le estremità del cilindro, cosi ripiegato,
potranno avere ambedue o il polo Sud ed il polo Nord e alla base o ripiegatura
il polo relativamente dissimile (4).
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Questa maniera di magnetizzare non mi sembra un caso particolare
dei punti conseguenti; direi, invece, che quelli fossero un caso particolare di
questo.

Non so che alcun Fisico faccia menzione di questo stato magnetico arti-
ficiale, inclusivi il Becquerel1 e il Du Moncel2 nei loro pregevoli lavori del
18583.

E per tale mia ignoranza, circa alla novità di questo fatto, che mi rivolgo
a Voi, o Signore, per di piacervi d’illuminarmi assicurandovi dell’immenza
mia gratitudine.

Circa poi all’importanza del fatto, se nuovo, non cadrà alcun dubbio,
e meriterà la pubblica luce; se per contrario non sarà nuovo, avrà servito ad
illuminarmi, a testimoniare della somma vostra gentilezza, ed a procurarmi
al presente l’alto amore di potermi ripetere con ossequio e riverenza

Di Voi, Ch-mo Signore | Umil-mo Dev-mo Servo | Alessadro Palagi
Monsieur | Michel Faraday | etc. etc. etc. | London

TRANSLATION
Bologna | 7 Jan 1859

Sir,
Allow me, Sir, once again, to profit from your knowledge and kindness.

During my long sojourn in the country last summer I was able to devote myself
to experimental physics and I succeeded in seeing some rather beautiful facts,
new to me and which seem to me to be of significant interest to science.
Amongst the facts obtained by me, there is one which stands out because of
its novelty and it is on this matter that I would like to ask you, Sir, your advice;
have the kindness, I beg you, to enlighten me.

I managed to magnetise permanently some needles, some iron cylinders,
in such a way that they had the North pole at their ends and the South pole in
the middle (1); likewise, at will, I could magnetise this same needle or another
inversely, that is, so that the South pole was at the ends and the North pole in
the middle (2). If the needles magnetised in this way are divided in the middle,
the inversion of poles at the divided ends does not occur, as in common
loadstones, but the dissimilar pole divides and two magnets polarised in the
normal way and similar to them in every respect are obtained (3). Instead of
needles, or rectangular cylinders, I can magnetise horse-shoe shapes, and in
this case the ends of the cylinder, bent in this way, can both have the South
pole and the North pole and at the base or bend the opposite pole (4).

This method of magnetising does not seem an exception to the corollar-
ies; I would rather say that the latter were an exception to this.

I am not aware of any physicist mentioning this state of artificial mag-
netism, including Becquerel1 and Du Moncel2 in their prestigious works of
18583.
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My ignorance is so great concerning the novelty of this fact, that I turn to
you, Sir, to ask you to enlighten me, assuring you of my immense gratitude.

Concerning the importance of this fact, if it is new, there can be no doubt,
and it will merit being made public; if on the contrary, it is not new, it will
have served to enlighten me, to testify to your kindness and to procure for
me the great pleasure of being able to repeat with homage and reverence,
that I am

Your, Dearest Sir | Most Humble and Most Devoted Servant |
Alessandro Palagi
Mr. | Michael Faraday | &c. &c. &c. | London

1. Antoine-César Becquerel (1788–1878, DSB). French chemist who supported the contact theory
of the Voltaic cell.
2. Théodose Achille Louis Du Moncel (1821–1884, DSB). French researcher on electricity and
magnetism.
3. Becquerel and Becquerel (1858); Du Moncel (1858).

Letter 3546
Julius Plücker to Faraday
9 January 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 9 Jan 1859
My dear Sir,

I thank you, Sir, for your last kind letter of the 27th of July1, and would
not answer it without com̄unicating to you some new results regarding the
electric discharge through gaz vacua. I had observed already the double cur-
rent – mentioned in your letter – which is produced in Gassiots tube, if only
one tin-cover is touched by one wire of Ruhmkorff’s coil. I had made use
of it in order to confirm the theoretical views, contained in my paper of the
15th of July2. I closer examined double currents in a recent paper3 in order to
get analogies with the negative light, constituting the magnetic curves and
surfaces. I think it probable that this light, starting from its electrode returns
to it in the same way.– If the current find resistance of any description in a
longer evacuated tube it partly returns on is own way (will it not be the same
in very long isolated copper wires?).

But by far the principal object of my last longer paper4 (sent before
Christmas, to Poggendorff) are the curious appearances of positive light which
are as characteristic as those of negative light, already described. Let me try
to give in a few words a general idea of them. From each of two electrodes
entering an evacuated sphere of glass starts a peculiar kind of light. Even if
the distance of the electrodes be a few millimetres only, there is produced no
current; the double light, filling all the sphere is separated by the magnet. Sup-
pose, for instance, an airvacuated sphere, through which are conducted two
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platina wires, equally distant from the centre and directed perpendicularly to
each other. Put the sphere upon the two ironpieces of the Electromagnet, let
the negative wire AB be vertical, the positive one axial; let the south polarity
(the polarity of the North of the Earth) be behind.

Then all the surface of the axial and vertical cercle passing through AB will
be illuminated with beautifull violet light, while the reddish yellow positive
light is concentrated in E the midst of CD and from E it moves in a fine spiral
toward AB. Between the com̄encement of the spiral and the positive wire CD,
there is a small dark interval.

The spiral does not reach AB.
After having changed the polarity of the magnet, the appearance of the

illuminated circle will not change, but instead of the single spiral, you will
get two spirals, starting from the two ends C and D, both turned in the same
way, but in opposite way as before

After a com̄utation of Ruhmkorff’s coil the phenomena totally change.
In my paper I described a great number of similar phenomena, espe-

cially with regard to the propagation of positive light. In admitting an electric
particle – sit venia verbi5 – starting from the different points of the positive wire
towards the negative one and applying to its movement the well known law of
the action of the Magnet on a moved electric particle – I became enabled to pre-
dict all phenomena observed, regarding the concentration of the positive light
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in certain points of its wire, as well as the curves, which it follows towards the
negative wire. With other words, the same laws, which determine the action
on a formed current are applicable to its formation.

In our case the positive light goes all the way towards the negative
wire; here the combination of both electricities takes place, accompanied with
chemical action and production of heat. The magnetic light, which has nothing
to do with the current itself, may probably take its origine from these same
sources.

If the air be less rarefied all changes. Accidentally my above mentioned
sphere got a fissure through which air entered most slowly. The electric light
opposed by an by a greater resistance to the magnetic action. The magnetic
light of the circle AB disappeared, the positive light of the spirals became
better defined and, at a certain period, the spiral above indicated by a few
lines had a most striking resemblance with Donati’s6 comet7.

The indications of the nature of the electric discharge given to me by the
magnet seems now, for the greater part, to be exhausted. Its analysis by the
prism remains rather unexplorated. I would be happy if I could myself show
to you the spectra of pure gazes, presented by the positive light on its way to
the negative wire. The number of those spectra, observed by myself, is always
increasing. The spectrum of mercurial vapour (at ordinary temperature) is the
most brilliant and the most instructive too (The light in my tube of Gassiot is
produced by this vapour).

The discontinuity of the index of refraction in the gaz-spectra is very
extraordinary. If you observe through a telescope a narrow aperture illumi-
nated by electric hydrogene-light, you will see a red band, we may suppose
under an angle of 3’–15’. (For my researches I wanted exact measures of
angles)[·] In interposing a prism of flint, you will observe under the same angle
on a dark ground three fine bands, the first one is red, the second bluish green,
the third violet. The second band is distant from the first about 3◦, the third
about 5◦. Hence you deduce three different absolute indices for the electric
hydrogene-light.

The pure gaz-spectra are only obtained by the current of positive light
through most rarefied vacua. The light of the negative wire gives the spectrum
of the gaz, mixed with bands depending upon the metal of the wire. &c &c
&c – Poggendorff was not so kind to send me copies of my paper, I am not
able therefore to send some to England. I am anxious to know Gassiots new
results, perhaps your own, if the seducing power of the object be great enough.
Excuse me if I am too long.

Pray, present my respects and compliments to Mad. Faraday and believe
myself with all my heart

Yours | Plücker

1. Letter 3489.
2. Plücker (1858d).
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3. Plücker (1858e).
4. Plücker (1859a).
5. ‘forgive the term’.
6. Giovan Battista Donati (1826–1873, DSB). Astronomer at Florence Observatory.
7. In September 1858 the tail of this comet covered 36◦ of arc. See Ann. Reg., 1858, 100: 166–8.

Letter 3547
Faraday to Henry Enfield Roscoe
10 January 18591

From the original in RSC MS
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], 21 Albemarle St. W |

10 Jan 1858 [sic]
My dear Roscoe,

I received your note to day. As to young Vincent2 I will answer your
enquiries in succession as far as I am able. His moral character is excellent:–
he is truthful, temperate, prudent, honorable and straight forward:– in respect
of intellectual character I believe it to be good; he has written one or two short
papers in the philosophical magazine3[·]

As to his qualifications I believe him able & willing to work – at such hard
manual work as you express it as is likely to occur in chemical occupation –
though may not know the particular practise of a cotton printing laboratory
I doubt not he could quickly make himself master of it: for he has now been
engaged for more than a year I believe in the analysis &c of Alkali works. The
general principles of chemistry he knows very well[·]

His age is 21 years[·]
He is at present engaged in an Alkali work his address being “Messrs

Johnstone Alkali works Weston Point near Runcorn, Cheshire” – not indeed
very far from Manchester. It is not entirely satisfactory and I think the young
man might properly feel that it is not but it is under the condition of a months
notice on either side[·]

I have permitted Mr. Vincent to send your letter to his son – but of
course he cannot act or do any thing until he hears further about the matter[·]
I should think you could write to him direct if this note satisfies any part of
your enquiry – or could even see him in Manchester if that were considered
important[·]

His father begs to thank you very much for your remembrance of him
& his son & thinks well of the possibility – I also beg to thank you heartily for
your kindness[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
H.E. Roscoe Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Vincent’s age.
2. Charles Wilson Vincent.
3. Vincent (1857a, b).
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Letter 3548
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
14 January 1859
From the original in Biblioteca Estense, Modena

Royal Institution, London | 14 Jan 1859
My dear Matteucci,

I have just had your last letter well written letter (they are always wel-
come though I have to spell them out) (as I dare say is also the case with you
and mine) and I hasten to answer the query contained in it. When Melloni1

sent me a long letter about his views of induction (Static)2 and I think before
he had published any thing I wrote him also at length answering the cases
he laid before me according to my view & so shewing him that I could not
accept his3. I do not think the letter was ever published certainly not by me
and now my memory is not clear I think I never received any further commu-
nication from him but one in reply from his friend the Secretary of the Society
of Naples4, not in answer to my letter, but acknowledging it & telling me of
the death of poor Melloni5. I do not know that Melloni had communicated or
published my letter, which was altogether meant for his own consideration[·]

I had a letter from Palagi the other day6. I thought he had been at Pisa
but I find it is Bologna – It contained some simple questions which I thought
he would have asked at you if you had been within reach of each other[·]

Having nothing more to say I will not waste more with or more of your
time & patience with the bad writing than to say with kindest remembrances
to Mad Matteucci that I am as ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Many thank[s] for the Cimento which arrives regularly | MF

1. Macedonio Melloni (1798–1854, DSB). Director of the Physics Conservatory in Naples.
2. Melloni to Faraday, 1 July 1854 and 12 July 1854, letters 2862 and 2865, volume 4.
3. Faraday to Melloni, 31 July 1854, letter 2870, volume 4.
4. Vincenzo Flauti (1782–1863, LUI). Mathematician and Secretary of the Royal Academy of
Sciences, Naples.
5. Flauti to Faraday, 12 August 1854, letter 2875, volume 4.
6. Letter 3545.

Letter 3549
Benjamin Collins Brodie to Faraday
14 January 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

14 Saville Row W | 14 Jan 1859
My Dear Sir,

Pray do not think that in what I said last night1 I alluded in any way to
the observations made in a lecture of yours formerly on the force of gravity2;
which indeed were not at the time at all present to my mind, & which, if
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my recollection be accurate, were based on an entirely different view of the
subject.

All that I intended to say was that in physics not less than in metaphysics,
there are boundaries beyond which, not only from the want of opportunities of
experience, but also from the want of adequate powers of comprehension, the
Human Intellect can not penetrate; & that we must be content to accept certain
facts as well established, of which we can offer no explanation by referring
them to any more general principle. For example: that there are good grounds
for believing that there is something pervading the universe corresponding
to Newtons notion of an Ether, I do not doubt; but if we venture further than
this, & attribute the mutual attraction of masses of matter to the operation
of such an ether, we do but substitute one simple fact for another simple
fact, & endeavour to explain one thing by another thing which is equally
inexplicable.

I dare say that you have forgotten, but I have not forgotten a conversation
which I had with you long ago, in which I believe that you expressed yourself
as agreeing with me in the opinion that of the ultimate structure of material
bodies we neither know, nor can have any actual knowledge, & that neither
the ordinary hypothesis of solid impenetrable molecules, nor Boscovich’s3

hypothesis of mathematical points, which are centres of attraction & repul-
sion, is anything more than a contrivance for bringing these things down to
the level of all limited comprehension4.

I owe you some apologies for occupying so much of your time, & I can
only make up for it by asking you not to think it necessary to take the trouble
of writing an answer to what I have written.

Yours most truly | B.C. Brodie
M. Faraday Esqr.

1. At the meeting of the Royal Society where, with Brodie in the chair, Gassiot (1859) was read.
Proc. Roy. Soc., 1859, 9: 600–5.
2. Faraday (1857a), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 February 1857.
3. Roger Joseph Boscovich (1711–1787, DSB). Jesuit natural philosopher.
4. Boscovich (1763). On this see James (1993).

Letter 3550
Amherst Hawker Renton1 to Faraday
14 January 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/92

1 Hanover Chambers, Buckingham St, Adelphi WC | 14 Jan 1859
Dear Sir,

Having recently solicited an exhibition of an Improved Oxyhydrogen
Lime light before the Elder Brethren of the Trinity House it was a matter of
considerable disappointment that you were not present, and I am requested
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by the proprietors of the light to solicit the favor of your visit to Westminster
Hall on Saty (tomorrow) afternoon at 5 oclk when the same light will be
exhibited privately as a preliminary step to the illuminating of the Hall during
the early sitting of Parliament[·]

I am | Dear Sir | Yours obediently | Amht H. Renton
Dr. Faraday | &c &c

1. Amherst Hawker Renton (d.1889, age 85, GRO). Civil engineer.

Letter 3551
Faraday to Mary Somerville
17 January 1859
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep b.206 MS2 CELE 8

Royal Institution | 17 Jan 1859
My dear Mrs. Somerville,

So you have remembered me again, and I have the delight of receiving
from you a new copy of that work which has so often instructed me; & I may
well say, cheered me in my simple, homely course through life in this house.
It was most kind to think of me; but ah how sweet it is to believe that I have
your approval in matters where kindness could do nothing,– where judgment
alone must rule. I almost doubt myself when I think I have your approbation,
to some degree at least, in what I may have thought or said about gravitation,
the forces of nature, their conservation &c.1; and yet I do not feel that you are
reproving such thoughts. As it is I cannot go back from them; on the contrary,
I feel encouraged to go on by way of experiment; but am not so able as I was
formerly;– for when I try to hold the necessary group of thoughts in mind at
one time, with the judgment suspended on almost all of them, then my head
becomes giddy & I am obliged to lay all aside for a while. I am trying for time
in magnetic action, and do not despair of reaching it, even though it may be
only that of light. Nous Verrons.

I have been putting into one volume various papers of mine, as Exper-
imental Researches in Chemistry and Physics2. The index & title page has
gone to the printer & I expect soon to receive copies from him. I shall ask
Mr. Murray to help me in sending one to you, which, I hope you will honour
by acceptance. There is nothing new in it except a few additional pages about
“regelation”3 and also “Gravity”4 – It is useful to get ones scattered papers
together with an index, and Society seems to like the collection sufficiently to
pay the expences.

I would ask after friends with you, but since the loss of memory have
made many sad mistakes and have become afraid. Pray remember me most
kindly to all with whom I may take that privilege: and believe me to be most
truly
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Your admirer and | faithful servant | M. Faraday

1. Somerville, M. (1858), 354–7.
2. Faraday (1859b).
3. Ibid., 377–82.
4. Ibid., 460–3.

Letter 3552
Faraday to Burnside1

19 January 1859
From the original in FACLM H MS c1

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead]
Mr. Faradays compliments to Mr. Burnside – Machines of Gutta Percha were
made some years ago by the Gutta Percha Company in the City Road – but
they all failed in practice. Mr. Burnside could probably hear of them there[·]
19 Jany 1859

1. Unidentified.

Letter 3553
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
19 January 1859
From the original in UB MS NS 443

Royal Institution | 19 Jan 1859
My dear friend,

I have received your last of the 13th instant1. You will be weary of my
thanks nevertheless I send them[·] The peroxide of barium I have has been
very good in all former experiments – I hope tomorrow it will prove as good
in those I shall report from your last – I do not at all doubt it. The evening
does not come off until the 25th of next month2 but I have sent the tickets to
Hampstead to Mr. Rumpf3 – and Miss Schoenbein – also to Miss Hornblower
& others whom you know more or less.– I have had some of the German
papers translated and hope I have got hold of the subject thoroughly if I can
only keep it but memory is most treacherous & I am obliged to look at every
reading to see whether ozone is � or ⊕. I stick it before my eyes but that is a
clumsy way[·]

You seem to me to be leading a very gay life. Well, I am happy you have
health strength & spirits to do so:– that they may long continue with you is
the earnest wish of

Ever Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c
1. Not found.
2. Faraday (1859a), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 February 1859.
3. Unidentified.
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Letter 3554
Emil Dessewffy1 and Ferenc Toldy2 to Faraday
20 January 1859
From the original in RS MS 241, f. 154

MAGYAR AKADEMIA | Academia Scientiarvm Hvngarica
Illustri Viro Michaeli Faradayo S[alve]

Academia Scientiarum Hungarica, auctoritate Imperatoris Regis
Hungariae Apostolici Aenuo Saracita, in concilio die XVI mensis Decembris
Anni praeteriti habito, Te Vir insignis ob immortalia in doctrinas physicas
merita Sua, unanimis votis in collegium membrorum Suorun corresponden-
tium cooptavit; Archidux vero Serenissimus Albertus3, Regni Gubernator
actum hunc die XVIII instem mensis ratum habuit.

Sit Tibi, Vir Illustris, electio haec testies eximii cultus, quo in Nomen
Tuum iusta laude celebratum Academia haec fertur.

Deus vero O[ptimus].M[aximus]. vitae Tuae in augmen, tum liteiarum
propitius faveat.
Scripsimus Pesthini in Hungaria, XX die Jannarii Anni M.DCCC.LIX

[word illegible] Comes Dessewffy | Praeses.
Franciscus Toldy | Ac Hung. ab epistolis

Faraday Miháhy

TRANSLATION
Hungarian Academy | Hungarian Academy of Sciences

To the illustrious Michael Faraday, greetings.
The Hungarian Academy of Sciences, by the authority of the Apostolic

King of Hungary Aenuo Saracita, in a council held on the sixteenth day of
the month of December of last year, by a unanimous vote elected you into
the fellowship of its corresponding members, [which it did], distinguished
Sir, on account of your immortal services to physics; and the Most Serene
Archduke Albrecht3, the Governor of the Kingdom, has ratified this act on
the eighteenth day of the present month.

Let this election, illustrious Sir, be a witness to you of the exceptional
esteem in which this Academy holds your justly praised and celebrated name.

May God, the Best and Greatest, look upon your life with favour for the
increase of learning.
We have written [this] in Pest in Hungary, on the twentieth day of January of
the year 1859.

[word illegible] Count Dessewffy | President
Fernec Toldy | Hungarian Academy. By letters

Faraday Miháhy

1. Emil Dessewffy (1814–1866, MN). Politician and President of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, 1855–1866.
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2. Ferenc Toldy (1805–1875, MN). Physician and Secretary of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, 1835–1861.
3. Albrecht Friedrich Rudolf von Habsburg-Lothringen (1817–1895, OBL). Governor General of
Hungary, 1851–1860.

Letter 3555
Charles Locock to Faraday1

27 January 1859
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 30

Hertford Street. May Fair | 27 Jan 1859
My dear Mr. Faraday,

Will you allow me to be the means of introducing to you Mr. Bowles2,
who wishes to consult you on some point of chemistry.–

Yours very faithfully | C. Locock

1. Charles Locock, (1799 – 1875, ODNB). Retired obstetrician.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 3556
Nassau William Senior to Faraday
28 January 18591

From the original in IET MS SC 2
9 Hyde Park Gate, Kensington | 28 Jan

My dear Mr. Faraday,
I send the four first volumes of my Egypt2.
If you find these worth reading you shall have the remainder–
Ever | N. Senior

1. Dated on the basis that letter 3559 is the reply.
2. According to Levy (1970), 161 Senior was in the habit of lending his manuscript journals to a
limited group of friends. He had visited Egypt in late 1855 and early 1856 and his diaries relating
to this journey are now in National Library of Wales, MS Senior, A22–5.

Letter 3557
Mary Somerville to Faraday
1 February 1859
From the original in RI MS F1 I56

Florence | 1 Feb 1859
My dear Dr. Faraday,

I cannot tell you how much I have been delighted and gratified by your
letter1, and by your kind acceptance of my book2. I should not have dared to
send it to you from any merit it may have in itself, but I have no other way
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of offering the tribute of my most sincere and heartfelt admiration of your
transcendent discoveries of the laws and deep mysteries of nature.

I fear from what you say that I may have expressed myself ambiguously
with regard to your views of gravitation3. I certainly did not mean to do so,
for on the contrary, they convey to my mind the most perfect conviction, and
I only hope you may live to complete what Newton began, by the discov-
ery of that one comprehensive power of which gravity and all the correlative
and convertible forces are but parts. Mean while I wish you success in your
research for time in magnetism which there can be no doubt you will accom-
plish having already so beautifully connected magnetism with light whose
velocity is known. I fear I tax your health too severely; subjects so abstruse as
you are accustomed to consider must fatigue even your mind which makes
occasional repose necessary, so I wish you would come here & amuse your-
self for a little, we should be indeed delighted to see you, and there are many
things that would interest you.

Many thanks for the volume of your papers and researches4 which you
intend to send to me it will be a very precious gift – Mr. Somerville5 and
my daughters6 desire to be kindly remembered to you and be assured that
I am ever

with sincere friendship yours | Mary Somerville

1. Letter 3551.
2. Somerville, M. (1858).
3. Ibid., 354–7.
4. Faraday (1859b).
5. William Somerville (1771–1860, ODNB). Physician to the Royal Chelsea Hospital, 1819–1838.
6. Martha Charters Somerville (1815–1879, The Times, 10 November 1879, p. 10, col. d) who later
edited Somerville, M.C. (1873) and Mary Charlotte Somerville (1817–1875, Patterson (1983), 260
and will in PRFDHC).

Letter 3558
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
2 February 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/78

Trinity House, London, E.C | 2 Feb 1859
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the accompanying Four Samples of Red
Lead, and to request you will be so good as to analyze the same, and favor
me with the result for the Board’s information.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq. | &c &c &c
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Letter 3559
Faraday to Nassau William Senior
4 February 1859
From a photocopy in RI MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 Feb 1859
My dear Mr. Senior,

I have read with much interest your notes of Egypt1 and now return
them I trust quite safe[·] I owe you many thanks for your kindness & for the
pleasure they have given me[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. See note 2, letter 3556.

Letter 3560
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
7 February 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/78

Royal Institution | 7 Feb 1859
Sir,

I have carefully analyzed & examined the four samples of Red lead
labled as under | 1 | 2 | 3 | 41

I do not find in any of them any impurity or adulteration; or substance
added to make weight. In that respect they are all alike & unobjectionable.
There are I believe variations in quality dependant upon the mode of manu-
facture & the care taken in the operation but on these points I do not profess
to be a judge[·] As far as I can see they are well manufactured articles2[·]

I am Sir | Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3558.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee, 8 February 1859, GL MS 30025/25,
p. 254.

Letter 3561
Nassau William Senior to Faraday
7 February 18591

From the original in RI MS F1 I118
7 Feb

My dear Faraday,
As the first part of Egypt interested you, I send to you the conclusion2.
If you wish for any more of the same sort of literature tell me
I’m | N. Senior
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1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 3559.
2. See note 2, letter 3556.

Letter 3562
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
7 February 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/93

Trinity House | 7 Feb 1859
Dear Sir,

A Complaint having been made by Mr. Neale1, Principal Keeper of the
Hurst Lights, relative to the injurious effects, upon his health, of the Drinking
Water at that Station, I am directed to forward to you the accompanying
Sample Bottle of the same, which has been obtain’d by desire of the Elder
Brethren, and to request you will favor them by analysing its Contents, &
reporting the result for their Information.

I am also directed to enclose herewith a Copy of the Light Keepers Letter
on the subject2, and of the Surgeon’s Statement to which it refers3; together
with a Copy of the Agents Report4 in relation to the manner in which the
Water alluded to is collected.–

I am | Dear Sir | Yours faithfully | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq. D.C.L. | &c &c &c

1. George Neale (d.1877, age 63, GRO). Previously keeper of St Catherine’s Lighthouse, Isle of
Wight, now at Hurst Point Lighthouse opposite the island.
2. Neale to Berthon, 29 January 1859, GL MS 30108/3/93.
3. Statement by C. Fluden, 28 January 1859, GL MS 30108/3/93.
4. Willis to Berthon, 4 February 1859, GL MS 30108/3/93.

Letter 3563
Emilie Schoenbein to Faraday
8 February 1859
From the original in UB MS NS 445

Stamford Hill | 8 Feb 59
Dear Mr. Faraday,

Emboldened by your great kindness, I venture to take advantage of your
offer of one more ticket in my father’s name1. This subject of Ozone being one
that seems particularly interesting to medical gentlemen, I make this request
in behalf of one of them.

I must add that my father is quite envious for this great privilege that is
in store for me of hearing your lecture.

Believe me, dear Mr. Faraday | very Truly yours | Emilie Schoenbein
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Endorsed by Faraday: Died at 1
2 p 7 oclk A.M. on the 13th Feby 1859 – MF

1. For Faraday (1859a), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 February 1859.

Letter 3564
Faraday to Emilie Schoenbein
11 February 1859
From the original in UB MS NS VII D
My dear Miss Schoenbein

I have just come to town & hasten to send the ticket1. Write in the name
if you please[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Friday | 11 Feb 1859

1. For Faraday (1859a), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 February 1859.

Letter 3565
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
11 February 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/93

Royal Institution | 11 Feb 1859
Dear Sir,

Since my return to town I have carefully analyzed the water from Hurst
point which you sent me1. It is very bad for culinary use and must be inju-
rious to health. The history of it is this. Being rain water originally (as its
state proves) it would if in an inland situation be collected by the roofs & be
conducted by leaden gutters without any probable harm. But at Hurst point
the wind drives sea spray on to the roofs & gutters & the salt in that spray acts
upon the lead of the pipes &c & dissolves it[·] Such lead remains in solution
as I find is the case in this instance. The salts which occur in the water are the
salts derived from the spray[·]

I think cases like this have happened before in lesser degrees[·] They will
occur in a greater or smaller degree whenever the spray of the sea may be
caught by the roof – the water from which roofs being conducted by leaden
gutters or pipes or collected in leaden tanks – The degree of poisoning will of
course vary in different weathers as well as in different situations[·]

I am Dear Sir | most faithfully Yours | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

4 pints of the water gave 0.4 of grain of dry sulphate of lead

1. See letter 3562.
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Letter 3566
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
12 February 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/93

Trinity House | 12 Feb 1859
My dear Sir,

I am in receipt of your report upon the Water sent up from Hurst1, and
am requested by Capt Close to say that for many years the Light Keepers
as well as the Gunners of the Battery there have had none other water for
drinking than that alluded to, and that until now no complaint has been
made against it.– he wishes however to know whether you consider that
the deleterious effect of the Lead, which it is evident it contains, can be
exhausted or neutralized by the use of any of the numerous descriptions
of filters recently invented and if so what you would recommend as the most
efficacious.

May I beg the favor of as early a reply as you can conveniently give me.
Yours | Very faithfully | P.H. Berthon

Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3565.

Letter 3567
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
13 February 1859
From the original in RI MS F1 E16

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] |
Sunday Morning, 13 Feb 1859

My dear Bence Jones,
If you read the two notes herewith you will see the case of Miss Schoen-

bein. The last note has just reached me & I am going now from your door[·]
It is a long way off.

Miss Hornblower | Stamford Hill

but I could not do otherwise than shew the notes to you. If death be near how
shall I write to her father1. But the day is a day2 of trust & we may leave all to
him who rules all for the best[·]

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. See letter 3569.
2. See, for example, 2 Kings 19: 3.
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Letter 3568
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
15 February 18591

From the original in RI MS F1 E17
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] |

Tuesday Morning, 15 Feb
My dear friend,

My cold with sore throat is just now so heavy that I durst not venture
out to you, so I send Jeannie, because I think I ought not to defer the matter
of Miss Hornblowers note, which is in the 3 & 4th pages. I send what she
says. I know its utter inadequacy; but if you will let me double it, I shall be
very glad.

My cold is going on all right.
Yours Ever | M. Faraday

Dr. B. Jones | &c &c &c

1. Dated on the basis that this letter refers to the death of Emilie Schoenbein on 13 February 1859
and Faraday’s illness referred to in letter 3569.

Letter 3569
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
16 February 1859
From the original in UB MS NS 444

Royal Institution | 16 Feb 1859
My dear friend,

I must write, not knowing but that you may walk in during the act. I
have delayed thus long thinking that possibly when my letter got to Basle
you might be here:– but whatever may be the case I must write. If you do not
get my letter Mrs. Schoenbein will & though Miss Hornblower wrote off to
her on Monday1 immediately that she knew the cause of your dear daughters
death and I can say nothing in the way of information more than she can still
my letter will not be wrong. Last Thursday2 I think they had sent to us to
learn Dr. Bence Jones’ hours intending to see him on the Saturday perhaps.
On Sunday morning3 as I was dressing about 1

2 p. 7 o clk a messenger brought
me a note which telling me of Miss Schoenbeins very serious state, sent me
first to Dr. Bence Jones & then to Stamford Hill4: but I was too late to see the
poor girl alive[·] She died at 1

2 p. 7 oclk. Dr. Bence Jones came in very soon
after and then we telegraphed off to you the first time[·] In the evening of
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the same day Sunday, I sent off the second telegraph message – On Monday
Morning an examination took place Dr. B. Jones being present & he tells me
it was perforation of the stomach – a matter which could neither be foretold
nor distinguished during life (for there was no sickness) nor aided if known
and so her end came and as I understand with great peace of mind as to the
future, though with much present pain of body.

We do not know what to expect whether you are coming or not. Perhaps
even now there is news of you at Stamford Hill but we are some miles apart
& unfortunately I have been ill & am confined to this house. I expect to hear
from Miss Hornblower in the course of a few hours. You will either by letter or
in person instruct her what to do but if nothing is heard from you the burial
must take place on Friday next5. Miss Hornblower told me she had had a
telegraphic message from you but they are of necessity very brief. I left word
with Miss Hornblower that if you come and it suited you we should be very
glad to make your home here for the time. There are some friends of Miss
Schoenbein at Hampstead & I think also in Warwickshire where she spent
her holidays. They have been informed & I believe one of them a Clergyman
from Warwickshire purposes being at the funeral but I am very imperfectly
informed of these matters which are all held doubtful until it is known what
you will do.

I write to you though I think you may not be a Basle and once I thought
of writing to her Mother. This letter indeed is as much to Mrs. Schoenbein as
to you. Your good daughter had made unto herself friends who thought very
much of her and I grieve to think she will not return to you to be a comfort to
you both in future years. But Gods will be done. You may think of her with
great though melancholy pleasure. She was full of thought latterly about you
& the Ozone evening6. I send you a note of hers to me only 5 days before her
death7.

My dear Wife & Niece as knowing Miss Schoenbein join with me in
all sympathy with you both & your children. My nieces sisters8 have been
indebted to her care for them at Stamford Hill. Associations in every way
have risen about her – poor girl, & she will be mourned by many & for
some time.

My dear friend – I can write to you about nothing else and I can do no
good in writing – I simply grieve again & again for your loss & ours.

Most Affectionately Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c

Address: Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c | Basle | Switzerland

1. That is 14 February 1859.
2. That is 10 February 1859.
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3. That is 13 February 1859.
4. See letter 3567.
5. That is 18 February 1859.
6. Faraday (1859a), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 February 1859.
7. Letter 3563.
8. Katharine Barnard (1844–1912, GRO) and Rachel Barnard (1845–1929, GRO, death
under Blaikley). The youngest surviving children of John and Margaret Barnard. See
letter 3337.

Letter 3570
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
20 February 1859
From the original in UB MS NS 446

Bâle | 20 Feb 1859
My dearest friend,

I enclose a few lines to acknowledge the kind letter of Mrs. Faraday’s
and your niece’s, which really produced a soothing effect upon our har-
rowed minds and bleeding hearts; and it is particularly Mrs. Schoenbein that
feels most thankfully for that proof of friendly and sympathizing feelings.
Mr. Crowdy1 of Winchester and Miss Mayo2 of Hampstead friends of mine
and Emilia’s have most kindly and spontaneously offered to me to put a tomb-
stone upon the grave of my deeply lamented daughter and ask my permission
to do so as a favor. We were deeply touched by the delicate expression of their
friendly feelings and gratefully accept of their kindness offered; but never-
theless I should consider it as the most grateful deed of yours if you would
join your dear name to their’s. Mrs. Schoenbein’s bodily health is, thank god,
nearly reestablished, but the sadness of her heart as yet very great; there are
however intervals of tranquil resignation to the inscrutable decree of heaven.
I have begun my lectures again, but in what state of mind I leave you to imag-
ine. The whole world has become stale and insipid to me, has even assumed
a sad appearance.

Pray offer my most grateful thanks to Mrs. Faraday and your niece and
pity | your deeply mourning | friend

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street |
London

1. Anthony Crowdy (d.1889, age 87, GRO, AO). Church of England priest.
2. Possibly one of the nieces of Schoenbein’s friend the school teacher Charles Mayo (1792–1846,
ODNB) listed in Mayo, C.H. (1908), 285.
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Letter 3571
Faraday to John Murray
21 February 1859
From the original in the possession of Roy Deeley

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 21 Feb 1859
My dear Sir,

I enclose you the ticket1 – & am very glad you are in time[·]
Ever Your Obliged | M. Faraday

J. Murray Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Presumably for Faraday (1859a), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 February 1859.

Letter 3572
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
24 February 1859
From the original in UB MS NS 447

Royal Institution | 24 Feb 1859
My very dear friend,

I received your touching letter1 and I am glad you would receive mine2

about the same time. Your cry of anguish may well pierce our hearts here for
if the effect of the blow was stunning to us how much more would it be so to
you. And that you should at the same moment be burdened with the heavy
weight of Mrs. Schoenbeins illness! I do indeed grieve for you – but I hope you
are by this time somewhat relieved in respect of that heavy home anxiety[·]
Do tell her how we feel for her and the two poor sisters – I am glad you did
not come here for your first duty was at home to succour and support those
dependent on you – You could well trust Miss Hornblower for she had learnt
to love your daughter. I have no doubt she has written of all things personal
to you & Mrs. Schoenbein & will fulfill all your possible wishes. I expect too
that by this time you will have had letters from Dr. Bence Jones – Grove &
others for I have shown your letters to me & Miss Hornblower unto them.

You mentioned the matter of a tombstone in your letter3 to me and
affectionately desired to have my name by yours on it. I suppose this is usual
with you but with us it is very rare or even unknown and would excite much
remark – that would be of no consequence if the remarks were indifferent
in their nature but they would here be sure to carry a religious feeling or
meaning with them and as I am known to be a dissenter strongly differing
from the Episcopal church here would give rise to much remark among those
who know me. I understand too that a dear friend of your daughter (I think
the name is Crowdy4) has written to you direct about the inscription on the
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stone. I believe he performed the funeral service but as I knew it would be
a Church of England service in which I could not conscienciously join I was
not there. However his letter with Miss Hornblowers communications will
bring about the fulfilment of the proper arrangements.

Poor girl – (happy girl I well may say considering her strong hope in
death) we were hoping to have her with us tomorrow evening5 – but how vain
are all our plans. Instead of a glad and buoyant heart I shall go to my work, as
work indeed. I was desiring to put it off but when I began to look about for the
purpose I found so many engagements had been made contingent upon the
evening, and that even the Prince Consort was coming, that I could not prop-
erly change the date – I only hope that I shall not break down – I know I shall
not be able to forget for the hour; and an overpowering thought may break in[·]

I hope that you are beginning to turn a little to occupation – I know how
distasteful it will be – but you must be drawn away at times from the heavy
thought; even though the exertion may be painful it will be healing. Do think
of this for the sake of yourself and your family and your friends and may
God give you that grave & gentle consolation by degrees which you ask for
in your letter to me[·]

Ever My dear Schoenbein | Your Affectionate friend | M. Faraday

1. Judging by the content of this letter, Schoenbein appears to have written at least two letters
to Faraday at this time of which only letter 3570 has been found.
2. Letter 3569.
3. Letter 3570.
4. Anthony Crowdy (d.1889, age 87, GRO, AO). Church of England priest.
5. For Faraday (1859a), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 February 1859.

Letter 3573
Faraday to Richard Charles Coxe1

March 1859
From the original in RCP

<A>lbemarle St. W | [MS torn] Mar 18592

My dear Archdeacon,
I am daily subjecting the dearest thing I have in the world namely my

wife to the currents of electricity in the faint hope that it may do good &
improve muscular power but in the full assurance that it will do no harm. I
do not know what good the Newcastle Man may do but I do not think he will
cause any mischief unless he adopts very violent means[·] If after enquiry the
person gave me reasonable proof that he had produced good in other cases I
should <let him try it>3. I wish he may be successful & that you may tell me
rejoicingly that such is the case[·] Electricity ought to do us good of this kind
but I fear we do not know as yet the laws which would enable us to apply it
properly[·]

Ever Your | faithful Servant | M. Faraday
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The Very Reverend | Archdeacon Coxe | &c &c &c

1. Richard Charles Coxe (1800–1865, ODNB). Archdeacon of Lindisfarne, 1853–1865.
2. The Royal Institution embossed letterhead has been cut off.
3. This has been inserted in another hand below the cut portion of the manuscript.

Letter 3574
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
2 March 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/2/89

Trinity House, London, E.C | 2 Mar 1859
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the accompanying Three Samples of
White Lead, and to request you will be so good as to analyze the same, and
favour me with the result for the Board’s information.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

Letter 3575
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
5 March 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/2/89

Royal Institution | 5 Mar 1859
Sir,

The three samples of white lead which you sent me1 having been
analyzed answered every enquiry as to the presence of any adulteration
in the Negative and being good I have nothing to add to or specify in my
report upon them except the quantity of oil ground up with each. This was as
follows.

Oil in Pilcher lead 7.1 per cent
S & W. Tudor2 lead 7.0
Pontifex & Wood lead 7.83

I am Sir | Your Very Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. With letter 3574.
2. Samuel and William Tudor. White lead suppliers of 166 and 167 Upper Thames Street. POD.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee, 8 March 1859, GL MS 30025/25,
p. 289. The order was placed with Tudor.
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Letter 3576
Faraday to Samuel Alfred Varley1

5 March 1859
From the original in the possession of Joan Varley

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], R Institution |
5 Mar 1859

Dear Sir,
I cannot remember the words I used on the occasion referred to2 & how

much one part was qualified by another but I can tell you what my present
thought is[·] That amount of inductive force which is occupied for the time in
charging the near part of the wire is taken off so to say from the wire & makes
it go slower than if there was no lateral induction. The larger the wire with the
same thickness of the surrounding gutta percha the greater the conduction &
therefore the reduction of the forward tension[·] But as a large wire facilitates
conduction in proportion to its mass whether in air water or gutta percha so
a large wire must as respect[s] conduction be better than a small one only
respect must be had to the conduction effect. My expectation is that as the
induction is as the surface of the wire but the conduction as the square of the
surface ie as the mass so the large wire as a whole will have less proportional
induction compared to conduction than the small one.

As to giving opinions on or making observations on your paper & the
controverted points referred to in it I must decline that being always anxious
to avoid controversial matter. You are quite able to hold your own there3[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
S.A. Varley Esq | &c &c &c

1. Samuel Alfred Varley (1832–1921, ODNB). Telegraph engineer.
2. This probably refers to Faraday’s participation on 27 January 1857 in an extended discussion
of submarine telegraph cables at the Institution of Civil Engineers,Min. Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng., 1857,
16: 220–2.
3. See Varley (1858) read, in abstract, to the Institution of Civil Engineers on 30 March 1858. This
does not refer to Faraday.

Letter 3577
Faraday to Ferenc Toldy1

7 March 1859
From the original in Hungarian Academy of Sciences MS RAL 128/1859

Royal Institution, London | 7 Mar 1859
Sir,

I feel very deeply the high honor which the Academia Scientiarum
Hungarica has, through you, conferred upon me, by its reception of me into
the number of its corresponding members2. I wish I could promise to deserve
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this high favour by the production of some new results to Science. It is of
the nature of such a stimulant, to make me wish to do so; but the weight of
work and years warns me to make no rash promises. Pray do me the favour
to thank the Academy in my name and say I will do all I can to deserve its
favour[·]

Believe me to be with the highest respect | & esteem | Sir | Your most
grateful humble Servant | M. Faraday
A M. | M. Franciscus Joldy [sic] | &c &c &c &c

1. Ferenc Toldy (1805–1875, MN). Physician and Secretary of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, 1835–1861.
2. See letter 3554.

Letter 3578
Faraday to William Crookes1
9 March 1859
From a photocopy in RI MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
9 Mar 1859

My dear Sir,
I am very much obliged by your letter & offered kindness – I do not

know whether I shall decide upon producing at our table an experiment
which being as yet uncertain & unsettled in its nature is already under good
investigation elsewhere:– at present I think I would rather wait for the full
development. But if I do resolve to use the evidence Mr. Wheatstone has
placed in my power I shall feel much obliged to you indeed for the assistance
you so kindly offer me[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
Wm. Crookes Esq

1. William Crookes (1832–1919, ODNB). Former student at the Royal College of Chemistry and
journalist.

Letter 3579
Faraday to James David Forbes
22 March 1859
From the original in SAU MS JDF 1859/17

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
22 Mar 1859

My dear Professor Forbes,
I have received your volume1 and thank you very heartily for it.

I am afraid I shall never see the Glaciers again so as to connect it
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with them by reading & observation on the spot: but [it] is wonder-
ful what you and others have made us to know about them since the
time of Saussure. What a fine physico-mechanical problem they present
and what an added pleasure there is for the intelligent mind which may
look at them now with understanding. Great as their beauty & singular-
ity was the comprehension in part of their nature & cause very greatly
enhances it[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Forbes (1859).

Letter 3580
Faraday to Jeffrey1

2 April 1859
From the original in National Library of Australia MS 760/8/145

2 Apr 1859
Mr. Faraday supposes De la Beche’s2 work called the Geological

Observer3 will suit Mr. Jeffrey – He cannot give an opinion on the Nat Histy
works mentioned[·]

1. Unidentified.
2. Henry Thomas De La Beche (1796–1855, ODNB). Director of the Geological Survey
from 1835.
3. De La Beche (1851).

Letter 3581
Faraday to Thomas Stevenson
11 April 1859
From the original in NLS MS 785, f. 44

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
11 Apr 1859

Dear Sir,
I hasten to express my sincere thanks to you for a copy of your account

of Lighthouse illumination1[·] I know before hand its value & by that measure
the pleasure I shall have in reading it[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Thos. Stevenson Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Stevenson (1859a).
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Letter 3582
William John Macquorn Rankine1 to Faraday
13 April 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

59 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow | 13 Apr 1859
My Dear Sir,

I feel much obliged by your letter of the 11th, which by a few words has
very materially aided my comprehension of your opinion on the “Force” of
Gravity2.

I beg leave to send to you a copy of a note3 to my paper on the Con-
servation of Energy4, which the remarks in your letter have suggested, and
which I propose to send to the Philosophical Magazine.

I am | My Dear Sir | Yours Very faithfully | W.J. Macquorn Rankine
Michael Faraday Esq. D.C.L. | &c &c &c

1. William John Macquorn Rankine (1820–1872, ODNB). Regius Professor of Civil Engineering
at Glasgow, 1855–1872.
2. See Faraday (1859b), 460–3.
3. Rankine (1859b).
4. Rankine (1859a).

Letter 3583
Faraday to Juliet Pollock
14 April 1859
From the original in RI MS F1 E18

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
14 Apr 1859

My dear Mrs. Pollock,
I am sorry I cannot promise you the proxy1[·] I am engaged three deep

unless some of the three candidates are elected in the mean time. If they go
off though that is not likely – you shall have it[·]

We are all pretty well & thank you heartily. Jane is at Hampton Court by
Doctors orders & will remain there I believe. The reports about the author2 of
Adam Bede3 are I find very general & very uncertain. How clever the book
is. That Mrs. Poyser I hope she will live again & again and the Schoolmaster.
What may we not expect from such an author?

Ever | My dear Mrs. Pollock | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. A reference to the London Orphan Asylum, see note 2, letter 3516. Juliet Pollock is not listed as
a subscriber in the records of the asylum in SuRO, but there was no prohibition on non-subscribers
seeking to place an orphan in the Asylum.
2. For a discussion about the attempts at this time to identify George Eliot see Haight (1968),
284–7.
3. Eliot (1859).
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Letter 3584
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
15 April 1859
From the original in BPRE MS Regg E 210/11 doc. 2

London | 15 Apr 1859
My dear Matteucci,

Since I received your last I have had reason to regret that I enter so little
as I do into the world for thereby I am left unfit to help you in your present
earnest exertions[·] Though I am not political I can feel deeply for one who
like you thinks of his countrys welfare & would do his best according to his
own views and powers to promote it[·] It is indeed a sad pity that Italy should
be as it is & the intellectual & mental powers of its people drawn away from
the fine pursuits which belong to peace & good government that they may be
devoted to a conflict with evil & the conflict of brute force with force1.

I have no connection of any kind however distant with the “Times”
paper[·] I have sought for some since I received your letter but cannot find
any[·] I have taken from my draw the only copy I had of your translated
paper – have crossed out the translators note in p. 3 & made the correction at
p. 4 and I have sent it off to the times office but unless the Editor accepts it
for its own sake I fear that the hands it goes through will not influence him
much. Nevertheless that was all I could do. Being with your name it ought to
have its full weight & force & I trust it may be so.

I hope Madame Matteucci is well & wish you every good wish. But I
dare say that all your desires are just now directed towards the state of Italy.
Who can tell how that may come out – it seems impossible that it should
stand still[·]

Ever my dear Matteucci | Your Most truly | M. Faraday

1. A reference to the war between France and Austria over the control of Italy. See Ann. Reg.,
1859, 101: 188–261.

Letter 3585
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
15 April 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/94

Trinity House | 15 Apr 1859
My dear Sir,

The New Lighting Apparatus for the North Foreland is now ready for
your inspection here, – and the Deputy Master1 has invited me to say that
he hopes it will suit you to examine it on Monday next2 as he and many of
the Elder Brethren will be here on that day. I have written Wilkins to arrange
with you accordingly.
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The Deputy Master also desires me to say that he and a Committee
intend going to Dover by the 1.30 Train on Wednesday next the 20th
Inst. to inspect the Magneto Electric Light & [to] this he hopes you will
accompany them.

Believe me | My dear Sir | Yours very truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. Robert Gordon.
2. That is 18 April 1859.

Letter 3586
Thomas Henry Farrer1 to Faraday
18 April 18592

From the original press copy in TNA MT4/65, p. 1775
18 Apr 1858 [sic]

Sir,
I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade,

to acquaint you that Her Majesty’s Paymaster General has been authorized
to pay to you the sum of One hundred Pounds (£100) for your services in
connection with the examination of Lighting apparatus for Colonial Light-
houses in accordance with the arrangement specified in my letter of the 29th
February 18563.

Enclosed is a form of receipt which upon being stamped and signed by
you can be presented for payment at the Office of Her Majesty’s Paymaster
General through a Banker.

I am | Sir | Your obedient Servant | [no signature]
Professor Faraday | F.R.S. | &c &c &c | Royal Institution | Albemarle
Street | W

1. Writer identified on the basis of the reference to letter 3096.
2. Dated on the basis of the location of the letter in the manuscript.
3. Letter 3096.

Letter 3587
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
19 April 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/94

Royal Institution | 19 Apr 1859
Dear Sir,

I examined the Apparatus for the North Foreland lighthouse yesterday1

and found it very excellent. The glass is very good and its colour though of
the French blue–green tint, is very small, especially in the thinner & principal
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parts of the apparatus. The pieces are well worked & well associated together
i.e. optically:– for as regards the fittings of the central ribs into the sides of the
metal frame these sides, as was observed by Captn Close & others, thicker
than they need be, having regard to due strength; & they cause obstruction
of light.

The two large back reflectors are imperfect in form & throw the light
very irregularly back towards the lamp flame:– This is perhaps inevitable
considering the size of the reflectors & themode of their manufacture still such
light will be sent seaward, & will aid, irregularly, in strengthening the visible
light at sea[·]

The very imperfect action of the lower reflecting ribs, because of the
obstruction offered by the size of the burner, when the flame is not more than
2 1

2 or 3 1
2 inches high; presses itself into notice in these examinations. If the

flame could with a good combusting be made higher & not so much com-
pressed in width in the upper part it would be a great advantage to lighthouses
placed on a high level; for all the extra light which would then reach these
lower ribs would be thrown on to the sea between the horizon & the shore;
very important parts to be strengthened in light in hazy weather2[·]

I am | Dear Sir | Your Very Obedient faithful Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c | Trinity House

1. See letter 3585.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 26 April 1859, GL MS 30010/42, p. 201. It was
referred to the joint Wardens and Lights Committee. See Trinity House Wardens Committee, 18
May 1859, GL MS 30025/27, p. 17 where it was agreed to seek to rectify the problem.

Letter 3588
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
25 April 1859
From the original in UB MS NS 448

Royal Institution, London | 25 Apr 1859
My dear Schoenbein,

I have just seen your letter to Miss Hornblower, and so write knowing
you will be at home again. I am glad you went out, for though all things, would
be distasteful to you still they work out the transition back again from sudden
& deep grief to a more collected, healthy, & necessary state of mind.– For the
same reason I am very glad that Mrs. Schoenbein has left home for a little
while, & trust that it may calm her spirits and do her good. It is impossible for
me to write to you, or do any thing connected with you without thoughts of
your dear daughter entering in. I have a volume of my collected experimental
papers on physical & chemical matters1 to send you by the first opportunity.
It was ready when Miss Schoenbein’s box was sent to you from Stamford Hill,
but I felt as if I could not intrude the book into so sacred a deposit as that box
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was, and so retained it for some fitter opportunity[·] I gave a Friday Evening
on Ozone & Antozone2, for which only a few weeks before I had given tickets
at her request to some friends of hers3; but I could not, & cannot, talk to you
about it. I did my best;– though with thoughts often pressing in:– still let me
thank you for what you had, before the sad event, done to help me.

Your letter to Miss Hornblower spoke of a cypress tree; & I went yester-
day to see the state of such trees as are on the ground & how they are likely
to grow.– Those that are up do not look well; but if Miss Hornblower will let
me, I shall do what I can to plant such a tree on the spot. At present I cannot
see her on the matter, for you will be sorry to hear that we are in trouble and
anxious on her account. She fell some 4 or 5 years ago & hurt her knee; it has
never ceased to be painful, & from falls since has become worse, & at last an
operation was decided upon. This was performed the day before yesterday
under the influence of chloroform and by a very clever surgeon. He removed
part of the bone which had become injured & unhealthy, & we hope for good
results; but time & patience will be required. The accounts last night were
favourable, but the time since the operation is as yet too short to allow of any
thing beyond a hasty and imperfect judgment.

I sent your letter to Grove. He has been suffering from a sharp attack
of rheumatic gout, which confined him to the house, but he is now getting
better.– All your friends think of you and feel for you.

For a little on the other side, I may say that we are pretty well. My
wife joins me in kindest remembrances and thoughts; & so to does my niece
Jannie:– for though she is not much known to you yet she was to Miss
Schoenbein.– Extend these sympathizing thoughts to the children who remain
to comfort you[·]

Ever My | dear Schoenbein Yours | M. Faraday

1. Faraday (1859b).
2. Faraday (1859a), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 February 1859.
3. See letters 3563 and 3564.

Letter 3589
Faraday to Benjamin Collins Brodie
29 April 1859
From the original in Duke University Medical Library

Green Hampton Court SW | 29 Apr 1859
My dear Sir Benjamin,

What between my ignorance of the German language and my bad
memory I really do not feel in a condition to suggest to you names for the
Medals1. I should run the chance of wronging those whose papers have not
come to my knowledge. You must apply to those who are more in the Society
of Science and who (unlike me) are able to keep possession of their information
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when they have obtained it[·] Although I am obliged to say this I wish most
heartily I could help you for nobody would be more advantaged by such
ability than myself[·]

Ever Yours very Truly | M. Faraday
Sir Benj Brodie Bart | &c &c &c

1. Of the Royal Society.

Letter 3590
Faraday report to Trinity House
29 April 1859
From Parliamentary Papers, 1861 [2793], XXV, volume 1, pp. 2–4
Report on the Magneto-Electric Light established by Professor Holmes at the
High Lighthouse, South Foreland.

Royal Institution | 29 Apr 1859
The light applied in the South Foreland Upper Lighthouse is an electric

light; not produced, however, by a voltaic battery, but by magneto-electric
induction. In the year 1831* it was discovered that when a piece of soft iron,
surrounded by a metallic wire, was passed by the poles of a magnet, an electric
current was produced in the wire, which could be exalted so as to give a spark.
The apparatus of Professor Holmes, which is figured and described in the
accompanying paper A1, consists of an accumulation of powerful magnets
and iron cores with surrounding coils, accurately arranged, so that when the
associated cores are revolving they send all their currents into one common
channel, from whence they are conveyed to the lantern by conducting wires,
and there produce the electric light. There is no consumption of material or
energy, other than that of the burning fuel required at the steam engines to
produce motion.

A trial of the light began in the lighthouse, on the 8th December, 1858; but
as the apparatus was imperfect in some points and the results unsatisfactory,
the lighting by the apparatus was suspended for a while, that the defects
might, if possible, be remedied. The lighting was renewed on the 28th March
instant, and has been continued regularly since.

I have had the honour of accompanying the deputy master2 and
brethren, both on the former and present occasion, so that I know personally
what the light was and is. No report was made at the former time, because
of the expected improvement of the arrangement; but it now becomes my
duty to report on such matters regarding the lamp as properly fall within my
province.

Being on board the yacht off Dungeness on the night of the 20th inst.,
about 21 1

2 miles from the South Foreland, the weather being rainy and the sky
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covered with clouds, we could see (when the sun went down) the high light
illuminated and appearing as a faint star. I could not perceive the low light;
but proceeding eastward the low light gradually became visible, and the high
light increased in brightness. When about S.W. by S. the yacht approached
the lights more directly; then went eastward again, and after awhile turned
and proceeded towards Dover; so that the observations were made through
about one-fourth of the horizon, and at very different distances from the
South Foreland. From the time the upper light was first seen until the last,
it remained visible and steady (with the exceptions to be mentioned imme-
diately), and much superior to the lower light when that also came in view.
The exceptions were as follows:– At times the high light fell off, and once
appeared almost out, when the lower light underwent no such change. This
effect had been anticipated and was due to the following cause:– the upright
bars of the lanthorn windows and the dioptric apparatus are much broader
than the electric light, the latter being, indeed, not more than one-sixth of an
inch in horizontal width; hence they throw deep and rather sharp shadows.
By taking the bearings of these beforehand, it was found at sea, that the falling
off of the light coincidedwith these shadows, and hence the above exceptions.
The evil occurs in part with the central oil lamp, and is in some lighthouses
partly remedied by causing the window bars and astragals to incline from the
perpendicular, and therefore out of the plane of refraction. Other remedies
(in addition to this) are applicable in the case of the electric light, and in the
present instance the effect is lessened by the use of a small reflector at the
lamp, close to and behind the light. The light was at all times white, or even
blue occasionally, in comparison with the low light, which appeared yellow
or reddish.

The next day I examined the lighthouse and apparatus both by day and
night. The magneto-electric machines, steam engines, and steam-condenser
were generally as at the last visit. In respect of the commutator it had worn
very little; the application of a file to the surface of one wheel had removed
about the thirteenth of an inch of metal since the apparatus was first erected,
there remaining about 1 1

2 inches still ready for consumption in like manner,
if needed. During the day time I compared the intensity of the light with
that of the sun; i.e. it was placed before and by the side of the sun, and both
looked at through dark glasses; its light was as bright as that of the sun,
but the sun was not at its brightest, and was only seen at intervals between
clouds.

In the lanthorn, there was now but one electric lamp in place, two others,
however, being on the wire rails ready for change of lamp at any moment.
The magneto-electric machines were set in action, and the lamps were manip-
ulated with, both by day and night, to my entire satisfaction. When the steam
engines were ready for action the machines could be set in motion, and the
current evolved within the space of half a minute; the lamp could then be
lighted in an instant, and if it were required to put out and displace that
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lamp and replace it by another, the operation could easily be performed
by one person within 10 or 15 seconds. The light may be considered as at
its full intensity at once, though it was reported to me as growing up in
power until about four o’clock in the morning, an effect probably due to the
continued recurring inductive action in the cores and coils of the revolving
apparatus.

The place of the light in respect of the dioptric apparatus is exceedingly
well retained, even more so than in the case of a lamp flame, which, though
its base be fixed, varies in its height. The light itself is not that flickering,
wavering, revolving light produced by the voltaic battery, but, in a sheltered
atmosphere, as in the lanthorn, is fixed in its position; a fact of great impor-
tance in the application of small catoptric or dioptric apparatus. An important
regulator of the character of the light is given by two magneto-electric coils
introduced into the circuit in the lanthorn. The light does not call for contin-
ued attention, but is often left untouched for one, two, or even three hours
together. The eyes of the keepers are not affected, though the blue glasses
provided for them are very pale in colour, for the light is better watched by
observing the place and intensity of the rays which fall here and there on the
walls of the lanthorn, than by looking at the light itself.

On going out to the hills round the lighthouse, the beauty of the light
was wonderful. At a mile off, the apparent streams of light issuing from
the lanthorn were twice as long as those from the lower lighthouse, and
apparently three or four times as bright. The horizontal plane in which they
chiefly took their way made all above or below it black. The tops of the hills,
the churches and the houses illuminated by it, were striking in their effect
upon the eye.

All the reports which have come in from the surrounding lighthouses,
floating lights, and pilot vessels, confirm the superiority of the upper light
above the lower, though many of the reports are imperfect. Those from Dun-
geness are the best; and include 160 observations made between March 28th
and April 16th. The upper and the lower South Foreland and the Grisnez lights
were either visible or invisible from the station, according to the weather. The
upper South Foreland was visible first and oftenest i.e. always if the others
were; then the Grisnez came oftenest in sight; and then the Lower South
Foreland; but these were nearly equal. The Grisnez was sometimes in sight
without the lower South Foreland, but never without the upper; and the lower
South Foreland was sometimes in sight without the Grisnez. Upon the 160
observations there were 73 on which none of the three lights were visible;
86 upon which the upper light was visible; 40 upon which the lower light
was visible, and 44 upon which the Grisnez Light was visible. When both the
upper and lower lights were visible, the upper (except in four cases) is said
to be twice the power of the lower; in the four cases it is called equal. There
was one exception on April 3rd at 10 o’clock p. m., when the upper light is
stated to have gone out. The report does not say whether it came in again, but
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the weather at 11 o’clock is returned as very thick and misty. Generally the
light is said to be very steady.

The keepers at the Goodwin and South Sand head floating lights appear
to have had a fair view of both upper and lower lights. If both were visible, the
upper was much the most powerful; the upper was always visible. The lights
were generally very steady; if wavering, both the upper and lower wavered
at the same time, as if the cause were in the air, not in the lights. The reports
from the Gull Stream Light are very poor and afford no instruction. There is
no comparison or mention of the upper and lower lights.

In fulfilment of this part of my duty I beg to state that, in my opinion,
Professor Holmes has practically established the fitness and sufficiency of
the magneto-electric light for lighthouse purposes, so far as its nature and
management are concerned. The light produced is powerful beyond any other
that I have yet seen so applied, and in principle may be accumulated to any
degree; its regularity in the lanthorn is great, its management easy; and its
care there may be confided to attentive keepers of the ordinary degree of
intellect and knowledge.

There are many considerations, beyond this establishment of the fitness
of the light in principle and management for lighthouse purposes, regarding
its introduction into lighthouses generally, on which I should hesitate to speak
before those who are far more competent to judge of these matters than I am,
were it not for the encouragement which the Brethren of the Trinity House
give me, and especially as regards this light in respect of a letter from Professor
Holmes, dated 28th April 1857, which I considered in my letter of the 1st of
May3. I will therefore venture to enumerate some points which are against and
others in favour of the light, and of a change in the present system. In the first
place, the simplicity of the present system is very great compared with that
of the electric light. Only two keepers are required to a lighthouse, they need
possess no special knowledge, ordinary attention is all that is necessary; and
thus failures of the light are almost impossible. In the new system a second
set of men will be required to attend the engines; and there must be amongst
them one or more who understand the principle and construction of the lamp
in the lanthorn, of the magneto-electric machines, the steam engines, and the
condensers below, and be able to make effectively the repairs necessary to the
apparatus; or, as I think is more probable, a competent resident intelligent
engineer, with his stock of tools and means, will be required.

In the next place, the expense of the new system must be large, compared
to that of the present system. As outfit, there must be the cost of the two if not
three magneto-electric machines, with the corresponding steam engines; of
the houses to contain them; of the cisterns, condensers, and water apparatus,
and supply associated with them; of the electric lamps in the lighthouses, with
their connexions; and of the lodging houses for the extra men. And in respect
of current expenditure, additional provision must be made for the wages of the
extra men, with coals and such things as are allowed them; the fuel for the
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engines; the supply of water; and the repairs required by the wear and tear of
all the apparatus. To these causes of expense must be added the claims of the
Patentee. In the matter of expense for any given amount of light, I may say
that the letters I have already referred to of the 28th April and 1st May 1857,
can scarcely be accepted as giving sufficient information. I conclude that by
this time Professor Holmes is in a position to give an amended statement.

Amongst partial objections it may be stated that the light cannot be
expected to apply to all lighthouses, or receive general adoption. I am not
aware how many it might be fit for; but there are evidently some at extreme
situations where it would be objectionable in its present state. An objection
has also been made, of which I cannot see the force; namely, that the light is
too bright; that it gives a false impression of the distance of the lighthouse,
and that it blinds the eyes of the mariners to the perception of the lights on
board vessels between it and them. These objections, if they have any force,
must be judged by mariners themselves.

The points in favour of the magneto-electric light, now that its practica-
bility has been established, are strong and clear in relation to the increase of
light and the advancement of lighthouses in power. In cases where the light is
from lamp flames fed by oil, no increase of light at or near the focus or foci of
the apparatus is possible, beyond a certain degree, because of the size of the
flames; but in the electric lamp any amount of light may be accumulated at the
focus and sent abroad, at, of course, an increased expense. In consequence
of the evolution of the light in so limited a focal space, it may be directed
seaward, diverging either more or less, or in a vertical or horizontal direc-
tion, at pleasure, with the utmost facility. The enormous shadow under the
light produced by the oil flame burner, which absorbs and renders useless the
descending rays to a very large extent, does not occur in the magneto-electric
lamp; all the light proceeding in that direction is turned to account. The opti-
cal part of the arrangement, whether dioptric or reflecting, might be very
small in comparison with those in use. It is probable that the system either
of reflectors or refractors need not be above 18 inches in diameter, perhaps
much less, and probably a foot high. The glass of the lanthorn through which
the rays would pass would not then require to be above 12 inches radius, i.e.
from the light. This would allow that part of the lantern to be constructed of
carved plates of glass, framed above and below, and requiring no opaque,
intervening, shadow-making uprights. There appears no reason why such a
lanthorn should not enclose the electric lamp round seven-eighths of the hori-
zon, and yet allow of all necessary attendance on, and change of the lamps.
Such arrangements, however, could only be made when the lamp is (if ever)
perfectly established; for they would preclude the substitution of an oil lamp
for the electric lamp, if any accident occurred to the latter.

Before concluding this report, I must bear my testimony to the perfect
openness, candour, and honour of Professor Holmes. He has answered every
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question; concealed no weak point; explained every applied principle; given
every reason for a change either in this or that direction, during several periods
of close questioning, in a manner that was very agreeable to one whose duty
it was to search for real faults or possible objections, in respect both of the
present time and the future4.

(signed) M. Faraday
∗Philosophical Transactions 1832, p. 131, Faraday5

1. Not found.
2. Robert Gordon.
3. Letter 3279.
4. This letter was mentioned at Trinity House Court, 3 May 1859, GL MS 30004/27, p. 314 and
ordered to lie on the table. At Trinity House Court, 5 July 1859, GL MS 30004/27, p. 336 it ordered
that a copy be sent to the Board of Trade.
5. Faraday (1832), ERE1, p. 131.

Letter 3591
Faraday to Henry Enfield Roscoe
2 May 1859
From the original in Houghton Library, Harvard University, FALF

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
2 May 1859

My dear Sir,
I am very sorry I was out of town when you called. But you left pleasant

remembrances in the paper on light chemical action1 for which I thank you
very much. You must not suppose however that I have not read it long ago
& with great interest[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
H.E. Roscoe Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Bunsen and Roscoe (1857a, b, c).

Letter 3592
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
9 May 1859
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/55, p. 2060

4822 | 9 May 1859
Sir,

to request your assistance under the following circumstances.
The Officers of the Board of Trade are charged with the duty of surveying

Passenger Steamers periodically. If they report the Hull & Machinery of a
Vessel to be safe the Board of Trade issue a Certificate or Licence which enables
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her to ply. If they do not so report the License is withheld and the Vessel is
prohibited from plying with Passengers.

A case has recently arisen in which a River Steamer –: “Waterman 3” –
has been fitted with a new form of Apparatus for superheating steam. The
Engineer Surveyors of Steam Vessels for the Port of London have forwarded
a report thereon, a copy of which is inclosed, together with a sketch of the
invention1.

From this report it will be seen doubts are entertained whether the appa-
ratus is free from danger. The apparatus it is said gives the means of saving
a great deal of fuel and whilst it is of course of paramount importance that
the safety of the public should be duly cared for, it is also very important not
unnecessarily to discourage an invention which promised valuable results in
the way of economy

The Board of Trade are under these circumstances desirous before they
decide whether to grant or withhold a certificate of having the best scientific
opinion they can procure on the question whether the apparatus in question
is or is not such as is likely to cause danger to passengers, and they therefore
direct me to apply to you in the hope that it may be in your power to inquire
into the matter and give them the benefit of your advice.

A copy of a report from Mr. Atherton2 (Chief Engineer at Woolwich
Dock yard) is inclosed for your information.

My Lords are making arrangements for the inspection of the Osprey
and will write to you again as to time and place

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | &c &c &c

1. A press copy of this report follows this letter.
2. Charles Atherton (1805–1875, B1). Chief engineer at Woolwich dockyard, 1851–1862.

Letter 3593
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
11 May 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/95

Royal Institution | 11 May 1859
Sir,

I have examined the Tunis apparatus – I find it quite satisfactory. The
glass is good in colour and well wrought & fixed[·] The optical & frame work
both satisfactory. The position of the lamp required a correction which is easily
made & I ordered it to be done1[·]

I am Sir | Your Very Obedient humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. This letter was read to the Trinity House By Board, 17 May 1859, GL MS 30010/42, p. 226.
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Letter 3594
Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts to Faraday
11 May 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Torquay | 11 May 59
Dear Mr. Faraday,

I am most obliged by the Ozonometer which quite answers for all I
want but I cannot detect the least trace of any Ozone here – We have been
so sorry to hear of Mr. Barlows Indisposition and sincerely hope he is now
convalescent. We are neither of us quite well & Mrs. Brown who says to
be kindly remembered, very far from well and in consequence our leaving
this place is delayed. As we have some visits to pay en route to London
when we shd move I am very much afraid I shall not be present at my friend
Mr. Pengelly’s1 Lecture on the 27th2 which I much regret, for I take much
interest in the subject and still more in himself his history, (I mean that of
his mind) is so extremely interesting, and he is one of those Philosophical
& refreshing instances of perseverance under difficulty in the acquirement
of knowledge, from a love of the thing itself & not as a means of getting on
in life which is so Insistently put forward by Educationalists. I am really
inflicting a long letter instead of a simple note of thanks so conclude only
adding Mrs. Browns remembrances

Very Sincerely | A.G. Coutts
Would you say to Mrs. Faraday with my kind remembrances that there

is I hear a very nice Opera at Drury Lane3 and if she would like my Box any
night next week would she let me [know] and I will send an order.

1. William Pengelly (1812–1894, ODNB). Devon geologist.
2. Pengelly, W. (1859), Friday Evening Discourse of 27 May 1859.
3. This was ‘Il Trovatore’ by Verdi. The Times, 17 May 1859, p. 6, col. b.

Letter 3595
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
13 May 1859
From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 13 May 1859

Dear Miss Coutts,
The end of your letter1 is truly the beginning of mine[·] My wife thanks

you most sincerely for your remembrance of her and my niece would thank
you if she were here, if not in words yet in thoughts:– for I purpose to accept
your kindness in offering us your box at Drury Lane if it is convenient to you
next Tuesday Evening2. We had it once before I remember for a pantomime3

which is always interesting to me because of the minimum concentration
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of means which it requires. You must not expect to find Ozone in the house
or amongst close inhabited houses[·] I used to obtain it by the very same
ozonometer outside of windows on the Kings Road Brighton when the wind
was from the sea – not when from the land4.

My kindest remembrances to Mrs. Brown – If my wishes could make
her strong she would be strong indeed. With all respect I am most truly

Your obliged Servant | M. Faraday

Address: Miss Coutts | Torquay | Devonshire

1. Letter 3594.
2. That is 17 May 1859 when he would have heard Verdi’s ‘Il Trovatore’. The Times, 17 May 1859,
p. 6, col. b.
3. See letter 3219.
4. See Faraday to Schoenbein, 13 December 1850, letter 2356, volume 4.

Letter 3596
Thomas Henry Farrer to Faraday
14 May 1859
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/55, p. 2152

14 May 1859
5219
Sir,

With reference to my letter of the <9th> Instant1, I am directed by the
Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade to state that the Steamer
“Waterman 3” will be ready for inspection any day after Wednesday the 18th
Instant.

I am therefore to request that you will have the goodness to name some
day and hour after Wednesday when it will be convenient for you to make the
inspection, in order that directions may be given to an Officer of this Board to
accompany you and that notice may be sent to the Company – I also enclose
for your information the accompanying copies of reports made by Professor
Taylor2 & Professor Brand[e] on the subject of Messrs. Parsons3 and Pilgrim4

Apparatus for Superheating Steam which have been forwarded to this Board
by the Secretary to the Waterman Steam Packet company – I have the honor
to be | Sir | Your Obedient Servant | T.H. Farrer
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3592.
2. Alfred Swaine Taylor (1806–1880, ODNB). Medical jurist.
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3. George Parson of 5 Duke Street, Adelphi, POD. Patentee (number 1858-422) of a superheated
steam apparatus.
4. Thomas Pilgrim (1800–1871, B2). Marine engineer who patented (number 1858-411) a
superheated steam apparatus.

Letter 3597
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
18 May 1859
From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], London,
Albemarle St. W | 18 May 1859

Dear Miss Coutts,
Let me thank you for a very pleasant evening last night1. My wife could

not go but I took two nieces & a nephew & we enjoyed the performance
very much.

I suppose you treat Schoenbeins test rightly. Stick a piece up by a pin,
outside the window so that it is free in the air – leave it all night – next morning
it may shew nothing particular but damp the tip by a touch of clean water
(do not dip it into water) and then if there be any ozone action the colour will
change to blue faint or stronger according to the action of the ozone[·]

Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

Address: Miss Coutts | Torquay

1. See letter 3595.

Letter 3598
Thomas Henry Farrer1 to Faraday
24 May 1859
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/55, p. 2283

24 May
5381.
19th Instant containing your report on the method for Superheating Steam
as adopted for the Steam Vessel “Waterman 3”2: and I am to express to you
their Lordships thanks for having so kindly assisted them with your advice
on this subject, which it is their intention at once to act upon.

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | [No signature]
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | &c &c &c | Royal Institution

1. Writer identified on the basis that this follows letter 3596 in sequence.
2. Not found.
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Letter 3599
Jacob Bell1 to Faraday
2 June 1859
From the original in RI MS

15 Langham Place | 2 Jun 1859
My dear Dr. Faraday,

I have the works of John Gould2 F.R.S. from the commencement up to
the present time3. Understanding that the Library of the Royal Institution is
not provided with these works I am desirous of offering them as a donation.–

The volumes up to a certain period are bound, and I regret my inability
to inclued [sic] the entire works in the same state, but I find on enquiry that
three of the works are still in progress & therefore not yet in a condition for
binding.–

As the state of my health gives me no prospect of living to see the works
completed4, and I could not impose on my Executors an indefinite trouble
and responsibility, I have only the alternative of requesting you to accept on
behalf of the Institution all that it is in my power to give.

I remain | My dear Dr. Faraday | Yours very Sincerely | Jacob Bell
Professor Faraday D.CL. FRS. &c

1. Jacob Bell (1810–1859, ODNB). Pharmacist.
2. John Gould (1804–1881, ODNB). Ornithologist.
3. Gould (1834, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1845–58, 1848, 1849–58, 1850, 1850–9, 1851–5, 1854, 1858).
These are the references as given in RI MM, 6 June 1859, 11: 286–7 which notes acceptance of the
gift. See Sauer (1982), 13–86 for a detailed bibliography of Gould’s works.
4. Bell died on 12 June 1859.

Letter 3600
Faraday to Mary Elizabeth Lyell1
4 June 1859
From the original in RI MS F1 N/1/31

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 Jun 1859
Dear Lady Lyell,

Though I did not appear in person to thank you last night I cannot omit
to do so altogether. The fact is that I was afraid to come for though Babbage2

very kindly pressed me (& you had asked us) others stood about who knew
my rule & would have taken advantage of its relaxation. My wife could not
come. She & my niece thank you much for your remembrance of them[·]

Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday
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1. Mary Elizabeth Lyell, née Horner (1808–1873, Burkhardt et al. (1985–2005), 4: 652).
Conchologist. Married Charles Lyell on 12 July 1832.
2. Charles Babbage (1791–1871, ODNB). Mainly worked on inventing mechanical calculating
machines.

Letter 3601
Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts to Faraday
15 June 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Stratton Street | 15 Jun 1859
Dear Mr. Faraday,

I am anxious to speak to you on a little matter of business. Could you
look in upon us this evening. We are alone & quite at liberty by 1

2 eight or I
would be at Home any time any time [sic] tomorrow or call upon you.

Yours Sincerely | A.G. Coutts

Letter 3602
Charles Lock Eastlake to Faraday
17 June 1859
From the original copy in NG MS

National Gallery | 17 Jun 1859
My dear Sir,

I am requested by the Trustees of the National Gallery to ask you
whether, in the course of your inquiries respecting gas used for lighting1,
those inquiries have been extended to the effects of such gas on pictures and
on gilt frames. Should you have come to any conclusion on that subject I have
to request that you will kindly furnish me, for the information of the Trustees,
with the result of your observations.

It has been proposed that the Vernon2 and Turner3 pictures – which are to
be removed in the course of the next two or three months from Marlborough
House to some galleries annexed to the Museum at South Kensington – should
be exhibited there not only during the day but by gas light, for the benefit and
enjoyment of those whose occupations may prevent them from seeing such
works by day4.

This object must in itself be regarded as most desirable; The chief ques-
tion for the Trustees to consider in connexion with it is, whether the lighting
with gas would be in any way prejudicial to the pictures. The effects of gas on
gilt frames, though not to be overlooked, would be of less importance, and as
regards any doubt arising from conditions of the bequests, such doubt would,
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I understand, resolve itself into the main question respecting the safety of the
pictures.

It would be desirable to ascertain, as far as possible, the effects of gas:

1. On oil, as used in painting.
2. On glutinous substances, such as size &c.
3. On resins dissolved in essential oils and used as varnishes.
4. On mineral and other substances from which colours are prepared.
5. On recently painted pictures as compared with pictures long since executed.

Lastly it would be important to know whether any of the contrivances
which profess to remove or to neutralize the deleterious effects of gas can be
considered altogether efficacious.

I am, My dear Sir | Yours faithfully | C.L.E
Professor Faraday F.R.S. | &c &c &c | Royal Institution | Albemarle St.

1. Undertaken by Faraday as a member of the commission established by the Department of
Science and Art at South Kensington on 6 June 1859 (TNA ED28/10, p. 54) to consider gas lighting
in galleries. The report of the commission, dated 20 July 1859, is in Parliamentary Papers, 1859,
2nd session (106), XV.
2. Robert Vernon (c.1774–1849, ODNB). Art collector many of whose pictures came into the
possession of the National Gallery.
3. Joseph Mallord William Turner (1755–1851, ODNB). English painter.
4. See the papers relating to the move of the Turner and Vernon galleries in Parliamentary Papers,
1859, 2nd session (233), XV.

Letter 3603
Faraday to Charles Lock Eastlake
18 June 1859
From the original in NG MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 18 Jun 1859

My dear Sir Charles,
I am on a Committee appointed to consider the lighting of picture gal-

leries by gas1 – and I think I had better not give any answer to your enquiries2

until this Committee has met – which it will do next week[·]
Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

Sir Charles Eastlake | P.R.A. | &c &c &c

1. See note 1, letter 3602.
2. In letter 3602.
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Letter 3604
Faraday to Henry Wentworth Acland1

20 June 1859
From the original in Manchester Public Library MS Griffith 29

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 20 Jun 1859

My dear Dr. Acland,
I have received your letter – also your book – and seen your friend –

I thank you humbly for the first & second – I have lent a Galvanometer
of my own to your friend Mr. Griffiths2 & if it does not serve his purpose
altogether I hope it will enable him to judge of what kind would be most
useful[·]

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. Henry Wentworth Acland (1815–1900, ODNB). Regius Professor of Medicine at the University
of Oxford, 1857–1894.
2. Probably John Griffiths (1806–1885, ODNB). Keeper of the archives of the University of
Oxford, 1857–1885.

Letter 3605
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
21 June 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/96

Trinity House | 21 Jun 1859
My dear Sir,

I enclose you letters respecting a new Electric Light and am to say that
the Deputy Master1 & some of the Brethren intend going tomorrow Evening
at 9 o’clock to Welbeck Street2 for the purpose of seeing it in operation, and
would be glad if you could conveniently meet them there, that they may have
the benefit of your experience in these matters.

Yours most truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c
Please return the enclosed

1. Robert Gordon.
2. The address of John Thomas Way. See letter 3608.
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Letter 3606
James South to Faraday
22 June 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Obsy Kensington | Wednesday, 22 Jun 1859
My dear Faraday,

A Neighbour of mine1 had during the storm of Sunday2 an Acacia Tree
of large size, struck by Lightning – The trunk of the tree was split, and the
Exposed Surfaces Singed, & the stem most neatly decorticated.

The tree, or rather the shattered part of it has unfortunately been cut into
lengths of 4 or 5 feet, otherwise it might have given a fine opportunity for
getting a photographic sketch, for it must have been a fine specimen before
it was mutilated, by the Saw.

I scarcely think it will repay you for coming purposely so far to see it, but
if you think otherwise, I shall have great pleasure in accompanying you to it
at any time you please – it is not more than a minutes’ walk from my house –
I called yesterday at the Institution to tell you this but was not fortunate in
finding you –

With kind regards to Mrs. Faraday | Yours Ever sincerely | J. South

PS/I purposed calling in Albemarle Street to day but find myself really
too unwell to leave my home

1. William Banting (c.1796–1878, ODNB). Undertaker of St James’s Street.
2. That is 12 June 1859. See letter 3607 and The Times, 14 June 1859, p. 11, col. f.

Letter 3607
William Banting1 to Faraday
after 22 June 18592

From the original in IET MS SC 2
4 The Terrace, Kensington

Dear Sir,
I am delighted to have interested you sufficiently to honour me with a

visit and that was not an unprofitable waste of your valuable time.– I take
much interest in natures great works or indeed any of her works for all are
great but this instant destruction of my Accacia Tree which I was privileged to
witness seemed to me most wonderful – I am very glad to be able to offer you
a particular specimen which you did not possess and as your observation
imparted an increased interest have had the parts photographed of which
I have the greatest pleasure in offering you 3 copies with the parts of the
tree you desired to possess. Also my own and my neighbours impression on
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witnessing this great work of nature in case it may be useful[·] The Photograph
of the tree standing after it was struck was not taken whilst it was standing
but you know the pains taken to obtain its relative position in reference to
the surrounding trees and its altitude therefore it is a copy of a Photograph
with its introduction by hand photographed and is really true and perfect as I
could desire. I regret not having the tree photographed before it was cut down
but have done my best to mend the omission – I have sent a copy to Sir James
South and Sir Willm. Hooker3 who will have one piece of the Tree at Kew and
if you would like 2 or 3 more copies you are most heartily welcome – I cannot
hope ever to hear your lecture or opinion upon it but should be very glad to
know if you think it was so riven by the power of steam so instantaneously
generated – this alone seems astounding & inexplicable to me and yet I cannot
imagine any other cause[·]

I have the honour to be | Sir | Your obedient Servant | Wm. Banting
Mr. Faraday Esqr

Account of an Accacia struck by Lightning in the garden of Mr. Banting
at Kensington at 1.30. P.M. on Sunday 12th June 1859.

For a few seconds there was a perfect lull in the Storm which came
from the east and reached Kensington about 1 o’clock[·] The Atmosphere
was dull heavy and peculiar giving me an idea of what I had read about
on the approach of a Tornado Typhoon or other great natural convulsion
which rather alarmed me though not generally nervous about Storms.– An
exceedingly vivid and brilliant double flash of lightning accompanied by a
crashing peal of Thunder and a crushing sound like falling Trees and very
heavy rain quite alarmed me particularly as the Atmosphere was still further
darkened by falling black masses which I found were pieces of bark[·] My
Accacia Tree was shivered and its expansion had blown the bark to a distance
of nearly 100 feet in every direction – such parts as were not so thrown off
being in ribbons when the wood collapsed – This Tree one of the largest of
its kind in this locality was in full perfect vigour stood nearly 50 feet high
and branched out from a sort of fork 32 feet above the ground at which point
the electric fluid seemed to have entered it passed down the center ripped
it open charred the riven surfaces from the center to the outside and left the
Tree at about 12 feet above the ground in a South easterly direction without
any further trace of its progress in the Neighbourhood[·] The Tree measured
20 inches diameter at 3 feet above the ground but the trunk was not injured
below that part when the electric fluid passed out at a part where a heavy
or large branch had been formerly cut off, yet, little moisture was left in
any part and none whatever where the electric fluid had passed through
the body. The tips of the branches of most of the surrounding trees seemed
scorched – A gooseberry Bush 150 feet from the Accacia with the fruit upon
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it was scorched or withered to the extent of two thirds of its entirety – An
espalier cherry tree in another direction was entirely withered, all tending to
show “as I fancy” how greatly the Atmosphere was charged with electricity
and a marvellous work of nature beautifully but fearfully accomplished in
one instant[·]

Willm. Banting | 4 The Terrace | Kensington

See Photograph of Tree after it was struck[·]
Photograph of all the parts when cut down
Letter from my Neighbour in corroboration –

1. William Banting (c.1796–1878, ODNB). Undertaker of St James’s Street.
2. Dated on the basis that Faraday’s visit occurred after he had been told about the lightning
strike by South in letter 3606.
3. William Jackson Hooker (1785–1865, ODNB). Botanist and Director of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, 1841–1865.

Letter 3608
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
23 June 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/96

Trinity House | 23 Jun 1859
My dear Sir,

The Deputy Master1 desires me to say that he received your note last
night, and that he regrets you were not with him, as he considers there is
more than “something” in the Light patented by Professor Way2, he wishes
you would take an opportunity of visiting Welbeck Street, and seeing it in
operation, and favor the Board with your opinion on it.

Believe me | My dear Sir | Yours very truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq

1. Robert Gordon.
2. Patent number 1857-2841 entitled ‘Obtaining Light by Electricity’, dated 11 November 1857.

Letter 3609
Faraday report to Trinity House
27 June 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/96

Royal Institution | 27 Jun 1859
Report on Professor Way’s electric lamp

The electric light of Mr. Way has its peculiarity in the nature of the lamp.
The electricity is obtained from a Voltaic battery and is so far subject to the
same remarks as those which arose respecting Dr. Watsons1 proposition &
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which need not be repeated here2. I will therefore confine my observations to
the lamp alone. I have received no written statement of the advantages of the
lamp – of the amount of its lighting power – of the price of the light – of its
proportion compared to any known standard – or of its proportion compared
with that produced by an equal amount of electricity passing between car-
bon poles in the ordinary way nor any experimental data from which these
points can be ascertained. I learn only by verbal communication with Dr.
Way that the place of the light is unchangeable and that it has yet to be stud-
ied in respect of the above points and of its final construction dimension &
adjustments[·]

A fine thread of Mercury is beautifully arranged within a glass chamber
so that when an electric current of sufficient strength is passed through it
the thread is broken up & a very luminous discharge occurs. The mercury
which is partly dispersed in drops & partly volatalized is collected within
the chamber & conducted to a reservoir below & this is done without any
derangement of the place of discharge so that that important point is perfectly
obtained and (when the apparatus is in order) without any issue of the mercury
from the lamp into the outer space. The light differs much in character from
that between carbon points, being as compared even to white or sun light
very feeble in the red rays[·] Nevertheless it is a very beautiful light and not
the less luminous or powerful because of its peculiar colour.

The nature of the lamp includes the following points in respect of its
service and management in the lanthorn of a light house. It requires an adjust-
ment of the force of the battery to the stream of mercury in the lamp a certain
stream requiring for its best effect a certain battery force & vice versa – As
the battery by continued action, falls in power, I conclude it will require
adjustment – I understand the battery will last four hours and then requires
a change – The lamp is externally a small thin glass cylinder fitted with iron
ends & joining it may by time & use perhaps permit the accidental escape
of mercury into the lanthorn – The glass itself may be broken by the heat
within (as lamp glasses are) or by mechanical accidents – and such an event
would derange the whole adjustment & throw the lamp out of service – The
replacement of one lamp by another could not be instantaneous (like the
Magneto electric lamp) but would take time & be rather complicated for a
lighthouse keeper – The person or persons in charge of the lamp must have a
thorough knowledge of the conditions necessary for its maximum action & of
the nature & construction of the lamp & also of the associated Voltaic battery
& its connexions[·]

With respect to the considerations which arise regarding the battery
itself & the necessity of a place for it & its materials & a staff for its care &
repair, I may refer generally to the like considerations at the end of my report
on Dr. Watsons Electric light, 14 Aug 1854, and others about the middle of
my report on Professor Holmes Magneto electric light 29th April 18593.
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I do not know whether the author of the lamp proposes its trial in a
lighthouse or whether he is aware what the Trinity house would require in
that case[·] On a former occasion I stated that a light was required – Sufficient
in intensity – Equal at different periods – Of uninterrupted continuance for
16 hours – Certain in its management by ordinary hands – Not dependent on
processes or Machinery liable to occasional failure and especially not to sudden
failure – Not dependent on arrangements requiring much room or much atten-
tion. The Trinity house requires a perfected application and an estimate of the
outlay & the current expense for a given amount of light – for it cannot under-
take to develop or perfect any principle & it cannot introduce any imperfect or
uncertain arrangement into the lighthouse or any which it has not previously
witnessed in action to the fullest extent4[·]

M. Faraday

1. Joseph John William Watson (d.1886, age 55, GRO). Worked on electrical light; described as a
civil enginner in 1871 census, TNA RG10/207, f. 8, p. 8. See also James (1997), 294.
2. Faraday report to Trinity House, 15 August 1854, letter 2878, volume 4.
3. Letter 3590.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 28 June 1859, GL MS 30010/42, p. 270. It was
ordered to be entered in the book of scientific reports.

Letter 3610
Faraday to Henry Fitzroy
1 July 1859
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL, p. 1

Hampton Court Green | 1 Jul 1859
Sir,

I had the opportunity yesterday of seeing Mr. Szerelmey, who com-
municated to me, in confidence, his process, with a slight reservation. I find
nothing in his mode of procedure which is objectionable or otherwise than
good, or which, upon principle, cause me to doubt the success of his process
when properly applied1. I may say the same also of other processes, founded
by other persons upon the application of alkaline silicates.

Such being the case, we then turn to the results of observations, trial, and
experience, without which no method can be judged of or finally approved.
The trials at the Houses of Parliament have extended to periods of two or three
years2. That the stone of the building requires protection upon the external and
weather faces is very manifest; nor can that surprise us when the condition
of the London atmosphere, especially in relation to the sulphur acids derived
from the coal, and the calcareous nature of the stone, are considered. In my
opinion, the results of the trials (and I may say large experiments) made by
Mr. Szerelmey are better than any of the rest; and, so far as one can form a
judgment upon the experience of two years, justify the expectation that the
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process will sustain its character for a lengthened period of time. I think it
necessary to say that a process, good in principle, may fail if carried carelessly
into practice. Mr. Szerelmey’s process has had the advantage of being carried
out under the guidance and inspection of himself, the person most fitted for
that purpose, and most interested in its success.

I am, &c | (signed) M. Faraday
The Right Hon. H. FitzRoy, M.P.

1. This is the first reference with Faraday’s involvement in the problems caused by the decay
of the stone of the relatively new Houses of Parliament on which he was asked to comment.
His correspondence on the subject was published as a report in Parliamentary Papers. However,
the problems continued and the result was a major inquiry during early 1861 in which Faraday
played no role. The report of the enquiry is in Parliamentary Papers, 1861 (504), XXXV.
2. Since the Spring of 1857 Szerelmey had been coating the stone to try and prevent its fur-
ther deterioration. See the report on the decay of stone, Parliamentary Papers, 1861 (504), XXXV,
question 1.

Letter 3611
Faraday to John Hall Gladstone
2 July 1859
From the original in RS MS 743.85

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 2 Jul 1859
My dear Gladstone,

Although I have frequently observed lights from the sea the only thing
I have learnt in relation to their relative brilliancy is that the average of a very
great number of observations would be required for the attainment of a mod-
erate approximation to truth. One has to be some miles off at sea or else the
observation is not made in the chief ray & then one does not know the state
of the atmosphere about a given lighthouse[·] Strong lights like that of Cape
Gri[s]nez have been invisible when it should have been strong[;] feeble lights
by comparison have risen up in force when one might have expected them to
be relatively weak – and after enquiry has not shewn a state of the air at the
lighthouse explaining such differences.– It is probable that the cause of differ-
ence often exists at sea – Besides these difficulties there is that other great one
of not seeing the two lights to be compared, in the field of view at the same
time & same distance. If the eye has to turn 90◦ from one to the other I have
no confidence in the comparison. And if both be in the field of sight at once
still unexpected & unexplained causes of difference occur. The two lights at
the South Foreland are beautifully situated for comparison & yet sometimes
the upper did not equal the lower when it ought to have surpassed it. This
I referred at the time to an Upper Stratum of haze – but on shore they knew
nothing of the kind nor had any such or other reason to expect particular
effects.

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. Gladstone | &c &c &c
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Letter 3612
Julius Plücker to Faraday
3 July 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 3 Jul 1859
My dear Sir,

I thank you very much for your last kind letter1, allow me to answer
it in giving a short notice on a new paper, printed just now in Poggendorffs
Annalen2. I get a series of beautifull electric spectra by conducting the dis-
charge of Ruhmkorff’s Apparatus through a capillar tube. Two larger spheres
or cylinders, into which the electrodes enter, com̄unicate by means of such a
tube. The apparatus contains traces only of any gas or vapour. The general
fact is that such a spectrum consists of a certain number of distinct coloured
bands, having each the same largeness as the aperture has, when directly
observed, without the interposition of the prism: i.e. the light in the spectrum
is expanded in a certain number of discontinuous rays, each of which has a
certain refrangibility, a certain length of wawe [sic].

In hydrogen-gaz there are only three such rays, which I called Hα, Hβ
and Hγ . Hβ exactly coincides with Fraunhofer’s3 dark line F. Hα and Hγ are
very near to C and G. The new bright lines may be most easily observed and
their position measured with the greatest accuracy. *) They replace with great
advantage Fraunhofers dark lines in determining the indices of refraction &c.

The bright bands of Oxigen are quite different ones, but not so easily
obtained. Most brilliant are these bands in Chlore, Brome, Iod, Mercury, and
especially in Chloride of tin (which partially is decomposed). In the larger
parts of the apparatus the discharge though the Chloride is of a deep blue
colour, in the capillar tube it shows the finest colour of pure gold. (When a
larger tube is placed upon the Electromagnet golden lightnings, directed by
the magnetic force continually move through the blue coloured space – a most
beautifull and striking experiment.) Metallic Sodium, within an atmosphere
of rarified hydrogen-gaz presents, when heated only one brilliant yellow ray.
The spectrum of Nitrogen is the richest in colours. The space of the Red Orange
and Yellow is divided by 17 dark lines in 18 bands of the same largeness. The
violet bands are very brillant. Accordingly this gaz produces fluorescens in a
high degre (Hydrogen-gas does not). Phosphorus, when heated in an atmo-
sphere of rarified hydrogen, extinguished the spectrum of this gaz, without
producing new bands. &c &c &c.

The spaces between the bright bands is either absolutely blak or of a
greyish colour, or they are faintly coloured according to their place in the
spectrum.

The aperture of Goniometer, illuminated by the gaz, appears in my
observations under an angle of 3 minutes, so does every single bright band in
the spectrum. Smaler bands are never observed, larger bands are frequently.
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In the midst of bands, smaler then 6’ a bright line is often seen. Bands larger
then 6’ are commonly divided by dark lines in two or more single ones, accord-
ing to their largeness. Nearly all the violet part of the Nitrogen-spectrum offers
striking instances of this case.

By diminishing the aperture of the Goniometer separated bright lines
are finally obtained, some of them constituting groups. The refraction of these
lines exactly equals to the refraction of the middle line of the former bands.

There is no doubt that the questioned spectra belong to the gaz only,
the metal of the electrodes has nothing to do with them. I think, properly
speaking, there exists no “electric light.” The gazes become luminous by the
current, Indeed what ought to be the enormous heat of the traces of the gaz
within the capillar tube of the apparatus by which the temperature of the thik
glas of this tube is increased 20◦C and more. The difference of colour in smaler
and larger parts of the same apparatus depends on the difference of heat.

I dont mention here any of the curious chemical actions produced within
the spectra tubes and indicated by the spectra themselves.–

With regard to the stratification of light I observed many new phenom-
ena, but my theoretical views are rather not promoted by them. The most
curious fact is this. The luminous dischargewhich passes through certain tubes
(one of them was about 6" long and 1" thik) is in all its length, by the Magnet,
transformed into a dark discharge of the same intensity. This is easily shown, if
such a tube, placed upon the iron pieces of an Electromagnet, com̄unicates
with another tube in some distance from it. Then both tubes become lumi-
nous by the same electric discharge as long as the Electromagnet does not act,
under its magnetic action the light in the first tube disappears, in the second
tube it remains quite unaltered.
—
But all such phenomena are very difficult to describe: I whished I could show
them to you. Unhappily our most uncertain political situation4 is till now not
at all favourable to visit England this year.

Pray, dear Sir, present my respect, to Mad. Faraday. With the sincerest
feelings of veneration

Yours | Plücker

∗ I allways used a larger Goniometer com̄only called of Babinet5.

1. Not found.
2. Plücker (1859b).
3. Joseph Fraunhofer (1787–1826, DSB). Bavarian glass maker and discoverer of the eponymous
lines in the solar spectrum.
4. A reference to the war between France and Austria over the control of Italy. See Ann. Reg.,
1859, 101: 188–261.
5. Jacques Babinet (1794–1872, DSB). French physicist.
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Letter 3613
Alfred Bonham-Carter1 to Faraday
5 July 1859
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (475), XL, p. 1

Office of Works, &c | 5 Jul 1859
Sir,

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 1st instant2, I am
desired by Mr. Fitzroy to request that you will kindly inform him whether
Ransome’s process3 for the preservation of stone is inferior to that of
M. Szerelmey4.

Upon the personal inspection which you made in the company of the
First Commissioner, the merits of the two processes appeared so equally bal-
anced that Mr. Fitzroy trusts you will permit him to ask whether, having upon
mature consideration decided in favour of the latter, it be by intention that
you have omitted all mention of the former in your present communication.

In expressing to you Mr. Fitzroy’s regret for giving you further trouble
in this matter,

I am, &c | (signed) A. Bonham-Carter
Professor Faraday

1. Alfred Bonham-Carter (1825–1910, WWW1). Private Secretary to the First Commissioner of
Works, 1859–1866.
2. Letter 3610 and note 1.
3. Ransome’s process (see his Patent 1856-2267) had also been used on the stone of the Houses
of Parliament. See the report of on the decay of stone, Parliamentary Papers, 1861 (504), XXXV,
question 196.
4. See note 2, letter 3610.

Letter 3614
Faraday to Alfred Bonham-Carter1
8 July 1859
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (475), XL, p. 1

Hampton Court Green | 8 Jul 1859
Sir,

In reply to the Chief Commissioner’s2 further inquiry3, I beg to say
that I do not wish to give an opinion, as only between the processes of two
persons, Mr. Ransome and M. Szerelmey, both of which are founded upon
the process of M. Fuchs4, and the use of substances alike in their nature and
principle with the water glass and silicates; and whilst thinking over and
comparing the results at the Houses of Parliament, I took into consideration
other experimental results regarding silicates, which had on former occasions
come under my view.

The consequence is that if I were responsible in the present state of the
evidence for the selection of one process only for application to the Houses of
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Parliament, I should select that of Mr. Szerelmey; but that if I could set apart a
fair portion of the building (fair I mean as to exposure and future comparison)
for the application of the silicate process (which might be Ransome’s) I would
do it; and according to the weight of the evidence upon my own mind at
present, I would try to make this proportion about a third or fourth part of
the whole.

I am, &c | (signed) M. Faraday
A. Bonham-Carter, Esq.

1. Alfred Bonham-Carter (1825–1910, WWW1). Private Secretary to the First Commissioner of
Works, 1859–1866.
2. Henry Fitzroy.
3. In letter 3613.
4. Johann Nepomuk Fuchs (1774–1856, DSB). Bavarian chemist. See Fuchs (1859) for his process.

Letter 3615
Thomas Stevenson to Faraday
8 July 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Edinb. | 8 Jul 1859
Dear Sir,

I lately discovered by accident an erroneous date at page 35 of my vol-
ume on Lighthouse Illumination1, as to the early history of lens Lights. This
date was given on the authority of papers in the Edinburgh Transactions2

& Phil. Journal3. Although the mistake has no reference to any of my own
improvements it nevertheless materially affects the relative claims of oth-
ers and I have therefore considered it to be only justice to them to cancel the
remaining copies of the book still on hand and to substitute a corrected issue4.
If you will be so good as to leave out the copy which I lately took the liberty
of sending to you5 one of the new issue will be given in its place.

I hope that your labours in connection with the electric light may be soon
crowned with success. I imagine however that where the flame is so small it
would be necessary to employ the spherico-cylindric Lens which I proposed
in the volume on Lt. H. illumination for increasing the duration of the flash in
Revolving Dioptric Lights. By grinding the back of a common annular lens I
think any amount of divergence could very easily be secured without taking
it to pieces.

Trusting you will excuse this trouble
I remain | Dear Sir | Yours faithfully | Thomas Stevenson

Dr. Faraday | &c &c

1. Stevenson (1859a), 35 noted ‘So far back as 1812 Sir David Brewster suggested most important
improvements in the illumination of lighthouses … Though the earliest improvement with which
I am acquainted, it is in some respects the most perfect’.
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2. Brewster (1827).
3. Brewster (1823).
4. Stevenson (1859b). On p. 35 he noted the error and withdrawal of the first issue and in the
text replaced the sentences quoted in note 1 with ‘In 1823 Sir David Brewster published in the
‘Edinburgh Philosophical Journal’ a design for lighthouses [Brewster (1823)], which is in some
respects more perfect than those which are to be afterwards mentioned. He originally proposed
this optical arrangement for burning in 1812’.
5. See letter 3581.

Letter 3616
Faraday to Thomas Stevenson
13 July 1859
From the original in NLS MS 785, f. 47

The Green Hampton Court | 13 Jul 1859
My dear Sir,

In breaking up my town establishment & coming here I have mislaid
your volume1 which was to come here & for the moment cannot find it. It will
turn up soon & shall be put apart2[·]

As for the Electric light it remains with Trinity House & Government to
decide on its application. That Professor Holmes sustained a light beyond any
other I have seen in a lighthouse is an established fact, but there are certain
points respecting security – expence &c which are serious3. The light is not
mine any further than as Professor Holmes employs the Magneto-electric
current which I discovered so the Electricity thus obtained is often named after
me & I suppose you have in that way heard my name associated with the
light. The first Magneto-electric spark was mine4 but it was very different to
the spark in the South Foreland lighthouse[·]

I am | My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Thos. Stevenson Esqr. | &c &c &c

1. Stevenson (1859a).
2. See letter 3615.
3. See letter 3590.
4. See Faraday to Forbes, 19 May 1832, letter 581, volume 2.

Letter 3617
François Napoleon Marie Moigno to Faraday
13 July 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

2 rue Servandoni | 13 juillet 1859
Mon cher Monsieur et Maitre illustre

Permettez moi d’introduire près de vous Mr. Samuel Phipson1, père
d’un jeune docteur anglais2 qui habite Paris avec moi depuis trois ans et qui
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cultive les sciences physiques et chimiques avec la plus grande ardeur, et un
veritable succès.

Mr. Phipson père veut appeler votre attention sur un systeme de venti-
lation très excellent à mon avis, très simple, très efficace et que je crois riche
d’un grand avenir. Il desirerait faire l’application du système à l’amphithéatre
de Royal Institution; et j’appelle cet espoir de mes vœux les plus ardens.

Je suis un peu en retard avec quelques unes de vos dernières publica-
tions, mais je reprenai bientot le temps perdu. J’ai admiré dans l’Athenaeum
de cette semaine la manière sympathique dont vous avez introduit dans le
monde scientifique anglais les belles experiences de Mr. E. Becquerel3.

Je suis dans les sentimens reconnaissans | d’une considération très
distinguée | votre très humble et tout | devoué serviteur | l’abbé F. Moigno

TRANSLATION
2 rue Servandoni | 13 Jul 1859

My dear Sir and illustrious master,
Permit me to introduce to you Mr. Samuel Phipson1, the father of a

young English doctor2 who has lived in Paris with me for three years and who
cultivates the physical and chemical sciences with great ardour and veritable
success.

Mr. Phipson senior would like to draw your attention to a system of
ventilation which, in my opinion, is excellent, very simple, very effective and
which I believe to have a great future. He would like to show the application
of the system in the theatre of the Royal Institution; and I call this desire one
of my most ardent wishes.

I am a little delayed in reading some of your last publications, but I shall
make up lost time soon. I admired in this week’s Athenaeum the sympathetic
way in which you introduced to the English scientific world the beautiful
experiments of Mr. E. Becquerel3.

I am with grateful sentiments | and with most distinguished consider-
ation | your most humble and most | devoted servant | abbé F. Moigno

Endorsement: Ventilation

Address: Monsieur | Monsieur le Professeur Monsieur Faraday | Royal
Institution | Albemarle Street | London

1. Samuel Ryland Phipson (d.1887, age 84, GRO). Manufacturer and businessman. Bouverie
(1884), 4–5.
2. Thomas Lamb Phipson (d.1908, age 74, GRO). Chemist, violinist and Cosmos correspondent.
Bouverie (1884).
3. Faraday (1859c), Friday Evening Discourse of 17 June 1859, reported in Athenaeum, 9 July
1859, pp. 54–6.
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Letter 3618
Faraday to John Fretcheville Dykes Donnelly1

15 July 1859
From a photocopy in RI MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Green Hampton Court | Friday, 15 Jul 59

My dear Sir,
I fear we are getting into confusion with our triangular correspondence[·]

Dr. Tyndall says next Monday Tuesday or Wednesday2 at 11 P.M. I had
engaged the beginning of next week counting upon our meeting either today
or tomorrow[·] To settle matters let us say next Wednesday 2 o’clk P.M. Will
you summon Committee for that day & hour?3

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Captn. Conolly [sic] RE | &c &c &c

1. John Fretcheville Dykes Donnelly (1834–1902, ODNB). Captain in the Royal Engineers and
an official of the Department of Science and Art at South Kensington. This identification is made
on the basis that there was no Captain Conolly (or Connolly) in the Royal Engineers at this time
and on Donnelly’s position at the Department of Science and Art.
2. That is 18, 19 or 20 July 1859.
3. This refers to a meeting of the commission established by the Department of Science and Art
to consider the lighting of galleries by gas (see note 1, letter 3602). Both Faraday and Tyndall
were members. The report of the commission, dated 20 July 1859, is in Parliamentary Papers, 1859,
2nd session (106), XV.

Letter 3619
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
19 July 1859
From the original in UB MS NS 449

Bâsle | 19 Jul 1859
My dear Faraday,

The long silence I have kept to you is, I am afraid, the most palpable
proof of your friend’s having become a poor man indeed. Formerly it was a
real treat to me to write you a letter, now I have to make the greatest effort to
take up my pen and fulfill even the most urgent duties of a correspondent, and
it is hardly necessary to tell you the cause of that change: my mind is no more,
what it was a short time ago, its former cheerfulness is gone and melancholy
feelings and sadness have taken possession of it, weighing the more heavily
upon me, than Mrs. Schoenbein is very far from being comforted and con-
soled about our grievous loss. Indeed time has as yet proved to us all a very
poor healer of the deep wound, which was inflicted upon us four months ago.
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To distract a little my mind from domestic sorrow and to forget the highly
deplorable state of affairs of Europe1 I have these last three months shut up
myself in my laboratory and I may say turned my back upon the rest of the
world, avoiding even to touch a newspaper or to hear a syllable spoken about
politics. Dry and stale as the subject must be to a mind grievously affected, I
mean oxigen, I have taken it up again and worked upon it harder than I ever
did. And I think not quite for nothing. First I ascertained the hypochlorites,
manganates and ferrates (or rather the acids of those salts) to be “Ozonides”,
i.e. decomposable by the Antozonides: HO2, KO3, BaO2 &c. Then I tried to
show, that the nascent state of Oxigen as such has nothing to do with the
oxidizing powers of that element, and during the last six weeks I have almost
exclusively occupied myself with what call “the chemical polarization of neu-
tral oxygen”. After having once ascertained a number of facts (known to you)
from which I drew the inference, that there are two active kinds of oxigen
standing to each other in the relation of + to −, I thought it possible, even
likely, that both kinds of active oxigen are at the same time produced out of
inactive O, as often as one of them makes its appearance. Proceeding from
those notions I first looked for HO +⊕ as a production of the slow combustion
of phosphorus, during which process, as it is well known, ozonized oxigen =
� is engendered. My conjecture proved fully correct, peroxide of hydrogen
being produced and contained in the sour fluid called phosphatic acid. And
so closely are the two facts connected with one another, namely the ozonisa-
tion of inactive oxigen and the formation of HO2, that you will never obtain
the one substance without the other. Being once sure of that important coin-
cidence, I extended my researches to the productions of the slow combustion
of Ether and found to my no small satisfaction, that in this case too notable
quantities of peroxide of hydrogen (the type of the Antozonides) are engen-
dered conjointly with another compound containing � (or Ozonide). After
having ascertained those facts, my attention was directed to the electrolysis of
water and I think, there can be entertained no doubt, that not only � but also
HO2 i.e. ⊕ makes its appearance at the positive electrode. Under proper pre-
cautions I have reduced permanganic acid to MnO, CrO3 to Cr2O3 &c. in fact
desoxidized a number of bodies at that electrode. Reducing oxy-compounds
at the electrode, where oxygen is disengaged seems to be paradoxical enough.
As to the small quantities of ozonized oxigen disengaged and HO2 formed
during the electrolysis of water at the positive Electrode, I think, they must
be considered as the surviving witnesses of the chemical polarization of the
O of HO2, which O is transformed by the current into ⊕ and �. The inactive
Oxigen disengaged during the Electrolysis of water is most likely a secondary
production proceeding from the depolariation or neutralization of ⊕ i.e. �.
Before long my papers on those queer subjects will be published and you shall
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have them as soon as possible, as I flatter myself, that the matter will interest
you. If I have correctly accounted for the novel facts lately discovered by me
i.e. if neutral oxigen be capable of being chemically polarized, or thrown into
opposite states of chemical activity at the same time, well, I should think, I
had done something to advance a little our knowledge of that mysterious and
important element.

Our Midsummer-holidays haveing commenced I intend to go one of
these days to the “Berner oberland” to fetch my two eldest girls, who have
for some weeks been staying at a watering-place for the use of a mineral spring
there and returning we have a notion to visit a retiring part of the black forest.

I confidently hope, you, Mrs. Faraday and your Niece are doing well
and as to Miss Hornblower I was very sorry indeed to learn from you, that
she had been obliged to undergo a painful operation2. I ardently wish that by
this time, she will be entirely cured and enjoy perfect health. Pray remember
me most friendly to all of them, excuse my pale, stale and insipid letter and
write soon to

Your | poor friend | C.F. Schoenbein
Dr. M. Faraday | &c &c &c

1. A reference to the war between France and Austria over the control of Italy. See Ann. Reg.,
1859, 101: 188–261.
2. See letter 3588.

Letter 3620
Faraday to Charles Lock Eastlake
25 July 1859
From the original in NG MS

The Green Hampton Court | 25 Jul 1859
My dear Sir Charles,

Having come to a conclusion respecting the lighting of picture galleries
by gas and presented our report to the Lords of the Privy council I now
send you a copy1. It will answer the enquiries in your letter2 as far as I
can at present answer them (for as to the special action you refer to they
would require long & laborious investigation) & the answer will be the bet-
ter for being the joint conclusion of those whose names are appended to the
Report[·]

Ever My dear Sir Charles | Your Very faithful | Servant | M. Faraday

1. The report of the commission to consider gas lighting in galleries, dated 20 July 1859, is in
Parliamentary Papers, 1859, 2nd session (106), XV.
2. In letter 3602.
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Letter 3621
Edward Sabine to Faraday
5 August 18591

From the original in IET MS SC 2
15, Ashley Place, S.W | 5 Aug

Dear Faraday,
Dr. Robinson2 is staying with me for a few days whilst he works daily

with Gassiot in the latters laboratory. Gassiot dines with him here on Tuesday
next (the 9th) at 1

2 past six, when it would be a very great gratification to
Mrs. Sabine3 & I if we could prevail on you to meet them; or if you do not like
dining out (as I have heard is the case) if you would come to us for an hour
or two in the evening; suiting Yourself as to Time, as we shall be otherwise
quite alone.

Sincerely yours | Edward Sabine
Watermark: 1858

Endorsed by Faraday: H.C. 7.15 W 10.04

1. Dated on the basis of the watermark and that 9 August 1859 was a Tuesday.
2. Thomas Romney Robinson (1792–1882, ODNB). Director of the Armagh Observatory,
1823–1882.
3. Elizabeth Juliana Sabine, née Leeves (1807–1879, ODNB under E. Sabine). Scientific translator.
Married Sabine in 1826.
4. These are the train times from Hampton Court station and return from Waterloo station as
given in Surrey Comet, 6 August 1859, p. 1, col. f.

Letter 3622
Faraday and Sarah Faraday to John Barlow
10 August 1859
From the original in University of London Library MS AL 49b

Hampton Court Green | 10 Aug 1859
My dear Barlow,

It was very kind of Mrs. Barlow to write to my wife, and I think that a
letter from me to you, is hardly the fit way to acknowledge it:– yet as I write
to you you must say something fit for us, with our kindest remembrances,
and I expect my wife will write soon. We are exceedingly glad to hear that
your journey has been good.– your company a happy one – & your present
life healthy & joyous–. Before I forget remember me to Mr. Esmead1 – I cannot
tell whether I have been at Spa2, or have any friends there; if there are such
I dare say you will find them out. We are jogging on or rather we are not
jogging on:– for on Monday last3 the workmen ceased to come, the builders
strike being on4. As far as I can learn, both Masters & Men enter quietly into
it; so that though it seems as if it might come to an end in a few days, it may
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perhaps go on for some time & cause great distress and trouble. We must
just wait.

I am not able to give Mrs. Barlow’s message to Tyndall, for I think he
started last Monday Morning for Chamounie [sic], and I have not seen him
since Saturday5. Frankland goes with him. He spoke of taking the higher
optics for his next course of lectures6, and I agreed with him in the propriety
(if he saw occasion) of spending £20 on apparatus fitted for the course and
for investigation. I do not suppose that he will come across any clear good
optical rock salt, but we find great difficulty in raising it from the mines in
England. Indeed it is rather an impossibility than a difficulty.

As I have been out here with only runs into town I really know very
little of what is going on there:– and what I learn I forget. The Senate of the
University accepted & approved of the Report of the Committee for Scientific
degrees, so that that will go forward – (if the Government approve) and will
come into work next year7. It seems to give much satisfaction to all who have
seen it, though the subject is beset with difficulties:– for when the depth &
breadth of Science came to be considered, and an estimate was made of how
much a man ought to know to obtain a right to a degree in it, the amount
in words seemed to be so enormous as to make one hesitate in demanding
it from the student:– and though in the D.S one could divide the matter and
claim eminence in one branch of Science, rather than good general knowledge
in all – still in the B.S. which is a progressive degree a more extended though
a more superficial acquaintance seemed to be required. In fact the matter is so
new & there is so little that can serve as previous experience in the founding
& arranging these degrees, that one must leave the whole endeavour to shape
itself as the practice & experience accumulates.

We have had very hot weather but it is & has been cooler for a few days.
The Thames has very rarely been seen so low in water here, as it is now. In
London its bad condition seems to increase; or else my nose accustomed to
a better odour here feels it more. The harvest all round us is nearly in; being
very early; but they tell me the corn is not so heavy as was to be desired. Want
of rain has kept it small.

Ever My dear Barlow | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Dear Mr. Barlow
My right hand Jane being absent in Scotland I am afraid my husband

has promised more for me than I can perform so Mrs. Barlow will kindly take
Mr. Faradays letter as an answer with my best remembrances

Sincerely yours | S. Faraday

1. Graham Moore Michael Esmeade (d.1883, age 77, GRO). Gentleman and member of the Royal
Institution.
2. It is very unlikely that Faraday ever visited Spa.
3. That is 8 August 1859.
4. That is 6 August 1859.
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5. This strike had started on 24 July 1859 and lasted ten weeks. See Ann. Reg., 1859, 101: 105–7.
The strike occurred while considerable building work was being undertaken at the Royal Insti-
tution. See RI MM, 6 July 1859, 11: 293–9. Work was delayed and was still not completed by
November, RI MM, 7 November 1859, 11: 302.
6. Tyndall delivered a course of twelve lectures on ‘Light Including its Higher Phenomena’
before Easter 1860. RI MS Le4/228.
7. This refers to the approval of the detailed content of the University of London new science
degrees by the senate at its meeting on 3 August 1859 which Faraday attended. University of
London Senate Minutes, 3 August 1859, pp. 71–89.

Letter 3623
Faraday to Caroline Deacon
12 August 1859
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

The Green S.W. Hampton Court | 12 Aug 1859
My dear Caroline,

I am a little tired dull and unable to work or even to read; so I write to
you. I have your letter before me & so that is a moving cause, and it is rather
grave & that renders the cause more effectual, I never heard of the saying that
separation is the brother of death, I think that it does death an injustice, at least
in the mind of the Christian – Separation simply implies no reunion – death
has to the Christian everything hoped for contained in the idea of reunion – I
cannot think that death has to the Christian anything in it that should make
it a rare or other than a constant thought; out of the view of death comes the
view of the life beyond the grave as out of the view of sin that true & real
view which the Holy spirit alone can give to a man comes the glorious hope;
without the conviction of sin there is no ground of hope to the Christian[·] As
far as he is permitted for the trial of his faith to forget the conviction of sin he
forgets his hope he forgets the need of him who became sin or a sin offering
for his people & overcame death by dying and though death be repugnant
to the flesh yet where the Spirit is given, to die is gain1[·] What a wonderful
transition it is, for as the apostle says even whilst having the first fruits of the
spirit the people of God groan within themselves waiting for the adoption to
wit the redemption of the body2. Elsewhere he says that whilst in the earthly
house of this tabernacle we groan earnestly desiring to be clothed upon with
our house which is from heaven3[·]

It is permitted to the Christian to think of death – he is even repre-
sented as praying that God would teach him to number his days – Words are
given to him, Oh grave where is thy sting? Oh death where is thy victory?4

and the answer is given him thanks be unto God who giveth us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ5.– And though the thought of death – brings
the thought of judgment which is far above all the trouble that arises from
the breaking of mere earthly ties – it also brings to the Christian the thought
of him who died was judged and who rose again for the justification of those
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who believe in him. Though the fear of death be a great thought, the hope of
Eternal life is a far greater. Much more is the phrase the apostle uses in such
comparisons though Sin hath reigned unto death6. Much more is the hope
of Eternal life through Jesus Christ7. Though we may well fear for ourselves
& our faith much more may we trust in him who is faithful – & though we
have the treasure in earthen vessels8 & so are surrounded by the infirmities of
the flesh with all the accompanying hesitation – temptations & the attacks of
the adversary – yet it is that the excellency of the power of God may be with us.

What a long grave wording I have given you but I do not think you will
be angry with me. It cannot make you sad, the troubles are but for a moment
there is a far more exceeding & eternal weight of glory for them who through
Gods power look not at the things which are seen but at the things which are
not seen9. For we are utterly insufficient for these things but the sufficiency
is of God10 & that makes it fit for his people – his strength perfect in their
weakness11[·]

You see I chat now & then with you as if my thoughts were running
openly before us on the paper & so it is. My worldly faculties are slipping
away day by day happy is it for all of us that the true good lies not in them. As
they ebb may they leave us as little children trusting in the Father of mercies
and accepting his unspeakable gift[·]

I must conclude for I cannot otherwise get out of this strain but not
without love to Constance & kindest remembrances to Mr. Deacon.

Ever Your Affectionate Uncle | M. Faraday

1. Philippians 1: 21.
2. Romans 8: 23.
3. 2 Corinthians 5: 1.
4. 1 Corinthians 15: 55 (where the quotation is in the reverse order).
5. 1 Corinthians 15: 57.
6. Romans 5: 21.
7. Romans 6: 23.
8. 2 Corinthians 4: 7.
9. 2 Corinthians 4: 18.
10. 2 Corinthians 3: 5.
11. See 2 Corinthians 12: 9.

Letter 3624
John Barlow to Faraday
13 August 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Hotel de York Spa | 13 Aug 59
My dear Faraday,

You could have had no misgiving when you were writing your letter1,
as to the amount of pleasure it would afford us. We are glad to think of you &
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Mrs. Faraday enjoying pure air and quiet, & hearing, as I trust you do, good
news from Miss Barnard. You will be glad that my wife is well. I am rather
feeble, my right eye is not yet restored. My right hand is very slow in writing,
and I am soon tired in a walk.. Luckily these infirmities do not diminish the
pleasure I experience from intercourse with valued friends.

– Of course we shall gladly acquiesce in your outlay for Tyndall’s Lec-
tures. I only hope that his optics may not be “higher” next year than the
intellects of his hearers2. I think it very important that our Lectures should
be original, & such as can only be given by the original research of the Lec-
turer; that they should be illustrated by striking experiments, so as to present a
beautiful outline-map of the subject, such as any one, who would give contin-
uous intelligent attention to the Lecture, would both apprehend and retain.
Such were your own Saturday Lectures in old time. Now I dread the ten-
dency of Tyndall’s Lectures to become abstruse – Illness and the meetings of
the R. Soc. Council, deprived me of many of them last Spring3 but I thought
some of those I did hear, difficult, especially as there was no text book for
the student to refer to. This remark I would apply, with greater force, to the
chemical lectures except the last4. Many of these have been quite out of the
comprehension of any but chemists.– Within the last few years Jermyn Street5

has supplied the wants of those who require detailed & deep instruction.
But I have prosed too long on this subject. I was very glad to get a

cheerful note from Tyndall on the eve of his departure. He said nothing about
Lectures, but he talked hopefully of the issue of his researches into the gases’
interference with the waves of heat6.

I do not know that there has been any enterprise of yours in which I have
more cordially bidden you “God speed” than in your efforts for the scientific
degree. It will be the motive for high powers, now too much neglected, as
judgment and accuracy, being cultivated; and it will constitute an order of
men, much needed now, to fulfil very important purposes in society. Then
it will enormously add to the usefulness of mathematical proficients, who
may be induced to compete for it. Mr. Hudson7, one of the Assistant Tutors
of Trinity, is here: he tells me that, as yet, little has been done in the scientific
Tripos at Cambridge8.

You would have few sympathizers at Spa. There are pretty walks &
drives; & the geological structure of the hills is interesting – But nothing
is thought of except gambling. Though, for many reasons, I abstain from
playing, I often go to the Tables to watch the curious succession of events
which occur, and to listen to the still stranger inferences which are drawn
from them. As, during the plagues infallible preventives and cures were sold,
so here people profess to have devised schemes which must win. Some of
these are extremely plausible, and it has been an occupation to me to detect
their fallacy, and to try to demonstrate the mathematical certainty that those,
who play long enough, must lose. There have been wonderful games – an
Englishman won £1200 two days ago. This is as good for “the bank” as a
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fire is for an insurance office. It is already said to have made £60,000 and the
season is little more than half over . . .

I hear that the same cause which you assign has diminished the harvests
all over central Europe.

Mr. Esmeade9 sends his cordial remembrances. Mrs. Barlow her love to
Mrs. Faraday with my thanks for her few lines.

Ever, dear Faraday | your attached friend | John Barlow

1. Letter 3624.
2. Tyndall delivered a course of twelve lectures on ‘Light Including its Higher Phenomena’
before Easter 1860. RI MS Le4/228.
3. Tyndall delivered a course of twelve lectures on the ‘Force of Gravity’ before Easter 1859. RI
MS Le4/217.
4. These were delivered by William Allen Miller (1817–1870, ODNB), Professor of Chemistry at
King’s College, London, 1845–1870. See RI MS Le4/214 and 218.
5. That is the Royal School of Mines.
6. See Tyndall (1859).
7. Thomas Percy Hudson (d.1921, age 88, AC). Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge, 1856–1870.
8. Roberts (1980); Wilson, D.B. (1982).
9. Graham Moore Michael Esmeade (d.1883, age 77, GRO). Gentleman and member of the Royal
Institution.

Letter 3625
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
15 August 1859
From the original in RI MS F1 E19

The Green Hampton Court S.W | 15 Aug 1859
My dear friend,

If you permit I am thinking of bringing my wife up to you some time in
the week; and yet as the case may not require it I will tell you what it is. The
left leg, as you know, is weak & I suppose partially paralysed:– the right has
therefore more to do:– the left has become thinner & the right stouter, for some
time past the right has been enlarging in front on the inside of the bone & has
been of a higher temperature there, than elsewhere, or than the corresponding
part on the left leg – but all this may be natural & the consequence of the
different degrees of use of the two limbs. If you think so, could you by a
single line say “Dont come up” – or else “come up”. We could be with you at
1
2 p 10 or after – either on Wednesday or Thursday Morning1 – or later in the
week if you liked.

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. B. Jones | &c &c &c

There is no appearance of inflammation or redness;– but a little heat
shooting.

1. That is 17 or 18 August 1859.
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Letter 3626
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
16 August 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, London, S.E | 16 Aug 1859
My dear Sir,

I want your assistance in a practical galvanic matter.
I am about to introduce a method of altering the rate of a clock by

what is in fact a diminution or an increase of the gravity of the pendulum:
thus effected. To the pendulum is to be lashed a bar-magnet pointing up-
and-down. To the clock case is to be fastened an ordinary galvano-magnet
bobbin without its iron core, so that one pole of the magnet will, in the vibra-
tions of the pendulum, sweep close over the pole of the bobbin. And when
we send one current through the bobbin, it attracts the magnet and accel-
erates the clock: with the opposite current, the clock is retarded. All this
works well.

Now I want your information as to the best form of the bobbin or other
convolution of wires. Ought it to be a bobbin? Ought there to be any particular
relation of inside diameter to outside diameter? Ought the bobbin be long or
short? &c &c &c.

I am, my dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday
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Letter 3627
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
18 August 1859
From the original in RGO6/629, f. 448–9

The Green Hampton Court | 18 Aug 1859
My dear Sir,

Your subject is a difficult one for a note it wants a conversation1. A note
will carry a precise answer but only conversation would permit such a devel-
opment of an idea (as yet vague in its form) as to allow something like an
answer at the end. Ought your controling power to be compressed as much
as might be, into the line a. b.?

then ought the helix to be a solid bobbin & have length:– or ought the former
to be diffused and approach more towards equality over a somewhat large
field? then ought the helix to be a ring:– shut & having its internal & external
diameter not very different:– between which ring however & the full bobbin
their proportion might vary in every degree according to your requirement.
I cannot answer these points without knowing what you want: or without
knowing what any given arrangement gives you & how far it falls short of
your requirements.

You speak of a bobbin only, perhaps because its force will vary in constant
proportion to the force of the Electric current through it. I suppose you have
thought of the use of an iron corewith the bobbin? I suppose there is no doubt
that such a combination would be more uncertain in the proportion of its
force to the current sent into the wire than the former, if the current were
strong, because of the retention of magnetism by the core. But if the size of
the core were so large that the iron was never much magnetized, & the iron
itself very soft & well annealed, I think it likely that you would have a field of
magnetic power as strong as the former, as true in its variation with the varying
current, and yet with a current so much less in power as to be more regular
& constant in other respects that might be of importance and advantage in
practice.
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But I am talking quite at random so will say no more at present[·]
Ever Very Truly Yours | M Faraday

Astronomer Royal | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3626.

Letter 3628
George Herbert to Faraday
18 August 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.23

Trinity House | 18 Aug 1859
My dear sir,

I enclose you a copy (M) of letter received from Major Fitzmaurice1 and
of my proposed reply2 thereto,– will you kindly tell me whether the letter
meets your view,– before I bring it forward for approval.

Yours very faithfully | George Herbert
Professor Faraday

1. Fitzmaurice to Berthon, 9 August 1859, GL MS 30108/3/90.24.
2. Trinity House to Fitzmaurice, undated draft, GL MS 30108/3/90.25.

Letter 3629
James Clark to Faraday
18 August 1859
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 21

22 L. Brook Street. Grosvenor Square. W | 18 Aug 1859
Dear Mr. Faraday,

I hope you mean to attend the meeting of the British Association at
Aberdeen, and that you will pay me a visit at Birk Hall. A few days on Dee
side will have you for the meeting, and I promise to shew you some fine
mountain scenery. Sir B. Brodie is coming to Birkhall to spend a few days
before the meeting, &, if convenient to both, you might come together, and I
will give you instruction how to perform the journey most conveniently.

I called this afternoon at the Royal Institution but found that you had
left, and was expected again on Saturday1 – on that day I am going to Osborne,
otherwise I would have endeavoured to see you.

Very faithfully | Yours | Jas Clark

1. That is 20 August 1859.
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Letter 3630
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
19 August 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, London, S.E | 19 Aug 1859
My dear Sir,

Your note1 shews clearly how difficult it is for a person who is possessed
of all circumstances to think of detailing them sufficiently to any body else. I
will supply my deficiencies as well as I can: and if you see the matter clearly,
please to give me your advice: and if you do not see the matter clearly, do not
trouble yourself to write, but wait till we can meet.

1. The pendulum carrying the magnet is to vibrate through an arc of 2 3
4

inches, or thereabouts.
2. Through the whole of this arc, the magnet pole is to be (a) attracted to,

or (b) repelled from, the coil which is below. In the case (a), the pendulum’s
vibrations will be made quicker; in the case (b) they will be made slower.

3. The dotted lines in the figure shew the extreme positions of the pen-
dulum. The barbed lines shew the direction of force required in different parts
of the vibration.

4. The case (a) is to be produced by turning on the battery in one
direction, and the case (b) by turning on the battery in the opposite direction.

5. I expressly exclude iron core, because there would, when no battery is
in action, be an attraction between the magnet and the iron core independent
of battery, at times when I demand to have no attraction at all.

6. So the questions now are, Is the coil the most advantageous form of
employment of current?

7. And if so, what shape and dimensions may be best?
I am, my dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.B. Airy

Professor Faraday

1. Letter 3627.
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Letter 3631
William Thomson to Faraday
19 August 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Invercloy, Arran by Ardrossan | 19 Aug 1859
My dear Sir,

Is there any possibility that you will be present at the approaching meet-
ing of the British Association? I write to say that Mr. James Crum, an uncle
of my wife’s has taken a house at Aberdeen for the time, and that it would
be considered a great honor if you would join our party and take up your
quarters with him. I fear that there is little chance of your not being otherwise
engaged if you intend to be present, but it would be so great a pleasure to
have you along with us that I would not like to lose the chance, small as it
may be[·]

Believe me | Yours very truly | William Thomson
Professor Faraday

Letter 3632
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
20 August 1859
From the original in RGO6/629, f. 452–3

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 20 Aug 1859
My dear Sir,

I should begin the experimental trials with a solid bobbin because by
lowering that you would obtain the general distribution of force supplied by
a hollow cylindrical helix whereas no elevation of the latter would give you
the same intense central force of a near bobbin1. The size & force of the bobbin
must have relation to the magnet in the pendulum bob if that were powerful
the bobbin might be small perhaps an inch in diameter & 2 inches long or
if the magnet were small the bobbin might be larger[·] The magnet should
be very hard & not I think nearly saturated or the continual alternations of
the power to which it would be subject might leave it permanently. I think I
should make the bobbin of rather large wire using a large-plated battery to
give quantity.

And so I guess at a first set of conditions not knowing without trial
what would be the amount of effect on a pendulum of a given weight & a
given magnet or in which direction any one of these conditions would have
to change to produce the desired effect.

Ever My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3630.
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Letter 3633
Faraday to George Herbert
20 August 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/90.26

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Royal Institution | 20 Aug 1859

My dear Sir,
You will see at the close of a letter of mine to Mr. Berthon date of 20

Aug 18581 that I think it is the Inventor that should say what he can or wants
to do and that he should of himself work out all the data which he or the
subject may require before he asks the Trinity house for a trial. It is not the
place of the Trinity house to develop the propositions that come before it but
to examine, check & criticize them. I have said this fully in my letter of the
dates of 21 July2 and 20 Aug 1858 to Mr. Berthon – and mine of 16 Aug 1858
to Major Fitzmaurice3. I have seen the light at Major Fitzmaurices own house
under I presume every advantage and seeing it again in the same way would
give me no further information. In the letter already referred to I have said
“that the proof (required by the TH) must in its nature be complete; the mere
exhibition of the light in a parabolic reflector is in my eyes of no lighthouse
value”[·]

Major Fitzmaurice in a letter of the 12 Aug 1858. to the Trinity house (of
which I have no copy) says that his lights can be practically applied as central
lights for dioptric arrangements[·] I said in my letter of the 20 Aug to the TH that
this is the proper form for comparison with the Fresnel lamp &c[·] Such a trial
must be made, before any useful opinion could be formed & it could only be
made properly at such a place as the Upper South Foreland lighthouse where
the light could be compared at sea with the lower light house as a Standard –
could be carried on for a few months – and finally where the real liabilities
& experiences of the plan could be ascertained and not left as they now are
matters of mere expectation or supposition[·]

It seems to me as if the enquiries I made in former letters for data &c
have been forgotten for I have never obtained the data[·] It is a weariness to
look back for M.S. letters so if they should require to be referred to again &
again I think I would ask that they should be set up in print and a score or
two of copies struck off.

The season is just over & I am going off to Scotland next week for a
month or so during which time I am sure the Deputy Master4 & Brethren will
excuse my absence[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Geo. Herbert Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3505.
2. Letter 3484.
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3. Letter 3504.
4. Robert Gordon.

Letter 3634
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
23 August 1859
From the original press copy in RGO6/629, f. 454

23 Aug 1859
My dear Sir,

Thank you for the very clear instructions in your letter of 20th1, which
will be taken by me as basis of my operation for adjustment of the pendulum
of the Observatory Motor Clock – the Primary Clock of British Time.

The adjustment in question is not unimportant, for upon the successful
management of it depends the possibility of extending the system of making
the Primary Clock to regulate numerous clocks, which in succession will
regulate more numerous clocks.

I am, my dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 3632.

Letter 3635
Faraday to William Thomson
25 August 1859
From the original in TNA PRO30/69/949

The Green Hampton Court | 25 Aug 1859
My dear Sir,

My warmest thanks to you & Mr. Crum for your hospitality1. I did
not expect to be at Aberdeen2 and yet the probability is that I shall be there
for a few days. I shall be passing a couple of days with Sir James Clark3 on
the Wednesday I expect to go into Aberdeen so as to be at the meetings on
Wednesday & Thursday & on the Friday I must leave for home again. So if I
am not abusing Mr. Crums hospitality by taking two days only I will accept
it and proceed according[ly] to enquire at the rooms for his address when I
go in to Aberdeen[·]

Ever My Dear Sir | Yours Truly | M. Faraday
Wm. Thomson Esq | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3631.
2. For the meeting of the British Association.
3. See letter 3629.
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Letter 3636
William Thomson to Faraday
27 August 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Invercloy Arran, by Ardrossan | 27 Aug 1859
My dear Sir,

I am very much pleased to hear that we shall see you at Aberdeen1, and
Mr. Crum, to whom I shall communicate your reply2, will certainly feel much
gratified by your acceptance of his invitation.

If you would be inclined to make a little detour on your way to Aberdeen
and see the beauties of the Clyde, it would give Mrs. Thomson and myself
great pleasure if you would remain with us for a few days here. We expect
a visit from Helmholtz3 during the week preceding that of the association,
and he would value highly the privilege of meeting you – I shall send you
Mr. Crum’s Aberdeen address as soon as I receive it.

Believe me | Yours very truly | William Thomson

P.S. I have set up an atmospheric electrometer here on a new plan & find
curious results.

1. For the meeting of the British Association.
2. Letter 3635.
3. Hermann von Helmholtz (1821–1894, DSB). Professor of Physiology at Heidelberg, 1858–1871.

Letter 3637
Willem Vrolik1 to Faraday
8 September 1859
From the copy in Rijksarchief in Noord-Holland, archief Koninklijk
Instituut van Wetenschappen, 34/137

Amsterdam ce | 8 Septembr. 1859
Mon Cher et très honoré Collègue,

A mon très grand regret, je vois par le N◦ de Septembre du museum
de Mr. B Quaritch2, que notre Collegue Horsfield3 est mort.– J’ai l’habitude de
publier dans notre annuaire une notice biographique des membres, que nous
avons le malheur de perdre4. Je voudrais la donner aussi de notre respectable
Ami. Mais je suis dans une ignorance complète de tout ce qui le regarde plus
spécialement Je Connais un peu ses ouvrages; mais toutes les dates me man-
quent: 1◦ Celui de Sa naissance, par conséquent son âge; 2◦ Sa position aux
Indes; 3◦ Ses relations avec Sr.Th. Raffles5; 4◦ Ses fonctions auprès de la Com-
panie des Indes; 5◦ les détails sur la jeunesse et ses études etc.– Probablement
on aura publié quelque biographie de lui en Angleterre? Voudriez vous avoir
l’extrême obligeance de me l’envoyer. Si vous avez d’autres détails à me
donner, veuillez ne pas me les refuser. Votre position élevée vous met à même
de les obtenir facilement.
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D’avance je vous prie d’accepter l’assurance et de me croire avec les
Sentiments les plus affectueux

F. a. V. | Signé W. Vrolik
A | Mr. M. Faraday | a Londres

TRANSLATION
Amsterdam | 8 Sep 1859

My dear and most honourable colleague,
To my great regret, I see from the September issue of the Museum of

Mr. B. Quaritch’s2, that our colleague Horsefield3 has died. I usually publish
in our annual a biographical note on the members that we have had the
misfortune to lose4. I would like to include one on our respectable friend. But
I am completely ignorant of everything more particular about him. I know
his work a little; but I lack all the dates: 1st His date of birth and thus his age;
2nd His position in the Indies; 3rd His relationship with Sir Th. Raffles5; 4th
His role with the Indies Company; 5th Details of his youth and studies etc.–
Perhaps his biography has been published in England? Would you have the
extreme kindness of sending it to me? If you have any other details to give
me, please do not refuse them. Your elevated position gives you the means
to obtain these easily.

I ask you in advance to accept the assurance and to believe me, with the
most affectionate sentiments

Your | Signed W. Vrolik
To | Mr. M. Faraday | London

1. Willem Vrolik (1801–1863, NNBW). Dutch physiologist and Secretary of Royal Institute of
Sciences, Amsterdam.
2. Bernard Alexander Christian Quaritch (1819–1899, ODNB). Bookseller and publisher. The
Museum was Quaritch’s catalogue of books; a copy of this particular issue has not been located.
3. Thomas Horsefield (1773–1859, B1). Keeper of the Museum, India House, 1820–1859.
4. This seems not to have been published.
5. Thomas Stamford Bingley Raffles (1781–1826, ODNB): Colonial governor in service of the
East India Company.

Letter 3638
William Thomson to Faraday
9 September 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Invercloy, Arran | 9 Sep 1859
My dear Sir,

I enclose a letter I have received from Dr. Fleming1, our professor
of Moral Philosophy, in answer to petitions regarding the correspondence
between Leibnitz2 and Dr. Samuel Clarke3.
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Mr. Crum’s address in Aberdeen is
Mrs. Gray’s4 | 15 Union Place | Aberdeen
I go there along with Mrs. Thomson, on Monday5, and we shall hope to

see you on your arrival in Aberdeen6.
Believe me | Yours very truly | William Thomson

Professor Faraday

1. William Fleming (1791–1866, B5). Professor of Moral Philosophy at the University of Glasgow,
1839–1866.
2. Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (1646–1716, DSB). German mathematician and philosopher.
3. Samuel Clarke (1675–1729, ODNB). Theologian and philosopher.
4. Margaret Jane Gray, née Brown (d.1883, age 67, SRO). Widow of David Gray (d.1856, age 45,
B1), Professor of Natural Philosophy, Marischal College, Aberdeen, 1845–1856.
5. That is 12 September 1859.
6. For the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3639
Faraday to John Tyndall
10 September 18591

From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4157
Dundee Saturday

My dear Tyndall,
I heard of the offer to you on Loch Lomond2. I hope you will accept it &

have no time to say more or I shall lose the post[·]
Ever yours | M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Loch Lomond.
2. This was for the post of Professor of Physics at the School of Mines, Jermyn Street (Eve and
Creasey (1945), 81). Faraday had heard of the offer from Huxley when they met on Loch Lomond
on 4 September 1859. Huxley to Tyndall, 5 September 1859, RI MS JT/1/TYP/9, pp. 2893–4.

Letter 3640
William Thomson to Faraday
13 September 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Royal Hotel, Aberdeen | 13 Sep 1859
My dear Sir,

We only heard of your being in Aberdeen1is afternoon, and Mr. Crum
hopes you will take up your quarters with him as long as you are in Aberdeen.
He regrets that he did not know of your arrival last night. I wrote from Arran
last week2 but could not get my letter off because of the weather, and I have
carried it about me trying to learn your address. I leave it along with this
for you.

We dine at Mr. Crum’s, 15 Union Place (Mrs. Gray’s3) at 6 today, and
shall hope to see you at dinner. We shall be at home the whole evening and
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if this does not reach you in time for dinner I hope you will come as soon as
you are disengaged. Your room is ready at Mr. Crum’s.

Believe me | Yours very truly | W. Thomson

1. For the meeting of the British Association.
2. Letter 3638.
3. Margaret Jane Gray, née Brown (d.1883, age 67, SRO). Widow of David Gray (d.1856, age 45,
B1), Professor of Natural Philosophy, Marischal College, Aberdeen, 1845–1856.

Letter 3641
Faraday to Caroline Deacon
20 September 1859
From the original in RI MS F1 N/1/32

Hampton Court Green | 20 Sep 1859
My dear friend & niece,

Let our heart-felt congratulations be the acknowledgement of your
hopeful letter to me. Thanks be unto God who hath fulfilled your hopes
and who is able to keep you & yours & us in the full assurance of hope unto
the end. See what was his purpose:– his chastenings are as merciful as his
blessings;– for they are blessings. My wife and I join You and Thomas in love,
we hope for the truths sake. I cannot use many words, as if this blessing were
a common thing:– it is the Lords work and we may be encouraged to use the
concluding words of the 103rd Psalm as saying all that can be said. Bless the
Lord O my soul1[·]

Your Affectionate Uncle | M. Faraday
Mrs. T. Deacon

1. Psalms 103: 22.

Letter 3642
Faraday and Sarah Faraday to Agnes Crum
20 September 1859
From the original in FSL MS Y.c. 889/1

Hampton Court Green | 20 Sep 1859
My dear Mrs. Crum,

Now that I have returned home and can look back on my visit to the
North1, there is no circumstance which comes back in my remembrance with
more surprize: than the kindness which you and Mr. Crum shewed me. I
very deeply thank you for it. Perhaps it was too much:– for it caused me to be
disturbed in the leaving you, and gave me a divided mind during my return
home. I am now settling again;– but I never can forget it, nor those who helped
to make me happy at your house, by shewing and sharing in those acts of
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kindness which are to me very dear. My wife is surprized at my account: and
though she esteems me very much and loves me very dearly, wonders what
others can see in me, at such short notice, as to make their attentions more
than what is called for by respect for themselves. I have told her of your kind
invitations for another time, both for her & me; and she believes them because
I believe them:– but our hopes are not in the same proportion, for we doubt
whether either of us shall ever see Scotland again. Our thanks are yours as
much as if we had just spent a holiday with you.

Say what you can for me to Mr. Crum.– Say what you may for me to the
group containing our vocalist;– not for the music only, but for all that passed:–
and believe me to be My dear Mrs. Crum

Your deeply indebted & grateful | M. Faraday

My dear Madam,
I am embolden[ed] by my dear husbands account of all your kindness to

add a few words to his letter, for I feel that he has said more for me than I can
fully agree to, he would fain make me as modest as himself, but as regards
him I must confess that is not the case, for I am not surprised at the kindness
he has received though very grateful for it; I am sure you will not think me
too vainglorious when I say, I believe he has the qualities which draw forth
kindly feelings[·]

Trusting you will excuse this wife like epistle
I remain My dear Madam | Very sincerely yours | S. Faraday

1. From the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3643
Faraday to William Crawford
20 September 1859
From a photocopy in RI MS

The Green Hampton Court | 20 Sep 1859
My dear Sir,

Amongst all the recollections that flow in upon my mind now that I
have returned home, none is more pleasant than those which relate to our
visit to you at Glasgow; and I owe very deep thanks to you and your dear
wife1 for the kindness shewed towards us. I scarcely knew who to write to
in the expression of them but my wife is writing to yours. I write to you:– I
cannot however separate you in this. Besides that, Your boys came for a large
share in my remembrance & the way in which they made manifest their good
will was most delicate & therefore the more acceptable.

I had a pleasant time at Aberdeen2 & became for two days the guest of
Mr. & Mrs. James Crum – Mr. Walter Crum3 & his daughters4 joined us:– and
we were all happy together. I found they had a house at Dunoon also – but it is
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well I did not know them or that before: for it would only have interrupted
the happiness we had.

Janie left me at Dundee with her two brothers yesterday week. This
morning I have had a letter from her from Dunkeld. She speaks of the Glasgow
happiness with great pleasure. I hope Mrs. Crawford will tell our friends
where we are i.e. if they feel any interest in our whereabouts. Our kindest
love to her & Miss Crum[·]

Believe me My dear Mr. Crawford | Your grateful friend | M. Faraday

1. Janet Crawford, née Cree (d.1892, age 80, SRO).
2. At the meeting of the British Association.
3. Walter Crum (1796–1867, B1). Glasgow chemist and manufacturer. William Thomson’s
father-in-law.
4. Crum’s daughters are listed in NRA 41114.

Letter 3644
Faraday to the Editor of The Times
22 September 1859
From The Times, 24 September 1859, p. 9, col. d

Royal Institution | 22 Sep
Sir,

The Trinity-house, in its care for the health of the people engaged under
it in the superintendence of lighthouses, has at different times sent to me, as
its scientific adviser, certain specimens of waters, which were supposed to be
injurious to the persons using them. Lighthouses are, of necessity, often placed
in situations where water is obtained with difficulty, and they are frequently
dependent more or less, upon that which is gathered from rain falling upon
the leaden roofs, galleries, and gutters of the towers and cottages occupied
by the keepers. Now, the salt of the sea spray, which often reaches these
roofs, &c., even when they are half a mile or more from the shore, causes
the rain water which falls upon them to dissolve a portion of the lead, which
is larger or smaller under different circumstances, and at times rises up to a
quantity injurious to health, and poisonous1. The water thus contaminated
by lead, or rather chloride of lead, is peculiar in this, that it does not lose
the poisoning substance either by boiling or by exposure to air, for the metal
remains soluble after one or both of these processes. I ascertained that if a little
whiting, or pulverized chalk (carbonate of lime), were added to such water,
and the whole shaken or stirred together, the lead immediately assumed the
insoluble state; so that when the water was either filtered or left to settle
the clear fluid was obtained in a perfectly pure and salubrious condition. The
process of purification is, therefore, exceedingly simple, for if some powdered
chalk or whiting is put into the cistern in which such rain water is collected,
and stirred up occasionally after rain, the water may, with the greatest facility,
be obtained in a perfectly fit state for all culinary and domestic purposes.
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The Trinity-house has supplied this information to all the cases needing
it which have come to its knowledge, but I find that some cases occur not
under its charge, that there are others not connected with lighthouses, and
others again in other countries, in all of which this piece of simple practical
knowledge may be useful. Under these circumstances I have thought that
you, Sir, would not refuse the service of that special and extensive power of
publication and instruction which The Times possesses, but use it to carry this
knowledge to the many dispersed persons who may greatly need and yet
have no other means of obtaining it.

I am, Sir, your obliged and faithful servant | M. Faraday

1. See letters 3562, 3565 and 3566.

Letter 3645
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
23 September 1859
From the original in UB MS NS 450

Royal Institution | 23 Sep 1859
My dear Schoenbein,

The state to which you consider that grief has reduced you, must, I
think, be mine by course of nature & years; for I am just as you describe,
weary, unwilling to write, and have nothing to say, really nothing to say;
or else, surely I should have written sooner to you. Yesterday was my birth
day & I then completed my 68th Year[·] Well! many men are at that time of
life far stronger than I am, either in body, memory, or mind; but surely I
ought to remember how many pass away before that age,– and how plentiful
& wonderful have been the mercies & goodness I have enjoyed during this
long series of years.– Indeed, I think it is only when I have to fulfil some
expectation, as in giving a discourse, or writing to a friend like you, that I
wish my powers were more than they are:– and yet the very wish is ungrateful
and brings to my mind a reproach.–

I was very glad to hear of you, and I hope the journey you were about to
undertake to fetch your daughters home, with the intended little episode in
the Black forest1, will have done you all good. I have just had a little piece of
enjoyment amongst fine scenery, for I have been in Scotland for a fortnight,
& passed a few days among the lochs & mountains in the western parts.– I
have also been two days at the British Association at Aberdeen; but was glad
to leave it quickly and before the visits to Balmoral came on2:– for pleasant &
happy as the occasions are they are by their excitement a weariness to me:–
yet I was for the 48 hours with very kind friends.– The whole matter would
have suited you better than me[·]

Our friend Miss Hornblower continues in great pain; & I think we may
consider the operation as a failure. Certainly it has failed to give the relief that
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was hoped for.– She cannot move without crutches, nor without great pain.–
My wife & niece are pretty well:– the former desires her kindest remembrance
to you,– the latter is still in Scotland[·]

Very many thanks for your scientific news – I see you will carry oxygen
much farther yet, and expect, with every letter, some new point:– As for me
I am barren;– the best I have are some negative results about Electricity heat
& gravity3.

Good bye My dear Schoenbein | Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

1. See letter 3619.
2. The visit by two hundred members of the British Association to Balmoral took place on 15
September 1859. Athenaeum, 24 September 1859, p. 399.
3. Faraday had worked on this subject during the first half of 1859. See Faraday, Diary, 10
February to 9 July 1859, 7: 15785–15998.

Letter 3646
Faraday to William Henry Sykes1
24 September 1859
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 24 Sep 1859

My dear Coll Sykes,
You will see by the enclosed2 that Vrolik3 needs some data about

Dr. Horsefield4. Can you help me to refer him to proper sources – I have no
knowledge of my own that can be useful – but if you know of any biographical
account that would seem to be what he requires[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. William Henry Sykes (1790–1872, ODNB). Member of the Board of Directors of the East India
Company.
2. Letter 3637.
3. Willem Vrolik (1801–1863, NNBW). Dutch physiologist and Secretary of Royal Institute of
Sciences, Amsterdam.
4. Thomas Horsefield (1773–1859, B1). Keeper of the Museum, India House, 1820–1859.

Letter 3647
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
1 October 1859
From the original in RI MS F1 E20

R Institution | 1 Oct 1859
My dear friend,

I hear you think of coming to see us at Hampton Court on Monday1. We
shall be there by 1 o’clk or soon after & very glad to see you. Jeannie is still in
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Scotland moving about & I expect will come home better for it. She longs to
come back & we long to have her. I hope you will give us a good account of
Lady Millicent on Monday[·]

Ever Yours Truly | M. Faraday
Dr. B. Jones | &c &c

1. That is 3 October 1859.

Letter 3648
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
4 October 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/98

Trinity House, London, EC | 4 Oct 1859
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the enclosed Copy of a Letter addressed
by this Board to Messrs Chance, Brothers, & Co. of Birmingham, relative to
the modifications proposed by them, suitable to a Second Order Revolving
Light with half-minute intervals consisting of 8 Holophotal Lenses, and their
reply thereto, together with the accompanying drawing,– and to request that
you will favor the Elder Brethren with your opinion thereon1.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. This was for the Trincomalee light. See Trinity House Wardens Committee, 4 October 1859,
GL MS 30025/27, p. 178.

Letter 3649
Faraday to Chance Brothers
6 October 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/98

Royal Institution | 6 Oct 1859
Gentlemen,

I have received from the Trinity House letters from you, and a drawing,
respecting a second order revolving light1; they refer to a proposal by you
of certain modifications &c, mentioned particularly in your letter of the 29th
September last. I do not feel as if I saw all your reasons for the proposed
modifications & therefore write to ask you. The first modification consists in
placing 16 upper & 6 lower catadioptric holophotal prisms in the space occu-
pied by 12 upper & 5 lower prisms in the old system. What is the improvement
expected here? Is it in the greater accuracy of workmanship?– or the greater
strength of construction?– or the greater proportion of rays gathered in?– or
in any other effect?–
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Then the second modification seems to be to construct the apparatus
with 12 annular half lenses & 12 pannels of prisms – instead of 6 or 8.– I
am not sure that I understand what a half lens means; but suppose it means
a narrow one – one with the two sides cut away– You seem to consider 12
segments the best number for a light revolving at half minute intervals but
as I understand you only in relation to speed of motion. An apparatus with
six pannels would have to revolve once in three minutes for such intervals:–
whilst with the 12 pannels it would revolve once in six minutes. Does the
expected improvement consist in this difference in the velocity of motion? or
is there any other effect that is contemplated, because of the difference in the
size of the lenses?

Is there any other modification of effect beyond these two which I have
to consider before I reply to the Trinity Board?

I am Gentlemen | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
Messrs Chance Brothers & Co | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3648, relating to the Trincomalee light.

Letter 3650
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
6 October 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/99

Trinity House, London, E.C | 6 Oct 1859
Sir,

Referring to my personal communication with you on the subject of the
proposed Visit of the Elder Brethren to Calais,– I am directed to acquaint you
that it has been determined to accept the Invitation of the French Light House
Authorities of which I apprized you, and to proceed to that place as invited,
on the 14th Instant;– and I am to express the hope of the Elder Brethren that
it will suit your convenience to accompany them on that occasion1

In the mean time I am to forward, for your perusal and consideration,
a copy of Notes upon Experiments, which have been made by the Light
House Authorities in France, as to the application of moulded Lenses for
the purposes of Light House Illumination.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c | Royal Institution.

P.S. I shall be obliged by your returning me the enclosed Notes as soon
as convenient. You shall have them again if you wish it.

1. For this see Trinity House Court, 4 October 1859, GL MS 30004/28, p. 15.
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Letter 3651
Faraday to John Fox Burgoyne1

7 October 1859
From [Burgoyne] (1860), 47–8

Royal Institution | 7 Oct 1859
My dear Sir John,

I consider your request relating to the leaded water an honour, and in
replying may add an observation or two to the original matter2. The case at
first was simply that of certain waters, which, having been collected from
rain by roofs, gutters, pipes, or cisterns of lead, were contaminated more or
less with the metal. All water so obtained has not been found thus affected,
and there is much difference and uncertainty about the mutual action of lead
and water in different cases. When rain water falls upon surfaces of lead it is
apt to act on them, and the water thus contaminated, by standing exposed
to air, generally clears itself from the dissolved lead, the metal separating as
a carbonated precipitate, and falling to the bottom. But when the sea-spray
has access to the leaded surfaces, the action of the rain water is such that
the dissolved lead does not separate in this way, or if it does, only after a
much longer time. It is such water as this that I recommend to be treated with
carbonate of lime. Enough whitening or levigated chalk is to be mixed with
the fluid to make it of the consistency of good milk (though more will do no
harm), and the whole is either to be filtered or to stand until clear. I have never
yet found any sample of water poisoned as above that was not freed from the
lead by this process; and from the actions that occur in the laboratory I have
no doubt that if two or three pounds of such powdered chalk were put into
a cistern, and stirred up occasionally after rain, it would keep the water free
from lead.

Now my consideration was entirely confined to cases of the above
kind, and to the service of the Trinity House. I might say much more to
you about the modes of testing for lead in water, so as to discover its pres-
ence, and, within certain limits, its proportion, and also about the clearance
of lead from all domestic waters by filtration or otherwise, but I have always
found that chemical practice was required to make such knowledge avail-
able, and that for that reason it was nearly useless in the hands of the public.
When, too, a particular case becomes mixed up with the numerous cases
that may be associated with it, I think it often disappears from view, and
the whole are after a time forgotten. Hence I prefer adhering to the case of
adulteration arising from the joint action of salt water, or sea spray, and lead;
and I have the full confidence that if it arise at any of your military posts at
home or abroad, no difficulty will be found in the effective application of the
remedy.

I am | My dear Sir John | Your very faithful servant | M. Faraday
To Sir J.F. Burgoyne | &c &c &c
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1. John Fox Burgoyne (1782–1871, ODNB). Inspector General of Fortifications, 1845–1868.
2. See letter 3644.

Letter 3652
Armand Masselin to Faraday
7 October 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/98

Glass Works near Birmingham | 7 Oct 1859
Dear Sir,

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter1 concerning the proposed
modifications we had lately mentioned in our letter to the Trinity House &
will now answer your questions in the order you put them[·]

As regards the 16 upper & 6 Lower Catadioptric prisms forming the
new Sections instead of the 12 upper & 5 Lower forming the old ones

“What is the Improvement Expected here[·] Is it in the greater accuracy
of workmanship or the greater proportion of rays gathered in or in any other
effect[·]”With a given unavoidable & practical inaccuracy of workmanship in
any of the Surfaces or Curves, the Error becomes of a much lesser Conse-
quence as the Size of prisms decrease because the Curves & the straight lines
approach nearer[·] There is also a greater diminution of Substance of glass &
therefore a lesser absorption of light & consequently also diminution of Color.
There is little or no difference in the proportion of rays of Light gathered in &
the Strength of Construction of the apparatus is in no way whatever affected
by the modifications.

By annular half Lenses we mean lenses having only about half the
breadth of the Lenses of an apparatus mounted with 6 Sides[·] These lenses
are Mounted in the same way, but in a narrower frame & Contain the Same
number of rings, only the outer ones are Cut vertically[·]

Referring now to the number of lenses in the apparatus & to the speed
of revolution We beg to State that,

“Then the second modification seems to be to construct the apparatus
with 12 annular 1

2 Lenses & 12 panels of prisms instead of 6 or 8. You seem
to consider 12 segments the best number for a light revolving at half minute
intervals, but as I understand you only in relation to speed of motion Does the
Expected improvement Consist in this difference in the Velocity of motion or
is there any other effect that is contemplated because of the difference in the
Size of the lenses.” A certain given ratio or speed of revolution is Supposed to
be the most desirable & in order to increase flashes we prefer to increase the
number of faces rather than the speed, or in other words prefer to decrease
the total absolute power of each flash rather than to decrease the duration of
the flash in relation to the eye[·] We must also beg to remark that the Same
Size of Lamps being used, the divergence of the lenses will be the same in
both the 12 & 6 sided arrangements only that with a 12 sided apparatus the
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duration of the flashes will be increased whilst the duration of the eclipse
is shortened to the same extent. An apparatus with 8 sides could be made
as well as an apparatus with 6 or 12 sides, but the 6 & the 12 are the usual
divisions practically used[·] We beg to enclose in this letter 2 tracings giving
the Sections of the apparatus the old 12 & 5 Sections as well as our new 16 &
6 Sections as recently Calculated by our Mr. James T. Chance, which Sections
may assist you in your decision[·]

We may also add that these Sections with increased numbers of prisms
are against our interests as manufacturers as the expense of Constructing them
increase nearly in proportion to the number of prisms, but we felt bound to
give to the Trinity House all Suggestions in our Power[·]

Of Late years the first order Lights have been nearly all Constructed
upon the new Sections Containing 18 & 8 prisms instead of 13 & 6[·]

We Remain Dear Sir | Yours faithfully | Chance Bros. & Co | Per A.
Masselin
Professor Faraday &c &c.

1. Letter 3649, relating to the Trincomalee light.

Letter 3653
Faraday to Agnes Crum
8 October 1859
From the original in RI MS F1 N/1/49

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
London W | 8 Oct 1859

My dear Mrs. Crum,
Will you accept a letter from me on the part of my wife for she is not

very strong this morning and I cannot consent to delay for 24 hours acknowl-
edging the great pleasure you have given us by the Portraits1. They are
excellent though I have not yet put them into the Stereoscope being in reality
at Hampton Court but I am on the point of carrying them to London. They
remind me of a great deal of pleasure & how much I have to thank you for
it. As for my return of it that is not likely for such events cannot be arranged
with a view to an expected end. Still the past is by memory always ours &
though I forget much I shall not forget Aberdeen2.

My wife joins me in hearty thanks for your note & the portraits and in
kindest remembrance to you & Mr. Crum[·]

Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

1. Not found.
2. Where Faraday had attended the annual meeting of the British Association.
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Letter 3654
Armand Masselin to Faraday
8 October 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/98

Glass Works near Birmingham | 8 Oct 1859
Dear Sir,

We forwarded to you yesterday in our letter1 in answer to your questions
concerning Second order Lights, two tracings of the Sections of the 12 & 5 &
16 & 6 Lights2. These tracings were the only ones we had by us then, but it
occurred to us since that you might have to deliver in the hands of Trinity
House these 2 tracings & that from there they might accidentally happen to
fall in the hands of our foreign Competitors – as the 16 & 6 Prisms Section
recently Calculated here by Mr. James T. Chance may justly be considered
our private property we should prefer that this Section with the Complete
measurements should not be delivered to the Trinity House. On Monday3

therefore we will send you two similar tracings but with only a portion of the
measurements.

If however you felt it absolutely necessary that the drawing Com-
plete should be delivered to the Trinity House, of course we should submit
to it[·]

We Remain Dear Sir | Yours faithfully | Chance Bros & Co | Per.
A. Masselin
Professor Faraday &c &c.

1. Letter 3652.
2. Letter 3649.
3. That is 10 October 1859. See letter 3655.

Letter 3655
James Kenward1 to Faraday
10 October 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/98

Glass Works near Birmingham | 10 Oct 1859
Dear Sir,

We now have the pleasure of sending you the accompanying drawing
of the comparative sections of a second order Light, which please to consider
as for the use of the Trinity House – retaining the former drawings for your
own use2.

Hoping that we have expressed the character and appearance of the
improved second order Light in a satisfactory & intelligible manner

We are yours faithfully | for Chance Bros. & Co | J. Kenward
Professor Faraday
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1. James Kenward (d.1906, age 77, GRO). Chance Bros employee, writer on lighthouses and
antiquarian.
2. See letter 3654.

Letter 3656
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
10 October 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/98

Royal Institution | 10 Oct 1859
Sir,

Referring to the copy of a letter to Messrs Chance which I sent to you on
the 8th instant1 and which had reference to your communication of the 4th2 to
me have received replies from M.M. Chance3 and I am now in a condition to
answer your enquiries. The first modification proposed consists in an increase
of the number of the catadioptric prisms each prism being made smaller than
before. The increase of number is considered favourable because the planes
of the more numerous prisms approach nearer to the form of the curve of a
perfect optical apparatus than the planes of a lesser number of larger prisms
do. Considering the size of the flame & the divergence required by the light
house service I am not aware that this is of much importance butnoharm can be
produced by it. Another effect of increased number is that the rays would have
to travel though a lesser thickness of glass and that, therefore, less light would
be lost by absorption. This is undoubtedly true and in that respect the change
would be of advantage. No other point regarding the number arises, either as
to strength, accuracy, or fitting: the change would be rather disadvantageous
to the maker as there would be more faces to work. Messrs Chance tell me
that of late years the first order lights have been nearly all constructed upon
the new section containing 18 & 8 prisms instead of 13 and 6.

The second modification is to construct the apparatus with 12 faces to
revolve in six minutes, instead of with 6 faces to revolve in three minutes;–
the intention being to have half minute intervals. I do not find that there is
any ground of objection to a revolution of the whole apparatus in either three
or six minutes, independent of its effect on the light: and if the light is to
be limited to half minute intervals, with either 12 or 6 faces, then the effect
will be as follows. The flash from 12 faces will have only half (or nearly half)
the intensity of that from 6 faces, but it will last twice as long; therefore the
choice is between a quick strong flash with a long interval of darkness, & a
slower weaker flash with a shorter interval of darkness. As to the nautical
value of these two results I am not a practical or proper judge; though I can
understand that the increased brightness in the one case is an advantage;
and that the increased duration in the other may also be a benefit at times.
Of course half minute time may be given by apparatus with either 6. 8. 10
or 12 faces. I conclude there are revolving lights in existence by which the
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question of time may in some degree be judged of – i.e where a face passes
though 30◦ or 60◦ of revolution in one interval but I must refer that point to
the decision of the Elder Brethren.

I return the plan & letters which you sent me4[·]
I have the honour to be | Sir | Your Very Obedient faithful Servant |

M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr. | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3649.
2. Letter 3648.
3. Letter 3652.
4. This letter, which refers to the Trincomalee light, was read to the Trinity House Wardens
Committee, 11 October 1859, GL MS 30025/27, pp. 188–9. A decision was deferred. At Trinity
House Wardens Committee, 18 October 1859, GL MS 30025/27, p. 197 it was agreed to implement
Chance’s proposal with minor modifications.

Letter 3657
Faraday to Armand Masselin
11 October 1859
From the original in UU EW

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 11 Oct 1859

Dear Sir,
I have just received yours of the 8th1 and send you both the drawings

back at once. You must excuse my marks on them[·]
Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

A. Masselin Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3654.

Letter 3658
Charles William Pasley to Faraday
17 October 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

High Elms, Hampton Court, SW |
Monday Morning the 17 Oct 1859

My dear Sir,
I should like to have a few minutes conversation with you on a sub-

ject very interesting to me, and of some importance to the Service of the
Country.

It relates to Pontoons, which have always been my hobby horse, as you
may perhaps recollect. I proposed decked copper canoes shaped like boats
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and the late General Blanshard1 also of the Engineers proposed tin cylinders
with paraboloidal ends. The midsections of the two are as below

When a heavy weight such as a Gun presses them down to within 4
inches of the surface of the water, Pasley’s pontoon requires more than a Ton
of additional weight to press it down to the water’s edge, whilst Blanshard’s
from having so little capacity in the upper part would be in great danger of
sinking, and after each heavy gun whether drawn by men or horses passes
over any one cylinder, the moment that this is relieved of the weight there
is a violent rebound of the superstructure in rear of the gun that flies up as
if it were forced by a powerful spring. Thus a very dangerous oscillation or
rather undulation of the roadway is occasioned, that has a tendency to frighten
horses, and was the cause of an accident in the Pontoon Bridge formed over
the Thames at Runnymede, when a 9 Pounder Gun of a field battery went
over into the river with Drivers and Sappers employed as Pontoneers on the
same side, because they cannot stand in safety on a cylindrical surface, so
that they were obliged to jump in to save themselves. On this occasion 2 out
of 6 horses (those in the shafts) were drowned the others saved by cutting
the traces. The Men some of whom could not swim escaped. I should have
mentioned before, that both sorts were sent out to Bombay for trial, by order
of the Court of Directors of the East India Company in 1826 and were tried
in a creek subject to the action of the Tides for a short time, in two or three
years after which, Blanshards tin cylinders having become a mass of rust and
dust were thrown away and mine were adopted as the standard Pontoon for
India and are still established as such.

I now wish to bring them forward again to supersed the tin cylinders,
and my object is to consult you about the properties of copper, iron and tin.–
The latter has been proved to be destructible even in the brackish water of the
Medway to guard against which, the men are obliged to carry the cylinders
down to the river and gently deposit them on the surface of the water, instead
of launching them like boats, and in landing them, on leaving off work, they
lift them out with equal care, and in the meantime my Exercise has been
adopted by Blanshard whilst his are afloat. Part of the men having mud boots
for wading into the river manage this business of the launching and landing.
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The others carry up or down the bank which may be steep. In fact whenever
the paint is rubbed off the thin iron follows it and holes are eaten through it
by the action of the water. Even on grass or on the smoothest fine sand, the
same effect takes place, so that they must never touch the ground2.

If you take a walk this morning will you do me the favor to call, or I will
call on you at one o clock P.M. which is our luncheon time, for which as you
know I do not care, or only employ a quarter of an hour at most[·]

I remain, My dear Sir | Yours very faithfully | C.W. Pasley

1. Thomas Blanshard (d.1859 age 70, B1). Royal Engineer officer from 1807; general 1854.
2. For Pasley’s work on pontoons see Playfair, I.S.O. [1930].

Letter 3659
Faraday to John Phillips1
21 October 1859
From the original in UMO MS John Phillips Papers

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. London W | 21 Oct 1859

My dear Phillips,
I have received your letter of the 15th September2. I have several times

considered, very carefully, the matter it refers to, namely the Humboldt
testimonial3, and I cannot bring myself to think that it is a step in the right
direction. Humboldt’s memory cannot, according to my view, be honored by
any act of the kind. A feeling of the highest and finest character belongs to
the name; and in my opinion that feeling is lowered by the association of the
name with any thing partaking of the character of a testimonial. No such act
can, in any shape, do honor to Humboldt’s memory; for that stands alone in
its glory. On the contrary, the system has been abused so frequently of late,
that I, for one, feel Humboldt’s name would be hurt by association in any
way with it.

As to the aid that may come to science by the means proposed, I do not
think that any who may be willing to yield it, would not do so as freely for
science’[s] own sake, as for the sake of an oblique and posthumous association
with the name of Humboldt. Indeed I cannot bring my mind to the conclusion
that, Humboldt himself would, if he were in the flesh, approve of such a
motive and manifestation.

Nevertheless, doubting my own judgment, and seeing how many
appear to be in favour of the proceeding, of whose judgment and feeling
I cannot but think most highly, I beg to fill up the paper you have sent me
for the sum of £5; and enclose it in this letter. I hope you will bear with these
remarks. I should not have felt true to you and myself if I had not made them[·]

Ever My dear Phillips | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
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1. John Phillips (1800–1874, ODNB). One of the founders of the British Association and its
Assistant General Secretary until 1859.
2. Not found.
3. Humboldt had died on 6 May 1859. On the Humboldt testimonial, organised by Phillips, see
Morrell (2005), 333.

Letter 3660
Faraday to Agnes Crum
22 October 1859
From the original in Glasgow City Archives MS TD 1073

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] |
22 Oct 1859

My dear Mrs. Crum,
Help me to convey my thanks to those to whom I am indebted for the

music sent me and make me still more than before
Yours Most truly | M. Faraday

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 22 Oct 1859
The deepest thanks are hereby tendered by one, who having been greatly

indebted for much free and gentle kindness shewn him at Aberdeen1, has now
the delight of having it continually called back, by the remembrances of the
sweet melody which overcame his ear & mind. The music can recur; but the
charm of that evening hour will not return. A feeling as fine may, as we hope,
cheer our future lives; but the feeling of an occasion like that was from the
circumstances and the manner in which they are used and cannot be repeated.

M. Faraday

1. At the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3661
Faraday to Robert Gordon
24 October 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/99

Royal Institution | 24 Oct 1859
To the Deputy Master | of the Trinity House | &c &c &c

You have done me the honour to request that I would communicate
to you such observations as arose in my mind in relation the special points
which came before us during the late visit to the coast of France1 (i.e. to
Calais, Cape Grisnez and Boulogne) these points being the pile light house at
the Point du Walle;– the use of paraffine in a light house lamp;– and the effect
of a sound bell placed in a reflector :– I will now endeavour to meet your
desire.
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The screw pile light house placed on the edge of the sands at the point
du Walle is supplied with an apparatus which is nearly of the third order
having a double wicked lamp burning Colza oil. The intention is to produce
a continuous light characterized by varying from the red to white and white
to red. Viewed at night from the Pier at Calais about 6 miles off it had this
character; and as far as I could judge the intensity of the red light & the white
light were about equal to the eye.

The manner in which this effect is obtained is as follows. Consider a
horizontal plane a as passing through the focus or middle of the flame of the
lamp; it will divide the light into two portions, the upper & the lower hemi-
spheres, of which the lower will be the weaker because the burner interferes
& cuts off part of the light proceeding towards the dioptric apparatus around.
From this horizontal plane downwards the lamp is surrounded by fixed diop-
tric pannels b & below them by fixed catadioptric reflectors c which refract &
reflect the light upwards and collect it into the horizontal plane; so that as far
as that part of the apparatus is conceived the light is a fixed light all round.
On the same fixed apparatus and above the usual place of the pannels are
the catadioptric reflectors d, and these also add to the constant white light
from the lower part for they also send their rays in a horizontal direction all
round[·]

Thus the white light which is seen from a distance is obtained.
The part above the horizontal plane a& below the catadioptric reflectors

d is diverted to the production of red light. Suppose a lens placed in the usual
way before a lamp; it would collect all the rays falling on to it into a horizontal
beam, and if fixed on to a revolving frame would give flashes:– But if, without
disturbing the position of the lens, it were cut in half by the horizontal line a
& the lower half removed, then only rays from the upper hemisphere would
be collected in the flash & the lower rays would be left to go through the
prism pannels b. If the lower half of the lens cut off were turned bottom
upwards & placed above the horizontal line, it would act just as the half lens
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left undisturbed; and there are, indeed, eight such half lenses e filling up the
space round the circle and fixed on to a revolving frame so as to give eight
flashes in one revolution of the apparatus.

If the apparatus were used in this state it would give a constant white
light from the fixed part of the dioptric arrangement to which would be super
added the flashes of white light from the moving lenses; but the object is to
convert these flashes into red light and this is done in the following manner.
The moving frame carries 24 panes of red glass. Eight of these are placed
before the eight half lenses; they occupy the whole of the circle & convert what
would be white flashes into red flashes. These red flashes would however be
mingled with white light from the lower & upper fixed apparatus which
would increase the light but diminish the red colour; So to convert this white
light into red light, whilst the flash from the lenses is passing to the observer,
a pane of red glass for each lens descends from the moving frame before
the lower glass, and another ascends from it before the upper catadioptric
reflectors; but their width is only enough to subtend an angle of 4◦ or 5◦, by
which however they convert the white constant light into red whilst the red
lens is sending its rays to the observer thus adding red light from the fixed
pannels to the red light from the moving lenses[·] So the alternate red & white
lights are produced[·]

As the visible effect at Calais Pier of the two lights was to me nearly
equal, it gives occasion to remark on the serious loss of light produced by
any attempt to colour it effectually. In the present case when the white light
appears it comes from parts of the apparatus which are equally open to view
when the red light is on; but the narrow red panes are interposed and only the
red light came through this being however greatly increased because at that
moment the light from the lenses is brought in aid. As there are only eight
lenses round the circle, & the ray from each may be considered as having a
divergence of 7◦ or 8◦ (for the lenses are of moulded glass) it is probable that
if all the red glass were away they would give conjointly with the light from
the fixed apparatus a beam of white light 4 or 5 times as strong as that which
appears in the white beam of the apparatus as it is now arranged; yet, being
reddened by the interposed glass that beam was not at all to my view stronger
in illumination[·]

I may say here that I understood M. Reynauds strong desire to estab-
lish a distinctive character by change in the colour of the light is greatly
founded upon the tendency mariners have to confound alternating lights
of different intervals with each other. Rotating lights with quarter & half
minute intervals have been mistaken for those of half & whole minutes, &
vice versa; the tendency is, to observe & distinguish a rotating light from a
fixed light; but to neglect the time, & so lose the distinction between one &
another.
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All the glass of this apparatus has been moulded instead of being cut &
wrought to shape by machinery. However the inner surface of the pieces &
some of the larger surfaces of the outer part, have been wrought. The moulded
glass did duty; but it could not be properly examined in its present position;
& as I expect to have specimens in my hands for particular investigation, I
will say no more on the matter at present.

Paraffine or the oil of schest is a fluid very rich in carbon; often applied
in lamps economically; & yielding a very beautiful light if carefully burned.
When carelessly burned it produces much smoke with a bad flame. It has
been applied to the Harbour light at Boulogne and appears to answer there
perfectly. The flame was very regular and, by the deflector, was expanded
horizontally until its width was an inch & a half, whilst its vertical height was
not more than half an inch. This shape is necessary for the perfect combustion,
& is the best shape also for lighthouse use; a tall narrow flame being just as
objectionable as the one described is advantageous. The lamp has but one
wick & this substance cannot be burnt in lamps with two or more concentric
wicks, the necessary deflector being then inapplicable to them. The substance
may probably come into use for Harbour lights but scarcely for lights of a
superior order[·]

Fog bell. A bell weighing perhaps 3 cwt has been fixed up at the end
of the western pier of Boulogne harbour. It is placed in a species of reflector
consisting of Iron with a regular face of cement; & is furnished with three
hammers & a mechanical apparatus by which it can be stuck in times of need.
It was to have been sounded as we left the harbour; but in place of that, a
smaller open bell was rung; & by reason of the wind & waves its sound was
lost at a very small distance outside. Whilst experimenting on the pier head
with the bell in the reflector, I found that there were great interferences in the
strength & direction of the sound. The sound was best right in front;– passing
right or left in a circle at the same distance from the bell, the sound fell & was
a minimum when about 45◦ had been gone through. Going round still further
it rose again in intensity until the edges of the reflector interfered, & then as
one moved behind the bell, it fell to the lowest degree. It will require more
& extended observation before any advantage the arrangement may possess
can be tried & known.

Two first order lights came under our observation that atCalais and that at
Cape Grinez. Each of these lights has a four wicked lamp and the oil is worked
by pumps. I am satisfied that the fourth or central wick is an advantage.
When the flame, which ought never to be more than 3 1

2 inches high & always
without smoking tongues, is perfect this central wick gives as clear & definite
a flame as the others. The draught of the chimneys is powerful. The cottons
are thin. The oil overflows abundantly:– not more than one fourth of that
which is raised is burned the rest returns to the cistern, but in overflowing,
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preserves the cottons in excellent condition. The cottons in fact rise out of a
burner of oil – The consumption of oil is from 750 10875gr to 800 grammes
12347gr (1.32 pints) per hour and that is well burned.

The light at Calais is a fixed light with the occurrence of a flash every
four minutes[·] It consists, first of all, of a fixed catadioptric apparatus which
produces the constant light;– then outside of this, is a moveable frame, car-
rying three dioptric pannels, equidistant from each other, & which, as they
refract in a horizontal plane, produce with the former apparatus the effect of
lenses. This frame revolves in 12 minutes & this produces the final result. The
motion is very slow & easy; but the arrangement, though it has no objection
in principle, is not in favour, & is the only one in France. The Grinez light
consists of 16 lenses which revolve; above & below there are the old captop-
tric [sic] reflectors which give a constant light. The lens frame revolves in 8
minutes, so that there is a flash every half minute; and the time of its duration
is estimated at 8 seconds.

A consideration often occurs in respect of revolving lights, whether it is
most important to make a strong quick flash or a weaker longer one? It is
easy to see, that, if there were only 8 lenses in the Grinez circle & the whole
revolved in 4 minutes, that there would be an equal number of flashes in the
same time, i.e. one every half minute; and that the flash would be of double
the strength for it would contain twice the light gathered by the half sized
lens;– but, then, this greater flash would only endure 4 seconds instead of 8.
Now the impression of M. Reynaud & the other authorities, is, that increase
in time up to a certain amount is more important than increase in brightness;
and that 8 seconds is the least time during which the flash ought to endure.
So strong is this impression, that, where in some cases the reflectors above &
below the lenses have been made holophotal, they have not been so placed
as to add their power to that of the lenses so as to increase their flash in
brightness, but are so arranged as to precede by a little the flash of the lenses,
& so increase it in duration[·] This is an important question which can only be
settled by much observation[·]

The South Foreland Electric light: As far as I heard & saw by the reports
all the observers on the coast of France opposite report well of the power &
constancy of the Electric light at this place[·]

I do not think there is any other matter on which I need speak2[·]
I have the honour to be | Sir | Your Very faithful humble Servant |

M. Faraday

1. See letter 3650.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 1 November 1859, GL MS 30004/28, p. 26 and it
was ordered to be entered in the Book of Select Papers.
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Letter 3662
Faraday to Henry Bence Jones
26 October 18591

From the original in RI MS F1 G13
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | Wednesday 26 Oct

My dear Bence Jones,
I did think of calling on you; but went to Sir B. Brodies instead and as I

am told to keep in I write least you should hear of my matters otherwise& not that
they are serious. This morning I awoke without pain & found I was lying in
blood which had issued from one or two small punctures or apertures in the
scrotum, the scrotum itself being also black & charged with blood. Mr. Cutler2

refers it to the breaking of a small blood vessel during my violent recent sea
sickness. All is going on well now & there is no more effusion. I have only to
take care. We have come home for good so all is right with us & I hope with
you. I shall see Sir B. Brodie on Friday morning3 but expect there is nothing
to do.

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Faraday’s sea sickness from his journey to inspect the
French lighthouses (see letters 3650 and 3661) which is also mentioned in letter 3670.
2. Edward Cutler (1796–1874, Plarr (1930), 1: 312–3). Surgeon at St George’s Hospital.
3. That is 28 October 1859.

Letter 3663
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
26 October 1859
From the original in UB MS NS 451

Bâle | 26 Oct 1859
My dear Faraday,

My having spent the autumnal vacations partly at Neuchâtel, partly
at Presinge the seat of our friend de la Rive on the frontiers of Savoy and
returned to Basle but a few days ago, must excuse this late answer of mine to
your last kind letter1. Hard working had made such a temporary relaxation
quite necessary to my mind. First of all, allow me to offer my most heartfelt
congratulation to you on account of the celebration of your 68th birthday and
let us hope, that it may please Him, who is the sovereign Lord of our life,
to grant the return of many more. Generally speaking a long age is rather
an equivocal gift and in the most favourable case accompanaied with many
evils, which human flesh is heir to2, amongst which not the slightest one is
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the feeling and consciousness that we have lost the bouyancy of Youth. But
there are some privileged men, whose mind, in spite of carrying a heavy load
of years upon their back, remain elastic and green, continuing to take the
liveliest interest with every thing regarding the higher and nobler aims of
Mankind. Either I am entirely mistaken, or you are such a man. May your
body be a little broken down, your hairs have turned grey or white, your
countenance be furrowed by wrinkles, perhaps even your walk and step
somewhat tottering, what is that to you, who are still soaring in the high-
est regions of philosophy, whilst youngsters replete with bodily powers are
crawling upon the lowest ground. A little more or less of memory, precious
as this gift is, does not matter much and after all, according to what you
have accomplished during your career of life, you are more than any other
man entitled to enjoy the “otium cum dignitate”3. There is a german saying
“Fünfzig Jahre Stillestand, sechzig Jahr fängt’s Alter an” and according to it,
your friend must now also be called an old man, having the eighteenth of
this month accomplished his sixtieth year. It is certainly with some reluctance
that I acknowledge myself to be a “senex”, but my grey hairs give but too
obvious an evidence in favor of the truth and I must submit to what I cannot
change. Although far advanced in the career of life I nevertheless feel still
rather youthly and have not yet lost to a perceptible degree my ancient love
for science and philosophical research and that I consider as an invaluable
boon received from him, who is the Giver of all good things, and as calcu-
lated to cheer up the evening of my life. Like you I have every reason to be
most grateful to kind Providence for what fell to my lot, modest as it has been
and not always made up of smiles and sunshine. But now enough of birthday
reflections. During the summer gone by I have been rather active in my labo-
ratory and trust my doings will not have been quite useless. Pray, listen now
a little to my random talkings about philosophical matters. First of all know,
that I continued to work upon what I have called “the chemical polarization
of neutral Oxigen” of which subject I communicated you something in my
last letter and from it you will recollect, that during the slow combustion of
Phosphorus and Aether as well as the Electrolysis of water, both kinds of
active Oxigen (⊕ and �) make their appearance, the former in the shape of
HO + ⊕.

Having these many years considered the said slow combustion of phos-
phorus as the type of all the slow oxidations, which inorganic and organic
bodies undergo in the moist atmospheric air or pure common oxigen, I sus-
pected, that the peroxide of hydrogen might be produced, if not in all (from
secondary reasons) at least in a great number of cases and directed therefore
my attention first to the slow oxidation of the more readily oxidable metallic
bodies. My conjecture proved correct, having already found out that half a
dozen of metals during their slow oxidation give rise to the formation of very
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appreciable quantities of HO2, as you will perceive from the statements to
follow. To ascertain with full certainty small quantities of that compound,
I first wanted proper i.e. most delicate tests for HO2 and I fully succeeded
in finding out more than one of that description, in corroboration of which
I may tell you, that by the means of them I am able to detect the millionth
part of the said peroxide contained in water and even less than that. These
tests depend upon the oxidizing and reducing effects produced by HO2 upon
certain substances. Dilute paste of starch containing some jodide of potas-
sium, if it be mixt up with water containing but half a millionth of HO2 is
within a very short time colored dark blue on adding some drops of a weak
dissolution of any protoxide salt of iron to the mixture. The dilute dissolution
of HO2 slightly acidulated by SO3 discharges the red color of an acidulated
dissolution of the permanganate of potash (by reducing the acid of that salt
to the protoxide of manganese). HO2 even in a most dilute state throws down
prussian blue out of a mixture of most dilute dissolutions of the red cyanide
of potassium and any peroxide salt of iron (by reducing Fe2O3 to FeO). Most
dilute HO2 colored blue by some Indigo solution is rapidly discolored on
adding some drops of a dilute solution of iron vitriol to the mixture. A dilute
solution of chromic acid is certainly a less delicate test for HO2, than the
mentioned ones are, but its property of being colored azureblue by water
containing but 1

20000 of HO2 makes it in many cases a valuable and practical
test, which I always use when I have to deal with water somewhat rich in
HO2. Now by the means of those tests I have of late ascertained that during
the slow oxidation of Zinc, Cadmium, Lead, Tin, Bismuthum and Copper
(effected by moist common oxgyen or atmospheric air) perceptable quanti-
ties of HO2 are always formed conjointly with the oxides of those metals.
To produce HO2, some of the metals being in a state of mechanical division
as Zinc, Cadmium and Lead, have but to be put in contact with pure water
and atmospheric air for a very short time, but I find it more convenient to
amalgamate first the metals with mercury. Take for instance 100 grammes of
Zinc filings, and the same quantity of Mercury, put them into a tumbler filled
with dilute sulphuric acid, stir up the metals by a glass rod and you will soon
have a grossly powdered Amalgama. Now, after having that metallic mix-
ture washed with water, put it loosely into a funnel, set upon a bottle, let a
very thin vein of distilled water run over the amalgama, and by the means of
dilute paste of starch containing Jodide of potassium, you will already detect
peroxide of hydrogen in the water having passed (in the manner indicated)
only once over the amalgama, if you add to a mixture of both some drops of
a solution of Ironvitriol &c.– If you shake for a few seconds the said amal-
gama together with air and 100 grammes of distilled water, the latter will
have the property of striking blue the paste of starch on adding to it a couple
of drops of a dilute solution of any protoxide salt of iron. Water containing
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1% of SO3, all circumstances being the same, produces more HO2 than pure
water does. You may satisfy yourself with one instance. Take 100 grammes
of a still liquid amalgama of Lead, shake it with 100 grammes of the men-
tioned acidulated water and atmospheric air for 5–6 minutes, separate by
filtering the sulfate formed from the water, add to the latter some drops of
a dilute solution of Chromic acid and your liquid will be transiently turned
azureblue, a proof of the presence of HO2. If you shake one volume of the
said acidulated water, two volumes of pure Ether and some drops of a dilute
solution of CrO3 together, the ether assumes a still deeper blue color. The
same acidulated water of course discharges the color of the permanganate
solution &c. In saying so much about this matter, I must not omit to add
that the quantity of HO2 formed under the circumstances, reaches soon its
maximum which does not go beyond 1

6000 of the quantity of acidulated water
employed. The reason of this fact is obvious. I shall not enter into any more
details about the subject, hoping to find soon an opportunity for sending you
a paper containing all the particulars about this highly interesting formation
of HO4

2. From the facts above stated and others not mentioned I am led to con-
jecture, that all the slow oxidations taking place in the moist atmospheric air
depend upon what I call “the chemical polarisation of neutral oxigen” i.e. that
this act always precedes that of real oxidataion. The oxidable matter being
eager to combine with � and water with ⊕ to produce HO + ⊕, determine
that mysterious polarisation of O in a similar manner as HO2 is sometimes
decomposed, if placed between two substances, one of which attracts the
oxigen, the other the hydrogen of the compound. But be that as it may, per-
fectly sure is now the fact, that in a number of cases of slow oxidation the
counterpart or antipode of � makes its appearance in the shape of HO + ⊕
and that the latter compound also acts an important part in those slow oxida-
tions. I am inclined to suspect, that the chemical polarisation of O is deeply
concerned in animal respiration and many other chemical actions going on in
nature, but I will not yet talk about these matters. It seems that the late results
of my researches tend to increase a little our insight in the workings of our
chemical Hero, and you may therefore easily imagine, that I pursue my inves-
tigations on that really wonderful body with a zeal bordering upon mental
excitement.

Mrs. Schoenbien and my children are, as to body, tolerably well, but the
severe loss of our dearest Emilia still presses very heavily upon us all and
most particularly upon the mind of my poor wife. That great physician Time
has not yet healed much.

With the deepest regret I learn from you, that poor Miss Hornblower is
far from having obtained the desired result from the painful operation she was
obliged to undergo some months ago. Pray, remember me most kindly to her
and express to the suffering Lady my fullest sympathy. It requires certainly
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an uncommon degree of moral strength and before all a most absolute sub-
mission to the will of God, to maintain herself in a tolerable condition of mind
and spirits. Before closing my long letter, I ask you the favor to present my
kindest regards to Mrs. Faraday, your Niece and relations, who were so very
kind to my beloved daughter who is now no more.

Pray, don’t be too long in writing me and be assured, that every word
coming from you is of the highest value to

Your | most attached friend | C.F. Schoenbein

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street |
London

1. Letter 3645.
2. A slight misquotation of William Shakespeare, Hamlet, III, 1, 65.
3. ‘Leisure with dignity’.
4. Schoenbein (1860).

Letter 3664
Faraday to William Thomson
28 October 1859
From the original in BL add MS 48983, f. 3

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
28 Oct 1859

My dear Thomson,
I have received by post a number of diagrams – apparently lines of

magnetic force with transverse lines – perhaps lines of direction of motion –
but there is no explanation of their particular object – nor any note with or
about them – Are they from you? I have a vague notion that you spoke to me
about some such thing but have forgotten all about it[·]

Is your delicate static electrometer manufactured yet? and if so what is
the price of a most delicate one?– It ought to be visible at a distance. If we
require one can you order its making?

I think I heard you speak of some other electrometer employed by
Dellman1 & another employed in the investigation of Ohm’s2 law – or am
I mistaken[?]3

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Johann Friedrich Georg Dellmann (1805–1870, P1, 3). Professor of Mathematics at
Kreuznach.
2. Georg Simon Ohm (1789–1854, DSB). German physicist.
3. Thomson (1856c, 1859, 1860a).
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Letter 3665
William Thomson to Faraday
31 October 1859
From the original in NUL MS Misc 48

2 College, Glasgow | 31 Oct 1859
My dear Sir,

The diagrams which came to you by post1 were from Professor Clerk
Maxwell. He wished to speak of them to you at Aberdeen2 but I suppose did
not find an opportunity in the closely packed time.

The curves represent lines of force, or lines of motion of a fluid, for
various cases in which their directions are all parallel to one plane. In every
such case the set of curves which cut a set of lines of force perpendicularly
are themselves a set of lines of force for another case; and therefore each of
the diagrams bears a double interpretation. The best electrical application is
to lines of atmospheric–electric force in the neighbourhood of a long straight
mound, or mountain ridge, or trench, with a section of any form – In such a
case you will see that, except near the ends of the line of elevation or depres-
sion, the lines of force will be all parallel to one plane, namely to any plane
perpendicular to that line. Among Maxwell’s diagrams you will find one,
for instance, which shows the lines of electric force in the neighbourhood of
a long semicylindrical mound. The surfaces which we mathematicians call
surfaces of equal potential (after George Green’s3 definition) will be shown
in the diagram by the lines perpendicular to the lines of force. In the case of
the semicylindrical mound, the surfaces of equal potential commence, at the
earth,

with the plane & curved surface of the earth, & approximate to parallel planes,
at greater & greater heights. The curves showing these surfaces, are [like]
lines of motion of water round a long cylindrical bar carried in a direction
perpendicular to its length.

I am now having a reflection electrometer made for Kew, to act as a self
recording instrument for atmospheric observation. The same kind of instru-
ment will I believe be the best for general experimental purposes in which
an electrometer of the highest sensibility is required. It will also answer for
lecture illustrations, but for elementary instruction perhaps one such as you
saw at Aberdeen4 showing its whole action and construction, and distracting
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the mind less from the electrical topic, may be preferred. I could have an
instrument of either kind constructed for you if you please, and it would be
a great pleasure to me to take charge of it should you wish to have one made.
The last which I had made (much improved on the one you saw) cost £11. I do
not think the appliances for reflection will add much to the cost, but I shall
soon be able to have an exact estimate sent should you desire it.

Believe me | Yours very truly | William Thomson
Professor Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday: Thomson on Dellmans5 mode of observing electricity –
British Association Aug 1856 p17 of notices | Athenaeum – No. 15056

1. See letter 3664.
2. At the meeting of the British Association.
3. George Green (1793–1841, ODNB). Mathematician in Nottingham and then Cambridge.
4. See Thomson (1859, 1860a).
5. Johann Friedrich Georg Dellmann (1805–1870, P1, 3). Professor of Mathematics at Kreuznach.
6. Thomson (1856c) reported in Athenaeum, 30 August 1856, pp. 1091–2.

Letter 3666
William Hallowes Miller to Faraday
c.31 October 18591

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 19
My dear Faraday

Some time since you asked me if I knew whether General Laval Count
Nugent2 whose name stands in the list of members of the Royal Institution
was alive or not3.

It appears from an extract from Sir Bernard Burke’s4 vicissitudes of fam-
ilies 2nd Edition5, quoted in the Illustrated London News of Oct 15, 1859 page
3766 that he was alive very recently – since the death of F.M. Radetzky7 – It is
not a week since I inquired about him in a letter to Haidinger8.

very truly your | W.H. Miller

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to the Illustrated London News.
2. Lavall, Count Nugent (1777–1862, ODNB). Irish-born Austrian field marshal.
3. He was elected an Honorary Member of the Royal Institution in 1829. RI MS GM, 2 November
1829, 4: 54.
4. John Bernard Burke (1814–1892, ODNB). Ulster King of Arms and Keeper of the State Papers
in Ireland.
5. Burke (1859), 8–9.
6. ‘An Irish Field Marshall’, Ill. Lond. News, 15 October 1859, 35: 376.
7. Johann Josef Wenzel Radetzky (1766–1858, OBL). Austrian army officer.
8. Wilhelm Karl Haidinger (1795–1871, DSB). Austrian mineralogist.
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Letter 3667
Faraday to William Thomson
2 November 1859
From the original in BL add MS 48983, f. 4

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], London,
W. Royal Institution | 2 Nov 1859

My dear Sir,
I am very much obliged for your last1, and have been looking over the

curves with its assistance. I do not find the particular case of a long mound in
the earth which you refer to but I think I have understood all except perhaps
one. By the writing of the address I think they came to me from you so I return
them to you by post with many thanks to you and Professor Maxwell.

I am very glad too to hear of the Electrometer[·] My reason for writing
to you was as follows. Our Managers have a fund founded by Sir Henry
Holland2 for the purchase of certain pieces of apparatus3 it is limited in extent
but if in consideration I find that one of your electrometers is a suitable object I
mean to propose it4. I think we should need the reflexion appliances inasmuch
as we ought to make all our apparatus serve to demonstrate to the Members
the facts & discoveries in science. When your instrument comes to Kew and
you have as you say a more exact estimate I should be very glad to know.

Both your instrument and your application of it to atmospheric elec-
tricity interests me most deeply. Are you inclined (supposing it would suit
with your convenience) to tell the story to our Members on one of the Friday
Evenings of the next season5? It would be a very great pleasure to me to hear
you here

I often think of Mrs. Thomson & her sisters & the friends at Aberdeen6[·]
Pray remember me earnestly as well as kindly to Your wife[·]

Ever Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor W. Thomson

1. Letter 3665.
2. Henry Holland (1788–1873, ODNB). Fashionable physician. Physician Extraordinary to
Queen Victoria from 1837 and Physician in Ordinary to Prince Albert from 1840.
3. See RI MM, 4 April 1859, 11: 273–4.
4. This is not listed as having been purchased from the Holland Fund. RI MS F5B, p. 128.
5. Thomson (1860b), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 May 1860.
6. Where Faraday stayed while attending the meeting of the British Association.

Letter 3668
Faraday to Carlo Matteucci
5 November 18591

From an extract in Bianchi (1874), 218–9
La condizione della mi salute s’aggrava sempre più, e non so come pro-

cedono gli afari, perchè quando leggo, non posso rammentarmi le cose lette,
per cui tralascio di leggere quello che dovrei. Ultimamente ho lavorato per
sei settimane intiere, sforzandomi d’ottenere dei risultati che infatti ottenni,
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ma tutti negativi. Ma il peggio si è che, guardando le mie note passate, trovo
d’avere constatato cogli esperimenti, otto e più mesi fa, gli stessi fatti, ed io
li avevo completamente dimenticati2. Ciò mi dà qualche fastidio, non già il
lavoro, ma la dimenticanza, perchè il lavoro senza memoria riesce inutile.

Con tutto ciò, ho migliaia di motivi d’essere soddisfatto, e se parlo di
questa condizione non è per lagnarmi, ma per spiegarla. Se potessi fare a
modo mio, non vi scriverei mai una letterea senza che contenesse qualche
soggetto scienifico. Invece, il caso vuole che siano tutte prive d’interesse come
la presente. Pure, sinchè non vi dia noia, continuerò a scrivervi, non fosse per
altro che per ringraziarvi delle vostre importanti notizie, e per dirvi che sono
sempre l’amico vostro.

TRANSLATION
The condition of my health becomes ever more serious and I do not know
how things go on, because when I read, I cannot remember what I have read
and thus I omit to read what I should. Lately, I worked for six whole weeks,
straining to obtain results which I in fact obtained, but all negative. But the
worst of it is that, looking over my previous notes, I find that I had verified
by experimentation, eight or more months ago, the same facts, and I had
completely forgotten them2. This vexed me somewhat, not just the work but
the forgetfulness, because work without memory proves to be useless.

Despite all this, I have thousands of reasons to be satisfied, and if I speak
of my condition, it is not to complain but to explain myself. If I could do as I
wished, I would not write a letter to you unless it contained some scientific
subject. Instead, the reality is that they are all devoid of interest, like the
present one. However, if you do not mind, I shall continue to write to you,
if for no other reason, than to thank you for your important news and to tell
you that I am still your friend.

1. Date as given in Branchi (1874), 218.
2. This would appear to refer to Faraday’s work on the relationship gravity to other forces that
he undertook in March 1859 (Faraday, Diary, 4–28 March 1859, 7: 15822–906). Though there is
no record of any experiments in his Diary for October 1859, it is possible that he may have been
writing his paper on the subject (see letters 3788 and 3790).

Letter 3669
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
7 November 1859
From the original in RGO6/408, f. 388

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
7 Nov 1859

My dear Sir,
I would rather you should think me a little intrusive than think that I

and all ours are not charmed to hear you. But I do not wish to intrude; I am
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only anxious that if you are inclined to favour us in the coming season, such
inclination should not fail through the want of that attention which takes the
form of asking. In fact I am trying to ask for the Institution in such a manner
as not in the least to trouble you if you say no and yet to express our sense of
pleasure & thankfulness if you say yes1.

Sometimes friends who are inclined ask as to what subject. It is not for
me to suggest to you but I know I should like to hear about time the reasons
derived both from Railway & Shipping why it should be alike (or not) all over
our islands & the means of making it accurately so[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Very faithfully Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Airy did not deliver a Friday Evening Discourse during 1860.

Letter 3670
William Thomson to Faraday
7 November 1859
From the original in NUL MS Misc 48

2 College, Glasgow | 7 Nov 1859
My dear Sir,

The diagrams were drawn for you1 by Clerk Maxwell but they chanced
to be addressed by Mr. Macfarlane, my assistant, whose hand is often mis-
taken for mine. They were left for him to look at for a day at Aberdeen2,
as he had been engaged in drawing some similar sets of curves to illustrate
atmospheric electricity.

I now send you two of them which show the lines of atmospheric force
in the neighbourhood of elevations and depressions of various forms[·]

If you cover the lower part of No (1) placed with “Air” up, with the
piece of white paper marked “Earth”, you will see what I said regarding the
semicircular mound. If you take the same diagram with one of the sides up,
and cover the lower part with the piece of paper with the curved indentation,
placing it in the position indicated by the marks and *, you will see the aërial
field of electric force over a ravine.

If you cover the central circle of the same diagram with the circle of paper,
placing the two points which are marked on one side of it in the positions in
which curves meet making angles outside the circle, you will see the lines
of force about a conducting cylinder insulated in a uniform field of electric
force. The curves cutting those lines of force at right angles, are the lines
of flow of water meeting and bending round a cylinder held perpendicular
to the stream: or the lines of magnetic force about a cylinder of infinitely
diamagnetic substance placed in a uniform field of magnetic force.

I showed the corresponding set of diagrams for a sphere, instead of a
cylinder, at the meeting of the British Assn. at Belfast in 1852.
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If you cover part of No 2 with the paper marked “Tableland” &c in the
manner indicated, you will see the lines of force over a piece of stratified
sea coast, with land rising vertically and sloping up to a level according to a
regular curve. The same diagram turned the other way shows lines of force
over a straight mountain ridge, or elevated mound, of the form shown in
section by the marked curve.

All these illustrations are applicable only when there are no electrified
clouds or masses of air in the neighbourhood.

I must ask you to pardon me for troubling you with all this, which
I do only because, from your letter, I thought you might be interested in
illustrations of atmospheric electricity[·]

If you desire it I shall send you all the other diagrams immediately, or I
shall bring them with me to give you the first time I have an opportunity of
seeing you.

To myself it would be a great pleasure, although accompanied with
not a small degree of anxiety, to have the prospect of giving a lecture on
Atmospheric Electricity to the Royal Institution3. My time during the session
of the College here is engaged with scarcely any interval long enough to allow
me to undertake anything at a distance, before May. If however it should be
desired that I should lecture on Atmospheric Electricity on one of the evenings
after the 1st. of May, I shall be willing to do so.

I shall not omit to let you know as soon as possible how I succeed in the
way of reflecting electrometers. I hope soon to have one ready to try.

I heard of you yesterday from Mr. Crawford, and was sorry to learn that
you had suffered from the rough work in the Channel4. I hope now you are
feeling quite well again.

With kind regards in which Mrs. Thomson joins, I remain,
Yours very truly | William Thomson

1. See letter 3667.
2. At the meeting of the British Association.
3. Thomson (1860b), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 May 1860.
4. See letter 3662.

Letter 3671
Frederick Augustus Abel1 to Faraday
7 November 1859
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 17

Rl Arsenal, Woolwich | 7 Nov 1859
My dear Sir,

I will not fail to bear young Mr. Vincent in mind. I was in hopes, on two
occasions, to have procured an engagement for him & am very sorry that I
was unsuccessful.
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I called upon you with my Brother in Law Mr. Frederick Field – who
is just now staying with me and was desirous to have the pleasure of seeing
you again, on his return from Chili.

I am, my dear Sir | yours sincerely | F.A. Abel
Dr. Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Frederick Augustus Abel (1827–1902, ODNB). Professor of Chemistry at Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, 1852–1888.

Letter 3672
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
11 November 1859
From the original press copy in RGO6/408, f. 389–90

Royal Observatory Greenwich, SE | 11 Nov 1859
My dear Sir,

I am not ashamed of my delay in answering your letter of 7th1, because
I could not help it, but I am sorry for it. But pity the condition of a poor man
who, when he finds several of his natural employments converging on him
more than usual, is also suddenly attacked in manner following. The Sale of
Gas Act was passed on August 13, and the Treasury had three months given
them (to Nov 13) to prepare the necessary apparatus at the Exchequer. The
Treasury went out grouse shooting and forgot all about it till an advanced
day in October and then called on me, first to say what was to be done (which
I had to learn, ab initio) secondly to do it. And this has given me abundance
of work, not yet finished2.

Now to your Royal Institution request. Depend on it that no word from
you passes unnoticed by me. But I am rather jaded at present, and do not like
much to make a positive engagement. But I will duly think on it, and assuredly
will think on the subject which you indicate; and will report to you. My first
idea was, that the communication of Accurate Time would make rather mea-
gre subject, but on consideration it widens out a good deal. Thus – simply
sympathetic clocks. Clocks maintained by themselves but partially regulated
by other clocks. Great Clock at London Bridge for distributing signals. Appa-
ratus at Lothbury for sending simultaneous signals along numerous railways.
Primary time signal from Greewich. Drop of time ball at Deal, and its return
signal. Dr. [word illegible] &c. Peculiar adjustment of Post Office clocks &c.

Is this the class of subjects of which you were thinking?
There are two disadvantages 1st. A good deal of apparatus would be

required: 2nd. Our galvanic communication is in so bad a state that we cannot
at present do all this, and it would then seem absurd to describe it3.

Yours my dear Sir, very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday
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1. Letter 3669.
2. See Airy, W. (1896), 237.
3. Airy did not deliver a Friday Evening Discourse during 1860.

Letter 3673
Georges-Mathilde-Ernest Degrand to Faraday
11 November 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/103
MINISTERE | DE L’AGRICULTURE DU COMMERCE | ET DES TRAVAUX
PUBLIQUES | PONTS ET CHAUSSÉES | SERVICE CENTRAL | DES |
PHARES ET DU BALISAGE. | ÉTABLISSEMENT CENTRAL | (Quai de
Billy N◦. 58)

A Paris, le 11 Novembre 1859 | L’Ingénieur ordinaire
du Service central des Phares et du Balisage |

à Monsieur Le Professeur Faraday
Cher et honoré Monsieur,

Conformement aux ordres de Monsieur l’inspecteur General Reynaud
je viens d’adresser à Monsieur l’Amiral Gordon une caisse contenant des
échantillons des divers lentilles moulées que nous avons déjà fait exécuter.

Comme les specimens seront sans doute soumis à votre examen, j’ai
pensé que vous me pardonneriez la liberté que je prends de venir vous fournir
à leur sujet quelques indications.

Vous savez, Monsieur, que le moulage des lentilles n’est certaine-
ment pas chose entièrement nouvelle; la première lentille à echelons qui
ait existé, celle qui avait appartenu à Buffon1 était en une seule pièce et
avait par conséquent été moulée; sans aller chercher si loin, depuis un cer-
tain nombre d’années on a exécuté en France de petits fanaux pour les
navires dont l’appareil n’est autre chose qu’une lentille moulée; mais dans
les divers essais qui avaient été faits, soit qu’on eut laissé de trop grandes
differences d’épaisseur entre les différentes parties des lentilles, soit que les
profils eussent été mal calculés, les résultats obtenus avaient été à peu près
négatifs.

Le principal mérite des échantillons que nous envoyons à la corporation
de Trinity House, c’est donc d’être assez bien réussis pour que l’éclairage qu’ils
produisent soit comparable à celui obtenu des verres taillés de dimensions
analogues.

Il est probable que ce résultat, indépendamment des dispositions spé-
cials adoptés pour les moules, tient surtout à ce qu’en multipliant les echelons,
les saillies sont devenus beaucoup moindres et que par suite le moulage a pu
devenir plus exact.

Ainsi les deux pièces de manchon cylidrique marqués E/1 et E/2 me
semblent proportionnellement donner des résultats plus satisfaisants que
celles marquées D/1, D/2, D/3, D/4 dont les saillies sont beaucoup plus
forts.
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Cependant dans le manchon E/1 et E/2 les choses ont été peut être
poussées à l’extrème afin d’obtenir une sorte de glace striée lenticulaire, et
d’après les expériences que nous avons déjà faites, je pense que ce serait
un moyen terme entre les pièces E et les pièces D qui donnerait sous le
rapport de l’epaisseur de verre et des nombres d’echelons les meilleurs
résultats

Il ne faut donc pas considérer les échantillons envoyés comme le dernier
mot de ce qu’on peut obtenir par ce procédé, mais bien comme des spécimens
de nature à donner une idée de ce qu’on obtiendra certainement lorsqu’on
aura acquis une plus grande expérience dans ce genre de travail encore tout
nouveau pour la cristallerie qui l’exécute.

Voici la liste de Vos échantillons avec l’indication des repaires qui servi-
ront à réunir les diverses pièces d’une même lentille dans le cas où on voudrait
les monter sur des armatures.

II A/1 et A/2 … sont les deux moitiés d’une lentille annulaire plan-
convexe de 0m,255 de largeur sur 0m,51 de hauteur et de 0m,30 de distance
focale principale. = Cette lentille est semblable à celles de la partie mobile
de l’appareil de Walde et son effet utile a été trouvé presque supérieur à celui
d’une lentille en verre taillé de dimensions analogues.

III B/1 et B/2 … sont le deux parties d’un douzième de manchons cylin-
driques à feu fixe semblable à celui de la partie fixe de l’appareil de Walde = La
distance focale principale ou rayon de manchon est de 0,23.

Cette lentille, comme la précédente, est destinée à être illuminée par une
lampe à deux mèch[e]s concentriques du genre de celles du 3e ordre.

VI & VII C/1, C/2 C/3 … sont trois spécimens d’anneaux catadiop-
triques de l’appareil de Walde = ils ont cela de particulier qu’ils sont à
échelons, mais du reste ils laissent à désirer; et ceux placés sur l’appareil
sont de beaucoup supérieurs.

IV D/1, D/2, D/3, D/4 … sont les quatre portions d’un quart de man-
chons à feu fixe de 0m,30 de diamètre = D’áprès les expériences faites avec
M Reynaud ce simple tambour produit un effet égal à celui d’un appareil entier
catadioptrique de 0m,30 en verre taillé bien que celui-ci soit disposé pour utiliser
un angle de lumière plus considérable.

Les échelons extrèmes des pièces marquées D/1 et D/4 ne laissent passer
que très peu de lumière et à l’avenir on diminuera les pièces de 0,05 chacune
de manière à ne donner au manchon qu’une hauteur totale de 0m,40; ils seront
employés dans cet état pour feux de port.

V E/1 et E/2 . . . sont les deux parties d’un quart de cylindre à feu fixe
de 0m,26 de diamètre interieur. Les verres de ce genre employés pour feux de
port donnent un éclairage de Sept becs carées, tandis que les appareils indiraux
que nous avons employés jusqu’à présent (appareils à réflecteurs) ne donnent
que quatre becs seulement en dépensant plus d’huile et en coûtant plus cher à
établir.
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Nous avons déjà en service en France 6 fanaux en verre strié de ce genre
et on est très satisfait du résultat obtenu.

Je vous demande mille pardons, Cher et honoré Monsieur, de vous avoir
dérangé un instant de vos nombreuses et importantes occupations en venant
vous donner d’aussi longs détails au sujet de cet envoi de verre moulés, mais
vous nous avez laissé paraitre tant de sentiments bienveillants lorsque nous
avons eu l’honneur, Monsieur l’inspect. G-al. Reynaud et moi de nous trouver
en rapport avec vous, que j’ai pensé que vous m’excuseriez = même si je l’ai
fait trop longuement = d’être venu vous entretenir d’un objet qui a paru vous
inspirer quelque intéret lorsque vous avez bien voulu examiner l’appareil du
fanal de Walde près de Calais.

Permettez-moi de profiter de cette circonstance pour vous prier, cher et
honoré Monsieur, d’agréer l’expression des sentiments de respect et de haute
considération avec lesquels je suis | Votre bien dévoué serviteur | Degrand

TRANSLATION
MINISTERE | DE L’AGRICULTURE DU COMMERCE | ET DES TRAVAUX
PUBLIQUES | PONTS ET CHAUSSÉES | SERVICE CENTRAL | DES |
PHARES ET DU BALISAGE. | ÉTABLISSEMENT CENTRAL | (Quai de
Billy N◦. 58)

Paris, 11 November 1859 | The senior engineer
of the Central Service of Lights and Beacons |

to Mr. Professor Faraday
Dear and honored Sir,

In accordance with the orders of Inspector General Reynaud, I have just
sent to Admiral Gordon a case containing various moulded lentil samples
that we have already made.

As the specimens will probably be submitted to your scrutiny, I thought
that you would forgive the liberty that I take to provide you with some details
about them.

You know, Sir, that the moulding of lentils is certainly not an entirely new
thing; the first rib lentil in existence, was the one that belonged to Buffon1:
it was made of one single piece and had therefore been moulded; without
searching too far, for a number of years, the apparatus used in small lanterns
for French ships has been nothing other than a moulded lentil; but in the
various tests that had been done, rather negative results had been obtained,
either because too great differences of thickness between the different parts
of the lentil had been left, or because their profiles had been badly calculated.

The main merit of the samples that we are sending to the Corporation
of Trinity House, is, therefore, that they have been rather well made, so that
the light that they produce can be compared to that of cut lenses of similar
dimensions.
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It is likely that this result, independent of the special care taken with
the moulds, comes, above all, from the fact that in multiplying the ribs, the
unevenness has become a lot less pronounced and thus the mould has become
more precise.

Thus the two pieces of the cylindrical mantle labelled E/1 and E/2 seem
to me to give proportionately better results than those marked D/1, D/2, D/3,
D/4 of which the unevenness is much more marked.

However, in the mantle E/1 and E/2 things have been pushed to their
limit in order to obtain a kind of lens glass with straies and following the
experiments we have already carried out, I think that somewhere between
pieces E and pieces D would, with regard to the thickness of the glass and the
number of ribs, produce the best results.

Please do not consider the samples we have sent as the best that can be
obtained by this process, but as specimens to give an indication of what
will certainly be achieved when greater experience has been acquired in
this kind of work, which is still very new to the glassworks that is carrying
it out.

Below is a list of the samples with an indication of the pairings that will
serve to unite the various pieces of a same lentil should you wish to test them.

II A/1 and A/2 . . . are the two halves of a plano-convex annular lentil
of width 25.5 cms, height 51 cms and main focal length of 30 cms.– This lentil
is similar to the lentils in the mobile part of the apparatus at Walde and its
useful effect has been found to be nearly superior to that of a cut glass lentil of
similar dimensions.

III B/1 and B/2 . . . are the two parts of a dozen cylindrical mantles with
fixed light similar to the fixed part of the apparatus at Walde – the principal
focal length or mantle beam is 23 cms.

This lentil, like the previous one, should be lit by a lamp with two
concentric wicks of the kind of those of the third order.

VI & VII C/1, C/2, C/3 . . . are three examples of catadioptric rings of the
apparatus at Walde – only the fact that they are ribbed is of interest, but, as to
the rest, they leave much to be desired; and those mounted in the apparatus
are much superior.

IV D/1, D/2, D/3, D/4 . . . are the four quarters of a four-part mantle
with fixed light of a diameter of 30 cms – according to the experiments carried
out with Mr. Reynaud this simple hoop produces an effect equal to that of an entire
catadioptric apparatus of 30 cms of cut glass even though the former is disposed
to produce a considerably larger angle of light.

The outside ribs of the pieces marked D/1 and D/4 let but a very little
light through and in the future each of the pieces will be reduced by 5 cms so
as to give the mantle a total height of 40 cms; they will be used in this state
as port lights.
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V E/1 and E/2 . . . are two pieces of a four-part cylinder with fixed light
of an interior diameter of 26 cms. Lenses of this kind used as port lights give
a level of light of seven square burners whilst the indirect apparatus which we
have used up to now (apparatus with reflectors) gives only [the equivalent of]
four burners whilst using more oil and being more expensive to set up.

We already have in use in France six lights of glass with straies of this
type and the results obtained are very satisfactory.

I ask a thousand pardons, dear and honourable Sir, to have taken you
away for an instant from your numerous and important occupations, in hav-
ing just given you such extensive details on the subject of moulded lenses,
but you showed us so much kindness when we had the honour, Inspector
General Raynaud and I, to be in contact with you, that I thought you would
excuse me – even if I have done so at length – for talking to you on a subject
which seemed to inspire some interest when you expressed a wish to examine
the light apparatus at Walde near Calais.

Permit me to take advantage of this circumstance to ask you, dear and
honourable Sir, to accept the sentiments of respect and high esteem, with
which I am,

Your very devoted servant | Degrand

1. For an expanded discussion of this, see letter 3687.

Letter 3674
John Tyndall to Faraday
16 November 1859
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4092

Royal Institution | 16 Nov 1859
My dear Mr. Faraday,

Would you think for a moment at your leisure over the subject of this
letter1. I have already had one from Playfair2, to which I have replied in
the terms indicated in the first lines of his present letter. I have also been
called upon by people of influence from Edinburgh, unconnected with the
University3.

I want as much light as possible on the question before deciding and
therefore I am anxious to secure the thoughts of yourself and one or two more
of my friends – my own feelings are distinct enough. Still a case of the kind
is too important to be decided without reflection[·]

Ever yours | J. Tyndall

1. Playfair to Tyndall, 12 November 1959, RI MS JT/1/P/118.
2. Playfair to Tyndall, 9 November 1959, RI MS JT/1/P/117.
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3. This refers to Tyndall becoming a candidate for the chair of natural philosophy in Edinburgh.
He declined the invitation and Peter Guthrie Tait (1831–1901, ODNB), Professor of Mathematics
at Queen’s College, Belfast, 1854–1860, was elected. See Eve and Creasey (1945), 82.

Letter 3675
Faraday to John Tyndall
c.17 November 18591

From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4150
Private

15 Nov 1859 [sic]
My dear Tyndall,

I really cannot advise you; I can only tell you what I should do, and
what I did do, under like circumstances2. When the chair of Chemistry
was offered me under the strongest private assurances of the authorities,
I declined it3. It was all a matter of feeling with me, but the feeling was
that, if I had a sufficient moderate income in London, nothing would make
me change London for Edinburgh. Others might reverse the terms, and say
nothing should bring them to London, so that really I have no advice to give;
for I suppose I may now assume that you have a competency in London,
and that all beyond will come under the points of honour, prosperity, or
pleasure.

Ever, my dear Tyndall | Truly yours | M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis that this is the reply to letter 3674.
2. See letter 3674 and note 3.
3. See letter 3429.

Letter 3676
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
17 November 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/100

Trinity House, London, EC | 17 Nov 1859
Sir,

The Elder Brethren are desirous of your opinion on various points con-
nected with a Fog Bell, which is to be placed on the Start Point, about
30 yards seaward of the Light House and about 76 feet above the level of
the Sea.

I herewith enclose a rough outline of the proposed method of suspend-
ing the Bell, and also one which will shew the direction in which it is chiefly
desirable to throw the sound.

The First Question is, whether a Sounding Board placed over the Bell
and one in its rear (i.e. on the land side of it) might not tend to increase the
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sound in the desired direction, – and if so, secondly, whether the sounding
Board should be of wood or iron. The perishable nature of wood renders iron
preferable, if it is likely to prove as efficient in throwing off Sound.

Thirdly, in case you recommend iron, whether there would be any dis-
advantage in making use of corrugated iron, as being lighter and less liable
to bend.

Fourthly, it is proposed to slope the platform beneath the Bell, do you
think any advantage would be gained by covering the slope with metal plates
in the direction the sound is to be projected.

The size or rather weight of the Bell, whose sound in fogs ought to be
heard 3 miles, is another point on which we should be glad to have your
advice.

The Bell will be struck by weights or hammers, working on the Ball and
Socket Plan at either end of an iron bar, which will be made to revolve by
Machinery.

The Revolving Apparatus will be protected from the weather by a house
in the rear of the Bell, one end of which will be formed by the sounding boards,
as shewn in the Drawing.
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These are the chief points the Elder Brethren will be glad to have your
opinion on, but any other general observations will also be gladly received.

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq. F.R.S. | &c &c &c

Letter 3677
William Thomson to Faraday
17 November 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

2 College, Glasgow | 17 Nov 1859
My dear Sir,

I have made an experiment today which illustrates remarkably the elec-
tropolar state which you have always urged must exist in the particles of an
electrolyte between two metals having different degrees of affinity for one of
its elements; and I cannot deny myself the pleasure of immediately telling
you of it.

An uninsulated can of water was placed so as to discharge its contents
through a vertical copper pipe and fine nozzle of copper in a stream breaking
into drops after about an inch, and falling into an insulated jar connected with
an electrometer.
A tube of metal, either zinc, composition (chiefly copper), or common sheet
copper, was sometimes held round the stream of water and sometimes it was
left simply with air and the walls of the room round it. In the last mentioned
case the electrometer quickly showed strong negative, because the air of the
room and a plate glass electrical machine not far off which had been in use,
electrified the uninsulatedmetal tube & issuing stream negatively by influence.
When a copper tube was held round the stream the electrometer showed little
or no effect. When a piece of bent sheet zinc was held in the hand round
the stream, & the vertical copper pipe was touched by the same hand, the
electrometer shewed nothing or slight positive. When a metal wire connected
the sheet zinc round the stream with the copper pipe from which the stream
issued, the electrometer very quickly gathered a strong negative charge. In
30 secs: it showed 65◦ negative. When a composition metal (nearly copper)
tube was used, the electrometer gathered 7◦ neg. in the 30 secs. When a wide
zinc tube, about 6 inches diameter & 12 inches long was held vertically so
that the stream broke into drops about its centre the electrometer gathered
negative quickly, provided the zinc was connected by metal with the copper
from which the water issued. By using a well insulated support a spark may
readily be obtained by allowing the charge to gather. I shall write to you when
I have got one.
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That the result must be as I found it seemed obvious before I made the
experiment, from the following considerations.
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If the two water arcs (moist cotton wicks for instance) shown on the sketch are
brought together a current flows in the direction shown by the arrowhead.
Hence before the ends of the water arcs are united it must tend to flow and
these opposed ends must be oppositely electrified;– that connected with the
zinc positively and that connected with the copper negatively. If drops from
the former are allowed to fall through a hole in the zinc they must each carry
away, negative electricity, by the dynamical power of the gravitation of the
water, and communicate it to any conductor into which they may be allowed
to fall.

This explains completely Volta’s contact & separation experiment, by
electrochemical action, if there be any moisture present between the plates.

For at the instant when the last point of metallic contact still exists the moist
film on the copper surface must be negative to the moist film on the zinc
surface; and the thinness of the separating air must make the quantity large
even for a small difference of potentials between the opposed water surfaces.
Immediately & even after contact (the insulation by glass handles being per-
fect) each metal has and keeps the electricity its (assumed moist) surface had
when opposed to the other, and thus the copper shows negative and the zinc
positive after separation. It would be important to try volta’s experiment in
artificially dried atmospheres of various gases.

The experiment which I made today was done by the aid of my divided
ring electrometer – Perhaps one cell Daniell would, as the electrometer stood
in the experiment, have given about 2◦ – The effects I observed are capable
of indefinite accumulation, &, to the extent I had them, would I believe have
shown on a gold leaf electrometer.

Believe me Yours most truly | William Thomson (T.O.)

P.S. I think I must ask that, if wanted to lecture on atmospheric
electricity1, I should have some time later than the 7th of May, as I fear I
should have no time for preparation sufficient before the 1st of the month.
Professor Faraday

1. Thomson (1860b), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 May 1860.
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Letter 3678
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
18 November 1859
From the original in RGO6/408, f. 391

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
London W | 18 Nov 1859

My dear Sir,
I and we thank you most heartily for your kind letter1[·] The class of

subjects you mention is exactly what I was thinking off [sic] and as to what is
not yet done your views of the future is as you may believe equal in interest
to your doings in the past. As to the much apparatus required I think Latimer
Clark would help us all he could and for the illustration &c of a discourse by
you I think. I may answer for any expence incurred under ten guineas[·]

If you decide to lay us under obligation and are as yet free in respect
of time would any part of March be agreeable? or else settle your own time
letting us know when you can2[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3672.
2. Airy did not deliver a Friday Evening Discourse during 1860.

Letter 3679
Faraday to William Thomson
19 November 1859
From the original in BL add MS 48983, f. 6

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 19 Nov 1859
My dear Sir,

Your experiment is most beautiful & striking1 and a wonderful proof
of the extent to which experiment may be carried by those who engraft it on
principle. I think I understand the whole of it and I conclude you can make the
dropping water bring away either P or N electricity according as the nozzle
from which the jet issues & the cylinder round the jet are of this or that metal.

I conclude I am right in assuming that static induction is set up all the
time across the air between the breaking stream & the surrounding cylinder
but what a curious variety of cases may be devised in that case since water
issuing from the same vessel with different jets & these surrounded by cylin-
ders of different metals would give so many changes from one water source[·]

Suppose Voltas experiment of contact and separation were made in per-
fectly dry naphtha or out of schist it ought to give no result if contact were
made at dry places of the metals. Whereas if a portion of the surface were
wetted & then contact made a result should be obtained. I shall be anxious to
hear of your educated results[·]
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There are five fridays after the 7th of May – but do not delay your evening
longer than is necessary2[·]

Respectful remembrances to Mrs. Thomson
from Yours ever truly | M. Faraday

1. See letter 3677.
2. Thomson (1860b), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 May 1860.

Letter 3680
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
19 November 1859
From the original press copy in RGO6/408, f. 392

19 Nov 1859
My dear Sir,

In various regards I should like the time of a proposed lecture1 to be well
delayed, first for my personal comfort, secondly because our Observatory
wires are almost inefficient [sic].

Moreover I should be much obliged if you would treat me as a masked
battery & not publish me for some time.

I am, my dear Sir | Yours most truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. See letter 3678.

Letter 3681
Donald MacFarlane to Faraday
19 November 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

College Glasgow | 19 Nov 1859
Sir,

Professor W. Thomson being at Edinburgh to day he desired me to send
you an account of an experiment he made yesterday.

A flat ring, one half copper and the other zinc truly turned was insulated
with its plane horizontal, a light aluminium index was suspended, by a fine
glass fibre centrally over the ring, the index was connected by a fine platinum
wire attached at its centre of motion, the wire hung vertically with its lower
end in a dish of sulphuric acid and was thereby in communication with a
conductor placed under the ring, the whole was inclosed in a case and the air
kept artificially dry, the position of rest of the index was made to be exactly
over the Copper & Zinc junction of the ring and the effect observed was, when
care was taken that the glass of the enveloping case was completely diselec-
trified a slight charge of positive electricity communicated to the conductor
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below caused the index to be attracted by the copper, and a slight negative
charge similarly applied caused the index to move towards the zinc.

I remain | Your Obedient Servant | D. M’Farlane

Letter 3682
Thomas Stevenson to Faraday
19 November 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2
Private

Edinburgh | 19 Nov 1859
My dear Sir,

Allow me to thank you for your kindness in sending me the notice
regarding the polyzonal lens1. In the Pamphlet2 which my brother3 and I
were forced although most reluctantly to publish we do not state that Buffon
proposed the built lens although there is some doubt even as to this. But one
thing is certain that Condorcet most distinctly described it as well as the means
which it afforded of correcting spherical aberration. We know therefore that
the polyzonal lens as now used in Lighthouses was first invented (for burning
purposes only) by Condorcet4 in 1780 while Fresnel was the first to publish
and the first to apply it to Lighthouses5[·]

With many thanks for your kind attention in which my brother joins
Believe me | ever faithfully yours | Thomas Stevenson

Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Possibly a reference to letter 3673.
2. Stevenson and Stevenson (1859).
3. David Stevenson (1815–1886, ODNB). Engineer to the Northern Lighthouse Board.
4. Marie-Jean-Antoine-Nicholas Caritat, Marquis de Condorcet (1743–1794, DSB). French
mathematician.
5. Fresnel (1822).

Letter 3683
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
21 November 1859
From the original in RGO6/408, f. 394

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 21 Nov 1859
My dear Sir,

How our letters must be crossing. I have yours of the 19th1. You shall be
treated as a masked battery – and all your wishes attended to[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3680.
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Letter 3684
Faraday to John Hall Gladstone
21 November 1859
From the original in RS MS 743.86

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 21 Nov 1859
My dear Gladstone,

I am much obliged by your letter. A week or two since I passed some
days on the French Coast1 with M Reynaud the Chief of the Lighthouses
department & M. Degrand the Engineer & they told me of their experiments
at Paris on the Magneto electric light. I think they must have made out a good
point or two especially as relates to the nature of the carbons. Kindest regards
to Mrs. Gladstone2[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
J.H. Gladstone Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letters 3650 and 3661.
2. Jane May Gladstone, née Tilt (d.1864, age 33, GRO). Married J.H. Gladstone in 1852. See his
ODNB entry.

Letter 3685
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
21 November 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/100

Royal Institution | 21 Nov 1859
Sir,

In reply to your letter of the 17th instant1 respecting the proposed fog
bell for the Start Point and the four questions to which you desire answers, I
reply, to the first, that in my opinion such sounding boards above & behind the
bell would prove of much use: To the second that I think either wood or iron
would be efficient; – and to the third that I should incline to plain iron in the
doubt that corrugated iron might interfere with the numerous vibrations; – To
the fourth,– I think the sloping of the platform would be useful but I am not
prepared to say whether the covering of the slope with metal plates would
be advantageous or necessary[·] I am not aware of the extent of slope surface.

In March & September of 1853, I had occasion to write to the Trinity
House in respect of Fog bells &c2 as far as I was able to form a judgement.
These papers express my present opinions & I would beg to refer you to
them, especially in reference to the uncertainty of the data concerning the
application of Fog signals3[·]

I have the honour to be | Sir | Your Very Obedient Servant |
M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c
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1. Letter 3676.
2. Faraday to Herbert, 24 March 1853 and 22 September 1853, letters 2660 and 2733, volume 4.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 22 November 1859, GL MS 30010/42, pp. 430–1.
It was ordered that the Committee of Lights should conduct further experiments.

Letter 3686
Faraday to Robert Mallet
28 November 1859
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 28 Nov 1859

My dear Sir,
I thank you heartily for your notice. The auroral period which it refers to

was wonderful & I do not at all doubt the fact. I was at that time in Scotland
& the phenomena were wonderful. The auroral influence must have been
simultaneous for the whole earth1[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Robt. Mallet Esqr | &c &c &c

Address: Robert Mallet Esq | &c &c &c | 1 Grosvenor Terrace |
Monckstown | Co. Dublin

1. See Ann. Reg., 1859, 101: 128–9 for this aurora which occurred on 28–29 August 1859.

Letter 3687
Georges-Mathilde-Ernest Degrand to Faraday
28 November 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/103
MINISTERE | DE L’AGRICULTURE DU COMMERCE | ET DES TRAVAUX
PUBLIQUES | PONTS ET CHAUSSÉES | SERVICE CENTRAL | DES |
PHARES ET DU BALISAGE. | ÉTABLISSEMENT CENTRAL | (Quai de
Billy N◦ 58)

A Paris, le 28 Novembre 1859 | L’Ingénieur ordinaire
du Service central des Phares et du Balisage |

à Monsieur Le Professeur Faraday &c &c
Cher et Honoré Monsieur,

Avant de répondre, en ce qui concerne la lentille de Buffon, à la lettre
que vous avez bien voulu me faire l’honneur de m’ecrire le 18 9-e1, j’ai voulu
remonter à la source même du fait que j’avais cité et cela joint à quelques
occupations plus nombreuses que d’habitude m’a empêché de vous répondre
avant aujourd’hui.
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Augustin Fresnel dans son mémoire de 1822, reconnait que Buffon,
avant lui, avait songé aux lentilles à echelons2 et que ce fait qu’il ignorait
entierement au moment où il avait proposé lui même les nouvelles lentilles
était consigné dans l’éloge de Buffon par Condorcet3.

J’ai consulté en conséquence les oeuvres de Condorcet (oeuvres complètes,
tome IV, Brunswick et Paris an XIII, 18044) et voici le passage que j’y trouve:

“. . . Peu de temps après, Mr. de Buffon prouva par le fait la possibilité
des miroirs d’Archimède5 et de Proclus6. Tzetzès7 en a laissé une description
qui montre qu’ils avaient employé des miroirs plans. Les essais tentés par
Kirker8, avec un petit nombre de miroirs ne laissaient aucun doute sur le
succès; Mr. Duffay9 avait répété cette expérience; Harsoëker10 avait commencé
une machine, mais il restait à Mr. de Buffon l’honneur d’avoir le premier,
parmi les modernes, montré l’expérience extraordinaire d’un incendie allumé
à deux cents pieds de distance, expérience qui n’avait été vue avant lui qu’à
Syracuse et à Constantinople.”

“Bientot après il proposa l’idée d’une loupe à échelons n’exigeant plus ces
énormes masses de verre si difficiles à fondre et à travailler, absorbant une moindre
quantité de lumière, parcequ’elle peut n’avoir jamais qu’une petite épaisseur, offrant
enfin l’avantage de corriger une grande partie de l’aberration de sphéricité. Cette loupe
proposée en 1748 parMr. de Buffon, n’a été exécuté que parMr. l’abbé Rochon11, plus
de 30 ans après (1778) avec assez de succès pour montrer qu’elle mérite la préférence
sur les lentilles ordinaires. On pourrait même comparer de plusieurs pièces ces loupes
à échelons; on y gagnerait plus de facilité dans l’execution, une grande diminution
de dépense, l’avantage de pouvoir leur donner plus d’étendue et celui d’employer,
suivant le besoin, un nombre de cercles plus ou moins grand et d’obtenir ainsi d’un
même instrument differents degrès de force.”

Mr. de Buffon étant mort le 16 avril 1788 c’est dans le courant de cette
année ou au plus tard en 1789 que Condorcet a du prononcer son éloge
à l’académie des sciences = je ne pense donc pas qu’à cette époque Sir
David Brewster eut déjà songé aux lentilles à échelons et décrit aussi com-
plètement que le fait Condorcet les avantages que devaient présenter les
nouvelles lentilles. = Il est d’ailleurs parfaitement connu que ce n’est que
dans sa jeunesse et avant de se consacrer tout entier à l’histoire naturelle
que Mr. de Buffon s’était occupé de physique, il est donc bien probable que
c’est en effet à 1748 qu’il faut remonter pour retrouver l’idée première des
lentilles à échelons. Ce ne serait qu’en 1788 seulement qu’il n’en faudrait pas
moins, pour les physiciens qui vivent encore, reconnaitre avec la même mod-
estie que Fresnel qu’ils ne sont pas les premiers à avoir songé à cette utile
invention =

Quant à la lentille executé en 1778 par l’abbé Rochon, elle a appartenue
plus tard à Mr. Charles12 dont le cabinet de physique est maintenant au Con-
servatoir des Arts et Métiers à Paris, M l’abbé Moigno m’assure qu’il a eu
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occasion de la voir dans le collection de cet établissement. Mais pour ma
part je dois avouer que je n’ai pas encore été aussi heureux que lui sous ce
rapport13.

A l’occasion des expériences qui vont être faites à Trinity-House sur les
lentilles moulées je crains de n’avoir pas assez insisté dans ma précédente
lettre sur ce point essentiel: qu’il peut se faire que les lentilles à distance
focale égale ne produisent pas toujours autant d’effet que les lentills taillées,
mais que leur près étant beaucoup moindre il eut ainsi d’atteindre toujours
un effet égale en les exécutant avec un plus grand foyer = Ainsi dans ce
moment-ci Mr. Reynaud vient de commander 8 appareils en verre moulé
parmi lesquels se trouve un appareil à feu fixe du 3e ordre = En verre taillé
cet appareil aurait eu 1m.00 de diamêtre intérieur, tandisque je vais le faire
exécuter en verre moulé avec un diamêtre de 1m.20 = Dans ces conditions
il aura certainement, d’après les expériences déjà faites, un effet supérieur à
celui d’un appareil de 1m.00 en verre taillé et son près restera cependant de
40% inférieur à celui de ce dernier appareil.

Mr. Reynaud a été extrèmement sensible à votre bon souvenir et se joint
à moi, Cher et Honoré Monsieur, pour vous prier d’agréer l’expression de
notre haute consideration et de nos sentiments les plus dévoués,

Degrand

P.S. En ce qui me concerne en particulier je tiens à vous remercier mille
et mille fois de votre indulgente et bienveillante lettre.

TRANSLATION
MINISTERE | DE L’AGRICULTURE DU COMMERCE | ET DES TRAVAUX
PUBLIQUES | PONTS ET CHAUSSÉES | SERVICE CENTRAL | DES |
PHARES ET DU BALISAGE. | ÉTABLISSEMENT CENTRAL | (Quai de
Billy N◦ 58)

Paris, 28 November 1859, The senior engineer of
the central Service of Lights and Beacons,

to Mr. Professor Faraday &c &c
Dear and Honored Sir,

Before answering the letter that you kindly honoured me by writing on
18th November1, regarding the lentil of Buffon, I wanted to go back to the
very source of the facts that I had cited and this, added to other occupations,
more numerous than usual, has prevented me from responding before today.

Augustin Fresnel in his paper of 1822, recognizes that Buffon, before
him, had had the idea of rib lentils2 and that this fact, of which he had
been completely ignorant when he had himself proposed new lentils, was
mentioned in the éloge of Buffon by Condorcet3.
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I therefore consulted the works of Condorcet (Oeuvres Complètes,
volume IV, Brunswick and Paris, year XIII, 18044) and here is the passage that I
found there:

“. . . A short time after, Mr. Buffon demonstrated the possibility that
the mirrors of Archimedes5 and Proclus6 might have existed. Tzetzes7 left a
description which shows that they had used plane mirrors. The trials done
by Kircher8, with a small number of mirrors, left no doubt as to their success;
Dufay9 repeated this experiment; Hartsoëker10 began a machine, but the hon-
our of being the first, amongst the moderns, to demonstrate the extraordinary
experiment of a fire lit two hundred feet away, an experiment that had not
been seen before, except at Syracuse and Constantinople, fell to Buffon.”

“Shortly afterwards, he proposed the idea of a rib lens which did not require the
enormous amount of glass (which made it difficult to mould and work) and, because
it needed a small thickness, absorbed a small quantity of light and in fact had the
advantage of correcting a great deal of the spherical aberration. This lens, proposed in
1748 byMr. Buffon, was not made successfully until more than 30 years later (1778),
when Abbé Rochon11 demonstrated that it merited preference over ordinary lentils.
One could even compare several pieces of these rib lenses; the experience gained in
making them would lead to a great decrease in their cost, [as well as]the advantage
of being able to give them more breadth and of using, according to need, a greater or
smaller number of circles and thus of obtaining different degrees of intensity from the
same instrument.”

Mr. Buffon died on 16 April 1788 and it was during that year, or at
the latest in 1789, that Condorcet pronounced his eulogy to the Academy of
Sciences. I do not think, therefore, that at this time Sir David Brewster had
even thought of rib lenses or had described as fully as Condorcet the advan-
tages that the new lenses presented. It is, moreover, perfectly well known that
Mr. Buffon occupied himself with physics only in his youth and before dedi-
cating himself to natural history; it is thus probable that, in fact, one should
go back to 1748 to find the first notion of rib lentils. It should not just be in
1788 that this should be recognised; the physicists of today should, with the
same modesty as Fresnel, acknowledge that they were not the first to have
thought of this useful invention.

As for the lentil made in 1778 by Abbé Rochon, it was later in the cabinet
of physics that belonged to Mr. Charles12 and is now in the Conservatoire des
Arts et Métiers in Paris; Abbé Moigno assures me that he had the opportunity
of seeing it in the collection of this establishment. But for my part, I must
confess that I have not been as fortunate in this regard13.

Concerning the experiments that are going to be done for Trinity House
on the moulded lentils, I fear that I did not emphasise this essential point in my
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previous letter: that it is possible that lentils with an equal focal length are not
as effective as cut lentils, but that their near [focus] being much smaller, it is
thus possible to achieve an equal effect producing them with a larger focus.
Thus, at the present moment, Mr. Reynaud has just ordered eight instruments
in moulded glass amongst which is found an apparatus with fixed light of the
3rd order. In cut glass this apparatus would have an interior diameter of 1m,
whilst I am going to have it made in moulded glass with a diameter of 1.2m.
In these conditions it will certainly have, according to experiments already
carried out, a superior effect to that of an instrument of 1m in cut glass; its
near focus will nevertheless remain about 40% inferior to that of the latter
apparatus.

Mr. Reynaud was extremely touched by your kind remembrance and
joins me, dear and honored Sir, in begging you to accept the expression of
our high consideration and our most devoted sentiments,

Degrand

P.S. So far as I am concerned, I wish particularly to thank you a thousand
and a thousand times for your indulgent and kind letter.

1. Not found, but see letter 3682.
2. Fresnel (1822), 125 refers to Buffon’s work.
3. Marie-Jean-Antoine-Nicholas Caritat, Marquis de Condorcet (1743–1794, DSB). French
mathematician. Condorcet (1788), 54.
4. Condorcet (1804), 4: 27–90, p. 34.
5. Archimedes (c.287–212 BCE, DSB). Mathematician who lived and worked in Syracuse.
6. Proclus (c.410–485, DSB). Greek philosopher.
7. Joannes Tzetzes (c.1110–c.1180, ODB). Byzantine scholar.
8. Athanasius Kircher (c.1602–1680, DSB). Natural philosopher.
9. Charles-François de Cisternai Dufay (1698–1739, DSB). French natural philosopher.
10. Nicolas Hartsoëker (1656–1725, Fontenelle (1725)). Dutch optician.
11. Alexis-Marie Rochon (1741–1817, NBU). French astronomer.
12. Jacques-Alexandre-César Charles (1746–1823, DSB). French physicist.
13. Brewster (1827), 35 claimed that Buffon had not built his lens and claimed the invention for
himself. For a discussion of the issues involved see Middleton (1961).

Letter 3688
James Clerk Maxwell to Faraday
30 November 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Marischal College, Aberdeen | 30 Nov 1859
Dear Sir,

I am a candidate for the Chair of Natural Philosophy in the University
of Edinburgh, which will soon be vacant by the appointment of Professor
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J.D. Forbes to St Andrews1[·] If you should be able from your knowledge of
the attention which I have paid to science, to recommend me to the notice of
the Curators, it would be greatly in my favour and I should be much indebted
to you for such a certificate.

I was sorry that I had so little time in September that I could not write out
an explanation of the figures of lines of force which I sent you2, but Professor W
Thomson to whom I lent them, seems to have indicated all that was necessary,
and most of them can be recognised from their resemblance to the curves made
with Iron filings.

The only thing to be observed is, that these curves are due to the action
either of long wires perpendicular to the paper or of elongated magnetic
poles such as the edge of a long ribbon of steel magnetized transversely.
By considering infinitely long currents or magnetic poles perpendicular to
the paper, we obtain systems of curves far more easily traced than in any
other case, while their general appearance is similar to those produced in the
ordinary experiments.

All the diagrams have two sets of lines at right angles to each other and
the width between the two sets of lines is the same so that the reticulation is
nearly square. If one system belongs to poles, the other belongs to currents,
so that if the meaning of one be known, that of the other may be deduced
from it.

I remain | Yours truly | James Clerk Maxwell
Professor Faraday

1. Maxwell was unsuccessful. Peter Guthrie Tait (1831–1901, ODNB), Professor of Mathematics
at Queen’s College, Belfast, 1854–1860, was elected.
2. See letters 3664, 3665, 3667 and 3670.

Letter 3689
Faraday to John Murray
2 December 1859
From the original in NLS JMA

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 2 Dec 1859
My dear Sir,

I am exceedingly obliged by your kindness in sending me Mr. Darwins1

remarkable book1. I have received it at Brighton where it arrived before me
& shall read it with great attention[·]

Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday
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John Murray Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Charles Robert Darwin (1809–1882, ODNB). Naturalist who lived at Down in Kent.
2. Darwin (1859) published by Murray on 24 November 1859.

Letter 3690
William Thomson to Faraday
3 December 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

2 College Glasgow | 3 Dec 1859
My dear Faraday,

I have got myself into great trouble with my experiment on zinc and
copper. I cannot understand the condition of the air between the ends of a
compound zinc–copper arc with no liquid.

A positively electrified body placed mid way between them will certainly
experience a force towards the copper: and a negatively elecd. body towards
the zinc. This is proved, beyond all doubt I now think, by the experiment
which my assistant Mr. Macfarlane described to you a fortnight ago1. I have
repeated it today with great variation in the amount of electrification of the
aluminium index, and have found the result confirmed. I have had the index
going 10◦ or 15◦ on one side of its zero posn. when electrified positively
and as many on the other side when electrified negatively; and I have had
much smaller effects shown with feebler electrifications immediately after
very strong electrifns. of either kind had been applied to the index in various
positions, which convinced me that the results could not be explained away by
disturbing influences owing to electrifns acquired by imperfectly conducting
matter. I have not yet taken the most thorough plan to screen off electric
influence from the glass lid of the case, but I mean to do it immediately tho’
I cannot now doubt what the result will be.
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We may infer that

opposed areas of zinc & copper if there be metallic contact in any arc between
them will be oppositely electrified, the zinc pos. the cop[p]er neg and that they
attract one another. The simplest view to be taken of the subject is that the
chemical affinity between the zinc and the copper acts at a distance. It would
appear from this that if small pices of zinc and copper, in thin sheets are put
together by simple contact, a portion of their chemical affinity is satisfied: and
less heat of combination will be evolved if certain quantities of zinc & copper
thus previously approximated, are melted together, then if equal quantities
in large masses are allowed to run together in melting. This difference would
in all probability be quite undiscoverable by direct experiment.

My difficulty is to understand the condition of the air between surfaces
of zinc & copper
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gradually approaching one another. When they are very near, at 1
1000 or

1
1,000,000 of an inch, the force in the air between them considered mainly in
reference to the air might be supposed to tend to produce a disruptive effect.
Yet no spark could pass, because as the surfaces come nearer & nearer one
another they acquire in a perfectly gradual manner the relative condition in
which they are satisfied to remain after contact. We have therefore force in the
air as shown by the motions which it produces in electrified bodies, without
any disruptive tension; which is contrary to what we might from previous
knowledge expect. It seems as if the true explanation must be that the dis-
ruptive tendency proceeds from the roots of the lines of force on the opposed
surfaces, and that in the present instance the electric relation between the
metals and intervening air is such that we have electrification of each surface
without any disruptive action.

That there is electrifn. of the opposed surfaces

is merely Volta’s experiment, which I have repeated in a considerable variety
of ways, finding consistent results. For instance holding the discs at distances
from 1

10 to 1
4 or 1

2 an inch, one or both insulated: touching the copper by a
copper wire attached to the zinc: separating it copper from copper: and then
increasing the distance between the discs gives a very decided indication (zinc
positive) on the divided zinc electrometer. The same experiment succeeds
perfectly with both zinc & copper thickly varnished, wh. I see Volta himself
found. De la Rive tries to explain away this by moisture in cracks in the
varnish. If there were any such, sufficient to produce every visible effect, they
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would diminish or reverse Volta’s result. Thus I find that if a drop of water
be put on one of the plates and

if the last separation between them be water from water, the electrometer
shows zinc negative, copper positive, after the separation. This is an extraor-
dinary result at least it was to me unexpected. I expected that the electrometer
would show nothing, believing that the electrolytic conductive polarisation
of the water would keep the copper & zinc in the state in which their direct
Volta-electrifications would be exactly annulled. It seems that the electrolytic
action preponderates over the pure copper–air–zinc effect.

If the whole surfaces of the two discs are wet, or lined with wet paper, the
effect on separation is insensible: as it is also if a zinc disc be lifted out of water
contained in a copper vessel whether it be lifted out very horizontally & slowly
till a drop breaks away from one point, or drawn away in an inclined position

I have not yet tried the Volta expt. under naphtha2, but I shall do so
immediately and I have no doubt it will give the ordinary air result.

I hoped to have been able to tell you of a self acting condenser
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not only of excessive sensitivity, but available for any kind of investigation in
which very small quantities of electricity are looked for. It is (represented by
the preceding sketch) merely an insulated metal funnel discharging in large
drops, water which it collects as spray falling from a stream discharging from
a cistern in any convenient position, through a fine aperture in a tapering tube
of metal (brass I have at present): the jet of water being surrounded where it
breaks & for a considerable distance above and below by an insulated tube of
the same metal as the nozzle. My trial apparatus has certainly great sensitivity
& shows beautiful condensing action. Thus if I lay a little piece of rubbed
sealing wax or glass on the insulated area AB which carries the brass tube,
the electrometer shows very strong positive: so much so that a succession of
sparks pass at very regular intervals (a second of time for instance, or more)
and will continue to pass for hours between the insulated and the uninsulated
half rings, which are about 1

20 inch apart. But the apparatus is so liable to
disturbance from what I suppose is to be called (after Ritter3) “polarisation”,
that after a positive charge has been left for a little time on AB the electrometer
will show negative for a long time after[·] AB is connected with CD by a wire;
and the reverse for a long time after AB has been negatively charged. I have
found no material difference in this respect when the inside of the tube round
the jet is lined with paper, which is sometimes kept washed and stopping by
strong spray and some times is not.

I am going to try tin instead of brass as I find the brass of the nozzle
& if the tubes not to a [word illegible] electrically. An iron nozzle I find was
neutral to the brass tube I have. Pardon me for this long communication of
difficulties.

Yours always truly W. Thomson

1. Letter 3681.
2. See letter 3679.
3. Johann Wilhelm Ritter (1776 –1810, DSB). German natural philosopher.

Letter 3691
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
6 December 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/101

Trinity-House, London, EC | 6 Dec 1859
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the enclosed Copy of a Letter addressed
by this Board to Messrs. Chance, Brothers, and Co., of Birmingham, relative
to the modification proposed by them suitable to a First Order Fixed Light,
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and their reply thereto, together with the accompanying Drawings,– and to
request that you will favor the Elder Brethren with your opinion thereon.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq.– F.R.S | &c &c &c

Letter 3692
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
8 December 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/101

Brighton | 8 Dec 1859
Sir,

I have received from you Mr. Chances letter of the 5th Decr. 1859 and the
drawings referred to in it1. I agree with the principles stated in the letter I had
occasion not long since to consider the chief matter; for which purpose I wrote
to Messrs Chance and received from them a drawing & explanation which I
sent to you2. You will perceive that the object he has in view in increasing the
number of the pieces of glass is precisely that proposed to be obtained in the
pressed glass of M Degrand by increasing the number of stops i.e. diminishing
the thickness of the glass traversed by the light & so diminishing the loss by
absorption. I return the drawings & letter as desired3.

I have the honour to be | Sir | Your Very Obedient humble Servant |
M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3691.
2. See letter 3656.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee, 13 December 1859, GL MS
30025/27, p. 236. It was agreed to adopt Chance’s proposals.

Letter 3693
Faraday to William Thomson
8 December 1859
From the original in BL add MS 48983, f. 8

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Brighton |
8 Dec 1859

My dear Thomson,
I have been away from home, so am able only now to read & answer your

letter1. I did not write in reply to Mr. MacFarlane2, for his account raised so
many ideas & doubts, that I thought I would wait for more matter. You puzzle
me greatly; & I am in great doubt, because I never can judge an experiment or
make up my mind about itwithout seeing it. No description suffices to answer
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all the mental inquiries that arise about the conditions. As you say, you have
just got hold of Voltas experiment; only you refer to the air place, where the
zinc & copper oppose each other for that cause of the final effect, which he
finds in the place of metallic contact.

You seem to have made out that the place of excitement is really at x and
not at a. I suppose if Voltas contact were effectual your charged index which
placed at x goes either towards the Z or C according it is neg or positive,
ought to do the same thing if placed over a; for I do not see why the metallic
contact there should undo or hide the electric state which it is supposed to
bring on. How is this in experiment? Is your charged index indifferent at a &
other places except at x, where there is separation?

You seem to refer the electric state at x to the mutual chemical relations
of the zinc & copper;– as if the chemical relations of the air there went for
nothing. How would it be, however, if the zinc & copper ring were in such
different atmospheres as oxygen carbonic acid – hydrogen, &c the oxygen
being ozonified if you like? Would they be indifferent as you seem to expect
naphtha will be. You might perhaps select atmospheres which would act more
on copper than on zinc, as Sul Hydrogen; or at all events as much or more on
silver than on zinc.

If the action be in & through the air place x., and that varies with distance,
as I think you shew by one experiment, then, should not two half rings of zinc
approximated in different degrees at x and a shew a difference of action at
the two places, & therefore a difference of state? Or if metallic contact at a is
required in the first instance, suppose that made by a metallic arc & the arc
then removed, what state will the two opposed surfaces at a have? and also
those at x?
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Suppose the contact at amade also bywater& by airwhat are the results
in comparison with those of contact by metal.

Does a piece ofZinc alone become positive in air i.e. without any metallic
contact with copper or other metal – I think I remember an experiment by De
la Rive in support of the chemical origin of the electricity of the voltaic pile,
in which, passing chlorine through a tube of platinum, he found either the
issuing chlorine or the tube electric.

Supposing your charged aluminium index was over x, in figure page 2.,
it will go either towards the zinc or the copper, according as it has been
rendered Pos or Neg. If the place x was closed the metals being there brought
into contact, would the signs of electricity in the ring cease? and then on
opening the place would they appear there again?

Is there no transfer of Electricity from copper to zinc at the place of
metallic contact?

Is it possible that the metal of the index may act a part in the play at the
place x? It is evidently within the reach of the sources of action if they exist
there;– or else it would not be affected: Would indexes of zinc, Gold, Copper
&c, behave differently one to another?

I dare say you have by this time answers to many of these questions
& many others, that would, with me, arise in turn. But I shall wait to hear
your news.

I understand your self acting condenser; but all the influencing circum-
stances can only be learned, as you are finding, by trial & experiment.

Kindest remembrances to Mrs. Thomson and heartiest wishes for your
quick success[·] Remember that the more embarrassing the effects may be
with you just now the more novel & important may be the principles involved
in them. Any thing regarding the first motions of Electricity among metals
& surrounding exciting bodies must be of the utmost consequence to the
progress of the science.

Ever Yours | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3690.
2. Letter 3681.

Letter 3694
Arthur-Auguste De La Rive to Faraday
9 December 1859
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Genève | le 9 Xbre 1859
Monsieur & très cher ami,

Qu’il y a long-temps que je n’ai eu de vos nouvelles. J’ai su par Tyndall
qui nous a fait une visite cet été, que vous étiez bien & toujours aussi actif.
Quant à moi j’ai passé aussi un bon été & je me prépare à donner cet hiver
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quelques lectures (pour employer le mot anglais) sur les phénomènes naturels.
Je suis fatigué, je vous l’avoue, de l’envahissement de la Science industrielle &
je trouve que les oeuvres de Dieu dans la nature méritent bien aussi, & peut-
être plus encore que celles de l’homme dans les arts, d’attirer l’attention &
d’exciter l’admiration. Je me propose donc dans ces lectures d’examiner suc-
cessivement les phénomènes naturels qui sont dus à l’attraction, à la chaleur,
à la lumière & à l’électricité. Si je vous dis tout cela, c’est que j’ai un service
à vous demander. Edmond Becquerel m’a écrit que vous aviez donné une
leçon dans laquelle vous aviez réussi à montrer les phénomènes de phospho-
rescence à un auditoire nombreux en les projetant sur un écran.– Avez-vous
publié cette leçon?1 & dans ce cas auriez-vous la bonté de m’en envoyer un
exemplaire? en tout cas serait-il indiscret de vous demander quelques détails
sur la manière dont vous avez opéré.? Si vous m’envoyez un article imprimé,
vous n’avez qu’à le mettre sous bande, mais plus il faut l’affranchir; je crois
que c’est une affaire de quelques pences. L’autre jour on m’a demandé pour
un numéro du Quarterly qu’on n’avait pas affranchi frs. 43.50c. de poste, tan-
dis qu’avec 10 pence on l’aurait affranchi.– Quant aux lettres il est inutile de
les affranchir.

J’ai lu avec beaucoup d’interêt le dernier mémoire de Mr. Gassiott2; je
suis très occupé dans ce moment du même sujet & j’espère ne pas tarder à faire
connaître les résultats assez intéressants que j’ai obtenus. J’ai aussi quelques
autres travaux d’un autre genre sur le métier que j’espère mener à bien avant
le printemps. Si Dieu me prête vie, j’ai toujours le projet d’aller faire avec
ma femme & mes deux filles cadettes3, une visite à nos amis de Londres le
printemps prochain. Ce sera probablement la dernière, car je me fais vieux &
passé un certain age il convient aussi bien pour le moral que pour le physique
de rester chez soi, d’adopter une vie calme & serieuse & de savoir mettre un
intervalle entre la vie & la mort afin de pouvoir se recueillir avant de paraitre
devant Celui qui doit nous juger.

Ne trouvez-vous pas que plus on avance dans la vie, plus on sent
le besoin de penser au ciel plus qu’à la terre; mais au milieu de tant
d’intérets & de préoccupations, cela m’est bien difficile & j’ai des moments
de découragement qui ne doivent pas vous étonner vous qui mieux que per-
sonne comprenez ce que je dois éprouver. Il m’est doux de pouvoir vous parler
ainsi; vous êtes le seul de mes amis Scientifiques auquel je puisse me confier &
m’entretenir de ces sujets. C’est que vous êtes mieux qu’un ami Scientifique,
vous etes pour moi un ami Chrétien & ce titre que vous me permettez de vous
donner est, vous le savez, bien doux pour moi.

Ma femme me charge de ses compliments les plus affectueux pour vous
& pour Madame Faraday; je vous prie de me rappeler aussi à son bon souvenir

Your faithfull | A.de la Rive
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TRANSLATION
Geneva | 9 Dec 1859

Sir and very dear friend,
What a long time it has been since I heard from you. I knew through

Tyndall, who visited us this summer, that you were well and just as active as
always. As for me, I also had a good summer and I am getting ready to give,
this winter, a few lectures (to use the English word) on natural phenomena.
I am tired, I must admit, of the invasion of industrial Science and I think
that God’s works in nature also deserve to attract attention and to excite
admiration, perhaps more so than those of man in the arts. I intend, therefore,
in these lectures, to examine successively the natural phenomena that are
due to attraction, to heat, to light and to electricity. I tell you all this because
I have a request to make of you. Edmond Becquerel wrote that you had
given a lecture in which you had succeeded in displaying the phenomena of
phosphorescence to a large audience by projecting them on a screen. Have
you published this lecture1 and if so, would you have the kindness to send
me a copy? In any case, would it be indiscreet to ask you for some details
on the manner in which you operated? If you send me a printed article, you
have only to put it under cover, but you must also stamp it; I believe it is a
case of just a few pence. The other day I had to pay 43.50 francs postage for
an issue of the Quarterly that had not been stamped, whereas it could have
been stamped for 10 pence. As for letters, there is no point in stamping them.

I read with considerable interest Mr. Gassiot’s last paper2. I am very
occupied at the moment with the same topic and I hope not to delay in making
known the quite interesting results that I have obtained. I am also working
on something else which I hope to complete successfully before the spring. If
God lends me life, I still hope, with my wife and two younger daughters3, to
visit to our friends in London next spring. It will probably be my last visit,
because I am getting old and past a certain age, it behoves us, both for moral
and physical reasons, to remain at home, to adopt a quiet and serious life and
to know how to put an interval between life and death in order to gather one’s
thoughts prior to appearing before Him who will judge us.

Do you not find that the more one advances in life, the more one feels the
need to think of heaven more than earth; but in the middle of so many interests
and preoccupations, it is very difficult and I have moments of discouragement
that will not surprise you, you who better than anyone, can understand what
I feel. It is a great comfort to me to be able to speak to you in this way; you are
the only one of my Scientific friends to whom I can confide and talk of these
topics. It is because you are better than a Scientific friend, you are, for me,
a Christian friend and this title which you allow me to use, is, as you know,
very dear to me.
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My wife charges me with her most affectionate compliments to you and
Mrs. Faraday; I also ask to be remembered to her.

Your faithful | A. de la Rive

1. Faraday (1859c), Friday Evening Discourse of 17 June 1859.
2. Probably Gassiot (1859).
3. Adélaïde-Eugénie-Augusta De La Rive (1838–1924, Choisy (1947), 51) and Françoise-Amélie-
Alice De La Rive (1844–1914, Choisy (1947), 51).

Letter 3695
Faraday to Arthur-Auguste De La Rive
16 December 1859
From the original in BPUG MS 2361, f. 91–2

Royal Institution | 16 Dec 1859
My dear De La Rive,

Your letter1 was a very agreeable surprize I cannot tell when I wrote to
you last2 but know I often think of you and that with very great pleasure since
it is in the belief that you can understand more of the power of God than what
can be gained by the study only of his material works[·] Yet how wonderful
they are I think yours is just the mind to revel amongst them as the evidences
in natural things of his eternal power & Godhead3 – and though I do not like
when speaking of them in a common lecture to deal irreverently with religion
by drawing it in at second hand I think it is impossible to forget who hath
ordered them.

I have no doubt you have Becquerels papers from the Annales de
Chimie4 whether he will be able (or Ruhmkorf for him) to send you some
of his phosphori I do not know. I had some from him very beautiful. They are
preparations of the Sulphurets of Strontia, lime and baryta – He pulverizes
them & then having gummed a paper surface (a circle 8 or 9 inches in diame-
ter) he sifts the powder over it & when all is dry knock off the loose powder &
a pure phosphorescent surface is left[·] Having an Electric lamp with a lens & a
divergent beam – placing the expanded hand on the surface & then throwing
the beam on to it for a moment the result is beautiful for on showing it to the
audience after the hand is removed there is its black form impressed on a sheet
of light. These phosphori on paper or exposed to air will not keep[·] Those
I had are all insensible now as I found the other day: or I would have sent
some by post – but kept in tubes hermetically sealed up they remain good for
years[·]

When Becquerel speaks in his letter to you of my experiments on a
screen I suppose he refers to fluorescence as well as phosphorescence[·] The
fluorescence is most powerfully produced by the rays at the violet end of
the spectrum[·] So by throwing the spectrum obtained by passing a divergent
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beam from the Electric lamp through a prism placed near the lens of the lamp;
cutting off the red orange yellow rays &c by a screen placed near the prism –
a beam of feeble light is obtained on the large white screen well fitted to bring
out the fluorescent results of Uranium glass – Quinine, [word illegible] &c[·]

I have sent you a printed report of my evening5 – by the regulations here
it seems to require only a penny stamp but I have been so often disappointed
by the uncertainty of the Post office proceeding that I have not usually sent
these unimportant papers to you. I only hope you will not have more to pay[·]
The report is not worth more[·] However in it you will see described a phos-
phoroscope which I had made for the evening & which answered exceedingly
well especially with the nitrate of uranium. I think you will have no difficulty
in comprehending it. The cylinder described was in a vertical position and
no part of it more than 10 or 12 inches distant from the Electric focus[·] It was
closely made & blackened so that no light escaped outwardly but such as was
brought out by the phosphorescent or fluorescent substance[·]

I am glad to hear that you think of paying England a visit[·] I look upon
you as a young man – and then again as a strong young man. I know you can
go on working in a manner which astonishes me I look on & admire – I rejoice
with you & Madame De la Rive and though I wish for the power of imitating
I do not envy you[·] It is surely my time to rest. A new year is coming and a
new period & life may they be happy to us and ours is the earnest & I desire
it to be the only wish of your old friend[·]

My wife desires to join me in the sincerest thoughts of good to you and
Madame de la Rive.

Ever My dear friend | Affectionately Yours | M. Faraday

1. Letter 3694.
2. Letter 3519.
3. Romans 1: 20.
4. Becquerel (1859).
5. Faraday (1859c), Friday Evening Discourse of 17 June 1859.

Letter 3696
Faraday to James Walker
20 December 1859
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

R Institution | 20 Dec 1859
My dear Mr. Walker,

I intended to call on you and asked for a little confidential talk – but I
have been seriously ill of sore throat & not able to leave the house – Now I am
getting better & hope to lecture next Tuesday1 as announced but this illness
has drawn off my preparations for the course (of 6 lectures) so much that I
fear I cannot ask you to let me call on you before they are over. I should be
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glad however if you would give me general leave & let me know your usually
convenient hour

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. That is 27 December 1859. However, the first Christmas lecture of Faraday (1860b) was not
delivered until 31 December 1859, RI MS Le1/1, p. 115. Faraday (1860b), 175 noted that the
opening lecture was postponed twice.

Letter 3697
James Walker to Faraday
23 December 1859
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 41

23, Gt. George Street, Westminster, SW | 23 Dec 1859
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I came from Dover last night.
As I have quadrupeds, it is easy for me to drive up to you at any time, if

you will name a time1.
I am | My dear Mr. Faraday | Your’s truly | Ja Walker

1. See letter 3696.

Letter 3698
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
23 December 1859
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/102

Trinity House | 23 Dec 1859
My dear Sir,

I hope we shall not be putting you to any serious inconvenience on
requesting you to examine one of Messrs Chances’ apparatus (dioptric) at
this House on Tuesday next the 27. Inst.

It is for a Colonial Light and Messrs Chance have taken some weeks
beyond their stipulated time for it’s construction, and the Board of Trade,
under the impression that it would be ready in due course, have, I understand,
engaged Freight for it on board a vessel sailing early in January, hence has
arisen the necessity for our summoning you thus suddenly.

Pray accept my best wishes for the health & happiness of yourself & all
in whom you are [word illegible] at this Season, and Believe me

My dear Sir | Yours very truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c
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Letter 3699
John Tyndall to Sarah Faraday
24 December 1859
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4093–5

Geneva | Christmas eve, 1859
My dear Mrs. Faraday,

I have just dined, feel exceedingly well, and cannot I think adopt a better
plan to convert the whole dinner into nutriment than the plan of writing to
you. I take the opinion of the celebrated Hufeland1 on this point, and he
affirms that there is nothing better than the company of pleasant friends for
promoting health and digestion. I am here at Geneva – I succeeded in crossing
the channel on Thursday night2 – the commotion had almost entirely subsided
and nobody that I saw was ill. From Calais half way to Paris we had a good
carriage, we then changed, and I found myself with five others, and three
footwarmers in the same small compartment. The smell was like the cabin
of a badly ventilated ship: but the travellers like so many toads seemed to
revel in the noisome atmosphere. They would not open a chink nor let a
breath of fresh air into the carriage, and so we were compelled to partake of
each others carbonic acid again and again. Having arrived at Paris I drove
straight to the Lyons station, and being determined to get rid of the diabolical
footwarmers at least I took a second class to Macon. Further than this it was
not possible to go. So I had to content myself with the space from London
to Macon unbroken by a night’s delay. At Macon I slept – and so soundly!
The boots almost shook my door off its hinges before he could wake me this
morning. The streets of Paris were in a dreadful state of puddle from the
melted snow – for 50 miles beyond Paris there was but little snow upon the
ground – here and there along the fringes of the river the ice was piled in long
barriers, but the country generally was free from it. At Macon however the
whole land lay in the stern clasp of winter; between Macon and Geneva for
some short distance the covering of snow again lightened but near Geneva
and around the town all is thickly covered. The chain of the Jura shining white
is quite majestic. I have paid my fare in the diligence to Sallenches, but I was
informed to my comfort that there was no communication with Chamouni,
and that it was very doubtful whether the snow would permit my reaching
it. My informant did not know what a good pair of legs can do when all other
modes of convayance fail. I journeyed part of the way with a Frenchman, or
a Swiss whose language was French. He had a theory of England which did
not please me – England was sinking must sink in accordance with the law
of things – she had developed all that she could develop, and must now go
down hill. France was now to rise, but when I pushed him as to the powers of
development which France possessed and we did not possess he was a little
put out. These old Continental shavers imagine that England is like a gouty
old man, rich and comfortable, but with a vitality which is fast dying out.
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I should very much like to have my antagonist with me for half a day upon
the glaciers, just to give him a taste of the vanishing vitality of England.

I have seen nobody at Geneva, but to night I purpose calling at the
house of Mr. DelaRive. I hope Mr. Faraday is better; previous to leaving I saw
Dr. Bence Jones and his opinion was that Mr. Faraday would soon be well – I
sincerely trust that nature may do her work of renovation even quicker than
Dr. Jones anticipates.

Tomorrow morning (Xmas morning) I start for Sallenches; and shall try
and get a sledge from there to Chamouni – There my trouble really com-
mences: but if I can only see across the Mer de Glace, and if the guides at
Chamouni be neither cowardly or lazy I hope to get my work done – At all
events I shall try and having done my part should I even fail. I shall return
content.

A merry Christmas to you and very many of them – I shall make myself
as merry as it is possible to be in the interior of a diligence. – good bye

Ever Yours sincerely | John Tyndall

1. Christoph Wilhelm Hufeland (1762–1836, NDB). German physician and medical writer.
2. That is 22 December 1859.

Letter 3700
John Tyndall to Faraday
26 December 1859
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4096–9
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I wrote to Mrs. Faraday from Geneva1, and will now report to you a
portion of my subsequent proceedings. I started from Geneva at 8 A.M. on
Christmas morning and reached Sallenches a little after 4 P.M. The time at
my disposal being so extremely short my aim was to reach Chamouni on
the night of Christmas day, in order to commence, weather permitting, my
observations on Monday morning2. I therefore hired a vehicle at Sallenches
and started thence at 5 P.M. Not liking to run a risk, the exact nature of
which I did not see, I soon forsook the carriage and placed myself beside the
postillion. He was young, strong and resolute, had good eyes, and needed
them extremely at times. We had no moon, no lamps, and a dense gray cloud
canopy over head cut away from us the feeble light of the stars. As far as Servoz
our journey was pleasant enough but afterwards the road was difficult and
our progress slow. Deep snow flanked us right and left, which, in the middle
of the road, was more or less beaten down, filling the space however with
knobs and hummocks. Trotting was here quite out of the question. Having
passed the pont Pelissier, a little above Servoz, we alighted to lessen the strain
upon the horses, and I went on in advance. Bare, brown, and motionless
the trees stood right and left, while the cliffs and precipices, mottled with
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the snow which clung to their ledges took any form which the imagination
choosed to give them. To my left the Arne rushed along a deep ravine, and
sent upwards through darkness a sad and broken murmur. Sometimes on
coming behind an eminence the sound was suddenly and utterly cut away,
and the consequent stillness was solemn in the extreme. It was the silence
of a churchyard; and the huge black pines which threw their gloom upon
the road seemed like the hearseplumes of a dead world. I walked on till I
reached a wooden hut where batons crystals and eaudevie are offered to the
passing travellers in summer; leaning against the door I enjoyed for a time the
intense sternness of the scene. The sound of the river was here audible, but
dim, distant, and melancholy, yet still the voice of life. I was far in advance of
my conveyance, and the intermittent tinkle of the horses bells informed me
of the progress and the pauses of the vehicle. At the summit of the incline we
again mounted and proceeded slowly towards lesouches. We passed several
houses, all dark and dismal, loaded with snow and without light or sound
of merriment to denote that it was the pleasant Christmas time. The horses
seemed affected by a kind of torpor, and leaned listlessly against each other as
they crawled along. Vainly the postillion tried with tongue and whip to kindle
their enthusiasm: once or twice he succeeded in urging them to a trot down
the steeper slopes, but they quickly subsided into the previous monotonous
pull. As we approached Chamouni the drowsiness of nature began to operate
upon me, and I quitted the carriage within what I supposed to be a quarter
of an hour’s walk to the village. Previous to this however the wind from the
mountains had met us in strong and hostile gusts, as if Mont Blanc wished
to warn us from his terretory. At the top of the last inclination of the road
the surface became more exposed to the action of the wind, and on passing
the summit the road disappeared. The wall to the left was quite covered,
and a few isolated stones which rose above the snow at intervals to the right
were the sole land marks of the right hand wall. The snow, drifted by the
storm, had ranged itself in oblique ridges across the road; they could not
be seen; there was no light to shew them, but I staggered over four or five
of them in succession, sinking kneedeep, until finally on stepping promptly
forward to regain a lost equilibrium, I found myself immersed to the waist.
The idea occurred to me that I had missed the road, and I vainly looked round
in search of some object by which I might check my position. I retraced my
steps: the carriage, when I reached it, had got among the ridges, and one of
the horses was down; his haunches were immersed in the snow, one of his
legs sunk to the shoulder, and the other thrown forward upon the surface.
My companion, as I have said, was strong and resolute, and he needed both
qualities. In extreme cases I have known guides to give way to sullenness and
ill humour, but this man shewed nothing of the kind. He succeeded in getting
his horse upon his legs; but being, like myself, doubtful as to whether we had
not quitted the road, I went back exploring, and thus satisfied myself that we
were right. Afterwards I walked on in front, choosing the harder portions of
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the snow, while he slowly followed, holding his horses by their heads. After
half an hour’s struggling we found ourselves in the streets of Chamouni. All
seemed dead here also – no sound, no light; the thawing snow splashed as it
fell from the loaded eaves, the fountain made a melancholy gurgle; here and
there a loosened window shutter, swung creaking in the wind, and banged
against the object which limited its oscillations. All was desolation. The Hotel
de l’Union so gay and full of life in summer, was nailed up and deserted.
We rang the bell at the Royal Hotel, but the deep bark of a watch dog, the
resonance of which proclaimed the hollowness of the house was long our
only answer. Ringing seemed powerless, so I tried the energy of my bootheel
against the door, and by perseverance roused the sleepers. In ten minutes I was
seated beside a stove in a comfortable room, listening to the wild harmonies
of the storm as it roared through the chimney funnel.

This morning, Monday, the snow falls heavily: tomorrow I shall make
an attempt on the Mer de Glace. It is absolutely necessary that I should be
able to see across the glacier. If this be not possible I return defeated, but still
with the consolation that I have done

“The best my circumstances allows”
Believe me | Ever Yours | John Tyndall

1. Letter 3699.
2. That is 26 December 1859.

Letter 3701
John Tyndall to Faraday
27 December 1859
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, pp. 4100–3

Montanvert, Chamouni | 27 Dec 1859
My dear Mr. Faraday,

At 3 o clock to day just as you were commencing your lecture in
Albemarle Street, I drank your health at the Montanvert, and wished you
vigour to accomplish your work to your own satisfaction and to the delight
of “the juveniles”1. The wine in which I drank it had to be dug out of the
earth where it had been buried to keep it from the hands of an adventurous
robber, and also from the sterner hand of the frost. I left Chamouni this morn-
ing under the most unpromising auspices it had snowed heavily during the
night, and the clouds when I arose gathered all around the mountains obscur-
ing them from top to base. It was also spitting snow. My men came to me at
7 o clock and we agreed to wait till 8, and then decide as to our future move-
ments. The idea of coming all the way to Chamouni and quitting it without
at least making an attempt to accomplish my work was extremely repugnant
to me, so that when my men came a second time, and appeared rather in
favour of the expedition than otherwise, I at once resolved to start. We did
so at a quarter before 9 A.M. Two of my men had tried to force their way
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from the source of the Arverron straight up the mountain to the Montanvert
on Thursday last2, but found the effort so painful that today they decided on
following as close as possible the usual route. For the sake of security I have
engaged four men who are to be tied together while ranging out my lines;
the crevasses are covered with snow, but some of them only lightly, so the
man who fixes my stations must have three others to take care of him. Two
additional men were hired to carry our provisions to the Montanvert. Our
work, for some time, was comparatively easy: the men however halted after
the first three quarters of an hour, attached pattens to their feet. These were
pieces of wood, about sixteen inches long and ten wide, which presented a
large surface to the snow and prevented the wearers from sinking too deeply.
I tried the pattens, but not being accustomed to them rejected them after a
brief essay. I had reason to repent of this afterwards. The pine trees were quite
majestic: the snow of the preceeding night had fallen through a perfectly still
atmosphere and loaded the branches, forming in some cases, a layer at least
ten inches deep. The branches drooped under the weight and presented the
appearances of arms terminated by vast claws turned downwards; some of
the smaller pines with closer branches were quite covered, and presented most
fantastic appearances; one in particular was exactly like a huge white parrot
with folded wings and drooping head. The average depth of the snow was
between 3 and 4 feet; but in some places it exceeded five feet. The men took
the lead in turns; the snow was like flour, and the first man laboured through
it up to his knees and often to his hips he and the last man viz myself suffered
most: he, because he had to break fresh ground, and I because the steps which
my precursors made were not always sufficiently rigid to sustain my weight,
and I sometimes found myself in a shaft waist deep, from which it required
a considerable effort to extricate me. Two or three times one of the men in
advance of me sank suddenly, leaving absolutely nothing but his head above
the surface of the snow. On the steeper slopes the work was very difficult, for
here a certain component of the slope added itself to the true vertical height
of the snow. The couloirs were encumbered with the debris of avalanches, and
on one open space we worked upwards for three quarters of an hour over the
ruins of an avalanche that had fallen the night before. We choose it, because
the snow of the avalanche was more compact than the fresh snow which it
had swept away in its downward rush. At several different places my atten-
tion was excited by a dull booming sound like the report of a distant gun: it
was caused by the breaking asunder of the layer of snow, which had been for
some time previous in a state of strain, the forward portion being held back
by its attachment to the portion behind. We actually in several instances saw
the crevasse formed at the moment that the sound was heard. The weather
improved as we ascended, and some of the cloud effects were wonderful:
language is a mere lumbering vehicle to describe the magnificence of their
arrangement. They shifted incessantly: sometimes leaving the grandest sum-
mits drawn against the deep blue heaven, sometimes obscuring all above and
casting an angry indigo-blue light upon the snow and pines. The Aiguille du
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Dru was noble in the extreme – half its mighty cone strongly illuminated,
and half in shade; while the light snow powder scattered upon its ledges was
caught by the wind and unfurled itself as a banner which streamed far south-
ward from the mountain head. We reached the Montanvert at 2 P.M. after five
hours and a quarter of extremely hard work; I in a ferocious state of hunger
as I had not taken any food during the journey. The Mer de Glace was quite
glorious, not as in summer wasted and dirty, but pure and white with its
frozen billows steep, high, and sharply crested. It was all in shadow save
the portion opposite to the tributary which descends from the Col de geant;
this tributary being 14 degrees from the meridian, at 2 o clock the sun beams
gushed straight down the corridor of le geant, ruled the Mer de Glace with a
transverse beam and flooded the Aiguille de Morne with radience from base
to summit. Having swept the snow from the floor of our domicile a large pine
fire was made beside which I now sit. A thermometer at 8 feet distance from
the fire still shews a temperature of half a degree centigrade under zero. I have
just placed a minimum thermometer on a chair which I have fastened in the
snow, and tomorrow morning I shall be able to state the lowest temperature
of the night. The stars are shining, and the north wind an hour ago shook all
the windows and made some of the panes perfectly musical. It has now sub-
sided and I have strong hopes of being able to accomplish what I intended. I
have given you but a feeble idea of the interest of this day’s experience. The
frozen figures on the window panes of the Montanvert Auberge are the most
beautiful things imaginable, and when I place my fingers against the glass
and melt the frozen layer the recrystallization of the liquid water, looked at
through a pocket lens, is perfectly exquisite. It gladdens one’s very heart to
see those beauties: Some artist proudly remarked on viewing a fine picture
“I too am a painter” – Is it presumption if when looking at those wondrous
productions, and feeling a certain affinity with them one should bless the
gods for being a natural philosopher?

Good bye | Ever Yours | John Tyndall

1. Faraday (1860b). See note 1, letter 3696.
2. That is 22 December 1859.

Letter 3702
Faraday to Edward Frankland
29 December 1859
From the original in the possession of Mrs. Raven Frankland

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 29 Dec 1859
My dear Frankland,

I hope to begin my Juveniles on Saturday1 and wanting to use Colladion
balloons apply to you to know if you can tell me where I can get them for
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I really do not know. Can you help me[·] If I get them by Tuesday2 that
will do[·]

Mrs. Faraday had a letter from Tyndall datedChristmasEveGeneva3[·] The
next day he was to start for Salenche [sic] & Chamouni[·] Plenty of snow –
Give our kindest remembrances to Mrs. Frankland4 and with the heartiest
wishes of all here with me for your health & happiness at this cheerful season
& at all times[·]

Believe me to be | My dear Frankland | Ever Truly Yours |
M. Faraday

1. That is 31 December 1859 when he delivered the first of Faraday (1860b). RI MS Le1/1, p. 115.
2. That is 3 January 1860.
3. Letter 3699.
4. Sophie Frankland, née Fick (1821–1874, ODNB under E. Frankland). Married Frankland in
1851.

Letter 3703
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
29 December 1859
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/102

Royal Institution | 29 Dec 1859
Sir,

I have examined the two dioptric apparatus to which your letter of the
231 referred and which are I believe intended for Vancouver island. I find
them excellent. The glass is perfect as to colour and relatively very free from
striae especially in the central & more important parts. It is well wrought as
to finish and shape so that the various parts (no less than 580 in number in
the larger one) are perfectly accordant in their optical action so as to send a
fine ray forward in the right direction[·] The larger apparatus is constructed
to give 20 flashes in one revolution. This involves the use of 20 pannels with
their metal frames & the consequence is that one ninth of the light falls on
these frames & is cut off[·] Nevertheless as far as I am able to judge not more
metal has been employed than is sufficient to give the required stability &
strength to the whole structure[·]

I have the honour to be Sir | Your faithful humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr. | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3698.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House Wardens Committee, 3 January 1860, GL MS 30025/27,
p. 257.
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Letter 3704
Thomas Mayo1 to Faraday
January 18602

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 46
[Athenaeum letterhead], 56 Wimpole Street | Jan

Dear Faraday,
I have in my desk the rudiments of a lecture on ‘the Relations of the

Public to the science & practise of Medicine’. I know not whether I am com-
petent to give such a Lecture; but I know that it is wanted at the present time.
It is at the Service of the Royal institution, if they are disposed to give me a
Friday Evg in the course of the Season3.

Yours truly | Thos Mayo

1. Thomas Mayo (1790–1871, ODNB). Physician.
2. Dated on the basis of the reference to Mayo’s discourse.
3. Mayo, T. (1860), Friday Evening Discourse of 11 May 1860.

Letter 3705
Faraday to Edward Frankland
2 January 1860
From the original in the possession of Mrs. Raven Frankland

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 2 Jan 1860
My dear Frankland,

Let me acknowledge your kindness in the warmest manner I can. Your
deed & your manner of doing it are very acceptable, & pleasant[·] I hope to
use the balloons1 in the course of a day or two in the mean time I fear I am
robbing you when you may want them – but after this week is over I will try
to see you[·] My kindest remembrances to Mrs. Frankland2 & to all yours with
the best wishes of the season[·]

Yours Most faithfully | M. Faraday
Tyndall has come back & looks well.

1. For his Christmas lectures, Faraday (1860b). See letter 3702.
2. Sophie Frankland, née Fick (1821–1874, ODNB under E. Frankland). Married Frankland
in 1851.

Letter 3706
Faraday to Juliet Pollock
4 January 1860
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 Jan 1860
My dear Mrs. Pollock,

You will think me sadly remiss in thanking you for your kind letter &
thoughts but coarse things & the concerns of the lectures1 have so taken up
my time that I have been really unable fitly to express myself[·] I write a line
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or two of a note & then forget what is written & how the construction of the
sentence runs & get all wrong & give it up – and this I have done more than
once[·]

But I value your favours greatly – and your boys2 visit & their kindness
in thinking of me & now I remember that they have only just returned home
and might like to hear an odd lecture or two. If they do pray let them run in
as they pass using my name at the door[·]

I am sorry you were dull at Christmas but hope better things of you[·]
We are getting on pretty well here[·] My wife & niece having much cold in the
body but warm remembrances for you[·] Jeannie has lost her voice so that I
am really too quiet[·]

Again & Again Ever Yours | Most Truly | M. Faraday

Mrs. Pollock,
Love to all whom I dare send it to[·] I would not be in debt for such a

precious thing as that & yet I do not want it to be by measure
MF

1. That is his Christmas lectures, Faraday (1860b).
2. Frederick Pollock (1845–1937, ODNB), later a legal scholar and writer. Walter Herries Pollock
(1850–1926, AC), later a lawyer and writer. Maurice Emilius Pollock (1857–1932, The Times,
26 April 1932, p. 1, col. b), later a sculptor.

Letter 3707
James Copcutt1 to Faraday
4 January 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/122.1

New Road, Aylesbury | 4 Jan 1860
Professor Faraday,
My Dear Sir,

Having now successfully arranged the various departments of our new
System of lighting – the “Fitzmaurice Light” – I am desired to convey (with
his Comps.) the wishes of the Hon W.E. Fitzmaurice, (who is abroad) that you
should at any time convenient to yourself, appoint a time privately to see the
new arrangements, and make any enquiries you may wish respecting them,
at his residence, “Conway Lodge, 12 Hyde Park Gate, W”.

I have the pleasure to send to you (with my highest regards) a copy of
my Pamphlet2 – a feeble effort – to explain to the Public as well as I am able.
May I add that, with 48 hours notice I shall have more pleasure to meet you at
“Conway Lodge” as above, at which place any communication will be most
cheerfully attended to by

Yours sincerely | J. Copcutt
M. Faraday Esq

1. Unidentified.
2. Copcutt (1859). There is a copy of the pamphlet in GL MS 30108/3/122.
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Letter 3708
Faraday to James Copcutt1
9 January 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/122.1

Albemarle St. | 9 Jan 1860
Sir,

I have received your note2 and read your pamphlet3. There is nothing
in either which makes it at all desirable to me to see your apparatus;– for I
have not time to spare to look at a matter two or three times over. In referring
to Major Fitzmaurice I suppose you refer also to his application to the Trinity
House. In that case I shall hear from him through the Trinity House – he has
however certain enquiries (which I have no doubt have gone to him long
ago through the Trinity House) to answer before I shall think it necessary to
take any further steps in the matter4. With these however I suppose you have
nothing to do.

Are you aware that many years ago our Institution was lighted up for
months if not years together by oil gas, (or as you call it Olefiant gas) com-
pressed into cylinders to the extent of 30 atmospheres and brought to us from
a distance. I have no idea that the Patent referred to at the bottom of page 9
could stand for an hour in a court of law5. I think too, you are wrong in mis-
applying the word olefiant[·] It already belongs to a particular gas and cannot
without confusion be used as you use it[·]

I am Sir | Your obedient Servant | M. Faraday
J. Copcutt Esqr.

1. Unidentified.
2. Letter 3707.
3. Copcutt (1859).
4. See letter 3484.
5. Copcutt’s Patent 1859-413 for ‘Improvements in Obtaining Light from Gases’.

Letter 3709
Faraday to Edward Frankland
10 January 18601

From the original in the possession of Mrs. Raven Frankland
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 11 Jan 1860 [sic]

My dear Frankland,
I return the Collodion balloons I hope all safe & ready for use2[·] I hope

I have not had them away at an inconvenient moment.
Curious fatality with us just now Owen lectured3 to day with the smallest

possible amount of voice & I was very glad he gave in 15’ or 20’ before the
hour was over4[·]
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Ever Your Obliged | M. Faraday

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Owen’s lecture.
2. He used these for his Christmas lectures, Faraday (1860b). See letters 3702 and 3705.
3. The first of Owen’s Fullerian course ‘Fossil Birds and Reptiles’, RI MS Le4/227.
4. Owen (1894), 2: 97 noted that he had a cold and gave ‘only three-quarters of lecture’.

Letter 3710
Edward Frankland to Faraday
12 January 1860
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 3

St. Bartholemew’s Hospital, EC | 12 Jan 1860
My dear Professor Faraday,

I am sorry you had the trouble of sending back the balloons1, as I did not
intend them to be returned; however in some respects I am glad, since such
clumsy specimens of collodion art do me no credit. When I make another lot
I will take the liberty of sending you a few better made ones so that you may
have them at hand whenever you want them.

I am heartily glad to hear from the servant who brought your note that
you have got rid of your cold & that you have not suffered from the fatigue
of your lectures2 which came at such an inopportune moment.

With kind regards to Mrs. Faraday and Miss Barnard
Believe me | ever yours sincerely | E. Frankland

1. See letter 3709.
2. That is his Christmas lectures, Faraday (1860b).

Letter 3711
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
16 January 1860
From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
Albemarle St. W | 16 Jan 1860

My dear Miss Coutts,
I received your very kind message and remembrances by Mr. Barlow

and the accounts of your health which gave me great pleasure: I am always
made happy by the consciousness that I am remembered by my friends. Your
message has roused me up to think of a Pantomime night and I am about
to say that if next Tuesday tomorrow week1 you could give me your order I
should like much to take our own party & a couple of friends; but we should
then be five – is not that too much. If Tuesday should be a wrong day with
you then let me say Monday i.e. to day week but if the days are indifferent to
you Tuesday will be the best[·]
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Believe me to be Ever | Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. That is 24 January 1860. See letter 3718.

Letter 3712
Faraday to William Scrope Ayrton
16 January 1860
From a photocopy in BL RP 1880

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], London |
16 Jan 1860

My dear Sir,
In reference to the rules of the Royal Society regarding papers I can tell

you how they were when I took part somewhat actively in the proceedings of
years now long past[·] Papers may either be presented through the Secretary
or by a Fellow, but when a Fellow presents a paper for his friend he is con-
sidered (or was considered) as answerable for its character as new and sound
philosophy. I used to have a great many papers sent to me and as I could not
approve of more than one in ten or thereabouts I gave great offence to the
other nine to whom I had no other answer than the principle of action I have
told you of. After a time therefore I resolved to present no more but to ask all
who applied to me to send through the Secretary and I am obliged to adopt
the same law of conduct still or else break down in consistency & also open
a door which I had much labour in shutting[·] I am sure you will accept my
explanation & not wish me now to alter the rule1[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
W.S. Ayrton | &c &c &c

1. There is no paper by Ayrton in the archives of the Royal Society and none seems to have been
submitted.

Letter 3713
Faraday report to Trinity House
16 January 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/103
On Moulded Glass

Royal Institution | 16 Jan 1860
The specimens of moulded glass received from France are intended for

optical use in lighthouses, and are like those that are already applied in the
third order light established on the Point du Walde near Calais. Instead of
being wrought into shape by machinery, they are pressed into shape in moulds
whilst hot. Instead of each rib being separate, many ribs are contained in one
piece of glass. As the ribs may be numerous without increased expence, the
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whole thickness of the glass traversed by the light may be reduced much less
than in the case of worked ribs; so that less absorption of light is caused, yet
with a glass surface considered sufficiently perfect and at a greatly diminished
expence in the manufacture.

Hitherto the tendency has been to raise the optical character of the light-
house apparatus on every point: to render the glass more clear & colourless; –
to diminish the presence of striae and bubbles; & to perfect the form of the
glass, and the character of its surface, so as to refract the rays of light prop-
erly and send them with as little deviation as possible on their way. I think
this endeavour has been in the right direction. High perfection has a moral
influence on the keepers and all concerned and helps to sustain the standard
of lighthouse duty; – it is highly advantageous with the use of the ordinary
oil lamp – and if hereafter, the employment of intense compressed sources of
light, as the Electric lamp or the oxy lime light, should be successfully intro-
duced, it will be of the utmost consequence to have the power of applying
optical apparatus of diminished size, which can only be done by the use of
perfect means & workmanship.

The following is an account of the pieces of glass sent to the Trinity
House.

Pieces A/1 and A/2 being put together edge ways form a plano convex
lens 20.2 inches in height and 10 inches in width having a focal distance of
11.8 inches. Besides the central lens portion, there are 16 rings either whole
or in part round this center, making up the rest of the lens. As to the light it
received from a lamp when in place it is equal to 80◦ in the vertical direction
& 45◦ in the horizontal direction[·]

Pieces B/1 and B/2 being put together edgeways, form a pannel for
a fixed light: – its height is 19 1

2 inches – its width 5 1
2 and its focal distance

8.87 inches. The ribs are horizontal and altogether are 32 in number. 95◦
vertical of light are received by this pannel[·]

Pieces D/1, D/2, D/3 and D/4, placed edge to edge, form a pannel
for a fixed light having 19 inches height and a width of 8 1

2 inches. The focal
distance is 6 inches. The ribs are of course horizontal. The whole number is
48, there being 8 in each of the middle pieces and 16 in each of the extreme
pieces. The vertical angle of light received is 116◦[·]

Pieces E/1 and E/2, placed edge to edge, make a pannel for a fixed light,
12 inches high and 6 1

2 wide. The focal distance is 5.25 inches. The ribs are of
course horizontal and many of them very fine; there being 70 in the 12 inches
of height[·] The vertical angle of light received is 96◦.

All these pieces have been cast with pressure in moulds. In many parts
the fire surfaces have been left upon them but as these have a certain slight
irregularity of form (& perhaps degree of dullness) which tends to disperse
light; wherever the surfaces are large enough to permit of it they have been
brought under the tool & polished: not for the sake of giving form to the
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piece as a whole, but of removing these minute irregularities of the surface,
& rendering it clear & uniform.

The glass used is flint glass, it being softer when hot than plate glass,
& so taking a sharper impression in the moulds. It is excellent in colour i.e.
it is nearly colourless. Some pieces contain striae rather large in size, but the
greater number are very good in that respect. Striae are more likely to occur
in flint than in plate glass.

The chief point of comparison (speaking optically) between the pressed
glass and the wrought or cut glass is in their power of accurate refraction so
as to send the light ray in the required direction; which, excluding colour
transparency striae &c, will depend upon the general angular form of the
glass, and upon the degree of perfection & truthfulness of its surfaces[·] The
refractive power of the moulded glass pieces was very good; and remarkable,
considering that they are the result of very early attempts; but they will not
compare except at a considerable distance, with well wrought cut glass. The
difference is evident when a lamp is placed in the focus of the pieces, &
the course of the outgoing rays observed. It is more evident when parallel
rays, as those of the sun, are received upon the exterior of the pieces & their
collection & concentration on a screen placed in the focus observed;– or when
the rays from a distant electric lamp, with its intense but compressed light are
employed in like manner, and the image in the focus examined. The pieces
have been examined in all these ways but it will be sufficient to state the result
with the Electric lamp only.

In order to have a point of comparison a lens of wrought glass was
procured consisting of a central plano-convex part, & two concentric rings: it
was 12 inches in diameter & had a focal distance of 9.75 inches. The electric
lamp placed at the distance of 41 feet gave a very bright & concentrated focal
image, not more than 1

8 of an inch in diameter surrounded by a small circle of
blue & another of red light due to the difference in refraction of the different
rays; these effects showed that the lens was excellent in workmanship. When
the same experiment was made with the pieces A/1 and A/2, the image in the
focus was much more diffused & much less bright in the centre: – and though
it is difficult to define the limit of an illuminated spot which gradually fades
from the centre outwards, yet a space of from 2 to 3 inches broad was more or
less considerably illuminated at that place & distance when the focal light was
most compressed together and what may be considered as the brightest part
was half an inch or more broad. The focal distance is given at 12 inches but I
think the most compressed usage was probably at 13 inches; but the greatest
compression is difficult to judge of through 2 inches or more A/1 A/2 The
effects produced when an ordinary lamp was placed in the focus of each of
these lenses & the outgoing rays were observed at a distance corresponded
with the indication thus obtained[·]
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It will be seen that as the focal distance of the wrought lens was
9.75 inches and that of the moulded lens 12 inches the former is in that respect
under a greater disadvantage than the latter: – that as the angle of rays received
by the former was 63◦ that number squared and multiplied by 0.7854 shews
that 3120 may represent the light falling on it from a central lamp whilst as the
vertical angle of the pressed lens was 80◦ and its horizontal angle 45◦, 3600
may represent the light falling on it; so that as regarded external illumination
the disadvantage was still, in that respect, against the wrought lens. Again
the greatest thickness of the wrought glass was 1 1

2 inches whilst that of the
pressed glass was only 6

8 or only half as much. Notwithstanding these points
the wrought glass did its work better and gave a much better & brighter image
either inwards or outwards than the pressed glass.

The pieces B/1 B/2 are intended to give a fixed light: and with the
external electric light the compression of the focal line is to be estimated at
that spot of most compression within the pannel in the axial lens of the ray[·]
As the pannel is 19 1

2 inches high and has a focal distance of only 9 inches,
it might be expected, if of cut glass, to give a wider image in the focus than
the cut lens above referred to did. Experimentally it gave a very diffused
image being an inch wide vertically & the brightest part 3

8 of an inch wide
so far corresponding with the action of pressed lens above referred to, but
I think the general effect of this pannel was more correct than that of the
lens A/1.2.

The pannel D/1.2.3.4. gave the most compressed focal band at the dis-
tance of 5 1

2 inches; the given focus being 6 inches off. The band was pretty
well defined at the edges, but broad, being 9

16 of an inch wide. The upper &
lower pieces of glass did not appear to be very good they added little to the
general effect & when acting without the middle pieces gave a band of diffuse
light more than 2 inches wide & having a different final distance to the two
middle pieces. The latter were very efficient[·]

The pannel E/1.2. is like the former in character and gives its best focal
image at 5 1

2 inches; its given radius being 5.25 inches. The whole band was
1
2 wide, of which 2/8 in the middle were brightest & the upper & lower
portions less bright[·]

When a lamp is placed in the foci of these pannels they give correspond-
ing results in the external illumination at a distance. When this distance was
made in succession 41 & 98 feet B gave more light than D and D was better
than E.

When the three catadioptric reflecting pieces C/1.2.3. where [sic] exam-
ined, they gave results, more irregular than, & inferior to those of the lens &
pannel pieces reported above[·]
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These results with the electric lamp shew generally what is the amount
of divergence due to the condition & form of the surface of the glass, and they
shew how much greater it is with the pressed than with the cut glass. The
amount of divergence in a perfect lighthouse apparatus may be estimated
approximately by the size of the flame & its distance from the refractors. To
this divergence, which is generally & roughly estimated at about 6◦, is to
be added the divergence due to the glass which may make it 8◦, 10◦, 12◦ or
more. All the glass divergence, even to the widest & fullest parts of the result,
as with the upper & lower D pieces take away light from the chief place to
be illuminated which we may consider as that within 6◦; but speaking gen-
erally, for because of the irregularity of action it is only so I can speak, if
we assume that the divergence with a lens is increased from 6◦ to 8◦ then
the intensity of the light seen at a distance is diminished from 64 to 36 or
by nearly one half;– if the divergence is increased to 10◦ the intensity is
diminished from 100 to 36 or nearly by 2

3 rds; and if increased to 12◦, only
one fourth of the intensity of the light remains, the rest being dispersed by
divergence[·]

Defective action of the kind described increases as the focal distance is
lessened, and decreases as that distance is greater; and as I understand that
the cost of the pressed glass will be very much less than for the cut glass,
it allows of the use of a larger size for a smaller one, by which the errors
belonging to the smaller size may be reduced and also the size of the flame
increased. Therefore, in harbour lights and those corresponding to the third
& fourth order, the proposition, if it ultimately succeeds is more likely to
be carried first into effect. Increasing the flame with increase of apparatus
diminishes the proportionate effect of the glass disturbance; but with the
accepted magnitude of a first class light, the magnitude of the flame cannot
be well increased; because of the then necessarily increased size of the lenses
& other circumstances. On the other hand attempts to exalt the force of the
light by increasing its intensity & diminishing its size as in the Electric lamp
& accompanying that by a diminished glass apparatus would increase the
proportion of glass error.

These specimens of cast glass are the earliest produce of the attempt to
simplify and economize the manufacture of the optical part of a lighthouse.
They have not yet been extended to the service of high & leading lights,
and much experience & progress will be required before a judgement can be
formed of the probable final result. In the mean time they are very good &
important as steps and deserve every encouragement; and there is no doubt
they will have that in France where their application for trial & proof has
already been commenced1.

M. Faraday

1. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 24 January 1860, GL MS 30010/42, p. 506. It
was ordered that it be entered on the records as usual.
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Letter 3714
Faraday to George Buchanan
19 January 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/1/33

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 19 Jan 1860
My dear George,

I forgot yesterday to ask you whether you would find an increase of
the loan convenient; but suppose as you said nothing about it you did not
desire it. Now I send you a cheque for £5.– as a remembrance gift from us on
sta[r]ting1[·] You will easily give it shape in any way which will remind you of
our affectionate love & earnest wishes for your welfare & happiness: I speak
jointly for your Aunt & myself[·]

Ever My dear George | Your Affectionate Uncle | M. Faraday

Address: Geo. Buchanan Esq

1. Presumably for India.

Letter 3715
John James Waterston1 to Faraday
20 January 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2

26 Royal Crescent Edinburgh | 20 Jan 1860
Sir,

In a paper that I am drawing up for the Philosophical Magazine
(entitled – “OntheGradient ofDensity in saturated vapours and its development as a
physical relation between bodies of definite chemical constitution [”]2) – I have made
use of your observations on the condensible gasses that appeared many years
ago in the Phil: Trans:3 To do so with effect I have to reduce the temperatures
to the standard scale of the air thermometer[·]

The following is the extract from your memoir describing the means
employed to measure the low temperatures obtained “In order to obtain some
idea of this temperature (i.e. the temperature of the liquid carbonic acid and ether
bath) I had an alcohol thermometer made, of which the graduation was carried below
32◦F by degrees equal in capacity to those between 32◦ & 212◦”4[·]

I have assumed that the length on the scale of this thermometer cor-
responding to 10◦ was uniform and that it was found by comparing the
reading with a thermometer of mercury between 0◦ & 32◦[·] On this assump-
tion we can reduce the temperatures very precisely to the air thermometer
by means of M. Pierres5 observations on the expansion of absolute alcohol6 –
The results exhibit your observations at these extremely low temperatures to
be in conformity with the general law of density of saturated vapours[·]
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I shall be highly obliged if you can inform me if I am right in assuming
that the scale of your thermometer was thus determined or was it formed
as usual with mercurial Thermometers viz: by plunging into melting ice and
boiling water & dividing the interval into 180 equal parts for degrees[·]

It is perhaps too much to expect you to remember such particulars so
far back, but it is of so much importance in establishing a general principle in
science that I have ventured to intrude[·]

I am | Sir | Your obedient humble servant | J.J. Waterston

Address: Dr. Faraday | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street | London

1. John James Waterston (1811–1883, ODNB). Scottish man of science, who developed an early
kinetic theory of gases.
2. This paper does not appear to have been published.
3. Faraday (1845).
4. Ibid., 158. The section in parentheses was inserted by Waterston.
5. Joachim Isidore Pierre (1813–1881, P2, 3). Professor of Chemistry at Caen.
6. Pierre (1848).

Letter 3716
Faraday to Aspasia Paola A. Lega Fletcher1
23 January 1860
From the original in University of Leeds Library, Brotherton Collection,
miscellaneous letters (Lega–Fletcher autographs)

23 Jan 1860
Mr. Faraday presents his compliments to Mrs. Fletcher and returns the

MS. If Dr. Guiseppe2 expects to realise a large sum by the papers &c he is
probably very much mistaken. Italy would probably offer as large a price as
any other country[·]

1. Aspasia Paola A. Lega Fletcher (d.1890, age 73, GRO). Language teacher. See 1861 Census,
TNA RG9/106, f. 13, p. 22.
2. Unidentified.

Letter 3717
Faraday to Austen Henry Layard1

25 January 1860
From the original in Kurt Wolfgang Vincentz

25 Jan 1860
My dear Sir,

If you are at home the bearer will bring away the diagrams – or he will
call at any time you like for them2[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
A.H. Layard Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Austen Henry Layard (1817–1894, ODNB). Archaeologist and politician.
2. See letter 3735.
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Letter 3718
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
25 January 18601

From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers
Dear Miss Coutts,

We last night enjoyed ourselves under your kindness and I thank you
heartily for the enjoyment & your kind note – My wife was not able to go for
she is not strong – and she thanks you very much for your remaining offer.
We do not often go to the theatre and I have no doubt that your concurrent
kindness makes it more tempting than any attraction the theatre would have
of itself[·]

Mr. Barlow has told me of your munificence at Oxford & the thought
that you & Mr. Pengelly2 have of speaking (by him) of it & the fossils here3.
I shall rejoice if we can profit intellectually by the matter & equally rejoice if
we can in any way be useful in so forwarding instruction in however minor
a degree. We know with whom we trust in trusting you & Mr. Pengelly and
are sure that any thing resulting cannot be wrong to Oxford minds. However
I know so little of University feeling that I have no right to say a word upon
such a point[·]

Ever Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday

I think of Mrs. Brown whenever I write to you but my memory is so treacher-
ous that it renders me afraid & I hesitate.– If with you may I send my kindest
remembrances

MF.

1. Dated on the basis, first, that Faraday had attended the pantomime referred to in letter 3711
and, second, that Coutts would donate Pengelly’s geological collection to the new University
Museum in Oxford in February 1860. See The Times, 9 February 1860, p. 12, col. c.
2. William Pengelly (1812–1894, ODNB). Devon geologist.
3. Pengelly, W. (1860), Friday Evening Discourse of 25 May 1860.

Letter 3719
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
31 January 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/103

Trinity-House, London, EC | 31 Jan 1860
Sir,

Mr. Alexander Gordon having applied for leave to peruse your Report
on the Moulded Lenses received from France1, I am directed by the Elder
Brethren to request you will acquaint me whether you have any objection to
his being allowed to do so2.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3713.
2. On this see Trinity House By Board, 31 January 1860, GL MS 30010/42, p. 518.
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Letter 3720
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
31 January 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/104

Trinity House, London, EC | 31 Jan 1860
Sir,

I am directed by the Elder Brethren to transmit to you the accompanying
plan, Specification and form of Tender for the optical part of a First Order fixed
Dioptric Apparatus, and shall be glad to receive for their information, any
observations you may have to offer thereon,– and whether in your opinion
it is advisable for the Elder Brethren to adopt the proposed arrangement of
the Armature.

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

Letter 3721
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
1 February 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/103

Royal Institution | 1 Feb 1860
Sir,

I have no objection to Mr. Gordon’s (or any other person’s) perusal of
my report on moulded glass1:– at the same time I think he ought not to take
any copy of it, or communicate it to any other person, without the express
leave of the Trinity house, whose property it is:– and I should object to its being
used in any way for mere commercial purposes.

I am Sir | Your obedient humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq

1. Letter 3713. See letter 3719.

Letter 3722
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
1 February 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/106.2

Trinity-House, London, EC | 1 Feb 1860
Sir,

I am directed by the elder Brethren to forward to you the accompany-
ing Copy of a Letter from the “Lime Light Company”1 proposing to try the
effect of that system of producing Light in one of this Corporation’s Light
Houses, – and I am to request that you will favor the Elder Brethren with any
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observations or suggestions on the subject, which may occur to you as useful
in the consideration of this Proposal.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq. – F.R.S. | &c &c &c

1. Baxter to Berthon, 30 January 1860, GL MS 30108/3/111.

Letter 3723
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
7 February 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/104

Royal Institution | 7 Feb 1860
Sir,

In reference to the plan & specification accompanying your letter of the
31 January1. I have seen Messrs Walker & Co thereon and in conjunction with
them have agreed on certain changes to avoid shadow as much as possible –
I have also seen the amended plan & drawing which I approve of, but have
returned it to Messrs Walker & Co for the emendation of two clerical errors
and have asked them to send it when so amended to you2[·]

I have the honour to be | Sir | Your faithful humble Servant |
M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c

1. Letter 3720.
2. This letter, which related to the Smalls and Dungeness lights, was read to Trinity House
Wardens Committee, 14 February 1860, GL MS 30025/27, p. 294–5. It was agreed to invite
tenders on the basis of the modifications.

Letter 3724
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
7 February 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/105

Royal Institution | 7 Feb 1860
Sir,

Several years ago I took a wind guard to the Needles point lighthouse
for experiment No.49. – p16 – June 18491 also letter date 8 Decr.18492, with the
view of replacing the ordinary cowl by it: I was so satisfied with the results
then, & have been so much confirmed in that view by observation since, that I
beg to ask for any opportunity that may arise to apply the wind guard on the
full scale; with a view to the more perfect & certain ventilation of the lanthorn
and the replacement of all the cowls by wind guards (if the result justifies my
expectation) as occasion may arise3[·]
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I am Sir | Your Very faithful humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See Faraday to Herbert, 30 June 1849, letter 2204, volume 4.
2. Faraday to Herbert, 8 December 1849, letter 2238, volume 4.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 14 February 1860, GL MS 30010/42, p. 529. It
was referred to the Lights Committee who agreed that this would be used on the Portland light.
See Trinity House Wardens Committee, 13 March 1860, GL MS 30025/27, p. 323.

Letter 3725
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
8 February 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/5/2

Royal Institution | 8 Feb 1860
Sir,

In reply to your letter of the 1st instant1, I have drawn up a set of enquiries
which, in my opinion, it would be necessary to make, and have answered,
before any proposal to introduce the lime light into a lighthouse could be
considered. These I beg to submit to the consideration of the Deputy Master2

and Elder brethren. As far as I am concerned, such preliminary enquiries and
answers would be required in every like case.

I am Sir | Your faithful humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq | &c &c &c
Enquiries &c

1 The Trinity House cannot undertake to consider a mere proposition,
or an imperfect arrangement; but only such subjects as are presented to them
in a practical state.

2 The T.H. cannot undertake to work out, or perfect, the application of
a proposition, though it may feel justified in undertaking to test a perfected
arrangement, upon good reasons and data being submitted to it

3 In order to enable the T.H. to judge whether a proposition made to
them by parties, not practically experienced in the service of lighthouses, is
well founded and has been thoroughly considered, it is desirable that certain
questions should be answered; not from expectation only, but upon principle
and from experience:– These, in the present case, may be founded upon the
requisites for a first order fixed light; and may be as follows.

[1]3 4 What is the quantity of light proposed to be supplied; expressed,
either in relation to a central Fresnel lamp of four wicks, or to an ordinary
Argand burner such as is used in a reflector?

[2] 5. The number of jets required to ignite the lime?
[3] 6. The quantity of oxygen required for 12 hours?
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[4] 7. The current price of the oxygen? i.e. the cost of material, wages,
repairs, and any other current expence.

[5] 8. The manner of storing the oxygen?
[6] 9. The nature of the gas fuel? – the quantity required in 12 hours?
[7] 10. How is the gas fuel to be obtained? How is it to be stored?
[8] 11. What is its current price for 12 hours; including materials, wages,

repairs, and other current expences?
[9] 12. What is the shape and size of the lime or focal light? How often

will it require renewal?– How, or where, is it to be obtained? – and what will
be its current cost?

[10] 13. What degree of steadiness will the light possess? Is it now as
steady as a well burning lamp, or is it unsteady, like a lamp in draughts? – or
does it sink and rise at intervals?

[11] 14. Will the attention of the keeper be, of necessity, perpetual? – If
not, for what intervals has the light been left, as yet, without falling off in
character?

[12] 15. What is the vertical height, and horizontal width of the most
intense part of the luminous object? – and what the height of the part which
may be called, generally, intensely luminous?

[13] 16. What number of persons would it be necessary to employ upon
the spot, in relation to the lighthouse? – and what would be their occupations?

[14] 17. What buildings or outhouses for retorts, gazometers, &c, and
what habitations besides, those now belonging to a first order lighthouse,
would be required?

[15] 18. Are the means of obtaining the light considered as applicable,
only in favourable situations, or in all ordinary situations? In the latter case, let
the reply have relation to such a lighthouse as that at Dungeness or Flamboro’
Head.

[16] 19. Are there any exceptional cases where the light could not be
applied with advantage;– as the Needles – Eddystone – Bishops – Longships –
Plymouth breakwater – Casquets – Longstone – Bell rock – Skerryvore –
Stack – Smalls – Tuskar – and others? If so, are they supposed to be few
or numerous?

[17] 20. Will the service of the lime light make it dependent upon the
neighbourhood of a town? – or if not so dependent, what kind of annual
supplies, – or supplies at considerable intervals, will probably be required?

[18] 21. What will be the probable outfit of the apparatus with the
building necessary for it and for the accommodation of the extra staff
required?

[19] 22. What will be the nature of the necessary repairs?
[20] 23. What will be the whole current expence of the application of the

lime light? (Including Royalty &c)
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The T.H. cannot authorize any chance of interference with the certainty
of lighthouse action by the introduction of any uncertain or unproved arrange-
ments tending to disturb the actual service of the light. It therefore requires
full proof of the fitness of any proposed arrangement, before considering its
introduction into a lighthouse[·]

Any failure in such preliminary proof, or any serious departure in the
results, from the answers given to the questions 4. 5. 6. 7. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.
14. 16. 17. 18. 20. 23, which can be as well obtained out of a lighthouse as in
it, will be considered as shewing that the proposed application has not been
sufficiently matured;– and if not removed by further investigation and proof,
will lead to the conclusion, that the method is not applicable to the service of
lighthouses4.

M. Faraday

Endorsement: No. 661 | Universal Lime Lt. | Professor Faraday submittd
set of preliminary enquiries which will be also suitable to similar cases.– | 8.
Feb: 1860. | 15/2/60. | (Enter in Scientific Reports) Folio 346 | Board 14 Feb
1860 communicated the points of Enquiry as suggested by Mr. Faraday to
Mr. Baxter5.

1. Letter 3722.
2. Robert Gordon.
3. The numbers in square brackets for the remainder of this letter were added in pencil in another
hand.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 14 February 1860, GL MS 30010/42, pp. 528–9.
The heads of enquiry were approved.
5. Stafford Squire Baxter (d.1880, age 55, GRO). Secretary of the Universal Limelight Company,
Baxter to Berthon, 30 January 1860, GL MS 30108/3/111.

Letter 3726
Joseph Toynbee1 to Faraday
10 February 1860
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 21

18 Savile Row. Burlington Gardens. W | 10 Feb 1860
Dear Mr. Faraday,

Having been unsuccessful in my attempts to obtain a ticket for
Mr. Huxley’s lecture to night I shall esteem it a favour if you can give me one2.

Believe me yours sincerely | & obliged | Joseph Toynbee

1. Joseph Toynbee (1815–1866, ODNB). Ear surgeon.
2. Huxley, T.H. (1860), Friday Evening Discourse of 10 February 1860.
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Letter 3727
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
14 February 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/108

Trinity House, London, E.C | 14 Feb 1860
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the accompanying Six Samples of Red
Lead, and to request you will be so good as to analyse the same, and favour
me with the result for the Board’s information.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

Letter 3728
Faraday report to Trinity House
20 February 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1862 (489), LIV, p. 9

Royal Institution | 20 Feb 1860
I went to Dover last Monday (the 13th instant); was caught in a snow

storm between Ashford and Dover and nearly blocked up in the train; could
not go to the lighthouse that night; and finding, next day, that the roads on
the downs were snowed up, returned to London. On Friday I again went
to Dover and proceeded by a fly that night, hoping to find the roads clear
of snow; they were still blocked up towards the lighthouse, but by climbing
over hedges, walls, and fields, I succeeded in getting there and making the
necessary inquiries and observations.

The light was of the same fine character as when I last saw it; shin-
ing over the country and the sea. It was generally very steady, but with
slight interruptions now and then from iron in the carbons. I found a new
keeper in the lantern (Griffiths1); he had learned how to attend the lamp
readily and effectually. The light has a tendency to sudden and spontaneous
extinction. This arises from the breaking off of the end of the carbon, or from
circumstances interfering with the delicacy of the fine mechanical work of
the lamp. It happens two, three, or four times every night; and being once
extinguished, the lamp does not re-light itself. The slightest touch of the
keeper’s hand is enough to restore the light; but the liability causes an anx-
ious watchfulness on the part of the attendant, who dares not descend to
the guard-room, but is constrained to stop in the lantern continually. The
light has never been stopped, as yet, by any deficiency of action in the
machine room.

I found the two engines in the machine-room, and also both the steam-
engines, and the magneto-electric machines, properly at work; the latter had
not become deranged or given way at any point, and the magnets appeared
by the results to be as powerful as ever. One of the steam-engines had met
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with an accident; the guide of the piston-rod broke, and the engine ceased
to work; but fortunately this took place in the morning, and the engineer
was able during the day to establish a temporary guide, which enabled the
engine to go on working at nights until the repair was fully made. The water
condensers and other parts acted properly, and as they were required.

Though I was not at the lighthouse on the Monday night, yet I could see
from Dover that the light was at that time in its proper and regular condition2.

(signed) M. Faraday

1. John Griffiths (d.1906, age 75, GRO).
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 21 February 1860, GL MS 30010/42, p. 541.
It was agreed to defer discussion until the following meeting. At Trinity House By Board, 28
February 1860, GL MS 30010/42, pp. 552–3 Faraday was present and it was agreed that he would
report about continuing the use of the magneto-electric light (letter 3733) and that it should be
tested in a revolving light.

Letter 3729
Lyon Playfair to Faraday
20 February 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2
Private

Royal Society of Edinburgh, Edinburgh | 20 Feb 1860
My dear Dr. Faraday,

Lord Brougham1 & Mr. Gladstone2 are coming here in Easter Week to be
installed as Chancellor & The Rector of Edinburgh University & the Senate
are desirous to Confer the Title of LLD on a few distinguished savans on the
occasion, on the condition that they will come to the Installation & receive
their Diploma in person3[·]

There is a strong feeling among my Colleagues to confer the Doctorate
on You. Could you make it convenient to come down about the 15th or 16
April to attend the Ceremony. If so then no doubt the Senate on Saturday4

next will have great pleasure in nominating You with perfect unanimity.
Of course I shall Expect the pleasure of having You as an Inmate in My

House during the time You may remain in Edinburgh –
Yours Sincerely | Lyon Playfair

1. Henry Peter, Lord Brougham (1778–1868, ODNB). Whig politician and scientific writer.
2. William Ewart Gladstone (1809–1898, ODNB). Liberal MP for Oxford University and
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1859–1865.
3. Faraday did not receive this degree.
4. That is 25 February 1860.
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Letter 3730
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
22 February 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/108

Trinity House, London, E.C | 22 Feb 1860
Sir,

I am directed to transmit to you the accompanying three samples of
White Lead, and to request you will be so good as to analyse the same, and
favor me with the result for the Board’s information1.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Faraday’s notes of the analysis are on the back page of this letter where he noted that he
replied on 5 March 1860. It was noted at Trinity House Wardens Committee, 6 March 1860, GL
MS 30025/27, pp. 315–16 that the analyses were satisfactory and it was agreed that the lowest
tender should be accepted.

Letter 3731
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
23 February 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/108

Royal Institution | 23 Feb 1860
Sir,

Having analyzed the six samples of Red lead labled (as above1) I do not
find in any of them any adulteration or substance added to make weight. They
are in that respect unobjectionable & appear to me to be alike in preparation
and well manufactured articles – but there may be reasons for preference in
relation to their use dependant upon the manner in which they are prepared
of which I am not a judge.

I am Sir | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon | &c &c &c

1. This refers to Faraday’s notes on the analysis. See letter 3727.

Letter 3732
Faraday to Royal Commission on Lighthouses
25 February 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/5, f. 6–7

Royal Institution | 25 Feb 1860
Reply to Printed enquiries on the Royal Commission of Lights (23 Feby

1860.) – Buoys & beacons 7, Millbank Street S.W1
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See the printed form & its numbers.
1. Michael Faraday. Royal Institution. In 1836 I was appointed “Scientific

adviser to the Corporation of the Trinity House in experiments on lights[·]”
Since then a large part of my attention has been given to the lighthouses
in respect of their ventilation their electric arrangements & conductors the
impurity & cure of waters – the provision of domestic water the examination
of optical apparatus &c the results of which may be seen in various reports to
the Trinity house:– but a very large part of my consideration has been given
to the numerous propositions of all kind[s] which have been & are presented
continually to the Corporation[·] Few of these present any reasonable prospect
of practical & useful application and I have been obliged to use my judgment
chiefly in checking imperfect & unsafe propositions rather than in forwarding
any which could be advanced to a practical result. Hence I cannot give simple
answers to the queries beneath and therefore think it better to refer when there
is occasion for it to my carefully considered communications to the Trinity
house. The Royal Commission may not think it necessary to refer to any or
at all events not to many of these papers but as an illustration of my position
& duty I will refer in the first instance to a letter of enquiries &c. of the date 8
Feby 1860, relating to Prosser’s2 lime light3[·]

2. Not as yet.
Gurney oxyoil lamp – Reports 15 Feby 1837. – 15 Jany 1838 – 14 June 1838 –

29 Octr 1838 – 12 Aug 18394. great exertions were made to perfect this lamp
but its application failed

FitzMaurice lime light. Letters to Mr. Berthon of the 21 July 18585 – 20
August 18586

Prosser’s lime light – Letter & inquiries 8 Feby 18607

Watson’s8Voltaic light – report 15 Aug 18549

Way’s mercurial Electric lamp 27 June 185910.
Holmes Magneto-Electric light His letter 28 April 1857 – My comments 1

May 185711 My report, 29 April 185912 – also 20 Feby 186013

Pyrotechnic mixtures & the association of steam with the lamp have been
proposed – to the reports on which I do not refer

3. No.
4. The best at present are the refracting & reflecting apparatus now in use
5. The best at present are the arrangements now in use
6. Blank.
7a Blank
7b 7c Moulded glass. Letter to Trinity house 16 Jany 186014
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8 No
9 blank
9b. Propositions as to reddening the light, 12 [sic] July 183715, 17 March

184316, 26 Decr 184517. – 14 Octr 185918.
10a red from white.
10b. White light is more serviceable & penetrating whilst white than if

reduced by the intervention of coloured media
11a 11b. Uncertain approximations because of the darkness, the

unknown haziness of the atmosphere & the refractions
12a blank
12b. blank
13. Such improvements in Ventilation, or in other points as have

occurred to me have been already introduced
14 blank
15a 15b blank
16a 16b blank
16.c. Messrs Brown19 ignited Platinum wire 17 Decr 184720.
17. blank
18. 19 20

Parabolic reflector 16 Aug 184821

Whistle — – 24 March 185322

22 Sept 185323.
Electro magnetic arrangement 6 Octr & 16 Octr 185724.
Boulogne fog bell & reflector 24 Octr 185925.
Start point reflector – 21 November 185926.

21. Depend[s] upon the locality
22. I think each locality requires special consideration
23. blank
24 blank
25a. blank
25b. blank

1. This is Faraday in response to the numbered questions of Circular IX issued by the Light-
house Commission for scientific men and manufacturers. At the end of this letter is printed
Faraday’s answers to Circular X. This is not given here as the text is in letter 3750. The texts of
the questionnaires are in Parliamentary Papers, 1861 [2793], XXV, at the beginning of volume 2.
2. Unidentified.
3. Letter 3725.
4. These reports of Faraday are respectively in GL MS 30108/A1, pp. 27–42, 43–51, 52–6, 57–75
and 76–92 and will be published in an appendix to volume 6.
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5. Letter 3484.
6. Letter 3505.
7. Letter 3725.
8. Joseph John William Watson (d.1886, age 55, GRO). Worked on electrical light; described as
a civil enginner in 1871 census, TNA RG10/207, f. 8, p. 8. See also James (1997), 294.
9. Faraday report to Trinity House, 15 August 1854, letter 2878, volume 4.
10. Letter 3609.
11. Letter 3279.
12. Letter 3590.
13. Letter 3728.
14. Letter 3713.
15. This report by Faraday is in GL MS 30108/4/128 and will be published in an appendix to
volume 6.
16. Faraday to Herbert, 17 March 1843, letter 1479, volume 3.
17. Faraday to Herbert, 26 December 1845, letter 1810, volume 3.
18. Not found.
19. Edward Brown and James Brown. Buoy makers in Preston.
20. Faraday to Brown and Brown, 17 December 1847, and Faraday to Herbert, 17 December
1847, letters 2038 and 2039, volume 3.
21. Not found.
22. Faraday to Herbert, 24 March 1853, letter 2660, volume 4.
23. Faraday to Herbert, 22 September 1853, letter 2733, volume 4.
24. Letters 3340 and 3345.
25. Letter 3661.
26. Letter 3685.

Letter 3733
Faraday report to Trinity House
28 February 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1862 (489), LIV, pp. 9–10

Royal Institution | 28 Feb 1860
The appointed time, during which the Magneto-electric Light was to be

placed under practical trial at the South Foreland, having come to an end,
I may be allowed to say that it has, so far, justified itself in its results, as to
make me hope that the Trinity House will see fit to authorise its application,
either there or somewhere else, for a further and a longer period. The light
has proved to be practical and manageable; and has supplied the means of
putting into a lighthouse lantern, for six months or more, a source of illumina-
tion far surpassing in intensity and effect any other previously so employed. I
do not know at what cost this result has been obtained, but unless that is very
great indeed, I am of opinion that a large increase upon the expense of the
old method (estimated upon the quantity of light obtained) ought to be per-
mitted in the first establishment of a mode of illumination, which apparently
promises many improvements during its further development1.

(signed) M. Faraday

1. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 6 March 1860, GL MS 30004/28, pp. 61–2. It was
referred to a joint committee of Wardens and lights.
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Letter 3734
Faraday to William Whewell
2 March 1860
From the original in TCC MS O.15.49, f. 42

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St. W |
2 Mar 1860

My dear Dr. Whewell,
Let me thank you very truly & earnestly for your kindness in sending

me a remembrance under the form of your last volume on the Philosophy of
Discovery1 – I wish I had something new & good to send you in return[·]

Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

1. Whewell (1860).

Letter 3735
Austen Henry Layard1 to Faraday
3 March 18602

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 41
130 Piccadilly | 3 Apr 1860 [sic]

Dear Professor Faraday,
I must apologise for not having sent you long ere this the diagrams3

used in my lectures of last year4 and for which the Institution paid. I have
been absent from London nearly the whole spring. I am fortunate, however,
in being in Town on Friday night and hearing your most interesting lecture
on lighthouses5. I hope you have not been victim to influenza like so many.

Yours very sincerely | A.H. Layard

1. Austen Henry Layard (1817–1894, ODNB). Archaeologist and politician.
2. Dated on the basis of the reference to Faraday’s Friday Evening Discourse.
3. See letter 3717.
4. Layard had delivered, after Easter 1859, a course of seven lectures on ‘The Seven Periods of
Art’, RI MS Le4/223.
5. Faraday (1860a), Friday Evening Discourse of 9 March 1860.

Letter 3736
Faraday to Josiah Latimer Clark
5 March 1860
From a photocopy in RI MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 5 Mar 1860
My dear Sir,

My subject next Friday is the lighthouse1[·] I am sorry that I have not
power to offer you a ticket either to use or burn but I am asking Members for
a ticket if they have one to spare.
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The experiment you describe is a very interesting one & I thank you
heartily for you kind offer which however I cannot avail myself of this time
as my subject is far away from it. I think I heard Mr. Barlow speak as if he
hoped that you will or would tell us some of your stores of knowledge2 &
that gives me some hopes that youwill describe & shew the experiment here.

Ever My dear Sir | Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Latimer Clarke Esq | &c &c &c

1. Faraday (1860a), Friday Evening Discourse of 9 March 1860.
2. Clark, J.L. (1861), Friday Evening Discourse of 15 March 1861.

Letter 3737
Alfred Austin to Faraday
6 March 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL, pp. 1–2

Office of Works, &c | 6 Mar 1860
Sir,

I am directed by the First Commissioner of Her Majesty’s Works1, &c.,
to request that you will have the goodness to examine, in concert with Sir R.
Murchison, the stonework of two bays of the river front of the New Palace
at Westminster which has been indurated by two different processes, respec-
tively applied by Mr. Ransome and Mr. Szerelmey, and to report to him which
of those processes you consider best adapted to the purpose, and whether you
can recommend either of them for general use in the building2.

Mr. Phipps3, assistant surveyor of works, of this department, will point
out to you the two bays above referred to.

I am, &c. | (signed) Alfred Austin | Secretary
Professor Faraday

1. William Francis Cowper.
2. See letters 3610, 3613, 3614 and notes.
3. John Phipps (c.1794–1868, Builder 1868, 26: 117). Assistant Surveyor of Works and Public
Building in London.

Letter 3738
Faraday to Roderick Impey Murchison
7 March 1860
From the original in GS MS M/F4/6

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 7 Mar 1860
My dear Sir Roderick,

It seems by a letter I have had from the Office of Works1 that you and I
are to examine in concert certain stone work preparation at the New Palace
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of Westminster. I shall be out of town to day and entirely occupied on Friday
with my F.E. subject2 – but I could go tomorrow morning being back here by
two o’clk or I could go on Saturday Morning. Will either of these suit you? If
so at what hour and where shall we meet? at your Museum or the Office of
Works or at Westminster. Mr. Phipps3 the assistant Surveyor of Works is to
show us two particular Bays.

Ever My dear Sir Roderick | faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

Endorsement: Faraday & self to examine exterior of Houses of Parlia-
ment 1860

1. Letter 3737.
2. Faraday (1860a), Friday Evening Discourse of 9 March 1860.

Letter 3739
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
9 March 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, London, S.E | 9 March 1860
My dear Sir,

I wish to consult you about the location of magnetism in a steel bar –
viz. a dipping needle1.

We have one needle of our dipping-needle-apparatus which without any
visible reason gives us a great deal of trouble. Its results are very discordant,
but the means of results (in masses) come out very fairly: but, they differ very
steadily from the mean results of other needles by about 1

2 a degree.
The use of a dipping needle rests entirely on the assumption that, when

the magnetism is reversed by the ordinary double-touch process, the new
poles lie in the same line in which the old poles lay.

Now do you think it likely that there may be such perverse hetero-
geneity in the steel of the magnet that, when it is infected with one kind of
magnetism, the magnetic axis may tend (steadily on the whole, though with
some irregularity) to lie in one line: and that, when it is filled with the opposite
magnetism, the magnetic axis may (steadily on the whole) be disposed to lie
in a different line, inclined to the former at an angle of 1◦?
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As thus:– B and A the boreal and austral poles at first, B’ and A’ the
boreal and austral poles after reversion?

I am, my dear Sir | Yours very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday | &c – &c – &c

1. On this see Airy, W. (1896), 239.

Letter 3740
William Thomson to Faraday
10 March 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2

2 College, Glasgow | 10 Mar 1860
My dear Faraday,

After long waiting I have been able to try some of the experiments we
spoke of with the aid of an electrometer which makes them easy. It is one
I have had made, to serve for the self recording atmospheric apparatus at
Kew1, and in the course of a week’s trials I have had of it, I have used a glass
fibre much lighter than that which will give it a metallic sensibility for the
work for which it is designed. In the condition in which I have used it, it
has given as much as 110 divisions on each side of zero (each divn. 1

40 i., on
a scale 22i from the mirror) is the effect of direct & reverse applications of
a single cell of Daniell’s battery. This effect it shows perfectly through my
whole lecture room (holding about 100) with only a paraffine lamp. With a
good mirror & the electric light, there would I am sure be no difficulty in
removing the scale far enough to double the sensibility & yet good in effect
visible through the whole of your theatre in the Royal institution. Thus the
electroscopic effect of a single thermoelectric bism[uth]-antimony element
could easily be shown.

In showing it to my class I preferred a rather less sensibility – giving
about 60 divns (or an inch & a half) as the effect of a single cell of Daniell’s.

If I lay a disc of copper on the table beside the instrumen[t] & make a
good metallic communication between it (the copper) & the metal case of the
electrometer, and then place a zinc disc resting on it, but separated from it by
three thin pieces of glass, and connect the zinc by a wire with the insulated
halfring, I find a deflection shown by the spot of light gradually supervenes.
If a metallic arc is applied to make a communication betw. the disc & copper
the spot comes back to zero, & again gradually moves when the zinc is left
supported on the pieces of glass. If pieces of paper are substituted for the
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glass the same thing take place but more rapidly. If the paper is wet, or if
a drop of water is inserted between the zinc & copper discs so as to touch
each while the glass separating pieces are retained, the samething takes place
instantaneously (altho after a metallic commn. is established, it takes a little
time before the full deflection is again reached.) I believe when properly tried
the final amount of the deflection will be the same in each case, although
I have never got it quite so much with the glass or the paper, as with the
drop of water. In fact the glass if perfectly dry would not in years conduct,
by proper conductivity through its own substance, as much as passes in a
few minutes or even when in its ordinary moist condn. in the atmosphere:
and the pieces between the discs only differ from the glass supports of the
insulated halfring in being in this moist state instead of in an artificially dry
atmosphere. I think I can now answer with certainty your question as to
the condition of perfectly unelectrified zinc & copper approaching before
contact2. They will exercise no force whatever on an electrified body in their
neighbourhood; but the moment a metallic arc is placed connecting them,
such a body, if free will move from the zinc or from the copper, according as it is
positively or negatively electrified itself. I hope to show a single experimental
demonstration of this; but in the mean time I infer it from a combination of
what I have seen.

The two half rings of my electrometer are of one metal (brass.) If large
discs of copper and zinc are connected respectively with the two half rings
(one of which I always chief in metallic communication with the case,) and of
these discs of zinc & copper are first well discharged at a distance & then (one
of them being next well insulated) if they are gradually approximated to one
another, the spot of light gradually moves so as to show zinc negative. When
they are within a short distance, say 1

10 of an inch, the deflection does not
increase sensibly on their being brought closer & closer; but when they are
brought into contact, it comes to its zero position suddenly. The maximum
reflection here is I believe exactly the same as the true zinc copper single
fused element. Again, if I substitute for the two half rings of the electrometer
a compound ring of zinc & copper in the places of the two halves respectively
soldered together, and if I give necessarily equal measured positive & negative
charges to the index, the spot of the light moves to one side & the other alter-
nately so as always to show the zinc pos. to the copper neg. The amount of the
deflection I believe will be found to be the same as that of the single zinc cop-
per water element, tested with the electrometer [word illegible] ordinary iron
& needle always charged to the same degree[·] Hence I infer that if the zinc half
ring was connected with the zinc disc in the previous expt. & if a true discharge
of the half ring were made before beginning, the spot of light would not stir,
on the two discs being approximated. At the instant of the two discs touching
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one another, it would move so as to show the deflection demonstrated by the
second expt.

I am quite ashamed when I look through what I have written, and
finding the appearance irremediably bad, I have only endeavoured as far
as possible to make it legible. I feel reluctant to trouble you with it, but I send
it as you kindly expressed an interest in some of what I was doing before on
the subject.

Mrs. Thomson is feeling much better than she has done for a long time.
She sends her kindest remembrances. When I saw Mr. Crawford last a few
days ago I told him that I was going to write to you and he asked me to say
that his family are all well & that he hopes you are so also.

Believe me Yours most truly | William Thomson

1. See Thomson (1859, 1860a) and letters 3664, 3665 and 3667.
2. In letter 3693.

Letter 3741
Faraday to William Francis Cowper
12 March 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL, p. 2

Royal Institution | 12 Mar 1860
Sir,

In relation to the preservation of the stonework of the New Palace
of Westminster, I hope you will do me the favour to refer to a letter on
the subject of Mr. Szerelmey’s process, which I wrote to the late Chief
Commissioner1 on 1st July 18592; it will make it unnecessary at this time
to refer to anything more than the two bays, to which the attention of Sir
Roderick Murchison and myself have been directed3. Mr. Ransome prepared
the south bay, which I will call No. I.; Mr. Szerelmey prepared the north bay,
No. II.; both were cleared of the loose surface by hard brushing, &c., and
then dealt with. The time which has elapsed is about six months; and if the
processes are of any value, is hardly sufficient to show a difference due to
weather.

Compared together, I. has more of the natural colour and appearance of
the stone than II.; it is softer, wets immediately, and by degrees the water is
absorbed. No. II. is darker, an effect due to the varnish-like character of the
last coat applied; is harder, and does not absorb water; the fluid runs from
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off it. The repellent coat appears to have much permanency, for alcohol and
turpentine do not disturb it.

Though the time of trial is short, there is a place where, I think, evidence
of difference appears. At a part of the wall having this form

rain droppings have fallen on the part below 5, whilst that above has escaped;
consequently the stone 3 has suffered more than 4; and this is very evident in
many of the untouched bays. In the prepared bays (where the loose surface
had been removed before preparation) I looked for a six months difference at
these parts. In the bay II. I could find no sensible difference between the parts
3 and 4, both were equally hard and good in character; in the bay I., 3 was
softer than 4.

I do not find in other parts of the building, where Mr. Szerelmey’s appli-
cation is more than two years old, any signs of exfoliation, or separation of
the prepared face of the stone; or any ground for fears in that respect. On the
whole, therefore, and though the time of comparison is short, my belief is
that his process will prove to be the best.

Though ever ready to aid the Government when it lies within my power,
I am not professional. May I therefore be permitted to ask as a favour, that
my opinion should not be communicated to either of the parties concerned
to serve trade purposes.

I have, &c. | (signed) M. Faraday
The Right Hon. W. Cowper, M.P.

1. Henry Fitzroy.
2. Letter 3610. See also letters 3613 and 3614.
3. Letter 3737.
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Letter 3742
Faraday report to Trinity House
12 March 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1862 (489), LIV, p. 10

Royal Institution | 12 Mar 1860
I have been engaged in some observations upon the divergence of the

electric beam, when emerging from a perfect lens, of the first order light
apparatus, the electric spark being in the true focus. The lens was 39 inches
high and 28 inches broad. I have no doubt the divergence in a vertical direction
will be sufficient; indeed, it was proved to be so at the South Foreland. That
in a horizontal direction will be less; both because the width of the lens is
less than its height, and the width of the electric light is also smaller than
its height, the two carbons used being one above and the other below. I fear,
therefore, that the flash in the distance may, with the present apparatus, be of
very short duration, though intense in power.

In a letter, dated 3d April 18571, is noticed the appearance, at Wool-
wich, of the Electric Light placed in the focus of the “Bishop’s” apparatus at
Blackwall; and there the beauty and briefness of the light is referred to. If the
illumination seaward is only over a limited number of degrees, then the light
on the land side may, by small reflecting surfaces, be thrown seaward, so as
to prolong in some degree the duration of the flash2.

(signed) M. Faraday

1. Letter 3265.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 13 March 1860, GL MS 30010/42, pp. 559–60. It
was agreed that Faraday’s report did not support the continuation of testing the magneto-electric
light in revolving lens, but it was agreed that the light should be tried at Dungeness.

Letter 3743
Faraday to an unidentified correspondent
12 March 1860
From the original in RI MS

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 12 Mar 1860
My dear friend,

Come & I will go[·]
Yours affectionately | M. Faraday

Letter 3744
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
12 March 1860
From the original in RGO6/678, f. 156–7

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 12 Mar 1860
My dear Sir,

Hard steel, which has been strongly magnetized at the first, in a certain
direction, tends to keep up a condition in that direction when the bar is
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demagnetized or reversed; and I think it very possible that the condition
you refer to1, may occur, & perhaps even not infrequently. There are circum-
stances under which a magnetic bar may be considered as having two sets of
particles within it magnetized in opposite directions. I had some bars which
were harder along one side than the other, as from

A to B. When these were very highly charged by the electro magnet, they
soon fell somewhat in power, and I had reason to believe by the assumption
on the softer side of a magnetism in the contrary direction to that in the hard
part[·]

I believe this case could easily be made to occur. Let N.S. be a hard

magnet, well magnetised in the first instance in that direction;– and let N.S. be
a like hard steel magnet, equally magnetised in the direction indicated;– & let
these be put together as figured: the system will shew little or no power. But
if the system be magnetized, with the intention of making the Sn’ end north,
the axis will be in the direction n’s’; whereas, if it be changed and magnetised
in the opposite direction, the axis will be in the direction N.S. It is not difficult
to perceive how the parts of a magnet may have more or less of this relation
and how its heterogeneity, either in composition, or hardness, or application
of the dominant magnet at the first on one side, or along an oblique line, may
produce a certain amount of effect such as you are investigating:

Ever My dear Sir | Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. In letter 3739.

Letter 3745
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
13 March 1860
From the original press copy in RGO6/678, f. 158

13 Mar 1860
My dear Sir,

I am much obliged by your answer to my query touching Magne-
tized Bars1, which seems to bear in a very important degree on the possible
explanation of the idiosyncrasies of dipping needles.
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I had not the good fortune to hear you concerning lighthouses2; if other
things had permitted, my tie to the Astronomical Society (where I had to
make a statement about the Eclipse3) would have prevented it. But I want to
hear you through the press, as Admiral Hamilton tells me that my assistance
may be wanted by the Lighthouse Commission4. Will you let me beg an early
copy of the printed Resumé.

I am, my dear Sir | Very truly yours | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 3744.
2. Faraday (1860a), Friday Evening Discourse of 9 March 1860.
3. See Month. Not. Roy. Ast. Soc., 1860, 20: 181–9 for Airy’s statement about the total eclipse of
the sun on 18 July 1860 visible from north-east Spain.
4. See Airy, W. (1896), 240–1.

Letter 3746
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
14 March 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/105

Trinity House | 14 Mar 1860
Dear Sir,

Referring to your Letter of the 7th Ult1:– I am directed to acquaint you,
that, in compliance with your Suggestion, it is proposed to cause the Venti-
lation Head, or Windguard, to be applied to the two New Lanterns intended
to be erected at the Portland Light Houses2.– I am also to forward, for your
information, the enclosed Copy of a Report from the Agent for the Whitby
Light Houses3; at which Station the Windguard was fitted in Novr. 1858.

I am | Dear Sir | Your’s faithfully | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq. | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3724.
2. See note 3, letter 3724.
3. Gatenby to Berthon, 9 March 1860, GL MS 30108/3/105.

Letter 3747
Faraday to A. & C. Black1

15 March 1860
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 15 Mar 1860
Gentlemen,

I beg to thank you very sincerely for your kindness in sending me a copy
of Owen’s recent work on Paleontology2[·]
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Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday
Messrs. A & C Black | &c &c &c

1. A. & C. Black. Scottish publishing firm. See ODNB under Adam Black (1784–1874).
2. Owen (1860).

Letter 3748
Faraday report to Trinity House
21 March 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1862 (489), LIV, p. 10

Royal Institution | 21 Mar 1860
In reference to your question respecting the introduction of the Magneto-

electric Light at Dungeness1, I see no reason to expect that there would be
greater difficulty respecting the illumination of the sea than at the South Fore-
land. The diverging beam would strike the sea at about 750 yards’ distance
from the lighthouse at high water. With respect to the general effect to be
looked for, there is not so much back light to be reflected seaward at Dun-
geness as at the South Foreland, 280◦ requiring illumination at the former;
and therefore the amount of light in any one direction must not be expected
to equal that obtained where only 180◦ or 200◦ were illuminated2.

(signed) M. Faraday

1. See Trinity House By Board, 13 March 1860, GL MS 30010/42, p. 560 for this request.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 27 March 1860, GL MS 30010/42,
pp. 575–6.

Letter 3749
Board of Trade to Faraday
23 March 1860
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/65, p. 1722

23 Mar 1860
acquaint you that H.M. Pay-Master General has been requested to pay

to you the sum of one hundred pounds £100 less income tax, being payment
for services in connection with Lighthouse abroad during the year ended 1st
March 1860.

Enclosed is a form of receipt which upon being stamped and signed by
you can be presented for payment through a Banker.

I am | Sir | Your obedient Servant | [not signed]
Professor Faraday F:R:S; | Royal Institution | 21 Albemarle Street
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Letter 3750
Faraday to John Francis Campbell
26 March 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/5, f. 8
To J.F. Campbell Esqr | &c &c &c | Secretary Royal Commission
answers to second set of questions1

26 Mar 1860
I presume that in Gt Britain as abroad there is always a competent authority
who considers & decides the circumstances of every particular lighthouse
& gives instructions to the competing manufacturers[·] I think a manufac-
turer should not on his own judgment interfere with the judgment of such an
authority

He may know the height of the lanthorn above the sea but ought not to
vary his angles for any variation in that respect. The variation of the angles
of the glass is rarely if ever the kind of change required. The authorities are
conscious of the need of making the beam drop if necessary & always have
the power of deciding it. In respect of the horizontal arc also the authorities
always I believe give the number of degrees and the manufacturer should not
use his judgment in the matter[·]

2. The manufacturer does not need this information to guide him in the
grinding & fitting of his lenses prisms &c. He should receive a specification
for an apparatus of well known construction to perform a certain well known
optical duty and if when it is examined it does not perform that duty it is
rejected.

3. There is not the slightest occasion for a table relating to the horizontal
arc. The instruction is in any case for a certain number of degrees; with frame
bars &c in certain plans and the work simply to be done. As to elevation
the depression of the ray necessary on that account is in the power of the
authorities being either ordered especially or governed by adjustment of the
lamp and it should not be interfered with by the manufacturer[·]

4. I have no duty in this respect only that of examination nevertheless
as far as I know by the results the specification & instruction given by the
authorities are sufficient for the purpose. Perfect numerical exactness in the
angles &c cannot properly be directed or required: for the maker has rightly
a power of improvement over his glass & if his glass vary the angles must
vary also. The specification should tell every thing that is missing for the full
information of the makers. The makers have their work subjected to a very
close optical scrutiny, and it is probable that any attempt to refine further in
their department might lead to the removal of responsibility from the parties
who ought to bear it.

26 Mar 1860 | M. Faraday

1. See note 1, letter 3732.
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Letter 3751
Faraday to Christian Friedrich Schoenbein
27 March 1860
From the original in UB MS NS 452

Royal Institution | 27 Mar 1860
My dear Schoenbein,

It seems to me a long while since we have spoken together, & I know that
the blame is mine, but I cannot help it, only regret it, though I can certainly
try to bring the fault to an end. When I want to write to you it seems as if
only nonsense would come to mind – & yet it is not nonsense to think of past
friendship and dear communions. When I try to write of science it comes back
to me in confusion. I do not remember the order of things – or even the facts
themselves. I do not remember what you last told me1 though I think I sent
it to the Phil Mag & had it printed2 – & if I try to remember up, it becomes
too much the head gets giddy and the mental view only the more confused. I
know you do not want me to labour in vain but I do not like to seem forgetful
of what you tell me and the only relief I have at such times is to correct myself
& believe that you will know the forgetfulness is involuntary. After all though
your science is much to me we are not friends for science sake only but for
something better in a man something more important in his nature, affection,
kindness good feeling moral worth and so in remembrance of these I now
write to place myself in your presence and in thought shake hands tongues
& hearts together.

We are all pretty well here. We get on well enough in a manner &
are very happy – and I cannot wish you better things; though I have no
intention when I say that to imagine you without your memory or your
science:– long may you be privileged to use them for the good of human
nature.

Our friend Miss Hornblower suffers very much from an affection of the
knee of which I spoke before to you3. Lately she has seen Sir Benjamin Brodie
who does not make himself responsible for advising an amputation,– he says
it is a case so serious that the Profession ought not to be made responsible for
the results of an operation. Whilst going there I have several times gone into
a place of rest in that neighbourhood to look at a stone you know of & think
of you all. Such places draw my thoughts much now & have for years had
great interest for me. They are not to me mere places of the dead but full of
the greatest hope that is set before man even in the very zenith of his physical
power & mental force.

But perhaps I disturb you in calling your loss to mind – forgive me. Yet
remember me very kindly to the mother & sisters.

Ever My dear Schoenbein | Yours Affectionately | M. Faraday

Address: Dr. Schoenbein | &c &c &c | University | Basle | Switzerland
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1. Letter 3663.
2. Schoenbein (1859a).
3. See letter 3588.

Letter 3752
Faraday to Benjamin Silliman1

27 March 1860
From the original in YUL Gen MS Misc 2599

Royal Institution | 27 Mar 1860
My dear Dr. Silliman,

I received your pleasant letter and immediately forwarded its compan-
ions. As to the one to our Secretary2 I have not the least doubt that your wishes
will be at once attended to. With respect to that for the Royal Society3 I will
do all I can but I have no power or influence there. I know they have certain
regulations but do not know what they are & I have not been on the Council
for very many years. Work formerly made me decline & now a bad memory
keeps me separate from every occupation I can avoid – but I will do all I can
in the matter. You ought to have the Transactions[·]

I happened to be in the North when that wonderful Aurora you speak of
occurred4 & saw it there night after night. What a pity some mighty intellect
could not see all that was happening electrically in both hemispheres & in all
parts of the world at that time. I hope some powerful mind will at all events
sum up the evidence & give us a combined result and such a view of the
whole as the evidence will justify[·] What a state the whole globe must have
been in?

Give my kindest & sincerest respects to Your father5. It delights me to
hear of him & especially to find that he is in the midst of pleasant thoughts &
affections. I dare say he is not so old as I am though 10 or 11 years my Senior –
but I forget data, faces, events, all things but I am very cheerful & very well.
What does a man want more[·]

By the bye I want something less than you give me[·] I am not Sir
Michael[·] Many years ago I had to decide upon the unfitness of such a thing[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
Dr. B. Silliman Junr | &c &c &c

1. Benjamin Silliman (1816–1885, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Yale, 1854–1870 and an editor
of Am. J. Sci.
2. John Barlow.
3. Silliman to Council of the Royal Society, 6 March 1860, RS MS MC6.61 which requested back
volumes of the Phil. Trans. from 1850. The request was approved by the Council of the Royal
Society. RS CM, 19 April 1860, 3: 57.
4. See letter 3686 andAnn. Reg., 1859, 101: 128–9 for this aurora which occurred on 28–29 August
1859.
5. Benjamin Silliman (1779–1864, DSB). Professor of Chemistry at Yale, 1813–1854. Founder and
Editor of Am. J. Sci.
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Letter 3753
Faraday to Julius Plücker
29 March 1860
From the original in NRCC ISTI

Royal Institution | 29 Mar 1860
My dear Professor,

It is a long while since I have written to you1 – too long but the fact is that
the writing a letter or any action that calls upon memory is a burden to me –
and not merely that but often makes my head ache and obliges me to cease –
I am fit for nothing now but small gentle acts of thinking – I have just read
over your last letter2 and the description therein given of the light of the dis-
charge in narrow tubes & the spectra which you obtain. They seem to me very
wonderful but I cannot as I read retain the case of each vapour sufficiently to
compare one with the other in my mind – or the phenomena altogether with –
the luminous phenomena before known. In fact the luminous phenomena of
the Electric discharge across very rare media are so numerous so varied so
indicative and yet as it appears to me so little understood in respect of their
law of fundamental principle that I can not retain them in my mind – for I have
no memory & memory only can keep hold of them.

But though I cannot discuss these beautiful phenomena with you I can
enjoy them & your success in the development of them & I doubt not that
some day the whole beautiful encircling cloud of luminous results will open
out into perfect order & intelligence & you will either produce that result or
be a chief leader in obtaining it[·]

In the mean time I commend myself to you as an old worker in science
one that loves to look on the present bands of worker[s] & as far as he can to
keep up a relation with them if it be only be reminiscences & the memory of
past times. And so it is that I write you now though I have no science to send
you and am ashamed that I have not written before to thank you for yours &
to say how heartily I am

My dear Professor | Your Obliged | M. Faraday
Professor Plucker | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3612 which refers to a letter Faraday wrote but which has not been found.
2. Letter 3612.

Letter 3754
Christian Friedrich Schoenbein to Faraday
29 March 1860
From the original in UB MS NS 453

Bâle | 29 Mar 1860
My dear Faraday,

I have been expecting letters from you these many months, but up to
this moment quite in vain. I trust, that nothing is wrong with you i.e. that not
ill health or any other of the evils “which human flesh is heir to”1 has been the
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cause of your long silence. Now Professor Wiedemann and Dr. Hagenbach2,
intimate friends of mine going to London, I send you some lines through
them, to give a sign, that, at least, your friend is still alive. Mr. Wiedemann
will tell you, that I have strictly followed up your very wise advice3 and
worked rather hard all the year round. The remedy has not been without its
salutary effects, though I cannot say, that the deep wound inflicted upon us
last year is healed. As to Mrs. Schoenbein, she certainly at intervals seems
to be composed and resigned but the feelings of deep mourning and distress
darken her mind again.

To give you a notion of my late scientific doings, I send you some papers
on what I call “the chemical polarisation of the neutral oxigen”4, of which
highly interesting subject Mr. Wiedemann, who has seen the experiments,
will give all the details you may desire to know. I am inclined to believe, that
it is now a matter of fact, that any oxidation, apparently effected by common
or inactive oxigen, is always preceded by the polarisation of that element.
I know now three or four dozens of cases of slow oxidation, in which that
mysterious act takes place; for instance in that of Phosphorus, Zinc, Iron,
Lead, Copper &c; Ether, and a number of other organic matters: pyrogallic
acid, desoxidized indigo &c.

In presence of such a numerous body of matter-of-fact evidence, I think,
very little doubt can be entertained about the correctness of the new doctrine,
that Oxigen is capable of being chemically polarized.

How is poor Miss Hornblower? Pray write in your next letter, how she
is doing and remember me most friendly to your friend.

In entertaining the confident hope, that all is well with you and yours, I
beg you to offer my kindest regards to Mrs. Faraday, your Niece and Brother’s.

For ever | Your’s | most faithfully | C.F. Schoenbein

Address: Doctor Michael Faraday | &c &c &c | Royal Institution | London

1. A slight misquotation of William Shakespeare, Hamlet, III, 1, 65.
2. Jacob Eduard Hagenbach (1833–1910, P3, 4, 5). Taught physics and chemistry at the Technical
School in Basle, 1856–1862.
3. See letter 3572.
4. Schoenbein (1859b).

Letter 3755
Zerah Colburn1 to Faraday
2 April 1860
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 41

Office of “The Engineer.” 163, Strand, London, W.C | 2 Apr 1860
Sir,

I took the liberty, a few days ago, to send you a pamphlet which I have
issued on Boiler Explosions2. The Explanation which I have advanced on
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the 48th page of that pamphlet is, I believe, new in some respects3. Should
you have had time to glance over it, I should feel myself much honoured
in having your opinion, as to the soundness or otherwise of the views in
question. Nothing but the great value which I should attach to your opinion
could have induced me to obtrude this matter upon your attention, necessarily
occupied as your time must be with other matters of greater importance.

I am Sir | Your Obedient Servant | Zerah Colburn
Professor Faraday

1. Zerah Colburn (1832–1870, B4). Engineer and journalist.
2. Colburn (1860).
3. Ibid., 48 suggested that four distinct consecutive operations occurred in quick succession in
the course of a boiler explosion.

Letter 3756
William Keddie1 to Faraday
4 April 1860
From the printed original in RS MS 241, f. 157

Philosophical Society, Glasgow | 4 Apr 1860
Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that on the 4th January, the Philosoph-
ical Society of Glasgow enrolled you among the Honorary Members2.

Herewith you will receive the Society’s Diploma, inscribed with your
name

I have the honour to be | Sir | Your most Obedient Servant |
W. Keddie. Secretary
To | Professor Faraday

1. William Keddie (1809–1877, B2). Naturalist and Secretary of the Philosophical Society of
Glasgow.
2. This was proposed by William Thomson. See Proc. Phil. Soc. Glasgow, 1860, 4: 269.

Letter 3757
Faraday to Thomas John Fuller Deacon
6 April 1860
From the original in the possession of Elizabeth M. Milton

Hampton Court Green | 6 Apr 1860
My dear friend,

Whatever shape the reason may take that causes me to write to you, I
am very glad of it;– for if there is much that we should say to each other by
word of mouth, one may say a little of it by letter:– and though writing is but
a poor way to think in, & therefore feeble for the expression of thought, we
may supplement it a little in many points, by that which is expressed very
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emphatically by the words, “went not mine heart with thee”1 and how delight-
ful it is to think that it is in happy matters that our hearts may go together;–
and further that Mr. Leighton2 comes back to us with happy accounts; as your
letter to my dear wife says at least; for I have not seen him since his return,
nor heard any thing of him except his arrival here. And whilst I am thinking
loving thoughts to you, let me send our love to your dear wife & daughter.
Jeannie would do so too were she here:– but this being Good Friday she &
a party of nine or ten young ones have gone from here down the river in a
boat, & after dining somewhere, intend to return here to tea. It is one of the
annual excursions which the young ones have had for several years past; &
a very fine day they have for it now[·]

As to my writing. My wife knows of no one who would suit the [word
illegible] you offer for her consideration, & so wishes me to tell you that at
once, that you may advertise – She however intends to send your letter to
Miss Hornblower; but do not wait for that[·]

I am just on the point of asking you about Mr. Paradise Mr. Reid3 & also
other persons & other things:– yet how vain & feeble that is when in a day I
shall have Mr. Leighton to ask[·] No doubt he has told you all our news – Some
to rejoice at, some to weep about;– but all when well considered quite fitted
to cause much thankfulness. Like many of the dealing of God, much that has
happened with us partakes of that beautiful character “though sorrow may
endure for a night joy cometh in the morning”4. May it be so with all of us.
May we know when it is that God dealeth with us as with children5. I used to
think it an extreme expression “that thou mayest be ashamed & confounded
& never open thy mouth any more when I am reconciled unto thee”6; but
when we are sober it must be so: it is only when we are becoming vain &
foolish that it can be otherwise[·]

Ever My dear Brother | Affectionately Yours | M. Faraday
Mr. T. Deacon

1. 2 Kings 5: 26.
2. Unidentified.
3. Unidentified.
4. Psalms 30: 5.
5. See Hebrews 12: 7.
6. See Ezekiel 16: 63.

Letter 3758
George Biddell Airy to Faraday
6 April 1860
From the original press copy in RGO6/326, f. 133–4

6 Apr 1860
My dear Sir,

I have to thank you for the copies of your lighthouse lecture1. (There is
a graphic account of your Lecture in Moigno’s Cosmos2, I suppose from one
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of the audience). I have little wherewith to make my return to you, and none
to make an adequate one. But I send by Post a Notice about the approaching
Total Eclipse which may interest you3. If you do not fear heat of climate, I
would recommend you to go to see it.

This week, at the request of Admiral Hamilton, I have been to Birming-
ham, to look at the glass works in reference to the manufacture of lighthouse
glass and to see one lighthouse which is now being packed up to go to
Australia4. And I have been very much pleased with what I have seen, of
the accuracy of the workmanship, which is quite sufficient for the use of a
small light (as the galvanic spark) with the ordinary rules of direction of the
beam of light, and to which they can give the modifications that may be
required for any different sections of the beams of light.

But this struck me. We had the great lamp burning, not to its very full
French height, but I believe as high as it is burnt in England. Upon trying the
central (dioptric) division of the glasses by itself, and the upper and lower
(catadioptric) divisions by themselves, the adjustment was evidently much
in error. With a small galvanic spark, the error would have been much more
conspicuous. This error was corrected by raising the lamp-stand 5

16 of an inch.
Now if a galvanic spark is used, can you be certain of its plane to a

very small quantity (as 1
16 or 2

16 ) under the following conditions? – The two
charcoal points are burning away, is it certain that they burn equally? The self-
acting adjustment brings them together, does it move the two points equally?
If one is equal and the other unequal the vertical position of the spark will
vary.

If the galvanic spark shall be introduced, for which I think you have
shewn strong reason, it will be of great importance for economy of light to
attend to the vertical of adjustments. The horizontal spread in the revolving
lights will require special optical arrangements.

I am, my dear Sir, Yours very truly | G.B. Airy
Professor Faraday

1. Faraday (1860a), Friday Evening Discourse of 9 March 1860.
2. Cosmos, 1860, 16: 337–9.
3. A copy of Airy’s statement about the total eclipse of the sun on 18 July 1860 visible from
north-east Spain from Month. Not. Roy. Ast. Soc., 1860, 20: 181–9.
4. See Airy, W. (1896), 240.

Letter 3759
Faraday to Robert Barclay1

7 April 1860
From a typescript in RI MS

Hampton Court Green | 7 Apr 1860
Dear Sir,

I received your paper2 & thank you for it. I had seen the communication
to the Soc Arts of which I am a very old member. You are aware that I am
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restrained from giving any opinion on commercial matters having sacrificed
all my Professional prospects many years ago that I might be freed from such
occupation[·]

I am | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
R. Barclay Esq | &c &c &c

1. Robert Barclay (1833–1876, ODNB). Manufacturer of stationery in London.
2. Barclay (1860).

Letter 3760
Faraday to George Biddell Airy
9 April 1860
From the original in RGO6/326, f. 135–6

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead],
21 Albemarle St. W | 9 Apr 1860

My dear Sir,
Many thanks for your letter1 & for the Eclipse account2[·] I do not hope

for the pleasure of seeing the eclipse but I hope you will be fortunate for you
are taking great pains & care in the matter. I am glad you approve of Chances
power of working but am somewhat surprized at the account you give me of
an apparatus[·] Did they give no account or reason for it, either of their own
or of the parties who have ordered or examined it? There ought to be no room
for a mistake

As to your enquiries about the Electric spark the lamp that Professor
Holmes has had constructed, practically works well; for being adjusted, an
edge or object near the light throws a shadow on a distant wall whose plane
does not vary. The keeper watches this shadow from time to time (or such a
shadow) and if there be a change, corrects for it:– but the compensation for
change of plane in the carbons, either upper or lower has been very good.–
I have no fear for the place of the Magneto electric spark provided we can
secure the attention of the keepers – that will not be called for more than is
required by the written regulations now, or than was given by the keeper at
the South foreland;– but it must be a good deal more than what is absolutely
necessary for an oil lamp[·]

If the electric light should come into use it seems to me that there will be
no difficulty in bringing both the vertical & the horizontal divergence easily
under command.

Ever My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
G.B. Airy Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3758.
2. See note 3, letter 3758.
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Letter 3761
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
17 April 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/111.1

Trinity House, London, E.C | 17 Apr 1860
Sir,

Referring to your Report of the 8th. February1 on the proposition made
by the Universal Lime Light Company, in respect of a Trial of that Light in
one of this Corporation’s Light Houses, – I am now directed to forward to
you the accompanying Replies which the Company have given to the vari-
ous enquiries suggested in your said Report2, and I am to request that you
will favor the Corporation with any observations which you may deem it
necessary to offer thereon.–

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3725.
2. A copy of this is in GL MS 30108/3/111.3.

Letter 3762
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
19 April 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/5/3

Royal Institution | 19 Apr 1860
Sir,

Several of the answers from the Lime light company1, are not direct to,
or sufficient for, the questions; I will briefly point them out.

2.6. “The nature of the gas fuel?” The quantity required in 12 hours?” –
The answer has no reference to it but is about coke and oxygen[·]

2.7. “How is the gas fuel to be obtained? – How is it to be stored?” – The
answer has no reference to the questions.

2.8. “What is its (the gas fuel) current price for 12 hours including mate-
rials, wages, repairs, and other current expences?” The word its in my query is
written the in the company’s paper and may perhaps explain why the answer
has no reference to the question.

2.12. “What is the vertical height and horizontal width of the most
intense part of the luminous object? and what the height of the part which
may be called generally intensely luminous?” By luminous object I mean the
whole cylinder of lime at the ignited part:– and being three inches in diameter
or about 9 1

2 inches in circumference I conclude, by the answer, that there are in
that circumference, six spots, half an inch wide, of most intense ignition;– that
these being surrounded by less ignited parts may be considered as extending
to an inch in width;– and that there are six intervening dark portions, each
between 0.6 & 0.7 of an inch wide.
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2.16. Asked whether there are any exceptional cases such as the Nee-
dles Eddystone, Bishops &c &c These (by the answer) do not seem to be
known. Reference is made to the convenience of storing, building, &c and the
exceptions are said, if any, to be where these conveniences do not exist.

2.18. Relates to outfit. The answer seems to imply that the Fresnel
apparatus would be dispensed with and gives no estimate on that point.

Supposing these answers had been to the purpose, or that direct answers
may now be supplied, there comes the point, how far will they be justified and
sustained in practice. At the close of the company’s letter, it is not doubted,
that, the directors will obtain permission to exhibit their light in a lighthouse,
subject to the rules and regulations of the Trinity Corporation. My letter, con-
taining the enquiries (8 Feb 18602) did not go so far as that, as you will see at
the end:– for it requires full proof of the fitness of any proposed arrangement,
before considering its introduction into a lighthouse: and says that any failure
in such preliminary proof, or any serious departure in the results from the
answer given to the questions, will be considered as showing that the pro-
posed application has not been sufficiently matured &c. I see no reason at
present to alter that course as far as I am concerned in watching the matter3[·]

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your Very Obedient Humble Servant |
M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

Endorsement: No 1933 | Universal Lime Lt | Professor Faraday:– reporting
upon answers to Questions submitted by him; returning them. (enclo:) | 19
Ap: 1860. | Ent in book on Scientific Reports (folio) 353 | Board 27 April 1860

1. In GL MS 30108/3/111.3; see letter 3761.
2. Letter 3725.
3. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 24 April 1860, GL MS 30010/43, p. 3. It was
agreed to ask Faraday if he had any objection to this letter being copied to the Universal Lime
Light Company.

Letter 3763
Alfred Austin to Faraday
19 April 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL, p. 3–4

Office of Works, &c | 19 Apr 1860
Sir,

With reference to your letter of the 12th ultimo1, reporting your opinion
on the different processes of Mr. Szerelmey and Mr. Ransome, for preserving
the outside stonework of the New Palace at Westminster, I am directed by the
First Commissioner of Her Majesty’s Works2, &c., to send you herewith copy
of a letter, dated the 2d instant, which he has received from Mr. Ransome
on the subject3, and also copy of a letter, dated the 27th May 1859, from
Mr. Warrington4 [sic] to Mr. Ransome5, containing the analysis referred to by
the latter, and which, in a letter from him, dated the 28th May6, he states was
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made upon a composition scraped by him from the surface of the buttress at
the south-west end of the Terrace of the New Palace in the presence of the then
First Commissioner7; and I am to request that you will have the goodness to
inform the First Commissioner whether you are satisfied that Mr. Szerelmey’s
composition does not contain oleaginous or other organic matter, which by
exposure to weather would cease to exercise its preservative power; and also,
whether your attention, and that of Sir R. Murchison, was so exclusively
directed to the latter applications of the two processes of Mr. Szerelmey and
Mr. Ransome that you did not consider the results of the earlier applications
of both those processes, and whether you are satisfied that Mr. Szerelmey’s is
the best process for the purpose, at present known.

I am, &c. | (signed) Alfred Austin | Secretary
Dr. Faraday

1. Letter 3741.
2. William Francis Cowper.
3. Ransome to Cowper, 2 April 1860, Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL, p. 3.
4. Robert Warington (1807–1867, ODNB). Chemist to the Society of Apothecaries, 1842–1867.
5. Warington to Ransome, 27 May 1859, Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (186), XL, p. 20.
6. Ransome to Manners, 28 May 1859, ibid., p. 19.
7. Lord John James Robert Manners (1818–1906, ODNB). Conservative MP for North Leicester-
shire and First Commissioner of Works, 1858–1859.

Letter 3764
Faraday to William Francis Cowper
20 April 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL, p. 4

Royal Institution | 20 Apr 1860
Sir,

I think it will be sufficient if I state that I was quite aware of the general
matters contained in the copies of letters from Mr. Ransome, which have been
sent to me1. I knew that both Messrs. Ransome and Szerelmey used soluble
silicates, and the latter in addition a final coat of bituminous or other such like
matter. I have also not forgotten the Speaker’s Court, and other parts of the
Houses of Parliament. My former letters2 have been very carefully expressed,
and I think I have distinctly stated that I could not decide upon principle
only, since either process, or both, might fail after the lapse of years through
want of care or other circumstances, but being thrown upon the short and
insufficient evidence now existing, and taking into consideration as far as I
can the two processes, my belief is now, as it was when I last wrote2, that
Mr. Szerelmey’s process will prove to be the best.

I have, &c. | (signed) M. Faraday
The Right. Hon. W. Cowper, M.P.

1. See letter 3763.
2. Letters 3610 and 3614.
3. Letter 3741.
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Letter 3765
Faraday to Charles William Pasley
21 April 1860
From the original in BL add MS 41964, f. 305

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 21 Apr 1860
My dear Sir Charles,

Your invitation is very kind but unfortunately I cannot accept it. I
thought you were aware that it is now very many years since I made the
rule never to dine out[·] At that time my pursuits forbade it & my health
afterwards[·] Now if I broke the rule I should give offence to a great many. So
I hope you will excuse me[·] Our kindest thoughts to Mrs. & Captn Tyler1[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Margaret Tyler, née Pasley (c.1826–1912, The Times, 7 December 1912, p. 9, col. b). Daughter
of C.W. Pasley who married, in 1852, Royal Engineer captain and Inspector of Railways Henry
Whatley Tyler (1827–1908, The Times, 31 January 1908, p. 14, col. d).

Letter 3766
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
23 April 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/1

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], London W. Albemarle St |
23 Apr 1860

My dear Sir,
Mr. Airy tells me he found one of your finished apparatus much out

of adjustment and that he required to raise the lamp stand 5
16 of an inch to

correct it1. I have perhaps no right to ask you if this is so – or is so for any
reason. I have no doubt if it be so you have a reason for it – but think it may be
some mistake of his[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
James Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3758.

Letter 3767
James Timmins Chance to Faraday
24 April 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/2

Hamstead, Birmingham | 24 Apr 1860
My dear Sir,

I am obliged by your letter of yesterday–1. When Professor Airy first
inspected the apparatus, the lamp was placed with the top of its burner 28 mm
below the focal plane.
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With the height of flame then attained, 20 mm was found to be about
the best distance of the top of the burner from the focal plane.– This is the
chief point to which I imagine Professor Airy to refer – viz. the best distance
of the burner below the focus.–

I believe that 20 mm is not unusually adopted by the Trinity House – or
about that distance.

At all events the position of the focal plane in the flame is still an
undecided one – and a very important one.

On a subsequent examination of the apparatus which Professor Airy
saw, I determined still to adhere to 28 mm:– but I made a slight alteration in
the position of the lower prisms in their panels.

I have never seen a better light than the one alluded to:– I should like
you greatly to have inspected it.

I am glad to hear of your success with the electric light – for fixed lights2.
In a sixth order Light (150 mm say) a height of flame equal to 1 mm

(say) = 1
25 th of an inch, ought (even supposing parallel emergence) to spread

over 20 miles from the horizon inwards (say) at an elevation of 400 ft:–
The remaining distance to the shore can be provided for by the bottom

prisms.
There will be an end I suppose of large apparatus.
Yours truly | J.T. Chance

1. Letter 3766.
2. See letter 3742.

Letter 3768
Henry Enfield Roscoe to Faraday
26 April 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Owens College, Manchester | 26 Apr 1860
My dear Mr. Faraday,

You will I know be interested to hear that Bunsen has discovered a new
alkaline metal1 – discovered it by a method which, it seems to me, is for our
Science of Chemistry what Adams’s2 & Leverrier’s3 discovery of the planet
Neptune is in Astronomy4.

I believe I mentioned to you, when I saw you last, that Bunsen and
Kirchoff are engaged at present upon what they term “Spectral Analysis” i.e.,
the identification of the constituents of a body by means of the various colours
which these constituents impart to the flame.

You will probably have read a short notice given by Stokes in the Phil:
Mag: a month or two ago of Kirchoff’s5 most interesting and important
discovery of the cause of the Fraunhofers6 lines in the Solar Spectrum7.
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Making use of this important discovery, Bunsen finds that every (or
almost every) elementary body or its compounds imparts to a colourless flame
light of a definite degree of refrangibility – soda for example giving a spectrum
consisting of two narrow bright bands corresponding exactly in refrangibility
to the dark line D in the Sun’s spectrum. In this way, if a mixture of the Salts
of Ba. Sr. Ca. Mg. Li. K. Na be made – & if 1

10 of a milligramme in weight
of such a mixture be placed in a colorless flame (of Hydrogen – or Coal gas
& air) and if the resulting coloured rays be allowed to pass through a prism,
the spectrum thus formed will show bands of light in different positions, each
one of which corresponds to, & is produced by one of the constituents of the
mixture. Thus at one glance the presence of each of these substances – in a
mere trace of such a mixture – may in one moment with certainty be detected.

Bunsen has found Lithium in all the potashes which he has examined,
also in 20 grammes of Sea-water!

Now examining in this way the alkalies he has found a substance which
in its spectral relations is different from any of the 3 known fixed alkalies
(K.Na.Li) – but up to the present time he has not found it in quantities sufficient
to enable him to isolate it or to obtain the Chemical analogies of its salts.–

I need not insist on the immense importance of these investigations &
the new & vast areas they open out – I intend going to Heidelberg in the
summer, & on my return I should be glad, if you think it adviseable, to give
an account of these experiments on one of your Friday Evenings in the spring8.

Ever my dear Mr. Faraday truly yours | Henry E. Roscoe
Professor Faraday

1. This was caesium. On Bunsen’s discovery see James (1983a), 43.
2. John Couch Adams (1819–1892, ODNB). Astronomer and Fellow of Pembroke College,
Cambridge, 1853 to 1892.
3. Urbain Jean Joseph Leverrier (1811–1877, DSB). Director of the Paris Observatory, 1854–1870.
4. Neptune was discovered in 1846. On this see Grosser (1962).
5. Gustav Robert Kirchhoff (1824–1887, DSB). Professor of Physics at Heidelberg, 1854–1875.
6. Joseph Fraunhofer (1787–1826, DSB). Bavarian glass maker and discoverer of the eponymous
lines in the solar spectrum.
7. Stokes (1860).
8. Roscoe (1861), Friday Evening Discourse of 1 March 1861.

Letter 3769
P.M. Henschikoff1 to Faraday
1 May 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2
To Professor Faraday,

1 May 1860
Sir,

The equivalents that are gases are not atoms: all the equivalents which
are gases are hollow sphericles; these sphericles are molecules consisting of
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a number of very minute ultimate atoms. vide diagrams. Where an atom of
iron is enclosed in the hollow of an oxygen sphericle, the oxygen becomes
compressed into solidity about the isolated ultimate iron atom, which is thus
oxidized. Heat by promoting the isolation favours the oxidation. When water
freezes it expands, because when heat is abstracted the mass becomes rigid
from the drawing closer of the molecular compound sphericles of hydrogen
enclosing oxygen vide diagrams. But thus the pressure on the sphericles is
diminished and consequently they expand, their liquid state, as molecular
water sphericles, being elastic. By a diminution of this mysteriously subtle
but infinite pressure, two volumes of ammonia expand into four volumes
of gas, when the nitrogen sphericle is ejected from the hydrogen encasing
spherical. And so are all similar chemical phenomena to be explained by a
theory of galvanism which is most humbly submitted to Professor Faraday
by his obedient servant,

P.M. Henschikoff
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Address: Professor Faraday | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street |
London
Postmark: Limerick

1. Unidentified.

Letter 3770
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
4 May 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/3

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 May 1860
My dear Sir,

Can you & will you help me. I want a short right angled prism of glass
of about this size

the thickness a being from 3
4 to 1 inch[·] It is for total reflexion so that the three

right angled faces would require polishing but the two triangular faces not.
The point however is that it should be moderately good glass and if I set our
workers here about it I shall be delayed by the plea that perfect glass is not to
be had. Does it so happen that you occasionally may have a spare piece not
perfect but moderate in quality which you could let me have out of which
I could get a prism cut approaching the size I have drawn. If I am imprudent
in my enquiry tell me so at once.

Many thanks for your reply1 to my Airy note2.
With kindest remembrances to Mrs. Chance believe me Ever Truly Yours

| M. Faraday
Jas Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3767.
2. Letter 3766.
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Letter 3771
Alfred Austin to Faraday
4 May 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL, p. 4

Office of Works, &c | 4 May 1860
Sir,

I am directed by the First Commissioner of Her Majesty’s Works1, &c.,
to acknowledge and thank you for your further communication of the 20th
ultimo2, respecting the stone-preserving processes of Mr. Szerelmey and
Mr. Ransome, as applied to the stonework of the New Palace at Westminster.

I am, &c. | (signed) Alfred Austin | Secretary
Dr. Faraday

1. William Francis Cowper.
2. Letter 3764.

Letter 3772
Daniel Maclise1 to Faraday2

8 May 1860
From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 28

8 May 1860
Dear Sir,

How weak is my poor ordinary vision when compared to that inner and
more intense sense which enabled to you to detect the adulteration – one has
heard and seen Eau d’Or but a Gelatine of gold is a novelty.

Very faithfully your’s | Danl Maclise

1. Daniel Maclise (1806–1870, ODNB). Painter.
2. Recipient identified on the basis of provenance.

Letter 3773
Faraday to Cecilia Anne Barlow
9 May 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 E21

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 9 May 1860
My dear Mrs. Barlow,

We dare not give ourselves the pleasure of being with you on Thursday1

evening: the few times I have been out lately is producing a pressure that I
must resist. I am sorry for my wife & Janes sake but believe it will be best[·]

Very faithfully & gratefully Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Mrs. Barlow

1. That is 10 May 1860.
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Letter 3774
Alfred Austin to Faraday
9 May 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL, p. 4

Office of Works, &c | 9 May 1860
Sir,

I am directed by the First Commissioner of Her Majesty’s Works1, &c.,
to inform you that your attention having been only directed to the process
which has been applied to the stonework of the New Palace at Westminster by
Mr. Ransome since 1856, and by Mr. Szerelmey since 18582, the First Commis-
sioner requests that you will also examine and report upon the stones which
have been covered by Mr. Daine’s process since 18553, and Mr. Fincham4,
the clerk of the works, has received directions to be in readiness at his
office in the New Palace on Friday and Saturday next5, before two o’clock,
in order to point out where the applications of Mr. Daine’s process have
been made.

I am, &c. | (signed) Alfred Austin | Secretary
Dr. Faraday

1. William Francis Cowper.
2. See letters 3610, 3613 and 3614 and notes.
3. Daines’s method (see his Patent 1854-1785) had been used since mid-February 1854. See the
report of on the decay of stone, Parliamentary Papers, 1861 (504), XXXV, question 702.
4. James Fincham (d.1874, age 59, GRO). Clerk of the works at Parliament Royal Kalendar, 1860,
p. 166.
5. That is 11 and 12 May 1860.

Letter 3775
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
9 May 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/111.8

Trinity House, London, E.C | 9 May 1860
Sir,

Referring to your Report of the 19th Ultimo1 on the subject of the Propo-
sition made by the Universal Lime Light Company in respect of a Trial of
that Light in one of this Corporation’s Light Houses, – I am now directed to
forward to you the accompanying Replies2 which the Company have given
to the further enquiries suggested in your said Report, and I am to request
that you will favor the Corporation with any observations which you may
deem it necessary to offer thereon[·]

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq – F.R.S., | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3762.
2. A copy of this is in GL MS 30108/3/111.12.
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Letter 3776
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
11 May 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/5/4

Royal Institution | 11 May 1860
Sir,

The additional answers obtained from the Universal lime light company
are to the point1, except, that to question 18. The question is “What will be
the probable outfit of the apparatus, with the buildings necessary for it and
for the accom[m]odation of the extra staff required?” You will see that the
answer makes no reference to the buildings, gazometers, retorts, and extra
staff required.

The answers generally are such, as, in my opinion, to justify the Trinity
House in permitting a trial on a full scale, of the applicability of the lime light
to lighthouse purposes: provided it can be done so as to give full practical
information on all matters, and without injury or interruption to the service.
Such a trial should be sustained night after night for a given time, that the
following, amongst other, points may be tested, namely;– the character and
power of the light (that being at the time under general observation) – its
constancy – its liability to accidents – its capability of replacement by the
ordinary central lamp – its call on the keepers attention – the requisite number
of persons for the service – the manufacture and storing of the gases – the
quantity of gases consumed – the cost in full of the gases – the cost of wages –
the cost of outfit and whole expence.

It is not for me to judge where such a trial could be best made: but
wherever made, I think it should depend upon its own appliances as much
as a lighthouse removed from the neighbourhood of a town and placed on
a distant coast. I think too, it should be subject to the continual observation
of external night watchers; and if they be mariners, or such as are concerned
in lighthouse action, so much the better. The South Foreland upper light is
an admirable station for observation; but perhaps cannot be permitted to be
used on this occasion. The Purfleet lighthouse might serve, but would not be
under good observation, or observation in all directions. I think a fixed light
is the proper condition in which the light should be observed. If Purfleet,
however, or any such situation, were chosen, it would not be necessary to
have six jets on the lime, nor could they all be watched, by persons external
to the lighthouse: perhaps three would do; only, this would not make the full
call on the nightly supply of gas, and so far would leave the trial imperfect[·]

Will you allow me to say that not having the answers to my questions,
nor copies of them, I find myself frequently at a loss, when I desire to refer to
them2[·]

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your Very humble Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon | &c &c &c

Endorsement: No. 2309 | Universal Lime Lt | Professor Faraday reporting
upon additional answers. | 11 May 1860. Entd in book of Scientific Reports
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(Folio 355) | Board 15 May 1860 | Wardens & Lt Comm to arrange for Trial
at So. Foreland High Light | PHB

1. In GL MS 30108/3/111.12; see letter 3775.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 15 May 1860, GL MS 30010/43, pp. 21–3. It
was agreed to proceed with the trial.

Letter 3777
Faraday to Richard Griffin1

11 May 1860
From the original in BL add MS 28510, f. 41

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 11 May 1860
Dear Sir,

I am much obliged to you for the copies of the Christmas lectures2. I am
obliged to you also for the favourable opinion of them which is expressed in
the Preface3 – and above all for the clear & plain manner in which it is shown
that the act of publishing is not mine and so my relation to the volume made
manifest to all into whose hands it may come4.

Ever my dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
R. Griffin Esq

1. Scottish publishers founded by Richard Griffin (d.1832, age 43, B1 under Charles Griffin).
2. Faraday (1860b) which he delivered during the 1859–1860 season and was published by
Richard Griffin and Company.
3. The preface (pp. iii–vi) was written by the Glasgow-based industrial chemist Charles Hanson
Greville Williams (1829–1910, ODNB). See Crookes to Williams, 1 February 1861, in James (1981),
letter 1.
4. Faraday (1860b), v–vi.

Letter 3778
Faraday to Alfred Austin
12 May 1860
From Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL, p. 5

Royal Institution | 12 May 1860
Sir,

In obedience to the wishes of the First Commissioner of Her Majesty’s
Works1, &c., I yesterday examined the places at the Houses of Parliament
where Mr. Daine’s process (as I was informed by Mr. Fincham2) had been
applied3; these consisted of three small surfaces on the terrace, done in 1854;
the upper part of the walls in the Commons’ inner court, done in 1854; the
wall in the Peers’ inner court, done in 1856; two turrets on the river front,
done in 1856; and a window near the Victoria Tower, done in 1856.

I am told that Mr. Daine’s application consists of oil and sulphur: as
regards the oil, this agrees with what can now be observed; of the sulphur I
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could find no trace. The composition can still be found in places, such as the
walls of the Commons’ inner court and the turrets. It occurs, occasionally, in
patches, which have run down the walls, and also in tears resulting from such
flow. These tears, though black on the outside, are soft, and when squeezed,
the yellow thickened but unsolidified oil flows out. I find no sulphur in this
oil. I send some specimens with this letter.

This composition is evidently still running down the wall, though
slowly, in many places. Being yet soft it cannot be fixed to the surface of
the stone, as a body becoming solid in a short time may be expected to be;
and it is very probable that a large portion of that which was applied to the sur-
face has sunk inwards (for, under the summer’s sun its flow and absorption
may be expected to be much quickened) into the mass of the stone. I removed
some of the surface of the stone at the top or parapet part of these walls, but
upon chemical examination could find no remains of the preparation in it.
The stone seemed restored to the first or unprepared state; and at these places,
and almost everywhere where the oil was not visible in runs upon the surface,
water put upon it was absorbed as fast as upon the unprepared stone surfaces.

There is nothing in the appearance of the prepared stone which leads me
to suppose that its surface has undergone any permanent protecting change;
there is nothing by which I can perceive that any protecting or extraneous
substance has been permanently fixed in the surface of the stone; nor is there
anything in the description of the substance, or in the nature of the portions
still found here and there, where, by reason of its fluidity it has accumulated,
that leads me to expect the process can confer permanent protection upon the
walls.

I have, &c. | (signed) M. Faraday

1. William Francis Cowper.
2. James Fincham (d.1874, age 59, GRO). Clerk of the works at Parliament Royal Kalendar, 1860,
p. 166.
3. See note 3, letter 3774.

Letter 3779
Faraday to George Richmond
12 May 1860
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 12 May 1860
My dear Richmond,

M de la Rive a very eminent natural philosopher of Geneva is in
town on a diplomatic mission from the Government of Switzerland to our
Government1. He will have to stay here some weeks. I promised Madame de
la Rive to ascertain from you whether you were so far at liberty as to draw
his portrait, after the manner of Lyell2, and if so what your terms were[·] I
believe his best hour is 1

2 p 10 o clk – Are you inclined to do it & if so could
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you send me such an answer as I could send to Madame or would you like
to write to them direct3[·] They are living at 21 Dover Street Piccadilly – Ever
My dear Richmond | Yours Most Truly | M. Faraday

1. This refers to the question to the annexation of Savoy by France which so threatened the
position of Switzerland that they appointed De La Rive to be special ambassador in London. On
this and De La Rive’s role see Imlah (1966), 165–78.
2. Charles Lyell (1797–1875, ODNB). Geologist.
3. De La Rive is not included in the list of portraits by Richmond in Lister (1981), 150–75.

Letter 3780
William Thomson to Faraday
14 May 18601

From the original in IET MS SC 2
Laboratory R.I | Monday 4 pm

My dear Faraday,
Many thanks for your kind note2. I hope by Wednesday3 to be ready

with my instruments, and when you come I shall have to ask your advice on
many points connected with the arrangements for my lecture4.

With Anderson’s assistance I have been at work all day putting up one of
my electrometers, and I shall probably have nearly as much work tomorrow
with another. I find a great deal of trouble in making the glass fibre suspension
having very little skill of hand so that what would be easy & short to others
costs me a great deal of time & trouble.

Believe me | Yours very truly | William Thomson

Endorsed by Faraday: 6 Arlington Street | Piccadilly

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Thomson’s Friday Evening Discourse.
2. Not found.
3. That is 16 May 1860.
4. Thomson (1860b), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 May 1860.

Letter 3781
Faraday to John Tyndall
16 May 1860
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4151

Royal Institution | 16 May 1860
My dear Tyndall,

Just a line to say I am very sorry you grumble at your head. I was in
hopes the weather and country had refreshed you as it has done me. Thomson
is here at work for Friday1 and inquiring earnestly after you. De la Rive is busy
diplomatically2. Barry is gone from us3; it strikes me the more because I have
had occasion to be at the houses of parliament lately4 and it was only on
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Saturday week5 we had a long conversation at the Royal Academy Dinner.
Health and long life to you is the sincere wish of your friend6[·]
1. Thomson (1860b), Friday Evening Discourse of 18 May 1860.
2. See note 1, letter 3779.
3. Barry died on 12 May 1860.
4. See letter 3778.
5. That is 5 May 1860. Faraday’s presence at the dinner is noted in The Times, 7 May 1860, p. 5,
col. c.
6. There is a note here saying ‘M. Faraday’ cut off’.

Letter 3782
William Francis Cowper to Faraday1

19 May 1860
From the original copy in US MS 62 Broadlands Papers WFC/HH/1

Office of Works | 19 May 60
Dear Sir,

I am about to order the application of Zerelmy’s [sic] process to the
Palace of Westm[inster] but as you have taken so much trouble about the
matter I am encouraged to ask whether you feel confident that no mischief
will arise from the damp in the interior of the stone being prevented from
exuding from the surface while some moisture is beneath the surface, may
not ultimately lead to decay and will you also have the goodness to tell me
whether you consider the effects of Szerelmey’s process decidedly superior
to those of paint – for after all might it not be as well to stick to paint2.

Be | Your | signed WC

1. Recipient identified on the basis that letter 3785 is the reply and that both copies are on the
same piece of paper.
2. See letters 3610, 3613, 3614 and notes.

Letter 3783
George Richmond to Faraday
20 May 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2

10 York St, Port[man] Sq | 20 May 1860
My dear Mr. Faraday,

I am very sorry you have had the trouble of writing a second note1 about
the proposed sittings for M. de la Rive. I can quite understand how hard it
must be for him to find time for such an occupation as sitting for a portrait
and if he were not so distinguished a person, and a friend of yours, I should
be only too pleased to have that time to give to others, which I should have
felt it an honour to devote to him[·]

Ever faithfully yours | Geo Richmond

1. See letter 3779.
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Letter 3784
Faraday to Margaret Brodie Herschel1
21 May 1860
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

21 May 1860
Admit Lady Herschel and friends to the remaining 3 o’clk lectures of

this season2 | M. Faraday

1. Margaret Brodie Herschel, née Stewart (1810–1884, ODNB under J.F.W. Herschel). Married
John Herschel on 3 March 1829, see his ODNB entry.
2. These would have been lectures by the Professor of Geology at King’s College, David Thomas
Ansted (1814–1880, ODNB), on geography, by the lecturer on botany at St Mary’s Hospital,
Thomas Spencer Cobbold (1828–1886, ODNB), on mammals and by the Professor of Chem-
istry at Royal Military Academy, Frederick Augustus Abel (1827–1902, ODNB), on explosives.
Respectively RI MS Le4/233, 232, 234.

Letter 3785
Faraday to William Francis Cowper
21 May 1860
From the original copy in US MS 62 Broadlands Papers WFC/HH/1

Royal Institution | 21 May 1860
Dear Sir,

Your letter of the 19th1 contained two questions on which you do me
the honor to ask my opinion viz whether the damp that may be included
in the stone and covered by Mr. Szerelemy’s process being prevented from
escaping by the surface may not ultimately lead to decay? and whether his
process is in effect superior to the application of a coat of paint?2 Being told
that Mr. Szerelmey’s process included first the application of a silicaferous
operation & then the application of a bituminous coat, I enquired and was
informed that the latter was to be applied when the stone was perfectly dry.
If their intention be properly carried out I do not think that any bad result
dependent upon moisture left in the stone will occur.

Whether Mr. Szerelmey’s process is at all superior to the careful appli-
cation of a coat of paint is a question I must remit to those who have had
experience of the value of the latter protection. I have not had that experience
& as I have said before3 the experience we have had of Mr. Szerelmey’s process
or Mr. Ransome’s process is by no means sufficient to establish with certainty
the protecting power for many years of either one or the other or shews the
superiority of one over the other. Nevertheless as you did me the honor to
ask for the best opinion I could form under the cir[cumstan]ces I felt bound to
respond to your wish informing you at the same time of the degree of reserva-
tion I was obliged to make & as betw[ee]n the 2 or 3 parties concerned, judging
with the utmost degree of impartiality my mind was capable of. I only regret
that I cannot make the evidence more forcible or my opinion stronger.

I ha | signed M. Faraday
1. Letter 3782.
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2. See letters 3610, 3613, 3614 and notes.
3. Letter 3741.

Letter 3786
Faraday to Henry Stevens1
29 May 1860
From the original in Huntington Library MS RH 633

29 May 1860
Sir,

I have corrected the enclosed at page 26 in the manner desired[·]
I have the honor to be | Sir | Your Very Obedient Servant | M. Faraday

Henry Stevens Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Henry Stevens (1819–1886, B3, DAB). American-born bookdealer in London from 1845.

Letter 3787
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
2 June 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/4/112

Trinity House, London, E.C | 2 Jun 1860
Sir,

The Dioptric Apparatus for Foul Point Light House and also that for
Elephant Harbour will be ready for inspection at this House on the 9th Instant,
and the Elder Brethren will be glad if you will subject them to the customary
Tests on their behalf, and I will arrange that everything shall be ready for you
if you will kindly inform me of the day when it will be convenient to you to
inspect them.

I enclose with reference to your Letter of 11th Ult1. a Copy of the
Questions sent to the Lime Light Company and also of their replies thereto;
and am,

Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq. – F.R.S. | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3776.

Letter 3788
George Gabriel Stokes to Faraday
8 June 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2

14 Bellvue Terrace, Southsea, Portsmouth | 8 Jun 1860
My dear Faraday,

I found your paper at the R.S. and took it here to read1.
I am nearly sure you asked me to read it and give you my opinion about

it. I will answer on that supposition.
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I own my own opinion is against sending it in for the Transactions. It
might have done as coming in incidentally in the body of a paper containing
positive results but it seems to me it would scarcely do for an independent
communication to the Transactions, a communication I mean made at one
time though forming part of a train of experimental enquiry. If such negative
results had the effect of correcting a commonly entertained expectation, or if
the author’s previous labours had led those who had followed them to regard
a positive result as probable, or even not unlikely, the case might be different.
But to my mind the antecedent probability of a positive result was too slender
to justify the publication, in such a solemn manner as in the Transactions, of
a negative result.

I should not myself expect a change in the temperature or electric
state of a body even if one could transfer it to a place where gravity
was only half what it is at the surface of the Earth; but even if a change
were to be effected under these circumstances one could hardly expect
to render it sensible in merely passing from the bottom to the top of
a tower. To my mind the antecedent probability of a positive result is
the product of two (to my mind small) fractions expressing the separate
probabilities.

I write on the supposition that the change to be expected was one due
to a change in the gravitating relations of the experimental mass – to a change
for example from a place of strong to a place of weaker gravity – and not
merely to a motion with or in opposition to the force of gravity: Such I take
to be your view.

A sentence at the top of p. 2 will require modification. “The so called vari-
ation of gravitating force by change of distance, can only be taken into account
in either astronomical or cosmical phenomena: neither of which can be made
the subject of experiment.” This statement is too absolute because the change
is taken into account in Cavendish’s2 experiment3.

I don’t think there would be any objection to the paper’s appearing in
the Proceedings. I should be glad if you would take the opinion of some
one else.

I remain here till Tuesday4 when I go to Town.
Yours very truly | G.G. Stokes

# or rather that you would think such a change, if it could be effected, more
likely to yield a positive result.

1. This was Faraday’s paper ‘Note on the possible relation of Gravity with Electricity or Heat’
dated 16 April 1860. There is a manuscript of this in RI MS F2, J286–90 where Faraday continued
the paragraph numbering of the ‘Experimental Researches in Electricity’ series from 3300 to 3312.
The opening part was published in Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 417–18. The paper was not formally
noted as being received by the Royal Society in RS MS CMB 90d.
2. Henry Cavendish (1731–1810, ODNB). English natural philosopher.
3. To determine the density of the earth. See Cavendish (1798).
4. That is 12 June 1860.
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Letter 3789
Faraday to Charles Babbage1

9 June 1860
From the original in BL add MS 37198, f. 73

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 9 Jun 1860
My dear Babbage,

I send back the Jacquarde safely & am deeply obliged to you for the loan
of it & grateful to you for thinking of us and doing what I never should have
ventured to ask2[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Charles Babbage (1791–1871, ODNB). Mainly worked on inventing mechanical calculating
machines.
2. He discussed this in Faraday (1860c), Friday Evening Discourse of 8 June 1860.

Letter 3790
Faraday to George Gabriel Stokes
11 June 1860
From the original in ULC Add MS 7656, F25

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 11 Jun 1860
My dear Stokes,

I am very grateful for your kindness1 though I had not ventured to
presume on troubling you except by the general question whether the account
was worth appearance in the proceedings or any where else at the R.S. – I quite
go with you in all you say and think that the paper had better be withdrawn
altogether if it can be. I want no other opinion than yours & my own.

I hope my acknowledgment will catch you at Southsea or at least follow
you to London safely.

Ever Your Very Obliged | M. Faraday
G.G. Stokes Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3788.

Letter 3791
William Thomson to Faraday
12 June 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Thornliebank Glasgow | 12 Jun 1860
My dear Faraday,

The insurance trial regarding the Atlantic Telegraph, for which I
expected to be summoned to London before this time, has been put off until
the end of the month, and I expect to be required to attend between the 25th
and the 1st of July1. I shall call to see you if you are in London, and to ask if
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you are disposed to come out to Kew along with me, where I shall have to go
to look after the recording atmospheric electrometer2.

I have made several attempts to discover, if possible, indications of
electric force in the air over the surface of two liquids, such as sulphate of
zinc and sulphate of copper, separated by a porous partition, but as yet with
no result. I think there must be something to be found; and probably strong
in such a case as caustic potash and nitric acid, since these two liquids when
substituted for acidulated water next the zinc and platinum of a galvanic
element increase its electro-motive force very largely.

I yesterday had an opportunity of observing something with my
portable electrometer during thunder. No lightning was visible, but I could
perceive the instants of the discharges that gave rise to audible sound by sud-
den motions of the needle. The thunder came about 20 seconds later than an
impulse of this kind, several times, from which I judged that it was about
5 miles distant. The motion of the needle was more sudden than that which
takes place when the conductor with the match burning is suddenly insulated.
When this is done the needle gradually deflects without vibration, and shows
nearly the full effect in 5 or 6 seconds. The changes yesterday were so sudden
as to leave the needle vibrating, and were therefore inductive beginnings of the
electric change in the conductor which the burning match completes. Besides
the larger impulses which I was able to connect with the thunder, there was
a constant flickering of the needle, which seemed to show that between flash
and flash sufficient to make audible thunder, there were countless smaller
discharges. On a small scale the same thing is produced, & is indicated by
the needle in the same way, when shreds or fibre assist disruption of the air
in any “field of electric force” in connection with experimental apparatus.

The ordinary atmospheric changes, although sometimes very rapid, for
instance doubling the force in a minute or less, are not instantaneous, and
show their effect by a gradual motion of the needle without vibrations. It
seems certain that such changes are produced by motions of electrified air,
while those I observed yesterday must have been due to discharges.

Believe me | My dear Faraday | Ever truly yours | William Thomson
1. For this and Thomson’s evidence see Patterson v. Harris, The Times, 26 June 1860, p. 11, col. d
and 28 June 1860, p. 10, col. d–e.
2. See Thomson (1859, 1860a) and letters 3664, 3665, 3667 and 3740.

Letter 3792
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
13 June 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/4/112

Royal Institution | 13 Jun 1860
Sir,

On the 11th of June I examined the light apparatus to which your letter
of the 2nd refers1[·] On all points – as regards Colour of the glass – Striae –
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bubbles – Workmanship of the pieces and association of the parts into two
great wholes they were with one small exception equal and in respect of
adjustment superior to former apparatus, so as to obtain my entire approval.
The reserved point was this, a part of the glass at one of the centres of the
eight holophotal lenses of the larger apparatus was a little deformed so that
the focus of that part was not quite the same as that of all the rest of the
glass. The space affected was not larger than a sixpence & the only result was
to disturb a little the direction of the ray at the central part of the beam not
however throwing it out of effect but simply diffusing it. The effect is so little
(being not really injurious) that I did not think I ought to object to it, though
it is not to be repeated[·]

The lamp in the fourth order apparatus had one larger wick & a cen-
tral deflector but a central wick in place of the deflector would have been
a great advantage as regards those rays which descend from the flame to
the lower part of the apparatus the deflector offers much obstruction for
none of them can pass from the further side through it across the flame[·]
In my opinion the suppression of the central flame & the substitution of
an opaque mass of metal in the shape of a deflector can never be an
advantage2.

I have the honor to be | Sir | Your faithful humble Servant |
M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3787.
2. This letter, which deals with the apparatus for the Trincomalee lighthouse, was read to Trinity
House By Board, 19 June 1860, GL MS 30010/43, pp. 46–7.

Letter 3793
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
26 June 1860
From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers

Royal Institution | 26 Jun 1860
Dear Miss Coutts,

I venture to submit the enclosed card as that of a case I know well & feel
deeply for1[·]

Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

1. This was for a proxy for the Infant Orphan Asylum in Wanstead, which was similar to the
London Orphan Asylum (see note 2, letter 3516) but which took children under the age of seven.
On this asylum see Grist (1974), 1–42. The card enclosed with this letter showed that Faraday
wanted the proxy for Minnie Leighton. Faraday is not listed as a subscriber in the records of the
asylum in RLSA, but there was no prohibition on non-subscribers seeking to place an orphan
in the asylum. Coutts had been a subscriber since 1838. See the 1861 Report of the Infant Orphan
Asylum RLSA 90/21/10/18, p. 82.
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Letter 3794
Faraday to Charles Brooke
26 June 1860
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

26 Jun 1860
My dear Sir,

Help us if you can1[·]
Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

Chas. Brooke Esqr | &c &c &c
1. This presumably referred to Faraday’s request for a proxy vote for Minnie Leighton for a
place in the Infant Orphan Asylum (see note 1, letter 3793). Brooke had been a subscriber since
1854. See the 1861 Report of the Infant Orphan Asylum RLSA 90/21/10/18, p. 46.

Letter 3795
Stroud1 to Faraday
July 1860
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 441

When combating the Old Testament narrative of the creation of man2,
he (Mr. Wild3) adverted to certain chemical experiments which he has alleged
were made by you some years since, before audiences, both at Oxford
and Cambridge, and also in London, when you demonstrated that life was
but electricity, by producing through its agency animalcules, maggots, &c.,
accompanying those experiments by the remarks addressed to your audi-
ences, as: “Gentlemen, there is life, and, for aught I can tell, man was so
created.”4 Mr. Wild has always held it (and has related the circumstances to
show) that you inferred from your experiments that man could be created or
generated, and in all probability was created, in the same modus operandi as
by your experiments.

Mr. W., in relating the above, has always added that so unpalatable were
your views, and contrary to what was received as orthodox, that the authori-
ties used whose auspices the lectures were given (at which you experimented)
had them discontinued.
1. Unidentified.
2. Genesis 2: 7.
3. An unidentified lecturer on Paddington Green. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 441.
4. On this see Stallybrass (1967) and Secord (1989).

Letter 3796
Faraday to George Frederick Chambers1
5 July 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/1/50

S.W Hampton Court | 5 Jul 1860
Sir,

One of the most powerful & ready things in dec[o]louring the solution
of permanganate of potassa is a little solution of sulphurous acid. Being what
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Schoenbein calls an ozone solution a trace almost of oxywater or per oxide of
potassium or sodium or barium will do the same thing there being antozone
compounds. As you think a salt of soda was used so I have no doubt that a
sulphite of soda would answer the purpose. A very little only of any of these
things is necessary to decolour a deep coloured solution of the permanganate.
Put a little water into a bottle burn a sulphur match in the bottle – shake the
fumes & the water together – filter it & you will have a solution that will do[·]

I am Sir | Your Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
Geo. F. Chambers Esq | &c &c &c

1. George Frederick Chambers (1841–1915, WWW1). Studied science at King’s College, London.
Later a barrister and amateur astronomer.

Letter 3797
Faraday to Stroud1

6 July 1860
From Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 441–2

The Green, Hampton Court | 6 July 1860
Sir,

Your letter2 has surprised me a good deal, for I did not know before that
my name had been used as you describe, and cannot now imagine how it has
been employed upon that side of the argument where your letter places it.
I send herewith a part of your letter (which, however, I will thank you to return to
me again). All that part which is between my initials on pp. 5 and 6 is utterly
untrue. I never made animalcules or maggots by the agency of electricity, and
when others said they had done anything of the kind, opposed their views,
and all the conclusions derived from them3. I never lectured on science at
Cambridge at all; no lectures of mine have been discontinued, and if I have
given offence (which I can only imagine in the case of one person), it has been
because I was supposed to pay too much respect to the Bible, which I believe
to be the Word of God.

Some years ago I delivered a lecture on education4, which has since been
reprinted at the end of a volume of Juvenile Lectures on the forces of matter5,
just published by Griffin6, I believe7. Near the beginning of that lecture you
will find a public answer to the inquiries which you make at the close of
your note.

Your letter states that the object of the meetings on Paddington Green is
the elucidation of truth. As far as your letter goes, they appear to me to have
been effectual mainly in the generation and propagation of error.

You are at perfect liberty to use this letter in connexion with the subject
in any way you may think fit.

I am, Sir, your very faithful servant | M. Faraday

1. Unidentified.
2. Letter 3795.
3. On this see Stallybrass (1967) and Secord (1989).
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4. Faraday (1854b).
5. Faraday (1860b).
6. Scottish publishers founded by Richard Griffin (d.1832, age 43, B1 under Charles Griffin).
7. This is a mistake. Faraday (1854b) was not republished in Faraday (1860b), but his Friday
Evening Discourse of 9 March 1860, ‘On the Illumination of Lighthouses – The Electric Light’,
Chem. News, 17 March 1860, 1: 171–4 was republished in Faraday (1860b), 155–74.

Letter 3798
Faraday to Agnes Greig1

6 July 1860
From the original in Bod MS Somerville dep b. 233 MS 3 F1

The Green Hampton Court | 6 Jul 1860
My dear Mrs. Greig,

I had heard of the death of Dr. Somerville2 before I received your very
kind note, and we were all deeply grieved in thinking of Mrs. Somerville, and
the shake it would give to her feelings and immediate relations. No doubt the
shock would be greater, because of the sudden coming on of danger & the
end, after 30 hours of trust & reasonable expectation of recovery. Will you
sympathize with Mr. Greig3 on our part. We feel very much with you both &
with Mrs. Somerville, for our thoughts have been, & are now, much on death,
because of the loss of several old & valued friends very recently4:– but I often
feel when our attempts to say anything on the matter to those who are closely
concerned, one runs a risk of speaking feebly or foolishly. Let us hope that
in regarding the death of our dear friends, or in waiting for its approach to
ourselves, we may be strengthened to look upon it with great hope.

Ever My dear Mrs. Greig | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Mrs. Grieg | Surrey Lodge | Lambeth | S

1. Agnes Greig, née Graham (d.1874, age 67, GRO). Married Woronzow Greig, October 1837.
2. William Somerville (1771–1860, ODNB). Physician to the Royal Chelsea Hospital, 1819–1838.
Died on 25 June 1860.
3. Woronzow Greig (1805–1865, B1). Son of Mary Somerville from her first marriage. Barrister.
4. These would have included Charles Barry on 12 May 1860 (see letter 3781) and the Dundee
surgeon and member of the Glasite church John Crichton (1772–1860, B1) on 3 July 1860.

Letter 3799
Faraday to François Napoleon Marie Moigno
10 July 1860
From the original in AS MS Collection Bertrand

The Green Hampton Court | 10 Jul 1860
My dear Abbe,

My Tyndall has shewn me your note and I immediately packed up the
last of my volumes which consists of papers Chemical and Physical1 & have
addressed it to you and left it in the Hall of the Royal Institution that M. Serrin2
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may have it as he returns from Oxford3[·] I thought you had had the volume
before but I suppose I was mistaken[·]

M. Serrin was at Oxford with his lamp which as far as I could judge
seemed excellent in construction. He asked me for an opinion on it but as
I never give an opinion for any invention brought to me I could not do so
for him. Happily he was able to shew it at Oxford for though there was
not a sufficient battery belonging to the establishments there a Gentleman of
the name of Way who had a rival lamp there and a battery of his own was
magnanimous enough to lend his battery to M. Serrin for his lamp whilst his
own remainedunlighted& out of use. I thought this exceedingly liberal of him[·]

I was so ill at Oxford that I could not remain there but left on the Sat-
urday – so I do not know what happened afterward4. M. Serrin stopped I
suppose to the end. M. Verdet5 was at Oxford and I was very glad to see him[·]

I have no news to tell you for I am very oblivious but I am Ever
Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

a monsieur | M. l’Abbé Moigno | &c &c &c

1. Victor Louis Marie Serrin (b.1829, Stock (1990)). French inventor of an electric lamp.
2. Faraday (1859b).
3. From the meeting of the British Association.
4. This may be an oblique reference to the discussion on the afternoon of 30 June 1860 at the
British Association over the theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by the naturalist
Charles Darwin (1809–1882, ODNB). See James (2005) for an account of the discussion, the main
protagonists of which were the Bishop of Oxford from 1845 to 1869, Samuel Wilberforce (1805–
1873, ODNB), Thomas Huxley and Joseph Hooker. Faraday left Oxford after being photographed
that morning by the mathematician, author, photographer and Fellow of Christ Church, Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson (1832–1898, ODNB); see Taylor et al. (2002), 251. The image is reproduced as
Plate 12.
5. Marcel Emile Verdet (1824–1866, P2, 3). Professor of Physics at the Ecole Normale, Paris.

Letter 3800
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
10 July 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 13

Trinity House London | 10 Jul 1860
Sir,

I beg to transmit to you the accompanying copy of a Letter from the
Secretary to the Royal Commission for Lights1 &c: in relation to the adjustment
of the Dioptric Apparatus in Light Houses and am to express the Hope of
the Elder Brethren that it may suit your arrangements to attend them on
Thursday2 next at 1

2 past one ‘o’clock in relation thereto.
I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon

Professor Faraday F.R.S. | &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Went &c &c

1. John Francis Campbell.
2. That is 12 July 1860.
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Letter 3801
Sarah Faraday to John Tyndall
11 July 1860
From the typescript in RI MS JT TS Volume 12, p. 4168

Hampton Court | 11 Jul 1860
Dear Dr. Tyndall,

I was in hopes of thanking you personally last Saturday1 for the flattering
mark of your kind feeling which I received in the present of your book2, but
as I did not see you, I must send a few words to tell you how highly I esteem
it; I shall not attempt to speak of its merits for which I am quite incompetent,
but I may say that in the little I have read so far, I see there is a great deal to
interest even me[·]

Your short visit was very tantalizing, for we hope it will be repeated
before long when we shall have more time.

Believe me dear Dr. Tyndall | with warm interest in your welfare |
Most sincerely yours | S. Faraday

1. That is 7 July 1860.
2. Tyndall (1860).

Letter 3802
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
11 July 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/4/113

Trinity House | 11 Jul 1860
Dear Sir,

I am directed to forward to you the accompanying Bottle containing a
Sample of Filtered Rain Water, used for Drinking, received from the Flambro’
Head Light House stated to contain Lead in Solution & to request that you
will favor the Elder Brethren by making an analysis of the same, at your
Convenience, & furnishing me with a Report of the result.

I am | Dear Sir | Your’s faithfully | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq. | &c &c &c

Letter 3803
Faraday to Cecilia Anne Barlow
13 July 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 E22

The Green Hampton Court | 13 Jul 1860
My dear Mrs. Barlow,

I have written to Miss Coutts to say we shall be here next Monday and
Tuesday1. Tomorrow I must be in town. We shall be very happy to see her &
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her friends for I think Miss Coutts is so sincere & valuable a person & knows
so well our peculiar ways that there is no chance of her proposing any thing
that not be satisfactory to herself or friends. I have full trust in her as I should
have in you[·]

Ever faithfully Yours | M. Faraday

Address: Mrs. Barlow | 5 Berkeley Street | Piccadilly | W.

1. That is 16 and 17 July 1860.

Letter 3804
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
16 July 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/4/113

Royal Institution | 16 Jul 1860
Dear Sir,

The water you sent me from Flambro’ head1 contained a little lead in
solution, there was also a deposit which was chiefly lead & which I have no
doubt had been in solution also when the water was filtered & bottled. The
water contained likewise that common salt which would give it the power of
acting on lead & which had been derived from the spray of the sea.

As in the case of the water from Hurst the lead in the present water
was entirely removed by a little powdered chalk or whitening[·] Enough of
this substance was added to make the water look like milk and stirred up
with it for a minute after which it was allowed to clear either by filtering or
subsidence. The dissolved lead was at once removed by this process2.

Ever Dear Sir | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3802.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 17 July 1860, GL MS 30010/43, pp. 72–3. It
was referred to the Lights Committee.

Letter 3805
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
17 July 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 15

Trinity House, London. E.C | 17 Jul 1860
Sir,

Referring to the interview you had with a Committee of the Elder
Brethren at this House on 12th instant1, on the subject of Defects which the
Commissioners on Lights &c stated, in a Letter of which you then had a Copy,
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they had discovered in the Lighting Apparatus at the North Foreland and at
the Whitby Light Houses2, I am directed to intimate the request of the Board
that you will take the earliest available opportunity before the 2nd Proximo, of
visiting those Light Houses and thoroughly examining the Apparatus with
a view of ascertaining if practicable the nature of the defects to which the
Commissioners allude.

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Declined to go under the circumstances – without first
writing to or hearing the Commissioners.

1. See letter 3800.
2. Parliamentary Papers, 1861 [2793], XXV, volume 1, pp. 80–1 and 79–80 respectively.

Letter 3806
Faraday to Thomas Newborn Robert Morson1

24 July 1860
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

The Green Hampton Court | 24 Jul 1860
My dear Morson,

A friend of ours whom we both respect very highly (but who does not
wish his name mentioned at present) has asked me who are the Manufac-
turers of Chemical, not of mere Soda or bleaching powder, but for scientific
photographic & general use. His object may be to introduce his son into the
trade and I (who know not of my own knowledge) promised to enquire. I do
not know whom to enquire at so likely as you. Can you give me the names of
some. I do not suppose there are many[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Thomas Newborn Robert Morson (1799–1874, ODNB). Pharmaceutical chemist.

Letter 3807
Faraday to Thomas Newborn Robert Morson1

26 July 1860
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

Hampton Court | 26 Jul 1860
My dear Morson,

I am very much obliged by your reply to my enquiry2. I shall send it just
as it is to “our friend” – whose name I expect you will shortly know[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Thomas Newborn Robert Morson (1799–1874, ODNB). Pharmaceutical chemist.
2. Letter 3806.
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Letter 3808
Faraday to Mary Ann Chantrey1

26 July 1860
From the original in the possession of V.A. and J.R. Johnstone

The Green Hampton Court | 26 Jul 1860
Dear Lady Chantrey,

You are far too kind for I did not expect an answer or wish to trouble
you for one2 – I am nevertheless Your very thankful & Grateful Servant |
M. Faraday

1. Mary Ann Chantrey, née Wale (1787–1875, ODNB under F.L. Chantrey). Married Chantrey in
1809.
2. This presumably referred to Faraday’s request for a proxy vote for Minnie Leighton for a
place in the Infant Orphan Asylum (see note 1, letter 3793). Chantrey had been a subscriber since
1854. See the 1861 Report of the Infant Orphan Asylum RLSA 90/21/10/18, p. 64.

Letter 3809
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
26 July 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 16

Trinity House | 26 Jul 1860
My dear Sir,

The Royal Commission have at last offered to enlighten us on the subject
of the alleged defects in the lighting Apparatus1, and an Arrangement has
been made for a Committee of the Brethren to meet them at their Office 7
Milbank Street Westminster at 3 O’clock PM on Monday next2, – at which
time the Deputy Master3 earnestly hopes that it will suit you to meet the
Brethren there; and see as the Boys say “what you shall see”4.,

The Mountain is parturient I trust it may only bring forth a “ridiculous
mess”5[·]

Yours in great [word illegible] | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3805.
2. That is 30 July 1860.
3. Robert Gordon.
4. A reference to Cary (1852), 264.
5. A deliberate reworking of Aesop fable 26.
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Letter 3810
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
27 July 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 E22a

H. Court | Friday, 27 Jul 1860
My dear friend,

Miss Hornblower has had her limb removed. I was to let you know when
the operation was over – the enclosed is the account I have just received. How
thankful we may be – tomorrow I shall hear how the case progresses & shall
see you & report. Mr. Bowman was to perform the operation[·]

Yours Very Affectionately | M. Faraday
Mr. Vincent

Letter 3811
Faraday to Waugh and Sons1
28 July 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 A29

Royal Institution | 28 Jul 1860
Gentlemen,

I received your estimate for a carpet & have submitted it to our Author-
ities. At present they do not proceed to order a carpet. I do not know what
their ultimate course will be, but keep your estimate to be used if the occasion
occurs – and if there be occasion will let you know2[·]

Your Obedient Servant | M. Faraday
Messrs. Waugh & Sons

1. Waugh and Sons. Carpet suppliers of 3 and 4 Goodge Street. POD.
2. The Royal Institution purchased a rug and carpet from Waugh and Sons a year later on 20
July 1861. RI MS Ledger, 1858–1866, p. 278.

Letter 3812
Faraday to William Francis Cowper
3 August 1860
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

Hampton Court Green | 3 Aug 1860
Dear Sir,

I found your letter1 on returning from certain lighthouses2. I do not see
how I can help you in the Szerelmey–Ransome matter3. I do not know M
Szerelmey, and I believe he wishes to keep his process secret. I answered
your enquiries as well as I could with the knowledge I had; and have no
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objection to the matter as it appears in the printed returns to the House of
Commons4, though I would rather have had my letter5 (which you consider
private) amongst the rest.

If you consider an analysis necessary for your object, I conclude that
some of the Professional men attached to the Government, at the Jermyn Street
Museum, – Woolwich; or elsewhere will be the proper persons to undertake
it – For my own part I think time (as I said in that letter) is the only test of such
a practical matters [sic].

I have lately had a visit and a threat of legal proceedings from Mr. Daine6

on account of my answers to your questions7. I will candidly confess that such
results, cool, in some degree, my willingness to answer all enquiries made
of me by the Governmental boards. If I thought that such a case were likely
to occur again I would make all my letters private to prevent like results.
Whenever you give me the pleasure of being any way useful to you again I
hope you will help me to keep clear of the parties:– whose object is of course
profit[·]

I am Sir | Very faithfully Yours | M. Faraday
The Right Honble | W. Cowper Esqr | &c &c &c &c

1. Not found.
2. At the North Foreland which Faraday visited on 2 August 1860. See letter 3828.
3. See letters 3610, 3613, 3614 and notes.
4. Parliamentary Papers, 1860 (309), XL.
5. Letter 3785.
6. See Bence Jones (1870a), 2: 435 for an account of the visit.
7. See letter 3778.

Letter 3813
Faraday to William Francis Cowper
4 August 1860
From the original in SI D MS 554 A
Private

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 Aug 1860
Dear Sir,

When I was first called in to form some kind of judgment respecting the
preservation of the stone work, I was to be guided by the appearance and
state of the prepared specimens, and these alone. When I met M. Szerelmey
at the Houses of Parliament1, the engagement with him was already made;
as Sir Chas. Barry, who was then present, told me:– but he was permitted to
retain his secret. I tasted the liquid in one of his buckets, and have no doubt
it was an alkaline silicate:– but I did not take any of it, nor ask him for it,
as he would have then kept me to secrecy, and I did not chose to be in that
position. I should not have thought it honest to take any of his preparation
without his knowledge. I think you ought to have some security that he is
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dealing honorably & fairly with you;– but the permission was given long ago
that he might retain his secret,– and unless he freely yields up the knowledge
I do not know what you can do; except to decline upon principle dealing with
a person who has a secret, and over whom, consequently, you can have no
hold[·]

I hope you understand that, in my opinion, a process, whether secret or
open, whether guided by most promising principles or altogether by rule of
thumb, can only be judged of by the proof of times action[·]

I have the honor to be | Dear Sir | Your Very faithful Servant |
M. Faraday
The Right Honorable | William Cowper M.P. | &c &c &c &c

1. On 30 June 1859. See letter 3610.

Letter 3814
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
4 August 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/4

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 4 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,

Have you perchance a fragment or a bad piece of one of the upper
reflectors which you could bring to Whitby next week and by which we could
see practically what amount of change in position would suffice to make the
image of the horizon travel over a certain small angle?

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Jas. Chance Esq | &c &c &c

Letter 3815
Julius Plücker to Faraday
4 August 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Bonn | 4 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,

I thank you for the kind letter of March 29th1 and deeply regret, to learn
from it, that your state of health is not a quite satisfactory one. The same told
me Professor Baumert2 of Bonn, who met you at the Oxford Meeting3.

Chevallier Bunsen4 – as he was called when Prussian ambassador in
London – who resides now among us, speaks of you with great enthousiasm,
remembering with pleasure the happy hours, he passed with you. He charged
myself to present to you his respects.
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I sent an Abstract of my researches on the electric discharge through
evacuated tubes to the Royal Society, October last, to be printed in the Pro-
ceedings. Professor Stokes informed me three months ago, that my paper was
either already printed, or would be printed im̄ediately5. But since I heard
nothing about it. I whished I could show you the beautifull coloured lines of
the spectra of the different gazes, by which these gazes are fully characterised
and chemically analysed. Since Professor Bunsen examined in the same way
the (generally less well defined) spectra of Kalium Sodium, Lithium, Cal-
cium, Strontium and Barium, proving that these spectra solely depend upon
the mere metal, like gases are determined by one of their brillant spectra-lines.
In this way he detected a new metal6, varying among the above mentioned,
on examining the spectra of the residue from mineral waters, which he intro-
duced into the flame of a gaz-lamp. A Chemist would certainly obtain curious
results by a closer examination of gaz spectra. Some rather bold conceptions
of mine, concerning for instance the beautifull spectra of chlorine, brome and
iodine had hitherto no success.

Since my last communication I got only a few results concerning the gaz
spectra7. The spectra remain the same, the gazes may be rarefied, as they are
in Geissler’s tubes, or in the state of ordinary density. In this last case too,
the discharge of a stronger apparatus of Ruhmkorff’s easily passed through
them, when contained in a capillar tube.– In order to prevent the influence
of the Electrodes I recently substituted to my former spectra tubes

other ones into which no wire enters: the gazes included becoming luminous
by induced currents

.
The spectra thus produced are equally beautifull.

I’ll take liberty to send you by occassion my last paper on the mag-
netic condition of the different kinds of mica, compared with their optical
properties8. The plane of the two magnetic axes is always perpendicular to
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the plane of the two optic axes, whatever may be the angle of these axes. When
the plane of the two magnetic axes passes through the shorter diagonal, the
plane of the two optic axes passes through the larger one and vice versâ. The
middle lines of both systems of axes are the same. Mica if optically uniaxis
is equally so magnetically. If the angle of the axes be small, there is no rule
indicating what system of luminous vibrations (either parallel to the longer or
to the shorter diagonal) is more absorbed. This last result seems favourable
to the views of Mr. de Sénarmont9, who thinks that the different micas are
composed of two normal species having their optic axes within two planes
perpendicular to each other10.

I beg you, Sir, to present my respects to Mad. Faraday. With all my heart
Yours | Plücker

1. Letter 3753.
2. Friedrich Moritz Baumert (1818–1865, DBE). Taught chemistry at the University of Breslau.
3. At the meeting of the British Association.
4. Christian Karl Josias Bunsen (1791–1860, ODNB). Prussian ambassador in London,
1841–1854.
5. Plücker (1860a).
6. This was caesium. See James (1983a), 43.
7. On this see James (1983b), 153–6.
8. Plücker (1860b).
9. Henri Hureau de Sénarmont (1808–1862, DSB). French crystallographer.
10. Sénarmont (1852).

Letter 3816
Faraday to Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet1
6 August 1860
From the original in Bibliothèque royale Albert 1er, Académie royale de
Belgique Archives No 17986/989

Royal Institution | 6 Aug 1860
My dear Mr. Quetelet,

Your letter2 gave me great pleasure containing as it did so agreeable a
mark of your remembrance. I heard you had been in London3 and at one
moment hoped to meet you at Miss Coutts but could not get there – Just as
I learned that you were at the house of M. Van der Weyer4 & was preparing
at all event to leave a card for you, you were gone. I know how much your
hours would be in request at the beginning of things, & I hope they were not
shortened here by any cause of anxiety at home[·] May you be happy there –
in that in that [sic] indeed which makes the true and real part of life.

I thank you very much for the many kind scientific remembrances which
you send me – proving as they do your active & powerful exertions in the
cause of science. I have little or nothing to send you in return – only a short
note on regelation5 which this post will bring you – All things wear out and
philosophers amongst the rest: and for my part I think it best that we should
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have this lesson & be content & happy in our latter years – in possession of
the many blessings that are granted to an humble & satisfied mind.

Ever my dear friend | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday

1. Lambert-Adolphe-Jacques Quetelet (1796–1874, DSB). Astronomer at the Brussels Observa-
tory from 1828 and Permanent Secretary of the Brussels Academy from 1834.
2. Not found.
3. For the meeting of the International Statistical Congress in July 1860 which Quetelet attended.
The Times, 17 July 1860, p. 5, col. a.
4. Jean-Sylvain Van de Weyer (1802–1874, BNB). Belgian ambassador to London.
5. Faraday (1860d).

Letter 3817
Faraday to William Francis Cowper
7 August 1860
From the original in SI D MS 554 A

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 7 Aug 1860
Dear Sir,

I am very much obliged by your kind consideration of me1. I cannot
analyse M. Szerelmeys preparations[·] It is especially proper that I should
not do so – for I was bound at first to give an opinion without knowing the
composition and I would rather not alter my position now. There can be no
possible objection to an analysis made at Jermyn Street[·]

Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday
The Right Honble | William Cowper M.P. | &c &c &c &c

1. See letter 3812.

Letter 3818
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
7 August 18601

From the original in RI MS F1 G25
I go off tomorrow morning to Whitby & may not be home before Saturday2[·]

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Tuesday | 5 o’clk
My dear friend,

We came home about an hour ago. I found your note – have been to
Harley St – have received an improved account – Our friend3 has eaten some
fish to day & is progressing. Mr. Bowman saw her two hours ago & is quite
satisfied. I only saw the porter[·]

Affectionately Yours | M. Faraday
Mr. Vincent

1. Dated on the basis of the reference to Faraday’s journey to Whitby and Hornblower’s
operation.
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2. That is 11 August 1860.
3. Jemima Hanbury Hornblower. See letter 3810.

Letter 3819
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
8 August 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.27

Trinity House, London, EC | 8 Aug 1860
Sir,

Referring to the Proposition made by Major the Hon. W.E. FitzMaurice
in respect of a Trial of his Light in one of this Corporation’s Light Houses, –
I am directed to forward to you the accompanying Copy of the Replies
which that Gentleman has given to the various enquiries suggested in your
Report of the 8th February1, – and I am to request you will favor the Cor-
poration with any observations which you may deem it necessary to offer
thereon.

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq.,– F.R.S.; | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3725.

Letter 3820
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
13 August 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/5

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 13 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,

You offered at one time to give me a drawing of your curves &c but
I had in the mean time sent it back1. That makes me ask your help in
this way[·] Can you give me a drawing full size on a long sheet of car-
tridge paper of the position of your pieces of glass? I want to consider for
myself in conjunction with experiment on a good lamp where I think the
focal points should be taken. I do not want the angles of each piece with
great accuracy but their position in relation to the lamp, so as to give their
distance from it, & the angles which the rays proceeding from it to them
make with the horizontal ray – also the distance between the burner & focal
plane.

Ever My dear Sir | Truly Yours | M Faraday
Jas. Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3657.
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Letter 3821
Robert Gordon to Faraday
13 August 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 27

17 Pall Mall | 13 Aug
My Dear Sir,

I forgot to mention before we parted at Whitby, that I shall be glad if
you will let us have a “Report” upon the investigations that have been made
at the No Foreland & at Whitby1.

Your’s very truly | Robt. Gordon

1. Faraday had been at Whitby the previous week. See letter 3822.

Letter 3822
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
14 August 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/6

Royal Institution | 14 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,

Had the lamp at the North lighthouse at Whitby been adjusted before our
survey of matters on the 9th instant? or was it as you left it originally and as it
was when the Astronomer Royal saw it?1 Were you with him there? and what
was the judgment regarding the upper reflectors formed from observation
within the lanthorn at that time?

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
James Chance Esq | &c &c &c
The bundle of photographs and the drawing have been found. They came to
me but I return them to Mr. Wilkins for conveyance to M. Sautter | MF

Endorsement:NorthWhitby | Lamp 27 mm below focal plane of lenses. Same
position as it had always been – not capable of adjustment – no change made.
| Lamp not in center.

1. Airy had visited Whitby in June 1860. Airy, W. (1896), 241.

Letter 3823
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
August 18601

From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers
[Royal Institution embossed letterhead]

My dear Miss Coutts,
Talking with Madame De la Rive this morning about Education I spoke

to her of Your schools. I could not make up my mind to spare my copy of
your book2 or else it would have gone to her:– but I find that they have been
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to your house & that you know the De la Rive’s[·] Is it a very wrong thing of
me to think it possible you might like to send a copy of your practical work
them. They are at 21 Dover St until Monday when they they return for a while
to Geneva[·] I have perhaps said too much.– I dare say no more – ‘Tis your
kindness that encourages me[·]

Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

Address: Miss A.B. Coutts | Stratton Street | Piccadilly

1. Dated on the basis that letter 3824 is related to this letter.
2. Presumably Burdett Coutts (1860).

Letter 3824
Faraday to Angela Georgina Burdett Coutts
15 August 1860
From the original in BL Burdett-Coutts papers

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 15 Aug 1860
Dear Miss Coutts,

If you like I will take charge of your book1 for Madame de la Rive. He
will be here again towards the end of the year & then he can have it either
from you or me[·]

Ever Your faithful Servant | M. Faraday

Address: Miss Coutts | 1 Stratton Street

1. Presumably Burdett Coutts (1860).

Letter 3825
James Emerson Tennent to Faraday
15 August 18601

From the original in RI MS Conybeare Album, f. 26
Board of Trade, SW | 15 Aug

My dear Sir,
I am so hopeful that Mr. Duncan Dunbar can be of service in the matter

which interests you, that I am very desirous you shd. see him – and I enclose
a note of Introduction to facilitate an interview[·]

But to render it still more agreeable, I have written to Mr. D. Dunbar
to acquaint him, that I have given you the letter of introduction;– and very
briefly to set out the nature & object of your visit to him. This will prepare
him to see you.

But in the mean time, as he lives far off; and as he leaves home early for
the city; I think your prudent course will be for you to write a note to him, &
to ask him to for a time & to name a place to receive you. “– at his own house
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if he so prefers”. – or perhaps it might consult his convenience, if in passing
Albemarle St. he would call upon you?

You can give him the choice of either.
Heartily wishing you success in this matter, and greatly regretting that

my own power is so disproportionate to my great desire to gratify you, by
serving Cap Deacon[·]

Believe me | Faithfully Yours | J. Emm Tennant
I have sent to Mr. D. Dunbar, the mem: you left with me of Capt Deacons
Services afloat.

1. Dated on the basis that letter 3826 is the reply.

Letter 3826
Faraday to James Emerson Tennent
15 August 1860
From the original in the possession of Y. Watanabe

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 15 Aug 1860
My dear Sir Emerson,

I am very deeply indebted for your prompt & large kindness1 and know
not how to thank you rightly in words[·] If I knew Mr. Duncan Dunbar I should
speak to him for I think he is just the man to appreciate Mr. Deacon[’s] open
sincerity & desire to work. I ought to have told you that last year he was upon
your own ground and waters. Being in command of a merchant vessel there
he was offered the command of the Rail Government vessel. Those who had
been desired to look out for a Captain thought so well of him that they offered
to wait 6 months for him but having been in India &c these 2 years he desired
to come home & has not been many months here[·]

Thanking you most sincerely & believing that if accidentally or other-
wise any thing occurs to you in the matter you will tell me[·]

I am | Very Gratefully Yours | M. Faraday
Sir J. Emerson Tennent Bart | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3825.

Letter 3827
James Timmins Chance to Faraday
15 August 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 28

Hamstead Birmingham | 15 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,

I have yr. two notes of Agt.13 &14th1.
Tomorrow I will send you the plan of the 1st order Lights as at Whitby.
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No change has been made in the lamps at Whitby: they are doubtless in
the position which they had in 1858, and at the time of the Astronomer Royal
seeing them2.

I was not at Whitby with the Astronomer Royal.
I presume that he – or the Royal Commissioners – will have communi-

cated to the Trinity Board the defects wh: he discovered in the two Whitby
Lights respectively.

It was understood that I should write to the Trinity Board concerning
the rectification of the Whitby Lights – beginning with the South one.

I should like very much to receive, before doing so, some statement of
the degree of error in the lenses – and the lower prisms – especially, as also in
the upper prisms.

My object is to show how much of the error in each portion is due to the
dip (supposing the received calculations to have been accurately followed) –
& how much to the fault of the manufacturer.

If, however, you think that I had better address the Board without having
this information, I will do so with pleasure: for I shall be guided by yourself
in the matter.

Most truly yours | J.T. Chance

1. Letters 3820 and 3822.
2. Airy had visited Whitby in June 1860. Airy, W. (1896), 241.

Letter 3828
Faraday report to Trinity House
16 August 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/5, f. 29–37
Report, &c. To the Deputy-Master1& Brethren of the Trinity House

Royal Institution | 16 Aug 1860
The Royal Commission on Lights &c, having desired to meet the

Brethren of the Trinity house at the North Foreland and Whitby Lighthouses,
with certain other persons, such as the manufacturers of the apparatus, the
representatives of the Irish and Scotch lighthouses, the Astronomer Royal,
&c, for the purpose of making certain practical communications to them
which could not be so well done by writing or elsewhere; such meetings have
taken place. The one at the North Foreland occurred on the 2nd of August;
when there were present Adml Hamilton, – Captn Ryder, Dr. Gladstone, the
Astronomer Royal, and Mr. Campbell, of the Royal Commission;– Adml
Gordon, Captn Close, Captn Baily2, [blank in MS]3 of the Trinity House;
Sir James Dumbrain [sic]4 of the Irish Board5;– Mr. Stevenson of the Scotch
Board; Mr. Sautter of Paris, the maker of the apparatus with Mr. Wilkins;– and
myself;– the other at Whitby occurred on the 9th of the same month; when
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the same persons were present, with the exception of the Astronomer Royal,
Captn Baily, & Sir James Dumbrain; and the addition of Mr. Halpin6 of the
Irish Ballast Board, and7 Mr. J. Chance, the manufacturer of the apparatus,
with M. Masselin. I was there on the part of Trinity house, as their Scientific
adviser in Experimental lights; and though I do not wish to assume the char-
acter or responsibility of Optical or Civil engineer, I feel it my duty, at the
call of the Deputy Master8, to give my impression and conclusions. Having
received no descriptive written document from the Royal Commission, I may
perhaps pass by some points requiring attention, unawares.

The object of the R Commission was, I believe, to point out the necessity
of a final examination of the optic apparatus in the lighthouse itself, after its
erection, and the demonstration of a mode of making that examination in a
practical manner, which I may call the method of the Commission. The object
the optic apparatus in a lighthouse is to convey the rays from the source of
light to the sea horizon, or to the parts of the sea between that horizon and
the shore, in the most abundant degree possible & in the most favourable
manner. This effect is obtained by a certain position & adjustment of the parts
of the refracting & reflecting apparatus and whether these are right in this
respect, may be ascertained by a process in some degree the reverse of the
illuminating method. Thus; suppose the lamp is lighted, a given bright spot
in its flame selected, and a given piece of the glass apparatus adjusted, so as to
transmit the light passing through it from the chosen spot to the sea horizon:–
then, if the adjustment be right, an observer placed on the other side of the
flame, & looking through the spot and the glass, will see the horizon; & this
is an observation easily made in the daytime, either with the flame actually
existing, or with indicating gauges at the burner (as the edge of a card for
instance) representing given or selected parts of the flame. If the horizon
does not appear in the right place the adjustment is wrong. The same kind of
test may be applied to every part of the apparatus in turn, whether refractive
or reflective;– in respect of any part of the horizon, or the sea, or the sky; and
in respect of any part of the flame or luminous object. A luminous point being
selected, that place which the eye sees through it, will be the place to which
the rays issuing from it in that direction, will proceed.

This appears to me to be an excellent practical application. In principle
it is perfect. The application however cannot be equally perfect because of
the inevitable imperfections of construction. Still the quality of the glass and
its workmanship have arrived at such a degree of excellence, as to justify the
application of this refined kind of inspection; which may be anticipated &
worked up to, by processes applicable in the manufactory.

Assuming that the apparatus is as perfect in its execution as can be
expected, then the causes that may interfere with due effect, (and chiefly by
mal-adjustment) are several. First, those connected with the lamp& flame. The
Fresnel lamp has a burner & cottons having a horizontal width of 3 3

4 of an inch
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in diameter;– the flame as it rises from this base is obscure above & near to
the cotton, then becomes luminous and powerful, and, contracting as it rises,
usually ends in a series of forky tongues. When supplied by an overflowing
lamp urged by the draught of a good chimney, the bright part of the flame
may be from 2 1

2 to 4 inches from the bottom to the top of the chief tongues of
flame; these latter having no smoke at their tops; and the horizontal section
passing through the widest and brightest part of the flame will be from 6

8 to
9
8 of an inch above the burner. It is assumed that this section should coincide
with the focal plane of the lenticular bands, or merely refracting part of the
apparatus; for then the most powerful rays proceed in a horizontal direction,
& will fall on the sea horizon, when the light has little or no elevation above
the sea. All the light which emanates below that plane & passes through the
lenticular bands, will be thrown up into the sky above the horizon; but all
that, emanating from the great body of the flame above that plane, will be
cast over the sea between the horizon & the shore, doing good service to the
mariner.

The selection of this plane, or of the point in the centre of the flame
coinciding with it, which is called the focal point in respect of the refractors,
is of great importance. By numerous experiments & trials in France, it is
considered as 28 mm or 1.05 of an inch above the burner. Now the brightest
horizontal section of the flame, may be 1.12 inches above the burner with
a well arranged overflowing lamp; or only 0.75 of an inch above it, with a
low flame & non overflowing lamp;– & the adjustment in height of the lamp
which would suit the first, & send a fine body of light from the upper part
of the flame over the sea, would, with the latter, send little to the sea & the
greater part of the light to the sky:– so that not merely has the adjustment to
be attended to, but also the lamp suited to the adjustment.

As far as my observation goes, the lamp should overflow freely, so that
only one fourth of the oil that passes over & through the wicks, should be
burnt:– it should, in the case of a first order lamp, have four wicks;– and a
chimney of glass & iron 6 feet high;– As much oil as possible should be burnt
without smoking; for when in a good state, the light is as the oil burnt. The
lights at Whitby had not overflow lamps; and only a certain amount of oil
could be burnt & a certain height of flame (lower at the South than at the North
lighthouse) be obtained. By making the oil overflow & raising the wick, the
flame was raised at the base, but began to smoke;– by virtually lengthening
the chimney, through the application of paper valves, the whole flame was
raised, both at the base & at the summit, and the combustion very greatly
improved, & that continuously. But the adjustment of the optical part, fit for
the one state on flame would not be fit for the other. Being examined in the
manner proposed by the Commission, if the combustion were low, the ray
proceeding from the eye to the horizon would be much too high in the flame;
whereas with a full & proper flame, it might pass in the best direction; for
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the difference in level of the brightest sections of two such flames may be as
much as 3

8 of an inch;– and every diminution in the good condition of the
flame, whether from the construction of the lamp, or inattention, tends to rob
the flame at the upper of sea supplying part.

In respect of the reflectors circumstances are different. The whole of
the flame radiates light towards each of the upper reflectors. It the eye be so
placed (as in the R Commission process) as to see the horizon through the
flame, in the middle of one of the reflecting prisms, then all the flame above
that line, will throw its light into the sky, and only that part below the line
will throw its light on to the waters. Hence, the line through the flame, or
rather through its projection at the reflector, should go through a bright &
abundant part of it, and should also leave as much as possible of the flame
below that line; since that is the part which radiates light to the sea i.e. the
observers ray should be taken as far back towards him, & as far up, as is
consistent with a good line of flame for the horizon; and then the reflector
ought to be adjusted, so as to throw this light which has reached it onward in
the right direction[·] As regards the upper reflectors, generally, a point in the
centre of the flame, 1.55 inches above the burner, is, from careful experiment
considered as that which gives the best result; and is called the focal point for
the upper reflectors, being common to all.

In respect of the lower reflectors, matters are very different: The burner
& cottons cut off much of the light of the flame from them. With the best
flame one half of the light is thus lost; & with a low flame, only a fourth or
a fifth may pass to them to be utilized. The line of sight should, as regards
the observer, be taken as far forward & up, as is consistent with its passing
through a bright part of the flame; for here again, it is the part of the flame
below this, which sends light to the sea, whilst the part above it casts its rays
into the sky. In the French experience and practice, not one focal point, but
several foci are taken for the different reflecting prisms. These are points in
a vertical line, in the centre of the flame; the lowest focus is for the upper
reflector & the highest for the lower reflector; & they are respectively at the
following heights above the burner 38, 42, 47, 53, 60 & 68 millimetres[·]

The lamp, optical apparatus, & adjustments, I have referred to, have had
reference to a horizontal line; and it is so, that nearly all the apparatus made
in, or for England, have as yet been so constructed; but the sea horizon does
not correspond with a line horizontal at the lighthouse;– it forms an angle
with it, and that so much the greater as the light is higher above the level of
the sea. At the North Foreland the two make an angle of about 14’.2, and at
Whitby of about 16’.5. Hence if the chief ray of light be sent horizontally it will
pass over the sea & be wasted, and indeed more light with it, even the 16’.5
seconds, which ought to fall on the sea. This condition is seen at the Whitby
lighthouses by the Commissioners mode of examination a little modified. To
correct this error for the lenticular bands, it would be sufficient to raise the
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lamp an equal number of minutes, as 1
6 of an inch for Whitby; but such a

proceeding would increase the error for the reflectors, both above and below;
and can only properly be met by instructions to the maker of the apparatus
at first.

The French authorities, only take account of this difference between the
Sea & true horizon, when the height of the light is 60 meters (about 200 feet)
& upwards, above the Sea. For my own part I do not see why it should not be
taken into account for any height of 50 feet and upwards. Twelve or thirteen
years ago the Lundy light had its chief rays sent to the Sea horizon, & I made
an instrument which was used by Mr. Wilkins for the proper adjustment of
the reflectors9. Since then the reflectors have been changed for others on the
catadioptric principle, & these have their rays directed horizontally as at first,
& the same rule has held ever since. Mr. Chance tells me he is now constructing
apparatus with the rays directed to the sea horizon[·]

Cases may arise where high light, not being a leading light, might better
have its chief ray sent, not to the extreme sea horizon, but some intermedi-
ate distance, where in hazy weather, the light might require to be in some
degree concentrated[·] Such cases are nautical in their nature; but if they occur,
instructions should be given to the maker before hand; since the correction
or adjustment can not properly be made afterwards[·]

The first application of a new and searching method of examination
not applied until after the workmen have been fitting & handling the heavy
parts of the apparatus in the lanthorn of the lighthouse, may discover, either
derangements of the whole, or of parts. From the expressions of the makers,
M. Sautter & Mr. Chance, I understand that these can be rectified in apparatus
already erected; and can be prevented in apparatus to be made hereafter:– so
that the test proposed makes no undue claim on the manufacturer.

The Royal Commission, when at Whitby, pointed out certain deficien-
cies in the illumination of the sea; and a waste upon the sky of a portion of
light which being indicated by their mode of day examination. The lower
reflectors, especially, appeared inoperative, not merely because only a little
light could in any case fall upon them, but because if a good lamp had been
in the center the adjustment of the reflectors was out[·] A like condition of
matters was indicated when at the North Foreland.

Of the two lights at Whitby within 258 yards of each other, the North light
lamp is much better than that at the South light; it gives a higher flame and
burns more oil, and the appearance at Sea corresponds to this difference. But
besides that there are differences in adjustment. An excursion to sea at night
on the 9th was made, and at a given signal the whole of the lenticular band of
the North light was covered up only the reflectors being left, to compare with
the whole of the South light as a standard. In this state the North light was
nearly equal to the South light in brilliancy, & in certain positions of the ship
was quite equal to it. The light was thus covered up and uncovered again,
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twice, and the observations were made at distances of four and seven miles.
They showed that the upper reflectors at this house were well adjusted to cast
the light upon the sea. Here, therefore at Whitby, it appears to me it would be
best to make any proposed changes; for they could be carried out at the South
lighthouse by Mr. Chance, the maker of the apparatus, who was present and
who understands every point in the matter, and the North light could be left
as a standard by which to estimate the improvement gained.

I am persuaded that the condition and character of the lamp has a most
important influence over the results that have been & are to be acquired.
Some persons call a flame 3 1

2 inches high which I and others would consider
as only 2 1

2 or 2 inches in the effectual part. Some persons count from the top
of the burner to the top of the tongues of flame; whereas the bright luminous
part of the flame often begins 5

8 of an inch above the burner, and as a body
ceases, it may be, an inch or even two inches beneath the top of the longest
smokeless tongues. The difference in the consumption of oil at the different
lighthouses shows the great diversity existing amongst the flames of different
lamps; to which, if one common standard of adjustment in respect of the
optic apparatus be applied, it must as often be wrong as right. It appears
to me that the first thing is to have an excellent & constant lamp; and that
all lighthouses of the same order should have a lamp of the same quality;–
that the glass chimney employed should have a gradually rounded shoulder
& not a sharp square one which greatly disturbs the direction of the light;–
that when the best form has been attained it should be adhered to;– & that
the glass & iron chimney together should be continuous for 6 feet. Then the
practicable constant size and condition of the flame of such a lamp should
be determined, and a general gauge & measure of the bright part of it &
its position in relation to the burner, be supplied to each lighthouse (which
could easily be done by an outline drawing on open wire gauze) that the
keeper may report whenever the lamp falls short of its required duty. Having
such a lamp, it should be ascertained whether the foci for the adjustment of
the optical apparatus at present adopted, are the best for it, as the French
Authorities believe, or whether they could be advantageously altered; and
then apparatus constructed in future should be made in conformity thereto,
and finally tested in their place by the Royal Commission process.

If Mr. Chance were authorized to procure such a lamp for the South
Whitby lighthouse (i.e. a lamp which being excellent could be easily & cer-
tainly repeated) and were then to adjust the Optic apparatus to it, the result
could easily be tested by a comparison with the unaltered North light;– but
it would be desirable to be able to ascertain separately, as far as may be, the
effect due to the improved lamp, and that due to the re-adjustment of the
glass.

With respect to the North Foreland lighthouse, M. Sautter the manufac-
turer met the Royal Commission & the Trinity Board there, and heard & saw
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all that passed. I understood him to admit freely the principle advocated by
the R. Commission, but to assert that the apparatus was in perfect adjustment
for a proper lamp. Setting up the gauges at the burner, according to the focal
planes assumed & adopted in France, the apparatus, with the exception of
one or two prisms certainly was in beautiful adjustment to them. For my own
part, I am of opinion that in relation to the generality of lamps as I have seen
them burning, the foci at least of the lenticular part, are taken too high. The
chief focus at the North Foreland has been placed 28 millimetres above the
burners. As I saw the lamp burning on the Evening of Wednesday the 8th
instant and the keeper said it was in its right & usual state, the chief plane of
light was not above 22 millimetres above the burner; and if account be taken
of the dip of the sea horizon, which is here about 14’.2, the burner ought to
be raised on that account 4 millimetres more, making the distance below the
focal plane 18 millimetres only instead of 28. If however the lamp were raised
enough to correct this difference that would greatly throw out of adjustment
both the upper & lower reflectors.

M. Sautter is of opinion that the apparatus requires no adjustment but is
correct for a proper overflow lamp. He has full confidence in the French autho-
rized foci. He is however ready to raise the lamp and to readjust the reflecting
prisms to any degree the Trinity house may require. Though I think that the
foci may perhaps be altered with advantage and intend making an investi-
gation of their places when a good standard lamp is employed if the Trinity
board desire it, I am not prepared to go hastily in opposition to the conclu-
sions carefully drawn from theory, experiment, and long practical application
by the authorities in France and therefore am of opinion that if MM. Sautter
& Wilkins place a proper lamp in the lighthouse and leave it & the optical
apparatus in that state of adjustment which the former approves of, and will
be responsible for, the determination of any further change there may remain
until after the effect has been ascertained of the alterations at Whitby the
changes at the North Foreland itself and the re-examination of the places of
the foci10[·]

M. Faraday

1. Robert Gordon.
2. George Bayly (1807–1888, B4). An Elder Brother of Trinity House, 1857–1888.
3. Parliamentary Papers, 1861 [2793], XXV, volume 1, pp. 90 gives Charles Weller (d.1866, age
84, Gent. Mag., 1866, 1: 759), an Elder Brother of Trinity House, 1834–1863. Chaplin [1950],
86, 93.
4. James Dombrain (1793–1871, B1). Irish government official and a commissioner for Irish
lights.
5. Parliamentary Papers, 1861 [2793], XXV, volume 1, pp. 90 at this point also gives Edward
Forward Roberts as present. Roberts was a commander in Royal Navy and marine inspector,
Dublin, for the Irish Lighthouse Commissioners. O’Byrne (1849), p. 981–2 and Parliamentary
Papers, 1861 [2793], XXV, volume 2, p. 217.
6. George Halpin. Superintendent of the Irish Lighthouse Commissioners, Parliamentary
Papers, 1861 [2793], XXV, volume 2, p. 217.
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7. ParliamentaryPapers, 1861 [2793], XXV, volume 1, pp. 90 at this point also gives Edward Parry
Nisbet (d.1899, age 89, GRO) as present. He was an Elder Brother of Trinity House, 1857–1899,
Chaplin [1950], 205.
8. Letter 3821.
9. Madan to Faraday, 23 August 1842; Faraday to Madan, c.24 August 1842; Madan to Faraday,
1 September 1842; Faraday to Madan, 2 September 1842; Madan to Faraday, 6 September 1842;
Faraday to Madan, 13 September 1842; letters 1423, 1424, 1425, 1426, 1427 and 1428, volume 3.
10. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 21 August 1860, GL MS 30010/43, pp. 99–100.
It was referred to various other Trinity House committees.

Letter 3829
Faraday to James Emerson Tennent
17 August 1860
From the original in the possession of Y. Watanabe

The Green Hampton Court | 17 Aug 1860
My dear Sir Emerson,

Your kindness surprizes me – I am deeply thankful for it. I have just
written to Mr. Dunbar & shall be in town tomorrow & Monday1 to do as he
may direct – & because you are so interested shall shew my thanks by letting
you know the result for I perceive it would be a real pleasure to you to help
me & Mr. Deacon[·]

Ever Gratefully Yours | M. Faraday
Sir Emerson Tennent Bart | &c &c &c

1. That is 20 August 1860.

Letter 3830
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
17 August 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/7

The Green Hampton Court | 17 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,

I have made my report to the Trinity House Yesterday1.
I have received no written account or statement from the R Commis-

sioners or the Astronomer Royal nor do I believe that the Trinity house has.
We had no other means of gaining our information than you had with us[·]

I cannot send you my report though I should be very glad that you and
all should see it:– it belongs to the Trinity house & therefore I have not the
power. I expect they will write to you for I have advised that you should put
a new & effectual lamp & readjust the South house if with such a lamp it may
seem to you to require adjustment. Carefully leaving the North light alone in
all things that it may serve for a standard of comparison. I have suggested
that when the South light is rectified both for lamp and adjustment we ought
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to have some means of comparing it at Sea with the North light so as to shew
the effect of the adjustment with the old lamp & then both of adjustment &
new lamp – i.e. to get if possible the effect of the right lamp & the effect of the
right adjustment separately. Perhaps this may be a little difficult[·]

If it was understood that you were to write to the Trinity Board do so – I
should be wrong in any way to change or guide your intentions in respect of
any understanding between you & the Deputy Master2. I have said that you
were quite willing to make any change that the Trinity house would require[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Jas. Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3828.
2. Robert Gordon.

Letter 3831
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
18 August 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/90.28

Royal Institution | 18 Aug 1860
Sir,

In reply to your letter of the 8th. Instant1 respecting the answers given by
the Honbl. W.E. Fitzmaurice to enquiries made prior to a Trial of his lime light
in one of the Trinity House lighthouses I have to say that the answers are not
so direct & practical as those which relate to another lime light by Mr. Prosser2

and which I believe the Trinity House have under trial. Nevertheless I do not
see any way to a safe & satisfactory decision in the matter than by granting the
request of Major Fitzmaurice subject to all the conditions that were made in
my letter of the 11 May 1860 respecting the Prosser lime light trial3. The South
Foreland upper lighthouse seems to me the best place for the reasons before
given. I would submit however to the Deputy Master4 and brethren whether
it is expedient or desirable that they should put a new lime light on trial
before they have obtained all the knowledge they can regarding lime lights in
general & the one in particular which is being installed by a full consideration
of the results of that lime light after its trial has been completed5[·]

I have the honour to be | Sir | Your Very Obedient Servant |
M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3819.
2. Unidentified.
3. Letter 3776.
4. Robert Gordon.
5. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 21 August 1860, GL MS 30010/43, pp. 98–9.
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Letter 3832
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
23 August 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/8

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] |
Thursday, 23 Aug 1860

My dear Sir,
Let me ask you on one or two points – which I have omitted to note[·]

[1] the distance in the fitting room to the first test place? [14 yards]1 do. to the
extreme test place [22 yards (= 66 feet)]
[2] the distance in the yard to the first observing place? [62 yards] to the
furthest observing place? [105 yards]
[3] height of the focal plane above the burner? [28]mm
[4] the focal point of the upper reflectors either in relation to the burner or the
focal plane? [10 mm above focal plane]
[5] Where do your foci cross in relation to the burner or cotton? [see other page
(over)]
[6] Do the final diagram &c in rela[tion] to dip, refraction, &c refer to Whitby
or only an imaginary case? [They refer to Whitby: viz: apparent dip = 17′40′′
real = 15′ 14′′]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Sorry to trouble you but my memory lets things slip. MF

Endorsement: Questn: I presume that this question relates to the lower
reflectors. My construction of foci (so far as I have at present arrived) is thus

1. Here and below, the text in square brackets was written by Chance and is that given in
letter 3835.
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Letter 3833
George Herbert to Faraday
23 August 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.38

Trinity House, London E.C | 23 Aug 1860
Sir,

I am directed by the Elder Brethren to transmit to you the enclosed
Copy of a Letter from Major the Honorable W.E. FitzMaurice and to
state that they would be glad to know if you would recommend the
Board to comply with his request to exhibit his Light experimentally at
Blackwall.

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | George Herbert | Assistant
Secy
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

Letter 3834
Faraday to Andrew Reid1

24 August 1860
From the original in the possession of Rosalind Brennand

Royal Institution | 24 Aug 1860
My dear Andrew,

I have yours & the contents – many thanks for your kind regularity[·]
I hope you will have better weather at the seaside than we have

here – Rain at least every other day all day long. Very sad for the
country.

We are pretty well – considering that yesterday was a fatiguing hard
working marrying day2[·] However the Young folks at Kensington seemed
very happy & set off I believe for Wales where they will find the water falls
in high condition[·]

The News of Miss Hornblower is very cheering[·] She is not yet
declared out of danger but we hope she is. Nor is she allowed to sit up
yet – nor to see any one but her nieces and only one of them every other
day[·]

Please tell Mr. Vincent this[·] Love to all our friends[·]
Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday

No address to your letter & I cannot remember it.

1. Andrew Reid (1823–1896, Reid, C.L. (1914)). A nephew of Sarah Faraday and a printer in
Newcastle.
2. That is the marriage, on 23 August 1860 (GRO), of Mary Anne Barnard (d.1895, age 57, GRO,
daughter of Sarah Faraday’s brother William Barnard) and Henry Irwin Cummins (d.1885, age
61, AC), rector of St Alban’s, Wood Street, 1854–1885.
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Letter 3835
James Timmins Chance to Faraday
24 August 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 40–1

Hamstead Birmingham | 24 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,
1. Distance in the fitting-room to the first testing place is 14 yards. To the
second or extreme place 22 yards.
2. Distance in the yard to the first observing place is 62 yards. To the second
observing place is 105 yards.
3. Focal plane is 28 millimetres above the metallic burner (i.e. excluding the
wick).
4. Focal point of the upper reflectors is 10 mm above the focal plane:– but I
shew the divergence of the prisms themselves downwards.
5. For lower reflectors, in the fixed light which you saw, the focal sections of
the flame for all the reflections for their lower angle intersected each other
18 mm above the metallic burner – (that is 10 mm. below the focal plane) – in
a vertical which is 45 mm from the axis of the system: thus;
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giving as foci – the points 20 – 25 – 30 – 36 – 42 – 49 millimetres above the focal
plane, (neglecting fractions of a millimetre), in the axis of the system.

In the revolving light this point of intersection was only 14 mm. above
the burner, in the same vertical line.
6. The pencil diagrams &c referred to the Whitby light – viz

Apparent dip (for ray at sea-horizon) 17′ 48′′. Real (corresponding) dip
at the Light itself = 15′.14′′
——

I purpose sending you photographs of the flame of the lamp wh: you
saw1.

Ever most truly yours | James T. Chance

1. This is the reply to letter 3832.

Letter 3836
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
25 August 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/9

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 25 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,

I have just time to acknowledge your letter1 & thank you. I give you
much trouble.

When I came home and compared your real experimental foci with those
I had obtained by a first rough tentative proofs (on paper only) I was gratified
to find that I was not far from you for I accept your determinations as real
practical results. I had made a point 21 mm above the burner and 50 mm from
the central vertical towards the side of the lower reflectors a common focus
for the illuminating rays going to the middle of the face of each reflector. In
like manner I had adopted for a first approximation a point 26 mm above the
burner and 31 mm from the vertical axis of the system on the side opposite
to the upper reflectors as a common focus for them. This would give on the
vertical axis foci varying from 45 to 125 mm – instead of the constant French
focus of 38 mm[·]

I had taken a point higher & nearer to the vertical axis but think that
experiment with such a flame as one has a right to expect will give the for-
mer numbers or something near to them. I wonder what you will get by
experiment[·] How I should like to come & experiment with you[·]

With sincere respects to Mrs. Chance – and what I forgot very many
thanks for her kind intentions regard the Infant Orphan Asylum & little
Leighton2[·]

Believe me to be | Every Truly Yours | M. Faraday
James Chance Esq | &c &c &c
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1. Letter 3835.
2. This referred to Faraday’s request for a proxy vote for Minnie Leighton for a place in the
Infant Orphan Asylum (see note 1, letter 3793). Elizabeth Chance had been a subscriber since
1857. See the 1861 Report of the Infant Orphan Asylum RLSA 90/21/10/18, p. 64.

Letter 3837
Faraday to George Herbert
25 August 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/90.39

Royal Institution | 25 Aug 1860
Sir,

As far as I am concerned it is not necessary for the Honorable Major
Fitzmaurice to shew any more experiments or preliminary arrangements
prior to the serious and full trial of his method at a lighthouse1 to which
the Trinity letter of the 8th2 and my letter of the 18 instant referred3. They
cannot in any way supply the place of that proof; or give the information
& evidence required; or shew any thing that must not be shewn again at
that trial – As far as I can perceive they would only consume time & distract
attention. Nevertheless there can be no objection to them but unless there
be some new point introduced which has not as yet been brought under my
consideration I should not think it necessary that I should see them[·]

I am Sir | Your Very Obedient humble Servant | M. Faraday
Geo Herbert Esq | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3833.
2. Letter 3819.
3. Letter 3831.

Letter 3838
James Timmins Chance to Faraday
25 August 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 42–3

Hamstead Birmingham | 25 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,

I gave you the foci yesterday1 of the lower prisms of the two lights, as if
there were only six prisms.

It was an inadvertence on my part.
There were eight lower prisms in each light.
The positions of the foci were:

Fixed light
20. 23. 26. 30. 34. 38. 43. 48 mm
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and for the Revolving light
16. 19. 23. 26. 30. 34. 39. 44 mm
above the focal plane, the “stop” or “guage-tube” having been placed
18 mm above the metallic burner for the fixed Light and 14 mm for the
Revolving one.

Yours very truly | J.T. Chance
Professor Faraday | &c | London

1. Letter 3835.

Letter 3839
James Timmins Chance to Faraday
27 August 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 44–5

Hamstead Birmingham | 27 Aug 1860
My dear Sir,

Many thanks for yr note1.
Your & my sections of the flame for the lower reflectors are wonderfully

near; because please to observe that mine (18 mm above the burner for the
common intersection) is for the lower inner angles, & yours (21 mm) is for the
middle of the inner faces; this wd make between one & two mm difference.
And, also, I was in great doubt between 18 mm & 20 mm for my point in the
outer flame.

We really, therefore, coincide. This relieves my mind greatly, because I
was anxious to have your own independent results.

I like very much your suggestions for the upper reflectors: I will try your
foci soon.

I shall of course repeat experiments for the lower reflectors so as to be
quite sure.

I truly hope that the Trinity Board will not be in a hurry in deciding about
the lamp for the “Smalls”: that is – not without your concurrence & advice.
The means of accurate & firm adjustment both centrically & horizontally, as
well as in regard to the vertical height of the burner, is (as you know) a matter
of very great importance.

At Whitby there was no provision for adjustment. At North Foreland, a
very unsatisfactory provision.

Most truly yours | James T. Chance
Professor Faraday

1. Letter 3836.
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Letter 3840
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon1

1 September 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/5, f. 55
Report on Focal points

Royal Institution | 1 Sep 1860
In reference to the examination proposed at the end of my report of the
16 August 18602 of the Focal points heretofore adopted in France and also
in this country I have to state that from considerations founded upon the size
of a good lamp flame I came to the conclusion that the focal point for the
lenticular or dioptric part was right or very nearly so but that those adopted
for the upper & lower reflectors was much too low. Those for the lower reflec-
tors may be represented by a common intersecting point 10 mm above the
burner & 48 mm from the axis on the side towards the reflectors. My first
judgment was to alter this point by raising it so that it should be 20 mm above
the burner & 50 mm from the axis. Mr. James Chance invited me to see two
fine first class lights for Russia one of which being a fixed light he had of his
own judgment & experience adjusted to foci different to the above. I found
the effect of this alteration to be very excellent and I found moreover that
his numbers & mine were so near to each other as to render them in effect
coincident3[·] I consider the result therefore a full practical confirmation of the
numbers & I do not hesitate to recommend this alteration for the adoption of
the Trinity house[·]

With regard to the upper reflectors my preliminary judgment was for a
far greater change. The French authorities (which we in England have thus
far followed) is for a common focus for all the upper reflectors placed in the
axis of the flame, & raised 38mm above the burner. I think the common focus
ought to be 27 mm above the burner and 32 mm from the axis on the side
from the reflectors. I have endeavoured experimentally with a good lamp to
establish or correct this estimate and my results gave a point 30 mm above the
burner & 32 smm aside from the axis as an excellent place: but I desire to carry
out this change upon a whole pannel of upper reflectors before I recommend
it finally to the Trinity Board4.

M. Faraday

Endorsed by Faraday: (Lamp must have been very good. Wilkins reports that
burnt 7 pints? of oil in 4 hours5).

1. Recipient identified on the basis of the printed version of this letter in Parliamentary Papers,
1861 [2793] XXV, volume 1, pp. 92–3.
2. Letter 3828.
3. See letter 3839.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 4 September 1860, GL MS 30004/28, p. 110. It
was agreed to implement Faraday’s recommendations.
5. See letter 3841.
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Letter 3841
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
4 September 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/10

Royal Institution | 4 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

I do not know how much room I shall want, so I take something larger
than a sheet of note paper. Let me acknowledge yours of the 1st1, and then say,
that I was yesterday at the Trinity House, and was authorized fully to write to
you in its name2; of which you will hear generally from the Secretary3:– and
let me say at once, that in your reference to expence, and even of your own
willingness to defray it for the good of the cause, that cannot be thought of for
a moment. The Trinity House desire, by me, certain things to be done, both at
your works and at Whitby; and of course will pay the expences4. I have told
the Deputy Master5 that you were quite willing to help in every way that you
could.

Focal Points. I have reported to the Trinity House my theoretical con-
clusions regarding a change in these6:– and the degree of change. I have
also reported what you have done in respect of the lower reflectors;– have
stated what I saw at your works, and my perfect satisfaction with the results
as given by the Russian lights;– and have recommended a point 20 mm
above the burner and 50 mm from the axis, towards the reflectors, as the
focus hereafter to be used for the adjustment of the lower reflectors for a
chief horizontal beam. The dip to be taken into account whenever that is
necessary.

For the upper reflectors I have made a first report (by theory) of a point,
27 mm above the burner and 32 mm from the axis, on the side opposite to the
reflectors. From certain experiments I made here with a very excellent lamp,
I deduced a point, 30 mm above the burner and 32 mm from the axis. Now
can you help us (I should not like to go elsewhere), by putting up a lamp and
an upper pannel of reflectors, and adjusting the latter to this focus; I would
then come down and we would see what the result is. The lamp I used was a
very excellent one; perhaps too excellent to be taken as a standard; (though I
see no reason why not). It burnt between 6 and 7 pints of oil in 4 hours7; but
it was very steady and without smoke all the time. Still, I should be glad if
you could adjust a second upper pannel of reflectors, to a focus 30 mm above
the burner and only 28 mm from the axis; that we may make our experiments
more decisive & instructive.

As to Whitby:– leave the North light as it is and deal only with the South
light. I mentioned to you to put a new lamp, such as you approve and will be
responsible for. It is our opinion that the person who supplies the optical part,
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ought to supply and be responsible for the lamp in future. Then readjust the
lamp for the dioptric part, having respect to the dip to the horizon;– readjust
the lower reflectors from the focal point decided upon to the sea horizon; and
readjust the upper reflectors from the focal point we shall determine upon when
you have the experimental pannels ready.

When however the Whitby light is thus adjusted, we want to make
the experiment as instructive as possible. Now the light includes 180◦ of the
horizon; and there are four sets of pannels or frames, each of about 45◦. I
propose to leave the first upright set of pannels unchanged (except for the
dioptric part which will alter with the lamp); to correct the upper and lower
reflectors of the second upright set, to the foci we shall determine upon:–
to correct the reflectors of the third set to the other trial foci we shall adopt;–
and to leave the fourth set of reflectors unchanged. Then in sailing round the
lighthouse we shall have the successive observations and always the North
light to refer to as a standard.

You have the Smalls light in hand. Though the time of the contract is
drawing near, yet I am authorized to wish you to delay the adjustment of the
parts, until we have determined the new foci. I need not say how glad I shall
be to have the two experimental pannels ready for observation soon.

I fancy I shall have to come down to you soon to examine two Red sea
lights for the Board of Trade. To give the power of examining them, (and
lights generally) as I should like to do in the future;– even a fixed light ought
to stand on a revolving platform;– for I shall want to observe from the flame
place to a distant point which may (upon a scale) represent the horizon. Can
this be?

You will probably have heard that the Russian Engineer wrote to me,
and that I gave him my opinion on the lights.

I shall be very glad to hear & see your results as to the light thrown up
into the air;– and all else (as you well know) that you obtain. The flame of a
lamp is favourable as respects the sea light. We shall have more anxiety on
that point with the electric light.

I may have to run up & down to & from Spon lane, but I must not be
always a trouble to you. I must find some place near at hand, if we are always
to examine the apparatus upon the works; and I certainly think that is best.

Ever my dear Sir | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
James Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Not found.
2. On this see Trinity House Court, 4 September 1860, GL MS 30004/28, p. 111.
3. Peter Henry Berthon.
4. On this see Trinity House By Board, 28 August 1860, GL MS 30010/43, pp. 103–4.
5. Robert Gordon.
6. See letter 3840 for the various points in this paragraph.
7. See endorsement to letter 3840.
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Letter 3842
James Timmins Chance to Faraday
5 September 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 58–9

Hamstead Birmingham | 5 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

I have just received your interesting communication1.
Everything shall be prepared immediately for trying two upper reflect-

ing panels at Spon Lane. I want to arrange about a proper screen to receive the
light, & other matters; but everything will be ready by Monday next2.

Please to say by the return of post when I may expect to see you here.
Could you bring some kind of photometer?
I have ordered one to be made; but it will not be ready for your arrival.
What you call a trouble in reference in taking up you abode with me, I

consider a great pleasure & honor conferred on myself & my family.
Pray do not go to any hotel, or such like.
I quite understand, & will attend to, the instructions wh: you give

concerning the Whitby Lights. The different trials will be most valuable &
instructive.

Most truly yours | J.T. Chance

1. Letter 3841.
2. That is 10 September 1860.

Letter 3843
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
7 September 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/11

The Court, Hampton Green | Friday, 7 Sep
My dear Sir,

I have only just had yours here1. I will come down on Tuesday Morning
the 11th; same hour as before – to the same station, of which I cannot remember
the name just now. (Edgbaston?)

I am very happy to think of being with you & very much obliged to
you & Mrs. Chance for the kindness. But think of this. I do not want any body
to interpret the circumstances as an indication of favouritism. I would much
rather deny myself a pleasure than give rise to that:– and as I may want to
spend two nights at Birmingham I thought it would be a good & an early
opportunity to cut up that thought either here or in France, if there were an
Inn,– at or near Spon Lane works,– I would not mind how small, if clean[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
J. Chance Esq | &c &c &c
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Endorsement: 1860

1. Letter 3842.

Letter 3844
Ernst Becker to Faraday
12 September 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2

Heidelberg (im Waldhorn) | 12 Sep 1860
My dear Mr. Faraday,

Before I left England, you have allowed me to write to you from time
to time, and to tell you what I am doing. Six months have passed since that
time, so rapidly indeed, that I can hardly believe it. My life has been rather
monotonous, & in such cases time seems to fly very fast, and if one stops then
occasionally & looks back upon that portion of one’s life, old friends, not seen
since, recur first to the mind & one cannot conceive that it is really so long
since we last met them, or heard of them.

The month of March I spent in visits to relations and friends in different
parts of Germany & in the beginning of April, I took my abode at Bonn for
3 months and began the work which I had set me for the next twelvemonth,
viz: to make myself acquainted with the present state of physical science in all
its branches which includes the recovery of what I knew, but had forgotten,–
and the reading up of what has been addedduring the last ten years. By chang-
ing my place of residence during that year, I intended to become acquainted
with the different professors of physical science at several of our Universities[·]
Accordingly, in the beginning of July I came to Heidelberg, where I am still,
& I have had the pleasure of seeing more or less of Plücker & Beer1 at Bonn,
of Kirchhoff2, Bunsen and Helmholtz3 here, & last week I went to Carlsruhe
to the Congress of Chemists where I expected to find & did find many old
acquaintances from Germany & England. However, my principal work is
done in my own room & consists in nothing but reading – and rather hard
and dry work it is. Not that after two years’ abstinence I did not feel the plea-
sure of being able to devote all my time to science again; but in experimental
science, to become acquainted with new facts or to form a clear notion of phe-
nomena, without either making an experiment, or seeing it made,– is difficult
& appears dry, if compared with what it would be, if I had the assistance of
experiment and observation. I feel, that without this, I shall require much
longer time before I find myself sufficiently prepared, & yet, that my notions
will not be so clear. To procure all the apparatus and instruments necessary
for an experimental study of physical science, would be equivalent to the pur-
chase of a whole physical laboratory, which exceeds the means of any private
individual; on the other hand the existing physical laboratories of our Univer-
sities are not accessible to me, before I have attached myself to one of them as a
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lecturer in physics (and then only by permission of the Professor) and yet this
is the very position for which my present studies are to form the preparation.–
When at Giessen, the other day, on a visit to my old friend and master Buff4, I
mentioned to him the difficulties I laboured under, & he expressed his opin-
ion, that my present mode of study was not the right one, that I ought not to
go on reading up the whole of the science, but begin at once a special exper-
imental investigation of my own, purchase the necessary apparatus, which
need not be very expensive, & that I would find that I profit a great deal more
in that way, not only in that branch to which such investigation belongs, but
also in other branches of physics.– This is the precise course which, accord-
ing to my idea, I would have followed after the intended general preparation.
Buff thinks, that the latter is useless, that the first will to a great extent ful-
fil the same purpose better, & that, if there are other branches in which I
should feel the necessity of reading, that might be done bye and bye, while the
principal work ought to consist in an experimental investigation, and not in
reading.

I have since considered the subject on all sides & I think, I shall follow
Buff’s advice; that the course he proposes is an infinitely more interesting
& agreeable one, but his consideration alone would not have induced me to
follow it.

I had intended to spend several months next winter at Berlin; but under
the circumstances, I just mentioned, when I am obliged to purchase apparatus
&c, I shall not select so expensive a place as Berlin for my residence, but rather
choose one of our small Universities, perhaps Giessen itself, where I have
old friends, and particularly the kind advise of Buff, while anywhere else
my acquaintance with the professors is new & I cannot expect their taking
any interest in me.– It remains yet for me to choose a subject for the special
investigation I am about to begin.–

Now I have given you a short sketch of my life & of what has occupied
my mind. I may add, that since I came to Heidelberg, I have taken my mother5

to me, & so given her a new home, while I have formed one for myself; should
I go to Giessen in November, she would come with me again.

At Carlsruhe, I heard from Gladstone that you are well and vigorous
and that you often meet on the lighthouse Committee. I hope you have not
entirely discontinued the subject of the connection of gravitation with the
other forces. Dear Mrs. Faraday, I am afraid, will not have much enjoyed the
retreat at Hampton Court, bad as the weather has been; I trust, however, that
she is well. With my kindest regards to her & Miss Barnard

I remain | Yours very truly | E. Becker

1. August Beer (1825–1863, NDB). Professor of Mathematics at the University of Bonn.
2. Gustav Robert Kirchhoff (1824–1887, DSB). Professor of Physics at Heidelberg, 1854–1875.
3. Hermann von Helmholtz (1821–1894, DSB). Professor of Physiology at Heidelberg, 1858–1871.
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4. Heinrich Buff (1805–1878, NDB). Professor of Physics at Giessen from 1838.
5. Johanetta Chistiane Becker, née Weber (1789–1878, Pangels (1996), 42).

Letter 3845
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
14 September 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/12

Royal Institution | 14 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

I caught the Deputy Master1 to day and advanced matters[·]
You will receive a letter at once authorizing you. &c &c
The Trinity house (by desire of the Board of Trade) ask me for a general

estimate of expence of the experiments I am making;– and so I have to ask
you:– as it must be charged separately from the service of the lighthouse.
I think all I did with you & all we shall have to do at Whitby in the first
instance may be considered as experiment:– except perhaps the lamp; which
if it remains permanently, will be charged to the lighthouse. – Can you send
me an idea of a general sum; about &c[·]

In the mean time you can go on with the alterations at the Whitby South
lighthouse:– but the Deputy Master will not be ready to visit it with the Com-
mission before Wednesday the 3rd of October, – because of the Queens visit
to the continent2 &c. I shall want to see it a couple of days before hand[·]

The North light to remain untouched either as to lamp or adjustment[·]
The South light
To have a good lamp – raised so that a point in the axis 28 mm above the

burner shall be in a line passing through the center of the lenticular band to
the sea horizon – the chimney of the lamp to be six feet high from the bottom
of the glass[·]

To adjust the lower reflectors of all the octants alike to the sea horizon;–
namely by a focus 20 mm above the burner & 50 mm from the axis towards
the reflectors[·]

To adjust the four octants of upper reflectors also to the sea horizon but
from different foci – there being for the most Northern octant 20 mm above
the burner[·]
and – 30– from the axis
for the next toward the South, 28 mm up

and 30– aside from axis
for the third – 303 mm up in the axis
for the most southern octant

28 mm up
and 40– aside from the axis
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We must have the French Focus in so that I have left
the 20 mm up and

40– aside – out
I think I have mentioned all the points.
Ever your truly Obliged | M. Faraday

Jas. Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Robert Gordon.
2. The Queen left for a visit to Coburg on 22 September 1860, returning on 17 October 1860.
Weintraub (1987), 280–3.
3. Written in pencil above this number is ‘38’. See letter 3848.

Letter 3846
Faraday report to Trinity House
14 September 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/5, f. 64–5
Report on experiments at Messrs. Chance’s works and at Whitby in relation
to focal points.

Royal Institution | 14 Sep 1860
I have been to Birmingham and worked for two days, with Mr. James Chance,
upon the determination of the best focal points for the upper reflecting prisms.
I still see reason to expect much improvement by the change referred to in
my report of the 1st instant1, and now propose to carry out that change,
experimentally, at Whitby.

For this purpose, I propose (as before), that the North Whitby light be
left untouched, for a standard. That Mr. Chance provide for the South light
a good overflow lamp, with a continuous chimney 6 feet in length from the
bottom of the glass, and adjust it so, that a ray from the sea horizon passing
through the middle of the Lenticular zone, shall intersect the axis of the lamp
at a point 28 mm above the burner. That the lower reflecting prisms of all the
Octants save the third counting from the north, be adjusted to the sea horizon,
from a focus 20 mm above the burner, and 50 mm from the lamp axis towards
the reflectors. That the upper reflecting prisms (save those of octant No. 3)
be adjusted to the sea horizon, but from different foci:– the north pannel or
No. 1 to a focus 20 mm above the burner and 30 mm from the lamp axis on
the side from the reflecting prisms:– pannel No. 2 by a focus 28 mm above the
burner and 30 mm aside:– the South pannel or No. 4 by a focus 28 mm above
and 40 mm aside. The Octant No. 3 to have both the upper & lower prisms
adjusted by the French foci and not to the Sea horizon but to the true horizon.

I then propose to go to sea at night time, and examine the effect of these
different adjustments at distances up to 18 or 20 miles; moving on some such
course as that, a plan of which, is herewith sent (marked P), that the effect of
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each adjustment may be observed and compared with the North Light:– and,
I propose that, at the extreme distance, the lenticular band shall be screened
off, so that in returning, the effect of the reflecting prisms only shall be seen
& compared; the Northern light still remaining unchanged.

This sea trip will probably decide the best arrangements:– but if cause
appears for trial of any other foci, – or any other arrangement, such arrange-
ments can be made in a day or two, and a second night-examination at sea
be made.

The expence incurred by the experiments at Birmingham, by those now
recommended at Whitby, and for apparatus I have had occasion to order, will
probably not exceed 300 pounds2[·]

M. Faraday

1. Letter 3840.
2. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 18 September 1860, GL MS 30010/43, pp. 123–4.
It was agreed to carry out the experiments.
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Letter 3847
Alfred Phillipps Ryder to Faraday
14 September 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 68
Private

Royal Commission, Lights, Buoys, and Beacons,
7, Millbank Street, S.W., London | 14 Sep 1860

Dear Sir,
I return the enclosed with thanks – I have sent a copy to Adl. Hamilton

that he may see how complete a course of experiments you propose to make.
My impression as I stated to Mr. Chance at Whitby & since is that the compar-
isons would be most effective & decisive if the Yacht was stopped anchored
if possible about 5 miles off the light a distance which we reached when we
were there – And that the ill: app be turned by preconcerted signal.

If you steam about to get views of the diff. phases you probably diminish
or increase [the] distance which would affect the accuracy of the comparison –
and as at that distance 5m (– a distance to which we should attain for accurate
inferences) you would have to steam a considerable distance, from the full
action of one set of prisms to that of the other, including the distance necessary
for turning such a time would elapse between 2 observations, that the last
impression would have faded from the retina – I am aware of the great value
of the standard, No. Light but still after a few minutes have elapsed, I think
a diff of opinion might arise as to whether the prisms looked at were more
or less bright than those that preceded them[·] If you agree with me I feel
certain that the plans I suggest could be adopted – and the comparison made
rapidly – that no risk should be incurred as respects the passing mariner.

Yours truly | Alfred Ryder

Letter 3848
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
15 September 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/13

R.I | 15 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

I think I have written 28 mm instead of 38 mm for the height of the
French focus for the third octant at Whitby1[·] If so I have no doubt you will
correct it.

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Jas Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. In letter 3845.
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Letter 3849
George Herbert to Faraday
15 September 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 71

Trinity House, London, EC | 15 Sep 1860
Sir,

I beg to transmit herewith, for your information, Copy of a Letter
addressed to Messrs. Chance Brothers, in relation to Experiments at Whitby1,
and I am desired by the Elder Brethren to request you will furnish me with an
approximate estimate of the probable expenses that may be incurred by you
in carrying out your investigations as to the most advantageous positions of
the Foci of the Dioptric Apparatus.

I am | Sir | Your most humble Servant | George Herbert | Assistant
Secretary
Professor Faraday | &c &c &c

1. Herbert to Chance Bros, 15 September 1860, GL MS 30108/5, f. 70.

Letter 3850
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
17 September 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/14

RI | 17 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

Yet another change. I think we ought to have one Octant adjusted as
regards the reflectors altogether by the French regulation i.e. Octant No. 3.
Notwithstanding the elevation of the lamp, the true comparative effect of the
different adjustment will be seen when the lenticular zone is veiled. I send
you a copy of a paper1 which I do not call a report because I have no right to
send you reports. You will see the part marked in the Margin & the general
interest of the whole. Please let me have it again[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Jas Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Presumably letter 3846.

Letter 3851
Faraday to George Herbert
17 September 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/5, f. 62–3

The Green, Hampton Court | 17 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

I could have sent you the accompanying report1 on Friday2 but have
waited until now for the estimate of probable expence referred to at the end.
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I have not yet received it from Mr. Chance so send the report as it is thinking
you may want it tomorrow3 & will send the sum when I know it[·]

The use of the North light in the experiments is to have a reference to
the former state of the S light there I think it ought not to be altered. You will
see by the report I now send that one of the Octants the 3rd is adjusted to the
French focal point so that there will be a full comparison between it & the
other arrangements with the lenticular zone both on & off.

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Geo Herbert Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3846.
2. That is 14 September 1860.
3. See note 2, letter 3846.

Letter 3852
Faraday to Gottfried Wilhelm Osann1

17 September 1860
From the original in Deutsches Postmuseum

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 17 Sep 1860
Very Very sorry – I cannot find the papers.

Very Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Professor Osann | &c &c &c

Address: Professor Osann | &c &c &c | Hotel Provence | Leicester Square

1. Gottfried Wilhelm Osann (1797–1866, P2, 3). Professor of Physics and Chemistry at Würzburg.

Letter 3853
James Timmins Chance to Faraday
18 September 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 72

Glass Works, Birmingham | 18 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

I quite understand all your wishes1, wh: shall be attended to.
I do not regret omitting the focus (upper reflectors) 40 aside & 20 up.

I have tried well the 40 aside & 28 up, & I like it very much for availing
ourselves of the light on the sea.

In order to compare the 3 octants (Nos: 1. 2. 4) of new foci, with the
French foci in the remaining Octant (No. 3), I should have thought it better to
adjust the French panels No.3 to the sea-horizon, and not to the true horizon
as you recommend.

There is no doubt about the question of dip – and by leaving out the dip
in the French octant, I fear that an exact idea of the French foci, as compared
with the new ones, will not be formed.
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This is the only point on wh: I should be inclined at all to differ from
you. Be kind enough to reconsider thus. But no doubt you have good reasons
for your arrangement[·]

I leave on Thursday2 for Whitby. If you write by tomorrow (Wednes-
day’s) post, please to address me, on the envelope, Hamstead Birmingham: if
you write after tomorrow, please to address me at the lighthouses – Whitby;
or the Royal Hotel:– if you like.

Most truly yours | J.T. Chance

1. See letter 3850.
2. That is 20 September 1860.

Letter 3854
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
21 September 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/15

Hampton Court Green1 | 21 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

I have only just had your letter here2. So write to the Royal Hotel, Whitby.
You just touch the thing that completely puzzles me namely the French

arrangement[·] I am most anxious not to meddle with the North light at all but
keep that as a record of the past state. Then I think we cannot spare two octants
for the French adjustments. Yet as M. Sautre [sic] & the French authorities say
that such a dip as the North Foreland – which is near 200 feet is unimportant,
I should be sorry not to include proof of the effect:– though having that as the
French have it we do not correctly compare the pure effect of different foci.

I cannot but think that the Trinity housewill expect to see one of the octants
as M. Sautre would have it and have the power of comparing it with an octant as
we should have it – the lamp being the same & to this purpose I had directed
Octants 2 & 3. Of the other two octants 1 & 4 I should be sorry to lose the
instruction we hope to derive from them. No. 1. I expect will throw the light
more to the horizon. No. 4 more below it – and even more below it than No. 2.
Yet you speak well of it as if you wished for it. If we throw either out in order
to introduce the French foci subordinate to the Sea horizon, I should wish it to be
Octant 4. (focus 28 above & 40 aside). What do you think of that.

I asked you for a round sum as estimate of expences3[·] Has it escaped
your memory or have you sent it in to the Trinity House? I have to add a few
pounds to it before it goes in[·]

Ever Your | M. Faraday
J.T. Chance Esq | &c &c &c

Could you get the correct bearings by the Compass of the division lines
between the Octants. I suppose the agent will be kind enough to give them
to you?

Yours | MF
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1. ‘Royal Institution’ crossed through beneath this.
2. Letter 3853.
3. In letter 3845.

Letter 3855
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
25 September 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/16

Royal Institution | 25 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

Thanks for your letter of yesterday1. I have no right to interfere with the
Red Sea lights at present and leave them to you. I gave notice to MM. Parkes
and Wilkins that the lamps must be with them.

When at Whitby M Massilin said it would be easy to turn the illumi-
nating apparatus but the nuts broke & there was not time[·] Now can this be
done and that safely so as to allow of the partial revolution of the illuminating
apparatus so as to bring any of the Octants into a given direction and that
without disturbance of the adjustment in relation to the lamp & the sea hori-
zon for as Captn. Ryder suggest[ion]2 that would observation at Sea. Thus if
the vessel were at sea 5 miles off opposite Octant No. 2 and 2’ were allowed
for each observation then the signals & order might be as follows follows

Signal from the ship
held Octant 2 on for 2’
bring — 1 — 2’
bring — 2 on for 2’
bring — 3 — 2’
bring — 4 — 2’
bring — 3 — 2’
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bring — 2 in & then stop until the next signal from the ship[·] This would
include only 10’ for the actual moving time and the longest interval during
which the mariner would be deprived of the South light would be only 6’ for
No.4.– Then the ship might sail of[f] to 10 miles and repeat signal & miles and
repeat. Then we would if practicable shade off the lenticular part – & observe
at three distances back again with the reflectors only. only[·]

I have been to the Trinity House today & ascertained that this removal of
the light for 6’ would not produce any harm & might be allowed. If you there-
fore can make the apparatus rotate (by hand of course) without introducing
harm or error do so and let know when done[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Truly Yours | M. Faraday
J.T. Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Not found.
2. In letter 3847.

Letter 3856
Faraday to William Matheson Deacon
25 September 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/5/5

H. Court | 25 Sep 1860
My dear friend,

The enclosed will explain itself. Captn. Owen1 wishes he could be useful
to you and proposed that you should call on him at the Trinity House either
next Thursday – or the Monday or Tuesday2 following at any hour between
10 and 2 oclk[·]

Ever affectionately Yours | M. Faraday
Captn. Deacon

1. John Fulford Owen (d.1872, age 68, GRO). An Elder Brother of Trinity House, 1850–1872,
Chaplin [1950], 205.
2. That is 27 September, 1, 2 October 1860.

Letter 3857
Peter Henry Berthon to Faraday
27 September 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/3/90.43

Trinity House | 27 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

The Hon Major FitzMaurice having, in reply to an enquiry put to him
as the Experiments he is desirous of exhibiting to the Brethren of his Light,
replied to the enclosed Effect, – I have been instructed by the Deputy Master1

to forward you a Copy of his Reply, (R)2 and to request that you will favour
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him (the Dy Ms) with your opinion whether, as you have already stated
that you do not see that any beneficial result will be obtained by inspecting
the Light at the Buoy Wharf, you consider that the Major may, with any
probable advantage, be allowed to exhibit it at some Light House such as the
Orfordness – in fact whether, from the information he has as yet supplied,
in reply to your string of queries3, you are of opinion that its applicability to
Light House purposes has been so sufficiently established as to warrant its
being experimentally introduced in a Light House.

Believe me to be | My dear Sir | Yours very truly | P.H. Berthon
M. Faraday Esq | &c &c &c

1. Robert Gordon.
2. This is in GL MS 30108/3/90.44.
3. See notes 2, 3 and 4, letter 3859.

Letter 3858
Faraday to Henry Stevens1
29 September 1860
From the original in UCLA UL Henry Stevens Collection #801, Box 39,
folder 6

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 29 Sep 1860
Sir,

I received some time ago the enclosed letter dated Nov 23 1859 referring
to a package No. 710a[·]

I have just received a package from you which has no number on it
or has lost its number but which I suppose to be No. 710 since it contains
the Smithsonian Report for 1858 & also the Coast survey for 1857 and other
papers[·]

I beg with many thanks to acknowledge the receipt of these papers &
have the honor to be

Sir | Your Very faithful Servant | M. Faraday
Henry Stevens Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Henry Stevens (1819–1886, B3, DAB). American-born bookdealer in London from 1845.

Letter 3859
Faraday to Peter Henry Berthon
29 September 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/3/90.42

Royal Institution | 29 Sep 1860
My dear Sir,

I do not see what is to be gained by Major Fitzmaurice entering into
the same “experiments that he originally shewed to the late Chairman of
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the Trinity Board”1[·] I think that the subject can be advanced now only by
its full trial in a lighthouse as I have said before. I cannot say that I think the
applicability to light house purposes has been established as yet – the trial in
the lighthouse is to establish or disprove & I think that the latter is quite as
probable as the former. The data as regards expence are to me very unsatis-
factory for though the proposition to apply this lime light to lighthouses is
above two years old yet no estimate of the outlay & the current expence of
lighting for a given period as 6 or 12 months has been supplied to be used as a
test (when the trial is made) of the preconsidered & trust-worthy condition of
the plan. The amount of liability to derangement is also very uncertain. These
remarks apply to one lime light as much as another[·] Speaking in the inter-
est of the Trinity house I cannot see any advantage in trying two lime lights
at once when one will probable supply all the information & proof that is
required. I think the South Foreland is an admirable place for the experimen-
tal trial because of the extreme observation that can be brought to bear upon
it & because of the presence of the low light as a continual standard[·]

Let me again refer you to my letters of the 20 August 18582 – 20 August
18593 – 18 August 18604 and 25 August 18605[·] I can only repeat what I have
on different occasions there said6[·]

I am My dear Sir | Very Sincerely Your Obliged Servant | M. Faraday
P.H. Berthon | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3857.
2. Letter 3505.
3. Letter 3633.
4. Letter 3831.
5. Letter 3837.
6. This letter was read to Trinity House Court, 2 October 1860, GL MS 30004/28, p. 120–1. It was
agreed to inform Fitzmaurice that he could carry out trials of his light at the experimental light
station at Blackwall at his own cost.

Letter 3860
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
1 October 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/17

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead], Albemarle St |
1 Oct 1860

My dear Sir,
Where you are I don’t know or whether you had my letter1 about rotat-

ing the S. light apparatus: but I dare say you have received it. The piece of
reflecting prism which you sent me was left at the Whitby light but can you
let me have on the part of the Trinity house two such pieces corresponding to near
the top & the bottom of the upper set of reflectors2 that I may practically consider
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the best method of observing a distant object in them? Shall we be able to
rotate the S Light?

Ever Yours Truly | M. Faraday
J.T. Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Letter 3855.
2. From ‘two’ to here this passage is underlined in another hand.

Letter 3861
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
2 October 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/18

The Green, Hampton Court | Tuesday, 2 Oct 1860,
11 o clk. A.M.

My dear Sir,
Our posting has been sadly embarrassed. I have only just received yours

of the 29th Septr1.
The Deputy Master2 has I think appointed the 11th for the reunion at

Whitby & has told Captn. Ryder so as his letter tells me. The 4th would not
do because of the moon. I will write to the Trinity house immediately to clear
up the point & will say that I have that I have said the 11th to you[·]

I intend to do as you say come to York on Monday the 8th & to Whitby
the next morning.

I hope you will get this in time to free you for Birmingham[·]
As the Trinity house will as I suppose not be at Whitby before the

Thursday the 11th do not mind me at Whitby. If I find somebody who can
turn the apparatus for me that will be all I shall need & that will do on the
Thursday Morning[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Yours | M. Faraday
J.T. Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Not found.
2. Robert Gordon.

Letter 3862
Faraday to Benjamin Vincent
12 October 1860
From the original in WIHM MS FALF

Royal Hotel, Whitby | Friday, 12 Oct 1860
My dear friend,

I fear we are tied up here for some days longer & cannot stir. We are
hard at work in the lighthouse and have to wait for the wind – Perhaps we
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may be able to go out tonight – perhaps tomorrow night – and perhaps not[·]
If I do not see you on Sabbath day1 you will know the cause. Both bodies i.e.
the Trinity house & the Royal Commission are here & I cannot leave them and
though they respect the Sabbath we might have to work up to the Sabbath or
within an hour of it so I must just wait & trust[·]

Could you give the enclosed to Mr. Anderson & could you also
advance him 4 or 5 pounds until I come back? It will help me & him
greatly[·]

As to the great matter I say little of it here2[·] It is constantly in my
thoughts but I cannot write much about. Nor is that needed – it is in better
hands than mine and in his working & guidance in whom I hope to trust for
surely he made us and not we ourselves and he guides his own as a shepherd
his sheep[·]

With deep love I am | Very dear brother | Yours | M. Faraday
Mr. Vincent

1. That is 14 October 1860.
2. Presumably a reference to Faraday becoming, on 21 October 1860, for the second time, an
Elder of the London Sandemanian Church. See Cantor (1991), 60.

Letter 3863
Faraday to Charles-Louis Barreswil1
18 October 1860
From the original in Bibliothèque de Versailles

Royal Institution, London | 18 Oct 1860
My dear Sir,

I search for some better means than mere words, to thank you for your
constant kindness in keeping me in continual remembrance;– in sending me
time after time your Repertoire de Chimie2. I would I had some scientific
fruit of my own growth to send you in return. I even wait in hopes. But the
thoughts of three score & ten years will not fructify with me, as those of past
times occasionally have done; and so I have to pray you to accept thanks:–
bare but earnest thanks – And though I cannot work, I rejoice to look on and
see, how, under the energetic exertions of you and such as you, the great
cause of Scientific development is advancing[·]

Believe me to be My dear Sir | Your Very Grateful Servant | M. Faraday
Chas. Barreswil Esqr | &c &c &c

1. Charles-Louis Barreswil (1817–1870, DSB). French chemist.
2. This was a journal of the Société Chimique de France.
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Letter 3864
Faraday to Robert Gordon
18 October 1860
From the original copy in GL MS 30108/5, f. 90–1

The Green, Hampton Court | 18 Oct 1860
My dear Admiral,

In reference to your enquiry at our parting at Whitby I may now say
that the experiments in London Birmingham & Whitby which you allowed
me to enter upon & carry out have been very successful and useful. They
have enabled me to decide upon a departure from the focal regulations of
the French authorities: and the comparison of the French regulations with
three others has been practically carried out. You, with the Trinity brethren
& members of the Royal Commission have seen the result both at Sea & on
land;– have approved I believe unanimously of the change proposed and you
have given orders accordingly.

The change consists in the first place in directing the chief & guiding
ray to the sea horizon & not to the horizontal horizon or dead level and in the
second place in altering the focus for the upper reflectors from a point 38 mm
up in the axis of the flame to another 28 mm up and 30 on one side;– and that for
the lower reflectors from a point 9 mm up and 50 aside to another spot 25 mm
up & 40 aside; the latter change being finely determined by experiments on
Monday last1. The result is that much of the light which would be directed
by the French adjustments up into the sky by the new arrangement brought
down & spread over the sea between the horizon & shore;– without any
sacrifice of light at the sea horizon itself. Proof was obtained at the same time
of the kind of lamp best suited in the service and the watchfulness required
upon the part of the keepers respecting its action & proper condition[·]

The experiments have led to a refined mode & nicety of adjustment
which can be practised by the manufacture with facility; nor need the Trinity
house hesitate to demand a degree of accuracy which could not heretofore
be called for. They have also shewn the value of the final examination of the
optical apparatus within the lighthouse as recommended by the R Commis-
sion and under the exceedingly frequent obscurity of the Sea horizon how
best to carry it into effect. New instruments as well as a new process have
been invented and I cannot but express most earnestly my thanks for the
manner in which Mr. Chance has enabled me by his own personal thought
& exertions to pursue these experiments both at Birmingham & at Whitby to
the best practical results.

I have the honor to be | My dear Admiral | Your faithful Servant |
M. Faraday
Admiral Gordon | &c &c &c &c

1. That is 15 October 1860.
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Letter 3865
Faraday report to Trinity House
19 October 1860
From the original copy and printed copy in GL MS 30108/5, f. 92–4 and 96
Report on Experiments at Whitby in relation to the focal points of lighthouse
apparatus

Royal Institution | 19 Oct 1860
The experiments referred to in the Report of the 14th September1 have

now by the authority of the Trinity House been carried out not only in London
& Birmingham but also at Whitby; and the Deputy Master2 with certain of
the Brethren have there entered into an examination of the results.

The south light at Whitby was inferior on the former visit to the North
light, though both lamps were of the same construction. That in the North
house was left unchanged to serve as a standard, that in the South house was
changed for one with four wicks & a plentiful over flow; and the light it now
gives is not merely considerably more than before, but more than that of the
North Light. It has burnt well from the first. The average proportion of oil
consumed in a fortnight is 15 pints for the South Light and 13 pints for the
North Light per 12 hours: these quantities accord with the proportion of light
which they really give.

In reference to the Focal changes and adjustments the following arrange-
ments were made. There were four equal Octants, or eights, of glass
apparatus, with a central lamp to the whole. Each had its three parts: the
lenticular band, the upper, and the lower reflectors. The lenticular part is the
most powerful:– the upper reflectors come next; and the lower reflectors are
last. The adjustment is made, first by the elevation of the lamp for the lentic-
ular band and after that by the position of the prisms for the reflector part.
The lenticular part is (in the Whitby case) adjusted for all the Octants at once.
The French focus for this part has been adopted, namely, 28 mm above the
burner; but the French authorities send the chief ray on a horizontal level for
a light of such a height as Whitby; whereas, I have sent it down to the sea
horizon. No. III Octant was selected to represent the French adjustment; but it
was impossible, whilst regulating the lenses of the other Octants, to separate
this from them; so that it had an advantage in the comparison, as respects this
lens part:– As to the reflectors, however, the focus for the upper set is 38 mm
above the burner in the axis of the flame; and 9 mm up and 50 aside for the
lower set:– these were adjusted accurately in the lighthouse to the true horizon
or dead level.

The other Octants had each a pair of common foci for the reflectors
No. I focus for the upper reflectors and was 20 mm up & 30 aside – for lower
reflectors 20 up – 50 aside
II — 28– up 30 — 20 – 50 – III (was the French) — 38– up 0 — 9 – 50 – IV —
28– up 40 — 9 – 50 – the octants I, II, and IV had their adjustments made to
the Sea horizon.
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The intention of all these arrangements was to discover & establish (what
was expected on principle) that much light hitherto thrown up into the sky,
might be disposed of on the sea between the distance & inshore, without any
diminution of the light on the sea horizon;– and, that if particular regions in
certain directions short of the horizon required an especial amount of light,
which foci were proper for such a purpose.

The night sea voyage was so arranged that the various Octants (with all
the light on) could be observed at different distances as the ship went out; the
effect of the change from the one to the other being remarked; and at the same
time a continual comparison with the unchanging North Light be made. On
returning towards land the lens part of all the octants was blinded, so that a
like comparison of the reflectors without the lenses could be made over the
same series of distances[·]

When in shore i.e. about a mile or 1 1
2 miles off the Octants I, II, & IV

surpassed the French Octant as was expected;– the same effect continued
when further out but diminished in proportion. At 10, 12 & 14 miles out
the difference between the Octants diminished; but the French Octant never
surpassed No. II or No. I and was as some thought rather beneath them;–
the constant N light was most important in helping to settle these differences.
When the lenticular bands were screened off the reflector bands alone gave
bright light but there were differences of the same kind though greater in
proportion.

Every one present made their observations for themselves but I believe
with a like result. I had expected No. II to be the best if not thebest arrangement
and I am happy to believe the Deputy Master & brethren came to that con-
clusion since they directed that it should be the type & pattern of adjustment
for all the octants of both the Whitby Lighthouses[·]

Like observations to those just described had been made on shore and
with the like result; but we had not then the same advantage of observing at
very long distances, nor that of comparing with the standard North light.

On the Monday3 we wrought at the Lighthouse for the purpose of verify-
ing or correcting the focus for the lower reflectors. Mr. Chance, in making the
adjustment, found that numbers varying somewhat from those I had given,
and even more from the French numbers, caused the rays to be more parallel;
and as they were to supply the sea horizon such parallelism would be an
advantage[·] The numbers were 25 mm up and 40 aside. These numbers were
used on the night of the sea observations. By trial I became satisfied of the
reality of the advantage, and recommend these numbers to be adopted for
the lower reflectors[·]

All the time we were at Whitby (8 or 9 days) Mr. Chance & myself were
occupied in learning, practising new methods of adjustment & correction, and
using new instruments;– and I cannot say too much in thanking Mr. Chance for
the earnest & intelligent manner in which he has considered & worked every
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point out. The method of adjustment is now so perfect, that the authorities can
hardly require more accuracy than the manufacturer can ensure. The Trinity
house may direct, at its pleasure, that the light of one part of an apparatus,
shall be thrown chiefly in one direction as the sea horizon and that of another
part in another relative direction, as nearer to the coast: and I have no doubt
that, if the Electric light or any other of the compressed intense illuminations
be hereafter adopted, the principles & methods of adjustment now devised
& carried into practice will prove of very great and special advantage4.

M. Faraday

Position5 of the experimental common foci for the upper and lower
reflectors situated on the left hand side the flame represented in the figure.

The words “common focus” are intended to express that point from
which the rays which lie in a plane passing through it and the axis of the flame
and apparatus, and also through the middle of the pieces of glass associated
in one pannel (as of the upper or lower reflectors) shall be made by adjustment
to proceed to any given spot, as for instance, a point on the Sea horizon.

1. Letter 3846.
2. Robert Gordon.
3. That is 15 October 1860.
4. This letter was read to Trinity House By Board, 23 October 1860, GL MS 30010/43, p. 154. It
was ordered to be entered in the book of scientific reports and printed for the use of the Elder
Brethren.
5. The remainder of the text is taken from the printed copy.
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Letter 3866
Faraday and Sarah Faraday to Mary Deacon
20 October 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 L/2/1

[Royal Institution embossed letterhead] | 20 Oct 1860
Dear Mary,

Put the enclosed into any shape that will remind you of our love. It
cannot measure it, or even indicate, except to a loving mind, in that respect
like the Givers; and then any thing may serve for all things are exalted by such
a feeling. We hope & trust there is great happiness in store for you & William1;
and though the course of your life seems as if in some respects it might be
different to ours, I believe it will be the same in the matter of affection.– With
warmest love to you both We are dear Mary

Your Affectionate Uncle & Aunt | Sarah & M. Faraday

1. They had married on 4 October 1860. GRO.

Letter 3867
Thomas Stevenson to Faraday
22 October 1860
From the original in IET MS SC 2
Private

Edinburgh | 22 Oct 1860
My Dear Sir,

When at Aberdeen the other day with the Astronomer Royal1 I recol-
lected of my unfulfilled promise to let you know our average consumption
of oil in the Northern Lighthouses. This has been found to be five (5) hours to
one gallon, and whenever they go below that, the keepers are pulled up. In
contrasting the whole expenditure of oil at the Northern Lights as compared
with the other Boards, this result may not perhaps appear as the Scotch Lights
are not lighted from sunset till sunrise. They light and extinguish by a Table in
which 40 mins. are allowed for twilight. In this way there is a saving effected
of about 1

10 th of the whole consumption.
If you should have occasion to try any photometric experiments allow

me to suggest a form which after trials of other forms seems very satisfactory.
Instead of using the wedge full of coloured liquid, which necessitates the
using of different parts of the glass sides, I tried experiments first with a telescope
and them with an India rubber bag having glasses placed on each end so that
on compressing the bag the glasses were brought nearer each other & the
extent of absorbing medium decreased. I ultimately on the suggestion of a
friend however recurred to the plan I had thought of before which consisted
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of a telescopic arrangement placed vertically & having a right angled prism
at the bottom for rendering the horizontal rays vertical.

In the accompanying sketch a b c d e f represent the larger tube containing
the coloured absorbing medium g.h. the sliding or eye piece tube having a
glass at g by which the fluid is prevented from entering the sliding tube. i is
the totally reflecting prism. The sliding tube is graduated on the side so that
when g is close to the bottom cd the scale on the side is at zero. Of course the
reading on the scale increases as g is removed from cd that is as the thickness
of the absorbing medium traversed by the rays is increased. I hope the above
is intelligible and trusting you will excuse this long letter I remain

My Dear Sir | Yours faithfully | Thomas Stevenson
Professor Faraday | &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: Consumption of oil 1.6 pints per hour first order

1. George Biddell Airy. See Airy, W. (1896), 241.

Letter 3868
Faraday to Thomas Stevenson
25 October 1860
From the original in NLS MS 785, f. 46

Royal Institution | 25 Oct 1860
My dear Sir,

I hasten to return you my sincere thanks for your kindness in remem-
bering me; and for the data both oil – & photometric1 –

In photometry I am always puzzled about the standard of light – the
eyes of the same person vary so much & so rapidly – and the appreciation
varies so greatly with change of colour & difference of intensity – I think Your
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telescopic apparatus is excellent in its arrangement – but it is only by trial one
learns to know the circumstances[·]

Ever My dear Sir | Most Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Thomas Stevenson Esqr | &c &c &c

1. See letter 3867.

Letter 3869
Faraday to Ernst Becker
25 October 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 E23

The Green, Hampton Court | 25 Oct 1860
My dear Dr. Becker,

It was a great delight to me to receive your very pleasant and affectionate
letter last month1. It told us so much about your proceedings & concerns, as
to shew that you knew we had a very strong interest in all you were doing,
and were likely to do; and it has given great pleasure to Dr. Bence Jones and
some other friends, besides. First I rejoice that you have your mother2 with
you, and I cannot help imagining all the interest she will feel in hearing of
your doing, and looking at you, & realizing the change and improvement that
some years have made. A mother must make something of a home to you;
and by home I imagine an arrangement very different to a Palace. You must
have had a strong feeling for home joys & happiness:– for the calm & peace of
such a place, to leave a Palace for the hopes of it; especially when that Palace
was one where you were esteemed so highly[·] I think the very feelings that
induced you to make the change will help to create that home at last which
will be the reward to you for it. Well, whatever change you may make in your
life, we shall not alter in our thoughts about you.

I have been greatly interested in reading your account of your proceed-
ings, at Bonn, Heidelberg, & Giessen. I am not competent to form an opinion
of the best mode of pursuing science in Germany by a German mind; but
the advice of Buff3 is that which would soonest fall in with my own thoughts
and ways. I could not imagine much progress by reading only, without the
experimental facts & trials which could be suggested by the reading. I was
never able to make a fact my own without seeing it;– and the descriptions of
the best works altogether failed to convey to my mind, such a knowledge of
things as to allow myself to form a judgment upon them. It was so with new
things. If Grove, or Wheatstone, or Gassiot, or any other told me a new fact &
wanted my opinion, either of its value, or the cause, or the evidence it could
give in any subject, I never could say any thing until I had seen the fact. For
the same reason I never could work, as some Professors do most extensively,
by students or pupils. All the work had to be my own. I know very well that
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my mind is particularly constituted; that it is deficient in appreciation: and,
further, that the difficulty is made greater by a failing memory. Nevertheless
you will understand how my thoughts fall in with Buffs opinion; and how
terrified I should be to set about learning Science from Books only. However,
what we call accident has, in my life had much to do with the matter; for I had
to work & prepare for others before I had earned the privilege of working for
myself, and I have no doubt that was my great instruction and introduction
into physical science.

You have seen many of my friends. When you see them again, or any
who think kindly of me, commend me to them. I long to know more of
Scientific men than I do; but I dare not try to increase my privileges in that
direction by writing, for such an occupation soon grows up, & then becomes
too large for my head to carry. I am indeed even beginning to be sorrowful in
reading, because I cannot store up what I read;– cannot keep it in remembrance.

Our friends here are I think pretty well. Dr. Bence Jones has only lately
returned from the Continent. Tyndall is at home & well at work. Wheatstone,
Gassiot, &c I see little of just now. I heard that Sir Benj Brodie thought of
giving up the Presidency of the Royal Society, but cannot say4.

I feel as if I were leaving much unsaid in this letter, but it w<ill> not
come to mind. I do not forget you & all your kindness. Nor does my wife &
Niece who send their kindest remembrances.

Believe me to be | My dear Dr. Becker | Ever faithfully Yours |
M. Faraday

Address: Dr. E. Becker | &c &c &c | Heidelberg | (in Waldhom) | Baden

1. Letter 3844.
2. Johanetta Chistiane Becker, née Weber (1789–1878, Pangels (1996), 42).
3. Heinrich Buff (1805–1878, NDB). Professor of Physics at Giessen from 1838.
4. Brodie continued in the presidency until November 1861.

Letter 3870
Faraday to John Gibson Macvicar1
25 October 1860
From the original in RCP

Royal Institution | 25 Oct 1860
My dear Sir,

I am very much obliged by your kindness. I shall have the opportunity
of looking at your Tractate2 carefully after a week or two but I am obliged to
make a wonderful difference in respect of the manner in which I accept or
hold at arms length a fact or body of facts and the superstructure which we
of necessity raise upon them. Thanking you most heartily for your kindness

I am My dear Sir | Most truly Yours | M. Faraday
Revd. John G Macvicar | &c &c &c
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1. John Gibson Macvicar (1800–1884, ODNB). Minister at Moffat from 1853 and scientific writer.
2. MacVicar (1860).

Letter 3871
Faraday to James Timmins Chance
26 October 1860
From the original in RI MS F1 N/4/19

Royal Institution | Friday, 26 Oct 1860
My dear Sir,

I got your note today & accompanying it one from Mr. Parkes1. Yours
says come on Thursday2, & Mr. Parkes says there is no hurry. Moreover he says
I am to hear from the Board of Trade3. I do not know what to do amongst three
announcements all in different stages[·] So I think I will decide on coming to
you on Monday next the 29th. Leaving here by the 9.15 getting to Birmingham
about 1 o’clk – getting a good lunch at the Railway hotel & securing a bed-
room – reaching Spon Lane by 2.8 – and then working on by day light and
night time as it may be needful4. Then if necessary I could be at the Works
also next morning. But you must not let me put you out by what I say and
any change you make shall suit me.

I am just going to write Mr. Parkes word: I do not know whether he
intends to be at Birmingham[·] That I must leave to him[·]

Ever Truly Yours | M. Faraday
Jas. Chance Esq | &c &c &c

1. Neither found.
2. That is 1 November 1860.
3. Letter 3873.
4. Which is what Faraday did. Faraday to Booth, 1 November 1860, TNA MT 9/11, towards end
of file M2379.

Letter 3872
Thomas Stevenson to Faraday
26 October 1860
From the original in GL MS 30108/5, f. 97

Edinburgh, 84 George Street | 26 Oct 1860
My Dear Sir,

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 24th [sic]1.
I send you in case it may be useful some photometric experiments lately

made by my brother2 on the verticaldivergence of an annular lens with a flame
of our full standard height and volume from which you will observe that the
most minute beam dips downwards a little. You will perhaps remember that
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I shewed a tracing of it at Whitby. The observations were made at the sloping
face of Salisbury Crags and the light was in a temporary lantern placed at the
South & on the back of Canongate. We would also have tried the prisms but
had none fitted up at the time. The levels of each station was [sic] carefully
ascertained with the spirit level and from these angular values marked on the
vertical line were computed.

Do not put yourself to the trouble of acknowledging receipt of this but
if any further explanation be required I need not say how glad I shall be to
afford it.

I remain | My dear Sir | Yours very truly | Thomas Stevenson
Professor Faraday | &c &c

Endorsed by Faraday: What was the height of the focal plane above the
burner? | What is the standard of intensity or how was it ascertained? |
What is the cause of diffusing at the focal plane?

1. Letter 3868.
2. David Stevenson (1815–1886, ODNB). Engineer to the Northern Lighthouse Board.

Letter 3873
James Booth1 to Faraday
30 October 1860
From the original press copy in TNA MT4/72, p. 4976

30 Oct 1860
11711

state to you that Messrs. Wilkins and Company of Long Acre who is
under contract with the Board of Trade for the supply of the dioptric light-
ing apparatus which H.M. Government is about to present to the Egyptian
Government for the use of those lighthouses as existing in the Red Sea have
informed my Lords that the Apparatus is ready for inspection at Messrs
Chance Glass Works Birmingham.

My Lords would feel obliged if you could make it convenient to proceed
to Birmingham to inspect the Apparatus and to favor them with your Report
thereon.

My Lords will also be glad to be informed of the Amount of expenses
incurred by you on this inspection which will at once be repaid to you by this
Department.

Mr. Parkes of 19 Parliament Street, the Engineer superintending
the construction of the Lighthouses and Messrs. Wilkins and Company
have been instructed to place themselves in communication with you in
order that proper arrangements may be made for your inspection of the
Apparatus.
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A copy of the Specifications is provided for your information2

I am | Sir | Your obedient Servant
M. Faraday Esq: F.R.S. | &c &c &c | Royal Institution | Albemarle Street

1. James Booth (c.1796–1880, ODNB). Secretary of the Board of Trade, 1850–1865. Author iden-
tified on the basis that Faraday to Booth, 1 November 1860, TNA MT 9/11, towards end of file
M2379, is the reply.
2. A press copy of this follows this letter in the manuscript.




